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The word "Victrola" as well as the picture "His

Master's Voice" is an exclusive trademark of the

Victor Talking Machine Company. Being registered

trademarks they cannot lawfully be applied to other

than Victor products.
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THE INSTRUMENT OF QUALITY

CLEAR AS A BELL

Sonora Merchandise, of Highest Quality,

is Priced to Move in Largest Quantity!

Of this Sonora dealers can be assured : The
outstanding merit of the Sonora Phonograph,

its exceptionally beautiful tone quality, per-

fection of reproduction and beautiful work-

manship assure a prestige among music

lovers which creates sale after

sale. Sonora phonographs

are recognized everywhere as

the ultimate in sound repro-

ducing instruments.

And when added to all this

known superiority you can

offer merchandise such as is

shown above, at these moder-
Sonora Radio Speaker, $30
The famous Sonora tone passage in an
attractive brown mahogany cabinet.
The finest toned speaker obtainable,
assures profitable sales.

ate prices, then indeed have you a proposi-

tion of such obvious appeal to the large

medium-price market that your success with

the Sonora Phonograph is bound to be only a

matter of its proper presentation.

As further assurance of suc-

cess, you have available the

ever popular Sonora Radio-

Phonographs and Radio

Speakers, which enable you to

meet every taste and require-

ment. Write today for com-

plete details of Sonora prices,

discounts and selling plans.

Sonora Phonograph Co., Inc., 279 Broadway, New York City

Makers of Sonora Phonographs, Sonora Radio Speakers, Reproducers and Sonoradios

Canadian and Export Distributors: C. A. Richards, Inc., 279 Broadway, New York City
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E. R. Strauss Heads the

Vocalion Record Division

Office of Manager of Brunswick Vocalion Rec-
ord Division Will Be Located at 799 Seventh
Avenue, New York—Mr. Strauss Widely
Known and Esteemed in the Trade

Edward R. Strauss, one of the veterans of

the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.'s executive

organization and well known throughout the

talking machine trade, has been appointed gen-

eral manager of the company's Vocalion record

division. As announced in last month's World
the Brunswick Co. is now the owner of the

Vocalion record library, and under Mr. Strauss'

direction an aggressive sales and merchandis-
ing campaign has been inaugurated. The offices

of the Vocalion record division will be located

at the Eastern Brunswick headquarters, 799

Seventh avenue, New York, and Mr. Strauss

has been devoting the greater part of his time

Edward R. Strauss

the past few weeks to the supervision and han-

dling of the many details incidental to the estab-

lishment of the new division which is under his

management. Vocalion records will be mer-

chandised as heretofore through jobbers, and

C. R. McKinnon, who formerly traveled for

the Aeolian Co.'s Vocalion record division, has

been appointed to a similar position in the

Vocalion record division of the Brunswick Co.

Mr. Strauss has been associated with the

Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. for the past

twenty years and is popular with the organiza-

tions in both Chicago and New York. For sev-

eral years he has been vice-president of the

New York division of the Brunswick Co., and

his thorough familiarity with Brunswick market-

ing policies and plans insures his success in his

new work.

Plan Syracuse Radio Show

Syracuse, N. Y., January 10.—The first annual

radio exposition to be held in this city will take

place at the State Armory from February 18 to

21. The exhibition will be produced through

the courtesy of the Syracuse Herald, with the

co-operation of the Syracuse Radio Dealers'

Association, and considerable interest is being

manifested in the plans fc*" the show.

Vorbach Bros. Incorporate

Vorbach Bros., Queens, N. Y., were recently

incorporated at Albany, N. Y, to manufacture

musical instruments with a capital stock of

$50,000. The incorporators are J. L., C. J. and

L. Vorbach.

Caswell Go. Marketing James P. Duffy Becomes
Complete Portable Line Columbia Advertising Mgr.

New Company Headed by L. B. Casagrande

—

John Casagrande Is Vice-President—Small

Phonographs Have Distinctive Features

The Caswell Mfg. Co., with offices and fac-

tory at St. Paul avenue and Tenth street, Mil-

waukee, Wis., has just placed on the market a

complete line of portable phonographs, which

will include the most up-to-date and advanced

constructional ideas in this important field. L.

B. Casagrande, formerly sales manager of the

Carryola Co. of America, is head of the new
company, and John Casagrande is vice-p^^i-

dent. Both of these executives are thoroughly

familiar with the manufacturing and marketing

of portable phonographs, and they are now com-

pleting plans which will enable them to co-

operate efficiently with the jobbers and dealers.

Caswell portables have many distinctive fea-

tures, with the outside coverings of genuine

Dupont fabrikoid in blues, grays, browns, red,

green and black, and the inside coverings in

harmonizing colors. The Heineman motor is

used in these portables, with a full throwback

universal tone arm and the new Caswell Micrp-

'tone reproducer. There is ample carrying room

for eighteen records, and the design of the in-

strument has won the enthusiastic commenda-

tion of jobbers and dealers who have visited

the company's headquarters. Important ac-

counts have already been established through-

out the country, and the company has opened

offices in Denver, Salt Lake City and Los An-

geles. John A. Wellensgard, a vice-president

of the company, maintains offices in the Oak-

land Tribune Tower, Oakland, Cal., and is in

charge of Western sales.

H. Don. Leopold Joins

the Army of Benedicts

Popular Manager of Dealer Service Depart-

ment of Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. Re-

ceives Congratulations of Friends

H. Donaldson Leopold, Jr., manager of the

dealer service department of the Brunswick-

Balke-Collender Co., Chicago, and one of the

most popular executives in the Brunswick or-

ganization, is receiving the congratulations of

his many friends in the trade upon his mar-

riage on December 29 to Miss Madonna Potts,

of Chicago, 111. The wedding was held in the

Belden Room of the Edgewater Beach Hotel,

Chicago, and was attended by many friends,

including Mr. and Mrs. P. L. Deutsch, A. J.

Kendrick, Harry A. Beach, Mr. and Mrs. W. C.

Hutchings, Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Ditzell and Howard

Schendorf, of the Brunswick organization. Mrs.

George W. Moodie, mother of Mr. Leopold

and residing in Philadelphia, attended the wed-

ding, together with A. Caldwell van Roden, of

Philadelphia, one of Mr. Leopold's lifelong

friends, who officiated as best man. Miss Potts,

who is the daughter of Judge and Mrs. Rufus

M. Potts, is well known in Chicago social cir-

cles and has a host of friends throughout the

city. Mr. and Mrs. Leopold will reside in Chi-

cago and will be at home after February 1.

Vice-President Fuhri Makes Important An-
nouncement Regarding New Advertising

Manager—Has Had Extensive Experience

W. C. Fuhri, vice-president and general sales

manager of the Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc.,

announced on January 1 the appointment of

James P. Duffy as advertising manager of the

company, with headquarters at the company's

executive offices, 1819 Broadway, New York.

Mr. Duffy has already assumed his new duties

and his plans for the coming year include

practical co-operation with Columbia dealers

and branches that should make the 1925 Colum-
bia advertising campaign an outstanding suc-

cess in the phonograph field.

The appointment of Mr. Duffy as Columbia

James P. Duffy

advertising manager should be welcome news
to Columbia dealers everywhere, for he brings

to his new work an exceptional knowledge of

advertising and sales promotion plans that can

be used to splendid advantage in the develop-

ment of the Columbia advertising and publicity

campaign. Included in Mr. Duffy's extensive

experience is an association with Robert H.

Ingersoll & Bro., manufacturers of the famous

Ingersoll watch, where he was the editor of

the house organ issued by this well-known con-

cern, and was also active in the company's

sales promotion work. For a number of years

Mr. Duffy was associated with Eberhard Faber,

prominent pencil and penholder manufacturer,

resigning from this organization to join the

Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc. As advertising

and sales promotion manager for Eberhard

Faber, Mr. Duffy was in close touch with all

details incidental to the use of adequate pub-

licity for a manufacturer of nationally known

products. His experience is thorough and ex-

haustive and Columbia dealers will find in Mr.

Duffy's work a reflection of his exceptional

training as an advertising and sales promotion

executive.

Dynamotive Corp. in Trouble Brunswick Declares Dividend

T. Paul McGannon was appointed receiver

for the Dynamotive Radio Corp., New York,

which was recently placed in bankruptcy with

liabilities of $50,000 and assets estimated at

$25,000. The 'receiver states that he is seeking

to co-operate with the creditors to continue the

business and reorganize.

See second last page for Index of Articles of Interest in this issue of The World

The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. has de-

clared an initial dividend of 90 cents a share on

the no par common stock, payable February 15

to stock of record February 5. The stock is

now on an annual dividend basis of $3.60 a

share, against $7 on the former stock. The

exchange was made on a basis of 2 for 1.
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Continue the Pre-Holiday Drive in 1925
Merchandising Factors Which Will Make the Next Year Profitable

for Dealers Who Plan Carefully and Launch Vigorous Campaigns

The year-end holiday business rush is now
history and the trade, figuratively speaking, has

a clean page on which to write the achieve-

ments of 1925. What this message of accom-

plishments will be depends upon the trade itself.

In past years experience has proved that the re-

wards come to those who work for them with

foresight and energy and this year will prove

no exception. As in the past the chair-warmer

type of dealer will be the one who wails the

loudest about lack of business, the others will

look with satisfaction on their profits.

Dealers in Fortunate Position

One fact stands out above all else in the talk-

ing machine business at the present time, and

that is the advantageous position in which deal-

ers find themselves. Talking machines are now
unsurpassed in beauty of design and perfection

of reproduction, great strides have been made
in recordings of some of the finest and most
enduring music the world has ever known. Ra-

dio receiving sets have reached the point where
they are a credit to the finely-equipped talking

machine store and beautifully designed instru-

ments are equipped to grace the finst homes.

Musical merchandise and sheet music are in a

better position than ever before to play an im-

portant part in bringing the retail sales volume

up to the maximum point. All of these factors

will influence business in 1925, but, and here is

the paramount consideration, the responsibility

of cashing in to the greatest possible extent

rests with the dealer himself. The retail mer-

chant who realizes that the appeal of the prod-

ucts he handles is wider than has ever been

the case in the past and who makes every ef-

fort to bring the merit of his products to the

public is sure to profit in a satisfactory way
during the next twelve months.

Continue the Pre-Holiday Campaign
During the few weeks immediately preceding

the holidays every dealer recognized the oppor-

tunity by intensive and unusually energetic ef-

forts to secure a portion of the gift-business.

Special advertising campaigns sent the appeal of

the talking machine, radio, records and other

products handled by talking machine dealers

into thousands of homes. Special window dis-

plays featuring these products as excellent and
appropriate gifts made passers-by stop to look

and the idea germinated by the displays often

resulted in sales, thus adding materially to the

year-end profits. Special literature made
fathers, mothers, sons and daughters think of

music as the ideal gift for a loved one, and the

hold music has on the public was manifested in

the thousands of musical instruments which

went into homes during the holidays. Also,

many persons induced perhaps by this publicity

manifested their interest in something which the

talking machine dealer has to sell by visiting

the store and making inquiries. Here is an ex-

cellent opportunity for dealers who were wise

enough to get the names and addresses of these

prospects to start the New Year campaign by
making a strenuous effort to bring these hesi-

tating ones to the point of buying.

No one will deny that these unusual pre-

holiday drives stimulated business to a remark-

able extent, and yet strangely enough as soon

as the old year passes into memory invariably

dealers sit back and contemplate complacently

how successful the drive was and then fail to

realize that continuation of this promotion work

must certainly have a beneficial effect on busi-

ness, even though the public is not in the streets

en masse looking for ways and means of spend-

ing money. Make this year an exception, you
dealers who are inclined to lean back in your

easy chairs during the first few months of the

new year, and continue the good work started

before the holidays. The results in the way of

sales will be surprising and gratifying, to say

the least.

Repeat Business From Holiday Buyers

In addition to new business, during the next

few months dealers will do well to consider the

possibilities of securing repeat business from

holiday customers. Where talking machines

have been sold it is a simple enough matter to

interest the new owners in records; radio offers

other possibilities, as does the other merchandise

usually handled by talking machine dealers. At

any rate, dealers who realize the value of fol-

low-up in the case of these patrons and then

act to exploit the field will have no cause to

regret their effort.

Hammer Away to Boost Sales

The possibilities are endless and there is no

necessity of going into further detail. Suffice to

point out that 1925 should result in eminently

satisfactory sales volumes for dealers who uti-

lize intelligent promotion methods and keep

hammering away in one continuous twelve-

months' sales drive. Regardless of general eco-

nomic conditions the retailers who go after

sales the hardest and use gray matter in the

process will get the bulk of business. This is

not an idle statement but is based on the rec-

ords of successful talking machine retailers in

past years.

Radio Panel for

Console Phonographs
The outcome of a popular demand for a low-price radio panel for

talking machine installation.

The NYACCOFLEX R. P. 3 is a three tube reflex panel ( 1
0" x 1 4")

containing all the excellent features of the R. P. 1 and R. 2 with

additional volume due to an extra tube.

NYACCO radio reflex receivers, R. P. 1 and R. 2, combine the

best features of the most powerful present-day circuits; two tubes

do the work of five. Cuts battery cost 60 per cent. OPERATES
A LOUD SPEAKER. Gets distance, volume, is selective, and can

be logged.

Dealers—write your jobber for details or address

New York Album& Card Co., Inc.
New York: 23-25 Lispenard Street

b Po AO

Chicago: 415-417 S. Jefferson Street
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Album racks

removable

Openings for

battery

connections

Openings for

antenna and
ground wires

Victrola No. S 215 (Special), $160
Mahogany, oak or walnut

You can quickly equip a Victrola

with whatever radio set you prefer

The four Victrola models shown here are specially designed to provide

for the installation of radio equipment. Practically all Victrola instruments

can be adapted to radio installation with ease.

Such a combination is the best possible solution of the dealer's radio

problem, for it enables him to furnish the Victrola with the radio set the

customer prefers, and permits him to handle the radio sets he prefers.

The radio equipment may be placed under the left lid which raises,

exposing a removable panel. A panel extending across the entire rear of

the instrument is also removable, revealing ample space for radio apparatus.

In the present state of radio reception, experimentation holds a large part

of the radio owner's interest. The Victrola-Radio combination has absolute

flexibility, does not restrict the "radio-fan" to any one set even after it is

installed, and allows him plenty of opportunity for changes in, and
additions to, his set.

Victrola No. S 405 (Special)

Walnut, $265; electric, $305

Ij

t

Victrola No. S 400 (Special)

Mahogany, $265; electric, $305
Victrola No. S 410 (Special)

Mahogany, $315; electric, $355

*H1S MASTER'S VOICE"

Real Victrolas are marked Victrola

"^^ TP"*^ A TRADE MARKVictrola
Victor Talking Machine Company, Camden, N.J.

Victor Talking Machine Co. of Canada, Ltd.. Montreal
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THE

FAVORITE
MASTER ADAPTER FOR

EDISON
To Play Lateral Cut Records

ATTACHMENT
for Edison Phonographs,

to play lateral cut rec-

ords. Extra loud and
clear.

PRICES:

Nickel-plated Adapter $4.35
Gold Adapter 5.00
Oxidized Adapter 5.00
No. I "Supreme" Sound Box, nickel-plated,
loud and clear _ 2.00

No. I "Supreme" Sound Box, gold-plated,
loud and clear 3.00

No. I "Supreme" Sound Box, oxidized 3.00

Special Prices to Quantity Buyers

FAVORITE MFG. CO.
C. KRONENBERGER, Pres.

105 East 12th Street, New York

Death of Samuel S. Schiff

of Vitanola Go. Regretted

Vice-President of Vitanola Co. Was Pioneer in

Talking Machine Industry of West—Kindly
Manner and Congenial Personality Had Won
Hosts of Friends Throughout the Trade

The funeral services were held at Piser

Chapel, 4934 Broadway, and were attended by
many friends, including a large number of mem-
bers of the talking machine trade. Services

The music trade will learn with deep regret

of the death of Samuel S. Schiff, vice-president

of the Vitanola Talking Machine Co., of Chi-

cago, 111., which occurred at the West End
Hospital in that city on Saturday, December 27,

as a result of an operation, and after an illness

of several weeks.

Mr. Schiff was born in Chicago, on February

22, 1881, and spent his entire life in the city of

his birth. He was educated in the city schools,

and in his youth entered the furniture business.

In 1915, with his brother, M. C. Schiff, he or-

ganized the Vitanola Talking Machine Co., and
has been one of its officers from the outset.

Offices were opened on South Wabash avenue,

and factories established both in Chicago and
Saginaw, Mich.

He was a pioneer in phonograph manufacture
in the West, being one of the first to open a

factory in Chicago, and he rapidly rose to a

position of national prominence in the trade.

He was a man of poise and great reserve force

which enabled him to hold firm the helm of

his organization in times perilous to the indus-

try. His abiding faith was a strong factor in

holding the firm intact during the post-war
slump in 1919, and building it up during the

succeeding years to the prominent rank which
it now holds.

While he was principally concerned with the

development of sales and distribution, he took

a vital interest in the factory at Saginaw and
spent considerable time there. He did much to-

ward improving the artistry as well as the

acoustic properties of his instruments. His
kindly manner and congenial personality won
for him a host of friends both in the trade and
in other fields of endeavor.

Believing service to be the true foundation

of all business, he placed its spirit in his every-

day work, and his efforts in the interest of both

customer and employe won for him their con-

fidence and respect. That he placed his belief

in actual practice is reflected in some measure
by the flood of messages of sympathy and con-

dolence which poured in upon both the bereaved

family and the executives of his firm.

The Late Samuel- S. Schiff

were conducted by Rabbi Joseph Stolz, and in-

terment was at Rose Hill cemetery.

The deceased is survived by his widow, four

children, and his brother, M. C. Schiff.

Daniel DesFoldes Busy
in New Columbia Post

Daniel DesFoldes, who, as announced in the

December issue of The World, has been ap-

pointed sales manager of the foreign record

department of the Columbia Phonograph Co.,

Inc., assumed his new duties the first of the

year, and is already working in close co-oper-

ation with the Columbia organization in devel-

oping this important branch of the business.

Mr. DesFoldes is ideally qualified for his new
work, for his previous experience in the Colum-

bia Co. consisted exclusively of specialization in

the sale of foreign-language records. He was

associated with the Columbia Co.'s Cleveland

branch for a number of years, and for his ex-

cellent work in the foreign-language record

division he well deserved the promotion which

he received.

Immediate Service!
A/I"AIL or telephone orders sent to Greater City

are shipped the same day as received.

This is but one example of the Greater Service

Greater City can give you on

Freed-Eisemann

Crosley Sonora

Balkite Freshman
Ray-o-vac Philco

Cunningham Tubes

and other standard pbonograph and radio

products.

It's Greater City for Greater Service

!

Fitzroy

1446

1447

1448

GREATER CITY
Phonograph Co.,

INCORPORATED

234 West 39th Street

NEW YORK
Telephone Stuyvesant 1666
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Victor supremacy is the
supremacy ofperformance

Victrola IX, $75
Mahogany or oak

Victrola No. Ill

$225
Electric, $265

Mahogany, oak or walnut

Victor history is one

continuous series of great

musical achievements.

Each successive accom-

plishment marking an-

other step forward in the

progress of dealers in

Victor products.

Victrola No.

$150
Mahogany, oak or walnut

Victrola No. S 215 (Special) $160

Victrola VI, $35
Mahogany or oak

Victrola No. 350
Mahogany, $235; electric, $275

Specially designed to accommodate any
radio receiving set

Victrola No. 405
Walnut, $250; electric, $290

Victrola No. S 405 (Special)
Walnut, $265; electric, $305

Specially designed to accommodate any
radio receiving set

There is but one Victrola and that is made by the
Victor Company—look for these Victor trade marks

^ » TRADE MARKrVictrola
RCO U S »*T O**

Victor Talking Machine Company, Camden, N. J.

Victor Talking Machine Co. of Canada, Ltd., Montreal-
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Clinton's Ads Strike Public's Funnybone
Experience of Live Hartford, Conn., Dealer Shows the Vital Need

and Effectiveness of Originality in Selling Through Advertising

These are days of keen competition in the

talking machine field and every live merchant

is striving to do the greatest possible volume

of business in his territory. Of the various

means of sales promotion advertising is prob-

ably of outstanding importance. This, briefly,

'fjAY BiLL
JDort'T make a tjp

HI5TAKE. _
& DIRECT

CLINT0N'5
V

•2£7 A5YLUI*! ST
Daily Newspaper Reader

is the opinion expressed by N. C. Strouse, man-

ager of the A. B. Clinton Co., which operates

stores in Hartford and New Haven, Conn.

"The right kind of advertising, properly placed

and the liberal use of white space, is the best

and most consistent business getter," according

to this live executive, and he speaks with au-

thority, for he has been in charge of the Hart-

ford store since its opening nine years ago, and

his original methods of publicity and sales pro-

motion have been an important factor in the

success of the establishment.

Get Away From Stereotyped Copy
In the fight for business the dealer who uses

the most effective, eye-arresting, interesting and

original publicity will undoubtedly get the best

results. The usual stereotyped style of copy,

which is so much the same as that which has

gone before and has nothing distinctive to make
it stand out from the other publicity in the

newspapers, etc., does not merit, nor will it

receive, any special attention from newspaper

readers^. On the other hand, the unusual always

stands out and because of its very difference it •

is bound to make the reader sit up and take

notice. This has been the experience of the

A. B. Clinton Co. over a period of a number
of years.

Herewith are reproduced three of the strik-

ingly original cartoon advertisements which this

concern is finding a paying advertising invest-

ment. The space occupied by these advertise-

ments is from two to six inches, but the results

are proving better than where considerably

larger space is used in connection with the or-

dinary type of copy. This publicity is run both

in newspapers and theatre programs, and ,<o

wide is the attention which it attracts, accord-

ing to Mr. Strouse, that when the company dis-

continued its use for a time many people visited

the store to ask why the cartoon advertising

had been dropped. Other merchants in Hart-

ford realize the pulling power of these "car-

toons," and one of the leading retail clothing

houses approached Mr. Strouse with the request

that he prepare an advertisement for them.

There is rather an interesting story in con-

nection with the manner in which this advertis-

ing originated and it also shows in a concrete

manner how effective it is. During the war

there was a shortage of needles. The needle

"fiAY Bill
<Hi5 HEHE ftADIO >*E &QT

V^OJNTON'5
^ IS SURE

t /J GREAT
5TUFPJ

"
i -aru5T HAD

HntfauiLQ am' the
J3AME5 ARE CUlT D^THE. BEACH

AT WAiKlKi / LET 5 50.

CUNTDN'5
227 ASYi-UM 5T

Radio Ad in Theatre Program

stocks of music stores were depleted and it was
almost impossible to replenish them. However,
Mr. Strouse finally managed to secure a fair

supply and in order to make the fact known
to talking machine owners he decided to run

some special advertising. He sketches very well

and, accordingly, he tried his powers in prepar-

ing an advertisement which would attract in-

stant attention. The first cartoon advertisement

was the result. It pictured a sailor with cupped
hands filled to overflowing with needles. The
heading of the advertisement, "Say, Bill," was
the same as it is now. The entire stock of

needles was sold as a result.

Classified Ads as Sales Pullers

Another method of reaching the public at

comparatively little expense is through the

classified columns of the local newspapers. The
A. B. Clinton Co. is finding this a most effec-

tive method of stimulating sales. People who
are looking for bargains invariably turn to the

classified section of the newspaper. And this is

one kind of advertising where the dealer can get

a fairly accurate check on results. The same
rules regarding originality hold good here, be-

cause as in all other publicity that which stands

out above the mass and first attracts attention

is bound to be read.

The Mass Appeal
It goes without saying that the advertising

which reaches the greatest number of potential

customers is the most productive of actual sales,

provided, of course, the advertisement is read.

A newspaper may have a circulation of many
thousands and the dealer may utilize large space

and still get less satisfactory returns than the

dealer who advertises in a medium with a

smaller number of readers but whose copy is

striking enough so that it is read. It is a wise

dealer who strives for effective advertising.

Merely throwing a cut and announcement, to-

gether with the name of the company, into the

paper and calling it an advertisement is an

excellent way for the dealer to waste his adver-

tising appropriation. It takes time, experience

and imagination to prepare a sales producing

and imagination to prepare a sales-producing

requisites had better secure the services of some
one who has them. It is cheaper in the long

*5ay Bill
" WE -JLI5T EOT TD GET A

plaYlrpiamo
AlMl?

CLINTON5
15 THE.

PLACE TQ GET \T~

LET '5

Q_l NTDN5
227 ASYLUM 5T ^ZT~s^Z

Another of the Cartoon Ads

run, for, after all, it is better to spend money
and actually secure business than to spend with-

out any returns.

HERE IT IS!

The last word in Phonographs. The Minnelli Tone Arm,
a new invention that revolutionizes the entire industry.

The Minnelli Tone Arm can be placed on any kind of machine,

either small or large. The Minnelli Tone Arm can also be placed

on a table, writing desk, or any place that you wish, for it has a

motor to turn the records. After placing the Minnelli Tone Arm
you can obtain the best and the softest tone you have ever heard.

Better information can be obtained by writing. We are interested

in both dealers and manufacturers.

Complete samples will be sent to any part of the United States for $10.00.

MINNELLI PHONOGRAPH CO., Inc. Pittston, Pa.
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PEERLESS ALBUMS ARE THE WORK of

Artists and Craftsmen

Further Proof of

Peerless Quality

from one of the

Industry's Leading

Manufacturers.
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Exclusive metropolitan distributors for

the new beautiful and educational

"PICTORIAL RECORDS"
for children.

People
everywhere
have been
buying
PEERLESS
ALBUMS for

a number of

years through
the best stores—
here and abroad.
Today it is the

standard record
album with an es-

tablished clientele.

Why? Because each
PEERLESS AL-
BUM is made as

though you were mak-
ing but a single one.

PEERLESS ALBUM COMPANY
PHIL. RAVIS, President

636-638 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
WALTER S. GRAY CO., Pacific Coast Representative

San Francisco and Los Angeles

L. W. HOUGH, 146 Mass. Avenue
Boston, Mass.
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The Trade Outlook at Opening of New Year

IT is obviously too early to cash in on the optimistic prophecies

prevalent for 1925, inasmuch as post-holiday business does not

offer any sort of an accurate guide as to what the New Year holds

in store so far as retail trade is concerned. However, there are

certain fundamental conditions that may be accepted as indicating

the trade trend, such as character of retail stocks, volume of orders

for early delivery and other factors that emphasize concretely the

assurance of trade in the future.

In the first place, those inventories that have been taken imme-

diately after the first of the year show that the majority of stocks

are in a healthy condition, though there has been an increase in

inventories on certain records. To find a stock of standard make
machines that is top heavy, however, is somewhat of a rarity, not,

perhaps, because buying was particularly strong, but because dealers

have shown an inclination to sail pretty close to the wind for the

past few months, placing orders only in small quantities as war-

ranted by demand, and forcing wholesalers and manufacturers to

"Hold the bag," so to speak, insofar as surplus and reserve stocks

were concerned.

Although the hand-to-mouth buying by certain retailers caused

considerable trouble and worry to the wholesale trade in the past,

the practice has at least had the advantage of keeping stocks down
to bed rock and insuring a steady run of orders, even though they

be moderate, during the months to come.

Some manufacturers have announced production programs

for the year that call for a material increase in output, while others,

and they are in the majority, are working along on a normal basis

and postponing any definite plans for expansion or contraction of

factory activity until their distributors, wholesale and retail, have

had a chance to cast up accounts, complete inventories and make
some adequate estimate regarding their requirements or anticipated

requirements.

This course of watchful waiting is not to be accepted as an

indication of pessimism, but rather a movement calculated to pro-

tect the market so far as possible from surplus or shortage

regardless of what may develop during the twelve months. Certain

it is that in the plans of the talking machine factories radio and its

appeal is being taken into full consideration, which will have a

bearing upon the types of instruments that are produced and offered

to the trade.

Even at this early date there has been observed one good sign

and that is that the demands upon the wholesalers did not cease

abruptly with the passing of Christmas or a few days before, but

have kept up surprisingly well to date. This in itself testifies to the

fact that although holiday business may not have broken records,

it at least served to deplete many retail stocks to a satisfying degree,

making replenishment necessary. Likewise, there is reported in the

retail trade a continuation of buying by the public, a factor that is

deserving of considerable thought in view of the growing practice

of various corporations and companies of paying bonuses to em-
ployes on the first of the year or just before.

For those dealers who have successfully combined the handling
of radio and talking machines, and they are legion, the present

year seems to hold great promise in view of recent and anticipated

developments in the field of broadcasting, to say nothing of the

continued stabilization of radio receiving sets to a point where
they may be handled with confidence and assurance. The radio

and talking machine trades are steadily being brought into closer

association, which appears to be natural. With the talking machine
record artists lending strength to radio programs and those pro-

grams in turn serving to popularize the artists and the records they

make, the future seems full of rare possibilities.

Putting Noted Record Artists "On the Air"

DURING the past few months there has developed a most in-

teresting situation in the relationship of the talking machine
and radio through arrangements made by various prominent record

companies to have their internationally famous operatic and concert

recording artists broadcast through various radio stations. The
work in most cases in the field of popular music has developed

considerably beyond the experimental stage, with the result that

the companies are continuing broadcasting for the actual results

obtained.

The first highly ambitious broadcasting programs by operatic

record artists were those inaugurated some weeks ago by the

Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., whereby prominent Brunswick
artists of the operatic, concert and even more popular types have
given, each week, through station WJZ, New York, in association

with several other stations operated by or in co-operation with the

Radio Corporation of America what is programmed as "The
Brunswick Hour of Music." In this work the Brunswick Co.

enjoys a double opportunity, first in popularizing its greatest artists

and its records, and secondly in developing a greater interest in

the Brunswick-Radiola for receiving the broadcast programs.

Shortly before the close of the year much publicity was given

in the daily press to the announcement by the Victor Talking

Machine Co. that it would, on January 1, begin a series of bi-weekly

broadcasting concerts through station WEAF, New York, in asso-

ciation with broadcasting stations in Pittsburgh, Buffalo, Washing-
ton, Boston, and other cities under the control of the American
Telephone and Telegraph Co.

The Victor Co- did not commit itself to any definite contract

in the broadcasting of its artists, but frankly admitted that the first

concert would be given in the nature of an experiment and con-

tinuance would depend upon the results obtained.

While definite data are not procurable at this writing, it is an

unquestioned fact that the public is, and has been, interested deeply

in the broadcasting of good music and the appearance of famous
artists before the microphone, resulting in a marked stimulation

in the demand for records by the artists who have broadcasted.

Indeed, the experiences of the companies mentioned and of the

other record companies who have used radio during the past year

indicate the possibilities of making the radio a direct ally of the

talking machine business. It is an admitted fact that radio manu-
facturers find the talking machine trade affording a most desirable

retail outlet for their product, dealers having the store equipment
and experience necessary for handling receivers on a sound, legiti-

mate basis. With the talking machine recording artists to lend

attractiveness to radio programs and at the same time popularize

their own products, the combination would seem to be completed.

It is significant that the attitude of the entire trade towards
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radio appears to have undergone a complete change. At the outset

radio was regarded by some more or less in the light of a bugbear

threatening the existence of the talking machine industry. Then as

things progressed it was found out that radio receivers and talking

machines combined very acceptably from. the merchandising angle.

Now radio is accepted as a means for popularizing records and

record artists, while at the same time increasing its appeal through

the presentation of those artists.

Developments have come, and are coming so thick and fast

that it is difficult to prophesy just what the coming months will

bring forth, but it is safe enough to assert that the affiliation of

these two music-producing and music-disseminating interests will

become closer as time goes on.

Establish a Code of Retail Ethics

C < \ I O names of makes of used phonographs and used pianos

1 N shall be advertised except those regularly handled by a

dealer." This is paragraph number one of a code of retail ethics

adopted by music merchants of Los Angeles, Cal., at the instance

of Ferris R. Miller, manager of the Better Business Bureau of

that city. This is good common sense and is regarded as such by

every dealer who has the interests of his business at heart and

who seeks to maintain the confidence of the public in that business.

Yet how little has been done heretofore to crystallize that opinion

into a direct and binding agreement.

This code of ethics of Los Angeles bars the expression "and

up" in advertising where such advertising shows a price range, and

provides that all comparative prices and values in advertising shall

be completely eliminated, including such expressions as "half price,"

"third off," "worth double," etc. Both rules lived up to will nat-

urally place the business on a higher plane.

This idea of a code of ethics bound by either verbal or signed

agreement is not in any sense new, for various local associations

have endeavored at various times to put similar rules into effect,

with the result that the rules were obeyed by most of the members

but disobeyed to their own advantage by outsiders. If the Los

Angeles plan works out and it has the force of the Better Business

Bureau behind it—then it might be well for groups of dealers in

other cities to frame a similar code and make for better business

conditions.

It is to be remembered that at this time conditions are such

that talking machine dealers are not alone competing within their

own ranks, but are competing more strongly with those in other

lines of business, ranging from radio to the vacuum cleaner dealers.

When some standard of ethics fair to all hands can be agreed upon

and observed, then it leaves the dealer free to combat that outside

competition without the necessity of watching the fellow dealer

in his own line, who should be lined up with him in the fight instead

of being ready to attack him from behind.

Great Publicity for Talking Machine Industry

THE broadcasting of the voices and art of celebrated operatic

and concert artists by two of the leading talking machine com-

panies has aroused a discussion which is raging fast and furious

in the daily papers, and out of it all has come some great publicity

for the talking machine and artists who sing for it. Naturally the

"fans" have been enthusiastic over the opportunity of hearing na-

tionally known operatic and concert artists over the radio, while

the theatrical and concert managers appear to see in the new types

of radio programs in which distinguished artists figure a menace

to their respective businesses.

That this excitement will calm down after a while is in-

evitable. Then everyone concerned will be able to get a fair per-

spective of the situation. People are apt to draw hasty conclusions

at the introduction of new ideas in any line of business.

IT might be well for members of the talking machine trade, in-

dividually and through such organizations as exist in the in-

dustry, to keep in touch with what is being done in Washington

to bring about a simplification of business practice and to provide

definite and authoritative information regarding business methods

and procedures calculated to steer the retailer, as well as the manu-

facturer, away from many pitfalls.

During the past few months the department has paid particular

attention to the problems of the retail dealer and has issued an

interesting series of reports calculated to help dealers.

Sherman, flav&Co.
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How H. Batterman Co.Went"OvertheTop
Widespread Canvassing Based on the "Advance Man" Idea and

Public Demonstrations Helped to Build $375,000 Year's Business

While some dealers sit back in their easy

chairs and mourn over the lack of business,

other more aggressive retailers are out in the

field "digging" for sales. If the latter type of

merchant is successful in overcoming the ob-

stacles in the way of business, especially during

such a year as has just come to a close, there is

much of value regarding policies and sales pro-

motion which is worth passing along to the

trade. F. J. Ennis, manager of the talking ma-
chine department of the H. Batterman Co.,

Brooklyn, N. Y., is just this kind of merchan-

diser, as evidenced by the fact that during the

twelve months of 1924 he succeeded in bringing

the sales volume of his department to the tre-

mendous figure of $375,000, of. which $250,000

represented talking machine business and

$125,000 radio sales.

The Answer to Big Sales Volume
Salesmen of the intelligent and aggressive

type, canvassing which was both thorough and

unusual, and advertising are the three reasons

for the success achieved by Mr. Ennis in his

consistent drive for business. Each man con-

nected with the Batterman talking machine and

radio sales organization is selected for his abil-

ity, determination and personality. Without

these requisites the chances of getting maxi-

mum results per salesman are almost impos-

sible. The right men on the- sales staff spell

the difference between success and failure. It is

the salesmen and women who go out and actu-

ally make the sales, and no matter how well

defined and carefully planned is the sales cam-

paign it will not succeed unless the plans are

executed intelligently and effectively.

Canvassing and Closing

Canvassing throughout the city in which is

located the Batterman store and within a ter-

ritory covering a fifty-mile radius has been re-

sponsible to a large extent for the unusual vol-

ume of business enjoyed by this concern during

a year when many dealers were doing prac-

tically nothing. The Batterman department,

under the direction of Mr. Ennis, works the

canvassing game differently than most dealers.

In the first place, a large crew of salesmen is

employed to cover the territory in trucks. A
new twist was given to canvassing last year when
Mr. Ennis sent an advance man into the territory

through which he planned to send his canvassers.

This man was in reality a press agent who an-

nounced through newspaper advertising, posters,

etc., the date on which a public demonstration

of talking machines and radio receiving sets

When a retailer does a business in talking

machines of $250,000 and in addition enjoys

a radio sales volume in the neighborhood

of $125,000 in a dull year, which was the

achievement of the H. Batterman Co., of

Brooklyn, N. Y., in the year which has come
to a close, there are sound merchandising

reasons for it. How F. J. Ennis, manager
of the Batterman department, succeeded in

piling up this tremendous volume of busi-

ness is an interesting and instructive story.

His methods are worthy of analysis and

emulation by the trade.

would be held. This man also made arrange-

ments for a hall, store or other place suitable

for the event. So effective did this advance ad-

vertising prove that invariably on the evening

of the demonstration hundreds of people came

from the various towns in the vicinity and many
sales were closed on the spot. On the day

following the crew of salesmen visited the town

in which the demonstration had been held, as

well as all of the communities surrounding it

These men found little difficulty in closing sales

among those who had shown their interest the

evening before. The good old-fashioned house-

to-house canvassing also played an important

part in swelling the sales volume.

Advertising Which Sells

The business-getting campaign of the Batter-

man store is rounded out by widespread adver-

tising in the local newspapers, as well as news-

papers in surrounding towns, so that the mes-

sage of the talking machine and the advantages

of doing business with such a large, well-estab-

lished concern as Batterman's consistently

FULL LINE of HARDWARE
FOR UPRIGHT, CONSOLE AND PORTABLE PHONO-
GRAPHS. IN NICKEL, GOLD AND SPECIAL FINISHES.

Radio Cabinet Hardware

INVISIBLE HINGE

o
|
o

O I o

o
1
o PORTABLE

NEEDLE CUP

We have been catering to the hardware needs of the talking machine
and radio industries for a number of years. Consequently we are in a

position to give attention and service of the highest calibre.

H. A. GUDEN CO., Inc.
227 CANAL STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.

reaches thousands of homes. There are two
reasons for the success of this publicity, accord-

ing to Mr. Ennis. The first, regularity of adver-

tising and, second, every ad is a "salesman" in

that it sets forth the quality of the products,

prices, terms and makes it easy for those inter-

ested to have a demonstration. The coupon is

used with good effect in the newspaper adver-

tising. This coupon is for those who are inter-

ested in a talking machine or radio outfit and
who desire further information. As soon as

possible after the receipt of one of these cou-

pons torn from one of the Batterman ads by an

interested prospect the name is turned over to

a salesman for follow-up.

Aside from these mediums for stimulating

business Mr. Ennis utilizes all the usual meth-
ods which have proved effective. Window dis-

plays frequently are devoted to the talking ma-
chine, records and radio receivers and the record

department occupies the main floor of the store

and the latest popular selections are played all

day long. As an example of trying every pos-

sible method to increase the efficiency of the

sales organization, a recent experience of Mr.

Ennis's might be interesting. Several of the

outside men had complained that in some homes
it was impossible to gain the attention of the

housewife to interest her in the purchase of

an instrument. Feeling that in cases of this

kind a woman would secure results, he imme-
diately added an experienced saleswoman to his

staff of outside workers. The wisdom of this

move soon became apparent. The saleswoman
easily established contact with prospects whom
the salesman had found impossible to approach,

thus providing another means of swelling sales.

Noted Artists Close Tone
Test Campaign in Maine

Miss Spencer and Lucille Collette Co-operate

With Edison Dealers—Good Results Secured

Miss Elizabeth Spencer and Lucille Collette,

Edison artists, have just completed a tone-test

tour of Maine, giving recitals in the following

cities in conjunction with some of the local

dealers: S. B. Emery Co., Srnford; R. A. Wing
Co., Livermore Falls; J. N. & I. J. Smith, Skow-

hegan; Otis Skinner Opt. Co., Waterville; H. F.

Twombly Co., Augusta, and W. J. Wheeler Co.,

South Paris. The interestingly arranged pro-

grams, prepared for the tone-tests by these

artists, were enjoyed by over 7,000 people in

Maine, and very satisfactory business results

have been reported by the dealers who co-oper-

ated in this campaign.

Finance Plan Pleases

The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. has re-

ceived a large number of letters from dealers

expressing a great deal of satisfaction regard-

ing the special financing facilities opened to

Brunswick dealers through the Brunswick-

Commercial Investment Trust, Inc.

Cabinet Company Chartered

The Cortlandt Cabinet Co., New York, was

recently incorporated at Albany, with a capital

stock 'of $5,000 to manufacture phonograph and

radio cabinets'. The incorporators are J. Roth-

stein, M. and A. Greenberg.

The DeForest Phonofihn Corp., New York,

recently increased its capital from $5,500,000 to

$22,000,000.
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Sell genuine,
Radiotrons.
Call attention
to the name and
theRCAmark.
The tubeyou sell

is the quality
standard your
publicjudgesyou

by. Sellgenuine

Radiotrons only.

These Radiotron ads run monthly in the radio
fan papers—and continuously in the news-
papers of ten important cities. Many dealers
clip them and paste them in their windows.
They get attention! Watch for the Radiotron
ad in the January 24th issue of the Saturday
Evening Post.

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Sales Offices:

233 Broadway. New York 10 So. La Salle Street. Chicago, III. 28 Geary Street, San Francisco, Cal.

This symbol of
quality is your

protection Radiotron This symbol of
quality is your

protection

REG. U. S. PAT. OFF

J
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Right Lights Make Salesmen of Windows
Kenneth Curtis, of Curtis Lighting, Inc., Describes the Various

Window Lighting Effects and How Lights Make or Break a Display

All advertising has for its purpose attracting

the attention, holding the attention, creating

mental pictures and, finally, inspiring the desire

for possession. The success with which this

purpose is accomplished is determined by the

"make-up" of the advertisement, whether a

printed one or a window display.

Something unusual, beautiful or interesting is

bound to attract attention, but when the interest

is to be held there must be some few things

brought out to catch the eye and- lead the inter-

est on from one point to another. In printed

advertisements paragraphs, italics and different

sizes of type a.e used to bnng out the impor-
tant points that will create the mental pictures.

In show windows the interest must be sustained

in a different way and we use light as the' means
of showing the importance of the various articles

on display.

How Lights in Windows Attract

If everything in the window is lighted to the

same intensity the effect is just the same as a

column of newsprint without any headlines or

italics. This does not mean that we may not be

interested in it, but that our eye will not be at-

tracted to it as easily, and if we are in a hurry

we will pass it by without notice. To put in the

"headlines" we use a spot light and the eyes are

turned at once to the center of attraction

that has been pointed out by the finger of light.

Use of Colored Lights

Another means of attracting attention is

through the use of color. We all look at the

colored picture advertisements in the magazines

because- they contrast with the black and white

and because we all like color, and are instinc-

tively drawn to it. This is why we use colored

light in show windows; it makes the window,
different from all its neighbors "and at the same
time pleases the eye.

Colors are also used because they convey
ideas better than black and white. For in-

stance, we associate red and green with Christ-

mas, orange and black with Halloween, green

with St. Patrick's Day, etc. Then, too, we think

of bright colors, red and yellow, when we think

of warmth, gaiety and happiness; blue when we
think of snow and ice; green, as the color of

Spring with its sunshine and flowers; colors in

this way create the background for our ideas

and consequently reinforce them.

This is an important point for the man re-

sponsible for the window displays to keep in

mind. Color helps in getting attention, and then

aids in holding it because it puts the mind of

the observer in harmony with the ideas con-

veyed through the display.

In this, as in many other respects, the show
window can be compared to the stage on which
the merchant places his goods to sell them-

selves. No matter how fine their quality may
be, they can not be appreciated unless they

are put in the right settings and the "stars" are

made as conspicuous as they should be by spot-

lighting.

It is a good thing to get people in the habit

of looking at your windows. This requires fre-

quent changes and perhaps a little more expense

of time, thought and money, but it keeps your
sales up all the year round. The display equip-

ment need not be elaborate, but it should be

adaptable for procuring a variety of effects.

This is one reason why an investment in good
lighting equipment will yield bountiful returns.

Good equipment lasts for years, and through the

variety of effects that can be produced a great

How Proper Lighting Makes Curtis-Leger C
saving can be made on the backgrounds because

the same background may be used many times

by merely "painting" it with light.

Necessary Window Lighting Equipment
Window lighting equipment should consist of

silvered glass reflectors spaced closely enough
together and supplied with lamps of sufficient

wattage to flood the window with a high inten-

sity of clear light at all times. With but small

additional cost these units may be fitted with

gelatine color screens of red, blue, green and
amber, for color lighting. The screens can be
inserted in a metal frame without any incon-

venience and the effects can be changed as

frequently as the remainder of the display. By
using alternate colors, such as yellow and blue,

blended light of a different color may be pro-

duced.

It has-been found that, for the same amount
of current consumed, color lighting is 40 per

cent more attractive than clear white light.

A spotlight or a window flood light with a

"center spot beam" is another piece of valuable

window lighting equipment that is indispensable

now. In large show windows two or more of

these may be used to advantage. These flood-

lights may also be fitted with color screens so

that colored light may be thrown onto a clear

light background as well as a clear spot on a

color lighted background. The holders for

these units are adjustable to any angle and can

be placed at any position in the window.
Footlights are also indispensable for some

displays that need a strong light in the lower
portion of the window. Some very attractive

displays have been arranged by using footlights

and a single floodlight from above. These foot-
lights can be obtained in short sections, and are
concealed by a metal housing that is inconspic-

uous and durable.

Strong Displays in Small Windows
To show the possibilities of a small window,

the display of the radio equipment of the Curtis-

Leger Co., 235 Jack-

son boulevard, Chi-

cago, is typical of

what can be done

with good lighting

and a few wax mod-
els. During the holi-

day season this win-

dow was flooded with

red light in keep-

ing with the other

Christmas decora-

tions. Through this

color background a

beam of amber light

from an overhead

floodlight was di-

rected onto "Jackie

Coogan" and his lit-

"tle girl companion.

The high intensity

o. Display Stand Out of light on these two
figures and the radio set on the table between
them made the radio the center of- attention.

But the attention was not held on this point

alone. The dog was another object of human
interest and the attention was led on a little

farther to take in another receiving set that

showed the internal mechanism. On the oppo-

site side of the window a third center of interest

was built around the Christmas tree and the

little boy who looked into it with admiration.

No spotlight was directed onto the Christmas

tree because the tinsel caught the light and re-

flected it back in sparkling brilliancy.

Although this win.dow is smaller than the

ordinary, it attracted the crowds because it

showed something of universal interest in an

unusual and beautiful setting. The colored light

and the lifelike dolls made the window differ-

ent from any along the street and the display

seemed to reach out into the street with a mag-
netic appeal for blocks around.

Victor Foreign Release

The Victor foreign language record releases

for the month of January include recordings in

the following tongues: Italian, Hebrew and

Yiddish, Arabian, Bohemian, Croatian, Finnish,

French-Canadian, Greek, Lithuanian, Polish,

Portuguese, Serbian, Slovak, Swedish, Ukrain-

ian, German and Mexican, including Spanish

selections recorded for Mexico.

STARR PIANOS STARR PHONOGRAPHS
GENNETT RECORDS

^Represent the Hicjheft oAttavkment in cMusical QVorth
clf« STA KK PIANO COMPANY

Established 1872 Richmond. Indiana

wSm
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MODEL XV
(Using tuned radio frequency)

A super-selective set that is

amazing users with its long
range and wonderful ability to
bring in distant programs while
powerful local stations are
broadcasting. Increases the
number of stations that can be
reached. Simplified tuning on
two dials. When the dial set-

ting for a station is once deter-

mined, that station a 1 ways
comes in on its own setting.

Abundant volume under per-

fect control. It is non-radiating.

$142.50without
accessories j

On the Pacific Coast . $145.00

Why do Pacific

Coast dealers buy

Kennedy Receivers in carloads?

HERE'S proof that some prophets are honored in their own
land. For years before Kennedy radio equipment became na-

tionally famous, the sunny coast was our home. Every Kennedy
model ever made found favor in that keenly contested market.

Pacific Coast dealers and public found the Kennedy trademark

always guaranteed the most advanced principles of radio engineer-

ing. These friends who have known us longest continue to be

among our most loyal supporters.

In a sentence, the reason Pacific Coast dealers buy Kennedy re-

ceivers in carloads is that we have never disappointed them. Kennedy
quality has been consistent. Every new development is thoroughly

tested out before it goes on sale and any Kennedy model several

years old is a salable set today.

Like promissory notes, claims and guarantees are only as good
as their backers. It is the year after year reliability of Kennedy
equipment that establishes this company as a leader among
radio manufacturers. A good company to associate yourself with,

for the sets you sell today are making your business reputation

for tomorrow.

As it was with motor cars, so it is sure to be with radio receiv-

ers. There will be "orphan radios" as there are "orphan cars".

Who supports a guarantee and gives service over the years after the

manufacturer quits? The solid business standing of the manufac-

turer is a stronger guarantee than words

!

It is a privilege worth having to be knoivn as

the Authorized Kennedy Dealer in your locality

.

Ask us for further information.

KEN N EDY
Ohe^Royalty F~~W of*(Radio

INBUILT STURDINESS—Kennedy con-
struction does not follow the beaten path. It

strikes out along original engineering lines,

giving greater simplicity, fewer parts and com-
plete freedom from loosened parts.

/
/

/
/ My name-

/
/ Firm name

/
/ Business

The
Colin B. Kennedy
Company, St. Louis

I am interested in a

Kennedy dealership. Please

send me particulars.

Street Address-

City- -State
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How Modern Ideas Made Luscher Success
For Twenty Years the Luscher Music Store Barely Held Its Own
and Then in a Brief Period of Five Years It Forged to Success

In the talking machine field there are any

number of instances of dealers who, starting

their establishments in a small way, in a humble

store and with a limited amount of merchan-

dise, through definite policies and consistent

effort, have built up organizations which now
occupy commanding positions in the community

in which they are located. On the other

hand for every one of these successes there

Ls a far greater percentage of talking machine

stores which, although starting under similar

circumstances and facing the same conditions,

have either failed to progress and expand, or

else have disappeared from the business world

entirely.

Just wherein does the difference lie? Are
short-sightedness, overcaution, or bad business

policies responsible for so many dealers' fail-

ures to achieve the position which their com-

petitors have reached? Or does the matter

simmer down to unfortunate conditions over

which the dealer has no control? An interest-

ing example of how a talking machine retail

establishment, founded twenty-five years ago,

in the infancy, one might say, of the trade,

went along for twenty years on an even keel,

remaining practically stationary, and then with

the injection of new policies and the infusion

of modern ideas expanded rapidly in business

volume and size is that of the Luscher Music

Store, New York.

A "Standstill" Business

In 1899 M. Luscher established a music store

at 2722 Third avenue, carrying a line of phono-

graphs of the old cylinder record type. The
store was located in the center of the block,

and through clean selling and courteous treat-

ment the store prospered and the first year

netted a fair profit. A few years later, with

the introduction of the talking machine playing

the disc records, the store secured the agency

for a line of these instruments. The history

of the store for the first year was duplicated

practically during the remaining twenty years

in which it remained under the management of

the founder. No effort was made to expand.

Occasionally advertisements of the concern ap-

peared in the local papers, but no definite ad-

vertising campaign was indulged in. No at-

tempt was made to widen the territory served

by the establishment and the twenty years

passed with no real history of achievement.

Advertising Increases Business

In 1920, upon the death of M. Luscher, two
sons, William and Frank, took over the busi-

ness and in the four years under their manage-

There comes a time in the life of every

business, new or old, when no perceptible

progress is made. In other words, the busi-

ness descends to the "standstill" class.

Some stores enjoy meteoric progress and
reach the pinnacle of success in a brief

period. Others drag along from year to

year and never expand. The Luscher store

was of the latter type for a fifth of a cen-

tury. Modern merchandising principles and
real business-getting ideas pulled the store

from the slough and brought success, and

although this establishment does a purely

neighborhood business the sales volume last

year reached the $65,000 mark. The accom-
panying article tells just how it was done.

ment the store has progressed rapidly. Within

one year the store was moved to a corner

location, where the floor space was more than

doubled. A dozen demonstration booths were

installed and before the year was over an ex-

tension had to be built in the rear to provide

extra display rooms. The mailing list, which

was a negligible factor at the old store, con-

sisted of but a few hundred names. This was

increased to some 2,500 more or less regular

customers and prospects. The main factor in

the growth of the business was a regular ad-

vertising policy—the advertising appropriation

being increased 300 per cent—which, besides

bringing in cash business, increased the out-

standing cash on instalment sales more than

600 per cent.

GOOD WINTER SALES
Cash in on the tremendous volume of

business that is done with children's talk-

ing machines during the winter months

when the youngsters stay indoors.

THE BABY CABINET
PHONOGRAPH

Retails for $10.00

It is a beautiful little orna-

ment for the nursery and a

splendid talking machine in

every way. It stands 17

inches high, weighs but 10

lbs., and is painted ivory

white with brightly colored

nursery figures.

Then, to retail for $5.00, there is the GENOLA.
Both machines will play any flat records up to

and including 10 inch size. On these two
models alone you can add materially to your toy

department sales.

The General Phonograph Mfg. Co.

Elyria, Ohio

Another factor to which William Luscher
attributes a goodly share of the store's success

is the proper use of the window display space.

Scarce a week goes by but the dress of both

of the windows of the store are changed com-
pletely. So effective are the displays arranged

by Mr. Luscher that several prizes have been
awarded to him in competition with hundreds
of other dealers. Dealers in all lines in the

neighborhood have made a practice of asking

Mr. Luscher's opinion when they plan unusual

displays.

Does $65,000 Neighborhood Business

At the present time the store does an average

business of $65,000 a year in straight talking

machines. The business is purely a neighbor-

hood one, as the location of the store does not

lie in the way of a transient trade. Payments
on instalment sales are usually completed with-

in twelve months and in handling collections

the establishment follows the policy of having

the customers call at the store to make pay-

ments. No regular collection system is used,

a friendly letter informing the customer of the

payment due being sent a few days after the

date due being all that is necessary in 99 per

cent of the cases.

Records form a good share of the business.

Situated in a section where live a large

number of foreign-born, the Luscher Music
Store has built up a good foreign record busi-

ness through cultivating these record buyers

and sending them regular listings of releases.

About 12,000 records are carried in stock, in-

cluding large libraries of German, Swedish,

Polish and Italian records, in addition to the

regular classical, standard and popular selec-

tions.

Radio Completes Line

The problem of handling radio merchandise

was carefully studied before any lines were
taken on, and upon deciding that it would be a

profitable addition to the business proper meas-

ures were made to display and demonstrate the

various sets. Two booths were turned into

radio demonstration rooms and an extra floor

in the building was taken over by the store.

This extra floor space permitted the proprietors

to equip three display rooms in an appropriate

manner with home furnishings.

It might be interesting to note that the

building now occupied by the music store has

been purchased by the Luscher brothers, and

they are confident that the coming years, with

the additional revenue which they feel will be

the undoubted result of their aggressive policy

in merchandising radio sets, will see a much
further expansion in the business.

Edison Medal Awarded

John White Howell, of Newark, N. J., was
awarded the Edison Medal for 1924, a trophy

given by the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers and named in honor of Thomas A.

Edison. Mr. Howell was connected with the

famous inventor for many years. In granting

the award the Institute stated that it did so

because of Mr. Howell's "contributions toward

the development of the incandescent lamp."

In Hands of Receiver

Schwartz & Chakrin, Inc., talking machine

and radio dealers, Brooklyn, N. Y., recently

were placed in the hands of a receiver through

the filing of a petition by Louis Chakrin for

$5,000. William J. Wilson was appointed

receiver.
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Why Advertise a Registering Piano
in a Phonograph Journal?

For just this reason: we are able to present a product with an
active, profitable market, merchandised on much the same lines

as are talking machines.

Your merchandise, generally speaking, is nationally adver-

tised. So is the Gulbransen.

Your merchandise, generally speaking, is nationally pricedo

So is the Gulbransen.

Your merchandise, generally speaking, is at a point where the

service expense is so small as to be practically negligible. The
same is true of the Gulbransen.

Your merchandise opens a way to continued profit from the

original transaction through the sale of records. So does the

Gulbransen.

Your manufacturers, generally speaking, concentrate on few
styles, requiring minimum investment in stock of machines, by
the dealer. So do we, making four models only.

In the phonograph field are some of the

world's greatest "human interest" trade

marks. The Gulbransen also has such a

trade mark — the famous Baby that means
"Easy-to-Play".

M-O-T-I-O-N
in your window

Here is the type of

up-to-date moving

window display de-

vice that phonograph

merchants are accus-

tomed to. A
moving Baby.

The Gulbran-

sen trade-mark

in action.

I

'

GULBRANSEN COMPANY
3236 W. Chicago Avenue, Chicago

Gentlemen—Tell us how the Gulbransen "fits in" with a

talking machine business.

Name

Address

Cily

u. I

These are a few reasons why the Gulbran-

sen "fits in" with the average retail talking

machine business, and why it is now
handled in so many stores of this type.

Many merchants heretofore handling talk-

ing machines exclusively have changed

their policy on account of the Gulbransen

opportunity.

Youmay find that there are many points

of similarity in your own case—enabling

you to sell Gulbransens at a very slight

increase in overhead.

Why not find out? We'll gladly send

the full details to any dealer in commun-
ities where representation is available.

Just fill in the handy coupon.

GULBRANSEN COMPANY
3236 W. Chicago Ave., Chicago

(Pronounced Col-BRAN-seat

(GULBRANSEN
V^JTheHegisteringPiano
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Victor Artists Appear Before Microphone
in Series of Bi-Weekly Broadcast Programs

Victor Co. Is Latest Record Making Concern to Turn to Radio as a Means of Publicity—McCor-
mack and Bori With Victor Salon Orchestra in Initial Concert on January 1

The latest concern to turn to broadcasting of

its most distinguished artists as a means of

publicity is the Victor Talking Machine Co.,

under whose auspices a series of fortnightly

broadcast concerts were inaugurated on Jan-
uary 1, when John McCormack and Mme. Lu-
crezia Bori, prominent Victor recording artists,

rendered a program through Station WEAF of

the American Telephone & Telegraph Co., the

program being broadcast simultaneously from
WEAF, New York; WCAP, Washington;
WJAR, Providence; WNAC, Boston; WDBH,
Worcester, WGR, Buffalo; WFI, Philadelphia,

and WCAE, Pittsburgh.

The McCormack-Bori concert, with accom-
panying artists, including the Victor Salon

Orchestra under the direction of Nathaniel Shil-

kret, attracted wide attention. The program
included the playing of "Out of the Dust," and
"Chanson Bohemienne" by the orchestra, the

singing of "Adeste Fideles" by McCormack, with

the Shannon Quartet, and the "Berceuse" from
"Jocelyn" by the same artist with 'cello obbli-

gato. Mme. Bori sang "La Paloma," "When
Love Is Kind," and "Addio Del Passato" from
"Traviata," and as a duet with McCormack
"Parigi o Cara" from "Traviata."

Next the orchestra played several popular

dance numbers and the program ended with the

singing of "Marcheta" and "Mother Machree"
by McCormack, who, as an encore, sang a new
number, "All Alone," soon to be released in

record form. The artists were introduced by
Calvin G. Child, Victor Co. director, who, in the

course of his talk, emphasized the fact that all

the numbers sang and played were available on
Victor records. It was also announced that

other famous Victor artists would appear before

the microphone on Thursday evening of every
other week.

The turning of the Victor Co. to radio broad-

casting as a publicity medium was formally an-

nounced by President Eldridge R. Johnson, of

the Victor Co., and Edgar S. Bloom, vice-presi-

dent of the American Telephone & Telegraph

Co., on December 23. In making the announce-

ment Mr. Johnson stated that the Victor Co.

had nothing to say at the present time regard-

ing the marketing of radio receiving apparatus

under the Victor name, the broadcasting being

primarily for the purpose of popularizing the

company's records. The extent to which the

Victor Co. will go into the broadcasting move-
ment depends, it is frankly stated, upon the re-

sponse of the public to the class of concerts to

be offered.

In addition to McCormack and Bori, the Vic-

tor Co. originally announced the following art-

ists to appear in the course of the broadcast

concert series: Feodor Chaliapin, the Russian
bass of the Metropolitan; Renee Chemet, the
French violinist; Alfred Cortot, the French
pianist; Emilio de Gorgoza, the Spanish concert
baritone; Mischa Elman, the violinist; Amelita
Galli-Curci, coloratura soprano; Beniamino
Gigli, tenor; Jascha Heifetz, violinist; Maria
Jeritza, Viennese soprano; Giovanni Martinelli,

tenor; Titta Ruffo, baritone; Tito Schipa, Chi-
cago Opera Company tenor; Antonio Scotti,

baritone, and Reinald Werrenrath, the American
baritone.

Subsequent to the original announcement the
Victor Co., on December 31, published adver-
tisements designed to correct so-called misstate-
ments regarding its broadcasting plans which
had appeared in newspapers and stated that, of

the list of artists who had been announced as
being included in the broadcasting programs,
several, among them Chaliapin, Chemet, Cortot,
Elman, Galli-Curci, Gigli, Heifetz, Kreisler,

Rachmaninoff, Ruffo, Schipa and Werrenrath
had not yet agreed to broadcast.

Edison Branch in Kansas
City Adds to Territory

Des Moines Territory Merged With Kansas
City District of Edison Phonograph Distribut-
ing Co.—Other Edison Activities

Kansas City, Mo., January. 9.—The Edison
Phonograph Distributing Co., which was made
a factory distributing branch of Thos. A. Edison,
Inc., following the purchase by that company
on December 1 of the Phonograph Co., of

Kansas City, Edison distributor, has expanded
its territory by adding the Omaha zone and
more recently the Des Moines zone. Thus the

local distributing organization will cover an ex-

tremely large territory in the interest of Edison
phonographs and records.

Since Thos. A. Edison, Inc., took over this

branch, business has been eminently satisfac-

tory, according to Clarence L. Smith, manager.
In fact, Edison business in this section was ex-

cellent throughout 1924, many dealers adding
this line of phonographs and records and push-

ing them vigorously. During the closing

months of the year especially good business

was enjoyed by 'the Edison fraternity, and as a

result there is a strong feeling of confidence

over the outlook for the next few months. Plans

of the branch for 1925 include the acquisition

of extra salesmen in order to adequately cover

the territory. The popularity of radio has had

a favorable effect on the demand for records,

said Mr. Smith.

M. O. Giles in New Post
With Thermiodyne Corp.

Made Sales Promotion Manager of Plattsburg,
N. Y., Radio Manufacturing Concern—Ther-
miodyne Growing in Popularity

M. O. Giles, well known throughout the talk-
ing machine industry, has been appointed sales
promotion manager of the Thermiodyne Corp.,
Plattsburg, N. Y., manufacturer of the. Ther-
miodyne radio set. Mr. Giles is ideally qualified
for this new work, for during the past seven
years he has been in close touch with phono-
graph jobbers and dealers from coast to coast.
During this period he was associated with the
General Phonograph Corp. and the Emerson
Phonograph Co., doing special sales promotion
work for both of these well-known concerns.
Mr. Giles numbers among his personal friends
the leading distributors and dealers in all of the
important trade centers and in his new work he
will have unlimited opportunities to use his

sales knowledge to advantage.
The Thermiodyne Corp. has obtained very

gratifying success in the marketing of the Ther-
miodyne set, which embodies many distinctive

constructional features. It is a six-tube one-
dial control set that has proved very satisfac-

tory under exacting conditions, and in order to

co-operate with its jobbers and dealers the com-
pany has sponsored an extensive advertising
campaign that has proved a signal success. Leo
Potter, president of the company, is an active
figure in the radio industry and is responsible
for the rapid strides that the company has made
during the past year.

New Wm. Phillips Tone Arm
With the new year is added a new model to

the phono-radio tone arm line manufactured by
the William Phillips' Phono Parts Corp., New
York City. This tone arm, known as the

Phillips Special, is imposing in appearance and
equipped with a large radio inlet, A new fea-

ture introduced in this model is a modifier on
the arm itself for both the radio and the phono-
graph.

William Phillips, president of the company,
returned the first of the year from a successful

trip through the Middle Western territory. Mr.
Phillips called upon the many manufacturers
in the mid-West who used the Phillips tone

arm and returned with a very substantial vol-

ume of contract business covering 1925. The
entire line is moving well with a marked in-

crease in the demand for portable arms.

A Christmas message from Thomas A. Edi-

son, presented in a most unique manner, as well

as messages from factory and sales department

heads, was received by this and other branches.

The message was in the form of a special rec-

ord, bringing Mr. Edison's thoughts home in a

strong manner to those who heard it.

National Record Albums
are

Good Albums

NEW PORTABLE ALBUM

Nationally known because they

give real satisfaction.

They require less selling effort.

Made to contain all makes of

disc records including Edison.

Write for our list of 1924
styles and prices

NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO., 239 S. American St., PHILADELPHIA, PA. THE PERFECT PLAN
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These Columbia
increasing business
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stars* will brin£
to you •

Eddie
Cantor

fl'hoto by While Studio, X. J'J

>Dolly Kay
f Photo liu Strowd, N. V.

The
^Vhispering

i

Pianist
(Art Gillham)
Photo by Bert. K.

THE appearance of any one

of these popular organiza-

tions or entertainers in the

theatres throughout the

country today is cause for

an enthusiastic welcome.

Their Columbia Records

are just as popular. For

Columbia reproduces their

skill and personality with

utmost perfection and
smoothness—unequaled by
any other phonograph.

These stars and their rec-

ords of the latest hits will

bring increasing business to

all Columbia Dealers in 1925.

Columbia Phonograph Co.,

1819 Broadway, New York.

Write to the Columbia branch or

distributor nearest you
Atlanta, Ga., 561 Whitehall Street
Boston, Mass., 1000 Washington Street
Chicago, 111., 430-440 South Wabash Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio, 1812 East Thirtieth Street
Dallas, Texas, 2000 North Lamar Street
Kansas City, Mo., 2006 Wyandotte Street
Los Angeles, Cal., 809 S. Los Angeles Street
New York City, 121 West Twentieth Street
Philadelphia, Pa., 40 North Sixth Street
Pittsburgh, Pa., 632 Duquesne Way
San Francisco, Cal., 345 Bryant Street
Buffalo, N. Y., 700 Main Street
Detroit, Mich., 439 East Fort Street
Minneapolis, Minn., 18 North Third Street
Seattle, Wash., 911 Western Avenue
COLUMBIA WHOLESALERS, Inc.

205 West Camden Street, Baltimore, Md.
TAMPA HARDWARE CO.
Tampa, Fla.

COLUMBIA STORES CO.
1608 Glenarm Avenue, Denver, Colo.
221 S. W. Temple, Salt Lake City, Utah
W. W. KIMBALL CO.
Wabash Avenue and East Jackson Boulevard,

Chicago, 111.

COLUMBIA DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.

1327 Pine Street, St. Louis, Mo.
224 West Fourth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
517 Canal Street, New Orleans, La.

COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH CO., LIMITED
22 West Front Street, Toronto

Van and
Schenck

Photo by Apeda, .V. V.

Blossom
Seeley

Photo by Bloom, Chicogo
1

William
Kennedy

Photo by Alrfene. N. Y.

Columbia
PHONOGRAPHS AND NEW PROCESS RECORDS
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Retailers' Co-operative Drives Profitable
When Retailers Combine Forces to Better Conditions All Profit

— Co-operative Campaign of Gotham Dealers Popularizes Radio

That old saying, "In union there is strength,"

might be paraphrased to read, "when talking

machine dealers in a community get together

for their common good there is profit." Talk-

ing machine dealers in a neighborhood or sec-

tion who combine to exploit the merchandise
which they sell or to, in someway, better trade

conditions, are working for the common good
of the business in general, and betterment of

the business of each dealer will'result, as past

experiences have proved. It is true that, in

many cities throughout the country there are

in operation associations which function to

improve trade conditions, but a city-wide or-

ganization is, many times, far too unwieldy to

handle sectional or neighborhood problems.
Again, there are many opportunities where the

dealers who sell one make of instrument can

by their joint efforts greatly stimulate sales.

An instance of this are the continued and always
highly successful tours of the Eight Popular
Victor Artists, who, for many years, have made
concert tours, appearing in hundreds of cities

and towns under the auspices of Victor dealers,

with the result that the prestige of the dealers

is increased through providing the townsfolk

with an attractive and interesting concert, and
the material increase in the demand for records

of the different artists who appear makes for

greater profits.

Co-operate to Secure Publicity

Another matter in which dealers can profit-

ably co-operate is the problem of having the

local newspapers devote space frequently to

happenings in the talking machine trade, news
items concerning new artists, or a resume of

the monthly record releases. In every section

of the country the local newspapers carry ad-

vertising of talking machine dealers and in

many cases the advertisements are not backed
up in any way by news comment. This is in

large part, undoubtedly, the fault of the dealers

for not insisting upon securing such service

when placing their advertising contracts. The
publicity departments of the record manufac-
turing concerns prepare for the benefit of news-

papers special articles on interesting events in

the talking machine field. New record releases

are announced so that the high lights of the

different selections and artists are told to the

public in an interesting manner with the result

that the demand for these records is greatly

stimulated. Many papers throughput the coun-

try make use of these prepared articles and
often the article appears in the regular music
department, grouped with the reviews of con-

certs and musical events. The value of pub-

licity of this character is incalculable.

Co-operative Paid Advertising

Co-operative advertising is still another form
in which dealers can combine to mutual ad-

vantage. There have on various occasions ap-

peared in. the columns of The World articles

describing the successful co-operative efforts

of dealers to stimulate interest "in their mer-
chandise, either in a general way, or in one

particular record or to draw attention to the

thought of music.

How Gotham Dealers Solved Problem
A recent form of dealer co-operation shows

clearly the beneficial effect that the united ef-

forts of a half-dozen or more dealers can have.

A group of New York talking machine dealers

whose customers are composed of ninety or

more per cent Jewish trade were hampered in

their handling of radio merchandise by the

fact that the Jewish papers seldom mentioned-

radio, with the consequence that the Jewish-

speaking people had only a hazy and distorted

idea of a radio receiver, imagining it to be

something that required technical skill and a

course of preparation before its benefits could

be completely realized. Daniel Broad, credit

manager of the International Phonograph Co.,'

an establishment which deals almost exclusively

with a Jewish trade, arranged for a meeting

with a half-dozen other talking machine dealers

who were similarly situated. They threshed

the problem out and finally decided that it was
necessary to secure some action from the news-

papers. A second meeting was held at which

a representative of the leading Jewish news-

paper, the Forward, was present. The dealers

asked that a radio section be added to the

paper, showing that the firms interested were

all heavy advertisers in that paper. These firms

included Saul Birns, Bairn Bros. & Friedberg,

International Phonograph Co., Parnes & Jacobs,

Max Mandel and others.

The result was that this paper, the Forward,

in its issue each Saturday, now devotes an
entire page to radio, with the program for the

day and a number of interesting articles on
radio topics. This feature was started the lat-

ter part of November and almost immediately

the. interest in radio receivers was noticeable

at the various stores in the lower East Side,

where the population is almost 100 per cent

Jewish. Mr. Broad, who is responsible for the

move, stated that the increase in the demand
for radio is now almost unbelievable.

They Stand the "Warehouse Test"!

The way Audiophones are going out of

our warehouses is one of the frankest

testimonials to the power of magazine adver-

tising backed by good distributors and dealers

we have ever seen. Like a fractious horse,

demand has the bit in its teeth, and we urge

you to order as far as possible ahead of the

date you will actually need the goods on your

floor.

Five Audiophones, retailing from $12.50 to $30.00,

meet every possible call.

THE BRISTOL COMPANY
Waterbury, Conn.

BRISTOL AUDIOPHONELoud Speaker
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A STATEMENT
VER a decade ago the Makers of HONEST
QUAKER Main Springs originated the novel

manner of packing this merchandise in indi-

vidual dnst-and-rnst-proof containers. A little

later this unique arrangement was improved

by the use of a beautiful label on the carton—on which

was printed the specifications of the main spring—also

the motors in which it should be used.

These arrangements were protected by patent and copyright in

every manner possible.

The music merchant—as well as the repairman—realized at

once the many advantages of our packing arrangement. It was

possible to choose the correct size of phonograph main springs

without any experience in the game. It prevented the accu-

mulation of rust on the main spring and really systematized the

usually "up-set" repair shop.

Our legal protection prevented infringement but really encour-

aged imitation. Today innumerable concerns pack their mer-

chandise in individual cartons—although many are extremely

careful to avoid our copyrighted label.

In order, therefore, to assure absolute protection on our mer-

chandise you will find the initials HQ stamped plainly near the

end of every Genuine HONEST
QUAKER Main Spring. The ini-

tials HQ being the first letters of

the trade-mark HONEST QUAK-
ER properly registered in the

United States and Canada's Patent

Office is an absolute guarantee that

the merchandise is Genuine. We
can now protect the merchant who
uses our merchandise and prevent

substitution.

Insist on receiving HONEST
QUAKER Main Springs in indi-

vidual cartons bearing our trade-

mark—also examine the contents

and look for the HQ on the end.

This won't be copied or even imi-

tated.

H. A. BEMISTER
MONTREAL

WHALEY ROYCE & CO.

TORONTO

Other Representatives in

Foreign Countries

TRADE MARK REGISTERED
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ffpieire's a reason for
it's Supremacy

When any line of merchandise has been sold for over ten years, its success must be deserved. When you

consider the success of HONEST QUAKER Main Springs and Repair Materials and realize its supremacy

in this field, these few sound reasons come to your mind

:

1. Quality:

The trade-mark HQ firmly embedded on all Genuine
HONEST QUAKER Main Springs and the major re-

placement parts is an absolute assurance of honest and
uniform quality. This institution has been built on a

platform of quality merchandise and never shall this

policy be changed.

2. Service:

Our world-wide distribution coupled with sufficient

capital and a well trained, complete organization en-

ables us to give maximum service at all times. Special-

ization in this particular field has enabled us to render

Service on replacement requirements which oft-times

has really been considered remarkable.

3. Confidence:

To be honest and give a square deal is no virtue. It is,

however, a matter of public record today tbat the

Makers of HONEST QUAKER Products have estab-

lished a reputation for reliability which is worthy of

favorable comment everywhere.

4. Price:

In the production of replacement material, as in any

other line, quantity regulates price. The average price

of HONEST QUAKER Main Springs and repair ma-
terial is lower. We refer to our complete line on which

basis only price comparison should always be fairly

made.

5. Organization

:

To give good Service, earn and respect your confidence,

maintain a fair and just price requires a competent
organization. With the spirit that prevails in every

successful business—with the potential energy that

only youth can boast of—with that determination that

makes for future successes, the Makers of HONEST
QUAKER Products have built an organization trained

and specialized in this field which is deserving of your
patronage.

EVERYBODY'S TALKING MACHINE CO., Inc.
Makers of Honest Quaker Main Springs

A Complete Line of Talking Machine Repair Materials

810 ARCH STREET PHILADELPHIA, U. S. A.

^iain Springs
Repair Materials
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Mail Drive Sells 250 Machines in a Year
Consistent Direct Mail Campaign of Gallup & Alfred and System

of Follow Up of Prospects Found Best Method of Boosting Sales

When planning their sales promotion campaigns

talking machine dealers often overlook the pos-

sibilities of boosting sales volume through direct

mail publicity and presentation of the sales argu-

ment. That direct mail, properly prepared and

distributed, is a thoroughly effective way of se-

curing new business and retaining the patronage

of old customers, as well as building up and keep-

ing alive the prospect list has been demonstrated

by live retail concerns in practically every line

of business, and nowhere has it been found more

productive of results than when used by pro-

gressive talking machine dealers.

How Gallup & Alfred Use Direct Mail

A retailer of this character is the firm of Gallup

& Alfred, of Hartford, Conn., which utilizes sev-

eral new twists to direct mail sales promotion.

This concern has a mailing list of approximately

10,000 names and, during the year just oast, mailed

in the neighborhood of 100,000 pieces. This in-

tensive drive, supplemented by canvassing and out-

side follow-up of prospects thus secured, resulted

in placing 250 talking machines in the homes of the

people in Hartford and surrounding communities,

including the rural districts. Of this number be-

tween 80 and 90 per cent remained sold. Another

important feature of the drive was that instruments

were placed only with people who were found

to be responsible from the credit standpoint. This

is very important as it is not a difficult matter to

dispose of instruments to people who are far from

responsible financially, resulting in collection trou-

ble and repossession and, in the last analysis, loss

of profits.

50 Per Cent Direct Mail Return

A 50 per cent return on a piece of direct mail is

truly remarkable, especially when it is considered

that in 90 per cent of the number of replies an

instrument was placed in the home for demon-

stration, and of this number 50 per cent remained

sold. The following letter, which may be adopted

by dealers in almost any community, accomplished

this result:

"Dear Customer—I am hereby offering you a

remarkable chance to greatly increase your library

of records for your phonograph, at no expense

to you.

"Among your friends and acquaintances there

must be someone who has expressed a desire to

own a phonograph like the one you have. I

want to learn of these people, so that I can offer

them a free, three-day demonstration of either

the new Edison, the Brunswick, or the Bruns-

wick-Radiola.

"A stamped reply envelope is inclosed. Will

you kindly list on the accompanying card the

names and addresses of those whom you believe

will appreciate the chance of the home trial? Then

I will call on them and offer to place any of the

above-named instruments in their homes on demon-

stration. If a sale results from this, you are

entitled to select any five records you like from

either the Edison or Brunswick catalog, as a

recompense to you for your kindness.

"May I have an early reply? Cordially, M. P.

Jackson."

This letter was mailed only to customers and

the number of replies indicates how eager they

were to secure the records. Prospects secured

were immediately followed up by Mr. Jackson,

manager of the phonograph department, and his

assistant. Instruments were loaded into a truck

and the homes were visited, with the result men-

tioned above.

Selling Demonstration by Mail

Direct mail has been found effective in selling

prospects on the idea of home demonstration of a

phonograph. Recently in connection with a drive

on Edison phonographs Mr. Jackson sent out the

following letter:

"Dear Friend—iWe believe that practically

everyone loves music. Acting on this belief, we

are planning to introduce a model of

THE NEW EDISON PHONOGRAPH
into every home in the State where real music is

enjoyed, on a free three-day trial plan, during

which we will prove that

THE NEW EDISON PHONOGRAPH
is the World's only re-creator of music. The
mechanical and scientific advancement that is em-

bodied in

THE NEW EDISON PHONOGRAPH
makes its performance one of much wonder and

amazement to one who is not familiar with the

tone of the New Edison.

"The plan is very simple. You will find with

this letter a catalog showing all models of the

New Edison that we carry in stock. Other models

can . be had upward in price to $5,500. We want

you to select from the catalog the Edison model

that pleases you in the point of appearance and

furniture value. We will deliver the model you

select to your home, with a fine set of records,

comprising every type of music. After that, for

THREE DAYS, YOU ALONE are to be the judge

as to whether or not The New Edison Phonograph
is the best you have ever heard.

"We will gladly arrange convenient monthly
payments if you do not want to pay cash. Read
the first page in the catalog. It tells what to ex-

pect of the Edison. Its diamond point, non-break-

able records, automatic tone arm feed, long play-

ing records (a twelve-inch Edison record' plays

about 8 minutes to a side), universal playing, using

EVERY make of record, and other features, will

interest you. The writer will explain these on
delivery of the instrument. Take advantage of

this offer. You have nothing to lose, and much to

gain. This free trial will make your phonograph
buying safe. Reply envelope is inclosed. Cordi-

ally, Gallup & Alfred, Inc., per M. P. Jackson,

Edison Dept."

Follow-Up of Direct Mail Returns

The important consideration in making the direct

mail drive for business a success, according to Mr.

Jackson, is the vigorous follow-up of prospects

secured in this manner. As has been mentioned,

Mr. Jackson loses no time in getting to the

prospect's home with an instrument, which once

placed in the house is very likely to remain there.

Gallup & Alfred cover the entire State in their

efforts to secure business. In the rural districts

house-to-house canvassing is resorted to with ex-

cellent and profitable results. In view of the fact

that many of the company's customers are located

miles from the store each is given a small booklet

in which are recorded the payments as they are

made. The customer is requested to mail his

booklet to the store with money order or check

as each payment falls due. After the payment has

been recorded in the book it is returned to the

customer. This eliminates the necessity of em-

ploying profit-eating collectors and the expense of

travel. Delays in payments are few and far be-

tween and repossessions are conspicuous by their

absence because great care is exercised in selling

phonographs only to people who are financially re-

sponsible and who are good credit risks.

•

Additions to the David
Grimes Organization

G. McK. Douglas, formerly associated with

the Radio Corp. of America, is now representing

David Grimes, Inc., in Southwestern territory,

making his headquarters in Houston, Tex.

David Grimes, Inc., has also appointed N. D.

Furnadjieff as manager of Middle West ter-

ritory, making his headquarters in Chicago, and

Elmer B. Everiss, of East Orange, N. J., has

been added to the Grimes local service depart-

ment. Helene Celeste R. McConnell has been

appointed manager of the personal service ad-

vertising department of David Grimes, Inc.,

and will make her headquarters in the executive

offices of the company in New York City.

Dunlap Holds Opening

Ossining, N. Y., January 6.—The new talking

machine store of R. P. Dunlap was opened here

recently with appropriate ceremonies. A series

of concerts were given, which were attended by

hundreds of people living in this city and

vicinity. The new store is complete in its ap-

pointments and in the stock carried. H. M.

Brown, sales promotion manager of C. Bruno

& Son; E. S. Palmer, of the Blackman Talking

Machine Co., and Art W. Deas, Jr., of the

Victor Co., were in attendance.

COTTON FLOCKS
. . FOR .

.

Record Manufacturing

THE PECKHAM MFG. CO.,S?^Ke
3!

How many
horn type talking machines
do you still

sell?

^J^qj* Speaker Lamp
[Patents Pending]

is changing the complexion of Radio
sales—especially among the better
class musical stores—in exactly the
same manner as did the introduc-
tion of the cabinet type talking ma-
chine. Yet it 's logical ! Who wouldn't
prefer an exquisite table lampofsuch
a high character—a lamp which
serves both the purpose of an elec-

tric lamp and a loud speaker—rather
than to be faced with the necessity

of sitting directly before an awk-
ward, ugly, unsightly black horn in

order to hear distinctly ?

Thor SpeakerLamp is the original
combination loud speaker and eledtric

lamp. All others are imitations.

It is gracefully proportioned—hand-
somely made and sold on sound,
merchandising principles. All the
better musical houses on the Pacific

Coast realized its tremendous sales

possibilities during the present
Christmas season—just as you will,

too, once you display one in your
store..

Thor Speaker Lamp has ample vol-

ume for dancing, or for entertaining

—without anyone being compelled
to sit directly in front of it. It comes
with either parchment and any color

silk shades—lists for no more than
the ordinary horn type speakers ($35
Table Model) and allows the dealer
a handsome margin of profit. Full
details regarding dealer andjob-
ber franchises upon request.

Begin the ~New Year right—
Order Thor Speaker Lamps today.

THOR Radio Division
of the GOLDEN GATE

BRASS MANUFACTURING CO.
1239-1243 SUTTER STREET

SAN FRANCISCO
(123)
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"

PAL
PAL Sells
Every Month

of the YEAR
Here's the Proof—

||
During December one store in

|
\ New York sold in two weeks h

Y more than two hundred PAL

i combined. This again conclu-
j

K sively proves that PAL is the H

i easiest selling portable and is
y

y the best machine made—irre- i

wi inui^ man lvw iiuuuxlu a ii.ju/ M

% portable phonographs against a U

I comparatively small number of V

fl six other well known makes IJ

ing pt

the best machine made-
spective of price.

Retail •

DEALERS' PRICE
$15.00 f. o. b. New York

The all-year-'round

Portable Phonograph

Popular-Priced
Portable

For those who do not care to

spend more than $15.00 for a

portable phonograph the new
REGAL fills their requirements.

The REGAL in comparison with

its price is as good a value in all

respects as the PAL.

$15-00

Retail

DEALERS' PRICE
$9.00 f. o. b. New York

Order a sample machine to-day, and see for yourself
how good a REGAL really is

i
PLAZA MUSIC CO., '«

w

est 20th st, NEW YORK
j 5 3 : : =
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Price Phases of Radio Demand Analyzed
Retail Price Ranges of Radio Receivers That Proved Most Pop-

ular With the Public Shown in a Survey Conducted by The World

Radio has for a number of months been an

established factor in the talking machine trade

and many of the problems first connected with

the handling of that product have been elimi-

nated through the medium of good merchandis-

ing and the ability of the dealers to profit by
experience. Having reached the stage where
the radio business may be said to be stabilized

there has been considerable conjecture as to

just what type of apparatus from the price

standpoint provides the most rapid turnover for

the dealer and what percentage of the sales of

the average talking machine store conducting a

radio department should be directly credited to"

that new department.

In order to get exact and direct information

on this important subject, The Talking Machine
World has conducted an exhaustive survey

among representative dealers and the results

have been both interesting and enlightening. It

is to be assumed, of course, that the dealers

solicited had passed beyond the first excitement

of delving into radio as an unknown field and
had settled down to the handling of the product

on a sound economic basis. It was assumed
also that dealers continued to handle talking

machines and gave the proper attention to that

work.

Analysis of the Radio Demand
The dealers who had been inclined to regard

radio receivers as being divided into two classes,

those too low priced to provide an adequate

profit and those too high priced to produce a

satisfactory turnover will be interested to learn

that, according to the reports from the trade it-

self, 45 per cent of the demand is for receiving

sets selling at between $100 and $200, or a

price comparable with that averaged during

good years in the talking machine field. Thirty

and five-tenths per cent of the demand is and
has been for receivers selling at less than $100,

which price limit includes some very popular

and successful receiving units of the smaller

type, and 13 per cent of the demand was for

receivers selling at more than $200, which may
be taken to include a majority of the combina-

tion talking machine and radio outfits. The
remaining 16.5 per cent of sales have not been

classified, but the figures available certainly give

an excellent idea of the character of the general

demand.
Radio-Talking Machine Combinations

As to the demand for the combination radio-

talking machine sets, 32.5 per cent of the deal-

The secret of successful merchandising

lies in handling those products that have

the greatest appeal for the public and insure

rapid and profitable turnover. The accom-
panying information on the demand for

radio receivers in three classifications as

to price should prove invaluable to the

dealer in the adjustment of his line of

receivers with a view to catering most
efficiently to radio prospects in the territory

from which he draws trade.

ers interviewed in the survey were enthusiastic

over the possibilities for such combinations, as

indicated by actual sales, the majority of them

being representative of the leading talking ma-

chine companies featuring such outfits complete

under their own names. Sixty-seven and five-

tenths per cent repprted that they experienced

no great demand for the combinations but ad-

mitted they gave more attention to the selling

of individual receiving units, and failed to fea-

ture combination sets, thus failing to realize

the full selling value of these instruments.

Where the Profits Are

With trade discounts of 35 to 40 per cent pre-

vailing, there is reason to believe that a price

average of from $100 to $200 on the majority

of radio receiving sets means a very profitable

business for the dealer who goes after it intelli-

gently and promptly, and the 30 per cent who
favor machines selling under $100 includes a

The Tube With the

UNCONDHIONAL GUARANTEE
Every VOLTRON tube has a refund
value at the factory, under the wide
terms of

The VOLTRON GUARANTEE
"VOLTRON tubes are guaranteed
against manufacturing defects. Return
for free replacement, if defective, before

thirty days from purchase; after thirty

days return for an adjustment based
upon actual usage. IN EVERY CASE
AN ALLOWANCE WILL BE MADE
regardless of condition of tube. Return
direct to the VOLTRON Manufactur-
ing Company."

VOLTRON SALES COMPANY
227 Fulton Street New York City, N. Y.

[VOLTRON MANUFACTURING mm/emtk/j.^

majority of those who are quick to buy outfits

retailing complete at from $75 to $100, so they,
too, may be classed in the profitable group.
The market for the higher priced outfits is

naturally more or less limited for the reason
that all prospects are not in a financial position
to pay several hundred dollars for radio receiv-
ers and sales can only be made to those with
the ability to pay, although the replies indicate
that this is a field which is capable and worthy
of great development.

Out of all those interviewed there were only
a few, less than ten, as a matter of fact, who
are handling radio simply from necessity and
who were not more or less impressed with the

merchandising possibilities. The great majority,
though many of them had lost money at the
outset through lack of knowledge in merchan-
dising the new product, have become convinced
of the fact that, intelligently handled, radio has
real possibilities. They have succeeded in solv-

ing, first, the service problem, either by making
a fixed semi-annual charge for service or im-
pressing the customer with the fact that only
service on faults in the instrument itself will

be rendered free within a limited period and
that adjustment of battery and tube trouble

must be paid for.

Financing Problem Solved
Then, too, the question of financing has been

solved very successfully. Not only are the ma-
jority of dealers getting short terms, averag-
ing from six to eight months, on radio outfits,

but they are demanding from 20 to 35 per cent

down as a cash payment and thus providing
against any loss on accessories or on the set

itself through possible repossession. The main
thing is that the great majority of better known
receivers are now made under a factory guar-

antee and are so constructed as to be practically

fool-proof. They operate under varied condi-

tions and thus bring the dealers' problem down
to one of straight merchandising rather than of

service.

Character of the Business

On the whole, the popular impression that

prevailed in the trade some time ago that re-

tailing radio was primarily a proposition for the

gyp dealer has been dispelled. The newspapers
are full of advertisements offering parts and
certain types of sets at low prices, but the

manufacturers themselves, at least those making
the well-known trade-marks, and advertised re-

ceivers, are seeing to it that only legitimate

merchants are given official representation for

their outfits, and this is improving conditions

rapidly and steadily.

Thousands and thousands of sets are being

sold at $100 or less, which is an excellent thing,

for it promotes mass selling and rapid turn-

over. But the fact that nearly half of the radio

outfits sold by the dealers interviewed average

from $100 to $200 in price shows better than

any other argument the calibre of the business.

Apparently there is nothing picayune about it.

Ackerley Opens New Store

Patchogue, N. Y., January 8.—Jerome W.
Ackerley recently opened his new music store

in the heart of the Patchogue business district.

The new establishment occupies the corner of

a new building erected by Mr. Ackerley and is

modernly equipped throughout. Among those

active in talking machine circles who attended

the opening ceremonies were: J. Newcomb
Blackman, of the Blackman Talking Machine

Co.; H. M. Brown, of C. Bruno & Son; George
Kelly and C. A. True, of the New York Talk-

ing Machine Co.
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TwoYears Ago and Now—

Michigan's Leading MusicHouse

Victor Dealers, Operating Over 40 Stores in the

State of Michigan

AUDAK RECORD SERVICE DEPARTMENT
WOODWARD AVENUE STORE

GRINNELL BROS., DETROIT, MICH., Showing a Line Up of No. VI AUDAK Equipments

Now read this extract from their letter:

Gentlemen:

Two years ago we were reluctant about the in-

stallation of AUDAK equipment, but like every-
thing new, it took time for it to take hold.

Several months ago we went into the matter
wholeheartedly and today in our Woodward Avenue

store alone there are 32 AUDAK units.

We are frank to say that if we could not pur-

chase others, we would not part with these at

any price.

With best wishes for the continued success of

the AUDAK system, we are,

Very truly yours

GRINNELL BROS.

HWP:
art/nan*

Don't you make
the mistake of

waiting two years.

Profit by the ex-

perience of other

leading music
merchants.

The Audak System n
:t^:^ni0

l.i^r Without the Use of Booths

No. VI Audak Equipment Complete $39.00

AUDAK CO., 565 Fifth Ave. New York, N. Y.
In Canada, Manufactured and Distributed by McIAOAN Phonograph Corp., Ltd., Stratford, Ont.
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AreYou Overlooking Accessories Profits?
Handling Accessories Can Be Made Profitable Investment—Sell

by Suggestion— Displays Create Sales— Quick Turnover Possible

Most retail talking machine dealers handle

accessories, but they do not merchandise them.

Considering the investment involved in secur-

ing and displaying an adequate stock of these

small necessities to talking machine owners

and the ease with which they can be sold from

time to time when customers drop into the

store to purchase records, etc., accessories of

all kinds—needles, record cleaners, tone arms,

sound boxes, record repeaters and novelties, oil,

and the various other items that come under

this category—are worth while pushing in a

systematic manner. Every sale means a profit

and every mite added to the profits of the

dealer is worth going after. Accessories prob-

ably can not be sold in large enough quantities

to make it worth while to launch a sales pro-

motion campaign or expend a great deal of

money to create a demand, but they can and

should be sold by suggestion.

Every Machine Owner a Prospect

The tremendous profit enjoyed by the Wool-
worth five-and-ten-cent stores is built on the

sale of small items and quick turnover, and

although the talking machine dealer is con-

cerned principally with the merchandising of

instruments and records the small items of his

stock should not be overlooked. If salesmen

and saleswomen suggest to each record cus-

tomer these needed accessories they can easily

enough be sold in sufficient volume to net the

dealer a tidy profit over a period of a year.

At the time a talking machine is sold an at-

tempt should also be made to sell the acces-

sories which go with the machine. Certain of

these small items are really necessary for the

complete enjoyment of the instrument, and as

in the case of needles, it is necessary to re-

plenish the supply from time to time, so that

the dealer can look forward to doing a steady

business in certain accessories.

Display Accessories

It is noticeable that those dealers who sell

a fair volume of accessories are the ones who
have them displayed on the counters and in

the show cases where the customers who visit

the talking machine department cannot fail to

see them. This is the best kind of suggestive

selling because each time the customer visits

the establishment he or she is forcibly reminded
of these items. A needle display which is sell-

ing thousands of packages of needles consists

of a small case which is placed on top of the

service counter or show case. The case has a

glass front and in it are all kinds of needles.

Another retailer has a small glass show case

in which he stocks all kinds of accessories.

He literally displays them and in the most at-

tractive manner possible.

The wrong way to sell accessories is to hide

them behind the counter or place them on a

shelf where they cannot be seen. Usually a

record customer pays little or no thought to

needles, record brushes, etc., unless they are

brought to his or her attention either verbally

by a salesman or through the medium of a

display. Hiding the accessories will not sell

them. Therefore, they must be displayed and

exhibited in an attractive manner.

Profiting Through Album Sales

As a vital necessity to the talking machine

owner and as a product which it pays the

dealer to push vigorously, the record album
cannot be surpassed. Every owner of a talk-

ing machine needs albums. In some cases a

few albums go with the instrument, but should
the talking machine owner's record collection

be sufficiently large to fill these albums new-

records purchased must be put some place and
the record album is the safest and best place

for them. On the other hand, many instru-

ments, including those with radio installations,

are sold without albums, and here is a golden

opportunity for the live retailer to get busy
and cash in on this not inconsiderable potential

business. Then, too, as has been mentioned
before in the columns of The World, there

is a big field for dealers to stimulate the sale

of records and at the same time bring up the

volume of album business by featuring com-
plete sets of records in albums and selling them
on the "group" plan. The World advocated
this plan several years ago and since that time

several of the larger record manufacturing com-
panies have placed on the market albums filled

with special sets of records which dealers are

finding very much worth-while to get behind
with some real sales promotion. There is no
limit to the development of the record business

in combination with the sale of albums, and
dealers who realize this and get busy will find

that they sell at all times and especially are

they suitable as gifts.

Start Now!
The beginning of the present year is an

ideal time to start merchandising accessories

along intelligent and profitable lines. Many
people have just purchased talking machines,
others contemplate doing so and many more
have all of their available album space filled.

The new owners of instruments as well as the

old customers need accessories of the kind the

dealer has to offer and these people will buy,

provided the dealer does his share and brings

these products to their attention. So, get busy
and take the small profits as well as the large

ones in 1925.

Watkins Bros.' One Day
Drive Brings in $50,000

Dealers With Music Stores in Hartford and
Bristol and Furniture Store in So. Manchester,
Conn., Celebrate Anniversary

Hartford, Conn., January 7.—Watkins Bros.,

successful music dealers of this city and who
also operate a store in Bristol and a large furni-

ture store in South Manchester, recently cele-

brated their fiftieth anniversary by making a

one-day drive for business, the object being
to do a $50,000 business in one day—$1,000 for

each year the firm has been in existence.

Direct-mail announcement of the event was
made to a selected group of people numbering
10,000. This was followed by large advertise-

ments in various newspapers throughout the

section of the State in'which the company oper-

ates its stores and from which it secures busi-

ness. Special booklets were printed outlining

the progress of the business during the fifty

years of its existence and these also were dis-

tributed to the people whose names appeared

on the mailing list of the firm's various stores.

The result of this intensive effort was evident

as soon as the doors of the store were thrown

open to the public on the day of the drive.

It was unquestionably one of the busiest days

in the history of the business and when the last

order had been taken in the evening the mark
set for the day had been passed by a com-

fortable margin.
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Performance is the supreme test of a machine or
of a machine part. And since purchase must always
precede performance, buying is largely a matter
of faith in the ability and responsibility of the
producer.

Doehler Die-Castings are found to be incorporated
in machines of extremely diverse character and
purpose, but all alike in the fact that they are
known for their high-class performance.

This fact should bear substantial weight with
those who, in considering the purchase of die-cast-
ings, are seeking grounds for faith in the producer
from whom they will buy.

BROOKLYN . N.T.

POTTSTOWN. PA

TOLEDO. OHIO.

BATAVIA. N.Y.
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It Is Written.-

"A slight deviation

leads to a great er-

ror."

There are no devia-

tions, however slight,

in the making of a
Synchrophase; each
is a masterpiece.

Synchrophase Secrets

No. 2 The S-L-F Condenser

(Straight line frequency)

This ingenious device elim-

inates the crowding of low
wave stations toward the lower

end of the dials; the settings

for the various broadcast sta-

tions being spaced at equal in-

tervals around the dials. The
circuits are so arranged that

the settings for a given station

are identical on all three dials

The S-L-F Condenser makes
the Synchrophase a receiver

that is unrivalled in its sim-

plicity and ease of dependable

operation.

INTO this masterpiece of design and craftsmanship are

built the knowledge and experience gained during

fifteen years by the manufacturer who stands pre-emi-

nent in the industry.

Binocular coils give the Synchrophase a degree of

selectivity found in no other receiver. Two stages of bal-

anced tuned radio frequency—the result of exhaustive

research— are responsible for its unsurpassed sensitivity.

Its thorough ease of operation is made possible by the

S-L-F condensers and a volume control giving an un-

broken range of six variations of audio amplification.

To see the Synchrophase is to appreciate its charm;

to operate it, is to realize its true excellence.

The wore progressive jobbers and dealers sell the Synchrophase. Write us.

A-H-Grebe & Company, Inc.

Van Wyck Blvd., Richmond Hill, N.Y.
Western Branch: 443 So. San Pedro St., Los Angeles, Cal.

TRADE MARK
REG.U.S. PAT. OFF.

AH Grebe apparatus is covered by patents granted and pending.

THIS COMPANY OWNS AND OPERATES STATION WAHG.
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W. H. Ingersoll Talks

on "Business Is Service"

Nick Lucas, Broadcast Star,

Exclusive Brunswick Artist

TUNBIN

^APEX
VERNIER
DIALS

Radio Receivers equipped
with Apex Vernier Dials are
much easier to operate. Dis-
tant stations are brought in
without effort. This precis-
ion dial means greater range
— bigger volume— finer se-

lectivity—less interference.
Has a ratio 12 to 1.

Dealers and Jobbers:
you can depend on a big,
profitable business through
the sale of Apex Vernier
Dials. This is the big season—get busy. Dealers, get in
touch with your jobber. Job-
bers, write or wire us for par-
ticulars and discount sheets.

Manufacturers ofRadio Sets—put Apex Vernier Dials on
your receivers—add to their
performance and appear-
ance. Write for prices on
Apex Vernier Dials.

Retail prices — Royal Brass
Finish $2.00—Satin Silver
Finish $2.50 — De-Luxe
Gold Plated (24k) $3.50.

We also manufacture the 7-

Tube Microdyne Super-Het-
erodyne, a knockdown set

that sells for $97.50 com-
plete, without tubes, batter-

ies, etc.

We also manufacture the
Apex Super Five Radio Re-
ceiver for $95.00 in highly
finishedwalnut cabinet, with
all fittings highly gold plated.
Price does not include tubes,
batteries, etc.

APEX ELECTRIC
MFG. CO.

Dept. 117

1410 West 59th St.

Chicago

Apex Radio Products are
nationally adverrised in
The Saturday Evening
Post, Radio Publications
and Metropolitan news-
papers.

Vice-President of De Forest Radio Co. Gives
Interesting Talk at Boston Radio Show on
the Success Which Attends Public Service

An interesting address given by William H.
Ingersoll, vice-president in charge of sales and
advertising of the De Forest Radio Co., New
York, on the subject "Business Is Service," was
broadcast through station WNAC, Boston,

Mass., during the Boston Radio Show. The
opening remarks of the talk were on the inter-

dependence of all classes of trade and industry

on one another. Mr. Ingersoll cited the oft-

expressed statement of how the business man's

welfare is dependent on the welfare of the

farmer, but he also said that the farmer is in

turn dependent on the business man, and his

efforts in preserving regularity of employment
and good wages have their effect on the market

price of what the farmer sells.

In furtherance of this thought Mr. Ingersoll

pointed out that those who do the most for

others are the greatest successes. As proof of

this assertion he pointed out that the men at

the head of the leading industries, men who arc

unquestioned successes, are putting forth their

talents and energies in the general welfare. As
instances of this assertion he mentioned, the

labors of Thomas A. Edison, Eldridge R. John-

ston, King C. Gillette, Cyrus Curtis and several

others. He detailed the services which Mr. Edi-

son has rendered the public in inventing the

phonograph, the electric light and the moving
picture and the important contributions he has

made in other fields. In mentioning the part

that Mr. Johnston, of the Victor Talking Ma-
chine Co., has played in giving the talking

machine the place it now occupies in the home,

Mr. Ingersoll stressed the imagination, tenacity

and skill which Mr. Johnston exhibited in lifting

the instrument to public recognition.

In passing to the subject of radio the speaker

pointed out that those engaged in the manufac-

ture and retailing of- radio sets are in a similar

position to those men whom he mentioned.

Their efforts are educational endeavors, like

those of the pioneers in other industries whose
merchandise was in the form of a public utility.

As proof that radio does occupy such a position,

Mr. Ingersoll quoted from a recent utterance

of Herbert Hoover: "Radio has passed from

the field of adventure to that of a public utility.

Nor among the utilities is .there one whose ac-

tivities may yet come more closely to the life

of each and every one of our citizens, nor which

holds out greater possibilities of future influ-

ence, nor which is of more potential concern.

It must now be considered as a great agency

of public service."

In conclusion Mr. Ingersoll stated that the

dealer, as well as the manufacturer, has the duty

of rendering service to the community which

he caters to. Again reverting to the thought of

interdependence he stated that without the co-

operation of the dealers in every community the

efforts of Edison, Johnston, Curtis, Gillette and

other leaders would be to a very considerable

extent minimized.

Gulbransen Products Admired

The Curran-Wooster Music Co., of Sharon,

Pa., has recently secured the agency for the

Gulbransen registering pianos, and recently had

a very artistic window display of the Gulbran-

sen products in its windows, which excited the

admiration of the people of that city and caused

considerable comment.

Midget Corp. Incorporates

The Midget Radio Corp., Wilmington, Del.,

was recently incorporated at Dover, Del., to

manufacture radio equipment, with a capital

stock of $100,000.

First Recordings for Brunswick Co. Made by
Popular Radio Entertainer

Announcement has just been made by the
Bruns,wick Co. of its first recordings of "My
Best Girl" and "Dreamer of Dreams," by Nick
Lucas, who is prominent because of his excel-

lent banjo and guitar work as a soloist of the

Oriole Orchestra. It is predicted that the vocal

records by Lucas will prove quite a sensation.

His style of singing and interpretation, along
with his own guitar accompaniments, are differ-

Nick Lucas
ent from any other vocal records ever issued
by the Brunswick Co. For some time past Mr.
Lucas has been heard from the broadcasting
station WEBH, Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chi-

cago, and he is quite a favorite with the radio

fans. In his recording work Mr. Lucas has
been coached by Walter Haenschen, musical
director of the Brunswick recording laboratories,

and his first record shows that this training has

been of great value.

The Dixie Supply Co., New York, manufac-
turer of radio receiving sets, was recently in-

corporated at Albany, N. Y., with a capital stock

of $10,000. The incorporators are H. and A.

Schiff and I. Kreiger.

The Supertron Mfg. Co., New York, was re-

cently incorporated at Albany to manufacture

radio apparatus, with a capital stock of $10,000.

The incorporators are J. S. Fay and C. F. Lep-

pard.

RADIO s

DEALER^
TALKING MACHINE
DEALERS,
PIANO
DEALERS,
Etc.
Get our new No.
26-It Catalog
and Wholesale
Price List.

Dealers who have
this say it is the
finest and most
complete Radio
Catalog they have
ever seen.

All standard Quality
"tried and proven"
lines listed. Dis-
counts liberal.

A real policy of mer-
chandising backs up
our Catalog, our Dealers and our Salesmen,
viz.
—"Wholesale Only."

Send quick for this Catalog and
try us on your next order.
Prompt shipments guaranteed.

OHIO RUBBER
228 W. 7th St,Cincinncrti
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Announcing the Eveready
Hour in the January 10th

Saturday Evening Post

Tell your customers about the Eveready Hour

Every Tuesday evening from

9 to 10 (Eastern Standard

Time) is the hour when
Eveready radio programs are

broadcast simultaneously

through these prominent inter-

connected radio stations:

WEAF, New York; WJAR,
Providence; WEEI, Boston;

WFI, Philadelphia; WCAE,
Pittsburgh; WGR, Buffalo.

The unusually large number

of letters expressing apprecia-

tion of our programs convinces

us that the Eveready Hour has

met with unusual favor and

that these programs have add-

ed considerablv to the enter-

tainment of listeners-in every-

where in the countrv.

Tune in yourself and tell your

customers to do likewise. The
Eveready Hour is provided

for the enjoyment of all.

For best results, sell your cus-

tomers Eveready Radio Bat-

teries

—

they last longer.

Manufactured and guaranteed by

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Inc.

Headquarters for Radio Battery Information

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO
ATLANTA CHICAGO DALLAS KANSAS CITY

Canadian National Carbon Co., Limited Toronto, Ontario

i
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How Shafer Wins Trade of Young People
Frank H. Williams Tells How This Dealer Has Made His Store

Headquarters for the Younger Element, Building a Large Patronage

The Shafer Music House of Santa Ana, Cal.,

has been particularly successful in working up
a big patronage among the young people of its

territory for its phonograph department, and,

undoubtedly, it will be of interest and value to

other music and phonograph stores to learn

about the methods used by this concern.

Features Jazz Records
It has been found that over 90 per cent of

the phonograph record purchases made by
young people—that is, by youths of the high

school and college age—are of jazz records.

Consequently it is evident that if the music

house or phonograph store wants to get a big

patronage from the young people in its terri-

tory it is necessary at all times to carry a large

stock of jazz records, to get in the new records

in considerable quantities as soon as they come
out and to make the young people of the terri-

tory realize that the store is headquarters for

jazz records.

It has also been found that while the young
people like vocal selections which are popular,

they do not care for any selections, as a rule,

which are not suitable for dancing. Conse-

quently it is to the immense advantage of the

store which desires young people's patronage to

feature dance records more strongly than any

other kind of records. The Shafer Music House
realizes all these things thoroughly and governs

itself accordingly.

There are always piles of jazz records, with

dance records predominating, at hand near the

demonstration phonographs, and during the

noon hours and after school there is nearly

always a group of young people trying out the

new records and making purchases.

The young people have come to realize that

this store has all the latest records and that it

doesn't keep them on the shelves where they

must be asked for before being tried out, but

that it has them ready for visitors to 'try out

whenever they want to do so. Also the young
people realize fully that the Shafer Music House
is glad to have them come into the store and

try out all the new records. They can't help

realizing that this is the fact because Mr. Shafer

not only keeps constantly telling them that this

is the case, but he also makes things so easy

for them to try the records that they feel per-

fectly at home when in the store. All this has

been splendidly effective in bringing many
young people to the phonograph department

and in building up trade.

During the formation of a municipal band,

Young people predominate in every com-

munity and the talking machine dealer who
makes an effort to interest them in things

musical will find that their patronage is

worth while cultivating. The methods of

the Shafer Music House are unusual, but

the fact that this dealer has built his suc-

cess largely on business among the young
people indicates that his theories are sound.

Shafer believes in giving his customers

what they want. The youngsters want

jazz, so he supplies them with the latest

hits. He makes it easy for them to buy.

He permits local musicians and bands to

use his quarters for practice. He has found

this type of service most effective from the

standpoint of publicity and sales-building,

and other dealers who work along the same

lines also will profit.

in which the principal members were young

men, the Shafer Music House was the place

where most of the practicing for the band was

done. This brought considerable numbers of

young men to the store, two or even three

times a week and familiarized them with the

store. And while the young men were waiting

for practicing to begin, or after the evening's

practice was over, they tried out the different

phonograph records on the demonstration ma-

chines and thus became familiar with the sort

of records regularly featured by the store.

There is no doubt in the world that the act

of the store throwing its doors open to the band

for all of its practicing went far toward build-

ing up the patronage of the phonograph depart-

ment, because all of the young men who prac-

ticed at the store felt very kindly toward the

dealer and made whatever purchases they had
to make in musical lines at the establishment.

And, of course, all people who are interested in

music are heavy purchasers, as a rule, of phono-
gvaph records, and so this stunt was particularly

effective in building more business for the

phonograph department.

In addition to throwing the store open for

the use of the young people who were practic-

ing for the municipal band, the house also makes
a practice of allowing other musicians to use

the store for study and for other events. All

of which makes more young people friendly to-

ward the store, and all of which helps ma-
terially in boosting the sales of phonographs
and records.

Interest in Young People's Events

An unfailing method of bringing young peo-

ple to the talking machine store or department

is to sell tickets for various events in which
the young people of the city and territory are

particularly interested. This the Shafer Music

House does constantly.

In Santa Ana the women of the city have

recently erected a handsome club house for the

Ebell Club—the leading women's club of the city.

This structure cost in the neighborhood of

$100,000 and contains both a theatre and a fine

dance hall. And, of course, various events

—

amateur theatrical performances, dances and af-

fairs of various kinds—are being constantly held

in the club house. The Shafer Music House
cashes in on some of these events by selling

the tickets for the affairs at the phonograph
department of the store. This has the effect of

bringing more people into the establishment,

and increased sales result.

For instance, just recently a Los Angeles

orchestra was brought to Santa Ana for the pur-

pose of playing for a dance at the club house

under the auspices of the Ebell Club.

The Shafer Music House sold the tickets for

this event. Many people came into the store

who otherwise wouldn't have come. In addi-

tion the store secured some fine, free publicity.

The members of the club talked about the

place where the tickets were being sold and so,

too, did all of the people who were planning

to go to the affair. And the newspapers, in

commenting upon the dance, mentioned the

store as the place where the tickets were being

sold. Also the phonograph department, before

and after the dance, featured the selections

played for the dance. Of course, many of the

people who were at the dance wanted records

of the selections played by the orchestra, and

the natural place for them to secure such rec-

ords was at the Shafer Music House. Selling

tickets for affairs in which the young people of

the city and territory are particularly interested

involves some time and effort, but the returns

well pay for everything that is expended.

Speed is the watchword of present-day youth

This store realizes-this fact to the fullest possi-

ble extent and gets all possible speed into the

process of procuring desired records for young

people when such records are not in stock.

Stephens in New Quarters

Norristown, Pa., January 6.—A reception was

held on the occasion of the opening of the

enlarged and remodeled quarters of the music

school and talking machine shop of Professor

Samuel Stephens at 217 West Main street. The
establishment was founded twenty-five years

ago and has had a steady growth throughout

this long period.

An Immediate PLUS A Future PROFIT!

MNEIL

MlPHOl
Heavy Duty
Loud

Speaker

WHEN you sell your customers the O'NEIL
AUDIPHONE you increase their satisfac-

tion with the set you sold and you multiply your

good-will, the invaluable asset that no amount of

money can buy. You lay the groundwork for

future sales because the Aitdiphone reproduces the

entire tone range. Designed along phonographic

reproduction principles. The exclusive three-way

control, balanced armature is the great difference

between this new type reproducer and the usual

head-phone type- of loud speaker.

List Price
With 14-inch

Bell Horn

$28

With 12-inch

Bell Horn

$25

Get our proposition NOW!

O'NEIL MFG. CO.
4736 Hudson Boulevard

WEST NEW YORK, IM. J.

ELECTRO MAGNET-

PATENTED— ADJUSTMENT-
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What Edison is to electricity

De Forest is to radio
THE name De Forest is linked in-

separably with radio progress and
achievement. Lee De Forest gave to

the world the vacuum tube that made
modern radio possible.

In the De Forest Tube today dealers

sell a tube that in every respect is

worthy of this great name. The De
Forest Tube is helping many merchants
build a greater tube business. You have
the same opportunity.

If you become an agent for De Forest

Tubes you have three important ad-

vantages :

1« Characteristics of De Forest
Tubes. These tubes are noted among
radio experts and amateurs alike for

their uniformity— their constantly uni-

form performance in both laboratory

and in the home set. Test after test is

made before any of them leave the fac-

tory. Thus you and your customers can

rely on De Forest Tubes to help repro-

duce the full volume and beauty of the

voice or music—to be remarkably non-

microphonic—to withstand overloads

of current without injury. De Forest

Tubes are interchangeable in all stand-

ard circuits and can be used as both

detectors and amplifiers in the same
circuit.

These are characteristics that make
purchasers of De Forest Tubes satis-

fied customers and also salesmen for the

dealer from whom they buy.

2» The De Forest name. Veteran
radio fans in your community know
De Forest Tubes as standards of ex-

cellence.

3* Advertising. Set buyers and own-
ers throughout the country who do not
know the characteristics and superior

qualities of De Forest Tubes are being

educated through the medium of De
Forest advertising in national radio

magazines and in newspapers of radio

centers. This advertising will point the

way to De Forest agents and help to

make it still easier for merchants to

build a larger tube business.

There are only two types of De
Forest Tubes to carry—only two are

necessary, the DV-3 for dry batteries

and the DV-2 for storage batteries.

Both are shown on this page.

Write to us now, immediately upon
reading these words, for complete infor-

mation as to how you can become a

De Forest agent. If you are already a

De Forest agent, check your stock of

tubes so that you will be prepared for

the holiday buying season.

DE FOREST RADIO CO., JERSEY CITY, N. J.

iMakers of the Famous De Forest Radiophone

De Forest DV-2 for storage

batteries. Filament consump-

tion .25 of an ampere. Amplifi-

cation constant 7.2. Standard

four-prong base.

De Forest DV-3 for dry cells.

Filament consumption .06 of

an ampere. Amplification con-

stant 6. Standard four-prong

bakelite base.

Both these tubes are interchangeable in all standard

receiving circuits and can be used as both radio and audio

frequency amplifiers and as detectors.

De FOREST
REG. US. PAT. OFF.

TUBES
<The cMadicLamp ofRadio
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TurnRadio Owners IntoRepeatCustomers
Needed Radio Accessories Open a Profitable Field for Live
Retailers, Says Edgar H. Felix—How Radio Tie-Up Sells Records

Music dealers frequently neglect to observe

certain basic merchandising principles in the

marketing of radio lines; principles upon which
their success as dispensers of musical necessi-

ties are founded.

No music dealer would stock phonographs
without selling records and needles; in fact,

he frequently relies upon his follow-up sales

to yield the major part of his ultimate profit.

Yet the same dealer frequently markets radio

sets without the slightest efforts to retain the

Customer for his future purchases of vacuum
tubes and B batteries. Radio stores find these

lines their principal profit producers. Many a

store pays the rent through B battery sales.

Sell the Complete Set

Radio sets, as marketed to-day, are far from
complete. There are two prices; the set price

and the "ready to use" price. When quoting

prices to radio customers, get all the profit, by
knowing both prices. Every make and type of

set requires certain accessories which sell at a

definite price. Learn to quote them without

lengthy calculation. Too often the salesman

sells the set and then unsells it again by get-

ting out a pad and paper and beginning to

calculate.

"The set will cost you $100," says the sales-

man.

"I'll take it," responds the customer.

"Do you want it complete?"

"Of course," responds the customer.

"Well, let me see. You need five tubes. That
will cost you $4.00 each or $20.00. Have you
an antenna? No? Wire will cost $1.00; four

insulators, $.60; storage battery, $12.00; B bat-

teries, $7.50; loudspeaker, $25.00. We'll total

it up. $166.10."

At this point the customer is ready to shop
elsewhere for his accessories, in the hope of

getting lower prices.

Had the salesman's answer been, "$100 with-

out accessories; $166.10 ready to use," he would
have closed the sale.

Two Reasons for Marketing Radio

There are two definite objectives which lead

the phonograph dealer to establish a radio de-

partment for his store—two objectives which
are sometimes overlooked when actually stock-

ing and preparing to handle the radio trade. The
first is that he wishes to establish the habit of

making his music store the logical place to buy
anything pertaining to music, and, second, he

After the first sale it is through repeat

business that the dealer makes his real

profit Certain accessories should be han-

dled by dealers who sell radio, first, because

this completes the dealer's stock, and, sec-

ond, because it is through accessories that

the dealer is enabled to go after repeat

business. Mr. Felix also describes methods
of dealers who have made radio sell other

merchandise, thus facilitating general sales

and adding to profits.

wishes to participate in the profits which are his

through the marketing of radio apparatus.

The range of prices of radio sets is so wide
as to provide a good one suitable to every purse.

Radio Accessories Are Profitable

The accessories in the radio field are profit-

able. To hold the radio market it is not only

necessary to stock B batteries, but to stock

fresh batteries of well-known and nationally

well-advertised and distributed make. The suc-

cessful dealer sells the correct battery for the

particular set which his customer uses. He loses

no opportunity to emphasize the value of the

service which he renders.

Radio stores frequently neglect to analyze a

purchaser's B battery requirements. When a

customer offers his money the dealer sells him
just any battery. The very act of attempting

to ascertain the most economical B battery for

your customer's service will enable you to make
him a permanent buyer. And that means not

only radio sales, but phonograph records and
music supplies.

In general, B batteries are made with foul

EIGHT POPULAR
VICTOR ARTISTS

In Concert and Entertainment

Personal Appearance of

Eight Popular Favorites on
One Big Program

A live attraction for live dealers and jobbers

Bookings now for season 1924-1925
Sample program and particulars upon request

PHILIP W. SIMON Manager
1674 Broadway New York Citv

Popular Ensemble* including

Campbell & Birr - Sterling Trio - Peerless-Qaartet

sizes of cells, small, intermediate, large and ex-

tra large. The cost of materials is proportional
to the size of the cell and battery, but the num-
ber of operations determines the labor cost.

There are practically as many operations -in

making the smallest battery as there are in

making the very largest battery of the same
voltage. Consequently there is considerable ad-

vantage in purchasing the largest size of bat-

tery that will give the required service without
suffering from shelf depreciation.

If your customer asks for a battery made of

the smallest size of cells, ask him if portability

requires that he buy a battery of that size. It

is under no condition economical and it should

„not be sold unless space requirements make it

absolutely necessary. The intermediate size of

cell is used in batteries designed especially for

small portable sets. They will last twice as

long as the smallest B batteries and cost only a

little more.

The large cell is used in the most familiar

size of battery, which in twenty-two and one-

half-volt units is six and three-eighths by four

and one-eighth by three and three-sixteenths,

and is also available in forty-five-volt types. In

general, this size of battery should be sold for

all sets having more than one tube, excepting

those having a very heavy current drain of fif-

teen milliamperes or more. This includes four-

tube sets having no C battery, and those having

five or more tubes. These require the extra

large heavy duty battery for most economical

operation.

Train your salesmen to ask your radio cus-

tomers who their favorite radio artists are. In

a small store in up-State New York I- saw an

example of good selling methods which is

worthy of imitation. A customer had come in

for a fresh B battery. The salesman knew what

size to give him, for he knew what set had been

sold originally and what its battery require-

ments were.

"Who is your favorite radio artist?" he asked

as he wrapped up the battery.

"Vincent Lopez and His Orchestra," was the

immediate response.

"Would you like to listen to some of our

Lopez records?" asked the salesman. Before

the customer had left the store two more rec-

ords had been converted into cash.

Sells Records to Radio Fans
Another enterprising store owner who saw an

opportunity and not a danger made a practice

of posting the radio programs in his window
with the names of the selections to be played.

After each selection he neatly typed the num-
ber of the record in which that particular fea-

ture was used. By means of this tie-up he sold

not only records, but implanted in the mind of

every radio fan who looked into the window the

thought of purchasing records by his favorite

radio artists.

Sell the idea of bringing your radio favorites

permanently into the home, available whenever

they are wanted. -Post a list of popular radio

artists and the number of the records on which

their work appears. Cash in on the popularity

of radio artists.

Avoid Parts for Constructors

There is one field of radio sales which ob-

viously does not belong in the music store. It

is the sale of radio parts for constructors. Well-

qualified sales experts report a constantly de-

creasing percentage of radio listeners made up

of those who make their own apparatus. Dur-

ing the early period of the radio enthusiasm,

while there were no generally recognized and

accepted types and styles of sets, there was ade-

quate reason for experimenting with home-built

(Continued on page 34)
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Merchandise
That Moves/
When a Jewett Product passes our test

and goes into manufacture, we know it

for what it is, and what it will do.

T^p article in the Jewett line has ever

been discontinued. Adequate precau'

tions, in advance of production, have

assured its lasting popularity.

For the same reason, no article in the

Jewett line has ever been reduced from

its original list price. Active demand

and generous value always have, and

always will, move merchandise. Bargain

offers and profit sacrifices are never

needed to sell LEADERS.

Merchandise that moves is money-

making stock for you. The Jewett

line fills the bill. Ask us to put you in

touch with the distributor best fitted

to supply you.

"Compare Them, You 11 Buy"

JEWETT RADIO 6? PHONOGRAPH CO.
5680 TWELFTH STREET DETROIT, MICHIGAN

The Jewett Parkay Cabinet
With Parquetry Top—All

Standard Panel Sises.

The Superspeaker Type C
Houses Any Set and Equip-

ment—Superspeaker built-in.

The Jewett Micro-Dial
Makes Tuning 50 Times as

Accurate.

Superspeaker
^^^^ H| Trademark^^^^ *J^L. Registered
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More Sales to Radio Owners
(Continued from page 32)

receivers. But the time is already here when
home-made sets do not approach the quality

and price of the highly specialized and quantity-

produced manufactured article.

The sale of parts for home construction in-

volves an entirely different sales effort from that

required for the sale of a complete set. The
former is a technical problem and requires an
intimate knowledge of radio engineering and
practical construction work. The sale of a com-
plete radio set is a music sale and the sale of

an article of furniture, while stocking of acces-

sories is justified because they really form a

part of the set itself.

The music store naturally attracts the kind

of customer who buys a radio set because it is

a musical instrument. The phonograph dealer

is the logical salesman of the high-grade set

finished in the expensive cabinet.

An enterprising phonograph dealer handling

radio succeeded in building up his sale of main-

4

"poy/ttro/ye
V. KING OFALL «X

The

Loud

Speaker

Unit

with the

Acoustic

Control

The Royalfone Loud Speaker Unit
has an adjustment which gives com-
plete control of volume from very
soft to extreme intensity of sound

—

without muffling or distortion.

« # Unit, Including heavily .

rl*H*P nickel-plated nozzle and CC AflUlC ample connecting cord «P«J«vV

Royalfone Unit with fixed adjustment $4.50

V» KING OFALL *S

HEADSET

Greater distance by using the Royal-
fone Headset because it reproduces
the faintest signals your set can de-
tect.

LIST PRICE $4.50

ROYALFONE UNIT
Phonograph and Radio

Manufacturers
Perfectly adapted for the built-in loud
speakers in your cabinet and console
models. Will triumph in every elec-
trical, mechanical and acoustical test
you care to make. Dependable, uni-
form quality. Write for demonstra-
tion arrangements before your own
engineers.

Royal Electrical Laboratories
NEWARK

DEPT. T. W.
NEW JERSEY

tenance accessories by a novel and ingenious

method. Each time he sold a receiving set he
made out a follow-up card with the customer's

name, address and telephone number, the type

of set and its B battery requirements. By giv-

ing him the right size of battery he was able to

determine with a fair degree of reliability how
long the battery equipment would last. Before

the estimated time was up he called his prospect

by telephone, asked how the set was working
and reminded him that he would soon need B
batteries. If he did not receive the order at the

same time of making the telephone call it came
within a few days. This may appear to be a lot

of trouble for a $7 sale, but the habit once
established, with only ten customers a week,

means B battery profit on a total sale of over

$3,000 a year.

Show your customers a personal brand of

selling and it will distinguish your service from
that of your rivals.

R. G. A. Vice-President

Analyzes 1925 Outlook

David Sarnoff Points to Continued Growth in

Sales Volume—Greatest Problem in Improv-
ment of Transmission and Programs

"In general, I think it may well be assumed
that the radio business will be larger in 1925

than it has been in 1924. All signs point to a

steadily increasing volume of radio* sales," said

David Sarnoff, vice-president and general man-
ager of the Radio Corp. of America, in a recent

interview. "The year 1925 will, in my judgment,

draw a sharper line than any previous year has

done as between the sound and unsound man-
ufacturer and merchant in the radio field.

"The public is becoming more discriminating

and more familiar with values and reputations.

It will, therefore, be able to distinguish with

greater ease in 1925 than it has been able to in

previous years as between what is sound and
what is not. It will be a good year for organ-

izations striving conscientiously to serve the

public, and such concerns will make even
greater progress in 1925 than they did in 1924.

"The greatest problem for the. industry itself,

to my mind, is the problem of improved broad-

cast transmission and improved programs. Re-

sponsible factors in the industry will recognize

this; because the success of the radio industry

itself depends upon its ability to furnish the

public with a proper and satisfactory program
service. Radio instruments are only a means to-

wards this end. I look forward with confidence

to healthy development and steady progress in

every branch of the radio art during the com-
ing year."

Grimes Travelers Enjoyed

Holidays in Gotham

William A. Lovelace, traveling representative

for David Grimes, Inc., spent the holidays in

New York City and at the home office of the

company following an extended trip through

West and Middle West territory. Both Mr.
Lovelace and John D. Corrigan, of the Grimes
staff, have visited all the Grimes distributors in

the larger trade centers and brought back some
favorable reports, not only regarding the activ-

ities of Grimes jobbers and their dealers, but

of the unusual interest in the Grimes 3XP
shown by radio fans throughout the territory

visited.

"Ukulele Ike" Signed

as Exclusive Pathe Artist

Cliff Edwards, Famous Ukulele and Vaudeville
Headliner, to Continue to Make Pathe Records

Cliff Edwards (Ukulele Ike) has again signed
a contract with the. Pathe Phonograph & Radio
Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y., as exclusive Pathe rec-

ord artist. Mr. Edwards' rise to fame has been
phenomenal and would form the basis of an
interesting novel that might be entitled "From
$12 Counterman to $50,000 Uke Star." In an
interesting article in the New York News Cliff

Cliff Edwards
Edwards describes his rise on the ladder of suc-

cess. He stated, in part, that he was born in

Hannibal, Mo., with itching feet and a good idea

of rhythm. When a youth he left his home
town to make his own way in the Southern

metropolis of St. Louis, later coming to New
York. In the meantime for his own amusement
and the entertainment of his friends he had

become quite proficient on the "uke," which

gained for him a position at $50 a week in a

Chicago cabaret. This was really the first step

in his advancement to fame, as after this he

broke into vaudeville and then contracted as an

exclusive Pathe artist at $1,000 a record and a

percentage on its sales. Ukulele Ike is now
popular not only as a Pathe record artist and

as a radio broadcaster, but he occupies an im-

portant role in the new New York theatrical

production, "Lady, Be Good."

Ukulele Ike's recordings on Pathe records

have proved so popular that the resigning of

the contract was mutually advantageous.

Miller Opens Branch Store

Ansonia, Conn., January 8.—A branch store

of Miller's Music Shop, New Haven, was opened

here recently under the management of Oscar

Feinberg, who has been connected with the New
Haven establishment for a number of years.

The new store will carry a full line of musical

instruments, featuring the new Columbia phono-

graphs and the Columbia New Process records.

Moon Record Corp. Chartered

The Moon Record Corp., New York, was

recently incorporated at Albany, N. Y., to man-

ufacture phonographs and records, with a cap-

ital stock of $300,000. The incorporators are

E. W. Jones, M. M. Nassau and J. J. Hanrahan

Only high grade raw materials produce high grade records.

For the best grades of uniformly cut

COTTON FLOCKS FOR PHONOGRAPH RECORDS
Write to

CLAREMONT WASTE MFG. CO., CLAREMONT, N. H.
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BRUNSWICK RADIOLA
The only phonograph equipped with, and designed

for, the famous Radiola Super-Heterodyne

THE world-noted Super-Heterodyne, of the Radio Corporation of America, is con-

cededly the latest and greatest triumph of radio engineers. There is no phono-

graph "designed" to accommodate this set except the Brunswick Radiola.

The Brunswick Radiola is a factory-built, scientifically constructed unit. Built and de-

signed by highly experienced radio engineers, and by Brunswick phonograph experts,

the Brunswick Radiola is absolutely and unqualifiedly guaranteed both by the Radio

Corporation of America and by the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Company. Thus it is

warranted to you as the finest in radio and

phonographic reproduction. The joint

achievement of the leader in each field.

Unusual radio tone and the exclusive

dual-purpose horn

The famous "dual-purpose horn" was created

by these experts, utilizing the famous Bruns-

wick Method of Reproduction — the Oval

Tone Amplifier, for radio reception, as well

as for phonographic rendition.

You change no parts to operate it. It changes

from phonograph to radio— with the dual-

purpose horn— simply by turning a lever.

The loud-speaker unit, the loop antennae,

batteries and all integral parts are built into

the instrument itself. No outside wires with

Super-Heterodyne models.

Next to its amazing clarity and tone, the

important and biggest factor of the Bruns-

wick Radiola is its simplicity of operation.

There is but one Brunswick Radiola.

THE BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO.
Manufacturers—Established 1845

General Offices: CHICAGO Branches in all Principal Cities

Canadian Distributors:

Musical Merchandise Sales Co., 79 Wellington St.,W., Toronto, Ont.

The famous Brunswick Kadiolas bring to t lie

Brunswick banner the superlative in radio recep-

tion, just as Brunswick Phonographs and Bruns-

wick Records have for years represented the best

that men know in recorded musical reproduction.

The Brunswick Radiola No. 60

[ Super- Heterodyne )

Two new Brunswick Radiolas—
No. 60 and 460, both Super-Heterodyne type
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* A Scientific Product
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Blumberg's New Store in

Waukegan, 111., Is Opened
Some Twelve Thousand People View Depart-

ments—Brunswick Line Handled

Waukegan, III., January 5.—The recent formal
opening of the new five-story building owned
and operated by J. Blumberg attracted a crowd,
estimated at some twelve thousand people, that
viewed the interesting displays in the various
departments. In connection with the opening
there was a rather novel feature in the form of
a completely equipped bungalow, and included

Blumberg's New Store

in the attractive living-room setting was a

Brunswick-Radiola No. 360, which caused much
favorable comment. There was also a very
beautiful window display featuring the Bruns-
wick line exclusively. The store throughout
gave evidence of its being in charge of "live

wires."

New Starr Loud Speaker

Is Now Being Marketed

The Starr Piano Co., Richmond, Ind., manu-
facturer of Starr phonographs, Gennett records

and Starr pianos, has just placed on the market
the Starr loud speaker, style XXV. This com-
pany is one of the best-known musical instru-

.ment manufacturers in America, and through its

long association with the production of musical

products is in a splendid position to produce a

loud speaker that will meet with the approval

of talking machine dealers.

The Starr loud speaker embodies the scien-

tific principles of tone amplifying which have

been incorporated in all Starr musical instru-

ments. The horn is fashioned from silver grain

spruce, used in the production of Starr phono-

New Starr Loud Speaker

graphs. In a circular announcing the new loud

speaker the company said: "The Starr loud

speaker horn is carved to scientific proportions,

hanging free and is suspended to perfect balance

so that the tone is not only full and clear but

is delivered in all of the faithfulness of the

original."

To Make Radio Sets

Rossiter & Co., New York, were recently in-

corporated at Albany, N. Y., to make radio

receiving sets, with a capital stock of 1,000

shares of preferred stock at $100 per share, and

2,000 shares of common stock of no par value.

The incorporators are T. R. Pusche, R. Del and

R. W. Branch.

Chas. Freshman, New York, was recently in-

corporated at Albany to manufacture radio ap-

paratus, with a capital stock of 225,000 shares

of common stock of no par value. The incor-

porators are: A. W. Franklin, M. Goldsoll and

C. Freshman.

"Memory Stimulator"

Brings in the Money
A. B. Clinton Co., of Hartford, Conn., Sends

Brief Notice to Customers Before Instalment
Payments Are Due and Money Rolls In

The letters sent out are prepared to fit the

case of each individual. The company has

found this the most effective way of handling

delinquents, contending that the "collection let-

ter or form to fit all cases" is not productive

of the best results.

Hartford, Conn., January 7.—In order to re-

mind its customers that their instalment pay-
ments are about to fall due the A. B. Clinton
Co. sends out a few days in advance a small
typewritten form which reads as follows:
"The payment on your instalment account for

the month of will be due the
of this month. Yours truly."

In most instances this results in bringing' in

the money when it is due. However, should it

fail to do so a follow-up letter is mailed to the

customer by the collection department. In all,

three letters are sent to the delinquent, each
one more insistent than the last, before more
drastic action is taken.

Morris R. Lamb General

Manager of Clark Music Go.

Former Manager of Wanamaker Department,

New York, With Syracuse, N. Y., Concern

Syracuse, N. Y., January 5.—Morris R.

Lamb, formerly manager of the piano depart-

ment of the John Wanamaker store, New York,

has been appointed general manager of the

Clark Music Co., this city, and he assumed his

new duties on January 1. Before leaving the

piano department of Wanamaker's last year

Mr. Lamb had spent twenty-four years there,

having joined it soon after it first opened.

We Give Back 48%
of Your Money

Think how many more sales you could make if

you could say to your customers, "Here's a set that

will do everything any $150.00 set will do, and we'll

give you back $72.00." You can safely make that claim when you sell the Resas

Tone-A-Dyne.

Put a Resas Tone-A-Dyne side by side with any set selling for twice the price

and let your customers compare them for performance. They're sure to select the

RESAS TONE-A-DYNE.
On indoor and outdoor antenna, this 5-tube set will give unexcelled volume and

clarity. In addition, the tone and volume can be regulated by simply turning a knob—an

exclusive Resas feature.

It is easy to tune and works right through local stations. District stations are always

at your command. ^

The cabinet is mahogany, handsomely finished, 26^" x 8^2" x 9^4". f
In everything except price it's a $150.00 set. And it is fully guaranteed j

for one year. jf

Don't let another day pass without investigating the truth of our
^

claims. Send for a sample now at regular dealers' discount. If you are f
willing to part with it after a five-day trial, send it back, and the trial /
won't cost you a cent.

112 Chambers Stree

lire.

New York,'N. Y.

7'

RESAS, Inc.

112 Chambers
St., New York.

y Send one Resas
./ Tone-A-Dyne set

at $78.00. less reg-
' ular dealers' dis-

count, with the under-
standing that it may be

returned in five days and
no charge made if we are

not entirely satisfied with it.

-

Name

Street

Town State.
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he's picked the best!

mmmmF you're a broad-gauged, far-

seeing dealer, you want to

make not only money, but friends,

by selling the New Edison.

The easiest, most certain way of doing

both is to let the customer have a

New Edison, on approval, in her own
home, for side-by-side comparison

with any other phonograph.

She makes her decision on the evi-

dence of her own ears—and she knows

she's picked the best!

THOMAS A. EDISON, INC,
ORANGE, N. J.

EDISON
R P E
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Record Department Is "Key" to Prosperity
Progress in the Talking Machine Business Demands Intelligent

and Consistent Efforts to Sell Records, Says W. Braid White

There is opening for the talking machine

business a new era, in the course of which un-

doubtedly will be developed new methods direc-

ted along wholly new channels of effort. This

is not a mere rhetorical statement; it is strictly

and accurately in accord with facts.

The point is this: The talking machine busi-

ness has established itself. It has taken hold

upon the imagination and the habits of the

people. It is not by any means yet so widely

distributed as might be expected; yet it is uni-

versally known and its sales run into vast fig-

ures annually, even as compared with the fig-

ures of other greater industries. In these figures

of course are counted sales of records, which

form an integral part of the talking machine

business and perhaps the more important part

at that.

Now this big business has outgrown methods

for its exploitation and development which at

first were quite adequate. It has come to the

point beyond which older methods will no

longer suffice and the wisest heads in it are

prepared to make such developments in their

own points of view and in their own policies as

shall suffice to meet the conditions which are

now pressing upon the industry and which de-

mand immediate treatment.

Selling Is the Vital Problem
In the talking machine business the capacity

of production is ever tending to increase. For

years the job has not been to sell but rather to

produce enough goods to fill demand. To-day

the job is being steadily turned around. It is

becoming a question of developing a selling or-

ganization," nationwide in scope, to enable the

industry to go on steadily increasing its output,

without having to come to a disastrous slow-

down or a still more disastrous stop. In a

word, we have to think to-day of the merchan-

dising problem in its largest feature. Here is

the outstanding question of the talking machine

industry.

The Key Position

In every situation there is some key position.

A strategist controlling the movements of an

army in action settles his own rank among

commanders by his ability to pick out a key
position in the field of battle and by his readiness

to seize upon it. A chess player often sees,

many moves ahead, what will be the key-move
of the game, and works accordingly to the end
of placing himself in a position to make it.

The business strategists of the talking machine
industry have already perceived the key-position

and have taken steps to seize and hold it.

This key-position is to be found in the record

department of the talking machine industry.

Here and here alone is to be found the solu-

tion of the strategical problem which the lead-

ers of the industry are now considering. The
talking machine industry of to-morrow is to be

built up to hitherto unimagined heights of pros-

perity upon the basis afforded by a new con-

ception of the importance and position of the

record.

This is something to be carefully pondered.

It is not a matter of the remote future. It is

a matter of the present. The talking machine

record stands in the key-position of the talking

machine industry.

Every industry depends upon sales, of course,

and that simply means that the people's interest

must at all times be maintained and even in-

creased; unless sales are to drop and with them

the profits. To maintain the interest of the

people in the talking machine and, more, to

build up that interest to an even greater inten-

sity, thus maintaining the steady increase in

production, sales and profits, which every

healthy industry has a right to anticipate year

by year, is - the great task before the leaders

of the industry. These men are wise and they

see that what they have set out to do can be

done best, and perhaps only, by developing the

recording of music to such a pitch of perfec-

tion, variety and universality, that it will be im-

possible for a music-lover anywhere in the

country to resist the lure of the talking ma-
chine. Just that is the conviction of the wisest

men in the industry.

"Worthy of Wise Men"
And it is a belief worthy of wise men, for it

is a belief founded upon the most solid basis.

"Thermiodyne" "Cunningham" "Eveready"

"stir Lines That Build Business
Standard nationally advertised radio products make for quick sales

and big turnover. They are products that are priced right and stay

sold, making happy and satisfied customers who come back to buy
more and recommend you to their friends. That's the kind of merchandise we distribute.

Let us build together therefore for permanency, on quality, price, performance and turnover.

All our lines are subject to the usual phonograph trade discounts.

TELEPHONES
CHELSEA

4240
4241

4242

120

WEST
23rd ST.

NEW
YORK

THE PYRAMID OF SERVICE

That which makes the talking machine useful,
which gives it its power to appeal to the desires
of the masses, is its power to produce music.
Music is embodied in records. But the music
which has furnished the "velvet" in record mer-
chandising no longer suffices. Finer, better,
more widely selected music is in demand. It

is no longer a matter of wonder that one
should be able to possess a single air from an
opera. That is, and for long has been, a com-
monplace. Now it is the whole opera that is

wanted. Why? Because grand opera is no
longer a mystery, but it is becoming something
of which everyone knows or has some infor-

mation, and concerning which there is a vast
deal of public curiosity. So, too, it is no longer
a matter of wonder to be able to possess a little

fragment of some big symphony or of some
exquisite string quartet. To-day we must have
the whole symphony, without cuts, and the

whole quartet. Why? Because, all along with
the rush for jazz and the dancing and the night-

life there has been going on steadily a move-
ment towards better music in this country, a

movement d$ which the repercussions are to be
felt in the remotest hamlets of the land. This
movement is fostered by such an institution as

the National Bureau for the Advancement of

Music, which is financed by the music indus-

tries of the United States. It is a movement
which is bringing some idea of art music to

hundreds of thousands who never heard even
the name before. It is a movement which has
been fostered and to a very great extent actu-

ally built upon the talking machine record.

And naturally the talking machine industry is

now faced with the problem of building upon
this basis for the existence of which in the first

place it was itself so much responsible.

Sell Records!
Every talking machine dealer ought to un-

derstand these facts and to build his business

policies upon them. It is up to every merchant
to realize that the biggest task he now has is

to build up his record selling. He will be glad

to do so when he realizes that the big profits

are in this department and that the manufac-
turers are now putting their wisdom and their

experience behind the effort to make bigger and
better sales of records a part of the common
business history of every merchant.

There is no community so small, no hamlet
so unimportant, that it cannot, or will not, pro-

duce from its inhabitants buyers of more and
better records. There .is no talking machine
store which cannot sell more and better records.

There is no merchant who will not find public

response to his efforts to build up a bigger and
better record business.

Son of G. Gulbransen
Presides at Navy Feast

One of the most enjoyable Christmas dinners

given by any United States Navy unit was that

tendered to the men of the U. S. S. Toucey at

League Island Navy Yard. The festivities were
presided over by Lieutenant-Commander Clar-

ence Gulbransen, commanding officer of the U.

S. S. Toucey, and son of C. Gulbransen, vice-

president and superintendent of the Gulbransen

Co., of Chicago.

Ray Miller and His Arcadia Orchestra "were

heard "on the air" during Brunswick Hour,

each Tuesday night during December. The ag-

gregation has been heard in some of the larger

vaudeville houses during December and this

month.
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EMPIRE No. 10 Tone Arm For Both Radio and Phonograph

The No. 10 is designed and built especially
for use with portable phonographs. It is

made in several different lengths.

Here is a combination' Loud Speaker and
Phonograph Tone Arm all in one. The
demand for this type is increasing tremen-
dously every day.

Compare—Then Decide!
'T^HE only true test of any product is the test of comparison. In this way, and
A in this way only may the superior qualities of one device over another be de-

termined.

Empire Tone Arms and Reproducers will
stand any and all comparative or competitive
tests to which you may care to subject them.

Compare the construction, the simplicity, the
finish and the ease with which they may be
incorporated as an integral part of YOUR
Phonograph.

Empire Tone Arms and Reproducers are
built to stand all these tests and one other of
far greater importance—The Test of Tone.

It is this final test that will make Empire Tone
Arms and Reproducers stand out by com-
parison with any others and convince you of

their superiority.

There is a type, size and style Empire to suit

every phonograph requirement. Just three

of them are illustrated and described here.

If you will advise us the.type Tone Arms that

will best suit your purpose, we will be glad

to send samples for test.

EMPIRE BALL BEARING UNIVERSAL TONE ARM AND REPRODUCER

This is one of the Aristocrats of the Empire line and is made in two sizes, one to fit

instruments with a 9" center, and one for instruments with 10" center.
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Pooley Radio Cabinet

with

Atwater Kent Radio

Has No Real Competition

"There's Millions in It"

The Way it "Shows Up
At the "Show Down"

Makes it the Easiest Seller

Indiana Avenue— 16th & 17th Streets, Philadelphia
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Pooley Radio Cabinet

with

Atwater Kent Radio

Mightiest Combination in Radio

Superb Cabinets — Supreme Radio

Order NOW
Anticipate Your Needs

Customers Demand Prompt Delivery

Uf

Indiana Avenue—16th & 11th Streets, Philadelphia
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RADIO MANUFACTURERS
Profit by Experience and Save Yourselves Costly Mistakes

Protect your expensive cabinet sets just as the manufacturers of the best phono-
graphs have protected their product for years.

We have been the principal source of supply for shipping cases to the high grade
phonograph trade for the past twelve years. Maximum protection, lower freight
charges and better appearance have made

Atlas Plywood Packing Cases
standard in the talking machine trade, where the best has been demanded.

The similarity of your product makes these cases ideal for your shipments. Our
thorough knowledge of your packing and shipping problems makes our advice
and service invaluable. Ask for details.

Atlas Plywood Corp.
PARK SQ. BUILDING BOSTON, MASS.

Largest Manufacturers of Box Shook in New England

Interesting Revisions Made
in G. I. T. Finance Plan

Only 10 Per Cent Reserve on Phonograph and

Radio Paper Will Now Be Held by Commer-
cial Investment-Trust Incorporated

The Commercial Investment-Trust Incorpo-

rated, New York, one of the leading concerns in

the financing of musical instrument instalment

paper, announced, as effective December 15,

some attractive revisions in the company's
plans for the handling of phonograph and radio

accounts. One of the outstanding features of

the new system is that under it 90 per cent of

the face of unmatured phonograph paper is paid

at once to the dealer instead of 80 per cent as

formerly, thus cutting the reserve held by the

company from 20 to 10 per cent and giving the

merchant the use of the extra money.
An attractive series of discount prices on

phonograph paper running from six to twelve

months and ranging from 5 per cent up, ac-

cording to the time of the paper, is also an-

nounced, and the company has arranged, where
the paper runs for over twelve months, to pur-

chase twelve months of it, thus freeing the

dealer from carrying his own long-term paper

over the full period.

No*'
YOU CAN USEW DECALC0MANIA5

^TheEasy-To-ApplyNamePlate"

NORTHEASTERN RADIO CO1 Radio rssentials w»

302 ADAMS AVE.

I
SAUNDERSMOSICCal

Above design, our Style B,
printed with gold back-
ground, red border and black
lettering.

MR. DEALER! PUT YOUR
NAME ON EVERYTHING

YOU SELL.
It helps increase sales by
bringing new customers to
your store and old ones back
for supplies and repair work.
To apply, simply dip in water
and slide design off top of
paper onto any flat or curved
surface.

100. $6.00 200, $10.00

Made by

The COMMERFORD CO.,
-446-456 Adelphi St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Brandos

FRESHMAN

ABOVE-

ARE A
FEW OF
THE MANY
RADIO
FIRMS

USING OUR
SPECIAL
DESIGNS

The Commerford Co.,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Date

Enclosed is check for S Ship postpaid to address
below Style B Decalcomanias with attached

(quantity)
copy imprinted in black.

Firm

The company was one of the first to plan

for the financing of radio paper, a line which

was regarded with uncertainty at the outset,

and the system in use is similar to that cover-

ing phonograph paper with the exception that

to make the account subject to discount the

customer must have paid in all at least 33 pet

cent of the total selling price. In the case of

radio combinations, the cash payment required

of the customer is only 20 per cent of the total

selling price.

In the case of phonograph paper the matter

of collection is left to the dealer himself, he re-

mitting the required amount each month to the

Commercial Investment-Trust Incorporated. In

the case of radio the company collects direct

when desired on either radio receivers or radio

combinations, though the dealer is privileged to

make his own collections should he favor that

method.

The plan of the finance company has already

enabled numerous phonograph and radio deal-

ers to carry on their businesses without diffi-

culty and to make desired expansion, inasmuch
as the capital ordinarily tied up in paper is,

through the discount plan, made available for

business purposes.

The Commercial Investment-Trust Incorpo-

rated has, during the past year, made arrange-

ments with several prominent phonograph and
radio receiver manufacturers for the financing

of paper held by their dealers, and in that way
has proved a substantial factor in the develop-

ment of the trade.

Brunswick Dealers Tie Up
With Al Jol son's New Show

Window Displays and Special Newspaper Pub-
licity Utilized by Trade

Cleveland, O., January 5.—Al Jolson, who is

scoring a great success in his new production,

"Big Boy," in a short preliminary tour, playing

Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Cincinnati and a few

other cities prior to opening an indefinite run

in New York City, was accorded one of the

finest dealer publicity tie-ups that he has ever

received during his visit to this city. Prac-

tically every Brunswick merchant in the city

had special Jolson window displays, and there

was considerable local advertising in both

papers and programs.

There was also a special "Brunswick Nite,"

which was attended by ISO dealers not only

from this city but from all parts of north-

western Ohio. It was quite a Jolson-Brunswick

week, and the Jolson records were pushed and

advertised in an aggressive way. Buescher's

also co-operated by carrying advertising on the-

atre ticket envelopes.

City

No C.O.D. Orders accepted,
business card to avoid errors.

State

Print or typewrite copy. Send

The Piquette Piano Co., Derby, Conn., added

talking machines. The department of the How-
ard & Barber store was purchased.

Big Ad Drive on Eveready
Line Scheduled for 1925

Program of National Carbon Co. for Next Year
Calls for Most Extensive Advertising in the

History of the Company

The National Carbon Co.'s advertising of

Eveready radio batteries, Eveready flashlights

and Columbia Eveready radio dry cells will

appear during 1925 in 1,294,244,272 copies of

American magazines and newspapers. In other
words, there will be approximately twelve Na-
tional Carbon Co.'s advertisements for each of

the 110,000,000 people in the United States. Fig-

uring an average of five readers for each copy
of every magazine and every newspaper a

National Carbon message will appear at least

sixty times in twelve months to each American
old enough to read.

The company has launched forth for the year

1925 on the biggest advertising campaign in its

history. The gross newspaper circulation for

1925 will be 1,023,579,613 and the gross mag-
azine circulation, which includes magazines of

general interest, farm papers, technical papers

and trade papers, will be 270,664,859. It is

accumulated upon schedules which run from six

to twelve insertions in the course of the year,

and in each case the space is half pages, full

pages or double-page spreads.

Each of the Eveready products has its own
campaign, designed to register with intensity on

its various markets. The largest campaign is

devoted to Eveready radio batteries and the

Eveready flashlight. The newspaper circulation

for the year on Eveready radio batteries will

total 421,601,500 copies; the magazine advertis-

ing, 94,347,994, making a grand total of 515,-

949
;
494. I n the magazine field there will be used

the Saturday Evening Post, the Literary Digest

and Collier's Weekly, all of the radio magazines,

all of the popular scientific magazines, farm

papers in large numbers, trade papers in the

talking machine field, electrical industry and

other fields upon which the effect of radio has

been pronounced.

Throughout the entire campaign of 1925 the

National Carbon Co. will carry out the closest

co-operation with its dealers. A broadside to

the trade will keep it fully advised of each cam-

paign, and the window and counter displays in

great variety will be supplied as a free aid to

dealers who are awake to the unusual tie-up

possibilities.

AUTOMATIC LID SUPPORT
Finished in Nickel and Gold

Samples on request

Patented Dec. 9. 1919: Oct. 25. 1921:

Not. 7. 1922. Canada Applied.

The Most Dependable Lid Support on the Market

m« i • DM 1i C 9-11 Watsessing Avenue
Star machine & Novelty to., Bioomtieid, n. j.
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The New

ODEO
CATALOGUE

just off the Press!

An illustrated work of art

featuring our famous 3000

and 5000 series of imported

recordings.

Acquaint yourself with the

many selling points and

special features of Odeon

records by reading our six-

teen page booklet entitled

BREAKING RECORD SALES FOR ODEON

A ready Reference Sales Manual

for the Dealer and his Salesforce

—

We shall be glad to mail you upon request

the new Odeon Catalogue and Sales Manual.

General Phonograph Corporation
OTTO HEINEMAN, President

25 WEST 45th STREET, NEW YORK CITY
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Ralph H. Meade Appointed
Sonora Advertising Manager

Succeeds L. C. Lincoln, Who Recently Resigned
—Was Formerly Assistant Manager and
Editor of "The Sonora Bell"

Announcement has been made by the Sonora
Phonograph Co., Inc., New York, of the ap-
pointment of Ralph H. Meade as manager of
the advertising department of the company to

Mr. Meade has had a broad experience in sales

and advertising work. This has been both with

Sonora and in the automotive field, which ad-

mirably fits him to render a high type of service

to Sonora dealers and distributors. Prior to

joining Sonora Mr. Meade was with a division

of General Motors as assistant advertising and

sales promotion manager.

Wuchter Music Go. Stages

Its Own Radio Exhibition

Elaborate Pre-Holiday Showing of Many Types
of Receivers Attracts Much Attention and a

Considerable Volume of Business

Reflexo Products Co., Inc.,

Moving to Larger Quarters

The Reflexo Products Co., Inc., New York
City, sole selling agent for Reflexo blue steel

needles and Gold Seal needles made by the

W. H. Bagshaw Co., Lowell, Mass., is moving
to larger headquarters. This well-known firm

has been situated for many years at 347 Fifth

avenue and is now moving several blocks west

to 370 Seventh avenue in the heart of the new
business district surrounding the Pennsylvania

Terminal and the Pennsylvania Hotel. The in-

creased facilities to be found in the new quar-

ters will allow for the further expansion of the

business during 1925.

Ralph H. Meade
succeed L. C. Lincoln, who has resigned to form
an advertising company of his own. Mr. Meade
has been assistant to Mr. Lincoln for some
time and editor of "The Sonora Bell," Sonora's
monthly house organ for dealers.

The advertising department of Sonora has
recently been consolidated as a division of the

sales department, so that Mr. Meade will work
closely with Frank V. Goodman, who recently

became Sonora sales manager. It is believed

that the new closely co-ordinated sales and ad-

vertising policy of the Sonora Phonograph Co.,

Inc., will be of benefit to the selling organization.

Two New Mutual Products

Are Now Being Marketed

The Mutual Phono Parts Co., New York
City, has just placed two new products on the

market, a new tone arm and a loud speaker unit.

The new No. 6 tone arm is of the throw-back

type and may be obtained with or without the

radio inlet and* also with or without a radio

loud speaker unit attached. This arm is de-

scribed as particularly suitable for portables.

The new Mutual radio loud speaker unit is to

be obtained either for use in conjunction with

the Mutual radio tone arm or separately if so

desired. It is claimed to be particularly effi-

cient, and is attractively constructed in nickel

and black with a gold adjustment knob.

Allentown, Pa., January 6.—The Wuchter
Music Co., located at 927 Hamilton street, this

city, has staged a radio show which, from all

indications, is second to none ever run in a like

fashion by an independent merchant. Mr. Wuch-
ter, the proprietor of the store, arranged an

exhibit which was of interest to every radio

fan and prospective purchaser of radio instru-

ments. In order to accomplish this practically

the entire store had to be given over to this

purpose, to provide space for the various cab-

inet models of receivers which were used in the

display.

In the exhibition and demonstration scores of

radio receiving instruments of every conceivable

description and with a very wide range of price

were displayed, and specially engaged radio men
were on hand to explain the various receivers

to the visitors. This exhibition, Mr. Wuchter

explained, is one phase of the development of

his radio business.

LeJeal to Increase Space

Erie, Pa., January 5.—Announcement has

been made by A. L. LeJeal, music store pro-

prietor at 1007 State street, that he will take

larger quarters at 1023 State street in a month

or so. The present location of Mr. Lejeal's

store at 1007 State street has been the site of

a music house for the past eighteen years, hav-

ing been started by Brehm Bros. Mr. LeJeal

took over the business five years ago and has

expanded it to include phonographs, small

goods and a large line of sheet music. He has

stated that he may add radio goods at his

new location.

LITTLE TOTS' RECORDS
SOA/GS, GAMES, STOft/ES^FOR. KIDDIES

LITTLE TOTS' Records are works of art, the recordings having: been made by the fore- *

most artists in the country. The clarity of tone and perfect enunciation make a strong appeal f
to the impressionable youngsters who love to hear them played over and over again. f

SELECTIONS, FOUR RECORDS, contained in an attractive book

with eight pictures and verse cards. The book is beautifully bound in

loose leaf style with telescope eyelets and tied with a colored silk cord.

00

Dealers' Price—60c each. Orders for less than Yi gross 65c each.

LITTLE TOTS' RECORDS BOOKS
1. The "Merry Song" Book

2. The "Happy Day" Book

3. The "Jolly Game" Book

4. The "Story Hour" Book

5. The "Christmas" Book

6. The "Lullaby" Book

7. The "Patriotic" Book

8. The "Medley" Book

9. The "Sunshine" Book

REGAL RECORD COMPANY
20 West 20th Street - - New York City
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How a Live Retail Dealer
Handles Machine Prospects

H. M. Reynolds Describes in Detail the Various
Steps He Has Found Most Productive of Re-
sults in Selling Phonographs

Every successful salesman has his or her own
method of putting over a deal. An approach
that may work to advantage for one individual

ofttimes causes a decidedly different reaction

when used by another. However, all of the

methods used are of real general interest to

those who are engaged in the happy profession

of selling merchandise.

H. M. Reynolds, of the Brunswick Shop,
Indianapolis, Ind., who is widely experienced in

the retail field, in the following paragraphs gives

his ideas relative to handling a retail sale:

"After your customer has been seated and you
have selected the model that he wants dem-
onstrated (you can help in the selection by sug-

gesting different styles of furniture that the

models represent), you then explain that you
are going to use a few records to demonstrate
the quality of tone of the instrument. My first

record is usually No. 2333, one that is excep-
tionally clear and attractive from this stand-
point. I follow this with No. 2228, calling atten-

tion to the fact that they are now hearing four

voices instead of one. From this I switch over
to an instrumental number, using No. 2010,

suggesting that they give particular heed to the

bass in this particular selection. I then dem-
onstrate part of No. 25004, pointing out the ease

with which one can follow through simple mel-

ody or variations. The next record that I use

is No. 50035, to bring out the more delicate

shadings of music, and it gives me a good
opportunity to call attention to the fidelity of

the instrument in reproducing piano music.

"I use these particular records because they

suit my purpose and afford a good range of

music, as illustrated by the different types of

recorded music. Never play a record all the

way through.

"I have found that this simple method will

IMPORTANT
ANNOUNCEMENT

The Manufacturers of the most distinctive-

looking (and the most successful) European

make of PORTABLE PHONOGRAPH
need the services in the United States

of a limited number of experienced

TRAVELLING REPRESENTA-
TIVES. They invite correspondence

from well-established and responsible firms

of PHONOGRAPH MANUFACTUR-
ERS' AGENTS who are employing com-

petent outdoor salesmen. Prices highly

competitive (huge output); attractive deal-

er-and-jobber propositions. Remuneration

by way of generous over-riding commission

on all sales in territory travelled. Samples

ready immediately. Plenty of highest-

grade advertising material available in all

languages. Send full details as to ground

covered and agencies held and tender refer-

ences, please, to "Alpha," care of Talking

Machine World, 383 Madison Avenue,

New York, N. Y.

close a large percentage of my customers; but
if it does not I then resort to a demonstration
of the prime features of the instrument, intro-

ducing at the same time several records that
they may want to hear.

"You will find that the customer will give
better, attention to your detailed explanation at

this time than at any other, because he or she
is curious to know how you get this unusual
tone from the records demonstrated.

"It has been my experience that 80 per cent
of the customers with whom I have talked have
been women, and a great number of them would
be bored by a lengthy technical explanation,
prior to the time that I prove to them that we
have something that they would really like to

hear. In other words, make sure that it is

necessary before you go into a technical expla-

nation.

"My motto is 'Don't talk about your phono-
graph until you have proved to the customer
that you have one they will want to hear.'

After that the reasons why the instrument pos-

sesses an extremely interesting tone and favor-

able interpretation of the recorded music will

prove much more interesting to the buyer."

Effective Publicity on
New Federal Receiver

The Federal Telephone Mfg. Co., Buffalo,

N. Y., with headquarters in the Times Building,

New York City, has just issued an attractive

folder featuring the new Federal set type 142,

which it designates as a "big brother to the

141." The latter set was introduced a short

while ago and achieved instantaneous success,

attaining a popularity far in excess of all antici-

pations.

The new type 142 is a super-selective power-

Federal Type 142

ful five-tube radio receiver in combination with

a loud-speaking telephone unit. It has a two-

dial control, making for simplicity, and in cab-

inet design is very attractive. The new set lists

at $230, less head sets, tubes and batteries.

Nyaccoflex Radio Panel

Introduced to the Trade

The New York Album & Card Co., of New
York and Chicago, well known and established

in the talking machine field for many years as

manufacturer of Nyacco record albums, and

which entered the radio field in a substantial

manner during the past year, presented the trade

with a new product in radio the first of the

year.

This newest product is known as the Nyacco-

flex RP-3, and is a panel for installation in the

Victrola or other makes of talking machines.

This new Nyaccoflex panel measures ten by

fourteen inches, and is of- a three-tube reflex

type. The merits of the reflex circuit, whereby

three tubes do the work of five, are well known.

This new product rounds out the Nyaccoflex

line. The first number of the line to be intro-

duced, the RP-1, it will be remembered, was a

combination radio and talking machine portable.

The second number was a receiving set. With

the RP-3 practically every phase of the radio

demand has been covered.

The Cleartime Radio Co., New York, was re-

cently incorporated at Albany, with a capital

stock of $25,000. The incorporators are: T.'F.

Tormey, L. M. Corcoran and G. A. Turley.
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J0NE5-BEACH

1925
is going to be another

big radio year—particu-

larly for those retailers

having the right merchan-

dise backed up by the

right kind of service.

Make your plans now.

Investigate just how
Jones-Beach service in

radio merchandising can

help you build your

business.

The Jones-Beach Buildings

THE tremendous facilities of the above building plus the

merchandising and technical experience of our staff is an

excellent backing to have behind you. You can rely on Jones-

Beach service.

We are wholesale distributors for such nationally

known lines as

Radio Corp. of America
Atwater Kent Mfg. Go.

Fada Neutrodyne

JONES-BEACH & CO.
Wholesale Distributors of Radio Products

Jones-Beach Bldg. 307-13 N. 7th St.

PHILADELPHIA
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Important Appointments

to Jewett Traveling Staff

J. W. Sands to Cover Middle West District—

O. B. Compton to Operate in South and
Southwest—Both Widely Experienced

The Jewett Radio & Phonograph Co., Detroit,

Mich., announced recently the appointment of

J. W. Sands as district representative of the

company. Mr. Sands will confine his activities

to the Middle West district, comprising the

States of Ohio, West Virginia, Indiana, western

Pennsylvania and western New York. Previous

to entering the radio field Mr. Sands had many
years of sales experience with the National Cash

Register Co., of Dayton, O., during which time

J. W. Sands

lie operated in the States of Ohio, New York
and Massachusetts. He comes to the Jewett

organization from the Magnavox Co., with

which he was connected as Ohio representative

for the past two years.

The Jewett organization has also been aug-

mented by O. B. Compton, who will represent

the Jewett interests in the States of Missouri,

Tennessee, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Missis-

sippi, Louisiana, Texas, New Mexico, Oklahoma
and Arkansas. Mr. Compton has been actively

engaged in radio merchandising for the past

three years and was formerly Southern terri-

torial representative of the Magnavox Co. The

O. B. Compton

greater portion of his life has been spent in the

South, where his many friends will undoubtedly

accord him a hearty welcome in his new work.

Broadside Features Fine

Atwater Kent Publicity

Prior to the Christmas season the Atwater

Kent Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa., issued a par-

ticularly attractive broadside in colors entitled

"This is going to be a radio Christmas.". In

addition to featuring the entire Atwater Kent
line the inside of the spread displayed the vari-

ous sales helps available for use of Atwater

Kent dealers.

Another sales stimulant recently put out is an

attractive window poster also in colors and

simulating in design the Atwater Kent bill-

board displays. A casual observer will find

dealers making good use of this material and

its effectiveness is being proved in the steadily

increasing sales of Atwater Kent merchandise

throughout the country.

Saul Birns Leases Larger

Quarters and New Store

Headquarters of Chain of Stores to Be Located
in Sixth Avenue Establishment—Elaborate

Showroom Planned.

Saul Birns, proprietor of a chain of music

stores throughout New York and Brooklyn, re-

cently announced that he had leased another

store at 310 Sixth avenue, New York, together

with the entire third floor of the same building

comprising 20,000 square feet of floor space, to

be used as the general offices of Mr. Birn's or-

ganization.

The growth of the Saul Birns establishment

has been most consistent. Some fifteen years

ago'the first store and office headquarters were
opened at 111 Second avenue, and at the present

time there are ten stores to the chain, each

carrying a complete line of musical instruments.

The present office space has been found to be

inadequate to cope with the steadily increasing

business and the move to larger quarters was
imperative. The new headquarters will be cen-

trally located and part of the floor space will be

utilized as an elaborate showroom where all

models of talking machines, radio receivers and
pianos will be displayed. This display space

will be a general showroom for all of the stores

where models not available at each store can

be shown and demonstrated. A special elevator

from the store floor to the offices and show-
room will be installed for the convenience of

customers.

Good Pooley Publicity

The factory of the Pooley Co., Inc., man-
ufacturer of the Pooley phonographs and radio

cabinets, is prominently located close to both

the North Philadelphia station of the Pennsyl-

vania railroad and the main line of the Philadel-

phia & Reading. The Pooley buildings are thus

easily seen by passengers in hundreds of pass-

ing trains. Accordingly, the Pooley Co. has

taken advantage of this opportunity and has

erected a large sign on the top of its building

announcing the fact that it is the home of

Pooley radio cabinets. As trains for all points

in the West and South pass this station, in addi-

tion to the local trains, it may be easily seen

that this message will be read by natives of

practically every State in the Union.

The Pooley Co. is continuing to" do a tre-

mendous business with its radio cabinets and

the exceptional business of this year is expected

to be surpassed during 1925.

Opens New Music Store

Hutchinson, Kan., January 6.—L. E. May-

field has just opened a new music store here at

16 First avenue, handling a complete stock of

pianos, phonographs, band instruments and

radio. The store, which will be operated as the

Mayfield Music Co., has been decorated in a

fitting manner. Mr. Mayfield was identified with

the music trade of this city several years ago

before he went to California, and he has a fine

record of merchandising achievement.

Recording Corp. Chartered

The Consolidated Recording Corp., New
York, was recently incorporated at Albany,

with a capital stock of $30,000, to make phono-

graph equipment. The incorporators are A. H.

Cushman, J. and E. Ennisson.

The Apollo Radio Co., New York, was re-

cently incorporated at Albany to manufacture

radio apparatus, with a capital stock of 200

shares of preferred stock at $100 per share, and

200 shares of common stock of no par value.

The incorporators are: H. Rosenfeld, B, J.

Cohen and R. Rubenstein.

In the
Metropolitan District

its the

MUSICAL PRODUCTS
DISTRIBUTING
XXWEST 19~ ST. , N.Y.C. « CHELSEA 8510

FOB.

POOLEY-ATWATER KENT
RADIO RECEIVERS

Wholesale Only^
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The ultimate— in anything— is the Fact— the Net
Result.

It is the unfailing trial balance—which determines
—any time—anywhere—the status of a business

—

an opportunity— a man— an environment— or a
commodity.

The Net Result can be denied—but not defeated.

Whether in red or black— it is the unfailing cir-

cumstance pointing the moral and the opportunity
—and guiding to the right direction.

The difference between red and black— in terms
of accounting—is the difference between yawning
and acting—when an opportunity presents itself.

Whether it be the phonograph— the radio-combi-
nation— or the radio cabinet— the name "MAS-
TERCRAFT" is four-square—in reliable mer-
chandise—solid construction—correct design and
sure-fire profit.

That—plus two large factories equipped to the

minute—for volume, efficiency and dispatch

—

have made it possible to distribute about an hun-
dred thousand instruments—thruout the world.

That's the net result—to date—about
"MASTERCRAFT"

Progressive merchants — on investigation — will

find this company and its product—a profitable

representation—during 1925

The Wolf Manufacturing Industries
(Established 1890)

"MASTERCRAFT"
Phonographs — Radio-Combinations — Radio Cabinets

QUINCY, ILLINOIS
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Atwater
Kent

LOUD SPEAKERS
Back of Atwater Kent Receiving Sets and Loud Speakers

is the most completely rounded-out selling campaign in

the radio industry today. Everything is being done to help

each dealer sell Atwater Kent Radio.

A national advertising campaign is

broadcasting the story of Atwater
Kent quality and performance to

every city, town ' and village in the

country. Full page space appearing

monthly in nineteen national maga-

zines, a widespread newspaper cam-

paign, and beautiful 24-sheet posters,

spread from coast to coast, are estab-

lishing Atwater Kent Radio as the

unquestioned leader in the minds of

the nation.

Descriptive literature on request

Atwater Kent Manufacturing Company

4725 Wissahickon Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

BRING OUT TH OM ANY SET
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Atwater
RECEIVING SETS

Back of Atwater Kent Receiving Sets and

Loud Speakers is the largest plant of its

kind in the world. The strength of the At-

water Kent organization, combined with its

laboratory and manufacturing facilities, is an

assurance to every dealer that the Atwater
Kent line will hold a position of permanent

leadership.

Into Atwater Kent Radio is

built the knowledge and skill of

over a quarter century's experience.

Each part, from the tiniest wires to

the polished cabinets, is designed

and manufactured with infinite

care. The Atwater Kent tradition

of using only the finest materials

that money can buy guarantees the

highest possible quality.

Descriptive literature on request

Atwater Kent Manufacturing Company
^725 Wismhickon Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

Pacific Coast Prices

slightly higher

Uodei flM<35

Meil2~ $l05

Model20- $IOO

'Tap

VeLuxeAodel~ $i20

THINK WHAT IS BACK OF IT
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Neutrodyne Manufacturers Launch First

National Educational Advertising Drive
Hazeltine Corp. and Fourteen Licensed Manufacturers of Neutrodyne Radio Receivers Sponsor

Copy Appearing in Newspapers and National Magazines in Addition to Usual Publicity

The first national advertising campaign along

association and educational lines for radio ap-

paratus was launched by a committee repre-

senting the fourteen neutrodyne manufacturers

and the Hazeltine Corp. last month. The cam-

paign is scheduled to run in twenty-nine of the

country's leading newspapers, the Saturday

Evening Post, and eight trade papers up to

the middle of March. The first advertisement

of the series appeared December 7.

The new campaign is exclusive of the reg-

ular and intensive advertising'schedules of each

of the fourteen individual manufacturers, all of

which, including the educational series, is based

on the neutrodyne system.

The set-up for the educational series is

founded upon the usual association lines which

ThePHONOMOTORCO.
WM. F. HITCHCOCK, Proprietor

121 West Avenue Rochester, N. Y.

An Electric Equipment for the

PHONOGRAPH

Fully GUARANTEED
Universal—alternating or direct current.
Complete, with every part and ready to run.

Sample, mounted on motor board, 12xl2x%
unfinished board, $25.00 C.O.D. Money back
if not satisfactory. Yl cash with C.O.D. order.

The PHONOSTOP
An automatic stop for all talking machines,
100% efficient.

STANDARD FOR EIGHT YEARS

Guaranteed.

Sold direct to

manufacturers all

over the world.

Nickel- or Gold.

Your phonograph
is worthy of the

best stop.

This is the only one.

Your customers appreciate it

We also sell General Phonograph Hardware

Cable Address:

PHONOMOTOR, Rochester, N. Y.

Codes: Bentley's and A.B.C., 5th Edition
Improved.

Richardson, Orr & Co., Sydney, Australian
and New Zealand Representatives.

Trade Prices upon application

The PHONOMOTOR
Trade-Mark Reg. U. S. Pat. Office

have been so successful in the past. The con-

trol of the campaign is vested in a committee

of which R. M. Klein is chairman, the other

members being R. W. Porter and R. T. Pierson.

Jack Binns is secretary. N. W. Ayer & Son,

of Philadelphia, is the agency handling the cam-
paign."

The newspaper schedule includes the follow-

ing publications: Atlanta Journal, Kansas City

Star, Chicago Tribune, St. Louis Globe-Demo-
crat, Baltimore Sun, New York Times, Boston

Post, Cleveland Plain Dealer, Minneapolis

Tribune, Philadelphia Inquirer, St. Paul Pioneer

Press, Los Angeles Examiner, San Francisco

Examiner and Seattle Post-Inteiligencer on

Sundays. St. Louis Post-Dispatch, San Fran-

cisco Call and Post, New York Journal, Chicago

Herald-Examiner, New York Sun, Baltimore

News, Cincinnati Times-Star, Boston Herald,

Cleveland News, Boston Traveler, Philadelphia

Bulletin, Detroit News, Seattle Times and Min-

neapolis Journal on week days. Each of the

newspaper advertisements involves copy com-
prising 952 lines arranged as 238 lines on four

columns. In the Saturday Evening Post and

in the trade magazines full-page copy. The ad-

vertising campaign will be followed up with spe-

cial sales aids for dealers, jobbers and salesmen.

The neutrodyne principle was invented by

Professor L. A. Hazeltine, of Stevens Institute

of Technology, and was specifically designed to

bring in broadcast programs. The patents and

trade-mark are now owned by the Hazeltine

Corp. The Independent Radio Manufacturers,

Inc., which is a co-operative organization made
up of licensed "neutrodyne" manufacturers, is

the exclusive licensee of the Hazeltine Corp. It

has granted fourteen sub-licenses to the follow-

ing manufacturers: American Radio & Re-

search Corp., Medford Hillside, Mass.; F. A. D.

Andrea, Inc., New York City; Carloyd Electric

& Radio Co., New York City; Eagle Radio Co.,

Newark, N. J.; Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.; Garod Corp., Newark, N. J.;

Gilfillan Radio Corp., Asbury Park, N. J.; How-
ard Mfg. Co., Inc., Chicago, 111.; King-Hinners

Radio Co., Buffalo, N. Y.; Wm. J. Murdock
Co., Chelsea, Mass.; Stromberg-Carlson Tel.

Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.; R. E. Thompson
Mfg. Co., Jersey City, N. J.; Ware Radio Corp.,

New York City; Workrite Mfg. Co., Cleve-

land, O.

The manufacturers of "neutrodyne" receivers

are making forty-two different models, includ-

ing three, four, five and six-tube sets, ranging

in retail sales price from $65 to $450 each. The
largest number of receivers heretofore sold

were of the five-tube set at prices ranging from

$125 to $175. There appears to be a large de-

mand this season for the higher-priced console

type. The several models are designated under

the various manufacturers' trade names, among
which are the following: Adler-Royal neutro-

dyne, Amrad neutrodyne, Eagle neutrodyne,

Fada neutrodyne, Freed-Eisemann neutrodyne,

Garod neutrodyne, Gilfillan neutrodyne, How-
ard neutrodyne, Lafayette neutrodyne, Malone-

Lemmon neutrodyne, Murdock neutrodyne,

King-Hinners neutrodyne, Silvertone neutro-

dyne, Stromberg-Carlson neutrodyne, Thomp-
son neutrodyne, Ware neutrodyne, Workrite

neutrodyne.

The combined floor space of the various

plants making "neutrodyne" receivers, exclusive

of contributory plants making most of the cabi-

nets and certain of the parts, is approximately

500,000 square feet, and the total number of

employes is approximately 4,500.

MICA
DIAPHRAGMS

Immediate delivery—all sizes

Send for free samples and prices

All Mica Products

INTERNATIONAL MICA CO.
Ba
P
ring

ne
535 PHILADELPHIA, PA. FilasSfphila.

Brooks Music House Adds
Large Radio Department

Progressive Altoona, Pa., Concern Announces
Addition of Radio by Direct Mail

Altoona, Pa., January 5.—The Brooks Music
House, one of the leading retailers in this terri-

tory, recently announced the addition of several
of the foremost lines of radio and the opening
of a department. A strong letter describing
the various lines was mailed to customers and
prospects, so that the fact of the opening of

the new department immediately became widely
known. Among the lines handled are included
the Pooley cabinets made especially to house
Atwater-Kent sets, which are handled. Other
receiving set lines which are being aggressively
featured are Freed-Eisemann, Kennedy, Cros-
ley, Ware, Kodel and Crystal sets.

Radio Refinements Are
Evident, Says L. S. Brach

"The rapid changes in radio are more in evi-

dence in the detailed refinements of radio ap-
paratus than in any radical change in the com-
pleted product," according to Leon S. Brach,
the well-known electrical and radio engineer and
head of the L. S. Brach Mfg. Co., Newark,
N. J. "There are, of course, possibilities for

improvements and particularly is this true in

the essential parts. For many months our en-
gineers have been striving to develop a radio
plug of an entirely different design from those
that have appeared heretofore, both in appear-
ance and operation.

"The company has produced a neat-looking
type of phone plug, which not only takes care,

by a simple and easy means, of connections with
the jacks, but safeguards the user of the plug
by having all current-carrying parts protected,

eliminating any danger of shocks."

. T. B. Cleveland recently opened a general
music store on Waller avenue, Greenwood, S.

C. A full line of talking machines and other
musical instruments is carried.

The F. C. Howard Piano Co., Syracuse, N. Y.,

has opened a radio department. Standard re-

ceivers and accessories are being carried.

The stock and fixtures of the Cowlitz Music
Co., Kelso, Wash., were recently purchased by
Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Cooper, who will continue

the business in the Masonic Temple Building.

REPRODUCERS
No. 3, a quality

sound box adopted
. by many well-

known-phonograph
manufacturers.

FOR PORTABLES
No. 2, Victor Hub
No. 1, Columbia
Hub
Combining tone
quality and vol-
ume with attrac-

tive price.

Write for samples
and prices

J. E. RUDELL
144 Chambers Street

New York City
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A Radio Speaker that will

help all your radio business

THE Adler-Royal Radio Speaker will be the best salesman
in your store. It not only speaks for itself when you demon-

strate, but it clinches sales on radio sets too. Your customers
will be thrilled at its tone and its wonderful modulator.

Four features that will appeal to you and your customers:

/

—

Clear Tone.

2—Adjustable modulator for tone volume.

3—Beautiful cabinet design, finished in two-tone walnut
and mahogany.

4 Carries a 40% dealer discount.

Our 25 years' experience in the manufacture of fine organs,

pianos and phonographs guarantees the musical qualities and
insures the highest grade workmanship.

List Price $30.00

This coupon will bring you the Adler-Royal

Radio Speaker immediately

We want you to be just as firmly

convinced of the superiority of the

Adler-Royal Radio Speaker as we
are. Without waiting to place your
order through our salesmen, sign
the coupon below and we will send
you a speaker immediately. Put it

through the most exacting tests.

See for yourself how marvelously
the tone modulator produces a

natural pleasing amplification read-

ily adaptable either to the delicate

strains of a symphony orchestra or
the blatant notes of jazz. Try this

speaker faithfully. Compare it.

Demonstrate it to your customers.

Our advertising campaign will

undoubtedly bring to your store
many customers who are interest-

ed in Adler-Royal Radio Speaker.
Sign the coupon right now, so that

you will have one to show them.

ADLER MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC.

General Sales Office: Dept. Gl. 881 Broadway, New York City

Factnries : Louisville, Ky.

Adler*Royal

Radio Speaker

ADLER MANUFACTURING CO.

Dept. Gl, 881 Broadway.

New York City.

Please send me an Adler-Royal Radio Speaker
immediately and charge it to my account.

Name.

Address.
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Royal Phonograph No. 5

Made in two-tone walnut or mahogany.
All exposed metal parts are heavily nickel-

plated.

Adler-Royal Combination Radio and
Phonograph Royal Cabriole—Model 10

In either walnut or mahogany, price $300.

Without neutrodyne set, price $125.00.

Royal Elizabethan- Model 50

Combination phonograph and radio. Wal-
nut or mahogany. Price $350 with loud
speaker, less accessories. Without neutro-

dyne set, price $175.

Make the Royal Road
to profits lead to

your own store

ADLER-ROYAL means to you a fine phonograph, combina-
tion phonograph and radio neutrodyne product, plus a

wholesome dealer policy.

In our advertising to the public we say, "The dealer from
whom you buy your phonograph and radio set is just as impor-
tant as what you buy."

To the music trade of America we say, "The merchandising
policy of the radio or phonograph manufacturer is today as

important to you as are the goods he offers you."

We have the courage, the capital and the steadfastness of

purpose to give you protection from unfair and irresponsible

competition. This is in addition to the fact that we are the only
recognized manufacturer who can give you from one source a

complete line of high-quality phonographs, combinations,
neutrodyne radio sets and cabinet type loud speakers. The
Adler Manufacturing Company is owned, managed and operated
with a single eye to quality products, fair dealer policies and
permanency. The energy of the owners themselves goes into

manufacturing.

The dealers who are being awarded Adler-Royal franchises

must bring with them a local reputation for fair dealing and
responsibility equal to ours. To such dealers we extend the

fullest co-operation.

Isn't it worth your while to learn the details about a fran-

chise in the phonograph and radio field that considers your
interests first? We know your success with Adler-Royal will

make ours. Write us.

ADLER MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC.

General Sales Office: Dept. Gl, 881 Broadway, New York City

Factories: Louisville, Ky.
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38 stations in one
night—2 in Europe

Read this enthusiastic letter from Charles C. Clark, Research
Engineer, Indianapolis Music House, Indianapolis, Ind. He
says in part:

"After testing a number of repu-

table and well-known makes of

radio receivers, YOUR SET
(ADLER - ROYAL NEUTRO
DYNE) WAS THE ONLY ONE
THAT CAME UP TO OUR
EXPECTATIONS OF WHAT
A RADIO RECEIVER SHOULD
BE FOR THE AMERICAN
HOME.
"The points of superiority in

picking your set were SELEC-

TIVITY, VOLUME, NATURAL
REPRODUCTION, SIMPLIC-
ITY OF OPERATION AND
BEAUTY.

"I have received and logged 36

stations in the United States and
two in Europe in one night, and
all on the Loud Speaker, and will

REPEAT NIGHT AFTER
NIGHT ON THE SAME LOG-
GING if the station is on the air.'

:

On receipt of first order wired
for duplicate shipment

MR. CHARLES C. ADAMS, Charles C. Adams & Co..

Peoria, 111., told us these striking facts about the Adler-Royal

phonographs

:

"The first shipment, which ar-

rived only a few weeks ago, was
HARDLY UNBOXED when we
were obliged to WIRE FOR A
DUPLICATE SHIPMENT. In

our opinion the style 10 is the

most wonderful value, and styles 30

and 50 are the most beautiful de-

signs we have ever seen in any

make.

"With the style 50 we have
found it very easy to compete with

the 'old lines' which list approxi-

mately $100.00 higher.

"In going out on the road with
this line we predict that you will

meet with MORE SUCCESS
THAN YOU ANTICIPATED,
and should you come into this

territory, do not fail to call upon
us."

District Representatives

WILLIAM A. CARROLL
802 Bramson Bldg. Buffalo, N. Y.

EDRAY SALES CORP.
532 Republic Bldg. Chicago, 111.

H. W. BUCKLEY
c o Adler Mfg. Co. Louisville, Ky.

RADIO EQUIPMENT CO. OF
TEXAS

1319 Young Street Dallas, Texas

BLACKMAN SALES CO.
2002 Grand Ave. Kansas City, Mo.

BRUNNER & LUKAS
881 Broadway New York City

ROBERT HARRIS
1015 Chestnut St. Philadelphia, Pa.

S. E. LIND, INC.
2765 West Fort St. Detroit, Mich.

MARKS PHONOGRAPH &
RADIO CORP.

2215 Pine St. St. Louis, Mo.

ROYAL SALES CO.
315 California Bldg. Denver, Colo.

SPRAGUE & WARREN
30 So. 8th St. Minneapolis, Minn.

JAMES M. ERVIN
4900 Euclid Ave. Cleveland, Ohio

Adler-Royal Neutrodyne—Model 199

Table Type and with dry cells. Batteries

concealed in cabinet. 5 tubes (199) Cabi-
nets walnut and mahogany. Price $165.

Adler-Royal Neutrodyne—Model 201A

Table Type to be operated with "A" stor-

age batteries; "B" batteries concealed in

cabinet. 5 tubes. Walnut or mahogany.
Price $160.

Adler-Royal Neutrodyne—
Floor Type No. 1

Elizabethan

Dry cells or wet "A" batteries.

5 tubes. Walnut or mahogany.
Price $350, including loud
speaker, without tubes or bat-

teries.

NEUTRODYNF

V** Other Patents Pending.
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WHAT IS SLEEPER
COMPETITION?

WHEN you demonstrate a Sleeper—and that's

the easiest way to sell one— choose for its

competitors only fine machines.

Sleeper national advertising is telling Radio pros-

pects— yours and ours— that performance is the

only basis on which to purchase a Radio. And that

the Sleeper Monotrol is ready to be judged in com-

petition with any machine, irrespective of price or

size. We make that statement to the public be-

cause we sincerely believe that Sleeper performance

is unparalleled.

The Sleeper Monotrol is today the most saleable

set on the market for many reasons—its compact-

ness—its economy—its ease of operation, but

mainly because of Sleeper ability to receive radio

with greater clarity and over longer distances than

can its competitors.

Your territory is waiting for Sleeper Monotrols.

Wire for complete information.

Sleeper Radio Corporation, 434 Washington Avenue, Long Island City
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De Forest Radio Go. Wins
Trade Mark Suit in Cuba

Restrains Attempt to Register the Trade-mark
"De Forest" in Cuba

A decision by the Cuban courts against

Leonardo Cano that concluded an attempt of

the defendant to register the trade-mark "De
Forest" in his own name in Cuba has been an-

nounced by Samuel E. Darby, Jr., of the patent

law firm of Darby & Darby.

This form of trade piracy is prevalent in many
foreign countries, Mr. Darby said. The case of

Cano, a resident of Havana, is typical. In De-
cember, 1922, he caused applications to be filed

in the Cuban Patent Office for registration of

the trade-mark "De Forest" in his own name
as the owner of this trade-mark. By filing this

application Cano sought to secure ownership in

his own name of this mark, which would have

given him control of the De Forest agency and

the right to exclude from sale in Cuba any and
all goods bearing the name "De Forest," and,

in addition, would have entitled Cano to con-

fiscate any goods bearing this trade-mark found

on sale in Cuba.

Upon the official publication in the Cuban
Patent Bulletin of December, 1923, containing

this application demands were made by the De
Forest Co. for its withdrawal and the filing of

opposition proceedings to his application based

upon article 8 of the International Convention

and Article 9 of the Pan-American Convention.

These oppositions have just been sustained and

it is learned that in addition to the foregoing

attempts at trade-mark piracy Cano also filed

application for a number of other marks com-
prising the best-known registrations in the radio

art. His success in these would lay a strong

foundation for what might be termed a Radio

Products Trust for the manufacture and sale of

radio equipment on the Island of Cuba.

Chapman Bros. Windows
Attract Wide Attention

Live Des Moines Columbia Dealer Utilizes

Artistic Window as Sales Builder

Des Moines, Ia., January 3.—Chapman Bros.,

one of the leading department stores in this city,

are enthusiastic believers in the sales value of

artistically arranged window displays and the

windows in this store invariably attract the at-

tention of passers-by. The accompanying illus-

tration shows a window featured by Chapman
Bros, recently, devoted exclusively to Columbia

Chapman Bros. Attractive Window
console and upright phonographs. The window
not only attracted attention but produced sales

and incidentally this store closed a very fine

Columbia business during the holiday season.

To Increase Production

Leo Potter, chairman of the Thermiodyne

Radio Corp., sent a letter to stockholders of

that company last week in which he said that

additions to the plant would be ready for occu-

pancy in about three weeks, and that the cor-

poration then would increase its production

from 400 to 500 radio sets per day.

DON'T SAY
KANT99

Say

"KENT"
Successfully used for TEN YEARS as a Sales

Clincher by hundreds of EDISON DEALERS

The KENT PRODUCTS
excel in:

Value

Quality

Material

Workmanship

Simplicity

Durability

Practicability

The KENT COMPANY is

noted for:

Stability

Versatility

Excellent Service

Square Business Methods

Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.

As our KENT No. 1 with soundbox, as illustrated, comprises

only a part of our line, write for our catalog. Highest grade

TONE ARMS made to order. Your inquiries are solicited.

F. C. KENT COMPANY
IRVINGTON, N. J., U. S. A.
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Sonoradio 242
$235

Sonora Radio-Phonographs Cover the

Field of Largest Demand

Sonora Radio-Phonographs are designed and priced right to meet all tastes

and pocketbooks. Sonoradio 242, a Sonora Phonograph and three tube neutro-

dyne all in one, selling at the low price of $235, assures you quantity sales to the

large medium-price market. Sonoradio 241, the last word in luxurious appearance

and performance, makes an immediate appeal to all those who want the very best

that money can buy. Write for complete details of Sonora discounts, selling plans,

etc. The distributor for your territory is listed opposite.

Sonora Phonograph Company, Inc., 279 Broadway, New York City

Makers of Sonora Phonographs, Sonora Radio Speakers, Reproducers and Sonoradios

Export and Canadian Distributor: C. A. Richards, Inc., New York City

Sonoradio 242 manufactured by an authorized sub-licensee of Independent Radio Manu- .

facturers, Incorporated, under Hazeltine Neutrodyne Patents No. 1,450,080, dated March
27, 1923, and No. 1,489,228, dated April 1, 1924, and other patents pending.

TO I OMSTI&UMilMT ©IF QUMJ1W

oner;
CLIEAO^ AS A
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The New and Greater

femora Line
The Sonoradio models 241 and 242, Sonora's most wonderful recent achieve-

ments, form the perfect bridge between the old and the new in retail Phono-
graph business.

These instruments, together with the Sonoradio Speaker and the compre-
hensive line of Sonora Phonographs, offer the enterprising dealer an excep-
tional opportunity for ever-increasing business.

The distributor named below who covers the 'territory in

which you are located will be glad to answer all inquiries

regarding a Sonora agency on receipt of a letter from you

NEW ENGLAND STATES:
Thb New England Phonograph Dis-

tributing Co.
221 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Mass.

NEW YORK CITY (with the exception of Brooklyn and
Long Island), also Counties of Westchester, Putnam
and Dutchess: all Hudson River towns and cities on
the west bank of the river south of Highland—all

territory south of Poughkeepsie ; Northern New Jersey.

Greater City Phonograph Co., Inc.

234 West 39th Street, New York

NEW YORK STATE, with the exception of towns on

the Hudson River below Poughkeepsie and excepting

Greater New York.

Gibson-Snow Co., Inc., Syracuse, N. Y.

BROOKLYN AND LONG ISLAND:
Long Island Phonograph Co.

17 Hanover Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA, Delaware, Southern
New Jersey.

Pittsburgh Phonograph Distributing Co.

Jefferson Building, Room 200

1015 Chestnut Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

MARYLAND, VIRGINIA AND DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA:
Baltimore Phonograph Distributing Co.

417 West Franklin Street, Baltimore, Md.

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA & W. VIRGINIA:

Pittsburgh Phonograph Distributing Co.

Empire Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

ALABAMA except five northwestern counties, Georgia,

Florida, North and South Carolina and Eastern

Tennessee.

James K. Polk, Inc.

294 Decatur Street, Atlanta, Georgia.

STATES OF OREGON, WASHINGTON, NORTH-
ERN IDAHO, NEVADA, with the exception of

Counties Eureka, Elko, White Pine and Lincoln, and

all California counties north of Santa Barbara, Ven-

tura, Los Angeles, and San Bernardino.

The Kohler Distributing Co.,

63-67 Minna Street, San Francisco, Calif.

OHIO AND KENTUCKY:
Thb Ohio Musical Sales Co.
1747 Chester Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

INDIANA:
Kibfer-Stewart Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

ILLINOIS, AND RIVER TOWNS IN IOWA:
Illinois Phonograph Corporation
616 S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 111.

WISCONSIN AND MICHIGAN:
Yahr and Lange, Milwaukee, Wis.

N. DAKOTA, S. DAKOTA, MINN., MONTANA
& IOWA
with the exception of the River towns:

Doerr-Andrews and Doerr, Minneapolis

MISSOURI, KANSAS
and five counties in northeast Oklahoma:

C. D. Smith Co., St. Joseph, Mo.

LOUISIANA, MISSISSIPPI, ARKANSAS,
part of Tennessee and part of Alabama

Reinhardt's, Inc.

104 South Main Street, Memphis, Tenn.

SOUTHEASTERN Part of TEXAS and Part of

OKLAHOMA:
Southern Drug Company
Houston, Texas

COLORADO, NEW MEXICO, NEBRASKA,
UTAH, WYOMING,
Southern Idaho and Eastern Nevada:

Moore-Bird and Co.

1720 Wazee Street, Denver, Colo.

ARIZONA AND SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA,
including the Counties of Santa Barbara, Ventura,

Los Angeles, San Bernardino and all Counties south,

and Hawaiian Islands.

The Commercial Associates,

408 East Turner Street, Los Angeles, Cal.
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Two New Brunswick-

Radiola Models Out

Are Known as Brunswick-Radiolas 60 and 460

—Company Reports Heavy Demand for

These New Combination Instruments

Two new Brunswick-Radiola models, the

Brunswick-Radiola 60 and 460, have been an-

nounced by the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.,

Chicago, in a recent letter to the trade.

The new styles have been created to meet the

strong popular demand which has developed

for the various combined radio-phonograph

models, particularly those equipped with the

Radola super-heterodyne receiver, the Bruns-

wick being the only phonograph product hav-

ing the Radiola super-heterodyne.

Commenting on the announcement of these

new models, A. J. Kendrick, general sales man-

ager of the Brunswick Phonograph Division,

stated: "The remarkable demand that we have

been fortunate in securing for Brunswick-Rad-

iolas prompts us to amplify our line somewhat

to meet the market fully. The public has

proved itself keenly interested in our entire

Brunswick-Radiola No. 60

line of instruments, and Brunswick dealers have

consequently experienced sales volumes that

heretofore had never been encountered.

"The demand, in fact, for certain models,

particularly those containing the Radiola super-

heterodyne receiver, has been so great that in

spite of expanded production programs in our

factories we have been unable to keep pace

Brunswick-Radiola No. 460

with it. This condition, however, is rapidly be-

ing overcome by a further enlargement of our

factory schedules. By this new offer we are

able to give the dealer a more extensive line

of quick-selling merchandise, ranging in list

prices at intervals which are conducive to the

more complete and satisfactory coverage of the

existing market demands."

Infringement Injunction

in Favor of Hazeltine

An injunction restraining the Radio Industries

Corp. of New York from making or selling ap-

paratus or infringing the inventions of Profes-

sor L. A. Hazeltine as covered by the neutro-

dyne patents has just been signed by Judge
Learned Hand in the Southern District Federal

Court. The injunction followed a consent de-

cree.

The Chippewa Radio Corp., Buffalo, N. Y.,

was recently incorporated at Albany with a

capital stock of 100 shares of preferred stock

at $100 per share, and 200 shares of common
stock of no par value. The incorporators are

A. E. and C. G. Terry and W. G. Schoellkopf.

Price Reduction on Herald
Loud Speakers Announced

Reduction in Overhead Through Increased Pro-
duction Responsible—Dealers and Jobbers
Protected Against Loss

The Herald Electric Co., Inc., New York,

manufacturer of the Herald loud speakers and
phonograph units, recently announced through
O. J. Oxley, sales manager of the company, a

reduction in the price of the Herald Model B
loud speaker from $18 to $12. "Because of the

exceptional demand and large sales of the

speaker, the amount of business we received in

consequence has enabled us to cut down our

cost considerably and because we further wish

to stimulate the sale of the Herald B loud

speaker we decided to reduce the price of this

instrument," pointed out Mr. Oxley. "It is not

our intention to have our distributors and deal-

ers bear a loss, due to this change in price, and

we have given them full protection by crediting

them with the difference in price for all Model

B speakers they may at the present time have

in stock.

"At the present time the factory is working

to capacity in order to meet the growing de-

mandifor the Herald product. We hope through

increased production to be able to satisfy the

demands of the trade for our products, and we
will continue the same sales policy that has been

employed by us since the organization of the

company."

Has Important Zenith

Post on Pacific Coast

Joseph Etienne, Coast Representative of Zenith

Radio Corp., Prominent in Radio

Few men traveling through the Far West
enjoy the confidence and real friendship that

can be claimed justly by Joseph Etienne, Pacific

Joseph Etienne

Coast representative of the Zenith Radio Corp.

Mr. Etienne has built up a reputation for fair-

ness and loyalty that has made him a prominent

factor in radio activities on the Coast. He is

regarded so highly by the Zenith executives in

Chicago that he practically completely super-

vises the Coast situation, and Zenith progress

in this important part of the country represents

a direct tribute to his ability and hard work.

Radio Incorporation

The Cyclone Radio Receiver Corp., the Cy-

clone Radio Loud Speaker Corp., and the Cald-

well Radio Horn Corp., all of New York, were

recently incorporated at Albany to manufacture

radio apparatus, each with a capital stock of 100

shares of common stock of no par value. The
incorporators are G. Gardner and H. Respess.

Full Volume-Yet Crystal Clear

K-E builds up volume natur-

ally instead of forcing the tone

Caruso's marvelous singing swayed millions
—

'

and his voice lives after he is gone.

No one ever attempts to lay Caruso's greatness

to the shape of his mouth. His remarkable

vocal cords, though, will still be discussed in

music circles generations from now.

The diaphragm—the "vocal cord"—of the loud

speaker produces tone.

It took our engineers sixteen months to perfect

the diaphragm of the K-E.

There lies the "secret" of such purity in tone

—

the faithfulness with which the K-E re-creates.

See your jobber or write us direct for literature

on this unusual speaker.

We shall be glad to send you a K-E to test

at the special introductory price of $11.70.

(List $18.)

Kirkman
ENGINEERING CORP.

Established 1912

484-490 Broome St., New York
Makers of the K-E Automatic Stop

Argute

Kasily adjustable
as to volume.

No batteries.

The rich, black
crystalline horn,
with brilliantly

nickeled base,
presents an in-
strument worthy
to grace the
most beautiful
homes.

Price $18.00
List.
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Columbia Fine Art Series
of musical masterworks

includes

wealth of chamber music
and inspiring selections

from WagnerA
In ADDITION to the five complete sym-
phonies and the three major works of

chamber music previously announced, the
Columbia Fine Art Series also includes a
special group of records of individual

movements from quartets and trios and
Wagner music. The composers, the selec-

tions and the artists listed below are

appreciated by music-lovers everywhere.
The outstanding quality of these records

will create a demand for them that will

surprise you. From the standpoint of

tone perfection and surface smoothness
they are without equal.

Your ability to offer these imported
recordings will bring you new and desir-

able business. Write or wire for informa-
tion regarding Columbia Fine Art Series

of Musical Masterworks. Columbia Phono-
graph Co., 1819 Broadway, New York.

IMPORTED RECORDINGS
Trios

Lacroix—Aubade d' Avril.

Schumann—Liebesgarten. Trio

—

Arthur Carrera//,violin ; William
Murdoch, piano; W. H. Squire,
'cello. 67013 D

Haydn—Gypsy Rondo, from Trio
No. 1. Finale. Trio— Arthur
Catterall, violin; William Mur-
dock, piano; W. H. Squire,
'cello. 67014 D

Foulds-Squire—A Keltic Lament.
W. H. Squire, 'cello.

The above records may be obtained singly
$1.75 each

Wagner—Parsifal. Good Friday
Music—Part 1.

Wagner—Parsifal. Good Friday
Music, Part 2. By Hamilton
Harty and Orchestra. 67015 D

Wagner—Parsifal. Good Friday
Music—Part 3.

Wagner—Tristan and Isolda.
Tristan's Vision. By Hamilton
Harty and Orchestra. 67016 D

Wagner—Tristan and Isolda. Pre-
lude—Part 1.

Wagner—Tristan and Isolda. Pre-
lude — Part 2. By British
National Opera Company's
Orchestra. 67017 D

The above records may be obtained singly
$1.75 each

Quartets: Individual Movements

Schubert—Quartet in D Minor
(Posthumous). Andante con
moto.

Brahms—Quartet in A Minor,
Opus 51, No. 2. Andante mod-
erate By Lener String Quartet,
of Budapest. 67032 D

G Minor,
doucement

Debussy—Quartet in

Opus 10. Andante
expressif.

Tschaikowsky— Quartet in D,
Opus 11. Scherzo. Allegro non
tanto e con fuoco. By Lener
String Quartet, of Budapest.

67033 D
Mozart—Quartet in B Flat. Al-

legro assai.

Haydn—Quartet in F Major,
Opus 3, No. 5. Serenade. An-
dante cantabile. By Lener
String Quartet, of Budapest.

67031 D
Beethoven—Quartet in F, Opus

59, No. 1. Adagio molto e mesto.

Beethoven—Quartet in E Flat,

Opus 74. Adagio ma non troppo.
By Lener String Quartet, of
Budapest. 67030 D

The above records may be obtained singly
$1.75 each

Write to the Columbia branch or distributor

Atlanta, Ga , 561 Whitehall Street
Boston, Mass., 1000 Washington Street
Chicago, III., 430-440 South Wabash Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio, 1812 East Thirtieth Street
Dallas, Texas, 2000 North Lamar Street
Kansas City, Mo., 2006 Wyandotte Street
Los Angeles, Cal., 809 S. Los Angeles Street
New York City, 121 West Twentieth Street
Philadelphia, Pa., 40 North Sixth Street
Pittsburgh, Pa., 632 Duquesne Way
San Francisco, Cal., 345 Bryant Street

Buffalo, N. Y., 700 Main Street
Detroit, Mich., 439 East Fort Street
Minneapolis, Minn., 18 North Third Street
Seattle, Wash., 911 Western Avenue

COLUMBIA WHOLESALERS, Inc.

205 West Camden Street, Baltimore, Md.

TAMPA HARDWARE CO.
Tampa, Fla.

COLUMBIA STORES CO.
1608 Glenarm Avenue, Denver, Colo.
221 S. W. Temple, Salt Lake City, Utah

nearest you

W. W. KIMBALL CO.
Wabash Avenue and East Jackson Boulevard,

Chicago, 111.

COLUMBIA DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.

1327 Pine Street, St. Louis, Mo.
224 West Fourth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio

517 Canal Street, New Orleans, La.

COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH CO., LIMITED
22 West Front Street, Toronto

Columbia
PHONOGRAPHS AND /SS^\ NEW PROCESS RECORDS
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Kansas City Dealers Close 1924 With a

Surprisingly Satisfactory Sales Volume
Pessimism of Many Retailers Regarding Holiday Business Proved Unfounded—O. D. Standke

Opens Retail Store—Important Columbia Branch Developments—Other Trade News

Kansas City, Mo., January 7.—Some talking

machine retailers have been rather surprised as

the year ends to discover that they have had a

really good trade after all! Strange, but they

seemed to have been obsessed through a good
part of the year with the notion that radio,

ukuleles and automobiles were destroying the

talking machine business. But, as a matter of

fact, the demand continues, and even shows
signs of increasing, for, as one man said, the

people have in the talking machine a funda-

mental for the meeting of their highest and
most important needs. The radio has in many
cases proved a real help in selling taking ma-
chines, through the offering of the combination

outfits, particularly the Brunswick-Radiola

units. While the demand for the Radiola com-
binations has been far beyond the supply, the

idea has caused a large volume of sales in other

makes of talking machines that are offered in

cabinets with Federal or other radio units. It

is quite evident that retailers who have really

good radio equipment to offer cannot only build

fine business in that line but can make it the

means of increasing—instead of merely holding

—their talking machine and, in fact, their piano

and player business.

Big Phonograph-Radio Combination Sales

The Wunderlich Music Co. has made a par-

ticularly interesting record in the Christmas

season in the sale of radio and talking machine

outfits, probably fully half of the sales being

of the combinations. The company feels that

it has developed much new business, made new
friends through its radio department—besides

holding old friends. This company has gone at

the radio end of the work in a businesslike way,

and from the start has tried to keep it on an

even keel, with the prime objective of making
the radio a contributor to the general service

in musical merchandise, measuring up to the

standards of the Chickering-Mason & Hamlin-

Ampico service, and its Brunswick and Victrola

machine and record departments.

Successful Kimball Sales Drive

One of the significant radio-phonograph inci-

dents of the Fall was the success of the phono-

graph department of the Kimball Piano Co.

This company put on a special sale in all depart-

ments early in the Winter. The used phono-
graphs of various makes were priced low, and
moved. But, in addition, a large number of

new upright phonographs of the company's own
make were sold. In fact, the Kansas City estab-

lishment actually had to order new upright

phonographs shipped in by express to take care

of the Christmas business.

O. D. Standke Opens Store

O. D. Standke, who has been in retail phono-
graph and record business in Kansas City, for

about ten years, has opened a hew store at 1230

Main street, with well-fitted booths of attractive

appearance and a room that is a credit to the

business. Mr. Standke, who has handled Colum-
bia machines almost exclusively in the past, has

Columbia again as a feature of his service. He
also shows the Starr phonographs, and carries

complete lines of Columbia and Gennett rec-

ords. Mr. Standke has added a repair depart-

ment for service on all makes of machines.

The store was opened the Saturday before

Christmas—apparently giving very brief time

for the holiday trade. But 5,000 circular letters

sent out on Friday brought into his store for

the opening day a large number of his old

friends and customers, and the volume for the

Christmas trade was gratifyingly large.

Jones Store Co.'s Fine Department

The Jones Store Co., Kansas City's largest de-

partment store, has in its new talking machine

section provided for service equal to the compre-

hensive standard in the rest of the store. This

department is now occupying the entire Twelfth

street side of the fourth floor of the Main
street building, elevators admitting visitors

direct. Ample space is provided for giving the

public opportunity for learning about the ma-
chines and records. There are five demonstrat-

ing rooms, four of them carrying samples of the

various makes or types of machines and one

being devoted to radio-phonograph combina-

tions. There are eighteen demonstrating

booths for record hearing. This very large array

is often in complete use. The record sections

of the room are equally well equipped with

separate departments for the different makes

E£2

QUALITY RECORD
Pressing

SANDERS, Inc.
SPRINGDALE, CONN. Near Stamford

Telephone Stamford 3980

of records carried. The company handles the
Brunswick, Edison, Victrola, Sonora, Master-
tone, Nightingale, Carryola and Camerophone
lines. In the radio department a similar com-
plete showing is made, of the Radiola and the
Federa' radio sets for Victor. C. R. Lee, man-
ager of the department, has built up a wonder-
ful department here, with the good co-operation

of the management of the store.

Important Columbia Activities

The Columbia Phonograph Co.'s local branch
introduced the new venture starting January 2

of publishing in local newspapers advertise-

ments of the selling hits as they develop here

at home. Heretofore the selections have been
made in New York. P. S. Kantner, who, on
November 1, came here from San Francisco,

finds the leading numbers just now: "Flower
From an Old Bouquet," "Kiss. Me Goodnight,"
"I Wonder What's Become of Sally," "Too
Tired" and "Copenhagen." Foreign records are

being advertised and are found to take well. An
intensive campaign is planned to popularize

them over the entire Kansas City territory.

The Columbia here is making a drive on con-

soles, and in November and December showed
95 per cent increase over September and Octo-
ber. This is taken to prove that the popular-

priced consoles, that is, up to $100, are what the

people will buy to-day. The company recog-

nized this some time ago and has its manufac-
turing scheduled for supplying this demand.
The Columbia's force in the Kansas City ter-

ritory has just been augmented by W. B. Ock-
enden, from the San Francisco office, and D. M.
Guthrie, who is to replace G. M. Simmons.
The latter has left for the Nebraska and Iowa
territory. These men were here for a year-end

conference and were back in the field January 1.

Art Gillham, the Columbia artist, known as

"the whispering pianist," made Kansas City a

visit last week and, singing for WDAF, the

Kansas City Star's radio station, featured his

first recording on a Columbia record, "Way Out
West in Kansas" and "How Do You Do."

Demonstrating the value of the radio as an aid

to phonograph record sales, the next day orders

for the record from radio fans began pouring in,

which was the prelude to a clean up.

The Standard Furniture Co., 1317 Grand ave-

nue, has just added a complete line of Colum-
bia phonographs and records, and is preparing

to push this merchandise in a vigorous manner
during the year.

Planning Artist Tie-up

The Jenkins Music Co.'s Victor record inter-

est is centering in Topeka, Kan., where one of

its branches is located. There on January 17

the Eight Victor Artists will appear. While
heretofore the innovation' of broadcasting these

major artists has been confined to powerful

Eastern radio stations, it is hoped that these

Eastern programs will be found receivable

throughout the Western part of the country,

tying up the benefits of radio with Victor rec-

ord sales.

To Handle Brunswick Line

Hawthorne, Qal ., January 3.—O. E. Carr, of

El Segundo, has taken a lease on the new build-

ing at 321 North Hawthorne avenue and will

open a music store here shortly. Mr. Carr will

handle the Brunswick line of phonographs and

records.

Weston
Instant Change Plug

Filament Voltmeter

Sell the WESTON Radio Plug
The Weston Instant Change Radio Plug and
the Double Range Weston Radio Table Volt-
meter are being nationally advertised in the
Saturday Evening Post and in the leading
Radio magazines. The Weston Plug is the
original Radio Plug. Sells on sight.

Double Range Voltmeter
High resistance, double range, portable In-
strument for accurately measuring filament,
plate and grid voltages. Invaluable for
exact tuning, lengthening the useful life of
the tube, for testing A and B batteries and
for locating trouble. Double range—150-7.5
volts.

Filament Voltmeter
Prove to your customers that they cannot
satisfactorily guess when they are using the
correct filament voltage. Show them why
they need this Weston Filament Voltmeter.
Made in ranges suitable for testing tubes,
using either dry cells or storage batteries.
Many set manufacturers are now using them
as standard equipment.

We will be glad to send you a supply of
our Radio circular "J."

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CORP.
190 Weston Ave., Newark, N. J.

Offices in All Principal Cities

Double Range Voltmeter

Electrical

Indicating

Instrument

Authorities

Since 1888WESTON
STANDARD " The World Over
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SPECIAL
Prices on Motors and Tone Arms

OUTFIT No. 5 OUTFIT No. 10

Genuine Columbia Motors Genuine Silent H. H. Motor

2-spring motor complete, 12-inch T. T. N. P $7.50

3-spring motor complete, 12-inch T. T. N. P 9.50

4-spring motor complete, 12-inch T. T. N. P 11.50

2-spring, with 12-inch T. T. N. P., plays five 10-inch records $7.50

P Tone Arm with Supreme Sound Box, N. P 3.25

L Tone Arm with Supreme Sound Box, N. P 4.50

COLUMBIA TONE ARMS

Latest style, with automatic stop, nickel plated $2.00

Old style, round base, nickel plated 2.00

Columbia Sound Box, No. 6, nickel plated 2.00

COLUMBIA REPAIR PARTS
No. Price each
1*051 Columbia main springs $0.38
3451 Columbia spring barrel head. . .Complete 0.75

5008 Spring, barrel winding gear, old style... 0.75

3834 Spring barrel winding gear. Dew style... 0.75
604 Needle cups Per 100 2.00

006 Needle cup covers Per 100 1.00

5106 First intermediate gears Complete 0.40

5107 Second intermediate gears Complete 0.40

12537 Worm gear for single-spring motor 0.30

12336 Bevel pinion single-spring motor 0.35

12333 Bevel pinion, regular style 0.75

12334 Bevel pinion, latest style 0.75

12235 Bevel pinion for old-style doubk' spring 0.50

12332 Bevel pinion disk shaft Complete 1.00

13406 Male winding pinion 0.30

124% Female winding pinion 0.30

3004 Governor shaft 0.40

11778 Driving shaft Complete 0.50

13796 Governor balls Complete 0.08

3570 Governor springs, each 0.02 Per 100 1.50

6739 Stylus bar Complete 0.35

5010 Universal attachment 0.35

13228 Winding crank, 3 sizes. 7. 8 and 9 in.

long Each 0.35

439 Columbia Governor Screws Per 100 1.00

2621 Columbia Barrel Screws Per 160 1.00

3943 Columbia Sound Box Thumb Screws.
Per 100 1.50

13119 Columbia No. 6 Sound Box. nickel-plated 2.25

13296 Columbia Tone Arm, nickel-plated, old
or new style 2.50

MEISSELBACH REPAIR PARTS
P9764 Main springs for motors 16. 17. 19... $0.60
P9765 Main springs tor motor No. 12 0.35

CP532 Governor Complete 1.90

P1504 Governor shaft, new style 0.75
P1505 Governor shaft, old stylo 0.75

AP533 Governor ball Complete 0.10

CP644 Turntable shart Nos. 16, 17. 19 1.50

CP045 Turntable shaft for No. 12 1.25

AP697 Spring barrel cup for Nos. 16. 17. 19 0.50

AP698 Spring barrel cup for No. 12 0.50
CP1113 Spring barrel shaft and gear 0.90
P1529 Brake lever, bottom plate 0.10
P604 Brake lever, top plate 0.10

AP528 Winding shaft for Nos. 16. 17. 19 0.60

AP529 Winding shaft, straight cut. Nos. 16.

17, 19 0.60
AP530 Winding shaft, spiral cut. for 10; 12 0.35

AP531 Winding shaft, straight cut. for 10: 12 0.35

AP591 Brake lever 0.35

CP530 Intermediate gear for Nos. 16, 17. 19 0.90

M Winding cranks. 3 sizes 0.75
140 Speed indicator 0.45

HEINEMAN REPAIR PARTS
CP5226 Governor Complete. $1.90
CP9799 Turntable shaft Complete 1.50

AP9924 Governor balls, 33: 77; 44 0.10
AP9925 Governor balls lor No. 36 0.10
P5004 Governor pinion lor No. 0 0.25
P5003 Governor shaft 0.60

CP9629 Speed indicator 0.45

P9764 Main spring for No. 33 or 77 0.40
P97G5 Main spring for No. 3G 0.28
P97G6 Main spring for No. 44 0.60

AP9778 Spring barrel cup for No. 33 or 77.. 0.50
AP9779 Spring barrel cup for No. 36 0.50
AP9780 Spring barrel cup for No. 44 0.75
P9762 Winding shaft for motor No. 33 0.60
P9966 Winding shaft for motor No. 36 0.40
5304 Winding shaft for No. 44 or 77 0.75
5007 Escutcheon Complete 0.15

AP9409 Turntable brake 0.15
AP10072 Winding crank. 3 sizes 0.75

SOUND BOXES
No. Bl Bliss sound box. fit Victor $1.25
No. F Favorite, fit Victor 1.75

No. I "Supreme" nickel-plated, loud and clear 2.00

No. I "Supreme" gold-plated, loud and clear.. 3.00

No. I "Supreme" oxidized 3.00

No. M Nickel-plated, mellow tone, for Victor.. 1.75

No. M Gold-plated, mellow tone 2.25
No. G Nickel or gold-plated 1.00

No. P Gloria patent, extra loud 3.00

No. H Imported nickel-plated 1. 10

No. 6 Columbia, nickel-plated 2.25

TONE ARMS
No. K With sound box $1.50
No. P Nickel-plated without sound box 2.75
No, P Gold-plated, without sound box 4.50
No. M Melsselbach Tone arm and sound box 4.75
No. M Meisselbach Gold-plated sound box 7.50
No. L Made of brass tubing, nickel-plated... 2.50
No. L Made of brass tubing, gold-plated 4.50

Columbia Tone Arm, nickel-plated, old
or new style 2.50

STEEL NEEDLES
Brllllantone. all tones Per 1.000 $0.45
Blue Steel Hefiexo. per package 0.07' ?

Wall Kane Needles, per package 0.06

HIGHEST
QUALITY

MAIN
SPRINGS

ATTACHMENTS
In Gold or Nickel-Plated

Price each
Attachment for Victor Arm to play Kdison. . $0.25

Kent, for Edison with C box 2.50

Kent, without box for Edison, nickel or gold 1.60

For Columbia, plays vertical records 0.35

Favorite Master Adaptor "Supreme" box
nickel-plated 4,35

Favorite Master Adaptor. "Supreme" box
gold-plated 5.00

Favorite Master Adaptor. "Supreme" box
oxidized 5.00

MOTORS
Distributors for Heineman and Meisselbach

Motors.

Krasberg. 2-spring $9.00
Krasberg. 3-spring 11.50

Krasberg. 4 -spring 1 3.50

Heineman. No. 3G, 2-spring 7.50
Heineman, No. S3, 2-spring 8.50

Heineman, No. 77, 2-spring 9.50
Heineman, No. 44, 2-spring 12.50

All motors complete with 12-in. Turntables

PARTS—HARDWARE
Price each

5000 Crown gear for Blick motor $0.25
5001 Crown gear for Melophone motor 0.25
5002 Crown gear for Heineman No. 0 0.25
5003 Tone-arm goose neck for Independent

arm 0.25
5004 Governor pinion for imported motor.. 0.25
6005 Tone-arm base for Independent arm.. 0.25
5006 Automatic nickel-plated lid supports.. 0.22
5007 Automatic gold-plated lid supports... 0.55
5008 Piano hinges, nickel -plated, 15^ in.

long 0.22
5009 Highly nickel-plated needle cups,

per 100 2.00
5010 Covers for cups per 100 1.00
5030 Highly gold-plated cups per 100 7.00
5031 Needle cup covers, gold-plated, per 100 5.00
5032 Turntable felts, 10-in.. round or square 0.15
5033 Turntable felts, 12-in., round or square 0.18

MICA DIAPHRAGMS
1 23/32 in. Victor Ex. Box, 1st grade $0.15
1% In. new Victor No. 2, very best 0.18
1 31/32 in., for Sonora 0.20
2 1/16 in., for Meisselbach box 0.22
2% in., for Pathe new style 0.35
2 3/16 In. , for Columbia No. 6 or Mutual

box 0.25
2 9/16 In., for Pathe or Brunswick 0.45
5034 Motor bottom gear for Triton motor 0.20

SPECIAL DISCOUNT TO QUANTITY BUYERS

FAVORITE MFG. CO.
C. KRONENBERGER, Pre..

105 East 12th St., New York City
Telephone Stuyvesant 1666

MAIN SPRINGS
Each Spring Packed in Individual BoxNo

- • Price each
40o 114 in. x .022 x 17 ft., pear-shaped holes on

both ends for Victor motor $0.60
406 114 in. x .022 x 12 ft., pear-shaped holes

on both ends for Victor motor 0.50
407 114 in. x .022 x 17 ft., bent arbor and

pear-shaped hole outside 0 60
408 114 in. x .022 x 12 ft., bent arbor and

pear-shaped hole outside for Victor motor 0.50
409 114 in. x .022 x 17 ft., bent arbor and

bent end outside for Victor motor. . . . 0.60
410 114 in. x .022 x 12 ft., bent arbor and

bent end outside for Victor motor 0.50
411 114 in. x .022 x 9 ft., bent arbor and

bent end outside for Victor motor 0.45
412 1 3/16 in. x .025 x 19 ft., pear-shaped

holes for Heineman No. 44 and Pathe
motor o.60

413 1 in. x .020 x 15 ft., both ends bent for
latest style Victor motor 0.50

420 1 In. x .025 x 12 ft., pear-shaped holes on
both ends for Heineman Nos. 33-77... 0.40

421 1 In. x .020 x 13% ft., oval holes on both
ends for Victor Nos. 4-6-8 0.40

422 1 In. x .020 x 1314 ft., bent arbor for Vic-
tor motor Nos. 4-6-8 0.40

423 1 In. x .025 x 16 ft., oblong hole for
Meisselbach motor Nos. 16-17-19 0.50

424 1 In. x .025 x 16 ft., oblong hole for
Krasco, Sonora, Sllvertone, Saal motors 0.60

425 1 in. x .025 x 16 ft., pear-shaped and
oblong holes outside for Krasco, Sonora
and Aeolian 0.60

426 1 in. x .025 x 11 ft., pear-shaped holes
for Columbia single-spring motor 0.35

427 1 in. x .028 x 10 ft., pear-shaped holes
for Columbia two. three and four-spring 0.38

428 1 in. x .025 x 18 ft., pear-shaped and
oblong hole for Brunswick motor 0.65

429 1 In. x .022 x 9 ft., oblong hole outside
for Melsselbach No. 12 motor 0.35

430 1 in. x .25 x 12 ft., oblong hole outside
for Sonora. Saal and Brunswick 0.40

435 % In. x .023 x 10 ft., pear-shaped hole
for Pathe and Blick motors 0.30

436 % In. x .023 x 10 ft., oblong hole outside
for Melsselbach Nos. 9-10 0.30

437 % in. x .025 x 10 ft., pear-shaped hole
for Columbia and Heineman No. 36 0.28

438 % in. x .025 x 8 ft., for Madison and
Gorman motors 0.25

439 % In. x .022 x 8 ft., for Imported motor 0.22
440 1 in. x .028 x 16 ft., button holes for

latest style Columbia 0.65
441 2 In. x .022 x 16 ft., for Melsselbach

motor No. 18 1.25
442 2 In. x .025 x 16 ft., for Edison motor... 1.25
443 m in. x .028 x 21 ft., for Edison disc

motor 1.25
444 % In. x .022 x 11 ft., for Edison motor.. 0.22
445 % in. x .022 x 8 ft., for Swiss motor 0.22
446 % in. x .028 x 11 ft., for Western motor 0.30
447 1 1/6 In. X .030 i 21 ft., for Edison 0.90
448 114 in. x .022 x 12 ft., oblong hole, Sphinx

motor 0.50

REPAIR PARTS FOR VICTOR
MOTOR

5012 Winding gear $0.60
5013 Turntable gear, straight cut, small teeth 0.35
5014 Turntable gear, large teeth, straight cut 0.35
5015 Turntable gear, small teeth, spiral cut... 0.35
5016 Turntable gear, big teeth, spiral cut 0.35
5021 Rubber back for exhibition box 0.35
5017 Itubber back for No. 2 sound box 0.35
5018 Governor collar 0.15
5019 Spring barrel shaft 0.60
5020 Stylus bar for No. 2 box 0.35
5022 Stylus bar for exhibition box 0.35
5011 Attachment for vertical cut record 0.25
5040 Governor springs, for Victor Per 100 1.00

5041 Governor screws, for Victor Per 100 1.00

5042 Governor balls, new style, for Victor 0.08
5043 Needle arm screws for exh. box...Per 100 1.50

5044 Needle arm screws for No. 2 box. .Per 100 1.50

SAPPHIRE NEEDLES
Path**, very best, loud tone, genuine $0.12
PathS, soft tone. Ivory setting.. 0.18
PathS. soft tone, steel setting 0.10
Edison, very best, medium tone 0.18
Edison, very best, loud tone 0.15
Edison, genuine diamond 1.25

ILSLEY LUBRICANT
25-lb. Can $6.50

10-Ib. Can 3.00

5-lb. Can 1.60

1-lb. Can 0.40
4-oz. Can 0.15
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Sleeper Radio Corp. Plans

to Launch Sales Drive

Extensive Newspaper and Trade Paper Adver-

tising Campaign to Be of Direct Benefit to

Retailers Handling Sleeper Line

The Sleeper Radio Corp., Long Island City,

manufacturer of the Sleeper Monotrol, Type 54

radio receiving set, is about to begin an inten-

sive sales campaign directed to the music trades

and designed to offer a real merchandising

service to talking machine jobbers and dealers.

"We have studied the music trade situation

for over two years," said Gordon C. Sleeper,

president of the company. "We feel that the

progress we have made in radio during that time

now justifies our approaching it with a definite

plan for advertising and selling the Monotrol,

which will have a direct bearing upon the sales

effort which the music dealer is accustomed to.

We have laid our plans to fit his business

exactly as regards prices, discounts and mer-

chandising effort. We have arranged for de-

ferred payments, and we believe that we have

solved the service problem."

Orders have been placed with the H. W.
Kastor Advertising Agency in New York City

for an extensive newspaper and trade paper

advertising campaign.

This campaign will be run in the territorial

newspapers over the names of Sleeper jobbers

and dealers. Kenyon W. Mix, in charge of pub-

licity, has left New York on an extended trip

through the Middle West and Southwest to

present the advertising plans to the trade and to

arrange for the immediate inauguration of the

campaign.

The Sleeper organization recently received

over $1,000,000 from the sale of voting trust

certificates, which were oversubscribed before

presentation. The product of the company is

known as "The Monotrol" and is conspicuous

because of its one-tuning-dial method of opera-

tion, its ability to operate on either wet or dry

batteries and because it will receive on aerial,

loop or ground wire alone, thus making it an

ideal instrument from the standpoint of dem-

onstration, as well as for its adaptability to

apartment house use.

R. S. Peer Returns

From Southern Trip

R. S. Peer, sales director of the Okeh record

division of the General Phonograph Corp., New
York, returned to his desk a few days ago after

visiting the Okeh jobbers in Atlanta and New
Orleans, James K. Polk, Inc., and the Junius

Hart Piano House, Ltd., respectively. Mr. Peer

found conditions in the South very satisfactory,

with both of these jobbers keenly enthusiastic

regarding the sales outlook for 1925 and show-

ing excellent sales figures for 1924.

Increase Starr Display Space

The New York headquarters of the Starr

Piano Co. recently underwent alterations to

provide larger and better display rooms for the

Starr phonographs and Starr pianos. These
instruments are steadily growing in popularity

and the space formerly used for display pur-

poses had been found to be entirely inadequate.

The new arrangement allows of the phono-
graphs being displayed in a separate room from
that which houses the various models of Starr

pianos.

Turns Business Over to Son

The A. B. Smith Piano Co., Akron, O., was
recently reorganized with the result that Mr.
Smith, Sr., retired from active management and
turned the business over to his son, A. B. Smith,

Jr., who has been associated with his father for

the past five years,

A
Complete List

OKJL
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Distributors
WALTER S. GRAY COMPANY

926 Midway Place, Los Angeles, Calif.

WALTER S. GRAY COMPANY
1054 Mission St., San Francisco, Calif.

L. D. HEATER
357 Ankeny St., Portland, Ore.

TEXAS RADIO SALES COMPANY
2005 Main St., Dallas, Texas

JUNIUS HART PIANO HOUSE, LTD.
123 Carondelet St., New Orleans, La.

CONSOLIDATED TALKING MA-
CHINE COMPANY

1121 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

YAHR & LANGE DRUG COMPANY
207 E. Water St., Milwaukee, Wis.

JAMES K. POLK, INC.
294 Decatur St., Atlanta, Ga.

THE ARTOPHONE CORPORATION
1103 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

THE ARTOPHONE CORPORATION
804 Grand Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

CONSOLIDATED TALKING MA-
CHINE COMPANY

227 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.

CONSOLIDATED TALKING MA-
CHINE COMPANY

2957 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich.

THE RECORD SALES COMPANY
1965 E. 66th St., Cleveland, Ohio

STERLING ROLL AND RECORD
COMPANY

137 W. 4th St., Cincinnati, Ohio

PHONOLA CO., LTD., OF CANADA
Elmira, Ont., Canada

IROQUOIS SALES CORPORATION
210 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.

EVERYBODY'S TALKING MACHINE
COMPANY

810 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

GENERAL PHONOGRAPH CORPO-
RATION OF NEW ENGLAND
126 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

GENERAL PHONOGRAPH CORP.,
(New York Distributing Division)

15 W. 18th St., New York City

JAMES COWAN COMPANY
18 West Broad St., Richmond, Va.
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F. A. D. Andrea Warns
Against Radio Bandits

Gotham Wholesaler's Truck, Loaded With Fada
Sets. Stolen and Radio Outfits Removed

—

Urges Trade to Watch for Loot

F. A. D. Andrea, Inc., New York City, man-
ufacturer of the Fada neutrodyne radio receiv-

ing sets, issued recently with its monthly house
organ, "Fada Sales," a letter warning against

radio bandits. The letter tells of the latest vic-

tim being the North American Radio Corp.,

Fada distributor, catering to the phonograph
trade. On December 19 the North American
truck left its headquarters in New York City,

making deliveries in the downtown section of

New York until 10 o'clock. From this location

the truck was stolen and about an hour later

was found abandoned and emptied further on

uptown. F. A. D. Andrea, in order to facil'tate

the recovery of this merchandise, has issued the

following set numbers as among those stolen:

Fada No. 175 A, 51,051, 50,166 and 48,117; Type
No. 185 A, 52,012, and Fada phonograph panel,

No. 170 A, 51,554. This wa s included as only

part of the truckload, the total approximating
$1,500.

David Goldman, sales manager of the North
American Radio Corp., 1845 Broadway, New
York, has offered a reward for the recovery of

all or part of the loot. "We particularly urge
all distributors and dealers to watch for this

material, and report either to Mr. Goldman or

F. A. D. Andrea direct. This, we believe, will

protect the industry as a whole, as well as Fada
dealers," continued the announcement of F. A.

D. Andrea.

Ghas. Freshman Co., Inc.,

Moves Into Own Building

The Chas. Freshman Co., Inc., New York
City, manufacturer of the Freshman Masterpiece

five-tube radio receiving set, has recently moved
to new quarters at 240 West Fortieth street.

The new building will be known as the Fresh-

man Building. This move has been made neces-

sary through the greatly increased demand for

the company's products. The vastly enlarged

space and modern equipment and machinery will

allow the company to more than double its

present production. It is rather interesting to

note, in connection with the growth of radio,

that this company started with a single item

two and a half years ago and has grown to a

point where the monthly business is over the

million-dollar mark.

Robert F. Bolton in an

Important New Post

The many friends in the trade of Robert F.

Bolton, one of the veterans of the talking ma-
chine industry and well known throughout the

trade, will be glad to learn that Mr. Bolton is

now associated with Tobey & Kirk, 25 Broad
street, New York. Mr. Bolton is identified with

the investment department of this well-known

bond and investment house, and there is no
doubt but that he will achieve an outstanding

success in his new work, for which he is ex-

ceptionally well qualified.

Victor Publicity in Music
Arts Library Albums

The advertisements of the Victor Talking

Machine Co., which are appearing in January

magazines, are devoted in large part to describ-

ing the new Victor product, the Music Arts

Library of Victor Records. This nation-wide

advertising, linked up with the very effective

sales campaign, an outline of which was sent all

Victor dealers last month, should result in the

marked stimulation of sales of these album sets.
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Some Interesting Facts About

Vincent Lopez
and HIS

HOTEL PENNSYLVANIA ORCHESTRA

TNDER the leadership of Vincent Lopez the Hotel

| } Pennsylvania Orchestra has established a whirlwind

record for successful achievements.

They have now completed arrangements with William Mor-
ris, the man responsible for the world-wide fame of Harry
Lauder, for a tour of the United States.

The original orchestra has been augmented to twenty-five

men. They made their debut at the Metropolitan Opera
House with very marked success.

Now, starting January 12th, this half a million dollar

orchestra will visit personally, territories where heretofore

they were known only through their Okeh Records.

Lopez dance records will be in big demand wherever they

appear and Okeh dealers alone will reap the harvest of sales,

for Vincent Lopez and His Hotel Pennsylvania Orchestra

VINCENT LOPEZ
and His

HOTEL PENNSYLVANIA
ORCHESTRA

(Exclusive Okeh Artists)

Record Exclusively for

OK*fvRecords
The Records ofQuality

Manufactured by

GENERAL PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION, NEW YORK
OTTO HEINEMAN, President

1
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Unusually Effective Starr

Window Cards for Dealers

Starr Phonographs and Gennett Records Fea-

tured in Series of Colored Cards Which Are
Being Sent to Dealers Throughout Country

The Starr Piano Co., Richmond, Ind., man-
ufacturer of Starr phonographs and Gennett

records, has just prepared for the use of its

dealers a very attractive series of colored dis-

play cards for show windows. These cards are

now being sent out to the dealers and many of

Artistic Starr Window Card
them have already made their appearance in the

store windows. The cards measure fourteen

inches wide and twenty-one inches high, and
each one is designed in several colors in order

to permit of an attractive display in any sur-

roundings.

Two of these cards feature the Starr XXIII
console phonograph designated as the Henry
VIII model and the Style XVI upright Starr

phonograph. The accompanying illustration

showing the card prepared for the Henry VIII
model will give some idea of the attractiveness

of these window cards, but the black-and-white

illustration hardly does justice to the effective-

ness of the color designs. R. C. Ball, adver-

tising manager of the Starr Piano Co., is re-

sponsible for the preparation and issuance of

this unusually artistic series of cards, and con-

gratulations are due.

New Colin B. Kennedy
Vacuum Tube Socket

To Be Part of Equipment of Sets Manufactured
by the Company

The Colin B. Kennedy Co., St. Louis, Mo.,

manufacturer of Kennedy radio receiving sets,

announced recently that a flexible, cushioned,

non-microphonic vacuum tube socket had been
perfected in its laboratories. This socket will

be used in sets manufactured by the company
and will also be marketed as a part- for the

use of amateur builders. The entire socket,

except contacts and mounting bracket, is con-

structed of natural brown bakelite, making it

very efficient electrically, strong mechanically,

and impervious to moisture. One of the most
important features is the mounting bracket used

to take up vibration. This bracket takes up no

more horizontal space than the bottom of the

socket and is held in place by two aluminum
rivets which have extended heads so that the

socket cannot be forced down enough to dam-
age it.

Herman Thorens Takes
Over Mermod Freres Plant

Prominent Ste. Croix, Switzerland, Firm Ex-
pands Phonograph Motor Manufacturing
Facilities by Adding Another Factory

Herman Thorens, Ste. Croix, Switzerland,

manufacturer of phonograph motors and music
boxes, recently announced the completion of

arrangements to take over the plant of Mermod
Freres, Ltd., of Ste. Croix, also a well-known
manufacturer of phonograph motors and acces-

sories. This step was made necessary by the

tremendous volume of business which at the

present time is upon the books of the Thorens
Co., and it was imperative that the company
expand in order to bring production to a point

where it would be able to meet the demand
created for its products. The Thorens Co. has

been enjoying an excellent volume of business

throughout the United States, where it is rep-

resented by the firm of L. H. Junod & Co., 104

Fifth avenue, New York. The company will be

able, with the increased production resulting

from the acquisition of the Mermod Freres plant,

to accept large contracts for delivery of motors

in this country, which it was obliged heretofore

to decline.

Louis A. Junod, president of L. H. Junod &
Co., is prominent in business circles in the

United States. He has made a special study of

Swiss industries and, having occupied the posi-

tion of Consul of Switzerland in New York
for the last twelve years, he is in a position to

understand conditions thoroughly.

Opens Its Second Store

St. Johnsbury, Vt., January 6.—A second

local music store has been opened by the In-

gall Music House and is located on Railroad

street. The Portland street store will be main-

tained as before, both branches carrying the

same lines of pianos, phonographs and radio.

Loud Singer
MODEL J/O
Complete

Ready /o opcraii 5 Novel

features
make this the Radio

Horn you can sell

easily

A Musical Instrument jor the Radio

is rapidly becoming the fa-

vored instrument of enthu-

siasts, due to its remarkable
musical performance, its pat-

ented mechanical features

which assure ease of opera-

tion, and its beautiful appear-

ance. It is a sure money-
maker for any Radio De-
partment.

One-piece horn, sparkling, dark
gray Crystalline finish ; silver

plated metal parts. Perfect work-
manship in every detail.

Model J-10 shown above.

Model H-8, with straight

horn, complete $18.50

Extra Stethoscopes, com-
plete, each 150

1

2

4

-TWO-IN-ONE-ACTION : tun-
ing and amplifying off the same
master phone in base of horn.

-NO HEAD PHONES NEED-
ED : Supersensitive Stethoscope
Attachment eliminates neces-

sity for head phones.

-EASY TO OPERATE : tuning
is done with Stethoscope in

ears, then one turn on lever cuts

out Stethoscope and operates

horn. No plugging in and out

of radio set.

-ANY NUMBER STETHO-
SCOPES may be used for lis-

tening without extra drain on
batteries or loss of volume.

-ADJUSTABLE VOLUME
CONTROL : same lever con-
trols volume, from soft to loud,

in both Stethoscope and horn.

// your Jobber does not handle CHARMITONE,
write us for Dealers' terms

DUAL LOUD SPEAKER CO.
210 West 54th Street New York City
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Sonora Shop Opened in St.

Paul by Simpson & Mead
Store in the New Studio Building Fitted Up in

An Elaborate Manner—Appropriate Settings
For Display of the Period Models

St. Paul, Minn., December 22.—The Sonora
Shop, a new talking machine store operated by

Interior of Simpson & Mead Sonora Shop
William J. Simpson and James J. Mead, opened
for business at 18 West Sixth street during
the past month. The store is in the new Studio
building, a beautiful addition to St. Paul's many
handsome structures and a fitting location for

a Sonora Shop.

The opening was quite an event in local mu-
sic circles and elicited some splendid favorable

comment from the press. An item from an is-

sue of the St. Paul Pioneer Press contained

the following about the new store:

"The main room of the store is high and
airy; the floor is covered with a soft green
rug, restful to the eyes. With practically

sound-proof walls all the disagreeable noises of

the street are shut out. It is possible that later

a balcony will be constructed around a portion

of the main room.

"Along the east side of the store are a series

of large, well ventilated and sound-proof booths,

comfortably furnished where patrons may test

the records they wish to purchase. Visitors

will have the opportunity of seeing the latest

period consoles which depict the various models

of the different periods such as Louis XV,
Chippendale, Italian Renaissance, Sheraton,
William and Mary.
"Mr. Simpson has been in the music business

in St. Paul for nearly fifteen years and has
drawn around him scores of warm friends.

Previous to coming here be was in the musical
instrument business in Canada. Mr. Mead is

also well known in musical circles. He is a
man of wide experience and has been asso-

c i a t e d with Mr.

Simpson continuous-

ly for many years

with the exception

of about two years

when he was in the

army during the

war."

The accompanying
illustration gives an
idea of the interior

appearance of the

store with several

de luxe models
prominently dis-
played.

The care exercised

in the arrangement
of the instruments

on display is re-

flected in the unusu-
ally attractive ap-

pearance of the warerooms, providing a most
suitable setting for the Sonora phonographs.
The company is planning a vigorous business-
getting campaign during 1925.

Secures Edison Agency

Oil City, Pa., January 5.—E. J. Delahoyde re-

cently secured the agency for the Edison phono-
graphs and records and has remodeled his store,

so that ample provision is now available for proper
demonstration and display of Edison phonographs
and records. The phonograph business is not a
new one to Mr. Delahoyde, who was for a num-
ber of years connected with the trade until changes
led to the dissolution of the firm of which he was
a member.

The newly remodeled department store of

Meekins, Packard & Wheat, Inc., Springfield,

Mass., has opened a music department, carry-

ing talking machines, radio and pianos of well-

known makes.

"You'll hear the duplicate

of this loud speaker when
Gabriel blows!"

ThC "REMOLA" Reproducer

$25.00

Tone and
Volume

A beautiful Solid Mahogany cabinet

The REMO TRUMPET
A remarkable reproducer at just the

right price.$12.50

Send for samples and discounts.

THE REMO CORPORATION, Radio Division Meriden, Conn.

Francis J. Reynolds Busy
Boosting Zenith Popularity

Southern Representative of Zenith Radio Corp.
Is a Pioneer Radio Traveler

Francis J. Reynolds, Southern representative
of the Zenith Radio Corp., is one of the pioneers
among the radio traveling fraternity, and is also

one of the most enthusiastic radio men in the

Francis J. Reynolds
field. He has won the esteem and friendship

of the Zenith jobbers and dealers throughout
his territory, working in close touch with their

activities and offering them valuable sugges-
tions.

In all of the prominent Southern and Middle
Western cities where he travels, Mr. Reynolds
has almost invariably been accorded newspaper
publicity, based solely on the interest he has

manifested in Zenith merchandising and public-

ity plans. He has played an important part in

the Zenith Radio Corp.'s exceptional success

during the past few years.

Winthrop G. Hoyt Analyzes

British Foreign Market

"Observations on the British Market," is the

title of a most interesting and informative arti-

cle dealing with some of the more important

problems which present themselves to the

American manufacturer who is planning to

cover the British trade, written by Winthrop

C. Hoyt, son of Charles W. Hoyt, president

of the Charles W. Hoyt Co., Inc., a prominent

advertising concern. Mr. Hoyt is at present

connected with one of the leading advertising

agencies in England, and his article is the re-

sult of close observation and study of condi-

tions in that country.

Mr. Hoyt points out that there are possibili-

ties of greatly increased business with Great

Britain if the proper selling methods are util-

ized, in spite of the fact that there is consider-

able agitation against foreign-made products on

the part of British manufacturers and as the

result of unemployment. The article also shows

to what extent American products have already

invaded the British market, how foreign com-

petition is being fought, and economic condi-

tions are entered into in detail. The article,

which is too lengthy for our columns, is most

comprehensive and well worth reading and can

be procured from Charles W. Hoyt, 116 West
Thirty-second street, New York City.

James J. Costello recently opened the Music

& Novelty Shop, a general music store, at 516

Main street, Woburn, Mass.
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BUILDING PRESTIGE
FOR THOMPSON DEALERS

roioo)P0on
RHDIO
|S|EUTRODYNE

The Thompson Merchandising Policy
The Thompson Manufacturing Com-

pany was not the first in the field with
Home Radio Receivers, although or-

ganization facilities and long years of

experience in the manufacture of all types

of radio apparatus better fitted it, prob-

ably, for entrance into the field, from the

beginning, than any other company.

Yet, its patent situation had to be
firmly established in the new industry,

its line of apparatus carefully worked out

in accordance with its established policy

to produce only the best; and most im-

portant of all, its merchandising policy

necessitated a delay until the early chaotic

conditions permitted of a company enter-

ing the new industry with some sort of

constructive effort dedicated to

permanent building instead of

temporary opportunism.

When it did enter the field,

it entered it right and its judg-

ment has been amply vindicated by the

results.

The Thompson Company intends to

build a distributing organization which
will be recognized as the leader in the

trade, consisting of Wholesale Distribu-

tors and Retail Dealers ; each Distributor

to be a factor of power and influence in

his locality, and each Dealer to enjoy the

prestige and sales volume of his commu-
nity.

The Thompson Company feels that

this can be attained only by honest mer-
chandise, merchandised honestly ; good
old-fashioned, fair, square, man-to-man
dealings and proper consideration for

everyone in the chain of distribution from
the manufacturer through to the con-

sumer.
LIST PRICES

Thompson Receiving Sets
range in list orice from $125
to $180. The Thompson Speak-
er is now listed at $28.

Write to us for the name and address of the

Thompson Distributor in your locality

R. E. THOMPSON MANUFACTURING CO.
30 CHURCH STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.

"Experience is the Vital Factor in Excellence"
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Year-End Business Drives in Milwaukee
Increase Sales Volumes Satisfactorily

i

Many Dealers Report Gain in Annual Business Volume Over the Previous Year—Entire Trade
Optimistic Over Outlook for Next Year—New Lines Added—Radio Demand Holds Up

Milwaukee, Wis., January 10.—Milwaukee talk-

ing machine jobbers and wholesalers report that

[figures for the entire year show up very well.

Where radio and talking machines are handled

together, a good increase over last year is re-

ported, due to the additional trade brought in

through the new lines, and in some cases

phonographs have also shown an increase over

last year, although this report is not general.

Records have been active, especially during the

Christmas shopping period when jobbers were

busy supplying Christmas numbers. The im-

portance of radio to the talking machine busi-

ness is being more and more widely recognized

in this territory, and the number of talking

machine dealers to enter the radio field is in-

creasing.

Enjoyed Good Holiday Business

"Last month's business was very satisfactory,

and we finished the year ahead of 1923," stated

Harry Goldsmith, secretary of the Badger Talk-

ing Machine Co., Victor jobber. "Every indi-

cation points to a good business after the first

of the year. Records sales have been very big."

Business was also very good with the Inter-

state Sales Co., a firm controlled by the Badger

Co., which features De Forest and Freed-Eise-

mann sets, although the usual kick for Decem-
ber was missing, according to David M. Kasson,

manager, who recently received the new model

D14 De Forest, which is creating quite a sen-

sation among the dealers. This concern opened

two new De Forest accounts—the Groul Talk-

ing Machine Co., Green Bay, Wis., and the

Wigand Talking Machine Co., Racine, Wis.

De Forest Dealers' Association Formed
Local De Forest radio dealers recently held

a meeting at which they formed the De Forest

Radio Dealers' Association, which will work
for the interest and advancement of radio in

the city and throughout the State. The or-

ganization was due largely to the efforts of Mr.

Kasson, of the Interstate Sales Co.

Satisfactory Wind-Up to 1924

"We had a very good business during Decem-
ber, especially in radio and combination instru-

ments," declared Fred E. Yahr, of Yahr &
Lange, wholesalers for Sonora in Wisconsin and

Michigan. "The Ware line and the Sonora loud

speakers have been in great demand. Record

business was very good in December as com-
pared with previous months."

Mr. Yahr stated that reports coming into his

office indicated that dealers in the smaller com-
munities were doing a better business during

December than those in Milwaukee, and reports

from the lower Michigan territory of the com-
pany were very good for both Sonoras and the

Ware line.

The straight phonograph business, however,

is not up to where it was last year at Yahr &
Lange, but the addition of radio to the music
department of this firm enabled them to do as

much business during the first thirteen days of

December as was done during the entire month
of the previous year. Yahr & Lange are going

after business immediately following the first of

the year by running some attractive advertising

II SI FY'S GRAPHITE PHONOMMjjjmjjujl iJ SPRING LUBRICANT
Ilsley's Lubricant makes the Motor make good.
Is prepared in the proper consistency, will not run
out, dry up or become sticky or rancid. Remains in

its original form indefinitely.
Put up in 1, 5, 10, 25 and 50-pound cans for dealers.
This lubricant is also put up in 4-ounce cans to

retail at 25 cents each under the trade name of

FITRFKA NOISELESS TALKINGuvuuiifl MACHINE LUBRICANT
Write for special proposition to jobbers

ILSLEY-DOUBLEDAY & CO., 229-231 Front St., NewYork

A Yahr & Lange Delivery Truck

in the local papers calling attention to the So-

nora line carried by the firm.

Fred E. Yahr, accompanied by Mrs. Yahr,

spent the week following Christmas in New
York. The trip was for business and pleasure

combined.

"December was good, and I expect January
to be the same," said Alfred Keifer, distributor

for the Starr line and Gennett records in the

State. "Although there was a demand for

Christmas records, the general record business

did not come up to last year."

"Our December business was better than last

year," reported Carl Lovejoy, local Brunswick
representative. "Brunswick-Radiola sales have

been very big and made up a large part of the

December business, although our phonograph
business has been going right along."

Mr. Lovejoy stated that the Brunswick-Radi-

ola has been a wonderful instrument for both

the Brunswick Co. and for the dealer. Dealers

in Milwaukee who formerly did a comparatively

small business have ordered two and three times

the amount of merchandise they did prior to the

appearance of this combination instrument.

Boston Store Takes on Brunswick Line

One of the biggest deals to be announced by
the local representative of the Brunswick Co.

was the addition of the music department of the

Boston Store to the accounts in Milwaukee.

This is the first new Milwaukee account to be

taken on during the past two years. The an-

nouncement that the store would carry the com-

plete Brunswick line, including phonographs,
Brunswick-Radiolas and records, came during
the early part of the Christmas shopping sea-

son, and was featured by a page advertisement
in local newspapers and by a special window

display in the corner window of

the store. The music department

of this store now features Bruns-

wick, Victor and Cheney lines.

R. G. Hessel, of

Manitowoc, Wis.,

is also announced

as a new Bruns-

wick dealer, and
Christianson Bros.,

at Racine, Wis.,

added Brunswick-

Radiolas to their

stock shortly be-

fore Christmas.

Brunswick deal-

ers in Milwaukee
did considerable advertising in connection with

the appearance of Nick Lucas, recording artist,

at the Wisconsin Theatre, during the week of

December 27.

Good Columbia Demand
Things are looking fine for 1925, according to

W. E. Pugh, Columbia representative in Wis-

consin, upper Michigan and part of Illinois. He
stated that business during the early part of

December was a little quiet, but a rush of busi-

ness during the last of the month increased the

totals for December to a more satisfactory

figure.

Mr. Pugh left Milwaukee January 5 for a

three weeks' trip through northern Wisconsin

and upper Michigan where he will call on Co-

lumbia accounts.

The Campus Harmony Shop, exclusive Co-

lumbia dealer, has been opened in Madison,

Wis., at 619 State street, by Oscar Hoel and

Ray McNeahny. The new shop is located near,

the campus erf the University of Wisconsin.

Adds Radio

The J. B. Bradford Piano Co., which handles

Brunswick, Victor and Vocalion records and

phonographs, has announced its entrance into

the radio field. This old-established music

house will be exclusive representative for the

Zenith radio' in addition to handling the Bruns-

wick-Radiola. The fourth) floor of the store

building has been turned over to the new de-

partment, and Carl Farrell, who has had con-

siderable experience in the radio business, is

»{!«0«l)«»«^l)»ll«»()«BI«a

VAN VEEN & COMPANY, Inc.

Woodworkers Since 1907

Costly experiment has taught the Phonograph Trade the importance
of high-grade sound-proof hearing rooms and store fittings.

Radio dealers can avail themselves of Van Veen equipment in the first

instance and avoid the experimental losses of the Phonograph trade. Van
Veen booths are indispensable in selling and demonstrating radio.

Counters, racks and wall display cases carried in stock or made to

special design. Write for estimate and catalogue.

Offices and Warerooms

:

413-417 East 109th Street 'Phone Lehigh 5324 NEW YORK CITY
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Milwaukee Trade Activities
(Continued from page 62)

in charge of the extensive service department.

Forest Cheney Delivers Address

Local talking machine dealers were very-

much interested in the remarks made by Pro-

fessor Forest Cheney, of the Cheney Talking

Machine Co., who addressed the local Kiwanis

Club at a luncheon meeting here. Mr. Cheney
spoke of the relation of music to the develop-

ment of civilization. He stated that man's su-

periority over; animals is due to love of fine

arts, and traced the development of music to

its present stage.

Mr. Cheney also addressed the Arion Club, a

local musical organization, on "The Psychologi-

cal and Pathological Aspects of Music." Sev-

eral groups of Cheney talking machine owners
met at the Boston Store during his stay and

heard his advice on how to get the most out

of the instrument.

News Gleanings

Patients of the veterans' hospital at the Na-
tional Soldiers' Home here were presented with

a combination radio and phonograph by the

Kesselman-O'Driscoll Co. The instrument had
been selected as a prize in a contest connected

with a recent exposition in the city, but as con-

testants did not complete the required work,

the instrument could not be1 awarded.

Milwaukee will have a new broadcasting sta-

tion beginning with January 1, for on that date

the new 500-watt station of Marquette Uni-

versity will start sending programs on the air.

A complete and serviceable filing case for rec-

ords has been installed in this department of

the H. C. Prange Co. store at Sheboygan, Wis.

The case was specially constructed along lines

suggested by Arthur Bleck, manager.

Matthews Bros. Music Shop, of Wisconsin
Rapids, Wis., has moved from its former loca-

tion on Grand avenue into new quarters in the

Bogoger Building on Vine street.

Starr Phonographs and
Gennett Records Sell Well

Lee-Sager Go. Launches
Drive on the Phonomute

The Lee-Sager Co., of St. Clair, Mich., well-

known specialty manufacturer, has just started

an aggressive sales campaign in behalf of the

Phonomute, a device which has met with con-

siderable success in and around the Detroit mar-
ket. The Phonomute has won quite some praise

from prominent talking machine jobbers and
dealers who have tested it under exacting con-

ditions and who have found the device an active

seller. It is being merchandised as a new inven-

tion that adds materially to the tone quality of

records and enables the owner of a talking ma-
chine to change the tone volume instantly. The
Phonomute is presented on attractive display

cards, which the dealers have used to advantage

in merchandising the device.

How Salesmen Are Benefited

"How to Get Salesmen to Push the Biggest

Profit Items" is the title of an article written

by Warner Bates, as the result of an interview

with George B. Evans, secretary-treasurer and
general manager of Gibson-Snow, Inc., Syra-

cuse, N. Y., well known in the talking machine
trade as Sonora distributor, which appeared in

Printers' Ink on December 25. In this lengthy

and interesting interview there is revealed a job-

bers' plan which has succeeded in inducing

salesmen to concentrate on articles which the

management favors.

Photographs Sounds

The Radiotonogram, the invention of a

French doctor, M. Fournier d'Albe, takes pic-

tures of sounds received by radio. From the

photographs taken words spoken can be recon-

structed and the musical record becomes steno-

graphic.

Year-end Orders Keep New York Starr Head-
quarters Busy—Starr Factory Called Upon
to Rush Records to the East

Paul Specht Opens
Cafe in Philadelphia

Famous Columbia Artist to Feature His Orches-

tra as Main Attraction

The month of December was an excellent

one from the standpoint of the New York office

of the Starr Piano Co., with the demand for

Starr phonographs and Gennett records far ex-

ceeding expectations. Rush orders from dealers

for both classes of merchandise were the order

of the day, and immediately preceding Christ-

mas Manager Keats and his staff had all they

could do to cope with the demand. The stand-

ard Christmas Gennett records were in par-

ticularly brisk demand. Although a large num-
ber of these recordings were in stock before

the Christmas season started, they were soon

distributed and daily telegrams to the factory

were sent to rush shipments of additional

orders.

Paul Specht, noted orchestra leader and exclu-

sive Columbia artist, has taken over the Claridge

Cafe in Philadelphia, which will reopen under

his management and with his orchestra featured

as the main attraction. The Claridge Cafe,

which is said to have cost $110,000, was closed

some time ago by General Butler, who revoked

its dancing license. However, General Butler

has agreed to its reopening by responsible par-

ties, and Paul Specht, who is internationally

prominent, was selected' to represent financial

interests in addition to his own investment.

The Bradshaw Music Co. recently opened a

branch at Douglas, Ga. A full line of talking

machines will be carried, including the Bruns-

wick and Columbia lines.

A Thousand and One Nights Entertainment

The MELCO is a silver-tongued Scheherezade

—

offering a thousand and one nights of entertainment.

Entertainment free from interference, noises and

fade-aways. Supreme radio reception—full-toned,

clear-throated, true to life.

Now Ready for Distribution

The New "Five

DISTRIBUTORS— Write for Full Information

AMSCO PRODUCTS inc. Broome & Lafayette Streets.N.Y
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LATHAM
LATHAM SERVICE

AND

Freed-Eisemann Neutrodyne Radio Receiving Sets

Freed - Eisemann Five - Tube Neutrodyne
Radio Receiving Set in console model
cabinet, with built-in loud speaker and
battery compartments. Price $275

The tremendous popularity which is being

enjoyed by the famous Neutrodyne circuit,

backed by the national advertising of the Freed-

Eisemann Radio Corp., has created a demand
which cannot be overlooked by dealers who
hope to procure the maximum volume of radio

business.

The service rendered dealers by E. B.

Latham & Go. is a factor that cannot be over-

looked. By virtue of this service and the prod-

ucts which this company carries, its dealers

have enjoyed a most successful year in radio.

The ensuing year should bring to those whom
E. B. Latham & Co. has already served a pleas-

ingly increased volume of business, and we
would call to the attention of those dealers

whom we hope to serve what can be accom-

plished by the real service and co-operation

from us as your distributor.

Q '
- SB

O#
* ^ vis/ ;

New Five-Tube Victrola

Panel for installation in

console model phono-
graphs. Price $120

Write, phone or wire for particulars

E. B. LATHAM & CO.
550 Pearl Street New York, N. Y.

NEW YORK
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Model NR—20
with Console

After
Christmas

what?
Now the real radio season be-

gins—the best part of the year
for radio reception. Now the
low*priced "gift" business is over
and New Year bonuses will be
invested in standard receivers

of known value and proved
performance.

It was so last year— February
was the biggest Freed-Eisemann
monthofall.This yearourheavy
national advertising will help
you break last year's records

!

Do your share. Put your win-
dows to work. Mail booklets
to your list. Advertise Freed-
Eisemann Radio Receivers in

your own local newspapers.

Manhattan Bridge Plaza - Brooklyn, N. Y.

Model NR—12
(Four Tube Special)

Model NR—20
Five Tube DeLuxe

Model NR—215
Four Tube Panel for Victrola

The big, safe, staple business is yours with

Freed-Eisemann
RADIO RECEIVERS
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Satisfactory Holiday Business Enjoyed
Throughout the Cincinnati Territory

Less Expensive Instruments Played Most Important Part in Gift Buying—Dealers Striving for

Larger Down Payments—Tribute to Talking Machine World—Other News and Trade Activities

Cincinnati, O., January 7.—Retailers of talk-

ing machines report a good volume of business

during the holidays. While the majority of

purchasers contented themselves with the less

expensive instruments, the aggregate of these

sales was large enough to keep the volume, up

to a satisfactory figure. Stocks are very much
depleted, and this means that factories and dis-

tributors may expect a rush of orders for re-

plenishments. The talking machine-radio com-
bination still is increasing in popularity, dealers

report, and therefore an increased demand for

these outfits may be expected.

Retailers are rapidly adopting the policy of

trying to get more cash at the beginning and
increase the size of monthly payments when
credit is given. A feature of the retail market
is that it is comparatively easy to get spot cash

in payment for the more expensive machines,

and most of the instalment buying is by the

purchasers of less expensive goods. "When
payments are strung out over a long period of

time," stated a successful retailer, "it is because

the seller makes the offer. In his anxiety to

make a sale, many a dealer makes an offer that

the customer would not think of asking for."

The Brunswick Co. reports that it still is do-

ing a large volume of business and states that

the only trouble it is having is in the matter

of securing enough instruments to fill orders as

they come in. During an interview Manager

J. E. Henderson said: "The Talking Machine
World is doing a lot of good work. I wish

every salesman could be induced to read and
study its articles, especially those on salesman-

ship. Too many salesmen are indifferent to the

interests of their employers. A great many of

them fail to realize that their success rests on
the success of the person or firm they are work-
ing for. I am sure that if they would read and
study more they would better themselves

through increasing their loyalty and business

ability."

Louis H. Ahaus, proprietor of the Brunswick
Shop, 532 Edwards Building, did a big holiday

business and almost exhausted his stock. He
reports that there was with him a good demand
for the more expensive instruments and an

unusually large number of cash sales.

The Ohio Talking Machine Co., exclusive

wholesale establishment, of which C. H. North

and A. H. Bates are the executive heads, reports

that its pre-holiday business was satisfactory.

These gentlemen both expressed themselves as

being satisfied with the business outlook for

1925 and predict that it will be a good year for

all branches of the trade.

George Jell, of the New York offices of the

Columbia Co., was a recent visitor to this city,

attending to business matters and calling on the

trade. Miss R. Helberg, manager of the local

office of the Columbia Distributors, went to St.

Louis, December 27, to visit the office there,

spending a week in making plans for the coming
year.

W. M. Purnell, head of the publicity depart-

ment of the Starr Piano Co., states that the

company did a big holiday business in personal

Gennett records. The popularity of the per-

sonal record is rapidly increasing, he said, and a

great many were used as Christmas presents

this year.

New De Forest Circuit

Eliminates Re-Radiation

Invention Can Be Applied to All Regenerative

Sets, Says Roy A. Weagant, Vice-President

and Chief Engineer of Company

Elimination of re-radiation, the bane of devo-

tees of the regenerative reception set, has been

attained in a newly patented and simple cir-

cuit, according to Roy A. Weagant, vice-presi-

dent and chief engineer of the De Forest Radio

Co. This device is said to mark an epoch in

the history of radio, due to the fact that it pre-

vents disturbing impulses of regenerative sets

that interfere with the reception of others with-

in a wide local radius.

"This new invention can be easily applied to

regenerative sets already constructed at com-
paratively little expense," Mr. Weagant said,

"and will absolutely prevent not only re-radia-

tion but the consequent disturbances due to it.

So completely does this device effect this pur-

pose that it is possible to work several regener-

Records
'"PHE year 1925 has all the earmarks of being the best yet
* for Okeh Dealers. As distributors for the fast-selling
Okeh and Odeon Records, we pledge our hearty co-operation
towards making your share a certainty. The inevitable
increase in business will find us prepared. Our distributing
service will be functioning more speedily and efficiently than
ever!

Wholesale Phonograph Division

STERLING ROLL and RECORD CO.
137 West 4th Street CINCINNATI, OHIO

Buy OKeh Needles — They Keep Record Sales Alive!

handle handles it'

'Master of Movable Music'

4 Years
Have Proved

Outing
Portables

Are the

Best

Sterling Roll & Record Co.
137 W. 4th St. Cincinnati, O.

Outing Distributor

ative receiving sets on one and the same anten-

na, without mutual interference of any kind.

It will prove a boon in the great population

centers with their apartments, flats and closely

built-up residential sections."

The inherent and unsatisfactory tendency of

the regenerative circuit to function like a minia-

ture transmitter, sending out disturbing im-

pulses that interfere with the reception of neigh-

boring sets, will be eliminated by this device,

it is claimed, which provides a readily installed

equipment that will be shortly available to all

possessors of regenerative sets. It accomplishes

its purpose without loss of efficiency, and with

marked improvement in selectivity of the set.

Only the most elementary knowledge of radio

is necessary for its application.

The new circuit is in production and will be

marketed immediately, the De Forest Radio

Co. announces.

Garod Set Receives English

Station in Radio Tests

Among the interesting announcements coming

as a result of the recent European radio tests

was a letter written by a thirteen-year-old boy
of Wellington, Kan., the letter reading in part

as follows: "Manchester, England, station was
heard by me last night at about 10.45 p. m.,

using a Garod four-tube neutrodyne set and

Magnavox loud speaker. The first selection

heard was 'God Save the King,' followed by

the 'Star Spangled Banner.' " The letter in

closing states: "I am a boy thirteen years old

and operated the set entirely alone."

J. E. York was recently appointed manager

of the Pickerell Music House, Coffeyville, Kan.

He has been engaged in the music business in

that section for many years and is well known
in local business circles.

MACHINE c?

TaLK^?7-429 WEST FOURTH ST.

CINCINNATI, 0.
y/CTOR, DISTRIBUTORS

SERVICE
/S OURj

WATCHWORD
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A
Paragon

for

Everybody
FOR dance lovers, for

jazz lovers, lovers of

classic music or the old

songs, there's now a Paragon
Receiver that meets every

taste and every sized pocket-

book.

All the clearness of tone

and fine selectivity that in

the past have popularized

Paragon with radio enthu-

siasts, now with a new sim-

plicity of tuning and new
popular prices.

If you are not featuring

Paragon in your store you
are missing profit opportuni-

ties with every class of your
trade.

ADAMS MORGAN
COMPANY, Inc.

10 Alvin Ave.

Upper Montclair, N. J.

// your jobber is not carry-

ing the new Paragon line

get in touch with us.

The
NEWPARAGON

RADIO RECEIVERS
^ New Paragon Three $48.50

Astonishing loudspeaker range, with but three tubes.

Clear tone. Excellent volume. Easy tuning—single

major dial control. Mahogany case, 17 inches long.

NEW PARAGON FOUR
$65

Its new non-radiating circuit—the Paradyne circuit

—

gives clear, strong loudspeaker reception over prac-

tically unlimited range. Four tubes. New single dial

control. Good-looking mahogany case, 21 inches long.

Paragon Two
$27.50

A two-tube set that sells like the
traditional hot cakes. Loudspeaker
volume on local stations. Clear
tone. Single tuning dial. Mahog-
any finish, 11 inches long.

Prices West of Rocky Mountains 10% Additional.
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Making the Banker a Business Adviser
and Establishing Credit With the Bank

Warren J. Keyes, Treasurer of the Sonora Phonograph Co., Inc., Gives Some Pertinent Informa-
tion Regarding Utilization of the Bank by the Retail Merchant

An important angle of talking machine mer-

chandising which has received comparatively

little attention is the relation of the banker to

the retailer. This subject was handled in an

interesting and instructive manner in an article

by Warren J. Keyes, treasurer of the Sonora

Phonograph Co., Inc., appearing in a recent

issue of the "Sonora Bell." Because it contains

some facts with which every talking machine

dealer should be conversant the article is

produced herewith:

"Due to the seasonal nature of the phono-

graph business it is important for the retail

dealer to be on good terms with his banker.

There are times during the year when the

dealer must carry a large stock, because of

anticipated seasonal demands, and at these

times bank assistance, through loans, is neces-

sary and helpful.

"Many retail dealers look upon bankers as

hard taskmasters and feel that if they once get

into a position where they owe money to a

bank they will have a hard time extricating

themselves. This is a false belief, particularly

if the retail dealer will analyze his needs and

tell them in a straightforward fashion to the

bank.

What Bankers Want to Know
"In general there are two things that a bank

always wants to know about anyone before

granting a loan. In the first place, they want

to know that the security is good, and, second,

that the character of the borrower is such as

lo inspire confidence. These two items are im-

portant in all lines of industry.

"In approaching his banker the phonograph

dealer should therefore have with him a finan-

cial statement showing his present condition

and his sales and profits over the last year, at

least. This does not mean that the retailer

must keep a complicated system of double-entry

books in order to satisfy his banker as to his

financial status. The statement should show

his cash, his accounts and notes receivable, his

inventory, his furniture and fixtures and any

other assets. Offsetting these assets he should

show his accounts payable, his notes payable

and any other liabilities. The total of his as-

sets, less the total of his liabilities, will give

his net worth. These items should all be stated

clearly and definitely. A banker will want a

rough analysis of the dealer's accounts re-

ceivable, showing the amounts not yet due and

the amounts overdue—probably 30, 60 and 90

clays, and he will want to know whether the

dealer's accounts payable are overdue and whom
he owes for notes payable and when they are

(hie. The dealer should also have available a

record of sales, expense and net profit, so that

the banker can judge as to the efficiency with

which his business is conducted. All of this

information can be worked up easily without

a double-entry system, of books, and the dealer

should always take this information with him

when applying for a loan.

"If you find that your records are inadequate

to give you the information you should have,

it cannot be advised too strongly so to set up

a system that all these figures will be available.

Furthermore, a record of sales and expenses is

essential in order that you can know whether

or not your business is being conducted at a

profit, and why.

"The Federal Government makes it imperative

that every retail store submit a statement, for

income tax purposes, which is due on March

15. In order to be able to make this report

intelligently even more record-breaking is re-

quired than is necessary for the bank.

"The banker is also particularly careful as to

the character of the man to whom he is making

a loan. He will want to know what the dealer's

suppliers think of him—whether he takes his

cash discounts—whether he keeps his promises
as to payments and how he is considered in

his community. He may ask for collateral in

the shape of instalment paper or warehouse
receipts. This is only for protection in case

the retailer fails to meet his obligations.

Banker Deals in Credit

"The stock-in-trade of the banker is credit

—

just as the retailer's stock is phonographs.
This merchandise must have a definite turn-

over and must be productive of profit. A
banker's service is not to put permanent cap-
ital into the business but to be of assistance

to the retailer in helping him take care of

normal shortages. For this reason, if the re-

tailer finds that he should have more capital,

in order to secure a more profitable business,

he should not apply to the banker for assistance,

but should raise capital by other means.

Figures Tell the Tales
"A retailer, to have pleasant relations with

his banker and be successful in borrowing from
him, from time toi time, must plan to be in a

position to clean up all of his bank loans at

least once a year. This is a very important
factor and often leads to considerable trouble

and misunderstanding if it is, not followed out.

"A retailer's dealings with his bank should be

pleasant, rather than troublesome. If his char-

acter is a good risk and he can show figures

that will convince the banker that his is a

temporary need for financing, he should have
no trouble in making his loans and securing

the necessary assistance.

Taking the Banker Into His Confidence
"A dealer should at all times take his banker

into his confidence and ask him for his advice on
matters of business policy at any time. After

all the banker is just as human as the dealer

and should be cultivated as a friend as well

as an adviser."

New Mutual Additions!

Whatever your sales of units are-

—

or may be— give the MUTUAL
an opportunity to show you greater

profits.

Nickel plated back
Black Japanned top

Gold plated adjusting knob

Mutual Units Make Your Phono-
graph A High Class LoudSpeaker

Introducing our new
No. 6 interchangeable

tone arm which is

adaptable for PORT-
ABLES as well as

upright and console

machines.

This new model is

the ultimate in per-

fection and simplicity.

DISTRIBUTORS

149-151 Lafayette Street, New York City
Canadian Acme Screw &. Gear, Ltd 1209 King St., West, Toronto, Can.
Industries Unidas, S. A Balderas 110. Mexico City, Mexico
Targ & Dinner Music Co 229 W. Randolph St., Chicago, III,

Shapleigh Hardware Co 4th St. and Washington Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
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Excellent Business Marked Closing of

the Year in the Twin Cities Territory
Outlook for Continuation of Prosperity Well Into 1925 Is Bright—Doerr-Andrews & Doerr En-

large Territory—Hold Successful Salesmen's Convention—The Month's News

Minneapolis and St. Paul, January 7.—Satis-

factory holiday business with excellent 1925

prospects is the verdict of Twin City phono-
graph men. An outstanding feature of the holi-

day selling was the improvement in the country
business, a situation which every jobber dis-

covered to be the case.

Messages of Cheer
"Doc" O'Neill, manager of the Brunswick Co.,

predicts an excellent January and says: "Our
holiday business was very satisfactory, our Ra-
diola sales excellent. City and country business

were both good with the country responding
particularly well."

"Holiday business was beyond our expecta-

tions," said John E. Date, manager of the pho-
nograph and radio departments of Doerr-
Andrews & Doerr, Sonora wholesalers. "Our
sales of radio and phonographs were most satis-

factory. All accounts showed up well. It was
especially noticeable that the country showed
a come-back. We are anticipating a tremendous
business for 1925."

Enlarge Distribution Territory

Beginning January 1, Doerr-Andrews & Doerr
will be distributors for Minnesota, North Dako-
ta, South Dakota, Iowa, with the exception of

the Mississippi river towns, and Montana, Mon-
tana having been recently returned to the firm

because the Twin Cities seem the logical place

for distribution and by reason of the firm's hav-

ing two resident salesmen in the State.

Stage Salesmen's Convention
Thirty-six men attended the salesmen's con-

vention which Doerr-Andrews & Doerr staged

December 30 in. the interests of Sonora phono-
graphs and Zenith radio. Addresses were made
by Harvey H. Roemer, director of sales pro-

motion for the Zenith Radio Corp.; Sewall D.

Andrews, as a member of the board of control

of the super-station, WCCO, who reviewed the

general outlook for broadcasting, and Mr. Date,

who spoke on the possibilities of merchandising
radio and radio combinations and gave an out-

line of the extent of exclusive Zenith dealer

representatives throughout the territory. The
radio department of Doerr-Andrews & Doerr
now carries a complete line of radio equipment

and is prepared to give'prompt service in stand-

ard, nationally-known units.

S. D. Andrews Directing Station WCCO
WCCO, the new super-station at Minneapolis,

is under the direct management of one of this

city's most aggressive and successful business

Sewall D. Andrews

men, Sewall D. Andrews. Mr. Andrews, who is

treasurer of the Minneapolis Drug Co., of this

city, one of the leading concerns in the whole-

sale drug field, is president of the National

Wholesale Druggists' Association, president of

the Minneapolis Club and prominent in the

city's commercial and civic activities. Through
his efforts a new community spirit has entered

into' the establishment and maintenance of the

WCCO station; the city of Minneapolis having

contributed $30,000, the city of St. Paul, $20,000,

and the Washburn-Crosby Co. having con-

tributed $50,000 to insure the success of the

station.

Recently, after considerable field investigation

on the part of the Minneapolis Drug Co. the

Zenith line of radio products was taken on under

January 15, 1925

a distributorship franchise for Minnesota and
the Dakotas. The company is splendidly
equipped for the successful merchandising of
these popular sets, and under Mr. Andrews'
direction Zenith dealers in this territory will

receive maximum service and co-operation in

marketing these products.

Edison Demand Growing More Brisk
"North Dakota is coming on very satisfactor-

ily," said J. Unger at the Lawrence H. Lucker
Co., Edison jobbers. "Our holiday trade was
good and we have no kick coming. Things are

moving a little better. Because of the good
crop, farmers have been paying their debts and
are now in a position to do more buying. We
have established several hundred new accounts
in the last three months." The Lucker Co. re-

ports its radio business in Ware, De Forest and
other radio lines satisfactory.

Fifty Per Cent Business Gain
"Christmas business was 50 per cent ahead of

last year with us," said Charles K. Bennett,
manager of the George C. Beckwith Co.
'"Business has been very satisfactory. Dealers'
stocks are lower than ever before. There is a

lot of optimism in the trade and dealers are
enthusiastic over the Victor Co.'s broadcasting
program."

A Victor record, a sermon in Swedish by the

Rev. Gust F. Johnson, pastor of the Swedish
Tabernacle here, who has an extraordinarily

large- following among the Scandinavians, was
issued just before Christmas and sold tremen-
dously here. George Benson, of the Benson
Music Co., who caters particularly to foreign
record customers, tied up with announcements
in Scandinavian papers, and by direct mail. He
has shipped this record all over the United
States and is expecting orders from Sweden.
His first shipment was sold out in four hours
and he expects to sell over 5,000 of these rec-

ords in his South Minneapolis shop.

The appearance of the first record by Dick
Long's Nankin Cafe Orchestra, which the Vic-
tor Co. will issue January 25, will be the signal

for much sales promotion activity here. The
'record contains two popular numbers: "If You
Don't Tell Me" and "Rock-a-Bye-Baby Days."
Leo Feist, music publishers, are issuing window
cards of their publication, "Rock-a-Bye-Baby
Days."

New Stores and Improvements
The Central Furniture Co. formally opened

its exclusive Victor Shop at 314 West Broad-
way, adjoining its furniture store, in December.
It is under the management of Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Fliegan.

Joe Nylin has redecorated and enlarged his

East St. Paul talking machine store.

Bush & Lane Improvements

Seattle, Wash., January 3.—Improvements in

the quarters of the Bush & Lane Piano Co.,

at 1519 Third avenue, were begun two months
ago and were completed recently in time for

the holiday business. The changes include the

installation of fifteen sound-proof booths for

demonstrating talking machines and radio. The
former oak store furnishings have been replaced

by mahogany ones, and a piano demonstration
department has been built on the balcony. The
alterations have been made at a considerable

outlay, and have been under the direction of

Charles T. Corbin, manager. This is the four-

teenth year for the operation of this branch
here, and it now has nearly 100 employes.

Addition to Bousfield Family

A welcome Christmas gift received by R. G. G.

Bousfield, treasurer of the Herbert-John Corp.,

radio wholesaler, New York, was an addition

to the Bousfield family in the form of a seven-

and-one-half pound baby girl. The baby was
born in the Yonkers Homeopathic Hospital.

Davis Phonograph Co., Chicago, has changed
its name to Davis Radio Phonograph Co.

They Can't Forget Needles

—

Even During Winter Record Buying Months.

General
Phonograph Corporation

OTTO HEINEMAN, Pres.

25 West 45th St. New York, N. Y.

THE winter record buying season will find

you selling more records than at any
other time of the year. And logically,

your needles should take a proportionate boost,
too. But clerks and customers have that habit
of "forgetting" needles—and needle sales fall

far below what they should be.

The new OKeh "Automatic Reminder" De-
livery Bags stop this hindrance to needle sales

right at its source. Attached to each record
delivery bag is another small envelope for in-

serting a package of OKeh or Truetone
Needles. The little envelope itself stands out
"like a sore thumb" and an ingenious arrange-
ment of the words "Buy New Needles NOW!"
fairly cries out for attention. Every time a
record is sold and put into one of these record
delivery bags, both the customer and the clerk
are given an automatic reminder of OKeh and
Truetone Needles. *

Your distributor can supply you in minimum
orders of 1000. You can use this amount and
a great many more during the winter months

—

and they pay for themselves in greatly in-

creased needle sales! Order a thousand bags
today—and watch your needle sales take an
immediate jump.
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THE GREATEST GIFT
OF THE NEW YEAR
On January 1, for the first time in the history of music and of

radio, the air resounded with the most marvelous entertainment ever

put simultaneously before millions of American people, the personal

performance of world-famous Victor Record artists. It was a fitting

inaugural for a New Year abundant in opportunity, in advancement

and in reward for the many thousand merchants constituting the Victor

Trade.

In our opinion, the public-spirited undertaking launched by the

Victor Talking Machine Company in association with the most power-

ful radio broadcasting system in America is nothing short of epoch-

making. May the radio program embarked upon by the greatest

industrial organization in the art of music mark a new era of intel-

lectual and material aggrandizement for both the public and our line!

It must be borne home very impressively at this moment to every

Wholesaler and Retailer, what it means to represent Victor Product.

For to the precise extent that the Famous-Artist programs now begin-

ning will capture the imagination and command the applause of the

nation, every Victor tradesman exclusively offers in material form the

same sources of permanent musical entertainment available only in

Victor talking machines and the Victor record catalog.

Do your entire share, Mr. Victor Dealer, to inform your com-

munity— from the newsboy to the banker—ol the phenomenal radio

features now offered by the Victor Company. Let us all so conduct

our businesses as to share fully and merit copiously the benefit which

the new forward step assures.

C. BRUNO & SON, Inc.

351-353 Fourth Avenue

Victor Wholesalers to the Dealer Only

New York

iinMiNin
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o every industry there

comes—sooner or later

—

an advance in skill and in crafts-

manship which sets a new standard

in quality.

To Radio has come the Farrand-

Godley Single Nine—bringing not

merely a single, individual improve-

ment, but a complete perfection to

every phase of radio reception—in

tonal quality, in selectivity, in volume,

in ease of operation.

List Price . ... $195

In Table Cabinet . 235

In De Luxe Cabinet 375

Farrand Manufacturing Co.
Incorporated

28 South Sixth St. Newark, N. J.

Farrand

Single N IN E"
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nd now comes the Farrand-

Godley Speaker to make of

the prevalent Horn, a thing obso-

lete, ancient, antique.

Not only does the Farrand-Godley

Speaker excel the tone beauty of

the Horn type speaker— it "brings

in" tones of the lower scale that

are entirely foreign to horn repro-

duction— sweet, clear, mellow

—

with every metallic tone eliminated.

A demonstration assures an immedi-

ate purchase.

LIST PRICE

$32-50

Farrand Manufacturing Co.
Incorporated

28 South Sixth St. Newark, N. J.

Farrand

SPEAKER
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New
and
Larger
Quarters
for

REFLEXO
NOW Located at

370
Seventh Avenue

(cor. 31st St.)

A new and larger

home for RE-
FLEXO— a move
not only necessi-

tated by an ever-

increasing de-

mand for RE-
FLEXO Prod-
ucts, but a move
prompted, like-

wise, by the desire

to be of greater

service to RE-
FLEXO cus-

tomers.

REFLEXO
Products Co., Inc.

Selling Agents for

W. H. BAGSHAW CO.

Year Closed With a Satisfactory Sales

Volume in the Indianapolis Territory
Dealers Realizing That Intensive Effort Is Necessary to Get Business and Are Making Plans

Accordingly—Local Edison Branch to Be Consolidated With Chicago Headquarters

Indianapolis, Ind., January 8.—Talking ma-
chine dealers closed the year of 1924 with sales

about on a par with last year. It is noted that

as in other lines sales were hard to get and that

the dealer is realizing that more effort is neces-

sary. The past year has seen the entrance of

the radio in the local field with more interest

demonstrated than in previous years. The radio

and its subsequent growth have proved a prob-

lem to talking machine dealers.

H. E. Whitman, manager of the Circle Talk-

ing Machine Shop, dealer in the Victor and

Edison lines, reports that annual sales will run

equal to last year's record. It is noted by Mr.

Whitman that Christmas sales started late but

finished strong. December sales were thus

held up to their previous record. In comment-
ing on the situation, Mr. Whitman remarked:

"Sales during 1924 were harder to make than in

previous years. It has become necessary for the

dealer to put forth more effort to get a fair

share of the business."

Joel B. Ryde, of the Fuller Ryde Music Store,

reports sales of the Brunswick and Victor lines

as evenly divided with a stronger tone preva-

lent. Records, however, are a little slow.

Mr. Baker, of the Brunswick Shop, reports

that December sales ran ahead of last year.

Record sales have been particularly good.

Christmas sales of Radiolas were very gratify-

ing. Mr. Baker expects a good steady business

during 1925.

C. P. Herdman, manager of the talking ma-
chine department of the Baldwin Piano Co.,

which handles the Brunswick line, reports that

sales are ahead of their last year's record. De-

cember business started late but finished strong.

"This year I noticed three things that I never

noted before," says Mr. Herdman. "A larger

percentage of just Christmas lookers actually

bought than in previous years. There were no
order takers—every instrument moved was ac-

tually sold. The percentage of cash on the

sales was larger."

W. R. Smith, an experienced talking machine
salesman, formerly with the L. S. Ayres Store

and the former Edison Shop, has been added

to the sales force.

Frederick Pullen, local manager of the Edi-

son Phonograph Distributing Co., reports the

consolidation of the Indianapolis and Chicago

branches on or after February 15. Headquar-

ters will be in Chicago. Mr. Pullen will con-

tinue in his present capacity.

Victor Go. Laying Plans

for 1925 Production

Questionnaire Sent to Dealers Seeking Infor-

mation Regarding Machine and Record Stocks

and Selling Possibilities of Various Features

Late in December the Victor Talking Ma-
chine Co. sent a letter to its dealers seeking

information regarding present stocks of instru-

ments and records, together with sales figures

covering various types of instruments and rec-

ords for the past year. The purpose of the

questionnaire, it was stated, was to provide in-

formation so that the company might deter-

mine: (a) Instrument manufacturing program
for the coming year that will best meet the de-

mands of the trade; (b) a plan for an early ad-

justment on stocks of records eliminated from
the 1924 general catalog, and single-faced Red
Seal records, and (c) a plan for a periodical ad-

justment of surplus stocks of records.

T. B. Cleveland has opened a general music

store on Waller avenue, Greenwood, S. C,
carrying talking machines, pianos, etc. Modern
equiment has been installed.

"We advertise where it does the
dealer the most good. Here's a
sample of copy used in our ex-
tensive newspaper campaign.
Write for discount and informa-
tion concerning our time payment
plan."

^EutrodyN£

Atwater Kent Performance

Philadelphia, Pa., January 8.—The officials of

the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., of this city, has

received many letters in the past from its

dealers, reporting the exceptional success that

they have had not only with Atwater Kent
sales but long distance reception on the Atwater
Kent sets as well. A letter which the company
deemed worthy of reprinting in its Radio Bulle-

tin Service to Atwater Kent distributors and
dealers was received from an Atwater Kent re-

tailer in Maranhao, Brazil. This dealer writes:

"With a model 10 I have been able to receive

stations in Rio de Janeiro, 1,200 miles, and
Havana, Cuba, 1,600 miles away. Last night

I was astonished to hear KDKA from Pitts-

burgh." As the distance from Maranhao, Brazil,

to Pittsburgh is approximately 3,000 miles, this

remarkable performance of model 10 may well

be used for sales promotion.

L

Installs Audak System

Miami, Fla., January 5.—Burdinee's Music

House, of this city, has installed the Audak sys-

tem. This consists of a series of talking ma-
chine record demonstrators which are placed in

a prominent position in the store, facilitating

record service.

F you want perfect radio
reception in your home,
remember—Lafayette.

A radio instrument of use-

fulness without end.

A demonstration will satis-

fy you of its simplicity to
operate; purity of natural

tone; clearness for long dis-

tance; no interference;
compactness and attractive

appearance. Have your
dealer demonstrate it.

5 tube set $125
Reproducer $28

THE KOR-RAD CO., Inc.
151 East 58 th Street, New York

Sole Distributors
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NEW
tt

B" CURRENT
FROM THE
ELECTRIC
LIGHT SOCKET

witch it on! Switch it off!

That's all you have to do. No "B" hatteries to charge or replace—No

hother or nuisance—No trouble or disappointments—No guesswork about

your plate voltage.

Here's a magic box that takes your ordinary AC house current and converts

it into direct current of the proper voltage to operate your radio set at

maximum efficiency—today or a year from now.

It doesn't run down or get weak—doesn't need attention or new parts. 1
1

s

as easy to operate as an electric iron, and should last just as long.

It is absolutely dependable, too! The fact that it is built and guaranteed

by the makers of the world-famous Bosch Magneto should establish com-

plete confidence in its efficiency and reliability.

Do not confuse the Bosch Nobattry with other "B" battery eliminators.

It uses no tubes, and is radically different in design and construction. It

is the perfect "eliminator" which conservative radio users and dealers

have been waiting for.

DEALERS

Here's a radio device you can sell with absolute confidence. It is of the

same high quality as all Bosch electrical units, and is backed by the

famous Bosch guarantee of "satisfaction or your money back."

Don't delay—the demand is already enormous. Live dealers who place

their orders immediately will get a big share of the profits.

Wire today for sales proposition and discounts. State whether you are a

dealer or jobber, and give references, to aid in quick allocation of

territories.

Type BAN—For alternating current $49.50

Type BDN—For direct current 30.00

American Bosch Magneto Corporation
Main Office and Works: Springfield, Mass.

Chief Points qf
Superiority

1. Suitable for any receiving set

using 1 to 14 tubes—will also

take care of power amplifier.

2. Unlimited current supply.

3. Requires no attention—does

not run down or wear out.

4. Cannot burn out radio tubes

even if wrongly connected.

5. Uses no tubes—there's noth-

ing to repair or replace.

6. Costs only a fraction of a

cent to operate.

7. Detector voltage adjustable

—from 15 to 50 volts.

8. Amplifier voltage adjustable,

too—from 90 to 150 volts.

9. Constant voltage—plenty of

pep.

10.

11.

12.

Gives clear tone, greater vol-

ume, and more distance.

It is NOISELESS— there's

absolutely no hum or distor-

tion.

Will operate low power
transmitting sets.

>wer

I

BOSCH NOBATTRY
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Su^TALKINCMACHINI
[Editor's Note—This is the forty-sixth of a series of

articles by William Braid White devoted to the various
interesting opportunities which prevail in the domain of
education for the retailer of talking machines. The subject
is one of great interest and we commend these articles to
the consideration of all who are devoting attention to the
featuring and developing of the musical possibilities of the
talking machine.]

Beethoven's Ninth Symphony

The recent announcement that the Vocation
interests had published in the United States a

reco'rding of the Ninth or Choral Symphony
by Beethoven, made in Berlin by an orchestra

of great eminence and specially selected chorus

and soloists, under an equally celebrated con-

ductor, together with the fact that some months
before the Gramophone Co. of London pub-

lished a recording of the same immortal work,
this time done by an orchestra, soloists and
chorus conducted by the eminent Albert Coates

lends special interest to the new movement to-

wards better, more complete and more serious

work in' the development of the musical possi-

bilities of the talking machine. That such possi-

bilities are now in a fair way to be developed

as never before, need hardly be doubted; for

the facts are before the eyes of us all. Accept-
ing the facts, let us think a little about this

latest and greatest of achievements in recording,

which has now been made available to music
lovers through the medium of the talking ma-
chine. A little discussion and explanation will

probably be interesting and should have the

effect of making many dealers and salesmen
realize what wonderful sales possibilities there

are in good music, when rightly presented and
rightly demonstrated.

The Greatest of Musicians

Beethoven, born in 1770 and died in 1827, was
the greatest of musicians, the first of that little

group of immortals whose names cam be counted
on the fingers—Bach, Handel, Mozart, Wagner,
Beethoven, and the greatest of these is Beeth-
oven. He it was who made the piano an ex-

pressive instrument, who taught all successors

how to use the orchestra, who wrote the tender-

est and also the most majestic heart-moving
music, whose piano sonatas have never been
even equaled in power and expressiveness,

whose one opera is justly held uniquely perfect

and whose nine symphonies remain alike the

model and the despair of imitators. With Bach,
like a prophet of the Old Testament, with

Handel the creator of that heavenly music
of "Saul," "Judas Maccabaeus" and the "Mes-
siah," with Mozart, the eternal happy boy of

musical a-rt, with Wagner, wizard waving into

life Walhalla and Nibelheim, stands ever the

majestic and sublime figure of the father of the

Nine Symphonies. And it is of the last and
greatest of all these, now preserved forever

by the magic of the disc, that for a brief space

we shall speak.

A Brief History

First a bit of history: Beethoven had made
his home, for many years, in Vienna where
Mozart and Haydn lived, too, and where Franz
Schubert died in the same year with the master;

where, too, Johannes Brahms, last of the

classics, put in more than three happy decades
of work and accomplishment. Beethoven's

fame spread out from Vienna all over Europe
and had penetrated to England, where his piano

sonatas and his symphonies were becoming
well known. Despite the turmoil of the Na-
poleonic wars musical art was never more ac-

tive than during Beethoven's middle life, and
when the dark tragedy was at last finished with

the death of Napoleon at St. Helena in 1821,

Beethoven already had attained world fame. In

1822, however, he was often in financial straits,

mainly caused by his fruitless expenditures on
his worthless nephew, whom he loved as only

a bachelor uncle can. Writing to his former
pupil Ries, then settled in London, Beethoven
inquired what the Philharmonic Society of that

city would give him for a new symphony which
he would compose to order. Ries had no diffi-

culty in gaining the delighted acquiescence of

the Society's directors, who at once despatched
to Beethoven the sum of fifty pounds sterling

and begged him to compose a work for them
which should be their property until after its

first performance by them, and thereafter should

revert to the composer. Beethoven set to work
and in due course finished the great symphony
which was his ninth and last, as well as by all

odds his greatest. For some reason never made
quite clear, however, the work did not find its

way at once to London, but was retained by
Beethoven and later on was produced in Berlin

at a concert of the Philharmonic Society of

that city, with a dedication to the King of

Prussia. The London Society did not get a

chance at it until 1824, when it was performed
at one of its concerts. The reasons for this

confusion have never been elucidated, but it is

believed that the precarious state of the com-
poser's health and his uncertainty as to the

ability of the London musicians to handle so

great a work determined him not to submit
this one to them at all. What he purposed to

give them in place of it is not known, for in

1827, worn out with his strenuous work and his

troubled life, he died.

The first production of the Ninth Symphony
in Vienna took place in 1822. Beethoven, long

since totally deaf, and, in fact, for some years

quite unable to hear a note of music save when
the orchestra was playing fortissimo, and then

only as a confused hum, attended the perform-

ance, and standing up beside the conductor of

the orchestra, indicated to him the tempo of the

various movements. At the close, when a roar

of applause was filling the hall the deaf man
remained standing and still beating time, until

one of the singers, afterwards the famous Mine.

Schroeder-Devrient, rose from her seat, took

him by the shoulders and turned him around

to the audience, when for the first time he

realized that the performance of his symphony
was concluded.

For the .first time in symphonic history,

Beethoven planned his vast work for a chorus

and for solo voices as well as for orchestra.

He was accustomed to note down in little note-

books or on slips of paper sewn together, mu-
sical themes that occurred to him as he walked

out, or sat at meal, or talked with his friends.

These notebooks, which have been almost all

preserved, enable us to trace the germ of the

idea of introducing voices into an orchestral

symphony, and show us that although Beetho-

ven had fixed quite some time before upon the

idea of the famous theme which forms the

burden of the final or choral movement, the

actual thought of introducing the voice came
only after the other movements had all been

sketched out. Beethoven more than once had

confided to his friend Schindler that he was

having trouble in producing a final movement
powerful enough to carry to its climax the

musical forces he had let loose in the first three

movements and it was as with a feeling of great

relief that he one day informed his friend that

he had decided to introduce a musical setting of

Schiller's "Ode to Joy" to be sung by chorus

and solo voices, with orchestral accompaniment.

Such an idea might have been, in some hands,

commonplace enough, but when, after some

trouble, Beethoven hit upon the wonderfully

simple and effective device by means of which

he links up the instrumental opening with the

first entrance of the voice, he thereby placed the

work upon a pedestal of greatness from which

his spirit winged its way into a very heaven of

tonal achievement. The final movement of the

Ninth Symphony is wholly unique, and although

it has been imitated it has never been surpassed

or even equalled.

A Picture of the Soul

In the first movement of the symphony
Beethoven gives us a vast tonal picture of the

human soul travailing towards the light with

{Continued on page 75)

PROTECT TOUR RECORDS BY USINO

THE ORIGINAL TEN TIME NEEDLE
(EACH NtEOlE CUARANTEEO 10 PI" TEH RECORDS ON ANY FmOHOuRAPN)

EACH NEEDLE CHEM-

ICALLY TREATEDTO

PROLONG THE LIFE

OF YOUR RECORDS

A PACKAGE OF
50 NEEDLES

EQUIVALENT TO
SOO ORDINARY
STEEL NEEDLES

150% PROFIT
on WALL-KANE NEEDLES

The only needle recognized as the original 10-record

needle, established for over ten years, put up in

handsome displays that sell themselves.

WALL-KANE NEEDLE MANUFACTURING CO,, inc.

3922 14th Avenue Brooklyn, N. Y.

Special prices on

JAZZ, CONCERT and PETMECKY NEEDLES
The New Display Case Holding 100 Packages Assorted
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The Newport Distance- Getting Ability

Will Make Sales for You!
The distance-getting ability of the Newport is one of

the outstanding characteristics of this receiver. The

feature is a real asset to all sagacious and forward-

looking dealers.

This ability can be shown in many ways. It can be

shown by the enthusiastic testimonials that are dailv

coming into these offices; it can be shown by the

International Tests Records; you can demonstrate il

yourself to your prospective customer. You can bring

to him the romantic arias that have stirred Time;

you can let him discuss privately with the leaders of

human thought and enterprise any subject in which

lie is interested: you can give him the thrill of tense

moments in Sportdom. You can bring the world to

his fireside via the Newport.

He will readily see that all the drama and romance

of present time is at his beck and call through the

distance-getting ability of Newport. It is the receiver

he wants.

The Newport Is a Good Receiver

Built in a Piece of Fine Furniture

WewYbrk City

Distributors

:

Blackman Talking Machine Co. Bristol & Barber Co., Inc.

28-30 West 23rd Street 3 East 14th Street

New York, N. Y. New York, N. Y.
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Somerset

4 Tubes —Dual Control
A superior four tube, tuned radio frequency receiver—two dial

control—operates on storage battery or dry cells. Automatic
filament control insures lone life of tube.s The finest "low loss" condensers
and the famous SOMERSET Calibrated Transformers are features. "B"
battery space is provided in the handsome two- T 2 of
tone mahogany finish cabinet. Size 21"x"15'x 11 ".

X^lal \JJ

Prices subject to change without notice

Quality-
EVERY once in a while somebody

brings forth an idea so big, so valu-

able, and so obvious, that everybody recognizes

its merit immediately and wonders why it

wasn't done long before. That is the reception
which the public has accorded the Somerset Radio Receiver— the perfect tuned radio frequency line. Almost over night

it has leaped into leadership through its unmistakable su-

periority in design, quality and value. The Somerset line con-
sists of four models— Stratford Model 4-A, 4 tube set, 2
dials— $65. Mars Model 5 A, 5 tube set, 3 dials— $75.
Shelbourne, Model 4-B, 4 tube set, 1 dial, syncronized con-
trol—$85. Standish, Model 4-C, 4 tube set, 1 dial, synchron-
ized control, with built-in loud speaker— $150.

Let the Somerset Line Increase

Your Profits!

YOU make profits only on the goods you
sell— not on the shelf ornaments. Get

aboard the Somerset line—it is going rullspeed ahead.

Somerset Radio Receivers have caught the public

fancy because they are just what the public has been
wanting. "Give them what they want"—that's the secret to bigger

profits.

a & a s
SHELBOURNE MODEL 4- B

4 Tubes—Single Dial Control
Our perfected tuned radio frequency circuit with single dial synchronized
control. Storage battery or dry cell operation, automatic filament control, the

finest "low loss" condensers, and the famous SOMERSET
Calibrated Transformers. Compartments for large sized storage

"A" and dry cell "B" batteries. Mahogany finished cabinet

hand-rubbed two-tone effect. List ^85
Size 26' x 14' x 12*

EVERY STATION IS E-A-S-Y
with the single dial synchronized

control—featured on our Shelbourne
and Standish Models. A simple twist of the big com-
fortable dial and your favorite station comes in—always

at the same point. No need to fuss and adjust—you turn

to it as confidently as yon turn into your own street

going home. The Somerset single dial synchronized

control has been perfected after most exhaustive tests,

and is made possible only by the most painstaking selec-

tion and matchingol coils, condensers and transformers.

Leading radio engineers have pronounced it a triumph

of radio engineering.

Dealers/
Somerset Dealer Service

includes not only full coopera-

tion and dealer helps on
Somerset Radio Receivers, but
also complete service on tubes,

phones, batteries, loud speakers
etc., at regular dealers' discounts.

Fill out and mail the coupon for

complete information and details

of this service. Don't put it off—
send today,

Jet QuicKf

Somerset Radio Receivers
Copyright, 1925, National Airphone Corp.
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at a Price!
SOMERSET cabinets are unique —

each a piece of fine furniture to grace
milady's drawing room. Substantial construc-
tion, with artistic two-toned, hand-rubbed
mahogany finish. Somerset technical features
are equally remarkable— secured not only by superior
wiring and workmanship but by painstaking care and test
in selecting parts and materials. Somerset Radio Receivers
are easily the greatest value in radio to-day. And Somerset
technical features— too many to describe in detail here—
are equally notable. In simplicity of operation, reliability,
range, selectivity and tone, Somerset Radio Receivers are
without peers in their price range —easily the greatest values
in radio today'

The Famous Somerset Quarantee-
Satisjaction—or Money Back

YOU must be satisfied with this receiver or

we do not want you to keep it. If for any
reason you feel that it is not exactly as represented or

that it is not the quality and value which you have
a right to expect, we want you to return it for exchange or lor re-

fund, whichever you prefer. We will cheerfully and promptly make
good any Somersei product which does not fully measure up to

your expectations.

s a s

EVERY completed Somerset Radio
Receiver must pass the rigid tests

of the Somerset Engineering Labora

5 Tubes—Three Dial Control
Tu o stages tuned radio frequency, detector, and two stages

audio frequency. Storage battery or dry cell operation, auto-
matic filament control, highest Quality' 'low loss" condensers
and the famous SOMERSET Calibrated Transformers.
Artistic cabinet hand-rubbed mahogany finish providing T $7*"»
space for dry cell "B" batteries. Size 29'xl4"xll"" ... «

->

Prices subject to change without notice

tones before it is certified "O.K. for shipment". It must
function perfectly or it cannot leave the Somerset labo-
ratory. And that is why Somerset receivers are so te-

markably sensitive and selective, reaching out to get
broadcast programs from incredible distances, and re-

producing them with precise fidelity and rich mellow
tone. It is this infinite care with the "tremendous
trifle*" that places Somerset Radio Receivers in a class
by themselves.

4 Tubes—Single Dial Control
with built - in loud speaker

Combining a built-in loud speaker of the

highest type and the lour tube tuned

radio frequency circuit with single dial synchronized control— all the latest and
best in radio. Storage battery or dry cell operation, automatic filament control,

highest quality "low loss" condensers, and the famous SOMERSET Calibrated

Transformers. Ample space is reserved in this cabinet for stand-

ard size high ampere hour storage "A" batteries and dry

batteries. Exquisite cabinet, antique T $1 CO
mahoganyfinish.Size29"xlJ"xl4". ^l01- A-'*-'

National Airphone Corp.
16 Hudson St., N. Y. City

Without any obligation to me
send full details and information
on the Somerset line and remark-
able assistance to dealers.

MFD.
hy
u
NATIONAL AIRPHONE CORR nSfSS^

Prices west of the Mississippi, add 10%
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Type 6-D Broadcast Receiver
Non-oscillating ^ Non-radiating

i
N dollar-for-dollar value, the 6-D Receiver
leads the field.

This remarkable Receiver excels in every phase
of performance,—purity of tone, sharpness of

tuning, range, volume and ease of operation.

You cannot give your customers greater receiv-

ing set value. If your jobber cannot supply

you, write to us.

EISEMANN MAGNETO CORPORATION
165 Broadway, New York

DETROIT SAN FRANCISCO

E1J"EMA.NN

. SPECIFICATIONS •

lor "A" and "B" batteries.

Condensers: Single bearing, low
leakage losses.

Sockets: Suspended on cushion
springs which absorb vibra-

tions.

Circuit: Two stages of tuned
radio frequency amplification,

detector and two stages of audio
frequency amplification. Non-
oscillating.

Tubes: Five in all. Jacks pro-

vided for either five or four

tube operation.

Batteries: Either storage or drv-

cells.

Cables: Complete

Price $125-00
without accessories

EIXEMv^NN
ELECT R_ I CWL E Gt.U I P ME NT
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much groaning and heaviness but in strong and

never-dying aspiration. In the extraordinary

2nd movement, that Scherzo which is "a

triumph of repetition without monotony," he
#

shows us the effort of the soul to find surcease

in pleasure; but without success. In the divine

Adagio sympathy, love and tenderness take the

center of the stage, and the soul is able to find

the peace which is its due. And then at the

wonderful climax the soul, bursting into song

unconfined and free, hymns its glorious praise

of joy:

"Joy, bright star from heaven descended,
Daughter of Elysium
We approach thy shrine majestic
To thine altar now we come."

Thus instruments and voices join together in a

divine climax and the greatest of symphonies

sings its way to a fitting and glorious conclu-

sion.

A later article may take up, record by record,

a musical explanation of the progress of this

heart-moving, stupendous and heavenly achieve-

ment of musical genius.

De Forest Radio Go. Asks
Infringement Injunction

De Forest Charges Infringement of "Audion"

Patent in Application for Injunction

Application for an injunction charging in-

fringement of the De Forest "Audion" or ther-

mionic vacuum tube patent and the registered

trade-mark "De Forest" as applied to all kinds

of radio apparatus manufactured by the De
Forest Radio Co. was filed in the Federal Dis-

trict Court here by De Forest patent counsel in

an action against the Liberty Radio Chain<

Stores, Inc.

The defendant corporation is charged with

misrepresentation in offering for sale vacuum
lubes bearing the name of "De Forest" and

which are described in supporting affidavits as

"inferior and spurious." According to Attorney

Samuel E. Darby this is one of a series of ac-

tions for injunctions that will be filed through-

out the country for alleged misuse of the name
"De Forest."

Conrad Schmidt, the well-known metropolitan

music dealer, has opened a new store at 132

East 170th street, New York City. The new
home is equipped with Audak record demon-

strators, thus adding to the floor capacity of

the warerooms and at the same time assuring

efficient service.

The Sound Wave Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y., was

recently incorporated at Albany with a capital

stock of $10,000. The incorporators are A. A.

Falk, A. Levin and C. T. Brinn.

Radio Exposition in New
Orleans Proves a Success

Interesting Addresses Feature Event—Bruns-

wick-Radiola Exhibit Draws Crowds

New Orleans, La., January 7.—The City of

New Orleans has just .finished holding its Radio

Exposition. The show was held in the Wash-
ington Artillery Hall, the only place available at

the time. Manufacturers of high grade and
well-known radio units attractively displayed

their products.

The show was held only during evenings of

the entire week, and all attendants in charge

of displays were required at all time to appear

on the floor in evening dress. Each evening

some address bearing upon radio was broadcast

from the show, as well as delivered to those

attending, and a most interesting talk on radio

reception was given on Wednesday evening by

R. L. Reid, radio technician of the St. Louis

branch of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.

Brunswick-Radiolas were one of the centers

of attraction at the show. As a test, eager to

ascertain the interest of those attending the

show, The Brunswick Co. requested the regis-

tering of names and addresses of visitors actu-

ally interested in the purchasing of this new
musical instrument, with the result that eleven

hundred some odd individuals readily tendered

their names and addresses the first evening. The
show as a whole was a pronounced success.

Hempel Returns to America

Frieda Hempel, the famous prima donna and

Edison artist, who has been in Europe seven

months, the British Isles claiming more than

two months of her time for the thirty Lind

concerts, returned to New York on January 13.

Miss Hempel's American tour is booked solid

until June, the concerts on the Pacific Coast

beginning Easter Monday. Her opening con-

cert, Jenny Lind, will be given in Plainfield, N.

J., January 19—a benefit for the Greater Goucher

College Fund.

i

Gommerford Co.'s New Plan

Is a Dealer Publicity Aid

The Commerford Co., 106 East Nineteenth

street, New York City, well-known manufac-

turer of Decalcomanias, has arranged a plan

whereby these attractive name plates can be

purchased in small quantities by dealers, which

enables them to place their, names on all mer- I

chandise, such as talking machines, radio re-

ceivers and similar products. ~

Dealers who are retailing standard merchan-

dise have been quick to see the value of placing
™

their imprints through these Decalcomanias on i

all products they sell. This is a very econom- f

ical method of advertising the retail establish- X

ment and is a constant reminder to not only

the radio set or the phonograph owner of the o

establishment that sold the goods but places the I

same name before visitors to such homes.

These Decalcomanias are easily placed upon
|

the merchandise and have proved a particularly

good form of advertising for the talking ma- 5

chine and the radio merchant.

New Store Audak Equipped
J

I

MO

\Tfj Antenna or Loop

\ I A" or *B" Batteries

J lU Battery Chafer

ffo
ll

J3"BcU;berles

No Battery Charter

M&-r20
The Last Word in Radio!

/f S great a business opportunity as

G/J_ it is the significant opening of

a new era— . Radio free of an-

tennae, loops, "A" and "B" batteries,

and battery chargers. More prospects,

easier sales, better turnover. Just plug

into the nearest lighting socket, and the

Mu-Rad MA-2Q will entertain you
without any further attention. All the

former expensive and complicated ac-

cessories of radio—made obsolete by this

''culmination of radio".

Profits for the Dealer

Our new schedule of discounts

together with our close co-op-

erative policy makes the Mu-
Rad line really profitable.

Write for proposition

Ml-—HI IIMIII O IMIII <>—»<HMMH

jMli-R/id L/jbor/itories.Inc.

Fifth /Ive /Isbory Park. New Jersey
mtn-w()—»»-MBt»()-—B-(>-aaB&-() n iw in <>—

i

<h

! mu-rakHeciiver
I

i

MO
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<
\Emersoriu NOW

This

LICENSED Neutrodyne
retails at only $85

We solicit good Dealer connections

in the Metropolitan District for

this fastest selling set— fastest

because it is a genuine NEU-
TRODYNE and offers maxi-

mum value per dollar.

Write for information
to us direct.

merson wdio and ^hono
307-309 Sixth Avenue

graph Corp.

New York, N. Y.
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TiVeReasons
Jhr

QuickSales

The same five reasons that make the

AM RAD NEUTRODYNE the fast-

est selling radio set in the market today

have caused a flood of orders and inquiries

from all over the country.

Responsible Talking Machine Dealers,

interested in a good, low-priced
LICENSED Neutrodyne, should open
negotiations with nearest jobber at

once to insure deliveries when desired.

Write or wire your jobber or us direct.

tlEUTRODljriE
°%e ySice of thejlir

^MERICdN RdDIO AND RESEARCH f3RPOR4TION
Dept. W Medford Hillside, Mass.
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Usual After-Holiday Record Demand Is

Feature of Retail Trade in St. Louis
Holiday Business Satisfactory—Ethics of Newspaper Advertising Receive Attention of the Trade

—Death of Miss Hattie Ogden—R. K. Brandenberger in New Post—Month's News

St. Louis, Mo., January 7.—The Christmas talk-

ing machine business, when all lines are con-

sidered, was highly satisfactory. Radio and
radio-talking machine combinations were in par-

ticularly good demand during the holiday sea-

son. January started off slowly in talking ma-
chines but with good.sales of records, as is usual

after Christmas.

Question "Bai,t" Advertising

The ethics of newspaper advertising of talk-

ing machines have .been "the subject of a some-
what fervid three-cornered discussion the past

few weeks, with the music merchants, a divided

camp, in one corner, the two leading news-
papers, also divided, in another, and the Better

Business Bureau in the third. The dispute has

been more particularly about piano advertising,

but talking machines have entered incidentally.

The legitimacy of "bait" advertising has been
called in question. Some of the dealers have
criticized it and some justify it. The Better

Business Bureau has been trying to bring about
adherence to a certain standard. It is prepar-

ing some suggestions to be submitted to the

advertisers.

Brunswick Drive on Records
For the introduction of its Brunswick line the

Aeolian Co. of Missouri had a special issue for

St. Louis only of Gene Rpdemich's Orchestra
in his latest composition, "Honolulu." On the

other side was "Shanghai Shuffle," another
Rodemich offering. .

Death of Miss Hattie Ogden
Miss Hattie Ogden, for twenty-five years con-

nected with St. Louis music houses as a sales-

woman, died Christmas morning at her home
here. She was formerly for years with the Boll-

man Bros. Piano Co. Later she was with the

Famous-Barr Co. and the Kieselhorst Piano Co.

and for seven years had been with the Aeolian
Co. of Mis souri. John L. Stevener, manager
of the talking machine department of the Aeo-
lian Co., was one of the pallbearers.

Silverstone Co. Leases Building

The Silverstone Music Co., Edison distrib-

utor, has taken a lease on the five-story and
basement building at 1114 Olive street, to be
used for this company's retail and wholesale

phonograph business. It is the intention of the

Silverstone concern to make extensive altera-

tions to the building, installing a sprinkler sys-

tem and modern equipment.

L. S. Buchanan Convalescent
L. S. Buchanan, president of the Buchanan-

Fay Co., distributor of Starr talking machines
and Gennett records, who has been confined to

his home by illness since November 29, has re-

covered sufficiently to return to the office, giving

E. E. Fay, vice-president of the company, an

opportunity to visit the trade in southern Illi-

nois, southeast Missouri and Arkansas.

Important Columbia Activities

C. R. Salmon, general manager of the Colum-
bia Distributors, reports an exceptionally good
December in all three branches. Both the rec-

ord and machine business took a decided jump
the last two weeks before Christmas. Mr. Sal-

mon visited the Cincinnati branch in December
and found conditions there and in the surround-

ing territory very good.

Geo. C. Jell, of the general sales department

of the Columbia Phonograph Co., was a visitor

to the headquarters of Columbia Distributors,

Inc., in the interest of the new fine arts series

of Musical Masterworks imported records. This

company reports opening quite a few new ac-

counts throughout its territory in the month

of December. Alfred J. Kirby, merchandise

supervisor of this company, reports that the

transportation companies and the post office

gave exceptionally fine service during the rush

period before the holidays.

W. F. Pierce, who travels out of the Cincin-

nati branch of the Columbia Distributors, paid

a visit to Mr. Salmon in the executive office in

St. Louis, the latter part of December. Mr.

Pierce reports conditions throughout his terri-

tory exceptionally good.

C. F. Stephens has been appointed office man-

ager of the Columbia Distributors office.

R. K. Brandenberger in New Post

Announcement is made by Koerber-Brenner

Co. that R. K. Brandenberger is taking the

place of city salesman made vacant by the resig-

nation of H. Spencer Grover. Mr. Branden-

berger has been for several years a member of

Make 1925 Your Banner Record Year
Increase Your Sales by Pushing

ok^c aw
Records

"THEKE are a number of different fields open for the OKEH dealer. We call your particular
* attention to the following big: selling types of records. We have a complete line which
includes the most popular artists:

BLUES BY POPULAR NEGRO ARTISTS HILX COUNTRY MUSIC
DANCE AND POPULAR SONG HITS LIST OF ALL FOREIGN LANGUAGES

Rare Record Importations (Odeon Records)

Our stock is complete and we will give you TWENTY-FOUR HOUR service.

ArioDiiORG Corporation

1103 Olive Street, St. Louis Mo.
203-5-7 Kansas City Life Building, Kansas City, Mo.

Complete stock of radio, phonographs, phonograph supplies and accessories

andlp handles it'

'Master of Movable Music'

4 Years
Have Proved

Outing
Portables

Are the

Best

Marks Radio & Phono. Corp.
2215 Pine St. St. Louis, Mo.

Outing Distributor

the Koerber-Brenner organization as salesman
in the Illinois territory.

Tie-Up With Radio Program
Following the Victor Co.'s announcement of

its first radio broadcasting came a quantity of
advertising of various kinds from St. Louis
dealers. Windows celebrating the event have
been numerous, notable among which was that
of the Union House Furnishing Co. The E. E.
Baker Co. sent letters to its entire mailing list

and entertained in its store with a radio pro-
gram,

Brief but Interesting
W. E. Locke, manager of the radio depart-

ment of the Kieselhorst Piano Co., visited his
mother at Olney, III., during the Christmas
holidays.

L. C. Schooler, of the Silverstone Music Co.,
has started on a trip through Illinois.

R. S. Peer, manager of the record division
of the General Phonograph Co., was here late
in December, visiting Manager Schiele, of the
Artophone Corp.

The J. N. Johnson Co., Mt. Vernon, 111.,

attracted much attention, newspaper and other-
wise, with the release of the dance record, "The
Wreck of the V7." A railroad grade was made
in the window and small pieces of coal were
scattered about. A large toy train in a wreck
on the grade was featured. That the people
liked it was evident in the hurry call to the
Koerber-Brenner Co., Victor distributor, for an
additional supply of the record, which sold like

the proverbial hot cakes.

Declares Radio Increases

Sales of Rolls and Records

Marion, Ind., January 7.—Miss Oatess, man-
ager of the record department of the Butler
Music Co., of this city, recently sent out a

report to the effect that since the sale of radio
receivers by this store there has been an
increase of over 15 per cent in the sale of

records, both classical and popular, and a
smaller increase in the sale of sheet music. The
effect on the player rolls for pianos has been
an increase in the year's business of about 11

per cent over last year, which was an exceed-
ingly good year for the better priced player

rolls.

J. Edwin Butler, proprietor of the Butler

Music Co., is very enthusiastic over the effect

that radio has had on the merchandise in his

store, and while at the beginning of the year

some effect was felt in regard to musical instru-

ment sales, this has been counteracted by the

advent into the field of the combination radio

and talking machine. The sales of the high-

priced combination have met with such high ap-

proval by the customers that any effect which
had been felt at the beginning of the year has

been overcome. Mr. Butler states that the de-

mands for records and music show that people's

tastes are turning to the better class of music,

which he attributes largely to the advent oi»

radio into their lives.
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BEGIN THE
NEW YEAR RIGHT

1925 bids fair to be one of the most prosperous years this

country has ever enjoyed. Mills are once more beginning

to hum with full-time activity; business, wholesale and retail,

is rapidly approaching full tide.

And, as always, a prosperous public will seek and demand

Quality—unquestioned Quality— in everything it buys.

All of which means that when it comes to Phonograph

Needles, BRI LLIANTON E will be in greater demand

than ever.

Begin the new year right—by stocking up with BRIL-

LIANTONE Needles— the Phonograph Needles of recog-

nized Quality.

BRILLIANTONE
STEEL NEEDLE COMPANY OF AMERICA, Incorporated

370 SEVENTH AVENUE, at 31st Street, Suite 1214, NEW YORK
Selling Agents for W. H. Bagshaw Co., Factories, Lowell, Mass.

W. H. Bagshaw Co.
Export Department

44 Whitehall St., N. Y. C.

Cable Address:
"Brillneedl"

Pacific Coast Distributors :

Western Distributor: Canadian Distributor: Munson & Rayner Corp. Walter S. Gray Co.,

The Cole & Dunas Music Co. The Musical Mdse. Sales Co. 926 Midway Place
A^les ^af

430 S. Wabash Ave., 79 Wellington St., W., Los Angeles, Cal. ^54 Mhsfon St.

Chicago Toronto San Francisco, Cal. San Francisco, Cal.

REPRESENTATIVES in SYDNEY, New South Wales; MELBOURNE, BRISBANE, PERTH, Australia; WELLINGTON,
New Zealand; HAVANA, Cuba; BUENOS AIRES, Argentine; SANTIAGO, Chile; BARRANQUILLA, Colombia; GENOA,

Italy; DUBLIN, Ireland.
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Favorable Industrial Conditions in the

Pittsburgh District Brighten Outlook
All Trade Factors in Optimistic Mood as Stabilized Conditions Make Themselves Felt—Radio Now

Important Business Factor—Hardwick Co. Chartered—Trade News and Activities

Pittsburgh, Pa., January 10.—With the ad-

vent of the New Year, fortressed by an excel-

lent Christmas holiday business, the talking ma-
chine dealers of Pittsburgh are looking forward

to a year of brisk business. This is due to the

fact that industrial conditions in the Pittsburgh

district promise to be brisk and more stabilized

than for many months past.

All of this indicates good business not only

in the talking machine, radio and musical in-

strument lines but in the general merchandise

line as well, for it is a well established fact

that when the general merchandise business is

flourishing here the same can be said of the

talking machine business.

While radio has been a marked factor in busi-

ness here, it is known that the phonograph and

records are still retaining their popularity in the

homes of the residents of the Steel City and

vicinity.

Artists Tie-Up With Radio

Probably one of the most outstanding events

in musical and talking machine circles here was
the broadcasting of the singing of John McCor-
mack and Lucretia Bori, and other Victor ar-

tists, on the night of January 1.

Victor dealers, such as the C. C. Mellor Co.,

the W. F. Frederick Co., Kaufmann's, Kauf-

raann & Baer Co., Boggs & Buhl, Joseph Home
Co., Spear & Co., S. Hamilton Co., Lechner &
Schoenberger, tied up with the concert.

Favors Phonograph-Radio Combination
Theodore Hoffmann, of the J. M. Hoffmann

Co., who has made a close study of the talking

machine business and is now engaged in a sur-

vey of the radio, is of the opinion that the

phonograph and radio are a combination that

must be reckoned with from now on by the

music man who wishes to keep up with "the

procession." In speaking of this, Mr. Hoffmann
said:

"It appears to me that the question of music

is so closely related to the radio and the talking

machine that I find where there is an enthu-

siastic phonograph fan there is also a man or

woman who is intensely interested in radio.

We handle the Brunswick-Radiola combination

and have found that it is a combination that

proves highly satisfactory to the happy owner.

We find that the high-grade radio-phonograph

combination is the best seller and one that gives

satisfaction. The time of the low-priced home-
made combination is passing and the fact is

quite apparent that the average home owner
wants a radio outfit in the home that is in

keeping with the standards that obtain there.

It is my judgment that .the radio instead of

curtailing the sales of musical instruments will,

on the other hand, increase sales, as the man or

woman who likes music feels that there must
be in the home a talking machine or a piano,

even though a radio is there. I am not alarmed

over the so-called invasion of the radio into the

home, but feel just like I did in the early days

of the phonograph when few music merchants

were brave enough to place them on sale in

their stores, fearing that the talking machine
was a novelty that the public would soon tire

of."

Hardwick Music Co. Chartered

The Hardwick Music Co., of Uniontown, Pa.,

with stores at Uniontown and Brownsville, was
granted a Pennsylvania charter with a capital

-of $25,000. In addition to handling pianos,

player rolls, sheet music and general musical

merchandise, a line of talking machines are sold.

J. E. Hardwick is the general manager, being

a son of the late Joseph E. Hardwick, founder

of the business, who died several years ago.

Columbia Art Series Popular
Sales of the Columbia Fine Art Series of

Musical Masterworks, produced by the Columbia
Phonograph Co., are reported to be very flat-

tering, being in especial popularity among stu-

dents of music. S. H. Nichols, manager of the

Pittsburgh offices of the company, is very op-

timistic concerning business in the next twelve

months.

Addition of Radio Proves Profitable

Chauncy R. Parsons, manager of the talking

machine department of the Rosenbaum Co., is

very much pleased over the volume of holiday

business handled in his department. He also

stated that the introduction of radio outfits in

his department proved to be a very wise move,

as many sales of outfits were made, every one

Exclusively Wholesale Service in the

PITTSBURGH DISTRICT
Colin B. Kennedy Equipment

Atwater Kent Equipment

Pooley Radio Cabinets

French Ray-O-Vac Batteries

Exide Storage Batteries

Gold Seal Homchargers

Music Master Loud Speakers

Weston Radio Plugs

Pennsylvania Radiophones

Brach Antenna Sets

Jewel and Oro-Tone Portable Phonographs

ES E N B E CO
SWARTZ & BUEIIN \J

\

909 Penn Avenue Telephone : Atlantic 0539

Catering'especially to music dealers

Pittsburgh, Pa.

that was ordered prior to Christmas Day being
installed before the clock struck twelve an-
nouncing December 2Sth's arrival.

Brisk Sales at Esenbe Co.

The Esenbe Co., which maintains an exclu-

sively wholesale service for radio dealers and
is also distributor of the Jewel and Oro-Tone
portable phonographs, reports a brisk sale of its

radio outfits to dealers, the Colin B. Kennedy
and Atwater Kent sets being featured by the

company. H. E. Swartz is the manager.
Looks Forward to Busy Days

At the Columbia Music Co. John Henk, the

well-known pioneer of talking machine mer-
chants here, stated that business for the holiday

season was in keeping with his expectations.

Mr. Henk, who handles the Columbia, Bruns-
wick and Edison phonographs, is of the opinion

that sales for the remainder of the Winter
months will be very satisfactory. He is also

convinced that the radio will be a factor in pro-

ducing musical merchandise patrons rather than
discouraging them.

Excellent Player-Tone Demand
Sales of the Player-Tone talking machine and

radio combination are reported as "excellent"

by I. Goldsmith, the president of the Player-

Tone Talking Machine Co. Mr. Goldsmith is

of the opinion that since the radio is making so

pronounced an impression in the musical world,

the best sellers for talking machine merchants
will be the radio-phonograph combination. He
stated that his distributors report that the Player-

Tone Console No. 300, which is equipped with

four and five-tube sets, is a very brisk seller.

New Zealand Dealer Finds

Posters Good Publicity

From far-away New Zealand the Sonora
Phonograph Co., Inc., received recently several

interesting photographs showing views of the

An F. J. Pinny, Ltd., Sonora Poster

establishment of F. J. Pinny, Ltd., of Welling-

ton, New Zealand, and some of the outdoor

posters used by this company in developing

Sonora business. This concern is enjoying sig-

nal success in the merchandising of Sonora

products, and the accompanying illustration

shows one of the very attractive posters that

it placed about its territory for the purpose of

impressing the public with the quality of Sonora

products.

Bush-Lane Store Opens

Centralia, Wash., January 4.—The formal

opening of the new store of the Bush & Lane

Piano Co., at 218^ North Tower avenue, was

held here recently, and many patrons were en-

tertained. Paul Kuhl, formerly of Portland, has

been appointed manager of the store which is

under the supervision of Harry N. Quacken-

bush. The latter also directs the stores at

Aberdeen and Hoquiam. The new Centralia

branch will handle a complete stock of Bush

& Lane pianos and phonographs as well as

other leading makes.

J. E. York has been appointed manager of the

Pickerell Music House, Coffeyville, Kan.
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Right Now!
1*888*687 Live Prospects

Are Reading This Advertising

IN

Popular Radio

125,842

Radio Broadcast

90,184

Popular Science

Monthly

262,784

Scientific

American

77,805

Farm Journal

1,145,650

Dairyman's

League
News

70,149

Q. S. T.

36,026

* Neutrodyl

/
DEMAND —
Just Waiting for

YOU to ACT

Write for Details

of

Eagle Policy

THE WORLD'S GREATEST
POPULAR PRICED SET
Manufactured and Guaranteed by

EAGLE RADIO CO.
Makers of

The Famous Models A and B
EAGLE NEUTRODYNE

RECEIVER
Your protection for Quality

and unparalleled

VALUE
Askjhe dealer—He Knows

EAGLE RADIO COMPANY

llEUTRO

Newark, N. J,

EAGLE RADIO CO.
22 BOYDEN PiACE
NEWARK, N.J.

^^^^
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Holiday Gift Buying in the Richmond
Territory Boosts Retail Sales Volumes

Entire Trade Facing Opening of New Year With Confidence—Radio Being Featured by Many
Dealers—New Pathe Accounts Opened—Goldberg Bros. Plan Opening of Baltimore Branch

Richmond, Va., January 8.—While Christmas
business in the talking machine line in this

territory was reported to have been unusually
good, the year 1924 as a whole did not measure
up to the level of 1923 business, reports from
jobbers and dealers indicate. However, the
trade is looking ahead to big things in 1925 and
the opinion is prevalent that this year will prove
a banner one for the business. One of those
sharing this view is Frank W. Corley, vice-
president of The Corley Co., Victor jobber
and retailer. Mr. Corley, in commenting upon
the outlook for 1925, said that he fully expected
business of his firm this year to be at least
20 per cent in excess of that-last year. "We
have the presidential election behind us," he
said, "and everything appears to be look

Both of our departments started off the new
year well and we are expecting business to

show marked improvement from now on."

Corley Co. Pushing Radio

The Corley Co. is planning to establish a

separate department for radio near the Grace

street front of its retail store and contemplates

building several booths for demonstration of

these instruments. The firm is now featuring

the Fada line. In announcing the taking on of

this line, it said: "After careful study and ex-

periment, we decided upon the Fada neutro-

dyne receiver as not only the most generally-

successful and satisfactory make, but also the

lowest priced, quality and value considered."

It was emphasized in the announcement that

up. a genuine Fada neutrodyne may be had for as»>

The reasons why
Domino Records
are the leaders at

Early releases of the latest and big hits.

Recordings by foremost artists and most
popular orchestras.

A price that assures quick turnover with a

handsome margin of profit.

Write for sample records and complete details

DOMINO RECORD CO.
22 West 20th Street New York City

2e

little as $75. In order to push radio sales, the

firm recently hooked up with the first of a series

of programs broadcast by the Victor Co. on
New Year's Day, featuring famous Victor art-

ists and musical organizations.

The Biggs Music Co. is featuring radio in

separate cabinets but has no sets in combina-
tion with the phonograph. Four lines are han-

dled, namely, Radiola, Freed-Eiseman, Crosley

and Atwater-Kent.

New Pathe Dealers in Richmond
Goldberg Bros., Pathe distributors, report

having enjoyed an exceptionally good Christ-

mas business, and they are also looking ahead
to a very busy year. The firm announces the

appointment of the following new dealers in

Richmond: Philip Levy Co.; Hopkins Furniture

Co.; S. P. Dowdy & Co.; Meinhard & Pearson;

Dabney & Bugg and Thomas Bros. Dabney
& Bugg is a new furniture firm just opened
at 10 East Broad street, the former site of the

Sprinkle Piano Co., Brunswick -dealer.

Goldberg Bros, are arranging to establish a

branch office in Baltimore in charge of Ger-

son W. Held, who has been working that ter-

ritory for the past several months with marked
success. Up to this time," Mr. Held has been

traveling out of the Richmond office of the

firm. His brother, Charles H. Held, who
travels South Carolina for the firm, spent the

Christmas holidays in Richmond. Down in that

State there is some demand for 'radio but it

is not affecting the sales of phonographs to any

appreciable extent.

Eaim Bros. & Friedberg Cele-

brate New Store Opening

The opening of Bairn Bros. & Friedberg's

new store, at 59 Second avenue, New York
City, celebrated with a holiday sales drive

which attracted many customers, and the store

did a thriving business in its new stand. Fol-

lowing the day's business, the proprietors enter-

tained the organization and friends at a supper

party at the Little Roumania restaurant.

Among those prominent in talking machine cir-

cles who attended the party were Charles B.

Mason, sales manager of the New York Talking

Machine Co.; J. Schlick, C. Bruno & Son, Inc.,

and W. A. Bishop, Blackman Talking Machine

Co.

McKenzie Phonograph
in Fine New Quarters

Seattle, Wash., January 4.—The new quarters

of the McKenzie Phonograph Store werei

opened recently at 2418 Fourth avenue, with

McKenzie Phonograph Store

appropriate ceremonies featuring the first day

in the new shop. A complete stock of phonos

graphs, records and other musical instruments

is carried, and modernly equipped demonstra-

tion and display quarters have been provided.

This establishment, which has been in business

for but a comparatively short time, has built

up a very satisfactory sales volume.

Ault's Music Store, Fort Worth, Tex, has"

moved to 1105 Main street. Growing business

compelled expansion.
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MOTOR No. 22

The Heineman Number 22
|Mi|^^'||IFT the motorboard of any of the moder-

WiFnf ate'y priced console models on the

market today and nine times out of ten

tlCjjj^Pffill you'll find it equipped with the Heine-
man Motor Number 22. Manufacturers know
that the buying trend now is for consoles at a

reasonable price. That's why the majority of

them are using the Heineman Number 22. They
know that it is absolutely dependable and made
with the painstaking care used in the manufacture
of all Heineman motors, regardless of price.

Some More "Reasons Why"
The Number 22 meets the demands is given the 22. It goes through the

for an inexpensive motor that yet is same number of careful checkings, is

reliable. The "reason why" it is in- made by the same precise machinery
expensive is because in the first place and in fact practically the same ma-
it is smaller. That means less material terials are used. Only smaller quan-
required and hence less expense. tities of it are required. But remember

this: There is never any difference in

However, the same care that is used in the QUALITY of any HEINEMAN
manufacturing the higher priced motors motor.

HEINEMAN QUALITY MOTORS
Manufactured by

General Phonograph Corporation
OTTO HEINEMAN, Pres.

25 West 45th Street New York City
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Cleveland Holiday Demand Showed Trend
of Public Preference in Music Lines

Marked Improvement in Business Brings Sales Volumes Up to Satisfactory Figure—Many of the

Leading Firms Add Radio and Phonograph-Radio Combinations—Edison Tone Test Scheduled

Cleveland, 0., January 8.—Probably no holiday

season demonstrated more forcibly than the one

just past what the people want most in the

way of musical merchandise. While a smart

pick-up in the last-minute business in all

branches of the industry in this territory made

the last two weeks of December prove a revela-

tion to even the most optimistic merchants, ra-

dio made up a large share of musical merchan-

dising during the holiday period, and apparently

will continue to gain in volume as the new year

advances.

Leading Firms Add Radio

One of the interesting phases of this develop-

ment is the entry into the field of radio by some

of the leading and more conservative houses.

This move locally has grown surprisingly in the

last few weeks, in fact, since the example

was set by the Denton-Cottier-Daniels Co., Buf-

falo, in the inauguration of its Brunswick- Radi-

ola division. Since then have come the Muehl-

hauser Bros. Piano Co., also with a Brunswick-

Radiola department, in which already numerous

high-priced instruments have been sold, largely

for cash; the Maresh Piano Co., with expert

service in the person of E. W. Fuller; the New-
man-Stern Co., amusement enterprise, which is

one of the largest in its field in the country, and,

finally, the Conn-Cleveland Co., of C. G. Conn,

Ltd., with not only a varied radio sales de-

partment, but its own radio broadcasting station

as well.

Another stupendous move, radio-wise, is the

inauguration of the radio department, with the

complete line of Brunswick phonographs as well

as radio, at the Newman-Stern Co. In the opin-

ion of L. S. McLeod, district manager, and E.

M. Scott, phonograph division manager, of tin-

Brunswick Co. in this territory, the acquisition

of the lines by Newman-Stern is one of the big-

gest moves of the season. Early in the new

year an adequate department will be established.

E. W. Fuller With the Maresh Co.

In taking on a varied line of radio the Maresh

Piano Co. is one of the late comers, but by no

means behind the rest. Here, likewise, service

will be the outstanding feature, and for this pur-

pose A. L. Maresh, head of this firm, has

acquired E. W. Fuller, who has been identified

with radio for the last five years.

Planning Large Radio Department

In the downtown district the latest addition

to radio is the Knabe Warerooms, essentially a

high-grade piano establishment. Here also sev-

eral different types were installed prior to the

holidays, and though a goodly stock was ac-

quired, this was sold out before the close of the

Christmas buying period. The move is con-

sidered so good by Knabe Warerooms execu-

tives that a comprehensive department is

planned, with perhaps separate rooms for the

display and demonstration of different types of

instruments.

Live Dealer Promoting Columbia Interest

Though not all cities are supplied with means

such as Cleveland and some other Ohio locali-

ties have for aiding merchants to give pub-

licity to their products, talking machine dealers

elsewhere may benefit by the experience of Ren-

ner's Music Store, Coshocton, O., Columbia

dealer. In Cleveland the Cleveland Trust Co.,

in the center of the city, maintains an exhibit

space, where all manner of products, novelties

and advertising material is displayed, and this

space is eagerly sought after by business in-

terests. A similar enterprise is conducted by

the Ohio Service Co. in various central Ohio

cities, of which Coshocton is one. The Ren-

ner establishment was fortunate in acquiring use

of this window a short time prior to Christmas,

and arranged a real sales-producing window, in

the opinion of S. S. Larmon, Cleveland district

branch manager of the Columbia Co. A great

many sales were traced directly to it, which is

the important part. This is attributed to the

use of two of the higher priced Columbia
models, as well as some of the late strong sales

helps on them. The "10 Reasons" being used

conspicuously in Columbia literature has a sig-

nificant influence, in the opinion of Renner store

members.
Planning Big Edison Tone-Test Drive

Under the impetus of the last-of-December

business, the Phonograph Co., Edison distribu-

tor, is completing plans for the promotion of

still more new business for its members. Again
this takes the form of the ever-popular tone-test

concert, for which 20 dealers have entered.

This year a departure will be made, in that

each of these concerts will be held in some hall

or theatre under auspices of the 'dealer handling

it. In this way the largest number of attend-

ants will be possible, and of course the largest

number of prospects. For this engagement Col-

lins and Harlan have been booked, and they

will repeat numerous past successes when they

appear.

Meanwhile the Phonograph Co. is supple-

menting its work by the distribution of illus-

trated literature, indicating a wide variety of

Edison instruments for the prospect to select

from, and in which a good return is developing.

This is all a reflection of the smart pickup in

wholesale business, which necessitated consider-

able overtime work at Cleveland headquarters

in order to meet dealers' immediate demands.

L. Meier & Sons Co. Launches Drive

Among dealers' individual efforts to bring out

new buying interest, that of the L. Meier &
Sons Co. is conspicuous. In recent years, with

practically every family in the Cleveland dis-

(Continued on page 84)
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\ AMPERE CHARGE ''//

ELECTRICAL DIVISION
EASUB CABJUMTORCO
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Nobody Can Blame Buyers for Showing Good Judgment
EAGLE CHARGERS are the outstanding buy in the charger field this season.

It's an EAGLE YEAR—and a word to the wise should be sufficient.

EAGLE CHARGERS have a deserved, honestly earned reputation, gained by faithful per-
formance under any and every condition.

On the market a year and a half—distributed by over one hundred and fifty of the
leading radio, music and electrical jobbers—selling in tremendous volume and repeating

—

approved by engineers and recommended by manufacturers of sets everywhere. Isn't that
a record for eighteen months?

Yet, why not? EAGLE is the ONLY bulb charger having a control of the charging rate

—

having a two winding transformer which cannot burn out radio tubes—which will charge
120 volts of B Battery in series—and LEGITIMATE. The EAGLE CHARGER uses
Tungar bulbs under arrangement with the General Electric Company.
Strong, aggressive jobbers see the advantage of selling EAGLE CHARGERS. They
MAKE GOOD. Sales resistance is less, and no jobber can afford to be without a good
bulb charger upon which he can make a living profit.

List prices are RIGHT. The EAGLE sales policy is absolutely CLEAN. Discounts are on
a living basis. Deliveries are good. The plant capacity has been increased each month, so

that we are able to take care of our buyers. EAGLE sales features are unique—so unusual
that the Jobber's salesmen really have something to sell that is worth while, instead of
just a battery charger.

THIS IS AN EAGLE YEAR—AS THOSE WHO ARE SELLING
EAGLE CHARGERS HAVE ALREADY FOUND OUT

We can take care of just a limited number of additional sales con-
nections. Write today—or wire—before increased volume compels us

to close our lists for the season. Address the office nearest you.

Foreign & Domestic Electric Commodities, Inc.
Eastern Office

629-635 West 23rd Street
New York, N. Y.

Western Office

11502 Madison Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio

E A G L E
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Ohio Musical Sales Co.
1747 Chester Ave. Cleveland, O.

Outing Distributor

Cleveland Trade Activities
(Continued from page 83)

trict having its own automobile to travel in, the

tendency to shop elsewhere than in the down-
town district has been increasing. Taking ad-

vantage of this, the L. Meier & Sons Co. is

starting a heavy advertising campaign, in which
the accessibility of its three uptown stores, and
especially the fact that there is adequate park-

ing space at all three, are emphasized.

Profits by Exposition Tie-Up
What the exposition can do for the radio and

talking machine dealer is indicated by the re-

sults obtained by the Denton-Cottier-Daniels

Co., Buffalo, at the local Radio Exposition.

This firm took the largest space available, con-

ducted numerous demonstrations, sold an un-

usual number of instruments on the floor, and
developed a prospective clientele that will be

beneficial months after the exposition itself is

forgotten. This exhibit served to bring the new
Brunswick-Radiola and phonographs before an
exceptionally large number of people in Buffalo

and nearby.

Weigel Store Adds Brunswick
Another exclusive Brunswick establishment

opened locally is the Weigel Music Store, in

the Broadview-West Twenty-fifth street district.

Radiolas will be featured here. The opening

was largely attended and was planned by E. M.
Scott, phonograph division manager of the

Brunswick Co.

Fifth Music Memory Contest

The Fifth Music Memory Contest for Ohio,

in which talking machine records figure prom-
inently, is well under way. A larger number of

children from Ohio schools, and a larger num-
ber of older persons who are members of musi-

cal and similar societies, are taking part this year.

The event will close in April, with the Cleveland

Orchestra playing the finals. The same rules

govern the contest this year as in former years.

A complete list of records and other data per-

taining to the contest has been distributed to

dealers by the Cleveland Talking Machine Co.

Radio Combinations Popular

Plans for developing still further the public

interest in the combination cabinet are being

made by the Cheney Phonograph Sales Co.

From the data developed by the increased busi-

ness at Christmas, it appears that this form of

instrument, that already supplies the phono-

graph and radio, or the phonograph adaptable

to radio, is the most desired instrument, in the

opinion of C. B. Hammond, general sales man-
ager of the Cheney. Models with the Freed-

Eisemann and the Federal radio installations

are being featured by the Cheney for this pur-

pose, and are being developed as ideal separate

units for dealer distribution. Similar satisfac-

tory results with the combination instrument

are reported by the Cleveland Talking Machine

Co., local distributor.

. Columbia Holiday Window Drew Trade
• One element that proved especially beneficial

to Columbia dealers in obtaining Christmas

business was the holiday window developed

within the Columbia Model Shoppe at Cleveland

Columbia headquarters. Here new types of

Columbia instruments, late releases of standard

records, and copies of the Master Works rec-

ords were arranged in a Christmas setting.

Many dealers copied this window intact, accord-

ing to S. S. Larmon, district manager, or used

the thought in their own way.

McKelvey Store Enters Field

Among new dealers in the field is the McKel-
vey Store, Youngstown, which installs the com-
plete line of Brunswick phonographs and Radi-

olas in a department that is larger than ordi-

nary for a city of this size. The opening, aided

personally by E. M. Scott, Brunswick phono-

graph division manager, was marked with un-

usual window displays, in which the higher-

priced models were featured.

Drive on Records

Distribution of the Brunswick records made
by the Cleveland Orchestra during the last Au-
tumn was effected by the local Brunswick or-

ganization so that the best benefit with the

Christmas holiday could be obtained. Linked

with this, though, was the arrangement for the

personal appearance of John Charles Thomas,

noted Brunswick artist, who sang with the

Cleveland Orchestra, which move served to at-

tract attention to Thomas records as well

as all Brunswick selections.

And the new year starts off auspiciously for

the Brunswick with the announcement of the

first new dealer in this territory for 1925, the

same being the Fleck Co., at Tiffin, which will

be exclusively Brunswick.

Columbia Rotogravure Advertising

For the first time the rotogravure section of

local newspapers is being used to feature rec-

ords. This high class advertising medium has
been used conspicuously by music trade inter-

ests in Cleveland and other cities, but this is the

initial attempt, and one already proved to be
profitable, to use space exclusively to exploit

records. This space was deemed by S. S. Lar-

mon, branch manager of the Columbia Co., to

be a fitting background to broadcast the new
Columbia Master Works records. The link

used to assist the dealer element was the sug-

gestion that readers write in for literature and
booklets on these records. First copy resulted

in an unusual number of such inquiries, accord-

ing to Mr. Larmon, and these inquiries probably

will be turned over to dealers.

Death of H. E. McMillin
Passing of the old year also marked the pass-

ing of one of Cleveland's pioneer music mer-
chants. H. E. McMillin, head of the McMillin

Music Co., died at his office while transacting

business. Mr. McMillin, who was 77 years of

age, came to Cleveland in 1882, and was a part-

ner in J. G. Richards & Co. Previously he

had been engaged in music publishing and in

the musical merchandise business in Shelby.

Later he branched out for himself here, and
founded the McMillin Co., which he directed

personally and continuously for the last 35

years.

H. G. Prange Go. Installs

New Record Filing Gases

Sheboygan, Wis., Concern Makes a Number of

Improvements in Talking Machine Depart-

ment Calculated to Increase Efficiency

Sheboygan, Wis., January 7.—Service to cus-

tomers and general comfort of clerks in the

record department of the H. C. Prange Co. at

Sheboygan, Wis., has been increased by the in-

stallation of new record filing cases. These
cases have been so constructed as to have the

highest shelf in reach of every clerk, and the

lowest one far enough from the floor to prevent

its being a dust collector. The records may
be indexed so that they need not be handled

and soiled in selecting the desired number as

they are in many cabinets. The new case is

the idea of Arthur Bleck, manager of the talk-

ing machine and record department of the

store.

Audak Go. to Occupy
Larger Quarters Soon

Late this month the Audak Co., which now
occupies offices on the tenth floor of 565 Fifth

avenue, New York City, will move to a larger

location on the eleventh floor. The new home
of the executive offices of the company takes in

the entire Fifth avenue side of the building.

The increased space was found necessary owing
to the added popularity of the Audak record

"demonstrators, which many dealers throughout

the country find materially increases their record

sales.

Big Murdock Radio Demand

The success with which the new model of the-

Murdock neutrodyne met is visualized in a re-

port from A. S. DeVeau, New York district

manager of the William J. Murdock Co., Chel-

sea, Mass. Mr. DeVeau reports that in shortly

over a month after the introduction of this new
model in the New York territory more than

4,000 sets were disposed of.

The Hardwick Music Co., Uniontown, Pa.,

has been granted a charter to operate two retail

stores. It has a capital stock of $75,000.

RADIO
Combination Set Manufacturers
Are PROGRESSIVES in the talking machine field. They are
looking into the future and preparing to meet a clearly forecast
demand.

We have looked into the future and are prepared to meet a
demand, just as clearly forecasted, for quality binding posts
"with Tops Which Don't Come Off." We are PROGRESSIVES
in our field.

EBY posts are scientifically designed, beautifully finished and
their price is right. They can be furnished either plain or en-
graved in twenty-five different markings.

Our COMBINATION is

QUALITY and SERVICE

H. H. EBY MFG. CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
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THE NEW MURDOCK
A 5-Tube Neutrodyne Receiver with
built - in Loud Speaker. Supreme
in performance and appearance.
Unique design. The New Murdock
represents radio at its best. A re-
markable set for the price of $100
only.

CAPITOL PRODUCTS
WILL BRING

A HAPPY and PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR
The standard radio products of established

quality that we distribute, are well known in

the music world for their magnificent per-

formance, beautiful appearance and moderate
prices.

A good stock of Capitol products on hand will

bring prosperity to the dealer and happiness

to his clientele. A satisfied customer is a valu-

able asset to the dealer; Capitol products cre-

ate good will and satisfaction among your
customers.

Your big share of profits for the New Year
will be readily available for you if you stock

up with Capitol products NOW. To avoid

last minute rush orders, phone or wire your
requirements without further delay. Be pre-

pared for a great New Year that will be fruit-

ful of success and profits for aggressive deal-

ers merchandising prominent Capitol products.

ADAPTO RADIO
CABINET

A perfect radio cabinet that fits
practically any set. An artistically
designed cabinet with place for
everything. Ventilated battery com-
partment. Specially designed horn
built into top. The Adapto Cabinet
combines Beauty, Convenience and
Adaptability.

BURNS LOUD SPEAKER

Unequalled in
Volume, Clar-
ity and Beauty.
A dependable
Loud Speaker
which speaks
for itself. The
surprising
clearness and
naturalness
make the
Burns Loud
Speaker a con-
tinued source
of pleasure.

-Distributors For:
Dynergy
Murdock Neutrodyne
Compendyne Receiver

Starr Harmonic Receiver
Ambler-Holman
S. D. V. Phono. Panels
Compendyne Phono. Panels

Burns Phono Attachments
Charmitone Loud Speakers
Burns Loud Speakers
Ethovox Loud Speaker
Belltone Speakers

Starr Cabinet Speaker
Adapto Cabinets
Exide Batteries

Philco A & B Stor. Bat.

Bright Star Batteries

Power-Bee B Batteries

Neidich Batteries

Cunningham—RCA Tubes
Sampson Tubes
Presto Plugs
Ultra-Handy Chargers
Marion Loops
N. & K. Products

THE AMBLER-HOLMAN
A 5-Tube Radio Set which brings
the magic of the air into fine
hornet Splendid tonal qualities,
volume and wide range of pick-upA practical set. Price $7?

WHOLESALE RADIO
25 WEST 18th STREET NEW YORK CITY

Telephone Chelsea 5171—5172

FACTORY DISTRIBUTORS FOR DYNERGY, THE RADIO RECEIVER THAT NEEDS NO BATTERIES
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STHE INSTRUMENT OF QUALITY

onorj
CLEAR AS A DELL (g

Sonora dealers have the right mer-

chandise at the right prices to meet

the largest demand. Whether it be

phonograph or radio - phonograph,

there is a Sonora model to exactly

meet your customers' tastes and

pocketbooks. A few outstanding

Sonora values are shown below. Let

us tell you more about the Sonora

line. Write today.

242

$235

Serenade

$150

241

$475

Queen Anne
$250

SONORA PHONOGRAPH
COMPANY, INC.

279 Broadway New York City

Makers of Sonora Phonographs, Sonora Radio
Speakers, Reproducers and Sonoradios.

Sonoradio 242, manufactured by an authorized
sub-licensee of Independent Radio Manufacturers,
incorporated under Hazeltine Neutrodyne Patents

No. 1,450,080 dated March 27, 1923, and No.

1,489,228, dated April 1, 1924, and other patents

pending.
Export and Canadian Distributor:

C. A. RICHARDS, Inc.

New York City

Inventories of Los Angeles Dealers Very
Low Following Normal Holiday Business

Feature of Gift Demand Was Popularity of Radio—Sherman, Clay & Co. Officials Visit Local

Branch—Radio Trades Association Meeting—Zenith Dealers at Banquet Meeting—The News

Los Angeles, Cal., January 4. — The sale of

phonographs during the holidays was normal—
as far as normalcy in the phonograph business

now-a-days goes. The volume of radio busi-

ness in the phonograph departments proved

very large indeed, although perhaps not quite

up to the amount which had been anticipated

earlier in the season. On account of the fact

that dealers bought both phonographs and radio

to a very large extent on the 'hand-to-mouth'

principle, the new year sees the dealers with

the minimum of stocks on hand, and they are

congratulating themselves on the smallest in-

ventories on record. This condition is very fine

from the dealers' point of view," and, in their

opinion, as it should be. But it is not calculated

to please the jobbers very much, and the only

danger which it may have engendered is a

shortage of stocks next year; for the jobber

will be very wary then, basing his orders on

the lesson which he learned this year. Thus it

all depends upon the capricious public; if they

take it into their heads to storm the depart-

ments next year
and commence late

in the season to buy

recklessly, the deal-

er will find himself

short of goods and

will in turn shout

for help from the

jobber.

Local Visitors

Fred Sherman
and Andrew G. Mc-
Carthy, of Sherman,

Clay & Co., visited

Los Angeles last Banquet Meeting of Zenith Dealers in Los Angeles

and record sales for the month of November
and December showed a very wonderful in-

crease, the total volume for those two months
exceeding that for the entire previous ten months.

Munson, Rayner Corp. Reports Big Month
The Munson, Rayner Corp. states that De-

cember brought in the largest business during

one month in the history of its experience. The
addition of radio, comprising Colin B. Kennedy
products, Thompson neutrodyne sets and Eise-

mann magneto Corp. products, brought about

this desirable condition. Cheney phonographs
of the more expensive console types, equipped

with Kennedy radio sets, enjoyed good sales.

President Rayner announces that they are now
distributors for Eveready batteries.

Zenith Dealers at Banquet Meeting
The new Super-Zenith radio set was presented

under interesting conditions to local dealers at

a banquet held under the auspices of Listen-

waiter & Gough, Zenith jobbers in Los Angeles.

The banquet was arranged primarily to enable

the dealers to meet H. H. Roemer, director of

month in order that they might attend the Radio

Exposition and spend several days in Southern

California. L. E. Sturdevant, sales manager of

the wholesale radio department of Sherman,

Clay & Co., was also here and reported that

business had been remarkably good throughout

the Pacific Coast. Sherman, Clay & Co. are

distributors for Radio Corp. of America prod-

ucts, Gilfillan neutrodynes and Crosley sets.

Birkel Co. Sells Many Combination Sets

Ed. A. Geissler, general manager of the Geo.

J. Birkel Co., reported that sales of Victrola

console models equipped with radio and Bruns-

wick- Radiolas exceeded their anticipations.

These sales were especially gratifying, of course,

on account of the fact that they represented in

nearly all cases large individual amounts. J. M.

Spain, formerly of Denver, Colo., has been in

charge of the phonograph and radio depart-

ments since early in the Fall.

Radio Trade Meeting

A joint meeting of the three divisions of the

Radio Trades Association took place on De-

cember 16. Despite rain there was a very fail-

attendance from each division or association.

J. W. Boothe, general manager of the music and

radio departments of Barker Bros., president of

the Retail Radio Division; J. A. Hartley, secre-

tary of the Braun Corp., president of the Radio

Jobbers' Association of Southern California;

Carl A. Stone, C. A. Stone Co., president of the

Radio Manufacturers Agents' Association of

Southern California, headed the three divisions,

and J. W. Boothe was voted chairman for the

evening. The purpose of the meeting was the

discussion of the plans for the 1925 Radio Show,

about which a questionnaire had been sent out

to all members. The matter was referred to a

special committee of nine, consisting of two

members from each division and the three presi-

dents.

Starr Phonographs Selling Big

H. L. Nolder, general Western manager of

the Starr Piano Co., reports that phonograph

sales promotion of the Zenith Radio Corp., Chi-

cago, 111., who, in turn, introduced the new
Zenith set, which has attained such popularity.

Following an interesting and informative ad-

dress by Mr. Roemer, the meeting was turned

over to Joseph Etienne, Zenith representative

on the Pacific Coast, who was presented to the

dealers with an introduction by Mr. Gough to

the effect that Mr. Etienne would "bring in Chi-

cago" on the Super-Zenith. The dealers were

somewhat skeptical as to the fulfillment of this

promise, for the local stations in Los Angeles

were broadcasting continuously and the back-

ground was hardly propitious for long-distance

reception. However, in a few seconds Mr.

Etienne brought in KYW of Chicago and the

dealers applauded enthusiastically.

As a result of this demonstration with a set

taken from stock the Listenwalter & Gough Co.

placed its order for over $500,000 worth of

Zenith products and a "spot" order for imme-
diate shipment of one carload for Los Angeles

and one carload for San Francisco. This ag-

gressive jobber is establishing splendid dealer

representation for Zenith products all along the

Pacific Coast, and these dealers are receiving

practical co-operation from their jobber in mer-

chandising Zenith sets.

E &-=
MONTHLY POPULAR RELEASES

Distributed by

ITALIAN BOOK CO.
145 Mulberry St. New York City
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STYLE XXV

Starr Loud Speaker
OUTSTANDING CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE STARR LOUD SPEAKER OF
INTEREST TO ALL RADIO FANS!

TONE CHAMBER Amplifying Horn of

OF SPRUCE exact proportioned, extra

sensitive Silver Grain

Spruce the same as used in all Starr Pianos and
Phonographs.

HORN IS Horn is suspended to allow

SUSPENDED tone vibrations to be delivered

unimpeded by any metal part

or connection. Responds to widest range of

tones.

TONE Volume of tone great enough for

VOLUME any home. Melody and speech

clear and pure as original.

FINISH Artistically finished in Mahogany,
Walnut or Oak. It is compact, un-

obtrusive and presents a neat, attractive ap-

pearance. This beautiful, graceful, little cab-

inet blends harmoniously with other radio units

and home furnishings.

GRILL Grill of pleasing carved lines and re-

movable in an instant.

WORKMANSHIP Of perfect workmanship
throughout. Nothing to

break or to get out of order. Guaranteed to

give lasting satisfaction in every respect.

ADJUSTMENT Loud speaker unit adjusted

for average radio set.

DIMENSIONS Height 9V2 inches; Width 17

inches; Depth inches.

A Loud Speaker of Genuine Merit Built

to Meet the Approval of All Who Want
The Very Best in Radio Equipment.

THE STARR LOUD SPEAKER is

an embodiment of scientific princi-

ples of proper tone amplifying

which have been incorporated in all Starr

musical instruments. It brings out the

melodies and voices of the air to vour

home with perfect fidelity. The horn is

fashioned from Silver Grain Spruce fam-

ous by music masters of all time. Carved

to scientific proportions the Starr Loud
Speaker Horn hangs free, suspended to

perfect balance so the tone is full and

clear, unretarded and unmarred as it is de-

veloped from the initial impulses originated

by the artist through the loud speaker unit.

Thus every tone is delivered in all purity

and faithfulness of the original.

THE STARR PIANO COMPANY
Established 1872 Factories: Richmond, Indiana

NEW YORK, CHICAGO, LOS ANGELES, SAN FRANCISCO, PORTLAND, KANSAS CITY,
BIRMINGHAM, NASHVILLE, DETROIT, CINCINNATI, BOSTON,

CLEVELAND, INDIANAPOLIS
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Profit'Wnonfqg SatesWnnkles
Uses Portable as Record Demonstrator and Sales of These Instruments Jump-
Store Record Displays—Selling 'em When They Pay—Direct-Mail Artists' Tie-Up

Many talking machine dealers regard the port-

able as an instrument which has an appeal at

but two seasons of the year, during the Summer
months and immediately preceding Christmas
day. Others sell this type of instrument
throughout the entire year without waging any
special campaign other than bringing the in-

strument to the attention of those customers
who enter the store. The talking machine de-

partment of a large New York department store

has within the last couple of months sold hun-

dreds of portable phonographs. On a recent

visit to this establishment the writer had occa-

sion to see one method which the sales force

has of calling the customers' attention to this

instrument.

A customer who owned a large model
talking machine called with the intention of pur-

chasing some records. Instead of going to a

demonstration booth, the customer heard the

records at the record counter. For the demon-
stration the saleswoman used one of the porta-

bles which was nearby. After hearing a couple

of records played on a portable talking machine,

the customer made a casual reference to the

instrument, being evidently impressed with its

compactness andl tone. The question led to a

short selling talk on the part of the saleswoman
and in a few minutes the customer had pur-

chased not only the records which she had come
for, but also the portable.

This method can be used by dealers with

many customers who do not bother to enter a

booth when selecting records. The subtle man-
ner of presenting the portable will in many
cases draw comment from the customer, for many
people persist in regarding this type of talking

machine as merely a toy, having no idea of its

capabilities. When such interest is exhibited,

the salesman can give a short sales talk, de-

tailing the merits of the instrument and its low
price; a talk that in many cases will lead to a

sale.

Watkins Bros., Inc., Victor dealers, operating

stores in Hartford, Bristol and South Manches-
ter, Conn., believe in displaying records inside

the store so that all who enter may see them
and thus be reminded of their record needs and

the fact that they have a phonograph at home
from which increased enjoyment may be ob-

tained through the purchase of new records

occasionally. In the Hartford store just outside

the booths has been constructed a long shelf

about waist high and about fifteen inches wide.

A number of records have been placed on this

shelf in such a manner that their titles may
easily be read. Another clever, though silent,

record salesman is part of the equipment of

each of the booths. This permits of the dis-

play of records in four flat racks which may
be turned over as are the pages of a book.

This is especially to be commended where a

dealer desires to push slow-moving numbers.

While in the booths patrons invariably turn to

this device and glance at the titles of records.

£ «J

The Peoples' Outfitting Co., talking machine

dealer of Detroit, Mich., is also one of the larg-

est furniture houses in the country, and the

volume of business done by the establishment

makes it necessary to have eight cashiers' win-

dows. These important points are being used

by the company to stimulate the sales of recent

record releases. Each week a card featuring a

different record is placed above each window,

and to make the message more pronounced an

actual record is attached to each card. Direc-

tions to the prospective customer for reaching

the talking machine department are also in-

scribed on each card. Since this plan has been

in use, countless record sales of the numbers

featured have resulted.

%
It is a granted fact that one of the very best

methods of stimulating record sales is an ef-

fective tie-up with the personal appearance of

a recording artist or artists. The Danielson

Music House, Jamestown, N. Y., on the occa-

sion of a concert by Paul Whiteman and His

Orchestra, anticipated the visit of this popular

artist and on the envelopes containing the

monthly list of releases, mailed to the complete

list of customers, appeared an announcement

that the Danielson store had a complete stock

of Whiteman records. The result was a serious

depletion of the stock.

G. L. Farrand Active in

Development of Radio

President of Farrand Mfg. Co. Active in Radio
Field Since Early Days of the Industry

C. L. Farrand, president of the Farrand Mfg.

Co., 28 South Sixth street, Newark, N. J., is

one of the pioneers of the radio field, having

been actively engaged in radio development

since 1910. As chief design engineer of the

Marconi Telegraph Co. of America he had dur-

ing this period been conversant from the inside

with the remarkable growth of radio.

He has been consulting engineer for the

C. L. Farrand
Pathe Phonograph & Radio Corp., Atwater
Kent Mfg. Co., R. E. Thompson Co., Liberty

Corp., Talking Picture Corp. and Picturadio

Corp. During the war he designed the first

successful naval aeroplane wireless telephone,

making it possible for planes to remain in the

air and at the same time report in detail.

The Farrand Mfg. Co. manufactures receiving

sets and the Farrand-Godley speaker. It par-

ticularly features its console cabinet, housing
the "Farrand-Godley Single Nine," the set op-

erating with a single dial control.

Eastern Division of U. S.

Music Co. Holds Dinner

Staff Gets Together Before Christmas to Cele-

brate an Unusually Successful Business Year
—Wrist Watch for General Manager Bliss

The Eastern Organization of the United

States Music Co. held its annual banquet in the

private dining room at the Cafe Boulevard,

New York, on Tuesday evening, December 23.

The entire sales and office force consisting of

twenty-five persons were present and a most
enjoyable time was had by all.

The dinner was an exceptionally pleasant one

due to the rapid progress of the Eastern Divi-

sion and the great success enjoyed as the re-

sult of the efforts put forth during the year just

closed.

Immediately following the dinner J. M.
"Mace" Wale, with an unexpected burst of ora-

tory, presented Jack Bliss, vice-president and
general manager of the Eastern Division, with

a beautiful wrist watch, a Christmas gift from
the office force and salesmen of the New York
office.

In his speech of acceptance Mr. Bliss re-

viewed the progress of the Eastern Division

from its inception, thanked those present for

their loyal support and outlined plans for the

future. After several impromptu after-dinner

speeches by other members of the organization

dancing was enjoyed until a late hour.

Floyd McCormick and Louis Reuschlein have

opened a talking machine and radio store at

Burlington, Wis.

Dulce-Cori
Radio Talking Machine Speaker

Links the Complete
Reproducing Unit to Radio

DULCE-TONE clears the radio's

voice. All the loud-speaker-
developed wheezes and blares are

eliminated. Reproduction is clear-
cut, distinct— because Dulce-Tone
utilizes the complete reproducer of

the talking machine as a "balanced"
unit.

Its convenience to use, and lay aside, pro-
tects your volume of record sales. Large,
quick turn-overs on Dulce-Tone are being
made by merchants everywhere. Write
today for complete particulars.

THE TEAGLE COMPANY
1125 Oregon Ave. Cleveland, Ohio
Canadian Distributor: The Otto Higel

Co., Limited, Toronto, Ont.

Retail Price
Complete

no

L..
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Setting New and Higher
Standards for Radio Tubes

tube could ever be made— build to per-

fection, not to price."

True, it has taken considerable time

to bring TRUE BLUE Tubes to such

perfection that Mr. Brightson is willing

to present them to the public. But the

finished article proves that the time was
well spent.

The finest radio tube factory in Amer-
ica now stands back of TRUE BLUE
Radio Tubes with an absolute GUAR-
ANTEE in writing that these tubes will

give the kind of satisfaction that good
radio receivers are capable of giving.

TRUE BLUE Radio Tubes are not

an imitation of any other radio tube.

They have many exclusive features not

found in ordinary 'tubes.

One of the many new and exclusive

features of the TRUE BLUE Radio
Tube is a filament that lasts two or

three times longer than any ordinary

tube. This makes TRUE BLUE Tubes
the most economical radio tube—even

at $6 each.

MANUFACTURED BY

BRIGHTSON LABORATORIES, Inc.
GEORGE E. BRIGHTSON, President (Founder of Sonora Phonograph Co.)

Northwest Corner Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, 16'West 34th St., New York, N. Y.

Some Jobber Territory still open

GEORGE E. BRIGHTSON, Founder

of Sonora Phonograph Co., by bringing

together an organization of trained en-

gineers, has made an achievement as

great in radio as that marked his bring-

ing new standards of perfection to the

talking machine industry with Sonora.

The advent of TRUE BLUE Radio

Tubes means that owners of radio re-

ceivers are through with matching or

testing tubes to secure- the perfect radio

reception their sets can give when uni-

form and superior tubes are used.

George E. Brightson knew that some-

where there were men who had witnessed

the birth of the first three element vac-

uum tube. He also knew that such men
had dreamed improvements in vacuum
tube design that no mere uninspired

theorists could hope to equal.

Mr. Brightson found these men. He
said to them, "Select the best machinery,

here is the money, take your time, make
the tube you have dreamed of. Then

—

make it better than you dreamed any
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IROQUOIS SALES CORPORATION
210 FRANKLIN STREET BUFFALO, N. Y.

Distributors for NewYork State and
Northwestern Pennsylvania for

QK^ Records and ODEON Records.

A capable, efficient sales organization that is ready and willing to co-operate

with OKeh and Odeon dealers in building up a permanent, profitable demand
for these popular record lines.

9k,
Imported Record >

"V Quality v

Buffalo Wholesalers Are Busy Supplying
Dealers With Merchandise for Spring

Optimism Noticeable on the Part of All Trade Factors—Record Sales Show Large Gains—New
Lines Added—License Radio As a Musical Instrument—Trade Activities of the Month

Buffalo, N. Y., January 7.—One of the most

encouraging features of the talking machine

trade here is the unanimous spirit of optimism

among dealers who anticipate a brisk Spring

trade. Jobbers report orders for both records

and phonographs are coming in in great volume,

and western New York dealers are preparing

for a Spring trade that will eclipse the favorable

season of a year ago.

All but a few dealers in Buffalo report a con-

siderable decrease in balances of the year just

closed in comparison with 1923. The previous

year was exceptionally good, in many instances

the best in the history of the phonograph busi-

ness, which is a fact that must be considered

when comparisons are made with 1924. Fred
Peliene, Alex Maisel and the Brunswick Shoppe,
of Buffalo, and the Day Music Store, in Corn-
ing, are some of the dealers in this district who
have had a more brisk business the year just

closed than in 1923.

One of the most convincing indications that

interest in the phonograph is on the increase

is the great volume of sales in records for the

past six weeks. Dealers in every section of the

city and of this part of the State report big

demands and are ordering heavily for January

and February, which will, no doubt, be a brisk

Buffalo for Distribution

In Buffalo we have prepared to cover a

wide territory East, West and South, with ship-

ping facilities of unusual character. Combined

with these natural advantages we offer ex-

perienced and competent Victor service that

leaves the dealer with little to worry about.

Buffalo Service

Knows No Limit—Try It

Buffalo Talking Machine Go.
Victor Wholesalers

BUFFALO, N. Y.

record season, particularly in songs and orches-
trations of songs broadcast over the radio.

C. N. Andrews Busy
Victor business showed a big increase in De-

cember over any previous month of the year,

according to Curtis N. Andrews, jobber. Mr.
Andrews said that dealers in this territory are
preparing for a good Spring trade, both in pho-
nographs and the combination with radio. Rec-
ords show particular activity. Immediately after

announcement was made of the plan to broad-
cast from a New York studio voices of John
McCormack and Miss Bori and the music of
the Victor Salon Orchestra, dealers began or-

dering heavily on these records, with a very
satisfying result in disposing of them. Radio
business takes care of itself, with demand
greater than the supply, particularly in the

Sleeper sets. Announcement made by the
Sleeper Corp. of a reduction in price of the
regular $160 set to $130, made possible through
increased money facilities of the concern and
of the corporation's dealer rebate through its

merchandising credit plan, has won many new
accounts for Mr. Andrews.

Big Holiday Record Business
Goold Bros., Inc., have had a good record

business, especially in Red Seals. The Goold
store was one of the most beautifully decorated
in the city during the holiday season, and
passers-by could not^ resist the gay and festive

appearance of the store, which was a veritable

bower of holly and mistletoe. A happy spirit

within the store was made possible through
pleasant salespersons, as well as the festive

decorations.

Eagerly Await New Brunswick Model
Brunswick dealers are looking forward to the

release of the new Brunswick combination with
super-heterodyne, retailing for $500, according

to E. S. Germain, head of the Buffalo distribut-

ing offices, who reported that their holiday trade

exceeded all expectations for this territory.

Denton, Cottier & Daniels had an excellent

December business, and gave the line some very
effective publicity through newspaper advertis-

ing and window displays. They look forward
to a good January and February trade. Record
sales have been good, Mr. Germain said. Sev-

eral new accounts have been opened in this dis-

trict by the Buffalo office, including the Flan-

nigan Furniture Co., in Rochester, which opened

late in December.
Heavy Okeh and Odeon Demand

Brisk record sales, particularly the three thou-

sand series of Odeons, is keeping that depart-

ment of the Iroquois Sales Corp. busy. F. D.

Clare, manager of the company, said that Odeon
record sales have been so great that it is almost

impossible to keep up with the demand. Okeh
record sales also are very satisfying. Buffalo

showed good returns in Crosley business, for

which the Iroqouis Sales Corp. is a jobber, and

very little stock was on hand after the holidays.

One of the most enthusiastic Crosley dealers in

(Continued on page 91)
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THE HIGHEST CLASS TEN DOLLAR LOUD SPEAKER ON THE MARKET

OHIO MUSICAL SALES CO.,
1747 Chester Avenue, Cleveland, O.

PROGRESSIVE MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CO.

YAHR & LANGE,
207 East Water Street, Milwaukee, Wis.

GIBSON-SNOW COMPANY, Inc.,
306 West Willow Street, Syracuse, N. Y.

SOUTHERN AUTO & EQUIPMENT CO., Inc
111 South Forsyth St., Atlanta, Ga.

WALTER S. GRAY CO.,
1054 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

THE EASTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO..
43 Market St., Portland, Maine.

H. A. McRAE & CO.. Inc.
137 River Street. Troy, N. Y.

WALTER S. GRAY CO.,
926 Midway P!., Los Angeles

New York

A. R. RODWAY.
616 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

AMERICAN RADIO CORPORATION,
3-11 North Central Avenue, Baltimore, Md.

KIEFER-STEWART CO.,
Capitol Ave. & Georgia St., Indianapolis, Ind.

WALTER S. GRAY CO.,
2602 Fourth Ave., Seattle, Wash.

LUCKER SALES COMPANY, 17 South Sixth Street, Minneapolis, Minn.

Canadian Distributors: THE OTTO HIGEL CO., Ltd., King and Bathurst Streets, Toronto
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Trade Activities in Buffalo
(Continued from page 90)

the city is Ehrenfreid-Staff, who still has orders

for delivery. Mr. Clare said he has many orders

for the Strand combination to be shipped Feb-

ruary 1 to dealers anticipating a brisk business

in phonograph combinations.

Kurtzmann Co. Fire Damaged
The Kurtzmann Piano Co., on Main street,

was damaged when the adjoining building was

gutted by fire on December 28. The greatest

loss was sustained through water damage done

to merchandise in the basement and smoke on

the upper floors.

Adds Cheney Line

Importance of the phonograph in completely

furnished homes is a matter that has often been

overlooked by dealers and furnishers who make

a specialty of plan-

ning and furnishing

the home de luxe.

This matter has

often been discussed

at association meet-

ings, as well as in

the trade press. One
of the first exclusive

house furnishers

and decorators to

see the merchandis-

ing possibilities, as

well as the impor-

tance of the phono-

graph in its estab-

lishment, is Hub-

bard & Parker, Inc.,

located in the heart

of the city's exclu- Artistic Cheney

sive shopping district. The corporation recently

added the complete de luxe line of Cheney

phonographs to their stock of finest imported

living-room furnishings, exquisite rugs and

decorations. Immediately after the first ship-

ment of Cheneys was received, what is said

to be the first phonograph display seen in the

city's exclusive shopping district was placed in

the windows of the Hubbard-Parker store. Un-

usual interest was aroused, and scores of buyers

visited the store. The display was one of the

most attractive phonograph windows seen in the

city in some time. Melvin W. Hubbard, head

of the corporation since its reorganization and

reincorporation several months ago, is a Cheney
enthusiast, and declared that when he saw the

importance of adding a phonograph line to his

stock he could choose nothing but what was,

in his estimation, the best on the market. Until

a few months ago the Hubbard-Parker Corp.

was known as the Mitchell-Parker Corp., cater-

ing only to the most discriminating buyers.

To Observe Eclipse

The Federal Telephone Mfg. Corp.'s broad-

casting station, WGR in this city, will play a

most important part in the scientific observ-

ance of the total eclipse of the sun and its

effect on radio broadcasting on the morning of

January 24, 1925, according to L. C. F. Horle,

chief engineer. The Buffalo station enjoys the

distinction of being the only radio broadcasting

station in the shadow path of the great natural

Display of Hubbard & Parker, Inc.

marvel which will sweep from northern Minne-
sota over the Great Lakes region to Connecti-

cut and thence out to sea.

License Radio as Musical Instrument

Radio is a musical instrument, according to

an order handed down by Corporation Counsel

Rupp, when the question came up as to whether

or not proprietors of places of amusement, such

as dance halls, cafes and restaurant, where radio

was used for entertainment, should pay the

music license fee of $10 a year. The city's coun-

sel ordered that users of radio in these places

should pay the regular music fee.

Operalogues Draw Crowds
at Atlantic City, N. J.

Victor Auditorium Crowded With Holiday Vis-

itors Who Enjoy Saturday Evening Programs

Atlantic City, N. J., January 7.—The increased

attendance at the Operalogues, which are given

every Saturday evening at the Victor Audi-

torium on the Boardwalk, shows that music lov-

ers are taking advantage of the opportunity of

hearing their favorite operas in this attractive

fashion. The holiday crowd on the Boardwalk

was entertained last Saturday evening by T. L.

Husselton with a story of Mascagni's "Caval-

leria Rusticana," which was illustrated with

Victor records by Caruso, Matzenauer, Mc-

Cormack and the Victor Opera Chorus. The

program on each Saturday night during Jan-

uary is one of unusual interest. At Christmas

time there was a special afternoon concert in

the Boardwalk showrooms, and which was en-

titled, "Bells in Music." Some twelve records

in which bells played a prominent part were

played with an explanatory talk about each

selection.

Adds Audak Demonstrators

Worcester, Mass., January 7.—Steere's Music

Store, of this city, has now equipped its record

department with Audak record demonstrators.

This is one of the added conveniences for cus-

tomers as well as making it easier to sell

records.

A new music store has been opened at 321

North Hawthorne avenue, Hawthorne, Cal., by

O. E. Carr. The Brunswick line is featured.

MICA
DIAPHRAGMS

Absolutely Guaranteed Perfect
We get the best India Mica directly.

We supply the largest Phonograph Manu-
facturers.

Ask for our quotations and samples before

placing your order.

American Mica Works
47 West St. New York

mmmmmmmmmmmm
New Guide for Organization

of Local Music Weeks

National Music Week Committee Issues Re-

vised Volume Dealing With Methods for

Planning Music Week Observances

The National Music Week Committee, of

which C. M. Tremaine, Director of the National

Bureau for the Advancement of Music, is secre-

tary, has just issued a revised guide for the

organization of local music weeks in co-opera-

tion with the National Music Week celebration

in May, for which plans are already under way.

The volume is a comprehensive one and gives

in great detail the proper methods to be fol-

lowed in organizing local Music Week commit-

tees and carrying on the work in a way to

get best results. The information offered is

not haphazard or theoretical, but is based on

actual experience in the conduct of Music Weeks
in the past.

The development of the Music Week idea

has been most rapid with the result that last

year there were 452 city-wide Music Week cele-

brations, 328 additional places where more re-

stricted observance was held, and 68 cities and

towns where Music Week was celebrated at

dates varying from that of the national observ-

ance. The experience of the committees in

these many cities and towns has served to re-

move much of the guesswork connected with

the Music Week celebration.

New Store Opened

Oscar Hoel and Roy McNeany recently

opened a new music shop called the Campus
Harmony Shop at 619 State street, Madison,

Wis.

HIS MASTER'S VOICE
"CO v » »*t or'

It has always been the policy of this house to build "good will" by rendering a service

that is at all times dependable and cooperative.

The number of Victor dealers we are now serving regularly, and who depend upon us

for their supply, is constantly increasing.

There must be a reason for their preference.

This not only applies to local and nearby dealers, but many at more distant points

find our service dependable. Our shipping facilities out of Buffalo are unexcelled.

Try us and be convinced.

CURTIS N. ANDREWS
SERVICE

BUFFALO.N Y:

Victor Distributor

Exclusively Wholesale
Court & Pearl Sts.

BUFFALO, N.Y.

SERVICE

BUFFALO.N Y
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New Year Opens With Continuation of

Good Business in the Toledo Territory
Dealers Finding Greater Profits by Pushing Radio Along With Phonographs—Lion Store Engaged

in Vigorous Business Drive—Frazelle Co. Widens Activities—The Month's News

Toledo, O., January 8.—After-holiday trade with

the majority of dealers in talking machines,

records and radio is keeping up very well.

Evidently many persons received gifts of money
which are being invested in machines and radio.

One prominent dealer stated that he believed

his store had made more money by pushing

radio along with the phonograph than he earned

last year selling only machines and records.

This should be the case to be sure—but it also

points the moral that those music merchants

who are refusing to get in now and share in

the profits coming from the new invention, both

in combinations and straight radio, are missing

a very lucrative source of income.

Lion Store Going After Business

The Lion Store Music Rooms are co-opera-

ting with the national and local advertising of

the Victrola by stressing this product in special

and group store publicity. Straight Victrolas

and Brunswicks as well as Radiola combinations

ran up a fine holiday volume.

The year-end sale of odds and ends resulted

in a clean sweep of all broken lots of merchan-
dise. Further, the Red Seal Derby Contest, in

which all the girls of the department are partici-

pating, is proving an excellent sales builder.

Awards are based upon sales of $500. The first

to reach that figure is given first prize. Win-
ning one prize does not, however, eliminate a

contestant. She may continue and is eligible

for any of the other awards.

In the radio division the RCA, Atwater Kent,

and Kennedy sets are setting a fast pace.

Enjoyed Good Holiday Sales

The J. W. Greene Co. experienced a satisfac-

tory holiday machine and radio trade. Record
sales at this store were exceptionally good.

The Thompson neutrodyne is a new item of

radio merchandise added. During this year the

house will exploit intensively the Victor, Bruns-

wick and Cheney combinations and the Atwater
Kent, Radiola, Zenith and Magnavox radio

lines.

Frazelle Co. Branching Out
The Frazelle Piano Co. has widened its Sono-

ra, Columbia and Vocalion activities. Records
will be merchandised aggressively. Miss Lilian

Paquette has joined the record sales staff. She
will devote a large part of her efforts to opening

new accounts. Young folks will be catered to.

A check-up of buying has revealed that boys

and girls wield a mighty influence in record

purchasing.

Satisfactory Holiday Business

At Grinnell Bros., the Victrola Christmas de-

mand was better than expected. Much of the

business, however, came late. Window displays

with colorful figures of noted musical artists

emphasized the excellence of the record selec-

tions which were shown along with the minia-

tures. Paul Nagle is a new member of the

sales staff. Henry Stucke, manager of the store,

spent the holidays in New York.

Big Foreign Record Sales

At the United Music Store foreign records

were eagerly purchased by the Jewish, Italian,

German and Mexican customers, Harry L. Was-
serman reported. The Italian bought opera se-

lections, the German, sacred music; the Mexican
and Spaniard, native music. Gradually Ameri-
can records, however, are being introduced to

the foreign groups, with the result that a

greater variety of music is finding its way into

these homes. The Paragon radio has been

added.

Nugent Co. Adds Sonora
The Nugent Furniture Co., according to C. R.

McKenney, has joined forces with the Sonora
line. The new goods will be exploited aggres-

sively. The Columbia also is handled here.

Edison Featured in Window
The Hayes Music Co. is featuring the Shera-

ton model Edison phonograph in window dis-

plays and illustrated newspaper ads. Paul

Hayes, manager, stated that the store is lending

its aid to furthering music, thereby stimulating

the demand for records of worth.

Mrs. Ruth Laidley Made Manager
At the La Salle & Koch Co., F. C. Henderson

Shop, Mrs. Ruth Laidley, formerly with the

Euclid Music Co., Cleveland, has succeeded

Francis R. Follis as manager of the department.

Making Store a Music Center

The Whitney-Blaine-Wildermuth Co., Vic-

trola dealer, beginning with the new year is em-

ploying a music staff with the slogan—"Filling
Toledo's Musical Needs"—as a trade-mark for

the store, Henry C. Wildermuth, treasurer,

stated that the Victrola with the Federal radio

was a good holiday business getter. The Hart-
man and Atwater Kent sets were added re-

cently.

Resultful Publicity Drives

The Goosman Piano Co., Bush & Lane, Voca-
lion, Starr and Columbia dealer, enjoyed a sub-

stantial gain in December, according to Fred
N. Goosman, president. Louis Rae, now in.

charge of the phonograph department, is work-
ing upon a direct mail campaign. Canvassers

will follow up the advertising.

The Cable Piano Co., in its Christmas pub-

licity, departed somewhat from the usual pro-

gram. Brunswicks and Victrolas were exploited

in the same ad with grands, uprights and player-

pianos. The two, however, were separated by
an editorial in the center of the ad. This form
did not in any way reduce the returns, Manager
A. F. Maag reported. Brunswick-Radiola copy,

however, was run in special space.

The South End Music Co. is exploiting in

the newspapers Okeh and Gennett records.

The store deals also in pianos and small goods.

L. J. Comer in New Post
L. J. Comer, for the past several months in

charge of the Toledo territory, for the Columbia
Phonograph Co., has been placed in charge of

the Buffalo office of the concern. During his

short stay in Toledo he has enlisted a host of

friends who wish him every success in his new
position.

Kellogg With Toledo Radio Co.

The Toledo Radio Co., Chas. H. Womeldorff,
general manager, is advising its customers that

62 per cent of the radio business of the season

is still ahead, only one-third of its opportunities

have been corraled so far. Warren L. Kellogg

has severed his connection with Grinnell Bros,

and joined the Toledo Radio Co. as vice-presi-

dent on January 1.

Palmyra Music House Opens
New Radio Department

Pennsylvania Concern Featuring an Excellent

Line of Radio Receivers

Palmyra, Pa., January 6.—The Palmyra Music

House opened a fine department for radio

installation and service. The Mehlin, Behning
and Francis Bacon pianos are handled and the

Brunswick phonograph. In the radio depart-

ment the Atwater Kent, Ware neutrodyne,

Garod neutrodyne, Radiola and Grebe outfits

are on exhibition.

New Victor Record Hanger

For 1925 the Victor Co. has issued a new type

of display card for use in connection with the

monthly record hanger. The card is designed

to be hung in the window or in the booth so

that weekly and monthly record lists may be

attached thereto as they appear. With the new
heading it is possible for the dealer to display

several record lists in hanger form, an excellent

type of publicity.

Had Enjoyable New Year's

Miss C. Weissmann, secretary of the Wall-

Kane Needle Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y., spent

New Year's week at Lakewood, N. J. As secre-

tary of the Wall-Kane organization Miss Weiss-

mann finds much to occupy every minute of

her time, and this short mid-Winter vacation

provides a well-earned rest and an opportunity

to prepare for the big business expected the

coming year.

C. G. Lundin recently opened the Montebello

Music House, Montebello, Cal., handling phono-

graphs, radio sets and small goods.

An OKeh Winter Business Booster

—and you can get it Free!

General Phonograph Corporation

OTTO HEINEMAN, Pres.

25 West 45th St. New York, N. Y.

YOU may remember to remind every cus-

tomer to buy needles, but the chances
are, with the record buying activity of

the next few months you won't. That's where
this new OKeh Needle Displayer does its

work! Placed prominently on your counter, it

immediately attracts and reminds the custom-
ers about OKeh needles for you! Sixteen
packages of needles can be safely displayed in

the sliding tray under the immovable glass

top; 180 more packages may be stored in the

space underneath the tray, making it unneces-
sary to disturb the tray display when a sale

is made. The case is made of metal, heavily

lacquered and beautifully lithographed.

Every dealer ordering 100,000 OKeh needles

will be presented with one of these valuable

Displayers absolutely FREE. You can easily

sell that many needles and a great many more
during the winter months with the help of the

displayer. Order them from your distributor

to-day and get your OKeh Needle Displayer

FREE!
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Add
Jfeoenti

to your phonograph* Order

No. 417— Qold finish for Art
Model Consoles, $125
No. 200 — Nickel finish for

Victor No. 215. Special, $120

When in New York visit

the Federal Studio, Suite

1710, Times Building.

"\7^0UR customers know the rec-

A ognized superiority of Federal

Radio Receivers. They know
Federal's exclusive advantages of

tone beauty, selectivity and dis-

tance range.

Here is your opportunity to offer

all these Federal advantages in

panel form— designed specially for

Victor consoles and all makes of

upright phonographs.

Write us for further information.

Let us show you how you can turn

all your old phonograph customers

into a new and lasting source of

revenue.

FEDERAL TELEPHONE MANUFACTURING CORP.
BUFFALO, N. Y.

federal
StandardJ{J[DIO PK>ducts

Boston New York Philadelphia Washington, D. C. Pittsburgh Chicago Kansas City San Francisco Bridgeburg, Canada
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Sleeper Corp. Announces New Advertising Manager
Price Gut on Monotrol for Mohawk Electric Corp.

Economies Brought About by Increased Pro-
duction Responsible for Reduction

J. F. Quinn Joins Company in That Position

—

Large National and Local Drive Planned

Following its recent increase in capitalization

to one and one-half million dollars, the Sleeper

Radio Corp., Long Island City, New York, re-

cently announced through Gordon C. Sleeper,

president of the company, a price reduction in

the Type 54 Sleeper Monotrol radio receiving

set to $130. In speaking of this price reduction

and policies involved, Mr. Sleeper said:

"Due to the popularity which the Sleeper

The Mohawk Electric Corp., of Chicago, man-
ufacturer of the Mohawk line of receivers, an-

nounces the association with the corporation

of J. F. Quinn as advertising manager. Mr.
Quinn was formerly associated with Sears, Roe-
buck Co., of Chicago, as advertising manager,
and his experience in the advertising and mer-
chandising branches extends over a period of

many years.

The national advertising campaign which the

manufacturer of the Mohawk receivers is launch-

ing is under the supervision of J. F. Quinn,

who intends to make the one-dial Mohawk
receivers better known than any on the market
to-day.

Besides the national publication campaign the

plan includes independent concentrated drives

in the various large trade centers of the nation

through the agency of all the well-established

buying mediums and systems, thus giving the

dealers in all sections the double benefit of a

national, as well as local drive, at all times of

the year.

Government Reports

1923 Radio Manufactures
Gordon C. Sleeper at His Desk

Monotrol has experienced and the favor in

which it is held by the radio public and due to

our consequent increased production, we have
been enabled to write off our books many thou-

sands of dollars of special cost for tools, dies,

molds, and the heavy expense burden of mov-
ing into our new plant last August. By virtue

of the ensuing savings we have been able to

make this noteworthy reduction in the price of

the Monotrol. We feel that it is only right and
just that we should share our prosperity with

our dealers and the radio public, upon whose
good-will all our permanent success must de-

pend. However, the most important factor of

interest to the trade, aside from the reduction in

price, is the full protection which the Sleeper

Radio Corp. is offering not only to its distrib-

utors but also all Sleeper dealers. So that not-

withstanding the reduction in price no dealer

with stock in hand will find it necessary to take

a loss but will consequently benefit rather by
the reduction in price. We feel that in pur-

suing such a policy we are building upon per-

manent ground for the solid and healthy busi-

ness of which the radio industry is most deserv-

ing.

Total for That Year Valued at $43 460,676.50—

1924 Production Reported Higher in Value

Washington, D. C, January 7.—Announce-

ment from the Department of Commerce shows
that, according to data collected at the biennial

census of manufacturers, radio apparatus to the

value of $43,460,676.50 was manufactured during

the year of 1923. This included 1,889,614 head

receivers valued at $5,352,441; 508,001 speakers

valued at $5,621,961; 414,588 receiving sets val-

ued at $12,064,992.50, and 116,497 receiving sets

of the crystal type valued at $550,201.

The manufacture of 2,601,575 radio tubes val-

ued at $4,572,250.50 was reported as a separate

item. A part of these tubes were sold to man-
ufacturers of complete receiving sets (their value

therefore being included in the total value of

such sets) and the remainder were sold to in-

dividual purchasers for use in the regulation

receivers.

Manufacturers expect that this year the fig-

ures will approximate $130,000,000 in round fig-

ures, which is an increase of three times those

of last year. When it is considered that nearly

every manufacturer has reported sales increases

Acme Chargers
Radio A & B Batteries

Type AB-120
A charger for both A and B Batteries.
Charges "A" battery 2.5 ampere rate. No
fussing- when charging 100 volt "B" battery
lead or Edison—in series—at 100-250 milli-
ampere rate.

This is the type of charger that is demanded
by owners of the better receiving sets.

Price—2.5 amp. size (minus bulb)
Bulb—$4.00. Liberal discounts.

Also made in 6 amp
meter.

Sell Acmes for satisfaction and profits.

Distributors wanted. Write for our proposition.

The Acme Electric & Mfg. Co.

$16.50.

size with or without

1350 Hamilton Ave. Cleveland, Ohio

of from 100 per cent to over 500 per cent over
1923, it is not inconceivable that this or even
a larger amount should have been spent for
radio apparatus.

Al Jolson, Brunswick
Artist, at Winter Garden

Brunswick dealers in New York territory

received a communication recently from the
Eastern phonograph division of the company
calling attention to the fact that Al Jolson and
his new show, "Big Boy," were scheduled for a

long stay in New York at the Winter Garden.
This famous vaudeville and musical comedy
star and exclusive Brunswick artist opened at

the Winter Garden on January 7, and the. news-
paper critics were unanimous in predicting that

the show was the biggest hit that Al Jolson
has ever achieved. In connection with this pro-

duction Mr. Jolson recorded for the Brunswick
library "Big Boy" and "Hello, 'Tucky," and
Brunswick dealers throughout the metropolitan

territory are featuring this record coincident

with the run of the show.

BRACH
Complete Radio
Aerial Outfit

Sets include the
Famous Brach

Arrester—
Type 223, Type 210

or Storm King

Sets Retail at $5.50,
$5.00 or $4.00

^A-Jl .

L.S.BrachM^Xo.

Kev\a\ OvAtvt

Saves time. Speeds sales.

Quickens Profits.

Pleases Patrons.

Every Essential Part in the Zenith Executives in City

BRACH
Complete Radio
Aerial Outfit

—and every part conforms to standards re-

quired by National Board of Fire Under-
writers.

Dealers help their customers and profit them-
selves by selling these Complete Radio An-
tennas. It is the new way of selling.

Instead of delving after ten different articles

—measuring and counting—the whole ten

needed parts are sold in one package.

L. S. BRACH MFG. CO.
Newark - - - New Jersey

Eugene F. McDonald, Jr., president, and H.
H. Roemer, sales promotion manager of the

Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, made a flying trip

to New York the early part of the month for a

conference with Paul B. Klugh, manager of the

Eastern office. Mr. McDonald was delighted to

find that Zenith dealers and jobbers in the East

had closed an excellent year, with the principal

problem being one of securing sufficient sets to

meet the ever-growing demands of the trade in

this district.

Lakeman Opens in New York

Paul B. Klugh, manager of the Eastern office

of the Zenith Radio Corp., announced recently

the resignation of Fred E. Lakeman, effective

January 1. Mr. Lakeman, who has been one

of the Zenith travelers in the East, resigned for

the purpose of entering the retail radio business

in New York City. His advertising features

Zenith products exclusively, and he has already

used space in the New York papers in his

sales promotion campaign.
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Above the Babel of Radio Names

NEUTRODYNE
stands clear and alone

ARE you one of the thousands who, won-
dering what radio set to buy, are caught in

the confusion of radio names and claims?

Radio, the wonder of the age, has been

revolutionary. It has passed through the

experimental stages faster than any other

industry Out of this have come /our main
circuits or systems of radio reception

The first fftree of these were originally

designed and perfected to receive and

emphasize the staccato dot-and-dash of

radio telegraphy

Neutrodyne followed broadcasting

In 1920, the broadcasting of music and
speech as a free public service for enter-

tainment in the home was begun. Imme-
diately the electrical engineers sought to

adapt the three existing systems to the

new conditions. (

In 1922, L. A. Hazeltine, Professor of

Electrical Engineering at Stevens Insti-

tute of Technology, saw the inherent diffi-

culties in the existing circuits. He took

the factors as represented by the new
conditions and mathematically worked
out an entirely new system of broadcast

reception.

With nothing but Professor Hazeltine's

figures to work from, a receiving set was
built, and marvelous to report, it worked
perfectly the very first time it was tried

Distance, tone, ability to pick out any
station anywhere, were right there in the

first set built. It was a tremendous triumph
for pure science.

The principles established by this first

Neutrodyne are the identical ones em-
bodied in every Neutrodyne set which has
since been built.

Neutrodyne designed to receive

broadcasting

The Neutrodyne stands today as the only

radio receiver specifi-

cally built for the recep-

tion of modern broad-

casting

In order to protect the

public from fraudulent

Neutrodynes, the Hazel-

tine Corporation was
formed, and Professor

If it hasn't this label,

it isn't a Neutrodyne.

It is there for yo

protection.

Hazeltine entrusted liis great idea to just

fourteen hand-picked, licensed manufac-

turers. These fourteen radio builders are

grouped into one association, known as the

Independent Radio Manufacturers. Incor-

porated. No other manufacturers may
use the genuine Neutrodyne principle!

All present-day receivers, with the sole

exception of the Neutrodyne. are adapta-

tions of radio-telegraph receiving systems.

Neutrodyne superiorities

The definite advantages of the Neutro-

dyne are, first. Selectivity. You set the

dials at predetermined points and hear

only the one station you have selected. All

others are rejected.

Clarity is the second point of Neutro-

dyne superiority. Neutrodynes create no
squawks or whistles to disturb you or your

neighbors. If all receivers were Neutro-

dynes, radio reception would be entirely

free from squeals. Neutrodyne also guar-

antees perfect tone quality. Reproductions

are faithfully realistic, producing the high

notes of the violin, the low guttural twang
of the bass viol, the roll of the drums.

Human voices, sung or spoken, sound
human.

The third Neutrodyne advantage is

Distance If the radio waves from a dis-

tant city are reaching your neighborhood,
your Neutrodyne will convert them into

voice or music. Neutrodyne owners know
that what they cannot hear, no one else

can If "distance lends enchantment," you
want a Neutrodyne.

The fourth and perhaps greatest of

Neutrodyne features is absolute Depend-
ability Neutrodynes never disappoint

If you invite guests to a radio party—your
Neutrodyne will not fail you. Apologies
such as. "It worked all right last night,"

are not heard in Neutrodyne-equipped
homes. Yes, there really

is a receiver that always
works

—

it's Neutrodyne
Hazeltine Corporation

(Sole Owner of Neutrodyne
Patents and Trade-marks).
Independent Radio Manu-
facturers. Incorporated
(Exclusive Licenseeof Hazel-
ti.ne Corporation).

NEUTRODYNE
Perfected Radio

So the public
may know about

Neutrodyne

Reproduced herewith

(greatly reduced) is the

first advertisement in a

series, broadcasting the

truth about Neutrodyne.

This advertisement ap-

pears in a string of news-

papers in the great radio

centers of the country

—

papers with a reading

audience of some twenty-

four millions!

It also appears in The

Saturday Evening Post,

reaching a reading audi-

ence of another six mil-

lions! Powerful publicity.

Tremendous circulation.

A great influence for

sales.

This campaign is edu-

cational—and timely. It

is designed to clear away

the smoke-screen that has

confused the public with

various names and claims.

It is designed to make it

easier for you to sell Neu-

trodyne receivers.

Hazeltine Corporation

(Sole Owner of Neutro-

dyne Patents and Trade-

marks). Independent

Radio Manufacturers, In-

corporated (Exclusive

Licensee of Hazeltine

Corporation).
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Holiday Business of San Francisco Re-
tailers Creates Optimism in the Trade

Prospects for 1925 Are Bright—Baldwin Adds Sonora Phonograph Line—Zenith Dealers Hold
Successful Meeting—New Sherman, Clay Branches Now Operating—News of the Month

San Francisco, Cal., January 4.—The holiday

business in San Francisco and surrounding

towns was well up to expectations and, what is

better still, the two weeks which have elapsed

since Christmas have seen no appreciable falling

off in the demand for either talking machines

or radio sets.

Baldwin Takes on Sonora Line

The Baldwin Piano Co. recently added the line

of Sonora phonographs to its stock. The new
department will be given considerable attention.

W. H. Kaempfer
The decision to add phonographs to its line was
caused by the large number of prospects for

phonographs which are picked up by the outside

salesmen.

W. H Kaempfer Looking Ahead
W. H. Kaempfer, manager of the San Fran-

cisco offices of Listenwalter & Gough, Zenith

distributors, is typical of the successful Califor-

nia business man who never permits the words

"no" and "to-morrow" to become factors in his

salesmen's reports. Mr. Kaempfer has not only
won the esteem and friendship of Zenith dealers

in San Francisco territory, but has earned their

good will by the assistance and service that he
and his organization are giving to the trade.

"Mr. Kaempfer believes, in common with the

majority of progressive California radio execu-

tives, that the higher priced sets will be the

leading sellers during the coming year, and his

sales staff is being trained to handle this type

of trade efficiently and satisfactorily.

Zenith Dealers Get-together

No more enthusiastic gathering of dealers has

ever assembled than was evidenced at the Zenith

banquet held recently at the Fairmont Hotel,

under the auspices of the San Francisco man-
agement of Listen-

waiter & Gough,
Zenith jobbers. The
occasion marked the

appearance in San
Francisco of H. H.

Roemer, sales pro-

motion manager of

the Zenith Radio
Corp., and the ban-

quet emphasized the

interest aroused in

the new Zenith
product among Cal-

ifornia dealers. Mr.
Roemer was the guest of honor at the dinner,

giving one of his usual interesting and forceful

addresses devoted primarily to merchandising
suggestions of value to the Zenith dealers in

attendance.

New Sherman-Clay Branches
The new Mission street branch of Sherman,

Clay & Co. is now in full running order and is

making an excellent showing. A complete

stock of all musical instruments is carried and
the equipment is most modern. The branch is

under the direction of Edward Conn, assisted by
George Schilling, in charge of the Victor depart-

ment, and William H. Rhodes, in charge of

radio. A new Sherman-Clay branch was re-

cently opened at 2400 Telegraph avenue, Berke-

ley, under the management of Edward Pilgrim.

A complete stock of musical instruments is car-

ried at this establishment.

Wiley B. Allen Changes
There have been a number of changes in the

personnel of the Wiley B. Allen Co. Frank M.
Case, manager of the Portland, Ore., branch of

the company for many years, retired to take

care of the Portland interests of Sherman, Clay

& Co. He is being succeeded by B. R. Brass-

field, who has held the position of superintend-
ent of agencies. F. Robert Grubbs, who has
been connected with the music trades in both a

retail and wholesale capacity, has taken over
Mr. Brassfield's former position and has started

on a trip, visiting California dealers.

Munson-Rayner Corp. Adds Radio

After extensive alterations and renovations

the Munson-Rayner Corp. has taken on a com-
plete stock of radio merchandise, featuring the

products of the Colin B. Kennedy Co., the R. E.

Thompson Mfg. Co., and the Eisemann Mag-
neto Corp. R. L. Rayner, president of the com-
pany, recently stated that the decision to carry

Zenith Dealers at San Francisco Banquet Meeting
radio was made after a careful study of the
field and the growing tendency of the music
trades to accept it. The same policies that
have existed in the company's distribution of
Vocalion records will be observed in the han-
dling of radio. The new division is under the
direction of E. R. Darvill.

Spanish-American Records
Added to Victor Catalog

Records Made Primarily for Export to Latin-
American Countries Now to Be Included in

Catalogs for Domestic Sale

NATHANIELBALDWIN
» RADIO
SPEAKER

Standard equipment for

full, undistorted amplifi-

cation.

Containing the matchless

Type H Baldwin Unit.

Extra strong horn, per-

fectly proportioned for

pure tone and controlled

volume.

Write for specifications

and terms

NATHANIEL BALDWIN INC.
Radio-Speakers, Headphones, Units, Phone-Speakers

EASTERN DISTRICT SALES OFFICE
227 Fulton Street New York City, N. Y.

The Victor Talking Machine Co. has an-
nounced that a number of Spanish-American
records will be included in the 1925 catalog of
that company, it being believed that in view
of the admission of a number of natives of

Latin-American countries to the United States

during the last few years, there should prove
a sizable market for the records among the

Spanish-speaking population in all sections of

the world.

One hundred and nineteen records will be
included in the 1-925 edition of the U. S. Nu-
merical Catalog, the records being of the latest

Spanish-American music as recorded for ex-

port.

Philpitt Expands in Orlando

Orlando, Fla., January 6.—On December 30

the local branch store of S. Ernest Philpitt &
Son was moved to a new and much larger

store in this city, in order to take care of the

increasing volume of business. The branch is

under the direct management of Marshall S.

Philpitt, who, during the few months he has

been in charge, has shown good results.

Radio Firm Chartered

The Shore Radio Service, Inc., of Chester-

town, Md., has filed articles of incorporation

with the State Tax Commission. The com-

pany is capitalized at $10,000. The incorpor-

ators are Philip B. Kratzer, John E. Spelcher,

Jr., and Percy E. Lee.
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SINCE 1915—THE STANDARD TUBE FOR ALL SETS

Off to a Flying Start
1925 Looms as a Big Profitable Year

for Dealers Handling

RADIO /'TUBES
To put a real sales punch behind every Cunningham Radio Tube—to assist the dealer in every possible way-
the merchandising policy and practice of this company.

-is

Christmas sales were enormously stimulated by the Holiday

gift boxes, holding 3 and 5 tubes, which we distributed to

Cunningham dealers upon request.

Reports already received indicate that the series of seven

colored posters, illustrated in part on this page, are proving

their value to dealers every day. Particularly designed to

meet the needs of the music merchant, these nine-color

"Business Getters" are daily demonstrating their worth in

directing attention to the pleasure that Radio brings into

every home. Executed in fadeless, sun and water proof oil

pigments, these posters should be a permanent part of every
dealer's equipment. The set is still available to those who
write at once for it.

The Cunningham full-page ad. in the Saturday Evening Post
of December 20th, the Cunningham display copy in the radio
magazines and in the leading newspapers of nineteen cities

—

all this is at work all the time for Cunningham dealers.

A perfected product, sound merchandising, and extensive publicity always yield Dealer- Profits and Customer-Satisfaction

HOME OFFICE:

182. SECOND STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

lltlttta
CHICAGO

SINCE 1915—STANDARD FOR ALL SETS

TYPES: C301A, C2.99, C300, Cn, C12.

in the orange and blue carton.

WVuse and recomtaend

'K, RADIO TjjUBES >

NEW YORK

PATENT NOTICE: Cunningham tubes

are covered by patents dated 2-18-08, 2-18-12,

12-30-13, 10-23-17, 10-23-17, and others

issued and pending.

DATA BOOK: Cunningham 40-
page Data Book fully explaining
care and operation of Radio Tubes
sent on request to San Francisco
Office.
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Music Merchants of Los Angeles Adopt
Strict Code of Retail Ethical Practise

Formulated by Ferris R. Miller, of Better Business Bureau It Eliminates Unfair Competition and
Protects Public—New Carrying Charge on Time Sales Also Favored by Trade

Los Angeles, Cal.., January 4.—One of the

most remarkable instances of an honest en-

deavor to clean up advertising seems about

to be completed in Los Angeles, which will

reflect the greatest credit on the music trade

among the other trades in this city and in ad-

dition be epoch-making, perhaps, in the trade

itself, forming a pattern which will be copied

in other parts of the country.

Strenuous efforts had been made by the

members of the Music Trades Association of

Southern California to curb the increasing ten-

dency toward exaggeration and half-truths

which were appearing in the display and classi-

fied daily newspaper columns week after week.

Constant appeals were made by members of

the public for protection and redress, but the

difficulty of actually bringing home the enor-

mity of the offenses to the perpetrators seemed
insurmountable.

Suddenly, but after much preparation and
thought, relief seemed to appear, relief, which
far exceeded the most sanguine expectations;

relief, which is so far reaching and so filled

with potentialities for good that those who are

taking part in furtherance of the efforts are

inclined to rub their eyes and make sure of their

own wakefulness.

Credit is due to Ferris R. Miller, manager
of the Better Business Bureau, who formulated

and then obtained the signatures of |he heads

of the music houses to the following rules or

"code of ethics":

1. No names of makes of used phonographs
and used pianos shall be advertised except

those regularly handled by a dealer.

2. No pianos shall be advertised for rent.

3. The expression "and up" shall be elimi-

nated in advertising prices. Let the advertising

show the price range.

4. All comparative prices and values shall be

completely eliminated, including such expres-

sions as "half price," "third off," "worth
double," etc.

The first rule is an elaboration of the ex-

cellent resolution which has been in force among
the members of the Music Trades Association

of Southern California for some time, namely,

the elimination of the names of all makes of

phonographs not regularly carried by a mem-
ber in advertising. This Association rule pre-

cluded the possibility of members running

"spite sales" of competitors' goods or from ad-

vertising a phonograph of some make which
they did not regularly stock but which they ad-

vertised merely as "bait." The Better Business

Bureau rule extends to pianos and will prob-

ably include small goods.

Rule two may seem at first sight unneces-

sarily stringent, but its object is to prevent the

abuse o^ advertising "for rent" pianos rather

than the legitimate use. There seemed to be

no other way of stopping the fake advertising,

of "Pianos for rent—$1 per month." The
renting of pianos for less than $5 per month
is almost unknown.
There was also some question in regard to

the usefulness of forbidding "and up" adver-

tising, but the excellence of the other rules for-

bade any quibbling on one phrase or another.

Perhaps the most important of all is rule

four, which throws comparative values adver-

tising into the discard.

Mr. Miller has obtained the signatures of

the managers and proprietors of most of the

leading music houses in Los Angeles to this

code of ethics and it has already been put

into effect and is being acted up to the letter

by the majority. Among those who first en-

dorsed what the Better Business Bureau chief

called "propositions" were the Rudolph Wur-
litzer Co. and the Southern California Music
Co., General Manager Lyons for the former
and President Uhl for the latter.

Scale for Carrying Charges

Going into a well-thought-out detailed sched-

ule of percentages, the Board of Directors of

the Music Trades Association of Northern Cali-

fornia have drawn up the following scale for

carrying charges instead of interest on de-

ferred payments for band and orchestra in-

struments, phonographs and radio, as follows:

5 per cent to be added to the balance of

account after first payment is deducted if the

contract is to run ten months or less.

6 per cent to be added to the balance of

account after first payment is deducted if the

contract is to run eleven or twelve months.

7 per cent to be added to the balance of

account after first payment is deducted if the

contract is to run thirteen or fourteen months.
8 per cent to be added to the balance of

account after first payment is deducted if the

contract is to run fifteen months.

Carrying charge is to be canceled if account
is paid up in full within sixty days from date

of sale.

Interest at 8 per cent per annum is to be
charged from the date of maturity of contract

on any balance remaining unpaid at that time.

A customer buys a talking machine on ten

months' time for $150, paying $30 down—the

balance remaining is $120. The carrying charge
for ten months contract is 5 per cent or $6,

making a total of $126. The salesman makes
out the contract for a total of $156, the down
payment is to be $30 and the balance at $12.60

per month for ten months.

'Wowy&rks Leading 'Radio House

THE SYMBOL OF SERVICE

Distributors for:

Alden Mfg. Co.

("Na-ald")

Allen Bradley Electric

Co.
American Transformer

Co.

L. S. Brach
Cornish Wire Co.

Crosley Radio Corp.

Chaslyn Co.

Como Apparatus Co.

Daven Radio
Diamond State Fibre

Dubilier Cond. & Radio
Corp.

Eby Mfg. Co.

General Radio
Jewell Elect. Instrument

CoHn B. Kennedy
King Electric

Lopez Low-Loss Tuner
Manhattan Electric Sup-

ply Co.

Mitchell-Rand
R. Mitchell & Co. ("Se-

ar-de")

Mueller Electric

Multiple Electrical

Products

National Carbon (E. R.

Batt)

Pacent Electric

Premier Electric

Radio Corp. of America
Sterling Mfg. Co.

Testrite Inst. Co.

U. S. Tool Co., Inc.

Ward-Leonard
Western Electric Co.

Weston Electrical Inst.

Plenty of Service—Permanent Service

Service such as Continental Radio and Electric

Corpn. offer to radio dealers covers every detail

in the merchandising of radio equipment. Plenty

of Service— the right kind and at the right time

is an asset to any dealer.

It is Service the year round— always dependable—
that helps make your radio business a success.

Continental Radio and Electric Corpn. offer you
for the new year— Plenty of Service— and Per-

manent Service.

Wholesale Distributors Only

CONTINENTAL RADIO & ELECTRIC CORPN.
Fifteen Warren Street New York, U. S. A.

2092-Q
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At Last
a Set you can
concentrate on
Hundreds of dealers are turning to the

Grimes Type 3X-P Receiver. It answers

the long-felt need of a receiver with a real

selling appeal. Built and sponsored by

David Grimes, the authoritative radio

engineer, this official laboratory model is

the last word on dependability. Its price

is within the reach of every pocketbook;

its performance is astoundingly excellent

GRIMES
Type 3X«P

INVERSE DUPLEX

Why Type 3X-P sells so easily

To be sure there is a tone quality, a superior

selectivity and a freedom from tube sput-

tering in type 3X-P, that only the Inverse

Duplex System makes possible. Back of

it all, however, this receiver sells because

of its economy.

—3 tubes do the work of 6
—half the expense on new tubes

—half the expense on replacements
—half the drain on the batteries

All this makes rapid turnover possible

—

less to worry about for the dealer—more
to depend upon in the quality and the

reliability of the receiver.

Dealers apply to your nearest jobber; job-

bers write direct to

INVERSE DUPLEX SYSTEM
InsurescNatuml^ne Quality

Strand Theatre Building

New York City

Why make your set ^
a charity box r

When a 3 tube receiver

.

will do the worK /
Every new tube you buy—every one
you replace—costs money.

The more tubes in your set, the more
it costs to operate.

Why make your set a charity box?
Why use six tubes, when with the
Grimes 3X-P Receiver you can get
even better tone quality, even better

selectivity, and can tune out powerful
neighboring stations to bring in dis-

tant ones?

Visit our store. See and hear for

^yourself this marvelous creation of

)avid Grimes, creator of the famous
^imes Inverse Duplex System. Its

purchase will save you money in in-

itia^ost, operation, and will give you
radicVis you wish to hear it.

The DAVID GRIMES INVERSE DUPLEX SYSTEM

Type3X-P
Officiallaboratory

Model

RETAIL
PRICE $

(AST OF THC ROCKIES

WithoutAccessories
85

This Space for DEALER'S
NAME AND ADDRESS

Mats or finished proofs
of a complete series of
dealer advertisements
like this are available

in various sizes.
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A Message
"From The House of Service"

Representatives for DAVID GRIMES, Inc.

Manufacturers of the

Famous 3-XP Inverse Duplex

List Price $85.00 (
Without \

Accessories/

The standard of tone quality.

Simplicity of operation.

Finest material and workmanship.

Efficient and reliable.

Backed by a National Advertising Campaign

1§NV6RS€
DUPLEX
Insures Natural Tone Quality

UCCNStD UNDER PATCHT5 ISSUED AMD PCNDIHC

MR. DEALER:—
After careful investigation, we have selected this famous instrument as our leader. In addition,

it is backed by a reliable organization.

You should know our plan of distribution in your locality. We are personally interested to

have you represent us.

Write or phone immediately.

NEW ENGLAND TALKING MACHINE CO.
93 Federal Street BOSTON, MASS.

^WHOLESALE g>

TRILLING & MONTAGUE
^DISTRIBUTORS^

jSeHANg!!

LIVE Dealers Wanted
Our rapid growth has necessitated our recent removal to

larger quarters. We grow because we give the kind of

service the dealer wants. Let us serve you and help you to

" GROW WITH US "

DISTRIBUTORS OF
GRIMES

#NV€RS£
DUPLEX
Insures Natural Tone Quality

UCCMSEO UMDER PATENTS ISSUED ANQ PENOItlC

Bright Star Batteries
(.Supreme in Every Test)

Fahnestock Clips

Alsc

Brach Aerial Outfits
Head Sets
Loud Speakers

NEW CATALOGS
Our extensive 1924-1925 Radio Catalog Now Ready

Mailed FREE for the asking

TRILLING & MONTAGUE
Exclusive Wholesale Radio Merchandisers

49 North Seventh Street - • PHILADELPHIA, PA.

PACIFIC COAST
MUSIC DEALERS

can obtain the

GRIMES

ilNVERSe
DUPL6X
Insures Natural Tone Quality

LICENSED UNDER PATENTS ISSUED AND PENDING

The greatest innovation in Radio in years. A
wonderful Receiver at a reasonable price.

from

Western Radio, Inc.
1224 Wall St.

Los Angeles
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To Discuss Standard

Forms for Business

Conference Called in Washington on January

14 in Effort to Develop Standards in Inquiry,

Purchase, Order and Invoice Forms.

Washington, D. C, January 2.—A conference

to be held here January 14 has just been called

by the Department of Commerce in an effort

to bring about economies in current commercial

practice through the adoption of standard in-

quiry, purchase, order and invoice forms. The

National Association of Purchasing Agents, at

whose request the meeting was called, declares

that a survey by that organization indicates a

potential saving of more than $15,000,000 annu-

ally to the business concerns of the country

through the adoption of such standard forms.

The invitations sent out by the division of

simplified practice call the attention of more

than 1,200 trade associations to the proposals

and ask them to designate some one to repre-

sent their interests at the forthcoming meeting.

It is pointed out that there are four funda-

mental steps in any purchasing transaction:

Inquiry, selection, purchase and payment; and

that the shortest, simplest and most effective

methods of handling each of these four are of

utmost importance to modern business. The

analysis of the proposed standard invoice form

developed from a study of thousands of invoice

forms in many lines of business, it is stated,

showed certain terms, expressions and other

data occurring with great frequency.

Brief on Mileage Books
Is Filed by Travelers

International Federation Urges Interstate Com-

merce Commission to Order Test of Plan to

Demonstrate Its Practicability

Washington, D. C, January 6—A brief has

just been filed with the Interstate Commerce

Commission by the International Federation of

Commercial Travelers' Organizations, in sup-

port of a 20 per cent reduction below the

maximum fare for interchangeable scrip or

mileage tickets. The brief said that experience

has shown that increased fares do not mean

increased revenues and, conversely, decreased

fares do not mean decreased revenues.

The brief, which is along lines similar to

others that have been filed, urged the commis-

sion to enter an order which would provide a

practical test, provided it was done upon the

record in the case and was not based entirely

on the purpose of the law. The organization

further believed that the phonograph require-

ments by carriers was not necessary and that

the exemption of carriers made by the commis-

sion in its original decision was right. It

claimed further that no evidence had been in-

troduced at the last hearing that would justify

or warrant further exemptions.

Music Department Opened

by Tacoma Drug House

McMillan Bros, to Handle Full Line of Pianos,

Brunswick Phonographs With Radio, Musical

Merchandise, Rolls, Etc.

Tacoma, Wash., January 2.—A new music de-

partment, handling pianos, Brunswick phono-

graphs, latest music rolls and musical merchan-

dise, has just been opened by McMillan Bros.,

located in the Darmer Building, 1111 Broadway,

this city. The firm, which has been long estab-

lished in the retail drug business at this address,

has remodeled its quarters to make room for

the new department. The music end of the

business will be conducted on the mezzanine

and second floors of the building, demonstration

booths having been installed on both floors.

The displays are attractively arranged.

William H. Barker Dies
Suddenly in Brooklyn

President of American Talking Machine Co.
Suffers Stroke on Day Before Christmas-
Was in the Trade for 21 Years

William "H. Barker, president of the Amer-
ican Talking Machine Co., Victor wholesaler in
Brooklyn, N. Y., died suddenly at his home,
492 Macon street, Brooklyn, on December 24
as the result of a stroke which he suffered soon
after arriving and to which he succumbed
shortly after.

Mr. Barker was fifty-eight years old, and
after being engaged successfully in Brooklyn
for a number of years, joined the American
Talking Machine Co. at the time of its organ-
ization twenty-one years ago, and remained its

president until the time of his death. He was
a man of genial disposition and popular with
those in the trade with whom he came in con-
tact. He was a member of various civic and

fraternal organizations, including various Ma-
sonic bodies and the Shrine.

The funeral services were held on Saturday

afternoon at the Fairchild Chapel, 86 Lefferts

place, Brooklyn, and were attended by the staff

of the American Talking Machine Co., as well

as many members of the trade in the metro-
politan district. Mr. Barker, who was a bache-

lor, is survived by two sisters and two brothers

who reside in Boston.

Altoona Dealers Broadcast

Altoona, Pa., January 7.—The Brooks Music

House, the F. A. Winter Music House and the

Russell & Rigg Music House, all of Altoona, are

participating in the broadcasting program from

station WFBG operated by the Altoona Tribune

and the William F. Gable Co. Each of the

three firms on various days at stated hours

during the week render programs, which are

very much appreciated by the listeners-in, ac-

cording to the letters that come in daily.

Start the New Year Right
By Using

Phillips

The newest Phillips model shown herewith incorpo-

rates the best and newest features in radio tone arms.

Samples $5.00
Quantity Prices on Request

WARNING.
We hereby announce that we claim exclusive rights in a

tone arm with a dual inlet for a talking machine sound box
and the radio receiver, and that we are prepared to protect

our customers with an adequate patent guarantee on all such
tone arms purchased from us.

145 West 45s Street -ftS%d?X&'S- New York City
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J. A. Sieber Made Officer

of Advertising Company

Popular Advertising Executive Is Now Vice-

President of Pratt & Lindsay—Has Had Wide
Trade and Advertising Experience

The many friends in the trade of J. A. Sieber,

for the past four years advertising manager of

the General Phonograph Corp., New York, man-
ufacturer of Okeh and Odeon records, Heine-

man motors, steel needles and other products,

will be interested to learn that this popular

J. A. Sieber

advertising executive is now vice-president of

Pratt & Lindsay, a well-known and successful

advertising agency, with headquarters at 461

Eighth avenue, New York. Mr. Sieber assumed
his new duties the first of the year, taking with

him the hearty good wishes and good will of the

executive staff of the General Phonograph Corp.

Mr. Sieber is particularly well qualified to

enter upon executive work with an advertising

agency, for his experience during the past ten

years has given him an intimate knowledge of

all phases of advertising and publicity work. He
joined the Columbia Phonograph Co.'s retail

selling organization in 1914, subsequently spe-

cializing in dealer service work at the New York
wholesale branch and later being promoted to

the post of assistant manager of the dealer serv-

ice department of the Columbia executive offices.

Mr. Sieber joined the Okeh organization in 1921

and over a period of four years was responsible

for the exceptionally fine advertising that has

been used by the General Phonograph Corp. to

feature Okeh and Odeon records. As vice-

president of Pratt & Lindsay Mr. Sieber will

have a splendid opportunity to further dem-
onstrate his capability as an advertising and
merchandising executive.

Prominent Distributors

Handle Starr Loud Speaker

Latest Product of Starr Piano Co. Making
Rapid Strides in Trade and Public Popularity

The Starr loud speaker, the latest product of

the Starr Piano Co., Richmond, Ind., is assured

of widespread distribution through the metro-

politan district by virtue of the wholesale con-

nections already made and those in prospect.

The wholesale representation has been granted

to the Capitol Distributing Co., Emerson Radio

& Phonograph Co., Herbert-John Corp. and

Davega. A further announcement regarding

wholesale concerns, prominent in the talking

machine trade, taking on the Starr cabinet loud

speaker is expected in the course of a few days.

G. H. Keats, of the New York office of the

Starr Piano Co., states that the new loud

speaker has taken exceptionally well with the

New York trade and dealers are waxing enthu-

siastic over both the appearance and quality of

the product. Production at the factory is con-

stantly being increased to keep pace with the

demand.

Geo. A. Lyons' Sister Dies

Geo. A. Lyons, assistant to Harry A. Beach,

manager of the Eastern phonograph division

of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., is receiv-

ing the sympathy of his many friends in the

trade upon the death of his sister, Mrs. Nellie

Ahles, who died at her home in Baltimore,

Md., on Christmas Day, after an illness of three

days. Mr. Lyons, accompanied by his brother,

E. B. Lyons, formerly general manager of the

Eclipse Musical Co., Cleveland, attended the

funeral services. Mrs. Ahles is survived by her

husband and a two-year-old boy.

Congratulates the Victor Co.

The Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp., Brooklyn,

N. Y., through Alexander Eisemann, treasurer,

has sent a letter of hearty congratulation to

the Victor Talking Machine Co., on the success

of its inaugural program on New Year's night.

January 15, 1925

General Phonograph Corp.
15 West 18th St. New York, N. Y.

Metropolitan Outing Distributor

Eagle Radio Co. Announces
New Three Tube Receiver

"Eaglet" Is Name of New Popular Priced Model
Now Being Marketed

The Eagle Radio Co., 16 Boyden place, New-
ark, N. J., has brought out a new three-tube

dry cell battery receiving set, which is to be
retailed at a very popular price.

Albert B. Ayers, sales manager of the Eagle
Radio Co., states that this new popular model

Albert B. Ayers

is a result of insistent demand on the part of

the trade and consumers for an Eagle receiver

that would retail at a low price and still main-
tain the high quality found in Eagle products.

The new set is a table model and will be

marketed under the name Eaglet. This is of

an entirely new Eagle design of the sloping face

style which has won wide approval during the

past year.

Artistic Booklet Issued by
Dayton Fan & Motor Co.

The Dayton Fan & Motor Co., Dayton, O.,

manufacturer of Day Fan radio sets, recently

issued to its trade a beautiful brochure, en-

titled "Trade Winds," devoted to its products.

Profusely illustrated and handsomely printed

on high-grade stock the booklet is admirable

for use by dealers as a reference book. As for

more than thirty-five years this company has

manufactured electric fans and motors as its

chief products, the greater part of the book is

devoted to descriptions and illustrations of

Dayton fans and motors.

Use Ten Audaks

Wheeling, W. Va., January 7.—Davis, Burkhan

& Tyler have equipped their new store with ten

Audak record demonstrators. This equipment

takes up a minimum space in the new quarters,

and the Audaks are proving. popular with cus-

tomers, who seem delighted with the conven-

ience of this form of record demonstration.

Always Ready

to supply you with

Okeh Records

Negro Records

Irish Records

Standard Records

Odeon Records

Foreign Records

Okeh Needles

Truetone Needles

Kimberly Phonographs
Outing Portables

Honest Quaker Main
Springs and parts

General Phonograph Corporation
New York Distributing Division

15 West 18th St. New York, N. Y.
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GilfillanNeutrodyne
"Far and Near—Equally Clear

STYLE GN-2, is illustrated, in

a handsome cabinet of American
Walnut slightly smaller than
GN-1 but with the same Neutro-
dyne features and construction
without

The Music Dealer Must Have
Sure and Exceptional Results

Gilfillan Neutrodyne sets are made in our three Radio fac-

tories with years of Radio experience behind them, to supply

the Music Trade of any locality. Superior in Range, Selec-

tivity, Clarity and Volume, the Gilfillan Neutrodyne will be as

good 10 years from now as to-day.

Our sets are tested and ready for instant service to get the

distant station or to select a particular station with a wave
length nearly the same as others. No matter how many
stations are playing you can "reach out" and bring in what

you want—with clear, full tone and without interference or

distortion. Stations once recorded, come in at the same dialing

thereafter.

Gilfillan Neutrodyne is handled on the Coast by the largest

distributor of musical instruments in that section. They report

its phenomenal success is due to its sure and splendid perform-

ance.

Send for Literature to nearest Office

KANSAS CITY
2525 W. PENN WAY

GILFILLAN BROS. Inc.
1815 W. 16th Street, LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Gilfillan radio corporation
Irirtn LICENSE!) BY „«.\^c

mjZZfT^t Radioma^^rl&
NeutrodyneI lift war 27, 1923 and Apr,)" » b|P p*5.„p Pats. NOS l.*S8&6o-7v92«

Other FStents Pending

STYLE GN-1, in large cabinet with space CI "7C
for "B" Batteries, without accessories «P A / O
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Plaza Music Co. of New York Moving Into

New Offices and Warerooms This Month
Prominent Manufacturer of Portable Phonographs, Records and Other Products to Complete
Move Into Larger Quarters by End of Month—Fifteen Years of Progress Is Record of the Firm

The Plaza Music Co., which at present has

its executive offices and warehouse at 18-20-22

West Twentieth street, New York City, an-

nounces that during January the company will

move into much larger quarters at 10-12-14-16

West Twentieth street. The new home of the

company will occupy the entire sixth floor at

the new address, running through the entire

block, with entrances also on Nineteenth street.

The removal will be made gradually and will

in no way interfere with production or shipping

and without loss in the efficiency of the organi-

zation.

The Plaza Music Co. has served the music

trade for over fifteen years. Starting in 1911

as sheet music distributors in West Fifty-sixth

street, New York, the company has steadily

grown until to-day it occupies over 30,000 square

feet of floor space, exclusive of its recording

laboratory and record-pressing activities.

To-day the company manufactures talking

machine records, player rolls, steel needles, the

Pal and Regal portables and numerous acces-

sories for the talking machine store as well as

many adjuncts; also sheet music. Besides, it

distributes the Banner, Playtime, Regal and
Little Tot records and other important items

for retail establishments.

S. Kronberg, the vice-president of the com-
pany, in speaking of the fifteen years' activity

of his firm and the progress attained in that

period, said: "Our removal to much larger

quarters was necessitated by the tremendous

increase in the volume of business, which aside

from our export trade is confined to a great

extent to dealers. We will still retain part of

our old quarters as additional manufacturing

space.

"We attribute our success to service on the

lines manufactured and distributed and in the

supplying of particular products that have a

current vogue, thereby working closely with

Ihe retailer in a manner that is most profitable

to both. We have installed many improved
methods of handling orders, all towards one

aim of making it easier for the dealer to obtain

his supplies. The fact that a varied line of

active products can all be obtained from one

source has stood us in good stead and has con-

tributed in no small way to our steady growth.
"The sale of our Pal portable is now an all-

year-round active item and its younger brother,

the Regal portable, a more popular-priced prod-

uct, has shown remarkable gains during the

past few months. Dealers to-day realize that

the portable properly presented has an all-year-

round sale.

"Since the first of the year the Plaza Music
Co. has been guaranteeing complete shipment
of orders for Banner and Playtime records

the same day that the orders are received,

and this new policy has already been taken

advantage of by hundreds of retailers. This
service also applies to our sheet music de-

partment, which not only carries a complete

B. R. Forster Resigns

From the Brilliantone Go.

General Manager of Needle Manufacturing
Firm Disposes of Interests in Brilliantone Co.

—Taking Rest After Years of Strenuous Work

Byron R. Forster, general manager of the

Brilliantone Steel Needle Co. for the past five

years and well known to talking machine job-

bers and dealers throughout the country, re-

signed from the company's forces January 1.

Mr. Forster sold his interest in the company to

the remaining stockholders, and is leaving the

organization with the hearty good will of all of

his former associates.

At the present time Mr. Forster is enjoying

a well-deserved rest before announcing his new
plans for the future, although since the first

of the year he has had several important propo-

sitions under consideration. As one of the

veterans of the talking machine industry, Mr.

Forster numbers among his friends dealers and
jobbers from coast to coast, and he is generally

recognized as one of the most capable sales

executives in the trade. He will shortly an-

nounce his new plans, which will undoubtedly

offer him an opportunity to keep in close touch

with the industry that he has served for so

many years and in the development of which
he played an important part.

line of popular and standard numbers, but is

able to fill overnight demands on orchestra-

tions.

"Starting as sheet music distributors and mak-
ing service our slogan, we quickly outgrew our
original quarters and moved into the present

Twentieth street address in 1914. Gradually
we spread out into other lines and as success
marked the development of these new enter-

prises we continued to make additions until

to-day the Plaza's numerous lines and great
quantities of stock are probably the largest and
most comprehensive in the industry. In records
alone we have products that meet the needs
of the dealer and the taste of the consumer,
retailing at various prices, all assuring a good
healthy margin for the retailer. Our organi-
zation is a specialized one to serve the music
dealer. Maximum service on a varied line all

obtained from one source with reduced trans-

portation charges and a minimum of bookkeep-
ing and office work have been vital factors in

our achievement."

Popular Member of Jewett

Go. Is H. E. Mikesell

Covers Middle Western Section of Country for

Prominent Radio Manufacturers

One of the most popular members of the

sales staff of the Jewett Radio & Phonograph
Co., Detroit, Mich., is H. E. Mikesell, who

H. E. Mikesell

covers the Middle Western section, comprising
the States of Illinois, Wisconsin, Michigan,

Minnesota, Iowa and northern Missouri. He
needs no introduction to either the radio or

phonograph trade, for his three years' associa-

tion with the Jewett organization has given Mr.

Mikesell a wide acquaintance among jobbers

and dealers. He keeps in close touch with the

trade throughout his territory, working with

them along lines of practical and productive co-

operation. Mr. Mikesell was formerly asso-

ciated with the Edison Phonograph Co. of De-

troit for four years as Michigan representative.

Camden Store Enlarged

Bensberg's Music Shop, Camden, Ark., has

been remodeled in order to provide a large

balcony for display purposes. The store now
has one-third more space available for displays

of talking machines and other musical goods.

The Bowles Music & Jewelry Shop has been

opened in Bloomington, 111., under the manage-

ment of John C. Hollingsworth. The store will

carry a full line of musical instruments of all

types, including talking machines.

will be a year of Happiness and
Prosperity, if you always insist on

DE LUXE NEEDLES

Duo-|one Company, Incorporated
Sole Manufacturers of

DE LUXE NEEDLES
ANSONIA, CONN.

ONE NEEDLE PLAYS 100-200 RECORDS
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The Columbia record ofThe (

all
presents this popular hit as a

waltz on one side and a tenor

solo on the other—

A SURE SALES WINNER!
Columbia Record 235D
"All ALONE" is one of those

rare song hits that will be in

demand long after its compan-

ions are forgotten. And be-

cause Columbia has recorded

it both as a dance and a vocal

solo on the same record, it will

be enthusiastically received by

your customers. The Cava-

liers (waltz artists) play it

COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH CO.,

with exquisite effects on one

side, and on the other Lewis

James rises to new heights as

he sings it.

In offering this combination

vocal and dance record of "All

Alone," Columbia has given its

dealers an outstanding sales-

maker. It will pay you to

feature it to your customers.

1819 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Write to the Columbia branch or distributor nearest you

Atlanta, Ga., 561 Whitehall Street

Boston, Mass., 1000 Washington Street

Chicago, 111., 430-440 South Wabash Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio, 1812 East Thirtieth Street

Dallas, Texas, 2000 North Lamar Street

Kansas City, Mo., 2006 Wyandotte Street

Los Angeles, Cal., 809 S. Los Angeles Street

New York City, 121 West Twentieth Street

Philadelphia, Pa., 40 North Sixth Street

Pittsburgh, Pa., 632 Duquesne Way
San Francisco, Cal., 345 Bryant Street

Buffalo, N. Y., 700 Main Street

Detroit, Mich., 439 East Fort Street

Minneapolis, Minn., 18 North Third Street

Seattle, Wash., 911 Western Avenue

COLUMBIA WHOLESALERS, Inc.

205 West Camden Street, Baltimore, Md.

TAMPA HARDWARE CO.

Tampa, Fla.

COLUMBIA STORES CO.

1608 Glenarm Avenue, Denver, Colo.

221 S. W. Temple, Salt Lake City, Utah

W. W. KIMBALL CO.

Wabash Avenue and East Jackson Boulevard,

Chicago, III.

COLUMBIA DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.

1327 Pine Street, St. Louis, Mo.
224 West Fourth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
517 Canal Street, New Orleans, La.

COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH CO., LIMITED

22 West Front Street, Toronto

Columbia
PHONOGRAPHS AND /<_oiumDia\ NEW PROCESS RECORDS
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G. G. Jell's Columbia Trip

Pronounced Big Success

Introduces Fine Art Series of Musical Master-

works on Trip Throughout the Country

George C. Jell, of the sales division of the

Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc., returned to

New York recently after an important trip

Jell received gratifying reports as to the pop-

ularity of these splendid recordings.

Mr. Jell is well known to talking machine
dealers throughout the country, for he has been

identified with the industry for many years,

being associated with the Columbia organiza-

tion practically all of the time. He is directly

responsible for the production of the Musical

Masterworks Series by the Columbia Co., and

there is no doubt but that this series is going

to meet with a popular sale during the next

twelve months.

another. The Ramstone Corp. is planning to

place on the market shortly a five-tube radio

frequency set which will be marketed at a very
low list price.

Zenith Dealers Hold
New Orleans Meeting

H. H. Roemer, Director of Sales Promotion of
Zenith Corp., Delivered Interesting Address

R. H. Keith Made General

Sales Mgr. Ramstone Corp.

Resigns as President of Long Island Phono-
graph Co., Which Will Continue Under Direc-

tion of C. W. Keith in New Home

New Orleans, La., January 5.—Zenith dealers

in and near this city showed exceptional enter-

prise and aggressiveness recently when on a

short notice received from the Woodward,
Wight Co., Zenith jobber, of this city, they as-

sembled at the St. Charles Hotel for an informal
banquet. The dealers had been notified that

H. H. Roemer, director of sales promotion of

the Zenith Radio Corp., would visit New Or-

Geo. C. Jell

which included a visit to Columbia branches
and dealers in Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Louis-

ville, Memphis, St. Louis, Cincinnati, Chicago
and Cleveland. Mr. Jell's trip was in the inter-

ests of the Fine Art Series of Musical Master-

works, introduced recently by the Columbia
Phonograph Co., and wherever he visited Mr.

Robert H. Keith resigned as president of

the Long Island Phonograph Co., Brooklyn,

N. Y., distributor of Sonora products in the

Brooklyn and Long Island territory, of which

he was one of the founders, on January 1, and

has entered the radio field as general sales man-
ager of the Ramstone Corp., New York City,

manufacturer of radio frequency receivers.

The Long Island Phonograph Co. continues

under the ownership of C. W. Keith, father of

the sales manager of the Ramstone Corp., and

vice-president and treasurer of the company.

The headquarters of the wholesale concern have

been changed from Hanover place to the Bush

Terminal Building No. 6, 68 Thirty-fourth street,

where the business will be conducted under the

direction of C. W. Keith and H. B. Haring,

formerly of the Columbia Phonograph Co.

Mr. Keith intends giving preference to the

music trade in distributing the products of the

Ramstone Corp., and he states that the policy of

the company will be exclusive wholesale repre-

sentation and a carefully chosen retail repre-

sentation in one section of the country after

Zenith Dealers at Banquet Meeting
leans for a day or two and deliver one of his

characteristic addresses on "Selling Radio," and
this address was well worth the "hurry call" to

attend.

At the time of Mr. Roemer's visit the New
Orleans radio show was in full blast and the

dealers who attended the banquet also visited

the show. The day was marked by a spirit

of enthusiasm and progressiveness that empha-
sized the rapid strides attained by Zenith prod-

ucts in New Orleans territory.

The Har-Mo-Nee Music Shop has been

opened at Decorah, la.

At the New Price—
NOWHerald 7B%J Loud Speaker

Leads the Field!

THE same speaker that won nation-wide popularity at

$18 in competition with the most expensive speakers
built, is now priced at $12. At this new price, Herald-B
is the greatest value ever offered in radio.

The only speaker in its class with full-sized, gooseneck,
fibre horn. Height, 25 inches over all. 12-inch bell.

Herald clarity and volume at $18 brought big sales to

Herald dealers. The very same speaker at $12 is a bet
you cannot afford to miss.

Wire or write today for full details.

Herald Phonograph Unit!

THE Herald Phonograph Unit instantly turns any
standard phonograph into a radio loud speaker.

Exactly the same device that makes the Herald Speaker

so full-toned and clear.

Durable—simple—quickly adjusted. Every phonograph
owner a possible buyer. An ideal unit for "built-in"

cabinet loud speakers.

HERALD ELECTRIC COMPANY, Inc.
113 FOURTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
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TRADE MARK

RADIO REPRODUCTION

speaker
You DO NOT want just noise from your
radio set.

Tone-range, quality, clarity, volume; each,

alone, just noise. But their balanced
combination as from Atlas Speakers
"gives the best that's in your set". This

is balanced Atlas Radio Reproduction.

MULTIPLE ELECTRIC
PRODUCTS CO., Inc.

365 Odgen Street, Newark, N- J-

(Dept. W.)
New York, Boston, Philadelphia,
Baltimore, Pittsburgh, Detroit,
Chicago, St Louis, San Francisco.

Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co.
of Canada, Ltd.

Sole Canadian Distributors

Atlas

Model 101

Speaker

Atlas
Model 102

Speaker
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Blackman T. M. Go. to

Distribute Eagle Charger

New York Organization, to Push Battery

Charger of Foreign & Domestic Electrical

Commodities, Inc.—Company's Line Popular

The Foreign & Domestic Electrical Commod-
ities, Inc., New York, manufacturers of radio

equipment, including the Eagle battery charger,

Fordec "B" battery eliminator and Electradyne

radio receiving set, recently announced through

H. H. Southgate, vice-president of the company,
the appointment of the Blackman Talking
Machine Co. as the distributor of the Eagle
battery charger in New York. The company
at the present time has a number of distribu-

tors in the music trade, including the Girard

Phonograph Co., of Philadelphia, Pa.; Silver-

stone Music Co., St. Louis, Mo.; Wilbur Temp-
lin Music Stores, of Elkhart, Ind., and also the

Phonograph Co., of Kansas City, Kan., and
Cleveland, O., Edison jobber.

"The Fordec 'B' battery eliminator has met
with exceptional success in both the music and
radio trades. Due to the number of orders

which have been received for this product we
have opened up a new plant in Cleveland to be

used exclusively for the production of the

Fordec," said Mr. Southgate, in speaking of the

activities of his company. "It is rather inter-

lished upon a very firm footing throughout the

rural districts. We have been able to discover

this to be a fact through the sales of a device

which is manufactured by this company and
is distributed almost solely through the outly-

ing districts. This device, which is known as

the D. C. Radio Power, makes use of the power
generated by the Delco lighting system used to

furnish electric power for farms and houses

where there is no central power station. Its

function is to draw power from the plant and
cut down the amount of 'B' battery power
necessary to operate radio receiving sets. We
have found a ready market for this unit and

the results obtained in sales lead us to conclude

that radio is established throughout the

country."

New Quarters in Alhambra

Alhambra, Cal., January 3.—New quarters, at

18 East Main street, a few doors from the

former location, have just been taken by the

Alhambra Music House, of which J. D. Coops

is proprietor. The new store has been selected

as it affords larger floor space and other display

facilities. Mr. Coops has recently added a

radio department to his store, and handles a

full line of phonographs and pianos as well.

The Cable Piano Co., Toledo, O., is making

Miss Lee Morse Pathe
Records Widely Popular

Young Artist's Recordings Are Among the Best
Sellers in the Pathe List

The Pathe Phonograph & Radio Corp.,

Brooklyn, N. Y., has found in Miss Lee Morse
one of the most popular recording artists in the

Miss Lee Morse
history of the organization. Miss Morse is a

singer of blues, mammy songs, ballads, old

plantation songs and old minstrel numbers.
Lee Morse started singing in public when very

young. She has earned the reputation of "the

little girl with the big voice" and often intro-

duces in her recordings a yodeling effect. She
has also had considerable stage experience, ap-

pearing in "Artists and Models," "Hitchy Koo,"

Pantages vaudeville circuit and at the Palace

Theatre, New York.

Lee Morse has an inborn sense of synco-

pation and puts her whole heart and soul into

her singing. It is said she can run the whole

gamut of emotions from the meanest blues to

the most touching heart song. She is also a

composer, using almost entirely her own mate-

rial. The records that she has made for Pathe

so far have proved remarkable successes and

she has already taken her place in the stellar

role among Pathe female record artists.

Greater City Co. Closes

Most Successful Year

Close Co-operation With Dealers Has Brought

Big Returns, Says Maurice Landay

The Greater City Phonograph Co., Inc., New
York, distributor of radio equipment in the

metropolitan area, has recently closed the most

successful business year in the history of the

company, according to Maurice Landay, presi-

dent.

"We have done an excellent volume of radio

business. The Freed-Eisemann neutrodyne

radio sets and panels for installation in phono-

graphs and the Sonora loud speaker have been

in great demand. It has been our experience

that year by year our business among the deal-

ers whom the company serves has increased,

and this fact is exceptionally pleasing in that it

would seem to reflect the results of our close

co-operation with those we serve in terms of

increased business. It has been our policy to

do everything within our power to build up that

spirit of friendship and co-operation which is

so desirable between a distributor and its deal-

ers and the past year's business would seem to

point to the fact that we have succeeded in

accomplishing our purpose," said Mr. Landay

in discussing the year of 1924.

The Onondaga Radio Service Co., Syracuse,

N. Y., was recently incorporated at Albany

with a capital stock of 100 shares of preferred

stock at $100 per share and 100 shares of com-

mon stock of no par value. The incorporators

are M. Putziger, S. and I. Comiez.

esting to note that radio is becoming estab- extensive alterations in its store.

ANNOUNCEMENT of LEE-SAGER CO.'S ENTRANCE IN THE MUSICAL FIELD—AND
THE

100% i \

PROFIT *
FOR

DEALERS4

Pend.

A REAL

PROPO-
SITION FOR
DISTRIBUTORS

AND JOBBERS
THERE IS A BIG DEMAND for THIS ARTICLE
This attractive display card in two colors does the work and tells all about it

WE WILL
GIVE

DISTRIBUTORS
JOBBERS

and
DEALERS

ALL
POSSIBLE
HELP

Write

LEE-SAGER CO.

ST. CLAIR
MICH.

THE

PHONOMUTE

25
Cents T

25
Cents

MAKES OLD RECORDS SOUND LIKE NEW

MUSIC LOUD OR SOFT INSTANTLY

MAKES NIGHT PLAYING IN APARTMENTS POSSIBLE

ENJOY PHONOGRAPH WITHOUT DISTURBING OTHERS

HAS BEEN
THOROUGHLY
TRIED OUT
AND PROVED

A FAST
SELLER

DEALERS
THAT NOW
HAVE THIS
ARTICLE

ALL SAY IT IS
A WINNER

YOUR FIRST
CARD WILL
PROVE IT
TO YOU

A CARD IN YOUR WINDOW BRINGS CUSTOMERS IN YOUR STORE
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And now the NEW
EMERSON 50c RECORD

Distribution Policy makes this the

BIG PROFIT LINE
FOR JOBBERS

T^HE Famous Emerson 50c Records are now dis-

tributed exclusively through jobbers, with full

protection and merchandising co-operation that will

make the Emerson franchise a permanent and highly

profitable asset.

100,000 Emerson Records Per Day
is now the capacity of the two big plants at Scranton, Pa., and Au-

burn, N.Y., of the Scranton Button Company, making exclusively

Emerson Records complete— Recording, Plating and Press-

ing. Quick deliveries.

Emerson 50c Records Mean Money in Your Pockets

You are assured of uniform ex-

cellence and unequalled service

backed up by a big organization

of unquestioned strength and re-

sources, offering a most attrac-

tive profit to jobbers.

Emerson Records now enter a

new and vastly broader field,

backed by combined interests

which assure stability and con-

fidence. A nationally known
product, with complete advertis-

ing and selling co-operation.

Jobber Franchises in Exclusive Territory Now
Open—Write for full particulars at once

Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corporation
Sole Agents for Emerson Records throughout the world

307-9 SIXTH AVENUE - - NEW YORK CITY

^Emersoru— Records and
Phonographs

Comprehensive
Catalogues

By NOTED ARTISTS

POPULAR SONGS
LATEST DANCES

COMEDY—NOVELTY

—

RACE
HAWAIIAN
STANDARD
OPERATIC
SACRED
IRISH

RUSSIAN
ITALIAN
JEWISH
GERMAN
POLISH

All the big hits out

when they are hits !

Over 100,000,000 Emer-
son Records have been
sold. Everybody knows
them—everybody wants
them. The only nation-

ally advertised standard

record with an estab-

lished and permanent
retail price of

50c
When you handle Emer-
son Records you have
back of you the famous
Emerson selling co-

operation and the great-

est modern popular
priced record catalogue,

carrying both standard

and popular numbers
and a representative
foreign catalogue in

many languages by
prominent artists.
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Baltimore Holiday
Sales Satisfactory

Last-Minute Rush for Musical Instruments

Brings Sales Volumes Up to an Excellent

Figure—Trade News and Activities

Baltimore, Md., January 10.—The last-minute

Christmas buying of talking machines more
than made up for the slump earlier in the

month, and the volume of business done this

Christmas far exceeded that for several years.

In fact, some of the dealers report having the

best Christmas business in their experience.

Department stores report better sales of talk-

ing machines than for several years, with in-

crease over 1923 running from 20 to 400 per

cent. Very few cash sales were reported by

the department stores, but a number of exclu-

sive shops report sales of the higher-priced

models for cash. Consoles sold better than up-

rights in a majority of cases, the ratio ranging

as high as twenty to one in one store and

averaging around ten to one in the others.

Naturally the record business kept pace with

the talking machine demand and most of the

dealers report the best Christmas business in

records in the history of their business.

Special Okeh Record a Big Hit

One of the biggest hits during the holidays

was made by the Okeh record, specially re-

leased for Baltimore, of "Nobody Knows How
I Felt This Morning," which was sung by Miss

Margaret Johnson at one of the local theatres

during the week. William Braitman, proprietor

of the Laurens Music Shop, who is distributor

of Okeh records for Baltimore and Washing-

ton, and also represents Everybody's Talking

Machine Co., of Philadelphia, was responsible

for getting the special release of Miss John-

son's hit and said the sales far exceeded even

his most sanguine expectations.

Tie Up With Record Artists

Another feature of the month was the third

appearance here since August of Paul White-

man and His Orchestra at the Lyric and for

the third successive time the house was packed.

A new composition, called "Broadway at Night,"

was heard for the first time in Baltimore and

made one of the biggest hits that this popular

conductor and his artists have made here. He

also played a number of jazz selections, show-

ing first the crude jazz and contrasting it after-

wards with his band adaptations. Sales of the

Baltimore Headquarters
for

Columbia Service
READY TO DELIVER

All types of Columbia Phonographs
The New Imported Recordings

Records of Hits—While they are Hits

All Best Selling Standard Selections

Best Line of Race Records on the Market
Old Time Tunes and Fiddlin' Records

Let Us Serve You

Columbia Wholesalers, inc.
L. L. Andrews Wm. H. Swartz

Exclusively Wholesale

205 W. Camden St. Baltimore, Md.

Whiteman records took another big jump as a

result. Dealers made effective tie-ups.

Wholesale Houses Rushed
While the retail business was making new

records for the holiday trade the jobbing

houses were also kept on the jump to supply

the last-minute demand and as a consequence

no details as to the amount of business last

year as compared with 1923 are yet available, but

it is believed 1924 will show a substantial gain

over the previous year.

Optimistic Over Radio-Phono Outlook

One of the most optimistic men in the busi-

ness over the combination Brunswick-Radiola

is Charles F. Shaw, manager of the local Bruns-

wick agency. Mr. Shaw said the outlook for

the combination machine was very bright and

that this year should prove one of the best in

the history of the trade, but would depend to a

large extent on the activities of the dealers.

"If the trade will go after the business ac-

In Radio

SERVICE and QUALITY
are the principal requirements in a jobber

BURGESS
BALDWIN BRACH
ATLAS WESTON

APCO

KING
CARTER
THOROLA

The following names represent the best quality merchandise

on the market today.

DEFOREST FEDERAL
FADA
CROSLEY
MAGNAVOX PHILCO

COLUMBIA NEW MODEL PHONOGRAPHS
COLUMBIA NEW PROCESS RECORDS

The following names represent the best jobbing service ob-

tainable in the trade.

Columbia Wholesalers, inc.
L. L. Andrews Wm. H. Swartz

Exclusively Wholesale

205 W. Camden St. Baltimore, Md

tively and co-operate with the jobber 1925

should prove the banner year of the business,"

said Mr. Shaw. "The combination radio-phono-

graph is bound to be one of the best sellers

ever put out in the musical line and one works
to help the other. The music store is the

logical outlet for the radio and dealers can

greatly increase sales by co-operating with the

jobbers. As a matter of fact, in my opinion,

business to a great extent this year will de-

pend entirely upon the co-operation that exists

between the dealer and the jobber and with

the proper co-operation on the part of both

the dealer and the jobber 1925 can be made
the banner year of the trade in this territory."

Columbia Gets Good New Year Start

The new year has begun well for the Colum-

bia Wholesalers, Inc., in both the Columbia
and radio departments of this well-known dis-

tributing organization. Applications continue

to be received from representative dealers in

the territory desiring to take on the Columbia

line for 1925. In the radio field this company
has taken on a list of representative products

that find ready sale. Coupled with this the

quality of dealer service rendered would por-

tend increasing growth for this company during

1925.

Kranz-Smith Co. Has Brunswick Franchise

The Kranz-Smith Piano Co., of this city, has

acquired the Brunswick franchise, and will

handle at retail the complete line of Brunswick

phonographs, Radiolas and records. In con-

nection with this new line the Kranz-Smith Co

carried on a very broad program of advertising

during the holiday season featuring its recently

acquired line.

News Brieflets

Dealers here report an increased demand for

the records of both John McCormack and

Lucrezia Bori since they broadcast a number

of selections on January 1.

The Peter Pan gramophone made its first ap-

pearance on the local market during the holi-

days and met with a very good demand, ac-

cording to the dealers carrying this line.

Receiver Appointed

The Chesapeake Radio Co. has been placed

in the hands of a receiver on order of Judge

Charles F. Stein in the Circuit Court and Wirt

A. Duvall, Jr., named receiver under a bond of

$2,000. The defendant company filed an answer

to the suit denying that it was insolvent, but

consented to the appointment of a receiver to

wind up its affairs.
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Victor Console Model Phono-
graph, Models 400, 405 and 410
cabinets, with five-tube FADA
Neutrodyne Panel Unit, Catalog
No. 196-A.

UCENSCD BYmmm

A FADA
Neutrodyne

will sell your phonograph
THE phenomenal success of FADA
Neutrodyne radio receivers is being
duplicated in the sale of console phono-
graphs containing FADA Neutrodyne
Panel Units.

Designed for use with all standard
console phonographs, these FADA Panel
Units afford the same simplicity of opera-

tion, the same volume, sensitivity, selec-

tivity and amazing clarity that are
obtained with the FADA Neutroceiver
and the Neutrola.

Five tubes are used—either dry cells

or storage battery types—without the

necessity for reneutralization. A simple,

plainly marked adjustment of the Neu-
trodons is the only alteration that is neces-

sary to enable one to make the change

from storage battery to dry cell tubes.

FADA Phonograph Panel Units are

made in two different sizes. One, Catalog
No. 196-A, measures 15 3/16 in. x 16 27/32
in., is designed for Victor Models Nos.
400, 405 and 410 console phonographs.
FADA Catalog No. 197-A has panel
dimensions of lAy2 in. x 17 13/32 in. to

fit Victor Model No. 215 console phono-
graph. These two units are also adapted
to other standard models of console
phonographs.

Every FADA Phonograph Panel Unit
is made of the same high-grade units and
parts as used in the FADA Neutroceiver
and Neutrola. The only difference is the
panel arrangement and the placing of the

radio parts to fit the restricted dimen-

FADA Neutrodyne Panel Unit
for Console Phonographs, show-
ing compactness and beautiful
workmanship in arrangement of
parts.

sions of the phonograph compartment.
Every detail of workmanship bears the
stamp of FADA exactness and engineer-
ing skill, so that you are assured of the
utmost efficiency in materials, workman-
ship and results.

With FADA Neutrodyne Panel Units
installed in your console phonographs and
using the horn of the phonograph as the
loud speaker, you can offer your trade
the most remarkable combination of those
two most necessary entertainers— the
phonograph and radio. And the FADA
Panel Unit will sell the phonograph.

Write for full particulars and prices.

F. A. D. ANDREA, INC.
1581 JEROME AVENUE NEW YORK

.JL FL a cl i o
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Steady Improvement of Trade in Detroit

Reaches Climax During Holiday Season
Satisfactory Sales Volume for the Year—Outlook Is Bright—Radio Coming in for Considerable
Attention—Grinnell Managers to Meet—Important New Royal Accounts—News of the Month

Detroit, Mich., January 9.—Nineteen twenty-

four has gone forever but it leaves behind a -

pretty good record after all so far as the talking

machine dealers of Detroit are concerned. The
beginning of 1924 was not very good, but after

the first six months had elapsed business

.showed a decided improvement and it kept on

improving every single month. November was
exceptionally good for most dealers, December
being the best month of all. It all seemed to

come during the last two weeks.

Dealers Tying Up With Radio
Dealers for 1925 will do well to watch radio

as it applies to the talking machine industry.

After making a rather exhaustive survey of

what dealers are doing who handle combina-
tion radio and phonograph outfits we are thor-

oughly convinced that the dealer who does not

put in one of the well-known combination lines

and go after radio business is going to be left

out in the cold before another year is out. The
radio is an important link in the talking ma-
chine industry. The dealer who is alive to

what is going on in the radio world can in-

crease his record sales very materially. For

example, in one store we read an announcement

something like this: "Did you hear

sing 'All Alone' over the radio the

other night? Now hear on the

Brunswick record. You'll like it all the more."

This particular dealer docs not drop his chin

and say the radio is hurting his record business,

but is finding a way to make the radio increase

his record sales.

Big Call for Combination Machines

Loads and loads of combination machines

were sold for the holidays. Brunswick dealers

reaped a harvest with their combination phono-

graphs, and they could have sold even more if

they could have secured all the styles they

wanted. Both the Brunswick Shop and the J.

L. Hudson Music Store had anticipated a big

demand and ordered accordingly, but even they

could not fill all their orders in time for the

holidays. There was a regular stampede for

the combination phonographs, and particularly

in the expensive models, the last few days.

New Victrola and Recitals Appeal

The new Victor talking machine, with special

department for installation of radio, is proving

popular, as a great many people have their own
radio and the idea of a machine, such as the

new Victrola, appeals strongly to them. Victor

dealers are pleased with their December busi-

ness, and report record sales are holding up

very well.

There have been quite a number of recitals

in the Victor talking machine department of

Grinnell Bros, on Thursday afternoons, and

some of the very best artists in the musical

world, visiting Detroit, have entertained there.

The recitals are free and twice as many people

are turned away as can be admitted.

Grinnell Bros.' Majnagers to Meet
Grinnell Bros, will hold their annual conven-

tion of branch managers some time this month.
The managers will come from all the Grinnell

Bros.' stores and will meet twice daily, taking

up every phase of the business. The talking

machine will come in for considerable discus-

sion this year, as the officials of the company
are very anxious to get the views of the different

managers on how radio is taking in the respec-

tive localities, how the public is taking to the

new Victor combination machine, the effect of

radio on records and talking machines. Grin-

nell Bros, do not handle anything in the radio

line aside from the new Victor combination

model. We understand that a number of the

State managers at various times have hinted

to the office that a radio department would do
considerable business, as a great many people

have been in to buy radio equipment and outfits.

Important Houses Take on the Royal
With the sale of the Vocalion record to the

Brunswick, Sam E. Lind, who has been the

Michigan distributor, will now devote his en-

tire energies to the Royal line of radio-phono-

graph machines which he has handled for the

past year with great success. Mr. Lind has a

very fine list of dealers in the city and State

and is busy preparing for big business the first

six months of the new year.

The Detroit Music Co., which handles Colum-
bia and the Sonora, has added the Royal line

of phonograph and radio. Among some of the

other big concerns handling the Royal are the

People's Outfitting Co., Brushaber Furniture

Co., City Music Co., Gardner-White Co., White
Furniture Co., W. R. Woodmansee, Lieberman

Furniture Co., Kelly Furniture Co., Western
Talking Machine Co., J. F. Ratke, M. Naimark
and the Urban Music Co.

Suffer $15,000 Damage by Fire

Grinnell Bros.' store in Flint, Mich., recently

suffered a $15,000 loss by fire which broke out

in the same block and rapidly spread to sur-

rounding structures.

An Innovation at the J. L. Hudson Store

The J. L. Hudson Music Store recently an-

nounced an innovation that undoubtedly will be

watched with interest by music dealers in other

cities. The Hudson store now has its own
records; which retail at 50 cents, all being double

faced records, two selections- on each record.

The store will have about ten releases each

month. Each record is packed in individual

containers, same as the Victor and Brunswick

andlc handles it'

'Master of Movable Music

4 Years

Have Proved
Outing

Portables

Are the

Best

C. L. Marshall Co.
514 Griswold St. Detroit, Mich.

Outing Distributor

records sold at that store. As the records are
all late songs and played by good orchestras, it

will of course be interesting to know whether it

will create a new field or whether it will hurt
the record sales of other nationally-known lines

carried.

Dupraw Glad He Expanded Lines
Dupraw's Music House, at 1510 Broadway, is

doing a big phonograph and radio business, and
C. W. Dupraw, proprietor, is certainly pleased
that he added radio to his phonograph line.

In fact, Mr. Dupraw is handling small goods, as

well as pianos, in addition to his phonograph
and radio lines. He handles the Okeh line of

records and is building a very fine clientele of

of customers who come in regularly for the

new releases. Speaking of the Okeh, there

are about thirty dealers handling this record in

this city, although in the downtown section of

Detroit the Cunningham Shop, at 1065 Wood-
ward avenue, and the Dupraw Music House are

the only ones.

New Bush & Lane Branch

Olympia, Wash., January 2.—A new branch of

the Bush & Lane Piano Co. has just been

opened here at 510 Washington street, adjoin-

ing the Liberty Theatre. The local store is

under the management of Paul Kuhl and is

handling a full stock of pianos, phonographs
and musical accessories. The store enjoys the

advantages of a splendid central location and
is fitted up in an up-to-date manner.

Death of M. Goldsmith

M. Goldsmith, prominent talking machine
dealer, of 1525 First avenue, New York, died

suddenly on December 23, 1924. The deceased

was prominent in his community and was active

in talking machine circles in New York, being

a member of the Talking Machine and Radio

Men, Inc.

.STYLE NO. 195

List S160
FIGURED MAHOGANY

OR WALNUT
Height 3iy2 "
AVidth 40"
Depth 22"

Every dealer owes his customers quality and value

equal to the cost. The Pooley Phonograph is ac-

knowledged and recognized to be unequaled in

the combination of these qualities.

Fine Veneers
Beautiful Finishes
High Grade Cabinet Work
Mechanical Perfection
Liberal Discounts to Dealers

The Greatest Phonograph Value Obtainable for the Money

C. L. MARSHALL COMPANY, Wholesale Distributors

514 Griswold Street Detroit, Mich.

Pooley Phonographs, Pooley Phonograph and Radio Combinations, Pooley Radio
Cabinets and Outing Portables.
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JOHN H.WILSON,Manager

324-WASHINGTON ST.,B05T0N,MASS.BCXTON ENGLAND
Optimism Prevails Throughout Trade

Regarding Outlook for 1925 Business
Liberal Stocks in the Stores of Retailers in Preparation for Expected Stable Business—Bruns-
wick-Balke-Collender Co. of Massachusetts Chartered—Steinert Managers Meet—Other News

Boston, Mass., January 5.—It is a pleasure to

be able to quote the local trade in stating that

everywhere there is eager expectation, a firm

belief in fact is current that the year upon

which we now have entered is to be a good year,

something that will go down in history. Such

a situation is predicted for the trade in general

by economic experts, and there is no reason why
the talking machine and radio business should

not .get its share; in truth there is the general

belief that it will. Jobbers report that dealers

are rather keen on keeping good stocks on

hand, something that, as the trade well knows,

they hesitated in doing before the holidays.

The December business with the Boston houses

was not what it should have been; that's an

open secret, so that it was not calculated to

swell the year's business to any great extent.

But it is to be hoped all this is but a memory.

Too Busy for Christmas Greetings

The local trade was not as liberal as formerly

with their Christmas greetings. It is a fact that

several houses gave serious thought to sending

out holiday souvenirs, such as had been done

heretofore; but general conditions were felt not

to warrant any such expenditure. Several

houses, however, sent out holiday greetings in

the shape oi cards.

Local Brunswick Incorporation

The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. of Massa-

chusetts, to act as a subsidiary of the parent

concern of that name of Chicago, has just been

incorporated in this State with a capital stock

of $20,00(1. It is understood that this new com-

pany will take over the business of the Bruns-

wick phonograph, heretofore operated by Kraft,

Bates & Spencer, the retirement of which

concern from the local representation of the

Brunswick was announced in last month's issue

of The World.
,
Very shortly there will be a

meeting of this newly formed company and offi-

cers elected, whose names will be duly an-

nounced. Meanwhile Harry Spencer is daily on

the scene and the Brunswick business not only

continues large but the indications for a splendid

1925 are very promising, according to Mr.
Spencer.

Columbia Business Up to Expectations
Manager W. S. Parks, of the Columbia Co.,

reports that business .quite came up to his ex-

pectation, and he anticipates a steady improve-
ment through 1925. The Master Works Fine
Art Series of Columbia records have been
splendid sellers, and many inquiries have been
received, following an advertising campaign,
which inquiries were sent to the nearest Colum-
bia dealers having the desired sets, for the

Washington street headquarters were early en-

tirely sold out, though Manager Parks had
ordered heavily weeks in advance in anticipation

of a big call for Christmas. Mr. Parks was
over in New York right after the holidays, and
he says his views of future business are borne
out by the New York officials with whom he

got in contact.

Steinert Branch Managers Meet
All the branch managers of M. Steinert &

Sons have been called to a conference, to be

held at Steinert Hall, this city, in a few days.

Following an all-day conference the group will

be the guests of the company at dinner, and
this will be followed by a theatre party at one

of the leading playhouses. The Steinert Co.

was one of those to remember its friends with

a handsome holiday card.

Good Results From Broadcasting

It is especially interesting apropos this broad-

casting plan of the Victor Co. that the first con-

cert given by the two above-named artists was
immediately productive of happy results. The
very next morning orders for the records of

these two artists came in from persons who
must have mailed their letters a few hours after

hearing Bori and McCormack. As for the job-

bers, the three Boston houses, the Oliver Dit-

son Co., M. Steinert & Sons and the Eastern

Co. got such sizable orders from dealers that

it was not possible to fill them until larger

H0RT0N-GALL0-

CREAMER CO.

NEW HAVEN

VICTOR
WHOLESALERS

who serve a small clientele of

preferred dealers especially well.

invoices come from the factory. The first con-

cert, therefore, may be considered an unqualified

success, to judge from the local point of view,

and the experience of jobbers and dealers here

is doubtless duplicated all over the country.

K. E. Reed Optimistic Over Trade Outlook

Kenneth E. Reed, Victor manager of M.
Steinert & Sons, is highly optimistic over the

prospects of business for 1925. He is firmly of

the opinion that the Victor industry is to ex-

perience an excellent year, and this will in part

be due to new features that the Victor Co.

will introduce by way of stimulating business,

and which began with the broadcasting of two

of the Victor artists, Lucrezia Bori and John
McCormack, whose singing was heard by thou-

sands of people.

William J. Weyand in New Home
William J. Weyand, who is well known

throughout the trade as head of the company
bearing his name engaged in the repairing of

(Continued on page 112)

RELIABILITY IN

VICTOR SERVICE

Ditson Victor Service has won its following among the dealers

through steady and efficient co-operation, devoid of the spectacular.

We serve the trade in the most thickly populated sections of the

country in a manner that guards the dealers interests to the utmost.

We offer good service where it is needed most.

OLIVER DITSON CO.

BOSTON, MASS.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO.

NEW YORK
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The Eastern Talking

Machine Co.

85 ESSEX STREET
BOSTON MASS.

talking machines of all makes, has moved to

more spacious offices and salesrooms at 7 Water
street. Mr. Weyand also deals in talking ma-
chines and handles accessories and parts of all

kinds, and he has built up an excellent busi-

ness by progressive methods and service of the

highest type.

Death of Mrs. Burke Universally Regretted

Joe Burke, New England manager of the

Musical Supply & Equipment Co., has the sym-

bereavement, his wife, formerly Eleanor Dolores
Keyes, having died suddenly on Christmas day.

Mrs. Burke had not been well for some time,

but lately had apparently been improving, and
Mr. Burke contemplated taking her on a trip

South. Only a few hours before her death
specialists had closely studied her case and saw
no immediate cause for alarm. Mrs. Burke was
twenty-seven years of age, and the family home
was at 31 Waverley avenue, Newton. The
couple had been married seven years.

Good Business Outlook Reported
Business with the Musical Supply & Equip-

ment Co. made a good showing for the last four

months of the year, but the demand was largely

for radios and loud speakers, the latter being
in such demand that Mr. Burke has found it

difficult to supply the trade. Mr. Burke's staff

of field men will start off in a few days for

their respective territories, and they are looking
for big business; in fact, Mr. Burke himself sees

a banner year ahead. He is going over to New
York in a few days to arrange for getting ade-

quate shipments for the next few months.
Oliver Ditson Co. Employes Have Good Time
The Oliver Ditson Co., Victor distributor as

well as music publisher, gave a jolly Christmas
party on the upper floor of its Tremont street

store on the evening of December 30. There
was a supper, entertainment and dance, and
Henry A. Winkelman, manager of the Victor

department, was active in seeing that everyone
had a good time. Each year the Ditson house
arranges for a gathering, which is always
eagerly looked forward to by the employes.

One pleasant feature this year was the an-

nouncement that for a New Year's present Mr.

Charles H. Ditson, of New York, had arranged

to give each employe a week's salary.

Stocking Up for New Year Demands
Arthur Erisman, of the A. C. Erisman Co.,

had a busy holiday season and there were heavy

demands for the Federal, Kennedy and othci

radio sets which this house carries. Mr. Eris-

man is looking for a big year and he is stock-

ing up so that all demands upon his place can

be quickly filled.

Expects Prosperous 1925

The Eastern Talking Machine Co. had a good

Christmas business, according to Manager Her-

bert Shoemaker, who looks for a very busy

year ahead. Stocks now are in excellent shape

and the house is ready to give splendid service

which has not been especially promising, is

slated to show a vast improvement. The East-

ern Co. is one of those local concerns that are

feeling the good effect of the McCormack-Bori
concert over the radio a few nights ago, and
Manager Shoemaker says that dealers with

whom his house comes in touch found business

rapidly improving from the very day following

the concert.

Herbert Shoemaker, of the Eastern Co., made
a flying trip to Springfield and Hartford a few

days ago, and he found conditions in these cities

showing a healthy improvement.

Satisfactory Cheney Sales

G. Dunbar Shewell, Jr., New England man-
ager of the Cheney Talking Machine Co., has

just been into the western Massachusetts terri-

tory and he finds everyone lined up for big

business this year. A good many of "the high-

priced sets which are carried at the Boylston

street headquarters were entirely sold out just

before Christmas, and some of the New Eng-

land dealers could not get what they most

wanted.

Going South to Golf

Alexander Steinert, of M. Steinert & Sons,

has left for New York and from there will go

to Pinehurst, S. C, for a few weeks of golfing,

a sport in which he revels during these Winter

sojourns.

Brieflets of Trade Interest

Salesman Moore, of the Columbia Co., was

the recipient of a welcome Christmas present, a

baby daughter, and all other holiday remem-

brances were forgotten for the time in Mr.

Moore's household.

Winthrop A. Harvey, head of the C. C. Har-

vey Co., immediately following Christmas, went

with his family to Lake Placid, N. Y., together

with a group of friends, where they now are en-

joying the sports which the Winter sojourners

in the Adirondacks always enjoy.

Salesman Fiumara, of the Columbia Co.

forces, came to Boston during the holidays with

nathy of a large circle of friends in his sad in the way of deliveries. The radio business,

OKe^Odanv I

Records
1925 will be a big year. Don't lose any profits through

incomplete or delayed deliveries. Tie up with a serv-

ice that can be depended upon. In other words,

call on

General Phonograph Corporation
of New England

126 Summer Street Boston, Mass.

BUY OKEH NEEDLES—They Keep Record Sales Alive!
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his wife and spent a few days here pleasantly.

Mr. Fiumara expressed himself as well pleased

with the holiday business and is looking for a

big year.

Capitol Go. Distributing

Two New Radio Products

New Starr Loud Speaker and Starr Radio
Receiving Sets Added to Lines—Company
Enjoyed a Year of Progress

The Capitol Distributing Co., New York
City, radio distributor to the phonograph trade,

opened the new year with two new products

added to its line. Strange to say, both prod-

ucts are "Starr" products, although manufac-

tured by two entirely unconnected concerns.

One of these products is the Starr loud speaker

manufactured by the Starr Piano Co., Rich-

mond, Ind. This speaker is of the cabinet type

and made by this firm, which has earned such

an excellent reputation in the talking machine

field as manufacturer of Starr phonographs,

pianos and Gennett records. The other product

is the Starr harmonic five-tube radio receiving-

set made by the Starr Equipment Corp., Brook-

lyn, N. Y. This receiving set is well known
throughout talking machine trade circles and

lias been exhibited at the various radio shows.

Optimism over 1925 permeates the general

offices of the Capitol Distributing Co. Ira

Greene, president of the company, in an inter-

view with The World stated that a continuance

of the progressive merchandise methods of the

past, together with full co-operation with deal-

ers for 1925, will be the policy of the company.

Mr. Greene also stated: "We are a young

concern and have been in the radio field for

less than one year, but the results we have

achieved in that short period have been ex-

tremely gratifying from all angles. Beginning

our busine'ss with the distribution of the

Dynergy set we have added carefully to the

line, selecting only those products which are

best suited for merchandising by the talking

machine dealer. We have since added such

lines as the Murdock neutrodyne, Ambler-Hol-

man receiver, Compendyne receiver, Engler

SDV panels, Burns Charmitone and Ethovox

loud speakers, Adapto cabinets, Exide, Philco,

Bright Star and Neidich batteries, and many
other lines of equal prominence. In addition

to the building up of the lines which we dis-

tribute, we have given much attention to the

development of the organization and a service

department which has proved itself worthy in

solving the problems of the radio dealer."

Mr. Greene pays tribute to his staff of co-

workers, George Seiffert, sales manager; E A.

Lazaar, Cy Rankin, Abe Mandell, R. Gordin and

J. V. Cremonin, for the success of the firm.

The Cardinal Radio Mfg. Co., New York,

was recently incorporated at Albany by H. J.

Levey, S. and M. Spiegel.

Paragon Receiver Featured

in Landay Newspaper Ads.

Four Full-page Advertisements in Daily Papers

Responsible for Stimulation of Sales of Par-

agon Sets in Landay Stores

One of the outstanding advertising campaigns

in the metropolitan district to stimulate busi-

ness was that put behind the Paragon radio

line by Landay Bros., who operate a chain of

retail stores in Greater New York, for the two

weeks immediately preceding Christmas. This

campaign took the form of four full-page adver-

tisements in. the New York journal on Decem-
ber 8, 10, 15 and 19, and the text and illustra-

tions in each advertisement were devoted en-

tirely to descriptions of the various models of

the Paragon instrument.

The text matter of the advertisements sum-

med up in understandable language the capabil-

ities of the set in a way that was perfectly

intelligible to the layman who is not conversant

with the technicalities of radio. The reasonable

price of the Paragon three and the Paragon

four was given, together with a description of

113

the reasonable terms under which the instru-

ments could be purchased.

An attractive illustration of the Paragon

receiver appeared in each advertisement and in

two cases a dancing couple was depicted, to-

gether with the information that a single turn

of the dial would bring the music of the world-

famous dance orchestras to the home. The
other two advertisements emphasized the single-

dial control and distance reception. The assur-

ance of safe buying, emphasizing the reputation

of the Landay organization and of the Adams-
Morgan Co., Inc., manufacturer of the Paragon

set, was a feature of the advertising.

The managers of the various Landay stores

report that the results from the campaign were

immediately apparent. Inquiries for the Para-

gon receiver were many and in quite a number

of cases prospective customers mentioned see-

ing the advertisements.

Opens Ansonia Branch

Miller's Music Shop, of New Haven, Conn., has

opened a branch store in Ansonia, under the

management of Oscar Feinberg. New Columbia

phonographs and records are featured.

•335

Radiola
REGENOFLEX

andihc NEWENGLAND
PUONOGR^PU DEALER

Last Call on Radio for

Holiday Profits

One half of the year's radio business will be done dur-
ing the next three months—your most profitable sea-

son. Don't let another minute elapse before you find

out how Pitts Service on radio merchandise can help
you to establish your radio department. We have no

S^C "side lines," for radio is our only business, and we are

obliged to make this work profitable for you. You get
concentrated service covering the best of radio
products.

The big fear of securing unsalable merchandise is

eliminated by using Pitts Service. Let us tell you all

about the radio business; what other dealers in the
talking machine field have done, and show you exactly
where you can achieve the same results.

Write, wire or telephone and you will receive full par-

ticulars about the quickest selling and most satisfactory

radio merchandise—"Radiola !"
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EDPiTTrCompany
I VIC .

219 Columbus Ave. BOSTON ,Mas5.

RADIO MERCHANDISE-EXCLUSIVELY - - - WHOLESALE
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Two New Informative Odeon Publications

Full of Interesting Data for Retail Trade
Odeon Catalog and Pamphlet, "Breaking Record Sales for Odeon," Prepared Under Direction of

A. Thallmayer, Manager, Foreign Record and Odeon Divisions, General Phonograph Corp.

Under the capable direction of A. Thallmayer,

manager of the company's foreign record and
Odeon divisions, the General Phonograph Corp.,

New York, has just issued two very important

publications for the use of the Okeh and Odeon
dealers. In preparing this literature, Mr. Thall-

mayer worked in close co-operation with Otto

Heineman, president and founder of the Gen-
eral Phonograph Corp., who for many years has

devoted a considerable part of his time to the

A. Thallmayer
development and stimulation of this important

division of the company's business.

The new Odeon catalog is not only attractive

in design and make-up, but is exceptionally im-

portant as indicative of the world-wide popu-

larity of these records. There are listed in

this book the entire 3,000 and 5,000 series of

imported recordings by world-famous artists,

all of which were made in Europe. The cover

ol the book is multi-colored and the plates for

the design were imported, so that the book
itself is representative of the records which are

featured. It is printed throughout in two col-

ors and is one of the most attractive foreign

language record catalogs ever issued.

The listings are divided into three groups:

—

group one containing some of the imported

recordings which belong to the heading "Sym-
phonic and Orchestral Music" by famous

masters. In group two are listed recordings

under the heading of "Concert Selections and

Popular Overtures" played by famous orches-

tras, and in group three are featured vocal

music, comprising a list of imported recordings

by famous artists. In the back of the book

is an alphabetical list of all titles, so that maxi-

mum convenience is afforded the dealer and

music lover in making a choice of records.

The General Phonograph Corp. was the first

record manufacturer to introduce album sets

of imported records and these sets are promi-

nently featured in the new catalog. Photo-

graphs of some of the many famous artists

recording for the Odeon library are presented

in the book, including Eduard Moerike, Marek
Weber, Richard Tauber and others.

The second important contribution to Odeon
sales literature is a sixteen-page pamphlet en-

titled "Breaking Record Sales for Odeon," and

this pamphlet was prepared for the use of the

Odeon dealers and their s.ales staffs. It is

essentially practical in its contents, giving sug-

gestions to the dealers as to the best plans for

increasing record sales, and offering important

ideas of timely interest. The booklet briefly

discusses the distinctive musical and sales

qualities of Odeon records and several para-

graphs are devoted to a discussion of radio as

applied to the record business.

It is suggested that Odeon dealers use these

records to revive interest in the general record

catalog, and it is pointed out that record sales

mean permanent profits. One important para-

graph tells the dealer how to demonstrate

Odeon records and several pages under the

heading of "The Test Record Plan" give the

dealer a working basis for the use of his sales

staff in the introduction of the proper classes

of "records to the various types of customers.

"Holding Old Customers and Creating New
Ones" is the title of one very important sec-

tion of the book, and suggestions are also

offered regarding the ordering of records, the

proper use of advertising and the preparation

of window displays. Mr. Thallmayer has been

congratulated upon the production of this pam-
phlet, which in conjunction with the new Odeon
catalog can be used to splendid advantage by
Odeon dealers everywhere.

Outing Talking Machine
Go. Elects New Officers

A. J. Cote, President and General Manager

—

Company Closed Successful Year

The Outing Talking Machine Co., Mount
Kisco, N. Y., manufacturer of Outing portables,

held a meeting recently of its directors and at

Outing Window of a New Zealand Dealer
the close of the meeting they announced the

election of the following officers: A. J. Cote,

president and general manager; J. E. Merriam,
vice-president, and G. H. Knapp, secretary and
treasurer. Mr. Cote needs no introduction -to

the talking machine trade, for he is the founder

of the Outing Talking Machine Co., Inc., and is

responsible for the country-wide popularity of

these portables. Mr. Cote announced that the

company had closed a very successful year and

is now making plans to co-operate with its

jobbers and dealers during 1925 to a greater

degree than ever before.

One of the features of the Outing Talking-

Machine Co.'s business during the past year has

been the steady growth of its export trade, and

Outing portables are now being marketed in

practically every civilized country in the world.

Recently Mr. Cote received several interesting-

photographs from New Zealand and Honolulu,

showing the use of Outing portables in the

preparation of attractive window displays. One

of these windows is shown herewith and it is

not surprising to learn that this window pro-

duced a healthy volume of business.

Mr. and Mrs. Linde Entertain

An enjoyable Christmas Eve celebration

was given by Mr. and Mrs. Herman A. Linde

at their home, 255 Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn,

to some two hundred of their friends. Mr.

Linde is president of the Triangle Radio Supply

Co., Inc., New York, and the guests included

many prominent figures in the radio trade from

New York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania. The

event was in the nature of a celebration of the

fifth anniversary of the marriage of Mr. and

Mrs. Linde.

Radio for Tusting Piano Go.

Asbury Park, N. J., January 8.—The Tusting

Piano Co., located at 609 Mattison avenue, this

city, has recently completed alterations to pro-

vide for a very complete radio department which

has been installed. While radio has been-carried

by this firm for the past nine months, it has only

recently developed to a point where a depart-

ment was necessary.
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Charges All
Batteries

"A" or "B"—
Both 24 and 48
Volts

ULTRA
Charges Batteries

Quickly. Five to
Seven Amperes
to a Six-Volt
Battery

The Ultra Handy Battery Charger is a convenience that should be sold with every
radio set using wet batteries and to all Radio Set owners ' using storage batteries
with their radio sets.

The Ultra Handy Charger is absolutely fireproof. There is no danger or fuss attached
to its use. It is unbreakable and comparatively quiet. Every Ultra Handy Charger is

equipped with a Weston Ammeter, which shows the amount of current going into
the battery at all times.

The case is crystal mahogany finish, making it

an attractive addition to any home. There is

absolutely no danger. Even if the charger is

allowed to run for several days it cannot
overcharge the battery or cause trouble.

No bulbs nor liquids.

No breakable glass.

No fast-wearing parts.

No auxiliaries necessary.
No frequent adjustments.
No sticking contacts.

LIST PRICE

$18.

Order from your Jobber or write us
for illustrated literature.

4339 Duncan Ave., St Louis, Mo.

s

I

I
I
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I am fffieiVoice
I am a violin. I am torn toms. I am grand
opera and vaudeville.

I enchant youth like the Pied Piper. I am a

teacher. I am town crier.

Verily, I shrink the world . . . But never am I

my own master . . .

For Thorola Loud Speaker can sing and play
and speak only what goes into the radiocasting

microphone—nothing is lost—nothing is added
but volume.

Extreme volume is suggested by the very size

of theThorola reproducer—solarge as to permit
scientific accuracy which is im-
possible in miniature!

But the greater the volume, the

purer the tone must be to satisfy

the musical ear. So it was abso-

lutelynecessaryforThorolatoin-

troduce features associated only

with finest musical instruments.

Under the remarkable 10-day Refund
Warranty, Thorola must fulfill every

claim — must improve reception, power,

range, TONE QUALITY.
THOROLA 4, $2S THOROLA 9 (.Cabinet) $40

THOROLA 6 (/"AonofraM Attachment) . . $15

Thorola models require no battery
—Simply plug in same as phones

THOROPHONE(Poi«r7'rt(S^W. . . $45

The exclusive Thorola Controlled Mica Dia-
phragm was created, bringing highest musical
art to radio. And for the first time the overtones
—which make true music or natural voice— are

preserved in all delicacy by theThorola Separix
found in no other loud speaker.

For the beauteous Thorola horn, Thorite was
evolved, a laboratory compound, acoustically

perfect beyond natural materials. For harmo-
nizing each Thorola with the characteristics of
each radio receiver, the Thorola Synchronizer
is provided, putting Thorola always at its best

on every set, ready to bring
the radio of a continent in the

very finest music-room style.

Thorola betterments bring the

culture of music to radio— the

biggest thing you can sell.

Reichmann Company
1725-39 West 74th Street • CHICAGO

THE SPEAKING LIKENESS
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ffihat Keeps the Crowds Coming?

'The Cameo name
The Cameo quality
The Cameo price

"
ft
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!
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In buying records the American public has formed the habit of looking for

the Cameo name.

From the day that the first Cameo Record was played in an American

home, record buyers everywhere have found that Cameo means quality.

In every one of the 48 states folks know that they can invest 35c in a

Cameo Record and get plenty of return for their money in enjoyment., enter-

tainment and satisfaction. And they know that Cameo always comes out

with the newest hits as soon as they are hits.

Are you cashing in on that?

NOTE: See the new CAMEO list in news

pages under "Advance Record Bulletins"

CAMEO RECORD CORPORATION, 249 W. 34th St., NEW YORK

Cameo
RECORDS

THE ORIGINAL
QUALITY RECORD at
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WhatKeeps the ChildrenHappy?
Cameo-Kid Rhythm
Cameo-Kid Clarity
Cameo-Kid Variety

Play a"Cameo-Kid Record for any youngster and you will see why they

make such an instant hit. He can't tell you in words what rhythm is—but

his sensitive ears will tell him it's there. And the same goes for tone and

harmony and expression and clarity—a distinct part in every Cameo-Kid

recording.

And children do appreciate variety. The Cameo-Kid list includes every-

thing that a list for children ought to have. And in every selection "The

Spirit of the Nursery in Song and Story" is brilliantly and vividly brought out.

Are you helping to make the children in your neighborhood happy?

NOTE: Ask for new CAMEO-KID list-

keep your stock up-to-date for the youngsters.

CAMEO RECORD CORPORATION, 249 W. 34th St., NEW YORK

Cameo Kill
RECORDS

THE QUALITY
JUVENILE RECORD

# if
;

k
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Holiday Buying Brings Up Sales Volumes
in Brooklyn and Long Island Territory

Slow Start of Gift Buying Ends in a Grand Rush—Loeser Does Tremendous Radio Business

—

Ackerley Opens New Store—Long Island Phonograph Co. in New Home—Other Trade Changes

The month of December, in the talking ma-
chine and radio trade in the Brooklyn and Long
Island territory, started in rather a disappoint-

ing fashion. The majority of dealers had been
looking forward to December and the Christ-

mas season with such fond hopes and optimism

that they had auto-suggested themselves into

the belief that with the first of December, in

some miraculous way, sales would double and
triple themselves. Consequently, when but a

slight increase over last month was apparent

the early days of the month, many dealers were
more or less in a slough of despondency.

Happily, however, the business trend slanted

upward in the middle of the month and the days

immediately preceding Christmas were real old-

fashioned, heart-warming days of brisk sales ac-

tivity.

All lines of instruments were in demand,
radio also was to the fore in popularity. When
viewed from all angles it might safely be said

that the merchandise which had the sales ef-

forts put behind it sold. Records went
briskly, with the standard Christmas selections

in greatest demand, and many dealers doing a

nice business in the different album sets re-

cently placed on the market by the record manu-
facturing concerns.

One Hundred and Fifty Per Cent Increase

One hundred and fifty per cent increase in

radio sales over December of last year was the

very satisfactory report which Ed. Norton, man-
ager of the radio department of Fred. Loeser

& Co., made at the end of the month. The
total sales for the month were $125,000 as com-
pared with $50,000 last year. The Loeser estab-

lishment has been pushing radio merchandise

consistently and has won for itself a command-

ing position among retail stores through its ag-

gressive sales policies, backed by constant and
heavy advertising campaigns in the local news-
papers. It was because of these policies that

such a business was possible during one month,
and it was the service rendered that will make
the purchasers regular Loeser customers. The
last-minute shoppers were taken care of, and a

staff of more than seventy men installed hun-

dreds- of receivers from four-thirty Christmas

Eve until three o'clock on Christmas day.

Ackerley Opens New Store

The new home of Jerome Ackerley's music

store, located in the heart of the business sec-

tion of Patchogue, L. I., was opened the latter

part of last month with appropriate ceremonies.

The new store occupies a corner site and is

completely and modernly equipped throughout.

Many personages prominent in talking machine

circles attended the opening ceremonies.

Bairn Bros. & Friedberg Open Branch
Bairn Bros. & Friedberg, talking machine

dealers, who operate three music stores in the

Brooklyn territory, recently invaded the New
York territory and opened a new store at 59

Second avenue. The store was formerly occu-

pied by the Stanley Piano Co., and has under-

gone extensive alterations. David Friedberg

will be in charge of the new establishment.

L. Gilman Buys Berdy Store

The talking machine store, at 1198 Fulton

street, which was founded and conducted for

many years by William Berdy, was recently

sold to Louis Gilman. Mr. Berdy has suffered

from ill health for a number of years and re-

cently decided to retire from active business.

The establishment is admirably located, draw-

ing a transient trade, in addition to being sit-

uated in the heart of a high-class residential sec-

tion. Mr. Gilman plans to make extensive

alterations in the store. Charles Gilman, son of

the proprietor, will manage the business.

Long Island Phonograph Co. Moves
The Long Island Phonograph Co., Inc.,

Sonora distributor for Brooklyn and Long
Island, which has been located at 17 Hanover
place, moved the early part of this month to

the Bush Terminal Building (Building No. 6),

68 Thirty-fourth street, Brooklyn. C. W. Keith

reports a very satisfactory business in all lines

for the past month, with the Sonoradio and
Sonora loud speaker being in especial demand.

American Does Brisk Business

The American Talking Machine Co., Victor

wholesaler, reported a good business for the

month of December, with the greatest activity

apparent in the ten days prior to Christmas.

The telephone was ringing constantly with deal-

ers imploring immediate rush delivery on stock.

The standard records of Christmas and the

album sets were in especial demand.
Max Udko Engaged

Announcement was recently made of the be-

trothal of Miss Florence Adele Lewis, of 220

West Ninety-eighth street, New York City, to

Max Udko, president of the Greeley Music

Shops, Inc., of Brooklyn and New York.

Plan Grand Opera in Dallas

Dallas, Tex., January 6.—Leading dealers, in-

cluding D. L. Whittle, of the D. L. Whittle Music

Co.; Lester Burchfield, of Sanger Bros., and

Robert N. Watkin, of the Will A. Watkin Co.,

represent the local music trade upon the com-
mittee appointed recently by the City Clubs

to provide for a season of grand opera here.

The committee will at once start work on

underwriting a guarantee of $37,000 to bring

the opera company to this city.

The Parry Street Hardware Co., Defiance, O.,

has added the Columbia line.

Radio and Phonograph in Combination
The Big Opportunity for 1925 Merchandise

The Unico Equipped Establishment of Scranton Talking Machine Co., Scranton, Pa.

N planning to take advantage of this opportunity by all means adopt
Unico Service.

UR 12 years
industries is at your service.

'E have developed and equipi

producing stores and departments.

OUR 12 years' intimate contact with both the phonograph and radio
industries is at your service.

WE have developed and equipped thousands of sales-stimulating, profit-

I

UNICO EQUIPMENT IS A QUALITY PRODUCT—REASON-
ABLY PRICED UNICO AUDITION ROOMS—UNICO SALES

and SERVICE COUNTERS—UNICO STOCK FIXTURES

Prompt shipment from stock—expedited delivery—expert installation

ATLANTA, GA.
25 Moore Bldg.

NEW ORLEANS, LA.
506 Marine Bank Bldg.

JOHANNESBURG, SO. AFRICA
51 Sackes Bldg.

UNICO SERVICE is WORLD WIDE
Address Nearest Branch Today

KERN DODGE, Receiver

UNIT CONSTRUCTION CO.
Rayburn Clark Smith, President

Fifty-eighth St. and Grays Ave., Philadelphia, U. S. A.

DALLAS, TEX.
209 Dallas Co. Bank Bldg.

DENVER, COLO.
1642 Arapahoe St.

LONDON, ENG.
Premier House.
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The Two Fastest Selling

Record Artists of All Time

Exclusive Artists

f

Cliff Edwards
(Ukulele Ike)

Recordings by this artist are the leading best sellers

of the season. All his recordings are of the latest hits

and their popularity is unsurpassed. Now appearing in

the Broadway success, "Lady Be Good." Has signed

new exclusive contract. Cash in on his popularity.

Cliff Edwards (Ukulele Ike)

Lee Morse
Greatest female singer of blues, mammy songs, bal-

lads, plantation and minstrel songs on talking machine

records. A past record of vaudeville triumphs from

coast to coast. She can run the gamut of emotions

from bluest blues to the most touching heart songs.

These records mean continuous turnover for you.

Lee Morse

Send to-day for complete list of the recordings

of the most popular artists of the day.

Pathe Phonograph & Radio Corporation
20 GRAND AVE. BROOKLYN, N. Y.
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Important Price Maintenance Decision
Handed Down by Canadian Superior Court

Court Refuses to Uphold Fixed Prices on Records—Montreal Dealers Active in Promoting Busi-

ness—Compo Co. Suffers Fire Loss—New Lines Added—Other Important Trade Activities

Montreal, Can., January 8.—An important de-

cision regarding price maintenance on retail

record sales has just been handed down by

Justice Bruneau, in the Practice Division of the

Superior Court, in his refusal to restrain, by

means of a permanent injunction, the Musical

Merchandise Co., Ltd., and several other firms,

from selling to dealers His Master's Voice

gramophone records and goods at prices lower

than those fixed by the Berliner Gramophone

Co., Ltd., and the Victor Talking Machine Co.,

of Canada, which concerns asked for the in-

junction.

The two petitioning companies declared that

the Musical Merchandise Co., Ltd., the Bruns-

wick Co., of Canada, Ltd., the Compo Co., Ltd.,

and James William Shaw, carrying on business

under the firm name of J. W. Shaw & Co., were

unlawfully interfering, either in combination or

separately, with the trade and business of the

petitioners, by offering to dealers under con-

tract with the latter "His Master's Voice"

products at prices lower than those fixed in the

dealers' contracts as the regular retail price.

Justice Bruneau, in refusing to issue a per-

manent injunction, declared that the terms of

the 1,800 contracts clearly showed the intention

to resell the petitioners' products through con-

tracting dealers at a price and under condi-

tions absolutely left to the arbitrary discretion

of the petitioners.

The Civil Code, said Justice Bruneau, declared

that contracts have effect only between the

contracting parties and cannot affect third par-

ties, save in certain cases, which did not apply

in the instance.

The defendants, continued the court, were

third parties, with regard to the petitioners,

and the latter had no recourse against the de-

fendants, if the dealers with whom they had

entered into contract sold their products or

merchandise under other conditions than those

contained in their contracts. If the defendants

had the right to purchase merchandise in the

market they undoubtedly had the right to re-

sell it for the price and under the conditions

they deemed fit, said the judge.

"The petitioners have a perfect right to sell

to the dealers at prices and under conditions

determined by them, but they have no right to

fix the price at which the dealers shall be

bound to resell to the public without violating

the liberty of trade, which would be an attempt

to deprive the public of its rights."

Layton Bros., Ltd., are pushing extensively

the new York console Brunswick model with

good success and are advertising this particular

instrument in good-sized space.

the way the Cosmopolitan Phonograph Co. an-

nounces the opening of its new store at 2151

Bleury street, which is in charge of Miss Vezina.

This firm specializes exclusively in Columbia

phonographs and records and since the removal

to its new location has noticed a large influx

of business.

Layton Bros., Ltd., devoted considerable

newspaper space to announcement of the fact

that Lucrezia Bori, John McCormack and the

Victor Salon Orchestra were to be heard in

the air January 1.

His Master's Voice dealers report a warm
reception for the new Victor Nursery model,

Toronto, Ont., January 8.—That the combina-

tion of radio and phonograph is the logical

instrument and the instrument of public demand
is the decided opinion of A. J. Kendrick, gen-

eral sales manager of the phonograph division

of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., Chicago,

who recently visited the Canadian factory here,

and Brunswick Canadian distributors, Musical

Merchandise Co., Ltd.

An agreement recently completed between the

McLagan Phonograph Corp., Ltd., Stratford,

Ont., and the WorkRite Mfg. Co., of Cleveland,

provides that the former will handle for Canada
WorkRite neutrodyne radio receiving sets.

George J. Lifton, phonograph repair expert,

of Kitchener, Ont., has opened a downtown
store in addition to retaining his other store

on King street East.

The Nordheimer Piano & Music Co., Ltd., has

added a radio department to its extensive piano

and phonograph business.

At a special general meeting of the Canadian

Bureau for the Advancement of Music held in

this city a resolution was passed to the effect

that the radio interests should be invited to bear

their fair share of expense in maintaining and
extending the work of this body by becoming
members of the bureau and contributing to its

support.

The Phonola Co. of Canada, Ltd., Elmira,

Ont., has added the Canadian distribution of

Music Master loud speakers, made by the Music

Master Corp., Philadelphia.

Heintzman & Co., Ltd., recently ran a full

page in the Toronto dailies, announcing that

they had taken on the representation of the

which went over big during the holiday season

as a suitable gift for a child.

Dictograph Products Corp., New York, man-
ufacturer of the Dictogrand upright loud

speaker, Portable loud speaker, Dictograph
Aristocrat headset, Dictophone unit and Dicto-

switch block, announces the appointment of

Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd., Mont-
real, as exclusive Canadian distributor, with
divisional offices at Vancouver, Winnipeg, Tor-
onto, Halifax and St. John's, N. F.

Shellac and other materials used in the manu-
facture of records to the value of approximately

$35,000 were destroyed by a fire that broke
out in the storage warehouse adjoining the

factory of the Compo Co., Ltd., Lachine, Que.,

where Apex records are pressed. The sprinkler

system with which the buildings are equipped
saved the factory and plant. Manufacturing
operations continued with practically no inter-

ruption.

T. Hall has opened a new store at 17 Main
street, North Bay, and will handle a complete
line of phonographs.

Robert Wormington, formerly of the Melode
Shoppe, Kingston, Ont., is opening up a store

and will handle records.

At the Stratford, Ont., Exhibition to be held

January 12 to 24 the McLagan Phonograph
Corp. will have on view over thirty models, in-

cluding the Audak system for demonstrating
records, the invention of Maximilian Weil, al-

ready referred to in these columns, which facil-

itates record demonstration.

The purchase of the Vocalion record catalog

by the Brunswick Co., Chicago, will make no
difference to the Canadian trade, as these rec-

ords will retain their identity in Canada. Serv-

ice to Vocalion dealers will continue without
change or interruption through the usual chan-

nels of supply, the Scythes-Vocalion Co., Ltd.,

which covers Canada.

The Canadian Radio Trade Association has

decided upon the week of February 2 to 7 as

Canadian Radio Week.

Writes on Construction

of Radio Loud Speakers

A series of very interesting articles on radio

loud-speaker construction, with an especial ap-

peal because of the fact that they deal with a

technical subject in an entertaining and un-

technical manner, have been prepared by Frank
Reichmann, a pioneer designer and manufac-

turer of loud-speaking devices and a widely

known acoustical engineer. Mr. Reichmann is

prominent in the radio field as vice-president of

the Radio Manufacturers' Association and as

president of the Reichmann Co., of Chicago,

maker of Thorola loud speakers.

"What We Hear in Music"

The fifth revised edition of "What We Hear
in Music," by Ann Shaw Faulkner, has just

been issued with an admirably written fore-

word by Mrs. Frances Elliott Clarke. This vol-

ume, produced under the auspices of the Victor

Co., has proved one of the great factors in

stimulating a wider knowledge of all forms of

music, and has won a special place in the

schoolroom and in the home.

"The Phonograph Shop around the corner" is Brunswick-Radiola line for their local store.

Talking Machine Springs
and Repair Parts

NONE BETTER IN QUALITY NONE LOWER IN PRICE

THE RENE MANUFACTURING CO.
MONTVALE, NEW JERSEY

Radio Coming to the Fore Throughout
the Toronto Retail Trade Territory

Many Dealers Now Operating Radio Departments—A. J. Kendrick, General Sales Manager of the

Phonograph Division of Brunswick Co., a Visitor—Important Trade Exhibit—The News
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Every Zenith Set

Is a Salesman—
ONE of your customers sees a Zenith in the home

of a friend. He observes its beauty of design. He
notes the distinction it lends to its surroundings. He
is immediately curious to know if it performs as admir-

ably as its appearance leads him to believe it should.

And then—his friend puts his two hands on the dials and quickly

brings in one station after another, each as clear as though
the music or the voices were coming from the next room. No
overlapping of stations—no interference. Just an amazing suc-

cession of programs, ranging at will from the dinner concert

at the Waldorf-Astoria, New York, to the dance music at the

new Ambassador, Los Angeles— and even while powerful

locals are on the air full blast.

What is it worth to you as a radio merchant to sell receiving

sets that everywhere arouse the greatest admiration; that

everywhere excite immediate desire for possession?

—Especially when the only channel through which that pros-

pective customer can buy a ZENITH is through an exclusive

ZENITH dealer in your community— and

—

when you are that

ZENITH dealer?

Zenith sales distribution is practically completed. The Zenith

franchise is becoming increasingly valuable. Write or wire

for particulars.

ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION
332 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago

ZENITH— the exclusive choice of MacMillan for his North Pole Expedition

The complete Zenith line ranges in

price from $95 to $550.

With either Zenith 3R or Zenith 4R, sat-
isfactory reception over distances of
2,000 to 3,000 miles is readily accom-
plished, using any ordinary loud
speaker. Models 3R and 4R licensed un-
der Armstrong U. S. Pat. No. 1,113,149.
They are NON-RADIATING.

Zenith 4R
Zenith 3R

$95
$160

The new Super-Zenith is a six-tube set
with a new, unique, and really different
patented circuit, controlled exclusively
by the Zenith Radio Corporation. It is

NOT regenerative.

SUPER- ZENITH VII - Six tubes-2
stages tuned frequency amplification —
detector and 3 stages audio frequency
amplification. Installed in a beautifully
finished cabinet of solid mahogany —
44% inches long, \§% inches wide, 10%
inches high. Compartments at either
end for dry batteries. Price (ex- ^ ^yr\
elusive of tubes and batteries)

SUPER -ZENITH VIII- Same as VII ex-
cept— console type. Price (ex- <t>->rr\
elusive of tubes and batteries) <pZfj\J

SUPER-ZENITH IX -Console model
with additional compartments contain-
ing built-in Zenith loud speaker and gen-
erous storage battery space. Price (ex-
clusive of tubes and bat- <b 1 cr\
teries) Jp^jU
SUPER-ZENITH X—Contains two new
features superseding all receivers. 1st—
Built-in, patented, Super-Zenith Duo-
Loud Speakers (harmonically synchro-
nized twin speakers and horns), designed
to reproduce both high and low pitch
tones otherwise impossible with single-
unit speakers. 2nd — Zenith Battery
Eliminator, distinctly a Zenith achieve-
ment. Requires no A or B bat- j- crs
teries. Price (exclusive oftubes) vp^5^v
Price (without battery eliminator) $450

All Prices F. O. B. Factory.

Zenith Radio Corporation, Dept. 1-W
332 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, III.

Gentlemen: Please send me full particulars of

your dealer proposition.

Name

Address
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Demand for Records and Combination
Radio-Phonographs Featured Gift Buying

Unusually Strong Demand for Records, Even for the Holiday Season, Responsible for Bringing

Up Sales to Fair Figure—Distributors Were Taxed to Supply Demand—The News

Philadelphia, Pa., January 7.—Although the

Quaker City trade was much gratified with the

holiday sales for the record division of the talk-

ing machine industry, there were not the enthu-

siastic reports of the gift-giving season's dis-

tribution of machines. In fact, while the record

boom kept some of the distributors working on

a night schedule, there was no overtaxing of

shipping departments by holiday demand for

talking machines. The most active stocks on

the Christmas list of machines were those of

the combination talking machines and radio,

while the popular priced models of phonographs
were the second in favor.

Records were the mainstay of the trade and

had it not been for the wide demand for all

the numbers of the well-known and nationally-

advertised makes the holiday trading would
have been flat. Not only were the specially

prepared list of holiday selections freely patron-

ized but with these holiday recordings topping

the list of salable numbers the demand spread

to popular jazz and vocal records. A last-

minute rush necessitated the overtime employ-

ment of workers in order to get out shipments,

hurried to their destinations by special parcel

post and express deliveries.

Perm Co. Distributing Fada
While the Victor has resorted to the radio for

its publicity and sales promotion advantages the

trade was also informed that one of its large

Victor distributors, the Penn Phonograph Co.,

913 Arch street, had entered the wholesale dis-

tribution field for radio sets and accessories.

During the holiday month the Penn Co. enjoyed

its initial sales for the Fada radio sets, made by

the F. A. D. Andrea Co., of New York, for

which it has become Philadelphia distributor

and taking care of the dealers' needs in the

eastern Pennsylvania territory. Its introductory

sales during December were most encouraging

and greater than anticipated for a beginner in

an entirely new field. Already the Penn Co.

has opened up in the talking machine trade in

the cities of eastern Pennsylvania a large num-
ber of retailers who have entered the radio

business with their first stock of Fadas. Under
the personal supervision of President T. Wil-

liam Barnhill the radio department was success-

fully launched. While President Barnhill is

personally introducing the Fada to the dealers

his able assistant, E. G. Dare, is giving his at-

tention to the details of shipments and stock in

conjunction with his duties as manager of the

record department of the Penn Co. The new
radio stock to be carried in a large assortment

ready for immediate shipments consists of five

types of the Fada, ranging in price from $74

to $220, with a full line of accessories in the

way of batteries, tubes and parts and the Music

Master loud speakers. A special feature in the

radio stocks will be the Fada panel for the Vic-

trola, providing a combination outfit ranging

from $300 to $450. This was one of the big-

holiday sellers among the combinations. An
attractive display room, providing a dealers' ser-

vice in the Fada radio, has been arranged on

the second floor adjoining the offices of Presi-

dent Barnhill. Here are displayed the several

radio sets, with advertising posters and litera-

ture adapted to the needs of the retailer, and
the prospective customers are now gathering in

these rooms for a demonstration of the new
line. The Penn Co. also is distributing the

Pooley cabinet with the Atwater Kent sets.

Among the talking machine dealers who have

taken on the Fada through the Penn Co. and
who visited the local offices late in December
for the selection of stock, were Leon Wittich,

of the Wittich Music Co., Reading, Pa., and

Jacob Sitnik, of Altoona, Pa. The Copes Music
House, Perkasie, Pa., and the Lamb Music Co.,

Pottstown, also were added to the list of Fada
dealers.

Attend New Store Opening
Among the representatives of the Philadel-

phia talking machine distribution trade who
journeyed to Norristown, Pa., during the month
to join in the opening program of the newly-

reconstructed Stephens Music House were the

officials of the Penn Co., President T. W. Barn-

hill, Secretary and Treasurer H. T. Miller and
Manager E. G. Dare, of the record department,

and up-state representative, T. R. Clark. The
opening program of the newly-constructed but

old-established home of the Stephens Co., 217-

219 Main street, is one of the finest of its types

in eastern Pennsylvania. It has been enlarged

to twice its original size and has been given

an attractive double window display front. The

Victor department has been greatly extended

and with it there has been installed a radio

department featuring the Fada.

Witlin Co. Negotiating for New Lines

Changes in the recently innovated business of

the Witlin Musical Instrument Co. are expected

soon. While the company only a few months
ago entered the wholesale distribution exclu-

sively after several years of retailing co-jointly

with the wholesaling, it is anticipated that fur-

ther developments will take place in the coming

year. President Benjamin Witlin left for the

factory headquarters of the Starr Piano Co.,

manufacturer of phonographs, pianos and radio

loud speakers, Richmond, Ind., for the purpose

of negotiating plans for the local representation

of the Starr products as an individual terri-

torial representative. If the present plans are

put through the Witlin Co. will be dissolved

and the business conducted under the name of

Ben Witlin. The Witlin Co. was organized

about five years ago and until the change sev-

eral months ago conducted a retail and whole-

sale business at the Walnut street address, fea-

turing the Starr pianos, Starr phonographs, Starr

loud speakers and the Gennett records. Presi-

dent Benjamin Witlin, of the old company, also

became the head of the wholesale organization,

and conducted his business at the old address,

occupying the second floor of the building and

giving up the retail store located on the ground

floor. He will continue to make these offices his

headquarters when the new plans are effected

in the early part of the year, and from here

the wholesale of the Gennett records and Starr

phonographs will be conducted for the require-

ments in eastern Pennsylvania, southern New
Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, and District of

Columbia. He will also add other lines of

musical instruments.

Big Brunswick Holiday Demand
The most prominent of the Brunswick models

during the holiday trading was the new Radiola

combination for which the Philadelphia head-

quarters had the greatest demand since the new
model was introduced and cleaned up all stocks

available. The records on the special holiday

list and all the popular artists were freely

bought and practically all the numbers were

sought in the holiday buying. Among the

newly-introduced Brunswick dealers who have

opened up permanent departments are the

Strawbridge & Clothier department store and

Stern & Co., in Philadelphia and the M. E.

Blatt department store in Atlantic City. Two
of Philadelphia's prominent department stores

{Continued on page 123)

THE new year abounds with great possibilities. Let

us plan now to make it a big Victor year. If you
are a Victor retailer situated in the territory which we
serve you will find the backing of the Talking Machine
Company's service of excellent assistance.

The Talking Machine Company
Victor Wholesale Exclusively

1025 Arch Street Philadelphia, Pa.
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Actual size 3'A" diameter

It Pays to Add Deeds to Words
Word advertising can bring business, of course, if you do

enough of it; but being helpful is more effective. Indeed, the

offer alone of the

Velvaloid Record Cleaner De Luxe
brings people to your store, and then it continually delivers your
message to them, during its years of helpfulness.

We know the way it's bound to pay. Ask us to tell you
about it and you'll surely order Velvaloids through your Jobber.

PHILADELPHIA BADGE CO.
942 Market Street Philadelphia
We manufacture and export other patented selective Advertising

Novelties, in regard to which we solicit your inquiries.

featured during the month special holiday

Brunswick windows, making elaborate displays

of all the models. In the new quarters on North

Sixth street the Brunswick Co. has arranged

a special display department, with booths, as a

dealers' service room. It has been equipped

with all the models and on the walls are ar-

ranged various displays for window and counter

and a number of broadsides. There is among
the displays a set of newspaper ads adapted

for the retailers. Manager E. B. Shiddell has

announced to the dealers that this special ser-

vice is open to them and that any ideas that the

firm may be able to advance for the promotion

of the sales of Brunswicks will be freely granted

in connection with the new plan.

Association to Elect

President Walter G. Linton, of the Philadel-

phia Victor Dealers' Association, has called a

meeting of that organization to be held on Jan-

uary 8 for the purpose of electing officers to

serve during the coming year. The election will

follow a luncheon to be served in the L'Aiglon

Cafe at noon.

Tie Up With Broadcasting

The local dealers are much elated at the

newly-adopted policy of the Victor Co. to popu-

larize its records through broadcasting the vari-

ous selections by its artists over the radio. The

first of the programs was introduced on New
Year's night when John McCormack and Lucre-

zia Bori as individual vocal artists, and the Shan-

non Male Quartet and the Victor Salon Orches-

tra, group selections, were listed in the program.

In co-operation with the Victor Co., the local

dealers gave broad publicity to the various rec-

ords by the artists who were numbered in the

first radio program. Co-operative ads in the

newspapers, window announcements and dis-

plays featuring these artists' records were

among the means of reaching the public for the

promotion of sales of the selections broadcast.

Distributors, too, are heartily endorsing the ra-

dio exploitation and will keep on hand a plenti-

ful supply of the records of the various musical

selections or instrumental records of the broad-

cast programs.

Everybody's Co. Rushed These Days

The Everybody's Talking Machine Co., man-

ufacturer of the Honest Quaker main springs

and complete line of talking machine parts, re-

ports every department busy and that it is

working nights to fill orders. This company has

•ellent business with dealers and

jobbers throughout the entire length and

breadth of the country and abroad as well. The
large complete Everybody's catalog, which is in

the hands of these dealers, is looked upon as

an authoritative reference book and is constantly

developing orders and reorders. J. A. Fischer,

president of the company, recently went to Chi-

cago in preparation for 1925 business.

The Everybody's Talking Machine Co. is also

a distributor of Okeh and Odeon records. This

department is reported very busy, and Philip

Grabuski, head of the department, reports that

in the comparatively short time it has had the

distribution of this line it is already shipping

more records than it ever has in the past.

Great care is exercised in the selection of

proper representation for the Okeh line, and,

accordingly, among the dealers being appointed

are to be found many of the foremost merchants

in the territory in which this company operates.

The Everybody's Talking Machine Co. main-

tains a policy of hearty co-operation with its

dealers and is constantly on the alert with sales

ideas and helps. In this respect the Every-

body's Talking Machine Co. has recently pre-

pared for its dealers a series of posters and

window strips featuring various numbers of the

Okeh line.

S. Fingrutd, general manager of the company,

is very optimistic over 1925 and expects this year

to surpass all others in the history of the

organization.

F. N. Eaton Takes Charge in Philadelphia

F. N. Eaton, who for the past ten months

has been resident manager of the Federal Tele-

phone Mfg. Corp., at Washington, D. C, is

now located at the Philadelphia offices of the

Federal Corp., at 604 Vandam Building. His

new duties in Philadelphia will include working

with the music trade exclusively, as well as

taking care of the territory which formerly came
under the Washington office. Mr. Eaton is well

known among the music dealers in Philadelphia,

having been credit manager and dealer service

supervisor of the Columbia branch two years

ago.

Mr. Eaton states that the new Federal five-

tube panels designed for the Victor console

types, as well as the new Federal five-tube No.
141 set, is very popular in Washington, due to

the fact that these sets have excellent tone

quality in addition to being extremely selective.

Tribute to Velvaloid Record Cleaner

A rather unusual testimonial was received re-

cently by the Philadelphia Badge Co., of this

city, on its Velvaloid record cleaner. It was
sent by a retailer situated in a country many
thousand miles away, where the heat of the sun

and the salt sea air have a tendency to raise

havoc with a great many articles that ordinarily

are immune to these conditions. This retailer

has handled the Velvaloid record cleaner for

over a year and has disposed of thousands of

them. It was not on these points, however, that

the testimonial was received. It states: "We
never paid much attention to the construction

of this record cleaner. A few days ago in

cleaning out one of our show cases we removed
the original samples which you mailed us about

fifteen months ago. The fact that the design

and printed matter had not faded and looked so

fresh had aroused our curiosity and led us to

make a close and careful examination. This

cleaner had been exposed to the hot sun daily

and also the dampness of the sea air, which is

very destructive in this country. We found that

even scraping with a sharp knife had no effect."

This letter from this distant retailer has gen-

erated a new selling point which will be used

by this company in its sales campaign in the

future. The attractiveness and utility of these

cleaners have been thoroughly stressed in the

past and it is now evident that its durability is

another important point.

Fine Atwater Kent Publicity

In conjunction with a recent bulletin issued

to its wholesalers, entitled "Selling More by

Telling More," the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa., has issued two particularly

attractive folders on the Atwater Kent line on

both sets, loud speakers and phonograph units.

These folders are attractively prepared in colors

and are destined to help the dealer and dis-

tributor sell more by telling more.

Gem Co. in New Home
The Gem Phonograph Co., formerly located

at 109 North Tenth street, has moved to 1324

North Carlisle street. The firm, of which Mil-

ton Marks is head, manufactures the Gem por-

table machines.

Cheney Models Draw Gift Trade

Leading the holiday favorites among the

models of the Cheney Sales Corp. was the

recently introduced Carlyle model in the con-

sole style. This newest addition to the Cheney

machines was brought out last Summer and is a

low-priced console style that has all the appear-

ance of the higher priced instruments. It has

been one of the most attractive propositions

that the Cheney Corp. has to offer in a popu-

lar-priced machine and its appeal as a gift was

spontaneously productive of good demand wher-

NEW FEDERAL RADIO PANELS
for VICTROLA SPECIALS

000
®

A
Five Tube

Set

of

Unusual

Selectivity

H. A. WEYMANN & SON, Inc.

1108 Chestnut Street PHILADELPHIA

VICTOR WHOLESALERS
Distributors of

FEDERAL and FREED-EISEMANN RADIO PANELS forVICTROLAS
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ever it was featured. Another specially strong
holiday product was the Salisbury Cheney com-
bination with the Freed-Eisemann or Federal
radio equipment. G. Dunbar Shewell, Jr., son
of President Shewell, of the Cheney Corp., and
who is in charge of the Boston offices, came to

Philadelphia during the holidays to spend the
season with his parents.

Improve Guarantee Portable
Improvements have been effected in the Guar-

antee portable talking machines made by the

Guarantee Talking Machine Co. The newest
Guarantee portable will be introduced to the

trade this month. It has been improved both
in appearance and in tone through the construc-
tion of a larger cabinet, one inch longer than
the old style, and its tone has been made louder
through the installation of a new tone chamber
of greater capacity.

Louis Buehn Co. Pushing Records
A large stock of the records, which will in-

clude numbers sung by the broadcasting artists

of the Victor Co., have been stocked by the

Louis Buehn Co. for the accommodation of the

trade. The firm is sending out an announce-
ment to dealers informing them that it is pre-

pared to render a speedy service for their de-

mands for the popular sellers that will be fea-

tured in connection with the radio broadcasting.

Girard Co. Adds to Lines

Arthur Rhinow, of the Girard Phonograph
Co., is still confined to his home in Newark,
N. J., suffering from an affection brought on

by a severe cold from- which he suffered in the

early days of December. The Girard Co. is

now distributing, in addition to the Edison pho-

nographs, the Magnavox radio for which it is

local wholesaler, taking care of the eastern

Pennsylvania and New Jersey trade. The firm

has the exclusive agency for the two models,

T. R. T. 5 and T. R. T. 50. Full-page news-
paper ads have been featured by the company
during the holidays for the Magnavox.

Talking Machine Co. Service

For the accommodation of the dealers and
so that they might have the full benefits to

be enjoyed from the last-moment sales of rec-

ords and machines, The Talking Machine Co.

arranged for a night shift of helpers who were
kept busy for several days before Christmas

sending out belated orders. The firm, taking

advantage of the special parcel post service and

the express accommodations, gave these belated

orders their special attention and the dealers

were not disappointed by receiving their goods

too late for the last-moment sales.

Everybody's Attractive Publicity

Everybody's Talking Machine Co.. Philadel-

phia, Pa., has issued a particularly attractive

broadside in colors which was mailed at the

beginning of the new year to thousands of deal-

ers on the list. This broadside, which con-

stituted practically a reprint of the current ad

in The Talking Machine World, should be par-

ticularlv valuable as a sales stimulant.

THE PENN VICTOR DOG

Awaits your call to

service in promoting
Victor business and
hopes to make you
his friend.

MORE THAN 250,000 SOLD IN 1923

PENN PHONOGRAPH CO., Inc.
Victor Wholesale Only

913 Arch Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Features De Forest Radio
in Attractive Display

An attractive display which featured the De
Forest radiophone and various models of De

much attention and favorable comment from
passers-by and resulted in many sales.

Attractive De Forest Window
Forest products recently occupied the show
windows of the Universal Radio Co., New
York City. This holiday window attracted

Gulbransen Registering

Piano Rolls Announced

The Gulbransen Co., Chicago, manufacturer
of Gulbransen registering pianos, has just an-
nounced a new and important product which
will be known as Gulbransen registering piano
rolls. Dealers who have received the first ship-
ments of these rolls are enthusiastic regarding
their sales value, for they represent specially
picked music rolls with all melody and harmony
notes checked so that they can be easily picked
out by the owner of the instrument. They are
furnished in sets of twelve rolls, packed in an
attractive container, and the box label and the
roll itself is stamped as a Gulbransen reg-
istering roll. It is suggested to dealers that
they can use the rolls in effective demonstra-
tion after the instruction roll has been intro-
duced showing how the registering piano rolls

follow logically as the next step after instruc-
tion rolls are mastered by the customer. The
Gulbransen registering rolls comprise all types
of music, so that the dealer has an unlimited
library of music available to present to his
customers.

JOBBERS
L

REPAIR PARTS
T
GRAPHITOLEO

ALBUMS

JOBBERS
I

MOTORS

TONE ARMS
I

SOUND BOXES

BRTLLIANTONE
l

GILT EDGE
I

RENOL POLISH

TONE ARM FOR COLUMBIA AS PICTURED
Sample . . . ." '

. . $1.75

Lots of 12 1.50

Lots of 100 1.00

GUARANTEE TALKING MACHINE SUPPLY CO.
109 N. TENTH STREET, PHILADELPHIA

ii Write for our latest Main Spring Charter ii

ADDATONES

3-IN-l OIL

I

ATTACHMENTS
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A Big Hit

On Any Talking Machine
DOMES of SILENCE are the best footwear for talking machine

cabinets ever devised.

Period model Talking Machine makers use DOMES of SILENCE

on their products in preference to all other forms of footwear.

They suit upright models as well as period styles.

DOMES ofSILENCE
Better than Casters"

have six big advantages

They are economical

They are simple in construction

They are silent in use

They are invisible

They are adaptable to all styles and

conditions of use

They give long wear
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WATCH lor the

STARTLING ANNOUNCEMENT
of the New Line of the

National Phonographs
NEXT MONTH

New Models—New Prices

National Phonograph Mfg. Co.
3 WEST 29th ST. NEW YORK

BOSTON OFFICE: 128 Summer St.

FACTORY: CANTON, PA.

The World Receives Many
Holiday Trade Greetings

Leading Manufacturers, Wholesalers and Re-

tailers Extend Best Wishes

The Talking Machine World considers it a

privilege to reciprocate the very many expres-

sions of good will and good wishes that it

received from its many friends in the trade

during the recent holiday period. We ac-

knowledge with thanks Christmas and New
Year's greetings from the following: Otto

Heineman, president, General Phonograph

Corp., New York, N. Y.
; J. Newcomb Black-

man, Blackman Talking Machine Co., New
York, N. Y.

;
Eugene F. McDonald, Jr., presi-

dent, Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, 111.; F. K.

Dolbeer, Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden,
N. J.; Buffalo Talking Machine Co., Buffalo,

N. Y.; M. Steinert & Sons Co., Boston, Mass.;

E. H. Droop, E. F. Droop & Sons Co., Wash-
ington, D. C. ; Oscar W. Ray, Aeolian Co., New
York, N. Y.; L. Gruen, Federal Tel. Mfg. Co.,

New York, N. Y.; Louis J. linger, Brilliantone

Steel Needle Co., New York, N. Y.; Empire

Phono Parts Co., Cleveland, O.; Mr. and Mrs.

Jack Kapp, Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc.,

Chicago, 111.; Mr. and Mrs. Lambert Friedl,

Adler Mfg. Co., New York, N. Y. ; Wm. Phil-

lips Phono. Parts Corp., New York, N. Y. ; Hart-

zell Sales Co., New York, N. Y.; Mr. and Mrs.

W. C. Hutchings, Brunswick-Balke-Collender

Co., Chicago, 111.; Columbia Phonograph Co.,

Inc., New York, N. Y.; Pierre Boucheron,

Radio Corp. of America, New York, N. Y.

;

H. Emerson Yorke, Brunswick-Balke-Collende'r

Co., New York, N. Y.; Orsenigo Co., New
York, N. Y.; Allan W. Fritzsche, General

Phonograph Corp., New York, N. Y.; A. C.

Barg, Jewett Radio & Phonograph Co., New
York, N. Y.; P. R. Hawley, Girard Phonograph

Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; Mr. and Mrs. H. Harvey
Roemer, Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, 111.;

Gail Murphy, Geo. Batten Co., New York, N.

Y.; C. Bruno
.
& Son, Inc., New York, N. Y.;

Arthur W. Rhinow, Girard Phonograph Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa.; Curtis N. Andrews, Buffalo,

N. Y.; Allan Strauss, Adler Mfg. Co., New
York, N. Y.; "Jim" Davin, Musical Instrument

Sales Co., New York, N. Y.; Earle W. Jones,

New York, N. Y.; A. J. Kendrick, Brunswick-

Balke-Collender Co., Chicago, III; Mr. and

Mrs. Wm. H. Reynalds, Mobile, Ala.; Arno B.

Reincke, Reincke-Ellis Co., Chicago, 111.; J. A.

Sieber, Pratt-Lindsey Co., New York, N. Y.;

B. R. Stauffer, Pooley Co., Philadelphia, Pa.;

James F. Boyer, C. G. Conn, Ltd., Elkhart,

Ind.; Geo. A. Seiffert, Capitol Distributing Co.,

New York, N. Y.; John Cromelin, New York,

N. Y.; H. A. Yerkes, Columbia Phonograph

Co., Inc., New York, N. Y.; Mr. and Mrs. Bert

R. Hassler, Colin B. Kennedy Co., St. Louis,

Mo.; Joseph C. Roush, Standard Talking

Machine Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.; Consolidated

Talking Machine Co., Chicago, 111.; Frank V.

Goodman, Sonora Phonograph Co., Inc., New
York, N. Y.; Mr. and Mrs. Herbert A. Bren-

nan, Gross-Brennan, Inc., New York, N. Y.

;

Samuel Fingrutd, Everybody's Talking Machine

Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; Louis Buehn Co., Phila-

delphia, Pa.; Lloyd L. Spencer, Silas E. Pear-

sall Co., New York, N. Y. ; Musical Instrument

Sales Co., New York, N. Y.; Ray Reilly, Edray

Sales Co., Chicago, 111.; Nat Golden, Superior

Phonoparts Co., New York, N. Y.; Russell E.

Hunting, Federal Tel. Mfg. Co., Philadelphia,

Pa.; Mr. and Mrs. James D. Moore, New
Orleans, La.; Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Hall;

Frank J. Gibbons, New York, N. Y.; Carl

Knittel, Wolf Mfg. Industries, Quincy, 111.;

Ferdinand A. Buescher, Buescher Band Instru-

ment Co., Elkhart, Ind.; Harry A. Beach,

Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., New York, N.

Y.; Ed. Blinke, Edray Sales Co., Chicago, 111.;

Standard Talking Machine Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.;

H. A. Weymann & Son, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.;

Kenneth E. Reed, M. Steinert & Sons Co., Bos-

ton, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. Fred P. Oliver, Black-

man Talking Machine Co., New York, N. Y.;

Crown Music Co., New York, N. Y.; Harry G.

New, Plaza Music Co., New York, N. Y.;

Grinnell Bros. Music House, Detroit, Mich.;

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. A. Lyons, Brunswick-Balke-

Collender Co., New York, N. Y.; Van Veen

& Co., New York, N. Y.; Emerson Radio &
Phonograph Corp., New York, N. Y.; Eagle

Radio Co., Newark, N. J.; H. B. Bertine, New
York, N. Y.

;
Harry A. Goldsmith, Badger Talk-

ing Machine Co., Milwaukee, Wis.; Howard J.

Shartle, Cleveland Talking Machine Co., Cleve-

land, O.; National Publishing Co., Philadelphia,

Pa.; Walbert Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.; Mr. and

Mrs. Ben Garetson,* Radio Manufacturers' Show

Assn., Chicago, 111.; Herbert D. Berkley,

Bloomingdale Bros., New York, N. Y.; H. B.

Sixsmith, Mickel Bros., Omaha, Neb.; Carter

Radio Co., Chicago, 111.; Musical Products Dis-

tributing Co., New York, N. Y.; M. Hohner,

Inc., New York, N. Y.; International Mica

Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; Penn Phonograph Co.,

Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.; Wm. Nelson, Vega Co.,

Boston, Mass.; Columbia Mantel Co., Brook-

lyn; Mutual Phonoparts Co., New York City.

Ohio Association to Talk
Over the Record Situation

Special Meeting Called in Columbus on Janu-
ary 12 to Determine Whether There Is an
Overproduction of Records

Cincinnati, O., January 7.—On Monday, Janu-
ary 12, there will be a special meeting of mem-
bers of the Ohio Music Merchants' Association

in Columbus, at which President Otto Grau, of

Cincinnati, will preside. Some music merchants
are of the opinion that there is too great a

production of talking machine records, and this

is the topic that will- be discussed. If it is

found to be a fact that too many records are

produced for the best interests of all concerned
the matter will be brought to the attention of

record manufacturers with an appropriate

recommendation. "The sole object of the meet-
ing," stated Wm. J. Bickel, manager of the

talking machine department of the Otto Grau
Piano Co., "is to determine exact facts in re-

gard to the matter. Then -these facts will be

placed before record manufacturers for their

consideration."

Interstate Go. Enjoyed

Rapid Business Growth

St. Louis, Mo., January 8.—The Interstate Elec-

tric Co., of this city, organized two years ago
to manufacture battery chargers, has met with

unusual success in the marketing of this prod-

uct. Manufacture was started in 1922 in the

face of severe competition, but through the

efforts of E. Ballman, chief engineer, and J. C.

Grindell, vice-president and sales manager,
manufacturers of battery chargers since 1911,

weak points of early chargers were eliminated.

The Ultra Handy charger has won popularity

because of the absence of "sticking contacts."

This fast-rate type of battery charger in par-

ticular has found a great sale because of its

flexibility, since it charges every size and type

of radio battery on the market to-day. The
Interstate organization has perfected a "B"
battery eliminator, manufacture of which will

be started early in the Spring. The executives

of the Interstate Electric Co. are Charles Jehle,

president and treasurer; C. Grindell, vice-presi-

dent and sales manager; E. Ballman, chief en-

gineer, and Homer A. Dodson, secretary.

r CARTER 'ONE- WAY"
'TU-WAY" PLUGS

$1.00

"TU-WAY" •ONE-WAY"
Every set purchaser is a prospect for a plug. CARTER plugs have been adopted as standard equipment

by the leading manufacturers. They have an originality of design that makes them instantly recog-

nizable. They are one big seller you can sell with confidence.

In Canada—Carter Radio Co., Limited, Toronto, Canada.

Any jobber

can supply

Write for catalog

of other Products
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Trirdyn Special, $60.00

es and Crosley Phones $75.75

GR0S1EY
Better -Costs Less

Radio

Crosley

Head Phones

Better— Cost Less

$3.75

Jit the

SINCE the inception of radio, the results obtained with
Armstrong Regenerative Receivers have been the goal of

comparison for all others. Trick circuits have been de-

signed to get around the Armstrong Patent hoping to obtain

results "just as good." This has resulted in the use of more
tubes, necessary without, but unnecessary with regeneration.

This is one reason why Crosley Radios, licensed under Arm-
strong U. S. Patent No. 1,113,149 have performed everywhere
so remarkably on so few tubes.

The Crosley Trirdyn, employing Armstrong Regeneration

combined .with tuned non-oscillating radio frequency amplifi-

cation and reflexed audio frequency amplification and using

only three tubes, consistently gives greater selectivity, more
volume and wider range than can be obtained where five

or six tubes are employed without regeneration. With
no regeneration, two stages of radio frequency amplification,

requiring at least two additional tubes, must be employed in

front of the detector tube to get the same results as furnished

by one tube where regeneration is used.

Every additional tube means additional expense; an added dial

to tune, greater difficulty in operation, more distortion and more
tube noises. The three tube Crosley Trirdyn has only two dials.

These operate but two circuits, making tuning and logging very

easy.

You can't beat the results obtained from an Armstrong Regen-
erative Crosley Radio. A trial will convince you.

BEFORE YOU BUY—COMPARE
YOUR CHOICE WILL BE A CROSLEY

For Sale By Good Dealers Everywhere

Crosley Regenerative Receivers are licensed under Armstrong U. S. Patent

1,113,149

Prices West of Rockies—Add 10%

Write for Complete Catalog

THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION
Powel Crosley, Jr., President

126 Sassafras St. Cincinnati, Ohio

/- i r\ i r\ a. r> j n. ji7 t tit Crosley Trirdyn Newport, $85.00
Crosley Owns and Operates Broadcasting Station WLW mh tnbej anJ Crosley Phone, $100-75

Crosley One Tube
Model 50, $14.50

With tube and Crosley Phonei $22.25

Crosley Two Tube
Model 51, $18.50

With tubes and Crosley Phones $30.25

Crosley Three Tube
Model 52, $30.00

With tubes and Crosley Phones $45.75

Crosley Trirdyn Regular $50.00

With Tubes and Crosley Phones $65.75

Mail

This

Coupon

At Once

The Crosley

Radio Corp'n.

126 Sassafras St.

Cincinnati, O.

Mail me. free of

charge, your catalog

"of Crosley receivers

and parts.

Name.

Address
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Organization of the United Radio &
Manufacturing Co. Under Way in Chicago

Frank F. Paul and Norman E. Wunderlich Organizing New Firm—Will Take Over Assets of
Radio Division of United Mfg. & Distributing Co.—Latter to Continue in "Talker" Field

Plans for one of the most important deals

in mid-West radio and phonograph circles are

rapidly approaching completion as The Talk-

ing Machine World goes to press. Frank F.

Paul, general sales manager of the United Mfg.

& Distributing Co., 9705 Cottage Grove ave-

nue, Chicago, 111., and Norman E. Wunder-
lich, chief engineer of the United Radio divi-

sion, are organizing a new concern, to be

Frank F. Paul
known as the United Radio & Mfg. Co., which
will take over the physical assets of the radio

division of the parent firm.

Mr. Paul became general sales manager of

the United organization about two years ago,
has had extensive experience in the manufac-
ture and marketing of radio equipment, and is

well equipped to assume his new work as head
of the prospective organization. Mr. Wunder-
lich, who has held the position of chief engineer
of the United radio division for the past two
years, will occupy the same position in the con-
templated venture. He takes up his new work
armed with a fund of knowledge and experi-

ence in the manufacturing of radio products,

and is in great measure responsible for the

high standard of quality which marks both
United receiving sets and parts.

The organization, to be formed will carry
with it the good will, patents, and physical

assets of the United radio division. These fac-

This record bag without
String or button BUT
with effective flap latch

C0H0ES
(pronounced ko-hose)

RECORD
CARRY BAG

Cohoes Envelope Co., Inc.

tors, coupled with a sound financial basis and
with experienced men at the helm, give every
indication of assured success.

The United Mfg. & Distributing Co. will

concentrate on the manufacture of its high
grade talking machine motors, with H. L.

Mills remaining at the head of the organiza-
tion. The firm is one of the largest producers
of motors in the country, and before entering
the radio business all time and resources were
devoted to the motor phase of the phonograph
industry. It was a pioneer in the radio in-

dustry and has been enjoying a fine business
on sets, transformers, variable condensers and
phonograph panels.

The United Radio & Mfg. Co., when plans
are completed within the next few days, will

seek to locate its new plant somewhat nearer
the downtown district, according to Mr. Paul.

Several sites are being considered, but at this

late hour no decision as to location has been
made.

Satisfactory Peerless

Album Sales in 1924

Phil Ravis, president of the Peerless Album
Co., 638 Broadway, New York City, in com-
menting on the album business of his firm dur-

ing the past year, said that with the exception
of the tremendous holiday business sales of

albums were quite steady during the whole of

1924. In checking up the year's total the fig-

ures proved most surprising, as the sales

showed a healthy increase over those of the

past two years.

One of the contributing factors that undoubt-
edly made new sales figures possible was the

wider acceptance of the group record sales idea

in album form. The Peerless Album Co. was
the originator of this form of album and for

many months has carried on propaganda
throughout the trade, showing the sales possi-

bilities through the group plan with the aid of

albums. To-day this is no small part of the

Peerless Album Co.'s business.

Another item that has encouraged the sale

of talking machine record albums is the wide-

spread popularity of portable talking machines.

This product is often purchased to be carried

to camps, on outings and for other open and in-

door events, and the album provides a conven-

ient extra record carrier, making it worth the

dealer's sales promotion effort.

Take on Cabinet Speaker

Bristol & Barber Co., Inc., New York City,

radio and talking machine distributors, have
taken on the new cabinet speaker made by the

Remo Corp., of Meriden, Conn. This well-

known metropolitan distributing organization

has achieved exceptional success with the Remo
trumpet type of speaker and it is expected that

the new cabinet model will prove equally, if

not more, popular.

J. K. Fletcher Manager
of New Gorley Go. Store

Petersburg Establishment of Prominent Rich-
mond Firm Building Substantial Business
Under His Able Management.

Richmond, Va., January 9—J. K. Fletcher,

manager of the new store of the Corley Co.,

Petersburg, Victor dealer, is well known to the
music trade of that city, having been identified

with it for the past five or six years. The
store was established about the middle of

J. K. Fletcher

November and is located at 23 West Washing-
ton street. It handles the same general music
lines as are handled at the retail headquarters
of the Corley Co. in this city. A big volume
of business was done during the holiday period
and it is believed that under the able manage-
ment of Mr. Fletcher even greater things are

in store for it.

Sanders, Inc., to Expand
Record-Pressing Activities

One of the most efficient record-pressing

plants in the country is that of Sanders, Inc.,

Springdale, near Stamford, Conn. The firm has

concentrated on turning out quality products
and for this reason this production has been
limited in comparison with some of the larger

organizations of the industry.

According to S. Sanders, general manager of

the company, the production of Sanders, Inc.,

will be gradually increased during the coming
months. The plant is most modern in design

and in building it future growth was taken in

consideration so that a substantial increase in

the number of record pressers can be made if

necessary. This will not in any way curtail

present production.

The power plant in the present structure is

of sufficient size to take care of the operation

of even more machinery. It develops its own
waterpower and the surrounding grounds allow

for several months' supply of fuel A private

railroad siding gives ample facilities for the

entry and shipment of goods and a series of

small trucks are maintained by the company
for smaller shipments and quicker service.

Sales Office

N. Y. and Vicinity
342 MADISON AVE.

Home Office

and Factory
COHOES, N. Y.

PHONOGRAPH CASES
RADIO CASES

Reinforced 3-ply Veneer
The Standard Case for Talking

Machines and Radio Sets

Let u» figure on your requirement*
MADE BY

PLYWOOD CORPORATION, Goldsboro, N. C.
MilU in Va., N. C. ana S. C.
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Is "Neutrality" Out of Date
Mr. Victor Dealer

Do you remember our famous "neutrality" attitude before we entered the World
War.' Do you recall the unfortunate "too proud to fight" statement of our Presi-

dent? "Watchful waiting" was misunderstood, as was our President's reference to

"strict accountability." Who would say now that we were "too proud to fight" or

that we did not hold Germany to a strict accountability?

When all business was put on a war basis our own, among others, was referred

to as "non-essential," but during the Liberty Loan drives we proved how "non-

essential" the music industry was by being the first to go over the top in making
and exceeding our quota. A telegram to Secretary McAdoo referring to this achieve-

ment and the so-called non-essentiality of our industry received much publicity in.

the daily newspapers. Enrico Caruso, John McCormack and other famous Victor

artists, at the request of the Victor Company, gave their talent free in the interest

of winning the war.

With the inauguration of broadcasting by Victor artists on January 1, I believe

a typical example was given of what may be expected when the Victor Company
starts to do things. And, likewise, as in the case of the unprecedented publicity given

us during the war when Victor artists gave their talent in the general cause, we
have had a similar publicity and prominence marking a new era in radio broadcasting.

Now, Mr. Victor Dealer, I am not authorized to talk for anybody but my com-
pany and myself, but I believe the year 1925 is going to be one in which, under

Victor leadership, Victor Dealers are going to blaze an enviable trail in the radio field.

Your radio experience will be valuable. You will be rewarded in proportion to the

contribution you make toward stabilizing and dignifying the radio industry.

So I will say, "Yes, neutrality is out of date," insofar as the talking machine

industry being indifferent about radio during 1925. I believe it will be a year record-

ing the entrance of the Victor Company into the radio field in a manner that will

command the respect and admiration of manufacturers,

distributors and dealers, and, above all—the public.

Mr. Victor Dealer, don't let "neutrality," or anything,

interfere with your giving the Victor Company the proper

"hook-up" of cooperation. Let's cut out any "static." We
welcome the opportunity to help you get the right

"hook-up."

This is Station BTMC signing off,

J. NEWCOMB BLACKMAN Announcing.

Talking/Machine C
28-50 W 25*2 ST. NEW YORK N Y-

VICTOR WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS ,
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^he Cheney
The Master Phonograph

The most perfect music-reproducing instrument

Designed to receive radio

$145
{East of the Rockies)

The Cheney Factories Achieve the Impossible
A Cheney in every sense of the word— that retails at $135. All of the famous

Cheney acoustic system, a cabinet wor-
thy of a place with the other cabinets
in the line!

Here is a real leader— individual in

its selling points, so superior in its tone

quality that the difference is easily dem-
onstrated, and so modestly priced that

it comes within the price range of every
one who wants a phonograph.

The Carlyle is distinctively a Queen

Anne model, 34J/2 inches long, 20|/£

inches deep, 33 1/4 inches high. It is

made in Biltmore mahogany beautifully

finished, and is completely equipped with
automatic stop, automatic needle adjuster,

two reproducers for playing all records,

and shelves for three record albums.

Metal parts are nickeled.

The Carlyle rounds out The Cheney
line— provides a wonderful value at

every price level and offers range of

selection for every buyer.

The Cheney offers any merchant increased business, increased profits, and greater

sales opportunities. It makes sales which otherwise would be lost. It appeals to

discriminating buyers. It commands a high average sale price — and requires

practically no service.

Ask us for details about the line. The Cheney is the big profit-maker

in many phonograph stores. Write for full information

CHENEY TALKING MACHINE COMPANY - CHICAGO
Made complete in our own factories at Grand Rapids, Mich.
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LEONARD P CANTY

Entire Middle Western Trade Facing New
Year With Confidence Regarding Future

Soundness of Basic Business Conditions Practically Insures Normal Year Ahead—Live Retailers

Making Plans for Sales Promotion—Radio to Be Sales Factor—The Month's News

The talking machine industry throughout the

Middle West is facing the coming year with the

firm conviction that 1925 will be a period of

normal prosperity and stability. There is no

gainsaying the fact that 1924 was slightly below

expectations in the volume of sales transacted

in this territory, but the figures as a whole were

very gratifying, not alone in volume but be-

cause of the fact that the business closed during

the past three months of the year was excellent.

Almost without exception phonograph man-
ufacturers, jobbers and dealers are entering

upon the new year with optimism and confi-

dence, and there is every reason to believe that

these expectations will materialize.

Fundamentally, conditions throughout the

country are excellent and this applies partic-

ularly to the Middle West. There is hardly a

section or even a State where commercially

and economically the outlook for 1925 is not

far better than existed at the beginning of 1924.

It is only fair to predict that during the next

twelve months there will be keen competition

in the talking machine industry, but this very

competition is going to make the year a pros-

perous one. The progressive and wide-awake

dealer is now devising aggressive and up-to-

date sales plans which will enable him to attain

satisfactory sales totals during the coming year.

The foresighted jobber is enhancing the

strength of his sales organization, while the

manufacturer of phonographs, parts and acces-
sories is leaving nothing undone to manufac-
ture his product on a basis whereby it can, be
merchandised profitably and efficiently.

The growth of radio business in the Middle
West during the past twelve months was little

short of phenomenal, but the talking machine
dealer was a vital factor in this expansion and
will continue to be a most important figure

in the sale of radio products. The dealer with
his finger on the pulse of the talking machine
trade understands and appreciates the fact that

radio sets and phonographs are not competitive
products but can be marketed in a way that will

bring him profits and prestige. Both instru-

ments have their respective places in the home,
and both instruments have a logical place in

the selling plans of the talking machine dealer.

Plans Drive on Columbia Fine Art Records
The Fine Art Series of Musical Masterworks,

recently introduced by the Columbia Phono-
graph Co., Inc., met with a very enthusiastic

reception during the holiday season from
Columbia dealers in Chicago territory. Jack
Kapp, manager of the record department at the

Columbia Co.'s Chicago branch, is keenly en-

thusiastic regarding the sales possibilities for

these exceptional recordings, and under Mr.
Kapp's direction an intensive co-operative sell-

ing campaign has been inaugurated. This Fine
Art Series, comprising five complete sym-
phonies and three major works of chamber
music in album sets represents one of the most
important recording developments in recent

years, and the Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc.,

has been congratulated upon its initiative in

recording and merchandising these records. G.

C. Jell, of the Columbia Co.'s executive sales

staff, was a recent visitor to the Chicago head-
quarters, co-operating with Charles F. Baer,

Chicago Columbia manager, and Mr. Kapp in

laying out a 1925 campaign for the Musical
Masterworks. Mr. Jell is responsible for the

recording and introduction of this important

series of records.

To Display Heineman Motors
The General Phonograph Corp. of Illinois,

representing in Chicago territory the General

Phonograph Corp., with headquarters in New
York, has just leased space in the American
Furniture Mart, 666 Lakeshore Drive, covering

a period of five years. This space has been

leased in addition to the company's headquar-

ters at 216 North Michigan avenue, and this

move was made in recognition of the increasing

interest being manifested by furniture manufac-

turers in the production of phonographs. A
complete line of Heineman motors will be on

display at the American Furniture Mart through-

(Continued on page 134)

Style M
One of several beautiful

console models

Kimball Style X—Tudor

KIMBALL PHONOGRAPHS
There Is No Better Value

Whether you consider reproduction of Natural Tone, or

excellence of construction throughout, or exterior appear-

ance or reliability, you will find all of these qualities in the

Kimball—There is no better value. The long established

Kimball name is a prestige builder for

the dealer.

There is a variety of both Console and

Upright Kimball Phonographs.

Ask About Dealer Franchise

Territory and Terms

W. W. KIMBALL CO.
Established 1857

Kimball Hall 306 So. Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Manufacturers of

Phonographs, Pianos, Player Pianos, Reproducing Pianos

Pipe Organs, Distributors of Columbia Records

KIMBALL PHONOGRAPHS PLAY ALL RECORDS

Style J
Mahogany

One of several
beautiful upright models
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JEWEL-TONE HZ PHONOGRAPH

Equal in

tone and volume

to any

high-grade

talking machine

The

ideal phonograph

for that

small apartment

or anywhere

A real high-grade, musical instrument, equipped with the famous genuine Jewel-Tone
Arm and Reproducer. Tone is equal in quality and volume to most of the expensive
machines on the market, handsome, convenient, and thoroly good.

Samples sent on approval to responsible dealers.

THE JEWEL-TONE
Attachments for Victor and Edison

With

NOM-Y-KA
Diaphragm

Victor Attachment
for playing Edison and Pathe Records

Illustration shows this attachment in position for playing

Edison or Pathe Records. Takes but a moment to change.

Plays Victor and all lateral cut records with true, full tone.

4tX

Edison Attachment
for playing all lateral cut records

Perfectly -balanced for playing all records on the Edison
Diamond Disc phonograph. Pure and lovely in tone, full

volume, and gives true value to your records.

% V

o,, V

, Vs.

If your Jobber does not handle the Jewel

Products, write to us direct.

JEWEL PHONOPARTS CO.
150-160 Whiting St., Chicago
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THE JEWEL-TONE
Reproducers and Tone Arms

Standard

No. 3

Plays All

Records

Perfectly

This is the famous No. 3 tone arm and repro-

ducer equipped with the Jewel NOM-Y-KA
diaphragm. A wonderful improvement on

any talking machine. The perfected tone

arm and NOM-Y-KA diaphragm gives full,

true tonal value, and beauty to all records.

The Jewel-Tone Reproducer and tone arm
plays Victor, Edison, Brunswick and all

makes of records—plays them equally well.

It is made for every type of talking machine,

and can be substituted for the old arm in a

few moments.

Dealers are invited

to write for full

information

RADIO
with the

Famous

Holtzer-Cabot

Loud Speaker

Unit

Here is the latest Jewel-Tone product, the

famous Jewel-Tone reproducer and tone

arm in combination with the finest Radio

Loud Speaker Unit. Either Phonograph
or Radio can be tuned on or off in an

instant. Unit off, does not interfere with

the other.

Holtzer-Cabot Loud Speaker Unit is a

quality product in every way, handsome

and supremely efficient. It gives excep-

tional volume with a purity of tone seldom

equaled, and a fitting mate to the Jewel-

Tone reproducer.

JEWEL PHONOPARTS CO.
150-160 Whiting St., Chicago

./ jt /
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FROM OUR CHICAGO HEADQUARTERS— (Continued from page 131)

* THE ALTO
WW Automatic Stop

For Phonographs.

Nothing needs to be
screwed unto the tone
arm. Simple In con-
struction. It fits under
the turn table. Our
customers say It Is the
most accurate stop they

nfmnja, s , found yet In spite of Its

igT^"^' )
low C03t -

ALTO MFG. COM
,M" cmc'SoS

street

Canadian Distributor Phone ParU Supply Co., Toronto, Ont.

out the year, with a representative in attend-

ance during the January and July furniture

shows. Incidentally, the General Phonograph
Corp. of Illinois closed a very satisfactory year,

and, in addition to maintaining its popularity

among well-known phonograph manufacturers

in the Middle West, the Heineman motor was
adopted by many new concerns during 1924.

S. A. Ribolla, general manager of the company,

and popular throughout the Middle West, is

keenly enthusiastic regarding the sales possi-

bilities for Heineman motors during 1925.

Wasmuth-Goodrich Co. in New Offices

The Wasmuth-Goodrich Co., Peru, Ind., man-
ufacturer of the Phonoradio, which has main-

tained a Western sales office in the Republic

• Building for the past year, has taken space

in the American Furniture Mart, 666 Lake

Shore Drive. The firm was completely installed

in its new offices on the sixth floor January 1.

The entire line of 1925 models, including the

new Phonoradios in Verdi, Wagner and Mozart

consoles, is on display, under the direction of

Thos. C. Hindley, Central States representative.

Walter Magill in New Post

Walter Magill, sales manager of the radio

division of the Krasco Mfg. Co., of this city,

resigned from this position a few weeks ago

to become manager of the newly created An-

gelus division of the Electrical Research Lab-

oratories. This company, which is well known

in Chicago manufacturing circles, has head-

quarters at 2500 Cottage Grove avenue, and Mr.

Magill's offices are located at 1421 South Mich-

igan boulevard, where display rooms and sales

headquarters are maintained. The Angelus

division, which is under Mr. Magill's charge,

manufactures combination radio and phono-

graph units, phonograph panels, five and six-

tube radio sets and the De Luxe portable.

As one of the veterans of the talking machine

industry, Mr. Magill is ideally qualified to mer-

chandise the products of the Angelus division

of the Electrical Research Laboratories, for, in

addition to his intimate familiarity with every

phase of the phonograph field, Mr. Magill has

made an exhaustive study of the manufacturing
and marketing of radio products. For many
years he has been in close touch with every
factor in the talking machine trade, and during

the past year or two has also visited the lead-

ing members of the radio industry. He enters

upon his new work with the enthusiastic good
will of his host of friends in both industries.

Death of Paul J. Healy
Paul J. Healy, formerly president of Lyon

& Healy and son of the founder of the firm,

was buried December 28 from Jordan's Chapel,

with the Rev. Father Mullalley officiating. The
body was placed in the Healy Mausoleum at

Calvary. Mr. Healy died in Paris December 9

of heart disease and the body arrived in the

United States on December 22 on the Levia-

than. He is survived by Mrs. Healy, who had

accompanied him on the trip abroad.

Zenith Corp. Declares Dividend

It was announced recently by S. I. Marks,

treasurer of the Zenith Radio Corp., of this city,

that a 6 per cent cash dividend on Zenith stock

was authorized as of January 2. The company is

in splendid financial shape, and only recently

opened a second factory in order to keep pace

with the requirements of Zenith jobbers and

dealers. In fact, as this issue of The World
goes to press it is understood that negotiations

are pending for a third Zenith factory, which

will give the company the floor space and facil-

ities that it requires to handle its phenomenally

expanding business.

Lakeside Supply Co. Closes Good Year

The Lakeside Supply Co., 73 West Van Buren

street, manufacturer of radio sets, phonographs

and accessories, closed a very satisfactory year

with its sales totals more than doubling 1923

business. G. C. Fricke, president of the com-

pany and well known throughout the trade,

is optimistic regarding 1925, and in his opin-

ion the demand during the coming year will

center chiefly on moderate priced phonographs,

in preference to the higher priced models. Mr.

Fricke believes that the talking machin.e dealer

is proving and will prove an ideal outlet for

the sale of radio products, based on the fact

that the talking machine dealer maintains an

attractive establishment with ample space for

demonstrating purposes, is accustomed to

handling instalment sales and knows how to

merchandise high-priced units. Mr. Fricke sug-

gests that dealers confine themselves to no

more than two makes of sets, and thoroughly

This illustrates the Lakeside loud speaker
test table. While designed for use of the
dealer in selling speakers, it is also used
as a form of entertainment for dance halls,

skating rinks and small moving picture
shows. Price $80.00

Lakeside Supply Co.
73 W. Van Buren St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Phone Harrison 3840

understand the distinctive constructional fea-

tures of these sets. When a dealer sells a
set on the time-payment plan he should be in

a position to service the set efficiently, although
Mr. Fricke has found in the majority of in-

stances that the complaints regarding radio sets

are of a minor and trivial character.

J. F. Quinn With Mohawk Electric Corp.

J. F. Quinn, formerly associated with the

Sears, Roebuck Co., has been appointed adver-
tising manager of the Mohawk Electric Corp.,

of this city, manufacturer of the Mohawk "one-
dial-to-tune" radio set. Mr. Quinn, whose expe-
rience in the advertising and merchandising
world extends over a period of many years,

will take an active part in the national advertis-

ing campaign which the Mohawk Electric Corp.

has just introduced to feature its five-tube set.

A substantial appropriation for this purpose
was made recently, and besides the national

campaign the present plan includes independent

concentrated drives in the various trade centers.

The campaign has been worked out in such a

way as to give the national and local publicity

(Continued on page 136)

An Exceptional Line
for

Wide Awake Dealers

COLUMBIAN BABY GRAND

Elastic

touch.

Faultless

Action.

Mahogany
Finish

Only.

Size,

59" x 56".

STYLE NO. I

HEIGHT - 40 INS
WIDTH - 17 INS
DEPTH- 19 INS

EXCEL PHONOGRAPH CO.
Manufacturers

400-412 West Erie St. CHICAGO, ILL.

Above are shown some of our best sellers. Styles 1 and 3 can be had in mahogany and
oak finishes. Styles 10, 40 and 50 in mahogany and Walnut.

Order Now to Insure Immediate Delivery
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ANNOUNCEMENT
We take this opportunity of announcing our 1925 line of

Caswell Portable Phonographs. The few leading distributors

and dealers who were invited to see these new creations in port-

ables pronounced them America's finest. A new standard in

portable phonograph values and quality has been created.

"Caswells" are bound to establish new sales records in 1925.

Fifty years' experience in the manufacture of fine cases is em-
bodied in each machine.

Our case of selected, three-ply, non-warping veneer has
carefully rounded edges and corners. New effects have been

secured by hand padding top and bottom. Outside coverings

are of genuine Dupont Fabrikoid in rich blues, greys, browns,

red, green and black, inside coverings in harmonizing colors.

Continuous piano hinge, rustproof hardware, big, generous
"easy carrying" handle. The famous Heineman Motor, full

throw-back universal tone arm, our new "Caswell Microtone"

reproducer, a real tone chamber all contribute to its rich, deep

melodious tone, remarkable in volume, too. It will surprise you.

Carries eighteen records securely, quickly accessible and con-

venient. This will please you, no other portable has this fea-

ture.

Beautiful in appearance, full of value, wonderful in tone and

volume—your trade will buy it in preference to all others.

"Where one creates, hundreds imitate"— as usual our features

will be feebly imitated by others.

DEALERS—Until your jobber is supplied order a few sample

machines, direct from us. Be sure and give us your jobber's name.

JOBBERS—Your territory may be open, write or wire. Line

shown only by appointment, we are not peddling.

List Price - $25.00
$27.00 in Far West and South

CASWELL MANUFACTURING CO.
Portable Phonographs of Distinction

St. Paul Avenue Milwaukee, Wisconsin

at 10th Street U. S. A.

Western Sales Office: Oakland Tribune Tower, Oakland, Cal.
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FROM CUR CHICAGO HEADQUARTERS— (Continued from page 134)

HARRY ALTER & COMPANY
Radio and Electrical Supplies

OGDEN at CARROLL AVE. CHICAGO
olesale distributors for the following radio apparatus and suppli

Freed-Eisemaim Mohawk Frost

Remler Premier Signal

Freshman Acme Burgess

Duhilier Allen-Bradley Howard
Carter Brandes Radion

Benjamin Eby Walbert

France Dulce-Tone Balkite

Timmons Unity Kestner

Baldwin American Hard Rubber Erla

Electrad Raven C. R. L.

Rasla Pacent Weston

Apex Keystone Shamrock

Dealers who make Harry
access to ample stocks of

from these stocks.

Alter & Co. their source of supply have at all times
nationally-known merchandise, and prompt delivery

Our monthly catalog, The "Pocketbook," will be sent to

any established dealer who requests it on his letterhead

®

simultaneous exploitation, thereby giving the

dealers double benefits.

Gulbransen Registering Piano Popular

Chicago business, musical and industrial or-

ganizations in increasing numbers are request-

ing the services of the Gulbransen registering

piano at their entertainments, musicales and

assemblies, because of the musical character of

this instrument and its adaptability to work of

this type. On Saturday afternoon, December
20, a demonstration of the Gulbransen was made
at the Union Special Machine Co.'s Christmas

festival and the program included ballads,

Christmas hymns and classical selections. The
Gulbransen was used not only as a solo instru-

ment but to furnish accompaniments to the

solos, duets, quartets, etc., sponsored by the

employes of the Union Special Machine Co. The
Gulbransen registering piano was used at this

Christmas festival at the suggestion of one of

the Union Special Machine Co.'s employes who
owns one of the instruments and is keenly en-

thusiastic regarding its musical qualities.

Vincennes Co. in New Home
J. S. Watters, president of the Vincennes

Phonograph Co., of Vincennes, Ind., spent sev-

eral days in this city during the latter part of

December, superintending the removal of the

company's Chicago office from the Republic

Building to the American Furniture Mart. Here
the Vincennes display and office, under the man-
agement of Leon C. Samuels, is located in Divi-

sion B, house furnishing section.

Throughout the furniture show, which is being
held from the 5th to the 20th of this month,
the firm will display the Queen Anne, William
and Mary and Tudor period model phonographs
and various models showing the Rivoli two-

color horn and two-tone finish.

Mr. Watters, during the course of a chat with

Repair Parts
For All and Every Motor

I
That Was Ever Manufactured

4 Kb

We can supply any part. The largest and most

complete assortment of repair parts—in the

United States—on hand, for old, obsolete and

present-day motors. If your order cannot be

filled from stock, we will make it up special.

Special prices on main springs, governor

springs, micas, repair parts, motors, tone arms,

steel needles, etc., in quantity lots.

Expert repairing on all makes of phonographs
and motors.

INCORPORATED UNDER THE
LAWS OF ILLINOIS

Standard Talking Machine Co.
t'nited Talking Machine Co.
Harmony Talking Machine Co.

O'NelllJamee Co.
Araiino Co.

ligh.wadeTalking Machines^Disc RzoSrds»
TalkingMachine Supplies, Etc

TRADE MARK
'COKSOLA*

227-229 W. WASHINGTON ST.. CHICAGO, ILL.
Branches: 29.V? Gratiot Ato.. Detroit. Mich. 1121 Nicollet Ave.. Minneanolls. Minn.

The World representative, stated that he is well

pleased with the business of the past year and
pointed out that shipments made during the

month of October alone exceeded those of the

entire preceding year. November and Decem-
ber also kept pace with the record-breaking
month of October.

Winners in Sales Race
Valuable prizes were offered by the Consoli-

dated Talking Machine Co. to the salesmen ob-

taining the largest number of orders for Work-
Rite radio sets. The content extended from the

first of December to Christmas Eve. James
Zawodnika, of the foreign record department,

won first prize, a five-tube WorkRite set valued

at $160, and F. B. Dunford, Illinois traveler,

carried off second honors, winning a three-tube

WorkRite set, priced at $75.

Blumberg Opening Attracts Crowds
Overflow crowds marked the opening of the

new store of T. Blumberg, Columbia dealer and

Crowds Around Blumberg's New Store

successful furniture merchant of Waukegan, 111.

Not only was the building filled to capacity, but

the sidewalks and streets became so congested

that it was necessary to secure the assistance of

the police department to keep the crowds mov-

ing. The store is very handsomely decorated

and furnished and the opening received consid-

erable notice in the newspapers. There are en-

larged quarters for every department, and Mr.

Blumberg reported a very satisfactory phono-

graph business over the holiday season.

New Kimball Console, Style Y, Introduced

The W. W. Kimball Co., of this city, man-

ufacturer of Kimball phonographs and pianos,

New Kimball Console Style Y
has just placed on the market a new Kimball

console phonograph, designated as Style Y.

Shipments of the new instrument are now being

made, and, judging from all indications, it will

be one of the most popular sellers in the Kim-
ball line during 1925. The exterior is hand-

some in appearance, beautifully paneled and fin-

ished on all four sides. In' equipment Style Y
has all of the exclusive Kimball features, in-

cluding an automatic stop, amplifier or tone

control, gold-finished metal parts and eight

albums. The instrument is ' thirty-six inches

{Continued on page 138)
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2 things that Count big now
and Vitanola has them both

PRICE and QUALITY
You've heard of them before, of course. But THIS YEAR, ac-

cording to the word of the best merchandising men in the phono-
graph trade, these two things will mean more than ever.

Vitanola always was a BIG VALUE. And this year, we've ar-

ranged our modern plant so that we can prune down our over-

head just a little bit more. And we'll pass along the saving to

you in STILL GREATER VITANOLA VALUES.

You can meet and overcome the stiffest competition with Vitan-

ola Phonographs, Vitaradio Combinations and Vitanola Radio
Cabinets, because of their price and because

THEY'RE QUALITY BUILT. Just because you can give

your customers a surprising value doesn't mean you have to

apologize for doing it. You can be proud to sell them a Vitanola

and they'll be proud to own it and show it to their neighbors

through the coming year.

If this gives you an idea for doing a BIGGER BUSINESS this

year, with LESS SALES RESISTANCE write us NOW for the

facts about the Vitanola representation.

A New Idea to Bring New Business

/T "SECRETARY COMBINATION"— phonograph and

^^/j writing desk. A piece of furniture graceful in any living

room and a Vitanola phonograph of purest tone. It capti-

vated dealers at the Chicago Furniture Market and it will

captivate you and your customers.

Write for Low Price

VITANOLA TALKING MACHINE CO.
829 American Furniture Mart

666 Lake Shore Drive CHICAGO
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high, thirty-seven and one-half inches wide and

twenty-three and one-half inches deep.

Mohawk Radio for War Veterans

The Mohawk Electric Corp., of this city, man-
ufacturer of the Mohawk five-tube one-dial re-

ceiving set, presented one of these sets recently,

together with a loud speaker, to two convales-

cent veterans of the World War at the Chicago

Wounded Veterans Enjoying a Mohawk
Fresh Air Hospital. R. G. McGrath, formerly

of the 311th Engineers, and Thomas Campbell,

formerly of the Navy, were the lucky veterans

to receive this gift, and, judging from the ac-

companying photograph, they are delighted with

their Mohawk set. With a dozen other tuber-

cular patients the ex-service men live in a frame

building a hundred yards distant from the main
hospital building and their radio set has proved

their greatest enjoyment in days of illness and
discouragement.

Urges January Sales Promotion
A. G. Gulbransen, president of the Gulbran-

sen Co., of this city, and recognized throughout

the musical industry as a foremost authority

on manufacturing and merchandising, called at-

tention recently to the importance of the month
of January as a sales

outlet. In commenting
upon the possibilities

for January business,

Mr. Gulbransen said:

"The Christmas
checks, bonus checks,

dividends and interest

on investments provide

the basis for an unusu-

ally large retail piano

business in the month
of January. Christmas-

time, with its hustle and
bustle of shopping ex-

citement, is not the

ideal time for the choos-

ing of a piano. People

have their minds on

many small items; the

purchasing, wrapping
and delivering of scores

of gifts occupy their

time and attention. The
dealer who does not

"clean up" on pianos at

Radio Set Christmastime need not

feel discouraged. One of his biggest months

—January—is right ahead of him.

"January is the time when people can pur-

chase a piano deliberately—thoughtfully. It is

the time when the interest and dividends on
savings and investments swell the bank ac-

count, and when possibly good-sized Christmas

and bonus checks further augment the financial

resources of the household. It is a psychological

A Better Fibre Needle Catter for Less Money

RETAIL PRICE *1'2L

The ALTO

Manufactured by

ALTO MFG. CO.
1647-51 Wolfram St. CHICAGO. ILL.

time for the purchase of a piano. Of course,

the dealer must make a bid for the business,

and we are advising Gulbransen dealers to

initiate a strong drive for sales next month.

Direct-mail advertising and personal solicita-

tion would seem to be particularly in place,

after the Christmas bombardment of newspaper

advertising.

"This month people will figure out their in-

vestments for the year, to a large extent. What
better investment than a fine musical instru-

ment? What investment is more lasting, more
pleasure-giving? These are thoughts which the

music dealer should keep before the public as

soon as advertising with the Christmas at-

mosphere is out of date. In our own National

Advertising in the Saturday Evening Post of

January 15, we are featuring the thought that

the Gulbransen is a 'gilt-edged investment in

music' This gives a theme for Gulbransen

dealers to tie up with.

"The idea seems to exist in some quarters

that January is a dull month. There is no

reason why this should be so, either retail or

wholesale. Possibly the idea originates from

the old practice of closing down piano fac-

tories for two weeks or longer 'for the taking

{Continued on page 140)

The "OLD RELIABLE"
Nearly 2,000,000 KRASCO
Motors in Use Today.

"KRASCO" No. 33

No matter what your motor requirements are KRASCO will fill the bill. If your trade wants

reliable motors to play from four to ten ten-inch Records at one winding KRASCO will do it.

Write for literature on KRASCO MOTORS. Types 2, 3, 4, 22, 33 and 41.

KRASCO MANUFACTURING COMPANY
451 East Ohio Street CHICAGO, ILL.
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GKbL^ Qd£OTV
Records

Start the new year right.

Begin now by calling on

"Consolidated Service"

to fill all orders—large

or small, rush or casual.

Consolidated Talking Machine Co.
227-229 West Washington Street CHICAGO, ILL.

Branches:
2957 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich. - - 1121 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.
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Ralph R. Fricke

of inventory.' As far as we are concerned, our

inventory is taken in one day between Christ-

mas and New Year. A retail man told us the

other day that his house always does twice as

much business in January as in December. This

does not mean that December is a below-nor-

mal month (it is generally considerably above
normal), but the experience of this and other

merchants indicates that the conclusion of the

holiday season is not a season for lessened

effort or the expectation of a decrease in busi-

ness."

Welcome Ralph R. Fricke

The members of the local talking machine
trade are giving a cordial welcome to Ralph R.

Fricke, son of G. C. Fricke, president of the

Lakeside Supply Co., 73 West Van Buren street.

"Gus" Fricke, as he is popularly known to the

dealers and jobbers

throughout the West, is

one of the veterans of

the talking machine
trade and is not only

doing a very satisfac-

tory talking machine

business but has devel-

oped a fast growing

radio clientele. Ralph
R. Fricke is following in the footsteps of his

father by winning the esteem and friendship of

'.he dealers and jobbers backed up by a desire

to give them efficient service and co-operation.

H. A. Stewart Assumes Mr. Mercer's Post

The Gulbransen Co., of Chicago, 111., an-

nounced recently that T. J. Mercer, sales man-
ager of the company, had resigned, effective

December 31, 1924. For personal reasons Mr.

Mercer, who had been with the company for

five years, asked to be released at the expira-

tion of his 1924 arrangement. He leaves the

Gulbransen Co. with the very best wishes of

the organization, and with a sincere regard on

his part for those who have been his associates

during the past five years. Mr. Mercer is plan-

ning to leave within a few days for Arizona and
California, where he and his family will spend

the Winter.

Mr. Mercer's duties in the Gulbransen sales

department will be assumed by H. A. Stewart,

who has been associated with the company for

six years.

Ajax Record Co. Scoring Results

The same aggressive policy which has charac-

terized the rapid progress of the Ajax Record
Co. was mirrored in its advertising campaign

several weeks before the holiday season. Large
space advertisements in negro newspapers ap-

peared throughout the country, reprints in

colors of which were mailed to all dealers and
appeared in record shop windows to greet the

buying public. Illustrations generally were of a

humorous character and adeptly put across the

name of the record featured. As a result, the

Ajax Record Co., according to Thos. Nash, re-
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Hall Manufacturing Go.

Ghicago, 111.

ported a steady profitable stream of orders dur-

ing the holidays.

John Reed Now Covering Field

John Reed, field man for the Illinois Phono-
graph Co., Sonora jobbers, is at present carry-

ing on the work of the former sales manager,

Leon Golder. He is an old-time phonograph

man and is giving the dealers in the Middle

West territory the benefit of his many years'

experience in the field.

Carl Knittel to El Paso, Tex.

Carl Knittel, of Quincy, 111., spent the holi-

days with relatives in Chicago. He departed

about the middle of January for El Paso, Texas,

where he will spend the Winter months con-

valescing from his recent illness. Upon his re-

turn in May he will again resume his duties in

the sales department of the Wolf Manufacturing

Industries, Quincy, 111. Mr. Knittel is making

rapid strides in his battle to regain his health,

and despite his long term of confinement in the

hospital has not lost touch with the phonograph

industry.

Increasing Demand for Adler-Royal Line

The Edray Sales Corp., sales representative

of Adler-Royal phonographs and neutrodyne

radio sets, reports an unusual demand for the

No. 199 five-tube dry cell neutrodyne. The
various Adler combination units and the new
Adler-Royal cabinet speaker have also been well

received in Chicago and the surrounding terri-

tory. Irving Leon, salesman in charge of the
Illinois and Indiana territory, reports that one
of his accounts, a large music dealer in Peoria,

111., had hardly unboxed its first order when
a wire was dispatched for a duplicate shipment
to meet the demand.
The Fair, one of Chicago's largest depart-

ment stores, has taken over the complete Royal
radio line. A series of advertisements will ap-

pear in local newspapers, from January until

May, listing the Fair store and other local deal-

ers handling the products.

A Versatile Columbia Artist

One of the most popular members of the

Chicago musical profession is Art Kahn, ex-

clusive Columbia artist and musical director of

the Lubliner & Trinz moving picture houses in

this city, comprising some of the largest and
finest theatres in the country. Mr. Kahn per-

sonally directs the orchestra at the Sennett

Theatre in Chicago, and a considerable measure
of the success achieved by this house, which
seats 5,000 people, may be attributed to his

musical ability.

Art Kahn's success has been achieved by his

unusual artistic ability, for he is recognized

generally as one of the foremost pianists in

the popular musical world, and in addition is

(Continued on page 142)

Scotford Tonearm and Superior Reproducer The Superior Spring Balanced Lid Support
cManufactured under patents of Louis K. Scotford. Plays all makes of records. £T tou;h of one finger lifts or closes the lid whbh stops, balanced, at any point

Famous for tone—without the usual metallic sharpness and' without the scratch. W^^JW desired. Does not warp lid. Noiseless in operation. The simplest spring balance

Standard length 8Vi inches center of base to needlepoint—can be made to order ^OT*?^' made—and easiest to install. Can be made to fit any type and weight of lid.

longer or shorter. Base opening 2 inches diameter.
-sm^r-

Furnished complete with escutcheon plate and all necessary screws.

Supplied to manufacturers of high-grade phonograph
; ( ,

Fine quality Nickel and Gold Plate finishes cabinets in the United States and all foreign countries Low quantity Prices quoted on application

Samples sent anywhere for trial

BARNHART BROTHERS & SPINDLER S%SSES MONROE & THROOP Sts., CHICAGO
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MASTE
THE VOICE OF THE WORLD

MODEL No. 10—COMBINATION IN WAINCT, MAHOGANY OR BUTT WALNUT

Mr. Phonograph Dealer:

How many phonograph sales have you lost to radio

during 1924? Don't let these profits go out of your door

during 1925. Radio-Master offers six models of phono-

graphs either completely radio equipped or so adapted that

radio may be added at a later time when desired.

RADIO-MASTER receiving sets are designed for

easy tuning and installation. Coast to coast reception on the

loud speaker with wonderful volume and tone clarity. Prices

on combination—Phonograph or straight radio, very reason-

able. Write for full details and dealers' proposition.
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a composer of quite some fame. His latest

success, "Off and Gone," published by Leo
Feist, Inc., gives every indication of being an

active seller with music dealers, and Mr. Kahn's

recent Columbia record of "Gilda," published

-by the Ace Music Publishers of Chicago, not

only won commendation of the trade, but is

meeting with a sale that is countrywide.

Otto Heineman a Visitor

Otto Heineman, president of the General

Phonograph Corp., visited the Chicago office of

the firm for several days about the middle of

December. He spent considerable time calling

upon the local trade and reported that he was
well, pleased with the business outlook in this

territory.

Flannery Opening Scores Big Success

The T. P. Flannery Co. recently celebrated

its twenty-fifth anniversary by an exhibition

styled the North Side Radio Show. The firm

had on display a complete line of musical in-

struments, talking machines, pianos and radio

sets. The show was held nightly at the estab-

lishment at 2711 N. Clark street. Among the

radio and Victor record stars who appeared

were Jack Chapman, of the Drake Hotel Or-
chestra; Don Bestor, of the Blackstone Hotel

Orchestra; Ralph Williams, of the Rainbow Gar-

dens; Coon-Sanders, of the Kansas City Night

Hawks; "Uncle Bob" (Walter Wilson), the

famous bedtime story man; Margaret Cade,

Langdon Brothers and Jerry Sullivan, announ-

cer at WQJ.
Each night a Christmas turkey was' given as

a prize. As each visitor entered the shop he

was given a card upon which he placed his

name, address, whether or not he owned a talk-

ing machine, radio or piano and the number of

people in his family. Before the close of the

show each evening some one present was pre-

sented with the Yuletide bird.

The shop was packed nightly with an inter-

ested crowd and there was plenty of entertain-

ment to satisfy their curosity. The T. P. Flan-

nery Co. features Victrolas, Cheney phono-
graphs and Gulbransen registering pianos.

Among the radio sets on display were the

products of the Radio Corp. of America, Zenith

Radio Corp., Crosley Radio Corp., and the

Thermiodyne Corp.

To Introduce New Motor
Early in the year 1925 the General Phono-

graph Corp. will place upon the market a new
medium-priced motor with many improvements.
According to S. A. Ribolla, general manager of

the Chicago office, there has been a demand in

the trade for just such a product, and the new
motor is destined to answer that call. Mr.
Ribolla told The World representative that

the total business of the firm for the year 1924

greatly exceeded that of the preceding year.

He predicts the new year to be even better than

that which has just passed.

Christmas Greeting De Luxe
An effective tie-up with national advertising

has been consummated by the General Phono-
graph Corp. Reprints of the attractive ten-page

insert which appeared in the November number
of The Talking Machine World advertising

Heineman motors have been mailed to all cus-

tomers of the concern. Bound in black leather-

ette, with an appropriate inscription upon the

cover, they conveyed the season's greetings to

the recipient.

Valeur Discusses Sonora and Trade Outlook
A. E. Valeur, general manager of the Illinois

Phonograph Co., reported that the Sonora loud

speaker and the Sonoradio, model 242, are very

much in demand. Shortly before Christmas or-

ders piled up rapidly for these two popular

units which the firm was able to fill promptly.

The fact that a large number were repeat orders

indicates the manner in which the trade has ac-

cepted them.

In the course of a chat with The World
representative, Mr. Valeur stated that he be-

Lakeside No. 762 T. R.

Combination Phonograph and
Radio Tone-Arm. Quantity users

will find this quoted at a surprisingly

low price.

List $7.50

Lakeside Supply Co.
73 W. Van Bnren St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Phone Harrison 3840

lieved the year 1925 was to be one of stabiliza-

tion. "It will be a year in which the radio indus-

try will be stabilized to a great degree," he said,

"and the- problem of the talking machine man
will be to ascertain in what measure he can ally

himself with it. There are those in the industry

who still believe that radio is a stumbling block

to the phonograph manufacturer and dealer.

These people make a decided mistake in adopt-

ing this attitude.

"The Sonora Co., basing its decision upon
past experience, will look for the proper com-
bination of both. We point to the reception

{Continued on page 144)

Fletcher No. 3 Brass-Drawn Tone Arm

Non -Vibrating

One Piece

Hexagon Taper

The best that money and skill can produce is

now ready for the market at a minimum
price. Plays all records and is equipped with

the regular Fletcher Reproducer, which is

scientifically constructed, and which really re-

produces either vocal or instrumental music.

Write for samples and quantity quotations specifying or 9}/^ length.

Money back guarantee covers all sample orders.

Reproducer

and Connection
for

NEW EDISON
Plays all Records

Dealer*, Send for
Prices and Term*

Fletcher "Straight" and Fletcher "Universal" still made and carried in stock

FLETCHER-WICKES COMPANY
116-122 WEST ILLINOIS STREET, CHICAGO
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MOHAWKSETS
are a quality product
through and through,
broadly and fully guar-

anteed. Built in THREE
MODELS. Each encased

in a distinctive type, hand-

carved,Adam-Brown wal-

nut cabinet instantly ap-

pealing to the artistic taste

of the most critical. Con-
sole models have LOUD
SPEAKER and battery

compartment built right

into the cabinet.

St Tfleand^Mt That/
"Imitation is the sincerest form of flattery,"—and the nation-wide sensation

which the "Just one Dial To Tune" feature has created for the MOHAWK
5-Tube models made it a foregone conclusion that others would play "follow

the leader." But once you make a careful inspection of most other so-called

One Dial sets it is dollars to doughnuts that somewhere in their make-up
you will find two or three extra controls carefully disguised so they will not

look like dials.

When MOHAWK says 5-Tubes with "Just one Dial To Tune" it means
exactly what it says. It is not a mere claim. There is not a particle of

exaggeration or subterfuge about the one Dial Control on the MOHAWK.
It has been designed and built from the ground up with that one idea in

mind—to give complete control of 5-tubes on just one Dial. Just one Dial

to turn to get coast to coast range,—and crystal clear reception without dis-

tortion. The super -sharp selectivity of this single MOHAWK dial will

cut through near-by stations with ease and bring in the distant ones clear

and distinct direct on the loud speaker.

The One Dial Control of the MOHAWK is the final step in simplified

control which now opens the market of the millions of buyers who have
waited for high powered radio reception to become simple to operate and
understand. We are willing to let the MOHAWK sell itself to you on its

merits. Any responsible dealer can order a sample Mohawk set and test it

in his own store in direct competition with any other set on the market.

Then if it does not do anything any other 5-tube set will do,— and do it

easier, quicker and better,—send it back and get your money.

There is some good dealer territory still available on the MOHAWK. Use
the coupon or write at once for complete information, prices and discounts.

We advise you to write today. Tomorrow may be too late.

MOHAWK ELECTRIC CORPORATION

Mohawk Electric Corporation,
2244 Diversey Blvd., Chicago, 111.

Send details of Mohawk Franchise giving prices,

discounts to accredited dealers.

Address.
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Figures that tell an interesting story

1 10 S. Wabash Ave.

Over 8,000 dealers sell TONOFONE Semi-
permanent needles. Figuring that each of these

dealers sells TONOFONES to only 100 families,

we have NEARLY A MILLION families using

TONOFONE—AND THEY KEEP ON using

them year in and year out.

Something worth thinking about if you want
to build up your volume of needle business and
KEEP IT UP.

P. S.—Many of these 8,000 dealers use TONO-
FONE EXCLUSIVELY for demonstrating records.
"They make better music."

THE TONOFONE CO.
Manufacturers

Over a long period of time, and with the
most painstaking experiments, a semi-
permanent needle, playing 30 to 50 records
without injury, has demonstrated its abil-

ity to bring out every tone shading. The
needle is:

Packed in colored display cartons, in con-
venient "dime and quarter" packages.

Dealers profit 100%
Write us or your jobber for proposition.

Chicago, 111.

accorded the Sonora loud speaker and the

Sonoradio combination unit 242 by the trade as

a basis upon which our policy rests. An in-

crease in the popular demand for just such an

instrument is certain to come and we will be

prepared with new models during the coming

year to meet the current needs of the dealers.

Sonora has not only anticipated this coming

need but has plans on foot which will enable

us to satisfy it."

Marshall Field & Co. Has R. C A. Exhibit

A radio exhibit was held in the radio section

of the fourth floor of Marshall Field & Co.

from January 5 to 10 in cooperation with the

Radio Corporation of America. The various

units on display furnished a graphic history of

the development of receiving sets since 1900

to the present time. Lectures on the various

steps in manufacturing progress were given at

intervals each day throughout the show.

Army and navy receiving sets and large maps

showing all of the army, navy, commercial and

Radio Corporation stations on the face of the

globe were among the interesting displays

which held the attention of the visitors.

WEBL, the Radio Corporation's portable

transmitter, was located at one end of the show

room, and programs were broadcast at regular

intervals. Axel Christensen, Herbie Mintz,

Husk O'Hare's orchestra and other local radio

celebrities, appeared before the microphone.

The complete line of the Radio Corporation

of America's products and parts and accessories

were on display. The exhibit was in charge of

George H. Clark, exposition manager of the

Radio Corporation of America, and R. C. Gib-

son, manager of the radio department of Mar-

shall Field & Co. Mr. Clark stages similar

events for his firm throughout the United

States.

Edison Activity Most Resultful

The Edison Phonograph Distributing Co.,

Chicago, is very well pleased with its December
business, according to J. B. Turbett, general

manager. He reported a fine holiday business,

which, following the general trend of the trade

this year, came in late but heavy. The William

and Mary console type of phonograph was far

more in demand among the dealers of the Mid-

dle West than any of the other models, notwith-

standing the fact that its price is greater. The
Edison distributors have also enjoyed a pros-

perous record business. The demand has been

largely for popular records. Mr. Turbett, bas-

ing his statement on reports of territorial repre-

sentatives, is looking forward to the year 1925

as being one of the most prosperous that Edi-

son dealers in this territory have experienced.

.

Twenty Edison Tone Tests

A series of twenty tone tests were conducted

ATAX
"Blues Records

MAMIE SMITH
-Exclusive AJAX Artist-

Wide-awake Phonograph dealers, all over the country, are becoming more
and more alive to the potential possibilities in the fast-growing Negro
population and the musical demands of this special group. Wherever there

are Negroes, Phonograph dealers can "tap" an amazingly rich market with

very little effort. AJAX is a nationally advertised line, supported by the

finest "blues" talent and excellent dealers' service.

The Quality Race Record

Some Dealers' Territory Still Open

Ajax Record Company, 108 W. Lake St., Chicago, III. Phone State 1927

during the late Fall by the Edison Phonograph
Distributing Co. in the States of Illinois, Wis-
consin, Michigan and Indiana. Each exhibi-

tion was staged under the personal supervision

of the firm representative in charge of that par-

ticular district. Glen Ellison, baritone, and Miss

Alta Hill, pianist, Edison artists, were featured.

In some cities tests were made in high schools

before the student bodies in the afternoon, in

order to decrease the congestion in the public

auditoriums at the evening performance. As a

result of these exhibitions the Edison distribu-

tors traced an increase in business immediately

afterward.

Leon Golder Resigns

Leon Golder, sales manager of the Illinois

Phonograph Co., Sonora jobber, has resigned

his position with that company to become man-
ager of the Chicago office of the Magnavox Co.,

of Oakland, Cal, which position he assumed on

December 19. He will have direct charge of- the

Middle West territory which covers well over

a dozen States, extending from Ohio to the

Rockies, and from Canada to Texas.

He is leaving- behind him at the Illinois

Phonograph Co. a very successful record. He
became associated with the firm when the Chi-

cago office was opened in 1914. He rose to the

position of sales manager in 1919, a title which

he held until joining the Magnavox organiza-

tion.

A. R. Rodway to Distribute Ware
A. R. Rodway, president of the Illinois

Phonograph Corp., Sonora jobber from Octo-

ber, 1922, until December, 1924, has resigned

from that company to become exclusive dis-

tributor for the products of the Ware Radio

Corp., New York City. His territory comprises

the State of Illinois. In addition to handling Ware
neutrodyne receivers, Mr. Rodway is acting as

distributor for the Halliwell loud speaker, and

(Continued on page 146)

DEALERS —ipigip?

WRITE FOR CATALOG

Lowest Prices on
Standard Sets g Parts
Every merchant should have our big
bargain wholesale catalog showing hun-
dreds of high grade standard radio, sets
and parts. Lowest wholesale prices.

Same day shipment. Complete stock
always on hand. Write now for our free

catalog. Use your letterhead.

JOBBERS AND DISTRIBUTORS

WESTERN RADIO
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The Most Popular and Fastest Selling
Piece of Radio Equipment Ever Offered

The most practical and useful innovation in the Radio Line up to date. Every third or fourth house a prospect-ask the wife! The men
and boys either bought or made their Radio and the women folks are now interested in Modern Radio Console Cabinets.

NO OUTSIDE STORE
SERVICE REQUIRED

BUY THE ORIGINAL THE WIZARD LOUD SPEAKER CONSOLE DON'T ACCEf T IMITATIONS

Provides Ample Space for an Orderly Arrangement and Complete Concealment of all Radio Batteries, Charger and Accessories.
Puts an end to disordered radio rooms, tables or floors.

#1
r- \

Space in front of Radio Set for arm
rest, also room underneath cabinet,

enabling operator to sit close to set.

DIMENSIONS:

32 in. high, 19 in. wide, 38 in. long.

Both—Loud Speaker and Horn are

concealed behind two doors back of

which is an oval opening into the tone
amplifying chamber.

These Doors also Control Volume
and May be Used as a Tone

Modifier.

Loud Speaker and Horn Chamber at

Top. Ample Space for Batteries

—

Charger and Accessories of Largest

Dimensions.

CHOICE OF

Fine Figured Mahogany or Walnut

Nationally Priced $45.00
Including Loud Speaker Unit

F. O. B, FACTORY, CHICAGO

No more than yon pay for any good Loud Speaker of the exposed type without Console.

Aside from the Convenience and Manifold Uses which alone are compelling,

the Important feature is the Powerful Tonal Delivery.

The Tone of "The Wizard" is Unsurpassed in Character or Volume
Particularly notahle in the Appearance of this improved and perfected model is the absence of both, the unsightly

out of date grill design in front of cabinet. The Wizard Principle constitutes a direct tone delivery, free from an

sages or wall obstruction.

If you write at once and are able to secure exclusive selling rights for the

Wizard Loud Speaker Console, you will have done one of your most profit-

able days work for 1925.

horn and
rular pas-

Mr. Dealer:

Our Phonograph Values will also cause your business to grow the

same as they have so substantially done for us each year since 1914.

Ten Years of Unabated Phonograph Success

Our selling principles bave always protected the Merchant.

We do not circulate the trade with wholesale prices attached.

Quotations are furnished on application and given only
where territory is open.

Every dealer should buy and sell one good line of Phono-
graphs, including Radio, subject to actual factory production
margin only.

Priced without Traveler's salary and Expense.

Jobber's Profits or Losses. Extended Credit or

Consignment Margins.

Sold Direct from Factory Without Cost of

Customary Advertising, Patent Royalties or

Endorsements of Celebrities.

Wizard Phonograph Co.
ANTON CUMMINGS, President

1977 Ogden Avenue -:-

Manufacturers of The Celebrated Valuphone and Wizard Radio Products

Greatest measure
of real value in

fine cabinet and
equipment ever

attempted in a

strictly big

grade and popu-

lar priced line

of modern
phonographs.

Chicago, Illi

VALUPHONES
denote value

They Are Made For
Particular Merchants
and Their Trade
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the Ray O' Vac battery, manufactured by the

French Battery & Carbon Co., of Madison, Wis.

Since the opening of his new office at 616

South Michigan boulevard on December 1, Mr.

Rodway states that he has closed some fine

accounts, both in Chicago and throughout the

State, a great number of them being large music

and phonograph stores.

Important Change in Selling Plan

An important change in the plan of selling

phonographs and radio sets took place in the

department store of Mandel Brothers on Janu-

ary 1, when the two departments were com-
bined and housed in attractive quarters on the

ninth floor. Mark C. Stinson, manager of the

Aeolian Mandel branch for the past two years,

has charge of the department. While the

change was pending, H. B. Levy, general dis-

trict manager of the Aeolian Co., had charge

of the department and all details incident to

closing out the line.

Brunswick phonographs, Radiolas and rec-

ords, Victrolas and Victor records, and Aeolian

records comprise the phonograph products.

Complete lines of sets produced by Zenith,

Freed-Eisemann, Howard and others are car-

ried. In addition, N. & K., Music Master,

Black Beauty and Starr loud speakers fill out

a well-rounded line of radio products.

Chicago Talking Machine Co. Optimistic

The Chicago Talking Machine Co., Victor

jobber, is optimistic concerning the trend of

business during the coming year. W. C. Grif-

fiths, sales manager, in a chat with The World,

stated that the month of December had shown
a very encouraging increase in the number and
amount of orders and that the executives of

his organization were firm in their belief that

this was but a forerunner of a steady gain

month by month throughout 1925.

At the sales meeting held in the headquarters

of the firm on January 2 and 3, seven district

representatives were present. Matters of sales

policy and interesting talks by the various offi-

Targ & Dinner Music Co.
229 W. Randolph St. Chicago, 111.

Outing Distributor

cials of the organization formed the principal
features of the conference.

"Talkers" Aid Pupils
The public schools of Chicago recently

adopted the plan of teaching penmanship to
grade school pupils with the aid of phono-
graphs. Best results in this work are obtained
with a rhythmical count, hence the talking ma-
chine is of great value because its rhythm is

accurate and definite. The steady flow of the
music stimulates the movement, quickens the
actions of the slow children and holds in check
the reckless ones. With this plan, local public
school officials have found that play and pur-
pose are combined with highly satisfactory re-

sults.

Introducing Holtzer-Cabot Loud Speaker
The Jewel Phonoparts Co. is introducing to

the trade this month the Holtzer-Cabot loud
speaker for use in conjunction with the Jewel-
Tone reproducer. The speaker is a handsome
article with black rubber body, trimmed in

nickel, and the Jewel officials deem it a fitting

mate for their other products. It is attached
to the tone arm of the Jewel reproducer, and
by simply turning a valve to the letter desig-

nating phonograph or radio sound the desired
result is obtained. The Holtzer-Cabot loud .

speaker will be described and illustrated in the

Jewel catalog which will be placed in the hands
of the trade shortly after the middle of January.
A. H. Davis, sales manager, states that the

Jewel organization has experienced a steady
increase in business since the first of Novem-
ber and is confident that the year 1925 will

bring a steady betterment of business condi-
tions, particularly in the manufacture and
marketing of phonographs and accessories.

Since it was formally introduced to the trade
through national advertising in November, the
sales of the Jewel-Tone baby grand portable
phonograph have been on the increase. The
first advertisement caused a steady stream of
inquiries and orders, not only from points
throughout the United States, but from Europe
and South America as well.

"Tales of Travel, Life and Love"
In his remarkable autobiography "Tales of

Travel, Life and Love," just issued by George
P. Bent for distribution among his friends, he
intimates that he may re-enter the manufactur-
ing field and make pianos, players and phono-
graphs in California. The volume includes the
history of his life and his family and contains
interesting stories about the music trade, with
which he has been so long connected. Mr.
Bent has never been out of contact with the

business and at present owns, with his son,

Charles M. Bent, the Music Shop, a retail store

at 214 South Wabash avenue. He lives at 2205
South Gramercy place, Los Angeles, Cal.

F. S. Spofford Injured
F. S. Spofford, well-known Sonora dealer

with offices in the Republic building, was struck

by an automobile Friday night, December 26,

while crossing the street a short distance from
his home. He was quite seriously injured,

suffering a fracture of the skull, and was taken

Another Musical Instrument

THE Blood Loud Speaker UNIT

Maintaining the same high standard

as hitherto attained by the

Blood Radio Tone Arm

Manufacturers of Phonographs and Radio Equip-

ment will find immediate market with their

Dealers through this remarkable Blood product,

whether used in combination with the Blood Radio
Tone Arm on a Phonograph or the Blood Speaker

Unit installed in a Radio Cabinet.

BLOOD TONE ARM CO.
222 W. Madison St. CHICAGO, ILL.
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to the Passavant Memorial Hospital. He was
later removed to the Presbyterian Hospital of

the City of Chicago. Mr. Spofford, according

to latest reports, is recovering rapidly and his

many friends in the trade are hoping for his

early return to the office.

Piano Club Activities

The Piano Club of Chicago, in its weekly
noonday luncheon meetings, has been the scene

of very fine musical entertainment during the

past month. Prominent speakers, as well as

talented phonograph and radio stars, including

members of the Club, have formed attractions

which have increased attendance and interest.

Harvey T. Woodruff, editor of the "Wake"
column in the Chicago Tribune, delivered an

interesting talk on football and his varied ex-

perience in the reporting of sporting events at

the December 15 meeting.

Various members of the Club furnished a

musical program at the meeting of December
22. Axel Christensen, artist for the United
Slates Music Co., and local radio entertainer,

accompanied several of the entertainers on the

piano. An "open house" lasting from noon
until five o'clock formed the last meeting of

the year 1924 on December 29.

The first issue of a monthly bulletin appeared
on December 15, under the title of "Piano Club
News." The publication carried a full account

of Club activities, a listing of officers and com-
mittees and a resume of the accomplishments
of the organization. The bulletin is edited by
Gordon Laughead and to him and Harry
Schoenwald, president, and Harry B. Bibb,

treasurer, much credit must be given for the

progress which the Piano Club has enjoyed
during the past few months.

Inspiring Message From Thomas C.
Hindley of Prosperity to Come in 1925

Not a Solitary Reason for Pessimism, Says Central States Sales Representative of Wasmuth-
Goodrich Co., Outlining Substantial Reasons Why the New Year Will Bring Prosperity

Chicago, III., December 9.—Among the many
expressions of good will for the coming year

received by the Chicago office of The Talking

Machine World was a very interesting commu-
nication from Thomas C. Hindley, Central

States sales representative of the Wasmuth-
Goodrich Co., with headquarters in the Repub-
lic Building, Chicago. Mr. Hindley has been

associated with the music industry for twenty-

five years, and is generally recognized as one

of the foremost sales executives in the talking

machine and radio trades In his communica-
tion to The World Mr. Hindley said:

"First of all permit me to wish prosperity

and long life to The Talking Machine World

—

the trade paper that so thoroughly covers the

phonograph and radio fields.

"1924 was the greatest year thus far in the

history of the world, but in 1925 everything

is going to be considerably better! Call it what

you like, evolution or the result of man's in-

creased accumulation of knowledge and experi-

ence, but there is an irresistible force working

ever onward and upward to that great goal to-

ward which the whole universe moves. Let

none of us be discouraged by the mistakes and

failures of yesterday, but turn 'right about face'

and courageously carry on to success.

"What a happy invention was the calendar.

Have you ever thought how utterly lost we

No. 205

Loud
Speaker

of Distinctive

Beauty

Generous
Proportions

A REPRODUCER THAT SATISFIES
NATURAL TONES WITH VOLUME

Aluminum Sound Column. 14 inch pyralin bell.

Convenient adjuster. Reproduces the true tones
of voice or music. Equal to hearing the original.

Speaker Unit supplied for use on phonograph—fits all standard makes.

No. 205B Polished Black Flare $22.50
No. 205D Mahogany Tinted Flare 25.00
No. 100 Phonograph Unit 10.00

Manufactured by

irfmerieaa&fectric
COMPANY

State and 64th Sts. CHICAGO
European Rep., R. A. Rothermel, Ltd., London

Australian Diatr.. Willi & Paton, Pty, Ltd., Melbourne

would be if deprived of this Reference Guide to

'Eternity's Mile Posts' of years, months, days,

etc.? Now we have reached another time of new
beginnings—Anno Domini 1925. Let us get our

bearings, scan the horizon and try and discern

what the signs of promise be.

"Material prosperity is in evidence every-

where. Call the roll of every basic source of

wealth throughout this glorious country of ours

{Continued on page 148)

Permanent headquarters for RIVOLI Phonographs and Console

Radio Cabinets have been established in the House Furnishing Di-

vision, Second Floor, American Furniture Mart, 666 Lake Shore

Drive, Chicago, Illinois.

There, our exclusive distributor, Mr. Leon C. Samuels, will main-

tain his office, and will be pleased to show RIVOLFS 1925 of-

ferings, embodying the newest fea- ^^^^^m^ ŝ^ âmBSgA

tures in cabinet design.

In these new designs RIVOLFS customary iHUHfl
high quality has been meticulously main- ^Jj^—^^^^^S^^i
tained. The same solid construction, super- <^jR ^^MBhfcfik,,,.

'"

lative finish, and wonderful TONE, un-

equaled by any phonograph on the market *^^k

Vincennes Phonograph Co.
VINGENNES :-: INDIANA ^ tt |D<

LEON C. SAMUELS MANUFACTURERS' AGENCY \j
House Furnishing Division, Second „ »„„.;__„ t>ij„

Floor, American Furniture Mart 314 Pan-American Bldg,

666 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, 111. New Orleans. La
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and you cannot find a solitary reason to be de-

pressed. Truly, every prospect pleases so, Mr.

Music Dealer, it is high time to say
—

'Out with

the glooms and in with the smiles.'

"In the few years that have elapsed since the

signing of the armistice the United States

Treasury has refunded one-fifth of our total war

debt of twenty-five billions. Deduct from this

balance the eleven thousand million dollars now
owed to us by the countries of Europe; then

add the fact that we now hold eighty per cent

Thomas W. Hindley

of the world's gold, and you will admit that the

underlying reasons for our anticipating contin-

ued prosperity are fundamentally sound.
From now on we are assured that there will

be systematic reductions in taxation and fur-

ther relief from burdens resulting from the

world war.

World conditions for the most part are

in process of an early and amicable adjustment.

Some years will be required for foreign coun-
tries to catch up with their shortage of our raw
materials and manufactured products. The ac-

tivity created from supplying this export de-

mand will continue to be reflected in all

branches of our industry. Consult the high

quotations and general upward swing in values

United

Manufacturing and

Distributing Co.

9705 Cottage Grove Ave.

Chicago, 111.

Manufacturers of

Phonograph Motors

Radio Panels

of practically all the leading railroad and indus-

trial shares. Wall Street is the perfect barom-

eter of business conditions!

"No longer the farmer in our Western States

needs to avoid meeting his banker. He now
carries a credit balance!

"Consider the increase in the number of

motor cars, due largely to the sentiment in

favor of good roads which has crystallized in

every nook and corner of the land. Millions

of dollars are being expended on paved high-

ways to make transportation more convenient.

Building activities have never been greater or

better paid. The outstanding feature being the

increase in new homes made possible by the

higher wages now earned.

"1924 witnessed a tremendously increased ap-

preciation of music's value in every-day life. In

fact, we have literally achieved that happy con-

dition of there being 'music in the air and

music everywhere.' Positively at no time here-

tofore in these United States have people mani-

fested such a keen desire for music as is to-

day being satisfied through the various agencies

of symphony concerts, grand opera, musical

comedy, instrumental and song recitals, commu-
nity music weeks, the sacred music of the

churches and last but certainly not least in

point of popularity, the dance orchestra. All

The advertising department of the Gulbran-

sen Co., of Chicago, manufacturer of Gulbran-

sen registering pianos, recently made a very in-

teresting check-up of newspapers in the United
States from September 15 to November 15 in

connection with the Gulbransen publicity ap-

pearing in the editorial columns of these papers.

The results checked up are very interesting, in-

dicating that the free publicity given to Gul-

bransen products in this field reaches a circula-

tion, of 3,316,598. Some of these newspaper
stories were illustrated and others were solely

text as shown in the cut reproduced herewith.

This publicity reinforced Gulbransen national

advertising used in magazines, farm papers and

of this outpouring of musical inspiration is

beautifully supplemented and extended into the

home life of 'Musical America' by such fruits

of the combination of musical genius and me-
chanical skill as the player and reproducing

piano, phonograph and radio.

"I am confident that a knowledge of the fore-

going cheerful and indisputable facts, coupled

with a right mental attitude, plus common sense

and hard work, will help us keep things going

ahead satisfactorily and profitably throughout

the months ahead.

"1925 marks the beginning of my second quar-

ter century in the music industry. I have been

a 'Musical Missionary' all the way from Boston

to San Francisco, and from the 'Zenith City of

the North' to the 'Crescent City of the South,'

having sold successively pianos, players, phono-
graphs and Phonoradios. I am very happy and

optimistic, as everyone engaged in the business

of selling musical happiness needs to be. It has

all been great fun and I feel a little like John
Burroughs, the naturalist, at the banquet ten-

dered to him in New York City upon the cele-

bration of his 80th birthday. In response to

the toasts of his many friends he arose and

uttered this proof that life is worth the living:

'I am 80 years old today and, if I could, I'd

like to enlist all over again.'
"

newspapers throughout the country, reaching

a circulation of millions. One of the stories

featured generally by the newspapers was a

two-column illustrated item regarding Thomas
A. Edison, Henry Ford and the late President

Harding, whose camping trip in Maryland was
enlivened by the music of a Gulbransen regis-

tering piano.

The clippings from all of the newspapers are

on file in the advertising offices of the Gul-

bransen Co., and there is hardly a State in the

Union that is missing, with the cities ranging

in size from small towns to the greatest trade

centers in the country—ah impressive volume

of free advertising.

Check-Up Shows Wide Gulbransen Publicity
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Something Besides Superlatives!
A plain statement about radio for the jobber and dealer who want something more than

just a "super" set of unusual performance. A proposition whereby the dealer in "Gollos Radio"
builds for permanence with "Finer Radio in a Finer Cabinet." A plan offering dealers and
jobbers a non-conflicting sales policy, and factory co-operation of a high order. Gollos receivers
are housed in cabinetry of exquisite charm, hiding from view all batteries and accessories, the
"Duoaudion" or double-horn loud speaker is inbuilt.

CONSOLIS MODEL,
With Duoaudion Double Horn Loud Speaker inbuilt.
Of American Walnut or a choice in Brown Mahogany.
An exclusive design, in which ample room is provided
for all radio accessories. Price (less tubes and bat-
teries) $375.00

HIGHBOY
Combining a Chippendale motif with a
Chinese influence. Furnished in American
Walnut, antique finish, high-lighted with
gold leaf. Price (less tubes and bat-
teries) $550.00

TABLE MODEL
As in the Console and the Highboy, the Duoaudion or
Double Horn Loud Speaker is inbuilt. This model is

compact and of a harmonious design, well in keeping
with the Gollos standard. Price (less tubes and bat-
teries) $225.00

History of talking machine a guide

to radio merchandising

The history of the talking machine trade shows that "after the
first thrill" the public demands more than merely fine mechanical per-
formance. In radio, of course, the customer does demand long
distance, selective tuning and clear reception, without any howls and
squeals, and all of these things are incorporated into the famous
Gollos circuit. BUT, "Gollos Radio" offers much more than merely
a great radio set from the standpoint of mechanics. The public to-day
wants finer cabinets, real artistry in phonograph cases, and the same
thing is getting to be a fact in merchandising radio ; the future will see

this emphasized even more.

Gollos radio cabinets set a new standard. Built, as they are, by
acknowledged leaders in the furniture craft, from exclusive designs,

and embodying all the artistry and hominess that delight the heart of

womankind.

The Gollos Non-Conflicting Sales Policy

THE GOLLOS Radio Corporation's non-conflicting sales policy

should interest every jobber and dealer. It is a plan offering real

protection, so that the jobber may make his radio activities a real

factor of his business, and so the dealer will reap ftdl benefit from the

money he spends getting people to come to his store to buy Gollos

sets, instead of bringing the public to three or four competitive stores

within a few blocks of him, perhaps. In addition to advertising matter,

the Gollos plan not only includes dealer protection, but a system of

furnishing the dealer factory sales instructors to build his department
into a real business producer. The Gollos plan helps the dealer to

capitalize on immediate opportunities, as well as to build up a

permanent radio business that will prove more profitable as the

months roll. by.

The Gollos Circuit

Five tubes. One stage tuned radio frequency detector and
three stages audio frequency. Please remember that the

Gollos Circuit, the invention of Major Anatol Gollos, embodies

all the good features of tuned radio frequency PLUS. It

helps to close sales quicker, and it saves the dealer "grief"

that he DOES NOT HAVE TO HAVE in operating a

radio department. By an ingenious arrangement which stabil-

izes the tuned radio frequency circuit a double peak effort is

introduced which gives greater response, adds considerably to

the volume, eliminates all howls and squeals and gives tone

clarity that closely approximates perfection. Coast-to-coast

reception often is had with three tubes in operation, and, with

the second and third stage of the audio frequency in reserve,

one is assured uniform service.

Write NOW for the Gollos Proposition—
It will mean more money for you!

Gollos Radio Corporation
Factory and General Offices CHAMPAIGN, ILLINOIS
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Col. S. H. Mapes Elected

Officer of Jones Radio Go.

General Sales Manager Now Executive With
Title of Vice-President—Widspread Distribu-

tion Secured Throughout New York

The Joseph W. Jones Radio Mfg. Co., Inc.,

New York City, announced recently the election

of Col. S. H. Mapes as vice-president of the

company. Colonel Mapes has been identified

with the organization for the past six months,

Col. S. H. Mapes
and his election as vice-president is a distinct

tribute to his indefatigable work in the interests

of the company and his thorough knowledge of

the radio industry. Colonel Mapes, in addition

to his executive duties, will continue as general

sales manager of the Joseph W. Jones Radio
Mfg. Co.

This company is making rapid progress in the

merchandising of its many radio products, and
recently Colonel Mapes received a very opti-

mistic report from A. E. Russell, district man-
ager of the company, Troy, N. Y., calling at-

tention to the many distributors that he had
appointed in his territory for Joseph W. Jones

radio parts. Among these companies were the

following: Havens Electrical Co., Albany,

N. Y.
; Jas. F. Burns Electric Co., Schenectady,

N. Y.; Beaudet & Bradway, Glens Falls, N. Y.;

Robertson Cataract Elec. Co., Rochester, Utica

and Syracuse, N. Y. ; Wheeler Green Electric

Buffalo, N. Y.; Iroquois Sales Corp., Buffalo,

N. Y., and Niagara Radio Stores, Inc., Niagara
Falls, N. Y.

Mr. Russell states that the demand for the

new Jones radio panels for Victrola consoles

far exceeds the supply, and as Mr. Russell is

one of the best-known talking machine and
piano men in New York State, his success with
the Jones line is assured, for these panels and
sets are being merchandised exclusively through
the music trade.

Pearsall Organization Pays
Tribute to Departed Chief

Widow of Late Tom Green Presented With
Silver Tablet Expressing the Sentiment With
Which He Was Regarded by All

Mrs. Lydia M. Green, president of the Silas

E. Pearsall Co., New York, and widow of

"Tom" Green, received from the Pearsall organ-
ization at Christmastime a very handsome silver

tablet expressing the affection in which she is

held by the Pearsall staff and reflecting their

love for the late Thomas F. Green. The word-
ing on this tablet is beautiful in sentiment and
thought, reading as follows: "Lydia M. Green.

Wherever, Next Year and Thereafter. Christ

came into the world at this season nearly two
thousand years ago and lived a life of sorrow
so that others might be happy. His happiness

was the love He put into the hearts of others

—

and Peace. If it should be the Plan of the

Great Builder to scatter the various members
of the establishment built by our friend, your

husband, Thomas F. Green, and we should have

no other opportunity to collectively express our

love for you and for him and the love which
you and he gave us one for another, we hope

to fully express ourselves now. May the love

you showed us be reflected in the love of others

for you. May the peace you tried to give us be

reflected in a great peace for you, and the bit-

terness in your heart for those who have in-

jured you be tempered by the knowledge that

an enemy is a short-lived thing and love and a

true friend endure forever, and that it is only

when Winter comes that we know the Holly

and the Pine to be Evergreens. This is merely

a tangible evidence of our love. The Pearsall

Organization."

The Wilsharp Radio Co., New York, was re-

E. P. H. Allen, of Grimes
Fame, to Marry in March

Miss Olive Robertson, Distinguished Pianist,

to Become Bride of Well-Known Sales Man-
ager of David Grimes, Inc.

E. P. H. Allen, general sales manager of

David Grimes, Inc., manufacturer of the Grimes
Inverse Duplex, with executive offices at 1571

Broadway, New York City, surprised his many

E. P. H. Allen

friends in the trade early this month by an-

nouncing his coming marriage, in March, to

Miss Olive Robertson, of 561 Madison avenue,

New York City, a pianist whose name is

familiar to many concert-goers.

The announcement came as a surprise to

many of their mutual friends despite their long
friendship and mutual interests.

Miss Robertson was born in the Blue Grass
country of Kentucky and showed her love foi

music at an early age, later studying at the
Cincinnati College of Music. During the World
War she went overseas with the Y. M. C. A.

and spent one year there, mostly in the devas-
tated area in the north of France, although
some time was spent in Luxemburg, Coblenz
and southern France. At the present time she
is organist for the North Avenue Presbyterian
Church and Temple of the Covenant. Besides
her concert work, Miss Robertson is an ac-

companist and coach.

Mr. Allen, besides his present radio activities,

is well known in many branches of the music
industry, with which he has been identified for

many years.

Thomas R. Kennedy Now
With Eagle Radio Go.

Thomas R. Kennedy, Jr., who was formerly
connected with the John Hays Hammond, Jr.,

Radio Laboratory, has joined the staff of the

Eagle Radio Co., 16 Boyden place, Newark,
N. J., manufacturer of the well-known Eagle
neutrodyne receivers. Mr. Kennedy, although

a young man, has had considerable experience

as a radio engineer. He received his early

training at the Carnegie Institute, in Pittsburgh,

and later, practical and experimental knowledge
at the Boston Navy Yard, where he was an

Ensign.

Yankee Products Chartered

Yankee Radio Products, New York, was re-

cently incorporated at Albany, N. Y., with a

capital stock of 200 shares of preferred stock

at $100 per share and 200 shares of common
stock of no par value. Incorporators are D.

Ornstein, M. Schwartz and A. L. Samuelson.

Co., Rochester, N. Y.
; McCarthy Bros. & Ford, cently incorporated at Albany.

HARDWARE
for

RADIO and PHONOGRAPH CABINETS
LID SUPPORTS BULLET CATCHES
CATCHES STOP HINGES
CONTINUOUS HINGES INVISIBLE HINGES

NEEDLE CUPS

WEBER-KNAPP CO.
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.
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Write — wire — get
started on FOR-
DEC. The best
money-maker in

radio to-day. Ad-
dress the office
nearest you.

^hrformance
and Only Performance (bunts

Lots of promises have been made regarding "B" battery

eliminators.

How many have lived up to the promise?

Unless they do these things they are useless:

Operate as well, or better than

"B" batteries.

Work WITHOUT A.C. hum.

Perform perfectly on distance.

Comparison proves

Give clear, uniform reception.

Be economical in upkeep.

Have sufficient output to operate

any commercial receiving set.

is the only

"B" Battery Eliminator that answers

all of these requirements

Study These Exclusive Fordec Features

:

Will operate ANY commercial receiving set, giving a plate voltage
of 90 or better. Output, 75 milliamperes.

Complete control of both detector and amplifier voltage.

Perfect reception on local or distant stations, without A.C. hum.

Rectifies both sides of the A.C. cycle—consequently FREE from
distortion or hum.
Costs less than a quarter of a cent a day to operate.

Requires no special tubes. Uses standard 5 volt, ^ ampere receiv-

ing tubes, and USES THE REJECTS—the tubes which LIGHT
BUT DO NOT OSCILLATE. This provides a market for the

tubes which the dealer cannot get replacement on. Tubes last

indefinitely—FORDEC does not overwork them.

Quality perfect—volume wonderful—no distortion whatever.

Works better on distance than the most perfect "B" batteries.

Built according to Underwriters' requirements.

JOBBERS—DEALERS—FORDEC is a LIVE one. It demon-
strates PERFECTLY—sells easily and STAYS SOLD. Nothing
about it to get out of order. FORDEC means no regrets and
no grief. You can't go wrong on FORDEC. By comparison
worth a hundred dollars of the buyer's money.

for 60 Cycle 110 Volt A. C. only

Foreign & Domestic Electrical Commodities, Inc.

Eastern Office

629-635 West 23rd St.

New York, N. Y.

Western Office

11502 Madison Ave.

Cleveland, Ohio

-forage
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Atlanta Trade Optimistic as 1924 Ends
Satisfactorily and Improvement Continues

Indications Point to a Year of Prosperity Ahead—J. F. Gordy Resigns—Elyea Talking Machine
Co. in New Home—Edison Tone Tests Scheduled—James K. Polk Employes Dined—News
Atlanta, Ga., January 9.—The month of

December showed improvement over the cor-

responding period of 1923 and indications point

to a prosperous 1925 for the talking machine
and radio trade. In this brief statement can
be summed up the opinions of the leading music
merchants of this vicinity.

J. F. Gordy Resigns

J, F. Gordy, who has been connected with

the Elyea Talking Machine Co. for the past

five years, resigned on January 1. Mr. Gordy

J. F. Gordy

for two years had been in charge of the Victor

jobbing department of the Elyea Co., and has

made an enviable reputation especially because

of the manner in which he had built up the

"Service Aid" department to the dealer, prepa-

ration of advertising copy, outlining Christmas

Club and other plans. Mr. Gordy has not as yet

announced his new plans.

Humes Co. Opens Radio Department
The Humes Music Co., of Columbus, held the

formal opening of its radio department last

month. Fred Ray, well known in radio circles,

is in charge. The company will feature com-
plete sets, many of which are enclosed in Strand

radio cabinets. Among the lines handled are

Zenith, Gilfillan, Freed-Eisemann, Atwater
Kent, Federal panels for insertion in talking

machines, Crosley and the Radiola.

Elyea Co. in New Home
The Elyea Talking Machine Co. recently

moved into permanent quarters at 11 North
Pryor street. The company is devoting its en-

tire resources to the distribution of the Victor

line and the Gilfillan radio sets and parts.

Strand Going Well
Business with M. E. Lyle, particularly on

Strand consoles, standard uprights and needles,

has been most satisfactory. In addition, the

rapid growth of radio has meant the opening of

a new field with the Strand radio cabinets.

Edison Tone Tests Excite Interest

Phonographs, Inc., Edison distributors for the

Atlanta Zone, report that December business

showed improvement over December, 1923, and

that the merchants are enthusiastic over the

prospects for 1925. Phonographs, Inc., work-

ing in conjunction with the Edison laboratories

and Edison dealers, are putting on a series of

Edison tone test recitals. The artists are Misses

Elizabeth Spencer, soprano, and Lucile Collette,

violin and piano, and the dealers concerned are

very enthusiastic over results.

The Ampico & Edison Shop, 182 Peachtree

street, announces that, beginning January 1,

M. O. Beckham, who has been connected with

the American Piano Co. for several years as

Southern representative, will take charge of the

sales department. A hearty welcome was ex-

tended to Mr. Beckham by the officers and em-
ployes of the Ampico & Edison Shop at a lunch-

eon given at the Henry Grady Hotel on Jan-

uary 1.

The Scott Music Co., Edison dealer, St.

Petersburg, Fla., reports a volume of business

for 1924 surpassing expectations and amounting
to approximately three times the volume of 1923

business. Mr. and Mrs. Scott are highly en-

thusiastic over prospects for the coming year.

The Atlanta Sales Co., Inc., W. L. F. Rosen-
blatt, president; A. P. Talley, vice-president,

and E. F. Parr, secretary and manager, reports

a splendid volume of business secured in this

Records
When prompt, positive deliveries of complete orders
on the famous Okeh "hill-country music," the new
blues by America's foremost race artists, the new song
and dance "hits," or the inimitable, imported Odeon
recordings are wanted, write or wire

Wholesale Phonograph Division

JAMES K. POLK, Incorporated
Offices and Snow Rooms:

294 Decatur Street ATLANTA, GA.
BUY OKEH NEEDLES—They Keep Record Sales Alive!

andle handles it'

'Master of Movable Music'

4 Years
Have Proved

Outing
Portables

Are the

Best

James K. Polk, Inc.
294 Decatur St. Atlanta, Ga.

Outing Distributor

territory since its incorporation in July. This
new house will work the wholesale trade
throughout the Southeast on pianos, piano
benches, record cabinets, record racks and mis-
cellaneous musical goods.

James K. Polk Employes Dined
The second annual banquet to be given by

the officers of James K. Polk, Inc., of this city,

distributor of Sonora phonographs, Okeh and

James K. Polk Employes at Banquet
Odeon records, parts, accessories, etc., to the
employes of the company, was held recently in

the Pine Room of the Ansley Hotel. Thirty-
nine employes of the company, together with
a number of invited guests, were present, and a
series of impromptu talks added materially to
the success of the occasion. The officers of the
company congratulated the organization upon
its effective work the past year, which enabled
James K. Polk, Inc., to close the most success-
ful year in its history.

Music Master Corp. Buys
Plant at Betzwood, Pa.

Philadelphia, Pa., January 6.—The Music
Master Corp., of this city, has just closed a very
important deal whereby it becomes the owner
of a thirty-acre plant at Betzwood, Pa. This
plant was formerly owned by the Lubin Motion
Picture Co., and more recently was occupied by
the Betzwood Motion Picture Co. It is one of
the finest plants of its type in the country and
will be used for the manufacture of Music Mas-
ter products exclusively. Walter L. Eckhardt,
president of the Music Master Corp., will very
shortly announce detailed plans regarding the
company's manufacturing activities at this plant.

Boyer Remembers Friends

The many friends in the trade of James F.

Boyer, secretary of C. G. Conn, Ltd., Elkhart,

Ind., manufacturer of Conn band instruments,

received at Christmastime from this popular

executive a very handsome gift in the shape of

an artistic gilt letter opener designed as a

trowel. It bears the inscription, "Build Amer-
ica's Music With Conn Instruments," and as

Mr. Boyer has a host of friends in the trade,

the trowel may be found in almost every trade

center throughout the country.
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14 in. high, 6 XA in. deep. Made
of a scientific, lightweight material,

burtex, which eliminates counter
vibrations, the commonest cause of

bad speaker production. Handsome-
ly finished. Four striking designs

to harmonise with beautiful home
furnishings. Clear, distinct, natural

tone. Retail list, $27.50. Boxed in

threes, each speaker in individual

display carton.

A Speaking Success
RADIO fans everywhere are enthusiastic about

the N & K Imported Loudspeaker, Type W.
They like its looks, its economy of space, and,

most of all, its wonderful clearness of tone.

This loudspeaker stands by itself in the radio

field. It is selling to hundreds of radio set owners
who object to the awkwardness and size of

horn-shaped speakers. It is selling to more nu-

merous hundreds who are tired of rasping, twang-
ing, guttural sounds that blast out of ordinary

speakers.

It sells at an acceptable price with a very accept-

able profit to you. Let your public know you
carry the new Imported N & K Loudspeaker.
Write today for the handsome new N & K Win-
dow Display printed in beautiful colors.

TH.
Dept.

GOLDSCHMIDT CORPORATION
T 1 IS William St., New York

N & K Imported Phones.
Model D. are favorites
with radio enthusiasts who
Prefer distinct, clear tone.
Extra large diaphragms.
Sanitary leather covered
head bands. Retail list

$8.50. In handsome dis-

play cartons of ten.

w Imported

Loudspeaker
TYPE W

The N & K Imported
Phonograph Unit has the
same beautiful Purity of
tone that distinguishes
the speaker and the
phones. Attaches in-

stantly to any standard
phonograph without
screws or special devices.
Retail list $7.50. In
cartons of twelve, each
u n i t i n good-looking
leather finish box.
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Brightson Display Salon Sonora Poster Publicity

Now in Waldorf-Astoria Features the Sonoradio
David Grimes and Cameo

Record Corp. Consolidate

Manufacturer of Radio Line and Maker of

Popular Price Records to Be Known as

David Grimes Radio & Cameo Record Corp.

The announcement that David Grimes, Inc.,

the well-known manufacturer of the Grimes

Inverse Duplex receiving sets, and the Cameo
Record Corp., one of the largest manufacturers

of popular priced records, have consolidated

and are now operating under the trade name
David Grimes Radio & Cameo Record Corp.,

marks a further step in the relationship of

music with radio.

Henry Waterson, president of the new com-

bination, is a pioneer in the popular music busi-

ness. He is head of Henry Waterson, Inc.,

and Waterson, Berlin & Snyder, two very ac-

tive popular publishing organizations. Years

ago he was one of the originators of the "Little

Wonder Record," which today still finds an

active sale in the ten-cent stores. During the

post-war period he organized the Cameo Rec-

ord Corp., which in a few short months took

a leading position in the popular priced record

market.

The rapid development of radio interest and

the tremendous sale of receiving sets next at-

tracted his attention and, in association with

David Grimes, the well-known radio engineer,

he organized David Grimes, Inc., of which E.

P. H. Allen is general manager. This set, which

was placed in the stocks of dealers early in the

Fall, has already made a name for itself and

the demand for this product has necessitated

the steady enlargement of the company's manu-
facturing facilities.

David Grimes Radio & Cameo Record Corp.,

besides controlling the two products mentioned

above, also has taken over the distribution of

Lincoln and Cameo Kid records and the distri-

bution of American Record Mfg. Co., which

operates a record pressing plant in Framing-

ham, Mass. This latter firm has an exclusive

two-year contract to manufacture a new subject

record each month for the Boy Scouts.

Executive Offices and Display Rooms Located

on Main Floor of Famous Hotel—Situation

Is Ideal and Gives Prestige to Product

Advertising Department Furnishes Sonora
Dealers With Sales Aid in Form of Multi-

colored Poster Featuring the Sonoradio.

New Halliwell Distributor

on the Pacific Coast

The Halliwell Electric Co., Inc., New York,

manufacturer of the Halliwell loud speaker, re-

cently announced through D. M. McCloskey,

sales manager of the company, the appoint-

ment of Walter S. Gray & Co., San Francisco,

Cal., as the company's distributor for the Pacific

Coast. The Gray Co. covers as a distributor

the territory from Los Angeles as far North

as Seattle, Wash., and has been making rapid

progress throughout the territory in the sales

of radio.

The Halliwell Co. at the present time has a

number of distributors in the music trade, in-

cluding the Progressive Musical Instrument Co.,

New York; Gibson Snow Co., Inc., Syracuse,

N. Y.; the Ohio Musical Sales Co., of Cleve-

land, O., and the Lucker Sales Co., of Minne-

apolis, Minn.

New Perfect Record Artists

"The Radio Aces," G. Underhill Macy and

J. William Scott, are now recording for the

Perfect Record Co., Brooklyn, N. Y. These

artists are well known to every owner of radio

sets and enjoy great popularity, which is at-

tested to by the numerous complimentary let-

ters which they receive after each evening's

broadcasting.

Mr. Macy has a rich bass voice and Mr. Scott

is a tenor of equal quality. It is expected that

their first record will be released by the Perfect

Record Co. this month.

The executive offices and display salon of the

Brightson True Blue radio tube, manufactured

by the Brightson Laboratories, Inc., are now

located on the street floor of the Waldorf-

Astoria Hotel, New York City. The

offices are in one of the most conven-

ient and important business locations

in the greater city.

George E. Brightson, one of the

pioneers of the talking machine indus-

try, is the founder and president of

this new manufacturing corporation.

Mr. Brightson has appointed M. W.
Craddick, formerly associated with the

De Forest Radio Co., as general sales

manager for the Brightson True Blue

radio tube.

The entrance to the new Brightson

True Blue tube headquarters can be

gained from either the main floor of

the Waldorf-Astoria or the street en-

trace facing on Thirty-fourth street.

The location of the offices is on the

northwest corner facing both Thirty-

fourth street and Astor court.

Mr. Brightson for a number of years

has made his Winter home in the Wal-
dorf-Astoria. In choosing this impor-

tant location a most prominent and
distinguished setting is given to his

product, which is to be marketed as a

tube of the highest quality. In addi-

tion to 1 the showroom on the main floor

there is liberal space on the mezzanine

floor, which will contain the private

office of Mr. Brightson, as well as the

office of Mr. Craddick. The quality of

the product is reflected in the location of
the headquarters and the artistic and harmonious
furnishings of the executive offices and display
salon.

The advertising department of the Sonora
Phonograph Co., Inc., forwarded recently to

Sonora dealers a very handsome collapsible

poster featuring the Sonoradio model No. 242,

Artistic Sonoradio Poster of the Sonora Co.

one of the most popular models in the com-
pany's line. This poster, which is reproduced

herewith in black and white, is multi-colored

and the attractiveness of the design has influ-

enced Sonora dealers to use it generally in their

window and store displays.

EVERY-

THING

FOR

THE

RADIO

DEALER

ZIMMERMAN ' BITTER.CONSTRVCTION- COMPANY

The year of 1925 will bring unlimited
prosperity to all lines of business
throughout the country. The talking
machine dealer will be certain to bene-
fit through the better conditions which
will exist during the coming year, and
should prepare for the good business
which he will receive by equipping and
refitting his store.

The Zimmerman-Bitter Construction
Co. is in a position to render the ut-

most service to the dealer in the re-

modeling, decorating and installing of
equipment in his store. Our experi-
ence allows us to know exactly the
requirements of the phonograph and
radio trade. We would be glad to
have you call on us to give an esti-

mate on your requirements for the
coming year.

ual

Record Racks Display Cases
Hearing Rooms Musical Instrument
Service Counters Cases, Etc.

Prices on request

ZIMMERMAN-BITTER
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
32S-27 East 94th Street. New York J

Telephone Lenox 2960 /=

ASK US

ABOUT

OUR

SHEET

MUSIC

AND

MUSICAL

INSTRU-

MENT

CASES
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BestoneV-60
A Five Tube Panel for $85

r>^H.E BESTONE V-60 is the only Five Tube Panel that sells for as low a price

O as $85. And it is a real producer for your radio department. In addition

to being one of the neatest appearing phonograph panels now being constructed

for radio service, the Bestone V-60 Five Tube Receiver Panel bears distinc-

tions such as rare tone quality, volume, selectivity, and distance range, the

like of which are found only in receivers commanding a much higher price.

The Bestone V-60 Five Tube Panel is a product of the highest type of radio engineering skill and craftsmanship.

In circuit, design and materials it is an exact reproduction of our famous Bestone V-6o Five Tube cabinet receiver,

which is being so popularly hailed by amateur and professional alike as one of the most remarkable radio receivers

of the present day. We make this panel in Console and Upright models suitable for all makes of phonographs-

Progressive music merchants are urged to investigate the sales possibilities in the Bestone

V-6o Five Tube Panel, through recognized distributors or either office of this company.

HENRY HYMAN & COMPANY, Inc., Manufacturers

476 Broadway, New York 212 W. Austin Avenue, Chicago

Bestone V-60
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Okeh Limerick Contest

Stimulates Record Sales

Campaign Participated in by Fifty Dealers

Stimulates Sales of Lopez Records and Draws
Entries From Wide Territory

The limerick contest to stimulate the sale of

Lopez Okeh records held during the month of

December by fifty Okeh dealers co-operating

with the New York distributing division of the

General Phonograph Corp. was a decided suc-

cess. As detailed in the December issue of The
World, this contest was planned from the

dealer standpoint and each of the dealers who
participated presented the plan as though it

were original with his establishment. Each
dealer distributed .four-page leaflets containing

the unfinished limerick, conditions of the con-

test and a picture of his store. The limerick,

the last line of which was blank and which

contestants were to supply, read:

There was a young girl from Broadway
Who heard Lopez perform on Okeh,

"Oh, Boy! that's the stuff,"

Said this beautiful fluff,

The first three prize-winning answers were

as follows: "Wrap it up, Mr. Clerk, here's

your pay," "That's a hypnotizing, tantalizing

'lay,' " and "Makes you 'wig wag' and lifts

your toupee." The winner of the first prize, Chas.

W. Murray, of West Orange, N. J., received

one hundred dollars. H. P. Thorn, of New
York, whose contribution was adjudged second-

best, was awarded a console phonograph, and

an Outing portable talking machine as third

prize was given to John H. White, of Jersey

City, N. J.

Norman Smith, sales manager of the divi-

sion, who directed the contest, stated that a

close check-up of these dealers' orders for

Lopez records revealed an immediate and ap-

preciable pick-up during the period of the con-

test. Although the dealers who participated in

this contest are all located in the metropolitan

section, some ten States and Canada were rep-

resented in the six thousand entries in the

contest.

Ben Landay a Benedict

Ben Landay, youngest of the Landay brothers,

319 Sixth avenue, vice-president and gen-

eral manager of the Progressive Musical In-

strument Corp., distributor of musical instru-

ments and all kinds of radio products, recently

married Miss Lillian Schwarzer.

In honor of the event a reception was held

at the Hotel Astor, New York City, at which

250 guests were present. An entertainment

program, which included some of Broadway's

noted stars, contributed to the entertainment

of the occasion. These included Ben Bernie

and His Orchestra, Eddie Cantor, star of "Kid

Boots;" Cliff Edwards, better known as Ukulele

Ike; George E. Price, the well-known musical

comedy headliner, and a number of others.

William J. Haussler, vice-president and gen-

eral manager of C. Bruno & Son, Inc., and M.

Hohner, Inc., both of New York, were the

guests at a recent dinner of the New York
Newspaper Club.

Victor Traveling Staff

Holds Holiday Conference

Meets in Camden to Discuss Plans for 1925

—R. S. Cron Now Located at Headquarters

and Other Travelers Are Transferred

The staff of the traveling department of the

Victor Talking Machine Co., with the exception

of the travelers located in the Far West, gath-

ered at the factory in Camden during holiday

week for a general conference prior to start-

ing out over their territory for the new year.

R. S. Cron, who formerly traveled in the Chi-

cago territory, has been brought to headquar-

ters and is assisting C. L. Egner and O. L.

May in the conduct of that department. His

presence in Camden will enable Messrs. Egner

and May to get out in the field at frequent in-

tervals and keep in touch with the general

situation.

E. J. F. Marx, formerly located in Pittsburgh,

has succeeded Mr. Cron in Chicago, and L. S.

Morgan has been transferred from Milwaukee to

Pittsburgh.

Phonograph Repair Parts

We carry a full line of repair parts for every
motor made. Sixty-eight different types of
main springs

Write for a catalog thawing our complete
line of parts and supplies

ATLAS PHONO-PARTS CO.
728 Atlantic Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Phone, Nevins 2037

Difficult repair work given prompt
attention

the agency being turned over to the downtown
department store.

Mrs. Loretta Spring, formerly with the Royal
Phonograph Co., representing that concern in

the western New York territory, has been made
manager of the new music department. She
has won great favor in the Buffalo trade, becom-
ing especially well known during the period

when she managed the music department of

the J. N. Adam Co.

Prominent Buffalo House
Opens Music Department

Adam, Meldrum & Anderson Stage Formal
Opening of New Department

Buffalo, N. Y., January 9.—Adam, Meldrum

& Anderson, one of the largest department

stores of this city, formally opened its music

department on Mon-
day, January 5. . It

is located on the
first floor of the re-

cently acquired an-

nex, and has a front-

age on Main street

of about fifty feet.

It extends back to

Pearl street.

The department

presented a very at-

tractive appearance

on opening day,

hundreds of visitors

entering, and many
buying. Huge bas-

kets of flowers and

masses of plants,

gifts from members
of the trade, added

greatly to the
store's attractive-

ness. A feature in decorations that could not

be overlooked were the gaily colored Egyptian
shades which dim the scores of wall lights.

Rich tapestries decorate the tinted walls and
the floors are covered with Oriental rugs.

Victrola, Royal and Sonora phonographs and
"Pal" portables are included in the line of talk-

ing machines. A line of nationally famous
pianos is given good display space. In the

record department, Victor Red Seal records are

being featured. Domino records are also car-

ried.

The Adam, Meldrum & Anderson Co. pur-

chased the Victor stock of Carl A. Berlin, in

Swan street, who has closed his establishment,

Brooklyn Boys Entertained

by Sonora Radio Speaker

The Sonora radio speaker played an active

part jn entertaining a group of 500 boys who
gathered recently at the Y. M. C. A. in

Brooklyn, N. Y., to hear a speech broadcast

by Richard W. Enright, Commissioner of Police

of the City of New York. The Sonora radio

speaker amplified the broadcasting to excellent

Brooklyn Boys Listening to Radio Program—Sonora Speaker in Center

advantage and the boys keenly enjoyed Com-
missioner Enright's talk.

Macdonald to Visit Coast

THE SHELTON
Electric Motor
The "Simplicity" electrifies Victor,
Edison and Columbia phonographs
by simply taking off winding handle
and placing motor against turn-
table. Automatic switch in motor
operated when the turntable is

started or stopped. Operating on
AC or DC current of 110 volts.

Specify type of current when
ordering.

SHELTON ELECTRIC CO., 16 East 42nd Street, New York

J. S. Macdonald, head of the recording de-

partment of the Victor Talking Machine Co.,

left Camden on January 8 for a visit to the

Pacific Coast where he will inspect the new
recording and pressing plant in Oakland, Cal.

This plant, by the way, is now in full operation

and in addition to recording and pressing local

numbers is also pressing' the records for the

weekly and monthly releases for Pacific Coast

distribution. E. J. King, of the New York
Recording Laboratories of the Victor, will also

make a trip through the West shortly.

The Danley Book & Music Co. has purchased

the stock of musical instruments of the Par-

sons Hardware Store, Chadron, Neb.

Dictogrand
The Articulating

True Tone

LOUD SPEAKER
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A Stirring
Announcement

Write or IVire
A great radio manufacturer has done it.

The uncertainty about radio in this

trade is cleared away.

Instead of standing by to see radio

cut into your business you can now
ADD FULL RADIO PROFITS to

your regular volume.

You can do it with the Angelus Panel,

specially created by a famous radio

manufacturer who knows your view-

point— who knows you do not want
to handle radio just because you have

to—who knows that the right goods

will make \ ou an active, eager partner

in the radio business.

The Angelus Panel fits console phono-
graph cabinets.

The Angelus Panel provides a radio

receiver unsurpassed in radio history

for power, range, volume, selectivity

and ARTISTIC TONE. The reputation

of the maker guarantees that.

With performance unsurpassed at any

price, the Angelus sells to you at a

figure which means the most attrac-

tive radio-phonograph combination

available today.

The Angelus line also includes a sen-

sational 5-tube receiver which puts

you into biggest, most profitable part

of the market for radio sets— puts

you in strong.

And with the Angelus 5-tube porta-

ble, rivaling the finest large sets for

results, Angelus fortifies you with

the fastest selling types of radio

equipment.

Whatever your radio experience has

been, you cannot know what radio

now means to this trade until you
know the quality, the stability, the

soundness of the Angelus line and of

the Angelus dealer policy.

Write or wire.

ANGELUS DIVISION * 1421 S. Michigan Avenue ' CHICAGO
A Division of E I e c t r i c a I Research Laboratories

ANGELUSRADIO
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Fine Numbers in Edison

January Record Release

New Record by Marie Tiffany—Other Leading
Edison Artists Included in List—Guy Hunter
Makes First Recording for Edison

An interesting and brand new feature of the

Edison Recent Record Releases for January is

a full page devoted to humorous anecdotes. Mr.
Edison is personally responsible for this, as he
believes people like a little light reading along
with what is really record catalog information.

Among the record releases for the current

month by Thos. A. Edison, Inc., is a new record

featuring a selection by Marie Tiffany on one
side and Marie Rappold on the other. These
two eminent artists, who have dazzled opera

and concert audiences for many years, appear

at their best in these new releases. Miss Tif-

fany sings "Mighty Lak' a Rose" and "The
Perfect Prayer." Miss Rappold sings "The
Radiance in Your Eyes."

The new releases also include a revival by
the great violinist, Mary Zentay, who died sev-

eral years ago, but for the perpetuation of

whose art there has been a great public demand.

The current release on one side is "Mazourka"
and on the other "Praeludium und Allegro."

There is also a record containing two selec-

tions by Maggie
Teyte recorded when
she was last in the

country. They are

"Dreams" and "Happy
• Days," both by Strel-

ezki.

Another important

release is the record

by Ralph Errolle, the

distinguished artist
who has been engaged

by the Metropolitan

Opera Co. as a lead-

ing tenor. The se-

lections are ''The
Sweetest Story Ever

Told" and "I Hear
You Calling Me."

In the current re-
Polla

leases a new Edison artist makes his debut,

namely, Guy Hunter, the blind entertainer, who
sings "O Death Where Is Thy Sting" and

"You're Gwine to Get Something What You
Don't Expect."

There are also two records by the new or-

chestra which has been engaged to make Edison

records, namely, Polla's Clover Gardens Orches-

tra. This is one of the most popular dance

orchestras in the country and appears nightly

at the Clover Gardens in New York City. The
first releases by them include on one record

"Too Tired" and "It'll Get You," and on the

other, "Traveling Blues" and "All Alone With
You in a Little Rendezvous."

Another new Edison orchestra also makes its

debut this month, the Meadowbrook Dance

Orchestra, which is playing at the Paradise Ball-

room in Newark, N. J. The first record to be

released by this orchestra has on one side "Me
and the Boy Friend" with "Nightingale," by

Polla's Clover Gardens Orchestra, on the other.

Bright Outlook in

Salt Lake District

Fair Holiday Business and Normal After-

Christmas Demand Create Optimism—News
and Activities of the Month

Salt Lake City, Utah, January 6.—On the

whole the talking machine business for 1924

was a little better than during the previous
year, but the gain was no more than that im-
plies. This refers, of course, to the industry
as a whole. There were firms that made no
gain, while others made rather substantial

progress over 1923 in point of sales.

The Christmas business was about normal

's Clover Gardens Orchestra

or very slightly above normal. For the first

time, as far as this section is concerned, at

least, radio equipment, now carried by all of

the leading music houses here, was a feature of

the Christmas sales. Both radio and talking

machine combination and separate radio mer-

chandise was in demand. "Make it a radio

Christmas" some of the firms carrying radio

shouted in their advertisements.

High-grade records were in demand, with

about the usual demand, on the whole, for sea-

sonable numbers; though at one store a clerk

observed that the demand for Christmas selec-

tions was not as great in proportion to the

total business done as normally. As usual, the

last few days before Christmas saw the heaviest

demand: .the public paying little heed to the

admonition to "Buy Christmas Presents Early."

John Elliot Clark, head of the John Elliot

Clark Co., Victor distributor, expressed him-

self as pleased with the present condition of

the phonograph business as shown by the

andlc handles it'

of Movable Music'

4 Years

Have Proved
Outing

Portables

Are the

Best

Renier Music House
545 Main St. Dubuque, la.

Outing Distributor .

records of his own institution. He felt that
1925 was going to be kind to the industry. R. F.
Perry, speaking for the Brunswick Co., said
they had had a good year and were looking
forward to a still better business during 1925.

The business men of this city regard the
future of this section as very bright by reason
of the industrial outlook. The farmers next
Summer will have plenty of irrigation water
as a result of the abnormal fall of snow during
December. The steel industry is showing up
well, while metal mining and smelting are mak-
ing gains, and promise to have an unusually
good year in 1925. Wool prices next Spring
are going to be high, and the tourists should
come to visit the State's scenic spots in greater
numbers than ever before by reason of the
large sums being spent on advertising and
development of southern Utah by the Union
Pacific Railroad.

The Beesley Music Co., old-established Main
street concern, has been holding a fire sale as
a result of the conflagration which came near
wrecking the establishment on Christmas Day.
As it was, the damage was comparatively slight,

whereas several establishments immediately
north of the store were gutted. Zero weather
prevailed at the time of the fire and froze the
water as it was pumped onto the building.

R. F. Perry, Brunswick Co., had his car
stolen from in front of the company's office

recently.

Harry O'Loughlin, of O'Loughlin's, has been
to the Coast recently, where he attended the
funeral of his brother, manager of an optical
company in Oakland, Cal.

In Bankruptcy

A petition in bankruptcy has been filed against
Herman Lustgarten, music dealer, of Liberty,

N; Y. Liabilities are given as $14,289 and as-

sets, $7,505.

"We are the first to RECORD RADIO DIRECT from the air to a blank phonograph disc"

We defy contradiction

Loud Speaker-Radio Recorder-Phonograph Sound box

DEL'MARMOL 3 in 1
Combined Radio-Phonograph Reproducer Complete and Self

Contained in One Unit

Full information by request — PfiCG $ 1 5»00

DEL'MARMOL RADIO-PHONOGRAPH COMPANY
3522 Frankford Avenue PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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Orsenigo
RADIO and PHONOGRAPH

Dependability

Combining quality with sales value,

ORSENIGO CABINETS are manu-
factured and merchandised on the

basis of dependability.

The dealer knows that these cabinets

represent the finest workmanship
and material available, reinforced by

the experience of one of the best

equipped manufacturing organiza-

tions in the industry.

As phonographs or as radio combina-

tions, ORSENIGO CABINETS are

noteworthy for their artistry of de-

sign and constructional quality. The
most successful dealers are finding

in ORSENIGO products the depend-

ability they require and demand for

their most critical patrons.

The ORSENIGO COMPANY, Inc.

383 Madison Avenue
at 46th Street

New York City

Factory: Long Island City, N. Y.
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Normal Business Marks the Opening of

the New Year in Akron-Canton Territory
Fair Start of Business After Holidays Results in Trade Optimism—Medium Priced Models Most

Popular—Al Waldamath Resigns—Other News and Activities of the Month

Akron-Canton, O., January 8.—Dealers in talk-

ing machines, records and kindred merchandise

in this district report the after-holiday lull is

contributing the average volume of business

for this period and that within another thirty days

the trade should show a decided improvement
for the better. Christmas buying in some in-

stances fell below expectations, but in some
cases volume was better than was anticipated.

The upward trend of business that has followed

the advent of the new year has instilled retail-

ers with a much more optimistic spirit.

At this time Console models ranging from

$100 to $150 in price are most in demand, while

some better grades of machines are moving
There has been no let-up in the demand for

facturers for deliveries. The combination sets

are meeting with popular favor and there is

little squabbling over price if the purchaser can

be convinced that the machine will get the

desired results. Collections have been better

in the past month and retail dealers are of the

same opinion as other merchants, who believe

that 1925 will be a very active year in their

line of endeavor.

Edison Business Better

"Better business is ahead for the retail music

dealer," said Harold Rutledge, manager, Canton

store Rhines Edison Shop. "There already is

a noticeable improvement in business and sales

of Edisons are more frequent. Prospects are

coming into the store for the first time in a

year and collections are much easier," he added.

Mr. Rutledge said the demand is for the better-

grade merchandise and that combination sets

are becoming popular.

Opens New Radio Store

A new radio store to be known as the Ad-

Talking Machine and Radio
Men Discuss Broadcasting

Results of Broadcasting by Noted Record

Artists as Well as Evils in Radio Merchan-
dising Field Considered—Action to Be Taken

The regular monthLy meeting of the Talking

Machine and Radio Men, Inc., was held at

noon on Wednesday, January 7, at the Cafe

Boulevard, New York. Unfortunately, neither

of the scheduled speakers was able to be

present, F. A. Schiller, of the United Radio &
Electric Corp., Newark, N. J., having suffered

an accident which prevented him from being-

present, and T. B. Campbell, of the Newport
Radio Corp., also being unable to give the

demonstration which was expected.

The chief topic of discussion among the

assembled members was the results of the

broadcasting which is being done by the artists

of the Brunswick Co. and the Victor Co. In a

check-up of members to ascertain the results

of the broadcasting it was stated that a major-

ity of members found that the broadcasting had

an immediate effect on the sale of records.

Other dealers reported that they could not at

the time give any definite answer as to whether

or not the broadcasting had to any extent in-

fluenced record sales.

The question as to what action the associa-

tion should take in helping to "clean up" the

situation which exists in the merchandising of

radio—and which undoubtedly is in need of

being elevated to a higher plane—came up for

consideration. Dealers from various sections

reported that misleading advertising on the part

of some dealers is undoubtedly hurting the

radio trade, while other dealers found that, to a

great extent, the manufacturers are at fault in

the indiscriminate giving of wholesale agencies

to those firms and persons who compete with

legitimate dealers in an unjust manner. In this

connection were mentioned electrical workers

vance Radio Co. has been opened in the Lind
liuilding at McKinley avenue and Tuscarawas
street W. It will feature combination sets

along with all parts and accessories.

Al Waldamath Quits Alford-Fryar Co.

Al Waldamath, one of the best-known local

talking machine and piano salesmen, has sev-

ered his connection with the Alford-Fryar Piano
Co., Canton, to become associated with the

Darrow Music Co. at Denver, Col. Mr. Walda-
math had been with the Canton music house
for several years and on various occasions was
in charge of temporary branch stores operated

in this section by the local concern.

Buys Broadcasting Station

Music dealers in this section have received

with interest the announcement that WJAX
broadcasting station at Cleveland has been sold

to the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron,
and after the middle of January will be oper-

ated as WEAR, Akron. Such a move gives

Akron an important place on the world's radio

map.

With Strassner-Custer Co.

Myron Van Nostran, until recently of Akron,
has joined the sales department of the Strass-

ner-Custer Music Co. and this week assumed
his duties with that concern. For the present

he will be affiliated with the radio department
of the store.

who ply their trade during the daytime and
who sell radio sets at night, retailing the sets

at the same price which the dealer must pay
his wholesaler.

It was resolved that the executive committee
of the association should confer with the repre-

sentatives of the manufacturers the latter part

of this month toward the end of eliminating

this unfair competition. It was also the sense

of the meeting that the radio industry is sadly

in need of a "Judge Landis" in the person of

Herbert Hoover or someone of like caliber.

It was resolved that letters of condolence be

sent to the families of M. Goldsmith, New York
retail dealer, and William H. Barker, former
president of the American Talking Machine Co.,

both of whom died recently. The meeting ad-

journed out of respect to the memory of these

departed members.

Fifth Annual Radio Show
to Be Held March 2 to 8

Chairman F. K. Doscher, of the Show Com-
mittee of the Executive Radio Council, recently

announced that preliminary plans have been

completed for the Fifth Annual Radio Show
and Convention to be held at the Hotel Penn-

sylvania, New York, for the six days from
March 2 to 8. The booth plans are in order

and renting has already started. The space to

be occupied by the show this year will exceed

•that of former years. Many interesting fea-

tures have been planned to supplement the ex-

hibition by the manufacturers. The show is

under the direction of F. K. Doscher, general

manager; Frank Fiemmerman, floor manager;

R. Morris, business and advertising manager,

and G. Barrows, publicity manager. The head-

quarters of the management are at 120 Liberty

street, New York.

The Schell Music Co. has discontinued its

store in Jefferson City, Mo.

radio and dealers are continually after manu-

re* ofp e a fcer>

for

$5.00
List

Was $10

Now $5

Music Dealers

With this Morrison
unit for $5.00 you can
stimulate a real business

in radio. You'll find

your customers who own
a radio set eager to have
a Morrison unit. If you
aren't familiar with our
plan and discounts write

for details. And see that

your order for a reason-

able quantity comes in

early.

MORRISON LABORATORIES, Inc.

327 East Jefferson Ave.

DETROIT, MICH.

Phonograph Parts and Supplies

MOTORS, TONEARMS, SOUNDBOXES, SPRINGS AND NEEDLES OUR SPECIALTY

Lowest Prices and Best Qualities Always Available for Delivery Anywhere

Send for Bargain List of Repair Parts and Motors

THE VAL'S ACCESSORY HOUSE, Inc.

110 No. Broadway St. Louis, Mo.
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How McCoyWent After Musical Merchan-
dise Business and Grossed $50,000 in 1924

Live Retailer, Operating Stores in Two Connecticut Cities. Has Built Tremendous Musical Mer-
chandise Business—Complete Stock, Price Maintenance and Salesmen Necessary, He Says

Many talking machine dealers hesitate to add
musical merchandise departments because they

are doubtful as to the profit which can be made
in this branch of the music business. No more
impressive example of the extent of the field for

musical merchandise can be given than that of

McCoy's, Inc., operating stores in Hartford and

Waterbury, Conn., wiio through aggressive and
intelligent merchandising has built up a tre-

mendous trade in small goods—indeed this de-

partment is now one of the best profit pro-

ducers of the business. During the year just

closed the Hartford store ran up a sales

volume of between $45,000 and $50,000 gross,

and the Waterbury store did a gross business

during the same period of between $30,000 and

$35,000.

Complete Stock Necessary

The only way a dealer can hope to make a

real success of his musical merchandise depart-

ment is by installing a complete stock, accord-

ing to Mr. McCoy, .who points out in addition

that if people do not get what they want in one

store they go to some other more completely

stocked establishment. "In my opinion the man
behind the counter is as important as anything

else in selling musical merchandise," he con-

tinued. "The salesman must be able to demon-
strate instruments intelligently. Our man plays

several instruments and in our Waterbury
branch the salesman in charge is equally accom-
plished."

Profit by Price Maintenance
In every community there are dealers who cut

prices to the bone, hoping by this method to

build up their businesses. Other dealers often

try to meet this competition by engaging in

what is in effect a price war. The harm result-

ing from this practice is twofold. First, price

cutting means loss of patronage, something
which no talking machine dealer can afford.

Second, it means loss of profits. The jelly-fish

type of retailer will never achieve real success,

according to Mr. McCoy, who not only believes

in keeping prices up to a fair mark so that

the dealer's margin of profit is reasonable, but

he also charges interest when instalment ac-

counts run beyond a certain period.

These briefly are the principles of business

management which Mr. McCoy has found

worth while adhering to and his success in oper-

ating a musical merchandise department speaks

well for the soundness of his ideas.

Display and Push
In the more material phases of merchandising

small goods two points stand out as of vital im-

portance. They are display and real sales push

behind the various lines handled. Display

means window displays and interior displays,

and sales push means to place the same intel-

ligent effort behind the promotion of sales of

musical merchandise as is resorted to to make
the talking machine end of the business suc-

cessful. An occasional window should be de-

voted entirely to the display of small instru-

ments, and this should be tied up with news-

paper and other forms of publicity. Interior

display is equally, if not more, important. It

is certain that the dealer who hides his musical

merchandise department in some out-of-the-way

corner in the rear of the store or in the base-

ment will not become fatigued from serving cus-

tomers. Mr. McCoy has found that by placing

his small goods display cases in the very front

of the store and his talking machine department

in the rear both branches of the business profit.

The demonstration of talking machines requires

quietness for maximum effectiveness. Also con-

siderable space is required for the booths and
display rooms. Musical merchandise, on the

other hand, takes up far less space and the need

for quiet is not so great. Also the regular cus-

tomers who visit the store for records will have

an opportunity of viewing the various musical

instrument, thus enhancing chances of sales.

Hohner Harmony Hours
Big Radio Drawing Card

Retailers Profiting by Radio and Other Exten-

sive Publicity Which Is Promoting the Popu-
larity of Hohner Harmonicas

the many other agencies of publicity hitherto

used and the Hohner message continues to be

given in the press, from the vaudeville stage

and through many other mediums.
A new use of the Hohner is to be found in

its use by a Washington, D. C, church, where

a double sextet has been equipped with Hohner
harmonicas.

While first reports of the results of the broad-

casting of Hohner Harmony Hours over station

WEAF, New York City, were exceptionally

gratifying, the interest in successive hours has

in no way abated. Thousands of requests for the

Hohner instruction booklet are still pouring

into the headquarters of M. Hohner, New York
City, and the offices of the American Tel. &
Tel. Co., from which the program is broadcast.

Accordingly, the popularity of the Hohner har-

monica is growing by leaps and bounds, al-

though the past year already proved to be one

of the biggest years in the history of the

organization.

The success of this broadcasting is largely due

to the untiring efforts and immense enthusiasm

of William J. Haussler, general manager of M.
Hohner. In addition to his multitudinous

duties in directing the many affairs of this busy

concern he finds time, assisted by Billy, Jr., to

personally play and instruct at these entertain-

ing radio evenings. Mr. Haussler is an expon-

ent of the art of playing the harmonica as a

solo instrument and through his lucid instruc-

tion this angle of harmonica playing is becom-

ing exceedingly popular.

The broadcasting has in no way superseded

Novel Stunt Introduces

Ludwig Banjo to Trade

Frank Fancher, Famous Drummer, Joins Lud-
wig & Ludwig Promotion Organization

Chicago, III., January 8.—Ludwig & Ludwig,

1611 No. Lincoln street, introduced their new
banjo to the trade recently in a novel way. An
ordinary post card was sent to the dealers and

upon opening it an illustration of the banjo

was reproduced with a miniature phonograph

record on the head of the instrument. The
reader was instructed to play the novelty record

with a steel needle, running the record at a

medium speed without detaching it from the

card.

Frank Fancher, reputed to be the world's

champion drummer, who has won many honors

in the East, has joined the Ludwig organization.

His work will be mainly the promotion of mu-
sic in the public schools and other organiza-

tions in Chicago. The firm of Ludwig & Lud-

wig has done much toward the promotion of

music throughout the country.

CHARLES DORNBERGER
and HIS ORCHESTRA

This fine Victor orchestra is just one of those in the
Victor list that use Buescher Band Instruments and
Saxophones exclusively. Ted Weems' Orchestra,
Jack Shilkret's, Leviathan Orchestra, Art Landry's,
George Olsen's—they're all users (exclusively) of

Band Instruments and Saxophones
Besides, the Paul Whiteman Orchestra, the Virginians,
Waring's Pennsylvanians and the most of the Victor, Colum-
bia, Brunswick and other recording orchestras use the
Buescher instrument because it is the best. Buescher win-
dow material and window pieces are just "made to order"
for the record dealer who stocks Buescher instruments.

Write about your territory—ask for samples of the publicity
material we give you for mail, counter and unndozv purposes.

BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT COMPANY
G-93 Buescher Block Elkhart, Indiana
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HOHNER,
W THE WORLD'S B£SJZ2s&2>.
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Hohner Harmony Hours on the radio are resulting in greatly in-

creased Hohner harmonica demands. You can cash in on this.

Asl( Your Jobber

Tune in any Friday evening at 8:3CTon station W E A F New York

M. HOHNER H4-116 East 16th Street
New York City

HOHNER. PRODUCTSAWARDED FIRST PRIZE AT THE PANAMA
PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION SAN FRANCISCO 19/5"

Landay Musical Merchandise Conn Broadcasting Station

Publicity Creates Interest Assists Sale of Radio Sets

Prominent New York Talking Machine Chain
Store Firm Attracts Attention to Musical

Merchandise Through Fine Advertising

Part of Comprehensive Program to Generate
Interest in Music—Planning Music School

Landay Bros., who operate a number of talk-

ing machine stores throughout New York City

and contiguous territory, in their campaign for

holiday business utilized some excellent adver-

tising to bring to the attention of the public the

line of fine small musical instruments. All of

the newspapers circulating through the metro-

politan New York territory carried large adver-

tisements in which musical merchandise was
featured exclusively.

The musical merchandise department is an

important part of all Landay stores and the

methods of this progressive house in making a

separate issue of this branch of the business,

and which have been largely responsible for

building up the huge sales volume enjoyed, prove

what has often been emphasized in The World,

namely, the necessity of talking machine dealers

who handle small goods to so plan their sales

promotion campaigns that talking machines,

radio, musical merchandise, etc., are featured as

separate and distinct units of the business.

Cleveland, O., January 6.—The new broad-

casting station which is being run in conjunction

with the Conn School of Music opened recently

with a very enjoyable initial program. The
move by C. G. Conn, Ltd., to establish a broad-

casting station is part of a comprehensive pro-

gram for developing a greater interest in music

and includes plans for a school of music in

which the faculty will be musicians of interna-

tional fame. This will come later. Meantime,

the broadcasting work, which is being done
through station WHK on a 319-meter wave
length, is unique, in that the studio is a glass-

enclosed room, immediately adjacent to the

radio sales department, so that artists who are

performing can be seen by prospective custom-

ers listening to the radio instruments which

they are selecting. The program of musical

development, as well as the radio work, has

been developed by R. R. Story, district man-
ager, and executives from Conn headquarters,

who are convinced that radio has an important

and accepted part in musical merchandising.

"Drumming Up" A Business
No business is self-sustaining—it

requires the earnest effort of push
and pull with a mixture of sound
sense and the sincere endeavor to

render good service to make any
business profitable.

Ludwig Drums and Accessories

lend themselves so admirably to

this combination that they are the

leader in the field and the chosen
favorite of thousands of prosper-

ous dealers.

Write us today for the necessary
information regarding Ludwig
Drums and their profit making
possibilities.

Ludwig & Ludwig
World's Largest Drum Manufacturers

1611 No. Lincoln Street Chicago, 111.

Godards' Uses the Window
Route to Increased Sales

Displays Attract Attention to Musical Merchan-
dise—Recent Window of Drums and Traps
Aroused Interest in These Products

Syracuse, N. Y., January 7—Godards', a talk-

ing machine dealer of this city who successfully

operates a musical merchandise department, has

Godards' Fine Window
developed a large business in small goods
through a fine type of sales promotion, not the

least important of which are the window dis-

plays. The accompanying illustration shows a

striking window which this concern recently in-

stalled and which made the public stop, look and
buy: The window was devoted entirely to Lud-
wig drums and drummers' accessories, of which

Godards' handles a complete line. Les King,

who has been largely responsible for the devel-

opment of the musical merchandise business at

this store, was responsible for the window.

Mr. King himself is a drummer of wide local

reputation and as the leader of one of the most
popular orchestras in this section of the State

he has become known to dance devotees as well

as professional musicians. The result of this

popularity has been manifested in the large and

continually growing musical merchandise sales

to professional musicians as well as to others

to whom he has become known through his

musical activities.

Dunlap Adds Small Goods

Ossining, N. Y., January 7.—The Dunlap Mu-

sic Store recently celebrated the opening of its

musical merchandise department with an elab-

orate entertainment by well-known artists. The

new department is complete in every detail and

the attractive display on opening night drew

forth many enthusiastic comments from the

hundreds of people who attended'.
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This $25 Cabinet—FREE
STRINCS

1* MtlODIA-

Make
100%
Profit

This Beautiful Cabinet
is 22^4 inches high,
2534 inches wide, and
12 inches deep; in ma-
hogany piano finish.

Has 12 glass tubes.

Special Combination Offer

MUSIC STRINGS
You will make 100% by taking advan-
tage of this Special Combination Offer
of the most complete and varied as-

sortment of straight length high-grade
gut and wound strings ever assembled
in a case; and you get this $25.00 Dis-

play Cabinet and 12 Glass Tubes-
FREE.

Assortment Costs $ 51.75

Assortment Retails at 103.50

PROFIT on Assortment__100%

Send Today for Complete Details

ARMOUR IH COMPANY MUSIC STRING DEPT. 11

CHICAGO

Wallace Heads Associated

Music Dealers of Chicago

H. J. Wallace Elected President of Local Asso-

ciation at Meeting Held Last Week—Plans

for 1925 Activities Discussed.

Chicago, III., January 6.—At the annual meet-

ing held by the Associated Music Dealers of

Chicago early in December, the following

officers were elected for the ensuing year:

President, H. J. Wallace, of Tom Brown

Music Co.; vice-president, M. Berlin, of the

Chicago Musical Instrument Co.; treasurer, L.

B. Malecki, of Carl Fischer; secretary, J. D.

Henderson, of the Conn Chicago Co.

Plans were discussed and outlined for 1925.

Proposed work for the new year includes a

plan for indexing delinquent purchasers; for

legislation which will enable the municipalities

to tax themselves for the support of local

bands; for promoting band-instrument teaching

in the schools as part of the curriculum for

which due credit should be allowed; for secur-

ing more publicity for musical instruments and

the music business in the daily press and other

publications, and for spreading friendly rela-

tions and the spirit of co-operation among the

members of the industry through meetings and

social functions.

Bacon Banjo Co. Completes

Biggest Year in History

Groton, Conn., January 10—After completing

the biggest year in the history of the organiza-

tion, the Bacon Banjo Co., Inc., of this city,

started in the process of stock taking on the

first of the year. During this period the com-

pany took the opportunity of making several

improvements in the factory and considerable

additional machinery was installed.

The broadcasting of Fred J. Bacon's banjo

playing over station WEAF, New York City,

has proved publicity of the most effective kind.

Mr. Bacon, besides being president of the com-

pany which bears his name, is a banjo artist

of merit, and since broadcasting he has received

many enthusiastic letters regarding his playing,

some of which came from far distant points,

such as Minneapolis, Minn., and Canada.

Autographed Vega Banjo

Prized by Brookes Johns

Signatures of President Coolidge and Prince of

Wales Appear on Vega Instrument Which
Artist Displays in Theatre Lobbies

Boston, Mass., January 6.—The Vega Co., of

this city, manufacturer of the Vega line of

banjos, recently received a letter from Brookes

Johns, prominent banjoist, which stated that his

Vega banjo had been autographed by President

Coolidge. Some time ago, while abroad, the

Prince of Wales had autographed his banjo

head. A short time ago, while playing a Wash-
ington engagement, Brookes Johns was pre-

sented to President Coolidge at the White

House, at which time he also autographed a

banjo. Mr. Johns prizes these instruments so

highly that he has decided to keep them for

exhibition purposes only. They will be placed

in glass cases and exhibited in the lobbies of

the various theatres where his engagements oc-

cur. Mr. Johns is one of the best-known and
accomplished banjoists in the country and his

letter includes a handsome tribute to the quality

and tone of the Vega banjo.

McDougall-Conn Music Co.

Settled in New Quarters

Substantial Increase in Business Reported as

Result of Enlarged Facilities for Handling

Demand for Conn Instruments

Portland, Ore., January 5.—The McDougall-

Conn Music Co. is now fully installed in its

new location at Eleventh and Alder streets in

the new million-dollar Elks Building, and Mr.

McDougall says that their friends soon found

them and they have made many new ones since

the move. They carry a full line of Conn in-

struments, being the exclusive distributors of

Conn band instruments for this district, and

they carry Leedy drums and supplies, Bacon

and Vega banjos and Conn and Heberlein vio-

lins and have a most complete sheet music de-

partment under the direction of Stanley Baylis,

who is a talented musician. In the sheet mu-
sic department they carry a complete stock of

classical, popular, orchestral and band music.

The new store is one of the best lighted stores

in the city, either by day or night, and the

large windows give them not only light but

great facilities for featuring their product, and

even in the short time that they have been

there, have taken full advantage of this oppor-

tunity. Mr. McDougall is the director of the

60-piece Elks band and has built up one of

the finest band organizations in. the Pacific

Northwest. He reports that recently they

equipped the American Legion, the Lester

Reese Post of Newberg, Ore., with 12 Conn
drums for their fife and drum corps.

Harry C. Reed, formerly manager of the

musical merchandise department of the Mickel

Music House, Omaha, Neb., was recently ap-

pointed director of the band and instrument

department of the American College of Busi-

ness.

RUN0
The Oldest and

Largest Musical

Merchandise House

in America

Exclusively Wholesale
ESTABLISHED 1834

G.BRIOTO 6> S0N,Inc.
351-53FovrthAve.NewYork.City
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IN THE MUSICAL MERCHANDISE FIELD— ( Continued from page 163)

Basic Principles of Merchandising Small
Goods Which Will Make 1925 Profitable

Achievements of Dealers Point the Way to Bigger Sales Volume This Year—Display and Pub-

licity—Necessity of Careful Planning of the Sales Promotion Campaign

During the year just closed an outstanding

feature of the musical merchandise trade, inso-

far as it affects the talking machine business,

was the large volume of sales brought to live

dealers through handling small goods. And
during the holiday season it was noticeable in

many stores that one of the centers of attrac-

tion was the musical merchandise department.

The records of achievements during 1924 prove

conclusively that the talking machine dealer can

handle small musical instruments profitably, not

only because of the sales of these instruments

but also because the very fact that the depart-

ment brings into the store many people is an

aid to every other branch of the business.

Building 1925 Profits

Dealers who have already established depart-

ments and those who contemplate doing so in

the near future face a year of prosperity, ac-

cording to present indications and the prognosti-

cations of leading business men throughout the

country. But, as in former years, the rewards

will go to those who merchandise intelligently.

The "standpatters" and the "rest easies" will

find the next twelve months just as barren of

real progress as they have found former years,

and they will have just as much cause to wail

about dull business. Musical merchandise is

now at the height of popularity and the trade

can cash in on this if it will.

Display and Publicity Essential

Many retailers seem to think that it is enough
simply to install a musical merchandise depart-

ment and then wait for a rush of business. But

the real facts, as proved by the experiences of

hundreds of live dealers, are that it is just as

essential to work for sales in the musical mer-
chandise department as it is in any other branch

of the business. First, there is the matter of

displays. The writer recently had occasion to

visit two retail stores in the same city which
operated musical merchandise departments. One
was doing a rushing holiday business in small

goods of every description and the other was
doing practically nothing. The first dealer had
a fine, well-arranged department near the front

of his store where the instruments were bound

to be noticed. The instruments were displayed

to the best advantage in well-lighted wall and

show cases. Experienced men, capable of

demonstrating the instruments, were behind the

counters, and they were busy serving interested

patrons. One of the two large windows which

the concern boasts was given over to musical

merchandise, and the display was attracting con-

siderable attention. The window deserved it,

for it was more than a jumble of instruments.

It was attractive, well-arranged and the sales

appeal was unmistakable, as evidenced by the

number of window gazers who entered the

store. The second establishment had a single

wall case in which were a few dozen dusty in-

struments, evidence enough that they were

seldom handled either by salesmen or prospec-

tive customers. The department, if it could be

called that, was in a dark corner. The firm

had no experienced musical merchandise sales-

men but depended on its phonograph and record

salesmen and women to sell these instruments

if by any chance someone asked for one. There

was no sign of a small musical instrument in

the window. Need one go further to illustrate

the right and wrong way to operate a musical

merchandise department?

Get Busy Now!
Now is the time for retailers to launch their

sales drives for the next year. This is so for

many reasons, not the least important of which

is the fact that during the Winter when thoughts

turn more to indoor entertainment the dealer

stands a far better chance of making sales to

prospects than during the Summer when out-

doors lures and vacations are the chief topic of

interest.

New York Dealers Meet

At the December meeting of the Associated

Musical Instrument Dealers of New York, the

following officers were re-elected for the next

year: George -M. Bundy, president; Henry Ger-

son, vice-president; Fred Gretsch, treasurer;

Harry L. Hunt, secretary, and Beach Barrett,

executive secretary.

VEGA
Thirty-five years' experience

making high quality Banjos

with exclusive patented fea-

tures is back of Vega Banjos

to-day. That is why they

attain the greatest

sales volume.

BANJOS
Vega Banjos have a wide

price range, selling at estab-

lished retail prices from

$34.00 to $375.00. There

is a style and price to suit

the amateur, pro-

fessional and artist.

Direct Dealer Service

THEVEGA CO.
155—W Columbus Ave. Boston, Mass.

The Most Prominent Banjoists Are
Playing Weymann Instruments

FRED C. BUCK
Banjoist and Arranger

"Waring's Pennsylvanians"
and His

WeymannOrchestra Banjo
Write for Agency

H. A. WEYMANN & SON, Inc.
1 108 Chestnut Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Ludwig & Ludwig
New Banjo Literature

Card Bears Three-inch Phonograph Record Giv-

ing Actual Tone of Instrument—Ambassador
Model in Demand

Chicago, III., January 4.—One of the most

interesting publicity novelties of the season

is the new advertising card now being distrib-

uted by the advertising department of Ludwig
& Ludwig, Inc., manufacturers of drums and
banjos, 1611 North Lincoln street, featuring the-

new Ludwig banjo which was recently an-

nounced to the trade.

The card introduces the Ludwig banjo in a

novelty form, for it gives the dealer an oppor-

tunity actually to hear the tone of the new
banjo. Each card bears a three-inch phono-
graph record played by one of the Ludwig
banjos.

An illustration shows an actual reproduction

of the neck and scrollpiece of the instrument

with the record as the head of the instrument.

Although because of its size the record is some-
what imperfect in tone reproduction, yet the

powerful tone and scintillating brilliancy of the

Ludwig banjo is noticeable on the little novelty

records.

According to officials of Ludwig & Ludwig,

Inc., there has been a remarkable demand for

the new banjos, especially the Ambassador
model. Although the production, is still far be-

low the demand for these instruments, it is said

that nothing has caused such a sensation in the

trade in recent years as the new Ludwig banjo.

Do You Get Your Share of the Profit
in Band Instruments ?

OR are you buying various lines only on
demand and on a low margin? If you

want a small goods department that pays well

investigate our proposition to dealers. We offer

full dealer protection and satisfactory margin
on the finest line of Brass Instruments in

America, nationally advertised and featured

by extensive direct-mail campaigns. Ample
territory given to dealers who are willing to

sell. Write for our proposition.

THE H. N. WHITE CO.
; 5215-57 Superior Ave., Cleveland, O.

; BfiB
'

BAND INSTRUMENTS
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IN THE MUSICAL MERCHANDISE FIELD— (Continued from page 164)

Artistic Bacon Banjo Go.

Catalog Shows Entire Line

Thirty-two-Page Booklet, in Addition to Featur-

ing Entire Line of Bacon Instruments, Out-

lines Progress of the Company

Groton, Conn., January 8.—In preparation for

the big business of the new year the Bacon
Banjo Co., Inc., of this city, was ready with its

new catalog last month. This piece of litera-

ture is not only the finest ever produced by this

company but ranks among the most attractive

in the trade. It consists of thirty-two pages,

well illustrated, and is an example of artistic

printing. The cover is in colors on a rich-tinted

stock. The entire line of banjos as well as

other stringed instruments made by this com-
pany is depicted. One page is devoted to a

photograph and brief history of the accomplish-

ments of Fred J. Bacon, eminent banjoist and

president of the company. Other pages are

given over to prominent artists using the Bacon
banjo, such as Montana, Brookes Johns and
others. Scores of testimonials, the new revised

price list that went into effect last September
and the listing of accessories, complete the

catalog.

Predicts Big 1925 Business

Another big musical merchandise year for

1925 is predicted by Fred. W. Kling, of C.

Bruno & Son, Inc., New York City, importers

and wholesalers of musical merchandise. Mr.

Kling reports that not only are new dealers

being added constantly to the books but that

established dealers are finding that the great

popularity of small goods warrants the expan-

sion of this department. He pointed out that

through the featuring of the proper instruments

at the proper time peak sales may be enjoyed at

all times and there is in. reality no off-season.

H. A. Weymann Patents

Improved Banjo Arm Rest

Philadelphia, Pa., January 7.—A patent has

just been issued to Harry W. Weymann and in

turn assigned to H. A. Weymann & Son, Inc.,

of this city, for an arm rest and sleeve protector
for the banjo. Mr. Weymann is president of

the company and in charge of both the whole-
sale Victor department and the stringed instru-

ment manufacturing department. This concern
has built up an excellent reputation not only
as a distributing organization but as manufac-
turers of the Weymann Keystone State Orches-
tra Banjo and other stringed instruments. The
patent application states: "The invention re-

lates to new and useful improvements in an
arm rest and sleeve protector and has for its

primary object to provide an attachment of

this character for stringed musical instruments
of the banjo class to act as a rest for the

player's arm and at the same time prevent
contact of the clothing with the protruding
parts of the instrument."

Experiment Aids Orchestra
in Broadcasting Programs

In an attempt to determine the ideal arrange-

ment of instruments for radio transmission,

Jacques Green's Orchestra, while broadcasting
from WJZ, listened to themselves "on the air."

The entire orchestra donned headpieces which
were plugged in to the line amplifier leading to

the studio. For the entire period of broadcast-

ing the orchestra heard themselves exactly as

they sounded to listeners-in, and were able to

vary their playing and produce the most perfect

ensemble playing.

The experiment proved of decided value. In-

struments which had hitherto been "lost" were
brought up to the desired volume, and others

which had shown a tendency to "blast" the

microphone were modulated.

Miller With Lyon & Healy

Chicago, III., January 5.—Francis L. Miller

has been appointed to the position of sales

representative with the Musical Merchandise
Division of Lyon & Healy. In accordance with

Lyon & Healy's regular policy, Mr. Miller

spent the month of December on their whole-

sale sales floor before starting to cover his

territory.

Form Ladies' Saxophone Band

Memphis, Tenn., January 6.—A ladies' saxo-

phone band, a novelty in this section, was re-

cently organized with the active assistance of

Saul Bluestein, of the Melody Music Shop. This

establishment has been very active in co-operat-

ing with the formation of orchestras and bands,

and a large amount of good business has been

the result.

A gift of $1,000 for the purchase of band in-

struments was recently made to the McCulloch

School, Marion, Ind., by the J. L. McCulloch

family.

A
Drum Department

IN YOUR STORE
MEANS

REPEAT BUSINESS
''THE SATISFIED DRUMMER
ALWAYS COMES BACK"

The "POPULAR" outfit at

$40.00 retail is only one of

seven wonderful sellers at

prices from $25 to $100.

^gdj/ helps the

dealer with,— newspaper

a d s—m a t s and electros

—

cuts of all items—broad-

sides for mail and counter

use—d i s p 1 a y cards—cata-

logs, etc.

WRITE TO US.

jteedy Mfg. Co.
INDIANAPOLIS

INDIANA

BACON
BANJOS

Played by Leading Musicians
and Orchestras

Sold by
Representative Music Merchants

BACON BANJO CO., Inc.
GROTON, CONN.
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Radio Music Memory Contest Announced
by Brunswick Go. to Begin February 2

Plan Calls for Tie-up Through Dealers With Radio Fans—Estimated Over 10,000,000 People Will

Participate in Some Measure—Metropolitan Opera Stars Broadcast January 13

Coincident with the announcement by the

Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., on January 10,

that the broadcasting through WJZ and other

stations associated with the Radio Corp. of

America of concerts by prominent opera and

concert stars under contract with the Brunswick

Co., including a number of Metropolitan Opera

singers, will be continued weekly with a special

program each Tuesday night, there came the

very important and interesting announcement

of a National Music Memory Contest to be

broadcast under Brunswick auspices through

stations WJZ, WGY, WRC, KDKA, KYW, and

KFKX, and later through KDA, Denver, and

KGO, Oakland, Cal.

Under the new plan "first line" Brunswick

vocal and instrumental artists will be featured

in the contest and each month $5,000 in prizes

will be awarded to persons identifying the mu-
sic, the singers and the players. A special

hook-up will be developed between listeners-in

and Brunswick dealers throughout the country,

the latter distributing to contestants lists of

selections from which the programs will be

compiled.

The Music Memory Contest, which is sched-

uled to start on February 2, is particularly am-
bitious in that it is estimated over 10,000,000

listeners will either take an active part in the

contest or at least keep in touch with its prog-

ress via radio. The Brunswick Co. has not yet

released the full list, of artists who will partic-

ipate in the contest and the details concerning

the manner in which answers will be checked

up and awards made will also be announced at

a later date.

The regular Tuesday night programs by fa-

mous Brunswick artists are being presented be-

tween 10 and 11 P. M., Eastern Standard Time.

The series was inaugurated on December 9, and
aroused much interest. The latest grand opera

artist program on the evening of January 13,

presented Friederich Schorr, baritone, and

Karin Branzell, contralto, both of the Metro-

politan Opera Co., Max Rosen, violinist, and

the Brunswick Symphony Orchestra.

The three Brunswick concerts given during

December were frankly in the nature of an

experiment, but it is stated that the results

therefrom have been so satisfactory that it has

been decided to continue the broadcasting each

Tuesday night.

Launch Advertising Drive

on Somerset Radio Sets

New Line of Receivers Given Wide Publicity

—

Single Dial Control a Feature—S. H. Silver-

man Comments on Future of Industry

The National Airphone Corp., New York,

manufacturer of Somerset radio receivers, re-

cently launched an intensive sales and advertis-

ing campaign throughout the music trade to in-

troduce the complete new line of radio receivers

which the company is manufacturing.

"In offering to the trade the new Somerset

line we have sought to make it as complete as

possible, ranging from the simplest good set

that can be built at a moderate price, to a high

grade receiver that will appeal to the most

critical," said S. H. Silverman, general manager

of the National Airphone Corp. "The models

consist of four and five-tube sets all enclosed

in attractively designed and built cabinets. The
feature of the Standish and Shelbourne models

is the single dial control, which simplifies tun-

ing to the greatest degree. It has been our

aim to combine simplicity of operation with

beauty in appearance and in the new line of

Somerset receivers we feel that we have ac-

complished our purpose."

In commenting on the future of the radio

industry, Mr. Silverman said: "Radio has

passed the point of being a craze or fad and

it is now a definite stabilized industry. How-
ever, at the present time there has not even

been a dent made in the great retail market

for radio receiving sets. In order to secure the

business that awaits manufacturers in this in-

dustry, however, it is necessary to take a num-
ber of things into consideration. First, it is

necessary to give this great number of pros-

pective buyers what they most desire in radio

receiving sets and in analyzing the desires of

buyers we come first to simplicity of operation.

They want easy reception without the com-

plicated turning of numerous dials. Next, the

public demands a musical instrument encased

in a piece of fine furniture and not a compli-

cated machine. The set must harmonize in ap-

pearance with the furnishings of the home, and

the concealment of batteries, wires and other

apparatus must follow in order to secure this

harmony in appearance. Last, but not least,

the public, as always, wants its money's worth.

Whether the set be a high or moderate priced

one the manufacturer should see that the con-

sumer who buys his product is securing an

article that is worth what he paid for it. This

means honest prices for honest materials and

workmanship. The man who owns a low-

priced automobile does not expect it to give

the performance of a Rolls-Royce but what he

does demand is that he receive absolute value

in proportion to, the amount of money he may
invest. The manufacturer should make no

claims that cannot be lived up to, as all busi-

ness experience proves this method to be dis-

tinctly detrimental to the building up of a sub-

stantial industry."

' Onehandle handles ir
9

YEARS HAVE PROVED
OUTING PORTABLES
ARE THE BEST

SENIOR. $37.50 JUNIOR, $25.00

Red Maboguny, Brov
M»ho(«n r u,,d Oak

finished
i

r Red M.hoj.n,-

DISTRIBUTORS
A. C. ERISMAN CO 175 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.
GENERAL PHONOGRAPH CORP 15 West 18th St., New York, N. Y.

BRISTOL & BARBER CO., INC 3 East 14th St., New York, N. Y.

IROQUOIS SALES CORP 210 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.

LINCOLN BUSINESS BUREAU 1011 Race St., Philadelphia, Pa.

COLUMBIA WHOLESALERS, INC 205 W. Camden St., Baltimore, Md.
JAMES COWAN CO 18 West Broad St., Richmond, Va.

JAMES K. POLK CO., INC 294 Decatur St., Atlanta, Ga.

BELKNAP HARDWARE & MFG. CO 111 E. Main St., Louisville, Ky.
STERLING ROLL & RECORD CO 137 West 4th St., Cincinnati, O.

OHIO MUSICAL SALES CO 1747 Chester Ave., Cleveland, O.

C. L. MARSHALL CO 514 Griswold St.. Detroit, Mich.

TARG & DINNER MUSIC CO 229 West Randolph St., Chicago, 111.

EDWARD G. HOCH CO 27 No. 4th St., Minneapolis, Minn.
MAJESTIC MUSIC SHOP 16 South 7th St., Minneapolis, Minn.

DUNING COMPANY 303 Second St., Des Moines, Iowa
RENIER MUSIC HOUSE 545 Main St., Dubuque, Iowa
MARKS PHONOGRAPH & RADIO CORP. .2215 Pine St., St. Louis, Mo.
TEXAS RADIO SALES CO., INC 2005 Main St., Dallas, Texas
CARL FLORINE 514 Charles Bldg., Denver, Colo.

WALTER S. GRAY & CO 1054 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

WALTER S. GRAY & CO 926 Midway Place, Los Angeles Cal.

WALTER S. GRAY & CO 2602 Fourth Ave., Seattle, Wash.

OUTING TALKING MACHINE CO., Inc., Mt. Kisco, N. Y.

Export Department

No. 44 Whitehall Street, New York City, N. Y., U. S. A.
Cable Address "OUTING" New York

Representatives in:

Sydney, New South Wales; Melbourne,
Brisbane and Perth, Australia;
Wellington, New Zealand.

Havana, Cuba. Barranquilla, Colombia.
Buenos Aires, Argentine Rep. Genoa, Italy.
Santiago de Chile; Dublin, Ireland.
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Patents Pending

Features of Deresnadyne
Performance—

the Paddlewheel Inductance

Deresnadyne performance in the hands of its

users during the past season has been a rev-

elation* The Deresnadyne is selective. In the
largest cities, no matter how many local sta-

tions are going, the Deresnadyne tunes them
all out to bring in outside stations with amazing
clarity and strength. During International

week Deresnadyne Owners did not merely
"get" Europe. They heard full programs, in-

cluding the call letters of European stations,

clearly and distinctly over the loud speaker*

The reasons for Deresnadyne performance lie in the

basic merit of the Deresnadyne principle, which marks a
new stage in radio development, and in the design and
quality of the apparatus. For example, there's the ex-

clusive Paddlewheel Inductance described to the left.

The Deresnadyne, with its unequalled tone quality, is

a.musical instrument of the greatest utility—an ideal set

for the music trade.

De Luxe Model, $165
Write for complete description

Deresnadyne
DE-RES'-NA-DINE • PATENTS PENDING

IKadio "Receiving Set

ANDREWS RADIO COMPANY, 327 S. LA SALLE STREET, CHICAGO

The Andrews
Paddlewheel Inductance

The Andrews Paddlewheel Indue-

tance is a radically new type of

coil. It has a remarkablyhigh ratio

of inductance to resistance— the

measure of coil efficiency. The
small amount and placing of the

insulating material by the unique
paddlewheel construction has re-

duced absorption losses to a min-
imum. The compact spiral wind-

ing makes possible the use of large

wire, without increasing distrib-

uted capacity, thus lowering resis-

tance.The wire is held in place by
slots, and each group of turns is

space insulatedfrom the rest,elim-

inating inefficient lacquer and
insuring a moist-proof coil. The
Andrews Paddlewheel Inductance

effects a marked increase in both
signal strength and selectivity.
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Important Changes in

Brilliantone Personnel

Harry W. Acton, Secretary of the Company,

Made General Manager and Appointed to

Board—Louis J. Unger Made Sales Manager

At a meeting of the stockholders and direc-

tors of the Brilliantone Steel Needle Co., New
York, held at the company's offices on January

H. W. Acton

3, several important changes were made in the

administration and executive personnel. Harry
W. Acton, secretary of the company and one

of its founders, was appointed general managei

of the company and elected to the Board of

Directors. Mr. Acton succeeds B. R. Forster,

who resigned from the company's service the

Louis J. Unger
first of the year. Louis J. Unger, sales manager
of the Reflexo Products Co., and well known
in the talking machine industry, has also been

appointed sales manager of the Brilliantone

Steel Needle Co.

The appointment, of Harry W. Acton as

general manager and director of the Brillian-

tone Co. is a well-deserved tribute to his

splendid service in behalf of the company and

its products. As one of the company's active

heads since its formation, Mr. Acton has won
the confidence and friendship of the trade

everywhere, and as general manager of the

company he will be in a position to utilize his

extensive executive and administrative knowl-

edge to splendid advantage.

Louis J. Unger needs no introduction to the

talking machine jobbers and dealers, for he

was also one of the founders of the Brilliantone

Steel Needle Co. until the formation of the

Reflexo Products Co., when he was appointed

sales manager of that company, and in this

important capacity he has visited the jobbers

and dealers from coast to coast. In addition to

his duties as sales manager of the Brilliantone

Steel Needle Co., Mr. Unger will continue to

direct the sales and management of the Reflexo

Products Co. Both companies will continue

the separate activities as heretofore with the

added impetus of important sales plans. The
other officers of the Brilliantone Steel Needle
Co. remain as heretofore, namely, C. H. Bag-

shaw, president, and W. J. Bagshaw, vice-

president.

Thomas A. Edison Planning

Annual Florida Vacation

Thomas A. Edison, in accordance with his

annual custom, is planning to leave the early

part of February for a well-deserved vacation

of several weeks' duration. As has been his

wont for some years past, he will spend his

1925 Winter vacation in Florida.

During the past year Mr. Edison has person-

ally directed the phonograph division of his

greatly diversified Edison Industries, and in

this connection has produced results which are

apparent to every one in the trade as regards

the development of sound inventory practice

and sound merchandising methods for retail

Edison dealers. Also the Edison company has

made a large number of important new retail

connections, and in addition has greatly in-

creased the efficiency of the jobbing phase of

the Edison business. Also, without question,

much additional progress has been accomplished

in 1924 which will bear bigger and better fruit

during the present year.

Pacent Electric Go. Starts

Six Infringement Suits

The Pacent Electric Co. on January 8 filed

suits against six manufacturers of radio plugs

and two radio dealers. All of these parties are

alleged to have infringed on a patent issued to

Louis J. Pacent and assigned by him to the

Pacent Electric Co. These suits are being

brought not only for injunction but also to

obtain the profits of the manufacturers and the

damages of the Pacent Electric Co. Among the

companies mentioned in the suits are: Saturn

Mfg. & Sales Co., Inc., New York City; Con-

solidated Instrument Co. of America, Inc., New
York City; Polymet Mfg. Corp., New York
City; Preferred Radio Products Corp., New
York City; Joseph Wildenberg and Jacob Wil-

denberg, trading as W. B. Mfg. Co., New York
City; Mortimer Springarn, trading as Borough

Hall Supply Co., Brooklyn, N. Y., and Samuel

A. Paris, trading as King Radio Service, Brook-

lyn, N. Y.

M. I. S. Go. Ties Up With
Victor Artists on Radio

The Musical Instrument Sales Co., 673 Eighth

avenue, New York City, distributor of the

Victor line, carried out an intensive sales cam-

paign in conjunction with the recent radio

broadcasting by Victor artists. Suggestions

were forwarded to its dealers on special win-

dow displays and timely advertising material.

In addition, in anticipation of an early release

on the two John McCormack numbers, "All

Alone" and "Rose-Marie," special cards were

forwarded to retailers giving them an additional

opportunity of ordering advance stock.

The Wireless Radio Corp., New York, has

been incorporated at Albany, N. Y., with a

capital stock of $10,000. The incorporators are

A. Graham, G. W. Lillienthal and M. S. Fine-

silver.

Newspaper Gets News Via
Radio During Severe Storm

Dayton Herald Used Day-Fan Radio Set to

Get News From United Press When Storms
Crippled Telegraphic Communication

C. H. Murchland, United Press telegraph op-

erator, is shown herewith receiving dispatches

on a Day-Fan radio set in the offices of the

Dayton Herald during a recent storm which
swept through the Middle Western States dur-

ing Christmas week.

At the outset of the blizzard the United
Press called upon the newspapers it serves to

Getting the News with a Day-Fan Set
provide radio facilities to combat the storm's
interference with their news messages. The
Dayton Herald appealed to the Dayton Fan &
Motor Co., manufacturer of Day-Fan radio re-

ceivers, who immediately dispatched to the

Herald office a Day-Fan set, where, under the
direction of Major O. E. Marbel, chief Day-
Fan engineer, it was quickly installed and press
reports received over it by the operator.

Dayton's temperature dropped to 27 degrees
in twenty-seven hours, severely crippling tele-

graph and telephone communication, but giving
an opportunity to demonstrate the practical

value of the radio to newspapers.

A "Radio" Christmas Card

The Zenith Radio Corp. received recently a

most interesting Christmas card sent out by Mr.
and Mrs. Henry F. Kieser, owners of the Kieser
Book Store, of Omaha, Neb. This card showed
a home scene wherein the members of the

Kieser family, including Mr. and Mrs. Kieser's

three children, were grouped around a Zenith

radio set. The text of the greeting, however,

was exceptional in its beauty of thought and
spirit, reading as follows: "As we turn the dial

this Christmas Day and bring into our home
the wonderful story and song of the great event

in Bethlehem nineteen hundred and twenty-four

years ago, for us and for you it can only be a

joining with the angelic chorus appearing unto

the shepherds of old. As the human voice is

carried to-day beyond the distances, so this

song of the angelic host carries on through the

years and centuries into eternity, swelling in

volume and bringing harmony as we tune in

with them. As we listen in we think of you

and yours, and join in the choral song of joy

and gladness which comes to us at this Christ-

mastime. Signing off with good wishes for a

Happy New Year. Signed Mr. and Mrs. Henry

F. Kieser."

U. S. Music Co. Holds

Annual Sales Meeting

The U. S. Music Co. held its annual sales

meeting on December 29 and 30 at the head-

quarters of the company at 2934 West Lake

street, Chicago, and the officers of the company,

George Ames, sales manager, and the following-

representatives were present: S. H. Ferber, F.,

W. Graetz, M. Lindeman, J. B. Simmons, B.

Stinson, F. B. Le Serve and W. G. Ames.
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To connect battery to receiving set just pull out plug

(2) from the Philco NOISELESS Charger and push
into receptacle (1).

Philco Double Charger for all "B" batteries and
UD86 "A" Batteries. Noiseless.

Consumer Price $15

Philco Single Charger for all "B" batteries and
UD44 "A" Batteries. Noiseless.

Consumer Price $9.75

Charger Prices include plugs and receptacles.

Philco Glass-case "A" Battery for
standard 6-volt tubes

Consumer Price $16

Philco Glass-case "A" Battery for
dry-cell tubes Consumer Price i"

Spray-proof. Acid-tight.

Philco "B" Battery

Storage "B" Batteries are just as essential for clear

and distant reception as storage "A" Batteries.

Philco "B" Batteries stay clean and dry. Charge
without disconnecting a single wire. Use a Philco
Charger and "B" Charging Panel ($2.75)

.

With de luxe mahogany-finish case with cover
(48 volts) Consumer Price $20

With handsome mahoganized case without cover
(48 volts) Consumer Price $16.50

Philco Mahoganized-Case
"A" Batteries

Two types—RAR and RW—for 6-volt tubes.
Both in beautiful Adam-brown mahogany-finish
cases harmonizing with your radio cabinet.

Consumer Price $14.50 up
Philco Charge Tester—permanently mounted in
filler cap, avoids fussing with hydrometer, $1 extra.

^3

Just a plug in a socket
rand your Philco is on charge!

Recharging a Philco Radio Battery with a Philco NOISELESS Charger

means merely pulling a plug from the radio socket and pushing it into the

charger socket. No changing wires. No moving the battery. No worry about

burning out tubes by getting positive and negative wires mixed.

Philco Radio Batteries—both "A" and "B"—have other big advantages

that make storage battery operation easy, convenient and economical.

They are assembled in attractive acid-tight, spill-proof glass cases—or in

wood cases finished in beautiful Adam-brown mahogany. They have exclusive

built-in Charge Indicators that tell at a glance how far the battery is charged or

discharged.

No matter how expensive the radio set—whether it has one tube or many
tubes—you must have the steady voltage and strong non-rippling current of a

good STORAGE BATTERY for the best results. Philco Batteries deliver

strong, non-rippling current without hum, roar or buzz.

Philco Rechargeable Radio Batteries are Drynamic—shipped to you
CHARGED but absolutely DRY. Just as easy for you to handle as talking

machine records and radio tubes. No charging equipment needed.

Philco makes storage batteries for both the "A" and "B" Circuits of all

types of radio sets—whether using dry-cell tubes or storage-battery tubes.

Philco Sales Engineers will gladly assist you in designing special equipment, if

needed.

Order from your wholesaler, or fill out the coupon below and mail to us.

Philadelphia Storage Battery Company, Philadelphia

BATTERIES
/ JOBBERS and DEALERS

—

Ph
H
i:c° J™.

bro"ght
fi , radio batteries out of

the cellar and put them in the living room. Our new Radio
Manual tells how. Fill out coupon below and we will mail you
a copy.

Name

Street City

State Jobber Dealer p (T) /
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TEINCE
OF

WAILS

Brightest, Snappiest end
latest FOX TROT Sensation

Superb Dance RkytkwiJ

SCOLD
COLD,
MAMMAS
(Bum Me Up)

FOXTROT m;tke 0

Ckavactenstfc 'Blues' Style

NO „

WONDER
{TtiatlLove Yon,

Discodeyy and a Delist/

J Coaxing FOXTROT Melody You
Caul Stop neemg Ovevhd Ovei/ J^em

uo MIST l*c. * yo U C A.N'T AVR.O NG VITH ANY 'FEIST' SONG "

Two New Priess Receivers

to Be Introduced Next Week
New Five-Tube Receiver Designed by W. H.

Priess Praised Highly by Experts—Contains

Many New Desirable Features

The new five-tube reflex receiver designed by
William H. Priess and manufactured by the

Priess Radio Corp., 693 Broadway, New York

radio engineers have examined the new prod-

ucts and pronounce them remarkable pieces of

workmanship as well as designing. Mr. Priess

himself states that these new receivers will op-

erate for years without servicing. He states

that at no time will they contribute any squeal

or noise of their own making and that micro-

phonic noise is completely eliminated, making
for clear reception.

The materials and workmanship which go in-

to the manufacture of PR-3 and PR-5 are the

highest quality obtainable and the manufactur-
ing operations have been so efficiently planned
that the cost, considering quality, has been kept

at a minimum.
Mr. Priess is personally dealing with the trade

in his executive offices at 693 Broadway, New
York City.

Melotone Cabinet Speaker
Introduced to Music Trade

Attractively Designed Speaker Recently An-
nounced by Radio Industries Corp.—Arrange-
ments Completed for Wide Distribution

The Radio Industries Corp, 131 Duane street,

New York City, one of the leading manufac-
turers of radio parts of all kinds, announces
a new cabinet speaker. The new speaker is

being marketed under the trade name Melo-

Edison Xmas Record Sent

Jobbers-Dealers Pleases

William H. Priess

City, makes its bow to the public next week.

Many shipments to the trade have already been

made. There are two models of these Priess

products, the PR-3, desk model, and PR-5, con-

sole model. Newspaper advertising in Eastern

centers will be inaugurated shortly.

In a talk with a representative of The World,
Mr. Priess stated that various newspapers, tech-

nical publications and critics, as well as some

The special Christmas record which was sent

out by Thomas A. Edison, Inc., to Edison job-

bers and dealers throughout the country

proved very popular. On this record the heads

of all departments and divisions of the Edison

business made a short talk regarding the plans

and promises for the New Year, and each

speaker injected, along with the serious side of

his talk, some highly humorous comment.
Thomas A. Edison was the last to talk, and he

said in part: "I will see that they do what they

say. I would sing you a song, but my wife

says my voice sounds like a Klaxon horn.

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year." The
personal touch to this message from the great

inventor, as well as the personal messages from
the other Edison officials, won a warm spot in

the heart of the trade, as is indicated by the

many letters which have arrived at Edison

headquarters.

New Melotone Cabinet Speaker

tone and is attractively designed with grained
fabrikoid covering and grill work face.

The new speaker has full round tone quality,

is of convenient and well balanced size and
can be placed upon the average radio set or
other pieces of furniture in the home.
The Melotone cabinet speaker will be mar-

keted to a great extent to talking machine
dealers, and arrangements for its distribution

on a wide scale in the immediate future are

being planned by the sales department of the
Radio Industries Corp.

The Radio Industries Corp., besides manu-
facturing speaker units for the phonograph and
the more popular types of loud speakers, has
been successful in supplying products adapted
for the use of amateur radio enthusiasts, in-

cluding knock-down sets.

KAMERAPHONE
This Kamera-

phone is man-

ufactured in

the United
States and

fully protected

by patents.

I n fringements

will be prose-

cuted to the

fullest extent

of the law.

The most compact and prac-

tical talking machine in the

world. As effective as a large

cabinet, yet can be carried

in a hand bag.

Fully Guaranteed Send for Sample

Limited Distributor Territory Open

Dimensions, 4^x5^4 ins.

Weight, AY2 lbs.

Write or Wire to

SPECIALTY TRADING CO.
547 Broadway - - New York

Liberal Jobber and Dealer Discount.

List Price $15.00
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SubstantialI
9

A dependable source

for guaranteed portables

During the past year, the Carryola Master has been the outstanding phonograph in

the portable field. Popularly priced, yet possessing features that stamp it unmis-

takably as a truly high-grade instrument, the Master has forged to the front in every

community where introduced and piled up remarkable sales records.

This great triumph of the Carryola Master calls for a big program
of expansion for 1925. And the new year finds us ready—equipped

with a new factory, a monument to the success of the Carryola
Master.

A large new factory building, furnished with up-to-date machinery
—ample finances to carry on production in greatly increased volume—"our house is in order" for a far bigger year in 1925.

A Sound, Progressive Company
This expansion program is further proof of the statement we have
made and repeated many times—that when you make a connection

with the Carryola Company of America you are building substan-

tially for the future and not gambling with success in the portable

phonograph field.

For those who join hands with us a new and greater success looms
ahead in the portable phonograph field. Make your plans now.
Get our proposition and full information about our 1925 plans at

once. Write today.

RETAIL PRICE
$25 oo

in far west
and south

\
\

Carryola *

Company of

America,
647 Clinton St.,

Milwaukee, Wis.

CARRYOLA COMPANY of AMERICA
\ 647 Clinton Street Milwaukee, Wisconsin

\
Please send at once

complete description of
the Carryola Master,
prices, and full details of
your 1925 plans.

Name

Jobbers: Write
thp Carryola Pi-

Address

Ohe [aRRUDLA M R
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Inclement Weather Brings About Last-

Minute Holiday Buying Rush in Portland
Intense Cold Until Few Days Before Christmas Holds Back Buying—Planning Many Edison

Tone-Test Recitals—Many Trade Personnel Changes—Other Important News of the Month

Portland, Ore., January 5.—Holiday business in

and about Portland was like the little girl with

a little curl: "when it was good it was very

good indeed, but when it was bad it was hor-

rid." Old Jack Frost hit Oregon with a bang,

just when the Christmas trade was getting a

good start, with the coldest weather for many
years keeping all would-be Christmas shoppers

in by their firesides. The weather moderated

somewhat several days before Christmas and

there was one grand rush until late Christmas

eve to get caught up. Of course it was an

impossibility to do all in a few days that was

intended for several weeks.

Sherman, Clay & Co. report a tremendous

business, going way beyond last year's mark.

The jobber, of course, did not suffer from the

unexpected cold weather as all of the stock was
placed with the retailers before the blow fell.

The local retailers are not crying and all are

facing the future with optimism. January

business started off with a rush and 1925 has

every prospect of being a banner year.

Arthur Gabler, Pacific Northwest manager of

the Edison Phonograph, Ltd., reports the sale

of Edison phonographs exceeding expectations

during the holiday season by 20 per cent, and

reports this condition pulling down the present

stock to such an extent that all orders on the

Chippendale console and London console dur-

ing January cannot be filled. Mr. Gabler hopes,

however, that fresh stock will arrive late in the

month to offset this shortage. All Pacific

Northwest Edison dealers are jubilant over the

quality and quantity of the latest dance and

song hits and from everywhere reports are re-

ceived that the Edison record business is mate-

rially increasing. The recordings of the Georgia

Melodians, Fry's Million Dollar Pier Orches-

tra, The Merry Sparklers and the Top Notch-
ers are creating a sensation on their latest

Edison records.

E. A. Borgum, Pacific Northwest traveler, is

meeting with unusual success in booking a large

number of Edison tone-test recitals, to be

staged by various Edison dealers, featuring the

American soprano, Betsy Lane Shepherd, assisted

by Jacques Glockner, 'cellist. In Portland this

concert will be presented under the auspices

of the Hyatt Music Co. at the Municipal audi-

torium, which seats over 5,000 persons. E. B.

Hyatt is one of the most prominent Edison
dealers in Portland and his presentation of the

tone test will be handled with proper care and
efficiency. Mr. Hyatt anticipates a capacity

audience.

A shift of executives of three Portland piano

houses and music stores has taken place, with

the result that Frank M. Case, manager of the

Wiley B. Allen Co. for many years, is now
manager of Sherman, Clay & Co.; R. R. Brass-

field, recently of the San Francisco office of

the Wiley B. Allen Co., is now manager of

that company's Portland store, and Frank Ray-
mond, until recently manager of the piano de-

partment of the G. F. Johnson Piano Co., now
heads that department of the Wiley B. Allen

Co.

Acceptance of the resignation of J. H. Dun-
dore, who has been the Portland manager for

Sherman, Clay & Co., for 13 years, and appoint-

ment of Mr. Case in his place was announced
by Philip T. Clay, of San Francisco, president

of Sherman, Clay & Co., who was in the city

with George Bates, comptroller of the company.
Mr. Dundore had expressed a desire to retire

from active business several months before, Mr.

Clay said, and his resignation was made ef-

fective January 1.

Radio will not supplant the phonograph, Mr.

Clay declared, when asked for an opinion, but

rather the two forms of entertainment, espe-

cially as now provided in a single instrument,

will supplement each other. "The talking ma-
chine," said Mr. Clay, "is like a good book in

your library which you have read many times.

You know beforehand what it is going to say.

Radio, though, is like a newspaper. Your in-

terest in it is to see what it says. Both are

necessary."

The biggest month's business in its history is

the December report of Charles Soule, district

manager for Oregon, Washington and Idaho
for the Starr Piano Co. Harry L. Nolder,

general manager of the Pacific division with

headquarters in Los Angeles, spent two weeks
in December covering the Pacific Northwest
territory with Mr. Soule, while Mrs. Soule,

who is Mr. Soule's "right hand man" in the

wholesale department, took charge of the local

office and kept things humming.
The Hyatt Music Co. is enlarging its floor

space by half again as much as it formerly oc-

cupied.

A. C. Ireton, Pacific Coast general manager
for the new Edison, visited in Portland on

Christmas Day.

Ed. L. Berg, of Los Angeles, publisher of

the Western Music Trades Journal, was a Port-

land visitor during the holidays.

Two more brides are listed among the record

girls of Portland music shops and both have
been taken away by their bridegrooms to other

cities. Audry Whyte, of the Wiley B. Allen

Co. record department, has married Walter
Dickens, and will make her home in Belling-

ham, Wash., and Ruth Constantine, of the rec-

ord department of the Seiberling, Lucas Music
Co., is now Mrs. Charles Osborne and will in

the future reside in Oakland, Cal.

Edison Tone Tests to be

Heard Throughout Country

The Edison tone-test program for the forth-

coming Winter and Spring months is of an

extensive character and covers in quite a thor-

ough way virtually the entire country.

On January 5 Elizabeth Spencer, the distin-

guished Edison artist, assisted by Lucille Col-

lette, will start a Florida tour which in the

course of the Winter will cover the greater part

of the South.

Collins & Harlan, the famous singing team,

assisted by William Reed, star flutist and saxo-

phonist, will start in Cleveland on January S

and continue giving concerts in the Middle

West section.

Glen Ellison, the famous baritone, will give

his first concert of the year in St. Louis, on

January 26, and will proceed from there to

Kansas City and the surrounding territory,

which will be thoroughly covered. He will be

accompanied by Alta Hill, pianist.

Betsy Lane Shepherd will first appear in the

Northwest on January 26, and will make an

extensive tour covering Washington, Oregon
and California.

These are the partial plans for the first half

of the New Year in connection with the

Edison tone tests. The Edison Co., based upon

its extensive experience, continues to value

these tone tests as the greatest sales promo-
tion plan ever devised for the benefit of retail

phonograph dealers, and this enthusiasm on the

part of the Edison Co. is of course founded on

the unbounded enthusiasm of Edison dealers

throughout the country for Edison tone tests

in their, respective communities.

The Pet o' Fone Mfg. Co., New York, re-

cently changed its capital from. 200 shares at

$100 per share to 200 shares of no par value.

Complete the Radio Sets
you sell with
Pacent Radio Essentials

Automatic plug—Just
insert the phone tips

— Price 75c.

No doubt you are handling radio sets
that are equipped with Pacent Radio
Essentials as over 30 of the leading
radio set manufacturers use them
for standard equipment.

Your customers will be so thor-
oughly satisfied with their Pacent-
equipped sets that when they buy
additional parts you will find it easy
to sell them Pacent Radio Essentials.

Every radio set you sell is a poten-
tial sale for a Pacent Everytone
Headset, Autoplug, Universal Plug,
Duoplug, Jackset and other Pacent
accessories. By handling Pacent
Radio Essentials you will not only
make the added sales profit, but of
still more importance, you are as-
suring yourself of complete con-
sumer satisfaction— your greatest
business asset.

Add to your good-will building program
by handling Pacent Radio Essentials. Your
jobber can supply you or get them for you.
In the meantime write for our complete
catalog.

PACENT ELECTRIC CO., Inc.
91 Seventh Ave., New York City

Washington Minneapolis Boston
San Francisco Chicago Birmingham
Philadelphia St. Louis Buffalo

Jacksonville Detroit

Pacent
RADIO ESSENTIALS

DON'T IMPROVISE - PACENTIZE
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UDELL
Consoloudjpeaker

«,m,mciW ^e UDELL

A beautiful Console Radio

Cabinet with built-in

Loud Speaker Unit and

Horn — at a price that

opens a big new market

for your store.

Trade-mark Registered.

52 Years of Successful Experience
Are Embodied in This Remarkable Cabinet

1VTO doubt someone in your organization is a

^ radio fan. "There is at least one in every

office." Call him in and ask him what he thinks

of this combination console radio cabinet and

loud speaker — with built-in loud speaker
unit. We know what he will say. The same as

every other radio fan who has seen it. It's the

most popular and fastest selling piece of radio

equipment ever offered to the American public!

The experience of many successful years is

reflected in the Udell Consoloud-Speaker. As
manufacturers of fine talking machines and cab-

inets of unusual character, the Udell name
everywhere represents an institution of skilled

caftsmen and highest business ethics. This Con-
soloud-Speaker possesses all the refinements of

the typical Udell quality construction. It is an
admirable piece of furniture in every way.

Powerful I, niiil - Speaker
Unit and Amplifying Horn

of Laminated Wood.

No head-set or separate

horn is required. Just plug

in the powerful loud speaker,

which is an integral part of

the cabinet, and enjoy the

clear, resonant tones which
are reproduced in the scien-

tifically constructed lamin-
ated wood amplifying horn.

The outlet of the horn as

indicated by the artistic grill

work is on the right-hand

side, the most convenient
location for tuning in.

THE UDELLWORK
28th Street at Barnes Avenue

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

Large enough for
any receiving set; 29
inches high, 18 inches
wide and 38 inches
long. Note ample
knee space.

5?
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W. J. Haussler Comments
on Radio Publicity Appeal

Vice-President and General Manager of C.

Bruno & Son, Inc., Present at Station WEAF
During Broadcasting by Victor Artists

The Victor wholesalers were represented in

the studio of WEAF, New York, on New
Year's night when the first Victor Co. program

was rendered with McCormack and Bori as the

featured artists, by William J. Haussler, vice-,

president and general manager of C. Bruno &
Son, Inc., who, although there in an unofficial

capacity, was able to express an opinion re-

garding the venture.

Mr. Haussler is an enthusiast regarding the

possibilities of radio broadcasting for arousing

public interest, and has had some successful

experience in that line, through the medium
of the Hohner Harmony Hours scheduled each

week at station WEAF, when talks and musi-

cal programs featuring the Hohner harmonica

are broadcast under Mr. Haussler's direction.

Thousands of requests for the Hohner booklet

in response to broadcast offers have proved to

him that radio publicity has a strong appeal.

It is impossible, of course, to check up or

even guess at the number of homes into which

the voices of McCormack and Bori entered on

New Year's night, although they are estimated

at several million, but the fact remains that

thousands upon thousands of requests have al-

ready come into the Victor Co. for photo-

graphs of the broadcasting artists with which
are sent in each instance, and at the rate of over

5,000 a day, lists af records made by the broad-

casting artists, and the Victor Salon Orchestra,

and the Shannon Four which also appeared.

It is the opinion of Mr. Haussler that al-

though the trade has already begun to feel the

effects of the concert through the demand for

records of the numbers broadcast, as well

as other records by the same artists, the maxi-

mum results can only be realized if the whole-

sale and retail representatives of the Victor Co.

lend their full co-operation to the work of keep-

ing the records before the public throughout

the day as the radio presents the selections

at night.

The Bruno organization, for instance, has

prepared to tie up directly with the broadcast-

ing interests and has devoted considerable ad-

vertising space and general literature to the

subject. Also, other means of co-operation

with its dealers have been and are being de-

vised in order to take the fullest possible ad-

vantage of the opportunity presented. As the

situation has been described, the broadcasting

offers to the public a free sample of the work
of the artists, and awakens a desire for the

permanent ownership of the artist's selection

in record form.

Bestone Five-Tube Panel

Announced by Hyman & Go.

Henry Hyman & Co., Inc., New York, manu-
facturers of the Bestone V-60 radio receiving

sets, recently placed on the market a new five-

tube panel for use in the installation of phono-

graph-radio combinations.

The new panel employs the same circuit and

possesses the identical qualities which have

made the Bestone V-60 so popular with the

radio public, and may be installed in both up-

right and console model phonographs. "We be-

lieve that the phonograph dealer will find this

line, which has been especially designed for

him, a most profitable one," said B. F. Mul-

doon, advertising manager of the company.

"The policies of Henry Hyman & Co., which

are well known throughout the trade, will con-

tinue as heretofore, and every effort will be made

to co-operate with the dealers in the merchan-

dising of the company's products. It has been

our belief since the beginning of our experience

in the manufacture of complete sets that the

music trade is a logical and most satisfac-

tory outlet for radio, and we will continue to

distribute our products through this channel,"

continued Mr. Muldoon.

Vincent Lopez Incorporates

and Plans Wide Activities

Vincent Lopez, well-known orchestra leader

and exclusive Okeh record artist, has formed a

corporation with a capital stock of $200,000.

Stock is being offered the public at $10 a

share. The plan of Mr. Lopez and his asso-

ciates is to build up an organization which will

provide an orchestra for every important city

in the United States. The plan also provides

for a school where musicians can be trained

for the orchestras. Radio broadcasting on" a

large scale is also included in the plan. At

the present time Mr. Lopez has twenty-two or-

chestras.

Artist Pleases Audience

Through Edison Re-creation

Wichita Falls, Texas., January 7.—The fol-

lowing item recently appeared in the local

newspaper:

"Audiences at The Strand in Wichita Falls

applauded the singing by George Wilton Bal-

lard of "What'll I Do?' and 'Mother of Pearl,'

and commented enthusiastically upon the sing-

er's voice, rising from their seats in their eager-

ness to see him. The artist, however, remained

invisible to them, for his voice was being re-

created by jthe new Edison, furnished by the

Wichita Music Co."

Atlas Go. to Move

The Atlas Phono Parts Co., 728 Atlantic ave-

nue, Brooklyn, N. Y., distributor of motors,

springs, tone arms and other parts and acces-

sories, will move on January 16 to 107 West
Twentieth street, New York City.

MURDOCK NEUTROBYHE

100
with

built-in

Loudspeaker

THE Murdock Five Tube Neutrodyne is the outstand-

ing 1925 model receiving set. You will be impressed

by the beautiful tone quality and the rich cabinet

design. There is space in the cabinet for B batteries.

The only accessories necessary are batteries and tubes.

A "Murdock" set is backed by our 20 years of success-

ful experience in making radio apparatus, and by our

advertising which is appearing in leading newspapers

and radio magazines.

WM, J. MURDOCK COMPANY
Dept. C 1. Washington Ave. Chelsea, Mass.

Branch Offices:

NEW YORK
LOS ANGEI.ES

WASHINGTON
SAN FRANCISCO

CHICAGO
SEATTLE

MURDOCK
ROD

•erf"* o,.,.;s"i

Standard since i9o4
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LEWSOLIVMUSI
New Copyright Bill to Be Presented

During Present Congressional Session
Provides for Adherence to Berne Convention, Defines Radio Broadcasting as Public Performance

for Profit, and Abolishes Present Fixed Mechanical Royalty Rate

• The draft of a proposed new copyright bill,

containing a complete revision of the law,

prepared by Thorvald Solberg, Registrar of

Copyrights of the Library of Congress, it is said,

will be presented as an administration measure
during the present Congress.

This new bill was prepared at the request

of the Authors' League of America and con-

tains many provisions of interest to the music
industry. It will be up to date, carrying clauses

affecting radio reproduction of books, literature,

music and other copyrighted matters.

Among other things the bill provides for

the issuance of a proclamation by the Presi-

dent of the United States declaring the ad-

hesion of the United States, as a country of

the first class, to the Berne Convention, or In-

ternational Copyright Union, to which most of

the important nations now adhere.

To bring this about the so-called "manufac-
turing clause" has been eliminated. This was

originally incorporated at the behest of the

printing crafts for the purpose of insuring the

printing of all music from type set or plates

made in this country before allowing copyright.

This is now unnecessary as the present tariff

laws afford all protection needed against im-

portations of vast quantities of cheap litera-

ture.

The new bill grants copyrights on both pub-

lished or unpublished works and vests the copy-

right in the author immediately without any
conditions or formalities. No one is given the

status of an author except the actual author

and the conditions under which employers be-

come owners of copyright carefully safeguard the

rights of authors, upon which licenses are grant-

ed to print and publish unless an agreement is

made to the contrary.

Radio broadcasting is specifically defined as a

public performance and in reference to such

performances the new law does not provide

that they must be "for purposes of profit."

Of particular interest to the music industry

is the provision in the new bill which gives to

the composers of music exclusive control of

their mechanical rights. The licensing of one

firm to make records or rolls does not subject

the copyright owner to the compulsory licens-

ing provision as found in the copyright law of

1909. He can reproduce his work himself or

can license a single other firm to do it or as

few or as many as he chooses.

Neither is the royalty rate fixed at the pres-

ent two cents per copy for mechanical produc-

tion or at any other figure, the law leaving to

the individual to make the best bargains or

price obtainable.

The term of the copyright will be for the

life of the author and for a period of fifty years

after his death, this being the term usually pro-

vided in countries adhering to the International

Copyright Union.

There are many other provisions that will .

subject the new law to a series of hearings

from various factions affected by its contents.

Already the Authors' League has had a com-
mittee representing it in Washington in order

to bring the proposed bill to the attention

of members of Congress.

Feist Dance Folio No. 8

Issued on January 1

Latest Volume in Series Contains Thirty of

Firm's Successes Arranged in Dance Form

One of the Leo Feist, Inc., policies announced
early last year was that the firm would not

issue any dance folios during 1924. The plan

in the past was to issue a dance folio each

Fall; so in conformance with the above policy

the number eight folio has been delayed.

.The "Feist Dance Folio No. 8" was issued

to the trade January 1. It contains thirty of

the latest song hits arranged as fox-trots,

waltzes, blues, etc. Eighteen of these piano

solos will have ukulele accompaniment.
The new issue carries one of the most strik-

ing and attractive title pages ever conceived

for a compilation of music. It is most artistic,

with a color scheme that should create much
attention. They should be particularly avail-

able for window displays.

The new issue carries such fox-trot successes

as "June Night," "Doodle Doo Doo," "May
Time," "Adoring You," "Worried," and num-
bers of like calibre and such waltz successes

as "The Pal That I Loved," "Honest and

Truly," "Moonlight Memories" and "What Did

I Get By Loving You." The titles carrying

ukulele accompaniment are indicated in the in-

dex with asterisks and all pages are numbered
so that any particular material can be located

at once.

"Driftwood" Still Selling

The song "Driftwood" from the catalog of

Irving Berlin, Inc., is still listed as one of the

popular sellers. This number is really of the

type that could be placed in the standard and

permanent catalog of the company. At least

its wide and continued popularity remains

steady and bears indications of holding its own
against current competitors.

Markets Musical Specialties

Besides its popular and standard catalog of

music, the Edward B. Marks Music Co. markets

some musical specialties. Among these are the

"Ross Gorman Selected Saxophone Reeds" and

the "Boomerang" mouth organs. During the

holiday season the Marks Co. made a special

sales drive, on these products with most satis-

factory results.

Imposing Current Catalog

of Sam Fox Publishing Co.

Several Numbers Being Heard Frequently on
the Concert Stage and Many Are Offered in

Talking Machine Record Form

The Sam Fox Publishing Co., of New York
and Cleveland, Ohio, never had a more im-

posing collection of standard ballad successes

than appears in its catalog this season. These
numbers are being used frequently on the con-

cert stage, are featured by many talking ma-
chine record artists and whft is of more im-

portance to the trade the numbers are of a

popular character that create sales.

These Sam Fox offerings include such suc-

cesses as "Moon Dream Shore," "Love Came
Calling," "Little Old Garden," "Out of the Dusk
to You," "I Love a Little Cottage," "One Fleet-

ing Hour," "A Japanese Sunset," "Lassie

O' Mine" and "Rosita."

The publicity department of the Fox organ-

ization is carrying out a campaign of wide

scope on all of these issues. Some very at-

tractive and effective sales-creating advertising

material has been issued in their behalf for the

use of dealers.
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Above Songs Featured By Orchestra And Vaudeville. Acts From Coast To Coast

IRVING BERLIN INC., 1607 Broadway, New York

"Topsy and Eva" Is "Oh Katharina" Success

Repeating Western Success in New "Chauve Souris"

Duncan Sisters' Show Received Enthusiastically

Upon Its Opening in New York City

. The long-heralded appearance of the Duncan
Sisters' musical show, "Topsy and Eva," opened

at the Sam Harris Theatre, New York City,

recently.

This show, which is the musical version of

"Uncle Tom's Cabin," originated in California

and successfully played the Pacific Coast until

the lure of wider territory attracted it to Chi-

cago, where it played for many months.

Its New York appearance was enthusiastically

greeted and the show should remain for a very

long period on Broadway. The Duncan Sisters

are unusual entertainers and they should afford

amusement not only to the thousands that will

be attracted by the name, but the many more
desirous of seeing a musical show based upon

"Uncle Tom's Cabin," as well as for the merit

of this combination.

There are several songs that are worth while

in this new offering. Two of them are already

having good sales and with the New York
appearance of the show should further estab-

lish their popularity. They are "Rememb'ring"
and "I Never Had A Mammy." Irving Berlin,

Inc., are the publishers of the score.
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aChappell - Harms
Ballad Successes

A Brown Bird Singing

In The Garden of Tomorrow

Land of Might-Have-Been

Love's First Kiss

My Thoughts of You

One Little Dream of Love

Smile Through Your Tears

Someday, In Somebody's Eyes

Some Day You Will Miss Me

Song of Songs

Sweetest Call

There's a Song in My Heart

Sweet Navarre

What a Wonderful World

It Would Be

mBagii8[siwK«^

American Rights to Number Bought by Leo
Feist, Inc.—Will Be Featured by Shubert

An original Viennese success, later sweeping

through other parts of Europe and finally ap-

pearing as the outstanding number in "Chauve
Souris" now playing in Paris, is called "Oh
Katharina." The number wherever it has been

played has practically been an overnight suc-

cess with the result that several American pub-

lishers have been bidding for the U. S. rights.

Recently Leo Feist, Inc., cabled Fred Wreede,

American representative for the Wiener Bohme
Verlog, of Vienna, and a well-known theatrical

producer of Berlin, to take over the number
for the Feist organization. This he imme-

diately accomplished.

L. Wolfe Gilbert has written English lyrics

for the American version of this song. The
number is being used in a new Shubert show
which will shortly have its New York premiere

and it will be one of the outstanding numbers

in "Chauve Souris," which will open in New
York this month.

Sherman, Clay Books
Prove Very Popular

Bailey Ukulele Books in Very Good Demand

—

Steel Guitar Series Also Widely Used

The Sherman, Clay & Co. catalog has an

unusually attractive list of books both of an

educational and entertainment caliber for

stringed instruments. Its books for the uku-

lele have been particularly popular. These in-

clude the "Bailey Ukulele Method," a self-in-

structor, and "Bailey Collection of Ukulele

Solos." There is also "Songs from Aloha

Land." For steel guitar there is the "Superior

Collection of Solos," in two volumes, "Peterson

Steel Guitar Method," and "A Practical Method
for the Tenor Banjo," by Arthur W. .Black, as

well as "Black Chord Method for Tenor Banjo,"

an interesting and instructive publication.

New Song by Isham Jones

Isham Jones, the well-known orchestra

leader and Brunswick artist, has written a new
song entitled, "I'll See You In My Dreams."

The co-writer of this fox-trot ballad is Gus

Kahn, who was also the collaborator with

Isham Jones on one of the big successes of

a season ago, "Swinging Down the Lane." Leo

Feist, Inc., are the publishers.

Fred Fischer, Inc., has just issued a new nov-

elty song, entitled "Hot, Hot, Hottentot." The
song is already being heard in vaudeville and

its fox-trot rhythm in dance form is proving

popular with orchestras.

"All Alone" Featured

Widely by Music Dealers

Example in McCrory Window in Philadelphia

Typical of Dealers' Sales Promotion and Pub-
licity Work on Berlin Popular Number

Irving Berlin's new song "All Alone" has

taken a prominent position on the sales coun-

ters throughout the country. The name of

Berlin on a song naturally gives any such new

Display of "All Alone"

offering immediate attention and a hearing.

This is all most of the Berlin songs need be-

cause the melody and the lyrics are persuasive

enough to close sales.

"All Alone" is not only played by a great

number of orchestras throughout the country,

but it has taken a prominent position in vaude-

ville programs and in no few instances has

appeared in the repertory of concert artists.

The song is Unusual for a popular number
inasmuch as it is readily available for both the

average vaudeville singer and to those of the

concert 'field who take great pride in their art.

Another attraction is that it can be sung in

strictly ballad song or in a syncopated fox-trot

style. It is a versatile number. It is an

appealing song and it has what makes ballads

sell—heart interest.

Dealers throughout the country have co-op-

erated with Irving Berlin, Inc., the publisher,

in presenting "All Alone" to the music-buying

public. Besides counter displays it has been

frequently given exclusive window showings.

Recently the J. G. McCrory store of Phila-

delphia, Pa., in conjunction with a campaign on

"All Alone" held in Philadelphia territory, not

only displayed the title pages of "All Alone"

throughout the music department, but dressed

one of the most attractive windows featuring

this song that has so far been arranged, as the

accompanying photograph shows.
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DESERT ISLE.

BEFORE THE DAWN

G. F. Summy Go. Before the

Federal Trade Gommission

Citation Concerns Marking of Net Prices of

Music—Commission Charges Concern Prints

Prices in Excess of Actual Ones on Music

Recently there has been a series of hearings

before Examiner W. W. Shephard, of the Fed-

eral Trade Commission, in Chicago, 111., on

the charges that the Clayton F. Summy Co.,

of Chicago, well-known publisher and dealer in

standard sheet music, is using methods of com-
petition that should be changed.

It is the contention of the commission that

the Summy Co., in presenting its sheet and book
music to the public, is printing on its publica-

tions a price in excess of what they sell for

in ordinary competition and that the practice

diverts trade from other publishers who do not

use this method.

Alfred L. Smith, secretary of the Music Pub-
lishers' Association of the United States, ex-

plained at the hearing that for years it has been

the custom of publishers to mark their music a

certain price and to allow retail dealers later

to sell the commodity at a third under the price

on the cover.

Lately, Mr. Smith declared, this custom has

been abandoned and any possible confusion has

been eliminated by the printing of the net

prices on each piece of music sold by the pub-

lisher.

Mr. Summy was the first witness called to the

stand by Harry D. Babcock, attorney for the

commission. Mr. Summy said his firm caters

particularly to teachers, appeals to them through

advertising on a basis that they receive a dis-

count so that they can make money on reselling

music to their pupils.

Mr. Smith, at the close of the first day's

session, pointed out that such practices might

make it possible for unscrupulous music teach-

ers to charge uninformed people a higher price

for music than it could be purchased for at

stores.

"Possibly 50 per cent of all families have

somebody in them taking music lessons and
buying music," he said. "Any one buying music
and uninformed as to the practices of marking
prices on music is in danger of being gouged.

The so-called discount allowed to music teach-

ers is frequently no discount at all, for anybody
can buy music in stores at identically the same
prices that the music teachers pay for it. Unin-
formed people are paying the profit to certain

teachers."

In the Spring of last year the Federal Trade
Commission recommended to music publishers

and dealers that all goods purchased by the

music-consuming public should carry marked net

prices so that any novice could purchase sheet

music and books with full knowledge of their

established values. Subsequently the National

Associat ion of Sheet Music Dealers concurred
in this recommendation and the Music Publish-

ers' Association of the United States, while tak-

ing no unanimous action, showed evidence of

complying with the recommendation of botli

the above bodies.

In June of this year practically all new music,

with the exception of one or two catalogs, car-

ried net-price markings. An effort was also

made shortly thereafter to remark the volumi-

nous amount of music in both publishers' and
dealers' stocks. The greater part of both new
and old music is now carrying actual retail in-

stead of fictitious figures. This applies to both

the music now being shipped from publishing

sources and that which is sold by the legitimate

dealers throughout the country.

"I Wonder What's Become of Sally" has

been given feature window displays by numer-

ous dealers in various parts of the country.

In a campaign on this number in Philadelphia

recently the J. G. McCrory store in that city

had a particularly artistic display which at-

tracted considerable attention and caused a

great deal of comment.
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Harry Archer and Harlan Thompson Score
Another Success in New Show, "My Girl"

Authors of "Little Jessie James" Repeating in Their New Production—Songs in New Score

Likely to Be Big Selling Successes as Preliminary Demand Is Showing

With the opening of the new show "My
Girl," at the Vanderbilt Theatre, which ap-

parently is destined to run successfully for

some time, the writers of one of the most suc-

cessful and certainly the most profitable shows

of last year are repeating their performance.

The boys responsible are Harry Archer and

Harlan Thompson, writers of "Little Jessie

James," which, following its New York and

Chicago appearances of last year to crowded

successes, "You and I," "A Fellow Like Me,"
"Desert Isle," and "A Rainbow of Jazz."

The songs in this show are already selling

in fair volume and at least two of them, "You
and I" and "Desert Isle," will achieve national

popularity on their melodies alone in a short

space of time with both dealer and buyer.

Both Archer and Thompson are young
writers. They naturally, however, did not jump
into success without going through the usual

Harlan Thompson

houses, is being shown throughout the coun-

try through four road shows. The first

of these companies is appearing in Indiana

and the second one is covering the metropol-

itan area. There is a Southern company now
playing Texas and Oklahoma and an additional

Western company covering Illinois, Missouri

and Kansas.

In "Little Jessie James" we had one of the

biggest successes in the popular field of last

season
—

"I Love You." There are two other

outstanding songs in this show, "Let's Step

Along" and "Little Jessie James."

In "My Girl" there seemingly are four real

Harry Archer

experiences of all writers. During the period

while they were awaiting recognition they con-

tinued optimistic. They wrote with some suc-

cess, with the usual portion of poor produc-

tions undercapitalized or mismanaged.

With the second season of "Little Jessie

James" producing profits not only in the United

States but in many foreign countries, and with

the new show "My Girl" playing to crowded
houses, the period of lean years for these

writers is past. They are now in demand
by wide-awake producers, they are well known
to the music trade and no small part of the

musical comedy enthusiasts of the country are

their public.

Finds Dealers Pushing

Sheet Music Sections

Richard Powers, Eastern Representative of

Sherman, Clay & Co., Sums Up Conditions

©i"?2H LtO FE\ST ANC

Portland, Ore., January 4.—Richard Powers,

Eastern representative of Sherman, Clay & Co.,

with headquarters in New York City, recently

stopped off in Portland for a few days' visit

on his way to his home office in San Francisco.

Mr. Powers visited all of the principal cities

of the East, Middle West and western Canada,

and found business booming in all lines of mu-

sical instruments. It has been five years since

Mr. Powers last visited Portland and he reports

finding a noticeable improvement in the gen-

eral music business of this city. This, he says,

applies not only to the general sale of musical

merchandise but also to the betterment of store

conditions and the aggressiveness of the Port-

land dealers. He says: "In the olden days

many of the general music dealers failed to

take an interest in the sheet music department,

but conditions have changed to such an extent

that they now consider this branch of the in-

dustry on a par with and fully as important

as any other branch in their store, and, in fact,

I find many featuring their departments."

Mr. Powers reports a very successful year

with the Sherman, Clay & Co. catalog. He
reports "When the Shadows Fall," the beau-

tiful waltz by Max Dolin, proving a big suc-

cess nationally and says, "Although this waltz

number is comparatively new, it has already

been recorded by most of the mechanical firms

and from present indications it looks as if it

would be at least the equal of our big waltz

hit 'Sleep.' " Mr. Powers also reports "The

West, a Nest and You," since printed in the

black and white edition, as taking the lead in

the Sherman, Clay & Co. catalog.

Featured in Concert

"Moon Dream Shore," song success from the

catalog of the Sam Fox Publishing Co., of

New York and Cleveland, O., is appearing in

a featured position in the programs of many
concert artists this season. This ballad of high-

class musical merit is of the type that attains

wide popularity. The publishers are issuing

some very effective advertising material.

Motion picture houses and theatres must pay

royalties to composers or publishers when they

use any portion of a copyrighted song or air

during their programs or performances, accord-

ing to an opinion rendered by Judge John Rose,

of the United States Circuit Court of Appeals

in Richmond, Va.
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Music Industries Advertising Men Meet
to Plan Work for National Music Week

All Leading National Advertisers in Music Industries Represented at Meeting Called by the

Trade Service Bureau of the Music Industries Chamber of Commerce

Plans for the music trade to obtain the

greatest possible benefit from National Music
Week, May 3 to 9, were developed at an im-

portant meeting of advertising men, held in

the offices of the Music Industries Chamber of

Commerce in December.
The call of the Chamber for a conference on

Music Week activities and advertising sugges-

tions brought an enthusiastic response from
virtually all important national advertisers in

the music industries. Among those who at-

tended or otherwise indicated their participation

were representatives of the Aeolian, Starr, Feist,

Tonk, Gibson, H. W. Gray, Buescher, Bruns-

wick, Columbia, Sonora, Victor companies and

the trade papers.

The Trade Service Bureau of the Chamber
will place in the hands of various advertisers

the necessary literature issued by the National

Music Week Committee, including the Music
Week Guide. An envelope folder will also be

supplied to manufacturers and distributors cir-

cularizing the trade, enabling them to inform

their dealers of the important phases of Music
Week and telling them how to secure further

suggestions for local advertising and promo-
tion work. Another Music Week Window Dis-

play Contest will be conducted by the Cham-
ber, similar to that of 1924.

The regular Music Week supplies will include

posters, window cards, announcement slides,

envelope stuffers, windshield stickers and small

stickers for use with mail and packages. In

the advertising discussion, special stress was
laid upon the need for a highly artistic window
card or poster design.

In order to facilitate the co-operation of mu-
sic merchants with their local committees, a

Music Week Honor Roll will be published

from time to time, announcing the cities and

towns as they organize for Music Week ac-

tivities and giving the names of local chair-

men. The trade paper representatives present

at the meeting endorsed this plan and said they

would publish the list when it was released

and supplementary lists from week to week as

announced. This will serve the double purpose

of informing the trade in what places Music

Week will be observed.

National advertisers indicated their intention

of concentrating their advertising schedules in

the period preceding Music Week and give

space to the slogan "Give More Thought to

Music," as well as other copy reference to the

event. Various manufacturers will give help

to dealers in the form of newspaper advertis-

ing, special mailing pieces, window displays and

suggested programs.

Letters were read at the meeting from lead-

ing talking machine advertisers, and W. A. Wil-

son, of the educational department for Colum-

bia, R. H. Meade, for Sonora, and G. A. Lyon,

for Brunswick, voiced the interest of these ad-

vertisers.

Sleeper Monotrol Receivers

to Be Advertised Widely

The Sleeper Radio Corp., Long Island City,

N. Y., manufacturer of the Sleeper Monotrol

receiving set, has launched an extensive adver-

tising campaign in national magazines and in

the newspapers of the larger cities in the coun-

try. The campaign is designed not only to ad-

vertise the Monotrol but will be tied up with

the dealers in the various territories. The name
of local Sleeper dealers will be listed in each

newspaper advertisement. The campaign has

been planned to secure a maximum of results

and the newspaper campaign will be followed

by a double-page spread in The Saturday Eve-

ning Post.

R. M. Dudley, Sr., Dead

Nashville, Tenn., January 10.—R. M. Dudley,

Sr., retired president of the Gray & Dudley Co.,

manufacturer and distributor of this city, who
was well known to the trade in his territory

through his activities as a Pathe wholesaler, and

his interest in association work, died at his

home here recently.

Selling

Price

S-4000—5 volt, Standard Base, %
amp. Detector- amplifier with full,

noise -free distortionless volume.

All models sold
with a 10 day
written guarantee

OTHER MODELS
SELL AT

5 volt— M amp.— Standard Base

Model S-200 Detector $4.00

Model S-4000 Det.-Ampl. . . . 4.00

Model S-700 Power Tube . . 7.00

Model S-2500 Det.-Ampl. . . . 5.00

3 vott—lllO amp.—Miniature Base

Model S-600lDet.-Ampl. . . . $4.00

1M volt— % amp.— Standard Base

Model S-300 Det.-Ampl. . . . $4.00

5 vo/r— i/io amp.—Standard Base
Model S-900 Amplifier .... $4.00

For your sets-
the tube that took New York

and Philadelphia by storm

Equip your sets with the tube that creates so

great a sensation wherever it is introduced.

It eliminates rushing, sputtering tube noises by
means of triangular stabilizing plates— an exclus-

ive Schickerling feature.

These tubes make the best set better! Try
Schickerling tubes in comparison with any others
— and note the big difference in tone and volume.
They're sturdy, long-lived and so sensitive that

far-off stations come in with bell -like clearness.

Greater consumer satisfaction and quicker sales

come with the use of Schickerling tubes. A great
improvement! Try them.

Write or wire for dealers' terms

SCHICKERLING PRODUCTS CORPORATION
401-407 Mulberry St., Newark, N. J.

SCHICKERLING
RADIO TUBES

Wh the Stabilizing THanrialar Plates

BRASS
Tone Arm Complete

for

Miniature Outfit

60c
(Not illustrated)

Also Tone Arms and Repro-

ducers for PORTABLES
At Attractive Prices

No. 5

High Class Perfect
Universal

Tone Arms and Sound Boxes and All

Parts for These Products in Raw or

Finished State, also Metal Stampings.

In Small or Large Quantities

GLOBE ART MFG. CO.
"Specialists in Plating and

Finishing"

75-77 Winthrop St. Newark, N. J.
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RAD I O
A YEAR AHEAD

Amazing Simplicity
Qfee SetThat IsAlreadyLogged

CAN you imagine anything more simple—more practical—than a

radio set with all the dial settings exactly identical for any sta-

tion—regardless of where you live or what antenna you use?

The entire DAY-FAN line, comprising six models ranging in price

from $90 to $285, is distinguished by this feature.

APPEARANCE. Every DAY-FAN set is a splendid example of the cabinet

maker's art. Made of the finest materials, they have a finish and design which
harmonize with the surroundings of the most tastefully furnished homes.

VALUE. In everything that you want—long range, selectivity, purity of tone,

volume—there is no greater value.

PERFORMANCE. The age of technical discussion and experimenting in

radio is past. Today a set must do certain definite things. You may want
entertainment, business information, or an educational program. Whatever
your desires, a DAY-FAN will get it for you, quickly and easily.

Sold by Leading Radio Dealers Almost Everywhere

The Dayton Fan & Motor Co.
Dayton, Ohio

Manufacturers of High-Grade Electrical Apparatus for 36 years.

£285
*and other
models*

Everybody's Co. Found
1924 a Year of Prosperity

Company, in Letter to Trade, Voices Apprecia-
tion of Good-will and Co-operation

On the first day of the new year, Every-
body's Talking Machine Co., Inc., Philadelphia,

Pa., makers of Honest Quaker main springs

and a complete line of talking machine repair

material, mailed a personal message to its

many friends addressed to "Those Whom We
Serve and Those Who Serve Us." This mes-
sage written in the form of a letter on the

Everybody's letterhead calls particular atten-

tion to an account on their books headed "good
will," which, it is pointed out, remains unchanged
year after year and is modestly valued at the

customary $1.00. Ten years ago it was $1.00

and to-day it still remains $1.00.

As its books for 1924 close, what is de-
scribed as the most successful year in its his-

tory, the valuation of good will still technically

remains $1.00, but to quote from the letter:

"How can we ever hope to value the good
will account on our books accurately."

In conclusion the company, through Samuel
Fingrutd, secretary, voices the appreciation of

the good-will which it has received from its

many customers both large and small. To
use their exact words, "To all whom we serve
or who serve us, we are trying to express in

words our appreciation."

Buffalo Victor Dealers

Hold First 1925 Meeting

Buffalo, N. Y., January 7.—The Victrola Deal-

ers' Association met January 9 in the Hotel
Statler at a noon luncheon. John Kibler, newly
elected president, presided for the first time.

The meeting was well attended and the Asso-
ciation voted to co-operate with the Victor Co.
vo every possibie extent in giving publicity to

radio programs. Advertising of Red Seal records
and Victor programs will be carried on exten-
sively by the Association through direct mail
and window streamers. C. E. Siegesmund, sales

manager of Curtis N. Andrews, and M. O.
Grinnell, of the Buffalo Talking Machine Co.,

were named to take charge of printing and dis-

tribution of the advertising material to dealers.

A. H. Fleishman will assume responsibility of

the Association's newspaper publicity to be car-

ried on in conjunction with the Victor Co.'s

weekly advertising program. A board of direct-

ors was named, consisting of John Kibler, Jo-
seph M. Quirk, of Batavia; Floyd F. Barber,
Charles Kaeppel, Curtis N. Andrews, O. L. Neal,

John Beida, T. A. Gould and E. R. Burley.

The President addressed the Association on
the outlook for business in the coming year.

He said 1925 will be one of the best years the

Victor dealer has ever had and he pointed out

that the company's radio program will do much
toward stimulating sales of both records and
instruments. Mrs. Loretta Spring and C. E.

Tincher were voted in as new members of the

association.

E. A. Keefe With E. Blout, Inc.

Everett A. Keefe, who for the past six months
has been connected with B. Guy Warner,
Edison dealer of Brooklyn, recently joined the

selling staff of the Fordham branch of E. Blout,

Inc. Mr. Keefe was for three years manager
of the Edison department of N. Snellenburg

& Co., of Philadelphia, Pa.

The Powerful

jRiRilSljill
L .gNEUTHODYNjj^ J

u,dt by The GAROD CORP. lftiB«S'iii'C
no Padllc St. N.w^k, M. J. nSSJ-SslJU.
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w
Hermann Thorens

Ste. Croix, Switzerland

Manufacturer of Europe's Most

Celebrated Swiss Phonograph

Motors

We are in a position

to deliver to American

phonograph manufac-

turers motors for use

in upright and console

model phonographs.

I LH.JUN0D&C0.
104 Fifth Ave. New York

Sole Agents for the U. S. A.

Planning Drive on the

"Non-Spill" Needle Gup

H. K. Lorentzen, 60 Grand street, New York
City, is the manufacturer of the "Non-Spill"

needle cup. This is an ordinary needle cup

with a unique cover which snaps on the cup

and remains until pressed for release by placing

the forefinger of the hand on its center.

The "Non-Spill" needle cup has been approved

by a number of successful manufacturers of

portable talking machines. The fact that the

portable can be carried about, in any position,

without in any way loosening the cover of

the needle cup is a particular advantage in this

type of product.

The manufacturers, however, intend to widen

the use of this product. It is, of course, avail-

able for talking machines other than portables.

In addition, however, there are thousands of

portables now in the hands of consumers who
would welcome this patented product. For

this reason a sale is to be created for the prod-

uct through the retailer. The cup can. be at-

tached to any portable through placing a small

screw through the hole of the base of the cup

and attaching it to a permanent position in

the talking machine.

Kansas City Now a Big

Edison Jobbing Center

As announced elsewhere in this issue of The
World, the Edison Phonograph Distributing

Co., with headquarters in Kansas City, has re-

cently taken over the Edison jobbing business

formerly conducted from Des Moines, Iowa.

This means that the Kansas City organization,

which is controlled by Thomas A. Edison, Inc.,

now stands as one of the most important job-

bing points in the country, embracing as it

does the territories formerly handled from

Kansas City, Des Moines and Omaha. Clarence

L. Smith, who for a long time served with

the Edison Co. in Orange and as a traveler for

jobbing interests in the Middle West, is now
acting as manager of this jobbing business.

The new song, "What A Smile Can Do," pub-

lished by Joe Morris, Inc., has also recently

been cut on Q R S music rolls and recorded

on Pathe records. The music of this song was
written by A. G. Paganucci, and the lyrics by
Arthur Walsh, music director of Thomas A.

Edison, Inc.

Wallace B. Taylor Assumes
Direction of Sleeper Sales

Appointment of W. B. Taylor as Director of

Advertising and Sales of Sleeper Radio Corp.,

Announced—Possesses Wide Experience

Gordon C. Sleeper, president of the Sleeper

Radio Corp., Long Island City, N. Y., manu-
facturer of the Sleeper Monotrol, recently an-

nounced the appointment of Wallace B. Taylor

as director of sales and advertising, with the

title of assistant to the president.

Mr. Taylor is eminently fitted for the posi-

tion which he has undertaken, having been ac-

tive for years in merchandising and advertising

work. He brings to the Sleeper organization a

wide knowledge of national and local competi-

tive conditions and a wealth of merchandising

ideas and contacts. He was formerly connected

with the New York Times and the New York
Evening Post.

His duties with the company will embrace a

variety of matters with his special attention be-

ing given to the merchandising and advertising

policies of the company. He will keep in close

contact with- the Sleeper jobbers and dealers

throughout the country, both through corre-

spondence and by personal visits. Mr. Taylor

will, for the present, make his headquarters at

the Long Island City factory.

Edison Display at Festival

Cushing, Okla., January 7.—The Slagel Music

Co., here, during a festival held in this city

by the Chamber of Commerce, exhibited the

new Edison in a particularly attractive booth

decorated with advertising display cards, photo-

graphs of Edison artists, framed posters, etc.

The most arresting feature of the display, how-
ever, was a blackboard conspicuously placed

in the foreground, and bearing the announce-

ment, "No Static in our music. Music you
want when you want it."

Balkite Battery Charger.
For charging 6 vols stor-

age batteries.

Price #19.50
$20 West of Rockies

$27.50 in Canada

Balkite "B"— replaces
*'B" batteries or dry
cells. Operates from
light socket.

Price #55
$75 in Canada

Balkite Radio Power Units
two of the fastest-moving

and most profitable items in radio

Balkite Radio Power Units

supply constant uniform
voltage to both "A" and "B"

radio circuits and increase

the power and clarity of any

set. The Balkite Charger
charges storage"A" batteries.

Balkite "B" replaces "B" bat-

teries entirely and supplies

plate current from the light

socket.

Both the Balkite Charger and

Balkite"B" are entirely noise-

less. They are based on the

same principle. Both have

demonstrated their entire

success over a long period

of time. Both are free from

service trouble, well adver-

tised and fast-moving. They
make ideal radio accessories

for the music trade.

Order through your jobber

KiLSfUL "|

BalkitepowerUnih
BALKITE BATTERY CHARGER— BALKITE "£» PLATE CURRENT SUPPLY

Manufactured by FANSTEEL PRODUCTS CO., Inc., North Chicago, Illinois
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Thos. A. Edison, Inc., Not
to Enter Radio Field

Thomas A. Edison Reiterates Former State-

ment to the Effect That Company Is Not
Planning to Cater to the Radio Public

In an interview this month with the World,

Thomas A. Edison reiterated his former state-

ment to the effect that the Edison company
does not plan either to manufacture radio re-

ceiving sets or to build instruments equipped

with compartments for radio panels. While
Mr. Edison does not in any way seek to belittle

the present enormous popularity of the radio, he

remains firm in the conviction that the phono-

graph has a place in American home life which

is all its own, and that once the initial wave
of radio popularity has settled into a normal

demand, the phonograph will fare better and

better as a distinct and separate musical instru-

ment of artistic possibilities that are not pos-

sible through any other means. In fact, Mr.

Edison looks for considerable improvement dur-

ing 1925 in the public interest in phonographs
as compared with the year 1924.

Calendar Sent Trade by
the American T. M. Go.

A useful as well as very attractive holiday

remembrance in the shape of a calendar has

been distributed among its friends in the trade

by the American Talking Machine Co., Victor

distributor, Brooklyn, N. Y. The calendar is a

large one, with the dates in three-inch letters,

especially appropriate for distribution among
business organizations.

Knoxville Firm to Move

The East Tennessee Music Co., 606 South

Gay street, Knoxville, Tenn., will move on Feb-

ruary 1 to new quarters at 719-21 on the same
street.

Freed-Eisemann Celebrates

Year of Prosperity in 1924

More Than 800 Executives and Employes
Gather at Factory in Brooklyn

Executives and employes of the Freed-Eise-
mann Radio Corp., numbering more than 800,

on the day before Christmas celebrated the close

of a year of outstanding business success at the

corporation's headquarters, Sperry Building,

Brooklyn, N. Y. The get-together was marked
by good cheer and optimism and the presenta-

tion of holiday remembrances by officers and
directors of the company to department heads
and the entire clerical force. A luncheon was
given to the factory employes, and gifts were
presented to the factory superintendents. Other
important features of the celebration included

an interesting talk by Leo Freed, one of the

founders of the corporation. Albert Zipser,

superintendent of the factory, was presented

with a gold watch chain and charm. William
Heina, assistant superintendent, received a sil-

ver cigarette case, and Robert Holtham, head
of the shipping department, was presented with

a gold ring by his helpers.

Denies Aim to Make
Radio Listeners Pay

Telephone Co. Asserts It Has No Device to

Control Reception of Broadcasting

The American Telephone and Telegraph Co.

denied reports which have been prevalent for

some time past that it had perfected and would
use a device that would make it possible for it

to control the reception of its broadcast pro-

grams.

"As far as this report relates to the American
Telephone & Telegraph Co.," said W. E. Hark-
ness, assistant vice-president in charge of broad-

casting, "there is nothing to it. We are not

working on any such project. When the report

was first brought to our attention we searched

our souls as to what it could all be about and

we came to the conclusion that somebody had
seen in our studio the loud-speaker device which
we have been using for a long time to give

visitors a sample of how any given program
will sound over radio.

"There is no technical obstacle at all to trans-

mitting programs to any given point by wire,

which is what this report seems to have in mind.

We do it every time we send. a radio program
over land wires to be broadcast from a distant

city. Neither is there any technical obstacle

to broadcasting by radio matter which can only

be picked up by receiving instruments possess-

ing the key."

Sonora Phonograph Co.

Holds Sales Conference

A sales conference was held on Thursday
and Friday, January 8th and 9th, at the New
York offices of the Sonora Phonograph Co.,

Inc., during which time various plans for the

coming year were discussed by Frank V. Good-
man, acting sales manager, with the corps of

Sonora district managers, including E. D.

Coots, Fred Roediger, H. B. Haring and John

A- Read. The new plans call for a zoning of

the country into districts, each of which will

be in charge of a district manager. Service to

Sonora dealers will be increased noticeably and
made more efficient, and it is believed that a

general betterment of the entire Sonora selling

effort will result from the new arrangement.

In addition to the discussions of Mr. Goodman,
talks were made to the district managers by
S. O. Martin, president of the Sonora Phono-
graph Co., Inc.; Joseph Wolff, vice-president

and manager of product; Warren J. Keyes,

treasurer; R. H. Meade, manager of the adver-

tising division, and Stewart L. Mims, of the

J. Walter Thompson Advertising Agency.

Introducing the ECHOPHONE
Portable

Radio

CEGENBOTMRADlO eQuip*£N?

The

Light -Weight

Heavy Seller

75-
Without Tubes
and Batteries

The Echophone "4". A combined
radio and audio frequency four-tube
receiver of unusual selectivity. Two
tuning dials with, special adjust-
ment for volume. May be carefully
calibrated for logging new stations
Non-radiating—clear toned,
easy tuning. Without Tubes '

and Batteries
;$75

The Echophone "3." An exception-
ally powerful 3-tube set. Uses dry
batteries. Two-dial tuning.
Range 1800 to 2000 miles.
Without Tubes and Batteries '

Here is the ideal portable receiving set :—Weighs only 32

pounds—takes up no more room than an ordinary traveling bag

—

size, 9"xl2^2"xl8"—yet it has the same volume and tone quality

as the Echophone cabinet receiver of same capacity.

This is because it uses the same receiving unit (Echophone "3"

or Echophone "4") and operates from a standard 60-foot stranded

wire aerial which, for carrying purposes, automatically winds on a

spring wire fitted in a special section of the case.

The low price ($75.00 with the three-tube Echophone unit,

$98.00 with the four) makes this the biggest value in a portable

ever put on the market.

You will find the case complete with its built-in loud speaker,

at $30.00, an unusually fast selling accessory among purchasers

of Echophone cabinet receivers or Echophone equipped phono-

graphs. Write for details and prices. Address

ECHOPHONE RADIO, Inc.
1120 North Ashland Ave. Chicago, Illinois

:$50
Echophone Radio Shop

Long: Beach, Calif.

Echophone Sales Co.

156 2nd St., San Francisco, Calif.

ECHOPHONE
Storage Hattcry Results at Dry Cell Cost
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Non-Spill Needle Cup
A necessity for the

Portable-
A convenience for all talking

machines

Now Standard Equipment
on Most Portables

Dealers, too, will find a ready sale
for these cups. Order from our

jobbers or

Manufactured
by orentzen

60 GRAND STREET
New York City

Louis Buehn Go. to Dis-

tribute Thompson Radio

An important announcement has emanated
from the hitherto exclusively Victor wholesal-

ing house, the Louis Buehn Co., of Philadelphia,

Pa., that after a painstaking investigation it

had concluded that Thompson radio apparatus

made by the R. E. Thompson Mfg. Co., New
York City, meets the rigid requirements of its

dealers and would be henceforth also distributed

by them. This announcement was made in a

special eight-page letter, which in addition to

the front page message described the entire

Thompson line and visualized the large national

advertising campaign destined to create a great

consumer demand. The Thompson line is na-

tionally known and is rapidly gaining in pop-

ularity.

Robt. G. Gray in New J. F. Gordy With the

York on Business Visit French Nestor Staff

Robert G. Gray, vice-president of Walter S.

Gray & Co., well-known jobbers in San Fran-

cisco, Cal., will arrive in New York January

22, and will be here for the balance of the

month in order to consummate various impor-

tant deals that are pending in connection with

the company's activities during 1925. Mr. Gray
will be registered at the Pennsylvania Hotel.

French Nestor, president of the French Nes-

tor Co., Jacksonville, Fla., announces the addi-

tion to its office staff of J. F. Gordy, until

recently manager of the Elyea Talking Machine
Co., Victor distributor, Atlanta, Ga. This gives

the French Nestor Co. a trio of representatives

who are all making good in their respective

fields of operation.

"The Victor Mystic Oracle"

The Reincke-Ellis Co., of Chicago, 111., is dis-

tributing to its dealers for distribution to their

customers and prospects "The Victor Mystic

Oracle," a clever device which answers ques-

tions regarding music, Victrolas and records.

The device is in the form of a four-page

pamphlet. On one of the inside pages is a dial

with a number of questions. This dial is turned

until the question to which an answer is desired

is in line with an arrow. The pamphlet is then

closed and an arrow on the front automatically

points to the answer. The device is both amus-
ing and instructive and is publicity of the type

that will not be thrown away without receiving

consideration.

Opens Fine New Home
The New Mexico Piano Co., 114 North Sec-

ond street, has recently opened attractive new
quarters which handles a full line of pianos,

headed by the Steinway, as well as phonographs
and musical merchandise. H. A. Maisen is the

proprietor of the business and J. Lewis Clark

is manager of the store, which is planning an

extensive business drive.

Useful Christmas Gift

// is an Asset to be

a Stromberg- Carlson Dealer
These beautiful 5-tube Neutrodyne Radio Receiv-

ers are giving unparalleled results to thousands of

users in all parts of the world.

It is the nationally advertised Radio which is sold

direct from factory to dealer—a selected number in

each locality. These dealers have behind them the

stability of a firm with 30 years' manufacturing
experience and a world-wide reputation for

superior Telephone and Radio Apparatus.

Write for our plan of Dealer Service.

lig§
•**"-"**%

Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co.

1060 University Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

Portable Type No. 1-A S-tube
Neutrodyne Receiver (above).
Adam-Brown Mahogany Cab-
inet. Operates with Loud
Speaker.

Console No. 2 Type Neutro-
dyne Receiver. Has built-in

Loud Speaker, spaces for
"A" Battery. "B" Battery
and Battery charger. In
choice American Walnut~or
Adam-Brown Mahogany.

A Christmas remembrance of great utility was
presented by the Brilliantone Steel Needle Co.,

New York City, to its many friends in the trade,

[t was an attractive desk pad of the daily re-

minder type and was much appreciated by the

recipients.
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H. L. Lyman Becomes
Tone Test Advance Agent

H. L. Lyman, who for some time past has

acted as assistant to Arthur Walsh, musical

director of Thomas A. Edison, Inc., will spend

most of his time henceforth acting as advance

agent for Edison tone tests. He will lend his

valuable assistance to Edison dealers prior to

the arrival of the Edison artists for their con-

certs, and will do much to help insure a large

attendance for each concert, and a maximum
of publicity and sales advantage for each Edison

dealer located in the communities where the

Edison tone tests are given.

The plant of the Jewett Phonograph & Radio

Co., in Allegan, Mich., is to be materially en-

larged, the company having acquired a four-acre

plot upon which a modern three-story factory

building, 60 by 125 feet, will be erected. This

will give needed facilities.

Mohawk Corp. Announces
Two New Radio Models

The Mohawk Electric Corp., manufacturer of

the Mohawk one-dial, five-tube tuned radio

frequency set, has announced two new distinc-

tive cabinet models, known as the console and

consolette. The first model introduced by this

company is the standard table type cabinet

which has proved very successful, and the two

new cabinet models round out the line.

The console model is fifty inches high, twen-

ty-one inches wide and sixteen inches deep, and

is built with a self-contained loud speaker on

top and a compartment below to accommodate

all batteries and a battery charger. The period

design of the cabinet is Italian Renaissance, and

is consistently followed throughout. It is made

of five-ply mahogany and finished in two-tone

Adam brown mahogany.

The consolette is an exact replica of the

console, identical in construction, except that

it is without legs and contains room in its

lower compartment for the B batteries only.

This cabinet is twenty-seven inches high, twen-

ty-two inches wide and eighteen inches' deep.

WORLD'S CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Any member of the trade may forward to this office a "Situation" advertisement

intended for this Department to occupy a space of four lines, agate measure, and it will

be inserted free. Replies will also be forwarded without cost. Additional space will

be at the rate of 25c. per line. If bold faced type is desired the cost of same will be

25c. per line. Rates for all other classes of advertising on application.

WANTED: A first-class phonograph assem-

bler, one who is fully experienced in assembling

motors into cabinets, new work, cabinets must

be drilled, motors set, all mechanical parts ad-

justed. No others need apply. State wages and

experience in first letter. Player-Tone Talking

Machine Co., 632 Grant St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

POSITION WANTED: Do you need a

Sales Manager? Fifteen years' promoting talk-

ing machine, piano and radio sales, wholesale

and retail. Open for position at once. Best

of reference as to ability and character. Ad-

dress "Box 1472," care The Talking Machine

World, 383 Madison Ave., New York City.

POSITION WANTED: Recording engineer,

experienced in every phase of record-making,

is considering a change. Address "Box 1473,"

care of The Talking Machine World, 383 Madi-

son Ave., New York City.

WANTED—Salesmen calling on music, fur-

niture department, and novelty stores, for

novelty phonograph, big seller. Salary and

commission. Address "Box 1474," care of The
Talking Machine World, 383 Madison Ave.,

New York City.

WANTED—Salesmen to handle as a side line

a small phonograph of individual design and
proved merit retailing at $10. Liberal commis-
sions on initial and repeat orders. Not abso-

lutely necessary to carry sample. Address "Box
1465," care of The Talking Machine World, 383

Madison Ave., New York City.

IMPORTED PHONOGRAPHS
Repair Parts and Prompt Repair

Service for

Madison, Carnival, Parlonette, Am-
bassador and other IMPORTED
PHONOGRAPHS at lowest prices.

Also complete PHONOGRAPHS.
E. WATERS

2906 Ft. Hamilton Parkway

Brooklyn, N. Y.

CARVED LEGS
Eight designs in gum, oak and ma-
hogany. Prices reduced. Send for cir-

cular. Klise Mfg. Co., Grand Rapids,

Mich.

POSITION WANTED — Skilled touch-up

man on cabinets, also first-class motor mechanic,

desires to connect with reliable dealer. Indiana

or Ohio territory preferred. Ten years' experi-

ence. Best of references. Address "Box 1468,"

care of The Talking Machine World, 383 Madi-
son Ave., New York City.

POSITION WANTED: Expert phonograph repairman
and radio installer wishes to connect with a reliable con-
cern_ as outside service man on radio and phonograph
repairs; twelve years experience; A-l reference. Ad-
dress "Box 1471," care The Talking Machine World, 383
Madison Ave., New York City,

SPRINGS
VICTOR

I%"x.022xl7', bent each end No. 6543 $.57
I%"x.022xl8' 6" marine ends No. 3014 .58
li

/4"x.022xl7' bent arbor No. 5362 .57
I%"x.022xl3' bent arbor No. 5423 .50
l%"x.022x9' bent arbor No. 5427 .42
154*x.022x9', bent each end No. 6542 .42
l"x.020xl3' 6" marine ends No. 2141 .32
l"x.020xl5' marine ends No. 3335 .35
l"x.020xl5' bent arbor No. 5394 .38
l"x.020xl5', bent at each end No. 6546 .43

COLUMBIA
l"x.028xl6' crimp arbor, new style.No. 20009 .67
l"x.028xl0' Universal No. 2951 .34
l"x.028xll' Universal No. 2951 .36
l"x.030xll' hook ends 45
l"xll' for motor No. 1 No. 1219 .35

HEINEMAN
l"x.025xl2' motors, Nos. 33 & 77 35
1 3/16"x.026xl9', also Pathe 75
1 3/16"x.026x17' No. 4 .59

MKIS8EI.BACH
%"xl0' motors, Nos. 9 & 10 29
l"x9' motors, Nos. 11 & 12 31
l"xl6' motors, Nos. 16, 17 & 19 49
2"x.022xl6', rectangular hole, 18kl0 1.20

SAAI,-8IIiVERTONE
l"x.027xl0', rectangular hole No. 144 .42
l"x.027xl3', rectangular hole No. 145 .48
l"x.027xl6\ rectangular hole No. 146 .58

BRUNSWICK
l"x.025xl2\ rect'gular hole, regular.No. 201 .43
l"x.025xl8', rect'gular hole, regular.No. 401 .58

KRASBERG
l"xl2' motor 2A "I Pear-shaped and .45
l"xl6' motor 3 & 4 V rectangular holes .55
l"xl8' new style J on outer end .60

EDISON
l%"x.028x25' regular size disc motors 1.25
l"x.032xll'. Standard 55
1 5/16", Home 70
1 5/16"xl8' type A 150, old style disc 1.28
1" Amberola 30-50-75 56
1 1/16", B 80 1.15

SUNDRIES
l"x.025x9' t pear-shaped Stewart 34
l"x.025xl6', Sonora, Style 30 52
25/32"x.026xl0\ P.S. Swiss Motors & Pathe .36
l'/4"x.025xl7' round hole, Mandel 75
Ji"x.022x9', pear-shaped small motors 26
l"x.025x16', pear-shaped hole or rect 50
%"x.023xl0\ marine ends, Hein. Col., etc.. .29
%"x.025xl0', marine ends, Hein. Col., etc.. .27
%"x.020x9', marine ends 21
1/4"x.020x9', marine ends 18
Victor Gov. springs. No. 1729 per 100 .95
Victor Gov. balls, n/style. No. 3302... each .07
Victor-Columbia Gov.sp.,screw washers, 100 .72
Columbia Gov. springs. No. 3510. . .per 100 .95
Columbia Gov. ball, lead, flat and spring.. .08
Columbia Gov. ball, new style & spring... .08
Turntable felts, wool, green, 10", 15c; 12" .18

Terms, 2% cash with order.

TALKING MACHINE SUPPLY CO, PARK RIDGE,N. J.
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Made by the makers of the

famous * TROPADYNE KIT
that is Superior to Super-Heterodyne

(if As advertised in Radio News, Radio Dealer and other magazines and newspapers)

MELOTONE
ARISTOCRAT
CABINET SPEAKER

s35 at
Fully Adjustable—Handsome— Unique

MELOTONE means perfect tone. Clear, full and sweet with a rich resonance
that has placed MELOTONE in the front rank. A beautiful piece of furniture,

MELOTONE is proving a tremendous profit builder. People are turning away
from the old fashioned horn and looking to this new cabinet style. Now is the

time to cash in on MELOTONE popularity.

RICO
TONES
$2.95

list

Unapproached in Quality and
Unequalled in Price

The time for a dealer to talk price is when he
is sure of the quality of the merchandise. RICO
TONES are guaranteed matched in tone.
Every pair is tested by experts. An honorable
well-known name behind them and a world-
beating price ! Try displaying them in your
window and watch results.

Adjustable

MELOTONE
Phonograph Attachment

That famous unit in the MELO-
TONE ARISTOCRAT LOUD
SPEAKER—makes an excellent
item now when so much attention
is being paid to the possibilities

of making a good loud speaker
out of a talking machine. Every
talking machine owner is a cus-
tomer for the MELOTONE
Unit.

RADIO INDUSTRIES CORPORATION
137 Duane St. New York City
SPECIAL PROPOSITIONS FOR MANUFACTURERS, JOBBERS AND RETAILERS

WRITE US IF YOU WANT TO TIE UP WITH LIVE PRODUCTS

Plan Sales Conference
of Adler Representatives

Lambert Friedl, Vice-President and General

Manager, Adler Mfg. Co., Announces Meeting

to Be Held in Louisville, January 23-24

Lambert Friedl, vice-president and general

sales manager of the Adler Mfg. Co., manu-

facturer of Royal phonographs and neutrodyne

radio products, announced this week that an

important sales conference was scheduled for

the Adler sales representatives on January 23

and 24. The conferences will be held at the

Adler factories in Louisville, Ky., and the com-

pany will be the host to its wholesale repre-

sentatives from Coast to Coast.

It is planned to hold a series of get-together

sales conferences at which plans and policies

for the coming year will be given careful con-

sideration. An inspection of the factories will

also be included in the program, and at the

close of the conferences a banquet will be held

for the visiting representatives. C. L. Adler,

president of the Adler Mfg. Co.; M. N. Bloom,

secretary, and Mr. Friedl will be in charge of

the conferences and all of the details incidental

to the entertainment of visiting representatives.

E. L. Brown Appointed

Teletone Sales Manager

E. L. Brown, formerly associated with the

sales force of the Sonora Phonograph Co., Inc.,

has been appointed sales manager of the Tele-

tone Co. of America. Mr. Brown will shortly

make a swift tour of the principal business

centers of the country with a view to assigning

jobbing franchises.

The plans of the company aim to make the

talking machine dealer an important distributor

of its products. According to R. R. Spira, pres-

ident of the company, when seen at the execu-

tive offices at 447 West Forty-second street,

New York City, the plans to inaugurate an ex-

tensive trade and consumer advertising cam-

paign will be put under way at once. The
Teletone line of radio apparatus ranges from

receiving sets retailing at $60 to sets housed

in a variety of period cabinets costing close

to $2,000.

Second Radio World's
Fair Dates Selected

Chicago, III., January 9.—The definite dates

for the Second Radio World's Fair, which is

to take place in New York City next Fall, have

just been announced by Directors James F.

Kerr and U. J. Herrmann. Both are now in

this city completing arrangements for the

Fourth Annual Chicago Radio Show, which is

also one of their enterprises.

This year's great international wireless ex-

position will open on Monday noon, September

14, and continue until Saturday night, September

19. It will be held in the enormous 258th Field

Artillery Armory, which is located at Kings-

bridge Road and Jerome avenue, and which is

the largest building of its kind in America.

The R. L. White Music Co., Cleveland, re-

cently celebrated its forty^second anniversary.

STYLUS BARS

Stylus Bar & Mfg.Co
Clague Rd.

North Olmsted . . . OHIO

Plans Are Completed for

De Forest Radio Institute

Announcement of Educational Course to Assist

Dealers in Understanding of Fundamental
Radio Merchandising Principles

Just as The World is going to press the an-

nouncement of the completed plans of the De
Forest Radio Institute, sponsored by the De
Forest Radio Co., Jersey City, N. J., is made.
This plan calls for advanced courses in instruct-

ing 5,000 students in merchandising and service

problems to equip retailers for the most
efficient contact possible in dealing with the

public.

The completed plan is the result of a nation-

wide survey into the problems of radio dis-

tributors and dealers. William H. Lough,
prominent educator, has been appointed organ-

izer of the institute and the faculty includes

some of the foremost radio engineering experts

in the industry. The primary purpose of the

course is to provide practical knowledge of

radio to the average music and talking machine
dealers and salesmen who are not radio spe-

cialists but have added radio departments to their

stores. Being primarily educational, the course

is general rather than confined to De Forest

products and is to provide an understanding of

radio fundamentals.

The Fleming Furniture Co., Cleveland, O.,

recently devoted one of its large windows to an

elaborate display of Pathe phonographs and in-

creased sales resulted.

MOTORS
Ready for Delivery

Double Springs; play two 10-inch Rec-
ords; suitable for Portable Phonographs.
Sample, $3.75. Larger motor playing two
to three 12-inch Records; suitable for

Phonograph selling for $100. Sample, $5.75.

MERMOD & CO., 16East
Y
23dSt.

Telephone Ashland 739S
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Holiday Rush Winds Up 1924 Business

Year and Trade Is Optimistic Over 1925
Every Section of the Trade Benefited From Record Demand—Promising Outlook for the New

Year—Record Companies' Tie-Ups With Broadcasting Profitable—Other Important News

London, England, January 3.—At the time of

writing every section of the trade is enjoying

what is regarded as the finest Christmas and

New Year season ever experienced. Expecta-

tions were naturally high, for, judging from the

experience of past festive seasons, the talking

machine industry—however quiet during the

year—generally goes a long way towards re-

gaining the normal sales output, if not to exceed

it, at the end of the year. Manufacturers and

wholesalers are far too busy to be importuned

as to the state of trade, and one has only to

pay hurried visits to a few of the showrooms

and factories to see that they are endeavoring

to cope with orders, the bulk of which has

never been exceeded. The dealers I come in

contact with also substantiate the story, but

the tone of their tale is slightly different. As

one dealer put it to me, just prior to Christmas:

"Yes, we are getting bigger deliveries than

ever, but the demand is more than equal to

the supply." However, with the wonderful

factory and production organization that ob-

tains to-day, I imagine there were few disap-

pointments. Where any occurred it would be

mainly due to delay in the placement of orders.

By the time I write next the trade will have

settled down to a steady activity, with the

promise, according to abundant indications, of

a record year.

It would perhaps be too much to say of any

year that it had been one of unalloyed blessing,

and, in looking back over 1924, more than one

small cloud over the horizon of gramophone

and record prosperity will be remembered.

For a time much apprehension was felt as to

the effect of the abolition of the McKenna
Duties, but this only seemed to serve as a

spurt to the leading manufacturers, and instead

of a flood of Continental and foreign goods,

manufacturers in this country found themselves

in receipt of orders from overseas customers

who hitherto had placed their orders abroad.

For a time the unemployment registers in-

creased in number, but with the advent of

Autumn these have not leaped forward with any

startling rapidity, and the burden of unemploy-

ment, though not in any way shelved, has been

so long an accepted fact that trade—and par-

ticularly the talking machine industry—has

pursued an even tenor despite it.

There is no question to-day but that the

gramophone has truly become the popular

musical instrument of the masses.

An important and valuable aid to gramo-
phone and record sales has been the increasing

efficiency of the Broadcasting Co. and the wire-

less industry generally. The record companies
are to be congratulated on the way in which
they have linked up with broadcasting and on

their fine publicity work generally.

Another remarkable feature of the year has

been the tremendous volume of serious music

which has become available. Leading com-
panies have vied with each other in contributing

symphonies, concertos, suites and other great

classical numbers, to such an extent that to-day

the industry may well be proud of its share in

the serious musical propaganda which is leading

toward musical culture generally.

An Important Aspect of Trade Policy

Considerable agitation was felt in the retail

trade here recently owing to the action of

gramophone companies in offering to supply

educational authorities with gramophones and
records at catalog prices, less 33^3 per cent.

The matter was immediately taken up by the

Gramophone Dealers' Association, whose com-
mittee entered upon negotiations with leading

manufacturers, with the result that the above
offer was withdrawn, the manufacturers agree-

ing to adopt the following terms in regard to

future supplies to schools and educational

authorities. These terms, I understand, did not

find entire favor with dealers in Scotland, and

a meeting was called of Scottish dealers and

was attended by W. Manson, of the Gramo-
phone Co., and Louis Sterling, of the Columbia

Co. An agreement was arrived at, I under-

stand, differing only in minor points with the

undermentioned terms, full details of which are

not yet to hand. The terms are as follows:

(a) That the terra school be applied only to establish-

ments in which the general curriculum includes music or

dancing.

(b) That the London County Council be not included

under the new terms.

(c) That no discount or commission be granted to pri-

vate professors.

(d) That 15 per cent be the maximum discount allowed

by manufacturers or dealers to educational authorities or

schools.

(e) That in the event of a manufacturer supplying a

school or educational authority direct, the manufacturer
shall credit the dealer or dealers in the town or district

where the supply has been made with the difference

between the trade terms and discounted prices. Should

a manufacturer have more than one agent in a district

where supplies have been made direct, it be left to the

discretion of the manufacturer as to how the credit shall

be divided.

Active Work by the Federation

The Federation of Music Industries announces

that its assistance was recently sought by a

firm of gramophone manufacturers who were
engaged in a dispute with the United States

Customs officials. The question at issue was
concerned with the export to America of a large

number of gramophones. The manufacturers

invoiced them to the wholesale purchasers on
the same terms as those operating between

manufacturer and wholesaler in this country.

The customs officials, however, took the view

that a smaller percentage off the catalog price

would represent the fair market price of the

goods, and they proposed to tax the American
customer on that higher basis.

Having learned that it is the general practice

of the American customs to accept as the home
consumption value of goods the retail price less

factor's discount, the Federation interviewed

officials at the American Consulate in London,

pointing out that this was precisely what was
desired in this case, and, after further consid-

eration of the facts, the consular officials have

now informed the Federation that it had been

agreed that the goods concerned shall be

allowed into the United States at their manu-
facturers' valuations. The Federation's action

resulted, therefore, in extremely valuable ser-

vice, both to the American importer and the

British exporter.

Federation's Interesting Figures

The fifth annual report of the Federation of

British Music Industries, for the year ending

August 31, 1924, has just been published, and

tells of record doings. For the first time the

revenue has exceeded the expenditure, and that

by £1,450 6s 6d. The total received by sub-

scriptions from the various associations affili-

ated with the Federation was £8,459. Of this

the gramophone industry, through the Gramo-
phone Manufacturers' and the Gramophone
Dealers' Association together, contributed just

one-half, the remainder being contributed by
piano makers, publishers, organ builders and

retailers. It is significant that the infant of the

(Continued on page 187)
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music trades should be the most wealthy, and

it is especially noteworthy in comparison with

the fact that the pianoforte industry, which is

upwards of two hundred years old in this coun-

try, contributed only £1,890 in subscriptions.

It is hoped to place the finances of the Federa-

tion on a permanent basis, by means of the

Stamp Revenue Scheme, at least as far as the

pianoforte industry is concerned. For the time

being, the gramophone industry will continue

to contribute on a fully voluntary basis.

The "Pixie Grippa" Invention

A patent was recently granted here to H. J.

Cullum, M.B.E., of Messrs. Perophone, Ltd., for

"improvements in or relating to gramophone
and like sound-reproducing apparatus." The
invention is in the form of an improved auxil-

iary sound-amplifying horn attached to the

front of the sound-box. Messrs. Perophone's

"Pixie Grippa" portable model incorporates this

device and has already enjoyed tremendous

sales, receiving considerable attention when ex-

hibited at this year's British Empire Exhibition.

Important Trade Deal

The Scala Record Co., Ltd., of City Road,

announces that it has arranged with the Emer-
son Phonograph Co., of New York, to take

over the British rights of its new process

"Grafton" record. The Scala Co. will manu-
facture in this country from the original

American master records.

Interesting News Brieflets

It is announced that the annual dinner of

the Federation of British Music Industries is

to be held on January 28 at the Savoy Hotel.

The 1925 convention of the Federation will

be held from May 19 to 23 next at the fashion-

able seaside town of Llandudno, in Wales.

The "National Gramophonic Society," formed

under the auspices of The Gramophone, a

magaziniS catering to the public and edited by

Compton Mackenzie, the novelist, recently

issued its first set of records. It has a mem-

bership of approximately a thousand, each

member agreeing to purchase, at the price of

five shillings each, records chosen by the votes

of members. These are issued at the rate of

six per quarter.

The Lenthall Gramophones, Ltd., have recent-

ly opened showrooms in London at 36 North
Audley street. The Lenthall sound box, with

aluminum diaphragm, is now retailed at £2 2 0,

the former price being £3 3 0.

A. J. Mason, honorary vice-president of the

Federation of British Music Industries, has

recently been elected president of the Board of

Directors of Messrs. Mason & Risch, Ltd.,

Toronto, in succession to the late Thomas G.

Mason, who died in August last. It will perhaps

not come altogether as a surprise to the trade

to learn that Bandmaster, Ltd., of Colindale,

Hendon, London, N. W., announce having gone
into liquidation. The firm has been in existence

a little over two years and during that time

made a good deal of headway in supplying com-
plete machines to jobbers.

As I wrote last month, the British Empire
Exhibition at Wembley is to be reopened in

1925. It is reported that the Government will

be prepared to substantially increase the

amount of the guarantee already sanctioned by

Parliament, so that the inducement to partici-

pate will no doubt again make strong appeal to

the British music industries.

Irving Zuehlke Opens New
Store in Appleton, Wis.

Finely Equipped New Building Now Houses
Successful Music Business

Big Motor Demand
"We have found a great demand for the

Thorens products throughout the United States,

the unfortunate feature of it being that to date

the factory has been unable to meet this de-

mand. However, we feel assured of ample pro-

duction during the coming year and hope to be

able to supply all manufacturers who desire to

use the Thorens motors," said Mr. Junod in

discussing the recent announcement of Thorens.

Appleton, Wis., January 3.—An event in trade

circles here was the recent opening of the

new music store of Irving Zuehlke, in this

city. Mr. Zuehlke first opened a piano and
phonograph store in the Appleton State bank
building in 1917, but about six months ago he

purchased the business of Wm. H. Nolan and
moved into that store on Oneida street. The
new building on the corner of Oneida street

and College avenue, which was started shortly

after this date, is one of the finest in the State.

The new building is a three-story structure

and the music house will occupy the first and
third stories and basement. The second floor

is devoted to business offices. The reception

room on the main floor is finished in old ivory,

lavender and gold, with imported crystal light-

ing fixtures trimmed in silver. Two record

booths on the main floor connect directly with

a record room which is not visible Lorn the

reception room. Seven booths have been in-

stalled in the basement. Piano rolls and the

repair department are also located in the base-

ment. The third floor is devoted to pianos,

phonographs, radio and band instruments. One
small room on the third floor is fitted up as a

room in a home in order that prospective cus-

tomers may have an opportunity of hearing an

instrument in a smaller room. The store fea-

tures Chickering pianos. A recital hall, also

on the third floor, is used by theatrical pro-

ducers during the week, but is taken over by

the store on Saturday afternoons and evenings.

A branch of the Rudolph Wurlitzer Co. was
recently opened at College Corner, O.

"The
Hear Caruso on the Pixie Grippa, it will astonish you"

A Miniature Gramophone

at a miniature price

but with a giant voice
The Pixie Grippa is a tiny gramophone; it only measures 7% in. x A% in. x in., and only weighs 6}4 lbs.,

and yet it plays 12 inch records with all the tone, depth, and detail of a big machine. The Pixie Grippa
is a triumph of manufacture. Every part is constructed on scientific lines, and is strong and durable and
capable of really hard wear in the home or on the journey anywhere. It has no loose parts and all the

working parts are hidden and the delicate mechanism of the sound box is securely encased. The Pixie

Grippa has a Secondary* Amplifying Horn which effects a 20 per cent, increase in tone, so that it will fill

the largest room with great ease.

This Machine has been truly named "The Wonder of Wembley." Customers from every part of

the world have insisted on purchasing this machine in preference to all other portables at the British

Empire Exhibition.

The World's patents on this machine are now in process of completion and the Patentee is

prepared to consider proposals for manufacture in U. S. A. and Canada under license terms.

( In Leatherette case £2 9 6 $12.50

PRICE \ In Oak Case 2 15 0 13.50

/ In Solid Oak case 3 5 0 15.00

Sample Machine Prepaid Post free by parcel post all countries except

Australia and New Zealand.

Trade Discounts available in cases containing 48 machines
Size 42 x 33 x 25=23 cubic feet

Sole Patentee

H. J. CULLUM
Perophone, Ltd.

76-8 City Road, E. C. LONDON, ENGLAND
Cables, PEROWOOD, LONDON
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LATEST PATENTS

RELATING
Washington, D. C, January 8.—Phonograph

Tone Arm. Roland B. Daley, Chicago, 111.

Patent No. 1,509,100.

This invention relates to phonograph ap-

paratus, and particularly to the tone arm and

the sound exit stem from the reproducer, and

the manner of joining it to the tone arm. The
object of the invention is to provide a simplified

type of universal tone arm for playing the dif-

ferent types of records with the needle and
reproducer in the correct position in each case,

and also to provide a sound passage through

the reproducer exit stem and tone arm from

which will be eliminated, so far as possible, all

abrupt turns.

Figure 1 is a plan view of the tone arm partly

in section, and the reproducer in a position to

play lateral cut records. Fig. 2 is a side eleva-

tion of the arrangement of Fig. 1. In both

Figs. 1 and 2, the reproducer is shown in its

needle changing position in dotted lines. Fig.

3 is a plan view of the device of Figs. 1 and

2, but showing the reproducer in a position for

playing hill and dale records. Fig. 4 is a side

elevation of the device of Fig. 3. Fig. 5 is a

plan view of a modified form of tone arm. Fig.

6 is a side elevation of the tone arm of Fig. 5.

Fig. 7 is a section on the line 7—7 of Fig. 5,

and Fig. 8 is a section on the line 8—8 of Fig. 5.

Stylus Bar for Talking Machines. Frederick

Alfred Edward Jenkins, Sydney, New South

Wales, Australia. Patent No. 1,512,851.

This invention relates to the method of

mounting stylus bars on the sound boxes of

talking machines and has for its object an

improved means of attaching the stylus bar to

the sound box whereby the stylus bar is per-

mitted to oscillate freely and convey the vibra-

tions imparted to it by the record to the dia-

phragm with as little resistance as possible.

The invention consists in mounting the stylus

bar on three pin points one of which opposes the

other two, the three points being in alignment

with each other and in the same plane and the

line through the three points parallel to the

plane of the diaphragm. The invention further

consists in making pin points adjustable so that

any irregularities or imperfections in the stylus

may be counteracted.

Figure 1 is a perspective view of a sound box

of the horizontal type showing the method of

LESLEY'S New "FICKZUM UP" Outfit

$5.00. Money Back If Not Satisfactory. For
quick and permanent repair of any Varnished
finish, Dull or Bright.

LESLEY'S CHEMICAL CO., 46 N. Eldei Ave.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND. U. S. A.

attaching the stylus bar according to this inven-

tion. Fig. 2 is a similar view of part of a sound

box of the vertical type. Fig. 3 is a perspective

view of a sound box showing an alternative

method of carrying out the invention. Fig. 4 is

an enlarged elevation of the alternative method
shown in Fig 3. Fig. 5 is a perspective view of

a sound box showing a further alternative

method of carrying out the invention.

Talking Machine. Arthur B. and Frank B.

Crosier, Beloit, Wis. Patent No. 1,513,725.

This invention relates to improvements in

phonographs or sound reproducing machines;

the object being provision of a sound produc-

ing or reproducing machine, wherein sound

waves set in motion, by a producing or repro-

ducing instrument are amplified and their tonal

qualities improved, so as to more truly repro-

duce and multiply the sounds of various instru-

ments and voices, increase the acoustic qualities

of the instrument and distribute the sounds over

a considerable area.

Another object of the invention is the provi-

sion of an instrument of the above character in

which the sound waves set in motion by the

reproducing or recording instrument are directed

to an air chamber wherein the air is set in

motion and action communicated to an adjust-

able or stationary diaphragm or resonator whose
action causes the surrounding air to vibrate in

unison therewith and thus increase and improve

the tonal qualities and acoustic action of the

instrument.

Figure 1 is a longitudinal sectional view taken

through one form of the invention. Fig. 2 is a

vertical sectional view of a modified form of the

invention. Fig. 3 is a vertical sectional view

illustrating another form of the Invention. Fig.

4 is a vertical sectional view illustrating a dif-

ferent arrangement of sound box and diaphragm,

together with means for regulating the same.

Fig. 5 is a vertical section on the line 5—5 of

Fig. 4. Fig. 6 is a horizontal section on the line

6—6 of Fig. 4. Fig. 7 is a vertical sectional view

illustrating a form of the invention in which

the lone arm is slightly separated from the

sound box. Fig. 8 is a view similar to Fig. 7,

but illustrating the tone arm supporting the

sound box. Fig. 9 is a sectional view illustrating

the sound box mounted upon the lid or cover

of a phonograph cabinet. Figs. 10 and 11 are

sectional views taken at right angles to one an-

other and showing a more compact form of in-

strument. Fig. 12 is a vertical sectional view

illustrating a double arrangement of dead air

chambers. Fig. 13 is a section on the line 13— 13

of Fig. 12. Fig. 14 is a vertical sectional view

showing a different arrangement of dead air

chambers. Fig. 15 is a side elevation partly

broken away showing another form of the in-

vention. Figs. 16 and 17 are respectively longi-

tudinal and transverse sections of another form

of the invention.

Phonograph. Ernest A. Couturier, Laporte,

Ind. Patent No. 1,513,534.

This invention relates in general to phono-
graphs and has more particular reference to

the sound reproducing and sound conveying
apparatus. One of the purposes of the invention

is to produce a machine which will utilize the

vibrations from both sides of the sound box
diaphragm and which will conduct these vibra-

tions through gradually tapered sound convey-

ing passages devoid of sharp bends and joints

entirely to their point of egress from the

machine, thereby enabling the machine to utilize

to the highest degree the vibrations produced by
the diaphragm and conducting these vibrations

without interference and permitting them to

gradually expand so that they are delivered

unimpaired in quality and in full volume to pro-

duce loud, clear and true tones. Figure 1 is a

plan view of a phonograph embodying the in-

vention. Fig. 2 is a vertical sectional view

through one of the amplifiers, the sound con-

veying tubes being shown in full lines. Fig. 3

is a view looking at the delivery ends of the

amplifiers.

Phonograph Horn. Marius J. Wisby, Racine,

Wis. Patent No. 1,513,358.

This invention refers to phonographs and it

has for its object to provide an amplifying tone

horn for such instruments having an attach-

ment whereby the tone is modified or softened

to absorb metallic vibrations of the instrument.

The specific object of the invention is to pro-

vide, in connection with the standard type of

tone horn, a compartment having a scroll vent

therein and a post associated therewith similar

to the scrolls and post of a violin,' this com-

partment being gradually increased in size from

the intake neck of the horn to the mouth

thereof, and being otherwise closed.

In the drawings, Figure 1 represents a sec-

tional elevation of a horn having an attachment

at its bottom portion in accordance with the

invention. .Fig. 2 is a plan view of the same

with parts, broken away and parts in section as

indicated by the line 2—2 of Fig. 1.

EPAIRS
All Makes of Talking Machines
Repaired Promptly and Efficiently

REPAIR PARTS FOR ALL MACHINES

ANDREW H. DODIN
28 Sixth Avenue New York

TELEPHONE, SPRING 1194
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Columbia Phonograph Go.

(NEW PROCESS RECORDS)
DANCE MUSIC

241-D Show Me the Way (Lewis-Ross-Davis)—Fox-
trot Ted Lewis and His Band 10

Nobody Loves You Like I Do (Davis-Akst)—
Fox-trot Ted Lewis and His Band 10

236-D Gotta Getta Girl (Jones-Kahn)—Fox-trot,
California Ramblers 10

Copenhagen (Davis-Melrose)—Shimmy One-
step California Ramblers 10

242-D Because They All Love You (Little-Malie)—
Fox-trot ...Leo F. Reisman and His Orch. 10

Indian Love Call (From "Rose Marie")
(Friml-Harbach-Hammerstein)—Fox-trot,

Leo F. Reisman and His Orch. 10

252-D My Best Girl (Donaldson)—Fox-trot.
The Georgians 10

Everybody Loves My Baby (Palmer-Williams)
—Fox-trot The Georgians 10

237-D Oh! How I Love My Darling (Woods-Leslie)
—Fox-trot; Incidental Chorus by Billy Jones.

Columbia Novelty Orch. 10

Who Wants a Bad Little Boy? (Burke-Fisher)
—Fox-trot; Incidental Chorus by Billy Jones,

Columbia Novelty Orch. 10

248-D Prince of Wails (Schoebel)—Shimmy One-
Step The Little Ramblers 10

Those Panama Mammas (Johnson-Bibo)

—

Shimmy One-step The Little Ramblers 10

249-D The Meanest Kind of Blues (Katzman)

—

Fox-trot. .Fletcher Henderson and His Orch. 10

Naughty Man (Dixon-Redman)—Fox-trot.
Fletcher Henderson and His Orch. 10

239-D I Wonder What's Become of Sally? (Ager-
Yellen)—Waltz.

The Cavaliers (Waltz Artists) 10
Haunting Melody (Spier-Shloss-Russell)

—

Waltz The Cavaliers (Waltz Artists) 10

POPULAR SONGS
244-D June Night (Baer-Friend)—Tenor Solo.

Lewis James 10

At the End of a Winding Lane (Jones-Kahn)
—Tenor Solo Lewis James 10

246-D I Want to See My Tennessee (Ager-Yellen)— Comedienne Dolly Kay 10
Any Way the Wind Blows (Hanley-Creamer),

Comedienne Dolly Kay 10
250-D You're Just a Flower From an Old Bouquet

(Denni-Denni) — .TenorSolo ... Lewis Tames 10

At the End of the Sunset Trail (Hanson-
Emerson)—Tenor and Baritone Duet,

Lewis James-Elliott Shaw 10
243-D Songs of the South—Arranged by Bohannon,

National Quartet 10
Songs of the Past—Arranged by Bohannon,

National Quartet 10
238-D How Do You Do ( I'leming-Harrison-De Vol]),

Art Gillliam, The Whispering Pianist 10

'Way Out West in Kansas (Robinson),
Art Gillliam, The Whispering Pianist 10 2774

NOVELTIES
251-D The Girl I Left Behind Me—Irish Quadrille

Violin, with Piano Accomp. . Patrick Gaffney 10
Maggie in the Woods—Irish Polka—Violin,

with Piano Accomp Patrick Gaffncv 10 2775
240-D You'll Never Miss Your Mother 'Till She's

Gone—Vocal, with Guitar Accomp.,
Riley Puckett 10

Just as the Sun Went Down—Vocal, with 2776
Guitar Accomp Riley Puckett 10

245-D Cumberland Gap—Violin and Banjo Duet.
Gid Tanner-Riley Puckett 10

Sourwood Mountain—Violin and Banio Duet.
Gid Tanner-Riley Puckett 10 2777

SACRED SONGS
247-D He Knows It All (Davis-Adams)—Tenor Solo,

William McEwan 10
Wonderful Peace (Lillenas)—Tenor Solo. 2778

William McEwan 10
SYMPHONY—CONCERT SELECTIONS

65026-D Salvator Rosa: Mia piccirella (Gomez)—Basso
Solo, with Orch. Accomp. .. . Jose Mardones 12

Brindo a Tu Salud (Spain's Homage to Co- 2779
lumbia) (Anglada)—Basso Solo, with Orch.
Accomp Jose Mardones 12

65028-D Faust: Air des bijoux (Jewel Song) (Gounod)
—Soprano Solo, with Orch. Accomp.,

Florence Macbeth 12 2780
Tales of Hoffmann: T>es oiseaux dans la char-

mille (Doll Song) (Offenbach)—Soprano
Solo, with Orch. Accomp.,

Florence Macbeth 12
30019-D Scherzo, Op. 31, No. 2—Part I (Chopin)—

Piano Solo Percy Grainger 12 2781

Scherzo, Op. 31, No. 2—Part II (Chopin)—
Piano Solo Percy Grainger

20028-D My Dream Girl (From "The Dream Girl")
(Herbert-Young) — Mezzo-Soprano Solo,

with Orch. Accomp Barbara Maurel
Moon Dream Shore (Lockhart-Dick)—Mezzo-

Soprano Solo, with Orch. Accomp.,
Barbara Maurel

65027-D Scherzo, Op. 18, No. 4 (Beethoven)—Instru-

mental London String Quartet
Andante Cantabile, Op. 18, No. 5 (Beethoven)
—Instrumental London String Quartet

Brunswick Records

10152

50056

10158

50053

18155

10159

2772

2773

Old Folks at Home (Swanee River) (Foster)—
Soprano, with Orch.; Violin Obbligato by
Frederic Fradkin Florence Easton

Hard Times, Come Again No More (Foster)

—Soprano and Male T'rio,

Florence Easton and Male Trio

Magic Flute—Invocation (O Isis and Osiris)

(Act II) (Mozart)—In German; Baritone with
Orch Michael Bohnen

Magic Flute—In Diesen Heil'gen Hallen (Within
This Hallowed Dwelling) (Act II) (Mozart)—
In German; Baritone with Orch. .. Michael Bohnen

Dream On (Indian Lullaby) (Victor Herbert)—
Tenor with Orch Mario Chamlee

Me Neenyah (My Little One)—Spanish Love
Song—Brown-Spencer; Tenor with Orch.,

#
Mario Chamlee

—Symphony No. 2—Allegretto (3d Movement)

—

(Brahms)—Symphony Orch., Nikolai Sokoloff,

Conductor Cleveland Orch.
Finlandia (Symphonic Poem) (Op. 26, No. 7)

(Sibelius)—Symphony Orch., Nikolai Sokoloff,
Conductor Cleveland Orch.

Hymn to the Sun—from "Coq d' Or" (Rimsky-
Korsakow)—Violin Solo with Orch.,

Mishel Piastro
Heart of Harlequin—Serenade (Drigo-Auer)

—

Violin Solo—Pianoforte by Frederic Persson,
Mishel Piastro

Elegie (Op. 32) (Arensky)—Violin-'Cello-Piano,
Elshuco Trio

Scherzo (Op. 8) (Brahms)—Violin-'Cello-Piano,
Elshuco Trio

Colorado Hirsch - Dellon — Violin Solo, with
Qrch Frederic Fradkin

In a Little Rendezvous (Lewis-Young-Snyder)—

-

Violin Solo with Orch Frederic Fradkin
When the Roll Is Called Up Yonder (Black)—
Male Quartet with Orch Criterion Quartet

When They Ring the Golden Bells (Marbelle)—
Male Quartet with Orch Criterion Quartet

I Couldn't Hear Nobody Pray (Negro Spiritual),
Mixed Voices with Organ ... Dixie Jubilee Singers

Roll, Jordan, Roll (Negro Spiritual)—Mixed
Voices Dixie Jubilee Singers

No Wonder— Fox-trot (Davis - Burke) — For
Dancing ; Vic Meyers and His Orch.

The Only, Only One— Fox-trot (Green-Mo-
naco-Warren)—For Dancing—Vocal Chorus by
Frank Bessinger Vic Meyers and His Orch.

Lonely and Blue — Fox - trot (Cowan) — For
Dancing Gene Rodemich's Orch.

Choo Choo—Shimmy Fox-trot (Ringle-EUington-
Schafer)—For Dancing ...Gene Rodemich's Orch.

Where's My Sweetie Hiding—Fox-trot (Malie-
Finch-Britt-Littlc)—For Dancing,

Isham Jones Orch.
Feedin' the Kitty—Fox-trot (Bargy)—For Danc-

ing Isham Jones Orch.
Lazy Waters— Waltz (Kahn - Sanders) — For
Dancing Castlewood Marimba Band

When the Shadows Fall—Waltz (Dolin)—For
Dancing Castlewood Marimba Band

By the Lake—Fox trot (Lange)—For Dancing,
Ray Miller and His Qrch.

Nobody Knows What a Red Head Mama Can
Do—Fox-trot (Mills-Fain)—For Dancing,

Ray Miller and His Orch.
I Want to See My Tennessee—Fox-trot (Ager-

Yellen)—For Dancing ....Bennie Krueger's Orch.
No One Knows What It's All About—Fox-trot

(Rose-Woods)—For Dancing,
Bennie Krueger's Orch.

You're the Certain Someone—Fox-trot (Schon-
berger-Lyman-Kahn-Neilan)—For Dancing,

Abe Lyman's California Orch.
Sally's Got the Blues—Fox-trot (Lopez-Schon-
berger-Lyman)—For Dancing,

Abe Lyman's California Orch.
If It Wasn't For You—Fox-trot—Vocal Chorus

by Frank Sylvano—For Dancing.
Herb Wiedoeft's Cinderella Roof Orch.

Hot Stuff—Fox-trot (Rose-Jackson-Wiedoeft)—For Dancing,
Herb Wiedoeft's Cinderella Roof Orch.

2783 Meditation—From "Thais" (Massenet)—Popular
Concert Paul Ash and His Granada Orch.

Caprice Viennois (Kreisler)—Popular Concert,
Paul Ash and His Granada Orch.

2784 I'll See You in My Dreams (Gus KahnTsham
Jones)—Comedienne with Orch. ... Marion Harris

Why Couldn't It Be Poor Little Me (Gus Kahn-
Isham Jones)—Comedienne with Orch,

Marion Harris
2785 I Want to See My Tennessee (Yellen-Ager)

—

Comedienne with Orch Margaret Young
Eliza (Kahn-Fiorito)—Comedienne with Orch.,

Margaret Young
2786 Can You Bring Back the Heart I Gave You

(Clay-Johnson)—Vocal Duet with Orch..
The Radio Franks—Wright and Bessinger

At the End of the Road (McDonald-Hanley)—
Vocal Duet with Orch.,

The Radio Franks—Wright and Bessinger
2787 Old Pal (Kahn-Van Alstyne)—Tenor with Orch.,

Frank Muna
You're Just a Flower from an Old Bouquet

(Denni)—Tenor with Orch Frank Munn
10157 My Dream Girl—From "The Dream Girl"

(Young-Herbert)—Baritone with Orch.,
John Charles Thomas

Rose-Marie—From "Rose-Marie" (Hammerstein-
Harbach-Friml)—Baritone with Orch.,

John Charles Thomas
2763 Trouble's a Bubble (De Sylva-Gensler)—Come-

dian with Orch.,
Al Jolson with Carl Fenton's Orch.

Hello 'Tucky (De Sylva-Hanley-Meyer)'—Ukulele
by Bud De Sylva,

AI Jolson with Carl Fenton's Orch.
2766 Prince of Wails—Fox-trot (Schoebel)—For

Dancing Tlie Cotton Pickers
Jimtown Blues—Fox-trot (Davis)—For Dancing,

The Cotton Pickers
2761 Arabianna—Fox-trot (Howland-Thompson)—For

Dancing Ray Miller and His Orch.
When Dreams Come True—Fox-trot (Wylie-
Rodemich-Conley)—For Dancing,

Gene Rodemich's Orch.
2760 Honolou—Fox-trot (Conley-Rodemich-Fairman)—

For Dancing—Vocal Chorus by Frank Sylvano,
Gene Rodemich's Orch.

Shanghai Shuffle—Shimmy Fox-trot (Rodemich-
Conley)—For Dancing. .. .Gene Rodemich's Orch.

2767 Honest and Truly—Fox-trot (Rose-Wood)—For
Dancing Isham Jones Orch.

Doo Wacka Doo—Fox-trot (Gaskill-Donaldson-
Horther)—For Dancing Isham Tones Orch.

2768 My Best Girl (Donaldson)—Guitar and Voice,
Nick Lucas

Dreamer of Dreams (Kahn-Fiorito)—Guitar and
Voice Nick Lucas

2769 Oh. Mabel — Fox-trot (Kahn-Fiorito) — Vocal
Chorus by Nick Lucas—For Dancing,

Oriole Orch.
Back Where the Daffodils Grow—Fox-trot (Don-

aldson)—For Dancing Oriole Orch.
2788 I'll See You in My Dreams—Fox trot (Gus

Kahn-Isham Jones) — For Dancing — Vocal
Chorus by Frank Bessinger with Rav Miller's

Orch., Isham Tones, Guest Conductor.
Why Couldn't It Be Poor Little Me?—Fox-

trot (Gus Kahn-Isham Jones)—For Dancing—Isham Jones, Guest Conductor with Ray
Miller's Orch.

2759 Rose Marie—Fox-trot from "Rose-Marie"—Ham-
merstein-Harbach-Friml)—For Dancing,

Carl Fenton's Orch.
A Little Bit of This—Fox-trot—Introducing "My
Road" from "Be Yourself"—(Connelly-Kauf-
man-Gensler)—For Dancing. . Carl Fenton's Orch.

2789 Indian Love Call — Fox-trot— From "Rose-
Marie"— (Harbach-Hammerstein-Friml) — For
Dancing Ray Miller and His Orch.

You and I—From "My Girl"— (Thompson-Arch-
er)—For Dancing Ray Miller and His Orch.

279C Lady, Be Good—Fox-trot—From "Lady, Be
Good"— (Gershwin)—For Dancing,

Carl Fenton's Orch.
Fascinating Rhythm—Fox-trot—Intro. "So Am

I" from "Lady, Be Good"—Piano Passages by
Ohman and Arden— (Gershwin)—For Dancing,

Carl Fenton's Orch.
2791 On My Ukulele (Herscher - Morris - Parish)—

Vocal Duet, with Piano and Banjo—The Hap-
piness Boys, Billy Jones and Ernest Hare,

(Continued on page 190)
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ADVANCE RECORD BULLETINS FOR FEBRUARY— (Continued from page 189)

Accomp. by The Radio Twins,
Phil Ohman and Harrv Reser

How Do You Do (Fleming-Harrison-De Voll)—
Vocal Duet, with Piano and Banjo—The Hap-
piness Boys, Billy Jones and Ernest Hare,
Accomp. by The Radio Twins,

Phil Ohman and Harry Reser

Victor Talking Machine Go.
LIST FOR JANUARY 2

19520 Rose-Marie Jesse Crawford 10
Dreamer of Dreams Jesse Crawford 10

19521 Somewhere a Voice Is Calling-. . .Jesse Crawford 10
Serenade (Schubert-Crawford) .. .Jesse Crawford 10

19522 At the End of a Winding Lane—Waltz,
Jack Chapman and His Drake Hotel Orch. 10

Lazy Waters—Waltz,
Coon Sanders' Original Night Hawk Orch. 10

FEATURE RECORDS
3019 Tales of Hoffman—Barcarolle,

McCormack-Kreisler 10
Serenade (Raff) McCormack-Kreisler 10

16388 Annie Laurie Elsie Baker 10
Ben- Bolt Elsie Baker 10

LIST FOR JANUARY 9

19527 Cross Word Puzzle Blues... The Duncan Sisters 10
Mean Cicero Blues The Duncan Sisters 10

19526 Washington and Lee Swing—Fox-trot,
Meyer Davis' La Paradis Band 10

Nobody Loves You Like I Do—Fox-trot,
Meyer Davis' La Paradis Band 10

19528 Honest and Truly—Waltz,
Jean Goldkette and His Orch. 10

You Should Have Told Me—Fox-trot,
Ralph Williams and His Rainbo Orch. 10
FEATURE RECORDS

651 I'se Gwine Back to Dixie (C. A. White),
Gluck with Male Chorus 10

Little Old Log Cabin in the Larie~fTrays-^
Gluck with Orpheus Quartet 10

17854 Village Gossips—Rural Specialty,
Cal Stewart-Byron Harlan 10

Uncle Josh Buys an Automobile—Rural Comedy,
/ Cal Stewart 10

LISTXFOR JANUARY 16
19530 My Kid Lewis James 10

At theJBffd of the Road,
Albert Campbell-Henry Burr 10

12^3^TJeep in My Heart, Dear (From "The Student
Prince in Heidelberg")—Waltz,

The Troubadours 10
Serenade (From "Madame Pompadour")

—

Waltz The Troubadours 10
19525 Moonlight and You—Fox-trot,

Coon Sanders' Original Night Hawk Orch. 10
Show Me the Way—Fox-trot,

Coon Sanders' Original Night Hawk Orch. 10
FEATURE RECORDS

734 "Cavalleria Rusticana—Siciliana (Mascagni)—In
Italian; Harp Accomp Giovanni Martinelli 10

Don Pasquale—Com' e gentil (Soft Beams the
Light)—In Italian,

Giovanni Martinelli-Metropolitan Chorus 10
18952 Chimes of Liberty March (Goldman),

Goldman Band 10
Sagamore March (Goldman) .... Goldman Band 10

LIST FOR TANUARY 23
1067 All Alone John McCormack 10

Rose Marie John McCormack 10
19542 Glad Eyes—Fox-trot,

Charles Dornberger and His Orch. 10
Ev'rything You Do—Fox-trot,

Barney Rapp and His Orch. 10
19541 Listening—Waltz. Philip Spitalny and His Orch. 10

When You and I Were Seventeen—Waltz,
Philip Spitalny and His Orch. 10

FEATURE RECORDS
799 Peer Gynt—Suite No. 1—Anitra's Dance

(Grieg)
Stokowski and Philadelphia Orch. 10

Moment Musical (Schubert),
Stokowski and Philadelphia Orch. 10

45162 After All (Callahan-Roberts).
Reinald Werrenrath 10

Lonesome—That's All (Bradley-Roberts),
Lambert Murphy 10

Edison Disc Records
ALREADY RELEASED

SPECIALS
51436 Moana Chimes—Waltz (Bartley Costello-Otto

Motzan) Waikiki Hawaiian Orch.
Under the South Sea Palms (Mitchell Par-

ish-George Johnson) Waikiki Hawaiian Orch.
51441 Ukulele Lou (Andrew Sterling),

Vernon Dalhart and Frank M. Kamplain
I Want to See My Tennessee (Jack Yellen-
Milton Ager) ... .Vernon Dalhart and Ed. Smalle

51449—My Garden of Memory (Pierre Connor),
Walter Scanlan

To-night a Dream, To-morrow a Memory (Steph-
en Kirby) ...Walter Scanlan

51444 Thine Own (Dein Eigen)—Melodie—Piano Solo
(Gustave Lange, Op. 54) Franz Falkenburg

Valse Russe—Piano Solo (G. de Bottari, Op.
43) Franz Falkenburg

51454 No One Knows What It's All About (Rose-
Woods),
Billy Jones and Ernest Hare (The Happiness Boys)

Big Bad Bill (Is Sweet . William Now) (Yellen-
Ager) Ernest Hare

80812 Waltz Orchid (Vecsey),
Armand Vecsey and His Hungarian Orch.

Valse Caprice (in D-Flat)—Harp Solo (Jos.
Masino) Anna Pinto

E0S13 Mazourka—Violin Solo (Zarzvcki) Mary Zentay
Praeludium und Allegro—Violin Solo (Pugnani-

Kreisler) Mary Zentay
FLASHES

51434 Out of a Million You're the Only One (Clarke-
Leslie-Cobey)—Fox-trot by The Merry Spar-

klers—Song bv' Charles Hart
Have a Little Fun (Pascoe-Dulmage-Werner)——Fox-trot by The Merry Sparklers—Song by

Arthur Hall
51435 T'essie (Stop Teasin' Me) (Johns-Perkins)—Fox-

trot Fry's Million Dollar Pier Orch.
Dear One (Fischer-Richardson-Burke) — Fox-

trot Fry's Million Dollar Pier Orch.
51437 I'm Bound for Tennessee (Little-Gillespie-Fio-

rito—Fox-trot C.eorgia Melodians
Back Where the Daffodils Grow (Donaldson)—

Fox-trot Green Bros.' Noveltv Band
51438 My Mammy's Blues, from "Steppin' High"

(Spikes-Spikes)—Fox-trot Georgia Melodians
Battleship Kate (Rives-Sweatman)—Slow Fox-

trot Wilbur Sweatman's Brownies
51439 Mv Best Girl (Donaldson)—Fox-trot by Kaplan's

Melodists Song bv Vernon Dalhart
Because They All Love You (Malie-Little)

—

Fox-trot by Kaplan's Melodists,
Song by George Wilton Ballard

51440 Too Tired (Little-Sizemore-shay)—rox-trot,
Polla's Clover Gardens Orch.

It'll Get You (Laudry-Emerson-fiumphreys)—
Fox-trot Polla's Clover Gardens Orch.

51442 Underneath a Sunny Sky (Parish-Gillen)—Fox-
trot Frank Silver's Dance Orch.

Take Me (Rose-Henderson)—rox-trot,
Frank Silver s Dance Orch.

51443 I've a Garden in Sweden (Murphy-Owens-Lip-
ton)—Fox-trot Golden Gate Dance Orch.

Southern Rose (Terris-Mayerl)—Fox-trot,
Golden Gate Dance Orch.

51446 Nashville Nightingale (Caesar-Gershwin)—Fox-
trot Charleston Seven

Toodles (Ruby-Spencer)—Fox-trot,
Charleston Seven

51450 Mandy, Make Up Your Mind, from "Dixie to
Broadway" (Clarke-Turk-Meyer-Johnston)—
Fox-trot Harry Raderman's Dance Orch.

My Baby's Baby Blue Eyes (Rose-Lewis-
Cooper)—rFox-trot . Harry Raderman's Dance Orch.

51455 Nightingale (Brockman)—Waltz,
Polla's Clover Gardens Orch.

Me and The Boy Friend (Clare-Monaco)—Fox-
trot Meadowbrook Dance Orch.

51456 Traveling Blues (An Indigo Wail) (Russell-
Berghman)—Fox-trot,

Polla's Clover Gardens Orch, with Vocal
Chorus by Will Prevost

All Alone With You in a Little Rendezvous
(Lewis-Young-Snyder)—Fox-trol,

Polla's Clover Gardens Orch.
51457 Indian Love Call, from "Rose-Marie" (Har-

bach-Hammerstein, 2nd-Friml)—fox-trot,
By Broadway Dance Orch—Song by C. Hart.

Tell Her in the Springtime, trom "Music Box
Revue, 1925 (Berlin)—Fox-trot,
By Broadway Dance Orch—Song by C. Hart.

GENERAL GROUP
51 1 15 O Dcath-AVhere Is Thy Sting (Stout),

Guy Hunter (The Blind Entertainer)
You're Gwine to Get Somethin' What You Don't
Expect (Bryan-Williams),

Guy Hunter (The Blind Entertainer)
51447 Estudiantina (Graziani-Walter),

Alessios Mandolin Quartet
Sinfonia in Sol (De-Giovanni Domenico),

Alessios-De Filippis Mandolin Orch.-
51448 Moving Day at Pun kin Center (A Rural Story)

(Stewart) Cal Stewart
Sister Sorrowful Entertains the Minister (Tag-

gart) Charles Ross Taggart
80811 The Sweetest Story Ever Told (Stults),

Ralph Errolle
I Hear You Calling Me (Marshall),

Ralph Errolle
82332 (a) Mighty Lak a Rose (Stanton), (b) The

Prayer Perfect (Riley) Marie Tiffany
The Radiance in Your Eyes (Novello),

Marie Rappold
82331 Dreams (Strelezki) Maggie Teyte

Happy Days (Strelezki) ..Maggie Teyte

Edison Blue Amberol Records
4935

4936

4937

4938
4939

4940
4941

It Ain't Gonna' Rain No Mo' (2nd edition),
Billy Jones-Ernest Hare, The Happiness Boys

Arkansas Traveler-Breakdown (The Blue Ridge
Duo) Gene Austin-George Reneau

Memory Lane (Walter Scanlan) Introducing
Female Voices

Rock-a-Bye My Baby Blues Frank M. Kamplain
Let Me Call You Sweetheart (I'm in Love With
You)—Waltz. .. .Harry Raderman's Dance Orch.

Doodle-Doo-Doo—Fox-trot. .. Broadway Dance Orch.
Where's My Sweetie Hiding?—Fox-trot,

The Merry Sparklers
Oh, You Can't Fool an Old Hoss Fly,

Billy Jones-Ernest Hare, The Happiness Boys

Vocalion Records

OPERATIC
21009 Donna non vidi mai (A Maiden So Fair) (From

"Manon Lescaut") (Puccini)—Tenor, in Ital-

ian; Orch. Accomp. (Recorded in Europe),
Alfred Piccaver

Siciliana (Thy Lips Like Crimson Berries)
(From "Cavalleria Rusticana") (Mascagni)—
Tenor, in Italian; Qrch. Accomp. (Recorded
in Europe) Alfred Piccaver

STANDARD
60065 Wiegenlied (Cradle Song), Op. 49, No. 4 (Johan-

nes Brahms)—Soprano, in German; Aeolian
Orch. Accomp. May Peterson

When the Swallows Homeward Fly (Wenn die
Schwalben heimwarts zieh'n) (Franz Abt)

—

Soprano, in German; Aeolian Orch. Accomp.,
May Peterson

24067 Irish Love Song (Margaret Ruthven Lang)

—

Tenor, Aeolian Orch. Accomp. .. Colin O'More
Somewhere a Voice Is Calling (Newton-Tate)—
Tenor, Aeolian Orch. Accomp. .. Colin O'More

14941 My Lord's Gonna Move This Wicked Race

—

Negro Spiritual, Organ Accomp.,
Four Harmony King

When the Saints Come Marching In—Negro
Spiritual, Organ Accomp.,

Four Harmony King

INSTRUMENTAL
38019 Tambourin Chinois (Kreisler)—Violin Solo,

Piano Accomp. (Recorded in England),
Albert Sammons

Caprice Viennois (Kreisler)—Violin Solo, Piano
Accomp. (Recorded in England),

Albert Sammons
35057 The Guard's Patrol (A. Williams)—Descriptive

March (Recorded in England),
Band of H. M. Life Guards

Raymond Overture (Thomas) (Recorded in Eng-
land) Band of H. M. Life Guards

PIANO
14929 Rustle of Spring (Fruhlingsrauschen) (Sinding)—Piano Solo Robert Armbruster

Prelude in C Sharp Minor, Op. 3, No. 2 (Rach-
maninoff)—Piano Solo ....Robert Armbruster

VIOLIN
14942 All Alone (Irving Berlin)—Violin Solo, Piano

Accomp. by Cliff Hess. Marie Dawson Morrell
Dreamer of Dreams (Fiorito)—Violin Solo,
Piano Accomp. by Cliff Hess,

Marie Dawson Morrell

IRISH—INSTRUMENTAL
14931 Katie Connor (Intro. "Colleen Rue," "Foggy

Dew" and "Moll Room")—Irish Dance,
The Four Provinces

The First of May (Intro. "Molly McAlpine" and
"Slieve Gorm")—Irish Hornpipe Medley,

The Four Provinces

10

in

14933

14939

T
Indie

;

14925

14932

14937

14938

14936

14934

14930

DANCE
How I Love That Girl! (Cuanto Adoro a esa

Chica) (Kahn-Fiorito)—Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Irving Kaufman,

Ben Bernie and His Hotel Roosevelt Orch. 10
Where's My Sweetie Hiding? (Alonde es Es-
conde Mi Chica?) (Little-Finch)—Fox-trot,

Ben Bernie and His Hotel Roosevelt Orch. 10
Oh! How I Love My Darling (Oh. Como Quiere

a Mi Linda) (Leslie-Woods)—Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus by Irving Kaufman,

The Ambassadors 10
The "Throw-Down" Blues (Esplin del Caido)

(II. Loui Jackson)—Fox-trot,
The Ambassadors 10

Mandy (Make Up Your Mind) (Mandy
Decidete) (From "Dixie to Broadway")
(Meyer-Johnston)—Fox-trot,

Ben Bernie and His Hotel Roosevelt Orch. 10
Toodles (Minerias) (Spencer-Ruby)—Fox-trot,

with Vocal Chorus by Irving Kaufman,
Ben Bernie and His Hotel Roosevelt Orch. 10

Too Tired (Cansadisimo) (Little-Sizemore-Shay)—Fox-trot The Ambassadors 10
Indian Love Call (Friml) (Intro. "Totem Tom
om" from "Rose Marie") (Lamento de Amor
Intro. "Totem Tom Tom")—Fox-trot,

The Ambassadors 10
Nightingale (Ruisenor) (James Brockman)

—

Waltz; Whistling by Sibyl Sanderson Fagan,
Ben Selvin and His Orch. 10

That Haunting Melody (Melodia Encantada)
(Spier-Shloss)—Waltz,

Ben Selvin and His Orch. 10
Day Dreaming (Ensueno) (Burtnett-Coburn-
Coveny)—Walz ...Ben Selvin and His Orch. 10

Honest and Truly (Sincero y veraz) (Fred
Rose)—Waltz Ben Selvin and His Orch. 10

Shanghai Shuffle (Arrastrapies Shangaiano)
(Rodemich-Conley)—Fox-trot,

Fletcher Henderson and His Orch. 10
Naughty Man (Picaron) (Redman-Dixon)—Fox-

trot Fletcher Henderson and His Orch. 10

VOCAL
Bring Back Those Rock-a-bye Baby Days (Vol-
vedme a mis dias de arrullo) (Christy-Silver-
Bernie)—Lullabye Fox-trot Song, Orch. Ac-
comp Irving Kaufman mMy Kid (Mi Chiquilla) (Dubin-McHugh-Dash)—Ballad, Orch. Accomp Irving Kaufman 10

I'll Take Her Back if She Wants to Come
Back (La Volvere a Querer si quiere volver
a mi) (Leslie-Monaco)—Orch. Accomp.,

Irving Kaufman 10
Bygones (Tiempos Pasados) (Kerr-Abrahamson-
Warner)—Ballad, Orch. Accomp.,

„. _ Irving Kaufman 10
Big Bad Bill (Is Sweet William Now) (Memo el

Calavera) (Es ahora mi dulce Memo) (Yel-
len-Ager)—Accomp. by The Ambassadors,

, „ Isabelle Patricola 10
On the ZR-3 (En el ZR-3) (Lewis-Young-Don-

aldson)—Accomp. by The Ambassadors,
Isabelle Patricola 10

MEXICAN—VOCAL
Ya Va Gayendo ... (It Is Falling) (J. Fer-
nandez Esperon)—Cancion—Tenor, Orch.
Accomp Gaston Flores 10Y Alevantate Julia (Wake Up, Julia) (Alfredo
Tamayo)—Senenata—Baritone, Orch. Accomp.,

Victor Rosales 10
SOUTHERN VOCAL RECORD

The New Market Wreck,
George Reneau, Blind Musician of Smoky Mts. 10

The Bald-Headed End of the Broom,
George Reneau, Blind Musician of Smoky Mts. 10

Odeon Records
(RECORDED IN EUROPE)

3119 Oh, Joseph (From "Madame Pompadour")
Fall) Marek Weber and His

Magic Moments (From "Madame Pompad
(Leo Fall) Marek Weber and His

3120 Madame Pompadour Selections—Part I
Fall) Edith Lorand and Her

Madame Pompadour Selections—Part II
Fall) Edith Lorand and Her

3127 Mignon Overture—Part I (Thomas),
Daios Bela and His

Mignon Overture—Part II (Thomas),
Daios Bela and His

3128 When the Moon Is Smiling (W. Pic
Hawaiian Waltz ..Dajos Bela and His

Sad Tears (Engel-Berger)—With Banjo,
Dajos Bela and His

3129 Dream Waltz—Part I (Millocker),
Marek Weber and His

Dream Waltz—Part II (Millocker),
Marek Weber and His

3130 Rozsika (Leopoldi).
Marek Weber and His

Frolics in a Little Town (Benatzky),
Marek Weber and His

(Leo
Orch.' 12
our")
Orch. 12
(Leo
Orch. 12
(Leo
Orch. 12

Orch.

Orch.
ke)—
Orch.

Orch.

Orch.

Orch.

Orch.

Orch.

Okeh Records
.SACRED VOCAL RECORDS

40247 Make Jesus Your Choice (Rev. Andrew Jenkins),
.

The Jenkins Family
I Got Mine (Rev. Andrew Tenkins),

The Jenkins Family
40248 Nobody Cares (Rev. Andrew Jenkins).

The Jenkins Family
Farewell (Rev. Andrew Jenkins).

The Jenkins Family
40249 Sail On (Rev. Andrew Jenkins),

The Jenkins Family
The Silver Lining (Jenkins-Spain-Eskew),

The Jenkins Family
NEGRO SPIRITUAL

40250 Ezekiel Saw De Wheel—Led by Miss Eloise
Uggams Elkins-Payne Jubilee Singers

You Must Shun Old Satan—Led by Wm. C.
Elkins and Frank B. Williams,

Elkins-Payne Jubilee Singers
40270 Thow Out the Life Line (Rev. Edward S.

Ufford)—Baritone and Contralto Duet, with
Piano Accomp. by Mrs. R. M. Forster,

Mr. and Mrs. J. Douglas Swagerty
Sweeter as the Years Go By—Baritone and

Contralto Duet, with Piano Accomp. by Mrs.
R. M. Forster,

Mr. and Mrs. J. Douglas Swagerty

VOCAL RECORDS
40253 Laughing Yodel (Anderson)—Tenor Solo, with

Piano Accomp. by Emanuel Clark,
Charles Anderson

Roll on Silver Moon—Tenor Solo, with Piano
Accomp. by Emanuel Clark. Charles Anderson

40256 When the One You Love Loves You (Friend-

10

10

10
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Whiteman-Baer)—Tenor Solo, with Accomp.
by Justin Ring Trio Bruce Wallace 10

I'm Some-One Who's No-One to You (Tillman)

—Tenor Solo, with Orch. Accomp..
Bruce Wallace 10

40259 When the Sun Goes Down on the Lonesome
Pine (Weile)—Tenor Solo, with Accomp. by
Justin Ring Trio Bruce Wallace 10

Alice of the Pines (Hansell-Von Hofe)—Tenor
Solo, with Accomp. by Justin Ring Trio.

Bruce Wallace 10

DANCE RECORDS
40251 Milenburg Toys—Fox-trot,

'

Timmie Joys' St. Anthony Hotel Orch. 10

Mama Will Be Gone—Fox-trot,
Jimmie Joys' St. Anthony Hotel Orch. 10

40261 Oh, Mabel (Kahn-Fiorito)—Fox-trot, with Vocal

Chorus by Billy Jones The Goofus Five 10

I Ain't Got Nobody to Love (Coslow-Silver)

—

Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by Billy Jones,
The Goofus Five 10

40264 Spring Has Come (And I'm Alone) (V. and C.

R. Tjader)—Fox-trot (Jack Ford, Dir.),

Arcadia Peacock Orch., St. Louis 10

Ah! Ah! Archie (Ford-Ward)—Fox-trot (Jack
Ford, Dir.) .Arcadia Peacock Orch., St. Louis 10

40265 Blackin' Blues (La Porte-Nathanson)—Fox-
trot, with Vocal Chorus by Stanton Crocker),

Jack Gardner's Orch. 10

Too Late Now (Gardner-Rodemich-Conley)

—

Fox-trot Jack Gardner's Orch. 10

40266 Dear One (Fisher-Richardson-Burke)—Fox-trot,

Vincent Lopez and His Hotel
Pennsylvania Orch. 10

Will You Remember Me? (Santly-Richman)—
Fox-trot,

Vincent Lopez and His Hotel
Pennsylvania Orch. 10

40267 There'll Be Some Changes Made (Overstreet)
—Fox-trot (Harry Reser, Dir.).

Okeh Syncopators 10

Home Bound (For Charleston, South Carolin')

(Kincaid)—Fox-trot Arkansaw Travelers 10

40254 Let Me Be the First to Kiss You Good Morn-
ing (And the Last to Kiss You Good Night)
(Bernard-Robinson)—Fox-trot (Jack Ford,
Dir.) Arcadia Peacock Orch., St. Louis 10

Where's My Sweetie Hiding? (Little-Finch)—
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by Chic Harvey
(Jack Ford, Dir.).

Arcadia Peacock Orch., St. Louis 10

40255 Me Neenyah (My Little One) (Spencer)—Fox-
trot,

Vincent Lopez and His Hotel
Pennsylvania Orch. 10

A Waltz in the Moonlight (And You) (Parish-
Solman)—Waltz, with Vocal Chorus by Bruce
Wallace,

Vincent Lopez and His Hotel
Pennsylvania Orch. 10

40257 Honest and Truly (Rose)—Fox-trot,
The Lanin Orch. 10

Heart Broken Strain (Baskette-Waldron)—Fox-
trot ... Frankie Quartell and His Melody Boys 10

40258 Doo Wacka Doo (Gaskill-Donaldson-Horther)
—Fox-trot (Harry Reser, Dir., with His
Reserphone) Okeh Syncopators 10

Prince of Wails (Schoebel)—Fox-trot,
Frankie Quartell and His Melody Boys 10

40260 I'm a Little Blackbird Looking for a Bluebird
(From "Dixie to Broadway") (Clarke-Turk-
Meyer-Johnston)—Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
by Eva Taylor. .Clarence Williams' Blue Five 10

Mandy. Make Up Your Mind (From "Dixie to

Broadway") (Clarke-Turk-Meyer-Johnston) -

Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus bv Eva Taylor,
Clarence Williams' Blue Five 10

OLD-TIME TUNES
40246 The Last Shot Got Him—Fox-trot.

Chenoweth's Cornfield Symphony Orch. 10

Hot Foot Step and Fetch It—Fox-trot.
Chenoweth's Cornfield Symphony Orch. 10

40263 Old Dan Tucker—Fiddling and Singing.
Fiddlin' John Carson 10

Old Uncle Ned—Fiddling and Singing,
Fiddlin' John Carson 10

40269 Rabbit Race (Whitter)—Harmonica and Guitar
Duet Henry Whitter 10

Farewell to Thee—Harmonica and Guitar Duet,
Henry Whitter 10

40252 The Letter From Home, Sweet Home (Nabell)
—Singing, with Guitar Accomp.,

Charles Nabell 10

The Great Round Up (Nabell)—Singing, with
Guitar Accomp Charles Nabell 10

40271 Nellie Gray—Guitar Duet, with Vocal Chorus
by Bob Stanley Trie Stanley Trio 10

Whoa! Mule (R. L. Stanley)—Guitar Duet, with
Vocal Chorus by Roba and Bob Stanley),

The Stanley Trio 10

RACE RECORDS
8182 Kiss Me, Sweet (Louis-Piron)—Contralto and

Baritone Duet; Accomp. by Joe Oliver, Cor-
net, and Clarence Williams, Piano,

Butterbeans and Susie 10

I Got Your Bath Water On (Edwards-Edwards)
—Contralto Solo, with Piano Accomp. by Clar-
ence Williams ....Susie Edwards 10

8183 Arkansaw Blues (Lader- Williams)—Contralto
and Baritone Duet, with Cornet and Banjo
Accomp Eva Taylor-Clarence Williams 10

Terrible Blues (Williams)—Contralto and Bari-
tone Duet, with Cornet and Banjo Accomp.,

Eva Taylor-Clarence Williams 10
8184 Tulsa Blues (Moten)—Fox-trot.

Bennie Moten's Kansas City Orch. 10
Goofy Dust—Fox-trot.

Bennie Moten's Kansas City Orch. 10
8185 Changeable Daddy of Mine ( Wooding-Schafer)—Contralto Solo, Accomp. by Clarence Wil-

liams' Blue Five Margaret Johnson 10
Papa, Mama's All Alone Blues ( Williams-Hig-

gins)—Contralto Solo, Accomp. bv Clarence
Williams' Blue Five Margaret Tohnson 10

8186 I'm Gonna Get Myself a Real Man (Grice-
Coleman)—Contralto Solo, Accomp. bv Clar-
ence Williams' Harmonizers ....Laura Smith 10

My Best Friend Stole My Man and Gone (Wil-
liams-Barger)—Contralto Solo, with Piano Ac-
comp. by Clarence Williams. .. .Laura Smith 10

8176 Blues, Please Go Away (Martin-Johnson)—Con-
tralto Solo, with Piano Accomp. by Sara Mar-
tin's Jug Band .Sara Martin 10

I Got the Crying Blues (Martin-Johnson)

—

Contralto Solo, with Accomp. by Sara Martin's
Jug Band Sara Martin 10

8187 Give It to Me Good (Higgins)—Contralto Solo,
with Piano Accomp. by Clarence Williams,

Virginia Liston 10
Early in the Morning (Higgins-Overstreet)—

Contralto Solo, with Accomp. by Clarence Wil-
liams' Blue Five Virginia Liston 10

S188 Blue Devil Blues (MacDonald-Hayes)—Fox-
trot ' Sara Martin's Jug Band 10

The Roll of Honor

Competition has never in-

fluenced our policy. The con-

sistent downward price trend

of U. S. ROLLS has been in-

spired solely by our profound

belief, that high grade rolls

should retail at a low uniform

price, to maintain interest in

and stimulate the demand for

players.

UNITED STATES MUSIC COMPANY
2934-2938 West Lake Street, Chicago

Sell U. S. Rolls— Yqyll Sell More Players!

Jug Band Blues (MacDonald-Hayes)—Fox-trot.
Sara Martin's Jug Band 10

SPIRITUALS
8170 When the Saints Go Marching In—Led bv Miss

Julia Mitchell . . Elkins-Payne Jubilee Singers 10

My Lord's Gonna Move This Wicked Race

—

Piano Accomp. by Eugene A. Burkes,
Southland Jubilee Singers 10

Gennett Lateral Records
GREEN LABEL

10097 Just for Remembrance—Baritone Solo; Violin Ob-
bligato by Louis Heidelberg; Piano Accomp. by
Thomas Griselle Frederic Baer

I Lost My Heart in June—Baritone Solo, with
Orch. Accomp Frederic Baer

LATEST HITS FOR DANCING
5599 Gotta Getta Girl—Fox-trot ... Willie Creager's Orch.

Everything You Do—Fox-trot . Willie Creager's Orch.
5602 Back Where the Daffodils Grow—Fox-trot,

Trie Vagabonds
Choo Choo—Fox-trot,

(Former Dixie Hod Carriers) Kentucky Blowers
5603 Moonlight Memories—Waltz,

Nathan Glantz and His Orch.
Come Back to Me—Novelty Waltz,

Willie Creager's Orch.
5606 Oh! How I Love My Darling,

Bailey's Dixie Dudes, featuring Doris James
Go 'Long, Mule.

Bailey's Dixie Dudes, featuring Doris James
5607 Terrible Blues Red Onion Jazz Babies

Santa Claus Blues Red Onion Jazz Babies
5608 Tell Me Dreamy Eyes—Fox-trot, with Vocal

Chorus by Frank Cornwell.
Perley Breed's Shepard Colonial Orch.

Where's My Sweetie Hiding?—Fox-trot.
Perley Breed's Shepard Colonial Orch.

5609 Peter Pan,
Westchester Biltmore Country Club Orch.

Nobody Loves You Like I Do.
Willie Creager's Orch.

5610 Sweetheart Days—Waltz, with Vocal Chorus by
Tremaine Bros. ...Paul Sanderson and His Orch.

By the Waters of the Minnetonka,
Lange-McKay Orch.

STANDARD SONGS
5588 The Prisoner's Song—Tenor Solo. . .Vernon Dalhart

"The Wreck of the Southern Old '97"—Tenor
Solo Vernon Dalhart

POPULAR SONGS
5618 Please Be Good to My Old Girl—Tenor Solo.

Orch. Accomp .Wilson Harper

By the Mississippi—Tenor Solo, Orch. Accomp.,
Wilson Harper

5t05 Goo Goo. Good Night, Dear—Duet, with Orch.
Accomp .' Tremaine Bros.

I want You Back, Old Pal—Duet, with Orch.
Accomp Tremaine Bro--.

COLORED VOCAL
5614 Jail House Blues.

Whistler, Accomp. by His Jug Band
I'm a Jazz Baby,

Whistler, Accomp. by His Jug Band
IRISH TUNES

55S3 Stack of Barley Medley—Hornpipe.
McNamara Trio

Irish Hornpipe Medley ("Limerick" and
"Cork")—Hornpipe McNamara Trio

5589 Miller's Reel and Old Sport Reel,
W. B. Houchens, Fiddle; S. Dunlap, Piano Accomp.

Turpike Reel and Farrell O'Gara's Favorites,
W. B. Houchens. Fiddle; J. M. Houchin.
Guitar Accomp.; Saloma Dunlap. Piano Accomp.

5604 Captain Coughlin's Hornpipe—Flute Solo, with
Piano Accomp. by Kathleen Kearney,

Patrick Doran
Bowen's Favorite Jig—Flute Solo, with Piano
Accomp. by Kathleen Kearney Patrick Doran

5613 Rickett's Hornpipe—Piano Accomp.. . .Tweedy Bros.
Wild Horse—Piano Accomp Tweedy Bros.

PIANO SOLOS
5590 Shreveport Stomps Ferd (Jelly Roll) Morton

Stratford Hunch Ferd (Telly Roll) Morton
FOREIGN—SPANISH

S-5579 El Ultimo Beso—Tango Orquesta Miraflores
Venga Alegria—Shimmy Orquesta Miraflores

S-5580 Padre Nuestro—Tango Orquesta Miraflores
Bajadera—Shimmy Orquesta Texana

ITALIAN
1-5587 "A Serenata D" O Zampugnaro—Orch. Ac-

comp G. De Laurentis
Difetti Delle Donne—Orch. Accomp.,

G. De Laurentis

Pathe Phono & Radio Corp.
DANCE RECORDS

03617S Madeline (Be Mine)—Fox-trot,
Lenox Society Orch.

Underneath a Sunny Sky—Fox-trot,
Lenox Society Orch.

036179 Oh! Toseph! (From "Mme. Pompadour")—Fox-
trot Piedmont urch.

Lonely and Blue—Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
by Ernest Hare Casino Orch.

(Continued on page 192)
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0361S0 The Only, Only One (For Me)—Fox-trot.
Piedmont Orcn.

Dearie (I Still Love You)—Fox-trot,
Hollywood Orcn.

Everybody Loves My Baby but My Baby Don't
Love Nobody but Me—Fox-trot,

<

Carolina Club Orch.

Bye Bye Baby—Fox-trot Carolina Club Orch.

Show Me the Way—Fox-trot Terrace Orch.

How I Love That Girl—Fox-trot. . .Tuxedo Orch.

Somebody Like You—Fox-trot Majestic Orch.

Jefferson Davis—Fox-trot Majestic Orch.

Doo Wacka Doo—Fox-trot Majestic Orch.

Forsaken Blues—Fox-trot Piedmont Orch.

No Wonder (That I Love You)—Fox-trot,
Elite Orch.

Nancy—Fox-trot Elite Orch.
Because They All Love You—Fox-trot,

Imperial Orch.
You're Just a Flower From an Old Bouquet

—

Fox-trot Imperial Orch.

Just Think It Over—Fox-trot Majestic Orch.

Way Down Home—Fox-trot Hollywood Orcli.

Tell Her in the Springtime (From "The Music
Box Revue of 1925")—Fox-trot Casino Orch.

You and I (From "My Girl")—Fox-trot.
Hollywood Orch.

I'll Take Her Back if She Wants to Come
Back—Fox-trot Imperial Orch.

That Soothing Melody—Fox-trot. .Hollywood Orch.

Big Bad Bill—Fox-trot New Synco Jazz Band
Nobody Knows What a Red Head Mama Can
Do—Fox-trot New Synco Jazz Band

Love Light Lane—Fox-trot. . New Synco Jazz Band
One Week Ago—Fox-trot Palace Garden Orch.

When the Sun Goes Down on the Lonesome
pine—Fox-trot Max Terr and His Orch.

Hawaiian Moon—Waltz ..Max Terr and His Orch.

POPULAR VOCAL RECORDS
I'll Take Her Back if She Wants to Come
Back—Ukulele and Voice,

Cliff Edwards (Ukulele Ike)

Fascinating Rhythm (From "Lady, Be Good")
Ukulele and Voice. .Cliff Edwards (Ukulele Ike)

Too Tired—Guitar and Voice Lee Morse
I Want to See My Tennessee—Guitar and
Voice Lee Morse

Everybody Loves My Baby but My Baby Don't
Love Nobody but Me,

Lee Morse and Her Blue Grass Boys
Better Shoot Straight With Your Mama,

Lee Morse and Her Blue Grass Boys
Listening (From "The Music Box Revue"),

Frank Sterling

When the One You Love Loves You,
Frank Sterling

Shure, He's My Boy Jimmy,
Macy-Scott (Radio Aces)

In Shadowland Macy-Scott (Radio Aces)

Sunshine—Guitars and Voice Sargent-Marvin

When You Send a Four-Leaf Clover,

Frank Wright-Frank Bessinger (Radio Franks)
IRISH RECORDS

Killarney Franklyn O'Malley

Believe Me if All Those Endearing Young
Charms Franklyn O'Malley

Up in the Loft—Accordion Patrolman Qumn
Molly on the Shore—Violin Patrolman Quinn

INSTRUMENTAL RECORDS
First Love—Violin Alexander Debrmlle

Smith College Fussing—Violin . Alexander Debruille

POPULAR VOCAL RECORD
All Alone—Guitar and Voice Lee Morse
Lee's Lullaby—Guitar and Voice Lee Morse

Emerson Records

036181

036182

036183

036184

$36185

036186

036187

0361S8

036189

036190

036191

036162

025126

025127

025128

032098

032099

032097

021130

021131

021132

032102

LATEST DANCE HITS
10824 You and I (From "My Girl") (Harry Archer)

Fox-trot Marlborough Symphonic Orch.

Show Me the Way (Davis-Lewis-Ross)—Fox-

trot Nathan Glantz and His Orch.

10825 Indian Love Call (From "Rose Marie") (Friml-

Paul)—Fox-trot ...Marlborough Symphonic Orch.

The Only, Only One (Monaco-Warren)—Fox-
trot California Melodie Syncopators

10826 Tea for Two (From 'No, No, Nanette") (You-
mans-Paul)—Fox-trot,

California Melodie Syncopators

Tell Her in the Springtime (From "The Music
Box Revue") (Irving Berlin)—Fox-trot,

Nathan Glantz and His Orch.

10827 Oh! Mabel (Kahn-Fiorito)—Fox-trot,
.

Bar Harbor Society Orch.
Mandy, Make Up Your Mind (Clarke-Turk-

Meyer-Johnston)—Fox-trot,
Nathan Glantz and His Orch.

10828 Blue-Eyed Sally (Robinson-Bernard)—Fox-trot,
Bar Harbor Society Orch.

I Adore You (Merciro-Lange)—Fox-trot.

Jos. Samuels and His Music Masters
10829 Doo Wacka Doo (Gaskill-Donaldson-Horther)

—

Fox-trot Jos. Samuels and His Music Masters
No Wonder (Davis-Burke)—Fox-trot.

Bar Harbor Society Orch.
10830 Nobody Knows What a Red Head Mama Can

Do (Mills-Dubin-Fair)—Fox-trot.

Jos. Samuels and His Music Masters
Those Panama Mammas (Tohnson-Bibo)—Fox-

trot Pennsylvania Syncopators

LATEST SONG HITS
10831 Big Bad Bill (Yellen-Ager)—Comedy Song, with

Orch. Accomp Ernest Hare
Everybody Loves My Baby (Palmer-Williams)
—Comedy Song, with Orch. Accomp.,

Gloria Geer
10832 When the One You Love Loves You (White-

man-Baer)Tenor solo, with Orch. Accomp.
Sydney Mitchell

It's Lullaby Time (Ford Rust-Glen Rowell)—
Baritone Solo, with Orch. Accomp. . .Ernest Hare

10833 The Ten Commandments of Love (Fisher-
Lucas)—Tenor Solo, with Orch. Accomp.,

Sydney Mitchell
At the End of the Sunset Trail (Emerson-Han-

son)—Tenor Solo, with Orch. Accomp.,
George Wilton Ballard

SPANISH DANCES
10821 No Llovera Mas a Las Pelonas (It Ain't Gonna

Rain No Mo') (Wendell Hall)—Novelty Fox-
trot ..Olympia Orch.

La Chancla The Old Shoe (Tomas Ponce Reyes)—Spanish Dance Olympia Orch.
10823 Ojos Risuenos (Smiling Eyes) (E. Garcia de

Arellano)—Tango Waltz Olympia Orch.
Alma Del Alma (Soul of the Soul) (Nos Pare-

des)—Tango Olympia Orch.
STANDARD AND NOVELTY SELECTIONS

10695 My Faith Looks Up to Thee—Tenor and Con-
tralto Duet Miller-Van der Veer

The Lord Is My Shepherd—Tenor and Con-
tralto Duet Miller-Van der Veer

1097 Smilin' Thru—Tenor Solo Walter Scanlan

I Hear You Calling Me—Tenor Solo. Walter Scanlan
10701 Badinage—Intermezzo Bergh's Concert Band

March of the Toys—March. . .Bergh's Concert Band
10585 Come Back to Erin—Tenor Solo.... John Finnegan

The Green, the White and the Gold—Tenor
Solo Hugh Donovan

10674 The Opera House at Pun'kin Center—Mono-
logue Cal Stewart

Uncle Josh at the Dentist—Dialogue,
Cal Stewart-Gilbert Girard

Domino Records

DANCE RECORDS
426 The Only Only One.

One of These Days.
427 Tell Her in the Springtime (From the "Music

Box Revue").
You and I (From "My Girl").

428 How I Love That Girl.

Where Is My Sweetie Hiding?
429 Nobody Knows What a Red Head Mama Can Do.

Those Panama Mamas.
430 Because They All Love You.

My Dream Man.
431 At the End of a Winding Lane.

Why Do You Always Remind Me?
432 No Wonder (That I Love You).

Oh! How I Love My Darling—Vocal Chorus
with Allen Craig.

VOCAL RECORDS
433 Blue-Eyed Sally.

I Never Knew I Loved You.
434 Old Pal Billy Stuart

We'll Always Be Together—Baritone Solo,
Donald Barker

435 The Ten Commandments of Love.
Lonesome Pal.

436 Big Bad Bill (Is Sweet William Now).
Everybody Loves My Baby,

Gladys Murray and Jazz Orch.

VOCAL BLUES RECORDS
437 Broken, Busted, Can't Be Trusted Blues.

Worried Blues.
438 Who Calls You Sweet Mama Now.

Don't Forget, You'll Regret.

9766

9751

9752

9753

9754

9755

9756

9757

9758

9759

9760

9761

9763

9764

9765

Regal Records
DANCE RECORDS

How I Love That Girl—Fox-trot. Missouri Jazz Band
Those Panama Mamas—Fox-trot. Six Black Diamonds
Oh! How I Love My Darling—Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus by Arthur Hall,

Bar Harbor Society Orch.
Somebody Like You—Fox-trot. . .Missouri Jazz Band
You and I (From "My Girl")—Fox-trot,

Imperial Dance Orch.
Tell Her in the Springtime (From "Music Box
Revue")—Fox-trot Imperial Dance Orch.

Where's My Sweetie Hiding?—Fox-trot,
Missouri Jazz Band

One of These Days—Fox-trot,
Fletcher Henderson and His Orch.

Because They All Love You—Fox-trot,
Hollywood Dance Orch.

Nights in the Woods—Fox-trot,
Hollywood Dance Orch.

At the End of a Winding Lane—Waltz,
Bar Harbor Society Orch.

Why Do You Always Remind Me—Waltz,
Hollywood Dance Orch.

The Only Only One—Fox-trot. Imperial Dance Orch.
Nancy—Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by Arthur

Fields Sam Lanin's Orch.
No Wonder (That I Love You)—Fox-trot,

Bar Harbor Society Orch.
Show Me the Way—Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
by Arthur Hall Bar Harbor Society Orch.

Nobody Knows What a Red Head Mama Can
Do—Fox-trot Golden Gate Orch.

Doo Wacka Doo—Fox-trot Missouri Jazz Band
POPULAR VOCAL RECORDS

The Ten Commandments of Love—Baritone
Solo, with Orch. Accomp Arthur Fields

Take Me Back to Your Heart—Tenor Solo, with
Orch. Accomp Billy Burton

Everybody Loves My Baby—Comedienne, Ac-
comp. by Kansas Five Gladys Murray

Big Bad Bill (Is Sweet William Now)—Come-
dienne, Accomp. by Kansas Five. . .Gladys Murray

Old Pal—Tenor Solo, with Orch. Accomp.,
Billy Burton

I Never Knew I Loved You—Tenor Solo, with
Orch. Accomp Billy Burton

Can You Bring Back the Heart I Gave You

—

Tenor Solo, with Orch. Accomp Arthur Hall
Morning—Baritone Solo, with Orch. Accomp.,

Ernest Hare
Blue-Eyed Sally—Male Duet, with Orch. Ac-
comp ; Hall-Ryan

Lonesome Pal—Tenor Solo, with Orch. Accomp.,
Billy Burton

VOCAL BLUES RECORDS
Who Calls You Sweet Mama Now—Comedy

Duet, with Novelty Accomp.,
Louella Jones-Jazz Casper

Don't Forget, You'll Regret—Comedy Solo, Nov-
elty Accomp Julia Moody

Broken, Busted, Can't Be Trusted Blues—Com-
edy Solo, with Novelty Accomp Julia Moody

Worried Blues—Comedy Solo, with Novelty
Accomp Julia Moody

Banner Records

1453

1454

1455

1456

1457

1458

1459

DANCE RECORDS
The Only Only One—Fox-trot. Imperial Dance Orch.
Nancy—Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by Arthur

Fields Sam Lanin's Orch.
You and I (From "My Girl")—Fox-tror,

Imperial Dance Orch.
Tell Her in the Springtime (From "Music Box
Revue")—Fox-trot Imperial Dance Orch.

No Wonder (That I Love You)—Fox-trot,
Bar Harbor Society Orch.

Show Me the Way—Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
by Arthur Hall Bar Harbor Society Orch.

How I Love That Girl—Fox-trot. Missouri Jazz Band
Those Panama Mamas—Fox-trot. Six Black Diamonds
Where's My Sweetie Hiding—Fox-trot,

Missouri Jazz Band
One of These Days—Fox-trot,

Fletcher Henderson and His Orch.
Oh! How I Love My Darling—Fox-trot, with

Vocal Chorus by Arthur Hall.
Bar Harbor Society Orch.

Somebody Like You—Fox-trot. .Missouri Jazz Band
Nobody Knows What a Red Head Mama Can
Do—Fox-trot Golden Gate Orch.

Doo Wacka Doo—Fox-trot Missouri Jazz Band

1463

1465

Because They All Love You—Fox-trot,
Hollywood Dance Orch.

Nights in the Woods—Fox-trot,
Holywood Dance Orch.

At the End of a Winding Lane—Waltz,
Bar Harbor Society Orch.

Why Do You Always Remind Me—Waltz,
Holywood Dance Orch.

POPULAR VOCAL RECORDS
Blue-Eyed Sally—Male Duet, with Orch. Ac-
comp Hall-Ryan

Lonesome Pal—Tenor Solo, with Orch. Accomp.,
Billy Burton

Can You Bring Back the Heart I Gave You

—

Tenor Solo, with Orch. Accomp Arthur Hall
Morning—Baritone Solo, with Orch. Accomp.,

Ernest Hare
Everybody Loves My Baby—Comedienne, Ac-
comp. by Kansas Five Gladys Murray

Big Bad Bill (Is Sweet William Now)—Come-
dienne, Accomp. by Kansas Five. . .Gladys Murray

The Ten Commandments of Love—Baritone
Solo, with Orch. Accomp Arthur Fields

Take Me Back to Your Heart—Tenor Solo, with
Orch. Accomp Billy Burton

Old Pal—Tenor Solo, with Orch. Accomp.,
Billy Burton

I Never Knew I Loved You—Tenor Solo, with
Orch. Accomp Billy Burton

VOCAL BLUES RECORDS
Who Calls You Sweet Mama Now—Comedy
Duet, with Novelty Accomp.,

Louella Jones-Jazz Casper
Don't Forget, You'll Regret—Comedy Solo, with
Novelty Accomp Julia Moody

Broken, Busted, Can't Be Trusted Blues—Com-
edy Solo, with Novelty Accomp Julia Moody

Worried Blues—Comedy Solo, with Novelty
Accomp Julia Moody

Cameo Records

627

629

630

632

633

635

631

626

636

637

614

K100

K101

17075

17079

17080

17074

17076

17077

17078

DANCE RECORDS
Because They All Love You—Fox-trot,

Bob Haring and His Orch.
Have a Little Fun—Fox-trot Dixie Daisies
Some Other Day—Some Other Girl—Fox-trot,

Paul Van Loan and His Orch.
On the ZR-3—Fox-trot. .. Bob Haring and His Orch.
Peter Pan I Love You—Fox-trot,

Bob Haring and His Orch.
Oh! Flo on a Midnight Choo Choo Honeymoon—Fox-trot Dixie Daisies
I Want to See My Tennesseee—Fox-trot,

Broadway Broadcasters
I m Satisfied Beside That Sweetie o' Mine—Fox-

trot Varsity Eight
Honest and Truly—Waltz,

Bob Haring and His Orch.
No Other One but You—Waltz,

Joe Basile and His Velodrome Orch.
Take Me—Fox-trot : Lou Gold and His Orch.
Dear One—Fox-trot Varsity Eight
Those Panama Mamas Are Ruining Me—Fox-

trot Varsity Eight
How I Love That Girl—Fox-trot Varsity Eight
At the End of a Winding Lane—Waltz,

Paul Van Loan and His Orch.
Nobody Loves You Like I Do—Fox-trot,

_ _ Cameo Dance Orch.
Romany Days—Fox-trot. . Bob Haring and His Orch.
Lonely and Blue—Fox-trot. Lou Gold and His Orch.
When Nobody Wants You, and Nobody Cares
Come to Me—Waltz Frisco Dance Orch.

Let Me Call You Sweetheart (I'm in Love With
You)—Waltz, with Vocal Refrain,

Bob Haring and His Orch.

VOCAL RECORDS
My Kid—Tenor Solo William Robyn
Where the Skies Are Blue—Tenor Solo. Fred Hughes
At the End of the Road—Tenor Solo,

„, _ William Robyn
Blue-Eyed Sally—Duet.

Bernard-Robinson (The Dixie Stars)
STANDARD RECORDS

Tell Mother I'll Be There—Revival Hymn,
" Holy Trinity Male Quartet

I he Church in the Wildwood—Revival Hymn,
Holy Trinity Male Quartet

CINDERELLA RECORDS
Cinderella—Part I,

With Musical Settings in Four Parts
Cinderella—Part II,

With Musical Settings in Four Parts
Cinderella—Part III,

With Musical Settings in Four Parts
Cinderella—Part IV,

With Musical Settings in Four Parts

Ajax Records
Graveyard Bound Blues,

Susie Smith and the Choo Choo Jazzers
Bullet Wound Blues,

Susie Smith and the Choo Choo Jazzers
Bye Bye Blues,

Susie Smith and the Choo Choo Jazzers
Weeping Willow Blues,

Susie Smith and the Choo Choo Jazzers
A to Z Blues—Accomp. by Choo Choo Jazzers,

Josie Miles-Billy Higgins
I'm Done, Done, Done With You—Accomp. by
Choo Choo Jazzers Josie Smith-Billy Higgins
Blue Ivories—Piano Stomp Millard G. Thomas
Reckless Blues—Piano Stomp .... Millard G. Thomas
Sweet Man, Joe.. Josie Miles and Choo Choo Jazzers
Won't Someone Help Me. Find My Lovin' Man,

Josie Smith and Choo Choo Jazzers
If You Can't Ride Slow and Easy,

Helen Cross and the Choo Choo Jazzers
Lost My Sweetie Blues,

Hazel Meyers and the Choo Choo Jazzers
Believe Me Hot Mama Kansas City Five
St. Louis Blues Dance Kansas City Five

U. S. MUSIC GO.
Title Played by

WORD ROLLS
I Want to Be Happy ("No, No, Nanette")—Fox-trot.

Horace Prell
Tea for Two ("No, No, Nanette")—Fox-trot,

Robert Billings
Baby—What is Your Name?—Fox-trot Lee Sims
Rose of the World—Waltz.
Hawaiian Love Nest—Waltz.
I'm a Dreamer—Waltz Harold Wansborough
In Dreams With You—Waltz.
Me Neenyah—Fox-trot /....Horace Prell
Show Me the Way—Fox-trot Horace Prell
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Because They All Love You—Fox-trot Clare Winters
Where's My Sweetie Hiding?—Fox-trot Clare Winters
Blue-Eyed Sally—Fox-trot Jack Pierce
Come On Over—Fox-trot Clare Winters
Somebody Like You—Fox-trot "...Clare Winters
Oh! How I Love My Darling—Fox-trot. ... Clare Winters
Oh Mabel—Fox-trot Lee Sims
Please Be Good to My Old Girl—Fox-trot. .. Horace Prell

Nobody Loves You Like I Do—Fox-trot. ... Clare Winters
My Kid—Fox-trot Horace Prell

The Only Only One—Fox-trot Lee Sims
Lonely and Blue—Fox-trot Lee Sims
On the ZR-3—Fox-trot Lee Sims
Let Me Be the First to Kiss You in the Morning

—

Fox-trot Clare Winters
No Wonder (That I Love You)—Fox-trot. .Clare Winters
Tell Her in the Springtime ("Music Box Revue,
1925")—Fox-trot Horace Prell

Spread a Little Sunshine—Fox-trot Rubie Jones
Asi Yo Te Quiero—Vals Cervantes and Cueto
El Borrachilfo—Cancion Mexicana. . Amparan and Gallardo
Mi Unica Ilusion—Vals Monteros
Ya No Llovera Pelonas! Munoz
Los Gavilanos—Fox-trot Martin and Guerrero

MUSIC ONLY
Que Voy a Hacer?—Vals Irving Berlin

Tormento—Danza Campos and Hernandez
Monavanna—Fox-trot Fred Fisher
Emilia—Vals G. R. Lozada
Isabel—Danza A. P. Pasarell

Su Majestad El Fox—Fox-trot.
Mujeres Y. Coloretes— Paso Doble..C. Ruiz Conzales
Soy Tuya—Tango Salvador Angel
Gotas de Whiskey—Fox-trot A. Vega Natus
Magdita—Paso Doble Flamonco Juan Aguilar
Cielo En Encanto—Danza Campos and Hernandez

SPANISH WORD ROLLS
Que Voy A. Hacer?—Ballade Irving Berlin
Monavanna—Fox-trot Fred Fisher
Que Voy a Hacer—Vals Irving Berlin

Madre—Tango Pracanico-Servetto

La Perla De Occidente— Fox-trot Arias-Ruvalcaba
Morir Por Tu Amor—Vals-Cancion B. de J. Garcia
Nena Puche-Casamos
Beso De Luna—Vals Herrera-Vasquez
Flor Que Llora—Cancion Mexicana Ecobedo-J. Garcia

Horas De Recuerdo—Vals Vicario-Ortiz

Porque Casarse ?—Fox-trot Herrera-Hajos
Cancion De Amor—Fox-trot Aquila-Oteo
Pelonas—Fox-trot..-. Harris Y. Rule
Benamor—Fox-trot Pablo Luna
Los Ojos Negros—Cancion Espanola F. M. Alvarez
Ojos de Juventud—Vals Lento Ar. Tolentino
Miss Kate—Fox-trot. ... A. & C. Espinosa de los Monteres
Serpentina—Fox-trot Manuel Rivera Baz

AUTO-ART
These Rolls for Standardized Reproducing Tracker Bar

Title Composer Played by
The Heart Bowed Down (The Bohemian Girl)—Song,
—Balfe Roger Le Mar

Sweet Genevieve (Song)—Henry Tucker. .. .Roger Le Mar
INSTRUMENTAL ROLLS—MUSIC ONLY

Humoresque (Op. 101 No. 7)—Anton Dvorak,
Robert Billings

Jeu Des Ondes (The Play of the Waves) Leschetizky,
Ivan Petrikoff

LIBRARY EDITION—WORD ROLLS
Comin' Thru the Rye—Song Roger Le Mar

MUSIC ONLY
Valse Caprice (On. 33)—C. Chaminade. .Cora Mel Hatton
Automne (Etude de Concert)—C. Chaminade . Ivan Petrikoff

FOREIGN WORD ROLLS
Wu Sannen Heine Sieben Gute Yohr?—Hebrew.

Pub. Kammen
Kuna D'Argento (Valzer Cantabile)—Italian,

Patrick Cicculli

Veni Amuri Sul Mar (Canzone Siciliana)—Italian,
Luigi Tutela

Blimelach Zwei—Hebrew.
Hab' ein Blaues Himmelbett—German .. Reichert and Lehr
Rekruti—Bohemian Karel Pospisil

FOREIGN ROLLS— (Music Only)
[taliani Vittoriosi—Italian Luigi Tutela

Selling Competitor's Goods
at Low Prices Is Unfair

Federal Trade Commission in Recent Case

Rules Against Practice of Undermining Com-
petitor's Prices to Win the Market

Washington, D. C, January 13.—Selling a com-

petitor's product for less than his regular price

for the purpose of getting rid of the competing

articles and demoralizing the competitor's mar-

ket has been added by the Federal Trade Com-
mission to the list of unfair methods of compe-

tition which are proscribed.

In its first case of this nature, just concluded,

the commission learned that a foreign manufac-

turing concern, forced out of the American

market by the war and finding, upon its return

to this country through a domestic branch, that

the market was stocked with goods of Ameri-

can companies which had sprung up during the

war years, leaving it unable to sell goods as

fast as they were produced, had resorted to the

practice of effectuating exchanges of its product

for that of competitors which were in the hands

of jobbers, losing considerable money in these

deals and accumulating a stock of competing

products. The stock so accumulated was then

sold to customers of competitors at prices far

below the regular prices, the sales being made
in such a way and at such places, it was shown,

as were best calculated to injure competing

manufacturers.

CONSTRUCTIVE ARTICLES IN THIS
ISSUE OF THE WORLD

Ready Reference for Salesmen, Dealers and Department Heads

Why Not Continue the Pre-Holiday
Drive in 1925? 4

Clinton's Ads Strike the Public's

Funny Bone 8

The Trade Outlook at the Opening of

the New Year 10

Putting Noted Artists "on the Air". . 10

Why Not Establish a Code of Retail

Ethics? 11

Great Publicity for Talking Machine
Industry 11

How H. Batterman Went Over the

Top ; 12

Right Lighting Makes the Windows
Best "Salesmen" 14

How Modern Ideas Made Luscher's

Success 16

Victor Artists Appear Before Micro-

phone in Series of Bi-Weekly
Broadcast Programs 18

Dealers' Co-operative Drives Profit-

able 19

Mail Drive Sells 250 Machines in a

Year 22

Price Phases of Radio Demand Anal-

yzed 24

Are You Overlooking the Profits in

Accessories? 26

"Business is Service," Discussed by

W. H. Ingersoll 28

How Shafer Wins the Trade of Young
People 30

Turning Radio Owners Into Repeat

Customers 32

David Sarnoff Analyzes 192 5 Out-

look 34

"Memory Stimulator" Brings in the

Money 35

Record Department is "Key" to Pros-

perity 38

How a Live Radio Dealer Handles

Machine Prospects 44

Neutrodyne Manufacturers Launch

National Educational Advertising

Drive 50

Making the Banker a Business Ad-
viser and Establishing Credit with
the Bank 67

Featuring the Musical Possibilities of
the Talking Machine 74

Declares Radio Increased Sales of
Records and Rolls 78

Profit Winning Sales Wrinkles 88

Music Merchants of Los Angeles
Adopt Strict Code of Retail Ethi-

cal Practice 98

To Discuss Standard Forms for Busi-

ness 99

Optimism Prevails Throughout New
England Trade Regarding the Out-
look for 1925 Business 111-113

Two New Informative Odeon Publi-
cations Full of Interesting Data for

Retail Trade 114

Demand for Records and Combina-
tion Radio-Phonographs Featured
Gift Buying in Quaker City. . . 122-124

Organization of The United Radio &
Manufacturing Co. Under Way in

Chicago 128

Entire Middle West Trade Facing
New'Year with Confidence Regard-
ing Future News of the Western
Trade in Detail 131-146

Inspiring Message from Thomas C.
Hindley Regarding the Prosperity
to Come in 1925 147

How McCoy Went After Musical
Merchandise Business and Grossed
$50,000 in 1924 161

Basic Principles of Small Goods
Which Will Make 1925 Profitable 164

Important New Copyright Bill to be
Presented During Present Congres-
sional Session 175

Gleanings from the World of

Music 175-178

Latest Patents of Interest to the Talk-
ing Machine Trade 188

Advance Lists of Talking Machine
Records for February 189-193

CORRESPONDENCE FROM LEADING CITIES

Kansas City, 56—Milwaukee, 62-63—Cincinnati, 66—Minneapolis, 68—Indianapolis,

72 St. Louis, 78—Pittsburgh, 80—Richmond, 82—Cleveland, 83-84—Los Angeles,

35 Buffalo, 90-91 Toledo, 92—San Francisco, 96—Baltimore, 108—Detroit, 110

Boston, 111-113—Brooklyn, 118—Dominion of Canada, 120—Philadelphia, 122-

]24 Chicago, 131-148—Atlanta, 152—Salt Lake City, 158—Akron-Canton, 160

—

Portland, 172—News From the World's European Office, 186-187.

Efforts are being made by the North Jersey

Association of Credit Men in conjunction with

the officers of the Brendonne Corp., of Newark,

N. J., to reorganize the company on a sound

basis and to protect the general creditors to

the fullest extent.

Southern
Victor.Wholesalers

The Smith-Moore Music Co. was recently

opened in Camden, S. C.

(RICHMOND VIRCINIA-J

TEST IT.
OUR VICTOR

Record Service
has a reputation for efficiency.

Suppose you try it.

E. F. DROOP & SONS CO.
1300 G. STREET. WASHINGTON. D. C.

204-6-8-10 CLAY STREET, BALTIMORE, MD.
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Oro-Tone No. 100 Combined
Recording, Reproducing and Radio

EDISON ATTACHMENT

Showing how easy it is to record with the new Oro-Tone No. 100 recording, reproducing
and radio attachment

Unsurpassed
1. In simplicity and ease of

operation—can be attached
and removed instantly.

2. Gives astonishingly true

tone reproduction. With
slight practice every word
becomes clear and distinct.

3. This No. 100 Attachment
also plays all records on the

Edison Phonograph, includ-

ing the records it records.

4. As a means for closing

Edison sales this No. 100
Attachment will prove a
tremendous help.

Read the five advantages

given below.

SAMPLE ON 30 DAYS' APPROVAL
END for one of these new No. 1 00 Oro-Tone

• Combined Recording, Reproducing and Radio

i

Attachments on 30 days' approval. Give it

a trial. Note how easy it is to attach. How
I clear and distinct the recorded tone. How

astonishingly simple it is for anyone to record a song,

a speech, a reading. How keenly the public is interested.

To all of our present customers, and to every Edison
Dealer we sincerely recommend this new No. 1 00 Attach-

ment for the following reasons:

1 . It will help you to close more
Edison phonograph sales. The
No. 1 00 Attachment enables any-
one to play all records on the

Edison. The Oro-Tone self-ad-

justing reproducer gives a marvel-
ously clear, beautiful tone.

2. You will find splendid sales

of this recording attachment
among those to whom you have
already sold Edison phonographs.
Simply calling their attention to

the excellence of this recording
attachment and the pleasure to be
derived from it will make the

sales.

3. You will have a steady sale

of the Pathe records used with
this attachment. These records

1000-1010 George Street Chicago, 111

Ask your Edison Jobber for a Sample

can be covered on both sides. Recording requires no
careful adjustments. A child can operate the attachment.

4. The unusual pleasure which this sure-fire recording
device will give Edison owners will result in much
valuable publicity for your store and therefore new pros-

pects and more sales.

5. The radio attachment permits any radio set to be
attached by simply removing the radio cap C. The
phonograph can then be used as a loud speaker.

PLAYS ALL RECORDS
The small cut herewith shows how
Victor, Brunswick, Columbia and
other makes of needle records
may be played with this new
Oro-Tone No. 1 00 recording, re-

producing and radio attachment.
Easy to change needles. The
complete outfit consists of attach-

ment, recording horn, sapphire
recording needle and one Pathe
recording record.

PRICES AND TERMS
Nickel Finish $ 8.50
Gold or Antique Bronze

(Oxidized) 10.50
Pathe Aluminum Record-

ing Records 25

(40 per cent Discount to Dealers)



gne NEW EDISON
H N R. H

OLTRE selling the New Edison be'

cause you've found it much easier

to sell the product you \now to

be the best in its field.

You can make sales still easier by put-

ting the New Edison into the customer's

home for side-by-side comparison with

any other phonograph—this test clinches

the sale

!

Turn to pages 36 and 37, inside.

THOMAS A. EDISON, Inc.
ORANGE, N. J.

Y6m doff t need a
fortune to become
an Edison Dealer-
ask neatest Edison

Jobber

Jobbers of the JNew Edison, Edison Records, the Edison Diamond
Amberola and Blue Amberol Records

CALIFORNIA.
Los Angeles— Edison Phonographs, Ltd.

San Francisco—Edison Phonographs,Ltd.

COLORADO
Denver—Edison Phonograph Distribut-

ing Co.

GEORGIA
Atlanta—Phonographs, Inc.

ILLINOIS
Chicago—Edison Phonograph Distribut-

ing Co.

INDIANA
Indianapolis— Edison Phonograph Dis-

tributing Co.

IOWA
Des Moines—Harger 6*. Blish.

LOUISIANA
New Orleans—Diamond Music Co., Inc.

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston—Pardee-Ellenberger Co.

Iver Johnson Sporting Goods Co.
(Amberola only).

MICHIGAN
Detroit— Phonograph Co. of Detroit.

MINNESOTA
Minneapolis— Laurence H. Lucker

MISSOURI
Kansas City — The Phonograph Co. ot

Kansas City.

St. Louis—Silverstone Music Co.

MONTANA
Helena—Montana Phonograph Co.

NEBRASKA
Omaha—Shultz Bros.

NEW JERSEY
Orange—The Phonograph Corp. ofMan-

hattan.

NEW YORK
Albany— American Phonograph Co.

New York City—J. F. Blackman 6k. Son,
(Amberola only).

Syracuse—Frank E. Bolway &. Son, Inc.

W. D. Andrews Co. (Amberola
only).

OHIO
Cincinnati—The Phonograph Co.

Cleveland—The Phonograph Co.

OREGON
Portland—Edison Phonographs, Ltd.

PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia—Girard Phonograph Co.

Pittsburgh—Buehn Phonograph Co.

Williamsport—W. A. Myers.

RHODE ISLAND
Providence—J. A. Foster Co. (Amberola

only).

TEXAS
Dallas — Texas - Oklahoma Phonograph

Co.

UTAH
Ogden—Proudfit Sporting Goods Co.

VIRGINIA
Richmond—The C. B. Haynes Co., Inc.

CANADA
St. John—W. H. Thorne &. Co., Ltd.

Toronto — R. S. Williams & Sons Co.,
Ltd.

Vancouver—Kent Piano Co., Ltd.

Winnipeg—R. S. Williams &. Sons Co.,
Ltd.

Babson Bros. (Amberola only).
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There's a

Model for

Every
Customer
in the

Sonora
Line!

Every taste—every pocketbook will find its

requirements among the remarkably salable

line of Sonora merchandise—both phono-

graph and
radio.

Fo r instance,

there is a gen-

uine Sonora Pe-

riod model list-

ed at $100; a

member of the

famous SonoraSonora Radio Speaker, $30
The famous Sonora tone passage in an
attractive brown mahogany cabinet.
The finest toned speaker obtainable,
assures profitable sales.

Bulge family at

$150; and the

A three tube neutrodyne, dry battery
operated, built into a Sonora Phonograph
of highest quality.

$50 Portable. These are only a few of the

many real phonograph values which are sell-

ing in quantities.

Then, too, there is the Sonoradio, consisting

of a three tube Neutrodyne built into a Sonora

Phonograph and selling at only $235 — a

model which is making selling history this

year — while the famous Sonora Radio

Speaker with enclosed cabinet, selling at

$30, is turning over in quantities with big

profits to the dealers handling it.

Why not investigate the Sonora proposition?

Write us today.

Sonora Phonograph Co., Inc., 279 Broadway, New York City

Makers of Sonora Phonographs, Sonoradios, Sonora Radio Speakers and Reproducers

Canadian and Export Distributors: C. A. Richards, Inc., 279 Broadway, New York City

THE INSTRUMENT OF QUALITY
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Silas E. Pearsall Go. Now
in Radio Wholesale Field

Prominent New York Wholesaler Secures Dis-

tribution Rights of Many Leading Radio

Lines—Sales Organization Remains Intact

The Silas E. Pearsall Co., New York, former

Victor wholesaler, and one of the best known

distributors in the country, has entered the

wholesale radio field on a large and impressive

scale, commensurate with its former activities.

Mrs. Lydia M. Green, president of the company,

together with Lloyd E. Spencer, general man-

ager, has been making a careful study of the

many factors entering into the successful mer-

chandising of radio products in the talking ma-

chine field, and the company's formal announce-

ment reflects the exceptional care and consider-

ation given to the selection of the various lines.

At the present time the Silas E. Pearsall

Co. is featuring the following well-known radio

products: Zenith, Sleeper, Thermiodyne and

Rhanstone receiving sets; Silver Voice, Manhat-

tan and Holtzer-Cabot loud speakers and head

sets; Burgess dry batteries, Radiotrons, Philco

storage batteries, Liberty Ful-Wave chargers

and a line of cabinet speakers and radio at-

tachments. All of the products featured are

recognized generally as leaders in their respec-

tive fields and should offer Pearsall dealers a

splendid opportunity to develop radio sales.

In conjunction with Mrs. Green's announce-

ment it is gratifying to learn that the Pearsall

sales organization, comprising some of the most

successful and popular wholesale men in the

East, is remaining intact, and every member of

the sales staff is working heart and soul in the

interest of radio products being merchandised

by the company. Devoting every resource to

its new radio lines, the Silas E. Pearsall Co.

will undoubtedly become an important factor in

the marketing of radio products in the territory

covered by its sales organization.

Inaugural Ceremonies at

Capitol to Be Broadcast

Entire Radio Audience of Country Will Be En-

abled to Listen to Ceremonies by Means of

Record Interconnections of Broadcasters.

Arrangements are rapidly being completed

for broadcasting of the inaugural ceremonies at

Washington on March 4. It is expected that

forty stations will be linked together to bring

the happenings at the Capitol on that day to

the entire radio audience of the country. This

will be a record for interconnection between

broadcasters. The announcement regarding the

broadcasting of the ceremonies was made re-

cently following a conference between a com-

mittee appointed by Congress and representa-

tives of the American Tel. & Tel. Co., the Ches-

apeake & Potomac Tel. Co., and the Radio

Corp. of America.

The proceedings will be broadcast through

WEAF, New York, and will be transmitted by

telephone lines to stations throughout the coun-

try, which will broadcast the ceremonies simul-

taneously. The Radio Corp. of America will

broadcast through station WRC in Washing-

ton, D. C, and by means of wire lines through

WJZ, New York, and WGY, Schenectady. The
Chesapeake & Potomac Tel. Co. will install pub-

lic address loud-speaking equipment at the Cap-

itol so that those witnessing the ceremonies will

be able to hear word for word what is said.

The Padelford Music Co., Oklahoma City,

Okla., was recently incorporated with a capital

stock of $50,000. The incorporators are A. S.

Padelford, J. B. Padelford and L. M. Padelford.

New York, February J 5, 1925

Odeon Records Featured in

First Exclusive Campaign

Twenty-one Records Featured in Newspapers of

Large Cities—Basis of Ads New Sales Plan

Announced by General Phonograph Corp.

The General Phonograph Corp., New York,

sponsored in the newspapers this month the

first advertising campaign devoted exclusively

to Odeon records. Good-sized space, attractively

designed, was used in the New York Times,

New York Evening Journal and other papers,

with advertising of the same character also ap-

pearing in Chicago, Cleveland and Pittsburgh

papers, together with papers in some Of the

smaller cities. The campaign already gives in-

dication of being a pronounced success and

Odeon dealers are enthusiastic as to its value

as a sales stimulant. The basis of the campaign

is the "test plan" introduced in the Odeon sales

manual prepared by A. Thallmayer, manager
of the General Phonograph Corp.'s foreign

language record department, and well known in

this important field. This sales plan was in-

troduced to the Odeon dealers a few weeks ago

and is proving an invaluable factor in their mer-

chandising activities.

In the newspaper advertising twenty-one rec-

ords are featured, representing selections which

are recommended in the sales plan as the basis

of a sales and demonstration campaign of

proved merit. These twenty-one records are

typical of the vast repertoire in the Odeon cata-

log, and in accordance with the sales plan a

special hanger has been prepared featuring the

records attractively and effectively. Among the

types of records listed are the following: Schu-

bert's Unfinished Symphony; operatic selec-

tions; light classics; overtures; concert songs;

dance music and instrumental numbers. The
famous artists represented in this list include

Eduard Morike, Marek Weber, Dajos Bela, Dr.

Weissmann, Eddy Brown and Richard Tauber.

Two New Outing Jobbers

Announced by Outing Co.

Everybody's T. M. Co., Philadelphia, and

Schmelzer Co., Kansas City, Will Distribute

the Outing Portable Line Hereafter

The Outing Talking Machine Co., Mount
Kisco, N. Y., manufacturer of Outing portables,

has announced the appointment of the Every-

body's Talking Machine Co., Inc., Philadelphia,

Pa., and the Schmelzer Co., Kansas City, Mo.,

as Outing jobbers. The Everybody's Talking

Machine Co., which is one of the foremost

wholesale concerns in the East, will distribute

Outing products as exclusive jobbers for the

States of Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware,

District of Columbia and southern New Jersey,

and the Schmelzer Co. will distribute Outing

portables in Kansas, Nebraska and parts of

Iowa, Missouri, Kansas and Oklahoma.

A. J. Cote, president and general manager of

the Outing Talking Machine Co., Inc., is keenly

enthusiastic regarding the additions to his job-

ber list, and he states that 1925 business to date

has been far ahead of expectations. Jobbers

are placing substantial orders for immediate de-

livery, and report that their dealers are replen-

ishing their stocks in preparation for an active

Spring business.

Landay Store in Meriden

Landay Bros., leading music dealers of the

metropolitan district, recently opened a new es-

tablishment in the Derecktor Building, Meri-

den, Conn. This store is under the manage-

ment of Michael Slone.

Price Twenty-five Cents

Many New Artists Contract

to Record for Columbia

Arthur Bergh and Clyde Emerson of Columbia
Recording Staff Return From Recording Ex-
pedition to Chicago and Atlanta

Arthur Bergh, general manager of the Co-

lumbia recording laboratories, together with

Clyde Emerson, Columbia recording engineer,

returned to New York ^M^^WBI—
recently after a very H

j

important and interest-

ing recording expedi-

tion to Chicago and At- I Kk ^ 1
lanta. In the former
city Mr. Bergh made BBw#_
his headquarters tC^^B
wholesale Columbia Hl ' ijB
branch, 434 South Im^K' -jB
\\ abash avenue, where H^H
a splendidly equipped 1 —ia^^^^M
recording laboratory Arthur Bergh
was placed at his disposal. Among the well-

known and exclusive Columbia artists who
made records in Chicago during Mr. Bergh's

visit were Art Kahn and His Orchestra and
Art Gillham, popular whispering pianist. Im-
portant additions were also made to the foreign

language library, recordings being secured in

Chicago for the Bohemian, Polish, Greek and
Italian catalogs.

While in Chicago Mr. Bergh also closed ar-

rangements whereby Ford and Glenn, one of

the most popular radio broadcasting teams in

America, will record exclusively for the Co-
lumbia library. This team has been broadcast-

ing for a long time past from Chicago's lead-

ing radio stations sponsoring a "Lullaby Hour,"

which has won the enthusiastic praise of mil-

lions of radio fans.

In Atlanta, Mr. Bergh arranged for a series

of popular dance records by Warner's Seven

Aces, one of the leading dance organizations in

the South, which has a host of followers in the

most important southern cities. This organiza-

tion is recording for the Columbia library ex-

clusively. While in Atlanta Mr. Bergh made
several recordings for Craig and His Orchestra

of Nashville, Tenn., Fulcher and His Orchestra

of Augusta, Ga., and Wallace Butler and His

Orchestra, of Savannah, Ga., all of whom are

very popular with dance and music devotees in

the South.

During his stay in Atlanta Mr. Bergh also

made arrangements whereby Mr. and Mrs. Ed.

McConnell, popular broadcasting stars, will re-

cord exclusively for the Columbia library, mak-

ing their first records a few weeks ago. These

artists have been broadcasting for some time

over the station sponsored by the Atlanta Jour-

nal and they have many followers in the South.

Important Changes Made
in Brunswick Sales Staff

H. S. Maraniss Joins New York Office Sales

Staff Covering Connecticut Territory—A. J.

Wilckens and J. D. Callahan in New Posts

H. S. "Chick" Maraniss, well known in the

music trade throughout the East, recently re-

signed his position with the Musical Instru-

ment Sales Co. to join the sales staff of the

New York office of the Brunswick-Balke-Col-

lender Co. Mr. Maraniss will represent the

Brunswick Co. in the Connecticut territory,

succeeding A. J. Wilckens, who in turn will

take over the eastern Pennsylvania territory,

replacing J. D. Callahan, who is leaving the

outside territory to become assistant to Mana-

ger Shiddell in the Philadelphia office of the

Brunswick organization.

See second last page for Index of Articles of Interest in this issue of The World
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Selling on Service Basis Wins for Troup
How Customer Satisfaction Through 100 Per Cent Service Brings

Profits to Three Stores Operated by Live Pennsylvania Dealer

"It has always been the aim of the J. H.

Troup Music House to see that every old cus-

tomer is satisfied with his purchase and a

booster for the house. We have always been

very conscientious in selecting our lines. We
must be satisfied that they are the best obtain-

able on the market for the money. After a

sale the performance of the instrument must

not only come up to the expectations of the

customer, but that of our experts. They are

instructed to do all that is necessary in making

repairs or adjustments and not try to get off

with as little as possible."

This briefly is the policy, as outlined by

Charles S. Troup, of the J. H. Troup Music

House, operating very successful talking ma-

chine stores in Harrisburg, Lancaster and Car-

lisle, Pa., which has built a huge sales volume

for this firm by the prestige route.

Making Boosters of Customers

Satisfied customers are the instruments

through which further business can be secured

and it is worth while for the dealer to spend

a little time and go to considerable trouble to

see to it that his customers are satisfied. There

is nothing new in the statement that a retail

house can secure the best possible advertising

through customers who have been thoroughly

"sold on the house," but it is worth emphasizing

in view of the fact that the success of retail

business, and this applies especially to the talk-

ing machine business, depends largely upon

service and satisfied patrons. This is so be-

cause the average dealer does not depend upon

transient trade, but is constantly endeavoring to

sell customers who have purchased talking ma-

chines, records and other necessary accessories.

The right goods at the right price also means
customer satisfaction, but probably the most
effective method of bringing about this desir-

able end is through service after the sale. Mr.

Troup emphasizes this point, because many
years of retail experience have proved the im-

portance of keeping customers satisfied with

their purchases. If the customer gets real en-

joyment from his phonograph the firm which

sold him the instrument profits by the good-

will thus secured through sales of records,

needles and other accessories.

"Middle Course" Advertising

The J. H. Troup Music House features three

complete lines of standard-make instruments,

and this variety of styles and finishes, as well as

the service which a customer of this house

receives, are the factors about which the adver-

tising of the company is built. Instead of at-

tempting to reach a special group of the people

in the cities where its stores are located, the

J. H. Troup Music House has adopted a middle

course, thus reaching the great bulk of the peo-

ple in the community. The results of this ad-

vertising policy have proved eminently satis-

factory. It is a method by which the retail

dealer can secure the largest returns in sales

for every advertising dollar he spends.

In this connection Mr. Troup states that: "In

our advertising we do not write copy to appeal

to either the highest or lowest classes. We
select a middle course, preaching our wonderful

selection and service after purchase. We carry

the Brunswick, Victor and Edison lines, with a

generous selection of styles and finishes. This

impresses and satisfies the buyer as to selec-

tion and after purchase we absolutely try to

fulfill our promise of service 100 per cent- where
possible. All our salesmen and repairmen know
our wishes in the matter of sales and service

and those who do not live up to our ideals and
retain the confidence of the customers they sell

are very short-lived in our organization."

Meeting Competition

There is something in this policy of the J.

H. Troup Music House for every talking ma-
chine dealer and especially those who are faced

with hard competition, particularly of the cut-

price type. Prestige, which is simply another

name for good-will, is the foundation on which
rests the prosperity of the legitimate dealer,

because it is the repeat business of old cus-

tomers, together with the constant addition of

new patrons, which is instrumental in building

up a successful retail talking machine enter-

prise. Certainly, the dealer who attempts to

meet the cut-price artists on their own grounds

is sacrificing potential profits and future sales

and he is skating on thin ice. This applies

also where the talking machine dealer handles

radio, a product which simply must be backed

by service of the highest type. The record

department depends almost entirely for its suc-

cess on the steady patronage of the store's cus-

tomers, particularly where the dealer is located

away from the main business street of his com-
munity where a certain amount of transient

business may be expected.

The Roy-Len Mfg. Co. was recently incor-

porated to manufacture phonographs and radio

receivers, with a capital stock of $25,000. The
incorporators are F. M. Van Wagonen, J. E.

Nolen and J. F. Howell, Manhattan.

ft

NYACCOfLEX Radio Panel for

Console Phonographs
The outcome of a popular demand for a low-price radio panel for

talking machine installation.

The NYACCOFLEX R. P. 3 is a three tube reflex panel ( 1
0" x 1 4")

containing all the excellent features of the R. P. 1 and R. 2 with
additional volume due to an extra tube.

NYACCO radio reflex receivers, R. P. 1 and R. 2, combine the

best features of the most powerful present-day circuits; two tubes

do the work of five. Cuts battery cost 60 per cent. OPERATES
A LOUD SPEAKER. Gets distance, volume, is selective, and can

be logged.

Dealers—write your jobber for details or address

New York Album & Card Co., Inc.
New York: 23-25 Lispenard Street Chicago: 415-417 S. Jefferson Street

a
-

a n e a = a
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Making Musical History

Brunswick
Radiola No. 160

TO look back over the past eight

years in the phonograph field,

is to watch the steady increase of

Brunswick influence.

Brunswick, from the day it entered

the music business, has played a

progressive part. Its contributions

to the whole industry have been

noteworthy.

Constructive improvement in pho-

nographic music, giving the world

a new conception of the recording

and reproducing art, has been one

advance. The list of Brunswick

precedents is a long one.

The Brunswick Radiola, with an

average popular price around $500,

now gives the music trade a new
musical instrument in a profitable

new field of business, in addition

to their other musical lines. A new

place to get business, a new way to

make money. A new contribution

to the world of music . . . truly

making musical history.

THE BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO.
Manufacturers—Established 1845

General Offices: Chica><v) Branches in all principal cities

Brunswick
Radiola No. 260

Brunswick
Radiola No. 460

^tht Sign ofSMusical 'Prestige

PHONOGRAPHS • RECORDS • RADIOLAS
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F. P. Oliver Now Gotham
Music Master Manager

To Maintain Offices in New York City for

Music Master Corp.—One of the Most Popu-
lar and Capable Wholesale Executives in East

Fred P. Oliver, vice-president and general

manager of the Blackman Talking Machine Co.,

New York Victor wholesaler for the past ten

lected one of the most popular and capable

wholesale executives in the East. During his

ten years' association with the Blackman Talk-

ing Machine Co. Mr. Oliver won the esteem

and friendship of the dealers throughout the

country, in addition to the personal good-will

of the jobbers from coast to coast. An effi-

cient and thoroughly dependable executive, Mr.

Oliver possesses a most pleasing personality

that has been quite a factor in his signal success

as a wholesale executive. He will be an impor-

tant link in the important plans of the Music

Master Corp., and particularly in view of the

fact that Mr. Eckhardt is a former talking ma-

chine man and thoroughly familiar with Mr.

Oliver's capabilities.

Mr. Oliver resigned from the Blackman or-

ganization with the cordial good-will and friend-

ship of every member of the company's staff.

On Friday, January 30, he was the guest of

honor at a dinner given by the Blackman execu-

tives, sales staff and department heads at the

Aldine Club, New York. At the close of the

dinner Mr. Blackman in behalf of himself and

his associates presented Mr. Oliver with a

handsome gold watch suitably inscribed, and

the members of the sales department presented

him with a valuable leather traveling bag.

Leon G. Samuels Made
Vincennes Vice-President

the furniture show, many buyers visited the

office and display of the Vincennes firm at the

Prominent Chicago Distributor Elected to Of-

ficial Post and Directorship of Vincennes

Phonograph Co. at Annual Meeting.

Fred P. Oliver

years, resigned from this position on February
2 to become manager of the New York offices

of the Music Master Corp., Philadelphia, Pa.

Mr. Oliver will maintain spacious offices in New
York, the exact location of which will be an-

nounced in a few days.

In appointing Mr. Oliver as manager of the

company's New York offices, Walter L. Eck-
hardt, president of the Music Master Corp., se-

At the annual meeting of the directors of the

Vincennes Phonograph Co., held at Vincennes,

Ind., recently, Leon C. Samuels, exclusive dis-

tributor, with offices in the American Furniture

Mart, 666 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, was
elected vice-president and made a director.

Mr. Samuels, who has been distributor of

Rivoli phonographs and radio cabinets for the

past three years, is a popular and prominent

figure in trade circles, and has been associated

with the talking machine industry for many
years. Before joining the Vincennes organiza-

tion, he was distributor for the Wasmuth-
Goodrich Co., and prior to that time was con-

nected with the Vitanola Talking Machine Co.

He left for an extended Eastern trip on Jan-

uary 28, which will include visits to the trade

in Buffalo, Rochester, Pittsburgh, New York and
other points. Shortly before leaving for the

East, Mr. Samuels, in a chat with The World,
stated that his firm had experienced a better

January than ever before, in the sale of straight

phonographs and radio combinations. During

L. C. Samuels

Furniture Mart and many new accounts were

booked. J. S. Watters, president, visited the

Chicago offices during the exhibition.

ATTACHMENTS FOR EDISON
For the

NEW FAVORITE'EXCELTONE
ADAPTER

Good Quality, Best Outfit for the Price

EXCELTONE ADAPTER
Nickel-plated, Complete $2.50

Sound Box, Separate, Nickel-

plated $1.10

For the

NEW FAVORITE SUPREME
ADAPTER

Very Loud and Clear Natural Tone
Reproduction

PRICES:
Nickel-plated Adapter $4.35
Gold-plated Adapter 5.00
Oxidized-plated Adapter 5.00
No. I "Supreme" Sound Box, nickel-plated,

loud and clear 2.00
No. I "Supreme" Sound Box, gold-plated,

loud and clear 3.00

No. I "Supreme" Sound Box, oxidized 3.00
Special Prices to Quantity Buyers

4i

<f°
£LT%

ATTACHMENT
for Edison Phonographs,
to play lateral cut rec-

ords. Extra loud and
clear.

Write for Samples

FAVORITE MFG. CO. C. KRONENBERGER, Pres.
105 EAST 12th ST., NEW YORK

Telephone Stuyvesant 1666
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Making Musical History

ON December ninth, 1924, the first

Brunswick Hour of Music was
held—a forward step significant in the

history of both the phonograph and
the radio.

This recognition of the musical possi-

bilities of radio has been widely

heralded by press and public. It was
inevitable . . . yet who but Brunswick

was better able to establish this new
precedent?

The first Brunswick Hour of Music

on December ninth was a musical

event which put a new aspect upon

radio as a musical medium. The broad-

casting on that occasion, of stars of

the Metropolitan Opera Company and

other Brunswick talent, was an un-

precedented musical event.

Thereafter every Tuesday, leading

Brunswick artists of concert and
opera, and vocalists, instrumentalists,

and orchestras—broadcast their selec-

tions from the Brunswick Recording

Laboratories through the sending sta-

tions of the Radio Corporation of

America.

Now all who have ears may hear

world-famous artists, may know the

music of today—music in the making

—through the Brunswick Hour of

Music.

Truly another epoch making page of

musical history has been written . . .

and as usual, by Brunswick.

THE BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO.
Manufacturers—Established ISiS t

GENERAL OFFICES: CHICAGO. BRANCHES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

The Sign ofSMusical Prestige

PHONOGRAPHS • RECORDS • RADIOLAS
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Women Canvassers Bring Home theBacon
Kelley & Cowles, of Hartford, Conn., Put Into Practice Some
Unusual Canvassing and Selling Ideas Which Prove Successful

Many talking machine dealers are again turn-
ing to the good, old-fashioned canvassing
method of swelling the sales volume, some
times covering territory many miles from their

stores and utilizing motor trucks loaded with
instruments and records as well as lighter cars

to carry crews of salesmen. Sometimes these
campaigns prove profitable and sometimes the
contrary is the case. In some districts the
salesmen find it almost impossible to make a
fair showing, especially in the larger cities, and
at other times there seems to be little difficulty

in placing an apparently paying number of in-

struments in homes only to find later that

profits are literally being devoured by the ex-

pense of collecting and the necessity of making
repossessions. Kelley & Cowles, one of the
leading concerns of Hartford, Conn., who con-
sistently canvass a comparatively large territory

have overcome these difficulties and are making
their canvassing a profitable venture.

Women Prospect Canvassers
Six middle-aged women are employed by Kel-

ley & Cowles to canvass for prospects. These
women are able to get into homes and secure
information where often a man would fail, ac-

cording to Mr. Kelley, a member of the firm.

The canvassers are not concerned with selling

in any way. Their object is to secure informa-
tion from the persons they visit regarding their

musical instruments and desires. These data

are turned over to the sales manager early the

following morning for analysis and selection

of those prospects for immediate follow-up. A
senior salesman is then given the job of follow-

ing up these prospects with the idea of arrang-

ing a demonstration and, of course, ultimately

making a sale.

In connection with the employment of out-

side salesmen and saleswomen Mr. Kelley point-

ed out the fact that experience has proved to

them an eight to ten hour day for the outside

organization is less productive of results than

is the short day of between five and six hours.

"Fresh sales people get the best results," said

Mr. Kelley. "We formerly worked our out-

side canvassing and sales staff ten hours a day
and now they are on the outside only about
half that time and their work, taken as a whole,

is far more effective."

Selection of Prospects

Although Kelley & Cowles' canvassers cover
the entire city of Hartford and the surround-
ing towns as well and during the year many
sales are made in this manner, the firm has

had remarkably little trouble in securing in-

stalment payments when due and repossessions
are a rarity, indeed. The reason for this is

that before any attempt is made to close a

deal with a prospect the company makes sure

that that person is responsible and a good
credit risk. The company figures that it is

better business to lose a sale than to run the
risk of loss on the deal. Naturally, too, this

Women get into homes where men fail,

according to the experience of this dealer.

Female canvassers secure data for men
salesmen to work on. Another unusual
idea in connection with canvassing which is

proving successful is a five or six hour day
instead of an eight or ten hour grind for

outside workers. In order to avoid col-

lection troubles a method of selection of

prospects is practiced by this live retailer

and in cases where payments fall behind a
clever stunt brings in the money in a hurry.

Mr. Kelley has other practical thoughts on
merchandising talking machines, etc., which
are outlined in the accompanying article

and which are not only interesting but in-

structive, as they deal with the selling phase
of retail business from a new angle which
live dealers may find profitable.

method of selecting prospects means greater

profits, because the firm is not under the neces-

sity of securing the services of collectors and
resorting to other expensive means to get the

money due.

That the selection of prospects is an important
factor in the success of a canvassing campaign
was brought home to a certain dealer who made
an intensive canvass of the territory in a radius

of many miles from his store during the year

just past. The salesman, eager to make a good
showing, placed instruments in homes without

regard to the credit standing of prospects. The
result was that the profits of the drive were
practically wiped out by the expense of secur-

ing the money, repossessions and in some cases

loss of instruments which had not been paid for.

Telegram Gets the Money
Of course, like every other dealer who sells

on the instalment plan, Kelley & Cowles have

customers who for some reason or another

fail to meet their obligations. In a . case of

this kind a personal letter is sent to the delin-

quent, calling attention to the fact that the

payment is past due. Prior to this, however,
an advance notice is sent to remind the cus-
tomer that the payment will be due in a few
days. If the delinquent patron fails to either

make a payment within a reasonable length
of time or make some satisfactory explanation
for the delay the company sends a telegram
to the home of the customer, asking for a

payment by a stated time the following morning
or repossession will be made. This telegram
is so timed that it arrives at the home in the
evening, around the dinner hour, when the en-
tire family is at home. The telegram, accord-
ing to Mr. Kelley, secures the earnest consid-

eration of the delinquent where even the per-
sonal dunning letter fails and not infrequently

a payment is forthcoming that evening, the cus-
tomer not even waiting until the morning. The
average householder fears a repossession be-

cause of real or imagined disgrace in having a

truck drive up to the door and the instrument
taken from the house in sight of all the neigh-

bors who care to look upon the process, and
rather than have this happen will pay.

Thus, the retailer with the backbone to fight

for what is his just due has little to fear in

connection with delinquents. The trouble seems
to be that many dealers delay taking decisive

action until any chance of breaking even on the

deal is gone. Of course there are times

when a customer is compelled by circumstances
to delay a payment and at these times the dealer

must be lenient. If he protects himself by
adding interest on instalment sales a delay in

such a case will not compel him to take a loss to

retain a customer, nor will his profits be eaten

into by having his money tied up.

Fine Windows Create Sales

Norton, Va., February 6.—A. C. McClure, a live

Brunswick phonograph and Gulbransen player

piano dealer here, is attracting attention to the

merchandise he features through some unusu-
ally effective window displays. The appeal of

these displays has been reflected in the interest

aroused on the part of the public and in actual

sales. Mr. McClure has an attractive phono-
graph shop and has built up a good business.

Amendola Bros., New Haven, Conn., were
recently incorporated at Hartford to sell musi-

cal instruments and radio sets with a capital

stock of $75,000.

For the Profitable Sale of Records

—

The Audak System
The modern method of demonstrating and selling records

Without the Use of Booths

Dealers place as many as six Audak units in space formerly occu-
pied by one booth. There are Audak models to suit

each particular need. Write for full

information.

The Audak unit illustrated supplied complete, ready for use upon removal from crate

AUDAK CO. - 565 Fifth Avenue - NEW YORK, N. Y.
In Canada, Manufactured and Distributed by McLAGAN Phonograph Corp., Ltd. , Stratford, Ont

.
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Tie Newport Tonal Quality

into Your Merchandising

Give your client the ineffable thrill of good music. Put the Tonal

Quality of the Newport to work for you.

Take him into one of your demonstration rooms and have him relax

in one of those comfortable chairs of yours. Then "bring-in" via

the Newport some real music for him. Let him hear those de-

lightful little runs, fine gradations, and double-stop work of

Kreisler's "Caprice Viennois." He will imagine that he can almost

feel the trembling of its housing as he listens to the thundering

diapason of the great organ. Parade the brilliance and charm of

the great virtuosi across the theatre of his mind. Perform the

acid test of Tonal Quality for him. Dial into the militant swing of

Sousa's "El Capitan" or the "Stars and Stripes Forever." Let him

distinguish for himself the high trebles, the deep bass, and the

various other instruments. He will be quick to realize how clearly

defined are the instruments that go to make the action stirring whole

of this famous orchestration.

Let him show himself what Newport Tonal Quality really is.

The Newport Is a Good Receiver

Built in a Piece of Fine Furniture

WewDort^ac/io Corp.

' 250 West 54-thStreet,

ISfewYork City
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Broadening Merchandise Lines in Retail Field

ONE development in the talking machine business during recent

years, of particular interest, is the apparent tendency of the

majority of dealers to get away from the purely "exclusive" idea

in retailing and to branch out so that they may handle various lines

of musical instruments, including radio, in their establishments.

This trend indicates that while the theory of putting all the busi-

ness eggs in one basket and watching that basket, may not have

been entirely wrong, the fact that it limited the activities of the

merchant to one fixed channel of sales effort and gave him no

opportunity for expansion except in one direction proved discour-

aging as soon as there came a setback in business.

Radio, of course, is now an accepted adjunct to the talking

machine store, which is regarded as a most logical channel for the

distribution of that product, but we also find in a great majority of

the establishments many other lines of musical merchandise, in-

cluding pianos and player pianos, band and orchestra instruments

and accessories, and sheet music. It is a move in the right

direction for if the dealer feels that he must expand his activities

to realize fully upon his fixed overhead charges and increased turn-

over and profits, he can best dp so by sticking to those products

which come within the musical category and develop his business

into that of a general music store.

There are retailers, unfortunately, who in their anxiety to

branch out are too much inclined to listen to the promises and

prophecies of high-powered salesmen and stock many lines of mer-

chandise ranging from sporting goods to postcards that, while all

right in their way and profitable when properly handled, mean an

appeal must be made to two or more types of buyers and the sales

force equipped to handle these outside products intelligently.

In stocking musical merchandise, pianos, etc., the talking

machine dealer places himself in a position to take full advantage

of his existing list of prospects and customers, and experience has

shown that it is quite possible to sell various other types of musical

instruments to those who have been purchasers of talking machines

and may be considered satisfied customers of the house. The
general music store idea has proved its soundness and the talking

machine dealer who is considering the expansion of his business and

is desirous of getting away from the "exclusive" shop with its

natural limitations can do no better than to confine his varied ac-

tivities to the musical field.

Brunswick Co.'s Great Educational Achievement

I T has remained for a single concern, the Brunswick-Balke-Col-

1 lender Co., to inaugurate during the past couple of weeks the

first national Music Memory Contest, turning for that purpose to

the latest of modern wonders, the radio. The success of the first

programs in the Music Memory Contest series served to remove

any doubt that may have existed as to the interest that could be

aroused through that medium.

It is naturally impossible to even estimate the number of indi-

vidual owners of radio sets and their friends who are participat-

ing or will participate in this nation-wide Music Memory Contest,

but there is no gainsaying that the number will run into millions

and that the programs will be listened to regularly by radio fans

in every State in the Union, in the big cities as well as in the ham-

lets and on the farm. The fact that substantial prizes are offered

each month for the successful contestants will naturally insure

steady interest from many thousands who hope to be the gainers

therefrom, but the spirit of adventure alone will itself serve to

hold the interest of some millions of others.

The Brunsw,ick Music Memory Contest, as it is at present

constituted, serves a threefold purpose: First, centering interest

upon musical compositions of the better sort
;
second, familiariz-

ing the public with the ability and accomplishments of those inter-

nationally famous artists who are members of the Brunswick Hall

of Fame, and thirdly, stimulating, it is hoped, a buying interest

that will reflect itself in the increased sale of Brunswick Radiolas

and records.

It is, of course, a bit early to judge the general effect of this

Music Memory Contest, but the demand on the part of the public

for- the slips listing the selections to be featured in the programs,

which are being distributed through Brunswick dealers, indicate

that the preliminary interest certainly equaled and in some sec-

tions far exceeded expectations.

Certainly the Brunswick Co. is to be congratulated upon its

vision in inaugurating this ambitious plan for tying up the radio

and the phonograph to the ultimate advantage of the latter. Pri-

marily a business venture it has the distinctly saving grace that it

aids directly in the general movement to bring about a greater

appreciation in America of the better things in music and a knowl-

edge of those celebrated artists who present it.

Where Co-operation Is Distinctly Essential

THE broadcasting of the programs offered by phonograph record

artists of national and international repute has naturally aroused

the enthusiasm of the majority of wholesalers and dealers who are

called upon to distribute phonograph products. The so-called

radio "fans" have demonstrated their interest by responding with

hundreds of thousands of complimentary telegrams and letters and

requests for the portraits of artists and other material offered. In

short, the principle of the thing has been proved sound.

The main object of the broadcasting, frankly stated, however,

is to stimulate interest in, and sale of, records by the artists fea-

tured, as well as other records in the various catalogs, and this

objective is being realized by the trade which, of course, is the direct

medium of contact with the public. Whether the broadcasting,

which is both ambitious and expensive, pays dividends in the form

of increased business depends directly upon what the retailer does

to bring home the message to his local clientele and to tie up with

the radio publicity.

It is quite evident that many dealers appreciate the opportunity

for moving records and through their local advertising, window
displays and direct mail channels, keep_ the public informed as to

where and when the programs will be broadcast and of the fact

that all the records of the selections heard on the air are instantly

available in the dealer's store. One dealer has gone so far as to

invite his customers to listen to the broadcast concerts over the

radio in his own store, having the records of the programmed num-
bers all ready wrapped for the benefit of those who respond to

the urge to buy, and buy at once, and perhaps there are more like him,
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but it is also quite evident that a very substantial proportion of

dealers are simply accepting the broadcasting as they have for

years accepted the other publicity issued by the leading companies

and feel that it ought to bring business into their stores automati-

cally and without any personal effort. There's the rub!

The manufacturers have done their part in recognizing the

opportunity and the appeal offered by radio and have gone to great

trouble and expense in placing their most notable artists on the air.

Whether the results from a business standpoint prove satisfactory,

and whether the work is continued beyond the experimental stage

rests chiefly with the manner in which the retailer capitalizes the

opportunity to his own advantage and that of the manufacturer.

Frank Discussion of Problems by Ohio Dealers

IN Columbus, O., last month the Music Merchants' Association

of Ohio called a special meeting to consider directly the existing

conditions in the talking machine field as it applies to the retail

business with a view to determining ways and means for improving

the situation either through their own efforts or through the efforts

of manufacturers.

The meeting may be considered as being the direct result of a

lengthy paper read by C. C. Baker, of Columbus, at the annual

meeting of the Association in Cleveland last Fall in which he offered

facts and figures regarding the record situation that in a sense

proved a revelation even to those in close contact with the indus-

try. That the members of the Association instead of simply mull-

ing over conditions took steps to find the answer to the various

problems at the special meeting is a tribute to the wisdom of those

who saw the logic of going to the root of the matter.

One development of particular interest was the decision that

some manufacturers are producing too many records with the

result that if the dealer carries full stocks he finds a surplus piling

up that not only ties -up a great amount of capital for lengthy

periods, but proves embarrassing in other directions. This matter

has been discussed informally on many occasions, and it is well that

it received, earnest consideration from record makers.

There are companies who though offering the public about

everything worth while in record form manage through careful prun-

ing to keep the current lists which the dealer is expected to carry in

stock down to a few hundred numbers, and there is a tendency in

other quarters to clear up this situation on the part of various

prominent companies.

Another important decision was that dealers concentrate more
on advertising their own particular establishments rather than

giving the bulk of the advertising space over to featuring particular

musical merchandise products. A wise move, truly, but one that

must be watched with a certain amount of care for the reason that

in a well-established and widely recognized trade name the dealer

has a business-building asset that should not be sidetracked en-

tirely even for the purpose of placing his own name strongly in

the front.

The main thought in connection with the Columbus meeting

is that it is well for members of the trade to get together, as on

this occasion, for a frank discussion of trade matters. The indi-

vidual may be dissatisfied with certain phases of his business, but

he alone can accomplish little for their adjustment. Speaking as

a group, however, representative dealers of a single State have a

voice that proves authoritative.

The Business Situation Reviewed
WHETHER it is due to the effects of broadcasting by promi-

nent record artists, or whether to the desire to secure an

adequate library of records to go with the machines sold during

the holiday period, the fact remains that there has been marked
improvement in record demand since the first of the year. This

improvement has not reached the boom stage, perhaps, but it has

provided the ground work upon which active dealers can build

most substantially for the coming months.

Machine sales have not shown the same improvement credited

to records, though they, too, indicate a somewhat greater activity

than was evidenced during even the closing months of 1924. It is

probable that the increasing number of phonograph and radio com-
binations within a single cabinet will tend to stimulate sales in this

department.
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Selecting Prospects Reduces Credit Risk
How George P. Ells Rearranged His Sales Plan to Eliminate

Credit Troubles Brought About by Commission-Paid Salesmen

How and to whom a talking machine is sold

has a direct bearing on collection troubles and

repossessions, according to George P. Ells,

phonograph dealer of Norwalk, Conn. Mr.

Ells, in order to bring up his sales volume,

secured the services of a live salesman—a man
who proved that he could go out into the terri-

tory from which this dealer draws his trade

and get business. The man turned in a num-
ber of signed contracts and he was paid the

commission agreed upon. However, trouble

soon developed in the collection end of the

business and analysis showed that the reason

for this condition was due to the fact that

the prospects were not selected.

Selecting Prospects

In the first place, the salesman, as was nat-

ural, went into the field with one object, and
that was to secure as many names to the dotted

line as possible. He was interested in commis-
sions and he worked hard to secure results. He
did not concern himself whether the prospect

was worth selling to, but he closed every sale

he could. Now, a number of the people to

whom he sold instruments found, after the ma-
chine had been delivered, that they could not

meet the payments for one reason or another.

Mr. Ells solved the problem in a clever man-
ner. Instead of paying his salesman the entire

commission as soon as a sale had been com-
pleted he made the following arrangement:

Fifty per cent of the entire commission due the

salesman was paid when the customer made the

initial payment on the phonograph purchased;

25 per cent of the remainder of the commission

was paid at the expiration of three months and

the remaining 25 per cent was paid six months
from the date of the sale. This had the effect

of making the salesman select his prospects

more carefully, because he realized that if a

customer lapsed in his or her payments or it

was found necessary to repossess the instru-

ment his commission would be held up or,

in the latter event, lost entirely. Briefly, it pre-

vented the salesman from selling undesirable

prospects.

Sanctioning Sales

As has been mentioned, it is natural for a

salesman whose income depends entirely upon
the volume of his sales to secure the names
of as many people as possible to a contract.

This is especially so where the dealer employs

outside salesmen and canvassers. In this con-

nection the greatest care must be exercised by

the credit manager of the store, or whoever is

in charge of credits, not to pass upon sales

which mean trouble in collections later. It is

much better in the end not to allow the instru-

ment to leave the warerooms than to be com-
pelled to bring it back from a customer's home
later. One way of giving the credit manager
information regarding customers or prospects

is by compelling the salesman to secure infor-

mation which will give the credit manager some-

thing concrete to work on.

A Case in Point

A talking machine dealer in a large Eastern

city last Spring started a most extensive can-

vassing and sales campaign which covered a

radius of fifty miles from the store. A crew

of three canvasser-salesmen and a crew man-
ager, with a motor truck loaded with various

models of machines and records, toured the en-

tire countryside, and from the standpoint of

sales the campaign was an unqualified success.

But after a few months trouble developed in

securing the instalments due and in the end the

dealer lost the profits resulting from the drive.

The reason was simple enough. Sales had been

made to any Tom, Dick and Harry who evinced

a desire to purchase a talking machine. Ex-

pensive instruments were put into the homes on

payment of ridiculously low down payments.

Many of the customers proved irresponsible and

some who were honest in their intentions of

meeting their payments were unable to do so.

The result was that the dealer was compelled

to send several collectors into the territory,

not only eating up the profits through salaries

for these men but also consuming them in pay-

ing traveling expenses to distant communities.

These are all things which must be considered

before such a sales campaign is undertaken

and the dealer had better not put on such a

drive unless he goes about it in the right man-
ner. In this instance much of the trouble

could have been avoided either by selling many
of these people instruments within their means
or in other cases refusing to make the sale.

Salesmen Collectors

Another dealer who has become wise through

experience makes each salesman act as his own
collector. He puts the responsibility of seeing

that the instalments are met on time on the

shoulders of the salesman who closed the deal,

and as a result the selling organization of this

firm is very careful that customers are not sold

instruments which they are unable to pay for.

Stock the New

PEERLESS COMBINATION ALBUM

New Peerless Radiolog at a

lower price.

We have just added a new ad-

dition of the Peerless Radiolog
—the big popular seller.

Write for samples and prices.

The new Peerless Combination Album holds 8

ten-inch and 4 twelve-inch records. Thus mak-

ing possible the placing in one album the two-

sized records of an individual artist, group or

orchestra, etc., etc.

Again Peerless is first. It was the pioneer of the

group record sales plan, the artist library albums

and now this new product is in furtherance of

the artist library idea.

Attractively Bound—Stamped in Gold—At a Popular Price

Exclusive metropolitan distributors for the new beautiful and educational

"PICTORIAL RECORDS" for children.

PEERLESS ALBUM COMPANY
PHIL. RAVIS, President

636-638 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
WALTER S. GRAY CO., Pacific Coast Repre.entative L. W. HOUGH, 146 Mass. Avenue

San Francisco and Los Angeles Boston, Mass.
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RadiolaXand
Regenoflex

artners

Heal Selling
To the man who wants quality of tone

—

dependable reception—quality of build and

appearance—and records of reception, sell the

Radiola X. To the man who wants all of these

at a lower price, sell the same set without the

costly cabinet* Sell Radiola Regenoflex. Two-

thirds of the selling job done by nation-wide

advertising and word-of-mouth fame. Only

one-third is left to you. It means quick selling.

"There's a RadiolaJor every purse"

Radio Corporation of America
Sales Offices:

233 Broadway, New York 10 So. La Salle Street, Chicago, III.

28 Geary Street, San Francisco, Cal.

This symbol of
quality is your

protection

Radiola X
The Regenoflex circuit in a rich cabinet

with its own loudspeaker enclosed.

With four Radiotrons WD- 11.

liola Regenoflex

Sensitive, selective, non-radiating. Famous
for its tone quality With four Radiotrons

WD- 11 and Radiola Loudspeaker.

Radiola
REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.
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Rothauser s Field Men "Pep" Radio Sales
Canvass of Schools, Restaurants and Theatres Brings Business to

the Broad & Market Music Co.—Service Makes Patrons "Salesmen"

Radio retailing has now reached the stage

where the merchant who hopes to make a real

profit from this department of his business must
engage in more vigorous methods of exploiting

his line than has been necessary in the past.

Only a few months ago conditions were such

that to simply display a few radio sets was
sufficient to bring into the store interested pros-

pects. In fact, the supply exceeded the demand
and those persons who visited an establishment

and secured without delay the standard set they

desired considered themselves lucky. Six months
ago a retailer stated to the writer that if he

could secure fifty sets of the line he was fea-

turing he could dispose of them immediately.

To-day, however, the story is slightly different.

There are many fine radio receiving sets on

the market and the preference of the public

is spread over instruments of many makes in-

stead of only a few, as was the case a short

time ago. Consequently, the dealer is faced

with competition which can only be met by

merchandising methods of the most progres-

sive type.

Canvassing for Radio Business

The Broad & Market Music Co., of Newark,
N. J., which is operated by the Argyris broth-

ers, two wide-awake and energetic business men,

three months ago established a well-stocked

radio department on the second floor of the

building occupied by their store on Market
street, one of the busiest spots in the city. C.

Rothauser, who at that time was made man-
ager of the department, soon realized that sit-

ting in the store would not sell radio. There-

fore, he secured the services of three experi-

enced canvasser-salesmen and sent them out

into the field in accordance with a carefully

prepared plan of campaign. That the right type

of men can make a success of canvassing for

radio business has been proved in the brief

time this practice has been in effect at the

Broad & Market Music Co.

Canvassing Public Buildings

Canvassing as practiced by this concern is

radically different from the usual drives launched

by talking machine dealers. For example, res-

taurants, schools, ^moving picture houses and
other public buildings are being found excel-

lent prospects for radio- receiving sets. One
of the canvasser-salesmen devotes the bulk of

his time in working on this type of prospect.

How resultful this effort is may be realized

from the fact that in one week three expen-

sive super-heterodynes were placed in restau-

rants. The salesman selected to work on this

type of prospect sees the manager of the res-

taurant, the manager or proprietor of the music
houses and principal and teachers of the schools.

During the month just closed a super-heterodyne

also was placed in a moving picture theatre

and already live prospects in the theatres, res-

taurants and schools are being followed up, and
many of these are certain to be sold in

the near future.

In the case of schools Mr. Rothauser de-

clares that the first step is to interest teachers

and the principal in radio and then the mat-

ter is taken up with the Board of Education.

The process is a slow one, but the chances

of sales are good and the attempt is worth

making.

Working the Outskirts

Another successful stunt in connection with

its canvassing is bringing home the bacon for

C. Rothauser Putting Over a Nice

the Broad & Market Music Co. If a radio

set is sold and proves satisfactory to the cus-

tomer after a brief period of use a canvasser-

salesman is sent to work the houses in the

immediate territory. Permission to use her

or his name is asked of the customer. In most
instances this is freely given. The salesman

thus is enabled to mention the name of a neigh-

bor who owns the type of radio set he is sell-

ing and his reception by the prospect is more
conducive to sales results.

The Complete Sale

Mr. Rothauser considers that if the sale of a

radio set is made and the salesman makes no
attempt to sell every accessory that may help

to make the set more efficient and more enjoy-

able to the user the salesman is derelict in his

duty. The sale of the set, of course, is the first

consideration. When the sale has been com-
pleted, including the accessories, such as tubes,

batteries, etc., needed to operate .the set, every

effort is made to sell the customer other im-

portant equipment, such as battery chargers,

testing apparatus, etc.

Service and Instalments

"A satisfied customer is the store's best

friend," stated Mr. Rothauser, "and that is why
we go to almost any length to please our pa-

trons. Our men attend to the installation of

the sets and do not leave the house until the

job is done right. Then, when these men, of

whom we employ three, are not busy on in-

stallation work, we send them out to visit cus-

tomers whose sets they have installed to see

whether the set is operating satisfactorily.

Sometimes they find minor repairs necessary

and at other times, through the fault of the

customer, tubes have been blown out, or other

serious trouble has developed. In the latter

event the customer is advised what is wrong
with the set and told that needed parts will have
to be purchased. This brings in quite a bit of

business, but, far more important, it builds good
will. Only last week proof of this came to me.

A woman customer vis-

ited the store to tell

me that her neighbor

had manifested great

interest in her set and

was a live prospect.

We immediately sent

out one of our canvass-

er-salesmen and a deal

for a $550 combination

phonograph-radio out-

fit is about to be closed.

This kind of service

certainly pays. Serv-

ice without asking

brings in the business.

"Another thing we
ask our customers is to

come into the store to

make their payments.

Radio Sale They come to me per-

sonally and thus I have an opportunity to talk

with them regarding the performance of their

set and also to get in a little sales talk on

certain accessories which the customer has not

yet purchased. We invariably secure one-third

of the price of the instrument as a down pay-

ment, and we also charge 6 per cent interest."

Mr. Rothauser also believes that the dealer

who goes into radio seriously should carry an

extensive line of sets. At this store are fea-

tured Brunswick-Radiolas, the complete R. C.

A., Freed-Eisemann, Thompson, Grebe, At-

water-Kent, Atwater-Kent in the Pooley, Ware,

Magnavox, Crosley, Malone-Lemon lines and a

few sets of other makes.

Anderson Music Go. Staff

Holds Annual Meeting

San Jose, Cal., February 6.—The Anderson

Music Co. recently held its annual meeting and

banquet, attended by the officers, directors and

salesmen. Plans were announced for a con-

siderable enlargement of the business during

the coming year. The floor space has been

doubled, a long term lease having been signed,

giving the store practically the entire Jose

Theatre building, including fourteen rooms on

the second and third floors. O. B. Anderson

announced that E. E. Trower, well known in

the music trade in the Middle West and on the

West Coast, would have direct charge of the

store.

STARR PIANOS STARR PHONOGRAPHS
GENNETT RECORDS

Represent the ffiqhest oAttainment in oMusical OVorth

We STARR PIANO COMPANY
Richmond. Indiana
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IT is no longer "Father's radio set."

Simplicity and sturdy beauty have

made a family companion of this ver-

satile entertainer. In many homes even

the children are encouraged to tune

in their own favorite features on the

Kennedy.

All complicated, delicate mechan-

ism is eliminated. Every part is sturdy.

Battery and other connections are con-

cealed and protected. A child who can

be trusted to operate a talking ma-

chine can easily tune in any desired

station on the Kennedy. When the

dial setting for a station is once found,

that station always comes in on its

own setting.

This simplicity of operation and

strong construction appeals to people

who are hesitating about buying a set.

MODEL XV— Pronounced by
experts the most highly selective

and sensitive radio frequency set

on the market today. Has the

same characteristics of easy tun-

ing, musical purity of tone and
brilliant, lifelike reproduction of

all programs within hundreds of

miles that has made other Ken-
nedy models famous. It is non-

radiating— no squeals to annoy
neighbors. Logged tuning.

Retail $141.50, without accessories

.

West of ihc Rockies— $145.00.

CHILDREN
CAN TUNE THE
KENNEDY

You can assure them that the Kennedy

can be operated by any member of the

family, without knowledge of radio

technicalities or skill in tuning.

Nor does a dealer need to know a

great deal about radio in order to sell

Kennedy receivers . One handy man on

your staff, competent to give common
sense advice on aerials and batteries,

is all the expert help that you need.

A good salesman without wide radio

experience can sell rings around those

THE COLIN B. KENNEDY COMPANY
Saint Loi/is

KENNEDY

who talk glibly of circuits and puzzle

their customers unnecessarily.

Simplicity— the carefully planned

elimination ofmany controls and com-

plicated parts— contributes greatly,

to the remarkably pure full rounded

sweetness of tone that is so distinctive

a feature of the Kennedy. The natural

timbre of speech and music is unmarred

by mechanical distortion.

The Kennedy cannot be surpassed

(if equalled) by any receiver at any

price either in tone, range, selectivity

or sturdiness. That is the final verdict

whenever a direct comparison is made,

whether in an expert's laboratory, in

a home or right in your store.

We invite such comparisons at all

times, for everyone who hears a Ken-

nedy becomes a Kennedy enthusiast.

Dhe Royalty g/^SiadLio

MODEL VI—An extremely sen-

sitive and highly selective set

that receivesout-of-town stations

with loud-speaker volume. Sta-

tions are always found at the

same setting on Dial No. 1. The
other dial controls volume. Non-
radiating. Licensed under U. S.

Patent 1,113,149.

Retail $85.00, without accessories.

West of the Rockies— $87 50.

THE COLIN B. KENNEDY COMPANY, Saint Louis: I am interested in a Kennedy dealership. Please send me particulars.

My name— - Firm name Business

Street address- .Citv- -State-
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Transients Bring Klaidman $500 Weekly
Location of Record Stores in Business Arteries, Publicity De-
signed to Reach Commuters and Trained Salesmen Bring Success

Talking machine dealers who view their rec-

ord departments as merely an incidental neces-

sity to their business but unworthy of the atten-

tion that is given the more expensive and larger

articles of merchandise carried may find some
thought-provoking suggestions in the expe-

rience of a metropolitan merchant, who deals

exclusively in records and music rolls and who,

in the course of the past eleven months, starting

on a capital of but a few hundred dollars, has

built up an establishment that brings a net

profit of $500 a week, has no dead stock—the

average time a record remains on the shelves

being ten days, or to express it differently, he

has a thirty-six times a year turnover.

This dealer is Max Klaidman, proprietor of

the Klaidman Music Shops, of Brooklyn and
New York, which at the time of writing number
three, but Mr. Klaidman plans further expan-

sion and expects in the course of a few weeks
to add two or three more shops to his chain of

stores. In a chat with The World regarding

the policies which are responsible for the

growth of the business Mr. Klaidman gave as

the most important, location, advertising, close

check on the record stock, the layout of the

store and the training of the salesmen.

Location and Publicity

The first two items are in this case connected.

Mr. Klaidman chooses his store locations near

a street which has a large transient trade.

However, the high rents that prevail 'on such

streets militate against the establishment of a

store on such a thoroughfare and so the Klaid-

man stores are situated within a half block or

so from such a street and the passers-by are

informed of its existence by means of sandwich

men who carry large signs bearing the store's

message and distributing circulars listing the

latest releases. For the first few months follow-

ing the establishment of a store, hundreds of

dollars are spent each month on such publicity,

together with advertisements in the local pub-

lications, such as theatre programs. Large

signs are erected in front of the store and on

the windows and are changed every two or

three days. After an intensive campaign of this

sort for two or three months, the store becomes
widely known and attracts customers from the

main thoroughfare at but a fraction of the cost

that a location on the main street would cost.

In placing his advertisements Mr. Klaidman
studies closely the media which will bring the

best results. An illustration of this might prove
interesting. The New York store of Mr. Klaid-

man is located a short distance from the 125th

Street Station of the New York Central Rail-

Max Klaidman started in business with a

few hundred dollars and in the course of

eleven months he has made his ventures in

exclusively record shops profitable. He
operates two stores and plans to open sev-

eral additional branches soon. More im-

portant than his limited capital were the

ideas regarding location, store arrangement
and selling which this energetic merchan-
diser has put in effect and proved sound.

Originality is his watchword and the plans

which have proved so successful for him
are adaptable by any retailer who realizes

that he is in a rut and is operating along

stereotyped lines. The progressive dealer

changes with the times. Mr. Klaidman's

ideas are modern.

road and consequently a large percentage of

the customers are commuters. For a week the

salesmen took the names and addresses of cus-

tomers who purchased $2 worth or more of

records. The check-up revealed that residents

of Mount Kisco and Yonkers formed the ma-
jority. Mr. Klaidman immediately inserted ad-

vertisements in the local papers of each of these

cities.

Keeps Close Watch on Record Stock
Record stock control is an important feature

of the establishment and the check on the move-
ment of records is so close that dead stock 'is

an unknown factor. The initial order of every
release is small, no matter how popular the

number or artist. A duplicate of the order is

kept and after three or four days an inventory

is made. This shows plainly how the record is

moving and unless real activity is apparent that

number is not pushed or re-ordered. Customers
entering the store are asked to listen to each

new number and their opinions are solicited.

The store layout and arrangement of the

stock varies in each of Mr. Klaidman's stores as

he is constantly experimenting to find the most
efficient arrangement. Originally, at the main
store, demonstration booths were used and the

records were in the care of clerks who dem-
onstrated them for customers. As business ex-

panded this arrangement was found to be inade-

quate and a record-rack running the full length

of the store was erected so that the customers
could select their own records. The number of

booths was found to be insufficient and so

Audak equipment was installed and found to be

so successful that at the present time the two
larger of Mr. Klaidman's stores each use fifteen

Audak record demonstrators and this number is

shortly to be augmented. So satisfactory has

this equipment proved that Mr. Klaidman states

the Audak will be an important part of every

store he establishes. An example of the man-
ner in which the buying public's attention can

be diverted to purchasing classical and operatic

selections in addition to popular selections is

gained from a comparison of the percentages of

sales in two of the Klaidman shops. In one
the Audak equipment is situated in the center

of the store with two rows of equipment facing

each other. The record sales in this shop are

98 per cent popular and 2 per cent classical.

In another shop the Audak record demonstrat-

ing devices are placed eight inches from the

wall and the space between the equipment and
wall is occupied by a record rack filled with

records of the classics. Immediately above the

instruments are large signs listing the various

selections of this type so that whether the cus-

tomer glances up or down the selections are

called to his attention. The percentage of rec-

ords sold in this store is 60 per cent classical

and 40 per cent popular.

Training Salesmen

All of the salesmen hired are started at the

main shop where they are under the direct

supervision of Mr. Klaidman and they are thor-

oughly instructed in his methods of selling.

As they show results they are sent to the other

stores where they are under the watchful eyes

of Mr. Klaidman's sons. The training they are

given is not only to fit them as salesmen but

Mr. Klaidman hopes to have among his own
staff men capable of assuming the managership

of the stores which he intends opening and they

are trained with this end in view.

An interesting fact is that but one make of

record is sold. Mr. Klaidman feels that by con-

centrating on one line better results can be

secured. Needle sales at one store alone aver-

age 200,000 a week. Each of the Audak dem-
onstrators bears a sign calling attention to the

fact that needles are sold and every customer is

asked if needles are needed.

Specht Orchestra in Belgium

Continuing his world-wide activities, Paul

Specht, who records for the Columbia Co., re-

cently booked one of his orchestras in Brus-

sels, Belgium. This orchestra is under the

direction of Carl Smith and is playing at the

Grand Hotel. Specht has had a dozen orches-

tras playing in the leading amusement places

in London, and a French unit appears at

Claridge's Hotel and at the Club. 400, where big

successes are being scored.

Have You A Genola in Your Toy Shop?
It's a great little money maker—a child's phonograph
retailing at $5.00—that plays all flat records up to 10

inch size with the clear reproduction of a large machine.
It is bright and appealing in appearance and makes a

hit with both parents and children.

The Genola stands but iy2 inches high. Then to retail

at $10.00, there is The Baby Cabinet, standing 17 inches

high and which is a delightful piece of nursery furniture

as well as a splendid little talking machine.

Order Samples Today

THE GENERAL PHONOGRAPH MANUFACTURING CO.
Elyrla* Ohio.
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every dollar
"For every dollar spent for musical instru-

ments of all kinds, including phonographs,

pianos, organs, etc., seventy-five cents is

Spent for radio." —Roger W. Babson

Get the Radio Dollars By Stocking Brandes

Radio dollars are being spent in music shops—are

they being spent in yours?

Stock Matched lone Headsets and Brandes Table-

Talkers—they're sure sellers—quick sellers. Every

fan needs both—let him get them in" your shop!

Brandes
Superior
^Matched Tone

Headset

t'J in Canada

^Talker

501 extrawest
of theRockies

In CanadafVl.50

"The name
Navy Type $
Matched Tone ^

Headset
1 9 in Canada

8

to know in
c
Radio
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Important Plans for Expansion of the
Blackman Talking Machine Go. Under Way

J. Newcomb Blackman, President of Gotham Victor Wholesale Company, Announces Personnel
Changes and Promotions—Creates a Dealer Se rvice Department—Operating Radio Department

J. Newcomb Blackman, president of the

Blackman Talking Machine Co., New York, one
of the country's foremost Victor wholesalers,

announced recently the consummation of im-
portant plans in his organization providing for

an expansion and development in keeping with
the company's prestige and prominence in the

distributing field. This development not only
includes changes in personnel and addition to

the company's organization, but represents a

formal announcement as to the Blackman Talk-
ing Machine Co.'s activities as a wholesaler of

radio products.

C. L. Johnston, connected with the Black-

man organization for the past five years as sec-

retary and sales manager, has been appointed

vice-president and general manager of the com-
pany, succeeding Fred P. Oliver, who resigned

on February 1 to become New York manager
of the Music Master Corp. Mr. Johnston dur-

ing the past five years has not only won the

respect and esteem of his own organization,

but the friendship of the Victor dealers

throughout the entire territory. . His previous

experience has included an intimate familiarity

with the merchandising and distributing prob-

lems of the wholesaler and retailer, and he is

exceptionally well qualified for his new work as

right-hand man to Mr. Blackman.

Edmund V. Bragdon, formerly treasurer of

the Ideal Music Stores and well known in local

talking machine circles, has been elected secre-

tary of the Blackman Talking Machine Co. Mr.

Bragdon will include in his activities the man-

agement of the record ordering department as

well as the control of the company's statistical

records. As head of the record ordering divi-

sion he succeeds Geo. F. Thau, who has re-

signed from the company's services.

Albert M. Blackman, son of J. Newcomb
Blackman, joined the company's staff on Feb-

ruary 3, and will enter upon an intensive course

of training incidental to every phase of the busi-

ness. Mr. Blackman, who is now a junior

salesman, is a graduate of the University of

Pennsylvania and a keen student of commercial

activities. Since being graduated he has been

identified with several prominent business or-

ganizations, and he is admirably fitted to attain

success in the Blackman organization.

One of the most important steps in the

Blackman Talking Machine Co.'s plans for ex-

pansion is the creation of a dealer service de-

partment, which is under the management of

W. H. Bishop. The latter is one of the vet-

erans of the Blackman sales staff and in his

new work will pay particular attention to the

development of the Blackman Talking Machine
Co.'s radio activities. His previous experience

gives him an invaluable background for this

work, for he was formerly associated with
Frederick Loeser & Co. and also occupied other
important retail connections. He has made a

careful study of the sales possibilities for radio

products in the talking machine field, and stood
highest in the radio school sponsored by the

Blackman Talking Machine Co. for a period of

many months.

Mr. Blackman is firmly convinced that the

successful Victor wholesaler must work in the

closest possible co-operation with his dealers,

and with this idea in mind the force of Black-
man salesmen working in the interests of Victor

J. Newcomb Blackman
products has been augmented by the addition

of Geo. W. Morgan and Norman K. Edlund.

Both of these men have had practical experi-

ence in the retail field and will co-operate with

Victor dealers to the best possible advantage.

The other members of the Blackman organiza-

tion include some of the most popular sales

representatives in the local wholesale field, com-
prising Edgar S. Palmer, E. Maxwell Sheetz,

J. A. Johnson and Walter R. Grew.

In inaugurating a radio department that will

function efficiently and profitably, Mr. Black-

man has provided W. H. Bishop with a com-
petent staff of radio men, including M. B. Ar-

rowsmith, who will give practical service and
'

co-operation to the dealers in connection with

radio activities. A radio sales force is now
being organized and among the members of

this staff are J. H. Jones and V. J. McMorrow,
both of whom have enjoyed practical experi-

ence as wholesale and retail radio representa-

tives.

In connection with the company's radio plans,
Mr. Blackman said: "We have purposely re-

frained from announcing our plans for radio
merchandising until we were ready to tell the
trade something definite and tangible. For the
past year we have been analyzing and experi-
menting with various radio apparatus, so that
we would be in a position to offer our trade
goods of a most dependable type and a service
that would compare favorably with what we
have been giving them for more than twenty-
two years in Victor merchandise. Naturally,
this policy may restrict us to a comparatively
few lines, but our dealers will have the satis-

faction of knowing that we are providing them
with merchandise that they can offer to their

customers with complete confidence."

The radio lines now being distributed by the
Blackman Talking Machine Co. are as follows:

Thompson, Grebe, Garod and Jones sets;

Bristol Audiophones; Baldwin loud speakers;
Jones Panels; Balkite and Eagle battery charg-
ers; Balkite "B" battery eliminators; Philco
storage batteries; Eveready dry batteries;

Four-way extension cords and the Frost line of
parts, together with the Musette loud speaker.

Briefs Filed Protesting

Increase in Freight Rates

Music Trade and Radio Interests File Protests

Against Plan to Increase Rates on Combined
Phonographs and Radio •

The Music Industries Chamber of Commerce,
together with the Radio Manufacturers' Asso-
ciation, filed briefs with the Interstate Com-
merce Commission on January 30 protesting in

behalf of the music and radio industries against

a new freight classification on combined phono-
graph and radio instruments ordered to go into

effect on February 10 and which would result

in increases of from 50 to 100 per cent in freight

rates over those now prevailing.

The principal arguments in the position of

the Music Industries Chamber of Commerce
are that the installation of a receiving set in

a phonograph is incidental, as the phonograph
itself remains unchanged, and that the presence
of the radio receiving set does not add mate-
rially to the size, weight or liability to damage
of the phonograph. It is also pointed out that

the minimum weight requirements for car load-

ings, proposed by the railroads, cannot be com-
plied with by shippers of phonographs or radio

receiving instruments.

The brief contends further that the manu-
facture of radio receiving sets is a new in-

dustry and should not be discriminated against

at the beginning of its growth, in the matter

of transportation rates.

The Hall Music Co., Abilene, Tex., was re-

cently incorporated at Austin, with a capital

stock of $50,000. Mrs. Ozia Hall, Emmett Hall

and Elmon Hall are the incorporators.

National Record Albums
are

Good Albums

NEW PORTABLE ALBUM

Nationally known because they

give real satisfaction.

They require less selling effort.

Made to contain all makes of

disc records including Edison.

Write for our list of 1925
styles and prices

NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO., 239 S. American St., PHILADELPHIA, PA. THE PERFECT PLAN
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MODEL 580

$350
MODEL 570

$300
MODEL 560

$250 $200

he line of least resistance
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Profit Winning SafeWrinkles
Arousing Interest in Talking Machines and Reco rds by Tying Up With Radio Programs—Study
Merchandise at Sales Meetings—Systematized Radio Service—Theatre Tie-ups—Other Stunts

An exceptional opportunity of stimulating

record sales and arousing interest in radio re-

ceivers is given talking machine and radio deal-

ers through the broadcasting by famous record-

ing artists. There are on an average six pro-

grams broadcast each month by artists whose
reputation is world-wide and the dealer who
neglects to effect a tie-up with the concerts is

overlooking a sure source of desirable sales aid.

The manner of tie-up rests with the dealer.

There are a number of methods by which the

end can be accomplished, depending on the

facilities at the disposal of the dealer and the

class of clientele to which he is catering.

Luscher's Music Shop, New York City, receives

the concerts in its warerooms before an audi-

ence composed of prospects and customers of

the store. An invitation is sent out several

clays prior to the concert, inviting the recipient

to the shop, assuring him of an enjoyable hour's

entertainment amid pleasant surroundings. The
result on each occasion that this method of

tying up has been used was the sale of many
records of the selections broadcast. A number
of live radio prospects also was secured in this

way. This method is undoubtedly the most ef-

fective tie-up that can be used. From the stand-

point of stimulating record sales it cannot be

denied that there is no time when the cus-

tomer's enthusiasm is at a higher pitch than

after hearing a great artist render a selection.

Regarding the radio prospect, the programs
broadcast by the phonograph companies are un-

equalled and should a customer be interested

but hesitant, these programs, with the alluring

prospect of receiving them in his own home,
should bring him to the point of signing on the

dotted line. At any rate, no progressive retailer

will overlook the possibilities of profiting by

radio tie-ups.

That the best method of selling records is

to have a thorough knowledge of the merchan-

dise is the firm belief of Miss Genevieve Banni-

gan, manager of the talking machine depart-

ment of Kempf Bros., Utica, N. Y. Every

Thursday morning Miss Bannigan and the rec-

ord salesgirls assemble and carefully study the

new releases. Interesting notes on the artists,

composers and the selections are culled from the

music journals and newspapers and are freely

discussed. One outstanding feature of each

record is discovered and is incorporated in a

sales talk.

The F. B. Connelly Co., of Billings, Mont.,

has organized what is really a systematized

form of service in connection with the operation

of its radio department. Two card files are

maintained in this store, one for a record of

sales and the other for a service record. Each
sale is recorded on this card under the proper

date. After installation of the set the card is

advanced one week in the file when it again

comes to the attention of the person in charge,

who then telephones the owner to determine

whether the set is giving satisfaction and is

operating properly. If service is required it is

taken care of immediately. If the set is oper-

ating in a satisfactory manner the card is ad-

vanced for similar action a week later. Three
calls over a period of three weeks are made.

In connection with service cases, i.e., where
actual service lias been extended, after the work

has been completed a card is made out for the

service file. This card is advanced in the file

so that it comes to the attention of the person

responsible a week later. Each week for three

weeks the customer is called on the telephone

and asked whether the set is giving satisfac-

tion. The advantages of this plan are twofold.

First, it gives the dealer the opportunity of

ascertaining whether the set is operating satis-

factorily either before or after servicing. Sec-

ond, it indicates to the customer that the dealer

is really interested in having his patrons satis-

fied, thus he is constantly building good-will.

Sterchi Bros., Inc., talking machine dealers

at Asheville, N. C, recently effected a tie-up

with a stock company which was playing musi-

cal comedies at a local theatre. A talking ma-
chine was placed in the lobby and for an hour

preceding the performance records from the

current attractions were played. In each ad-

vertisement by the concern the theatre tie-up

was mentioned. The result was a considerable

increase in the sale of records.

A plan that increases the sale of records and
at the same time renders a pleasing service to

record customers is being used by Ross Schefft,

talking machine dealer at Milwaukee, Wis.

After a customer has completed his purchase

the dealer writes down on the back of his busi-

ness card selections which have a similar ap-

peal to the ones purchased. He gives this to

the customer with the suggestion that he hear

the records played on his next visit.

L. Dreazen, a talking machine dealer in New
York City, instead of using the regular record

envelopes has special envelopes printed. These
envelopes bear the name of his firm and the ad-

dress. M'ost important of all, however, is the

guarantee printed on the envelope. This reads

as follows: "Notice: To guarantee to our cus-

tomers new and unused records, we do not ex-

change any records after leaving our store."

Ask Any Technical Engineer
What He Thinks of the Name BRISTOL
T^OR 36 years The Bristol Company

has been making Recording Instru-

ments—highly scientific machines that

measure in minute degree everything
from the withering heat of the electric

furnace to the polar cold of an ice plant;

the dryness and humidity of the air; the

varying densities of liquids; and scores

of other properties of matter.

It has always been a religion to make an

instrument that will not merely get by a rigid

factory inspection, but one that will function

on the job without coddling. Many thousands

of these sturdy, yet sensitive, instruments are

quietly doing their work in the plants of this

country.

Every article in your radio stock is some-

body's promise to satisfy your most critical

customer. Any technical engineer of your

acquaintance will tell you whether or not The
Bristol Company has a record for making

good its promises.

With five Bristol Loud Speakers, retailing from
$12.5(1 to $30.00, and Bristol representatives in
eight principal eities, you can satisfy every cus-
tomer who conies to your store. One line—one
freight—one responsible house to deal with.
Write for bulletins describing Bristol products.

The Bristol Company

Model S $25.00
1454-inch rubber
horn. Cast metal
throat. Velvet
mat finish of mot-
tled bronze and
gold.

Waterbury, Conn.

New Cabinet Model $30.00. Beautifully
finished mahogany. Full floating wooden
horn and cast metal throat. Size 17x10x1054".

BRISTOL
BRISTOL'S

AUDIOPHONELoud Speaker
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A STATEMENT
VER a decade ago the Makers of HONEST
QUAKER Main Springs originated the nove

manner of packing this merchandise in individual

dust-and-rust-proof containers. A little later this

unique arrangement was improved by the use of a beautiful

label on the carton—on which was printed the specifications

of the main spring—also the motors in which it should be

used.

These arrangements were protected by patent and copyright in

every manner possible.

The music merchant—as well as the repairman—realized at once

the many advantages of our packing arrangement. It was possible

to choose the correct size of phonograph main springs without any

experience in the game. It prevented the accumulation of rust on

the main spring and really systemized the usually "up-set" repair

shop.

Our legal protection prevented infringement but really encouraged

imitation. Today innumerable concerns pack their merchandise in

individual cartons—although many are extremely careful to avoid

our copyrighted label.

In order, therefore, to assure absolute protection on our merchan-

dise you will find the initials HQ stamped plainly near the end of

every Genuine HONEST QUAKER Main Spring. The initials

HQ being the first letters of the trade-mark HONEST QUAKER
properly registered in the United States

and Canada's Patent Office is an abso-

lute guarantee that the merchandise is

Genuine. We can now protect the >

merchant who uses our merchandise igff

and prevent substitution.

Insist on receiving HONEST
QUAKER Main Springs in individual

cartons bearing our trade-mark—also

examine the contents and look for the

HQ on the end. This won't be copied

or even imitated.

H. A. BEMISTER
MONTREAL

WHALEY ROYCE & CO.

TORONTO

Other Representatives in

Foreign Countries

TRADE MARK REGISTERED
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here's a reason for
it's Supremacy

When any line of merchandise has been sold for over ten years, its success must be deserved. When you

consider the success of HONEST QUAKER Main Springs and Repair Materials and realize its supremacy

in this field, these few sound reasons come to your mind:
jj

1. Quality:

The trade-mark HQ firmly embedded on all Genuine
HONEST QUAKER Main Springs and the major re-

placement parts is an absolute assurance of honest and

uniform quality. This institution has been built on a

platform of quality merchandise and never shall this

policy be changed.

2. Service:

Our world-wide distribution coupled with sufficient

capital and a well trained, complete organization en-

ables us to give maximum service at all times. Special-

ization in this particular field has enabled us to render

Service on replacement requirements which oft-times

has really been considered remarkable.

3. Confidence:

To be honest and give a square deal is no virtue. It is,

however, a matter of public record today that the

Makers of HONEST QUAKER Products have estab-

lished a reputation for reliability which is worthy of

favorable comment everywhere.

4. Price:

In the production of replacement material, as in any

other line, quantity regulates price. The average price

of HONEST QUAKER Main Springs and repair ma-
terial is lower. We refer to our complete line on which
basis only price comparison should always be fairly

made.

5. Organization:

To give good Service, earn and respect your confidence,

maintain a fair and just price requires a competent
organization. With the spirit that prevails in every

successful business—with the potential energy that

only youth can boast of—with that determination that

makes for future successes, the Makers of HONEST
QUAKER Products have built an organization trained

and specialized in this field which is deserving of your
patronage.

EVERYBODY'S TALKING MACHINE CO., INC.
Makers of Honest Quaker Main Springs

A Complete Line of Talking Machine Repair Materials

810 ARCH STREET PHILADELPHIA, U. S. A.

^iain Springs
H Repair Materials
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Playing Safe in Radio Installment Sales
What the Talking Machine Trade Has Learned in Selling Radio

on Installments—Time Sales Plans in Use — Charge for Service

One of the bugbears that have worried many
newcomers in the retail radio field has been the

question of selling on installments on a basis

that would protect the dealer's interest, promote

trade, and at the same time keep away from the

long terms that tie up capital and eat up profit,

and it is in handling radio on this basis that

talking machine dealers have appeared to dis-

tinct advantage owing to their experience in

the installment selling of talking machines.

Short Terms Essential

It is admitted among radio manufacturers

and distributors that as the selling of radio ap-

paratus on installments becomes more common,
the talking machine dealer stands out most

prominently as the most successful factor in

this work. He is not afraid to tackle the prop-

osition because he knows what it is about and

although at the outset he was inclined to allow

terms comparable with those applying to phono-

graphs he quickly learned his lesson and now
demands shorter terms on radio for various and

obvious reasons.

In selling phonographs it has been the com-

mon practice to offer terms averaging about one

year, with the down payment and monthly pay-

ments divided into equal amounts. In the case

of $100 machines, for instance, it is a common
thing to take down payment of $10 and nine

monthly payments of $10 each, with or without

interest, according to the practice of the indi-

vidual dealer.

Dealers soon discovered that small down pay-

ments simply lead to trouble, for the radio

buyer is more or less finicky, particularly if he

is inclined to experiment with various hook-ups,

and does not hesitate to find fault and demand
replacements or exchanges for little reason

when he has only a .small equity in the instru-

ment. Moreover, a 10 per cent down payment

hardly recompenses the dealer for his delivery

charges in the cases where repossession is nec-

essary and leave him holding the bag in the

matter of accessories.

A survey made of methods of installment sell-

ing followed by a score or more of talking ma-
chine dealers in connection with radio indicates

that they have, by experience, developed sound

systems that, barring the usual credit risks, are

as safe and efficient as can reasonably be ex-

pected.

In the matter of terms, for instance, it is

found that twelve months is the absolute max-

imum, that the majority seek to enforce terms

of not longer than six months and that eight

months is the average. This means healthy

Although the talking machine dealer has

had considerable experience in selling on

the installment plan radio has brought new
problems. The accompanying article de-

scribes in a concrete manner the experi-

ences of retailers in selling radios on install-

ments, the mistakes they have made and

the efficient and successful plans which give

the dealer adequate protection which have

been evolved, also how these methods have

aided in elimination of repossessions.

business from two angles: first, that it cleans

up the account rapidly and does not give the

customer any undue amount of time to worry

the dealer about real or fancied troubles, and,

second, that it does not tie up the dealer's

money beyond a reasonable time and it simpli-

fies his financing problem.

Various Time Sales Plans in Use

After a number of dealers had had unpleasant

experiences in repossessing or exchanging radio

receivers on which only small first payments

had been made and had been forced to charge

off as total losses used and damaged tubes and

batteries, there were those who still continued

the 10 per cent down payment plan and had it

apply only to the stripped machine, telling the

customer to buy outright and for cash perish-

able accessories, such as tubes and batteries.

Others took occasion to demand more substan-

tial down payments ranging from 30 to 40 per

cent of the entire cost of the set, with a view

to having that payment cover accessory costs.

It might be said that the finance companies

have offered a guide to the talking machine

FULL LINE of HARDWARE
For Radios and Phonographs

(0)

Invisible Hinge

|HQBB

H. A. GUDEN CO., Inc.
227 CANAL STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.

dealer in his radio business by insisting upon
initial payments of at least 33 1/3 per cent of

the full price of the complete set in all cases

where they discount the paper. This figure was
arrived at after careful study and may be ac-

cepted as minimum. This applies, of course, to

separate receivers.

In the case of combination outfits, including

both radio receivers and phonographs, the

finance companies are satisfied with a down
payment of 20 per cent of the sale price, in view
of the fact that the instrument has a higher

resale value if repossessed. Quite a number of

dealers have followed this lead and will accept

smaller down payments and slightly longer

terms on these combination outfits. The char-

acter of trade handled by the dealer naturally

has some bearing upon terms, and although the

one-third down rule should, and does, apply
generally to receivers selling under $200, it is

quite the common thing to take a lower initial

payment on outfits selling above that figure for

the reason that even a 20 or 25 per cent pay-

ment will cover the accessories and leave some-
thing for the machine itself.

Eliminating Repossession

It is an admitted fact that where large down
payments are demanded and short terms in-

sisted upon, the number of repossessions is

practically nil, for the reason that if the cus-

tomer keeps the outfit only two or three months
and makes the payments promptly he has an

equity therein that causes him to hesitate

about having the dealer seize the machine for

violation of contract.

Whereas dealers in other lines have been
forced to devise installment contracts to cover

radio sales and often have had trouble in that

connection, the phonograph dealer is fortu-

nately in a position where he can use his pres-

ent contract form, making the necessary altera-

tions to cover radio equipment. Of course, it

is wise to insert a- clause in the contract set-

ting forth that should accessories prove unsatis-

factory after a perfect demonstration has been
given in the customer's home, due to negligence

on the part of the customer, the merchant is

not responsible. One dealer inserts in a space

at the bottom of the contract the amount of the

sale, the price of the set stripped, and the value

of the accessories, and crosses out the last item

as paid in full when the transaction is closed,

thus having the contract apply only to the set

itself.'

Installation Charge

The matter of installation is being solved by
some dealers through the making of a special

and separate charge for this work, ranging

from $2 to $10. There are those who have a

flat rate of approximately $5 on the theory that

the lower cost of simple installations will off-

set the more expensive jobs, but there are some
who base the installation charge upon the ac-

tual work to be done.

Receiver for Gotham Store

A petition in bankruptcy was recently filed

against the Avenue C Music Shop, New York.

Liabilities have been placed at $12,000, with

assets of $3,500. Arthur Y. Dalziel has been

appointed r.eceiver.

COTTON FLOCKS
..FOR..

Record Manufacturing

THE PECKHAM MFG. CO.,%2&&a
%?V.
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We can print the picture—but
we wantYOU to picture the profits!

IN this cabinet—a combination of the famous Vitanola

phonograph and high-grade five tube Vitaradio receiv-

ing set, together with built-in loud speaker, many
dealers have stated we have a value that is exceptional even
in the Vitanola line. We put it this way because our un-
swerving policy of operating on a "high quality but low
price" basis—our ability to carry out this policy, is too well

known for comment.

At any rate, so much comment has been caused by the com-
bination instrument pictured (closed) above, that we have
decided this month to feature it.

We ask you to kindly read description in lower left-hand

corner. Note combinations in which cabinet may be pur-

chased.

Write us for prices on this and other types of radio and com-
bination instruments and cabinets in which you are inter-

ested.

TALKING MACHINE CO.
829 American Furniture Mart

666 Lake Shore Drive CHICAGO

L

DESCRIPTION OF NO. 710

Width 36 in. Height 60 in. Depth 20 in. Italian walnut

finish. Includes complete phonograph equipment, 5-tube Vita-

radio receiving set and loud speaker unit. No tubes or bat-

teries. Gold plated equipment, electric motor. Rear panel

removable.

This cabinet may be purchased separately; or it may be

had with the phonograph equipment but no radio set or loud

speaker unit. List Price $450.00 J
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Record Investment—Turnover and Profits
Methods of Analyzing Record Demand Through Inventory—"Discov-

ering" the Record Buyers—Creating a Balanced Demand Function

of the Record Exchange Plans—Putting Life Into the "Dead" Stock

The talking machine dealer whose only sales

outlet is through new customers and whose
dealings with a customer end following the sale

of an instrument and a few records is failing to

realize on the potential business among old cus-

tomers of the store. Few business houses can

exist for any length of time on the one-sale-to-

a-customer basis, because it is repeat sales to

"old patrons, combined with the constant ad-

dition of new customers, which places a busi-

ness on the highest plane, both from the stand-

point of economy of operation and profits.

Consequently, as the sale of records is the

most important means of cultivating a paying

repeat business which the talking machine

dealer has, the successful operation of this de-

partment is vital. Inefficiency in the operation

of the record department is by no means un-

common. True, there are many problems con-

fronting the dealer in merchandising records,

but they are no more difficult than those in

other departments of the business. The fact

is that progressive retailers who are working
along the right lines are realizing to the full on

their investments in the record department.

Investment and Turnover

"The retailer who proudly states that he has

every record put out by the company whose
product he handles is making a foolish mis-

take," declared a veteran dealer recently, com-
menting on record stock and turnover. "The
dealer who has in stock what the public

wants," he continued, "is on the road to profits

through record sales. He is insuring himself

against the accumulation of a lot of non-selling

or slow-moving merchandise. I do not mean to

imply that he should ignore the better music
on records, for although the popular and dance

music is in greatest demand there is always a

good sale of the classics and the more enduring

type of music on records, especially where the

retailer uses some intelligence in merchandis-

ing. In other words, the dealer should get in

back of this part of his record stock and really

use salesmanship in getting turnover. A lot can

be accomplished through the education of cus-

tomers by demonstration and then, too, the

lover of the classics is a consistent buyer, bring-

ing steady profits to the dealer.

"I have worked on my record department
until now it is a valuable profit producer, al-

though my investment is unusually small. Here
are some interesting figures: I start the year

with an investment in records of $1,000 and at

the end of the year my inventory is exactly the

same, although my gross sales total $10,000.

This represents a gross profit of about 40 per

cent. I allow 30 per cent for overhead, making
my net profit 10 per cent, which is an excellent

return on the investment. With the cost of

operating the record department brought down
to a reasonable figure I believe a six-time turn-

over will bring the dealer a fair return on his

investment."

Earl Poling, live Akron, O., talking machine
dealer, operates his record department along
scientific business lines. He watches the trend

of demand carefully and orders accordingly.

During the peak of the business year, im-
mediately preceding the holidays, his record
stock reaches its maximum with approximately
20,000 numbers on hand. During the Summer,
when business begins to slacken, this stock is

gradually reduced until it is brought down to

8,000 records, and as the demand again im-
proves the record stock grows with it. Thus,
the investment in records is always kept within
reasonable bounds commensurate with the po-
tential business volume. Weekly reports on

stock on hand and sales enable Mr. Poling to

know at all times exactly how this branch of

his business stands.

The Inventory Stock Check
The talking machine dealer, to order intelli-

gently, must be well versed in the trend of de-

mand for records, and the easiest way for him
to keep in touch with preferences of his cus-

tomers is to make frequent analysis of his sales.

A New York City dealer, who has a very large

record department and who does a tremendous

The record department provides the re-

tailer with his most effective means of

working up a profitable repeat business and
because of this fact the problem's incidental

to this phase of merchandising assume
great importance. How the investment in

records can be made to return the dealer

a substantial profit is concretely shown in

the accompanying article, which not only

deals with the most important problems
confronting the dealer to-day but also de-

scribes in detail how forward-looking re-

tailers have solved them and made the rec-

ord department what it should be—a source

of continuous profits. Whether you have

thousands of dollars tied, up in records or

your investment is small this article should

prove interesting and instructive.

record business, has a simple system of daily

inventory which keeps him in touch each day

with the demand. This is very important par-

ticularly in the case of numbers of the "hit"

type, i. e., dance numbers and the airs which are

appealing to the public at the moment through

introduction in musical comedies or other

shows. Selections of this character may sell

like the proverbial hot cakes one day and the

next the demand is noticeable by its absence.

More than one dealer, enthused by the fact

that his stock of records containing some hit

number has been cleaned out in a few days, has

ordered too heavily, only to find that fickle

public fancy has already turned to some other

selection. In this case the dealer is the goat

and unless he immediately gets behind these

records and makes a real attempt to work them
off he will have money tied up in slow-moving
stock which might be put to better use.

The inventory system of this dealer is as fol-

lows: The first thing each morning the record

sales people are assigned to take inventory of

different sections of records. As the work is

divided, it is accomplished in a few minutes.

The reports go to the store manager who
checks them and who can thus tell at a glance

how many of each record were sold the day be-

fore. Even though certain records may have
sold in large numbers he reorders a smaller

quantity and if these are sold he determines the

probable duration of the demand by comparing
the length of time for the first order to be sold

with the time required to work off the reorder.

Thus, if the second batch of records moved
more slowly he knows that his potential sales

market is narrowing and he orders accordingly.

It is significant that this dealer's dead stock is

so small that it is hardly worth mentioning.

This retailer also keeps in touch with the latest

theatrical productions and he always knows
what the song hits of each show are.

Earl Poling, as has been mentioned, gets

weekly reports of sales, and by comparing these

with the previous week and the similar period of

the year previous he is able to gauge quite ac-

curately what his volume of business for any

period of the year should be, all other things

being equal, such as sales promotion, etc.

Who Are the Record Buyers?

Who are the record buyers in your com-
munity? This is important information for

every live retailer to know. With these data in

hand he can plan his sales promotion campaign
more intelligently, and this includes advertising

and all other publicity as well as the direct sell-

ing effort in the store. Following are some in-

teresting observations along this line which
apply pretty generally in every community:

"I sell more records to men than to women,"
said Milton Weil, manager of the Krakauer
retail stores in Greater New York. "Wives often

ask their husbands to purchase records which
they are anxious to secure and, consequently,

the man makes his purchase in a store con-

venient to his place of business or buys it on
the way home from work. At any rate, this

type of customer usually is in a hurry and he

must be given quick service.

"I have also observed that men listen more
intently and critically than women when a

record is being demonstrated. Another thing,

have you ever noticed that usually men are the

accumulators of record libraries?"

Another dealer, A. Bersin, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

finds that his record sales are about evenly

divided between young people and adults and
between men and women. Accordingly, he

knows that it - is worthwhile for him to direct

part of his sales promotion effort at the younger
element, who generally are enthusiastic over the

latest hits and dance numbers, although they

can be induced to purchase the better instru-

mental and vocal numbers for the "folks at

home." At this store the young people are re-

garded as the best customers. They purchase

more frequently and in larger quantities. On
the other hand, the older people are more care-

ful in their selections and demand a higher type

of service. A dozen or more retailers expressed

substantially the same opinion as did Mr.

Bersin.

Profits in Foreign Records

There is a branch of the record business

which is not receiving the attention it should.

This is in the foreign record field. Most cities

have colonies of foreign-born residents and in

the larger cities a substantial portion of the

population is foreign. The experiences of

dealers who realize the profit possibilities in

catering to these people who, for the most part,

are music lovers, prove how much worth while

it is for the dealer to merchandise foreign

language records. One dealer states that 90

per cent of his business is with foreign-born

residents in his city. Mailing the record

circulars to these people proves effective in

stimulating the sales of records. Their credit is

excellent and the down payments on instru-

ments usually are far above the average.

Three Classes of Record Buyers
A Kansas City retailer, according to The

World correspondent in that city, has made a

close study of the record business in his par-

ticular section of the city, with the result that

he is specializing in popular records. How-
ever, his observations provide helpful hints for

promoting sales of other classes of records.

"There are three classes of record customers,"

he points out. "One wants the dance music, the

popular, comparatively lighter numbers. An-
other class wants classical numbers and the

third wants music of a religious character, al-

though, while each of these classes may have

the strongest leaning toward one type of music,

(Continued on page 26)
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The Talking Machine Needs

SELECTRON
Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

The Radio Receiver Needs

SELECTRON
Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

Say the Leaders of Both of these Industries

What the Selectron Does
1 At the mere turn of the SELECTRON dial—the

talking machine becomes either a radio loud

speaker or talking machine—at will.

2 With SELECTRON, the talking machine tone

chamber gives greater volume and finer quality

than any so-called loud-speaking horn, regardless of price

—because

—

SELECTRON makes use of the highly devel-

oped tone chamber of the talking machine and
absolutely avoids the use of the tone arm and
sound box for radio reproduction—leaving

these parts free to perform their intended func-

tion, i. e., to reproduce talking machine records.

3 With SELECTRON the radio set and talking ma-
chine are absolutely independent of each other

—yet, both make use of the same highly developed tone

chamber.

4 SELECTRON makes unnecessary the use of make-
shifts and becomes an integral part of both the

radio set and the talking machine—imparting perma-
nency to the radio set.

5 SELECTRON brings "dead" talking machines
back to life and back into the record market.

6 Each of the millions of talking machine owners
is a prospect.

"7 SELECTRON brings real profit in its sale.

Q SELECTRON is the only instrument which prop-
erly and permanently links any radio set with the

highly developed tone chamber of the talking machine

—

at its full efficiency.

Q SELECTRON stimulates the sale of radio sets, as
*^ it eliminates the need for a loud speaker, which,

after all, is half of any radio receiving set.

| [| SELECTRON solves the talking machine trade-in" problem by the sale and linking of radio sets with

the talking machine as a loud speaker.

1 SELECTRON stimulates the sale of new talking
* * machines—upright or console—as every prospect
for a loud speaker becomes a prospect for the finest of

all loud speakers—the amplifying tone chamber of the

talking machine.

1 O SELECTRON does all of the above without in

* ™ any way disturbing the talking machine in the

least—and without any so-called "installation."

Have your jobber tell you all about Selectron or write direct to

AUDAK CO., 565 Fifth Ave., NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Dividends From the Record Investment Through Turnover—(Continued from page 24)

they may also be in the market for either or

both of the other two classes.

"The person who buys popular and dance

music wants new selections frequently, partly

for his or her own gratification, but chiefly for

playing these selections for visitors or for danc-

ing. Purchasers of classical music on records

are influenced either by a real love for good

music or for reasons of vanity. The person

who buys religious music usually does so to

satisfy his own hunger for that kind of music.

Now there is what might be termed a fourth

class of record buyer, although its numbers are

inconsiderable. This consists of people who
want some old-time record; for their own
pleasure usually. The public should be served

on all of these types of records, but dealers will

have to give close study to the potential de-

mand for the various types of music in their

particular localities in order to build a profit-

able trade and at the same time to have a com-

plete record service."

Exploitation and Dead Stock

Regardless of the knowledge of the dealer

handling records and no matter how carefully

records are ordered for stock, continuous ex-

ploitation is necessary in order to get a repre-

sentative turnover. A dealer, for example, who
does an excellent business in popular numbers

and at the same time has a considerable invest-

ment tied up in other records, such as classical

numbers, foreign records, etc., is doing an un-

balanced business. First, the dealer must de-

termine the extent of the market for the various

kinds of records and then after he has stocked

up on these records and finds that his sales are

uneven as regards the various classes of record-

ings he must get down to real work and mer-

chandise intelligently, making a special effort to

sell those numbers which are not moving as

they should.

That this angle of the record situation is

serious was brought to the writer's attention a

number of times during the past year. One re-

tailer, who, by the way, is considered a live

merchant, laments the fact that during the past

three years he has accumulated 5,000 records

which he is unable to sell, and this in spite of

the fact that the record company making the

line he handles has instituted a very fair record

exchange plan, designed especially to keep down
the dealers' stocks of unmovable records. The
reason for this rather appalling condition can

be traced directly to wild, unreasonable order-

ing. And the fact that the dealer is unable to

reduce his investment in these apparently non-

selling records indicates further that he has no
systematic method of putting special sales effort

behind these numbers.

In contrast to the above is Dreazen's Music
Shop, New York City, which normally has a

record stock in the neighborhood of 40,000 num-
bers, of which 80 per cent represents live, quick-

selling records. The other 20 per cent is made
up of records which would not move at all un-

less they are pushed, or for which the normal

demand is limited. Also, included in this 20 per

cent are the non-selling records which have

accumulated over a period of sixteen years dur-

ing which L. Dreazen, the proprietor, has been

in the talking machine business. However, a

consistent effort is made to reduce the invest-

ment in slow-selling records and the result is

that every day some of these numbers are sold.

Record Exchange Plans

Most of the large companies now have some
sort of record exchange plan which permits

the dealer to return to the company certain

quantities of records on which he has over-

stocked. When a dealer turns in these records

he is given credit and he orders numbers which

he thinks will move more rapidly. Now, the

function of the record exchange plan is not to

protect the dealer entirely against the danger

of overstocking, but it is a practical system, or

systems, in view of the fact that there are

several different, record exchange plans in effect,

whereby the record manufacturing companies,

aid their dealers in reducing slow moving stock,

thus protecting the dealer to a large extent

against having money tied up in records which
are not moving.

The record exchange plan is a vital aid in

this respect although, as has been mentioned,

its function is not entirely to take care of the

dealer who loads up on records without rhyme
or reason. The dealer himself -must co-operate

with the record companies to the extent of

pushing records of the slow-moving type, and
this effort, together with the record exchange

plan of the particular company with which he

does business, should go a long way toward
keeping the shelves clear of dead stock.

How Dealers Move Slow-Selling Records
And it is this form of co-operation which calls

for the highest type of merchandising ability.

Any retailer can hand out to a customer what
that person wants and let it go at that, but it

takes real sales ability to keep the shelves clear

of slow-sellers through constant exploitation of

these numbers. Many dealers are doing exactly

that however. Again take, for example, Drea-

zen's Music Shop. Mr. Dreazen saves the

monthly record hangers on which are listed all

the records released during the month. These
are placed in front of the store right beside the

service counter where they can readily be con-

sulted either by members of the sales organiza-

tion or customers. At the present time on this

hook are the hangers for twelve months hack.

Mr. Dreazen has evolved a clever plan so that

he can determine at a glance how he stands

with regard to record stock and slow-selling

numbers. On each hanger beside those records

listed on which he is overstocked or which for

some reason are not moving he places a check

with a blue pencil. This indicates to Mr. Drea-

zen and to every member of his staff that spe-

cial efforts are to be made to sell these records.

Before other numbers of which he has a medium

stock he places a red check and in front of

those records listed in cases where he has suc-

ceeded in working his stock down to a some-
what normal figure a black check is placed.

At this store more is done than merely to

check the records in this manner. A real and
consistent attempt is made to sell the records.

Selling slow-moving numbers is especially easy

to people who have just purchased an instru-

ment, according to Mr. Dreazen, whose clientele

consists largely of white people of small means
and negroes. Sales of $10 worth of records of

the slow-moving type are often made at this

store. No attempt is made to foist these rec-

ords on the customers, however. Mr. Dreazen
is careful to explain to each customer just what
the records are and there is no difference in the

price merely in order to move his stock. He
says to them: "If you like this number it is

new to you and you will enjoy it. If, on the

other hand, you select records simply because

they have just been released and you do not

like them they will not bring you much pleas-

ure." While the writer was in the store Mr.

Dreazen sold two records which were at the

height of their popularity last Spring and on
which several dealers in his territory are over-

stocked at the present time.

A. Berson, who has been mentioned before

in this article, in order to make known to his

salespeople the records which he desires

pushed attaches paper clips to the envelope of

each of these records. His first plan consisted

of the use of red seals but this resulted in in-

quiries by patrons who wanted to know what
the seal meant. The paper clips can be de-

tached by the salesman before handing the rec-

ord to the customer, thus avoiding inquiries the

answer to which might result in loss of sales.

A. J. Beers, Inc., another Gotham dealer, in

order to push slow-moving records, inserts spe-

cial lists of these records in the direct mail pub-
licity matter envelopes. He also stirs his sales-

girls to action by giving a small bonus on cer-

tain record sales. The latter plan has proved
unusually effective, because the girls have the

slow sellers in mind at all times and they make
serious attempts to move this stock.

Another live record saleswoman, who has be-

come manager of the talking machine depart-

ment in a large store, also uses clips on the

records to denote to the sales staff those num-
bers which require special sales attention. She
has stimulated the activities of her sales force

in the interest of reducing this stock by award-
ing a small cash prize to the sales person who
sells the most slow-moving records each month.
And the way the salesgirls worked to get this

prize soon brought down the stock of these

numbers.

These are only a few of the many clever

plans which dealers are utilizing with great suc-

cess, but they will serve to show what can be
done in reducing overstock when intelligent

effort is made.

HERE IT IS!

The last word in Phonographs. The Minnelli Tone Arm,
a new invention that revolutionizes the entire industry.

The Minnelli Tone Arm can be placed on any kind of machine,

either small or large. The Minnelli Tone Arm can also be placed

on a table, writing desk, or any place that you wish, for it has a

motor to turn the records. After placing the Minnelli Tone Arm
you can obtain the best and the softest tone you have ever heard.

Better" information can be obtained by writing. We are interested

in both dealers and manufacturers.

Complete samples will be sent to any part of the United States for $10.00.

MINNELLI PHONOGRAPH CO., Inc. Pittston, Pa.
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To All

Radio Dealers

We now offer a Radio

Service that's different

—

based on ten years of

distributing experience.

Ask any Pearsall dealer,

he'll tell you.

"Desire to serve, plus ability.'

10 East 39th St. New York City

SILAS E. PEARSALL COMPANY

Wholesale Exclusively
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^APEX
VERNIER
DIALS

Radio Receivers equipped
with Apex Vernier Dials are
much easier to operate. Dis-
tant stations are brought in
without effort. This precis-
ion dial means greater range
— bigger volume— finer se-

lectivity—less interference.
Has a ratio 12 to 1.

Dealers and Jobbers:
you can depend on a big,
profitable business through
the sale of Apex Vernier
Dials. This is the big season—get busy. Dealers, get in
touch with your jobber. Job-
bers, write or wire us for par-
ticulars and discount sheets.

Manufacturers ofRadio Sets—put Apex Vernier Dials on
your receivers—add to their
performance and appear-
ance. Write for prices on
Apex Vernier Dials.

Retail prices— Royal Brass
Finish $2.00—Satin Silver
Finish $2.50 — De-Luxe
Gold Plated (24k) $3.50.

We also manufacture the 7-

Tube Microdyne Super-Het-
erodyne, a knockdown set
that sells for $97.50 com-
plete, without tubes, batter-

ies, etc.

We also manufacture the
Apex Super Five Radio Re-
ceiver for $95.00 in highly
finished walnut cabinet, with
all fittingshighly gold plated.
Price does not include tubes,
batteries, etc.

APEX ELECTRIC
MFG. CO.

Dept.

1410 West 59th St.

Chicago

Apex Radio Products are
nationally advertised in
The Saturday Evening
Post, Radio Publications
and Metropolitan news-
papers.

Silas E. Pearsall Co. and Grinnell Bros.

Appointed Sleeper Radio Distributors
Addition of Well-known New York City and Detroit, Mich., Wholesalers, With C. N. Andrews,

Buffalo, and W. D. Andrews, Syracuse, Makes Strong Distributing Quartet

The appointment of the Silas E. Pearsall Co.,

of New York, and Grinnell Bros., of Detroit,

Alich., as exclusive distributors of the Sleeper

Monotrol in their respective territories, was re-

cently announced by Gordon C. Sleeper, presi-

dent of the Sleeper Radio Corp., Long Island

City, manufacturer of this line.

"We are exceptionally pleased at being able

to announce the appointment of these two dis-

tributors at this time, inasmuch as up until their

association with our company neither the Silas

E. Pearsall Co. nor Grinnell Bros, was actively

interested in radio. This was also true in the

cases of C. N. Andrews, of Buffalo, and W. D.

Andrews, of Syracuse, N. Y., both of whom
have made noteworthy progress in the sale of

radio since being appointed distributors of the

Monotrol. With four such well-known and

strongly established musical distributors ap-

pointed it looks as though the Sleeper Radio

Corp., both in its product and sales policy, is

making a powerful appeal to the music trade,"

said Gordon C. Sleeper, in discussing his com-
pany's two most recent appointments of job-

bers.

The following statement regarding its en-

trance into the radio distributing field was is-

sued by the Silas E. Pearsall Co.: "We have
gone into radio with the same energy and con-

fidence and determination to give service that

has built up our success for the past fifteen

years. Just as we always specialized in talk-

ing machines, so we shall specialize in radio,

believing that few lines intensively merchan-
dised on an exclusive basis will be more profit-

able for our dealers and for ourselves.

"We are very happy to have secured the dis-

tribution of the Sleeper Monotrol. We like Mr.
Sleeper and his entire organization and expect
great success with his line."

A. A. Grinnell, in commenting on securing
the Sleeper line, said: "For the past three

years we have been holding off taking on the

distribution of radio, as we could not see how it

would prove profitable if we had to compete in

our territory with a dozen or more distributors

carrying the same lines. We believe, however,
that the Sleeper policy of restricted distribu-

tion and protected dealers is one that will prove
a money maker for us. A good example is

found in the action of the Sleeper Co. in pro-

tecting all their dealers and distributors when
they reduced the prices of their radio sets sev-

eral weeks ago."

Skyscraper Planned as

Thos. A. Edison Monument

Plans for $5,000,000 Fifth Avenue, New York
City, Structure Being Drawn

Atlanta Sales Winners
Visit N. Y. Headquarters

Winners of Sales Contest Receive Prize Checks
and Congratulations From Sales Manager W.
C. Fuhri—Trip Part of Reward

An eighteen-story office building is being

planned as a monument to Thomas A. Edison.

Charles L. Eidlitz, chairman of the Board of

Governors of the Electrical Board of Trade,

has announced that plans for the structure are

being drawn. The building will cost about

$5,000,000 and will be located on Fifth avenue,

New York City.

An architect's sketch of the proposed struc-

ture, showing a thirty-foot statue of Mr. Edison

over the main entrance, already is in Mr.

Eidlitz's hands. Mr. Eidlitz said his proposal

had met with enthusiastic support from leaders

in the electrical industry here. His plan in-

cludes a first floor museum, where all the data,

models and history representing Mr. Edison's

accomplishments could be preserved. There
would also be an auditorium on this floor,

where those interested in electrical development

might meet. The two top floors, he thinks,

should house a club where visiting representa-

tives of the electrical industry could stay. Mr.

Eidlitz said the building would become the

"center of the electrical industry of the coun-

try," and that the building would prove a

paying venture.

Henry H. Irwin and R. W. Richardson, sales

representatives of the Atlanta branch of the

Columbia Phonograph Co., arrived in New
York on January 5, accompanied by Westervelt
Terhune, for a sightseeing trip through the

extensive and interesting Columbia plant at

Bridgeport, Conn.

Messrs. Irwin and Richardson came to New
York to receive the personal congratulations of

General Sales Manager W. C. Fuhri, of the

Columbia Co., together with prize money checks

which they won as a result of a three months'
sales contest held during August, September
and October.

The trip to New York and to Bridgeport

with all expenses paid was also part of the

reward to the winners of the contest. The two
winners expressed their complete satisfaction

with Northern hospitality as they were leaving

New York to return to their respective terri-

tories in the Southland.

The Arinley Radio Corp., Dover, Del., was
recently incorporated at Dover with a capital

stock of $15,000,000.

Okeh to Record in Florida

St. Petersburg, Fla., February 4.—The General

Phonograph Corp., manufacturer of Okeh rec-

ords, has arranged with Roy D. Smith, leader

of the Scotch Highlanders Band, which gives

concerts in Williams Park here, to make twelve

double-faced records. The numbers to be re-

corded will be those chosen by popular request,

as Mr. Smith is asking the patrons of his con-

certs which selections they prefer.

Polly Portable Go. Chartered

The Polly Portable Phonograph Co., New
York, was recently incorporated in Albany,

N. Y., with a capital stock of $100,000. The
incorporators are C. C. Parlin, C. M. Clay .and

P. E. Gowan.

REPRODUCERS
No. 3, a quality

sound box adopted
by many well-

known phonograph
manufacturers.

FOR PORTABLES
No. 2, Victor Hub
No. 1, Columbia
Hub
Combining tone
quality and vol-

ume with attrac-

tive price.

Write for samples
and prices

J. E. RUDELL
144 Chambers Street

New York City
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There's compelling force

in the Eveready 1925 advertising

The national advertising cam-

paign on Eveready Radio

Batteries for 1925 is the most

powerful sales effort ever re-

leased in the interest of the

radio industry. The tremen-

dous power of the great na-

tional magazines, led by The

Saturday Evening Post with

smashing pages in two colors

and flanked by every radio-

user paper of any importance,

is the backbone of the attack.

Supplementing this force

locally are the great news-

papers, covering practically

the entire radio market. Fir-

ing like a machine gun, these

newspapers will put into cir-

culation during 1925 the

staggering total of 421,600,-

000 Eveready Radio Battery

advertisements.

Stock Eveready Radio Bat-

teries—they sell easiest, give

enduring satisfaction and

bring quick profits. Order

from your jobber.

Manufactured and guaranteed by

NATIONAL CARBON CO., Inc.

New York San Francisco

Atlanta Chicago Dallas Kansas City

Canadian National Carbon Co., Limited, Toronto, Ontario

EVEREADY
HOUR

Every Tuesday at

9 P. M.
Eastern Standard

Time

For real radio en-
joyment, tell your
customers to tune in
the Eveready Group.
Broadcast through
stations

New York
Providence
Boston
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Buffalo

WEAF
WJAR
WEEI
WFI
WCAE
WGR
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How a Seventh-Floor Store Builds Trade
F. S. Spofford's "Skyscraper" Store Succeeds in Spite of Prob-
lems Which Are Far More Severe Than Those of First-Floor Dealer

Talking machines are sold in all sorts of

stores, piano stores, furniture stores, depart-

ment stores, exclusive talking machine stores

and even in drug stores. There is one type of

store, however, which is known only in the

great cities and is quite a typical product of

them, but which is not so well known in con-

nection with the retailing of talking machines.

This is the so-called "inside" store.

An "inside" store is a store situated inside a

large building in the business district of a great

city. In Chicago there are several such build-

ings. They are no more or less than miniature

business districts themselves, each housing in

its fifteen to twenty stories a hundred or more
retail stores, everyone of which deals in some
specialty and somehow contrives to do a good
business, despite the handicaps imposed by lack

of window-display space and by dependence

upon staircases and elevators.

One of the most interesting of such buildings

is the Republic Building, at the southeast cor-

ner of State and Adams streets in Chicago. It

is nineteen stories high, and its first eleven

stories are entirely occupied by retail stores

selling men's and women's clothing, linens,

furs, jewelry, shoes, hats, pianos and talking

machines. The remaining eight stories are oc-

cupied mainly by physicians, dentists and whole-

sale sample rooms. As it happens, the Chicago
offices of The Talking Machine World are in

the building.

A Seventh-floor Retail Store

There are three retail talking machine stores

in the Republic Building, all of which have

made a very considerable reputation for selling

machines and records. One of these, on the

seventh floor, is owned and managed by F. S.

Spofford, who has been a tenant of the building

in the same space ever since 1910, and who for

many years ran here an exclusive piano store,

during which time he sold pianos and player-

pianos to hundreds of leading citizens. He has

now for some four years carried talking ma-
chines, and at present represents both Sonora
and Cheney lines, as well as pianos.

Everyone who is interested in good merchan-

dising and who wants to know all about it

must be interested in learning how these office

building merchants sell talking machines. They
have very little opportunity for window display,

since the several display windows of the build-

ing on the street level must be shared by all the

tenants in turn. They have the further disad-

vantage that they must first bring people into

the building and then bring them upstairs.

Herein are interestingly described methods
which have overcome the sales resistance

encountered by a retail talking machine

shop located on the seventh floor of a Chi-

cago skyscraper. The problems of this

dealer are similar to those of other retail

dealers except that they are far more ac-

centuated. Yet, the Spofford store has been

successful over a period of fifteen years.

The point is that if this dealer, with a store

so difficult of access, compared with his

competitors' establishments, can do a profi-

table and growing volume of business there

must be something wrong with the first-

floor retailer who seems unable to progress.

Moreover, the stores are small, in comparison

with their street-floor competitors.

How do they do it? One answer is supplied

by J. J. Kelly, who has charge of the talking

machine sales in the F. S. Spofford store. Let

him tell his own story of the manner in which

this business has been built up:

What Manager Kelly Says

"Of course," says Mr. Kelly, "we in this store

have the great advantage of the reputation and

prestige built up by Mr. Spofford as a piano

merchant during many years. He has been in

this one store now ever since 1910, and, of

course, that fact alone means that literally thou-

sands of Chicago people have learned the way

to the seventh floor of this building. Then,

again, we are located on one of the busiest

corners of the city and many tens of thousands

of people pass the main entrance every day.

Thus our handicap is largely overcome and we
get our fair share of the business which is daily

enjoyed by the merchants of our building. Sev-

eral thousand people enter the street entrance

daily, and after they once have found their way
inside the elevators take (fare of the rest of the

job, bringing them where they want to go.

"We advertise in the newspapers steadily,

carrying a small amount of space but keeping

up the display persistently. We talk only

quality in our advertising, for we sell only qual-

ity machines. Practically all our trade 'walks

in,' because our advertising brings it, or be-

cause Mr. Spofford is personally known to so

many who have bought pianos from him, or, in

part, because the merchants of the building have

a reputation for fair dealing.

Quality Sales Easy
"We find that there is a steady and persistent

demand for talking machines, a demand which

no sort of competition can destroy. We have

never in this store been without our steady

record of sales, and on the whole we find that

by advertising and talking quality we can con-

tinue to sell a goodly number of high-grade

machines at corresponding prices. There seems

to be no more difficulty in getting the customers

who come to us to see the beauty of a two-

hundred-and-fifty-dollar machine than of one at

half the price. To a large extent, of course,

this is due to the fact that we make no effort to

go out after cheap trade. We have in our lines

of phonographs machines from one hundred

dollars upwards, and portable machines even

cheaper; but in practice we find that we can sell

fine consoles at good prices just as easily as

anything else.

"An office building like the one in which we
have our store is really a small city in itself.

Thousands of men, women and children pass

through the main entrance each day and dis-

tribute themselves through the nineteen floors.

You would be surprised if you could figure out,

month by month, the number of customers who
walk into our store quite casually, men and

women who have been attracted to us by hear-

ing a machine playing, but whose actual busi-

ness in the building was quite different and who
had no idea of a phonograph when first enter-

ing the building. It may seem to you to be a

very small thing, but we find that the mere act

of keeping a machine playing near the door as

much as we conveniently can brings buyers in

throughout the year.

A Practical Undertaking

"So you see," concluded Mr. Kelly, "that to

sell talking machines from a small store on the

seventh floor of a great shop and office build-

ing is a perfectly practical undertaking. One
must build up good will by acquiring a deserved

reputation for square dealing. That takes time,

but the results are unfailing. Then one must

advertise, not so much extensively as per-

sistently. Lastly one should talk quality, think

quality and sell quality."

Upon which simple tale perhaps the best com-

ment is that an ounce of example is worth a

pound of precept, and that a single fact is more
powerful than a thousand abstract objections.

When a man is actually accomplishing results,

all the arguments in the world to prove the im-

possibility of the accomplishment are of little,

in fact, of no, account. The Spofford business

was started on the seventh floor of a building

and on that seventh floor it has stayed for

something near fifteen years. Any one who says

that talking machines of high grade and good

price cannot be sold at retail to-day is evi-

dently, in the face of such results as these, seen

to be talking nonsense. It can-be done; and it

is being done.

Further Adventures of

BURGESS
BATTERIES

The Shenan-
doah is Equip-
ped with Biir-
(/ess Batteries

Turn These Adventures
Into Sales

Place yourself in your customer's shoes—if

you were a user of Burgess 'A,' 'B' and C
Batteries and learned that these experienced

buyers use Burgess, you would feel that your

choice of batteries was unquestionably verified.

Tell your trade. They will be greatly in-

terested, and their interest means permanent
profit.

BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY
Engineers DRY BATTERIES Manufacturers

Flashlight - Radio - Ignition - Telephone

General Sales Office: Harris Trust Bldg., Chicago
Laboratories and Works: Madison, Wisconsin

In Canada: Plants, Niagara Falls and Winnipeg

MacMillan Carried Burgess to the Arctic

From U. & U. Photos
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FINANCING company has made a proposition
to the music dealers of this country for the handling of
piano paper in general, and an entirely separate and more
favorable proposition for Gulbransen retail piano paper.

We have no connection with the company referred

to; in fact, we did not know that any such proposition
was to be made, and we were not consulted*

Under this arrangement, 20 per cent of ordinary piano
contracts must be paid in before they will be accepted,

but only 10 per cent of the National Price of the Qulbran*
sen need be paid in* This is one of the finest compliments
that the Gulbransen proposition has ever had.

Financiers are hard-headed; they are not swayed by
sentiment or other irrelevant considerations, but they
are mightily impressed by facts.

The faith that these men express in the Gulbransen
proposition is a good deal stronger and more impressive
than anything we would dare to say of our proposition.

The One Name and National Price of the Gulbran*
sen have justified and re-justified themselves time and
time again in the years since 1917*

Square deal for the public— The National Price has meant a

square deal for the piano-buying public, resulting in building

up a prestige enjoyed by no other piano product.

Protecting the dealer's profit— The National Price has pro-

tected the dealer's margin of profit, and made him a successful

and money-making merchant.

A Selling advantage— The National Price has proved to be a sell-

ing advantage by settling the question of price without argument.

A Sound and attractive investment— Last, but by no means
least, the National Price has made Gulbransen piano contracts

more valuable from the standpoint of investment, whether
retained by the dealer or used as collateral.

Gulbransen Qompany
Qhicago, Illinois

TRADE-MARK
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Tie Up With St. Patrick's Day and Easter
Wm. Bliss Stoddard Tells How Several Retailers Through Spe-

cial Holiday Window Displays and Publicity Stirred Up Sales

How many retailers are making the most of

St. Patrick's Day? Regardless of whether

or not their ancestors came from the Emerald

Isle, all good Americans wear a green ribbon on

St. Patrick's Day. Music and dancing are lead-

ing characteristics of this light-hearted race, and

a good business in phonographs and records

can be done if they are suggested forcibly sev-

eral weeks in advance. By all means link up

with St. Patrick's Day, and have the store and

and windows a mass of green, with all the

symbols of the occasion.

How the May Co, Tied Up
The May Co., Los Angeles, Cal., made a

regular Irish festival out of it, sending broad-

cast cards of invitation:

COME TO OUR ST. PATRICK'S DAY CONCERT
Saturday, March 17

Listen to Irish music, old and new
Souvenirs for all

The concert was given in its music hall, and

on the platform, which was hung with Irish

and American flags, was a talking machine and

a large harp. A local harpist had been en-

gaged for the occasion, while one of the sales-

men in the phonograph department had charge

of the records. The concert was divided into two

parts, each lasting an hour, with a half hour's

intermission, when visitors had a chance to

promenade, as well as to look over the large

stock of records appropriate for St. Patrick's

Day, which were shown in a booth trimmed

with shamrocks. There was a phonograph in

the booth and the attendants were only too

glad to demonstrate any records desired. The

first part of the concert consisted of old Irish

ballads and reels, such as "Kathleen Mavour-

neen" and "The Low Back Car," while the sec-

ond consisted of modern Irish melodies

popularized by Chauncey Olcott, Andrew Mack
and John McCormack. Realizing that however

patriotically or sentimentally inclined they

might be, the younger generation would be fed

up on an evening of nothing but Irish airs,

there was a supplemental program of the latest

dance music for the St. Patrick's Day dance or

party. A printed program had been dis-

tributed, at the bottom of which appeared the

words, "All the songs and instrumental pieces

heard here to-night can be secured in our

phonograph department. Ask for a complete

list of Irish music at the Shamrock Booth to-

night."

In order to call further attention to the Irish

Timely sales promotion campaigns in

connection with holidays can not be sur-

passed as sales stimulators. The function

of all publicity is, of course, to create a de-

sire for a product, whether it be talking

machines, records, radio or anything else,

and in the case of the merchandise handled

by music dealers the period just prior to

holidays seems to be most prolific of re-

sults. Holidays are times of merriment

and the importance of music in this respect

is undeniable. Get out of the rut and take

advantage of the forthcoming holidays to

put over real profit-producing drives.

music the May Co. arranged a display to ad-

vantage in one of their windows. In the rear

corner was a cabinet phonograph, set on a

platform banked with ferns and tall Easter

lilies. On top was the cardboard cut-out of a

little fellow in yellow rompers, holding a sheaf

of pink ribbons running to four white rabbits

set about the display. Each rabbit stood be-

side a big cardboard egg of pink, blue, yellow

or green, on which a record appropriate for

Easter was hung. Nests in the corners held

juvenile records instead of eggs, each presided

over by a white cut-out bunny.

An Easter Drive

In order to feature their Easter church music

their other window was gotten up as a choir

loft, banked with palms, ferns and Easter lilies.

Behind this floral bank stood a half dozen life-

size cut-outs of choir boys in white robes, sing-

ing an Easter anthem. Behind them could be

EIGHT POPULAR
VICTOR ARTISTS

In Concert and Entertainment

Personal Appearance of

Eight Popular Favorites on
One Big Program

A live attraction for live dealers and jobbers

Bookings now for season 1924-1925
Sample program and particulars upon request

PHILIP W. SIMON Manager
1674 Broadway Now York City

Popular Ensembles including

Campbell& Birr - Sterling Trio - Peerleu-Qsartet

seen a pipe organ, and at each end were tall

lighted candles. A card bordered with Easter

lilies suggested:

ENJOY EASTER MUSIC AT HOME
All of the inspiring music rendered in the churches

can be had on our records—solos, duets, quartets and
choruses. Let the invalids and the older people enjoy

the music you hear in church. Look over our stock of

devotional and inspirational music, and gladden the hearts

of the shut-ins with some new records for Easter.

Barker Bros. Catered to Easter Brides

And then comes the Easter bride. What bet-

ter gift from loving parents, business associates

of her husband or father, or her own girls' club

than a high-grade phonograph? This was the

idea of Barker Bros., Los Angeles, when they

started the campaign of phonograph advertising

in early Spring. Their ad. showed the cut of the

bride, in all her wedding finery, standing before

a cabinet phonograph, with the caption, "The
Most Appreciated Gift for the Home." The
window they arranged attracted much comment
and had crowds in front of it constantly. It

showed the living room of a home, with the

bride reclining on a divan. Seated beside a

phonograph, in a big arm chair, listening to the

music, was the groom. Suddenly the crowd

looking in at the window would be surprised to

see the figure straighten up, go to the phono-

graph and place a new record upon it. His

movements were wooden and automatic, and

the public could never be quite sure whether it

was a human being or a mechanical figure they

were witnessing. As a matter of fact, it was a

young man from the movie colony, with face

glazed with a film of wax, who, for several hours

each afternoon, impersonated a wax figure, and

called attention to their phonographs and

records. Their newspaper advertising called at-

tention to the fact that if a phonograph had not

been included among the list of gifts it should

be one of the first articles bought for the home.

Practically all young couples receive some

checks for wedding gifts, and it was pointed

out that one of these checks could be used as

the initial payment on a talking machine, and

that convenient monthly payments for the bal-

ance could be arranged.

Unique Easter Window
One of the music houses of Chicago had a

novel display that called instant attention to

their phonographs. In the center of the window
was a big paper egg, four feet high. By a me-

chanical arrangement a door in this egg would

open, showing behind it, in a shadow box, a

high-grade phonograph. At one side was the

cut-out figure of a big rabbit in red coat, with

stick pointing to the egg, while at the other

side, gazing in admiration, was a young woman
and two little children—all cut-out figures.

Overhead was a cable, garlanded with ferns and

Spring flowers, from which at intervals Easter

records were suspended, while a big white card,

lettered in gold, advised: "An Easter Surprise."

The ad. likewise showed a mother and several

children clustered about a phonograph and the

card was captioned:
AN EASTER SURPRISE

Think what a delightful surprise for the wife and kiddies

a Blank machine would make. Come in to-day and see

on what easy terms a phonograph and records can be

purchased.

F-RAtfK. BAtfTA.

Fire Destroys Music Shop

Jersey City, N. J., February 5.—The machine

and record stock of the Central Talking Ma-

chine Co., 371 Central avenue, was completely

destroyed by fire recently. Damage was esti-

mated at $10,000. Ice-covered pavements and

high snowbanks on each side of the street de-

layed action of the firemen.
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In 1922 We Said—
Reproduced from Tal\ing

Machine World, August
:5th, 1922

Are You An Ostrich
Or A Lion?

The Ostrich tacks his head into the sand and
reasons that the Lion can't get him because he
can't see the Lion.

With equal logic many a music dealer shuts his

eyes to Radio, and proclaims that therefore it

will never affect his business.

Ostriches, every one of them! And the fate of

the Ostrich will surely be theirs, for Radio

—

one year old— is already the biggest and fastest

money maker in the Musical Instrument field.

W For distributors ivho are not Ostriches but Lions

—merchants who know and appreciate Radio

—

this Company has territory, a product, and a

proposition that means Profits.

Jewett Phonographs and Radiophonographs

—

theonly actually complete line in the w orld—can

be yours to sell if you're a Lion. The line is

tested, approved and in full production. Our
proposition is waiting for you.

You Lions! Let us hear you roar!

THE JEWETT RADIO and PHONOGRAPH CO
DETROIT. MICHIGAN

There Are More Lions Now
And Fewer Ostriches!

In Radio, three years are almost a lifetime.

Yet here we were, back in 1922, urging Music
Merchants to stock Radio!

How many Ostriches became Lions after read'

ing the advertisement, reproduced above, we
do not know. But we do know that the ad'

vertisement proved itself the cornerstone of

our now nation-wide distributing organization.

Today there are more Lions— far more— than

in 1922. And fewer Ostriches!

For the Ostriches that still remain, the right

course is today plainer than ever.

Enter Radio! Stock the good reliable lines

that are making money for the Music Merchant
Lions. And start roaring yourself!

The Jewett line alone will make a Lion out

of any Ostrich. Ask us to suggest your logical

method of acquiring it.

JEWETT RADIO 6? PHONOGRAPH CO.
5660 TWELFTH STREET DETROIT, MICHIGAN

Of,

Supers
The Jewett Superspeaker—The Leader of

All Loud Speaking Equipment.

The Jewett Parkay Cabinet—With Par-

quetry Top—All Standard Panel Sizes.

Registered

The Jewett Micro-Dial-

Times as Accurate.

-Makes Tuning 50

The Superspeaker Highboy— Houses Any
Set and Equipment— Superspeaker built'in.

"Compare Them—You'll Buy I"
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Columbia Masterwork Series of Records
Praised by Celebrated Music Critic

Philip Hale, Boston Critic and Writer, Brings Out Some Important Points in Connection With
Columbia Recording Achievement Which Can Be Profitably Used by the Trade

In a recent issue of the Boston Sunday
Herald, Philip Hale, well-known music critic

and writer of the program notes for the Boston

Symphony Orchestra, reviewed at length the

Columbia Masterwork Series of phonograph
records, the orchestral series recorded in

Europe especially for the Columbia Phono-
graph Co., Inc. He said:

"For some years there has been a steady ef-

fort to improve the records of orchestral works
for the phonograph. There have been difficul-

ties in obtaining the full effect of an orchestral

performance. In some instances the double

basses were not heard to advantage. In other

instances the brass instruments have seemed
coarse or 'tubby.' But ingenious workers have

little by little obtained records that are not only

more satisfactory, they are surprisingly good,

though no doubt there is still room for im-

provement. Of late some excellent records have

been made in England. They are of such worth

that they have been reviewed, as concert per-

formances, in the leading newspapers of Lon-

don. The interest in records is great in

England.

"We had the pleasure a few days ago of hear-

ing some records of orchestral works and
chamber music controlled by the Columbia
Phonograph Co., Inc. We heard movements of

Beethoven's Eighth Symphony as performed by
the London Symphony Orchestra and con-

ducted by no less a man than Felix Weingartner
—his new symphony, by the way, was brought
cut recently at Glasgow—and Dvorak's 'From
the New World Symphony," played by the

Halle Orchestra, a famous organization, now
led by Hamilton Harty, who, a good many
years ago, visited Boston as a pianist-accom-

panist. Since then he has won an enviable

reputation as a composer, and the successor of

Sir Charles Halle and Hans Richter as conduc-

tor of the Manchester Orchestra. We also

heard movements from one of Haydn's quartets

performed by the Lener Quartet of Budapest,

admirable players, whose skill and taste cannot

be too highly praised.

"The Columbia phonograph repertory also

includes Beethoven's Seventh Symphony (con-

ducted by Weingartner), Mozart's Symphony

in E flat major (conducted by Weingartner),

Tchaikovsky's 'Pathetic' symphony (the New
Queen's Hall Orchestra, led by Sir Henry J.

Wood), and quartets by Beethoven and Haydn,
with quartet movements by Schubert, Brahms,
Debussy, Tchaikovsky; and trios by Schumann,
Haydn, Lacroix, Foulds-Squires. Nor is Wag-
ner neglected. Excerpts from 'Parsifal' and
'Tristan and Isolde' may be obtained. Forth-

coming editions will be Brahms's Symphony
No. 1, Franck's Symphony, Beethoven's Fifth

and 'Pastoral' (Weingartner), Strauss's 'Death

and Transfiguration' (conducted by Bruno
Walter), Mozart's Fifth Violin Concerto, Lalo's

'Spanish Symphony' and Schumann's Piano
Concerto. We give this catalog to show the

seriousness and the importance of the under-

taking.

"The records that we heard were interesting

in many ways, and not the least of them was
the opportunity of hearing the orchestras,

becoming acquainted with the conductors' in-

terpretations, and the quality of the quartet

players.

"The orchestral performance was well bal-

anced. There was no longer too much reticence

on the part of the basses in the strings. The
wood-wind instruments were as if they were
playing in Symphony Hall to an audience. At
times the brass section was, perhaps, a little too

'furry' in attack, but not to so great a degree

that the ensemble was disturbed.

"The Finale of a quartet by Haydn was taken

at an exceedingly rapid pace, but there was
absolute clarity, with a careful and artistic ob-

servance of nuances. A slow movement was
sung with tonal beauty and unexaggerated ex-

pression. Edward MacDowell, if he were alive,

hearing this music thus performed, might

change his opinion about chamber music: that

it reminded him of cold veal.

"These Columbia records should not only

give pleasure to lovers of music in their homes;
they would be of great assistance to those in-

terested in the development of musical taste in

schools and communities where there are few
or no opportunities of hearing orchestras and
string quartets.

"At home there is this advantage: if the hear-

The Loudspeaker Unit
with the Acoustic Control

Positive control of volume merely by turning the knob on the

back of the Royalfone Unit. You can adjust the tone of any

program to your own satisfaction and to the acoustics of the

room without touching the dials of your set. Transform any

phonograph into an A-l loudspeaker with this remarkable unit.

(poyatrotye
V» KING OFALL J

HEADSET
J,ist Price, including heavily The Royal fone headset is designed especially for DX reception.
nickel-plated nozzle and am- ,, T . . ^. rn
pie connecting cord $5 Bell-like tone. List price, $4.50

PRODUCTS THAT SELL THEMSELVES
Selling a product depends on the amount of

real honest sales argument you can produce.

Royalfone products have shown by countless

repeat orders that they are quality goods around

which the dealer can build an airtight sales

talk. Let the Royalfone unit and headset
show you a real gain in profits.

Manufacturers and Jobbers of Phonographs and Loud Speakers
Write for interesting offer.

ROYAL ELECTRICAL LABORATORIES
T.M.W. Newark, New Jersey

crs are bored by this or that selection, all they
have to do is to stop the performance and try

another record, while leaving the concert hall

in the middle of a movement disturbs those in

neighboring seats and excites unpleasant re-

marks. At home one can thus hear music by a

master while sitting at ease, cheered by a pipe,

nor are repetitions of a pleasing selection for-

bidden.

"In music schools these records would be of

value in teaching symphonic form and effects

of instrumentation. A teacher cannot always
call upon the orchestral players in the school
for illustration, nor is it within the power of all

the students to attend orchestral and chamber
concerts."

If the Columbia Master Series proves so satis-

factory to such a critical musical authority as

Mr. Hale, surely the Columbia dealer should
prove able to extol their excellence to music
lovers whose musical ear is not so sensitive.

This review should receive the careful attention

of every dealer and the opinions of Mr. Hale
quoted as part of a sales talk in selling the

Master Series. The sales suggestion mentioned
in Mr. Hale's review, that of using the records
as educational helps, should also be given its

merited attention.

Mohawk Electric Corp.
Increases Capitalization

Additional Funds to Be Used to Increase Pro-
duction to 500 Sets a Day—Firm Acauires
New Plant in Ansonia, Conn.

Chicago, III., February 6.—The Mohawk Elec-

tric Corp., of this city, manufacturer of the

Mohawk radio receiver, has announced an in-

crease in its capitalization from $100,000 to

$300,000. The officers and directors remain the

same. The additional capital is being used to

increase the production to 500 sets a day. A
new plant has been acquired at Ansonia, Conn.,

which will give the company improved dis-

tributing facilities in the Eastern territory.

Every effort is being made to keep abreast of

the surprising demand for the Mohawk one-dial

set. The company recently purchased a fleet

of Buick passenger cars for the use of its city

salesmen.

To be forced to a production of 500 sets a day

within three months of the day the set was
announced to the public is convincing proof

that the public to-day wants a set that can be

operated by anybody, and on which the non-

technical amateur can get the same results that

the radio fan brags about.

Planning Drive to Secure

Foreign Record Business

Milwaukee, Wis., February 5.—The Schuster

Music Store is making a determined effort to

expand the foreign record department. The
names and addresses of 5,000 recently natural-

ised citizens of all nationalities were secured

and separated into nationalities for the purpose

of mailing record supplements. Letters are

also being sent to develop this trade and good
results are already apparent.

L. Epstein With Saul Birns

Louis Epstein, formerly proprietor of the

music shop known as the Bronx Talking Ma-
chine Co., recently joined the sales staff of the

Harlem branch of the Saul Birns store at 1366

Fifth avenue. Mr. Epstein has had wide ex-

perience in the retailing of phonographs.

Burdine's Opens Department

Formal opening of the elaborate talking ma-
chine and radio department of Burdine's depart-

ment store, Miami, Fla., was held the latter part

of last month with appropriate ceremonies.
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MOTOR No. 22

The Heineman Number 22
IFT the motorboard of any of the moder-
ately priced console models on the

market today and nine times out of ten

,
you'll find it equipped with the Heine-

man Motor Number 22. Manufacturers know
that the buying trend now is for consoles at a

reasonable price. That's why the majority of

them are using the Heineman Number 22. They
know that is is absolutely dependable and made
with the painstaking care used in the manufacture
of all Heineman motors, regardless of price.

Some More "Reasons Why"
The Number 22 meets the demands
for an inexpensive motor that yet is

reliable. The "reason why" it is in-

expensive is because in the first place

it is smaller. That means less material

required and hence less expense.

However, the same care that is used in

manufacturing the higher priced motors

is given the 22. It goes through the

same number of careful checkings, is

made by the same precise machinery
and in fact practically the same ma-
terials are used. Only smaller quan-
tities of it are required. But remember
this: There is never any difference in

the QUALITY of any HEINEMAN
motor.

HEINEMAN QUALITY MOTORS
Manufactured by

General Phonograph Corporation
OTTO HEINEMAN, Pres.

25 West 45th Street New York City
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Music Master Corp. to

Distribute Paragon Line

Prominent Philadelphia Radio Manufacturer

and Distributor to Cover Extensive Territory

in Interest of Paragon

J. E. Hornberger With
James K. Polk, of Atlanta

The Adams-Morgan Co., Inc., Montclair,

N. J., manufacturer of Paragon radio receiving

sets, recently announced through J. Renwick,

Jr., general sales manager of the company, the

appointment of the Music Master Corp., of

Philadelphia, as a distributor of Paragon prod-

ucts. The territory served by the Music Master

Corp. includes Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Dela-

ware, Maryland, Virginia and the District of

Columbia.

The Music Master Corp. is well known
throughout the trade as a manufacturing and

distributing organization handling high-grade

radio apparatus. H. M. McMenimen, sales man-

ager of the Music Master Corp., expresses him-

self as being well pleased with securing the

distribution rights for the Paragon line in the

territory.

Dr. J. E. Lilienfeld With
Bosch Research Division

Professor of Physics at Leipzig University to

Engage in Research and Development Work
for American Bosch Magneto Corp.

Dr. J. E. Lilienfeld, Professor of Physics at

Leipzig University, on an extended leave of

absence, has affiliated himself with the Amer-

ican Bosch Magneto Corp. as chief physicist in

charge of radio research and development work

—a new division of the American Bosch

Magneto Corp.

The history of Dr. Lilienfeld is such as to

bring to the American Bosch Magneto Corp. a

wealth of experience that bids well towards

placing this corporation among the leaders in

radio making. Some of Dr Lilienfeld's accom-

plishments include extensive research work and

the development of vacuum tube designs, espe

cially the perfection of a new type of pure

electronic discharge in high vacua, upon which

development he has been working for several

years, the outcome of which is expected to he

highly successful in developing an entirely new-

phase of radio reception.

New Brunswick Plan an
Aid to Record Sales People

The recently inaugurated plan of the Bruns-

wick Co. of sending to the trade advance com-

ments on records is meeting a real need, in

that sales people are thus enabled to familiarize

themselves with the high lights of the records

before they are on sale. These comments con-

tain interesting information concerning com-
posers 'and their selections, recording artists

and theatrical attractions—sketches which are

not only interesting but valuable in record

selling.

Max Landay Wins at Golf

Max Landay, of Landay Bros., during Janu-

ary, sustained his reputation as a golfer on the

links at Pinehurst, N. C. Mr. Landay won one

of the prizes in the Winter Golf League Tourna-
ment, demonstrating that his skill in playing

the famous old Scotch game is at par. After

the tournament Mr. Landay left Pinehurst for

Florida to play in other events.

Retire From Business

The Phonograph Jobbers Corp., 56 Bleecker

street, New York City, retired from business on

January 27, on which day an auction sale was
held of the stock on hand, including talking

machines, radio receivers and accessories.

Wide Knowledge of Phonograph Field to Be
Utilized in Behalf of Sonora Line Through-
out Territory Covered by James K. Polk

Atlanta, Ga v February 7.—J. E. Hornberger,

for several years in the capacity of assistant

general sales manager of the Sonora Phono-
graph Co., of New York City, covering the en-

tire Southern field, has becorne identified with

James K. Polk, Inc., of Atlanta, Ga., Southern

Sonora distributor.

Mr. Hornberger has been identified with the

phonograph industry for the past fifteen years,

first in the retail field, where he was in business

for himself, then in the sales developing lines

which have taken him over the greater portion

of the country. Dealer problems have been Mr.

Hornberger's specialty. He brings expert

knowledge of merchandising plans to the deal-

ers in the South that are most applicable in that

field, where he has spent the last five years in

phonograph development and dealer building.

His first duties have taken him to Florida

where, in company with C. C. Alexander,

Florida representative for James K. Polk, Inc.,

he will start development in that section.

Mr. Hornberger came to the phonograph busi-

ness from the advertising field, having been ac-

tively identified in music lines in Eastern cities.

He was associated with Gus Schlotterbeck in

booking artistic attractions in which some of

the great stars, such as Caruso, Schumann-
Heink, Maude Powell and Farrar were featured.

Several Metropolitan Opera seasons in some of

the larger cities were included in this work.

New York Firm Chartered

The Public Service Radio Corp., New York,

was recently incorporated in Albany, N. Y.,

with a capital stock of $100,000. The in-

corporators are S. Mann, P. Arndt and E.

Freiberg.

90% CASH Immediately on

PHONOGRAPH and RADIO PAPER

Revised C. I.T. Financing Plan,

the Most Liberal Ever Offered

to the Phonograph Trade

IX/TUSIC merchants require a financing plan that
-1 A enables them to realize the greatest amount
of cash on time paper at a minimum of cost!

The C. I. T. Plan now provides that we pay
90%* of the face of unmatured phonograph,
radio and radio combination time "paper" (in-

stead of 80% as heretofore) immediately upon
purchasing the "paper."

We in no way interfere with dealers' relations

with customers. The dealer does the collecting

as before and remits to us only once each month
the total amount of the installments due on the

contracts discounted.

We remit forpaper on the same day it is received.

These features make the C. I. T. Plan the most
liberal in the field and provide a service that meets
every requirement of the phonograph dealer.

Mail us this advertisement with your name on the

margin, and full particulars including the dis-

count charges will quickly be sent.

COMMERCIAL INVESTMENT TRUST INCORPORATED
41 EAST 42ND STREET - NEW YORK CITY

Capital and Surplus $11,000,000.00

* The remaining 10% is obtained by the dealer out of the customers' final payments.
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and when the lights come on
SIGNOR FRISCOE, famous xylophonist of the "big time"

vaudeville circuit, gives a striking demonstration of the New
Edison.

After his overture, he steps forward and says: "By special per-

mission of Mr. Thomas A. Edison, I shall play in direct comparison

with my Edison records on the New Edison Phonograph. See if

you can detect the slightest difference between my own perform'

ance and Mr. Edison's Re'Creation."

Signor Friscoe begins to play. No phonograph is visible. Gradually

THOMAS A. EDISON, Inc.

NEW
O N O
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there is Signor Friscoe!
the lights are dimmed, until nothing can be seen but the glowing

tip of his cigar. Suddenly a brilliant flash of light almost blinds

the audience. Then, gradually, the lights come on.

As they grow brighter and brighter, a living'room is seen, with

Signor Friscoe in a cozy easy chair, enjoying the Edison Re-Crea'

tion of his own playing. He steps down again to the xylophone

and plays a few bars— there is no difference.

Conclusive proof that the New Edison actually does bring the

artist to your own living-room in all save physical presence!

ORANGE, NEW JERSEY

EDISON
R H
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Frank E. Bolway & Son Plan A. B. Greal Now Southern

for Friendly Reorganization Sonora Field Representative

doehub.

HE-cuim

Serviceable

A die-cast machine part, to

give the maximum of ser-

viceability, must be not only

correct in design and accu-

rate in dimensions—it must

have physical and chemical

characteristics exactly right

for the conditions involved.

Doehler engineers and met-

allurgists—with 18 years of

die-casting experience to

guide them, and with facil-

ities at their disposal un-

equaled in the die-casting

world—hold themselves re-

sponsible for incorporating

in each Doehler Die-Casting

the maximum of service-

ability.

This means a material ad-

dition to the life and useful-

ness of any machine of

which Doehler Die-Castings

are a part. It means a sub-

stantial enhancement of the

quality of that machine.

BROOKLYN. N.T.

POTTSTOWN. PA
TOLEDO. OHIO.

BATAVIA. N.Y.

Well-known Jobbers Consent to Appointment

of Receiver—Assets Exceed Liabilities—Com-
pany Is Phonograph Pioneer in Trade

Syracuse, N. Y., February 4.—Federal Judge

Frank Cooper, sitting in Utica, recently ap-

pointed Jerome Barnum and Benjamin Stolz,

in a bond of $25,000, receivers for Frank E.

Bolway & Son, Inc., the well-known jobbers of

phonographs and radio in this city. The lia-

bilities are placed at $225,000 and assets at

$350,000, according to an equity action brought

by Arthur H. O'Malley, of New Jersey, creditor

for $4,240.

The receivers were asked by Attorney Wil-

liam Rubin, of this city, in order to permit a

friendly reorganization of the company, which

ran short of working capital. The assets; con-

sist of plant, stock in trade and accounts which

exceed the debt by a wide margin, according

to the petition for the receivers. It was claimed

that if the creditors were permitted to press

the company and force a sale of the property

the assets would be greatly diminished.

The Bolway house is one of the old-estab-

lished concerns of the phonograph trade. It

has always stood very high for its progressive

management and financial responsibility, and its

many friends are hoping for a speedy arrange-

ment whereby the house of Bolway may be per-

mitted to continue operations.

Atwater Kent Broadcast-

ing Radio Concert Series

Excellent Opportunity for Retailers to Tie Up
With Programs

Philadelphia, Pa., February 3.—One of the

newest branches of Atwater Kent publicity was

inaugurated Thursday evening, January 22,

when the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., manufac-

turer of Atwater Kent sets, loud speakers and

phonograph attachments, of this city, broadcast

its premier radio entertainment. This promi-

nent radio manufacturer has selected this

method of entertaining thousands of owners of

Atwater Kent sets and bringing the name of

Atwater Kent into the homes of others. The

first of a series of weekly concerts by Atwater

Kent radio artists was broadcast from station

WEAF, New York City, and simultaneously

from WFI, Philadelphia, Pa.; WJAR, Provi-

dence, R. I.; WEEI, Boston, Mass., and WGR,
Buffalo, N. Y. Atwater Kent artists will broad-

cast weekly on alternate Wednesday and Thurs-

day nights.

In a bulletin issued by the Atwater Kent Mfg.

Co. to its wholesalers, it is suggested that the

dealer tie up with this publicity and tell about

it in the local newspapers and to invite pro-

spective customers who are not owners of sets

to listen to this concert at his warerooms.

Cooper Bros, to Move Into

Attractive New Home

New Warerooms of Progressive New Kensing-

ton, Pa., Dealers Rapidly Nearing Completion

New Kensington, Pa., February 6.—Cooper

Rros., of this city, will shortly move into their

new quarters, which are now undergoing finish-

ing touches.. The new home promises to be

one of the show places in the State of Pennsyl-

vania, as far as retail warerooms are concerned.

This firm has been in business for over twenty

years and handles a complete line of talking-

machines and Gulbransen pianos, as well as

sheet music. They find the sheet music depart-

ment not only is a profitable one, but it has

served to give their establishment prestige and

attract a larger clientele than would have been

possible otherwise.

Widely Known Phonograph Man Will Look
After Southern Dealers' Problems and Help
in the Promotion of Sales.

Arrangements, have been made whereby A. B.

Creal will represent the Sonora Phonograph
Co., Inc., in the South. He left New York for

the South on January 11 to assume his new
duties. He will cover the territories of Rein-

hardts, Inc., of Memphis, and James K. Polk,

of Atlanta.

The Sonora Co. will be most ably represented

in the . South under Mr. Creal, and Sonora deal-

A. B. Creal

ers will be the recipients of a very high type

of service and co-operation in their problems.

Mr. Creal is from the South and thoroughly

understands its problems and sales possibilities.

He is equipped in all ways to be of great assist-

ance to the Southern Sonora dealers.

Mr. Creal has spent a number of years in the

phonograph business, and has had a very broad

experience in phonograph merchandising. He

was with the Columbia Graphophone Co. for

eight years, serving at various times as man-

ager of the Baltimore, New Orleans and St.

Louis branches, and likewise being quite active

in the State of Texas.

Guttenberger Store Opened

Macon, Ga., February 6.—The F. A. Gutten-

berger Music Co. recently opened at 364 Second

street, this city, with appropriate ceremonies.

Mr. Guttenberger is possessed of a wide experi-

ence in the retailing of musical instruments

and is well known in this city. A complete line

of talking machines, pianos and musical mer-

chandise is carried.

Edison Incorporation

The Edison Phonograph Distributing Co., of

iVew Jersey, was recently incorporated at In-

dianapolis to buy, sell and deal in phonographs

and records in Indiana with a capital stock of

$170,000.

AUTOMATIC LID SUPPORT
Finished in Nickel and Gold

Samples on request

Patented Dec. 9, 1919; Oct. 25. 1921;

Nov. 7, 1922. Canada Applied.

The Most Dependable Lid Support on the Market

Star Machine & Novelty Co./'
M
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PAL
THE ALL YEAR 'ROUND PORTABLE

PAL

PAL Sells
EVERY MONTH
OF THE YEAR

$25.22
retail

$15.22
dealers

9

price

Regal Popular-Priced
Portable Phonograph

For those who do not care to spend more than $15.00 for a

portable phonograph the new REGAL fills their requirements.

The REGAL in comparison with its price is as good a value in

all respects as the PAL.

$15.00 retail $9.00 dealers' price

PLAZA MUSIC COMPANY
10-22 West 20th Street, New York
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MDIO
BEAUTIFUL

All Models Equipped with
Atwater Kent Five-Tube
Open Radio Set of great

selectivity, tone, distance

Model 600-R-2

William &Mary Style

American walnut or English brown ma-
hogany, duo-tone. Rosewood and wal-
nut inlay.

Length. 36"; Depth, 15H"; Height, 42".

Complete without tubes and batteries.

Price . ,

Model 1100-R-2

Stuart Style

English brown mahogany or American

L.-ngtl S3-
7 Ecrtr 1': .," H.'.fl t

Complete without tubes and batterie

Model 1200-R-2
Louis XVI Style

Selected American walnut and Oriental
burl. Fluted silk interior fitting.

Length, 36": Depth, 18": Height. 56'A".
Complete without tubes and batteries.

Price $350

Prices Slightly Higher
West of Rockies

Model 1200-R-2

«*350

CABINETS
with

Atwater KentRADIO
Make Friends and

Keep Them
/^OHE most satisfactory outfits

I O on ^e mafket— delightful to

the eye, absolutely depend-

able in action. People want the most

efficient radio, tastefully served,

fairly priced. Pooley Radio Cabinets

withAtwater Kent Radio measure

to these requirements as no other

outfits do. They are exactly what

the public wants— they almost sell

themselves. From the way they are

selling, it seems that nearly every-

body has decided that nothing else

will do.

Write Radio Sales Department A
for Complete Particulars.

POOLEY COMPANY, Inc.
Indiana Avenue, 16th— 17th Streets

Philadelphia, U. S. A.
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RADIO
THEYWANT

Atwater KentRADIO
Make Profits and

Multiply Them
/^OHESE outfits are correctly

O priced— neither too much nor
VS/ too little. Where else can you

find such superlative cabinet work

and radio efficiency to sell at such

reasonable figures? Are there ANY
radio outfits at ANY prices that

equal these in appeal to the dis-

criminating public? To pay more is

extravagance— to pay less courts

disappointment. More people are

convinced of this every day. Hence,

quick sales, big profits.

Write Radio Sales Department A
for Complete Particulars.

POOLEY COMPANY, Inc.
Indiana Avenue, 16th— 17th Streets

Philaielphia, U. S. A.
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Brunswick Radio Music Memory Contest
Attracts Interest Throughout the Nation

Programs by World-famous Artists of Brunswick New Hall of Fame—Extensive Advertising

Campaign Heralds Event—Dealers Tying Up Effectively With Publicity and Store Concerts

The Music Memory Contest which is being

broadcast from leading radio stations by the

Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. in connection

with the Brunswick Hour of Music, prelimi-

nary announcement of which appeared in The
Talking Machine World last month and which

is now well under way, is attracting nation-

wide interest.

The Brunswick Music Memory Contest pro-

gram by famous artists of the New Hall of

Fame, including Mario Chamlee, Giuseppe

Danise, Florence Easton, Edith Mason, Michael

Bohnen, Karin Branzell, all widely known
Metropolitan opera stars; Maria Ivogun, John

Charles Thomas, Willem Willeke and many
others, including distinguished orchestras and

instrumentalists, started on Tuesday evening,

Mo ore

j£o it d cfp e a fc,er>

for

$5.00
List

Was $10

Now $5

Music Dealers

With this Morrison
unit for $5.00 you can
stimulate a real business

in radio. You'll find

your customers who own
a radio set eager to have
a Morrison unit. If you
aren't familiar with our
plan and discounts write

for details. And see that

your order for a reason-

able quantity comes in

early.

MORRISON LABORATORIES, Inc.

327 East Jefferson Ave.

DETROIT, MICH.

February 3. Each succeeding Tuesday evenings

inclusive of February 24, these concerts are

being broadcast from radio stations WJZ, New
York; WRC, Washington, and WGY, Schenec-

tady, during the usual Brunswick Hour of

Music, from 9 to 10 p. m., Eastern standard

time, and 8 to 9 p. m., Central standard time.

The programs are transmitted to the radio sta-

tions from the Brunswick recording laboratories

by means of a direct wire. The Radio Corp.

of America is co-operating in promoting the

contest, and to this end has placed its broad-

casting stations at the disposal of the Bruns-

wick Co.

The contest is open to everyone and the in-

terest aroused in the event among radio en-

thusiasts is manifested in the large number of

entry blanks which have been distributed by
Brunswick retailers throughout the country and
the Chicago headquarters of the company. The
object of the contest, as stated in the an-

nouncement, is "To enable people to attain a

more'thorough appreciation and understanding
of good music, and to familiarize them with

the current achievements of the concert and
operatic artists of the New Hall of Fame."
Also to emphasize the musical resources and
possibilities of the Brunswick-Radiola.

The prizes consist of cash awards totaling

$5,000, divided as follows: First prize, $1,000;

second, $500; third, $300; fourth, $200; ten prizes

of $100 each and forty awards of $50 each.

The Brunswick Co., in order to make the

most of this unusual and striking contest,

launched an extensive special publicity drive,

which included page advertising in the leading

Sunday newspapers on January 25, newspaper
advertisements prepared for the use of dealers

in their local mediums, distribution of display

advertising and other instructive publicity mat-
ter to dealers. A comprehensive plan of dealer

co-operation is outlined in a pamphlet which
has been distributed to the trade. In addition

to announcing the advertising program this

pamphlet devotes considerable space to a "Sug-
gested record sales program," in which is

pointed out the fact that during the tenure of

the contest thousands of people will visit the

nearest Brunswick dealers to hear the selec-

tions broadcast, presenting an unusual oppor-
tunity for selling records made by the artists

of the New Hall of Fame. Attention is also

called to the fact that the Music Memory Con-
test will create many prospects for Brunswick-
Radiolas and phonographs, and, last but not
least, it will aid in establishing these dealers
as the musical center of their communities.

Dealers have also been supplied with pam-
phlets for distribution to the public which carry
complete details of the contest, together with
blanks on which the contestant is required to

record the station over which the various pro-
grams were received, the name of the artist and
the title of the composition rendered. In addi-
tion each contestant is required to submit an
essay on "The Advantages of the Brunswick-
Radiola."

That dealers realize the opportunity is evi-

denced by the fact that they are making the
most of it. Many of them are staging store
concerts, to which the public is invited on the

evening of the broadcast programs. In the pub-

licity in connection with the contest the Bruns-

wick-Radiola No. 260 is featured, and this is

resulting in particular interest in this model.

Helene G. McGonnell in

Important Grimes Post

Appointed Manager of Advertising, Publicity

and Service—Close Dealer Co-operation

Helene Celeste McConnell has been ap-

pointed manager of the advertising, publicity

and personal service department of David

Grimes, Inc. Miss McConnell has had a num-
ber of years of successful business experience in

the financial district of New York, having been

Helene C. McConnell

associated with some Wall street organizations.

In her new activities, to which she brings excep-

tional qualifications, she is planning to give

some unusual service to the trade in the way of

dealer co-operation and general publicity to

consumers on the Grimes products.

O. W. Walter Retires After

Half Century in Business

Name of Prominent Tampa, Fla. Retail Firm
Changed to Arthur Smith Music Co.

Tampa, Fla., February 5.—O. W. Walter, of

the Walter & Smith Music Co., 316 Cass street,

this city, Brunswick phonograph and Gulbran-

sen player-piano dealer, recently disposed of

his interests in the business to his partner and

has retired to devote his time to his extensive

real estate holdings. His retirement came at the

end of a half century in the music business.

The business will be continued under the name
of the Arthur Smith Music Co.

De Forest Radio Go. Takes
Over Additional Space

A four-story building in course of construc-

tion adjoining the plant of the De Forest Radio

Co. in Jersey City has been acquired by that

company for use as an office laboratory. The
demand for additional space, brought about

by the constantly growing production require-

ments of the company, made imperative the ac-

quisition of the building.

MAKE 1925 A QUALITY YEAR
Only high grade raw materials produce high grade records.

For the best grades of uniformly cut

COTTON FLOCKS FOR PHONOGRAPH RECORDS
CLAREMONT, N. H.

Write toCLAREMONT WASTE MFG. CO.,
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Concentrate!
—on the logical set

—the logical system

—the principle that is

bound to survive!

THE LOGICAL STEP IN RADIO

TheDAVIDGRIMES
INVERSE DUPLEX SYSTEM

Double duty
for everyTube

Type3X-P
Officiallaboratory

Model

Retail Price
without Accessories

$85
EAST OF THE ROCKIES

DAVID GRIMES
Inventor of the

Inverse Duplex System

My discovery of the Inverse
Duplex System was founded on
the "garden variety" circuit of
Marius Latour of France.

Like all truly great inventions,
its basic idea is simple, instead
of using a great number of
tubes, I have carried the reflex

principle, so ably used by the
Neutrodyne people, much fur-

ther. Instead of reflexing only
one tube, I reflex the greatest
possible number of tubes in

this system. Result— marvel-
ous tone quality, economy on
tubes and on batteries. The
inverse principle insures long
tube life, even tube balance and
gives you two stages of tuned
radio and three of audio with
only three tubes.

Insures Natural Tone
Refined tone purity made possible by the Inverse Duplex
System mirrors the low and high frequency of the human
voice, the ensemble of symphonies, the organ's full diapason.

For when Type 3X-P floods the room, quality of tone is no
longer a matter of doubt. It is here—here to gladden a mil-

lion homes with soft voices and sweet harmonies.

GRIMES
INVERSE DUPLEX SYSTEM

adds no sputtering or tube noises to the original tone. It

subtracts none of its beauties.

Backed by leaders in the music trade industry and by that

indefatigable radio genius, David Grimes, Type 3X-P merits

the confidence you have so long wanted to place in a receiver.

To the trade and to the public it is a boon—a thing of beauty—"a joy forever."

DAVID GRIMES, Inc.

Strand Theatre Building, New York City, N. Y.

INCORPORATED

INVERSE DUPLEX SYSTEM
Insures cNatural,c7one Quality
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Emphasizes Importance

of Music Trade in Radio

Col. S. H. Mapes, Vice-President and Sales

Manager of Jos. W. Jones Radio Mfg. Co.,

Tells What Public Wants in Radio

About 75 per cent of the music dealers are

now handling radio, and by the end of the year

this figure will be increased to 85 per cent, ac-

cording to Col. S. H. Mapes, vice-president and

sales manager of the Jos. W. Jones Radio Mfg.

Co., Inc., who recently returned from the

Middle West.

"We, as manufacturers, must get distribution

of our products through the music trade and co-

operate with it continually, because the method
of the sale of radio from now on will parallel

and conform to the" present procedure in the

selling of pianos, phonographs and other musi-

cal instruments," said Col. Mapes.

"Natural tone quality and selectivity is what

the public wants and will demand. This point

cannot be too strongly stressed. When radio

sets are demonstrated, invariably the possible

buyer inquires concerning the simplicity of the

control of operation of the set he is inspecting;

requiring this factor to be essential to his pur-

chasing of the set. The manufacturer must be

awake to this demand on the part of his pub-

lic and strive above all things to meet it.

"When you stop to think that there are ten

to twelve broadcasting stations in New York
from whose varied programs you may make
your selection you must at once realize that the

radio set that can get every one of these sta-

tions without interference whatever from any

other stations is the set that has an even break

with any other receiver, and will naturally win

out on its merits in public estimation. The
niusic trade should realize this before signing

up on some proposition whose outstanding

characteristic is the artistic and decorative ap-

pearance of its receiver. By such forethought

they will decrease the number ol lines they have

been carrying and conform to their public needs

and demands.

"No other industry than radio, in the history

of the music trade, has experienced such a rapid

growth; nor has any musical instrument ever

had such a world-wide appeal as a 'radio,' and

when the music trade gets the merchandising

policies worked out, and its problems settled,

it will only be a short time before the radio in-

dustry is put on a perfectly sound and assured

basis of incalculable success."

New York Album & Card
Go. Adds Floor to Factory

The New York Album & Card Co., New York
City and Chicago, prominent in talking machine
circles through the production of Nyacco record

albums, has already generated a substantial

volume of business in its Nyaccoflex panels,

combination radio and talking machine. This

business is growing to such an extent that Max
Willinger, president of the company, has an-

nounced it has been necessary to add an extra

floor to the New York factory, which will be

devoted entirely to the production of radio

products.

The Dubilier Condenser & Radio Corp., New
York, recently increased its capital from $16,-

500,000 to $50,500,000.

Fada Publicity Through
Gross Word Puzzle Contest

Unique Publicity Stunt of F. A. D. Andrea,

Inc., Neutrodyne Manufacturer, Interests

40,000 Persons in Radio and Prizes

A lot of fun for the contestants and a clean-

cut demonstration of the publicity value of radio

were direct results of the Fada Radio Cross

Words Puzzle Contest, conducted recently by
F. A. D. Andrea, Inc., manufacturer of Fada
products. Station WHN, New York City, did

the broadcasting and the contest was restricted

to persons who either resided or were employed
in New York City. Thousands of commuters
were therefore eligible and this fact extended

the field of interest far into the States of Con-

necticut and New Jersey and to the northern

tip of Long Island.

Announcement of the contest and information

as to official blanks, where to obtain them and

how to use them, were made by radio. News-

papers were used after there had been five

nights of broadcasting. The records show that

no less than 40,000 persons tried to work out

the cross-word puzzle, of which two definitions

and the instructions were broadcast. Prizes in

each of the five boroughs of New York City,

consisting in each instance of a Fada neutro-

dyne receiver, were distributed. The winners

were: Frank Wenneis, Manhattan; Mrs. Eva

Gutman, Brooklyn; Frank H. Hobson, Queens;

Benjamin Schwerin, Bronx, and Alfred V. Lar-

son, Staten Island.

New Saul Birns Manager

Murray Silverman was recently appointed

manager of the Second avenue branch, New
York City, of the Saul Birns chain of music-

stores. Mr. Silverman has been connected with

the sales staff of this establishment for some

time, and possesses a wide experience in the re-

tailing of phonographs and other musical in-

struments. He is being assisted by H. L
Sheiman.

Concerts Help Record Sales
j

Memphis, Tenn., February 7.—Talking ma- I

chine dealers in this city and surrounding I

towns stimulated record sales during the past i

month by tie-ups with the appearance of Paul
J

Whiteman and His Orchestra in a concert at ~

the New Auditorium and a concert by the Eight I

Popular Victor Artists. These tie-ups are prov- J

ing most effective.

UanNigkts
ainment

Connect the MitRao MAjo
to Anif Electric Light Socket

and t>e Entertained uithout

Further Effort
— ~~

MU-RA ECU VER
M a! -20

The Last Word in Radio

Tremendous Customer Interest

There isn't a set owner or prospective set

owner that doesn't want this utterly new
kind of radio receiver. Advertising in such

big national publications as Literary Digest.

House and Garden, Vanity Fair and all

leading radio magazines exciting this in-

terest. The dealers that tie up with this

great interest awakened by the MA-20 are

making huge successes.

You can't help being interested. Get the

details of the remarkable Mu-Rad dealer

offer.

Write TODAY

Mu-R/id LtfBOR/rroRiES.lNC.

813 Fifth /Ive. /Isbury P/irk. New Jersey

Antenna or Loop
A' or B Batteries

Battery Charger

"A" and "B" battery cur-

rent from the nearest elec-

tric light socket. No out-

side aerial, not even a loop!

No tuning, stations perfectly

logged. Nothing to learn,

nothing to remember, noth-

ing that requires attention.

Set the dials and plug into

the socket—the Mu-Rad MA-
20 does all the lest and does

it perfectly.

I
(, 1 HE set you can sell to the hardest prospects—because it answers

i the big objection most frequently raised
—

"I'm going to wait till

they bring out a set that you only need to push a button to

operate."

I

MO
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Ohio Music Merchants Discuss Record
Problems at Meeting Held in Columbus

Adoption of Important Resolutions Follows Discussions—Radio Merchandising Receives Atten-

tion—Take Stand That Retailers Should Make Their Houses Known Through Advertising

Columbus, O., February 5.—At a special meet-

ing of the Ohio Music Merchants' Association

held in this city last month the talking machine

record situation was thoroughly discussed and

resolutions offered with the purpose in view of

making for a betterment of trade conditions.

This meeting was an aftermath of the Ohio

dealers' convention held last September, at

which time the question of handling records

was discussed. Between seventy-five and

eighty dealers attended the meeting, and prac-

tically all gave vent to their opinions concern-

ing the record situation. A majority of those

present were emphatic in their demands for

radical changes in certain matters which can

be cleaned up with the co-operation of record

manufacturers. Following the discussions the

resolutions committee, consisting of C. C
Baker, Columbus; Charles H. Yarling, Youngs-

town, and Ely Sternberg, Cincinnati, made the

following recommendations, which were adopted

in the form of a resolution:

Important Resolution Adopted
Resolved, By the Music Merchants' Association of Ohio,

in convention assembled in Columbus, Ohio, on January

12, 192S, that it is the sense of the talking machine

dealers in Ohio that:

First—All manufacturers of phonograph records and

machines are producing too many of each for profitable

consumption by the retailers and the buying public.

Second—That the margin of profit allowed to the re-

tailers by all manufacturers of phonographs and records

is too small in view of the constantly rising overhead

to permit retail dealers to continue to give the space in

their stores, the time in the promotion of sales, service

demanded and the general efforts required in successful

merchandising, to the phonograph and record business,

and
Be it further resolved, That these conclusions, based

upon the actual figures and experiences of Ohio retail

phonograph merchants, be respectfully called to the atten-

tion of all the phonograph and record manufacturers in

America, with the suggestion that they verify the same,

and co-operate with the Ohio phonograph dealers in

working out some plan whereby the mutual investments

and businesses of both manufacturer and retailer can be

protected, increased and again be made profitable to

all, and
Be it further resolved, That it is the sense of this

meeting that all manufacturers of talking machines and

records adopt some uniform plan whereby the retailer

may be relieved of his surplus stock of records, by re-

turning to the particular manufacturer, whose merchan-

dise he carries, a reasonable amount of his surplus stock

of records for credit against the purchase of any other

merchandise manufactured by him; and that this ex-

change be at intervals not exceeding every four months,
and that an adjustment be made in discounts that will

allow the dealer a larger margin of profit; and
Be it further resolved, That a copy of this resolution

be forwarded to all the known phonograph and record

manufacturers' in America by the secretary of this Asso-
ciation.

It was also resolved that the Victor Co. be commended
for the steps which it has taken to learn the true state

of the dealer's stocks and sales, and the action which
has been taken to relieve the machine and record situa-

tion. Other record manufacturers who have attempted to

avoid the present record situation were also commended
by the Association.

The Merchandising of Radio Equipment
The question of handling and merchandising

radio equipment in the retail music store was
also discussed, and the attitude of the members
of the Association on this important question is

summed up in the following resolution:
Resolved, That this organization commend those radio

manufacturers that have recognized retail music stores

as the proper channel through which to sell their prod-

ucts; and
Be it further resolved, That this Association hereby

goes on record as favoring a sound merchandising policy

that will permit retail music merchants to handle radio,

and that the discount now allowed by numerous radio

manufacturers does not allow a legitimate profit, consid-

ering the service the dealer must give the customer in

order to retain his good will, as in other departments
It was also decided to appoint a committee to investi-

gate the merchandising methods and soundness of the

different radio manufacturers, said committee to report

its findings to the Association to aid members in making
purchases.

Recommends Advertising Store

A resolution was adopted stating that music

merchants devoted too much of their adver-

tising space to pushing particular musical prod-

ucts and too little to advertising their own
establishment and the service it renders. The
text of this resolution reads:

Resolved by the Music Merchants' Association of Ohio,

assembled at Columbus, Ohio, that it is the sense of this

organization that music retailers in Ohio and elsewhere

devote too much of their space in advertising particular

musical merchandise products, and not enough of their

advertising space to their own establishment, service ren-

dered, kinds of musical merchandise handled and the

advantages of dealing with the advertiser; and

Be it further resolved, That this Association recom-

mend to its members the business advantages of adver-

tising self rather than the particular names and prices

of articles handled and sold.

Copies of all the resolutions are being sent to

the National Association of Music Merchants

'A

M II % A

Selling Price

S-40CI0—5 volt, Standard Base.
V\ amp. Detector - amplifier
with full, noise-free distor-
tionless volume.

All models sold with a 10
day 'written guarantee

OTHER MODELS SELL AT
5 volt — 1110 amp. Standard Base

Model S-900 Amplifier $4.00

5 -volt— % amp. Standard Base
Model S-200 Detector $4.00
Model S-4000 Det.-Ampl. . . . 4.00
Model S-700 Power Tube . . . 7.00
Model S-2500 Det.-Ampl. . . . 5.00

3 volt— 1/10 amp. Miniature Base
Model S-6C0 Det.-Ampl $4.00

l
l

i -volt — 'i amp. Standard Base
Model S-300 Det.-Ampl $4.1)0

For your sets
the tube that took

a^ew York and
Philadelphia by Storm

Equip your sets with the tubes
that eliminate rushing, sputter-

ing tube noises by means of tri-

angular stabilizing plates— an
exclusive Schickerling feature.

Try Schickerling tubes in

comparison with any others—
note the big difference in tone

and volume. Sturdy, long-lived

and so sensitive that far-off

stations come in with bell-like

clearness.

Greater consumer satisfac-

tion and quicker sales come
with the use of Schickerling

tubes. A great improvement

!

Write or tvire for dealers' terms

SCHICKERLING PRODUCTS CORPORATION
Executive Offices and Factory: 401-407 Mulberry Street, Newark, N. J

New York Offices

:

Knickerbocker Building. Broadway & 42nd St. Jewelers Building, 36 W. 47th St.

Havemeyer Building, Cortlandt and Church Sts.

Philadelphia Office; Jefferson Building, 1015 Chestnut Street

At<(hori«a Dealers: RUDOLPH WURLITZER CO.'S 46 Stores

Facific Coast Distributors:

THE YALE CORPORATION, Los Angeles and San Francisco"

SCHICKERLING
RADIO TUBES

With the Stabilizing IHanciulaT Plates

Mail Orders filled from our Newark factory

MICA
DIAPHRAGMS

Absolutely Guaranteed Perfect
We get the best India Mica directly.

We supply the largest Phonograph Manu-
facturers.

Ask for our quotations and samples before

placing your order.

American Mica Works
47 West St. New York

and to all State and local organizations of the

trade, with the suggestion that they be acted

on at future meetings.

Philip V. D. Stern Directs

Freed-Eisemann Advertising

Has a Wide Knowledge of Talking Machine

Retailers' Problems and Advertising

Philip Van Doren Stern, who is making the

Freed-Eisemann radio receiver known to the

world by virtue of his position as advertising

Philip Van Doren Stern

manager of the Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp.,

Brooklyn, N. Y., is admirably equipped to assist

talking machine dealers in merchandising the

Freed-Eisemann receivers in their stores be-

cause of the wide knowledge of the problems

of the talking machine dealer which he gained

in his former capacity as assistant to the adver-

tising manager of the General Phonograph

Corp. The sales promotion campaigns which

have been planned and executed by Freed-Eise-

mann dealers and wholesalers reflect the experi-

enced hand of Mr. Stern. He was educated at

Rutgers College and studied advertising at New
York University, completing his studies of art

and typographical design in Paris.

Irwin Kurtz Made Special

Deputy Attorney General

Irwin Kurtz, attorney and president of the

Talking Machine and Radio Men, Inc., has been

appointed a special Deputy Attorney-General

for the State of New York in the telephone rate

case which is now being heard. Mr. Kurtz is

a well-known member of the bar in addition to

his activities in. the retail talking machine and

radio field.

The Kenman Electric Co., Lynbrook, N. Y.,

lias been granted a charter of incorporation in

Albany, N. Y., to manufacture radio sets, with

a capital stock of 100 shares of common stock

of no par value. The incorporators are S. S.

Brin, L. Grossman and E. Goldstein.
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JONES=BEACH
Wholesale Distributors for

HERE is a combination
that means the max-
imum of satisfaction

to the talking machine re-

tailer in his radio merchan-
dising.

A nationally known and na-

tionally demanded product
backed by a great radio in-

stitution — plus the unusual
distributing facilities of the

Jones-Beach organization.

Jones-Beach service 1 s

brought within your imme-
diate reach by seven trunk

lines on the Bell and Key-
stone systems. 30,000 square

feet of floor space in our

building enable us to carry

stock for the immediate fill-

ing of your orders.

Let us prove, through a

demonstration of our service,

how we can help you build

up a sound and profitable

radio business.

Wholesale Distributors

JONES-BEACH & GO.
Jones-Beach Building 307-13 N. 7th Street

Modell
J20

J{odcLI0~$d?

Mi
a

Model I2~ $105

Aodel20- $IOO

PHILADELPHIA
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Recapitalization of Music Master Corp.

Shows Phenomenal Growth of Industry

One Hundred and Fifty Thousand Shares of Capital Stock Oversubscribed in Little Over an

Hour—Plans $1,000,000 Advertising Appropriation—New Plant Allows Increased Production

The recent recapitalization of the Music

Master Corp., Philadelphia, Pa., created con-

siderable favorable comment throughout talk-

ing machine and radio circles from coast to

coast. The rise of the Music Master Corp. in

a little over two years to so conspicuous a

position in the manufacturing and merchan-

dising world has been described as one of the

most striking examples of modern commercial

achievement.

Announcement was made by H. D. Williams

& Co., members of the New York Stock Ex-

change, in January of an offering of 150,000

shares of the capital stock of the corporation,

and in a little over an hour the stock issue was

oversubscribed. The presentation of this of-

fering in advertising space in the daily press

was founded primarily upon a letter written by

•Walter L. Eckhardt, president of the corpora-

tion, in which many interesting points were

brought out. Attention was called to the fact

that the corporation had already expended large

sums in national advertising and planned to

appropriate at least $1,000,000 for this purpose

during 1925.

The remarkable facilities in the new plant at

Betzwood, which is described elsewhere in this

issue, were also described. It is stated that

from a business volume of $191,795.65 in 1922,

the corporation's activities have grown so rap-

idly that its sales in 1924 aggregated $3,687,947,

and from orders on hand and a careful survey

of the requirements of distributors it is estimated

that the sales of 1925 will approximate $15,000,-

000.

Walter L. Eckhardt, it is announced, with his

efficient staff of co-workers, which brought the

company to its present success, will continue

to be responsible for the future growth of the

industry, backed up by the directors of the cor-

poration, who now include such ' well-known
names in the financial world as: Matthew C.

Brush, Samuel Pryor, E. R. Harriman, William
T. Smith, J. W. Guibord, Morris Wolf, Herbert
D. Williams, Jules E. Mastbaum, Anthony G.

Felix, J. H. Cross, Leo Potter, H. Allan Miller,

T. Harvey Ferris, Harry A. Arthur, J. Harker

Chadwick and W. B. Woodbury, together with

Walter L. Eckhardt. It is particularly com-

plimentary to a comparatively young concern

like the Music Master Corp. to have great

financiers represented by the above names, to-

gether with Percy A. Rockefeller, who is repre-

sented on the board, financially interested in it.

Although the growth of the Music Master

Corp. has been phenomenal in the past, it is

obvious that with the great additional financial

facilities now available still more wonderful

growth in the future is inevitable. It has been

well said that had this firm found its concep-

tion in an old established industry and had its

origin been in the amalgamation of competitive

interests with almost unlimited capital, the re-

sulting prominence would have been worthy

of no special notice, but the Music Master

Corp. started as a new firm in a new industry

where neither prestige nor precedent lent aid.

The greatest assets the company had was the

carefully chosen merchandise upon which to

concentrate its distributing efforts and an ability

to win and hold the confidence of wholesalers,

£3£ :E3

Profits for you in

the sale of this

WESTON
TABLE VOLTMETER

FFORTS to improve Radio—have made a profit-
J-"' able market for this Weston Model 489 Double
Range Radio Table Voltmeter. Because close regula-
tion of filament voltage is necessary in prolonging
the useful life of the tube, because batteries may-
be discarded prematurely and because occasionally
broken wires and open circuits must be located, radio
enthusiasts are using this Weston Table Voltmeter
to assist them in getting better results from their
radio sets.

When you sell a Weston Instant Change Plug or
a tube, recommend this Weston Table Voltmeter.
It will prove a source of comfort and satisfaction
to your customer to know that his set is working
under ideal conditions.

Sell Weston instruments—they build good will for

the dealer and protect the buyer.

Remember this—Weston instruments cost but little

more than imitations and your customer has the

guarantee of 36 years of manufacturing experience
which has made Weston instruments the accepted

standards in all parts of the world.

Write for circular J and other information

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
190 Weston Ave., Newark, N. J. Offices in All Principal Cities

STANbAftD-THE.WAftLb.AYEb

Pioneers since188%

retailers and the consumers whom it served,

In an interesting interview regarding the

growth of the Music Master Corp. Mr. Eck-

hardt said:

"I'll admit we have been successful. It

wouldn't be fair to the boys out there and to

the others out on the road not to admit it,"

said Mr. Eckhardt, pointing through the door-

way of his office in the general direction of the

sales, stock and shipping rooms, where depart-

ment heads, assistants and even the store boys

were working most cheerfully and enthusias-

tically long after hours on Saturday afternoon.

"There's the answer—right out there, or, at

least, part of it.

"If you remember, we started in 1922 with

only a nominal capital and with a tremendous
amount of unfair competition. Wholesalers, re-

tailers and so-called manufacturers were sell-

ing anything that looked like a receiving set

for all they could get, and parts and accessories

were largely in the same class. We entered

the field with merchandise of known value

—

merchandise commanding the respect of the

trade and the public alike.

"In the loud speaker field at that time metal

horns were in common use and the results they

produced were not satisfactory at all. Having
spent twenty-five years in the talking machine
business I realized that what the radio loud

speaker needed in order to bring out full, round,

natural tones was an application of the prin-

ciples of sound reproduction that had long

since been thoroughly established in the more
or less kindred talking machine art, namely, to

reproduce the sound waves through an amplify-

ing device made of wood.
"Until the advent of the concealed type of

horn in the talking machine field there had

been an amplifying device among the so-called

phonograph horns that had stood out head and
shoulders above all others as a quality repro-

ducer. It was made of wood—natural wood,
not laminated, nor yet of wood fibre. It was
known as Music Master.

"Like all other separate phonograph horns,

it had fallen into disuse with the advent of the

Victrola type phonograph with its concealed

horn. Being familiar with the remarkable re-

producing qualities of this wood amplifier I set

about to revise its manufacture and to adapt it

to this marvelous new art, now known as radio.

"Nothing, in my opinion, possibly can serve

as a substitute for wood for the purpose of rej

producing sound waves, whether from the talk-

ing machine or the radio set. Of course, in the

complete assembly of the Music Master radio

reproducer we have an incomparably superior

reproducing element, and it is also true that

our tone chamber is made of heavy cast alum-

inum—another 'trick' that I learned in the

talking machine business, which adds a quality

of brilliancy to the reproduction; but the one

thing that set us apart—and, I think, ahead

—

of all others, was and is this very wonderful

tone amplifier, our Music Master wood bell.

"Then, again, aside from all question of qual-

ity of product—and equally important as a

factor in our modest growth—is our organiza-

tion; for, after all, it is the man power of a

company that is the real measure of its suc-

cess or failure. I have surrounded myself with

capable men—many of them I have known and

been intimately associated with for more than

twenty-five years—men who are not only com-

petent to handle efficiently their respective jobs,

but who have vision and can see the unlimited

possibilities of our own business in particular

and of the radio business in general.

"All of us have striven to build solidly, with

an eye to the future, and, above all else,

through prompt and courteous service and fair

and equitable dealings with the trade and pub-

lic alike to create good will—the real reinforced

concrete foundation necessary to the permanent

success of any business."

One of the outstanding reasons for Mr.

Eckhardt's remarkable success may be attrib-

uted to his ability to surround himself with men

(Continued on page 50)
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To cRadio 'Dealers:

A new standard of broadcasting; pro-

grams that include the leading operatic stars, are open-

ing up another gigantic Radio market. And those

programs are doing one other thing—they are making

an absolute necessity of one factor that has become a

Sleeper characteristic in the minds of the public

—Tone Clarity.

The next time you demonstrate a Sleeper Monotrol,

call your prospects' attention to a Sleeper's ability to

reproduce tone . . . any tone . . . faithfully and truly.

The day is coming when Tone will be the one out-

standing necessity in Radio reception.

And a Sleeper Monotrol has an unequalled degree

of Tone Clarity now.

Sleeper advertising challenges the public to buy on
performance only. You will find that demonstra-

tion— Sleeper demonstration— is the fastest way to

close a sale. Try it!

Sincerely,

MONOTROL
REG. U.S. PAT. OFF. Its Compact!

SLEEPER RADIO CORP.-
1

. 459. Washington ave. long is
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TWATER
RECEIVING SETS

"PVERY TIME a radio merchant

sellsanATWATER Kent Receiving
Set he knows by experience that he

has made another satisfied customer.

And he realizes that a satisfied cus-

tomer is the strongest influence in

the sale of the radio he is handling:

— that satisfied customers mean
not only a sounder business but

increased sales and, of course, more

profits.

The knowledge of over a quarter

of a century's experience is built

into Atwater Kent Radio. It is

designed by skilled engineers and

made by master workmen from the

finest materials that money can buy.

A widespread advertising cam-

paign is working hand in hand with

Atwater Kent quality to help

each merchant make his store head-

quarters for radio satisfaction

Descriptive literature on request

Atwater Kent Manufacturing Company
^^^25 Wissahickon Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

Pacific Coast Prices

slightly higher
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T¥ATE
LOUD SPEAKERS

WITH AtwaterKent Loud
Speakers you can increase your

business by making customers real radio

enthusiasts.

No matter how perfectly a receiver

may bring in broadcasts, the true spirit

and beauty of the programs cannot be

appreciated unless they are faithfully

re-created.

The Atwater Kent Loud Speaker is

a real sound reproducer; its purity of

tone is the result of painstaking work-

manship, and of almost endless tests

and experiments.

Descriptive literature on request

Atwater Kent Manufacturing Company
4725 Wissahickon Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

Pacific Coas: Pric.

slightly highi

1

BRING OUT THE BEST FROM ANY SET
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Music Master Corp. Expands
(Continued from page 46)

particularly fitted for their work. Many of

these men have worked with Mr. Eckhardt in

the past, and their capabilities have been known
to him for many years. A notable example of

this is to be found in the association of H. N.

McMenimen, who is now sales manager of the

distributing department of the organization.

Air. McMenimen and Mr. Eckhardt were for

many years closely associated in their former

activities in the talking machine field. Mr. Mc-

Menimen is a sales executive of the highest

type, and his many years' experience in the

talking machine field has enabled him to pick

up rapidly the somewhat kindred line of radio,

and, although connected with the Music Master

Corp. only for a short time, he has been in-

strumental in substantially increasing the

volume of sales in this department.

Another man now associated with Mr. Eck-

hardt is Frank Capps, who was formerly fac-

tory manager for the old Columbia Grapho-

ThePHONOMOTORCO.
WM. F. HITCHCOCK, Proprietor

121 West Avenue Rochester, N. Y.

An Electric Equipment for the

PHONOGRAPH

Fully GUARANTEED
Universal—alternating or direct current.

Complete, with every part and ready to run.

Sample, mounted on motor board, 12xl2x%
unfinished board, $25.00 C.O.D. Money back
if not satisfactory. J/2 cash with C.O.D. order.

The PHONOSTOP
An automatic stop for all talking machines,
100% efficient.

STANDARD FOR EIGHT YEARS

Guaranteed.

Sold direct to

manufacturers all

over the world.

Nickel or Gold.

Your phonograph
is worthy of the

best stop.

This is the only one.

Your customers appreciate it

We also sell General Phonograph Hardware

Cable Address:

PHONOMOTOR, Rochester, N. Y.

Codes: Bentley's and A.B.C., 5th Edition
Improved.

Richardson, Orr & Co., Sydney, Australian
and New Zealand Representatives.

Trade Prices upon application

The PHONOMOTOR
Trade-Mark Reg. U. S. Pat. Office

phone Co. at its Bridgeport plant and later

with the Pathe Freres Phonograph Co., and his

friendship with Mr. Capps extends back quite

some time. Mr. Capps has assumed full charge

of the production at the new plant of the com-

pany at Betzwood.

Two other men well known in talking ma-

chine trade circles who have been recognized

as among the big men of the talking machine

industry are Fred P. Oliver, formerly vice-

president and general manager of the Blackman

Talking Machine Co., who will become New
York district manager of the Music Master

Corp., with headquarters in New York City, on

February 15, and Herbert Young, formerly con-

nected with the Sonora Phonograph Co. and

later with the Greater City Phonograph Co.,

who has become district manager of Boston

for the Music Master Corp., with headquarters

in that city. Mr. Eckhardt also announces that

it is his plan in the future to add equally well-

known men to his staff.

Newport Radio Corp. Adds
to Manufacturing Space

Almost Doubles Production Facilities Through
Addition of Another Floor at Plant

The Newport Radio Gorp., New York, manu-
facturer of Newport radio receiving sets, has

recently taken over a much larger amount of

space for manufacturing purposes, consisting of

almost the entire floor above the one now oc-

cupied by the company at 250 West Fifty-

fourth street, New York.

"This move was made necessary because of

the growing demand for Newport receivers.

Our three models, the Bruce, Georgian and

Patrician, have met with great popularity

among music dealers, until a point was reached

where we could not hope to meet the trade's

requirements without the acquisition of larger

space and for this reason we have obtained

a lease on the floor above the one we now
occupy, which will give us practically twice

our present space for manufacturing purposes,"

said T. B. Campbell, secretary of the company.

R. E. Thompson Go. Salesmen
Discuss Dealer Problems

Representatives of the R. E. Thompson Mfg.

Co. in visiting the trade invariably make it a

point to get acquainted with the sales organ-

ization in both the wholesale and retail estab-

lishments. This naturally works to the ad-

vantage of both the Thompson organization and

the sales departments of the firms visited.

Recently two members of the sales staff of

the R. F. Thompson Mfg. Co., H. S. Johnson

and W. H. Nolan, attended the sales convention

of Richards & Conover, Kansas City, Mo.,

where eighty salesmen were in attendance.

Both of the Thompson representatives had the

opportunity of addressing the gathering, with

the result that they were enabled to outline to

the eighty members of the organization the

experiences of radio dealers throughout the

country.

Proper Place for Return
Address on Envelopes

The following information regarding the cor-

rect place for the return address on mail comes
from the Third Assistant Postmaster-General:

"The proper place for the sender's return

card is in the upper left corner of the address

side of the envelope where postal employes are

accustomed to look for it. The placing of the

return card on the backs of envelopes not only

consumes unwarranted time and labor, as the

letters must be turned over to read the return

address, but may cause letters, when undeliver-

able, to be sent to the Dead Letter Office in-

stead of being returned to the senders."

MICA
I DIAPHRAGMS I

Immediate delivery—all sizes

. Send for free samples and prices

All Mica Products

INTERNATIONAL MICA CO.
Baring* 535 PHILADELPHIA, PA. Filasse, Phila. I

Records by Texas Artists

Score in That Territory

Okeh Records Made by Popular Dallas and

San Antonio Artists Prove Popular—Free

Publicity in Newspaper Aids Sales

Dallas, Tex., February 6.—The release recently

in Dallas territory of Okeh recordings by Jack

Cardner's Orchestra, of this city, and Jimmie

THE RESTLESS AGE

DOtfT RUM , SPERCE , I scu'T WW
T0< B0e.R\

>
ftN-t IAON&Y

Ev"(2HTrW6'5 Ok'Stt.

PO!<501A 3)W'T JO I fYSKED HER

TO , 50 1 SOCKED HEIc IM 1V\E OftW

.

PftlS NOW . I>\ BOSS.
' 'PW RECORD , THE FIRST

WUE M "PROSTCtiaV ZONE
ft«D SERENAHS KiTTY.

«,

CD
_3<Z
CD

Free Okeh Publicity in Cartoon

Joys', of San Antonio, as well as a record by
the Cornfield Symphony Orchestra, has been

followed by an excellent demand for these

selections. The records by Jack Gardner's Or-

chestra, "Ponjola" and "I Know She Does,"

have proved especially popular. As may be

seen from the accompanying illustration, some
excellent free publicity was secured on the Okeh
records, playing no small part in their

popularity.

According to Paul Blackwell, of the talking

machine and record division of the Texas Radio

Sales Co., Inc., Okeh distributor in this terri-

tory, large numbers of these special records

have been sold since their release. Mr. Black-

well also points out that Dallas is in the center

of a busy territory, and there is a radius of one

hundred miles around the city which is known
as the "Prosperity Zone."

EE
MONTHLY POPULAR RELEASES

8

Distributed by

ITALIAN BOOK CO.
145 Mulberry St. New York City

I
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PARAGON
RADIO RECEIVERS

*27 50
'
$48-50 >

$65-Perfect Popular Price Range
PARAGON prepares you to meet every radio need

of the hour, just as in the past it has always

enabled radio dealers to offer the utmost in radio qual-

ity, so- today it enables them to offer this perfect Para-

gon quality with the now demanded popular prices.

The New Paragon Receivers are up to the minute. Each

of the three new models gives volume, selectivity and a won-

derful simplification of tuning. The four-tube set—the Para-

gon Four—introduces a non-radiating hook-up, the Para-

dyne Circuit.

The thousands of these sets put into homes around the

holidays are becoming salesmen in turn, creating the biggest

sort of demand for the new Paragon line. If you are not

already carrying it, write us so that we may have the Para-

gon Distributor in your territory serve you.

ADAMS MORGAN COMPANY, Inc.

10 Alvin Avenue Upper Montclair, N. J.

Look for the Red

NEW PARAGON FOUR, $65
West of the Rocky Mountains. 10% Additional

This four-tube set makes a showing that would do credit to a set requir-

ing more tubes and greater battery power. Clear, strong loudspeaker

reception over practically unlimited range. New Paradyne Circuit, non-

radiating. Simplified tuning-one dial. Mahogany cabinet, 21 inches long.

New Paragon
Three, $48.»o
West of the Rocky
Mountains, 10% Addi-
tional

This three-tube re-

ceiver surprises every-
one. Strong loud-
speaker reception over
remarkable distances.
Single tuning dial.

Mahogany cabinet, 17
inches long.

New Paragon Two, $27.50
West of the Rocky Mountains. 10%

Additional

Gives great results on the loudspeaker
on all stations within moderate range.

Phone range almost unlimited. Two
tubes. Single tuning dial. Mahogany
cabinet, 11 inches long.

Triangle on the Knob
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Commercial Investment Important Agreement of

Trust's New Financing Plan Manufacturers of Radio

Revision of Plan for Financing Phonograph and
Radio Paper Provides for Smaller Discount

—

Other Important Changes Benefit Dealers

The desire of every phonograph dealer in the

discounting of his instalment paper is first to

realize as much cash as possible and, secondly,

to have the cost of discounting as low as pos-

sible. With th ese facts in mind the Commercial
Investment Trust, New York financing house,

has made some revisions in its plans for the

financing of phonograph and radio paper.

Under the new arrangement the company now
pays 90 per cent of the face of the unmatured
phonograph paper instead of 80 per cent, as

was formerly the rule, and has arranged to ac-

cept the discount of phonograph and radio

paper running as long as twelve months, the

new arrangement also applying to radio com-
binations. Under the revised plan the initial

amount paid on phonographs must be at least 10

per cent of the sales price, on radio receivers

33 :
/3 per cent, which covers in the main the

cost of the accessories, and on radio combina-

tions 20 per cent. Another feature is that the

dealer, should he so desire, may make his own
collections, remitting each month the amount
due the Commercial Investment Trust, Inc.

In view of the great volume of talking ma-
chine, radio and radio combination business

handled on the instalment plan, this new revised

C. I. T. plan should prove of particular interest

to those dealers who seek to keep the bulk of

their capital active and producing instead of

representing paper in their safes. Many dealers

have availed themselves of this service.

Brunswick Sales for Nine
Months Exceed $15,000,000

In connection with the listing recently on the

New York Stock Exchange of 500,000 shares of

no-par-value common stock of the Brunswick-

Balke-Collender Co., figures were made public

showing that the gross sales for the nine

months ended September 30, 1924, amounted to

$15,698,110, with net profits for the same period

amounting to $1,497,266. Inasmuch as the last

three months of the year showed the largest

business for this company in its phonograph,

record and radio division, it is assumed that

the business for the year will make a very hand-

some showing.

No. 205 3^
Loud

Speaker

of Distinctive

Beauty

Generous
Proportions

A REPRODUCER THAT SATISFIES
NATURAL TONES WITH VOLUME

Aluminum Sound Column. 14 inch pyralin bell.

Convenient adjuster. Reproduces the true tones
of voice or music. Equal to hearing the original.
Speaker Unit supplied for use on phonograph—fits all standard makes.
No. 205B Polished Black Flare $22.50
No. 205D Mahogany Tinted Flare 25.00
No. 100 Phonograph Unit 10.00

Manufactured by

American S/ectric
COMPANY

State and 64th Sts. CHICAGO
New York Distributor, Capitol Distributing Co.
London Rep., R. A. Rothermel, Ltd., London

Australian Distr., Wills & Paton, Pty, Ltd.. Melbourne

Independent Radio Manufacturers, Inc., Hazel-

tine Corp. and Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp.

Reach Amicable Agreement in Trade Suit

A triple agreement of vital importance to

the radio industry was reached in January by
the Independent Radio Manufacturers, Inc., The
Hazeltine Corp. and the Freed-Eisemann Radio

Corp. The agreement solves the difficulty

which led to litigation over the contractual re-

lationship between the two former companies

on the one side and the Freed-Eisemann on

the other.

The action involving the dispute between the

parties was tried before Judge Robert A. Inch

in the Federal Court of Brooklyn last year.

His decision was followed by an appeal. A
short time ago the parties got together in an

effort to settle the matter at issue out of court.

A series of conferences ensued which culmi-

nated in an amicable settlement.

Edison Tone-Test Concert
by A. B. Sauer Music Go.

Lorain, O., February 9.—A tone-test concert

given at the Hotel Antlers here, recently, under

the auspices of the A. B. Sauer Music Store in

conjunction with the Edison Phonograph Co.,

drew a large and enthusiastic audience. Arthur
Collins, Byron G. Harlan and William J. Reed
were the Edison artists who appeared, and their

selections, accompanied by the Edison records,

were well received. The fidelity of their re-

cordings as compared to their actual rendition

was the subject of much comment. Collins

and Harlan sang several comic songs and Mr.

Reed played the flute and the saxophone.

Herald Electric Go. Moves
Into Larger Factory Space

The Herald Electric Co., manufacturer of

Herald loud speakers, following its recent an-

nouncement of the reduction in price of the

Herald speaker from $18.00 to $12.00, found it

necessary to obtain larger quarters. The nu-

merous orders which have been received by the

company since the price reduction have made
it impossible to meet the demand in the space

occupied at 113 Fourth avenue, New York.

The company moved its offices and factory on

February 1 to the new location at East End
avenue and Eighty-first street, New York.

Large ovens have been installed for the pur-

pose of baking horns and all the necessary

equipment for a large output has been put into

operation. With this new move it .is expected

that the company will be able to meet all the

requirements of the trade for its products.

Sprengel Acting Manager

George W. Sprengel is acting as manager of

the talking machine and radio department of

Abraham & Straus, Inc., department store of

Brooklyn, N. Y., until some permanent appoint-

ment is made to succeed H. I. Silverton, who
recently severed connections with this establish-

ment. Mr. Sprengel reports a good January
business, with bright prospects for the coming
month, as the establishment is celebrating its

sixtieth anniversary with a diamond jubilee sale.

Starr Makes School Records

The New York laboratories of the Stan-

Piano Co. are making a series of 120 records

for an educational course being prepariec^ by

Gfnn & Co., publishers, of Bostonij.jMass. ' ''jlfHiill-j
,

'j

harmonic orchestras are making the : Recordings; 1

[

with Theo Carle, Frederic Baer !

'and' ^liriefd I B^ji

bour as soloists. ,
,

1

1

'

!.!:Ll-!'. •'•'.'kailte

Give Value—and the Sales

Will Take Care of Themselves

That's the experience of all

Gilt Edge dealers. For, once
a customer enjoys the match-
less recording of these superb
needles he'll have no other.

Plays ten records perfectly
—bringing out every tonal
beauty from the first to the
tenth. Gilt Edge Needles not
only mean more customers,
but more satisfied customers.

100%
PROFIT
BRINGERS
But, besides volume, there's lib-
eral profit in selling Gilt Edge
Needles—100% profit. Sen<Hor
our No. 100 Display assortment
(four tones) of 100 packages- that
sell for 10c each—$10—that "cost
you only $5. And with it comes
a crackerjack Display Stand that
does the selling for you.

Reflexo BLUE STEEL
(Spear Point) Needle
is another great seller. Plays
every tone—loud, soft or medium.
Display stand No. 50 of 50 pack-
ages (15c each), sells for $7.50—
costs you $3.75.

Wrile for samples. Asfy pour jobber.

REFLEXO PRODUCTS CO., Inc.

Selling Agents for

W. H. BAGSHAW COMPANY
370 Seventh Avenue New York
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Radio Speaker

$30

Portables

$S0-$65

Saginaw

$100

1

You Will Make Money
With the Sonora Franchise!

The Sonora Franchise will make money for YOU!

First and foremost, the line is of highest quality

throughout, enabling you to merchandise it aggres-

sively and with confidence.

Second, both radio and phonograph lines are varied

and complete, and every model is a genuine value that

will appeal to all tastes and pocketbooks.

Third, the discounts are generous and allow for a

liberal profit.

Fourth, Sonora helps its dealers in a tangible manner
to make sales. It maintains a comprehensive national

advertising policy. It produces effective sales pro-

motion literature and dealer helps and supplies this

material free in liberal quantities. It offers its dealers

the most liberal cooperative advertising proposition in

the trade.

And added to all this you have the assurance of receiv-

ing prompt service and personal, human cooperation

at all times, both from Sonora and your distributor, in

making your effort successful.

You owe it to yourself to investigate the Sonora propo-
sition. A postcard will bring complete information.

Write the distributor for your territory listed opposite.

SONORA PHONOGRAPH CO., Inc.

Makers of Sonora Phonographs, Radio Adapted Phonographs,

Sonoradios, Sonora Radio Speakers and Reproducers.

279 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY

Canadian and Export Distributors—
C. A. Richards, Inc., 279 Broadway, New York City

onorj
CLIEAC^ AS A ©ELL
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7 he New and Greater

femora Line
The Sonoradio models 241 and 242, Sonora's most wonderful recent achieve-

ments, form the perfect bridge between the old and the new in retail Phono-
graph business.

These instruments, together with the Sonora Radio Speaker and the compre-
hensive line of Sonora Phonographs, offer the enterprising dealer an excep-

tional opportunity for ever increasing business.

The distributor named below who covers the territory in

which you are located will be glad to answer all inquiries

regarding a Sonora agency on receipt of a letter from you

NEW ENGLAND STATES:
The New England Phonograph Dis-

tributing Co.
221 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Mass.

NEW YORK CITY (with the exception of Brooklyn and
Long Island), also Counties of Westchester, Putnam and
Dutchess: all Hudson River towns and cities on the west

bank of the river south of Highland—all territory south

of Poughkeepsie ; Northern New Jersey.

Greater City Phonograph Co., Inc.

234 West 39th Street, New York

NEW YORK STATE, with the exception of towns on

the Hudson River below Poughkeepsie and excepting

Greater New York.

Gibson-Snow Co., Inc., Syracuse, N. Y.

BROOKLYN AND LONG ISLAND:
Long Island Phonograph Co.

68 34th Street, Bush Terminal, Brooklyn, N. Y.

EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA, DELAWARE,
SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY
Pennsylvania Phonograph Distributing

Co.
Room 200, Jefferson Building

1015 Chestnut Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

MARYLAND, VIRGINIA AND DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA:
Baltimore Phonograph Distributing Co.

" 417 West Franklin Street, Baltimore, Md.

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA & W. VIRGINIA:
Pennsylvania Phonograph Distributing

Co.
Empire Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

ALABAMA, except five northwestern counties, Georgia,

Florida, North and South Carolina and Eastern Tenn.

James K. Polk, Inc.

181 Whitehall St., Atlanta, Ga.

STATES OF OREGON, WASHINGTON, NORTH-
ERN IDAHO, NEVADA, with the exception of

Counties Eureka, Elko, White Pine and Lincoln, and
all California Counties north of Santa Barbara, Ven-
tura, Los Angeles, and San Bernardino.

The Kohler Distributing Co.

63-67 Minna Street, San Francisco, Calif.

OHIO AND KENTUCKY:
The Ohio Musical Sales Co.
1747 Chester Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

INDIANA:
Kiefer-Stewart Company, Indianapolis, Intl.

ILLINOIS, AND RIVER TOWNS IN IOW A

:

Illinois Phonograph Corporation
616 S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 111.

WISCONSIN AND MICHIGAN:
Yahr and Lange, Milwaukee, Wis.

N. DAKOTA, S. DAKOTA, MINN. & IOWA:
with the exception of the River towns.

Doerr-Andrews and Doerr, Minneapolis

MISSOURI, KANSAS, NEBRASKA, and five coun-

ties in northeast Oklahoma.

C. D. Smith Co., St. Joseph, Mo.

LOUISIANA, MISSISSIPPI, ARKANSAS, par t of

Tennessee and part of Alabama.

Reinhardt's, Inc., 104 South Main Street,

Memphis, Tenn.

SOUTHEASTERN Part of TEXAS and Part of

OKLAHOMA:
Southern Drug Company
Houston, Texas

MONTANA, COLORADO, NEW MEXICO,
UTAH, WYOMING,
Southern Idaho and Eastern Nevada:

Moore-Bird and Co.

1720 Wazee Street, Denver, Colo.

ARIZONA AND SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA,
including the Counties of Santa Barbara, Ventura, Los

Angeles, San Bernardino and all counties south, and
Hawaiian Islands.

The Commercial Associates

408 E. Turner Street, Los Angeles, Calif.
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Penalty of Too Easy Terms
Is Death of the Business

J. H. Tregoe, Executive Manager, National

Association of Credit Men, Says Safety Lies

in Strong Rein in Handling Credits

A careful analysis of commercial failures leads

first to a segregation into three general classes:

(a) where the failure was brought about by
premeditated fraud; (b) where the failure was
brought about by circumstances beyond the

control of the debtor, and (c) where the failure

was the result of conditions that made the full

liquidation of debts impossible, says J. H. Tre-

goe, of the National Association of Credit Men.
Now, take the third class. Were we able to

get at the exact reasons for each failure the

surprise would be very great in discovering that

the first germ of disease was cultivated by in-

dulgence. Just as the human body eventually

the most wonderful

talking machine of the world

the prominent record

Celebrated artists — Distinguished

orchestras. Large popular repertoire

First Class Agents Wanted

Vox-Schallplatten und Sprech-

maschinen Aktien Gesellschaft

' Potsdamer Strajse 4, Berlin W. 9.

& ?
(Germany)

I

::U

\

Cable Address: Voxschall, Berlin

succumbs to a final explosion that results from
what seems at first to be only a small indul-

gence, so in defunct enterprises the final explo-

sion that we term the failure may have resulted

from an indulgence that at first appeared in-

offensive.

An indulgence full of potentiality for harm is

rinaltifl^'the'fuffiriiK'nt of terms, too. easy.. When
the athlete is preparing for a race, everything

is to be avoided in the way of diet .and habits

that may soften his muscles, affect his wind and

decrease endurance—so in the business enter-

prise the race for success calls for the living

up to rigid rules. Wherever the rules are not

lived up to and the neglect glossed over or en-

couraged, the chances of success are decreased

and the dangers of failure increased.

Most credit executives or executives in other

departments of a business would consider it

hard-hearted or unbusinesslike to insist

strongly upon the fulfillment of terms. Ease

of terms may be considered by them as a builder

of business, instead of a builder of commercial

fatalities.

If through indulgence or neglect of foresight

some one should be brought into distress the

concern and regret would be poignant. If it

were possible for credit executives to dissect

the remains of dead enterprises and discover

how small indulgences have led to serious

fatalities, they would resolve that for the good
of business and for the safety of the enterprise

nothing is more necessary than the fulfillment

of terms—even though at times the exaction

of fulfillment may seem inconsiderate and un-

kind.

My own observations lead me to believe that

of the failures not premeditatedly engineered

or brought on by causes beyond the control of

the debtor, indulgence in terms has been the

first step in the eventual blowing up of the

enterprise and the consequent disappointment

of those who had pinned their faith to it and

honestly intended to make it a success. Credit

executives must not allow sympathy to over-

come prudence to the extent that we can in-

duce our debtors to meet terms no matter how
hard the effort may be. To that extent we
are solidifying business and avoiding failures.

Price Music Go. Broadcasts

Tampa, Fla., February 7.— The M. L. Price

Music Co. recently gave a varied and preten-

tious musical program over the Times radio

station in this city. The program included

a selected repertoire of the latest dance hits,

played by the M. L. Price dance orchestra,

vocal selections by the Price Male Quartet,

violin, saxophone and xylophone solos and vio-

lin duets. A feature of the program was a

number by a group of old time fiddlers. The
M. L. Price Music Co. is sending souvenirs

to all radio fans who sent in a message com-

menting on the program.

New Priess Loop Announced

A new loop to accompany the new PR-3 re-

ceiving set has been designed by William H.

Priess. Its four arms are molded of genuine

bakelite. There is a central molded piece of

bakelite which connects the arms—allowing

them to fold together or holding them out

rigidly. A spring of gold-plated phosphor-

bronze, in the shape of a cross, with a nut to

secure it, gives additional assurance that the

arms will stay in place when they are open. At

the end of the lower upright piece is attached a

radio frequency low capacity plug. This is used

both as a wire connection and a bearing on

which the loop can be freely rotated.

Files Bankruptcy Petition

The Columbia Music & Jewelry Co., Provo,

Utah, recently filed a petition in bankruptcy,

listing .liabilities at $13,477i83 and assets at

$10,995.

QUALITY RECORD
Pressing

SANDERS, Inc.
SPRINGDALE, CONN. Near Stamford

Telephone Stamford 3980

Jewett Loud Speaker, Ten
Feet High, Draws Crowds

Speaker Actually Operates, Magnifying Sound
a Thousand Times

Minneapolis, Minn., February 6.—The accom-
panying illustration shows a real loud speaker,
inasmuch as it magnifies radio signals a thou-

Huge Jewett Loud Speaker

sand times. It was constructed by the Jewett
Radio & Phonograph Co., of Detroit, for use at

the Northwest Radio Trade Association con-
vention. The unit stands ten feet high and is

one of the largest ever constructed.

Crosley Radio Corp. Lowers
Prices on Four Models

Announcement was recently made of the re-

duction in price of four models of radio re-

ceivers made by the Crosley Radio Corp. The
reduction is made possible by the increased
production in the Crosley plant. At the present
time nearly 5,000 receivers a day are being
turned out, and due to increased output the cost

of production has been materially decreased,
making it possible to give the buying public the

benefit of the difference. The reduction in price

affects the three models of the Crosley Trirdyn
and the 51-Portable.

Victor Artists Give Concert

Texarkana, Tex., February 4.—The H. V. Beas-

ley Music Co., local talking machine dealer,

arranged for the appearance of the Eight Pop-
ular Victor Artists in a concert and entertain-

ment at the Saenger Theatre on January 29.

The event was a decided success from every

angle and the personal appearance of the artists

was responsible for an immediate stimulus in

the sale of records.
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Empire Tone Arms Will Expand
the "Empire" of Your Business

EMPIRE BALL BEARING BASE TONE ARM

EMPIRE NUMBER TEN TONE ARM

COMBINATION RADIO-PHONO TONE ARM

C7KHERE is a quick, easy and very

definite way to expand your
phonograph business during the

next ten months, and that is to equip
your instruments at the factory with
Empire Tone Arms and repro-

ducers.

With no other equipment can you
bring out the clearness and sweet-

ness of tone that EMPIRE will ac-

complish. And it is tone quality

and excellence of reproduction that

make one phonograph better than
another, and make it sell in greater

volume.

Empire Tone Arms and Repro-
ducers are made for all types of

instruments, from the little port-

ables to the big handsome cabinet

machines and the combination
Radio and Phonograph.

The Empire Combination Radio-

Phono Tone Arm will make the fin-

est Loud Speaker it is possible to

have out of any phonograph.

Comparative tests and prices will

convince you that Empire Tone
Arms will increase your sales vol-

ume.

W . J. McNamara,
President.

Let Us Send You Sample Tone Arms
To Test On Your Own Phonograph
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Light on Instalment Dealer's Tax Puzzle
Frank J. Langley, C. P. A. and Income Tax Expert, Clarifies the

Problems of Instalment Dealers in Connection With Federal Tax

Recent legislative changes in the income tax

laws and contemplated changes bring to the

fore the necessity for the proper procedure in

reporting profits from time.payment sales. The
reduction in tax rates in the 1924 revenue law

and the impending reductions are most im-

portant to the music merchant who sells for

the most part on the instalment plan.

In the final analysis profits are not realized

until a transaction is closed by cash or its

equivalent, hence the talking machine or radio

dealer who reports his profits before they are

fully realized is at a distinct disadvantage. Gov-

ernment regulations are provided especially so

that a merchant selling on time payments is

amply protected. A clear understanding of these

regulations is very important.

Regulations on Instalment Sales

The Treasury Department regulations govern-

ing the sale of personal property (talking ma-

chines, radio, etc.) on the instalment plan are as

follows: Dealers in personal property ordinarily

sell either for cash or on the personal credit of

the buyer or on the instalment plan. Occasion-

ally a fourth type of sale is met with in which

the buyer makes an initial payment of such a

substantial nature (for example, a payment of

more than 25 per cent) that the sale, though

involving deferred payments, is not one on the

instalment plan. Dealers in personal property

who sell on the instalment plan usually adopt

one of four ways of protecting themselves in

case of default: (a) By an agreement that title

is to remain in the seller until the buyer has

completely performed his part of the transac-

tion; (b) by a form of contract in which title

is conveyed to the purchaser immediately, but

subject to a lien for the unpaid portion of the

purchase price; (c) by a present transfer of

title to the purchaser, who at the same time

executes a reconveyance in the form of a chat-

tel mortgage to the seller; or (d) by convey-

ance to a trustee pending performance of the

contract and subject to its provisions. The
general purpose and effect being the same in

all these plans, it is desirable and important

that a uniformly applicable rule be established.

The rule prescribed is that in the sale or con-

tract for sale of personal property on the in-

stalment plan, whether or not title remains in

the vendor until the property is fully paid for,

the income to be returned by the vendor will

be that proportion of each instalment payment
which the gross profit to be realized when the

property is paid for bears to the gross contract

price. Such income may be ascertained by

The talking machine business, on account

of the instalment selling feature, involves

many complicated tax equations, and it is

a matter of the utmost importance for retail

dealers to make out their tax reports in

accordance with the provisions of the law.

There have been many instances where
talking machine dealers have paid excessive

taxes on account of not being thoroughly

cognizant of the provisions and intent of

the Income Tax Law, and for this reason

The World has enlisted the services of a

specialist who has had practical tax experi-

ence in the talking machine industry. Hence
if there are any matters on which you are in

doubt, your inquiries should be addressed

to the Tax Editor, Talking Machine World,

383 Madison Avenue, New York City.

taking as profit that proportion of the total

cash collections received in the taxable year

from instalment sales (such collections being

allocated to the year against the sales of which

they apply) which the annual gross profit to

be realized on the total instalment sales made
during each year bears to the gross contract

price of all such sales made during that re-

spective year.

In any case, when the gross profit to be

realized on a sale of personal property has been

reported as income for the year in which the

transaction occurred, and a change is made to

the instalment plan of computing net income,

no part of any instalment payment received

subsequent to the change, representing income
previously reported on account of such transac-

You'Jl hear the duplicate of this

loud speaker when Gabriel Blows!

The

NewREMOTRUMPET
with heavy duty adjustable unit

Retails for $15.00
This new loud speaker has controlled volume and the

tone values equal anything on the market.

The unit is adjustable to meet all broadcasting con-

ditions. All speakers do not work equally well on
all sets, but the new Remo does.

THE REMOLA
A solid mahogany cabinet with the wonderful

Remo unit.

Retails for $25.00

Send today for samples

and discounts

THE REMO CORPORATION, Radio Division Meriden, Conn.

tion, should be reported as income for the year

in which the instalment payment is received.

The intent and purpose of this provision is that

where the entire profit from instalment sales

has been included in gross income for the year

in which the sale was made, no part of the

instalment payments received subsequently on

account of such previous sales shall again be

subject to tax for the year or years in which

received. Where the taxpayer makes a change

to this method of computing net income his

balance sheet should be adjusted conformably.

If for any reason the vendee defaults in any

of his instalment payments, and the vendor re-

possesses the property, the entire amount re-

ceived on instalment payments, less the profits

already returned, will be income of the vendor

for the year in which the property was repos-

sessed, and the property repossessed must be

included in the inventory at its original cost

to himself less proper allowance for damage
and use, if any.

If the vendor chooses as a matter of consist-

ent practice to treat the obligations of pur-

chasers as the equivalent of cash, such a course

is permissible.

Two Methods of Reporting Income
The Treasury Department regulations give

the taxpayer the choice of one of two methods
of reporting income from instalment sales. One
method permits the taxpayer to treat the entire

amount of the sales as the equivalent of cash

provided he follows this course consistently. If

he chooses this method the entire profit is tax-

able in the year in which the sales were made.

This method, presents no difficulties when the

books are kept on the accrual basis. Under
the same method it is necessary to keep a sep-

arate record of the instalment payments on

account of instalment sales effected in each

year. The dealer should then be able to tell

the total amounts received in 1924 on account

of instalment sales effected in 1923, 1922, 1921,

etc. He will then return as gross profit the

proportion of the instalments received on ac-

count of instalment sales effected in each year

which the gross profit to be realized on the

sales made during such year bears to the gross

instalment sales made during the year. Under
the latter method the dealer must keep a clear

record of collections made during 1924 cover-

ing instalment sales made during the year 1924

and prior years separately. He must then re-

port as his gross profit on instalment sales such

a proportion of these collections as the gross

profit to be realized bears to the total instal-

ment sales for each year. This method is gen-

erally referred to as the "deferred profits"

method.

"Deferred Profits" Method
The first step in the "deferred profits" method

is to determine the rate of gross profit on each

year's sales. Then classify collections on in-

stalment accounts received during the year

1924, according to the year in which the sales

were made. Multiply the amount of collections

on each year's accounts by the rate of gross

profit for that particular year, and the result is

the amount of gross income to be reported from

collections during the year.

The amount of gross profit to be reported for

the year 1924 would be arrived at as follows:
Received on Percentage

Year Instalment Sales Gross Profit Gross Profit

1922 $20,000 . 50 per cent $10,000

1923 30.000 60 per cent 18,000

1924 60,000 45 per cent 27,000

$110,000 $55,000

The gross profit to be reported for 1924 from

instalment sales will be $55,000.

Where cash and instalment sales are made,

(Continued on page 58)
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"Tune In" on WEAF, New York
for the "Hohner Harmony Hour"

Then "Cash In" on the
Growing Demand for
Hohner Harmonicas

"If you can hum or whistle, you can play a Hohner Harmonica

;

so why be content to hum or whistle when you can actually play?"

Briefly, that is the question which millions of people are being-
asked through Hohner advertising and publicity—a question that is

being answered by a world sweep of harmonica enthusiasm and
popularity.

In order to stimulate interest in good music and emphasize the
possibilities of the harmonica, M. Hohner, Inc., is now broadcasting
from Station WEAF, New York, a series of weekly programs and
lessons known as the "Hohner Harmony Hour."

On Friday evening of each week, at 8:30 o'clock, a program of
high-class harmonica music is presented by skilled performers, rang-
ing from operatic selections to jazz hits and classical compositions to
popular melodies. These musical programs are preceded by a five-

minute talk on the possibilities of the harmonica by the Publicity
Director of M. Hohner, Inc., and are followed by the weekly har-
monica lesson, conducted by a recognized expert and instructor.

At the conclusion of each program the radio audience is invited to
write for copies of the Free Instruction Book entitled "How to Play
the Hohner Harmonica." Needless to say the response is tremendous.
Thousands of written requests for the Free Book are received each
week, from people in every part of the country. And the steadily in-

creasing sales through Hohner dealers indicate that these people are
buying harmonicas in order to take advantage of the free instruction.

This radio broadcasting campaign is but one more evidence of
the national sales activity of M. Hohner, Inc., and the increasing co-
operation with dealers who sell harmonicas.

Through leading magazines and newspapers; billboards and
posters

;
radio, movie and theatrical performances

;
professional stars

:

phonograph records
;

public school and municipal contests, the
Hohner message of music and fun is being broadcast to millions of

people in every city, town and village. And the response is being
recorded on the cash registers of Hohner dealers.

Why not get in line for your share of the splendid business avail-

able in 1925? A Hohner revolving display on your counter and a gen-
erous supply of Free Instruction Books will enable you to tie your
store to Hohner advertising. Let's get together!

M. HOHNER, Inc., Dept. 72, 116 East 16th St., New York City

Fascination

Inspiration

Education

Entertainment

Musical
Accuracy

Canadian Address: Hough & Kohler, 468 King Street, W., Toronto

Health

Portability

Durability

Convenience

Popularity
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Light on Federal Income Tax
(Continued from page 56)

the dealer must determine accurately the cost

of his cash sales and use this cost in arriving

at his gross profit on cash sales. This pro-

cedure is necessary for the reason that in most
instances it will be found that cash sales show
a smaller percentage of gross profit than the

instalment sales. Where an article is taken in

part payment for merchandise sold on the in-

stalment plan, it should be treated as the equiv-

alent of cash, the amount being the allowance

at the time of sale.

How to Deduct Operating Expenses

The operating expenses of a dealer engaged

in selling merchandise on the instalment plan

are deductible in accordance with Section 214

(a), which provides for the deduction of all

ordinary and necessary expenses paid or in-

curred during the taxable year in carrying on

any business even though such expenses were

for income to be realized in a subsequent year.

When a loss has been incurred and the mer-

chandise has not been repossessed, a deduction

for bad debts is permissible to the extent of the

cost of the merchandise over the amount col-

lected on the sale. When, however, the mer-

chandise has been repossessed it must be taken

into the inventory at its original cost, less a

proper allowance for damage and wear, and the

total amount collected must be reported as in-

come subject to an adjustment for any profit

previously returned as income.

When a dealer receives notes in payment for

merchandise he need not treat the notes" as

equivalent of cash. This would follow where

the notes have no readily realizable market

value or if discontinued could not be converted

except at a substantial loss.

The taxpayer may elect to report his income

on the accrual or instalment basis, but once an

election has been made he will not be permitted

to change to a different basis. In the event

that a change is made from one method to an-

other, care must be taken so that the same

amount will not be deducted twice nor twice

taxed. The balance sheets at the beginning

and end of the year must be adjusted to con-

form with the change. The realized taxable

net income should be reconciled with the bal-

ance sheets as of the beginning and end of

the taxable year. The first step in the use of

the deferred profits method is to determine

the. rate of gross profit on each year's sales

according to the principal classes of merchan-

dise as talking machines, records, pianos, radio

sets, band' instruments, etc.

New Representatives of

Acme Battery Charger

Cleveland, O., February 7.—The Acme Electric

& Manufacturing Co., of this city, manufacturer

of the Acme Double Duty radio battery

charger, announced recently the appointment

of the following factory representatives: Dun-
gan-Sternfield Radio Sales Co., 25 North Dear-

born street, Chicago, 111., and N. F. Andruss,

426 Larkin street, San Francisco, Cal.

R. A. Lais, sales manager of the Acme Elec-

tric & Manufacturing Co., states that jobbers

and dealers are evincing considerable interest in

the Acme battery charger, and that the phono-

graph trade in particular is well pleased with

the sales possibilities of this product. The com-
pany is planning an aggressive sales campaign
within the next few months, which will include

a special form of co-operation for jobbers and

dealers in the phonograph trade throughout the

country.

Radio Firm Chartered

The Exceltone Radio Mfg. Co., New York,
was recently incorporated in Albany, N. Y.,

with a capital stock of $50,(100. The incorpora-

tors are S. Mann, R Arndt and E. Friberg.

OKJL
and

OcLotv
Distributors
WALTER S. GRAY COMPANY

926 Midway Place, Los Angeles, Calif.

WALTER S. GRAY COMPANY
1054 Mission St., San Francisco, Calif.

L. D. HEATER
357 Ankeny St., Portland, Ore.

TEXAS RADIO SALES COMPANY
2005 Main St., Dallas, Texas

JUNIUS HART PIANO HOUSE, LTD.
123 Carondelet St., New Orleans, La.

CONSOLIDATED TALKING MA-
CHINE COMPANY

1121 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

YAHR & LANGE DRUG COMPANY
207 E. Water St., Milwaukee, Wis.

JAMES K. POLK, INC.
294 Decatur St., Atlanta, Ga.

THE ARTOPHONE CORPORATION
1103 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

THE ARTOPHONE CORPORATION
804 Grand Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

CONSOLIDATED TALKING MA-
CHINE COMPANY

227 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.

CONSOLIDATED TALKING MA-
CHINE COMPANY

2957 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich.

THE RECORD SALES COMPANY
1965 E. 66th St., Cleveland, Ohio

STERLING ROLL AND RECORD
COMPANY

137 W. 4th St., Cincinnati, Ohio

PHONOLA CO., LTD., OF CANADA
Elmira, Ont., Canada

IROQUOIS SALES CORPORATION
210 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.

EVERYBODY'S TALKING MACHINE
COMPANY

810 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

GENERAL PHONOGRAPH CORPO-
RATION OF NEW ENGLAND
126 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

GENERAL PHONOGRAPH CORP.,
(New York Distributing Division)

15 W. 18th St., New York City

JAMES COWAN COMPANY
18 West Broad St., Richmond, Va.

Cheney Phonograph Sales

Co. Sleeper Distributor

Cleveland Wholesaler to Cover Greater Part

of Ohio—Retail Agencies Established—Pub-
licity Has Popularized Sleeper Line

Gordon C. Sleeper, president of the Sleeper

Radio Corp., Long Island City, N. Y., manu-
facturer of Sleeper Monotrol radio receiving

sets, recently announced the closing of a con-

tract with the Cheney Phonograph Sales Co.,

of Cleveland, O., as exclusive distributor for

the State of Ohio, with the exception of four

counties shared in the West with the Music
Master Corp., of Pittsburgh, and Hamilton Co.

in the South.

The newspaper advertising campaign which is

being conducted by the Sleeper Radio Corp. has

already included space in the Cleveland- Plain

Dealer and the Cleveland Press, so the dealers

in the territory have become well acquainted

with the Sleeper line through the advertise-

ments.

"We are exceptionally pleased with the

progress made by the Cheney Phonograph &
Sales Co. inasmuch as during the first week of

its appointment a number of prominent talking

machine dealers in Ohio have taken on the

Sleeper line, among them being the McMahon
Music Co., Alliance, O.; George C. Wiley &
Co., Canton, O.; F. G. Weigan, Barberton, O.,

and Wickens & Co., Lorain, O.," said Mr.

Sleeper.

Larger World Field for

American Radio Apparatus

Gradually the smaller countries of the world
are awakening to the possibilities of radio

broadcasting as a means of entertainment and
education, with the result that their . govern-

ments are beginning to lift the rigid ban against

the use of radio apparatus. This awakening
offers wonderful opportunities to the American
manufacturer, giving him new outlets for sur-

plus production.

The British Government for two years main-

tained a complete embargo against all foreign

apparatus. This has now been lifted and the

field is open. Australia is another important

field for American apparatus. The Antipodes

and South American countries have their radio

seasons during the off season in this country.

This is due to their location south of the

Equator.

An instance of the worldwide interest in

radio, even in the smallest countries, is illus-

trated in the case of Syria, Asia Minor. Prior

to' January 1 there was an embargo on radio

apparatus. This has been lifted. Almost im-

mediately an order for a five-tube neutrodyne

set of high price was placed with F. A. D.

Andrea. This left by steamer on January 19.

Austria is one of the countries where strict

regulations still govern importation of radio ap-

paratus, but despite these handicaps there have

been considerable shipments of American-made
neutrodyne ' receivers to that country.

Greetings to Lois P. Russell

Congratulations are in order! It is a wonder-

ful girl and her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ames E.

Russell, of Troy, N. Y., are delighted. Mr.

Russell has long been active in the talking ma-

chine trade, and is now associated with the

Joseph W. Jones Radio Mfg. Co., Inc., cover-

ing upper New York territory. The World
presents its greetings to Lois Putnam Russell.

Reduces Capital

The Outing Talking Machine Co., manufac-

turer of the Outing portables, Mount Kisco,

N. Y., recently reduced its capital from $40,000

to $30,000.
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The Record of Quality

Pullin' 'Em Down
with

OKeh Syncopators
Heh! Heh! Let your folks

dance to these hits

40267

10 in. .75

40258

10 in. .75

40231

40207

THERE'LL HE SOME CHANGES MADE Fox Troi OKeh
Syncopators (Harry Reser, Director)

HOME BOUND (For Charleston, South Caroling Fox Trot

Arkansas Travelers

DOO WACKA DOO Fox Trot OKeh Syncopators (Harry

Reser, Director, with his Reserphone)

PRINCE OF WAILS Fox Trot Frankie Quartell and His

Melody Boys

ROSE-MARIE Fox Trot OKeh Syncopators ( Harry Reser,

Director)

GOTTA GETTA GIRL Fox Trot OKeh Syncopators (Harry

Reser, Director)

SWEET LITTLE YOU Fox Trot OKeh Syncopators (Harry

Reser, Director)

TOO TIRED Fox Trot OKeh Syncopators I Harry Reser,

Director

)

GKtfvRecords
Manufactured by

GENERAL PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION, NEW YORK
OTTO HEINEMAN, President
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63,000 Thermiodyne Radio
Sets for Music Master Corp.

Large Order Placed With This Enterprising

Corporation Indicates How This Concern
Operates Its Vast Business

The Thermiodyne Radio Corp., manufacturer

of the Thermiodyne radio receiver, announced
recently that it had received an order from the

Music Master Corp., of Philadelphia, for 63,000

sets, with instructions to begin deliveries im-

mediately and complete the order during the

year. Constancy in deliveries will be main-

tained throughout the Summer, emphasizing the

enthusiasm of the Music Master Corp. in this

set. The Music Master Corp., headed by
Walter L. Eckhardt, is one of the foremost-

radio concerns in America, and the order placed

for 63,000 Thermiodyne sets is indicative of the

vast scale upon which the company works at

all times.

The Thermiodyne Radio Corp. is achieving

exceptional success, and Leo Potter, president

of the company, is acquiring control or purchas-

ing outright the' several corporations whicli

manufacture the parts used in the assembly of

the Thermiodyne. This will assure the com-
pany an adequate supply of standard units at

all times, and the plant at Plattsburg, N. Y., is

now used only for assembl ing, with the excep-

tion of experimental laboratories. The plant

will be enlarged shortly to facilitate the greater

assemblies which the removal of manufacturing
activities to newly acquired manufacturing

plants will permit.

Brunswick Hour of Music
Proving Sales Stimulator

The Brunswick Hour of Music, consisting of

radio programs by Rrunswick artists on Tuesday
evenings broadcast from stations controlled by

the Radio Corp. of America, is proving an im-

portant element in popularizing both the Bruns-

wick phonographs and records and the Bruns-

wick- Radiola combinations. This is evidenced

in a concrete manner by the numerous reports

received by the Brunswick Co. from dealers. A
case in point is Gilman's, of Bridgeport, Conn.,

who stated that a customer, an owner of a

Brunswick-Radiola, listened in on the Bruns-

wick Hour of Music, and the following day
visited the store and purchased $15 worth of

records, most of those selections which had
been broadcast the night before.

Another Example of Freed-

Eisemann Set Performance

"The broadcasting of athletic events will add
to the interest in and support of them," Eddie
Collins, famous ball player and manager of the

White Sox, recently stated. Mr. Collins is the

proud possessor of a certificate of merit, the

gift of the Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp., Brook-
lyn, N. Y., for his achievements in getting

London and Aberdeen, Scotland, during the

international broadcasting tests. At his home
in Lansdowne, Pa., Mr. Collins has received

programs from almosf every State in the Union,
as well as from foreign countries on his Freed-
Eisemann receiver.

Heim's New Store Opened

Danbury, Conn., February 7.—Formal opening

of the new establishment of Heim's Music
Store at 221 Main street, this city, was held the

first of the month. A large number of cus-

tomers and prospects were present.

The Xact Radio Corp., New York, has been
incorporated in Albany, N. Y., with a capital

stock of $10,000. The incorporators are M. and
N. Singer and G. Schifter.

Harry Lansell Joins Gross-

Brennan, Inc., Sales Staff

Announcement Also Made That Stromberg-
Carlson Line Has Been Placed With Prom-
inent Retailers—Other Deals Pending

Gross-Brennan, Inc., of 342 Madison avenue,

New York City, manufacturers' representative

for a number of well-known radio products, an-

nounced recently that Harry Lansell had joined

the company's sales organization. Mr. Lansell

is well known in the Eastern territory, having

been associated with the industry for many
years as sales representative for prominent

Victor wholesalers, including the Blackman
Talking Machine Co. and the Musical Instru-

ment Sales Corp. He was more recently iden-

tified with the Nyrad Distributing Co., and in

his new post will cover Westchester County
and a part of northern New Jersey.

H. A. Brennan also announced recently that

the Stromberg-Carlson neutrodyne line had

been placed with two well-known dealers, the

True Blue Radio Salon controlled by George
E. Brightson and the James McCreery Co., the

prominent department store. Mr. Brennan ex-

pects to close several other important deals

within the next few weeks, details of which will

be announced shortly.

Organizes Ballroom Circuit

The ballroom circuit idea, in which orches-

tras make tours of the leading ballrooms of

the country in much the same manner that vaude-

ville acts appear in a string of theatres, was
conceived and planned by Paul Specht, orches-

tra director and exclusive Columbia artist. The
value of the plan is that it relieves the

monotony of having only one aggregation of

artists at the same post constantly. Mr. Specht

is making provision for the opening of a South-

ern circuit, which the Carolina Club Orchestra

will inaugurate. There will be some excellent

opportunities for dealers to effect tie-ups in con-

nection with these artists' records.

MELCO SUPREME
INK'

"
: f

"V^OU tour the world in a night with your
1 MELCO Supreme—a five tube tuned radio

frequency Receiver with a unique low-loss

Amsco chassis.

Tuned by inductance—not capacitance—it is

without parallel for purity and precision of

reception. Write for literature.
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II <5I FV'Sk GRAPHITE PHONO1 g SPRING LUBRICANT
Ilsley's Lubricant makes the Motor make good.
Is prepared in the proper consistency, will not run
out, dry up or become sticky or rancid. Remains in

its original form indefinitely.
Put up in 1, 5, 10, 25 and 50-pound cans for dealers.
This lubricant is also put up in 4-ounce cans to

retail at 25 cents each under the trade name of

FITRFKA noiseless talkingumiuufi MACHINE LUBRICANT
Write for special proposition to jobbers

1LSLEY-D0UBLEDAY & CO.. 229-231 Front St., NewYork

Nebraska-Buick Go. Is

Featuring Thompson Radio

Distributor for Thompson Line Has Opened
Many New Accounts in Its Territory

Lincoln, Neb., February 7.—Within a short

period of five months the Nebraska Buick Auto
Co., of this city, well-known in the automotive

industry, has achieved exceptional success with

the Thompson line of rieutrodyne radio re-

ceivers and Thompson speaker. The company

Charles Stuart

is distributing these products in its territory

and has established important dealer accounts.

H. E. Sidles, president of the Nebraska Buick

Auto Co., is directly responsible for the com-

pany's success in the automobile field, and he

has applied these same sound methods to the

development of radio business. C. L. Carper,

vice-president of the company, is in charge of

the radio division, having joined the firm in

1911 and having worked in close co-operation

with Mr. Sidles and Chas. Stuart, secretary and

treasurer of the company.

The headquarters of the supply and radio

division are in Lincoln and the firm maintains

branches in Omaha and Sioux City. The terri-

tory covered includes Nebraska, eastern Colo-

rado, western Iowa, northern Kansas and Wyo-
ming. Eighteen salesmen travel out of Lincoln

and fourteen cover the territory working out of

Omaha.
On December 4 the Nebraska Buick Auto Co.

established a broadcasting station at Lincoln

with the call letters KFAB, operating on'a wave
length of 240 meters. The company is building

its radio division upon sound progressive lines

that insure its permanency and stability. Its

buildings in Lincoln, Omaha and Sioux City

arc among the finest automotive distributing

plants in the country, and emphasize the com-
pany's success as a distributor of standard

quality products.

Darrow Music Go. Holds
Annual Sales Conference

House Announces an Increase of 24^ Per Cent
in Volume of Business Over Previous Year

—

To Begin Extensive Campaign

Denver, Colo., February 6.—Twenty-nine repre-

sentatives of the Darrow Music Co., including

those selling in districts outside of Denver, as-

sembled here recently at the annual meeting

and banquet of the company at the Adams
Hotel. A spirit of optimism prevailed at the

Darrow convention, following the announce-
ment that the volume of the company's busi-

ness in 1924 had been increased 24^4 per cent

over the preceding year.-

Toasts were responded to by R. I. Darrow,
assistant manager of the company; Oscar
Frazier, manager of the radio department; Miss

Hazel Perkins, manager of the phonograph de-

partment; Robert Lallar, manager of the music

roll department, and Francis E. Tate, Perry

Odle, H. H. Stanton and Rutherford Ver Lee,

representing outside agencies.

Third District Council

to Hold Sixth Radio Show

The sixth annual radio show and convention

of the Executive Radio Council, Third District,

Inc., Philadelphia, will be held on the Steel

Pier, Atlantic City, N. J ,
April 19 to 23, in-

clusive. The show will be international in scope

and many prominent manufacturers will exhibit.

The officials in charge of the exhibition have

made arrangements with the United States

Army Signal Corps and Air Service to have

planes fly over the city and broadcast to the

convention, and the Navy has promised to have

either the Shenandoah or Los Angeles make a

flight over the resort during the period of the

convention. A licensed transmitting station

will be in operation on the pier at all times.

Eskimos Entertained by
Brunswick Portables

Several of These Instruments Were Taken to

Far North by Dr. Donald B. MacMillan

The recent Arctic expedition sponsored by
Dr. Donald B. MacMillan carried with it sev-

eral Brunswick portable phonographs and a

Eskimos Listening to the Brunswick

large supply of records. These portables were
a source of endless amusement and joy to the

Eskimos with whom this expedition came in

contact, and several of these machines were
left in the far Northern country. The mem-
bers of the expedition stated that Brunswick
portables stood up remarkably well under the

strenuous conditions to which they were sub-

jected, and the accompanying photograph de-

picts a scene in the Far North, with the port-

able as the center of attraction.

Tunes in on Russia With
Stromberg-Carlson Receiver

The first recorded reception of a broadcast

program from Soviet Russia in this country is

contained in a letter written by. John Riehl, a

real estate operator of Louisville, Ky., to J. B.

Wilkinson, a factory representative in the same
city. Mr. Rrehl's record was made during the

international tests on a five-tube neutrodyne

receiver.

His letter has just been made public and is

as follows:

"I am sure you will be very much interested in the

results I obtained receiving European broadcasting stations

with the Stromberg-Carlson No. 1, a neutrodyne receiver.

"On Monday evening, about 10:35 P. M., we heard a

station in Scotland. It was a piano solo and was very

clear. in the loud speaker. On Tuesday night about 10:30

P. M., we beard a musical program from Petrograd, Rus-

sia. On Wednesday evening about 10:45 P. M., we got in

touch with Berlin, Germany. We heard a gentleman giv-

ing a talk in German.

"I am very much impressed -with the tone quality and

the volume with which the programs were heard.

Yours very respectfully,

(Signed) JOHN RIEHL."

New Jobbers Appointed

The Onondaga Radio Corp., of Syracuse,

N. Y., and the Chippewa Radio Corp., of Buf-

falo, N. Y., have recently been appointed dis-

tributors of the Jones Radio Mfg. Co., Inc., of

New York City.

White's Music House, Tupper Lake, N. Y.,

intends moving from its present location in the

St. John's building to the corner store in the

Hotel Altamount.

A Message to Buyers
of Tone Arms

The Oro-Tone Company is now converting the raw metals into

finished tone arms and reproducers. This makes it possible for us to

specify and actually secure the exact metal mixtures which go into Oro-
Tone products and enables us to supply you with the highest grade tone

arms and reproducers made to-day with a resultant saving in price.

This special mixture is purchased in ingot form and processed in

our own furnaces which results in tone arm and reproducer parts that will

actually bend before they will break. This is something unusual in tone arm
and reproducer material and opens a new era in this industry.

Several thousand feet of additional floor space are now being added to

our factory which will be used as a molding and finishing room. This
additional space will accommodate the necessary furnaces, machinery, dies

and tools employed in this department and also make it possible to more
than double our present production.

By March 1 we will be in position to take on some new accounts and
will be very glad to submit samples prior to that time which will enable you
to determine the quality of Oro-Tone products.

THE ORO-TONE CO.
1000-1010 George Street

CHICAGO, U.S.A.
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BUILDING PRESTIGE FOR THOMPSON DEALERS

Thompson

5 and 6-Tube Radio Receivers

range in list price from

$125 to $180

GIlOfDPBOn
RADIO,
NEUTRODYNE

Thompson

S-Tube Phonograph Panels

are listed at $125

Who Distributes Thompson Radio Apparatus?
The Thompson Merchandising Policy is successful in the

same proportion as the Thompson distributors are successful in

carrying it into effect.

When distributors known for their long experience and

strong financial standing undertake to carry out any policy the

success of the policy is practically assured. Such distributors

enlist the active strength and local influence of only those

dealers who can be depended upon to honestly merchandise

honest merchandise.

Musical dealers who are building for the future and wish to

attain a permanent position in the radio industry can be served

by the following musical distributors:

TO ALBANY, N. Y.

American Phonograph Co.
Albany, N. Y.

BOSTON, MASS.
M. Steinert & Sons,
35 Arch St., Boston, Mass.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Wiswell Radio Co.
Mr. Leslie C. Wiswell, Pres.

33 West Kinzie St., Chicago, 111.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.
Munson-Rayner Co.

643 S. Olive St., Los Angeles, Cal.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Geo. C. Beckwith,

16 South 5th St., Minneapolis. Minn.

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

Blackman Talking Machine Co.

28 West 23rd St., New York City, N. Y.

Aeolian Co.

29 West 42nd St., New York City, N. Y.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Louis E. Buehn Co.

835 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

PITTSBURGH, PA.
Buehn Phonograph Co.

37 Water St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

PORTLAND, OREGON
L. D. Heater Co.

357 Ankeny St., Portland, Oregon

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Munson-Rayner Co.

86 Third St., San Francisco, Cal.

SEATTLE, WASH.
Hopper-Kelly Co.

1421 Third Ave., Seattle, Wash.

TOLEDO, OHIO
Toledo Radio Co.

Mr. Chas. L. WomeldorfT, Pres.

143 North 10th St.. Toledo, Ohio

GHO(DPBOn
0PE/IKER

With Seven Unusual Features. Now List $28.00

.til

R. E. THOMPSON MANUFACTURING CO.
30 CHURCH STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.

"Experience is the Vital Factor in Excellence"
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Bosch Magneto Corp.
Announces the "Nobattry"

B Battery Substitute Now Being Marketed by
Manufacturer of Electrical Equipment

Annual Brunswick Record
Catalog Being Distributed

Important Reference Information for Dealers

and Their Salesmen Contained in Catalog

The American Bosch Magneto Corp., man-
ufacturer of automotive electrical equipment,

recently announced the entrance of the com-
pany into the radio field with the manufacture

of a B battery substitute. The company has for

a number of years manufactured electrical de-

vices and equipment and now recognizes the

radio industry as one which should merit its

attention and prove an excellent market for its

new products.

The new product will be merchandised under

the trade name of the Bosch "Nobattry" and

is designed to eliminate all B batteries by draw-

ing its current directly from the electric light

socket. It may be used with any set regardless

of the amount of voltage required or number of

tubes employed. The Bosch "Nobattry" is de-

scribed as follows: The current from the elec-

tric-light socket enters the primary winding of

a specially designed step-up transformer. The
secondary winding supplies energy for a set of

metallic electrolytic cells in which the alternat-

ing current is rectified, becoming a pulsating un-

directional current. By means of a filter system

consisting of coils and a block of multi-con-

densers, the pulsations or ripples are eliminated

and the output is a direct current supplied at a

steady and unvarying voltage. The whole unit

is enclosed in a metal housing with an attractive

tabulated dial on the front.

The same guarantee which is given all the

products manufactured by the American Bosch
Magneto Corp. backs this article, which will

retail at a moderate price for the two types,

one for use with alternating and the other with

direct current.

Enlarge Music Department

Schenectady, N. Y., February 9.—H. S. Barney

Co., the large department store, which recently

moved into a new establishment, has installed

the talking machine department in a much more
prominent and convenient location than was en-

joyed in the old store. Modern equipment, fine,

lighting effects and more floor space are among
the features that make for the better display

and demonstration of machines and records.

The annual

Co., listing

records released

up to January 1,

has just come off

the press and is

being distributed

to the trade. The
book is compact

and attractively

bound and con-

tains 174 pages of

record reference

data. The first

few pages are de-

voted to pertinent

information. Un-
der the heading,

"Always Some-
thing New o ri

Brunswick Rec-

ords," the Bruns-

wick Co.'s policy

of keeping pace

with the popular

demand is out-

lined. Next are

given some good
talking points un-

der the title "A
Few Reasons for

the Outstanding

Popularity of

Brunswick Rec-

ords." Then fol-

lows some impor-

tant information

r e ga r d i n g the

method of deter-

mining the cor-

rect speed for

playing records.

All records, op-

eratic, concert,
popular, etc., are

listed alphabeti-

cally, with the

record number,

record catalog of the Brunswick

all

size, price and artists. Also in alphabetical

order are listed the operas, pronunciations

thereof, brief sketches of the story and lists of

recorded arias. Light operas, musical comedies,

musical reviews and selections are also desig-

nated. Other features of the catalog include

brief biographical sketches of famous com-
posers and lists of their recorded compositions;

Exclusive Brunswick Artist

JOSEF HOFMANN was born in Crakow, Poland. The son of a pianist

and Professor of harmony. His father quickly discovered the son's

unusual talents and taught him until he was sixteen years old.

At that time, he became the only private pupil the great Anton Rubin-

stein ever had. He had however, already become an international celebrity

through his tours in Russia and America.

For many years Josef Ilofmann lived in Aiken, South Carolina, and has

been so long associated with Americans and American customs that he is

accepted as native born.

He has toured practically all of the countries where the art of music is

appreciated, making musical history in New York, Chicago, San Francisco,

Paris, London and Petrograd. In each he has been acclaimed as one of the

greatest pianists of all times and has been by popular acclaim elected to

the New Hall of- Fame. New York critics have long placed -him in the fore

of the highest rank of musicians.

No.

5002J

HOFMANN RECORDS

Gavotte
Murmurs of the Forest. .

Hungarian Rhapsody No. 2—Part I

Hungarian Rhapsody No. 2—Part II

Murmurs of the Forest . . .

Gavotte

. G luck-Brahms
Liszt

Liszt

... . Liozt

T.iszt

G luck-Brahms

Size Price

10 $1.50

HARDWARE
for

RADIO and PHONOGRAPH CABINETS
LID SUPPORTS BULLET CATCHES
CATCHES STOP HINGES

CONTINUOUS HINGES INVISIBLE HINGES

NEEDLE CUPS

Facsimile of One of the Brunswick Catalog Pages
sketches of the careers of leading Brunswick

artists, together with photographs and lists of

recordings; pronunciations of artists' and com-

posers' names and opera titles; list of Bruns-

wick artists; record titles are cross-indexed

many times to facilitate quick reference. Bruns-

wick artists in the New Hall of Fame, with

portraits, sketches of careers and recordings,

are listed in a special gold-colored section.

WEBER-KNAPP CO.
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Seeks Plan to Determine Who
Is to Pay for Broadcasting

The contest held under the auspices of the

American Radio Association on the question

"Who is to pay for broadcasting and how?"
was recently completed with a prize of $500

being awarded to H. D. Kellogg, Jr., of Haver-

ford, Pa. The winning plan calls for the public

to pay for broadcasting by means of a tax being

placed on each vacuum tube and crystal bought

by the consumer. The plan detailed how the

life of the tube is commensurate with the serv-

ice rendered and the fact that but a few concerns

are manufacturing the tubes would allow of a

consistent check-up. It was further suggested

that a government bureau of broadcasting be

created to administer the funds realized.

Myers Radio Corp., Wilmington, Del., lias

been incorporated at Dover, Del., to manufac-

ture radio apparatus with a capital stock of

$15,000,000
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A Mass

Here's your

Swanson Ji
Has the strength and tone quality

of cabinet machines. A value that

$25.00 List
(Id Far West $27.50}

amazes

:

Weight, l2|/2 lbs. Case measures 12% by II by 6J/2".

Most compact portable phonograph on the market.

Distributors of the Swanson Jr. Portable

Atlanta A. J. Wismer, 218 Barnett St.
Buffalo Wm. A. Carroll, 803 Bramson Bldg.
Chicago: Lyon & Healy, V^abash Ave. and Jackson Blvd

Cheney Talking Machine Co., 24 N. Wabash Ave.
Consolidated Talking Machine Co.,

22 7-229 W. Washington St.
Cincinnati. Columbia Distributors, Inc., 224 W. 4th St.

Cleveland Record Sales Co., 1965 E. 66th St.

Detroit Consolidated Talking Machine Co.,

295 7 Gratiot Ave.
Kansas City Artophone Corp., 804 Grand Ave.
Minneapolis Consolidated Talking Machine Co..

1121 Nicollet Ave.
New Orleans Junius Hart Piano House,

123 Carondelet St.

New York City. . . .General Phonograph Corp., 15 W.
18th St.

Portland, Ore L. D. Heater, 35 7 Ankeny St.

Richmond, Va. . .Richmond Hardware Co., 101 S. 14th St.

San Francisco .... L. D. Heater Co., 420 Ninth Ave.
St. Louis Artophone Corp., 1103 Olive St.

Some exclusive territory still open
for reliable jobbers. Write or wire

Consolidated Talking' Machine Co.
227-229 West Washington St. Chicago, Illinois
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Broadcasting Programs and Dealer Tie-

Ups Stimulate Record Sales in Toledo
All Music Stores in City With the Exception of Two Now Handle Radio—Brunswick Publicity

Through Artist's Appearance—F. W. Gumaer Appointed Columbia Representative

Toledo, O., February 7.—The first month of the

year produced a nominal talking machine bus-

iness in this market. Radio, however, is able

to record an increase over the corresponding

period of last year. Hence the total business

carried on by both departments amounts to a

substantial figure. January has seen radio in-

stalled in every music house in the city save

two. In most stores it is merchandised as part

of the phonograph section. Then, the Bruns-

wick and Victor broadcasting programs are

arousing the greatest interest in the recorded

music sung by the artists.

Brunswick Dealers Tie Up With Keith Theatre

The Keith Theatre appearance of the Bruns-

wick artist, Milicent Mower, was capitalized by

the department to the extent that a Brunswick

Mr. Edison Man:

—

Never Say

"KANT," say "KENT"
The KENT No. 1

With "S" Sound Box for playing lateral

cut records on the Edison Disc Phono-

graph has outsold all competition.

Write for catalog of complete line

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

F. C. KENT CO.
Irving tort, N. J.

used in the act was given prominent stage dis-

play. The record derby designed to interest the

sales girls in selling more records is proving a

consistent sales builder. Cash prizes are given

for sales aggregating a certain figure.

Music stores are co-operating in a generous

manner to make the local automobile show a

success. Tires, miniature autos, posters and

the like are shown in windows along with pho-

nographs. Also machines and radios are used

to add to the setting for automobiles at the

show.

H. J. Reeves Optimistic

At the Lion Store Music Rooms, talking ma-

chine and radio volume exceeded the total for

January 4 last year, according to Harry J.

Reeves, manager. Consequently, for the next

two or three months sales are expected to main-

tain a high average here.

Radio demand centers around the Atwater

Kent sets, H. Lochmiller stated. While Ken-

nedy, RCA, and the Brunswick, Victor and

Pooley combinations are favored by a growing

clientele.

Featuring Radio Adaptable "Talkers"

At the J. W. Greene Co. the radio adaptable

Victrola is exploited in floor and window ex-

hibits in connection with noted artists in min-

iature figures. In addition to Cheney and

Brunswick machines and combinations the At-

water Kent, Zenith, Magnavox, Thompson neu-

trodyne, RCA are dealt in here. The Sleeper

Monotrol is also on exhibition here. The store

has recently added a radio service truck to its

equipment. Customers are given thirty days'

free radio service. Calls, however, are limited

to a certain number.

Inquiries Show Interest in Phonographs
The Goosman Piano Co. reports many pho-

nograph lookers. Persons are especially inter-

ested in the Vocalion and Starr consoles. The
new Harmony Columbia is also a popular

model. Louis Rae, manager, believes that the

call for machines will gradually quicken from
now on. G. Franklin is a new member of the

sales staff here. James M. Ervin, of the Adler

Mfg. Co., maker of the Royal phonograph, vis-

ited the trade the past week.

Going After Foreign Record Sales

The United Music Store, foreign record spe-

cialist, has added considerably to its French
following through the new releases in French
of "I Love You," "Linger Awhile" and "Every
Night I Cry Myself to Sleep Over You." Then
the new Spanish waltzes and songs, also the

German band selections are scoring. Many Ger-

mans leave a standing order for new numbers.

In fact, the foreign record buyer is usually an

enthusiastic booster for new discs, according to

Harry L. Wasserman, proprietor. The store

is embarking upon a series of radio cartoon

windows. The background panel is 5x7 ft., fig-

ures done in theatre style are made to say,

"buy a radio and listen to the wonderful con-

certs every night." The first of the series sold

a number of outfits, it is said. The foreigner

is beginning to interest himself in radio.

F. W. Gumaer New Columbia Representative

The Columbia Phonograph Co. has appointed

Fred. W. Gumaer representative for the Toledo
territory. He will call on dealers in southern

Michigan and northern Ohio. S. S. Larmon,
manager of the Cleveland branch of the house,

was in Toledo the past week introducing Mr.
Gumaer to the trade.

The Talking Machine Shop added to its rec-

ord sales by exploiting the local engagement of

Mischa Levitzki, Columbia artist, when he ap-

peared in concert the latter part of January at

the Rivoli.

Frazelle Co. Adds Sonoradio
The Frazelle Piano Co., Vo.calion, Columbia

and Sonora dealer, has lately added the Sono-

radio to its line. Frank H. Frazelle, president,

stated concerts and home demonstrations will

be a feature of radio merchandising. Windows
and newspapers will be used in connection with

outside solicitors to introduce this service.

Successfully Pushing Radio

The Whitney-Blaine-Wildcrmuth Co. is meet-

ing with success in exploiting the Atwater Kent,

Federal radio and talking machine combina-

tions, Henry C. Wildermuth, treasurer, stated.

Radio buyers here usually make large down
payments and do not ask for extreme terms.

Grinnell Bros, will shortly have an announce-

ment to make regarding its local radio policy.

Open New Grosley Station

With Fine Musical Program

New Super-Power Station Is First Remotely
Controlled Transmitter—Powel Crosley, Jr.,

Dedicates WLW With Short Talk

Cincinnati, O., February 6.—The new super-

power station WLW, operated by the Crosley

Radio Corp., was formally opened and dedicated

on January 27, with a program of unusual merit.

The station is located at Harrison, O., twenty-

five miles from the studios and auditorium of

the Crosley Corp. Telephone lines connect the

studios and the station. Powel Crosley, Jr.,

president of the Crosley Radio Corp., officially

opened the station with a short talk. Fritz

Reiner, director of the Cincinnati Symphony
Orchestra, conducted an orchestra of fifty men
in five selections. Other artists who appeared

included Dan Beddoe, Robert Alter, Queen City

and Lyric Male Quartets, the Selinsky Quintet,

Western and Southern orchestra, Milnor Instru-

mental Trio, and Harry Lange and Keefer-

Kocher orchestras.

Crowds of notables in the radio industry and
trade were present at the studios. Scores of

telegrams and messages of congratulation were
received during the evening. The station is

using 1,500 watts until permission is granted by
Washington to increase the power further.

Firm of Al Finger Chartered

The firm of Al Finger, Brooklyn, N. Y., was
recently incorporated at Albany to manufacture

radio sets, with a capital stock of $10,000. The
incorporators are S. Finger, S. Saltzman and J.

Morgan.

ACME BATTERY CHARGERS
1925 Closed Models

Type AB-120
A charger for both A and B Batteries.

Charges "A" battery 2.5 ampere rate. No
fussing when charging 100 volt "B" battery,
lead or Edison—in series—at 100-250 milli-
ampere rate.

This is the type of charger that is demanded
by owners of the better receiving sets.

Price—2.5 amp. size (minus bulb), $16.50.
Bulb—$4.00. Liberal discounts.

Also made in 6 amp. size with or without
meter.

Sell Acmes for sati~fact"on and profits.

Distributors wanted. Write for our proposition.

The Acme Electric G Mfg. Co.
1350 Hamilton Ave Cleveland, Ohio
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LATHAM
Safeguard Your Reputation

and Investment

The past season has brought forth a multitude of radio

receivers and accessories; some good and some not so good.

You are constantly being called upon to stock and use your
influence to introduce to the public these new items. Per-

haps your past experience has been of sufficient value to

enable you to tell the good from the bad. However, the best

judgment of all of us is none too good at times.

Our five years experience in the radio business has

lead us to the definite decision that concentration of sales

effort on a limited number of representative lines nationally

advertised and judiciously distributed through representative

dealers of the better class is the proper policy to pursue.

Radio Corporation of America

Atwater Kent Manufacturing Company
Freed-Eisemann Radio Corporation

Pooley-Atwater Kent Combination

Can there be any question in the mind of the retail dealer

as regards the outstanding display of activity which has

featured the above lines this season?

Can there be any question that each of these lines repre-

sents the best the market affords in their respective field?

Can there be any doubt but that these lines represent a

sufficient assortment to meet the demand of the most dis-

criminating purchaser?

Should there be any doubt in the mind of the dealer as

to which lines to handle?

Concentrate your purchases of radio receivers with one

representative distributor and' avail yourself of the whole-

hearted support and service which must be the result and

appreciation of such concentration.

Complete information, literature, window display ma-
terial and other sales helps pertaining to the above lines

are yours for the asking.

E. B. LATHAM & CO.
550 Pearl Street New York, N. Y.

Radiola Super VIII

Atwater Kent Model 20 De Luxe

Freed-Eisemann Model NR-20 equipped with

FE-150 Console

NEW YORK
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Short Terms and Cash Feature Sales

Throughout the Cincinnati Territory

Healthy Tone of Business Cause for Much Optimism—Radio Aids Record Sales—Ohio Dealers'

Meeting—Intense Local Interest in Brunswick Radio Music Memory Contest—Other News

Cincinnati, 0., February 2.—Sellers of talking

machines report satisfactory business for the

past month, with a much better volume of sales

than was expected. One gratifying feature of

business is this: The number of requests for

long deferment of credits is getting less, and
the number who buy for spot cash or on short

time is growing. It is thought that dealers who
try to shorten up their credit periods can do

so to a very great extent if they will go about

the matter in the right way. Money is more
plentiful than it ever was before.

Those who sell talking machines differ in

their opinions as to whether radio is hurting

their business. Some claim that it is reducing

the amount of money spent for machines and

records, but those who have gone deep into

the matter think otherwise. In the first place,

these state, the combination radio-talking ma-
chine is increasing receipts for initial outfits,

and, in the second place, it is helping to sell

phonograph records for the talking machine

side of their outfits. "People hear a piece of

music they like over the radio, and as they

cannot pick it up again at will they buy a

record of it, so they can play it on the ma-
chine when they want to do so," argued one

dealer.

Radio Aiding Gennett Record Sales

C. D. Wickermeyer, of the Richmond, Ind.,

establishment of the Starr Piano Co., which is

now producing Gennett records in three labora-

tories, who was recently in Cincinnati, attend-

ing to matters in connection with the new re-

cording laboratory here, does not think that the

radio is going to do the talking machine busi-

ness any harm. In an interview he stated that

instead of hurting the sale of records the radio

is promoting them, through advertising them.

As an example of the benefit of radio publicity

he pointed to the Gennett record, "It Ain't

Gwine to Rain No Mo'," produced by Wendall
Hall. "The great publicity acquired by that

record through being broadcast caused it to be-

come a top-notch seller," stated Mr. Wicker-

meyer, "and many other records have gained

popularity in the same way."

The Cincinnati Gennett laboratory is now
running "full blast," most of the records being

catalog numbers, but some of them being per-

sonal ones. Cincinnatians are quite proud of

the fact that it now is a "record-producing"

city, regarding this as a great addition to its

musical laurels. On January 20 records were

made by the Hotel Sinton Orchestra, under the

leadership of Mr. Lange, who for three years

was pianist for the Paul Whiteman Orchestra.

W. M. Purnell is in charge of this laboratory,

which is located on the fourth floor of the Stan
Piano Co.'s building at 27 West Fourth street.

Ohio Dealers' Meeting
Dealers in talking machines are extremely

hopeful that the recent meeting of the Ohio
Music Merchants' Association, complete details

of which appear elsewhere in this issue, will

bring about a decided betterment in merchan-
dising conditions. Otto Grau, of the Grau
Piano Co., presided at the gathering. Wm. J.

Beckel, manager of the Grau phonograph de-

partment, was also present.

Brunswick Music Memory Contest Scores

Cincinnatians are very much interested in the

"Music Memory Contest" which the Brunswick-

Balke-Collender Co. announced in full-page

newspaper advertisements, and which started

February 3. This is a unique method of tying

up talking machines and talking machine rec-

ords with radio and combination instruments.

Every Tuesday night during February and suc-

ceeding months there will be broadcast from
stations WJZ, WRC and WGY selections by
Brunswick artists of the New Hall of Fame.
Persons who identify selections and artists will

be given prizes, the first prize being $1,000, with

intermediate rewards down to $50, there being

forty in the latter class. Contest blanks, it is

announced, may be secured from Brunswick

dealers.

E. P. Cooper a Busy Retailer

Edw. P. Cooper, proprietor of a prosperous

talking machine store at 810 Madison avenue,

Covington, Ky., which is regarded as a part of

Greater Cincinnati, stated that during the holi-

days his sale of phonographs was about the

same as his sale of radio, but now the radio is

moving a little faster than the phonograph.

Mr. Cooper's store is a very live one, undoubt-

edly due to the fact that he is a "live wire"

himself. When asked how he stimulates his

business and keeps it so "pepped up," he said:

"We keep music before the people all the time.

If there is a fair or any other public gathering

of that nature, we always offer the use of one

of our talking machines, and we see that it is

kept busy."

Reverting to the subject of radio, Mr. Cooper
said: "There is no doubt in my mind that radio

materially increases the sale of talking machine
records. For instance, we have a local broad-

casting team called 'The Doherty Melody Boys,'

who have made a great hit. Lots of radio fans

after hearing them come in and buy records

of pieces they have broadcast. This is fine

advertising for us, and it does not cost a cent."

When asked about general business conditions

he said that they have been improving right

along. "In the last four months of 1924," he

stated, "we sold more expensive talking ma-
chines than we ever sold before in a like period

of time."

Udell Works Bring Out
Radio Speaker Consoles

Two New Types Introduced Either in Two-
tone Walnut or Mahogany Finish

The Udell Works, of Indianapolis, manufac-
turer of furniture and cabinets for the music

trade, has announced a line of console loud-

speaker tables for the music dealers. Two
styles have been placed on the market at the

present time in either two-tone walnut or ma-
hogany and are of the following specifications.

The No. 731, which is a combination table

with loud speaker enclosed, is twenty-nine

inches high, eighteen inches deep and thirty-

eight inches wide, with space in the rear for

batteries and a rounded space in the front of

the cabinet to allow the party to sit in front of

the set with comfort and tune the receiver. The
No. 732 has the same dimensions but is of

different style, having a different type horn and
a drawer in which to place the phones, plugs, etc.

Freed-Eisemann Set in

Erin Tunes in on U. S.

A prize for the greatest long distance recep-

tion in a program from Station KDKA, under

the auspices of the C. A. Verner Co., was
awarded to Mrs. W. E. Hickie, of Kerry, Ire-

land. Mrs. Hickie listens in regularly on

American stations, using a Freed-Eisemann re-

ceiver with five tubes.

Amsterdam Firm Remodels

The music store of Alonzo Wilkes, Amster-
dam, N. Y., recently was completely redeco-

rated and remodeled. The record racks were

moved to the front of the store and the for-

eign record business, which has grown consider-

ably, has been relegated to a special depart-

ment.

The talking machine section of the Stone &
Thomas department store, Wheeling, W. Va.,

was discontinued on January 17, and the entire

stock of Victrolas and records purchased by the

Burkham & Stamm Co., of that city.

STYLUS BARS

OKfcfvReconis
give you greater sales because

Everything essential for the best music has been put into their

recordings.

Dance and vocal hits are anticipated and ready when the big

demand comes.

Backing every Okeh and Odeon record is the good-will of a large

buying public.

We want new and enthusiastic dealers

Tie up with our proposition and see

what a record-breaking business is like

Wholesale Phonograph Division

STERLING ROLL and RECORD CO.
137 West 4th Street CINCINNATI, OHIO

Stylus Bar & Mfg. Co.

Clague Rd.

North Olmsted . ... OHIO
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oldMed
five—sixty

RADIO RECEIVER.

5-tube Tuned Radio Frequency

Tlie Gold Medal "Five-Sixty" is

a five tube radio receiver em-

ploying 2 stages of tuned radio,

detector and 2 stages of audio

frequency. It is scientifically

built, eacb part being thor-

ougbly tested individually be-

fore assembling, and under-

going as a second test, a rigid

examination as a complete unit.

Tbe "Five-Sixty" is supersensi-

tive and tunes out local broad-

casting so tbat distant stations

come in loud and clear. Once
logged, tbese stations come in at

the same place on the dials, day
in and day out, without fail.

The Gold Medal Receiver is

guaranteed to perform perfectly

for one year, providing the man-
ufacturer's seal is unbroken.

Regular Phonograph Trade Discount

DISTRIBUTORS — TERRITORIES NOW BEING
SUBDIVIDED TOACCOMMODATE MUSICTRADE
DISTRIBUTORS. COMMUNICATE WITH US AT
ONCE. YOUR TERRITORY MAY BE OPEN.

Manufactured and Guaranteed by the

GoldMedalRadioCorp.
22 East 21st Street New York, N. Y.

1
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A. M. Nicolson Heads
Grimes Research Staff

Former Research Engineer of Western Electric

Co. Takes Charge of Important David

Grimes, Inc., Radio Research Activities

David Grimes, Inc., New York City, man-
ufacturer of the Grimes Inverse Duplex radio

receiving sets and other electrical devices, an-

nounced the acquisition of Alexander McLean
Nicolson as head of its research laboratories.

Mr. Nicolson was formerly research engineer of

the Western Electric Co. and he will direct all

of such activities in the Grimes organization.

Mr. Nicolson is a man of exceptional quali-

fications. He is a graduate of colleges both

here and abroad, including the School of Ap-
plied Science of Harvard University, a Char-

tered Electrical Engineer of London and a

member of the Institute of Electrical Engineers

and the American Physical Society. Besides his

activities in the scientific and commercial
world Mr. Nicolson is an educator and is well

known for his lectures before scientific societies

and universities on the Piezo-electric effect

which was the result of his war work and dis-

coveries in that field.

His research and development of Thermionics
(radio tubes) is a department in which he has

many patents. In this particular phase of radio

development he undoubtedly will bring to the

Grimes organization some important contribu-

tions.

Mr. Nicolson predicts many changes in the

present radio art and the improvements and
perfections that his organization will work out

will undoubtedly add materially to the wide-

spread acceptance of radio in all its phases. In

the Grimes organization he will have excep-

tional laboratory facilities and a substantial ap-

propriation to carry out his ideas which in

their present form have already proved most
feasible.

Records by Highlanders

Made for Okeh Library

Twelve Records Made by Scotch Highlanders

Band at St. Petersburg, Fla.—Long Trip to

Make Recordings More Than Justified.

St. Petersburg, Fla., February 7.—The series of

twelve records which were made by the Royal

Scotch Highlanders band for the General Pho-
nograph Co. to be released under the Okeh label

were completed recently. R. S. Peer, director

of recording for the General Phonograph Corp.,

and C. L. Hibbard supervised the making of

the records, which included "Joy to the World,"

"Songs of Scotland," "Coconut Dance," "Vir-

ginia Skedaddle," "Divertissement Espagnol,"

"La Paloma," "Old Timers' Waltz," "The
Nightingale-and the Frogs," "Woodlark, Cuckoo
and Frog," "Forget Me Not," "The Sunny
South" and "The Glad Girl."

Mr. Peer and Mr. Hibbard expressed them-

selves as delighted with the manner in which
the recording progressed. This is the furthest

that an Okeh recording crew has traveled from
New York, but the trip has already been jus-

tified, according to Mr. Hibbard, who stated

that the sale of the records just made will de-

termine whether or not more records will be

made by the Scotch Highlanders Band.

Burdine's T. M. Dept. Opened
Miami, Fla., February 5.—The talking machine

department of Burdine's department store was
formally opened recently with appropriate cere-

monies. Jan Garber's Orchestra, recording art-

ists, which is playing the season at Coral Gables,

played selections which they had recorded and
which were enthusiastically received. The de-

partment is attractively decorated in a home
atmosphere with soft rugs and candle bracket

lights and neat cabinets. A complete line of

talking machines and radio is carried.

Liberty Electric Corp.
Appoints Gotham Jobbers

Silas E. Pearsall to Cover Music Trade and
H. B. Shontz, Electrical Dealers, in Interest

of Battery Chargers and Other Products

The Liberty Electric Corp., 342 Madison ave-

nue, New York City, manufacturer of the Ful-

Wave battery charger and other electrical

products, has appointed H. B. Shontz, 161 West
Sixty-fourth street, New York City, as its dis-

tributor for the electrical trade, and Silas E.

Pearsall, the well-known talking machine job-

ber, as distributor for the music trade.

The Ful-Wave battery chargers have been

sold to consumers through retailers for several

months past and have given the utmost satis-

faction. The product is to be given a further

introduction not only through additional retail

outlets, but its popularity is to be supplemented

by a newspaper advertising campaign.

H. B. Shontz, one of the distributors for the

Ful-Wave battery charger, is not only widely

known as an electrical distributor, but his name
is quite familiar to many radio enthusiasts

through the fact that he gives talks twice

weekly on battery chargers to radio owners

through station WHN, New York.

The Ful-Wave battery charger is made in two
models of both "A" and "B" batteries. The
"A" battery is also available for the use of

charging automotive batteries of six volts. In

the latter it is not necessary to remove the bat-

tery from the car, the charger is simply placed

upon the running board -and the terminals are

hooked up to the battery terminals as in charg-

ing a radio "A" battery.

Before presenting the Ful-Wave battery

charger to the public the manufacturers tested

it thoroughly. Each charger goes through a se-

ries of inspections and is sealed at the factory

and is accompanied to the consumer by guar-

antee.

"NewYorlcs Loading 'Radio House

THE SYMBOL OF SERVICE

Distributors for:

Alden Mfg. Co.

("Na-ald")

Allen Bradley Electric

Co.
American Transformer

Co.

L. S. Brach
Cornish Wire Co.

Crosley Radio Corp.

Chaslyn Co.

Como Apparatus Co.

Daven Radio
Diamond State Fibre

Dubilier Cond. & Radio
Corp.

Eby Mfg. Co.

General Radio
Jewell Elect. Instrument

Colin B. Kennedy
King Electric

Lopez Low-Loss Tuner
Manhattan Electric Sup-

ply Co.

Mitchell-Rand
R. Mitchell & Co. ("Se-

ar-de")

Mueller Electric

Multiple Electrical

Products

National Carbon (E. R.

Batt)

Pacent Electric

Premier Electric

Radio Corp. of America
Sterling Mfg. Co.

Testrite Inst. Co.

U. S. Tool Co., Inc.

Ward-Leonard
Western Electric Co.

Weston Electrical Inst.

Service—Aids Success
The success of your business depends to great extent on
the kind of service you receive from your jobber. Just as

in your own trade, your reputation and prestige is built

only by the service you give your customers.

The success we have achieved is largely based, we be-

lieve, on a policy which we intend to maintain and still

further develop. It is Service, Real Service for the Dealer.

The success of our business depends on our Dealer Ser-

vice, the success of your trade is a real jobber service and
the service you offer your prospective customers.

Let's all work together and help attain that high stand-

ard of real success. Write us and become acquainted with
our Service.

Wholesale Distributors only

CONTINENTAL RADIO & ELECTRIC CORPN.
Fifteen Warren Street New York, U. S. A.

2096-Q
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Cleveland Trade Making Plans for a

Year of Energetic Promotion of Sales

Northern Ohio Music Merchants' Association Changes Name to the Music Club and Enlarges

Membership Scope—Columbia Sales Representatives Meet—Other Important Activities

Cleveland, O., February 7.—With the first

month of 1925 passed, talking machine and-

radio interests in the Cleveland district are

about squared away for their drive for new
business this year. A considerable amount of

revamping of organizations, of establishments

and of methods has been planned during the

last few weeks.

Merchants' Association Now "Music Club"

An important step has been taken with the

January meet of what was the Northern Ohio

Music Merchants' Association. By common
consent of members from all branches of the

trade the name of the Association has been

changed to the Music Club. Instead of monthly

business meetings, social gatherings, at noon,

will be held twice a month, the first of these

being early in February. The aim of the Club

will be to spread the propaganda of music.

Dan E. Baumbaugh, May Co. talking machine

department manager, was re-elected president

of the reorganized body. Vice-presidents are

M. O. Mattlin, Knabe Warerooms; I. H. Bue-

scher, the Buescher Co. Grant Smith, Ohio

Musical Sales Co., is treasurer, and Rexford C.

Hyre, secretary. Directors for one year include

R. L. White, White Music Co.; R. E. Taylor,

Starr Piano Co.; W. G. Bowie, Dreher Piano

Co.; Arthur Leopold, Leopold Furniture Co.;

K. C. Staley, Wickens Co.; for two years, Elsie

Baer, M. O'Neil Co.; O. C. Muehlhauser, Muehl-

hauser Bros. Piano Co.; H. Kellogg Day, Day's

Music House; Louis Meier, the L. Meier & Sons-

Co.; Helen F. Liddicoat, the Buescher Co.

New Brunswick Accounts

In connection with the development of .adio

in the retail field, the opening of the Bruns-

wick department at the Knabe Warerooms and

Ampico Studios, one of the leading piano estab-

lishments on Piano Row, is significant. In the

case of the Knabe the entire first floor and win-

dows were given over to the showing during

opening week. Another entry into the Bruns-

wick division is the Flanagan Furniture Co.,

Rochester, which likewise takes on the entire

line of both phonographs and Radiolas.

Cleveland T. M. Co. Remodeling

Carrying out still further its thought for

dealer aid, the Cleveland Talking Machine Co.

is completing the remodeling of its entire es-

tablishment. Greater efficiency in department

operation will be the immediate result. More
important, however, is the plan for special

showrooms, wherein every Victor model will

be displayed all the time.

Publicity Through Unusual Truck

Among the individual efforts to attract public

attention the effort of the L. Meier & Sons Co.,

Victor dealer, appears unusually worth while.

L. Meier & Sons' New Truck

It may be remembered that Louis Meier, head

of this firm, was the originator of the Victrola

truck. Comes now a second truck, of more
modest proportions, this time in white and gold,

and similarly equipped as was the first one.

The giant Victrola cabinet, especially designed

for this purpose, will hold the largest Victrola

made.
Columbia Representatives Meet

The annual meeting of sales representatives

covering the respective territories of the Cleve-

land Columbia branch was conducted by S. S.

Larmon, Columbia branch manager. Represent-

atives came from Detroit, Buffalo, Toledo, Co-

lumbus and Cleveland. Reports of the mem-
bers indicated that the Master Works Series of

records is one of the most important business

building features that Columbia has yet devel-

oped. So keen is the interest of dealer and dis-

tributor alike in these records that a friendly

sales contest to last through February has been

staged, in which the Columbia representatives

will take part.

Important Personnel Changes
Among the changes in personnel announced

by leading factors in this territory is the ap-

pointment of W. H. Gobeille to the Cleveland

Columbia branch, of which S. S. Larmon is

manager. Mr. Gobeille takes the place vacated

by Dan Des Foldes, who has assumed manage-
ment of the Columbia foreign record depart-

ment in New York. Paul Coleman takes charge

of the Columbia record department here, com-
ing from Detroit. L. J. Comer, who has been

in charge at Toledo, takes over the Buffalo dis-

trict. Fred W. Gumaer has been appointed by

Manager Larmon to the Toledo district.

Changes at Brunswick headquarters include

the appointment of G. M. Jensen to the Roch
ester field; H. J. Hemingway to cover towns
about Cleveland; C. W. Markham as special

representative working out of Cleveland.

Edison Tone-Tests Score

So successful has the tone-test program de-

veloped by the Phonograph Co., Edison dis-

tributor, proved during January in the Cleve-

land district that it will be repeated during Feb-

ruary in the Cincinnati territory. This is the

decision of both Edison dealers and the Pho-

nograph Co. executives, following the enthu-

siasm expressed by audiences who have at-

tended these events in this district during the

month. No less, however, is the enthusiasm of

the dealer element. The event was booked by

two dealers in Cleveland and by Edison retail-

ers in Willoughby, Bedford, Painesville, Barber-

ton, Canton, Massillon, Alliance, Chagrin Falls,

Elyria, Lorain, Sandusky, Port Clinton, Genoa,

Elmore, Kenton, Kent, Greenville, Pa., and

Grove City, Pa.

Another reflection of the increased interest

in the music itself that is made possible with

the phonograph is shown in the increase in

January Edison record business over similar

first-month-of-the-year business. Demand has

surpassed all previous January demands, ac-

cording to E. S. Hershberger, secretary, and

much of this is coming from established trade

Stores Open Evenings Get Business

Reports gleaned by the Cleveland Columbia

branch executives here on the value of keeping

stores open evenings include results by F. S.

Weigand, Barberton, and Joseph Axlerod, Can-

ton. Both decided to keep their stores open

evenings. At Weigand's, on the first night, $26

woith of records was sold to one customer

alone, and another customer bought $18 worth

of records. At Axlerod's one customer bought

$22 worth of records. Locally the L. Meier &
Sons Co. is keeping open evenings and getting

new machine and record business.

Cheney Sales Co. Sleeper Distributor

Another step forward in radio develops this

month with the acquisition of the Sleeper-Mon-

otrol line by the Cheney Phonograph Sales Co.,

which will have exclusive distribution in Ohio.

During the last two weeks a combined advertis-

ing campaign, in which dealers established since

the first of the year figured, was used by the

Cheney to herald the introduction of the new
line, and this will be followed consistently

through the year as other dealers are added.

Co-operation on the part of the manufacturer

and the Cheney Phonograph Sales Co. will

prove of value to the trade. Full-page adver

tising in newspapers serving this territory and

the establishment of a permanent service de-

partment are part of the program. The former

will use the names of dealers, twenty-five al-

ready having been appointed in this district,

and the latter will be available to dealers in

every detail, even to following the sale into the

home of the consumer if need be.

Brunswick Music Memory Contest

Brunswick dealers, through the Cleveland

headquarters territory, will probably be able to

create more new business through the Bruns-

wick Hour of Music contest than through any

other medium yet created for their benefit. This

is the opinion of executives at Cleveland head-

quarters, following the heavy ordering of con-

test blanks and records by artists who will do

the broadcasting. Locally, and throughout the

Cleveland territory, Brunswick dealers had pre-

pared to entertain large numbers in every estab-

lishment.

Dulce-Tone Links the Talking Machine's

Faithful Reproduction to Radio

EVERY part of the talking machine which contrib-

utes to faithful, clear, undistorted reproduction in

playing records is utilized in Dulce-Tone radio reception.

No parts are removed. From tip of needle to mouth of

horn, the original "balance" is maintained.

Dulce-Tone is the ideal link between the talking

machine business and the rapidly expanding profits of

radio. A large volume of Dulce-Tone sales is easily

attained. Price complete with phone cord $10.00 (in

Canada, $14.00).

THE TEAGLE COMPANY, 1125 Oregon Ave., Cleveland, Ohio
Canadian Distributor: The Otto Higel Co., Ltd., Toronto
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Quality is quickly recognized
One woman telegraphed her order when

this advertisement appeared
SHE wanted four of the Columbia Masterworks
Sets. Another customer bought $56 worth of

these famous records from a Columbia Dealer.
Another $70. Reports like these show how eager
the lovers of the symphony type of music are
to get the Columbia Fine Art Series of Musical
Masterworks in album sets.

Have you heard these records or sent for
information regarding them? If you haven't,
you should do so at once. The sooner you stock
and push the Columbia Masterworks Sets the
sooner you will realize what wonderful sales-

makers they are. Where you formerly sold one
classical record, you will sell from three to five

easily. New and profitable customers will be
coming to your store.

Write or wire today for information. Better
still, go to the nearest Columbia distributor and
hear these records. See how attractively they
are assembled in album sets. Effective sales aids
are available. Columbia Phonograph Co., 1819
Broadway, New York.

Fine Art Series of Musical Masterworks
SYMPHONIES

Masterworks Set No. 1

BEETHOVEN—SEVENTH SYMPHONY
By Felix Weingartner and London Symphony Orchestra. In
nine parts—five double disc records. Complete with permanent
record album—$8.75.

Masterworks Set No. 2
BEETHOVEN—EIGHTH SYMPHONY

By Felix Weingartner and London Symphony Orchestra. In
seven parts—four double disc records. Complete with perma-
nent record album—$7.00.

Masterworks Set No. 3

DVORAK—SYMPHONY "FROM THE NEW WORLD"
By Halle Orchestra, conducted by Hamilton Harty. In ten
parts—five double disc records. Complete with permanent
record album—$8.75.

Masterworks Set No. 4

MOZART—SYMPHONY IN E FLAT, NO. 39
By Felix Weingartner and London Symphony Orchestra. In
six parts—three double disc records. Complete with perma-
nent record album—$5.25.

Masterworks Set No. 5

TSCHAIKOWSKY—SIXTH SYMPHONY (PATHETIQUE)
By Sir Henry J. Wood and New Queen's Hall Orchestra. In
eight parts—four double disc records. Complete with perma-
nent record album—$7.00.

CHAMBER MUSIC

Masterworks Set No. 6
BEETHOVEN—QUARTET IN C SHARP, OPUS 131. By Lener

String Quartet, of Budapest. In ten parts—five double disc
records. Complete with permanent record album—$8.75.

Masterworks Set No. 1

HAYDN—QUARTET IN D MAJOR, OPUS 76, NO. 5. By
Lener String Quartet, of Budapest. In six parts—three double
disc records. Complete with permanent record album—$5.25.

Masterworks Set No. 8
MOZART—QUARTET IN C MAJOR, OPUS 465. By Lener

String Quartet, of Budapest. In eight parts—four double disc
records. Complete with permanent record album—$7.00.

MISCELLANEOUS RECORDS OF CHAMBER MUSIC AND OPERA

TIME JlRT SERIES OF MUSICAL MSISTER.WORKS

Complete symphonies and chamber
music works made by world-famous

musicians of Europe
Columbia Album Sets of imported recordings

and Dvorak.
Columbia by o

the fim time are offered com-
iings of the great symphonies
ven. Monrt. Tiehaikowsky

They were recorded for

: London Symphony
Orchestra, under Feli* Weingattr.er.
New Queen'* Hill Orchcv.ra. under
S.r Henry Wood. Halle OrchcMra, under
Hamilton Harty.

These immortal works arc superbly
interpreted and given in beautiful com*
pteieness. Nothing necessary to carry
out the musical thought of the composer
has been cut from a single score. And

Beethoven—Quartet in

sharp Minor, opus i 3

1

Br Lener String Quarter, of Bm
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orchestra. Woodwinds, itnngs, brasses
and percussion instruments blend into a
harmonious whole, but the characteristic

quality of each is reproduced with
remarkable fidelity.

Musical experts who have listened to

these London recordings arc most enthu-
siastic in their praise. Never, they say.
have they heard phonograph music to

If you are fond of good munc, you will
find your favorite symphonies among
the ones listed here. There is the beau-
tiful "Patlictiquc" of Tschaikowsky. the
popular "New World." and Beethoven's
glorious "Seventh." In addition, there
are complete recordings of ihre

t

1 by .

mbcr

DVORAK— SYMPH
THE NEW WOR
Br HtlU Onhritn

\ i vrtth recoiJ album—U.TS

MOZART— SYMPHONY IN E FLAT.
NO. 39

Br F.hi^Wr.ntt.tB,, aaj London Srm

SIXTH SYMPHONY (Pathenquc)
Br S,r Hemr /. Wood ind New Ouee

Hill Orrfteitrj.

In eiiht pam-laur doubt, disc

Columbia
will supply
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I
r, j Lie re these

through
uie nearest dealer U*« the coupon
below for free booklet. "The New Co-
umbia Fine An Series of Musical Mas-
rworks." which tells you all about
em. Columbia Phonograph Company.

819 Broadway. New York.

If Columbia
PHONOGRAPHS AND MEW PROCESS RECORDS

Columbia
PHONOGRAPHS AND NEW PROCESS RECORDS
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Farrand

Jingle*N I N E"

In APPRECIATION
and in

APOLOGY

Cf^Z^E great, nationwide response to the

\Ls presentation of the Farrand-Godley

Single Nine, is a source of much gratifica-

tion to us. Our inability to meet this de-

mand to date, is cause for keen regret and

sincere apology. However, with a product

so wholly identified with quality, it is

but natural that its early production be

limited.

In voicing our thanks to those many

hundreds of dealers and distributors for

the interest already shown, we desire,

likewise, to convey our assurance that new

selling territories will be opened as rapidly

as increased production permits. Just as

soon as this condition arrives, you will be

notified accordingly. Meanwhile, we ask

your further indulgence.

FARRAND MANUFACTURING CO.
Incorporated

28 South Sixth Street Newark, N. J.

List Price . . $195

In Table Cabinet 235

In De Luxe Cabinet 375
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cRapidly Increasing

Production to SMeet an

Overwhelming 'Demand

C~7(\ ^E are now rapidly opening up new

\jL/ selling territories for the Farrand-

Godley Speaker— its production being far

more flexible than that of the Receiver

—

and soon will be able to cope with a de-

mand which has been nothing short of

overwhelming.

We ask both dealer and distributor to

bear with us a short while longer, assur-

ing them of adequate future production

to meet their every need.

While it is our purpose to maintain

our original sales policy—Farrand repre-

sentation to embrace both the Receiver and

the Speaker— present inequality of pro-

duction obliges us to supply Farrand-

Godley Speakers independently, until Re-

ceiver production is further increased.

FARRAND MANUFACTURING CO.
Incorporated

28 South Sixth Street Newark, N. J.

LIST PRICE

Farrand

SPEAKER

m -
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THE INSTRUMENT OF QUALITY

onorj
CLEAR AS A DELL

Sonora dealers have the right mer-

chandise at the right prices to meet

the largest demand. Whether it be

phonograph or radio - phonograph,

there is a Sonora model to exactly

meet your customers' tastes and
pocketbooks. A few outstanding

Sonora values are shown below. Let

us tell you more about the Sonora

line. Write today.

Sonoradio
242

$235-

Serenade I

$150

Sonoradio
241

$475

Queen Anne

$250

SONORA PHONOGRAPH
COMPANY, INC.

279 Broadway New York City
Makers of Sonora Phonographs, Sonora Radio

Speakers, Reproducers and Sonoradios.

Sonoradio 242, manufactured by an authorized
sub-licensee of Independent Radio Manufacturers,
incorporated under Hazeltine Neutrodyne Patents
No. 1,450,080 dated March 27, 1923, and No
1,489,228, dated April 1, 1924, and other patents
pending.

Export and Canadian Distributor:

C. A. RICHARDS, Inc.

New York City

Important Trade Activities Feature the

Month in the San Francisco Territory
Sherman, Clay & Co. Re-elect Officers at Annual Meeting of Stockholders—Carrying Charge

Plan of Music Trades Association of Northern California to Replace Interest Adopted by Trade

San Francisco, Cal., February 5.—The month

of January in this territory was satisfactory

to dealers, with radio receivers being just as

much in demand as they were the previous

month. Records are selling in good quantities.

There are also good indications of better de-

mand for talking machines. Many dealers at-

tribute this to the influence of the radio, people

desiring to have in their possession records of

the selections which please them when heard

via the air route.

Sherman-Clay Officers Re-elected

The annual meeting of the stockholders of

Sherman, Clay & Co. was held on January 20.

Although no report of the company's opera-

tions for the past year was given, it was un-

derstood that another year of great success

has been added to the company's fine record.

The present board of directors was re-elected

and they in turn re-elected all the officers.

They are: Leander S. Sherman, chairman of

the board of directors; Philip T. Clay, presi-

dent; Fred R. Sherman, vice-president; F. W.
Stephenson, secretary; Andrew G. McCarthy,

treasurer. The foregoing officers, with Mrs.

A. L. Clay and H. L. Crawford, form the board

of directors.

Dealers Adopt Carrying Charge Plan

The report, recently submitted by a com-
mittee of the Music Trades Association of Nor-

thern California, recommending a carrying

charge instead of interest, has been unani-

mously adopted. This action was taken only

after one hundred dealers, in central and nor-

thern California, had written to headquarters

of the Association to endorse the change. Shir-

ley Walker, president, speaking of the change,

said that the Association is now preparing to

send out printed sheets giving directions to

the dealers on how to use the carrying charge

system properly. These sheets explain tersely

how the carrying charge is to be added where
payments are deferred on the sale of phono-

graphs, radio, band and orchestra instruments.

The scale is given and an illustration of a sale

on a carrying charge plan is shown: "A cus-

tomer buys a talking machine on ten months'

time for $150, paying $30 down—the balance

remaining is $120. The carrying charge for

ten months' contract is five per cent, or $6, mak-
ing a total of $126. The salesman makes out

the contract for a total of $156, the down pay-

ment to be $30, and the balance at $12.60 per

month for ten months."

Use Records to Entertain Radio Fans
In its broadcasting station KFUL uses Vo-

calion records and a Cheney phonograph, the

program being arranged by the Munson-Rayner
Corp., distributor of Vocalion records for this

territory. The officials of the station have

received hundreds of letters from talking ma-
chine and radio dealers who tell how the plan

is proving of great assistance to them. Hitherto

the hours from 9 to 11:30 a. m. have had noth-

ing on the air and dealers had been unable to

make test installations or give demonstrations.

The new station makes the mechanics and radio

experts who install sets for music houses and
other dealers able to work during normal
hours. This station is conducted by the Wil-
lard Storage Battery Co. and is on the air

during the morning hours. It depends entirely

on phonograph records for its entertainment.

Emporium Reports Good Business

A special drive sale of talking machines was
held recently at the Emporium under the direc-

tion of manager Charles Mauzy and was most
successful. Twelve salesmen were added to the

regular staff and even with this augmented
sales force it was with difficulty that the trade

was handled. Commenting on the results of

the drive, Mr, Mauzy states that people have

not lost interest in talking machines, but it is

noticeable that the expensive models are not

selling as freely as formerly. He also adds that

the record business is continuing in splendid

shape.

Kennedy Line Proves Popular

Although the Munson-Rayner Corp. has han-

dled radio for but a few months, this depart-

ment has grown steadily and is now ahead of

some of the old established lines and is pro-

gressing steadily. The Kennedy line is proving

especially popular with model No. 5 in most
demand. L. E. Grogan, formerly manager of

the radio department of the Kimball-Upsam
Co., of Sacramento, recently joined the staff

of the Munson-Rayner Corp. He has had sev-

eral years experience in the radio trade, which
the San Francisco dealers should find valuable.

Safeguard Legislative Interests

The usual crop of bills, aimed at the instal-

ment houses of the State, is understood to be

all ready for presentation to the legislators at

Sacramento. Dealers individually seldom have
time to watch over their own legislative inter-

ests, and here is where team association work
is able to head off trouble for dealers. A direc-

tors' meeting of the Music Trades Association

of Northern California was held last Tuesday,

and there was discussion of a number of bills

coming up in the legislature. Speaking after

the meeting of«Sts results, Shirley Walker, pres-

ident of the Music Trades Association of North-
ern California, said that the Association is

following the matter closely and its representa-

tives will be in Sacramento, when their presence

is needed, later in the Spring.

T. Kennedy, Jr., Promoted

Thomas Kennedy, Jr., who recently joined

the staff of the Eagle Radio Co., Newark, N. J.,

has been advanced to assistant to Albert B.

Ayers, sales manager of the company. Besides

his special qualifications in the sales field Mr.

Kennedy is an expert in radio, which naturally

adds to his value in his new activities.

Files Bankruptcy Petition

The Good Luck Talking Machine Co., New-

York, recently filed a petition in bankruptcy,

with liabilities of $5,473 and assets of approxi-

mately $3,050.

100%
of the firms who tryout

COHOES
(pronounced ko-hose)

RECORD
CARRVBA.GS
become Regular Users
B@€@M§@ the flap latch
and Carry feature are

EFFECTIVE

Cohoes Envelope Co., Inc.

Sales Office

N. Y. and Vicinity

342 MADISON AVE.

Home Office

and Factory

COHOES, N. Y.
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/\ New Audience

Numbering Millions

Awaits This New Set

Created by William H. Priess,

originator of the Reflex -

tern

The millions of opera goers,

concert enthusiasts and music
lovers who demand SUPER
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n„»o>e with concealed loop ^
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pT>iTr,sS dealer near ,«W*S^-^ New T.

PRIESS RAUi
484l

Telephone bprinfe

695 Broadway ONE OF A SERIES OF
CONSUMER ADVERTISEMENTS

NOW APPEARING

;iuaiiu our i/ii

ficiiuiiiwntc from RADIO
and will accept nothing else,

are the great, new, profitable

markets you can cultivate

and sell with the super

performance of this new set.

Table and console models

Dealers catering to a quality

clientele are invited to write

for further details.

PRIESS RADIO Inc.

695 Broadway, New York
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Encouraging Gains
in Milwaukee Field

Favorable Indications Create Optimism—Yahr

& Lange Add to Lines—Starr Headquarters

in Chicago Handling Local Territory

Milwaukee, Wis., February 7.—The talking

machine business has been quiet during Jan-

uary, although figures for the month will prob-

ably run even with or a little ahead of last year.

The first two weeks of the month were quiet,

but there was marked improvement during the

latter part of the month which both jobbers

and dealers found very encouraging. The rec-

ord business has been very active throughout

the month according to all reports.

"Business is as good as last January," stated

Fred E. Yahr, of Yahr & Lange, wholesalers for

Sonora in Wisconsin and Michigan. "While

talking machines are not as brisk as they might

be, the demand for radio is helping to swell the

volume of our music department for the-

month." The demand for both Sonora phono-

graphs and the Sonoradio is increasing.

Distributing True Blue Tubes

Upon his return from a trip to New York

during the first part of January, Mr. Yahr an-

nounced that Yahr & Lange had taken over

exclusive distribution of True Blue radio tubes

of the Brightson Laboratories, Inc., in Wiscon-

sin, Michigan and Illinois. By the end of Jan-

uary several thousand tubes had already been

sold, and had created a great deal of favorable

comment among the dealers.

The number of dealers to add radio is in-

creasing, according to Yahr & Lange. Among
the new accounts to handle the Ware line this

firm mentions the Record Service Shop, one of

the most prominent music shops of Sheboygan,

Wis., the Lyric Music Co. of Milwaukee, and

the Noll Piano Co., also Milwaukee, which has

taken on the Ware cabinet style radios.

De Forest Radio Sets in Demand
That the radio business has been quiet during

the month of January was reported by David

M. Kasson, manager of the Interstate Sales Co.,

which is controlled by the Badger Talking Ma-
chine Co. Mr. Kasson states that enough busi-

ness is coming in so that the month could not

be termed poor, but it has not been up to expec-

tations. The greatest demand has been for

De Forest sets, Mr. Kasson said. A recent

Milwaukee visitor who called at the office of the

Interstate Sales Co. was J. E. Dunham, recently

appointed De Forest representative in this ter-

ritory, who travels out of Chicago headquarters.

Business Can Be Secured, Says C. Lovejoy
"I have been getting business during the past

month, but I have had to work for it," declared

Carl Lovejoy, Brunswick representative. "It

has not been coming in as easily as it did dur-

ing the preceding few months. Some of the

retailers have been complaining about their end
of the business. During the last week of the

month I talked with a number of retailers, and

Henderson, Kentucky,
January 20, 1925.

The Oro-Tane Company,
Chicago, Illinois.

Gentlemen :

—

We want to acknowledge receipt of your
letter explaining the mode of recording on the record
plates with the #100 Oro-Tone recording, reproducing and
radio attachment and for the record you sent to us. Your
message on the record you sent to us is fine and has done us
a lot of good. In fact it is a living proof that the 3 in
1 Oro-Tone attachment will do all that is claimed for it.

Please mail us at once two hundred envelope
stuffers so we can send to every Edison owner a message
telling them what can be done with the Edison and the
Oro-Tone 3 in 1 attachment. We would also like to have
a matrix or electrotype of the attachment for newspaper
advertising

.

We can not tell you how delighted and how
much pleasure and fun this Oro-Tone reproducing attachment
is giving us. We thank you for the interest you have
taken in this small matter which shows that the Oro-Tone
Company are ace high and do back up their goods.

With our very best wishes, we are

n a j . • i n Very truly yours,
See Advertisement of J

the #100 on this page LEVY FURNITURE COMPANY

they state that there is no reason why business

should not be good. There has been so much
said about taxes and about the usual slump in

January, and it has an effect upon the salesman,

but the business is there if people go after it.

"Our business in Milwaukee has been mostly

in Brunswick-Radiolas and higher priced ma-

chines," he continued, "but out in the State

they are still selling Brunswick phonographs.

The Radiolas are selling too. The record busi-

ness has been very good during January be-

cause a number of very good selections have

come out during the month. Several of them

have been featured at local theatres, and that

has helped to move them. Tie-ups on the part

of Brunswick dealers by means of newspapei

advertising and window display cards helped

to make sales."

Visitors to Badger T. M. Co.

A number of visitors of interest to the trade

were in Milwaukee during the past month, and

called at the offices of the Badger Talking Ma-
chine Co., Victor jobber. C. L. Egner, man-
ager of the Victor traveling department, spent a

short time here. Walter Garlan, of the Victor

export department, passed through Milwaukee

on his way to Japan, where he will spend a year

in the interests of the company. H. C. Camp-
bell, formerly associated with the Victor jobber

in Japan, has now been made Wisconsin repre-

sentative for the Victor Co., according to the

local Victor jobbers. S. W. Goldsmith, vice-

president of the Badger Talking Machine Co.,

has left for Florida, where he will stay until

April. M. M. Kirschbaum, manager of Donald-

son's music department at Minneapolis, made a

short visit in Milwaukee. C. L. Spencer, of the

Pearsall Co. of New York, was another Jan-

uary visitor.

Local Starr Distribution From Chicago

. The Milwaukee office for the distribution of

Starr pianos and phonographs and Gennett rec-

ords in Milwaukee and Wisconsin has been

closed, and these lines are now being distrib-

uted out of Chicago, according to information

given out in Milwaukee. Alfred F. Keifer, who
has been in charge of the local office, is now
traveling for the company over a large territory

which includes all of Wisconsin and parts of

Michigan, Indiana, Illinois and Minnesota. He
is making his headquarters at his home in Mil-

waukee on Seventh street.

Good Zenith Publicity

Zenith radios received a great deal of favor-

able publicity in Milwaukee as a result of an

address made before a large dinner meeting of

the Izaak Walton League in this city by Capt.

Donald B. MacMillan, arctic explorer. On his

last trip to the polar region Capt. MacMillan

included a Zenith set in his equipment, and

many interesting experiments were made while

the expedition was near the pole. Capt. Mac-
Millan commented on the fact that reception

(Continued on page 75)

Records on the Edison—Plays All Records on the Edison
Makes the Edison
A Radio Loud
Speaker

No. 100 3-in-l

Edison Attachment

Order Sample on
30 Days' Approval

List Prices

Nickel $8.50
Gold or Ox $10.50

Complete outfit consists of
attachment, recording horn, re-

cording needle and one blank
record for recording.

THE ORO-TONE CO.
1000-1010 George St., Chicago, U.S.A.

Plays All Record* from 6 to 12 inch on the Edison
Producing Loud Rich Tone
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Withoul Accessories Without Accessories

Write today for
information and
literature regard-
ing distribution in

your territory, to

Standard Radio

Corporation,

41 Jackson Street,

Worcester, Mass.

Delighted owners of g'tanftarluitu' Radio Sets all over the country look forward every night to the

pleasure of listening to Far Distant Stations.

And they are never disappointed.

Ii>tani>ariujne Distance Performance is always dependable.

That's why hundreds of ^tanDarJiyitf fans are added to the rapidly growing list of pleased owners
each week.

These owners appreciate a set which couples with Depend- a
able Distance Performance, rare beauty of cabinet design,

complete lack of annoying distortion and noise, selectivity

which eliminates the undesired station immediately, and vol-

ume clear and strong.

MANUFACTURED BY

—Ctaftdard Dadio Corporation

COAST TO COAST
IS NO IDLE BOAST
U/ITH^tarnlnrdync—

WGDCE5TEQ. MASS.
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was splendid during the arctic night, but that

contact with the outer world was lost when
the sun returned.

The J. B. Bradford Piano Co., exclusive Mil-

waukee dealer for the Zenith, used his appear-

ance as the basis for special newspaper adver-

tising, and some very good results are expected.

While in Milwaukee Capt. MacMillan was the

guest of Hugh W. Randall, president and gen-

eral manager of the Bradford Co.

Planning 1925 Radio Exposition

At a meeting of the Wisconsin Radio Trade
Association, held in Milwaukee, it was decided

that the 1925 radio exposition under the aus-

pices of the Association would again be held in

November. Following the meeting it was an-

nounced that N. C. Beerend had been selected

executive secretary of the organization and

would be manager of the next exposition.

Interesting News Gleanings

William J. Pearson, formerly of Berkeley,

Cal., has announced plans for going into the ra-

dio business in Racine, Wis., and has already

opened a retail store at 321 Main street.

Articles of incorporation have been filed by
the American Radio Equipment Co. of Mil-

waukee, a concern to deal in radio supplies.

The company is capitalized at $50,000. Incor-

poration papers were signed by E. Smart, E.

Shea and C. Weeks.
The manufacture of radio cabinets is one of

the aims of the White Coaster Wagon Co. of

Sheboygan, Wis., which has just incorporated.

This concern, organized by G. A. Ruddell, A. D.

Bemis and Luella Trowbridge, is capitalized

with $100,000 common stock and $50,000 pre-

ferred.

The Foto Shop at 421 Twelfth street, this

city, of which John H. Becker is proprietor, re-

ports a very nice business in both phonographs
and records as well as repairs, both from city

and out of town. An increasing business is

also reported in the kodak department. Mr.

Becker has not yet taken on radio, but he is

contemplating doing so.

New Distributor for Eagle

Radio in Charlotte, N. C.

The American Hardware & Equipment Co.

of Charlotte, N. C, has been appointed a dis-

tributor for the Eagle Radio Co. of Newark,
N. J., manufacturer of the Eagle radio sets, a

neutrodyne receiver that now has distributors

in all of the larger trade centers.

This new Eagle distributor is an important

wholesaler of hardware, particularly in the

Carolinas, and is well qualified to present to

the retailers in its territory the Eagle sets. The
company has a large sales staff and intensively

covers its territory. The company is headed by
Charles Nuchols, president and treasurer; John
Carroll, secretary, and Lucien J. Crouch, gen-

eral manager.

Popular Okeh and Odeon Hits

The General Phonograph Corp., New York,

recently released "La Moana Bianca," in the

Okeh Italian catalog. This number, which is

based on the film of "The White Sister," has

proved one of the most popular releases ever

placed on the market. Norman Smith, manager
of the distributing division of the General Pho-
nograph Corp., stated that the advance orders

on the record were in excess of those for any
other number in years. Two other records

which are selling briskly are the Odeon records

"Magic Moments," coupled with "Oh, Joseph,"

and "Madame Pompadour" selections, Part 1

and 2, both records being based on music from
the operetta "Madame Pompadour," and played

by Edith Lorend and Her Orchestra.

The contest which is being conducted by Paul

Specht, orchestra leader, who records exclu-

sively for Columbia records, on the subject "Is

Jazz Music?" is attracting wide interest.

Radio Corporation Shows
Gain of 100 Per Cent

Gross Income in 1924 is $54,848,131, Against

$26,394,790 in the Year Before—1924 Net is

$9,503,442—Dividend on Preferred Stocks

The Radio Corporation of America's earnings

report for 1924, just made public, shows gross

income from operations of $54,848,131. This

compares with $26,394,790 in 1923, and $14,830,-

857 in 1922. Of the $26,394,790 in 1923, the sum
of $22,465,091 was classified as gross sales. The
latter are not classified in the present report.

The figures for 1924 bear out estimates of

record-breaking sales of radio apparatus in No-
vember and December, upon which the com-
pany declined to comment. The regular annual
report of the corporation is due in March.
The figures made public show net income for

the year of $9,503,442, which compares with
$4,737,774 for 1923, an increase of approximately

100 per cent. After all charges, Federal income
taxes, reserves for patent amortization, write-

offs, etc., and reserve for 1925 preferred stock

dividend, the company reports $3,356,651 trans-

ferred to surplus. This balance is equivalent to

$2.90 a share on the 1,155,400 shares of no par

value A common outstanding in the last half

of the year. It compares with 28 cents a share

earned on the old common, of which there were
five times as many shares outstanding in the

preceding year, or 5,777,000 shares. In terms
of the present shares, the 1923 earnings per

share of the common were equal to $1.40.

The directors declared a dividend of 1^4 per

cent on the outstanding 7 per cent cumulative

preferred stock for first quarter of 1925, payable
April 1 to stockholders of record March 1.

The Arlington Moulded Radio Cabinet, Panel
& Base Corp., New York, was recently incorpo-

rated at Albany, with a capital stock of 100

shares of common stock of no par value. The
incorporators are H. Respess and C. Gardner.

Bigger Profits Await You

We feel safe in making this assertion, because we
have yet to learn of a dealer who did not make more

money by pushing the Resas Tone-A-Dyne Receiver.

And it is only reasonable that you should when you consider that' the

Resas Tone-A-Dyne looks and performs like sets selling for up to $150.00.

This 5-tube Receiver works on indoor and outdoor antenna. In perform-

ance it is almost uncanny. Once a station is located, it always comes in at

the same point. It tunes right through locals and brings in distant stations

even when but a few meters apart.

The exclusive Tone Modulator permits controlling the volume and modi-

fying the tone without fear of losing the station. It permits one to get clear,

resonant, mellow tones that have all the richness and clearness of the original

music.

We have so much faith in the ability of the Resas Tone-A-Dyne to

sell itself that we will send you a sample on five days' trial with the

understanding that it may be returned without one cent of cost to

you, if not entirely satisfactory. Mail the coupon now, while you

think of it.

Inc.
112 Chambers St., New York, N. Y.

RESAS, Inc.

112 Chambers
St., New York.
Send one Resas

Tone-A-Dyne set
at $78.00, less reg-

ular dealers' dis- ;

count, with the under-
standing that It may be

returned in five days and
no charge made if we are

not entirely satisfied with It.

Name.

Street.

Town State.
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February Brings Trade Improvement
Throughout the St. Louis Territory

Talking Machine and Record Demand Holds Its Own in Spite of Growing Interest in Radio

—

Better Business Bureau Investigating Unethical Retail Methods—Edison Tone-Tests

St. Louis, Mo., February 9.—February started

off a little better than January, which was

rather slow, especially in the early part, except

for records. It does not appear that there is

a falling off of interest on the part of owners

of talking machines, for record sales are well

sustained, but it does appear that when the

matter of purchasing a machine is under con-

sideration the disposition is to take cognizance

of the growing importance of radio, and this

attitude is reflected in sales.

Talking machine owners are reacting satisfac-

torily to the increasing number of local record

releases. Good sales are reported by the Arto-

phone Corp. of the Arcadia Peacock Orches-

tra's locally made records, "Where Is My
Sweetie Hiding" and "Let Me Be the First to

Kiss You Good Morning."

Edwin Schiele Goes East

Edwin Schiele, president of the Artophone

Corp., left early in February for New York to

look over the phonograph and radio fields, ex-

pecting to remain in the East about a week.

H. S. Schiele, vice-president of the corporation,

has returned from a three weeks' trip through

Arkansas and Louisiana.

Investigating Unethical Methods
The Better Business Bureau is making an in-

vestigation to determine whether dealers in mu-

sical merchandise are masquerading as home
owners and individual owners of musical in-

struments to deceive the buying public. It has

been found that furniture dealers, most of

whom handle talking machines, are advertising

as home owners who are forced to dispose of

their possessions, which are offered at "bargain"

prices. Four dealers have been charged in com-
plaints with violating a city ordinance by such

practices.

Val Reis Hurt in Fall on Ice

Val Reis, general manager of the Smith-Reis

Piano Co., is recovering at his home from a

broken leg, suffered in a fall on an icy sidewalk.

Clever Sonoradio Theatre Tie-Up
The Radio Week, which Stix, Baer & Fuller,

Sonora dealers, held in conjunction with Loew's
State Theatre here recently, was prolific in

stimulating sales of Sonoradios. As previously

told in The World, broadcasting was done on

the stage in sight of the audience. A most in-

teresting feature of the Week was a
,
special

display of Sonora products in the beautiful

lobby of the theatre. An attendant was in con-

stant charge, explaining the instruments. The
advertising of the concern in the local papers

Stix, Baer & Fuller Sonora Display in Theatre Lobby

called attention to the event. The accompany- their branches

ing illustration shows a section of the lobby

display.

Death of Oscar H. Bollman

Oscar H. Bollman, one of the founders of

the Bollman Bros. Piano Co., and widely known
in the trade, died recently at the home of his

son, Ferdinand Bollman, at Colorado Springs,

Colo. He was 73 years old. His wife died last

November.
Edison Tone-Tests

Glenn Ellison, baritone, and Alta Hill, pianist,

are tone-testing for the Edison Co. in this ter-

ritory and will be in St. Louis about Febru-

ary 20.

Myron Goldberg, vice-president of the Sil-

verstone Music Co., will attend the Thos. A.

Edison birthday party February 11 and the

dealers' convention at the same time.

Mark Silverstone, president of the Silverstone

Music Co., has recovered sufficiently from inju-

ries suffered in a fall to be able to visit the

store.

Make 1925 Your Banner Record Year
Increase Your Sales by Pushing

OMc aw
Records

THERE are a number of different fields open for the OKKH dealer. We call your particular
attention to the following big selling types of records. We have a complete line which

includes the most popular artists:

BLUES BY POPULAR NEGRO ARTISTS
DANCE AND POPULAR SONG HITS

HILL COUNTRY MUSIC
LIST OF ALL FOREIGN LANGUAGES

:

Rare Record Importations (Odeon Records)

Our stock is complete and we will give you TWENTY-FOUR HOUR service.

Distributors for Frced-Eisemann radio receiving sets.

"Cfie ArtophonG Corporation

1103 Olive Street, St. Louis Mo.
203-5-7 Kansas City Life Building, Kansas City, Mo.

Complete stock of radio, phonographs, phonograph supplies and accessories

K. B. Johns, formerly with the Kansas City

Star broadcasting station, is now the radio en-

gineer of the company.

Radio Tie-up With Theatre

The radio department of the Silverstone Mu-
sic Co. had a display in the lobby of the Del-

monte Theatre in connection with the radio

show given at that theatre. A Bestone 5-tube

outfit was given by the Silverstone Co. as a

prize.

Columbia Activities

General Manager C. R. Salmon made a trip

to Columbia Distributors, New Orleans branch,

the early part of January and was very enthu-

siastic about the business

being done out of that ter-

ritory. He announces that

the Columbia Distributors

have employed H. H.

Salzmann, who was for-

merly with the Vocalion

Co. of Chicago, to cover

Arkansas, Kentucky and

Tennessee for the Colum-

bia Distributors. W. C.

Fuhri, general sales man-
ager of the Columbia Pho-

nograph Co., Inc., was a

recent visitor to St. Louis.

The Columbia Distributors

report a very large record

business from all three of

January. Machine business

has also been very good and there is a tendency

of the dealers to want machines that are adapt-

able for radio installation.

Art Gillham, the "Whispering Pianist," exclu-

sive Columbia and radio artist, was a recent

visitor to the St. Louis office of the Columbia
Distributors and broadcast from Stix, Baer &
Fuller.

Morris Sackler, of the Sackler Furn. Co.,

Hattiesburg, Miss., was a recent visitor to the

Columbia Distributors and placed a large order

for his Spring requirements.

Staging Co-operative Campaign
The following neighborhood talking machine

stores have been carrying on a co-operative

advertising campaign calling attention to the

fact that intending purchasers do not have to

go out of their own neighborhood: Todd Jew-
elry & Music Co., Wellston Talking Machine
Co., Deeken Music Co., Mozley Furniture Co.,

Raiger Art & Music Co., E. E. Baker Music
House, Bly-Moss Furniture Co., De Merville

Piano & Music Co., Ermantraut Music House,

Peeler-Todd Music Co., Rother Music House
and the Home Phonograph Co.

Victor Educator Here
Miss Marie Finney, of the educational de-

partment of the Victor Co., is making her

headquarters in St. Louis for six weeks' work
in the adjacent Missouri and Illinois territory.

Miss Finney came from Springfield, 111., where
she appeared on the program of the State

Teachers' Association meeting.

Brief but Interesting

A. W. Fritzche, vice-president of the General

Phonograph Corp., New York, was here re-

cently.

William F. Davie, formerly advertising man-
ager of the Aeolian Co., is now advertising

manager of the Kieselhorst Piano Co.

H. J. Arbuckle, manager of Widener's, Inc.,

is spending a two months' vacation in Florida.

R. J. Fox is in charge during his absence.

E. D. Follin, general manager of Widener's,

Inc., Boston, was in St. Louis recently.

Gennett Orchestra in Canton

Canton, O., February 9.—Moonlight Ballroom

one of the finest dance pavilions in the Middle

West, is offering Art Payne's Gennett record-

ing orchestra, and local dealers are pushing

the sale of this make of records. The orchestra

will play one week at the ballroom. The
George Sinclair Co., operators of the pavilion,

announce other record-making bands will play.
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Ship in an "Atlas

Why Take Chances?
Why take chances with your valuable s

containers than to take chances with t

Lower freight charges, greater protectio

and better appearance are some of the a

hipments? It costs less to ship in modern
he old style wooden box.

n, fewer claims for damage, heavier loads
dvantages you derive from shipping in

Atlas Plywood Packing Cases
Let us show you the advantages of thes

which are particularly suited for radio sh

used for years by the best known phon

e scientifically constructed packing cases

ipments and which have been regularly

ograph manufacturers.

Atlas Plywood Corp.
PARK SQ. BUILDING BOSTON, MASS.

Largest Manufacturers of Box Shook in New England

Gollos Radio Corp. Market-
ing New Style Radio Set

Major Anatol Gollos, Vice-President and Chief

Engineer of Company, Is an Inventor and
Engineer of International Reputation

Major Anatol Gollos, vice-president and chief

engineer of the Gollos Radio Corp., of Cham-
paign, 111., which recently placed on the market
the Gollos radio receiving set, is one of the

foremost members of his profession and he has

an international reputation. His accomplish-

ments during the past twenty-five years have
been far-reaching in their importance, and he

has carried to perfection several foreign com-
missions of great value to the entire electrical

profession.

Dating back to the St. Louis World's Fair,

he had charge of the principal electrical instal-

lation of that huge undertaking. Later he

planned and installed the electrical equipment in

the Chicago & Northwestern R. R. station at

Chicago, and is the inventor of the Gollos auto-

matic train control, which was favorably re-

ported to Congress by the Interstate Commerce
Commission. Major Gollos entered the service

of the Government during the war, and at Edge-
wood Arsenal was in charge of all electrical

construction, power houses, sub-stations, out-

door transformers, maintenance of all transmis-

sion lines and the greater part of the inside in-

stallation of the entire plant.

r
Hermann Thorens

Ste. Croix, Switzerland

Manufacturer of Europe's Most

Celebrated Swiss Phonograph

Motors

We are in a position

to deliver to American

phonograph manufac-

turers motors for use

in upright and console

model phonographs.

LH.JUN0D&C0.
104 Fifth Ave. New York

Sole Agents for the U. S. A.

m

For four years he was electrical engineer of

the new Union Station in Chicago. Major

Gollos became interested in radio in its in-

fancy, and has spent a fortune in developing the

Gollos circuit.

His efforts have resulted in the production of

a new style of radio receiver that is a fitting

Major Anatol Gollos

reward for the years of labor spent in its de-

velopment.

Major Gollos is a member of the following

societies: The Society of American Military

Engineers, American Institute of Electrical

Engineers, American Association of Engineers,

Western Society of Engineers, Association of

Railway Electrical Engineers, The Reserve Of-
ficers Association of the United States, Illinois

Division; World War Veterans; Castle Post,

American Legion; Heroes of 76 and of the

Sojourneans Club of Chicago.

Gluett Adds Brunswick Line

Albany, N. Y., February 10.—Cluett & Son, one

of the foremost music houses in this territory,

recently completed arrangements to carry the

complete Brunswick line. The full line of Bruns-

wick phonographs, Brunswick-Radiolas and rec-

ords has been added to the concern's stock of

high-grade musical instruments.

Terry Music Go. to Open

Pawhuska, Okla., February 5.—A new music

store, the Terry Music Co., will be opened here

February 15, by Jack Terry, who is at present

connected with the McDowell & Castator Music
Co. The new establishment will carry a com-
plete line of pianos, talking machines and sheet

music.

Gotham Dealers' Ass'n.

Stages Its Annual Ball

Famous Record Artists Supply Entertainment

—

Many Prominent Members of Manufacturing,

Wholesale and Retail Trade Present

The annual ball of the Talking Machine and
Radio Men, Inc., held in the Hotel Pennsyl-

vania, New York City, on January 19, was a

great success from the standpoint of enjoyment
by those present, although in point of numbers
it was not up to the usual mark. Stars of the

orchestra and record-making world furnished

the music from 9 o'clock until 2 the following

morning, and dance enthusiasts made the most
of the opportunity. Jimmie Davin, of the

Musical Instrument Sales Co., introduced the

numerous bands and orchestras, as well as the

other artists, including the inimitable Eddie

Cantor, who did his "stuff" to the huge enjoy-

ment of those present, who forgot all about

dancing while he occupied the limelight.

A feature of the evening was the presentation

of a Freed-Eisemann radio receiver to the

luckiest man present, Herman A. Harris, of the

W. T. Mullally Advertising Agency. Joseph
Freed, president of the Freed-Eisemann Co.,

and Eric H. Palmer, director of publicity, of-

ficiated in the presentation, with the able as-

sistance of Eddie Cantor. An exhibit by the

Freed-Eisemann Co. was a center of attraction.

In addition to many leaders in the Greater

New York retail trade present, representatives

of the manufacturing and wholesale organiza-

tions included: Frank Walker, of the record-

ing division of the Columbia Phonograph Co.,

Inc.; R. H. Meade, advertising manager of the

.Sonora Phonograph Co., and Mrs. Meade; M.
O. Giles, sales manager of the Thermiodyne
Radio Corp.; N. B. Smith, manager of the Gen-

eral Phonograph Corp.'s metropolitan wholesale

department; Charles B. Mason, sales manager
of the New York Talking Machine Co., Victor

wholesaler; Paul W. Carlson, wholesale Victor

manager for Charles H. Ditsori & Co.; G. A.

Newrath, of the sales organization of the

Progressive Musical Instrument Corp.; Maurice

Landay, president of the Greater City Phono-

graph Co., Sonora distributor; Joe Kerr, Her-

bert Weil, Jr., Stewart Falk and A. F. Macoun,

of the Herbert John Corp., radio distributor;

Joe Larkin, phonograph trade representative of

the Times Appliance Co., radio distributor, and

Mrs. Larkin, and others well known in the

metropolitan trade.

The committee in charge of the event con-

sisted of President Irwin Kurtz, Treasurer Al

Galuchie, Secretary Sol Lazarus and Radio

Chairman L. J. Rooney.

The Transatlantic Radio Stores, New York,

have been incorporated at Albany. Capital

stock, $5,000. Incorporators: E. Rosenbaum,

L. and A. Rose.
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CLIP OFF THIS
COUPON—and mail TODA Y!

OUK
]NAME

Imprinted on each package

of BRILLIANTONE Needles

Our double-duty package is making a hit

with dealers everywhere—linking their

stores with the best known phonograph

needle in the world—establishing them as

Headquarters for Brilliantone Needles

—

advertising their names and addresses and

thereby paving the way for re-orders.

Don't cost you a cent more. Simply advise

us of your wants. Fill out the coupon at-

tached—or order through your Jobber.

BRILLIANTONE,
370 Seventh Avenue,

New York City.

Please se5en4uS fuU particulars

Brilliantone
Neem

ages hearing our c n imprint.

Name of » ow

Your Name

Street

City and State- . • • •

'

BRILLIANTONE
STEEL NEEDLE COMPANY of AMERICA, incorporated

Selling Agents for W . H. BagshaW Co., Factories, Lowell, Mass.

370 SEVENTH AVENUE, at 31st Street, Suite 1214, NEW YORK

W. H. Bagshaw Co.
Export Department

44 Whitehall St., N. Y. C.
Cable Address: "Brillneedl'"

Western Distributor:

The Cole & Dunas Music. Co.
430 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

Pacific Coast Distributors:

Munson & Bayner Corp.
92G Midway Place. Los Angeles, Cal.

San Francisco, Cal.

Walter S. Gray Co.
926 Midway Place, Los Angeles, Cal.
1054 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

Canadian Distributor:

The Musical Mdse. Sales Co.
79 Wellington St., W.. Toronto

REPRESENTATIVES In SYDNEY, New South Wales; MELBOURNE, BBISBANE,
PERTH, Australia: WELLINGTON, New Zealand; HAVANA, Cuba; BTJENOS AIRES,

Argentine; SANTIAGO, Chile: BARRANQTJILLA. Colombia; GENOA, Italy:

DUBLIN. Ireland
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Modern New Grebe Factory Permits Pro-

duction on Quantity Basis to Meet Demand
Every Phase of Manufacture Handled at Large Structure of A. H. Grebe & Co., Inc., in Rich-

mond Hill, N. Y.—Broadcasting Station Also Located at Plant—Marked Growth of Firm

Since occupying its new factory a little more
than a year ago A. H. Grebe & Co., Inc., have

gradually increased their production until now
the plant is operating at maximum efficiency.

The modern structure is located in Richmond
Hill, adjacent to New York City, and was built

to replace the old factory which had become in-

adequate due to the fact that Grebe sets have

won wide popularity and production demands
are constantly increasing.

This company is recognized as one of the

the newest developments in the radio field of

that day and which have since become standard

parts in the production of tuned radio receivers.

In the production of the Grebe Synchrophase
noted departures from common custom are evi-

dent. The tapered grip dial has been eliminated

and in its place is substituted a horizontally

mounted indicating dial. A radically different

arrangement of radio frequency transformer is

utilized. Binocular coils have been used and
many other improvements of a technical nature

photograph visualizes a portion of the second

floor, where these miscellaneous parts are as-

sembled. An intensely interesting department

is on the third floor, where the wiring of the

Grebe Synchrophase

receivers is handled.

And, finally, there is

the individual test-

ing of each of the

completed Synchro-

phase receivers. In

connection with this

phase of manufac-

turing, the accom-

panying illustration

shows a multiple

oscillator, which is

used in' the testing

of these sets. This

is said to be in ef-

fect five broadcast-

stations in that
Spacious Assembling Room of the Grebe Plant

ing

it transmits five different frequencies and is

used to check the dial settings of each Grebe

Synchrophase before the receiver is tested on

the air. I ! I

!"
j

The greatest proportion of the production of

the factory is devoted to the recently announced

Grebe Factory in Richmond Hill

pioneers in the radio industry, and as far

back as 1909 was engaged in the manufacture

of receiving sets. The accompanying photo-

graph shows the Grebe building and also at

the top the towers and aerial of station WAHG,
the official broadcasting station of the com-
pany. This building is among the few in this

country that were erected specifically with the

manufacture of radio products in mind, and is

completely equipped with the most modern
machinery. Every part used in the Grebe set,

with the exception of the wooden cabinets and
a few of the moulded pieces, is made here.

The process of manufacture is continuous,

starting from the first floor and continuing up-

wards. On the first floor are produced the va-

rious parts for Grebe sets. The accompanying

Where Grebe Sets Are Wired

Grebe Synchrophase receiver, for which the

company reports an exceptional demand. The
set is the result of the concentrated research

and effort on the part of the engineering staff

of the company, augmented by the store of

practical data accumulated during fifteen years

of constant association with radio development,

directed upon the problems of tuned radio fre-

quency receivers. A. H. Grebe & Co., Inc.,

produced their first tuned radio receiver for ama-

teur and broadcast use in January, 1922, and at

the Chicago Radio Show in that year produced

types of instruments which included many of

Sets include the
Famous Brach
A r re st e r—

Type 223. Type 210
or Storm King

Sets Retail at $5.50,
$5.00 or $4.00

It's All in This One
Carton

— 10 Sales in 1

Dominating the Field

—First Choice of Radio Users

Dealers and Jobbers

—

BRACH
Aerial Outfit

The Brach Outfit is the only one in which

the cream of aerial requisites are found.

Such essentials as Brach Vacuum Arresters,

Brach Low-Loss Crystal Insulators and

Brach Window Lead-ins are included in this

complete aerial antenna outfit.

L. S. BRACH MFG. CO.
Newark - New Jersey

have been made that are evident to those at

all familiar with radio construction. One of

the many advantages of the Synchrophase set is

pointed out in the control of volume by a switch

giving six variations of amplification.

The steady expansion and growth of the

Grebe organization have been noted by the trade,

and for this accomplishment no small credit

is due to Alfred H. Grebe, president of the

company, and whose name the company bears,

Testing the Sets

and Douglas Rigney, treasurer of the organiza-

tion, an executive well known in radio circles

from coast to coast.

Third Radio Recital by
Leading Victor Artists

The third radio recital by Victor artists was
given on January 29 with the Flonzaley Quartet

and Lucy Isabelle Marsh, lyric soprano, enter-

taining the millions of radio listeners. The re-

cital was broadcast from station WEAF, New
York, and relayed to stations in Washington,
Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Buffalo, Providence,

Boston and Worcester. Miguel Fleta, tenor of

the Metropolitan Opera Co., who was scheduled

to appear, was indisposed and unable to sing.

Half-page advertisements regarding the recital

and calling attention to the fact that each of

the selections heard on the radio is available

on Victor records appeared in the newspapers

in each of the above named cities.

R. G. A. to Operate Radio
Station in Philippines

The legislature of the Philippine Islands re-

cently granted a franchise to the Radio Corp.

of America, which plans to erect a $4,000,000

high-power station at Baguio, 275 miles from

Manila. The franchise covers the Islands and

will permit the Government free use of its sta-

tions at stated hours during the day.
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EAGLET Receiver
3 Tube—Dry Cell operated

A true EAGLE Receiver, with the EAGLE fea-

tures and workmanship. Remarkable range for

a receiver at so low a price. Inexpensive to

install and to operate. List price, $75.

The EAGLE Receiver
Model B—5 Tubes

The receiver made famous by enthusiastic
owners. Distance, selectivity, volume and easy
operation. Not necessary to speculate: sell the

Eagle Receiver for satisfied customers. List

Price, $175.

"User Recommendations" Meun

DEALER PROFITS
T means something to be an EAGLE dealer

when everybody is talking "EAGLE".
Customers are sold before they enter your

store. Demand for EAGLE Receivers is

no mere lukewarm acceptance, it's a positive intention

to have no other than the receiver their friends recom-

mend so enthusiastically. Two great receivers, the

popular priced models, the EAGLET and the Model
B 5 Tube EAGLE. Double field. Double profits.

The EAGLE franchise means more today than ever

before.

Write for proposition

EAGLE RADIO COMPANY
RO

22 Boyden Place

NEWARK, N. J.
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Indianapolis Dealers Are Optimistic as

All Lines Move in Satisfactory Manner
Combination Radio-Phonographs Have the Call—Record Demand Continues Unabated—Indian-

apolis Music House Adds to Sales Organization—Brisk Movement of Edison Records

Indianapolis, Ind., February 7.—While phono-

graphs are enjoying a steady sale the sale of

radio seems to overshadow it. Local interest

is at a high point as regards the radio and
dealers are taking advantage of this fact. It

is noted that those dealers who handle the

combination radio and talking machine are

moving the bulk of the goods. Record sales

have held up well and in several instances are

ahead of their last year's record.

Enters Radio Field

The Pettis Department Store has entered the

radio field featuring the Atwater Kent, Radiola,

and Day-Fan lines. Manager Williams is well

pleased with the present movement in radio.

Straight talking machines are a little slow and
records are not moving as well as at the same

time last year. Miss Gamber, formerly of the

Rosenthal Co., Binghamton, N. Y., has been

added to the sales force of this store.

Sales Nearly Doubled

Miss Minnie Springer, manager of the talk-

ing machine department of the L. S. Ayers de-

partment store, says sales in both records and

phonographs have nearly doubled over the same

month of last year. This condition is due to

added newspaper advertising and a little more
effort being put forth on each sale.

Sonora Combinations Popular

B. F. Friedman, manager of the talking ma-
chine department of the Chas. Mayer depart-

ment store, reports that the Sonora combina-

tions are moving best. The trade-ins from new
sales are turned over rapidly. Mr. Friedman

reports a steady movement in Odeon and Okeh
records.

Good Sales of Brunswick-Radiola

Manager Baker, of the Brunswick Shop, re-

ports the Radiola combination as moving
strong. "The interest," says Mr. Baker, "is at

a high peak and we are taking full advantage

of it." The record sales at this store are hold-

ing up well, showing a slight gain.

C. P. Herdman, manager of the Brunswick

department of the Baldwin Piano Co., reports

that the Radiola combinations are moving bet-

ter than the straight phonographs. Record
sales at this store are reported as ahead of

their last January's volume.

Expands Sales Force

The Indianapolis Music House reports that

radio is the big seller at its store. This store

handles the Day-Fan line as well as neutrodyne

and other sets. Mr. Shearer, president, has

built up a large radio department. The more re-

cent salesmen added are Chas. Selvage, George

Cox and Edward Bailey. With the demand for

radio paramount, this store reports that the

sale of records continues strong. It is noted

that the better grade of records are selling

the best.

Wm. Meskill, Edison dealer, reports January

sales as rather slow. The Muncie, Ind., branch

of this store is running about even with its

last year's record.

Brisk Movement of Edison Records
Frederick Pullin, manager of the local branch

of the Edison Phonograph Distributing Corp., of

Indiana, reports that the sale of records in this

territory was the outstanding feature of the Jan-

uary business. This sale is not confined to a few

dealers, but appears general in its demand.

Plans of the local organization call for the

closing of this branch about February 14. H.

G. Anderson, formerly traveler of the local

branch, is acting as credit manager of this or-

ganization. T. C. F. Fitzgerald, former local

credit manager, is acting in the same capacity

at the Kansas City branch of the Edison Corp.

It will be of interest to the many friends of

Mr. Pullin to know that on January 13 he be-

came the proud .father of Frederick Charles

l'ullin, Jr. Mother and son are doing nicely.

Robert Proudfit, president and owner of the

Proudfit Sporting Goods store and the Edison

wholesale distributor of Ogden, Utah, was a

visitor at the local Edison branch en route to

the jobbers' convention in New York.

Local Visitors

Other visitors include: George Smith and A.

T. Kennedy, of the Edison Laboratories, and

Joseph Wilson, assistant secretary of Thos. A.

Edison, Inc.; Mr. Reynolds, traveler of the

Brunswick Co., and George Berkley, of the

Thomas Mfg. Co., of Dayton.

Griffith Piano Go. Opens
New Branch in Jersey City

Jersey City, N. J., February 9.—A new local

branch of the Griffith Piano Co., which operates

a chain of high-grade music stores throughout

the State, has just been opened at 2850 Hud-
son County Boulevard, adjoining the State

Theatre. The Jersey City store will handle the

same line of pianos as the Newark warerooms,

including the Steinway, Sohmer, Weber, Hard-

man, Brambach and McPhail. In addition the

local warerooms will carry the Steck Pianola,

Marshall & Wendell Ampico, Wissner, Lauter,

Weser Bros, and Kurtzmann pianos, and a full

line of phonographs.

Visitors to Thompson Plant

Among the recent visitors to the factory of

the R. E. Thompson Mfg. Co., 66 York street,

Jersey City, N. J., were J. W. Sackuder, of Chi-

cago; H. E. Sidles, president, and Lee Huff,

vice-president of the Nebraska Buick Co.,

Omaha, Neb.

The reasons why
Domino Records
are the leaders at

Early releases of the latest and big hits.

Recordings by foremost artists and most

popular orchestras.

A price that assures quick turnover with a

handsome margin of profit.

Write for sample records and complete details

DOMINO RECORD CO.
10 West 20th Street New York Cityi
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Kansas City Trade Looking Forward to Lee De Forest Thinks Radio

Busy Season as Sales Volumes Grow wiil Help D
I?

nia and Music

Important Changes and Additions in Organization of the Brunswick Branch—Going After Radio

Business—New Columbia Sales Aids Received With Enthusiasm—News of the Month

Inventor of Audion Tube Makes Statement
Replying to Composers and Theatrical Man-
agers Regarding Radio and Business

' Kansas City, Mo., February 7.—The month of

lanuary being a between-seasons month for

trade in general, and including talking ma-

chines, is usually somewhat slow. But for the

opening month of this year conditions are bet-

ter than they have been in previous years. Both

wholesalers and retailers are feeling this up-

ward trend of good January business and both

are looking forward to Spring with considerable

enthusiasm.

Two New Brunswick Salesmen

The Brunswick Co., according to M. C.

Schoenly, district manager for the phonograph

department, has added two more salesmen with

the purpose of giving the Brunswick dealers a

closer co-operation, an expansion in keeping

with the much improved business conditions in

this territory. The new salesmen are J. M.

Ryan, formerly with the Columbia Phonograph

Co., who has been assigned to the western

Kansas division with headquarters at Salina,

Kans., and A. H. Renner, former manager of

the phonograph department of the Edgar Music

Shop, Tulsa, who has been assigned to the

Oklahoma division, with Oklahoma City as

headquarters.

R. M. Gillham, formerly with the Kansas

City sales organization of the Brunswick Co.,

has been appointed manager of the Dealer

Service department in the Chicago office.

A greatly increased inducement for buying

Brunswick records is the Music Memory con-

test which is being broadcast.

M. C. Schoenly attended the opening of the

radio broadcasting station KFRU at Bristow,

Okla. He believes that this new broadcasting

station will have considerable effect on Radiola

sales in the State of Oklahoma, basing his con-

clusions on the enthusiasm which prevailed at

the opening and its immediate effect on Bruns-

wick-Radiola demands in that locality.

Regarding business generally Mr. Schoenly

states that the usual slow January season is

.better this year than last, a possible feature

being that the Brunswick-Radiola has aroused

and held the interest of the people.

Trudell Co. in New Quarters

The Trudell Music Co. has moved into larger

quarters at 3106 Troost avenue, where the space

is three times the size of the old store. Harry
L. Trudell says his business is the third largest

Victrola business in Kansas City and that since

moving into the new store he has increased

his stock of records as well as added a radio

department. Miss Emma Kerley, formerly witli

Eberhardt M. Hays, of Wichita, is in charge of

the record department.

Developing Radio Business

B. F. McNeil, formerly of McNeil & Co. of

California, is manager of Wunderlich's radio

department and says that present time con-

ditions are ripe for developing radio in this

community. This department is handling the

Brunswick-Radiola and the Victrola with radio

panel as well as instruments of the American
Radio Corp.

Columbia Dealer Aids

P. S. Kantner, local manager of the Columbia
Phonograph Co., Inc., has just returned from

the executive offices in New York, considerably

enthused over two new sales plans that are

under way which are meeting with good suc-

cess over the entire Kansas City territory and
which will tend to eliminate all surplus records

among dealers and also assist in the local ad-

vertising of Columbia phonograph distributors.

The local office of the Columbia Phonograph
Co. has placed a yearly contract for advertising

in the Kansas City Call, which is a local publi-

cation started by the colored people of Kansas
City. It is a notable feature of this company's

business that the race records are exceptionally

good sellers among the negro population here.

G. A. Ferguson, of the Ferguson Music Shop,
Muskogee, Okla., was a recent guest at the

local Columbia branch. W. B. Ochenden,
salesman, has just returned from a tour over
the Kansas City territory, including Oklahoma
and Kansas, and reports that conditions are

very favorable for Spring business.

The local Columbia office is working on a

campaign among orchestra leaders and the Kan-
sas City Conservatory of Music and every or-

ganization having an interest in high-class mu-
sic, stimulating the interest in the series of

Master Works records, which are being re-

ceived very enthusiastically among the people
who like the better class of music.

In a recent statement, replying to the charges

of composers and theatrical managers, that radio

has injured their businesses, Lee De Forest, in-

ventor of the Audion tube, said that radio would
prove to be as indispensable and helpful to the

stage and music auditoriums as the magazines
and newspapers have been in the past. In part,

he said:

"In my opinion, the theatre has no cause for

worry. When the air has been cleared for only

good entertainment, the listener-in will listen

with avidity to the voice. What follows? Only

a desire to see in person the one who has pleased

him, to 1 see what manner of man or woman it is

who has charmed him through the air."

Radio Combination Tone Arm!

A phonograph today is

not complete unless com-
bined with a radio com-
bination tone arm. By
using this outfit you are
assured of perfect in-

terpretation of both the

phonograph and radio
reproduction.

N O COMPLICATED
PLUGS — KNOBS or
TURNS OF ANY
KIND.

The only tone arm on
the market that can
claim this feature.

Patent Pending No. 6 Radio Arm
No. 4 Reproducer

Mutual Units Make Your Phono-

graph A High Class Loud Speaker

Our many years experience in the manu-

facture of tone arms and reproducers

guarantees the tonal quality of this unit

—MAKE YOUR PHONOGRAPH A
HIGH CLASS LOUD SPEAKER.

Send us your trial order today.

Write for full particulars of our most surprising

offer to the trade.

149-151 Lafayette Street, New York City
> Canadian Acme Screw & Gear, Ltd 1209 King St.. West, Toronto. Can.

,,™n.nra™™ii Industries Unidas, S. A Balderas 110, Mexico City, Mexico
DISTRIBUTORS J Targ & Dinner Music Co 229 W. Randolph St.. Chicago, III.

I Shapleigh Hardware Co 4th St. and Washington Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
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Richmond Dealers Prepare for Busy Spring

as Demand Shows Sign of Improvement
James Cowan, Strand and Okeh Wholesaler, Incorporates and Becomes the James Cowan Co.,

Inc.—H. W. Carner 111.—W. B. Cridlin Resigns—Trade News and Activities of the Month

Richmond, Va., February 10.—Talking ma-

chine business was reported to be somewhat

slow in January at most of the stores, due to

the slump that always follows the Christmas

season, but it is now beginning to open up good

and the outlook for the Spring is believed to

be particularly good. Record business was re-

ported brisk throughout January, especially on

Saturdays, and is still holding up well.

James Cowan Co., Strand distributor, also job-

ber of Okeh records, recently took out papers

of incorporation, style of the firm now being

James Cowan Co., Inc. Authorized capital

stock ranges from $25,000 to $50,000. Incor-

porators are: James Cowan, president; George

L. McKay, secretary; Virginia F. Cowan and

Alexander Cowan, all of Richmond.

Lee Fergusson, of the Lee Fergussqn -Piano—-

Co., this city, has returned from a pleasure trip £

to Palm Beach and Miami. He was aceom-.

panied on the trip by Mrs. Fergusson.

H. Wallace Carner, "Starr distributor, is still:

confined to his home by illness. Mr,i Camer

was stricken ill before Christmas. ;He- appeared

to be on the road to thorough recovery a few

weeks ago when he had a setback which put

him-to bed again.

H. B. Goldberg, of Goldberg Bros., Pathe

and Lyric jobbers, is suffering from a severe

case of neuritis in one of his legs, making it

necessary for him to use a cane when he walks.

W. B. Cridlin, for many years connected with

Charles M. Stieff, Inc., music house, has re-

sumed his connection with this firm in the ca-

pacity of city salesman. For the past five or

six years Mr. Cridlin has been doing historical

work.

Frank W. Corley, vice-president and general

manager of The Corley Co., Victor distributor

and dealer, recently figured in the rotogravure

section of a local paper, being depicted in the

act of taking a high jump on one of his favorite

mounts at the Deep Run Hunt Club.

A charter of incorporation has been granted

the Cline Music Co., Inc., of Staunton, capital

stock ranging from $5,000 to $50,000. Incor-

porators are: S. Garber Cline, president; S.

Glenn Kline, secretary; E. P. Cline and E. V.

Kline, all of Staunton. Similar authority is

conferred by this charter.

The newly opened radio department of The
Corley Co. is in charge of S. B. Metzger, pre-

viously with another section of the store. The
company is jobbing and retailing Fada neutro-

dynes. Business is reported to be starting off

well.

F. W. Dabney & Co., retail shoe dealers, have

the distinction of being the first house of its

kind in Richmond to take on radio. It is han-

dling Radio Corporation of America and At-

water Kent radio sets. The line is being pushed
with liberal newspaper and window display ad-

vertising and also with direct mail advertising.

On the first of the month radio literature was
included in 5,000 statements sent out to cus-

tomers of the store. F. W. Dabney, head of

the firm, is also interested in Dabney & Bugg,
a new furniture store that has just opened at

10 Ea-st Broad street, which is handling both

talking machines and radio.

Sterling Roll & Record Go.
Reports Increased Business

Cincinnati, O., February 9.—Ben L. Brown, of

the Sterling Roll & Record Co., well-known dis-

tributor of this city, left February 2 for Quincy,

111., where he visited the company's plant.

From there Mr. Brown went to Chicago, to visit

the furniture market. Mr. Brown reported that

1924 business shows a 65 per cent increase over

the previous year, and because of the fact that

the company has just been reorganized it is

now in position to do business in a larger way
than before. The company carries a large vari-

ety of combination cabinets that are very at-

tractive, these containing a talking machine and
having a compartment where the buyer can in-

stall any radio outfit he may desire. Mr. Brown
is quite proud of the way the "Little Tot Nurs-

ery Rhymes" records are increasing in popu-

larity. "In the nursery," he said, "these records

are as indispensable as the porridge bowl."

New Freed-Eisemann Radio
Panel Placed on Market

A new five-tube model radio receiver has been

announced by the Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp.,

Brooklyn, N. Y., in the form of a Victrola

panel, supplementing the four-tube panel which

has proved so popular. The new model is de-

signed for those who- demand the utmost in

radio. It is identical with the NR-6, which has

set many records for distance reception.

Atwater Kent Broadside

The newest broadside issued by the Atwater

Kent Mfg. Co. entitled "What is back of At-

water Kent radio," features dealer help, maga-

zine, newspaper and billboard advertising. For

the first time there were shown interior views

of the great Atwater Kent plant located in Phil-

adelphia.
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For 1925 Four Special

PLAYER-TONES
at SPECIAL PRICES Model 125 (Console)

Height, 36"; Width, 36"; Depth,
24". Adam Brown Mahogany

Model 311
Height, 46"; Width,

Depth, 23"

Model 14
Height, 48", Width, 22";

Depth, 23"

If you are in the market for

quality merchandise at the low-

est possible prices, these new
Player-Tones represent the best

values obtainable.

Write today for special price

list on small and large quanti-

ties and for complete catalog.

New England territory open
for live-wire representative.

Player -Tone Talking
Machine Co.

Office and Salesrooms:

632 Grant Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
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The World's Finest

Phonographs

Heppelwhite

These are just a few of the

many beautiful models of Pathe

phonographs in period furni-

ture. Artistically and mechani-

cally perfect, they are a wel-

come addition to any home.

The machines are fully

equipped. The automatic stop

is positive in operation. The
tone arm plays all makes of

records and reproduces them

perfectly. The tone is superb.

Volume all that can be asked.

We have an attractive propo-

sition for dealers.

Adam

Queen Anne Italian Renaissance

Write for complete catalogue and prices

Pathe Phonograph & Radio Corporation
20 GRAND AVE. BROOKLYN, N. Y.
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BRASS
Tone Arm Complete

for

Miniature Outfit

60c
(Not illustrated)

Also Tone Arms and Repro-

ducers for PORTABLES
At Attractive Prices

Tone Arms and Sound Boxes and All

Parts for These Products in Raw or

Finished State, also Metal Stampings.

In Small or Large Quantities

GLOBE ART MFG. CO.
"Specialists in Plating and

Finishing"

75-77 Winthrop St. Newark, N. J.

David Sarnoff Discusses

Radio Relationships

In an Interesting Address Before the Sphinx

Club, Radio Corp. Official Tells of Radio's

Effect on Theatre and Newspapers

In an interesting address given before the

Sphinx Club, of New York, David Sarnoff, gen-

eral manager of the Radio Corp. of America,

New York, discussed the relationship of radio

to the theatre, the concert stage and to the

newspaper. He mentioned that at the present

time there are many who feel that the growing
influence of radio will have the effect of lessen-

ing the attendance at the theatres and the con-

cert halls and will even have an adverse effect

on' the circulation of newspapers.

In putting forth his contentions that such

fears are groundless, Mr. Sarnoff pointed out

that radio broadcasting has been proved to have

the contrary effect. In other words, the broad-

casting of musical events has had the effect of

increasing attendance at the theatre. As proof

of this he cited the case of a New York theatre

which regularly broadcasts its Sunday night

musical program, with the result that the attrac-

tions play to a packed house all week.

Regarding the recent broadcasting by great

artists the results are not yet conclusive, but

the fact remains that millions of people are now
thinking and talking in terms of good music
and great artists. In the opinion of Mr. Sarnoff,

radio broadcasting must be thanked for tre-

mendously advancing musical appreciation.

The relationship of radio to the newspapers,

to which Mr. Sarnoff devoted most of his talk,

is that radio .will prove to be one of the greatest

accelerants, both from the standpoint of circula-

tion and advertising, that newspapers and mag-
azines have ever known. He stated that al-

though the radio industry is still in its infancy,

approximately eighteen million dollars were
spent in advertising the radio products last year.

It is of assistance to the newspapers in supply-

ing news information speedily, news that before

the advent of radio would not be available for

days. As an instance, the accidents and the

tragedies of the sea are told in the columns of

the newspapers immediately, through the help

of radio; heretofore such stories would be told

many days later, pieced together from meager
stories of survivors. As to supplanting the

newspapers in giving current news, the radio

gives but the headlines and the listeners must
read the papers to get the necessary details.

"Mikado" Issued in Album

The most recent addition to the Victor Music

Arts Library is Gilbert & Sullivan's famous
comic opera, "The Mikado," complete on eleven

12-inch double-faced Blue Label records. The
album is similar in appearance to the other vol-

umes in the library but essentially it is different,

being complete from overture to finale. It was
recorded by the Rupert D'Oyly Carte "Company
of England. A booklet containing the complete

text of the opera is given with each album

and printed on the inside cover is a synopsis,

of the story of the opera.

Open Phonograph Shop

The United Phonograph Co., Charleston,

S. C, recently opened a new store on King
street near Market. A complete line of Colum-

bia phonographs and records, Sonora phono-

graphs and Okeh records is carried in both

stores.

Discontinues Business

The Hager Music Store, 2019 Main street,

Niagara Falls, N. Y., will discontinue business

this Spring. Louis Kraegel, manager of the

store for the past twenty years, will retire from

business.

Wendell Hall Praises Strom-
berg-Carlson Console Set

Famous Radio Broadcasting Artist Impressed
With Radio Progress

The Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co.,

Rochester, N. Y., manufacturer of the Strom-
berg-Carlson neutrodyne set, received recently

a very interesting letter from Wendell Hall,

famous composer and radio broadcasting artist.

Mr. Hall's letter, which was addressed to the

Chicago branch of the Stromberg-Carlson Tele-

phone Mfg. Co., read as follows:

"While appearing at the last Chicago Radio
Show, I was very much impressed with the

wonderful progress that has been made in the

development of radio receiving sets. I decided

Wendell Hall Enjoying Stromberg-Carlson Set

that Lwould no longer be without such modern
means of education and entertainment. There-

fore, after careful comparative tests, I have

chosen for my home a Stromberg-Carlson con-

sole receiver. This receiver has fascinated me
with its tone quality, its pure volume and its

remarkable distance range."

The accompanying illustration shows Mr. and

Mrs. Hall with the Stromberg-Carlson console

receiver which they selected for their home, and
the fact that this well-known artist selected this

instrument for his personal use is a distinct

tribute to its musical qualities.

Brunswick and "Big Boy"

Brunswick records are brought to the fore

in connection with Al Jolson's appearance in

"Big Boy," now playing at the Winter Garden
and acclaimed by the public and critics as one

of the best Jolson vehicles which New York
has ever seen, which is another way of saying

the best musical show on Broadway. A large

poster is displayed in the lobby of the theatre,

with eight Brunswick records attached, each of

them a Jolson recording. The accompanying
sign announces that Al Jolson is an exclusive

Brunswick artist and his newest recordings are

available at all Brunswick dealers.

W. Harding in New Post

Willard Harding has been appointed assistant

to Robert F. Marsh, head of the service depart-

ment of the Eagle Radio Corp., of Newark,

N. J. This department of the Eagle Co. has

under its management the Eagle guarantees

which accompany every set sold by retailers.

MOTORS
Ready for Delivery

Double Springs; play two 10-inch Rec-
ords; suitable for Portable Phonographs.
Sample, $3.75. Larger motor playing two
to three 12-inch Records; suitable for

Phonograph selling for $100. Sample, $5.75.

MERMOD & CO., l«Ee
N
.*23dSt.

Telephone Ashland 7395
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The First and Only
Matched Radio Tube
Put five True Blue Radio Tubes in

the finest Neutrodyne Radio Re-

ceiver, or put eight of these tubes in

the costliest Super-Heterodyne.

Then switch the tubes and try them
in different sockets — detector,
radio, or audio.

The reception will be equally per-

fect, regardless of position of tubes

—crystal clear tone, full and undis-

torted. Any standard socket is the

right socket for any True Blue

Tube.

True Blue Radio Tubes are not

an imitation of any other radio

tube. True Blue Radio Tubes have

features that make them vastly su-

perior to any radio tube heretofore

made. They are unlike any tube

heretofore made. One feature is a

filament that makes True Blue

Tubes last two or three times as

long as any other tube. Therefore

the price of True Blue Tubes—$6

—

is an economy, to say nothing of

the new joy they bring.

True Blue Radio Tubes are backed

by the finest and most modern radio

tube laboratory in America and

each tube has with it a certificate

which is a Guarantee in writing of

perfect service.

MANUFACTURED BY

BRIGHTSON LABORATORIES, Inc.

GEORGE E. BRIGHTSON, President (Founder of Sonora Phonograph Co.)

Northwest Corner Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, 16 West 34th St., New York, N. Y.

Some Jobber Territory still open
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Samuel Fingrutd and Philip Grabuski Have
Entire Control of Everybody's T. M. Co.

Purchase Interest of J. A. Fischer in Philadelphia Talking Machine Parts Manufacturing Busi-

ness—Philip Grabuski Is President and S. Fingrutd Vice-President and Treasurer

Philadelphia, Pa., February 4.—Samuel Fin-

grutd and Philip Grabuski have purchased the

interests of J. A. Fischer in Everybody's Talk-

ing Machine Co., of this city, and now have

entire control of the company. Mr. Fischer

was formerly president of the company. Both

these men are executives of the highest type

and, although still young, have behind them a

Philip Grabuski

wealth of experience and a remarkable record

of achievement.

Philip Grabuski, who has become president

of the company, has long been associated with

it and is a brother of I. B. Grabuski, its founder.

S. Fingrutd, who now becomes vice-president

and treasurer, has long been a vital factor in

the organization as secretary and general man-
ager.

Everybody's Talking Machine Co. is well

known from coast to coast as the manufacturer

of Honest Quaker main springs. With the

remarkable increase of its export business Hon-

est Quaker springs are now known around the

globe. This company was established in 1913

by the late I. B. Grabuski, who was an execu-

tive of the type that took great care in sur-

rounding himself with the right men for the

right job. It was not long thereafter that J. A.

S. Fingrutd

Fischer, S. Fingrutd and later Philip Grabuski

became identified with the organization. With
their tremendous enthusiasm and hard work
this company grew from a small beginning to

its large present proportions. Up to the Fall

of last year the business of the company was
built up entirely upon Honest Quaker main
springs and a wide range of talking machine
parts that covered every conceivable item used

in and for the repair of talking machines. In

the fall of. last year the company established a

department for the wholesaling of Okeh rec-

ords. Like the Honest Quaker business, this

department also flourished in an incredibly

short period of time. It flourished not only

through increased business from established

dealers, but in the addition of new dealers, num-
bering among them some of the best-known
retail business houses in the territory. Upon
the death of I. B. Grakuski a little over a yeai

ago the business was continued by Messrs.

Philip Grabuski, Fingrutd and Fischer. The
purchase of the interest of Mr. Fischer leaves

the entire business in the hands of Messrs.

Grabuski and Fingrutd and they in turn have

surrounded themselves with a strong organiza-

tion.

In addition to the sales staff and sales repre-

sentatives in various parts of the country, the

inside organization has been rounded out by

the addition of Ed Mobley, well known as the

inventor of the Mobley reproducer, who has

been placed in charge of the service depart-

ment. S. Lehrman will have charge of the rec-

ord department.

Mr. Fingrutd, in an interview with The World,
stated that the same high principles and policies

that have marked the conduct of the business

of Everybody's Talking Machine Co. in the

past will be maintained and the same progres-

sive sales promotion work will be followed in

the future. Based upon the records of the past,

the future of Everybody's Talking Machine Co.

in the hands of these enthusiastic executives

is well assured.

Secures Exclusive New
York Outing Representation

General Phonograph Corp Distributing Division

to Have Sole Distribution of Outing Port-

ables in the Metropolitan Area

The New York Distributing Division of the

General Phonograph Corp. has secured the ex-

clusive representation for the Outing portable

talking machines in the metropolitan territory,

which also includes Brooklyn and Long Island,

up-State to Troy, N. Y. ; the lower half of Con-

necticut, and part of New Jersey. A brisk sell-

ing campaign on these instruments is being

waged by the salesmen of the General Phono-

graph Corp., and circulars printed in foreign

languages are being distributed. The bestowal

of exclusive representation on the General

Phonograph Corp.'s organization is in recogni-

tion of the aggressive manner in which this

live wholesaler has successfully merchandised

the product.

Advertising Drive on the

Okeh Elks' Record

At the recent convention of colored Elks, held

at Madison Square Garden, New York, an at-

tractive circular was distributed by the Gen-

eral Phonograph Corp., calling attention to a

record of the 11 o'clock toast of the Elks' or-

ganization, "Here's to Our Absent Brothers."

Reese Du Pree, a colored artist, has recorded

this number on an Okeh record and it is in

great demand, especially among the members of

the colored Elks. Five Okeh dealers, all located

in the Harlem section of New York, were men-

tioned on the circular as having the record

in stock.

Radio Tube Gyps Arrested

The arrest of two automobile salesmen in

New York recently will help put a check to the

flooding of the country with counterfeit radio

tubes. These men are being held on a charge

of violating the State trade-mark law. John S.

Harley, special representative of the Radio Corp.

of America, recently complained to the Dis-

trict Attorney that 600 fake tubes were sold in

New York daily and radio enthusiasts are sim-

ilarly being victimized. Vigorous steps are be-

ing taken to stop this kind of work.

DISTRIBUTORS TO THE PHONOGRAPH AND RADIO TRADE

Partners!
w A PARTNER of ours," is the

way we like to think of you

—

Partners in satisfaction to the man
who uses the equipment you buy
from us to sell him.

That satisfaction is your success.

And on that success we build ours.

From that spirit grew the slogan,

''Greater Citv for Greater Serv-

ice."

WHOLESALE ONLY
Freed-Eisemann
Crosley

Sonora Speaker
Phileo

Exide
Ray-o-vac
Balkite

Cunningham Tubes
and other nationally known
standard radio equipment.

GREATER CITY
PHONOGRAPH COMPANY INC.

234 WEST 39th STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.
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NEW!
Model No. NR-205orNR.405

Price— $120

r. I
'3j £c «..•

A Five-Tube Radio
Panel for Victrolas

BY

For the customer who demands the utmost
that radio can give, Freed-Eisemann has
designed this 5-tube receiver. It is identi-

cal electrically with the famous NR-6
which has brought in Europe and Cali-

fornia on New York installations.

With this receiver, interference can be
tuned out successfully, and the desired
signals brought in strong and clear.

The Freed-Eisemann Phonograph -type
radio receivers are especially noted for

their simplicity of operation. And the
installation—a matter of taking out four
screws and inserting the panel—is the
work of only a few minutes.

Get in touch with your distributor at

once as the demand for this model is

already as great as the supply.

FREED-EISEMANN RADIO CORPORATION
MANHATTAN BRIDGE PLAZA, BROOKLYN, N. Y.
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Sales Gains Noted
by Buffalo Trade

Steady Increases Show Healthy Condition of

Business—Radio Concerts Stimulate Business

—Other Trade News and Activities

Buffalo, N. Y., February 9.—Phonograph sales

showed another increase in volume early in

February. The trade slumped somewhat dur-

ing the middle of January, but dealers through-

out the city said that late in the month it gave

signs of improvement, and opening of February

gave dealers much encouragement with added

volume of sales. Although the improvement in

instrument sales has been slow, it is gradual

and steady, and there has not been a dealer in

Buffalo who is not particularly optimistic over

the outlook for Spring and Summer trade.

Radio Concerts Stimulated Sales

Buffalo Victor dealers were practically sold

out of John McCormack's Red Seal record "All

Alone," before the end of the second week,

after its release. Several downtown dealers,

unprepared for the drive on these records, were

sold out before the end of the week of its re-

lease. Curtis N. Andrews said it has surpassed

any other Red Seal record in volume of sales

ever put on the Buffalo market. The record

is still in good demand, and will undoubtedly

be a standard selling record.

Brisk Royal Sales

The new Adam, Meldrum & Anderson music

department is doing a very good Royal busi-

ness, it is reported by Mrs. Loretta Spring,

manager. Brisk sales in the straight Royal

phonograph and the combination Royal-Adler

radio and phonograph have been enjoyed since

the opening of the department. A Sonora de-

partment has been opened in the new music

store and has brought it a good volume of trade.

Buffalo Talking Machine Co. Activity

Not only had the fortnightly Victor radio

concerts stimulated record sales, but it is the

belief of O. L. Neal that the concerts have also

stimulated sales in Victrolas. The Buffalo Talk-

ing Machine Co. has enjoyed a noticeably in-

creased volume of business in the past two
weeks, Mr. Neal said, and the concerts have

created a desire, not only for Red Seal records,

but for Victrolas as well.

E. G. Campbell has joinecf the force of city

salesmen of the Buffalo Talking Machine Co.

Adds to Distributing Activities

The WorkRite neutrodyne is being distrib-

uted in the Central and Western New York ter-

ritory by the Iroquois Sales Corp., which house
took on distributing rights late in January. The
firm has also been given exclusive distribution

rights in the State of New York for the Outing
Portable. Mr. Clare reports- continued pop-

ularity for this instrument. "Where's My
Sweetie Hiding" and "Me and My Girl Friend"

are the leaders in volume of sales in Okeh rec-

ords at present. Odeon records are showing

his master's voiceMIO VI orr

It has always been the policy of this house to build "good will" by rendering a service
that is at all times dependable and cooperative.

The number of Victor dealers we are now serving regularly, and who depend upon us
for their supply, is constantly increasing.

There must be a reason for their preference.

This not only applies to local and nearby dealers, but many at more distant points
find our service dependable. Our shipping facilities out of Buffalo are unexcelled.

Try us and be convinced.

SERVICE SERVICE
CURTIS N. ANDREWS

Victor Distributor

Exclusively Wholesale
Court & Pearl Sts.

BUFFALO, N.Y.BUFFALO.N Y! BUFFALO.N V

great increase in volume of sales, Mr. Clare

said, and dealers are cashing in on publicity

given the Odeons through the new and at-

tractive catalog recently released. These cat-

alogs have been received with much enthusiasm

in the Buffalo trade, and the records have taken

a surprising jump in volume of sales. Marek

Weber's recordings are said to be in greatest

demand, and dealers pushing the album sets

are securing a good class of trade, as well as

making an appreciable profit.

G. R. Koehner has returned to the Iroquois

Sales Corp., and is representing it in the west-

ern New 1 York territory.

Federal Eclipse Experiment a Success

Experiments made by the Federal Tel. Mfg.

Co. during the eclipse resulted in some valuable

discoveries, according to L. C. F. Horle, chief

engineer of the company. The normal daytime

wave strength of the corporation's broadcasting

station, WGR, increased threefold during the

total eclipse, Mr. Horle said. This clears up

one speculation that the average listener should

get best results with his receiver during the

hours of darkness, he said.

De Forest Dealers Dined

The Buffalo Talking Machine Co. was the

host at a dinner given to De Forest radio deal-

ers of Western New York at the Buffalo Ath-

letic Club recently. A meeting followed the

dinner, at which plans for stimulating the busi-

ness were discussed and methods of merchan-

dising radio were placed before the dealers.

About sixty dealers responded to the invitation.

O. L. Neal, head of the Buffalo Talking Ma-
chine Co., presided, and other speakers included

W. C. Van Brendt, district manager of the De
Forest Co., and Harold Lloyd, newly appointed
zone manager of this territory. The new De
Forest model, D-17-A, was on exhibition, and
its new features and selling points were
demonstrated.

News Gleanings

The Kurtzmann Piano Co. has purchased the

business of the Falls Music Co., 906 Niagara

avenue, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

A. C. Towne, pioneer in the radio business

here, was seriously injured while in Chicago,

when he was hit by an electric light pole, which
had been struck by an automobile. He is in the

Garfield Park Hospital suffering from internal

injuries and a fractured ankle.

The Hunt Furniture Co., Salamanca, was
damaged by fire on January 20. The loss is

estimated at $25,000.

Mrs. Wm. Fleishman, mother of A. H. Fleish-

man, manager of the phonograph studio of the

William Hengerer Co., was seriously injured

when she was struck by a street car recently.

She is recovering satisfactorily in a Buffalo

hospital.

Gately, Fitsgerald & Co., Erie, Pa., furniture

dealers, have filed a petition to dissolve part-

nership.

IROQUOIS SALES CORPORATION
210 FRANKLIN STREET BUFFALO, N. Y.

Distributors for NewYork State and
Northwestern Pennsylvania for

OJ4^ Records and ODEON Records.

A capable, efficient sales organization that is ready and willing to co-operate
with OKeh and Odeon dealers in building up a permanent, profitable demand
for these popular record lines.

9fc
Imported Record ,

Quality A
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"Best Seller" Okeh Record Instruction Dept. Formed
Posters Stimulate Sales by R. G. A. Distributor

Burt G. Hubbell, Federal
President, Passes Away

President of Federal Telephone Mfg. Corp. Im-
portant Figure in the Development of Radio
—Had Wide Business Interests

Burt Gage Hubbell, president of the Federal

Telephone Mfg. Corp., died at his home in Buf-

falo, N. Y., on January 24, after a short illness.

Although Mr. Hubbell had been in failing

health for some time, he remained active in bus-

iness until a short time before his death.

Mr. Hubbell was greatly responsible for the

rapid development in radio during the past two
years. He was also recognized throughout the

country as a pioneer in the telephone field. He
became interested in telephone development
while engaged in business with his father in

McKeesport, Pa. In 1900 he organized the Cen-
tury Telephone Construction Co., which, in

1902, was moved to Buffalo. This company was
made the base of the independent telephone

movement. He headed the Frontier Telephone
Co., which, with its subsidiaries, was sold in

1918 to the New York Telephone Co. The
manufacturing end of the corporation was held,

however, and was reorganized, and christened

the Federal Tel. & Tel. Co. Mr. Hubbell be-

came its president. He took'a deep interest in

radio and its development, and his company has
had much to do with the progress in the radio

industry. To-day it is regarded as one of the

strongest radio manufacturing concerns in the

country. Under Mr. Hubbell's direction the

company constructed and is operating WGR,
broadcasting station of Buffalo, whose pro-

grams have been received in all parts of the

world.

At the time of his death Mr. Hubbell was
president not only of the Federal companies,
but also its subsidiary companies in Illinois 1

,

Massachusetts and California; the General Drop
Forge Co. in Buffalo, and the Century Tele-

phone Construction Co. of Canada. Mr. Hub-
bell is survived by a daughter, Mrs. Leonard R.

Bjssell, and a sister, Mrs. Byron L. Moore, both
of Cleveland. He was a member of the Buffalo

Athletic and Country Clubs of Buffalo, the

Wcstchester-Biltmorc Country Club, of Rye,
N. Y. ; the Union League, Railroad and Lotus
Clubs, of New York City; the Niagara Club,

of Niagara Falls, N. Y., and of the Ohio Society.

The funeral services for Mr. Hubbell were con-

ducted Monday afternoon, January 26, in West-
minster Presbyterian Church, Buffalo, with in-

terment the following day in Lakeview Ceme-
tery, Cleveland, O.

Weekly Issuance of Listings of Best Selling Re-
leases and Lists of Types of Dance Music
Help Dealers to Move Records.

Okeh dealers in the metropolitan section are

securing sales aids from the New York Dis-

tributing Division of the General Phonograph
Corp. that are proving of great help in pushing

records. The first of these aids is a weekly list

of the best sellers of Okeh recp.ds, printed on

plain white stock, letter-head size, w.thout any

mention of the manufacturer, so that the dealer

in posting the listings in his record booths
makes it appear that the suggestions are his

own and a form of his service to his customers.

Both vocal and dance records appear on these

lists, and N. B. Smith, manager of the Distribut-

ing Division, states that the selections listed are

the real "best sellers."

Other display posters to attract the dance rec-

ord buyers are sent out regularly and list the

complete library of certain types of dance rec-

ords. As an instance, the first bulletin dis-

tributed listed twenty-one Okeh and Odeon
tango records, the second listed the records

made to "Charlestown" time. The sales that ac-

crue from these suggestions have been found to

be surprisingly good and the issuance of these

posters will be a regular feature of the dealer

service of the Distributing Division.

Mutual Phono Parts Go.

Loud Speaker Popular

The Mutual Phono. Parts Mfg. Co., New
York City, which is well known throughout the

talking machine industry as manufacturer of

Mutual tone arms and sound boxes and the

Mutual combination tone arm for radio and
phonograph, is rapidly becoming almost as well

known in radio circles through the new loud

speaker unit which it now produces. Although
only announced to the trade last month, this

new unit has come quickly into popularity and

A. Frangipanc, secretary of the company, re-

ports large orders being received for this unit.

Although at the present time the greater volume

of orders are for this unit in conjunction with

the tone arm, many substantial orders have also

been received for the unit alone. The plant of

t lie Mutual Phono. Parts Co. is working to ca-

pacity taking care of the increasing number of

orders in hand.

National Light & Electric Co. Holds Monthly
Meetings of Its Dealers at Which Engineers
From Manufacturers Offer Instruction

The National Light & Electric Co., of New-
ark, N. J., and Brooklyn, N. Y., R. C. A. dis-

tributor, is inaugurating a class of instruction
for its dealers and their service men by means
of which the distributing concern aims to make
all its dealers thoroughly conversant with, and
possessed of a practical knowledge of, each
radio set which they are offering the public.
The plan, which was put into effect on February
10, consists of monthly meetings at the head-
quarters of the National Light & Electric Co.
of all the dealers served by the company, to-

gether with their service men. At each meet-
ing engineers from the Radio Corp. of
America will thoroughly explain the mechanical
details of one model of Radiola.

F. Robinson, manager of the Brooklyn estab-
lishment of the company, plans to have two en-
gineers at each meeting. One to offer a more
or less technical and theoretical explanation of
the workings of the instrument; the other to be
a practical service engineer who will, in lan-
guage understandable to the layman, explain
any questions which the dealers may care to
ask. It is expected that this service will be of
inestimable value to the many talking machine
dealers whose knowledge of radio is far from
being thorough.

Rohin, Inc., Opens Fine
Sonora Retail Wareroom

Rohin, Inc., is the name of a new Sonora
dealer who recently opened a fine store at 24
West Fifty-ninth street, New York, in the
shadow of the Plaza Hotel and opposite Central
Park. The location is one of the best in New
York from the standpoint of exclusiveness and
the trade served is of the highest class. L. M.
Rogers, who, with Leo. J. Hinchliffe, comprises
the firm, was connected with the Sonora Phono-
graph Co. for six years in the capacity of credit

manager and purchasing agent. In addition to

the Sonora, several lines of standard radio re-

ceivers are carried, with the Radio Corporation
of America line featured. The store will take
care of all service matters for the customers
who formerly dealt at the Sonora retail estab-
lishment on Fifth avenue.

Terry Music Go. to Open New Victor Record Catalog Radio Show in Syracuse

Pawhuska, Okla., February 6.—A new music

store will be opened here February 15 by Jack
Terry, who has been recently associated with
the McDowell & Castator Music Co. The
Terry Music Co has purchased the building.
OH

Distribution of the new Victor record catalog

for the year 1925 was recently started. The
new catalog is most complete in every detail,

covering the entire Victor library, and as usual

admirably edited.

a» <>-«»• o-^»- <><<»- 1 i-ob^b- «>-»-< >-a

Talking machine dealers handling radio in the
central part of New York State are displaying
much interest in the Radio Show to be held in

Syracuse, N. Y., from February 7 to 21. A
large attendance is expected.

VAN VEEN & COMPANY, Inc.

Woodworkers Since 1907

Costly experiment has taught the Phonograph Trade the importance
of high-grade sound-proof hearing rooms and store fittings.

Radio dealers can avail themselves of Van Veen equipment in the first

instance and avoid the experimental losses of the Phonograph trade. Van
Veen booths are indispensable in selling and demonstrating radio.

Counters, racks and wall display cases carried in stock or made to

special design. Write for estimate and catalogue.

Offices and Wareroomt:

413-417 East 109th Street 'Phone Lehigh 5324 NEW YORK CITY
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Brunswick Music Memory Contest is

Center of Interest in Pittsburgh Territory
Dealers Stage Effective Tie-ups—Farewell Dinner to W. C. Dierks, Treasurer and General Man-
ager of C. C. Mellor Co.—Record Sales Derby Winners—Other Important Trade Activities

Pittsburgh, Pa., February 10.—Hundreds of

Pittsburghers listened in on the evening of

February 3 in the radio Music Memory Contest

under the auspices of the Brunswick-Balke-Col-

lender Co. through the local station KDKA of

the Westinghouse Electric Co. All of the Pitts-

burgh Brunswick dealers linked up in the con-

test by announcing the terms of the contest as

well as furnishing complete information. Con-
test blanks for the use of prospective partici-

pants were distributed by all of the local Bruns-

wick dealers. Several invited their patrons to

visit their places of business during the memory
contest. Considerable interest was manifested

in the singing of the artists, many of whom are

widely known to Pittsburghers through the

Brunswick records which they have made.

Radio Program Interests

Aggressive talking machine merchants are not

at all alarmed at the so-called "invasion" of

the radio as they feel that the radio and talking

machine are bound to go together. Conse-

quently the progressive dealers here are meet-

ing with unusual success not only in selling ra-

dio' outfits but also phonographs and talking-

machine records.

Station WCAE in connection with station

WEAF of New York was instrumental in pre-

senting a most delightful program on Thursday
evening, January 29, when Lucy Marsh sang

and the Flonzaley Quartet played. Hundreds of

radio enthusiasts enjoyed the delightful program
of these Victor artists.

Edison Sales Gain

Edison dealers in the Pittsburgh district re-

port a very satisfactory volume of sale of Edi-

son records. John Henk, of the Columbia Mu-
sic Co., Edison, Columbia and Brunswick deal-

er, stated that Edison sales of phonographs and

records for the past month were very flattering.

A. Buehn, treasurer of the Buehn Phonograph

Co., Edison distributor, stated that Edison rec-

ord sales during the past few weeks had shown
a very marked increase.

Farewell Dinner to W. C. Dierks

A farewell dinner was tendered to W. C.

Dierks, treasurer and general manager of the C.

C. Meller Co., Victor and Brunswick dealer, on

Monday evening, February 2, at the Pittsburgh

Athletic Association. The dinner proved to be
a very enjoyable affair and indicated the high

esteem in which Mr. Dierks is held by the trade

in his home city. The committee of arrange-

ments consisted of Wm. C. Hamilton, of the S.

Hamilton Co., Victor-Brunswick dealer; Theo-
dore Hoffmann, of the J. M. Hoffmann Co.,

Brunswick dealer, and Arthur O. Lechner, of

the Lechner & Schoenberger Co., Victor, Co-

lumbia, Edison and Starr dealer. Mr. Hamil-
ton, during the course of the evening, made a

brief address in which he wished Mr. Dierks a

safe and happy journey to and from the

old world. Mr. Dierks responded in a feeling

manner and thanked the members of the Asso-

ciation for their courtesy and hospitality. Mr.

Dierks, accompanied by Mrs. Dierks and their

daughter, Miss Elizabeth Dierks, sailed on Feb-

ruary 7 for a two-months' tour of France, Eng-
land and Germany. While in Paris they will

visit their son and brother, Barry C. Dierks,

a prominent young architect who has resided

in that city for the past three years.

Stages Radio Show and Sale

The Kaufmann & Baer Co., during the week
of February 2, featured its third annual Radio

Show and Sale in which the Kaufmann & Baer
Broadcasting station WCAE featured the spe-

cial programs broadcast daily from the stage in

the auditorium on the eighth floor. There were
a series of lectures on radio by radio engineers,

as well as novel experiments with radio fre-

quency currents. Five hundred dollars in radio

sets were given as prizes for the best essays.

Among the radio outfits on display were the

De Forest, Radiola, Crosley, Ware, Sleeper,

Jewett, Kennedy Co., Zenith, Sonoradio, and

other leading makes.

Winners in Record Sales Derby
The Red Seal Derby conducted by the Stand-

ard Talking Machine Co. excited no little in-

terest on the part of dealers of the Pittsburgh

and adjoining territories. It had the effect

of stimulating considerable activity on the

part of the sales people in the several shops

that participated in the Derby. The affair was
under the direction of Thomas Evans, sales

manager of the Standard Talking Machine Co.

The judge of the contest was C. C. Latus, secre-

tary of the Piano Merchants' Association of

Pittsburgh. Miss M. E. Baier, of the Joseph
Home Co., had the highest total sales; Miss
Spohn, of Kaufmann's Department Store, the

second highest and Mrs. L. Murray, of Rosen-
baum's, third, in the Pittsburgh group. In the

out-of-town-dealer group Miss E. Naughton, of

Holland Co., Cumberland, Md., first; Miss Fan-
nie Brubaker, of the Penn Traffic Co., Johns-
town, second, and Mrs. Reich, of the S. Hamil
ton Co., Wilkinsburg, Pa., third.

Bright Playertone Outlook
M. S. Levinson, secretary of the Playertone

Talking Machine Co., of this city, recently re-

turned from a trip throughout the Middle West
in the interest of Playertone phonographs and
combination radio instruments. Mr. Levinson
brought back with him a good volume of orders

and reported the prospects for the future looked
encouraging. Plans for the current year in-

clude new models and increased production.

News Gleanings

Horace Hays, president of the E. G. Hays
Co., Brunswick dealer, and his family are

spending the Winter at Miami, Fla.

Damage to the extent of $500 was recently

done to the exterior of the Sahner Music Shop,

Brownsville Road, Mt. Oliver, a suburb of

Pittsburgh.

The Joseph Home Co. featured as an attrac-

tion in its radio-talking machine department a

talk by Donald B. MacMillan, the Arctic ex-

plorer, which was broadcast and enjoyed by
many persons.

Sales of the Starr loud speaker, manufactured

by the Starr Piano Co., Richmond, Ind., are re-

ported as very satisfactory. The Starr Piano

Co., Inc., of Pennsylvania, is the local distrib-

utor.

Henry Kaufmann, vice-president of Kauf-

mann's Department Store, which conducts a

large talking machine department, has just

given to the Irene Kaufmann Settlement prop-

erty in the downtown business section of Pitts-

burgh valued at $750,000. The rentals from this

property will insure an annual income of $32,000

to the Settlement after all charges are paid.

This latest gift brings Mr. Kaufmann's total

contributions to the Settlement up to $1,500,000.

The Settlement was named in memory of Miss

Irene Kaufmann, daughter of Mr. Kaufmann,

who died some years ago. The latest donation

was made effective on January 18, the birthday

anniversary, of the daughter.

To Make Gennett Records
in New Cincinnati Lab.

Cincinnati, O., February 7.—The Starr Piano

Co. will have a week of recording in its new
Cincinnati Gennett laboratory, beginning Feb-

ruary 16. In addition to visiting artists there

will be local ones, as there has arisen quite

a demand for records of home favorites. Con-

siderable interest is being shown in the record-

ing laboratory by talking machine dealers, as

they find it most interesting and instructive to

choose as they are made the records they are

to sell later. i

Winterroth in New Home
The store of the Winterroth Piano Co., Bea-

con, N. Y., is moving to larger quarters in that

town owing to the growth of the business with-

in a period of one year. This store, which is

under the management of Jack Altmann, has

sold so many talking machines, player-pianos

and radio sets that more floor space became

imperative. Manager Altmann has reason to

feel proud of the success achieved.

Radio Firm Chartered

The Airiola Co., New York, has been incor-

porated at Albany with a capital stock of $5,000,

to make radio outfits. The incorporators are

W. P. Alder, A. Schwartz and M. M. Lewis.

Exclusively Wholesale Service in the

PITTSBURGH DISTRICT
Colin B. Kennedy Equipment

Atwater Kent Equipment

Pooley Radio Cabinets

French Ray-O-Vac Batteries

Exide Storage Batteries

Gold Seal Homchargers

Music Master Loud Speakers

Weston Radio Plugs

Pennsylvania Radiophones

Brach Antenna Sets

Jewel and Oro-Tone Portable Phonographs

ESENBE CO
SWARTZ & BUEHN \_J

m

909 Penn Avenue Telephone: Atlantic 0539 Pittsburgh, Pa.
Catering especially to music dealers
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THE HIGHEST CLASS TEN DOLLAR LOUD SPEAKER ON THE MARKET

12 inch

PROGRESSIVE MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CO
YAHR & LANGE,

207 East Water Street, Milwaukee, Wis.
GIBSON-SNOW COMPANY, Inc.,

306 West Willow Street, Syracuse, N. Y.

SOUTHERN AUTO & EQUIPMENT CO., Inc
111 South Forsyth St., Atlanta, Ga.

WALTER S. GRAY CO.,
1054 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

319 Sixth Avenue, New York

A. R. RODWAY.
616 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

THE WIL-MER CORPORATION,
Broad & Spring Garden Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

KIEFER-STEWART CO.,
137 River Street. Troy, N. Y. Capitol Ave. & Georgia St., Indianapolis, Ind.

WALTER S. GRAY CO., WALTER S. GRAY CO.,
926 Midway PI., Los Angeles 2602 Fourth Ave., Seattle, Wash.

LUCKER SALES COMPANY, 17 South Sixth Street, Minneapolis, Minn.

Canadian Distributors: THE OTTO HIGEL CO., Ltd., King and Bathurst Streets, Toronto

OHIO MUSICAL SALES CO.,
1747 Chester Avenue, Cleveland, O.

THE EASTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
43 Market St., Portland, Maine.

H. A. McRAE & CO.. Inc.
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Artistic Window Displays Are Prize

Winners in Sonora National Contest
Davega Wins First Prize With Unusual Display of Sonora Speakers—Spiegel Music Co., of

Fort Wayne, and H. A. Brunke, Berlin, Wis., Also in the Running for Prizes

One of the factors contributing to the success

of a sales campaign is an attractive window dis-

play in which the product is presented to the

of the class of displays which were typical of

those which acted as silent salesmen for the

Sonora radio speakers during the month of

DflVECfl

The display was shown in each of the con-

cern's eight stores in rotation and was directly

responsible for many sales. The display of the

Spiegel Music Co. was well designed and was
a direct tie-up with the national advertising

of the Sonora Co. in featuring on the display

card the phrase, "Out of the Heart of a Sonora,"

which is used in all national advertisements of

the Sonora radio speaker and which is proving

a most effective slogan. The display of H. A.

Brunke is well calculated to cause even the

casual shopper to stop and look. It is in-

genious because of the simplicity, a toy mechan-
ical set being used for the construction of the

wireless antenna supports and the illuminated

toy house is also well done.

Perpetual Radio Service

Offered by Wunderlich's

Radio Department of Kansas City Music House
Establishes New Service Plan

The Well-Planned Window of Da
passers-by and potential customers in a manner
that causes a desire for the article. To this

fact the Sonora dealers throughout the country

who participated in the recent Sonora Radio

vega, Inc., Which Won First Prize

December. They were awarded the first three

prizes as follows: Davega, Inc., New York;
Spiegel Music Co., Fort Wayne, Ind., and H. A.

Brunke, Berlin, Wis. The displays of Val

Speaker Window Display Contest will attest,

for sales were never better and the efforts and
expenses put forward were more than repaid

in profits from the resultant sales. Dealers in

all sections of the country sent in photographs
to the Sonora Phonograph Co., and the judges

were hard-pressed to choose the winners, be-

cause of the artistry and appeal which were the

keynote of the displays.

The accompanying photographs give an idea

I The Display to the Left is That of the Spiegel Music Co. of Ft. Wayne, |
| Who Won Second Prize; to the Right is the Display of H. A. Brunke, |

Berlin, Wis., Who Won Third Prize

Loewer, Columbus, O., and Barnes, of Atlanta,

Ga., received honorable mention.

The Davega window, as can be seen from the

illustration, was most effective and appealing.

Kansas City, Mo., February 8.—In the radio

department of Wunderlich's, B. F. McNeil, for-

merly of California, has been in charge since

the first of December. Mr. McNeil believes

that radio from a musical standpoint has not

been exploited as its possibilities allow, and his

plans for the future for this department at

Wunderlich's are encouraging. One feature of

this is the unique service plan, "sold" with each

instrument. The R. C. A. line is carried.

The purchaser of any instrument from this

department is entitled to a perpetual service for

repair and assistance in radio operation. Thirty

days from the date of sale, and each succeeding

thirty days, or thereabouts, a radio expert will

call upon the pur-

chaser to inquire

into the satisfac-

tion of the instru-

ment, its working
condition and to

look after any dif-

ficulty the owner
may have expe-

rienced. These
calls are unsolic-

ited, service being

continued so long

as the batteries for

the radio sets are

purchased from
the store.

It is the inten-

tion of the organ-

ization that there

will be broadcast-

ing of programs
consistent with the

prestige of the

house, when plans for such broadcasting will

have been completed. The studio in the Wun-
derlich Building is arranged for broadcasting

through the Kansas City Star station.

n£ THE No. 250 0R0-TONE JUNIOR £List Price

.00

The No. 250 Junior is produced by the Oro-Tone Company for the merchant who desires

a thoroughly dependable portable phonograph to sell at $25.00 to $30.00. The Junior is

honor built throughout and represents the greatest value offered at the price.

CABINET CONSTRUCTION—Body construction of. ZA inch stock.
Dove-tailed corners. Vi inch veneer top and bottom panels. Glued
and nailed throughout and covered with a durable waterproof
leatherette material.

MOTOR American manufactured, housed in cast frame to insure
perfect alignment and withstand rough handling, single spring, easy
winding, plays two sides of a ten-inch lateral cut record or more
than one side of an Edison record at one winding.

TONE ARM AND REPRODUCER—Manufactured by the Oro-Tone
Company. Constructed to stand up under the roughest usage.

LOUD CLEAR TONE—You will be surprised at the volume of the
Junior. It is very loud, clear and brilliant.

READY TO PLAY IN FIVE SECONDS—Open the cabinet and pull up on base of
tone arm (time one second) and the Junior is ready to play.

THE PROTECTIVE HARDWARE is nickel plated. Note the long piano hinge used
on the lid.

ORO-TONE SELF-CLOSING NEEDLE CUP is used on the Junior, you cannot spill
the needles. The hinged spring top is always closed.

TO CLOSE THE LID—
Swing arm in position as
shown here — reproducer
turned in Edison position—depress base of arm in
metal deflector, close lid.
Time required, 2 seconds.

Height 7'/i inches.
Width l|i/2 inches,
Length 15 inches.
Weight 15 pounds.

Jobbers outside the Chi-
cago zone will be entitled
to ask a higher list price
due to quick service and
the saving in transporta-
tion charges to the dealer.

THE ORO-TONE CO.
PLAYS ALL RECORDS

1010 George Street Chicago, U. S. A.
LIST PRICE. BLACK LEATHER FINISH ONLY
NO. 250 JUNIOR : $25.00

Less Usual Discount to Good Dealers
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Make this test

in your own store
SHOW your customers that Ad-

ler-Royal Radio Speaker gives

tone perfection even to piano music.
Attach the Adler-Royal Radio
Speaker to any receiving set and
tune in on a station broadcasting
piano music — the most difficult

tones to reproduce. The sharp
notes sound loud and clear with no
hint of the metallic quality so notice-

able on many loud speakers. The
piano seems to be in your store.

Two features mark the superiority
of Adler-Royal Radio Speaker and
account for its unusual purity of

tone—the horn itself, which is con-
cealed in the cabinet, is designed
strictly in accordance with certain

principles of acoustics which pre-

serve pure tonal qualities
;

this,

coupled with the tone modulator,

easily accessible, gives perfect con-

trol over tone volume and quality.

The secret of Adler-Royal
natural tone

Adler-Royal Radio Speaker Makes Radio Enjoyable to All

The following excerpts are from a letter written by Mr. John H. Maloy,
of Hollis, L. I., N. Y. Your customers will be just as delighted with
this radio speaker.

" I can truthfully say that your Speaker
seems to have solved the problem of ampli-
fication, and as far as I can observe there
is no difference in the quality of the music
even with amplification. The principal
thing that the Adler-Royal has accom-
plished in my own household is to make
radio enjoyable to my entire family where
it was formerly principally enjoyed by me
alone over the headphones."

Adler-Royal Radio Speakers are

furnished in mahogany and duo-

tone walnut with a design that will

srace the finest living-room.

Our experience of 25 years in pro-

ducing fine pianos, organs and
phonographs enables us to offer

this speaker at the extremely reason-

able price of $30.00.

ADLER MANUFACTURING COMPANY
New York Louisville

Adler-Royal

Radio Speaker

ADLER MANUFACTURING CO.

Dept. G2, 881 Broadway,

New York City.

Please send me an Adler-Royal Radio Speaker
immediately and charge it to my account.

Name

Address i
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Adler Mfg. Go. Officials and Executives

Discuss Problems at Important Conference
First General Conference of All Officials and Executives Held in Louisville—Discuss Achieve-

ments and Policies—Entire District Representative Organization Present

The first general conference of the Adler

Manufacturing Co., producer of the Adler-

Royal line of phonographs, radio-phonograph

combinations, neutrodyne radio sets and radio

speakers, was held at the factory in Louisville,

Ky., on January 23 and 24. The conference

was truly a remarkable success, both as to the

The Adler Mfg. Co.'s Louisville Convention
Top row (left to right): F. A. Hinners, radio engineer; J. P. Coleman, manager credit

department, main office; Jos. Phillips, Denver district representative; L. O. Whelan, head
bookkeeper, main office; Ed Blimke, Chicago district representative; Miss L. Morrison, sec-

retary to Mr. Bloom; Lambert Friedl, vice-president and sales manager; Mrs. E. Roberts,
secretary to Mr. Adler; H. N. Buckley, Louisville district representative; C. L. Adler, presi-

dent, Adler Manufacturing Co.; W. Loyd Cohn, Dallas district representative; W. F. Sprague,
Minneapolis district representative; Harry O'Connor, Pittsburgh district representative; Ray
Reilly, Chicago district representative. Second row (left to right) : Thos. Griffiths, treasurer,

Adler Manufacturing Co.; Robt. Harris, Philadelphia district representative; S. E. Lind,
Detroit district representative; Allan Strauss, radio engineer; Louis Marks, St. Louis dis-

trict representative; S. W. Lukas, New York district representative; W. I. Brunner, New
York district representative; Jas. Ervin (and his cigar), Cleveland district representative;

E. H. McCarthy, Boston district representative; M. M. Blackman, Kansas City district repre-

sentative; W. A. Carroll, Buffalo district representative; W. E. Guthrie, manager of New
York sales office; M. Marks, St. Louis district representative. Bottom row (left to right):

E. L. Hagemann, superintendent, Adler Manufacturing Co.; G. W. Leep, office manager,
main office; N. P. Bloom, secretary, Adler Manufacturing Co.; B. A. Meyer, vice-president,

Adler Manufacturing Co.; Ralph Meade, advertising manager, Adler Manufacturing Co.

number attending and the vast amount of con-

structive discussion regarding past achieve-

ments and future policies. All the officials and

executives of the Adler Manufacturing Co. were

on hand, including C. L. Adler, president; Lam-
bert Friedl, vice-president and general sales

manager; N. P. Bloom, secretary; Thomas Grif-

fiths, treasurer; Edward Hagemann, factory

superintendent; Ben Meyer, purchasing agent;

G. W. Leep, office manager; J. P. Coleman,

credit manager; F. A. Hinners, radio engineer;

Allan Strauss, special traveling radio repre-_

sentative; Ralph H. Meade, the new advertising

and sales promotion manager, and W. E. Guth-

rie, manager, New York sales office.

The meeting was made especially note-

worthy by the presence of the entire district

representative organization, which has devel-

oped into such an important factor in the pho-

nograph and radio fields during a comparatively

short period of time, the phenomenal growth of

which speaks worlds for the remarkable suc-

cess of the Adler-Royal product.

The district managers on hand were as fol-

lows: Brunner and Lukas, 881 Broadway, New
York, N. Y.; Blimke and Reilly (Edray Sales

much enthusiasm, such a spirit of co-operation

and so remarkable an atmosphere of confidence

and faith in the future, not to mention satis-

faction with the past."

During addresses by the various Adler-Royal

officials the many plans and policies for 1925

were carefully and thoroughly mapped out, and

a manufacturing and selling picture presented

which bids fair to account for one of the out-

standing successes of the year 1925 in the trade.

After a two-hour tour of the factory and a

detailed inspection of the various processes

which enter into the manufacture of the Adler-

Rqyal product, the assembled district repre-

sentatives were addressed by Lambert Friedl,

who talked on accomplishments and aims of the

Adler-Royal organization, and then introduced

C. L. Adler, president of the company, who
formally welcomed the district representatives

to Louisville and gave a masterly talk on high

quality manufacturing and its relation to the

sales problem. Mr. Friedl then turned the

meeting over to N. P. Bloom, secretary of the

company, who acted as chairman. At Mr.

Bloom's request various officials, executives

and department heads addressed the meeting.

Thomas Griffiths discussed the accounting

system, followed by Ben Meyer, who gave a

very interesting and enlightening talk on lum-

ber and veneer. R. H. Meade talked on adver-

tising and sales promotion, and briefly sketched

plans for co-operation with the district repre-

sentatives and dealers. G. W. Leep talked on

office routine and reports; Mr. Hagemann on

manufacturing; Mr. Coleman on credits; Mr.

Friedl on radio sales; Mr. Hinners on neutro-

dyne circuit, and Mr. Strauss on radio sales

and repeat business. Various round-table dis-

cussions led by members of the district mana-

gers' organization were also held and proved

most productive of new ideas and plans. On
Saturday evening, after all formal business had

been disposed of, a banquet was held at the

Hotel Brown,
Louisville's new and

finest hostelry, at-

tended by all mem-
bers of the confer-

ence. This was

purely a social ses-

sion and was in

every way a splen-

did success and

greatly enjoyed.

The Adler-Royal'

sales conference can

be pointed to as the

Banquet Which Closed the Conference culmination of an

Corporation), 532 Republic Building, Chicago,

111.; Harold N. Buckley, 615 Peoples Bank
Building, Indianapolis, Ind. ; Morris and Louis

Marks (Marks Phono. & Radio Corp.), 2215

Pine street, St. Louis, Mo.; M. M. Blackman
(Blackman. Sales Co.), 17 East 14th street, Kan-

sas City, Mo.; S. E. Lind (S. E. Lind, Inc.),

2765 West Fort

street, Detroit,
Mich.; H. G. O'Con-
nor (Standard Fur-

niture Mfg. Co.),

921 Liberty avenue,

Pittsburgh, Pa.;

William A. Carroll,

Room 802 — Bram-
son Bldg., Buffalo,

N. Y.; Robert Har-

ris, 315 Jefferson

Bldg., 1015 Chest-

nut St., Philadel-

phia, Pa.; James M.

Ervin, 4900 Euclid

avenue, Cleveland,

O.; W. L. Cohn
(Radio Equipment

Co., of Texas), 1319

Young street, Dal-

las, Texas; E. H.

McCarthy (Royal

Line Sales Corp.),

218 Tremont street,

Boston, Mass.; Jo-

seph Phillips (Roy-

al Sales Company), 313 California Bldg., Den-
ver, Colo.; W. L. Sprague (Sprague & Warren),

39 South Eighth street, of Minneapolis, Minn.
From the time the conference convened on

Friday, the 23rd, until the hour of the banquet
at the Hotel Brown, which marked its termina-

tion, a splendid interest and whole-hearted en-

thusiasm was evinced by all. To quote one
official of the company: "In all my years of

experience with large manufacturing and sell-

ing organizations I have never once seen so

exceptional achievement in the phonograph and

radio industries, for it marks an astounding

growth and success at a time when phonograph

business was, to say the least, below normal.

This success can be attributed not only to the

combination of quality product, and adequate

sales and merchandising policies, but mainly to

the persevering efforts, whole-souled loyalty

and the splendid ability of those present.

PROTECT TOUR RECORDS BY US1NO

THE ORIGINAL TEN TIME NEEDLE
(EACHNEEOLE GUARANTEEO TO PLAYTEN RECORDS ON ANY PHONOGRAPH)

CA.CM NE£0 IE CHEM-

ICALLY TREATtDTO

PROLONG THE LIFE

OF YOUR RECORDS

A PACKAGE OF
50 NEEDLES

EQUIVALENT TO
SOO ORDINARY
STEEL NEEDLES

trTPA LOUO MEDIUM LOU

150% PROFIT
on WALL-KANE NEEDLES

The only needle recognized as the original 10-record

needle, established for over ten years, put up in

handsome displays that sell themselves.

WALL-KANE NEEDLE MANUFACTURING CO., inc.

3922 14th Avenue Brooklyn, N. Y.

Special prices on

JAZZ, CONCERT and PETMECKY NEEDLES
The New Display Case Holding 100 Packages Assorted
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Successful Radio Merchandising
depends on the high average of dependability

and service which the sets you sell render

to your customers.

RADIO
are safe for you to sell and safe for

your customer to buy

Radio Tubes are delicate instruments of almost infinite

precision and accuracy.

They are the nerve center of the radio set through which
every radio impulse is transformed and magnified into

audible sound.

TYPES: C301A, C299, C300, Cll,

C12

in the orange and blue carton.

Safety-First in merchandising demands that in

radio essentials you stick to standard lines.

Follow this policy and you will rec-

ommend Cunningham Radio Tubes
for every socket of every radio set.

HOME OFFICE:

182. SECOND STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

PATENT NOTICE: Cunningham
tubes are covered by patents dated
2-18-08, 2-18-12, 12-30-13, 10-23-17,

and others issued and pending.

DATA BOOK: Cunningham 40-

page Data Book fully explaining
care and operation of Radio Tubes
now available at our San Francisco
office.

CHICAGO

NEW YORK
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Twin Cities Retailers Making the Most
of Three Big Local Trade Exhibitions

Entire Trade Facing Coming Months of Year With Optimism—Brunswick Display at Auto

Show Attracts Attention—Local Artists Record—Mrs. Helen D. Beggs Columbia Manager

Minneapolis and St. Paul, February 7.—Twin

Cities dealers report sales a little slower than

during the holidays, but are unanimous in ex-

pressions of optimism over the outlook for the

new year. January generally proved a very

pleasing initiation into 1925 business. With

three big exhibition events on there is certain

prospect of stimulated sale's. The Northwest

Automobile Show, The Northwest Drug Deal-

ers' Convention, and the Twin City Building

Show are, or will be, occupying everyone's at-

tention.

Brunswick Display at Auto Show
"Doc" O'Neill, of the Brunswick Co., is en-

thusiastic over its display at the Auto Show
January 31 to February 7. The booth is lo-

cated on the third floor, right next to the Gold

Medal Broadcasting Station.

The Whitney-MacGregor Co. has purchased

the Brunswick stock of the Anderson-Gauper-

Pryer Co. on Lake street. The addition of the

Brunswick Radiola considerably augments the

department of this big concern.

First Records of Local Artist

Minneapolis has reason to celebrate, for her

favorites, Dick Long and His Orchestra, have

signed a Victor contract and their first record

is on the market. It contains two fox-trots,

"Rock-A-Bye Baby Days" and "If You Don't

Tell Me." The Dayton Co., one of the largest

local department stores, has a very clever win-

dow exhibit on Nicollet avenue. It shows a

PLAYTIME RECORDS
fESjbrtyddies

Double-faced 7 Inch Records

A List of 98 Selections

Prompt Shipment of Orders

A Wonderful Juvenile Record
at a price which makes every

child a customer

DEALERS' PRICE $9.00 in 100 lot assorted
10c each in smaller quantities

Send for Sample Records and Full Details

j PLAZA MUSIC COMPANY
|

10 West 20th Street — New York City |
4 *

miniature stage with doll figures in costume
playing. The Victor dog presides in the fore-

ground. Dick Long's Orchestra plays at the

Dayton Tea Rooms every noon and a special

announcement is made of the record.

Entertain Local Dealers

The Nankin Cafe, where Dick Long's Orches-

tra has played for five years, on the night of

January 27 staged a party for local talking ma-
chine dealers and their friends. It started at

12:30 a. m. and lasted until 4:30 a. m. A chow
mein supper was served to about 500, as guests

of Walter James, manager of the cafe. Stars

from the vaudeville houses entertained and the

orchestra played for dancing.

Satisfactory Edison Business

J. Unger, of the Lawrence Lucker Co., says

phonograph sales have been fair, with the big-

gest month's business in records ever enjoyed.

Radio business is good, with the new De Forest

model D 17 proving a favorite with the dealers;

also the Ware neutrodyne. Lawrence Lucker
will have a complete Edison display at the

Drug Convention and at the Building Show.
The company has opened a large number of

new accounts. Mr. Lucker will leave soon for

the East to join in celebrating Mr. Edison's

birthday on February 11.

T. H. Pidge, an experienced phonograph man,

has recently been added to the sales force.

John J. Roden Goes East

John J. Roden, for some years with the Day-
ton Co., has left for Brooklyn, N. Y., to take

an excellent position with Abraham & Straus

Co. Jack Roden is very well liked in the music

business and his friends are glad of his success.

J. L. Pofahl, of the Dayton Co., will soon

make a buying trip East.

New Columbia Branch Manager
The Columbia Phonograph Co. has a new

branch manager in Minneapolis in the person

of Mrs. Helen D. Beggs, who says the new
model console proved a big seller during the

holidays. The Columbia Co. is also putting

out a combination radio and phonograph that

is very popular with the dealers.

Arnold Rebney Killed by Auto
Arnold Rebney, formerly a record salesman

with the Cable Piano Co., was run down by a

"hit and run" driver on the river road. He
never regained consciousness.

Important But Brief

John E. Date, of Doerr, Andrews & Doerr,

says January augurs well for a prosperous year

The company will have a full display of phono-
graphs, Zenith radio and radio accessories at

the N. W. Drug Convention February 9-15.

Edward G. Hoch, Minneapolis Cheney mana-
ger, is on a trip to Chicago, St. Louis and
through Wisconsin, visiting dealers.

Cunningham Tubes Reduced

Announcement was made on February 2, by
E. T. Cunningham, Inc., San Francisco, that a

reduction of one dollar on the price of Cunning-

ham tubes, types C-301A, C-299, C-ll and C-12,

was effective as of that date. The increase in

sales, resulting in manufacturing economies, is

responsible for the reduction to $3.00 for a Cun-

ningham tube.

Greek Dealer a Visitor

M. Nigohossian, representative of the Starr

Piano Co., at Athens, Greece, is visiting New
York, together with his son-in-law Annan
Ohanion. Mr. Nigohossian has been in this

country for the past month or six weeks and

expects to stay for about two more months.

Buys Denman Bros. Go.

Anniston, Ala., January 31.—J. B. Denman,

formerly of Brownwood, Tex., has just pur-

chased controlling interest in the Denman Bros.'

Piano Co., this city, which will be known in

the future as the Denman Bros.' Musir Co.
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Latest Summary of Exports

and Imports of "Talkers"

Figures on Exports Summarized in November

and December of 1924 Show Increases—Inter-

esting Data on Exports and Imports

Washington, D. C, February 9.—In the sum-

mary of exports and imports of the commerce

of the United States for the months of Novem-

ber and December, 1924 (the latest period for

which it has been compiled), which has just

been issued, the following are the figures bear-

ing on talking machines and records for No-

vember:

The dutiable imports of talking machines and

parts during November, 1924, amounted in value

to $42,717, as compared with $53,237 worth

which were imported during the same period of

1923. The eleven months' total ending Novem-

ber, 1924, showed importations valued at $386,-

844, as compared with $675,929 worth of talking

machines and parts during the same period of

1923.

Talking machines to the number of 5,431,

valued at $204,160, were exported in November,

1924, as compared with 5,505 talking machines,

valued at $218,562, sent abroad in the same pe-

riod of 1923. The eleven months' total showed

that we exported 67,943 talking machines, valued

at $2,553,232, as against 58,758 talking machines,

valued at $2,324,370 in 1923.

The total exports of records and supplies for

November, 1924, were valued at $134,593, as com-

pared with $104,401 in October, 1924. The

eleven months ending November, 1924, show

records and accessories exported valued at $1,-

647,106, as compared with $1,244,784 in 1923.

The dutiable imports of talking machines and

parts during December, 1924, amounted in value

to $55,478, as compared with $42,658 worth

which were imported during the same period of

1923. The twelve months' total ending Decem-

ber, 1924, showed importations valued at $442,-

322, as compared with $718,587 worth of talk-

ing machines and parts during the same period

of 1923.

Talking machines to the number of 6,056,

valued at $229,248, were exported in December,

1924, as compared with 6,329 talking machines,

valued at $218,764, sent abroad in the same pe-

riod of 1923. The eleven months' total showed

that we exported 73,999 talking machines, val-

ued at $2,782,480, as against 65,087 talking ma-

chines, valued at $2,543,134, in 1923.

The total exports of records and supplies for

December, 1924, were valued at $124,397, as

compared with $126,614 in October, 1924. The

eleven months ending December, 1924, show

records and accessories exported valued at

$1,771,503, as compared with $1,271,412 in 1923.

The countries to which these instruments

were sent during December and their values

are as follows: France, $3,435; United Kingdom,

$13,836; Other Europe, $12,133; Canada, $27,-

961; Central America, $11,860; Mexico, $20,752;

Cuba, $5,742; Argentina, $21,941; Chile, $4,962;

Peru, $18,775; Other South America, $29,938;

China, $2,188; Japan, $3,851; Philippine Islands,

$4,845; Australia, $30,607; New Zealand, $3,518;

Other Countries, $12,904.

Popular Columbia Releases

The recent release of the Columbia race rec-

ord "Thunderstorm Blues" coupled with "Poor

House Blues," both sung by Maggie Jones,

met with a large demand from Columbia dealers

for additional stock of this popular recording.

Another record which is showing great popu-

larity is "You and I," from the musical show

"My Girl."

Alphonse W. Cote, who has won quite a

reputation as a tenor singer in Lewiston, Me.,

recently made two double-disc records at the

Victor Laboratory and their arrival at Tainter's

Music Store, in Lewiston, aroused consider-

able interest among local musicians.

United Music Go. Brockton,

Secures Larger Quarters

Talking Machine Department a Feature of New
Store—Radio Retained in Old Store

Brockton, Mass., February 5.—Larger quarters

in the Times Building here have just been taken

by the United Music Co., which has expanded
its local business beyond the capacity of the

former store at 19 Main street. The new ware-

rooms have a modern show window and an

attractive arched entrance has been built in.

The old store will be used in the future by the

radio department of the company, and pianos

and phonographs will be handled exclusively in

the new quarters.

The Rix Radio Supply House, Brooklyn, N.

Y., has been granted a charter of incorporation

at Albany with a capital stock of $50,000. J.

W. Bering, J. J. McCloughlin and J. J. Conway,

Jr., are the incorporators.

Whittier Music Go. Expands
Its Radio Department

California Concern Has Had an Excellent Sea-

son in Radio—Other Departments Also to Be
Increased in Size in Near Future

Whittier, Cal., February 6.—With the opening

of the new year the Whittier Music Co., 125

South Greenleaf avenue, made arrangements for

the material enlargement of the company's radio

department, which work is now under way. At
the same time several other departments in the

store will be increased in size to take care of

the growing business, according to L. J. Sims,

the manager.

Mr. Sims expressed himself as well pleased

with the showing of the radio department dur-

ing the past season and declared that if he had
available twice the amount of stock on hand
he could have disposed of it during the holi-

days. This company is one of the most aggres-

sive concerns on the Coast.

^cG)rmaci~MoreGearly
on the

creshmaN
KSTERPIEo

'Ywierever you are in this country you can

^easily tune in John McCormack, Bori, Alda

and the host of other Metropolitan Opera artists,

now broadcasting every other Thursday evening,

from WEAF and other stations.

The Freshman Masterpiece assures

true to life reproduction with

real loud speaker volume. Brings

out every single note distinctly,

with matchless tonal qualities.

artists broadcasting through courtesy of Victor Talking Machine Co.

Here's an example of the Freshman Masterpiece advertising appearing in all the

radio magazines and in over one hundred newspapers throughout the United States.

It is the kind of advertising that will send high class trade to your store. If you
do not carry the Freshman Masterpiece, write today for catalog and proposition.
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[Editor's Note—This is the forty-seventh of a series of
articles by William Braid White devoted to the various
interesting opportunities which prevail in the domain of
education for the retailer of talking machines. The subject
is one of great interest and we commend these articles to
the consideration of all who are devoting attention to the
featuring and developing of the musical possibilities of the
talking machine.]

Power Behind the Miracle

A few months ago there came to London the

famous singer Amelita Galli-Curci. She had
never sung in London before, and yet every one
of the ten thousand seats in the great Albert

Hall had been sold weeks in advance of her

coming. Her reputation in the English-speak-

ing world had been made entirely outside Great

Britain, was in fact an American reputation

entirely. Yet she could fill one of the largest,

if not actually the largest, concert halls in the

world, with an audience no member of which
had ever heard her before she stepped on to

the platform.

What power was behind this miracle? The
answer is the talking machine and the record.

Galli-Curci's voice had been made known to

hundreds of thousands in London and in all

Great Britain long before the singer herself had
landed on British soil. Records, talking ma-
chines and records, had made that voice known
and had sold those ten thousand seats weeks in

advance of its owner's appearance upon the

concert stage in proper person.

Nor is this all. Some of the critics, after her

first concert, actually went so far as to say that

the singer did not justify on this first occasion

the great reputation her records had built up
for her. They said that her best records were
better than anything she then did in person!

Putting aside all other considerations, think

for a moment what all this means! It simply

means that the talking machine and the record
together may actually, in the opinion of eminent
critics, give musical results superior to the ef-

fects which an artist in person may give before

an audience!

The Essential Marvel
It means that what I have so often said about

the essential marvel of the talking machine is

strictly true; namely, that it is an unsurpassed,

and so far unsurpassable, means for the preser-

vation and reproduction of the finest of music,

because talking machine music is music made un-

der test conditions, music made as no other mu-

sic can be made, after, if necessary, a dozen repe-

titions, music perfected to the last degree of re-

finement! That is what I have always claimed

for talking machine music, and what indeed

every thinking man in the business has always

known; and that, too, is what is now proclaimed

by highest musical authority.

In face of praise like this it should not seem

very difficult to feature the musical possibilities

of the talking machine successfully and with

resulting sales, should it?

If I could make every dealer and every sales-

man see as clearly as it appears to me the really

wonderful meaning of the story I have just told

(and which may be seen in the London musical

papers of last December), there would be a

wave of enthusiasm for talking machine selling

such as the business has never yet experienced.

The fact that Mme. Galli-Curci is a Victor

artist has absolutely nothing to do with the

case. What is true of one singer is in actual

fact true of nearly all singers. To a very large

extent it is also true of instrumentalists. Pian-

ists drop notes and violinists play out of tune.

A bad record of piano or violin playing, just

like a bad record of singing, can be destroyed

and the work played over a dozen times, until

the necessary perfection has been attained. On
the other hand, the artist on the concert stage

may have a cold or be nervous. The stage may
be draughty, the orchestra poorly conducted.

Yet the concert must go on, and if any or all

of these accidents combine to cause trouble, the

poor artist has to take the resulting blame.

Getting a New Vision

Now, it seems to me that all this gives us a

new angle of vision from which to look at the

talking machine business. We have always real-

ized, in a sort of vague way, that talking ma-
chine recordings of fine music are very fine in-

deed, but to have the superiority, the stark bet-

terness of them, thrust at us like this, is almost

disconcerting. Can we not make some use of

the weapon thus put into our hands?
I am always hearing that 'the buying public

does not care for fine music. Yet every talk-

ing machine record manufacturer frankly admits

that the backbone of the business is the fine

record. The income tax figures revealed last

Fall showed how musician after musician is ob-

taining a royalty income far beyond what could

possibly be earned by the mere giving of con-

certs. In other words, fine records are bought.

That is the only possible deduction to be drawn.

But, of course, to sell fine records one needs

more than the mere announcement of their ex-

istence. It is indeed marvelous that the magic
of a name should carry so far as it often does,

and that people should buy blindly just because

they know that such and such a disc was en-

graved by the voice, the bow or the keys asso-

ciated with a great name. Yet in these days

we want more than mere passive interest. We
want more positive desire and to that end we
must have more positive active demonstration.

The weakest end of the talking machine retail

business to-day is the record demonstration end

and this is just the end which will give us the

best returns for any strengthening of it we may
undertake to do. We shall get more sales by
putting our efforts into thus demonstrating the

talking machine's musical capabilities than by
anything else we can imagine.

Of course all the forces of inertia stand in

our way, for nothing is harder than to make
men change the methods into which they have

drifted, especially when the change is from the

passive to the active. At the present time

however, the signs of the times are plain. It is

the music of the talking machine that is to be

sold; and it is our job to develop the musical

side of talking machine demonstration to such

an extent that we can make the whole people

realize what those English critics saw when
they said the artistic results from records were
actually superior to the work of the recording

artist in person at her first appearance.

Every Detail Counts
To this end, every detail of demonstration has

its own importance. I often go into talk-

ing machine stores and find that owing to some
neglect it is impossible to get good results from
any record. It may be that a motor squeaks

or has been allowed to choke up with dirt. It

may be that needles are not regularly changed
by the attendants. It may be that records are

allowed to lie around and get all scratched up.

It may even be that the hearing rooms are so

badly arranged that they afford no actual proof

against intruding sounds. Whatever may be

the causes, it is certain that fine demonstration

of records is a matter of attending to a multi-

tude of small details, none of which can safely

be treated with indifference. We are dealing

with something very wonderful and very del-

icate, with a method of recording and repro-

ducing sound that is not recognized generally

for the marvel it is only because we are so

thoroughly accustomed to it.

For goodness sake, let us have no more mess-
ing around with a matter like this. It is a

question of principle with which we are deal-

ing, for the whole foundation of the business is

the demonstration of its music. We sell music
and we should sell nothing else.

Of course the dealer does not think in terms
of tone when he puts in a line of machines or

records, but he has to think in terms of tone

when he sells, for it is tone he is selling. What-
ever may have been the case at one time, to-

day it is absolutely certain that tone and tone

alone is the commodity we sell in the talking

machine business.

JUST TO REMIND YOU

Our past achievement in producing only

the Best is the assurance that your Future

business will be taken care of in the same
careful reliable way.

Always insist on

DE LUXE NEEDLES
(BEST BY EVERY TEST)

Perfect Reproduction of Tone No Scratching Surface Noise

PLAYS 100-200 RECORDS
May We Send You Sample?

Duo-|one Company, Incorporated
Sole Manufacturers of De Luxe Needles

ANSONIA, CONN.
Price 3 for 30 Cents Liberal Trade Discounts
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The line of
least

resistance

The
Columbia

line

Write the Columbia branch or dis-
tributer in your territory for full in-

formation on the new Columbia line

Atlanta, Ga., 561 Whitehall Street
Boston, Mass., 1000 Washington Street
Chicago, 111., 430-440 South Wabash Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio, 1812 East Thirtieth St.
Dallas, Texas, 2000 North Lamar Street
Kansas City, Mo., 2006 Wyandotte Street
Los Angeles, Cal., 809 S. Los Angeles St.
New York City, 121 West Twentieth St.
Philadelphia, Pa., 40 North Sixth Street
Pittsburgh, Pa., 632 Duquesne Way
San Francisco, Cal., 345 Bryant Street
Buffalo, N. Y., 700 Main Street
Detroit, Mich., 439 East Fort Street
Minneapolis, Minn., 18 North Third St.
Seattle, Wash., 911 Western Avenue
COLUMBIA WHOLESALERS, Inc.
205 West Camden Street, Baltimore, Md.
TAMPA HARDWARE CO.
Tampa, Fla.

COLUMBIA STORES CO.
1608 Glen arm Avenue, Denver, Colo.
221 S. W. Temple, Salt Lake City, Utah
W. W. KIMBALL CO.
Wabash Avenue and East Jackson Boule-

vard, Chicago, 111.

COLUMBIA DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
1327 Pine Street, St. Louis, Mo.
224 West Fourth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
517 Canal Street, New Orleans, La.

COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH CO., LIMITED
22 West Front Street, Toronto

COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH CO.
1819 Broadway New York
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New York T. M. Go. Buys
M. I. S. Victor Interests

Deal Includes Stock and Good Will of New
York Wholesaler—C. Alfred Wagner Elected

to New York T. M. Co. Board

It was announced recently that the New York
Talking Machine Co., 521 West Fifty-seventh

street, New York, one of the foremost Victor

jobbers in the country, had purchased the Vic-

tor business, including stock, good-will, etc., of

the Musical Instrument Sales Co., also a Victor

jobber in New York. This important deal adds

materially to the prestige and activities of the

New York Talking Machine Co., which, under

the direction of Arthur D. Geissler, has at-

tained phenomenal success as a distributor of

Victor products, both in New York and Chi-

cago. In the latter city the company is known
as the Chicago Talking Machine Co.

C. Alfred Wagner, president of the Musical

Instrument Sales Co., and one of the most

prominent members of the music industry, be-

ing general manager of the American Piano

Co., has been elected a member of the board

of directors of the New York Talking Machine

Co. Mr. Geissler and his associates are making

plans for the coming year that will provide

their Victor dealers with a greater degree of

service and co-operation than ever before, and

the purchase of the Musical Instrument Sales

Co. is a distinct tribute to Mr. Geissler's inde-

fatigable efforts in behalf of Victor products.

R. S. Peer Returns From
First Public Okeh Recording

Present at Recording by Finzell's Orchestra in

Detroit, Mich.

R. S. Peer, sales director of the Okeh record

division of the General Phonograph Corp., re-

turned recently from a ten days' trip which in-

cluded a visit to Cleveland, Detroit and Buffalo.

While in Detroit Mr. Peer attended the first

public recording that has ever taken place, and

which proved a signal success. Finzell's Or-

chestra, exclusive Okeh artists, broadcast direct

from the Arcadia dance hall under the direction

of the Consolidated Talking Machine Co. and

Mr. Peer was one of the Okeh executives who
made a special trip to Detroit to be present at

this event.

W. G. Fuhri Home From
Important Mid-West Trip

Vice-President and General Sales Manager of

Columbia Co. Finds Record Demand Partic-

ularly Active—Confers With Managers

W. C. Fuhri, vice-president and general sales

manager of the Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc.,

New York, returned recently from an important

trip to the Middle West, which included a visit

to Columbia branches and jobbers in Chicago,

St. Louis, Dallas, New Orleans and Cincinnati.

In all of these important trade centers Mr.

W. C. Fuhri

Fuhri conferred with the branch managers and

with the heads of the Columbia jobbing organ-

izations regarding plans for the coming year,

and in many instances he offered valuable sug-

gestions that will be used to the advantage of

the Columbia dealers during the next twelve

months.

In a chat with The World, Mr. Fuhri com-

mented upon the optimism and confidence that

lie found throughout the Columbia organization

and among the dealers he visited. This is par-

ticularly true in connection with Columbia rec-

ord sales, for Columbia record business during

the first six weeks of the new year showed an
increase over 1924, and was well beyond the

expectations of the executive sales organiza-

tion. Mr. Fuhri was gratified to find an active

and steady demand for the new Master Works
Art Series of Columbia records recently intro-

duced, and in the cities of Chicago and Cleve-

land particularly these records are proving pop-
ular throughout the dealer organizations. Bos-
ton record business has also been very pleas-

ing, and, in fact, reports from the Columbia
branches and the Columbia jobbers throughout
the country indicate a demand for records that

foreshadows a very fine business during 1925.

M. I. S. Go. Plans to Enter
Radio Field on Large Scale

Former Victor Wholesale Firm to Expand
Radio Activities—Reputation and Dealer Con-
tact Place Concern in Strong Position

As announced recently the Musical Instru-

ment Sales Co., New York, has sold its Victoi

business to the 'New York Talking Machine Co.,

also a Victor jobber in New York, and in a

recent chat with The World C. A. Wagner,
vice-president and general manager of the Musi-

cal Instrument Sales Co., outlined his company's
plans for the future. Mr. Wagner states that

his organization is planning to enter the whole-
sale radio field on a large scale,- and that full

details regarding the lines to be merchandised,
the personnel of the sales staff and the policies

as a whole will be announced very shortly.

The Musical Instrument Sales Co. is in a

particularly strong position to develop radio

business, for, in addition to its activities in the

music field, it controls a subsidiary organization,

the Standard Appliance Distributing Corp.,

which is in close touch with dealers in the

electrical and radio fields. Mr. Wagner is

negotiating with several prominent manufac-
turers in the radio industry for the distributing

franchises in the metropolitan territory, and
these deals will be ready for announcement
within a few weeks.

Frederick Fradkin on B'way

Frederick Fradkin, solo violinist and exclusive

Brunswick artist, recently opened at the Picca-

dilly Theatre, Broadway and Fifty-second

street, New York, as soloist and conductor of

the Piccadilly Concert Orchestra. This thea-

tre, one of Broadway's newer motion picture

palaces, is unique in that it is the only promi-

nent picture house on Broadway giving a mid-
night performance. All of the New York news-
papers carried advertisements and news articles

announcing Mr. Fradkin's engagement, and
Brunswick dealers are taking advantage of the

fact that he records for the Brunswick library

exclusively.

F. Quinn Records for Okeh

One of the recent releases in the Okeh Irish

catalog which has been enthusiastically received

by those dealers who do a large Irish record

business is "Father O'Flynn," coupled with "Get

This," both sung by Frank Quinn. Mr. Quinn

has a large following in Irish circles in the East

and his records are always looked forward to.

On this record Mr. Quinn accompanies him-

self on the accordion and introduces the "lilt-

ing" which made his former records so popular.

Drive on Honest Quaker

New York Distributing Division of the Gen-

eral Phonograph Corp., which wholesales Hon-
est Quaker accessories and repair parts, re-

ports a brisk activity in these lines. A mail

campaign to bring these parts to the attention

of dealers is being waged at the present time.

TheRecord ofQuality

We're the

Doctor

There is no reason why record sales shouldn't keep
the cash register continually ringing up. If your busi-

ness is slow you are no doubt subscribing to the wrong
kind of records.

Consult our Service Department. Other businesses

have been saved and made to prosper because our
superior sales promotion experience has been heeded
in time and followed.

We sell all products manufactured by

GENERAL PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION
New York Distributing Division

15 West 18th Street New York City
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IT IS WRITTEN:

"Over-loud words
from an orator
jar the ears; mu-
sic too faint to

dance by strains

them." The se-

cret ofpleasing
volume is in the

Synchrophase.

WHEN, from so many good radio instruments on the market,

one may choose with the same wisdom and deliberation ex-

erted in the selection of a motor car or timepiece, it is not surprising

that you will find an ever-increasing number of Synchrophase en-

thusiasts. A man who has once operated a Synchrophase is content

with no other type of receiver.

Binocular coils—unaffected by local interference—arranged in two
stages of balanced tuned radio frequency, give greater selectivity and

sensitivity. On the S-L-F (straight line frequency) condensers all sta-

tions are spaced at equal intervals around the dials. No crowding of

stations at the lower end of the dials in the Synchrophase.

The surpassing beauty of the Synchrophase is emphasized by com-
parison with other radio receivers. Close inspection reveals that every

detail was designed and built in the Grebe factory, while in other re-

ceivers is found merely a variety of assembled parts.

Wise dealers specialize for quicker turnover and better

business. It pays to specialize on the Synchrophase.

A. H. Grebe & Co., Inc.

Van Wyck Blvd., Richmond Hill, N.Y.
Western Branch: 443 So. San Pedro St., Los Angeles, Gal.

THIS COMPANY OWNS AND OPERATES STATION WAHG

All Grebe apparatus is covered by
patents granted and pending

Synchrophase Secrets

No. 3—Volume Control

In the Synchrophase an en-

tirely new control for audio

amplification is provided.

This volume control with six

gradual variations enables you

to obtain just the right intensity

for a vocal selection, a lecture

or a dance.

TRADE MARK
BEG.U.S. PAT. OFF.
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H. I. Silverton Appointed
Triangle Sales Manager

To Aid Dealers in Solving Their Merchandising

Problems—Has Wide Experience and Is

Well and Favorably Known to Trade

H. A. Linde, president of the Triangle Radio

Supply Co., Inc., New York City, manufactur-

ers' distributors of radio sets, accessories and

parts, announced that on February 1 H. I. Sil-

verton had become sales manager of the organi-

zation. In speaking of this important appoint-

ment with The World Mr. Linde said:

"Mr. Silverton has made a lifelong study of

retail store conditions and has successfully

solved many of its most serious problems. His

work, when in exclusive charge of the radio

and phonograph department of Abraham &
Straus, Brooklyn department store, is known
to most everyone familiar with happenings in

the talking machine trade. He comes to us

this important position to place at the disposal

of our dealers his knowledge and experience in

the retail' merchandising of radio products. It

is his plan to call upon our various dealers, to

meet them personally and acquaint himself inti-

mately with their merchandising problems, with

the idea in view of extending service that will

be of a decided benefit."

The remarkable growth and expansion of the

Triangle Radio Supply Co. has been due largely

to the foresight and energy of Herman Linde,

who is both president and general manager.

The appointment of Mr. Silverton as sales man-
ager is another forward step in the building up

of this already large organization.

"Unusually Fine Window
Features the Pathe Line

Staffelbach & Duffy, Live St. Louis Retailers,

Broadcast Pathe Message Through the "Eye
of the Store"—Live Retailing House

Saul Birns has opened a new store at 310

Sixth avenue, New York, N. Y., which will be

the headquarters for his chain of stores

throughout the city. A complete stock of talk-

ing machines and piano is being carried.

Halkitc Battery Charger.
For charging 6 vols stor-

age batteries*

Price #19.50
$20 West of Rockies

$27.50 in Canada

Balkite "B"— replaces
"B" batteries or dry
cells. Operates from
light socket.

Price #55
$75 in Canada

St. Louis, Mo., February 7.— Staffelbach & Duffy,

Pathe dealers and distributors of Pathe products

as well, with headquarters in this city, are utiliz-

ing their window display space to excellent ad-

vantage. The window, which is illustrated here-

with, is not only particularly attractive and well

Staffelbach & Duffy's Pathe Window
laid out, but displays practically the entire

Pathe line—radio, talking machines and records.

In the background is featured the Italian

Renaissance period model of the Pathe phono-
graph and to the left the popular console
speaker in combination with the Pathe five-six

radio receiving set. There are also shown in the

window the portables, together with a generous
display of records. In connection with the

Pathe records there is featured the picture of

Cliff Edwards, more familiarly known as

"Ukulele Ike." It is reported that the Pathe
recordings of "Ukulele Ike" are just as popular

in St. Louis as they are in the other big cities

and that Staffelbach & Duffy are doing a tre-

mendous business with these records.

Balkite Radio Power Units
two of the fastest-moving

and most profitable items in radio

Balkite Radio Power Units

supply constant uniform
voltage to both "A" and "B"
radio circuits and increase

the power and clarity of any

set. The Balkite Charger
charges storage"A" batteries.

Balkite "B" replaces "B" bat-

teries entirely and supplies

plate current from the light

socket.

Both the Balkite Charger and

Balkite"B" are entirely noise-

less. They are based on the

same principle. Both have

demonstrated their entire

success over a long period

of time. Both are free from

service trouble, well adver-

tised and fast-moving. They
make ideal radio accessories

for the music trade.

New Remo Loud Speaker
Introduced to Trade

Meriden, Conn., February 10.—The Remo Corp.,

of this city, has just announced the advent of

another new model of loud speaker in the Remo
trumpet line. This new model is very similar

in appearance to the regular model of the Remo
trumpet but has as a distinct advantage a spe-

cial adjustable unit, which is described as a new
development that will overcome many objec-

tionable features in broadcasting. This trum-

pet, similar to its companion model with the

fixed unit, is finished in Adam mahogany.
In conjunction with the announcement of

this new trumpet, an adjustable phonograph
unit, to be used in conjunction with the talking

machine, is also announced. The Remola, the

cabinet model produced by the Remo Corp. dur-

ing the latter part of last year, has proved a

very popular number in the line.

The Remo Corp. is a well established house

manufacturing radio, electrical and automotive

products and for which it has created a good
market. This company is paying considerable

attention to the talking machine trade and the

Remo trumpet is now well represented in the

warerooms of prominent retailers from coast to

coast.

Duoplug Placed on Market

The Pacent Electric Co., New York, manu-
facturer of Pacent radio essentials, has recently

placed on the market a new plug which is

unique in design and performs the work of ac-

commodating two pairs of phones in parallel.

This article, which is being merchandised undcr

the trade name of Duoplug, may be operated, as

far as the adjustment is concerned, without

the employment of any tools—merely by the

use of the fingers. There are no live metal

parts exposed, thus avoiding the possibility of

a high voltage shock when the plug is inserted

in the jack.

Order through your jobber

BALKITE BATTERY CHARGER— BALKITE "Bw PLATE CURRENT SUPPLY

Manufactured by FANSTEEL PRODUCTS CO., Inc., North Chicago, Illinois
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The Famous BEL-GANTO
LOUD SPEAKERS

Endorsed by thousands of satisfied users in every

part of the world

TYPE B-406
LIST $17.50

The new Bel-Canto Cabinet Loud Speaker is the only

one in the World equipped with the Exclusive Bel-

Canto Flexible REED TONE CHAMBER making it

possihle to put within our cabinets the necessary

length of horn for proper amplification. This

REED TONE CHAMBER reproduces a tone of real

musical beauty and mellow brilliance. REMEMBER
this is an exclusive BEL-CANTO Feature and can-

not he obtained in any other cabinet loud speaker.

The highest quality of workmanship and material

make this an ideal BUSINESS GETTER for the

Live Radio Dealer. Size 8" x 10y2
" x 16".

TYPE B-405
LIST $15.00

TYPE B-404
LIST $10.00

The Bel-Canto Gooseneck Horn is the result of three \r.n>

of experimentation and research to attain perfection in

amplification without distortion. Its generous size assures

ample volume in any size room, while the crystal clear

musical tone will satisfy the most discriminating. Equipped
with Bel-Canto exclusive adjustable loud speaking unit.

Complete instrument 26" high, 14" Bell. Guaranteed for

one year.

The original Bel-Canto Loud Speaker.

Crystalline finish fibre horn. Our own adjustable unit,

giving wide range of lone, quality and volume. Plug in on
phone circuit. Heavy metal base, eliminating top heaviness.

All other metal parts highly polished cast aluminum.
Complete instrument 22" high, 10" Bell. Guaranteed for
one year.

WEST OF THE ROCKIES:—B-406, $18.00; B-405, $15.50; B-404, $10.50.

DEALER S- Bel-Canto Products
mean BIG PROFITS and satisfied customers. Get
in touch with your jobber at once.

JOBBERS Out of town territory still avail-

able for BEL- CANTO Radio

Products. It will pay you to write us now.

SUNBEAM RADIO
1834 Broadway

WALTER S. GRAY CO.
1054 Mission Street

San Francisco, Calif.

CORPORATION
N. Y. City

DISTBIBUTORS

KNICKERBOCKER TALKING MACHINE CO.

831 Broadway N. Y. City

WALTER S. GRAY CO.
926 Midway Place

Los Angeles, Calif.

MANUFACTURED BY

WALTER S. GRAY CO.
2602 Fourth Avenue

Seattle, Wash.

BEL-CANTO RADIO and TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT CO., Inc.

872 BROADWAY ESTABLISHED 1922 NEW YORK CITY
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Music Industries Chamber of Commerce
Opposes the Perkins Copyright Bill

Alfred L. Smith, Secretary and General Manager of the Chamber, Presents Main Argument in

Opposition to Proposed Legislation—Representatives of Leading Manufacturers Present

Washington, D. C, February 4—The ex-

pected effect of the Perkins copyright bill upon
the music industry if enacted into law was
outlined to the House Committee on Patents

yesterday by representatives of the Music

Industries Chamber of Commerce. With the

main argument presented by Alfred L. Smith,

its secretary and general manager, supplemental

statements were presented by others of the

group.

The Music Industries Chamber of Commerce
is opposed to this bill both because it includes

provisions which it considers contrary to the

public interest and because it fails to include

amendments to correct weaknesses in the exist-

ing copyright law, it is declared. Specifically

they are opposed to it because (1) it elimi-

nates the principle of compulsory mechanical

license; (2) it is retroactive in effect and grants

to the exclusive use of a few persons a vast

amount of music which has been for many years

in the public domain; (3) it eliminates copyright

registration and other formalities which are

essential to safeguard the rights of the public;

(4) it extends the privilege of copyright to the

unheard of extent of covering public perform-

ances of musical works which are not for

profit.

The belief was expressed that there should be

inserted provisions which will (1) change the

present method of basing royalty payments

upon production; (2) correct the omission in

the 1909 act which failed to extend the pro-

visions of compulsory mechanical licenses to

so-called "word" music rolls, and (3) protect

the public against financially and otherwise

irresponsible manufacturers of mechanical rec-

ords.

' "If the compulsory mechanical license is elim-

inated citizens of such foreign countries as

Great Britain, Canada, England, Italy, Germany,

New Foundland, Australia, New Zealand and

India will be given rights in this country which
they do not enjoy in their own countries," de-

clared Mr. Smith. "This seems unreasonable.

"The primary purpose of this bill is 'to per-

mit the United States to enter the international

copyright union.' We have heard it inferred,

if not actually stated, that this is the reason

for the elimination of the compulsory mechani-
cal license. We, therefore, assert most emphati-

cally that it is not necessary to alter our ex-

isting copyright laws in respect to mechanical
reproduction in any way whatsoever in ordcr

to permit or facilitate our entry into the inter-

national copyright union.

"There is nothing in the Berne convention
providing what provisions countries subscrib-

ing to it shall make in their own copyright

laws with respect to mechanical reproduction.

In fact, several countries which have compul-
sory mechanical license provisions analogous
to ours are already in the union."

Mr. Smith told the committee of the factors in

the success of mechanical reproduction and the

prosperity of the music publishing industry.

He said that royalty payments of the members
of the Music Industries Chamber of Com-
merce from 1910 to 1924, inclusive, amounted to

$16,746,019, jumping from $54,581.63, in 1910, to

$2,380,522.11, in 1923, and $2,053,252.93 in 1924.

"The success of the American music indus-

try," he reiterated, "depends on compulsory
mechanical license and its elimination would be

a severe blow to the phonographic, record, play-

er-piano and music roll business. They are de-

pendent for their success upon access to all

existing musical compositions. This fact has

been recognized in most of the other leading

music-producing countries. Since the establish-

ment of the principle of compulsory mechanical

license by the United States it has been adopted

in many countries. Its proposed elimination in

this bill is directly contrary to the tendency in

other countries."

It was predicted that higher prices would be

the inevitable result of the passage of this bill.

Further, it might lead to the building up of a

great music trust.

"The conditions are as favorable now, if not

more so, toward the monopolistic control of

copyrights than was the case in 1909," de-

clared Mr. Smith. "To-day the control of copy-

rights of all the current popular music is large-

ly vested in a little group of music publishers

in New York City. About 60 per cent of the

mechanical royalties on popular music are

collected by six New York publishers.

"The principle of compulsory mechanical li-

cense has benefited the copyright owner, the

manufacturer of reproducing contrivances and
the public, and, therefore, should be retained.

The proposed bill and even the existing law goes
too far in giving copyright owners of musical
works control over public performances. In-

stead of extending the control to public per-

formances without profit, the existing law should
be amended so that records and rolls which
have paid mechanical royalties should be free

from all further contribution to the copyright."

John G. Paine, of the Victor Talking Ma-
chine Co., spoke against the entrance of the

United States into the international copyright
union; George W. Case, Jr., of the Brunswick-
Balke-Collender Co., talked about the exactions

of the Authors' League in exacting royalties for

the use of the compositions of those it repre-

sents; George D. Beattys, of the Aeolian Co.,

argued that "word" rolls should be subject to

the mechanical license provisions; Arthur Gar-
maize, of the Columbia Phonograph Co., op-
posed the retroactive provisions of the bill which
would confer control over music already in ex-

istence to those who do not now have such
control, and Harry Lenahan, of Thomas A.
Edison, Inc., declared that the inventors of the

phonograph and other like producing machines
have also contributed a great deal, and the com-
posers are only an element in the success of

the music records.

While the day was set aside for the opposition

to the bill, Nathan Burkan, general counsel for

the American Society of Authors, Composers
and Publishers, defended the bill and related

to the Committee many cases in which, he said,

the composers had not received royalties. He
told of having to go to court only to find that

it cost more for prosecution than could be
recovered. He advocated a penalty provision

to reach those who defraud the composers of

their just due.

Paul B. Klugh, of the National Association

of Broadcasters, criticized Thorvald Solberg,

the register of copyrights, for having drawn the

bill, and added that the radio interests had not
been consulted in the preparation of the meas-
ure.

A denial that 90 per cent of music was not

copyrighted was made by Mr. Klugh, who on
the other hand contended that it was virtually

impossible to obtain uncopyrighted music for

radio transmission. He asked for the right to

make individual bargains between the radio

broadcasters and the composers. Only twenty
out of 526 radio broadcasting agencies are man-
ufacturers of radio apparatus, he stated.

Questioned by Representative Sol Bloom, of

New York, Mr. Klugh denied that $100 a min-
ute had been charged by the broadcasting sta-

tions for sending out a speech by President

Coolidge. The stations, he said, charged noth-

ing, but there was a charge by the telegraph

companies for linking up land wires.

The proposed bill was drawn by Thorvald Sol-

berg, Register of Copyrights in the Library of

Congress, and is regarded as a model measure
by the Authors' League and others.

Witnesses previously heard included Gene
Buck, Charles K. Harris, Harry von Tilzer,

Nathan Burkan, E. C. Mills, George Haven Put-

man, Will Irwin, Marc Connelly, Robert Un-
derwood Johnson and others, all of whom are

in favor of the bill.

J. N. Blackman on Trip

J. Newcomb Blackman, president of the

Blackman Talking Machine Co., New York,

Victor wholesaler, accompanied by Mrs. Black-

man, left New York on February 10 for a

Southern trip, which will include a stay at Jack-

sonville, Fla., as the guests of French Nestor,

president of the French Nestor Co., Victor

wholesaler. Mr. and Mrs. Blackman will spend

several weeks at Port Sewal, Fla., with friends,

and they plan to return to .New York about

March 10.

They Can't Forget Needles

—

Even During Winter Record Buying Months.

p

OS

NOW!
is the time

rift*

t/bueiame

NEEDLES

General
Phonograph Corporation

OTTO HEINEMAN, Pre..

25 West 45th St. New York, N. Y.

THE winter record buying season will find

you selling more records than at any
other time of the year. And logically,

your needles should take a proportionate boost,
too. But clerks and customers have that habit
of "forgetting" needles—and needle sales fall

far below what they should be.

The new OKeh "Automatic Reminder" De-
livery Bags stop this hindrance to needle sales

right at its source. Attached to each record
delivery bag is another small envelope for in-

serting a package of OKeh or Truetone
Needles. The little envelope itself stands but
"like a sore thumb" and an ingenious arrange-
ment of the words "Buy New Needles NOW!"
fairly cries out for attention. Every time a
record is sold and put into one of these record
delivery bags, both the customer and the clerk
are given an automatic reminder of OKeh and
Truetone Needles.

Your distributor can supply you in minimum
orders of 1000. You can use this amount and
a great many more during the winter months

—

and they pay for themselves in greatly in-

creased needle sales! Order a thousand bags
today—and watch your needle sales take an
immediate jump.
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WHAT you^ant it_ QUICK
WHENy " -^-i*

°n< Master Co„tro ,

As Easy as Turning a Page

tartons Click in With Certa.nty and Simply

"We Send
.1, 7hemtoYourStore/

THERMIODYNE advertising reaches nearly /orty million readers

in cities, towns and on the farms.

Every advertisement tells of Thermiodyne's marvelous triple

achievement—(1) great range of selectivity; (2) instant receptivity,

and (3) utmost simplicity of operation—ONE MASTER CONTROL.

Every advertisement urges the reader to go to the dealer for

demonstration—thousands every day are doing it.

Just five minutes' time is all you need to demonstrate Thermi-

odyne thoroughly. Sell the set that sells itself—Thermiodyne. .

Quick sales—handsome profit. Write TODAY for dealer prop

osition—only a little territory left.

Thermiodyne Radio Corporation, Plattsburgh, N. Y.

Price *140
Without Accessories

Price after March I

$150

Sell the line of acces-

sories you carry—
Thermiodyne uses any

standard make Extra

pr. fit here!
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Henry Clay Brown Has General Manage-
ment of Newly Organized Pathex, Inc.

Prominent Talking Machine Executive to Direct Distribution of New Type of Moving Picture

Camera and Projecting Machine of Pathe Film Exchange Subsidiary—To Cater to the Trade

Court Upholds Hazeltine

Neutrodyne Patent Rights

Injunctions Restrain Rova Corp. From Infring-

ing Inventions of Prof. Hazeltine

Official announcement was recently made of

the formation of Pathex, Inc., and the assump-

tion of the general management of this con-

cern by Henry Clay Brown, who has for a

great many years been one of the most promi-

nent figures in the talking machine business on

account of the important executive positions

which he occupied with the Victor Talking

Machine Co.

Pathex, Inc., is affiliated with the Pathe Film

Exchange, the latter company being one of the

Henry C. Brown

largest and best-known organizations in the

moving picture field. The new concern has

been organized to distribute a brand new type

of moving picture camera and projecting

machine for home use, and in conjunction with

these two products there will be a very com-

prehensive film service. The new product,

which will be marketed under the world-famous

Pathe trade-mark, is an invention of the sort

which is very probably destined to become
quite a factor in the life of the nation, along

both educational and entertainment lines. The
Pathex camera itself is very small in size and

very moderate in cost, and the same things ap-

ply to the projecting machine. The films are

far less expensive than anything that has ever

yet been offered to the public, and in addition

to the films which will be available for the

purposes of amateur photography there will be

an extensive service on professionally photo-

graphed films relating to a wide variety of

scientific, educational, travel and miscellaneous

topics of an entertaining character. The whole

proposition involves a very significant evolu-

tion in the moving picture business in bringing

to the American public an opportunity to have

moving pictures in their own homes at a price

and on a scale which compare very favorably

with talking machines and records.

No doubt it was on account of this mer-

chandising aspect that so outstanding a figure

in the talking machine industry as H. C. Brown
was chosen to direct the distribution, which
will be in very large part made through retail

talking machine dealers, among whom he is

widely known.

Mr. Brown, it will be recalled by most readers

of this publication, occupied a prominent posi-

tion with the Victor Co. for over eighteen

years, having joined that organization in 1906

as its advertising manager. During the years

which followed, he constituted the team mate
for Louis F. Geissler on the merchandising end

of the Victor business, Mr. Geissler being the

general manager during that period when the

Victor Co. made its most phenomenal growth.

Later Mr. Brown became the sales manager
and assistant general manager and for the past

few years he acted in a confidential advisory ca-

pacity for various members of the Victor direc-

torate, including Eldridge Johnson, president of

the company. His official connections with the

Victor Co. were severed in 1924.

In chatting with The World Mr. Brown ex-

pressed the greatest possible enthusiasm over

the possibilities of the new Pathe prod-

uct and all the opportunities it will of-

fer for retail talking machine dealers to make
substantial additional profits on a small capital

investment, and particularly the opportunities

it will offer to dealers to do a prosperous busi-

ness during the Summer months when the home
moving picture idea will be at its peak and the

talking machine going through the dullest pe-

riod of the year.

The offices of the new company are located

at 35 West Forty-fifth street, New York City,

at which Mr. Brown is also making his head-

quarters.

Two injunctions restraining the Rova Radio
Products Corp., New York, from making or sell-

ing apparatus or infringing the inventions of

Professor L. A. Hazeltine as covered by the

neutrodyne patents, have been signed by Judge
Augustus N. Hand in the Southern District

Federal Court and Judge Marcus D. Campbell
in the Eastern District Federal Court. The in-

junctions followed consent decrees. The ac-

tions were brought last year by the Hazeltine

Corp., owners of the patents and trade-marks,

Independent Radio Mfrs., Inc., its exclusive li-

censee, and the fourteen manufacturing compa-
nies licensed under the patents. The complaint

charged the defendant with infringing the neu-

trodyne patents as well as with having "aided

and encouraged acts of infringement" against

the invention. The decree carries the agree-

ment that the defendant will either turn over to

plaintiff or destroy all of the infringing appa-

ratus within its possession.

Radio Foundation, Inc.,

Introduces New Products

A new gridleak, which will undoubtedly find

a very ready market in the talking machine
trade, has been introduced by Radio Founda-
tion, Inc., of 150 East Fifty-third street, New
York City. This new gridleak has been named
the "Nonoise" and is of a variable type. Placed

horizontally on a standard mounting it can be

gradually adjusted to any resistance between
one-half and seven megohms by rotating the

glass barrel within a range of one hundred and

eighty degrees. This rotation varies the length

of the electrical path in a special viscous liquid,

which provides the necessary resistance. This

model has been termed Type L. It is planned

to shortly introduce the Nonoise Type A, which

is an amplifier resistance designed to replace

transformers.

Freed-Eisemann at Meeting

At the monthly meeting of the Talking

Machine and Radio Men, Inc., to be held Feb-

ruary 18, at the Cafe Boulevard, New York, the

Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp., Brooklyn, will

have a display of its radio receivers and an ex-

planation of its advertising and dealer policies.

A Necessity for Portables
TO OPEN
PRESS
CENTER

Non-Spill
Needle
Cups

Now Standard Equipment
on Most Portables

Dealers, too, will find a ready sale
for these cups. Order from our

jobbers or

TO CLOSE
PRESS
SI DES

Manufactured
by orentzen

60 GRAND STREET
New York City
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What Happened
In Radio Advertising

In Chicago During 1924

MEN who specialize in space buying . . . whose job

is determining media-effectiveness . . . those are the

men who place National Radio Advertising.

And in Chicago during 1924, these specialists selected

the Herald and Examiner to carry dominant National

Radio lineage.

The National Radio lineage totals* of Chicago newspapers for 1924 follow:

Agate Lines

Herald & Examiner 184,945
Second Paper 167,608
Third Paper 157,502
Fourth Paper 135,248
Fifth Paper 43,907
Sixth Paper 13,647

*Compiled fromthe monthly reports ol the Advertising Record Co., II

U_ an independent .audit bureau supported by all Chicago newspapers. J]

The Herald and Examiner is the only Chicago newspaper

testing and certifying radio sets and accessories through

an authoritative, unbiased, independent laboratory.

The Herald and Examiner has merchandised more Radio

products than any other newspaper in Chicago.

First in National Radio Advertising

First in Radio Merchandising First in Radio Results

IT Radio Manufacturers and Agencies are invited to write -or oetailed infor- I

[]_ mation for securing jobber and dealer distribution in Chicago _J

CHICAGO
HERALD and EXAMINER

NEW YORK: 1819 Broadway SAN FRANCISCO: Monadnock Bldg.
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Baltimore Dealers See
Radio as Sales Aid Baltimore Headquarters

for

Columbia Service
READY TO DELIVER

All types of Columbia Phonographs
The New Imported Recordings
Records of Hits—While they are Hits
All Best Selling Standard Selections

Best Line of Race Records on the Market
Old Time Tunes and Fiddlin' Records

Let Us Serve You

Columbia Wholesalers, Inc.
L. L. Andrews Wm. H. Swartz

Exclusively Wholesale

205 W. Camden St. Baltimore, Md.

Point to Increased Record Sales Since Broad-

casting as Basis for Opinion—New Bruns-

wick Dealers Appointed—The News

Baltimore, Md., February 10.—The talking ma-

chine is rapidly coining into its own again in

the Baltimore territory following the slump
which « ;is undeniably noticeable last year. The
general opinion seems to be now that the nov-

elty of the radio has worn off it is going to

prove the biggest aid to the sale of talking ma-
chines. This is the opinion of the best posted

men in the business here, who, as a basis for

this prediction, point to the fact that the radio

has already been the means of increasing the

record business to the largest in the history of

the local trade.

Radio Owners "Talker" Prospects

"Think of the thousands of homes to-day with

radios that never had talking machines listening

in every night to the miscellaneous programs
offered, musical selections, operas and the latest

song hits as sung by the artists of the talking

machine companies. This is bound to create a

desire to hear many of the selections and hits

over again and the only way this can be done is

through the talking machine," said a leading

local retailer.

"If there is a talking machine in the home all

well and good, and all the party has to do is to

go to: the store and buy what record or records

appealed. But in the homes where there are no
talking machines what is going to happen? The
desire to hear a certain number or opera selec-

tion has been created and that desire is going to

be gratified by the purchase of a talking machine
sooner or later. Radio is not a passing fad and
is here to stay and I for one am glad of it.

Every radio installed means just one more pro-

spective customer for a talking machine and a

steady customer for records if they already

have a talking machine."

Columbia Wholesalers, Inc., Pushing Radio
The radio business here is going ahead by

leaps and bounds and new dealers are con-

stantly being opened up in every part of the

city. This is due to a large extent to the policy

adopted by the Columbia Wholesalers, Inc., and
is being pushed by a separate staff of salesmen

from the Columbia sales forces, according to

L. L. Andrews.

"The Magnavox, which is one of our leaders,

is meeting with great results in the country

districts of our territory and we have adopted

a protective plan for each dealer by which he

is given a franchise to display in his store and

which makes him the exclusive distributor for

that set and parts within a certain territory.

Once we have signed up a store as distributor

no one else can get any Magnavox sets or parts

within the dealer's territory and the plan is

meeting with excellent results from the trade.

"The higher-priced sets are now in more de-

mand and we are having an especially good call

just at present for the Fada neutrodyne in con-

nection with the dealer advertising plan by

which they get the benefit of local advertising

on a co-operative basis. Dealers in Virginia and

North Carolina are very enthusiastic over this

arrangement and results have been very grati-

fying so far.

"Being exclusively wholesalers has also

greatly helped us in lining up new dealers and
we are constantly adding to our sales force in

order to keep up with the demand from the
dealers. We have just recently taken over the
entire traveling sales force of another concern
in this territory and they are all working on
radio exclusively. The Columbia Wholesalers
is now the exclusive distributor for the Magna-
vox sets in Maryland, Virginia, part of Dela-

ware and the District of Columbia."

Important New Brunswick Dealers

Charles F. Shaw, manager of the Baltimore
house of the Brunswick Co., is another enthusi-

astic representative in the local field and says
the outlook to-day is most encouraging for a rec-

ord business this year. "The higher-priced
models are selling better than the medium or

low-priced sets," said Mr. Shaw, "and this con-
dition is general all over the Baltimore territory.

We are gradually adding the best dealers in the

territory to the list of Brunswick dealers, in-

cluding the recently consolidated firm of Kranz-
Smith-Sanders & Stayman, two of the oldest

and best-known music firms in Baltimore, who
have added the Brunswick-Radiola line and the

recently opened shop of Foy, Inc., in Washing-
ton. The latter, which is located at the begin-

ning of the fashionable Connecticut avenue
shopping district, is one of the handsomest and
best-appointed music stores in the National

Capital. The masterpieces of art which adorn
the walls are attracting a great deal of attention

and would do credit to any art gallery."

The Brunswick "Hour of Music," in connec-

tion with the $5,000 Music Memory Contest, is

attracting a great deal of attention in this ter-

ritory, according to Mr. Shaw, and hundreds

of entry blanks have been received by Bruns-

wick dealers and it is safe to say that no sta-

tions will be listened to with more attention

during the month of February than WJZ, New
York; WRC, Washington, and WGY, Schenec-

tady.

Optimistic Over "Talker" Outlook

"While the talking machine business slumped

to some extent last year, as was to be expected

owing to the phenomenal increase in radios,"

said W. F. Roberts, manager -of E. F. Droop &
Sons, Inc., Victor distributor, "business has al-

ready shown an improvement this year and I

look for the talking machine to come back into

its own shortly. The record business last year

was the best that we ever had and last month
we sold more records than in any month in the

(Continued on page 112)

Technical Radio Knowledge
as well as

Go-operative Merchandising
is essential in the Radio Jobber you select

Dealers who are served by us can draw on the

cumulative experience of the following staff

Radio Engineer

L. L. ANDREWS, Pres., . .
™. L VANAMAN

n ,. ,1e Am. Inst. Radio Engineers, formerly Radio
Lornell 15 Editor, Baltimore News

WM. H. SWARTZ, Vice Pres. Sut>-
Re^air DeP.f-

Johns Hopkins '17 C V. PHILLIPS
formerly Service Engineer, Westinghouse

Electric Co.

Columbia Wholesalers, Inc.
Wholesale Only

205 W. Camden St. Baltimore, Md.
Distributors of

Fada Philco Magnavox
Crosley Burgess (E*ci».iveDutribu.ori)
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Under the remarkable

10-day Refund War-
ranty.THOROLA must

fulfill every claim— must

improve power, range,

TONE QUALITY.

THOROLA 4 $25

THOROLA 9 (Cabinet) $40

THOROLA 6 (Phono-
graph Attachment) . . $15

Thorola models require
no battery— Simply plug
in same as headphones

THOROPHONE
(Power Type Speaker) $45

I
had no idea such a

speaker could be built
and after putting it through every test, have

given up all hope of making it distort or rattle.

Have never heard anything that will compete with

Thorola for volume, clearness, and tone quality, and gladly

commend this unit to all lovers of radio who desire the

best there is. (Signed) F. P. Wallou, Station WABM

Radio directors, great musical artists, acoustic specialists, are

unanimous on Thorola. Today, with any radio set, Thorola Loud
Speaker signifies that the best possible radio is being heard.

Thorola won the cultured ear to radio with betterments direct from

the realm of music. The Thorola Controlled Mica Diaphragm
was introduced to record sound impulses by the truest method
known. The Thorola Separix for the first time sharply preserved

overtones, without which there is no real music or natural speech.

The Thorola horn of Thorite compound eliminated uncontrolled

natural resonance. The exclusive Thorola Synchronizer balances

speaker and circuit, an essential of finest radio.

All these inherent superiorities are brought to peak efficiency by

the far larger size of the Thorola reproducer, permitting precision

construction.

Incomparable in design and construction, Thorola is incomparable

in tonal purity and extreme volume. Thorola will make your store

headquarters for the most advanced radio entertainment.

REICHMANN COMPANY, 1725-39 W. 74th St., Chicago

THE SPEAKING LIKENESS
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Baltimore Trade Activities
(Continued from page 110)

history of the firm, not excepting December,

which has always been the banner month with

us. The demand for the records of John Mc-
Cormack since he went 'on the air' on New
Year's night has simply swamped us and it has

been practically impossible to keep dealers sup-

plied with these records.

"Far from hurting the talking machine the

radio is going to prove one of the greatest bene-

fits and I predict right now that there is going

to be another shortage of machines before the

year is over."

J. S. Leland in New Territory

J. S. Leland has taken the North Carolina

territory of the Brunswick, formerly covered by

M. M. Kuhn, who has been made a special rep-

resentative of the Baltimore branch.

Planning Local Radio Station

Plans for the establishment of a $50,000

broadcasting station in Baltimore are now being-

worked out by the Radio Board of Trade of

Baltimore under the direction of a committee

headed by the president, Captain Lepper. The

plans for a 500-watt station and a start towards

raising the necessary funds were made at a meet-

ing last week when pledges were made by the

jobbers, dealers and radio fans and a committee

appointed to wait on the city authorities and

secure an appropriation for its establishment.

Association of Stores

Formed to Do Joint Buying

A group of nine stores, specializing in pop-

ular-priced merchandise handled in large vol-

ume, has formed the Associated Retailers of

America, for the purpose of co-operative pur-

chases and retail research. The stores affiliated

do an annual business in the neighborhood of

$100,000,000 and are: Bloomingdale Bros., New
York; Gilchrist Co., Boston; The Outlet, Prov-

idence, R. I.; the Boston Store, Milwaukee,

Wis.; The Golden Rule, St. Paul, Minn.; Lans-

burgh & Bro., Washington, D. C. ; Bernheimer-

Leader, Baltimore, Md.; Howland Dry Goods

Co., Bridgeport, Conn., and England Bros.,

Pittsfield, Mass.

B. Guy Warner Dead

B. Guy Warner, proprietor of the phonograph

shop bearing his name at 549 Nostrand avenue,

Brooklyn, N. Y., and one of the oldest exclu-

sive Edison dealers in the Metropolitan section,

died suddenly at his home on February 2. The

deceased was a former vice-president of the

Talking Machine and Radio Men, Inc., and was

prominent in Masonic activities.

The Lynch Radio Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y.,

was recently incorporated at Albany, with a

capital stock of $10,000.

Carl Pfanstiehl Speaks Walter S. Gray Executives

on New Theory of Radio Discuss Plans at Meeting

International Clearing House Arranged for

Prominent Inventor and Manufacturer to

Give Address at Wanamaker Auditorium

The International Clearing House of New
York, Inc., distributor for New Jersey, eastern

New York and eastern Pennsylvania of the

Pfanstiehl radio receivers, recently arranged for

Carl Pfanstiehl, world famous inventor and

physicist, and head of the company which

makes the radio sets bearing his name, to de-

liver a lecture at the Wanamaker Auditorium,

in New York, on the new theory of the true na-

ture of radio waves. This address was deliv-

ered on Wednesday, January 28, and in addi-

tion to being heard by a large audience was
given wide publicity in the daily papers, the

Evening World devoting whole columns to the

lull reproduction of the talk, together with re-

productions of the charts with which Mr. Pfan-

stiehl illustrated his talk. W. A. Hanft, man-
ager of the Pfanstiehl division of the Interna-

tional Clearing House, states that the address

and resultant publicity has caused much inter-

est in the Pfanstiehl receiver.

The address given by Mr. Pfanstiehl was of

a highly technical and scientific nature and
while delivered in language understandable to

those who were present at the meeting, was too

detailed to be briefed in this issue of The
World. The new school of physics, of which
Mr. Pfanstiehl is a scholar, contends that its

experiments of the true nature of radio waves,

based upon the radio-active theory which has

disproved the old atomic theory of the indivis-

ibility of matter, now tends to disprove the

ethereal hypothesis of the transmission of radio

waves.

Ware Statement of Earnings

The Ware Radio Corp., New York, manufac-

turer of the Ware neutrodyne receiving sets, in

a recent report, disclosed that its net earnings

for 1924 amounted to $331,888, after preferred

dividends had been paid, or $4.33 a share on the

75,000 shares of common stock outstanding.

Gross sales for the period amounted to $1,616,-

669, gross profits totaling $495,880. The net

operating profit amounted to $369,954 and the

total income $387,240.

W. F. Alfring on Holiday

William F. Alfring, vice-president and gen-

eral manager of the Aeolian Co., New York, is

vacationing at the Biltmore Sevilla Hotel, Ha-
vana. Mr. Alfring sailed recently on the

United Fruit Liner S. S. Metapan. On his re-

turn Mr. Alfring will stop for a week at

Belleair, Fla., where he will doubtless indulge

in a little golf.

Executives and Selling Organization of Pacific

Coast Wholesale Firm at Three-Day Get-

Together in San Francisco

San Francisco, Cal., February 3.—The Walter
S. Gray Co., the prominent jobbers of phono-
graphs and accessories, held a get-together

meeting in this city recently of the executives

and selling organization to discuss plans and
policies for the year 1925. There was a three-

day session which was participated in not only

Walter S. Gray Co. Executives
1. Cass Altshuler, secretary; 2. Walter S. Gray, president;
3. James J. Southard, manager radio department; 6. Robert
S. Gray, vice-president; 7. Wm. A. Hiecke, manager record
department, all of the Walter S. Gray, Co., San Francisco.
4. J. Grimsey, manager Walter S. Gray Co., Los Angeles.
5. George W. O. Neil, manager, Walter S. Gray Co.,
Seattle, Wash.

by the members of the local staff, but by the

managers of the Los Angeles and Seattle,

Wash., branches. There were some interesting

and resultful talks on merchandising plans for

the year so recently opened, and it was unani-

mously determined by the assembled forces of

the Walter S. Gray Co. to make 1925 the banner
year of this progressive institution.

The officers and executives of the Walter S.

Gray Co., as may be seen from the picture here-

with, are not only good looking, but they are all

"live wires" in the fullest sense of getting their

goods into the hands of the purchasing public

through the instrumentality of the dealers to

whom they sell.

New Quarters in Windber

Windber, Pa., February 7.—New quarters have

been taken recently in the Eagle Building, on

Graham avenue, by the Bassel-Shively Music

Co., which has been established here for a con-

siderable period. A full line of music goods is

displayed in larger and more attractive sur-

roundings in the new location, which gives the

concern greater facilities.

H. J. Pentong has been appointed manager of

the Hauschildt Music Co.'s store, San Fran-

cisco, Cal.

KAMERAPHONE
This Kamera-
phone is man-

ufactured in

the United
States and

fully protected

by patents.

In fringements

will be prose-

The most compact and prac-

tical talking machine in the

world. As effective as a large

cabinet, yet can be carried

in a hand bag.

cuted

fullest

to the

extent

Fully Guaranteed

Limited Distributor

Send for Sample

Territory Open
of the law.

Write or Wire to
f

Dimensions, 4^x534 ins.

Weight, V/2 lbs.

SPECIALTY TRADING CO.
547 Broadway New York

Liberal Jobber and Dealer Discount.

List Price $15.00
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Music Master

MusicMasterBuyed

ResonantWood
Insures

Tone Quality

THE reasons for Music Master supremacy

—

reasons based wholly upon proved principles

of sound reproduction—are clearly set forth time

and again in full page advertisements in the Satur-

day Evening Post and other widely circulated na-

tional publications, including many of the great

daily newspapers.

These publications represent a powerful force to

create consumer demand. The wide-awake dealer

will capitalize this demand for Music Master by
making it easy for the prospective purchaser to buy.

Intending buyers pass your door every minute of

the day. Do they know that you can supply their

Music Master needs? Are Music Masters dis-

played in your windows and on your counters?

Music Master descriptive folders for circulariz-

ing, display signs, transparencies, electros for local

advertising—all may be had for the asking. Write
to your jobber. If he cannot supply you, write

direct to us.

Music Master is the most easily sold and fastest

selling item in radio—and it helps you to sell sets,

too, and so keeps your customers satisfied. There
is no substitute.

flftusic flUaster Corporation

Makers and Distributors of High-Grade
Radio Apparatus

Tenth and Cherry Streets

Chicago Philadelphia Pittsburgh

III

MODEL VIII

Mahogany Cabinet

with "full floating"

wood $5C
horn • •

Connect in place of head-

phones.

No batteries needed.

No adjustments.
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Music Master Corp. Takes Over Large
New Factory Adjacent to Philadelphia

Prominent Quaker City Manufacturer Already Modernizing Plant and Installing Machinery in

New Betzwood Plant—Announce Music Master Thermiodyne Receiving Set

The Music Master Corp., Philadelphia, Pa.,

lias taken over the large manufacturing plant

just outside of the city recently owned by the

Lubin Co., motion picture producer, and is al-

ready modernizing the plant and installing new

machinery. This plant is located at Betzwood,

& Reading Railroad, providing additional easy

access to the plant.

Although the present plant consists of ten

buildings, work has already been started on

additions to take care of the many radio

products to be manufactured there. These in-

dry cell and storage types, and their popularity

with the trade and public is growing.

Another announcement of the Music Master
Corp. is the Music Master Thermiodyne, made
in both five and six-tube sets, by special ar-

rangement with the Thermiodyne Co., of Platts-

burg, N. Y. The Music Master Corp. has

brought out this set in order to meet a strong
demand.
Many future plans are in the making, al-

though not quite yet ready for announcement.
It is hinted that before long there will be

erected on this property a powerful broadcast-

ing station, the aerial of which will be stretched

between the two water towers showing in the

accompanying photograph. The location of the

plant is expected to provide ideal broadcasting

facilities. The fact that these buildings are lo-

cated on thirty acres of ground leaves ample
space for the erection of additional buildings

which all those familiar with the past history

of the Music Master Corp. feel sure will be

necessary as time progresses.

Rosenwinkel Go. Chartered

Large New Music Master Corp.

near historic Valley Forge. Geographically it

is situated but a short distance from Norris-

town and only about fifteen miles from Phila-

delphia on the Schuylkill Division of the Penn-

sylvania Railroad. The station of Betzwood
adjoins the property of the Music Master Corp.,

and it is hoped within a short time that the

railroad authorities will be persuaded to rename

this station Radio, Pa. A siding from this

division of the Pennsylvania Railroad enters

the property, providing excellent shipping fa-

cilities. Just across the river from this plant

is the Port Kennedy station of the Philadelphia

Factory at Betzwood, Pa.

elude Music Master loud speakers, both horn

and cabinet types; Music Master head sets,

phonograph attachments and Music Master

loops. A wide range of parts will also be made,
which will include condensers, transformers,

sockets, rheostats, potentiometers and others.

In fact, although not yet formally announced,

it is expected that this plant will before long-

produce every essential radio part. In accord-

ance with this expectation, it is announced that

the newest product of this corporation is the

Music Master battery, both "A 1
' and "B." The

Music Master battery is also made in both the

Fort Wayne, Ind., February 6.—A charter has

just been granted to the Rosenwinkel Music
House, Inc., which will deal in musical instru-

ments and radio in this city. The officers are:

Walter F. and Ralph Rosenwinkel and Charles

L. Rainier. The company has an authorized

capital of $10,000.

Victor Foreign Records

The Victor foreign record releases for the

month of February cover fifteen different lan-

guages, giving the dealer who takes advantage

of the profits which are made from catering

to foreign-born customers, ample opportunity

of reaching all classes of his trade. This also

shows the scope of this important phase of the

business.

NATHANIELBALDWIN
RADIO PRODUCTS

—RADIO SPEAKERS
—PHONO SPEAKERS
—SPEAKER UNITS
—H E A D PHONES

Phone Speaker without base

List $8

When you sell a Baldwin product
you are selling the best there is

in radio equipment.

Baldwin Speakers and units are
now furnished to meet all re-

ceiving conditions.

Write for dealers'
information sheets.

Standard Loud Speaker
List $25

NATHANIEL BALDWIN, Inc.
EASTERN DISTRICT SALES OFFICE

227 Fulton Street New York City, N. Y.
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Cameo Quality formed a newAmerican habit

-and dealers who have (heCameo habit

have the profit habit /

the
snrvKOArEVBS.se

post

Cameo Records at 35c
turn over as fast as you
can order them.

Tone, excellence of re-

cording, permanence

—

all of the features that

a record needs to have
to be a good record —
are unmistakably a part

of every record bearing
the Cameo label.

And Cameo is always
out with the newest hits

as soon as they are hits.

When you think

of turnover and
profits you can't

forget Cameo -Kid
Records. There,
again, quality is re-

sponsible for a

habit that's spread-

ing among the
youngsters as surely

and rapidly as the

Cameo habit among
the grown-ups.

Write us for the latest

list of Cameo and
Cameo-Kid Records.
Meanwhile, see the

new Cameo list in news
pages under "Advance
Record Bulletins."

This full-page advertisement appears in the Saturday Evening Post on February

28th. Watch for it—and be prepared to profit by it. We have the habit of fill-

ing ordens promptly! WRITE OR WIRE. Or better still—use your telephone!

CAMEO RECORD CORPORATION
Controlled by the

DAVID GRIMES RADIO «i CAMEO RECORD CORPORATION
249 West 34th Street New York
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Analysis of Principles of Salesmanship
Twin Principles of Salesmanship as Applied to Talking Machine
Business Are Confidence and Demonstration, Says W. Braid White

There never was a salesman yet, from the first

man who offered skins in barter for food, who
did not act upon principles immutably fixed in

the human mind. The Salesmanship which was
exercised by the first salesman and the Sales-

manship which is being exercised right at this

moment by the latest high-pressure man in Au-
tomobile Row or in a Wall Street banking
house is precisely the same sort of Salesman-
ship as is used behind the record counter or in

the audition room of a talking machine store

or department.

Just at this time it is very good to keep facts

like these precisely in mind. The temptation is

always to suppose that one's own problems are

ULTRA

Charges All Storage
Batteries "A" or "B"

2 to 48 volts
The purchasers of high priced radio sets

are the best kind of prospects for the

Ultra Handy Battery Charger. Sell the

charger as well as the radio set and let

your cash register ring more profits for

you.

Absolutely Fireproof
There is positively no danger of fire when
using the Handy Charger. Even if allowed
to run for several days no harm can be
done. The taper charge makes it impossible
to overcharge the battery—as the charge in

the battery increases the current in the

charger decreases. For all batteries, "A"
and "B," both 24 and 48 volts. Charges
quickly—5 to 7 amperes to a 6-volt battery—"B" batteries at recommended rate.

No bulbs nor liquid

No breakable glass

No fast wearing
parts

No auxiliaries
necessary

No frequent adjust-
ments

No sticking con-
tacts

Simple to Connect
Very simple to connect and disconnect.

Just connect the sturdy clips to battery
and plug the cord into a light socket—then
turn on current.

The Crystal Mahogany finish on the Cab-
inet makes the Ultra Handy Charger suffi-

ciently attractive to stand beside the most
beautiful Radio Set. It is not messy and
will not dirty the home or harm the fur-
niture. There are no acids to spill!

Order from your Jobber. If he cannot sup-
ply write us direct, today!

4339 Duncan Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

!.00

unique and that ordinary rules do not apply.

But so to suppose is an error. The same rules

always apply.

During the present days a great many men
are asking what is to be the future of the talk-

ing machine. The question is one which
only the salesmen can answer; and it is certain

that if these salesmen will show the most ele-

mentary common-sense in dealing with their an-

swer to the question, they will be obliged unan-

imously to say that the future of the talking

machine is much wider and more important

than its past has been. Let us see why and
how this is so.

Salesmanship, I said, is the same thing every-

where and always. The whole essence of sales-

manship consists in acquiring such a hold over

the mind of the prospective purchaser that one's

statements will be accepted at their face value.

Confidence once gained, selling becomes merely

a matter of pushing a mind already convinced

lo the point of action. That is what is called,

in fact, "closing."

This final act of "closing" is, however, some-

thing which can only be brought about when
'the other elements of the sale have first been

developed. First of all comes the establishment

of confidence; and this may indeed be said to

be the heart and soul of successful selling.

Vital Element Established

Now, when we are dealing with the talking

machine, the first thing about it to strike us is

that the vital element of confidence has already

long since been established in the public mind.

The essential fact in considering the selling

possibilities of the talking machine is the hold

it has gained over the mirids and hearts of the

people, a hold which is far stronger than some
superficial thinkers imagine, and which is not

to be broken for any slight or shallow cause. The
talking machine is an established element in the

social life of Western civilization.

To put it another way, no one now has to be

persuaded to believe that the talking machine

will actually reproduce music, and reproduce it

extremely well. Everybody knows this and

knows all about it. There is nothing more to

be said on that score. When, therefore, it

comes to a matter of selling, the salesman does

not have to argue with the customer. He
hardly has to demonstrate what already is well

known. If to-day there is any slackness in re-

tail sales of talking machines, that slackness is

due to causes which have nothing to do with

the essential ability of the talking machine to

deliver the goods of musical reproduction which

it promises.

The future of the talking machine is a future

bound up with the eternal principles of sales-

manship; and of these the most vital and essen-

tial is already fully established. The future

salesmanship of the talking machine needs but

be based upon these principles, taking into con-

sideration changed circumstances, to be quite as

successful as the past salesmanship ever was.

Looking, therefore, to the future, we see that

to sell the talking machine successfully we shall

have to take account of changed conditions in

the market. These conditions have been

changed on account of the emergence of the

player-piano and of broadcasting through the

air. Music of the popular dance type, music

for chance occasions, music as a mere ear-tick-

ling occasional amusement, is now to be had

at home through several different chan-

nels. The resulting competition is bound to

change the attitude of the public towards the

talking machine, which must now stand, not

upon abilities for music reproduction now no

longer exclusive, but rather upon its exclusive

merits.

What are those merits? They can be summed
up "in the two words "universal storage." The
talking machine and its records (the two must
always be considered together, of course) are

universal storers and preservers of music. This
music is the best music, made under test con-

ditions, with one recording after another
thrown aside until a perfected result has been
attained. It differs in this respect almost
wholly from every other instrument of repro-

duction, save only the reproducing player-piano,

and is really superior to the latter on account
of its universality. The talking machine of to-

day reproduces all music, not only the music oi

one instrument, and in the very latest and finest

of recordings it touches the heights where the

reproducing piano sits enthroned and shows
signs of shortly being able to scale them and
dispute with its rival in the latter's own terri-

tory. As a preserver of the finest music the

talking machine is supreme. As a reproducer

of that music it is also supreme, for no rival

methods of reproduction have been able to

touch it in respect of cleanness, beauty and
fidelity.

And so we are irresistibly driven to the con-

clusion that the future salesmanship of the talk-

ing machine must be the salesmanship that

rests upon the foundation of established con-

fidence and that proceeds upon the understand-

ing that what is strong in the selling position

of the talking machine is what that machine will

do exclusively; what it will do which nothing

else will do. It is this we have to sell, and
with this that we have to win the business bat-

tle of the talking machine.

"Persuaded, Led, Guided"

That is why it is so important to revise our

ideas of salesmanship. Now, for the very first

time in the history of the talking machine bus-

iness, we find it needful to consider how we
shall sell. Hitherto it has been possible to think

but little of sales methods, since the urge on
the part of the buying public has always been

sufficiently strong to render intensive selling

methods needless on our part. Now, however,

all that is changed. There are rivals in the

field, and the buying public must be persuaded,

led and guided.

But why be annoyed or discouraged? It all

only means that the buying public discriminates

better than before. And after all, if those who
wanted talking machines in the past only for

dancing and kicking up a noise are now run-

ning after newer fads, then let us remember
that all the owners of talking machines in the

whole country are a very small minority, and

certainly do not include any large proportion

of the truly music-loving elements who in their

millions are now annually contributing colossal

sums of money to the upkeep of music in Amer-
ica. The job of selling the talking machine in

all its perfection and beauty to these people is

hardly as yet begun; certainly it has not yet

been begun systematically. We have a whole

new field, the field of intelligent demand, to ex-

ploit and develop. Is that a cause for discour-

agement? Hardly!

Twin principles of Salesmanship are Confi-

dence and Demonstration. Of these the first

has already been established, and the second

has hardly yet been tried. Those principles are

immutable, and when used in combination they

have always succeeded since the first mechanic

of the Stone Age showed how good was the

.

flint hatchet he had made and persuaded his

fellow prehistoric man to give him a brontosau-

rus steak in exchange for it.

The Webster Music Co., Arcadia, Ind., was
recently incorporated to deal in musical goods.
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DE FOREST
Leads again

Another jump ahead!

Just out— first in 1925

y\E FORESTS greatest triumph. A
truly remarkable advance in ease

of operation—beauty of tone— selec-

tivity— sensitivity— distance range. It

uses tube detector.

This new De Forest comes in two
sizes— one with built-in loud speaker,

tubes, and spaces within for A and B
batteries; the other, the D-17A (a

little smaller) without tubes and loud
speaker, but with space for B batteries.

Both have De Forest loop.

Write us direct for full information
and the name of the nearest De Forest

distributor.

THE NEW

DE FOREST D/7
REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.

De Forest Radio Company, Jersey City, N. J.
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Recording by Okeh Expedition in Detroit

Is Viewed by Thousands of Spectators
Important General Phonograph Corp. Executives on Hand for the Making of Six Records by

Finzel's Orchestra—Theatre Throng Views Recording After Wide Publicity is Given Event

Detroit, Mich., February 9.—On Wednesday

evening, January 28, this city had the unique

distinction of being treated to the first public

demonstration of phonograph recording. The
affair was held at the Arcadia Auditorium un-

der the auspices of the General Phonograph

records had just been made. On Tuesday, prior

to the day of the affair, the recording outfit

was set up on the stage of the Arcadia to be

in readiness for the next evening. The demon-
stration took place on Wednesday, January 28,

and proved very interesting for the thousands

Finzel's Orchestra Making an Okeh Record o n Stage of the Arcadia Auditorium

Corp., and attracted a crowd of more than 5,000

persons—all that the hall could hold. The
whole town was placarded for several weeks in

advance of the event—advertisements were run

in the newspapers and phonograph dealers who
handle the Okeh record line had posters in

their windows—also large photographs of Fin-

zel's Orchestra, who were to make the records,

and who are exclusive Okeh record artists.

Quite a notable list of representatives of the

General Phonograph Co. was on hand for the

recording. Among them R. S. Peer, director of

record production, who came from New York;
Charles Hibbard, recording engineer, who came
from New Orleans; Peter Decker, assistant re-

cording engineer, who came from New York,

and E. A. Fearh, head of the Consolidated Talk-

ing Machine Co., Chicago. Assisting very ma-
terially in making the necessary local arrange-

ments was J. P. Fearn, manager of the Detroit

office of the Consolidated. He was on the job

all the time to see that things went along

smoothly, and it was up to him to make all the

advance arrangements and look after the ad-

vance advertising, publicity and exploitation.

The recording outfit was shipped to Detroit

direct from New Orleans, where some Okeh

who were fortunate enough to get into the hall.

All told, the actual time given to the recording

and the prior announcing and ceremonies was
about a half hour. And it was a well-behaved

crowd. Everybody seemed so eager to see how
recording was done. Tom Penfold, of the Je-

rome H. Remick Co., acted as master of cere-

monies. He made the opening address and out-

lined what was to take place. He said he had

never before seen any records made and that

he was just as intensely interested in seeing it

done as the 5,000 people in front of him. He
brought considerable humor into his remarks

and kept the crowd good-natured.

While Finzel's Okeh Orchestra made six rec-

ords in Detroit, only one was made that night

before the crowd. It was "Laugh It Off," and

Miss Charlotte Meyers, who is quite a favorite

in Detroit, having sung often at the first-run

picture houses and other public places, sang the

chorus. By means of two Bristol audiophones

the orchestra, after playing for the record,

played back to the audience.

From the comments heard and the expres-

sions on the faces of the 5,000 people present,

it was apparent that they enjoyed the thrill of

seeing records made and that the whole affair

An OKeh Winter Business Booster

—and you can get it Free!

General Phonograph Corporation

OTTO HEINEMAN. Pres.

25 West 45th St. New York, N. Y.

YOU may remember to remind every cus-

tomer to buy needles, but the chances
are, with the record buying activity of

the next few months you won't. That's where
this new OKeh Needle Displayer does its

work! Placed prominently on your counter, it

immediately attracts and reminds the custom-
ers about OKeh needles for you! Sixteen
packages of needles can be safely displayed in

the sliding tray under the immovable glass

top; 180 more packages may be stored in the

space underneath the tray, making it unneces-
sary to disturb the tray display when a sale

is made. The case is made of metal, heavily

lacquered and beautifully lithographed.

Every dealer ordering 100,000 OKeh needles

will be presented with one of these valuable

Displayers absolutely FREE. You can easily

sell that many needles and a great many more
during the winter months with the help of the

displayer. Order them from your distributor

to-day and get your OKeh Needle Displayer

FREE!

was most successful from every standpoint.

On Wednesday, January 28, Finzel's Orches-

tra made three records and the following day

three more were made. But only "Laugh It

off" was made for public demonstration. The
others were also made at the Arcadia, but in

one of the other rooms.

The six records were: "I Can't Stop Babying
You," fox-trot; "Laugh It Off," fox-trot; "Only
Only One," fox-trot; "Bye and Bye," fox-trot;

"Indian Dawn," fox-trot, and "Listening," a new
waltz from the Music Box Revue.

We understand that the General Phonograph

Snapshot of Crowd Watching Recording Process

Co. plans to give a number of these public-

demonstrations during the coming year, the

next one to be at the Trianon Dance Palace in

Chicago.

Sales and Ad Campaign
by Console Speaker Co.

Extensive Campaign Launched by Manufacturer

of Cabinet Loud Speaker—Distributors Being

Appointed and Production Increased

The Console Master Speaker Co., 15 East

Fortieth street, New York, manufacturer of the

Console Master Speaker, recently launched an

extensive sales and advertising campaign which

has attracted considerable interest throughout

the industry.

The company manufactures a cabinet type

built-in loud speaker which is designed to also

contain the batteries, the set being placed upon
the top. A feature of the Console Master
Speaker is that the entire front may be thrown

open, thus giving convenient access, to the bat-

teries and unit. The company also manufac-

tures a speaker designed particularly for the

Ware Type T neutrodyne radio receiving sets,

it being designed to the exact size of the cab-

inet of the receiver so that in appearance it

gives the impression of one single piece of fur-

niture.

Distributors are being appointed throughout

the music trade at the present time and the

company is prepared to increase production in

order to meet the demand for its products.

M. D. Manning in New Post

Birmingham, Ala., February 6.—Maurice D.

Manning, former store manager for Charles M.
Stieff, Inc., in Norfolk, Va., has been made gen-

eral manager of the E. E. Forbes Piano Co., of

this city. Mr. Manning came here in 1922, and

has been sales manager of the Forbes concern

since that time. Along with the announcement

of his appointment comes the statement from

the Forbes Piano Co. of plans for the general

redecoration of the warerooms to be completed

in the early Spring and for their remodeling as

well.

Mitten Co. Closes Branch

Akron, O., February 7.—Carl A. Mitten, presi-

dent of the Mitten Piano Co., announces the

discontinuance of the Barberton store of this

company, and declared that in the future all

business of the concern would be confined to

the Akron store.
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The above is a reproduction of the booklet we have just

issued. It sets forth in comprehensive manner the origin and
history of "The Big Book with the Orange Cover." It is an

historical resume setting forthTHE TALKING MACHINE
WORLD'S policy, its record of accomplishment, its attitude

toward radio, the service this publication is rendering to its

readers, a glance into the future— in brief a summary of the

twenty year record of the leading and dominant business paper

in the talking machine industry. This booklet is of considerable

interest to all of those who are interested inTHE TALKING
MACHINE WORLD and in the field it is so effectively

serving. We will be pleased to mail you a copy upon request,

EDWARD LYMAN BILL, Inc.

Publishers of Business Papers for 44 years 383 Madison Avenue, New York City

II
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DOMINO Of(MAM
Columbia Fine Arts Record Series Arouse

Interest Throughout Canadian Territory
Toronto Retail Trade Busy Planning for Spring Business—Musical Merchandise Co., Ltd.,

Merged With Brunswick Co. of Canada, Ltd.— Editorial Lauds Talking Machine

Toronto, Ont., February 7.—Columbia Phono-

graph Co., Ltd., has introduced into Canada the

"Fine Arts Series of Musical Masterworks,"

which represents an offering of a group of eight

special albums featuring complete symphonies

and world famous works of chamber music on

records.

On February 1, the Musical Merchandise

Co., Ltd., acting as a sales organization for

Brunswick phonographs and records, will be

merged with the Brunswick-Balke-Collender

Co. of Canada, Ltd., and the business carried on

by the Musical Merchandise Co., Ltd., will be

operated as The Musical Merchandise Division

of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. of Can-

ada, Ltd. The products of the Brunswick Co.

that will come under the jurisdiction of this

division are Brunswick phonographs, records

and Brunswick-Radiolas and as well the distri-

bution of Brilliantone needles. Furthermore, the

Brunswick general offices have been established

in the new premises at 358 Bay street and the

executive work of the entire Brunswick organ-

ization is now confined to these offices.

A total of 78,057 private radio receiving li-

censes have been issued by the radio branch,

Department of Marine and Fisheries, Ottawa,

Ont., from April 1 to December 31, 1924, repre-

senting an enormous increase when compared

with the same period in 1923, in which the num-

ber granted was 22,648. During the month of

December 9,000 licenses were issued.

The Beacon-Herald, of Stratford, Ont., re-

cently came out with an editorial lauding the

phonograph. The article referred to said in

part: "Another modern invention which might
be put to more general .use is the talking ma-
chine. Much of the world's best music is

wasted because there are so many people who
complain that they cannot understand it. What
they mean, no doubt, is that .they cannot appre-

ciate it, and in most cases, perhaps, the reason

why they cannot is that they have had no op-

portunity in their youth to become familiar with

it. The talking machine is used in many schools

as an aid to furnishing music for drills, exer-

cises and games; but it might render valuable

service, too, by helping to create a taste for

good music. It is astonishing how much really

good music is rendered available in home and
schools by the talking machine. Like the pic-

ture machine, it may become a nuisance; but

there is no need that it should."

This month saw the inauguration of a new
radio distributing house, the British American
Sales Co., with headquarters in this city; also

a new exclusive wholesale firm has recently

started known as the Ontario Radio Equipment
Co., likewise of Toronto.

N. Northoever, of the Gold Medal Radio

Phonograph Corp., radio engineer, has resigned
to accept a similar position with the Brunswick-
Balke-Collender Co. of Canada, Ltd.

The Nightingale line of radio sets is being
handled in Canadian territory by the Cycle
Supply Co., this city.

The complete line of the Carter Radio Co. is

now being manufactured in the new Toronto
factory. Mr. Vanatter is the manager of the
Canadian Co.

Jewett-Radio Phonograph, Ltd., Walkerville,
Ont., has started to manufacture its new
straight line, low-loss variable condenser, which
is attracting considerable attention throughout
the trade.

It is estimated that $27,000,000 worth of radio
equipment will be sold in Canada during 1925.

Fred A. Trestrail, vice-president Q. R. S.

Music Co. of Canada, Ltd., is authority for the

statement that when that concern began last

September to manufacture radio apparatus and
supplies on the 15th of that month Q. R. S. had
no connection or distribution in the radio field.

Within sixty days the company had secured
distribution in Ontario with over 200 hand-
picked dealers for the De Forest-Crosley sets,

which they control in Ontario. A single inser-

tion of a 1,000 line newspaper advertisement
brought over 1,000 coupon inquiries at a cost of

20 cents each, and sold $10,000 of goods through
dealers within forty-eight hours.

One of the latest houses to enter the radio
field is the Otto-Higel Co., Ltd., which also
manufactures hardware specialties. It has
been appointed the Canadian distributor for the
Federal Telephone Mfg. Co. and many other
radio lines.

Radio Holds the Center of the Montreal
Business Stage as Dealers Add Lines

Dealers Cashing in on the Brunswick Hour of Music—Layton Bros. Make the Most of Radio Sales

Opportunities—Trade Looking Forward to Appearances of Record Artists—Trade Activities

Montreal, Can., February 7.—All music stores

featuring Brunswick records are displaying a

neatly printed card in their windows and other

conspicuous places announcing "The Brunswick

Hour of Music" and which dealers report has

stimulated record sales very materially.

Two headlines in recent newspaper adver-

tisements put out by Layton Bros., Ltd., were

responsible for a large number of radio sets of

various makes being disposed of. One said,

"Bring Happiness and Joy into your Home

—

with the Radio." The other: "Layton Bros.,

Ltd., Sells and Installs Radios That Work."
Well-known phonograph artists to appear in

Montreal shortly include: Pablo Casals, Reinald

Werrenrath, Frieda Hempel, Alfred Cortot.

F. W. Heavysege, local manager of R. S. Wil-

liams & Sons Co., Ltd., and one of the best

known radio experts in Canada, recently ad-

dressed the radio branch of the Canadian Na-
tional Recreation Club, Montreal.

CKAC (La Presse) recently broadcast a stu-

dio program by the Apex and Starr-Gennetl

Record Co.

J. Zimand, proprietor of the Montreal Gramo-
phone Co., 825 St. Lawrence boulevard, recently

purchased over one hundred table talkers, which
he cleared out within a very short space of time.

He states that a big demand exists for the ta-

ble type of phonograph as they retail at a price

well within the means of all. He is in the mar-
ket for as many as he -can buy in order to fill

back orders.

LaTuque, Que., is known as a sportsman's

paradise, being situated in a district which
abounds with fish and game of all sorts. J, A.

Duchaine is one of the live merchants of the

town who has recently taken on- "His Master's

Voice" products and by original and progres-

sive methods bids fair to be one of the most
successful dealers in the northern section of the

country.

General Harboard Touches
on Future Hopes of Radio

Addresses Engineers on Things Which It Is
Hoped Radio Science Will Accomplish

A summary of the things which it is hoped
radio science will accomplish in the future was
given in a recent address by General Harboard,
president of the Radio Corp. of America, New
York, speaking before the American Institute

of Civil Engineers. This forecast included:

1. Photographs by radio over long distances

as, for' example, between New York and Lon-
don.

2. Telegraphing a complete newspaper page
across the Oceans in but a fraction of the time
required, to present telegraphic methods.

3. Being able to carry on a two-way telephone

conversation between a passenger on board a

ship in mid-ocean and any point on land where
an ordinary telephone is available.

4. Listening in America to a concert, or to a

speech, or to any other important event taking

place in England, France or Germany—in short,

the realization of international broadcasting.

5. A universal radio ticker service; the actual

printing in words on paper of certain daily in-

formation or news sent out from a central point

at stated intervals much in the same manner as

the wire stock news ticker of to-day, but on a

national basis rather than local, and reaching

points not now readily accessible by other

means.

6. When one considers the progress that has

already been made in the field of telemechanics,

it requires no great stretch of the imagination

to see the future airplane, the submarine, the

ship at sea, in practical and direct control, by
radio, from a point on land, if such control is

desirable or necessary.

The East Tennessee Music Co., Knoxville,

has moved to 719 South Gay street.

Talking Machine Springs
and Repair Parts

NONE BETTER IN QUALITY NONE LOWER IN PRICE

THE RENE MANUFACTURING CO.
MONTVALE, NEW JERSEY
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eROSlEYAGAIN LOWERS PRICES
BigReduction inlamousTrirdyn and other Radios

$M52
CROSLEY

"50"

A one-tube radio
that easily brings
in distance with
phones.

dhe biggest

selling radio mw
in the world

$1859 CROSLEY

CR05LEY
"51'Portable
The two-tube
utility radio.
Let your dealer
hook it up in
his store.

$2352

The biggest selling high-grade receiver on the mar-
ket—the Crosley Trirdyn—reduced from $65 to $50.

The Trirdyn Special—the beautiful Model with cab-
inet to house batteries—formerly $75, now $60.

The Crosley 51-P, a tremendous seller at $25, re-

duced to $23.50.

We unhesitatingly state that these sets, together
with the other Crosley Radios, represent the big-
gest values ever offered.

CROSLEY RADIOS JUSTLY POPULAR
Only the less expensive Crosley Radios have ex-

ceeded the Trirdyn in sales. This deserved popular-
ity of the entire Crosley line is the result of extraor-
dinary performance at a very low price.

Crosley Radios cost less originally, use fewer tubes
and consume much less battery current. At the same
time they give results not equalled by receivers cost-
ing a great deal more and using two or three addi-
tional tubes.

The unique Trirdyn circuit—a combination of Arm-
strong Regeneration, Radio Frequency Amplification
and Reflexed Audio Amplification—has proven be-
yond a doubt that the features of selectivity, volume
and ease of operation can be obtained with three
tubes better than heretofore has been possible with
five or even six.

Hundreds of voluntary letters have come to us,
telling of the unparalleled foreign reception during
international test week with Trirdyns and all other
Crosley Radios; even the little one-tube Crosley 50
at only $14.50.

It is this continued remarkable performance that
has created such a tremendous demand for Crosley
Radios. And it is this great popularity that now al-

lows us to decrease our production costs and pass
this large saving along to you.

NEW CROSLEY MODELS
In order to allow even a greater selection, three

new Crosley Radios have been added to our exten-
sive fine. Taking its place with the well-known
Crosley 50 and Crosley 50-P is the leatherette cov-
ered, one-tube 50 Portable, a utility set in which the
dealer can quickly make the necessary connections
and allow the purchaser to carry it home complete.
The New Crosley 51 Special, a two-tube receiver

similar to the Model 51, is housed in a cabinet large
enough to hold the necessary batteries and has a
sloping panel.

Similar to the Crosley 52, but with sloping panel
and cabinet to house the batteries is the new Crosley
52 special.

These additional receivers make the Crosley line

absolutely complete—A radio for all tastes and
every pocketbook. _See illustrations for prices.

No matter what appeals to you most in a radio,

you will find that point outstanding in a Crosley.

Most good jobbers handle Crosley Radios.
You Will Make No Mistake in Selling Them.

All Crosley Receivers contain the famous Armstrong Regenera-
tive circuit, and are licensed under the Armstrong 0. S. Patent

No. 1,113,149

As is customary prices shown do not include tubes, phones,
loud speakers or batteries

Prices West of Rockies Add 10 Per Cent

From a small beginning three and a half years ago,

Crosley Radio has grown until it now produces more sets

than any other concern in the world. The present produc-
tion—nearly 5000 per day—Is probably from two to three

times as great as that of any other radio manufacturer.

Crosley owns and operates the new super power WLW
Broadcasting Station located at Harrison, Ohio, remotely

controlled from studios in one of three large Crosley owned
manufacturing plants in Cincinnati.

JubeS do the work of\

Now CR05LEY
"TRIRDYN

CROSLEY^

The new
leatherette
covered one-
tube utility set.
Will give the
same results as
the Crosley 50.

tCROSLEY
r"5fSpecial
Same as 51 In new
sloping panelled cab-

inet which houses all

necessary batteries.

erasLEY
"SZSpecial
The Crosley 52

In new cabinet
to house
batteries.
Has
sloping
panel.

$50 The biggest selling high-
grade radio on the mar-
ket. Distant loud speak-
er reception under all

conditions.

In a 0RDSLEY Ifirdyn
IRHtDrN'Speaal SftflSame as the Trirdyn In

beautifully finished large
cabinet to hold the bat-
teries, i

THE LOUD SPEAKER SHOWN IS THE WONDERFUL NEW CROSLEY LOUD SPEAKER THAT IS TO BE ANNOUNCED IN THE NEAR FUTURE

Write for complete catalog

THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION
226 Sassafras Street Powel Crosley, Jr., President Cincinnati, Ohio
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Federal Sales Representatives Gather
in Buffalo, N. Y., for Annual Conference

Round-Table Discussions and Inspection of Plant Feature Opening Day of Meeting—Resolutions

on Death of Burt Gage Hubbell, Late President—Interesting Talks Close Conference

Federal salesmen from all parts of the United

States gathered at the home office of the Federal

Telephone Manufacturing' Corp. in Buffalo on
January 29 and 30 for their annual sales conven-

tion. The opening session on Thursday morn-
ing was called to order by Lester E. Noble,

sales manager, who also delivered the address

of welcome. Resolutions on the death of Burt

Gage Hubbell, late president of the Federal Tele-

phone Manufacturing Corp., were adopted. The
remainder of the day was devoted to round-

table discussions and to an inspection of the

radio manufacturing plant. In the evening the

annual banquet and get-together was held at the

Buffalo Athletic Club. Officials of the company
were the speakers, the arrangements for the af-

fair being in charge of Byron L. Moore, sales

manager of the Buffalo district.

Friday morning the session was in charge of

Milo Gurney, director of advertising, who out-

lined the year's advertising program. Mr. Gur-

ney was followed by N. J. Donovan, of the

Frank Seaman Advertising Agency, New York
City, who briefly discussed the agency's plan

for merchandising Federal radio receivers and
radio parts.

The final session of the convention was
brought to a close late on Friday afternoon.

Following an inspection of the engineering and

test departments during which the elaborate

Federal testing system was explained by mem-
bers of the staff, a round-table was conducted

by Lawrence C. F. Horle, chief engineer. A. N.

Dyson, Federal's patent attorney, also spoke.

The concluding address, based on an outline of

policy, was made by Mr. Noble.

Although the convention followed closely the

passing of Mr. Hubbell, who for many years

had successfully guided the destinies of the Fed-
era! Co., officials consider thai it was one of

the most profitable and successful ever held.

Robert G. Gray Visits

Eastern Manufacturers

Vice-President of the Walter S. Gray Co., of

San Francisco, on Eastern Trip—Company
To Expand Radio Activities

Robert G. Gray, vice-president of Walter S.

Gray Co., San Francisco, with offices in

Seattle and Portland, was a visitor to New York
recently, getting acquainted with some of the

manufacturers whose products his company dis-

tributes in the Pacific Coast territory. Mr.

Gray, who is a son of the well-known wholesale

executive, Walter S. Gray, also visited several

Middle Western trade centers enroute from the

Coast where he was given a hearty welcome by

manufacturers and jobbers. During his stay in

New York, Mr. Gray made arrangements

whereby his company will become the exclusive

distributor on the Coast for the Halliwell loud

speaker, made by the Halliwell Electric Co.,

New York.

In a chat with The World Mr. Gray stated

that 1924 had been generally satisfactory con-

sidering the commercial and industrial handi-

caps which had confronted jobbers and dealers

on the Pacific Coast at various periods during

the year. Walter S. Gray Co., in addition to

their activities as distributors of phonograph

products, are planning to enter the wholesale

radio field on a large scale during 1925, the

preliminary steps in this direction having been

taken in 1924. A complete line of radio prod-

ucts is now being carefully selected by the com-
pany's executives and full details regarding the

lines to be handled will soon be announced.

Cameo Record Corp. Plans
National Ad. Campaigns

Page Advertisement Will Appear in Issue of

Saturday Evening Post of February 28—Cam-
eo Popular and "Kid" Records Featured

The Cameo Record Corp., New York, man-
ufacturers of the well-known Cameo popular-

priced talking machine records, will insert a

full-page advertisement in the Saturday Evening
Post issue of February 28. The advertising

copy of this ad will feature not only the Cam-
eo popular selections but also the Cameo "Kid"
catalog, a seven-inch record of songs, games
and stories for children.

Heretofore the Cameo Record Corp. has car-

ried on its national advertising campaigns
Lhrough local newspapers adjacent to the ter-

ritory where Cameo records were well repre-

sented. The number of distributors of Cameo
popular and Cameo "Kid" records has been

greatly increased and the sales department of

the company has decided to make some of its

sales drives national in character.

This is only one of a series of similar cam-
paigns, advertising the Cameo product, which
are to be inaugurated during the season of

1925, and will in nowise affect the plans of the

company for co-operating with dealers in more
localized campaigns.

Ross Opens Third Store

The third A. I. Ross music store was opened
recently at 333 Steinway avenue, Astoria, N. Y.

The new store is better equipped and larger

than either of the other stores.

Radio and Phonograph in Combination
The Big Opportunity for 1925 Merchandising

Unico Equipped Establishment of Messrs. Arding & Hobbs, London, England

THE WORLD'S LEADING PHONOGRAPH AND RADIO STORES HAVE ADOPTED UNICO MUSICAL AND
RADIO MERCHANDISING EQUIPMENT

UNICO AUDITION ROOMS—UNICO SALES and SERVICE COUNTERS—UNICO STOCK FIXTURES
Prompt Shipment from Stock—Expedited Delivery—Expert Installation

ATLANTA. GA.
25 Moore Bldg.

NEW ORLEANS, LA.
506 Marine Bank Bldg.

JOHANNESBURG, SO. AFRICA
51 Sackes Bldg.

UNICO SERVICE is WORLD WIDE
Address Nearest Branch Today

KERN DODGE, Receiver

UNIT CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
Rayburn Clark Smith, President

Fifty-eighth St. and Grays Ave., Philadelphia, U. S. A.

DALLAS, TEX.
209 Dallas Co. Bank Bldg.

DENVER, COLO.
1642 Arapahoe St.

LONDON, ENG.
Premier House.
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GilfillanNeutrodyne
Radio Sets are Manufactured Complete
in Our Three Modern Radio Factories

STYLE GN-1 In

a handsome tzvo-

ione American
W alnnt cabinet,

harmonizing with

any interior. Price

zvithoitt CI 7C
accessories «P -l / *5

The music dealer can sell this set with the full assurance

of reliable operation. The buyer has all the advantages

of genuine Neutrodyne construction, giving exceptional

selectivity, power to bring in more distant stations with

a clarity of tone that is truly delightful.

We are one of the fourteen licensed manufacturers of

Neutrodyne and make the parts for these sets in our own
factory, with years of radio experience behind them.

By selling these sets you win the continued patronage of

your regular customers and attract the trade of their

friends.

Write your jobber or our nearest office

for information.

STYLE GN-2
Same Neutrodyne construction and
features in smaller cabinets; price

$140accessories

Our Three Factories Supply the Trade in Any Locality. Send for Literature

GILFILLAN BROS. Inc.
KANSAS CITY 1815 W. 16th St., LOS ANGELES, CAL.

2525 W. PENN WAY

GILFILLAN RADIO CORPORATION
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Edison Disc Jobbers Hold
Meeting in New York

Gathering at Waldorf-Astoria Followed by

Banquet—Conference With Edison Officials

at Orange—Wholesalers Are Optimistic

On February 10 the National Association of

Edison Disc Jobbers held its annual meeting at

the Waldorf-Astoria in New York City. During

the morning and afternoon private sessions

were held at which various matters of impor-

tance to the Edison business were discussed

and shaped in due form for presentation to the

Edison officials at Orange. A number of enter-

prising plans were laid for promulgation during

1925, and the general feeling obtained among
the jobbers that the Edison business will show
an improvement in 1925 over the previous year,

with a still better year to follow.

Following the meeting of the Jobbers' Asso-

ciation, the Edison jobbers on February 11 met

with the Edison officials at Orange for a con-

ference on the various problems affecting the

ensuing year, and after the business sessions

the Edison company acted as host to the visit-

ing jobbers at a sumptuous banquet given in

the ballroom of the Waldorf-Astoria. Among
the Edison executives who were present at this

function were Charles Edison, A. M. Farrier,

Arthur J. Walsh, John Sherman, C. M. Veily,

W. H. Meadowcroft, W. P. O'Shaughnessy, D.

H. Philips, Sumner Williams, D. Haggerty, J.

H. O'Brien, C. Stringfellow, Leonard McChes-

ney, Nelson Durand and W. Cloos. All of the

various Edison jobbing points were represented

in person. Right after the banquet an elaborate

program was presented of humorous one-act

scenes, most of which were parodies on the

phonograph and radio business. This enter-

tainment was very warmly received.

The Federated Radio Corp., Wilmington, Del.,

was recently incorporated at Dover, with capital

stock of $50,000,000.

Gold Medal Radio Corp.

Launches Sales and Ad. Drive

Manufacturer of "Five-Sixty" Radio Receiver

Starts Drive to Increase Distribution of Gold
Medal Sets—New Receiver Announced

The Gold Medal Radio Corp., 22 East Twenty-
first St., New York, recently launched an exten-

sive sales and advertising campaign throughout

the talking machine industry to secure distribu-

tion among the trade for its radio receiving

sets. The company manufactures the Gold
Medal "Five-Sixty" radio receiver, which is a

five tube set, retailing at a popular price.

"We are now ready to place on the market

our new five tube Gold Medal phonograph radio

panel for use in the installation of radio sets

in console model phonographs. We feel that in

this new product we have an article of merchan-
dise which will meet the most exacting require-

ments of the phonograph trade. Its perform-

ance during the various tests which it has un-

dergone has been most satisfactory and we have

taken great pains to make this panel as near

perfect as possible in every detail, and at a

price which will be offered to the trade it

should take its place beside the other Gold
Medal products," said Henry Goldberger,

president of the company.

Jewett Radio & Phono. Go.

to Enter Broadcasting Field

Howard E. Campbell, Chief Radio Engineer,

Makes an Important Announcement

Detroit, Mich., February 5.—An announcement

made recently in this city advised the radio and
phonograph industries that the Jewett Radio

& Phonograph Co., manufacturer of the Super-

speaker and other radio products, would enter

the broadcasting field with a station of consid-

erable power. The details of this project were
explained by Howard E. Campbell, chief radio

engineer and general manager of the broadcast-

ing division of the Jewett Co., and until recently

similarly connected with the Detroit News Sta-

tion WWJ.
In his announcement Mr. Campbell said: "We

have ordered a 5,000-watt broadcasting equip-

ment from the Western Electric Co. and hope

to have the station in operation on or befoie

June 1. This new Jewett station will be able

to put a maximum of 5,000 watts into its antenna,

thereby enabling us to reach from 15,000 to

20,000 miles. The enormous power of the sta-

tion, which is ten times the average power, will

also go far to overcome the Summer static and

other atmospheric disturbances. While the

transmitting apparatus of the new station will

be at Pontiac, the new home of the Jewett fac-

tories, the studio will be in Detroit.

The plant being erected at Pontiac to house

all of the Jewett projects will be, when com-
pleted, one of the most up-to-date manufactur-

ing establishments of its type. Two factory

units, covering many thousands of square feet,

are now in process of erection and room for

expansion to twelve units is available. Edward
H. Jewett, president of the company, is person-

ally sponsoring the vast plans for Jewett ex-

pansion.

Issue New Educational

Catalog of Victor Records

The educational department of the Victor

Talking Machine Co. has just issued a com-

plete Graded List and Educational Catalog of

Victor Records for Home, School and College,

containing in all 1742 numbers specially select-

ed from the general catalog as being particular-

ly fitted for school use. The new catalog com-

prises over 200 pages, all of them, with the ex-

ception of a half dozen in the back, devoted to

the record lists, all carefully classified.

Onehandle handles it'

YEARSHAVE PROVED
OUTING PORTABLES

ARE THE BEST

Red M.h»«ai>,. Brow.
Mahol.il> .rid Oat

JI NIOR. $25.00

Hro-u M.hof.n,. Brown
or Bl.r. Lc.lh.r.u. and

Oak.

DISTRIBUTORS

A. C. ERISMAN CO 175 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.
GENERAL PHONOGRAPH CORP 15 West 18th St., New York, N. Y.

EVERYBODY'S TALKING MACHINE CO., INC., 810 Arch St., Phila, Pa.
IROQUOIS SALES CORP 210 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.
JAMES COWAN CO 18 West Broad St., Richmond, Va.
JAMES K. POLK CO., INC 294 Decatur St., Atlanta, Ga.
BELKNAP HARDWARE & MFG. CO 111 E. Main St., Louisville, Ky.
STERLING ROLL & RECORD CO 137 West 4th St., Cincinnati, O.
OHIO MUSICAL SALES CO 1747 Chester Ave., Cleveland, O.

C. L. MARSHALL CO 514 Griswold St., Detroit, Mich.
TARG & DINNER MUSIC CO 229 West Randolph St., Chicago, 111.

EDWARD G. HOCH CO... 27 No. 4th St., Minneapolis, Minn.
MAJESTIC MUSIC SHOP 16 South 7th St., Minneapolis, Minn.
RENIER MUSIC HOUSE 545 Main St., Dubuque, Iowa
MARKS PHONOGRAPH & RADIO CORP. .2215 Pine St., St. Louis, Mo.
SCHMELZER CO 2015 Grand St., Kansas City, Mo.
CARL FLORINE 514 Charles Bldg., Denver, Colo.

WALTER S. GRAY & CO 1054 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

WALTER S. GRAY & CO 926 Midway Place, Los Angeles Cal.

WALTER S. GRAY & CO 2602 Fourth Ave., Seattle, Wash.

OUTING TALKING MACHINE CO., Inc., Mt. Kisco, N. Y.

Export Department

No. 44 Whitehall Street, New York City, N. Y., U. S. A.

Cable Address "OUTING" New York

Representatives in:

Sydney, New South Wales; Melbourne, Havana, Cuba. Barranqnilla, Colombia.
Brisbane and Perth, Australia; Buenos Aires, Argentine Rep. Genoa, Italy.
Wellington, New Zealand. Santiago de Chile. Dnblin, Ireland.
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JMJ FLa d i o

Phonograph Panel Unit

THIS is the full 5-tube Neutro-

dyne "panel" whose popularity is

sweeping the country. You can

sell your trade nothing better,

because the Fada panel performs

like the famous Fada Neutro-

ceiver and the Fada Neutrola

—

standard of modern radio recep-

tion. Sell it in combination with

a phonograph, or sell it separately

for the phonograph the customer

already has!

Fada Phonograph Panel Units

are made in two sizes.

Cat. No. 196-A is 15 3/16 x 16 27/32

Cat. No. 197-A is 14 1/2 x 17 13/32

(5-Tube Neutrodyne)

These will exactly fit Victor

console models 400, 405 and 410,

also model 215, and can be used

on other console phonographs

where the available space is not

less than these dimensions.

The Fada panel is adapted to

either dry-cell or storage-battery

tubes. It can be used with either

indoor or outdoor aerial. Look

into this Fada panel proposition.

It's a money-maker. It gives you

two chances at every prospective

customer!

F. A. D. ANDREA, INC.
1581 JEROME AVENUE, NEW YORK

in
Radio and Phonograph

Combination

Victor Console Model Phono-
graph, Models 400, 405 and 410
cabinets with five -tube Fada
Neutrodyne Panel Unit, Cata-
log No. 196-A.
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To Radio Manufacturers

A prominent distributor of musical instruments would
appreciate hearing from manufacturers of radio sets and
supplies who are desirous of appointing a distributor

for their products.

Address Box 1475

'/.The Talking Machine World, 383 Madison Ave., New York
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Detroit Trade Enjoys
Satisfactory Demand

Entire Trade Paying Attention to Radio—Grin-

nell Bros. Now Distributing Radio

Detroit, Mich., February 10.—J. P. Fearn, man-

ager of the Detroit office of the Consolidated

Talking Machine Co., reports very good bus-

iness on both Okeh and Odeon records as well

as radio outfits, which he is now handling. Mr.

Fearn has a very large clientele of dealers and

keeps in close touch with every one of them, as

a result of which both record lines are pushed.

Sees Big Future for Radio-Phonograph

Sam Lind, of the S. E. Lind Co., distribu-

tor of the Royal line, says he did a surprisingly

good business in January, and that in his judg-

ment the combination phonograph is destined

to be the musical instrument of the future.

Considering the big business he did in De-

cember, the sales of January went away be-

yond his expectations.

Grinnell Bros. Distributing Radio
Grinnell Bros., Victor distributors, this city,

recently announced to the trade their entrance

into the radio, field by the following letter:

To the Trade:

After several months of careful investigation, together

with much study and thought, we have decided to enter

the radio wholesale field. We announce herewith that

we have secured the distributing privileges for the fol-

lowing panels and receivers:

Freed-Eisemann, which are constructed to fit Victrolas,

styles special 215
, 400, 405 and 410, together with NR-6

and NR-20 receivers.

Federal panels for special 215, 400, 405 and 410.

Further, we have also seoured the exclusive distribution

privilege for the State of Michigan for the Sleeper mono-
trol. In addition, we will distribute the necessary ap-

paratus appertaining to radios, such as loud speakers,

tubes, aerials, batteries, both wet and dry; chargers, etc.

We respectfully solicit your patronage.

Yours very truly, Grinnell Brothers, per C. H. Grinnell,

wholesale radio dept.

C. A. Grinnell, president of Grinnell Bros., is

sojourning for the balance of the Winter at his

Southern home at Sea Breeze, Fla. He de-

parted a few weeks after the annual convention

of Grinnell Bros.' store and department man-
agers. The affair was held in Detroit and was
attended by about seventy-five persons. All

meetings took place at the main store on Wood-
ward avenue, business sessions taking place

morning and afternoon. There were two big

social events—a dance at the Elks Temple, to

which all store employes and their friends and
families were invited, and the annual banquet

held at the Hotel Tuller. At this latter affair

the master of ceremonies was S. E. Clark, gen-

eral manager of Grinnell Bros., while C. A.

Grinnell acted as chairman at the business

meetings. The talking machine business in all

its phases was thoroughly discussed.

Brunswick-Radiolas Popular

Manager Quinn, of the Brunswick Shop, re-

ports t hat January business is ahead of the

same month of last year by a big margin. As
a matter of fact, the increase would be phe-

nomenal were he able to get the Brunswick-
Radiolas in fast enough. "People seem to want
the outfits priced around $500 and we have had
them begging that we take their money in ad-

vance in the hope that they could get immediate
deliveries," he said. "From the way the new
year has started out, we expect to smash all

previous records before 1925 is over."

Greater City Reports a

Bright Outlook for 1925

Maurice Landay, President of Company, Dis-

cusses Conditions and Gives Reasons for Op-
timism Concerning Future

The Greater City Phonograph Co., New York,

distributor of Sonora phonographs, Sonoradio

combination phonographs and radio receiving

sets, Sonora loud speakers and other standard

radio lines, reports, through Maurice Landay,

president of the company, an exceptionally

bright outlook for the year 1925.

"During the month of January we did an

excellent business among our dealers in the

Sonoradio Model 342, which is a combination of

Sonora phonograph and Ware neutrodyne radio

receiving set, in addition to which there was a

continued demand for the Sonora loud speakers

which have steadily increased in popularity in

this territory, having been extensively adver-

tised by both the department stores and retail

radio outlets, all of which helped to increase

the consumer demand for the speakers.

"The recent reduction in the price of tubes

we feel will aid materially in the sales of radio

receiving sets as it makes a distinct reduction

in the price of complete sets, that is to say, sets

equipped with batteries, tubes and loud speak-

ers. There has been a feeling among a num-
ber of people that the item involved in the pur-

chase of tubes for sets made the total cost and

consequent upkeep quite high, while this may
or may not have been so, at the same time the

psychological effect will be that a number of

prospective purchasers of radio receiving sets

who, until now, have held off buying, will do

so at this time," said Mr. Landay, in discussing

conditions prevailing at the present time.

A Unique Radio-Phonograph

A unique combination radio receiver, phono-

graph and clock arrangement has been perfected

by Vincent Pinto and his son, Joseph Pinto,

Philadelphia, Pa. The device is so arranged

that it is possible to obtain entertainment at

any predetermined time either on the radio or

the phonograph by a simple adjustment of the

regulator on the face of the clock where the

hands join in the center with the mechanical

equipment. The regulator is of the automatic

type and can be so adjusted that at any minute

or hour desired the phonograph or radio is set

in action. The whole is set in a mahogany
case with the clock in the upper portion sur-

mounted by the phonograph case and beneath

which is the radio set.

"History of National

Music Week" Released

Two-Hundred-and-Fifty-Page. Volume,. Pub-
lished by National Bureau for the Advance-
ment of Music, Covers 1924 Celebration

There are those of the trade, outside of the

officials of the Music Industries Chamber of

Commerce, who are more or less familiar with

what has been accomplished for the advance-
ment of music directly and indirectly through
the medium of the National Bureau for the

Advancement of Music, but even to those the

"History of National Music Week," just pub-
lished by the Bureau, will prove a distinct reve-

lation.

This imposing volume of nearly 250 pages
tells the facts about music week and its devel-

opment from the first beginning and gives full

credit to those who have participated to any
definite degree in this work. In fact, C. M.
Tremaine, director of the National Bureau for

the Advancement of Music and secretary of the

National Music Week Committee, who is re-

sponsible for the compiling of the book, is con-

tent to have his work—he being as a matter

of fact the first to launch the music week idea

—

speak for itself.

The opening chapters of the book are given

over exclusively to facts regarding the initia-

tion and development of the music week idea,

explaining the various stages of its growth from
a distinctly local event to a recognized national

institution.

The volume gains importance in value from

the fact that the accomplishments in connection

with National Music Week are not set forth as

general statements but are emphasized through

recounting actual experiences of towns, cities

and States in connection with the music week
movement. Over twenty pages of the volume

are devoted to reproductions of proclamations

by the governors of many States as well as the

mayors of numerous cities and towns asking

that their communities make proper observance

of the music week celebration, and well oyer

150 pages are required to set forth even briefly

the reports from various centers as to what

the music week observance accomplished locally.

There are those members of the trade who
regard the results of music week as something

intangible and indefinite from a commercial

standpoint, but a perusal of the reports from the

various cities should serve to convince them
that the results are really most direct, leading to

the formation of choruses, orchestras, clubs,

etc., and in some cases influencing the establish-

ment of municipal auditoriums devoted to

music and other official activities.

The History of. National Music Week is a

volume which should be on the desk of every

music merchant who sees in the greater and

more widespread appreciation of music the

opening of new channels for the sale of music-

producing mediums. The book is substantially

bound in cloth and is offered to members of

the trade at $1.50 per copy, an amount consid-

erably below the actual cost of publication. In

the doubtful it should inspire confidence and in

the confident it should inspire enthusiasm.

The Bassel Shively Music Co. has moved to

new quarters in the Eagle Building.

PORTABLE JACK

In Canada
CARTER RADIO CO,, Limited -Toronto.

For extending loud speaker or head
phones to a distant point. Just one of

those items that make friends for

dealers.

Terminals will not twist together.

Sturdy construction.

Write us

for catalog

Any jobber

can supply
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A Big Hit

On Any Talking Machine
DOMES of SILENCE are the best footwear for talking machine

cabinets ever devised.

Period model Talking Machine makers use DOMES of SILENCE

on their products in preference to all other forms of footwear.

They suit upright models as well as period styles.

DOMES ofSILENCE
"Better than Casters"

have six big advantages:

They are economical

They are simple in construction

They are silent in use

They are invisible

They are adaptable to all styles and
conditions of use

They give long wear

If you specify them in your orders, manufacturers will place

them on all the models you carry.

DOMES of SILENCE ft
Rrg V S Par OH
No sNV fH which u-ill

i
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Radio Corp. of America
Announces Price Reductions

Increased Demand, Resulting in Production

Economies, Made Move Possible—Includes

Radiolas, Radiotrons and Loud Speakers

The Radio Corp. of America announced re-

cently important reductions in the prices of its

various products, including Radiolas, Radio-

trons and the Radiola loud speaker. All Radio-

trons for reception purposes were reduced in

price to $3.00, and the Radiola U Z 1325 loud

speaker was reduced in price from $25 to $18.

The reduction in the prices of Radiotrons and

loud speakers was used as the basis for reduc-

ing the list prices of Radiolas, and practically

every model of the Radiola was included in this

reduction. The Radiola III remains at $35 as

heretofore, and the Radiola balanced amplifier

remains at $30 as heretofore. The Radiola III-A,

equipped with tubes and head phones and with-

out a loud speaker, lists at $65 and the Radiola

III-A, complete with the loud speaker unit, now
lists at $83 instead of $90. The popular Radiola

Regenoflex stripped, formerly listing at $150,

now lists at $90; the Radiola Regenoflex, com-
plete with tubes and loud speaker, formerly

listing at $206, now lists at $120; the Radiola

X, heretofore retailing at $245, is now listed at

$150; the Super-Heterodyne Radiola, formerly

listing at $269, now lists at $256, and the Ra-

diola Super VIII lists at $425, as heretofore.

These important reductions in prices were
made possible through the tremendous demand
for Radiola products, bringing with it a de-

crease in overhead, coupled with enhanced effi-

ciency throughout the RCA factory organiza-

tion. RCA jobbers and dealers are enthusiastic

regarding the new price list, and there is no
question but that Radiolas will enjoy in 1925

the greatest prosperity since their introduction

to the trade. This is evidenced by the steadily

increasing demand.

Recently Formed Company
Takes Over Wm. Phillips

Eureka Radio & Phono Parts, Headed by Wil-

liam Phillips, Secures Assets and Liabilities

of Wm. Phillips Phono Parts Corp.

The Eureka Radio & Phono Parts Corp., the

incorporation of which was recently announced
in the daily press, is a new company which has

been formed with William Phillips at its head

and which has taken over the good will, assets

and liabilities of the Phillips Phono Parts Corp.

The new company has its headquarters in the

offices long occupied by the Wm. Phillips

Phono Parts Corp., at 145 West Forty-fifth

street, New York, and in a general announce-

ment sent to the trade the slogan was adopted:

"The same address, but a new name."

It is announced that the Eureka Radio &
Phono Parts Corp. will continue to manufacture

the same line which was produced by the Wm.
Phillips Phono Parts Corp., consisting of a

wide range of tone arms and sound boxes, as

well as the Phillips Phono-Radio tone arm. It

is also announced that in the near future sev-

eral new tone arms, both regular style and ra-

dio combinations, which are now in work, will

be placed on the market, possibly by the first

of March.

William Phillips, who heads the new com-
pany, needs no introduction to the talking ma-
chine trade. He has been actively identified

with the industry since 1915 and is recognized

as an authority on talking machine acoustics.

Mr. Phillips is enthusiastically making plans for

the new company, which will make this enter-

prise one of the most successful with which he

has been identified.

A charter has been granted to the Rosen-
winkel Music House, Fort Wayne, Ind., to deal

in musical instruments and radio, with a capi-

tal stock of $10,000.

Lopez to Entertain at

Inaugural Charity Ball

First Time Orchestra Outside of Capital Has
Been Selected to Provide Music at Inaugural

Ball—Tribute to Artist's Ability

Vincent Lopez and His Hotel Pennsylvania

Orchestra, famous dance organization and ex-

clusive Okeh artists, have been chosen to fur-

nish the music for the inaugural charity ball to

be held in the new Hotel Mayflower in Wash-
ington, D. C., next month. This marks the first

Vincent Lopez
time that an orchestra outside of the Capital has

been engaged for this occasion, and the choice

of Vincent Lopez for this important event is a

tribute to his fame and ability.

There will be two Lopez orchestras in the

hotel the night of the ball, one playing dance

music in the ballroom and the other in the

main dining room giving concert numbers. Mr.

Lopez will lead the orchestras alternately, and

during his stay in Washington, D. C, Vincent

Lopez and his Orchestra will also appear at

other important functions, including a Senato-

rial luncheon and various embassy festivities.

Rudolph Wurlitzer Co. Now
Thermiodyne Distributor

The Thermiodyne Corp., manufacturer of the

Thermiodyne six tube, one dial control radio

receiver, recently closed an important deal with

the Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., of Cincinnati,

whereby this prominent wholesale company be-

comes a distributor of Thermiodyne products.

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co. is one of the best-

known music concerns in the country, and is

in a position to give the Thermiodyne set splen-

did representation. The company maintains

its own retail establishments in all of the lead-

ing trade centers, including New York, Cin-

cinnati, Chicago and other points, and the

Thermiodyne set will be featured in all of

these stores. M. O. Giles, sales manager of the

Thermiodyne Corp., closed this important deal

in connection with his present Eastern trip.

New Edison Record Catalog

The catalog entitled "Edison Records" has

just been issued for 1925. It is a volume of

several hundred pages attractively bound in an

orange, black and white cover. It contains, in

addition to a complete classified listing of all

Edison records, an introductory message from

Thomas A. Edison regarding the Edison Pho-

nograph, and a listing of all of the artists who
have recorded for the Edison Co. It has been

designed exclusively for the- use of Edison deal-

ers.

Announcement

Eureka Radio & Phonoparts Corp.

announce

that they have made arrange-

ments to manufacture the

Phillips Radio Tone Arm
and the full line of Phillips

Tone Arms and Sound Boxes

Eureka Radio & Phonoparts Corp.
WILLIAM PHILLIPS, Pres.

145 West 45th St. New York City

"The same address but a new name"
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The Logical Loud Speaker
Outfit for Any Radio Set

Every radio owner has been looking

for and wants this combination of

radio table and loudspeaker

—

The Console
Master Speaker

It is a substantial and refined console

table of beautiful design, finished in

two-tone mahogany, with bevelled

top and turned and fluted legs.
Retail Price $45.00

complete with loudspeaker

The Console Master Speaker is the only table speaker
with a front that may be opened to give convenient
and quick access to batteries and speaker. This fea-

ture permits the use of a volume and quality control of
the speaker—our own exclusive origination.

The Greatest Loud Speaker Value Today
Considered only as a piece of furniture or only as a loudspeaker the

Console Master Speaker is worth the money. But as a combined cabinet

and speaker it is the greatest loudspeaker value today.

The loudspeaker is concealed behind the silk covered grill and has a

beautiful, natural tone of great volume.

All the experience of twenty years of phonograph manufacture
is built into the horn, which is made of solid non-vibrant wood
with brass tone arm.

A special and powerful loudspeaker unit is used, and we believe
that there is nothing better made.

showing' the front
let clown, allowing
convenient and
quick aecess to bat-
teries and speaker.

Special Master Speaker table built exactly to fit the two
following radio sets:

The Ware Model T
Master Speaker
with built-in loud-
speaker.

Ware Model T
Work Rite

(See illustrations on left and right I

The Console Master
Speaker for the
Ware T and Work
Rite Sets.
Showing the front
let down to give
ready aecess to the
batteries and
speaker unit.

The same loudspeaker, the same quality and finish of table,

as in the larger Console Master Speaker.

Retail Price $34.00
(Complete with Loudspeaker)

Regular Trade Discounts

DEALERS—Order from your nearest jobber or direct from us.

JOBBERS—Write us for territory and our proposition.

Console Master Speaker Co.
15 East 40th Street, New York
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VICTROLAS of Special Design

WHEN you want a Victrola instrument to meet certain special requirements, the

Victrola Art Shop is one place—the only place—where such special orders

can be filled to your complete satisfaction. For the Victor Company has not only a

skilled corps of experienced designers and cabinet makers, but of experts in music re-

production, who know the requirements of the complete talking machine better than

they are known anywhere else in the world. If you will tell us your needs, we shall

be pleased to prepare and submit sketches and quotations.

NEW YORK
TALKING MACHINE CO.

521 West 57th Street

CHICAGO
TALKING MACHINE CO.

1 2 North Michigan Ave
A. D. GEISSLER, President
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LEONARD P CANTY

Optimism Permeates Middle Western Trade
as Demand in All Lines Becomes Active

Heavy Sales of Records Are Outstanding Feature of Business—Steady Gains in Machine Sales

—

Demand for Radio Reflects Stability of This Phase of the Business—News of the Month

Chicago, III., February 9.—The excellent re-

ports of jobbers and dealers relative to record

sales have been an outstanding feature of Chi-

cago activities the past month. Practically

without exception every wholesaler and retailer

in Chicago territory, and apparently in all of

the Middle West trade centers, closed in the

month of January a healthy, profitable record

business, comparing very favorably with last

January, and in the majority of instances show-

ing a substantial increase over last year. With
the steady growth of record business there is

noticeable among the leading retail merchants

a feeling of confidence for the future that was
not so apparent a few months ago.

The sale of talking machines has not shown
such a decided improvement in comparison with

record business, but, coincident with an in-

creased demand for records, there is also a

steady gain being registered in the demand for

talking machines, and January figures as a

whole were equally as good as last year, with

increases reported by many of the jobbers and

their dealers. These increases are primarily di-

rected toward the moderate-priced products,

and it is interesting to note that the sale of

uprights is beginning to show unexpected

strength. The first ten days of February gave

the dealers an opportunity to utilize the sales

and merchandising plans which they had pre-

pared for the coming year, and as a whole the

sale of talking machines during this period was
well ahead of 1924.

For the first five or six weeks of the year the

demand for radio products in Chicago and the

outlying territory has reflected the stability and
strength of the foremost factors in the radio

industry. The standard radio lines are being

merchandised in this city by responsible, suc-

cessful jobbers, who in turn are appointing

dealers who understand and appreciate the true

sales possibilities for radio products in the

phonograph store. The Chicago public is rap-

idly acquiring an intimate knowledge of the

musical and educational value of radio, and as

a result the demand for radio sets, loud speakers

and other standard radio products during the

month of January was far beyond the sales

figures for last January.

Keener Appreciation of Cheney Values

Edward G. Hoch, sales representative in the

Central West for the Cheney Talking Machine
Co., visited the executive offices of that firm

for a few days the latter part of January. Mr.
Hoch had just completed a swing through the

Middle West and told The World representa-

tive that he believed the year 1925 would bring

the biggest volume of business that the Cheney
organization had ever known. "Everywhere,"

said Mr. Hoch, "we are meeting with more co-

operation from high grade dealers and a keener

appreciation of music from the general public.

Radio broadcasting has created a fine oppor-

tunity for the Cheney Talking Machine Co. to

increase its sales since it gives the prospect

an opportunity to hear the voices of the great

artists on the air and later compare their rec-

ords on various phonographs for true repro-

duction and tone quality."

Mr. Hoch, who makes his headquarters in

Minneapolis, Minn., has been for many years

exclusive Cheney distributor in the northwest

territory and is well known in mid-West trade

circles. His district is one whose 1924 sales

showed a marked increase over those of 1923,

and whose January orders this year greatly ex-

ceeded those of the same month a year ago.

Pfanstiehl Portfolio a Sales Stimulator

The Pfanstiehl Radio Co., Highland Park, III,

distributed about the first of February among
its district salesmen and Pfanstiehl jobber sales-

men, a black leatherette folder, in portfolio size.

The folder contains copies of the advertisements

which have brought Pfanstiehl products to the

attention of dealers and buyers through their

appearance in the Saturday Evening Post, na-

tional and international radio magazines, and

metropolitan newspapers. In addition there

are letters of commendation from owners and

distributors of Pfanstiehl sets. Stamped in gold

(Continued on page 134)

Style M
One of several beautiful

console models

KIMBALL PHONOGRAPHS
Real Value and Prestige

RIGHT merchandise, properly sold, is an active good-will

builder for the successful dealer. In Kimball Phonographs

it is not a question of "How Cheap," but of real value, and

the value is there in correct construction, in perfect reproduc-

tion of tone, in durability, added to which

the prestige of the Kimball name is assur-

ance of satisfaction.

There is variety in Console and upright

types.

Perhaps there is open territory. Ask about

Dealer Franchise and Terms

W. W. KIMBALL CO.
Established 1857

Kimball Hall 306 So. Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Manufacturer* of

Phonographs, Pianos, Player Pianos, Reproducing Pianos

Pipe Organs, Distributors of Columbia Records

Style J
Mahogany

One of several

beautiful upright models

Kimball Console New Style Y
KIMBALL PHONOGRAPHS PLAY ALL RECORDS
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JEWEL-TONE PHONOGRAPH

Equal in

tone and volume

to any

high-grade

talking machine

The

ideal phonograph

for that

small apartment

or anywhere

A real high-grade, musical instrument, equipped with the famous genuine Jewel-
Tone Arm and Reproducer. Tone is equal in quality and volume to most of

the expensive machines on the market, handsome, convenient, and thoroly good.

Samples sent on approval to responsible dealers.

THE JEWEL-TONE
Attachments for Victor and Edison

With

NOM-YKA
Diaphragm

Victor Attachment
for playing Edison and Pathe Records

Illustration shows this attachment in position for playing

Edison or Pathe Records. Takes but a moment to change.

Plays Victor and all lateral cut records with true, full tone.

v\

Edison Attachment
for playing all lateral cut records

Perfectly balanced for playing all records on the Edison
Diamond Disc phonograph. Pure and lovely in tone, full

volume, and gives true value to your records.

'V

Vv

\

If your Jobber does not handle the Jewel

Products, write to us direct.

JEWEL PHONOPARTS CO.
150-160 Whiting St., Chicago
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THE JEWEL-TONE
Reproducers and Tone Arms

Standard

No. 3

Plays All

Records

Perfectly

This is the famous No. 3 tone arm and repro-

ducer equipped with the Jewel NOM-Y-KA
diaphragm. A wonderful improvement on

any talking machine. The perfected tone

arm and NOM-Y-KA diaphragm gives full,

true tonal value, and beauty to all records.

Dealers are invited

to write for full

information

The Jewel-Tone Reproducer and tone arm
plays Victor, Edison, Brunswick and all

makes of records—plays them equally well.

It is made for every type of talking machine,

and can be substituted for the old arm in a

few moments.

RADIO
with the

Famous

Holtzer-Cabot

Loud Speaker

Unit

Here is the latest Jewel-Tone product, the

famous Jewel-Tone reproducer and tone

arm in combination with the finest Radio
Loud Speaker Unit. Either Phonograph
or Radio can be tuned on or off in an
instant. Unit off, does not interfere with

the other.

Holtzer-Cabot Loud Speaker Unit is a

quality product in every way, handsome

and supremely efficient. It gives excep-

tional volume with a purity of tone seldom

equaled, and a fitting mate to the Jewel-

Tone reproducer.

JEWEL PHONOPARTS CO.
150-160 Whiting St., Chicago
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THE ALTO
Automatic Stop

For Phonocraphi.

Nothing needs to be
screwed unto the tone
arm. Simple In con-
struction. It fits under
the turn table. Our
customers say It Is the
most accurate stop they
found yet In spite of Its

low cost.

ALTO MFG. COm'^'ch^S s,reet

Canadian Dlttributor Phone Parti Supply Co., Toronto, Ont

on the front cover is the trade-mark "Pfan-

stiehl." The folder is not only an artistic piece

of work, but will serve a useful purpose in

the hands of those selling the products of the

firm.

The Pfanstiehl organization opened an office

in the loop district of Chicago about the first

of the year, and is now located in the Roanoke

Building, 11 South La Salle street.

Striking Display of Vitanola Products

The Vitanola Talking Machine Co., in section

829 of the American Furniture Mart, 666 Lake

Shore Drive, displayed during the January fur-

niture exhibition a complete line of phono-

graphs, console types constructed for radio,

portable phonographs and radio sets. In addi-

tion, there were also shown de luxe radio cabi-

nets, equipped and unequipped, combination

phonograph and radio in highboy cabinets and

radio tables.

One of the features of the Vitanola display,

which attracted considerable attention among
the visiting buyers, was the secretary-phono-

graph combination. M. C. Schiff, president, and

Robert Illing, sales manager, were in charge

of the exhibit.

Fletcher-Wickes Loud Speaker Soon Ready

The Fletcher-Wickes Co., well known manu-

facturer of tone arms and reproducers, is ex-

perimenting successfully with its new loud

speaker. According to R. L. Wickes, the in-

strument is being daily brought nearer to per-

fection, and every effort is being made to

produce a unit which will overcome the me-

chanical noises so often present in radio recep-

tion. The horn, which promises to be novel

in appearance, will be artistically designed and

will form a very handsome piece of household

furniture.

Carryola Activity in South and West
D. F. Allen, vice-president of the Carryola Co.

of America, portable phonograph manufacturer

of Milwaukee, Wis., left on January 19 for an

extended trip through the South and West,

visiting Carryola accounts. Atlanta, St. Louis,

Kansas City, Dallas, Los Angeles, San Fran-

cisco, Portland, Seattle and Denver were among
the principal cities which he visited. Mr. Allen,

in his reports to the Milwaukee headquarters,

reported that he met with excellent business

conditions all along his route, and that he

had opened several new accounts.

D. S. Bascom, Carryola sales manager, vis-

ited New York and Boston during the latter

part of January, and brought back encouraging

reports from the eastern territory. He was ac-

companied by A. J. Engle, sales representative

for the Carryola organization.

Dunford Has Larger Consolidated Territory

Frank Dunford, Illinois traveler for the Con-

solidated Talking Machine Co., is now han-

dling the accounts which have been cared for

in the past by Harry Schoenwald, who re-

cently resigned to join the Wiswell Radio Co.

Mr. Dunford has been traveling for Consoli-

dated for the past four years and before that

time was connected with the General Phono-

graph Corp. He also represented the Emerson
Radio & Phonograph Co. in the Chicago terri-

tory. Mr. Dunford is well known and popular

in the trade and because of his extensive ex-

perience is well equipped to render service to

his clients.

Rialto Music Shop Has Extensive Line

The Rialto Music Shop, 330 So. State street,

recently added the Victor line of talking ma-
chines and records. The establishment, although

one of the smaller shops of the city, ranks with

the leaders in volume of business, according

to Rudolph Fractman, proprietor. About the

middle of November Mr. Fractman leased an-

other store at 168 No. State street, in the

theatrical district. Both stores are open from

8 o'clock in the morning until midnight and,

as a result, receive much benefit from the night

trade of theatre patrons. Both Rialto shops

handle practically every well-known make of

phonograph and many record lines, including

Brunswick, Columbia, Paramount, Ajax and

foreign records, Q R S music rolls and a com-

plete line of portable phonographs, including

the Caswell, Swanson, Carryola and Outing.

Jewel Phonoparts Co. Issues Catalog

The Jewel Phonoparts C°-> of this city, manu-
facturer of Jewel-tone reproducers and tone

arms, attachments for Victor and Edison

phonographs, the Jewel-tone baby grand phono-

graph and the Jewel-tone reproducer and tone

arm, in combination with the Holtzer-Cabot

loud-speaker unit, has just issued a handsome

This illustrates the Lakeside loud speaker
test table. While designed for use of the
dealer in selling speakers, it is also used
as a form of entertainment for dance halls,

skating rinks and small moving picture

shows. Price $80.00

Lakeside Supply Co.
73 W. Van Baren St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Phone Harrison 3840

catalog featuring all of these lines to excellent

advantage. The book is a pocket size, afford-

ing maximum convenience for the dealers, and
it is filled with illustrations and descriptive mat-
ters of practical value and information.

This catalog, which is now being distributed

to the trade, was prepared under the personal

direction of A. H. Davis, sales manager of the

company, who is responsible for the book's at-

tractive appearance and practical contents. It

is expected that there will be considerable de-

mand for it, for it can be used to advantage
by dealers in developing a demand for the many
products listed in its pages.

During the past few months the Jewel Phono-
parts Co. has been sponsoring an aggressive

sales campaign that is meeting with pleasing

success. Mr. Davis states that January sales

were excellent, with every reason to believe

that business will continue to show stability

and strength. This company is one of the

pioneer manufacturers in its field, and its suc-

cess may be attributed in a large measure to its

progressiveness, the quality of its products and
(Continued on page 136)

An Exceptional Line
for

Wide Awake Dealers

COLUMBIAN BABY GRAND

Elastic

touch.

Faultless

Action.

Mahogany
Finish

Only.

Size,

59" x 56".

STYLE NO. I

HEIGHT - 40 INS
WIDTH- 17 INS
DEPTH- I9INS

F.XrF.I PHftNft(iRAPH f ft Above are shown some of our best sellers. Styles 1 and 3 can be had in mahogany andbilVUb 1 11V1WU 11X11 11 VV.
Qak finishes Styles 10> 40 and 50 in mahogany and Walnut.

Manufacturers

400-412 West Erie St CHICAGO, ILL.
°rder N°W '° InSUre Immediate Dtl^

m
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WhereValue Is—Trade Follows
See the New Caswell Line

You men, who for years have patiently listened to the chaos

of unsupported claims by manufacturers of portable talking

machines, will be relieved of all doubt when you view the 1925

line of Caswell Portable Phonographs.

Beyond question a new standard of value has come into the

market. Such leading distributors and dealers who have seen

the Caswell line, pronounced it to be America's finest—and

have supported their judgment.

Proved Mechanical
Beauty Construction

Caswell beauty in contours, materials and finish

is apparent at a glance. Over fifty years of expe-

rience is embodied in every case. Only selected

three-ply non-warping veneer is used, with care-

fully rounded edges and corners. New effects

have been secured by hand padding top and bot-

tom. Outside coverings are of genuine Dupont

Fabrikoid in rich blues, greys, browns, red, green

and black; inside coverings in colors to har-

monize. All designed to give the eye a real treat

and to give the buyer greater satisfaction with

his investment.

Caswell combed the field to be able to offer the

most approved mechanical construction. The
famous Heineman Motor is known wherever
phonographs are known. The Caswell throw-

back type Universal Tone Arm can be reversed to

play Edison records and above all the new "Cas-

well Microtone" reproducer, a tone chamber
designed by one of the country's most famous
acoustic engineers. This amplifying tone cham-
ber is a revelation in its wealth and depth of

melodious tone. Carries eighteen records or

thirty-six selections in specially constructed

album which is permanently a part of the cover.

Records can not bounce or break. A unique Cas-

well feature.

Selling Policy
JOBBERS—We are showing our line only by appointment, why—because we propose

to confine our distribution to the recognized and financially responsible trade, our

discounts and terms of sale are thus held confidential, there is no place in the pic-

ture for the "Gyps." Only in this way can we give you the protection you are en-

titled to. We want to meet you face to face, complete an arrangement, fully under-

standable and mutually profitable, all of which makes for permanency.

DEALERS—Until such time as we have completed the selling arrangement we want

for your territory, order direct. Be sure and mention your jobber's name. At the same
time we would appreciate your reasons for doing business with this jobber. This will

help us give additional protection to both Dealer and Jobber.

List Price - $25.00

$27.00 in Far West and South

PORTABLE PHONOGRAPHS ^DISTINCTION
AlILWAUKEr:,WIS. ST. PAUL AVE.

U.S.A. 4L^g^l AT 10^ STREET

Western Sales Office : Oakland Tribune Tower, Oakland, Cal.
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HARRY ALTER & COMPANY
Radio and Electrical Supplies

OGDEN at CARROLL AVE. - - - CHICAGO

Wholesale distributors for the following radio apparatus and supplies:

Freed-Eisemann Mohawk Frost

Remler Premier Signal

Freshman Acme Burgess

Dubilier Allen-Bradley Howard

Carter Brandes Radion

Benjamin Eby Walbert

France Dulce-Tone Balkite

Timmons Unity Kestner

Baldwin American Hard Rubber Erla

Electrad Raven C. R. L.

Rasla Pacent Weston

Apex Keystone Shamrock

Dealers who make Harry
access to ample stocks of

from these stocks.

Alter & Co. their source of supply have at all times
nationally-known merchandise, and prompt delivery

Our monthly catalog, The "Pocketbook," will be sent to

any established dealer who requests it on his letterhead

H

to the exceptional inventive genius of T. E.

Davidson, president of the company.

Stewart-Warner to Enter Radio Field

The Stewart-Warner Corp., manufacturer of

speedometers and automobile accessories, is

planning to enter the radio field and will shortly

introduce its new product, a five-tube radio fre-

quency radio receiver with slanting dial board

and encased in an attractive cabinet. It has

been rumored that this company also plans to

manufacture radio tubes, but no announcement

from official sources has yet been made to this

effect.

W. W. Kimball Co. Entertains Many Visitors

J. V. Sill, manager of the wholesale depart-

ment of the W. W. Kimball Co., manufacturer

of phonographs, pianos and player-pianos, this

city, had the pleasure of entertaining a large

number of out-of-town Kimball dealers during

February. Among the visitors were Col. F. B.

T. Hollenberg, Hollenberg Music Co., Little

Rock, Ark.; Geo. Bourke and Lee Cady, of

Cady & Bourke, Detroit, Mich.; Harlan Hart
May Co., Cleveland, O.; Ben Piatt, Piatt Musk
Co., Los Angeles, Cal. ; R. D. Gaston, Gaston
Furniture & Music Co., Hastings, Neb., and
Geo. Bohen, Kimball representative on the Pa-

cific Coast. All of these visitors were optimis-

tic in their comments regarding business con-

ditions in their respective territories, basing

their optimism on the fact that the last three

months of 1924 were very satisfactory with

January sales in almost every instance ahead of

1924. In a chat with The World Mr. Sill stated

that Kimball sales up to January 20, 1925, more
than doubled the corresponding period of last

January, while the back orders were also more
than twice the figures at the same time last

year. Mr. Sill is working in close co-operation

with Kimball dealers throughout the country,

Repair Parts
For All and Every Motor

That Was Ever Manufactured

We can supply any part. The largest and most

complete assortment of repair parts—in the

United States—on hand, for old, obsolete and

present-day motors. If your order cannot be

filled from stock, we will make it up special.

Special prices on main springs, governor

springs, micas, repair parts, motors, tone arms,

steel needles, etc., in quantity lots.

Expert repairing on all makes of phonographs
and motors.

tNCORPORA TED UNDER TUB
LAWS OF ILLINOIS

SUCCESSORS^f81
Standard Talking Machine Co.
Vnitcd Talking Machine Co.
Harmony Talking Machine Co.

O Nclll Jama. Co.

Artino Co.

TalkingMachine Supplies, Etc

227-229 W. WASHINGTON ST.. CHICAGO. ILL.
Branches: 2957 Gratiot Ave.. Detroit. Mich. 1121 Nlrollet Ave.

TRADE MAP*
"CONSOLA"

Mtnneanolls. Minn.

and this co-operation is being reflected in the

steady growth of all branches of the Kimball
business.

Wiswell Radio Co. Organized
The organization of the Wiswell Radio Co.,

33 West Kinzie street, this city, formed one of

the most important happenings of the month in

mid-West trade circles. The firm was incor-

porated early in January by Leslie C. Wiswell
and Harry D. Schoenwald, the former being

president and the latter holding the offices of

vice-president and secretary.

Mr. Wiswell is a well-known figure in the

trade, having been manager of the wholesale

L. C. Wiswell
and retail departments of Lyon & Healy for a

period of twenty-five years. He is president of

the Hall Mfg/Co., manufacturer of fibre needles,

was formerly president and secretary of the Na-
tional Association of Talking Machine Jobbeis
and a director of the Music Industries Chamber
of Commerce. Mr. Wiswell also owns and op
erates music stores in Joliet, Aurora and In-

dianapolis.

Mr. Schoenwald is also popular and promi-

Harry D. Schoenwald

nent in the talking machine industry. He is

president of the Piano Club of Chicago, and

chairman of the convention committees of the

Music Industries. He was formerly .connected

with the Columbia Phonograph Co. and later

traveled for the Hobart M. Cable Co. He was

with the latter concern until the entrance of the

United States into the World War, during

which he held the commission of second lieu-

tenant, serving in France, Belgium and Ger-

many. For the past four years he has held the

position of sales manager of the Consolidated

Talking Machine Co., Inc., of Chicago.

The newly organized firm will have as terri-

tory, northern Illinois, northern Indiana, and

(Continued on page 138)
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WhyRadio Receivers Differ

so Widely in the Quality of their Tone

It's all in the Overtones

A 5-tube Receiver using the new Pfanstiehl system of tuned radio frequency

/fS RADIO becomes less of a stunt instrument for

/~% A-i fans to play with and more of a musical instrument

X in the home, people are demanding, above every

other value, TONAL BEAUTY. Clear tone, of course, but

more than that, lovely tone—all of the beauty which distin-

guishes fine singing and the best in musical performance.

It is easy to get distance and volume with proper am-

plification. The difficulty has been to control the tone

—

to keep it free, flexible, full and rich.

In the average radio receiver the tone is sometimes clear,

and sometimes not. That depends upon neutralization.

But it is always flat, thin or hard. It lacks those delicate

overtones which give to the tone itself its quality or tim-

bre. It is the attendant overtones or harmonics which make
real music. Without them you have merely pitch.

The difference between a fine piano tone and a poor piano tone

is in the overtones. Middle "C," for instance, is Middle "C" all the

time and everywhere, as far as pitch is concerned. But there is the

widest difference in quality. One has a rich, sweet resonance. The
other is thin and bare.

The same is true of the human voice. Its charm is all in the over-

tones. They identify it, make it an intimately personal thing.

The matchless tone of the Pfanstiehl lies in its per-

fect control of the overtones—a simple thing and
still the most important thing which has as yet hap-

pened to radio.

Overtones

Perfectly Reproduced
Ofcourse, no radio can receive a poor tone and
make it sound beautiful. It does not create tones.

It reproduces them. Its utmost achievement is

to reproduce from a distance the ///// depth and
individual beauty of fine music. That has not

been possible hitherto. Radio has not been able

to bring in and hold intact the full stream of

radio energy embracing not only the fundamen-
tal tone but also ALL the minute overtones which accompany it

in transmission and should accompany it in reception, if enjoyable

song or music is to result.

The radio stream gets out of bounds, as it were, in the set itself.

It spills over between circuits and feeds back instead of forward. In

entering the preceding circuit this feedback of stray energy causes

a disturbance in it, the two being "out of phase, "as an electrician

would say. The true forward stream of radio energy does not mesh

Music Dealers

Write for

the Pfanstiehl

Authorized

Dealer Proposition

with the strayenergy feeding back. They conflict. Squeals and noises
result. To prevent them, neutralizing devices have been used. But
these do notworkunless perfectly adjusted. And even ifthey do work,
both they and the feedback tend to blur or spoil the delicate overtones ofthe
true signal.

No Errors to Neutralize
In the Pfanstiehl there are no internal noises possible. The radio
energy is completely controlled. There is no feedback. No absorb-
ing or neutralizing devices are used. They are not needed. How
this control is accomplished is a technical story of great interest to

radio engineers, told elsewhere in this statement. Briefly, it con-
sists of a new system of reception designed to hold in leash the full

forward stream of radio energy, so that none of it spills over or es-

capes to causefeedback. All ofthe overtones are thus included.A nd
you getfull tone quality, the timbre which makes the emotional appeal in

music andgives to the human voice its supreme charm.

Nothing could be simpler. Nothing could be more important,
if radio is to become the enjoyable instrument people are looking
for. The simplicity of the Pfanstiehl is unique. There are no com-
plications. Nothing to adjust or get out of order. Operation is de-

pendable and absolutely quiet. In this respect distance makes no
difference. No lover ofmusic who has once listened to a Pfanstiehl

will ever be satisfied with any other system of radio reception, its

superiority is so marked.

A Unique "Station Finder"
Takes the Quessivork Out of Tuning
A unique feature of the Pfanstiehl Overtone
Receiver is a "Station Finder," which takes the

guesswork out of tuning and enables even the
inexperienced to tune this receiving set quickly

and without difficulty. From the radio program
in the daily newspaper or radio magazine, ascer-

tain the "wave-length" of the station you want
to hear and also the time at which it is scheduled
to broadcast. 1. Find this"wave-length"or num-
ber on the lower scale. 2. Read the number di-

rectly above it on the upper scale, and set each
ofthe three large dials to this reading. 3. Tuning

may now be sharpened by adjusting the large dials slightly, one at a

time, with the small vernier knobs below. Adjustment of the large

dials to a fraction of a degree, enables you to secure the sharper
tuning for best results from distant stations.

PFANSTIEHL RADIO COMPANY
Sales Office: Dept. O, 11 So. La Salle St., Chicago, 111.

Factories: Waukegan, III.

OVERTONE RECEIVER
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western Michigan. Five salesmen are already

covering the field, and Mr. Wiswell and Mr.

Schoenwald also plan to spend considerable

time visiting the trade. The Wiswell Radio Co.

has exclusive distributing rights for the Thomp-
son ncutrodyne and will carry additional lines

of receiving sets, among them being the Ram-
stone five tube set. The Thompson, Music

Master and Peerless loud speakers, Musette

speaker and Frost headphones, Burgess dry

batteries and Philco storage batteries, Radio-

tron and Cunningham tubes form a well-

rounded and complete line of radio parts and

accessories. The firm will also act as sales

agents for the Caswell portable phonograph.

Since the first announcement made to the

trade in the form of a circular early in January,

and the actual swinging into operation a few

days later, the firm has made rapid and steady

progress, according to Mr. Wiswell. A number
of fine accounts have been opened in all three

States, and the executives are greatly pleased

with the progress made and with the prospect

of the new year.

Thos. M. Pletcher Visiting Pacific Coast Trade
Thomas M. Pletcher, president of the Q R S

Co., of this city, manufacturer of Q R S music

rolls, and one of the most popular executives

in the music industry, is at present on the Pa-

cific Coast in the course of a six weeks' trip.

In addition to visiting the dealers throughout

the Far West, Mr. Pletcher has been spending

some time at the Q R S factory in San Fran-

cisco, and his reports to the home office indi-

cate that Q R S rolls are enjoying a healthy,

prosperous activity on the Coast. Mr. Pletcher

is expected back at his desk the end of* the

month.

C. F. Baer Entertains Executives

Chas. F. Baer, manager of the local branch

of the Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc., enter-

tained several of the executives of the New
York office during the past few weeks, includ-

ing W. C. Fuhri, vice-president and general

sales manager; Arthur Bergh, general manager
of the recording laboratories, and Clyde Emer-
son, recording engineer. Mr. Fuhri visited Chi-

cago after a trip which included Dallas, St.

Louis and New Orleans, and upon his arrival

here he was very glad to learn that the Chicago
organization had closed a very satisfactory Jan-

uary business, with the sales in the record di-

vision well ahead of 1924.

The fine art series of Musical Master Works
is becoming more popular day by day in Chi-

cago territory, with the dealers keenly enthu-

siastic regarding the musical qualities of these

records and their sales possibilities. While in

Chicago, Mr. Bergh arranged for important re-

cording for the foreign languages record catalog

and for a series of records by Art Kahn and His

Orchestra and Art Gillham, the whispering pian-

ist.

Robt. N. Watkin, of Dallas, a Visitor

Among the recent visitors at the executive of-

fices of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. was
Robert N. Watkin, of the Will A. Watkin Co.,

Dallas, Tex., one of the foremost retail music
houses in the Southwest. During the course of

a chat with W. C. Hutchings, assistant general

sales manager of the Brunswick phonograph di-

vision, Mr. Watkin commented very optimisti-

cally regarding the outlook for the coming year,

stating that the sales of Brunswick products had
increased by leaps and bounds during 1924.

Gulbransen Declares Cash and Stock Dividends
At the annual meeting of the Gulbransen Co.,

held recently, the directors declared a stock

dividend of 20 per cent and a cash dividend of

2 per cent on outstanding common stock. The
Gulbransen Co., which manufactures the Gul-

bransen registering piano, is one of the few

$5,000,000 corporations in this country that can

be termed a close corporation. A restricted group

of stockholders is on the books, most of them
having been associated with the company since

A Better Fibre Needle Cotter for Lets Money

RETAIL PRICE *1'22_

The ALTO

Manufactured by

ALTO MFG. CO.
1647-51 Wolfram St. CHICAGO. ILL.

its early days. These men have grown with the

company, investing comparatively small

amounts and seeing their holdings increase in

value, year after year, out of the earnings. The
20 per cent stock dividend declared recently and
the 50 per cent stock dividend declared last

year gives some idea of how the men who had
stock in the Gulbransen Co. have seen their

holdings pyramid year after year until their in-

itial investment became a very small item. The
bulk of Gulbransen stock is held by officers,

department heads and other employes of the

company. No other piano manufacturing insti-

tution has any stock interest in the company,
there are no subsidiary companies and all in-

struments produced bear the one name, "Gul-

bransen."

At the annual meeting the officers and di-

rectors were re-elected as follows: President

and treasurer, A. G, Gulbransen; vice-president,

C. Gulbransen; secretary, Edward B. Healy.

The Board of Directors consists of A. G. Gul-

bransen, C. Gulbransen, Edward B. Healy, L.

W. Peterson, A. H. Boettcher, George McDer-

mott and C. H. Berggren.

L. J. Unger Books Orders in Chicago

Louis J. Unger, general sales manager of the

(Continued on page 140)

Why Not Use Panels with an International Reputation?

MONARCH £To PANELS
WILL POPULARIZE YOUR PHONOGRAPH COMBINATIONS

io B'o 40
!'J
%f,,

#^0 *A

Completely wired and ready for installation
with cabled battery wires

Monarch models are suited for use in consoles of all

sizes or upright cabinets.

4, 5 and 6-Tube types
designed to meet every requirement of the discriminating

buyer who considers Quality, Refinement and Performance.

Highest grade in both material and workmanship.

More Monarch Panels

are now in use and sold in the phonograph trade than other

styles offered—CERTAINLY there is A GOOD REASON
for such a distinction.

The degree of perfection in mechanical excellence and

finish lifts the "MONARCH" above competitive designs

and inferior products.

Let us quote you on your Radio Requirements

MONARCH RADIO CORPORATION 451-469
EAST OHIO STREET CHICAGO

Building and marketing the celebrated "Monarch" Portables, apparatus and receivers
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OKsL" Qd£oiv
Records

You can put all your ability

hard to work but it can't earn

money for you unless you have
stock that moves fast.

All the fast moving and latest

hits are on OKeh Records.

HAVE YOU GOT YOURS?

' 'Consolidated Service"

Is Your Service Upon Request

Consolidated Talking Machine Co.
227-229 West Washington Street CHICAGO, ILL.

Branches:
2957 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich. - - 1121 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, M inn.
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Brilliantone Steel Needle Co., New York, and

sales manager of the Reflexo Products Co., was a

recent visitor to this city, calling upon his many
friends in the trade. Mr. Unger secured good-

sized orders from many of the local wholesalers

and was pleased to learn that record sales in Chi-

cago the past few months had increased suffi-

ciently to call for a corresponding increase in the

demand for needles.

Visitors to Gulbransen Co.

California-bound, G. R. Magoon, of Lancaster,

N. H., passed through Chicago recently, accom-

panied by Mrs. Magoon. They will spend sev-

eral months in the vicinity of Los Angeles and

will be back' in Lancaster May 1 to resume

active charge of the Magoon Music Rooms in

that city. While in Chicago Mr. and Mrs. Ma-
goon called at the Gulbransen Co. plant. They
left the city on the same evening for Los An-
geles.

Two prominent English piano men were

among the visitors to 'the Gulbransen Co. plant.

They were Stewart H. P. Broadwood, of John
Broadwood & Sons, Ltd., the old piano makers

of London, and Eric Foster, sales manager of

the same company. These gentlemen went

through the Gulbransen plant and took note of

the extensive scale upon which registering

pianos arc manufactured by this company, and

also tested the musical capabilities of Gulbran-

sen instruments, particularly the new register-

ing grand.

Messrs. Broadwood and Foster have been on

tour since last November, and have visited in

Canada, New York and other Eastern points,

and also called on a large number of music

dealers on the West Coast.

A visitor to the Gulbransen Co. this week was
W. Dornbos, of DeVries & Dornbos, of Holland,

Mich. Mr. Dornbos had with him a picture of

a new building which his house is erecting in

Holland, and which will be the skyscraper of

Holland, being five stories high, and taller than

any building there. The second floor of this

building will be given over to an attractive

Gulbransen department, Mr. Dornbos states.

Another visitor was W. H. Raiford, of W. H.

Raiford Furniture Co., Tuscaloosa, Ala. This

was Mr. Raiford's first visit to the big Gul-

bransen factories, and he was very much im-

pressed with the size and activity of the in-

?.titution.

Additions to Electrical Research Staff

Two of the best-known radio engineers in

the United States have just been added to the

laboratory staff of the Electrical Research

Laboratories, this city. They are J. Elliott Jen-

kins and Joseph Calcaterra. Both will give their

attention to improving and designing radio re-

ceiving apparatus. Mr. Jenkins is the holder

of patents on several important radio devices

and has also installed a number of the most
powerful broadcasting stations in the United

States. Mr. Calcaterra was technical editor of

the radio department of Popular Science and

3C 1Cr=fl3

onould
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Can Supply
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WmMw/ ® 'Perfect Reproduction
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'iW © No SurfaceNoise
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Hall Manufacturing Go.

Ghicago, 111.
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is a writer of note on radio subjects as well

as being an expert designer and engineer.

Powel Crosley, Jr., on Hunting Trip

Next to golf, hunting is one of the recreations

Powel Crosley, Jr., likes best. He indulges in

this sport whenever the opportunity presents

itself. Because of the strenuous season prepar-

atory to the Christmas holidays' tremendous

business, it was impossible for the head of the

Crosley Radio Corp. to get away from his office

until the first week in the new year. He went

to Barlow, Miss., where he indulged in his mid-

Winter pastime of shooting.

Youngest Harpist Broadcasts Through WLW
Geraldine Vito, nine years old, and said to be

the world's youngest harpist, gave her first radio

concert through the Crosley broadcasting sta-

tion WLW in January. Miss Vito is the daugh-

ter of Joseph Vito, solo harpist with the Cin-

cinnati Symphony Orchestra. It will be recalled

that her father is a regular soloist with the

Western and Southern Orchestra concerts, given

on Sunday evenings through WLW. Both

father and daughter use the Lyon & Healy

harps.

Recording Performance Scores in Detroit

The Consolidated Talking Machine Co., of

Chicago, staged "a recording performance" on

the evening of -January 28 at the Arcadia, De-

troit, Mich. On a specially arranged stage,

Finzel's popular Arcadia orchestra, the

recording outfit, the superintendent of recording
and his assistant, accomplished the feat

before and in full view of the large audience.

While the recording was taking place flashlight

pictures were taken of the operation, and of the

immense crowd, and these appeared the follow-

ing day in Detroit papers. A "Ballyhoo" ex-

plained the operation, the technique and skill

required and the process of manufacture from
the stage of the Arcadia just previous to the

recording.

The feature was extensively advertised

throughout the city, various announcements ap-

pearing in newspapers, street cars, window dis-

plays in all Okeh and Odeon shops and pam-
phlets. A large electric sign in front of the

Arcadia, and a lobby display consisting of a

wax master, matrix, mother, stampers and fin-

ished records completed the advertising pro-

gram.

The recording was in charge of Charles Hib-
bard, superintendent of the recording for the

General Phonograph Corporation, assisted by
P. Decker. E. A. Fearn, president of the

Consolidated Talking Machine Co., directed the

performance and all preliminaries were attended

to by, J. P. Fearn, manager of the Detroit Con-
solidated branch. Co-operating with Mr. Fearn

were Mr. Greer, manager of the Arcadia; Mr.

Finzel, director of Finzel's Arcadia Orchestra,

(Continued on page 142)

Scotford Tonearm and Superior Reproducer The Superior Spring Balanced Lid Support
eManufactured under patents of Louis K. Scotford. Plays all makes of records. pj c-4 touih of one finder lifts or closes the lid which stops, balanced, at any point
Famous for tone—without the usual metallic sharpness and without the scratch. \ik-*^>fi' desired. Does not warp lid. Noiseless in operation. The simplest spring balance
Standard length SV2 inches center of base to needlepoint—can be made to order x5s?*t>^ made—and easiest to install. Can be made to fit any type and weight of lid.

longer or shorter. Base opening 2 inches diameter. Furnished complete with escutcheon plate and all necessary screws.

Supplied to manufacturers of hi£h-£rade phonograph
t

Fine quality Nickel and Gold Plate finishes cabinets in the United States and all foreign countries Low quantity Prices quoted on application

Samples sent anywhere for trial

BARNHART BROTHERS & SPINDLER SUSSSS MONROE & THROOP STS., CHICAGO
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ADIO-MASTE
THE VOICE OF THE WORLD

MODEL No. 10—COMBINATION IN WALNUT, MAHOGANY OK BUTT WALNUT

Mr. Phonograph Dealer:

How many phonograph sales have you lost to radio

during 1924? Don't let these profits go out of your door

during 1925. Radio-Master offers six models of phono-

graphs either completely radio equipped or so adapted that

radio may be added at a later time when desired.

RADIO-MASTER receiving sets are designed for

easy tuning and installation. Coast to coast reception on the

loud speaker with wonderful volume and tone clarity. Prices

on combination—Phonograph or straight radio, very reason-

able. Write for full details and dealers' proposition.
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and W. R. Rife, manager of Cunningham's Pho-

nograph Shop. The selections recorded will be

offered to the public about the first of March.

New Tonofone Jobber Appointed

The Tonofone Co. added to its list of distrib-

utors during the latter part of January the Gen-

eral Paper & Specialty Co., of Wilkes-Barre,

Pa. The new jobber placed a large initial or-

der and is getting away to a flying start, ac-

cording to Miss E. E. Powell, secretary of the

Tonofone Co. Miss Powell states that the

amount of January business greatly exceeds that

of any month during the year 1924 and that

Tonofone officials are looking forward to the

year 1925 as bringing increasing returns.

Three Additions to U. S. Music Co. Staff

The United States Music Co. added three men
to its sales staff at the beginning of the year.

These representatives will not only represent

the United States Music Co. in their respective

territories, but will also serve as field and serv-

ice men, giving the dealer full co-operation in

meeting and overcoming the various sales prob-

lems which often confront the retail dealer.

George L. Ames, vice-president and sales

manager, has chosen for this particular type ol

work men of long experience in the music field.

Frank B. LeFevre, formerly of the Vocalstyle

Music Co., will act as general traveler and is

at present working with United accounts in the

Southwest. Robert E. Lauer, formerly manager

of the piano department of the Boston Store,

Milwaukee, Wis., generally recognized as a suc-

cessful merchandiser of music rolls, will give

dealers in the Wisconsin territory the benefit of

his past experience. M. E. Engel, also a

man well known in the music trade, will cover

Pittsburgh and vicinity.

Vincent Healy Married

Vincent Healy, manager of the personnel de-

partment of Lyon & Healy, was married on

Saturday, January 17, to Miss Helen Hoyne at

Trinity Church, Highland Park, 111. The new-

lyweds left for an extended honeymoon abroad.

Mr. Healy is a brother of M. A. Healy, pres-

ident, and Columbus Healy, vice-president, of

Lyon & Healy.

H. D. Leopold in Important New Post

The host of friends in the trade of H. Don-
aldson Leopold, for the past year manager of

the dealer service department of the Brunswick-

H, D. Leopold

Balke-Collender Co., will learn with interest

that this popular executive has been appointed

manager of sales promotion in the Brunswick

organization. R. M. Gillham, who for some
time was assisting M. C. Schoenly, district

manager of the Brunswick branch in Kansas

City, has been appointed head of the dealer

service department.

The appointment of Mr. Leopold as Bruns-

wick sales promotion manager is a merited re-

ward for the co-operation and service that he

has given the Brunswick dealer organization

during the past year. A keen student of phono-

graph and record merchandising, and thor-

oughly familiar with the dealers' problems, Mr.

Leopold has earned and secured the friendship

R. M. Gillham

of Brunswick dealers everywhere, and in his

new work he will have ample opportunity to

utilize his merchandising and sales promotion

ability.

R. M. Gillham, during his association with

the Brunswick branch in Kansas City, acquired

a valuable knowledge of trade conditions for

(Continued on page 144)

Fletcher No. 3 Brass-Drawn Tone Arm

Non -Vibrating

One Piece

Hexagon Taper

The best that money and skill can produce is

now ready for the market at a minimum
price. Plays all records and is equipped with

the regular Fletcher Reproducer, which is

scientifically constructed, and which really re-

produces either vocal or instrumental music.

Wrile for samples and quantity quotations specifying 8}/^ or 9]/^ length.

Money bacl( guarantee covers all sample orders.

Reproducer

and Connection
for

NEW EDISON
Plays all Records

Dealers, Send for
Prices and Terms

Fletcher "Straight" and Fletcher "Universal" still made and carried in stock

FLETCHER-WICKES COMPANY
116-122 WEST ILLINOIS STREET, CHICAGO
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5 TUBES-JUST ONE DIAL TO TUNE

Mohawk Model VA uses five tubes,

operates on either "loop" or overhead
aerial. Sealed and guaranteed for one
year. $150 without accessories.

Where are your radio profits going?

TOO many dealers selling

radio today are spending

a dangerously large portion of

their profits in keeping the

customer satisfied.

How can the dealer's service

cost be reduced? That is a

problem for the manufacturer,

we feel, even more than for

the dealer. In designing the

Mohawk Radio we kept this

problem well in mind, and
we believe we have solved it

greatly to the dealer's profit.

Simplicity is the key word of

the Mohawk. Simplicity of

design. Simplicity of operation.

All working parts are enclosed,

sealed and backed by a one-year

factory guarantee when the seal

is unbroken.No screws are used

— all connections are riveted.

This insures safety in handling.

No other radio is made this

Hearing

is Believing

Mohawk Model XII.

Same as Model VA, but

in Italian Renaissance

console cabinet with

built-in loud speaker.

$300 without accessories.

Mohawk Model X. Same
as Model XII, but made
for use on a table or

stand. Loud speaker is

built-in. $250 without

accessories.

Mohawk Electric Corporation
2244 Diversey Parkway, Chicago

Please send, without obligation, full de-

tails of the Mohawk Franchise Plan.

Name

Address

way. Just one dial to tune, and
nothing about the set to invite

tinkering by the owner.

The more you learn about the

Mohawk the better you will

like it. Dependable, coast-to-

coast loud-speaker reception;

utmost selectivity; a clear, gold-

en, life-like tone that wins the

admiration of all who hear it.

Nationally advertised in leading

publications and backed by
dominant local publicity.

TheMohawk Franchise Plan

will give you some new ideas

on the subject of building a

permanent, growing, profitable

radio business. Wire, write or

mail coupon for details today.

We will also send full infor-

mation about our financing

plan for time payment sales.

Mohawk Electric Corporation

2244 Diversey Parkway . CHICAGO

1_
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Figures that tell an interesting story

110 S. Wabash Ave.

Over 8,000 dealers sell TONOFONE Semi-
permanent needles. Figuring that each of these

dealers sells TONOFONES to only 100 families,

we have NEARLY A MILLION families using

TONOFONE—AND TFIEY KEEP ON using

them year in and year out.

Something worth thinking about if you want
to build up your volume of needle business and
KEEP IT UP.

P. S.—Many of these 8,000 dealers use TONO-
FONE EXCLUSIVELY for demonstrating records.
"They make better music."

THE TONOFONE CO.
Manufacturers

Over a long period of time, and with the
most painstaking experiments, a semi-
permanent needle, playing 30 to 50 records
without injury, has demonstrated its abil-

ity to bring out every tone shading. The
needle is:

Packed in colored display cartons, in con-
venient "dime and quarter" packages.

Dealers profit 100%
Write us or your jobber for proposition.

Chicago, 111.

his work as sales representative, and as head
of the Brunswick dealer service department, he

is planning to work in close co-operation with

the dealers everywhere. In making these two
announcements, W. C. Hutchings, assistant gen-

eral sales manager of the Brunswick phono-

graph division, emphasizes the plans of the

company to expand and develop its organization

during the coming year.

Gulbransen Publicity

A report printed in this publication last

month showed that the total circulation of

papers which had printed Gulbransen news
items, from September 15 to November 15,

was 3,316,598. Later figures, taken from
November 15 to December 15, show additional

circulation of 2,048,530 for that thirty-day

period. People are reading "Gulbransen," not

only in the advertising columns, but in the

news columns as well.

New Duo-Vox Agency in Cleveland

The Bush & Lane Piano Co. recently an-

nounced that arrangements had been made by
Leslie I. King, wholesale representative of the

company, whereby H. B. Bruck & Co., 1242

Huron road, Cleveland, Ohio, will handle

the line of Duo-Vox phonographs for the city

of Cleveland. Bush & Lane will maintain whole-

sale offices at the address of H. B. Bruck & Co.

with Mr. King in charge, and a complete stock

will be maintained, enabling dealers in the sur-

rounding territory to make selections and re-

ceive shipments from Cleveland if they so de-

sire.

Piano Club Members Enjoy Program

Interesting speakers and prominent entertain-

ers at each Monday noon luncheon of the Piano

Club of Chicago have helped to maintain the

interest and attendance of the local men in the

trade. Alderman U. S. Schwartz, chairman of

the city council, spoke upon the traffic problem

which is confronting the city officials at the

present time, at the meeting January 12.

The Dolly Sisters, musical comedy stars, ap-

pearing in "Sitting Pretty," entertained at the

January 19 luncheon to an overflow crowd.

Rexford B. Hyre, of the Ohio Music Mer-

chants Association, Cleveland, was a guest at

this meeting and told the club members about

the music club recently organized in his city,

modeled after the Chicago Piano Club. The
Langdon Brothers, radio stars, concluded the

program with several selections upon their Ha-
waiian guitars.

At the January 26 meeting L. A. Critten-

den, of the W. W. Kimball Co., addressed the

members of the club, taking for his theme the

elevation of business standards. He placed spe-

AJAX
Blues Records

MAMIE SMITH
Exclusive AJAX Artist

Wide-awake Phonograph dealers, all over the country, are becoming more
and more alive to the potential possibilities in the fast-growing Negro
population and the musical demands of this special group. Wherever there
are Negroes, Phonograph dealers can "tap" an amazingly rich market with
very little effort. AJAX is a nationally advertised line, supported by the
finest "blues" talent and excellent dealers' service.

The Quality Race Record

Some Dealers* Territory Still Open

Ajax Record Company, 108 W. Lake St., Chicago, 111. Phone State 1927

cial emphasis upon the fact that the business

peak in the music industry has not yet been
reached and that musical instruments are car-

rying into the home helpful inspiration, beauty,

education and wholesome entertainment. J. V.
Sill, assistant secretary of the W. W. Kimball
Co. and chairman of the Piano Club entertain-

ment committee, introduced Mr. Crittenden.

Alberta and Lorene Davis, popularly known
as the "Sammy Sisters," rendered several selec-

tions upon brass instruments at the February
2 meeting:

Vocalion Co. in Temporary Quarters
The entire stock of the Vocalion Co., Chicago,

wholesale distributor, located at 529 South Wa-
bash avenue, was destroyed by fire on January
11. The fire started in the early morning, and
although the firemen battled the flames for five

hours, the entire building and various firms'

stocks were a total loss, estimated at $1,000,000.

That part of the Vocalion stock which was not

destroyed by fire was rendered practically

worthless by water damage.
C. P. Willems, manager, immediately estab-

lished headquarters at 607 South Wabash ave-
nue, and later moved them to the office of the

Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. at 623 South
Wabash avenue. No arrangements have been
completed as yet regarding the leasing of new
office space.

Cole & Dunas Co. Sends Out New Catalog
The Cole & Dunas Music Co. has prepared

a new catalog which will be mailed to about
20,000 dealers throughout the United States

shortly after February 15. The booklet will

contain forty-eight pages and will be devoted
exclusively to phonographs and radio sets.

"The music dealer," stated Mr. Dunas, "should

find the music jobber an ideal source of supply

for lines of radio receiving sets, because he may
feel assured that the music house is not going

(Continued on page 146)

DEALERS -
raEE

WRITE FOR CATALOG

Lowest Prices on
Standard Sets g Parts
Every merchant should have our big
bargain wholesale catalog showing hun-
dreds of high grade standard radio sets
and parts. Lowest wholesale prices.
Same day shipment. Complete stock
always on hand. Write now for our free
catalog. Use your letterhead.

JOBBERS AND DISTRIBUTORS

WESTERN RADIO
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And its tone quality is

unequalled

One
Owner's

Experience

47 stations

in one night

Mr.T. A. Keen of Temple,
Texas writes us as follows:

"We have set up our De-
resnadyne and logged 47
stations in one night. They
range from Havana to

Calgary and from Spring'

field, Mass., to Portland
Oregon. You can see from
this that the Deresnadyne
is all that is claimed for it."

Heretofore in speaking of the Deresnadyne
we have talked about selectivity* For without
selectivity a radio set is practically useless*

Butperhaps the most remarkable feature of

the Deresnadyne is its absolute fidelity of re-

production; It is noted for the absence of un-

desired noises* Its mellow tone is not equalled

by any set. It maintains its mellowness even
when operating at full volume*
The striking thing about the Deresnadyne

is that it does not sacrifice one essential qual-

ity for another. When you buy it you do not
choose between tone on the one hand and
power on the other. You buy a set that com*
bines both.
The Deresnadyne is not a Neutrodyne. It is not a

Heterodyne. Based on a new principle— that of Deres*

onation— it is unlike any other set on the market, both
in principle and results. With its unequalled tone it is an
ideal set for the music trade.

De Luxe Model, $165
without accessories

Tpv (^Andrews \

Deresnadyne
DE-RES'-NA-DINE PATENTS PENDING

"Radio "Receiving Set

ANDREWS RADIO COMPANY, 327 S. LA SALLE STREET, CHICAGO
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to sell radio stores, many of which are in-

clined to follow price-cutting tactics." Among
the products featured in the catalog are the-

Olympian loud speaker, an item which Mr.

Dunas states holds an extra profit for the

talking machine and music dealer, and a new
radio table which will list at a very low price.

Broadcasting Stimulates Record Demand
The Chicago Talking Machine Co. reports

a stimulation in the demand for records by the

artists who have been broadcasting the Victor

programs through Station WEAF, New York.

The most noticeable demand seems to come
from the rural districts of Michigan, Indiana,

Illinois and Wisconsin, where people are some-
what removed from high-powered broadcasting-

stations, and can obtain Eastern programs with

greater ease.

Gennett Artist Scores "Over the Air"

Ambrose Wyrick, Gennett record artist, was
recently featured by broadcasting station WQJ,
located at the Rainbo Gardens, Chicago.

Mr. Wyrick broadcast .one or two recitals

each day for an entire week, using as his selec-

tions several from Italian operas, negro spirit-

uals, Scotch ballads. He also sang several of

his own compositions, including the popular

number, "Mother."

The Gulbransen Co. is announcing four extra

ad mats, to be released by Gulbransen dealers

in their local newspapers in the month of Feb-

ruary. This is in addition to the regular two
and three column tie-up ad and the other news-

paper ads which the company regularly places

at the disposal of its dealers in line with its

policy of strong dealer co-operation.

New Chicago Records Coming
The Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc., stationed

a recording expedition in Chicago during the

last week of January, during which time Ford

and Glenn and Art Kahn and his Senate Thea-

tre orchestra made records. In several of the

records made by the latter a novel idea was
brought into play. George Hay, announcer at

Broadcasting Station WLS, and known to

thousands of radio fans as the "solemn old

judge," announced each record in the same in-

imitable manner as he does the various selec-

tions each night on the air. The records made
during the Chicago expedition will be placed on

sale the latter part of February, according to

Jack Kapp, manager of the record department
of the local Columbia branch.

Exclusive Dealer Franchise Inaugurated
Louis Frankel, secretary of the Mohawk

Electric Corp., of this city, manufacturer of

the Mohawk one-dial five-tube radio set, an-

nounced recently that the exclusive dealer fran-

chise which the company had incorporated as

an added service feature had met with the

hearty approval of all of its dealers. Under
this plan dealers are granted the exclusive sell-

ing agency for the Mohawk receiver in stipu-

lated territories for a period of one year. Be-

sides the exclusive selling rights the company
agrees not to sell sets to mail order houses.

It also supplies the advertising matter such as

circulars, window transfers, window displays,

etc., and gives the dealer all inquiries from
prospective buyers living in his particular terri-

tory.

The company also announced that an inter-

esting time payment plan system of merchan-
dising had been adopted and is now in opera-

tion. Details of the new plan were recently

sent to Mohawk dealers, who have been quick

to respond to this idea.

Jesse Crawford's Records Popular

Jesse Crawford, popular Chicago Theatre or-

ganist, who recently played for the recording

of "Somewhere a Voice Is Calling" and

"Dreamer of Dreams," for the Victor Co., has

just completed several more records. The Chi-

cago Talking Machine Co. reports that locally

the demand for his first two numbers has been

very large, and inquiries are constantly being

made as to when more of his selections will be

released. Mr. Crawford's new records will in-

clude both popular and semi-classical numbers

and will be placed on sale within a few days.

Navy License for Electrical Research Lab.'s

It was announced recently by the Electrical

Research Laboratories, Chicago, 111., that it had

secured the first license issued by the Navy
Department to American manufacturers under

the so-called German patents which were pur-

chased by the Navy during the war. The li-

censes cover about eighty patents held by the

Navy, the most important of which are the

Schloomilch and Von Bronk patents which, it

is stated, are basic on reflex and radio frequency

circuits. The licenses will be issued only to

reputable American manufacturers who are

actively conducting research work in radio and

who have patents, the rights under which they

exchange with the Navy in return for use of

the Navy patents.

David Lipsey Returns From Successful Trip

David Lipsey, one of the star salesmen of the

Mohawk Electric Corp., manufacturer of the

Mohawk one-dial five-tube radio receiver, re-

turned recently to Chicago after an extended

trip through the West, bringing with him op-

timistic reports substantiated by good sized

orders. Mr. Lipsey states that radio is gaining

in popularity in the West by leaps and bounds,

and in California particularly he found the great

majority of the dealers and ladio fans keenly

interested in radio receivers of the coast to

coast type. Mr. Lipsey closed a very satis-

factory business on the Pacific Coast, and the

distinctive features of the Mohawk won general

commendation wherever he visited.

Mohawk Co.'s Attractive Window Display

A very attractive window display is now
being furnished to dealers of the Mohawk Elec-

tric Corp., of this city, manufacturer of the

Mohawk one-dial five-tube receiver. This dis-

play is attractively illustrated, accentuating ef-

fectively the "one-dial-to-tune" feature of the

Mohawk set. Other displays are now in the

Another Musical Instrument

THE Blood Loud Speaker UNIT

Maintaining the same high standard

as hitherto attained by the

Blood Radio Tone Arm

Manufacturers of Phonographs and Radio Equip-

ment will find immediate market with their

Dealers through this remarkable Blood product,

whether used in combination with the Blood Radio

Tone Arm on a Phonograph or the Blood Speaker

Unit installed in a Radio Cabinet.

BLOOD TONE ARM CO.
222 W. Madison St. CHICAGO, ILL.
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course of preparation and will be distributed

at an early date. The advertising campaign
launched recently by the company is now in

full swing and will continue through the re-

mainder of the Winter season. A still larger

appropriation for advertising during the Fall

season has already been outlined, including an

extensive out-door advertising campaign.

Pfanstiehl Data on "Buying Impressions"

An opportunity to visualize through the eyes

of the buyer was recently given the salesmen

of the Pfanstiehl Radio Co., 11 So. LaSalle

street, this city. W. W. Witmer, purchasing

agent of the firm and a man of long and varied

experience as a buyer, has compiled the results

of his contact with salesmen in an interesting

article aptly named "Buying Impressions."

Mr. Witmer literally starts with the salesman

at the beginning of the day's work and conducts

him through many possible sales angles and

situations. He names and describes the minute

details of which buyers take immediate and im-

portant notice and from which they are liable to

make somewhat hasty deductions, and instructs

the salesman how to handle himself in each in-

stance.

In referring to accounts already obtained he

says, "Dealers and jobbers who have been sold

become our partners in business. It is desirable

therefore to help them succeed. Salesmen should

be in a position to give the dealer hints as to

the proper way to sell, to service or to display

goods. Such hints must be given in the proper

way. Do not tell him how to run his business

but in a subtle way give suggestions. Do not

begrudge time spent in explaining things which

you do not sell. For example, discuss batteries

with him, for if you give a man a valuable bit

of. information, he will remember you by that

after your sales talk is forgotten. I have profiled

a great deal by talking to well-informed sales-

men."

Great stress is placed on the importance of

courtesy in actual contact and over the tele-

phone, interest in the buyer's problem, respect

for his opinion, and a willingness on the part

of the salesman to impart information to his

buyer or prospect. Continuing in this line of

thought Mr. Witmer writes, "Respect the buy-

er's opinion. Give him credit for knowing some-
thing about what he wants and what his prob-

lems are. If he makes a statement or an ob-

jection do not scornfully wave it aside, but if

you do not agree explain it to him in a respect-

ful manner."

Copies of "Buying Impressions" have been

given to each of the Pfanstiehl representatives

and it is expected that if placed in actual every-

day practice by the salesmen, the principles and
suggestions contained in the article will bring

forth fine results.

Distributing Swanson Line on Coast

E. A. Fearn, president of the Consolidated

Talking Machine Co., of this city, manufacturer

of Swanson portables, announced recently that

L. D. Heater, Swanson jobber in Portland, Ore.,

and well known on the Pacific Coast, had
opened a sales office in San Francisco, Cal.,

where he is also distributing the Swanson porta-

ble line. The San Francisco office is under the

management of R. C. Coltant, well known in

the talking machine trade and formerly associ-

ated with the Brunswick and Columbia or-

ganizations.

Wasmuth-Goodrich Co.'s New Quarters

The Wasmuth-Goodrich Co. is now installed

in handsome quarters in space 1515, American
Furniture Mart, 666 Lake Shore Drive. In ad-

dition to the offices there is a large display

space which is filled with various of the com-
pany's products. The Emerson console phono-

graph, adaptable for radio, the "Special"

equipped for radio installation, and the Phono-

radio, completely equipped, instruments featured

at the recent furniture exhibition, drew con-

siderable interest to the Wasmulh-Goodrich

quarters. Thomas C. Hindley, sales manager,

who is in charge of the office in the Furniture

Mart, left for an extended trip throughout the

South and Southwest about the first of Febru-

ary, making his first stop at St. Louis.

S. L. Zax on Western Trip

S. L. Zax, secretary of the Broadcaster Cor-

poration, left Chicago on Sunday, February 8,

for an extended business trip throughout the

West. Mr. Zax will visit accounts in many of

the larger Western centers and will spend con-

siderable time on the Pacific Coast. He plans

to open several new accounts during his five

weeks' trip.

Donald MacMillan "On the Air"

E. F. McDonald, Jr., president of the Zenith

Radio Corp., and one of the most prominent
figures in radio circles, arranged a broadcasting-

program which was given from station WEBH,
Edgewater Beach Hotel, on the night of Janu-

ary 24. The program was sent over the air at

midnight, and the main feature was an address

by Donald MacMillan, Arctic explorer. Mr.

MacMillan gave a short history of Arctic ex-

plorations leading to his discovery of the North
Pole with Peary, and concluded with a resume
of his most recent trip to the frozen North.

During the course of his talk he gave much
credit to Mr. McDonald, and the Zenith Radio
Corporation, whose efforts made it possible for

the expedition to keep in constant touch with

the outside world by means of broadcasting and
receiving apparatus.

Effective Gulbransen Window Display

The Gulbransen Co., of this city, manufac-
turer of Gulbransen registering pianos, received

recently an interesting photograph showing a

window display prepared by the Butler Music
Co., Marion, Ind. This firm is one of the most
successful and enterprising concerns in the

Middle West, and its window displays are un-

(Continned on page 148)

RIVOLI
Once Again, the Superlative in Values!

It is a simple matter to accomplish a low-priced article at the sacrifice of quality.

But to combine quality—RIVOLI quality that defies competition, with a low price

—that is an achievement!

It is one thing to boast.

It is another thing to live up to the terms of a

boast.

RIVOLI welcomes the opportunity to live up
to any boast—and there have been many

—

which has been made in its behalf.

Design—Construction—Finish—Tone

Rivoli offers the ultimate in every department
of the phonograph. There is no better value.

Vincennes Phonograph Co.
VINCENNES INDIANA
Full particulars in regard to prices and deliveries will be cheerfully given by
LEON C. SAMUELS, Vice-President and Manager of Sales, Space B-19-26,

American Furniture Mart, 666 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, 111., and H. B.

STEVENS, Southern Representative, 314 Pan-American Building, New
Orleans, La.

Model No. 22

"William and Mary" Period

Left-hand compartment constructed to accom-

modate any standard phonograph panel
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usually effective. The accompanying window
features a Gulbransen twenty-four-sheet poster,

design No. 6, as a background for a very attrac-

tive display, and J. Edwin Butler, head of the

company, states that the window attracted con-

siderable attention. Mr. Butler reinforced this

campaign by the use of newspaper advertising

Firwood of three-ply veneer is used in the

case of the machine to prevent warping. Cor-

ners and edges are rounded to eliminate scuff-

ing of the coverings and to add to the appear-

ance of the machine. Tops and bottoms are

hand padded. Leather coverings of cowhide,

seal, shrunk walrus, pigskin and imported cow-

Interesting Gulbransen Window

that was prepared to tie up with the very at-

tractive window display.

New Caswell Portable

Phonograph Introduced

Plans Under Way to Greatly Increase Produc-
tion—Turning Out Large Number of Port-

ables to Meet Demands

Milwaukee, Wis., February 7.—A visit to the

plant of the Caswell Mfg. Co., St. Paul avenue
at Teyith street, in this city, during the latter

part of January revealed the fact that the firm

is already turning out daily a large number of

the portable phonographs. Plans are now
under way, according to L. B. Casagrande, head

of the Caswell organization, to increase pro-

duction to such a figure as to care for the

steadily growing list of accounts and the de-

mand in the trade for the machine in its various

models.

Arranged by the Butler Music Co.

hide, or Dupont Fabrikoid may be obtained,

and embossed covers are furnished on some
models. The reinforced edges on each case are

hand sewed.

The Heineman motor and the "Caswell

micro-tone reproducer, so-called because of its

similarity in appearance to the instrument used

for radio transmission, are interesting interior

features. All motors are inspected before

mounting, tested before installation, and tested

again for speed and capacity. Turntable cover-

ings and inside finish are in harmony with

the exterior in each model. The record album
installed in the cover holds eighteen records,

which are held rigid by a combination snap and
stay strap.

Special attention is given to the tone cham-
ber, which was developed in collaboration with

three of the foremost authorities on sound wave
travel. It is distinctive in design and contour,

the face plate of each machine is fabricated by
hand to insure uniform tone, and the coverings

are applied with special preparation which

draws the plate tight, similar in action to

drawing up a drumhead.
Special Caswell models in old ivory suitable

for use in nurseries and children's recreation

centers were also seen in the products of manu-
facture.

Several dealer aids have been sponsored by
the Caswell organization. Covers for the port-

able phonographs are furnished to the trade at

a low cost and may be used by salesmen or may
be sold to customers taking the machine on

camping trips, motor tours, and like expedi-

tions. Other articles which will help the dis-

tributor to market the product are oblong wood
blocks covered with Dupont Fabrikoid in the

various inside and outside color and finish

schemes.

To Consider Industries in

Making of Freight Rates

Senate Resolution Directs Interstate Commerce
Commission to Investigate Rate Structure of

Common Carriers

Washington, D. C, February 3.—Conditions

prevailing in the industries affected should be

given every consideration by the Interstate

Commerce Commission in the making of freight

rates, in order that commodities may move
freely, it is declared in a resolution which has

been adopted by the Senate.

The resolution directs the commission to

make a thorough investigation of the rate struc-

ture of common carriers in order to determine

to what extent and in what manner existing

rates and charges may be unjust, unreasonable,

unjustly discriminatory or unduly preferential,

thereby imposing undue burdens or giving un-

due advantage as between the various localities

and parts of the country, and to make such

changes, adjustments and redistribution of

rates as may be found necessary to correct any

defects found to exist.

In making such changes it is imposed upon

the commission that it shall give due regard,

among other factors, to the general and com-
parative levels in market value of the various

classes and kinds of commodities, *as indicated

over a reasonable period of years, to a natural

and proper development of the country as a

whole, and to the maintenance of an adequate

system of transportation.

R. Hoerer With Teletone

Robert Hoerer, formerly connected with the

sales staff of the Saul Birns Stores in New
York, has joined the sales staff of the Teletone

Co. of America. Mr. Hoerer will cover the re-

tail trade in the metropolitan area, in which ter-

ritory he long has had an extended acquaint-

ance.

48%" high
22%" wide
22%" deep
Heineman No. 77

Motor. Throw back arm, %" thick—5-ply Genuine Mahogany and Walnut
veneers. Hand-carved legs.

Close Out
of a limited quantity of

high quality phonographs

Price way below cost of manufacture

Write or wire

BROADCASTER CORP.
2414 W. Cullerton St. CHICAGO, ILL.

52" high
24" wide
2ZW deep
Heineman No. 77

Motor. Throw back tone arm, %" thick—5-ply Genuine Mahogany and Walnut
veneers. Hand-carved legs.
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LONG DISTANCE
TRADE MARK REG. RADIO

Super- Zenith IX—
the ideal radio set

for the fine home

EveryNight Is "Distance Night"

With Zenith-
IN Chicago twelve powerful broadcasting stations are on the air every

night of the week except Monday. The wave-span ranges from WBCN
(266 meters) to KYW (536 meters). No testing ground in radio reception

offers the difficulties experienced in this location.

But— whether it's Monday night or any other night, Zenith receiving

sets in Chicago bring in dozens of distant stations clearly and without the

slightest hum of interference .... and this in the very storm center of

Chicago's broadcasting area, the near North Side.

Power to reach out and bring in distance— clarity of tone— selectivity—
these are the factors which have made Zenith supreme in the field of

radio reception, and in proof of that supremacy Zenith invites and wel-

comes side-by-side tests, in any location you may name. Its standing

challenge: More stations in a given length of time, clearly and with vol-

ume, than can be brought in by any other receiving set on the market.

Zenith receivers are sold only through regularly appointed dealers,

under our exclusive franchise. If you are not a Zenith dealer and want
a line that affords not only protection but a margin allowing for

intensive sales plans and expansion— write us for full particulars. If

territory is available, we shall be glad to negotiate with high-grade,

responsible dealers who appreciate the value of such a proposition.

ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION
332 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago

ZENITH— the exclusive choice of MacMillan for his North Polar Expedition

The complete Zenith line ranges in

price from $95 to $550.

With either Zenith 3R or Zenith 4R, sat-

isfactory reception over distances of

2,000 to 3,000 miles is readily accom-
plished, using any ordinary loud
speaker. Models 3R and 4R licensed un-
der Armstrong U. S. Pat. No. 1,113,K9.

They are NON-RADIATING.

Zenith 4R - - $95
Zenith 3R - - $160

The new Super-Zenith is a six-tube set

with a new, unique, and really different

patented circuit, controlled exclusively

by the Zenith Radio Corporation. It is

NOT regenerative.

SUPER- ZENITH VII — Six tubes-*
stages tuned frequency amplification —
detector and 3 stages audio frequency
amplification. Installed in a beautifully

finished cabinet of solid mahogany—
44^ inches long, 165* inches wide, 10?s

inches high. Compartments at either

end for dry batteries. Price (ex- ^j,* ~
elusive of tubes and batteries) *p£3\J

SUPER-ZENITH VIII— Same as VII ex-

cept— console type. Price (ex- a -
elusive of tubes and batteries)

SUPER-ZENITH IX — Console model
with additional compartments contain-
ingbuilt-in Zenith loud speaker and gen-
erous storage battery space. Price (ex-

clusive of tubes and bat- a *y er\
teries) q>JDU
SUPER-ZENITH X—Contains two new
features superseding all receivers. 1st—
Built-in, patented, Super-Zenith Duo-
Loud Speakers (harmonically synchro-
nized twin speakers and horns) .designed
to reproduce both high and low pitch

tones otherwise impossible with single-

unit speakers. 2nd — Zenith Battery
Eliminator, distinctly a Zenith achieve-
ment. Requires no A or B bat-

<fc C CO
teries. Price(exclusive oftubes) *P

Price (without battery eliminator) $450
All Prices F. O. B. Factory.

Super-
Zenith X

ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION, J Dept. 2-W
332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen: Please send me full particulars of your
dealer proposition.

Name..
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Satisfactory Business Marks the Month
Throughout the Atlanta Retail Trade

All Factors of the Trade Report Increasing Demand and Bright Outlook—Radio Popularity Grow-
ing—James K. Polk, Inc., Now in New Home—Tone Tests Boost Edison Record Sales

Atlanta, Ga., February 10.—The initial month
of this year started in a satisfactory fashion

for talking machine and radio dealers in this

vicinity. If comparisons count for anything,

January, 1925, stood up very favorably with

the same month of 1924. Records are moving
in a much more consistent fashion than had
been expected and practically every dealer re-

ports that this branch of the trade is showing
improvement over any other month for some
time. A favorable sidelight on the record bus-

iness is that a large percentage of it is in higher

grade records. Radio is also showing a sales

consistency that is pleasing to dealers. This

branch of the music business, which was not

accepted by the talking machine dealers in this

vicinity until quite recently, is now a prominent

part of nearly every music shop.

Humes Radio Business Brisk

The Humes Music Co., Columbus, which

added a completely equipped radio department

but a month or two ago, reports that business

is brisk and that indications point to a very

good year in radio. This establishment, the

radio department of which is under the man-
agement of Fred Ray, carries a most complete

stock, including the Zenith, Gilfillan, Freed-

Eisemann, Atwater Kent, Federal, Crosley and
the Radiola. Many of the sets are inclosed in

Strand cabinets.

James K. Polk, Inc., in New Home
James K. Polk, Inc., of this city, well-known

jobber of Sonora products and Okeh records,

is now occupying a new building at 181 White-
hall street. This building is devoted in its en-

tirety to the company's phonograph activities,

and affords splendid opportunities for the de-

velopment and expansion of Sonora and Okeh

products in this territory. This company has

achieved phenomenal success in the wholesale

phonograph trade and its new home reflects the

progressiveness of the organization in its ef-

forts to keep pace with the demands.

The first floor of the building will be used as

a showroom, the second floor as an office, to-
gether with packing and shipping rooms, and

the territory, co-operating with his clientele to

the distinct advantage of all concerned.

Phonographs, Inc., Does Good Edison Business

Phonographs, Inc., distributor for Edison
products in this territory, reports that the tone

tests which were held recently with Elizabeth

Spencer, soprano, and Lucile Collette, violinist

and pianist, resulted in a stimulation of the rec-

ords of not only these artists but of the entire

classical catalog. This concern, which ex-

pressed an opinion that 1925 would be a most
satisfactory Edison year, reports that the month
of January lived up to all expectations.

M. E. Lyle Has Pleasing Strand Month
M. E. Lyle reports that business on all mod-

els of Strand phonographs is proceeding in a

manner that is entirely pleasing. In addition

the needle business has shown unexpected
strength as have also the Strand radio cabinets.

New Home of James K. Polk, Inc.

the third floor for warehouse and storage. P.

C. Brockman, sales manager of the company,
has won the enthusiastic good-will and friend-

ship of Sonora and Okeh dealers throughout

Odeon Records Made by
Eddy Brown Are Popular

Odeon dealers throughout the country have

evinced considerable interest in the release of

Odeon records 3121, 3122 and 3123, presenting

a series of splendid imported recordings by the

famous violin virtuoso, Eddy Brown. Men-
delssohn's "Violin Concerto in E Minor (op.

64)," recorded complete on these three records,

has made a particular appeal to Odeon dealers,

who congratulated the General .Phonograph

Corp. upon the beauty of the recording. Added
to Mr. Brown's splendid playing is an orchestra

accompaniment under the direction of Dr.

Weissman, which helps to make these three rec-

ords distinctive and exceptionally meritorious.

Eddy Brown's concert tours have been very

successful in both Europe and America, and at

the present time he is giving recitals at the

Friday morning musicales at the Hotel Bilt-

more, New York. Concluding these, he will

start a coast-to-coast tour of the United States,

which should prove of benefit to dealers.

The PET O FONE
Retails $12.00

A REAL
PORTABLE

Usual Trade Discounts
Made in U. S. A.

Patents Pending

The Pet O Fone Closed

Camera size- weighs 4 lbs.; plays l l/2
10-in. records with one winding.

Made in following colors: Black,

Red; Blue and Green

Distributors:

TJie Pet O Fone will be a big

seller this year. The demand is

already heavy. Good proposition

open in your territory.

Dealers:

A display of Pet O Fones will

create sales. Demonstrations will

increase them. Quick sales and

good profits. Get busy.

The Pet O Fone Open
Does all a real phonograph will do.

Ready for operation in one "minute.

About the Product:

The Pet O Fone has many improvements, in tone, in motorj in com-

pactness and durability. It is a sturdy little talking machine. Minia-

ture in size, but a regular portable in action. See it and hear it. Be con-

vinced.

Pet O Fone Mfg. Co. 557 BROADWAY
NEW YORK CITY
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324WASHINGTON ST.,BOSTON,MASS.BOSTON ENGLAND
Various Factors Stimulate Retail Trade

Throughout the New England Section

Broadcasting by Record Artists Has Favorable Effect on Business—Entire Trade Looking Forward

to Music Week—Brunswick Music Memory Contest Interests—Many Add Columbia

Boston, Mass., February 9.—The talking ma-

chine business was considerably stimulated the

last week of January by the presence in this

city of the Chicago Civic Opera Company. For

instance "Aida," the opening bill, was sent over

the air and immediately there was a demand

for the numbers which the various record manu-

facturers have recorded. Later "Carmen" was

broadcast, and again there was a good demand.

There has been a big demand from the very

start for the numbers that record artists have

played or sung for radio. So, taken on the

whole, the January business in records has been

very good, and with many dealers and jobbers

much better than January of a year ago.

Look Forward to Second Music Week
,
Another stimulating influence in the trade will

be effected during the first week in May when

Boston will have its second "Music Week."

There have been inquiries as to whether there

would be one this year, for as preliminary

plans were made early last year it was thought

that something ought to be heard about this

year's plans by this time. The fact is that

everything is now in so much better shape than

last year and work done then has not had to

be done over again, that such preliminaries as

are necessary need not be started quite so

early. It is understood that rather definite plans

will be announced very shortly, and those in

a position to know say that' everything will

be carried out this year on a more elaborate

scale. Mrs. William Arms Fisher, it goes with-

out saying, is again the leading spirit in the

movement and she is doing an immense amount

of work that is sure to bear fruit.

Brunswick Music Memory Contest

The first program in the Brunswick Music

Memory Contest was broadcast February 3 and

it aroused widespread interest among the radio

fans. It went on the air from stations WJZ,
WGY and WRC. Harry L. Spencer, president

of the New England Music Trade Association,

and the New England representative for the

Brunswick line, who is intensely interested in

these contests, says:

"For years the National Association of Mu-
sic Merchants and allied associations have tried

to find a medium for the musical education of

the public. This effort was made without any
thought of profit, and for years different musical

associations have held 'music week' in practi-

cally all the large cities and towns of the

United States. These musical associations in

the different centres always received the hearty

co-operation of schools, churches and the music

dealers in their locality, and through their able

and earnest efforts much good work has been

accomplished. Phonograph manufacturers were

all the time striving for these results through

their record distribution and the use of the pho-

nograph.

"From all indications there will be more than

1,000,000 people in New England alone who
will enjoy these broadcasts. For the benefit

of the music-loving public who do not own
radio receivers many dealers are keeping their

stores open on the nights of the contest so

that they too may enjoy these musical treats.

The radio now affords the opportunity of carry-

ing this better class of music into the homes of

the people, and it is hoped that hearing these

different programs through the medium of the

radio will create a desire to have this better

grade music constantly in the home. During my
experience in the phonograph field I have per-

sonally noticed that the first selection of rec-

ords purchased by newly acquired phonograph
owners consisted mainly of dance numbers.

Within six months these same purchasers were

buying more records and of a much better qual-

ity, and at the end of a year were asking for

the very highest type of music.

"I have be'en asked many times recently what

effect the radio has had upon the phonograph
industry. I honestly believe that it has helped

the phonograph and record manufacturers by
stimulating interest in music, for, as you know,

practically 90 per cent of the radio broadcast

to-day is made up of music of some kind or

another."

Dealers Take on Columbia Line

Because of the popularity of the Columbia

Masterworks series of records, "which has made
dealers sit up and take notice, Manager Wil-

liam S. Parks, of the New England headquar-

ters, has been able to interest a number of new
dealers and among the latest to carry the Co-

lumbia line is the A. M. Hume Music Co.,

Walter Gillis, R. H. White Co. and the Shep-

ard Stores. Manager Parks is daily looking

for a visit from William C. Fuhri, general sales

manager and vice-president of the Columbia

Co., who is due here any day now. Another

expected visitor is R. R. Porter, vice-president

and general sales manager of the R. E. Thomp-
son Mfg. Co. (radio), who will, be entertained,

by Manager Parks. •

M. Steinert & Sons Busy
Business at M. Steinert & Sons Co. is show-

ing some improvement, and January proved a

much better month than was the 'January of

a year ago. Several changes have lately taken

place in the personnel of the organization.

Joseph H. Burke Discusses Radio

A fact that is known to the "inner circle,"

meaning the trade, that there is a close com-
bination between the talking machine and the

radio industries is gradually becoming a recog-

nized fact among the general public, who have

become educated to the desirability of securing

what they want in the way of radio at the

talking machine establishments. While the

trade press has long foreseen this and has talked

(or written) accordingly along this vein, the

daily press is getting into line and now radio

and talking machines insofar as they can be

secured at one and the same place have be-

come sort of synonymous.

One of those to state the case plainly is Jo-

seph H. Burke, head of the New England Pho-

nograph Distributing Co., who was lately inter-

viewed by a Boston daily paper on this mat-

ter. Mr. Burke, whose name has long been

identified with the Sonora line, says: "The
increasing alliance between the radio indus-

try and the talking machine industry has been

of mutual benefit to both the older and younger

Continued on page 152)

RELIABILITY IN

VICTOR SERVICE

Ditson Victor Service has won its following among the dealers

through steady and efficient co-operation, devoid of the spectacular.

We serve the trade in the most thickly populated sections of the

country in a manner that guards the dealers interests to the utmost.

We offer good service where it is needed most.

OLIVER DITSON CO. CHAS. H. DITSON & CO.

BOSTON, MASS. NEW YORK
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For the

215 and

405 specials

Send for Folder

The Eastern Talking

Machine Co.

85 ESSEX STREET
BOSTON MASS.

You can

Be sure of

The Eastern

Exclusively

Wholesale

The Eastern Talking

Machine Co.

85 ESSEX STREET
BOSTON MASS.

industries. A survey made several months ago

by a music trade publication disclosed the fact

that at that time 56 per cent of the phonograph

dealers were handling radio, and a large per-

centage of the remaining ones were contemplat-

ing doing so. Sales of radio products are be-

coming a major factor in the music trade in

proportion to the extent which sound mer-

chandising methods have established and service

and allied problems solved. It is generally ad-

mitted that the interest of phonograph dealers

and distributors must aid greatly in stabilizing

the radio industry. The phonograph has been

merchandised on a very high plane, and it is to

be hoped that the active support of the manu-

facturers and merchants who are responsible

for this condition will perform a similar service

for radio." In this connection it is worth while

to remind the trade of a fact that has been men-

tioned several times before, that Mr. Burke and

his company carry the Sonora loud speaker

and the Ware line of neutrodyne receivers which

are distributed exclusively by this concern in

this territory.

Harry L. Spencer Heads Association

Nearly forty members of the New England

Music Trade Association sat down to lunch-

eon at the Engineers' Club recently; this pre-

ceding the annual meeting over which the re-

tiring president, Roger S. Brown, presided. Be-

fore the election of officers Colonel Edward S.

Payson, the veteran piano man and for so many
years identified with the Emerson Piano Co.,

who is now an honorary member of the Asso-

ciation, was called upon for a few remarks, and

he contented himself with wishing everyone a

happy and prosperous New Year, and referring

to the pleasurable occasion last March where,

at Young's Hotel, he was the guest of honor

and presented with a handsome cane, quite a

red-letter occasion in his life, he declared. He
asked that the members carry away with them

the especial thought of co-operating in every

way possible with the new administration that

it might be a successful year.

William F. Merrill, as secretary-treasurer,

submitted his report, in the course of which he

said three new members were added during

the year, and that the present membership is

eighty-six.

The election of officers resulted as follows:

President, Harry L. Spencer, of the Brunswick;

first vice-president, Leonard M. Wright, lately

of the Mason & Hamlin Co.; second vice-presi-

dent, J. Frank Beale, of Brockton, a piano mer-

chant in that city; secretary and treasurer, Wil-

liam F. Merrill, the ever-faithful. On the ur-

gent call of the members the new president,

Mr. Spencer, made a few remarks, thanking the

organization for the honor conferred upon him.

Harry L. Spencer, the new president of the

Association, has been identified with the music

trade since 1911, when he was in the firm of

• Kraft, Bates & Spencer, his father being the

senior member of the firm. At the outbreak of

the war Mr. Spencer went over to France as

lieutenant of the 101st Engineers, but was in-

valided home after eight months. In the early

part of 1919 his firm took on the Brunswick,

for which they have been jobbers ever since,

until the firm of Kraft, Bates & Spencer lately

was eliminated and Spencer became the local

manager of the Brunswick Co. Mr. Spencer,

who is an enthusiastic golfer, is a member of the

Woodland Golf Club, and other organizations

to which he belongs are: The Boston Square

and Compass Club (Masonic), the Y. D. Club,

Metropolitan Driving Club and the Boston

Chamber of Commerce. Mr. Spencer has some
progressive ideas looking to the welfare of the

New England Trade Association which, in turn,

should benefit the music industry and he plans

to go right ahead if he can be assured of the

wholehearted backing of the membership.

New Starr Speaker Distributor

J. R. Fales, manager of the local office of the

Starr Piano Co., recently announced that the

Wetmore, Savage Co. has been appointed dis-

tributor of the Starr loud speaker. Mr. Fales

reports that the Starr loud speakers are stead-

ily gaining in popularity.

Here and There in the Trade
Charles H. Farnsworth, president of the East-

ern Talking Machine Co., spent several days at

the Victor factory the latter part of January.

Business with the Eastern is improving, and

January was somewhat in excess of what had

been anticipated.

G. Dunbar Shewell, Jr., of the Cheney Sales

Corp., is doing considerable traveling these days

and he is coyering the New England field pretty

thoroughly, and keeping in close touch with

Cheney dealers.

Herbert Shoemaker, of the Eastern Talking

Machine Co., is becoming proficient in the use

of the banjo and he has lately taken part in

concerts. His audiences remain until the end,

Arthur C. Erisman, of the A. C. Erisman

Co., has a new motto—"The' best of every-

thing." And that's about what one finds at his

We are rendering a Service to Dealers that puts at

their disposal the very finest recordings of foreign

music and up-to-the-minute dance and song hits.

Okeh and Odeon foreign records are recordings of

Europe's greatest artists. They are the singers and

musicians of recognized fame—music such as this is

what big sales are made from.

Co-operating with new Dealers is the best thing

we do. Write to-day for information.

General Phonograph Corporation
of New England

147 Berkeley Street Boston, Mass.
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Tremont street establishment. A year ago at

this time Friend Erisman was in Florida, but
this year he is devoting a great deal of time to

business.

A Boston visitor to-day was Robert Gray, of

the Gray Co., of San Francisco, who called on
Arthur Erisman. He left the Coast January 12,

and is due home the middle of this month.
From here he went to Montreal, Canada.

Radio Announcer a Columbia Artist

Chester Gaylord, radio announcer at Wor-
cester, has lately made several Columbia rec-

Gennett Welsh Record Big Billboard Advertising
Seller in Mining Districts Features Zenith Radio

Record Proves a World Beater in the Mining
Districts of Pennsylvania

Jos. M. Zamoiski Co., Baltimore Zenith Distrib-
utor, Finds Outdoor Advertising Pays

The manner in which a little extra sales

effort will result in increased sales is illustrated

by the experience of a recent Gennett record
release. This record, No. 5519, "A Welsh
Courtship," a hu-

morous dialogue,

was put on the mar-

ket some months
ago and the orders

received at the New
York office for it

were few and far

between. The sales-

man covering the

mining district of

Baltimore, Md., February 7.—The firm of Jos.
M. Zamoiski Co., Zenith radio distributor of
this city, is using some excellent billboard ad-
vertising which commands attention in a radius

Chester Gaylord Presenting Record to Mayor

ords and in the accompanying illustration he is

shown presenting his first record to the Mayor
of Worcester (in centre). The gentleman at

the right is E. W. Hanna, of the Columbia sales

organization.

Pennsylvania, the home of many former na-

tives of Wales, had the dealers advertise this

record more heavily than others and the result

is that more than a thousand records have been
sold in the course of two or three weeks. The
demand on one dealer was so great that he
phoned the New York office from Scranton or-

dering fifty records. As the stock at this office

had run down, a wire was sent to the headquar-
ters of the Starr Piano Co., at Richmond, Va.,

to ship direct. Before the shipment could be
made the dealer telephoned to Richmond and
increased the order to 250.

Bonnel-Schairer Chartered
Fire at Gunther-Kenney Shop

Cambridge, Ohio, February 7.—The Bonncl-

Schairer Piano Co., of this city, has been in-

corporated with a capital stock of $25,000 by
E. W. Bonnel and James Lemley, both of whom
are widely experienced.

Gunther-Kenney, Inc., talking machine and
radio dealer, Middletown, N. Y., suffered a loss

of stock and damage to the furnishings and fix-

tures through a fire on January 29. The dam-
aged stock has been replaced and business is

again in full swing.

Artistic Billboard Publicity Featuring the Zenith

of fifty miles around this city. This firm only
uses preferred locations at the turns of im-
portant highways, thus giving a head-on view
of its signs. The boards are all brightly illumi-
nated so that their value is not lessened at
night. In this city the firm has many boards
similar to that reproduced herewith.

Jos. M. Zamoiski, hea-d of this concern, has
been in the electrical business for many years,
but he is now, with the able assistance of his
son, concentrating entirely upon radio. He has
a high-speed crew of salesmen who travel over
large areas of Eastern territory in powerful
roadsters. These men are specially trained and
are selling many new Zenith accounts.

This firm's advertising is not limited to bill-

boards. It also uses liberal newspaper space,

but confines itself to a wholesale business. The
new building just occupied was purchased at a

cost of a quarter of a million dollars, and is

used exclusively for wholesale radio. It is

located in the heart of the wholesale district.

Manufacturers of

Perfection Reproducers

and Attachments for

Edison Phonographs and

other Makes of Machines

Distributors of

Atlas Horns

Philco Storage Batteries

Diamond Dry Batteries

L. S. Brach Antenna Kits and Pings

Valley Chargers

Radio Tubes

New England Talking Machine Co.

Grimes Inverse Duplex

v
Famous 3-XP Inverse Duplex

93 Federal Street

Boston Mass.

List Price $85.00 ( A~L

)

The Standard of Tone Quality

Simplicity of Operation

Finest Material and Workmanship

Efficient and Reliable

Backed by a National Advertising Campaign

We are representatives of

David Grimes, Inc.

New England Talking Machine Co.

93 Federal Street

Boston Mass.
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Brunswick Price Reduction

Brings Increased Orders

Announcement of Lowering of Prices on Three

Models of Brunswick-Radiolas Stimulates

Orders from Dealers—Contest Also Helps

Chicago, III., February 6.—Coincident with the

announcement of a reduction of price of Radio-

trons and various types of Radiolas, the Bruns-

wick-Balke-Collender Co. has also announced a

reduction in price of three models of Bruns-

wick-Radiolas. The No. 30 Brunswick-Radiola

without balanced amplifier, formerly listed at

$190, now lists at $170. The Brunswick-Ra-

diola No. 30-A with balanced amplifier, formerly

listing at $225, is now listed at $200. The No.

35 Brunswick-Radiola, heretofore retailing at

$285, is now listed at $245. The No. 100 Bruns-

wick-Radiola with Regenoflex equipment, for-

merly listing at $400, now lists at $300. The

announcement of these reductions in prices

reached the dealers simultaneously with the

first broadcasting for the Brunswick Music

Memory Contest, and from all parts of the

country the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. re-

ceived substantial orders and enthusiastic com-

ments from the dealers. In accordance with its

usual policy of dealer co-operation, the Bruns-

wick Co. offered its dealers a liberal rebate plan

covering outstanding stocks on the Brunswick-

Radiola models reduced in price.

Special Edison Poster

for Dealers' Window Use

The advertising department of Thos. A. Edi-

son, Inc., will shortly release, for the use of

Edison dealers in their window and store display,

an unusually effective poster. It features a life-

sized photograph of Thos. A. Edison, and a

message from him reading: "In buying a pho-

nograph let nothing influence you but the judg-

ment of your own ears." The poster is made up

in black, brown, orange and red, and has a

varnished finish, adding to its attractiveness.

Gross-Brennan Introduce

Products in New England

Newspaper Advertising Campaign on Strom-
berg-Carlson Receivers Planned for Boston

—

Sales Organization Steadily Growing

Herbert A. Brennan, of Gross-Brennan, Inc.,

New York, manufacturers' representative for

Stromberg-Carlson neutrodyne products, visited

Boston recently, accompanied by W. T. East-

wood, advertising manager of the Stromberg-

Carlson Telephone Mfg.. Co. While in Boston
they made arrangements for an intensive news-
paper campaign to introduce the Stromberg-

Carlson neutrodyne receiver to the public and
trade, and this campaign proved a pronounced
success.

Gross-Brennan, Inc., have organized a sales

organization which will travel through New
England territory, and A. R. Morton, well

known in radio circles, has already been ap-

pointed a member of the sales force, with head-

quarters in Boston. Mr. Morton was formerly

connected with the Clapp-Eastham Co., and also

was1

associated with the United States Navy in

the development of radio activities. It is a trib-

ute to the progressiveness and energy of Benja-

min Gross and Herbert A. Brennan that their

firm, although organized only five months ago,

now has a personnel of fourteen people, start-

ing originally with only the two members of

the firm. The concern has been exceptionally

successful in the introduction of Stromberg-

Carlson products in the East, and now has on
its books over 300 dealer accounts in the most
important trade centers.

Shelton Electric Go. in

New Quarters in Gotham

Larger Headquarters Permits of Locating Fac-

tory and Offices in Same Building

The Shelton Electric Co, manufacturer of

the Shelton Simplicity motor, is now occuping

new quarters in the American Chicle Building,

Thompson and Manley streets, Long Island

City, N. Y. When situated in New York City

the offices and factory of the concern were sep-

arately located. The new quarters in Long
Island City, in addition to providing greatly in-

creased facilities, have permitted the uniting of

the offices and factory in the one building. The
Shelton Electric Co. is well known throughout

the talking machine trade through the Shelton

Simplicity motor which, being placed on top

of the turntable, electrically operates the talk-

ing machine without the removal of the spring

motor. Although a producer of numerous other

electrical devices, Mr. Shelton has always given

particular attention to the Shelton motor for

the talking machine trade and this end of the

business has become a very important part of it.

Audak Equipment Stimulates

Record Sales in Pittsburgh

Large Department Store Greatly Increases

Number of Units Used for Demonstration

Pittsburgh, Pa., February 5.—Kaufman's, the

well-known department store of this city, which

has experimented with fourteen Audak record

demonstrating units during the past year and a

half, has found its record sales have increased

substantially through the use of this product.

For this reason the company has greatly al-

tered its talking machine department and has

moved forty-four of its forty-eight record

booths and has installed Audak equipment

throughout its talking machine department.

The Pittsburgh branch of Waterson, Berlin

& Snyder has just added six more Audak units

to its equipment. For the past year and a half

it has used twelve of these record demonstra-

tors with exceptional results.

Eagle Chargers
Give Service

—

You Don't Have to "Service"
Them !

!

"It's the service you give that eats up your profits. So. when you sell

an article that performs right, your profits are assured. Sales of

reliable merchandise mean repeat business. Handle some cheap

parts if you must, but carry the best in each line, too.

Bulb type chargers are the most satisfactory. And the EAGLE is

the most satisfactory bulb type charger. It is the only one that

allows control of the charging rate. It has a two-winding transformer

which cannot bum out the radio receiving tubes. It will charge

120 volts of "B" battery in series. And it's economical in operation.

The EAGLE policy is absolutely clean. Tungar bulbs are used under
arrangement with the GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY. Discounts

are liberal. Deliveries are good. And the EAGLE charger itself is

the best ever. Its features are such as to break down sales resistance.

There are no points to burn or stick; no acids to nun rugs and fur-

niture. You don't have to worry about servicing EAGLE chargers.

Foreign & Domestic Electric Commodities, Inc.

Eastern Office

629-635 West 23rd St.

New York, N. Y.

Western Office

1 1502 Madison Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio

BATT e, i=e^r

We can take care of just a

few more sales connections.

Write today—or wire—before

rapidly increasing sales take

up our allotment and prevent

us adding more new accounts
this season. Address the

office nearest you.
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The Greatest Radio Value
Ever Offered

Bestone V-60 Five Tube Panel Proves a Record Producer for- Dealers

//j no time in the history of Radio has such a remarkable sales attraction been offered to
<^sl music dealers as the Bestone V-60 FiveTube Panel at $85. Since our first announce-

ment, hundreds of merchants have written us for particulars concerning this latest addition

to the Bestone line. The mere announcement of a five tube panel at $85, backed by the

experience and reputation of this house, was sufficient for many who ordered without the

slightest hesitation.

The Bestone V-60 Five Tube Panel embodies the highest type of design and engineering skill. It has tone

quality, volume, selectivity and distance range. Its fine appearance will lend distinction to any make of

phonograph—Console or Upright style.

Feature the Bestone V-60 Five Tube Panel as a part of your radio equipment and cash in on this great

value as other dealers are doing.

Our special Folder No. ioo gives complete details of our proposition to retail music merchants.

Send for your copy today.

HENRY HYMAN 6k COMPANY, Inc., Manufacturers

476 Broadway, New York 212 W. Austin Avenue, Chicago

Bestone V-60
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F. Clifford Estey Joins

Priess Radio Corp. Staff

Appointed Sales Manager of Well-known Or-

ganization—Has Had Wide Experience in

Radio Field—Headquarters in New York

F. Clifford Estey, one of the best-known

sales executives in the radio field, has been ap-

pointed sales manager of the Priess Radio

Corp., 639 Broadway, New York City, man-
ufacturers of the PR 3 and PR 5 reflex sets.

Mr. Estey has been associated with some of

the foremost radio organizations. He, at one

F. Clifford Estey

time, was sales manager for the American Ra-

dio and Research Corp. For over two years

he was sales executive for the Clapp-Eastman

Co. and later was connected with the Chelsea

Radio Co.

His experience not only extends to all the

commercial and technical phases of the radio

industry, but he has been interested in and at

one time actively engaged in radio broadcast-

ing, having been associated with the Salem,

Mass., News broadcasting station.

In a statement to the press shortly after

joining the staff of the Priess Radio Corp. Mr.

Estey said:

"I am more enthusiastic about my association

with the Priess Radio Corp. than I ever have
been about any previous opportunity which was
in my hands. It is always a satisfaction to di-

rect the distribution of a quality product and
in the present instance it is my privilege to

handle the product of one of the country's finest

radio engineers. We intend to match our prod-
uct with a merchandising plan and service that

will fully reflect the merit of the product it-

self."

Mr. Estey's headquarters will be at the main
office of the factory in New York. He intends

to travel a great deal

Orange Edison Jobbers
to Cover New York State

Name of Company Changed From Phonograph
Corp. of Manhattan to the Edison Phono-
graph Distributing Co.—Territory Extended

The Edison jobbing organization, with head-

quarters at Orange, N. J., which has served the

Metropolitan territory for some years past, has

recently added to its territory so that it will

now also serve all of New York State. The
name of the company has been changed from
The Phonograph Corp of Manhattan to The
Edison Phonograph Distributing Co. P. J.

Burns continues as manager of the enlarged or-

ganization, which has absorbed the jobbing

business formerly handled through Frank E.

Bolway & Sons, of Syracuse, N. Y.

Consolidated Corp. Moves

The Consolidated Recording Corp. has moved
from 206 Fifth avenue to 10 West Thirty-third

street, New York City. The studios are undei

the direction of Arthur Cushman, formerly con-

nected with the Emerson Recording Labora-

tories, Inc. The Consolidated Recording Corp.

is actively interested in both commercial and

personal recordings and has developed a sub-

stantial business.

F. M. Case Now Manager
of Sherman, Clay & Co.

New Manager of Portland Branch of San Fran-

cisco Music House Is One of the Best Known
Figures in Pacific Coast Trade Circles

Portland, Qre., February 4.—Frank M. Case,

who recently took charge of the retail branch

of Sherman, Clay & Co., of this city, has had

an extensive experience in the music trade and

is one of the best known men in the business

on the Pacific Coast. He entered the music

Frank M. Case

trade in Denver, Colo., upon his return from

the Spanish-American war, as a salesman with

the Knight-Campbell Co. He then came to San

Francisco. After a year there he came to Port-

land and was with the Allen-Gilbert-Raymaker

Co. and after a year and a half was made man-
ager of its Tacoma branch, where he remained

until the company was taken over by Sherman,

Clay & Co.

He returned to California for the Winter but

in the Spring he returned to Portland and affili-

ated with the Wiley B. Allen Co. At the end

of two years he was appointed manager of the

Portland branch and remained with it for

thirteen years in that capacity. Mr. Case was
greatly liked by his employes and upon his de-

parture from the Wiley B. Allen Co., the em-

ployes presented him with a suitable remem-

brance.

Blackman Has Jos. W. Jones

Line in Capacity of Distributor

The Joseph W. Jones Manufacturing Co.,

Inc., New York, manufacturer of radio sets and

panels, announced this week that the Blackman

Talking Machine Co., well-known Victor whole-

saler, had been appointed a distributor for the

company's products. The Blackman sales or-

ganization has been increased considerably in

conjunction with its radio activities, and it is

expected that Jones sets and panels will meet

with a popular reception among the Blackman

dealers.

Installs Audak Equipment

Rochester, N. Y., February 5.—The Song and

Gift Shoppe, of this city, has just altered the

interior of its record department and has in-

stalled a series of Audak record demonstrators

in place of the booths formerly used. The re-

sult has been to speed service.

The Alhambra Music House, Alhambra, Cal.,

recently moved to larger quarters at 18 East

Main street.

EVERY-

THING

FOR

THE

RADIO

DEALER

ZIMMERMAN ' BITTER.
C OiNIstrvction- company

The year of 1925 will bring unlimited
prosperity to all lines of business

throughout the country. The talking

machine dealer will be certain to bene-
fit through the better conditions which
will exist during the coming year, and
should prepare for the good business

which he will receive by equipping and
refitting his store.

The Zimmerman-Bitter Construction
Co. is in a position to render the ut-

most service to the dealer in the re-

modeling, decorating and installing of

equipment in his store. Our experi-

ence allows us to know exactly the
requirements of the phonograph and
radio trade. We would be glad to

have you call on us to give an esti-

mate on your requirements for the

coming year.

uaL

Record Racks Display Cases
Hearing Rooms Musical Instrument
Service Counters Cases, Etc.

Prices on request

ZIMMERMAN-BITTER
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
325-27 East 94th Street. New York

Telephone Lenox 2960

ASK US

ABOUT

OUR

SHEET

MUSIC

AND

MUSICAL

INSTRU-

MENT

CASES

A
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(§tarr ffiiamo Company
STARR PIANOS for over half a century have represented highest ideals of craftsman-

ship. Each Starr Made Grand, Player-piano and Upright represents a value known the

world over.

STARR PHONOGRAPHS from the smallest table style to the elaborate console model

possess musical worth which is the result of a careful coordination of each part into a

perfect symmetry.

GENNETT RECORDS represent the highest attainment in the art of sound recording.

Their variety, perfect reproduction and real musicianship of the artists have made them
musical gems of rarest charm. Released every week.

THE STARR PIANO COMPANY
Established 1872 Factories : Richmond, Indiana

NEW YORK, CHICAGO, LOS ANGELES. SAN FRANCISCO, PORTLAND, KANSAS CITY, BIRMINGHAM. NASHVILLE, DETROIT,
CINCINNATI, BOSTON, CLEVELAND, INDIANAPOLIS.
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Pacific Coast Trade Protests New Freight
Classification of Phonographs and Radio

Associations Appeal Through Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce for Ninety-day Suspension of

New Ruling of Interstate Commerce Commission—Trade News and Activities of the Month

Los Angeles, Cal., February 1.-—For some un-

known reason the deliberations which took

place last Summer of the Interstate Commerce
Commission at Washington, at which time argu-

ments were presented in regard to the proposed
freight classification of combination phonograph
and radio instruments or sets and radio re-

ceiving sets, escaped the notice of Western
phonograph and radio men. The Music Indus-

cess in the sale of the Advance radio sets

manufactured here in Los Angeles. Built in

Strand phonograph console models, they are

meeting with considerable favor.

Barker Bros.' Fine Sonora Window
One of the most attractive and effective win-

dow displays seen in this city in some time was
a recent display of Barker Bros., Sonora deal-

ers of this city. The accompanying illustration

Barker Bros. Artistic Sonora Window Which Attracted Wide Public Attention

tries Chamber of Commerce was of course on

the job and presented an excellent brief through

General Manager Smith in favor of retaining

combination phonograph and radio sets as first-

class classification on shipments less than car-

loads, but the arguments were not successful

in preventing the classification being set at one

and one-half times first class. Now at the last

minute, as it were—two or three weeks before

the time set for the new classification to go

into effect, the Pacific Coast awakened -and the

music, radio and several other allied associa-

tions forwarded, through the Los Angeles

Chamber of Commerce, a formal petition and
protest appealing for a ninety-day suspension

after February 10, of the new rule.

Local Set Meets With Success

J. J. Grimsey, Los Angeles manager of the

Walter S. Gray Co., is meeting with much sue-

Now!
YOU CAN USE

F P
DECALCOMANIAS

rTAe£asy-To-ApfiI/NeLmePlate"

302 ADAMS AVE.

Mail your
order now

Above design, our Style B,
printed with gold back-
ground, red border and black
lettering.

MR. DEALER! PUT YOUR
NAME ON EVERYTHING

YOU SELL.
It helps increase sales by
bringing new customers to
your store and old ones back
for supplies and repair work.
To apply, simply dip in water
and slide design off top of
paper onto any flat or curved
surface.

100, $6.00 200, $10.00

Made by

The COMMERFORD CO.,
446-456 Adelphi St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.
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gives an idea of the amount of space given over

to the presentation of the various models of

Sonora instruments and the attractive arrange-

ment in harmonious settings. It is merchan-
dising on a broad scale, of which this is an ex-

ample, that builds up the large volume of

Sonora sales which this energetic concern

enjoys.

Recorders in Los Angeles
G. F. McDonald and Eddie King, the former

chief of the Red Seal recording department and
the latter manager of the popular music record-

ing department of the Victor Co., were in Los
Angeles during the last week of January and
engaged themselves in. checking up the record

demands in this section and interviewing any
possible desirable artists or organizations.

Brunswick and Vocalion Consolidation Pleases

General satisfaction seems to be expressed

throughout the trade here at the consolidation

of the Vocalion record with the Brunswick Co.

Anticipation of the recording and pressing of

the Red records and by Vocalion artists at the

Los Angeles Brunswick pressing plants are

freely expressed with the realization that this

will tend towards better service in every

respect.

Piatt Music Co. Now Brunswick Dealer

The Piatt Music Co. became Brunswick deal-

er in all of its seven stores with one excep-
tion—namely, the Long Beach store—early in

the month and by way of celebrating the event
and in order to give it general publicity, Abe
Lyman's Cocoanut Grove Ambassador Hotel
Orchestra gave a two-hours' concert at the

Piatt Music Co.'s Broadway store, at which
time the public was invited to be present and
receive Brunswick records of Lyman's dance
orchestra, one thousand -of which were given

away, many being autographed by Abe Lyman.
The affair brought a very large crowd and a

number of phonographs, as well as records,

were sold during the day.

Cheney Combination Popular
Munson, Rayner Corp., distributor of the

Cheney phonograph and of Colin B. Kennedy
radio sets and Thompson neutrodyne, reports a
strong demand and ready sale for Cheney con-
sole equipped with Kennedy or Thompson neu-
trodyne receiving sets. H. S. Johnson, of the
Thompson Neutrodyne Co., is expected in Los
Angeles early this month.

This City Third in Record Buying
This city ranks third in the country in the

purchase of phonograph records, according to
Walter Clark and E. R. Johnson, two officials

of the Victor Talking Machine Co. The two
cities that surpass

Los Angeles in

the purchase of

records are New
York and Chicago.

It is also a fact

that a great per-

centage of the rec-

ords purchased by
residents of this

city are of the

high grade and
classical type.

Birkel Co. Busy
The Geo. J.

Birkel Co. reports

a satisfactory de-

mand for both

machines and radio receivers, with thetalking

combination unit holding its own in public fa-

vor. The sales of Victrola consoles equipped

with receivers and the Brunswick-Radiolas are

frequent occurrences.

Pet O Fone Portable Prov-

ing Popular With T. M. Trade

Manufacturer of Miniature Portable Busy Ap-
pointing Distributors for Instrument

There are still developments in the talking

machine industry. Despite the interest of the

public in many other products, talking ma-
chines and records continue to hold their own
when properly presented to the music-buying

public. Most of the recent progress in the talk-

ing machine industry has, however, been con-

fined to the record field, but last season saw the

advent of a new type of portable that is min-

iature size.

The latest announcement of a miniature port-

able is that of the Pet O Fone Mfg. Co., 557

Broadway, New York City, which is. now ap-

pointing jobbers in various territories through-

out the United States and foreign countries and

is actively engaged, through representatives

from the home office, in presenting this unique

product to the retailer.

The Pet O Fone is camera size, weighing

four pounds. It has a motor that plays almost

as many records as some of the larger size

portables. Considering its size it has a good
quality of tone and considerable volume. It

is most compact—the turntable, sound box and

tone arm all being enclosed inside the camera-

shaped case when closed. It is open and set

into operation in a few moments' time. It re-

tails at a very popular price.

The Commerford Co.,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Date
Enclosed is check for -S Ship postpaid to address

below ... . Style B Decalcomanias with attached
(quantity)

copy imprinted in black.

Firm

Street

City State

No C.O.D. Orders accepted. Print or typewrite copy. Send
business card to avoid errors.

PHONOGRAPH CASES
RADIO CASES

Reinforced 3-ply Veneer
The Standard Case for Talking

Machines and Radio Sets

Let at figure on your requirement*

Goldsboro, N. C.

MADE BY

PLYWOOD CORPORATION,
MilU in Va., N. C and S. C
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For Permanence in Radio

You can select a

NEUTRODYNE
without fear of its becoming obsolete

THE Neutrodyne radio receiver you

choose today will still be delivering

superlative service years and years from

now! The Neutrodyne principle has been

tested in the crucible of radio experience.

It has been proved beyond question to be

scientifically correct. This is your great-

est assurance of permanence

Neutrodynes are so highly Selective

that you can set your dials at predeter-

mined numbers and bring in exactly the

station you want to hear, provided that

station is on the air And that same sta-

tion will always come in at that identical

setting. Also you may depend upon this

—with a Neutrodyne—you can tune out

anything that interferes.

Neutrodyne for realism

The Neutrodyne is superior in Tonal
Quality. The skirling notes of the piccolo

and the muted brass of the trombone are

reproduced with a fidelity that is almost
uncanny Piano is "piano"— not "tin-

panno"— on a Neutrodyne. The human
voice, is that of the living, breathing

speaker—as though he stood there in the

room beside you It is difficult to conceive

of improvement upon such realism.

The Neutrodyne excels in Distance. Be
sure of this: if you can't get it on your
Neutrodyne, nobody can! Neutrodyne
picks the air clean. Nothing within range
of your aerial (whether outside antenna or

indoor) can escape your Neutrodyne. With
a Neutrodyne, all the air us a great tele-

phone switchboard. You decide what you
want to get— set your
dials—and there it is!

Neutrodyne for

reliability

Perhaps the greatest vir-

tue of Neutrodyne is its

absolute dependability.

You may invite guests

1/ il hasn't this label,

it isn't a Nt'iitrodvne.

If is there for your
protection.

for a "radio evening" without wondering

if your Neutrodyne will "perform." Neu-

trodyne is the set of no apologies; the set

of no alibis. With a published program

and your Neutrodyne, you can get exactly

what you want to hear—and get it better!

Have you, perhaps, identified radio with

squeals and howls? Be assured, these cat-

calls were never created by a Neutrodyne.

For a Neutrodyne cannot create squeals.

Technically speaking, it cannot "hetero-

dyne." Therefore, the Neutrodyne dis-

turbs neither you nor your neighbors. You
hear only what you wish to hear.

Neutrodyne followed broadcasting

Neutrodyne was invented in 1922, alter

modern broadcasting was established. The
three other major receiving systems were
invented previous to broadcasting. They
were made first for dot-and-dash code

(radio telegraphy) and adapted later to

broadcasting. Neutrodyne was specifically

designed to receive the broadcasting of

music and speeches. It did not have to

be "adapted."

In order to protect the public from fraud-

ulent Neutrodynes. the Hazeltine Corpo-

ration was formed, and Professor Hazeltine

entrusted his great idea to just fourteen

hand-picked, licensed manufacturers.
These fourteen' radio builders are grouped
into one association, known as the Inde-

pendent Radio Manufacturers. Incorpo-

rated. No other manufacturers may use

the genuine Neutrodyne principle! Look
for the Neutrodyne label on the set you

buy.

Hazeltine Corporation

(Sole Owner of Neutro-

dyne Patents and Trade-

marks). Independent
Radio Manufacturers, In-

corporated (Exclusive

Licensee ol Hazeltine

Corporation).

NEUTRODYNE
Perfected Radio

Answering

the big question

in people's minds

*»

"WILL the set I buy today

be out of date next month

—

or even next year?" That is

the question that is making

many people hold off from

buying a radio set. They are

waiting for "the ultimate"

—

waiting for the set that will

not become obsolete.

The advertisement repro-

duced herewith, greatly re-

duced, answers that question

definitely. This advertise-

ment occupies the dominating

space of four columns by

seventeen inches in the lead-

ing newspapers of the great

radio centers throughout the

United States. It also ap-

pears in full-page space in

The Saturday Evening Post.

This means a combined read-

ing audience of twenty-eight

million people.

This is just the second

advertisement in a gigantic

advertising campaign which

is broadcasting the truth

about Neutrodyne to the

great American public. See

that you, too, are informed

on the many superiorities of

this receiving system.

Hazeltine Corporation
(Sole Owner of Neutrodyne
Patents and Trade-marks). Inde-

pendent Radio Manufactur-
ers, Incorporated (Exclusive

Licensee of Hazeltine Corpora-

tion).

Comprising the following firms

American Radio & Research Corp.

F. A. D. Andrea, Inc.

Carloyd Electric & Radio Co.

Eagle Radio Company
Freed-Eisemann Radio Corporation
Garod Corporation
Gilfillan Radio Corporation
Howard Manufacturing Company, Inc.

King-Hinners Radio Co.

Wm. J. Murdock Co.

Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co.

R. E. Thompson Mfg. Company
Ware Radio Corporation
The WorkRite Mfg. Company
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Retail Trade in Quaker City Territory

Enjoys Fairly Active Demand in All Lines
Broadcasting Programs Stimulate Record Sales—Important Changes in Sonora Distribution

—

Penn Co. Opens Many Radio Accounts—O. F. Jester Weds—Trade Activities of the Month

Philadelphia, Pa., February 10.—Many con-

flicting elements entered into the talking ma-
chine industry during the first month of the new
year and were responsible for retarding busi-

ness of both retailers and distributors. While
the forepart of the month was more active, due

to the purchases of the retailers who have been

replenishing stocks depleted during the holidays,

the closing days reacted to the quieter trend

brought by the stormy weather.

The distributors were most concerned with the

sales of records rather than of machine stocks.

The distribution of talking machines was evenly

balanced between the high priced models and

those of the more popular lower priced types.

Neither were freely sought, demand being con-

fined merely to a few shipments of a hand to

mouth sort of buying. The retailer enjoyed a

more active demand for both machines and rec-

ords than the wholesale distribution division of

the trade, when the weather permitted. The
stormy days that came with the mid-month were

chiefly responsible for the slackened pace of busi-

ness in the last half of the month.

Outstanding in the business of the last few

weeks has been the demand for records, which

has been fairly well maintained. The radio

broadcasting of the Brunswick and Victor artists

has had beneficial results in pr6moting sales of

records and all sections of the trade have been

reaping rewards in the broadening of the de-

mand.

J. A. Fischer Taking Short Vacation

After selling his interest in Everybody's Talk-

ing Machine Co., Philadelphia, to Philip

Grabuski and S. Fingrutd, his former associates

in the conduct of the business, J. A. Fischer,

president of the company, retired from this

company with which he had been so long

identified with the best wishes and good will

of the other members of the organization. Al-

though retiring from activities with Every-

body's Talking Machine Co. Mr. Fischer an-

nounces that he is not retiring from the talking

machine trade, in which he has spent so many
years of his life. After a short vacation it is

very likely that he will have an announcement

for his many friends in the industry which will

be of decided interest to them.

Changes in Sonora Distribution

Distribution of the Sonora phonographs, So-

nora radio speakers, and the Sonoradio during

the month passed into the control of the re-

organized Pittsburgh Distributing Co., of Pitts-

burgh and Philadelphia, Pa., when this company
was incorporated under the laws of New York
State and changed its title to that of the Penn-

sylvania Phonograph Distributing Co. and ac-

quiring offices in the Jefferson Building, 1015

Chestnut street. Heretofore, the Sonora prod-

ucts were distributed in the eastern Pennsylvania

and South Jersey districts by the Sonora Co.

of Philadelphia, under the management of Elmer

S. White, who retires from the talking machine

business to enter another field of endeavor.

While the Philadelphia and eastern Pennsylvania

distribution was confined to the local office under

Manager White, the Pittsburgh Distributing Co.

took care of the western part of the State trade,

conducting its business from its offices in the

Empire Building. In early January the addi-

tional offices were opened in the Jefferson Build-

ing, in Suite No. 200, where the Pittsburgh Co.

took over the Philadelphia sales territory under

the management of Vice-President J. L. Du
Breuil, who also is general manager of the com-
pany, and who holds similar office in the newly

reorganized and incorporated Pennsylvania

Phonograph Distributing Co. The Pittsburgh

branch will continue to distribute the Sonora

Distributor of the

Fada
Neutrodyne

and

Pooley-

Atwater Kent

Combination
Radio Receivers

Quick Sales Large Profits

PENN PHONOGRAPH CO., Inc.
913 Arch Street PHILADELPHIA, PA.

from the offices in the Empire Building with

Vice-President Du Breuil dividing his time be-

tween the western part of the State headquar-

ters and the Quaker City offices, now also the

executive center of the company's business. J.

A. Endress will represent the company in the

Pittsburgh territory as sales representative,

while H. E. Hilduser will assist in the local

sales district. The newly incorporated company

will distribute Sonora phonographs, Sonora

radio speakers, and Sonoradios throughout the

State of Pennsylvania and southern New Jersey,

with warehouses maintained in both the Pitts-

burgh territory and in Philadelphia, for imme-

diate shipments to the dealers. Mr. White will

become associated with the newly formed Wil-

mer Co. and will carry radios and other lines,

but retires from the talking machine business.

Appoints Many Radio Dealers

Further developments in the wholesale radio

distribution department of the Penn Phonograph

Co. came during the month when the headquar-

ters at 913 Arch street were fitted up with six-

teen sets of the makes of radios which can be

operated for demonstration purposes for the

trade through the manipulation of a switch ar-

rangement attached to each of the sets. In a

room fitted out on the second floor of the Penn

headquarters, there has been equipped for im-

mediate use of the dealers the sets which have

been so arranged by the specially constructed

electrical switch that each in turn and all con-

secutively can be tested for the retailer inter-

ested in stocking any of the makes carried by

the company and including the Fada, Pooley-

Atwater Kent, and the Del Marmol receiver, the

latter having been added to the stock during

the month. The room in which these sets have

been elaborately rigged is attractively fitted for

trade accommodation where the dealers may in-

spect their purchases. More than fifty dealers

in the trade have stocked with radio through the

Penn Co. The new wholesale radio department

is under the management of L. G. Dare.

Takes Over Davis Co. Stock

Having disposed of its entire stock of Victor

talking machines and fixtures the George B.

Davis Co. will confine its business to the sales

of kodaks and photographic supplies, consoli-

dating both stores into one single establishment

at 3960 Lancaster avenue and abolishing the

Market street shop. The stock of Victrolas, rec-

ords and accessories has been taken over by

the Ridge Avenue Music Shop, 1806 Ridge ave-

nue, of which the Sorkin brothers are propri-

etors, dealers in the Victor, Brunswick, Colum-

bia and Vocalion lines and other musical mer-

chandise. The Sorkin brothers, John and

Meyer, recently bought out the Girard Music

Shop, having taken over the business of L. H.

Silnutzer.

World Ads Bring Foreign Business

That it pays to advertise in the Talking Ma-

chine World has been forcefully demonstrated

in the demand that has been coming from for-

eign markets to the local offices of the Guar-

antee Talking Machine Supply Co., 10 North

Tenth street, for its main springs and other

mechanical supplies for the talking machine

trade. As a result of the ads inserted in The

World the firm is enjoying a splendid export

business with dealers in Cuba, Canada and Mex-

ico and even as far away as points in Japan.

From these parts of the globe the Guarantee

Co. has received orders and statements that it

was through The Talking Machine World col-

umns that the buyer learned of the company's

existence. The company is preparing a national

advertising campaign for the Guarantee port-

able talking machine, of the newly improved

(Continued on page 161)

*
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type with the standard arm and improved

Heineman motor and larger sound box. The

ad campaign will be conducted by mail, through

the daily press and through the columns of the

trade journals. In conjunction with this pub-

licity, there will be featured window displays

and exhibits by the dealers, with exhibitions

of the parts of the mechanical devices used in

construction. The exportation of Guarantee

main springs and the United States sales of

these have been growing as the new year ad^

vances and the proprietors, William H. Posner

and Jacob H. Keen, are looking forward to fur-

ther improved demand as Spring approaches.

Louis Buehn Co.'s Publicity Drive

An intensive newspaper campaign has been

inaugurated by the Louis Buehn Co., of this

city, which, it was recently announced, has be-

come distributor for the radio line made by

the R. E. Thompson Mfg. Co., New York City.

The results of the first appearance of this adver-

tising have been found very satisfactory. It not

only served to stimulate sales, but the Louis

Buehn Co. is receiving many inquiries as a re-

sult of this advertising, which it has in turn

passed over to its dealers.

H. A. Weymann Service

In commenting on the recent addition of

radio panels to the lines it distributes, H. W.
Weymann, of H. A. Weymann & Sons, Inc., of

this city, pointed out that this company is not

generally wholesaling radio sets or supplies.

Their interest in featuring the five-tube Federal

or Freed-Eisemann neutrodyne radio panels is

in order to supply their dealers with panels

made expressly for Victrolas.

New Velvaloid Record Cleaner

The Philadelphia Badge Co., manufacturer

of the Velvaloid record cleaner, has added a

new model to the line. This model is of an

attractive hand-painted design and is produced

in order to fill a demand for a particularly

artistic record cleaner for the dealer either to

give away as souvenirs or to sell. The busi-

ness of the Philadelphia Badge Co. on the

record cleaners would indicate that, although

originally produced more or less as a novelty,

they have rapidly found their place as an article

of necessity and become part of the regular

stock of almost every talking machine dealer.

Pooley National Ad Drive

The Pooley Co., of this city, manufacturer of

Pooley radio cabinets, Pooley phonographs and

Pooley combination radio phonographs, has

launched a national advertising campaign of

large proportions. On Saturday, January 31, the

first of a series of display ads appeared in the

Saturday Evening Post. The Pooley Co. is ex-

pecting 1925 to be its banner year, and busi-

ness has already started in an auspicious man-

ner. The sales staff of the Pooley organization

for 1925 under the direction of B. R. Stauffer,

treasurer and general manager, is as follows:

Captain Howard R. Hodson, covering New

EITHER GIVEN AWAY OR SOLD
Will Bring You More Business

Music Lovers appreciate
attractive useful novelty.

Actual size diameter

a gift and keep it. They will also purchase an

Tour Ad on

Velvaloid Record Cleaners De Luxe
Gives you a combination—for either presentation or sales that have proven
a Business Medium of unusual merit.
Endorsed by the best and used extensively by dealers in nearly every country
the world over.

Write your jobber today and let him tell you all about it.

PHILADELPHIA BADGE CO.
942 Market Street Philadelphia, U. S. A.
Manufacturers and exporters of many patented selective Advertis-
ing Specialties in which you will be interested. We solicit your
inquiries.

England and the Middle Atlantic States; M.

J. Polikoff, South Atlantic States; Samuel

Fletcher, the South, and Clifford R. Ely, west

of the Mississippi.

Everybody's T. M. Co. "Live Wire"

There is unusual activity in the record depart-

ment of the General Phonograph Co.'s Philadel-

phia distributor, Everybody's Talking Machine

Co. It is agreed that all the members of this

organization are "live wires," from the president

down to the shipping clerks, and deserve the

tremendous sales of Okeh and Odeon records

that they have succeeded in securing. Although

it would be rather difficult to pick out the livest

member of the organization, we feel that some--

thing must be said about Clemen J. Cusack, the

traffic manager of Everybody's Talking Machine

Co. and the friend of all the dealers. Mr. Cusack

is well deserving of the splendid reputation

he has achieved, and Okeh-Odeon dealers all

through the territory appreciate his efficiency

in "shooting" records to them with great

promptness.

Carson's Expanding

Development of the repair department has

been the aim of Harry Carson, head of Car-

son's Talking Machine Repair Shop. .The firm

is making extensions in the way of equipment

and supplies. The shop now is thoroughly mod-
ernized, and the business which has been estab-

lished within the past two years is rapidly mak-

ing progress.

Tying Up With Brunswick Contest

Tying in with the big exploitation campaign,

the Music Memory Contest which was launched

this month by the Brunswick Co., the Philadel-

phia branch, under the management of E. H.

Shiddell, is helping the dealers to reap the

benefits which will accrue from so broad an ad-

vertising stunt. With the lure of the $5,000

prize offered in the contest which began on Feb-

ruary 3 and extended to the 10th, 17th and 24th,

the dealers will of natural consequence find that

there will be a demand for records of the broad-

casting artists, who will be unannounced and

whom the public contestants must name cor-

rectly to win the prize. These Brunswick artists

will broadcast from stations WJZ, New York;

WRC, Washington, D. C, and from WGY, Sche-

nectady, N. Y. In order to familiarize them-
selves with the artists' recordings on the Bruns-
wick, the public who enter the contest, will be
more generous purchasers of the records. The
local offices of the company are prepared to

supply the dealers with any of these records,

having on hand a large assortment to meet
emergency of a trade boost bound to result. In

co-operation with the dealers, Manager Shiddell

and his able assistant, Joseph Graham, have dis-

tributed to the Brunswick trade the contest

blanks on which the contestants will enter the

names of the artists whom- they believe to have
been in the broadcasting program, and the

Brunswick Co. is helping them along with a full

page ad in the local daily papers.

Odin F. Jester a Benedict

Wedding bells chimed during early February
days for the former popular manager of the

Brunswick Co. in the Philadelphia territory,

Odin F. Jester, now assigned to the Detroit

branch of the Columbia Phonograph Co., when
he was united in matrimony with Miss Carolyn
Elizabeth Hayes, the charming daughter of Mrs.
Mary F. Hayes, of this city. Following a

. month's honeymoon the young couple will be

at home on March 1 at 3250 Philadelphia

street, West Detroit, Mich.

Wally Grimm Convalescent

Trade friends were gratified at the reports of

the recovery of Wally Grimm, manager of the

phonograph and radio department of the Regal

Co., York, Pa., who has been confined to the

Lankenau Hospital in this city following an
operation. It is expected that Manager Grimm
will be able to leave the hospital within ten

days.

Crown Co. Now Pathe Distributor

The Crown Talking Machine Co. is now dis-

tributing, at wholesale and retail, the Pathe and
Perfect records made by the Pathe Phonograph
Co., of Brooklyn. The firm is well stocked with

a large assortment of all the recordings made
on these records. One of the very strong ar-

tists who especially is appealing in this territory

is Cliff Edwards, better known as "Ukulele Ike."

Trade sympathies were extended during the

month to the proprietors of the Crown Co.,

Emanuel, Morris and Samuel Berger, on the

JOBBERS
L

REPAIR PARTS
TRADE MARK

JOBBERS

T
GRAPHITOLEO

"Any Part for any Phonograph 9 9

MOTORS

ALBUMS
I I

BRILLIANTONE

PORTABLES
I

SAPPHIRES

Guarantee Main Springs are made of the best hardened,

tempered, round-edged spring steel obtainable, and must pass a

rigid inspection before they are packed in individual dust-proof

containers; each box labeled with complete information for your

convenience. We will refund money or replace any spring that

does not give absolute satisfaction.

INSIST ON GUARANTEE MAIN SPRINGS

GUARANTEE TALKING MACHINE SUPPLY CO.
109 N. TENTH STREET, PHILADELPHIA———Write for our latest Main Spring Chart

TONE ARMS

SOUND BOXES
I

ADDATONES
I

3-IN-l OIL

ATTACHMENTS
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Quaker City Trade Activities
(Continued from page 161)

NEW FEDERAL RADIO PANELS
for VICTROLA SPECIALS

000
_ ft ft §

.JHras..

A
Five Tube

Set

of

Unusual

Selectivity

H. A. WEYMANN & SON, Inc.
1108 Chestnut Street PHILADELPHIA

VICTOR WHOLESALERS
Distributors of

FEDERAL and FREED-EISEMANN RADIO PANELS forVICTROLAS

death of their father, Philip Berger, whose pass-

ing came suddenly from a heart attack.

Paul Specht Takes Over Cafe

Paul Specht, one of the recording orchestra

artists of the Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc.,

who has been leading the musical aggregation

at the Claridge Cafe in this city, will assume the

management of that place when it reopens this

month. Under the new management the Clar-

idge will be known as the Pandora.

Dealers' Meeting Postponed
Having postponed the annual meeting of the

Philadelphia Victor Dealers' Association from

the January date, that organization will hold the

gathering on Thursday, February 12, at the

L'Aiglon Cafe, according to the announcement
of President Walter Linton, of the Association.

John F. Sheppard Arrives

C. E. Sheppard, of the sales organization of

the Louis Buehn Co., who covers the coal re-

gion, is being congratulated upon the arrival of

a bouncing heir—John F. Sheppard—who joined

the family circle late in January.

Adds Radio Department

In connection with the talking machine de-

partment Ballen's Modern Musical Shop has

added a section devoted to the sale of radio.

The firm, retailer of phonographs, has added to

its lines the Brunswick phonograph. In the

radio section there has been stocked the Sono-

radio, the Ware, R.C.A. and Federal and other

lines. Recently the store was remodeled.

Lang Co. Purchases Building

A new home has been purchased by the Lang
Piano Co., whose main store is located at 1204

Columbia avenue, for its Ridge avenue head-

quarters. The company has purchased a large

three-story building just a few doors above its

present location. It is expected that the new
location will be ready for occupancy by the 1st

of April. There has been chiefly stocked, in the

past, in the Ridge avenue store, a complete

line of Victor and Columbia instruments and

supplies. The Company also operates, in addi-

tion to the Ridge avenue and Columbia avenue

stores, another store at 1534 South street.

Heavy Ordering of Gennett Records

President Ben Witlin, of the Witlin Musical

Instrument Co., who returned the first of Feb-

ruary from an extended trip through the coal

regions of Pennsylvania, taking in Wilkes-Barre,

Hazleton, Scranton, Pottsville and other points,

brought back a well filled order book for the

Gennett records, for which his firm is local dis-

tributor. One of the very big sellers in the coal

regions is that of a Welsh Dialogue Record, en-

titled '"Welsh Courtship," an original talking

recording made in London in the Welsh lan-

guage. It is the first time the Gennett has re-

corded a speaking record in this language and
its appeal to the thickly populated Welsh sec-

tions of Pennsylvania has been strong.

Pushing Records by Radio Artists

H. A. Weymann & Sons during the month
experienced a boost in its wholesale distribution

of the artists who appeared in the radio broad-

casting program of the Victor Co. In making
the rounds of the territory, the sales organiza-

tion is receiving good orders as well as reports

of the benefits in dollars and cents which have

resulted from the exploitation by radio. The
Weymann Co. is circularizing the trade on the

artists as they broadcast and has on hand ready

for shipment records for all needs. It is also

advising and helping the dealers of these artists

in their windows and in order to reap full bene-

fit of the radio advertising promoted the various

methods of attracting attention to the records.

The Weymann Victor wholesale department, un-

der the management of Charles W. Bahl, is en-

joying a very good demand for the combination

Victrola and the Freed-Eisemann and Federal,

5 Tube Radio panels.

Arthur H. Rhinow Convalescent

Following several weeks of illness which ton-

fined him to his home in Newark, N. J., Arthur

H. Rhinow, of the Girard Phonograph Co., lo-

cal distributor of the Edison, is expected to be

able to return to his desk by the latter part of

February. The Girard Co. is making rapid

progress with the sales of various radio sets

which it has recently taken over for local dis-

tribution, among them the Magnavox and the

De Forest radio, the newest of the latter models,

D17-A, D17-L and D17-M, having been added

during the month. These are being distributed

in eastern Pennsylvania and in southern New
Jersey. The large Philadelphia department

stores of Wanamaker's, Lits, and Snellenburg

have installed these sets.

Combines "Talker" and Radio Depts.

The Litdwig Piano Co. has added to its talk-

ing machine section a complete radio division

with the Freed-Eisemann, De Forest, Fada and

the Gilfillan neutrodyne. Charles O. Ludeke is

in charge of the latter department.

is being- used by thousands of Dealers, Music Stores and Furniture
Houses everywhere as a positive guide to more profitable buying
of the kind of radio that is in greatest demand, today.

Our financial strength, responsibility and SAME DAY shipping serv-
ice will help you to "grow with us."

As we are the largest exclusively wholesale radio organization in
the East, our tremendous stocks are representative of the best and
fastest selling lines, indicated by this partial list of national manu-
facturers :

A-C Dayton Sets
Howard Neutrodyne
Allen-Bradley Products
Freshman Products
Hammarlund Condensers
NaAld Products
Cltradyne Kits
Rrandes
Cardwell Condensers
Cutler-Hammer
General Radio

Consult] us first
and save on your
next order, or the
stocking of your
new store.

Erla
Towers' Scientific Headsets
Acme Products
Western Electric
Kodel Sets
Homechargers
Shamrock and Harkness Prod-

ucts
Amperites
Xhorola Speakers
Jewell & Weston Meters

Your name on
our mailing list

will keep you
posted and prove
a valuable asset.

TRILLING & MONTAGUE |^* DISTRIBUTORS^

Write Today.

TRILLING & MONTAGUE
Exclusively Wholesale Radio Merchandisers

49 North 7th Street Philadelphia, Pa.

"CZrnu, With TT*»
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Atwater Kent Poster Gam- Important Addition to

paign Proves Successful Sonora Sales Organization

Billboard Campaign Attracts All Passers-by— L. O. Coulter Made Assistant to F. V. Good-
This Form of Publicity Proves So Effective

It Will Be Continued Beyond Time Planned

man, Sales Manager of the Sonora Phono-
graph Co., Inc.—Widely Experienced

Through the extensive billboard campaign The Sonora Phonograph Co. has recently

conducted by the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., Phil- added L. O. Coulter to its sales organization.

assistant to the sales and advertising manager
of the Outing Shoe Co. or Brockton, Haverhill

and Boston, from which concern he joined the

New York office of the H. K. McCann Co. in

1919. For the past three years he has been en-

gaged in commercial research and newspaper
work abroad.

Mr. Coulter will act as assistant to F. V.
Goodman, sales manager, and will have charge
of a new department designed particularly to

aid the district sales managers and distributors

by supplying them with all information regard-

ing advance plans of the Sonora Co. and the

proper handling of their territories. This step,

it is hoped, will bring all sales channels into

closer alignment with Sonora's progressive pol-

icies.

Columbia Go. Announces
Increased Record Discount

Several of the Artistic Atwater Kent Billboards Which Are Attracting Attention

adelphia, Pa., the Atwater Kent name and prod-

uct is to be seen by the train traveler, the mo-
tor tourist and the pedestrian in the larger cit-

ies. This form of publicity, which was tried out

a number of months ago, is proving so success-

ful that its period of appearance has been ex-

tended far beyond the time originally planned.

The Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., in this billboard

campaign, has used posters that have not only

been particularly artistic but from the stand-

point of advertising psychology have been cor-

rect. Besides being produced in colors that

would attract the eye, care has been exercised

not to include too much reading matter in the

posters. The policy has been merely to feature

the name and the product.

In a bulletin addressed to Atwater Kent,

wholesalers, it was announced that the outdoor

posters illustrated herewith would appear dur-

ing February, March and April. The appear-

ances of these posters are co-ordinated over the

entire country, poster R-3 was shown until Feb-

ruary 15; R-4 from February 1 to March 15;

R-5 from March 1 to April 1 and poster LS-2
from February 1 to May 1. The Atwater Kent
Mfg. Co. is supplying these posters without

charge to its distributors or dealers.

O. W. Ray in Important

Aeolian Go. Position

Former Head of Record Department to Look
After Distribution of the Radio Products
Being Featured by the Aeolian Co.

O. W. Ray, formerly in charge of the whole-

sale Vocalion record division of the Aeolian

Co., has been appointed general manager of

the wholesale radio division, which holds dis-

tributing franchises for the R. C. A. prod-

ucts, as well as Thompson receiving sets and
way for expanding this phase of the business.

Mr. Ray is widely known in the talking

machine industry and has had wide experience

in both the wholesale and retail field, and par-

ticularly in handling national distribution. He
has already taken up his new duties and is de-

veloping an aggressive sales organization.

Freight Increase Postponed

Washington, D. C, February 10.—The Inter-

state. Commerce Commission has ordered the

new classifications and increased rates on inter-

state shipments of combination phonograph and
radio instruments and of radio sets, which were
to have gone into effect to-day, postponed until

June 10.

Although new to the music field, Mr. Coulter

comes to the company with a varied merchan-
dising experience. For some time he acted as

Columbia dealers were advised by.W. C. A.

Fuhri, vice-president and general sales manager
of the Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc., that

effective immediately an increased discount on
Columbia records was in effect. Mr. Fuhri
stated that it is the company's policy to pass on
to its dealers every possible benefit and op-

portunity for increasing their profit on the sale

of Columbia merchandise. The increased dis-

count does not affect the 10 per cent Columbia
return privilege, which will continue.

THE WIDE AWAKE MERCHANDISER IS ALWAYS LOOKING FOR SOMETHING NEW
THERE IS A BIG DEMAND—FOR THE

O N O M (j
-pats-

QUICK
PROFITS

FOR

DEALERS

Pend.

IS

PROVING
PROFITABLE

ADDITION TO THE

DISTRIBUTOR'S
AND JOBBER'S LINE

THE

PHONOMUTE

LEE MANUFACTURING

SALES CO.

ST. CLAIR
MICH.

DEALERS
THAT NOW HAVE
THIS FAST SELLING
ARTICLE ALL SAY IT

IS A WINNER

MAKES MUSIC LOUD OR SOFT INSTANTLY WITHOUT CHANGING NEEDLES
CAN BE USED ALSO AS A MUTE FOR VIOLINS, BANJOS AND LIKE INSTRUMENTS

This attractive three color display card sells them without efiort

WE INVITE COR-
RESPONDENCE
FROM WELL
ESTABLISHED
ORGANIZATIONS
TO ACT AS OUR
REPRESENTATIVES
IN EXCLUSIVE
TERRITORIES
WHO CAN PRO-
DUCE LARGE
VOLUME SALES
WHICH WILL
PROVE VERY
PROFITABLE

MAKES OLD RECORDS SOUND LIKE NEW

MUSIC LOUD OR SOFT INSTANTLY

YOUR FIRST CARD
WILL PROVE IT TO

YOU

WE FURNISH WITH-
OUT CHARGE AD-
VERTISING POSTERS
AND LITERATURE
WITH EVERY ORDER
WHICH COUPLED
WITH THE DISPLAY
CARD CREATES AN
IMMEDIATE DEMAND

A CARD IN THE DEALER'S WINDOW BRINGS NEW CUSTOMERS IN THE STORE
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Bel Canto Go. Plans a
Large 1925 Production

New Cabinet Model Speaker Now Being Dis-

tributed—Extensive Advertising Campaign

—

To Market Other New Products Soon

The Bel Canto Radio & Tel. Equipment Co.,

Inc., New York City, a pioneer manufacturer of

loud speakers, is now forwarding to the trade a

new cabinet model speaker in which are embodied

some exclusive patented features. The cabinet in-

closes a reed amplifying horn which is built in

the cabinet in a manner that gives the ampli-

fying chamber added length and increased vol-

ume of tone. It has a two-tone fabrikoid case

with a grill work face.

According to Duryea Bensel, president and

SHELTON ELECTRIC CO.,

THE SHELTON
Electric Motor
The "Simplicity" electrifies Victor,

Edison and Columbia phonographs
by simply taking off winding handle
and placing motor against turn-

table. Automatic switch in motor
operated when the turntable is

started or stopped. Operating on
AC or DC current of 110 volts.

Specify type of current when
ordering.

THOMPSON AND MANLEY STREETS
LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.

ties. At the request of the War Department tubes. It also has an automatic calibrating

and Signal Corps of the United States Army, device and a collapsible aerial which is set up
samples of these new head sets have already and put in use without the aid of screws or
been forwarded to Washington, D. C, for both bolts, very important advantages.

Duryea Bensel

chief engineer of the Bel Canto Co., the new

cabinet speaker is only one of a series of prod-

ucts of his company which will be widely ad-

vertised during the coming year.

In the late Fall the first announcement of a

new head set manufactured by this organization

was made. This head set, weighing five and a

half ounces, thinner than the average watch,

can be placed over the ears without the aid of

a head band. Despite its size it produces the

normal volume of tone and pure musical quali-

Showing the New Bel Canto Head Set

telephone and radio use. In fact, some public

demonstrations of these head sets in use with

the telephone have already been given, and the

results have been satisfactory. The chief postal

inspector for the British government is also

experimenting with samples of these new re-

ceivers for telephone use.

Other products which are shortly to be an-

nounced by the Bel Canto Co. are the "Hur-cu-

lean," a new socket with a contact so strong

that the receiving set can be lifted up by the

in Use and a View of the Complete Set

Owing to the plans for exceptionally large

production on all of its products, the Bel Canto

Co. will be enabled to market its goods at pop-

ular prices.

Patented
June 17, 1924

Pacent AutoPlug
the patented
shock proof auto-
matic plug. Gen-
uine B a k el it e
case. Phone tips
attached or de-
tached instantly.
Price $.75

Pacent Jackset—a deluxe
accessory for accommo-
dating 3 pairs of head-
phones. Comes equipped
with 18 in. cord and plug.

Retail price, $1.60

If you sell

Radio Sets
If you sell radio sets you want them to stay sold.

That's where Pacent Radio Essentials will help

you.

The successful operation of any radio set depends
to a large degree upon its accessories. Plugs,

headphones, etc.—each contribute, according to

their quality, to the final results.

There's no doubt about the quality of Pacent
Radio Essentials. Used in the construction of

over 45 nationally advertised radio sets, they are

known for best results under all conditions.

Make them a part of every set sale—they will

build "good will" for you.

PACENT ELECTRIC COMPANY, Inc.

91 Seventh. Avenue, New York City

Washington Minneapolis Boston San Francisco
Chicago Birmingham Philadelphia St. Louis

Buffalo Jacksonville Detroit

Pacent
RADIO ESSENTIALS

Pfanstiehl Distributor

Plans Sales Campaign

The International Clearing House of New
York, Inc., 762 Broadway, New York, sole dis-

tributor of the Pfanstiehl radio receiver for

eastern New York, eastern Pennsylvania, New
Jersey and thi. entire New England territory, is

inaugurating, in conjunction with the Pfanstiehl

Radio Co., Chicago, an intensive advertising and

sales campaign. Advertisements will appear in

the Saturday Evening Post and several of the

nationally circulated radio magazines, as well

as in the newspapers of the larger buying cen-

ters. A branch office of the International Clear-

ing House has been opened at 12 West street,

Boston.

W. A. Hanft, manager of the Pfanstiehl di-

vision of the company, recently returned from

a trip to the Pfanstiehl plants at Chicago and

Waukegan, Hi., where plans were completed for

the sales drive and the designs for new models

were agreed upon.

DONT IMPROVISE - PACENTIZE'

Day-Fan Demand Growing

The Dayton Fan & Motor Co., Dayton, O.,

manufacturer of the Day-Fan receiving sets, is

well represented in the stocks of retailers in the

Eastern part of the country where the Day-Fan

OEM-7 and Dayola are proving most popular.

The sturdy construction of these products and

artistic cabinet work and simplicity of operation

have all tended to give this quality product a fea-

tured place in dealer demonstrating rooms.

The sales department of the Dayton Fan &
Motor Co. was quite pleased recently with the

news that Franklin Simon, one of the large de-

partment stores in New York City, had equip-

ped its chauffeurs' lounging room with a Day-
Fan radio receiving set, where daily it delights.
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JOS. W. JONES, inventor and manufacturer of world reputation, has to his credit over 300
patents granted hy the U. S. Patent Office. Inventor of basic process under which all talking

machine disc records are made, and is also inventor of Jones Speedometer, Jones Taximeter,

Jones Victometer or Aeroplane Tachometer, etc. He has brought his inventive genius, and
his vast experience as a precision instrument manufacturer, to bear on the problems of radio

receiving sets. Following is his message to the music trade:—

A Big Vital Message
From Jos. W. Jones to the Music Trade

Announcing the New Standardized

Jones Radio Receiving Set

"T HAS ALWAYS BEEN MY POLICY to do what I know most about. Being

a precision instrument and parts engineer and manufacturer, my interest

in radio turned as naturally as the needle to the north, to the designing

and production of Precision Parts for radio receiving sets.

With the net result that the radio parts that I have been turning out for

some time past, are properly acknowledged as Precision Parts.

It is a law of radio as of most other things

that the whole is only as effective as its

parts—that a chain is no stronger than its

weakest link - that a radio receiving set is only

as good as its parts.

Amateur radio fans have been willing to

pay somewhat more for these Precision Parts

because they give the most amazing and
satisfactory results.

That is why I decided to make, and am now
ready to deliver, just what the public wants—a radio receiving set that is standardized,

efficient ,
uniformly dependable, mechanically per-

fect, and easy to operate.

A leopard can no more change his spots

than I can change from my manufacturing

habits of a life-time — the designing and
production ofmechanisms, instruments,and
parts which are mechanically as nearly per-

fect as is humanly possible.

In designing and producing the new stand-

ardized Jones Radio Receiving Sets, I have
made no attempt to do anything revolu-

tionary in circuits, but I have produced a

radio mechanism made of Precision Parts and
put together by precision radio engineers

—

a set that will give the maximum of clear-

ness, selectivity, and distance.

And just because I know the ways of quantity production and the econo-

mies that can thus he effeded, the Jones Radio Receiving Sets will

he put on the market at prices that will he a surprise for moderation.

President

Jos. W. Jones Radio Mfg. Co., inc.

40-46 West 25th Street, New York
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A YEAR AH EAD

(hnaiing Simplicity
QJte SetThat IsAlreadyLogged

CAN you imagine anything more simple—more practical—than a

radio set with all the dial settings exactly identical for any sta-

tion—regardless of where you live or what antenna you use?

The entire DAY-FAN line, comprising six models ranging in price

from $90 to $285, is distinguished by this feature.

APPEARANCE. Every DAY-FAN set is a splendid example of the cabinet

maker's art. Made of the finest materials, they have a finish and design which
harmonize with the surroundings of the most tastefully furnished homes.

VALUE. In everything that you want—long range, selectivity, purity of tone,

volume—there is no greater value.

PERFORMANCE. The age of technical discussion and experimenting in

radio is past. Today a set must do certain definite things. You may want
entertainment, business information, or an educational program. Whatever
your desires, a DAY-FAN will get it for you, quickly and easily.

Sold by Leading Radio Dealers Almost Everywhere

The Dayton Fan & Motor Co.
Dayton, Ohio

Manufacturers of High-Grade Electrical Apparatus for 36 years.

»an& other
models

R. H. Meade Appointed
Ad. Manager of Adler Go.

Well-known Executive of the Trade Assumed
New Duties as Ad Manager and Sales Pro-
motion Manager on February 1

Lambert Friedl, vice-president and general

sales manager of the Adler Manufacturing Co.,

producer of the Adler-Royal line of phono-
graphs, radio-phonograph combinations, neutro-

dyne radio sets and radio speakers, announces
the appointment of R. H. Meade as advertising

and sales promotion manager of that concern.

Mr. Meade commenced his new duties on Feb-
ruary 1. The addition of Mr. Meade to the

sales and advertising force of the Adler Co. is

indicative of the progress which has been evi-

denced by this concern ever since its entry

into the phonograph and radio fields only one
year ago. In making the announcement of the

acquisition of Mr. Meade Mr. Friedl states as

follows

:

"With the enfranchising of a large and ever-

increasing number of dealers and with the es-

tablishment of a national district representative

organization, it is high time that an advertising

and sales promotion department be inaugurated

under an efficient and capable executive who
knows and thoroughly appreciates the needs
and requirements of the phonograph and radio

Ralph H. Meade
dealer, and who has had a comprehensive back-
ground of experience in the advertising and
sales promotion problems peculiar to these two
industries.

"In casting about for an executive having
these qualifications we were extremely fortu-

nate in obtaining the services of Mr. Meade, who
has behind him a splendid record of results ob-

tained while with the Sonora Phonograph Co.

I believe that the Adler Manufacturing Co., as

well as its district representatives and dealers,

can be congratulated on the securing of Mr.
Meade to wck with them, and I likewise ven-
ture the prediction that all concerned will bene-

fit by his acquisition."

Mr. Meade has already launched several ac-

tivities looking toward the establishment of a

most effective service to Adler-Royal dealers

and has many more plans in prospect which are

sure to be welcomed and will make the Adler-

Royal franchise even more valuable than be-

fore.

Commerford Go. Moves
From Gotham to Brooklyn

The Commerford Co., formerly of 106 East

Nineteenth street, New York City, has moved
to 446 Adelphi street, Brooklyn, N. Y. This

concern makes a specialty of dealer name de-

calcomanias particularly for use with the sale of

radio receivers, talking machines, pianos and
other products. The company is able to fur-

nish the retailers with these decalcomanias in

small lots and many members of the trade are

finding this a splendid method of keeping their

names before consumers. Particularly has this

proved good advertising in the sale of radio

sets.
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F. T. Nutze, Eagle Repre-
sentative, Visiting Trade

Well-known Talking Machine Man Renews
Friendships in Demonstrating Eagle Sets

Frank T. Nutze, special representative for the

Eagle Radio Co., 16 Boyden Place, Newark,
N. J., has in recent weeks been touring the

country meeting many of his old friends in the

ciated with the Florey Bros. Piano Co. and
later was vice-president and sales manager of

Stephenson, Inc., manufacturer of the Stephen-
son talking machine motor.

Besides visiting the trade, Mr. Nutze has
covered most of the big radio exhibitions, where
he has given public demonstrations of an Eagle
receiver in action upside down. This, together

with the programs received while the set was
in this position, has made the Eagle exhibits

one of the events of the radio shows.

Isham Jones and Ray Miller

Orchestra Make a Record
Brunswick Artists, With Isham Jones Acting

as Guest Conductor of Ray Miller Orchestra,

Make Record Together

The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. an-

nounced recently an innovation in dance record-

ing, whereby Isham Jones, famous orchestra

A. J. Slap, General Manager
National Airphone Corp.

Succeeds Samuel H. Silverman, Resigned

—

Pioneer in Radio Industry

Announcement was recently made by Sol J.

Van Wezel, treasurer of the National Airphone
Corp., New York, that Albert J. Slap has been
appointed general manager of the company suc-

ceeding Samuel H. Silverman who resigned re-

cently. Mr. Slap is a pioneer in the radio in-

dustry and is well known throughout the coun-

try, having been connected with the Amsco Pro-

ducts Co. and the Big Three Radio Corp.

Adler Exhibit Prominent
at Colorado Radio Show

Frank T. Nutze

talking machine and electrical fields. Besides

being one of the pioneer radio enthusiasts, Mr.

Nutze can also be designated as a pioneer in

the piano industry and an active figure in the

talking machine field. Years ago he was asso-

Denver, Col., February 6.—One of the out-

standing exhibits at the first annual Colorado

Radio Show, held at the City Auditorium re-

cently in conjunction with the Colorado Indus-

trial exposition, was that of the Adler Mfg. Co.,

manufacturer of the Royal phonograph, Adler

Royal neutrodyne, Royal combination unit, and
the Adler Royal loud speaker. A complete

display of the company's products was shown
under the direction of the Royal Sales Co., dis-

tributor for Adler products in the Mountain
States, which include Colorado, New Mexico,

Utah and Wyoming.

Isham Jones
leader and exclusive Brunswick artist, recorded

his latest compositions, "I'll See You In My
Dreams" and "Why Couldn't It Be Poor Little

Me," with the Ray Miller Orchestra, Mr. Jones
appearing during the recording as the guest

conductor. Isham Jones is recognized today as

one of the country's foremost composers, and
when he was ready to release his two newest
hits for the Brunswick library he requested the

Brunswick recording executives to arrange for

Ray Miller's Orchestra, an exclusive Brunswick
organization, to make the records. Mr. Miller

asked Mr. Jones to act as guest conductor, and
the records reflect the skill of these artists.

WELCOME
Stewart - Warner

The entry of Stewart -Warner into radio is a compli-

ment to the radio industry and its possibilities.

We welcome such an example of success from another

field of manufacture and merchandising. Inevitably, the

radio industry will be quickened to higher activity and

increased development.

We ourselves are selfish about it, because the new
Stewart-Warner Custombilt receivers incorporate Erla

Audio Transformers, Erla Variable Condensers, Erla Rheo-

stats and Erla Potentiometers.

ELECTRICAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES, Chicago

7
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The men behind the

ABLER'

NATHAN P. BLOOM
Secretary

Louisville, Ky.

S. W. LUKAS,
881 Broadway,
New York City

LAMBERT FRIEDL
Vice-Pres. and Gen. Man.
881 Broadway, New York City

J. M. ERVIN,
4900 Euclid Ave.,

Cleveland, O.

W. L. SPRAGUE,
39 S. 8th St.,

Minneapolis, Minn.

W. I. BRUNNER,
881 Broadway,
New York City

R. HARRIS,
1015 Chestnut St..

Philadelphia, Pa.

W. L. COHN,
1319 Young St.,

Dallas, Tex.

W. A. CARROLL,
5102 Brainson Building,

Buffalo, N. Y.

M. MARKS,
2215 Pine St.,

St. Louis, Mo.

E. BLIMKE,
532 Republic Bldg.,

Chicago, 111.

H. N. BUCKLEY,
Louisville, Ky.

RAY REILLY,
532 Republic Bldg.,

Chicago, 111.

M. M. BLACKMAN,
17 E. 14th St.,

Kansas City, Mo.

S. E. LIND,
2765 W. Fort St.,

Detroit, Mich.

J. PHILLIPS,
313 California Building
Denver. Colo.

e. h. McCarthy,
218 Tremont St.,

Boston, Mass.
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FRANCHI
'HpHESE are the men whose connection with the
** Adler-Royal line and whose close cooperation

with you makes the Adler-Royal franchise the

most valuable development in phonograph and
radio merchandising. These men are aggressive.

Through their untiring efforts the Adler-Royal

line had become an outstanding leader in the great

phonograph and radio industry.

What does this Adler-Royal franchise mean to

you? First of all it means the personal backing

of these men who have already succeeded in the

music field. Your success means their success.

The Adler-Royal franchise protects you from ir-

responsible and unfair competition. From a single

responsible manufacturer you receive a complete

line of phonographs, radio sets, combination

phonographs and radios and loud speakers. They
are all merchandised under the Adler-Royal name
—one that stands for fair play and successful

merchandising. The Adler-Royal franchise is

your bond of business success.

Your customers will be quick to appreciate what

the Adler-Royal franchise means to them. In

our advertising we say, "The dealer from whom
you buy your phonograph and radio set is just as

important as what you buy." Because you have the

Adler-Royal franchise your customers will expect

absolute fairness of treatment and highest quality

in their instruments.

We are offering you a great opportunity to get

in step with leaders in the phonograph and radio

field. It's worth your while to learn the details

about a franchise that considers your interests

first. We know your success with Adler-Royal

will make ours. Write us.

ADLER-ROYAL
Phonograph and Radio

ADLER MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Inc.

General Sales Office:

Dept. G 2, 881 Broadway, New York City

Factories

:

Louisville, Ky.

Royal Elizabethan—Model 50.

Combination Royal Phonograph
and Adler-Royal Neutrodyne.
Cabinets in either walnut or
mahogany.

Floor Type No. 1 Elizabethan.
This type is made in two mod-
els for either wet "A" batteries
or for dry cells. Five tubes.
Cabinets either walnut or ma-
hogany. All batteries fit into
cabinet, thus eliminating ex-
posed batteries and battery
wires.

Mm

Table Type No. 199. Used with
dry cells instead of wet "A"
batteries. All batteries con-
cealed in cabinet. Five tubes
(199). Cabinets either walnut
or mahogany.

Adler-Royal Radio Speaker.
Mahogany or duo-tone walnut.

Licensed bymmm
Other Patents Pending.
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Electrical Research Labs.

Enter Phonograph Field

Makers of Erla Radio Parts Announce Line

of Phonograph Panels

In the last issue of the Talking Machine

World, the Electrical Research Laboratories, of

Chicago, manufacturers and international dis-

tributors of radio apparatus, announced a sales

and manufacturing program vitally affecting the

music dealers of the country.

During the last few years the music trade has

witnessed with a great deal of trepidation the

invasion of their market by radio dealers, and

unless the music dealer wished to establish a

department that was in reality an unrelated

business, he was forced to watch customers

that he considered legitimately his turning to

the door of his new rival.

Electrical Research Laboratories are making

a strong bid for first place in the undeveloped

music-store market by establishing a separate

organization, to be known as the Pearson Di-

vision, whose efforts will be concentrated on

the phonograph and musical field, and who will

have a complete line of radio receivers specially

designed and built for this trade.

The first announcement of these plans of the

Electrical Research Laboratories was made
under the name of "Angelus Division" but it

has since been decided that the new organiza-

tion shall be known as the Pearson Division,

honoring Geo. A. Pearson, founder and presi-

dent of the parent organization.

The Electrical Research Laboratories, pio-

neers in the radio industry, originators of one

of the most popular circuits in use to-day, and

manufacturers of a complete line of radio parts

of accepted excellence, are fitted to an unusual

degree to make this contact with the musical

trade.

Of greatest interest to the music dealer is the

announcement of a complete line of radio

panels for phonograph installation. These are

complete receivers built on panels of the proper

sizes to fit into console models of all popular

phonographs, and are to be supplied in both

four and five-tube sizes. All models are of

most advanced design, and may be depended on

for unusual range, volume, selectivity, and tone

quality. Controls have been simplified as far

as possible, and the entire receiver has been

made as dependable and fool-proof as the aver-

age automobile.

The announcement of Pearson panels opens

to the music dealer an unprecedented opportun-

ity to turn the popular interest in radio to his

own profit, and for the first time a plan is of-

fered whereby the two businesses may be ope-

rated as one unit, each stimulating the other

rather than opposing it.

When a family decides that it wants either

a radio or a phonograph, but cannot have both,

the music dealer has usually lost the sale to the

radio store. The Pearson dealer can now offer

both so attractively combined that the sale is

practically assured from the start, and he has

this field without competition.

Another and somewhat similar problem has

arisen in the case of the family which already

has a console phonograph, but has not yet

bought a radio. Here the music dealer has a

fertile field for profit that would otherwise be

closed to him, and his advantage under the new

plan will again be so great that he will feel no

competition.

First of all, he is already familiar with the

prospect through his contact during the sale of

the phonograph. He knows who the prospects

are and has an easy avenue of approach. Sec-

ondly, he can offer one of the best receivers on

the market at a very tempting price. The price

of a cabinet and of the loud speaker which must

usually be purchased offer an excellent argu-

ment in favor of a receiver which can be in-

stalled in the phonograph cabinet and use the

phonograph horn. Convenience and economy

of space offer a third strong sales argument.

Better Discounts on the

UDELL CONSOLOUD SPEAKER

A BEAUTIFUL Console Radio
Cabinet with built-in loud

speaker unit and horn—at a price

that opens a big new market for your

store. Possesses many novel features;

eliminates the unsightly portable horn;

priced for quick turn-over.

Volume sales and production enable

us to modify our former sliding

scale of discounts. Now we offer the

Consoloud Speaker, without chance

of confusion in any dealer's mind,

^^£?^«^£*r£\ at a straight 50% discount from the

ample knee space. list.

Complete illustrated folder gladly

mailed on request. Write for your

copy today!

THE UDELL WORKS, Inc.
28th at Barnes Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

In addition to these special panels the Pear-

son Five-Tube receiver will also be furnished

in a standard cabinet in two styles, selling at

prices that compel the interest and attention of

the prospect. A five-tube portable using dry-

cell tubes and a folding loop aerial completes a

quality line sold at a price eliminating compe-
tition.

Standard Radio Corp. Is

Rapidly Coming to Front

Standardyne Radio Set Has Several Features

Which Distinguish It From Other Receivers

One of the most rapidly growing manufactur-

ing organizations in the field of radio is the

Standard Radio Corp., of Worcester, Mass., or-

ganized a few months ago by Ben Fink, in asso-

ciation with Eugene Morse and Walter Rice,

both prominently known in Worcester indus-

trial life. This company has been responsible

for the manufacture of one of the popular five-

tube sets on the market—the Standardyne. The
Standard Radio Corp., in turning out this set,

which is of the tuned radio frequency variety,

has perfected a re-acted circuit, which it states

absolutely prevents the annoyance of oscillation.

Discussing the distinctive features of the

Standardyne, Mr. Fink, president of the com-
pany, said: "We have merchandised our set on
the basis of dependability and satisfaction, and
our jobbers and dealers tell us that we have

been successful in winning the confidence and
esteem of discriminating music lovers. The
great mass of radio fans are past the experi-

mental stage, and have become critical seek-

ers of the best medium for their entertainment

via radio. They demand selectivity, distance,

volume, lack of oscillation, and above all a rea-

sonable price. Apparently they have turned to

the Standardyne as embodying all these require-

ments."

Brandes Headsets Used
in Recent Movie Release

Talking machine and radio dealers who
handle the headphones manufactured by C.

Brandes, Inc., New York, are being urged

through the monthly organ of the company,

the Brandes Broadcast, to tie up with the First

National motion picture "The Lost World,"

when it appears in the theatres in their vicinity.

Radio plays a big part in this picture and
Brandes headsets are shown throughout the

film. Dealers can secure photographs of the

film artists using the headsets from the theatre

manager for window display and the company
will furnish publicity articles to those dealers

who wish to have same inserted in their local

papers.

Thos. A. Edison to Florida

Thomas A. Edison, the famous inventor, left

on February 3 for a vacation in Florida. This

trip is made in accordance with his annual cus-

tom, and this year he was accompanied by Mrs.

Edison, as usual, and also by his son, Theodore
Edison. He plans to spend several weeks in

the balmy atmosphere of the Peninsula State,

taking a well-deserved vacation.

Open a New Department

Canton, O., February 10.—Lee T. Lewis and

Earl C. Greenho, local furniture dealers, have

opened a new retail store at North Canton, and

among other departments have added talking

machines. This department is located on the

main floor of the store and will merchandise

a well-known make machine temporarily, later

taking on the local agency for a standard make
talking machine. Records also will be carried

by this progressive house. These two local

business men have built a large business.
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The Logical Price

for the Popular Record
With the tremendous increase in the DEMAND for dance and popular vocal records

has come the insistent DEMAND for lower prices. The life of these hits is compar-
atively short. The public shows less and less desire to spend 75c and 85c, or even 65c.

There have been various attempts at price reductions; prices have dropped from 85c to

as low as 35c.

The Happy Medium
The happy medium has proven to be the 50c price. Two records for $1.00 seems
about the price that the average person wants to pay. From the standpoint of the job-

ber and dealer, it is a logical price because it assures, first, turnover, and second, a sub-

stantial profit.

Lower Price Not Good Business
A retail price lower than 50c is not logical from the profit standpoint. It is not a good
business proposition—it doesn't carry a sufficient margin—the amount of profit does not

permit the jobber handling it and it does no more than cover expenses for the dealer.

Real Profits for the Jobber and Dealer
You, Mr. Jobber, can make a profit and render the kind of service that builds business

on the EMERSON 50c RECORD. It is the representative leader and the pioneer in the

field.

Organization with Millions behind the Emerson 50c Record

You, Mr. Jobber, are protected—you are assured of cooperation and you are assured of

a record that is the equal of any, regardless of price. Behind the EMERSON 50c

RECORD today is a concern of the highest financial rating of 50 years standing—the

Scranton Button Works, of Scranton, Pa. Their investment alone in their two record

plants, which are complete in every detail, is upward of $1,000,000.

Emerson Records on the Market for 10 Years
Scranton Button Works are thoroughly experienced in record making. They have been

manufacturing EMERSON RECORDS for more than 10 years.

Over 100,000,000 Have Been Manufactured and Sold to Date

You are not taking any chances when you handle the EMERSON 50c RECORD. You
and your dealers are assured of a substantial profit, of the best quality records and "Hits

when they are Hits."

There are a few franchises still open in exclusive territories. Write for particulars

at once.

Dealers : Write us for your nearest distributor's address—you, too, will want to make the profits that are in these

nationally known EMERSON RECORDS.

Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corporation
Sole Sales Agents for Emerson Records throughout the world

307-9 SIXTH AVENUE - - NEW YORK CITY

^Emersom
Records and
Phonographs

Comprehensive
Catalogues

By NOTED ARTISTS

POPULAR SONGS
LATEST DANCES

COMEDY—NOVELTY

—

RACE
HAWAIIAN
STANDARD
OPERATIC
SACRED
IRISH

RUSSIAN
ITALIAN
JEWISH
GERMAN
POLISH

All the big hits out

when they are hits!

Over 100,000,000 Emer-
son Records have been
sold. Everybody knows
them—everybody wants
them. The only nation-

ally advertised standard

record with an estab-

lished and permanent
retail price of

50c
When you handle Emer-
son Records you have
back of you the famous
Emerson selling co-

operation and the great-

est modern popular
priced record catalogue,

carrying both standard

and popular numbers
and a representative
foreign catalogue in

many languages by
prominent artists.
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New DeForest Product

Introduced at Dinner

Anti-Radiation Device Makes Official Debut

—

Roy A. Weagant Presided—DeForest Exec-

utives Present

The DeForest Radio Co. was the host at a

very enjoyable dinner given last week at

Browne's Chop House, New York, to introduce

officially the DeForest anti-radiation device

which has attracted wide attention in the radio

industry. Roy A. Weagant, vice-president and

chief engineer of the DeForest Radio Co., pre-

sided at the dinner, which was attended by a

idea of the technical features of this anti-ra-

diation device.

The drawing herewith illustrates the necessary connec-

tions for attaching this device to an ordinary single cir-

cuit regenerative set having one stage of audio frequency

amplification. It consists of:

A choke coil A in series with the telephones and plate

circuit of the audio frequency amplifier 2.

A small condenser B, which connects the plate of the

audio frequency tube to the grid of the regenerative tube.

The antenna connection, instead of going to the usual

place for this type of circuit, is connected at point C to

the grid of the audio frequency tube.

The balance of the circuit shown is the ordinary ar-

rangement of this sort.

The operation is as follows:

Signal emf is impressed upon the grid of the audio

frequency tube which then acts as a radio frequency

amplifier, resulting in radio

DeForest Banquet at Which Anti-Radiation Device Made Bow

number of the DeForest executives, including

Wm. H. Ingersoll, vice-president and sales di-

rector. The members of the press also attended

the dinner and were greatly pleased with the

distinctive features of this radiation device. The

frequency variations in the

plate current of the au-

dio frequency tube. The
insertion of the choke

coil A results in the de-

velopment of radio fre-

quency potentials which

are impressed on the grid

of the regenerative tube

through the small con-

denser B. Due to the

fact that the condenser

B is very small and the

capacity between the

grid and plate of the

audio tube is very small

when the regenerative

tube oscillates, -a negligi-

ble amount of radio fre-

quency goes out of the

antenna, with the result

that no disturbance is produced on neighboring antennae.

The overall result on the received signal is a material in-

crease in selectivity and in general no loss of efficiency.

When storage battery tubes are used, such as the DeFor-

est DV-2, there is often an increase in efficiency. The
function of the choke coil A being to develop an emf over

a considerable range of wave length, it is desirable to make
this of several sections having natural periods, say of 300

meters and 450 meters; the more sections that are used

the more uniformly will the efficiency be held over the

range of broadcasting wave-lengths.

From this diagram and description the manner in which
this may be attached to any regenerative circuit will be

readily apparent and it may be said that it will apply to

any set which contains two or more tubes.

device was demonstrated to excellent advantage

and the accompanying illustration, together

with the following description, will give some

J. G. Hook Buys Control

Beloit, Wis., February 6.—J. C. Hook has just

purchased control of the business of the Hook
Bros. Piano Co., of this city, and will person-

ally manage the store in the future. The name
has been changed to Hook's Music Store, and
the concern will handle a more complete line

of pianos, phonographs, etc.

MULTIPLE ELECTRIC
PRODUCTS CO., Inc.

365 Ogden St., Newark, N.J.
(Dept. W.)

New York Philadelphia
Boston Baltimore Detroit

Pittsburgh Chicago
St. Louis San Francisco

Marconi Wireless 1'elegrafh Co.

tf Canada, Ltd.
Soli Canadian Distributors

TRADE MARK

RADIO REPRODUCTION

speaker
The ATLAS Unit with

adjustment and com-
pound diaphragm

—the heart of the

ATLAS Speaker.

"It gives the best

that's in your set."

ATLAS Products are guaranteed

Favorite Co. Starts an
Educational Campaign

Carl Kronenberger, President, Says All Indica-

tions Point to Steadily Increasing Sales Vol-

ume of Talking Machines

Carl Kronenberger, president of the Favorite

Mfg. Co., New York City, recently remarked
to a representative of The World that the new
year as far as talking machine parts and acces-

sories are concerned has started off with a bet-

ter sales volume than the first month of 1924.

He gathers from this that there is a reawakened

Carl Kronenberger
interest in the talking machine and that the

period of inactivity during the late Summer and
Fall has passed. The sale of main springs,

tone arms and other such parts is an indication

that the talking machines in the homes are be-
ing put in order. Therefore, there is a resump-
tion in record sales.

It is Mr. Kronenberger's idea that a campaign
by retailers among talking machine owners with
the idea of seeing that all talking machines that

have been sold during the past decade are in

good working order would prove advantageous
to the trade and promote a more healthy situ-

ation in the record market. With this object in

view the Favorite Mfg. Co. has inaugurated an
educational campaign. If this idea were carried

out on a national scale undoubtedly thousands
of machines not in perfect order would be re-

ported to the repair market.

Important Additions to

Brunswick Sales Staff

Harry A. Beach, Eastern sales manager of

the phonograph division of the Brunswick-
Balke-Collender Co., New York, announced re-

cently several additions to the New York sales

organization, carrying out his plans for a par-

ticularly aggressive and intensive sales cam-
paign for the coming year. The new members
of the Brunswick staff include E. C. Leonard
and Walter D. Smith, both of whom have en-

joyed retail and wholesale experience. Mr.
Leonard was formerly identified with the sales

staff of the Pooley Co. and Mr. Smith was pre-
viously associated with the Mathushew Co.

R. W. Porter in Mid-West

R. W. Porter, sales manager of the R. E.

Thompson Mfg. Co., Jersey City, N. J., has
been visiting the trade for the past two weeks
throughout the Middle West territory. Mr.
Porter made his headquarters in Chicago and
has arranged plans for the furtherance of his

firm's products in the territory visited on a
wider scale than ever before. The Thompson
products, including the "Concert Grand" receiv-

ing set and Thompson loud speaker, have been
quite popular throughout the Middle West.
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Made of rigid metal heavily
nickeled. Fits standard phono-
gratis. Retail list, $7.50. Packed
in cartons of twelve, each unit
in gold embossed leatherette box.

That Same N & K Clearness
in a Phonograph Unit

M ANY radio set owners do not want to pay the price of a good speaker.

And they don't consider cheap speakers worth having.

Many of these owners are among your customers. You can please them,

and at the same time make excellent proht for yourself, by selling them N & K
Imported Phonograph Attachments.

For this N & K Phone Unit is unique. Attach it to the Yictrola or any

other good phonograph and it reproduces with a clear, mellow tone, such as few

speakers—except the N & K Imported Loudspeaker—have. It gives the equiva-

lent of a speaker of very highest quality. Can be attached instantly to Victrola

or other standard phonograph without screws or special attachment devices.

Neatly finished. Six-foot cord.

If you are not already carrying the X & K Imported Phonograph Attach-

ment let us send vou address of nearest N & K distributor.

PHONOGRAPH
UNIT

N&K
Imported Loudspeaker
Unique in the speaker field.

New in appearance, in principle
and in the wonderful mellow
clearness of its tone. Artistic

in appearance. Handsome fin-

ishes, harmonizing with artistic

homes. lA'A inches high. Re-
tail list, $27.50. Packed in

threes, each speaker in hand-
some display carton.

N &K Imported Phones
Famous for their clear, mellow
tone. Unusually comfortable
to wear. Generous length of
cord. Big popular seller. Re-
tail list, $8.50. In display car-

tons of ten.

TH. GOLDSGHMIDT CORPORATION, Dept T2, 15 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK
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Combination Talking Machine-Radio
Outfits Prove Winners in Salt Lake City

Popularity of Radio in Music Stores Is the Outstanding Feature of the Trade—Bright Industrial

Outlook Has Favorable Effect on Business in All Lines—News of the Month

Salt Lake City, Utah, February 3.—Bruns-

wick Radiolas and combinations put on the mar-
ket by the Victor, Columbia and other compa-
nies are selling much better than straight

phonographs. Charles R. Pyke, of the John El-

liot Clark Co., Victor distributor, said there

was a big demand for the fixing of radio equip-

ment on machines already in use. All of the

leading companies featuring straight radio are

selling a lot of it in addition to the combina-

tions. Radio, in short, is leading everything in

the music stores at this time. One reason for

so many citizens tuning in is the weekly sermon
which is being broadcast by the Mormon or

Latter-day Saints Church.

The industrial situation is good. All of the

essential industries of the State are in excellent

shape and the outlook is regarded as very good.

The Consolidated Music Co. has been at-

tracting big crowds during the past few weeks
by the broadcasting of band or orchestra con-

certs from its window on South Main street.

R. B. Quay, for 30 years a musical merchan-

dise salesman of this city, is dead at the age of

71. He had been with the Utah Music Co. for

the past 15 years.

Miss Geneve Swayze, well known in music

trade circles as a clerk, especially in connection

with the sale of phonographs, is now with the

Utah Music Cp.

The Daynes-Beebe Music Co. is consolidating

its radio and phonograph departments and this

will mean some remodeling in order to place

the enlarged department all on the main floor.

G. Todd Taylor will be in charge.

R. W. McMurray, an experienced musical in-

February IS, 1925

strument man' from Canada, has been made
manager of the local store of the Glen Bros.-

Roberts Piano Co.

Phil Heilbut, of the phonograph department
of the Bates Stores, Provo, has been installed

as commander of the American Legion.

Warner Stone, who operated a music house
on West Second South until a year or more ago,

has opened a music store on East Center street,

Provo.

The Columbia Music & Jewelry Co. of Provo,
is in the hands of a receiver.

The Beesley Music Co. is making some physi-

cal changes in its store following the fire which
damaged the building on Christmas Day. For
one thing, the window will be made larger.

de Gogorza and Ghemet
in Next Victor Broadcast

The artists scheduled to appear at the fourth
Victor radio concert are Emilio de Gogorza,
Spanish baritone, Renee Chemet, French violin-

ist, and the Victor Salon Orchestra under the
direction of Nathaniel Shilkret. The concert
will be broadcast from Station WEAF and will

be relayed through WJAR, Providence, R. I.;

WEEI, Boston; WFI, Philadelphia; WCAE,
Pittsburgh; WCAP, Washington; WDBH,
Worcester, Mass.; and WGR, Buffalo.

The selections to be broadcast include "Jap-
anese Sunset" "The World is Waiting for the

Sunrise" and "Marcheta," played by the Victor
Salon Orchestra; "Drink to Me Only With
Thine Eyes," an aria from "Faust," "Invictus,"

"Blue Bells of Scotland" and "La Paloma,"
sung by Emilio de Gogorza, and Mozart's
"Rondo," "Sonata in G Minor," Tartini, "Ador-
ation," Borowski, and "By the Waters of Min-
netonka," played by Mme. Chemet.

Stromberg-Carlson Markets
New Four Tube Panel Set

Rochester, N. Y., February 9.—The Stromberg-

Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co., of this city, man-
ufacturer of Stromberg-Carlson neutrodyne
products, has just placed on the market a four

tube neutrodyne panel for Victrolas. This
panel, which is dry cell operated, will retail at

$95, and Victor jobbers and dealers are evinc-

ing keen interest in its distinctive qualities. The
company will also have ready for the market
very shortly a loud speaker attachment, based
on the popular unit used in the Stromberg-Carl-
son loud speaker.

Dynamotive Assets Sold

By order of the District Court of the United
States for the Southern District of New York,

Chas. Shongood, U. S. auctioneer, sold by auc-

tion on Tuesday February 3 the -assets of the

Dynamotive Corp., bankrupt. These assets

were primarily of a tangible nature such as

Dynergy sets in stock, sets in process, parts,

tools, machinery, office equipment, etc. Intan-

gible assets such as the license agreement to

manufacture were not disposed of. The goods
were sold in single lots to individual bidders, of

whom there were a considerable number.

Edison Records by D. Herman

Among the releases by new artists included

in the February Edison list are two records by
Dave Herman and his orchestra. This popu-

lar dance organization plays at the Cinderella

Ballroom in New York. The first recordings

include, on one record, "Prince of Wails" and
"Nancy," and on the other, "Hot-Hot-Hotten-

tot," and "Somebody Like You."

Fire recently destroyed stock to the value of

$4,000 at the talking machine and radio store of

Milo G. McMillan, Reno, Nevada,, temporarily

halting business.

BUILT EXPRESSLY FOR RADIO USE

At Last!
the FUL-WAVE— a Battery Charger

Built for RADIO USE

Model

For radio "A" batteries. A. C. line, 1 10-

120 volts, 40 to 60 cycle. Battery "A"—

6

volts, 6-8 amperes.

Price 18

Model ««A-B

For Radio "A" and "B" batteries. A. C.

line, 110-120 volts, 40 to 60 cycle. Bat-

tery "A"—6 volts, 3-4 amperes. Battery

"i?"—100 volts, 1/10 ampere.

Price 22

At last a charger built for radio
use—at last the Ful-Wave, quiet
in operation, faithful in perform-
ance, simple, dependable. New
only in the sense that it is now
being offered to the public; for

years of exacting test have proven
its superior qualities.

You can choose between two
models. Each is outstandingly
superior to other radio battery
chargers now in use.

—because they are sealed at the fac-
tory and require no adjustments
or maintenance.

—because they operate without a
bulb—no water or chemicals to
add.

—because Model "A" charges "A"
batteries almost twice as fast as
other chargers.

—because with Model "A-B" you can
charge "A" and "B" storage bat-
teries at the same time.

—because Ful-Wave Battery Chargers
cannot blow fuses.

—because they are backed by the
manufacturer's full guarantee.

Liberty Electric Corporation
of New York

342 Madison Avenue

Makes use of
fullAC.Current
-not half of it

Music Trade Distributors

SILAS E. PEARSALL COMPANY
10 East 39th Street New York
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New Models—New Prices

National
Phonographs for 1925

We are pleased to announce, early

in the year, the new line of National

Phonographs.

Concentrating on three models, we

are able to offer the best value that

the market affords.

The reduced prices are the result of

carefully planning factory costs. The
quality still remains.

Every model is equipped for the in-

stallation of a radio panel.

These three models will make 1925

a big phonograph year for you.

Write today for full

information

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO.
3 West 29th St. New York

Factories : Canton, Pa.
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llllten the Oite

ybu Love,
Loves You*

CJJie ffeu) Waltz Ballad
So Successfully Suncj hu

K MORTON DOWNEY
Sk PAUL VHITEMAN WA/sOJU

Vnttea by Paul Vhi'tewiavi

Cliff Friend & AbelBaer

Zenith Executives and
Dealers at Chicago Meeting

Sales Meeting and Banquet Sponsored by Music
Trade Radio Corp. Well Attended

The accompanying illustration is indicative of

the good will that exists among Zenith jobbers

and their dealer clientele. Throughout the

and sales meeting sponsored by the Music

Trade Radio Corp., 328 North Michigan avenue,

Chicago, one of the most successful and pro-

gressive Zenith jobbers in the country. Zenith

dealers throughout the territory handled by this

jobber, as well as the engineering force of the

Zenith Corp. and the Zenith executives, attended

the dinner. Among the latter in attendance

were Eugene F. McDonald, Jr., president; S. I.

Marks, treasurer; N. A. Fegen, sales manager;

Zenith Executives and Dealers at Chicago Banquet
country there have been held during recent

months Zenith banquets and trade gatherings

at which the jobbers and dealers have become
acquainted with each other from a personal

standpoint as well as a business one. The gath-.

ering shown in the photograph is a banquet

H. H. Roemer, sales promotion manager, and
others. These trade dinners are being enthu-

siastically received by Zenith dealers every-

where, and are proving an important factor in

the phenomenal success of the Zenith Radio

Corp.

BOSCH
NOBATTRY
rT^ HE Bosch Nobattry is a device
A which enables anyone to obtain

from an electric light socket per-

fect and ample plate voltage for radio

vacuum tubes. It takes the place of

all "B" batteries and is decidedly

more efficient, reliable, convenient

and economical.

Do not confuse the Bosch Nobattry with

other "B" battery eliminators. It uses no
tubes, and is radically different in design

and construction. It is the perfect "elimina-

tor" which conservative radio users and
dealers have been waiting for.

DEALERS
Here's a radio device you can sell with

absolute confidence. It is of the same high
quality as all Bosch electrical units, and is

backed by the famous Bosch guarantee of

"satisfaction or your money back."

Don't delay—the demand is already enor-

mous. Live dealers who place their orders
immediately will get a big share of the

profits.

Wire today for sales proposition and dis-

counts. State whether you are a dealer or
jobber, and give references, to aid in quick
allocation of territories.

Type BAN—For alternating current. . S49.50

Type BDN—For direct current 30.00

American Bosch Magneto Corp., Springfield, Mass.

Important Brunswick
Dealer Accounts Closed

Eastern Phonograph Division of Brunswick Co.

Reports Many Dealers Have Added Line

During the past few months the Eastern

phonograph division of the Brunswick-Balke-

Collender Co., which is under the direction of

H. A. Beach, has been achieving phenomenal

success in the consummation of important

dealer accounts. The tremendous popularity of

the Brunswick- Radiola, coupled with the ever-

increasing demand for Brunswick records, has

made a powerful appeal to many prominent

phonograph dealers. Among the recent ac-

counts closed in New York territory are the

following: The Aeolian Co. at the following

locations: 11 Flatbush avenue, Brooklyn, N.

Y.; 367 East 149th street, New York City;

270 Fordham road, New York City; 29 West
Forty-second street, New York City; Music
Lover's Shop, Bank Building, Windsor Locks,

Harry A. Beach
Conn.; Charles Emdee, 350 Main street, Cats-

kill, N. Y.; Bain Bros. & Friedlberg, 59 Second
avenue, and Vim Electric Co., 66 Cortlandt

street, of New York City.

The Philadelphia branch closed in the past

two months the following new accounts: Peo-
ple's Music House, 109 South Third street,

Easton, Pa.; Riggins, Gaskill & Hunt, 101 East
Commerce street, Bridgeton, N. J.; J. C. Cake,

West Creek, N. J.; Jacob, Inc., 1501 German-
town avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.; Stern & Co., 712

Market street, Philadelphia, Pa.; M. E. Blatt

Co., Atlantic and South Carolina avenue, Atlan-

tic City, N. J.; Strawbridge & Clothier, Ninth
and Market streets, Philadelphia, Pa., and Rick-

ert's Jewelry Store, Center street, Ashland, Pa.

The Baltimore branch established the follow-

ing new accounts: Foy, Inc., 811 Seventeenth
street, Washington, D. C; Radio Sales Studio,

Inc., 1506 Connecticut avenue, Washington,
D. C, and Kranz-Smith Piano Co., Charles and
Fayette streets, Baltimore, Md.
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Help Us Help You
Mr. Victor Dealer

The Radio Industry was born almost overnight. It is here to stay—and

is now being tempered by time and experience. Constant research and increasing

competition among manufacturers, distributors and dealers, calls for constructive

policies to insure the building of permanent good will.

After careful research and much preparation, during which time we have

been training our organization in the art of radio, we have entered the Radio

Industry as wholesale distributors.

It will be our policy to make our well-known, slogan 'Blackmail and Dependa-

bility—One Suggests the Other," as applicable to radio as we laelieve it has been

to our Victor service. As far as radio development will make possible, we will

handle only products of the dependable type.

We will announce direct to our Victor dealers our present radio products.

Help Us Help You, Mr. Victor Dealer, by writing us a letfer in which you

set forth your experience with the radio products you have handled and sug-

gest what we, as a wholesale distributor of radio products, can do to help you.

The time has arrived, we believe, for the most dependable manufacturers,

wholesalers and retail dealers to make business connections and help stabilize

the Radio Industry.

Radio can be profitably combined with your Victor business. You can use

it to help sell Victrolas and records.

Our organization is now equipped to help Victor deal-

ers in the proper combination of Victor and Radio, so,

Help Us Help You, Mr. Victor Dealer, by giving us your

views as to what will constitute a product and a sales policy

which will build permanent good will for all concerned.

I. NEWCOMB BLACKMAN.
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Indications in Akron-Canton Territory
Presage Improvement in the Demand

Music Dealers to Be Represented at Forthcoming Radio Show—Earle Co. Opens Attractive New
Store— Spence Music Co. Completes Plans for Expansion—L. D. Newman Resigns—The News

Akron-Canton, O., February 7.—Unusual quiet

prevails in retail music store circles in the Ak-
ron-Canton district, the trade having experienc-

ed an exceptionally dull period since the holi-

days, and it seems there is no chance for a

pick-up before early March, even though indus-

trial conditions are much improved in compari-

son to those of six months ago. Dealers- are

hopeful: that March 1 will see a revival of the

talking machine merchandising. New models
are on hand and there is every reason to believe

that 1925 will return them a good profit. Prices

have been firm and collections considerably im-

proved, particularly in the past three months.
One interesting angle of the trade is the con-

tinued activity in radio sales. Dealers in this

section have all added radio, even the most
skeptical of them.

Albert E. Kolfleich, one of the most popular

talking machine and piano salesmen in the Ak-
ron district, lias joined the sales staff of the

Grand Piano Co., Akron. He has already as-

sumed his duties, it is announced.

Will Hold Radio Show
Music dealers of Akron will be well repre-

sented at the coming radio exhibit to be held

February 21 to 28 at Central Garage by Akron
radio dealers. A- committee headed by Robert
Eron, of the Goodrich Radio Sales Co., will be

in charge of the show, which will be the first

to be held in Akron. Broadcasting and recep-

tion apparatus and a varied line of radio exhib-

its will make up the exhibit. Leaders in the

radio industry, including the Radio Corp. of

America, will contribute to the display. Engi-

neers of the Willard Storage Battery Co., Cleve-

land, will be here in advance of the show to rig

up the broadcasting station.

Earle Co. Opens New Store

The Earle Furniture Co., New Philadelphia,

O., has opened its newly remodeled and en-

larged store and among enlarged departments
is the talking machine section, now located on
a balcony in the rear. This store merchandises

the Brunswick line. The record department
also is located in that part of the new store.

G. M. Earle is proprietor of the establishment.

Spence Music Co. to Expand
Plans have been completed for enlarging the

store of the Spence Music Co., at 21 North
Fourth Street, Zanesville. This concern recent-

ly acquired a lease on a large storeroom in the

rear of the main building, which it will convert

into a part of its store. Alterations to the build-

ing will be started within the near future, it is

said. The entire new addition will be utilized

for the sales department, according to E. O.

Callander, manager.

J. H. Johnson & Sons Co. in New Home
J. H. Johnson & Sons Co., well-known Alli-

ance, O., Victor dealer, will move soon to its

new three story and basement building on East

Main street, soon to be completed. In the new
building the pianos and talking machine de-

partments will be separate and will be operated

independently of each other. Considerably

more floor space will then be devoted to pianos

and talking machines as well as musical mer-
chandise.

Newman Resigns From Dales Co.

L. D. Newman, for four years credit manager
of the George S. Dales Co., well-known Victor

and Brunswick representative, Akron, has re-

signed and accepted a similar position with a

large Cleveland house, it was announced this

week. No successor has been named.

Louis Sterling Expected Here

W. C. Fuhri, vice-president and general sales

manager of the Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc.,

New York, was advised a few days ago by
Louis Sterling, managing director of the Colum-

bia Graphophone Co., Ltd., London, England,

that he was planning to sail for America the

early part of February on the Steamer "Olym-
pic." Mr. Sterling is one of the most prom-
inent executives in the phonograph industry,

being recognized both here and abroad as a

foremost figure in the industry's most impor-

tant activities.

Frank Steers Visits New York

Frank Steers, president of the Magnavox Co.,

Oakland, Cal., manufacturer of Magnavox
radio products and one of the best-known ex-

ecutives in the radio and phonograph indus-

tries, spent several weeks in New York recent-

ly, making his headquarters at the company's

New York offices. Mr. Steers made a careful

study of conditions in the East and before re-

turning to the Coast stated that the Magnavox
Co. would soon have important announcements

to make relative to its merchandising plans for

the coming year.

Stromberg-Carlson for Nurmi

Boston, Mass., February 5.—Paavo Nurmi,

world-famous runner, who has broken all pre-

vious records during his stay in this country, is

now the owner of a Stromberg-Carlson neutro-

dyne receiver. This set was presented to Mr.

Nurmi by the Boston A. A., and he is planning

to take it back with him to Finland. Inciden-

tally, the famous runner was permitted to make
a selection of any radio set he desired, and he

chose a Stromberg-Carlson receiver for his per-

sonal use.

Murdock Neutrodyne
without loudspeaker

retails for $92.50

Same set with built-in loud-

speaker complete for $100.00

With adjustable loudspeaker
unit, $110.00

"DEALERS: You can offer this well-known set WITH-
OUT the built-in loudspeaker for only $92.50—a sav-

ing of $7.50 on the cost of the set with the loudspeaker
built-in.

This offer is made so that people who already have a
loudspeaker will not have to buy another. Any make of
loudspeaker can be attached to this set.

This Murdock Five Tube Neutrodyne is a set of out-
standing value. It is encased in a handsome mahogany-
finished cabinet with room inside the cabinet for your "B"
batteries. Batteries and tubes are the only accessories
needed.

Every "Murdock" set is backed by our 20 years of suc-
cessful experience in making radio apparatus.

WM. J. MURDOCK COMPANY
Dept. C 2, Washington Ave., Chelsea, Mass.

Branch Offices:

NEW YORK
LOS ANGEI.ES

WASHINGTON
SAN FRANCISCO

CHICAGO
SEATTLE

MURDOCK
Standard since i9o4
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iSalesArt Worth While

JOBBERS—DEAL-
ERS—You don't have
to service FORDEC.
There's nothing to

get out of order.

FORDEC demon-
strates perfectly, sells

easily, and stays sold.

Get in on the profits

NOW. Write or wire
the office nearest you.

FORDEC sales are worth while—a large unit of sale—a profitable

transaction—well worth your selling ability to suggest to the cus-

tomer who heretofore has bought his "B" Battery service in piecemeal
replacements. You can recommend the FORDEC with the positive

assurance that it has features which make it the outstanding leader

in the eliminator field. It is a "B" Battery eliminator that elimi-

nates the A. C. hum. Not only on the loud locals that would drown
out the hum anyway, but on weak, distant stations, too. FOR-
DEC is not just a "B" Battery substitute. It's actually an improve-
ment on "B" Batteries. A FORDEC buyer will recommend FOR-
DEC to his friends because FORDEC performance is positive. It

is the only "B" Battery eliminator with all these essential features:

—

Affords complete, stepless control of both detector and amplifier

voltage.

Rectifies both sides of the A. C. Cycle, and so is free from distor-

tion and hum on local and distant stations.

Supplies sufficient plate voltage for

any receiving set. Plate voltage 90 or

more. Output, 75 milliamperes. Will
operate any set up to one using eight

201 A tubes.

Costs less than a quarter of a cent per

day to operate.

Built according to Underwriters speci-

fications.

Requires no special tubes. Uses stand-

ard 5 volt, Y4 ampere receiving tubes,

and USES THE REJECTS—the tubes

that light but do not oscillate. This
provides a ready market for the tubes

on which the dealer has trouble in get-

ting replacements. Tubes last indefi-

nitely— FORDEC does not overload

them.

Average tube life 1,000 to 1,500 hours.

for 60 Cycle, 110 Volt A.C. only

Foreign & Domestic Electrical Commodities, Inc.

Eastern Office Western Office

629-635 West 23rd St. 11502 Madison Ave.
New York, N. Y. Cleveland, Ohio
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Kiwanians Hear Brunswick
Radiola in Operation

H. Royer Smith, Prominent Philadelphia

Dealer, Arranges for Demonstration of Com-

bination Instruments at Kiwanis Meeting

Philadelphia, Pa., February 9.—Through the

courtesy of H. Royer Smith, prominent phono-

graph dealer and popular member of the Phila-

delphia Kiwanis Club who lately signed as a

Brunswick dealer in that territory, the Bruns-

wick Radiola was the feature of the monthly

luncheon of the Kiwanis Club held at the

Bellevue-Stratford on February third.

By arrangement with Mr. Smith three Bruns-

wick Radiolas, models No. 60, No. 160, and No.

360, were placed about the room and after the

opening ceremonies Mr. Noah Swayne, presi-

dent of the Club, called the meeting to order

and announced that promptly at 12:50 Lewis

James Howell, a Welsh singer of some renown

and a well-known figure in the Kiwanis Club,

would broadcast a special program over Station

BATTERIES
The Battery the Modern Receiving

Set Requires

Made in two sizes :

No. 4524—454 amp. hr., 24 volts.

No. 4548—45^ amp. hr., 48 volts.

Complete information and prices
on request.

Storads are built by experienced engineers who know
storage batteries as well as radio power requirements,

and are designed to stand up under the severe service

requirements of multi-tube sets.

Your customers will appreciate the advice which you
give them when you tell them to buy Storads.

Keep Storads in stock and make these sales yourself.

The Cleveland Engineering Laboratories Co.
2110 Superior Viaduct N. W. Cleveland, Ohio

WOO (Wanamaker's, Philadelphia) and asked

that the same attention be accorded the recep-

the Manhattan
Cabinet Speaker

—a new ideal Not just

a horn in a fancy box

ANEW principle is the basis for the

design of the Manhattan Cabinet
Speaker. The entire instrument is of

wooden construction. The sound-
expansion chamber in place of being a

horn of thin vibrating wood or metal
is hollowed out of a solid block of
seasoned wood. This firm construction

precludes the rattle of loose members
or the introduction of unnecessary
vibrations.

The bell of the horn is fastened to

this base of wood and left free or
"floating", to vibrate with the rounded
"woody" tones made possible by this

unique construction.

The sound expansion chamber is

unusually long. This results in the

amplification of the lower tones in a

manner most unusual in a cabinet
speaker. Strength of volume coupled
with the method in which the tones
are diffused makes the Manhattan
Cabinet Speaker easy to demonstrate
even against the largest of the horn
type speakers.

The Reproducer is the justly famous
Manhattan Unit. The popular "Con-
certModulator"adjustmentassuresbest
results under all operating conditions.
The outside case of the Manhattan Cabinet

Speaker is of selected west coast mahogany
with the much sought after "antique" finish.

This graceful and dignified cabinet will

harmonize with the cabinets of the better
grade sets and makes a fine companion piece
to sell with them.

Those of your customers who own or will

buy better sets will want the Manhattan
Cabinet Speaker. Be ready to show,
demonstrate,— and sell it. The retail price is

thirty dollars. Information from your jobber.

ANHATTAN
/V'W ELECTRICAL SUPPLY C0..INC.
NEW YORK CHICAGO ST. LOUIS SAN FRANCISCO

lion of Mr. Howell's songs on the Brunswick

Radiola as would were he actually present in

the room. Sharp on the minute at 12:50 after

order had been called for by President Swayne
the three Brunswick Radiolas, which had pre-

viously been set to receive this program, were

tuned in and the announcement that Mr. Howell

of the Kiwanis Club would render two solos

came in over the air with as clear diction as if

the announcement had been made from the

speaker's table. After the second number, the

Kiwanis Club song, Mr. Howell asked that all

the members join with him in the chorus.

Immediately upon the completion of the song

there burst forth a round of applause that lasted

for several minutes. This interesting perform-

ance was followed by an exceedingly effective

and interesting speech by J. I. Barnard, of the

Radio Corporation of America, dealing with the

three phases of radio—marine, inter-oceanic

and, last but not least, broadcasting. In the

twenty minutes allotted to Mr. Barnard it was
conceded by everyone present that he acquitted

himself splendidly and his tribute to the Bruns-

wick Radiola was exceptionally fine.

At the speaker's table, in addition to Presi-

dent Swayne and Mr. Barnard, were Royer
Smith, of Philadelphia; H. A. Beach and H.

Emerson Yorke, of the New York Brunswick

office; E. B. Shiddell, Mr. Williams, Mr. Gra-

ham and Mr. Hotine, of the Brunswick Phila-

delphia branch.

Promptly at the close of the luncheon it was
noticeable that all lines of traffic led directly

to the three Brunswick Radiolas and each of

these instruments became the center of an ad-

miring group of Kiwanis Club members and

their guests.

Harry Richman, the popular radio artist, who
is well known through his broadcasting over

station WHN, will soon be heard on popular

priced talking machine records. The April re-

leases of the Banner and Regal records con-

tain his two latest songs, "Will You Remember
Me" and "California Poppy." These records

will appear in advanced lists.

E B Y
BINDING POSTS

Twenty-five

Different

Engraved Tops

The]) Don'i

Lose

Their Heads

H. EBY MFG. CO.
Philadelphia

MAKERS OF THE FAMOUS RED SEAL BATTERIES

The Powerful
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Harmonica Lessons Via the Air Arouse

National Interest Among Radio Fans
The Hohner Harmonica Hour, Broadcast Weekly From Station WEAF, New York, Including

Concerts, Talks and Lessons, Creating Enthusiasm Among People in All Walks of Life

The Hohner publicity and advertising cam-

paign, which has been under way for many
months and which is undoubtedly one of the

most ambitious and effective drives ever at-

tempted in the music field, has reached new
heights through the series of Hohner Harmonica
Hours broadcast each Thursday from radio sta-

tion WEAF. This publicity has reached mil-

lions of people and in a brief period the har-

monica has assumed a new position and has be-

come widely known and appreciated as a real

musical instrument. The Hohner Harmonica
Hours cap the climax by emphasizing this fact

to the millions of radio fans in all parts of the

country, and these programs have now become
the most important element in the Hohner pub-

licity campaign. The harmonica concerts, talks

and lessons are making a deep impression on

radio "listeners-in," as attested by the thou-

sands of messages received at the headquarters

of M. Hohner, Inc., manufacturer of Hohner

harmonicas, and at the radio station. To each

of those sending in such a message is sent a

Hohner harmonica instruction booklet, estab-

lishing an important contact which is of incal-

culable benefit to retailers. If the cards re-

ceived are any indication of the interest in the

harmonica, the sales field for these small instru-

ments is indeed wide in scope, including boys

and girls, young men and young women and the

conservative "old folks." Every walk of life is

represented—business men and women, those in

the profession, etc. Also many letters have

been received from manufacturers and other

business men who are seeking information as to

the best methods of organizing harmonica bands

among their employes. The letters bear the

postmarks of every State in the Union. They
have been mailed from the large cities and the

small, isolated hamlets and from lonely farms.

The prime mover in this extraordinary cam-

paign is William J. Haussler, general manager

of M. Hohner, Inc., who conceived the idea

of Hohner Harmonica Hours and tried it out,

more as an experiment than for any other rea-

son. Not the least of its interesting features

is the always interesting evening talk by Mr.

Haussler, who emphasizes the status of the har-

monica musically, and also pays tribute to the

various harmonica bands whose programs are

broadcast and in which he is so keenly inter-

ested and with which he has achieved such a

great success.

And there is another phase to this drive which
is now having an important influence on sales of

not only harmonicas but other musical instru-

ments as well—it is instilling a love for music

in the hearts of thousands of youngsters and
awakening the dormant desire in others.

Through his indefatigable efforts Mr. Haussler

larly the Chromonica, which is the model that

makes possible the rendition of classical music

by permitting the playing of sharps and flats.

"The success of our first few lessons is at-

tested to by the fact that we have received

well over ten thousand responses from every

State in the Union with requests for instruction

books. There is no doubt that a great portion

of this number have already become players

of the Hohner harmonica, and that Hohner
dealers have made several thousand sales as a

result of the broadcasting. One letter even

came from a man 84 years old, who stated that

he desired to take up harmonica playing and

wanted instruction.

"There are many reasons why this radio cam-

paign has been successful. Listening to music

every night the radio fan becomes desirous of

playing an instrument. Then here we come

with a direct inducement to start to play. Many
of the country's leading educators have given

hearty endorsement to our plan of making har-

monica playing universal, and this has helped.

They contend that it affords an ideal musical

foundation and inculcates an appreciation of

good music."

Landau Boys' Band

Hazi.eton, Pa.. February 7.—The first rehearsal

of the newly-organized Landau Boys' Band,

sponsored by Landau's Music Store, of this city,

was held recently in the Y. M. C. A., and was

well attended. Arrangements have been com-

pleted to hold future rehearsals every Monday
evening. Prof. Oswald, who is directing the

band, met a number of the boys and their par-

ents recently at the Landau store for the pur-

pose of helping them select new instruments

from the stock.

Harmonica Lesson Via Radio

is probably doing more than any other individ-

ual in the development of music appreciation.

"1 have the conviction that the harmonica is a

solo instrument and should be universally

played as such, so I conceived the idea of

broadcasting instruction which would educate

people to proper methods of playing this musi-

cal instrument," said Mr. Haussler in discussing

the radio phase of Hohner publicity. "We are

now conveying this message to hundreds of

thousands everywhere, for it is calculated that

between 750,000 and 1,000,000 persons listen

in every Thursday evening. Decidedly have we

succeeded in driving home the point that the

harmonica is a real musical instrument, particu-

Platt Enlarges Department

Los Angeles, Cal., February 4.—The Piatt

Music Co. has found it necessary to enlarge its

Holton band instrument and saxophone depart-

ment. Ralph Kenney, manager of the depart-

ment, has ingeniously found the way to accom-

plish it and by a rearrangement of demonstra-

tion and salerooms this is being carried out by

a large staff of carpenters and plasterers at the

present time.

15en Selvin and His Orchestra recently re-

opened Woodmanston Inn, Westchester, N. Y.

This orchestra is one of the most popular in

the metropolitan area.

Ace Brigode and His Fourteen Virginians
At Monte Carlo Cafe, Broadway

Another fine dance band whose records are sold from one end of the

country to the other and whose records are played with an entire set of

Hear Their
Thirty Buescher Instru-

ments in Okeh Records

Band Instruments and Saxophones

is the Ace Brigode organization. The record dealer who has Ace

Brigode disks, or Paul Whiteman disks, or Bennie Krueger's or any

one of the nearly 100 orchestras that play Buescher instruments ex-

clusively, has only to put on a disk and show just what fine in-

struments Buescher instruments are. The wise record dealer stocks

Buescher instruments, finding them the easiest selling allied line for

the record shop. Buescher advertising matter centers largely on record

artists. Let us give you information concerning the window displays,

etc., we furnish that are especially appropriate for the record shop.

BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT COMPANY
G-93 Buescher Block Elkhart, Indiana Saxophone Section
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M. HOHNER

Every customer that comes into your store is a prospective

purchaser of the Hohner harmonica. A revolving display stand

on your counter will sell them for you.

Ask Your Jobber

114-116 East 16th Street

New York City

HOHNER. PRODUCTS WARDED FIRST PRIZE AT THE PANAMA
PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION SAN FRANCISCO 191

T

Interest Youngsters in

Buescher Band Instruments

Knight-Campbell Tie Up With Appearance of

Raymond Baird, "Little Sousa," by Inviting

Children to Theatre—Secure Mailing List

Denver, Col., February 4.—The Knight-Camp-

bell Music Co. recently undertook a clever bit

of exploitation work on behalf of Buescher

band instruments). Complimentary tickets were

given to some 1,500 boys and girls to attend

a motion picture show, at which Raymond
Baird, the eight-year-old musical wonder,

known as "Little Sousa," was giving perform-

ances. In addition to the regular picture show,

a film showing every step in the manufacture

of a Buescher saxophone was shown.

The appearance of Master Baird was the

crowning treat. This youngster has been study-

ing music since he was four years old, and has

appeared in all the large cities of the United

States and Canada. He was made a member

of the National Music Merchants' Association

at the Chicago convention two years ago. In

addition to playing several numbers on the

saxophone he gave a short talk on "Better Mu-

sic." He urged the children to start studying

music early, pointing out that the sooner one

starts the sooner he can play for his own en-

joyment and others, entertainment.

At the conclusion of the performance cards

were passed out to which a coupon was at-

tached, for the children to write their names
and addresses if they would be interested in re-

ceiving a booklet giving the story of the

Buescher saxophone. Many new names were

thus added to the Knight-Campbell mailing list.

Children's Orchestra Formed

Des Moines, Ia., February 7.—A band and or-

chestra composed of children under fourteen

years of age is in the process of formation here.

The moving spirit in the enterprise is David

Snow, prominent local attorney and musician.

The limit on the age is made as Mr. Snow
wishes to make the orchestra a training school

of musicians rather than a finished aggrega-

tion of performers. Local music dealers and

teachers will participate in the organization of

the orchestra.

The La Java Orchestra, one of the leading

musical organizations of Washington, D. C. was

recently completely equipped with Conn instru-

ments by the .Homer L. Kitt Co., local repre-

sentative for C. G. Conn, Ltd.

Conn Kansas City Go. Sells

Complete Set of Saxophones

One of First Sales at New Store Is to Night-

hawks, Leading Dance Orchestra of South-

west—Should Prove Strong Sales Argument

Kansas City, Mo., February 7. — One of the

very first sales completed by F. D. Streep, man-
ager of the new Conn Kansas City Co., was
the equipping of the famous dance orchestra,

the Nighthawks, with $1400 worth of Conn sax-

ophones. The sale came about in this wise:

The orchestra kindly consented to play at the

opening ceremonies of the new establishment.

On the afternoon of opening day they investi-

gated and tried out the various instruments in

the show cases. A day or so later they de-

cided to purchase a complete set of Conn sax-

ophones in the virtuoso finish.

As the Nighthawks is the leading orchestra

in this section, the sale has a special significance

in that it will undoubtedly have a strong influ-

ence on other orchestras and professional mu-
sicians to purchase Conn instruments.

High School Students

Given Drum Demonstration

"Drumming Up" A Business
No business is self-sustaining—it

requires the earnest effort of push

and pull with a mixture of sound

sense and the sincere endeavor to

render good service to make any

business profitable.

Ludwig Drums and Accessories

lend themselves so admirably to

this combination that they are the

leader in the field and the chosen

favorite of thousands of prosper-

ous dealers.

Write us today for the necessary

information regarding Ludwig
Drums and their profit making
possibilities.

Ludwig & Ludwig
World's Largest Drum Manufacturers

1611 No. Lincoln Street Chicago, 111.

Chicago, III., February 6.—The students of the

Carl Schurz High School were recently enter-

tained by a demonstration of the proper meth-

ods of drumming, given by representatives of

Ludwig & Ludwig, drum manufacturers. Frank

Fancher, champion drummer, was featured in

solos in the long roll and in the drum duet

with Eddie Griffin and the drum traps with

Griffin and Andrew V. Scott, of Ludwig &
Ludwig.

William Ludwig, president of Ludwig & Lud-

wig, gave a short address to the students, re-

viewing the history of drumming, explaining

that the Chinese were probably the first to

drum, about 3,000 years B. C. He traced the

progress of the art throughout the ages and

said that it was not until 1860 that drumming

was reduced to a system. James Mason, direc-

tor of the Schurz orchestra, said that the dem-

onstration would have the effect of neutraliz-

ing the improper drumming that is prevalent

to-day.

With Sherman, Clay & Go.

Portland, Ore., February 8.—William Billings,

formerly banjoist with Vic Meyers' Orchestra,

has joined the small goods department of the

local Sherman, Clay & Co. store and will act

as assistant to W. A. McDonnell, manager of

this department. Mr. Billings is well known

through his musical activities.
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Vega Go. Manufactures
Special Banjo for Artist

Most Expensive Model Ever Made by Company
Shipped to Brent Hayes, Who Designed It

Boston, Mass., February 6. — The Vega Co.,

manufacturer of musical instruments, recently

shipped one of the most beautiful banjos ever

manufactured by it. The special banjo was
made from an order drawn up and designed by

Brent Hayes, a banjoist of international reputa-

tion, who has been a Vega player and

booster for fifteen years. He had certain ideas

of his own concerning construction and carry-

ing power which are embodied in this special

instrument.

The instrument has special flanges, special

curly maple, a distinctive and individual resona-

tor, and, being finished in gold, has a general

appearance of luxury. It is the highest priced

instrument ever made by the company, being

more expensive than the Vegaphone models.

This model will be made by the company for

any other artist who orders it. It gives good

resonance without injuring the carrying power.

Fred J. Bacon Broadcasts

Fred J. Bacon, president of the Bacon Banjo

Co., Inc., Groton, Conn., broadcast for two
periods of fifteen minutes each on Wednesday,

February 11, from the newspaper offices of the

Brooklyn Daily Eagle. Mr. Bacon's broadcast-

ing from the leading stations in many large

cities throughout the country is responsible for

a^ large demand having been built up for tenor

banjos, and dealers are cashing in on his per-

formances.

SPECIAL Combination Offer

Make
100%
Profit

This $25
Cabinet FREE
This Beautiful Cabinet
is 22^4 inches high,
25% inches wide, and
12 inches deep; in ma-
hogany piano finish.

Has 12 glass tubes.

Music Strings
You will make 100% by taking advantage of this Special Combination Offer
of the most complete and varied assortment of straight length high-grade gut
and wound strings ever assembled in a case. It is a fine money-making orna-
ment that will bring the better class of musical trade to your store.

Assortment costs you $51.75

Assortment retails at 103.50

Your Profit 100% — You Get This Cabinet FREE
Send Today for Complete Details

ARMOUR and COMPANY Write Section W. 2 CUlPKm
Music String Dept. LlllL/iuU

Uses Theft of Saxophones
as Basis for Advertisement

New Display Cabinet Popular

Chicago, February 7.—H. O. Gable, manager of

the music string department of Armour & Co.,

reports that the new display cabinet designed

by the company for Armour music strings has

met with great popularity among music dealers.

The cabinet is a handsome display fixture for

the dealer's store which not only preserves the

strings but also presents them to the customers

in a most convenient way.

Salter's Music Shop, Wilmington. Del., Declares

Instruments Are So Popular Public Cannot
Wait Until Store Doors Are Open

viction of the party or parties who stole the

saxophones. The advertisement read in part:

"Note—Our instruments must be unusually
popular when folks who want them can't wait
until the store is opened for business!"

Wilmington, Del., February 8.—Salter's Music

Shop, 913 Orange street, this city, is evidently

one of those concerns which find the silver

lining under every cloud and profit thereby. A
thief recently smashed the show window of

the Salter store and decamped with two saxo-

phones valued at over $250. After notifying

the police, Mr. Salter inserted an advertisement

in the display columns of the paper offering a

$25 reward for information leading to the con-

Saxophone Player Also
Member of Conn Sales Force

Leo Dryer, Well-known Saxophonist, Proves
Ability as Salesman by Developing Sales

Among Musicians in Orchestras

The Oldest and

Largest Musical

Merchandise House

in America

Exclusively Wholesale
ESTABLISHED 1834

C.BRIZNO §• SONJnc.
351-53Rwrth Ave. NewYorkCity

The opportunity of capitalizing their knowl-
edge of musical instruments is grasped by few
musicians, yet those who possess any selling

ability can utilize this knowledge to advantage.

Leo Dryer, saxophonist with Arthur Lange's
Orchestra, is a musician of great ability and is

also a salesman with a fine record. While in

Chicago, playing with Del Lampe's Trianon
Orchestra, Mr. Dryer was a selling agent. for

the Conn Chicago Co., and upon coming East

he became a member of the selling staff of the

Conn New York Co. The commissions from
sales made by Mr. Dryer are in keeping with

his salary as an orchestra member. He not

only finds prospects among his fellow mu-
sicians, but also from the diners and dancers

in the cabarets and night clubs at which he

plays.

Outlook for 1925 in New
England Territory Good

Boston, Mass., February 9.—The outlook for

this year in the New England territory is highly

satisfactory, according to Claude D. Pierce,

manager of the Conn Boston Co., who ex-

presses optimism over conditions*. Mr. Pierce

based his expectations on the reports of deal-

ers from the textile and mill cities in this ter-

ritory. Dealers are basing their judgments on

the clearing industrial conditions, which were

depressing during the past year. In several of

these cities the mills have resumed operations

on full schedule and the worker can look for-

ward to better times with the resultant pick-up

in business. This, of course, means easier

money and increased buying of luxuries and

musical instruments of all kinds.
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The Most Prominent Banjoists Are
Playing Weymann Instruments

IN THE MUSICAL MERCHANDISE FIELD— (Continued from page 179)

New York Musical Merchandise Dealers
Planning Contest to Obtain a Slogan

Committee Headed by William J. Haussler Working Out Scheme for Slogan Which Will Ap-
propriately Express the Contribution of Music to Both Happiness and Culture

Announcement has just been made by George
C. Bundy, president of the Associated

Musical Instrument Dealers of New York,

of a contest, proposed by that body, for the

purpose of establishing the most appropriate

slogan for musical instruments as a factor for

contributing to the happiness and cultural in-

fluence of any community. The slogan contest

will be conducted by the New York associa-

tion which has already selected a committee,

headed by William J. Haussler, one of its most
active members, to work out the details.

Mr. Haussler is already working hard to make
the slogan contest one of trade-wide importance.

According to present plans dealers throughout

the country will be asked to urge their custom-

ers to participate in the contest by submitting

ideas through the local music stores. By at-

tracting the interest of the public in this man-
ner it is believed that the cause of music will

be greatly benefited. Substantial prizes, to be

announced later, will be offered by the asso-

ciation for the best slogans, and the contest

Armour & Go. Make Much
Progress During the Year

Numerous New Agencies for Musical Instru-

ment Strings Made by Big Chicago House
Established During the Past Twelve Months

Chicago, III., February 9.—Much progress has

been made by Armour & Co. in their musical

instrument string department during the past

year, according to H. O. Gable, manager of this

department, who reports that a large number of

new agencies for the various Armour gut

strings have been established with music dealers

during the past twelve months.

Dealers seem to appreciate the fact that the

Armour plant offers tremendous facilities for a

source of supply of fresh gut, according to Mr.

Gable, a factor which plays a great part in

bringing out the proper tonal qualities as well

as durability in the opinion of musical author-

ities. The ability to get gut strings of guar-

will be open to every member of the trade.

The slogan contest committee from the As-

sociated Musical Instrument Dealers of New
York includes the following well-known mem-
bers of the trade in addition to Mr. Haussler,

the chairman: H. Simpson, of Simpson & Frey;

Arthur Vaubel, New York Band Instrument

Co.; E. E. Strong, Fred Gretsch Mfg. Co., and

Carl Cameron, of H. & A. Selmer, Inc. These
men- are devoting much of their time and en-

ergy to completing arrangements for the nation-

wide exploitation of the contest. The slogan

contest is one of the most ambitious under-

takings to be sponsored by the Associated Mu-
sical Instrument Dealers of New York, and rep-

resents fairly the progressive spirit and push

behind this newly formed body. The con-

test will supply a long-felt want in providing

a suitable slogan for the part the musical in-

strument plays in giving mankind its musical

recreation and enjoyment. The adopted phrase

is certain to serve as a stimulus to every con-

cern in the musical instrument field.

anteed freshness rather than those made of

pickeled and salted gut is given as the reason

actuating many dealers in stocking the Armour
strings.

Another factor to which Mr. Gable attributes

the progress made by the Armour strings with

music dealers throughout the country is the

new sales-stimulating display case for strings

which Armour & Co. are now supplying their

dealers as a sales aid. This compact and serv-

iceable case acts as a good advertising medium
and enables the dealer to serve his trade more
conveniently. A number of dealers have written

in enthusiastically praising the Armour string

display case.

P. W. Adami has joined the sales staff of the

wholesale musical merchandise division of Lyon
& Healy of Chicago, 111., and will travel in the

State of Michigan. Mr. Adami was formerly

connected with the Columbia Phonograph Co.

and Thos. A. Edison, Inc., and is well known to

the trade.

FRED C. BUCK
Banjoist and Arranger

"Waring's Pennsylvanians"
and His

Weymann Orchestra Banjo
Write for Agency

H. A. WEYMANN & SON, Inc.
1 108 Chestnut Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Association Now Chamber
of Commerce Member

National Association of Musical Instruments
and Accessories Manufacturers Elected at

Mid-year Chamber Meeting

The mid-year meeting of the directors of the

Music Industries Chamber of Commerce was
held at the Hotel Blackstone, Chicago, the last

week in January. As usual the chief topic of

discussion was the arrangements for the com-
ing National convention. Harry D. Schoenwald
was appointed chairman of the official committee
on convention arrangements. The National As-
sociation of Musical Instrument and Accesso-

ries Manufacturers was elected to divisional

membership in the Chamber. The president of

this Association is J. R. Stewart, of the Har-
mony Music Co., Chicago.

The vacancy on the board of directors of the

Chamber, caused by the resignation of Ralph
L. Freeman, former vice-president of the Victor

Talking Machine Co., was filled by the election

of C. G. Child, a director of the. Victor Co. for

many years and well known in musical circles

Hohner Harmonicas Furnish
Music for Sailors' Dance

Four Hohner- harmonicas and one banjo

served as the orchestral instruments at a dance

given by the members of the crew of the

U. S. S. Scorpion at Constantinople. It seems
that the ship had made a wearing cruise and
to break the monotony one sailor suggested an

old-fashioned dance. The suggestion was not

taken seriously at first but it was finally carried

out. Four harmonica players in the crew prac-

ticed for two days getting orchestrq.1 effects,

and the music which resulted was really sur-

prising. One man was clever in getting a

"tremolo" ort his Hohner, which gave it the

"vibrato" effect of a violin. Another was able

to give a good imitation of a trombone, using

his voice in conjunction with the Hohner.

One of the officers, in commenting on the

value of music to the men in the service, said

that no instrument is so fitted to meet the re-

quirements of the navy men as the Hohner har-

monica, being so easy to play and having a

wealth of tone in addition to standing the expo-

sure and buffeting to which naval service sub-

jects an instrument.

VEGA
Thirty-five years' experience

making high quality Banjos

with exclusive patented fea-

tures is back of Vega Banjos

to-day. That is why they

attain the greatest

sales volume.

BANJOS
Vega Banjos have a wide

price range, selling at estab-

lished retail prices from

$34.00 to $375.00. There

is a style and price to suit

the amateur, pro-

^ fessional and artist.

Direct Dealer Service

THEVEGA CO.
155—W Columbus Ave. Boston, Mass.
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IN THE MUSICAL MERCHANDISE FIELD— (Continued from page 180)

National Ass'n of Musical
Instrument Mfrs. to Meet

New National Organization to Gather at Hotel

Statler, Cleveland, on March 2 and 3 to Dis-

cuss Important Topics

The National Association of Musical Instru-

ment and Accessories Manufacturers" will meet
at the Hotel Statler, Cleveland, on March 2 and

3, to discuss matters of vital interest to the

members of the Association. This organization

is the newest national association, having

been formed at the convention at the Waldorf-

Astoria last June. It is separate from the other

associations in the small goods trade, the Na-
tional Musical Merchandise Association and the

National Association of Band Instrument

Manufacturers, and fills a long-felt want, an

organization to be active on behalf of the

makers of stringed and fretted instruments, per-

cussion instruments, etc.

F. E. Larson, secretary of the association and
an official of Ludwig & Ludwig, Inc., Chicago,

expects a full attendance of Western manufac-
turers, and William L. Lange, New York, has

been appointed to secure a good representation

of the Eastern trade.

The meeting will be in the nature of a get-

together and will give the various members an

opportunity to become better acquainted and
to exchange views on matters of importance to

all. One of the important questions to be

discussed will be the matter of ways and means
for the advancement of music in the home
through the use of musical merchandise.

The trade membership of the association in-

cludes: The Harmony Co., Chicago; Ludwig &
Ludwig, Inc., Chicago; Walter M. Gotsch Co.,

Chicago; Lifton Mfg. Co., New York; The Fels-

berg Co., Newark; Oscar Schmidt, Inc., Jersey

City; H. A. Weymann & Son, Inc., Philadel-

phia; The Vega Co., Boston; William L.

Junior Outfit
MFC. CO.

Indianapolis

Indiana.

Jazz- O- Box
Drum $15.°°

Lange, New York; C. F. Martin & Co., Naza-

reth, Pa.; Waverly Musical Products Co., New
York; A. D. Grover & Son, Inc., New York;

Standard Musical String Mfg. Co., New York;

Regal Musical Instrument Co., Chicago; Para-

gon Case Co., Chicago; Lyon & Healy, Inc.,

Chicago; Leedy Mfg. Co., Indianapolis; Globe

Musical Instrument Co., Chicago. Most of

these are expected to be present.

Buescher Sales for 1924

Reach Gross of $3,350,000

Steady Yearly Advance Maintained—Past Year
Best in History—F. A. Buescher Sets Quota
for 1925 at $4,000,000.

Elkhart, Ind., February 7.—The gross sales

of the Buescher Band Instrument Co. during

the year 1924 reached a total of $3,500,000, ac-

cording to figures given out by F. A. Buescher,

vice-president and general manager of the com-
pany. This is a high level for the company
and maintains the steady advance year after

year, and has led Mr. Buescher to place this

year's goal at $4,000,000. As an indication of

the remarkable growth of the business it is

interesting to note that in 1916 the total sales

were $350,000.

In appreciation of the part which employes

played in building this business, a bonus of

i'14,000 was voted them by the stockholders.

The granting of a bonus has come to be a

regular occurrence and in the last five years

;.ums totaling $70,000 have been awarded, the

bonus based on the length of service. This

plan helps to strengthen the morale of the

workmen.
In commenting on the future Mr. Buescher

states that all indications point to a continual

increase during 1925. This is not only the

opinion of the manufacturers but is also shared

by Buescher dealers throughout the country.

Another healthy indication which drew com-
ment from Mr. Buescher was the fact that the

demand has come to include all horns rather

than a top-heavy saxophone demand. Not that

the demand for saxophones has decreased but

the popularity of the other instruments has

increased.

One of the chief reasons for the popularity

of band instruments, states Mr. Buescher, is

the price, which has increased but little since

1915 despite the increased cost of labor and

materials. The volume of business and scale

of production have been the factors which have

allowed of prices being kept down.

Home From Mid-West Trip

in Interest of Bacon Banjos

Gkoton, Conn., February 7.—David L. Day, sec-

retary of the Bacon Banjo Co., recently returned

from an extensive and very successful trip

through the Middle West in the interest of

Bacon line of banjos and other stringed instru-

ments. An idea of the steadily growing bus-

iness being done by this firm is to be found in

a report of the auditors on closing the books

for 1924 wherein it was disclosed that the sales

volume for that year exceeded 1923 by 30 per

cent.

G. W. Nelson in Europe

Boston, Mass., February 7.—Carl W. Nelson,

president of the Vega Co., manufacturer of mu-
sical instruments, accompanied by Mrs. Nelson,

left recently for a month's holiday trip to the

Caribbean Sea. Banjo business at the Vega
plant has improved greatly, with the demand
from foreign countries continuing brisk. The
same can be said of the brass instrument de-

partment, which is experiencing an unusually

brisk demand.

Do You Get Your Share of the Profit
in Band Instruments ?

OR are you buying various lines only on
demand and on a low margin? If you

want a small goods department that pays well

investigate our proposition to dealers. We offer

full dealer protection and satisfactory margin
on the finest line of Brass Instruments in

America, nationally advertised and featured

by extensive direct-mail campaigns. Ample
territory given to dealers who are willing to
sell. Write for our proposition.

THE H. N. WHITE CO.
i

5215-60 Superior Ave., Cleveland, O.DAND INSTRUMENTS

H. N. White Go. Issues

Handy Catalog of Kings

New King "Saxello" Specially Featured in Vol-

ume—Entire Line of Company Listed

Cleveland, O., February 7.—The advertising de-

partment of the H. N. White Co., manufac-

turer of King saxophones and band instruments,

is a busy place these days. A forceful adver-

tising campaign is being carried on in behalf

of dealers who handle the King line and a

number of useful pieces of advertising litera-

ture have been published and distributed to

dealers to aid in creating sales of instruments.

In addition to the large handsome catalog

published by the H. N. White Co. about a

year ago and which received such favorable

comment in the trade, an abridged edition of

this catalog has been issued in the form of a

handy pocket catalog of King band instruments.

This little booklet is a good fit for the pocket,

containing thirty-six pages, each of which meas-

ures six inches by three inches. It has an at-

tractive colored cover showing a cartoon of a

king playing a saxophone.

Among the instruments featured is the new
King "Saxello," a soprano saxophone in a new
shape. The construction features are such that

the player looks straight ahead while playing,

while the instrument hangs in a natural position

for fingering and the bell is shaped to allow

playing without fogging the low notes. The
improved model "Saxello" has a detachable

stand which makes it more convenient for "dou-

bling."

The catalog lists the complete line of King
saxophones and there are pages devoted to

showing their mechanical and acoustic con-

struction. Then there are the King trumpets

and cornets, followed by pages showing the

construction of King brass instruments. Other

instruments shown are several models of trom-

bones, upright and circular altos, euphoniums,

baritones, basses and sousaphones.

Weymann Sales Growing

"Well ahead of last year," is the description

given by H. W. Weymann to the big volume of

business in musical merchandise this company
is now doing. H. A. Weymann & Son, Inc., be-

sides being distributor of Buescher saxophones

and band instruments and other well known
makes of musical merchandise, is the manufac-

turer of the Weymann Orchestra banjo and the

Keystone State line of stringed instruments.

During the past year the Weymann Co. occu-

pied its new large factory providing additional

facilities.

BACON
BANJOS

Played by Leading Musicians
and Orchestras

Sold by
Representative Music Merchants

BACON BANJO CO., Inc.
GROTON, CONN.
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Many New Radio Jobbers F. W. Schnierring Made
Add Kennedy Radio Line Sonora Ad. Manager

Seminole Syncopators

to Make Okeh Records

A. A. Fair, Assistant Sales Manager of Colin B.

Kennedy Co., East on Business—Called on

Trade in Leading Cities in New York

A. A. Fair, assistant sales manager of the

Colin B. Kennedy Co., St. Louis, Mo., man-

ufacturer of Kennedy receiving sets, was a vis-

itor to New York recently, spending several

weeks here in connection with important Ken-

nedy activities. Mr. Fair is not only well

known in the radio trade, but is one of the

A. A. Fair

veterans of the talking machine industry, hav-

ing been identified with prominent phonograph

companies for many years prior to joining the

Kennedy organization.

Before reaching New York Mr. Fair called

upon the radio trade in the leading cities of

New York State, and in a chat with The World
stated that the Colin B. Kennedy Co. had closed

arrangements with the following jobbers to dis-

tribute the Kennedy product: Radio Stores,

Buffalo, N. Y., with a staff of five exclusive ra-

dio salesmen, who will feature the Kennedy
line aggressively; Ingersoll, Erskine & Healy,

Rochester, N. Y.; Albany Hardware & Iron Co.,

Albany, N. Y., and the H. A. McRae Co., Troy,

N. Y. Mr. Fair also stated that the Baltimo.re

Gas Light Co., Baltimore, Md., had been ap-

pointed a distributor of Kennedy sets. Mr.

Fair commented optimistically upon general

business conditions in the East, stating that the

various Kennedy jobbers are appointing pro-

gressive and wide-awake representatives in the

most important trade centers.

National Phonograph Go.

Announces New Models

The National Phonograph Co., New York
City and Boston, manufacturer of the National

line of phonographs, has announced the new
models for 1925. In the new line concentration

has been made on three console models each

of which has been constructed for the ready

installation of a radio panel. Three periods are

represented in the line, William and Mary,

Queen Anne and Adam. Coincident with the

presentation of the new models, announcement
was made of reduced prices. L. Halpern, gen-

eral sales manager of the company, described

this price reduction as effected through a re-

arrangement of factory production costs and

emphatically stated that the National quality

was in no whit lessened.

Telemotive Corp. Moves

The Telemotive Radio Corp., distributor in

New York, New Jersey and Connecticut, for

the Apex super-five radio receiver, the Amplion
loud speaker, Perfectone speaker and head-

phones, Eureka "B" batteries and other well-

known radio apparatus, recently moved to 552

Seventh avenue, New York City. The move to

larger quarters was necessitated by the increas-

ing business.

Ideally Qualified to Fill Important New Post

—

Widely Experienced

Arrangements Closed by General Phonograph
Corp. for Series of Records

The Sonora Phonograph Co., Inc., New York,

announced on February 2 the appointment of

F. W. Schnierring as advertising manager of

the company. Mr. Schnierring has already as-

sumed his new duties and is working in close

co-operation with Sonora jobbers and dealers

throughout the country. He is

ideally qualified to fill the impor-

tant post of Sonora advertising-

manager, for his advertising and

publicity training has included

agency work, the direction of im-

portant advertising accounts and

retail experience. He was for-

merly advertising manager of the

Dairymen's League Co-operative

Association, one of the most suc-

cessful co-operative organizations

in the country. As advertis-

ing manager of this organization,

Mr. Schnierring directed an ex-

penditure of more than $1,500,000 and was in

close touch with all factors of the association's

activities. He is planning an aggressive and

intensive form of service for Sonora jobbers

and dealers, so far as publicity is concerned,

and among his duties will be the editing of the

Sonora Bell, one of the phonograph industry's

most successful house organs.

The General Phonograph Corp., recently

closed arrangements whereby the Seminole Syn-

copators, a well-known Southern dance organi-

zation, will make a series of Okeh records.

This organization is a regular attraction at the

famous "81" Theatre on Decatur street, Atlan-

Brilliantone Steel Needle
Co., Reports Good January

From the records of the Brilliantone Steel

Needle Co., New York City, sole selling agent

oLBagshaw needles, made by the W. H. Bag-

shaw Co., Lowell, Mass., it would seem that

1925 is going to be a big needle year. The first

month witnessed decided buying activity and to-

taled in volume ahead of January, 1924. The
entire staff of the Brilliantone Steel Needle Co.

is actively at work. Harry W. Acton, general

manager of the company, returned recently

from a trip to the factory of the W. H. Bag-

shaw Co. and stopped at Boston on his way
home to call upon the trade in that city.

Louis J. Unger, sales manager of the com-
pany, is away on a trip through the Southern

territory and Sidney Risser, in charge of the

metropolitan territory and points as far south

as Washington, D. C, is proving that there is

big business in the territory which he covers.

Peerless Album Go. Is

Marketing a New Album

The Peerless Album Co., New York City,

manufacturer of Peerless talking machine rec-

ord albums and other allied products, and dis-

tributor of the "Pictorial" records for children,

has just forwarded to the trade samples of a

new album which should encourage further

group record sales. The Peerless Co. was one
of the pioneers in advancing the group record

sales plan through record albums.

Its latest achievement in this direction is an

artist album which is made to enclose a series

of ten and twelve inch records. Heretofore al-

bums have all been confined to individual ten

inch or twelve inch products and combining the

two in a graceful way has always been difficult.

These obstacles have been surmounted by the

Peerless organization and the new ten and
twelve inch album is the answer.

An up-to-date music store was recently

opened on Park Square, Marietta, Ga., by Fred
Burton. A complete line of talking machines,

radio and smal lgoods is being carried and Mr.

Burton is planning to intensively push sales of

his line.

Seminole Syncopators

ta, Ga., and in addition has a large following

among dance devotees. Their music is con-

sidered "different" by dance enthusiasts, and

the organization is capable of playing the clas-

sics as well as the most intricate forms of the

latest blues.

Emerson Corp. Adding to

Distribution Activities

Talking Machine and Radio Manufacturer and

Jobber Plans to Extend Activities—Repre-

sents Casswell-Runyon Co.

The Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp.,

New York, announces that, in addition to man-
ufacturing its own receiving sets and cabinets

lb

Emerson Radio Cabinet

for talking machines and radio in single sets

and combination, it will greatly add to its dis-

tribution activities. At the present time the

company is distributor for the Federal Tel.

& Tel. Co., the Amrad neutrodyne sets and

other standard sets and accessories.

It was recently appointed sole Eastern dis-

tributor for the Casswell-Runyon Co., of Hunt-

ington, Ind., one of the largest and best-known

furniture manufacturing organizations in the

United States. This firm is manufacturing

some high-quality radio cabinets of various de-

signs and sizes, in all of which can be installed

popular makes of radio sets.

The sales in the entire Eastern district of the

country will be handled by the Emerson Co.,

including New York, New England, Pennsyl-

vania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Vir-

ginia and District of Columbia.

The executives of the Emerson Co. are

pioneer members of the talking machine indus-

try. They are closely associated with both the

large and small trade outlets. They have had

large experience in merchandising products on

a wide scale and their plans for the coming sea-

son are most elaborate.
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Philco Type J)X "B" Battery with de
luxe mahogany-finished case with
cover (48 volts). Consumer Price $20

Type DXO, without cover (48 volts).
Consumer Price $10.50

cz) a
Philco "15" Batteries on Charge

To connect the batteries to the receiving
set, throw over switches on Charging Panel
(I) and pull out plug (2) from the built-in
receptacle of the Philco charger. Philco
"A" Batteries are operated just as con-
veniently.

Philco Single Charger for all "B" batteries
and UP44 "A" batteries. Noiseless. Con-
sumer Price $9.75

Philco Double Charger for all "B" batteries
and UD86 "A" batteries. Noiseless. Con-
sumer Price $15
"B" Charging Panel, factory wired and
ready for use. Consumer Price $2.75

uilt-in Charge Indicators

Balls float when the bat-
tery is charged, and sink
as the battery becomes
discharged.

Miilco Hechargeab
"I!" Batters

Why Philco Radio Batteries

are so easily sold
Philco Prcssed-Glass Case

"A" Batteries

Spray-proof. Stay dry and clean
always. Built-in Charge In-
dicators.

Type 111)86 for storage battery
tubes. Consumer Price $10

Type l'D44, a "dry-cell replace-
ment" which insures better re-
sults from dry cell tubes. Oc-
cupies less space than three dry
cells and may be installed per-
manently in the radio cabinet.
Consumer Price $8

Philco Mahoganized-Case
"A" Batteries

Two types—RAR and RW—
for 0-volt tubes. Both in beau-
tiful Adam-brown mahogany-
finish cases harmonizing with
your radio cabinet. Consumer
Price $14.50 up

Philco Charge Tester—perma-
nently mounted in filler cap

—

avoids fussing with hydrometer.
$4.00 extra.

Philco quality and Philco national ad-

vertising have created a strong consumer

demand for Philco Radio Batteries in all

parts of the United States.

Philco Batteries—both "A" and "B"

—have big advantages that make stor-

age battery operation easy, convenient

and economical.

They are assembled in attractive, acid-

tight, spill-proof pressed-glass cases—or

in wood cases finished in beautiful Adam-
brown mahogany.

They have exclusive Charge Indicators

that tell at a glance how far the battery

is charged or discharged.

And with the Philco NOISELESS
Charger—with its built-in receptacle and
sockets—you can recharge right in the

living room without changing a single

wire.

Philco Batteries deliver strong, non-

rippling current ivithout hum, roar, or

buzz—the absolute essential for clear and

distant radio reception.

Equally important—Philco Batteries

are D R Y N A M I C— shipped to you

CHARGED but absolutely DRY. No
charging equipment is needed. Any
dealer, without the slightest knowledge of

storage battery operation, can handle

them just as easily as radio tubes or

Victrola Records.

You can buy Philco Radio Batteries

from your Jobber or Wholesaler at stand-

ard discounts. Order now—or fill out

the coupon below and mail to us.

Philadelphia Storage Battery^ Company, Philadelphia

BATTERIES

>3

JOBBERS and DEALERS-Sl^^ t
the cellar and put them in the living room. Our new Radio
Manual tells how. Fill out coupon below and we will mail you
a copy.

Name
,

Street City

State Jobber Dealer
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Ford and Glenn Signed

as Columbia Artists

Preliminary Injunction in

De Forest Radio Tube Suit

Popular Radio Team to Record Exclusively for

the Columbia Co.

The Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc., an-

nounced recently that Ford and Glenn, of Chi-

cago, 111., one of the most popular broadcasting

teams in America, had been engaged to record

exclusively for the Columbia library. The first

records of this popular team were made in Chi-

ll. S. District Court in Delaware Issues Prelim-

inary Injunction Against Radio Corporation

of America in Recent Action

Rush Ford and Rowell Glenn

cago recently under the direction of Arthur

Kergh, general manager of the Columbia record-

ing laboratories, and it is expected that these

records will not only prove to be popular sell-

ers in the Middle West, but will be welcomed
by radio fans everywhere.

Rush Ford and Rowell Glenn have been

broadcasting for some time past, and conduct a

"Lullaby Hour" that has proved a tremendous

success. They have a distinctive method of

broadcasting, which is also reflected in their

records, and Columbia dealers are keenly en-

thusiastic regarding the addition of this pop-

ular team to the Columbia record library.

Judge Hugh M. Morris, of the United States

District Court in Wilmington, Del., on Feb-

ruary 5 granted to the De Forest Radio Co. a

preliminary injunction restraining the Radio

Corporation of America from the sale of

vacuum tubes manufactured by a subsidiary of

the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.

The effect of the decision, should the injunc-

tion be made permanent, is declared to involve

millions of dollars damages for alleged infringe-

ment of patent rights, the Radio Corporation in

that event being liable to the De Forest Co. for

an accounting on all profits on vacuum tubes

manufactured by the Westinghouse Lamp Co.,

which the corporation has sold.

The court, however, ruled that no accounting

would be ordered unless the injunction is made
permanent. The Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.

Co., and the Westinghouse Lamp Co. are de-

fendants in similar actions filed recently in the

Eastern district of Pennsylvania.

Move T. M. and Radio Depts.

Jacksonville, Fla., February 7.—The talking

machine and radio departments of Cohen Bros.,

department store, were recently moved to a

larger and more convenient location on the

Duval street side of the store. The new quar-

ters of the music departments will prove a big

convenience to patrons, as they adjoin the en-

trance to the store. This move, was made nec-

essary by the increasing popularity of the de-

partments.

i

i
No. 2 Type Console.

Same operating unit as
No. 1-A. In American
Walnut or Mahogany
Cabinet. Loud Speaker
built-in and space for
batteries and battery
charger.

Far-Sighted Dealers Select

Stromber^Carlson
Radio Receivers

A nationally known retail store* made careful tests

of all makes of radio ; then stocked Stromberg-
Carlson Receivers. They say that of hundreds
which they have sold, not one has been found im-

perfect, and that day after day friends of those

who have bought these sets came back for sets of

their own.
The splendid performance of these Radio sets is not an
accident. They are the product of an establishment whose
voice reception and voice transmission apparatus has been
standard throughout the world for thirty years.

* Name on request.

Sold direct from Factory to Dealer.

Write for our plan of cooperation.

Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co.
1060 University Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

•No. 1-A Neutrodyne
Receiver ; 5 tubes. Por-
table type. Finished in

Adam-Brown Mahogany.
Connected with Strom-
berg-Carlson No. 2-A
Loud Speaker. No. 3-A
Head Set is included

with each Receiver.

i

i

i

i

i

i

I^J^qj* Speaker Lamp
I
Patents Pending]

offers you a bigger volume of sales than for any other type
loud speaker. It is exquisitely finished—with either parch-
ment or any color silk shade. To demonstrate it is to
sell it. Table lamp models list at $35. Big discounts
offered responsible dealers. Write for full particulars.

THOR Radio Division
OF THE

GOLDEN GATE
BRASS MANUFACTURING CO.

1239-1243 SUTTER STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

Brunswick Radio Technician

School Attracts Dealers

Feature Instituted by E. B. Shiddell Gives

Dealers Full Instruction in Servicing Bruns-

wick-Radiolas

Philadelphia, Pa., February 6.—E. B. Shiddell,

district manager of the Brunswick-Balke-Col-

lender Co., of this city, is responsible for a radio

technician school at the Brunswick branch un-

der the direction of Mr. Hotine. This school

was instituted in order to permit the dealers'

radio men to familiarize themselves with the

most important features of Brunswick-Radiolas.

The plan has been in operation for three weeks
with an average attendance of ten or twelve

men, who visit the branch every Friday morn-
ing for an hour and a half. The plan has al-

ready produced excellent results, and a full

technical program is being carried out in a sim-
ple way, covering each, and every Brunswick
radio model from the simplest fundamentals to

the most important radio feature.

L. S. McGormick Now in

Important Bel Canto Post

Pioneer Talking Machine Executive Made Gen-
eral Sales Manager of Prominent New York
Radio Manufacturing Firm

L. S. McCormick, formerly associated with

the Sonora Phonograph Co., and one of the

pioneers of the talking machine industry, has

been appointed general sales manager of the

Bel Canto Radio & Tel. Equipment Co., Inc.,

872 Broadway, New York City.

. Mr. McCormick is already engaged in his new"

activities and has prepared plans in association

with the other executives of the company call-

ing for a national advertising and sales cam-
paign on the Bel Canto Co. products, including

the Bel Canto cabinet loud speaker, the four

ounce ear phones and other new radio products.

Plan to Expand Sonora
Loud Speaker Line

Frank V. Goodman, sales manager of the So-

nora Phonograph Co., Inc., New York, stated,

recently that the company had been so success-

ful with its loud speaker products that it was
planning to amplify this branch of its business

in the very near future by adding new models,,

which will be ready very shortly. Mr. Good-
man expects to give the trade full details re-

garding these products by the end of March, at

which time production will be in full force.

Good Demand for Line of

Capitol Distributing Co.

Ira Greene, president of the Capitol Distrib-

uting Co., New York City, distributor of radio
5

sets and accessories, reports a steady demand,,

well distributed throughout the entire line. In

addition to the products now distributed, Mr.

Greene hinted of a new product shortly to be

added which would create decided interest

throughout the trade.
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UNIKPVOBUyilBI
Will Inclusion of Saxophone Arrangement

in Popular Sheet Music Create New Market?
Ukulele Arrangements Increase Sales—Popularity of Saxophone With Youth of Country Should

Make Feasible Inclusion of Saxophone Arrangement in Near Future

The inclusion of ukulele arrangements in the

piano copies of popular music is now in vogue
with most publishers. Only a few of the newer
issues fail to carry such arrangements and these

do not lend themselves readily for such pur-

poses. The dance folios also now invariably

carry these ukulele additions. All this is done
not only to sell more music but to give greater

value to the purchaser. A couple of years ago
one popular publisher for a short time added to

his piano copies the arrangement for the saxo-

phone. This appeared on the back page of his

popular piano copies. The idea did not at that

time meet with much success and this may have
been due to the limited popularity of these

particular issues. At any rate, the saxophone
arrangement was discarded after a short trial.

It has been estimated that there are close to

a million saxophones now in use and while this

does not compare with the number of ukuleles

that have been sold during a score of years, the

continued interest in the saxophone will un-
doubtedly make more feasible, at a not-too-late

date, the inclusion of an arrangement for saxo-

phone renditions in all piano music.

It has often been said, and there is no evi-

dence to disprove it, that most of the popular

sheet music is sold to girls. Naturally, it is the

youth of the country who are interested in the

latest dance steps, the novelty and the comedy
songs. While the girls do not buy all the

music, most of it is bought for them.

The saxophone, however, while an instrument

of the newer generation, is confined mostly to

boys and herein undoubtedly lies a market for

several hundred thousand sales of sheet music,

at least of the best dance numbers, which would
hardly otherwise be sold. The young saxo-

phone player is an enthusiast and the fact that

he has purchased such an instrument shows

that he is quite modern and wants to be up-to-

date, so there is every reason to believe that he

will purchase the latest dance tunes.

If this is an added market for sheet music,

and there undoubtedly are many sales to be had

in this channel, there is hardly any obstacle

from the publisher's viewpoint in including an

arrangement for the saxophone. The present

ukulele arrangements appear on the same page

with the melody for the piano so no additional

space in the copies is required to include this

music. The outside back cover of popular sheet

music is given over to publisher's advertising,

and generally carries titles and thematics of

numbers that are being featured by the house.

This space will readily carry the arrangement

for the saxophone and there will hardly be any

additional cost to the publisher in making the

inclusion.

This country seems bent upon becoming a

great musical nation. No doubt at some later

period the homes of the country will find it

necessary to purchase full orchestrations instead

of piano copies in order to serve the needs of

the various musical members of the family.

That the need for this is becoming more pro-

nounced is increasingly evident.

New Songs Announced
for Leo Feist Catalog

"Will You Remember Me?" "How Big Is Baby,
So Big" and "O Katharina" Among This Pub-
lishing Firm's New Offerings

"One Little Dream of

Love" Proves Popular

Chappell-Harms, Inc., Adds Number to Popular

Catalog With Consequent Fast Development

$2,500 in Music Prizes

Offered by Federation

National Federation Announces Five Free

Scholarships in Voice, Violin and Piano for

Conservatory Instruction

Among the new songs that have been added
to the catalog of Leo Feist, Inc., and which
appear in the February offerings of that pro-

gressive publishing house, are "Will You Re-
member Me?" a number that has already shown
indications of success; "How Big Is Baby, So
Big," a song based upon the popular novel and
motion picture of the same name; "I Had Some-
one Else Before I Had You," a new fox-trot bal-

lad now being featured by Nora Bayes, and the

already accepted success "O Katharina," the big-

gest song hit Europe has contributed in a num-
ber of years, now being featured in "Chauve
Souris," at the Forty-ninth Street Theatre, New
York, and which in instrumental form is being
heard elsewhere.

Among the new issues that have been added
to the catalog of Chappell-Harms, Inc., is the

popular edition of "One Little Dream of Love."

The song has developed very fast in recent

months and the decision to add it to the popu-

lar catalog was based upon the favorable im-

pression and sales it is making throughout the

country.

"One Little Dream of Love" is by Harold
Simpson and Westell Gordon. It is issued for

all voices and the present issue has been given

a most attractive title page in several colors.

E. F. Bitner in the West
Indies on a Vacation

Zo Elliott, composer of "Long, Long Trail"

and the new publication, "Trail o' My Heart,"

the latter written in collaboration with Milt

Hagen, the well-known publicity man, has been
broadcasting his numbers over radio station

WOR.

Edgar F. Bitner, general manager of Leo
Feist, Inc., accompanied by Mrs. Bitner, sailed

recently for a five weeks' cruise through

the West Indies. This is the first real vacation

Mr. Bitner has ever taken, his former trips

having all been connected with his business.

Peoria, III., February 6.—Creation of a cash

prize fund of $2,500, and establishment of schol-

arships in five prominent musical schools, as

awards for national winners of the young artist

contests conducted by the National Federation

of Music Clubs, was announced to-day by Mrs.

Helen Harrison 'Mills, editor of the organiza-

tion's official bulletin.

The contests are open to both sexes in voice,

violin and piano, and arc arranged in a series

of three—the State, the district, and then the

final or national contest, which will be held at

the biennial convention of the Federation at

Portland, Ore., in June.

The winners in the national contest may se-

lect a $500 cash award or a scholarship in any

of the five musical institutes. They are the In-

stitute of Musical Art of New York City, the

New England Conservatory of Music, the Curtis

Institute of Philadelphia, the Cleveland Insti-

tute of Music and the Cincinnati Conservatory

of Music. The contest is already attracting

widespread attention.

/ F HIT MEANS MONEY, HERE IS " K O R K E R "

EVERYBODY LOVES MY BABY
BIT MY BABY DON'T LOVE NOBODY BUT ME

Send for your copies now! It's a hit. Nuff sed!

Order today—on all records and rolls—from your jobber

Featured by These Well-

known Artists

Aileen Stanley
Sophie Tucker
Dolly Kay
Eva Taylor

Blossom Seeley
Albertha Hunter

Bee Palmer
Jane Green
Cora Green

CLARENCE WILLIAMS MUSIC PUBLISHING CO., Inc.
1547 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY
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Above Songs Featured BV Orchestra And Vaudeville, Acts From Coast To Coast

IRVING BERLIN INC., 1607 Broadway, New York

George Eastman to Give
American Composers Hearing

Announces Series of Concerts by Rochester

Philharmonic Featuring Their Compositions

George Eastman, of Rochester, N. Y., who
has bestowed numerous benefactions for the

cause of musical development, has announced
through Howard Hanson, director of the East-

man School of Music, a new project to further

the composition of American orchestral music.

This will be in the form of a series of concerts

to be given by the Rochester Philharmonic

Orchestra at which the new work by young
American composers will receive an opportunity

of being played. The first two of these con-

certs are to be given in April and if promising

they will be repeated annually.

All scores for the coming programs had to be

submitted before February 15 to Howard Han-
son, care of the Eastman School of Music,

Rochester, N. Y. Composers whose works are

selected for performance will be asked to fur-

nish orchestral parts of their compositions and

will be invited to attend rehearsals and per-

formances of their music as guests and at the

expense of the Eastman School of Music.

In a recent interview Mr. Hanson said: "A
great deal is being written concerning the

American composer. We talk of the great

aiiiiiia»i:«i«i«i«i«i«i«iKii!aiiasiiiaas3iiiiiiiisisii

Chappell - Harms
Ballad Successes

A Brown Bird Singing

In The Garden of Tomorrow

Land of Might-Have-Been

Love's First Kiss

My Thoughts of You

One Little Dream of Love

.

Smile Through Your Tears

Someday, In Somebody's Eyes

Some Day You Will Miss Me

Song of Songs

Sweetest Call

There's a Song in My Heart

Sweet Navarre

What a Wonderful World

It Would Be
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American symphony and the great American
opera as though we should suddenly discover

them as completed things in the hands of young
composers to whom we have never allowed

even the privilege of trying out their own ef-

forts. This talk without work, this vague hop-

ing for an American creative art without a

definite plan for its encouragement, is utter non-

sense. Why must we Americans demand mir-

acles? 'Tristan' was not Wagner's first opera;

Beethoven's 'Missa Solemnis' was not his first

work; Strauss did not write 'Till Eulenspiegel'

without having heard of any of his works.

"Our composers must have, first, an adequate

training in theory approached from the creative

standpoint; second, they must have the oppor-

tunity of hearing their own works; third, when
they have proved themselves, they must be al-

lowed some time for professional composition;

fourth, their best works must be published so

that they are procurable for performance and

for study.

Hope to Expand Program
"What is being done regarding these four

essentials? Regarding the first point, some of

our best schools of music are beginning to

stress the study of composition, so that we
have, even now, some well-trained composers

from American schools. Regarding the second

point, I know of no systematic plan which has

been carried out up to the present time. Re-

garding the third point, the American Academy
in Rome is the one great star of hope in an

otherwise starless night. For the academy does

grant to one composer a year a three-year fel-

lowship for composition. There is also the

Pulitzer traveling fellowship and a very few

other short-term fellowships. Prize competi-

tions also offer some encouragement. Regard-

ing the fourth point, with the exception of the

valiant work being done by the Society for the

Publication of American Music—which is con-

fined to chamber music—nothing systematic has

been done. We have no fund for the publica-

tion of scores such as the Carnegie Trust of

the United Kingdom."

"O Katharina" Is Hit

of the Ghauve Souris

Mills' Chicago Office

Jack Mills, Inc., has opened an office in the

Garrick Theatre Building, Chicago, 111., which

will be under the direction of Willie Horowitz.

It is understood that this is the first of a series

of branch offices contemplated by the Mills

organization. Jack Mills, head of Jack Mills,

Inc., closed negotiations and attended the open-

ing of the new Chicago office.

Featured by McCormack

John McCormack is featuring two numbers

from the Chappell-Harms, Inc., catalog, namely,

Haydn Wood's latest ballad, "I Look Into Your

Garden" and "What A Wonderful World It

Would Be," by Hermann Lohr. Reinald Wer-
renrath, during his present concert tour, is also

programming two Chappell-Harms numbers.

European Hit, Published by Leo Feist, Inc.,

Proves Outstanding Success of New Russian
Production Playing in New York

F. Ray Comstock and Morris Gest have

brought to the 49th Street Theatre, New York,
the new edition of Balieff's Chauve Souris

direct from the Paris and London engagements
of this unusual production.

With it they have brought to this country

another European hit, "O Katharina." This is

an unusual number, an acknowledged success

before its American presentation and which, in

the short space of time since it has been played

for the audiences at the 49th Street Theatre,
,

has not only repeated its European record, but

indicates that it will even be more flourishing

here. The audiences nightly in New York join

in the chorus of "O Katharina" and it is prob-

ably receiving more publicity in this manner
than any production song in a generation.

"O Katharina" is published by Leo Feist,

Inc., which naturally can be depended upon to

give it all supplementary publicity necessary

to put it over for one of the biggest successes.

New Ghappel-Harms Songs

Among the new issues in the Chappell-

Harms, Inc., catalog are "Immortality," the

words of which are by Edwin Hatch, music by

Hermann Lohr; "Casey the Fiddler," words by

Fred G. Bowles, music by Haydn Wood;
"Fairy Cradles," words by Edward Lockton,

music by Molly Carew; "When Eventide

Closes," words by Gertrude Gunnell, music by

Gerald Jonas, and "Hurrah for the Rolling

Sea," words by Clifford Grey and music by Her-

man Finck.
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Br&ktest, Snappiest end
latest FOXTROT Sensation

Superb Dance Rhythm.1

MAMMAS
(Burn Me Up)

- roani\2
FOXTROT k ike

°

Ckavactenstic 'Blues' Style

NO .

WONDER
(TiiatlLove Ybm

kJI Discodeyy and a Delight/

A Coaxing FOXTROT Melody You
/

Cant Stop Hearty QvevfwL Oveif J^am

YOU CAN'T GO VR.ONG XFE1ST' SONG

E. R. Ball Appearing
in Legitimate Show

Well-known Composer Being Featured in Kolb
& Dill Production, "In Politics," on Pacific

Coast—Popular Vaudevillian

"A Thief in Paradise"
Featured With Film

Ernest R. Ball, well-known composer of bal-

lads, who for many years has appeared as a

vaudeville headliner, has for the first time in

his career appeared on a regular stage as a

feature with the Kolb & Dill musical extrava-

ganza, called "In Politics," which now is ap-

pearing in Pacific Coast cities.

Ernest Ball appears in this show with a

chorus of eight singing and dancing girls and
presents a number of his new and old songs,

including three which he sings himself: "West
of the Great Divide," "Dear Little Home of My
Dreams" and "Mother, Oh, My Mother." Some
of the older numbers that are sung during his

appearance are "When Irish Eyes Are Smiling,"

"Till the Sands of the Desert Grow Cold," "A
Little Bit of Heaven," "Mother Machree" and

"Love Me and the World Is Mine." All these

numbers are published by the firm of M. Wit-

mark & Sons.

"Waiting for You" Featured

Chicago, III., February 7.—Mr. and Mrs. Jesse

Crawford, of the Chicago Theatre, the elaborate

motion picture playhouse of this city, presented

for the first time on Monday, February 2,

a novelty known as "Musical Film." This prod-

uct presents in picture form the story of the

song, and at the same time displays the words

on the screen as the organist plays the melody.

The number selected for this special presenta-

tion is the waltz success from the catalog of

Will Rossiter, the pioneer Chicago publisher,

entitled "Waiting for You." It is expected the

number will be a big success.

New Sam Fox Number to Be Featured in

Conjunction With First National Film of

Same Name—Song of Hit Caliber

The Sam Fox Publishing Co., of New York
and Cleveland, Ohio, has arranged for a special

song tie-up on its "A Thief in Paradise" in con-

junction with the exhibition of the photoplay

of the same name in co-operation with the First

National organization, which is distributing this

unusual film.

"A Thief in Paradise" is not just a motion

picture song. Its words are by Bartley Cos-

tello and music by Alfred Solman, both of

whom have contributed some meritorious songs

in the past. In this particular offering they have

arrived at a combination in words and music

that should win widespread approval and un-

usual popularity.

"Everybody Loves My Baby"
Popular With Radio Fans

Clarence Williams Radio Trio Closes Success^

ful Tour of the Middle West

Chicago, III., February IS.—The Clarence Wil-

liams Radio Trio, which has been programming

through some of the prominent radio stations

in Middle Western territory, has returned to

New York. The managements of the various

radio broadcasting stations which booked this

trio look forward to securing these entertain-

ers for an early return engagement. The most

popular song sung by the Clarence Williams

Trio was "Everybody Loves My Baby," the

number sung with such success by Sophie

Tucker during her recent visit to the Palace

Theatre, this city.

Forster Music Publishers

Issue New Dance Series

Will Be Known as "Rhythmodic Classics"

—

Arrangements Being Made by Frank Black

Forster Music Publisher, Inc., 235 South
Wabash avenue, Chicago, 111., which has con-

tributed much constructive material for the use

of orchestras, has enlivened that branch of the

music field with a new series of dance arrange-

ments. These are marketed under the trade

name "Rhythmodic Classics," the arrangements

of which are by Frank Black. The first of this

series includes ten well-known classics arranged

in an original and modern manner which un-

doubtedly creates a new style of rendering

some of the best-known standard numbers. The
numbers are all copyrighted and all among the

most popular.

They are issued in individual orchestral form
and are not a folio and are given new titles,

which, however, closely relate them to the orig-

inal compositions from which basis they are

taken. They include "Hungaria," "Egyptian
Echoes," "Carmen Capers," "Faust Frivolities,"

"Miserereflection," "Rigoletto Riggles," "Wag-
neriana," "Ideal Aida," "Lifting Lucia" and
"Haunting Humoresque."
The piano accompaniment for the "Rhyth-

modic Classics" are cued and adaptable for

organ. Each arrangement is made for any

combination from three-piece to symphony
orchestra.

Dave Ringle, the well-known songwriter,

now manages the professional department of

the E. B. Marks Music Co. His latest song is

entitled "I Never Knew How Much I Loved
You," which, although a recent release, is ap-

pearing in the repertoire of such well-known

vaudevillians as Belle Baker, Sophie Tucker,

Dot Taylor and Kay Spangler.
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Quigley & Benson, Inc., to

Publish Music in Chicago

Members of New Concern in Garrick Theatre
Building—Already Well Known in the Trade
—Purchase Several Popular Numbers

Chicago, III., February 6.—The latest addition

to the sheet music trade of this city is the in-

corporation of Quigley & Benson, Inc., music
publishers, who opened executive and profes-

sional offices the first of this month on the

fourth floor of the Garrick Theatre Building.

Thomas J. Quigley is president and general

manager of the new company, and Edgar A.

Benson, vice-president. Both of these gentle-

men are well known through their long and im-

portant connections with the trade. Mr. Quig-
ley was for twelve years manager of the Chi-

cago office of M. Witmark & Sons, and is one

of the best-posted men in the sheet music trade,

while Mr. Benson, who has been head of Benson,

Inc., furnishers of music and entertainment for

a number of years, holds the same position with

the professional trade. The Benson organiza-

tion controls such orchestras as Isham Jones,

Don Bestor, Jack Chapman, Ralph Williams'

Rainbo Gardens Orchestra, Charlie Straight's

Rendezvous Orchestra, Henry Selinger, Drake
Hotel Orchestra, Irving Margraff Blackstone

Hotel Orchestra, Fred Hamm's Terrace Garden

Orchestra and many other prominent orches-

tras in and around Chicago.

In this connection Quigley & Benson will be

enabled to give the very best service and full

co-operation to the trade. The company has

already published a number of popular selec-

tions which are being featured by these orches-

tras, as well as others, including "Flag That

Train," "You Know I Know," "Broken

Dreams," "Bobbed Head," "In a Wonderful
World of Our Own," "Forget Me Not."

These numbers are being extensively pro-

moted through the sales department under the

direction of Billy Thompson, sales manager,

and also Ralph Foote, manager of the band and

orchestra department.

Jacob Henry Ellis

to Go on Long Trip

Sam Fox Representative, Well Known as a

Composer, to Visit Leading Trade Centers

Jacob Henry Ellis, traveling representative for

the Sam Fox Publishing Co., Cleveland, Ol,

who has been spending the past few weeks in

the New York offices of the company, will

shortly leave on an extended trade trip.

Mr. Ellis, besides being one of the best-known

traveling salesmen in the country, is also a com-

poser of note. At the present time his "In

Autumn Time" is having an active sale. This

number, while not new, shows the earmarks of

being revived in a most substantial manner.

The publishers have found it necessary to re-

issue it.

Besides the above, Mr. Ellis is also the writer

of "Drum Major March," "Trumpeteer March"
and "Autumn Leaves," a reverie.

"Natja" Scores Success in

Philadelphia Premiere

Tschaikovsky Operetta Soon to Open in New
York—Leo Feist, Inc., Publishes the Score

©l^lH LtO FEAST \NC

"Natja," the Tschaikovsky operetta, which
opened in Philadelphia this week, will be pre-

sented at the Knickerbocker Theatre, New
York, on Monday, February 16. The early re-

ports state that it is elaborately staged with

a high standard cast .peculiarly fitted for the

vocal renditions and should meet the approval

of the theatre-going public which has shown
a desire in recent months for operettas of the

better sort. Leo Feist, Inc., publishes the score.

Like Father, Like Son,

Again Proves to Be True

Donald Kahn, Son of Gus Kahn, Noted Song-
writer, Ambitious to Follow in His Illustrious

Father's Footsteps

Genius quite often runs in the family and a

striking, example of this saying is Donald Kahn,
the six-year-old son of Gus Kahn, the celebrated

songwriter. Donald is not only ambitious to

Donald Kahn and Dan Russo
outdo his famous father as a lyric writer, but
he also is desirous of becoming an accomplished
musician as well and some day even be direc-

tor of his own orchestra. And certainly, if he
can attain the position of the noted music mas-
ter, Dan Russo, who is giving the boy frequent

lessons,' his wishes will be more than granted.

Dan Russo is co-conductor of the Oriole Or-
chestra, playing at the Edgewater Beach Hotel,

in Chicago, and recording exclusively for Bruns-
wick records. He is also known throughout
the country as a composer, for he has such
numbers as "Toot, Toot, Tootsie," "My Dream
Moon," "Back in Hackensack," "Moonlight and
You" and many others to his credit. His lat-

est composition, "Isabelle," is now being re-

leased by Jack Mills, Inc., and is expected to

be a big hit.

A brilliant future is predicted for little Don-
ald under the tutelage of Mr. Russo. And here

is where the family strain comes in again. His
mother is also noted for her musical abilities,

but her success was achieved writing melodies,

not lyrics. She was the composer of many hits,

the biggest of which was "I Wish I Had You,"
which sold almost two million copies. So if

Donald takes after his mother and father he

is certain to be both a great musician and lyric

writer.

Marks Issues New
Hebrew Number

'Kaddish" Based on Jewish Prayer for the

Dead Stands Every Chance of Being Success

The great success of "Eli Eli," attained in

this country a few years back and which has

wide popularity, has led a number of composers
to write something along the same lines as fit-

ting. Up to this time the successes in this

direction have not been impressive.

The latest of these and one v/hich from early

indications has a good chance of becoming
widely popular has been issued by the Edward
B. Marks Music Co., and is entitled "The Kad-
dish" (of My Ancestry). This is based upon
the well-known Hebrew memorial prayer and
contains as its principal theme the introductory

Hebrew lines of the prayer.
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Add
^federal

to your phonograph* Order
No. 417— Qold finish for Art
Model Consoles, $125
No. 200 — Nickel finish for

Victor No. 215. Special, $120

•

- . h
"®®®

1

Order
No. 135 for all Up*
rightPhonographsand
Victor No. 210 Con-
sole, $98.20

"\7'OUR customers know the rec-
A ognized superiority of Federal

Radio Receivers. They know
Federal's exclusive advantages of

tone beauty, selectivity and dis-

tance range.

Here is your opportunity to offer

all these Federal advantages in

panel form— designed specially for

Victor consoles and all makes of

upright phonographs.

Write us for further information.

Let us show you how you can turn

all your old phonograph customers

into a new and lasting source of

revenue.

When in Neio York visit

the Federal Studio, Suite

1710, Times Building.

FEDERAL TELEPHONE MANUFACTURING CORP.
BUFFALO, N. Y.

^federal
StandardJ[ADIO Product

Boston New York Philadelphia Washington, D. C. Pittsburgh Chicago Kansas City San Francisco Bridgeburg, Canada
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E. F. McDonald Broadcast

From Plane During Eclipse

President of Zenith Radio Corp. Made Interest-

ing Experiment During Recent Eclipse of the

Sun—Valuable Information Secured

over the earth. As a result of this investigation,

invaluable information was placed in the hands of

radio engineers and executives throughout the

The accompanying illustration was featured in

many Chicago newspapers during the period prior

to the eclipse of the sun a few weeks ago. It is

indicative of the progressiveness of Eugene F.

McDonald, Jr., president of the Zenith Radio

Corp., who for many years has been an active

figure in all matters pertaining to the scientific

development of radio. A day prior to the eclipse

Mr. McDonald left Chicago in a plane for Escan-

aba, Mich., in order to direct the operation of the

Zenith portable broadcasting station, WJAZ, and

broadcast messages which would permit the radio

world to determine whether or not radio waves are

weakened in impulse by the passing of a shadow

Eugene F. McDonald, Jr., and Plane He
country, and Mr. McDonald has been congratu-

lated upon his contribution to radio science.

Sauer Opens New Store

Lorain, O., February 6.—The formal opening of

the new store of the

A. B. Sauer Music
Co., at 631 Broad-

way, was held here

recently and a large

number of patrons

was entertained. Mr.

Sauer, proprietor of

the business, recent-

ly took over the

phonograph depart-

ment of the George
A. Clark Co., 422

Broadway, and is

continuing the busi-

ness under his own
Used During Eclipse name. He came to

Lorain in 1918, at which time he became iden-

tified with the sales staff of the Clark concern.

m

"MASTERCRAFT"
PRODUCTS

including a complete line of instruments comprising

PORTABLE and TABLE models of Talking Machines;

Straight Radio Cabinets and Phonograph-Radio Com-
binations.

It is to your interest to get our literature showing

models and prices. Write for special brochure No. 4.

The Wolf Manufacturing Industries
(Established 1890)

BUILDERS OF "MASTERCRAFT" PHONOGRAPHS

QUINCY, ILLINOIS
New York Office: 145 We.t 45th St.
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Substantial!

\

A dependable source

for guaranteed portables

During the past year, the Carryola Master has been the outstanding phonograph in

the portable field. Popularly priced, yet possessing features that stamp it unmis-

takably as a truly high-grade instrument, the Master has forged to the front in every

community where introduced and piled up remarkable sales records.

This great triumph of the Carryola Master calls for a big program
of expansion for 1925. And the new year finds us ready—equipped
with a new factory, a monument to the success of the Carryola

Master.

A large new factory building, furnished with up-to-date machinery
—ample finances to carry on production in greatly increased volume—"our house is in order" for a far bigger year in 1925.

A Sound, Progressive Company
This expansion program is further proof of the statement we have
made and repeated many' times—that when you make a connection

with the Carryola Company of America you are building substan-

tially for the future and not gambling with success in the portable

phonograph field.

For those who join hands with us a new and greater success looms
ahead in the portable phonograph field. Make your plans now.
Get our proposition and full information about our 1925 plans at

once. Write today.

RETAIL PRICE $25 oo

in far west
and south

\
\

Carryola
Company of

America.
647 Clinton St.,

Milwaukee, Wis.

\

CARRYOLA COMPANY of AMERICA
647 Clinton Street Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Please send at once
complete description of
the Carryola Master,
prices, and full details of
your 1925 plans.

Name

Jobbers: Write for
the Carryola Proposition

Address

vtae [ARRLIDLA M
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WORLD'S CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Any member of the trade may forward to this office a "Situation" advertisement

intended for this Department to occupy a space of four lines, agate measure, and it will

be inserted free. Replies will also be forwarded without cost. Additional space will

be at the rate of 25c. per line. If bold faced type is desired the cost of same will be
25c. per line. Rates for all other classes of advertising on application.

JOB LOT
Sales Floor Record Service Fixture

(As Illustrated)

Entire Lot, 150 Fixtures $3.50 each

Small Lots . . $4.00 "

F. O. B. Newark, N. J.

This Fixture has Never Sold Less than $35.00

Write or Call at Once Telephone Market 2 789

MAX FEDER
158 Ferry St. Newark, N. J.

WANTED—Outside salesman who is familiar

with Victor line to sell Victrolas, pianos and
radio. One who can bring in the business and
close sales. Salary and commission. Address
The Music Shoppe, Inc., 238 East Second St.,

Casper, Wyo.

WANTED—Live-wire representative for New
England territory, by manufacturer of moderate
priced consoles and upright phonographs and
combination radio and phonographs. Address
"Box 1480," care The Talking Machine World,
383 Madison Ave., New York City.

POSITION WANTED—Efficient repair man
on all makes of motors, also skilled in cabinet

touch up work, desires new connection with re-

liable dealer, 10 years' experience and best of

references. Address "Box 1481," care The Talk-

ing Machine World, 383 Madison Ave., New
York City.

WANTED—Intelligent combination (2) in

the manufacturing of Gramophone records. Ex-
ecutive positions. Years of experience. If in-

terested please communicate with "Box 1482,"

care The Talking Machine World, 383 Madison
Ave., New York City.

CARVED LEGS
Eight designs in gum, oak and ma-
hogany. Prices reduced. Send for cir-

cular. Klise Mfg. Co., Grand Rapids,
Mich.

SPRINGS
i'4'
i%'

x. 022x17',
x. 022x18'
x.022xl7'
x.022xl3'

l"x.027xl3',
l"x.027xl6',

VICTOR
bent each end No. 6543
6" marine ends No. 3014
bent arbor No. 5362
bent arbor No. 5423

l%"x.022x9' bent arbor No. 5427
l»/<"x.022xB', bent each end No. 6542
l"x.020x13' 6" marine ends No. 2141
l"x.020xl5' marine ends No. 3335
l"x.020xl5' bent arbor No. 5394
l"x. 020x15', bent at each end No. 6546

COLUMBIA
l"x.028xl6' crimp arbor, new style. No. 20009
l"x.028xl0' Universal No. 2951
l"x. 028x11' Universal No. 2951
l"x.030x11' hook ends
l"xll' for motor No. 1 No. 1219

HEINEMAN
l"x.025xl2' motors, Nos. 33 & 77
1 3/16"x.026xl9\ also Path§
1 3/16"x.026xl7' No. 4

MEI9SEI.BACH
%"xl0' motors, Nos. 9 & 10
I"x9' motors, Nos. 11 & 12
I"xl6' motors, Nos. 16, 17 & 19
2"x.022xl6', rectangular hole, 18kl0

8AAL-8ILVERTONE
l"x.027x10', rectangular hole No. 144

rectangular hole No. 145
rectangular hole No. 146

BRUNSWICK
l"x.025xl2', rect'gular hole, regular.No. 201
l"x.025xl8'. rect'gular hole, regular.No. 401

KRA8BKRG
l"xl2' motor 2A 1 Pear-shaped and
l"xl6' motor 3 & 4 V rectangular holes
l"xl8' new style J on outer end

EDISON
l%"x. 028x25' regular size disc motors
l"x.032x11', Standard
1 5/16", Home
1 5/16"xl8' type A 150, old style disc
1" Amberola 30-50-75
1 1/16". B 80

SUNDRIES
l"x.025x9', pear-shaped Stewart
l"x.025x16', Sonora, Style 30
25/32"x.026x10', P.S. Swiss Motors & Pathe
1 "4 "x. 025x17' round hole, Mandel
J4"x.022x9\ pear-shaped small motors. . .

.

I"x.025xl6', pear-shaped hole or rect
%"x.023xl0', marine ends, Hein. Col., etc..
%"x.025x10', marine ends, Hein. Col., etc..
%"x.020x9', marine ends
%"x.020x9', marine ends
Victor Gov. springs. No. 1729 per 100
Victor Gov. balls, n/style. No. 3302... each
Victor-Columbia Gov.sp.,screw washers, 100
Columbia Gov. springs, No. 3510. . .per 100
Columbia Gov. ball, lead, flat and spring.

.

Columbia Gov. ball, new style & spring...
Turntable felts, wool, green, 10", 15c; 12"

Terms, 2% cash with order.

TALKING MACHINE SUPPLY CO., PARK RIDGE,N. J.

WANTED FOR CASH
rhonograph Cabinets, consoles and uprights. Also

motors, tone arms and records. Send list and
specifications of what you have with price. Fuehr
& Stemmer Piano Co., 2701 S. Wells St., Chi-

cago, 111.

FOR SALE
Victor department in White Plains, N. Y. Dol-

lar for dollar for stock. Attractive proposition.

Address "Box 1476," care The Talking Machine

World, 383 Madison Ave., New York City.

FOR SALE
Two knock down phonograph booths

6'x7', each double wall and glass. Write

C. F. Spooner, 836 Purchase St., New Bed-

ford, Mass.

$.57
.58
.57
.50
.42
.42
.32
.35
.38
.43

.67

.34

.36

.45

.35

.35

.75

.59

.29

.31

.49
1.20

.42

.48

.58

.43

.58

.45

.55

.60

1.25
.55
.70

1.28
.56

1.15

.34

.52

.36

.75

.26

.50

.29

.27

.21

.18

.95

.07

.72

.95

.08

.08

.18

POSITION WANTED: Recording engineer,

experienced in every phase of record-making,

is considering a change. Address "Box 1473,"

care of The Talking Machine World, 383 Madi-

son Ave., New York City.

CASH CABINETSFOR
Will buy in any quantity, equipped or unequipped, console, uprights, table and small

models. Surplus stocks purchased at once. Contracts for future deliveries. Write at

once. Address "Box 1477," care The Talking Machine World, 383 Madison Ave., New
York City.

I

FOR SALE
The most lucrative Victrola business between

Boston and Buffalo. Now and always a money-
maker. Location, fitment, city most desirable.
Overwork cause of selling. Ask for interview.
Address "Box 1479," care The Talking Machine
World, 3S3 Madison Ave., New York City.

AUDAKS—FOR SALE
Wc have several new Audaks which we will sell

at less than cost price and on terms. The Audak
is an excellent stimulator of record sales. Address

"Box 1478," care The Talking Machine World,

383 Madison Ave., New York City.

RADIO CABINETS
North Western Cabinet Co., Wholesale Manufac-

turers, Burlington, Iowa, U. S. A., solicit your
orders for special designs of Radio Cabinets in

cutting quantities.

WANTED
Edison phonographs and records. If you are

over-stocked or closing out let me know what you
have and make price. Address "Box 1483," care

The Talking Machine World, 383 Madison Ave.,

New York City.

Stromberg-Carlson Loud
Speaker Placed on Market

No. 2A Unit Constructed to Give Abundant
Sound Volume Is Introduced

Rochester, N. Y., February 6.—The Stromberg-

Carlson Tel. Mfg. Co., of this city, recently

introduced to the trade

the Stromberg-Carlson

No. 2A loud speaker

and is putting a strenu-

ous selling campaign

behind the unit. At-

tractive booklets illu-

strating the loud speak-

er and giving detailed

descriptions of it have

been sent to dealers.

The loud speaker is

twenty-four inches high

with a 13^-inch bell

and has unusual sound

volume. The metal

parts and horn are fin-

ished in oxidized sil-

ver.

Buys Shearouse Co.

Palatka, Fla., February 2.—The B. & B. Music

Shop has just been formed by G. D. Bogue and
L. R. Bigewet, who have purchased the music
stock that has been carried by the Shearouse

Music Co. The new concern has taken a store

at Lemon and Fourth streets, and plans to

carry a larger stock of music goods than the

Shearouse concern store. All lines of musical

merchandise are handled.

Corson in New Warerooms
Daixe, Ore., February 7.—New quarters have

recently been taken by the Corson Music Store

in the Walther-Williams Building, Second and

Federal streets. The store has been attractively

decorated and four demonstration booths for

phonograph records have been installed. Sales-

rooms are provided, in addition, for player-

pianos and music rolls. The large balcony

around the store will be used for the display of

phonographs and radios, and a radio workshop.

The Soward Music Store and the Anderson

Piano Co., of Dayton, O., have completed exten-

sive alterations for the installation of radio de-

partments in their warerooms.
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W. LIONEL STURDY MANAGER

Phenomenal Demand Creates Optimism
|P

T

as Sales Promotion Plans Are Maturing
All Factors of the Trade Report Best January Business in Years—Vocalion-Gramophone Public

Issue Precedes Consolidation of Interests—Big Houses Incorporate—Other Important News

London, England, February 3.—It is very grat-

ifying to be able to report a good after-holiday

trade. In fact, a happy sign for the present

year is that this condition of things obtains in

all branches of the music industries. Trade

during January usually experiences a big drop

compared with December and though, of course,

it has been by no means level, the demand for

both gramophones and records has been phe-

nomenal for January. Particularly have the

record factories been kept busy, the majority

having been compelled to maintain overtime in

order to meet the demand—a demand which has

not only been for the terpsichorean record

—

large though that demand is—but also for the

increasingly large quantities of records carry-

ing classical and standard music. With every

month, the number of listeners-in to the wire-

less broadcasting programs grows, and retailers

tell me that they can connect up their record

and sheet music inquiries with recent broad-

castings in ever-increasing numbers. In addi-

tion to the increasing demand for classical and

standard numbers, however, the dancing craze,

which, if anything, seems to have caught the

popular fancy more than ever, is responsible

mainly for the extension of the record and ma-

chine sales-period. The demand for fox-trot

and one-step numbers is simply tremendous,

and the broadcasting of dance items played by

the Savoy Havana Band only seems to serve

as an additional advertisement for the record

manufacturers.

Issue of Amalgamated Gramophone Co.

An important amalgamation of interests was
announced a few days ago in the registration

.as a public company of the Vocalion-Gramo-

phone Co., Ltd. This took place on January

13, and the subscription list for the company
was opened on January 15, and closed on Jan-

uary 20. I understand that the whole of the

shares were taken up and quotations in the

press now quote the figure of nine pence per

share.

According to the prospectus issued, the com-
pany has been formed particularly to acquire

and consolidate the following interests as from

December 31, 1924:

(a) The complete organization for the man-

ufacture, distribution and sale of gramophone
records as carried on by the Aeolian Co., Ltd.,

and the Universal Music Co., Ltd. ( a subsidiary

of the Aeolian Co., Ltd.) at Hayes, Middlesex,

at the recording factory, Duncan avenue, and
at Aeolian Hall, London, together with the

goodwill attaching to the Vocalion Records
throughout the world (except North America
and, subject to certain licenses, in France and
Spain), and Aco records throughout the world,

and the trademarks and copyrights covering

them; also the sole British selling and manu-
facturing rights of the gramophone known as

the Aeolian Vocalion, and the benefit of the

Aeolian Co.'s valuable contracts with famous
artists.

(b) All the British patents in connection

with the World record, a record which (the

prospectus claims) has been brought to a state

of perfection, and which has four times the

music capacity of the average gramophone rec-

ord, though costing the same, and which it is

proposed to call in future the Vocalion 4 in 1.

The' British patent also cover the controller

attachment, which can be fitted to any ordinary

gramophone or gramophone motor.

C. K. Sugden, managing director of the

Aeolian Co., will act in a like capacity to the

new company, and, "in a few months," said Mr.

Sugden, in an interview I had with him, "the

company will go ahead with the production of

the Vocalion 4 in 1 record," for which is antici-

pated a very big business.

The share capital amounts to £250,000, divided

into 500,000 ordinary shares of 10/ each. The
board of directors includes Major-General The
Hon. Sir Newton J. Moore. K.C.M.G., M.P., Sir

Harry Brittain, K.B.E., C.M.G., M.P., Percy
Garratt, F.C.A., and Charles K. Sugden. The
secretary is C. H. Gendle with registered of-

fices at 1 Regent street, London.

The Demise of Bandmaster, Ltd.

The latest talking machine firm to consult its

creditors, Bandmaster, Ltd., of Bandmaster
Works, Hendon, London, has occasioned

quite a stir in trade circles, the amount involved

running into five figures. A meeting of credi-

tors, under Section 188 of the Companies (Con-

solidation) Act, was held recently, the chair

being taken by W. Miller Drummond, the

liquidator of the company. The statement of

accounts showed liabilities amounting to £24,-

680, trade creditors' claims ?mounting to £22,-

893 and cash creditors, £1,786. The assets,

after allowing for all preferential claims, were

stated to realize £1,269, thus leaving a defi-

ciency of £23,410. The freehold land and build-

ings were valued at £9,000, on which the bank

holds a mortgage for £7,800. The valuation on

stock depended whether the business was sold

as a going concern. If so sold, as much as

£10,000 might be realized; otherwise depre-

ciation would be very heavy. The chairman

stated that the company went into liquidation

on December 15, 1924, having been incorpor-

ated on August 3, 1922, with a nominal capital

of 5,000 preference shares of £1 each, 4,750 or-

dinary shares of £1 each, and 5,000 founders

shares of Is, making the total capital of £10,-

000. The causes leading to the present position

were attributed by the chairman to the at-

tempt by the company to carry on a larger

business than the original capital warranted,

and the difficulty the company for some time

experienced in obtaining possession of adequate

premises, which had led to disorganization and

waste of money and contributed to costly man-
ufacturing charges. The business had been

hampered, too, by the withdrawal of the Mc-
Kenna Duties. A debenture had been given

to Hyman Cohen for a cash consideration of

£2,000, which, it is understood, was advanced

as a temporary loan as there were negotiations

pending with a view to somebody putting up a

sum of £15,000 in order to set the business on

its legs again. After some discussion, a resolu-

tion was put to the meeting that a petition be

presented to the Court with a view to winding-

up order being put in effect, and on a show of

hands, this was agreed to by those present.

Registration of Gramophone Houses

Two well-known gramophone companies are

among the latest to secure the advantages of

incorporation under the Companies Act. First

is the Cameraphone Co., Ltd., which was reg-

istered on December 24 to acquire from Messrs.

Lee & Pollak the benefit of existing inventions

relating to gramophones and talking machines,

and particularly the trade-mark known as "Cam-
eraphone." The directors of the new company
are A. Schindler, C. Pollack and W. H.

Puckridge and the nominal capital is declared

as £7,000 in 7,000 shares of £1 each.

The second company is the Limit Engineer-

(Continued on page 194)
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ing Co., Ltd., registered on December 29, to

carry on the business of manufacturers of

gramophone parts, etc., hitherto carried on by

H. N. Collins and A. L. Collins. The new board

of directors comprises N. Collins and E. Sum-

merfield and the nominal capital is declared at

£1,500 in 1,500 shares of £1 each.

Important Sales Agreement Reached

There was considerable agitation recently

among the Gramophone dealers in England and

Scotland over the reported arrangements by

leading gramophone companies with educa-

tional authorities, the latter being offered trade

terms direct from the companies. The matter

was immediately strongly taken up by the

Gramophone Dealers' Association, which, with a

committee from the Scottish Music Merchants'

Association, jointly met the manufacturers, and,

as an outcome, the following terms of settle-

ment were arranged:
• (a) That the maximum discount of IS per cent be al-

lowable to educational authorities and schools.

(b) That the term "School" be applied only to estab-

lishments in which the general curriculum includes music

and/or dancing.

(c) That no discount or commission be allowed to

teachers or professionals.

(d) That the discount shall apply to machines only,

and not to records or accessories.

(e) That a condition of supply under school discount

terms shall be that the goods are used for educational

purposes only within the school and are ordered on official

order forms embodying the conditions of this agreement,

which order form shall be issued by the Gramophone

Dealers' Association, after approval by manufacturers.

(f) That manufacturers shall not supply direct, but

will refer all postal inquiries to all their dealers in the

town or district from which the inquiry emanates, and

will notify the school authority making inquiry of the

names and addresses of all their dealers in that district.

Grafton Records Now Available

It will be renumbered that some two or three

months ago a representative of the Emerson

Phonograph Co. came to an arrangement with

the Scala Record Co.,. of City . Road, to market

a record called "The Grafton." The Commer-

cial record is pressed, I believe, on this side,

but for all that it loses nothing by being re-

corded in New York. The Grafton is now be-

ing advertised and doubtless in time will be-

come one of the foremost records of the day.

Annual Dinner of the Federation

The Sixth Annual Dinner of the Federation

of British Music Industries is to be held on

January 28—just after this report catches the

mail—at the Savoy Hotel. I understand that

the attendance of members of the gramophone
industry is expected to equal if not eclipse the

number of them attending from all other sec-

tions of the music industry.

The Death of Robert Poulter

It is with deep regret that I have to record

the passing of an old friend in the talking ma-
chine industry this side. Robert Poulter, or

"Bob," as he was affectionately known to all

trade intimates, was for many years manager
of the Talking Machine News, where his zeal-

ousness for all that pertained to the good of

the industry earned for him the very real re-

spect and admiration of all those with whom he

came in intimate contact.

Short Paragraphs of Interest

The "Cameraphone," the small portable which

has created a remarkable stir in trade circles

both this side and in the States, is under special

publicity campaign. I understand that on

March 13 next, the "Cameraphone" will occupy

the front- page of The Daily Mail, the largest

circulating daily newspaper in this country.

It is refreshing to note from the official sta-

tistics that unemployment is again on the de-

cline. The trouble is that it fluctuates so much,

but comparison with last year is all to the good.

Another matter which bears upon trade is that

the cost of living has unfortunately gone up a

point or two and is, of course, reflected in the

spending power of the people.

A new firm, Collaro, Ltd., has recently

come into the gramophone business, its prod-

uct being motors of varying strength. The
higher grade qualities present as pleasing an

appearance as their workmanship and running.

De Forest Brings

Out New Receiver

Known as D-17 Reflex, It Comes With Loud
Speaker and Batteries Self-Contained in Cab-

inets—Many Features That Interest

The De Forest Radio Co., Jersey City, N. J.,

has placed on the market a new addition to its

line of reflex loop receivers, the D-17 Reflex.

This has a number of improvements. Stripped

of the technical terms, this receiver comprises

are self-contained in. mahogany or art leather

cabinets, designed to handle either dry-cell or

storage battery installation, dependent upon the

type of tube used. For the former the De
Forest DV-3 Audion is specified and the DV-2
Audion for storage battery equipment, and from
this combination a somewhat greater volume is

obtained. In the latter case a DV-3 tube can

be used to advantage as detector.

Special emphasis is made by De Forest offi-

cials on the self-contained battery equipment of

the D-17. The new A storage battery that has

50 per cent more life per charge, with a B bat-

tery five times the ordinary life of this impor-

tant accessory, are provided for in special com-
partments of the cabinet.

The friction drive reduction gearing for tun-

ing control is supplemented with one stage of

reflexing, resulting in almost complete elimina-

tion of noise during adjustment. The De Forest
D-12 model is being continued for the lower-

priced market, for which it has found a distinct

place.

Radio Firms Chartered

New De Forest Set

two stages of tuned radio frequency, one stage

of untuned radio frequency, a tube detector and
two stages of audio frequency using five tubes.

A new metal panel is used, and the condenser
cdntrols are arranged with a friction reduction
gearing, giving fine and accurate adjustment
and easy control. Loud speaker and batteries

IJloud speakervLX
HERALD ELECTRIC CO., Inc. $1
113 Fourth Avenue New York M.JU

The Ready Radio Co., New York, has been
incorporated at Albany with a capital stock of

$20,000. The incorporators are B. S. Roberts,

D. Cohen and H. B. Haring.

Chisholm-Barfield Corp. was recently incor-

porated at Albany to manufacture radio appa-
ratus with a capital stock of $200,000. The in-

corporators are B. Chisholm and D. Barfield.

The Non-Aerial Radio Corp., New York, has

been incorporated at Albany with a capital

stock of $200,000. The incorporators are R. S.

Kennedy, E. Lindam and T. Lajard.

The Combined Radio Dealers Corp., New
York, was recently incorporated at Albany with
a capital stock of $100,000. The incorporators

are S. A. Strimple, E. A. and W. J. Nugent.

SELLING MUSICAL
MERCHANDISE

By J. R ; FREW

This is a practical book that describes

the methods pursued by a successful

music dealer in conducting his musical
merchandise departments. It covers
every routine problem incident to

establishing and operating a depart-
ment devoted to band and orchestra

instruments.

This branch of the music industry

has had a very prosperous year and
an excellent opportunity awaits other
dealers who take it up. It requires a
small investment, gets quick turnover,

involves no risk and, in addition to

being highly profitable itself, increases

the sale of talking machines, records,

etc., and helps make a given store the
music center of its community.

READ THE CONTENTS of
THIS PRACTICAL BOOK
Chapter

From the Publisher.
Introduction.

PART I

THE PROBLEM OF BUYING
I. Buying in General.

Importance of Quality in Buying;.
Where to Buy.
Future Buying.
Buying for Special Sales.
Some Don'ts for the Buyer.

PART II

THE PROBLEM OF PUBLICITY
VII. Advertising in General.

Space or Display Advertising.
Advertising by Personal Contact.
Advertising Through Service.
Direct and Mail Advertising.
Advertising Through Musical

Attractions.

PART III

THE PROBLEM OF MANAGEMENT
XIII. Management in General.
XIV. Stock Display.
XV. The Care of Stock.
XVI. Inventory and Sales Analysis.
XVII. The Question of Credit.

XVIII. The Repair Department.
XIX. The Value of Co-operation.

PART IV
THE PROBLEM OF SELLING

XX. Selling in General.
XXI. The Sales Organization.
XXII. Psychology of Salesmanship.
XXIII. Collective Selling.
XXIV. Organizing a Band or Orchestra.
XXV. The Used Instrument Problem.

PART V

II.

III.
IV.
V.
VI.

VIII.
IX.
X.
XI.

XII.

XXVI.

XXVII.

INSTRUMENTATION
Musical Organizations and Their

Instrumentation.
The Principal Instruments of the

Band and Orchestra Described.

APPENDIX
List of Principal Musical Merchandise

Products

Edward Lyman Bill, Inc.,

383 Madison Avenue, New York.

Enclosed find $2.00— check— money
order—cash—for which you will please
send me "Selling Musical Merchandise".
Postage prepaid.

Name

Addreal City
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Special Announcement to U. K. and Colonial Buyers

T

HOMOCHORD
RECORDS
REFLECT

VALUES

True tone is the outcome of perfect recording

—

Perfect recording is reflected in the sure test of

the piano—Homochord piano recordings repre-

sent an amazing degree of fidelity hitherto

thought impossible of achievement. All pre-

conceived notions have been knocked on the

head and we can truthfully aver that the difficult

tones of the piano have at last been musically

photographed on Homochord Records. This

standard of tone perfection is the result of a new

system of recording adopted in our laboratories

which goes to insure a definite 100 per cent de-

gree of fidelity in all HOMOCHORD
RECORDS.

BRINC
TRUE MUSIC

to the

HOME
Colonial and Foreign Traders Should

Write for a Special Sales Proposition

Regular monthly ittuet go to swell
our big and up-to-date catalogue

110-in.

IZ-in. t

Doable-tided

THE BRITISH HOMOPHONE CO.
Limited

19 City Road London, E. C, England

Chosen Solely for Reproduction

Perfecf Pianoforte Renderings //

Real Concert Hall Effects i

Perfect Syncopation
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LATEST PATENTS

RELATING
Washington, D. C, February 8.—Sound Re-

producer for Talking Machines. Carl Scrabic,

Urbana, O. Patent No. 1,513,187.

This invention relates to an improved sound
reproducer or sound box for talking machines,

and has for an object the provision of a sound

box wherein the diaphragm will be mounted to

vibrate within a closed chamber for the purpose

of confining within the sound box the sound
disturbances created by the vibration of the

diaphragm and preventing such disturbances

from unduly escaping or becoming uselessly'

dissipated into the atmosphere without being

amplified, and to provide a common source of

sound amplitude.

An object of the invention resides in mounting

the diaphragm so that similar or exact condi-

tions will prevail on both sides thereof for the

purpose of securing uniformity in the amplitude

or pitch of the sound disturbances set up on

opposite sides of the diaphragm, and to mount

said diaphragm within an enclosed chamber

formed in the sound box having but a single

outlet leading to the amplifier structure of the

talking machine, through which outlet the

sound disturbances of the diaphragm will find a

common vent from the confines of the

sound box.

Figure 1 is a vertical longitudinal sectional

view taken through the sound box constructed

in accordance with the present invention. Fig.

2 is a sectional view taken on the plane indicated

by the line 2—2 of Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a sectional

view on the line 3—3 of Fig. 1. Fig. 4 is a side

elevation of the sound box.

Midget Automatic Record Brush. Cory Ozi

Huntington, Calvin, Wash., assignor of one-half

to Walter D. Huntington, Portland, Ore. Pat-

ent No. 1,516,193.

This invention has to do with improvements

in brush attachments or record cleaners de-

signed to cooperate with the reproducer oi

phonographs or similar machines.

The object of the invention is to provide a

simple yet effective device^ made of compara-

tively thin- metal, which is adapted to slip over

the sound box of a phonograph in such position

as to dispose its brush member in advance of

the needle, and including a shank portion con-

structed and arranged to cooperate with ihe

stylus when in position, by means of which

relative displacement of the" attachment, once it

has been mounted in operative position, is pre-

vented.

Figure l*is a side elevation of a sound box

showing the invention in position thereupon.

LESLEY'S New "FICKZUM UP" Outfit

$5.00. Money Back If Not Satisfactory. For
quick and permanent repair of any Varnished
finish, Dull or Bright.

LESLEY'S CHEMICAL CO., 46 N. Elder Ave.
INDIANAPOLIS. IND. U. S. A.

Fig. 2 is a fragmentary sectional view taken

upon the line II—II of Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a per-

spective view of the attachment alone. Fig. 4 is

a detail fragmentary view of the end of the

shank portion showing the application of a

detachable brush member. Fig. 5 is a top plan

view of the portion shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 6 is a

plan view of the blank or base plate upon which

the brush used in the detachable form is

mounted.

Automatic Stop for Replaying Device. Joseph

H. Arends, Chicago, 111. Patent No. 1,517,387.

This invention relates to a combined auto-

matic stop and replaying device for phono-

graphs and has for its particular object the

combination of a device which can be used as

an automatic stop when the playing of a record

has been completed, or which will automatically

transfer the sound box and tone arm back to

the starting point on the record and play the

record over again as many times as may be

desired.

Another object of the invention is the provi-

sion of a replaying device which can be set so

as to play a record an indeterminate number
of times or which can be so set that the record

will be played a predetermined number of times

and when the operation is completed a brake

will be automatically applied to the turntable

of the phonograph and its operation stopped.

Another object of the invention is the pro-

vision of a replaying apparatus which provides

a minimum load upon the motor of the phono-
graph and which requires only a small force to

operate it and also in which there is no side

thrust upon the shaft leading from the turntable

to the motor, as is the case with the phono-
graph replaying apparatus which have been

heretofore designed.

Figure 1 is a plan view of the improved in-

vention. Fig. 2 is a vertical sectional view of

the bracket to which the repeater bar is secured.

Fig. 3 is a vertical end view of the bracket

shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 4 is a detailed view in

elevation of the tone arm and bracket along the

line 4—4 of Pig. 1. ^ Fig. 5 is a side elevational

view of the base of the tone arm and the stop

for actuating the device.

Automatic Setting Device for Phonographs.
Stephen Joseph Abt, New Haven, Conn. Pat-

ent No. 1,517,690.

This invention relates to an improved auto-

matic device for setting and re-setting phono-
graph needles with respect to the outermost or

starting ends of the spiral grooves of disc rec-

ords, the object being to provide simple, con-

venient -and reliable means for automatically

positioning the reproducing needle of a phono-

graph in the starting groove of the record to be

played, whereby the necessity of manually plac-

ing the needle carefully on the record is avoided,

so that the phonograph can be played without

danger to it by persons unfamiliar with it. The
damaging of records by the operation of a

phonograph by careless or ignorant persons or

children is thus entirely eliminated. The in-

vention also provides for repeating any record

by so simple an act as that of simply opening

and closing the cover of the cabinet of the

phonograph,. ^, _„.- _

Figure 1, a broken plan view of an automatic
setting device for phonographs, constructed in

accordance with the invention, and shown with

the cover of the cabinet closed. Fig. 2, a broken
view thereof in side elevation, with the cabinet

in vertical section. Fig. 3, a view corresponding

to Fig. 2, with the cover raised. Fig. 4, a

broken detail sectional view on the line 4—4 of

Fig. 3. Fig. 5, a corresponding view on the

line 5—5 of Fig. 3.

Phonograph. Luis de Florez, Pomfret, Conn.
Patent No. 1,519,365.

This invention relates to a phonograph and
has for its object to produce a device of com-
pact portable form without sacrificing tone

quality or volume. Particularly this invention

relates to the arrangement and co-ordination of

the parts in such a manner as to enable the

operating portions of the mechanism to be

housed in a relatively small container and to

this end one of the features of the invention

is an arrangement by which the horn and sound

box may be housed and secured so as to de-

crease the size of the box within which the

phonograph is contained and to prevent damage
to the horn and sound box in transportation.

In Figure 1, a plan view, partially in section

of the improved device, showing the tone arm
and sound box in the playing position in full

lines and in the housed position in dotted lines.

In Fig. 2, a sectional view on the line 2—2 of

Fig. 1. In Fig. 3, a sectional view on the lines

3—3 of Fig. 1. In Figs. 4, 5, 6 and 7, detail

views of the device shown in Fig. 1. In Figs.

8 and 9, detail views of a modification of the

tone arm. In Figs. 10 and 11, plan and sectional

views of a modified form of the device in which
the tone arm is housed beneath the turntable.

The Piquette Piano Co., Derby, Conn., re-

cently added a talking machine department to

the store's stock of musical instruments. The
entire department of the Howard & Barber

store was purchased.

REPAIRS
All Makes of Talking Machine*
Repaired Promptly and Efficiently

REPAIR PARTS FOR ALL MACHINES

ANDREW H. DODIN
28 Sixth Avenue New York

TELEPHONE. SPRING 1194
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fr^RECORD March, 1925

Columbia Phonograph Go.
(NEW PROCESS RECORDS)

DANCE MUSIC
255-D Madeline (Friend-Baer-Wlnteman)—Fox-trot,

Ted Lewis and His Band 10
Rose-Marie (From "Rose-Marie") (Friml)

—

Fox-trot, with Incidental Singing by Ted
Lewis Ted Lewis and His Band 10

258-D Oh, Peter (Wiedoeft-Rose-Stafford) — Fox-
trot Paul Specht and His Orch. 10

Bye Bye Baby (Motzan-Bloom)—Fox-trot,
with Vocal Chorus,

Paul Specht and His Band 10

268-D Oh, Mabel! (Fiorito-Kahn)—Fox-trot,
California Ramblers 10

Me and the Boy Friend (Monaco-Clare)

—

Fox-trot California Ramblers 10
261-D Some Other Day Some Other Girl (Jones-

Kahn)—Fox-trot,
• Paul Specht and His Orch. 10

You and I (From "My Girl") (Archer-
Thompson)—Fox-trot, '

Paul Specht and His Orch. 10
260-D How Come You Do Me Like You Do (Aus-

tin-Bergere)—Slow Fox-trot,
The Original Memphis Five 10

Mobile Blues (Rose-Short)—Fox-trot,
The Original Memphis Five 10

264-D Nancy (Moret-Black)—Fox-trot, with Inciden-
tal Chorus by Billy Jones. .The Columbians 10
On the Way to Monterey (Moret-Black)

—

Fox-trot The Columbians 10
259-D Magic Moments (From "Madame Pompa-

dour") (Fall-Kummer)—Waltz,
Savoy Orpheans at Savoy Hotel London 10

Oh, Joseph! (From "Madame Pompadour")
(Fall-Kummer)—Fox-trot,

Savoy Orpheans at Savoy Hotel London 10
POPULAR SONGS

256-D Those Panama Mammas (Johnson-Bibo),
Eddie Cantor 10

Eliza (Fiorito-Kahn)—Baritone Solo,
Ernest Hare 10

263-D When the One You Love Loves You (White-
man-Baer-Friend)—Tenor Solo,

Lewis James 10
At the End of the Road (Hanley-MacDon-

ald)—Tenor Solo Lewis James 10
266-D When It's Love Time in Hawaii (Heagney-

Hampton)—Tenor and Baritone Duet,
Lewis James-Elliott Shaw 10

Honolulu Honeymoon (Bowers-DeWitt) —
Tenor and Baritone Duet,

Lewis James-Elliott Shaw 10
262-D Ukulele Lou (Sterling)—Ukulele and Piano

Accomp Chester Gaylord 10
Insufficient Sweetie (Wells-Jones) — Ukulele

and Piano Accomp Chester Gaylord 10
257-D The Prisoner's Song (Massey)—Baritone

Solo, with Violin and Guitar Accomp.,
• Vernon Dalhart 10

Ain't Ya Comin' Out To-night (Robinson-
Massey)—Baritone Solo, with Violin, Guitar
and Harmonica Accomp. .. .Vernon Dalhart 10

267-D De Clouds Are Gwine to Roll Away (Robin-
son)—Baritone Solo, with Violin and Guitar
Accomp Vernon Dalhart 10

I'm Doing the Best I Can (Slaughter)—Bari-
tone Solo, with Novelty Accomp.,

Vernon Dalhart 10
IRISH SONGS

253-D When Shall I Again See Ireland (Herbert-
Blossom)—Tenor Solo. .William A Kennedy 10

My Irish Song of Songs (Sullivan-Dubin)

—

Tenor Solo William A. Kennedy 10
NOVELTIES

254-D Blue Ridge Mountain Blues—Vocal, with
Guitar and Violin Accomp. .. Riley Puckett 10

Bile Dem Cabbage Down—Vocal, with Banjo
and Violin Accomp Riley Puckett 10

SYMPHONY CONCERT SELECTIONS
65029-D Symphony No. 8, in F, Opus 93 (Beethoven)—Second Movement—Allegretto Scherzando

—Walter Damrosch, Conductor,
New York Symphony Orch. 12

Symphony No. 9, in D Minor, Opus 125
(Beethoven) — Minuet — Walter Damrosch,
Conductor New York Symphony Orch. 12

30020-D Two Eyes of Grey (McGeoch)— Baritone
Solo, with Orch. Accomp. .. Louis Graveure 10

I Dream of a Garden of Sunshine (Lohr-
Teschemacher)—Baritone Solo, with Orch.
Accomp Louis Graveure 10

6S085-D Barbiere Di Siviglia: Una voce poco fa (The
voice I heard e'en now) (Rossini)—Soprano
Solo, with Orch. Accomp. . Maria Barrientos 10

Barbiere Di Siviglia: Io sono docile (A docile

mind I bear) (Rossini)—Soprano Solo, with
Orch. Accomp Maria Barrientos

20U29-D Albumblatt (Wagner)—Violin Solo, with Ed-
ward C. Harris at the Piano,

Georges Enesco
Chorus of Dervishes—Etude (From "The
Ruins of Athens") (Beethoven)—Violin

Solo, with Edward C. Harris at the Piano,
Georges Enesco

XYLOPHONE SOLOS
265-D The Ragtime Robin (Green)—Piano Accomp.,

George Hamilton Green
Cross Corners (Green)—Piano Accomp.,

George Hamilton Green

12

Brunswick Records
15095 Trovatore—Di quella pira (Tremble, Ye

Tyrants) (Act III) (Verdi)—Tenor, with

Orch.; in Italian Giacomo Lauri-Volpi

Trovatore—Ah, si ben mio (The Vows We
Blighted) (Act III) (Verdi)—Tenor, with

Orch.; in Italian Giacomo Lauri-Volpi

50057 Nozze Di Figaro—Voi che sapete (What Is This
Feeling) (Act II) (Mozart)—Soprano, with

Orch.; in Italian Claire Dux
Nozze Di Figaro—Deh vieni, non tarder (Ah,

Why Delay So Long) (Act IV) (Mozart)—
Soprano, with Orch.; in Italian Claire Dux

10160 Die Ehre Gottes Aus Der Natur (Worship of

God in Nature) (Beethoven)—Baritone, with

Orch.; in German Friedrich Schorr
Lindenbaum (Linden-Tree) (Op. 89, No. 5)

(Schubert)—Baritone, with Orch.; m German,
Fredrich Schorr

10161 Caro Mio Ben (Canst Thou Believe) (Giordani)

—Contralto, with Orch.; in Italian . Sigrid Onegin
Dormi Pure! (Sleep On!) (Scuderi)—Contralto,

with Orch.; in Italian Sigrid Onegin
30108 Last Rose of Summer (Intro, in Flotow's

("Martha") (Moore) — Soprano, with Orch.
Edith Mason

Good-Bye (Meville-Tosti)—Soprano, with Orch.,
Edith Mason

2812 Indian Love Call (From "Rose Marie") (Har-
bach-Hammerstein-Friml) — Soprano, with
Orch Virginia Rca

Giannina Mia (From "The Firefly") (Har-
bach-Friml)—Soprano, with Orch Virginia Rea

2748 Where the River Shannon Flows (Russell)—
Tenor and Male Trio, with Orch.,

Allen McQuhae and Male Trio
Dear Litle Shamrock (Cherry)—Tenor, with
Orch Allen McQuhae

2795 Beale Street Blues (Handy)—Fox-trot, for

Dancing. .. Herb Wiedoeft's Cinderella Roof Orch.
Maple Leaf Rag (Joplin)—Fox-trot, for Danc-

ing Herb Wiedoeft's Cinderella Roof Orch.
2796 Could You Care for Me (Rose-Lyman-Arnheim)

—Fox-trot, for Dancing,
Abe Lyman's California Orch.

Something Tells Me That One Is You (Lyman-
Arnheim)—Fox-trot, for Dancing,

Abe Lyman's California Orch.
2797 I Can't Stop Babying You (Santly- Fiorito-

Kahn)—Fox-trot, for Dancing Oriole Orch.
Twilight (Storman-Rodemich)—Fox-trot, for

Dancing Gene Rodemich's Orch.
2798 Hello, Tucky! (De Sylva-Meyer-Hanley)—Fox-

trot, for Dancing Bennie Krueger's Orch.
I Ain't Got Nobody to Love (Coslow-Silver)

—

Fox-trot, for Dancing Bennie Krueger's Orch.
2800 Sad (Kenton-Gordon-Meyers) — Fox-trot, for

Dancing, with Vocal Chorus by Frank
Bessinger Vic Meyers and His Orch.

Shimmy (Gibson-Meyers-Elliott)—Fox-trot, for
Dancing Vic Meyers and His Orch.

2801 Tell Her in the Springtime (Irving Berlin)

—

Fox-trot, for Dancing Carl Fenton's Orch.
When You and I Were Dancing (Tennant)

—

Fox-trot, for Dancing, with Vocal Chorus by
Billy Jones Carl Fenton's Orch.

2802 Bygones (Kerr-Abrahamson-Warner) — Waltz,
for Dancing Castlewood Marimba Band

Silver Sands of Waikiki (Smolev-Russo)—Waltz,
for Dancing Castlewood Marimba Band

2503 Somebody Like You (Friend-Donaldson)—Voice
and Guitar Nick Lucas

Because They All Love You (Malie-Little)—
Voice and Guitar Nick Lucas

2504 Tiger Rag (La Rocca)—Fox-trot, for Dancing,
Mound City Blue Blowers

Deep Second Street Blues (McGauley-McKenzie-
Lange)—Fox-trot, for Dancing,

Mound City Blue Blowers

2806 I Ain't Got Nobody to Love (Coslow-Silver)

—

Comedienne, with Orch Margaret Young
Nobody Knows What a Red-Head Mama Can
Do (Mills-Dubin-Fain) — Comedienne, with
Orch Margaret Young

2809 Jerusalem, Mourn—Voice, Fiddle and Banjo,
Bill Chitwood-Bud Landress

-Voice, Fiddle and Banjo,
Bill Chitwood-Bud Landress

-Voice, Fiddle and Banjo,
Bill Chitwood-Bud Landress

Over the Sea—Square Dance, with Fiddle and
Banjo Bill Chitwood-Bud Landress

2811 Hen Cackle—Square Dance, with Fiddle and
Banjo Bill Chitwood-Bud Landress

Whoa, Mule—Square Dance, with Fiddle and
Banjo Bill Chitwood-Bud Landress

2813 Birmingham Papa (Bernard)—Vocal Duet, with
Orch (The Dixie Stars) Bernard-Robinson

Let My Home Be Your Home (Bernard-Rob-
inson)—Vocal Duet, with Orch.,

(The Dixie Stars) Bernard-Robinson

Howdy, Bill-

510 I Got Mine-

VictOr Talking Machine Go.
LIST FOR JANUARY 30

VOCAL RECORDS
45476 When I'm With You Kathryn Meisle 10

South Carolina Croon Song. .. .Kathryn Meisle 10
35751 In Sweet Onion Time (I'll Breathe My Love to

You) The Duncan Sisters 12
Vocalizing The Duncan Sisters 12

19477 Na Lei O Hawaii (Song of the Islands) (King),
Louis A. Keaumoku 10

Wai Punalau (Waters of Punalau) (Holt-Nape),
Louis A. Keaumoku 10

19499 Jesus, Lover of My Soul (Wesley-Marsh),
Trinity Quartet 10

All Hail the Power of Jesus' Name (Perronet-
Holden) Trinity Choir 10

19506 George Washington's Hatchet—Monologue,
Mrs. Guy Stewart McCabe 10

Does a Small Boy Like Cake?
Mrs. Guy Stewart McCabe 10

INSTRUMENTAL RECORDS
35749 Deer Dance Victor Concert Orch. 12

Gambling Song Victor Concert Orch. 12
19481 A Japanese Sunset Victor Salon Orch. 10

Enchanted Forest Victor Salon Orch. 10
19489 (1) When You and I Were Young, Maggie;

(2) Carry Me Back to Old Virginny,
Victor Band 10

(1) Nancy Lee; (2) When Johnny Comes
Marching Home Victor Band 10

DANCE RECORDS
19456 Where's My Sweetie Hiding?—Fox-trot,

Paul Whiteman and His Orch. 10
Oh, Joseph!—Fox-trot,

Paul Whiteman and His Orch. 10
19532 The Merry Widow—Waltz. . .The Troubadours 10

Kashmiri Song—Mattinata—Medley Waltz,
The Troubadours 10

19547 Blue-Eyed Sally—Fox-trot.
Ted Weems and His Orch. 10

Oh! How I Love My Darling—Fox-trot,
Jack Shilkret's Orch. 10

RED SEAL RECORDS
6487 Carnival of Venice—Part I (Vocal Variations

on the Venetian Air "Carnevale di Venezia"),
Toti Dal Monte 12

Carnival of Venice—Part II.... Toti Dal Monte 12

1061 In the Gloaming (Orred-Harrison),
Emilio De Gogorza 10

Drink to Me Only With Thine Eyes.
Emilio De Gogorza 10

1060 Minuet (Haydn-Burmeister) .... Mischa Elman 10
Etude-Caprice (Rode-Elman) Mischa Elman 10

6486 Quartet in G Major—Allegro Moderato—First
Movement (Haydn) Flonzaley Quartet 12

Quartet in G Major—Menuetto—Third Move-
ment (Haydn) Flonzaley Quartet 12

1064 Funiculi-Funiculi (A Merry Life) (Denza),
Beniamino Gigli 10

Povero Pulcinella (Poor Puchinello) (Buzzi;
Peccia) Beniamino Gigli 10

1062 Pierrot's Dance Song (from "Die Tote Stadt"

—

The Dead City)—Violin Solo.. Fritz Kreisler 10
Chansonnette (George Bass) Fritz Kreisler 10

1059 Thanks Be to God (O'Reilly-Dickson),
John McCormack 10

Dream Once Again (O'Reilly-Squire),
John McCormack 10

6482 Impromptu—Part 1 (in B Flat Major) (Schu-
bert) Ignace Jan Paderewski 12

Impromptu—Part 2 (in B Flat Major) (Schu-
bert) Ignace Jan Paderewski 12

{Continued on page 198)
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1057

1063

64S1

1055

1056

10008

35448

19549

19551

19533

8033

35729

19531

19553

19543

673

45256

19550

19557

19554

544

45315

Love's Sorrow (Shelley) Rose Ponselle

My Lovely Celia (Monro-Higgins),
Rosa Ponselle

Serenata (Silvestri) (Serenade of Olden Times),
Tito Scliipa

Pesca d'ammore (Love's Angling) (Bracco-Ber-
thelemy) Tito Schipa

Afternoon of a Faun—Part 1 (L'Apres-midi

d'un Faune) (Debussy),
Stokowski and Philadelphia Orch.

Afternoon of a Faun—Part 2 (L'Apres-midi

d'un Faune) (Debussy),
Stokowski and Philadelphia Oreh.

The Broad Highway (Young-Romberg),
Reinald Werrenrath

Heart o' Mine (Eyre-Herbert),
Reinald Werrenrath

Gypsy Love Song (Herbert) Efrem Zimbalist

Guitarrero (The Guitarist) (Drdla),
_

Efrem Zimbalist

"FEATURE RECORDS"
Faust—Prison Scene, Part 3 (Gounod),

Farrar-Caruso-Journet
Faust—Elle ouvre sa fenetre (See! She Opens

the Window!) Farrar-Journet
Walkiire—Magic Fire Spell (Feuerzauber)—Pi-

anoforte Julius Schendel
Rustle of Spring (Fruhlingsrauschen) (Sinding)

(2) Papillon Butterfly (Greig) Pianoforte,
Julius Schendel

LIST FOR FEBRUARY 6

Insufficient Sweetie Frank Crumit
Get Yourself a Broom and Sweep Your Trou-

bles Away Frank Crumit
Fascinating Rhythm—Fox-trot,

Paul Whiteman and His Orch.
Oh, Lady Be Good!—Fox-trot,

Paul Whiteman and His Orch.
Oh, Mabel—Fox-trot. . Waring's Pennsylvanians
Keep Smiling at Trouble—Fox-trot,

"FEATURE" RECORDS
Ave Maria (Schubert) McCormack-Kreisler
Angel's Serenade (Braga),

McCormack-Kreisler
"1812" Overture—Part 1 (Tschaikowsky),

Victor Symphony Orch.
"1812" Overture—Part 2,

Victor Symphony Orch.

LIST FOR FEBRUARY 13

Too Tired Mitchell Brothers
High-tone Mamma of Mine. . .Mitchel Brothers
I'll See You in My Dreams—Fox-trot,

Paul Whiteman and His Orch.
When the One You Love Loves You—Waltz.

Paul Whiteman and His Orch.
Bring Back Those Rock-a-Bye Baby Days—

-

Fox-trot Dick Long's Nankin Cafe Orch.
If You Don't Tell Me—Fox-trot,

Dick Long's Nankin Cafe Orch.

"FEATURE" RECORDS
Valse Bluette (Air de Ballet) (Drigo)—Violin,

Jascha Heifetz
Minuet (Porpora-Kreisler)—Violin,

Jascha Heifetz
Mary of Argyle (Jefferys-Nelson),

Sir Harry Lauder
Auld Scotch Songs (Oh, Sing to Me) (Bethune-

Leeson) ..Sir Harry Lauder

LIST FOR FEBRUARY 20
Serenade Victor Male Chorus
Drinking Song Victor Male Chorus
Alabamy Bound—Fox-trot,

Paul Whiteman and His Orch.
Call of the South (From "Music Box Revue")

—

Fox-trot Paul Whiteman and His Orcn.
Annie Dear—Fox-trot . .Waring's Pennsylvanians
Then You'll Know That You're In Love—Fox-

trot Dan Gregory's Orch.

FEATURE RECORDS
Malaguena (Pagans)—In Spanish. .Lucrezia Bori
Clavelitos (Carnations) (Valverde)—In Spanish,

with Orchestra and Mandolin. . .Lucrezia Bori
Mighty Lak' a Rose (Stanton-Nevin)—Harp,

Alberto Salvi
Last Rose of Summer (From "Martha")
(Thomas Moore)—Harp Alberto Salvi

Edison Disc Records
ALREADY RELEASED

SPECIALS
51462 Jerry-Co. (Harry Lauder) Glen Ellison

Tobermory (Harry Lauder) Glen Ellison
51461 Where They Never Say "Good-bye" (B. D.

Ackley) Homer Rodeheaver and Chorus
Tell Me the Story of Jesus (Jno. R. Sweney),

Homer Rodeheaver
51466 'O Sole Mio (My Sunshine) (Eduardo di Ca-

pua)—Swiss Harp-Zither August Eckert
Serenade—Les Millions d'Arlequin (Drigo)—"

Swiss Harp-Zither ..' August Eckert

51463 At the End of the Road (Ballard Macdonald),
. Tames Dohcrty

My Kid (To Our Kids) (Dubin-McHugh-Dash),
James Doherty

51470 On My Ukulele (Tra La La La) (Herscher-Mor-
ris Parish),

Billy Jones-Ernest Hare—The Happiness Boys
Laff It Off! (Kalmar-Ruby),

Billy Jones-Ernest Hare—The Happiness Boys
80814 Lucia di Lammermoor (Donizetti-Pinto) — »

Harp Solo Anna Pinto
Annie Laurie (Scott-John Cheshire) — Tran-

scription—Harp Solo Anna Pinto
80815-9314 Sea Shell Waltz (Fred Innes)—Cornet Solo.

Vincent C. Buono
La Grace (Carl Bohm, Op. 305) . . . . Losey's Orch.

80817 At the End of a Winding Lane (Kahn-Jones),
Olive Marshall and Chorus

One Little Dream of Love (Simpson-Gordon),
Westell Gordon

51464 Vesper Bells at Eve (Blake)—Reverie Elegante,
Sodero's Band

Monastery Bells (Lefebure-Wely),
United States Marine Band

51475 Barney's Wedding—Part I (Hoffman),
Barney Ward

Barney's Wedding—Part 2 (Hoffman),
Barney Ward

51459 The Prisoner's Song (Massey),
Vernon Dalhart and Co.

Way Out West in Kansas (Robinson),
Vernon Dalhart and Co.

FLASHES
51458 Prince of Wails—A Wailing Fox-trot (Schoe-

bel) Dave Harmair and His Orch.
Nancy—Fox-trot (Black-Moret),

Dave Harman and His Orch.
51451 To-morrow's Another Day (From "Artists and

Models of 1924"J (Grey-Coslow-Romberg
Coots)—Fox-trot, with Song by Helen Clark
and Joseph Phillips Jack Stillman's Orch.

That's My Girl (Kerr-McKiernan)—Fox-trot,
with Song by Arthur Hall.. Jack Stillman's Orch.

51452 Not Now—Not Yet—But Soon (Bowen)—Fox-
trot... Billy Wynne's Greenwich Village Inn Orch.

Peter Pan (I Love You) (King-Ray)—Fox-trot.
Billy Wynne's Greenwich Village Inn Orch.

51452 Forget Me Not (Means Remember Me) (Con-
rad-Hanbury-Gillen)—Fox-trot, with Song by
George Wilton Ballard The Top Notchers

When the One You Love Loves You (Friend-
Whiteman-Baer)—Fox-trot, with Song by
Charles Hart The Top Notchers

0 51468 Let Me Be the First to Kiss You Good Morn-
ing (And the Last to Kiss You Good Night)

0 (Bernard-Robinson)—Fox-trot,
Jack Stillman's Orch.

0 Lazy Waters—Waltz (Kahn-Sanders),
Polla's Clover Gardens Orch.

0 51467 Oh. Joseph! (From "Madame Pompadour")
(Kummer-Fall)—Fox-trot Kaplan's Melodists

Madame Pompadour (Intro.: "Magic Moments"
0 and "Serenade") (Kummer-Fall) — Medley

Waltz Kaplan's Melodists
0 51469 Gotta Getta Girl (Kahn-Jones)—Fox-trot,

Fry's Million Dollar Pier Orch.
0 Bye Bye Baby (Motzan-BIoom)—Fox-trot,

Fry's Million Dollar Pier Orch.
Nobody Knows What a Red-Head Mamma Can
Do (Mills-Dubin-Fain)—Fox-trot, with Song
by Vernon Dalhart ..Jack Stillman's Orch.

Dixie Dreams (From "Dixie to Broadway")
Clarke-Turk-Meyer-Johnston)—Fox-trot.

Fry's Million Dollar Pier Orch.
51474 I Can't Stop Babying You (Santly-Fiorito-

Kahn)—Fox-trot .Fry's Million Dollar Pier Orch.
Lonely and Blue (Cowan)—Fox-trot,

Frank Crum and His Orch.
51479 Hot-Hot-Hottentot (Fisher)—Fox-trot,

Dave Harman and His Orch.
Somebody Like You (Friend-Donaldson)—Fox-

trot Dave Harman and His Orch.

GENERAL GROUP
SPANISH

60041 La Alondra (Arreglo de G. Posadas)—Danza
mexicana Victor J. Rosales

La Camagueyana (Arreglo de Felipo Llera)

—

Cancion cubana Victor J. Rosales
C0042 Flores Negras (Pasillo) Black Flowers,

Victor J. Rosales
Tu (Habanera) (You) (Herman Sanchez),

Victor J. Rosales
60043 Himno Nacional Mexicano,

Counsuelo Escobar de Castro y Coro
Mis Tristezas (My Sadness) (Aurelio Villa-

nueva) Counsuelo Escobar de Castro
60044 Mi viejo amor (My Old Love) (A. Fernandez

Bustamante) Counsuelo Escobar de Castro
La Paloma (Yradier) Adolfo B. de Antunano

FRENCH
58019 Serenade Francaise (E. Collet)—French Sere-

nade Placide Morency
J' ai fait trois fois le tour d u monde—Les

0 51471

0
0

58020

58021

58022

57015

57016

57017

65322

65323

65508

82326

82333

51460

Cloches de Corneville (Clairville et Ch.
Gabet) Placide Morency

Mon Solei (O Sole Mio) (A. L. Hettich),
Placide Morency

Serenata (Pierre d'Amor)—Serenade,
Placide Morency

Roses de Picardie (Roses of Picardy) (Pierre
d'Amor) . Placide Morency

Tu m'as dit des mots de tendresse (Love Sends
a Little Gift of Roses) (L.- R. Beaudry),

Placide Morency
Le Moulin de Maitre Jean (Master John's Mill)

(Ch. Borel-Clerc) Torcom Bezazian
Habanera (Love Is Like a Rebellious Bird)
(From "Carmen") (G. Bizet) .... Claudia Albrinht

GERMAN
Almfrieden—Volksweise,

Manhattan Quartet mit Yodler Adolf Schrrin
Kappler-Alm—Volksweise.

Manhattan Quartet mit Yodler Adolf Schrein
tin kiihlen Keller sitz' ich hier—Old Folk Song,

Eduard Mittelstadl
Bummel-Petrus (Jolly Peter) (Herman Frey),

Eduard Mittelstadt und Manhattan Quartet
Willst jenes Tag's du nicht dich mehr entsinnen—Der Fliegende Hollander (Richard Wagner),

Jacques Urlus
Wie stark ist nicht dein Zauberton!—Die Zau-

berflote (W. A. Mozart) Jacques Urlus

POLISH .

Kwiecisty i wonny Maj (Perfumed Flowers of
May) Wladyslaw Ochrymowicz

Ach! Te Oczy (Ah! Those Eyes),
Wladyslaw Ochrymowicz

Utan (Oolan)—Polish Lancer Michael Zazulak
Kto wesoto umie zyc (He Who Lives Merry and
Happy) ..Michael Zazulak

RUSSIAN
Berezynka (Birch Tree)—Volzshskie Pevczy,

Volga Boys
Serenada (Serenade) (A. Feist)—Volzshskie
Pevczy Volga Boys

GENERAL GROUP
Nina (G. B. Pergolesi) Mario Laurenti
Canta pe' me—(Ernesto De Curtis) .. Mario Laurenti
O Dry Those Tears (Teresa Del Riego),

Helen Stanley
Oft in the Stilly Night (Thomas Moore),

Thomas Chalmers
Gypsy Melody (Intro.: "Gypsy," "High Level"
and "Royal Belfast")—Hornpipes and Accord-
ion Patrick Lynch

Donnybrook Fair Medley (Intro.: "Donnybrook
Fair," "Paddy's Favorite" and "Slasher's")

—Jigs, with Accordion Patrick Lynch

Edison Blue Amberol Records

4943
4944
4945

4946

4947
4948

4950

4951

Nightingale—Waltz. .. .Polla's Clover Gardens Orch.
Ukulele Lou Vernon Dalhart-F. M. Kamplain
No One Knows What It's All About,

Billy Jones-Ernest Hare—The Happiness Boys
My Best Girl—Fox-trot, with Song by Vernon

Dalhart Kaplan's Melodists
Big Bad Bill (Is Sweet William Now) . Ernest Hare
Back Where the Daffodils Grow—Fox-trot,

Green Bros.' Novelty Band
I Want to See My Tennessee,

Vernon Dalhart-Ed. Smalle
Ain't You Comin' Out To-night,

Vernon Dalhart and Co.

Odeon Records

3119 Oh. Joseph! (From "Madame Pompadour")
(Leo Fall)—Orchestra,

Marek Weber and His Orch.
Magic Moments (From "Madame Pompadour")

(Leo Fall)—Orchestra,
Marek Weber and His Orch.

3120 Madame Pompadour—Selections, Part 1 (Leo
Fall)—Orchestra. Edith Lorand and Her Orch.

Madame Pompadour—Selections, Part 2 (Leo
Fall)—Orchestra. Edith Lorand and Her Orch.

3127 Mignon—Overture Part 1 (Thomas)—Orchestra,
Dajos Bela and His Orch.

Mignon—Overture Part 2 (Thomas)—Orchestra,
Dajos Bela and His Orch.

3128 When the Moon Is Smiling (W. Picke)—
Hawaiian Waltz—Orchestra.

Dajos Bela and His Orch.
Sad Tears (Engel-Berger)—Orchestra, with

Banjo Dajos Bela and His Orch.
3129 Dream Waltz, Part 1 (Millocker)—Orchestra,

Marek Weber and .His Orch.
Dream Waltz, Part 2 (Millocker)—Orchestra,

Marek Weber and His Orch.
{Continued on page 199)
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3130 Rozsika (Leopoldi)—Orchestra,
Marek Weber and His Orch. 12

Frolics in a Little Town (Beriatzky)—Orchestra,
Marek Weber and His Orch. 12

40251

40254

40255

40257

40258

40260

40264

40265

40266

40267

40253

40256

40259

40247

40248

40249

40250

40252

40263

40269

Okeh Records
DANCE RECORDS

Milenburg Joys—Fox-trot,
Jimmie Joys' St. Anthony Hotel Orch.

Mama Will Be Gone—Fox trot,

Jimmy Joys' St. Anthony Hotel Orch.
Let Me Be the First to Kiss You Good Morning
(And the Last to Kiss You Good Night)—Fox-
trot (Jack Ford, Director),

Arcadia Peacock Orch. of St. Louis
Where's My Sweetie Hiding?—Fox-trot, with

Vocal Chorus by Chic Harvey (Jack Ford,
Director) .Arcadia Peacock Orch. of St. Louis

Me Neenyah (My Little One)—Fox-trot,
Vincent Lopez and His

Hotel Pennsylvania Orch.
A Waltz in the Moonlight (And You) (Parish-

Solman)—Waltz, with Vocal Chorus by Bruce
Wallace,

Vincent Lopez and His
Hotel Pennsylvania Orch.

Honest and Truly—Fox-trot ..The Lanin Orch.

Heart Broken Strain—Fox-trot,
Frankie Quartell and His Melody Boys

Doo Wacka Doo—Fox-trot (Harry Reser, Dir.,

with his Reserphone) Okeh Syncopators
Prince of Wails—Fox-trot,

Frankie Quartell and His Melody Boys
I'm a Little Blackbird Looking for a Bluebird

(From "Dixie to Broadway")—Fox-trot, with

Vocal Chorus by Eva Taylor,
Clarence Williams' Blue Five

Mandy, Make Up Your Mind (From "Dixie to

Broadway")—Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
Eva Taylor Clarence Williams' Blue Five

Oh, Mabel—Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
Billy Jones The Goofus Five

I Ain't Got Nobody to Love—Fox-trot, with

Vocal Chorus by Billy Jones. The Goofus Five

Spring Has Come (And I'm Alone)—Fox-trot
(Jack Ford, Dir.),

.

Arcadia Peacock Orch. of St. Louis

Ah! Ah! Archie—Fox-trot (Jack Ford, Dir.),

Arcadia Peacock Orch. of St. Louis
Blackin' Blues—Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
Stanton Crocker Jack Gardner's Orch.

Too Late Now—Fox-trot Jack Gardner's Orch.

Dear One—Fox-trot,
Vincent Lopez and His

Hotel Pennsylvania Orch.

Will You Remember Me?—Fox-trot,
Vincent Lopez and His

Hotel Pennsylvania Orch.

There'll Be Some Changes Made — Fox-trot

(Harry Reser, Dir.) Okeh Syncopators

Home Bound (For Charleston, South Carohn')

—Fox-trot Arkansaw Travellers

VOCAL RECORDS
Laughing Yodel—Tenor Solo, with Piano Ac-
comp. by Emanuel Clark. ... Charles Anderson

Roll On Silver Moon—Tenor Solo, with Piano

Accomp. by Emanuel Clark .. Charles Anderson
When the One You Love Loves You—Tenor

Solo, with Accomp. by Justin Ring Trio.
Bruce Wallace

I'm Some-One Who's No-One to You—Tenor,
with Orch Bruce Wallace

When the Sun Goes Down on the Lonesome
Pine—Tenor Solo, with Accomp. by Justin

Ring Trio Bruce Wallace

Alice of the Pines—Tenor Solo, with Accomp.
by Justin Ring Trio Bruce Walace

SACRED RECORDS
Make Jesus Your Choice—Sacred Vocal,

The Tenkins Family
I Got Mine—Sacred Vocal.. The Jenkins Family
Nobody Cares—Sacred Vocal,

The Jenkins Family
Farewell—Sacred Vocal . . .The Tenkins Family
Sail On—Sacred Vocal The Jenkins Family
The Silver Lining—Sacred Vocal,

The Jenkins Family
Ezekiel Saw De Wheel—Negro Spiritual—Led

by Miss Eloise Uggams,
Elkins-Payne Jubilee Singers

You Must Shun Old Satan—Negro Spiritual

—

Led by Win. C. Elkins and Frank B. Williams,
Elkins-Payne Jubilee Singers

Throw Out the Life Line—-Baritone-Contralto

Duet, with Piano Accomp. by Mrs. R. M.
Foster. .. .Mr. and Mrs. J. Douglas Swagerty

Sweeter as the Years Go By—Baritone-Contralto
Duet, with Piano Accomp. by Mrs. R. M.
Foster Mr. and Mrs. J. Douglas Swagerty
"OLD TIME TUNES" RECORDS

The Last Shot Got Him—Fox-trot,
Chenoweth's Cornfield Symphony Orch.

Hot Foot Step and Fetch It—Fox-trot,
Chenoweth's Cornfield Symphony Orch.

The Letter From Home, Sweet Home—Singing,

with Guitar Accomp Charles Nabello
The Great Round Up—Singing with Guitar
Accomp Charles Nabell

Old Dan Tucker—Fiddling and Singing,
Fiddlin' John Carson

Old Uncle Ned—Fiddling and Singing,
Fiddlin' John Carson

Rabbit Race—Harmonica-Guitar Duet,
Henry Whitter

Farewell to Thee—Harmonica-Guitar Duet,
Henry Whitter

Nellie Gray—Guitar Duet, with Vocal Chorus by
Bob Stanley The Stanley Trio

Whoa! Mule—Guitar Duet, with Vocal Chorus
by Roba and Bob Stanley (R. L. Stanley),

The Stanley Trio

Emerson Records

LATEST DANCE HITS
10840 O Katharina—Fox-trot ..Bar Harbor Society Orch.

Lonely and Blue—-Fox-trot,

Bar Harbor Society Orch.
10837 Listening (From "Music Box Revue")—Waltz,

Marlborough Symphonic Orch.
Madeline, Be Mine—Fox-trot,

Pennsylvania Syncopators
10836 In Shadowland—Waltz,

Marlborough Symphonic Orch.
I Ain't Got Nobody to Love—Fox-trot,

California Melodie Syncopators
10834 Will You Remember Me?—Fox-trot,

Joseph Samuels' Music Masters
Why Couldn't It Be Poor Little Me?—Fox-trot,

Lenox Orch.

fctThe Roll of Honor

Our policy is constructive

—

not competitive. Were we the

only manufacturers — U. S.

Word Rolls would not be more

than 75c.

We have taken leadership

in price reduction to promote

the player industry, with which

our destiny is inseparably

linked.

UNITED STATES MUSIC COMPANY
2934-2938 West Lake Street, Chicago 122 Fifth Avenue. New York

Sell U. S. Rolls— Y^'ll Sell More Players!
10835 I'll See You in My Dreams—Fox-trot. . Lenox Orch.

Peter Pan, I Love You—Fox-trot Lenox Orch.
10839 Oh, Joseph! (From "Madame Pompadour")

—

Fox-trot Joseph Samuels' Music Masters
Get Yourself a Broom and Sweep Your Troubles
Away—Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by Billy
Jones Joseph Samuels' Music Masters

10838 Sob Sister Sadie—Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
by Billy Jones. .. .Joseph Samuels' Music Masters

I Can't Stop Babying You—Fox-trot,
Bar Harbor Society Orch.

LATEST SONG HITS
10841 My Kid—Tenor Solo, with Orch. Accomp.,

George W. Ballard
Lady Be Good (From "Lady, Be Good")—-Tenor

Solo, with Orch. Accomp Charles Hart
10482 That Soothing Melody—Tenor Solo. Orch.

Accomp Vernon Dalhart
Please Be Good to My Old Girl—Tenor Solo,

with Orch. Accomp Sydney Mitchell

OPERATIC AND STANDARD SELECTIONS
10429 Celeste Aida (Heavenly Aida) (From "Aida")—Tenor Solo, in Italian; with Orch. Accomp.,

Martino Brefelli

Una Furtiva Lagrima (A Furtive Tear) (From
("Elisir d'Amore")—Tenor Solo, in Italian,

Martino Brefelli
10409 Silver Threads Among the Gold—Tenor Solo,

Walter Vaughan
When You and I Were Young, Maggie—Tenor

Solo Walter Vaughn
NOVELTY SELECTIONS

10596 Train Time at Pum'kin Centre—Humorous
Sketch Cal Stewart and Co.

Uncle Josh in the Cafeteria—Humorous Sketch,
Cal Stewart and Co.

10207 Wailana Waltz (Drowsy Waters)—Waltz,
Ferera-Franchini

Kawaihau—Waltz Ferera-Franchini
10190 Bartender Reel—Accordion Solo John Kimmel

The Runner—Medley—Accordion Solo.John Kimmel

Pathe Phono & Radio Corp.

DANCE RECORDS
036192 I Adore You—Fox-trot Hollywood Orch.

When the Moon Shines in Coral Gables—Fox-
trot Carlton Terrace Orch.

036193 In the Shade of a Sheltering Tree—Fox-trot
Hollywood Orch.

I'm a Homesick Rolling Stone—Fox-trot,
Carlton Terrace Orch.

036194 I Ain't Got Nobody to Love—Fox-trot,
New Synco Jazz Band

There'll Be Some Changes Made—Fox-trot,
Carlton Terrace Orch.

036195 O Katharina—Fox-trot ....New Synco Jazz Band
The World Is Mine for I Have You—Fox-

trot D. Onivas and Orch.
036197 Louisville Blues—Fox-trot .. D. Onivas and Orch.

On the Way to Monterey—Fox-trot. Piedmont Orch
036197 How Do You Do—Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus

by Ernest Hare Hollywood Orch.
Who Takes Care of the Caretaker's Daughter—Fox-trot Elite Orch.

036198 Will You Remember Me—Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Ernest Hare Hollywood Orch.

Keep Smiling at Trouble (From "Big Boy")

—

Fox-trot Elite Orch.
036199 Blue-Eyed Sally—Fox-trot Empire Orch.

I Can't Stop Babying You—Fox-trot. .. .Elite Orch.
036200 The Blues Have Got Me—Fox-trot,

New Synco Jazz Band
Oh, Mabel—Fox-trot New Synco Jazz Band

036201 A Waltz in the Moonlight and You—Waltz,
Imperial Orch

Carolina Moon—Waltz Imperial Orch.
036202 I Like Pie, I Like Cake, But I Like You Best

of All—Fox-trot Imperial Orch.
Lucky Kentucky—Fox-trot Piedmont Orch.

036203 Albamy Bound—Fox-trot Piedmont Orch.
['11 See You in My Dreams—Fox-trot,"

Piedmont Orch.
036204 Lady, Be Good (From "Lady, Be Good")—

Fox-trot D. Onivas and Orch.
Tokio Blues (From "Music Box Revue")

—

Fox-trot ..D. Onivas and Orch.

POPULAR VOCAL RECORDS
025130 The Only, Only One—Ukulele and Voice.

(Ukulele Ike) Cliff Edwards
Oh, Lady Be Good ("From Lady. Be Good")—Ukulele and Voice. (Ukulele Ike) Cliff Edwards

025128 No One Knows What a Red-Head Mama Can
Do—Ukulele and Voice,

(Ukulele Ike) Cliff Edwards
Who Takes Care of the Caretaker's Daughter
—Ukulele and Voice. (Ukulele Ike) Cliff Edwards

032107 I Ain't Got Nobody to Love,
Lee Morse and Her Blue Grass Boys

Telling Eyes. Lee Morse and Her Blue Grass Boys
032103 Me Neenyah (My Little One)—Voice and

Guitar Lee Morse
Golden Dream Girl—Voice and Guitar.. Lee Morse

032104 Doin' the Best I Can—Tenor Guy Massey
The Time Will Come—Tenor Guy Massey

(Continued on page 200)
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ADVANCE RECORD BULLETINS FOR MARCH— (Continued from page 199)

032105 My Kid—Tenor Charles Warren
I'm Gonna Tramp! Tramp! Tramp!—Baritone,

Ernest Hare
032106 Moonlight in Waikiki— Tenor, Al Bernard;

Piano Accomp., Russell Robinson. .. .Dixie Stars
Let Me Be the First to Kiss You Good Morn-

ing—Tenor, Al Bernard; Piano Accomp.,
Russell Robinson Dixie Stars

INSTRUMENTAL RECORDS
020794 PicTcin' the Guitar—Guitar Solo Nick Lucas

Teasin' the Frets—Guitar Solo Nick Lucas

Domino Records

Banner Records

DANCE RECORDS
3439 Oh, Mabel—Fox-trot—with Vocal Chorus by

Allen Craig Rialto Dance Orch.
Hot Sax—Fox-trot New Orleans Jazz Band

3440 Oh, Joseph, from "Mme. Pompadour"—Fox-trot,
Hal White's Syncopators

Fascinating Rhythm, from "Lady Be Good"

—

Fox-trot Newport Society Orch.
3441 Will You Remember Me—Fox-trot

Roy Collin's Orch.
Araby—Fox-trot Roseland Dance Orch.

3442 Peter Pan (I Love You)—Fox-trot,
Continental Dance Orch.

Roses and You—Fox-trot. .Continental Dance Orch.
3443 In the Shade of a Sheltering Tree, from "Mu-

sic Box Revue"—Fox-trot Rialto Dance Orch.
Keep Smiling at Trouble, from "Big Boy"

—

Fox-trot Rialto Dance Orch.
3444 I Can't Stop Babying You—Fox-trot,

Newport Society Orch.
Everybody Loves My Baby—Fox-trot,

Hal White's Syncopators
3445 I'll See You in My Dreams—Fox-trot,

Roseland Dance Orch.
My Sweet Annette—Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
by Allen Craig Gotham Dnncf Orch.

3446 Nobody Knows What a Red-head Mamma Can
Do—Fox-trot Hal White's Syncopators

Blue-eyed Sally—Fox-trot Roy Collin's Orch.

VOCAL RECORDS
3447 Honest and Truly—Baritone Solo, Orch. Ac-

comp Donald Baker
Faithful Old Pal—Baritone Solo, Orch. Ac-
comp Donald Baker

3448 I'm Gonna Tramp, Tramp, Tramp—Baritone
Solo, Orch. Accomp Fred King

When You and I Were Sixteen—Male Duet,
Orch. Accomp Craig Blake

3449 Please Be Good to My Old Girl—Baritone Solo,
Orch. Accomp Donald Baker

I Don't Want to Get Married—Comedy Solo,
Orch. Accomp Billy West

3450 Sweet Rosie O'Day—Tenor Solo, Orch. Ac-
comp .-.Billy Stuart

By the Lakes of Old Killarney—Tenor Solo,
Orch. Accomp Billy Stuart

3451 Cross Word Nuts—Novelty Solo
I Ain't Got Nobody to Love—Novelty Solo

VOCAL BLUES RECORDS
3452 Nobody Knows What a Red-head Mamma Can

Do—Comedy Solo, Novelty Accomp.,
Louella Taylor

A Good Man Is Hard to Find—Comedy Solo,
Novelty Accomp Sally Dale

3453 I'm Done, Done, Done With You—Comedy Solo,
Novelty Accomp Charlotte Evans

Blind Man Blues—Comedy Solo, Novelty Ac-
comp Sally Dale

Regal Records
DANCE RECORDS

9767 Will You Remember Me—Fox-trot,
Imperial Dance Orch.

My Dream Man—Fox-trot,
Fletcher Henderson's Orch.

9768 Keep Smiling at Trouble (From "Big Boy")—
Fox-trot Bar Harbor Society Orch.

Oh, Joseph (From "Mme. Pompadour")—Fox-
trot Hollywood Dance Orch.

9769 Peter Pan (I Love You)—Fox-trot,
Imperial Dance Orch.

Just a Flower from an Old Bouquet—Fox-trot,
Imperial Dance Orch.

9770 Why Couldn't It Be Poor Little Me—Fox-trot,
Fletcher Henderson's Orch.

Nola—Fox-trot Sam Lanin's Orch.
9771 Blue-eyed Sally—Fox-trot Golden Gate Orch.

I Can't Stop Babying You—Fox-trot,
Newport Society Orch.

9772 Oh, Mabel—Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by Ar-
thur Hall Golden Gate Orch.
My Sweet Annette—Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus

by Art. Fields Missouri Jazz Band
9773 In the Shade of a Sheltering Tree (From "Mu-

sic Box Revue")—Fox-trot,
Hollywood Dance Orch.

Fascinating Rhythm (From "Lady, Be Good")
Fox-trot Bar Harbor Society Orch.

9774 Everybody Loves My Baby—Fox-trot,
Fletcher Henderson's Orch.

Nobody Knows What a Red-head Mamma Can
Do—Fox-trot Golden Gate Orch.

9775 I'll See You in My Dreams—Fox-trot,
Fletcher Henderson's Orch.

Araby—Fox-trot Fletcher Henderson's Orch.

VOCAL RECORDS
9776 I Ain't Got Nobody to Love—Novelty Solo,

Yodeling Ed
Cross Word Nuts—Novelty Solo Yodeling Ed

9777 Please Be Good to My Old Girl—Baritone Solo,
Orch. Accomp Arthur Fields

I'm Gonna Tramp, Tramp, Tramp—Baritone
Solo, Orch. Accomp Ernest Hare

9778 When You and I Were Seventeen—Male Duet,
Orch. Accomp Hall & Ryan

Honest and Truly—Baritone Solo, Orch. Ac-
comp Arthur Fields

9779 I Don't Want to Get Married—Comedy Solo,
Orch. Accomp Billy Jones

Nobody Knows What a Red-head Mamma Can
Do—Comedienne, Orch. Accomp.,

Gladys Murray
9780 By the Lake of Old Killarney—Tenor Solo,

Orch. Accomp Hugh Donovan
Sweet Rosie O'Day—Tenor Solo, Orch. Accomp.,

Hugh Donovan
VOCAL BLUES RECORDS

9781 Nobody Knows the Way I Feel Dis Morning-
Comedy Solo, Novelty Accomp.,

Clementine Smith
Blind Man Blues—Comedy Solo, Novelty Ac-
comp Nettie Potter

9782 I'm Done, Done Done with You—Comedy Solo,
Novelty Accomp Gladys Murray

A Good Man Is Hard to Find-—Comedy Solo,
Novelty Accomp Nettie Potter

1469 Peter Pan (I Love You)—Fox-trot,
Imperial Dance Orch.

Just a Flower From an Old Bouquet—Fox-trot,
Imperial Dance Orch.

1470 I'll See You in My Dreams—Fox-trot,
Fletcher Henderson's Orch.

Araby—Fox-trot Fletcher Henderson's Orch.
1471 Everybody Loves My Baby—Fox-trot,

Fletcher Henderson's Orch.
Nobody Knows What a Red-Head Mama Can
Do—Fox-trot Golden Gate Orch.

1472 Oh, Mabel—Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
Arthur Hall Golden Gate Orch.

My Sweet Annette—Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
by Art. Fields Missouri Jazz Band

1473 Keep Smiling at Trouble (From "Big Boy")

—

Fox-trot Bar Harbor Society Orch.
Oh, Joseph! (From "Madame Pompadour")

—

Fox-trot Hollywood Dance Orch.
1474 Blue-Eyed Sally—Fox-trot Golden Gate Orch.

I Can't Stop Babying You—Fox-trot,
Newport Society Orch.

1475 Will You Remember Me?—Fox-trot,
_

Imperial Dance Orch.
My Dream Man—Fox-trot,

Fletcher Henderson's Orch.
1476 Why Couldn't It Be Poor Little Me—Fox-trot,

Fletcher Henderson's Orch.
Nola—Fox-trot Sam Lanin's Orch.

1477 In the Shade of a Sheltering Tree (From "Music
Box Revue")—Fox-trot ..Hollywood Dance Orch.

Fascinating Rhythm (From "Lady, Be Good")

—

Fox-trot Bar Harbor Society Orch.

VOCAL RECORDS
1478 Please Be Good to My Old Girl—Baritone Solo,

with Orch. Accomp Arthur Fields
I'm Gonna Tramp, Tramp, Tramp—Baritone

Solo, with Orch. Accomp Ernest Hare
1479 I Don't Want to Get Married—Comedy Solo,

Orch. Accomp ! Billy Jones
Nobody Knows What a Red-Head Mamma Can
Do—Comedienne, with Orch. Accomp.,

Gladys Murray
1480 When You and I Were Seventeen—Male Duet,

with Orch. Accomp Hall-Ryan
Honest and Truly—Baritone Solo, with Orch.
Accomp Arthur Fields

1481 I Ain't Got Nobody to Love—Novelty Solo,
Yodeling Ed

Cross-Word Nuts—Novelty Solo .... Yodeling Ed
1482 By the Lakes of Old Killarney—Tenor Solo,

with Orch. Accomp Hugh Donovan
Sweet Rosie O'Day—Tenor Solo, with Orch.
Accomp Hugh Donovan

VOCAL BLUES RECORDS
1483 I'm Done, Done, Done With You—Comedy Solo,

with Novelty Accomp Clementine Smith
A Good Man Is Hard to Find—Comedy Solo,
with Novelty Accomp Nettie Potter

1484 Nobody Knows the Way I Feel Dis Morning

—

Comedy Solo, with Novelty Accomp.,
Clementine Smith

Blind Man Blues—Comedy Solo, with Novelty
Accomp Nettie Potter

Cameo Records

DANCE RECORDS
640 Too Tired—Fox-trot Bob Haring and His Orch.

Beets and Turnips—Fox-trot Varsity Eight
643 Prince of Wails—Fox-trot,

Bob Haring and His Orch.
Laff It Off—Fox-trot, with Laughing Chorus
by Weston and Young. Bob Harring and His Orch.

641 Doo Wacka Doo—Fox-trot Varsity Eight
Happy (Watchin' All the Clouds Roll By)—

Fox-trot Varsity Eight
645 Gotta Getta Girl—Fox-trot,

Bob Haring and His Orch.
I Can't Stop Babying You—Fox-trot,

Egizi Olympic Theatre Orch., Pittsburgh, Pa.
642 The Only, Only One (For Me)—Fox-trot,

Paul Van Loan and His Orch.
Lonely Me—Fox-trot. Paul Van Loan and His Orch.

644 Tell Her in the Springtime (From "Music Box
Revue, 1925")—Fox-trot,

Paul Van Loan and His Orch.
Mandy Make Up Your Mind (From "Dixie to
Broadway")—Fox-trot Cameo Dance Orch.

646 Oh, Mabel!—Fox-trot ' Varsity Eight
Easy Goin' Mama—Fox-trot,

Jack Denny and His Orch.
647 Oh, Joseph! (From "Madame Pompadour")

—

Fox-trot Cameo Dance Orch.
Ev'rything You Do—Fox-trot Dixie Daisies

VOCAL RECORDS
650 Rose Marie (From "Rose Marie")—Tenor

Solo William Robyn
Down in Pickaninny Alley—Tenor Solo,

Addy Britt
649 Come On Over—Tenor Solo, with Piano Ac-

comp Malie-Stept
Baby—What Is Your Name?—Tenor Solo, with
Piano Accomp Malie-Stept

648 Eliza—Duet Salt-Pepper
'Way Out West in Kansas—Duet Salt-Pepper

STANDARD RECORDS
472 Orientale—Violin Solo, with Piano Accomp. by

Jack Shilkret Lou Raderman
Humoresque—Violin Solo, with Piano Accomp.
by Jack Shilkret Lou Raderman

361 Macushla—Tenor Solo Henry Scott
Then You'll Remember Me—Tenor Solo,

Henry Scott
308 The Holy City—Tenor Solo James Reed

The Palms—Tenor Solo James Reed
411 The Rosary—Tenor Solo, with Violin, Harp and

Organ Accomp William Robyn
Absent—Tenor Solo, with Violin, Harp and
Organ Accomp William Robyn

240 Mother in Ireland—Tenor Solo Henry Scott
Mother Machree—Tenor Solo Henry Scott

Ajax Records
17081 Meat Man Pete,

Susie Smith and the Choo Choo Jazzers
12th Street Blues,

Rosa Henderson and the Choo Choo Jazzers
17086 Bitter Feelin' Blues,

Helen Gross and the Choo Choo Jazzers
Nobody Knows How I Feel,

Susie Smith and the Choo Choo Jazzers
17038 Cross Word Puzzle Blues,

Clarinet Jazz Special by Bob Fuller
Sweet'n Pretty Mamma Blues,

Clariner Jazz Special by Bob Fuller

17034 How Do You Do—(Comedy Song Special),

^ Art Gillham
Way Out West in Kansas—(Comedy Song
Special), Lou Haves

17087 Cross Word Papa,
y

Josie Miles and the Choo Choo Jazzers
There'll Be Some Changes Made,
_ .

Josie Miles and the Choo Choo Tazzers
17083 Satisfied ...Josie Miles and the Choo Choo jazzers

Picnic Time,

„ , _. .
Billy Higgins and the Choo Choo Jazzers

17085 Fishing Chris Smith
I rifling Mama Chris Smith and Henry Troy

U. S. Music Go.
WORD ROLLS

.

Title Played by
Insufficient Sweetie Clare Winters
At the End of The Road Horace Prefh
Magic Moments ("Madame Pompadour")
Those Panama Mamas (Are Ruining Me) ..Clare Winters.
I'll See You in My Dreams Lee Sims.
I Can't Stop Babying You Lee Sims.
Keep Smiling at Trouble ("Big Boy") Lee Sims.
I Ain't Got Nobody To Love Lee Sims
Mother O' Mine (I Love You) Harold Wansborough.
I'm Sorry Harold Wansborough.
Lover's Waltz; Peter Pan (I Love You) .. Lee Sims.
Twelfth Street Blues Cal Welch
I Don't Want to Get Married Cal Welch
Roll Along
One Stolen Kiss
Honolou Lee Sims.
You and I ("My Girl") Lee Sims.
I Weep Over You Clare Winters.
Those Eyes Divine
Choo Choo (I Gotta Hurry Home) Clare Winters.
Oh, Lady Be Good ("Lady Be Good") .. Robert Billings.
There'll Be Some Changes Made Clare Winters.
When the Moon Shines in Coral Gables . . Clare Winters.
Will You Remember Me? Robert Billings.
Listening ("Music Box Revue—1925")

Harold Wansborough.
Harmonic Waltz
Lucky Kentucky

., Cal Welch
When the Sun Goes Down on the Lonesome Pine
Doo Wacka Doo Lee Sims.
Alabamy Bound Cal Welch.
I Never Knew How Much I Loved You ... Horace Prell.
Old Time Hits No. 2 Intro: 1. You're as Welcome

as the Flowers in May; 2. The Girl I Loved in
Sunny Tennessee; 3. She was Bred in Old Ken-
tucky; 4. The Moth and The Flame.

AUTO-ART WORD ROLLS
I Know a Lovely Garden Robert Billings.
Me and The Boy Friend Lee Sims.
Blue-Eyed Sally Jack Pierce.
Let Me Be The First to Kiss You in the Morning

Clare Winters.
AUTO-ART INSTRUMENTAL ROLLS

Etude Pathetique Cora Mel Hatton.
Thais (Meditation) Robert Billings.
Opera Waltz McNair Hgenfritz.
Marionette McNair Ilgenfrite.
Dream Waltz McNair Hgenfritz.

LIBRARY WORD ROLLS
When You and I Were Young Maggie . . Robert Billings.
The Little Irish Girl Robert Billings.
Has Sorrow Thy Young Days Shaded . . Robert Billings.
Sweet Genevieve
I Know a Lovely Garden Robert Billings.
There's a Long, Long Trail Robert Billings
Oft in the Stilly Night Roger Le Mar
Come Back to Erin Robert Billings.
The Harp That Once Thru Tara's Halls Robert Billings.
The Prisoner's Song Robert Billings.

LIBRARY INSTRUMENTAL ROLLS
Thais (Meditation) Robert Billings.
Jeu Des Ondes (The Sport of the Waves) Ivan Petrikoff.
Tulips Cora Mel Hatton.
Etude Pathetique Cora Mel Hatton.

HUNGARIAN WORD ROLLS
Merre ELsz Merre Jarsz
Rozsika
Elmegyek a Templom Adorjan Otvos.

1. Megirom a Legutolso Levelemet; 1. 1. Ne Mon-
djak ........ Adorjan Otvos.

1. Oszi Rozsa; 1. 1. Simongati Lanyok . . Adorjan Otvos.
A Ven Cigany Adorjan Otvos.
1. Szomoru Fuz Lombja Alatt; 1. 1. Eijo—Hujja

Hm! Adorjan Otvos.
Sziv Kuldi Szivnek Adorjan Otvos.
Ibolyak, Violak Adorjan Otvos.

FOREIGN WORD ROLLS
Ta Reznicka Chasa Bohemian.
Pojdte Holky Tancovat ....J Bohemian.
Konvalinka Valcik Bohemian.
O Gwiazdeczko Polish*
Jeszcze Raz Ptaszku Polish.
Zegnal Goral Swa Goralke Polish.
Spabaj Spavaj Milka Moja . Slovenian.
Oisgeshpielt Hebrew.

SPANISH WORD ROLLS
Mesalinas
Reprochos
La Reja
Corazon Roto.

FOREIGN INSTRUMENTAL ROLLS
(A Partial List)

Struney Nie Pekajcie Polish.

M Oje Zlate Sanje '. Slovenian.
Kleine Gretchen German.
As Dureles Dun Dinau Lithuanian.
Ducaty Polka Lithuanian.
Dziesiec Dukatow Polish.

Na Zdravje Slovenian.
Nastka Polish.

Zewi Kammeraden German.
Mladi Vdovec Slovenian.

Phonograph Repair Parts

We carry a full line of repair parts for every

motor made. Sixty-eight different types of

main springs

Write for a catalog showing our complete
line of parts and supplies

ATLAS PHONO-PARTS CO.
107 West 20th Street

New York, N. Y.

Difficult repair work given prompt
attention
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Dictogrand
The Articulating

True Tone

loud speaker

Southern
Victor.Wholesalers

fyCH/WOND VIRGINIA-

TEST IT.
OUR VICTOR

Record Service
has a reputation for efficiency.

Suppose you try it

E. F. DROOP & SONS CO.
1300 G. STREET, WASHINGTON. D. C.

204-6-8-10 CLAY STREET. BALTIMORE. MD.

Otto Goldsmith Now With
E. A. Wildermuth, Jobber

Otto Goldsmith, well-known talking machine

man, has now joined the staff of E. A. Wilder-

muth, Brooklyn, N. Y., exclusive wholesale rep-

resentative of Atwater Kent radio in the metro-

politan district. Otto Goldsmith needs no in-

troduction to the retail talking machine trade in

the metropolitan territory. He was for many
years traveling representative for the American
Talking Machine Co., Victor distributor, Brook-

lyn, N. Y. Later he formed the Cabinet & Ac-
cessories Co., which was one of the pioneers

among general accessory distributing houses in

the talking machine field. Upon the advent of

radio Mr. Goldsmith became associated with

the Nyrad Distributing Co. In his new con-

nection Mr. Goldsmith will cover territory com-
prising all of New York City, Bronx and locali-

ties north as far as Poughkeepsie where he is

well known.

New Store for Berkeley

Berkeley, Cal., February 8.—The Berkeley

Piano Shop, of which Fred Wolfrom is the

proprietor, is now occupying new quarters at

2569 Shattuck street, this city.

Phonograph Parts and Supplies

MOTORS, T0NEARMS, SOUNDBOXES, SPRINGS AND NEEDLES OUR SPECIALTY

Lowest Prices and Best Qualities Always Available for Delivery Anywhere

Send for Bargain List of Repair Parts and Motors

THE VAL'S ACCESSORY HOUSE, Inc.
110 No. Broadway St. Louis, Mo.
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^he Cheney
The Master Phonograph

The most perfect music-reproducing instrument

Designed to receive radio

$145
{East of the Rockies)

The Cheney Factories Achieve the Impossible
A Cheney in every sense of the word— that retails at $135. All of the famous

Cheney acoustic system, a cabinet wor-
thy of a place with the other cabinets

in the line!

Here is a real leader— individual in

its selling points, so superior in its tone

quality that the difference is easily dem-
onstrated, and so modestly priced that

it comes within the price range of every
one who wants a phonograph.

The Carlyle is distinctively a Queen

Anne model, 34J4 inches long, 20%
inches deep, 33% inches high. It is

made in Biltmore mahogany beautifully

finished, and is completely equipped with

automatic stop, automatic needle adjuster,

two reproducers for playing all records,

and shelves for three record albums.

Metal parts are nickeled.

The Carlyle rounds out The Cheney
line— provides a wonderful value at

every price level and offers range of

selection for every buyer.

The Cheney offers any merchant increased business, increased profits, and greater

sales opportunities. It makes sales which otherwise would be lost. It appeals to

discriminating buyers. It commands a high average sale price— and requires

practically no service.

Ask us for details about the line. The Cheney is the big profit-maker

in many phonograph stores. Write for full information

CHENEY TALKING MACHINE COMPANY - CHICAGO

Made complete in our own factories at Grand Rapids, Mich.



gfie NEW EDISON
H O N R

HE smoothest, most
effortless selling is always

most profitable—that is

why the side-by-side
comparison makes both
money and friends for

the New Edison dealer.

There's a message for
you on pages 36 and 37

THOMAS A. EDISON, INC.
ORANGE, N. J.

H

"You don't need a.

fortune to become
an Edison Dealer-

ask nearest Edison

Jobber

Jobbers of the New Edison, Edison Records, the Edison Diamond
Amberola and Blue Amberol Records

CALIFORNIA
Los Angeles—Edison Phonographs, Ltd.

San Francisco—EdisonPhonographs,Ltd.

COLORADO
Denver—Edison Phonograph Distribut-

ing Co.

GEORGIA
Atlanta—Phonographs, Inc.

ILLINOIS
Chicago—Edison Phonograph Distribut-

ing Co.

INDIANA
Indianapolis — Edison Phonograph Dis-

tributing Co.

IOWA
Des Moines—Harger &- Blish.

.LOUISIANA
New Orleanp— Diamond Music Co., Inc.

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston—Pardee-Ellenberger Co.

Iver Johnson Sporting Goods Co.
(Amberola only).

MICHIGAN
Detroit—Phonograph Co. of Detroit.

MINNESOTA
Minneapolis—Laurence H. Lucker

MISSOURI
Kansas City — Edison Phonograph Dis-

tributing Co.

St. Louis—Silverstone Music Co.

MONTANA
Helena—Montana Phonograph Co.

NEW JERSEY
Orange—The Phonograph Corp. of Man-

hattan.

NEW YORK
Albany— American Phonograph Co.

New York Citv—J. F. Blackman &. Son,
(Amberola only).

Syracuse—Frank E. Bolway &. Son, Inc.

W. D. Andrews Co. (Amberola
only).

OHIO
Cincinnati—The Phonograph Co.

Cleveland—The Phonograph Co.

OREGON
Portland—Edison Phonographs, Ltd.

PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia—Girard Phonograph Co.

Pittsburgh—Buehn Phonograph Co.

Williamsport—W. A. Myers.

RHODE ISLAND
Providence—J. A. Foster Co. (Amberola

only).

TEXAS
Dallas — Texas - Oklahoma Phonograph

Co.

UTAH
Ogden—Proudfit Sporting Goods Co.

VIRGINIA
Richmond—The C. B. Haynes Co., Inc.

CANADA
St. John-W. H. Thome & Co., Ltd.

Toronto — R. S. Williams 6c Sons Co.,
Ltd.

Vancouver—Kent Piano Co., Ltd.

Winnipeg—R. S. Williams &. Sons Co.,
Ltd.

Babson Bros. (Amberola only).
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Brunswick Phonographs

Brunswick Records

Brunswick Radiolas

^he Sign o/SMusical "Prestige

PHONOGRAPHS • RECORDS RADIOLAS

THE BRUNSWICK- BALKE-COLLENDER CO.
Manufacturers—Ettabliihed 184S

General Offices: CHICAGO Branches in All Principal Cities
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Branches at Montreal, Winnipeg, Calgary, Vancouver
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Any receiving set can

be placed upon it and

batteries put within it.

New!
Sonora Speakers

that will bring in volume business

THE Sonora console speaker foretells a new
style of .speakers that will beautify millions of

homes. Concealed in this masterpiece of furniture

artistry is the famous Sonora tone chamber—un-
sightly wiring and batteries, too, are cleverly hidden.

Equipped with the Standard Speaker unit $50.

DeLuxe Speaker unit $60.

The Standard speaker at $20—the only wood
cabinet speaker with the laminated wood tone

chamber retailing at this price. This achievement
was made possible through the production of the

Sonora standard electro magnetic speaker unit.

Sonora Standard Speaker

The cabinet work of the Stand-

ard $20 model reflects the

same careful craftsmanship of

the $30 speaker. The famous
Sonora tone chamber made
of many layers of wafer-thin

seasoned wood laid cross

grained is found in this instru-

ment.

$20

The new Standard Speaker unit represents the finest

development of the electro magnetic system. Because of

the unusual sensitivity of the specially prepared diaphragm
to the magnet, unusual clarity is attained, $6.00.

There is a big national advertising campaign behind these

models. Cash in on it. Wire your distributor for samples today.

THE INSTRUMENT OF QUALITY

CLEAR AS A BELL

ONORA PHONOGRAPH CO., Inc. 279 Broadway New York
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Louis Sterling and Associates Acquire Con-
trol of the Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc.

H. C. Cox Elected President and General Manager—Louis Sterling Is Chairman of the Board

—

W. C. Fuhri, Vice-President and General Manager, Elected Director and Member of Ex-
ecutive Committee—Mr. Sterling Outlines Company's Plans and Policies

The Constructive Finance Co., Ltd., and the

Columbia Graphophone Co., Ltd., of London,

England, which three years ago acquired Euro-

pean interests of the Columbia Phonograph Co.,

has also acquired control of the Columbia

Phonograph Co., Inc. This control has been

acquired through the purchase of 51,000 shares

of stock and all of the holders of voting trust

certificates representing such shares are being

afforded an opportunity to participate pro rata

in the sale.

Louis Sterling, managing director of the Co-

lumbia Graphophone Co., Ltd., of London, who
in a large measure has been responsible for the

successful operations of that company, has be-

come chairman of the Board of the Columbia

Phonograph Co., Inc.

H. C. Cox, formerly vice-president and treas-

urer of the Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc., and

for many years prominently identified with the

company, has been elected president and gen-

eral manager, succeeding H. L. Willson, who
resigned from the organization because of ill

health.

W. C. Fuhri, vice-president and general sales

manager of the Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc.,

remains in this office, and in addition has been

elected a member of the board of directors and

a member of the executive committee.

Louis Sterling is not only well known to the

talking machine industry throughout the world,

but he is recognized everywhere as one of the

most capable and successful executives in the

talking machine trade. His association with the

Columbia Co. dates back more than fifteen years,

and during this time he has won the respect and

friendship of phonograph executives and deal-

ers the world over. His knowledge of the in-

dustry is excelled by no executive of any or-

ganization, and his intimate familiarity with the

Columbia product and policies is reflected in the

phenomenal success of the Columbia organiza-

tion in London. Mr. Sterling is planning to

spend practically all of his time in this country

in behalf of the interests of the Columbia

Phonograph Co., Inc.

H. C. Cox, the newly elected president and

general manager of the Columbia Phonograph

Co., Inc., has been associated with the Colum-

bia organization for the past eight years in of-

ficial and executive posts. He is an exception-

ally capable administrative executive who has

been responsible for the successful solution of

many important problems that have arisen in

the Columbia organization in recent years. He
is ideally qualified to be at the helm of the Co-

lumbia Phonograph Co., Inc., for his previous

activities as an officer of the company have

gained for him the esteem and friendship of

every factor in the company's personnel.

W. C. Fuhri is one of the most popular and

efficient sales executives in the talking machine

industry, having been identified with the trade

for twenty-five years, and outside of a few

years has concentrated all of his efforts on the

development of Columbia activities. He num-
bers among his personal friends dealers from

Coast to Coast, and there is hardly a town of

any size throughout the country where he has

not established friendship and good will. His

thorough knowledge of merchandising as ap-

plied to the talking machine industry has

gained for him the keen appreciation and re-

spect of the dealers everywhere, who will be

glad to learn that Mr. Fuhri's services to the

Columbia Co. have been recognized by his elec-

tion as a member of the board of directors and

also as a member of the executive committee.

The members of the executive committee of

the Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc., now corn-

Louis Sterling

prise the following: Louis Sterling, H. C. Cox,
W. C. Fuhri, Fred W. Shibley, G. L. Burr and
Win. C. Dickerman.
The aims and policies of the Columbia

Phonograph Co., Inc., are admirably set forth

in a statement to The Talking Machine World
by Mr. Sterling, who said: "My associates and
myself have today acquired a controlling intex--

est in the Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc., and
I have been asked to make a statement as to

the company's future. In the first place, I am
a New Yorker, who has been representing the

Columbia Co. in Europe for sixteen years. I was
managing director of the European branch of

the Columbia Co., which business the Colum-
bia Co. sold out to me and my associates about
three years ago. The European company has
been very successful and is doing the largest

record business in Great Britain. The Euro-
pean company's shares on the London Exchange
are at four and one-half times par and the com-
pany is earning about 75 per cent net on its

capital issue.

"We feel confident that eventually the Colum-
bia Phonograph Co., Inc., will be equally suc-

cessful in the United States. We have every
confidence in the future of the phonograph
business. We have no intention of embarking
upon other lines or consolidating with any
other interests, but will devote all of our re-

sources to the development of the Columbia
phonograph and record business. While we be-

lieve radio is a large industry which we have
no doubt will grow larger, we believe at the

same time that each industry has its own field.

Radio gives to the public many forms of pleas-

ure and interest, but the phonograph still re-

mains the one and only instrument which gives

the public at all times the music it wants; gives

the public all the music of all countries by the

greatest exponents of each class of music and
makes that music available whenever it is de-

sired.

"We feel confident that both from the musi-
cal educational standpoint and from the stand-

point of entertainment the phonograph indus-

try, which has been growing steadily for thirty-

seven years, will continue its development."

Walter B. Fulghum Grosley
General Sales Manager

New Crosley Executive Has Been Connected
With Talking Machine Trade for Many Years

Lauter Now Handles Edison
Phonographs in All Branches

Firm Operates Chain of Fine Retail Establish-

ments Throughout the State

Cincinnati, O., March 7.

—

Powel Crosley, Jr., presi-

dent of the Crosley Radio

Corporation of this city,

announced this week that

Walter B. Fulghum had be-

come general sales manager
of the company, this ap-

pointment being effective

March 1. Mr. Fulghum will

need no introduction to the

talking machine trade, as

for many years he was as-

sociated with the Victor

Talking Machine Co. as

head of its order depart-

ment at Camden, N. J.,

and he numbers amona: his
Walter B. Fulghum

fr jen ds jobbers and dealers

from Coast to Coast.

In addition to his years of experience as a

Victor executive, Mr. Fulghum has also for a

number of years operated a retail store selling

Victor and radio products, where he attained an

outstanding success. His broad and varied ex-

perience will enable him to work in close co-

operation with Crosley jobbers and dealers. He
is a valuable addition to the Crosley organiza-

tion which has achieved great success in the

radio industry. Mr. Fulghum has received let-

ters and telegrams of congratulation from his

friends throughout the trade, who are delighted

to know that he has joined the Crosley Radio
Corp.

The Lauter Piano Co., with headquarters in

Newark, N. J., and branches throughout the

State of New Jersey, has recently taken on the

Edison phonograph in all of its retail stores.

Just a year ago the Edison Phonograph Dis-

tributing Co., Orange, N. J., Edison jobber of

the Metropolitan district, decided that the Edi-

son line required more formidable representa-

tion in the important city of Newark.- After

investigation of locations, types of establish-

ment, etc., the Lauter Co. was approached and
after extended negotiations this concern agreed

to stock a few models of the Edison phono-
graph and a nominal amount of Edison records.

These were put in on a sort of approval basis

and the results obtained by the Lauter Co. were
such that conferences were called looking to a

steady representation for the City of Newark.

The Lauter Co., however, declined to put the

Edison line into its several branch stores until

they had tried it out in Newark for a year. It

was therefore especially significant that at the

end of the year's trial the Lauter Co., through

its president, J. M. Cameron, and its general

manager of retail stores, E. C. Pullen, has ar-

ranged to represent the Edison line in all of

its branch stores, which include, in addition to

Newark, Perth Amboy, Elizabeth, New Bruns-

wick, Paterson, Passaic, Hoboken, Jersey City,

Bayonne, Union Hill, Asbury Park, Red Bank,

and Trenton. The negotiations were handled

by P. J. Burns, manager, and A. O. Toenies,

who has been an Edison representative for the

past twenty years.

See second last page for Index of Articles of Interest in this issue of The World
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Making Spring a Profit-Producing Season
Sales Campaigns Now in Order—Public Turns to Out-of-Doors
and Shopping as Winter's Grip Slips—Building Sales of Portables

As this issue of The World reaches the trade

live dealers will once again be making preparations

for their Spring business drives. Winter activities

will be replaced to a large extent by outdoor

sports of all kinds. However, there is a wonder-

ful opportunity for developing business during

this season, provided of course dealers are wide

awake enough to take advantage of them. There

seems to be a tendency among a certain type of

dealers to relax to a large degree the effort which

usually makes the Winter months satisfactory

from a business standpoint. This is the beginning

of a lethargic condition which brings about the

so-called "Summer dullness". However, the fact

remains that people still are in the market for

talking machines, records, radio and all kinds of

musical instruments. They still read advertise-

ments and the live outside salesman or canvasser

can be used with unabated effectiveness in bring-

ing up the sales volume to reasonable proportions.

Start Your Drive Now
Now is the time to complete plans for the

Spring 'drive. As has been mentioned, adver-

tising will be just as effective in the Spring and

Summer as during the Winter months and the

dealers who eliminate this publicity are working

to their own disadvantage. Much has been said

and written concerning the need for continuous

advertising, how ads should be designed to get

the best results, etc., and there is no need for

going into that phase of the publicity situation.

The important point is that to those dealers

who advertise will go the bulk of the Spring

business.

Window displays are, if possible, more im-

portant now than they were during the cold

Winter months when people remained indoors

EE

as much as possible. When the thermometer
hovers around the zero mark it takes a hardy
person indeed to gaze at a window display or

something far from the ordinary in the way of

a window to make them stop and look very
closely. And then, too, when a person is shiv-

ering with cold the sales argument of the "eye

of the store" is bound to fall flat. Now, how-
ever, the outdoors again lures and shopping
again becomes a pleasure for the lady of the

house. Therefore, the sales creating effective-

ness of the window becomes an important fac-

tor in the campaign for business^ And what
an opportunity the retail talking machine dealer

has to make the public stop before his win-

dows! No manufactured products offer greater

opportunity for eye-arresting window displays

than do the talking machines, with their beau-

tiful .cabinets and artistic designs; records,

with the wealth of musical entertainment which
they represent; radio, with all its mystery and
charm, a charm and lure which the public is

finding daily more difficult to resist. Let the

window of your store tell the tale of the merit

of the radio lines you handle and sales are

bound to come. Make your windows just as

effectively tell the story of the talking machines
and records. Then, too, there is musical mer-
chandise. Now is the time when instead of a

drop in the interest in small musical instru-

ments among the young people there is>, if any-

thing, an intensified interest. The ukulele and
other small instruments are unsurpassed for

entertainment on picnics, sailing, early vaca-

tions, in camp, etc.

Never before in the history of the music
business has the trade had so much to offer the

y_

public in the way of portable musical instru-

ments. The whole trouble seems to be that

while dealersi stock these very fine portable

talking machines and radio outfits no real ef-

forts have been made to promote sales. It can

be done. What is a mailing list for if not to

use to secure business and to what better pur-

pose can a mailing list be put at this time than
to promote the sales of portable instruments?

The beauty of the whole situation is that no
matter whether a customer owns a large talk-

ing machine or radio set there is a chance of

selling a portable instrument of some kind.

Everyone owns an automobile these days and
outdoor life during the Spring and Summer is

the favorite mode of pleasure. Cash in on it!

The business is there, waiting for you to pick

it as you would pick a ripe, juicy plum from a

laden tree. Of course, it means work but every-

thing that is worthwhile and important enough
to possess requires a certain amount of effort.

Customers of Limited Purse
Then, too, there is another big field for the

sale of portable instruments. This is confined

exclusively to those people who cannot afford

to buy the expensive upright and console

models. Just as many of these people are

music loversi as those who have larger means.
They may be a little harder to sell because
they are compelled to count the pennies but
the big, vital, significant fact to you as a dealer
is that they want music. You can show them
how they can secure a portable talking machine
on small down payment and weekly or monthly
instalments and you will be helping them to

happiness by convincing them and at the same
time helping yourself to increased profits.

pet. rt-i # hr-i

A Five Tube Panel For $65
This low priced unit will sell—in combination with a
phonograph or to the man you have already sold a
phonograph.

The NYACCOFLEX R. P. 5 is a five tube, tuned radio fre-
quency panel receiver (14 ^2 x 17J4 or 15J4 x 17) finished
in brown mahogany—an asset to any high priced console
phonograph in construction, appearance and function.

NYACCO Radio (Reflex) Receivers
The R. P. 1 at $55; R. P. 2 at $32.50 and the R. P. 3 at $45
combine the best features of the most powerful present-day
circuits. OPERATE A LOUD SPEAKER. Get distance,
volume, are selective and can be logged.

R. P. 5

LI X T

ft

Dealers, write your jobber for details of complete
line, or address

W
°r ACo>:

LESS USUAL DISCOUNTS

New York Album& Card Co., Inc.
New York: 23-25 Lispenard Street Chicago: 415-417 S. Jefferson Street
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The Sign of Musical Prestige
A few of the nationally known institutions who have

adopted "The Sign of Musical Prestige"for their stores

99

J. N. ADAM & CO.
Buffalo, N. Y.

THE AEOLIAN COMPANY
New York, N. Y. (4 Stores)

THE WILEY B. ALLEN CO.
San Francisco, Calif. (10 Stores)

GEO. J. BIRKEL CO.
Los Angeles, Calif.

BRADFORD PIANO COMPANY
Milwaukee, Wis.

BUESCHER COMPANY
Cleveland, Ohio

BUSH & LANE PIANO CO.
Portland, Ore. (9 Stores)

CABLE PIANO CO.
Chicago, 111. (15 Stores)

GEO. S. DALES CO.
Akron, Ohio

DENTON, COTTIER &
DANIELS, INC.

Buffalo, N. Y.

L. S. DONALDSON CO.
Minneapolis, Minn.

W. J. DYER & BRO.
St. Paul, Minn.

FAMOUS-BARR CO.
St. Louis, Mo.

FITZGERALD MUSIC CO.
Los Angeles, Calif. (2 Stores)

FOSTER & WALDO
Minneapolis, Minn.

THOS. GOGGAN & BROS.
Houston, Texas (5 Stores)

EDMUND GRAM, INC.
Milwaukee, Wis.

J. W. GREENE CO.
Toledo, Ohio (2 Stores)

L. GRUNEWALD
New Orleans, La.

GRIFFITH PIANO CO.
Newark, N. J. (6 Stores)

S. HAMILTON COMPANY
Pittsburgh, Pa. (4 Stores)

HARDMAN, PECK & CO.
New York, N. Y. (2 Stores)

F. C. HENDERSON COMPANY
Boston, Mass. (11 Stores)

THE WM. HENGERER
COMPANY

Buffalo, N. Y.

D. H. HOLMES CO., LTD.
New Orleans, La.

HOPPER-KELLY CO.
Seattle, Wash. (2 Stores)

A. HOSPE COMPANY
Omaha, Neb.

HUB PIANO COMPANY
Baltimore, Md.

J. L. HUDSON MUSIC STORE
Detroit, Mich.

JORDAN MARSH CO.
Boston, Mass.

KESSELMAN-O'DRISCOLL CO.
Milwaukee, Wis.

KIESELHORST PIANO CO.
St. Louis, Mo. (2 Stores)

KURTZMAN PIANO CO.
Buffalo, N. Y. (6 Stores)

LOUIS & CO.
Washington, D. C.

LYON & HEALY
Chicago, 111. (3 Stores)

MARTIN BROS. PIANO CO.
Springfield, Mo. (6 Stores)

MAY DEPT. STORES CO.
St. Louis, Mo. (3 Stores)

C. C. MELLOR CO.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

METROPOLITAN MUSIC CO.
Minneapolis, Minn.

HENRY F. MILLER PIANO CO.
Boston, Mass.

PHILLIPS & CREW PIANO CO.
Atlanta, Ga. (2 Stores)

PLATT MUSIC CO.
Los Angeles, Calif. (6 Stores)

SCHROEDER PIANO COMPANY
Pittsburgh, Pa. (5 Stores)

SCHMOELLER & MUELLER
PIANO CO.

Omaha, Neb., (2 Stores)

SCRUGGS, VANDERVOORT &
BARNEY DRY GOODS CO.

St. Louis, Mo.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
MUSIC CO.

Los Angeles, Calif. (4 Stores)

STEINWAY & SONS
Cincinnati, Ohio (6 Stores)

STIX. BAER & FULLER
DRY GOODS CO.

St. Louis, Mo.

THEARLE MUSIC CO.
San Diego, Calif. (2 Stores)

J. H. TROUP MUSIC CO.
Harrisburg, Pa. (2 Stores)

TURNER MUSIC CO.
Tampa, Fla. (4 Stores)

VOSE & SONS PIANO CO.
Boston, Mass.

JOHN WANAMAKER
Philadelphia, Pa. (2 Stores)

CHAS. E. WELLS MUSIC CO.
Denver, Colo. (4 Stores)

WUNDERLICH PIANO CO.
Kansas City, Mo.

THE BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO.
Manufacturers—Established 1845 General Offices: CHICAGO Branches in All Principal Cities

THE BRUNSWICK *BALKE -COLLENDER CO. OF CANADA, Limited

Main Offices: 358 Bay Street, Toronto Branches at Montreal, Winnipeg, Calgary, Vancouver
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Factory Branches Established by Adler
Mfg. Co. in New York and Chicago

Harry D. Schoenwald Appointed Chicago District Manager by Lambert Friedl, Vice-President and

General Sales Manager—Robert Harris Made Eastern District Manager

Attachments for

EDISON
New Favorite Supreme Adapter

Very Loud and Clear Matural Tone Reproduction

PRICES:
Nickel-plated Adapter $4.85
Gold-plated Adapter 5.00
Oxidized-platcd Adapter 5.00
No. I "Supreme" Sound Box, nickel-plated,

loud and clear 2.00
No. I "Supreme" Sound Box, gold-plated, loud

and clear 3.00
No. T "Supreme" Sound Box, oxidized 3.00
Supreme Sound Box for Columbia Tone Arm

(nickel only) 2.00
Special Prices to Quantity Buyers

New Favorite Exceltone Adapter
Good Quality, Best Outfit for the Price

EXCELTONE ADAPTER
Nickel-plated, Complete $2.50

Sound Box, Separate, Nickel-plated $1.10

Write for Samples

FAVORITE MFG. CO.
C. KRONENBERGER, Pres.

105 East 12th Street, New York
Telephone Stuyvesant 1666

Lambert Friedl, vice-president and general

sales manager of the Adler Mfg. Co., New
York, manufacturer of Adler-Royal phono-
graphs and neutrodyne radio products, returned

a few days ago after visiting Chicago and the

company's factories in Louisville. Upon his

return Mr. Friedl announced important changes

in the company's merchandising plans, so far

Harry D. Schoenwald
as the cities of Chicago and New York are

concerned.

During the past six months the sales oi

Adler-Royal products in New York and Chicago

increased so rapidly and grew so quickly that

the matter of organization and service to deal-

ers for adequate operation became an important

problem. After giving the matter extended

thought and consideration C. L. Adler, presi-

dent of the company, together with Mr. Friedl,

decided that it would be to the best interests

of the Adler-Royal dealers and the executive or-

ganization to establish factory branches in Chi

cago and New York.

While in Chicago Mr. Friedl appointed Harry
D. Schoenwald Chicago district manager with

offices at 400 South State street. Mr. Schoen-

wald is one of the most popular and capable

sales executives in the Middle West, and num-
bers among his friends dealers throughout the

Chicago territory, and although a young man
in point of years, he is one of the real "vet-

Emerson Corp. Appointing

Jobbers in Larger Centers

Wholesalers Appointed With Care to Insure

Adequate Distribution and Service to Trade

H. T. Leeming, of the Emerson Radio &
Phonograph Corp., manufacturer of the Emer-
son popular-priced record, has been appointing

distributors for his product in the larger trade

centers throughout the United States. These
jobbers of Emerson records have been selected

with great care with an aim to appoint them
in territory that will facilitate the placing in

dealers' hands of current record releases with-

out loss of time.

Mr. Leeming believes that a minimum of

jobbers in key cities will not only make the

Emerson franchise a most profitable one for

the distributor, but will enable such distributors

to carry a comprehensive stock of not only pop-

ular hits but of wide variety of classics, stand-

ards and foreign selections, which are part of

the Emerson catalog.

The plans of the Emerson Radio & Phono-
graph Corp. in co-operation with these distribu-

erans" of the Chicago trade, having been identi-

fied with the industry for practically ten years.

He was formerly associated with the Columbia

Phonograph Co., Inc., and was also sales mana-
ger of the Consolidated Talking Machine Co
In these two important connections Mr.

Schoenwald visited the dealers throughout Chi-

cago territory and earned their esteem and

good will through the co-operation and assist-

Robert Harris

ance that he gave them in their merchandis-
ing problems. Air. Schoenwald is also presi-

dent of the Piano Club of Chicago and is gen-
erally recognized as one of the foremost figures

in the Chicago talking machine trade.

As Eastern district manager Mr. Friedl ap-
pointed Robert Harris, who is well known to

the talking machine trade in the East. Mr.
Harris, in addition to being in charge of the

New York office, will also be in supervisory
charge of the Philadelphia sales organization.

He will have the valued co-operation of S. W.
Lukas and W. I. Brunner, who will act as field

managers in Eastern territory, concentrating
their activities in New York. Mr. Harris has
been identified with the talking machine trade

for a number of years, joining Mr. Friedl's or

ganization as Philadelphia sales representative

several months ago. He was exceptionally suc-

cessful in this work, establishing important
Adler-Royal agencies in this territory and well

meriting his appointment as Eastern district

manager in charge of the New York branch.

tors and dealers are very wide in scope, call

for extensive publicity and dealer helps.

In a recent chat with a representative of The
Talking Machine World Mr. Leeming said:

"The Emerson record allows the dealer the

usual margin of profit and places in the hands
of consumers a popular-priced record covering

every phase of music."

Phonograph Manufacturers
Club to Meet on March 25

Chicago, III., March 7.—Henry Otis, chairman

of the Phonograph Manufacturers Club, now in

process of formation, announced this week that

the next meeting of phonograph manufacturers

would take place at the Furniture Club in Chi-

cago on March 25, at 6 p. m. It is intended at

this meeting to continue the excellent work
started at the organization meeting of the pho-

nograph manufacturers held in Chicago in Feb-

ruary, and steps will be taken to outline defi-

nitely the advantages of an association for pho-

nograph manufacturers. Full details regarding

the first meeting of the manufacturers will be

found on another page of this issue.
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The Brunswick Radiola
The New Musical Instrument

Making New Musical History

THE immediate and widespread

popularity of Brunswick Radiolas

has justified the enthusiasm with
which Brunswick Dealers greeted

and backed this new line.

These instruments combine the

world-noted Super- Heterodyne of

the Radio Corporation of America,

the result of more than 5 years of

radio research involving millions of

dollars worth of patents—with the

Brunswick Phonograph and its many
exclusive features— the Double Ul-

tona, the All-Wood Oval Tone
Amplifier, the Brunswick Method of

Reproduction, bringing new tone

clarity to radio reception as well as

phonographic reproduction. All in

one single and remarkable instrument.

The Brunswick. Radiola opens a great

era of magnificent new business

opportunities to Brunswick Dealers.

Truly, again Brunswick has made
musical history.

THE BRUNSWICK -BALKE -COLLENDER CO.
Manufacturers—Established 1845

General Offices: CHICAGO Branches in All Principal Cities

THE BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO. OF CANADA, Ltd.

Main Offices: 358 Bay Street, Toronto
Branches at Montreal, Winnipeg, Calgary, Vancouver
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"Suited to the finest homes"

One of the eight models ranging in price

from $170 to $660

No Outside Wires

No Acid Batter'us

No Exposed Horn
All in One Beautiful Cabim t
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Putting Distinctiveness in Salesmanship
Miss Mary Ellen Cross, Successful Talking Machine Saleswoman

of the Southwest, Gives Some Worthwhile Tips on Building Sales

The success of the talking machine dealer de-

pends upon his'sales organization. Merchandise

must be moved and while a certain volume of

sales results whether or not salesmanship is

practiced, real selling is the only way by which

a continuous movement of stock can be accom-

plished and a substantial business can be built.

Clerks are far more numerous than salesmen,

but the clerk can get into the real salesman's

class by utilizing certain principles. What these

methods are Miss Mary Ellen Cross, one of

the most successful saleswomen in the talking

machine field in the Southwest, concretely out-

lines in the following paragraphs. Miss Cross

has been selling talking machines and records

over a period of five years and the selling points

emphasized are the result of a wide experience.

Cultivate Friendship of Patrons

"I believe that anyone who is selling," Miss

Cross stated, "should endeavor to be more than

a salesman. I have always tried to cultivate the

acquaintance and friendship of the people who
come into the store regularly, and I have found

it well worth while in creating more sales.

"For example, I have a list of people which

contains about two hundred names. Each

month as we get in a new supply of records,

I call them all up and tell them of the records

we have received which I feel might interest

them. I have this list marked so that I can

readily suggest the type of records that are

likely to appeal to them. Some prefer classical

records, so opposite their name I write 'class.'

In like manner, I index all the others accord-

ing to their choice.

Action While Customer Waits

"How often it happens that a person will

come into the store and ask for a record that

is obsolete, or takes a long time to find. I

have done away with this tiresome wait by

playing another record for them while they are

waiting for me to find the one they have called

for. In this manner, sales of both records have

often resulted, and frequently a train of inter-

est has been started which will result in the

sale of more.

"In many of the places where I have been

employed, I have served as buyer as well as

saleswoman. I think a business man shows very

sood judgment when he places his confidence

in his employes, giving them each a responsible

duty and expecting them to do it.

"In buying new records, I have found that

very careful attention must be given to the pop-

ularity of a piece before placing an order. Un-

less care is taken in ordering the correct num-
ber, it will not be long before the shelves are

full of obsolete stock.

Frequent Record Ordering

"We get three-day delivery on our records

here, and by taking this into consideration, I

am able to place smaller orders than would be

Miss Mary Ellen Cross

possible if it took longer to fill them. When
we hear of new records, I scout around to find

out which ones are the most catchy. These I

place good orders on for immediate delivery;

others I order cautiously until they have cre-

ated their own demand.
"Successful selling depends a whole lot upon

being alert to the various opportunities which
come up. Frequently, when I am at the thea-

tre, I hear a catchy song or a new dance air,

and at other times a new tune coming in over

the radio. Such things all advertise a tune and

are a great help in selling. I make a note of

those I Hear in the theatres or over the radio

and mention the fact when conversing with a,

customer.
.

"Saying to a customer, 'Here is a new record

that was broadcast over the radio last night,'

or 'Here is a dance record that they are play-

ing at the Palace this week,' does much more
to create a sale than merely mentioning the fact

that you have a new record in stock.

"A short time ago when Jimmie Joy's Or-
chestra made records for the Okeh people, we
capitalibzed on the opportunity by having the

real orchestra play in our front window for a
week while the record craze was in effect. We
sold more than five hundred records that week
and there is still a good demand for them.

"The boys in the orchestra were so pleased
that they placed a card near the piano on their

platform announcing the new record and sug-

gesting that the people buy from us. It is a

great thing to tie-up with an opportunity like

that.

Selling Through Suggestion

"There is also such a thing as creating more
sales by selling through suggestion. We sell

thousands of packages of needles, but it is very
seldom that I will sell one package. A cus-

tomer comes in and asks for a package of

needles and I pick up three as though I ex-

pected he would buy them, at the same time
stating that they are cheaper and will last longer

by buying three packages instead of one. Nine
times out of ten, the customer will buy three

packages. This makes better business, better

business makes better times, better times make
better wages* and that is what we are all after.

"There is a wonderful opportunity in selling

for the young man or young woman who is

willing to put more than physical effort into

his or her work. People appreciate the little

courtesies that you show them and will tell

others about you. In this way you can build

up a clientele which will stay with you no mat-
ter where you go."

There you have the story of Miss Cross and
her methods of getting more business as well

as keeping the business she has already created.

She is admittedly one of the best salesladies

in the city of San Antonio, where she is em-
ployed. She has a pleasing personality and this

is backed by sound business judgment and a

strong sense of justice. All of these are ideal

characteristics in selling, and Miss Cross has

realized this and made them pay dividends.

The Millington-Butler Corp., New York, was
recently incorporated at Albany to manufacture
radio devices with a capital stock of $20,000.

The incorporators are C. S. Ashley, H. E. Cecil

and J. J. Coyle.

For the Profitable Sale of Records

—

The Audak System
The modern method of demonstrating and selling records

Without the Use of Booths

Dealers place as many as six Audak units in space formerly occu-

pied by one booth. There are Audak models to suit

each particular need. Write for full

information.

The Audak unit illustrated supplied complete, ready for use upon removal from crate

AUDAK CO. - 565 Fifth Avenue - NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Both the 10 inch and 12 inch Records of Each
Artist in the New

ART PEERLESS COMBINATION ALBUMS
The new Peerless Combination Album holds

8 ten-inch and 4 twelve-inch records. Thus
making possible the placing in one album the

two-sized records of an individual artist, group
or orchestra, etc., etc.

Attractively Bound-—Stamped in Gold

—

At a Popular Price

The new revised Peerless Radiolog—now ready

Radiologs mean spot cash sales. Are you let-

ting this opportunity slip by? One to each and
every radio fan in your neighborhood, that's

the ratio of sale for this new, live, up-to-the-

minute reference book.

All you need is a space in your window for

Radiologs—a display will sell them. There is

only one Radiolog and it is a Peerless.New Peerless Radiolog at a

lower price.

A necessity for the portable

Every portable talking machine owner is a

prospect for

PEERLESS RECORD CARRYING CASE

It is the traveling companion to all portables

—

even the finest instruments.

THIS IS IMPORTANT
As exclusive metropolitan distributors for the new and beautiful Pictorial
Records for children, we are delivering the new multicolored transparent

records ( in album form) of

"A CHILD'S LIFE OF CHRIST"

PEERLESS ALBUM COMPANY
PHIL. RAVIS, President

636-638 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
WALTER S. GRAY CO., Pacific Coast Representative

San Francisco and Los Angeles

L. W. HOUGH, 146 Mass. Avenue
Boston, Mass.
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Twenty-one Years of Leadership in the Trade

THE Talking Machine World has now entered its twenty-first

year as the pioneer and dominant publication in the talking

machine field, having been established in January, 1905, when the

industry was in its infancy, with its great subsequent development

unforeseen except by a far-sighted few who at that time were

considered a bit too optimistic.

Throughout the development of the industry to its peak and

through the many sudden and important changes which attended

that development, The World appeared regularly and in steadily

increasing size as the chronicle of the trade, offering in its editorial

columns pertinent and helpful comment relative to distributing prob-

lems of the industry and in its advertising columns the new prod-

ucts as they made their appearance and were offered for the con-

sideration of the dealer and public. Also The World has played a

most important part in disseminating information to the trade rela-

tive to the best thought and practice in connection with every phase

of merchandising.

The World has been in receipt of numerous messages of

congratulation from prominent members of the industry, many of

whom have been represented in its advertising columns since the

first issue or shortly thereafter or whose connection with the trade

has extended back through the full period of the life of the publica-

tion and perhaps beyond. It is regarded as a privilege to reproduce

on another page of this issue some of these messages of good will,

for they reflect in no uncertain measure the regard in which The
World is held by those who have watched its progress during the

years and its observance of the high ideals set forth by its founder.

Twenty years as time goes is not, perhaps, an impressive period,

but in the talking machine trade it may be said to represent almost

the entire life of the industry as an established force. The World
feels proud of the fact that it was the only publication to appreciate

the importance of the industry in those early days and to play a

part in the development of the trade to a point where it stands

high among the big industries of the country. The World enters

its twenty-first year of service to the trade with its principles and
policy unchanged and in a position to render even greater service

during the years to come to the industry of which it is an integral

part and in whose progress it has played such a vital part.

Building for Permanence in the Radio Industry

IF
radio is to prove of any real benefit to the talking machine

trade, or, for that matter, to any other trade devoted in whole

or in part to its distribution, its production must be carried on on a

basis of permanence. This is a fact that has been generally recog-

nized by those keen business men who may be said to have pioneered

in this new industry and who have won such a notable success in

the development of a new field.

Permanence does not depend alone upon the favor of the public,

though the maintenance of public interest at the buying point is

naturally a most important factor. It depends, from the angle of

the dealer, equally upon the attitude of the manufacturer in the

conduct and development of his business. In short, the dealer

who expects to make radio a part of his business for some years

to come will take particular care to see that the manufacturer with

whom he is tying up is of a type that is likely to be in business a

year or two from now and not one of those who are in the new
field for the primary purpose of cleaning up quickly and getting

out and who are a demoralizing influence in the business.

In making for the permanence of the industry, there are a

large number of manufacturers who, for instance, have given seri-

ous thought to the proper merchandising of their products and who,

so far as is possible, have endeavored to limit their representation

to legitimate dealers to the exclusion of the fly-by-nights and "gyps."

Likewise these same manufacturers have worked for the simplifica-

tion and standardization of their receivers in the several price

ranges, backing them with factory guarantees and giving to the

dealer an assurance of support that keeps him enthused and pro-

motes his confidence in the product he is merchandising. In most

cases, too, the receivers have been presented to the public through

widespread magazine and newspaper advertising of the sort calcu-

lated not only to bring a direct demand to the dealer's store, but to

establish the name of the receiver in the mind of the public as a

standard and reputable article.

In the radio trade the dealer has the protection of trade names,

but owing to the newness and quick development of the new
industry he is frequently unable to establish for himself and off-

hand the exact value of those names. There are some who have

hesitated to investigate and now have on their shelves receivers

costing hundreds or perhaps thousands of dollars, but which have

little sales value and the manufacturers of which have simply

passed out. If the manufacturer is legitimate, if he is in the busi-

ness to stay, and regards the industry seriously rather than as a

passing fad then he will not object to close investigation of his prod-

ucts or his policies.

In the daily papers particularly, there are found each week

announcements of new sets with high-sounding names and for

which extensive claims are made. Both these claims and the prices

asked are sufficient to arouse interest, but it will be well for the

dealer, whether entering the radio field or seeking to enlarge his

department, to investigate the companies back of the products as

well as the products themselves. Shattered claims and broken

promises will not serve to move worthless stock off the shelves.

Hearings on the Perkins Copyright Bill

FOR several weeks past there have been held in Washington

a series of hearings on the Perkins Copyright Bill designed to

replace the copyright act of 1909 regarding the provisions of which

considerable discussion favorable and unfavorable has existed for

some years past. At these hearings, held before the House Com-
mittee on Patents, many individuals and representatives of organiza-

tions have opposed or favored the provisions of the Perkins meas-

ure, the alignment being roughly the music publishing interests and

composers against those seeking to use the music for public per-

formance or for mechanical reproduction.

Those who took part in or kept in touch with the copyright

fight in 1909 will remember how serious was the "issue and how
strong the forces lined up either for or against the measure as

originally proposed. The result was a compromise that, though

generally accepted, does not fully please either one faction or the
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other. In view of the developments that have occurred during

the sixteen-year period since the existing copyright act went into

force, there are now many more complications to be smoothed out

before a bill can be produced that will prove in any measure satis-

factory to those directly interested in it.

In view of the situation as it exists every member of the trade

has or should have a direct interest in what is transpiring in Wash-
ington in connection with the Perkins Bill and The World presents

in the current issue the second instalment of the report of the

hearings which reviews briefly the arguments presented for and

chiefly against the measure thus far. While the life of the talking

machine industry may not be said to depend entirely upon the new

copyright act as finally passed, it is certain that that act will have

a very material bearing on the future of the trade, and upon the

cost of manufacturing and merchandising records particularly. Cer-

tainly the talking machine men have realized this, as is evident by

the interest they have taken in the hearings and the fact that repre-

sentatives of the leading concerns in the industry have appeared and

presented their views.

Efficient Collecting Keeps Capital at Work
IF every dealer in talking machines would have tacked above his

1 desk a card bearing the advice "collect now," and observe that

advice consistently, earnestly and regularly, he would be rendering

himself and his business a service of unquestioned value. Even

to-day, with all the progress that has been made in the merchandising

of talking machines and, for that matter, musical instruments gen-

erally, there are still retailers who regard the collection department

as something of a necessary evil and a thing separate and apart from

the business to be endured but not encouraged.

The great trouble appears to be that all too many dealers have

the wrong conception of what uncollected accounts actually repre-

sent. Having developed them through the medium of sales they

appear to take the attitude that they represent income and potential

profit and that, if left alone, the dollars involved will come home

something after the manner of Bopeep's sheep. If dealers will

learn. to regard all uncollected accounts as so much tied up capital.

and realize that every payment that is past due means a further

tying up of capital that is essential in the proper conduct of the

business, then there will probably be greater activity in the matter

of forcing collections among those customers who are inclined

to be delinquent if the dealer is too lenient with them.

We hold no particular brief for the financing companies that

are doing business in the trade at the present time, but there is one

thing that can be said in their favor and that is that dealers who

have had occasion to do business with them have learned to collect

and collect promptly, for the finance company demands prompt

payment of the accounts due it and permits of no delay or quib-

bling by the dealer.

If the dealer has the proper conception of what his instalment

accounts represent, he should need no outside persuasion to influ-

ence him to keep his collection work on an efficient basis. The

dealer watches his sales with great care and sees to it that no

opportunity is lost to do business. He also gives personal atten-

tion to the manner in which his establishment is conducted as a

whole, but with the prospect once interested and the sale made,

following up that customer for collections is too frequently left

entirely to the tender mercies of a subordinate who may or may not

be conscientious in the work, and who too often is not vested with

sufficient authority to make his work really effective.

Outstanding instalment accounts mean capital and capital is

the lifeblood of business. If the dealer does not keep this out-

standing capital well in hand and turning over regularly and at

proper intervals, he is going to find himself in a position where

he has a most interesting collection of paper, both due and past

due, but little or no cash w ith which to meet current business

demands.

The collection department is in no sense the stepchild of busi-

ness. It is a real blood member of the family. When accounts are

neglected it does not mean the neglect of something unimportant

and intangible, but rather of the good hard capital that is essential

to every business. Efficiency in the collection department is im-

portant enough to warrant continuous study and experimentation

in order that a most effective system can eventually be evolved.

I

I

Sherman,May& Go.
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tyictrolas Victor (Records

tyictor cAccessories

Main Wholesale Depot:

741 Mission Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Branch Wholesale Depots:

10th and Santee Streets, Los Angeles, Cal.

N.W. Corner 13th and Glison Streets,

Portland, Oregon

Oceanic Bldg., Cor. University and Post Streets,

Seattle, Washington

330 West Sprague Ave., Spokane, Washington
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How Joseph Home Co. Sells Radio by Mail
Live Pittsburgh Dealer Finds That Competition Can Be Beaten

by Bringing the Radio Sales Message Direct to Prospects' Homes

Now that almost every side street store, from

the tobacco shop right up the line to drug

stores, garages, electrical shops and last but

not least to the music store and particularly the

talking machine establishment, is handling

radio and fighting for a share of the business,

the talking machine dealer must put over a real

sales promotion drive of never diminishing in-

tensity to get the share of sales which his posi-

tion in the industry justifies. Facing just this

situation the Joseph Home Co., of Pittsburgh,

Pa., cast about for ways and means of build-

ing up its radio business. Finally, after going

into the matter thoroughly, it was decided to_

give direct mail a try, on the theory that this

direct way of reaching possible prospects with

the message of the fine radio line handled

would be most productive of sales results.

Accordingly, over a comparatively short

period of time about 5,000 mailing pieces were

sent out, covering the entire mailing list of the

company. The wisdom of this move soon mani-

fested itself, for to date returns have been re-

ceived from more than 200 customers and pros-

pects. Many of these people already have been

sold radio sets by the Joseph Home Co. and

the chances of numerous additional sales are

excellent, while other persons who received the

literature and who have not yet reached the

stage of buying know that the company has a

fine line from which to make a selection. The

direct mail drive of the company includes let-

ters, folders, leaflets, etc. Of particular im-

portance was a circular letter sent to men only.

This read as follows:

To Our Men Friends:

This is an invitation to make the early acquaintance

of our radio section, which is an extension of our well-

established Victrola department.

Let us initiate you to the thrills, surprises and diversi-

fied entertainment which the possession of a depend-

able radio set entails.

Radio service awaits you here, with the assurance

of reliability and satisfaction that applies to every pur-

chase made in this store.

We have more than a commercial interest in selling

you a radio set. We would like to be the means of

making you a radio fan. You'll get a great deal of

satisfaction out of a radio set from Home's, and we'll

get great deal of satisfaction out of being a party to

your satisfaction.

Stop in the radio-Victrola section at the first oppor-

tunity and let us show you the different types of sets

—

regenerative, reflex, neutrodyne and super-heterodyne—

each with some special point or merit to recommend it.

The prices are reasonable and deferred payments may

be arranged.

Yours very truly.

JOSEPH W. HORNE.

This letter was very effective in interesting

men in radio and many inquiries resulted.

thirty day free service and after that a charge

based on the time spent by the service man on

each call, has not only been enabled to eliminate

much of this expense, but the men (two serv-

ice men are employed regularly) help pay for

themselves. In short a charge of $2.00 per hour

is made after the expiration of the free service

period. In fact, the operations of the service

department have been placed on a really busi-

ness basis. In order to eliminate confusion and

to facilitate handling
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Joseph Horne Co.
here Reliable Radio Receiving Sei* are S

Some of the Joseph Horne Co.'s Direct Mail Literature

Other pieces of direct mail publicity of the and other necessary

folder and leaflet type are reproduced herewith.

Service Charge After Thirty Days
The Joseph Horne Co. is escaping much of

the expense involved in long-term free service

and at the same time upholding its reputation

for service by giving to purchasers of radio sets

free service for a period of thirty days. It must
be remembered that a service man is essential

to the successful operation of a radio depart-

ment. And it must also be considered that

whether or not this man goes out on "jobs"

his pay continues. Now if the service man's

time is entirely taken up with giving free serv-

ice the company has no direct financial return

from his services to cover this salary expense.

The Joseph Horne Co., through its system of

of service calls, as

well as to simplify

bookkeeping, a care-

fully prepared form is

used. This form,

which is self explan-

atory, is reproduced

below.

Another interesting

point in connection

with all Joseph Horne
Co. publicity is that

experience has proved

the wisdom of the

policy of advertising-

sets complete; that is,

— including batteries,

tubes, loud speaker,

accessories. The chief

advantage of this is that the prospect knows
immediately the price of the outfit. Where

kso s?r*°

JOSEP
"rHpRN£ Co

the price of the stripped set is advertised many
times sales are lost because the price seems- low

(801B-5C-12325)

RADIO SERVICE ORDER
Order

Name Number
Address Clerk

Date

Type of Set

WORK TO BE DONE:
Date Promised

WORK DONE

Date Charged

Remarks

EIGHT POPULAR
VICTOR ARTISTS

In Concert and Entertainment

PersonalM.ppearance of

Eight Popular Favorites on
One Big Program

A live attraction for live dealers and jobbers

Bookings now for season 1924-1925
Sample program and particulars upon request

PHILIP W. SIMON Manager
1674 Broadway New York City

Popular Ensembles including

Campbell & Barr - Sterling Trio - Peerlesu-Qnartet

Installed by Aerial Erected by

Final test by .

Indicate to whom each item below should be charged:

Aerial Installation Service

Customer's Signature

The "Service" Form
until the salesman enumerates the cost of the

various items which are necessary before the

set can be placed in operation. When the pros-

pect learns the price of the complete set and

visits the store he knows and is prepared to pay

the price, and no unnecessary obstacles are

placed in the way of the salesman.

Sails for England to

Investigate Radio Market

W. T. Roche, Sides Manager of F. A. D. Andrea,

Quick to Take Advantage of Raising of Em-
bargo Against Foreign Receiving Sets

W. J. Roche, sales manager of F. A. D. An-

drea, Inc., sailed recently on the S. S. Berengaria

to investigate the "English market, which has just

been opened after a two-year embargo against

all foreign radio apparatus. With him he has

taken every type of neutrodyne receiver rang-

ing from three to five tubes. The neutrodyne

system fully complies with the rigid regulations

imposed on listeners by the British Post Office,

particularly those against radiation.

Mr. Roche is one of the pioneers in radio, hav-

ing sailed the seven seas for many years, and

also is well acquainted in British radio circles.
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HONEST QUAKER* Main Springs
are packed in individual cartons only,

under proper specifications to retain
their original condition for a consid-
erable length of time.

In distant points of the United States,
Canada and other parts of the world
our merchandise is distributed by
well known reputable concerns. The
owner of HONEST QUAKER* fran-
chise is analogous to a direct branch,

for ample stock must be carried to

insure real good Service.

In export shipments the necessary
foreign regulations are strictly fol-
lowed and proper manifests, consular
invoices and other required affidavits

are carefully executed. Proper care
is exercised in packing and shipping
and a competent forwarder is em-
ployed.

Consequently if you purchase HON-
EST QUAKER* merchandise from
any of our distributors or exporters
you should expect to receive the same
merchandise, equal good service, and
in fact every courtesy that is oxti tided

by us.

'Trade Mark Registered United States Patent
Office and Canada.

HE greatest asset of modern business is char-

acter, for this is the foundation of the policy

that aids to develop the small concern into a

well balanced, smooth running business of

magnitude and prestige.

The founder of Everybody's started within the vicinity,

where, in 1776, this country declared the character of its

policy. The same underlying features were focused into

the channels of the talking machine business, plus a para-

phrasing of that famous statement "millions for service

—

not one cent for excuses." Customer satisfaction, first,

last and always has made Everybody's Talking Machine

Co. the greatest institution of its kind on earth.

And we work under severe handicaps. Every part on

nearly all orders is wanted in a hurry. It is rush, Rush,

RUSH. A dealer doesn't order "for delivery in 30 days."

No, he wants a part as QUICKLY as possible after he dis-

covers the need for it, and we rush it back just as fast as he

mails the order, be it for one or a hundred.

Thousands of different makes of phonographs scattered

among millions of people, with 20,000 dealers constantly

finding need for parts of all kinds in quantities, or for only

one, give you a vivid impression of the scope of our activi-

ties. To order and to assemble EVERYTHING in talk-

ing machine needs for "return mail" shipments to our

friends involves a huge capital and constant minute super-

vision of stocks.

Is it any wonder that character shapes success? Is it any

wonder that Everybody's is known throughout the civi-

lized globe, and enjoys world-wide good will because of

service character?

Makers of Honest Quaker Main Springs

A Complete Line of Talking Machine Repair Materials

Canadian Distributors { "/\B£MIST£R, Montreal
\ WHALEY ROKE & CO., Toronto Other Representatives in Foreign Countries
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Using the Want Ads to Corner Extra Sales
Frank H. Williams Tells How Shafer's Music House Uses Want
Ads Effectively—How to Build Selling Want Ads—What to Avoid

What is your most effective method of build-

ing business, Mr. Phonograph Dealer? Is it

personal contact? Is it newspaper advertising?

Is it window displays? Or is it that neglected
form of publicity known as "Want Ads"?
Robert R. Shafer, proprietor of Shafer's Mu-

sic House, in Santa Ana, Cal., finds that want
ads are his best method of getting business.

And, undoubtedly, the reasons why this is the

case and the methods used by Mr. Shafer in

cashing in on want ads will be of interest and
of value to other phonograph dealers. Other
dealers will, probably, be able to get worth-
while ideas and suggestions out of Mr. Shafer's

experiences which they will be able to use to

good advantage in their own establishments.

What Want Ads Accomplish
"Our extensive use of want ads," says Mr.

Shafer, "does two things for this store. In the

first place it moves goods that otherwise might
not move. And it also sells many articles which
ordinarily might be advertised in display copy
at a high rate.

"In the second place the want ads bring more
people into the store and thus familiarize more
folks with our line.

"We use want ads under the regular classifi-

cations such as 'For Sale', 'For Rent', 'Ex-

change', etc. In each of the ads we tell as much
as possible about the goods we are offering and
prices and terms. That is, we tell as much as

we can without making the ads so long that

people won't read them.

Making Want Ads Resultful

"Experience has shown us that in the words
of The Chicago Tribune, 'the more you tell the

more you sell.' It doesn't pay, in using want
ads, to be too brief or too snappy. It doesn't

pay, either, to be too clever or original. The
best sort of copy to use is copy that is con-
ventionally interesting. This is true because it

is the great common mass of people who read

want ads and who are impressed by them. Too
much originality or too much cleverness goes
over the heads of such people and leaves them
wondering what it's all about.

Want Ads Sell Trade-ins

"Of course, in our want ads we feature mainly
the trade-in goods we have for sale. For in-

stance, when we take in a phonograph on an

exchange we at once put it in top-notch condi-

tion and then run a want ad in the paper tell-

ing all about it and giving the price and the

terms under which it can be bought. This sort

of an ad almost invariably gets results because

there are always hundreds and even thousands

of people reading the want ads of papers every

day on the lookout for bargains. So we sel-

dom have any great difficulty in moving the

goods we take in on trades.

"Again, if we have a phonograph to put out

on a rental basis, which is infrequently the case,

we advertise it in the 'For Rent' department
of the want ads and very quickly get it out in

this way.

"We also find that it is a good plan to every

now and then run a want ad in the 'Exchange'

department in which we state that we have a

new phonograph which we will exchange for an

old phonograph and a reasonable amount of

cash. Really, it is surprising how effective this

inexpensive advertising is.

Selling Store Visitors

"We take pains, with all of the folks who are

brought into the store by our want ads, to show

The basic principles of advertising apply

just as forcibly to want ads as they do to

other newspaper and magazine publicity.

Robert R. Shafer, who has been using these

small, inexpensive ads with great success,

knows how to make the advertising dollar

bring in the greatest return. In the accom-
panying article he tells how to construct

an ad for the classified section of the news-

paper which is certain to be resultful. Mr.
Shafer has found this form of advertising

especially effective in selling trade-ins and
other slow-moving stock. He says the want
ad is the "bargain basement" of advertis-

ing and it reaches a class of people who
would never even read the regular news-

paper advertising. The extra sales count

and the want ads do the trick.

them around the store and make them feel per-

fectly at home in the establishment. We show
them our stock of machines and records, tell

them about the way we keep our stock up to

the minute all the time, tell them about some of

the leading people in the city and territory who
have purchased goods from us and urge them
to come to the store frequently. We tell them
we will be glad to have them drop in at any
time and try some of our records or listen to

demonstrations of the various instruments.

"All this sort of thing helps greatly in creat-

ing more friends for the store and, of course,

the success of the phonograph store is very

largely dependent upon the number of friends it

has."

Low-Cost Advertising

The big advantage of want ads, in addition to

the advantage they possess for the advertiser in

that there are always large numbers of people

reading them who are in the mood to make
purchases, is the fact that their use costs so

comparatively little.

A cent a word is, quite frequently, the price

charged by papers in cities under the hundred
thousand population class. This means, of

course, that a phonograph dealer can tell all

about his offerings for fifty cents or so and
get real results from his ad that, perhaps, might

not be matched by the use of a ten or twelve-

dollar display space.

Of course, the phonograph dealer who uses

want ads will get the best results when he
thoroughly realizes the limitations of his me-
dium and the chief characteristics of the people
reading the ads and when he formulates his

copy accordingly.

Who Read Want Ads?
Here are some points for the phonograph

dealer to remember about the use of want ads:

Want ads are the "bargain basement" of the

daily newspapers. Want ad readers are the

type of people who are the biggest patronizers

of bargain basements and five-and-ten-cent

stores.

The matter of price is of paramount import-

ance to the people who peruse the want ads.

Consequently, every phonograph want ad should

be explicitly specific about prices, terms,

amounts saved by buying the offered goods, etc.

Because the people who read the want ads

expect to find that everything advertised is a

real bargain, the regular want ad readers ex-

pect the advertised goods to move speedily.

Consequently, it is poor business to run the

same want ad for more than three times as

the regulars who read the ad will, after its third

or fourth appearance, get the idea that the

advertised goods are not real bargains at all.

The readers will figure this is the case because

they will think that if the goods were real

bargains they would have moved long before

the appearance of the same ad for the fourth or

fifth time. In view of this, then, it helps in

making want ads effective to set a time limit

when the advertised goods will be withdrawn
if not sold. This thing of setting a time limit

makes the readers feel a desire to act—an urge

to purchase the goods.

If want ads are charged for by the paper

at so much per line the tendency always is to

abbreviate words so as to cut down the number
of lines. But too many abbreviations are a mis-

take because some of the readers will not be

able to figure out what the abbreviations mean
and still others won't want to be bothered figur-

ing them out.

Perfect honesty in want ads is always the

best policy. Honestly-advertised goods move
more speedily and give more satisfaction to the

purchasers than goods which are made to ap-

pear better, through clever phraseology, than

they really are. Want ads are a big sales help

if properly used.

Will A. Watkin Go. Takes
on Brunswick Radiola Line

Dalias, Tex., March 4.—The Will A. Watkin

Co., one of the foremost music houses in the

Southwest, recently announced that it has taken

on the complete line of Brunswick Radiolas.

This is the first venture of this establishment

into the radio field. An intensive advertising

campaign has been launched in the interest of

the line by this enterprising house.

STARR PIANOS ^TARR PHONOGRAPHS
GENNETT RECORDS

Represent the Jfiqhest cJttainment in cMusical QVbrth
We STARR PIANO COMPANY

Established 1872 Richmond. Indiana
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Too many stations ? Too much interference ?

^greater

selectivity

is the answer

""'"iitrifi

Model XV—Two stages tuned R.F. detector and two stages A.F. Simplified tuning

on two dials. Stations arc always found at the same dial setting. The volume is under
control and the tone is musically pure. Retail S142.50 without accessories.

You'llfind it in the new
KENNEDY MODEL XV

Peep inside

at the works 'ofcModel XV
A "royal " job throughout. Nothing to

loosen and cause service troubles. Every

part tested: this unit assembly is tested

again; the receiver when finished is given a

final testing and rigid inspection.

What Chicago users say

PWX Havana, Cuba

"I pick up Havana, Cuba, regularly from

my North Side residence while Chicago sta-

tions are operating."

H. B. Law, Sec'y,

Dwight Bros. Paper Co.

A Complete Log of American Stations

"My wife especially enjoys the Skinner or-

gan recitals from WEAF New York, Sunday

evenings. We now have practically a com-

plete log of all American stations."

F. R. Fenton,

Fenton, Davis & Boyle

CFCN Calgary, Canada

"We now have five Canadian stations that

we listen to regularly in addition to every-

thing in America from Coast to Coast. Our
reception over loud speaker is perfect."

H. E. Richardson,

Wilson & Richardson

Italy, England and France

"California stations clearly received any

night on my loud speaker through Chicago

broadcasting—also heard Rome, England

and France international week."

Ralph D. Rogers, V. P.,

Rogers & Co., Chicago

EVEN when the air is crowded with powerful local

broadcasting, Model XV will cut right through and
bring in distant programs.

Stations may interfere with each other as badly as they

do in Chicago, but Model XV will sort them out and
bring in any desired one without a trace of the others.

There is no harder test for the selectivity of any receiver

than Chicago conditions. Read at the left of this page

the comments of Chicago users.

Sharp tuning has become absolutely necessary to the

enjoyment of radio. The Government is receiving many
applications for new broadcasting licenses. Your custom-

ers rely upon you to recommend a set that will separate

stations completely, not only on present wave bands, but

also on the shorter wave lengths that may be assigned to

relieve congested broadcasting. Model XV receives per-

fectly on all wave lengths from zoo to 6oo meters.

Your customers will thank you for urging them to buy
the Kennedy Model XV. If you are not a Kennedy dealer,

but would like to handle a line that is never freakish but

always in the forefront of sound radio engineering, we
would like to hear from you.

THE COLIN B. KENNEDY COMPANY Saint Louts

dhe ^Royalty

K
o/rSladio

/
/

/
/

/
/

/
/

/

/

MODEL Vl-Now $20 less

Bigger production brings the price down. A
highly selective set that tunes by log. Sta-

tions come in at the same dial setting every

time. Sweet, bell-like tone. Licensed under

Armstrong U. S. Patent No. 1,113,149.

Retail $85 without accessories.

The
Colin B. Kennedy
Company, St. Louis

I am interested in a

Kennedy dealership. Please

send me particulars.

/ My name.

Firm name

.

Business.

/ Street Address-

Citv.
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HowAhaus' Sales Methods Beat Handicaps
The "Profits" Said L. A. Ahaus Would Fail Because of Poor Lo-

cation—Why He Succeeded Is the Basis of All Retail Success

Success in the retail business depends upon

selling. No matter what brings a person into

the store the matter of making a sale on a basis

satisfactory both to. the dealer and to the custo-

mer depends on the salesman. This has been,

and still is, the outstanding principle of busi-

ness management which has made the Bruns-

wick Shop, at 352 Walnut street, Cincinnati, O.,

Interior View of the Brunswick Shop

a success in a few months, and in spite of the

fact that the location of the establishment was
considered unfortunate by other business men.

Preliminary to the actual work of selling is

the reception of the prospective customer, ac-

cording to Louis A. Ahaus, proprietor of the

Brunswick Shop, who says in this connection:

'As a customer enters the door of our store

there is a polite welcome, not over-effusive, but

with a proper amount of cordiality. We never

greet a person with the What'll you have' at-

titude." Following the sale the most important

consideration is to see to it that the merchan-

dise leaves the store promptly and in good

condition.

In the talking machine business there are

two vital considerations in actual selling. The
first is the demonstration and the second is

whether the instrument favored by the customer

will fit in with the furnishings of the home.

This applies to selling talking machines, although

record sales also depend on demonstration. The
Brunswick Shop boasts fifteen booths and in

each of these is a fine instrument. "We always

use a superior machine for demonstrating rec-

ords," explained Mr. Ahaus, "because a fine in-

strument brings out the tones to the best ad-

vantage. We regard it as poor salesmanship

to demonstrate records on a machine which is

not perfect in appearance and operation. If the

instrument is not operating properly the repro-

duction is bound to be faulty and if the appear-

ance of the instrument is not top-notch a poor

impression is created."

Women, who are in the majority as purchas-

ers of talking machines, are interested in the

furnishings of their homes. If a salesman suc-

ceeds in selling a phonograph which makes an

inharmonious contrast to the rest of the fur-

nishings to a prospect, dissatisfaction on the

part of the customer will sooner or later de-

velop.

Attracting Right Kind of Customers

Another reason for the quick success of Mr.

Ahaus since opening his store is the fact that

a consistent attempt is made to go after busi-

ness among the financially responsible people

of the community. "I have confidence in my
goods," declared Mr. Ahaus, "and I go after

cash. We do not sell on deferred payments or

instalments here. Our salesmen do not follow

the line of least resistance just to pile up a sales

total, regardless of the profit-possibilities in

each sale. They have a definite objective in

view and they go after it. Through this policy

an astonishing amount of good-will has been

built up among a class of people who are re-

garded as the most desirable type of custom-

ers. The practice of not 'selling terms' has

resulted in a surprising number of cash sales

and short time sales, these amounting to about

two-thirds of the volume." Mr. Ahaus' maxim

that "If you attract the right kind of people to

your store and ask for the money you will get

it," has proved the soundest kind of merchan-

dising, eliminating many collection troubles.

Danger in Selling Terms
The tendency, quite too prevalent in the talk-

ing machine business, of acceding to almost any

demands along the lines of terms and down pay-

ment concessions, is responsible for many of

the troubles in the credit department. This has

been proved true time and time again. Dealers

who have sent men out into the field on a com-

mission basis have found to their sorrow, after

Looking Toward Rear of Store

accepting sales that should have been turned

down cold, that the expense of doing business

ate up what little profits resulted from the cam-
paign. Repossession, too, has been a frequent

disturbing factor where carelessness in the

granting of credits has been the case. A clever

salesman can sell a person eager for the posses-

sion of a talking machine an instrument far too

expensive for that prospect's purse if the down
payment is low enough and the terms extend

over a long period of time. But try and get

the money! As soon as the novelty of owner-

ship has worn off and the family has to skimp

and save, doing without necessities in some cases,

to meet the weekly or monthly payments, dan-

ger develops for the retailer who was unwise

enough to sell the instrument. Much better to

veto the sale or even better than that make the

salesmen stick to the rule to sell instruments

to people which they can afford to pay for.

Kerr Music Co. Opens New
Quarters in Phoenix, Ariz.

Feature of New Store Is Battery of Four Sound-

proof Record Demonstrating Booths—Formal

Reception Marks Opening

Phoenix, Ariz., March 5.—The Kerr Music Co.,

which for the past eight years was located at 12

North Central avenue, has moved to new and

larger quarters at 72 South Central avenue,

where a formal opening reception was held re-

cently at which Pixley's Orchestra furnished

the music and souvenirs were distributed.

The new quarters have been thoroughly re-

decorated, a new front built in, and modern

lighting equipment installed. A special feature

is a battery of four soundproof record demon-

strating booths in the talking machine depart-

ment.

Bicak & Go. Chartered

Bicak & Co., Queens, N. Y., were recently

incorporated at Albany to manufacture radio

sets with a capital stock of 250 shares of com-

mon stock of no par value. The incorporators

are E. T. and R. W. Bicak and M. Lissner.

I FULL LINE of HARDWARE
For Radios and Phonographs

H. A. GUDEN CO., Inc.
227 CANAL STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Piano music is

the supreme test!
Adler-Royal Radio Speaker reflects delicate tones

with perfect clearness

The secret of Adler-Royal
perfect tone. Adjustable to

maintain pure tone with
loud volume.

MAKE this test in your own store.

Attach an Adler-Royal Radio
Speaker to any radio set, then tune

in on a station broadcasting piano
music. The brilliant notes sound full

and sweet with no trace of the metallic

harshness so noticeable on many loud
speakers. The pure tones seem to be
played in your own store.

Adler-Royal Radio Speaker will be
your best salesman. It not only sells

itself but clinches sales for radio sets.

Remember—most people judge a radio

set by the loud speaker.

The adjustable modulator is the "heart

of the Adler-Royal Radio Speaker."
With a slight twist of the disc perfect

modulation and amplification is ob-

tained without distortion—a feature

that will appeal to all your customers.

Adler-Royal Radio Speakers are fur-

nished in beautiful cabinets of ma-

hogany or duo-tone walnut that add to

the charm of any living-room.

This coupon will bring you the

Adler-Royal Radio Speaker

immediately

We wish you to be firmly convinced
of the superiority of the Adler-Royal
Radio Speaker. We want you to test

it and to find out how your sales will

be increased. Without waiting to place

an order through our salesman, sign

the coupon below and we will send you
a speaker immediately. It carries the
regular dealer discount and lists at $30.

Our national advertising campaign will

undoubtedly bring many customers to

your store who are interested in Adler-
Royal Radio Speaker. Sign the coupon
now so that you'll have one to show
them.

ADLER MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Inc.

General Sales Office: Dept. G3, 881 Broadway, New York City

Factories: Louisville, Ky.

Adl ei>Royal
Radio Speaker

j
ADLER MFG. CO., INC.

I Dept. G3, 881 Broadway, New York City.

I
Please send me an Adler-Royal Radio Speaker
immediately and charge it to my account, less

j

regular discount.

|
Name

Street

City. State.
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Thos. E. Carnhahan Made Silas E. Pearsall Go. Open- Edward Blimke Rejoins
Ad. Manager of Zenith Corp. ing Many Dealer Accounts Columbia Chicago Staff

H. H. Roemer, Sales Promotion Manager, Re-
linquishes This Work in Order to Give More
Attention to Other Important Duties

The Zenith Radio Corp., 332 South Michigan
boulevard, Chicago, announced recently a

change in the personnel of the advertising de-

Thos. E. Carnhahan
partmerit of its firm. Thos. E. Carnhahan, for-

merly of H. W. Kastor & Sons and the Arnold
Joerns advertising agencies, was appointed ad-
vertising manager and took up his new duties

about the middle of February.

For some time all matters pertaining to ad-
vertising have been in the hands of H. H.
Roemer, sales promotion manager, but with the

growth of the organization and the resulting

increase in his executive -duties it was deemed
advisable to place the details pertaining to ad-
vertising in separate hands.

Mr. Carnhahan is to have charge of all adver-

tising, whether it be .direct mail, outdoor, na-

tional or local display. He is well fitted for

the position, having had extensive experience
in various phases of the advertising business

and having acted in the capacity of space buyer,

copy writer and production manager.

Record by Marshal Pilsudski

The General Phonograph Corp. recently re-

leased a record made by Marshal Jozef Pilsud-

ski, war hero of Poland, both sides containing

patriotic addresses by the Marshal. Part of

the receipts from record sales will go to the

support of Vilna University, Poland.

Prominent New York Radio Wholesaler Is

Building a Substantial Dealer Patronage for

Fine Radio Lines It Is Handling

The Silas E. Pearsall Co., New York, one of

the best-known wholesale distributing organiza-

tions in the country, which recently completed

plans for devoting all of its activities to the dis-

tribution of radio products exclusively, has been
making rapid progress in the development of its

business. The company's sales during Febru-
ary were far beyond all expectations and in ad-

dition to its former clientele, which was one of

the largest in the East, the company has also

established many new dealer accounts.'

Lloyd L. Spencer, general manager of the

company and well known throughout the talk-

ing machine trade, is directing the Pearsall ac-

tivities as a radio distributor, and his thorough
knowledge of the merchandising problems con-

fronting the talking machine dealer is proving

invaluable in establishing the Silas E. Pearsall

Co. as one of the foremost radio distributors in

the East. Mr. Spencer expects to announce short-

ly the addition of several members to the Pear-

sall sales staff as well as the enlargement of the

service division. The Pearsall selling organiza-

tion is one of the most efficient staffs carried by
any wholesale distributor in the East, number-
ing among its members wholesale men of many
years' experience. They are working in close

co-operation with the dealers and are utilizing

their familiarity with the merchandising of talk-

ing machines and records to splendid advantage
in the development of radio business.

The lines handled by the Silas E. Pearsall

Co. include many leaders in the radio industry,

among them being Zenith, Thermiodyne and
Sleeper receiving sets; the Silver Voice loud

speaker, Ful-Wave battery charger, Burgess dry

cell batteries, Philco storage batteries, Radio-

Iron tubes, Console table speaker, Holtzer-Ca-

bot loud speakers, phonograph units and head
sets and the Electrad aerial equipment.

Michigan Thompson Radio
Distributor Appointed

Robert W. Porter, vice-president of the R. E.

Thompson Mfg. Co., has just returned from a

visit to Thompson distributors through the

Central West, stopping at Chicago, Cleveland,

Kansas City, Omaha, Lincoln, St. Louis, etc.

He reports that good radio business is being

experienced by dealers who are observing the

merchandising methods which have proved suc-

cessful in distribution of musical instruments.

Mr. Porter announces the appointment of

Siegel-Zeckendorf Co., of Detroit, Mich., as dis-

tributor for the State of Michigan. This or-

ganization has had a wonderful success in the

automotive industry.

After Year's Absence From Chicago Office "Ed"
Blimke Resumes Relations With Columbia
Dealers in His Old Territory

Ed. Blimke

W. C. Fuhri, vice-president and general sales

manager of the Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc.,

New York, announced this week that Edward
Blimke, one of the most popu-
lar members of the Chicago
talking machine trade, had re-

joined the staff of the Colum-
bia Co.'s Chicago branch. Mr.
Blimke assumed his duties a

few days ago and is now visit-

ing the dealers in the territory

where he has been a favorite

for a number of years.

"Ed" Blimke needs no introduction to the

talking machine trade throughout Chicago, or,

in fact, to the talking machine industry as a

whole, for he has been identified with the trade

for many years. For more than fifteen years
he was associated with the Columbia Phono-
graph Co. in Chicago, and during these years
established a friendship and good-will among
the dealers that is equaled by very few whole-
sale men. About a year ago he resigned from
the Columbia organization to enter business
for himself, but rejoined the Columbia staff to

work in close co-operation with Charles F.

Baer, Columbia branch manager in Chicago.

Electrical Research Labs.

Open N. Y. Headquarters

Milton Schechter Appointed Eastern Manager
—Territory Extends From Albany to Wash-
ington, D. C—Is Well Known to the Trade

Walter Magill, manager of the Pearson di-

vision of the Electrical Research Laboratories,

Chicago, manufacturer of Pearson receiving

sets and panels and the Nestor panel, announced
recently the opening of New York offices. Mil-

ton Schechter, head of the Artcraft Industries,

Inc., with offices at 1670 Broadway, New York,

has been appointed Eastern manager, and will

have a very important territory extending from
Albany in the North to Washington, D. C, in

the South and from Connecticut to Harrisburg,

Pa. Mr. Schechter has already made plans for

an efficient sales organization which will cover

this territory adequately and establish adequate

distribution for the Pearson product.

Mr. Schechter needs no introduction to the

talking machine trade in the East, as for many
years he was identified with the phonograph
industry. For several years he was Eastern

sales manager of the General Phonograph
Corp., and numbers among his friends jobbers

and dealers throughout the East.

National Record Albums
are

Good Albums

NEW PORTABLE ALBUM

Nationally known because they

give real satisfaction.

They require less selling effort.

Made to contain all makes of

disc records including Edison.

Write for our list of 1925
styles and prices

NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO., 239 S. American St, PHILADELPHIA, PA. THE PERFECT PLAN
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LONG DISTANCE"
TRADE MARK REO.

RADIO

Super Zenith X
(Not regenerative)—6 tubes—2 stages tuned fre-

quency amplification—detector and 3 stages audio

frequency amplification. Slanting panel of sheet

bronze, mahogany finish, with scales and indicators

in metallic relief. Gold plated pointers, to prevent

tarnish. Can be operated on either inside or outside

antenna. Contains two new features superseding all

receivers. 1st—Built-in, patented Super-Zenith Duo-

Loud Speakers (harmonically synchronized twin

speakers and horns) designed to reproduce both high

and low pitch tones otherwise impossible with single-

unit speakers. 2nd—Zenith Battery Eliminator, dis-

tinctly a Zenith achievement. Requires no A or B
batteries.

Price $550

Without Battery Eliminator $475

rfHEN Donald B. MacMillan, world famous Arctic ex-

||I(/plorer, went to the North Pole, he used a Zenith (See

Specifications) to hear broadcasting from the United

States and Canada.

The Zenith comes in a complete line, ranging in price

from $100 to $550, and the deluxe method of manufacturing

the Zenith makes it comparable to the best type of furniture

construction.

Illustrated above is the Zenith X model retailing at $550.

Other models are made in cabinet and table types.

The Zenith also comes in a four tube panel, fitting per-

fectly in Numbers 215, 400, 405 and 410 Victrolas.

The Zenith Co. is a strong advocate of legitimate dealer

profits, and the handling of Zenith will give you excellent

returns on the investment of your time and money.

"Pearsail Dealers are Protected'
9

SUPER ZENITH
MODEL X

THE ZENITH LINE

3-R $175.00

4-R 100.00

Model VII Super 240.00

Model VIII Super 260.00

Model IX Super 355.00

Model X Super (Com-
plete) 550.00

Portable Set 191.50

Model X Super (with-

out Eliminator) .... 475.00

Zenith has united .

the ends ofthe earth
. —MacMillan
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THE FOURTEEN POINTS OF
THERMIODYNE SUPREM 4CY

1. Single Control.

2. No outdoor antenna necessary.

3. No directional loop.

4. Wavelength or kilocycle pickup of
stations, instead of meaningless
degrees or numbers.

5. Cannot squeal or howl.

6. Cannot radiate.

7. Cannot distort.

H. 'The newspapers give the time and
wavelength.

9, Thermiodyne picks them at tin-

exact setting every time.

1(1. No lodging of Stations, nothing tu

remember.

11. Stations of different wavelengths
cannot interfere with each other.

12. A six-tube receiver, three stages of
Thermionic frequency, detector
and two stages of audio-fre-

quency,

/.'(. Distance, volume, clear as a bell,

without fuss or excuses.

14. A lHO-degree turn of the Single
Control is like an instantaneous

tour of dozens of cities.

One
MasterControl

ERE is a radio receiver that has been tested by ex-

perts and O. K.'d under all conditions of receiv-

ing. It is made by the Thermiodyne Radio Corp..

unconditionally guaranteed, and operates on an entirely

new principle in radio reception.

The Thermiodyne (See Specifications) Receiver is

built under the Trube patents, giving in the completed in-

struments 14 points of supremacy. It is a well-built

product, artistic radio receiver, and a quarter of a million

dollars is being spent during these few months in adver-

tising to prove it.

Wherever introduced, the Thermiodyne has estab-

lished itself as one of the leading sellers, and we recom-

mend the Thermiodyne as a radio receiver that you can

sell and feel sure regarding the permanence of the sale.

The big vital features of six tubes with one control,

its mahogany cabinet, and its low price of $150 will make

this one of your best sellers.

"Pearsall Dealers are Protected"

SILAS E. PEARSALL COMPANY
WHOLESALE

10 EAST 39th STREET

' SJTR [ B U T C

RADIO NEW YORK CITY
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MONOTROL
REG. U.S. PAT. OFF,

SPECIFICATIONS

Three stages of tuned radio frequency, Inverse

Duplex System.

Selectivity with great simplicity in tuning.

Universal operation using any kind of loop, or
aerial, or ground wire only, depending on
location.

Operates from either wet or dry cell batteries with
either type of tube.

Tremendous power with fewer tubes—rectification,

3 stages of radio and 3 stages of audio
amplification from only four tubes.

Use of special Sleeper Rectiformer in place of
noisy detector tube.

Satin finish panel, etched in oxidized bronze.

Compartments for "B" batteries and dry cells.

Dial calibrated in wave lengths as well as numbers.

All battery connection wires coded in color.

130 9£

StfEbed/

^^WOU have heard considerable about the Grimes

Circuit during the past few months, and in offer-

ing you the Sleeper Monotrol radio receiver (See

Specifications) we present a product that is made by a

fast growing young organization that has sensed the

market demand and created a novel radio receiver, com-

bining structural strength, beauty of design and efficiency

in reception.

The Sleeper Monotrol, with its single dial control, is

built to harmonize with the furnishings of the home,

and appeals especially to women when purchasing radio

sets.

This is a guaranteed product in every way, and you
can answer any selling argument of the most radical

radio fan.

"Pearsall Dealers are Protected

SILAS E. PEARSALL COMPANY
WHOLESALE

10 EAST 39th STREET

?'STR|BU-
RADIO

ONLY
NEW YORK CITY
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the Loud Speaker

with

the Natural Tone

FN ASSEMBLING our line of radio products,

we spent a long time selecting the right loud

speakers. In deciding upon the Silver Voice

speaker, we were prompted to do this because of

the new principle of radio tone amplification

which has been used in the design of Silver Voice.

The horn is finished beautifully in mahogany,

and the base was designed by an artist-sculptor, and

finished in silver and gold. The Silver Voice is a

revolutionary improvement on the present type of

loud speaker units and is protected by patents in

the United States and 11 other countries, with

patents in many additional countries. No adjust-

ments are necessary with the Silver Voice, because

it registers with clarity any sound that can be

detected with a headphone, either from short or

long distances.

Backed by a big exploitation campaign, the

Silver Voice speaker is destined to be one of the

leading products in this market, and we recom-

mend it without reservation.

"Pearsail Dealers are Protected
9)

SPECIFICATIONS

Inside of horn is finished beautifully

in mahogany, and the outside in glis-

tening very dark gray. The base of this

loud speaker has been specially de-

signed by a real artist-sculptor, and is

finished in silver and gold. A very

beautiful addition to any room.

Cold Base $50

Silier Base $4~>

A New .

Proverb/

SILAS E. PEARSALL COMPANY
WHOLESALE

10 EAST 39th STREET RADIO NEW YORK CITY
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SPECIFICATIONS

MODEL "A"

For radio "A" and 6 volt automobile
batteries.

A.C. line, 110-120 volts. Battery—

6

volts 6-8 amperes.

Comes complete with cords, plug and
leaded clips.

MODEL "A-B"

For radio "A" and "B" and 6 volt

automobile batteries.

A.C. line. 110-120 volts. Battery—"A".
6 volts 4-6 amperes; "B", 22 l/2 to

100 volts in series, 1-10 ampere.

Comes complete with cord, plug and
two sets leaded clips.

A REAL BATTERY CHARGER

Alphabetically ,

jlTHOUT power the radio set is useless, and the neces-

sary adjunct to the battery is a battery charger, and

we selected the Ful-Wave Charger (See Specifications)

because it is the one charger that will keep a battery fully

charged.

So much trouble is caused to dealers because of weak bat-

teries and nothing else, that the handling of the Ful-Wave
Charger will automatically cut down service time and give you
customers who will continue satisfied with the operations of

their sets.

The Ful-Wave Charger works almost automatically, needs

no upkeep or care, cannot overheat, is quiet and is completely

sealed so that your customers can't experiment with it, and
must be contented with a perfect charging instrument.

The Ful-Wave is an alternating current charger for both
A and B batteries, and we recommend it most highly as being

the most desirable charger sold. It will take care of itself if

customers will follow the instructions of letting it alone.

"Pearsail Dealers are Protected"

SILAS E. PEARSALL CON4PANY

WHOLESALE

10 EAST 39th STREET

ON LY

RADIO NEW YORK CITY
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ACCESSORIES
N'EVERYTHING

THERE are a lot of accessories

in the radio business which
are always tied up to the sale

of a radio receiver. Figuring on
this basis, they are practically sold

at no expense. There are so many,
it was a tremendous job to select

the right kind of accessories which
will give complete satisfaction

both on profits and doing the

work for which they are built.

Among the well-known accessories

that we are selling are the fol-

lowing:

BURGESS DRY CELL
BATTERIES

BURGESS batteries are such

well-known products that
they need no introduction. It is the

fastest selling battery on the mar-
ket, comes at reasonable prices,

and the reputation secured by the

battery is based on long life. To
sell Burgess batteries is to sell a

product that gives universal satis-

faction, and is demanded by radio

owners. Burgess is the outstand-

ing battery in the radio field.

PHILCO STORAGE BATTERIES

[~)HILCO is a small, attractive,

acid-tight case, re-chargeable

wet battery. These batteries de-

liver a strong, non-rippling cur-

rent over long periods without

troublesome adjustments, and are

considered one of the best bat-

teries on the market. Philco bat-

teries make an ideal power plant

for the best radio reception, and
they are clean-cut salable mer-

chandise.

RADIOTRON TUBES

WHEN you sell the tube that

is purchased by dealers and
the public in the largest
quantity, you are positively safe

in ordering Radiotron through

Pearsall Service. This is a high-

grade tube retailing at $3 and
renders a service that fre-

quently exceeds three times its

guarantee. Some Radiotrons have

been known to give ten times the

service, and this merchandise is

of the most staple character.

CONSOLE TABLE SPEAKERS

EVERY purchaser of a radio

set of the so-termed shoe-box

type has to place it upon some-

thing, and the Console Loud
Speaker is built in the form of

table. with a built-in loud

speaker, as well as containing

compartments for batteries, hid-

ing everything and giving a dig-

nified, high-grade appearance to

the table and to the radio set

which rests upon it. This is one

of the latest products on the mar-

ket, and was built to meet the

need of an ornament possessing

useful qualities.

HOLTZER-CABOT PRODUCTS

IN selecting the Holtzer-Cabot

line of radio loud speakers,

phonograph units and other

Holtzer-Cabot articles for radio

owners, we did so to give you an

old, time-tested line built by one

of the largest electrical organiza-

tions—a line that has been on the

market for a number of years and

stood up under all conditions

throughout the country. We ex-

amined a great many products in

the specialty field, and find that

we can heartily endorse anything

bearing the trade-mark of Holtzer-

Cabot.

ELECTRAD AERIAL
EQUIPMENT

A SMALL accessory that is of

vital importance to radio re-

ception is the aerial equipment.

We have chosen in the Electrad

Kit a fitting product for this need.

Onlv the best materials are used in

these kits—and they are ab-

solutelv complete. Everything

you need for erecting Radio Aerial

is included—and all parts are

made in accordance with speci-

fications of the National Board of

Fire Underwriters.

SILAS E. PEARSALL COMPANY
WHOLESALE ONLY

10 EAST 39th STREET NEW YORK CITY

WHOLESALE RADIO DISTRIBUTORS
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Wholesale

RADIO

DISTRIBUTORS

SILAS E. PEARSALL COMPANY
WHOLESALE ^—----^L1^ 1 p l

_JZ- ONLY

10 EAST 39th STREET NEW YORK CITY
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ProfitWnmi$ SatesWrinkles
M. Rich Bros. & Co. Are Building Prestige and Creating Sales Through a Music Club—Boost-

ing Record Sales Among the Foreign-Born—How a Boston Dealer Quickened Service

One of the most valuable assets which any
talking machine dealer can possess is that in-

tangible adjunct called prestige or name value.

Manufacturers and the large retail houses spend
literally millions of dollars in building up this

form of good will and are amply repaid in the

long run for their expenditures. Every dealer's

name or the name of his establishment should

be so closely allied to that of the product which
he is selling that when talking machines or

radio receivers are mentioned the name of the

music store should unconsciously be linked up
in the mind of his prospective customers. Ad-
vertising, publicity stunts and other forms of

merchandising are common ways of effecting

this good will but there is an element over-

looked by many talking machine dealers and
that is the opportunity which is his in becom-
ing a live factor in the musical activities of his

district or city. The experience of one enter-

prising dealer will best illustrate the manner
in which this plan can be successfully carried

out. A. B. Willis, manager of the talking ma-
chine department of M. Rich Bros. & Co., At-

lanta, Ga., some months ago formed M. Rich's

Music Club, which gives monthly concerts at

the store, employing the best local talent and
advising the members of local musical happen-

ings. Post-cards are sent to the members each

month, inviting them and their friends to the

concerts, and a copy of the program to be

given is included. The idea found great popu-

lar favor and in a surprisingly short time the

names of more than three thousand were en-

rolled as members and this number is steadily

growing. It is but natural that when the musi-

cal needs of these people are to be filled they

come to the store which extends service such

as this. The result of the Club has been a

growing sales volume in all departments. This

plan as used by Mr. Willis may not be practical

for all dealers, but a modification or adaptation

of it can certainly be put into effect by all deal-

ers who are willing to depart a bit from the

beaten path to build their sales.

A talking machine dealer located in what

may be termed a foreign section of a large

Eastern city, discovered that the actual demon-
stration of new records, particularly band num-
bers, or snappy orchestral selections, had

greater power to bring people to his store than

any amount of advertising literature whether

or not it happened to be printed in the language

of the multitude in his locality. It did not take

him long to conceive the idea of flooding the

street in front of the store with talking machine

music throughout the day and evening hours,

even though in some cases the police were in-

clined to criticize the so-called disturbance.

He found that records of French and Italian

marches played by native bands had the

strongest appeal for his neighborhood's clien-

tele and as these new records came out, one

was selected, placed on the machine and played

unceasingly until it wore out. Inside the door

was a table upon which some dozens of this

same record were carefully wrapped individu-

ally all ready for the customer to come in, pick

it up and pay his money. This quick sale idea

without red tape or loss of time brought a good

many dollars of profit from other records se-

lected by a goodly percentage of the customers

who were in a mood to listen to the latest of-

ferings. It is a plan that might not work in

every locality but it does work where the uni-

versal language of music itself is understood

much better than the printed word.
US

The average commuter residing in the sub-

urbs of any large city is a fast-moving indi-

vidual, and after a time becomes so accustomed
to rushing for the 5:15 that he leaves his office

barely in time to make the train. A dealer in

Boston discovered this to his sorrow when he

opened a talking machine store on Summer
street some years ago, and tried to build up a

following among those who rushed to the South
Station. He discovered that there were many
who were interested in records but few would
take the time to stop when homeward bound
and spend the time to make selections. The
dealer was not of the "lie-down-and-die" type

and therefore decided to evolve some plan for

getting this business that rushed by his door

each evening. He therefore proceeded to cir-

cularize the office buildings along Summer and
Federal streets and adjoining thoroughfares and
each week specified two or three records of ex-

ceptional appeal included in the list which he

mailed. The secret of his success was the fact

that he solicited telephone orders from his

prospects. When the prospect received the rec-

ord list he simply 'phoned the store, gave his

name and list of records wanted and as he

passed in the evening on his way to the station,

there they were neatly tied up with the sales

slip on the top. It required only a moment to

make change and the customer was on his way
with the assurance that he had the privilege of

bringing back and exchanging the next day

half the records sold unseen. The exchange

privilege would appear to be a rather liberal

one, did not experience prove that not 5 per

cent of the customers took advantage of it,

and that 5 per cent only to a minimum degree.

However, the fact that the dealer was extend-

ing a high type of service brought in the busi-

ness.

RIVOLI
Once Again, the Superlative in Values!

It is a simple matter to accomplish a low-priced article at the sacrifice of quality.

But to combine quality—RIVOLI quality that .defies competition, with a low price

—that is an achievement

!

It is one thing to boast.

It is another thing to live up to the terms of a

boast.

RIVOLI welcomes the opportunity to live up
to any boast—and there have been many

—

which has been made in its behalf.

Design—Construction—Finish—Tone

Rivoli offers the ultimate in every department

of the phonograph. There is no better value.

Vincennes Phonograph Co.
VINCENNES INDIANA
Full particulars in regard to prices and deliveries will be cheerfully given by

LEON C SAMUELS, Vice-President and Manager of Sales, Space B-19-26,

American Furniture Mart, 666 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, 111., and H. B.

STEVENS, Southern Representative, 314 Pan-American Building, New
Orleans, La.

Model No. 22

"William and Mary" Period

Left-hand compartment constructed to accom-

modate any standard phonograph panel
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Cutting Collection Costs by Using Mails
Gunther-Kenney, Inc., Have Evolved a Collection System in Part-

nership With Uncle Sam Which Gets Results at a Minimum Cost

Collecting by mail is an effective and eco-

nomical way of securing money when due or of

reducing the number of overdue accounts. At
least this has been the experience of the firm

of Gunther-Kenney, Inc., of Middletown, N. Y.,

a growing retail house which handles a fine line

of talking machines, radio and musical mer-

chandise. The company has very carefully

planned its system of extending credit and keep-

ing collections up to par, according to L. C.

Gunther, secretary and treasurer.

As is the case with most talking machine
dealers the bulk of the business done is on

the instalment plan. This is particularly true

of talking machine sales, approximately 90 per

cent being sold on the time basis. A remark-

able feature of the radio end of the business is

that only 50 per cent is on instalments and the

balance represents cash business. Only 1 per.

cent of musical instrument sales are on the in

stalment plan. The sales in the various depart-

ments in relation to the total business of the

store are about 40 per cent phonograp.li and
piano, 40 per cent radio, and 10 per cent musical

instruments.

Selling on the Right Basis

Gunther-Kenney, Inc., are firm in their de-

mand for a down payment and terms which pro-

tect them and make the customers realize that

it is important that all the requirements of the

contract are fulfilled. "Talking machines are

sold on a payment of 10 per cent of the pur-

chase price and the balance in not more than

twelve equal payments," stated Mr. Gunther.

"On radio sales we get one-third down and the

balance in not more than twelve equal monthly

payments, no instalment less than $10. This

plan of selling has kept repossessions down to

less than 5 per cent. We charge interest on

radio only and at the rate of 6 per cent. We
should get interest on talking machine time

sales but competition makes this impossible.

Although many dealers in this section do not

charge interest on radio time sales we find that

it is imperative, due to the high type of serv-

ice we give.

"Some patrons object to paying interest when

purchasing a radio set on the instalment plan,

but we overcqme their objections by particu-

larly impressing them with the fact that we give

service of the highest type and make a first

class job of the installation of the set. More
good radio sets are not working properly due

to faulty installation than for any other rea-

son. By faulty installation I mean hurried,

slipshod methods. We give free service until

The cost of making collections for mer-

chandise sold on the instalment plan is an
important consideration. Too often deal-

ers find that the expense in getting the

money due them virtually eats up what
little profit is made on the sale. The se-

ries of letters used by Gunther-Kenney, Inc.,

have stood the test of experiment as is in-

dicated by the fact that repossessions made
by this concern amount to less than 5 per

cent of sales, and this in spite of the fact

that the concern does a very large volume

of business. There may be a thought in

this article for you.

the purchaser is thoroughly familiar with the

operation of his receiving set.

Form Letter Series Gets the Money
As has been mentioned repossessions are less

than 5 per cent at this store. One reason for

this is that every attempt is made to get the

money before such drastic action is taken. The
actual work of repossessing an instrument is

handled by one of the employes and very little

trouble has been experienced in taking care of

this unpleasant task. Statements are sent to

customers on the first of each month. If a

customer permits his payments to fall in ar-

rears, form letters are used in most cases

These letters are a series of eight and they

have been found very effective. Sometimes,

where a special case seems to warrant such

action, personal letters are sent out in addition.

Every account is gone over carefully each

month and carefully watched. When, through

More Money
with every sale

you make

Pacent Jackset for 3 pairs of head-
phones retails at $1.60

Supplement your radio set sales with Pacent

Radio Accessories!

You make more money and you keep your cus-

tomers "sold" on your sets.

Over 45 of the leading set manufacturers are now
using Pacent Radio Essentials so that many of

your own sets are undoubtedly '"Pacentized."

Add a Pacent Everytone Headset, Plug, or Jack-

set to assure complete satisfaction.

Advanced manufacturing methods permit us to

offer the utmost in quality, combined with low
retail prices and the maximum profits for you.

You can do no better.

Get in touch with your jobber immediately—or write for complete Pacent catalog.

PACENT ELECTRIC CO., Inc.

91 Seventh Ave., New York City

Pacent
RADIO ESSENTIALS

Chicago
Washington
San Francisco
Philadelphia
Jacksonville
Minneapolis

Canadian Licensees: R. H. White Radio Co., Hamilton, Ont.

St. Louis
Boston
Birmingham
Buffalo
Detroit

no fault of his own, a patron falls in arrears

extreme leniency is exercised. In some cases,

too, it has been found necessary to send a col-

lector each time an instalment is due.

The form letters are reproduced below in the

order in which they are sent out:
No. 1—
Your attention has been called to this account several

times. If there is any valid reason why you cannot

meet this obligation at once, let us know immediately.

If there is any misunderstanding about this statement,

please advise us so that we can clear the matter up.

Otherwise we expect your remittance without further

delay.

No. 2—
We extended credit to you cheerfully believing you

to be honest about meeting your obligations. We want
to keep this faith in you and prefer to believe that you

mean to do the fair thing, pay your debt to us without

further delay. Please do not put this matter off any
longer, but send your remittance today.

No. 3—
We expected a prompt reply to our recent letter calling

attention to your account, which has been overdue for

some time. We know of no reason why this account

should not be settled. Since you have received a number

of statements from us and have found no errors therein

we assume the account is correct; and the amount out-

standing is long past due. Kindly oblige us by giving

this matter your prompt attention.

No. 4—
It is hard to believe that a person of your reputation

and standing would willfully disregard a just obligation.

What other conclusion can we reach if you do not settle

this account at once?

No. 5—
We must insist that you make your payments accord-

ing to the agreement you signed with us, as we shall be

forced to take steps to force collection, a course we
prefer not to take as it may prove embarrassing to you.

Your payments must be made on time.

No. 6—
Repeated requests have been made for payment of

this account. Unless it receives attention within seven

days, we shall be forced to take other steps to force

collection, a course we prefer not to take as it may prove

embarrassing to you.

No. 7—
You have not yet responded to our many requests for

a remittance although the obligation you must admit is

a just one. Surely you do not want your credit seriously

impaired. Yet further neglect on your part will compel

us to take drastic measures which for your sake we prefer

to avoid. To protect your credit, maintain your reputa-

tion for square dealings and save all parties concerned

further trouble, we suggest you make a payment at once.

No. 8—
We must insist upon an immediate remittance if you

wish to save yourself much embarrassment and expense

and us the disagreeable necessity of using sterner meas
ures to collect this money. You will avoid this un

-pleasantness by making a complete settlement of youi

account to date.

Hazeltine Corp. Holds
Annual Meeting in Dover

Full Board of Directors Elected for the Present

Year, Who in Turn Name R. T. Pierson as

President and Treasurer of Company

At the annual meeting of stockholders of the

Hazeltine Corp., held in Dover, Del., recently,

the following directors were elected for the pres-

ent year: R. T. Pierson, R. E. McConnell, Paul

Armitage, W. H. Taylor, Jr., I. M. Day, Fred

Helman, and Thomas Leggett, of New York
City; Professor L. A. Hazeltine, Hoboken, N. J.;

Harvey S. Mudd and W. L. Honnold, of Los

Angeles, Cal.

At its first meeting the new board of directors

elected the following officers: R. T. Pierson,

president and treasurer; R. E. McConnell, vice-

president; Paul Armitage, secretary, and Jack

Binns, assistant treasurer.

iQfDW IMPROVISE - PACENTIZE^H^

COTTON FLOCKS
Air floated, all injurious foreign matter eliminated

for

Record and Radio Manufacturing

THE PECKHAM MFG. CO.
M
N
8^
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Popular demand kept sales up to pro-

duction. Production increased— and

price came down. Now at $18, the

Radiola Loudspeaker is your biggest

feature for quantity sales. And quality

is its selling force as much as price. It

is known from coast to coast as the

Loudspeaker that means finest tone

with any set—and famed everywhere as

the Loudspeaker sold with RADIOLAS,
and contributing to their success.

The Radiola Loudspeaker at $18 is

your biggest selling feature right now!

233 Broadway

New York

Radio Corporation of America
Sales Offices: Suite No. 363

10 So. LaSalle Street

Chicago, 111.

This symbol

of quality

is your

protection

28 Geary Street

San Francisco, Cal.
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Selling "Music" Wins for Maison Blanche
Big Southern Music House Sells Music—Not Terms, and Policy
Has Proved Sound—Training the Sales Force—Getting the Cash

Sell music and not terms; avoid tricks and
false impressions; turn down undesirable sales;

keep away from the dollar-down-and-less type

of advertising. That, briefly, is the broad policy

which J. D. Moore, manager of the talking ma-
chine and radio department of the Maison
Blanche Co., importer, wholesaler and retailer,

New Orleans, La., has found productive of a

success in merchandising which few dealers in

the entire South can equal.

The Maison Blanche Co. is one of the best-

known music houses in the South and aside

from its wholesale activities it has built up a

prestige in the music field which has made it

an outstanding success. The secret of this suc-

cess can be traced directly to firm adherence

to the policies which have been mentioned

above.

Training the Sales Force

Of course, the salesmen are responsible for

carrying out these rules. In this connection,

Mr. Moore declared: "Our salesmen are

trained and instructed in the knowledge that

the most successful salesperson is the one who
sells music profitably (a product well worth the

price), not terms. A sale that is made on the

basis of terms and various other concessions

such as small down payment, etc., is not selling

along the right lines. In other words, we be-

lieve in selling an idea and that idea is music.

The customer sold along these lines usually

feels that he has 'value received.'
"

The result of this practice of selling music is

that the Maison Blanche Co. has built up a

large clientele of real music lovers, the type of

steady buyers which is the backbone of any

retail success. That this is not merely an idle

statement is proved by the fact that during the

year 1924 an average record sale of $2.80 was

made to every record customer coming into the

department. This was exclusive of bulk sales

to new machine customers and also of needle

sales.

Selling Music Brings in the Cash

Another interesting angle of this method of

selling is emphasized in the fact that about 40

per cent of talking machine sales are for cash

and 25 per cent of radio sales are on the same
basis. Instalment terms are unusually high.

For example, Mr. Moore has inaugurated what
he calls the Club Plan. Under the terms of this

plan of selling a 20 per cent down payment is

required, with 10 per cent payable monthly. No
purchase of less than $25 is permitted under

J. D. Moore
this plan and there is absolutely no deviation

from this policy. This sales activity is backed
to the limit by the well-organized credit depart-

ment of Maison Blanche. If a customer desires

the limit terms of twelve months, 6 per cent

interest is charged. The reasons for this

charge are made plain at the time of the sale,

thus eliminating any possibility of misunder-
standing later. Very often, when a prospective

customer learns that interest is charged on the

long-term sale the deal is eventually closed on
the Club Plan, with the larger down payment
and shorter terms.

Radio is sold on the basis of 20 per cent down

and 10 per cent per month. These terms have
been found very satisfactory both to the store
and to the customers.

Keeping Tabs on Stock
It is a basic principle of merchandising that

profits depend upon turnover of stock. In the
talking machine business where several lines

are handled, such as various models of phono-
graphs and radio receiving sets as well as the
thousands of items represented by the record
stock, some system of keeping track of stock is

very essential. Mr. Moore, by the use of a
very simple system is enabled to know almost
instantly and at all times the exact condition
of his stock. Correct stock cards are kept, that
is, the stock cards are kept up to date. In addi-
tion, an accurate record of the investment in

stock is constantly available. Slow-selling
stock sheets and price cards also are kept, thus
enabling Mr. Moore to know at all times just
what goods are moving and on what merchan-
dise it is necessary to put special sales effort

These card records are closely studied and any
desired action regarding the movement of mer-
chandise is made without delay. The value of
this may be realized by the statement of Mr.
Moore that at the present time the store has
no surplus stock either in the talking machine,
radio or record departments.

Education Through Advertising
The advertising of the Maison Blanche Co.

has played an important part in building the
prestige which the firm now enjoys. It is a
true saying that a house is known by its adver-
tising. Of course, there is a great difference
in the advertising of various concerns based on
the type of people a firm desires to reach.
Certainly the house which is endeavoring to
reach the masses must design its ads accord-
ingly, and it is equally so that the house which
is seeking to attract the right kind of customers
and to build prestige can do so through adver-
tising.

Additional Space Enables
Larger Portable Production

Plaza Music Co. Busy Turning Out Pal and
Regal Portables to Meet the Demand

The Plaza Music Co. is manufacturing its

Pal portable talking machine in enlarged manu-
facturing quarters at 18 West Twentieth street,

New York City. The demands throughout the
Winter for both the Pal and the more popular-
priced Regal portable demonstrates that these
products have found an all-year-round market.
At present the demand for these portables is

as heavy as during the height of the Summer
season of previous years and it has be'en found
necessary to operate the Plaza plant with sev-

eral shifts each day in order to meet the ever-
growing demands.

Frederick & Nelson Expand

. Seattle, Wash., March 6.—Extensive altera

tions were recently made in the talking ma-
chine department of the Frederick & Nelson de-

partment store caused by the rapidly expanding
department. It was during the holiday season

that enlargement of the space occupied was
made but the growth of this department caused
further adjustment and a new location on the

same floor was decided upon. Two sound-proof

rooms for machine demonstration have been

equipped and twelve record demonstration

rooms have been installed. Radio products are

also being displayed.

The Newest Schickerling Tube!
A standard base 5 volt tube

consuming but 16/100 amperes!

THINK of it! A big husky tube with the equal volume and sen-
sitivity of the quarter ampere tube, yet consuming only 16/100

ampere filament current!

This combined Detector, Oscillator, Amplifier tube is the true
economy tube for multi-tube sets. Imagine— a 5 tube set equipped
with these new Schickerling tubes will consume only 8/10 of an
ampere as against 1% amps using the usual % ampere tubes.

Can be used in all sets now using L
4
' amp. tubes, with absolutely

no changes necessary.

IVrite or wire today for dealer's terms

SCHICKERLING PRODUCTS CORP.
Executive Offices and Factory:

401-407 Mulberry St., Newark, N.J.
Neu' York Sales Offices :

Knickerbocker Building, Broadway at 42nd Street

Jewelers Building, 36 West 47th Street

Havemeyer Building, Cortlandt at Church Street

Philadelphia Sales Office:

Jefferson Building, 1015 Chestnut Street

Chicago Sales Office:

220 South State Street

Authorized Phonograph Distributor-Dealer:

RUDOLPH WURLITZER CO., 120 West 42nd St., New York City

SCHICKERLING
RADIO TUBES

With the Stabilizing THanffutdr Plates

All models sold with a written 10 day guarantee

4
MODEL S-1600

r5 volt, standard base
16/100 amp.. Oscilla-
tor, Detector, Ampli-
fier. Plate voltage, 16
volts to 90 volts. Op-
erates on a 20 ohm
rheostat with a 6 volt
storage battery or 3 to

4 dry cell batteries in
series.

OTHER MODELS
5 Ko/f— l4 amp. Standard Base

Model S-200 Detector . . . $3.00
Model S-4000 Amplifier . . $3.00
Model S-700 Special Oscil-

lator and PowerTube for
all multi-tube sets .... $7.00

3 'volt — 1'lOamp. Miniature Base
Model S-600 Det.-Amp. . . $3.00
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(§tan ^piamo Company
STARR PIANOS for over half a century have represented highest ideals of craftsman-

ship. Each Starr Made Grand, Player-piano and Upright represents a value known the

world over.

STARR PHONOGRAPHS from the smallest table style to the elaborate console model
possess musical worth which is the result of a careful coordination of each part into a

perfect symmetry.

GENNETT RECORDS represent the highest attainment in the art of sound recording.

Their variety, perfect reproduction and real musicianship of the artists have made them
musical gems of rarest charm. Released every week.

THE STARR PIANO COMPANY
Established 1872 Factories: Richmond, Indiana

NEW YORK, CHICAGO, LOS ANGELES, SAN FRANCISCO, PORTLAND, KANSAS CITY, BIRMINGHAM. NASHVILLE, DETROIT,
CINCINNATI, BOSTON, CLEVELAND, INDIANAPOLIS.
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Balancing Sales in the Radio Department
Sales Promotion Effort in Behalf of Slow Selling Stock Neces-

sary to Get Maximum Profits—Importance of Demonstrations

There are many talking machine dealers who
have won a full measure of success in the han-

dling of radio receivers, that is, success meas-

ured in terms of profit, while there are many
others who have dabbled in the field of radio

more or less extensively and in casting up ac-

counts have found that they have barely come
out on the right side of the ledger. It shows

the difference between the hit-and-miss plan of

merchandising, and the serious, constructive

selling plan that makes for permanence.

In the first place, the handling of radio has

much the same problems that face the dealer

in handling any other product which is still

in the course of development, for, although sur-

prising progress has been made in the stabiliza-

tion of radio receivers, improvements are con-

stantly being offered to the public which, al-

though they do not revolutionize existing meth-

ods, at least detract somewhat from the desira-

bility of sets already in stock. Moreover, these

changes may be expected to occur at intervals

for some time to come in view of the constant

experimenting that is being carried on in the

laboratories of the manufacturers and elsewhere

with a view to making radio reception a simple,

satisfactory and constant factor.

• The presentation of these improvements to

the public offers one of the reasons for the

inability of certain types of dealers to get any

real lasting profit out of their radio lines. They
perhaps stock receivers of recognized standing

and worth but as changes take place are in-

clined to follow the line of least resistance and

feature the new and most popular products to

the disadvantage of receivers that represent a

substantial capital investment but remain, on the

shelves for lack of demand. It is quite all right

to build up sales volume, for that is the basis

of a profitable business, but it is not all right

to build up sales volume at the expense of

merchandise that unless it is moved is likely

to become dead stock and tie up money which

eliminates profits.

The radio business has advanced to a point

where due consideration must be given to stimu-

lating the sale of slow-moving receivers, in

order to keep stocks clean and active. Dealers

who have won success have recognized this

fact, and have seen to it that special attention

was given to those outfits which did not move
quickly enough.

Very often there are in stock receivers that

are in every way desirable, but have been little

advertised and are therefore little known to the

public. To move them requires salesmanship,

The dealer who handles a complete line

of a certain make of radio or who mer-

chandises several lines is faced with the

problem of turnover. In an establishment

where more than one line is handled and
where most of the sales effort is directed

toward moving certain instruments which
happen to be easily sold the rest of the

stock suffers. The lines which are pushed

will undoubtedly move more rapidly than

those which are neglected, with the result

that the investment represented by the

slow-moving merchandise is tied up. The
dealer who permits such an unbalanced

sales promotion plan to exist is the loser.

Popular merchandise is most easily sold

and because of this fact it is necessary to

get behind the slower moving radio stock

more vigorously.

and a demonstration will prove that these same
"shelf warmers" can be sold.

As has been said before, the radio business is

rapidly becoming stabilized, but even the dealer

who enters the field to-day is very liable to

select receivers that for one reason or another

are -not quickly salable in his particular locality.

Just what his following want or do not want
can only be learned through experimenting and
by experience, and that pioneer work is bound
to cost money.
One dealer, who compensates his sales force

on a salary plus commission basis, allows an

extra commission on each sale of slow-moving
receivers, and has found that the anxiety of the

You'// hear the duplicate of this

loud speaker when Gabriel Blows!

The

NewREMOTRUMPET
with heavy duty adjustable unit

Retails for $15.00
This new loud speaker has controlled volume and the

tone values equal anything on the market.
The unit is adjustable to meet all broadcasting con-
ditions. All speakers do not work equally well on
all sets, but the new Remo does.

THE REMOLA
A solid mahogany cabinet with the wonderful

Remo unit.

Retails for $25.00

Send today for samples

and discounts

THE REMO CORPORATION, Radio Division Meriden, Conn.

salesmen to get the extra dollar or two has

served to keep his stock in first-class shape and
readily salable.

The Value of Demonstrations

It is not always the best-known receiver that

obtains the best results in given localities, but

the fact that a little-known outfit will produce

the proper results must be demonstrated. The
logical thing of course is for the dealer to stock

those lines with which the public has been made
familiar through advertising, for that decreases

sales resistance, makes for quicker turnover and
consequently larger profits.

There are also economies in the matter of

carrying on demonstrations that will save the

dealer much money if they are observed. One
concern, for instance, has placed its various

types of receivers operated on dry cells along

one side of the room and connected them all

with a four-volt storage A-battery and a 90-volt

storage B-battery.

Being rechargeable these batteries are oper-

ated with a minimum expense, and save the cost

of several dozen dry batteries formerly used

each month for demonstration purposes. More-
over, the plan limits the demonstration to one

receiver, or two at most, at one time, and

checks the practice of shoppers who take de-

light in visiting radio departments in the guise

of prospects and turn on the receivers them-

selves as a curiosity. A switch keeps the bat-

tery current under the control of the salesman

who is doing the demonstrating. The plan is

also calculated to cut down tube bills by limit-

ing their use during any given period.

Cutting Down Shop-Worn Stock

Certain dealers have complained at times of

the fact that frequent demonstrations and con-

sequent handling give receivers a shop-worn ap-

pearance and it is frequently necessary to sell a

demonstration outfit at a discount to move it off

the floor, thus cutting down the profit, if not

eliminating it altogether. A dealer here in New
York has solved this problem most satisfac-

torily by suggesting that the customer take the

receiver which has been demonstrated, pointing

out that though all receivers of the same make
are carefully made and guaranteed, some prove

more satisfactory under certain conditions than

others and that the customer has the satisfac-

tion of securing an outfit which he knows oper-

ates in a manner to please him.

The plan has worked out most successfully.

It gives the customer the assurance that the

receiver delivered to his home is the one he

heard demonstrated and that he is not being

taken advantage of by any switching process,

and it also keeps the outfits moving constantly

off the dealer's demonstrating tables, thus cut-

ting down the number of shop-worn outfits he

is called upon to sell at a sacrifice.

As talking machine dealers become more ex-

perienced in the handling of radio they are find-

ing many new merchandising angles bound to

save money and promote more efficient service,

all of which makes for business permanence.

New Victor Album Set

The most recent addition to the Music Arts

Library of Victor records is Tschaikowsky's

Symphony No. 6 in B Minor (Pathetique), con-

sisting of five twelve-inch double-faced records

made by the Royal Albert Hall Orchestra of

London, under the baton of Sir Landon Ronald.

The R. & L. Radio Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y.,

has been incorporated at Albany with a capital

stock of $15,000. The incorporators are E. T.

Le Berthon, A. S. Robbins and A. E. Ruehe.
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Every radio set manufacturer desires to have his instrument used with the
best possible reproducing equipment—that's why

SELECTRON
Reg. U. S. Pat Off.

is now recommended in the literature of

STROMBERG-CARLSON TEL. MFG. CO.

one of the oldest and foremost manufacturers of telephone and radio apparatus.

Other Leading Radio Set Manufacturers will be announced in subsequent copy

$12.52
LIST PRICE

What the Selectron Does
1 At the mere turn of the SELECTRON dial—the
* talking machine becomes either a radio loud

speaker or talking machine—at will.

2 With SELECTRON, the talking machine tone

chamber gives greater volume and finer quality

than any so-called loud-speaking horn or box, regardless

of price—because

—

SELECTRON makes use of the highly devel-

oped tone chamber of the talking machine and
absolutely avoids the use of the tone arm and
sound box for radio reproduction—leaving

these parts free to perform their intended func-

tion, i. e., to reproduce talking machine records.

3 With SELECTRON the radio set and talking ma-
chine are absolutely independent of each other

—yet, both make use of the same highly developed tone

chamber.

/\ SELECTRON makes unnecessary the use of make-
* shifts and becomes an integral part of both the

radio set and the talking machine—imparting perma-
nency to the radio set.

5 SELECTRON brings "dead" talking machines
back to life and back into the record market.

6 Each of the millions of talking machine owners
is a prospect.

^ SELECTRON brings real profit in its sale.

l2 SELECTRON is the only instrument which prop-
erly and permanently links any radio set with the

highly developed tone chamber of the talking machine

—

at its full efficiency.

Q SELECTRON stimulates the sale of radio sets, as

it eliminates the need for a loud speaker, which,
after all, is half of any radio receiving set.

1 II SELECTRON solves the talking machine "trade-
* ^ in" problem by the sale and linking of radio sets

with the talking machine as a loud speaker.

] SELECTRON stimulates the sale of new talking

machines—upright or console—as every prospect
for a loud speaker becomes a prospect for the finest of

all loud speakers—the amplifying tone chamber of the

talking machine.

1 O SELECTRON does all of the above without in™ any way disturbing the talking machine in the
least—and without any so-called "installation."

Have your jobber tell you all about Selectron or write direct to

AUDAK CO., 565 Fifth Ave., NEW YORK, N. Y.
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A Practical and Scientific Credit System
Because the International Phono. Co. Does Business With People
Who Are Compelled to Watch the Pennies It Has Been Forced to

Watch Credits—Result—Loss Eliminating System Described Below

The granting of credit and collections is a

vital problem to every talking machine dealer

and for this reason any plan which may result

in more efficient operation of this phase of the

business is of vital interest. An unusually ef-

fective system of handling credits and collec-

tions is in use by the International Phonograph

Co., New York City. Fully 99 per cent of the

business done by this music store is on the in-

stalment basis with customers who are of the

laboring class, nearly all of foreign birth and

many illiterate. With people so situated, a

musical instrument, be it talking machine, radio

set or piano, is a luxury and should money be

is now past due. Ten days more are allowed
to pass and then the following letter is dis-

patched to all delinquents:
Dear Sir:

Your account with us shows that you have failed

to make payment since-

Kindly give this matter your attention and oblige us

with an immediate remittance. Please mention your

account number which you will find on this letter when-
ever you make a payment.

It is very important that we have your correct address

if the address above is incorrect, you will please notify

us at once. Very truly yours,

INTERNATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO.
per Credit Dept.

After the lapse of another ten-day period

the following letter is sent to the delinquent:

ble settlement and save you embarrassment, we have
decided to allow you five days longer in which to make
payment. Your refusal to arrange this matter within

that time will result in our placing the contract in

the hands of our Collection Department. Respectfully

yours,

INTERNATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO.

Credit Manager.

Stronger Action
The next step taken to secure the money

which is due the house is a memorandum to

the store's attorney, who sends a letter setting

forth the matter clearly and advising the de-

linquent that legal action has been called for

by the music dealer. A few days' grace is

given the customer to call to see either the

SHIPMENT TO BE MADE TO

Total $

ORIGINAL CONDITIONAL BILL OF SALE
From JOSEPH H. MAYERS, Prop.

Left: Simple Form of Ledger Page.

at all "tight" when the monthly bills come
around, this is the first payment to be cast aside

and the last to be taken care of. Thus a

stringent system is necessary and, after years

of experimenting, Daniel M. Broad, credit man-
ager of the establishment, has evolved a system
which he believes is as near perfect as any sys-

tem can be.

Notification of Payment Due
Briefly the system is this:

i
Five days before payment is due notice is

sent out giving the amount due, the date due

and the account number. The customer is

also asked to bring this notice to the cashier

when payment is being made. This last clause

is inserted because of the many who are unable

to write their names, and past experience has

shown that a similarity of names sometimes re-

sulted in the payment being credited to the

wrong party with unpleasant results.

Following Up Delinquents

Should this notice fail to bring in the money
within ten days, a second notice is sent, simi-

lar in wording to the first, with the exception

that the customer is notified that the payment

Center: Cashier's "Information" Card. Right: Contract Form Used by Joseph H. Mayers.

Are you aware of the fact that this is the third

notification we have sent you relative to your account?

We are at a loss to understand your seeming neglect

of the matter and your persistency in ignoring previous

requests for payments due. We cannot see the necessity

of our writing you so often, as we feel that we are

entitled to at least the courtesy of a reply. Even if

you cannot pay the amount just now, you should frankly

let us know the reason why, and when you will pay. It

is much easier to pay each instalment on the day it is

due than to let it drag along until nearly time for the

next one. We know how it is, and that is why we urge

you to pay promptly each month according to your con-

tract.

We want our business relations to be pleasant, and we
respectfully request that you comply with the terms of

your agreement by sending in at once the amount due

and making arrangements to take care of all future pay-

ments promptly as each one matures. Yours very truly,

INTERNATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO,
Per Credit Manager.

Should this fail, after ten days more, the fol-

lowing letter, a bit stronger in tone, is sent:

Four times we have written you regarding your ac-

count and as yet we have failed to receive payment
or your reason for withholding settlement. We are

forced to infer from your continued refusal to evade

payment that it is necessary for us to resort to stronger

and more unpleasant measures to effect an adjustment.

As we wish to afford you the opportunity of an arnica-

lawyer or more preferably Mr. Broad, so that

the matter can be arranged.

If this letter is fruitless of results, the fol-

lowing form is filled out and given to a collec-

tor, who makes a personal call on the customer.

INTERNATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO.

Collection and Tracing Depts.

Date

Attention Mr
Mr Acct

Old Address ...

New Address ,

Bought a : on ,

Price Installments

He has not paid since

Arrears to date

Remarks

Signed

Collector's Report

Signed

Only 1 Per Cent Repossessions

It is very seldom, however, that it is neces-

sary to resort to these extreme measures for

the percentage of repossessions is less than 1

(Continued on page 28)

HERE IT IS!

The last word in Phonographs. The Minnelli Tone Arm,
a new invention that revolutionizes the entire industry.

The Minnelli Tone Arm cam be placed on any kind of machine,

either small or large. The Minnelli Tone Arm can also be placed

on a table, writing desk, or any place that you wish, for it has a

motor to turn the records. After placing the Minnelli Tone Arm
you can obtain the best and the softest tone you have ever heard.

Better information can be obtained by writing. We are interested

in both dealers and manufacturers.

Complete samples will be sent to any part of the United States for $10.00.

MINNELLI PHONOGRAPH CO., Inc. Pittston, Pa.
i—-— —
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Columbia Fine Art Series
of musical masterworks

includes

wealth of chamber music
and inspiring selections

from Wagner
IN ADDITION to the five complete sym-
phonies and the three major works of

chamber music previously announced, the
Columbia Fine Art Series also includes a
special group of records of individual

movements from quartets and trios and
Wagner music. The composers, the selec-

tions and the artists listed below are

appreciated by music-lovers everywhere.
The outstanding quality of these records

will create a demand for them that will

surprise you. From the standpoint of

tone perfection and surface smoothness
they are without equal.

Your ability to offer these imported
recordings will bring you new and desir-

able business. Write or wire for informa-
tion regarding Columbia Fine Art Series

of Musical Masterworks. Columbia Phono-
graph Co., 1819 Broadway, New York.

IMPORTED RECORDINGS
Trit

Lacroix—Aubade d' Avril.

Schumann—Liebesgarten. Trio

—

Arthur Catterall.vioYm; William
Murdoch, piano ; W. H. Squire,
'cello. 67013 D

Haydn—Gypsy Rondo, from Trio
No. 1. Finale. Trio— Arthur
Catterall, violin; William Mut.
dock, piano; W. H, Squire,
'cello. 67014 D

Foulds-Squire—A Keltic Lament.
W. H. Squire, 'cello.

The above records may be obtained singly
$1.75 each

Wagner—Parsifal. Good Friday
Music—Part 1.

Wagner—Parsifal. Good Friday
Music, Part 2. By Hamilton
Harty and Orchestra. 67015 D

Wagner—Parsifal. Good Friday
Music—Part 3.

Wagner—Tristan and Isolda.
Tristan's Vision. By Hamilton
Harty and Orchestra. 67016 D

Wagner—Tristan and Isolda. Pre-
lude—Part 1.

Wagner—Tristan and Isolda. Pre-
lude — Part 2. By British
National Opera Company's
Orchestra. 67017 D

The above records may be obtained singly
$1.75 each

Quartets: Individual Movements

Schubert—Quartet in D Minor
(Posthumous). Andante con
moto.

Brahms—Quartet in A Minor,
Opus 51, No. 2. Andante mod-
erate By Lener String Quartet,
of Budapest. 67032 D

G Minor,
doucement

Debussy—Quartet in
Opus 10. Andante
expressif.

Tschaikowsky— Quartet in D,
Opus 11. Scherzo. Allegro non
tanto e con fuoco. By Lener
String Quartet, of Budapest.

67033 D
Mozart—Quartet in B Flat. Al-

legro assai.

Haydn—Quartet in F Major,
Opus 3, No. 5. Serenade. An-
dante cantabile. By Lener
String Quartet, of Budapest.

67031 D
Beethoven—Quartet in F, Opus

59, No. 1. Adagio molto e mesto.

Beethoven—Quartet in E Flat,
Opus 74. Adagio ma non troppo.
By Lener String Quartet, of
Budapest. 67030 D

The above records may be obtained singly
$1.75 each

Write to the Columbia branch or distributor

Atlanta, Ga., 561 Whitehall Street
Boston, Mass., 1000 Washington Street
Chicago, 111., 430-440 South Wabash Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio, 1812 East Thirtieth Street
Dallas, Texas, 2000 North Lamar Street
Kansas City, Mo., 2006 Wyandotte Street
Los Angeles, Cal., 809 S. Los Angeles Street
New York City, 121 West Twentieth Street
Philadelphia, Pa., 40 North Sixth Street
Pittsburgh, Pa., 632 Duquesne Way
San Francisco, Cal., 345 Bryant Street

Buffalo, N. Y., 700 Main Street
Detroit, Mich., 439 East Fort Street
Minneapolis, Minn., 18 North Third Street
Seattle, Wash., 911 Western Avenue

COLUMBIA WHOLESALERS, Inc.

205 West Camden Street, Baltimore, Md.
TAMPA HARDWARE CO.
Tampa, Fla.

COLUMBIA STORES CO.
1608 Glenarm Avenue, Denver, Colo.
221 S. W. Temple, Salt Lake City, Utah

nearest you

W. W. KIMBALL CO.
Wabash Avenue and East Jackson Boulevard,

Chicago, III.

COLUMBIA DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.

1327 Pine Street, St. Louis, Mo.
224 West Fourth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
517 Canal Street, New Orleans, La.

COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH CO., LIMITED
22 West Front Street. Toronto

Columbia
PHONOGRAPHS AND /^Ha\ NEW PROCESS RECORDS
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stars* will brin£
to you •

Eddie
Cantor

TPhoto by White Studio. N. Y'.

.Dolly Kay
'Photo by Strowi. N. Y.

The
Whisperings

Pianist
(Art Gillham)
Photo bv Bert, K. C.

The appearance of any one

of these popular organiza-

tions or entertainers in the

theatres throughout the

country today is cause for

an enthusiastic welcome.

Their Columbia Records

are just as popular. For

Columbia reproduces their

skill and personality with

utmost perfection and

smoothness— unequaled by
any other phonograph.

These stars and their

records of the latest hits

will bring increasing busi-

ness to all Columbia Deal-

ers in 1925.

Columbia Phonograph Co.,

1819 Broadway, New York.

Write to the Columbia branch or
distributor nearest you

Atlanta, Ga., 561 Whitehall Street
Boston, Mass., 1000 Washington Street
Chicago, III., 430-440 Sooth Wabash Ave.
Cleveland, <>.. 1813 East Thirtieth Street
Dallas, Texas, 2000 North Lamar Street
Kansas City, Mo., 2006 Wyandotte Street
Los Angeles, Cal., 809 S. Los Angeles St.
New York City, 131 West Twentieth St.
Philadelphia, Fa., 40 North Sixth Street
Pittsburgh, Pa., 632 Duquesne Way
San Francisco, Cal., 345 Bryant Street
Buffalo, N. Y., 700 Main Street
Detroit, Mich., 439 East Fort Street
Minneapolis, Minn., 18 North Third Street
Seattle, Wash., 911 Western Avenue
COLUMBIA WHOLESALERS, Inc.
305 West Camden Street, Baltimore, Sid.

TAMPA HARDWARE CO.
Tampa, Fla.

COLUMBIA STORES CO.
1608 Glenarm Avenue, Denver, Colo.
331 S. W. Temple, Salt Lake City, Utah
W. W. KIMBALL CO.
Wabash Avenue and East Jackson Boule-

vard, Chicago, 111.

COLUMBIA DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
1337 Pine Street, St. Louis, Mo.
334 West Fourth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
517 Canal Street, New Orleans, La.
COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH CO., Ltd.
33 West Front Street, Toronto

Van and
CI 1

Blossom
Seeley

Photo by Bloom, Chicago
'

William
Kennedy

Photo by Miiene. N. Y.

Columbia
PHONOGRAPHS AND NEW PROCESS RECORDS
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Quality is quickly recognized
One woman telegraphed her order when

this advertisement appeared
SHE wanted four of the Columbia Masterworks
Sets. Another customer bought $56 worth of

these famous records from a Columbia Dealer.

Another $70. Reports like these show how eager
the lovers of the symphony type of music are

to get the Columbia Fine Art Series of Musical
Masterworks in album sets.

Have you heard these records or sent for
information regarding them? If you haven't,

you should do so at once. The sooner you stock
and push the Columbia Masterworks Sets the
sooner you will realize what wonderful sales-

makers they are. Where you formerly sold one
classical record, you will sell from three to five

easily. New and profitable customers will be
coming to your store.

Write or wire today for information. Better
still, go to the nearest Columbia distributor and
hear these records. See how attractively they
are assembled in album sets. Effective sales aids
are available. Columbia Phonograph Co., 1819
Broadway, New York.

Fine Art Series of Musical Masterworks
SYMPHONIES

Masterworks Set No. 1

BEETHOVEN—SEVENTH SYMPHONY
By Felix Weingartner and London Symphony Orchestra. In
nine parts—five double disc records. Complete with permanent
record album—$8.75.

Masterworks Set No. 2
BEETHOVEN—EIGHTH SYMPHONY

By Felix Weingartner and London Symphony Orchestra. In
seven parts—four double disc records. Complete with perma-
nent record album—$7.00.

Masterworks Set No. 3

DVORAK—SYMPHONY "FROM THE NEW WORLD"
By Halle Orchestra, conducted by Hamilton Harty. In ten
parts—five double disc records. Complete with permanent
record album—$8.75.

Masterworks Set No. 4
MOZART—SYMPHONY IN E FLAT, NO. 39

By Felix Weingartner and London Symphony Orchestra. In
six parts—three double disc records. Complete with perma-
nent record album—$5.25.

Masterworks Set No. 5

TSCHAIKOWSKY—SIXTH SYMPHONY (PATHETIQUE)
By Sir Her.ry J. Wood and New Queen's Hall Orchestra. In
eight parts—four double disc records. Complete with perma-
nent record album—$7.00.

CHAMBER MUSIC

Masterworks Set No. 6

BEETHOVEN—QUARTET IN C SHARP, OPUS 131. By Lener
String Quartet, oi Budapest. In ten parts—five double disc
records. Complete with permanent record album—$8.75.

Masterworks Set No. 7

HAYDN—QUARTET IN D MAJOR, OPUS 76, NO. 5. By
Lener String Quartet, of Budapest. In six parts—three double
disc records. Complete with permanent record album—$5.25.

Masterworks Set No. 8

MOZART—QUARTET IN C MAJOR, OPUS 465. By Lener
String Quartet, of Budapest. In eight parts—four double disc
records. Complete with permanent record album—$7.00.

MISCELLANEOUS RECORDS OF CHAMBER MUSIC AND OPERA

TINE ~4RT SERIES OF JMUSICJ1L JMJISTER.WORKS

Complete symphonies and chamber
music works made by world-famous

musicians of Europe
Columbia Album Sets of imported recordings

HERE for the firs! lime arc offered com-
plete recordings of ihc great symphonies
of Beethoven, Moiari. Tschaikowsky
and Dvorak. They were recorded for

Columbia by orchestras famed through-

out the world— the London Symphony
Orchestra, under Felix Weingartner.
New Queen's Hall Orchestra, under
Sir Henry Wood, Halle Orchestra, under
Hamilton Harty.

These immortal works are superbly
interpreted and given in beautiful com-
pleteness. Nothing necessary to carry

out the musical thought of the composer

a gift to the friend BEE
nor, Opus 131

t from single

you
.

through
these wonderful Ci--1 uriil .

i .< Records

These records are as far ahead of the

usual record as the Stradivarius is supe-
rior to the ordinary violin. They have
registered every faintest pulse-beat of
music— music which reproduces in the
true tones of the instruments of the
orchestra. Woodwinds, strings, brasses
and percussion instruments blend into a

harmonious whole, but the characteristic

quality of each is reproduced with
remarkable fidelity.

Musical experts who have listened lo

these London recordings arc most enthu-
siastic in their praise. Never, they say.

have they heard phonograph music to

If you are fond of good music, you will

find your favorite symphonic

BEETHOVEN— SEVENTH SYM
By Fell* Wt^nntt md Lord,

In nine pjns— five double d.sc

BEETHOVEN— EIGHTH SYMP

ak—Symphony "From
: new world"
litte Orchestra. Conducted by I

MOZART— SYMPHONY in e FLAT,
NO 39

haydn—quartet in d major.
Opus 76, no. s

By Ltnti Siring puariel. c/ Budipest.

1 supply any set you desir

dealer Use the

ted her There 3 the b
tiful "Pathchqut ' of T ,i:h,nkowsky, the
popular "New World," and Beethoven's
glorious "Seventh." In addition, there
are complete recordings of three of the

works of chamber

Lener Sin
nparalily i i by t

Budapest,

umbia Fine Art Series of Musical Mas-
'orks," which tells you all about
l. Columbia Phonograph Company

819 Broadway, New York.

St Columbia
PHONOGRAPHS AND

/ggg»s
NEW PROCESS RECORDS

Columbia
PHONOGRAPHS AND ia\ NEW PKOCESS RECORDS
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W. W. Miller New Federal
Tel. & Tel. Go. President

Prominent Figure in Utility and Financial

Circles Selected to Head Radio Concern, Suc-

ceeding Late Burt Gage Hubbell

W. W. Miller, of Wellsboro, Pa., has been

elected president of the Federal Tel. & Tel Co.

and the Federal Tel. Mfg. Corp., to succeed the

large financial and banking interests of New
York and other parts of the country, and until

recently he was president of the Birkett Mills

at Penn Yan, N. Y., and of the Larrowe Buck-

wheat Flour Corp. at Cohocton, N. Y. His

ability as a director of large enterprises was
exemplified while he was with these concerns,

and during his twenty years' connection with

them their remarkable success was due in large

measure to him.

Mr. Miller is ably qualified for his important

new post. His wide general financial and busi-

ness experience as well as his close connection

over a period of years with the telephone in-

dustry make him an outstanding figure. He
was one of the founders of the Frontier Tele-

phone Co., and a director and president of the

Consolidated Telephone Co. for twenty years.

Other officials of the Federal Tel. & Tel. Co.

are G. H. Raymond, vice-president; C. L. Ing-

ham, vice-president; Hugh Taylor, secretary and

treasurer, and H. A. Gloyd, assistant secretary

and assistant treasurer. Other officials of the

Federal Tel. Mfg. Corp. are: G. H. Raymond,
W. W. Kideney, B. L. Moore, L. E. Noble and

A. H. Dyson, vice-president; Hugh Taylor, sec-

retary and treasurer, and H. A. Gloyd, assistant

secretary and assistant treasurer.

W. G. Russ General Manager
of Independent Radio Mfrs.

Well-known Patent Lawyer and Engineer Also

Named Vice-President of Independent Radio
Manufacturers, Inc.—In Active Control

W. W. Miller

late Burt Gage Hubbell. Mr. Miller long has

been a prominent figure in Buffalo and western

New York telephone and financial circles, hav-

ing been closely associated with Mr. Hubbell in

the independent telephone movement. Also for

many years he has been closely identified with

Frederick Managers Meet

Uniontown, Pa., March 9. — A meeting of

branch managers of the W. F. Frederick Piano

Co. was held recently and selling policies were

discussed as were plans for the wholesale dis-

tribution of radio equipment and musical mer-

chandise. Operation of the wholesale depart-

ment for both these lines was also a subject

of discussion. The meeting was attended by

branch managers from Pittsburgh, McKeesport,

Greensburg, Connellsville, Uniontown, Browns-

ville, Morgantown and Cumberland.

H. J. Poturnick recently opened a music de-

partment at 793 State street, New Haven, Conn.

Walter C. Russ, prominent patent lawyer and
engineer of New York City, has been appointed

vice-president and general manager of the Inde-

pendent Radio Manufacturers, Inc., and has as-

sumed active control of affairs of that Asso-
ciation. The statement from the Association

announcing the appointment says:

"Mr. Russ, who is a graduate of Stevens In-

stitute of Technology and the New York Law
School, has been closely identified with the de-

velopment of radio practically from the time

Professor Hazeltine, of Stevens, took up his

investigations into the characteristics and op-

eration of the vacuum tube which ultimately

led to the invention of the neutrodyne system.

"It will be the purpose of this Association to

develop to the fullest extent the benefns and ad-

vantages to its member companies which has

been found possible of accomplishment in pat-

ent and trade-mark protection, and in the com-
mercial field, by co-operative effort and centrali-

zation in one company of such matters of com-
mon interest.

"As a result of the activities of the Asso-
ciation, the neutrodyne system has largely es-

caped the effects of the wholesale 'gypping'

which has marred the radio industry. In order

to conserve this situation and save the public

from unscrupulous and irresponsible persons

who attempt to make infringing apparatus, Mr.
Russ was appointed to the new position of gen-

eral manager. He will intensify the vigorous

measures designed to protect the rights of mem-
bers of the Association, and take the necessary

steps to aid in removing much of the confusion

which exists in the public mind concerning radio

apparatus."

A True Test of Loud i
SpeakersWithout Radio

WHEN a customer asks

which is the best horn,

hook them all up to this

Bristol Comparophon. That

tells the tale inside of two

minutes. No radio needed. Simply con-

nect it to any phonograph, put on a good

record, and make the test, changing in-

stantly from one horn to another by means

of a multiple switch. This ends all guess

work, for the best horn by this test will be

Bristol Cabinet

Model "G"

Bristol

Model "S"

the best on the radio. The price to dealers

is $60.00. Write for Bulletin No. 3018-BS.

There are five Bristol Loud Speakers,

priced from $12.50 to $30.00. And there

is no better way to sell them than to put

them through this test right before your

customer.

BRISTOL AUDIOPHONELoud Speaker
THE BRISTOL COMPANY Waterburv, Conn.
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14 inches high. Felt protected

wooden base. Packed in individual

display cartons. Retail list, $27.50.

Clear
Mellow

Tone!
HERE'S a loudspeaker that will sell

to the most critical music lover
in your city—as well as to the

owner of the most tasteful home. For
it has a strong double appeal—wonder-
ful tone, wonderful looks.

The same rich tone quality that dis-

tinguishes N & K Phones is instantly

apparent. The unusual design of the

speaker diffuses the sound to all parts

of the room—"filters" it through an im-
proved sound chamber.

The material used is a new scientific

substance, called burtex. Unlike over-
vibrant wood or metal, it eliminates the

false vibrations which are common
cause of harshness in speaker tone.

It is built for the home, not for side-

walk demonstration. Its artistic shape
harmonizes with home surroundings far better
than a tall awkward horn. And there is a
choice of beautiful colorings and decorations.

Every set owner now prejudiced aeainst the
shape of the ordinary horn and against harsh-
i ess of tone is an N & K prospect. Let your cus-
tomers know you carry it. Display it in your
windows and on your counter. Invite them to
take it home on free trial. You will see
results.

Ask your jobber today. If he can't supply
you, write us direct

TH. GOLDSCHMIDT CORP.
Dept T-3, 15 WiHiam St., New York

Imported
Loudspeaker

TYPE W

A Scientific Credit System
{Continued from page 26)

per cent. The average number of accounts on
the books of the International Phonograph Co.

is 5,000 and it is, indeed, a tribute to the system
devised by Mr. Broad that the collections on
95 per cent of these accounts are kept up to

date, leaving a past due of but 5 per cent.

It is often necessary in addition to the form
letters to send personal letters. Where indi-

vidual letters seem desirable, Mr. Broad gives

them his personal attention.

Co-ordination of Depa tments
In order that this system work effectively it

is necessary that there be perfect co-ordina-

tion between the cashier's department, the book-
keeper's department and the credit office. The
accompanying illustrations give an idea of the

manner in which this co-ordination is secured.

The ledger page contains all the information

necessary for an understanding of the account.

The first column tells which letters have been
sent the customer and the succeeding columns
give the dates of payments, the credits and the

balance due. These ledger pages are filed in a

cabinet, which is divided into thirty-one sec-

tions, the dates of payment due being used as

the basis. In this way the typist can, without

any difficulty, secure the entire list of custom-
ers to whom statements are to be sent. A card

cross-index is also kept so that should a pay-

ment be made in advance, the corresponding
ledger page can be abstracted and no dunning
letters sent. The cashier's card system illus-

trated is a recent addition to Mr. Broad's sys-

tem. As the credit department is situated in

a different part of the store than is the cash-

ier's department, there was formerly a miss-

ing link in the chain. The cashier had no knowl-

edge of customers who were in arrears for

perhaps months and, consequently, accepted

small payments without any attempt being made
to come to an understanding with the delin-

quents regarding the need for bringing the ac-

count up to date. To remedy this, the card

system was installed so that the cashier now
has an exact duplicate of the information con-

tained on the ledger page.

The section of the contract form shown in

the illustration gives an idea of the manner
in which records are kept of every entry, so

that any one of the steps in making a sale and
keeping proper record of the contract can be

traced. Each of the items mentioned is self-

explanatory and in the space provided each of

the employes who takes care of the step must
insert his or her initials as evidence that the

matter was properly attended to. The one

item which might be misconstrued is that of

the register page. This refers to a book in

which each contract is entered immediately up-

on being completed. The reason for the ex-

istence of this book is that it informs the credit

department of every contract made, and any

missing forms can be immediately traced.

Differing from the usual run of installment

houses, the references which are asked for by

the International Phonograph Co. are not those

who can testify as to a prospect's financial- or

credit standing, but the names, addresses and

phone numbers of near relations. This informa-

tion is deemed more necessary in the case of the

class of trade with which the store deals, be-

cause in the case of a change of address, it is

the near relative rather than the business friend

who can best supply the desired information.

Other information asked for includes business

connections, the name of any association to

which the applicant belongs and the names of

children and their schools.

To check up on references a letter is sent each

of the parties. No mention is made of the in-

tended sale to the prospect nor is the matter

even hinted at. The letter simply invites the

recipient to call at the store if he is inter-

ested in the purchase of a musical instrument.

If the letter is not returned within a reason-

able time, it is surmised that such a party ex-

ists and the address .given is correct. , .

Brunswick Go. Announces
Radiola Price Changes

Eight Models Included in Price Revision

—

Dealers Stocked on These Instruments Pro-
tected in Line With Company's Policy

The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. has an-

nounced important price changes of certain of

the Brunswick Radiolas, effective at once. This

revision of prices is the result of a steadily in-

:reasing popular demand for Brunswick Radio-

.as, and a consequent increase in production,

and in line with the recent price reduction of

the Radiola sets as announced by the Radio

Corp. of America. The price changes are as

follows:

Brunswick-Radiola

No. 60

No. 160

No. 160 Electric

No. 260

No. 260 Electric

No. 360

No. 360 Electric

No. 460

Present Price

$500.00

550.00

585.00

600.00

635.00

650.00

635.00

750.00

New Price

400.00

450.00

485.00

500.00

535.00

550.00

585.00

650.00

In keeping with the Brunswick Co.'s policy

of protecting its dealers a liberal rebate plan

has been inaugurated, which will take care of

all retailers who have stocks of models affected

in the price change.

H. W. Baldwin Joins Sales

Staff of C. D. Smith Co.

Will Cover States of Nebraska and Kansas in

Interests of the Sonora Line

St. Joseph, Mo., March 9.—H. W. Baldwin,

formerly associated with the Sonora distributor

in Chicago and more recently manager of the

wholesale branch of the Omaha, Neb., Sonora

distributor, has been appointed by the G D.

Smith Co., popular Sonora distributor of this

city, to cover the States of Nebraska and Kan-

sas as traveling sales representative. Mr. Bald-

win's intimate knowledge of the phonograph in-

dustry, from both the wholesale and retail an-

gles, gained by his many years' experience in

the music trades, as well as his familiarity with

the territory assigned him, fit him admirably

for his new position.

Broadcast From Window

Seattle, Wash., March 5.—Interest in radio re-

ceivers was stimulated to an unusual degree

by radio broadcasting from a corner window of

the Bon Marche department store here. For

two days, three times a day, musical programs

were broadcast in plain view of the onlookers.

A loud speaker conveyed the music to those on

the street. The concerts were broadcast from

Station KJR.

Eagle Line Featured at Fair

The American Hardware & Equipment Co., of

Charlotte, N. C, had a booth at the Radio Fair

held in that city, February 7 to 14. Its exhibit

consisted of Eagle neutrodyne receiving sets,

including the console model, model "B" and

model "C". The booth was in charge of J.

Nuchols, president of the distributing company.

Monthly Popular Releases

ITALIANSTYLE
Records and Player-Piano Rolls

Distributed by

ITALIAN BOOK CO.
145-147 Mulberry St. New York, N. Y.

CATALOGUES SENT ON REQUEST
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Eveready means more and easier sales

Avoid slow-moving merchan-

dise. Handle only the best

goods. Concentrate on nation-

ally advertised lines.

"With these principles in

mind," writes Mr. E. F. Hickey,

of the Hickey Electric Co.,

Atlanta, Ga., "I decided to con-

centrate on one make of 'B'

Battery, and my selection was

Eveready.

"The results of this policy

have more than met my expecta-

tions. I have sold more 'B'

Batteries and with less sales re-

sistance than ever before. It

certainly pays to handle the

product that is generally re-

garded as being the best, that is

well advertised, and then push it

for all it is worth. 'B' Battery

business is a substantial part of

any radio dealer's business, the

battery is vital to the set. . . .

To build up a profitable radio

battery business the first requi-

site is to handle the Eveready

line."

Sound merchandising prin-

ciples are leading dealers every-

where to sell Eveready Radio

Batteries for the satisfaction they

give and the profits they bring.

Manufactured and guaranteed by

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Inc.

New York San Francisco
Atlanta Chicago Dallas Kansas City

Canadian National- Carbon Co., Limited, Toronto, Ontario

EVEREADY
HOUR

Every Tuesday at

9 P. M.
Eastern Standard

Time

For real radio en-
joyment, tell your
customers to tune in
the ' 'Eveready Group.

"

Broadcast through
stations

WEAF New York
WJAR Providence
WEEI Boston
WFI Philadelphia
WCAE Pittsburgh
WGR Buffalo

eVEREADy
Radio Batteries

"they last longer
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HowDavidson's BuiltRecordSalesVolume
Educating Customers, Selecting Salesmen and Knowledge of the
Catalog Are Vital Factors in Record Selling, Says C. L. Davidson

Probably there is no other single item in the

retail business which is more interesting to

merchants than the item of record selling.

Everybody likes to know how best to sell

records, and still more how some other mer-
chant has made a success in this department.

Here is a story that will both interest and in-

form every talking machine merchant who
reads it.

Down on Chicago's famous Piano Row, next

door to the four corners of Wabash avenue and
Jackson boulevard, stands a talking- machine
store that for years has specialized in talking

machines and records, and is known all over

the city as "Davidson's." The two brothers

ThePHONOMOTORCO.
WM. F. HITCHCOCK, Proprietor

121 West Avenue Rochester, N. Y.

An Electric Equipment for the

PHONOGRAPH

Fully GUARANTEED
Universal—alternating or direct current.
Complete, with every part and ready to run.

Sample, mounted on motor board, I2xl2x%
unfinished board, $25.00 CO.D. Money back
if not satisfactory. Yl cash with CO.D. order.

The PHONOSTOP
An automatic stop for all talking machines,
100% efficient.

STANDARD FOR EIGHT YEARS

Guaranteed.

Sold direct to

manufacturers all

over the world.

Nickel or Gold.

Your phonograph
is worthy of the
best stop.

This is the only one.

Your customers appreciate it

We also sell General Phonograph Hardware

Cable Address:

PHONOMOTOR, Rochester, N. Y.

Codes: Bentley's and A.B.C., 5th Edition
Improved.

Richardson, Orr & Co., Sydney, Australian
and New Zealand Representatives.

Trade Prices upon application

The PHONOMOTOR
Trade-Mark Reg. U. S. Pat. Office

who run it and who have been in that same
store so long that they and it have almost
grown together, know as much about how to

sell talking machine records, largely and at a

profit, as do any other two men in the United
States. For they have been selling on a large

scale and at a large profit for years and are

still at it as strongly as ever.

Although pianos and small goods are now
also sold in the famous old Davidson store, talk-

ing machines and records remain its characteris-

tic features. A good-will has been built up
around those record counters which is literally

priceless and which could only have been
brought into its present state of healthy busi-

ness production by the most efficient retail ser-

vice and the squarest methods. C. L. Davidson
was persuaded the other day by a representa-

tive of The Talking Machine World to tell

something of the methods which make the

above description accurate.

Backbone in High Class Records
Mr. Davidson first of all laid stress on the

fact that the backbone of a record business is

the high-class catalog. Sales of the classics on
records have always been a Davidson feature,

and special efforts have been always and per-

sistently made to attract the trade of music
lovers who appreciate the best. The result has

been that, although dance music and other

light numbers have always had, and perhaps will

always have, the call over all others, the de-

mand for the best music has been steadily grow-
ing and has shown itself able to stand up
against every sort of competitive demand upon
the time and the desires of the people.

When Knowledge Pays
Moreover, says Mr. Davidson, efforts have

always been made to put the actual work of

selling at the store counters on the most effi-

cient basis by hand picking the salespeople, if

one might use that term. Young' men and
women who are studying music have been dis-

covered here and there and have been brought

into the selling game, to which most of them
have taken with enthusiasm. They have been

taught to know the whole catalog of better

music and to be able to give at once from
memory the numbers of most of the favorite .

titles of the classics. Half the battle in selling

high-class records,, is knowing how and when
to help the customer with a well chosen sug-

gestion. A woman wants a Caruso record but

does not have the least idea what she wants.

A moment's conversation may show that her

liking is for the high head tones of the singer's

voice. So "Celeste Aida" is suggested. Again,

if the quality she is really yearning for is that

tragic cry which Caruso so wonderfully knew
how to impart to his singing when it was called

for, the "Vesti la Giubba" from Pagliacci is

brought forward.

Again, the taste of music lovers is gradually

being educated to the fact that instrumental

recording has wonderfully improved during re-

cent years. To-day the playing of the finest

artists now before the public is available on

records in such perfection as a few years ago

would have been considered quite impossible.

A tactful young woman behind the counter can

suggest to customers who know nothing of

these records the idea of taking a chance on
one of them once in a while. In this way
Davidson's have developed steady buyers out of

men and women who at one time bought noth-

ing but an occasional dance or comedy record.

"Of course," says C. L., in his practical way,

"we are not in business to educate the people,

but to sell them what they want. Yet we do
find in so many cases that people do not know
what they want and that it is worth our while

to do our best to sell the idea of high-class

records to as many of our customers as will

lend themselves to this operation on our part.

And we find that it is good business to do so.

That is the whole thing."

The whole thing seems to sum up in the

statement that the secret of record selling upon
a profitable scale is knowledge; that the sales

people must know the catalog, and not only

this, but also know the music which is repre-

sented by the titles in the catalog. The clerks

at Davidson's have always struck one observer

at least with the completeness of their knowl-

edge, with the fact that their suggestions are

usually both practical and well informed, and

with their interest in their work.

Upon a Live Question

Asked what effect radio broadcasting was
having upon the sale of records, Mr. Davidson

said that the higher-class numbers had not been

noticeably hurt, but that there had been for a

time a falling off in the call for dance music

and such numbers. Now, however, they were

noticing that the publicity which dance orches-

tras were getting from their broadcast playing

was producing a call for their records; and so

the effect was becoming quite as beneficial as

previously it had appeared, for a time, to be

disadvantageous. On the whole, the opinion at

this well informed store, where the amount of

accumulated experience at the disposal of the

executive heads is vast in quantity and unique

in quality, is that the phonograph business has

to develop on broader and broader lines and

that the effect of broadcast competition will

merely be to stimulate this development and

hasten its progress.

Possibilities Not Yet Developed

The Davidsons are firmly persuaded that the

possibilities of the talking machine business are

not yet fully developed, much less exhausted,

and that the future will evolve for it new forms

and new directions along which to expand

itself. They believe that the tendency is ever

upwards, and that the functions of the talking

machine as the preserver of the best music,

to be by it reproduced at will, are facing a

development such as had not hitherto been

dreamed of as possible.

Radio Incorporation

Distant One Radios, Lynbrook, N. Y., were

recently incorporated at Albany with a capital

stock of $25,000. Incorporators are M. and C.

Strassner.

QUALITY YEAR
Only high grade raw materials produce high grade records.

For the best grades of uniformly cut

COTTON FLOCKS FOR PHONOGRAPH RECORDS
CLAREMONT WASTE MFG. CO.," CLAREMONT, IM. H.
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'THERE IS NO
SUBSTITUTE
FOR THE

BEST"

Radio Enters the Realm
Of Fine Furniture

In this beautiful, hand'made Jewett

Superspeaker Highboy, are accomoda'

tions for all items of a complete radio

equipment.

Separate compartments for set and

batteries—wet or dry—and a built-in

Tewett Superspeaker, undisputed leader

of all reproducers!

Graceful, sliding doors snugly enclose

the space occupied by any receiver,

from the smallest set, up to panels as

long as 30 inches.

Rear doors give easy access to the

battery compartment.

"Where can we put our Radio set" is

a question prospective buyers often

ask. The Jewett Highboy answers

this question directly and completely.

At the same time, it sweeps away
every objection of the conscientious

housewife, for it transforms Radio from

an unsightly group ofseparate units into

a single, complete piece of fine furniture.

Ask us for the full story.

Furnished in finest American walnut or African mahogany. Design

and mechanical patents pending. Houses the set of today but

is always ready to house the set of the future. List price, $130.

JEWETT RADIO & PHONOGRAPH COMPANY
5660 TWELFTH STREET DETROIT, MICHIGAN

^-Superspeaker

Hiqhbou
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General Harbord Tells

of Radio Progress in 1924

Points Out Tendency Toward Better Broadcast-

ing and Shows How Radio Has Been Big

Influence in Music Appreciation

An interesting analysis of the progress of

radio during 1924 has been made by Major Gen-

eral J. G. Harbord, president of the Radio Corp.

of America, who has made an exhaustive study

of the situation. Mr. Harbord points to a no-

table tendency in the beginning of 1924 towards

oerieral jarnes u. naiDora

better broadcasting, as indicated by the fact

that some of the small stations were compelled
to discontinue while applications for licenses

of Class B stations increased. Mr. Harbord
also reviewed plans for the improvement of

conditions in radio broadcasting brought out

at the third annual radio conference in Wash-
ington last year, and outlined the advantages
of high-power broadcasting as presented at that

conference by the Radio Corp. of America.

"Broadcasting has tremendously advanced ap-

preciation of music," said Mr. Harbord, in com-
menting on the arrangement made in 1924 by
the Radio Corp. of America, and the Bruns-

wick-Balke-ColIender Co. for the inauguration

of a series of radio concerts by radio artists.

"Such concerts have captured the attention of

millions of people who are now thinking and

talking in praise of good music and the great

artists."

Continuing, Mr. Harbord pointed out that

broadcasting nationally and internationally is

developing an indispensable service in present-

day life, because in the rural home and in the

city home alike it is enabling people to keep
in close touch with the outside world. "It has

brought entertainment, the speeches of promi-

nent men, the radio news, weather forecasts,

crop reports and other items direct to the

farmer and his family," he said.

Mr. Harbord's review also dealt with impor-

tant improvements in receiving sets, the growth
of the radio industry during the past five years,

radio research and engineering, resulting in re-

finements and important advances in the radio

art; tlie development of radio photography, ma-
rine radio, and trans-oceanic radio service of

the United States.

Novel Stunt for Increasing

Sales of Okeh Records

Dallas, Tex., March 5.—An unusual publicity

stunt for stimulating the sale of Okeh records

was recently effected by the Texas Radio Sales

Co. The locally famous Jack Gardner orchestra

was giving a concert at the North Dallas

High School and while the orchestra was play-

ing "Black and Blues," a ragged individual

wandered on the stage carrying a portable

phonograph. Naturally remonstrances followed

and the intruder claimed he could beat the

music being played.

An argument ensued, in the midst of which
the lights went out, the tramp seated himself

and played "Black and Blues" for the enter-

tainment of the delighted audience. A card-

board cut-out behind the footlights proclaimed

the fact that Jack Gardner and His Orchestra

record exclusively for Okeh.

Exhibit Brunswick Radiolas

Dubuque, Ia., March 6.—At the Radio Show
held here recently, the Brunswick Music Shop

had on display a $2,000 Brunswick Radiola in

a period case that attracted much attention and

comment from visitors. In addition to this

masterpiece, the Brunswick Shop had on display

at least one of every model of Brunswick Radi-

olas. The result was an immediate stimulation

of sales of the combination unit, attesting to the

popularity of these instruments.

Miller's Music Shop Opens
New Branch in Ansonia

New Store Under the Management of Oscar
Feinberg, Who Possesses Wide Experience-
Advocate of Truck Sales Work

Ansonia, Conn., March 9.—A branch of Mil-
ler's Music Shop, of New Haven, was opened
here recently under the able management of

Oscar Feinberg, his promotion being the out-

come of handling the outside sales work of the

New Haven establishment for more than five

Oscar Feinberg
years. The new store has had unusual success
since its formal opening, largely due to the fact

that it is the only exclusive music store in

Ansonia.

Mr. Feinberg is a firm believer in truck sales

work and has inaugurated this plan in the new
store and will devote much of his activities

toward making this department a valuable asset

in increasing sales. The new store will carry

Columbia phonographs, Columbia English and
foreign language and race records, a complete
radio department and a full line of musical mer-
chandise and sheet music.

Gulbransen Go. Announces
1926 Dealer Calendars

The Gulbransen Co., Chicago, 111., recently

made its first announcement concerning its 1926

dealer calendars, stating that the line for next

year represents a distinctive, artistic advance-
ment over the designs furnished by the present

year's calendars, which met with fine response

in the trade.

Included in the three designs for 1926 is

a special Gulbransen design, utilizing one of the

illustrations of the firm's national advertising

series. This is expected to be the most popular

seller on account of the appeal of this partic-

ular picture and the fact that dealers will have
the assurance that it will be unlike any ordinary

calendar which may be furnished by other busi-

ness houses. The other two designs are en-

titled "Off New England Shores," and "In

Moonlight Blue." Each is furnished in two dif-

ferent mountings, so that there are really six

calendars from which to make a selection.

Participates in Radio Show

Dallas, Tex., March 6.—The local branch of

the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. took a

leading part in the free radio educational ex-

hibition held here recently under the auspices

of the Radio Corp. of America, with several of

the United States Government departments co-

operating. The newest models of radio receiv-

ers were on display and prizes were offered to

amateurs who constructed the best home-made
sets.

The Record ofQuality

Everyone Gets Greatest Happiness

When Dancing to

They Are Your Best Sellers
Write To-day for

"Information for Dealers"

We Sell All Products Manufactured by

GENERAL PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION
15 West 18th Street

New York Distributing Division

New York City
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There Is Nothing
"Just As Good"

Phonograph Units may
resemble the Vemco in

appearance but your cus'

tomers want Vemco per'

formance. And there is

no other unit "Just as

Good."

There is only one Vemco
and Jewett builds it.

Trust your own ears!

You CanNow Stock This
Famous Unit

Greatly increased production facilities have at last made it

possible for us to provide Jewett Dealers with an adequate sup'

ply of Jewett'Vemco Phonograph Units.

These Vemco Units are identical with those we install in the

famous Jewett Superspeaker. They are revolutionizing Radio-

Phonograph reproduction as The Superspeaker has already

revolutionized its field.

There will always be a demand ror the best Radio 'Phono-

graph reproducer.

Meet this demand with the Vemco— the last word in this

equipment.

Ask us to suggest your most convenient source of supply.

Cut shows life size—Standard model fits Victrola;

adapters furnished at slight additional charge for

Columbia, Brunswick, Pathe, Edison and Cheney.
Install without tools— Adjustable to increase

volume of distant stations.

•THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE FOR THE BEST

"

JEWETT RADIO & PHONOGRAPH COMPANY
5660 TWELFTH STREET DETROIT, MICHIGAN

Vemco Un'
"ANOTHER QUALITY PRODUCT'
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Join Wholesale Radio
Staff of Aeolian Go.

O. W. Ray, General Manager, Building Up
Strong Sales Organization for That Depart-

ment—Three Recent Additions to Staff

O. W. Ray, general manager of the wholesale

radio department of the Aoelian Co., is rapidly

developing a strong selling organization to

cover the metropolitan district of New York
for that department. Recent additions to the

sales staff include H. H. Nye, formerly with

the Silas E. Pearsall Co., Victor wholesaler, and

more recently in charge of the talking machine

department of Forbes & Wallace, Springfield,

Mass., whose experience in both the wholesale

and retail fields should prove of great value to

dealers in the Brooklyn district, which territory

he will cover; Wm. Tomford, for eight years

a member of the sales staff of the Musical In-

strument Sales Co., New York, and well known
in the talking: machine trade, who will cover

Mr. Edison Man:

—

Never Say

"KAN T," say "KENT"
The KENT No. 1

With "S" Sound Box for playing lateral

cut records on the Edison Disc Phono-
graph has outsold all competition.

Bought for their re-

sale and playing value

by thousands of dealers

and jobbers for over
10 years.

Write for catalog of complete line

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

F. C. KENT CO
Irvington, N. J.

Manhattan from Forty-second street to the Bat-

tery as well as Staten Island, and Fred R. Sil-

verman, formerly connected with the wholesale

Radio Co., who will cover Manhattan north of

Forty-second street. Other additions to the

sales staff will be announced later.

Ernest L. Staples With
Brunswick in New Orleans

Music Memory Contests

in New York City Schools

Annual District Contests Start in the Bronx
and Queens on February 24—Talking Ma-
chine Men Lend Aid—Registration Is Large

The New York Music Week Association pro-

gram of city-wide contests for the 1925 season

opened in the Borough of the Bronx in Dis-

trict 21 on February 24 and in the Borough of

Queens in Districts 45 and 46 on the same date.

The contests in Districts 20 and 22 in the

Bronx opened on February 25, and in District

23 on February 26 and three other Bronx dis-

tricts the following week. It is reported that

in every case registration at least equaled or

surpassed the records for last year.

The contests in the Bronx and Queens con-

cluded during the week of March 2, giving the

winners of the bronze medal three weeks to

study before entering the contest for the silver

medal. Brooklyn and Manhattan followed with

their district contests, which opened during the

week of March 9. One of the Brooklyn entries

of particular interest was that of the Blind Or-

chestra from the Brooklyn Sunshine Home for

Blind Babies^

The members of the Talking Machine and
Radio Men, Inc., are again taking an active in-

terest in the Music Memory Contest as was the

case last year, co-operating with the schools in

their respective districts through the presenta-

tion of extra prizes and the provision of facili-

ties whereby the contestants may study the se-

lections in the contest through the medium of

talking machines and records. In numerous
cases machines and supplies of records have
been provided for schools.

Fort Wayne Radio Dealers
Form Trade Association

H. C. Wall Elected First President—To Meet
Every Two Weeks to Discuss Problems

Fort Wayne, Ind., March 7.—Radio manufac-

turers, jobbers and dealers of this city re-

cently formed an organization, known as the

Fort Wayne Radio Trades Association, for the

purpose of securing closer business relations be-

tween its members to protect the public and the

members from impositions, to secure legisla-

tion for the best interests of the trade and to

encourage the use of honorable and correct

merchandising methods of the radio trade in

Fort Wayne and vicinity. Steps will be taken

to restrict the activities of the "gyp" dealer and
to protect the public from making investments

in unreliable radio equipment.

The following officers have been elected: H.

C. Wall, president; B. J. Duesler, vice-presi-

dent, and R. H. Chadwick, secretary. The asso-

ciation meets every two weeks.

Nick Lucas Proves Popular
Nick Lucas, widely known as "The Crooning

Troubadour," who was recently added to the

growing list of popular Brunswick artists, has

achieved fame. His first Brunswick record, "My
Best Girl," has enjoyed a widespread demand,

and his second recording, which contains "Some-
body Like You" and "Because They All Love
You," is now on the shelves of dealers, and it

is pretty generally predicted that an even larger

demand for the second recording will be en-

joyed. Mr. Lucas sings to his own banjo or

guitar accompaniment, and he is scoring in

leading moving picture theatres and broadcast-

ing stations of which he is now making a tour.

Well-known Phonograph Man Takes Charge of
Brunswick Co.'s Branch in That City and
Will Cover Louisiana and Mississippi

New Orleans, La., March 6.—Ernest L. Sta-

ples, for the past two years manager of the
phonograph and radio department of the Louis

Ernest L. Staples

Grunewald Co., this city, and prior to that as-

sistant manager of the wholesale Victor depart-

ment of Philip Werlein, Ltd., has been ap-

pointed manager of the New Orleans branch of

the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., looking
after the company's interests in the States of

Louisiana and Mississippi. Mr. Staples has

been succeeded as manager at Grunewald's by
James B. Dunn, his former assistant.

Mr. Staples has been in the music business

for the past ten years with various concerns
and is particularly enthusiastic regarding the

Brunswick in the belief that it offers a genuine
opportunity, especially in the marketing of the

Brunswick Radiola.

Drury-Ortloff Radio Service, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

has changed its name to F. J. Drury & Co.

ACME BATTERY CHARGERS
1925 Closed Models

Type AB-120
A charger for both A and B Batteries.

Charges "A" battery 2.5 ampere rate. No
fussing when charging 100 volt "B" battery,
lead or Edison—in series—at 100-250 milli-
ampere rate.

This is the type of charger that is demanded
by owners of the better receiving sets.

Price—2.5 amp. size (minus bulb), $14.50.
Bulb—$4.00. Liberal discounts.

Also made in 6 amp. size with or without
meter.

Sell Acmes for satisfaction and profits.

Distributors wanted. Write for our proposition.

The Acme Electric 6 Mfg. Co.
1350 Hamilton Ave. Cleveland, Ohio
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The largest family

of its "tin

The

Famous Heineman

Line

MOTOR NO. 66

Here is a powerful, double worm,

direct driven motor with three ver-

tical springs, arrow pointer and dial

speed regulator. Designed for the

highest grade phonograph and cap-

able of tremendous pulling power.

Its simple construction eliminates all

lost motion and avoids any chance of

friction.

MOTOR NO. 44

This motor has two horizontal springs,

arrow pointer and dial speed regu-

lator. It is equipped with worm drive,

with intermediate gear and all gears

are milled, including winding gear.

A very fine, large, powerful motor suit-

able for all makes of phonographs.

MOTOR NO. 33

The No. 33 is equipped with two

horizontal springs, arrow pointer and

dial speed regulator. It is of the

worm driven intermediate gear type

with a sprocket wind. It has gained a

reputation for uniform speed, good

pulling power and quiet operation. A
very reliable and satisfactory motor

at a moderate price.

theworld;

A C K of every
Heineman Motor
stands an army of

experts, forming the larg-

est family of its kind in the

world ! Engineers, tech-

nicians, craftsmen, design-

ers and hundreds of high-

ly skilled workers are re-

sponsible for the steadfast durability,

superior design, easy and noiseless opera-

tion of Heineman motors.

These men, backed by vast facilities of machinery,

raw materials, factory equipment and an acre of

space, are making and have already made phono-

graph motor history.

Today, the product of their genius makes possible

the use and enjoyment of more than three million

phonographs in the homes of American music lovers.

They have evolved the "best that can be made" in

phonograph motors.

Time has always proven that quality—whether in the

making of wire, woolens or windmills—is the one

thing that builds a list of permanently satisfied cus-

tomers.

As a phonograph dealer whose record sales are in

jeopardy every time a phonograph motor "lies down

and quits" it would pay you to insist on

HEINEMAN QUALITY MOTORS
A Product of the

General Phonograph Corporation
OTTO HEINEMAN, Pres.

25 West 45th Street New York, N. Y.
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Public Turning From Jazz,

Says Manager of WEAF
John A. Holman, Broadcasting Manager of

American Tel. & Tel. Co., Tells of Growing
Appreciation by the Public of Better Music

The "jazz age" is passing and the demand
for good music is rapidly increasing, according
to John A. Holman, broadcasting manager of

the American Tel. & Tel. Co., who so informed
2,000 members of the New York Merchants'
Association and their friends at a luncheon in

the Hotel Astor, and produced figures to sup-

port his contention.

Mr. Holman's chief duty is to supervise

broadcasting from Station WEAF, maintained
by his organization.

The luncheon was the occasion for a demon-
stration of the advance of radio broadcasting

as a science.

"Station WEAF receives many letters each

month," said Mr. Holman, "and they are ana-

lyzed in order that the desires of radio fans

can be met. They are of great value in plan-

ning future programs. Fifty-four thousand let-

ters were received in January, 1925, as com-
pared with a monthly average of 17,000 in 1924.

I believe your tendencies with respect to pro-

grams will interest you."

Mr. Holman's figures showed that in January,

1923, approximately 75 per cent of radio fans

favored jazz, while in the same month of 1924

this percentage fell to 35 and in January, this

year, to only 5 per cent.

In the meantime "good music" has increased

from 20 per cent in 1923 to 45 per cent in 1925,

leading all other forms. "Talks" in January,

1923, had a popular percentage of only 5 per

cent, while it now ranks third with 20 per cent.

Symphonic music ranks second, with 30 per

cent.

"Good music, that is, concert and standard

numbers, philharmonic concerts and the like,

are steadily growing in favor, and talks, inspi-

rational, interesting and educational, are also

more popular," said Mr. Holman.

"Brach Low Loss Crystal

Insulator" Being Marketed

The L. S. Brach Mfg. Co., 129 Sussex avenue,

Newark, N. J., which is well known for its

electrical and radio products, including its

lightning protector and aerial apparatus, has

carried out many laboratory experiments and
tests with the result that it frequently presents

to the radio trade new products of importance.

These experiments are carried out by L. S.

Brach, president of the company, who is also

an engineer. The latest of these products is the

"Brach Low Loss Crystal Insulator." This

product is now available for the trade. Its

main features are its high insulation, its me-
chanical strength and its lightness of weight.

The insulation of the Brach product depends

primarily upon the component material, a very

high test glass free of lead. It is non-absorb-

ent, with a smooth surface leaving little oppor-

tunity for the collection of dust and dirt. The
two flanges offer drip points for rain or snow.

The Brach Low Loss Crystal Insulator is said

to eliminate leakage into the antenna of foreign

currents from electric light wires, telephone

and telegraph wires and other outside elements.

The insulator weighs only three ounces; it is

durable, of small size and should prove an im-

portant addition to the many Brach products.

Columbia Records Popular

The Loomis Temple of Music, New Haven,

Conn., has been featuring radio in its advertise-

ments for the past couple of weeks. Some
very attractive exclusive radio windows have

also been featured. Brisk sales of Columbia

Masterworks record sets of Complete Sympho-
nies are reported.

R. E. Hunting in Important
Music Master Corp. Post

Succeeds Frank Dorian as Head of Pittsburgh

Office of Company—Is Well Known in Talk-

ing Machine and Radio Industries

Pittsburgh, Pa., March 10.—Announcement of

the appointment of R. E. Hunting as manager
of the Pittsburgh office of the Music Master
Corp. was recently made. Mr. Hunting suc-

ceeds Frank Dorian, who has taken up execu-

tive duties at the home office of the company
in Philadelphia. Mr. Hunting is well known
in the radio industry, having held the position

of office manager of the New York branch of

the Federal Telephone Mfg. Co., and more re-

cently Philadelphia district manager for the

same company, before transferring to the Mu-
sic Master Corp., where he first held the posi-

tion of assistant sales manager under the di-

rection of H. N. McMenimen. Mr. Hunting,

although a young man, is also well known in

the talking machine industry, having been iden?

tified for years with the Pathe Phonograph &
Radio Corp.

Associated with Mr. Hunting in the Pitts-

burgh branch of the Music Master Corp. is

Lawrence C. LeVoie as sales manager. Mr.

LeVoie was formerly connected with the Pathe

organization in Canada and also was sales man-
ager of Gearhardt-Heintzman, Ltd. Mr. Hunt-
ing, in commenting on business, states that th£

chief difficulty is securing enough merchandise

to meet the increasing demands of dealers.

Max Berlow on Holiday

Max Berlow, sales representative of the

Greater City Phonograph Co., Sonora distribu-

tor, has been granted a leave of absence from

his business cares to extend until late in the

Summer. Mr. Berlow has left for the West
and will spend a large part of his vacation with

relatives in Arizona. This is the first extended

vacation that Mr. Berlow has taken in sixteen

years.

Mu~i'ddTriplex^^
3dube3)ryCelflteceii)er

4-Tube

EFFICIENCY

Although only 3 tubes are used,

all the efficiency of 4 tubes is

attained by reflexing one tube.

The circuit is one stage of radio

frequency, two stages of audio
frequency and detector.

DISTANCE and

SELECTIVITY

Real distance right through the

strongest local interference with

very simple tuning.

Can Be LOGGED
Only two dials, the readings of

which are always the same for

each station, so that tuning is

practically automatic.

NON-RADIATING

Your set cannot interfere with
your neighbors.

CONVENIENT
All power from dry cell bat-

teries, contained in the hand-
some mahogany cabinet. Easily

portable.

a.

BIG NEWS
t

for the dealer.

^^^JHERE are plenty of 3-tube sets sell-

M C|ing around this price, so many that

^^^^^they don't leave you or your custom-

ers much to choose between. But the

TRIPLEX is apart from the multitude of

cheaper sets : it's the popular price model of

the famous nationally advertised Mu-Rad

line. Mu-Rad stands for quality. The

TRIPLEX is not a "cheaper set," but a bet-

ter receiver at a lower price. The best radio

value offered on the market today for $75.

THAT means everything to your customers

and to YOU it means the opportunity of

cashing in biggest on the present demand for

lower-priced receivers. The Mu-Rad dealer

policy is the most liberal treatment ever ac-

corded the radio dealer.

Write for literature and Details TODAY

!Mu-R/id L/ibor/itories.Inc.

813 Fifth /Ive. /IsBURY P/irk. New Jersey
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as
The Farrand-Godley Speaker has

indeed brought a new voice to

Radio—revealing melodic and
tonal effects heretofore unheard

by the listener-in. Where before,

only the key melodies were
"brought in," with all the beau-

tiful lower-scale orchestrations

obscured in a general blare, one
now may enjoy every tonal shade

of accompaniment—from the

soft second-violins, and the mel-

low 'cellos, to all the winds and
brasses. Where before, the speak-

ing or singing voice was a mere
succession of mechanical "cold"

words or harsh, rasping sounds,

one now obtains the full vibran-

cy of the human vocal chords,

the actual voice of speaker or

soloist

—

'without straining the

ear to catch either word or note,

without a hint of metallic tone.

LIST PRICE

.5032
Patented inU. S.A., July
2, 1918. Licensed under
Lelctophone -Patents.
Other Patents pending.
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THE EAR SAYS BUY!
Demonstrate the Farrand-Godley

Speaker—and the sale is made!

The Farrand-Godley Speaker may well be

said to be speaking for itself the country

over. To radio experts, or to the average

"fan," its superiority is instantly sensed.

Side-by-side comparison with any other

Speaker, but quickens the impulse to pos-

sess it. The ear hears a new, a greater, a

more beautiful Radio—and the ear says buy!

Rapidly the fame of the Farrand-Godley

Speaker has spread countrywide, with a con-

sequent ever-increasing demand. We take

pleasure, however, in announcing marked
progress in production and our ability to

continue opening up new selling territories.

FARRAND MANUFACTURING COMPANY
INCORPORATED

28 South Sixth Street Newark, N. J.

Farrand

SPEAKER
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THE MANUFACTURERS OF THE FINEST LOUD SPEAKERS AND PHONOGRAPHS USE

CA DI-A
THEY BRING OUT

The Purest Tones
The Subtle Overtones
The Delicate Shadings

The Absolute Reproduction of the Voice, Instrument and the Ensemble

Diaphragms made of substitute materials do not attain the same results

WHY NOT HAVE THE BEST?

WILLIAM BRAND CO.,

Write for Samples and Prices

27 E. 22nd Street New York City
Manufacturera of Mica Diaphragms, Oil Tubing and Insulating Material for the Radio and Electrical Trade

M. Steinert & Sons Co., Boston Dis-

tributor, Takes Over Eastern T. M. Co.
Amalgamation of Two of New England's Leading Wholesale Organizations Made in the Inter-

est of Bringing About Better Service—Dealers Will Benefit by the Change

Boston, Mass., March 8.—Quite the most im-

portant piece of news to break in this city in

a long time is the announcement of the amalga-

mation of two of the leading Victor jobbing

houses here, the M. Steinert & Sons Co. and

the Eastern Talking Machine Co. Rumors of

impending changes have been rife for some

time, and recently the presence in Boston of

two of the big Victor executives rather pre-

cipitated matters and conclusions were reached

in short order.

The change is in the line of economy, better

and increased service and more uniform co-

operation, and is what is to-day being prac-

ticed in other parts of the country where de-

manded by the best interests of business. The
statements being sent out to Victor dealers,

which are served directly by these two concerns,

are substantially alike, and it will be seen by

careful perusal that the merger is really an

absorption of the Eastern Co. by the Steinert

house.

Both these houses have been handling the

Victor product for a long time. The Steinerts

took on the Victor early in 1900, but the East-

ern is probably one of the oldest talking ma-
chine houses in the country, has been in busi-

ness a much longer time and was located on

Tremont street under the late Mr. Taft for

many years before moving several years ago

to Essex street, when the business was acquired

by the late George Dodge.
Here is the text of the circular being sent

to Steinert dealers and which gives additional

information regarding this most important con-1

solidation:

"In keeping with the policy of more efficient whole-

sale distribution of Victor products, the M. Steinert &
Sons Co. take great pleasure in announcing that they

have this day acquired the Eastern Talking Machine
Co. of Massachusetts. By this merger it is hoped that

much of the duplication and waste which occurred under

the former system will be eliminated and that closer

and tetter co-operation can be extended to the dealer.

For the present the active personnel of the two organi-

zations will be maintained and the Eastern Talking Ma-
chine Co. will continue to operate under the same name
in its present place of business under the management
of Herbert Shoemaker. Mr. Charles H. Farnsworth has

retired as president and treasurer of the Eastern Talk-

ing Machine Co., having been succeeded by Jerome F.

Murphy as president, Robert S. Steinert as treasurer,

and Alexander Steinert as director.

We hope that we may continue to enjoy the same

support and co-operation which we have had from you

and assure you of our desire to serve you to an even

greater degree than heretofore. We believe that this

acquisition will prove beyond any doubt our faith in

the future of the Victor talking machine industry and

hope for a continuance of your confidence in Victor

supremacy."

NICKEL PLATING
GOLD
PLATE

SILVER
PLATE

A capacity for an additional amount
of nickel plating in the plating divi-

sion of our New York City Factory

now enables us to take on a limited

number of new contracts.

We will contract to produce only the

highest quality of plating work

Domino Record Demand
Growing Steadily Larger

The Domino Record Co., 12 West Twentieth

street, New York City, reports a steady increase

in the volume of orders for its popular-priced

record, the Domino. The sales department of

the company states that talking machine deal-

ers everywhere are finding they can merchan-

dise advantageously a popular-priced record

without in any way interfering with their

higher-priced stocks. Dealers often use these

records as a leader to attract new customers

and find it a most effective method of combat-

ing competition of syndicate stores.

CHEMICAL TREATMENT CO., Inc.

26 Broadway ... New York City

Effective Plaza Publicity

Features Playtime Records

The advertising department of the Plaza Mu-
sic Co., 10 West Twentieth street, New York
City, has issued some attractive advertising ma-
terial featuring "Playtime Records." This con-

sists of hangers, counter display cards, window
strips, and consumer literature. The sales of

these children's records have been increased

substantially through these dealer hook-ups and

this service will be enlarged during the coming
months.

Artistic Fada Window
Display for Retailers

F. A. D. Andrea, Inc., Distributing Unusually

Attractive Window Display Among Fada
Dealers Featuring Fada Neutrodynes

F. A. D. Andrea, Inc., New York, manufac-

turer of Fada neutrodyne radio receiving sets,

has recently distributed to its jobbers and deal-

Fada Window Display Panels

ers the very effective window display shown
herewith, featuring the Fada neutrodynes.

The display is arranged in three panels, litho-

graphed in three colors on muslin and measures

forty-two by thirty-six inches. It is particu-

larly interesting because it includes in its de-

sign fourteen related sales appeals, each of ex-

treme importance. The first three are brought

into the display by showing the three different

Fada receivers, namely, the "Neutroceiver,"

"Neutrola," and the "Neutrola Grand." The
second three sales appeals picture the three

different groups of persons who will probably

buy the largest amount of radio receiving

equipment. The 'first, the man of the home,

second, the woman, and third, young folks. In

the background of the three panels are shown

the three most popular kinds of broadcasting;

the broadcasting of lectures and sporting

events, musical concerts, etc., and the broad-

casting of good dance music. The last five sales

appeals incorporated in the display are the

Fada receivers reproducing broadcast signals

with volume, with clarity of reproduction, that

they are simple to operate and that they have

the ability to receive both local and long-dis-

tance stations, and to select the station which

is desired.

Fada dealers all over the country have ex-

pressed themselves as extremely enthusiastic

over this service and many orders have been

received for it.

The Duncan Piano Co., New Haven, Conn.,

has been running an advertising campaign in the

local papers for the past few weeks featuring

the Brunswick Radiola.
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PAL IS ALL THAT A PORTABLE SHOULD BE
f—and more •

N addition to being mechanically perfect and sturdily

built, PAL'S tone, quality and appearance are far ahead

of all other portable phonographs. It is this all-around

superiority that accounts for PAL'S tremendous success.

PAL IS THE EASIEST SELLING PORTABLE
PLAZA MUSIC COMPANY
10-22 West 20th Street New York, N. Y.
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SO GOOD
TO LOOKAT

RADIO CABINETS
with

twater Kent
A D I O

The Radio People Want in Their Homes

is the Pooley Radio Cabinet with Atwater Kent Radio. The
distinguished designs, the woods of wonderful grain, the

superb craftsmanship, the matchless finish of Pooley Radio
Cabinets speak a language of beauty that is irresistible. The
demand is enormous and sales and profits unprecedented.

Not only do sales come faster, but the unit of sale is larger

—

MORE PROFIT. And, best of all, these outfits STAY SOLD
—customers delighted, goodwill multiplied. Are YOU "in"

on this good thing? If not, see your jobber at once, or write

the factory direct.

All Models Equipped with the Latest Atwater Kent Five-Tube Receiving Set

Write Radio Sales Department C for complete particular*

THE POOLEY COMPANY
Indiana Avenue, 16th— 17th Streets

Philadelphia, U. S. A.

Model 1200-R-2

COMPLETE $350
Price slight!} higher West of Rockies

Model 1100-R-2

COMPLETE and Batteries $225
Price slightly higher West of Rockies

Model 600-R-2

COMPLETE JyiSft, $210
Price slightly higher West of Rockies

e RADIO BEAUTIFUL
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RADIO CABINETS
with

Atwater KentRADIO
The Built-in Pooley Floating Loud Speaker

Amplifying Horn (Patent Pending)

with the celebrated ATWATER KENT Reproducing Unit
is a combination found only in Pooley Radio Cabinets.
This instrument is supreme. The full possibilities of radio
reception cannot be realized without its aid. It gives

maximum volume to all radio signals with a truth and
sweetness of tone surpassing anything radio science has
yet developed. It furnishes a selling argument which is

unique and of inestimable value. Emphasize it to the
limit to YOUR PROFIT and the GREATER SATIS-
FACTION of your customers.

Write Radio Sales Department C for complete particulars

THE POOLEY COMPANY
Indiana Avenue, 16th— 17th Streets

Philadelphia, U. S. A.

Model 600- R-

2

COMPLETE afe& $210
Piice Slight/} higher West of Rockic

Model 1100-R-2

COMPLETE JSftSSSi $225
Price slightly higher West of Rockies

UJU

Model 1200-R-2

COMPLETE aid
S

Blt
U
te
e
rfes ^350

Price slightly higher West of Rockies

e RADIO THEY WANT
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Freed-Eisemann Corp. Plans William Berdy Enjoying

Erection of Huge Factory Vacation in Sunny Florida

Responsible

Every successful machine
reflects the responsibility

of its maker—and of the

maker of the purchased
parts incorporated in it.

Back of each Doehler Die-

Casting is the responsi-

bility of the world's largest

producers of die-castings,

with an experience of 18

years and with facilities

and resources unequaled
in the industry.

And Doehler Die-Castings

—in ever increasing num-
bers—are being used in the

machines of the most re-

sponsible builders — ma-
chines which enjoy nation-

wide repute for economy,
dependability and service-

ability.

GENERAL OFFICE AND ASSEMBLING DIVISJOI
BROOKLYN, N.Y.
PLANTS AT

POTTSTOWN.PA: BATAVIA.N.Y- TOLEDO.O

Plant to Occupy Three Square Blocks Is

Planned—President J. D. R. Freed Places

Undivided Profits at $1,200,000

Announcement was recently made by the

Freed-lEisemann Radio Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y.,

that plans are in the making for the erection

of one of the most modern radio factories in

the world, to occupy three square blocks and to

be located in the vicinity of Long Island City.

The company now occupies three floors, com-
prising about 50,000 square feet, in the Sperry

Building on the Manhattan Bridge Plaza.

The company also announced that the sales

volume for the three months representing the

last quarter of 1924 was more than $2,000,000.

J. D. R. Freed, president of the Freed-Eisemann

Radio Corp., in a statement on the intended

project said that it was found desirable to pur-

chase several outside plants, which had hereto-

fore supplied the company with certain manu-
factured materials used in the construction of

Freed-Eisemann receivers. This step will bring

about greater economies and additional savings

in the cost of manufacturing. In building the

new factory it is intended to consolidate all

these plants under one roof.

It is interesting to note that of the fourteen

manufacturers licensed under the Hazeltine

neutrodyne patents, the sales of the Freed-Eise-

mann Radio Corp. for the last three months of

1924 were approximately one-third of those of

the combined group.

New plans for increased sales give the right

to the company's distributors to give territorial

franchises to such dealers as meet the company's

conditions for exclusive territorial selling rights.

As considerable public interest is being mani-

fested in the progress of the company since a

portion of the stock is now in the hands of the

public Mr. Freed recently made a statement,

calling attention to certain fiscal facts. He said:

"We have recently receive(f the final audit from

outside certified public accountants, which

shows undivided profits of over $1,200,000. The
company owes no money whatsoever for loans

from banks or individuals. The company has

paid to the- Hazeltine Corp. all the royalties

which are due and the statement shows reserve

for royalties accrued but not due. Cash in

banks and on hand is represented in the audi-

tors' statement as $506,824, and the net worth,

after deducting all liabilities, none of which are

due, shows a net equity of $1,262,000. This is

after deducting liberally for depreciation and
various reserves. Good will and patent rights

are taken up at $1 each."

Old Songs at Victor Concert

The program at the concert given at the

Victor auditorium at Atlantic City, N. J., on

Lincoln's birthday, was composed of songs of

the past and it was surprising to see with what
interest and enthusiasm the program of old

favorites was received.

Radio departments were recently added by

Shartenberg's department store, Brodrib &
Blair and J. W. Ballou, all of New Haven,

Conn.

Former Metropolitan Dealer Resting at Tampa
—Meets With Morrie Owens, Former Popular
Member of the Talking Machine Trade

Talking machine men in the metropolitan

district will be interested to know that William
Berdy, for many years a Victor dealer and an
active member of the Talking Machine & Radio
Men, Inc., who recently disposed of his business

at 1198 Fulton street, Brooklyn, to Louis Gil-

man, and retired because of ill health, is taking

a well-earned rest at Tampa, Fla. The accom-
panying photograph shows Mr. Berdy and he

looks as though he is enjoying his vacation to

the utmost. The real surprise is Bill Berdy's

Wm. Berdy on Right—Morrie Owens, Centre
companion, who is none other than Morrie
Owens, formerly of Gibbons & Owens, of

Brooklyn, who is now engaged in the real estate

business in St. Petersburg, where he received a

welcome visit from Mr. Berdy and his travel-

ing companion, who is also pictured above.

R. V. Roberts, Edison Dealer,

Predicts Bright Future

Manager of Edison Department of Globe Furni-

ture Co. Sees May, June and July as Record-

making Periods of Business Prosperity

Baton Rouge, La., March 4. — R. V. Roberts,

manager of the Edison phonograph department
of the Globe Furniture Co. here, in commenting
on the public's choice of buying a phonograph
or a radio receiver, states that "it is a question

of raising an entirely new thought in home en-

tertainment."

In commenting further on the outlook for the

near future of the phonograph trade, Mr. Rob-
erts continues: "It is the opinion of the writer,

taken from personal contact with the buying

public, that the phonograph business, during the

months of May, June and July, 1925, will be the

largest in the history of our business. The
months designated above are selected because,

in my opinion, radio will continue to be in the

limelight until the beginning of warm weather,

when the phonograph will again come into its

own as a permanent, never-failing form of home
entertainment."

The A. O. Allen Music House of San Angelo,

Tex., recently opened a branch store at Big

Lake, Tex., under the management of Mrs. E.

B. Daniel. The Brunswick and Carryola lines

are featured. This concern has succeeded in

building a substantial business.

Phonograph Parts and Supplies

MOTORS, TONEARMS, SOUNDBOXES, SPRINGS AND NEEDLES OUR SPECIALTY

Lowest Prices and Best Qualities Always Available for Delivery Anywhere

Send for Bargain List of Repair Part* and Motors

THE VAL'S ACCESSORY HOUSE, Inc.

110 No. Broadway St. Louis, Mo.
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SEE SATURDAY EVENING POST
FEB. 14th.

NIGHTS OF FOR-
GOTTEN CLOCKS!

IS that Havana? Why,
there's Oakland ! Chi-

cago again Atlanta—I know
that fellow's voice!

Paragon has no respect for

bedtime hours. Its invisible

"feelers" reach ever out for puls-

ing messages from farthest hori-

zons. Its one simple tuning dial

chooses and separates them
quickly. Its fascination beckons

young and old.

Paragon Receivers have made
radio history. This newest Par-

agon, priced within the means of

all, is adding more pages to the

record. If your regular dealer

is not showing the new Paragon
Four, write us for address of

nearby store that sells it.

"STATION PLEASE"
is a folder describing the new
Paragon Receiver line. Send a

postcard for it today.

THE NEW PARAGON FOUR $65
Four tubes. New Paradyne Circuit—non-
radiating. Single dial control. Clear tone.
Loudspeaker volume over almost unlimited
range. Mahogany case, 21 in. long.

NEW PARAGON THREE $48.50
Another Paragon surprise. Three-tube set

that brings in distant stations clear and
strong on loudspeaker. Single dial control.
Mahogany case, 17 in. long.

NEW PARAGON TWO $27.50
A two-tube wonder. Excellent loudspeaker
tone and volume from stations within rea-

sonable range. Almost unlimited phone
range. Mahogany, 11 in. long.

N.B.: West of Rocky Mountains prices

10% additional.

ADAMS MORGAN COMPANY, Inc.

10 Alvin Ave., Upper Montclair, N. J.

AN ELECT LIST OF

Radio Distributors
DISTINGUISHED for SERVICE

IN radio, as in other businesses, service is the thing that really

counts. We take genuine pleasure in printing the following

list of Paragon Distributors who know the inner meaning of

the word Service. We recommend them all not only for prompt

satisfying service on Paragon Receivers but for service on high-

class radio merchandise in general. They may be depended upon

to supply the dealer's needs conscientiously and reliably.

ADAMS MORGAN COMPANY, Inc.

10 Alvin Ave., Upper Montclair, N. J.

Originators Since 1915 o\f Record-holding Radio Receivers

CALIFORNIA
Edco Distributing Co.,

Los Angeles

Edco Distributing Co.,

419 Nineteenth Street, Oakland

COLORADO
Rocky Mountain Radio Corp.,

1512 Broadway, Denver

CONNECTICUT
New England Radio Corp.,

438 Asylum Street, Hartford

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Wm. P. Boj-er & Co.,

812 13th Street, Washington

FLORIDA
Elec. Equip. Co. of Florida,

42 N. W. Fourth Street, Miami

Knight and Wall Company,
Tampa

GEORGIA
Fulton Electric Company,

65 North Pryor Street, Atlanta

ILLINOIS
Chicago Radio Apparatus Co.,

415 South Dearborn Street. Chicago

IOWA
Iowa Radio Corporation,

91G Locust Street. Des Moines

KENTUCKY
Belknap Hardware & Mfg. Co.,

Ill East Main Street, Louisville

LOUISIANA
Electron Engineering Company,
115 Whitney Central Bldg..

New Orleans

W. D. Seymour Company,
614 So. Peters Street. New Orleans

MARYLAND
Baltimore Hub Wheel & Mfg. Co.,

222 North Gay Street, Baltimore

MASSACHUSETTS
James H. Jones, Inc.,

94 Massachusetts Avenue, Boston

Tarbell Watters Company,
441 Chestnut Street, Springfield

MICHIGAN
Phonograph Co. of Detroit

1540 Woodward Avenue, Detroit

MINNESOTA
Sterling Electric Company,

33 South 6th Street, Minneapolis

MISSOURI
Western Radio Company,

Walnut, at 16th Street, Kansa3 City

NEBRASKA
The Korsmeyer Company,
1329 "N" Street, Lincoln

Federal Radio Corporation
316 South 10th Street, Omaha

NEW JERSEY
E. M. Wilson and Son,

11 Lafayette Street, Newark

NEW MEXICO
Radio Supply Company,

415 W. Central Ave., Albuquerque

NEW YORK
Buffalo Talking Machine Co.,

77S Washington Street, Buffalo

R. H. McMann, Inc..

122 Chambers St., New York City

Progressive Musical Instrument Co.,

319 Sixth Avenue, New York City

Rudolph Schmidt & Co., Inc.,

51 East Main Street, Rochester

H. J. Gorkc Estate,

146 James St., Syracuse

NORTH CAROLINA
Brown Rogers Company,

510 Main Street, Winston-Salem

OHIO
M. & M. Company,

500 Prospect Avenue, Cleveland

Erner & Hopkins Company,
146 North 3rd Street. Columbus

P. & A. Electrical Supply Co., Inc.,

102 Main Street. Mansfield

Portsmouth Auto Supply Company,
930 Galia Street, Portsmouth

Toledo Radio Company,
143 North 10th Street. Toledo

OREGON
Edco Distributing Co.,

Portland

PENNSYLVANIA
Music Master Corporation,

10th & Cherry g.ts., Philadelphia

Winchester Simmons Hdwe. Co.,

1050 N. Delaware Ave., Philadelphia

OMC Supply Company,
138 Ninth Street. Pittsburgh

RHODE ISLAND
Providence Hdwe. & Supply Co.

76 Mathewson Street, Providence

TEXAS
Tel Electric Company,

602 Preston Avenue, Houston

Waco Electric Supply Company,
616 Austin Street, Waco

VIRGINIA
Reliance Electric Company,

526 Harrington Avenue, Norfolk

Hoffman & Goodman,
601 W. Broad Street, Richmond

WISCONSIN
Radio Specialty Company,

115 W. Water Street, Milwaukee

PARAGON
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Automatic Elec. Devices Co.

Purchases Kodel Mfg. Go.

Consolidated Company to Be Known as the

Kodel Radio Corp.—Expansion and Sweeping

Changes Planned—"Logodyne" Announced

The Automatic Electric Devices Co. of Cin-

cinnati, O., has recently purchased the Kodel

Mfg. Co., also of that city, which has been

manufacturing medium-priced radio receivers

for some time. The two companies have been

consolidated with a capitalization of nearly two
million dollars, and will be known as the Kodel

Radio Corp. The new corporation takes over

five separate manufacturing plants maintained

by the late company in Cincinnati together with

a comprehensive radio sales organization. Plans

for expansion have already been made and in-

clude the immediate enlargement of the battery

charger line, and a complete revision of the

Kodel receivers, in which sweeping changes will

be made, according to reports emanating from

•the company. Plans also include the introduc-

tion of new models, as well as important im-

provements in radio. A new five-tube radio fre-

quency receiver called the "Logodyne" has al-

ready been announced.

In line with its policy of expansion important

additions are being made to the production,

merchandising and radio experts staff. Develop-

ment of both of these companies is due in large

measure to the genius of Clarence E. Ogden,
who has been president of the Automatic Elec-

tric Devices Co. since its inception, and who
holds a similar position with the new corpora-

tion. J. F. Biehl has been elected vice-presi-

dent of the new corporation, and is in charge

of sales. The directors include Eli J. Taylor

and E. H. Ewald, who were directors of the old

company, with the addition of Wm. L. Buddie

and Otto Dieckman. The personnel of the

Kodel Radio Corp. remains virtually the same
in the new firm.

In addition to the Cincinnati headquarters an

assembling plant has been constructed in Eng-
land and sales offices have been opened in Aus-

tralia, New Zealand, China, Japan, Denmark
and other foreign countries.

Atwater Kent Folder Shows
Value of Window Displays

On the subject of window display the At-

water Kent Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa., manu-
facturer of Atwater Kent radio sets and loud

speakers, has issued an attractive four-page

folder entitled "Well Displayed is Half Sold."

Among notable windows reproduced in this

folder is one of Davega, Inc., New York City;

Harry Westgatc, Union, N. Y., and Temple
of Music, Stamford, Conn. In addition to the

window displays there is reproduced a photo-

graph of a particularly attractive interior dem-
onstration room. These windows are cited as

notable examples of tying up with the mam-
moth national advertising campaign being con-
ducted by the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co. and which
is having an important influence on the demand
experienced by retailers.

Dealer Concert Tie-Ups
Sell Artist's Records

Rudolph Polk, the well known concert violin-

ist, records for both the Banner and Regal pop-
ular-priced records. His record numbers, in co-

operation with dealers throughout the country,

are featured in every city in which he gives

recitals. This has been found to be a sure

method of not only giving further publicity to

the artist but adding substantially to sales.

At a recent concert in Carnegie Hall Rudolph
Polk played to a packed house, and his position

among music lovers in the metropolitan area,

as well as elsewhere where he has appeared,
is noted by such gatherings.

Heim's New Music Store

Doing Brisk Radio Trade

New Establishment, Opening of Which Was
Attended by 4,000, Reports Good Business

—

Danbury, Conn., Columbia Dealers Busy

F. Rocano & Son, Columbia dealers, also re-

port that the radio demand is heavier than

that of the other lines carried, although phono-

graphs, musical merchandise and sheet music

are also moving well.

Danbury, Conn., March 6.—The handsome new
warerooms of Heim's Music Shop at 221 Main
street, this city, the opening of which was at-

tended by some four thousand people, a short

time ago, is doing a brisk business. The en-

tertainment furnished during the opening cere-

monies was of the highest calibre and the sou-

venirs which were given the ladies, a small re-

production of the Victor dog, drew forth ap-

preciative remarks. Radio has been going espe-

cially well, due in part to the strenuous adver-

tising campaign put behind it.

The White Music Shop reports a very nice

business in its new radio department, due to

featuring this branch of the business in its news-
paper advertising and through window displays.

Freed-Eisemann Sales

Show Popularity of Line

Sales Volume During Last Quarter of 1924

Over the Two Million Mark

The Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp., Brooklyn,

N. Y., manufacturer of Freed-Eisemann neu-

trodyne radio sets, recently announced that

sales for the last quarter of 1924, October 1 to

December 1, reached a volume of $2,016,560.36.

The Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp. has experi-

enced an exceptionally large demand for its

products throughout the phonograph industry.

Among the featured lines which are manufac-
tured by this company are its panels for in-

stallation in console phonograph cabinets.

PLAYTIME RECORDS
SONGS, GAMES, STORIESS~jor){iddies

Double-faced 7 Inch Records

A List of 98 Selections

Prompt Shipment of Orders

A WonderfulJuvenile Record-

-

at a price which makes every
child a customer

DEALERS' PRICE $9.00 in 100 lot assorted
10c each in smaller quantities

Send for Sample Records and Full Details

PLAZA MUSIC COMPANY
10 West 20th Street — New York City
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Many Prominent Exhibitors at Annual
Radio Show at New York Edison Co.

Thousands of Radio Fans Visit Show—Attractive Exhibits of Leading Lines Interest Both the

Public and the Trade—Demonstrations of Sets a Feature of the Event

, The annual radio show at the warerooms of

the New York Edison Co., Fifteenth street and

Irving place, New York City, was held during

the ten days from February 16 to 25, and at-

tracted thousands of radio enthusiasts, who dis-

played keen interest and enjoyment in the ex-

hibits of the latest models of radio receivers,

loud speakers and other apparatus. The show
was widely advertised and during the twelve

hours each day that the exposition was open,

from 9 a. m. to 9 p. m., throngs kept the

attendants busy explaining the working of the

various instruments. From the "fan" viewpoint,

the show was more satisfactory than many
others which have been staged in New York
because of the fact that demonstration was al-

lowed and a really adequate demonstration of

the capabilities of each set could be given.

Seven large show windows facing on Fifteenth

street and Irving place were given over to dis-

plays of the instruments being demonstrated in-

side.

Among the exhibitors at the show were the

Adler Mfg. Co., makers of the Adler-Royal

phonographs, Adler-Royal radio receivers and
Adler-Royal radio speakers. A complete dis-

play of the various models of instruments was
made with S. W. Lukas and W. I. Brunner,

New York district representatives, in charge.

The Amplion Corp. of America displayed a

full line of the loud speakers made by it, fea-

turing the Dragonfly, which attracted consider-

able attention and caused a great deal of com-
ment. F. W. Piper, sales manager of the com-
pany, was in charge.

The Dubilier Condenser & Radio Corp.'s ex-

hibit was under the direction of John Fay, of

the sales staff. The full line of the company's

products was shown with the Super-Ducon "B"

battery eliminator featured.

F. A. D. Andrea, Inc., manufacturer of Fada
receivers, displayed a full line of the Fada sets,

including separate sets and those enclosed in

consoles and the panel for installation in Vic-

trolas. The Fada knockdown sets were also

shown.

The Joseph W. Jones Mfg. Co., Inc., had on

exhibit the full line of receivers and radio parts

made by it, featuring a five-tube set enclosed

in a Timmons cabinet, with all parts enclosed.

The Amplion and Ethovox loud speakers were
also shown at this exhibit, which was under the

direction of R. G. Morrissey.

The Silas E. Pearsall Co. exhibit featured

the Zenith, Thermiodyne and Sleeper receivers

and the Silver Voice loud speakers. The dis-

play was in charge of R. E. Howells, of the

live sales organization of the Silas E. Pearsall

Co.

The Sleeper Radio Corp. displayed a line of

the latest models of Sleeper Monotrol sets,

which attracted considerable attention from the

visitors to the show.

The Federal Telephone Manufacturing Co.

had on exhibit several models of the Federal

sets, in addition to the models shown and dem-
onstrated at the displays of several Federal dis-

tributors, who were also in attendance.

The Royal Eastern Electric Supply Co. had
a large display of Eagle neutrodynes and Tuska
receivers and featured the Console Master
Speaker, together -with the Audiophone and
Ethovox loud speakers.

The Kardon Products Co. showed the Kardon
receivers and the Kardon. system of units; the

Times Appliance Co., Inc., exhibited the Radio
Corp. of America line, together with the Deres-

nadyne receiver, manufactured by the Andrews
Radio Co.; the Continental Radio & Electric

Corp. displayed R. C. A. products and the Tun-
gar and Vitrohm battery chargers; the Man-
hattan Electric Supply Co.'s exhibit, with E.

Eitel in charge, displayed the R. C. A. line, to-

gether with Fada, Grebe, Sleeper and Freshman
receivers and Manhattan horns and console

speakers.

The Herbert-John Corp. featured the Zenith,

De Forest and Thomson receivers; the Multiple

Electric Products Co. had a full display of Atlas

loud speakers and phonograph units; the Elec-

tric Storage Battery Co. showed a full line of

Exide storage batteries, and the National Car-

bon Co. showed the full line of Eveready bat-

teries. The Edison Storage Battery Co. also

had an exhibit of "A" and "B" batteries, which
came in for considerable attention.

QUALITY RECORD
Pressing

SANDERS, Inc.
SPRINGDALE, CONN. Near Stamford

Telephone Stamford 3980

A-G Electrical Mfg. Go.
Introduces New Receivers

New Radio Set for Installation in Upright
Phonographs Has Many Distinctive Features

The A-C Electrical Mfg.. Co., Dayton, O.,

manufacturer of the A-C Dayton XL-5 receiver,

a five-tube tuned radio frequency set which has

enjoyed an increasing sale in the past year, has
just brought out an addition to its line known

New XL-5 Pbono-Set

as the XL-5 Phono-Set. The distinctive fea-

ture of the XL-5 Phono-Set is that it can be

installed in upright phonographs and still be

comfortably accessible to the operator. It en-

ables phonograph owners to install one of the

highest type radio receivers in the phonograph
cabinet which they now have without in any
way impairing the use of their phonograph.
The XL-5 Phono-Set is adapted to fit present

phonograph cabinets in both the upright and
console styles.

The A-C Electrical Mfg. Co. states: "This

set is not a radio panel in the commonly ac-

cepted sense. It is the complete standard XL-5
which is a five-tube tuned radio frequency re-

ceiver. Exactly the same circuit is used and

exactly the same results are obtained with the

Phono-Set installation."

To install the XL-5 Phono-Set the record

compartment of the present cabinet is removed
and a sliding shelf is built into the compart-

ment. The receiver rests on this sliding shelf,

being pulled out when in operation. There is

room in the compartment for all batteries and
accessories, making it possible to contain the

complete radio unit within the cabinet and per-

mitting closing of the doors when the radio

unit is not in use.

Amendola Bros. Plan to

Expand Their Business

Amendola Bros., now located at 164 Wooster
street, New Haven, Conn., plan to move to

larger quarters as soon as they are able to

secure a suitable site. The phenomenal suc-

cess of this establishment is due to operating

five Dodge trucks in conjunction with the truck

sales plan, covering almost the entire State of

Connecticut, selling direct from the trucks.

A Message to Buyers
of Tone Arms

The Oro-Tone Company is now converting the raw metals into

finished tone arms and reproducers. This makes it possible for us to

specify and actually secure the exact metal mixtures which. go into Oro-
Tone products and enables us to supply you with the highest grade tone

arms and reproducers made to-day with a resultant saving in price.

This special mixture is purchased in ingot form and processed in

our own furnaces which results in tone arm and reproducer parts that will

actually bend before they will break. This is something unusual in tone arm
and reproducer material and opens a new era in this industry.

Several thousand feet of additional floor space are now being added to

our factory which will be used as a molding and finishing room. This
additional space will accommodate the necessary furnaces, machinery, dies

and tools employed in this department and also make it possible to more
than double our present production.

By March 1 we will.be in position to take on some new accounts and
will be very glad to submit samplesprior to that time which will enable you
to determine the quality of Oro-Tone products.

THE ORO-TONE CO.
1000-1010 George Street

CHICAGO, U.S.A.
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RALPH^W1LL1AM5
rainbo Garden Orchestra

CH1CAOO
February 13-193E

IB. A. 0. Johnson.

Apex Electric Mfg. Co.,

1410 West 59th Street,

0 h 1 0 a g °-
Attn

Dear Sirs: have recently

and the appearance ox y ^ tQ

"g^a^"-
set „ op,„uon , , .„

Nehr. Then, I t0
v," t Mrs . Williams had all part a

e

very easily,
stations. before, the appear-

Your Set is most selective and, as k^ost re^ahle one

ance and tone ^lityof tne o ^ had a g

way you may desire.

Wishing you much success, 'I an 1

faithfully yours,

Ralph Williams
at home with his

JlpexSuper

5

That this highly efficient
Tuned Radio Frequency
Receiver is by far the most
advanced in both design and con-
struction and that it fully meets the most
critical expectations, is emphatically
emphasized by the fact that it is unqual-
ifiedly endorsed by musical celebrities

whose highly trained sense of discern-
ment makes them infallible authorities

on the subject of Radio receptivity.

Dealers and jobbers of
musical instruments who are
interested in increasing trade
through the sale of a receiving set

with an established reputation of unsur-
passed excellence, should write immedi-
ately for our very liberal and attractive

sales proposition.

APEX ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY
1410 WEST 59TH STREET Dept 317 CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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No Basic Changes in Radio, Says Engineer
Lawrence C. F. Horle, Chief Engineer of Federal Manufacturing
Corp., Analyzes the Present and Future Possibilities of Radio

That refinements in radio rather than any

basic developments are next in order is the

firm conviction of Lawrence C. F. Horle, chief

engineer of the Federal Manufacturing Corp.,

manufacturer of Federal radio products. This

information is interesting to dealers inasmuch

as it answers the assertions of many prospective

radio customers who put off buying a set be-

cause of their belief that something new will

be placed on the market which will make the

present receivers obsolete. Mr. Horle in a re-

cent talk reviewed the growth of radio science

since its discovery comparatively few years ago,

and in speaking of his conviction, said in part:

No Revolutionary Changes
"The last five years has seen more and more

in the way of the adaptation of well-established

fundamental principles to apparatus capable of

use by the non-technician so I cannot help

but feel that the future of the art is in this same
direction rather than in the invention of funda-

mentally new principles. I believe I would be

a lot happier in my professional work if I

could see a possibility ahead of us for a new
and revolutionary solution to the many en-

grossing and apparently unsolvable problems

which face us, but the fact that every other new
art has found its own unsolvable problems, and

where no solution has been available has found

its field of usefulness—limited as that may be

—

has led me to the conviction that we must con-

tent ourselves with the limitations of this ex-

tremely valuable and useful mechanism and look

towards its exploitation in that field in which

it will do the greatest good. And this field I

believe is that of broadcast radio.

"I have been asked to visualize, if possible,

what steps in development will come in the fu-

ture. I am forced to admit that I can see only

those advances being made which will make
possible the more and more general use of radio

broadcasting and I feel that the radio receiver

or device in the future will be a more easily

installable device; a more easily operable device

and one requiring only a minimum of attention

for its maintenance.

"I feel, also, that the vacuum tube must con-

tinue for many years to be the heart of the

radio set and that its use, even with but

minor advances in its development, will make
it possible for every man, woman, and child in

the country to be within listening range of a

receiving set whenever that is desirable.

"What the future of the auxiliaries to the

vacuum tube, such as batteries, etc., is I hesi-

tate to prognosticate, but I feel quite definitely

that the future will find refinements of such a

nature as to make the operation of the vacuum
tube more conveniently possible and at lesser

cost. Whether this will be in the form of a dry
battery or a storage battery as is now com-
monly done, or whether satisfactory means for

the use of the commonly available power dis-

tribution systems will come about, I hesitate to

guess. Whatever advances are made will, un-
doubtedly, be those which will enhance the ease

and convenience of use of the radio set. I do
not believe that the radio set which requires

no intelligence for its use will ever be built, but

I do believe that with the rapid dissemination

of information relative to the proper operation

of radio sets will come an increasing apprecia-

tion on the part of the radio-using public of

what is going on within the radio set so that

better and better radio sets may be put in their

hands.

Radio a Home Essential

"There is no doubt in my mind that the day
is close at hand—if it has not already arrived

—

when the radio set will be considered just as

essentially a part of the home as the heating

system, the lighting system, the vacuum cleaner,

the washing machine, etc. Every effort on the

part of the large organization interested in the

manufacturing of radio equipment is being bent

toward making this a fact.

Improvement in Programs
"It occurs to me, however, that, notwithstand-

ing the serious handicaps under which the radio

set of to-day labors and must perhaps continue

to labor, it has within itself one characteristic

that more nearly realizes an ideal than any
other mechanism of which I know. By that I

mean its capacity for the faithful reproduction

of speech and music. You may, perhaps, dis-

agree with me on this basis, but my explanation
for your incredulity can only lie in the fact that

you haven't given yourself the privilege of
listening to really good radio. Good radio mu-
sic requires more than good apparatus for its

accomplishment. It must have good music in

the studio first, since reproduction of the music-

can never be better than the music itself, and
this is now available in almost all the broad-
casting stations of the country. Why or how
this comes about is not pertinent to the present
discussion, but that it is a fact is evident if one
spends one of these clear, crisp evenings, which
we are now having, listening to most of the

many broadcasting stations that supply our en-

tertainment here in Buffalo—whether they be
on the West coast or on the East coast or in

between. Those of you who hear our own local

station will agree with me that a vast improve-
ment in the type of program material available

has come about almost imperceptibly, perhaps,

but if one compares the recent Philharmonic
Concert with the broadcast music of a year ago
no question remains as to the vast strides which
have been made.

"Furthermore, apparatus which is now pur-

chasable at very modest prices includes amplify-
ing apparatus of such fidelity of reproduction
as was almost unthought of three years ago, so

much so that one has no right to purchase-

radio apparatus the reproduction of music of

which requires any apology whatsoever. The
means for giving almost perfect reproduction

are available. They are in general well under
stood and require nothing more than conscien

tious manufacturing for their economical pro-

duction, and I feel that no one has a moral
right to afflict himself or his neighbors with

any- radio music which is not acceptable from
the esthetic standpoint.

Radio a Musical Instrument

"And in this phase of radio I see the big-

gest advances which the future will bring to us

and I see the world's best music being put on

the air, not alone from New York, but from
every city in the country. I see radio becoming
a purely musical instrument, rather than a de-

vice for novice experimentation, and I see it- be-

coming that so completely that nothing will

remain but its unrivaled capacity for the faith-

ful reproduction of music."

Edison Tone Test Scores

Houston, Tex., March 6.—An Edison tone test

concert was recently given at the Main Street

Auditorium under the auspices of Oliver's Mu-
sic House and the Jonathan Cox Co., Edison

dealers. Elizabeth Spencer and Lucille Collette,

Edison artists, appeared, and the comparisons

of the human voice and the "re-creation" on

the Edison aroused much interest and had a

correspondingly good effect on sales. Miss

Spencer sang and gave readings and Miss Col-

lette played the violin and piano before an

enthusiastic audience.

Eagle Go. Broadcasting

The Royal Eastern Electrical Equipment Co.,

New York City, in co-operation with the Eagle

Radio Co., manufacturer of the well-known

Eagle radio receiving set, is broadcasting a con-

cert every Tuesday evening through Station

WEAF. The first of these concerts began on

February 10. Thousands of cards were sent out

to radio set owners previous to the first pro-

gram, which was made up of specially requested

numbers.

1/
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RADIO REPRODUCTION

Gives the Best That's inYour Set

Tone-Quality.

Clarity of
reproduction.

Sensitivity to signals.

Harmonizer
adjustment.

Ample volume.

Atlas products

are guaranteed.

MULTIPLE ELECTRIC
PRODUCTS CO., Inc.
i i Oeden St.. Newark, r- . J.

Npw York Philadelphia
Boston Baltimore Detroit

Pittsburgh Chicago
St. Louis Sf-n Francisco

Marconi Wireless Telrarapk Co.
of Canada, lAct.

Sole Canadian Divteioutore
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It is written:

"if there be no faith in our words,

of what use are they?"

It is easy to prove the claims

made for the Synchrophase.

No other receiver has

these features:

Binocular
Coils

Volume
Control

AMONG the multitude of receiving sets now on the market, you will

x \ find few that are not made up partly or wholly of a variety of

assembled units.

In order to keep up with the demand for sets, many such assemblers

must use whatever parts are available at the moment with no control

over their design and quality. Yet they must brand the completed sets

with their own names.

Accepting these names as his guarantee, the retailer attempts to build up
his own reputation on goods that may or may not back up his claims.

How much sounder business for him to sell the products of manufac-
turers who believe enough in the future of their output to install equip-

ment to build every part of their units. The maker's name on such

apparatus means something, especially if, like ourselves, he is a pioneer.

Such manufacturers will survive the radical changes in the radio industry.

You can feel assured that the unqualified success of the Grebe Synchro-

phase will continue. On it you can build your reputation and make
steady profits.

Write for full information and prices

A* £L Grebe & Co*, Inc*
Van Wyck Blvd., Richmond Hill, N. Y.

Western Branch: 443 So. San Pedro St., Los Angeles, Cal.

This company owns and operates station WAHG

All Grebe apparatus

is covered by patents

granted and pending. TRADE MARK
REG.U.S.PAT.OFF.

Synchrophase with
battery base
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4 Tubes— Single Control
SOMERSET SHELBOURNE Model 4B 4 Tubes— Single Dial Control. Our perfected tuned radio
frequency circuit with single dial synchronized
control.
Simple to operate and highly selective, with clear
tones and volume that are found only in the higher
priced receivers.

Storage battery or dry cell operation, automatic
filament control, the finest "low loss" condensers,
and the famous SOMERSET Calibrated Trans-
formers. Compartments for large sized storage "A"
and dry cell "B" batteries. Mahogany finish cab-
inet, hand-rubbed two-tone effect. T 1-a. JftQC
Size 26"xl4'xl2" LAbl TOJ

owmrset
The 100% Complete Line

A style and price to suit every radio receiver demand!

THE Somerset line consists of four
models— Stratford Model AA, 4 tube

set, 2 dials— $65. Mars Model 5A, 5 tube
set, 3 dials— $75. Shelbourne, Model 4B, 4 tube
set, 1 dial, synchronized control—$85. Standish, Model
4C, 4 tube set, 1 dial, synchronized control, and built-in

loud speaker— $150. All sets are tuned radio fre-

& s s

THE SINGLE DIAL CONTROL
THE Shelbourne and Standish models em-

ploy the latest development in simplification—the
single control. By means of gears, the condensers are

quency. All sets have "j5" battery compartments.

You, Mr. Dealer, get your greatest yearly
profit from the merchandise with the quickest turnover.
With the complete Somerset Radio Receiver line you can do a

larger business with a smaller stock and with lower selling costs.

With the Somerset line you don't have to sell a different make
of radio receiver at each price level— you just sell a different model of the

same make. And they're all good— each a full dollar's worth for every dollar

asked — your customers can see it as easily as you can.

& S Q

connected and operated by a single tuning knob. Of
course this is made possible only by the most careful

selection and matching of condensers and coils but the finished

product is a revelation in easy tuning. There is also a midget con-

denser for fine adjustment if necessary, but it is not essential

to the complete enjoyment of the set by even a most inexperienced person.
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TRUTH in RADIOS
TRUTH in radio from now on will be the firm foundation

on which the public will build its confidence.

Confused and disappointed by extravagant and misleading

claims, by high sounding names and mysterious terms, the radio buyer

has eagerly sought for an assurance of full value for his money and a

definite idea of what he can expect for a definite expenditure.

The Somerset line has been developed to meet this unfilled

want. It has been planned on the basis of providing a full dollar's worth

of radio for the consumer's dollar, of highest quality for the least money,
of conscientious workmanship and best materials, backed by the finest engineering

skill that money can command.

But extravagant claims and misleading descriptions will

have no part in the sale of any Somerset Radio Receiver. This we pledge

at the outset.

Somerset Quality

EVERY Somerset Radio
Receiver is a piece of

fine furniture 'that any wo-

man would welcome in her

drawing room — artistic in line,

substantial in construction and
unique in its two-tone hand rub-

bed mahogany finish. And the

technical features are in keep-

ing — superior operating effi-

ciency and economy secured

by rigid supervision and test of
materials, and by handicraft produc-
tion methods. With all their obvious
points of superiority, Somerset Radio
Receivers are easily the best value in

the radio field. Just check them against
any other receivers at or near their

price—bar nonel You will be amazed
and you will appreciate the full force of
our statement—Each Somerset Radio
Receiver is the best that can be of-
fered at Its price, the utmost in re-
sults and permanent satisfaction to

Its owner.

Somerset Engineering

THE wiring in Somerset
Radio Receivers is as care-

fully planned, as painstak-

inglycarried out and as rigidly

inspected as every other detail

that goes to make up Somerset
perfection. Look for yourself at the
wiring of any Somerset Receiver
and you will see why it always gets the
surprised but enthusiastic approval
of radio experts. Each circuit has ils

own distinctively colored wires to
eliminate possible mistakes. All con-
nections are clean and firm. Somerset
wiring looks as neat and professional
as good workmanship can make it.

Every connection, every bit of wire,
every spacing, must be just right.
Nothing less will do. And that is why
Somerset receivers are so remarkably
sensitive and selective, reaching out to
get broadcast programs from incredible
distances, and reproducing them with
precise fidelity and rich mellow tone.
It is infinite care with the "tremendous
trifles" that has put Somerset Radio
Receivers in a class by themselves.

i

We Help You Sell
SOMERSET Dealer Service has but one objec-

tive— to put more money in your cash register drawer.
It includes not only full cooperation and dealer helps on Somerset Radio
Receivers, but also complete service on t ubes, phones, batteries, loudspeakers, etc.,

at regular dealers' discounts. Fill out and mail the coupon for full particulars of
this service. Don't put it off—send today.

DEALERS : FILL OUT AND MAIL TODAY 1

National Atrphone Corporation
16-22 Hudson Street, New York City

Without any obligation to me, send full details and information on
the Somerset line and Somerset Dealer Service.

Name
Address •

City..

Prices subject to change without notice Prices West of the Mississippi—add 10%

NATIONAL AIRPHONE CORP.
Manufacturers of Somerset Radio Receivers

16-22 Hudson Street, New York City

Here are the other

Somerset Models!

SOMERSET STRATFORD Model 4A 4 Tubes

—Dual Control. A superior four tube, luned radio

frequency receiver—two dial control—operates on

storage battery or dry cells. Automatic filament control insures long life of

tubes The finest "low loss" condensers and the famous bUMtKbtl
Calibrated Transformers are features. "A" and "B" battery space is pio-

vided in the handsome two-tone mahogany finish cabinet.
J^ist *65

Size 21"x 15'xll"

fc
hest quahty"low

ro"ss"condensers and the famous SOMERSET Calibrated Transformers. Ar-

tistic cabinet hand-rubbed mahogany finish providing space
|

$TC
forstorage"A"and dry cell "B" batteries. Size 29 xl4 xll «

SOMERSET STANDISH Model 4C 4 Tubes-
Single Dial Control with built-in loud speaker.

Combining a built-in loud speaker of the highest

type and the four tube tuned radio frequency circuit with single dial synchro-

nized control—all the latest and best in radio. Storage battery or dry cell

operation, automatic filament control, highest quality low loss condensers,

and the famous SOMERSET Calibrated Transformers. Ample space is

reserved in this cabinet for standard size high ampere hour storage A"
batteriesand dry "B" batteries. Exquisite cabinet, an- T $1 C(\
tique mahogany finish. Size29"xl3"xl4 X ~J^
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Give Value—and the Sales

Will Take Care of Themselves

That's the experience of all

Gilt Edge dealers. For, once
a customer enjoys the match-
less recording of these superb
needles he'll have no other.

Plays ten records perfectly
—bringing out every tonal
beauty from the first to the
tenth. Gilt Edge Needles not
only mean more customers,
but more satisfied customers.

100%
PROFIT
BRINGERS
But, besides volume, there's lib-
eral profit in selling Gilt Edge
Needles—100% profit. Send for
our No. 100 Display assortment
(four tones) of 100 packages that
sell for 10c each—$10—that cost
you only $5. And with it comes
a crackerjack Display Stand that
does the selling for you.

Reflexo BLUE STEEL
(Spear Point) Needle
is another great seller. Plays
every tone—loud, soft or medium.
Display stand No. 50 of 50 pack-
ages (15c each), sells for $7.50—
costs you $375.

Write for samples.'^As\ your"jobber.

REFLEX(TPRODUCT£ CO., Inc.

Selling Agents for

H. BAGSHAW COMPANY
370 Seventh Avenue New Torls

Waterbury Dealers Start

Drives for Radio Business

Leading Dealers Launch Advertising and Win-
dow Display Campaigns—Two Stores Plan
Expansion—Chat of Trade

Waterbury, Conn., March 10.—Talking machine

dealers in this vicinity have almost without ex-

ception taken on radio as an important adjunct

to their businesses and all report that business

is brisk in this new line of endeavor. The New
England Music Co., 77 Grand street, started

its radio campaign with an extensive advertis-

ing campaign in the local papers, backed up by
exclusive radio windows. Similar campaigns
have been under way by the Skinner Music Co.

and the McCoy Music House. Satisfactory re-

sults are the reports in each instance.

D. Barbieri & Bro. have added radio and de-

pend largely on stimulating interest in this

branch of the trade through truck selling cam-
paigns. Not only has this method of merchan-
dising increased the sales of radio receivers but

a large number of phonograph sales has re-

sulted.

Julius Koss, Columbia dealer, now located at

184 South Main street, plans to move to new
and larger quarters in the near future. David
Shlimovich, 274 South Main street, also con-

templates moving to larger quarters to provide

for increased business in phonographs, records

and musical merchandise.

Why Some Dealers Succeed
and Others Go Broke

"Why is it that in the same community one
merchant will prosper while another will lose

ground and ultimately fail? Is it not merely
that one discovered and catered to the needs
of the community, offered his goods in an at-

tractive way, stimulated as well as satisfied

needs; while the other waited for business to

come without doing anything to attract it?

Salesmanship applies to nearly all activities of

human endeavor. It is often the mainspring of

intelligent conduct," points out J. H. Tregoe,

executive manager, National Association of

Credit Men.
"The buyers should place their orders wisely;

sales should be judiciously made. Thinking of

the fellow at the other end of the line is, after

all, thinking of one's self. Credit and other

executives have in the business field wide op-

portunities for developing sound ideas of good
salesmanship and using these ideas for the sav-

ing of human failures, the stabilizing of busi-

ness, and the happiness that comes from pru-

dent and successful efforts."

Two Attractive Displays

for Atwater Kent Dealers

Philadelphia, Pa., March 7.— The Atwater

Kent Mfg. Co., of this city, has recently an-

nounced two attractive displays for dealers'

warerooms. One is a display destined to par-

ticularly feature the Atwater Kent loud speaker

and is designed for the window. It is a cutout

41 3^4 inches high, lithographed in colors on

heavy cardboard. A center recess and pedestal

are provided for the display of the horn to-

gether with a disc to be inserted in the bell of

the horn.

The other is a price card which may be added
to the familiar receiving set sign by metal clips.

These cards may be easily changed to show the

model and price of any Atwater Kent set. These
new sales helps" are rapidly becoming familiar

to the general public in the warerooms and
windows of Atwater Kent dealers.

A new music store was recently opened in

Wallingford, Conn., by Tharles A. Canelli.

Columbia phonographs and 'records, musical
merchandise and sheet music are carried.

MICA
DIAPHRAGMS

Absolutely Guaranteed Perfect
We get the best India Mica directly.

We supply the. largest Phonograph Manu-
facturers.

Ask for our quotations and samples before
placing your order.

American Mica Works
47 West St. New York

Pearsall Go. Distributes

Zenith in N. Y. and Conn.

Visit of Pearsall Officials to Zenith Plant

Causes Them to Make Set Leader—Contract
Made for Exclusive Connecticut Distribution

The Silas E. Pearsall Co., New York, for-

merly one of the leading Victor distributors

in the country, and which was recently ap-

pointed distributor for the products of the Ze-

nith Radio Corp., Chicago, reports very satis-

A Zenith Shipment to Pearsall Co.

factory sales activity in the Metropolitan ter-

ritory in Zenith radio receivers. Before de-

ciding on taking on the distribution of the line

the officers of the Pearsall Co. visited the Ze-

nith factories in Chicago and were so impressed

with the performance and beauty of the sets

that it was decided to make it their leader. The
accompanying photograph shows the first Ze-

nith order for the Pearsall Co. arriving in

New York. In addition to being distributors

in the Greater New York territory, the Pear-

sall Co. has also made an exclusive contract

with Zenith for the State of Connecticut.

Two sales meetings of the entire Pearsall

organization have been held at which Zenith

representatives made addresses and outlined

policies. Coincident with the consummation of

the arrangements between the Zenith Corp. and

the Pearsall Co. Zenith advertising is now ap-

pearing in the New York papers, display copy

of striking character appealing directly to the

consumer, with the result that Zenith dealers

are cashing in with increasing sales.

Radio Trade Assn. Formed

San Antonio, Tex., March 7.—A meeting of the

radio dealers and jobbers of this city was held

recently for the purpose of forming a perma-

nent trade association to encourage co-opera-

tion between dealers and jobbers and settle

questions of policy.

FllOr Speaker Lamp
[Patents Pending]

offers you a bigger volume ot aalei than for any ether type
loud speaker. It is exquisitely finished—with either parch-
ment or any color silk shade. To demonstrate it is to
sell it. Table lamp models list at $35. Big discounts
offered responsible dealers. Write for full particulars.

THOR Radio Division
OF THE

GOLDEN GATE
BRASS MANUFACTURING CO.

1239-1243 SUTTER STREET
SAN FRANCISCO
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Plan for
\

Financing'
Payment
Sales e£

Band Instruments

HAVEN'T you sometimes said "We don't

handle band instruments" when some cus-

tomer inquired about a saxophone, etc., just because

of the difficulties in selling on time payments?

With the new plan for financing payment sales

which we can now offer to "King" dealers, this

obstacle is removed. You can have a small-goods

band instrument department without tying up any

capital; and what is most attractive, dispose of

your leases without sacrificing a cent of profit.

The difference between our published cash and

payment prices will cover the cost of financing so

you receive the full list price.

This financing plan is clearly explained in a folder

now ready for distribution. There is no red tape

or complicated accounting connected with it, and

the plan is available to every dealer selling "King"

Instruments. If this plan will be of service to you
we'll gladly send one of the folders upon receipt

of your request.

If you are interested in this plan and in the ex-

clusive agency for "King" Instruments clip out

and mail the coupon below.

THE H. N. WHITE CO.
5215-61 Superior Avenue ' Cleveland, Ohio

Manufacturers of "KW£" BAND INSTRUMENTS

THE H. N. WHITE CO.
5215-61 Superior Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.

Gentlemen: Kindly send the booklets checked:

Plan of Financing Payment Sales.

Exclusive Agency for King Instruments.

Send Coupon for Booklets! i

We (do
d
not) handle band instruments.

Name-

Addre

> LCity- State-
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Lee S. Roberts Resigns as

Q R S Go. Vice-President

Well-known Music Roll Man and Composer
Plans to Enter the Retail Music Field in

San Francisco—Remains in Directorate

Lee S. Roberts has announced his resigna-

tion as vice-president of the Q R S Music Co.

to take effect on April 1, when he will enter

the retail piano, reproducing piano and radio

field in San Francisco as head of a new concern

to be known as Lee S. Roberts, Inc., with the

Chickering piano as its leader.

In resigning as vice-president of the Q R S

Co., having been identified with the company
for thirteen years in that capacity, Mr. Roberts

will continue as a member of the Board of Di-

rectors of the company, and continue to render

valuable service to it.

It seems particularly fitting that Mr. Roberts

should enter the retail trade in San Francisco,

for he was born in that city and started his

business career at the age of fourteen in the

Pianola department of Kohler &' Chase, later

joining the staff of Benjamin Curtaz & Son,

where he sold Chickering pianos until the great

fire in 1906, shortly after which he came East.

Mr. Roberts is well known as a successful

composer-pianist, being responsible for such

hits as "Smiles," "Patches," "A Little Birch

Canoe," "After All," etc. He played and pro-

duced the first Q R S hand-played roll for use

on the foot-power player, recording his own-

composition "Valse Parisienne." Before join-

ing the Q R S Co. he was manager of the Wur-
litzer piano department in Chicago and whole-

sale representative of the Melville Clark Piano

Co., so he is well equipped to attack retail trade

problems.

Radio Featured in Ads
of Bridgeport Dealers

Brunswick Radiola Given Wide Publicity in

Local Campaigns— Dealers Tie-Up With
Advertising Through Window Displays

Bridgeport, Conn., March 7.—The combination

talking machine and radio receiver and separate

radio sets have been the subject of the adver-

tising done by talking machine dealers in this

territory for the past month. Gilman's Music

Shop has been for some weeks past featuring

the Brunswick Radiola in the leading local

papers, effecting a tie-up through window dis-

plays. The result has been a consistent demand

for this product.

Read & Hughes have also been active in fea-

turing the Brunswick Radiola in the advertising

columns of the local papers and by devoting

their show windows to attractive displays of

the combination unit. This campaign was most

fruitful of results.

The E. K. Music Shop recently moved to its

new quarters at 933 East Main street. A com-

plete line of Columbia phonographs and records

is featured at this establishment.

The Piquette Piano Co. has opened a radio

department. A complete line of radio receivers

is now carried by Howland's department store.

The radio department is run in conjunction with

the talking machine department, and good

business is being enjoyed.

Enjoying Good Business

High Point, N. C, March 7.—Retail talking

machine business in this city has continued well,

with record sales in the ascendancy over- ma-

chines. Stainey's Jewelry Store, local Bruns-

wick retailer, reports that the Brunswick-Radi-

ola combinations are proving popular. In

Pathe records Cliff Edwards (Ukulele Ike) rec-

ords are proving as big sellers as in other sec-

tions of the country. Local dealers express

themselves as optimistic over business for the

year.

Should Check Number of

Radio Shows, Says Jewett

President of Jewett Radio & Phonograph Co.

Declares That Increasing Number of Shows
Held in Main Centers Means Duplication

Detroit, Mich., March 6.—E. H. Jewett, presi-

dent of the Jewett Radio & Phonograph Co., is

of the opinion that in the movement to bring

about greater stabilization in the radio industry

and to eliminate economic waste in the business,

thought should be given to the question of

placing a limit upon the number of radio shows

held in certain sections at various times during

the year in the belief that many such shows

represent unnecessary duplication.

"There is no denying the importance of the

radio show," Mr. Jewett said, "but nevertheless

there is a growing tendency to duplication and

over effort along this line which should be

checked. Radio shows cost the manufacturers

a good sum in the course of a year and it nat-

urally is added to the cost of the article he sells.

Duplicate shows in certain cities, shows in

smaller cities where the populace has access to

the nearby metropolis and all sorts of unnec-

essary shows are adding to the cost of radio.

"The radio industry , may well take counsel

from the automobile world, where expositions

have been reduced to an exact science, ben-

efiting to the greatest degree both the public

and the manufacturer. Every thought should

be given to true economy so that the public

may obtain the finest quality product at the

lowest possible price. It is bound to work out

that way eventually; it should be made to work
that way right now."

S. M. Henley, president of the Henley Music
Co., Kansas City, Mo., died recently after suf-

fering from a beating administered by thugs

some few years ago.

17
alway^ getsKDKA

on every
"Pay-Fan

DAYTON I

A

$285 22.

and other
models

21-21-21 always
gets WSAL
47-47-47 always

gets WOS. For any particular sta-

tion all dial settings are the same
on every Day - Fan- - anywhere --

with any antenna.

All uncertainty is eliminated. You
know even before you get your Day-Fan,

just where to set the dials to pick up any
station you desire. Could any set be more
simple?

Tone ? Listen in on a Day - Fan and

you will have to revise your ideas of tone.

Selectivity? The equal of any five-tube

set made. Appearance? The popular

brown mahogany finish in the finest of

cabinet work. Volume? So strong you
have to dampen it for many stations.

Range? Spans the continent. Models?

Five different types. Price? $90 to $285.

Where else can you possibly get such

values ?

It is a worth-while proposition to be a

Day-Fan Dealer. Write for information.

The Dayton Fan & Motor Co.
Dayton, Ohio

For 36 years manufacturers of High-Gram
Electrical Apparatus.

A YEAR AHEAD
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The New
Marlborough

$150

The Chatham
(Radio Adapted)

$125

New Sonora Phonographs to Meet
the New Demand

That the phonograph will ever play an important

part in American home life is evinced in their

renewed activity. Already orders are pouring

in from all parts of the country; not great big

orders, but real, honest-to-goodness, substantial

ones that definitely presage a growing demand.

But this new demand is for new models at new

prices

!

To take care of this demand Sonora presents the

Marlborough, a beautiful period design which

immediately bespeaks the craftsmanship of the

master cabinet maker, $150.

New Sonora Portable at $35

The new price for a Sonora portable comes at

a mighty propitious time; just when thousands

are thinking of their vacations (and naturally

portable phonographs) comes the announcement

that the recognized finest portable may be had

at $35.

The Chatham (radio adapted),

console model is

built for the radio

fan who wants a

combined Sonora

and radio but who
prefers to install

his own radio

panel. Price, too,

is in thorough
accord with the

popular demand,
$125.

This beautiful

TO I 0 INISTRU MERIT ©IF QOM.0W

CLEA^ AS A ©ELL
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Sonora Distributors

The distributor named below who covers the territory in

which you are located will be glad to answer all inquiries

regarding a Sonora agency on receipt of a letter from you

NEW ENGLAND STATES:
The New England Phonograph Dis-

tributing Co.
221 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Mass.

NEW YORK CITY (with the exception of Brooklyn and
Long Island), also Counties of Westchester, Putnam and
Dutchess: all Hudson River towns and cities on the west

bank of the river south of Highland—all territory south

of Poughkeepsie ; Northern New Jersey.

Greater City Phonograph Co., Inc.

234 West 39th Street, New York

NEW YORK STATE, with the exception of towns on

the Hudson River below Poughkeepsie and excepting

Greater New York.

Gibson-Snow Co., Inc., Syracuse, N. Y.

BROOKLYN AND LONG ISLAND:
Long Island Phonograph Co.

68 34th Street, Bush Terminal, Brooklyn, N. Y.

EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA, DELAWARE,
SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY
Pennsylvania Phonograph Distributing

Co.
Room 200, Jefferson Building

1015 Chestnut Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

MARYLAND, VIRGINIA AND DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA:
Baltimore Phonograph Distributing Co.

417 West Franklin Street, Baltimore, Md.

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA & W. VIRGINIA:
Pennsylvania Phonograph Distributing

Co.
Empire Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

ALABAMA except five northwestern counties, Georgia,

Florida, North and South Carolina and Eastern Tenn.

James K. Polk, Inc.

181 Whitehall St., Atlanta, Ga.

STATES OF OREGON, WASHINGTON, NORTH-
ERN IDAHO, NEVADA, with the exception of

Counties Eureka, Elko, White Pine and Lincoln, and

all California Counties north of Santa Barbara, Ven-

tura, Los Angeles, and San Bernardino.

The Kohler Distributing Co.

63-67 Minna Street, San Francisco, Calif.

OHIO AND KENTUCKY:
The Ohio Musical Sales Co.
1747 Chester Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

INDIANA:
Kiefer-Stewart Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

ILLINOIS, AND RIVER TOWNS LN IOWA:
Illinois Phonograph Corporation
616 S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, III.

WISCONSIN AND MICHIGAN:
Yahr and Lange, Milwaukee, Wis.

N. DAKOTA, S. DAKOTA, MINNESOTA,
MONTANA AND IOWA:
with the exception of the River towns.

Doerr-Andrews and Doerr, Minneapolis

MISSOURI, KANSAS, NEBRASKA, and five coun-

ties in northeast Oklahoma.

C. D. Smith Co., St. Joseph, Mo.

LOUISIANA, MISSISSIPPI, ARKANSAS, par t of

Tennessee and part of Alabama.

Reinhardt's, Inc., 104 South Main Street,

Memphis, Tenn.

SOUTHEASTERN Part of TEXAS and Part of

OKLAHOMA:
Southern Drug Company
Houston, Texas

COLORADO, NEW MEXICO, UTAH,
WYOMING:
Southern Idaho and Eastern Nevada:

Moore-Bird and Co.
1720 Wazee Street, Denver, Colo.

ARIZONA AND SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA,
including the Counties of Santa Barbara, Ventura, Los
Angeles, San Bernardino and all counties south, and
Hawaiian Islands.

The Commercial Associates
408 E. Turner Street, Los Angeles, Calif.

SONORA PHONOGRAPH COMPANY, Inc.

Makers of Sonora Phonographs, Radio Adapted Phonographs,

Sonoradios, Sonora Radio Speakers and Reproducers

279 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY
Canadian and Export Distributors

C. A. Richards, Inc., 279 Broadway, New York City
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New Haven Dealers Enjoy
Brisk February Business

Many Dealers Add Radio Departments—Exten-
sive and Vigorous Campaigns Planned by Ag-
gressive Retailers—Outlook Is Bright

New Haven, Conn., March 10.—The talking

machine dealers in this city report exceptionally

good radio business. This is not only due to

the popular demand for this product but can

also be traced to the efforts which the dealers

are putting forth to attract trade. No angle of

selling that might result in swelling the volume
of business is overlooked and advertising, win-

dow displays and house-to-house canvassing are

being used. Miller's Music Shop reports brisk

sales on the part of its radio section—extensive

newspaper advertising and windows devoted ex-

clusively to the showing of radio receivers are

in a large way responsible for the splendid

showing which the radio department is mak-
ing. A new truck for use in canvassing and

No. 300-4K Volt

C Battery

Long life!
—that tells the story

of DEAL "B"
Battery success

ZTERE'S a Radio "B"
-* Battery you can sell

without an inkling of a

doubt.

It is all there with that

much desired longevity; it

is built scientifically to pro-

duce noiseless radio recep-

tion and it is priced so that

you can make a worthwhile
profit.

When DEAL Batteries offer

you the best at the right

price, why shop around?
Write us for discounts.

No. 200—22^ Volt

B Battery

DEAL ELECTRIC CO., Inc.

453 Broome Street, New York

selling was recently added to the store's fleet

for covering outlying districts and good suc-

cess is reported in the drive for Columbia pho-

nograph sales.

Dean David Smith, 219 Elm street, recently

added a radio department because of the many
requests which he has received, mostly through

the students attending Yale. He reports an in-

crease in record sales due to featuring the

Columbia record releases in the Yale News and
other local newspapers.

Walter A. Lewis, talking machine dealer at

36 Auburn street, has started an exclusive race

record business. Mr. Lewis is conducting this

business through house-to-house canvassing.

S. Pierpaoli & Co. recently held formal open-
ing of their new establishment at 100 Washing-
ton avenue, where they carry one of the most
complete lines of musical instruments in Con-
necticut.

Demand for Mica for Use in

Radio Units Is Growing

Firm of William Brand, Distributor of Mica
Diaphragms, Says Bulk of Demand Is Among
Radio Manufacturers

William Brand, 27 East Twenty-second street,

New York City, well-known distributor of mica
diaphragms, recently stated that, while the de-

mand for this product for talking machine sound
boxes is quite active, the bulk of the firm's

business to-day has been diverted to supplying

such material to the radio trade.

"The consumption of mica diaphragms for

radio loud speakers and units," he states, "has

shown heavy increases each month, forcing the

company to add to its manufacturing facilities.

The demand for mica for radio purposes is quite

extensive, and the increased use of mica dia-

phragms in loud speakers and units resembles

the talking machine industry, in that mica is

being used extensively. In mica, the talking

machine industry found a product that gives

satisfactory tone quality and resists every out-

side element bent upon its deterioration. This

is very important, considering that products us-

ing mica are distributed to all parts of the

world, and no matter what the climatic condi-

tions may be, mica gives the same results as

were obtained through the laboratory and other

local tests in the territory where the product is

manufactured.

"Mica for radio loud speakers and units is

carefully selected. Not only that, but all dia-

phragms are carefully inspected before delivery

to the manufacturer.

"The finest mica diaphragms are manufac-

tured from African mica, as this mica is favored

by most acousticians. This is due to the fact

that this quality is unvaried, and to the fact

that it is the hardest mica found, and, there-

fore, it has the finest of tonal qualities."

Music Dealers Participate

in Music Memory Contest

Hamilton, O., March 6.—A music memory con-

test was recently conducted by the Palace Thea-
tre and Journal newspaper in conjunction with

a number of local music houses. Patrons en-

tering the Palace Theatre were handed a form
and during the course of the evening the or-

chestra played ten numbers, selected from last,

year's hits. The audience was asked to name, each

selection. Among the stores that provided prizes

were the Anderson Piano Co., Imfeld's Music

Store, Kreb's, Fred Wagner Piano Co., Hum-
bach's Shop, the Rudolph Wurlitzer Co. and

C. A. Clark & Son. In addition the theatre

gave away 100 admission tickets. Wide inter-

est resulted.

Phonograph Repair Parts

We carry a full line of repair parts for every
motor made. Sixty-eight different types of
main springs

Write for a catalog showing our complete
line of parts and supplies

ATLAS PHONO-PARTS CO.
107 West 20th Street

New York, N. Y.

Difficult repair work given prompt
attention

Gulbransen February Ads
Strike a Timely Note

Full-page Advertisement Depicting Home
Scene Also in Touch With the Spirit of

Washington's Birthday.

An unusually attractive advertisement ap-

peared in full-page form in the Saturday Eve-
ning Post of February 21 for the Gulbransen
Co. In keeping with the spirit of the month,
American patriotism and progress were typified

Timely Gulbransen Advertising

in the illustration, which showed a home scene,

with the mother playing the Gulbransen reg-

istering piano, while a group of children

marched in time with the music. Closely linked

with this was a strong sales message on the

Gulbransen product, focusing the attention of

the reader on that fact that the "Gulbransen

way of personally playing music, by rolls and
pedals, is the modern way."

The illustration and the text of the advertise-

ment carried a human touch appeal and aimed
to attract the attention of fathers and mothers.

This strong appeal to the consumer is an out-

standing example of the intensive effort which
is being made by the Gulbransen organization

to co-operate with its dealers in the matter of

awakening interest, prompting desire and clinch-

ing sales by a strong advertising campaign in

all types of media. In the lower right-hand

page appears a coupon, which, upon being

mailed to Gulbransen headquarters, would bring

in return the famous Baby cut-out with a 1925

calendar.

Report Large Net Profit

The R. E. Thompson Mfg. Co., New York,

manufacturer of radio products, which began

producing radio receivers on a commercial basis

in September, 1924, reports that the net earn-

ings of the company for the month of Decem-
ber, 1924, after royalties, taxes and all charges

have been deducted, amounted to $116,652.

Fifth Victor Radio Concert

Abraham Landay, head of the Eclipse Talk-

ing Machine Co., Paterson, N. J., is vacation-

ing in Florida, accompanied by Mrs. Landay.

The fifth radio concert by Victor artists was
given on February 26, and was broadcast from

station WEAF and eleven additional stations

throughout the East and Middle West. Toti

Dal Monte, coloratura soprano; Giuseppe de

Luca, baritone, and the Victor Concert Orches-

tra were the featured artists. Window posters

announcing the concert were distributed to all

Victor dealers prior to the date of the event.
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EMPIRE PIVOT BASE TONE ARM

BetterReproducersProduceBiggerSales

TN the comparison of one phonograph with another it is always the instru-

* ment with finest and clearest tone quality that is chosen above its com-

petitors.

No matter what tone arms and reproducers you are now using in connec-

tion with the phonographs you are marketing, it is our firm belief that Em-
pire Tone Arms will enhance the quality of reproduction, and materially

aid in increasing sales as well.

The Empire Pivot Base Tone Arm illustrated above is without question the

leader in its field. If you have not as yet compared it on your instruments

in competition with other tone arms we'll gladly supply you samples to test

in your own plant—or samples of any Empire Tone Arm. Our line is

complete, and there is an Empire to meet your
f
every requirement.

W . J. McNamara,
President.

EMPIRE NUMBER TEN TONE ARM EMPIRE IRADIO-PHONO TONE ARM

EMPIRE PHONO PARTS COMPANY
2261 EAST FOURTEENTH STREET - CLEVELAND
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Easter and Other Holidays at This Season
Offer Splendid Possibilities for Tie-Ups

W. B. Stoddard Relates How Robinsons, Los Angeles, Staged an Easter Party for Children

—

Fitzgeralds, Also of Los Angeles, Cashed in on St. Patrick's Day

Easter is associated in the mind of every child

with gladness and song. During the Easter va-

cation there are parties galore, and a good talk-

ing machine will add immeasurably to the pleas-

ure, both for the games and dancing, and for en-

tertainment when they are temporarily tired

of games. In order to suggest how well a

phonograph fits in at a gathering of kiddies,

Robinsons, Los Angeles, Cal., last season gave

a big Easter party to the children of the city

on the Saturday preceding Easter. In speaking

of it Mr. Beebee said:

"We did not issue personal cards, but ad-

vertised in the papers that on the Saturday

preceding Easter we wanted every little girl—

and boy, too, for that matter—to come to our

big Easter party. So dense was the crowd that

we had to let them in in squads at a time. The
room had long rows of tables, and at each

plate was a mug of lemonade and a half dozen

sweet cookies. When the children had eaten

they were entertained with one of the Bubble

Book tales read by a young woman, with ap-

propriate interludes for the records, which were

placed on the machine by a little miss. Several

juvenile dancers also gave an exhibition to the

music of a talking machine and a class of girls

went through a set of gymnastic exercises to

music. At the conclusion of the entertainment

the children were ushered out by one door, the

tables quickly reset, and another batch of

youngsters allowed to enter for a lunch and
program."

One of their windows effectively advertised

the Easter party and juvenile phonographs and

records. The window was floored with arti-

ficial grass, and in the background were natural

palms and stalks of artificial red and white

hollyhocks. Seated on the grass was a little

girl in white, holding a basket of colored eggs,

while at one end was a juvenile phonograph,

upon which a little girl was placing a record,

while gathered in a semi-circle, listening to the

music, was a group of life-size cardboard white

rabbits. Two cards, adorned with bunnies and

eggs, advised: Don't forget the Easter party

at Robinsons, Saturday afternoon, and don't for-

get to purchase some new records for your

Easter party.

The rabbit is inseparably connected with
Easter, therefore in arranging a display for

either adults or children if the bunnies are used
they are sure to command attention.

Clever St. Patrick's Day Tie-Up
Fitzgeralds, Los Angeles, used the symbol

of St. Patrick's Day, the shamrock, to good
advantage in a window display that stopped all

passersby. In the rear was a shamrock of

green silk over wire, the leaf being eight feet

high. In front of this, on a green felt cloth,

were the life-size figures of an Irish lad and
lass, in their peasant costumes of green and
white, dancing an Irish jig. Ferns and palms

were banked at the other end, and here on a

platform was a phonograph, on the top of which
was a little green figure dancing merrily as the

record revolved. Billows of green and white

silk trailed across the mound and down on to

the floor, and on them were laid records to

which were fastened big green shamrocks on
each of which was printed, in black letters, the

name and price of the piece. A rod, up which
a rubber snake was climbing, held a framed
card which observed: No St. Patrick Day Cele-

bration is Complete Without Irish Music-
Make Your Selection NOW.

Thearles Music House Cashes In
Thearles Music House, San Diego, Cal., was

another firm that found a pre-St. Patrick's Day
concert very profitable. It took the form of a

matinee, and the program was about equally di-

vided between phonograph selections and vocal

ones by a local tenor. Before each record was
placed on the machine the demonstrator told

something of the origin of the song, or the cir-

cumstances under which it was written. There
was a table heaped high with records and at

the conclusion of the concert many sales were
made—it being noticed that there was a marked
preference for those that had been sung by the

tenor, or rendered by the phonograph.

A decidedly catchy window display served to

call attention to the talking machines and rec-

ords. Beside one of the cabinets was a large

Victor dog, three feet high, with a green stove-

pipe hat upon his head and a huge bow of green

about his neck. Fluted green curtains were
hung at the windows in the background; the

floor was covered with green crepe paper, and
a tall lamp at one side had a large shade of green
silk. Set in racks all over the floor were Irish

records, with green shamrock hearts on which
were printed the name and price of the selec-

tion. A large card bordered with gold, ad-

vised: THE WEARING O' THE GREEN.
Make your selection now of records for the St.

Patrick's Day party. At night the window was
lighted with an absinthe glow, making it stand

out distinctly from all the other displays in

that vicinity.

Window Created Holiday Sales

Scruggs-Vandervoort-Barney, St. Louis, had
a decidedly artistic window for the Irish holi-

day. Green silk curtains close to the glass

were draped back at either side with loops of

gold, to disclose the contents of the window.
On the wall was a big green panel, on which,

in white, were several bars of a song, the notes

being small white clay pipes. Beneath the

music were the words:
Patsy loves to smoke a pipe—He loves to sing a song,

Patsy loves a cup of tea—he wants it good and strong,

Patsy loves a reel and jig, as everybody knows

—

He buys his records at our store and then straight

home he goes.

At one side was a large harp, draped with an
Irish flag, and at the other a phonograph. Set on
a mound in the center was a green shamrock
three feet high, to which was fastened a number
of records of Irish pieces, both vocal and instru-

mental. A suggestion that appeared both on a

card in the window, and as an advertisement
in the newspaper said:
Gladden the hearts of the old folks at home with some

old familiar Irish records—They will make the best

St. Patrick's Day greeting you can send.

Injunction Against Using
the Word "Masterpiece"

The Charles Freshman Co., Inc., New York,

manufacturer of radio parts and Freshman Mas-
terpiece radio receiving sets, has recently se-

cured an injunction against the American Radio
Mfg. Co., of Kansas City, Mo. The injunction

restrains and enjoins H. Schwartzberg, doing

business under the name and style of American
Radio Mfg. Co., from using the word "Master-

piece" in connection with the manufacture, ad-

vertising, sale or offering for sale radio receiv-

ing sets or parts thereof.

Display of Records in

Showcase Creates Sales

In the talking machine section of the large

department store of Jas. McCreery & Co., New
York City, a clever stunt brings records to the

attention of visitors. Near the entrance to the

department is a large glass showcase. In this

case are displayed some of the latest recordings

by famous artists and in addition photographs

and cut-outs of the artists themselves, which
are supplied by the manufacturers, are shown.

The display is very attractive and invariably

people stop before the showcase to glance over

the titles of the records. In this store also spe-

cial records are given publicity in the booths.

All of these small items are proving sales-

creating factors.

Graber Leases Larger Store

Visalia, Cal., March 4.—In order to obtain

larger display facilities, the Graber Music
House, located for several years in the Hotel

Johnson Building, has leased the corner store

in the Balcony Building at Main and Garden
streets. A new entrance and other alterations

are being completed at the new address.

Enlarges Brunswick Section

Evansville, Ind., March 6.—Alterations have

just been completed in the warerooms of the

Stahlschmidt Piano Co., 678 Main street, in

order to create more Brunswick display space.

Have You A Genola in Your Toy Shop?
It's a great little money maker—a child's phonograph
retailing at $5.00—that plays all flat records up to 10

inch size with the clear reproduction of a large machine.
It is bright and appealing in appearance and makes a

hit with both parents and children.

The Genola stands but iy2 inches high. Then to retail

at $10.00, there is The Baby Cabinet, standing 17 inches

high and which is a delightful piece of nursery furniture

as well as a splendid little talking machine.

Order Samples Today

THE GENERAL PHONOGRAPH MANUFACTURING CO.
Elyrla, Ohio.
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Building Prestige for Thompson Dealers

DISTINGUISHED FOR ITS

MUSICAL EXCELLENCE

Giiocopaon
RHDIO

Refinements had to

come before radio

could make its true

appeal on the basis of

musical excellence.

This was the view of the

Thompson engineers, who,
with fifteen years' experience in

manufacturing wireless equip-

ment to their credit, set their

ample resources to the task of

producing a radio receiver

which should be not "just a

radio," but a musical instru-

ment.

On every hand, the

Thompson Neutrodyne
is acknowledged as the

maestro of radio, a

truly fine musical in-

strument by every

standard. The recog-

nition accorded the

Thompson Radio by
the musical world is

due to the Thompson
Tone.

ROD
1

A SATISFACTORY
PRICE RANGE

The 6 - tube Thompson
Concert Grand (shown
above) retails at $180. This

is unquestionably the finest thing in

radio today at any price. There is

also the 5-tube Thompson Parlor

Grand which retails at $145. Thomp-
son quality throughout, but with one
tube less than the Concert Grand.
Then there is the 5-tube Thompson
Grandette which retails at $125. This
differs from the Parlor Grand chiefly

in size and cabinet work.

THE THOMPSON
SPEAKER

The Thompson Speaker
contains over-size magnet
and coils, amplifying arma-
ture, diaphragm in scientific

cone shape. The volume
regulator enables adjust-
ment for varying strength of

near and far stations. Uses
no battery current. For su-

premely natural home radio

—The Thompson Speaker.

Retails at $28.

Write to us for the name and address of the
Thompson Distributor in your locality

R. E. THOMPSON MANUFACTURING CO.
30 CHURCH STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.
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De Foreest Music House
Gives a Radio Dance

Well-known Music Concern the Host to Several

Hundred People at Novel Entertainment

Youngstown, Pa., March 8.—-The music for

a "radio dance" held in the Masonic Temple,

Wick avenue, this city, on a recent Saturday

evening, was furnished by the De Foreest

Music House through the employment of a

powerful radio receiver, several loud speakers

and a power amplifier. The dancing was en-

joyed by over ISO couples, who danced to music

played in several cities of the United States,

by some of the most famous orchestras, many
of which were over 1,000 miles distant. This is

in line with the progressive policy of this live

retail organization.

W. J. Beard, of Paragould,

Proves a Good Sleuth

Head of Beard's Temple of Music Traces to

Florida and Arrests Two Men Who Disap-

peared With His Car and Radio Goods

Paragould, Ark., March 7.—W. J. Beard, of

Beard's Temple of Music, was recently instru-

mental in checking the operation of two alleged

crooks, who, after spending a short time in his

employ, disappeared with a Ford roadster

loaded with radio material valued at over

$1,000. The two young men, Howard Gibbs

and Henry Austin, after a long search, were
located in Lake City, Fla., where they were

representing themselves as tourists, having sold

the radio material and repainted the Ford. Mr.

Beard, armed with the necessary papers from

his local sheriff, went to Florida and brought

the young men back. They are now in the

county jail at Paragould awaiting trial at the

Spring term of court.

Freed-Eisemann Display

at Meeting of Association

The Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp., Brooklyn,

N. Y., had an interesting display of its latest

models of receivers at the February meeting of

the Talking Machine & Radio Men, Inc., at the

Cafe Boulevard, New York, on February 18.

The N. R. 20 in console cabinet F. E. 150, the

N. R. 20 separate set and the Freed-Eisemann

5-tube panel for installation in Victrolas were

the featured sets. A display of the literature

and dealer helps with which the company is

constantly supplying its dealers were also

shown. These displays, together with the talks

given by Alexander Eisemann, treasurer of the

company, and Eric Palmer, director of publicity,

proved of great interest to the assembled retail

dealers.

Owen Store Fire Damaged

Port Allegany, Pa., March 6. — The Owen
Music Store Building was one of three build-

ings destroyed here recently in a disastrous

fire, which did damage to the business district

amounting to about $125,000. The local fire de-

partment was handicapped considerably in fight-

ing the flames due to the shortage of equip-

ment, which failed to arrive a few months ago,

when ordered.

Clark Music Go. Annual

Syracuse, N. Y., March 5—At the annual

meeting of the Clark Music Co., held here re-

cently, Melville Clark was re-elected president

of the company, .with G. L. Chesbro, vice-presi-

dent and treasurer, and E. C. Bajus, secre-

tary. At the meeting the appointment of Mor-
ris Lamb as general sales manager was formally
announced.

A
Complete List

and

Odanv
Distributors
WALTER S. GRAY COMPANY

926 Midway Place, Los Angeles, Calif.

WALTER S. GRAY COMPANY
1054 Mission St., San Francisco, Calif.

L. D. HEATER
357 Ankeny St., Portland, Ore.

TEXAS RADIO SALES COMPANY
2005 Main St., Dallas, Texas

JUNIUS HART PIANO HOUSE, LTD.
123 Carondelet St., New Orleans, La.

CONSOLIDATED TALKING MA-
CHINE COMPANY

1121 Nicollet Ave.. Minneapolis, Minn.

YAHR & LANGE DRUG COMPANY
207 E. Water St., Milwaukee, Wis.

JAMES K. POLK, INC.
294 Decatur St., Atlanta, Ga.

THE ARTOPHONE CORPORATION
1103 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

THE ARTOPHONE CORPORATION
804 Grand Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

CONSOLIDATED TALKING MA-
CHINE COMPANY

227 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.

CONSOLIDATED TALKING MA-
CHINE COMPANY

2957 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich.

THE RECORD SALES COMPANY
1965 E. 66th St., Cleveland, Ohio

STERLING ROLL AND RECORD
COMPANY

137 W. 4th St., Cincinnati, Ohio

PHONOLA CO., LTD., OF CANADA
Elmira, Ont., Canada

IROQUOIS SALES CORPORATION
210 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.

EVERYBODY'S TALKING MACHINE
COMPANY

810 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

GENERAL PHONOGRAPH CORPO-
RATION OF NEW ENGLAND
126 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

GENERAL PHONOGRAPH CORP.,
(New York Distributing Division)

15 W. 18th St., New York City

JAMES COWAN COMPANY
18 West Broad St., Richmond, Va.

N & K Reproducers De-
scribed in Attractive Leaflet

Th. Goldschmidt Corp. Issues Dealers' Aid in

Colors, Illustrating and Describing N & K
Loud Speakers, Phones and Phonograph Units

The Th. Goldschmidt Corp., New York, ex-

clusive importer for the United States and Can-
ada of 'the N & K reproducing units, recently

issued an attractive leaflet in colors, for deal-

ers' counters, illustrating and describing the

N & K imported loudspeakers, the N & K im-

Th. Goldschmidt Corp. Trade-mark
ported phones and the N & K imported phono-
graph units. The mellow tone which the use
of N & K products bring to radio reception and
the clearness secured through the use of these

reproducers is stressed in the leaflet. The at-

tractive trade-mark, "King of the Air," a re-

production of which is herewith illustrated, is

becoming a well-known factor in the radio

trade, through the widespread publicity indulged
in by the Th. Goldschmidt Corp.

Gulbransen Grand Pianos
Receive High Dealer Praise

Company Issues Folder Containing Reprints of

Letters Received Commenting on New Grand
and Reproducing Instruments

An interesting folder was issued the latter

part of February by the Gulbransen Co., of

Chicago, 111., which contained reprints of sev-

eral of the letters which arrived from dealers

who had received their first shipments of Gul-

bransen grand and registering grand pianos.

Although comparatively few instruments had
been placed in the dealers' hands at that date,

enthusiastic and favorable comment came forth

as to the quality and sales possibilities of both
products. High tribute to the manufacturers
were paid by the dealers in their letters, and
the communication reprinted below is typical of

the dealer reaction in all sections of the country.

This letter is from Schwegler Bros., Buffalo,

N. Y., and reads as follows:
"We have just received a sample of the New Gulbran-

sen Grand. This instrument is certainly worthy of a

great deal of compliment, the construction being of a

high character and the finish and appearance up to the

standard of higher-priced instruments. The action is

very light and responsive—a real pleasure to play'—and
the tone is the most surprising part of this little instru-

ment. It is simply wonderful along the entire scale.

The Gulbransen grand is worthy of the great success

it is bound to be."

Other letters giving similar praise were re-

ceived from the following: The Groulx Music

Shop, Green Bay, Wis.; Smith & Phillips Music

Co., East Liverpool, O.; Oak' Cliff Piano Co.,

Dallas, Tex.; Hopper-Kelly Co., Seattle, Wash.;

Glen Bros. Roberts Piano Co., Ogden, Utah,

and Redewill Music Co., Phoenix, Ariz., and

many others.
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If

A List Worth Ordering I

40307
1 0 inch

75c.

40291
1 0 inch

75c.

40284
1 0 inch

75c.

40287
1 0 inch

75c.

40289
1 0 inch

75c.

DANCE RECORDS
O, KATHARINA! (From BaliefFs "Chauve-Souris" )—Fox-

trot Vincent Lopez and His Hotel Pennsylvania Orch.

MADELINE (Be Mine)—Fox-trot,
Vincent Lopez and His Hotel Pennsylvania Orch.

IN THE SHADE OF A SHELTERING TREE— (From
"The Music Box Revue 1925")—Fox-trot,

Vincent Rizzo and His Hotel Sylvania Orch.

KEEP SMILING AT TROUBLE (Trouble's a Bubble)—
(From the Musical Comedy, "Big Boy") Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus by Billy Jones Gotham Nightingales

VOCAL RECORDS
HE SURE CAN PLAY A HARMONICA (It's the Second Best

Thing That He Does)—Tenor Solo, Accomp. by Ben Kass-
over, Harmonica, and Harry Reser, Guitar Billy Jones

ON MY UKULELE (Tra- La -La -La -La)—Tenor-Baritone
Duet, with Ukulele Accomp. by Harry Reser,

Billy Jones-Ernest Hare
THE OLD RUGGED CROSS—Sacred Vocal,

The Jenkins Family

SING IT AND TELL IT—Sacred Vocal The Jenkins Family

T TRY AND GET IT BLUES—Novelty Duet with Ukulele
Accomp. by Fred Hall,

Cogert and Motto (The Human Jazz Band)

i DARKTOWN DANCING TEAM—Novelty Duet with Ukulele
Accomp. by Fred Hall,

Cogert and Motto (The Human Jazz Band)

I

40296
1 0 inch

75c.

40293
1 0 inch

75c.

8191
1 0 inch

75c.

8192
1 0 inch

75c.

'OLD TIME" RECORD
WATERMELON HANGING ON THE VINE—Harmonica

and Guitar Duet, with Singing Chorus Henry Whitter

KEEP MY SKILLET GOOD AND GREASY—Harmonica
and Guitar Duet, with Singing Chorus Henry Whitter

BAND RECORD
THE NIGHTINGALE AND THE FROGS—Band,

Royal Scotch Highlanders Band
WOODLARK, CUCKOO AND FROG—Band,

Royal Scotch Highlanders Band

RACE RECORDS
WHAT KIND'A MAN IS YOU? (Four-Flushing Papa)—

Contralto Solo, with Piano Accomp. by Lemuel Fowler,

Sara Martin

I'D RATHER BE BLUE THAN GREEN—Contralto Solo,

with Piano Accomp. by Clarence Williams Sara Martin

ADAM AND EVE—Baritone-Contralto Duet, with Piano
Accomp. by Eddie Heywood Butterbeans and Susie

CONSOLATION BLUES—Baritone-Contralto Duet, with

Piano Accomp. by Eddie Heywood . . . Butterbeans and Susie

GENERAL PHONOGRAPH CORP.
OTTO HEINEMAN, President

25 WEST 45th STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.

i
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Leiter Bros.' Syracuse
Music House Reorganized

Old-established Concern Incorporated as

Leiter Bros., Inc., With Louis Leiter as Presi-

dent—Quarters to Be Enlarged

Syracuse, N. Y., March 9.—The music busi-

ness of Leiter Bros., this city, has been reor-

ganized and incorporated as Leiter Bros., Inc.,

with Louis Leiter as president, his son, Harry
Leiter, as secretary and treasurer, and Sidney

H. Morecroft as vice-president and general

manager. Mr. Morecroft was for a number of

years vice-president and treasurer of the Clark

Music Co., this city, but resigned recently to

join the Leiter organization. F. W. Jackson

has joined the company as manager of the piano

department, he also having held a similar posi-

tion with the Clark Co.

The Leiter business was established in 1855

and has progressed steadily since that time. Orig-

inally the music department was operated as a

section of a jewelry store, but as the business ex-

panded the jewelry line was discontinued. In

1904 Leiter Bros, purchased the music business

of Chase & Smith and moved to their present

location on Salina street. The company handles

the Steinway piano as its leader and also fea-

tures the Aeolian Co.'s line of instruments.

Mr. Leiter says as soon as practicable the

present store will be completely renovated, a

new and attractive front put in, a new elevator

installed and other changes made so that the

store will be better equipped to take care of its

increasing business. The building is the largest

of its kind in this territory devoted to music.

Fire Causes Big Damage
in East Liverpool, O.

Store of Lewis Bros. Co. Destroyed and Music
Department of Moyer Bros. Co. Badly Dam-
aged in Fire Which Sweeps Business District

East Liverpool, O. March 6.—The Lewis Bros.

Co., one of the best known Victor talking

machine agencies in the upper Ohio Valley and
one of the largest radio merchandising stores in

this section, was totally destroyed by fire, en-

tailing loss estimated at $75,000, when almost
the whole downtown business district was wiped
out by fire here Sunday.

The blaze started in a five-story building

across the street from the Lewis Bros. Co.,

jumped over the street and completely leveled

the Lewis Building.

The Moyer Bros. Co. department store,

where a music department was maintained, was
also almost completely wiped out, with a loss

of $125,000.

Suffolk House in New Store

Riverhead, N. Y., March 10.—Henry S. Horn-
beck, formerly of East Hampton, has recently

taken new quarters in the Lord Building on
Main street, for the Suffolk Piano House, of

which he is proprietor. In addition to carrying

a full line of pianos the new store will operate

a complete radio department under the manage-
ment of Harold Hornbeck, son of the owner.

Plans New Store for Miami

Globe, Ariz., March 6.—The Leonard Music

Co. of Miami, Ariz., has leased the Globe The-
atre building and will shortly open a music
store featuring a complete line of musical mer-
chandise. Arrangements are being made for a

line of standard-make instruments to be

carried by the house.

James B. Landay, of Landay Bros., Inc., re-

cently departed for a several weeks' vacation in

Florida and Cuba. He is accompanied by Mrs.

Landay and family.

McDavid Heads Birmingham
Radio Dealers' Association

Manager of Clark & Jones Music House Named
President of New Organization of Which
Several Music Merchants Are Members

Birmingham, N. Y., March 7.—Robert P. Mc-
David, manager of Clark & Jones, was elected

president of the Birmingham Radio Dealers' As-

sociation at a meeting attended by practically

every live radio dealer in this district recent-

ly. J. H. Edwards, manager of the Drennen
radio department, was elected vice-president,

and J. H. DeLaney, of the DeLaney Radio Co.,

secretary and treasurer.

The rapid growth of the industry and the

present stabilized condition of the radio market
were manifested by the number of representative

firms whose managers gathered to complete or-

ganization.

Every radio jobber in the district responded

to the call and voiced hearty sympathy with the

association in its campaign to enlighten the

public on the subject of radio.

"The chaotic condition of the radio market

which characterized the early days of the in-

dustry is now a thing of the past," said Presi-

dent McDavid. "The public is beginning to rec-

ognize that of the several hundred radio sets

on the market to-day only five or six will sur-

vive, and, as a consequence, the better class of

manufacturers are patterning their distribution

after the standard phonograph and automobile

people, with the result that uniformity of price,

terms, installation charges, advertising and

sales efforts are characterizing the retailing of

receiving apparatus."

Among the speakers at the meeting were A. R.

Boone, well-known Victor jobber; E. E. Forbes,

of the E. E. Forbes Piano Co., and other music

merchants handling radio equipment throughout

this country.

A committee composed of Messrs. Boggs,

Bell, Forbes, Brown and Holstein was ap-

pointed to formulate suitable by-laws and re-

port back at an early meeting.
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Fordec is a Success Because
it WORKS. FORDEC operates as perfectly on distance as on local stations.

FORDEC has a sufficient output to handle any set, up to those using eight 201-A

tubes.

FORDEC is NOT a "B" battery substitute. On the contrary, it is a source of

supply for "B" or plate current, which is better than the best "B" batteries made.

Never failing, never varying, pure DC is what FORDEC delivers all the time,

changing the 110-volt 60-cycle house or alternating current to this.

FORDEC improves any set—makes it mure sensitive, betters the lone quality,

and increases the volume.'

FORDEC has stepless control of detector am
receiving tubes to rectify both sides of

the cycle ; costs less to operate than the

smallest electric lamp, and is always

ready for work. There is nothing to

wear out in FORDEC—nothing to go

wrong.

The consumer WANTS FORDEC—
and wise jobbers and dealers have seen

the good sense of pushing this item.

There is good profit in FORDEC sales

—and much satisfaction.

Write or wire today—get the entire

FORDEC proposition. Learn what

others are doing, and how successful

they have been with FORDEC. Don't

delay—FORDEC is selling BIG right

now, and every FORDEC stays sold.

amplifier voltages. Uses slandarc

Address the office nearest you-

DO IT TODAY!
-and

Foreign & Domestic Electrical Commodities, Inc.

Eastern Office

629-635 West 23rd Street

New York, N. Y.

Western Office

11502 Madison Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio
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The Talking Machine World Celebrates

Its Twentieth Anniversary

This Publication Now in Its Twenty-first Year as the Pioneer and Dominant Publication in

the Talking Machine Trade—Success Due to Maintenance of High Standard in Edi-

torial and Advertising Columns—Congratulations From Leaders of Industry

WITH the coming of 1925 The Talking

Machine World entered on its twen-

ty-first year as the pioneer and lead-

ing publication in the talking machine field,

having rounded out a full twenty years of serv-

ice to the industry.

When Volume 1, Number 1, of The Talking

Machine World was published in January, 1905,

the talking machine industry was in

its infancy; in fact, it could hardly be

termed an industry. There were , very

few manufacturers, very few whole-

salers and the merchandising was
marked by disorganized, uncertain

methods that not only required stabil-

ization but confidence and faith in the

future. The founder of The Talking

Machine World, Col. Edward Lyman
Bill, with a vision and foresight that

were based upon knowledge, experi-

ence and faith in the talking machine

business itself, decided that the time

was ripe for the publication of a trade

paper devoted exclusively to the inter-

ests of the talking machine dealer,

wholesaler and manufacturer. The
foundation was laid for the publication

of a trade paper based upon construc-

tive, helpful and practical co-operation

with every integral factor of the trade.

The editorial policy of The Talking

Machine World was established at that

time and has continued without change

since 1905. It is a policy that stands

for the most advanced and progres-

sive ideas in merchandising and mar-
keting, and continuously throughout

two decades it has gained and re-

tained the respect, esteem and good-

will of the talking machine industry as

a whole and individually.

Here is the policy to which we have
held fast, as expressed by the Founder
in the first number issued of this publication:

"The interests of the talking machine industry

have developed so that, in my opinion, there is to-

day an actual need for a special trade exponent—
a need for a paper which shall be thoroughly in-

dependent and shall represent the interests of
the trade in a fair and consistent manner—a

paper that shall be reliable and clean-cut in its

utterances and shall disseminate news of a truth-

ful character—a paper which shall faithfully re-

cord the advances and improvements which are

steadily going on in this 'infant industry.' The
Talking Machine World will endeavor by every

consistent means to advance the legitimate inter-

ests of manufacturers, jobbers and dealers."

A Record of Accomplishment
At this period the talking machine was

looked upon as a mere toy and those who re-

tailed it had no conception of its importance.

With the appearance of The World there came
into being a new conception of the phonograph
arid talking machine. Not only the purchasing

public, but the retailers and distributors com-
menced to realize that it had a bigger mission
than merely to amuse, and this policy was
strengthened by the opinions uttered by lead-

ing men in all parts of the country. Every-
one engaged in the industry at once received
an impetus to new achievement, and this ap-
plied to manufacturers, distributors and retail-

ers.

The early days of The Talking Machine
World's history were marked by a series of

problems that at times seemed insurmountable,

but the vision of the publisher and also his

faith in the industry itself were vital factors

in solving these problems. For a period of ten

years the industry was unsettled, passing

through business depressions and unstable

Col. Edward Lyman Bill, Founder of The World

trade conditions, which were rather serious

owing to the uncertainty of the future. Dur-
ing these ten years The Talking Machine
World devoted all of its energies to the pub-

lication of constructive sales suggestions that

helped the dealers and wholesalers crystallize

and stabilize their selling problems.

In laying stress upon merchandising methods
that had proved, or were expected to prove,

successful The World has done its share in the

development of the retail talking machine
dealer in keeping with the growth of the indus-

try. The result has been the creation of the

type of retailer of the highest class, with the

initiative and energy to keep his products con-

stantly before the public through personal so-

licitation, advertising, window displays, and the

ability to capitalize in full the possibilities for

resales in the trade, by keeping in constant and
close touch with customers. In short, the talk-

ing machine dealer is now recognized as a mer-
chandiser of high order.

Keeping Pace With the Industry

When in 1916 the talking machine industry

entered upon an unprecedented boom in the his-

tory of commercial activities, The Talking
Machine World, as the authority of the trade,

became a factor in this tremendous progress.

The paper, with its background of experience

and knowledge of former years, utilized its edi-

torial columns to emphasize the importance of

the manufacturing and sales problems that

confronted the trade during this boom period.

It is with pardonable pride that we refer to

hundreds of letters received from readers and
advertisers during this period of growth, con-

gratulating The World upon the foresight and

constructive value of its editorial policy. With
each succeeding year the situation changed

until gradually it reached a period of

stabilization.

The Talking Machine World in its

editorial and advertising columns has

consistently reflected every important

manufacturing and merchandising

phase of the talking machine trade, and

with all of these changes has main-

tained and enhanced the confidence and
good will of its readers and advertisers,

without which The World could never

have succeeded.

The Talking Machine World and Radio
In 1922 there appeared in The Talk-

ing-Machine World the advertising an-

nouncements of several prominent
manufacturers of radio receiving sets

and loud speakers. The advertising

was commented upon throughout the

talking machine industry as the fore-

runner of a new merchandising devel-

opment, for the readers of The World
recognize the fact that the advertising

columns of the paper represent a true

barometer of trade conditions. How-
ever, this radio advertising was in a

measure spasmodic, for the talking

machine dealer and wholesaler were

not quite prepared at that time to mar-

ket radio products properly.

During the Summer of 1923 there

developed a radical change in the mer-

chandising plans of some of the most

prominent manufacturers of radio sets,

loud speakers and kindred products.

They recognized in the talking machine dealer

and wholesaler an ideal outlet for the mar-

keting and distributing of these products, and

The Talking Machine World, the recognized

authority of the talking machine trade, was

selected as the logical medium for the presenta-

tion of these sales plans.

Throughout 1924 this merchandising develop-

ment grew in importance and scope, and The

World assisted its readers and advertisers in

determining the true status of the talking

machine dealer and wholesaler as a channel for

marketing radio products. This co-operation

and service included trade surveys and research

work which were used to excellent advantage

by the manufacturers of radio products and

which gave the dealers and wholesalers a logi-

cal working basis for the installation and

handling of radio departments. This service

continued throughout the year and in the edi-

torial columns of The World for the past

twelve months there have been published a

large number of helpful and constructive ar-

ticles relative to the merchandising of radio

sets, loud speakers and kindred products.

Two facts of great significance have develop-

ed within the last two years with respect to

radio. First—Practically every manufacturer,

jobber and dealer of the talking machine in-

dustry has become directly interested in one or

(Continued on page 62)
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LATHAM

MODEL M—$28; LOUD SPEAKER

MODEL 20 DE LUXE—$120; RECEIVING SET

MODEL 10—$85; RECEIVING SET

Past Performances and Future
Business

The dealer who in the past has handled the Atwater Kent

line of radio receiving sets and equipment knows by expe-

rience that every sale results in satisfaction to his cus-

tomer and a profit to himself.

E. B. Latham & Co. is in a position to know that the

Atwater Kent products are profitable and result in increas-

ing sales for the dealer. We have handled this line for a

number of years and our intimate knowledge of it prompts

us to recommend it as strongly as possible to our own
dealers.

These facts are not based upon hearsay but the actual expe-

rience of E. B. Latham & Co. in the radio business over a

period of five years. Dealers who have done business with

us realize and have been benefited by our co-operation with

them, and continue to call on us to serve them.

To the dealer who is not acquainted with either the Atwater

Kent radio receiving sets or the service that E. B. Latham

& Co. offers dealers, we would strongly recommend the

investigation of both as assuring the dealer that same satis-

faction which he is anxious to give his customers.

E. B. Latham & Co. will gladly furnish to those dealers

who have not had the opportunity of dealing with us com-

plete information on our plans of co-operation and service.

E. B. LATHAM & COMPANY
550 PEARL STREET NEW YORK

-•i-l

MODEL 20—$100; RECEIVING SET

NEW YORK
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more phases of the radio business. Second

—

After trying out virtually every type of retail

distribution, the leading radio manufacturers

have practically without a single exception con-

cluded that the talking machine dealers con-

stitute the most satisfactory retail outlet for

radio products of all kinds.

In view of these two evolutions, there can

be no question or doubt as to the permanent

alliance of the talking machine and radio and

of the necessity of The World as the domi-

nant business paper serving the talking machine

dealers to fully cover both types of products

which are marketed through one and the same

dealer.

The World's Service to Its Readers

For twenty years The Talking Machine

World has endeavored to provide its readers

with constructive, helpful sales and merchan-

dising suggestions. This policy will be con-

tinued with increased facilities during 1925 and

future years. It is a recognized fact that no

trade paper can offer a constructive service to

its readers unless the editorial policy is funda-

mentally sound and logical, and The World
has proven the permanency of its policy for

two decades. The editor-in-chief of The Talk-

ing Machine World has been associated with

the paper since Volume 1, No. 1, and during

twenty years has worked in intimate and close

contact with all of the problems in the indus-

try. The associate editors have been identified

with the paper for periods ranging from ten

to eighteen years, and are thoroughly familiar

with every phase of the talking machine in-

dustry. Their service to The World's readers

is reinforced by news correspondents located

in every important trade center in this coun-

try. These correspondents provide the readers

of The' Talking Machine World with authentic

and accurate reports of business conditions in

their respective territories, emphasizing the

sales and publicity ideas used by successful

dealers in their efforts to get business.

Throughout its history the editorial policy

of The World has been built substantially on

the spirit of fairness and impartiality—having

first at heart the welfare of the industry as a

whole, and not that of any particular faction or

interest therein. The income of any publication

is derived from the revenues realized from its

advertisements, yet in all the years, in slow

times as well as boom periods, the business de-

partment of The World has never put the dol-

lar before the welfare of the industry, and has

guarded its columns as carefully as was mani-

festly possible against the intrusion of those

concerns of doubtful standing, or those offering

questionable products. This policy has served

not only to protect the readers and possible

purchasers from losses, but has likewise pro-

tected the established concerns of the trade

against the incursions of those who might have

been inclined to traffic upon the standing and
reputation of others rather than upon their own
merits.

During the two decades the strength of The
World with the talking machine dealers has

increased steadily, until, as one manufacturer

put it, "it might be called the Bible of the

trade." And, in foreign countries, whether in

England or on the Continent, South Africa,

Japan or Australia, The Talking Machine
World has gone regularly, month after month,
and carried to far distant corners of the world

the message of the American trade and the

story of its tremendous growth. That it im-

pressed those in other countries has been amply
evidenced on numerous occasions by letters of

inquiry and orders received by advertisers in

The World from the Far West and the Far
Fast; from places so unfamiliar to the average

business man that it was necessary to locate

them on the map before orders could be

checked up.

Throughout the score of years as The World
grew, its family of readers continued to grow
until it developed, and for that matter main-

tains, a circulation not only in the United
States but throughout the world that comes
close to setting a record for a purely trade

publication. It is, and always has been a paid

circulation publication, for it was recognized

at the outset that free distribution represented

relatively no value either for the paper itself

or for the advertisers using its columns. It

is only the reader who pays his money regu-

larly each year for the privilege of receiving

The Talking Machine World who makes for

the permanence of the publication and of the

market.

Now for the Future

On passing the twenty-year mark The World,
supported by one of the largest and most pro-

gressive publishing organizations in the trade

paper field,, is prepared to render even greater

service to the industry of which it has been a

part for two decades. It has developed its

research department to a point where it can

quickly gather and disseminate information of

unquestioned authority and is able to obtain

information not available through any other

source. It has built up and maintained a cir-

culation on a world-wide basis, and has or-

ganized to maintain and increase that circu-

lation. It enters a new era with that greatest

of all assets: the full confidence of all factors

of the talking machine industry—confidence

amply expressed in the support given by the

thousands of subscribers, most of them of

many years' standing, and by the able support

of the advertisers of the talking machine and
allied industries which has made possible the

largest publication in the music trade field

—

"The Big Book with the Orange Cover."

During 1925 The Talking Machine World
will hold "open house" at its executive offices

in New York and its branch office in Chicago,

in order to give dealers, wholesalers, manufac-
turers and the members of the advertising fra-

ternity an opportunity to renew acquaintance

with its organization and personnel. We will

welcome any suggestions that will enable us

to serve our readers and advertisers to greater

advantage, for although The World has a foun-

dation of twenty years of successful publish-

ing experience, we realize that we can always
enhance the value of this service. Two decades

have been devoted to serving an industry, and
it is a service that is keeping pace with every

development and change in this industry.

Congratulations of the Trade
At this time The Talking Machine World

acknowledges with deep appreciation the many
congratulatory messages that have been re-

ceived by this publication upon the completion
of its twentieth year and it is indeed gratifying

that the trade at large has been so keenly appre-

ciative of the efforts of The World in the build-

ing up of a bigger and better industry.

We take the liberty of reproducing herewith

a number of letters that have been received at

this office from prominent trade members:

Adler Mfg. Co., Inc., Louisville, Ky.
Lambert Friedl, Vice-President.

"Heartiest congratulations on your Twentieth
Birthday!

"During my many years in the talking ma-
chine industry I have always had a very keen

appreciation of your publication and have

looked upon it not only as a source of news of

the trade, but likewise as an inspiration to me
in my work. Members of the talking machine
trade can all feel a definite pride in having so

splendid a publication to represent them.

"All members of the Adler manufacturing or-

ganization join with me in wishing you the con-

tinued and ever-increasing success which your
publication most certainly warrants."

Blackman Talking Machine Co., New York.

J. Newcomb Blackman, President.

"I note with interest that 1925 will mark the

twentieth anniversary of the birth of The Talk-

ing Machine World. In view of the close busi-

ness association of your father and myself dur-

ing his lifetime, as well as our mutual personal

friendship, it is indeed an occasion upon which

you are to be congratulated in so creditably

having carried on his work.

"The Blackman Talking Machine Co. was rep-

resented in the first issue of The Talking Ma-
chine World and without exception has been

one of your steady advertising patrons and con-

tributors ever since. It is, of course, very diffi-

cult for a trade paper to win, and particularly

to hold, the patronage of its clients and the

fact that you have done so in our case is more
significant than anything we might say regard-

ing The Talking Machine World.

"However, its policy has appeared to me as

one of progressive dignity, having in mind at all

times the highest ideals and an impartial fulfill-

ment of every duty to all concerned. It, there-

fore, gives me great pleasure to congratulate

you upon the occasion of your twentieth anni-

versary, feeling as I do that success, reputation

and reward attained are fully deserved and

therefore earned.!'

Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., Chicago.
A. J. Kendrick, General Sales Manager,

Phonograph Division.

"We understand that 1925 marks the twentieth

anniversary of your good publication. This will

be signalized by the receipt of eulogies from

many of your good friends in this industry. The
service that The Talking Machine World offers

to the trade is without doubt broadly appre-

ciated, and it should be so. Our sincerest wish

is for a continuation of your excellent service

and contribution to the industry.

"May we therefore extend at this time con-

gratulations and continued good wishes for our

happy association."

Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc., New York.
W . C. Fuhri, Vice-President and General

Sales Manager.

"Permit me to extend to you and The Talk-

ing Machine World my congratulations on the

Twentieth Anniversary of this publication.

"A real factor in the phonograph industry

with an enviable record for clean and construc-

tive writings, the trade derives real benefit from

each issue, and I wish for The Talking Machine
World continued success for many years to

come."

Thomas A. Edison, Inc., Orange, N. J.

Thomas A. Edison, President.

"Permit me to extend to you my sincerest

congratulations on the Twentieth Anniversary

of The Talking Machine World.

"I have watched with interest the growth of

your paper since its advent and have seen it

take its place as a leader in the trade paper

field. During the past two decades it undoubt-

edly has been a source of inspiration and educa-

tion to phonograph merchants everywhere.

"During these present days when there seems

to be a scarcity of level-headed thinking and

cool judgment in the phonograph industry, The
Talking Machine World has greater opportu-

nity than ever before to exert its morale-build-

ing influence and to spray the phonograph field

with optimism.

"May you continue to prosper in the future

as you have in the past."

General Phonograph Corp., New York.

Otto Heineman, President.

"I have read your Twentieth Anniversary

booklet with considerable interest and pleasure

and wish to extend my sincere congratulations

to The Talking Machine World upon its Twen-

tieth Anniversary.

"I consider it a privilege indeed to pay a well-

deserved tribute to The Talking Machine World

as a constructive force in the talking machine

industry. For twenty years you have repre-

sented this industry capably and efficiently and

in return you have earned and gained the

friendship and good will of dealers, jobbers

and manufacturers throughout the world.

(Continued on page 66)
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Philco Double Charger for all "B" Bat-
teries and XJD86 "A" Batteries. Noise-
less. Consumer price $15

Philco Single Charger for all "B" Bat-
teries and UD44 "A" Batteries. Noise-
less. Consumer price $9.75
Charger prices include plugs and re-
ceptacles.

Battery

Storage "B" Batteries are just as es-
sential for clear and distant reception
as storage "A" Batteries. Philco "B"
Batteries stay clean and dry. To
charge without disconnecting a single
wire, use a Philco Charger and "B"
Charging Panel ($2.75).

"B" Battery in de luxe mahogany-fin-
ish case with cover (4S volts). Con-
sumer price $20

"B" Battery in handsome mahoganized
case without cover (48 volts). Con-
sumer price Sflfi.fiil

Philco Mahogani/.c<l-Case
"A" Batteries

Two Types—RAB and BW—for 6-volt
tubes. Both in beautiful Adam-brown
mahogany - finish cases harmonizing
with your radio cabinet. Consumer
price $14.50 up

Philco Charge Tester—permanently
mounted in filler cap; avoids fussing
with hydrometer—$1 extra.

)

r

Philco Glass - case "A"
Battery for standard 6-

volt tubes. Consumer
price $10

Philco Glass - case "A"
Battery for dry-cell tubes.
Consumer price $8
Spray-proof. Acid-tight.

Philco "A" Battery on Charge
To connect battery to receiving set just pull out
plug (2) from the built-in receptacle of the
Philco NOISELESS Charger and push into re-
ceptacle (1). Simple as A B C.

Easy to Use—Easy to Handle
Easy to Sell

Strong, uniform, hum-free current—as every dealer in radio knows—is an
absolute essential for clear long-distance radio reception. That's why STORAGE
batteries are so vastly superior to any other source of radio power.

Revolutionary changes made by Philco in the design and charging of radio

storage batteries have made them easy to use, easy to handle and easy to sell.

Philco Radio Batteries are Drynamic—shipped to you CHARGED, but ab-

solutely DRY. Their life doesn't start till you sell the batteries. You handle
them just as easily as radio tubes or Victrola Records.

They are assembled in attractive, acid-tight, spill-proof, pressed-glass cases—or in wood cases finished in beautiful Adam-brown mahogany. They may be
used safely inside the finest radio cabinets.

They have exclusive Charge Indicators that tell at a glance how far the bat-

tery is charged or discharged. And with the Philco NOISELESS Charger—with
its built-in receptacle and sockets—you can recharge right in the living-room

without changing a single wire.

Philco national advertising has created—and is rapidly increasing—a strong

consumer demand for Philco Batteries in all parts of the United States.

Order now from your jobber or Wholesaler (standard discounts) or fill

out the coupon below and mail to us.

Philadelphia Storage Battery Company, Philadelphia

BATTERIES

>3

JOBBERS and DEALERS—^,^J^ .

the cellar and put them in the living room. Oar new Radio "
Manual tells how. Fill out coupon below and we will mail you
a copy.

Name

Street City

State Jobber Dealer
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Atwater
RECEIVING SETS
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THROUGH the high quality of the materials used in

its construction—through master workmanship, fair

prices and a sound merchandising policy, Atwater Kent
Radio has won a place of permanent leadership.

Atwater Kent Radio has fully justified the phrase,

"Think what is back of it." Buyers the country over have
thought—and have bought Atwater Kent Radio

!

But here is a new thought for the Radio merchant

—

"Think what is ahead of it."

Vastly greater popularity of Atwater Kent Radio is

coming.This statement will carry conviction to every dealer

who realizes the Atwater Kent tradition of making good.

Send for descriptive literature and dealer price list

Atwater Kent Manufacturing Company
472$ Wissahickon Ave,, Philadelphia, Pa.

Pacific Coast Prices

slightly higher

THINK WHAT I S
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Kent
LOUD SPEAKERS

Every Atwater Kent dealer knows that the sale of an
Atwater Kent Loud Speaker is a business asset in the

form of a satisfied customer.

He knows that its rich, mellow tone is the voice of a super-

salesman ; that its faithful reproduction of broadcasts, with-

out a trace of mechanical distortion, carries the strongest

possible sales appeal.

You, too, can sell Atwater Kent Radio, receiving sets

and loud speakers, and look forward to increased business,

which is the inevitable result of handling a line in which
your customers have the utmost confidence.

Send for descriptive literature and dealer price list

Atwater Kent Manufacturing Company
4725 Wissahickon Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

Pacific Coast Prices

slightly higher

BRING OUT ANY SET
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"The Otto Heineman Phonograph Supply

Co., Inc., and its successor, the General Phono-
graph Corp., have been responsible directly and

indirectly for the largest volume of advertising

that The Talking Machine World has carried

for any one concern during the past ten years.

We have not placed this advertising for per-

sonal or sentimental reasons, but solely because

our advertising in your publication has produced

and is still producing tangible, concrete results

"I am very glad to have the opportunity of

wishing The Talking Machine World continued

success and prosperity for another score of

years."

Pathe Phonograph and Radio Corp.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

E. A. Widman, President.

"I congratulate you on the Twentieth Anni-

versary of The Talking Machine World. Every

industry has its trade paper and I think The
Talking Machine World as probably the oldest

is deserving of considerable thanks from the

trade for the faithful manner in which it has

served the industry during all these years. May
the end of another twenty years still see you

carrying on the good work."

Empire Phono Parts Co., Cleveland, O.

W. J. McNamara, President.

"We understand that 1925 marks the passing

of the twentieth milestone in the history of The
Talking Machine World, and we want to take

this opportunity to tell you that during your

two decades of service you have, in our opin-

ion, contributed much toward the development

and growth of the talking machine industry.

"Though we have not been with your publi-

cation for the full span of twenty years, we have

been there as advertiser and friend for a long

time and our association has been both pleasant

and helpful in the successful promotion of our

business in this country and abroad.

"A personal acquaintanceship with Mr. Ed-

ward Lyman Bill has been a pleasure to the

writer, and through it ' Mr. Bill has revealed

not a few of the reasons for your twenty years

of successful endeavor. May you have twenty

more of them."

Everybody's Talking Machine Co., Inc.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Samuel Fingrudt, Secretary.

"We certainly appreciate having the oppor-

tunity of being in a position to congratulate

you on your Twentieth Anniversary.

"Although your inception goes back quite a

few years further than ours, still during the

past eleven years we have used The Talking

Machine World consistently, and of course our

increase in space is sufficient to vouch for the

results that we secured.

"We have always regarded The World as the

leading monthly magazine in the phonograph
industry, and we hope that you will be able to

celebrate many more Twentieth Anniversaries

and that you will be of just as much assistance

to the phonograph industry during the next

twenty years as you have been during the past

period.

"With kind regards to everyone on your staff

I beg to remain."

Sonora Phonograph Co., Inc., New York.

J. Wolff, First Vice-President.

"I want to congratulate you and The World
staff on the occasion of the Twentieth Anni-

versary of The Talking Machine World. It is

also befitting to speak of the splendid service

that your publication has rendered to the talk-

ing machine industry and is now rendering to

the radio industry and I cannot refrain from

saying -that the remarkable growth which your

publication has enjoyed is but a natural reward

for those efforts."

Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J.

"Congratulations and best wishes to The
Talking Machine World on the occasion of

its Twentieth Anniversary."

Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J.

F. K. Dolbeer, Sales Manager.

"Accept sincere congratulations on the Twen-
tieth Anniversary of The Talking Machine
World.

"Two decades looking forward seems a long

while, again two decades looking backward is

but a brief span, but twenty years of life of a

trade paper connected with a comparatively

young industry marks an epoch which cannot

be lightly set aside, proving as it must sufficient

merit to make for success.

"The early copies of The World faithfully

portray and vividly recall the struggle of an in-

fant industry which grew very rapidly, its

growth and present standing being materially

aided and ably assisted by the untiring energy

and broad vision of the founder of your paper,

the late lamented Edward Lyman Bill. He al-

ways stood for the highest principles and busi-

ness policies, and time and time again presented

to members of the trade, in convention assem-

bled, his high ideals, refusing in every way to

lend the columns of his paper to anything other

than honest merchandising and fair prices.

"Our trade and the industry as a whole has

derived direct benefit from a trade paper which
has fearlessly fought its battles, refusing to

stoop to any practice which was not in full

accord with proper business ethics.

"May the life and usefulness of your paper

be continued indefinitely.

"May unswerving steadfastness to what is

right, just and fair be its aim.

"May its future be assured by a strict adher-

ence to the principles of its founder, is my
earnest and sincere wish."

Vitanola Talking Machine Co., Chicago.
M. C. Schaff, President.

"Probably nothing has contributed more to

the sum total of human pleasure, instruction and
character building in the home than the phono-
graph. Nothing has contributed so much

to harmonize family and interfamily re-

lations and to the molding of character in the

youth of America. And who can gainsay the

fact that the glory of our beloved country rests

upon the solid foundation of the American
home? The Talking Machine World by rec-

ognizing the important place held by the phono-
graph in the realm of music has always advo-
cated, not by words so much as by policy, the

upholding by the phonograph industry of the

high traditions of that art. It has been a pow-
erful influence in bringing the industry to and
keeping it upon its present high plane and it is

appropriate, upon the occasion of your Twen-
tieth Anniversary, to congratulate you for the

part you have played in the great progress
which has been made in the past."

Penn Phonograph Co.,Inc.,Philadelphia,Pa.
T. W . Barnhill, President.

"Time certainly flies and one can hardly

credit the fact that The Talking Machine World
has been in the field performing a great mission
in this industry for so long a time.

"Your paper has an honored career and was
founded by one Edward Lyman Bill, who stood
only for that which was fair and honorable in

journalism.

"You have our best wishes on this your Twen-
tieth Birthday and.it is our hope that the splen-

did publication you issue may have many years

of success and prosperity."

Udell Works, Indianapolis, Ind.
Tom Griffith, Vice-President.

"We have always felt very kindly toward The
Talking Machine World and the men who are

responsible for its policy. Your success has un-
questionably been brought to pass by the right

policies.

"You have unquestionably done a most con-

structive work for the industry or the paper
would not have survived.

"I could go on and write at great length. The
very fact that we have been advertising with

you from the very start, appearing each month,
is indicative of what we think of The World."

Proper Salesmen Routing
Discussed in Bulletin

Washington, D. C, March 7.— The proper

planning of salesmen's territories so as to re-

duce selling expenses is discussed in Trade In-

formation Bulletin No. 314, just issued by the

Department of Commerce. It is pointed out

that if a business house pays from $30 to $50

a day to keep a good salesman on the road it

pays the sales manager to consider carefully

the way. to utilize his salesman's time.

The bulletin deals with the use of motor
busses and personal automobiles in territories

where the "jumps" are short or train service

is poor, and the advisability of mapping out

territories so that salesmen can keep moving
steadily without doubling on their routes.

List Price

$25.00 THE No. 250 0R0-TONE JUNIOR
List Price

$25.00

The No. 250 Junior is produced by the Oro-Tone Company for the merchant who desires

a thoroughly dependable portable phonograph to sell at $25.00 to $30.00. The junior is

honor built throughout and represents the greatest value offered at the price.

CABINET CONSTRUCTION—Body construction of % inch stock.
Dove-tailed corners. H inch veneer top and bottom panels. Glued
and nailed throughout and covered with a durable waterproof
leatherette material.

MOTOR American manufactured, housed in cast frame to insure
perfect alignment and withstand rough handling, single spring, easy
winding, plays two sides of a ten-inch lateral cut record or more
than one side of an Edison record at one winding.
TONE ARM AND REPRODUCER—Manufactured by the Oro-Tone
Company. Constructed to stand up under the roughest usage.
LOUD CLEAR TONE—You will be surprised at the volume of the
Junior. It is very loud, clear and brilliant.

READY TO PLAY IN FIVE SECON DS—Open the cabinet and pull up on base of
tone arm (time one second) and the Junior is ready to play.

THE PROTECTIVE HARDWARE is nickel plated. Note the long piano hinge used
on the lid.

ORO-TONE SELF-CLOSING NEEDLE CUP is used on the Junior, you cannot spill
the needles. The hinged spring top is always closed.

THE ORO-TONE CO.

TO CLOSE THE LID—
Swing arm in position as
shown here — reproducer
turned in Edison position—depress base of arm in
metal deflector, close lid.

Time required, 2 seconds.

Height 7'/2 inches.
Width ll'/2 inches.
Length 15 inches.
Weight 15 pounds.

Jobbers outside the Chi-
cago zone will be entitled
to ask a higher list price
due to quick service and
the saving in transporta-
tion charges to the dealer.

PLAYS ALL RECORDS
1010 Georgre Street Chicago, IT. S. A.

LIST PRICE, BLACK LEATHER FINISH ONLY
NO. 250 JUNIOR $25.00

Less Usual Discount to Good Dealers
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Artistic Window Display
Features Day-Fan Radio

Rike-Kumler Co., of Dayton, O., Brings Well-
known Radio Line to Attention of Public in

an Unusually Effective Manner

The early days of radio retail sales were gen-
erally concentrated on a strictly merchandising
basis. The various radio sets and important
adjuncts were often placed hodgepodge in the
window and this served to attract the attention

Rike-Kumler Co.'s Fine Display
of radio enthusiasts. With the great improve-
ments in radio sets, with the development of
real sales features and with the waning of the

first romantic enthusiasm radio sales are being
made along entirely new lines, that is, new lines

for the radio industry. The goods are being
presented more and more on a quality basis

where prestige, too, has value. This results in

window displays of radio products in a more
attractive atmosphere, displays that have been
given much thought and attention and window
showings that arc made from real appropria-
tions for that particular purpose.

Among the better window displays of radio

products was that recently shown by the Rike-

Kumler Co., of Dayton, O., in co-operation with

the Dayton Fan & Motor Co., which recently

presented four models of Day-Fan radio sets

in a most artistic setting. There is a dressed
wax figure of a boy with head phones attached
getting DX before a Day-Fan console model.
On the console sets a ship model and as a back-
ground there is antique 1 tapestry. The three

table cabinets are also given space in the win-

dow, but are situated in such a manner that

none detracts from the attention given the

other. Such a window not only receives atten-

tion but it creates sales, sales not only to

radio enthusiasts but to prospective purchasers
in all walks of life.

Holiday Tie-Ups Offer

Big Profit Possibilities

One of the best opportunities which presents

itself to the talking machine dealer to stimulate

the sale of records is a tie-up with the various

holidays and feast days which occur throughout

the year, and this plan has the added value of

moving stock which in many classes can be classed

as slow-moving. Few dealers overlook the major
feast days but there are a number of other days

such as St. Patrick's Day, St. Valentine's Day,

Easter, Mother's Day, and a host of others, all

of which can be turned to profit by the enterpris-

ing dealer. An instance of this was the recent

experience of the talking machine department of

the White House, large department store of Los
Angeles, Cal. Records were suggested as Valen-

tine gifts, certain ones being advertised under

the heading "Ways to Her Heart." Among the

records offered were "I Love You," "Suppose I

Had Never Met You", "Memory Lane", "A Kiss

in the Dark", "Kiss Me Again", "Love Sends a

Little Gift of Koses", "At Dawning", "Because",

"Love Me or Not", and "The World is Waiting
for the Sunrise". The plan met with excellent suc-

cess and the record sales volume for the few days

up to and including February 14 reached goodly

proportions, concretely attesting to the value of

these timely tie-ups.

Radio Corporation Doubles
Gross Income During 1924

Annual Report of Radio Corporation of Amer-
ica Sets Forth the Great Expansion of That
Company's Activities and Income

The report for 1924 of the Radio Corp. of

America shows total assets of $58,292,350. Cur-
rent assets are $24,007,329, against current lia-

bilities of $8,629,926. Plant and equipment are

valued at $12,918,008.

Preliminary figures of the earnings for 1924,

which were published recently, showed $54,-

848,131 gross, against $26,394,789 in 1923, and net

income was $9,503,442, against $4,737,773 for

1923, and $2,974,579 for 1922.

Of the 1924 net income, $2,364,908 was allo-

cated to reserves for patents, Federal income
tax and organization expense; $1,384,591 pre-

ferred stock dividend for 1925 and $3,356,651 was
credited to surplus account. The balance of

$2,397,292 provides for losses sustained on in-

vestments in associated and subsidiary com-
panies taken over from the Marconi Wireless
Telegraph Co. of America, reserve against for-

eign investments, reserve for account due by
the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co. of Amer-
ica, and writing down contracts, goodwill, etc.

The report says that through new wire con-
nections planned for this year the corporation
expects to reach 70,000,000 persons with concert

programs, and explains a time payment or deal-

ers' finance plan which makes it possible for the

small dealer to increase his sales and "turn

over" on apparatus and give assistance to job-

bers, dealers and the consumer through an en-

largement of service station facilities.

Petition in Bankruptcy

A petition in bankruptcy has been filed

against the Radio Stores Corp., 218 West
Thirty-fourth street, New York City.

'"NewYorks Leading 'Radio Tfouse"

THE SYMBOL OF SERVICE

Distributors for:

Alden Mfg. Co.

("Na-ald")

Allen Bradley Electric

Co.

American Transformer
Co.

L. S. Brach
Cornish Wire Co.

Crosley Radio Corp.

Chaslyn Co.

Como Apparatus Co.

Daven Radio
Diamond State Fibre
Dubilier Cond. & Radio

Corp.
Eby Mfg. Co.

General Radio
Jewell Elect. Instrument

Colin B. Kennedy
King Electric

Lopez Low-Loss Tuner
Manhattan Electric Sup-

ply Co.

Mitchell-Rand
R. Mitchell & Co. ("Se-

ar-de")

Mueller Electric

Multiple Electrical

Products

National Carbon (E. R.
Batt)

Pacent Electric

Premier Electric

Radio Corp. of America
Sterling Mfg. Co.

Testrite Inst. Co.

U. S. Tool Co., Inc.

Ward-Leonard
Western Electric Co.

Weston Electrical Inst.

Service essential to mutual welfare

In the Radio Business more than any other, perhaps,
is Service, real helpful and constructive service for the

dealer, essential to mutual welfare.

Our trucks, improved methods of shipping and entire

organization is based on a policy we intend to main-
tain and still further develop, SERVICE FOR OUR
DEALERS.
Service such as Continental Radio and Electric Corpn.
offers to dealers, Radio or Phonograph, Electrical or

Department Stores, will save many lost sales, satisfy

your customers and insure daily, monthly and yearly
increase in business.

It will pay you to investigate our SERVICE. It may
save you time, money and customers.

Wholesale Distributors only

CONTINENTAL RADIO & ELECTRIC CORPN.
Fifteen Warren Street New York, U. S. A.

2098-Q
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Ship in an "Atlas

It's Good Insurance
Better protection is given goods shipped in Atlas Plywood Packing Cases because
they have demonstrated their ability to withstand greater shocks and strains. Their
cross-banded panels are not easily pierced—due to scientific construction—and
this same construction makes them resilient.

If you have ever had a solid wooden case damaged by dropping and seen the saw-
tooth effect of the board ends, you will appreciate the resilient quality of Atlas
Cases.

It is good insurance to ship in Atlas Plywood Packing Cases, but it is also good
economy. Lighter weight makes a substantial saving in freight charges.

Ask how Atlas Economies may be applied to your shipments.

Atlas Plywood Corp.
PARK SQ. BUILDING BOSTON, MASS.

Largest Manufacturers of Box Shook in New England

Radio Men Deliver Talks

at Gotham Dealer Meeting

Members of Talking Machine and Radio Men,

Inc., Hear Alexander Eisemann and Eric

Palmer—N. C. Green of Polymet Corp. Also

a Speaker—Annual Banquet and Ball in April

The regular February gathering of the Talk-

ing Machine and Radio Men, Inc., held Wed-
nesday, February 18, was one of the best at-

tended meetings for several months. Several

announcements of interest to the members were

made, the first being that the resolution re-

cently made by the Board of Aldermen of New
York City regarding the use of amplifiers by

talking machine and radio dealers in such a

way that they constitute a nuisance had been

withdrawn after a conference between officials

of the association and the aldermen who in-

troduced the measure. This action was caused

by the promise that all possible steps to modify

the use of these powerful amplifiers would be

made by the members of the association and

other factors in the industry.

Irwin Kurtz, president of the association, an-

nounced that a meeting of the executive com-

mittee and representatives of some twenty lead-

ing radio manufacturers would be held some

time in the course of the next few weeks to

discuss merchandising, distribution and discount

policies,- fon the purpose of getting together for

the mutual advantage of both branches of the

Ideal Personal Gifts

Your own voice

on REAL RECORDS

Made the same way
as professional records

—and by the same con-

cern that conducts the

recordings for many of

the largest record manu-

facturers

The LOW COST
will Surprise You. A
phone call or post-card

will bring full details.

INDEPENDENT RECORDING LAB.
55 W. 16th Street, N. Y.
Telephone Watkins 0525

industry. Other announcements of interest were
that the association would participate in the

annual Music Memory Contest to be held in

the public schools of the city and that a mem-
bership drive is being inaugurated to last until

April IS; two prizes in the form of banners

will be given by the association to the manu-
facturer or wholesaler who is responsible for

securing the most new members and three in-

dividual prizes will be given to the salesmen

who induce the largest number of new members
to join. It was also announced by Sol. Laz-

arus, chairman of the entertainment committee,

that the annual banquet and ball would be held

April 15 at the Hotel Pennsylvania.

The first speaker of the day was Frederick

N. Davidson, assistant director of music in the

public schools of New York, who spoke of the

popularity and value of the Music Memory Con-

test in educational institutions. He paid high

tribute to the members of the association for

the part they have played in the past in mak-
ing these contests a success and requested sim-

iliar co-operation in the future. He also invited

the radio manufacturers and dealers to assist

in this great work and stated that they would
be amply repaid for their generosity, not only

through the gratitude of the children but in

material ways also. The Freed-Eisemann
Radio Corp., Brooklyn, whose sets were on

demonstration at the meeting and whose offi-

cials later gave short talks on the policies of

the company, immediately offered a Freed-Eise-

mann receiver as a prize.

Alexander Eisemann, treasurer of the Freed-

Eisemann Corp., gave a short talk on the mer-

chandising and distribution policies of the com-
pany. He reviewed briefly the growth of pop-

ular demand for radio receivers and told how
the officials of his company studied the dis-

tribution systems, finally deciding that the sim-

ilarity of the appeal of the radi.o receiver to

the phonograph showed that the same method
of getting the instrument to the consumer,

namely, through wholesaler and dealer, was

best. He stated that the interest which talking

machine dealers took in merchandising radio

products tended to the building of a solid struc-

ture for radio. He concluded by saying that the

policy of the Freed-Eisemann Corp., now and

for the future, would be to put on the mar-

ket no more sets than can be immediately ab-

sorbed.

Eric Palmer, director of publicity of the

Freed-Eisemann Corp., was the next speaker.

He expressed the opinion that the improvement

in the quality of the programs which are being

broadcast would create many sales for the radio

retail trade. He linked his talk with that of

Mr. Davidson and pointed out that interesting

the school children in radio would certainly

create more sales in a city like New York with

a -large population of foreign born, as the chil-

dren are "the" educators of their parents. He
concluded by stating that the executives of his

company were giving deep thought and study

to merchandising policies and that no step

which could logically be taken to help the deal-

ers would be overlooked.

N. C. Green, of the Polymet Mfg. Corp., New
York, spoke on the products manufactured by
his company, stressing particularly the Poly-

plug which has come in a comparatively short

time to be recognized as one of the leaders in

its field. He stated that quality was the stand-

ard by which all the products of the Polymet
organization were judged. He pointed out to

the members that parts would always be an
important item of the radio trade, the same as

automotive parts figure largely in the automo-
bile world.

Brunswick Artist Enjoys
Music Memory Contest

One of the famous Brunswick artists is Gene
Rodemich. The illustration herewith shows him

surrounded by his family enjoying the Bruns-

Listening-in on Brunswick Program

wick Radiola No. 260. Incidentally he is en-

joying a Brunswick program, namely, the Bruns-

wick Music Memory Contest, which has excited

such wide interest among radio fans throughout

the country.

Moves to Larger Quarters

Spokane, Wash., March 6.—The Van Ausdle-

Hoffman Music Co., formerly at W909 River-

side avenue, has recently taken larger quarters

at W615 Riverside avenue, in order to accom-

modate the increased business of the firm. A
long lease involving approximately $50,000 has

been signed.

C. D. Strang has just purchased the Columbia

Music & "Jewelry Co., of Spanish Fork, Utah,

and plans to conduct this business in the future.
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Announcing
A Series of Monthly Specials

PBSB&VERY month a selected

S?|&^ model will be offered the
<=^^ trade at a price represent-

ing extra value. The special al-

ways will be a phonograph of

popular style and design. The
price always will be so low that you
can sell it profitably at a figure

that will bring many new friends

to your store.

Use these specials to brighten up
old stocks which are not moving

and as leaders to stimulate your

sales.

For this month the special is

model No. 49, illustrated. Some
phonograph for the money ! This

special price applies only during

the month of March and reorders

after the last day of March will

take the regular price. This ap-

plies to Vitanola dealers as well as

new customers.

VITANOLA 49—LIST $125.00

ANN \\ I iK
I II IT

SPECIAL MARCH PRICE $42.50

Dimensions: Height 3454 inches, width
26y2 inches, depth 22 inches.

Finishes: Brown Mahogany or Walnut.

Motor: Multiple spring, worm gear,

constant speed, non-vibrating. In-

sulated mounting.

Exposed Parts: Highly nickel plated.

Please use the coupon. Better do

it today. You will find it necessary

to reorder before the last day of the

month.

Talking Machine Co.

829 American Furniture Mart

666 Lake Shore Drive CHICAGO

r
Special Price Coupon March, 1925, World

Date
VITANOLA TALKING MACHINE CO.,

666 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, 111.

Please ship via . . .

, No. 49 Walnut Vitanola at $42.50 each $.....
No. 49 Mahogany Vitanola at $42.50 each $

Terms: 2% 10 days; net 30 days to rated dealers. On C.O.D.
orders a deposit of 20% is required. All shipments F.O.B. Saginaw,
Michigan.

We are not interested in this month's special but desire to have
our name placed on your mailing list.

Name
i

J
Address

• • •
•
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Henry Ford Purchases
Edison Period Phonograph

Sheraton Model Purchased for Ford Private

Car—Now Owns Several Edisons—His Se-

lection Responsible for Sales

Detroit, Mich., March 9.—Immediately prior to

the departure of Henry Ford for Florida, where
he is spending the Winter with Thomas A. Edi-

son, at Fort Meyer, Ernest G. Liebold, Mr.

Ford's private secretary, called at the Edison

Shop and purchased a Sheraton Edison phono-

graph for use in Mr. Ford's private car. The
Sheraton model is in keeping with the furnish-

ings of the car. This new purchase of an Edi-

son phonograph is only another of the many
which Mr. Ford has made from the Edison

Shop in the last few years.

In connection with this purchase it might be

well to mention Mr. Ford's interest in the dance

selections of bygone days. The placing on the

market of the record "Yarsovienne," specially

prepared by Mr. Edison for Mr. Ford, was re-

cently announced. On one side of this record

Arthur Hall sings the selection, accompanied

by a string quartet, and on the other side the

selection is repeated in different instrumental

variations; first as a violin solo, next a violin

duet, then as a viola solo, next as a cello solo

and lastly played by a string quartet. This

record has been given wide distribution by Mr.

Ford, who has presented it to his many friends,

not only in Detroit but in all parts of the

country.

The selection has been responsible for the

sale of not only Edison records, but also of

many phonographs. People receiving the rec-

ord as a gift from Henry Ford were anxious

to hear it played and finding that their own in-

strument could not reproduce the music, visited

the nearest Edison dealer and secured equip-

ment that would enable them to play the record.

Finding the music so delightful they purchased

other records and in many cases Edison phono-

graphs.

Acme Electric & Mfg. Go.

Announces Price Reduction

Increased Production Made Possible Reduction

in Price of Acme Charger

Announcement was recently made by the

Acme Electric & Mfg. Co., of Cleveland, O.,

manufacturer of the Acme radio battery charger,

that, due to the tremendous popularity and de-

mand for this article, a price reduction has been

made possible. This battery charger has proved

so popular with radio enthusiasts that they have

passed the word along to their friends with the

result that the- volume of production has in-

creased greatly. With the lower prices going

into effect the factory has added new equipment

to take care of additional requirements.

R. A. Lais, sales manager of the company,

stated to The World, in connection with the

reduction of price, "it is the fulfillment of serv-

ice by the charger in the hands of the customer

that has created such a tremendous demand for

Acme radio battery chargers and it is this great

popularity that now allows us to decrease our

production costs and pass this large saving on

to the dealers and public."

Columbia Sacred Music
Catalog for Retailers

A complete catalog of the sacred music re-

corded on Columbia records was recently dis-

tributed to Columbia dealers. This listing in-

cludes solo, duet, quartet and group singing

by famous individual artists and organizations

and includes a complete set of selections for

use during sacred seasons. The release of this

catalog is particularly timely during this Lenten

season.

Original in size as well as tone quality.

Handsomely nickeled. Retail list $7.50

Clear
Mellow

Tone!
THE unit for use in phonographs

has heretofore been a sort of

"stepchild" in the radio business.

That is why so frequently these units

have been inferior in tone and more or
less unsatisfactory as to volume, and in

other ways.

The N & K Imported Phonograph
Unit has the advantage of having been
designed especially for the amplifier of

the Victrola and other standard phono-
graphs. Instantly attached, without
need of screws or special devices, it pro-
duces the equivalent of a speaker of the

very highest class.

Like N & K Phones and Loudspeaker,
the superior quality of its tone is in-

stantly noticeable. For this reason there

is a big market for it among the people
who do not want cheap speakers and
can't afford good ones. - Take advantage
of this natural market and you will make
good profit. Urge your customers to

try it at home and bring it back if

they're not delighted. They'll never
bring it back !

N & K Phonograph Units are packed
in display cartons of twelve, each unit

in gold embossed leatherette box. Ask
your jobber today. If he cannot supply

you, get in touch with us.

TH. GOLDSCHMIDT CORP.
Dept T-3, 15 William St.. New York

PHONOGRAPH
UNIT

Thermiodyne Receiver Gets
Praise From Fire Dept.

High Tribute Paid Set by Members of New
York Company for Clearness, Rapidity and
Ability to Secure Distant Stations

The Thermiodyne Radio Corp., Plattsburgh,

N. Y., was recently in receipt of a letter from
one of the crack companies of the New York
Fire Department telling of the results which

they had secured from a Thermiodyne receiver.

A committee decided upon this receiver after a

careful investigation of the different sets on

the market and the firemen were well satisfied

with their selection when they realized the

clearness and rapidity with which they could

tune in any known station with a single twist

of the single master control.

Although this . fire company has had the re-

ceiver but a short time the following stations

have already been logged:

WHAS, Louisville, Ky.; WDAF, Kansas

City; WHB, Kansas City; OKW, Cuba; JH,

New Mexico City; WWJ, Detroit; WOS, Jeffer-

son City, Mo.; KSD, St. Louis; WSD, Atlanta,

Fire Laddies Listening-in

Ga.; CNRO, Montreal, Canada; WRCQ, Lan-
sing, Mich.; WHAZ, Troy, N. Y.; WGY, Schen-

ectady; WDAR, Philadelphia; WIP, Philadel-

phia; WFI, Philadelphia; WEBH, Chicago;

WEBJ, Chicago; WQJ, Chicago; KYW, Chi-

cago; WMBF, Miami Beach, Fla.; WLW, Cin-

cinnati; KDKA, Pittsburgh; WRC, Washington.

President Interested in

Freed-Eisemann Activities

Prominent Manufacturer of Radio Had Installed

Receivers in Public Buildings and Schools for

Presidential Inauguration

The Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp., Brooklyn,
N. Y., is in receipt of a letter from the secre-
tary to President Coolidge, in which he ex-

presses the thanks of the President for the in-

itiative of the Freed-Eisemann Corp. in aiding

the public to listen in to the inauguration cere-

monies in Washington. The Freed-Eisemann
Corp. asked its dealers throughout the country
to install radio receivers in public auditoriums,

hospitals and schools in order that as many
people as possible could hear the President's

address.

Edward T. Clark, secretary to the President,

sent the following response to the letter of

Alexander Eisemann, treasurer of the Freed-

Eisemann Radio Corp., notifying the President

of the co-operation of the dealers: "Let me ex-

tend to you the thanks of the President for

your letter, which proved of much interest and

satisfaction to him."

Graber Music House Moves

The Graber Music House, Visalia, Cal., for-

merly in the Hotel Johnson Building, has taken

larger quarters at Main and Garden streets.
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Iff •
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y0m> My /ys

The approval of users in every

part of the United States cannot

be ignored. EAGLE owners send

their friends to EAGLE dealers.

When the neutrodyne circuit is

mentioned thousands think and

speak of EAGLE. EAGLE ad-

vertising is intensifying this de-

mand. The EAGLE franchise for

your section will give you the

most profit from the popularity of

the neutrodyne circuit.

EAGLET
DryMl #J
Operated 1

The EAGLE Model B
$1
„

5 Tube Neutrodyne 1/3
Write for Proposition

EAGLE RADIO GO.
22 BOYDEN PL., NEWARK, N. J.

©ERC
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Marked Betterment in Conditions Noted
Throughout the Cincinnati Territory

Improvement in Financial Conditions Felt in the Trade—Dealers Finding That Radio Is an Aid

to Talking Machine Business—Effective Window Displays—The Month's News

Cincinnati, O., March 8.—Practically all sell-

ers of talking machines and records report that

February sales were good and that there has

been a marked betterment of conditions since

the beginning of the month. Financial condi-

tions are better than they were a while back,

it is stated, and therefore it has become easier

to make spot-cash and short-time sales.

Radio Exerting Beneficial Influence

Many talking machine dealers who for a

while thought that the radio would hurt their

business have changed their minds. As a mat-

ter of fact, there are more than a few who
maintain that the much-feared radio really is a

friend. When the radio becomes more stand-

ardized and stabilized, it is pointed out, the

talking machine can handle it with less trouble

and at a fair profit. It is just another thing

to sell, say some, and as it is a musical instru-

ment we are the people to sell it. Others point

otit that nothing advertises phonograph records

more than radio, and it is a benefit in this way.

A Trade Barometer
Wm. R. Graul, who features talking machines

in his store at 119 East Fifth street, is of the

opinion that collections show the business pros-

pects as nothing else can do, as they show the

financial condition of the masses. He regards

prospects as being good, because collections are

good. "Business has brightened up a lot," he

said, "and the trend is favorable."

Ahaus' Display Stops the Crowds
The Brunswick Shop, operated by Louis

Ahaus, one of the most enterprising young men
in the talking machine business, has had crowds
for the past three weeks. American people, it

is often asserted, love motion, and his show
window has proved the assertion to be true. It

is generally conceded that never before has a

show window created so much talk and drawn
such crowds from morning until evening. On one

side of the window display was a broadcasting

room, where an animated orchestra of minia-

ture musicians was in the jazziest manner im-

aginable going through the motions of playing

before the microphone. On the other side of

the window is a drawing room, in which a

family is listening to the concert, which is re-

produced by their Radiola. A girl is dancing,

and her father keeps time with his foot. Mr.

Ahaus has succeeded wonderfully in putting his

shop "on the map."

Attention-compelling Sonora Display

One of the most effective window displays

shown in talking machine circles for some time

Chubb-Steinberg's Fine Display

was that of the opening Sonora window of the

Chubb-Steinberg Co., new Sonora dealer. An
English Renaissance de Luxe model was fea-

tured, set in a luxurious and appropriate set-

ting. This display attracted wide attention.

Great Interest in Brunswick Contest

J. E. Henderson, of the Brunswick-Balke-

Collender Co., states that great interest has

been shown all over the country in the "Hour
of Music Contest." The second Brunswick

Latest Hits
on

There is a better sales stimulator waiting for

you in Okeh Records.

The earliest releasing of latest hits is catering

to the public in the finest way.

We cater to the public through our cooperative

service and latest hits.

STERLING ROLL and RECORD CO.
137 West 4th Street :: Cincinnati, Ohio

Radio Music Memory Contest has already

started. "As a result of this contest," explained
Mr. Henderson, "the masses are having their

thoughts directed to music much more than ever

before. Why, the people have even taken up
'musical cross-word puzzles' !" That the con-

test went over "bigger" than was expected is

shown by the fact that it was thought at the

beginning that fifty contest blanks would do for

each dealer, but the demand increased to 500

to 1,000 for each.

A Fine Window Display
The Baldwin Victrola Shop had a fine window

display in commemoration of Washington's
Birthday, February 22. The shop has

been handling separate radio since last

November, and reports that the sales

have been wonderful. The combina-
tion phonograph"-radio is the best sel-

ler, it was stated, where talking ma-
chines are involved.

Personnel Changes
R. M. Hare, manager of the Milncr

Co., is back at his post of duty after

an absence of several weeks because of

a surgical operation. Edward Weary
has been appointed to the company's
talking machine department, and Miss

Marie Jacobi succeeds him as head of

the record department.

Radio Combinations Popular
M. Fantle, of the Wiedener Phono-

graph Co., says that the radio com-
binations are now their best sellers.

D. E. Follin, general manager of Wied-
ener's, Inc., is making a trip through

the West, visiting various branches.

W. M. Whiteman Optimistic

W. M. Whiteman, head of the pub-

licity department of the John Church
Co., states that the phonograph busi-

ness is normal at this time—much bet-

ter than it was a while back. As he

sees it, the business outlook is bright.

Sterling Roll & Record Co. Busy
Miss Dilling, of the talking machine

department of the Sterling Roll & Record Co.,

reports a fine volume of business, especially in

the Viaphone radio combination and in Okeh
records. The company has taken on a new
radio receiver, the Workrite neutrodyne. It is

also reported that the Viaphone lamp, which

the company put out a few weeks ago, is sell-

ing well. Ben Brown, of the sales department,

is on a business trip through Ohio.

Columbia Distributors Aid Dealers

Miss R. Helberg, manager of the local branch

of the Columbia Distributors, Inc., is very active

in working with and for the company's agents

in her territory, making a strenuous effort to

stimulate interest and thus make the Columbia

proposition profitable to all. It was explained

that the Columbia has just passed through a

good year, regardless of generally-depressed

conditions in other lines, and it is its policy

to pass to its dealers every possible opportunity

and benefit. Naturally, this liberal move is ap-

preciated by the company's agents. The ten

per cent record return privilege remains un-

changed. "This is bringing us lots of business,"

stated Miss Helberg, "and we expect a big

Spring increase." Recent visitors to the Co-

lumbia agency were J. G. James, music dealer,

of Carlisle, Ky., and Mr. Montfort, of the Mont-

fort Music Co., New Albany. Ind.

STYLUS BARS

Stylus Bar & Mfg.Co
Clague Rch

North Olmsted . . . OHIO
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A Portable built to sell

and to please

It has earned a

place in all the bet-

ter music stores. Far

more value than you

would expect at this

popular price.

Swanson Jr.
List

(In Far West $27.50)

A Few Swanson, Jr.,

Features

:

Weight, I2y2 lbs. Case measures

12% by 11 by 6y2 ". Most compact

portable phonograph on the market.

Perfect tone ; unusual volume.

Heineman motor
;

special patented

tone arm.

Compartment for 17 records.

Heavy leatherette tan or black case.

No parts to remove or apply.

Fully guaranteed.

Distributors of the Swanson Jr. Portable

Atlanta A. J. Wismer, 218 Barnett St.

Buffalo Wm. A. Carroll, 803 Bramson Bldg.

Chicago: Lyon & Healy, Wabash Ave. and Jackson Blvd.

Cheney Talking Machine Co., 24 N. Wabash Ave.
Consolidated Talking Machine Co.,

227-229 W. Washington St.

Cincinnati. .Columbia Distributors, Inc., 224 W. 4th St.

Cleveland Record Sales Co.. 1965 E. 66th St.

Detroit Consolidated Talking Machine Co.,

295 7 Gratiot Ave.
Kansas City Artophone Corp., 804 Grand Ave.
Minneapolis Consolidated Talking Machine Co.,

1121 Nicollet Ave.
New Orleans Junius Hart Piano House,

123 Carondelet St.

New York City. . . .General Phonograph Corp., 15 W.
18th St.

Portland, Ore L. D. Heater Co., 35 7 Ankeny St.

Richmond, Va. . Richmond Hardware Co., 1 0 1 S. 14th St.

San Francisco .... L. D. Heater Co., 420 Ninth Ave.
St. Louis Artophone Corp., 1103 Olive St.

Some exclusive terri-

tory still open for re-'

liable jobbers. Write

or xvirc.

Consolidated Talking Machine Co.
227-229 West Washington St. Chicago. Illinois
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Important Activities

in Cleveland Trade
Brunswick Representatives Gather at Sales Con-

ference—New Stores Opened—Starr Concerts

Interest—Other News of the Trade

Cleveland, 0., March 8.—At the annual sales

conference of representatives covering the terri-

tory of the Cleveland headquarters of the Bruns-

wick Co., several novelties were introduced,

among the most important of which might be

considered the operation of the radio school.

Different models of the Radiola were shown,

analyzed and demonstrated under the personal

direction of J. C. McKelvey, special Brunswick
representative from the Chicago offices. During
the session, wherein past performances were de-

tailed and plans laid out for the 1925 drive for

business, comparison record demonstrations

were made in order to show the merits of

Brunswick records. The meeting concluded

with luncheon at a local hotel.

Two New Stores Opened
The Hoffman Music Shoppe, Rochester, N.

Y., is among the latest additions to the Bruns-

wick family in this territory. Another new firm

in the field in this territory is the A. L. & R.

Piano Co., Bellevue, O., which opened a new
establishment featuring the Columbia lines.

Starr Concerts Interest

Although designed largely to give local stu-

dents an opportunity to appear in public, and

at the same time create a means to new instru-

ment business, the Starr Piano Co. concert pro-

grams, being held each month this year, are

doing more in that they serve to bring out new
demand for phonograph records. Most of this

music is of the higher quality, according to Miss

Rene Burdett, manager of the roll and record

department at the Starr Co., and manager of

the concerts. This is because quality audiences

attend these events. As part of the latest pro-

gram a Starr phonograph was featured.

May Co.'s Big Radio Department
What experts assert is the largest and most

complete radio department in this section of the

country has been opened at the May Co., with

Dan E. Baumbaugh, manager of the talking ma-
chine department, in charge. Addition of this

division virtually doubles the talking machine
department. Although testing facilities will be

provided, in the main, sets may be said to be

sold at the consumer's home, for the service

feature of the new department will follow sales

right into the home. In connection with the

new department has been installed a complete

musical instrument department. Radio will be

featured in the RCA, Atwater Kent, Freed-

Eisemann and other nationally known lines.

Columbia Dealers Tie Up With Artist

Presentation of a repertoire of opera by the

Chicago Grand Opera. Co. also brought Charles

Hackett, Columbia artist. Through the Cleve-

land Columbia branch dealers were supplied

Henderson, Kentucky,
January 20, 1925.

The Oro-Tone Company,
Chicago, Illinois.

Gentlemen :

—

We want to acknowledge receipt of your
letter explaining the mode of recording on the record
plates with the #100 Oro-Tone recording, reproducing and
radio attachment and for the record you sent to us. Your
message on the record you sent to us is fine and has done us
a lot of good. In fact it is a living proof that the 3 in
1 Oro-Tone attachment will do all that is claimed for it.

Please mail us at once two hundred envelope
stuffers so we can send to every Edison owner a message
telling them what can be done with the Edison and the
Oro-Tone 3 in 1 attachment. We would also like to have
a matrix or electrotype of the attachment for newspaper
advertising.

We can not tell you how delighted and how
much pleasure and fun this Oro-Tone reproducing attachment
is giving us. We thank you for the interest you have
taken in this small matter which shows that the Oro-Tone
Company are ace high and do back up their goods.

With our very best wishes, we are

See Advertisement of
the #100 on this page

Very truly yours,

LEVY FURNITURE COMPANY

with additional material to feature the presence

of this artist in Cleveland, and much quality

record business was closed in consequence. At

the same time a significant gain in Columbia

record sales has been possible through the

Columbia policy of pricing records at 50 per

cent of the list, which, in the opinion of S. S.

Earmon, branch manager, has resulted in an

immediate gain in sales volume for dealers.

Edison Distribution Change Effective

The Phonograph Co., Edison distributor, is

serving all dealers in its territory out of the

Cleveland headquarters, the Cincinnati branch

having been discontinued. The move has

proved satisfactory to dealers, according to their

reports to E. S. Hershberger, secretary.

Music Club Holds First Meeting

More than thirty persons identified with vari-

ous branches of the music industry in Cleveland

attended the first bi-monthly meeting of the

Music Club at the Hotel Statler. This meeting,

like others to follow, was strictly a social affair,

and business was more or less taboo. Instead,

helpful and interesting instruction was supplied

by Miss Alice Keith, supervisor of music for

the Victor Co., who spoke on the new develop-

ments in musical education, and Samuel Rob-

erts, noted Welsh singer, who dispensed folk

songs and timely
,
selections.

New Vocalion Records Score

Another series of recordings for Vocalion by

the Austin Wylie Orchestra is being distributed

in this territory by the Ohio Musical Sales Co.,

Sonora and Vocalion wholesaler, following the

success of the two previous recording efforts

by this now nationally famous group. The third

series, according to J. R. Frew, sales manager,
is proving as widespread in interest as were
the original recordings. Meanwhile, the Ohio
Co. is developing still further its radio depart-

ment, this time with the addition of an acces-

sories division.

Euclid Music Co. to Open Branch
Some time this month another Euclid Music

Co. store will make its bow, this time in the

downtown district. Quarters on the ground
floor of its present East Ninth-Prospect loca-

tion have been acquired and are being remodeled
into what will be one of the largest as well

as best appointed retail music establishments

here. An unusual musical program is planned

for the opening week.

Clarke Co. Featuring Brunswick
The George A. Clarke Co., Elyria, has opened

a new establishment in that city, featuring the

complete Brunswick line. H. C. Baisch, of the

Cleveland Brunswick headquarters, aided at the

opening, which was heralded with plenty of

newspaper and other publicity.

Cheney Co. Distributing New Radio Panel

The Cheney Phonograph Sales Co. is the first

distributor to promote the sale of one of the

newest departures in radio, the five-tube set of

(Continued on page 75)

Records on the Edison—Plays All Records on the Edison
Makes the Edison

A Radio Loud
Speaker

No. 100 3-in-l

Edison Attachment

Order Sample on
30 Days' Approval

List Prices

Nickel $8.50

Gold or Ox $10.50

Complete outfit consists of

attachment, recording horn, re-

cording needle and one blank
record for recording.

THE ORO-TONE CO.
1000 1010 George St., Chicago, U.S.A.

Plays Alt Record* from 6 to 12 inch on the Edison
Producing Loud Rich Tone
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the A-E Electrical Mfg. Co., Dayton. First

shipments made by the factory of this new-

equipment already are finding their way into

dealers' hand in Ohio, and it is being welcomed
as a significant business builder by them, ac-

cording to reports received by T. R. Buel, head
of the Cheney. Chief feature of this device is

its adaptability to any type of phonograph.
Wins Masterworks Sales Drive

Contest for the sale of the largest number of

Masterworks records in the Cleveland Columbia
branch territory has been won by W. R. Comp-
ton, in the district of which Columbus' is the

headquarters. This event, participated in by all

sales representatives, was for the two months
ending February 28. Mr. Compton's achieve-

ment was attained, in the opinion of Cleveland
branch executives, by his plan to interest the

larger dealers in his district, and in this way
sizable quantities in individual orders were
booked.

Record-making Tie-up

Cleveland again figures in recording activities,

at least two events, both sponsored by Victor

interests, developing during the last few weeks.

A local newspaper brought out a fiction story

named "Chickie," which is supposed to be of

great interest to girls. Simultaneously, Philip

Spitalny, of previous Victor records fame, wrote
a song, entitled "Chickie." Hence, following

negotiations by Howard J. Shartle, the Cleve-

land Talking Machine Co., Spitalny went East
and recorded the song. This record was ex-

pected to be released early in March, in Cleve-

land first, and at other points later.

The other recording activity locally, also by
Victor, was of Slovenian folk music by Cleve-

land Slovenians.

G. W. Savage in Important Post

George W. Savage has returned to Cleveland

and has become manager of the talking machine
and radio departments of the Knabe warerooms
and Ampico studios. Few men are better known
or more popular in this field than Mr. Savage.

Several years ago he made a name for himself

and the Eclipse Musical Co., first in the retail

division of that concern and later when it op-

erated as a wholesale organization.

Erner Co. Now R. C. A. Distributor

With the taking over of Radio Corp. of Amer-
ica products by the Erner Electric Co. for this

territory, two figures in talking machine circles

here become identified with this institution.

Edward B. Lyons, formerly of the Eclipse Mu-
sical Co., and more recently with the Cadillac

interests here, will cover eastern Ohio and west-

ern Pennsylvania, and H. E. Morseburg, also

formerly of the Eclipse, will handle the western

Ohio districts. The Erner Electric Co. is one
of the best-known electrical houses in this part

of the country. In its radio work it will aim
to develop the musical field particularly. In

establishing itself as the wholesaler of R. C. A.

products, it opens its own new building at 1430

West Ninth street, where a special sales and
display room will be open to visiting dealers.

Sherman-Clay to Open
New Oakland Branch

Oakland, Cal., March 3.—A branch of the

local Sherman, Clay & Co. store will be opened
shortly on East Fourteenth street, in the

Fruitvale section of the city. The building se-

lected has a frontage of thirty-two feet and a

depth of 143 feet, and is being remodeled to

suit the needs of the music concern. Among
the improvements will be a skylight running
the entire length of the building.

Robin, Inc., Handles Sonora

Robin, I lie, is the name of a new Sonora
dealer recently opened at 24 West Fifty-ninth

street, New York. L. M. Rogers and Leo J.

Hinchcliffe are the members of the firm. Mr.
Rogers was with Sonora for six years as credit

manager and purchasing agent.

L. M. Clement Added to

Fada Engineering Staff

Duties of Widely Experienced Radio Engineer

to Be Along Experimental and Development
Lines Designed to Create Improvements

Lewis M. Clement has been added to the

engineering staff of F. A. D. Andrea, Inc. Mr.

Clement has had wide experience in the radio

field. For the past nine years he has been in

charge of radio receiver and special de-

velopment work for the Western Electric Co.,

now the Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., of

New- York.

Following his graduation from the University

of California Mr. Clement became associated

with the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co., later

joining the research department of the Western
Electric Co. His work has been of a varied

nature and includes considerable study of static,

vacuum tubes and circuits, and the circuiting

development and mechanical design of radio

transmitters, receivers, etc. He was responsible

for the electric design of all radio equipment
supplied to the United States Government dur-

ing the war, which included radio sets for air

craft, submarine chasers, tanks, ground stations,

etc. He was also one of America's early ama-
teur radio operators.

Mr. Clement is a member of several engineer-

ing and scientific societies, including the Radio
Club of America, the Institute of Radio Engi-

neers and the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers. Mr. Clement's work in the Fada
organization will be that of development engi-

neer, and his duties along experimental and de-

velopment lines are expected to lead to new de-

signs in radio receiving equipment which will

exceed in efficiency those available at the pres-

ent time.

In New Home
The William & Van Horn Music Store of

Mt. Vernon, Wash., has taken new quarters in

the Pioneer Building, handling a general line

of music goods. The new quarters are consid-

erably larger than the old warerooms.

BUILT EXPRESSLY FOR RADIO USE

A Radio Battery Charger

that is BUILT RIGHT
—then Sealed!

Model

For Radio "A" batteries. AC. line.

110-120 volts, 40 (A) cycle. Battery
"A"—6 volts, 6-8 amperes. No ad-
justments.

Price 18

Model "A-B"

For simultaneously charging radio
"A" and "B" batteries. A.C. line,.

110-120 volts, 40 to 60 cycle. Battery
"A"—6 volts, 3-4 amperes. Battcrv
"B"—100 volts, 1/10 ampere. No ad-
justments.

Price 22

Ful-\v ave—the radio battery charger

that is a finished job when you sell

it—no maintenance—no water or

acid to add—no overheating—no

fuse blowing. Just quiet faithful

service, far more efficient than any

other charger and backed by the

manufacturer's full guarantee. Ful-

W ave Radio Battery Chargers oper-

ate without a bulb. Model "A"
charges "A" storage batteries faster

than other chargers and without in-

jury to the battery. Model "A-B"

charges "A" and i4B" storage bat-

teries simultaneously. No receiver

is complete without a good charger.

Therefore, when you sell a receiver,

sell Fid-Wave along with your tubes

and batteries.

Liberty Electric Corporation
ot New York

342 Madison Avenue

Makes use of
fuUACCurrent
-not half of it.

Music Trade Distributors

SILAS E. PEARSALL COMPANY
10 East 39th Street New York
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An ABLER'

Table Type No. 199 Adler-Royal Neu-
trodyne. Used with dry cells instead of
wet "A" batteries. All batteries con-
cealed in cabinet. 5 tubes (199) Cabinets
either walnut or mahogany.

Table Type No. 20-A Adler-Royal Neu-
trodyne. Used with wet "A" batteries;
"B" batteries concealed in cabinet. 5

tubes (either 201-A or 301-A). Cabinets
either mahogany or walnut.

Floor Type No. 1 Elizabethan Adler-
Royal Neutrodyne. This type is made in

two models for either wet "A" batteries
or for dry cells. 5 tubes, cabinets either
walnut or mahogany. All batteries fit

into cabinet thereby eliminating exposed
batteries and battery wires.

Adler-Royal Radio
Speaker. Mahogany or

duo-tone walnut.

The biggest

in the phonograph

THE Adler-Royal Franchise is the most valuable

business builder in the music field today. The
Adler-Royal line consists of licensed Neutrodyne radio

sets, combination phonograph and Neutrodyne radios,

phonographs and radio speakers. These are all manu-
factured and merchandised under the Adler-Royal name.
Your customers will appreciate the fact that they can

get all these instruments at one store.

What does our franchise mean to you? The Adler-

Royal franchise will raise your store above your com-
petitors. While they may be struggling to sell varied

lines and meeting destructive competition you will be

handling a standard line from a single source to meet
the needs of your customers who know that all their

radio and musical needs can be satisfied by the Adler-

Royal line.

The men behind the Adler-Royal franchise are all ex-

perienced in the music field. These men will cooperate

with you. Their problems are the same as yours. They
will help you solve your questions and their merchandis-

ing experience will be at your disposal.

Your letter is your application for our franchise. Sign

the coupon now. Take the step to establish yourself

firmly in the radio and phonograph business with a

standard line that satisfies all musical needs.

District Representatives

:

ROYALLINE SALES CORP.
218 Tremont St., Room 204, Boston,

Mass.

BRUNNER & LUKAS
881 Broadway, New York City.

ROBERT HARRIS
1015 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

WILLIAM A. CARROLL
802 Bramson Bldg., Buffalo. N. Y.

ROYAL SALES COMPANY
Pittsburgh, Pa.

JAMES M. ERVIN
4900 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

H. N. BUCKLEY
Grand Hotel, Cincinnati, Ohio.

S. E. LIND, INC.
2765 West Fort St., Detroit, Mich.

H. N. BUCKLEY
134 No. Pennsylvania St., Indianapolis,

Ind.

ADLER MANUFACTURING CO.
Chicago, 111.

SPRAGUE & WARREN
39 So. 8th St., ' Minneapolis, Minn.

MARKS PHONOGRAPH &
RADIO CORP.

2215 Pine St., St. Louis, Mo.

BLACKMAN SALES CO.
17 E. 14th St., Kansas City, Mo.

RADIO EQUIPMENT CO. OF
TEXAS

1319 Young St., Dallas, Tex.

ROYAL SALES CO.
313 California Bldg., Denver, Colo.

Phonograph
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FRANCHI
opportunity

and radio field

Your most particular customers will surely find their

ideal radio, combination phonograph and radio, or

phonograph in the Adler-Royal line.

Adler-Royal Neutrodyne is the new neutrodyne superi-

or in tone and beautiful cabinet designs. To suit every

need, Adler-Royal have made two styles, one operating

on storage "A" batteries, the other using dry "A" cells.

Merely by setting the dials at unchanging numbers,

radio stations are brought in without any discordant

noises.

Adler-Royal Combination Phonograph and Neutrodyne
Radios allow your customers to have the kind of enter-

tainment they wish when they want it—either radio

programs or phonograph records played better.

Adler-Royal Phonographs play the best records in a

superior manner. The tones are clear and strong.

Adler-Royal Radio Speakers give maximum amplification

with absolute control of tone volume. Demonstrate the

worth of this radio speaker in your city by tuning in on

stations broadcasting piano music; the notes will sound

true and clear without any metallic harshness.

Adler-Royal line is complete. You will be doing your

customers a service by becoming an Adler-Royal dealer.

Let them know that they can find everything for musi-

cal instruments under one roof.

Adler-Royal Phonograph No. 5. Made in

duo-tone walnut or mahogany. All ex-

posed metal parts are heavily nickel

plated.

Adler-Royal Elizabethan — Model 50.

Combination Adler-Royal Phonograph
and Adler-Royal Neutrodyne. Cabinets
in either walnut or mahogany.

ADLER MANUFACTURING
COMPANY, Inc.

General Sales Offices:

Dept. G3, 881 Broadway, New York City

Factories

:

Louisville, Ky.

ROYAL
and Radio

Adler-Royal Cabriole—Model 10. Com-
bination Adler-Royal Phonograph and
Adler-Royal Neutrodyne. Cabinets in

either walnut or mahogany.

ADLER MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Dept. G3. 881 Broadway. N. Y. C.

Kindly send me full information about the Adler-Royal

franchise.

V*'^ Othtr Pattnts Pending.

Name

Street

City State
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Important Conventions in the Twin Cities

Have Stimulating Effect on Retail Sales

Minneapolis Drug Co., Sonora Distributor, Stages Convention Display Which Attracts Wide At-

tention—Local Appearance of Several Brunswick Artists Creates Record Demand

Minneapolis and St. Paul, March 8.—While

February is generally conceded to be a quiet

month, Twin City dealers maintain that the

various conventions have kept things moving

along without any appreciable falling off of the

"high" season business.

Satisfactory Columbia Business

Manager Baer, of the Chicago Columbia

branch, was in Minneapolis last week and found

business very satisfactory. Mrs. Helen Boggs

is strong for the Music Memory Contest and

says it has noticeably increased sales. One of

the numbers is exclusive on the Columbia—the

"Parting March" from the opera "Lenore." It

was twice sold out.

The Columbia "Master Works" series, which

was issued in December, has shown a surpris-

ingly good sale. The Columbia Co. has re-

corded some of the world's greatest symphony

music, played by internationally famous or-

chestras.

A Convention Visitor

Among the out-of-town visitors who were in

the Twin Cities for the Hardware Convention

and the Drug Dealers Convention were Mr. and

Mrs. Randall Webber, of Red Wing, Minn. Mr.

Webber is head of the Webber Music Co., of

that city. He was last year with Sousa's Band

and toured the country with that organization.

Sonora Display at Convention

The Minneapolis Drug Co., Sonora distrib-

utor, had a display at the Northwest Drug

Dealers Convention, which attracted an unusual

amount of interest. It was the "honest-to-good-

ness" original Zenith radio set that Donald B.

McMillan had with him on his famous Arctic

expedition.

There is a new Sonora feature on the market
that has been very well received. It is a con-

sole design loud speaker.

John Date, manager of the Minneapolis Drug
Co., is making a trip through northern Minne-

sota, Duluth and the iron range, in company
with Fred. Roediger, New York Sonora dis-

tributor.

Good Edison Sales

Edison sales are gratifying both in phono-

graphs and records, says J. Unger, Minneapolis

manager of the Lawrence Lucker Co. .Mr.

Pucker just returned from a visit South and
East.

Consolidated Handling Radio
Mrs. Eggar, manager of the Consolidated

Talking Machine Co., O'keh and Odeon dis-

tributor, is pleased with their new radio lines.

They are showing the "Operadio" and other

lines.

Brunswick Artists Appear Locally

The next two weeks will find Brunswick very

much in the limelight, for three Brunswick stars

are featured at Twin City theatres. Nick Lucas,

the "Crooning Troubadour," closed an engage-

ment in Duluth February 28, and came to

Minneapolis for the week of February 28 to

March 7. He will then play St. Paul.

Marian Harris, Brunswick star comedienne,

is billed at the Orpheum as the "distinguished

singer of distinctive songs." She was here the

week of March 1. Miss Harris scored a de-

cided hit here last year and repeated her suc-

cess this year.

Last, and a long way from least, is Harry

Snodgrass, protege and favorite of radio fans,

who appears at the Orpheum March 14.

With three well-known record artists here

in two weeks the demand for Brunswick
records should be more than usually active.

Brief but Interesting

Foster & Waldo are putting on a special ad-

vertising campaign and are pushing the Bruns-

wick Radiola.

Whitney-MacGregor, the popular department

store, is remodeling the phonograph section and
is making a feature of its lines in its newspaper
advertisin g.

W. J. Dyer & Bros., of St. Paul, have secured

the services of Mr. Jordan, formerly with John
Wanamaker Co., as manager of their radio de-

partment.

Billy Nolan, formerly with Victor and now
connected with the R. E. Thompson Co., was a

Twin City visitor the past week. His old

friends were glad to see him.

Much interest is being shown in the opening

of a 5,000-watt station with WCCO broadcast-

ing the President's inauguration on March 4.

The Northwest Radio Trade Association is pro-

viding a receiving set for every school in the

Twin Cities—100 public schools and twenty-two

parochial schools. Dealers are making the

most of the opportunity.

Attractive Brach Literature

The L. S. Brach Mfg. Co., 129 Sussex avenue,

Newark, N. J., has issued a very attractive

folder on the Brach "storm guard aerial out-

fits." This literature carries pertinent facts re-

garding outside aerials and should prove of in-

terest to consumers. This folder is in two coL

ors and carries half-tone illustrations of the

component parts of aerial outfits and allows

space for the dealer's imprint.

In Bankruptcy

The University Music Shop, Inc., New York,

recently filed a petition in bankruptcy, with

liabilities of $7,838 and assets of $6,494.

A Set with a
Selling Argument

% I TRADE MARK -

\J Ihe (pncevt Grand of Radio
A Five-tube-Reflex Circuit—Loop Set

A profitable set to sell because of its

quality appeal. No aerial—removes in-

stallation troubles and expense. A great

new radio audience awaits it.

Table and console models

Write or phone for demonstration

VICTORY ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., Inc.
DISTRIBUTORS

Brooklyn Office New York Office

1207 Bedford Avenue 501 Fifth Ave., at 42d St.

Decatur 8000 Murray Hill 3225

All New York is

talking about it
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The New Etude

$100

There is a

big demand for

a good looking

upright at

$100

the new

Sonora Etude

will capture

it f

THE INSTRUMENT OF QUALITY

CLEAR AS A BELL

Sonora Phonograph
Company, Inc.

279 Broadway New York City

Makers ot Sonora Phonographs, Sonora

Radio Speakers, Reproducers

and Sonoradios

Export and Canadian Distributor:

C. A. RICHARDS, Inc.

279 Broadway New York City

Entire Milwaukee Retail Trade Looking
Forward to Improvement in Business

Sales of Records Have Been Especially Active During Past Month—Brunswick Music Memory
Contest Stimulates Interest in Music—News and Activities of the Month

Milwaukee, Wis., March 7.—The talking ma-
chine business was more optimistic in tone dur-

ing the month of February than during January,

according to reports of local jobbers. In some
cases there has been an improvement in busi-

ness, while other jobbers state that figures have

been running about the same. However, all

agree that dealers are taking a more encourag-

ing stand and are looking for a noticeable in-

crease during the coming month. Radio and
combination phonograph and radios have been

fairly active. Records have been very active

throughout the month of February.

Brunswick Business Gaining

"Business is getting better," stated Carl Love-

joy, local Brunswick representative. "I did

about twice as much business the last week of

February as I had done any other week so

far this year. The price reduction on several

Brunswick models has helped to increase the

volume of my business as dealers expect more
activity as a result. Record sales have been

wonderful. Dealers throughout the city had a

very good day on Washington's Birthday, which

was a half holiday at many offices in Milwau-

kee. The appearance of Brunswick artists at

local theatres and interest in the Brunswick

Music Memory Contest have also stimulated

business."

Mr. Lovejoy said that many dealers in Mil-

waukee were using direct mail advertising as

a means of tying up with the Music Memory
Contest. • Letters have been sent to Brunswick

Radiola prospects offering to demonstrate the

instrument on the night of the Brunswick Hour
of Music, and many deals have been closed as

a result. The Kesselman-O'Driscoll Co. was

one of the few dealers to use newspaper adver-

tising during February in connection with the

contest. This store offered to place a Bruns-

wick-Radiola or any standard radio receiving

set in the home free of charge for Tuesday eve-

ning, and also called attention to the contest.

The response was very good.

The appearance of Marion Harris, exclusive

Brunswick artist, at a local theatre, resulted in

a strong demand for her records throughout the

city. Brunswick dealers also expect to sell large

numbers of the recordings of Harry Snodgrass,

"king of the ivories," when these records are

released in March.

Frank V. Goodman a Visitor

Frank V. Goodman, sales manager of the

Sonora Phonograph Co., Inc., was a Milwaukee

visitor for a day during the latter part of Feb-

ruary, spending his time at the offices of Yahr

& Lange, Sonora wholesalers in Wisconsin and

Michigan. "There is evidence that business

conditions are better in Wisconsin than in many
other parts of the country," said Mr. Goodman,
during his visit here. "Talking machine dealers

in this State seem to realize that they must

make some effort in the way of advertising in

order to get business."

According to Fred E. Yahr, of Yahr & Lange,

business for February was running about even

with that of January in both talking machines

and radio. Records have also been moving very

well. The firm handles Ware and Malone-Lem-
mon receivers, and Okeh and Odeon records in

addition to the Sonora line.

E. Mehnke, of the Record Service Shop', So-

nora dealer at Sheboygan, Wis., was a visitor to

Yahr & Lange during the latter part of Feb-

ruary.

Points to Brighter Outlook

"The talking machine business was fair dur-

ing February, but records have been very ac-

tive," said Harry Goldsmith, secretary of the

Badger Talking Machine Co.. Victor jobber.

"However, there seems to be a more cheerful

attitude on the part of the dealers. Heretofore

it has been all hope, but now some of that hope
has been transferred into actuality."

New Radio Firm
The American Radio & Equipment Co. is a

new wholesale radio concern to enter the local

field which is planning to develop its business
along somewhat different lines from the average
radio wholesale firm. The company is handling
the Deresnadyne, Rauntone, Eagle and Eaglet
sets and accessories. Charles D. Weeks is pres-

ident of the company. Harry M. Hahn, who
was head of the music department of Yahr &
Lange, is vice-president in charge of sales. Ed-
mund B. Shea, local attorney, is secretary and
treasurer. The company will be exclusive dis-

tributor for the lines it handles in Wisconsin,

Upper Michigan and Minnesota.

News Gleanings

WCAY, the Milwaukee Civic Broadcasting
station, now has a 60-piece symphony orchestra

which is practicing under the direction of Ray
Mitchell, studio director. In addition to selec-

tions by world-famous composers the orchestra

is also playing some of Mitchell's own composi-
tions.

The Globe Electric Co. has announced plans

for a 30xl00-foot addition to its plant on Keefe

avenue, to be devoted to the making of radio

cabinets. The addition will be of brick and steel

construction on a concrete foundation.

Articles of incorporation have been filed with

the Secretary of State at Madison for the S. &
S. Radio Corp., of Milwaukee. The company is

capitalized at $10,000 to deal in radio and elec-

trical supplies. Incorporators are L. Starnes,

J. Stebbins and A. Borst.

Believing that no city is truly musical unless

within its own boundaries it creates music be-

cause' of its own desire to so express itself, mu-
sic-lovers of Kenosha, Wis., are lending their

support to a Civic Music Association which is

beinsi organized.

Working With Musicians

Wichita, Kans., March 6.—One of the ways

and means of bringing about a closer relation-

ship between the professional musician and the

music store is shown in a recent action" of the

J. H. Hobbs & Co. store here in setting aside

part of its space as the office of A. A. Davis,

local secretary of the musicians' union. This

means a steady influx of professional musicians

to the store which must eventually result in

increased business.

This record bag without
String or button BUT
with effective flap latch

is a

GOHOES
(pronounced ko-hose)

RECORD
GARRY BAG

Cohoes Envelope Co., Inc.

Sales Office

N. Y. and Vicinity

342 MADISON AVE.

Home Office

and Factory

COHOES, N. Y.
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GilfillanNeutrodyne
The Radio Sets of No Regrets

Far and Near
Equally Clear'

STYLE GX-1—In an artistic two-tone American

Walnut cabinet harmonizing with any interior.

The cabinet may be entirely closed whether in use

or not. Price without loud speaker,

phones, tubes or batteries $150

Neutrodyne sets lead the sales in music sto.res. The
public realizes the importance of buying Radio Sets

built upon fundamental principles which will be

as good 10 years from now as they are today.

Neutrodyne is the only system that was designed to

meet the increasingly difficult conditions of modern
broadcasting.

Gilfillan Neutrodyne sets have exceptional selectivity,

power to bring in distant stations even though locals

are playing, and a clarity of tone that is the delight

of the owner.

We are one of the fourteen licensed manufacturers

of Neutrodyne and make the parts for these sets in

our own factories, with years of radio experience be-

hind them. Our three factories supply the trade in

any section.

\

STYLE GN-2—This model has the same NEU-
TRODYNE construction and features in a smaller

cabinet. Price without loud speaker,

tubes, phones or batteries $120

Write your jobber or our nearest office for information.

GILFILLAN BROS. Inc.
KANSAS CITY

2525 W. PENN WAY
1815 W. 16th St., LOS ANGELES, CAL. NEW YORK CITY

225 WEST 57th ST.

Gilfillan radio corporation
/n^ LICENSED 8V ™.Q\t»e

NEUTRODYNE
'I 11!! war 27.i923and kpr,Hi
' p^.„p pats. Nosi,4Seo6o_, J?2*

iett<«e
Pats.Nosi,»seo6o-, --

* Other FStgnta Pending 2*8
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Retail Tie-Ups With Radio Programs
Promote Sales in the Indianapolis Field

Optimism Prevails Throughout Retail and Wholesale Trade Circles—Farewell to F. Pullin Fol-

lowing the Removal of the Edison Distribution Headquarters to Chicago

Indianapolis, Ind., March 7.—February sales as

reported by local dealers ran about on a par

with last year's record. Buying has not been

very brisk in the talking machine field. Rec-

ords, on the other hand, have gone well. The
tie-ups with the various shows playing here and
the broadcasting station programs have aided

sales. Hits from the "Rose Marie" Company
and "The Music Box Revue" have enjoyed a

steady sale in all record departments.

Adds Brunswick Line

The Christena Teague Piano Co. has entered

the talking machine and radio field, featuring

the Brunswick and Brunswick Radiola.

F. X. Donovan, manager of the talking ma-
chine department of the Pearson Piano Co., has

been confined to his home with a slight case

of "flu."

A. A. Herbert, of Hartford, Conn., treasurer

of I he American Radio Relay League, gave a

talk recently before the Indianapolis Radio Club

at the Young Men's Christian Association Build-

ing. Mr. Herbert, who is making a tour of the

United States, discussed the organization of the

national league and explained plans for pro-

moting radio activities in the country. He out-

lined the development of the league since its

inception, traced its history throughout the war
and the period since.

Miss L. E. Black, of The Sheet Music Store,

has taken on the Perfect and Vocalion records.

"These records," states Miss Black, "are enjoy-

ing a great popularity and have proven a good
leader lor our establishment."

Edison Jobbers Consolidate

One of the most important developments in

the talking machine industry during the past

month was the consolidation of the Edison Dis-

tributing Corp. of Indiana with the Edison Pho-
nograph Distributing Corp. of Chicago, which
resulted in the closing of the local office; all of

the jobbing business for Indiana will be han-

dled from the Chicago office. Fred Pullin was
the manager of the Indiana concern; he has

been appointed to a similar post in Chicago
headquarters.

Farewell to F. Pullin

Frederick Pullin, who had charge of the local

Edison distributing corporation until its merg-
ing with the Chicago branch, was given a fare-

well party in February by dealers and friends.

Mr. Pullin has been named to take charge of

the Chicago branch and has left to assume his

new duties.

Good Edison Sales Continue

W. H. Meskill, local Edison dealer, with a

branch store at Muncie, Ind., reports that pho-

nograph sales are up to their last year's record.

Much attention is being given to the canvassing

of old customers as a source for leads for new
business. "This method," states Mr. Meskill,

"has proved a good business getter."

Reports Increased Record Sales

L. G. Carlin, of the Carlin Music Co., notes

an increase in the demand for Columbia and

Edison records during the past month. This

company recently rearranged its warerooms,
installing a combined radio and phonograph de-

partment.

Brunswick Artists to Appear Here
It was recently announced that Virginia Rea

and Max Rosen, Brunswick recording artists,

will appear at the Murat Theatre here, during

the week of May 19, in conjunction with the

local music memory contest. The appearance

of these famous artists should result in increas-

ing sales at the local Brunswick shop, which

was instrumental in bringing them to this city.

Talking Machine Dealers
Building Radio Prestige

A. C. Stearns, of Globe Electric Co., Finds

Trade an Important Influence in Upholding
Prices and Prestige of Business

Milwaukee, Wis., March 6.—A. C. Stearns, ad-

vertising manager of the Globe Electric Co., 14

Keefe avenue, of this city, spent ten days dur-

ing February visiting the various retailers of

radio receivers in northern Indiana and western

Ohio. He visited Indianapolis, Cincinnati and
other large trade centers, and while in Fort

Wayne, Ind., he delivered an address to the

Fort Wayne Trade Association upon "Radio

Merchandising as It Applies to Dealer and Con-

sumer."

Mr., Stearns states that he found a more or

less unhealthy condition in the radio retail busi-

ness in that territory, because of the fact that

the store, which handles nothing but radio, is

prone to exercise high-pressure sales methods,

and to cut prices. The music store he found

to be an exception, because the talking machine

dealers are strictly adhering to prices and be-

cause of their steadfast policy they are reaping

the inevitable returns.

"The manufacturer of radio receiving setSj"

said Mr. Stearns, "has a selling problem on his

hands. He should instruct his salesmen, who
are calling upon the dealer, to use their powers

of suggestion, to tell truthful sales stories and

give the benefit of some good sound advice

upon merchandising plans and policy. He
should, in short, give his customers a share in

the fruits of the experience which he encounters

daily in his territory."

H. A. Mills, of Harrisburg, Pa., has leased

space in the McCrory Block on Pennsylvania

avenue, where he will open a music store.

One ftandIe handles it'
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DISTRIBUTORS

A. C. ERISMAN CO 175 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.
GENERAL, PHONOGRAPH CORP 15 West ISth St., New York, N. Y.
EVERYBODY'S TALKING MACHINE CO., INC., 810 Arch St., Phila, Pa.
IROQUOIS SALES CORP 210 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.
JAMES COWAN CO 18 West Broad St., Richmond, Va.
JAMES K. POLK CO., INC 294 Decatur St., Atlanta, Ga.
BELKNAP HARDWARE & MFG. CO 111 E. Main St., Louisville. Ky.
STERLING ROLL & RECORD CO...... 137 West 4th St., Cincinnati, O.
OHIO MUSICAL SALES CO 1747 Chester Ave., Cleveland, O.
C. L. MARSHALL CO 514 Griswold St., Detroit, Mich.
TARG & DINNER MUSIC CO 229 West Randolph St., Chicago, 111.

EDWARD G. HOCH CO 27 No. 4th St., Minneapolis, Minn.
MAJESTIC MUSIC SHOP 16 South 7th St., Minneapolis, Minn.
RENIER MUSIC HOUSE 545 Main St., Dubuque, Iowa
MARKS PHONOGRAPH & RADIO CORP. .2215 Pine St., St. Louis, Mo.
SCHMELZER CO 2015 Grand St., Kansas City, Mo.
CARL FLORINE 514 Charles Bldg.. Denver, Colo.

WALTER S. GRAY & CO 1054 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.
WALTER S. GRAY & CO 926 Midway Place, Los Angeles Cal.
WALTER S. GRAY & CO 2602 Fourth Ave., Seattle, Wash.

OUTING TALKING MACHINE CO., Inc., Mt Kisco, N. Y.

Export Department

No. 44 Whitehall Street, New York City, N. Y., U. S. A.

Cable Address "OUTING" New York

Representatives in:

Sydney, New South Wales; Melbourne, Havana, Cuba. Barranqnilla, Colombia.
Brisbane and Perth, Australia; Buenos Aires, Argentine Rep. Genoa, Italy.
Wellington, New Zealand. Santiago de Chile. Dublin, Ireland.
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Neutrodyne 1924 Sales

Reach $12,803,090 Total

Annual Report of Group of Manufacturers Mak-
ing Radio Sets Under Permit by Hazeltine

Corp. Shows Sevenfold Growth in Volume

Final analysis of the full reports and audits

of the neutrodyne group of radio manufacturers

just completed shows that their combined bus-

iness for the fiscal year 1924 came within 5

per cent of the estimates. _ The figures show a

sevenfold growth of public favor for sets em-
bodying the neutrodyne principle and place the

neutrodyne group as second largest manufac-
turers of radio receivers in the world, and
within an ace of first position.

"The actual business done by licensed manu-
facturers during 1924 amounted to $12,803,090,

as compared to $1,647,581 for the previous year.

This represents the amount actually received

from the trade," stated R. T. Pierson, president

of the Hazeltine Corp., which owns the neutro-

dyne patents and trade-marks.

"Despite the fact that it is reported sales dur-

ing the present quarter have not been as ex-

pected, our advices indicate that the healthy

growth of neutrodyne in public favor continues

and the business of the neutrodyne manufac-
turers will be considerably greater than during

the corresponding months of 1924. Some of

the neutrodyne manufacturers report greater

sales in January, 1925, than in December, 1924.

"The reports which come to us from the field

show that the public is rapidly realizing the

fundamental fact that the neutrodyne system is

based on tuned radio frequency, and that the

neutrodyne principle makes tuned radio fre-

quency a controllable device free from objec-

tionable squeals and disturbing factors.

"The magnitude of the business done by the

neutrodyne group is reflected in the royalty re-

turns made to the Hazeltine Corp. The figures

for the various quarters also show the percent-

age of growth. During the two Summer quar-

ters, when public demand is normally very low,

the sales of neutrodyne apparatus continued

strongly as shown in the following royalty re-

ports:

"For quarter ending: March 31, 1924, $180,-

518.75; June 30, 1924, $30,812.28; September 30,

1924, $57,860.74; December 31, 1924, $370,962.75;

total, $640,154.52.

"The expenses were nominal and after de-

ducting them and making provision for Federal

income tax there was $533,845.43 available for

distribution to the stockholders. There are 175,-

000 shares of no par value stock outstanding.

"Since the first of the year the corporation

has declared a quarterly dividend of $1.25, which

was paid February 24 to stockholders of record

as of February 4. Within the next five weeks
royalties for the first quarter of 1925 will be due

and payable.

"Fourteen manufacturers, located in various

parts of the country in such manner that a na-

tional distribution is assured, are licensed to

manufacture under the neutrodyne patents.

Their products encompass the needs of every

class.

"A careful survey of the industry shows there

is no revolutionary invention in sight, nor any

radical improvement which would affect public

demand."

Thos. A. Edison in Florida

Thomas A. Edison, the famous inventor and
president of Thos. A. Edison, Inc., is still so-

journing at- his Winter home in Fort Myers,

Fla. Although ostensibly taking a well-de-

served vacation, Mr. Edison continues to main-

tain an intimate touch with all the affairs of his

varied business interests. He is expected back-

some time during the early part of April.

The Kerr Music Co., Phoenix, Ariz., has

opened new warerooms at 27 South Central av-

enue.

Predicts Wide Popularity

for New Sonora Speakers

Maurice Landay, President of Greater City

Phonograph Co., Enthusiastic Over Merchan-
dising Possibilities of New Products

In view of the growth in the demand for

built-in or cabinet type radio loud speakers,

Maurice Landay, president of the Greater City

Phonograph Co., New York, distributor of So-

nora phonographs and other products in New
York City, Staten Island and the lower Hud-
son Valley, was particularly enthusiastic re-

garding the two new cabinet speakers placed

on the market by the Sonora Co. In this con-

nection he said:

"The Sonora Phonograph Co. has, through-

out its long history in the manufacture of talk-

ing machines, always proved itself to be alive

to any new development which takes place and,

in a number of cases, leading the way for oth-

ers. The company has pursued this policy^a

since beginning the production of radio phono-

graph combinations and loud speakers. It is,

therefore, not surprising to find the Sonora Co.

placing upon the market two new loud speak-

ers, one of which is entirely different from any-

thing produced by the company to date. Both
should be very popular with the trade and the

public alike.

"The first speaker is similar to the already

popular Sonora loud speaker but at a slightly

reduced price. It compares very favorably with

any speaker at present on the market. The
second of the new products is a console model

loud speaker which provides for both concealed

batteries and the built-in loud speaker, also al-

lowing the radio set to be placed and displayed

attractively on a piece of furniture which serves

a double purpose, namely, that of a loud speaker

and battery container besides being a stand foi

the radio set itself. We expect both of these

new products to move exceptionally well and

enjoy the same popularity which has met all of

the moves made by the Sonora Co. in the pro-

duction of radio."MB Of

Early releases of the latest and big

hits.

Recordings by foremost artists and
most popular orchestras.

A price that assures quick turnover
with a handsome margin of profit.

Write for sample records and complete details

DOMINO RECORD CO. :

10 West 20th Street - New York City
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S. O. Martin, Sonora Phonograph Go.
President, Commends Policy of World

Congratulates This Publication Upon Its Twentieth Business Anniversary and Pays High Trib-

ute to the Service That the World Has Rendered and Is Rendering the Trade

Among several letters received by The Talk-

ing Machine World sending congratulations on

the twentieth anniversary of the establish-

ment of this publication was a most interesting

one from S. O. Martin, president of the Sonora

Phonograph Co., Inc., New York, who, as a

comparative newcomer in the phonograph in-

dustry, was immediately impressed with the

high caliber of the publication and with the serv-

ice it has rendered and is rendering the indus-

try of which it is the dominant representa-

tive. In his letter Mr. Martin says:

"I am glad to have the opportunity given me
to express the real satisfaction I derive from

your dependable monthly, The Talking Machine

World. As a comparative newcomer in the

phonograph industry some three years ago I

was absolutely open minded toward the trade

papers of the industry and read them all from
cover to cover. I soon became impressed with

not only the comprehensive character of your
publication but also with its soundness of con-

tent. Conservative, yet not bigotedly so, The
World appeared open minded to progress and
seemed able also to distinguish actual sign-

boards of progress from will-o'-the-wisps.

"I find myself increasingly interested in your

research work and its possibilities of extending

still further your marked service to the indus-

try. If, for example, an analysis were made of

your files from your beginning twenty years

ago I should think that your research depart-

ment could prepare an evolution of the phono-

graph and phonograph record that would be notnnniFfiiiii« i ii ii«i i iiiBmr-Hiri

only of exceeding interest but of real present
value to the business.

"First, the evolution of the product could be
shown from advertisements and text and then
the evolution of distribution, the different sys-
tems of distribution in effect between the man-
ufacturer and the consumer. The rise of the
instalment plans of paying; stock turn problems
and plans; numbers of models and records that
constitute 80 per cent of a dealer's volume of
business and number of models and records
involved in the remaining 20 per cent, also occur
as subjects that your files and research organ-
ization could supply of real service to all of us
in the industry.

"The rise and amalgamation of radio with the
phonograph industry was foreseen by you, and
your estimates as to future possibilities in that
direction would be studied with care by us all.

These are only a few subjects that occur to me
as I contemplate your opportunities for service.

"So I congratulate The Talking Machine
World on its birth with the industry, and the
strides made with the industry, never dragging
at its coattails, on the contrary, possibly some-
times pulling at its hand. May this first twenty
years of The Talking Machine World, bright
and fruitful as they have been, prove to be but
harbingers of still mightier and more influen-

tial decades to follow."

Pathe Dealers Tie Up With
an Extensive Ad Campaign

Leading Metropolitan Dealers Install Window
Display Featuring Pathe B-5 Radio Set in

Conjunction With Newspaper Ads

An outstanding example of concentrated sales

effort is to be found in the recent campaign
conducted by the Pathe Phonograph & Radio
Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y. The campaign was
built upon the Pathe B-5 radio receiving set.

Fifty-eight consecutive ads were run during the
month of February in the metropolitan dailies.

This was supplemented by dealer helps placed
in the retailers' hands and concentrated effort

upon the part of the Pathe sales staff. Dealer
co-operation during the campaign was marked.
Numbers of retailers displayed the Pathe B-5
in their "windows. Davega, Inc., which operates
a chain of stores in New York City, devoted
full windows in various stores to the display
of the Pathe B-5. The stores operated by
Saul Birns and Ludwig Baumann & Co. also

heartily participated in the campaign. The ef-

fort expended was well rewarded. The cam-
paign was a decided success from all angles.
From the standpoint of the dealer, sales were
greatly increased, and from the standpoint of
the Pathe Phonograph & Radio Corp., nearly
three hundred dealers were added to the list.

The success of this campaign has led the firm
to make still further extensive plans along this

line for the future.

Peerless Album Go. Made
"Pictorial" Record Jobber

The Peerless Album Co., 638 Broadway, New
York City, manufacturer of record albums and
similar accessories for the talking machine
trade, is also distributor for the New Record
Corp., of Brooklyn, N. Y., manufacturer of

"Pictorial" records. The Peerless Co. is plac-

ing in the hands of the trade a series of new
seven-inch records in an album. These are mul-
ti-colored records carrying appropriate illustra-

tions seen through the transparent playing sur-

face of the record. The records are called "The
Child Life of Christ." These and the other

timely and topical records issued by the New
Record Corp. are having a widespread sale and
its newest issue, "The Child Life of Christ,"

will be found particularly appropriate during
the Easter season. Many live retail talking ma-
chine dealers are planning vigorous sales cam-
paigns in this connection.

THE RADIO TUBE THAT IS FULLY GUARANTEED

Note this Clear-
tron CT-199with
a Standard Base

MORE PROFIT for YOU
on CLEARTRON

Guaranteed Tubes
CLEARTRON Tubes—backed by a rigid, lasting guarantee

—

backed to help you and help us in creating satisfied customers
and swelling the sales turnover—soon to be backed by local
newspaper advertising, national in scope, that will bring cus-

tomers to your store.

Consider the CLEARTRON high spots

1. Sensitive to weak signals.

2. Distortionless to tone.

3. Economical—long life.

4. Rigid construction.

5. Oscillator, detector,
or audio amplifier.

radio

quality — uni-

7. Rigidly guaranteed.

6. Consistent
form tubes

Cleartron Tubes come in three regulation sizes: CT-201A, CT-
199 SMALL, with regular 199 base, and CT-199 STANDARD.
The latter is a so-called "peanut tube" made with a standard
sized base. No adapters necessary. All retail at .$3 a piece.

Dealers, order through your distributor or jobber. We have
national distribution. Or write us for information. We shall
gladly cooperate.

CLEARTRON VACUUM TUBE CO.
CT-201-A 26 West 44th Street New York, N. Y.

VT—

W

C-T 199

Small

cleartronGUARANTEED RADIO TUBES
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Your Most Eloquent Ambassador

Every alternate Thursday night a mysterious messenger personally repre-

senting every Victor talking machine dealer calls on maybe ten or fifteen million

people. This occult traveler does not come unbidden ; all whom he visits literally

invite him, introduce him warmly and cheerfully at the very centers of their

homes and family life. His name is Victor Radio Broadcasting and he says, in

effect, before leaving:

"The only way you can enjoy the entertainment that I represent, whenever
and wherever you please, is through the Victrola and Victor records."

If someone should offer the services of such a representative to every dealer

privately, and popular radio broadcasting were unknown, there is no limit to what
every live retailer would pay for the service.

Yet, through the wisdom and resources of the Victor Talking Machine Com-
pany, this very service exists nation-wide without a penny's cost to the trade.

The foregoing comparison, we believe, sharply illustrates why Victor Radio
Broadcasting must never be taken for granted by Victor dealers. It is the prime
duty of the retail fraternity to make their places of business conspicuously known
as the sole centers where the musical products that are thus being so magnifi-

cently advertised can be purchased and maintained. By retail advertising, by
store displays and window displays, by sales talks and by the personal enthusiasm

of everybody from proprietor to record stock clerk, the message for Victor

Product that radio conveys for one hour every fortnight must be dinned into the

public consciousness. "Repetition makes reputation !"

Do you doubt the potency of radio in bringing response ? Over 75,000 let-

ters were written by the public to the Victor company on the occasion of the first

Victor program. Once the mayor of a certain city, broadcasting a message, asked
all who approved of his sentiments to send a collect telegram to his office the

next day. He paid for telegrams totaling over $7,000 in cost. Another broad-
casting effort of which we know resulted in inquiries for easily 15,000 copies of

a musical instrument booklet and a storm of approving letters has come from
banker and newsboy, flapper and dowager.

Don't take radio for granted, Mr. Victor Dealer. If you are not employing
the values that it contains as practiced by the Victor company, you are ignoring

the most marvelous new force for business-building that the present generation

has ever known.

C. BRUNO & SON, Inc.

351-353 Fourth Avenue New York

Victor Wholesalers to the Dealer Only
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BRASS
Tone Arm Complete

for

Miniature Outfit

60c
(Not illustrated)

Also Tone Arms and Repro-

ducers for PORTABLES
At Attractive Prices

No. 5

High Class Perfect
Universal

Tone Arms and Sound Boxes and All

Parts for These Products in Raw or

Finished State, also Metal Stampings.

In Small or Large Quantities

GLOBE ART MFG. CO.
"Specialists in Plating and

Finishing"

75-77 Winthrop St. Newark, N. J.

National Association of Credit Men
Launches Drive for Protection Fund

Fund of $1,000,000 to Be Raised in Order to Check Efforts of Credit Crooks—Intensive Cam-
paign to Be Undertaken in the Leading Cities of the Country

The National Association of Credit Men, with

headquarters in New York, has launched

an energetic campaign among the business

men of the country to raise a fund of

$1,000,000 to be known as the "National Fund
for Credit Protection" and to be used for the

purpose of combating the credit crooks whose
operations are becoming constantly more bold.

In making an appeal for subscriptions from

business men generally the Association states

that the operations of credit crooks have proved

so lucrative that criminals of other types have

forsaken their regular lines to enter this new
field of great rewards for dishonesty.

The figures representing the losses sustained

by the various intrigues and devices of the com-
mercial crook are astonishing, and, irrespective

of the particular amount that was lost last year,

the increase every year shows the necessity for

some radical action on the part of business men.

Something is wrong when a dishonest man
with but $300 cash is able to obtain a fictitious

bank balance of $10,000, and with false financial

statements obtains $100,000 worth of merchan-
dise on credit in ninety days. Something is

wrong when there is an increase of 131 per

cent in the commercial failures and liabilities

incurred in four years, particularly when it is

realized that probably from 40 to 50 per cent

of these failures are tainted to a greater or

smaller degree with fraud.

Conservative estimates of credit men through-

out the country place the annual loss to Amer-
ican business through credit crime at not less

than $250,000,000. The losses fall upon the ulti-

mate consumer without any doubt, because the

credit man charges it to overhead; to the ex-

pense of doing business, and it has got to be

passed along. It paralyzes honest business men
by placing a premium on dishonesty.

The plan as outlined divides the country into

three major districts and calls for the establish-

ment of a central office; proper finances; per-

sonnel and equipment to undertake all cases

of commercial crime within each district. The
plan makes provision for placing one or more
resident investigators in almost every large

commercial center throughout the country. If

such a plan is successful, the very fact that it

has been successful will be worth more than

the millions that will be raised.

The actual launching of the movement will

commence with the opening of one week's in-

tensive campaign in Philadelphia on March 23,

followed by similar campaigns in Detroit and

Milwaukee, beginning on April 6, in New York
and Indianapolis on April 13, Chicago on April

20, Cleveland on April 27, Minneapolis and St.

Paul on May 4, St. Louis on May 11, Cincin-

nati and Boston on May 18, and Kansas City

on May 25.

William H. Pouch, president of the Concrete

Steel Co., of New York City, is the National

Chairman. Members of the National Committee

of the campaign include the presidents of four-

teen banking institutions, the presidents of three

Chambers of Commerce, the presidents of more
than twenty-five of the Nation's leading manu-

facturing concerns. This movement has re-

ceived the endorsement of more than twenty

national trade associations throughout the na-

tion.

Many Brunswick Artists

Are Broadway Headliners

Theatres, Dance Palaces and Amusement Places

on New York's White Way Featuring Famous
Brunswick Record Artists

If You Are a Gross-Word
Puzzle Fan Try This

The Cross Word Puzzle Appearing Below Pre-

sents Some Interesting Possibilities to Fans

The millions of people who pass up and down
Broadway between Fiftieth and Fifty-third

streets, New York City, in the course of a year

cannot fail to be aware of the fact that Bruns-

wick artists are among the leaders on the Great

White Way. For example, there is the Winter
Garden, where Al Jolson holds sway in "Big

Boy." Al Jolson is a Brunswick artist, and

also a Brunswick booster, and he tells the world

through a large poster at the theatre entrance.

The poster contains a picture of Jolson and

lists a number of the records he has made, and

which are among the most popular handled by

dealers who feature the Brunswick.

A little further up the street are the Picca-

dilly and Capitol, two of Gotham's leading mo-
tion picture houses. In the Piccadilly Frederic

Fradkin, the famous violinist, who is also a pop-

ular Brunswick artist, is the conductor and solo-

ist of the Piccadilly Concert Orchestra. A big

sign announces this fact to the passing throngs.

At the Capitol is an aggregation of famous

Brunswick artists, the Capitol Grand Orchestra,

whose Brunswick records are widely popular.

Ray Miller and His Orchestra, who are

among the top notchers in their line, and who
also are well-known Brunswick artists, play at

the Arcadia ballroom. At the Liberty Theatre

on West Forty-second street, Ohman and

Arden, who are noted for their brilliant piano

duets, are featured in "Lady Be Good."

These are only a few of the places where

Brunswick artists are headliners. The big

point is that through their appearances on the

stage and in the orchestra pit they are demon-

strating their art to many thousands of people,

and the effect of this publicity in creating a

record demand is invaluable.

Herewith is shown a cross-word puzzle which

recently appeared in The Town Crier, the house

organ of the Radio Corp. of America. Get out

111 IT"" M \m
17

I Hi 19m
your pencil and put on your thinking cap and
try to solve it. On another page of this issue

the solution will be given.
Horizontal: 1. Slang for naval officer's epaulet; 4.

Bodily troubles; 7. Coil of wire; 9. Business position of

an umbrella; 11. A complete receiver; 12. To proceed;

13. A Radiola noted for its tone; 15. Short for audio;

16. Dealer's best bet for quick turnover; 17. Point of a

pen; 18. A glowing gaseous, electrical conductor; 20. A
type of basket wound coil (abbr.); 21. And so on; 23.

Ditto (abbr.); 24. To plant; 26. Supplied free to RCA
dealers; 27. Amount of current drawn through a circuit.

Vertical: 1. Closed; 2. Ampere Turn (abbr.); 3. A kind

of wire; 4. The "ears" of a radio receiver (abbr.); 5. Part

of the verb "to be"; 6. Equipped with shoes; 8. What
a rheostat does; 10. Danger; 12. Naval term meaning "to

cover a band of wave-lengths"; 14. To grab; 15. A South-

ern State (abbr.) home of the Matthews Electric Supply

Co.; 17. Ship operator's abbreviation for "nothing doing,

old man"; 19. A series of metal plates and dielectrics

(abbr.); 21. Printer's measures; 22. A hermit's hut; 24.

1'ronoun ; 25. Preposition.
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Phonograph Panel Unit

THIS is the full 5-tube Neutro-

dyne "panel" whose popularity is

sweeping the country. You can

sell your trade nothing better,

because the Fada panel performs

like the famous Fada Neutro-

ceiver and the Fada Neutrola

—

standard of modern radio recep-

tion. Sell it in combination with

a phonograph, or sell it separately

for the phonograph the customer

already has!

Fada Phonograph Panel Units

are made in two sizes.

Cat. No. 196-A is 15 3/16 x 16 27/32

Cat. No. 197-A is 14 1/2 x 17 13/32

(5-Tube Neutrodyne)

These will exactly fit Victor

console models 400, 405 and 410,

also model 215, and can be used

on other console phonographs

where the available space is not

less than these dimensions.

The Fada panel is adapted to

either dry-cell or storage-battery

tubes. It can be used with either

indoor or outdoor aerial. Look

into this Fada panel proposition.

It's a money-maker. It gives you

two chances at every prospective

customer!

F. A. D. ANDREA, INC.
1581 JEROME AVENUE, NEW YORK

RO

Radio and Phonograph
Combination

Victor Console Model Phono-
graph, Models 400, 405 and 410
cabinets with five-tube Fada
Neutrodyne Panel Unit, Cata-
log No. 196-A.
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Planned Management Is Basis of Success
W. Braid White Describes in a Concrete Manner How Manage-
ment, When Intelligently Planned, Insures Prosperity in Business

Scientific management is a term which has

been much heard of in large industry and is

even beginning to be heard of in that relatively

small and unsystematized industry in which is

included most of the making of musical instru-

ments, great and small. Scientific management
in the retail field is, however, both newer and

less thoroughly understood. In fact, one may
say that the possibilities of scientific manage-

ment are hardly as yet at all realized in retail

business. Yet the success of retailing, whether

in the music business or in any other, is more
and more coming to depend upon some sort of

worked-out theory of conduct and operation.

When I say a "worked-ouf theory," I mean a

body of rules or understandings brought into

common use by those who have made it their

business to learn just how retail operations do

proceed, and how the process of selling is actu-

ally carried on. Much time and labor have been

expended during recent years upon just this very

sort of study, and much literature has already

been composed with this as its text, so that

actually there is a body of compact, systema-

tized knowledge, upon which we can draw and

which may serve as a guide to the merchant

who wants to increase his sales and to improve

his methods of selling.

Genuine and Shoddy Goods
Unfortunately, as I said above, whenever true

scientific work of this sort is done there springs

up behind it a mass of unreliable and unscien-

tific work. No sooner did it become apparent

that the principles of salesmanship can be

taught, and that such principles do not essen-

tially change, than there sprang up a mob of

so-called "experts," offering to make any farm-

erboy a high-powered salesman within a few

weeks, often by mail. And thus scientific man-

agement got another black eye.

Business Must Become Scientific

Now, of course, if business cannot be scientif-

ically managed, then there is something very

wrong with business. The bigger a business

becomes the more must its head acquire and

put into practice some pretty definite plan for

its operation, some plan based upon a clear un-

derstanding of what it is he wants to accom-
plish and how he proposes to do the accom-
plishing. In retailing the keystone, of course, is

sales-policy. Everything in a retail business de-

pends upon salesmanship, for even the precise

kind of the goods on sale is less important

than the methods adopted to sell them. To-day
it matters much less than it used to where a

merchant sets up a store, for if he has sufficient

in the way of attractions to offer the news-
papers will tell his story and the crowds will

come. It is how one sells, just as much as what
one has to sell, which counts in retailing to-

day.

This is even true in the music business, where
the question of location is for various reasons

important. In a small community the walk-in

trade is not likely to be very great because the

immediate daily • musical wants of the commu-
nity are not, even in these days, usually very

great. There is always a certain amount of cas-

ual music-buying in the smaller items, but the

larger items, as pianos and player-pianos, pho-

nographs, etc., have to be "sold" in the most
positive sense bf that term. A merchant has to

go out and dig up a good many, if not most, of

his sales in the larger items, unless he has a

very large community to serve and very little

competition.

Manner More Than Matter

Yes, the records of the trade show clearly

that it is the manner of salesmanship which

counts much more than any question of just

what the merchant has to sell. Good salesman-

ship in the talking machine business, for in-

stance, is almost entirely a matter of service. It

is the merchant who gives the best and the

readiest service to his customers, who has al-

ways on hand the needed record, who constantly

advertises his stock and constantly proclaims

his service ability who wins out. Wherever
there is public demand for a thing, without a

correspondingly high level of public knowledge,

it is always service which counts in the long run.

Salesmanship Is Life-Blood

Salesmanship, then, the manner of selling and

of giving service, is the life-blood of the retail

business; and salesmanship is a meeting of

minds which can be conducted according to

principles which have their root in eternal fact.

On the other hand, salesmanship cannot be

rightly taught by anyone who teaches it as a

matter of cold-blooded personal profit. When a

man undertakes to teach salesmanship for profit

he is thereby almost compelled to take any-

one who presents himself, put him through a

course and grant him a diploma. He may even

have to offer to find for his students paying

positions. Naturally, numbers and profits are

the first consideration; and most of the sales-

manship which the teacher or the institution

may have to impart is likely to be expended in

the task of selling the teaching to the students;

so that the latter could do much better by

studying how they were induced to buy the

course than by studying the course itself.

This is not the fault of any individual, but

simply of the fact that business operations, en-

gineering operations, a foreign language, or

anything else, cannot be taught on the iarge

commercial scale with any success to anyone

save the promoter of the idea. On the other

hand, better salesmanship is so much a matter

of prime necessity in the talking machine and

record business that one dare not pretend that

it may be left to take care of itself. It is my
own conviction that the interests of the retail

trade in our industry demand study, investi-

gation and action upon the question of improv-

ing retail salesmanship. And I believe, further-

more, that something practical can be done.

A Trade Job

Why, in fact, should not the whole question

of retail salesmanship in the talking machine

industry be made the subject of study and re-

port on the part of every State and local asso-

ciation of music merchants? The subject is one

which touches the immediate interests of every

music merchant. It is one which every asso-

ciation of music men is dealing with every

day. It is one which is too big and

too complicated for any single society to tackle;

but which every local and State body ought to

and could tackle with some likelihood of doing

something practical. It is just one of those

things for which State and local associations

exist. What we all want and need to know is

something like the following: (1) how to select

personnel, (2) how to train personnel in demon-

stration and selling, (3) how to pay personnel

so as to make the profession of talking machine

and record selling worth while.

One thing is sure. We don't want any sys-

tem of "canned salesmanship," even though we
are engaged in promoting the sale of what used

to be called "canned music." We want scien-

tific salesmanship, and scientific management,

but we don't want the commercial brand of

these commodities. Salesmanship can be

taught, but it must be taught by men and

women who practice it successfully, who under-

stand its principles, and who are ready to im-

part their knowledge for the good of the trade

and not for their own personal profit. That is

why this is a job for associations in the trade.

That it represents a need every merchant knows.

Emerson Jewish Releases

The Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp.,

manufacturer of the Emerson popular-priced

record, has issued a special release of two Jew-

ish songs by Miss Jennie Goldstein, the well-

known musical comedy star, now playing at the

People's Theatre, New York City. These are

the two most popular numbers appearing in

the repertory of her present musical offerings,

"Huntiger Maidlach."

The
Magnifying
Glass Tells

a Different
Story

TO your naked eye

all needles may
look alike. But—un-

der a powerful mag-
nifying glass there's a

different story.

First, let's examine
an ordinary needle. Note its irregular surface—how full of small

cavities and many sharp projections. Such a needle acts like a

tiny file—gradually widening the groves and wearing out the rec-

ord. Now look at the OKeh or Truetone needle. See how smooth and pol-

ished its surface is. As this needle glides noiselessly through the grooves,

the music is reproduced faithfully and cl early, without scratching or surface noise

and with a minimum amount of wear on the record.

and /At

A Product of the

GENERAL PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION
OTTO HEINEMAN. Pres.

25 West Forty-fifth Street ... NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Newport Dealers Can Demonstrate Volume!

It is not always sufficient to just say, "Oh, yes!

This receiver has plenty of volume." More and
more are prospective purchasers demanding a

demonstration of volume.

Newport dealers welcome this request. It

gives them an opportunity to demonstrate New-
port volume. It is easy to "bring-in" the tantaliz-

ing music of any one of the excellent Metropolitan

orchestras with more than sufficient volume for

dancing. And it is just as easy to demonstrate

how this tremendous reserve volume can be modu-
lated to a mere whisper for those quiet evenings

at home. It is extremely easy to demonstrate how
responsive Newport Volume is to individual

moods.

Volume and Newport are, as dealers already

know, synonymous terms.

The Newport Is a Good Receiver

Built in a Piece of Fine Furniture

KfewYork City

NoxmUt JO, 1914 *^ Dcccmbn .6. 1924

INTERNATIONAL
RADIO BROADCAST TEST

<1f r
Tfriuport iftatiio (.lorporation

NEW YORK CITY
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Optimism in Buffalo

as Business Improves
Steady Gains Noted—De Forest Representatives

Aid Dealers—W. W. Miller Heads Federal

Tel. Mfg. Co.—Other Trade News

Buffalo, N. Y., March 8.—The gradual im-

provement in phonograph business is more
noticeable in Buffalo than in other sections of

western New York and northeastern Pennsyl-

vania. Although sales of instruments have not

reached a volume of unusual proportions, rec-

ords are selling exceptionally well, and jobbers

of Buffalo are kept as busy supplying record

demands now as they have ever been during

boom periods. This peculiar condition of the

trade has placed dealers in a most optimistic

frame of mind regarding talking machine busi-

ness.

Radio business holds steady, and jobbers are

particularly pleased with the factory service fur-

nished by all the leading radio manufacturers.

One of the most noticeable developments in the

radio trade is the discrimination of buyers.

Higher priced sets, with proved quality and a

service guarantee, are in greatest demand.

De Forest Representatives Visit City

Factory representatives from the De Forest

Co. spent some time in Buffalo, in February,

calling on accounts, aiding in service and giving

demonstrations. Harold Lloyd, zone manager

of the De Forest Co., called on dealers, making

his headquarters with the Buffalo Talking Ma-

chine Co. Other De Forest representatives, who
were in the city for nearly two weeks, were:

N. H. Berry, head of the service department;

W. R. Boyce, of the sales and service depart-

ment, and Roy Weigandt, vice-president and

chief engineer. Dealers in Buffalo are getting

good results with the new De Forest D-17

model, in both the leatherette and mahogany
cabinets. Compactness and attractiveness of

design are two of its selling points, but the

factory and the Buffalo Talking Machine Co.

are particularly pleased with results obtained

with the set, which makes it a sold article after

it has left the dealer.

Federal Advertising Helps Dealers

The new Federal set is another leader in vol-
,

ume of sales here. Dealers handling the Fed-

eral line declare it is one of the most fascinat-

ing sets on the market, and good results have

been obtained in all instances. Newspaper ad-

vertising in Buffalo, featuring the Federal panels

for the Victrola and the Cheney phonographs,

as well as the sets 141, 142 and 143, has been

a great help to dealers, since the company listed

the names of all Federal dealers in Buffalo in

its advertising. Many new buyers have been

obtained through this source. Another feature

of the Federal advertising was its announce-

ment that dealers throughout the city would

welcome visitors to hear the inaugural address

of President Coolidge. A new interest in radio

*

HIS MASTER*! VOICE

It has always been the policy of this house to build "good will" by rendering a service
that is at all times dependable and cooperative.

The number of Victor dealers we are now serving regularly, and who depend upon us

for their supply, is constantly increasing.

There must be a reason for their preference.

This not only applies to local and nearby dealers, but many at more distant points
find our service dependable. Our shipping facilities out of Buffalo are unexcelled.

Try us and be convinced.

CURTIS N. ANDREWS
service: _. SERVICE

Victor Distributor

Exclusively Wholesale
Court & Pearl Sts.

BUFFALO, N.Y.BUFFALO,NY BUFFALO.N Y!

was developed in this manner, and hundreds of

persons saw the importance of owning a radio,

as a means of keeping in touch with the world.

The Sleeper set is also giving great satisfac-

tion, and Curtis N. Andrews, jobber for the

Sleeper, speaks in terms of praise for the

Sleeper Co., regarding its service policies.

Radio Concerts Increase Record Sales

The Victor radio concerts are becoming more
and more popular, and it has been learned that

many parties throughout the city gather for

the Victor radio concerts, and invitations have

been sent out to friends of radio owners, ask-

ing them to drop in for the Victor concert.

Dealer advertising has done much toward stim-

ulating this interest among consumers. Red
Seal record sales are as good as, and in many in-

stances much better than they were after the

first Victor radio concert.

Brunswick Business Satisfactory

E. S. Germain, manager of the Buffalo office

of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., is grati-

fied with business in this territory, particularly

in the Radiola combination. Record sales also

have been good, Mr. Germain said. The Bruns-

wick Music Memory Contest and weekly radio

programs have done much to stimulate record

business. One of the best Brunswick accounts

in this district is that of Denton, Cottier &
Daniels, who have been pushing the Brunswick

line most aggressively and cashing in on some
very consistent Brunswick advertising, placed

by the house. The Hoffman Music Co., of

Rochester, is the latest large Brunswick ac-

count, and it is doing a good record business.

This store has stocked the entire line, including

the radio combination, and its floors present one
of the most attractive phonograph displays in

that city. C. T. McKelvey, district sales repre-

sentative, was a visitor to the Buffalo territory

the latter part of February, and called on the

company's accounts here.

Gould Storage Battery Co. Sold
The Gould Storage Battery Co., together with

the Gould Coupler Co., in Buffalo, was sold

recently to the Symington Co., of Rochester,
for $14,000,000, it is reported. The concern was
established fifty years ago by Commodore
Charles A. Gould. It manufactures storage bat-

teries for automobiles and radio.

Local Sicilian Artists Record
Mrs. Cosma E. Vullo and Vincent J. Nola,

well-known Buffalo singers, made the first

Sicilian records for the Victor Co. the latter

part of February. The records are in the

Sicilian dialect, sung in duet. They are ex-

pected to be in great demand in the Buffalo dis-

trict where there is located one of the largest

Sicilian colonies in the country.

W. W. Miller Succeeds B. G. Hubbell

W. W. Miller, of Wellesboro, Pa., has been

elected president of the Federal Tel. Mfg. Co.,

succeeding the late Burt Gage Hubbell. Mr.
(Continued on page 91)

IROQUOIS SALES CORPORATION
210 FRANKLIN STREET BUFFALO, N. Y.

Distributors for NewYork State and
Northwestern Pennsylvania for

CMJL Records and ODEON Records.

A capable, efficient sales organization that is ready and willing to co-operate

with OKeh and Odeon dealers in building up a permanent, profitable demand
for these popular record lines.
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Miller was formerly president of the Frontier

Tel. Co., out of which grew the Federal Co.

He has been associated with large banking in-

terests in New York and other sections of the

country.

New Broadcasting Station Planned
An announcement of interest to the radio

trade in this district, to the effect that two
huge radio towers will adorn the new twenty-
three-story Liberty Bank Building, now under
construction, was recently made by J. A. Kloep-
fer, president of the bank. The broadcasting
station will be located in one of the towers.

News Brieflets of the Month
Fire caused $10,000 damage to the plant of

Becker, Moore & Co. recently. The plant

makes wood flour used in the manufacture of

Edison phonograph records. Operation of the

plant has been resumed. This is the second
large fire in the structure within a year.

The Lajeal Music Co. has opened a new store

at 1023 State street, Erie, Pa.

Radio station WMAK, of the Norton Labora-
tories, Lockport, N. Y., has opened a new studio

in the Rialto Theatre that city.

O'Rourk & Putnam, dealers in Ellicottville,

N. Y., have opened a new store in Salamanca.

S. M. Wallace Furniture Co., which was de-

stroyed by fire last year, has opened a new
store in West Main street, Rochester. It is one

of the largest stores of its kind in Rochester,

and covers a floor space five times as great as

that of the old location.

Curtis N. Andrews, Victor jobber, is in Miami,

Fla., having driven down from Jacksonville, to

which city his car was shipped. He was ac-

companied by Mrs. Andrews. In Miami he was
joined by his brother, W. D. Andrews, Victor

jobber of Syracuse.

C. B. and R. E. Ulrich, brothers, of James-
town, N. Y., have opened a plant in that city

where they are manufacturing radio ground
equipment.

O. L. Neal, of the Buffalo Talking Machine
Co., was a visitor to New York City and Cam-
den, N. J., the latter part of February. He
spent some time at the Victory factory.

Secrecy in Brunswick
Music Memory Contests

Attendants at Broadcasting Studios as Much
at Sea as to Identity of Artists as Competing

Music Lovers—Announcements Awaited

The radio music memory contest conducted

by the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. last

month was managed along lines of the most

Brunswick Artists Masked for Contest

absolute secrecy. Heavily veiled ladies and

masked gentlemen dash along corridors lead-

ing to the Brunswick recording laboratories;

puzzled radio operators sat in an antechamber
and modulated a program coming from a mi-

crophone to which they had no access; an or-

chestra played the accompaniment for a singer

hidden from the players by a heavy screen and

the electricians, elevator men and other attend-

ants were all in an equal state of bewilderment.

This contest, which was inaugurated on Feb-

ruary 3 and continued on each Tuesday of the

month, brought into existence the most unique
broadcasting methods ever used. With hun-
dreds of thousands of radio enthusiasts com-
peting for the $5,000 cash awards to be given

to those guessing the largest number of artists'

names and the compositions played, it was im-

perative that no inkling of the identity of the

artists leak out from the Brunswick studios.

The announcer did not see the artists an-

nounced; the members of the Brunswick Sym-
phony Orchestra,

which accompanied
the different artists,

did not see the sing-

ers, who were sepa-

rated from the or-

chestra by a heavy

screen. A wave of

the hand over the tip

of the screen being

the signal for the

next selection to be

played. None of the

artists singing in the

contest knew who the

other artists were.

Upon the conclusion

of the program the

artists immediately

left the building.
They wore heavy

scarfs or veils over

their faces as they

entered and left, as

Broadcasting may be seen in the

illustration, lest the elevator men or curious by-

standers recognize them. Cars with drawn

shades brought them to and from the studio.

William A. Brophy, director of the Bruns-

wick recording laboratories, is the one man who
knows who the artists in the February concerts

were. He arranged the programs and he

ushered the artists from the waiting rooms to

the studio each Tuesday evening. No one else

in the Brunswick Co. and the Radio Corp. of

America was in the secret.

J. A. Fischer Announces
HAT he is now no longer associated with

\Jf EVERYBODY'S TALKING MACHINE CO.,
having sold his interests and resigned as president, and
with Mr. Irvin R. Epstan, formed the firm of J. A.
FISCHER COMPANY. And, after considerable planning

and much preparation, we are now ready to serve you in

our spacious quarters, at 730 Market Street, Philadelphia.

Everything pertaining to talking machines, any part —
sound box, motor, service that is real service—our entire

organization is at your command, and prompt action is

assured.

J. A. FISCHERCOMPANY
Manufacturers

730 Market Street PHILADELPHIA
"FROM A NEEDLE TO A MOTOR"
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General Stimulation of Business Results

in Pittsburgh From Music Via the Radio
Excellent Programs in Which Record Artists Are Featured Developing Music Appreciation and

Creating Sales of Records—John Borgerding Given Testimonial Dinner

Pittsburgh, Pa., March 9.—Trade conditions

in the talking machine industry in Pittsburgh

for the past month have shown somewhat of

an improvement. This is largely due to the

fact that the broadcasting of excellent programs

by the Brunswick Co., Victor Co. and others

has been highly appreciated by the lovers of

music in the Steel City and vicinity. A genuine

stimulation in record business has resulted.

C. R. Parsons Discusses Radio

C. R. Parsons, manager of the talking ma-

chine department of the Rosenbaum Co., one

of the best-known men in the trade here, has

been identified with the talking machine trade

C. R. Parsons

for a number of years in the Pittsburgh dis-

trict. The department over which he presides

in the Rosenbaum Co. store is one of the larg-

est and most complete in western Pennsylvania.

The Brunswick, Sonora and Victor lines are

handled, as well as the Victor and Brunswick

records. The achievements of Mr. Parsons in

the retail field make his statements authorita-

tive. In speaking of the effect of the radio on

the phonograph business he said:

"There can be no doubt but that the radio

and talking machine are supplementary to each

other. It has been established in the sales made
in this department of talking machine records

that many of the buyers were influenced to

make purchases, due to the fact of having heard

a celebrated artist sing or play over the radio.

There can be no doubt but that while 'radio

furnishes very attractive and pleasing means of

amusement, the talking machine is bound to re-

main as a factor in the home. People who pre-

fer to hear records are always glad of an op-

portunity to hear them at home on their own
talking machines. Sales of records immediately

after the broadcasting of some noted concert

or recital strongly indicate that the desire to

hear the artist on the phonograph is most press-

ing and one that cannot be denied."

J. Borgerding Honored
John Borgerding, manager of the talking

machine department of the S. Hamilton Co.,

as well as vice-president of that concern,

who for the past twenty-five years has been

connected with the company, was tendered

a testimonial dinner at the Seventh Avenue
Hotel recently. The dinner was in the na-

ture of a surprise. Wm. C. Hamilton, presi-

dent of the company, presented Mr. Borgerd-

ing with a handsome gold watch and chain.

He, in making the presentation, referred to

the loyalty of Mr. Borgerding and the deep

interest that he had displayed in his depart-

ment. Mr. Borgerding responded in a few

words of appreciation. It was announced that

as he had not taken a vacation for a long period

the company would give him a leave of absence

for two months. Mr. Borgerding is now in the

South, having spent some time in Washington,

D. C, and then going further South. Mr. Bor-

gerding is one of the best-known talking

machine men in western Pennsylvania and has

a wide circle of friends.

Columbia Sales Gain

Sales of the Columbia phonograph and Co-

lumbia records are reported by the local Colum-

bia dealers as showing a marked improve-

ment. Much interest is being taken by music

lovers in the Columbia Fine Art Series of Musi-

cal Masterworks in album sets. Music instruc-

tors and others interested in the promotion of

good music here are loud in their praise of this

new series of Columbia records.

Explorer's Visit Stimulates Zenith Sales

Dr. Donald B. McMillan, world-famous Arctic

explorer, who on his recent exploration trip

came within twelve degrees of the North Pole
and who accompanied Commodore Peary on
his historic trip to the Pole, was a recent visitor

to this city and gave an interesting talk on his

experiences at the radio department of the

Joseph Home Co. department store, under the

auspices of the local branch of the Music Mas-
ter Corp. He also gave a short talk at the

University Club, where he showed 8 000 feet of

moving pictures taken on his recent visit to

the Arctic regions.

One of the chief essentials of Dr. McMillan's

R. E. Hunting, Dr. McMillan and C. Le Voie

regular equipment is a Zenith radio receiver.

On his recent Arctic expedition the Zenith en-

abled the explorer to keep in touch with civili-

zation. The visit of Dr. McMillan was given

generous publicity in local papers and this, to-

gether with the advertising done by Home's,
was productive of a noticeable increase in the

demand for Zenith receivers in this territory.

The accompanying photograph shows R. E.

Hunting, manager of the local branch of the

Music Master Corp.; Dr. Donald B. McMillan
and Lawrence C. LeVoie, sales manager of the

Music Master Corp.

R. E. Hunting has succeeded Frank Dorian as

manager of the Pittsburgh offices of the Music
Master Corp. Mr. Dorian has been transferred

to the Philadelphia offices.

Esenbe Co. Busy
The Esenbe Co., which maintains an exclu-

sively wholesale service in the Pittsburgh dis-

trict for the Colin B. Kennedy and Atwater

Kent radio lines, as well as the Pooley radio

cabinets, and the Music Master Loud Speakers,

reports a very flattering list of sales during the

past month. The firm also handles Jewel and

Oro-Tone portable phonographs.

Messages of Cheer

At the offices of the Player-Tone Talking

Machine Co. the president, I. Goldschmidt,

stated that the outlook for Spring business in

the Player-Tone line was very bright. He
stated that the model 300 console combination

radio and phonograph is proving popular.

A. Buehn, treasurer of the Buehn Phono-

graph Co., Edison distributor, stated that the

general trend of business is showing a

marked improvement and that the indications

for an increased number of sales of the new
Edison and Edison records are very bright.

Brunswick Artists Score

Rich, colorful and pleasing was the program

given by the New York String Quartet, Bruns-

wick artists, in Carnegie Music Hall before a

large audience.

Exclusively Wholesale Service in the

PITTSBURGH DISTRICT
Colin B. Kennedy Equipment

Atwater Kent Equipment

Pooley Radio Cabinets

French Ray-O-Vac Batteries

Exide Storage Batteries

Gold Seal Homchargers

Music Master Loud Speakers

Weston Radio Plugs

Pennsylvania Radiophones

Brach Antenna Sets

Jewel and Oro-Tone Portable Phonographs

ESENBE CO
SWARTZ & BUEHN V>/ #

909 Penn Avenue Telephone: Atlantic 0539 Pittsburgh, Pa.
Catering especially to music dealers
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[Patents

|_
Pending

A Complete
Radio Installation

forAnyPhonograph
[NOT a so-called "RADIO-PANEL"]

"LIERE is the real solution to the music dealer's
* *~ radio problem—one of the country's leading

receiving sets now offered in a form easily installed in any
phonograph, whether cabinet or console model.

The A-C DAYTON XL-5 Phono Set is a complete receiver,

and is not to be confused with so-called "radio panels." It is the

standard A-C DAYTON XL-5 set produced in a special com-
pact form for use in phonographs.

The A-C DAYTON XL-5 is a five tube,

tuned radio frequency sec of unusual selec-

tivity, volume and clarity. Thousands are

now giving complaintless service in homes
in all parts of the country, tuning in dis-

tant stations with such clarity and certainty

of results that less than one-half of one
percent of the sets in use have ever given
cause for complaint.

The Phono Set gives to your customers
full enjoyment of radio with but slight al-

teration of the instrument they now own.
The set is mounted in the record cabinet,

which also houses the necessary batteries,

and the phonograph horn serves as a loud
speaker. Installation is extremely simple,

and the set can be made ready for use in

less than an hour without marring the
appearance or destroying the usefulness of
the instrument.

The Phono Set makes it possible for you
to offer a complete receiver of national
reputation without the bother of handling
trade-ins and disposing of used machines.
Once sold, the XL-5 stays sold, for its per-

formance is consistent and certain to
please. It is the ideal set for spring and
summer radio sales.

Send today for full information on this

established receiver and the opportunity
it gives to you for immediate, steady ptofits

from radio sales. Fill in the coupon and
mail it today.

THE A-C ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.
DAYTON, OHIO

Makers of Electrical Devices for more than twenty years.

A-C DAYTON
Jiaip

Send
This

I A-C ELECTRICAL MFG. CO., Dayton, Ohio

Coupon
Name

Addre:

This is all that is necessary to convert
any phonograph into a complete radio
receiving set of the highest type, with
the XL-5 Phono Set:

-i Remove rec-

JL. ord rack, and
mount the

sliding shelf which
holds the set prop-
er.

2 Install batteries

» beneath shelf
and connect

with binding post as

indicated. Speaking
unit is attached at

will to phonograph
horn in a few sec-

onds.

3 Put panel in
* place in front
of batteries,

and instrument is

ready for use, eith-

er as receiver or
phonograph.

Doors close when
set is not in use.

I sell the following makes of phonographs-
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San Francisco Retailers Feature Radio
During Presidential Inaugural Ceremonies

Sherman, Clay & Co. Tied Up in a Big Way by Inviting Friends and Patrons to Hear Presi-

dent Coolidge's Speech—Columbia Dealers Tie Up With Ted Lewis—W. Henry Surveys Trade

San Francisco, Cal., March 5.—The inaugural

ceremonies yesterday, which were broadcast
in this city through station KPO and at Oak-
land through station KLX, these being the only
local stations included in the nation-wide hook-
up, were responsible for a stimulation of inter-

est in radio sets. A number of invitations were
issued by Sherman, Clay & Co. to friends and
customers to attend the ceremonies and hear

President Coolidge's speech. The program
began at 8:15 A. M., Pacific time, and ar-

rangements were made to accommodate a large

crowd at the Sherman-Clay headquarters. The
ceremonies were received on a super-heterodyne
and reception was most satisfactory. It was
an exceptional occasion for demonstration of

the radio receiver and the most was made of

the opportunity.

Peter B. Bacigalupi Dies

Peter B. Bacigalupi, one of the veteran mem-
bers of the music trades on the Coast, whose
place of business was at 111 Golden Gate
avenue, died recently from heart trouble. Mr.
Bacigalupi was one of the earliest phonograph
dealers in San Francisco, representing the Edi-

son phonograph at a period when phonographs
had not passed the experimental stage.

Whiteman's Concerts Help Business

Victor dealers and Buescher band instrument

dealers accorded a fitting welcome to Paul

Whiteman and His Orchestra on their recent

visit to this city, where they played four con-

certs at the Scottish Rite Hall.

Columbia Dealers Tie Up With Ted Lewis

Ted Lewis and His Band opened a three

weeks' stay at the Orpheum Theatre here on

February 15, at one of the largest salaries ever

paid an artist appearing on this circuit. Ex-

tensive preparations were made by the local

branch of the Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc.,

for which Ted Lewis and His Band record ex-

clusively, to tie up with the appearance of this

famous jazz aggregation, and many interesting

features were arranged for the entertainment of

the musicians.

A delegation of Columbia dealers, music pub-

lishers, representatives from the theatre and

prominent citizens met Mr, Lewis' train with

four local bands playing a welcome to the dis-

tinguished visitor, and a parade was formed
which went up Market street to the City Hall,

where these popular exponents of dance music
were met by Mayor Rolph, who presented Ted
Lewis with the key to the city, and Ted Lewis,

in turn, presented the Mayor with a package
containing an assortment of his latest Columbia
records. A squad of motorcycle police escorted

the parade, which was made up of about twenty
motor cars, each with a banner containing ap-

propriate greetings to "Ted Lewis and His
Band." A feature of the parade was a ten-

The Ted Lewis Orchestra
foot replica of a Columbia record, with a label

bearing a Ted Lewis title.

It is planned to have an open air concert for

the benefit of the San Francisco "Community
Chest" in Union Square, opposite the St. Fran-
cis Hotel.

Columbia dealers in San Francisco and other

Western cities where Ted Lewis is scheduled

to appear also plan to effect tie-ups with the

appearance of the artist. This co-operation will

add immeasurably to Ted Lewis' popularity

and will undoubtedly have a stimulating effect

on record sales.

New Sherman-Clay Branches
Sherman, Clay & Co. recently signed a fifteen-

year lease on a building on Main street, near

California street, Stockton, which will be de-

voted exclusively to the Sherman-Clay lines.

The building consists of two stories and a mez-

zanine floor. The exterior of the store will be

modernized, with special attention given to the

display windows. J. N. Brocklehursf is mana-
ger of the Stockton branch.

DISTRIBUTORS TO THE PHONOGRAPH AND RADIO TRADE

Success
GREATER CITY has always striven

earnestly to help its dealers make
money.

It is the success of those dealers

which has built up the success of

Greater City for

—

A fine spirit of cooperation that the

other fellow— YOU —- might make
money has enabled us to prosper like-

It is always
Service."

'Greater City for Greater

WHOLESALE ONLY

Freed-Eisemann
Crosley
Sonora Speaker
Philco

Exide
Kay-o-vac
Balkite

Cunningham Tubes
and other nationally known
standard radio equipment.

GREATER CITY
PHONOGRAPH COMPANY INC.

234 WEST 39th STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.

MICA
DIAPHRAGMS

Immediate delivery—all sizes

Send for free samples and prices

All Mica Products

INTERNATIONAL MICA CO.
Ba
P
ring

nB
535 PHILADELPHIA, PA. Filasw."

1

Phila.

A new branch of the Sherman-Clay organiza-
tion was opened recently in the Fruitvale sec-

tion of Oakland. The store is conveniently lo-

cated on East Fourteenth street, and is handy
not only for the residents of East Oakland but
also for those people residing in Berkeley and
San Leandro.

Columbia Manager Makes Survey
William Henry, Columbia general manager

for the San Francisco and Los Angeles terri-

tory, recently made a survey of the trade and
found that dealers reported that sales were a

trifle below those of the same period of last

year. He found that 60 per cent of the present-

day sales are of radio receivers and of the

remaining 40 per cent of business a large pro-

portion was of record sales. Mr. Henry is de-

cidedly optimistic over the outlook for a strong

comeback in the phonograph business and cites

instances in his investigation which merit such

a feeling.

New Okeh Agency
The Modern Music House, in the Golden Gate

Theatre Building, recently took on the Okeh
agency and reports satisfactory sales of these

records.

Splitdorf-Bethlehem Elec.

Go. Newly Organized

Bethlehem Spark Plug Co. Acquires Stock of

Splitdorf Elec. Co. — Holding Company
Formed to Handle Sales Activities

The Bethlehem Spark Plug Co., Inc., Beth-

lehem, Pa., has acquired control of 80 per cent

of the $4,500,000 outstanding stock of the Split-

dorf Electrical Co., of Newark, N. J. The Split-

dorf Co. is a well-known manufacturer of elec-

trical apparatus, including spark plugs and radio

receiving sets.

A holding company has been formed, the

name of which is the Splitdorf-Bethlehem Elec-

trical Co., and which will absorb sales activities

of both the Bethlehem Spark Plug Co. and the

Splitdorf Electrical Co.

The new corporation will be headed by E. H.

Schwab, now president of the Bethlehem Spark

Plug Co., and its board of directors will include,

in addition to him, Charles M. Schwab, M. H.

Bartlett, now president of the Splitdorf Elec-

trical Co.; C. S. Splitdorf, C. Rorabeck, H. P.

Engles, H. Alvoid and W. N. Davidson, general

sales manager of the Bethlehem Spark Plug Co.

J. D, R. Freed Urges In-

door Antenna Experiments

In commenting on the new phase of radio

development which is now on its way, namely,

the use of increased power by the leading

broadcasting stations, J. D. R. Freed, president

of the Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp., Brooklyn,

N. Y., states that it is a good time for radio

enthusiasts to experiment with indoor antennas,

strung from one room to another or around a

room, and to cut down the length of outside

wire, so as to make tuning sharper.

At tbe present time many radio fans use two,

three or even five wire antennas, all of which

are liable to bring in all kinds of disturbances

when the local broadcasting stations are being

listened to,



Straight talk
from

Freed-Eisemann
[ T THEN the end of the season comes,W will your profits be in cash, or
tied up in unsalable Receivers?

One thing is sure: the staple adver*

tised lines will be worth what you
paid for them The unknown lines

will be worth what you can get for

them.

Whether you handle the Freed-

Eisemann line or not, be sure the line

you feature is backed by a broad mer*
chandising plan— by a name that will

be in the Radio industry for years to

come, and by a policy that protects

your profits, your investment, and
your reputation in the community*

Manhattan Bridge Plaza, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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All Factors of Richmond Trade Looking
Forward to Good Easter Sales Volume

Live Retailers Planning to Cash in on Potential Easter Business—Brunswick Co. Looking Over
Field for Dealer Connection—New Lines Added—Plan New Broadcasting Station

Richmond, Va., March 9.—Local dealers are

looking ahead to the usual good Easter business

in records and are already laying plans to make
a special bid for this class of business with

window displays, newspaper and direct by mail

advertising. Easter is always a big event in

church circles and the dealers have found it

comparatively easy to interest the trade in

records to tie up with the occasion.

Dealers still are speculating as to the future

of radio and the effect it will have on the

phonograph business. While most of them are

tying up with radio, handling individual sets

as well as combination machines, impression

appears to prevail among the representative

dealers that the phonograph will continue to

be in demand.
Meanwhile they are wondering whether the

time will ever arrive when the handling of

radio will be restricted to a limited class of

merchants.

Corley Reports Good Record Business

In the opinion of Fred R. Kessnich, mana-
ger of the wholesale department of the Corley

Co., there is quite a substantial record business

in store for dealers who anticipate require-

ments and stock up in sufficient quantities to

take care of the demand created by the broad-

casting programs of the Victor Co. He recent-

ly advised his trade by circular that the pro-

gram of this company scheduled for March 12

gave promise of proving the most enjoyable

entertainment of any yet broadcast and urged

the trade to be prepared to meet the demand
for records sure to be created by it.

Brunswick Seeks Dealer Connections

The Brunswick Co. has been looking over the

field here with a view to securing a dealer to

replace the Sprinkle Piano Co., which is now
no longer in business, but it has yet to make a

connection. It is reported that it has been

negotiating with a local high-grade jewelry

firm which is said to be contemplating the in-

stallation of an art department. A member of

this firm, when questioned about the report,

said that there was nothing which he could say

for publication at this time. He thought, how-
ever, that there might be something definite

in regard to the matter within the next month
or so.

Dealers Add New Line

The Corley Co. announces the appointment

of two new dealers. One is the J. B. Leonard
Piano Co., Raleigh, N. C, and the other is

the Bland Piano Co., of High Point, N. C.

Miss Florence H. Biscoe, of the wholesale de-

partment of the Corley Co., who returned

recently from a trip through western and
southern Virginia, reports that business 'seems

to be picking up in those sections and that

prospects for Spring trade in the talking

machine line are good. One of the points at

which she stopped was Monroe, Va., famed as

the scene of the "Wreck of the Southern Old
'97)" now famous in song.

Plan New Broadcasting Station

Plans are being considered by a group of

Staunton, Va., business men for the installa-

tion of a $25,000 radio broadcasting plant in

that city. A. T. Moore, manager of the Stone-

wall Jackson Hotel, is one of those interested.

Plans Reducing Size of Amplifiers

J. F. Biggs, of the Biggs Music Co., is nego-
tiating for the lease of rights of his patented
amplifier to radio people in Canada, but he plans

to retain all rights in this country. The am-

plifier is serviceable for both radio and phono-
graph. Mr. Biggs is also contemplating reduc-

ing the size of his phonograph models, which
are somewhat larger than the average machine
of other makes.

Bad Roads Slow Record Business

E. J. Pringle, salesman for H. Wallace Car-
ner, Starr and Gennett jobber, covering the

Virginias and Carolinas, reports that bad roads,

due to continued rains, in some parts of his

territory, have slowed up business somewhat.
He found roads particularly bad in certain sec-

tions of South Carolina.

Walter Damrosch Gives Address
Walter Damrosch, conductor of the New

York Symphony Orchestra, addressed the Vir-

ginia Music Teachers' State Association, which
recently met in annual convention here. He
spoke of the value of people with love and
enthusiasm for music giving their time to the

teaching of the young. He said that the most
interesting part of his activities at the present
time was his work with children and spoke of

inaugurating in this country the simple sym-
phony concerts for children.

"Warner's Seven Aces" Are
Exclusive Columbia Artists

Popular Southern Orchestra Has Achieved
Fame That Has Spread Over Country—Re-
cently Signed as Exclusive Columbia Artists

"Warner's Seven Aces," who have achieved

national fame through their recording and radio

Warner's Seven Aces" Who Now Record for Columbia
broadcasting, are exclusive Columbia artists.

These famous artists, who make their headquar-

ters in Atlanta, Ga., were organized less than

three years ago, and are unique in the fact that

the personnel of the orchestra has remained the

same during the entire period, although two

"aces" have been added, bringing the total num
ber up to nine.

Although the demand for the records made by

these artists is nation-wide it is in the South

that they are best known, and dealers south

of the Mason-Dixon Line eagerly await new re-

leases. The organization specializes in playing

for social functions of all kinds and due to its

pressure of work and inability to leave the city

to make records the Columbia Phonograph Co.

sent a recording expedition to Atlanta to make
the first record, with the result that "Warner's
Seven Aces" were quickly signed up as exclu-

sive Columbia artists.

Every member of this orchestra has the dis-

tinction of being a graduate of a leading univer-

sity. The Alma Ma-
ter of Byron Warner,

pianist and musical

director, is Emory
University; Tom
Brannon, trumpet and

manager, (Auburn);

Ell Pritchett, saxo-

phones, (Georgia
Tech.); Buck Buck-

ner, saxophone and

clarinet, (Georgia
Tech.); Ralph Ben-

nett, violin and saxo-

phone, (Oglethorpe);

Jimmy O'Neal, bass

and trumpet, (Au-

burn); Bob Pittman,

Shucks Park, drums,

Don Mcllvaine, trom-

banjo, (Oglethorpe);

(University of Texas)

bone, (Oglethorpe).

The "Aces" cover a good bit of territory in

the South, affording opportunities for tie-ups.

Charter Decatur Music Shop

Decatur, III., March 6.—A charter has re-

cently been granted to the Decatur Music Shop

of this city, which will have an authorized cap-

ital of $1,000.

PROTECT TOUR RECORDS BY USING

THE ORIGINAL TEN TIME NEEDLE
(each man Gu»i»timo toplwtem becohds on any phonograph)

L-ACH NEEDLE CHEM-

ICALLY TREATEDTO

PROLONG THE LIFE

OF YOUR RECORDS

A PACKAGE OP
50 NEEDLES

EQUIVALENT TO
500 ORDINARY
STEEL NEEDLES

150% PROFIT
on WALL-KANE NEEDLES

The only needle recognized as the original 10-record

needle, established for over ten years, put up in

handsome displays that sell themselves.

WALL-KANE NEEDLE MANUFACTURING CO., inc.

3922 14th Avenue Brooklyn, N. Y.

Special prices on

JAZZ, CONCERT and PETMECKY NEEDLES
The New Display Case Holding 100 Packages Assorted
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With

RADIO
in every socket

any set can deliver its utmost in tone-quality and in long

distance reception.

Tubes are a factor so vitally important in radio perform-

ance that concentration on a standard make—backed by
the skill -and manufacturing resources of the Great Gen-
eral Electric Laboratories—is merely intelligent self-

interest on the part of any dealer.

To handle Cunningham Tubes is to

take out a good-will insurance policy

Since 1915— Standard for all sets

Types C-301A: C-299: C-300: C-ll: C-12

In the orange and blue carton

Price, $3 .00
each

CHICAGO Home Office: 182 Second Street, SAN FRANCISCO NEW YORK

Patent Notice: CunninRham tubes are covered by patents dated—2-18-08—2-18-12—12-20-13

—

10-23-17—10-23-17—and others issued and pending.
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Disastrous Kansas City Fire Destroyed
Talking Machine Wholesalers' Displays

Brunswick Co. and J. W. Jenkins Sons' Music Co. Suffer Losses—Harry L. Trudell Discusses

Handling of Sidelines—Samuel M. Henley Passes Away—Herald Co. to Move

Kansas City, Mo., March 8.—Fire at the Royal

Livestock Building, which broke out shortly be-

fore midnight on February 13 with a loss of

over one and one-half million dollars, including

the building and exhibits at the Automobile

Show displayed for the week of February 9,

destroyed the annex as well as the main build-

ing. Radio, phonograph and piano exhibits

were concentrated in the annex. The Bruns-

wick-Balke-Collender Co. suffered a loss of

Brunswick Radiolas valued at $3,000, partially

covered by insurance; the J. W. Jenkins Sons'

Music Co. displayed Victrolas, Zenith radio

,,ets and a Weber Duo-Art piano, the loss of

which amounted to $6,000 and was unprotected

by insurance.

The factor of the non-insurance was an unu-

sual one for the reason that the instruments and
furnishings comprising the display when under

the roofs of their respective business houses

were insured, but when removed from these

buildings the insurance did not hold.

Harry L. Trudell, of the Trudell Music Co.,

believes that the successful dealer must not try

to remain a talking machine dealer only; that

the secret of his future growth and independ-

ence is the present stocking of wind instru-

ments, sheet music of both classical and popu-

lar varieties. The neighborhood shop should

carry the stock that the school children of the

neighborhood demand, and this phase of the

business is an important one, since the public

Equipment for Those Who Seek the Best!

Unequalled in Volume
and Clarity

!

The clearness and naturalness of our unit

is the factor which secures the large

amount of business we are now enjoying

on these units.

— Also —
OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT!

Send us a sample order today and
be convinced of its many merits.

Our New Radio Combination Tone Arm

!

A phonograph today is

not complete unless com-

bined with a radio com-

bination tone arm. By
using this outfit you are

assured of perfect in-

terpretation of both the

phonograph and radio

reproduction.

Write today for our

most surprising offer

to the trade.

Address our
Executive Office at

Patent Pending No. 6 Radio Arm 149-151 Lafayette St
No. 4 Reproducer New York City

("Canadian Acme Screw & Gear, Ltd 1209 King St., West, Toronto, Can.
;

Industries Unidas, S. A Balderas 110, Mexico City, Mexico
DISTRIBUTORS i Targ & Dinner Music Co 229 W. Randolph St., Chicago. III.

j
Arthur Brand & Co -. 1618 Vine St., Cincinnati, Ohio

^.Shapleigh Hardware Co 4th St. and Washington Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

schools are stressing musical education more
than ever. However, Mr. Trudell cautions the
dealer who has not heretofore handled band and
orchestra instruments, and a sheet music depart-
ment, to put them into the hands of competent
salespeople. An expert demands more salary,

but the stock must be confined to the kind of
music that sells and it requires an expert to
handle the situation. A limited outlay on a
sheet music department is not necessarily an in-

dication of limited trade in the department, for

a customer who is receiving good service from
the shop will understand the necessity for spe-
cial orders and will place these orders early.

Sheet music, however, can be bargained, but
it is better to stock up carefully with the kinds
and types of music that are likely to be good
sellers.

The same problem applies to the record de-

partment of a neighborhood shop. But the

problem is somewhat more difficult since rec-

ords which do not sell readily are proportion-

ately more of a loss when selling as bargains
than is sheet music. Another consideration of

importance is that in the city neighborhood
shop the demand is determined largely by the

kind of neighborhood, whether it is an apart-

ment dwelling neighborhood or a residential

one. The apartment dwellers do not buy sheet

music because of the limited space of their

rooms which do not allow for a piano; while,

on the other hand, a talking machine will fit

into the small-sized rooms of the average apart-

ment. Consequently, the volume of sales on
records is larger than the sales of sheet music.

While in the residential neighborhood sheet

music is in greater demand, the demand does

not apparently curtail the demand for records,

but rather runs parallel with it. By looking at

the situation of music trades in general, whether

for instruments, machines or accessories for

both, the majority of people want music in some
form, the minority own the instruments and are,

therefore, the heaviest consumers.

Herald Radio Co. to Move
The Herald Radio Phonograph Co. will move

into new quarters at 1432 Wyandotte street, to

occupy the upper floor space of the Adler Build-

ing for the purpose of manufacture of radio and

radio products.

Death of Samuel M. Henley

Samuel M. Henley died at his home in Kansas

City recently after a three years' illness result-

ing from a battle with bandits. Mr. Henley first

came to Kansas City as manager of the Olney

Music Co., later opened business for himself as

the Henley-Waite Music Co., and finally the

S. M. Henley Music Co., of which he was

president, but having lived in Kansas City for

over twenty years. Mr. Henley was influential

in musical fields, a member of the Ararat shrine,

being a prominent lodge member.

H. J. Zeusler and E. W. Keefe

Now Edison Travelers

New Travelers Will Cover Upper New York

State and Brooklyn and Long Island—Edison

Phone Dist. Co. Takes Over Syracuse

The Edison Phonograph Distributing Co., Or-

ange, N. J., Edison jobber of the Metropolitan

district, recently announced the appointment of

two new traveling representatives. These aie

H. J. Zeusler, who will travel upper New York

State, and Everett W. Keefe, who will cover

Brooklyn and Long Island. This concern was

formerly known as The Phonograph Corp. of

Manhattan, but recently changed its name and

simultaneously took over the jobbing business

formerly done through Syracuse.

Radio Firm Chartered

The Dixie Radio Corp., Wilmington, Del.,

was recently incorporated at Dover to manu-

facture radio apparatus with a capital stock of

$20,000,000.
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Edison Distributor Reports
Increase in Record Sales

Important Changes in the

Duties of Bosch Executives

P. J. Burns, of Edison Phonograph Distributing

Co., States February Business Ahead of Last

Year—Instrument and Record Sales Good

Chatting with The World, P. J. Burns, man-
ager of the Edison Phonograph Distributing

Co., Orange, N. J., reported that business with

Edison dealers during January and February
has been of substantial character, both as re-

gards phonographs and records. Quite a num-
ber of the dealers report that there has been a

revival in public interest in records, which they

attribute to the fact that radio is no longer

monopolizing attention to the same extent it

did through the novelty period, and that in con-

sequence people now, in many instances, find

that they want the particular pleasures afforded

by the phonograph as well as those afforded by

the radio. February business runs ahead of that

for the same month last year, and the outlook

is of an encouraging sort.

The plan of handling the supplement mailing

for the Edison dealers which was introduced

by this jobbing organization has proved both

popular and productive. Seventy per cent of

the Edison dealers served by this jobber are

now availing themselves of this service.

Phonomotor Gets Permit
to Distribute in Canada

Rochester, N. Y., March 7.—Wm. F. Hitchcock,

head of the Phonomotor Co., of this city, man-
ufacturer of the Phonomotor electric drive for

talking machines, the Phonostop and other
talking machine products, was advised recently

by the Hydro Electric Power Commission of

Canada that the Phonomotor had been ap-
proved by the Commission's laboratories and
distribution permitted in the Dominion of Can-
ada. The Phonomotor has been on the market
ten years, and has won considerable recognition
throughout the trade through the fact that it

has been consistently advertised in The Talk-
ing Machine World since first being introduced
to the industry. Mr. Hitchcock is delighted
with the recognition accorded the Phonomotoi
by the Canadian authorities, and states that the
demand for* this product in Canada has been
growing rapidly.

E. A. Strauss Visiting

Trade Throughout South

E. A. Strauss, general sales manager of the

Vocalion record division of the Brunswick-
Balke-Collender Co., with headquarters in New
York, is at present visiting the trade in the

South and Southwest. During the course of
his trip Mr. Strauss will, call at San Antonio,
Texas, where he will meet the members of the

firm of Wagner & Levien, Mexico City, Mex.,
distributor for Vocalion records in that terri-

tory. Prior to leaving on this trip Mr. Strauss
stated that the demand for Vocalion records
had kept up very satisfactorily since the first of
the year, and that the jobbers and dealers
handling these -records are keenly enthusiastic
regarding the sales possibilities of the new
monthly releases.

P. Paul Graef Appointed
to Important New Post

The Radio Distributing Corp., 8 West Park
street, Newark, N. J., distributor for the Radio
Corp. of America, has appointed P. Paul Graef
as its representative in New York City. Mr.
Graef has offices at 105 West Fortieth street,

New York City. He is well known in the mu-
sic field, having been actively engaged in the
marketing of musical instruments for many
years.

A. K. Chambers Made Field Representative of

A. H. Bartsch, General Sales Manager—O. H.
Smith Chicago Branch Manager

The American Bosch Magneto Corp., Spring-

field, Mass., manufacturer of the Bosch Nobat-
try, a device for the elimination of all B bat-

teries, employing current obtained directly from
the electric light socket, recently announced
several changes in the duties of its personnel.

A. K. Chambers, who has managed the Chi-

cago branch of the corporation during the past

four and a half years, has been appointed per-

sonal field representative of A. H. Bartsch, gen-

eral sales manager, with headquarters at Spring-

field, Mass. Mr. Chambers will act as head of

the department of field survey and will spend

most of his time in the field, reporting general

conditions to headquarters. Because of his wide

experience, both technically and commercially,

it is expected that this new division of effort

will be of material help to the general selling

organization of the American Bosch Magneto
Corp. '

O. H. Smith will replace Mr. Chambers as

Chicago branch manager. After having spent a

number of months in the main office at Spring-

field preparing himself to take over Mr. Cham-
bers' duties, he is well equipped for his new
work. Mr. Smith was formerly assistant sales

manager of the Thermoid Rubber Co. and has

a varied range of merchandising and mechan-
ical experience.

New Edison Dance Orchestra

Another dance orchestra, which makes its

debut this month on Edison records, is Henri
Gendron and His Strand Theatre Orchestra.

This well-known orchestra plays regularly at

the Strand Roof in New York City. The first

Edison record by it features on one side the

fox-trot "Neenyah," and on the other the fox-

trot "Rose of the Moonlight."

You will never know the thrills

of radio until you own a

The Greatest Value ever
Ottered in a Radio Receiving Set

$tube tuned radio frequency
embodying the 5 big features
demanded in a perfect receiver.

•I Built of only the finest low loss material in a beauti-
ful mahogany cabinet (or soft-toned leatherite)

;

Cfl It brings in far distant stations,

<I Night after night at the same points on the dials,

<J With real loudspeaker volume,

•J And full throated, true to life tone.

Phas. Freshman fo.lnc.
^HatUvXReceivers aad\»&ar£s

FRESHMAN BUILDING
240-245^ST 40TH St.-NEW TORK.NY.

Extensive advertising on this wonder receiver in all leading
radio and general magazines and in over 125 newspapers
throughout the United States and Canada, is building up a
substantial business for live phonograph and radio dealers.

Write for complete information.

At all

dealers
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Improvement in Industrial Conditions in

. Toledo Territory Reflected in Buying
Purchasing Power of Workers Steadily Increasing— Presidential Inauguration Ceremonies Via

Radio Create Wide Interest in These Lines—News and Activities of the Month

Toledo, O., March 7.—Industrial conditions are

improving here. Factories are putting more
men to work every week. This betterment, is

reflected in buying and will become more pro-

nounced as the purchasing power of the work-
ers grows. Further, the Presidential inaugura-

tion was a boon to radio dealers. The appeal to

buy a radio and listen to the President's address

was not without fruit. Then, contracts were
signed this week which assure Toledo's first

radio show. It will be held in the Armory
P>uilding March 16 to 21. The famous Kansas
City Nighthawks, led by Leo Fitzpatrick, the

"Merry Old Chief," will give two programs daily

during the show. A large space has been set

aside at the Armory so that local radio fans

may dance to the music of this popular organ-

ization. Manufacturers and dealers will exhibit

the newest things in radio. Illustrated lectures

on radio "will be a feature. About thirty-five

exhibitors will take part in the show.

Outside Salesmen Promote Trade
The Lion Store Music Rooms have lately ex-

perienced a better demand for Brunswicks and
Victrolas. Outside men are using the oppor-

tunity when making calls to build confidence in

the store. Salesmen talk optimism and spread

the gospel of good cheer. Through this method
prospects have lately been drawn to the depart-

ment, according to Harry J. Reeves, manager.
During the month-end sale here Strand ma-
chines sold briskly. It is apparent that people

haye money but are loath to part with it. Rec-

ords are stepping along at a lively pace. Re-

cently Gene Goldkoette and His Orange Blos-

:Som Orchestra rendered a program in the de-

partment.

In the radio section the demand to date this

year far outshines any previous accomplish-

ment. In fact, the total sales of machines and
radio are above the corresponding period of

1924. Recently the Thompson neutrodyne

was added. The call centers around the Zenith,

Atwater Kent and Kennedy in addition to the

Thompson sets. The novelty and adventure

spirit in the average American finds an outlet

in radio, H. Lochmiller, of the division, stated.

Theodore Hunt, radio expert here, joined the

ranks of the benedicts recently.

The Eight Victor Artists will appear in con-

cert Friday, April 17, at the Coliseum under the

auspices of the Lion Store. This event is al-

ways looked forward to by the clientele of the

store and is largely attended.

Tying Up With Radio and Concerts

The J. W. Greene Co. conducted a public radio

concert in the store Thursday evening when
Toti Dal Monte, Giuseppe DeLuca and other

artists broadcast. This was the first of a series

iu the store, the attendance was pleasing, E. A.

Kopf, manager, reported. The store is tying

up with the Brunswick Music Memory Contest.

Recent appearances in concert of Brunswick

artists have added to the record call.

Recently a Super-Zenith radio set from the

store was featured prominently in a large show
window at Fields, in the heart of the city. Sev-

eral prospects were secured from the experi-

ment.

Grinnell Bros. Busy
At Grinnell Bros, machine demand has taken

a spurt. The Freed-Eisemann and the Zenith

radios are receiving the attention and the en-

dorsement of patrons. Although the radio de-

No. 1-A Neutrodyne Re-
ceiver shown here, con-
nected with Stromberg-
Carlson No. 2-A Loud
Sneaker, S-tube. Table
type. Finished in Adam-
Brown Mahoeany. No.
3-A Head Set is included
with each Receiver.

No. 2 Console Type.
Same operating unit as
No. 1-A. In American
Walnut or Mahogany
Cabinet. Loud Speaker
built in and space for
batteries and battery
charger.

Dealer Enthusiasm
All Over the Country

Stromberg-Carlson Radio dealers are telling

us every day of the satisfaction the Receiv-

ers and Loud Speakers are giving their cus-

tomers.

Messrs. Block and Kuhl, Stromberg-
Carlson dealers in Peoria, 111., say : "Dur-
ing the European tests each customer to

whom we had sold a Stromberg-Carlson
Receiver ivas able to bring in Europe over
the Loud Speaker, and through the ear

phones."

Distance, Volume and Clarity are the features of

Stromberg-Carlson Receivers that are delight-

ing thousands of enthusiastic users in all parts

of the world.

Write for our plan of Dealer Co-operation

Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Go.

1060 University Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

partment is scarcely a month old already a num-
ber of fine deals have been closed. An adver-
tising campaign offering home demonstrations
is proving popular.

Further, the concert of Tito Schipa was cap-
italized by having the artist autograph records
in the store for one hour on the day of the con-
cert. The response was indeed gratifying, it is

stated.

Concert Boosts Record Sales

At the Frazelle Piano Co. the Columbia rec-

ords of Louis Graveure, who appeared here in

concert recently, were given a decided boost on
account of the performance, according to Lillian

Paquette, in charge of records. The Sonora
and Columbia are leading lines here. The Sono-
radio is consistently widening its field, G. Jas-
per, sales manager, stated. New items of mer-
chandise include Ware radio and the Peter Pan
portable machine.

Second Floor Store Sales Promotion
The Whitney-Blaine-Wildermuth Co. is

stressing the Victrola through publicity carried

on in a different manner. Colorful painted

signs are placed below the upstairs windows on
the outside of the building, suggesting through
a sales phrase or two that persons mount the

easy stairs to the department. Henry Wilder-
muth stated the plan is fine for upstairs stores.

The Sleeper Monotrol radio has been taken on
here and will be merchandised aggressively.

Other sets carried are Atwater Kent, Fada, Ze-

nith and Federal. The President's inauguration

address was used here as an appeal for radio

business.

Cable Co. Improving Store

The Cable Piano Co. is erecting a mezzanine
and balcony in the store which will be devoted
entirely to the display of Victrolas and Bruns-
wicks and to the Brunswick Radiola. This is

an innovation in machine displaying. It will

give the house greater facilities for serving

customers, as well as enlarge the machine floor

space. Manager A. F. Maag stated the sales

force will also be strengthened.

Unique Record Window
The United Music Store in the theatrical dis-

trict recently used a unique window which sold

many records. A large cartoon of a blacksmith

striking an anvil, from which many sparks are

flying, said, every blow sponsors a hit. Then
to each spark was attached a cardboard disc

with the title of a ' record hit. The display

caught the* public fancy.

Moreover, foreign records are featured by this

house, which has many foreign-born patrons:

Within the recent past letters from former cus-

tomers now residing in Mexico, Germany and
Italy have been received. Spanish records were
ordered by the Mexicans. All of the letters

were used in a store display. The text, which

was often in broken English, attracted marked
interest. According to Harry L. Wasserman,
these letters are real sales builders with his

foreign patrons. The Thompson neutrodyne

has been added.

Who Are the Buyers?

The Goosman Piano Co., in its drive for Bush

& Lane, Starr, Vocalion and Columbia business,

finds that the buyers are mainly from two
classes, the upper and the lower. The middle

type buyer, instead of buying, is hoarding his

savings because he is not altogether certain

that the prosperity .wave promised will be of

long or short duration, C. E. Colber, sales man-
ager, stated. Fred N. Goosman, president, is

sojourning in Florida. Miss Dorothy Meyers
is back at the store after a period of illness.

R. B. Austrian in New Post

Stromberg-Carlson

Ralph B. Austrian, who was formerly con-

nected with the New York department store

of Gimbel Bros, as a radio buyer, has been

made vice-president of the R. B. Rose Co.,

which operates radio departments in several

large Eastern department stores. Mr. Austrian

has had wide experience in this business and he

is well known to the trade.
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The Suburban
THE Suburban Model Gulbransen

Registering Piano, over a period of

years, has been the dealers' best seller.

In the aggregate, it has made more money
for merchants than any other instrument. It

has headed our own production record!

Undisputably more Suburbans have been
sold than any other single style of instru-

ment of any make*

Therefore, the Suburban is the standard

of the Gulbransen line—in fact, the standard

of the whole industry.

The Suburban deserves your immediate
investigation if there is still opportunity for

Gulbransen representation in your commu-
nity. Its record, as definitely indicated in the

column to the right, warrants your interest.

It is the one-name, nationally-priced, easily-

sold and easily-financed line that appeals to

the great middle class of people*who are its

logical prospects and who can boost your
sales and profits by a good percentage. We'll
co-operate with special Suburban advertis-

ing and selling helps.

GULBRANSEN COMPANY
3232 WEST CHICAGO AVENUE * CHICAGO

I

oA favorite

from A to X

THERE are four models
of Gulbransen Regis-

tering Pianos, but the Sub-
urban model receives,
practically everywhere in

the country, much more
than its pro-rata of sales.

Look at the record!

Jrom A to t
Chosen at randomfrom towns large and small

^^msterdam, N.Y. -

Ray City, Mich. - -

Camden, N. J. - -

Decatur, 111. - - -

East Liverpool, Ohio

Fostoria, Ohio -
-

Orand Rapids, Mich.

Houston, Texas - -

Independence, Kan.

Jacksonville, 111. - -

Itewanee, 111. - -

Lansing, Mich. -

Milwaukee, Wis.

New Orleans, La.

Omaha, Neb. -
-

Peoria, 111. -

Quakertown, Pa.

IRochester, N. Y.

Salt Lake City, Utah

Trenton, N. J. -
-

Urbana, 111. - -
-

Van Wert, Ohio -

Wilkes-Barre, Pa. -

York, Pa. - - - -

2telienople, Pa. - -

70

61%
57%
70%
57%
90%
55%
57%
100%
70%
77%
64%

6

70

54%
74%
90%
64%
80%
75%
50%
60%
55%
57%

y0

\ Your Opportunity-
Mr. Merchant
Mail me today!

Name-

Address ^

1

(JiUQraaacQ Trade lUarfe

I City & State

I
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NATHANIEL
BALDWIN
Radio Products

—Radio Speakers

—Phono Speakers

—Speaker Units

—Head Phones

Phono Speaker
without base

List $8

Instant
Acceptance
by the radio using public

is accorded any product

bearing the Nathaniel
Baldwin name, for Bald-

win Products have always

been leaders in design,

satisfying in results and

most generous in service.

These Baldwin Products

will build profitable busi-

ness for you.

Write for Dealer's

Information Sheets.

Standard Loud
Speaker List $2

F. A. Hinners' Important

Contribution to Radio

Chief Consulting Engineer of Adler Mfg. Co.

Developed the Adler-Royal Neutrodyne—Has
Had Intensely Interesting Career

Frank A. Hinners, chief consulting engineef

of the radio division of the Adler Mfg. Co., and

developer of the highly successful Adler-Royal

neutrodyne receivers, has had a remarkable and

interesting career which dates well back to

the pre-broadcasting days of radio. Deter-

mined to get into radio away back in the "dark

ages" of the industry, Mr. Hinners first en-

listed for a course in Mechanics Institute, New
York City. Then, nicely settled in the pursuit

of his studies, he started off in search of a job.

Perhaps Dr. Lee De Forest's vision led him to

recognize a budding radio genius; at any rate,

he put Mr. Hinners on his pay-roll in the posi-

tion of office boy! This occurred in 1909.

However, that did not last long. Mr. Hin-

ners was soon promoted to laboratory assistant,

and here gained the extensive background of

practical experience in radio research and de-

velopment work, which so splendidly backed up

and made valuable his studies in Mechanics In-

stitute and Pratt Institute, of^ both of which

schools Mr. Hinners is an honor graduate.

During his employment with Dr. De Forest

Mr. Hinners took part in a good bit of the

early radio development, including some of the

earlier and little-known-about radio telephone

experiments between Newark, N. J., and the

Metropolitan Tower station of the De Forest

Co.

Later Mr. Hinners became associated with

the Carwopd Electric Co. and the Wireless Im-

provement Co. While with the latter concern,

he helped develop the first ^-kilowatt quenched
spark panel set installed in the United States

submarine G-l; a five-kilowatt transmitter of

the same form at the Arlington Station, and

several others used by the United States and
Japanese Navies. Mr. Hinners then became as-

sociated with the Wireless Specialty Co. and
was placed in charge of testing all apparatus

submitted for acceptance to the New York and
Washington Navy Yards. He was later trans-

ferred to the headquarters of this concern in

Boston, and there became associated with Dr.

Greenleaf Whittier Pickard, one of the foremost

receiver experts and pioneers. Mr. Hinners
continued his work with several other concerns,

with each of which he added materially to his

splendid record of accomplishment in the devel-

opment of radio as well as to his already varied

experience in this field of endeavor.

Mr. Hinners' latest and probably most note-

worthy achievement is the development of the

Adler-Royal neutrodyne receiving set, one of

the leading types of commercial receiver now
on the market. Considerable credit has been

accorded Mr. Hinners for the building of the

Adler-Royal model 199 neutrodyne, built ex-

pressly for operation on dry cells and which

has been making unusual records, both in dis-

tance, selectivity, volume and tone quality and

which is proving popular with the public.

The Adler Mfg. Co. is now advertising one

.particularly remarkable distance feat of this set.

This advertisement states that Messrs. Carter &

NATHANIEL BALDWIN,
INCORPORATED

Eastern District Sales Office

227 Fulton Street New York, N. Y.

Frank A. Hinners

Co., of Arlington, Tex., recently tuned in on a

program coming from Leeds, England, with an

Adler-Royal 199, dry cell operated, five-tube

neutrodyne, using only a forty-four-foot antenna.

The station was heard for quite some time and

a program given on the loud speaker to a num-

ber of interested prospects resulted in several

sales.

Radio Firm Chartered

The Radio Industries Corp., New York, has

been incorporated in Dover, Del, to manufac-

ture fadio apparatus with a capital stock of

$10,000,000.

'Black Billy Sunday"
Records for Columbia W

Nationally Known Evangelist Preaches Sermons
to Be Released on a Columbia Record

Calvin P. Dixon, known all over the United

States as "The Black Billy Sunday," has just

preached two sermons for the Columbia Phono-
graph Co., Inc., soon to be released on record

number 14057-D.

Mr. Dixon, who makes his headquarters in

Newport News, Va., has made a considerable

reputation for himself in the South with his

well-known sefmons entitled "As An Eagle

Stirreth Up Her Nest." This sermon, together

with another entitled "The Prodigal Son," will

be released on the same record and this unique

recording is expected to enjoy a large sale. The
colored Evangelist has a splendid voice, ad-

mirably adapted for recording purposes, and his

sermons are delivered in a strong, forceful style.

His work has been frequently commented upon
by William A. Sunday and other well-known

Evangelists.

Virgil Lewis Promoted

Virgil Lewis has been appointed manager of

the Adams Music Co., Canton, 111., succeeding

Ralph Hervey.

Hermann Thorens
Ste. Croix, Switzerland

Manufacturer of Europe's Most

Celebrated Swiss Phonograph

Motors

We are in a position

to deliver to American

phonograph manufac-

turers motors for use

in upright and console

model phonographs.

LHJUNOD&CO.
104 Fifth Ave. New York

Sole Agents for the U. S. A.

J
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The latest in radio
DE FOREST leads the field in 1925 with its new

D-17. This new instrument has the great features
that have made De Forest Radiophones famous alike

with experts and the unskilled— plus refinements that
simplify its operation. As to selectivity, sensitivity,

and distance range, it is a wonder!

Note these points:

1. The clear, natural tone for which De Forest instru-

ments are famous— a tone so rich and pure that the
living performer seems to be present.

2. No aerial— no ground wire. Complete and self-

contained.

3. Simplicity of operation— detector tube gives imme-
diate results, eliminates all detectoi* adjustments.

De Forest Tubes DV-2

4. Both the D-17 and the D-17A can easily be moved
from room to room on a tea wagon or carried by hand.

5. A handsome instrument that is a handsome piece

of furniture.

The D-17 comes in two sizes—one with built-in loud

speaker, tubes, loop, and space within for A and B
batteries; the other, the D-17A (a little smaller) with-

out tubes or loud speaker, and with space for B batteries

only.

Prices from $125 to $195 (without batteries), depend-
ing on type and style of cabinet finish. Write us direct

for further information and the name of the nearest

De Forest distributor.

DE FOREST RADIO COMPANY
Jersey City, N. J.

and DV-3, noiv $3.00 each
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POSSIBILITIES TAIKN<3 MACHNE
[Editor's Note—This is the forty-eiglith of a series of

articles by William Braid White devoted to the various
interesting opportunities which prevail in the domain of
education for the retailer of talking machines. The subject
is one of great interest and we commend these articles to

the consideration of all who are devoting attention to the
featuring and developing of the musical possibilities of the
talking machine.]

The Hour of Opportunity

. A man who sells anything whatever conneo
ted with the art of music ought in these days

to be very happy. Looking around him upon

the world he sees that everywhere music is

being presented to the minds and the brains of

the people in quantities, and with conveniences,

never before thought even possible. The addi-

tion during late years of one after another of

marvelous methods for the recording, repro-

duction and long-distance transmission of

sound has put music of the best, as well as

of every other quality, before millions who only

a few years ago could never have expected to

become directly acquainted with anything which

could be known by the name of good music.

Facilities for listening have gone in step like-

wise with facilities for study, for teaching and

for performing. Music is fast becoming one

of the major recreations of the American peo-

ple.

Thus the hour is one of opportunity for every

man who has musical merchandise to sell.

When we consider the great department of mu-
sic selling which is represented by the names

"talking machine," "phonograph" and "record,"

we ought to be able to realize that these, too,

like all others in the vast realm of musical com-

merce, are being radically affected by the new
movements described above, and that in con-

.
sequence new opportunities for enlarged distri-

bution are every day presenting themselves to

those who know how to look.

The motto of every wise merchant to-day

ought to be "quality," for in the field of musical

merchandise nothing is more certain than that

public taste is decidedly on the upturn and that

in the future it is the quality of what is offered

for sale which is going to count. In the talk-

ing machine business, unfortunately, the quality

appeal has not been universally understood or

appreciated, so that, in fact, we have found

merchants taking a diametrically wrong atti-

tude toward both machines and records, with

results that in many cases are now only too

evident. On the other hand, those who under-

stand the meaning of the great movements
which are going on all around us in social and

economic life, know that the motto of to-day

must be "merit." They know, in fact, that a

talking machine record, to take the example

nearest to our thoughts, has its sales value only

in the fact that it is a form of preserved music,

and that consequently its value as an item in

quantity distribution corresponds with its abil-

ity to appeal to public taste through the music

it carries engraved on it.

Taste Steadily Changing

Public taste- with regard to the talking ma-
chine and its music is steadily changing. The
tendency toward better understanding of good
music is a tendency of the utmost value and

importance, and it is one moreover of which we
can take full advantage right at this very time.

Now, in a word, is the time to begin pushing

as hard as possible on more and better record

selling.

More and better record selling ought to be,

in my opinion, the motto of every live dealer.

It is a motto highly practical, easily put into

practice and assuredly profitable. Let me dilate'

very briefly upon its possibilities.

A Veritable Feast

To-day every maker of records is providing

for the merchant, to be spread before the ears of

his customers, a veritable feast of music. It is

hardly necessary to remind readers of what, they

can find out for themselves as to this; but it is

very necessary indeed to make the people from

whom one's customers are drawn realize what
is being done for them, what riches are ready

to be taken home, what wonderful records in

fact really are to be had, at prices from 75 cents

upward. The truth is that very few of the many
who to-day want to hear fairly good, and good,

music, at home, do know anything about what
they can get in this way. Let me speak of

some personal experiences.

Why Is This?

Friends and acquaintances are constantly ex-

pressing their admiration and astonishment over

a collection of records which, although it is

fairly large, is not so large and has not been

either so hard or so expensive to collect, as to

be out of the range of a professional man.

The catalogs of the great manufacturing com-
panies have been searched diligently and from
them the great bulk of my personal collection

has come. Musical friends, especially out-and-

out musicians, are always wondering why they

never knew that such records are obtainable, or

that modern records have such wonderful mu-
sical value. All this wonderment and admira-

tion, however, is really just so much cause for

discouragement, for one is compelled to note

that the talking machine trade has managed to

overlook a good bet in this case. It is the

people who know good music and who are

learning to appreciate it that are needed to-day

on the buyer lists of the talking machine stores.

And yet I personally find that it is just these

who seem to know least about the musical pos-

sibilities of the talking machine.

In all this I am not referring specifically to

professional musicians as such, for they are

notoriously slow to recognize the value of any-

thing external to their own experience. Setting

aside the small number of those artists who
have actually made recordings, one finds the

big mass of musicians either skeptical or apa-

thetic. Which is a great pity. Those to whom
I specifically refer, however, are music lovers,

as distinguished from musicians proper, men
and women who love music, who do not have

any great amount of technical knowledge and

who often do not play any instrument at all, but

who love music. There are thousands of them
in Chicago where I live and tens of thousands

in the other great cities. There are hundreds

of thousands of them throughout the country

and many good observers believe that their

number reaches the millions. These are the

men and women who are not being adequately

reached by the record retailers.

"More and Better"

More and better record selling is likely to be

the dominating motto of the talking machine

industry during the next two or three years,

while the situation with respect to the type and

kind of machine which is to be popular under

new conditions, is gradually adjusting itself. To
sell more and better records is to keep the game
alive, to keep profits going, and to build up a

basis for the business upon which it can and

will stand like a rock forever.

The means to such better selling are adver-

tising, demonstrating, personal salesmanship,

with those classes in the community who have

hitherto been considered out of the class of

buyers, and an educated sales personnel. And
from my own experiences with the retail trade I

am pretty certain that the last-named represents

the most important of all. It is a good motto,

"More and Better Record Selling."

Move to New Quarters

Phoenix, Ariz., March 6.—The enlarged and

improved quarters of Urner & Gates, Bruns-

wick dealers, were recently opened at 8 West
Washington street. The music store, formerly

known as the Brunswick Shop, was located at

117 West Monroe street. In the new establish-

ment, which is about three times the size of

the former store, in addition to Brunswick-

phonographs and records, Brunswick Radiolas

will be carried and featured.

"The Portable with a Guarantee Bond"

SPENCERIAN
Portable PHONOGRAPHS

$25.00

LIST

Correspondence Invited

WESTPHONO, Inc., 46 W. 4th St., ST. PAUL, MINN.
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GLOBE
4 -Tube Kjidio

%eceiver

No. ioio~ 4-tubeRadio
Receiver (without acces-

sories) for UV-201-A
tubes.

List Price, $55.00

No. 1020—4-tubeRadio
Receiver (without acces-

sories) fbrUV-199 tubes.

List Price, #60.00

5 -Tube
cI{adio Receiver

No. 1 1 10 — 5-tube Radio Re-
ceiver (without accessories) for

UV-201-A tubes.

List Price, $80.00

<

JVow the CenterofInterest/
\ /JAKE radio work for you — not against you! Cash in on the new

public demand for broader, more versatile entertainment.

Make a double profit and increase your phonograph sales from now on

—sell the combination console-type radio phonograph—the instrumert

for which there is a definite consumer demand today.

Every radio "fan" — every phonograph buyer— is a live prospect for

this double-purpose, double-profit instrument.

The Globe Console Phonograph Radio Receiver is a proven unit that

combines all the desirable essentials of radio reception — easy-tuning,

ample volume, long distance reception, selectivity, and true-tone reproduction.

The exceptionally low price of Globe Radio Receivers brings them
within the buying range of every customer — and the dealer profit

margin is unusually liberal.

Write for complete descriptive information

and details of our dealer sales arrangement.

GLOBE ELECTRIC CO., 18 KeefeAve., MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Wc also manufacture four-

and five-tube radio receivers

for upright phonographs.
Details on request.

GLOBE
DUOOYNE RADIO

Qlobe Radio Receivers

are manufactured in this well-

established plant, which is devot-

ed exclusively to the production

of Globe electrical products.
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Thousands View Exhibits at Fifth Annual
Radio Held in New York From March 2 to 7

Many of the Leading Manufacturers of Radio Sets and Accessories Had Exhibits Which At-

tracted Wide Attention—Lectures, Motion Pictures and Demonstrations Were Features

The fifth annual radio show and convention

of radio amateurs was held at the Hotel Penn-

sylvania, New York, under the auspices of the

Executive Radio Council of the New York dis-

trict, during the week of March 2 to 7. While

there were many exhibits of the latest models

of receivers manufactured by the leading radio

companies, the show was primarily an educa-

tional exhibit. About fifty-five manufacturers

co-operated and presented exhibits and the

United States Army Signal Corps and the De-

partment of Commerce were also represented.

A number of lectures were given by radio

experts and motion pictures were shown to en-

able broadcast listeners to better understand

their receivers and to give them an idea of what
to expect from certain types of circuits. On
several occasions during the week broadcasting-

was done directly from the show, through sta-

tion WJY, and visitors were given an oppor-

tunity to see how the artists perform before

the microphone. The fifth annual convention of

the Hudson division of the American Radio Re-

lay was held in conjunction with the show and

a banquet was held on Saturday night that was
attended by about 600. Code speed contests for

amateurs and professionals were a feature of

the show.

Among the Exhibitors

Among the leading exhibitors of radio sets

and accessories were:

The Radio Corp. of America, which featured

the Regenoflex, Super-Heterodyne, Radiola X,

Radiola VIII and Radiola III, in addition to a

miscellany of radio parts instructive to the ama-
teur. The booth was under the direction of

Frank Brick, of the exhibition department of

the company, and J. O. Smith, of the engineer-

ing staff of the Radio Corp.

The Federal Tel. Mfg. Corp., Buffalo, N. Y.,

displayed the entire new Federal line, includ-

ing models Nos. 141, 142, 143 and 144, the new
Federal loud speaker and a complete showing
of Federal parts. The featured set at this ex-

hibit was the popular No. 2417, a Victor 5-tube

panel set. L. Gruen, vice-president in charge

of sales, and John Graham, of the engineering

staff, were in charge.

The Adams Morgan Co., Inc., Montclair, N.

J., showed the Paragon two, three and four

tube receivers, featuring each one equally. H.

L. Welker was in charge of the exhibit.

The Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp., Brooklyn,

N.. Y., had an attractive booth in which was fea-

tured the complete line of Freed-Eisemann neu-

trodyne receivers, both separate and cabinet

enclosed, and the Freed-Eisemann panel for in-

stallation in talking machines.

The Sleeper Radio Corp., Long Island City,

New York, featured the Sleeper Monotrol Type
54. The booth was in charge e'f Gordon Sleep-

er, president of the company; H. C. Doyle and

H. E. Manersberg assisted him.

A. H. Grebe & Co., Richmond Hill, N. Y.,

featured the Grebe Synchrophase receiver and

the Grebe Clarifier at its very attractive booth.

Fred Ostman, of the engineering staff, was in

charge of the exhibit, assisted by several mem-
bers of the sales staff.

The Brightson Laboratories, Inc., New York,

demonstrated the True Blue radio tubes to a

large crowd who were attracted by the beau-

tiful layout of the exhibit. A new tube for use

in super-heterodyne receivers was featured.

Joseph B. Zetka, vice-president and general

plant manager, was in charge of the exhibit,

assisted by members of the sales staff.

The Farrand Mfg. Co., Inc., Newark, N. J.,

manufacturer of the Farrand-Godley single

nine receiving sets, and the Farrand-Godley

speaker, exhibited a number of these latter

products at the radio show. This is a most

attractive instrument of the new conical design

which is growing in favor. The exhibit was
under the direction of George H. Kiley and sev-

eral assistants.

The Priess Radio Corp., New York, exhibited

two of its models, the PR-5 and PR-3, the for-

mer a most attractive console receiving set in

two-tone walnut, with concealed loop and loud

speaker. The latter is a portable model with

collapsible loop and while designed for per-

manent use in the home can easily be carried

everywhere. F. Clifford Estey, sales manager
of the Priess Co., was in charge of the exhibit.

The booth attracted unusual attention and en-

tertained a constant stream of visitors.

The Carloyd Radio & Electric Co. featured

The Needle Must
Fit the Grooves

AND you'll readily understand why if you look at the illustration above.

Needle "A" is too big. It doesn't slide through the record' groove but
rides on edge of the side walls. Such a needle can't give a true reproduction

because it doesn't follow the record grooves exactly—it just slides over the top

and many of the little fine intonations and variations are lost. Now, needle
"B" is too thin. It shakes and wabbles in the groove and causes extra vibra-

tions that spoil the music. Look at Needle "C"—that is an OKeh or Truetone
needle. See how it fits the groove. It doesn't shake or ride on top, but fol-

lows the grooves exactly, reproducing with absolute fidelity whatever the
record has recorded.

and

A Product of the

GENERAL PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION
25 Went Forty-fifth Street

OTTO HEINEMAN. Prei.

New York N. Y

the Malone-Lemmon 5-tube neutrodyne receiv-

er and the Control-O-Meter. A list of names of
metropolitan dealers who handle Malone-Lem-
mon sets was distributed from the booth. W.
S. Lemmon was in charge of the exhibit.

The Kardon Products Co., New York,
showed the full line of Carnival sets, equipped
with the Kompentrol. The Kardon system of
units was also featured. William Reinmuth, of
the sales staff, was in charge.
The De Forest Radio Co., Jersey City, N. J.,

had a complete display of De Forest sets and
parts, with the new De Forest D-17 loop an-
tenna receiver being featured. The convenient
location and -attractiveness of the booth drew
many visitors to secure demonstrations of the
set. The De Forest loud speaker was also
featured.

The Valley Electric Co., New York, had a

display of the line of Valley battery chargers.
This display was the center of a crowd of set

owners at nearly all hours of the show.
Dubilier Condenser & Radio Corp., New

York, had a complete display of the radio parts
manufactured by it, featuring the super Ducon
"B" battery eliminator.

The C. & M. Sales Co., representing the Mac-
Fadden Mfg. Co., Philadelphia; the Pal Radio
Co., Inc., North Bergen, N. J., and the Whee-
lock Mfg. Co., West New York, N. J., exhibited
the MacFadden "B" battery eliminator, the
Wheelock Mayflower 5-tube set and the Pal
headphones and Pal adjustable loud speaker
units. A. W. Chase and D. W. May were in

charge.

John G. Ruckelshaus, Inc., Newark, N. J., ex-
hibited the Rutic super V. J.'G. Ruckelshaus,
vice-president, and R. DuBois, sales engineer,
were in charge.

The Marwol Radio Corp., New York, dis-
played the Marwol baby grand radio receiver.
The complete line of Marwol receivers and
panels for installation in phonographs was
also shown.
The Fansteel Products Co., Chicago, 111., fea-

tured the Balkite battery chargers and the Bal-
kite "B" battery eliminators in its display.

The Bristol Co., Waterbury, Conn., showed
its full line of horns and cabinet loud speakers.
A loud speaker tester for dealers and public
speaking systems were also shown. E. B. Al-
laire was in charge.

The Erla Electric Research Laboratories,
Chicago, 111., displayed its superflex sets in four
models, Erla transformers and kit sets. R. C.

Ball, of the Hoyt Electric Service, Inc., metro-
politan representative, was in charge.

J. B. Ferguson, Inc., New York, showed the
full line of Ferguson receivers. The display

was in charge of the Ranee Corp., New York,
metropolitan distributor.

Other exhibitors included Resas, Inc., New
York, featuring the Resas 5-tube Tone-A-
Dyne; Amber Sales Corp., New York, exhibit-
ing the Amber Marv-O-Dyne; the Blandin
Phonograph Co., Inc., Racine, Wis., manufac-
turer of radio cabinets; Jos. W. Jones Radio
Mfg. Co., Inc., New York, displaying the Jos.
W. Jones receivers and parts; the Chisholm
Bartfield Corp., New York, featuring the Radio
Knight; the R. B. Radio Co., New York, dis-

played the full line of Belle Claire receivers

under the direction of Harry Seiden; the Cus-
teloid Co., Ozone Park, N: Y., displayed the

"Puratone" loud speakers; Gibson-Sears Radio
Corp., New York, exhibited the Sterling 5-tube

receivers; Amsco Products, Inc., New York,
had a full display of radio parts and kit sets,

and the Berg A. T & S. Co., Long Island City,

N. Y., had a complete exhibit of radio cabinets

and cabinet speakers under the direction of Ed
Manning, sales manager.

Radio Incorporation

The Franklin Radio Co., Asbury Park, N. J.,

was recently incorporated at Trenton, with a

capital stock of $125,000. The incorporators are

Franklin H. Randall, Eleanor L, Randall and
Annie M, Harden.
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NEUTRODYNE—for Selectivity

Name your station

—

NEUTRODYNE
will get it for you if it's on the air

WITH a Neutrodyne radio receiver all

the air is like a great telephone switch-

board. You decide what you want to hear,

turn the dials to predetermined numbers,

and in rolls the station—provided the

waves from that station are reaching your

neighborhood.

Just as definitely as the telephone

operator "plugs in" at a certain place on

the switchboard to get either a local or a

long-distance number. Carrying the anal-

ogy further, you will always get the same

station with the same dial-setting, even as

the operator of the switchboard uses the

same number for a repeat call. Neutrodyne

—for Selectivity!

Quality Reception

The Neutrodyne excels in Tonal Quality.

It brings you programs from miles away

with perfect fidelity to the original. The
liquid notes of the flute; the deep bass of

the tuba; the mellow croon of the violon-

cello; the high "C" of the soprano— all are

reproduced as faithfully as though you

were present at the concert yourself, wher-

ever the concert may be.

Nor does the Neutrodyne offend the

delicately attuned ear of the aesthete. It

creates no squeals and cat-calls to annoy

you or your neighbors. Be assured of

this—if all radio receivers were Neutro-

dyne, there would be no squealing! That

is an exclusive feature of the Neutrodyne

system of radio reception.

"Neutrodyne for long range

Is it the thrill of Distance

you enjoy? You may take

it for truth that, if you

can't get a station with

Neutrodyne, nobody can

with anything. Yes

—

Neutrodyne will bring in

thedistantstations. Neu-

trodyne uses either wet

If it hnsn'l this label,

it isn't a Neutrodyne.

It is there for

protection.

or dry batteries, and either outdoor or

indoor aerial.

In a word, the greatest feature of the

Neutrodyne system is its absolute Depend-

ability. You may plan your radio concert

with perfect assurance. For Neutrodyne

never disappoints. It never embarrasses.

You don't have to alibi that "It never acted

that way before." You may buy a Neu-

trodyne receiver with the same confidence

that you would put in a fine piano. And,

incidentally, with as little fear of its ever

becoming obsolete!

Neutrodyne followed broadcasting

Neutrodyne was developed in 1922, alter

modern broadcasting was established. The
three other major receiving systems were

invented previous to broadcasting. They
were made first for dot-and-dash code

(radio telegraphy) and adapted later to

broadcasting. Neutrodyne was specifically

designed to receive the broadcasting of

music and speeches. It did not have to be

"adapted."

In order to protect the public from

fraudulent Neutrodynes, the Hazeltine

Corporation was formed, and Professor

Hazeltine entrusted his great idea to just

fourteen hand-picked, licensed manufac-

turers. These fourteen radio builders are

grouped into one association, known as

the Independent Radio Manufacturers, In-

corporated. No other manufacturers may
use the genuine Neutrodyne principle!

Look for the Neutrodyne label on the set

you buy.

. Hazeltine Corporation

(Sole Owner of Neutro-

dyne Patents and Trade-

marks). Independent
Radio Manufacturers,

Incorporated (Exclusive

Licensee of Hazeltine

Corporation).

Perfected Radio

Speaking of

"Selectivity"-

Such advertising as that

reproduced herewith
(greatly reduced) is bound
to focus public selection

on Neutrodyne. This is

the third advertisement in

the gigantic advertising

campaign now running to

make "Neutrodyne" the

best known and most
respected name in all

radio.

The tremendous finan-

cial resources of the
fourteen Neutrodyne
manufacturers, their un-

equaled combined experi-

ence, are behind this

advertising to the limit.

See that you get the

most out of this great

effort by studying Neutro-

dyne yourself
; by stocking

genuine Neutrodyne sets,

identified by the official

label; by talking Neutro-

dyne when people come
into your store. This ad-

vertising will either help

you or it won't. You
yourself must decide that!

Hazeltine Corporation
(So/e Owner of Neutrodyne
Patents and Trade-marks').

Independent Radio Manufac-
turers, Incorporated (Exclu-

sive Licensee of Hazeltine
Corpora tion).

Comprising the follow ing firms

American Radio & Research Corp.

F. A. D. Andrea, Inc.

Carloyd Electric & Radio Co.

Eagle Radio Company
Freed-Eisemann Radio Corporation

Garod Corporation
Gilfillan Radio Corporation

Howard Manufacturing Company, Inc.

King-Hinners Radio Co.

Wm. J. Murdock Co.
Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co.

R. E. Thompson Mfg. Company
Ware Radio Corporation

The WorkRite Mfg. Company
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Lethargy of February in the St. Louis
Field Gives Way to Trade Improvement

Dealers Look Forward to Continued Improvement—Famous & Barr Stage Radio Show—Colum-
bia Distributors Featuring Peter Pan Portable—Retailers Add Sonora— The News

St. Louis, Mo., March 7.—The early part of

March gave some promise of making amends
for the shortcomings of February. Business

was still inclined to drag, but there was some
suggestion of Spring sprightliness in the move-
ment. Machine sales have not improved as1

much as was expected at the beginning of the

year, although records have held up well.

Radio continues to encroach upon talking

machine sales, with a rather pronounced pref-

erence for combination machines. Dealers are

still looking forward to a gradual improvement
of conditions and they are optimistic.

Radio Show at Famous & Barr Co.

A successful radio show and sale was con-

ducted at the Famous & Barr Co. at the end

of February and beginning of March in the

store of that concern. The display was made
on the third floor, bringing it into relation with

the music department.

Columbia Activities

Columbia Distributors are jobbing the Peter

Pan portable out of all three of their branches
and General Manager C. R. Salmon reports

exceptionally fine business on this little instru-

ment. Mr. Salmon made a flying trip to New
Orleans and Cincinnati this month, visiting

branches in those cities, and reports business

very good.

Columbia Distributors have already noticed

a large increase in their record business since

the new 50 per cent discount has gone into effect.

They are also doing an exceptionally fine busi-

ness with two new Portables that they have

put out throughout their territory.

Mr. Salmon has just appointed Geo. Fuhri,

son of the general sales manager of. the Co-
lumbia Phonograph Co., city salesman for the

St. Louis branch, covering the city of St. Louis

and nearby territory.

Sonora Display at Radio Show

J. E. Maunder, representing C. D. Smith Co.,

St. Joseph, Mo., Sonora distributor, left St.

Louis on February 26 for Kansas City, Mo., to

put in the display and to take charge of the

Sonora display of loud speakers, Sonoradios

and other products manufactured by the Sonora

Co. at the Radio Show to be held in Kansas
City from March 2 to 7.

Fred Roediger, field representative of the

Sonora Co., was in St. Louis recently. He is

very well pleased the way things are looking up
and expects 1925 to be one of Sonora's best

years for a considerable time.

New C. D. Smith Co. Traveler

The C. D. Smith Co. has recently added to

its sales force Mr. Baldwin, who will travel in

the States of Kansas and Nebraska. He is well

qualified for the position, having been in the

talking machine business for a number of years.

He was formerly connected with the old Sonora
distributors of Chicago, VanHouton & Zoon,

and Lee, Coit & Andreesen, of Omaha, Neb.

New Sonora Accounts

J. E. Maunder, representing C. D. Smith Co.,

says that business in January showed a very

substantial increase over that of a year ago and

expects a general revival of the straight phono-

graph. He reports an ever-increasing demand
for the loud speaker and states that most of the

big stores are selling them in large quantities.

Mr. Maunder also reports a number of new
phonograph accounts that he recently closed on

the Sonora line. Meyer & Miles Music Co., of

Wichita, Kan.; Abbott & Troyer, St. Joseph,

Mo.; Hartman Furniture Co., St. Joseph, Mo.;

Meyer Furniture Co., St. Louis; Kirkland Piano

Co., St. Louis; Shattinger Piano Co., St. Louis;

I. C. Johnson, Kirksville, Mo.; Schaab Stove &
Furniture Co., St. Louis; Roesch Housefurnish-

ing Co., St. Louis; St. Louis Housefurnishing

Co., St. Louis, and the Schell Music Co., Jef-

ferson City, Mo.
Social Events for Kieselhorst Staff

Social gatherings will form a part of the 1925

program of the sales force of the Kieselhorst

Piano Co., of this city, and the plan was put

into effect on February 24, with the first of a

series of dinners at the City Club. Thirty-three

employes of the sales department, as well as

the executives of the concern, were present.

A feature of the evening's entertainment was
a talk by W. J. Eden, salesman for the Gulbran-

sen Co., of Chicago, and guest of the Kiesel-

horst Co. Mr. Eden chose as his subject,

:

i

"What Constitutes a Salesman," and in addition
to outlining the qualities which make for suc-
cess in any line of sales endeavor, gave his

listeners some constructive pointers on the Gul-
bransen registering piano and the various meth-
ods of sales attack which may be utilized.

E. A. Kieselhorst, president, made a very in-

spiring talk to his men and urged them to ex-
hibit an enthusiastic family spirit in their
work, from the highest executive to the young-
est salesman. Mr. Kieselhorst later expressed
his delight at the highly energetic and gratify-
ing spirit shown on the part of all of the men
present and he is convinced that social affairs of
this kind will have a very beneficial influence
on every member of the organization.

Artophone Corp. Agent for Honest Quaker
The Artophone Corp. has taken the St. Louis

agency for the complete line of talking machine
repair parts of the Honest Quaker Co., of
Philadelphia. F. H. Brant, traveling representa-
tive of the Artophone Corp., has returned from
a trip through Illinois and southern Indiana.
Edwin Schiele, president of the corporation, has
returned from a visit to the company's branch
at Kansas City, Mo.

Okeh Records Have Good Sale
Two Okeh records made by the General

Phonograph Corp. in St. Louis are having a

good sale. They are "Market Street Blues,"
played by Charley Creath's Orchestra, and "The
Singing Policeman," sung by Arthur Nealy, who
had an engagement recently at the West End
Lyric Theatre. The records are being dis-

tributed by the Artophone Corp.

Does Good Starr Business
E. E. Fay, vice-president of the Fay-Buchanan

Co., started early in March on a trip through
southern Illinois and southeastern Missouri and
Arkansas in the interest of Starr phonographs
and Gennett records, expecting to be gone three

weeks.

The Fay-Buchanan Co. recently received its

first shipment of the Starr combination phono-
graph and radio, and it is having a good sale.

The Freed-Eisemann set is used. There is

also a good demand for the Starr loud speaker.

Sales Contest Increases Business

Victor salesmen in St. Louis never worked
like they worked from January 29 to February
28. A contest planned by the Koerber-Brenner
Co., with the co-operation of the Victor Co.,

was the cause. It was a contest in salesman-

ship, with cash prizes for the winners on ma-
chine and record sales. Dealers say that the

contest greatly stimulated the efforts of the

^salesmen and increased the sales. In celebra-

tion of the success of the campaign the Vic-

tor dealers were guests of the Koerber-Brenner

Co. at a dinner at the Coronado Hotel.

News Brieflets

L. M. Schlude, retail manager of the Silver-

stone Music Co., went out late in February to

visit the Edison dealers through Illinois, to

acquaint himself with their needs and see how
the Silverstone Co. can better serve them.

E. D. Follin, general manager of Widener's,

Inc., of Boston, was here during the past week.

Manager H. J. Arbuckle, of the St. Louis

branch, is still in Florida.

George W. Brown, Edison dealer of Hills-

boro, 111., who called late in February at the

offices of the Silverstone Music Co., reported

that unusually bad roads had seriously inter-

fered with business. Another recent caller at

the Silverstone establishment was W. L.

Blanks, of Hamburg, Ark.

D. E. Baumbaugh, manager of the music de-

partment of the May Co., at Cleveland, O.,

visited Manager Geissler, of the Famous & Barr

Co., late in February and visited the radio show
at the Famous & Barr store. His interest in

this was increased by the fact that he has re-

cently taken over the radio department.

Mark Silverstone, president of the Silverstone

Music Co., attended the Edisoii Jobbers' Meet-

ing at Orange, N. J., on Thomas E. Edison's

birthday, although Mr. Edison was in Florida

and was unable to attend the celebration.

Increase Your Record Sales

* OKefv OcLotv a

offers the dealer'many advantages

1. Most complete list of race records. 3. Wonderful catalog of Rare Record Im-

2. Best list of old-time selections, including
poitations.

new releases by Fiddlin' John Carson, 4 - Complete catalog of all foreign languages.

Henry Whitter and Roba Stanley, etc. 5. First with the late dance and song hits.

W rite for the catalog of the type of records you are interested in.

'Cfie Artophone Corporation

1103 Olive Street, St. Louis, Xfo.
203 Kansas City Life Building, Kansas City, Mo.

if hoiesale distributors Freed-Eisemann radio receivers, Honest Quaker line of main springs
and repair parts, complete line of portable, console and upright phonographs, full line of all

phonograph accessories.
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Service forVictor'Deakny is of paramount importance to us. Therefore,we oper-

atea com pietely equipped Repair Department- manned by skilled mechanics

andcabinet makers who have specialized m Victor Repairs foryears. <jLHe.re,

you have every V/cforpartob£ainab/e-reads for your "hurry calls' Hercyou
are assured of reasonable Repair Prices. SI Our Repair Department was est-

ablished to aid you) Why not look to us for Service your customers may
require? .Serviceto your trade has much todo with business increases.*©

VICTOR
DISTRIBUTORS

-kingMachine Gx
28-30 West 23*>St /Yew York

"WHOLESALE
ONUY

tlllllMllll^
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Important Activities

in Baltimore Trade Columbia
"A Profitable Line"

Columbia New Process Records, recording the

popular hits of the day, the symphonies of the

Great Masters of Music, "blues" songs by popu-

lar race artists, "fiddle" tunes that are in demand,

and sacred music, offer you an opportunity to

add money to the profit side of your ledger.

Columbia phonographs, with their many exclu-

sive features, present a line of machines that is

complete and suitable for the tastes of any of

your customers.

Let Us Serve You !
-

ColumkiaWholej
L. L. Andrews — Wm. H. Swart z

ExclusivelyWholesale
205W Camden St., Baltimore, Md.

I1C.

Many Retailers Add the Brunswick Line—Co-
lumbia Business Continues Good—Cohen &
Hughes Buy Building—The Month's News

Baltimore, Md., March 9.—Manager C. F.

Shaw, of the local agency of the Brunswick Co.,
• was very much interested in reading an article

on talking machines in the Financial World
when The World man dropped in to see him,
but stopped long enough to say that business
last month showed a very gratifying increase
over February, 1924, and that March business
so far was also very good. The recent reduc-
tion in the selling price of the Brunswick Radi-
ola has greatly stimulated business and the

dealers in all parts of his territory are very
enthusiastic over the outlook for business.

Air. Shaw had just returned from a ten-day
trip through Virginia and North Carolina and
said prospects in both States were unusually
bright.

New North Carolina Brunswick Dealers

New Brunswick dealers taken on during the

past few weeks include the Central Carolina

Furniture Co., Sanford, N. C; Fuller Music
House, New Berne, N. C, and the Kinston
Electric Co., Kinston, N. C, the latter two being
exclusive Brunswick dealers.

The Brunswick Music Memory Contest is

resulting in greatly increased sales of records,

according to Mr. Shaw, and dealers generally

report many of their customers as having en-

tered the contest and striving for the prizes

offered. Mr. Shaw said he was handicapped
just at present in covering the trade in the Old
Dominion States, owing to the serious illness

of his Virginia representative, F. H. Espey.

W. C. Roberts Optimistic Over Outlook
W. C. Roberts, manager of E. F. Droop &

Sons, Victor jobbers, is very enthusiastic . over
the outlook for the "Buy a Victrola" campaign
and said he believes it will prove to be one of

the biggest months in the. history of the busi-

ness, basing this on the fact that the jobbers

and practically every dealer to-day is carrying

a bigger and more complete line of Victor

models than ever before.

Columbia Record Business Very Good
"Due lo the 5(1 per cent discount recently

allowed dealers on Columbia records and the

extensive advertising campaign being con-

ducted by the company, we are to-day doing the

biggest record business in the history of the

fi m," said W. H. Swartz, vice-president of the

Columbia Wholesalers, Inc., Columbia distribu-

tor, "and we have just started. I believe it is

the most important and far-reaching move ever

made by a talking machine company.
"We have been rushed to capacity to fill

orders ever since the announcement was made
and this is due to a large extent to the exten-

sive advertising campaign being conducted by
the Columbia Co. in the daily and weekly news-
papers and magazines."

Cohen & Hughes Plan Broadcasting Station

With the purchase of the large four-story and
basement building on the corner of Cathedral

and Eager streets by the firm of Cohen &
Hughes, Inc., Victor jobbers, the establishment

of a Class B radio broadcasting station, which
is more powerful than any other station now
in operation nearer than Washington, will

shortly be erected by the firm. The building

was acquired by the firm at a cost of over

I f

$100,000 and when improvements are completed
it will have one of the largest and best ap-

pointed salesrooms and warehouses of any job-
bing house in this section of the country.

Broadcasting Station Changes Hands
The radio broadcasting station WCAO, for-

merly operated by Sanders & Stayman, has been
purchased by St. David's Protestant Episcopal
Church of Roland Park and will be used to

broadcast the evening services on Sundays and
Wednesdays. The station will be in charge of

Glover P. Fallon.

Recording Artists in Local Concerts
Record artists appearing in Baltimore during

the past month included Giannini, who gave a

recital at the Peabody Conservatory of Music, -

and Novaes, who gave a piano concert at the

Lyric.

Dealers Launch Big Drive

The "Buy a Victrola" campaign got off to a

good start here with one of the best attended
dinners in the history of the trade at the Emer-
son Hotel'; at which 125 Victor dealers were
in attendance and pledged themselves to put the

campaign across in Baltimore and incidentally

capture the cash prizes offered by the company.
All three Victor jobbers were present.

Frank K. Dolbeer, sales manager of the Victor

Co., made a very interesting talk on salesman-

ship and brought out the fine points of the busi-

ness which lead to sales.

Miss Bertha Eckhardt, head of the educa-

tional department, Leroy Plank, J. F. Williams

and S. T. Jester, all of the Victor headquarters,

and William T. Davis, local representative,

spoke and aroused the dealers to a high point

of enthusiasm.

Music Store Changes Hands
Altoona, Pa., March 10.—The Altoona Musical

Sales Co. was recently purchased by C. A. and

D. E. Brumbaugh, who acquired the concern

from A. R. Dively, who will retire from busi-

ness. The purchase includes stock and equip-

ment of the music house. The new owners will

continue the business under the same name
and in the same location and will handle a com-

plete line of musical instruments and radio sets.

The Starr Piano Co., Richmond, Ind., is re-

leasing the following Gennett records for St.

Patrick's Day: "Old Skit" and "Molly in the

Woods," sung by Frank Quinn, and "The Buck
From the Mountain" and "Sailor on the Rocks,"

Irish horn pipes, by Fireman John McKenna.

Technical Radio Knowledge
as well as

Co-operative Merchandising
is essential in the Radio Jobber you select

Dealers who are served by us can draw on the

cumulative experience of the following staff

Radio Engineer

L L ANDREWS Pres
W

-
L

-
VANAMAN

_ „ ,.' '' Am. Inst. Radio Engineers, formerly Radio
Lorne11 15 Editor, Baltimore News

WM. H. SWARTZ, Vice Pres. SttP- Refair DeP t

Johns Hopkins '17
,

C
-.
V

-
PH

}
LLIPSW .

formerly Service Engineer, Westinghouse
Electric Co.

Columbia Wholesalers, Inc.
Wholesale Only

205 W. Camden St. Baltimore, Md.
Distributors of

Fada Philco Magnavox
Crosley Burgess
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Brilliantone's New, Silent Salesman

—all set and ready to work for you
Just put me on your counter

—Never mind putting me on your pay-roll

yhonoqraph

NEEDLES

V/te

PHONO*

-BrIluantonE
^Br-mgsoutall

Dealers the country over are using this new, attractively colored Counter

Card to great advantage. It will sell more BR1LLIANTONE Needles for

you, too. Just say the word, and we'll send you YOURS. Address

BRILLIANTONE
STEEL NEEDLE COMPANY OF AMERICA, Incorporated

Selling Agents for W. H. Bagshaw Co., Factories, Lowell, Mass.

370 SEVENTH AVENUE, at 31st Street, Suite 1214, NEW YORK

Pacific Coast Distributors:
W. H. Bagshaw Co. Western Distributor: Canadian Distributor: Walter S. Gray Co.
Export Department „, „ . „ n ivr „ r tu tui •

1 mj c i r Munson & Rayner Corp. 926 Midway Place
ii Whitehall "it M v r Ihe Cole & Uunas Music Co. lhe Musical Mdse. Sales Co. 3 1

T a i n i*4 Whitehall St., IN. i. C. no* Midwav Place Los Angeles, Cal.
Cable Address: 430 S. Wabash Ave., 79 Wellington St., W.,

™,(lway ™« ^ M
6
isgio

'

n g,
"Brillneedl" Chicago Toronto

Los AnSeles '
Lal

- San Francisco, Cal.

San Francisco- Cal. 2602 Fourth Ave.,

Seattle, Wash.
REPRESENTATIVES in SYDNEY, New South Wales; MELBOURNE, BRISBANE, PERTH, Australia; WELLINGTON,
New Zealand; HAVANA, Cuba; BUENOS AIRES, Argentina; SANTIAGO, Chile; BARRANQUILLA, Colombia; GENOA,

Italy; DUBLIN, Ireland.
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A. Frangipane Finds Mid-
West Conditions Improved

Secretary of Mutual Phono Parts Corp. on Re-

turn Fro>-n Trip Tells of Improvement in'

Middle Western States—New Distributor

A. Frangipane, secretary of the Mutual Phono
Parts Corp., New York City, returned last week
from a trip through the Middle West in the

interest of Mutual products, which now include

the Mutual radio phonograph unit, in addition

to the bine of Mutual tone arms, sound boxes

and combination radio phonograph arms. While

in .the mid-West Mr. Frangipane made his head-

quarters with the Targ & Dinner Music Co.,

Mutual distributor in Chicago. The various

officials and sales staff of the Targ & Dinner

Music Co. co-operated heartily with Mr. Frangi-

pane and as a result a volume of orders was
received from that territory greatly exceeding

the record of any past year in the history of

the organization. Upon his return Mr. Frangi-

pane paid a glowing tribute to the energy and

enterprise of the Targ & Dinner Music Co.', and

described his distributor as one of the most
progressive in that section of the country.

Throughout the general territory Mr. Frangi-

pane found talking machine' conditions greatly

improved over October when he last cdvered

this territory. A general spirit of optimism

prevailed and the outlook is described as en-

tirely promising. While away Mr. Frangipane

appointed a new distributor of the Mutual line,

Arthur Brand, of Cincinnati, O., which com-
pany will serve the State of Ohio.

A. P. Parker Promoted

Allen Price Parker, formerly district sales

manager of the Hartford Battery Mfg. Co., of

Milldale, Conn., and who is well known in radio

trade circles, is now vice-president of the com-

pany. Mr. Parker has been connected with

the company since 1920, following his discharge

from the army.

Just What Your Radio Patrons
Have Been Wishing For—the

Brack Complete
Aerial Outfit

Everything needed—everything of highest quality.

Parts selected by experienced radio engineers.

Radio buyers are pleased—they get every part, to the last

screw-eye, needed for constructing an antenna—nothing to forget

—in one purchase. Convenient, time-saving, satisfying.

Dealers are delighted—they make ten sales in one, save time

and trouble selecting little parts, add to their profits and meet a

popular demand.

Brack Vacuum Arresters are a feature of

Brack Aerial Outfits, as are Brack Low-
Loss Crystal Insulators and Brack Window
Lead-ins.

L. S. BRACH MFG. CO., Newark, N. J.

Zenith Radio Featured
in Unusual Window Display

Southern California Music Co. Devotes Entire

Window to Attractive Exhibit of Zenith &ets

—Many Sales Result From Display

Los Angeles, Cal., March 6.—One of the most

effective displays of radio receivers ever made
in this city was recently on view in the windows
of the Southern California Music Co. This
display, which was confined to the products of

Zenith Display in Los Angeles

the Zenith Radio Corp., showed the complete
line and attracted hundreds of passers-by, re-

sulting in many sales. This establishment is

one of - the largest and most beautiful retail

music houses in California.

J. B. Price, Goldschmidt
Sales Mgr., in Mexico City

J. B. Price, sales and advertising manager of

the radio division of Th. Goldschmidt, Inc., is

at present in Mexico City, Mex., closing several

important deals in connection with the merchan-
dising of N & K products. Since the first of

the year Mr. Price had received several impor-

tant applications for jobbing rights in Mexico
for the N & K loud-speaker, phonograph unit

and head phones, and he is visiting Mexico in

order to co-operate with these jobbers in

launching their campaigns.

A. A. Friestedt, of U. S.

Music Co., Visits New York

Arthur A. Friestedt, president of the United

States Music Co., Chicago, manufacturer of

United States music rolls, and well known in

music trade circles throughout the country, was

a recent visitor to New York, making his head-

quarters at the company's New York branch.

Mr. Friestedt was delighted to receive from

George H. Bliss, vice-president of the company
and New York manager, sales figures for Jan-

uary and February, which showed a substantial

increase over 1924. This company is now cel-

ebrating its twentieth anniversary, and Mr.

Friestedt has received letters and telegrams of

congratulation from dealers throughout the

country in recognition of the company's excep-

tional success over a period of two decades.

Better Business Bureau
Forms Merchandise Section

The Better Business Bureau of New York,

which until recently dealt exclusively with the

clearing up of fraudulent methods of stock

brokerage, has widened its operations to in-

clude the merchandise field and protection will

be given merchants and manufacturers who de-

sire to place business on a higher plane.

Among the music and radio firms which have

subscribed toward the maintenance of the mer-

chandise section of the Better Business Bureau

are: Radio Corp. of America, Freed-Eisemann

Radio Corp., Brandes. Inc., Hardman, Peck &
Co., and the Haynes-Griffin Radio Service Co.
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Zenith Radio Prices Go Up
By H. H. ROEMER

Director Sales Promotion, Zenith Radio
Corp.

As there must be a reason for "prices

downward"—there must also be a reason

—

and a good reason for "prices upward."
Are the recent price declines in radio super-
induced by a general falling demand for
radio or the consumer public discriminating

against inferior and defective sets?

Radio—now grown to be a veritable

human living thing—a member of our very
household—in truth "one of the family,"

can only be judged favorably or otherwise
by its performance.

I have "listened in" with awe inspiring in-

terest to letters read from station and pulpit

as received from the isolated, from the

crippled and from the aged—sympathetic,

pathetic words from remote parts eulogizing

Radio as a miracle by the hand of God and
I have seen in all this the most tremendous
possibilities intelligence has ever known in

the educating of our people and in the en-

lightenment of the entire world.
Yet, with all its magnificent possibilities

and regardless of the visible sustaining de-

mand of the public, Radio has already fallen

beloSy the lowest depths of a commercial
degeneracy by the hand of the unscrupulous
who have seen no further in radio than the
immediate Almighty dollar of today. Manu-
facturers who have urged and sweated their

factories output volume to a visible sacrifice

of efficiency and quality for which they in-

tend that a willing public stands ready to

receive and pay.

Unlike most merchandise, radio to the

average man is an unknown quantity. The
general public will never understand the

mechanism of radio—much less its scientific

principles. But, that same public, as has
been the history of merchandising ever
since man traded his wares, is going to

single out the efficiency of dollar value and
bank upon "confidence"—confidence in his

dealer—confidence in the manufacturer be-

hind that dealer's merchandise.
We are today witnessing a price decline

in radio. What has caused this sudden
action? A survey of jobbers generally will

draw out the fact that from 15 to 70 per
cent of some makes have been returned to

the dealer—the jobber and the manufacturer,
because of DEFECTIVE M \T I RIAL
THROWN TOGETHER TO BRING IN
QUICK DOLLARS.
Meanwhile they pounded away on volume

production. They did not read the writing
on the wall. They did not reckon with that

discriminating public whom they believed

would continue to buy a "cat in the bag."

They did not see ahead that sudden unex-
pected and tremendous return of their de-
fective sets and were completely caught off

their guard with production piling up and
sets coming back from the field.

What then was the natural sequence?
UNLOAD—dump them on to an uneducated
market at any price

!

And what has been the effect? What
about the dealer who- bought and paid for

sets purchased prior to the 15 or 30 day
period of adjustment—before the period of
price protection? He is compelled to take
his loss not alone on the sets he has in

stock but on all sets he has sold on the de-

ferred payment plan and upon which he
cannot collect a balance because- his cus-

tomer can secure a brand new set of that

same make at a lesser price than the bal-

ance he owes.

Does this procedure build consumer con-
fidence in that dealer? And what about
that consumer who bought and paid cash
yesterday for a set which he sees advertised

today at a drop of from 25 to 50 or 60 per
cent less than he paid for his? Is his con-
fidence with his dealer?

But the dealer's loss does not end here.

What about the sets he takes a loss on?
Can he service the sales on sets he himself

must take an actual cash loss on? For
example : a set bought by the dealer prior

to the protection and adjustment period

lists at a certain figure. He is notified and
the public is advised thru the manufactur-
er's advertisement of a cut of approximately
40 per cent. He has a stock of these sets

on hand. At which end of the horn does

he come out, when the cut in price is great-

er than the discount allowed him. Grant
that this dealer is willing to take his actual

cash loss (he can't do anything else) but,

is he willing and will he service efficiently

the set he simply traded dollars on and
lost?

Radio to stand on its own legs and build

for the dealer—for the jobber and for the
manufacturer a dependable consumer confi-

dence has got to be built to satisfy the con-
sumer public—that ultimate buyer. It has
got to be built to meet all of the claims
of its manufacturer and meet them 100

per cent.

The Zenith Radio Corporation in Novem-
ber, 1924, also felt that beckoning call of am-
bition when its records showed 42,000 sets

oversold. But, the Zenith Radio Corporation
has surveyed the field. Jobbers will testify

to their thousands of telegrams, long dis-

tance calls, and their persor/al visits to the

Zenith factory to plead for sets which their

dealer trade had sold. These same jobbers

will testify further to the fact that cash
premiums were being offered by the con-
sumer to the dealer to secure Zenith sets

but Zenith would not crowd production to

the sacrifice of quality.

Jobbers and dealers alike went away dis-

couraged—heartsick at what seemed to be

a lack of recognition on the part of Zen-
ith to take advantage of a golden oppor-
tunity.

But Zenith's ambition was tempered with
conservatism and thru the binoculars of cool

judgment Zenith saw beyond tomorrow

—

that greater value and prestige perfect mer-
chandise inevitably creates—they saw the

dealer and jobber problems ahead—they
knew the effect of poor material and im-
properly constructed merchandise— they

knew the time must come when the public

would discriminate and they knew the natur-

al reaction of goods returned to an already

overstocked factory. Zenith was more in-

terested in building up consumer confidence
for its dealers by maintaining quality at a
fair and equitable price and in saving the

dealer his profits by delivering sets that re-

quired little or no servicing and that would
make his customers extend a hearty hand
of welcome instead of dodging to avoid
customers whose sets were a veritable in-

fernal machine and the source of endless

costly servicing which ate into the profits

their discounts afforded.

Zenith saw December come and go witli a

far less profit to its stockholders than had
it taken advantage of its orders and pushed
volume to make deliveries. And Zenith saw
January come and go with orders still

booked and oversold to the extent of 26,000

sets. Cancellations were many from all sec-

tions—but the reward for quality soon mani-
fested itself. From all sections the demand
again began to jump. Not that spontaneous

"I want a Radio Set and want it today,"

—

but that substantial demand for dependable
quality and efficiency Zenith knew would
come—and the public calmly put up their

cash deposits and were willing to wait for

Zenith.

Zenith's factories are not laying off their

employees. Zenith is busy filling back-orders
and will continue to confine its output to

the dictates of the already proven efficiency

of its four inspection departments. Zenith

holds no secrets in this important work.
Zenith's inspection consists of four distinct

departments organized for that express pur-

pose. Inspectors are retained not on volume
passing thru their hands but on volume
found defective. The better the inspector

the more will be his returns to the manu-
facturing department. The results of in-

spection No. 2 checks the efficiency and
ability of No. 1 to detect its defects. No. 3

checks No. 2, and No. 4 checks No. 3. Con-
sidering this expensive procedure is there

any wonder why, out of all the thousands
of Super-Zenith sets shipped since last Sep-
tember, only eight were returned to the fac-

tory—and of these eight, which were imme-
diately placed before the research depart-
ment,—six were found perfect and in

checking back to the dealer were found to

be inoperative due to faulty antennae in-

stallations and battery hookups. Only two
of these eight were actually defective

from the standpoint of construction and it

is a question in the Zenith Laboratory today
whether these were not rendered ineffective

during the handling by the carrier. These
two sets, out of the thousands which have

been shipped, have caused more dissension in

the Zenith factory than any other cause in

the average affairs of factory management.

The advance in price of Zenith sets is due
to the quality of material going into Zenith

sets and the cost of its rigid inspection. It

is the definite unchangeable intention of the

Zenith Radio Corporation to deliver a prod-
uct that will not alone stand up and deliver

all that is claimed for it, but to eliminate

the greatest possible percentage of servicing

which every dealer and every jobber appre-
ciates is an expense greater than he can
even estimate in the handling of so many
of the other makes. *

There is no just cause nor can there be
found tangible figures upon which to base

a good reason for over-production on the

part of radio manufacturers. The demand
is by far greater than the supply. What
appears to be a falling off of demand is

nothing more than the public having been
deceived is now holding off pending the re-

establishment of confidence which, defective

material has torn down. The present con-
dition of oversold Zenith apparatus bears

out this simple fact. There are figures

available which place radio far in excess

of all other statistical columns. But, there

is that element of self destruction which
many manufacturers are going to witness

in 1925 and 6—and that is in the manufac-
turer not delivering dollar for dollar value

in keeping with the claims they set up and
advertise in -behalf of their product.

One need only digest a recent article

in the "American Review of Reviews" to

appreciate that a tremendous opportunity

lies ahead for the dealer, the jobber and the

manufacturer in radio. The following are

excerpts condensed as gathered from the

aforesaid article:

"The automobile business required ten

years to attain a volume of only 25,000 cars

PER YEAR. In the early part of 1921 one
of the large radio manufacturers alone es-

timated that 25,000 radio sets were all they

could hope to sell in one year. But, be-

fore that year was over 25,000 sets was the

quota they set PER MONTH.
"The entire radio sales volume for 1920

was $1,500,000. In 1921—four times that

amount or $6,000,000. 1922 raised the sum
to $60,000,000, multiplying the business of

1921 by 10. In 1923 sales went up to $100,-

000,000" and 1924 trebled that figure, or in

other words radio sales in 1924 were over

$350,000,000 gross—233 times the amount of

its first year—and the industry is practical-

ly only three year,s old.

"Today, within three years from radio's

first spurt, the industry has placed itself in

dollar volume, equal to the automobile in-

dustry when it was 17 years old—1922. The
phonograph business has in its long life

produced figures far beyond the public's

comprehension. And yet in the second year

of radio's life as an industry, radio equal-

led the phonograph in sales and TODAY
RADIO IS MORE THAN DOUBLE
THAT OF THE PHONOGRAPH BUSI-
NESS in point of dollars and cents.

"It is estimated that approximately 3,000

manufacturers are making some part of
radio or other. About half a million people
are employed directly or indirectly in radio.

There are over 1000 jobbers and 25,000

dealers, of which about 3200 are 'exclusive'

radio dealers, selling radio goods only.

"There are now three weekly magazines,
16 monthly radio magazines, 8 specialized

trade papers, and 50 general magazines
carrying radio sections. There are a total

of 275 technical radio book's published to

date
!"

Radio is here to stay. There is not the

slightest question as regards the importance
of radio to the public. It is no longer a

question of, "Is radio here to stay?"—-The
greatest question is up to the individual

manufacturer and whether he is here to

stay. And that is a particular point which
has been settled affirmatively and with sin-

cere emphasis by the executives of the Zen-
ith Radio Corporation. Zenith prices have
gone up because the public demand depend-
able performance—quality reception—and a
durable product—all backed by a manufac-
turer that substantiates its claims.
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Emerson Corp. Appointed

Special Federal Wholesaler

To Distribute Discontinued Federal Radio

Models With Retail Value of $1,500,000—Deal-

ers Have Opportunity to Place Orders

The Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp.,

309 Sixth avenue, New York City, distributor

of products of the Federal Tel. & Tel. Co., was
appointed a special distributor of the discon-

tinued models of Federal receiving sets and

panels.

The Emerson Co.'s purchase involved Federal

models 61, 59, 102, 58, 110, 135 and 140, the total

retail value of which was close to $1,500,000.

These models are products of the highest qual-

ity and were only eliminated from the Federal

line to make room for a series of new receiving-

sets and panels.

The decision of the Federal Tel. & Tel. Co.

to dispose of these discontinued models through
one of its distributors gives Federal 'dealers an

opportunity of placing these sets in the homes
of consumers at remarkable savings and tends

to eliminate the disposal of these models in

great quantities exclusively in department

stores. Naturally, however, some of these sets

will be marketed by larger department stores,

but they will also be available to all Federal

dealers.

Fine New Denver Store

Denver, Col., March 6.—What will undoubtedly

be one of the finest music establishments in

this city will soon be formally opened by the

Royal Music & Radio Co., at 1643 California

avenue. In addition to Royal phonographs and

Adler-Royal neutrodynes this concern will han-

dle a most complete line of musical instruments.

Ballcite Battery Charger.

For charging 6 vols stor-

age batteries.

Price #19.50
$20 West of Rockies

$27.50 in Canada

Ballcite "B"— replaces
'*B" batteries or dry
cells. Operates from
light socket.

Price #55
$75 in Canada

Balkite Radio Power Units
two of the fastest-moving

and most profitable items in radio

Balkite Radio Power Units

supply constant uniform
voltage to both "A" and "B"
radio circuits and increase

the power and clarity of any

set. The Balkite Charger
charges storage"A" batteries.

Balkite "B" replaces "B" bat-

teries entirely and supplies

plate current from the light

socket.

Both the Balkite Charger and

Balkite"B" are entirely noise-

less. They are based on the

same principle. Both have

demonstrated their entire

success over a long period

of time. Both are free from

service trouble, well adver-

tised and fast-moving. They
make ideal radio accessories

for the music trade.

Order through your jobber

10

bwerUnits
BALKITE BATTERY CHARGER— BALKITE "B"" PLATE CURRENT SUPPLY

Manufactured by FANSTEEL PRODUCTS CO., Inc., North Chicago, Illinois

New Sonora Period Model,
Marlborough, Put on Market

Period Instrument With Attractive Cabinet

Should Prove Popular With Dealers—Avail-

able in Walnut or Mahogany

The Sonora Phonograph Co., Inc., New York,

recently placed on the market a new period

model, the Marlborough, which is finished in

walnut or mahogany. This new model is ex-

pected to prove very popular because the price

The Marlborough

of $1-50 is low enough to appeal to the masses.

The beautiful shaded effects add immeasurably
to the attractiveness of the cabinet. The instru-

ment is thirty-one and a half inches in width,

with a height of thirty-three and three-quarters

inches and a depth of nineteen inches. It has

a record envelope filing system with a capacity

for fifty records.

Priess Radio Corp. Has
Many New Distributors

Prominent Manufacturer of Radio Sets Now Is

Well Represented by Wholesalers

The Priess Radio Corp., 697 Broadway, New
York City, manufacturer of the PR-5 and PR-3

five-tube receiving sets, with a reflex circuit,

has appointed a number of distributors through-

out the United States. These include the Perry

B. Whitsit Co., of Columbus, O., well-known

Victor distributor; Cheney Phonograph Sales

Co., Cleveland, O.; North Ward Radio Co.,

Newark, N. J.; Victory Electrical Supply Co.,

New York and Brooklyn; North American Ra-

dio Corp., New York City; Radio Supply Co.,

Baltimore, Md.
;
Artophone Corp., St. Louis,

Mo.; Finley Electric Co., Minneapolis, Minn.;

Reynolds Radio Co., Denver; Talking Machine

Co., of Birmingham, Ala., with branch in Knox-

ville, Tenn.; Trilling & Montague, Atlanta, Ga.,

well-known Sonora distributors, and the Nar-

Tagansett Radio Co., of Providence, R. I.

Thermiodyne Week Featured

by Big Publicity Drive

Thermiodyne Week, sponsored by the Ther-

miodyne Radio Corp., New York, was held in

New York City the week of March 2, and

proved very successful. Full pages effectively

illustrated and attractively designed appeared

in the New York Times, Journal and Sun dur-

ing the course of the week, and the jobbers and

dealers handling Thermiodyne sets in New York

territory were keenly enthusiastic as to the re-

sults of the campaign.

Each advertisement carried the names of the

Thermiodyne distributors in New York, who
are the Silas E. Pearsall Co., the Cheney Sales

Corp. and the Pyramid Motor Equipment Co.

The advertising also carried the names of Ther-

miodyne dealers in New York' territory, and it

was interesting to note that Thermiodyne sets

are now being merchandised by representative

talking machine dealers in all parts of the city.
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66NESTOR FIVE" The Deluxe Phonograph Panel

The "NESTOR FIVE" is the king profit

producer in the phonograph department.

Tone quality, volume, selectivity, distance

range and rare beauty make it sell quickly

and stay sold. Designed by the radio

engineers of one of the four largest

makers of radio parts in the world.

Hailed by amateurs and engineers as the

most remarkable radio panel of the day.

Twenty to thirty stations an hour through

the strongest locals. Dealers investigated

before we were ready. Hundreds of

thousands of dollars worth of orders were
placed. We're ready to make deliveries

now. Some territories still open. Write
us.

PEARSON DIVISION

Electrical Research Laboratories
1421 S. MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

How the Nestor Looks in the Victrola
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<THE SATURDAY EVENING POST

Magic words opened the way to

a mystic, fabulous treasure cave.

Dials now magically open to

you all the wealth of music
and speech hidden in air.

Sift out every note, every

word, every overtone, in all

its original clearness, with

beauteous Thorola Loud
Speaker. Know radio now

for its music, exquisite be-

yond anything heretofore.

Whatever your impressions

have been, hearThorola. With
this loud speaker, radio goes

into finest music rooms to stay.

THOROLA 4 . . . .

THOROPHONE ... $45
Powerplus Speaker {Storage Battery)

THOROLA 6 $15
Phonograph Attachment

THE THOROLA REPRODUCER
A tiny wrist watch limits highest precision. And
a toy piano cannot have the same tone volume
and purity as a concert grand. Compare the very
size of Thorola Reproducer

—

much larger, permit-
ting fine construction and adherence to laws of

sound, unduplicatedin average small reproducers.

CONTROLLED MICA DIAPHRAGM
Easily establishes Thorola as THE musical in-

strument among loud speakers. The mica dia-

phragm isacknowledged the highest development
f or musical reproduction. The Thorola Controlled
Mica Diaphragm makes this feature practical for

radio, another accomplishment made possible by
Thorola veteran loud speaker experience and
technical facilities.

EXCLUSIVE THOROLA SEPARIX
Only Thorola has the Separix, indispensable for

faithful preservation of the delicate note shad-

ings and overtones without which there cannot
be true music, voice, tone— unblurred.

THE HORN OF THORITE
The Thorola horn is made of Thorite, an exclu-
sive laboratory compound, developed expressly
to remove natural limitations in conforming to
the acoustic ideal. Since the horn alone multi-
plies sound volume many times in any speaker,
the value of Thorite superior acoustic accuracy
cannot be overestimated.

THE THOROLA SYNCHRONIZER
No two radio sets are exactly alike. The loud
speaker, like every other circuit factor, must be
in perfect balance for maximum results. Only
Thorola can be harmonized with the exclusive
Thorola Synchronizer, individually adapting your
Thorola to your receiver. This simple, virtually per-

manent adj ustment is another reason even t he finest

and most costly receivers do better with Thorola.

THOROLA 9 $40 RE'ICHMANN COMPANY, 1725-39 W. 14-th Street, CHICAGO
Cabinet Loud Speaker

The Thorola 10-day Refund
Warranty is- a guarantee to

every user that Thorola will

fulfill every claim.

Triune cttmt a ittkt/^
JL JO.JC a>JT JEL^nULVll'*

r TH/"1CKT1Ccc
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Business Continues Satisfactory in Mid-
West Territory Despite Industrial Slump

Increased Demand Is Outstanding Feature of the Month's Business—Gain Noticed in Talking Ma-
chine Sales—Broadcasting Benefits Radio Trade—Month's News and Activities

Chicago, III., March 9.—Record sales during

the month of February throughout the Chicago
territory and the Middle West generally clung

tenaciously to the mark set in the month pre-

ceding, despite the fact that in almost every

line of industrial activity there has been a

marked decrease in volume of business. Prac-

tically without exception jobbers and dealers in

this section have reported a good demand for

records, with a growing preference being noted

for those selections of the better class. This

growing demand may partly be laid to the fact

that this section of the country may now obtain

with great ease the broadcasting programs
sponsored by record manufacturers since sta-

tions in and near Chicago have recently been

added to relay the concerts. The natural out-

come has been the education of the record buy-

ing public to music of the better type, and the

result has been beneficial to the dealers mer-

chandising every line.

A steady but slow gain is also being noticed

in the demand for talking machines, although

the improvement registered has not been as

great as that in the case of records. The month
of February, as regards volume of sales, com-

pared favorably with that of January and also

with that of February of last year, with several

manufacturers, jobbers and dealers reporting
varying increases. Models equipped for the in-

stallation of radio receiving sets of the pur-

chaser's preference and combination models
have been reported by some retailers as sales

winners, while others have found upright and
console models in greater demand. Several

jobbers have found that the dealer who is utiliz-

ing his customers and prospects to the best pos-

sible advantage in connection with direct by
mail matter and canvassing is the one who is

bringing in the returns and is keeping his

shelves and sales floor filled with new mer-
chandise.

The sale of radio products in the Chicago
territory has also benefited by the increasing

interest in broadcasting and the fact that the

programs being put on the air are being con-

stantly improved. The growth of those con-
cerns placing standard sets upon the market
and the entrance of several old established

manufacturers into the field have done much to

stabilize and strengthen the confidence of the

buying public and to stimulate sales. The in-

creasing number of responsible dealers who are

adding radio sets, loud speakers and allied prod-

ucts to their lines of talking machines and rec-

ords has served to instill further in the minds

of the purchaser and prospect the feeling that

they may invest their money much more safely

through the talking machine dealer outlet than

through any other.

Successful Trip in Interest of Carryola

After a six weeks' trip which carried him
throughout the South and West, from Atlanta,

Ga., to Portland, Ore., and included all of the

larger trade centers, D. F. Allen, vice-president

of the Carryola Co. of America, portable phono-
graph manufacturer of Milwaukee, Wis., re-

turned to his desk about the first of March.

He reports having made very satisfactory job-

bing connections in cities which he visited, espe-

cially on the Pacific Coast, and secured a

fine number of orders. Mr. Allen, as a result

of his survey, feels optimistic concerning the

outlook for portable sales during 1925 and

states that he found jobbers and dealers in the

South and West to be quite active in their sales

campaigns. The Carryola new style "Master"

has been accorded an especially fine reception

by the trade in all sections of the country, ac-

cording to D. S. Bascom, sales manager; and
during the month of February it was necessary

for officials of the firm to increase production

considerably to care for the growing demand
for this particular style and the entire line.

S. L. Zax on Profitable Trip

S. L. Zax, secretary of the Broadcaster Corp.,

who left Chicago on February 8 for an ex-

tended trip, has spent the past month in cover-

ing the South. After visiting St. Louis, he made
a swing through the Southern States which

(Continued on page 120)

Style M
One of several beautiful

console models

KIMBALL PHONOGRAPHS
Real Value and Prestige

RIGHT merchandise, properly sold, is an active good-will

builder for the successful dealer. In Kimball Phonographs

it is not a question of "How Cheap," but of real value, and

the value is there in correct construction, in perfect reproduc-

tion of tone, in durability, added to which

the prestige of the Kimball name is assur-

ance of satisfaction.

There is variety in Console and upright

types.

Perhaps there is open territory. Ask about

Dealer Franchise and Terms

Kimball Console New Style Y

W. W. KIMBALL CO.
Established 1857

Kimball Hall 306 So. Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Style J

Manufacturers of Mahogany

Phonographs, Pianos Player Pianos Reproducing Pianos
beautgjf aprighTmodel.

Pipe Organs, Distributors of Columbia Records

KIMBALL PHONOGRAPHS PLAY ALL RECORDS
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JEWEL-TONE S££ PHONOGRAPH

Equal in

tone and volume

to any

high-grade

talking machine

The

ideal phonograph

for that

small apartment

or anywhere

A real high-grade, musical instrument, equipped with the famous genuine Jewel-
Tone Arm and Reproducer. Tone is equal in quality and volume to most of

the expensive machines on the market, handsome, convenient, and thoroly good.

Samples sent on approval to responsible dealers.

THE JEWEL-TONE
Attachments for Victor and Edison

With

NOM-Y-KA
Diaphragm

Victor Attachment
for playing Edison and Pathe Records

Illustration shows this attachment in position for playing

Edison or Pathe Records. Takes but a moment to change.
v^ Plays Victor and all lateral cut records with true, full tone.

Edison Attachment
for playing all lateral cut records

Perfectly balanced for playing all records on the Edison
Diamond Disc phonograph. Pure and lovely in tone, full

volume, and gives true value to your records.

4*

X.

If your Jobber does not handle the Jewel

Products, write to us direct.

JEWEL PHONOPARTS CO.
150-160 Whiting St., Chicago
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THE JEWEL-TONE
Reproducers and Tone Arms

Standard

No. 3

Plays All

Records

Perfectly

This is the famous No. 3 tone arm and repro-

ducer equipped with the Jewel NOM-Y-KA
diaphragm. A wonderful improvement on

any talking machine. The perfected tone

arm and NOM-Y-KA diaphragm gives full,

true tonal value, and beauty to all records.

The Jewel-Tone Reproducer and tone arm
plays Victor, Edison, Brunswick and all

makes of records—plays them equally well.

It is made for every type of talking machine,

and can be substituted for the old arm in a

few moments.

Dealers are invited

to write for full

information

RADIO
with the

Famous

Holtzer-Cabot

Loud Speaker

Unit

Here is the latest Jewel-Tone product, the

famous Jewel-Tone reproducer and tone

arm in combination with the finest Radio
Loud Speaker Unit. Either Phonograph
or Radio can be tuned on or off in an
instant. Unit off, does not interfere with

the other.

Holtzer-Cabot Loud Speaker Unit is a

quality product in every way, handsome

and supremely efficient. It gives excep-

tional volume with a purity of tone seldom

equaled, and a fitting mate to the Jewel-

Tone reproducer.

JEWEL PHONOPARTS CO.
150-160 Whiting St., Chicago

S J?

A*
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FROM OUR CHICAGO HEADQUARTERS— (Continued from page 117)

Automatic Stop

Nothing needs to be
screwed unto the tone
arm. Simple in con-
struction. It fits under
the turn table. Our
customers say it is the
most accurate stop they
found yet in spite of its

\ low cost.

ALTO MFG. CO., ,647 -5,
ch
wS s,reet

Canadian Distributor Phono Parti Supply Co., Toronto, Ont.

ended at Atlanta, and then retraced his steps

as far West as Texas. From reports received

by Broadcaster officials, according to S. M.
Meltzer, Mr. Zax is enjoying a pleasant and
profitable trip, as he is finding a good reception

for the entire Broadcaster line of phonographs
and combination models and is opening many
new accounts, with encouraging initial orders.

He will spend considerable time visiting the

trade centers of the Southwest and Pacific

Coast and will return to Chicago the latter part

of March.

Caswell Portable Popular

L, B. Casagrande, head of the Caswell Mfg.

Co., Milwaukee, Wis., made a short business

trip to St. Louis the first part of February, and

reports a fine reception in the trade for the Cas-

well portable phonograph in that section of the

country. The policy of exercising extreme

care in the choice of distributors which the Cas-

well officials placed in effect at the outset and
upon which they have laid the foundation of

their marketing plans is working to the advan-

tage of manufacturer, jobber and dealer, accord-

ing to Mr. Casagrande. The distributor is pick-

ing his retail outlets with an equal amount of

caution and the result has been a chain with

no weak links, following a typical sales policy

and obtaining gratifying results.

The Caswell Mfg. Co. is now concentrating

its activities upon important additions to its

line of portables and final details are now being

worked out, preparatory to an announcement to

the trade.

Slogan for 1925 Convention

"Make America Musical," is the slogan

adopted for the 1925 Music Trades Convention

to be held at the Drake Hotel, Chicago, June
8-9-10-11. It was suggested to the conven-

tion committee by Alex McDonald, of Soh-

mer & Co., New York, a member of the execu-

tive committee of the National Music Mer-

chants' Association, and will be used in all con-

vention advertising. The entertainment fea-

tures enjoyed in all previous Chicago conven-

tions will be carried out by the committee,

but the real purpose of the convention will

not be overlooked by those in charge. Every
assistance will be given the Music Industries

Chamber of Commerce to carry out the

serious and more important part of the con-

clave and the promotion of music, the stim-

ulation of business by assisting those who
are exhibiting, the co-operation of the ex-

hibitors and those in charge of the business

sessions will be included in the work of this

committee. Arrangements have been made for

an advance campaign of general newspaper and
radio publicity for the convention. The execu-

tive committee voted recently to raise $5,000 by
subscription for the advertising and general ex-

penses of this convention.

"The personnel of the executive committee
will be as follows: Harry D. Schoenwafd, gen-

eral chairman; Joel C. Childs, treasurer; Gordon
Laughead, secretary; Henry W. Hewitt, chair-

man of hotel committee; James T. Bristol,

chairman of merchants' banquet committee;

John McKenna, chairman in charge of enter-

tainment for merchants' banquet; Harry B. Bibb,

chairman in charge of noonday luncheons;

Matt J. Kennedy, chairman in charge of news-

paper publicity; Harry J. Lindeman, chairman

of reception committee; Roger O'Connor, vice-

chairman of reception committee; Walter

Kiehn, vice-chairman of reception committee;

Kenneth W. Curtis, chairman in charge of golf

committee.

The complete committees will be announced
at the next meeting of the executive committee

at the Drake Hotel, Monday evening, March 23.

Lakeside to Announce New Cabinet

. The Lakeside Supply Co., 73 W. Van Buren

street, will announce to the trade within a short

time a new style of table radio cabinet, accord-

ing to G. C. Fricke, president of the concern.

The cabinet which will be placed upon the mar-

ket is said to embody several new developments

in radio cabinet construction and style, and is

expected to attract considerable attention

among jobbers and dealers. The demand for

phonograph parts and hardware was very en-

couraging during the month of February, Mr.

Fricke stated, and in addition to domestic busi-

ness several large orders were received from

foreign lands.

Many Mohawk Accounts Opened
An enviable sales record was made recently

by Albert Lascy, of the Mohawk Electric Corp.,

this city, who returned to the home office the

latter part of February, from Pennsylvania,

Genuine Walnut Radio Cabinets

STYLE L W N

This is one of the highest grade cabinets manu-
factured today. It is beautifully designed with

turned posts on the front corners, routed ends left

and right and is made of 1 inch kiln dried walnut
finished in lacquer and wax. To prevent scratch-

ing, rubber bumpers and pads are placed on the

cover and legs.

These cases are 9 I 4 inches deep behind the panel,

and are for panels 7 inches high. Each cabinet is

individually packed in a heavy corrugated carton.

Prices do not include base boards.

Lakeside Supply Company
73 West Van Buren Street Chicago, Illinois

Phone Harrison 3840

where he had gone to introduce the new one-
dial 5-tube Mohawk radio receiver. In less

than five weeks Mr. Lascy succeeded in estab-
lishing a Mohawk franchise dealer in every
fair-sized town in the State, thereby breaking
all records and establishing a precedent for all

Mohawk salesmen. Under the terms of the
Mohawk franchise a dealer is required to buy
a certain number of sets outright, and a stipu-

lated number every month thereafter in order
to hold it.

Mr. Lascy is now covering Wisconsin, where
he is visiting Mohawk dealers and establishing

new accounts. He hopes to return to Chicago
with another record which will rival that which
he established in Pennsylvania.

Piano Club Musical Activities

At the February 9 meeting of the Piano Club
of Chicago Adam Schneider, of Julius Bauer
& Co., was presented with an honorary life

membership in the Club, in commemoration of

the fifty-first anniversary of his association with
the music trade. E. B. Bartlett, vice-president

of the W. W. Kimball Co., presented the gold

t (Continued on page 122)

An Exceptional Line

for

Wide Awake Dealers

&vc^f Phonographs

Radio-Phonograph Combinations

The illustration shows one of man}' late models of our line, which has been re-de-

signed, right up to the minute, with especial reference to the Radio-Phonograph

Combination, destined to be the standard household unit. Characterized by

Beauty of Design, Finish and Tonal Quality

These ^instruments are produced in all the popular finishes and styles, including

Uprights, Consoles and Wall Cabinets, and our facilities enable us to make prompt

deliveries and most attractive trade prices. Catalog and price list mailed on re-

quest.

Excel phonograph manufacturing company
402-414 West Erie Street Chicago, Illinois
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M They Cost More
M^^^" But They Do More
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Zenith—
the exclusive

choice ofMacMillan
for his North

Polar Expedition

Super-Zenith X

—

the
ideal radio set for

the fine home

Zenith Supremacy
will be Maintained

This message brings to radio enthusiasts the announce-
ment of an advance in Zenith prices on all models.

The new prices are shown in the panel at the right.

Radio sets—like motor cars and pianos—grav-
itate to their correct price level. There is more
to a radio receiving set than merely a beautiful
cabinet backed by extravagant claims. It must
meet exacting requirements. The novelty has
worn off. The public is becoming educated. It

knows what to expect and can now distinguish
merit in radio.

An imposing name and an intensive advertis-
ing campaign—when they back a radio product
which does not deliver equally impressive re-

sults—soon lose their fictitious values.

By that same token, performance which is liter-

ally outstanding fixes for the makers of that
product a standard of supremacy which, in duty

to the public, they are obligated to maintain.

Throughout the radio world the nameZENITH
has come to be the very symbol of results—in

quality of tone, in simplicity, in selectivity, in vol-

ume without distortion, and in long-distance re-

ception. The artistry of design for which it

stands is too well known for comment.

The fact that ZENITH has advanced its

prices is of more than passing moment. For it

registers the determination on the part of the

builders of ZENITH to maintain the acknowl-
edged supremacy ofZENITH receiving sets—both
in beauty and performance.

The complete Zenith line

ranges in price from $100
to $475.

With either Zenith 3R or Zenith
4R, satisfactory reception over
distances of 2,000 to 3,000 miles
is readily accomplished, using
any ordinary loud speaker.
Models 3R and 4R licensed under
ArmstrongU.S. Pat.No.1,113,149.
They are NON-RADIATING.

Zenith 4R - - $100
Zenith 3R - - $175

The new Super-Zenith is a six-

tube set with a new, unique, and
really different patented circuit,

controlled exclusively by the
Zenith Radio Corporation. It is

NOT regenerative.

SUPER-ZENITH VII—Six tubes
— 2 stages tuned frequency am-
plification—detectorand 3 stages
audio frequency amplification.

Installed in a beautifully finished

cabinet of solid mahogany—-44%
inches long, 1 6X inches wide, 10

s
»

inches high. Compartments at

either end for dry batteries. Price
(exclusive of tubes and
batteries) «p^4U

SUPER-ZENITH VIII—Same as
VII except—console type. Price
(exclusive of tubes and
batteries) Jp^oU

SUPER-ZENITH IX - Console
model with additional compart-
ments containing built-in Zenith
loud speaker and generous stor-

age battery space. Price (exclu-

sive of tubes and <toeC
batteries) «p«500

SUPER-ZENITH X-Contains
built-in, patented, Super-Zenith
Duo-Loud Speakers (harmon-
ically synchronized fu>in speakers
and horns), designed to repro-

duce both high and low pitch

tones otherwise impossible with
single-unit speakers. Price (ex-

clusive of tubes and
d> /i'7C

batteries) «J>475

All Prices F. O. B. Factory.

All present models are guar-
anteed against price reduction.

Dealers and Jobbers: Write or wire for our exclusive territorial franchise.

Zenith Radio Corporation
332 South Michigan Avenue Chicago. Illinois

Zenith Radio Corporation
Dept. 3-W

332 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, III.

Gentlemen: Please send me full particulars of your Dealer
Proposition.

Name ...

Address.
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HARRY ALTER & COMPANY
Radio and Electrical Supplies

OGDEN at CARROLL AVE. CHICAGO
wholesale distributors .for tHe following radio apparatus dUU CUUpllCD •

Freed-Eisemann Mohawk rrost

Remler Premier Signal

Freshman Acme Burgess

Dubilier Allen-Bradley Howard
Carter Brandes Radion

Benjamin Eby Walbert

France Dulce-Tone Balkite

Timmons Unity Kestner

Baldwin American Hard Rubber Erla

Electrad Raven C. R. L.

Rasla Pacent Weston

Apex Keystone Shamrock

Dealers who make Harry Alter & Co. their source of supply have at all times
access to ample stocks of nationally-known merchandise, and prompt delivery

from these stocks.

Our monthly catalog, The "Pocketbook," will be sent to

any established dealer who requests it on his letterhead

11

engraved membership emblem. Jack Barker,

one of the stars of "No, No, Nanette," musical

comedy hit, sang several Irish folk songs and

was followed by J. Parnell Egan, tenor, who is

attaining local fame. Cosmo Hamilton, author

of "Scandal," "Parasites" and other comedy
successes, addressed the members of the club.

Stars from the musical comedy "Rose Marie"

entertained the club members at the luncheon

held Monday, February 16. Arthur Cunning-

ham, leading tenor, sang several selections, ac-

companied by Rupert Graves, musical director

of the operetta. That evening a pre-conven-

tion dinner and frolic was held at the Troca-

dero, popular North Side supper club, by the

Piano Club, at which members and their friends

gathered for a steak dinner and general good

time.

Ralph Park's Trocadero Orchestra furnished

music for dancing, and local radio stars, includ-

ing Axel Christensen, a member of the club,

Jerry Sullivan and Harry Geise, originator of

the "How Do You Do" song, helped to fur-

nish the evening's entertainment. The latest

song hits of the day were sung by artists of

Leo Feist, Jerome H. Remick, Waterson, Ber-
lin & Snyder, and other music publishers.

The sending of a congratulatory message to

the newly formed Piano Club of Cleveland
marked the opening of the February 23 meeting
of the club. Several numbers were sung by
Margaret Vivian McCarthy, coloratura soprano,

accompanied by Raymond Allen Smith.

Madame Fannie Bloomfield-Zeisler, pianist of

renown, was the guest of honor at the luncheon
of March 2, upon the occasion of her golden

jubilee. A set of resolutions was prepared and
adopted by the Piano Club, paying her the high-

est of tributes and electing her an honorary

member.

In appreciation of Madame Bloomfield-

Zeisler's contribution toward the promotion of

music, a number of stars of "Blossom Time"
joined in honoring her and sang several selec-

tions from the opera.

N & K Products Popular in Mid-West
Harry E. Kamen, Middle West district mana-

ger of the Th. Goldschmidt Corp., importer of

N & K loud speakers, phonograph units and
head phones, with headquarters in Chicago, is

in addition covering the trade in the Northwest.

Harry E. Kamen
Mr. Kamen is achieving very pleasing success

in the introduction of N & K products in this

important territory, and his sales for January
and February showed a very large increase over

1924. The N & K loud speaker is meeting with

popular approval everywhere, and dealer

agencies are being established in practically all

of the leading cities.

Consolidated to Represent Thermiodyne
M. O. Giles, sales manager of the Thermio-

dyne Radio Corp., New York, manufacturer of

M. O. Giles

Thermiodyne radio sets, was a recent visitor

to Chicago. While here, Mr. Giles closed an im-

portant deal with E. A. Fearn, president of the

Consolidated Talking Machine Co., whereby

this well-known jobber will distribute Thermio-

dyne sets in Chicago, Detroit and Minneapolis.

The Consolidated Talking Machine Co. is ad-

mirably equipped to give this product excellent

representation in these important trade centers,

and the Thermiodyne Radio Corp. will co-

operate with Mr. Fearn in every possible way
(Continued on page 124)

Repair Parts
j

For All and Every Motor

That Was Ever Manufactured y~

We can supply any part. The largest and most

complete assortment of repair parts—in the

United States—on hand, for old, obsolete and

present-day motors. If your order cannot be

filled from stock, we will make it up special.

Special prices on main springs, governor

springs, micas, repair parts, motors, tone arms,

steel needles, etc., in quantity lots.

Expert repairing on all makes of phonographs
and motors.

BeRGradeTcubmoMatiunes.Disc Records,
TiltingMachine Supplies, Etc

TRADE MARH
CONSOLA"

SUCCESSORS*8"

Standard Talking Machine Co.

United Talking Machine Co.

Harmony Tatting Machine Co.

O Neill.Jamee Co. ""COMOu""
227-229 W.WASHINGTON ST.. CHICAGO. ILL.

Branches: 29BT Gratiot Ave.. Detroit. Mich. 1121 Nicollet Ave.. Mlnneaoolis. Minn.
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Where ^/c^li^ne I>s TTY^c^- d e Follows

1
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Here It Is

—

The New CASWELL!
THE New Caswell Line of Portable Phonographs is

by common consent the greatest value in the busi-

ness today. One distributor after another concedes

the consummate workmanship, supreme quality and
sheer beauty of lines and materials embodied in this

complete line now being shown.

The photograph above can do only scant justice in giv-

ing you the proper conception of Caswell Quality and
Distinction.

Beginning with the case, made of selected three-ply

non-warping laminated veneers with rounded edges and
corners, the experience of fifty years' fine case-making

is apparent.

Outside covers by Dupont in Fabrikoid in rich blues,

greys, browns, morocco reds and greens and black. In-

side coverings to match.

In mechanical construction all Caswell elements are

features. Consider the famous Heineman Motor; the

Caswell throwback type Universal Tone Arm is designed

exclusively for portable use; the new Caswell "Micro-

tone" reproducer of knife-edge type is designed by one
of America's best-known acoustic engineers. The Cas-

well tone chamber due to its exclusive design and pecu-

liar construction and suspension gives an astonishing

wealth and verity of tone with vibration eliminated.

Specially constructed album, a part of the cover, holds

18 records or 36 selections. Unique with Caswell.

Jobbers—Distribution confined to substantial organiza^

tions who are viewing the Caswell line by appointment
only, as fast as it can be arranged.

Dealers—Until the proper selling arrangement has been
completed for your territory, we will handle dealers'

orders direct. Do not fail to mention your jobber's

List Price Gypsy Model $25.00

$27.00 in Far West and South

(asWeVJftanulucturincj (o.

PORTABLE PHONOGRAPHS ^DISTINCTION
MILWAUKEE,WIS.

U.S.A.
ST. PAUL AVE.
AT IOT? STREET

Western Sales Office : Oakland Tribune Tower, Oakland, Cal.
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in establishing the Thermiodyne product with

representative dealers. Mr. Giles stated that

he had also closed a deal with Justus & Parker,

Columbus, O., whereby this concern also be-

comes a jobber for Thermiodyne sets.

Operadio Sets Installed in Hotels

After exhaustive experimentation to prove its

feasibility, the Drake Hotel, of Chicago, has in-

augurated and is operating successfully a radio

The Operadio in a Hotel Room
rental service for its guests. The six-tube, self-

contained Operadio manufactured by The Ope-
radio Corp., Chicago, has been selected for this

purpose. Following in the footsteps of the

Drake several other hotels have already in-

stalled Operadios, including among the larger
ones—the new Roosevelt in New York, and
the new Benjamin Franklin in Philadelphia.

In each guest room of the hotel a card is

placed which reads: "For your convenience we
are prepared to place a six-tube portable radio
set in this room on a reasonable rental basis.

For particulars phone the electrician's depart-
ment."

Upon order the set is delivered by the radio
service man and verbal instructions are given
to those unfamiliar with its operation. Fastened
to the set is a large red card on one side of
which are instructions especially prepared in

accord with the results determined in the hotel.

On the opposite side, in large letters, is the
word "Warning." In this text, it warns against
too high voltage, requests the guests to report
any difficulties rather than try to fix them
themselves, and reminds them of the impor-
tance of turning off the rheostat. A rental
charge is then put against the guest's account
until he checks out or requests return of the
set.

Unusual Window Features Mohawk Radio
One of the most unique radio displays seen

here in some time was recently discovered in

the window of the Brunswick Music Shop, 3206
Lawrence avenue. The Mohawk radio set,

which was placed on the market about four
months ago by the Mohawk Electric Corp., was
featured.

Simplicity and originality were the keynotes
of this display, which has already become so
popular that Mohawk dealers both in Chicago
and its outlying districts have adopted a similar

one. The background of the window was
formed by a deep purple plush curtain, and
the same kind of cloth was used to drape the
pedestals on which the sets were placed. This
dark background proved a striking and effective

color scheme when the rest of the display was
put in.

A Better Fibre Needle Catter for Less Money

RETAIL PRICE $J.00_

The ALTO

11813! ^;j°BK

;

^^^^
"^^_^^#Manufactured by

ALTO MFG. CO.
1647=51 Wolfram St. CHICAGO. ILL.

The principal part of the display was a huge
reproduction of the Mohawk trade-mark, an In-

dian Chief's head done in brilliant colors with

the name "Mohawk" across the lower part of

the face. This of course forms the center of

Mohawk Display in Brunswick Shop
attraction, the grim and picturesque visage of

the stolid Mohawk chieftain looming majes-

tically against the somber background. Three
different models of the Mohawk set were then

grouped about this sign.

Most original of all was the collection of In-

dian relics which adorned the window. A chief's

(Continued on page 126)

Why Not Use Panels with an International Reputation ?

RADIO
PHONOMONARCH PANELS

WILL POPULARIZE YOUR PHONOGRAPH COMBINATIONS

-MONARCH-
21

#c io 60 <i
!y.

Completely wired and ready for installation
with cabled battery wires

Monarch models are suited for use in consoles of all

sizes or upright cabinets.

4, 5 and 6-Tube types
designed to meet every requirement of the discriminating

buyer who considers Quality, Refinement and Performance.

Highest grade in both material and workmanship.

More Monarch Panels

are now in use and sold in the phonograph trade than other

styles offered—CERTAINLY there is A GOOD REASON
for such a distinction.

The degree of perfection in mechanical excellence and

finish lifts the "MONARCH" above competitive designs

and inferior products.

Let us quote you on your Radio Requirements

MONARCH RADIO CORPORATION east
4
0
s
J,o

4
s
6
t
9
reet CHICAGO

Building and marketing the celebrated "Monarch" Portables, apparatus and receivers
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Twenty-One Stations In an Hour!

—on the Pearson Five
"The Radio of Tomorrow"
What this Pearson Five did, any Pearson Five
will do. Twenty-one stations an hour is an every-
day Pearson Five performance. We are willing

at any time to submit any Pearson Five to this

test.

Read this letter and decide that this is the set

your customers will ultimately buy—and sell it to

• them now.

pr* »••> *4

© . • .... 6

The Pearson Five Pa nel

Don't lose any more phonograph

sales. Sell the combination outfit

—

two sales in one. The Pearson Five

Panel converts any standard phono-

graph instantly into a five-tube radio

with all the tone, volume, selectivity

and distance of the famous Pearson

Five receiver. Get our dealer's

proposition.

Pearson Division, Electrical Research Laboratories,
1421 Michigan Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois.

Gentlemen

:

You may be interested to know that on January 23,

between 9 and 11 P.M., with all locals going full blast,

I received the following stations on one of. your new
Pearson receivers:

WEBH, WLS, WGN, WMAQ, WOJ, KYW, all of

Chicago; WTAS, Elgin, 111.; WBCN, Chicago; WOC,
Davenport, Iowa; WOS, Jefferson City, Mo.; KSD, St.

Louis, Mo.; WJAS, Pittsburgh, Pa.; WKAR, Lansing,
Mich.; KDKA, Pittsburgh, Pa.; KFDM, Beaumont, Texas;
WGR, Buffalo, N. Y. ; WBZ, Springfield. Mass.; KOA,
Denver, Colo.; WGY, Schenectady, N. Y. ; WTJAR, Phil-

adelphia; KHJ, Los Angeles.

On the following Sunday, with all the locals going, I

received the following stations in addition to the above
list:

WOAYV, Omaha, Neb.; KFAF. Denver, Colo.: WSAI.
Cincinnati, Ohio; YVAOI, San Antonio. Texas: WLW,
Cincinnati, Ohio; WOO, Philadelphia; WEAF, New York
City; WCAP, Washington, D. C; WHAA, Iowa City;

WCCO, Minneapolis, Minn.; WFAA. Dallas, Texas; KFI,
Los Angeles, Cal. I was also able to bring in again

KHJ, Los Angeles; WBZ, Springfield, Mass., and others

in the first list.

These stations were all tuned in on a loud speaker, and
came in loud and clear enough to be heard all over the

house. There were many other stations on the air, but

I have listed only those whose calls I was sure I had
right. I believe this a truly remarkable performance, as

there are two high-powered stations—WEBH and WQJ

—

within a mile and a half of my home.

Sincerely,

F. C. HEYES,
7422 Greenview Ave., Chicago, III.

The Pearson Five is a quality job throughout.

It has the rare tone quality, volume, selectivity

and distance range of sets commanding twice the

price. Built by one of the four biggest makers
of radio parts in the world. The engineer or

novice recognizes its superior qualities instantly.

So do dealers, who have contracted for the Pear-

son Five to the extent of almost a million dollars.

Some territory is still open.

PEARSON

By this mark you may identify the

genuine Pearson Super-Power Re-

ceivers. Now manufactured under

license from the United States Gov-

ernment.

Pearson Division
Electrical Research Laboratories

1421 So. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, III.

PEARSON °fiVt
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head dress, war clubs, moccasins, quivers, medi-

cine-man bags and trinkets of all descriptions

were laid out in various advantageous posi-

tions. In one corner of the window was a small

notice explaining that the relics were from a

famous Mohawk Indian chief who had fought

against the colonists during the American revo-

lution.

Kimball Upright Models in Demand
Sales activities during February and the early

part of March in the talking machine depart-

ment of the W. W. Kimball Co. were marked
by an increase in the demand for upright mod-
els. F. P. Whitmore, secretary, told The World
representative that the dealers seemed to be

everywhere directing their attention to the sale

of upright phonographs and that they are ob-

taining results. "The fact," said Mr. Whitmore,
"that they are easier to operate, and occupy
less space in the home, finds a response in the

mind of the prospective purchaser, and the

dealer is capitalizing upon these qualities."

Regarding Elec. Research Lab. License

Since the reported grant, about twoi months
ago, of the first license issued by the Navy De-
partment of the German radio patents to the

Electrical Research Laboratories of Chicago,

there have arisen rumors to the effect that the

report was unfounded. During the course of an

interview with The World representative, Geo.

A. Pearson, president of the concern, promptly

branded these rumors as false, stating that his

firm could furnish ample proof of the fact that

it had secured the patents. In part he said:

"Considering the fact that heretofore no inde-

pendent radio manufacturer has been able to

secure from the Government a license under

navy-owned German patents, even though a

good many highly prominent concerns have en-

deavored to do so for years, it is not surprising

that the announcement of our success should be

received with doubt in certain quarters. Nev-
ertheless, the fact remains that our negotiations

for a government license proved successful, as

we can easily prove through submission of doc-

umentary evidence to anyone who might care

to investigate.

"Furthermore," continued Mr. Pearson, "we
do not believe that any manufacturer who has

worth-while patents to offer in exchange for a

government license, under the reciprocal ar-

rangement proposed by the Navy Department,

will have difficulty in gaining similarly favor-

able consideration."

He brought out the fact that a good deal of

value attaches itself to these government-owned
patents, because some of them are basic. The
celebrated Schloemilch & Von Bronk patent,

which falls into this group, covers fundamen-
tally the principles of tuned radio frequency and
reflex amplification, incorporated either as a

whole or in part in every modern receiving

circuit.

"Now that we have gained the right to op-

tf

—
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Sell

Distributor 1 HALL or 50/
Can Supply
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packagesm Supply
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packages
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I FIBRE NEEDLES I

^^^^^70r the FoUoaiin^T(easons

vmgT^W ® Perfect Reproduction

VBF^m ® 'PloysMan} Records without' Repoi/itiup

WSW © VlaysM Makes olDiscRecords

ijjW © AS SurfaceMise
W © Ho Injury to Records

© ImprovedTone Quality

Hall Manufacturing Go.

Ghie ago, 111.

erate under these patents we are enabled to em-

bark upon the manufacture of complete receiv-

ers on a large scale, with assurance of freedom

from patent difficulties of any kind. And, fur-

thermore, we are enabled to extend to our

trade similar protection," continued Mr. Pear-

son.

"Consequently, we feel justified in rating the

government's release of these patents among
the most important radio developments in re-

cent years, operating to assure in marked de-

gree the safety and stability of concerns that

are contributing notably to the upbuilding of

the radio industry."

Wide Interest in Brunswick Contest

The Music Memory Contest, sponsored by

the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., and broad-

cast from leading radio stations each Tuesday

evening, has been productive of nation-wide

interest and enthusiasm and the general offices

of the firm have been literally swamped with

letters of congratulation.

The Brunswick Co. launched an extensive ad-

vertising campaign at the outset, which included

page advertisements in leading Sunday newspa-

pers throughout the country, dealer advertise-

ments in local mediums, display matter, and di-

rect-by-mail literature for dealer distribution.

Each program is given adequate publicity in ad-

vance and the unusual interest aroused has re-

sulted in a constant stream of filled-in blanks
which pour into Brunswick headquarters after

each concert. In addition, there is evidence of
increased attention and interest on the part of

the American public through the growing num-
ber of requests for contest blanks.

Letters of commendation and congratulation
have been received by Brunswick officials from
listeners in every section of the United States

and Canada and from every walk of life, from
government officials to day laborers. People
living in the rural districts especially have been
pleased with the weekly musical treat and a

large percentage of the letters received had
their source in agricultural communities. Hos-
pital patients have found the programs and the

spirit of adventure connected with them a

source of enjoyment and a relief from their suf-

fering. Another interesting feature of the

movement is the fact that teachers of music
and the music departments of educational insti-

tutions have awakened to the possibilities of

the broadcasting instructing their students, and
keen interest is being shown.

One new station was added recently and
WBC, in Boston, now forms a part of the

broadcasting chain. KGO, located in Oakland,

Cal., has also been relaying the broadcasting of

KDKA, Pittsburgh, and if the statements of

(Continued on page 128)

Scotford Tonearm and Superior Reproducer The Superior Spring Balanced Lid Support

DM

cManufactured under patents of Louis K. Scotford. Plays all makes of records. fif <^ touch of one finder lifts or closes the lid which stops, balanced, at any point

Famous for tone—without the usual metallic sharpness and without the scratch. '•k^^yS' desired. Does not warp lid. Noiseless in operation. The simplest spring balance

Standard length 8'/2 inches center of base to needlepoint—can be made to order made—and easiest to install. Can be made to fit any type and weight of lid.

longer or shorter. Base opening 2 inches diameter. Furnished complete with escutcheon plate and all necessary screws.

Supplied to manufacturers of high-grade phonograph
,

Fine quality Nickel and Gold Plate finishes cabinets in the United States and all foreign countries Low quantity Prices quoted on application

Samples sent anywhere for trial

BARNHART BROTHERS & SPINDLER MONROE & THROOP STS., CHICAGO
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radio fans on the Pacific Coast and, in fact, the

entire West are to be taken as authoritative,

fine reception in that section of the country is

easily obtainable.

Brunswick Music Memory Contest programs
by famous artists of the New Hall of Fame
will be placed upon the air each Tuesday eve-

ning during the month of March, a total of five

concerts. Brunswick dealers who have been
staging concerts in their stores report large

crowds of listeners, and they are taking the op-

portunity to push their sales campaigns on rec-

ords and the Brunswick line of phonographs
and Radiolas, especially the Brunswick-Radiola
No. 260, which is featured in connection with
the contest publicity.

Oscar Kloer on Successful Trip

Oscar Kloer, sales manager of the Blood
Tone Arm Co., of this city, embarked upon a

business trip about the middle of February
which took him to many of the important trade

centers of the Middle West, including St. Louis,

Cincinnati, Detroit, Dayton and Toledo. The
majority of the time was spent in visiting man-
ufacturers and jobbers and he returned to Chi-

cago toward the last of the month, reporting a

successful ten-day trip.

Ajax Record Co. Opens New Accounts
An increase in the volume of business of

over 33 per cent as compared with January has

been the happy experience of the Ajax Record
Co., 108 West Lake street, according to Thomas
Nash, sales manager. Mr. Nash told The
World representative that since the organiza-

tion of the firm last Spring a steady increase

from month to month had taken place, and dur-

ing the month of February it reached its peak.

This result is due .in no small measure to the

consistent advertising policy which has^ been

pursued and the exceptional dealer co-opera-

tion which has been placed at the disposal of

retail merchants. The reprints of advertise-

ments which are shown in Ajax dealer's win-

dows form an important cog in the advertising

program and many sales can be traced directly

to the human interest appeal which the posters

contain.

Since the formation of the Ajax Record Co.

all business negotiations have been conducted
between the manufacturer and the dealer, and
at the present time well over two* thousand rec-

ord outlets have been established. The firm is

now negotiating for State jobbers in all sec-

tions of the country, especially in the South,

and three jobbing concerns have already added
the Ajax line. Wagner Bros., New Orleans; J.

L. Ausban, Birmingham, Ala.; and the Ajax
Record Distributors Co., St. Louis, Mo., com-
prise the new accounts and each will care for

the dealers in its respective territories.

E. E. Powell, of Tonofone Co., on Trip

Miss E. E. Powell, secretary of the Tonofone
Co., left for an Eastern trip on March 8, during
which she visited New York, Washington and
Philadelphia, where she visited Tonofone ac-

counts. Miss Powell returned to Chicago about
the middle of March, reporting increased ac-

tivity in the needle business throughout the

Eastern territory.

Reports Good Fibre Needle Business

A good business within the confines of the

United States with regard to fibre needles is one
of the outstanding features of February activi-

ties with the Hall Mfg. Co. H. J. Fiddelke, of

that concern, states that in addition the firm has

built up a fine number of accounts in foreign

lands. Two large jobbers in England, others

scattered from Australia to Paris, and from
New Zealand to Japan, are handling the Hall

product and-are doing a large volume of busi-

ness. The majority of the business is placed

direct and the remainder is done through the

hands of exporting concerns. Mr. Fiddelke has

received a number of inquiries from merchants

in Germany within the last few weeks, which
would tend to indicate that the talking machine
business in that section of Europe is recovering

THE PERFECT REPRODUCER
Tone loud and pleasing
Handsome material and design

Black—22.50, Shell—25.00

American Electric Company
State and 64th Sts. CHICAGO

from the shock of the recent war and its dis-

astrous after effects on business.

Effective Window Display Brings Sales

One of the most attractive window displays

which have greeted pedestrians in Chicago dur-

ing the past few months, was that of the Bis-

sell-Weisert Piano Co., located at 26 South

Zenith Radio in Fine Window
Michigan boulevard. The windows of this par-

ticular dealer are noted for their simplicity, dig-

nity, and general effectiveness, and the one
shown. above is typical of the firm's policy in

this regard. The windows are redecorated each

week and the arrangement illustrated herewith

appeared the third week in February. In the

left-hand corner may be seen the Zenith radio

set No. 8; in the center prominence is given to

(Continued on page 130)

Fletcher No. 3 Brass-Drawn Tone Arm

Non -Vibrating

One Piece

Hexagon Taper

The best that money and skill can produce is

now ready for the market at a minimum
price. Plays all records and is equipped with

the regular Fletcher Reproducer, which is

scientifically constructed, and which really re-

produces either vocal or instrumental music.

Write for samples and quantity quotations specifying tVyff or9 x/<^ length.

Money back guarantee covers all sample orders.

Reproducer

and Connection
for

NEW EDISON
Plays all Records

Dealers, Send for
Prices and Terms

Fletcher "Straight" and Fletcher "Universal" still made and carried in stock

FLETCHER-WICKES COMPANY
116-122 WEST ILLINOIS STREET, CHICAGO
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5 tubes~just ONE dial to tune

Mohawk Model VA, shown
below, 5 tubes—just one dial
to tune. Sealed and guaran-
teed for one year. $150 with-
out accessories. Mohawk Electric Corporation, 2244 Diversey Parkway, Chicago I

Please send full details about Mohawk Radio and Franchise Plan. \

The Mohawk
3'in-line balanced

condenser
is Protected by

Patents

Address .

The Heart of the Mohawk's One-Dial Efficiency

PICTURED above you see the

Mohawk 3-in-line balanced

condenser. It is the heart of the

Mohawk Radio. It is one reason

why the Mohawk accomplishes

more with a single, dial than the

ordinary radio will accomplish

with a number of dials.

TheMohawk 3-in-line balanced con-

denser gives such extreme selectivity

that even with many
nearby stations on the

air,it will breakthrough
and bring in distant
points from coast to

coast. Mohawk recep-

tion is all on the loud
speaker, with abundant
volume anda wonderful
bell-clear, golden tone.

The trend in radio today is simpli-

city. That accounts for the Mohawk's
tremendous popularity wherever intro-

duced. From the dealer's standpoint,

Mohawk's simplicity means extremely

low service cost. There's nothing to

tinker with— nothing to get out of

order; working parts are sealed for

their protection.

Let us tell you the full story of the

Mohawk Radio, of our Big Advertis-

ing Campaign which reaches over
15,000,000 readers, and our Exclusive

Dealer Plan, which is building profits

for progressive dealers the country
over. Wire, write or mail coupon to-

day. We will also send full informa-

tion about our financing plan for time

payment sales.

MOHAWK ELECTRIC CORPORATION
2244 Diversey Parkway Chicago

[gggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggg^^^gl
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Sales—like snowballs— pile up or "melt 99

110 S. Wabash Ave.

When the sales of a product grow bigger

each year—when the number of dealers han-

dling the product increases steadily, YOU may
safely assume the product offers opportunities

to you, too.

TONOFONE needle sales have grown

steadily, more dealers are handling Tonofone

than ever before. The neat, attractive compact

cartons invite buyers, and the quality and long

life of this needle insures satisfied customers.

THE TONOFONE GO.
Manufacturers

Over a long period of time, and with the
most painstaking experiments, a semi-
permanent needle, playing 30 to 50 records
without injury, has demonstrated its abil-

ity to bring out every tone shading. The
needle is:

vonoforw,
Packed in ' colored display cartons, in con-
venient "dime and quarter" packages.

Dealers profit 100%
Write us or your jobber for proposition.

Chicago, 111.

the Chickering grand piano, and in the right-

hand corner stands the Brunswick Radiola No.

360. Subdued lights were cast upon the instru-

ments and the whole display was flanked by vel-

vet curtains of a soft hue.

The window frontage on Chicago's most
prominent thoroughfare tells a story all its

own of the present-day music dealer, who has

as his wares the piano, the phonograph and the

radio set. Bissell-Weisert officials state that a

majority of the inquiries which they receive

may be traced directly to the window displays

in which the product in question has been given

prominence. This display, in particular, was
instrumental in attracting buyers to the store,

and produced a fine number of inquiries for

both the Zenith set and the Brunswick Radiola.

Wiswell Opens Many New Accounts

Leslie C. Wiswell, president of the Wiswell

Radio Co., 33 West Kinzie street, reports un-

usual success in the opening of new accounts

throughout Illinois, Indiana, and Michigan.

The firm also acts as sales agent for the Cas-

well Mfg. Co., of Milwaukee, and has secured

quite a number of orders for the popular Cas-

well portable phonograph, including many of

the leading music stores in Chicago and De-

troit. Marshall Field & Co., large Chicago de-'

partment store, recently placed its initial order

and advertised the product in local daily news-

papers. Within a few days the second order

from this firm, many times larger than the

first, was received at the Wiswell offices.

Both Mr. Wiswell and Harry D. Schoenwald,

vice-president and secretary, have concentrated

their attention -principally upon Chicago and

the territory immediately surrounding it, but

both officials found time about the middle of

February to make a complete survey of the

territory. Mr. Wiswell swung through Michi-

gan and Mr. Schoenwald covered the State of

Indiana and both officials returned with en-

thusiastic reports.

W. B. Gannon, formerly Michigan traveler

for the Toledo Talking Machine Co., Toledo,

O., now handles that State, making his head-

quarters at Grand Rapids. Geo. T. Banks is

in charge of the State of Indiana; A. E. Acker-

oyd and W. B. Waber will cover Illinois, and

T. Winfield, formerly connected with Lyon and
Healy, will call upon accounts in Chicago and

vicinity.

Comments on Gulbransen Advertising

A dealer's paper, issued by a prominent farm

magazine, contained in its February issue a re-

production of a Gulbransen farm paper adver-

tisement and, in commenting upon it, urged the

small town dealer to capitalize on the na-

tional advertising of the Gulbransen Co. The
article pointed out that such consumer adver-

AJAX
The QucilityTlaceTlecord

MAMIE SMITH
Exclusive AJAX Artist-

Wide-awake Phonograph dealers, all over the country, are becoming more
and more alive to the potential possibilities in the fast-growing Negro
population and the musical demands of this special group. Wherever there
are Negroes, Phonograph dealers can "tap" an amazingly rich market with
very little effort. AJAX is a nationally advertised line, supported by the
finest "blues" talent and excellent dealers' service.

The Quality Race Record

Some Dealers* Territory Still Open

Ajax Record Company, 108 W . Lake St., Chicago, III. Phone State 1927

tising carries a message which creates the

desire of ownership, and keys it up to such a
pitch that the music dealer should be able to

approach his share of those prospects who are
reached by the firm's consistent advertising and
clinch sales. The article read further: "No
month in the year is more logical than this

to invest in a Gulbransen registering piano.

Did you ever stop to think that folks in your
trade territory will be in a receptive mood just

at this time of the year? Why? Well, for

one reason they have been through some rather

severe weather which kept them close at home
and now they feel more than ever the very
great necessity of having things in the home
which will add comfort, happiness and amuse-
ment, and what could fill the bill better than
good music?

"Music in the home is an essential and you
will be doing your customers a favor by help-

ing them to get a Gulbransen registering piano
into their homes."

B. K. VanKorn on Long Trip

B. K. VanKorn, for many years Cheney rep-

resentative in Michigan and Indiana, with
headquarters in Grand Rapids, left Sunday,
March 1, for an extended trip through the

South. He will visit most of the larger trade

centers, calling upon Cheney accounts and
opening new business. His tour will include

the State of Florida and also Havana, Cuba.

Mr. VanKorn will return to Grand Rapids
about May first.

To Move Local Starr Headquarters
The Chicago office of the Starr Piano Co.,

Richmond, Ind., which for some time has been
maintained at 423 South Wabash avenue, will

be removed about the first of May to the

fourth floor of the Davis Co. department store,

State street and Jackson boulevard. At that

{Continued on page 132)

DEALERS
WRITE FOR CATALOG

Lowest Prices on
Standard Sets g Parts
Every merchant should have our big
bargain wholesale catalog showing hun-
dreds of high grade standard radio sets
and parts. Lowest wholesale prices.
Same day shipment. Complete stock
always on hand. Write now for our free
catalog. Use your letterhead.

JOBBERS AND DISTRIBUTORS

WESTERN RADIO
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ADIO WASTE
THE VOICE OF THE WORLD

MODEL No. 10—COMBINATION IN WAINOT, MAHOGANY OR BUTT WALNUT

Mr. Phonograph Dealer:

How many phonograph sales have you lost to radio

during 1924? Don't let these profits go out of your door

during 1925. Radio-Master offers six models of phono-

graphs either completely radio equipped or so adapted that

radio may be added at a later time when desired.

RADIO-MASTER receiving sets are designed for

easy tuning and installation. Coast to coast reception on the

loud speaker with wonderful volume and tone clarity. Prices

on combination—Phonograph or straight radio, very reason-

able. Write for full details and dealers' proposition.
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time the retail business will be placed under

the direction of the Davis Co. officials, but the

wholesale department will be conducted in the

same manner as heretofore. The new arrange-

ment has been made because of the rapid ex-

pansion of both departments and Starr officials

believe it will be a very satisfactory idea, as it

gives the Starr Piano Co. excellent representa-

tion. At the same time the Davis Co. will be

given an additional field for increased business

with the Starr phonographs, Gennett records,

combination radio and phonograph units and
Starr pianos.

Jewel Publicity Aids Dealers

Gratifying returns have been received daily

at the offices of the Jewel Phonoparts Co., of

this" city, as a result of the handsome sixteen

page catalog mailed on February 15 to deal-

ers throughout the country. The booklet af-

fords the retail talking machine dealer first

hand information upon the entire Jewel line

and contains also illustrations of the Jewel

tone reproducers and tone arms, the Jewel-tone

baby grand phonograph, the Holtzer-Cabot

phonograph loud speaker, and other of the

firm's products.

In addition to the catalog, a folder was also

mailed to the dealer which invited him to take

advantage of the various advertising helps

which the Jewel organization wishes to place

at the disposal of the trade. Counter and

window cards, booth cards, and inserts to be

sent to the dealer's mailing list, instructions on

the care of the phonograph, have all been pre-

pared and A. H. Davis, sales manager of the

company, stated that within a few days after

the folder and catalogs were mailed, returns

began to pour into the Jewel offices asking for

all of the sales helps mentioned. In addition,

many new accounts have already been secured

as a result of the catalog distribution.

Each Jewel dealer has also been given a

quantity of' direct-by-mail matter dealing with

the Jewel-tone reproducer attachment for the

DEALERS
. For quick and successful sales of such radio

cabinets, consoles, and loud speakers that you

handle

Specify
that they be equipped with the

Blood Adjustable Speaker Unit

tf5
CHICAGO g^jj^P 1ULS

S/=>€A KER-

It is made by the Blood Tone Arm Company,
makers of the Blood Radio Tone Arm, in use by

many of the largest phonograph manufacturers.

Therefore, it is the best Loud Speaker Unit on the

market and it costs the radio cabinet manufacturer

no more than an ordinary make. Insist on having

your orders filled with the BLOOD LOUD
SPEAKER UNIT.

BLOOD TONE ARM CO.
222 W. Madison St. CHICAGO, ILL.

playing of Edison records. This particular

folder invited the customer or prospect to the

dealer's store to hear his favorite selection as

played by the Jewel reproducer, and the trade

has been forwarding very favorable reports to

Jewel headquarters during the past two weeks
as to the result of this sales help.

All of the Jewel literature mentioned above is

prepared and distributed to dealers in the at-

tempt to bring prospective customers to the

talking machine shop and Mr. Davis points

out that the experiences of thousands of Jewel
dealers have shown that wherever this adver-
tising matter is consistently used, sales are

bound to increase.

Unusual Pfanstiehl Radio Display
A curious radio exhibit was recently pre-

pared by Carl Pfanstiehl, president of the

Carl Pfanstiehl

Pfanstiehl Radio Co., for a lecture on radio.

This consisted of three electric lights which
lighted and turned off alternately, although

suspended in air and seemingly without electri-

cal contact of any kind. These little lights

were attached to rings as shown in the picture.

These rings could be lifted and were absolutely

free of any direct contact with anything upon
the table. Mr. Pfanstiehl laughingly suggested
this was a new invention which proposed to

light the electric fixtures in the house here-

after, without the use of wires. He then ex-

The Novel Pfanstiehl Radio Exhibit

plained that the lights were, as a matter of

fact, actually three receiving sets tuned to

three different wave lengths. Beneath the

table was a miniature broadcasting station, the

condenser in which was moved by a motor. In

this way different wave lengths were sent out

which made the three various lights illuminate

in turn, and go out.

The purpose of the demonstration was to

show that the important thing in radio is the

invisible circuit. In other words, the electro-

magnetic fields sent out by a coil beneath the

table passed through the small coils above, and
induced currents in them. These induced cur-

rents expended themselves as heat by making
the filaments of the bulbs incandescent.

These 'coils made it possible to demonstrate
how a radio set should be designed. Mr.

Pfanstiehl had previously explained that when
a current was regenerated in a coil in a re-
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ceiver, that this current would produce disturb-

ing noises. The importance of placing the

various parts of the set in the right position

and at the right angles, was demonstrated by

removing one of the coils from the electro-

magnetic field. No current was then generat-

ed in the coil. It was also shown that the

coil could be turned on end at right angles to

the field, without removing it and the light

would then go out. In other words, the posi-

tion and the angle of all coils and their rela-

tion to the condensers and wires, also the

electrostatic fields in the set, must all be care-

fully considered in radio design. "The invis-

ible circuit is the important consideration,"

said Mr. Pfanstiehl in discussing this unique

method of demonstration, and the result of

proper relationship of all parts in a receiving

set is that no internal, forces are induced.

Therefore, two things follow: First, the purity

of tone is undisturbed through internal inter-

ferences, and secondly, no neutralizing is neces-

sary and there is no need of resistances, neu-

tralizing condensers or inductances of potentio-

meters. This means greatly simplifying the set.

Plan Floating Broadcasting Station

The Mohawk Electric Corp., manufacturer of

the Mohawk one-dial five-tube radio receiver,

has started preliminary tests to determine the

possibility of operating a floating broadcasting

station on Lake Michigan. The tests are under

the supervision of W. E. Newman, chief en-

gineer of the corporation, with the aid of a

party of radio experts. A power boat fitted

out with special electric laboratory equipment

for short cruises on the Lake has been placed

at the disposal of Mr. Newman. Although at

the present time ice conditions make the proj-

ect rather dangerous, more exhaustive experi-

ments will be made during the Summer months.

The power boat has been practically converted

into a floating laboratory with every facility for

the investigation of the practicability of a float-

ing broadcasting station.

This is the first attempt of this kind, and if

the results of the experiment warrant it, a

broadcasting station will be installed on a ship

or barge on Lake Michigan. This plan was pro-

posed recently by Gustave Frankel, president of

the Mohawk Electric Corp. Its advantages, ac-

cording to Mr. Frankel, will be that the station

can be moved to any vantage point on the Lake,

thus greatly aiding in solving the problem of

Summertime radio reception.

Opens Boston Office

The Pearson division of the Electrical Re-

search Laboratories, with headquarters at 1421

South Michigan avenue, has opened an office in

Boston, Mass., in the Chamber of Commerce
building, 80 Federal street. A. Hedaman will

be in charge and will have as his territory all

of the New England States. The Pearson di-

vision is also planning to open an office in New
York City in the near future and is now nego-

tiating toward that end.

Since the formation of the division three

months ago, and the introduction of the Pear-

son set upon the market, remarkable progress

has been made in the matter of distribution

and number and size of orders. According to

Walter Magill, general manager, contracts for

merchandise totaling well over $1,000,000 have

been written and the firm has at present ship-

ping instructions for its various sets which

will reach the figure of $500,000.

Home Demonstrations Sell Zenith Sets

Bringing a radio set to the prospect's door

and allowing him to listen to broadcasting

without the usual delay is the paying practice

of Morris C. Knight, Zenith representative of

Alexandria Bay, New York He has various

models arranged on a shelf inside his truck,

an antenna erected upon the four corners of

the body top and the ground is made on the

chassis. Mr. Knight hears of someone who
is interested in radio, starts his truck, and

within a few minutes drives up to the door of

the prospect's home.

Here he escapes the trouble and time delay

always found present in installing a set in the

home for a trial, for he merely invites his

prospect to take a seat in the truck and begins

the operation of the set. He carries a number
of models so that he is enabled to meet almost

any demand which the purchaser might make.

Because of his promptness and the time

which he saves in this novel manner, Mr.

Knight claims to have sold many sets which

would have been lost had it been necessary

to erect an antennae and ground connection

on the premises. In a community of two

thousand population he has installed ' over

twenty-six Zenith receiving sets this Winter

and this is an indication of his aggressiveness

and up-to-the-minute merchandising. Zenith

advertising appears in the weekly paper every

Thursday and the leads which result form the

basis for a large number of his calls.

It is interesting to note that in this particular

community Mr. Knight's sales averaged one and

one quarter sets to every hundred population

in four months. It also shows the extent of

the vast radio buying public which has as yet

been practically untouched.

Interesting Gulbransen Publicity

Some impressive figures are being offered re-

garding the amount of space in daily news-

papers that has been given to Gulbransen

publicity, particularly during the past few
months, and it is stated that from December 15

to January 15 alone news items appeared in

papers with a combined circulation of 1,914,842

copies.

The wide range and interest of the subjects

which were published are worthy of comment.
They dealt with expenditures for musical instru-

ments, the stealing of jazz music from the clas-

sics and with the familiarity and enjoyment of

opera. Perhaps the most interesting article,

however, is the following, quoting A. G. Gul-

bransen, president of the Gulbransen Co.:

(Continued on page 134)

In Radio People want Distance

but they want TONE even MORE

A 5 -tube Receiver using the new Pfanstiehl system oftuned radio frequency

Cf"HE dealer who realizes what the Radio Public wants has a big advantage. He
l>_y has a still greater advantage if he anticipates what they are going to want.

In radio, popular demand changes quickly. People still want distance and vol-

ume of course. But not without enjoyable reception. They are going to buy

radio for the pleasure it gives them. The public demands, above everything else,

TONAL BEAUTY. They did so in the phonograph. They will do so even more
in radio. Clear tone is not enough. It must be lovely tone— all of the beauty which

distinguishes fine singing and the best in musical performance.

Overtones Perfectly Reproduced
In this respect Pfanstiehl is matchless. There is nothing in radio quite like it.

In no other radio receiver are the overtones so perfectly reproduced, and they

are the real secret of tone beauty. Without overtones voice or music is flat and

thin. It is the overtones which give to music its tone color, and to the human
voice its rich, resonant charm. The way in which Pfanstiehl has accomplished

this perfect reproduction of overtones easily represents the single greatest ad-

vance made in radio this year.

Exclusive Dealers
The Pfanstiehl merchandising policy is a big advantage to the dealer. THAT
WHICH YOU BUILD UP IS YOUR OWN. We give you an exclusive franchise

in your town, if it is small ; or in your neighborhood, it the town is large. We
give you every assistance, a margin of profit which is unusually liberal in the

radio field, a matchless instrument, national advertising and co-operation in

your own local advertising. Progressive music dealers should write us for partic-

ulars of THE PFANSTIEHL AUTHORIZED DEALER PROPOSITION. We shall

be glad to offer you an exclusive franchise, provided your territory is open and

you have the standing and facilities requisite to handling Pfanstiehl Products.

PFANSTIEHL RADIO COMPANY Dept. o llS.LaSalleSt.,Chicago,IIl.

OVERTONE RECEIVER
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"MASTERCRAFT" PRODUCTS
including a complete line of instruments comprising PORTABLE and TABLE
models of Talking Machines; Straight Radio Cabinets and Phonograph-Radio
Combinations.

It is to your interest to get our literature showing models and prices. Write
for special brochure No. 4.

The Wolf Manufacturing Industries
(Established 1890)

BUILDERS OF "MASTERCRAFT" PHONOGRAPHS
QUINCY, ILLINOIS
New York Office: 17 Welt 42nd St.

"Grand opera will be popular with the multi-

tudes when more people can whistle an aria and

pick out a theme from its bewilderment of har-

monies," according to A. G. Gulbransen, largest

piano manufacturer in the world, and a strong

advocate of the desirability of including music

in general education.

"Three classes of people really enjoy grand

opera. They are professional musicians; people

with a natural love of music and some musical

education who choose the opera they know or

study the score before hearing a new opera; and

Italians, French and Germans, who fill the top

galleries and to whom music is as much a part

of their lives as their daily bread.

"II Trovatore fills an opera house in spite

of the fact that it no longer is fashionable be-

cause everybody who can distinguish between

Yankee Doodle and Doxology knows the 'Mis-

erere' and the old gypsy's 'Home to Our Moun-
tains.' People who did not learn piano tran-

scription of the opera in their youth can thank

the hand organ and the street piano for their

knowledge of the opera. In later years these

means of education have been supplemented by

the phonograph and the registering piano. The
number of the people who learn to play any in-

strument is necessarily limited and mechanical

instruments make it possible for all people to

know good music and bring an intelligent de-

light to grand opera, symphony concerts and

chamber music. Knowledge of good music is

the one thing necessary to make it popular."

Otto Heineman a Visitor

Otto Heineman, president of the General

Phonograph Corp., New York City, spent sev-

eral days in Chicago about the middle of Feb-

ruary, visiting accounts in and near the city.

According to S. A. Ribolla, Chicago branch

manager, Mr. Heineman was well pleased with

the encouraging reports which he received from

talking machine manufacturers in the Middle

West and is confident that this year will show
an increasing improvement in trade conditions

as it progresses. While in the city, Mr. Heine-

man attended the meeting of the phonograph

manufacturers at the Furniture Club on Feb-

ruary 19.

Frank V. Goodman a Visitor

Frank V. Goodman, sales manager of the

Sonora Phonograph Co., Inc., New York City,

spent the last week of February and the first

week of March in this city. Mr. Goodman had

not visited this city for sqme time and he states

that he thoroughly enjoyed his visits to the

trade and the renewal of old acquaintances in

the industry. While here Mr. Goodman spent

quite some time at the offices of the Illinois

Phonograph Co., Sonora jobber, 616 South

Michigan boulevard, and also with Yahr &
Lange, Milwaukee, Sonora distributors for the

State of Wisconsin. Mr. Goodman seemed well

The Receiver of theYear
The year has brought forth one out-

standing radio receiver— the Deres-

nadyne.

The Deresnadyne is remarkable
first of all for its purity of tone and
fidelity of reproduction. And tone is

what counts after an owner has had
a set a while.

The Deresnadyne is remarkable for

its selectivity. In this respect it has no
superior. Local or outside stations— it

brings them in without interference.

It is remarkable for its distance. In one
evening one owner got Calgary, Havana,
Springfield, Mass., and Los Angeles.

Above all the Deresnadyne is remarkable

because it does not sacrifice tone to power
or vice versa. It combines them. It is not a

Neutrodyne. It is not a Heterodyne. It is

new in principle as well as results.

De Luxe Model

#165
without accessories

X^v ^Andrews, 1

Deresnadyne
DE-RES'-NA-DlNE PATENTS PENDING W

Radio "Receiving Set

Manufactured by

ANDREWS RADIO COMPANY
327 South La Salle Street • Chicago

satisfied with business conditions in the Middle

West and especially pleased that the Sonora

loud speaker had met with such a fine recep-

tion in this territory.

Mohawk Announces Phonograph Panels

The Mohawk Electric Corp., Chicago, manu-
facturer of the Mohawk 5-tube "one-dial radio

receiver, recently announced that the Mohawk

New Mohawk Phonograph Panel

phonograph panel was ready for distribution.

According to officials of the firm all back orders

have been filled and facilities for increased pro-

duction have already been made. The Mohawk
console panels are furnished in two sizes. Cata-

log No. VS-4 has panel dimension of 15 3-16

inches by 16 27-36 inches, and is particularly

designed for Victrola models Nos. VV-S-400,

VV-S-405 and VV-S-410. The second model,

catalog No. VS-2 is 14 1-2 by 17 13-32 inches,

and is designed to fit Victrola model No. VV-
S-215 console phonograph. Both phonograph

panel units mentioned can also be installed in

other standard console phonographs.

A. H. Gates in Mid-West on Business

A. H. Gates, personal representative at the

Saginaw plant of M. C. Schiff, president of the

Vitanola Talking Machine Co., stopped at the

Vitanola offices in the American Furniture

Mart the latter part of February. Mr. Gates

at that time was on a business trip through

the Middle West and returned to Saginaw after

spending a few days in Chicago. Mr. Gates

was formerly superintendent of the Yawman &
Erbe Co., office equipment manufacturer, of

Rochester, N. Y., and previous to that time held

the position of factory manager of the Hiawa-
tha Phonograph Co., Geneva, 111.

M. C. Schiff Visits Gotham
M. C. Schiff, president of Vitanola Talking

Machine Co., spent a week in New York about

the middle of February, visiting Vitanola ac-

counts and renewing his acquaintance in the

trade. He told The World representative that,

basing his decision upon his recent trip to New
York, and his contact in the trade, he is look-

ing forward to a good year in the talking ma-
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chine business. He visits the plant at Saginaw
regularly and is constantly speeding up produc-
tion. At the present time Vitanola officials are

developing some new models which will be on

walnut. The receiver in the center of the win-

dow was framed in dull gold sateen and silk

panels and metallic flowers were used to give

color to the display. The window was backed

Steger & Sons' Display of Mohawk Radio

display at the Furniture Show, to be held in

July, at the American Furniture Mart.

Fine Mohawk Radio Window
What can actually be done in making an

attractive window display of radio receiv-

ers was recently demonstrated in the spa-

cious show window of the Steger & Sons Piano
Mfg. Co. in the company's big building at Wa-
bash and Jackson, when an elaborate showing
of Mohawk one-dial receivers was made.

In the window were displayed all the models
of the Mohawk line, including the console and
consolette, with built-in loud speakers and the

standard table model, finished in rich two-tone

up by liberal advertising in the local newspa-

pers and resulted in a very gratifying amount

of business.

New Pearson Panel

The Pearson Division of the Electrical Re-

search Laboratories, 1421 South Michigan

avenue, Chicago, placed Upon the market a few

days ago a 5-tube radio panel for installation

in Victr"olas and other high-grade phonographs.

The panel will be known as the 5-tube Nestor,

is finished in mahogany with gold-plated dial

and will form a fine addition to the line of

Pearson receivers which are steadily growing
in popularity.

Some Concrete Facts About Competition
in the Retail Trade and How to Beat It

A. C. Stearns, Advertising Manager of the Globe Electric Co., Milwaukee, Wis., Says the Dealer

Who Ignores Competition Is Taking the Best Way of Beating It

The dealer who ignores competition can beat

it in almost every instance. A recent analysis

of conditions in the Middle West has proved
conclusively that the fellow who worries about

his business and that of his competitor is in-

teresting himself in the affairs of two compa-
nies, and, as a consequence, neither profits him.

Here is an example: A prominent Ohio city

with a vast array of radio dealers, jobbers, sub-

jobbers, and what not, is suffering from that

very contagious disease we call "Price-itis"

—

an illness that can reach critical proportions

more quickly than a stroke of apoplexy.

You, Mr. Dealer, have one business; your

own. It took work, time and money to build

the foundation of it. What sort of business

potential are you building by casting a weather

eye on your competitor down the street a

couple of blocks?

Building for Permanence
Let's say you have a firm foundation. What

sort of material are you going to use in the

super-structure? Do you plan to have a build-

ing that will crumble in a few months, or are

you going to build for a number of years?

You'll say "Yes" to the latter. Then build that

business of yours on a firm price foundation.

Stay out of the mire. Know that your line is

the best obtainable and push it to the very

limit possible, keeping in mind the fact that

without the observance of list prices you are

flattening your own pocket book. -

We fellows in the radio field to-day have a

golden opportunity to make it the' fastest grow-

ing baby ever known. We admit that the field

is pretty crowded, and we have to stand side-

ways to remain inside of the fence, but we are

in it for a very decided purpose. Now how are

we going to remain without being crowded out

of this vastly growing field?

Training the Sales Force

Let's train our organization to be salesmen.

Yes, sir! From the girl who answers the tele-

phone and the boy who collects the mail, to the

very head of the company. Instead of greeting

Mr. and Mrs. Jones, prospective radio buyers,

with a long line of proverbial technical data

far above their heads, let's pick out the selling

points of our line and, in a soft subdued tone,

close that sale before the customer leaves the

store. Direct the appeal to Mrs. Jones. Teach
the salesmen to ascertain the finish of the fur-

niture in the prospective customer's living room;
then let her pick out a set, the cabinet of which
very nearly matches that furniture. All in all,

direct the appeal to the woman. Remember
that when Columbus wanted to take that his-

torical trip he went to the Queen. When she

was fully sold on his prospective venture she

w ent to the King for the money. Tell me what
else the King could have done but furnish that

money?
The Service Man

Another element in building a firm super-

structure: the service man. In making a radio

installation in the home, how very important it

is to make a good one. The service man can

easily keep a radio set sold. His very actions,

disposition, method of procedure, and helpful

instructions, do a great deal toward selling

confidence in the firm he represents.

The telephone girl and office boy with a

pleasing "Good Morning" smile on their coun-

tenances, all may manifest that one big impres-

sion—Confidence.

And now the hard fellow sitting at the ma-
hogany desk in the private office, loaded with

business cares, trying to please everyone,

watching the finances, the buying, the selling,

and every other problem that confronts the

manager; regardless of the troubles and prob-

lems of the day; can't they all be made of

minor consequences by a simple method of

clean selling? There should not be any argu-

ment about selling plans in radio. Confidence,

clean business methods, the observance of list

prices, and reputation will win out. Stick by

your prices and let that competitor down the

street live and die by his loose business

methods.

48Vj" high
22%" wide
22%" deep
Helneman No. 77

Motor. Throw back arm, %" thick
—5-ply Genuine Mahogany and Walnut
veneers. Hand-carved legs.

Close Out
of a limited quantity of

high quality phonographs

Price way below cost of manufacture

Write or wire

BROADCASTER CORP.
2414 W. Cullerton St. CHICAGO, ILL.

23%" deep
Heineman No. 77

Motor. Throw baok tone arm. %" thick—5-ply Genuine Mahogany and Walnut
veneers. Hand-carved legs.
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N Sf K Imported Phones, 4000 ohms. Retail list

$8.50. Packed in colored display cartons of ten.

Clear
Mellow

Tone!
RADIO set owners nowadays have

no use for phones that distort

tone or do not reproduce naturally.

Distinctness is the thing that counts.

N & K Phones not only reproduce
with far greater distinctness, but also

bring in the entire range of the music

—

all the delicate high tones and soft low
ones, which in ordinary reproduction are

distorted or lost.

Made by one of Europe's foremost
makers of scientific sound devices, N
& K Phones are different in size, sound
chamber construction and finish. The
casings are rigid nickeled brass instead

of flimsy aluminum. The ear caps are

larger than in ordinary phones, cover-

ing the ears better, producing greater

comfort and the exclusion of outside

noises. Head bands covered with sani-

tary genuine leather. Generous length

of cord.

Many of your customers know these

facts about N & K through reading the

widespread N & K advertising. All

they need is to be reminded that your
store sells these phones. Stock N & K.
Use the attractive N & K display mat-
ter. The results will be noticeable.

If your jobber cannot supply you,

write us today.

TH. GOLDSCHMIDT CORP.
Dept T-3, 15 William St., New York

Imported

PHONES

Two New Distributors of

Jones Radio Appointed

Blackman Talking Machine Co. to Cover New
York, and H. A. Weymann & Son, Inc.,

to Distribute in Philadelphia Territory

The Joseph W. Jones Radio Mfg. Co., Inc.,

manufacturer of Jones radio receiving sets, New
York City, recently announced, through Col. S.

H. Mapes, vice-president and general sales man-
ager of the company, the appointment as job-

bers of two old-established musical distributors,

the Blackman Talking Machine Co., of New
York, and H. A. Weymann & Son, Inc., of

Philadelphia.

Col. Mapes, in speaking of the two appoint-

ments made by the company in the music field,

said: "The merchandising policy of the Joseph
W. Jones Radio Mfg. Co., Inc., apparently

makes a strong appeal to music distributors

throughout the country. The policy of limiting

in any particular territory the number of dis-

tributors to one, or two at the most, gives ade-

quate protection to the jobber and assures him
of a maximum volume of business. This also

serves to prevent the promiscuous unloading

and cutting in price of merchandise by jobbers

due to the fact that they feel that, where there

is very strong competition among themselves,

caused by the great number of concerns serving

the same territory, it is the only method which

they may have of disposing of merchandise and
making sales to the dealers.

"The Model J-80, four-tube set, designed and
constructed so that it is adaptable to all up-

right talking machines, has met with great pop-

ularity throughout the trade, as has the J-85, a

five-tube set, contained in a mahogany cabinet,

allowing space for the B batteries. We look

forward very optimistically to the future radio

business, particularly in the next five or six

months, as we expect that the Summer business

of this year will be far over and above that

which has been enjoyed by the radio industry

since its inception. At the present time the fac-

tory is working to capacity in order to satisfy

the demand which is being made for sets and to

be prepared for subsequent deliveries," declared

Col. Mapes.

Gotham Music Master Corp.

Branch Office Established

Opening of New York Offices by Manufacturer

of Radio Products Speeds Service

The Music Master Corp. of Philadelphia,

manufacturer of the well-known Music Master

loud speaker 'and other radio products, has

leased space in the Gotham National Bank
Building, at 1819 Broadway, for the New York
offices of the company. The opening of branch

offices in New York and other strategic points

throughout the United States is in line with the

general expansion and development plans of the

company. The New York branch, which was
described in The World last month, is in charge

of Fred P. Oliver, who needs no introduction

to the talking machine trade. The selection of

location for the new offices is advantageous

from many standpoints. Columbus Circle is

fast becoming a nucleus for radio wholesale

houses. From this point deliveries can be quick-

ly made to all sections in Manhattan Island,

New Jersey and Long Island.

Fred P. Oliver, branch manager, has enthusi-

astically assumed his new duties and is at the

present time out of town visiting the trade in

the surrounding territory where the Music

Master line is very popular.

Del Marmol Go. Chartered

Fada-Sales Tells How to

Sell Radio-Phonographs

Interesting Article in House Organ of F. A. D.
Andrea, Inc., Radio Manufacturer, Gives
Some Excellent Sales Pointers

In a recent issue of Fada-Sales, the monthly
organ of F. A. D. Andrea, Inc., New York,
manufacturer of the Fada neutrodyne receiver,

an article which should prove interesting to

talking machine dealers appears. This article

Fada Phonograph Panel

touches on the opportunity which dealers who
carry combination units, consisting of a phono-
graph and radio receiver, can offer to their cus-

tomers. An interesting comparison of the price

of a combination unit as against that of separate

phonographs and radio sets appears and deal-

ers who have on their lists of prospects any of

that class of customers who possess neither

phonograph nor radio receiver, and are hesitant

as to which instrument they should choose,

should give careful attention to the sales argu-

ments appearing in this article and incorporate

the pertinent points in their selling talks to this

class of customer.

Dealers Tie Up With Stage

Appearance of Mamie Smith

Colored Blues Singer Who Records for Okeh
and Ajax Records Stimulates Sales

Zanesville, O., March 9.—Local music dealers

tied up with the appearance here recently of

Mamie Smith, who records for Okeh and Ajax

records. Miss Smith played at the Weller The-

atre in her Syncopation Revue. Among the

numbers which she sang were many of those

which she has recorded. Window displays and
advertising on the part of the merchants in con-

junction with the appearance of the artist re-

sulted in many sales. Miss Smith is appearing

in other cities throughout Ohio and Indiana and
music dealers in those localities which she visits

will have an opportunity of increasing their rec-

ord sales by staging effective tie-ups.

Solution of the Town
Crier Cross Word Puzzle

The Del Marmol Radio Phonograph Co.,

Wilmington, Del., was recently incorporated at

Dover, with a capital stock of $500,000.
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THE HOME OF EMERSON RECORDS

The Best Record Proposition
for the JOBBER
<

jErnersoT\J
rR^cprds

Standard Retail Price, 50 cents

T HE Emerson Record is the best proposition for the Jobber for three reasons—price—quality

—service.

Sold at 50c retail they assure quick turnover and afford a legitimate profit to the Dealer

and a decent profit to the Jobber.

On the market ten years (upward of one hundred millions sold), they are nationally ad-

vertised and known for Quality of Reproduction, and Comprehensiveness and Timeliness of Selec-

tions. The Emerson catalogue is the greatest popular-priced record catalogue in the world.

Now with the Scranton Button Co. as the complete manufacturer with two large record

pressing plants and resources of many millions of dollars, unlimited production of more than

100,000 records a day and quick shipments are assured.

This, with a comprehensive
sales and advertisin-g coopera-

tion plan, makes the Emerson
franchise the most valuable in

the phonograph field. Full

particulars will quicklv con-

vince of its immense desir-

ability. Write today, as only

a few exclusive territories are

still open.

^EmersoTL
Records and
Phonographs

DEALERS
Quick, full profits are yours with

Emerson Records. Write for name

of nearest distributors.

COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE
By NOTED ARTISTS
POPULAR SONGS
LATEST DANCES

COMEDY—NOVELTY
RACE

HA WAIIAN
STANDARD
OPERA TIC
SACRED
IRISH

RUSSIAN
ITALIAN
JE WISH
GERMAN
POLISH

If it's a real hit—
It is out first on

Tmerson TZgcprds

<

~Emerson
(

Radio and'Fhonograph Corporation
sole sales agents for Emerson Records throughout the world

307-309 Sixth Avenue New York City
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General Slow-Down in Detroit Industries

Responsible for Drop in Retail Sales

Zenith Dealers Gather at Banquet in Honor of Dr.

Launched—Brunswick Exhibit at Builders'

McMillan, Arctic Explorer—Victor Drive

Show—Other News and Activities

Detroit, Mich., March 8.—Talking machine

business for the month of February was off

anywhere from 10 to 30 per cent, depending on

the section of the city and the dealer. Some
may attribute this condition to the industrial

situation, which has not been good in Detroit

—

that is, the factories have not operated as full

as it was anticipated they would.

Zenith Dealers at McMillan Banquet
One of the interesting events of recent weeks

here was a banquet tendered by the Republic

Radio Corp., distributor of Zenith radio prod-

ucts, in honor of the visit of Donald B. Mc-
Millan, famous Arctic explorer and scientist.

The Republic Radio Corp. has been featuring

Zenith products in a large way, and the merits

of this line, together with the high type of

aroused when facts regarding Dr. McMillan's

experiences in the Arctic with a Zenith set were

made known.

A. H. Zimmerman, president of the Republic

Radio Corp., has had wide experience in busi-

ness administration, finances and general super-

vision of sales. He was, for a period of four-

teen years, connected with the Continental

Motor Corps., with

plants . in Detroit

and Muskegon, in

the capacity of sec-

retary and treasurer,

and a member of

the executive com-
mittee, and he was
also on the board of

directors. Follow-

ing his retirement

from this connection

to take a much-
needed rest, Mr.

Zimmerman deter-

mined to enter the

radio field. After

conferring with va-

rious manufacturers

Detroit Free Press Radio Station atop the

Book-Cadillac Hotel.

Gets DeForest Distributor's Franchise

The Phonograph Co. of Detroit, Edison dis-

tributor, is now distributor also for the De For-

est radio and has taken on a great many dealers.

In its own retail store, The Edison Shop, it

has made some interesting displays of the orig-

inal DeForest models used for broadcasting.

Brunswick Business Is Spotty

Manager Quinn, of the Brunswick Shop, says

business is spotty. It will go along with a bang
for a while and then it will fall off to nothing

for a few days. Of course, there is a brisk de-

mand for the Brunswick and Radiola machines

at prices around $500. Of these, Mr. Quinn

Those Present at Banquet Sponsored by Republic Radio Corp.

A. H. Zimmerman
service extended by this corporation, have led

to the establishment of many dealers through-

out this territory. Consequently the banquet

was well attended. Additional interest was

of engineering and radio

equipment he finally selected the Zenith, which
he has been featuring ever since.

Dealer Banquet Precedes Drive

The Victor Co. started a big advertising cam-

paign in Detroit the first week in March that

will run throughout the month. To properly

initiate the campaign the company gave a ban-

quet to all the Victor dealers at the Book-
Cadillac Hotel on Monday evening, March 2.

The dealers were invited to bring along their

ladies as well as their salesmen. About 250

persons attended the affair. First a fine dinner

was served and then there were a few talks.

Lloyd Egner, manager of the traveling depart-

ment of the Victor Co., acted as toastmaster

and introduced a number of the well-known

personages. The main speaker, however, was
John Payne, attorney, who represented the

board of directors of the Victor Co. After

the speech-making dancing was indulged in, the

music being furnished by the Jean Goldkette

Orchestra and was broadcast over WCX, the

A BRILLIANT PAST
A prospective customer asked a friend what he
knew about us. They have "A Brilliant Past,"
exclaimed the friend. Our present success
proudly stands on this record. May we add
your name to our list of satisfied customers?

Always insist on

DE LUXE NEEDLES
(BEST BY EVERY TEST)

Perfect Reproduction of Tone No Scratching Surface Noise

PLAYS 100-200 RECORDS
May We Send You Sample?

Duo-Ione Company, Incorporated
Sole Manufacturers of De Luxe Needles

ANSONIA, CONN.
Price 3 for 30 Cents Liberal Trade Discounts

has not been able to get them in fast enough.

Mr. Quinn sees nothing but a good year ahead
on both phonographs and the combination ma-
chines. He expects to start a big advertising

campaign this month that will run right through

the year.

Okeh Records Go Big

J. P. Fearn, manager of the Detroit office of

the Consolidated Talking Machine Co., reports

that Okeh records have been going very big

and that March started out exceptionally well.

Mr. Fearn is very busy right now placing the

new Okeh records recently made in Detroit by
Finzels Orchestra.

Brunswick Exhibit at Builders' Show
The Brunswick Shop had a very large and

complete exhibit at the Annual Builders' Show
at the General Motors Building last week. The
entire end of one wing of the building was de-

voted to the display, which consisted of .every

model of Brunswick and the combination ma-
chines, as well as records.

Grinnell Bros. Backing Sales Drive

Grinnell Bros, are solidly behind the big cam-

paign started by the Victor Co. as they believe

the opportunities for sales of talking machines,

records, etc., are just as great to-day as ever,

even with the radio. They feel that there is a

good field for radio, but that it should not lessen

the field for the talking machine, as both cover

different phases of entertainment. Grinnell

Bros, are Michigan distributors for Victor prod-

ucts in addition to featuring them in their forty

or more retail stores.

Sam E. Lind Optimistic

Sam E. Lind, of the S. E. Lind Co., distribu-

tor of Royal phonographs and combination ma-
chines, says business is very satisfactory and

he is optimistic about the balance of the year.

Peoples Co. to Expand
Manager Reddaway, of the talking machine

department of the Peoples Outfitting Co., is

another who reports good business at the pres-

ent time. Mr. Reddaway is doing splendidly

with the combination machines and says he

needs more room, despite the fact that he now
occupies an entire floor with his department.

He expects to have considerably more space

when the new addition on Michigan avenue is

completed.

Vacationing in the South

C. A. Grinnell and S. E. Clark, of Grinnell

Bros., are in the South. Mr. Grinnell is at Sea

Breeze, Fla., and Mr. Clark is at St. Petersburg.

Later in the month A. A. Grinnell and Jay

Grinnell will go South for a few weeks to try

their hand at golf.
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We are so positive that you will want to handle The Carryola Master Portable Phonograph that we

will make the following unprecedented offer:

We will ship express prepaid one Master and if upon inspection you do not feel that its command-

ing appearance, compelling tone, surprising volume, practical convenience and patented sales

producing features make it The Greatest Portable Phonograph Value in the Market as well as a

wonderful selling item you wish to retain for your own stock—return it to us "Collect" and it

hasn't cost you a cent. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^
Because last year's huge volume of repeat orders proved that

—

"THE CARRYOLA MASTER" ITSELF IS OUR BEST SALESMAN.

FOR ALL DETAILS—Send This Wire Collect
CLASS-OF 'SERVICE DESIRED

TELEGRAM

DAY LETTER

NIGHT MESSAGE

NIGHT LETTER

Patrons should mark an X oppo-

site the class of service desired:

OTHERWISE THE MESSAGE
WILL BE TRANSMITTED AS A

FULL RATE TELEGRAM

WESTE UNION
AM

NEWCOMB CARLTON. PRESIDENT GEORGE W. E. ATKINS. FJRST VICE-PRESIDENT

NO. CASH OR CHQ

CHECK

TIME FILED

Send the following message, subject to the terms on back hereof, which are hereby agreed to

THE CARRYOLA COMPANY OF AMERICA
547 CLINTON STREET MILWAUKEE WISCONSIN

FORWARD AT ONCE ONE CARRYOLA MASTER ON GUARANTEED
RETURNABLE BASIS

SIGN YOUR NAME HERE
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Thermiodyne Corp. Moves
Its Offices to New York

Now Located on Nineteenth Floor of the

Gotham National Bank Building Where Ex-

ecutive Activities Will Be Concentrated

The Thermiodyne Radio Corp., manufacturer

of the Thermiodyne radio receiving set, lias

moved its executive offices to New York, and

the company is now located on the nineteenth

floor of the Gotham National Bank Build rig,

1819 Broadway. This building on Columbus

Circle is one of the finest office buildings in

New York, overlooking Central Park and being

adjacent to all modes of transit.

Leo Potter, president of the Thermiodyne Ra-

dio Corp., and one of the best -known executives

in the radio industry, will make his headquar-

ers at New York, and all departments incidental

to the executive management of the company
will also be located in New York. M. O. Giles,

general sales manager of the Thermiodyne

Corp., well-known throughout the phonograph

trade, will have his offices in the Gotham Na-

tional Bank Building, and the plant at Pitts-

burgh, N. Y., will be devoted exclusively to

the manufacture .of Thermiodyne products. All

office details will be handled from New York,

and Mr. Potter sponsored this move in order

to give the company adequate executive facili-

ties and to permit of the expansion of manu-

facturing facilities to meet with the fast increas-

ing demand for Thermiodyne sets.

Mr. Potter returned recently from a short va-

cation in Bermuda, and in a chat with The
World commented as follows upon business

conditions: "Upon my return to New York I

was very glad to find that our sales figures for

February were far beyond anything we had an-

ticipated, and our factories are working on full

time. Moreover, we expect to continue on this

basis throughout the Summer, and we have

every reason to believe that our jobbers and

dealers will enjoy a healthy Summer business.

I have always maintained that there was no ad-

equate reason for the Summer bugaboo in radio,

and in accordance with this idea, I selected the

phonograph industry as the best outlet for Ther-

miodyne sets. Talking machine jobbers and

dealers, as a whole, are not obsessed with the

idea that they must close up shop during the

Leo Potter

Summer months, but on the contrary the ma-

jority of them work more intensively during

the warm weather than during other times of

the year.

"We realize of course that there is a natural

decrease in business during the Summer months,

owing to conditions beyond the control of the

most progressive and far-sighted retailers, but

even if there is a tremendous migration from

city homes to country places, the live wire

dealer recognizes the fact that his customers
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can use radio sets in their Summer homes
equally as well as in their Winter homes. Broad-

casting during the Summer months continues

at full force, and jobbers and dealers are over-

looking real opportunities if they do not main-

tain efficient sales campaigns during the Sum-
mer time.

"We attribute a considerable measure of our

success to the fact that we are not only sell-

ing Thermiodyne sets in the accepted sense of

the word but are giving a real service to our

jobbers, dealers and the public alike. My pre-

vious experience in the automotive industry

convinced me that the jobber must be offered a

tangible service in order to function properly.

Following out this plan, we inaugurated some
lime ago a sales service department that is

working in close co-operation with jobbers and

dealers. We maintain a staff of competent, ef-

ficient men who go out into the jobber's terri-

tory, and work with the dealers along practical

and result-productive lines.

"We believe that not only must the jobbers

and dealers be absolutely 'sold' on the Ther-

miodyne set before they can merchandise it

properly, but the public must be sold equally as

well. We are, therefore, carrying out a con-

sistent, effective campaign of service that links

the jobber, dealer and consumer together in a

strong merchandising chain. We in turn pro-

vide the jobbers and dealers with merchandise

that they can depend upon and which carries

out in every way the guarantee that we feature

in our advertising. We maintain that our sets

must not only be sold to the consumer prop-

erly, but must stay sold and working along

these lines, we have asked our jobbers and
dealers to offer suggestions that will make this

plan efficient and profitable for all concerned."

Second Radio World's Fair

in New York in September

James F. Kerr, General Manager of the Show

—

Offices Opened in New York

The Second Radio World's Fair will be held in

New York the week of September 14. Offices

have been opened in the Times Building, Broad-

way and Forty-second street, New York. James
F. Kerr, general manager of the show, is making
his headquarters here and is directing plans for

the show.

The 1925 Radio World's Fair will be held in

the 258th Field Artillery Armory at Kingsbridge

Road, the scene of the 1925 Automobile Show.
Mr. Kerr states that there will be 275 Amer-
ican manufacturers represented at the show
with fifty well-known foreign concerns among
the exhibitors. In accordance with the custom

inaugurated last year, two hours each day will

be set aside for the trade exclusively, at which

time the public will not be permitted to enter

the show.

Brunswick Artists on

the Great White Way
Brunswick artists are well represented on

Broadway at the present time, for along New
York's Great White Way there are featured a

number of electric signs announcing that va-

rious Brunswick orchestras and artists are per-

forming in some of the leading night clubs and

theatres. Bennie Krueger and His Orchestra,

exclusive Brunswick artists, are playing at the

Parody Club, Forty-eighth street and Broad-

way. The Mound City Blue Blowers are play-

ing at the Wigwam, Seventh avenue and Forty-

ninth street, and the Radio Franks, well-known

broadcasting stars and vaudeville headliners,

are booked for Loew's State Theatre for a week

this month.

The Haddorff Music House 'recently opened

its new store at 220 North Main street under

the management of Ernest Pickerson,

Big Profits in

UDELL C0NS0L0UD SPEAKER

It'

Real Hit!

Large enough for any receiving set;

all batteries out of sight in rear;

ample knee space.

A Console Radio Cabinet

with Built-in

Loud Speaker Unit and Horn

\ BEAUTIFUL Cabinet at

t\ a price that opens a big new
market for your store. Possesses

many novel features; eliminates

the unsightly portable horn;

priced for quick turn-over.

Volume sales and production

enable us to offer the Udell Com
soloud at most attractive dealer's

discounts. This is a real profit

opportunity for you.

Complete illustrated folder gladly mailed

on request. Write for your copy today!

THE UDELL WORKS, Inc.

28th St. at Barnes Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.
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RECORDS
THE recordings by Cliff Edwards and Lee Morse are the sensation of the trade today. With

these as leaders the Perfect Record is the fastest selling on the market. The records listed

below are some of the latest best sellers.

Tear out the coupon and mail it in, and you will receive four sample records, together with our
proposition to you.

Don't delay. Get in while your territory is still open.

Two Big Ones
by

CLIFF (Ukelele Ike) EDWARDS
I'll Buy The Ring And Change Your

Name To Mine

Cheating

Let Me Linger Longer In Your
Arms

That's All There Is—There Ain't

No More

1 1565

L 11566
Cliff Edwards

Lee Morse
Me Neenyah (My Little One)

Golden Dream Girl

I Like Pie— I Like Cake (But I Like You Best Of All)

Home

12182

2189

Dance
0 Katharina

The World Is Mine For I Have You

Blue Eyed Sally

1 Can't Stop Babying You

Louisville Blues

On The Way To Monterey

Me Neenyah (My Little One)

Honest And Truly

4376

4380

14377

4394

PERFECT RECORD CO.
34 Grand Avenue Brooklyn, N. Y.

Send in this Coupon Today

PERFECT RECORD CO.,
34 Grand Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Gentlemen:

Without obligation to me, please send four sample
records and your proposition to dealers.

Name

Address
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Announcing the formation of the

PHILADELPHIA VICTOR
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.

a Corporation in which is included

the Wholesale Victor Business of

THE LOUIS BUEHN CO.
C. J. HEPPE & SON
PENN PHONOGRAPH CO.
TALKING MACHINE CO.

HIS consolidated distributing service will

give Victor Dealers of the Philadelphia

territory a most unusual service. It means

a great saving of time; a concentration of ordering;

improved deliveries and a personal contact that

has heretofore been impossible.

Address future orders and correspondence to the

Philadelphia Victor Distributors, Inc.
835 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Penn.
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CrnllADELPMIA'
and
IPCALIiy

Combination Phonograph and Radio and
Records Lead Sales in the Quaker City

Big Consolidation of Victor Distributing Interests—J. A. Fischer Enters Parts Manufacturing
Field—Homer Davis New President of Association—Month's News

Philadelphia, Pa., March 9.—It is very evident,

that in the future of the talking machine in-

dustry the sales of the combination radio and
phonograph will assume growing importance.
Most forcefully has this been brought home
to the Quaker City trade through the current

events of the early months of the year and
their climax in the business as confined to the

local distribution field. To begin with the

local trade went through radical changes as

effecting its wholesale distribution during the

early days of March when for the maintenance
of the profitable conduct of this branch of the

industry all the local large distributors, save

one, consolidated into a single concern which
will enable the economy of the distribution of

the Victor products, a factor that was of vast

import in the outlook of the talking

machine trade. In the farsighted move on the

part of the Philadelphia distributors there

stands out the important element regarding the

future distribution field and the confining of

its business to fewer agencies. Details of this

merger appear on another page in this issue.

Both dealer and distributor have been en-

joying a fairly profitable sales record for the

talking machine records and they are hopeful

in the outlook for a continuance of this branch

of the business. Insofar as sales of machines
are concerned the principal staple of the early

year's business has been combination sets.

J. A. Fischer Co. Enters Field

Adopting the slogan of "from a needle to a

motor," the J. A. Fischer Co. has recently been

formed in this city to engage in the manufac-
ture and sale of a complete line of talking

machine repair parts, the principal number of

which will be "Valley Forge" main springs. Al-

though a new organization, its chief executive,

J. A. Fischer, has had many years of experi-

ence in the trade. It will also be remembered
that he recently sold out his interest in a firm

which for many years has operated successfully

a business along kindred lines. At that time

Mr. Fischer stated that at an early date he

would have an important announcement to

make. This has materialized in the formation

of this new company. In partnership with Mr.

Fischer is Irvin R. Epstan. Mr. Epstan is also

an executive of the highest type. He will super-

vise all buying, etc., while Mr. Fischer will

supervise sales and sales promotion. Edwin H.

Mobley, inventor, and formerly with Every-

body's Talking Machine Co., will head the serv-

ice department of the new company. Attractive

headquarters have been established at 730 Mar-
ket street in this city, and the formal opening

J. A. Fischer

of the business occurred on Monday, February

23. Mr. Fischer is not only intimately familiar

with every detail of the business which he has

started, but has the further advantage of having

a host of friends throughout the trade. Many
letters, telegrams and floral offerings were re-

ceived from them at the event of the opening.

Philadelphia Badge Co. Busy

The increased effort on the part of the talk-

ing machine retailer to stimulate business has

had its effect in the sales volume of the Phila-

delphia Badge Co., of this city, manufacturer

of the Velvaloid record cleaner and other nov-

elties used for advertising purposes. The fac-

tory of this company is reported particularly

busy with advance orders for Spring.

In discussing the subject of dealer advertising

with a representative of The World, J. Abra-

hams, president of the company, stated in part:

"The value of conservative advertising is be-

coming more and more definitely stamped in

the minds of the careful thinking, planning-

ahead merchant. Each particular branch covers

a certain field and brings sales results if prop-

erly executed. The good will branch of adver-

tising should never be overlooked. It is too

valuable a medium to pass over lightly. Some
retailers are perhaps a bit inclined to underesti-

mate the value of the warmth of friendship.

Every customer should be made to feel that he

will always be welcome whether to purchase or

just to say hello. The man who buys a record

or sheet of music to-day may be in the market

for a piano or talking machine to-morrow and

he is bound to go where he knows the warmth
of friendship will greet him at the door and

where he will be assured of a square deal.

The newest design of the Velvaloid record

cleaner has been produced with this particular

point in mind. It is a hand-painted novelty de-

void of all advertising with the exception of the

dealer's name and address. Mr. Abrahams paid

a graceful compliment to the efficiency of his

advertising in the columns of The World when
he stated that through this advertising not only

local business but a large volume of foreign

business was being created. Last week a sub-

stantial order of Velvaloid cleaners was sent to

Australia, and more recently a large order to

Cape Town, South Africa.

Association Elects Officers

Conditions in the Philadelphia trade as re-

lating to the retail distribution were recently

discussed at the annual meeting of the local

Victor Dealers' Association held at the L'Aiglon

Cafe. With thirty dealers assembled, the pos-

sibilities of the radio as an asset to the trade,

as well as a detriment jn some features, were

discussed in an open forum manner after lis-

tening to the principal speaker of the occasion,

President Walter G. Linton, who presided in

official representation of the passing executive

body that gave place to the newly elected offi-

cers. Those who were elected in the annual

gathering, held for the purpose of choosing the

new officers, were president, Homer Davis, of

the George B. Davis Co.; vice-president, Louis

L. Quimby, of the Estey Co.; secretary, H.
Royer Smith, of the firm bearing his name,

and treasurer, A. C. Weymann, of H. A. Wey-
mann & Son.

The business meeting opened with a talk by
President Linton, who went into the details of

the radio and its future and present relation-

(Continued on page 144)

JOBBERS
L I

REPAIR PARTS
T
GRAPHITOLEO

I

ALBUMS
I

BRILLIANTONE

PORTABLES
1

SAPPHIRES

TRADE MARK

"Any Part for any Phonograph"
Guarantee Main Springs are made of the best hardened,

tempered, round-edged spring steel obtainable, and must pass a

rigid inspection before they are packed in individual dust-proof

containers; each box labeled with complete information for your

convenience. We will refund money or replace any spring that

does not give absolute satisfaction.

INSIST ON GUARANTEE MAIN SPRINGS

GUARANTEE TALKING MACHINE SUPPLY CO.
109 N. TENTH STREET, PHILADELPHIA

for our latest Main Spring Charts -

JOBBERS

MOTORS
I

TONE ARMS
I

SOUND BOXES
l

ADDATONES

3-IN-l OIL

ATTACHMENTS
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THE TRADE IN PHILADELPHIA AND LOCALITY— (Continued from page 143)

Our New 1925 Design of
VELVALOID RECORD CLEANER

"Dainty as the flowers of May."

EITHER SOLD OR GIVEN AWAY—Will introduce the dealer to every
member of the family.

The Standard Record Cleaner of the world.

IV2" in Diameter. Patented, 1922.

The new design is printed in gold on black or white Pyralin (French Ivory)
with the dealer's advertisement in neat type.

JOBBERS—We will furnish gratis samples for your travelers. HOW MANY?

PHILADELPHIA BADGE CO.
Manufacturers and Exporters

942 Market Street Philadelphia. U. S. A.

ship to the talking machine trade, stating that

radio broadcasting has been instrumental in

the disposition of popular vocal, instrumental

and other types of records, the public hearing

their renditions over the radio and placing

them permanently in their homes through the

purchase of records. He stated that the radio

business in the industry again was bringing the

talking machine retail trade to the forefront of

mercantile establishments in this city and that

its legitimate distribution channels should be

developed in conjunction with that of the

talking machine industry or music houses

rather than in the mushroom establishments

which were springing up all over the city in

small stores, confined exclusively to radio and

parts or, in the cut price cigar and other

shops. Development of radio' sets in attrac-

tive cabinets and their combination with talk-

ing machines, particularly with the nationally

known makes, he affirmed as helpful to the re-

tail dealers and the trade generally in the pro-

motion of business enterprise.

BBBBflBflBBBflBBflBBflBBBflBBBB

H Fada Neutrodyne Receiving Sets

Fada Phonograph Panels

m Fada Phono Unit

B A-C Dayton Phono Sets

Atwater Kent in Pooley

Cabinets

Marwol 5-Tube Receiver

B Freed-Eisemann, 4 and 5 Tube
m Phono Panels
B
H Superspeaker Horn

8 Superspeaker Phono Unit
a
" Music Master Loud Speaker
B
B Manhattan Loud Speaker

H
Philco Batteries

B Willard Batteries

Ray-O-Vac Dry Batteries

b R C A Tubes

Timmons "B" Eliminator

b Balkite "B" Eliminator

Balkite Charger

1 R 148 Signal Loop

J r Distributed by Ph'ladel-
phia's leading Musical

Radio Wholesaler

B

I PENN PHONOGRAPH CO.

B 913 Arch St. Philadelphia, Pa.

fl
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A pleasant social gathering is in the offing

for the Philadelphia Victor Dealers' Association

and the plans for its development were taken

up in the closing remarks of the business pro-

gram of the meeting. It will be the annual

Spring Outing to be held the latter part of

May. It was suggested that the Kugler Mo-
hican Club, at Morris on the Delaware, be the

place of the social function and that a pro-

gram consisting of an elaborate dinner, sport-

ing events and other outdoor diversions be per-

fected by a Committee to be appointed by the

newly elected president.

Distributor Moves Offices

Removal of the Pittsburgh Offices of the

new Pennsylvania Phonograph Distribut-

ing Co., whose Philadelphia headquarters are

located in suite 200, Jefferson Building, were

effected during the month when the company
took possession of the larger sales office accom-

modation at 405 Wabash Building, in the

Smoky City. The Pennsylvania Co.'s Pitts-

burgh offices are under the management of

John DuBreuil, general manager of the com-

pany, who will spend a week each month in the

new offices supervising the business and will

be assisted by J. A. Endres. General Mana-
ger DuBreuil makes the Philadelphia head-

quarters his main office. Warehouse facilities

have been established in both the Pittsburgh

and Philadelphia territory for immediate ship-

ments of the Sonora, Sonoradio and other Son-

ora products. The Pennsylvania Co. is now
ready to show the new Console Speaker Unit

in the table effect. It is the newest addition

to the Sonora machines and radio outfits and
is constructed with the built-in speaker with

batteries concealed in the rear of the table.

The new console speaker unit is thirty-seven

inches wide, sixteen inches deep and thirty and

one-quarter inches high and is of convenient

size for any room as well as attractive in appear-

ance. The speaker unit is built in the center

of the table receiving set on a flat surface. It

comes in two models, the Standard Unit at

$50 and the DeLuxe at $60, the latter having

particularly noteworthy tone qualifications.

The company is backing up the dealers wifh

an ad campaign in the Evening Bulletin daily

newspaper. The stores are now holding dem-

onstrations of the new sets and this in con-

junction with the ad campaign has been pro-

ductive of a splendid initial sales record. There

also was introduced to the local trade during

the month the new Marlborough Sonora model

in walnut, English, brown and mahogany of

the console type and constructed along the

Queen Anne period furniture style, now so

popular in the house furniture construction,

and producing an artistic piece of furniture

adornment for the home.

Louis Buehn Co. Enters Radio Field

The Louis Buehn Co. of this city has for-

mally announced its entry into the field of

radio wholesaling. This well-known distribut-

ing house needs no introduction to the talking

machine trade. The Louis Buehn Co. has for

many years been one of the foremost Victor

distributing houses in the country. Upon the

formation of Philadelphia Victor Distributors,

Inc., into which were merged the Victor whole-

saling businesses of four prominent Philadel-

phia Victor distributors, including the Louis

Buehn Co., this company devoted its entire

resources to the wholesaling of radio sets and
accessories.

The general management of the business is

in charge of Charles W. Miller, and headquar-

ters have been established at 1025 Arch street

in the midst of the wholesale section of Phila-

delphia. This building is admirably adapted

for the conduct of wholesale business, provid-

ing excellent show rooms, stock rooms, offices,

and, by means of a rear entrance on a side

street, the maximum of delivery facilities. This

company has entered the new business in an

energetic manner and followed its policy, long

established, of servicing only such products as

it could unqualifiedly recommend. The
new company is now wholesaling the follow-

ing list of quality products: Atwater Kent sets,

Atwater Kent loud speakers, Pooley-Atwater

Kent- cabinets, Balkite Radio Power Units and
battery chargers, Burgess batteries, Philco

storage batteries, Music Master loud speakers,

Thompson neutrodyne sets, Thompson speak-

ers, Radiotrons, Bristol Audiophones, radio

panels for the Victrola, Holtzer-Cabot Music
Master, and Morrison Victrola attachments

and complete accessories for set installation.

This company will continue to confine its ef-

forts principally to eastern Pennsylvania,

southern New Jersey and Delaware.

Guarantee Speeds Portable Production

There is more than usual humming of the

wheels of the mechanical department of the

Guarantee Talking Machine Supply Co. this

month in preparation for the Spring campaign
for the sales of the Guarantee portable talk-

ing machines in its newly modernized con-

struction. In order to accommodate the in-

creasing business the company has taken two
floors in the building for the purpose of speed-

ing up construction of the portables with their

improved larger sound box and arm innova-

tion. The extended manufacturing department
is under the direct supervision of Jacob A.

King, who personally will supervise the pro-

duction. E. Bauer is now general sales man-
ager of the Guarantee Co. and will leave this

month for eastern Pennsylvania territory and
other Eastern and Southern States points.

A. A. Rhinow Back at Desk
Arthur A. Rhinow, of the Girard Phono-

graph Co., who for the past three months has

been confined to his home because of illness,

returned to his desk the first of March and was
a welcome visitor to the trade. Although he

has not fully recovered he steadily is gaining

back his health.

Opens Radio Department
A radio section has been added to the talk-

ing machine department of the G. W. Huver
Co. in conjunction with the sales of the ma-
chines and records. There are carried in stock

the Federal, Fada, Jones and the R.C.A. lines.

The new section is- under the management of

Russell L. Wedy and is on the same floor with

the talking machine department.

Plans Starr Exhibits

An exhibition of the Starr phonographs will

be held in the newly opened and most modern
of the Philadelphia hotels, the Ben Franklin,

some time during this month, although a defi-

nite date has not yet been set for the exhibit.

It will be conducted by the Witlin Musical In-

strument Co., which is local wholesale distrib-

(Continued on page 146)
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The LOUIS BUEHN COMPANY
1025 ARCH STREET

PHILADELPHIA

Announce their Entrance

Into the Field of Radio Distribution

Continuing our 25 year old policy of handling only

the best products and having in mind the selling policy

which has created for us the good will of the Victor

dealer organization of Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern

New Jersey and Delaware, resulting in our present

standing among musical distributors, we take pleasure

in announcing our appointment as distributors of the

following radio products, for which we solicit your in-

quiries:

ATWATER KENT SETS

ATWATER KENT SPEAKERS

POOLEY-ATWATER KENT
BALKITE PRODUCTS

BURGESS BATTERIES

PHILCO STORAGE BATTERIES

MUSIC MASTER
MORRISON VICTROLA

THOMPSON NEUTRODYNE
THOMPSON SPEAKERS
RADIOTRONS
BRISTOL AUDIOPHONES
VICTROLA RADIO PANELS
HOLTZER-CABOT VICTROLA

ATTACHMENTS
MUSIC MASTER VICTROLA

ATTACHMENTS
ATTACHMENTS

Complete Accessories, for Radio Set Selling and Installation
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Quaker City Trade Activities

( Continued from page 144)

Radio - Adaptable Victrolas

FEDERAL FIVE TUBE
and

FEEED-EISEMANN
(neutrodyne)
FIVE TUBE

RADIO PANELS
FOR. VICTROLAS

The Victrola specials offer the

one big opportunity of com-
bining supremacy in talking

machines with radio.

We recommend that the dealer

feature these models and we
are prepared to supply dealers

in our territory with both vic-

trolas and suitable panels.

H. A. WEYMANN & SON, Inc.
1108 Chestnut Street PHILADELPHIA

VICTOR WHOLESALERS

utor of the Starr pianos, phonographs and

other instruments and Gennett records, which

will be included in the exhibition. The trade

will be invited to view the display of these

instruments and will be informed of the exact

date as soon as it is set.

Celebrating Twentieth Anniversary

H. A. Weymann & Son, Inc., Victor dis-

tributors of this city, have now completed twen-

ty years of distributing and servicing Victor

merchandise. In a general letter recently sent

to its dealers the company states: "We have

been wholesale distributors of .Victor products

for twenty vears and are better prepared than

ever to give prompt and efficient service to our

dealers. It is our intention to continue to

improve our service to our Victor deales when-
ever possible during the next twenty years to

come."

Add Brunswick Line

Ramsdell & Son, Philadelphia retailers for the

Ivor and Pond pianos, 127 South Twelfth street,

have added the Brunswick phonographs to the

stock. It is the first time that this house, one

of Philadelphia's pioneer piano stores, has. car-

ried the Brunswick and there will be featured

a complete line of the various models made
by the company, and including the Radiola.

Dealers have been benefited by the Music
Memory Contest of the Brunswick, as it was
conducted in co-operation with the local whole-

sale office and the retail trade. In order to tie

up and give the dealers opportunity for the

sales that were anticipated in these records the

Brunswick Co. kept a supply of all radio num-
bers on hand and ready for the dealers' needs

so that they might take advantage of the radio

renditions. Another opportunity of exploiting

the Brunswick Radiola was given in the recent

inauguration of President Coolidge through the

school demonstrations which the dealers made

on the radio of the Inaugural Address. Eu-
gene M. Goldman, Inc., on March 4 installed

a Brunswick Radiola in the McCall School,

Sixth and Delancy streets, and during the

broadcasting of the address the children were
assembled in the School Auditorium to "listen

in," with the principal of the school and teach-

ers present to supervise the assembly. The J.

R. Wilson Co. tied up in the Inaugural Cere-

monies by sending all patrons an invitation to

"listen in" at the stores which this firm con-
trols, using the Radiola.

F. F. Fingrutd in Important Post
In accordance with the general progressive

attitude of Everybody's Talking Machine Co.,

and the steady expansion of its organization,

the executive staff of the company has been
augmented by the appointment of Frank F.

Fingrutd as assistant secretary of the company.
Frank F. Fingrutd is a brother of Samuel

Fingrutd, treasurer and general manager of

the organization. He has for .the past nine
years been assistant to the superintendent of

the Eddystone plant of the Baldwin Locomo-
tive Works. While there he made a record
for himself through the efficient handling of

his many duties. He furthermore earned the

respect and lasting friendship of not only his

superior officers but those who worked under
him as well. He has enthusiastically under-
taken his new duties as assistant secretary of
Everybody's Talking Machine Co. and gives
early promise of even surpassing his enviable
reputation with the Baldwin Locomotive
Works.

Visible recognition of the importance and
value of Samuel Fingrutd's services to Every-
body's Talking Machine Co. is to be found in

the fact that this company has taken out a
policy of $100,000 on Mr. Fingrutd's life, al-

though it may be said that this would not ade-
quately reimburse the company for the sudden
loss of his services through death.

Perm Co. Building Radio Prestige
Adopting the slogan "Philadelphia's Leading

Music Radio Wholesalers," the Penn Phono-
graph Co., this city, has promoted the distribu-

tion of radio products with tremendous enthu-
siasm. The Penn Phonograph Co. has been well
known in the talking machine field from practi-

cally its very beginning as a distributor of Vic-
tor merchandise. This company is now rapidly

making itself as well and favorably known as

a distributor of radio products.

T. W. Barnhill, president of the company,, has
exercised much care in the selection of the

radio merchandise distributed and the line,

therefore, represents a wide diversity of such
products likely to interest the talking machine
retailer. In complete sets this company now
handles the Pooley-Atwater Kent, Fada neu-

trodyne, A-C Dayton and Marmol. In addition

to the cabineted sets the Penn Phonograph Co.

distributes Fada and Freed-Eisemann panels for

Victrolas and other talking machines. In loud

(Continued on page 148)

ing used by thousands of Dealers, Music Stores and Furniture
Houses everywhere as a positive guide to more profitable buying
of the kind of radio that is in greatest demand today.

Our financial strength, responsibility and SAME DAY shipping serv-
ice will help you to "grow with us."

As we are the largest exclusively wholesale radio organization in
the East, our tremendous stocks are representative of the best and
fastest selling lines, indicated by this partial list of national manu-
facturers :

A-C Dayton Sets
Howard Neutrodyne
Allen-Bradley Products
Freshman Products
Hammarlund Condensers
NaAld Products
Cltradyne Kits
Brandes
Cardwell Condensers
Cutler-Hammer
General Radio

Consult us first
and save on your
next order, or the
stocking of your
new store.

Erla
Towers' Scientific Headsets
Acme Products
Western Electric
Kodel Sets
Homechargers
Shamrock and Harkness Prod-
ucts

Amperites
Xhorola Speakers
Jewell & Weston Meters

Your name on
ourZ mailing list
will keep you
posted and prove
a valuable asset.

Write Today.

TRILLING & MONTAGUE
Exclusively Wholesale Radio Merchandisers

49 North 7th Street Philadelphia, Pa.

"Clrnu, With Us' 9 —
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The GREATESTOFFER inRADIO
Quantity Limited— Quick Action Imperative

This is the famous nationally advertised

Federal panel used extensively through-
out the country by the most prominent
retailers. It is a 4-tube regenerative,

highly selective receiver, specially de-

signed to easily tune in DX and tune out

local stations.

The No. 135 panel measures 10% x 17*4.

Can be installed in Victrola, Sonora,
Pooley, Strand, Radiograph and other

console and upright phonographs. Uses
four Radiotron storage battery type

vacuum tubes— (one radio frequency,

detector and two audio frequency ampli-

fiers).

It is an unusually efficient receiver and
guaranteed by the Federal Telephone
Mfg. Corp. The low price is the result

of our purchasing outright the remainder
of factory stock. It is your opportunity

to make a big killing in the much wanted
highest quality receiver panel.

Quantity limited. Wire your order at

once. Terms, net cash—F.O.B., N. Y. C.

Orders subject to prior sale.

Federal Panel No. 140, size 11^x15.
Specifications same as above, except size.

Also suitable for installation in standard

console and upright phonographs. Price

also $30.

^EmersonHadio and^Phonograbh Corporation
Wholesale Distributors Federal Telephone Mfg. Corp. Radio Sets

307-309 Sixth Avenue New York City
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Quaker City Trade Activities
(Continued from page 146)

speakers, another popular article with the talk-

ing machine dealer, this company now has the

Superspeaker, Music Master and Manhattan. In

accessories it distributes Philco, Willard and

Ray-O-Vac batteries, RCA tubes, Timmons "B"

Liminator, Balkite chargers and "B" battery

eliminators and the R-148 signal loop.

Retail Changes Follow Consolidation

The Talking Machine Co., with its former

wholesale Victor distribution conducted from

the home at 1025 Arch street, has been dis-

solved following a merger of distributors, full

details of which appear in another part of this

page, and the retail branches, while controlled

formerly by the same personnel organized

under a separate company, have been taken over

by Morton's, Inc. During the month the store

at Germantown and Lehigh avenue was taken

over by Myers F. Hall, Inc., and the stock con-

solidated with that of the Hall store, 2626 Ger-

mantown avenue. Morton's, Inc., will continue

the retail distribution of the Victor and is con-

templating adding musical merchandise.

Having transferred the wholesale Victor de-

partment to the newly merged Victor Distrib-

utors, the C. J. Heppe & Sons Co. will devote

the basement store devoted to this section of its

musical instrument business to other purposes

not yet determined upon. The retail department

for the Victor will be continued under the

management of Leo Cromson. Manager Wil-

liam Ellis, formerly of the wholesale depart-

ment, will be retained on the sales staff.

Inaugurates Drive

H. A. Weymann & Son, Inc., Victor distribu-

tors of this city, have placed a strong sales cam-

paign behind the radio-adaptable models of the

Victrola. During the campaign this company

placed a considerable amount of newspaper ad-

vertising in the local papers, measuring one hun-

dred and thirty-two lines deep by three columns

wide, featuring these consoles.

Four Philadelphia Victor

Wholesalers Consolidate

Louis Buehn Co., Perm Phonograph Co., C. J.

Heppe & Sons and Talking Machine Co. Merge
and Form Philadelphia Victor Dist., Inc.

Probably one of the greatest mergers of

Victor distributors within one city was con-

summated in Philadelphia on Monday, March
-In 25
Different
Markings

Louis Buehn

2. Effective on that date the Victor distributing

businesses of the Louis Buehn Co., Penn Phono-

graph Co., the Talking Machine Co. and C. J.

Heppe & Sons became merged into one im-

mense organization to be known as Philadel-

phia Victor Distributors, Inc. The headquarters

of this new organization has been established

at 835 Arch street. This is the large building

occupied heretofore by the Louis Buehn Co.,

and is one particularly fitted for the efficient

conduct of all details incident to the whole-
saling of Victor merchandise.

The following officers have been elected:

Louis Buehn, president and treasurer; Harry A.
Ellis, formerly general manager of the Talking
Machine Co., Victor distributor of this city,

vice-president and sales manager, and Frank B.

Reineck, formerly secretary of the Louis Buehn
Co., secretary. The four large Victor distribut-

ing organizations heretofore mentioned have
pooled their entire resources and facilities and
the result is an organization of the strongest

kind. In addition to the aforementioned execu-

tives the affairs of the company and its des-

tinies are also directed by a board of directors

composed of the former chief executives of the

companies merging, including Thomas W. Barn-
hill, Henry A. Miller, Florence J. Heppe and
Morris Wolf.

Although technically a new organization the

Philadelphia Victor Distributors, Inc., have a

heritage of the cumulative knowledge and ex-

perience of each of the individual firms and
constitute an interesting example of efficiency

and concentrated effort. Immediately upon the

announcement of the formation of the new com-
pany congratulatory letters and telegrams com-
menced to pour into the headquarters from all

sections of the country.

PET O FONE
MADE IN U. S. A.

A real portable talking machine
TO RETAIL AT $12

Distributors
Pet O Fone is bound to be a

big seller this year—the de-

mand is already great. Good
proposition open in your terri-

tory.

Usual Trade Discounts

The Pet O Fone is a sturdy little talking

machine—no larger than a camera, and

as easy to carry. It has a good motor

that will last; and its tone is most pleas-

ing. See it and hear it and be convinced.

Dealers
A display of Pet O Fones will

create sales—and ' demonstra-

tions will increase them. Quick

sales and large profits are

waiting for you.

Does all a larger phono-
graph will do. Ready for
action in a minute.

Weighs 4^ lbs. Made in

black, red, green or blue
fabricoid.

PET O FONE MFG. CO., 557 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
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Ca6tnei
jCoud Speaker

Endorsed by Thousands of Satisfied Users all over the World
THE best in the world—the Bel-Canto Cabinet Speaker.

The greatest reproducing instrument ever invented, bar

none. Best at any price. Its tone cannot be equalled.

THE ONLY PATENTED CABINET SPEAKER
Our secret is a flexible reed tone chamber, exclusive with

Bel-Canto. It makes it a real musical instrument—a truly

"beautiful singer."

Bel-Canto is the one and only cabinet speaker in which
ample amplification is possible without distortion. The
FLEXIBLE REED TONE CHAMBER is as long as a

goose-neck horn. Workmanship of the very best. The cabinet

is of 5/8" mahogany— solid, substantial, beautiful. With hand-
some scroll and silk mesh. Size: 9^4x10x17.

Type B-406 List

Bel-Canto Gooseneck
After three years of careful research

Bel-Canto has produced a Gooseneck

Horn which is perfect in amplifica-

tion without distortion. The gener-

ous 14" Bell assures ample volume in

any size room, while the crystal clear

musical tone will satisfy the most dis-

criminating. Complete instrument

stands 26" high. 14" Bell. Guar-
anteed for one year.

Equipped with Bel-Canto exclusive

adjustable loud speaking unit. Un-
approachable at this figure.

$17.50
a fraction of its comparative worth

DEALERS: Bel-Canto Products mean Big Profits
and satisfied customers. Get in

touch with your jobber at once.

JOBBERS: Out-of-town territory still available
for Bel-Canto Radio Products. It

will pay you to write us now.

The World's Best Seller

The original Bel-Canto Loud Speaker
that .brought in ten dollar bills by
direct mail at the rate of a thousand
a day. Handsome Fibre Horn. 22"
high, with 10" Bell Crystalline fin-

ish. Heavy metal base eliminates top
heaviness. Other metal parts of

highly polished cast aluminum. Plugs
in on phone circuit. Guaranteed for

one year. Contains adjustable unit
which gives wide range of tone, qual-
ity and volume. The best "buy"
within $15 of its price,

TYPE B-404

DISTRIBUTORS
Knickerbocker Talking Machine Co.

831 Broadway. N. T.

Sunbeam Radio Corp.. 1834 Broadway. N. T.

Walter S. Gray Co..
1054 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

Walter S. Gray Co.,
926 Midway PI., Los Angeles, Cal,

Walter S. Gray Co..
2602 Fourth Ave.. Seattle, Wash.

City

City

nst no. 00

West of Rockies-B-406 $18.00, B-405l$ 15.50, B-404 $10.50

BEL-CANTO RADIO and TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT CO., Inc.
New York City872 Broadway Established 1922
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Edison Tone Tests Highly

Successful With Dealers

Groups of Edison Artists Throughout Country

Give Tone Test Concerts and Stimulate Trade

—Dealers Inform Company of Results

The Edison Tone Test program continues on

an extensive and successful scale. Elizabeth

Spencer, assisted by Lucille Collette, started in

the Dallas territory on March 9, and will com-

plete a schedule of several weeks in that sec-

tion. Glenn Ellison, assisted by Alta Hill, pi-

anist, started a tour of several weeks' duration

in the Kansas City territory, the latter part of

February. Collins and Harlan began a tour of

the Philadelphia section on March 21. Betsy

Lane Shepherd, assisted by Jacques Glockner,

has been covering the Pacific Coast territory

and will continue in this section for several

weeks more. Thos. A. Edison, Inc., has been

literally showered by letters from Edison deal-

ers commenting on the success of the Tone

Tests which were given in their respective com-
munities. These letters indicate a uniformly

good attendance and significant results from a

business standpoint.

E. J. Dingley Aids Florida

Dealers in Sales Campaign

H. L. Egner Participates in St. Louis Drive:—
Special Selling Campaigns Being Carried on

in Several Other Cities With Good Results

E. J. Dingley, assistant sales manager of the

Victor Talking Machine Co., spent some time in

Florida recently in connection with sales cam-

paigns being carried on by Victor dealers in

various cities in that State. H. L. Egner, man-
ager of the traveling department of the com-

pany, returned to Camden on March 6, after

having spent some time in St. Louis in connec-

tion with a special selling campaign in that city.

Special sales drives have also been conducted

in Syracuse, Baltimore and other cities.

March IS, 1925

Territory Covered by Bob
MacClellan Increased

J. B. Price Announces Addition of Three States

to Territory Covered by Southwest Th. Gold-

schmidt Traveling Representative

J. 15. Price, manager of sales and advertising

for the radio division of the Th. Goldschmidt
Corp., importer of N & K loud speakers, phono-
graph units and head phones, announced re-

cently that Bob MacClellan, who had recently

joined the company's sales staff as district man-
ager in charge of Southwest territory, had at-

tained such pleasing success in this work that

"Bob" MacClellan

his territory had been enlarged. Mr. MacClel-

lan will now cover Pennsylvania, Ohio and part

of southern Indiana, in addition to visiting the

trade in Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas,

Louisiana and Arkansas.

A considerable measure of Mr. MacCIellan's

success in his territory may be attributed to the

fact that he works in close co-operation with

the dealers wherever he goes, giving them the

benefit of his knowledge and experience in the

radio field. N & K products are steadily in-

creasing in popularity, with the dealers featur-

ing them consistently in sales and publicity

campaigns that are producing tangible results.

A. W. Fritzsche, of Gen'l

Phono. Corp., on Long Trip

Allan W. Fritzsche, vice-president of the Gen-
eral Phonograph Corp., New York, and in

charge of the company's needle division, is now
away on a three weeks' trip to the leading trade

centers in the West, including Chicago, St.

Louis and Cincinnati. He will also visit New
Orleans and other points in the South, calling

upon jobbers who are distributing the needle

products of the General Phonograph Corp. In

a chat with The World, Mr. Fritzsche stated

that needle sales for the first two months of

1925 had far exceeded the corresponding period

of 1924, and that, judging from all indications,

the needle business during the coming year

would be healthy and prosperous.

Eagle Radio Co. Issues

Attractive Applause Card

The Eagle Radio Co., 16 Boyden place, New-
ark, N. J., frequently issues, through its adver-

tising department, advertising material for re-

tail use which has an appeal to consumers
This material is regularly sent to Eagle deal-

ers. The latest of this advertising material is

some attractive applause cards. These are par-

ticularly desired by radio enthusiasts and oth-

ers interested in improving radio programs.
Through the applause cards sent to the various

broadcasting stations the managements are en-

abled to gauge their programs in a manner that

appeals to the largest number of listeners.

Made $2,047.50 per Month

on Resas Tone-A-Dyne

That's the average monthly profit made on the

Resas Tone-A-Dyne Receiver by the Wm. T. Bax-

ter Corp., New York. Yet that record isn't un-

usual. Many dealers have done even better.

You'll understand why the Resas Tone-A-Dyne is a big seller if you com-

pare it with receivers selling for up to twice the price. Its handsomely rmisned

solid mahogany cabinet, 26>4 x8/2 x 9^", with genuine Bakehte panel and dials,

gives it the appearance of a high-priced set.

In performance, also, the Tone-A-Dyne Receiver is unequalled. Stations

always come in at the same point on dial. In two weeks J. F. Davidson, Ruther-

ford N J heard 70 stations, including Montreal, Nebraska and Georgia. Voices

and music' come in as clear and loud as if the artists were m the same room.

The Tone Modulator permits controlling the volume and tone without teai
^

of losing the station. /
This receiver is fully guaranteed for one year,

Let us send you a receiver on five days' free trial. If you don't say it is

the most remarkable receiver on the market at anywhere near the price,

return it and the trial won't cost you a cent. Simply mail the coupon. ,

112 Chambers Street,

IlTC.

New York City

RESAS, Inc.
112 Chambers

St., New York.
Send one Resas

Tone-A-Dyne set

jf at $78.00, less reg-
ular dealers' dis-

count, with the under-
standing that It may be

returned in five days and
no charge made if we are

not entirely satisfied with it.

7 Street.

Town State.
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324WASHINGTON ST.,BOSTON,MASS.JBQSTON ENGLAND
New England Dealers Working Hard to

Secure Business and Overcome Lethargy
Console Talking Machines and Combination Radio-Phonographs in the Van of Sales—Record

Demand Fairly Active—Most Retail Establishments Now Handling Radio—Month's News

Boston, Mass., March 8.—Although members of

the trade in general seem somewhat at a loss

to assign any definite reason for it, it is a fact

that general trade here during the past month
has fallen short of expectations despite the

fact that the majority of concerns put forth en-

ergetic efforts to develop sales and use gener-

ous advertising space. There is some machine

demand, particularly for consoles and combi-

nation radio-phonograph outfits. Various fac-

tors have tended to keep record demand at a

fairly active level.

Most Dealers Now Handle Radio

The radio business has slackened up some-

what so far as the talking machine houses are

concerned. The time has come when radio

must really be merchandised. By far the larg-

est number of local talking machine shops now
carry radio and those that do not are gradually

falling into line and selecting their equipment

with great care. Dealers are everywhere com-

ing to see the close relation that necessarily

exists between the two lines, but those who
have gone into it the heaviest are not those

who are reaping the biggest rewards. The only

reason given by those who still hesitate to take

on radio is that they want to get the best and

believe that they can get it only by approaching

the matter slowly and intelligently.

Alex. Steinert, Jr., Bound for Home
Alexander Steinert, Jr., son of Alexander

Steinert, and brother of Robert Steinert, of M.

Steinert & Sons, is scheduled to arrive in New
York on the "Aquitania" on March 1 en route

home from Paris, where he has been spending

some time studying piano and composition. Of

particular interest is the fact that this youngest

member of the Steinert family is to be soloist

at the symphony concerts on Friday and Satur-

day, March 27 and 28, in Symphony Hall, and

will possibly play one of his own compositions.

Record Artists Score

The Eight Popular Victor Artists gave a

concert in Woonsocket, R. I., recently. The

occasion was under the management of La
Roe's Music Co., which operates several music
stores. As usual these artists attracted a large

crowd.

E. C. Nelson a Benedict

Elmer C. Nelson, of the Brunswick personnel

in this city, was married on February 28, his

bride being Miss Mildred Haven. The cere-

mony took place at Milford, Mass., and many
Brunswick people were in the wedding party,

Harry Spencer being the best man, and Piatt

Spencer, Ellis F. Harlow and Chester Gillen,

the ushers. Mr. Nelson's co-workers in the

Brunswick organization gave him as a wedding
present a handsome mahogany clock.

Many New Columbia Accounts
Business with the New England branch of

the Columbia Co. has been quite satisfactory,

all things considered, and it is stated that de-

spite conditions that the company was up
against last year it actually made money and
both January and February of this current year

have been surprisingly good months. Manager
Parks, of the department, reports a number of

new accounts that have been signed up. Among
these are the Phonograph Shop, North Adams;
the Mciklejohn Co., Providence; the Union
Commercial Co., Bristol, R. I.; Mcekins, Pack-

ard & Wheat, Springfield: United Music Co.,

Plymouth and Rockland: N. W. Brown Piano

Co., Springfield; Louis Karelitz Furniture Co.,

Peabody, and the People's Pharmacy, Portland,

Me.
Increased Columbia Record Discount

A circular informing the trade of an increase

in the discount to dealers has been received

most favorably by those handling Columbia

goods. The circular, which is signed by Vice-

President W. C. Fuhri. states that hereafter the

discount on all Columbia records will be 50 per

cent, which is seven and one-half cents addi-

tional profit to dealers on seventy-five-cent rec-

ords and a larger profit on Columbia records

selling at more than seventy-five cents. Judg-

ing from the letters that dealers have sent to

Manager Parks there is widespread apprecia-

tion among the trade at the generous policy of

the Columbia Co. officials.

Speaking of Columbia business, it is of interest

that the Tosi Music Co. in Hanover street, at

the North Side of the city, a week or so ago

ordered fifty Columbia machines, which order

was placed at the door of this concern a few

days ago. And. even better, it is understood

that the clientele of the Tosi house eagerly took

most of these machines in quick order.

Vice-President W. C. Fuhri, who is also gen-

eral sales manager of the Columbia Co., was
over in town a few days ago and met a number
of the local dealers, to whom he spoke most

optimistically of what is ahead for the company
this current year.

Joe and Tom Burke Visit Gotham
Joe Burke, of the Musical Supply & Equip-

ment Co., went over to New York the latter

part of February and was followed a day later

by his brother, Tom Burke. Both took the

trip to confer with the Sonora management
relative to the shipment of goods, which applies

equally to the Sonora talking machines as well

as to the radio outfits that the company car-

ries. Business at this concern has been very

good, especially with the loud speaker which

the company has been selling in quantities, and,

in fact, difficult to supply the demand. A
new adaptation of the Sonora, known as the

"Chatham Radio," is meeting with a wide de-

mand, though it has been in stock only a short

time.

Don Coots, field representative of the Sonora

Co., and Mr. Earsy, service man for the Ware
radio set, were in town recently and arranged

for the establishment of a laboratory at the rear

of the building on Columbus avenue, occupied

by the Musical Equipment Co.

Steinert-Eastern Merger No Surprise

The taking over of the Victor wholesale busi-

ness of the Eastern Talking Machine Co. by

M. Steinert & Sons Co., also a Victor whole-

saler, full particulars of which merger appear

in another section of this issue of The World,

was not unexpected among local dealers who
knew that something of this sort was in the air

fo- some time. The fact that Robert Steinert

(Continued on page 152)

BOSTON and NEW YORK

VICTOR SERVICE

Ditson Victor Service has won its following among the dealers

through steady and efficient co-operation, devoid of the spectacular.

We serve the trade in the most thickly populated sections of the

country in a manner that guards the dealers interests to the utmost.

We offer good service where it is needed most.

OLIVER DITSON CO.

BOSTON, MASS.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO.

NEW YORK
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and Jerome Murphy spent several days in Cam-
den in conference with Victor officials was sig-

nificant and it was only a few days following

their return to Boston that the merger was an-

nounced. For the present no special changes
are contemplated in the personnel of either

concern.

Bob Steinert Busy With Details

As for the Steinert house, it needs no intro-

duction to the trade, for it has stood for much
in the development of the best in music through

a long period of years. Just at this time Rob-
ert Steinert, with his father, Alexander Steinert,

in the South, has much on his hands, for there

are many details of business to straighten out

and of course there is now the double super-

vision that must obtain.

Shoemaker Has Wide Victor Experience

At the Eastern quarters there is Herbert
Shoemaker, who has been manager practically

since the late George Dodge took over the busi-

ness, and whose years of careful training along

Victor lines have placed him in the limelight as

an expert who has handled the Eastern busi-

ness with care, discrimination and foresight,

conditions that are essential to good manage-
ment. That the Victor in a more general way,

as well as locally, is to be heard from more
concretely as time goes on is a generally ac-

cepted fact.

In a conversation with "Bob" Steinert he

said that the trade has received the news of

the merger most favorably and the Steinert

house has been in receipt of many letters not

only approving the move but congratulating it

on its new position in the business field.

Celebrate Thermiodyne Week
Thermiodyne Week was celebrated in this

city the week of February 15 and full pages

were used to feature the distinctive merits of

this well-known radio set. The Cheney Sales

Corp., Thermiodyne jobber in Boston, received

splendid results from the campaign, as well as

the dealers whose names appeared in the adver-

tising. The Thermiodyne set is making rapid

headway in Boston territory, and the Thermio-
dyne Radio Corp. is working in close co-opera-

tion with its dealers and jobbers in merchan-
dising these sets.

Sonora Travelers Busy
William Burke, of the Musical Supply &

Equipment Co., is up in Maine just now; Ray
A. Burke is in Vermont, and Dick Keyes, also

of this concern, is in Connecticut. All three

are sending in some good orders for Sonoras
and radio outfits.

Leading Firms Add Brunswick
Harry Spencer, head of the Boston branch

of the Brunswick Co., makes a very encouraging
report of the Brunswick business for the month
of February and he sees a good 1925 ahead. He
has lately signed up with the C. E. Osgood Co.,

of this city, a large furniture house, and the

Radio Exchange, Newport, R. I., both of whom
are placing some big initial orders for goods.

A. W. Chamberlain in Newport
A new addition to the local Brunswick staff

is Arthur W. Chamberlain, who is widely known
in the talking machine field and who has had a

wide experience with some of the best houses.

Another who is now connected with the Bruns-

wick Co. is Ellis F. Harlow, who is also familiar

with the talking machine business.

Vocalion Record Business Good
Business with the A. C. Erisman Co. has

picked up considerably within the past few
weeks. There is an increasing call for Vocal-

ion records and the radio business is inviting

many prospects.

Slight Fire in Vocalion Hall

There was a slight fire in Vocalion Hall re-

cently. A blaze was discovered in the elevator,

and while firemen were responding to a bell

alarm the employes used the fire extinguishers

to good purpose, and the blaze was out by the

time the apparatus reached the scene.

W. A. Harvey on Holiday Trip

E. A. Cressey, of the C. C. Harvey Co., has

returned with Mrs. Cressey from his trip South,

and Winthrop A. Harvey, head of the concern,

is now in a warmer clime, part of his time being

spent on an automobile trip. Mrs. Harvey is

with him.

G. D. Shewell, Jr., Taking Short Trips

G. Dunbar Shewell, Jr., New England man-
ager of the Cheney Sales Corp., is taking a

number of trips through New England these

days and as soon as the weather gets milder

he will probably use his car in going about.

Specially Interesting

Edison Records Released

New Store in Beardstown
Beardstown, III., March 5.—Phil Hender-

son, of Chicago, has recently opened a new mu-
sic store and radio shop on Washington street.

The quarters have been remodeled to serve as

appropriate showrooms for a general line of

music goods.

Johnny De Droit and His New Orleans Orchestra

THE
GREATEST

JAZZ
ORCHESTRAS
HEARD ON

QKffv Records

Our Service is a prompt and faithful

performance. We should like to be

your distributor

General Phonograph Corporation
of New England

Summer Street Boston, Mass.

Two Recordings by Kathleen Howard of Par-
ticular Interest—Record by Giovanni Zena-
tello Also of Unusual Merit

Included among the Edison current monthly
releases are two records of particular interest.

Kathleen Howard, well known in operatic

circles in America and abroad, and proclaimed
by critics as a truly great contralto, sings

"Printemps qui commence," from "Samson et

Dalila," the latter a role in which Miss Howard
has won particular success. On the other side

is recorded "Ou va la jeune Indoue," from
"Lakme," sung by Yvonne de Treville, the in-

ternationally famous grand opera prima donna
who has never been heard to better advantage
than in this song, in which the height and
flexibility of her voice are astonishing.

The other record is by Giovanni Zenatello,

with "Vesti la giubba," from "I Pagliacci," on
one side, and "De' miei bollenti spiriti," from
"La Traviata," on the other. Zenatello was for

four years the leading tenor of the La Scala,

Milan, and for six years the idol of the Theatre
Colon, Buenos Aires, coming subsequently to

New York to sing the leading tenor roles in

Hammerstein's Manhattan Opera Company.
For his work in founding the Verona School of

Singing, he was recently knighted by the King
of Italy.

Sonora Speakers in Big

Demand During February

The month of February was an exceptionally

fine period for Sonora radio speakers, reports

from distributors throughout the country re-

ceived at the offices of the Sonora Phonograph
Co., Inc., New York, show. Not only does the

month's sales volume far exceed that of Feb-

ruary of last year, but the majority of whole-

salers report that the figures reached last De-
cember have been equaled and three distribu-

tors report that February exceeded December.
This most satisfactory sales showing is the

result of an intensified advertising campaign
which the company has waged in the news-
papers in the leading cities throughout the

country and in the Saturday Evening Post and

which will be continued for some weeks 10

come.

New York T. M. Go.

A-G Dayton Distributor

The New York Talking Machine Co., Victor

distributor, recently took on the distribution

for the metropolitan territory of the A-C Day-

ton XL-5 Phono Set, a five tube radio receiver

especially designed to fit standard upright

phonograph cabinets.

This instrument, which is manufactured by
the A-C Electrical Mfg. Co., Dayton, O., has

won real popularity in the talking machine
trade. The A-C Dayton XL-5 fits in the lower

half of the cabinet, leaving space for the bat-

teries. Dealers report that the instrument has

won a high place in popular favor and the New
York Talking Machine Co. reports brisk sales

of the XL-5.

New York Office of Wolf
Mfg. Industries Moved

The New York office of the Wolf Manufac-

turing Industries, manufacturer of Mastercraft

phonographs and radio cabinets, moved on

March 2 to larger and more convenient quar-

ters at 17 West Forty-second street. H. L.

Coombs, manager of the Eastern divisional

offices, states "that the need for larger office

space has been felt for some time as business

has been constantly increasing.
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Operadio Dealers Have Nothing

to Fear from Summer

This powerful, self-contained receiver

has unique advantages—doubly
important in warm weather.

Dealers now handling the 1925 Operadio know that

they can keep up sales right through the late spring

and summer months. This six-tube set, which has

been such a sensational success this past winter,

now comes into a field all its own—a field without

competition today. For, although the Operadio has

proved that it matches in performance any set on

the market, it is so compactly designed that loud

speaker, six tubes, big battery supply and all parts

are contained in a case which may be closed and

carried anywhere. Operadio Engineers spent three

years' concentrated effort on developing this amaz-

ing receiver, and its immediate and ever-growing

popularity attests their success. Now on the thresh-

old of warm weather, it offers unique advantages

which mean to you the difference between profit-

able business and slack months with overhead

going on just the same. Think of these features

—

absolute portability, freedom from outside wires or

connections, marvellous tonal quality, less frequent

battery replacements, reliability under all condi-

tions, and extreme ease of tuning. Here is an

attractive set for use at home, as well as one which

may be conveniently taken along on trips and vaca-

tions. And, for the dealer it is the ideal set to

demonstrate and sell—requiring no installation, en-

tirely complete as it stands, a set which the cus-

tomer may immediately pick up and take with him.

The 1925 Operadio is distributed by leading job-

bers. Complete particulars will be mailed direct

on request.

THE OPERADIO CORPORATION
8 South Dearborn Street Chicago, 111.

The Operadio is entirely com-
plete in its smart leatherette car-

rying case. An attractive De
Luxe Walnut Cahinet has also

been designed for those desiring

a furniture model in which the

case may be placed.

List Price

complete with

lubes and Batteries

(Portable Type Only

$189°°

Close it up

Take it with you

Use it anywhere

The Original Self-Contained Radio Set
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Columbia Phonograph Co., Ltd., Ca-
nadian Distributor of Wall Kane Needles

Nathan Cohen, President of Wall-Kane Needle Mfg. Co., Visited Toronto to Conclude Ne-
gotiations—Victor B. Hodges Directing Brunswick Distribution—News of Month

Toronto, Ont., March 7.—Following the per-

sonal visit to Canada of Nathan Cohen, presi-

dent and treasurer of the Wall-Kane Needle

Mfg. Co., Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y., negotiations

have been completed whereby the Columbia

Phonograph Co., Ltd., this city, takes charge of

the distribution for Canada for the music trade

of the Wall-Kane line.

With the merging of the Musical Merchandise

Co., Ltd., in the parent Canadian company the

Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., of Canada, Ltd.,

has placed the sales direction of Brunswick

phonograph records and Radiolas in the hands

of Victor B. Hodges, who is now right-hand

man to W. B. Puckett, the general manager.

As sales manager of the musical merchandise

division of the Brunswick Co. Mr. Hodges is

most optimistic over business prospects for 1925

and his products in particular.

C. R. Fraser Co., Ltd., 8 Colborne street, has

been appointed general Canadian distributor

for F. A. D. Andrea, Inc., New York City,

manufacturers of the Fada neutrodyne receivers.

T. C. Van Alstyne, well known throughout
the Dominion in radio circles, has identified

himself with the Canadian DeForest Radio
Corp. as technical correspondence expert.'

The Dominion Battery Co., Ltd., has in-

creased its capital stock from $200,000 to $400,-

000, the increase to consist of 2,000 $100 shares,

of which 1,500 are preferred stock.

Hunter & Co., formerly of Cornwall, Ont.,

are now conducting business at 175 St. Paul

street, St. Catharines, Ont., where they are spe-

cializing in phonographs, records and radio sets.

R. A. Brandon is now in charge of the new
radio department of Heintzman & Co.'s Lon-
don, Ont., branch.

W. B. Rollason, for the past twelve months
manager of the Heintzman & Co., Ltd., branch,

has resigned that position to start business

under his own name.
The Canadian Bureau for the Advancement

of Music has definitely decided and announced

the dates for Canada's "Music Week," whicli is

to be held May 3 to 8, inclusive.

Mason & Risch new recital hall on the second
floor of their new building in London, Ont., is

the mecca for music lovers. During the month
each Wednesday afternoon the recital hall is

used for phonograph recitals for which no ad-
mission fee is charged. A novel feature in con-
nection with these concerts is the fact that they
are broadcasted over the radio.

In Port Arthur, Ont., Francis, Ltd., makes its

windows work. It has a new one every week
and finds it is a paying proposition. One of
the recent methods employed is to use a spot
light to bring out one or two special instru-

ments which they happen to be featuring. This
method serves to rivet the attention of the
casual passer-by, as it makes visible the lighted

objects even from across the street.

Canada's National Radio Week, which was
sponsored by the Canadian Radio Trades Asso-
ciation, was a huge success; over 4,000 radio
dealers, jobbers and manufacturers co-operated
to put it over "big," making this event one of

national importance.

Announcement is made of the incorporation
of the de la Ronde Supply Co., with head offices

in Ottawa. It will deal in radio, etc. Capitali-

zation, $100,000. Louis Furnier is manager.

Important Activities Feature the Month
Throughout the Montreal Trade Territory

Phonographs Playing an Important Part in Safety First Educational Campaign—Layton Bros.

Entertain Employes—Brunswick Artists Score in Local Concerts—The News

Montreal, Can., March 8.—As part of a "Safety

First" education-campaign now being propa-

gated in Montreal, it is learned that there is a

movement on foot in some of the schools to

operate phonograph records as part of the daily

curriculum, outlining the dangers of the streets,

which children should avoid, etc.

A fine spirit of unity and co-operation was
manifested when the firm of Layton Bros., Ltd.,

entertained a party of 100 of their employes and

friends at a banquet held at the Edinburgh Cafe.

Included among the guests were W. B. Puckett,

general manager, and Victor B. Hodges, sales

manager, of the musical merchandise division

of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. of Can-

ada, Ltd.

C. W. Lindsay, Ltd.,' as jobber of the Sonora

phonograph, report sales so far this year as

very good, with prospects for the future most

encouraging.

The Victor Talking Machine Co., of Canada,

Ltd., has announced the first volume of its Mu-
sic Arts Library of Victor Records.

Michaud & Co., Ltd., have taken possession

of their new and modern warerooms, consist-

ing of a three-story building at 650 Mount Royal

avenue, East, and are confining themselves to

exploiting the McLagan line of phonographs

and Brunswick records.

Miss Margaret Young, Brunswick artist, ap-

peared in person at The Princess Theatre re-

cently and won the demonstrative appreciation

of the house during her week's engagement.

Paul Specht and His North Carolina Club

Orchestra will appear in Montreal for a limited

engagement at the Venetian Gardens.

The Delphic Study Club, which has sponsored

Music Week in Montreal in the past, announces

that this important event will take place from
March 29 to April 4.

Radio Holds Center of

the Stage in Winnipeg

Manitoba Government Co-operating With Radio
Interests in Improving Conditions

Winnipeg, Man., March 7.—Assurance that the

Manitoba Government would co-operate with

radio interests in impressing upon the Do-

minion authorities necessity for change in the

regulations governing the use and sale of radio

equipment was given by the Hon. R. W. Craig,

attorney-general, to a delegation that waited

upon him. Mr. Craig stated that the Govern-

ment fully sympathized with the aims and ob-

jects of the delegation, was alive to the neces-

Talking Machine Springs
and Repair Parts

NONE BETTER IN QUALITY NONE LOWER IN PRICE

THE RENE MANUFACTURING CO.
MONTVALE, NEW JERSEY

sity of more satisfactory arrangements, and
would lend its aid and authority to any move-
ment toward obtaining the requisite powers
from the Federal Government.
With the object of developing use of the

radio in the best interests of all concerned, the

Associated Radio of Manitoba was organized
at a representative meeting of radio manufac-
turers, wholesalers, retailers, users and repre-

sentatives of the Manitoba broadcasting sta-

tion, held in the offices of the Retail Merchants'
Association, Winnipeg, Man. Fletcher Sparling
was elected chairman, and the Retail Merchants'
Association will be asked to permit J. H. Curie,

secretary, to perform the secretarial duties. C.

H. S. Bamford, sales manager, J. H. Ashdown
Hardware Co., Ltd., this city, presided at the

meeting.

Collier's Music Store, Saskatoon, Sask., Starr

and Columbia phonograph dealer, is effectively

featuring this line.

Heintzman & Co., Ltd., Saskatoon, have in-

troduced the Brunswick Radiola to Saskatoon
fans and several attractive models of the well-

known makes are to be seen in their show-
room windows.

W. A. Smith, vice-president of the Winnipeg
Piano Co., is visiting New York and other East-

ern cities on a combined business and pleasure

trip.

In installing a broadcasting station in his

store at Yorkton, Sask., W. T. Moore, dealer

in "His Master's Voice"-Victor products in

that town, finds that he has done something
which materially helps record business, as he

uses only "His Master's Voice"-Victor Rec-

ords for his entertainment at certain hours of

each day and finds that his record sales as a

result are coming from a constantly widening

territory.

Seattle Dealers Organize

Seattle, Wash., March 5.—The music dealers

of this city recently formed a trade association

to further the interests of the retail trade in

this city. The new organization is known as

the Seattle Music Dealers and the following

officers were elected at the initial meeting: Will

Graham, president; Charles Corbin, vice-presi-

dent; C. J. Casscutt, treasurer, and E. R. Mit-

chell, secretary,
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The recognized outstanding achievement in radio

is the Croslev Trirdyn. An overburdening

amount of evidence proves that it is excelled by

none and superior to most receivers costing many
times more. It is a three-tube radio combining

one stage of tuned radio frequency, regenerative

detector and reflex amplification. This combina-

tion enables three tubes to do the work of five

or six. Brings in every large station in the coun-

try on the loud speaker. Is very selective, easy

Prices quoted ivithout accessori

to tune and economical to operate. The straight

front Trirdyn Regular, formerly $65; now $50.

The Trirdyn Special in large cabinet to house

dry cell batteries formerly $75 ; now $60. To
these have been added the new Trirdyn Regular

with sloping panel at $55 and the new Trirdyn

Special in a beautiful cabinet with sloping panel

at $65. Demand a Crosley Trirdyn at any good

dealer. All Crosley radios are licensed under

Armstrong Regenerative U. S. Patent 1,113,149.

Write for catalog.

es. West of Rockies—add 10%

sill

THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION
326 SASSAFRAS STREET Powel Crosley, Jr., President CINCINNATI. OHIO

Crosley owtis and operates Broadcasting Station WLW

Hiftf
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Isham Jones Honored by Music Publishers

at Big Banquet of Welcome to New York
Famous Orchestra Leader of Chicago and Brunswick Artist Opens at Rue de la Paix, a New

Gotham Night Club, After Five Years in Chicago—Prominent Trade Members at Dinner

Isham Jones, famous orchestra leader, com-

poser of many popular hits, music publisher and

exclusive Brunswick artist, was the guest of

honor at a testimonial dinner and reception held

at the Park Lane Hotel, New York, on Sun-

day, March 1. The allied music publishers of

New York City were responsible for this din-

ner, which was a fitting welcome to Mr. Jones,

who after five years as Chicago's most popular

orchestra director, has accepted an engagement
in New York. On Friday, March 6, Isham

Jones and his orchestra opened the Rue de la

Paix, a new night club at 247 West Fifty-fourth

street, New York, which is one of the most at-

tractive night clubs in the city and which gives

every indication of being a tremendous success.

The dinner Sunday night was a tribute to Mr.

Jones' national popularity, for the guests not

only included members of the music publishing

fraternity, but among those attending were

famous theatrical stars, prominent orchestra

leaders and well-known personages identified

with the musical and theatrical worlds. Bert

Hanlon, popular musical comedy star and vaude-

ville headliner, was the toastmaster at the din-

ner, and among the speakers of the evening

were the Hon. James J. Walker, Gene Buck,

Nathan Burkan, Bugs Baer, Wm. Brophy, di-

rector of the Brunswick recording laboratories;

Gus Kahn and Harry Reichenbach. The din-

ner was not only noteworthy for the promi-

nence of the guests attending, but for the

cordiality and good fellowship that were the pre-

dominant note throughout the evening. At the

close of the dinner, Harry Reichenbach, in be-

half of the allied music publishers of New York
City, presented Mr. Jones with a set of hand-

some diamond studded cuff links.

Carl Fenton's Orchestra and the Mound City

Blue Blowers, exclusive Brunswick artists,

played during the evening, for the dance de-

votees, and Miss Jane Green, who is one of the

star attractions at the Rue de la Paix night

• - -

Isham Jones

club, gave several numbers which were enthu-

siastically received.

Isham Jones is coming to New York with the

greatest reputation and prestige that has ever

been attained by an orchestra director in the

Middle West. For five years Isham Jones and
His Orchestra played at the College Inn at the

Hotel Sherman, Chicago, drawing capacity

crowds every night of the year and winning
acknowledgment as the most successful and
popular dance organization in the Middle West.
Isham Jones, as the director of the organiza-

tion, has won national renown, and his fame
has been enhanced considerably by his Bruns-

wick records. The Brunswick recordings made
by Isham Jones have proved for many years

among the leading record sellers on the mar-
ket, and his interpretation of popular hits has

been noteworthy for originality and distinctive-

ness. In addition to his success as an orches-

tra leader, Mr. Jones is recognized to-day as

one of the foremost song writers in the coun-

try, having written a number of very popular

hits. His newest song, "I'll See You In My
Dreams", gives every promise of being the hit

leader of the day.

The Brunswick Co., co-operated to excellent

advantage with Mr. Jones in connection with

the opening of the Rue de la Paix. Newspaper
advertisements, averaging five hundred lines

each, appeared in the leading New York daily

papers the week of March 2, and are continuing

throughout the month. On the opening night

it was impossible to secure a table, and capac-

ity crowds have been present since the opening

of the club. A midnight revue is one of the

attractions at the club, but the Isham Jones Or-

chestra is proving the magnet for New York
City's dance lovers, who are eagerly visiting the

club to hear him play.

Telemotive in New Home
The Telemotive Radio Corp., metropolitan

distributor of Apex radio receiving sets and
vernier dials and Amplion loud speakers, is now
settled in its new quarters at 552 Seventh ave-

nue. Edward M. Lang, president of the com-
pany, states that business has been very brisk

during the past few weeks, with the Apex re-

ceivers proving especially popular. Some forty

accounts have been opened within New York
City proper in the past month and aggressive

retail sales drives are under way.

Radio and Phonograph in Combination
The Big Opportunity for 1925 Merchandising

Unico Equipped Establishment of Messrs. Arding & Hobbs, London, England

THE WORLD'S LEADING PHONOGRAPH AND RADIO STORES HAVE ADOPTED UNICO MUSICAL AND
RADIO MERCHANDISING EQUIPMENT

UNICO AUDITION ROOMS—UNICO SALES and SERVICE COUNTERS—UNICO STOCK FIXTURES
Prompt Shipment from Stock—Expedited Delivery—Expert Installation

ATLANTA, GA.
25 Moore Bldg.

NEW ORLEANS, LA.
506 Marine Bank Bldg.

JOHANNESBURG, SO. AFRICA
51 Sackes Bldg.

UNICO SERVICE is WORLD WIDE
Address Nearest Branch Todav

KERN DODGE, Receiver

UNIT CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
Rayburn Clark Smith, President

Fifty-eighth St. and Grays Ave., Philadelphia, U. S. A.

DALLAS, TEX.
209 Dallas Co. Bank Bldg.

DENVER,' COLO.
1642 Arapahoe St.

LONDON, ENG.
Premier House.
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Orchestra Leader Pays
Tribute to Apex Radio

Ralph Williams, Popular Chicago Musician and
Record Artist, Sends Interesting Letter of

Commendation to Apex Electric Mfg. Co.

Chicago, III., March 7.—The Apex Electric Mfg.

Co., of this city, manufacturer of the Apex
Super-Five receiving set and other popular radio

products, received recently a very interesting

letter from Ralph Williams, director of the or-

chestra at the Rainbo Gardens in this city, who
is well known in music circles throughout the

West. Ralph Williams and His Orchestra are

popular radio broadcasting stars, broadcasting

regularly from station WQJ, the Calumet Bak-

ing Powder and the Rainbo broadcasting sta-

tion in this city. Mr. Williams is a radio fan

to a marked degree, and his letter to the Apex
Electric Mfg. Co., reading as follows, is a dis-

tinct tribute to the merits of this set:

"It gives me much pleasure to tell fyou that I have

recently installed one of your Apex Super-Five receivers in

my home. The first impression of the Apex Super-Five

is the quality and the appearance of your set. In set-

ting up the Apex Super-Five, I found it very easy to

connect the batteries, because you supply the Jones Multi-

Plug, which has the terminals marked so that any novice

can make connections most easily. Within seven minutes

after I had your set in operation, I was able to obtain

KDKA, Pittsburgh, Dallas, Davenport and Hastings, Nebr.

Then I had to hurry away to the Rainbo Gardens for

the evening concert, but Mrs. Williams had all parts

of the United States and also Canada on your receiver

with utmost ease.

"I find the operation of your set to be very simple, and

with the use of your Apex vernier dials, I can log all

stations very easily, and am also able to get peak tun-

ing on distant stations. Your set is most selective, and

as I said before, the appearance and tone quality of the

set is the most remarkable one I have ever had the pleasure

of using. I had had a great many of the foremost radio

sets in my home, but not one of them has reproduced for

me my latest Victor record success "The Prince of Wails"

so well, so clearly, so distinctly and with such fine and

perfect tone quality as has your Apex Super-Five.

"May I congratulate you most heartily upon the build-

ing of this splendid radio receiver. I will certainly pass-

my opinion of your Super-Five along among my many
musical and business friends, and you are at liberty to use

this letter in any way you may desire.

"Wishing you much success, I am,

"Faithfully, yours,

"RALPH WILLIAMS."

The Apex Electric Mfg. Co. is known through-

out the country not only as the manufacturer

of the Apex Super-Five, but as the maker of the

Apex vernier dial, the Apex Super-Seven and

the super heterodyne. The company is mak-
ing an intensive campaign in the talking ma-
chine industry, giving talking machine jobbers

and dealers exceptional co-operation in mer-

chandising Apex products. In a recent chat

with The World, one of the company's execu-

tives stated as follows:

HARDWARE
for

RADIO and PHONOGRAPH CABINETS
LID SUPPORTS BULLET CATCHES
CATCHES STOP HINGES

CONTINUOUS HINGES INVISIBLE HINGES

NEEDLE CUPS

WEBER-KNAPP CO.
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

"No class of dealers knows the fundamental

requisites of making a success of the radio

business better than does the talking machine
dealer—the dealer, if you please, who handles

musical instruments. There is going to be a

steady elimination of unprogressive and unsuc-

cessful radio dealers during the year 1925. The
thought has been advanced here that by the

end of this year radio dealer representation, as

a whole, will be sound, sane and profitable.

The dealer who will remain as merchandiser of

radio products will be the one who knows
how to merchandise properly, who knows how
to sell a product that entertains and educates,

who knows it is absolutely imperative to main-

tain an attractive and up-to-date establishment,

who knows how to sell on a 'terms' basis when
necessary and knows how to cater to the woman
buyer.

"Just as the radio dealer must be alive to all

good methods of merchandising in order to

make a success of the radio business, so must
the manufacturer of radio products realize the

importance of building the best possible piece of

merchandise that engineering ingenuity and
money can produce. With these plans as our

foundation, we are sparing no money in the

production of our merchandise and have en-

gaged the foremost engineers in the radio in-

dustry to develop our inventions and perfect our

products."

W. Lionel Sturdy Dies
at His Home in England

Manager of European Headquarters of The
Talking Machine World Passes Away After a

Lengthy Illness

CARTER RADIO PRODUCTS
Over 92 of the best set manufacturers have
adopted Carter Products as standard equip-

ment, after the severest tests. Thousands
of dealers have found "Carter" the best

sellers.

Don't stock up with poor parts. They spoil

your business. Good parts make satisfied

customers. Carter products are known and
used by hundreds of thousands. They
make friends for you.

PLUGS PORTABLE JACKS — LOOP AERIALS
In Canada—CARTER RADIO CO., Limited—Toronto.

Any Jobber Can

Supply

Offices in Principal

Cities

It is with deep and sincere regret that The
World announces the death of W. Lionel

Sturdy, manager of our London headquarters,

which occurred at his home in High Barnet,

England, on February 8, after a lengthy period

of ill health.

Mr. Sturdy had looked after the interests of

The Talking Machine World in England and
on the Continent for something like 15 years,

and during that period had always rendered
loyal and most efficient service. He was an
active factor in British trade affairs, and at the

time of his death occupied the position of Ad-
vertising Manager of The Music Trades Review
of London.
Mr. Sturdy is survived by a widow to whom

the staff of The World takes occasion to ex-
tend their sincere sympathy.

PHONOGRAPH CASES
RADIO CASES

Reinforced 3-ply Veneer
The Standard Case for Talking

Machines and Radio Sets

Let at figure en your requirement*
MADE BY

PLYWOOD CORPORATION, Goldsboro, N. C.
Mill* in V*„ N. C and S. C

Gets Argentine Patent

A patent has just been issued in the Argen-
tine Republic to William H. Priess, the well-

known radio engineer and president of the

Priess Radio Corp., New York City, manufac-
turer of the Priess PR-5 and PR-3 receiving

sets. In all, Mr. Priess was allowed one hun-
dred and fifty-two claims, including a basic pat-

ent on radio frequency amplification on tuned

and untuned radio frequency and many allied

patents that should be of interest to radio en-

gineers.

Erects Broadcasting Station

Camden, Ark., March 11.—Bensberg's Music
Shop, South Adams street, recently installed a

broadcasting station at the store which has a

range of from 300 to 1,000 miles. Application

for permission to operate the station has been

made to the Government.
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Sub-Committee Appointed by House to

Draft a Compromise Copyright Bill

Following Series of Hearings on Perkins Bill to Amend Existing Copyright Law Effort Will Be
Made During Summer to Prepare Compromise Measure for the Next Session of Congress

Washington, D. C, March 12.—The hearings

on the Perkins Bill to revamp the copyright

laws of the United States, the first of which
were reported in The World last month, have

continued over the several weeks, with various

members of the talking machine trade appear-

ing before the House Committee on Patents

in opposition to the proposed measure.

One of those most active in fighting the bill,

and incidentally the demands of the publishers,

was John G. Payne, of the Victor Talking Ma-
chine Co., who offered testimony before the

committee on several occasions. He opposed

the repeal of the present license features, the

entrance of the United States into the Berne

Copyright Convention, and other proposals that

would have a tendency to throw the talking-

machine industry into chaos. His views were
supported by a number of other representa-

tives of the talking machine manufacturers,

among them being Henry Lanahan, represent-

ing Thos. A. Edison, Inc.

Mr. Payne was informed by Representative

Fritz Lanham (Dem.), of Texas, that some of

the members of the House Patents Committee
were trying to get some proper copyright law

that would not only protect the authors and

composers, but other people of interest in their

respective lines, adding that so long as the

various interests continue to work at cross pur-

poses the chances are that there will be no

copyright legislation whatsoever enacted, inti-

mating that on the other hand there might be

legislation not altogether satisfactory to all

concerned.

"I want to make it clear in the minds of the

members of the Committee," added Mr. Payne,

"we have no quarrel with the principles ad-

vanced by the publishers adequately to protect

themselves against these fly-by-night companies

which step into the field.and take musical com-

positions without royalty. This actually would

have the effect of protecting the legitimate me-

chanical companies as well." There has been

considerable discussion of the operation of the

so-called "gyp" companies, whose competition

it is difficult to meet on the one hand and whose

operations on the other hand are very unprofit-

able from the standpoint of royalties. Mr.

Payne expressed the belief that the publishers

were well paid under the two cents per copy

rate of royalty provided by existing law.

The Prosperity of the Publishers

"The publishers have a right to be prosper-

ous," he admitted. "We do not wish to de-

velop a situation where we have to step in and

compete with the publishers. We have enough

t»uble competing with those in our own line

of business and one of the principal reasons

why we believe it is for the good of the indus-

try as a whole to preserve the mechanical re-

production compulsory license provisions of the

present law in some form, if that can be worked
out so that it will protect the 'authors, is that it

will avoid the building up of a great monopoly
either on the part of the mechanical people or

the publishers and it will be the means whereby
the publishers can continue their lines of busi-

ness and the mechanical people can maintain

theirs."

Mr. Payne voiced his opposition to the pro-

posal to remove from the present free list to

the royalty list the vast amount of non-copy-

righted music held to be in the public domain
and not subject to royalty charge. He had de-

clared that should this occur the royalty would
go to the publishers who had previously bought
the compositions and the authors and compos-
ers whom this legislation is proposed to assist

would not benefit at all. It was intimated that

there is an inclination on the part of some of

the members of the committee to remove this

retroactive feature from the pending bill.

Speaks for Thos. A. Edison, Inc.

Mr. Lanahan next explained the development
of the talking machine from the time it was
invented by Thos. A. Edison, .in 1877, until

now it is among the foremost devices for the

amusement of the general public. He declared

that had the Perkins bill been a law in the early

days of the industry there would never have

been the great development which ha? brought

this instrument and the music of the great mas-
ters and the voice records produced by the lead-

ing singers of the world within reach of all

classes of people. He joined with Mr. Payne
in his opposition to the repeal of the com-
pulsory license features as proposed in this bill

by omission.

Columbia Phonograph Co. Represented

Arthur D. Garmeize, representing the Co-

lumbia Phonograph Co., declared there is no

fight between the manufacturers and the au-

thors, but between the former and the publish-

ers. Some of these latter, he said, contemplate

the formation of a huge trust which would give

them almost a monopoly over musical produc-

tions. He said six concerns now control be-

tween 50 and 60 per cent of the sheet music

and under this bill would have even a greater

control.

He declared that the radio industry could not

be compared with the mechanical music indus-

try because the former is building up its busi-

ness by taking something they know does not

belong to them, while the latter built up its

industry on music to which the courts held them

entitled. This right was taken from the manu-

facturers by act of Congress in 1909—now it is

proposed to take away all the rights the manu-
facturers have.

Brunswick Co. Opposes Measure
The attention of the committee was invited

to the changed character of the law dealing
with the use of copyrighted works when George
W. Case, Jr., on behalf of the Brunswick Co.,

attacked the pending measure.

There is no limit to which the publishers
could go in exacting their fee from the use of

copyright music through omission of the words
"for profit." This section is broad enough to

cover most anything. Its text is as follows:

"(a) To copy, print, reprint, publish, produce,
reproduce or transmit the copyright work in

any form; and to vend or otherwise dispose of

such work and to authorize its public use in

any manner or by any means whatsoever."
William Hamilton Osborne, counsel for the

Authors' League, favoring the bill, declared it

proposes only to put into effect by law trade

practices now existing. When the present law
was drawn these trade practices could not be
foretold.

George D. Beattys, representing the Aeolian
Co., declared that "there is no foundation in

fact for the claim that we pay large sums to

artists and a picayune two cents to the com-
posers.

"We have paid, in the last five years, to

music publishers in royalties for so-called pop-
ular word rolls or song rolls $287,320; as to

how much the composer gets I do not know,
but I don't believe he gets very much. We
paid the artists $26,800—one-tenth as much as

the publishers received."

Mr. Beattys advocated the extension of the

license provisions of law to the word rolls.

Herman B. Schaad, of the Aeolian Co., also

appeared at the hearing.

Mrs. Nevins a Witness
At a session on February 24, given over to

the opposition to the bill and at which repre-

sentatives of motion picture theatre owners
voiced their protest against various stages of

the bill, Mrs. Ethelbert Nevins appeared to dis-

cuss some of the statements accredited to Mr.

Payne, of the Victor Co.

She denied she had received money beyond
one payment of $15,000 from the Victor Co.

for use of music written by her late husband.

She stated that this had been secured as a re-

sult of an attorney's conference under a com-
promise to keep the matter out of the courts.

She said had she brought suit for damages she

would have asked $60,000. The witness com-
plained that her first action for infringement

was on the orchestral arrangement of "The
Rosary." She stated that her husband had not

sold outright, as previously stated, "The Ro-
sary" for $15, and "Narcissus" and other pieces

for a little more, but had marketed them on a

royalty basis. She explained that "The Rosary",

has sold as high as 1,500 copies a day, all on a

royalty basis. The original is on file in the

Congressional Library.

KAMERAPHONE
This Kamera-

phone is man-

ufactured in

the United
States and

fully protected

by patents.

I n fringements

will be prose-

cuted

fullest

to the

extent

The most compact and prac-

tical talking machine in the

world. As effective as a large

cabinet, yet can be carried

in a hand bag.

Fully Guaranteed Send for Sample

Limited Distributor Territory Open
of the law.

Write or Wire to

Dimensions, 434x534 ins.

Weight, 4*/2 lbs.

SPECIALTY TRADING CO.
547 Broadway New York

Liberal Jobber and Dealer Discount.

List Price $15.00
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In discussing her returns under mechanical
license royalties, she stated that one of her pub-

lishers, the John Church Co., of Cincinnati, re-

ported $707.38 on royalties accruing since 1909,

and that Gustav Schirmer, of Boston, received

from eighteen companies a total of $7,066.26, of

which nearly $5,000 came from the Q R S Mu-
sic Co.

Following the series of four hearings, held

on January 22 and February 10, and 24, the first

being devoted to arguments by those in favor

of the measure and the last three to argu-

ments from those opposed to it, among whom
were included the representatives of the talk-

ing machine trade, a sub-committee consisting

of Representatives Florian Lampert, Wiscon-
sin; Randolph Perkins, New Jersey; Frank R.

Reid, Illinois; Fritz G. Lanham, Texas; and Sol

Bloom, New York, was appointed to work on

a new bill designed to bring into harmony the

desires of various conflicting interests.

The sub-committee will hold conferences

during the summer with those interested in the

copyright measure in an effort to effect a com-
promise, and it is regarded as certain that copy-

right legislation will be one of the important

issues before the next Congress when it con-

venes in December. It is understood that rep-

resentatives of the Music Industries Chamber of

Commerce, which has aligned itself with the

talking machine, record and player roll inter-

ests in opposition to the measure, will confer

with the sub-committee during the Summer and

keep in close. touch with developments.

Indianapolis and Chicago

Edison Distributors Merge

Another merger in the Edison jobbing busi-

ness which recently took place was that of the

jobbing business formerly conducted from In-

dianapolis, under the name of The Edison Pho-

nograph Distributing Co. of Indianapolis, which

has been merged with the jobbing business con-

ducted from Chicago for a long period of time

under the name of The Edison Phonograph Dis-

tributing Co.

The headquarters of the consolidation are lo-

cated in Chicago and F C. I'ullin, who has

been identified with the Edison industry for a

great many years, and who has been manager
of the Indianapolis jobbing business, is now
manager of the consolidated Chicago jobbing

organization. The new arrangement is expected

to simplify distribution problems.

Victor Go.'s Sixth Radio
Program a Popular One

Burr, Murray, Wiedoeft and Other Popular

Artists Broadcast Through Fourteen Radio

Stations on the Evening of March 12

The sixth of the Victor Co.'s series of pro-

grams via radio was broadcast from Station

WEAF, New York, on Thursday evening,

March 12, being relayed through thirteen other

broadcasting stations from Boston, Mass., to St.

Paul-Minneapolis, and as far South as Cincin-

nati.

The program was quite in contrast to those

which preceded it, in that it was made up en-

tirely of popular features, the artists being

Henry Burr, Billy Murray, Rudy Wiedoeft, the

Peerless Quartet and the International Novelty

Orchestra. It is expected that the contrast be-

tween the returns from the popular program
and those that preceded it will prove distinctly

interesting.

Eby Binding Posts Proving
Popular With the Trade

Philadelphia, Pa., March 6.—The H. H. Eby
Mfg. Co., manufacturer of- Eby binding posts,

is now doing business with most of the leading

manufacturers of radio sets. In a recent chat

with The World relative to the quality demand
for radio, H. H. Eby, president of the com-
pany, gave an interesting resume of conditions

in the radio field. He stated in part: "When the

radio business first started about five years ago
there was a mere handful of manufacturers who
were farsighted enough to build quality prod-

ucts. Many firms, eager to sell large quantities

of their goods at the very beginning, cheap-

ened their products and competed on a strictly

price basis. Others, believing in the future of

the radio industry and anticipating the present

demand for quality merchandise, maintained

both quality and prices. The result of this

policy is now reflected in an interesting rever-

sal of the whole situation. The manufacturers

of quality products, on account of the large

volume which they have built up, are now in

a position to offer their merchandise at a price

at least equal to and in some cases below the

price of inferior goods.

"The H. H. Eby Mfg. Co. was among the first

to make a quality insulated b :nding post with a

knob or top that would not come off. The orig-

inal high quality has been maintained through-

out the entire history of our organization."

The wisdom of this policy is reflected in the

announcement that at the present time nearly

five hundred jobbers handle and catalog Eby
binding posts and that these posts are also the

standard equipment with nearly two hundred

and fifty manufacturers of radio sets, electrical

instruments and appliances. It is announced
that the current reduction of prices on the Eby
line has been made possible solely through this

large volume of business.

Radio Firm Chartered

The Advance Radio Research Laboratories,

New York, were recently incorporated at Al-

bany with a capital stock of $10,000. The in-

corporators are A. and M. Kaplowitz and M
R in gel.

* V""
1

Eagle Chargers
The outstanding success in the bulb charger field

!

The first—and ONLY—bulb charger to charge 120 volts

of "B" battery in series.

Reliable—efficient—well-built—with such a high safety

factor that no fuse is needed. Think what this means

—

you can throw a direct short circuit across binding posts

on the EAGLE CHARGER without harming either charger or bulb—and
leave it this way for two or three hours with perfect safety. There is quality

construction for you.

EAGLE is a good charger to sell. Competition is clean—ALWAYS. EAGLE
quality is proverbial. EAGLE sales policy is excellent—and the replacement
policy most liberal. Jobbers—dealers—manufacturers—all recommend EAGLE
CHARGERS.

Write today for the sales story of EAGLE.
It is worth reading—no obligation whatever.

Foreign & Domestic Electrical Commodities
Incorporated

Eastern Office

629-635 W. 23rd Street
• New York, N. Y.

Western Office

11502 Madison Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio
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Talking Machine and Radio Business
in Salt Lake Territory Is Satisfactory

Dealers Report Business for Month of February as Normal—Brunswick Radiolas Continue in

Demand—General Industrial Outlook Bright—News of the Trade

Salt Lake City, Utah, March 6.—The talking

machine business in this section might be de-

scribed as normal for the season. A few weeks

ago some of the retail firms complained that it

was in a condition bordering on "dead," but

sales have increased since then.

Brunswick Radiolas in Demand
Wholesale firms report satisfactory business.

R. F. Perry, of the Brunswick Co., who was
getting ready for a month's tour of that com-
pany's Idaho territory when the writer called,

said business right now was very satisfactory.

The big business was being done in the centers

of population, though he would not say the

country sales were unsatisfactory. Brunswick

Radiolas, especially the models containing the

a number of these machines, he said, were be-

ing sold for cash, though time-payments were

leading, as they are in everything else. Mr.

Perry said records were selling well, and that

Brunswick artists who are singing at broadcast-

ing stations are increasing instead of decreasing

the sale of their own records.

Industrial Outlook Bright

The industrial outlook is still regarded as ex-

cellent by business men in every line, though

right now there is a surplus of labor. The sit-

uation, however, is not as bad as it has been

some years at this season. The bitter weather

of several weeks ago is believed to be respon-

sible for the temporary slump.

Radio Sales Continue Brisk

departments on a serious scale are still selling

a lot of this equipment, and most of them say

it is proving a better thing for them at this

time than phonographs, though a goodly por-

tion of the business might be termed as 50 per

cent phonograph, owing to the "combination"
idea.

Miss Ericson in New Position

Miss Beth Ericson, in charge of the educa-

tional department of the John Elliot Clark Co.,

of this city, but for many months past on the

sick list, has been placed at the head of the

new educational department organized by the

Consolidated Music Co. Miss Ericson, who is

regarded as very capable, will have charge of

the broadcasting operations of the Consolidated,

which are attracting considerable attention.

A Thoughtful Gift

President and General Manager Jos. J.

Daynes, of the Daynes-Beebe Music Co., ha?

presented the Salt Lake county infirmary with

fifty records following the presentation to the

inmates of the stitution of a phonograph by
the Latter-day Saint or Mormon relief society.

News Notes of the Trade
"Don't forget to take home needles and rec-

ords," admonishes a sign attached to a talking

machine outside of the door of the beautiful

Glen Bros.-Roberts Piano Co. Ogden store.

As these lines are being written it is reported

that the phonograph department at the Auer-

bach Co.'s department store is being closed out.

Charles Wille, in charge of the mechanical

department of the Brunswick Co., Salt Lake
City branch, is at present taking an extension

course in radio at the company's factory in

Dubuque, la.

The Cedar City Drug Co., Cedar City, Utah,

Brunswick dealer, is enlarging its phonograph
department.

The Milford Pharmacy, Milford, Utah, is ex-

panding its Brunswick department.

R. F. Perry, of the Brunswick Co., is back

from a business trip to Nevada. He reported

the company's dealers at Ely and Elko, that

State, as enjoying a nice business.

J. M. Stone, of Operadio

Corp., Visits N. Y. Trade

J. M. Stone, president of the Operadio Corp.,

Chicago, manufacturer of the Operadio radio

receiving set, was a recent visitor to New York,

calling upon some of his friends in the trade.

Mr. Stone was particularly interested in the in-

stallation of Operadios in the Hotel Roosevelt,

New York, for this well-known hostelry is

planning to give its guests a special service

by arranging for the installation of Operadios

in their rooms whenever desired. Mr. Stone

stated that Operadio sales figures were very

satisfactory for the first two months of the

year, and his company is co-operating with its

dealers in every possible way in the develop-

ment of sales plans for the Spring and Summer
months.

Modernizing Estey Talking

Machine Department

The Estey Co. talking machine department,

under the management of Mrs. Therese M.

Quimby, is being modernized and attractively

redecorated to harmonize with the rest of that

company's store at Seventeenth and Walnut
streets, Philadelphia, Pa. The Estey department

has been enjoying a fairly active business since

the first of the year and is one of the few stores

reporting good business in its records and radio

sets which it distributes. The company has

built a large business through its consistent ef-

forts to sell quality products.

York Radio Furniture, New York, was re-

cently incorporated at Albany with a capital

stock of $15,000. The incorporators are B. D.

Berenson, A. J. Fiddings and C. Young.

Super-Heterodyne, are the best sellers. Quite Salt Lake City music dealers operating radio

^Emersoth
Records hnci

Phonographs

The R\adio Cabinet Supreme!
List $125—Net Only $67.50

This is the cabinet that will enable you to sell radio to the discriminating. Sur-

passingly beautiful as a piece of furniture, exquisite in tone quality, unusually

moderate in price, it represents the ideal in a de luxe radio cabinet.

The construction and finish is of the very finest. The design is of the classic

Tudor period. Made of duo-tone American Walnut with nickel trimmings

throughout.

It has three tiers. The upper tier contains

a specially designed loud speaker equipped
with the famous Utah speaker unit. The
second tier is the receiver compartment and
the third tier the compartment for the bat-

teries, etc.

The many outstanding features of the Emer-
son Radio Cabinet No. 125 make it an easy

seller. Order without delay. List price $125,

net $67.50, F. O. B., N. Y. C.

MEASUREMENTS
Size over all: Zfis/g inches wide; 17% inches deep;

51 inches high.

Inside cabinet capacity for instrument: 10%
inches high; 12 l/2 inches deep; 33% inches
wide.

Panel measurements: 30% inches long; 9%
inches wide.

Inside cabinet capacity for batteries, etc. : 10%
inches high; 12y2 inches deep; 33% inches
wide.

Size of Grill: 10 3/16 inches high; 1554 inches
wide.

Emerson Radio and Phonograph Corp.
Sole Sales Agents for Emerson Records throughout the world

307-9 Sixth Avenue New York City
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and the RADIOWISE
THE rapid-fire popularity achieved by this

wonder-working Aladdin of Radio immedi-
ately upon its introduction is proof positive that

the American Radio Public is now full grown
Radiowise.

They "knoiv a good thing when they see it."

Ask any Thermiodyne owner whether he would part

with his six-tube Master Control distance-getter, at any
price, if he could not secure another. The reason for

his emphatic "No" is, that even if he were to pay $500
for a radio set, he knows that he cannot find one that

would EQUAL Thermiodyne's performance.

Comparison Challenged—At Any Price!

This is a plain statement of fact backed up by an

unconditional guarantee of distance-getting ability, sharp

selecting and clarity of tone, all tuned in with a one-

hand Master Control.

Thermiodyne is the only radio receiver on the mar-

ket that brings in stations INSTANTLY by tuning to

their respective wavelengths. You really don't "tune"

THERMIODYNE—you snap in—in loud-speaker volume
—INSTANTLY—and always at the same setting—without

squeals—without howls. Logging is obsolete—a radio

discard! Don't be misled. You can't buy a High Quality

radio receiver at the price of a poor performer.

Thermiodyne Radio Corporation
EXECUTIVE and SALES OFFICES: NEW YORK

Gotham National Bank Building, 1819 Broadway
WORKS and PLANTS: PLATTSBURGH, NEW YORK
Canadian Sales Office—Dominion Thermiodyne Radio Corp.

427 Phillips Place, Montreal, Quebec

Unconditional—
GUARANTEE

Thermiodyne will bring

in more stations in one

minute—quietly, clearly

— with loud speaker
volume—than any other

receiver will bring in

in ten minutes.

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. Licensed under Trube and other patents pending
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Stewart Sales Go. Named
Exclusive Sleeper Jobber

Well-known Indianapolis Music Distributor

Appointed Exclusive Sleeper Distributor for

Indiana and Part of Illinois

An announcement of importance concerning

the appointment of radio distributors among
old time music jobbers was recently made by
Gordon C. Sleeper, president of the Sleeper

Radio Corp., Long Island City, manufacturer

of the Sleeper Monotrol radio receiving sets.

"We take pleasure in announcing that another

important link in our chain of distributors

across the country has been added by the ap-

pointment of the Stewart Sales Co., Indianapo-

lis, as exclusive distributor in the State of In-

diana and the eastern tier of counties south

of Cook County, in the State of Illinois. Both

T. E. Stewart and his son, George E. Stewart,

arc well known throughout ihe country and

particularly in -the Indianapolis territory."

The exclusive feature of the Sleeper franchise

for the State of Indiana makes possible the ap-

pointment of exclusive dealers under the

Sleeper Community Dealer Plan.

With the assistance of Kenyon W. Mix, of

the Sleeper organization, over twenty active

dealer accounts have been opened in the first

week and with the plan of co-operation which

exists for advertising and sales support it is be-

lieved that not less than fifty accounts will be

opened during the month of March.

Edward B. Lyons Joins

Erner Electric Go. Staff

Former General Manager of Eclipse Musical

Co. Now With Popular RCA Distributor in

the Cleveland Territory

H. S. Johnson in West

Cleveland, O., March 7.—Edward B. Lyons,

formerly general manager of the Eclipse Musi-

cal Co., of this city, Victor wholesaler and one

of the most popular sales executives in the talk-

ing machine industry, has joined the forces of

the Erner Electric Co., 1430 West Ninth street.

H. S. Johnson, of the executive office of

the R. E. Thompson Mfg. Co., is now on the

Pacific Coast visiting Thompson distributors

and dealers. He reports that Munson-Rayner
Corp., of Los Angeles and San Francisco; L.

D. Heater Co., of Portland, and the Hopper-

Kelly Co., of Seattle, are meeting with good

success in their radio activities. Mr. Johnson

expects to visit Spokane, Salt Lake City, and

Denver in the next two weeks.

PETER PAN GRAMOPHONE
_Collapsibie

Horn

Handle

Reprodue

Turntable

Set Screws for
Leveling Record

Regulator

Edward B. Lyons

Turntable
as sPec 'a l sales representative. The Erner Elec-

underRecord
tr ;c qq j s a distributor of RCA products, and

has achieved exceptional success in merchan-

dising Radiolas, Radiotrons and other RCA
products among dealers in Cleveland territory.

Distributors Wanted
Exclusive Territory

Liberal Discounts

TO RIGHT PARTIES

A BIG SELLER-Once Sold It Stays Sold

Now That Summer Is Nearly Here With Vacations and

Automobile Trips It's Time to Prepare to Reap the

Harvest of Big Sales That Are Bound to Result From

Showing This Machine.

Write for Territory Information and Discounts

PETER PAN GRAMOPHONE CO.

Audak Go. Acquires New
Factory for the Selectron

The Audak Co., manufacturer of the well-

known record demonstrating product of the

same name and manufacturer of the Selectron,

the new equipment making available the talk-

ing machine amplifying chamber for radio pur-

poses, has just acquired new factory quarters

at 325 Deane street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

The executive offices of the company will

remain at 565 Fifth avenue, in the larger quar-

ters on the eleventh floor of that address. The
Canal street factory of the company in New
York City is being re-equipped and enlarged.

Under the present manufacturing plans of the

company the Selectron will be produced in

great quantities and shipments for the time

being will be made from both the New York
and Brooklyn factories.

Visits Louis Buehn Go.

Harold C. Griffith, of the R. E. Thompson
Mfg. Co., visited the Louis Buehn Co., at

Philadelphia, recently in the interest of his

company. The Louis Buehn Co. is exclusive

Thompson distributor for eastern Pennsylvania

and has been very successful in interesting the

leading musical accounts of that territory. Mr.

Griffith states that C. E. Shepherd, sales man-

ager of the Louis Buehn Co., feels that radio

sales will continue throughout the Summer
months and that plans are being made to en-

courage dealers' efforts to eliminate the Sum-

mer "bugaboo."

342 Madison Avenue New York

Trade Likes Thompson Radio

William H. Nolan, Chicago manager of the

R. E. Thompson Mfg. Co., has been busy call-

ing on the trade in Minneapolis and St. Paul.

Mr. Nolan, formerly with the Victor Co., is

meeting with big success in establishing radio

outlets with responsible music houses.
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The Finest Radio Tube in

the World

Now Made to Fit

Small 3 Volt Sockets as

Well as Standard Sockets

DEALERS: You can now demonstrate

every high grade radio receiver in your

stock with

—

BRIGHTSONTRUE BLUE TUBES
The addition of the new Power-Plus
type, which operates on 4 to 6 volts

of storage battery current and doubles

the volume of standard 3 volt socket

Super-Heterodynes, gives True Blue
Dealers a big advantage. You can

demonstrate any fine set at its best.

A Big Tube
That Fits Small Sockets

Power-Plus True Blue Tubes have
plates and grids four times larger than
any other tubes fitting the same sized

sockets or adapters. Their filaments

are twice as long. They have double

the electron emission.

Interchangeable and Non-Microphonic

Power-Plus True Blue Tubes are just

as uniform and noiseless in operation
as Standard True Blues. They need
no shock absorbers in any set. Both
types have solid silver contacts, genu-
ine bakelite bases and are blown of

blue glass.

Increase Your Loop Set Sales
With True Blue Tubes

Loop reception solves the Summer
static problem. Many loop sets have
been handicapped by noisy tubes.
Demonstrate your Super-Heterodynes
with True Blues and prove that Sum-
mer radio is practical.

Standard Type one, three or five in

a safety case. Power-Plus Type one,

three, six or eight in a safety case.

Mail Your Order Today for a
Demonstration Set of

Brightson True Blue Tubes
Write on your business stationery to the distributor nearest you or
to us for the set of tubes you need to sell your best sets. You will be
billed less your proper discount at $6 each for Standard and $5 each
for Power-Plus True Blue Tubes. Some Jobber Territory still open.

BRIGHTSON LABORATORIES, Inc.
16 West 34th Street, New York, N. Y.

DISTRIBUTED BY
Wm. C. Oakes, 832 Park Square Bldg., Boston, Mass.
R. G. Newland, Glenbrook, Conn.
Trilling & Montague, 49 North Seventh St, Philadelphia, Pa.
Yahr & Lang*, 207 East Water St., Milwaukee, Wis.
A. G. Schultz, 28-31 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Magneto & Machine Co., 1035 Cathedral St., Baltimore, Md.
Triad Sales Co., Trust Co. of N. J. Bldg., Jersey City, N. J.
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Record Manufacturers Indicate Desire
to Assist Dealers in Solving Problems

Several Representative Manufacturers Reply to Resolutions Adopted in January by the Music

Merchants' Association of Ohio—General Improvement in Situation

Cleveland, O., March 4.—On January 12 in Co-

lumbus, O., there was held a special meeting of

the Music Merchants' Association of Ohio to

consider the talking machine record situation,

the meeting being the outgrowth of direct inter-

est aroused in the matter as the result of an

interesting and exhaustive paper on the subject

read at the annual convention of that organiza-

tion in Cleveland in September.

As a result of the discussions at the Colum-

bus meeting there were passed resolutions, copies

of which were sent to the various talking ma-
chine record manufacturers with the request

that they give consideration to the matter and

if possible make such changes and suggestions

as would help to relieve the situation. The
resolutions read:

ipoy/firo/ye'
Y. KING OF/ILL «/

Loud Speaker UNIT

Acoustic

Control «n

List Price

*5

^HEADSET
for Real D-X Range

SELL/
A STOCK of Royalfone Units

and Headsets turns over large-

ly of its own accord. One user starts

talking and sales begin. Every Royal-
fone product sold sells another. Con-
sistent sellers because they're all uni-

formly high quality—good value at

reasonable prices. Let a trial order
show you

!

Send your order NOW!

ROYAL ELECTRICAL
LABORATORIES

Newark Dept. T. W. N. J.

Resolved, By the Music Merchants' Association of Ohio,

in convention assembled in Columbus, Ohio, on January

12, 1925, that it is the sense of the talking machine

dealers in Ohio that:

First—All manufacturers of phonograph records and

machines are producing too many of each for profitable

consumption by the retailers and the buying public.

Second—That the margin of profit allowed to the re-

tailers by all manufacturers of phonographs and records

is too small in view of the constantly rising overhead

to permit retail dealers to continue to give the space in

their stores, the time in the promotion of sales, service

demanded and the general efforts required in successful

merchandising, to the phonograph and record business,

and

Be it further resolved, That these conclusions, based

upon the actual figures and experiences of Ohio retail

phonograph merchants, be respectfully called to the atten-

tion of all the phonograph and record manufacturers in

America, with the suggestion that they verify the same,

and co-operate with the Ohio phonograph dealers in work-

ing out some plan whereby the mutual investments and

business of both manufacturer and retailer can be pro-

tected, increased and again be made profitable to all, and

Be it further resolved, that it is the sense of this

meeting that all manufacturers of talking machines and

records adopt some uniform plan whereby the retailer

may be relieved of his surplus stock of records, by re-

turning to the particular manufacturer, whose merchan-

dise he carries, a reasonable amount of his surplus stock

of records for credit against the purchase of any other

merchandise manufactured by him; and that this ex-

change be at intervals not exceeding every four months,

and that an adjustment be made in discounts that will

allow the dealer a larger margin of profit; and

Be it further resolved, That a copy of this resolution

be forwarded to all the known phonograph and record

manufacturers in America by the secretary of this Asso-

ciation.

Manufacturers Anxious to Co-operate

Subsequent developments have indicated a de-

sire on the part of record manufacturers to aid

the dealers in every possible way in the solv-

ing of any problems connected with record dis-

tribution. E. B. Bartlett, vice-president of the

W. W. Kimball Co., Chicago, stated that al-

though his concern did not make records it was

giving attention to the standardization of its

phonographs wherever possible, thereby elimi-

nating the number of styles a dealer is re-

quired to carry to make a representative show-

ing.

Good Suggestions From Brunswick

John F. Ditzell, manager of record sales of

the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., in a lengthy

and detailed memorandum made a number of

recommendations to the dealers whereby they

could keep their record business and their rec-

ord stocks in proper shape, setting forth as the

outstanding factors having a bearing on turn-

over: First, the number of records released

each month; second, the superseding of each

list with an announcement of later records

within a short period after previous lists have

been announced; third, the identifying of rec-

ords with the date of release; fourth, the opera-

tion of certain sales plans which are recom-

mended to dealers from time to time, pertain-

ing to the policy of "always something new
on Brunswick records"; fifth, the number of

records in the general catalogs, and sixth, the

artists as the dealer's merchandise, instead of

the selection.

Mr. Ditzell went into details regarding each

of the points mentioned and emphasized the

fact that under the Brunswick policy, there

would at no time appear more than 1,000 selec-

tions in the annual catalog, with an average of

between 800 and 900, a satisfactory condition

from the dealer's standpoint.

The Columbia Co.'s Policy

S. S. I.armon, branch manager of the Co-

lumbia Phonograph Co., in a letter stated that

his company a year ago had realized the wis-

dom of fewer record releases each month and

had adopted that policy. The record return

system adopted by this company also served to

keep record stocks to a reasonable size and

alive. The recent increase of the dealer's dis-

count to 50 per cent was also to be expected
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to ease the situation by allowing a wider margin
of profit.

W. W. Taggart, of the Gennett record di-

vision of the Starr Piano Co., also agreed with

the merchants that many of their complaints

were justified and stated that the Gennett Rec-

ord Exchange and the adoption of semi-monthly

instead of weekly releases had proved of real

service to dealers handling Gennett records.

G. E. Milles, of the Pathc Phonograph and

Radio Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y., also replied to the

resolution with a request for more information.

Other Associations to Act.

An interesting development was the receipt of

letters from a number of other trade associa-

tions, among them the National Association of

Music Merchants; the New York Piano Mer-

chants' Association, the Denver Music Mer-

chants' Association and the Texas Music Mer-

chants' Association, several of which organiza-

tions plan to take up the same discussion.

New Pet O Fone Distributors

The Pet O Fone Mfg. Co., 557 Broadway,

New York City, which recently announced a

camera-size portable talking machine, has

been appointing distributors in some of the

larger centers of the United States. The Pet O
Fone instrument is quite unique and while it is

miniature in size it plays ten inch records and

has a volume that compares favorably with

some of the larger size portables.

R. O. Crowell With Eagle Go.

R. O. Crowell has joined the service depart-

ment of the Eagle Radio Co., Newark, N. J.

Mr. Crowell is the author of a radio hand book
for amateurs and was formerly connected with

the retail field.
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Thompson Vice-President

Addresses Times Staff

R. W. Porter Tells N. Y. Times Sales Staff

Why the R. E. Thompson Mfg. Co. Is

Featuring Radio on a Musical Basis

At the invitation of B. T. Butterworth, ad-

vertising manager of the New York Times, R
W. Porter, vice-president of the R. E. Thomp-
son Mfg. Co., addressed the Times sales staff

on March 6. Mr. Porter, who had just returned

from a mid-West trip in which he was making
some tie-ups on the newspaper advertising cam-
paign of the Thompson organization, was in fine

R. W. Porter

fettle for the purpose, the Thompson Co.

having inserted "original" advertisements in the

rotogravure sections of the New York Times
and Chicago Tribune issues of February fif-

teenth with authorization for similar copy in the

March fifteenth issues of these publications.

These advertisements are particularly interest-

ing through the fact that they attract their at-

tention through their appeal for good music.

In other words, the Thompson organization is

out to sell music first and the Thompson in-

strument second. In his remarks to the ad-

vertising staff of the Times Mr. Porter out-

lined the purposes of the Thompson organiza-

tion in the development of sales along these

lines; that the future welfare of the radio in-

dustry is involved in the recognition of the

high class receiving set as a new and efficient

musical product.

Brightson, Inc., Marketing
New "True Blue" Tube

The Brightson Laboratories, Inc., New York,

has just placed on the market a new "True
Blue" tube, which gives every indication of be-

ing a worthy addition to the company's line of

tubes. The new product is manufactured for

a small socket, being intended for use where
a dry cell tube was formerly used. It gives

exceptional clarity and volume in long distance

reception, comparing favorably with larger

tubes. It is recommended that this new "True
Blue" tube be used with storage batteries. An
advertising campaign announcing this addition

to the products of the Brightson Laboratories,

Inc., has been appearing recently in newspapers

in the larger cities, and has been producing ex-

cellent results for the dealers.

George E. Brightson, head of the Brightson

Laboratories, Inc., is prominent throughout the

talking machine trade as the founder of the

Sonora Phonograph Co. He is devoting all of

his activities to the exploitation of "True Blue"

tubes, and associated with him is Joseph B.

Zetka, who is vice-president and general mana-

ger of the company. Mr. Zetka was formerly

connected with the DeForest Radio Co., Inc.,

and more recently was general manager of the

Radio Audion Co.

James L. Bradford, I. R. E., chief engineer

of Brightson Laboratories, Inc., was for several

years assistant to Dr. Lee DeForest at the De-

Forest laboratories in New York, and was one

of the pioneer engineers in the creation and

development of the three-element tube. He
was also research engineer for the Radio Au-
dion Co. and is the designer of the "True Blue"

tube. In order to keep pace with its rapid in-

crease in business, Brightson Laboratories, Inc.,

recently doubled its capitalization and the com-

pany now has 1,000 shares of preferred stock

at $100 par instead of 500 shares, with the com-

mon stock increased from 2,000 to 5,000 shares.

New Silver Voice Wholesaler

The Radiotive Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y., manu-

facturer of Silver Voice loud speakers, recently

announced through Lambert Schmidt, president

of the company, the appointment of the Royal

Eastern Electrical Supply Co., 114 West Twen-
ty-seventh street, New York, as distributor for

its products. The Royal Eastern Electrical

Supply Co., in addition to being distributor for

the Radiotive Corp., also distributes Eagle

neutrodyne radio receivers. This concern has

built up a substantial dealer clientele and is

well-known to the trade.
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James J. Davin Now
With American Piano Go.

Well-Known Talking Machine Salesman Now
a Member of the Sales Staff of the Foster-

Armstrong Division of That Concern

James J. Davin, most recently a member of

the staff of the Musical Instrument Sales Co.,

Victor wholesaler until that concern was ab-

sorbed by the Victor Talking Machine Co., has

joined the sales staff of the Foster-Armstrong

Division of the American Piano Co., with head-

quarters in East Rochester, N. Y. Though Mr.

Daviri's duties in his new position have not "yet

been announced it is understood he will spend

some time at the East Rochester factory gain-

ing a first-hand insight into the piano business.

Mr. Davin has spent ten years in the talk-

ing machine business, first as a boy with the

New York Talking Machine Co., and later as

sales manager with the Reincke-Ellis Co., leav-

ing that concern three years ago to join Ormes,
Inc., going to the M. I. S. Co. when that con-

cern took over Ormes, Inc. His conscientious

work with the Musical Instrument Sales Co.

brought him to the attention of C. Alfred Wag-
ner, general manager of the American Piano

Co., and resulted in the new connection.

The Eastern Electric & Radio Corp., Hack-
cnsack, N. J., was recently incorporated at

Dover, Del, with a capital stock of $750,000.
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Some Practical Rule-of-Thumb Tests for

Determining the Quality of Loud Speakers
W. W. Burritt, Publicity Manager of the Multiple Elec. Products Co., Inc., Interestingly Outlines

Simple Tests Which Dealers Will Find Useful in Selling Loud Speakers

As the use of radio increases and the thou-

sands who at first questioned its value be-

come converts to its use, the demand will

surely become more and more insistent that

the reproduced sounds from the radio receiv-

ing set shall be in every way a replica of those

which were made at the microphone transmitter

of the broadcasting station.

A radio receiving set when connected with its

antennae, the various accessories in place and

tuned to some perfect broadcasting station, is

literally dead; not a sound can be obtained

from it until it is connected with a device which

will make audible the electro-magnetic waves

picked up by its receiving antennae. Such a

device to-day may be the head telephone, or

the speaker. It is with the speaker that we now
have to deal; and for the present any ques-

tion of the technical makeup, whether of one

type or another, will not concern us. That

which is of present interest to us is the noise or

sound which the speaker gives forth.

Elements of Sound
For commercial purposes, and for the pur-

pose of entertainment, sound for these rule-of-

thumb tests can conveniently be divided into

four principal elements. First among these

should be placed what we will call tone-range,

by which would be meant the audible spread

through the various ranges of sound from the

lowest to sounds of the highest audible pitch.

In the second place may be put articulation,

or the intelligibility to the listener of the sounds

which he hears, not only when near the speak-

er, but at varying distances from it. In the

third place may be included those elements

which go to make what is known as timbre,

that quality of sound which gives to it a distinc-

tive character so that the reproduced sounds of

voice or instrument can be identified through

their naturalness to the original sounds. In the

last, or fourth place, we may put volume.

While it is not difficult to name and define

these common or commercial elements of sound,

their identification and measurement through

practicable tests which maye be used either in

the home or in the shop is by no means so

easy of accomplishment. That a knowledge of

some simple tests is necessary if the purchaser

of a radio set or a speaker is to obtain satis-

faction with radio reception is a certainty, and
for those who would really test a radio set, or

the speaker which will give the set life and
which he proposes to use with it, what fol-

lows will serve as a guide to some simple tests

which should be made before finally deciding

on either a speaker or set.

Simple Speaker Tests

It is of first and vital importance in making
these speaker tests, to use a good standard

make of vacuum tube radio receiving set, pro-

vided with at least two stages of amplification,

tuning it in on a good broadcasting station,

while adjusting its output to some tested speak-

er; and then disconnecting the tested speaker,

connect in its place the speaker which it is

desired to test.

The first element of tone-range can best be

tested during the broadcasting of, for example,
a piece of orchestral music, by observing if the

low tones of the wind instruments and of the

bass viols as well as the high notes to the flutes

and violins can be distinguished in the general

medley of sound; or when a chorus or a speech
is broadcast, observe if the low as well as the

high-pitched voices and sounds are heard

equally well. In making this test, adjust the

current through the filaments in the tubes so

that the volume of sound is so reduced that if

possible the three first elements referred to

can be distinguished; now slowly increase the

volume of sound, listening meanwhile to the

various low-toned, middle-toned, and high-

toned instruments, so long as they are discern-

ible and until they blend in the medley of re-

produced sound. If the instrument being tested

satisfactorily gives this reproduction, it has met
the first test of tone-range requirements.

When listening to a speech or to an address,

it is often noticed that from some every word
spoken is perfectly heard, not a sound being

lost, while with others what is said can only

be understood with some effort. The difference

between these two lies in the element of articu-
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lation, and the resulting clarity and carrying
quality of the words spoken. To test for this

element of articulation in the output of a

speaker, an address by one who speaks clearly

affords the best means of measurement; just

as in the preceding case the instrument to be

tested should be first adjusted to give a medium
volume of sound; now listen to its output at a

distance of three or four feet and observe the

quality of the articulation and its intelligibility;

now slowly increase your distance from the

speaker without changing its adjustment, notic-

ing meanwhile whatever changes take place in

the quality of articulation and its intelligibility.

In every case a point will be reached where
the spoken word becomes difficult to under-

stand, and when that point is found it repre-

sents the measure of articulate intelligibility or

the distance from the instrument under test at

which its intelligibility and articulation are un-

impaired. This distance should be at the very
least such as would enable the instrument to be

clearly heard and the words understood in the

farthest corner of a good sized room without

increasing the volume of the sound beyond that

with which the test was started.

Test for Timbre
The most difficult test of all is that for tim-

bre or the naturalness of the reproduced sound

to the original, because a recognized standard

by which comparison can be made is not usually

available. This test can therefore be best ap-

plied by listening to the reproduction of the

sounds of well-known instruments such as the

piano or violin, or the familiar voice of a known
speaker or singer, and comparing the sound re-

produced by the speaker under test with the fa-

miliar sounds of these instruments or voices, re-

membering in this test, as well as in the one
which preceded it, that it is very necessary, in-

deed, that the low tones should always be lis-

tened for and hear, for it is in these lower

pitched sounds that the pleasing, soothing qual-

ity, the restfulness in music and in the tones of

speech, lies.

Testing for Volume
The speaker which is under consideration we

have now tested for each of the three elements

of tone-range, articulation and timbre, and we
will assume that it has passed each of the three

tests, leaving only the fourth, that for volume
or the amount, of noise which can be obtained

from it; but in making the volume test, one

very important thing must be remembered, and

that is that with any one of the three elements

of tone-range, articulation and timbre, a large

amount of sound can be made, and that perfect

sound reproduction lies in the balanced com-
bination of these three elements each in its

proper proportion without eliminating or sub-

ordinating any one of the others. To the dis-

criminating purchaser of a speaker the volume
or the amount of noise then becomes a matter

for last consideration and after all it is really

one of secondary importance, because if a

speaker for radio sound reproduction will suc-

cessfully undergo each of the tests described,

the volume of sound which it is capable of pro-

ducing will be adequate in the room of the

house in which the speaker is ordinarily used.

If it is desired to use a speaker for dance pur-

poses in a hall or for reproducing a speech in

a large auditorium, then there should be used

not the ordinary speaker which is designed for

home reproduction of radio, but special equip-

ment, the design of which is such that it gives

adequate reproduction volume under conditions

which are very different from those which pre-

vail in the home, where a great volume is un-

necessary and undesirable.
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Brunswick Co. Announces
Eton Console Phonograph

New Popular-priced Instrument Expected to

Have a Wide Sale—Especially Suited to Small

Homes and Apartments

The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. recently

announced as an addition to its line of phono-

graphs a new console model which will be

known as the "Eton," and listing at $160. Bruns-

wick officials, noting the steady demand for

console instruments at popular prices, added the

"Eton" to the line and it is expected to play an

The New Brunswick "Eton'' Console

important role in the dealers' sales programs.

The new instrument represents a high stand-

ard of workmanship and contains exclusive

Brunswick features, including the Ultona re-

producer, the all-wood oval tone arm amplifier

and the balanced lid. The cabinet is hand-
somely finished in Adam brown mahogany and
walnut and combines bolh beauty and dignity.

It is suited, particularly because of its conven-
ient size, to the small homes and apartments
of to-day. The Eton is equipped with a type

"D" two-spring Brunswick motor and all trim-

mings are nickel-plated. The instrument is

thirty-four and one-half inches high, thirty-six

inches wide, twenty-one and one-half inches deep.

New Music Master Plant

Is Now in Operation

The large new plant of the Music Master
Corp., of Philadelphia, Pa., at Betzwood, is now
running in full operation. It is expected that

before long the Music Master Corp. will be in

a position to announce a complete line of every-

thing in radio. It will then he able to stock

the jobber, who will in turn provide the dealer

with every product in the radio field. In antici-

pation of this widening of the line the Music
Master Corp. has purchased a number of im-

portant patents.

Walter L. Eckhardt, president of the com-
pany, recently took his first real vacation since

the formation of the Music Master Corp. or its

predecessor, the General Radio Corp. During
the early part of February Mr. Eckhardt spent

ten days motoring through the beauty spots of

Florida, visiting Miami Beach, Palm Beach and
Coral Gables.

Metropolitan Jobbers for

Valley Battery Chargers

The Blackman Talking Machine Co., the

Musical Products Distributing Co., New York,

and E. A. Wildermuth, Brooklyn, were recently

appointed metropolitan jobbers for the Valley

battery charger, manufactured by the Valley

Electric Co., St. Louis, Mo. A local office of

the Valley company has been opened at 20 Hud-
son street, under the direction of R. P. Cun-
ningham and C. A. Sticht.

Effective Demonstration of

"True Blue" Radio Tubes

Attractive Display of Radio Sets Equipped
With These Tubes on View in Artistic Set-

ting at Brightson Laboratories, Inc.

An entirely original method is being used by

the Brightson Laboratories, Inc., in demonstra-

ting its tubes to both the trade and public.

Its executive offices and sales salon occupy a

prominent position on the main floor of the

Waldorf-Astoria Hotel with entrances on both

the northwest corner of Thirty-fourth street

and through the hotel foyer. Under the direc-

tion of Mrs. Edmund J. Brewster, manager of

the sales salon, the finest examples of the lead-

ing types of radio receivers are demonstrated.

This gives the same acoustical atmosphere that

would be found in the home. The receiving

sets in which "True Blue Tubes" are being

demonstrated include Stromberg-Carlson, Ga-

rod, Jones, Atwater Kent and Radiola sets.

Mrs. Brewster has a wide acquaintance in

both the radio and phonograph industries, having

been for over ten years manager of the Fifth

avenue salon of the Sonora Phonograph Co.

Her thorough knowledge of these trades and

her special qualifications in marketing products

of the highest class are most valuable in her

present activities.

The setting of the Waldorf-Astoria salon of

Brightson Laboratories, Inc., is in thorough

keeping with the ideas and objects of the execu-

tives of the company and of the product they

present.

MacLeod Returns From West

W. J. MacLeod, treasurer of Resas, Inc., New
York, manufacturer of the Resas Tone-A-Dyne
radio receiving sets, recently returned from the

West, where he has been engaged in making a

close and thorough survey of conditions. Mr.

MacLeod was accompanied on his tour by J.

E. Swaysland, secretary and sales manager of

the company.
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United States Music Go. Celebrates
Twentieth Anniversary of the Business

Two Decades of Music Roll Production Completed—Successful Business Erected on the Founda-

tion of the Fact That the Player-Piano and the Music Roll Are Interdependent

Chicago, III., March 6.—The United States Mu-
sic Co., manufacturer of United States music

rolls, is celebrating this year the twentieth an-

niversary of the business under the personal di-

rection of President Arthur A. Friestedt, who
came from the steel industry two decades ago

to take charge of the company's affairs and

whose successful efforts in that direction arc

reflected in the consistent progress that has

been made by the institution since that time.

Policies Which Resulted in Growth
Mr. Friestedt, in planning for the future of

the music roll business of which he is the head,

set forth and consistently held to three funda-

mental principles: first, that the success of the

player-piano rests squarely upon the character

and cost of the roll; secondly, that the growth

of the business depended largely upon market-

ing a roll at a price attractive to the public, and,

thirdly, that quantity production is essential to

the popular price. It is on these principles that

the business has been developed to its present

size.

Realizing that the ultimate success of the

business depended chiefly upon the caliber and

strength of the organization back of it, Mr.

Friestedt at the outset began building such an

organization on a sound, efficient basis, and the

success that has attended him in this work is

indicated by the fact .that whereas in 1905 the

company employed only about a dozen people

and produced comparatively few rolls, there are

now on the payrolls over 250 individuals, includ-

ing thirty connected with the Eastern division

in New York, and the plant has a capacity of

5,000,000 rolls annually.

As a result of a move madei by the United

States Music Co. in 1920 to have its employes

take a direct interest in its welfare in the ca-

pacity of stockholders, it is reported that at the

present time fully 95 per cent of the company's

stock is owned within the organization. That

year also marked the decision of the company
to distribute its rolls through the medium of

recognized dealers exclusively, thus eliminating

the very substantial amount of business booked

from mail order houses and cut-price stores.

In February, 1922, it was decided to establish

an Eastern division with headquarters in New

York despite unfavorable conditions existing

in the trade and, under the management of

George H. "Jack" Bliss, the Eastern division

has succeeded to a point where it has been
necessary to expand its quarters four times and
increase the force of employes from five to

thirty. As a result of his efforts, Mr. Bliss was

A. A. Friestedt

elected to the vice-presidency in the company
some time ago.

With the growth in the volume of business
the company has always given to its dealers the
benefit of decreased costs which arrived with
this development. For instance, in June, 1922,

it announced a reduction in price of its rolls

from $1.25 to $1, and in April, 1924, continuing
this policy, a further reduction brought the

price to 75 cents. These lower prices were not
achieved at the expense of quality, but because
of a better organization of production proc-

esses and due to a steadily increasing volume of

trade.

Active in New Developments

The company also has 'been an active factor

in bringing about new developments in music
roll manufacture, and as far back as 1910 pio-

neered to the extent of introducing a composi-
tion spool consisting of a hollow tube and two

TRADE MARK
9NES

has just brought out a line of re-

ceiving sets, made of the celebrated
Jones Precision Parts, which offer

the most amazing radio values on
the market today.

Announcements to the public

now appearing in New York
City newspapers.

JOS. W. JONES RADIO MFG. CO.
40-46 West 25th Street

New York City

flanges to replace the wooden spool formerly
in use. The result was not only economy in

manufacture, but also a spool that was not sub-
ject to contraction and expansion as was the

wood spool.

In other business matters, too, the company
has taken the lead, its most recent campaign
being in favor of a mid-year inventory, taken

when business was more or less dull, to replace

the present practice of taking inventory early

in January when the music business .is more or

less active. This idea of Mr. Friestedt's has

been promulgated widely and commented on
favorably by leading business publications and
by individual business men.

An Efficient Organization

Like all successful business concerns, the or-

ganization of the United States Music Co. is

the backbone of its success. George L. Ames,
vice-president, has been with it for ten years,

becoming sales manager eight years ago and in

1920 attaining his present position. He is re-

sponsible for the company's sales force, most
of h'is men having been novices in the field and
owing their success to his training.

Mary E. Brown, recording manager, is unique

in that she is the only woman who has ever

held such a position. She is an accomplished

musician.

Treasurer John C. Crotsley joined the firm

as auditor in 1912 and became treasurer in 1920.

Delbert A. Clithere, a well-known Chicago at-

torney, is secretary. The oldest employe of the

firm, Frank Dale, has been factory superintend-

ent since its foundation, and has played a large

part in developing the improved mechanical de-

vices employed in the plant.

The company owns its own plant at 2924-2938

West Lake street, Chicago, where it has been

located since 1910.

"Our sole aim and purpose," said President

Friestedt, recently, in summing up the policies

of the company, "has always been to produce

the best possible player rolls at the lowest uni-

form price. For player sales can only be as

great as roll sales make them. The best roll

at the lowest uniform price stimulates roll sales

and increases player demand. The two must
co-operate at all times. The welfare of the

player-piano has always been first in our policy.

One cannot get away from the fact that people

buy players to play rolls. Player rolls provide

the means to realize greater player profits."

R. E. Thompson Mfg. Go.

Conducts Ad Campaign

The R. E. Thompson Mfg. Co., Jersey City,

N. J., through its Eastern representative, Wil-

liam L. 'King, has been conducting a large co-

operative advertising campaign in New Eng-
land, supplementing the sales efforts of the H.

H. Silliman Co., and the Northeastern Radio

Co., of Boston, and the George L. Claflin Co.,

of Providence, R. I. This is part of a prelim-

inary campaign which will be put under way
by the Thompson organization in co-operation

with its dealers whereby a specialized effort will

be made to eliminate any Summer slump in re-

tail sales.

Atwater Kent Display

West Allis, Wis., March 7.—A window dis-

play featuring Atwater Kent radio products

recently appeared in the show windows of the

West Allis Music Shop, attracting much atten-

tion and stimulating sales. The display was so

impressive that it was photographed and the

picture reproduced in two of the local news-

papers.

HERALD ELECTRIC CO., Inc.

29 East End Avenue New York
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Phonograph Executives Meet to Form
Permanent Manufacturers' Association

Twenty-two Representatives of Talking Machine Manufacturers Meet in Chicago and Discuss

Means of Forming Permanent Organization to Be Known as Phonograph Manufacturers' Club

The feeling has been prevalent for some time

among manufacturers of phonographs of the

need of some sort of an organization within

that particular branch of the industry which
would serve to bring the members closer to-

gether, as well as a clearing house for ideas, and
achieve results for the general betterment of

the manufacturing interests. No definite step

was taken in this direction until about the first

of February when Henry A. Otis, factory super-

intendent of the Perkins Phonograph Co., Chi-

cago, visited the executives of the various con-

cerns in this city and obtained from them opin-

ions upon the subject. The result of Mr. Otis's

survey clearly showed that each manufacturer

approached was enthusiastically in favor of

some plan whereby the manufacturers might

work together, and, as a consequence, a meeting

was scheduled for the evening of February 19,

in the Furniture Club, 666 Lake Shore Drive.

Twenty-two men, representing a dozen talk-

ing machine manufacturers of Chicago and vici-

nity, attended the meeting, enjoyed dinner to-

gether and then adjourned to discuss as a club

the problems of their particular branch of the

industry.

Mr. Otis was asked to act as chairman, and
he called upon Otto Heineman, president of the

General Phonograph Corp., New York City,

who had been invited to attend the dinner and
who opened the meeting with a few remarks,

emphasizing the many things to be accomplished,

and bringing out several points which should be

discussed later. Mr. Heineman was followed in

turn by representatives from each of the fac-

tories, and the remarks of each were interesting,

enthusiastic, and brought forth much applause

from those present.

After some discussion the unanimous deci-

sion was reached that an organization be

formed as soon as possible, for the exchange of

ideas, the betterment of the industry, and higher

business standards. Henry -A. Otis was elected

temporary chairman and was authorized to in-

vite all of the phonograph makers in the United

States to send a representative to the next meet-

ing, which will take place about March 15.

The name "Phonograph Manufacturers Club"

has been adopted temporarily and headquarters

have been established at 500 Diversey Parkway,

Chicago, 111. From this address Mr. Otis has

corresponded with manufacturers throughout

the country and it is expected that the great

majority of them will have representatives

present when the next meeting takes place the

middle of March.

"King of the Ivories" to

Record for Brunswick Go.

Harry Snodgrass Who Has Won Fame as

Radio Artist, Signs Contract

Harry Snodgrass, who has become famous
as a radio artist, and has won the title "King

Left: Harry Snodgrass, Brunswick Artist

of the Ivories," for his skill as a pianist, has

recently been signed as recording artist by the

Brunswick Co. For some time past Mr. Snod-

grass has been broadcasting from Station WOS,
Jefferson City, Mo. At present he is on a two-

year tour of the Orpheum Circuit.

JERCO RADIO TONE ARM
A Revelation

"JERCO" Tone Arms and Reproducers

will make your phonograph a real

musical instrument.

Constructed along scientific lines, it not

only gives true tonal value, but also adds

beauty to your phonograph.

Let us explain to you the features of our

product.

Joseph E. Rudell Co., Inc.
144 CHAMBERS ST. NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.
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Record Sales Feature
Los Angeles Trade

Visits of San Carlos Opera Co. and Other
Record Artists Has Effect of Increasing Sales

—Trade Association Meets—News of Month

Los Angeles, Cal., March 4.—To exclusively

review the phonograph and talking machine
business in any city just now is a little difficult

on account of the inevitable tie-up of the radio

department with the former. On the last day
but one of February a meeting took place of

the Long Beach division of the Music Trades
Association of Southern California and during

the course of discussion and debate, the inevit-

able argument in regard to the present and
future condition of the phonograph business

arose and those who were present divided them-
selves into two camps. One side declared that

although a temporary lull in sales might exist,

which is more or less affecting all lines, the

point of view and belief of the sales people are

entirely to blame and that a big come-back
would inevitably follow; at the same time they

quoted sales at the present time indicating that

their share of phonograph sales is satisfactory,

under the circumstances, and exceeded those of

the houses which are inclined to throw up the

iponge and follow that which they considered

the line of least resistance.

Grand Opera Helps Record Sales

The two weeks' engagement of the San Car-

los Grand Opera Company at the Philharmonic

Auditorium has stimulated the sale of the

higher priced records, according to reports

from managers of record departments.

Paul Whiteman Accorded Big Welcome
Paul Whiteman and His Orchestra played to

crowded houses during their visit to Los
Angeles last month. The "Jazz King" received

ovation after ovation from enthusiastic admir-

ers at each performance and phonograph record

departments enjoyed an old-time rush and sale

of the Paul Whiteman Orchestra dance records.

Unique Window Display

William Bailey, window dresser artist of the

Southern California Music Co., excelled himself

in his successful efforts in the creation of an

original and attention-drawing feature in the

window display arranged by him on the occa-

sion of the visit of Paul Whiteman's Orchestra.

The Southern California Music Co. had every

reason to emphasize this occasion because the

RADIO RECEIVING SETS
FOR THE TRADE

Radio Sets built and shipped ready for
installing in talking machine cabinets,
radio cabinets, etc.

Our engineers will cooperate with you
in designing sets to meet your re-
quirements.

WRITE RADIO ENGINEERING DEPT.

Toledo, OAco, U.S.yT.

Paul Whiteman Orchestra endorses the Chick-

ering piano, uses Buescher band instruments and
makes Victor records. So Mr. Bailey made a

gorgeous window of Buescher band instruments

and did not fail to show the Chickering, but

reserved his greatest efforts for a miniature re-

plica of Paul Whiteman's Orchestra. The
twenty-one members, each with his own instru-

ment, were specially cast in miniature form and
each moved and appeared to be playing to the

baton-beat of the leader. The result was a tri-

umph of painstaking artistry and mechanical

ingenuity.

Protest Classification Ruling

Examiner Flynn, of the Interstate Commerce
Commission set dates for special hearings and

protests against the classification rulings, set-

ting same at one and one-half times first class,

to be held in Los Angeles and San Francisco.

A. G. Farquharson, secretary of the associations,

attended the San Francisco hearing, intervening

and suggesting cancellation of further hearing
in Los Angeles. The final examination will

take place in Washington, D. C, on March 25.

The Phonograph and the Movies
Phonographs figure prominently in the life

of Reginald Barker, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

FELT

Specify "AMERICAN FELT"
— it's the standard

The high quality of American Felt Company's
felts is a definite measurement by which to judge
all felts.

It is the standard of quality. Comparisons only
serve to emphasize its recognized leadership.

Experienced felt men at either of our branches
will be glad to confer with talking machine manu-
facturers regarding their felt supply.

AMERICAN FELT COMPANY
211 Congress St., Boston 114 E. 13th Street, New York City

325 So. Market Street, Chicago

Reginald Barker and His Phonograph
mOving picture director. Beside employing
them in his studio work, Mr. Barker is a con-

noisseur of models and is interested financially

in a music house that features the instruments.

The screen director says he has found the

phonograph superior to any other instrument

in furnishing inspirational music on the studio

lot. The phonograph as a part of the studio

equipment is invaluable in that it is always
ready when a director decides that music is

needed to influence the players.

Mr. Barker passes much of his leisure time in

the Los Angeles store of Richardson's, Inc., of

which he is a partner, studying the latest de-

signs in cases. He takes keen interest in de-

signing the furniture for phonographs, particu-

larly the console models, from his wide artistic

experience. While recognizing the popularity

of the radio, Director Barker is of the opinion

that the phonograph will continue to occupy a

distinct field in business and in the homes. The
performance of the latter always is uniformly-

clear and the operator is given the advantage

of repeating his program as often as he likes

and whenever he likes.
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Frisco Dealers Form a

Musical Instrument Assn.

Hohner Harmonica Radio Good Demand for Strings

Concerts Attract Prospects Reported by Armour & Go.

New Organization to Meet Weekly and Discuss

Trade Matters—Plan Elimination of Trade

Discounts—Other Important Objectives

Series of Concerts From WEAF Brought to

Close—Thousands of Letters Asking for In-

struction Book Received by Firm

San Francisco, Cal., March 4.—Representatives

of the leading music houses of this city as well

as many of the smaller dealers met at a lunch-

eon at the States Cafe recently and pledged

themselves to membership in a new organiza-

tion to be known as the Associated Musical In-

strument Dealers of Northern California.

Luncheons will be held every week, at which

matters of interest to the trade will be dis-

cussed. The objects of the association will be

to eliminate trade discounts, to standardize

commissions paid to teachers and other busi-

ness-getters, to agree on a fair amount to be

allowed on trade-in instruments. Among those

who became members of the new organization

are: Sherman, Clay & Co., Henry Grobe, who
operates in the Wiley B. Allen store; Dewey
& Ross, who operate in the Kohler & Chase

store; the Hanson Music House, the Conn San

Francisco Co., Wurlitzer, the Modern Music Co.

and W. J. Purcell, of the Heine Piano House.

The harmonica concerts, which were broad-

cast every Friday night from station WEAF,
were brought to a close the latter part of last

month. This series of concerts was given by

M. Hohner, Inc., manufacturer of the Hohner
harmonicas and accordions, for the purpose of

educating the general public to the part that

the harmonica plays as a real musical instru-

ment.

The value of the Hohner Harmony Hours in

stimulating sales may be grasped when it is

understood that each concert had a half-million

listeners-in. At each concert William J. Haus-

sler, general manager of the Hohner firm, made
a practice of suggesting that members of the

radio audience write for free copies of the

Hohner harmonica instruction book. Letters

received after the first ten concerts totaled

20,000, all of which were answered promptly,

so that there are now at least 20,000 more pro-

spective harmonica purchasers.

Radio Artists Stimulate

Interest in Vega Banjos

Des Moines, Ia., March 9. — The Williamson

Bros., DeForest Radio Harmony Hoys, stringed

instrumentalists, in their vaudeville and radio

broadcasting appearances arc providing real

opportunities for dealers who carry Vega ban-

jos to tie up and increase their sales of these

instruments. These youngsters, both are under

twenty, have appeared at theatres and broad-

casting stations in several States throughout

the Middle West and are very popular witli

radio audiences, as the applause cards received

by the various stations attest

New King Agencies

Cleveland, O., March 10.—The H. N. White

Co., manufacturer of King band instruments,

recently placed, through its representative, L. B.

Dolan, the agency for these instruments in the

following stores: Mallei Bros., Joliet, 111.; W.
M. Kane, Lancaster, O.; 1). H. Kraft Music

Co., Indianapolis, Ind.; 1!. T. Hurst, Evansvillc,

Ind.; Zender Music Co., Lima, O.; R. G. Hcs-

sell, Manitowoc, Wis., and A. L. & R. Piano

Co., Bellevuc, O.

George L. Hart, formerly an expert on musi-

cal instruments, died recently at the home of

his son in Marlboro, Mass.

RUNO
The Oldest and

Largest Musical

Merchandise House

in America

Exclusively Wholesale
ESTABLISHED 1834

C.BRV.NO §• SON.Inc
351-53Fourth Aye. NewYorkCity

Gut Strings Not Only in General Use by Mu-
sicians but Are Also Finding Favor With
Jewelers for Stringing, of Beads

Chicago, III.. March 7.—Armour & Co.,

manufacturers of music strings, report a good
demand at the present time for the entire line.

One of the very popular strings which a good
many of the music merchants are selling a great

deal of is the Sturdi-Strand bead string used

for stringing beads.

Genuine gut is recognized by leading jewelers

and manufacturers as best suited for stringing

beads, and many dealers have been selling light-

gauge banjo strings for this purpose. Armour
& Co., with their great facilities, have developed

the genuine bead gut, put up 60 inches to the

length, each length in a neat envelope, 30 en-

velopes to the carton. The string has with-

stood many tests and has been proved to be se-

cure, safe and satisfactory.

The II Trovatore, La Traviata and La Melo-

dia violin strings are also very popular, and the

present demand of the string department shows
an increase of about 15 per cent over the same
period last year.

Omaha Dealer Ties Up With
Appearance of Orchestra

Schmoller-Mueller Co. Advertises York Instru-

ments and Ludwig Drums During Blackston-

ians Stay at Local Theatre

Omaha, Neb., March 7.—The Blackstonians, one

of the most popular orchestras in this section,

which plays at the Blackstone Hotel, use York
band instruments and Ludwig drums, both of

which instruments are carried by the Schmoller

& Mueller Piano Co., which effected a successful

tie-up with these musicians in their recent ap-

pearance at the Rialto Theatre. Extensive ad-

vertising was used by the music house and it

proved extremely profitable. William A. Cu-

sick, one of the members of the orchestra,

puts to good use his knowledge of small goods

and is engaged in a sales capacity with the

Schmoller & Mueller Co.

English Banjoist Awards
Praise to Vega Tubaphone

Boston, Mass., March 11.—An interesting letter

was recently -received by the Vega Co., com-
menting on the Vega Plectrum No. 3 Tuba-
phone. The letter was from S. W. Warwick,
manager of the Harlequins Dance Band, of Dur-

ham County, England. Mr. Warwick is banjo-

ist of the orchestra. His letter in part says:

"Lots of people have asked me where on

earth the tone comes from. I simply explain

that it is the best banjo in the world, played

by a man that knows how—that's one for you

and one for me.

"I am the most particular man in the world.

If my banjo is not exactly perfect in every re-

spect, I am worried to death. Since I've had

my Vega I have not been worried."

The agency for Conn instruments was re-

cently bestowed on the Vance Music Co.,

Mason City, Iowa. An extensive advertising

campaign is being waged by this aggressive

music house which is expected to bring in a

large volume of business.
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M. HOHNER

The No. 400 Hohner Collapsible Display Cabinet is an-
other aid we have provided to help you sell more
Hohner Harmonicas.

Ask Your Jobber

114-116 East 16th Street

New York City

HOHNER. PRODUCTS AWARDED FIRST PRIZE AT THE PANAMA-
PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION SAN FRANC/SCO 191'5~

Hohner Harmonicas and
Accordions in Display

Charles H. Ditson & Co. Devote a Window to

Attractive Showing of Hohner Products

—

Display Attracts Wide Attention

The recent sales drive on Hohner harmonicas

and accordions by Chas. H. Ditson & Co., New
York, resulted not only in a surprisingly large

number of sales in both classes of instruments,

but also in the featuring of these instruments

as a permanent division of the musical mer-

chandise department.

H. L. Hunt, manager of the musical mer-
chandise department of the Ditson establish-

ment, feeling that the widespread publicity

which is being indulged in by M. Hohner, Inc.,

should be taken advantage of by retail dealers,

devoted an entire window in the store at 8

East Thirty-fourth street to a display of Hoh-
ner harmonicas and accordions.

The display was planned by Mr. Hunt from
materials supplied by M. Hohner. The window
was most attractive and brought hundreds into

the store. The Hohner chromatic harmonica,

which plays half tones, was featured and the

display included practically all models of the

harmonicas and accordions manufactured bv the

famous house of Hohner. On the back of the

window were various Hohner posters showing
the pleasure which can be derived from playing

the instruments. Three piano keyboard accord-

ions were shown on stands, and neatly ar-

ranged on the floor were harmonicas of all

sizes and models. Framed photographs of har-

monica artists and celebrities playing the han-

monica were an important part in the exhibit.

Inside the store, in the musical merchandise

department, a ten-foot showcase was given over

to Hohner products. The sales resulting from
the window display and the inside display have

convinced the officials of the Ditson establish-

ment that there is a real demand for these prod-

ucts and a harmonica and accordion department

has been installed which will function on the

same basis as string and wood instruments,

band instruments, etc. Dealers who feel that

the popular demand for harmonicas merits spe-

cial sales promotion efforts can secure the ma-
terials for a window display, similar to that

used by the Ditson Co., by applying to M. Hoh-
ner, Inc., New York.

The result of this display was interestingly

told by H. L. Hunt in a letter written to M.
Hohner, Inc., which read:

"Of course we believe that Hohner publicity was develop-

ing a demand for that firm's products; but we did not know,

until people who saw the window came into our store by

"Drumming Up" A Business
No business is self-sustaining— it

requires the earnest effort of push
and pull with a mixture of sound
sense and the sincere endeavor to

render good service to make any
business profitable.

Ludwig Drums and Accessories

lend themselves so admirably to

this combination that they are the

leader in the field and the chosen
favorite of thousands of prosper-

ous dealers.

Write us today for the necessary
information regarding Ludwig
Drums and their profit making
possibilities.

Luduawig & Ludwig
World's Largest Drum Manufacturers

1611 No. Lincoln Street Chicago, 111.

scores, that there were so many prospective harmonica
players without instruments.

"Certainly the harmonica and accordion display brought
into our store many people who otherwise might have
passed by. In this way it helps any music dealer solve one

of his most difficult problems—that of securing live pros-

pects and getting them before his merchandise.

"The high quality of the products contributes to making
the sales.

"Another important thing is that these new customers can

be made permanent patrons of the store that has first in-

terested them by means of a harmonica window trim. Their

future patronage will afford a continuous profit, not merely
on harmonicas, but on other and more expensive instru-

ments as his taste grows and he caters to his musical de-

sires, now directed into band or stringed instruments

and other channels.

"Because of these reasons, we consider the Hohner dis-

play an excellent one for any music store. The results in

the New York store of Charles H. Ditson & Co. convince

us that the harmonica window trim is an excellent medium
to attract attention, to bring prospects into the store, to

create new customers and to increase sales, not merely of

the products featured, but of other musical merchandise.

For these reasons we recommend the Hohner window trim

to other music dealers."

H. L. HUNT,
Mgr. Musical Merchandise Dept.,

Charles H. Ditson & Co., New York.

David L. Day, Bacon Mgr.,

Returns From Western Trip

In Visits to Ten Leading Cities Finds Bacon
Dealers Doing Splendid Business

Groton, Conn., March 5.—David L. Day, gen-

eral manager of the Bacon Banjo Co., this city,

witnessed a graceful tribute paid to the Bacon
banjos at a Cleveland theatre which he attend-

ed on his recent Western trip. The leader of

the orchestra, who recognized Mr. Day in the

audience, at the conclusion of one of the pieces,

complimented the banjo player on the fine tone

he was getting on his banjo and asked him
audibly what make it was. In a loud voice

the player replied it was a Bacon banjo and
the leader turned to Mr. Day and bowed.

Mr. Day reported that his agents in various

cities are doing splendid business with the

Bacon line. On his trip he visited New York,

Philadelphia, Baltimore, Chicago, Minneapolis,

St. Paul, Detroit, Toledo, Cincinnati and

Cleveland. He found dealers going after busi-

ness more energetically than ever before and
that each dealer was earnestly working out his

own problems in his own way. Mr. Day found

the retail small goods business being operated

on a particularly high plane through excep-

tionally fine advertising and attractive and

efficient rearrangement of stores and windows.

A. W. Landay, president of the Progressive

Musical Instrument Corp., New York, distribu-

tor of musical merchandise, is vacationing in

Florida and Cuba, accompanied by Mrs. Landay.

He is expected back in this city about the 15th

of this month.
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Bacon Banjo Go. Figures

Show Big Sales Increase

David L. Day Announces That First Month of

This Year Shows 25 Per Cent Over Similar

Period of 1924—Observations of Recent Trip

Groton, Conn., March 10.—According to figures

recently announced by David L. Day, general

manager of the Bacon Banjo Co., Inc., which
manufactures the B. & D. line of tenor banjos

and banjo instruments, the month of January
showed an increase in volume of business of

more than 25 per cent over the corresponding

month of last year. This increase is due to

two factors, the increased activity on the part

of dealers and the creation of new agencies.

Mr. Day recently returned from an extended

visit to dealers in New York, Philadelphia,

Baltimore, Chicago, Minneapolis, St. Paul, De-
troit, Toledo, Cincinnati and Cleveland. He
found that dealers are now going after busi-

ness in a more progressive way, and that where
changes have occurred in the different cities the

dealers are working out their difficulties in their

own way. The small goods business is being

put on a higher plane through these activities,

which take the form of better and more adver-

tising, effective and beautiful window displays,

and in general, better all-around and more in-

telligent merchandising practice.

Big Conn Horn Makes
Good Publicity Feature

Fact That Herman Schmidt, of Yellman's Or-

chestra, Would Play Instrument Played Up
Strongly in Effective Publicity

Akron, O., March 6.—An incident that at-

tracted considerable attention happened here

recently when owners of the East Market

Gardens, where "Duke" Yellman's Irene Castle

Orchestra was filling a week's engagement, an-

nounced Herman Schmidt, bass player with this

band, would play the biggest horn in the world,

a Conn instrument costing $6,000, and it is

claimed it required three months to manufac-

ture this horn. The stunt was given wide pub-

licity and Conn dealers helped the thing along

by stressing Conn instruments in window dis-

plays.

Professional Musicians

Help Sale of Vega Banjos

Use of Vega Instruments by Popular Orchestra

Members Has Effect of Stimulating Sales

—

Trumpet Sales Also Good.

Boston, Mass., March 5.—The Vega Co.. man-

ufacturer of Vega banjos, trumpets and other

musical instruments, is experiencing continued

heavy demands for Vega banjos.

W. W. Nelson, advertising manager of the

company, reported a recent sale of a Vega-

phone banjo to Joe Petracca, who is now ban-

joist with Al Mitchell's Orchestra, a Paul

Whiteman organization. This orchestra has

played a successful season at the palatial new
Crystal Silver Ballroom in Cleveland. It is

now on tour playing the principal houses in

the Keith circuit. It is said that Cleveland

dealers report that Petracca's playing has

boosted Vega popularity in that Ohio city, and

this being the case it would be safe to assume

that, with the orchestra on tour, this popular-

ity is now increasing.

In the trumpet line, sales have also been

good. Harold Sidall, of Nat Martin's orches-

tra, recently visited the Vega headquarters and
purchased a gold model Vega trumpet. Mr.

Sidall paid a graceful compliment to the Vega
quality when he said that the reason prompt-
ing the purchase was that Bud Stevens, banjoist

of the orchestra, had long been a Vega user.

This orchestra is making a hit in "I'll Say
She Is," the popular Four Marx Brothers musi-

cal comedy.

Band Formation Drive
Under Way in Missouri

Bill Before State Legislature Calling for State

Maintenance of Town and Community Bands
and Orchestras—Important Activities

Kansas City, Mo., March 7.— The Craw-

ford-Rutan Co. has established an orchestra of

all the men employes of the firm, including the

negro janitor. The men remain in the work-

shop after work and rehearse under the leader-

ship of Charles Crawford. It is the intention

of the orchestra to broadcast a program
through the Sweeney Automobile School broad-

The Most Prominent Banjoists Are
Playing Weymann Instruments

FRED C. BUCK
Banjoist and Arranger

"Waring's Pennsylvanians"
and His

Weymann Orchestra Banjo
Write for Agency

H. A. WEYMANN & SON, Inc.
1103 Chestnut Street Philadelphia, Pa.

casting station in the near future, according to

recently concluded arrangements.

The Crawford-Rutan salesroom has been

greatly improved by the addition of a showcase

for all brass instruments. The case is lined with

royal blue plush and a strong lighting arrange-

ment inside has the effect of forcing the brass

instruments on the notice of anyone entering

the shop or passing in the corridor outside, for

the new case is directly opposite the front

entrance to the store.

T. S. Howell, advertising manager of the

Crawford-Rutan firm, has been appointed chair-

man of the local committee for a joint conven-

tion of Missouri and Kansas band and orchestra

leaders to meet here in November. Dealers

wishing to have displays at the convention may
communicate with Mr. Howell at the Crawford-

Rutan shop in the Wunderlich Building. A
State band act is now before the Missouri State

Legislature at Jefferson City for the State main-

tenance of town and community bands and or-

chestras. Organization of a Missouri Band and

Orchestra Association has been effected at Jef-

ferson City of fifteen members representing the

entire State of Missouri, with C. P. Hough, of

Marshall, Mo., as president and Phil Delmeyer,

Jefferson City, Mo., secretary, the object of the

organization being to further the passing of the

band law and to co-operate for the organization

of small town bands and orchestras throughout

the entire State.

Opens Small Goods Dept.

Ralph J. Wilson, who controls a string of

Victor stores, has opened a new musical in-

strument department in the talking machine

department of the Theodore Presser Co., 1710

Chestnut street, Philadelphia, which he pur-

chased from that firm late last year, and which

is under the management of Miss Marian Mills,

formerly of the Presser staff. The new depart-

ment is under the management of Harlan Tay-

lor and will carry a complete stock of Keystone

State string instruments and the Buescher band

instruments. The new department will be con-

ducted along the same lines as those of the

other stores in the Wilson chain. The Presser

building store carries the Victor and Bruns-

wick machines in addition. There will be in-

troduced in the store during March a new
sales plan for the distribution of records along

entirely novel methods and which will be for

the promotion of these specialties.

SPECIAL Combination Offer

This $25
Cabinet FREE
This Beautiful Cabinet
is 22y2 inches high,

25^4 inches wide, and
12 inches deep; in ma-
hogany piano finish.

Has 12 glass tubes.

wrfrmour*s Music Strings

You will make 100% by taking advantage of this Special Combination Offer

of the most complete and varied assortment of straight length high-grade gut

and wound strings ever assembled in a case. It is a fine money-making orna-

ment that will bring the better class of musical trade to your store.

Assortment costs you $51.75

Assortment retails at 103.50

Your Profit 100% — You Get This Cabinet FREE
Send Today for Complete Details

ARMOUR and COMPANY S^i"St! CHICAGO
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IN THE MUSICAL MERCHANDISE FIELD— ( Continued from page 173)

Buescher Instruments Sold

Band by Knight-Campbell

Live Music House Also Features Orchestra in

Attractive Window Display—Tie-Up Results

in Many Sales of Musical Merchandise

Denver, Colo., March 7.—-The Knight-Campbell

Music Co. recently supplied Bob Wilson's Band,

a new orchestra playing at the Rendezvous,

with Buescher band instruments. An effective

window display was also shown by this popular

music house, in which a large picture of this

orchestra was the center of attraction.

The window was arranged to represent an

orchestra ready to play. A chair was placed

for each member of the orchestra and on each

chair was placed the picture of the young man
who would occupy this position and the instru-

ment which he plays. On one side was the

large picture of the complete orchestra. The

tie-up with the orchestra and the attractive dis-

play caused many passers-by to stop and ad-

mire and resulted in many sales.

Hohner Harmonicas Part of

Equipment of Army Band

Washington, D. C, March 10.—The United

States Army Band recently adopted the Hohner
harmonica for use by its members. This is the

third of the Government's musical organizations

to be equipped with Hohner harmonicas as

part of their equipment. The others are the

United States Marine Band and the United

States Navy Band. William J. Stannard, leader

of the Army Band, in commenting on the

Hohner, says: "The men in the band all sing

their praises of Hohner harmonicas, and I wish

to add that the Hohner Chromonica is quite

a musical instrument, and I am well pleased

with it."

Western Dealers Report In-

creased Harmonica Demand
Chas. B. Hohmann, Western Traveler for M.
Hohner, Inc., Finds Dealers Benefiting From
Company's Publicity Campaigns

Following a several weeks trip, visiting deal-

ers in Western 'States, Chas. B. Hohmann,
Western traveling representative of M. Hohner,
Inc., manufacturer of Hohner harmonicas and
accordions, is now in New York. Mr. Hoh-
mann found that the- benefits of Hohner ad-

vertising and publicity campaigns are being felt

all over the country, and both jobbers and
dealers are cashing in on the company's activi-

ties. In commenting on the conditions he found

in these States Mr. Hohmann said in part:

"While, of course, the harmonica is the big

thing everywhere, I noticed a rapidly growing

demand for our piano-key accordions. These in-

struments are becoming very fashionable in

musical circles, and what amounts to a real

wave of piano-key accordion popularity is

rapidly getting under way.

"Harmonicas have become firmly entrenched

in the music stores of the West. Dealers re-

port that there is a constant stream of har-

monica customers in the stores, inspired by the

various forms of Hohner harmonica publicity.

The children in the schools are encouraged to

take up harmonica playing, and they, are all

doing it with a great enthusiasm. This is one

case where the dealers certainly appreciate the

manufacturer's efforts to make the sales come
easier through an educational campaign na-

tional in scope, and I am glad to find that the

dealers are doing their part by stocking the

goods."

King Band Instruments
for Brook Mays Go.

Prominent Music House of Shreveport, La., to

Features the King Line of Band Instruments

Cleveland, O., March 2.—The H. N. White Co..

manufacturer of King band instruments, reports

that its Western traveler, L. L. Cox, has

placed the "King" agency in Shreveport, La., _

with the Brook Mays Co., one of the finest mu-

sic establishments in that section of the South.

The Brook Mays Co. has never sold band in-

struments heretofore on any extensive scale,

and it is understood that this is the first time

the company has aligned itself with any single

line of instruments.

The company has prepared plans for an

aggressive campaign and expects the band in-

strument department to become one of the

major features of the store.

Vega Foreign Trade Brisk

Boston, Mass., March 10.—The Vega Co..

manufacturer of Vega banjos, states that busi-

ness in foreign countries is exceedingly brisk.

Within the past few weeks communications

have been received from dealers in far-away

countries, reporting that the Vega line is mov-

ing in most satisfactory fashion. A large order

of banjos was recently shipped to Holland, and

a large order for Vegaphones was received from

Hawkes & Son, English representatives for

Vega instruments.

Bruno Markets Gagan Glamp

C. Bruno & Son, Inc., importers and whole-

salers of musical merchandise, have added a

new accessory to the line that is already giving

promise of being a very popular number. This

new number is known as the Cagan clamp.

While particularly handy for the gluing of uku-

lele bridges, it has also many other uses in

repair work on musical instruments.

A Banjo for

Every Customer
\ /EGA Banjos are made in many styles and with a
* wide price range. Accordingly the Vega dealer is

in a position to sell to the amateur teacher or profes-

sional a guaranteed quality instrument. There is always
one of the many styles to suit the prospective customer
in taste and purse.

Vega Banjos are sold direct to the dealer. They
have an unrivalled reputation for quality, tone and
appearance, as such they attain the greatest volume of

sales.

Established Retail Prices

The VEGA Co.
155 W Columbus Ave. Boston, Mass.
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Eastern Instrument and
Accessories Mfrs. Meet

First Meeting of Eastern Division of National

Association Well Attended

Hohner Harmonica Contest

for Adults Announced

Latest Publicity Drive of M. Hohner, Inc., De-

signed to Interest Adults

The first meeting of the Eastern division of

the National Association of Musical Instrument

and Accessories Manufacturers was held re-

cently at Mouquin's Restaurant, New York, with

an attendance of twenty-one manufacturers.

Walter Gotsch, secretary of the Chicago zone of

manufacturers, talked on the activities of the

Chicago Association and the benefits derived

from the organization of the manufacturers.

He related how the Chicago manufacturers

have been meeting for two years and told of

the ways in which these meetings had resulted

in common benefit. The matter of forming a

permanent organization in the Eastern district

will be discussed at a meeting on March 25.

The latest publicity campaign of M. Hohner,
Inc., manufacturer of harmonicas and accor-

dions, is a harmonica contest for adults. The
contest is being held under the combined aus-

pices of M. Hohner, Inc., the New York
Graphic and the B. S. Moss theatres.

Each edition of the Graphic carries a running

story of the contest, its developments and ac-

tivities, so that dealers will have ample oppor-

tunity of cashing in on the event. The con-

test is being held in the Moss chain of theatres

and the finals will be held at a theatre to be an-

nounced later.

Fifteen hundred dollars' worth of prizes will

be awarded to the winners, according to an an-

A
Drum Department

IN YOUR STORE
MEANS

REPEAT BUSINESS
"THE SATISFIED DRUMMER
ALWAYS COMES BACK"

The "POPULAR" outfit at

$40.00 retail is only one of

seven wonderful sellers at

prices from $25 to $100.

helps the
dealer with,— newspaper

a d s—m a t s and electros

—

cuts of all items—broad-

sides for mail and counter

use—display cards—cata-

logs, etc.

WRITE TO US.

jfcedi/ Mfg. Co.
INDIANAPOLIS

INDIANA

Do You Get Your Share of the Profit
in Band Instruments ?

BAND INSTRUMENTS

OR are you buying various lines only on
demand and on a low margin? If you

want a small goods department that pays well

investigate our proposition to dealers. We offer

full dealer protection and satisfactory margin
on the finest line of Brass Instruments in

America, nationally advertised and featured

by extensive direct-mail campaigns. Ample
territory given to dealers who are willing to

sell. Write for our proposition.

THE H. N. WHITE CO.
5215-60 Superior Ave., Cleveland, 0.

nouncement in the Graphic. F\rs\ prize is a

piano, the second a fully equipped radio set,

and the third a console Victrola. Other prizes

include banjos, violins and other musical instru-

ments.

Stimulates Small Goods Sales

Fulton, Mo., March 7.—The Kingdom of Calla-

way supper, which is an annual event for the

residents of Callaway County, was held recently,

and was a source of stimulating interest in

music and musical instruments. Whistling and
old-time fiddling records received the most
stimulus, but violins and guitars also felt the

revived interest. The music stores in the vi-

cinity took advantage of the occasion by run-

ning some effective advertising and installing

window displays of records and small goods.

The music at the event was provided by Warda-
man Cockrell, whistling soloist; Dan Jones,

fiddling champion of Missouri, and the Oliver

brothers.

Instrument Mfrs. Meet

A meeting of the recently organized National

Association of Musical Instrument and Acces-

sories Manufacturers was held March 9 and

10, at the Hotel Statler, Cleveland. Plans were

perfected regarding the organization and plans

for its activities up to the time of the National

convention in June were made.

New Georgia Conn Dealers

Atlanta, Ga., Alarch 7.—The Conn Atlanta Co.

recently announced the granting of the Conn
agency to two new Georgia dealers, the Alnutt

Music Co., of Savannah, and the F. A. Gutten-

berger Music Co., of Macon. The increased de-

mand for Conn instruments throughout the

State is the reason for the creation of the new
branches.

Conn Band Entertains

Elkhart, Ind., March 7. — At the recent

monthly meeting of the Elkhart Parent-Teacher

Association an interesting program was given

by the Conn Industrial Band, the band which

is composed entirely of employes of the fac-

tories of C. G. Conn, Ltd.

Benjamin Landay, vice-president of the Pro-

gressive Musical Instrument Corp., New York,

distributor of musical merchandise, recently re-

turned from an extensive honeymoon trip, fol-

lowing his wedding to Miss Lillian Shwarzei

at the Hotel Astor. Mr. and Mrs. Landay vis-

ited Miami, St. Petersburg, Tampa, Hollywood,

Havana and other points.

BACON
BANJOS

Played by Leading Musicians
and Orchestras

Sold by
Representative Music Merchants

BACON BANJO CO., Inc.
GROTON, CONN.
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MIDNIGHT

7ke Waltz In The Air/ Jhw
Eferyrihere at Midnight I v'

,

YOU*
Oor those

r
Who delight

in beautiful ballads

vYou Can't Oo Wrontf With Any FEIST Sonff

^MooMlAAWaltz^tt"
Written and featured by

HARRY M. SNODGRASS *King of the Tories'

% Ted Lewis' New Waltz Hit

WHILE WE DANCED
TILL DAWN*

Columbia Go. Advertising

Commended by Publication

Article in Advertisers' Weekly Comments on
Policy of Use of Newspapers as Chief Ad
Mediums—Flexibility So Secured Necessary

In a recent issue of the Advertisers' Weekly
an interesting article appeared commenting on

the advertising policy of the Columbia Phono-
graph Co., Inc., New York. Quoting James
Duffy, advertising manager of the Columbia Co.,.

this article states that the policy of the com-
pany is to "co-ordinate operations to create

consumer demand where experience has shown
prospective sales to abound."

Mention is made of the manner in which the

company works in conjunction with its eigh-

teen branches in important trade centers and
with its distributors in other sections of the

country. Around the selling and distributing

organization the advertising and promotional

work is directed and the expenditure is appor-

tioned in accordance with the opportunity to

stimulate sales.

In referring to the company's newly formu-

lated policy of broader use of newspapers in

connection with local sales argument, the ar-

ticle states in part:

"In this work newspaper advertising plays a

most important part. Incidentally it avoids the

waste involved in shooting money blindly at

the map in the general mediums. Primarily it

permits maximum public service, and so gleans

maximum harvest, by offering records of song
and dance numbers at the time of their greatest

vogue, while the people want particularly to

hear them.

"Of no small importance, too. is the fact that

branch managers and distributors take greater

interest in their work when they are backed up

by local advertising.

"Take for example the 'Mountain Whites,'

who buy a considerable number of Columbia

records. Among them symphony concerts, jazz,

popular songs and the old songs well rendered

make little appeal. Apparently they do not

care for music they do not know or the sort

of playing they are not accustomed to. They
want special records of 'Familiar Tunes' such

as 'Johnson's Old Gray Mule,' 'Rock All Our
Babies to Sleep,' 'Wild Bill Jones' and 'Wreck
of the Southern Old 97.' These records are

made from playing by blind artists in many
cases on homely instruments, such as guitars

and harmonicas."

In the editorial comment in the same issue of

this publication mention was again made of the

company's preference for newspapers as adver-

tising mediums, stating the flexibility that is so

secured is essential for such a product as the

talking machine record, for by the use of such

mediums people can be told of records of song

and dance numbers when they are at the height

of their popularity.

Eastern Pfanstiehl Jobber
Opens New Dealer Accounts

International Clearing House of N. Y. Making
Drive for Dealer Distribution—Former Talk-

ing Machine Men Cover Trade

Engagement of Theodore
M. Edison Is Announced

Youngest Son of Thos. A. Edison to Wed Miss

Anna M. Osterhout, Daughter of Harvard
Professor, Some Time in April

Cambridge, Mass., March 9.-—The engagement

has been announced here of Theodore Miller

Edison, youngest son of Thomas A. Edison, to

Miss Anna Maria Osterhout, daughter of one

of the leading biologists at Harvard University.

Mr. Edison is 26 years old and a graduate of

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

while Miss Osterhout, a couple of years his

junior, is a graduate of Vassar. The couple will

be married in the Appleton Chapel at Harvard

some time in April.

The International Clearing House of New
York, Inc., exclusive distributor in the East for

the Pfanstiehl radio receivers, has in its first

two weeks of its drive for dealer distribution

established a large number of accounts through-

out New York State, New Jersey, Pennsylva-

nia and New England.

The Pfanstiehl Overtone radio receivers are

manufactured in two styles, both five-tube radio

frequency sets.

This new jobbing corporation in its radio

work is under the supervision of W. A. Hanft,

who is well known in the radio field, and the

company has just recently acquired the services

of a number of old-time phonograph men.

New Jersey is being covered by E. L. Brown,
formerly with the Sonora and the Brunswick

companies and in the music field for many
years. Another well-known music representa-

tive covers the Pennsylvania field, E. D. Wood-
ward, formerly associated with the Columbia

and Brunswick. John Adams, formerly with

the Emerson Co., and recently connected with

the retail department of Jerome Remick, is vis-

iting the dealers in Connecticut. John Costanza,

connected with the International Clearing

House for many years, is visiting the trade in

eastern and central New York.

With the establishment of a branch office at

12 West street, Boston, the International Clear-

ing House is developing the New England field.

With the national magazine and local news-

paper advertising that is being done the jobbing

activities of this concern are creating a most

favorable impression in the trade.

INVESTIGATE—

GoldMeda
RADIO RECEIVER,
5 TUBE TUNED RADIO FREQUENCY

Some attractive territory still

open. Write for details.

$f\Ci— GOLD MEDAL RADIO CORP.
V/ List 1038 Longwood Avenue

(Regular Trade Discounts) Bronx, N. Y.
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The modern watch bears only a family

earlier century—it's compact.

This powerful receiving set is small eno
no measure of performance.

For those who are more familiar with the

main reasons for Sleeper Super-Performance

The Inverse Duplex Circuit makes the four
give the distance and results of seven tubes wi

These four tubes, because of this Inverse
Frequency Amplification and three stages of

Judge a Sleeper as you will, for distance

Sleeper dealer is glad to demonstrate a Sleeper

resemblance to those turnip watches of the

ugh to fit on almost any table but its size is

technicalities of Radio Reception, one of the
is this:

tubes of a Sleeper set double duty tubes. They
thout complication, noise and upkeep cost.

Duplex circuit, provide three stages of Radio
Audio Amplification.

selectivity—simplicity tone upkeep. Any
lonotrol your way. Then decide.

"They copied all they could follow,

But they couldn't copy my mind.

And I left 'em sweating and stealing

A year and a half behind."—Kipling

MONOTROL
REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.

SLEEPER RADIO CORP. 439 Washington Ave., Long Island City, N. Y.

Akron-Canton Trade
Reports Encouraging

Radio Show Stimulates Business—Dealers to

Participate in Spring Exposition—Plans for

Music Week Started—Other News

Akron-Canton, O., March 7.—Although the

talking machine business has been quiet during

the months of January and February, the month
of March has opened with much more encour-

agement for the dealer, and from reports

gleaned from the district business is much im-

proved. Radio has been instrumental in in-

creasing sales volumes.

Radio Sales Heavy in Akron
Not since radio has come into popularity

have so many sets been sold as the week fol-

lowing the closing of the First Annual Radio

Show held here and in which some fifteen

music houses and radio dealers had booths.

This event proved one of the most important

in local music history and prospects obtained

a'1 the show developed into scores of sales the

following week. Music dealers co-operated in

making a success of the broadcasting programs

at the show.

Music Merchants to Take Part

Talking machines of every make will be ex-

hibited by ten Canton music houses when the

annual Spring style exposition and style show
is held March 25 to 28. More than one hundred

retail merchants will take part in. the Spring

opening event. Music dealers have been asked

to hold informal concerts in their stores for

the crowds which will throng the downtown
streets on these nights.

A. B. Smith, Jr., Now in Charge

A. B. Smith, Jr., son of A. B. Smith, widely

known Akron piano merchant, has assumed
active charge of the business of the A. B.

Smith Piano Co., it is announced, and within

the near future he plans some changes in the

store arrangement which will affect the talk-

ing machine department. A. B. Smith, a figure

prominent in piano merchandising in Akron for

many years, has retired as active head of the

well-known house.

Plans for National Music Week
Preliminary plans have been started in Can-

ton for the local observance of National Music

week, which event will be one of the most im-

Scope for Business
in Great Britain

The United Kingdom offers you a splendid market for the sale of your goods.

But success depends on a knowledge of economic and other conditions. In this

regard you can keep abreast of the times by regular perusal of Britain's oldest

music trade journal—the

MUSIC TRADES REVIEW
Published 15th monthly; subscription $3.00 per annum, post

free. Write today for free specimen copy and advertising rates

G. D. ERNEST & GO.
Bessemer House, Duke St., Adelphi,

London, W. C. 2 Eng.

Also publishers of the Music Trades Diary, Yearbook and Directory.

Send 75 cents for a copy.

portant of the year. All music dealers have

pledged their co-operation.

G. S. Dales Returning From Orient

George S. Dales, head of the George S. Dales

Co., well-known Akron music house, will return

to the United States this month, after a several

weeks' sojourn in the Orient.

Johnsons Sons Co. to Build

J. H. Johnsons Sons Co., Alliance, is start-

ing the erection of a five-story modern building

in downtown Alliance to house its home fur-

nishings, talking machine and piano business.

The store, in existence for more than twenty

years, plans to double its piano and talking ma-
chine department space in the new store.

Lewis Bros, in Temporary Quarters

The Lewis Bros. Co., East Liverpool, which
suffered loss to the extent of $75,000 in the re-

cent disastrous fire, has secured temporary
quarters and will reopen business on a limited

scale. It is understood the concern will re-

build on its old site.

C. J. Duncan Adds Radio

C. J. Duncan, widely known Massillon Victor

dealer, announces the opening of a complete

radio department on the second floor of his

store in connection with the talking machine
section. He has secured local representation

for the Zenith, Radiola and the Fada lines.

Sonora Radio Speaker Con-
test Broadcast From WOR

The Sonora Phonograph Co., Inc., New York,

on March 4 stood sponsor for an enjoyable

orchestra concert broadcast from station WOR,
Newark. This concert was preliminary to a

Sonora radio speaker contest, the rules of which
were announced over the air on that evening.

The purpose of the contest is to increase in-

terest in Sonora radio speakers and to create a

demand for better reproduction of fine music

over the radio.

Seven prizes, consisting of seven Sonora De
Luxe radio speakers, were awarded to those con-

testants sending in the best rhyme or jingle in

a telegram of ten words on the Sonora radio

speaker; second, the second best jingle in tele-

gram of ten words; third and fourth prizes for

two best letters, wording unlimited, on the Son-

ora speaker; fifth prize to the best human in-

terest letter on the subject "What Radio
Means to Me"; sixth, for the best advertising

idea for the Sonora radio speaker, and seventh,

for the best testimonial on the subject "How
the Sonora radio speaker has obtained better

reproduction over the air."

This contest is one of a series which is

being held throughout the country on the Son-
ora radio speaker.
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The Effect of Radio
on Phonograph Sales

James V. Sill, Assistant Secretary of the W. W.
Kimball Co., Discusses the Effect of Radio

on the Phonograph Business, Showing How
Radio Is Really an Ally of Dealers

About the commonest question in the trade

to-day is, "What effect is radio having on the

phonograph business?" It is surprising how
many intelligent people have it all figured out

that radio is eliminating the phonograph as a

separate unit. There is no use denying that

radio has had a perceptible influence on the

sale of phonographs. Radio has had an influ-

ence on the sale of a great many commodities.

Dealers selling the lowest-priced automobiles

claim that radio has cut down their sales, be-

cause many families that cannot buy both will

choose the radio in place of a car. Radio has

probably affected the sale of women's hats for

the same reason.

Radio Building Music Appreciation

It will not take the place of the phonograph,

at least in its present stage. Radio is giving

countless thousands of people an appreciation

of music that they would never get through

any other channel. It is making people like

music, making them appreciate it, want it and

miss it if they are without it.

Whenever our salesmen report that a certain

town in their territory is "radio crazy"—that

all the dealers are thinking and talking radio

and claim there is no phonograph business, we
always figure that that town is an ideal spot

for a phonograph campaign. If the dealers are

concentrating their thoughts on radio, it leaves

the field pretty much open for a phonograph
drive with all competition eliminated.

A Case in Point

An illustration is appropriate: A year ago

one of our piano dealers made the statement to

a salesman of ours that the phonograph busi-

ness in his territory was absolutely dead. This

dealer had been in the music business over fifty

years. He handled several makes of phono-

graphs. He had a fine department with a big

stock of machines and records. He had a high-

salaried manager in charge of the department;

in fact he was paying this manager $5,000 a

year—for what? To prove to him that there

wasn't any phonograph business. He said:

CABINETS
Phonograph

Combination

Phonograph-Radio

Radio

Phonographs Complete Upright and Console Models

Genuine Mahogany Panel Stock AH Spruce Sounding Chambers

Large stock of new standard make of records; popular and foreign language
numbers at bargain prices.

THE HARPONOLA COMPANY
104 TRACTOR ROAD CELINA, OHIO

"People simply are not buying phonographs."

Our salesman replied: "All right, if they are

not buying, we will SELL them!'' We per-

suaded him to let us ship in a carload, put on

an intensive campaign and sold over ninety ma-

chines in two weeks, getting better profits,

better terms and at less expense than his normal

business averaged. Local conditions in that ter-

ritory were very bad at that time. This dealer

still thought it was an accident and that it could

not be repeated. But it was repeated on two

more occasions during the year, during which

time over three hundred Kimball phonographs,

without radio equipment, were sold—about

three times as many phonographs of all makes
being sold last year as in the year before,

notwithstanding the radio "influence" and the

sales manager's statement that "people are not

buying phonographs any more."

What is the conclusion? It is true that this

one example does not prove that there is more
phonograph business than ever before; it is not

intended to prove that. I would not even use
it as an illustration, were it not for the fact

that equally gratifying results have been accom-
plished at many other points during the past

year. One example of this kind is not con-

clusive, but it can be taken as an indication of

why our shipments of phonographs so far this

year have been more than double what they

were for the corresponding period last year.

Straight phonographs can be sold—they are

being sold, and will continue to be sold by deal-

ers who have not yet "discovered" that "there

isn't any phonograph business."

g^lllCTflliiJiipHUlMtlg^

$$$ More Dollars $$$
Tl

For You
More Dollars for you and more service for

your customers. Sell every purchaser of a
high priced radio set a charg-er for his bat-
teries. Keeping' batteries fully charged in-

Fire Proof

There is positively no
danger of fire when
using the Handy
Charger. Even if al-
lowed to run for sev-
eral days no harm can
be done. The taper
charger makes it im-
possible to overcharge
the battery — as the
charge in the Battery
increases the current
in the charger de-
creases;

Charges All Storage
Batteries "A" or "H"

2 to 48 volts

Charges quickly—5 to 7 amperes to a
0-volt battery — "B" batteries at
recommended rate. Very simple to con-
nect and disconnect. Just connect the
sturdy clips to battery and plug the
cord into a light socket—then turn on
current.

Order from your jobber to-day
cannot supply write us direct.

creases the efficiency of the set and lengthens
the life of the batteries. Then, too, the Ultra
Handy Charger will make the cash register
.ing more Dollars for you!

Attractively Finished

Beautiful Crystal Ma-
hogany finish. The
Ultra Handy Charger
is sufficiently attrac-
tive to stand beside
the most beautiful
radio set. There are
no acids to spill. It
cannot harm or dirty
the home.

i

Bethlehem Spark Plug Go.
Absorbs Splitdorf Elec. Go.

Charles M. Schwab, chairman of the board of

the Bethlehem Steel Corp., and his brother, F.

H. Schwab, have entered the radio industry

through. a consolidation of the Bethlehem Spark
Plug Co., which they own, and the Splitdorf

Electrical Co., which is now manufacturing a

five-tube tuned radio frequency receiving set,

radio parts and accessories. The name of the

new firm, which has headquarters and plant at

392 High street, Newark, N. J., will be known
as the Splitdorf Bethlehem Electrical Co.

31 4339 Duncan Ave St. Louis, Mo.

IS
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"Playtime Records" Popular

"Playtime Records", a product distributed by
the Plaza Music Co., 10 West Twentieth street,

New York City, is proving a profitable adjunct

to many talking machine record departments.

These records, which are found so valuable in

entertaining children; are part of a catalog^

vhich incorporates practically all the children's

songs and jingles. They, therefore, have a

ready sale in all seasons.

The Plaza Co. has issued attractive circular

matter on this product which, if properly pre-

sented to consumers, aids in creating sales. An-
other sales creator on "Playtime Records" is-

sued by the Plaza Music Co. is a counter dis-

play "cut-out." This is in several colors and is

descriptive of these children's offerings.

jiiSiitfiiiiuiiiiR^

The Eagle Radio Co., Newark, N. J., is con-

ducting a contest to determine the most popu-

lar radio artist. Applause cards received will de-

termine the winner. The contest closes May 10.
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Orchestra Demand Responsible for Sheet

Music Overproduction—A Practical Remedy
Too Frequent Playing of a Popular Number Makes Its Span of Popularity Shorter Than Would

Be the Case if Played Less Often—More Intelligent Exploitation

Fortunately for the sheet music, talking ma-
chine record and player roll industries, popular
songs which do so much to bring customers
into music establishments are not found want-
ing in merit at the present time. There are

some outstanding successes on the market. Not
one or two, but close to a dozen active big

sellers and a fair proportion of second best

offerings.

There is, however, a weakness in the present-

day publishing exploitation and distribution

methods and the cause for this does not lie

wholly with the publishers, who are responsible

for the issuance of a voluminous amount of

prints, but lies much deeper.

Reason for Overproduction

Naturally there is a good reason for the great

volume of offerings, and some of the factors

that are responsible do not emanate from pub-

lishing circles. Indeed, the conditions that bring

this situation about arc from several channels,

and up to this time the publishers have no way
of controlling the situation but have found it

necessary to ride along with the tide rather

than bring forth an issue that might require

some unity of action which, undoubtedly, would
be hard to obtain.

One of the prime causes of this situation is

the constant and increasing demand of or-

chestras, particularly of the dance variety, for

new tunes. In the eyes and ears of these musi-

cal combinations any good melody three or four

weeks old becomes passe. It is true that once

a number is accepted as a hit they frequently

overdo it and the many renditions lead them
to believe that the public feels the same way
about the number as they do. This is not al-

ways so.

Too Frequent Playing

After a dance tune has been efficiently intro-

duced, say over a week's period, it might be well

that the inclusion of that particular number in

the program be made less frequent. In this

manner, not only would it be unnecessary for

the orchestra itself to be constantly looking for

new material for its own and the jaded ears

of the dancers, but all would be belter pleased

over a longer period. This would certainly

serve to lengthen the popularity of a song and
give the writers and the publishers, as well as

the talking machine record and player roll com-
panies, a chance to cash in to better advantage
on its popularity.

To-day the band and orcriestra departments

of popular publishers receive visits from the

musicians of the same orchestras day after day,

always looking for new material. By no stretch

of imagination would it be possible for such

organizations, after daily visits to from twelve

to twenty publishing companies, to properly

present the variety of new offerings procured.

Publishers who have done more than their

share to make possible the large salaries re-

ceived by the members of the modern dance

orchestra allow these organizations to make de-

mands upon them to their loss.

Time to Call a Halt

It is time to call a halt on the demands of

orchestras for new material. They are the real

cause for the oversupply of popular songs and

they are the real cause for the failure of many
popular successes to attain a proper sales total.

If the orchestras were to play, commencing to-

day, the popular orchestrations that they now
have on their books they would find enough ma-
terial to last well into the Summer season with

an occasional but not daily inclusion of some
more timely number.

Many Instances of Overplaying

There have been not a few instances during

the past year where a number has been intro-

duced for a short period by orchestras and

then discarded. It happens in these several

cases, however, that the publishers of the num-
ber felt that there was a little more body to the

song than had been brought out in the initial

campaign. The number was therefore nursed

along without orchestra aid for several months
with the result that in song form and through

theatre exploitation interest in the number was
revived to a considerable extent and sales in-

creased in a significant manner.

The orchestra can play a wide variety of

numbers without daily incursions for new ma-
terial. If they will give going numbers a better

chance they probably will please their audiences

just as well as they will make more sales.

THE$E $ONG$ $PELL $UCCE$$

AT THE END of the ROAD
On All Record$—$ong—Al$o Fox Trot

PETER PAN (I Love You)
On All Record$—Fox Trot

THE ONLY ONE (For Me)
On All Record$—$ong—Al$o Fox Trot

ALABAMY BOUND
On All Record$—$ong—Al$o Fox Trot

THE PRISONER'S SONG
A Real Vocal Gem—One of the Bigge$t Record $eller$ in Year$

$HAPIRO, BERN$TEIN & CO., Inc. c« & 47* $..

MU$IC PUBLI$HER$ NEW YORK, U. $. A.
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FIVE RECORD RECORD BREAKERS
PADDLING

LITTLE DEVIL

MARIE, MARIE, MARIE

SALLY'S GOT THE BLUES

Can't Your Friend Get A Friend for Me

Above jSongs Featured by Orchestra and Vaudeville Acts From Coast to Coast

IRVING BERLIN, Inc. 1607 Broadway New York

"Between Sweetie and Me"
to Be Exploited Nationally

Broadway Music Corp. Inaugurating Extensive

Publicity Campaign on Topical Hit, "Cross-

Words Between Sweetie and Me"

The, Broadway Music Corp., 733 Seventh

avenue, New York City, of which Will Von
Tilzer is president, has inaugurated a national

exploitation campaign in behalf of the song

"Cross-Words Between Sweetie and Me." This

number, after many weeks of preliminary trials,

has shown up so well that a sales drive, accom-

panied by some unusual publicity, was decided

upon.

This song is known to the trade as "Between

Sweetie and Me," and the title page, although

mentioning "Cross-Words," which is part of the

song, only appears in minor shape. All the

Broadway Music Corp. representatives through-

out the country are taking part in the publicity

drive on this number. It is being radioed fre-

quently and is one of the features in dance halls

and photoplay houses.

"Cross-Words Between Sweetie and Me""' has

distinguished itself as being one song carrying

the title of the current craze for cross-word

puzzles in a manner that makes it a commercial

success. Will Von Tilzer, head of the Broad-

1

Chappell -Harms
Ballad Successes

A Brown Bird Singing

In The Garden of Tomorrow

Land of Might-Have-Been

Love's First Kiss

My Thoughts of You

One Little Dream of Love

Smile Through Your Tears

Someday, En Somebody's Eyes

Some Day You Will Miss Me

Song of Songs

Sweetest Call

There's a Song in My Heart

Sweet Navarre

What a Wonderful World

It Would Be

agaaagaaggggaaagaaaggaggaggggggg

way Music Corp., hesitated before making ar-

rangements to spend money on this song in a

big way. The results that the song achieved

through its preliminary publicity, however,

brought forth such active sales as to more than

justify the additional expenditures.

While it is true the number carries a topical

title, it by no means rests its case on the craze

for cross-word puzzles. The music has much
merit and the words are in good ballad style,

fully carrying out the story of "Cross-Words

Between Sweetie and Me." The words are by

Fred Steele and Bob Schafer and music by Billy

Heagney and Bert Reed. The number has been

given a very attractive title page which lends

itself readily to display purposes and this, to-

gether with the campaign now under way,

should give it a sales impetus that will place it

in the hit class during the Spring season.

E. F. Bitner Back From
West Indies Vacation

Upon His Return Finds Feist Organization in

the Midst of Its Great Spring Drive

Edgar F. Bitner, general manager of Leo
Feist, Inc., who, accompanied by his wife, made
'a several weeks' tour of the West Indies, re-

turned to his desk recently. This was Mr.

Bitner's first vacation. Upon his return he found

the Feist catalog in the throes of a great Spring-

drive.

The numbers that it had been decided on to

exploit just prior to Mr. Bitner's departure are

all moving along at a rapid rate, including

Isham Jones and Gus Kahn's "I'll See You in

My Dreams," which is already acknowledged

one of the big hits of the season; "Will You
Remember Me," a natural hit; "O Katharina,"

from "Chauve Souris"; "Let it Rain, Let it

Pour," "If It Wasn't for You I Wouldn't Be

Crying Now," "I'm So Ashamed," "I Had Some
One Else Before I Had You" (and I'll Have
Someone After You're Gone), and the new num-
ber by Harry Snodgrass, "The Moonlight, a

Waltz and You." These numbers, together

with a healthy list of songs now nearing their

peak, will be the features of Feist Spring ac-

tivities.

Selvin Pleases Radio Fans

Ben Selvin, playing with his orchestra at

Woodmansten Inn, on Williamsbridge Road, has

started an innovation in broadcasting circles at

his bi-weekly radio dates, on Thursdays and

Sundays, over WFBH. All requests received

from fans by 'phone or wire during the broad-

casting of the program are played in medley

form at its completion, thus giving all the tun-

ing-in bugs a perfect break. Ben does his own
announcing, and of late has been singing vocal

choruses of the popular hits his boys have been

sending" "over the air.

Feist Plans Campaign
on New Snodgrass Song

"The Moonlight, a Waltz and You," by Widely
Known Radio and Brunswick Artist to Be
Featured in Extensive Campaign

Harry Snodgrass, who has been named "King
of the Ivories" and who gained original recog-

nition through his broadcasting of piano compo-
sitions over station WOS, Jefferson City, Mo.,

HARRY M. SNODGRASS
s -'KW of the Ivories-

is the writer of two songs, "The Moonlight, a

Waltz and You," published by Leo Feist, Inc.,

and "On the Air," published by the South Bend

Music Publishing Co., Inc.

The Feist organization plans to give wide pub-

licity to "The Moonlight, a Waltz and You."

The professional band and orchestra depart-

ment, the various Feist offices and its represent-

atives everywhere will take ' part in the cam-

paign on this song.

Harry M. Snodgrass has signed a contract

with the Orpheum Circuit to appear in vaude-

ville for a two-year period and he is now play-

ing to packed houses in all the cities he visits.

The unusual publicity he has received through

his radio work and the fact that he has been

elected the most popular radio artist in the

country, as well as his unique entertaining play-

ing at the piano, will all serve to add to the

publicity and sales of "The Moonlight, a Waltz

and You."

The South Bend Music Publishing Co., Inc.,

South Bend, Ind., has released a new. song de-

scribed as a radio fox-trot called "On the Air."

This number has been heard through various

broadcasting stations and has been a feature of

many such programs
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Alfred Baldwin Sloane,

Noted Composer, Dies

Veteran Composer of Light Operas and Musical

Comedies Succumbs to Heart Disease at

Home of Daughter in Red Bank, N. J., in

Fifty-third Year

"Nola" Popularity Is

Still on the Increase

Composition by the Late Felix Arndt Continues

to Grow in Favor Despite the Long Period

That Has Elapsed Since Published

Alfred Baldwin Sloane, well known for thirty

years as a composer of light operas and musical

comedies, died February 21, in Red Bank, N. J.,

at the home of his daughter, Mrs. June H.

Brackett, from heart disease. He was taken ill

on the Tuesday preceding his death. He was
in his fifty-third year.

Mr. Sloane was born in Baltimore. His first

musical score to be produced was that of "Ex-

celsior, Jr.," which was put on the stage in 1895,

when he was twenty-three years old. He had

begun the study and writing of music in 1890.

His second production was "Jack and' the Bean-

stalk," in 1896.

Among musical works of which he was com-

poser, or part composer, were "Sergeant Kitty,"

"The Mocking Bird," Lillian Russell's "Lady
Teazle," "Broadway to Tokio," "The Ginger-

bread Man," "Tillie's Nightmare," "The Prince

of Bohemia," "The Summer Widowers," "The
Henpecks," "Hanky-Panky," "The Sun Dodg-
ers" and "Ladies First."

"Nola," which has found such favor as a fox-

trot with dance orchestras, theatres and in pho-

toplay houses during the past season and also

r

A

DebutofNewMusicalComedy
Hammerstein-Quinn, Inc., announce the pro-

duction of a new musical comedy called "When
Summer Comes," a piece constructed along the

now happily established lines of a book with

a real story and music that have no relation to

jazz. An excellent cast has been assembled.

The "book" is by Jack Arnold and the music

by A. Baldwin Sloane. The music of "When
Summer Comes" will be published by M. Wit-

mark & Sons.

Felice Arndt

as a solo number by concert artists and in other

forms, and which has had national popularity,

is the work of the late Felix Arndt. As a piano

silhouette it was recorded on the Victor records

in 1915 and was first released in sheet music

form by the present publisher, Sam Fox Pub-

lishing Co., Cleveland, O., at that time.

The popularity of the number was immediate,

demonstrating that the public, while favoring

popular music, appreciates compositions of the

better type. The original sales on this number
were also produced by the renditions of pian-

ists who gave it its initial popularity and who
successfully presented it in the same manner as

that of the composer.

In 1922 Vincent Lopez and His Hotel Penn-
sylvania Orchestra rendered "Nola" as a fox-

trot for the first time and later it was one of

their features by radio. This quickly estab-

lished "Nola" as a dance number and the pub-

lisher immediately forwarded orchestrations in

fox-trot time to the leading orchestra leaders

in all parts of the country. It undoubtedly be-

came the outstanding instrumental hit of 1922

and the early part of 1923 and, of course, con-

tinues to maintain much of its popularity.

In 1923 Adelaide and Hughes, Florence Wal-
ton and Maurice and Lenora Hughes took up
"Nola" as a special feature dance number. This

brought further popularity to this offering.

Bill Baker used it in the Music Box Revue for

;i full season. George Carey, xylophone soloist

of Sousa's band, and the popular pianists, Roy
Cargy, Frank Banta, Joseph Daily, as well as

Frederick Fradkin, the solo violinist, played the

number with unusual success. The latter also

iccorded the number with his own original ar-

rangement for Brunswick records. Jascha

Gurewich, the saxophone virtuoso, has pro-

claimed this number the greatest instrumental

novelty ever written and many other outstand-

ing artists seem to have a similar opinion.

The publisher is firmly of the belief that

"Nola" has not reached its peak and is antic-

ipating that before the year is over the demand
and sales will have doubled.

Irving Berlin, Inc., has among its newer of-

ferings two that particularly stand out. These
are "Seventeen" and "Oh, Mabel." Both of

these numbers are quite popular in vaudeville

and are featured by many dance orchestras.

llllien the One
Hon Love,
Loves YouA

HowlLove

,
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©19m LEO FEIST

Keu) Waltz Ballad
So Successfully Suud by

MORTON DOWNEY
"
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"Natja" Added to List

of Successful Operettas

New Production on Broadway Has a Particu-

larly Tuneful and Appealing Score as Well

as an Excellent Book

"Natja," an operetta in three acts, with book

and lyrics by Harry B. Smith and music adapt-

ed from melodies of P. I. Tschaikowsky, by

Karl Hajos, opened at the Knickerbocker Thea-

tre, New York City, to a large audience early

this month.

The show, which has been given some pre-

liminary performances in Philadelphia and other

cities, was preceded in New York by exception-

ally glowing reports and these, it may be said,

did not in any way overestimate the merit of

this offering. If anything, the terse and enthu-

siastic comments failed to do "Natja" justice

through the fact that they were limited to vari-

ous portions of the offering which particularly

appealed to the critics when reviewing the piece.

"Natja" is presented with a symphony orches-

tra of fifty pieces and will be noted not only

for quality of the singing voices of the stars

of the play, but of each and every member

of the chorus. The orchestra is under the di-

rection of Max Hirschfeld.

The singing roles were handled by competent

voices. Miss Mary Mellish, recently of the Met-

ropolitan Opera House; George Reimherr, who
is widely known as concert singer, and Miss

Madeline Collins, playing "Natja," came to this

country after a wide operatic experience in Eng-

land and with the Gallo Opera Companies here.

The settings, while elaborate, are in keeping

with the atmosphere of the piece. It is of the

caliber of the new operatic offerings which are

meeting with such wide approval, with the ex-

ception that it carries a better book, better

music, better voices and more tense dramatic

situations.

There are numerous vocal selections which

undoubtedly will have a wide sale not only this

season but for several seasons to come. In-

cluded in these are "I Hear Love Call Me,"

"The Magic of Moonlight and Love," "A Lady

Who Lives for Love," "Ups and Downs," "Hon-

or and Glory," "In My Homeland," "Beside the

Star of Glory," "Eyes That Haunt Me" and

"There Is a Garden in Loveland." Leo Feist,

Inc., are the publishers of the score.

Shapiro, Bernstein & Go.

Plan Spring Campaigns

Shapiro, Bernstein & Co., Inc., have ar-

ranged a big Spring campaign on some of the

outstanding successes of their cata.og. Most of

these numbers are having an active sale in sheet

music form and have been recorded on all of

the talking machine records and player rolls. In

record form they invariably appear in the cata-

logs in both vocal and instrumental form.

The numbers that have been selected for

this special sales drive include "At the End

of the Road," a number of ballad order which

has a particular appeal in the homes of the

country and is also popular as a fox-trot on

the dance floors; "Peter Pan" (I Love You),

also a fox-trot is a novelty that in a short

space of time has made itself one of the lead-

ing popular successes. The other numbers in-

clude two fox-trots, "The Only Only One"
(For Me), "Alabamy Bound" and the new vocal

selection "The Prisoner's Song."

"Indian Dawn" a Favorite

"Indian Dawn," one of the newer numbers

in the catalog of the Sam Fox Publishing Co.

of New York and Cleveland, O., has in a short

space of time made itself a great favorite with

concert singers. The list of well-known art-

ists who are at present including "Indian

Dawn" in their program is quite lengthy and

speaks well for the merit of this musical offer-

ing. The Sam Fox Publishing Co., on the

strength of the early indications of the number's
popularity, has arranged a wide campaign hook-
ing up the appearances of these artists with

trade channels. Some appropriate publicity ma-
terial is being issued for this purpose.

"Moon Dream Shore"
Featured at Strand

Sam Fox Publishing Co. Number Sung in Con-
junction With "A Thief in Paradise" at This
Theatre Scores in Big Way

Joseph Plunkett, who is responsible for the

many attractive musical prologues that precede

the pictures at the Mark Strand Theatre, New
York, has again attracted attention with the

musical presentation in conjunction with the

showing of the photoplay, "A Thief in Para-

dise." In this instance the Sam Fox Publishing

Co. number, "Moon Dream Shore," was used

for the musical theme. The setting was a scene

in tropical atmosphere. Everett Clark, the

talented tenor, rendered "Moon Dream Shore"

in an impressive manner. The combination of

the setting and the singing placed the audiences

in a most receptive mood for the feature pro-

duction which followed, the opening scene of

which is that of a South Sea Isle. "Moon
Dream Shore" was also used as the love theme
during the presentation of the picture proper.

This is only one of the many uses being made
of this successful love song. It is now one of

the most active sellers in the Sam Fox Pub-

lishing Co. catalog.

National Drive Planned
for New Berlin Number

"Listening," one of the successful songs

from this season's Irving Berlin's "Music
Box Revue," has been released from that

show by the publishers, Irving Berlin, Inc., and
will now be heard in vaudeville and other places

of public rendition.

Simultaneously with the placing of this mu-
sical comedy number on the open list for per-

formers, Irving Berlin, Inc., has arranged a na-

tional campaign featuring this song. The pro-

fessional, the band and orchestra departments,

the branch offices of the Berlin company, as

well as all its representatives are to take part

in arranging this publicity and sales drive.

The talking machine record companies, the player

roll manufacturers and their distributors, as

well as sheet music distributors and dealers, are

also going to co-operate in this widespread cam-
paign. It is proposed to make "Listening" the

most sung and played of popular numbers dur-

ing the period. Vaudeville performers in thea-

tres and all parts of the country will sing

the song. Dance orchestras will frequently pro-

g am it. Cabarets, photoplay houses and the

regular theatre orchestras will also make it a

feature.

The Davis Dry Goods Go.

Operating Department

Sheet Music Section, Formerly Controlled by
Western Book & Stationery Co., Now Owned
by Firm

Chicago, III., March 5.—The Davis Dry
Goods Co., formerly the Rothschild Department

Store, now operates its own sheet music depart-

ment. This was formerly controlled as a con-

cession by the Western Book & Stationery Co.

The sheet music department is now under the

management of Mrs. G. Weimer and it is prov-

ing one of the most active departments in the

store. The Pietsch music store on Milwaukee ave-

nue, this city, is now being operated by Mrs.

F. O. Pietsch. Mr. Pietsch died some three

weeks ago, following a two-days' illness.
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Radio Sales Heavy
in Atlanta District

Month of February Compares Favorably With
Same Period of 1924—Columbia Co. Installs

Recording Laboratory—Other News

Atlanta, Ga., March 9.—The month of Febru-

ary in the talking machine and radio trade in

Atlanta and vicinity compared most favorably

with the preceding month and with the same

period of 1924. The greatest sales activity is

noticeable in radio and records, with machine

sales being more or less inconsistent. On the

whole, general business is satisfactory and the

demand for radio products is growing month
after month. This department of the music

store is a quite recent acquisition with most of

the dealers in this section, but having entered

the radio field they are now putting strong

sales effort behind the product and success is

meeting their efforts. The combination units

are selling well and there is quite a demand
for panel sets for installation in phonographs

James K. Polk, Inc., Busy

James K. Polk, Inc., distributor of Sonora

and Okeh products, reports a brisk business in

both lines. This concern recently moved to the

building at 181 Whitehall street and the entire

edifice is devoted to its phonograph activities.

The success of this firm can be, in a large meas-

ure, traced to its policy of dealer co-operation.

Columbia Installs Laboratory

The Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc., recently

installed a recording laboratory in its building

at 561 Whitehall street, in order to secure rec-

ords of the outstanding Southern talent. Among
the records which are made at the Atlanta lab-

oratory are those of Warner's Seven Aces,

dance orchestra; "Fiddlin' " John Carson, Grace

McConnell and Edward McConnell, prominent

local soloists.

Good Edison Record Demand
Phonographs, Inc., Edison wholesaler for this

section, reports a very satisfactory record busi-

ness being done by Edison dealers. One of the

chief causes for the demand for Edison records

was the appearance here some months ago of

Edison artists, who gave tone test concerts in

comparison with the Edison instruments. The
result was a stimulation of record sales, not

only of the appearing artists' records, but ol

the entire classical catalog.

New Conn Agencies Announced
The Conn Atlanta Co. recently announced the

appointment of the F. A. Guttenberger Music

Co., Macon, and the Alnutt Music Co., Savan-

nah, a.s Conn agents in their territories.

Music Dealers Participate

in Kansas City Radio Show

Kansas City, Mo., March 8.—The Kansas City

Electrical and Radio Show was held here

March 2 to 7 in Convention Hall.

Directly above the entrance was a gigantic

loud speaker exploiting the Music Master prod-

uct. Under this in front of the entrance

Schmelzer & Co.'s booth was the first to be

seen upon entering the hall, exploiting Music

Master and Silver Voice loud speakers, the

Grebe, Freed-Eisemann and Crosley sets.

The display of the J. W. Jenkins' Sons Music

Co. included a Victrola combined with a Fed-

eral radio panel in a cabinet, six Zenith sets,

without set-up apparatus, and four Ware
models.

The W. W. Kimball Co. displayed a Whit-
ney expression grand, a Welte-Mignon repro-

ducer and a Kimball baby grand reproducing

piano. On the last mentioned a dial showing
the range of movement of the keyboard attrac-

ted considerable interest.

The Wunderlich Piano Co. occupied three

hooth spaces and displayed the Brunswick Ra-

diola in several different models and sizes as

well as a Checkering Ampico. Four super-het-

erodyne Racliolas also were displayed.

BATTERIES
Batteries with a reputation

Made in two sizes:

No. 4524—4!4 amp. hr., 24 volts.

No. 4548

—

4 x/2 amp. hr., 48 volts.

Complete information and prices
on request.

Storad Batteries have a reputation for giving

reliable service under severe requirements of

modern receiving sets.

Help your customers solve the important prob-
lem of "B" circuit power by supplying them
with Storad Batteries.

The Cleveland Engineering Laboratories Co.
2114 Superior Viaduct, N. W. Cleveland, Ohio

New Emerson Cabinet

Ready for the Trade

New Model Has Concealed Loud Speaker and
Space for Installation of Batteries

The Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp. is

now delivering to the trade a new Emerson
cabinet with concealed loud speaker. The cab-

inet has three compartments, the base of which

has space reserved for batteries, above which

is a compartment for the receiving set which

will house any of the well-known makes. The
compartment above this encases the amplify-

ing horn equipped with the speaker.

The cabinets are all walnut and in a tone that

will allow attractive installation of both walnut

and mahogany receiving sets. The tone will

also lend itself admirably to any color scheme
in the home. This cabinet is being marketed

through the dealer at a very popular price. It

is a high quality product, has a beautiful finish,

attractive panels and altogether is a desirable

piece of furniture.

B. Abrams, president of the Emerson Radio

& Phonograph Corp., states that the market
for this new Emerson cabinet is quite large and
is constantly growing larger. There is a wide
sales field for the cabinets which are available

for the installation of receiving sets. The fact,

too, that the Emerson cabinet is delivered with
the loud speaker and amplifying horn insporated

in the cabinet itself gives it added sales merit.

This cabinet will particularly appeal to the

ladies as it places all radio equipment in the

interior of the cabinet and adds to the' attrac-

tiveness of the home.

Brilliantone Travelers Back

The sales staff of the Brilliantone Steel

Needle Co., New York City, returned to Bril-

liantone headquarters last week with satisfac-

tory orders. Harry W. Acton, general mana-
ger, had been in Chicago for a ten-day trip.

Louis Unger, sales manager, returned from the

Pacific Coast.- I. T. Unger returned from the

South and Sidney Risser from Philadelphia,

Baltimore and Washington general conditions

are reported satisfactory.

EVERY-

THING

FOR

THE

RADIO

DEALER

LANDAY BROS'. NEWEST STORE
EQUIPPED BY ZIMMERMAN-BITTER

CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
For the last three ye..?z the Zimmer-
man-Bitter Construction Company has
completed the following installations

for Landay Brothers:

1923 Landay Bros., 42nd St. Store
1923 Store Broad St.,

Newark
1924 5th Ave. Store
1924 Bronx Store,

Southern Blvd.

1924 Yonkers Store
1924 Main Offices, 6th

Ave.
1924 tt 6th Ave. & 35th

St. Store
1925 tt Landay Hall, 42nd

St. & 6th Ave.
The fact that Landay Bros, call on us

for the installing of equipment year
after year is conclusive proof of our
ability and quality of workmanship.

ualiiyl^^j design,

Rceord Rack, Display Cases
Hearing Rooms Musical Instrument
Service Counters Cases, Etc.

Prices on request

ZIMMERMAN-BITTER
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
325-27 East 94th Street. New York

Telephone Lenox 2960 A

ASK US

ABOUT

OUR

SHEET

MUSIC

AND

MUSICAL

INSTRU-

MENT

CASES
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WORLD'S CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Any member of trie trade may forward to this office a "Situation" advertisement

intended for this Department to occupy a space of four lines, agate measure, and it will

be inserted free. Replies will also be forwarded without cost. Additional space will

be at the rate of 25c. per line. If bold faced type is desired the cost of same will be

25c. per line. Rates for all other classes of advertising on application.

TO LEASE
Phonograph and radio department in a large depart-

ment store in an Ohio city of 100,000. Valuable
agencies; long established business. Will either rent

space or lease on a percentage of sales plan to

desirable party. Address "Radio Box 1487," care
The Talking Machine World, 383 Madison Ave.,
New York City.

SPRINGS
VICTOR

l%"x. 022x17', bent each end No. 6543

l%"x.022xl8' 6" marine ends No. 3014

l%"x.022xl7' bent arbor No. 5362
Ii4"x.022xl3' bent arbor No. 5423

l%"x.022x9' bent arbor No. 5427

l«4"x.022x9', bent each end No. 6542

l"x.020xl3' 6" marine ends No. 2141

l"x. 020x15' marine ends No. 3335

l"x. 020x15' bent arbor No. 5394

l"x. 020x15', bent at each end No. 6546
COLUMBIA

l"x.028xl6' crimp arbor, new style. No. 20009
l"x.028xl0' Universal No. 2951

l"x.028xll' Universal No. 2951

l"x. 030x11' hook ends
l"xll' for motor No. 1 No. 1219

HBINBMAN
l"x.025xl2' motors, Nos. 33 & 77
1 3/16"x.026x19', also PathS
1 3/16"x.026xl7' No. 4

HEISSELBACH
%"xl0' motors, Nos. 9 & 10
I"x9' motors, Nos. 11 & 12
I"xl6' motors, Nos. 16, 17 & 19
2"x.022xl6', rectangular hole, 18kl0

SAALi-SIliVERTONE
l"x. 027x10', rectangular hole No. 144

l"x.027x13', rectangular hole No. 145
l"x. 027x16', rectangular hole No. 146

BRUNSWICK
l"x.025xl2', rect'gular hole, regular.No. 201
l"x.025xl8\ rect'gular hole, regular.No. 401

KRASBERG
l"xl2' motor 2A 1 Pear-shaped and
l"xl6' motor 3 & 4 } rectangular holes
l"xl8' new style Jon outer end

EDISON
l%"x. 028x25' regular size disc motors
l"x. 032x11', Standard
1 5/16", Home
1 5/16"xl8' type A 150, old style disc
1" Amberola 30-50-75
1 1/16". B 80

SUNDRIES
l"x.025x9', pear-shaped Stewart
I"x.025xl6', Sonora, Style 30
25/32"x. 026x10', P.S. Swiss Motors & Pathe
l^"x.025xl7' round hole, Mandel
$4"x.022x9\ pear-shaped small motors....
I"x.025xl6\ pear-shaped hole or rect
%"x.023xl0', marine ends, Hein. Col., etc..

%"x.025xl0\ marine ends, Hein. Col., etc..

%"x.020x9', marine ends
%"x.020x9', marine ends
Victor Gov. springs. No. 1729 per 100
Victor Gov. balls, n/style. No. 3302... each
Victor-Columbia Gov. sp.,screw washers, 100
Columbia Gov. springs, No. 3510. . .per 100
Columbia Gov. ball, lead, flat and spring..
Columbia Gov. ball, new style & spring...
Turntable felts, wool, green, 10", 15c; 12"

Terms, 2% cash with order.

TALKING MACHINE SUPPLY CO., PARK RIDGE,N.J.

$.57
.58
.57
.50
.42
.42
.32
.35
.38
.43

.67

.34

.36

.45

.35

.35

.75

.59

.29

.31

.49
1.20

.42

.48

.58

.43

.58

.45

.55

.60

1.25
.55
.70

1.28
.56

1.15

.34

.52

.36

.75

.26

.50

.29

.27

.21

.18

.95

.07

.72

.95

.08

.08

.18

WANTED—Position as salesman with fac-

tory, jobber or in retail department by young

man with three years successful experience in

selling and repairing phonographs. Reference

best character and a worker. State what you

have to offer. C. S. D., P. O. Box 624, Colum-

bia. S. C.

WANTED—Piano salesmen wanted, wholesale,

on commission basis. Excellent popular values.

State territory covered. Correspondence con-

fidential. Address "Box 1484," care The Talk-

ing Machine World. 383 Madison Ave., New
York City.

POSITION WANTED—Sales executive who
can produce results, is open for place with radio

or phonograph concern. Eight years experience

and qualified as sales and advertising manager

of small, progressive concern or as district,

field or assistant sales manager of large con-

cern. Can develop and carry through merchan-

dising policies and has wide acquaintance in the

industry. Address "Box 1489," care The Talk-

ing Machine World, 383 Madison Ave... New
York City.

POSITION WANTED—Efficient repair man
on all makes of motors, also skilled in cabinet

touch up work, desires new connection with re-

liable dealer, 10 years' experience and best of

references. Address "Box 1481," care The Talk-

ing Machine World, 383 Madison Ave., New
York City.

POSITION WANTED—Recording engineer wishes posi-

tion with reliable concern, either recording or manufac-
turing. A-l references. Twenty years' experience. Ad-
dress "Box 1488," care The Talking Machine World, 383
Madison Ave., New York City.

PHONOGRAPH-RADIO
SALESMEN

Wanted phonograph-radio salesmen to carry a side
line of popular-priced phonographs, radio tables,

loud speaker consoles and other fast sellers on a
commission basis in exclusive territories. Fine op-
portunity. If interested address "Box 1494," care
The Talking Machine World, 383 Madison Ave.,
New York City.

FOR SALE
200 phonographs, period and upright models, from
$75 to $300. Must go from $12 to $25 each. Big
lot of cabinet hardware at any price. 8,000 records
in all languages and 100 portables. "Box 1490,"

care The Talking Machine World, 383 Madison
Ave., New York City.

WANTED—Intelligent combination (2) in

the manufacturing of Gramophone records. Ex-
ecutive positions. Years of experience. If in-

terested please communicate with "Box 1482,"

care The Talking Machine World, 383 Madison
Ave., New York City.

POSITION WANTED in or around New York by an
efficient repair man of all kinds of motors. Address "Box
1485," care The Talking Machine World, 383 Madison Ave.,
New York City.

POSITION WANTED—Young man with three years'
experience as record salesman. Prefer work in the metro-
politan area. References given. Address "Box 1486,"
care The Talking Machine World, 383 Madison Ave.,
New York City.

POSITION WANTED—Service man on all makes of
motors, with high-grade references. Working half-day
or two and three days' work a week. Can supply ail

makes of motor parts. Address "Box 1492," care The
Talking Machine World, 383 Madison Ave., New York
City.

POSITION WANTED—Victrola repair man. 20 years'
expert experience. Looking for a part-time position. Best
of references. Address "Box 1493," care The Talking
Machine World, 383 Madison Ave., New York City.

FOR SALE
Music business, located in Toledo, O., and in ex-

cellent financial condition. Line consists of phono-
graphs, pianos, electric pianos and radios. Part
cash, balance mortgage. For full particulars, ad-

dress "Box 1491," care The Talking Machine World,
383 Madison Ave., New York City.

FOR SALE
For sale, music store, exceptional opportunity to

buy. 25 years established business. Only one in

city. Franchises New Edison, Victrola, Kohler and
Campbell pianos and radio. Reason for selling

poor health. Two stores, Torrington and Winsted,
Conn., both for sale. Address "Box 1495," care
The Talking Machine World, 3S3 Madison • Ave.,
New York City.

CARVED LEGS
Eight designs in gum, oak and ma-
hogany. Prices reduced. Send for cir-

cular. Klise Mfg. Co., Grand Rapids,

Mich.

Ace Brigode and His Vir-

ginians Record for Edison

Well-known Dance Orchestra Makes Edison

Records—First Releases Issued This Month

Leading Finance Company
Invades Pacific Coast

Commercial Investment Trust, Incorporated,

Takes Over California Finance Company

Another new orchestra of wide reputation has

been added to the" list of those organizations

making Edison records. The new addition is

Ace Brigode and His Fourteen Virginians. This

popular dance orchestra plays nightly at the

Commercial Investment Trust, Incorporated,

whose well-known C. I. T. plan for financing

talking machine, radio and piano instalment pa-

per is widely used in the trade, has assumed
control of a prominent finance company in San

Ace Brigode and His
Monte Carlo Club in New York. Its first Edi-

son record is released this month, and on one

side features "Ever Lovin' Bee," from the Zieg-

feld Follies, and on the other side, "In the

Shade of a Sheltering Tree," from the "Music

Box Revue".

The men shown in the picture, reading from
left to right, are: Lucien Crinner, Frank Skin-

ner, Al Delaney, Bud Lincoln, Abe Lincoln, Ace
Brigode, Happy Maysfield, Nick Kortez, Ray
Welch, Al Tresize, Fred Brokez, Sleepy Garnet

and Eddie Allen.

POSITION WANTED—Salesman or buyer in radio.

Five years' experience in the radio field and thorough
knowledge of radio merchandising. Address "Box 1496,"
care The Talking Machine World, 383 Madison Ave., New
York City.

Fourteen Virginians

Francisco which already operates two branches

and has been established for seven years.

The California company will form the nu-

cleus of the C. I. T. Pacific Coast operations

and it is planned to open other branches in that

territory in the near future. With this latest

acquisition the Commercial Investment Trust,

Incorporated, and subsidiaries, have regional

headquarters in New York, Chicago, San Fran-

cisco and Toronto, with branch offices radiating

from those points.

With regional headquarters in San Francisco

and branches in various Coast cities, the com-

pany is in a position to render prompt service

to the music trade^ interests on the Pacific

Coast.
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Brunswick Radiolas in New
Upright Models Announced

Three Models in Upright Designs Released to

Trade—Radiola IIIA Installed in Each In-

strument—Models Meet Real Need

Of unusual interest to Brunswick dealers and
to the trade at large was the announcement on

March 2 by the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.

a

• hi

r
Q ©

The Brunswick 212

of three new models of the Brunswick Radiola

in upright designs. On this date samples were
released to the various branch offices and it is

expected that these latest introductions to the

line will meet with warm approval from dealers

in all sections of the country.

The accompanying illustration is that of the

Brunswick Radiola No. 212 and is also illus-

trative of the Radiola installation in machines
210 and 217. They are all equipped with IIIA
receiving sets and Nos. 210 and 212 are fin-

ished in Adam brown and walnut, while model
No. 217 is finished in Adam brown only. The
instrument is self-contained except for antenna
and ground' connections, the receiving apparatus

being mounted on an attractive horizontal panel

in the lower portion of the cabinet, and a com-
partment for the necessary batteries is provided

in the rear, to which access is readily had
through a removable panel door.

A Radiola loud-speaker unit, contained within

the cabinet, feeds into a horn which serves the

phonograph and the Radiola in common. By a

half turn of the knob on the right-hand side of

the cabinet the horn may be ' connected

acoustically to either the phonograph tone arm
or the loud-speaker unit at will.

The unusual feature of the new models is the

fact that they are embodied in the upright de-

sign of cabinet. An especial advantage of this

type of unit is the conservation of space and
the excellent tonal quality. People living in

farming communities and in the suburban dis-

tricts have appeared in the past to be partial to

upright model phonographs and it is expected

that the new Brunswick Radiolas will meet that

demand and will also find a place in the apart-

ments of citv dwellers.

Atwater Kent Metropolitan

Jobbers Hosts at Party

The officials of the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co.

and the Pooley Co., Inc., Philadelphia, were
guests at an affair recently given in their honor
at the Arkwright Club, New York City, by the

Atwater Kent distributors of the metropolitan

district. V. W. Collamore, general manager of

the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., attended with

seven factory officials and B. R. Slauffer, treas-

urer and general manager of the Pooley Co.,

headed a delegation from that organization.

The Ziegfeld Follies were visited in the evening.

Maximilian Weil Addresses
Stromberg-Carlson Staff

Maximilian Weil, president of the Audak Co.

and well-known electrical and acoustical engi-

neer, recently addressed the sales staff of the

Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co., manu-
facturer of telephone equipment and of the

Stromberg-Carlson neutrodyne radio receivers.

Mr. Weil's address was along acoustical lines

and particularly referred to the Audak Co.'s

new product, the Selectron equipment for talk-

ing machines, making available these instru-

ments for radio purposes through the use of

the amplifying horn without in any way disturb-

ing the functions of the talking machines.

Mr. Weil reviewed the development of the Se-

lectron, its purpose and its need.

New "Jerco" Tone Arm
A new combination radio-phonograph tone

arm has been placed on the market recently by
Joseph E. Rudell Co., Inc., New York, manu-
facturer, of sound boxes, reproducers and tone

arms, and will be merchandised under the trade

name of "Jerco." The new tone arm has a

ball-bearing bracket base with a universal

throw-back and radio adapter. The radio

adapter may be adjusted and used to modify the

tone and volume of broadcast reception.

J^pckford
Hardware

WHEN in need of hardware
for pianos,phonographs or

radio cabinets, remember
the name "Rockford". It stands

for complete selection; depend-

able quality; advantageous service

from our centrally-located factory

and convenient branch offices.

More than 300 items are illus-

trated in our 96-page catalog of

hardware for pianos, phono-
graphs and radio cabinets. Make
this catalog your hardware hand-

book. Send for it today.

fationalkock <fo.,

fcockford. f/L
Branch Sales Offices:

Chicago, 111. Indianapolis, ,tnd.

Cincinnati, O.
Detroit, Mich.
Evansville, Ind.

Grand Rapids, Mich.
High Point, N. C.

St. Louis, Mo

Jamestown, Fsf. Y.
Los Angeles, Cal.

Milwaukee, Wis.
Seattle, Wash.
Sheboygan, Wis.
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W. LIONEL STURDY MANAGER

Usual Slackness Prevailing in Trade at

This Season Conspicuous by Its Absence
Optimism Reigns as Business Continues Better Than Expected—British Music Industries Conven-

tion Plans Maturing—The Columbia Pension Scheme—Month's News and Activities

London, E. C, March 3.—Gramophone trade

conditions continue fairly bright this side and

it really looks like becoming as prolonged a

season as in the so-called good old days. Prior

to 1923 it was customary, at this time of the

year, to experience a somewhat depressing

slump, and the present contrasting brightness

is therefore considered to presage a more
healthy and steady, if slow, revival.

The gramophone industry is regarded as pos-

sessing the finest organization of any of the

music industries in this country and apart from

one or two more or less minor alarms, such as

the breaking of agreements by certain factors,

to be the best tonducted and most wealthy.

For a time last year it was feared that the abo-

lition of the McKenna duties would somewhat
affect the position of manufacturers of certain

grades of instruments and component parts,

but the withdrawal only seemed to serve as an

added stimulus to organization and keenness of

production. Undoubtedly, the withdrawal of

33 1/3 per cent from imported articles had some
effect and possibly the continued freedom of en-

try of the imported articles, with the increas-

ing tendency toward stabilization on the main-

land of Europe, would in time have given rise

to serious fears for the industry's continued

happy state. Now, however, with the issue of

the Government's white paper stating that it

will consider the imposition of tariffs for the

safeguarding of industries if the Board of

Trade and the Treasury are satisfied—after an

investigation by a special committee—that a

duty ought to be imposed to protect specific

industries, things look bright. With a Gov-

ernment strong enough to make probable a long

period of office, during which time the industry

can, if necessary, apply for protection, the im-

mediate future holds plenty of promise and the

gramophone and record industry in this coun-

try, from all indications of the last year or two,

should witness a period of increasing prosperity

such as it has never before known.
Sixth Annual Dinner of F. B. M. I.

The Federation of British Music Industries'

annual dinner at the Savoy Hotel, this city, to

which brief reference was made in the last re-

port, was a notable affair. With a record trade

attendance of over three hundred representa-

tives, of all the associations, an excellent oppor-

tunity was furnished to indulge in friendly dis-

course. The speeches were all commendable
for their brevity, the chief guest, the Earl of

Birkenhead (more familiarly known as F. E.

Smith), occasioning prolonged applause and
laughter by his witty disavowal of all knowl-
edge of and desire for music, securing for the

Federation's musical propaganda much space

and comment in the general press of the coun-

try. The toast proposed by the Earl of Birken-

head was that of "British Music," and was re-

plied to by Sir Hugh Allen, Director of the

Royal College of Music, who made particular

reference to the value to be derived in the study

of music by the assistance of the gramophone,
player-piano, etc. The toast of "The Federation

and the Chairman" was given by J. F. Simpson,
president of the Scottish Music Merchants' As-

sociation, and in his reply F. B. Allen, the Fed-
eration president, after referring to the recent

work of the Federation, said there was a con-

siderable amount of unfair competition to be

contended with, and it was intended to apply

for the industry to be given the protection af-

forded by the safeguarding of Industries Act or

similar measure. Other speeches were by H. J.

Cullum, M.B.E., president of "the Gramophone
Manufacturers' Association, and Frank Roscoe,

of the Teachers' Registration Council.

The Duophone Syndicate, Ltd.

A petition was made in the companies Wind-
ing-up Court on February 10, by Aston Grant

& Co., timber merchants, for the compulsory
winding up of the Duophone Syndicate, Ltd.,

the proprietors and manufacturers, it will be re-

membered, of the Duophone patent double tone-

arms and sound-boxes. The counsel for the pe-

titioners stated that negotiations were going on
which it was thought would be satisfactory to

the creditors and an adjournment was asked

for. Representatives of the other creditors and
the company raised no objection and the peti-

tion was granted.

Features at Convention

The fifteenth annual convention of the Brit-

ish Music Industries is to be held at the Welsh
seaside resort of Llandudno from May 19 to

May 23. Among the Conference subjects al-

ready arranged is a paper to be read by Louis

Sterling, of the Columbia Graphophone Co., on
"The Advantages of Price Maintenance," a sub-
ject which, in this country, will receive consid-
erable attention when dealt with by a leading

member of the gramophone industry. In this

connection it is interesting to recall that Barry
Owen, the founder of the Gramophone Co.,

first outlined the policy which forms the basic
principle of the policy followed successfully

by the industry to-day. His policy was this:

"Every person I appoint to retail my goods
shall make a profit of 33 1/3 per cent, and I

am going to insist on him taking it, and I will

not give trade terms to any person—except that
he buys for resale."

Another interesting feature will be the pres-
ence of Max J. de Rochemont, vice-president of

the National Piano Manufacturers' Association
of America, supported by Mark P. Campbell,
treasurer of the Music Industries' Chamber of

Commerce of America.

The British Industries Fair
The decision not to hold the London section

of the Fair this year has occasioned much dis-

appointment in music trade circles. So much
so that, although the arrangements made by the
Birmingham Chamber of Commerce for the
holding of both sections in that city were fully

adequate, the music trade representation was
very poor. Two firms only from the talking ma-
chine industry were represented, Perophone,
Ltd., manufacturer of the well-known "Pixie
Grippa" portable, and the Peter Pan Gramo-
phone Co., which exhibited the latest models of

their "Peter Pan de Luxe."
The Department of Overseas Trade announces

that the London section will be renewed in

1926. The attendance this year of numerous
buyers from abroad indicates the growing im-
portance of the British Fairs as international

buying-centers, and especially as they are gen-
erally held immediately prior to the Leipzig
Spring Fair.

Columbia Pensions Scheme
Some little time ago the Columbia Grapho-

phone Co. announced that it was allocating

£5,000 per annum toward a pension fund for

its staff, and the following particulars in regard
to it are now to hand: The employe will pay
5 per cent of his or her salary—the company
2?/2 per cent. In addition the company will pay
all the costs of working the scheme, also will

guarantee a minimum of 3^2 per cent for in-

vestments. This means that for every £1 paid

into the fund by any member of the company
the same will immediately become £ 1.10s.,

which amount, in the course of thirty years,

THE VULCAN MAIN SPRING HAS
AWORLD WIDE REPUTATION

FOR. RELIABILITY
SEND FOROURNEW MAINSPRING

LIST
IRNEWMAINS

MANUFACTURED
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with compound interest, grows to £4.5s. In

addition to this the company will pay their

contribution of 2 l/z per cent plus interest, for

the back period of any employe's service with

them. As there are a number of employes

whose service dates back from ten to twenty

years or more, the company estimates that the

sum to make up this per cent, had the fund

been started when the company first com-

menced operations here, would cost the company

somewhere between £12,500 and £15,000. The

scheme does not take away any rights or privi-

leges of employes.

Brief Notes of Interest

Among gramophone companies recently reg-

istered is the Portable Gramophone Co., of Al-

bion Works, Kings Cross, which informs the

trade of its intention to specialize in the pro-

duction of portable machines. The company

claims a new and outstanding achievement in

the "Portaphone," the full details of which will

be available for the next report.

An Italian Federation of Music Industries

was recently constituted, at a Congress held in

Florence, and which included an association of

the manufacturers and dealers in talking ma-

chines.

A new feature of advertising enterprise by the

Columbia Graphophone Co. is in obtaining the

unique concession of advertising the Grafonola

on four denominations of Italian stamps. The
advertisement appears within the perforations

and cannot be detached without destroying the

value of the stamps. As a means of raising na-

tional revenue the scheme is unique and the Co-

lumbia Co. is to be congratulated on its en-

terprise in securing the concession.

At the Daily Mail Ideal Home Exhibition to

be held at Olympia from March 2 to 25 the fol-

lowing gramophone firms will be represented:

The Peter Pan Gramophone Co., J'erophone,

Ltd., The Cabinet Gramophone Co., and Bar-

nett, Samuel & Sons, T.td.

The King of Spain recently made a record

for the Spanish Gramophone Co ("His Master's

Voice"), the record consisting of two mes-
sages, one to the Spanish people and the other

to the South American Republics. The profits

of the sale of the record are to be handed over

to the King for the purchase of comforts for

the Spanish troops in Morocco.

The 1925 edition of the "His Master's Voice"

general catalog is literally "a treasure house of

the world's richest musical gems," containing,

as it does, improvements on the three previous

issues. The entire catalog has been reset in

larger type, but by a modification of certain of

the methods of indexing, a reduction of nearly

100 pages on the 1924 edition has been effected.

The Music Trades' Ass'n of Great Britain re-

cently addressed a questionnaire to the trade in

relation to broadcasting. The consensus of

opinion resulting was to the effect that wireless

does not adversely affect the sales of either

sheet music or records, but rather acts as a

stimulus to those sales.

The annual dinner of the Gramophone Man-
ufacturers' Ass'n is to be held at Frascati's res-

taurant on March 24.

The Spring Leipzig Fair is being held from

March 1 to 8 and, judging from the advance

list of firms having taken space, something like

a record display is indicated. More details will

appear in the next issue.

Fit Up Landay Bros. Store

The Zimmerman-Bitter Construction Co.,

New York, installer of equipment in talking

machine stores, has recently completed the in-

stallation of equipment in Landay's new store

at Sixth avenue and Forty-second street, New
York, including piano and radio display rooms,

and booths and demonstration rooms for piano

rolls, musical instruments and sheet music. The
decoration of the entire store is carried out in

Roman style. The installation also includes the

offices and display windows of the store.

Walnut Demand Largest

in the Past Five Years

1924 Proves Banner Year in Demand for This
Wood—All Mills Are Running Full Time

The report of walnut lumber consumption
for 1924 has recently been made public and
shows that the demand for this wood in domes-
tic and Canadian markets has been larger than

in any previous year since 1918. Some of the

larger producers increased their capacity during
the last year to cope with the ever-increasing

demand.
Prices of late, on the whole, were well main-

tained and only decreased production costs due
to maximum cuts prevented higher prices dur-

ing the last three to four months. All mills are

running full time with a fair supply of logs on
hand. This year is expected to bring a stronger
demand from foreign buyers, who will never
be without walnut.

Chamber of Commerce
to Study Distribution

Washington, D. C, March 7.—Six phases
of the distribution problem are to be studied

by the United States Chamber of Commerce
along lines laid down at a distribution confer-

ence held in Washington last month. Commit-
tees will be appointed to handle the details of

each study, whose findings will later be sub-
mitted to the conference as a whole with recom-
mendations looking toward the reduction of

distribution costs and the elimination of wastes
and duplications.

Leiter Bros., Syracuse, N. Y., were recently

incorporated at Albany to manufacture musical
instruments and radio products with a capital

of $200 000.

ADVANCE Announcement

This space is reserved for the

"PORTAPHONE"
PORTABLE GRAMOPHONE

Fitted with the Famous "Paillard" Swiss Worm-Gear Motors

LIST PRICES
Oak or Leatherette (any color) Single Spring Motor $25.00

Oak or Leatherette (any color) Double Spring Motor 27.50

Covered Real English Cowhide (handstitched) Single Sp. Motor 30.00

Covered Real English Cowhide (handstitched) Double Sp. Motor 32.50

Far West $2.50 Extra. Packed in cases (24) or assorted.

THE OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT IN PORTABLE GRAMOPHONES

DEALERS ARE INVITED TO MAKE EARLY APPLICATION FOR THEIR RESPECTIVE
TERRITORIES AND THEIR PRICES F. O. B. NEW YORK

THE PORTABLE GRAMOPHONE COMPANY, Ltd.
Manufacturers and Merchants

Albion Works, Albion Street KINGS CROSS, LONDON, N. I., (ENGLAND)
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LATEST PATENTS

RELATING
Washington, D. C, March 8.—Sound Con-

veyor for Talking Machines. Joseph Wolff,

Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to the Sonora Phono-

graph Corp., New York City. Patent No.

1,517,813.

This invention relates to improvements in

sound conveyors for talking machines, and con-

templates the provision of means to improve

the acoustic and resonant qualities of the repro-

duction. One of the objects of the invention is

to so improve and construct the sound conveyor

for talking machines that the resonance and

qualities of the reproduced sound will be in-

creased, greatly improved and intensified, and

to eliminate the "brassy" and metallic sound so

prevalent in talking machines.

A further object of the invention is the con-

struction and arrangement of a sectional sound

conveyor for talking machines, so that it can be

adopted for playing records having lateral un-

dulations, and for playing records having the

vertical or hill-and-dale cut, and having means
so that the sound box may be quickly and

easily substituted for playing either style of

records, and refers more particularly to the

means employed to connect the several sections

together and maintain a rigidity, flexibly within

certain limits.

Figure 1 is a side elevation in section of a

sound conveyor embodying the invention, with

a sound box in position for playing vertical-cut

records. Fig. 2 is a side elevation of the same,

with a sound-box segment in position for play-

ing records having lateral undulations, sub-

stitute for that shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a

detail of the bayonet joint connection between
the sound box carrying segment of the arm, and

the fixed portion thereof. Fig. 4 is a sectional

detail view of a universal joint, taken on the

line x—x in Fig. 5. Fig. 5 is a detail view

of the universal joint, with the joint portion in

vertical section, and the tubular portion in ele-

vation.

Repeating Mechanism for Phonographs. Hil-

mer Nelson, Marvindale, Pa. Patent No. 1,519,-

695.

This invention relates to phonographs, and
the primary object of the invention is to pro-

vide an improved attachment which will permit

the replaying of the record when so desired

by the operator.

Another object is to provide an improved
means for returning the tone arm and its repro-

ducer and stylus to its starting point on the

record after the selection has been played so as

to permit the repeating thereof automatically,

without any attention from the operator.

A further object is to provide an improved
repeating .attachment for phonographs, which
can be adjusted to accommodate various sized

records and thereby permit the playing of any
length piece and the repeating thereof in cor-

rect time.

A further object is to provide an improved
repeating attachment for phonographs which is

so constructed as to permit the easy placing

of the stylus or needle on the record tablet

LESLEY'S New "FICKZUM UP" Outfit

$5.00. Money Back If Not Satisfactory. For
quick and permanent repair of any Varnished
finish, Dull or Bright.

LESLEY'S CHEMICAL CO., 46 N. Elder Ave.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND. U.S.A.

for the replaying of the selection without the

marring of the record or the breaking or dulling

of the stylus.

Figure 1 is a fragmentary plan view of a

phonograph showing the improved attachment

applied thereto, the turntable being broken

away and the operating shaft or center pin

shown in section. Fig. 2 is a side elevation of

the tone arm of the phonograph showing the

improved attachment applied thereto, parts of

the same being shown in section. Fig. 3 is a

fragmentary detail perspective view of the lever

carried by the tone arm, and the operating disc

therefor, showing the resilient connection be-

tween the same. Fig. 4 is a fragmentary plan

view of the phonograph attachment, showing
the tone arm being returned to its starting posi-

tion, and the relation of the means carried by

the tone arm with the resilient means carried

by the operating disc. Fig. 5 is a rear eleva-

tion of the attachment. Fig. 6 is a detail sec-

tion taken on the line 6—6 of Fig. 1. Fig. 7 is

a detail section taken on the line 7—7 of Fig. 1

Fig. 8 is a detail section taken on the line 8—

8

of Fig. 1. Fig. 9 is a detail section taken on
the line 9—9 of Fig. 1. Fig. 10 is a detail trans-

verse section taken on the line 10— 10 of Fig. 1

through the tone arm.

Double Horn Construction for Graphophones
Frank W. Williams, Chicago, 111., patent No.
1,522,165.

This invention relates to- a new and improved
phonograph horn construction in which a

double amplifying- horn is used with the result

that a greater volume of sound can be produced
with the same or with even a less amount of

cabinet space underneath the disc supporting
table. Heretofore a great deal of inconvenience

and difficulty has been experienced by design-

ers of phonograph cabinets on account of the .

fact that the amplifying horn and the driving

mechanism for the revolving disc supporting-

turn-table seriously interfered with each other

because of the fact that the same space which
would be desirable is not available for both.

Therefore, a primary object of this inven-
tion is to provide a phonograph horn in which
ample space for the driving mechanism re-

mains after the phonograph horn has been in-

serted in the cabinet.

A further object of this invention is the pro-

vision of a double phonograph horn whereby
the volume of sound issuing therefrom may con-

veniently and readily be regulated to any degree

by merely adjusting the position of one or both
of the doors provided for the openings of the

double horns.

A still further object of this invention is to

proyide a more compact and hence more neat
appearing- cabinet construction.

Figure 1 is a top plan view of the improved

form of phonograph cabinet showing a record

upon the revolving turntable. Fig 2 is a sec-

tion taken on the line 2—2 of Fig. 1. Fig 3

is a section taken, on the line 3—3 of Fig.- 2,

looking in the direction indicated by the ar-

rows. Fig. 4 is a section, partly broken away,

taken on the line 4—4 of Fig. 2, looking in the

direction indicated. Fig. 5 is a front view, show-
ing the doors of the improved double horn.

Phonograph Apparatus. Henry X. Egerton,
Bergen, N. J., assignor to the Western Electric

Co., Inc., New York. Patent No. 1,524,697.

This invention relates to phonographic ap-

paratus and more particularly to recording and
reproducing apparatus.

The object of the invention is a simple and
efficient structure for transmitting vibrations

between a stylus member and an operating or

operated member, depending on whatever the

apparatus is for, recording or reproducing. The
invention provides a translating device which
comprises an element relatively inflexible longi-

tudinally, but comparatively flexible trans-

versely, connecting the stylus and the operat-

ing member or operated member, together with

a member of energy-absorbing material engag-
ing the translating element at the side thereof,

to resist and to dissipate transverse vibrations

of such element. One embodiment of the in-

vention is illustrated in the drawing wherein
Figure 1 is a plan view of such embodiment
as applied to a cylinder type phonograph; Fig.

2 is a side elevation of the device on a larger

n3.2

scale and partially in section; while Fig. 3 is

an enlarged detail view illustrating the method
of associating the stylus with the translating

element.

Dixwell Shop Opened

The Dixwell Music Shop, New Haven, Conn.,

held- the formal opening of its new quarters at

856 Dixwell avenue, recently. A full line of

Columbia phonographs, Columbia American

and foreign records and musical merchandise

is carried.

REPAIRS
All Makes of Talking Machines
Repaired Promptly and Efficiently

REPAIR PARTS FOR ALL MACHINES

ANDREW H. DODIN
28 Sixth Avenue New York

TELEPHONE, SPRING 1194
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Columbia Phonograph Go.
(NEW PROCESS RECORDS)

DANCE MUSIC
295-D Will You Remember Me ?—Fox-trot, with In-

cidental singing by Ted Lewis,
Ted Lewis and His Band

O, Katharina!—Fox-trot,
Ted Lewis and His Band

293-D Oh Lady, Be Good! (From "Lady, Be Good!")—Fox-trot California Ramblers
Swanee Butterfly—Fox-trot,

California Ramblers !

307-D Peter Pan (I Love You)—Fox-trot,
Leo Reisman and His Orch. I

When You and I Were Seventeen—Fox-trot,
Leo Reisman and His Orch. ]

294- D You Should Have Told Me—Fox-trot,
Art Kahn and His Orch. 1

Insufficient Sweetie—Slow Fox-trot,
Art Kahn and His Orch. 1

305-D Cheatin' On Me—Fox-trot. . .Warner's 7 Aces 1

When My Sugar Walks Down the Street

—

Fox-trot Warner's 7 Aces ]

308-D Nobody Knows What a Red-Head Mamma Can
Do—Fox-trot. . .The Original Memphis Five 1

Doo Wacka Doo—Fox-trot,
The Original Memphis Five

298-D Ain't My Baby Grand?—Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Ernest Hare,

Nathan Glantz and His Orch.
I Found a Way to Love You—Fox-trot,

Nathan Glantz and His Orch.
287 D Down and Out Blues—Fox-trot,

The Cotton Club Orch.
Snag 'Em Blues—Fox-trot,

The Cotton Club Orch.
292-D Play Me Slow—Fox-trot,

Fletcher Henderson and His Orch.
Bye and Bye—Fox-trot,

Fletcher Henderson and His Orch.
302-D A Waltz in the Moonlight—Waltz,

The Romancers
Listening (From "Music Box Revue 1925")

—

Waltz The Romancers
291-D My Mother's Humming Lullaby—Waltz,

The Mandoliers
Lullaby of Long Ago—Waltz.. The Mandoliers

POPULAR SONGS
304-D Alabamy Bound—Comedienne . Blossom Seeley

Everybody Loves My Baby—Comedienne,
Blossom Seeley

303- D I'll See You in My Dreams—Vocal Duet,
Ford-Glenn

I Made a Hit witli Kit-Kit-Kitty—Vocal Duet,
Ford-Glenn

297-D Carolina Blues,
The Whispering Pianist, Art Gillham

The Deacon Told Me I Was Good,
The Whispering Pianist, Art Gillham

309-D Birmingham Papa, Your Memphis Mamma's
Comin' to Town—Vocal Duet,
The Dixie Stars, Al Bernard-Russel Robinson

Never Gettin' No Place Blues—The Dixie Stars,

Al Bernard, Tenor; Russel Robinson, Pianist
290-D Cross Words—Baritone Solo. . .Arthur Fields

I Never Knew How Much I Loved You

—

Baritone Solo Arthur Fields
296-D On My Ukulele—Vocal Chester Gaylord

Montmartre Rose—Vocal Chester Gaylord
299-D The Time Will Come—Tenor Solo,

Vernon Dalhart
He Sure Can Play a Harmonica—Tenor Solo,

Vernon Dalhart
2S8-D Old Black Crow in the Hicky-Nul Tree-

Vocal Harry Frankel
Weepin" Blues—Vocal Harry Frankel

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE HYMNS
65032-D The Mother's Evening Prayer (A Gentle Pres-

ence),—Lucy De Mark, Soloist of the Firsl

Church of Christ Scientist, Boston, Mass.
Communion Hymn (Saw Ye My Saviour)'

—

Lucy De Mark, Soloist of the First Church
of Christ Scientist, Boston, Mass.

NOVELTIES
306-D Hawaiian Love Nest—Waltz,

F'erera's Hawaiian Instrumental Quartet
Can You Bring Back the Heart I Gave You?
—Waltz,

Ferera's Hawaiian Instrumental Quartet
30I-D Whistling Bill and the Lark—Whistler Solo.

Sibyl Sanderson Fagan
The Bird and the Frog—Whistler Solo,

Sibyl Sanderson Fagan

289-D The Southern Shore—Irish Hornpipe,
Patrick Gaffney 10

My Love Is a Lassy—Irish Quadrille,
Patrick Gaffney 10

300-D Les Sourires Waltz—Concertina Solo,
Alexander Prince 10

To Thee Waltz (A Toi)—Concertina Solo.
Alexander Prince 10

CONCERT SELECTIONS
3305I-D All Alone (Berlin)—Tenor Solo, with Orch.

Accomp Charles Hackett 10

Old Pal (Kahn and Van Alstyne)—Tenor
Solo, with Orch. Accomp. ... Charles Hackett 10

65033-D Dinorah: Ombra Leggiera (Shadow Song)—
Part I (Meyerbeer)—Soprano Solo, with
Orch. Accomp Elvira De Hidalgo 12

Dinorah: Ombra Leggiera (Shadow Song)—
Part II (Meyerbeer)—Soprano Solo, with
Orch. Accomp Elvira De Hidalgo 12

C5031-D The Londonderry Air (Imported Recording),
Hamilton Harty and Orch. 12

Angelus (Scenes Pittoresques) (Massenet)
(Imported Recording),

Court Symphony Orch. 12

30023-D Sing Me to Sleep (Greene and Bingham) (Im-
ported Recording)—Baritone Solo, with
Orch. Accomp Louis Graveure 10

Violets (Wright and Fane) (Imported Record-
ing)—Baritone Solo, with Orch, Acccomp.,

Louis Graveure 10

20032-D Spanish Dance (Moszkowski)—Violin Solo,
with Emanuel Balaban at the Piano,

Sascha Jacobsen 10
La Cinquantaine (Gabriel-Marie)—Violin Solo,

with Harry Kaufman at the Piano,
Sascha Jacobsen 10

2842

2S29

Brunswick Records

15096 Madama Butterfly—Ancora un passo (Entrance
of Butterfly) (Act I) (Puccini)—Soprano,
with Orch.; in Italian Edith Mason

Faust—Air des bijoux (Jewel Song) (Act III)
(Gounod)—Soprano, with Orch.; in French,

Edith Mason
15097 Dinorah—Sei vendicata assai ('Tis My Remorse)

(Meyerbeer)—Baritone, with Orch.; in Italian,
Michael Bohnen

Robert Le Diable (Invocation) (Act III) (Meyer-
beer).—Baritone, with Orch.; in French,

Michael Bohnen
15098 Polonaise Militaire in A Major (Chopin)—Piano-

forte Solo Josef Hofmann
Melody in Y (Rubinstein)—Pianoforte Solo,

Josef Hofmann
10 30110 Hosanna (Granier)—Tenor, with Orch.,

Mario Chamlee
10 Open the Gates of the Temple (Knapp)—Tenor,

with Orch Mario Chamlee
10167 At Dawning (Eberhart-Cadman)—Baritone, with

10 Orch John Charles Thomas
In the Gloaming (Orred-Harrison)—Baritone,

1(1 with Orch John Charles Thomas
10 10166 Au Printemps (To Spring) (Gounod)—Soprano.

with Orch.; in French Elisabeth Rethberg
10 Nur Wer Die Sehnsucht Kennt (Ye Who Have
10 Yearned Alone) (Tschaikowsky) 'Cello Obbli-
10 gato by Willem Willeke—Soprano, with Orch.;

in German Elisabeth Rethberg
10 50058 Dernier Sommeil De La Vierge (The Virgin's

Last Sleep) (Massenet)—Symphony Orch.,
10 Henri Verbrugghen, Conductor,

Minneapolis Symphony Orch.
10 Copp£lia Ballet (Prelude and Mazurka)
10 (Delibes)—Symphony Orch., Henri Verbrug-

ghen, Conductor. . .Minneapolis Symphony Orch.
2839 I Cannot Sing the Old Songs (Claribel) )—Con-

tralto, with Orch Elizabeth Lennox
12 Juanita (Norton)—Contralto and Tenor, with

Orch Elizabeth Lennox-Frank Munn
Scotch Melodies ("Blue Bells of Scotland," "Ye

Banks and Braes o'Bonny Doon," "Will Ye
No Come Back Again?" "Auld Lang Syne")
—Vibraphone Solo, with Orch Joseph Green

Irish Melodies ("Let Erin Remember the Days
of Old," "Has Sorrow Thy Young Days
Shaded?" "Believe Me If All Those Endear-
ing Young Charms," "The Harp That Once
Thro' Tara's Halls")—Vibraphone Solo, with
Orch Joseph Green

I Can't Realize (De Sylva-Donaldson)—Fox-
trot, for Dancing Isham Jones' Orch.

IM 2822

2835

Lady of the Nile (Gus Kahn-Isham Jones)

—

Fox-trot, for Dancing Isham Jones' Orch.
Tessie (Johns-Perkins)—Fox-trot, for Dancing,

Ray Miller and His Orch.
Will You Remember Me? (Davis-Santley-Rich-
man)—Fox-trot, for Dancing,

Ray Miller and His Orch
Florida (Greer-Green)—Fox-trot, for Dancing,

Bennie Krueger's Orch.
Lady of My Cigarette (Fernandez-Kendrick)—

Fox-trot, for Dancing Bennie Krueger's Orch.
When I Think of You (Rose)—Fox-trot, for
Dancing Gene Rodemich's Orch.

Everybody Loves My Baby (Williams-Palmer)—
Fox-trot, for Dancing Gene Rodemich's Orch.

Hungaria (Arr. by Frank Black)—Fox-trot, for
Dancing Rhythmodic Orch.

Egyptian Echoes (Arr. by Frank Black)—Fox-
trot, for Dancing... Rhythmodic Orch.

Way Down Home (Donaldson)—Fox-trot, for
Dancing Oriole Orch.

Off and Gone (Gillespie-Kahn)—Fox-trot, for
Dancing Oriole Orch.

No One (Yellen-Ager)—Comedienne, with Piano
and Orch., Piano Accomp. by Phil Ohman,

Marion Harris
When You and I Were Seventeen (Kahn-Rosoff)—Comedienne, with Piano and Orch., Piano
Accomp. by Phil Ohman Marion Harris

When I Think of You (Rose)—Voice and Guitar,
Nick Lucas

The Only, Only One (Green-Monaco-Warren)

—

Voice and Guitar Nick Lucas
Take Me Back to Your Heart (Rose-Meyer)—Tenor with Orch Frank Bessinger
When My Sugar Walks Down the Street (Au-

stin-McHugh-Mills)—Vocal Duet, with Orch.—The Radio Franks Wright-Bessinger
Please Be Good to My Old Girl (Dixon-Rose
Henderson)—(Vocal Chorus by Billy Jones
and Ernest Hare, Piano Passages by Phil Oh-
man and Victor Arden)—Fox-trot, for Danc-
ing Carl Fenton's Orch.

I Don't Want to Get Married (Boland-Brennan-
Jerome)—(Vocal Chorus by Billy Jones and
Ernest Hare)—For Dancing. .. Carl Fenton's Orch.

We're Back Together Again (Clare Mencao)

—

Fox-trot, for Dancing,
Ray Miller and His Orch.

I'll Take Her Back If She Wants to Come
Back (Leslie-Monaco)—Fox-trot, for Dancing,

Ray Miller and His Orch.
In Shadowland (Lewis-Young-Brooks-Ahlert)

—

Waltz, for Dancing Castlewood Marimba Band
Hawaiian Ripples (Olcott-Preston)—Waltz, for
Dancing Castlewood Marimba Band

My Gal Don't Love Me Any More (Russell-
Friend)—Vocal Duet, with Orch, The Radio
Franks Wright-Bessinger

Lullaby of Long Ago (Herscher-Burke)—Vocal
Duet, with Orch., The Radio Franks,

Wright-Bessinger
Oh Katharina! (Gilbert-Fall)—Fox-trot, for
Dancing Carl Fenton's Orch.

Titini (Bertal-Haubon-Daniderff)—Fox-trot, for
Dancing Carl Fenton's Orch.

2840

2833

Victor Talking Machine Go.

LIST FOR FEBRUARY 27
VOCAL RECORDS

45481 Red. Reil Rose Richard Crooks 10
Sun Girl Richard Crooks 10

19535 Alone (Price) J. Foster Barnes 10
So May You (Rowe-Ackley) . . . . J. Foster Barnes 10

19544 Calliope Song The Seven Musical Magpies 10
Laughing Song The Seven Musical Magpies 10

19555 Old Pal Henry Burr 10

You're Just a Flower from an Old Bouquet,
Helen Clark-Elliott Shaw 10

19561 Nobody Knows What a Red-Head Mamma Can
Do Mitchell Brothers 10

Popular Medley Mitchell Brothers 10
19563 Butcher's Boy Kelly Harrell 10

I Wish I Was a Single Girl Again. Kelly Harrell 10

INSTRUMENTAL RECORDS
19536 The Wee MacGreegor—Highland Patrol.

The Goldman Band 10

March of the Dwarfs The Goldman Band 10

1953S Wee Bit o' Heart Michel Gusikoff 10

When Dreams Come True Michel Gusikoff 10

(Continued on page 190)

WATCH VOC//? CALLS FOR

•••••• BETWEENj&A- BETWEEN

°# 5WEETIE%HE
There is only ONE "Crpss Wo^ds BETWEEN SWEETIEand ME

BROADWAY MUSIC CORPORATION
WILL I/OA/ T/LZER , PftES/OFA/r

723 SEVENTH AVE. NEW YORK CITY
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ADVANCE RECORD BULLETINS FOR APRIL— (Continued from page 189)

F.Ccwd D.C.Whitney's

Production

Books dud Lyrics ty

HARRY B. SMITH
Music Adapted from
the Melodies o/°

PI. TSCHAIKOWSRY

b KARL HAJOS

AN OPERETTA
WITH A BEAUTIFULW THRILLING SCORE

*°rhe MAGIC OF MOONLIGHT datfLOVE"
*I HEAR LOVE CALL ME

*

v
EYES THAT HAUNT AVE"

THERE'S A GARDEN ut LOVELAND
*A LADY Who LIVES FOR LOVE"

vXSHALL I TELL HIM 9*

©1925 LEO FEIST Inc

19545 Indian Love Call Victor Salon Orch.
The World Is Waiting for the Sunrise,

Victor Salon Orch.
19556 War Dance Victor Concert Orch.

Sioux Flute Serenade Victor Concert Orch.
19567 I Wonder What's Become of Sally,

Jesse Crawford
The Pal That I Loved Stole the Gal That I

Loved • Jesse Crawford
DANCE RECORDS

19569 Gotta Getta Girl—Fox-trot,
Paul Whiteman and His Orch.

Insufficient Sweetie—Fox-trot,
Waring's Pennsylvanians

19539 Medley of Highlands ("Humors of Cappa"

—

"Green Grows the Rushes"—"Ewe Fling"),
McConnell's Four Leaf Shamrocks

Medley of Polkas ("Babes in the Woods"

—

"Moore's Favorite"),
McConnell's Four Leaf Shamrocks

19540 The Young Teetoler—Reel Frank Quinn
The Frog in the Well—Jig Frank Quinn

19548 Remember—Fox-trot, with vocal refrain,

Jean Goldkette and His Orch.
I Want to See My Tennessee—Fox-trot,

Tean Goldkette and His Orch.
19570 All Alone—Fox-trot,

International Novelty Orch.
Peter Pan—Fox-trot. . .Waring's Pennsylvanians

RED SEAL RECORDS
1058 Barberini's Minuet (H. Bauer) ... Harold Bauer

Motley and Flourish (Tunes from the 18th Cen-
tury) (H. Bauer) Harold Bauer

6489 Boris Godounow—Pimen's Monologue (Mous-
sorgsky) Feodor Chaliapin

Boris Godounow—Monologue—I Have Attained
the Power (Moussorgsky) ... Feodor Chaliapin

1068 Coppelia Waltz (Delibes)—In French,
Amelita Galli-Curci

Serenade (Pierne)—In French,
Amelita Galli-Gurci

6491 Hebrew Dance (Joseph Achron) . . Jascha Heiftz
Habanera (Spanish Dance) (Sarasate),

Jascha Heifetz

1000 Dance of the Gnomes (Liszt) ... Guiomar Novaes
Witches Dance (MacDowell) ... Guiomar Novaes

6465 Mignon—Addio, Mignon! (Farewell, Mignon)
(Thomas)—In Italian Schipa

Mignon—Ah! non crede vi tu (Pure as a

Flower) (Thomas)—In Italian Schipa

1045 Traum durch die Dammerung (Dream in the

Twilight) (Strauss),
Ernestine Schumann Heink

Sapphiche Ode (Sapphic Ode) (Brahms),
Ernestine Schumann-Heink

6492 The Fire Bird—Part 1 (L'Oiseau de Feu)
(Strawinsky),

Stokowski and Philadelphia Orch-.

The Fire Bird—Part 2,

Stokowski and Philadelphia Orch.

6493 The Fire Bird—Part 3.

Stokowski and Philadelphia Orch.

The Fire Bird—Part 4,

Stokowski and Philadelphia Orch.

FEATURE RECORDS
10003 Martha—Presto, presto (Spinning Wheel Quar-

tet) (Flotow) Alda-Caruso-Jacoby-Journet
Martha—Quartetto notturno (Good Night Quar-

tet) (Flotow) Alda-Caruso-Jacoby-Journet
35342 Traumerei (Reverie) (Robert Schumann)—Cello,

Bourdon
Hearts and Flowers—Intermezzo (Tobani)—Vio-

lin, Flute, 'Cello, Harp. ... Florentine Quartet

LIST FOR MARCH 6
19565 Oh Mabel Billy Murray

I Couldn't Get to It in Time Wendell Hall
19571 You and I—Fox-trot Jack Shilkret's Orch.

Will You Remember Me?—Fox-trot,
* Waring's Pennsylvanians

19580 Nobody Knows What a Red-Head Mamma Can
Do—Fox-trot. .. .George Olsen and Hi.s Music

I Can't Stop Babying You—Fox-trot,
Charles Dornberger and His Orch.

FEATURE RECORDS
828 Manon—II Sogno (The Dream) (Massenet)—In

Italian Tito Schipa
Pagliacci—Serenata d'arlecchino (Harlequin's

Serenade) (Leoncavallo)—In Italian,
Tito Schipa

18669 Alabama Moon—Waltz (Geo. H. Green),
Hawaiian Trio

Wild Flower—Waltz (Mary Earl)—Guitars,
Ferera-Franchini

LIST FOR MARCH 13

19585 When My Sugar Walks Down the Street,
Aileen Stanley

I Ain't Got Nobody to Love Aileen Stanley
19582 Why Couldn't It Be Poor Little Me,

Frank Crumit
Cross-Word Puzzle Mamma You Puzzle Me,

Frank Crumit
19583 Come Back to Erin Shannon Quartet

Kitlarney Shannon Quartet
19586 O, Katharinal—Fox-trot,

International Novelty Orch.
Titina—Foxtrot ....International Novelty Orch.

FEATURE RECORDS
6172 Lohengrin—Elsas Traum (Elsa's Dream) (Wag-

ner)—German Maria Jeritza
Tannhauser—Elisabeths Gebet (Elizabeth's Pray-

er) (Wagner)—German Maria Jeritza
55094 Liebestraum—A Dream of Love (Liszt),

Herbert's Orch.
Madame Butterfly—Fantasie (Puccini),

Herbert's Orch.
LIST FOR MARCH 20

19588 Keep Smiling at Trouble (From "Big Boy"),
Shannon Quartet

When You and I Were Seventeen,
Helen Clark-Lewis James

19584 The Only, Only One for Me—Fox-trot,
Paul Whiteman and His Orch.

Lucky Kentucky—Fox-trot,
Paul Whiteman and His Orch.

l 9590 No Wonder—Fox-trot,
International Novelty Orch.

Betty Lee—Fox-trot Jack Shilkert's Orch.
FEATURE RECORDS

575 Clang of the Forge—(Vaughn-Rodney),
Emilio De Gogorza

Viking Song (There Are Steel Ships Wanted)—
(Wright-Coleridge-Taylor) .Emilio De Gogorza

45202 Virginian Judge—Southern Court Scene—Sec-

ond Session, Part 1 Walter C. Kelly
Virginian Judge—Southern Court Scene—Sec-

ond Session, Part 2 W'alter C. Kelly

Edison Disc Records

80816

S0823

51472

51480

80818

51465

514S3

80820

51473

51490

51486

51487

51488

51491

0
0

0 51492

51493

ALREADY RELEASED SPECIALS
Going Down the Valley (Fillmore-Pounds)

,

Metropolitan (Juartet

Does Jesus Care? (Hall-Rev. F. E. Graeft),
Metropolitan Quartet

The Fortune Teller, Airs No. 1 (Smith-V.
Herbert) New York Light Opera Co.

The Fortune Teller, Airs No. 2 (Smith-V.
Herbert) New York Light Opera Co.

I'm "Gonna" Tramp! Tramp! Tramp! (Sylva-
Woods) Ernest Hare

Gotta Getta Girl (Kahn-I. Jones) Quixy Four
Dancing on the Housetop (E. Christie)—Banjo

Solo Fred Van Eps
On the Village Green (T. H. Rollinson)—Banjo

Solo Fred Van Eps
(a) Were My Sons With Wings Provided (Rey-
naldo Kahn); (b) You'll Get Heaps O' Lick-

in's (Clarke) Betsy Lane Shepherd
The Morn Eternal (Hayes) .... Betsy Lane Shepherd
Songs for Little Boys, No. 1 Arthur Hall
Songs for Little Boys, No. 2 Arthur Hall
Brookes Triumphal March (Roland E. Seitz),

United States Marine Band
National Fencibles March (Sousa),

United States Marine Band
At Midnight on My Pillow Lying (From "Er-

minie") (E. Jakobowski) Elizabeth Spencer
'Lis the Harp in the Air (From "Maritana '),

(W. V. Wallace)..- Elizabeth Spencer
I'm Some-One Who's No-One to You (Tillman),

Arthur Hall-John Ryan
Hawaiian Love Nest (Sherwood-Vandersloot),

Arthur Hall-John Ryan
Poinsetta Waltz (C. E. Storer)—Piano Solo,

Franz F'alkenburg
Constellation Waltz (R. M. Stultz)—Piano Solo,

Franz Falkenburg
—You're Just a Flower From an Old Bouquet

(Denni) Arthur Hall-John Ryan
Please Be Good to My Old Girl (Dixon-Rose),

James Doherty
FLASHES

That Soothing Melody (Ventre-Dornberger)—
Waltz, with Song by Vernon Dalhart,

Nathan Glantz and His Orch.
Show Me the Way (Davis-Lewis-Ross)—Fox-trot,
with Song by George Wilton Ballard,

Jack Stillman's Orch.
Lucky Kentucky (Rose-Dixon-Henderson)—Fox-

trot, with Song by Ernest Hare,
Tack Stillman's Orch.

Bye and Bye (The Sun Will Shine) (Pease-
Nelson-Vincent)—Fot-trot ,

Nat. Martin and His Orch.
Blue-eyed Sally (Bernard-Robinson)—Fox-trot,

Billy Wynne's Greenwich Village Inn Orch.
You and I (From "My Girl") (Thompson-

Archer)—Fox-trot. ... Polla's Clover Garden Orch.
Keep Smiling at Trouble (Trouble's a Bubble)

(From "Big Boy") (Jolson-Sylva-Gensler)

—

Fox-trot Golden Gate Orch.
Oh Mabel (Kahn-Fiorito)—Fox-trot,

Golden Gate Orch.
Oh, Katharina! (Gilbert-Fall)—Fox-trot, with
song by Arthur Hall .... Green Bros. Novelty Band

How I Love That Girl! (Kahn-Fiorito)—Fox-
trot, with Song by Vernon Dalhart.

Polla's Clover Garden Orch.
Those Panama Mammas (Are Ruining Me)

(Johnson-Bibo)—Fox-trot,
Green Bros, Novelty Band

When You and I Were Dancing (From "Has-
sard Short's Ritz Revue") (Graham-Tennent)—Fox-trot ' Nat. Martin and His Orch.

51494 Me Neenyah (My Little One) (Brown Spencer)—Spanish Love Song, Fox-trot,
Henri Gendron and His Strand Roof Orch.

Rose of the Moonlight (Leslie-Lodge)—Fox-trot,
Henri Gendron and His Strand Roof Orch.

51495 Deep in My Heart, Dear (Donnelly-Romberg)
(From "The Student Prince in Heidelberg )

Waltz Polla's Clover Garden Orch.
A Waltz in the Moonlight and You (Parish-

Solman)—Waltz, with Song by Helen Clark
and Charles Hart,

Nathan Glantz and His Orch.
51496 Ever Lovin' Bee (From "Ziegfeld Follies")

(Buck- Stamper)—Fox-trot,
Ace Brigode and His 14 Virginians

In the Shade of a Sheltering Tree (From "Music
Box Revue 1925") (Berlin)—Fox-trot,

Ace Brigode and His 14 Virginians
51499 My Mother's Humming Lullaby (Terriss-Wood)

Waltz, Introducing Humming by Helen Clark
and Joseph Philips The Top Notchers

Take Me Back to Your Heart (Rose-Meyer)—
Waltz, with Song by Charles Hart,

The Top Notchers
51497 Fascinating Rhythm (Ira and G. Gershwin) (From

"Lady, Be Good!")—Fox-trot,
Green Bros.' Novelty Band

Oh, Lady Be Good! (From "Lady, Be Good!")
(Ira and G. Gershwin)—Fox-trot,

Green Bros.' Novelty Band
GENERAL GROUP

82334 Printemps qui commence (Fair Spring Is Re-
turning) (From "Samson et Delila") (Saint-
Saens)—In French Kathleen Howard

Ou va la jeune Indoue (Bell Song) (Leo De-
libes)—In French—Lakme Yvonne de Treville

82335 Vesti la giubba (On With the Play) (From I

Pagliacci) (Leoncavallo) Giovanni Zenatell'o
De' miei bollenti spiriti (From "La Traviata")
(Verdi) Giovanni Zenatello

51476—Sweet Man Joe ("Blues") ("Bub" Miley),
Josie Miles

Undertaker's Blues ("Duke" Jones),
Rosa Henderson

51477 Mad Mamma's Blues ("Duke" Jones) ... .Josie Miles
Temper'mental Papa (Wendling - Brockman)—"Blues" Song Josie Miles

51478 Don't Advertise Your Man (Jimmy Foster),
Rosa Henderson

Memphis Bound (Fielder-Banta-De Rose),
Viola McCoy

51482 Carnival Memories (Sartori) — Waltz— Flute,
Mandolin and Guitar Tobias Trio

Georgianna March (Agostini)—Flute, Mandolin
and Guitar Tobias Trio

51498 You Will Never Miss Your Mother Until She Is
Gone (Carson-Brockman)

G. Austin-G. Reneau, (The Blue Ridge Duo)
Life's Railway to Heaven (Abbey-Tillman)

.

G. Austin-G. Reneau, (The Blue Ridge Duo)

Edison Blue Amberol Records
4949
4952
4953

4954
4955
4956
4958

4595

4960

Too Tired—Fox-trot Polla's Clover Garden Orch.
Follow the Swallow—Fox-trot. .Atlantic Dance Orch.
Tell Her in the Springtime (From "Music Box

Revue 1925"—Fox-trot, with Song by Charles
Hart Broadway Dance Orch.

The Prisoner's Song... Vernon Dalhart & Co.
Way Out West in Kansas Vernon Dalhart & Co.
Jerry-Co Glen Ellison

'O Sole Mio (My Sunshine)—Swiss Harp-Zither,
August Eckert

On My Ukulele (Tra La La La),
Billy Jones and Ernest Hare, The Happiness Boys

Peter Pan (I Love You)—Fox-trot,
Billy Wynne's Village Inn Orch.

Okeh Records
DANCE RECORDS

40297 I'm Afraid to Care for You (Dave Frank-Harry
Owen)—Fox-trot,

John Tobin's Midnight Serenaders
Why Should I Believe in You? (Playing at Ring-

side Cafe) (Henri Therrien-Joe Verges-Irwin
Seclere)—Fox-trot, Scranton Sirens Orch.

40298 Laff It Off (Bert Kalmar-Harry Ruby)—Fox-
trot, with Vocal Chorus by Charlotte Meyers,
(Howard Steed, Director),

Finzel's Arcadia Orch. of Detroit
Ain't My Baby Grand? (Robert King-Ray Hen-

derson)—Fox-trot (Howard Steed, Director),
Finzel's Arcadia Orch. of Detroit

40301 Big Bad Bill (Is Sweet William Now) (Milton
Ager)—Fox-trot (Howard Steed, Director),

Finzel's Arcadia Orch. of Detroit
Weepin' the Blues (Fred Rose-Albert E. Short)

Fox-trot (Howard Steed, Director),
Finzel's Arcadia Orch. of Detroit

{Continued on page 1911
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40303 Why Couldn't It Be Poor Little Me (Isham
Jones)—Fox-trot The Melody Sheiks

Nuthin's Gonna Stop Me Now (Willy White-
Bernard Grossman-Rubey Cowan)—Fox-trot
(Harry Reser, Director) .... Okeh Syncopators

40304 I Can't Stop Babying You (Joe Stanly-Ted
Fiorito-Gus Kahn)—Fox-trot (Howard Steed,
Director) .... Finzel's Arcadia Orch. of Detroit

Listening (Irving Berlin)—Waltz (Howard
Steed, Director),

Finzel's Arcadia Orch. of Detroit
40307 O Katharina! (From Balieff's "Chauve-Souris")

(Richard Fall)—Fox-trot,
Vincent Lopez and His

Hotel Pennsylvania Orch.
Madeline (Be Mine) (Cliff Friend-Abel Baer)—

Fox-trot Vincent Lopez and His
Hotel Pennsylvania Orch.

8198 Careless Love (Playing a Spanish Fort)—Fox-
trot Original Tuxedo Jazz Orch.

Black Rag (Playing at Spanish Fort) (William
Ridgley)—Fox-trot. Original Tuxedo Jazz Orch.

VOCAL RECORDS
40299 Of All My Wife's Relations I Love Myself the

Best (Andrew B. Sterling-Will R. Haskins)

—

Tenor, with Orch Billy Jones
I Don't Want to Get Married (I'm Having Too
Much Fun) (Myrtle Boland-James A. Bren-
nan-William Jerome)—Tenor, with Orch.,

Billy Jones
40300 Please Be Good to My Old Girl (Mort Dixon-

Billy Rose-Ray Henderson)—Tenor, with
Orch Bruce Wallace

My Kid (Al Dubin-Jimmy McHugh-Irwin Dash)
—Baritone, with Orch Ernest Hare

•40302 When They Ring the Golden Bells for You and
Me (Dion De Marbelle)—Male Quartet, Ac-
comp. by Justin Ring Trio, with Chimes and
Bells Shannon Quartet

I'll Take You Home Again, Kathleen (Thomas
P. Westendorf)—Male Quartet, Accomp. by
Justin Ring Trio with Bells. . Shannon Quartet

40312 Me and My Wife—Singing, with Harmonica and
Autoharp Accomp Ernest V. Stoneman

Freckled Face Mary Jane—Singing, with Har-
monica and Autoharp Accomp.,

Ernest V. Stoneman
8199 How Do You Expect to Get My Lovin'? (But-

terbeans-Nickerson)—Baritone-Contralto Duet,
with Piano Accomp. by Eddie Heywood,

Butterbeans-Susie
That Same Dog (Butterbeans-Grasshopper)

—

Baritone-Contralto Duet, with Piano Accomp.
by Eddie Heywood :. Butterbeans-Susie

21012

14963

14965

14969

14970

14971

14972

14973

14974

14975

13023

18025

Vocalion Records

Down Deep in an Irishman's Heart (Brennan-
Dubin-McHugh)—Tenor, with Orch. Accomp.,

Colin O'More
You're Just a Flower From an Old Bouquet

(Denni)—Tenor, with Orch Accomp.,
Colin O'More

Deep in My Heart, Dear (From "Student Prince
in Heidelberg") (Donnelly-Romberg)—Waltz,

for Dancing Ben Selvin and His Orch.

In Shadowland (Lewis-Young-Brooks-Ahlert)

—

Waltz, for Dancing lien Selvin and His Orch.

I Can't Realize (De Sylva-Donaldson)—Fox-trot,
for Dancing Ben Selvin and His Orch.

Alabamy Bound (De Sylva-Green-Henderson)

—

Fox-trot, for Dancing,
lien Selvin and His Orch.

Craving (Bernie- Charie-Casey) — Fox-trot, for

Dancing,
Ben Bernie and His Hotel Roosevelt Orch.

Keep Smiling at Trouble (Jolson-De Sylva-Gens-

ler)—Fox-trot, for Dancing,
Ben Bernie and His Hotel Roosevelt Orch.

Me Neenyah (Spanish Love Song) (Brown-Spen-
cer)—Fox-trot, for Dancing The Ambassadors

By the Lake (Lange)—Fox-trot, for Dancing.
The Ambassadors

How Come You Do Me Like You Do? (Austin-

Bergere)—Fox-trot, for Dancing,
The Tennessee Tooters

Hot, Hot, Hottentot (Fisher)—Fox-trot, for

Dancing The Tennessee Tooters
Hello, Tucky! (De Sylva-Meyer-Hanley)—Fox-

trot, for Dancing,
Ben Bernie and His Hotel Roosevelt Orch.

I Can't Stop Babying You (Santly-Fiorito-Kahn

)

—Fox-trot, for Dancing,
Ben Bernie and His Hotel Roosevelt Orch.

Dreams (La Mont-Van Alstyne)—Waltz, for

Dancing Miami Marimba Band
Lovely Lady (Wood-Terriss-Rupp)—Waltz for

Dancing Miami Marimba Band
Hawaiian Star of Love (Rose) — Hawaiian

Players Ferera-Franchini
That Soothing Melody ( Ventre-Dornberger)

—

Hawaiian Players Ferera-Franchini
Corazon Roto (Broken Heart) (Levy-McQueen)
—Waltz, for Dancing The Castilians

La Java (Yvain)—Waltz, for Dancing,
The Castilians

Alabamy Bound (De Sylva-Green-Henderson)—
Tenor, with Orch. Accomp Irving Kaufman

I Don't Want to Get Married (Boland-Brennan-
Jerome)—Tenor, with Orch. Accomp.,

Irving Kaufman
Most of All I Want Your Love (Horne-Tandler)
—Tenor, with Orch. Accomp Irving Kaufman

I Don't Care What You Used to Be (Dubin-Mc-
Hugh)—Tenor, with Orch. Accomp.,

Irving Kaufman
Ain't My Baby Grand? (Brown-King-Henderson)

Fox-trot, for Dancing, with Vocal Chorus,
Tuxedo Orch., Harry Reser, Director

My Gal Don't Love Me Any More (Russell-

Friend)—Fox-trot, for Dancing, with Vocal
Chorus. .. .Tuxedo Orch., Harry Reser, Director

If It Wasn't for You (Berg-Fields-Wiedoeft-
Rose)—Fox-trot, for Dancing,

Austin Wylie's Golden Pheasant Orch.
China Girl (Halstead-Warner-Singer)—Fox-trot,

for Dancing. Austin Wylie's Golden Pheasant Orch.
Best Black (Carle-McKenzie)—Fox-trot, for
Dancing McKenzie's Candy Kids

Stretch It, Boy (Lange-Bland-McKenzie)—Fox-
trot, for Dancing McKenzie's Candy Kids

JEWISH
Naches Find Kinder (Gilrod-Sandler) (In Yid-

dish)—Tenor, with Orch. Accomp.,
Aaron Lebedeff

Oy Geward Vi Derlebt Men Dus (Gilrod-Sand-
ler) (In Yiddish)—Tenor, with Orch. Ac-
comp Aaron Lebedeff

POLISH
Pojechalem Na Rynek (Namyslowski)—Vocal-
Dance,

"The Roll of Honor'

If you believe players are

bought to play rolls—not to

serve as furniture, then admin-

ister your Roll Department as

a creative force for player

sales. Choose U. S. ROLLS for

this vital service — you can

rely on their constructive in-

fluence.

"Your player sales can
only be as great as you
make your roll trade."

UNITED STATES MUSIC COMPANY
2934-2938 West Lake Street, Chicago 122 Fifth Avenue, New York

Sell U. S. Rolls— Yjjgll Sell More Players!
Tadeusz Wronski, with Polish Dance Orch.

Polka "Smieszka" (Namyslowski)—Vocal- Dance,
Tadeusz Wronski, with Polish Dance Orch.

Emerson Records

10S43

10844

10845

10S46

10847

10789

10848

10849

10850

10851

10721

LATEST DANCE HITS
Honest and Truly—Fox-trot,

Joseph Samuels' Music Masters
Keep Smiling at Trouble—Fox-trot,

Nathan Glantz and His Orch.
Oh! How I Miss You To-Night—Fox-trot,

California Melodie Syncopators
I Like You Best of All—Fox-trot,

California Melodie Syncopators
Where Is My Sweetie Hiding?—Fox-trot,

Joseph Samuels' Music Masters
I Don't Want to Get Married—Fox-trot,

Nathan Glantz and His Orch.
Tokio Blues—Fox-trot,

Nathan Glantz and His Orch.
12th Street Blues—Fox-trot,

Joseph Samuels' Music Masters
Alabamy Bound—Fox-trot. . Pennsylvania Syncopators
Way Down Home—Fox-trot,

Nathan Glantz and His Orch.
Titine-—Latest Fox-trot from France,

Nathan Glantz and His Orch.
Moonlight Memories—Waltz.

Nathan Glantz and His Orch.
LATEST SONG HITS

Without You, Dear—Tenor Solo, with Orch.
Accomp George W. Ballard

Yearning—Tenor Solo with Orch. Accomp,
Sydney Mitchell

—There's One Born Every Minute—Comedy Solo
with Orch. Accomp Ed Smalle

Can't Your Friend Get a Friend lor Me?—Com-
edy Solo with Orch Accomp Ernest Hare
NOVELTY AND HAWAIIAN HI I S

Ain't Ya Comin* Out To-night?— Novelty Solo
with Violin, Guitar and Harmonica Accomp,

Vernon Dalhart
The Prisoner's Song—Novelty Solo, with Violin
and Guitar Accomp Vernon Dalhart

Isles of Oahu—Fox-trot—Hawaiian Guitars,
Ferera-Paaluhi

Waters of Wakiki—Waltz—Hawaiian Guitars,
Ferera-Paaluhi

IRISH SELECTIONS
Molly Brannigan—Tenor Solo, with Orch. Ac-
comp Hugh Donovan

The Foggy Dew—Tenor Solo, with Orch. Ac-
comp Hugh Donovan

10606 My Wild Irish Rose—Tenor Solo, with Orch.
Accomp Walter Scanlan

Kathleen Mavourneen—Tenor Solo, with Orch.
Accomp Charles Harrison

10629 Macushla, Tenor Solo, with Orch. Accomp,
Walter Scanlan

Nora—Tenor Solo, with Orch. Accomp.
Walter Scanlan

10612 Irish Barn Dance Flannigan Bros.
The Maid Is Not Twenty Yet—Medley—Irish

Dance Flannigan Bros.
1027 Irish Jigs—Accordion Duet... Phil and Dan Boudini

Irish Reels—Accordion Duet.. Phil and Dan Boudini
10628 Witch of the Waves—Medley—Irish Reels,

Joseph Samuels-Larry Briers
Miss Johnson's Party—Medley, Irish Hornpipes,

Toseph Samuels-Larry Briers

NEW JEWISH RELEASE
13271 Samet Und Zeid Jennie Goldstein

Kinder Yuhr Jennie Goldstein

Pathe Phono & Radio Corp.

DANCE RECORDS
036205 Ain't My Baby "Grand ?—Fox-trot, with Vocal

Chorus by Billy Jones Golden Gate Orch.
My Blushing Rose— Fox-trot,

Nathan Glantz and Orch.
036206 Cuddles and Kisses—Fox-trot, with Vocal

Chorus by Billy Jones Golden Gate Orch.
When My Sugar Walks Down the Street

—

Fox-trot Hotel Biltmore Orch.
036207 Lady of the Nile— Fox-trot Bar Harbor Orch.

Where the Four-Leaf Clovers Grow—Fox-trot,
Golden Gate Orch.

03620S Thais "Meditation"—Fox-trot,
Original Memphis Five

Italian Rose—Fox-trot. .. .Nathan Glantz and Orch.
036209 I Can't Realize You Love Me—Fox-trot,

Bar Harbor Orch.
I found a Way to Love You—Fox-trot,

Nathan Glantz and Orch
036210 Why Couldn't It Be Poor Little Me—Fox-trot,

Original Memphis Five
One of These Days—Fox-trot,

Original Memphis Five
03621 1 Hot-Hot-Hottentot—Fox-trot,

John Sylvester's Orch
King Porter Stomp—Fox-trot,

John Sylvester's Orch.
036212 Lovers' Waltz—Waltz Hochman's Novelty Orch.

By the Mississippi—Waltz . Hochman's Novelty Orch.

(Continued on page 192)
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It It Wasn't
For Youm

let ItRami i wouidntf1M SO
letlt PionfI

b^ryin6[ASHAMED;
111, Be In Vir^ma
L In The Morning

i

rot Song
Melody A Great Son4

A Neu) Ballad b
the Writers o/""Vi

Should I Cry OVer &u

Dandy Fox Trot;

You Can't Go Wrong Wttk Any FEIST' Song

IHadSome !

OneElse
Before I

HadYou
4

(And IIIHade Someone §
After You're Gone)

Fox Trot Son^

036213 Me Neenyah (My Little One)—Fox-trot,
F. Henderson Orch.

Honest and Truly—Fox-trot. . Hotel Biltmore Orch.
036214 12th St. Blues—Fox-trot F. Henderson Orch.

Poplar St. Blues—Fox-trot F. Henderson Orch.
036215 Deep in My Heart Dear (From "The Student

Prince")—Waltz D. Onivas and Orch.
Haunting Melody—Waltz D. Onivas and Orch.

036216 Titina—Fox-trot D. Onivas and Orch.
I Don't Want to Get Married—Fox-trot, with

Vocal Chorus by Billy Jones,
D. Onivas and Orch.

036217 The Love Song (From "The Love Song")—
Waltz Carolina Club Orch.

My China Rose (From "China Rose")—Fox-
trot ..' D. Onivas Orch.

036218 Pickin' On Your Baby—Fox-trot,
Five Birmingham Babies

You Better Keep "the Home Fires Burning
('Cause Your Mama's Getting Cold),

Five Birmingham Babies
032108 Blue Eyed Sally—Tenor Duet.

Arthur Hall-John Ryan
When You and I Were Seventeen—Tenor Duet,

Arthur Hall-John Ryan
032109 I'll See You in My Dreams—Tenor,

Charles Warren
I Never Knew How Much I Loved You—Bari-

tone Frank Sterling
032110 I Like Pie—I Like Cake (But I Like You

Best of All)—
Miss Lee Morse and Her Blue Grass Boys

Home—Miss Lee Morse and Her Blue Grass Boys
032111 The Chain Gang Song—Tenor Bob Massey

Mother and Home—Tenor Bob Massey
032112 Birmingham Papa—Al Bernard, Piano Accomp.

by Russell Robinson Dixie Stars
My Gal Jo—Al Bernard, Piano Accomp. by

Russell Robinson Dixie Stars
HAWAIIAN RECORDS

021 136 Mol Uhane Waltz (Dreaming),
Ferera's Waikiki Orch.

The Honolulu Hicki-Boola-Boo,
Ferera's "Waikiki Orch.

INSTRUMENTAL RECORDS
021133 Ben Bolt Jules Levy, Jr.'s Brass Quartet

When You and I Were Young Maggie

—

Jules Levy, Jr.'s Brass Quartet
021134 Witch of the Waves (Medley of Irish Reels)—

(1) "Witch of the Waves," (2) "Half
Penny," (3) "Parnell's," (4) "Temperance,"
(5) "Blodg" Fiddlin' Floyd Taylor

Miss Johnson's Party (Medley of Irish Horn-
pipes)—(1) "Miss Johnson's Party," (2)
"Mississippi," (3) "Fisher's," (4) "Ladies'
Triumph," (5) "Saratoga," . Fiddlin' Floyd Taylor

021135 The Gossip—Intermezzo Polka Marzini Bros.
I'll Take You Back to Little Italy .... Marzini Bros

025131 I'll Buy the Ring and Change Your Name to

Mine Cliff Edwards (Ukelele Ike)
Cheating Cliff Edwards (Ukelele Ike)

025132 Let Me Linger Longer in Your Arms

—

Cliff Edwards (Ukelele Ike)
That's All There Is, There Ain't No More

—

Cliff Edwards (Ukelele Ike)

Domino Records
DANCE RECORDS

3454 O, Katharina—Fox-trot Newport Society Orch.
Mandarin—Fox-trot Imperial Dance Orch.

3455 Oh Lady, Be Good, from "Lady, Be Good"

—

Fox-trot Hollywood Dance Orch.
Collegiate Walk—Fox-trot ... Hollywood Dance Orch.

3456 How Do You Do—Fox trot Six Black Dominos
The Prince of Wails—Fox-trot. .. Strand Roof Orch.

3457 Lucky Kentucky—Fox-trot Strand Roof Orch.
Doo Wacka Doo—Fox-trot Six Black Dominos

3458 Alabamy Bound—Fox-trot Club Wigwam Orch.
All the Way from Tennessee—Fox-trot,

Missouri Jazz Band
3459 Honest and Truly—Waltz. . .Hollywood Dance Orch.

In a Flower'd Garden—Fox-trot,
Hollywood Dance Orch.

3460 Titina—Fox-trot Bar Harbor Society Orch.
Lonely and Blue—Fox-trot. .. .Imperial Dance Orch.

3461 Listening, from "Music Box Revue"—Waltz,
Newport Society Orch.

Sweet Kisses—Waltz Newport Society Orch.
VOCAL RECORDS

3462 Will You Remember Me?—Baritone Solo, with
Guitar Harry Richmond

When the Rest of the World Don't Care—Tenor
Solo, with Orch. Accomp Billy Burton

34 63 California Poppy—Baritone Solo, with Guitar,
Harry Richmond

When It's Moonlight on the Meadow—Baritone
Solo, with Guitar Arthur Fields

3464 Honest and Truly—Soprano Solo, with Orch.
Accomp Yvette Rugal

Broken Dreams—Tenor Solo, with Orch.
Accomp ..Hugh Donovan

3465 Away from You—Tenor Solo, with Orch. Ac-
comp Hugh Donovan

Let Me Be the First to Kiss You Good Morn-

ing—Male Duet, with Orch. Accomp ... Hall Ryan
3466 The Prisoner's Song—Tenor Solo, with Novelty

Accomp Bob White
Doin' the Best I Can—Tenor Solo, with Novelty
Accomp Bob White

3467 Rose Marie, from "Rose Marie"—Tenor Solo,
with Orch. Accomp Billy Burton

Indian Love Call, from "Rose Marie"—Soprano
Solo, with Orch. Accomp Yvette Rugal

RACE RECORDS
346S Thunderstorm Blues—Comedienne, with Novelty

Accomp Josie Miles
Bitter Feeliu' -Blues—Comedienne, with Novelty
Accomp Josie Miles

3469 Let's Agree to Disagree—Duet, with Novelty
Accomp Josie Miles-Jazz Casper

It's the Last Time I'll Be a Pastime for You

—

m Duet, with Novelty Accomp.,
Josie Miles-Jazz Casper

9763

9784

9785

9786

9787

9788

9789

9790

9791

9792

9793

9794

9796

9797

1486

1492

1491

1485

1489

1490

1488

1487

1493

Regal Records
Oh Lady, Be Good (From "Lady, Be Good")—

Fox-trot Imperial Dance Orch.
I Can't Realize You Love Me—Fox-trot,

Moulin Rouge Orch.
Titina—Fox-trot Moulin Rouge Orch.
There'll Be Some Changes Made—Fox-trot,

Moulin Rouge Orch.
Listening (From "Music Box Revue")—Waltz,

Bar Harbor Society Orch.
A Waltz in the Moonlight and You—Waltz,

Hollywood Dance Orch.
O Katharina—Fox-trot. .. .Bar Harbor Society Orch.
Roses and You—Fox-trot .... Hollywood Dance Orch.
How Do You Do—Fox-trot Missouri Jazz Band
Lonely and Blue—Fox-trot. . Hollywood Dance Orch.
Lucky Kentucky—Fox-trot,

Henri Grendron and His Strand Roof Orch.
The Prince of Wails—Fox-trot,

Henri Grendron and His Strand Roof Orch.
Alabamy Bound—Fox-trot . Fletcher Henderson Orch.
Collegiate Walk—Fox-trot Missouri Jazz Band
Honest and Truly—Waltz. . Continental Dance Orch.
Sweet Kisses—Waltz Continental Dance Orch.
Will You Remember Me—Baritone Solo, with

Guitar Harry Richmond
California Poppy—Baritone Solo, with Guitar,

Harry Richmond
VOCAL RECORDS

Honest and Truly—Soprano Solo, with Orch.
Accomp Yvette Rugal

Broken Dreams—Tenor Solo, with Orch Ac-
comp., Billy Burton

Away From You—Tenor Solo with Orch. Ac-
comp Billy Burton

Let Me Be the First to Kiss You Good Morn-
ing—Male Duet, with Orch. Accomp. . Hall-Ryan

Indian Love Call (From "Rose Marie")—So-
prano Solo, with Orch. Accomp Yvette Rugal

Rose Marie (From "Rose Marie")—Tenor Solo,
with Orch. Accomp Billy Burton

The Prisoner's Song—Tenor Solo, with Novelty
Accomp Vernon Dalhar

Doin' the Best I Can—Tenor Solo, with Nov-
elty Accomp. Vernon Dalhart

VOCAL BLUES RECORDS
Let's agree to Disagree—Duet, with Novelty
Accomp Josie Miles-Jazz Casper

It's the Last Time I'll Be a Pastime for You

—

Duet, with Novelty Accomp.,
Josie Miles-Jazz Casper

Thunderstorm Blues—Comedienne, with Novelty
Accomp Josie Miles

Bitter Feelin' Blues, Comedienne, with Novelty
Accomp Josie Miles

Banner Records
Oh, Lady Be Good (From "Lady, Be Good")—
Fox-trot Imperial Dance Orch.

I Can't Realize You Love Me—Fox-trot.
Moulin Rouge Orch.

Titina—Fox-trot Moulin Rouge Orch.
There'll Be Some Changes Made—Fox-trot,

Moulin Rouge Orch.
Listening (From "Music Box Revue")—Waltz,

Bar Harbor Society Orch.
A Waltz in the Moonlight and You—Waltz,

Hollywood Dance Orch.
O Katharina—Fox-trot. . .Bar Harbor Society Orch.
Roses and You—Fox-trot. .. .Hollywood Dance Orch.
How Do You Do—Fox-trot Missouri Jazz Band
Lonely and Blue—Fox-trot .. Hollywood Dance Orch.
Lucky Kentucky—Fox-trot,

Henri Grendron and His Strand Roof Orch.
The Prince of Wails—Fox-trot,

Henri Grendron and His Strand Roof Orch.
Alabamy Bound—Fox-trot. Fletcher Henderson Orch.
Collegiate Walk—Fox-trot Missouri Jazz Band
Honest and Truly—Waltz. . Continental Dance Orch.
Sweet Kisses—Waltz Continental Dance Orch.
Will You Remember Me—Baritone Solo, with

Guitar Harry Richmond

1495

1497

1494

1496

1499

1498

California Poppy—Baritone Solo, with Guitar,
Harry Richmond

VOCAL RECORDS
Honest and Truly—Soprano Solo, with Orch.
Accomp Yvette Rugal

Broken Dreams—Tenor Solo, with Orch. Ac-
comp Billy Burton

Away From You—Tenor Solo, with Orch. Ac-
comp Billy Burton

Let Me Be the First to Kiss You Good Morn-
ing—Male Duet, with Orch. Accomp. . Hall-Ryan

Indian Love Call (From "Rose-Marie")—So-
prano Solo, wilth Orch. Accomp Yvette Rugal

Rose-Marie (From "Rose-Marie")—Tenor Solo,
with Orch. Accomp Billy Burton

The Prisoner's Song—Tenor Solo, with Novelty
Accomp Vernon Dalhart

Doin' the Best I Can—Tenor Solo, with Novelty
Accomp Vernon Dalhart

VOCAL BLUES RECORDS
Let's Agree to Disagree—Duet, with Novelty Ac-
comp Josie Miles-Jazz Casper

It's the Last Time I'll Be a Pastime for You

—

Duet, with Novelty Accomp.,
Josie Miles-Jass Casper

Thunderstorm Blues—Comedienne, Novelty Ac-
comp Josie Miles

Bitter Feelin' Blues—Comedienne, Novelty Ac-
comp Josie Miles

Cameo Records

DANCE RECORDS
652 Let Me Be the First to Kiss You Good Morn-

ing—Fox-trot,
Henry Santrey and His Cameo Record Orch.

Oh Those Eyes— Fox-trot,
Paul Van Loan and His Orch.

678 Everybody Loves My Baby (But My Baby Don't
Love Nobody But Me)—Fox-trot,

Lou Gold and His Orch.
Alabamy Bound—Fox-trot. .. .Broadway Broadcasters

679 Oh Lady, Be Good (From "Oh Lady, Be Good")—Fox-trot Paul Van Loan and His Orch.
Laughin' At You—Fox-trot,

Egizi Olympic Theatre Orch.
680 I Ain't Got Nobody to Love—Fox-trot,

Varsity Eight
Ain't My Baby Grand?—Fox-trot Varsity Eight

681 Will You Remember Me?—Fox-trot, with Vocal
Refrain Bob Haring and His Orch.

You Flew Away from the Nest—Fox-trot,
Statler Hotel Dance Orch. (Buffalo, N. Y.)

682 Bring Back Those Rock-a-Bye Baby Days—Fox-
trot Lou Gold and His Orch.

Choo-Choo (I Gotta Hurry Home)—Fox-trot, ,

Dixie Daisies
683 O, Katharina! (From "Balieff's Chauve-Souris")—Walk-Around or Shimmy,

Lou Gold and His Orch.
Doing the Town—Fox-trot,

Bob Haring and His Orch.
684 Why Couldn't It Be Poor Little Me—Fox-trot,

Bob Haring and His Orch.
Please Be Good to My Old Girl—Fox-trot,

Paul Van Loan and His Orch
685 I'll See You in My Dreams—Fox-trot,

Bob Haring and His Orch.
Oriental Moon—Fox-trot,

Ralph Harrison and His Orch.
VOCAL RECORDS

651 The Lost World (From the Photoplay "The Lost
World")—Tenor Solo William Robyn

The Reason I Love You (Because I Do)—Tenor
Solo William Robyn

686 When You and I Were Seventeen—Tenor Solo,
William Robyn

"If You See That Gal Of Mine Send Her Home—Tenor Solo William Robyn
687 Nobody Knows What a Read Head Mamma Can

Do—Duet Salt and Pepper
Insufficient Sweetie—Duet Salt and Pepper

STANDARD RECORDS
63S Sweet Lei Lehua—Hawaiian, with Vocal Re-

frain Ferera-Franchini
Maui Girl—Hawaiian, with Vocal Refrain,

Ferera-Franchini
688 Out of the Dusk (To You)—Concert,

Cameo Studio Ensemble
Chanson Bohemienne—Concert,

Cameo Studio Ensemble

The Powerful

iiliiili!i§
n^NEUTRODYN .

M«b t. The GAROD CORP.
ISO Pacific St. Newark. N. J.
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U. S. Music Go.
WORD ROLLS

Title Played by
Born and Bred in Old Kentucky ("Big Boy")—Fox-

trot. Cal Welch
Bye Bye Baby—Fox-trot Lee Sims
Cross Words—Fox-trot Qare Winters
Everybody Loves My Baby—Fox-trot :....Lee Sims
Fascinating Rhythm ("Lady Be Good")—Fox-trot,

Robert Billings
Georgia Lullaby—Waltz
Hot Hot Hottentot—Fox-trot Cal Welch
I Like You Best of All—Fox-trot Lee Sims
In Shadowland— Waltz
I Want You Back Old Pal—Fox-trot Clare Winters
June Brought the Roses—Waltz
The Melody That Made You Mine—Waltz
O Katharina! ("Chauve Souris"—One-step Carl Ober
Polly of Hollywood ("Music Box Revue")—Fox-trot,

Jack Pierce
Pretty As a Picture—Fox-trot Cal Welch
Silver Sands of Waikiki—Waltz
Sob Sister Sadie—Fox-trot Clare Winters
Take Me Back to Your Heart—Waltz
Tramp! Tramp! Tramp!—Fox-trot Cal Welch
Way Down Home—Fox-trot Clare Winters
Where Are You To-Night—Waltz. ... Harold Wansborough

LIBRARY EDITION WORD ROLL
West of The Great Divide—Ballad Robert Billings

A. J. Lehmkuhl Manager
of the L. Grunewald Go.

New Orleans, La., March 2.—A. J. Lehmkuhl,

formerly associated for thirty years with Lyon
& Healy, Chicago, and manager of their piano

and player departments for twelve years, has
arrived in New Orleans to become general man-
ager of the L. Grunewald Co., Inc.

B. M. Grunewald, president of the Grunewald
Co., chose Mr. Lehmkuhl after a careful

search for a man of the caliber that would per-

petuate or, if possible, improve the standards

of the house.

Mr. Lehmkuhl has had only the best training

in the music business, and has been associated

with Steinway piano agencies all of his life, a

fitting man to take active command in an old

reliable music house as is Grunewald's.

Starr Pacific Coast Plant

Los Angeles, Cal., March 7.—Announce-
ment was made at the annual banquet of the

Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce that the

Starr Piano Co. will erect a factory on the

Pacific Coast, choosing Los Angeles as a logi-

cal center for distribution. Fred Gennett, sec-

retary of the Starr Piano Co. of Richmond,
Lnd., and president of the Starr Piano Co. of

California, is in Los Angeles and has been very
actively engaged in arranging for a suitable

site for the new factory.

Russell & Rigg, music dealers, Altoona, Pa.,

have opened a basement storeroom which more
than doubles the floor space formerly used by
the concern. The new quarters have been at-

tractively decorated and fitted up.

Dictogrand
The Articulating

True Tone
LOUD SPEAKER

Southern
Victor^ Wholesalers

RICHMOND VIRCINI/V

TEST IT.
OUR VICTOR

Record Service
has a reputation for efficiency

Suppose you try it.

E. F. DROOP & SONS CO.
1300 G. STREET. WASHINGTON. D. C.

204-6-8-10 CLAY STREET. BALTIMORE. MD.

CONSTRUCTIVE ARTICLES IN THIS
ISSUE OF THE WORLD

Ready Reference for Salesmen, Dealers and Department Heads

Making Spring a Profit Producing
Business Season 4

Putting Distinctiveness in Salesman-
ship 8

Twenty-one Years of Leadership in

the Trade 10

Building for Permanence in the Radio
Industry ] 0

Hearing on the Perkins Copyright Bill 1 0

Efficient Collecting Keeps Capital at

Work 11

How the Joseph Home Co. Sells

Radio by Mail 12

Using the Want Ads to Corner Extra
Sales 14

How Ahaus's Sales Methods Beat
Handicaps 16

Some Profit Winning Sales Wrinkles 1 9

Cutting Collection Costs by Using the

Mails 20

Selling "Music" Wins for Maison
Blanche 22

Balancing Sales in the Radio Depart-
ment 24

A Practical and Scientific Credit
System 26-28

How Davidson's Built Record Sales

Volume 30

General J. G. Harbord Tells of Radio
Progress in 1924 32

Public Turning From Jazz, Says Man-
ager of WEAF 35

Many Prominent Exhibitors at Annual
Radio Show at New York Edison
Co 44

No Basic Changes Coming in Radio,
Says Engineer 46

Easter and Other Holidays Offer

Splendid Possibilities for Tie-ups.. 56

The Talking Machine World Cele-

brates Its Twentieth Anniver-
sary 60-66

Radio Men Deliver Talks at Gotham
Dealer Meeting 68

S. O. Martin, President of Sonora
Phonograph Co., Commends Pol-
icy of The World 84

National Association of Credit Men
Launches Drive for Protective
Fund 86

Scientific Management Is the Basis of
Success 88

Featuring the Musical Possibilities of
the Talking Machine 104

Thousands Viewed Exhibits at Fifth
Annual Radio Show in New York 1 06

Business Continues Satisfactory in
Mid-West Territory Despite Indus-
trial Slump

1 1 7-1 35

Some Concrete Facts About Competi-
tion in the Retail Trade and How
to Beat It 135

Second Radio World's Fair in New
York in September 140

Combination Phonograph and Radio
and Records Lead Sales in the
Quaker City 143-148

Edison Tone-Tests Create Business
Throughout the Country 150

New England Dealers Working Hard
to Secure Business and Overcome
Lethargy 151-152

Isham Jones Honored by Music Pub-
lishers at Big Banquet in New York 1 56

Sub-Committee Appointed by House
to Draft a Compromise Copyright
Bill 158-159

Some Rule-of-Thumb Tests of Loud
Speaker Units 166

Phonograph Executives Meet to Form
Manufacturers Association 1 69

In the Musical Merchandise Field 171-175

What Effect Is Radio Having on the
Phonograph Business? 178

Gleanings From the World of
Music • 179-182

Latest Patents Relating to Talking
Machines and Records 188

Advance Lists of Talking Machine
Records for April 197

CORRESPONDENCE FROM LEADING CITIES

Cincinnati, 72—Cleveland, 74-75—Minneapolis and St. Paul, 78—Milwaukee, 80

—

Indianapolis, 82—Buffalo, 90-91—Pittsburgh, 92—San Francisco, 94—Richmond, 96

—Kansas City, 98—Toledo, 1 00—St. Louis, 1 08—Baltimore, 1 1 0—Chicago, 1 1 7-

135—Detroit, 138—Philadelphia, 1 43- 1 48—Boston, 151-152—Dominion of Canada,

154—Salt Lake City, 160—Los Angeles, 170—Atlanta, 183—Akron-Canton, 177

—

News From The World's European Office, 186-187

SHELTON ELECTRIC CO.,

THE SHELTON
Electric Motor
The "Simplicity" electrifies Victor,

Edison and Columbia phonographs
by simply taking off winding handle
and placing motor against turn-
table. Automatic switch in motor
operated when the turntable is

started or stopped. Operating on
AC or DC current of 110 volts.

Specify type of current when
ordering.

THOMPSON AND MANLEY STREETS
LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.
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o/ie Cheney
The Master Phonograph

The most perfect music-reproducing instrument

(East of the Rockies)

The Cheney Factories Achieve the Impossible
A Cheney in every sense of the word— that retails at $135. All of the famous

Cheney acoustic system, a cabinet wor-
thy of a place with the other cabinets

in the linel

Here is a real leader— individual in

its selling points, so superior in its tone

quality that the difference is easily dem-
onstrated, and so modestly priced that

it comes within the price range of every

one who wants a phonograph.

The Carlyle is distinctively a Queen

Anne model, 34J/2 inches long, 20%
inches deep, 3314 inches high. It is

made in Biltmore mahogany beautifully

finished, and is completely equipped with

automatic stop, automatic needle adjuster,

two reproducers for playing all records,

and shelves for three record albums.

Metal parts are nickeled.

The Carlyle rounds out The Cheney
line— provides a wonderful value at

every price level and offers range of

selection for every buyer.

The Cheney offers any merchant increased business, increased profits, and greater

sales opportunities. It makes sales which otherwise would be lost. It appeals to

discriminating buyers. It commands a high average sale price— and requires

practically no service.

Ask us for details about the line. The Cheney is the big profit-maker

in many phonograph stores. Write for full information

CHENEY TALKING MACHINE COMPANY - CHICAGO

Made complete in our own factories at Grand Rapids, Mich.



but they'll believe

ir own ears f

SO wonderful are the achievements of the New Edison;

so faithfully does it Re-Create music and speech—that

people sometimes think it "too good to be true".

. . . . but they'll believe their own ears! And that makes it

easy to sell the New Edison.

Let them hear a favorite selection: reproduced by any ordi'

nary phonograph—then Re'Created by the New Edison.

Sidcbyside comparison is the best "sales talk" you can use.

It's just as well to send the New Edison to the customers

house for this test—for it's practically certain to stay there.

THOMAS A. EDISON, Inc.

Orange, New Jersey

Jobbers of the New Edison, Edison Records, the Edison Diamond

Amberola and Blue Amberol Records

CALIFORNIA
San Francisco—Edison Phonographs,

Ltd.

COLORADO
Denver—Edison Phonograph Distribut-

ing Co.

GEORGIA
Atlanta—Phonographs. Inc.

ILLINOIS
Chicago—Edison Phonograph Distrib-

uting Co.

LOUISIANA
New Orleans—Diamond Music Co., Inc.

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston—Pardee-Ellenberger Co.

Iver Johnson Sporting Goods Co.
(Amberola only).

MICHIGAN
Detroit—Phonograph Co. of Detroit.

MINNESOTA
Minneapolis—Laurence H. Lucker.

MISSOURI
Kansas City—Edison Phonograph Dis-

tributing Co.

St. Louis—Silverstone Music Co.

MONTANA
Helena—Montana Phonograph Co.

NEW JERSEY
Orange—Edison Phonograph Distribut-

ing Co.

NEW YORK
Albany—American Phonograph Co.

New York City—J. P. Blackman & Son.
(Amberola only).

Syracuse—W. D. Andrews Co. (Am-
berola only).

OHIO
Cleveland—The Phonograph Co.

PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia—Girard Phonograph Co.
Pittsburgh—Buehn Phonograph Co.
Williamsport—W. A. Myers.

RHODE ISLAND
Providence—J. A. Foster Co.

(Amberola only).

TEXAS
Dallas — Texas-Oklahoma Phonograph

Co.

UTAH
Ogden—Proudfit Sporting Goods Co.

VIRGINIA
Richmond—The C. B. Haynes Co., Inc.

CANADA
St. John—W. H. Thorne & Co., Ltd.

Toronto—R. S. Williams & Sons Co.,
Ltd.

Vancouver—Kent Piano Co., Ltd.
Winnipeg—R. S. Williams & Sons Co.,

Ltd.

Babson Bros. (Amberola only).
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THE BRUNSWICK BALKE-COLLENDER CO.
Manufacturers—Established 1845

General Offices: CHICAGO Branches in All Principal Cities

New York Office: 799 Seventh Avenue

THE BRCNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDEB CO. OF CANADA, Ltd.

Main Offices: 358 'Bay Street, Toronto
Branches at Montreal, Winnipeg, Calgary, Vancouver

1
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This Sales Compelling Advertisement Appeared in the
March 28th, 1925, Issue of the Saturday Evening Post

The last word in RADIO SPEAKERS. A
beautiful cabinet of English Brown mahog-
any—the famous Sonora built-in, all-wood
tone-chamber. Space for batteries inside

cabinet.

Equipped with Dc Luxe Radio Reproducer, $60
Equipped with Standard Radio Reproducer, $50

A CROSS-SECTION of the Sonora tone chamber -

Here is the secret of Sonora's perfect tone. In all

Sonora instruments the "horn*' or tone chamber is

made of many thicknesses of wafer-thin veneer-
laid with alternating grain to neutralize vibration.

All harsh overtones are eliminated.

The Sonora Radio Speaker with all-

wood tone chamber—No mechanical noise-
No harsh overtones. Can be plugged into
any radio set—No extra batteries needed.

De Luxe Model—$30
Standard Model— $20

A marvelous improvement for

every cR@dio set

announcing a new range of "Radio Speakers, "Radio

Cabinet-Speakers and Radio -"Phonographs

Into every one has been built the famous Sonora ALL-

wood tone chamber

This chamber frees radio from mechanical noise—gives

you music in all its original loveliness of tone

THE first great achievements of radio

were volume and distance. But the third

quality— perfect tone— has been a baffling

problem. Ordinary 'loud speakers" ofsolid
wood or metal add discordant vibtations

that mar the beauty of radio.

Now Sonora has solved this problem—
has given to radio its famous rone-chamber.
Now you can have radio free from mechani-
cal noise.

This famous Sonora rone-chamber is all

wood— but not solid wood. Instead, ply

upon ply ot thin, seasoned wood is moulded
atound a form as perfect as the science of
acoustics can make it. Each wafet-thin

layer is set at cross-grain to the next. Be-

tween each pair of plies are spread sheer

films ofgum which function like the quick-

silver coating on a mirror, neutralizingvibra-

tion and reflecting every faintest sound.

Not a single tone is added— none taken

away. And Sonora has built this petfect tone

chamber into a complete range of superb
Radio Speakers, Radio Cabiner-Speakers

and Radio-Phonographs—to go with any
radio set.

IF you already have a radio set you will

want eithet the compact Radio Speaker
— or the new Cabinet-Speaker, a console
model, with space for batteties inside.

And for music lovers who want a com-
bined radio and phonograph there are

models furnished with a complete Sonora
phonograph—some equipped with tadio

—

othets with space provided for your own set.

Look over the list of models illustrated on this

page. Then drop in at your dealer's and hear
them for yourself, in each instrument you will

find marvelous beauty of tone built into an ex-
quisite piece of furniture.

Sonc(radio Model 242-Sonora Radio-
Phonograph with thtee-tube Ware Neu-
trodyne Set built into a beautiful cabinet.
This instrument is equipped with the
Sonora all-wood tone-chamber for both
radio and phonograph. ^

Price, $235
i CLEAR AS A BELL

The Famous Sonora phonograph -has
been adapted to accommodate all standard

radio sets. The latest model— the Chatham
—contains a complete phonograph and space

for your own radio set. Price, $ 1 2 5

Other phonograph models range from $3 5

ro $3000— including many exquisite De Luxe
period instruments.

Sonora Phonograph Company, Inc.
279 Broadway, New York City

Makers of Sonora Phonographs, Sonora Radio Speakers,

Reproducers and Sonoradios

Attractive Speaker Booklet

just issued for Sonora Dealers
C. A.

Canadian ana* Export Distributors:

RICHARDS, Inc., 279 Broadway, New York City
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Hazeltine Corp. Secures

Control of Latour Patents

Eighty Radio Patents and Patent Applications

Involved in Important Deal of American

Radio Manufacturer With French Inventor

Complete control of the entire United States

patent situation, including corresponding rights

in Cuba, which comprises issued United States

Letters Patents and patents pending covering

the inventions of Professor Marius C. A. La-

tour, the noted French scientist and engineer,

was acquired March 31 by the Hazeltine Corp.,

Jersey City, by reason of its control of the re-

cently organized Latour Corp., a Delaware com-

pany. This deal, one of the largest closed since

the development of radio broadcasting, involves

some eighty patents and patent applications

covering numerous important phases of the

radio art as developed to date.

The Latour inventions relate to receiving ap-

paratus as well as to transmitting equipment

and in this latter respect they will undoubted-

ly have a direct bearing on the development of

the radio communication business.

The inventions of Professor Latour also

apply to all forms of communication wherein

vacuum tubes are employed and this particu-

larly applies to the so-called "wired wireless"

or multiplex telegraphy and telephony. Some

idea of the importance of the inventions in

this respect may be gleaned from the fact that

the American Tel. and Tel. Co., and the Pos-

tal Telegraph Co., have purchased licenses

under the patents. Other concerns who have

secured non-exclusive licenses in the radio field

are the Radio Corp. of America and the Freed-

Eisemann Radio Corp.

In addition to the rights it has acquired

under the Latour patents, the Hazeltine Corp.

is the sole owner of the patents and trade

marks covering the inventions of Professor

Louis A. Hazeltine on which the neutrodyne

receiver has been built. The Hazeltine patents

and trade marks would appear to be the most

valuable individual patents in the radio indus-

try at the present time, officers of the corpor-

ation stated. During the year 1924, the public

paid more than $26,000,000 for the products

of the fourteen manufacturers licensed to oper-

ate under the Hazeltine patents.

By reason of the Hazeltine Corporation's con-

trol of the Latour patent situation through its

ownership of the large majority of the stock

of the Latour Corporation and its ownership

of the Hazeltine patents, it becomes at once

one of the foremost factors in the development

of the radio art.

The United States patents covered by this

transaction are Nos. 1,234,914; 1,317,025; 1,271,-

915; 1,354,312; 1,330,638; 1,382,738; 1,405,523;

1,421,015; 1,447,793; 1,449,863; 1,470,628 and 1,-

367,915 and approximately sixty-eight other

patent applications which are pending. The

Latour Corp. also will own all of the radio in-

ventions of Prof. Latour perfected within the

next five years.

Prof. Latour departed for France last week

after a stay of several months in this country

spent in negotiating for the transfer of his

patent rights and arranging the licenses men-

tioned above. He expressed himself as being

highly satisfied with the arrangements made

and stated that at the moment he is not con-

templating any lawsuits.

Zenith Radio Corp. Takes
Over Large New Quarters

Executive Offices of Corporation Moved to

Strauss Building on Michigan and Jackson

Boulevards—New Factory Also Secured

In Bankruptcy

The National Airphone Corp., New York,

manufacturer of Somerset radio receivers, was

recently placed in bankruptcy with liabilities

of approximately $100,000 and assets of about

$20,000. C. G. Ludvigh was appointed receiver.

Chicago, III., April 9.—The Zenith Radio Corp.

made an important announcement this week rel-

ative to the occupancy of its third factory and

New Zenith Executive Home
the removal of its executive offices to the fa-

mous Strauss Building at the corner of Michi-

gan and Jackson boulevards. The new factory,

which is shown in the accompanying illustra-

tion, is situated in the central manufacturing

district of the city, being a four-story structure

containing" 185,000 square feet to be devoted ex-

clusively to the manufacture -of Zenith sets.

A very interesting provision has been made
by the company in pursuance of its belief that,

able space in its new factory as an educational

department. Space is being set aside and prop-

erly equipped to conduct regular courses in

training for the selling and serving of radio

apparatus. It is the intention of this depart-

ment to cover radio in a general way rather

than to confine its entire efforts to the Zenith

line exclusively. Subsidiary courses will also be

put into effect, including local advertising, win-

dow displays, interior displays and layouts.

An entire floor in the Strauss Building has

been leased by the Zenith Corp. for occupancy
May 1, and adjacent to its new offices and in

the tower of the Strauss Building Zenith will in-

stall handsome super-broadcasting studios when
WJAZ will again be back in the air. In 1923

and 1924 the Zenith Radio Corp. owned and op-

erated station WJAZ and, pending the con-

summation of its plans for broader activities,

the company sold the station but retained its

call letters.

The rapid development of the Zenith Radio
Corp. may be attributed to the quality of its

product and the personnel of its executive or-

ganization. Eugene F. McDonald, Jr., president

of the company, is backed by years of activity

through the development stages and progress

of the automobile industry, possessing a keen,

practical knowledge of national distribution and
field organization. "Tom" Pletcher, vice-presi-

dent of the company and also president of the

Q R S Music Co., is known to practically every

music dealer in the country, having been for

thirty years prominent in the music field.

Latest Addition to Zenith Factories

although the dealer trade throughout the coun-

try has studiously sought ways and means of

understanding and selling radio products along

standard lines, it has not been backed by a

practical experience which is naturally neces-

sary to the success of merchandising. The Ze-

nith Radio Corp. will now devote a consider-

Salt Lake City House
Gets Sonora Distribution

Frank V. Goodman, general sales manager of

the Sonora Phonograph Co., Inc., announced re-

cently that the company had appointed the

Strevell-Paterson Hardware Co., Salt Lake City,

Utah, a distributor of Sonora products for the

States of Utah and Wyoming. This news will

be of particular interest to the dealers in this

territory because this wholesaler was for many
,

years a distributor of Sonora products; the as-

sociation ceasing a few years ago. The exec-

utives of the Strevell-Paterson Hardware Co.

had been watching closely the rapid progress

Sonora had attained the past year in the intro-

duction of its various radio products, and they

were so enthusiastic regarding the future for the

Sonora line in their territory that they made
arrangements to rejoin the Sonora jobbing or-

ganization.

Western Dealers Planning

Drives, Says W. G. Fuhri

W. C. Fuhri, vice-president and general sales

manager of the Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc.,

returned to New York a few days ago after a

visit to Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City and
Chicago. In a chat with The World Mr. Fuhri

stated that conditions throughout this territory

showed a very gratifying improvement and al-

most without exception the dealers are mak-
ing plans for a healthy year. Record business

is particularly encouraging and the Columbia

branch managers report a keen interest in the

new monthly lists of Columbia records. Inci-

dentally, Columbia sales for March showed a

substantial increase over February in every de-

partment of the company's activities.

New Okeh Accounts Opened

The Distributing Division of the General

Phonograph Corp., New York, recently opened

the following new accounts: F. E. Beach Mu-
sic Shop, Bridgeport, Conn., and Pelito Bros.,

Hartford, Conn.

See second last page for Index of Articles of Interest in this issue of The World
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Concentration Promotes Lion Store Sales
Middle Western Music House Sends Its Men Out to Sell Talking

Machines and Nothing Else—Securing Prospects—Publicity Tie-Ups

"One of the reasons talking machine dealers

are not getting the volume of sales they should

is because they scatter their efforts," said Harry

J. Reeves, manager of' the Lion Store Music

Rooms, one of the largest and most aggressive

talking machine departments in Ohio. "While

we must admit that machine sales are not up to

the pace set a couple of years ago, nevertheless

fully 60 per cent of our population is still with-

out a phonograph, hence they are prospects.

Here we keep four men busy on outside selling.

They must concentrate on talking machines.

They are not permitted to sell radio or other

merchandise carried by the store."

How Prospects Are Secured

Every morning each salesman is given a batch

of prospect cards which he must call on and

report upon. These prospects' names are secured

by sending a return post card to instrument

owners asking them if their machine operates

perfectly, if they desire to receive the monthly

supplement and then space is provided for the

names and addresses of two or three friends

who might be in the market for a machine.

Also persons who come to the department for

records are asked in a diplomatic manner for

the name of an acquaintance who may want a

phonograph. Then, about once a year general

canvassers for all departments of the store

make a survey of the city. These workers,

whose duty it is to find out which make of

machine, what type of home furnishings and

the like people have or have not, turn in a

vast amount of useful information for the music

rooms. Salesmen are provided with automo-

biles for covering the territory. In the past the

percentage of sales to calls on prospects has

run around ten or twelve per cent. However,
in reporting upon direct sales covering a period

of time—the season selected has much to do

with the result. The record sales volume for a

single month by a salesman is fifty-one talking

machines.

In training canvassers Air. Reeves always

tells them to have at their tongues' end a pleas-

ant little chat, which may have nothing to do
with talking machines but will tend to break

down the aversion and the resistance which
housewives often have toward canvassers.

After that is accomplished they go ahead with

the talk.

Timely Publicity and Tie-ups

The department uses timely events, window
displays and newspaper advertising to build

good-will. Recently Jean Goldkoette and His
Orange Blossom Orchestra played to a crowd
of about 300 persons in the music rooms. The
inaugural address of President Coolidge drew
another 300 to listen to the radio program.

While they waited for the broadcasting to be-

gin, Mr. Reeves played new records and talked

to the visitors of talking machine ownership.

Window and department displays are arranged

by expert decorators, hence they are always of

high order. Advertising is employed both for

making sales and for keeping owners sold on
their machines.

Promoting Record Sales

In promoting record sales the girls through
the use of correspondence, the telephone and
personal contact have each built a following.

The phone is used to advise customers of musi-

cal events, new releases, etc. The Red Seal

Derby Contest is a stimulating force for sales

of records of the better music. The girls are

given a prize for attaining a volume of $500

and may win as many prizes as their efforts

will enable them to. Again, every Monday
morning two slow-moving records are put upon
a special list. These extras run from two
cents to five cents for each record sold. There

is no inducement equal to cash for securing

the co-operation of workers. While some
houses frown upon the plan of extra rewards

for additional service, nevertheless the practice

is a sure means for keeping a record stock clear

of dead discs.

All collections here are handled by the credit

department of the store. If a customer becomes

slow and a subject for special attention a

series of collection letters is sent to him. If

these fail to bring the desired response and

all other efforts fail the machine is repossessed.

However, repossessions are few, for usually a

way is found which will enable the customer to

keep his phonograph. Efforts here are directed

toward finding a way to keep customers satis-

fied instead of antagonizing them.

Direct Mail Promotes Sales

Direct mail advertising plays an important

part in the department publicity work. At in-

tervals the long list of prospects is circularized.

Letters are used for special purposes. The
mailing list is kept free from dead names

through careful checking of mail pieces with

the local post office and co-operating with the

service which Uncle Sam offers business houses.

The radio division of the store is operated

in conjunction with the music rooms. Experts

are in charge of the promotion work of the de-

partment.

ft

NOW IS THE TIME FOR
Portable Radio Phonograph Combination

R. P. 1

WE
MAKE IT

YOU
PREPARE

FOR BIG

DEMAND
LESS USUAL DISCOUNTS

Radio Panels
for

Console Phonographs

Dealers, write your jobber for details, or address

R. P. 3

3 -tube reflex loudspeaker

volume, distance selectivity

panel: 10x14

List $45.00

R. P. 5

tuned radio fre-

receiver. Two
sizes: 14J/2x17 3/16 or

15 3/16x167/8

List $65.00

5 -tube

quency

New York Album& Card Co., Inc.
23-25 Lispenard Street, New York

B = a
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BrunswickDealersToday
Are Enjoying Active Business

Making New Musical History

'Brunswick %adiola ^o. 60
Equipped with the Super-Heterodyne

One of the eight models ranging in price

from $170 to $660

No outside wires

No acid batteries

No exposed horn

All in one beautiful instrument

Today Brunswick's factories are busy— sales are in-

creasing steadily—Brunswick dealers are prosperous

—the public is buying Brunswick merchandise.

BRUNSWICK Radiola, the new musical
instrument, has met with universal and

instantaneous success. Two new models of

Brunswick Phonographs have just been an-
nounced. New stars are constantly being added
to the celebrated talent available on Brunswick
Records.

The Brunswick Hour of Music, taking ad-
vantage of radio to further enhance the enter-

tainment value of Brunswick Radiolas in the
home, extends the widespread demand for

Brunswick Records.

Brunswick activity is the sensation of the
music trade.

New Guaranteed Prices

New prices have placed the Brunswick Radiola
within the reach of all. Increased production,
due to

,

consistently growing sales, has per-
mitted noteworthy price reductions.

These new prices are stable— they are guar-
anteed by Brunswick for 1925.

And this has stimulated sales to a still higher
key. Today, the Brunswick line shows the
most amazing- activity.

Again Brunswick makes musical history

!

THE BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO.
Manufacturers—Established 1845

General Offices: CHICAGO Branches in all Principal Cities

New York Office: 799 Seventh Avenue

THE BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO. OF CANADA, Ltd.
Main Offices: 358 Bay Street, Toronto

Branches at Montreal, Winnipeg, Calgary, Vancouver

The Sign of.CMusical (Prestige,

PHONOGRAPHS • RECORDS • RADIOLAS
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Brunswick Co. Launches Retail Sales
Contest Which Is National in Scope

Complete Details of the Latest Brunswick Drive for Business—Awards to Winners in the Sales
Race Will Total More Than $3,000 in Cash and Prizes—Keen Competition Expected

Attachments for

EDISON
New Favorite Supreme Adapter

Very Loud and Clear Natural Tone Reproduction

PRICES:
Nickel-plated Adapter $4.35
Gold-plated Adapter 5.00
Oxidized-plated Adapter 5.00
No. I "Supreme" Sound Box, nickel-plated,

loud and clear 2.00
No. I "Supreme" Sound Box, gold-plated, loud

and clear 3.00
No. I "Supreme" Sound Box, oxidized 3.00
Supreme Sound Box for Columbia Tone Arm

(nickel only) 2.00
Special Prices to Quantity Buyers

iNew Favorite Exceltone Adapter
Good Quality, Best Outfit for the Price

EXCELTONE ADAPTER
Nickel-plated, Complete $2.50

Sound Box, Separate, Nickel-plated $1.10

Write for Samples

FAVORITE MFG. CO.
C. KRONENBERGER, Pres.

105 East 12th Street, New York
Telephone Stuyvesant 1666

On March 30 the Brunswick-Balke-Collender

Co. announced complete details of a sales con-

test between Brunswick retail sales people which
began Monday, April 13, and will continue until

July 6, the last-named date not being included.

To add interest to this competition existing

between Brunswick sales people, a series of

eighty-four prizes as a reward for successful

competitive selling are being offered. These
awards will total more than $3,000, including

cash prizes, Waltham watches, traveling bags

and Richelieu pearls. To make it possible for

all salesmen to compete upon an equal basis,

cities and towns have been divided into four

classifications, according to population as fol-

lows:

Towns of ten thousand or less, ten to fifty

thousand, fifty to one hundred thousand and

one hundred thousand or more. In this way
the competition is in reality divided into four

separate and distinct contests and the awards

in each classification are full and .complete

Each competitor will be on an equal basis and

the salesman in the small community will have

the same opportunity as his fellow contestant in

the large city.

The prizes total the same for each division

and an award of $25 will be made each week
during the twelve weeks of competition to the

high-point scorer in each of the four popula-

tion classifications. Each month two prizes, the

first amounting to fifty dollars and the second

twenty-five dollars, will be given to the high-

point scorers. All points scored by the com-

peting salesmen will be totaled to determine

the winners of the grand awards of $150, $75

and $50. The high scorer in each classification

has the option of a trip to the Brunswick fac-

tory at Muskegon, Mich., all expenses paid, or

in lieu of this may choose either merchandise

or the cash award. In fact, in every instance

the winner can elect to receive a cash award,

or, if he or she desires, may choose between

prizes. In all, eighty-four awards, including

four free trips to the factory, are offered Bruns-

wick sales people.

No salesman will be awarded more than one

weekly prize, nor more than one monthly prize,

but can win a weekly, a monthly and a grand
prize. In case of ties each tying salesman will

be granted the full award.
Every instrument sold by the retail salesman,

whether it be a Brunswick phonograph or Radi-
ola, will entitle the salesman to a certain number
of points, the number varying with the model.
Each week the dealer or department manager
will fill out a form showing the instruments sold

by the individual salesmen and will forward
it to the manager of sales promotion, Bruns-

wick-Balke-Collender Co. As soon as the in-

formation is listed the details will be entirely

destroyed.

Considerable interest has been aroused since

the original announcement of the contest, and
since competition is the very backbone of

modern business it is expected that Brunswick
dealers and retail sales people throughout the

country will enter into the race for prizes with

enthusiasm and a keen spirit of friendly rivalry.

Koch Harmonica, Inc.,

Opens American Offices

Koch Harmonica, Inc., of Trossingen, Ger-

many, manufacturer of Koch harmonicas, has

opened American offices at 25 West Forty-fifth

street, New York, under the direction of Paul L.

Baerwald, well known throughout the talking

machine trade. Richard Koch, head of this

company, accompanied by Mr. Baerwald, re-

cently made a trip to the leading trade cen-

ters, appointing jobbers for Koch products.

Philco Go. in New Home
The Buffalo office of the Philadelphia Storage

Battery Co., of Philadelphia, Pa., manufacturer

of Philco batteries, has been moved from the

Lafayette Square Building to 1019 Genesee
Building. Another change made necessary by

the continuous growth of this company is the

move in the near future of the branch depot at

San Francisco to new and larger quarters.

Stand by the goods that

have stood by you and
they will stand by you
when you need them.
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5 New Brunswick
POPULAR STARS

Keeping abreast of the times in popular music

Harry Snodgrass

Famous radio pianist of

Station WOS, Jefferson
City, Mo., whose unique
style of playing brought
quick fame. Now appear-
ing on the Orpheum
Circuit. His first record,

"Three O'Clock in the

Morning," is now being
issued to Brunswick
dealers.

Joe Green
The first man to master
the wonderful new Vi-
braphone, and put it on
records. This delightful

instrument has struck a

new mood in music. The
records of Green on the
Vibraphone have proved
good constant sellers.

Frank Munn
A recent star who be-
came an overnight sen-
sation at his first concert
and first broadcasting.
His voice is a pleasing
lyric tenor, his diction
perfect. One of today's
outstanding straight bal-
lad singers.

The Rhythmodic Orchestra

Has created a new vogue in dance music.
They play original compositions based on
the themes of popular classical composi-
tions. Their first records are just appearing.

Nick Lucas

"The Crooning Trouba-
dour." An artist whose
rise has been truly
meteoric. His records
have a new appeal — a
combination of vocal and
guitar, with popular hits,

that has become tremen-
dously in demand.

THE BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO.
Manufacturers—Established 1845

General Offices: CHICAGO Branches in All Principal Cities

New York Office. 799 Seventh Avenue
THE BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO. OF CANADA, Ltd.

Main Offices: 358 Bay Street, Toronto
Branches at Montreal, Winnipeg, Calgary, Vancouver

^he Sign ofMusical ^Prestige

PHONOGRAPHS . RECORDS . RADIO! AS

1

-
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How E. C. Bickford Trains His Salesmen
General Manager of Fink & Co., Baltimore, Tells How Merit Sys-

tem Keeps Men on Their Toes Every Minute — Management Hints

"With conditions in general as they are to-day

and the unusual resistance encountered in mer-

chandising talking machines, the dealer who
calmly waits in his store for business to come
to him simply gets the scattered crumbs," ac-

cording to E. C. Bickford, general manager of

Fink & Co., prominent talking machine dealers

of Baltimore, Md. "Most cities have their full

quota of talking machine and music stores, all

of which are hungry for business, and as a con-

sequence of this keen competition the dealei

who is after his share of sales must go out and
dig, and the outside sales organization is the

solution of the problem."

Mr. Bickford backs his statement by his own
achievements, which during last year resulted

in the sale of more than 1,100 talking machines
and approximately 16,500 records. In addition,

a few months ago he conceived the idea of

building up record business in the army base

near Baltimore. The latest records are sent to

the camps and are played over before the vari-

ous companies under the supervision of one of

the soldiers selected for this duty and those

records which meet with the approval of the

men are purchased and the rest are returned.

From this source the record business of Fink &
Co. is in the neighborhood of $600 per month.
More than twenty-five radio sets have been sold

direct to the soldiers as well as talking ma-
chines, accessories, etc.

Training Salesmen a Real Need
"By an outside sales staff I do not mean the

usual two or three men devoting most of their

time to field work, but a properly trained, well

organized force of from six to fifteen men,"
points out Mr. Bickford. "A fairly wide ex-

perience as a salesman as well as the manage-
ment of sales organizations has forcibly demon-
strated that outside selling proves a failure and
a costly experiment to many dealers because of

lack of proper training and direction of the in-

dividual members of the sales staff.

"For example, take the case of Mr. Dealer
whose business is coming in slowly, so slowly
in fact that he is alarmed and decides that

some drastic action is necessary. He inserts an
ad in the newspaper for salesmen, selects two
or three, arranges to pay them a salary or draw-
ing account, gives them a few prospects and
sends them out to get business. The first week
passes and the results are practically nil; the
record of the second and third weeks is practi-

cally the same. By the end of the fourth week
the dealer's investment has assumed consider-

able proportions, far in excess of what the

dealer expected considering the one or two

sales that have been made. Mr. Dealer begins

to get worried.

This frame of mind is very evident to the

men by the manner in which he starts them out

the following mornings. The salesmen have

E. C. Bickford

undergone some mental changes too. They

come in at night and report that they have

called on Mrs. So and' So, etc., who were not at

home. They name Mrs. Brown and Mrs.

Black whom they are sure to close next week,

and too often next week never comes. By the

middle of the fifth week one of the men fails

to appear for work and at the end of the week
Mr. Dealer, thoroughly discouraged, lets the

other two go, angry with the men and himself.

The dealer has good reason for being angry

with himself for he is largely responsible for

the failure.

"In the first place it is by no means an easy

task for a man to go out into the field and

consistently sell sufficient merchandise to make
a fair wage- and be an asset to his house. Cer-

tainly the necessary knowledge cannot be

gained in two or three weeks. In the second

place the type of men who are to work on the

outside must be selected with the greatest care.

In the third place these men must be trained.

In the fourth place their enthusiasm for build-

ing up sales volume must be constantly stimu-

lated by the sales manager or employer.

Organizing the Sales Force

"The following method of organizing a sales

force I have found very successful: Run an ad

in the local newspaper for a few days. From
the applicants select the man you determine to

be best qualified and for future reference retain

the names and addresses of other applicants

who look promising. This one man is the foun-

dation of your organization. Do not even think

of starting him to work immediately, but devote

at least three weeks, night and day, with him,

calling on prospects, canvassing, getting ma-
chines into homes on approval, closing, etc.,

until the man is thoroughly familiar with your

methods and able to carry them out himself suc-

cessfully. Then select the next best applicant

and turn him over to the first man for instruc-

tion. These men should then be supervised for

several weeks until they are thoroughly trained.

At this period the dealer is in a position to

select two more men, each to be placed in

charge of the two experienced and trained men,

who will instruct the new salesmen. Thus the

dealer has two teams of salesmen.

Building Up Selling Enthusiasm
"One of the most successful plans for build-

ing up sales enthusiasm is the sales contest,

with cash prizes for the winners. In this con-

nection I have found the merit schedule repro-

duced herewith most effective in keeping track

of the results achieved by the various salesmen.

Also this method of giving merits has had the

effect of stimulating the endeavors of the sales-

men in securing the largest possible down pay-

ments, the shortest possible contract length and

at the same time encourages careful selection of

prospects.

"I believe it is more necessary for a man to

have the incentive to do his best than for the

man to have ability. If the salesman is 80 per

cent efficient but does not consistently exert

that 80 per cent in the long run the man who
is only 50 per cent efficient but is given the in-

centive to constantly exert every effort very

soon will be 80 per cent efficient and get greater

results.

Get Instruments Into Homes
"In our business we believe it is very impor-

tant to at least get the machine into the home
for a demonstration. Once this is accomplished

(Continued on page 12)

For the Profitable Sale of Records

—

The Audak System
The modern method of demonstrating and selling records

Without the Use of Booths

Dealers place as many as six Audak units in space formerly occu-
pied by one booth. There are Audak models to suit

each particular need. Write for full

information.

The Audak unit illustrated supplied complete, ready for use upon removal from crate

AUDAK CO. - 565 Fifth Avenue - NEW YORK, N. Y.
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m
General Specifications

In contracting for your Radio Business Build-

ing these specifications should be followed.

SCHEDULE

[ SERVICE [HOLTZreWrj SERVICE
j
TUBEC

THERMIOD^eH PEARSALL ! PM1LCO | PEARSALL |

| SLEEPER | SERVICE | BURGESS
j
SERV

pearsall | zenith
I
pearsall) fuli-wav^

Excavations

Footings
Foundations
Masonry

Super-Structurc

Steel

Cut Stone
and Brick

Finishing

Woodwork
Trim

Electrical IVork

Pearsall Service—A distribut-

ing organization of ten years'

standing.

Zenith

Thermiodyne and Sleeper
Lines thoroughly seasoned
and inspected.

Silver Voice — Amphion—
Ethovox Holtzer - Cabot
speakers and units—Console
cabinets and radio tables.

Philco and Burgess Batteries,

Ful-Wave chargers and Elec-

trad Aerial Kits—Radiotron
Tubes.

All material and workmanship unconditionally

guaranteed by the manufacturer and the Pearsall

Organization.

Desire to serve plus ability.

"Ask any Pearsall dealer, he'll tell you."
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Going After Business and Getting It

THEORETICALLY, every home in the land, no matter how
humble, represents a prospect for the sale of a talking ma-

chine and at least a few records, and certainly the point of absorp-

tion, so far as talking machines are concerned, cannot be said to

have been reached until at least 90 per cent of all the homes are

thus equipped. There are still thousands of homes which are in a

position to finance the purchase of machines and record libraries.

It is generally conceded that the talking machine business has

not been active for one reason or another, and in the trade itself

lack of sales energy is offered as the cause.

Now, as a matter of fact, there is business and plenty of it,

the problem being how the talking machine dealer may capture these

sales in the face of competition from other lines. And experience

proves that where the dealer launches an intelligently planned and

determined drive for business he gets it. Various surveys have been

made of the number of homes equipped with talking machines and

the figures range from 25 to 50 per cent in different sections of

the country. Recent extensive surveys of this character made

in a number of the larger cities have brought forth the infor-

mation that only about 30 per cent of the homes in those cities

were equipped with talking machines of any sort, leaving 70 per

cent still to be equipped, of which at least half, or 35 per cent of the

entire number of homes, may be said to be worth-while prospects.

One manufacturer, the Victor Co., has been telling its jobbers

and dealers that there was business to be had if it was gone after

properly and to back up its assertion has staged a number of in-

tensive canvassing and selling campaigns in co-operation with local

jobbers and dealers in a number of cities, among them St. Louis,

Syracuse, Baltimore, Washington and certain Florida cities. The

campaigns meant strenuous effort and the expenditure of some

money, but in each case it was reported that the direct result was
a substantial increase in machine and record business over that

booked for the corresponding period of last year, with the develop-

ment of much potential business.

In St. Louis alone 25,000 homes were visited by a special crew

of women making a so-called "musical census." The plan called for

placing talking machines on trial in the homes, and of the several

hundred machines of various types so placed approximately 80 per

cent remained permanently sold.

It costs money to conduct such a canvass even in a compara-

tively small town, but it costs money to promote any kind of suc-

cessful business, and in this case the expenditure may be regarded

as an investment for both the present and the future calculated to

move stocks that just now may not be described as particularly

active.

The trade has enjoyed in its history a number of "soft" selling

years when the question was that of supplying rather than creating

demand. Now the tables have turned, which does not indicate so

much a lack of interest in talking machine music as it does an in-

crease in the number of competitive factors, each primed to get a

substantial share of the wage earner's spare cash. It means that the

talking machine dealer, if he seeks to realize profits, must sell just

as hard as the dealer in clothing, furniture, electrical appliances, etc.

The potential market is there, but it requires development.

Carrying Charges Make for Better Terms

CONSIDERABLE thought is being given in various quarters,

where instalment methods prevail, to the question of substitut-

ing a fixed carrying charge on term sales to replace the usual in-

terest charge, the idea being that such a carrying charge can be

made to cover a certain handling cost over and above interest, and

being in a lump sum that obviates the necessity of figuring interest.

Also upon realizing the amount of the additional carrying charge

the customer is likely to give mpre than casual thought to the possi-

bility of paying for the goods in cash and thereby effect consider-

able saving.

Perhaps the most remarkable development of the carrying

charge idea is offered by the Music Trades' Association of North-

ern California in a schedule which provides for the addition of a

fixed percentage to all balances remaining after the initial payment

is made, the percentages increasing in proportion to the length of

time over which payments are spread, as, for instance, 5 per cent

for ten months or less ; 6 per cent for eleven or twelve months ; and

so on. The plan not only protects the dealer, but encourages short-

term buying as well as the outright cash purchase. The plan is

outlined elsewhere in The World this month and is worthy of the

attention of talking machine dealers generally.

Obligations of a Manufacturer to His Dealer

JUST what are the obligations of a manufacturer to his dealers

in the matter of keeping the distributors of his products, which

after all represent the mainstay of the business, properly informed

of contemplated moves calculated to have an effect upon the busi-

ness generally? This is a moot question. It is true there are an in-

creasing number of manufacturers who realize that the man who
has invested his time and money in the retailing of their products

and has been loyal in the work of developing sales and advertising

propaganda is entitled to at least some consideration when the time

comes for a change of manufacturing policy or of product.

There are, also, manufacturers who are inclined to resent the

dealer's interest, assuming the attitude that his appointment as rep-

resentative carries with it no obligation to take him into the coun-

cils in the matter of production and that the business of the retailer

is to sell the product as delivered to him. This, from one angle,

may be quite right, for manufacturing and selling are two separate

divisions of business, but the manufacturer who does not take into

consideration public demand in marketing his goods is unwise, and

public demand is best reflected through the medium of the dealer

and his experiences.

There have been instances in the trade where changes in the re-

tail list prices of products were made overnight without sufficient

warning to dealers to allow them to cover themselves in some meas-

ure at least in adjusting their present stocks. Machine models have

been shipped from factories in considerable quantities on the same

day that a notice was mailed to the trade announcing an improved

type of the same model, thus cutting down the salability of the

older style. A prior announcement would have saved many dollars

to dealers and promoted good will.

There have been cases of dealers noted for their loyalty to a

certain manufacturer losing thousands of dollars because of. that

loyalty for the simple reason that they have been kept in the dark
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relative to certain manufacturing plans considered necessary and

advisable. Had the manufacturers taken these dealers into their con-

fidence even in a general way to the end of convincing them that

they would have something worth while to realize upon, after a

costly period of marking time, this spirit of loyalty would have con-

tinued unabated.

In the face of the reserved attitude of the manufacturer in

taking a stand that gives little consideration to the dealer's prob-

lems or to his planning for the future, there develops in place

of loyalty a spirit of dissatisfaction and unrest that is the forerun-

ner to complete disorganization. The only one who profits is the

competitor, as has been proved on numerous occasions in this and

other industries.

The Solution of the Service Problem

THE question of service is that large problem that stands be-

tween many dealers in radio and the realization of an ade-

quate profit in the retailing of a comparatively new product, and

it is admitted that the satisfactory solution of this problem will be

one of the factors to develop a new status for radio from the angle

of the retailer.

The solution of the service problem rests largely with the dealer

himself, provided, of course, that he has been careful in including

in his stock only such receivers as are manufactured by concerns

of standing and are covered by a worth-while factory guarantee as

to construction and operating efficiency. If he thinks more of the

sale than he does of his profit and worries more over competition

than he does over his own business policies, then his servicing is

going to put some red figures in the ledger. But, if he adopts a

definite policy with his customers and sticks to it, he is more than

likely to come out ahead of the game in some measure at least.

It has been demonstrated very forcibly that a big factor in

keeping service charges within fair limits is by impressing upon

the customer at the time of purchase the exact line of demarcation

between free service by the dealer and that which must be paid

for by the purchaser. The radio department of Frederick Loeser

& Co., Brooklyn, has solved the problem in a large measure by in-

sisting that each customer sign a "Condition of Sale" form, in which

is set forth the fact that the free service consists of installing the

receiver in the home and seeing that it operates satisfactorily. After

that, the work of the service man in replacing batteries or tubes or

making other adjustments is chargeable at the rate of $1.50 an hour.

The Condition of Sale form, for instance, provides that fair

adjustments will be made where the construction of the receiver

proves faulty within a definite period, but only in cases where the

set has not been tampered with. It emphasizes that the life of tubes

or batteries will not be guaranteed, though only products of recog-

nized quality are sold. It specifies emphatically that no promises

are made as to the distance-getting qualities of any receiver regard-

less of make or price, and the fact that the customer's signature

must be attached to the form before the receiver leaves the store

heads off any argument as to what was promised or not promised

at the time of making the sale.

It is significant that since the Condition of Sale form has been

in use at Loeser's no customers have endeavored to evade its terms

and insist upon service said to have been promised by this or that

individual. There have been adjustments, it is true, but they have

been of a character met with in any line of business and have been

taken care of to the satisfaction of both the
.
store and the

customer without running contrary to the fixed policy.

The secret lies in impressing the customer with just what serv-

ice he is entitled to when he buys a receiver, and then adhering to

the rules. The trouble appears to be, in many cases, that the dealer

limits service to installation, for instance, and then weakens when
the customer with a substantial balance unpaid on the set demands

extra free attention. He sees the lost money and the lost sales if

the request is not granted, but often fails to see that cash loss that

is involved in the special service work.

The manufacturers can, and in many cases have, helped solve

the service problem by marketing only sets of proved quality that

have been carefully tested and inspected before leaving the factory.

In cases where such sets are sold to the customer stripped, or pro-

vided with accessories, to be assembled by the customer, then the

dealer's liability for service ceases when the equipment leaves the

store, for in most cases a cash allowance is made in lieu of the in-

stallation charge.

In short, free service should be confined strictly to the original

installation and to such adjustments as may become necessary

through faults that develop in the set itself, and in the latter- case

it is the manufacturer and not the dealer who should be responsible

for the charge.

ShermanMay& Co.

tfictrolas Victor (Records

Victor cAccessories

Main Wholesale Depot:'

741 Mission Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Branch Wholesale Depots:

10th and Santee Streets, Los Angeles, Cal.

N.W. Corner 13th and Glison Streets,

Portland, Oregon

Oceanic Bldg., Cor. University and Post Streets,

Seattle, Washington

330 West Sprague Ave., Spokane, Washington
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5 DISTRIBUTING DEPOTS Br YOUR CONVENIENCE
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How E. G. Bickford Trains His Sales Staff
(Continued from page 8)

the chances of a sale are increased. In this con-

nection we have found the 'approval order' il-

lustrated in the next column worth while as a

record of the transaction and as may be seen by

tract, number returned by salesman, total they
now have, how much money received as initial

payment on the contract."

ers' homes on approval, especially in cases

where a new instrument has been delivered. In

order to keep these transactions straight we
use a form with the following data: Name of

MERIT SCHEDULE
For you to figure out the number of merits due you on

a sale. Acid together the merits for style and price of

machine, the merits for the down payment, also for the

length of contract.

In figuring the percentage of down payment and length

of contract always include the records.

APPROVAL ORDER

CHENEY VICTOR DOWN PAYMENT
Price Merits Price Merits Percentage Merits

115.00 150 $100.00 100 10% 100

160.00 225 110.00 110 11 to 15 150

165.00 240 125.00 140 16 to 20 250

180.00 350 150.00 185 21 to 30 325

220.00 425 180.00 225 31 to 40 375

225.00 435 200.00 250

260.00 525 225.00 300 Contract Length

275.00 550 250.00 350 18 month 100

300.00 600 275.00 400 16 200

335.00 675 300.00 425 14 " 300

360.00 .750 325.00 475 12 " 350

450.00 850 350.00 525 10 " 450

515.00 975 375.00 575 8
" 500

565.00 1200 6
" 600

Salesman

Source

Name
Address

Business

Business Address
Approx. Income .

Landlord's Name

Blanton-Walker Store

Opens in El Dorado, Ark.

Approximately 4,000 in Attendance at Opening
of Fine New Establishment

El Dokado, Ark., April 1.—The formal opening

of the Blanton-Walker Music Shop, which re-

cently occurred in this city, was quite an event.

Date.

Cash 30—60—90 days, 1000 merits per $100.

FURTHER MERITS
100 Merits for Victor Approval.

200 Merits for Cheney Approval.

50 Merits for Used Machines or new less than $100.

DEMERITS
400 Demerits for poor judgment in sending approval.

300 Demerits if deal is accepted with less than 10% down
or exceeding 18 months.

RADIO
Cheney Combination -. 700

Victor Combination 500

Atwater Kent with Pooley 600

the questions thereon if the form is properly

filled in we have excellent data for our mailing

list for future follow up in the event the sale

falls through at the time of the first home dem-

onstration.

"Many times we send records out to custom-

Make ,.

Style

Price $

Finish

Trade in ?

Approx. Value $

Who gave permission for apr?

Have you discussed Terms?
If so, what?
Deliver \

"

RECORDS WANTED
It is of utmost importance to know customers' tastes

SALESLADY
No. of Machine
Above Delivered

Inspected by
Amount of Records $

Put up by
SALESMAN'S REPORT IF RETURNED

Did they like machine If not, why?
Did they like records If not, why?
Did you suggest Cheney?
What terms quoted Could they afford

Give Detailed Report Why Machine Was Not Sold.

Remember that this information will be very valuable on

next call.

When are you going to follow up?
SALESLADY'S REPORT

Machine returned Amount of records ret. $

Machine and records inspected, put in condition for floor

by
REMARKS

the salesman, date, sold to, address, amount
sent on approval, number of records on con-

New Blanton-Walker Music Shop
There was music by the Crusader Orchestra,

and something like four thousand people were
in attendance. This store was established about

one and one-half years ago by Terry and Blan-

ton, but changed hands on February 1, Blanton-

Walker having purchased the business and

moved it into new quarters. Nationally adver-

tised lines of phonographs are handled, in-

cluding the Edison, Victrola and Columbia;

Holton band instruments, and a strong presen-

tation of radios, including the Radiola, Atwater

Kent, Zenith, Freed-Eisemann and De Forest.

In pianos the complete Baldwin line is carried.

In this connection, T. H. Schroeder, of the St.

Louis branch of the Baldwin Co., was present

at the opening.

ART PEERLESS COMBINATION ALBUMS
The new Peerless Combination Album holds 8 ten-inch and 4 twelve-inch records. Thus
making possible the placing in one album the two-sized records of an individual artist, group
or orchestra, etc., etc.

Attractively Bound—Stamped in Gold—At a Popular Price
s« s* s*

The new revised Peerless Radiolog—now ready
Radiologs mean spot cash sales. Are you letting this opportunity slip by? One to each
and every radio fan in your neighborhood, that's the ratio of sale for this new, live, up-to-

the-minute reference book.

All you need is a space in your window for Radiologs—a display will sell them. There is

only one Radiolog and it is a Peerless.

*r *

A necessity for the portable
Every portable talking machine owner is a prospect for

PEERLESS RECORD CARRYING CASE
#

It is the traveling companion to all portables—even the finest instruments.

THIS IS IMPORTANT
As exclusive metropolitan distributors for the new and beautiful Pictorial
Records for children, we are delivering the new multicolored transparent

records (in album form) of

"A CHILD'S LIFE OF CHRIST"

PEERLESS ALBUM COMPANY
PHIL. RAVIS, President

636-638 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
WALTER S. GRAY CO., Pacific Coast Representative

San Francisco and Los Angeles

L. W. HOUGH, 146 Mass. Avenue
Boston, Mass.
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Quality of

performance

and quality

oftonemean
sales

Radio Corporation of America
Sales Offices: Suite No. 364

233 Broadway 10 So. La Salle Street 28 Geary Street

New York Chicago, 111. San Francisco, Cal.

Radiola 111-a

A four-tube Radiola, noted

for distance, simplicity,

clearness— at very moder-
ate cost. Four Radiotrons

WD- 11 and Radiola Loud-

speaker(UZ-1325) List$83.

Radiola III

A two-tube Radiola that costs

less than you could build it

for yourself. Gets distance

on the headphones and near

stations on a loudspeaker.

With two Radiotrons WD- 11

and headphones. List . $35.

You can always add a Radiola

Balanced Amplifier, later, to

get distance on a loudspeaker.

Radio
IREG U S PAT. OFF."

Ra<

PRODUCED ONLY BY R.CA

Radiola

S uper-Heterodyne

Known from coast to coast

—the "Super-Het" that needs

no antenna, and no ground

connections—gets the station

you want always at the same

marked spots on the dials.

Famous for rare tone quality!

With six Radiotrons UV- 199
and Radiola Loudspeaker
(UZ-1325). List . . $256.

The external loop is extra

and means further distance

records, with battery economy.

Model AG-814. List . . $12.

Radiola

Loudspeaker

UZ-1325.

List $18

Known for its wide

tone range — its faith-

fulness — its mellow-

ness. It gets the high

notes and the low notes

— gets all the overtones

that give to music its

natural richness. It has

contributed to the fame

ofthe best known Radi-

olas—and gets the best out

of any set.

LOUDSPEAKER
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Summer SalesVolume via the Radio Route
When the Balmy Days of Summer and the Outdoors Lure, Radio
Has a New, Powerful Appeal Which Dealers Can Turn to Account

Talking machine dealers who handle radio are
in a peculiarly fortunate position regarding
Summer business possibilities. Radio has now
become an integral part of the business, invalua-

ble experience has been gained in radio mer-
chandising and the problems of a

year ago which largely precluded

any extensive merchandising ef-

fort have been solved or other-

wise eliminated. True, many
dealers have permitted the buga-
boo of Summer reception difficul-

ties to permeate their thoughts
to such an extent that they feel

there is little use in making a

really aggressive try for business

during the hot weather. But this

is the type of false reasoning

which encourages inaction and
sounds the death knell of profits

during the Summer.
Let us consider the possibilities

for large volume sales of radio

throughout the entire Summer.
First, there is the belief that

good radio reception in Summer
is practically impossible. There
is no basis for this belief. An
efficiently operating radio set will

bring in a program in an eminently satisfactory

manner in Summer as well as in the colder
vveather. The only drawback is that distance

reception is impaired. In most localities there
are good stations within a radius of a couple
of hundred miles and their programs can be
Mined in without any trouble.

Who Are the Summer Radio Prospects?
The Summer radio prospective buyers include

that great army of men and women who turn

the Summer's pleasures for all of these people.

To those who already own a large radio set

there is the possibility of selling one of the

several smaller and portable types, and to the

prospects who have not yet made their initial

Dancing at the Summer Cottage
to the outdoors for their pleasures—the owner
of the seashore cottage and the mountain camp,
the hiker, the automobilist, the boat enthusiast,

those who seek the beaches and bathing, etc.

They also include the even greater army of peo-

ple who stay at home, those who cannot afford

to take their families away on vacation and
who must seek their recreation at home. Radio
can be made a' vital and important part of

Enjoying Radio Music on Picnics

purchase of radio the large instruments can

be featured with profit.

Advantage of the Talking Machine Dealer
The talking machine dealer has the advantage

of merchants in other lines who handle radio.

He has for years been selling a product which
requires very similar merchandising to the 1a

d:0. In selling, radio and the talking machine
are kin to the extent that both are reproducers

of music, both are sold on the instalment plan

and both appeal to very much the same types

of people. Also the talking machine dealer can

use the mailing list and prospect list which
he has built up through the years to excellent

advantage in building Summer radio sales vol-

ume. His salesmen have been trained to sell

along the lines required in selling radio and as

the salesman is the key factor in the whole
scheme of radio merchandising the talking ma-
chine dealer has another advantage which
should make the Summer sales campaign a dis-

tinct success from the standpoint of profits.

A Concrete Case

One of the large department stores in the

South last year staged a radio sales drive which
extended from February right through to the

latter part of July, the height of the hot weather

season. The manager of the radio department
effectively exploded the theory that radio can-

not be sold in the Summertime by keeping sales

up to a high point for the duration of the drive.

In that period this department sold approxi-

mately 26,000 radio sets with a value of about

$260,000. It happened that these sets were of

the cheaper type and considerable trouble arose

over service and replacement of tubes, batteries,

etc., which had been ruined by improper han-
dling by the customers. But the main point is

that a large share of this immense volume was
secured during the time when the heat of Sum-
mer days was causing other less aggressive

dealers to lay down on the job.

The illustrations herewith visu-

alize some of the many situations

during the Summer when radio

will be found to be almost indis-

pensable. Each of these pictures

suggests sales talks of the kind
which will be found most effec-

tive in promoting Summer radio

business. A sales campaign
among* automobile owners in

your city and among the owners
of Summer cottages in your vicin-

ity certainly is worth trying.

There is a large potential busi-

ness merely awaiting the action

of aggressive far-seeing retailers

who have the ability to take ad-

vantage of the excellent oppor-
tunity for profits through the

promotion of really productive
sales drives. Radio is not a sea-

sonal business by any means and
those retailers who plan their

campaigns along the lines that there is radio
business to be had throughout the year will be
the ones who will profit. Past experience has
proved conclusively that when a dealer sets out
to develop sales, regardless of weather, he has
little cause for complaint regarding sales vol-
ume. Usually it is the dealer who prefers the
cool shadows of the store on a hot day and who
remains cool through inactivity who shouts
the loudest about business going to the dogs.

Music on the Auto Tour via Radio
Continue canvassing, advertising, direct mail

and all other sales promotion in the interest

of radio this Summer and watch the sales grow.
[Cuts courtesy Radio Corp. of America]

The Bronsar Sales Corp., New York, has

been granted a charter of incorporation at Al-

bany, N. Y., to deal in radio supplies, with a

capital stock of $5,000. The incorporators are

W. P. C. Brown, J. M. Sarch and S. Pom-
erantz.

STARR PIANOS STARR PHONOGRAPHS
GENNETT RECORDS

Represent the Hiqhert oAttainmtnt in cMusical OYorth
We STARR PIANO COMPANY

Established 1872 Richmond.. Indiana
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IT is no longer "Father's radio set."

Simplicity and sturdy beauty have

made a family companion of this ver-

satile entertainer. In many homes even

the children are encouraged to tune

in their own favorite features on the

Kennedy.

All complicated, delicate mechan-

ism is eliminated. Every part is sturdy.

Battery and other connections are con-

cealed and protected. A child who can

be trusted to operate a talking ma-
chine can easily tune in any desired

station on the Kennedy. When the

dial setting for a station is once found,

that station always comes in on its

own setting.

This simplicity of operation and

strong construction appeals to people

who are hesitating about buying a set.

MODEL XV— Pronounced by
experts the most highly selective

and sensitive radio frequency set

on the market today. Has the

same characteristics of easy tun-

ing, musical purity of tone and
brilliant, lifelike reproduction of

all programs within hundreds of

miles that has made other Ken-
nedy models famous. It is non-
radiating— no squeals to annoy
neighbors. Logged tuning.

Retail $141.50, without accessories.

West of the Rockies— $145 .00.

CHILDREN
CAN TUNE THE
KENNEDY

You can assure them that the Kennedy
can be operated by any member of the

family, without knowledge of radio

technicalities or skill in tuning.

Nor does a dealer need to know a

great deal about radio in order to sell

Kennedy receivers. One handyman on

your staff, competent to give common
sense advice on aerials and batteries,

is all the expert help that you need.

A good salesman without wide radio

experience can sell rings around those

THE COLIN B. KENNEDY COMPANY
Saint Louis

KENNEDY

whe talk glibly of circuits and puzzle

their customers unnecessarily.

Simplicity— the carefully planned

elimination of manvcontrols and com-
J

plicated parts— contributes greatly

to the remarkably pure full rounded

sweetness of tone that is so distinctive

a feature of the Kennedy. The natural

timbre of speech and music is unmarred

by mechanical distortion.

The Kennedy cannot be surpassed

(if equalled) by any receiver at any

price either in tone, range, selectivity

or sturdiness. That is the final verdict

whenever a direct comparison is made,

whether in an expert's laboratory, in

a home or right in your store.

We invite such comparisons at all

times, for everyone who hears a Ken-

nedy becomes a Kennedy enthusiast.

Dhe Royalty
v<y

rSiadLo

MODEL VI—An extremely sen-

sitive and highly selective set

that receives out-of-town stations

with loud-speaker volume. Sta-

tions are always found at the

same setting on Dial No. 1. The
other dial controls volume. Non-
radiating. Licensed under U. S.

Patent 1,113,149.

Retail $85 .00, without accessories.

West of the Rockies— $87 .50.

THE COLIN B. KENNEDY COMPANY, Saint Louis: I am interested in a Kennedy dealership. Please send me particulars.

My name Firm name —Business

Street address City State
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"Digging" Made Failure $20,000 Success
When E. S. Sippel Bought a Run-Down Business in New Braunfels,

Tex., It Was Losing Money—How His Methods Made It a Winner

It is generally conceded in the little city of

New Braunfels, Tex., that when any of the

Sippel boys start out to do anything they put
it over; and no better proof of this belief could
be found than in the experience of E. S. Sippel,

owner of the Sippel Phonograph Co., of this

municipality.

In the Fall of 1923 Mr. Sippel bought what
was, at that time, a run-down business. For
some reason or another the man who had the

business did not give it the attention it deserved
and it gradually went from bad to worse. When
Mr. Sippel took charge the business was in very
bad shape, which can be better illustrated by
the fact that the first month's business under
the new management amounted to only $71.00.

This fact did not discourage Mr. Sippel, how-
ever. He knew that the business was around
him, and only needed to be gone after. He de-

termined to go out and get it. And he did, for

during last year his sales amounted to more
than $20,000, and he is going to go a half better

than that this year.

"I don't know of anything that we do in our
business that is so different from that done by
any phonograph dealer," Mr. Sippel stated.

"We get a lot of advertising matter from the
various houses and the Edison people, whose
machine we sell, send us helpful suggestions
which we use.

Going Out to Dig for Business
"It has always seemed to me, however, that

it isn't so much the suggestions and various
ways of doing business that count so much as
it is getting out and getting it. After all, it

doesn't matter if we have a big advertising dis-

play and don't make any sales.

"When I took over this business it was in

pretty bad shape. But I knew that the business
was here, so I started out to develop it, and
since that time I have been getting it. I now
have one salesman besides myself, keep a girl

in the store here to look after the record sales

and other business, and I'm going to put on an-
other salesman in a few weeks.

Demonstration Sells Instruments
"Nearly all of our sales are sold on demon-

stration. We get the phonograph into the

home. We don't care whether they say they

don't want it or not, we put it in just the same.

"The other day I heard of two old maids

who lived out here nine miles from town. They
had lots of money and no music, so I loaded two
of my best machines into the back of the car

and started out.

"When I stopped at the gate one of the sis-

ters was working out in the front yard. I

E. S. Sippel had his own ideas regarding

the proper way to merchandise talking ma-
chines and records and the mariner in

which he proved them to be sound is con-

cretely illustrated in the accompanying
story. One of his business maxims is to

sell on a profitable basis and let volume
take care of itself. He also believes it is

of the utmost importance to get the instru-

ment into the home of the prospect for

demonstration and how he does this is ex-

plained. The first year of Mr. Sippel's own-
ership of the business he increased gross

volume more than 2,000 per cent by fighting

vigorously to build sales volume.

greeted her and told her I had brought a pho-

nograph to leave in their home a few days.
" 'I think you're trying to sell us a machine,'

she retorted; 'but if you are, you might as well

turn back.'

"I told her nothing would give me more
pleasure than to sell them a machine, but it

wasn't so much the sale that I was thinking of

as it was to leave the machine a few days

and have them get acquainted with it.

" 'I've been out in the country with these ma-
chines,' I told her, 'and the fellow I went to see

wasn't home. I hate to take them both back to

New Braunfels, so I thought I would ask you if

I couldn't leave one of them here until I came
by next time.'

"When I told her this she thought I was ask-

ing a favor, so she called her sister, and it

ended up by my leaving the machine.

"I always keep right after my prospects, so

I was right back the next day following up the

sale. They had played it the night before and

had become real attached to it, so I thought it

would be an easy sale. Instead, however, it

turned out to be a very hard one. They liked

the machine, but they hated to part with the

money. But I finally showed them how they

could cultivate a little more of their ground and
thus make the machine an asset at no addi-

tional cost. The result was that when I left the

house I had a check for the full amount of the

machine.

"It showed me several things. I had worked
this district for over a year; but still, here was
a prospect that had lots of money, really needed

a machine, and I had never been around to

them. Since then I. never worry about not hav-

ing enough prospects.

Hard-to-Sell Prospects Best Customers

"I also noticed that the people who are the

hardest to sell to are the ones who are the best

patrons. They generally have the money to pay

cash, for they work hard and appreciate the

value of anything. Therefore, before they spend

a sum of money they are going to know what
it is for.

"We get a great many prospects by letting

out phonographs. We furnish music for schools,

clubs, socials and other events free of charge.

By doing this we are able to get the names of

all the people who attended and consider them

as prospects.

"But we do not stop there. If we hear of a

man who is going to have a little party in his

home, we ofTer to loan him a machine even

though we know that he is not in a position to

buy one. We let him take the machine and a

nice selection of records for that night

Then, when we pick up the machine, we get

a list of all the people who attended the party

and use them as prospects.

"Of course, when we help a man out this way
he becomes one of our salesmen. He is not on

our payroll, nor does he sell directly, but from

the way he tells his friends about us we feel

that he is a part of the organization.

Quality Sales Rather Than Volume
"I have never tried to go after volume. I

think it is a whole lot better to build up slowly

and solidly than to try and sell the entire out-

put of a factory on credit. During the time

that I have had this place we have only taken

back one machine; and I could have left that

one had I cared to.

"It happened like this: This man had bought

an Edison and agreed to pay fifty dollars on it

at a certain time. He seemed to be a pretty

good sort of a fellow, so I took his notes. La-

ter, however, I found that he was running

around quite a little and spending more than

he could afford.

"When it came time for him to pay his fifty

dollars he came in and offered a lot of excuses

and asked if it would be all right to pay twenty-

five dollars then and the rest later.

" 'It certainly will not,' I told him. 'You

agreed to come in here with fifty dollars to-day.

You've had plenty of time to get it. You earn

good money. You haven't been sick, nor had
sickness in your home. You better get that

money in here to-day, or we'll be out there in

the morning to get the machine.'

"He didn't get the money, so we got the ma-
chine. It isn't easy to go out to a man's house

and take something away from him; especially

if you have known him all your life. But when
it has to be done, I'm not going to sit back and

worry about it.

"I eliminate such instances, however, by not

taking paper that I know won't be met. Every
note that is taken on a phonograph must bear

my o. k. before they can get the machine."

FULL LINE of HARDWARE
For Radios and Phonographs

H. A. GUDEN CO., Inc.
227 CANAL STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.
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The caps of Brandes
Headsets are of hard
rubber—not composition
or imitation. They are
comfortable, sanitary
and they afford most ef-
ficient seating for the
diaphragm.

Sell aBrandes
with every set/
MOST people measure the value of a radio set

by the distant stations they can log. A
headset gives them just about thirty per cent

more stations.

Most people want to listen in without disturbing

others—and without being disturbed.

They need headsets.

And—to the dealer—the sale of a Brandes headset

means a customer better satisfied with his set

—

whether it be large or small. Sell your cus-

tomers the best and they will come back for more.

; j

Brandes
c
7he name to know in 'Radio
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Brunswick Salon of Fifth

Avenue Opens on April 25th

Chester I. Abelowitz and Cornelius N. Abel-

owitz to Operate Elaborate New Showroom
for Brunswick Line in New York City

McDonald to Journey
North With MacMillan

Arrangements are rapidly being completed

for the opening of the Brunswick Salon of

Fifth avenue at No. 668 on New York's famous

thoroughfare. This establishment, which is to

be operated by Chester I. Abelowitz together

with his brother, Cornelius N. Abelowitz, will

be one of the most elaborate retail talking ma-
chine and radio houses in the country. It is

situated in the heart of New York's most ex-

clusive section, and will carry the Brunswick

line of phonographs and records exclusively,

and the Brunswick Radiola, the Radio Corp. of

America line of radio receivers, the Atwater
Kent and two other makes of radio sets.

A direct tie-up with the Brunswick Co.'s

newspaper advertising will be effected and the

store will have the status of being the chief

representative in New York of the company.

Special de luxe art cabinets will be constructed

for this establishment exclusively by the Bruns-

wick Co.

The formal opening of the Brunswick Salon

is scheduled for Saturday, April 25. The chief

feature of the occasion will be a radio program
broadcast direct from the store and which will

be relayed through Station WJZ at which prom-
inent Brunswick artists will perform. The pub-

lic will be invited, through advertisements, to

this concert. After the opening similar radio

programs will be broadcast every two weeks.

At each broadcasting announcement will be

made that the program is being sent from the

Brunswick Salon, under the direction of Ches-

ter I. Abelowitz, and the public will be invited

to send their comments on the concerts. The
names so secured will be used for a sales fol-

low-up.

An elaborate brochure showing views of the

luxuriously furnished and fitted warerooms and
giving explanations of the high policies and am-
bitions of the establishment is being prepared

for distribution to those attending the opening.

Copies will also be sent to the mailing list of

the store.

Mrs. Edmund J. Brewster, former manager of

the Sonora warerooms 1

, which were located for

some years at this address, will be assistant to

Mr. Abelowitz. Prominent officials of the

Brunswick Co. have signified their intention of

being present at the opening ceremonies.

Mr. Abelowitz has taken a twelve-year lease

on the establishment and expects to make it one
of the leading retail music and radio houses in

the metropolitan section. He will continue to

be actively interested in the Ansonia Music
Shop, which he operates in conjunction with his

brother, at 2130 Broadway, and where he has

built up a large business.

President Zenith Radio Corp. to Be in Charge
of Radio on MacMillan's Arctic Trip—Inter-

esting Radio Experiments to Be Made

Eugene F. McDonald, Jr., president of the

Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, 111., and widely
known in radio circles throughout the country,
will be in charge of the radio on the trip that

will be sponsored by Dr. Donald B. MacMillan,

Eugene F. McDonald, Jr.

famous Arctic explorer, starting next June.

Dr. MacMillan will return to the North on his

ninth voyage of exploration and, in addition to

all of his previous facilities, will utilize naval

aircraft to aid him in his activities. The proj-

ect has been approved by Secretary of the

Navy Wilbur and endorsed by President Cool-

idge, and also will have both the financial and
scientific backing of the National Geographical

Society.

It is expected that radio activities of a novel

character will be developed by the expedition,

with the possibility of voices from the Arctic

being carried down the Coast to American sta-

tions. Mr. McDonald said recently he hoped to

make radio history on this journey, as, for ex-

ample, he will try to get code messages through

from the Arctic, representing in itself a remark-

able achievement. Mr. McDonald is equipping

the vessel on which he and Captain MacMillan

are going with special apparatus designed for

the occasion.

An involuntary petition in bankruptcy has

been filed against the American Radio Research

Corp., Medford, Mass., by the Radio Institute,

of Chicago, the principal creditor, with a claim

amounting to $13,802.

Brightson Labs., Inc.,

Inaugurates New Policy

Manufacturer of Radio Tubes to Discontinue
Distribution Through Wholesalers and Deal
With Trade Direct—Reduces Tube Prices

Brightson Laboratories, Inc., manufacturer
of the True Blue tube, announces from its

executive offices in the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,

Thirty-fourth street and Astor Court, New
York City, an entirely new sales policy as regards
the retail price and the distribution of its prod-
uct. The True Blue tube, marketed as a radio

product of the highest quality, has heretofore fol-

lowed the methods pursued by other manufac-
turers and has sold its product through distrib-

utors located in the key cities of the country.
Due, however, it is said, to the fact that under
the present marketing situation distributors are

unwilling to buy such merchandise in reason-
able quantities the sales department of Bright-
son Laboratories, Inc., has decided to discon-
tinue forthwith all jobber arrangements and
deal direct with the retailer. In conjunction
with this distributing innovation Brightson
Laboratories, Inc., announces a radical reduc-
tion in the retail price of its merchandise. The
True Blue tube formerly selling at six and five

dollars will now be listed at three dollars and
a half per tube.

George E. Brightson, the directing head of

Brightson Laboratories, Inc., in a chat with The
World covering the sales plans and price poli-

cies, said: "The jobber to-day under present con-
ditions is merely an order taker and does very
little to further the interests of the products he
is supposed to represent. This, together with
the fact that payments to the manufacturer are

slow, makes past methods of distribution inef-

fective and obsolete. Under the initial prices at

which True Blue tubes have been marketed both
the dealer and the public have been penalized
in order to care for distribution discounts. The
failure of the distribution structure to function
effectively makes the jobber method of distri-

bution an untenable one.

"With our new sales plans and prices all True
Blue tubes will be sold for cash. This will be in

effect for both the dealer and consumer. This
will be a general policy and will affect all our
sales without exception. There will be nothing
personal about our cash sales. This general
policy will be found by the trade to be one of
the healthiest moves ever inaugurated in the
radio field. It will bring the True Blue tubes
to the consumer at remarkable savings and will

add considerably to the gross sales, thereby as-

sisting substantially in adding to the dealers'
volume."

Hall's Music Shop, Middletown, Conn., which
for more than twenty years has been located
at 22 Silver street, has moved to larger and
more central quarters at 275 Main street.

National Record Albums
are

Good Albums

NEW PORTABLE ALBUM

Nationally known because they
give real satisfaction.

They require less selling effort.

Made to contain all makes of

disc records including Edison.

Write for our list of 1925
style* and prices

NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO., 239 S. American St, PHILADELPHIA, PA. THE PERFECT PLAN
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Concerning Your Best

Salesman

—

YOUR store window can sell more records for you than

the best salesman you could hire. Everybody who
passes your store is a prospect. A few may be on their

way to your store; but most of them are passersby. You
can get more of them into your store if your window is well

dressed.

The new Columbia monthly window display service is

designed particularly to draw attention and interest the peo-

ple who come within sight of your store. Each month there

will be hangers, cut-outs, centerpieces, record holders, post-

ers, attractively lithographed window trims, special display

cards on individual records, window streamers featuring cur-

rent hits—all of them timely and effective.

The new display service is available to Columbia dealers at

an extremely low cost. The nearest Columbia branch or

distributor will gladly show you a specimen month's display.

Columbia Phonograph Company, Inc.

1819 Broadway, New York City

Columbia
PHONOGRAPHS AND NEW PKOCESS RECORDS
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The Columbia lin

Write the Columbia branch or
distributow in your territory for
full information on the new

Columbia line

Atlanta, Ga., 561 Whitehall Street

Boston, Mass., 1000 Washington St.

Chicago, 111., 430-440 S. Wabash Ave.

Cleveland, Ohio, 1825 E. Eighteenth St.

Dallas, Texas, 2000 North Lamar St.

Kansas City, Mo., 2006 Wyandotte St.

Los Angeles, Cal., 809 S. Los Angeles
Street.

New York City, 121 West Twentieth St.

Philadelphia, Pa., 40 North Sixth St.

Pittsburgh, Pa., 632 Duquesne Way
San Francisco, Cal., 345 Bryant Street

Buffalo, N. Y., 700 Main Street

Detroit, Mich., 439 East Fort Street

Minneapolis, Minn., 18 North Third St.

Seattle, Wash., 911 Western Avenue

COLUMBIA WHOLESALERS, Inc.

205 West Camden St., Baltimore, Md.

TAMPA HARDWARE CO.
Tampa, Fla.

COLUMBIA STORES CO.
1608 Glenarm Avenue, Denver, Colo.

221 S. W. Temple, Salt Lake City, Utah

W. W. KIMBALL CO.
Wabash Avenue and East Jackson

Boulevard, Chicago, 111.

COLUMBIA DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.

1327 Pine Street, St. Louis, Mo.

224 West Fourth St., Cincinnati, Ohio
517 Canal Street, New Orleans, La.

COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH CO., Ltd.

22 West Front Street, Toronto

COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH CO., Inc.

1819 Broadway New York
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Three More Masterworks Sets

of Imported Recordings

Supplementing the eight album sets which have already

been so well received by the public, Columbia now an-

nounces Masterworks Sets Nos. 9, 10 and 11, and several in-

dividual recordings of chamber music, concert and operatic

numbers.

Read over the list below, and you will realize that the finest

talent in Europe has been chosen to make these records.
Hear them and you will marvel at their accuracy of repro-

duction.

For further information address the nearest Columbia branch
or distributor.

MASTERWORKS SET NO. 9

BRAHMS—SYMPHONY NO. 1 in C Minor, Opus 68
By Felix Weingartner and London Symphony Or-
chestra. In ten parts—five double-disc records. Com-
plete with permanent record album $8.75

MASTERWORKS SET NO. 10

CESAR FRANCK—SYMPHONY in D Minor
By Sir Henry J. Wood and New Queen's Hall Or-

Chamber
BEETHOVEN: KREUTZER SONATA—Sonata in A,

for Piano and Violin, Opus 47
By Arthur Catterall (Violin) and William Murdoch
(Piano)
Parts 1 and 2—67052-D—12" _ $1.75

Parts 3 and 4—67051-D—12" $1.75

DEBUSSY: PRELUDE—L'Apres-midi d'un jaune
By Hamilton Harty, conducting the Halle Orchestra

chestra. In eight parts—four double-disc records.
Complete with permanent record album $7.00

MASTERWORKS SET NO. 11

MOZART—CONCERTO in A Major, for violin and
orchestra, Opus 219
By Arthur Catterall and Orchestra, Hamilton Harty
conducting. In eight parts—on four double-disc rec-

ords. Complete with permanent record album.. $7.00

Music
MOUSSORGSKY: KHOVANCHTCHINA: Prelude
By Hamilton Harty and Orchestra
67053-D—12" _ $1.75

RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: COQ D' OR: Introduction
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: COQ D' OR: Cortege de
noces
By Hamilton Harty, conducting the Halle Orchestra
67054-D—12" $1.75

Columbia Phonograph Company, Inc.

1819 Broadway, New York City

Write to the Columbia branch or distributor nearest you

Atlanta, Ga., 561 Whitehall St.
Boston, Mass., 1000 Washington St.
Chicago, III., 430-440 S. Wabash Ave.
Cleveland, O., 1825 E. Eighteenth St.
Dallas, Texas, 3000 N. Lamar St.
Kansas City, Mo., 2006 Wyandotte St.
Los Angeles, Cal., 809 S. Los Angeles

St.
New York City, 121 W. Twentieth St.
Philadelphia, Pa., 40 N. Sixth St.
Pittsburgh, Pa., 632 Duquesne Way

San Francisco, Cal., 345 Bryant St.
Buffalo, N. Y., 700 Main St.
Detroit, Mich., 430 East Fort St.
Minneapolis, Minn., 18 North Third St.
Seattle, Wash., 011 Western Ave.
COLUMBIA WHOLESALERS, Inc.
205 Wfest Camden St., Baltimore, Md.
TAMPA HARDWAKE CO.
Tampa, Fla.
COLUMBIA STORES CO.
1608 Glenarm Ave., Denver, Colo.

221 S.W. Temple, Salt Lake City, Utah
W. W. KIMBALL CO.
Wabash Ave. and East Jackson Blvd.,
Chicago, 111.

COLUMBIA DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
1327 Pine Street, St. Louis, Mo.
224 W. Fourth St., Cincinnati, Ohio
517 Canal St., New Orleans, La.
COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH CO., Ltd.
22 West Front St., Toronto

Columbia
PHONOGRAPHS AND /e?B*\ NEW PROCESS RECORDS
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Strikingly Effective Publicity Methods
of Chubb-Steinberg Go. Win Patronage

Live Cincinnati Retail House Puts in Practice Belief That Publicity Cannot Be Too Extensive

by Organizing Orchestra Which Broadcasts and Plays in Public—Make First Gennett Recording

For a long time the Chubb-Steinberg Music

Shop, 17 East Sixth street, Cincinnati, O., has

been well known, but the management wanted

it to be known still better. It wanted all and

sundry when they heard music, no matter from

what source or what kind, to think of the store

and the line of talking machines and records

handled.

The latest Chubb-Steinberg publicity stunt

proved to be a good

one. Radio was used

to create interest in

the two talking

machine lines han-

dled — the Victrola

and Sonora — and
also in records. It

is commonly under-

stood that this con-

cern was among the

first music dealers

in Cincinnati to take

on radio, and ex-

perience has taught

that radio gives a

music al education

and also makes rec-

ords popular. The Chubb-Steinberg

company has gathered together the best of local

talent, created a splendid orchestra, financed

it, named it the Chubb-Steinberg Orchestra and

began to broadcast. As a result, fame has

come from North to South, from East to West

—ergo the name Chubb-Steinberg is known

everywhere.

Dancers want the orchestra, and so do amuse-

ment places. They are not merely wanted in

Cincinnati, but everywhere. They dared—and

they put it over. The company and the orches-

tra are "on the map"—conspicuously and prom-
inently on it.

Orchestra Becomes Gennett Artists

"We have just signed a year's contract with

the Gennett Recording Laboratories," said H. L.

Chubb, "and as a matter of education for the

masses our orchestra recorded publicly at the

Cincinnati Radio Show, held in Music Hall, the

Orchestra Rehearsing Gennett Recording

first part of March. The Gennett people, under

the direction of W. N. Purnell, of the Cincin-

nati branch of the Starr Piano Co., fitted

up a recording laboratory on the stage, and
here the public was shown the 'how' of record

making to the great delight of all. The pro-

gram was broadcast at the same time, and thus

publicity extended all over the continent and

beyond."

The wax was then played for the interested

spectators on the recording machinery just as it

is in the Starr laboratory and the various proc-

esses in Gennett record recording and manufac-

turing were explained by the official announcer
to the crowd and to the thousands of listeners-

in all over the country. It was further an-

nounced the finished record would be listed in

the Gennett catalog and be on sale as soon as

possible after being sent to the Starr factories

for pressing. A display of recording waxes,

copper plates, test records, "mothers" and mas-
ters and material from which the record is

pressed was also displayed and labeled and aug-

mented very materially by actual visualization

the explanations of the announcer. The accom-
panying illustration shows the orchestra in the

laboratory practicing for the record, "Because
They All Love You," which later was made at

the show. This record is marked "Played, re-

corded and broadcast at the Cincinnati Radio
Show."
On one occasion when the orchestra was

broadcasting it was anounced that if those who
enjoyed the music would send a card to the

company they would be sent a radio log. They
expected a few requests for the log, but in a

few days they received 10,000 requests, and they
kept coming in for quite a while.

Influence of Store Arrangement
The Chubb-Steinberg Shop registers "alive"

as one enters. It is tastefully arranged, with
large record cases on the right and glass-en-

closed demonstrating rooms on the left. It is

well lighted, both inside and out. There is an

activity about the place that speaks for itself.

One can see prosperity and enterprise in the at-

mosphere of the store and its staff.

" 'Nothing ventured nothing gained' is not a

bad motto, if it is not carried too far," com-
mented Mr. Chubb, "and we have gained. We
had a good business last year, in spite of the

general depression, and now our business 'is

fine, with splendid sales of talking machines,

records and radio. And we expect our sales

to increase right along."

RIVOLI
Once Again, the Superlative in Values!

It is a simple matter to accomplish a low-priced article at the sacrifice of quality.

But to combine quality—RIVOLI quality that defies competition, with a low price

—that is an achievement

!

It is one thing to boast. m

It is another thing to live up to the terms of a

boast.

RIVOLI welcomes the opportunity to live up
to any boast—and there have been many

—

which has been made in its behalf.

Design—Construction—Finish—Tone

Rivoli offers the ultimate in every department

of the phonograph. There is no better value.

Vincennes Phonograph Co.
VINCENNES INDIANA
Full particulars in regard to prices and deliveries will be cheerfully given by

LEON C SAMUELS, Vice-President and Manager of Sales, Space B-19-26,

American Furniture Mart, 666 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, 111., and H. B.

STEVENS, Southern Representative, 314 Pan-American Building, New
Orleans, La.

Model No. 22

"William and Mary" Period

Left-hand compartment constructed to accom-

modate any standard phonograph panel
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HONEST QUAKER* Main Springs

are packed in individual cartons only,

under proper specifications to retain

their original condition for a consid-

erable length of time.

In distant points of the United States,

Canada and other parts of the world
our merchandise is distributed by

well known reputable concerns. The
owner of HONEST QUAKER* fran-

chise is analogous to a direct branch,

for ample stock must be carried to

insure real good Service.

In export shipments the necessary

foreign regidations are strictly fol-

lowed and proper manifests, consular

invoices and other required affidavits

are carefully executed. Proper care

is exercised in packing and shipping

and a competent forwarder is em-
ployed.

Consequently if you purchase HON-
EST QUAKER* merchandise from
any of our distributors or exporters

you should expect to receive the same
merchandise, equal good service, and
in fact every courtesy that is extended

by us.

•Trade Mark Registered United States Patent
Office and Canada.

Mi

VOLUME
HEN a concern starts at zero and be-

comes the largest company of its kind

on earth, it is due to three things:

superior merchandise, intelligent contact with

customers and an anticipative sense of our
clients' requirements. It required several years

of hard work to formulate a plan of operation

that would best serve our customers. Our
operating policy today is the result of close

study of just what our thousands of customers

need, and works with chain-store preciseness.

With this huge investment of time and
money, the influence of Everybody's Service

has grown with giant strides, reaching a huge
volume that reflects the opinions of our cus-

tomers. We are proud of this tangible proof

of friendship and everything we can think of

is done to insure a continuance of this formid-

able volume of business.

Both orders totalling a few cents and orders

for thousands of dollars arrive every day and
pass through Everybody's system with genu-
ine personal appreciation, and a desire on our
part to give both the small and the large order

the one and only type of genuine service that

is possible to obtain from us.

Ill
Kin

Makers of Honest Quaker Main Springs

A Complete Line of Talking Machine Repair Materials



Our New Catalogue is now ready for

distribution. Far more complete and

useful than our previous one, it repre-

sents truthfully the progress of this or-

ganization. A copy has been mailed to

everyone of our loyal friends whom
we hope will use it with confidence and

with the assurance that many thou-

sands of phonograph merchants have

used previous editions to their decided

advantage.

Makers of Honest Quaker Main Springs

A Complete Line of Talking Machine Repair Materials

Representatives in Foreign Countries
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Radio Problems Solved by Fitzgerald Co.
Free and Paid-for Service on Contract Basis and Unique Form of

Compensation for Salesmen—Unusual Guarantee With Radio Sets

How can we handle radio to the best advan-

tage is the question uppermost in the minds of

talking machine dealers who are actively en-

gaged in this phase of merchandising and also

those who are planning to "get into the game."

The Fitzgerald Music Co., of Los Angeles, Cal.,

one of the largest and most successful music

houses in the country, in common with many
other dealers, faced the same problem and be-

ing pioneers in the radio business—the depart-

"The De Forest radio sales course, which over

100 members of our wholesale and retail organi-

zation are at present studying, will assist us

tremendously. Very few salesmen we have

found really have an adequate idea of how radio

equipment should be merchandised. All of the

men whom we at present employ we have had

to train ourselves, and we have obtained excel-

lent results in this connection.

"As an example of the effectiveness of the

which service we make a charge of $12.00. This

charge is collected in advance.

"We then follow these service contracts up
very closely, making a call every thirty days to

adjust and regulate the radio set. By adopting

this service procedure, which is rendered at a

figure which does not cover our actual cost of

performing the service, we obtain the radio

owner's good-will, his battery and tube busi-

ness, and we find that many prospects are

Contract Begins-

In consideration of the

correct operation of

HILL STREET XS^AT 7C7-729

RADIO SERVICE CONTRACT
e to be rendered by the

.Radio Set. Style

Fitzge

Contract Eipiri

npany in connection with the

—I hereby agree to pay the

). payable as follows:

Residence Pho

This contract DOES NOT cover '

The Fitzgerald Music Company i

needed, at or near date of beginn
(12) months from said date:

INSPECTION OF:
Loop Contacts Potentiom
Transformer Contacts Transforn
Jack Contacts Crystal
Condenser Plates Battery C
Catwhisker ContI

ntract. and to gi\

Batteries

Tubes

Selectivity

for a period of twelve

be nfnsed dth

She itat Filai nt Switch

To make Twelve Voluntary Inspection Ca
thirty (SO) days apart, and to respond to
expert to receive and report to office any and
Damage by fire, water, action of the elements <

The cost of this service is regulated by :

zone of greater or less cost will be adjusted c

will either extend the period of service or the

Accepted: FITZGERALD MUSIC COMPANY

By

Radio Servic

Addre

. which
cover service, but guarantees material

I workmanship only. Defects that might
se from lack of proper care of the instru-
nt are ^not evidence of poor material or

Department, calls to be approximately
3 on a basis of $1.00 per cull. Service
le betterment of the Bervice.
U9 injury not covered b7 this contract,
agreed that a change of addresa into a
is made The Fitzgerald Music Company
it will pay the difference

Face of the Radio Service Contract Reverse

ment was started about three years ago—ex-

periments and experience brought the solution.

The radio department at this store is now a

distinct asset, according to H. C. Braden, vice-

president of the company, who in the follow-

ing article outlines the policies and merchan-

dising practices which have been found most

profitable and satisfactory:

Separate Departments

"We have carried radio equipment for the

past three years. From the very beginning of

our activities along this line, we discovered

from a careful analysis of the situation that if

we were to continue merchandising phono-

graphs it would be necessary for us to estab-

lish two distinct departments, one of which was

to continue to merchandise phonographs, the

other department to merchandise radio. Ac-

cordingly, this plan was adopted, and we have

never had any reason to change this system.

Both departments are under the direction or

management of C. H. Mansfield.

How Salesmen Are Handled

"In our phonograph department we have on

the floor one salesman and ten outside sales-

men. In our radio department we have one

floor salesman and eleven outside salesmen.

Each day in both departments we permit one

of our outside men to come in and stay on the

floor, where he has second call, and is permitted

to close floor deals and to follow up all pros-

pects which he waits upon. The outside men
rotate in respect to this privilege.

Don't Use Distance Argument
"Our advertising department has beer) care-

fully instructed never under any circumstance

to make use of the 'distance' argument in any

of our radio advertisements. We find that it is

ever so much more satisfactory to place a radio

set in a purchaser's home with the understand-

ing that no guarantee is made relative to the

obtaining of distant stations. We guarantee

only local reception despite the fact that in 99

cases out of 100 we are able to bring in distant

stations for the purchaser. We go even a step

further by obtaining the customer's signature

wherein is set forth the understanding that the

customer has with our salesman regarding

this question of 'distance.' On the next col-

umn is reproduced a copy of this document

policy we have adopted relative to our refusal

to sell sets with the 'distance' argument, I can

refer you to our figures on repossessions. Dur-

GUARANTEE AND CONDITIONS OF
(Sale or Lease)

1. This Radio Receiving Set (Make)
(Model) (Finish) (Number)
is guaranteed against defects in material and workman-

ship, and to be in perfect working order at the time of

delivery. Any defects must be reported to us, The Fitz-

gerald Music Company, within thirty days from date of

delivery of set.

2. IT IS DISTINCTLY UNDERSTOOD THAT NO
PROMISES OR GUARANTEES ARE MADE WITH
REGARD TO LONG DISTANCE RECEPTION.

3. Free service will be given for a period of thirty

days from date of delivery of Radio Set to customers

residing within the free service zone area as follows:

The city and residential district of Los Angeles proper,

or to any point in the city limits of Los Angeles within

a ten-mile radius of our store.

4. TUBES AND BATTERIES ARE NOT GUAR-
ANTEED AS TO LIFE, AND ARE REPLACEABLE AT
PURCHASER'S EXPENSE.

I have read the above standard form and agree to its

conditions.

Los Angeles, California day of , 192...

(Signed)

Customer.

(Witness)

ing the past eight months we have had occa-

sion to repossess but few radio sets, less than

two and one-half per cent of our total sales.

Free and Paid Service

"We give free service with every radio set

sold for a period of thirty days. After that we
make a charge for calls made during the day

of $1.50 and a charge of $2.50 for each call made
at night. We also have a service contract which

we offer to our radio purchasers. This provides

for twelve service calls during the year, for

Side of Radio Service Contract

turned in by our service department that we
would otherwise not come in contact with.

System of Compensation

"Our men all work on a commission basis

only. No drawing accounts are paid, nor do we
pay any part of the expenses which our men
may incur in seeking new business. Our com-

mission schedule, which we pay to our outside

radio and phonograph salesmen, is as follows:

12 per cent on the first .$1,000.00

11 per cent on the next 1,000.00

13 per cent on the next 1,000.00

14 per cent on the next 1,000.00

This commission is payable on the fifth day of

each month on the business accomplished by

the salesman during the preceding month. The

salesmen are charged back with all deals repos-

sessed on the same basis as that on which they

receive the original remuneration or commis-

sion. We find our outside selling expense,

therefore, to be about twice as great as the sales

we make on our floor. We find this outside

system of obtaining business to be even more

satisfactory from a credit standpoint than the

sales which we make on the floor, for our sales-

men are enabled to make a closer investigation

of the credit risk when calling upon the one

desiring credit than is the case when the pros-

pective purchaser calls at our store.

"When one of our outside salesmen files a

prospect, he receives all the credit and all the

commission when this prospect purchases, re-

gardless of who may close the deal.

"Whenever one of our salesmen turns in the

name of a new prospect, a letter is immediately

mailed to this prospect setting forth the advan-

tages of the particular merchandise which we

represent, and thanking the prospect for the

courtesj' extended our representative."

MAKE QUALITY YEAR
Only high grade raw materials produce high grade records.

For the best grades of uniformly cut

COTTON FLOCKS FOR PHONOGRAPH RECORDS
Write to

CLAREMONT WASTE MFG. CO.. CLAREMONT, N. n
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Here is

A "Leader"
You can sell

Not one, but dozens!
A "real" Console Phonograph.
Made by "Vitanola", and
quality made throughout—
Yet priced so low
It turns "lookers" into buyers.

We feature this cabinet, because
So many of our present dealers

have enjoyed so much success with it,

we figured other dealers, you among
them, would like to get acquainted with
this easy selling, profit making number.
Please read specifications, note price,

then, just clip and mail this coupon.
April, 1925. World.

Date

Vitanola Talking Machine Co.
666 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, III.

Please ship via

No. 5 10 Mahogany Vitanola at $50.00 each
$
No. 510 Walnut Vitanola at $50.00 each

Terms: 2% 10 days; net 30 days to rated
dealers. On C. O. D. orders a deposit of

20% is required.
All shipments F. O. B. Saginaw, Michigan.

We are not interested in this special, but
desire to have our name placed on your
mailing list.

Name

Address Normal Retail Value, $165.0
Dimensions: Height 35 inches, width 40

inches, depth 22 inches.
Room for 6 record albums.
Finishes: Brown Mahogany or Walnut.
Drop sliding door and grille in front of tone
chamber.

Motor: Multiple spring, worm gear, constant
speed, non-vibrating. Insulated mounting.

Exposed Parts: Highly nickel plated. In-
visible hinges.
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W. A. Hanft Now Adler
Quaker City Manager

New Philadelphia Manager of Adler Mfg. Co.

Has Been Long Identified With Talking Ma-
chine Trade and Is Widely Known

Lambert Friedl, vice-president and general

sales manager of the Adler Mfg. Co., New
York, manufacturer of Adler-Royal phono-

W. A. Hanft
graphs and neutrodyne radio products, an-
nounced recently the appointment of W. A.
Hanft as the company's Philadelphia manager,
with .headquarters at 1015 Chestnut street in
that city. Mr. Hanft will work under the direc-
tion of Robert Harris, who recently was ap-
pointed manager of the New York offices of
the Adler Mfg. Co., after having been excep-
tionally successful as Philadelphia district
representative.

W. A. Hanft is well known in the talking

machine trade in the East as he has been iden-

tified with the talking machine industry for a

number of years. He was recently general man-
ager of the International Clearing House,

wholesaling radio products, resigning that posi-

tion to join the Adler forces. He was associated

with the Brunswick organization in New York
for a number of years, and he brings to his new
post a thorough familiarity with dealer prob-

lems that should help him considerably in co-

operating with Adler dealers throughout the

Philadelphia territory.

H. A. Yerkes Resigns From
Columbia Phonograph Go.

Former Vice-President and Assistant General

Manager of the Columbia Co. and Affiliated

Companies a Veteran of the Trade

H. A. Yerkes, well known throughout the

talking machine trade, has resigned the office

of vice-president and assistant general manager
of the Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc., and its

affiliated companies. Mr. Yerkes' resignation

carries with it the sincere regrets of his many
friends in the trade and in the Columbia serv-

ice. He has been identified for more than twen-

ty-seven years with the talking machine indus-

try, during which time he served the Columbia

Co. as manager of most of its important

branches and in the capacity of district and
field sales manager and as an officer and ex-

ecutive.

Mr. Yerkes, who for the time being will con-

tinue to occupy an office in the Gotham Na-
tional Bank Building, New York, has not yet

indicated just what field of endeavor he will

undertake.

The Radio Service Corp., of New York and
Wilmington, was recently incorporated at Do-
ver, Del., to manufacture parts with a capita!

stock of $50,000.

Sonora Delivery Trucks
Broadcast Fine Publicity

Live Merrill, Wis., Dealer Making Most of

Opportunity to Advertise Product by Mak-
ing Delivery Truck Publicity Medium

Merrill, Wis, April 7.—The Gruett Drug Co,
of this city, uses an efficient method for the
delivery of Sonoradios. The company main-
tains several handsome trucks featuring the

Sonora trade-mark to excellent advantage, and
the accompanying illustration will give some
idea of the effectiveness of this publicity. An
experienced radio man goes along to make the

<s*S oiwNoongPws

PLAY AS YOU PAY PLAN

Gruett DrugCo.^

hi

1
Gruett Co.'s Sonora Truck

installations and the company's Sonoradio

business has been increasing rapidly as the re-

sult of the service given to its trade.

Pearson Back With Columbia

Denver, Colo., April 6.—C. O. Pearson, who was

formerly connected with the Columbia Stores

Co., local wholesaler of Columbia products, and

who resigned his position to accept a connec-

tion with the Reynolds Radio Corp, is back

with the Columbia organization as publicity

director.

"FROM NEEDLE T O MOTOR"

f c}ow
about/

Service

!

XTJE recognize no higher

leadership than
leadership in Service, and

to this end we stand para-

mount. *

Whether it is a Sound Box,

Tone-Arm, Motor, or a

part you want—we are

equipped to give you real,

quick Service—quicker.

J.A.FISCHER CO.
SManufacturers

730 MARKET ST. PHI LA., PA.
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Sales Map °> theSwanson Jr.

us,
$25°°

(In Far West $27.50)

PORTABLE

Distributors of the Swanson Jr. Portable

ATLANTA A. J. Wismer, 218 Barnett St.

Wm. A. Carroll, 803 Bramson Bldg.

Lyon & Healy, Wabash Ave. and
Jackson Blvd.

Cheney Talking Machine Co., 24 N.
Wabash Ave.
Consolidated Talking Machine Co.,
227-229 W. Washington St.

CINCINNATI Columbia Distributors, Inc.,

224 W. 4th St.

CLEVELAND. .Record Sales Co., 1965 E. 66th St.

DETROIT Consolidated Talking Machine Co.,

295 7 Gratiot Ave.

KANSAS CITY. Artophone Corp., 804 Grand Ave.

MINNEAPOLIS.. Consolidated Talking Machine Co.,

1121 Nicollet Ave.

NEW ORLEANS Junius Hart Piano House,
23 Carondelet St.

NEW YORK CITY.

PORTLAND, ORE.

General Phonograph Corp.,
15 W. 18th St.

L. D. Heater Co.,

35 7 Ankeny St.

RICHMOND, VA .Richmond Hardware Co.,

01 S. 14th St.

SAN FRANCISCO L. D. Heater Co.,
420 Ninth Ave.

ST. LOUIS Artophone Corp., 1 103 Olive St.

Consolidated Talking' Machine Co.
227-229 West Washington St. Chicago, Illinois
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Landau's Tap All Veins of Business Mine
Live Pennsylvania Dealer Covers the State in Band Organization

Which Results in Bulk Sales of Musical Instruments—Methods That

Sell 700 Records of Single Number—Interesting the Foreign Born

Business is like a mine, you can work one

vein and let the others go untouched or you

can develop every stratum into a profit-yielding

source, according to Leo Landau and William

Bronson, of the Landau Music & Jewelry Store,

25 West Broad street, Hazleton, Pa., in ex-

plaining how they have built up their trade to

the point where a 70 per cent increase alone is

recorded in the sale of C. G. Conn Co. musical

instruments, and where the selling of as high as

600 or 700 records of one particular number is

counted as being just part of the day's work.

Live-wire advertising methods, going after

the man of foreign tongue through circulariza-

tion, backed by snappy window displays—that

is how the talking machine end of the business

is handled—but the explanation of the methods

followed in building up the sale of musical

instruments must be more detailed.

Using Methods of "Big Business"

The firm is probably the first in the country

lo see that the present-day tendency toward

frivolity, which has perplexed educators who
seek wildly all kinds of remedies, was a situa-

tion that spelled big business. Its representa-

tives went to the Hazle township school direc-

tors and suggested that a band be organized,

with membership limited only to boys who
stood well in their classes. The board saw the

value of the suggestion and as its musical di-

rector is a versatile man, by name Victor A.

Oswald, they asked him if he felt he could

handle the band. He was in favor of the plan

and the board spent $4,700 for instruments,

bought uniforms for the musicians, and now
when a boy fails to make good in his studies,

he is "fired off the band" just as schools give

the gate to the athlete who is slipping in his

school work. Now membership in the organiza-

tion means a musical education for nothing and

indicates to all people that the musician is

well up in his studies.

Band Organization in Foreign Section

Not content with this initial taste of what

the band business might mean, the firm went

ahead with similar plans for other groups.

Kelayres, an all-Italian settlement near Hazle-

ton, was selected for the next place. There the

people, inherent and innate lovers of music,

backed the project and the schools never got a

chance. The public provided the money for the

band, for its uniforms and for the instructor.

The boys' band idea, however, stuck in the

minds of the management of Landau's and they

went to Freeland, town of 10,000, nine miles

from Hazleton, and offered to do the same as

was done for the Hazle township boys. They
sold the instruments to the boys, provided an
instructor, and the Y. M. C A. gives the use

of its rooms for practice.

This was in turn followed by a similar move
at McAdoo, five miles south of Hazleton and
Weatherly, eight miles to the East. The firm

provided instructors and instruments for the

An Artistic Landau Musical Instrument

bands and is now engaged in promoting a

Hazleton Boys' Band which is to make its

initial appearance on July 4 in Hazleton's com-

munity fete, a Beginners' Orchestra for Hazle-

ton and a High School Boys' Band for Nesque-

honing.

Drive Sold 426 Instruments

Now for results in sales—the firm has fur-

nished instruments as follows:

Hazle township 65

Freeland • 45

Weatherly : 52

Hazleton Boys 130

Beginners 37

Kelayres 47

McAdoo 50

Total 426

The firm is reluctant to talk in dollars and

cents but its musical instrument business has

gained 70 per cent through the above work and

the Hazle township contract alone brought in

$4,700 in cash, in one check.

Analyzing Business Prospects

Of course, to work up this business means a

lot of work. Messrs. Landau and Bronson

study their field. They look over the prospects

where towns are prosperous and where there is

community pride. They try to keep in touch

with all musicians and with all music teachers.

They sound the latter on their willingness to

act as teachers of bands and oichestras. Then
they go out to those who are in authority or

who are community leaders and seek to interest

them in the project.

Thus far they have

scored 100 per cent

without a single

turndown, but they

make it plain that

the scheme .must be

ready in its entirety

before it is sprung.

The advance work
must be done before

the machinery of

sales is put into

operation, otherwise

the plan may fail.

The Follow-Up

The business end

of the work is as

follows:

The prospects are

listed and are circu-

larized on the Conn
Window Display line of goods and on
the success of the previously organized bands and
orchestras. This is backed by large and frequently

repeated advertisements. The publicity is with-
held until a list of names has been secured of

those who will go into the bands. These are

published, for the firm has learned that if Mrs.
Jones sees that Willie Smith is going into t*"*

organization and will play the saxophone or the

trombone, she and hubby decide that what the
Smiths can do so can the Joneses, and as a

result Tommy Jones is enrolled forthwith. As
time goes on, the list of entrants grows and
finally it is large enough to call for the first

rehearsal. The picture of the teacher is se-

cured, a cut is made and this is published in

the advertisments run on the particular band
being organized at the time.

Sometimes a plan does not go across, and
almost any music store has some pet idea that

did not succeed. Landau's have a hobby that

some day Hazleton will possess a symphony
orchestra. It was tried but the time was not

yet ripe. The music bought for the embryo
{Continued on page 27)

HERE IT IS!

The last word in Phonographs. The Minnelli Tone Arm,
a new invention that revolutionizes the entire industry.

The Minnelli Tone Arm can be placed on any kind of machine,
either small or large. The Minnelli Tone Arm can also be placed
on a table, writing desk, or any place that you wish, for it has a
motor to turn the records. After placing the Minnelli Tone Arm
you can obtain the best and the softest tone you have ever heard.
Better information can be obtained by writing. We are interested

in both dealers and manufacturers.

Complete samples will be sent to any part of the United States for $10.00.

MINNELLI PHONOGRAPH CO., Inc. Pittston, Pa.
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The Teletone Radio Panel
for the New

COLUMBIA CONSOLE 1-R

Ready for Immediate Delivery

mMm HIS specially designed TELETONE
PANEL for the Columbia, Harmony

Console 1-R is the same receiving

equipment that has been so successful in the

fine receiving sets of the Teletone Co. of

America; including its period models.

Already tested and approved by many Colum-

bia dealers the TELETONE PANEL offers

immediate opportunity for combination sales

with the assurance that the receiving equip-

ment will give the utmost in satisfaction.

Distinctive Features of

TELETONE PANELS

Simplicity of operation

—

Selectivity—volume.

Modulator eliminates all micro-

phonic noise.

Two tuning dials giving the de-

sired station instantly.

With the Columbia amplifying

chamber will produce an un-

rivalled tone.

Fits the console perfectly.

e
The Teletone Panel for Columbia Console 1-R

also fits Columbia 239-R

Dimensions: x I6V2"

Gold Dials—Gold Engraved

Directions : Remove the screws of the panel in the
phonograph cabinet—Insert the TELETONE RECEIV-
ING PANEL instead—Easy—Quick.

Trade Prices on Request

Columbia Harmony Console 1-R

Columbia Jobbers and Dealers, Wire or Write

TELETONE COMPANY or AMERICA
A CORPORATION

449 West 42nd Street New York City
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Landau's Tap All Veins of the Business Mine
{Continued from page 26)

orchestra is available on loan terms without

charge to the bands and the orchestras which it

is forming all the time, so that there is no great

loss in the initial investment for the symphony
orchestras which is still "aborning."

Avoid Dealing With Minors

As far as the business methods followed in

the organization of the orchestras, they are

summarized as follows:

No sales are made to minors. Those who

Personnel of Landau Organization

sign up for the orchestras and the bands are

required to bring their parents into the store.

There the father and mother sign the contracts

for the instruments, which arc either sold on

cash terms or on lease. Hence the firm does

not have to deal with minors whose signatures

might be repudiated.

Reaching Children and Parents

Children and parents are reached through the

schools, by mail and by advertisements. Usu-
ally, it is considered an honor to be allowed

to get into the organizations, as was found to

be the case at Weatherly where a town meeting

was held and a community canvass conducted

to finance the project.

Instruments are sold usually on the instal-

ment plan, although cases exist in each band

where parents have walked in and have put

down the cash for one or two instruments,

several brothers being thus equipped without

any time phase entering into the sale.

Window Displays

Window displays invariably are devoted on

a 50-50 basis to music, jewelry getting the bal-

ance. But the music end is never under any

consideration forgotten and one of the two win-

dows always gets a display of musical equip-

ment or for talking machines.

Foreign-Born Prove Good Customers

Talking machine sales also are promoted
through the employment of unique methods.

The firm has specialized in catering to those of

foreign speech and does not forget the fact

that every large industrial center has thousands

who love the songs and the dances of the home-

land but who do not know these records are to

be gotten in America. The Landau store al-

ways runs two advertisements a week, in which

the lists of the foreign records are run in the

native tongue of those to whom the publicity is

addressed. To supplement this, the firm, when-

ever its salespeople dispose of machines or rec-

ords, always makes a note of the names and ad-

dresses of the buyers. They are given postal

cards on which arc Greek, Polish, Lithuanian,

Italian, Bulgarian, Russian, German, Slovak and

Hungarian listings and are asked to check off

the race to which they belong. This list is filed

and is used in sending to the respective nation-

ality the supplements issued of records in these

tongues. Foreign records are kept in stock ar-

ranged according to the above listings, numeri-

cally arranged, so that the person of alien

speech, suffering from "heimweh"' can get

quickly what he or she wants in the way of a

foreign record, and also be enabled to see what
other ones are available.

Selling Large Quantity of Foreign Records
Landau's mention two specific Slovak records

of which they sold between 600 and 700 each

through this plan in two days' business. They
report that their foreign record business eclipses

their English record demand by 70 per cent,

showing how this line of trade can be built

up to most imposing proportions. In this con-

nection every once in a while the firm puts in

its window a big map of Europe and Asia.

There are ribbons leading from every country

to the display of records in the languages of

these lands shown on the floor of the window
and this is a big business-gaining agency. Just

to show what can be expected by an appeal to

the foreigner, the firm this year sent to Spain

a big talking machine and a collection of rec-

ords. A miner from Tremont, almost thirty

miles away, heard of the Victor foreign records,

came to Hazleton and visited Landau's. Before

he left he had paid for a machine for his mother
in Spain, had it boxed with the records and saw
that it was started overseas.

Landau's claim that the time and money spent

in the above work is well worth while. It has

made a business grow to the point that quarters

are cramped and where a big sales staff is

employed, all to take care of the trade that is

won. It takes thought, hard work and a care-

ful study of the community to put it over, but

the growth in business shows that it pays to go
into the talking machine and musical instrument

business with the determination to make every

possible avenue of revenue yield its share to the

receipts.

The Victor Talking Machine Co., at the

March meeting of the Board of Directors, de-

clared the usual dividend of $1.74 on the pre-

ferred stock and $2 on the common stock, pay-

able April 15 to shareholders of record as of

March 31.

Takes Its Own
''Medicine"

\
A COMPARATIVE test of

a loud speaker in the

home is always at the mercy
of reception, which is as vari-

able as the tin rooster on the

barn! Not only that, but

it is hard to plug the speak-

ers in and out smoothly and
quickly.

So we invented the COM-
PAROPHON. Connect it to

a phonograph and with any
three horns. Put on a record

and start the phonograph.
Now change from horn to horn

Bristol Cabinet

Model "C"

Bristol

Model "S"

instantly, with a 3-way switch,

and you have a real test that

will satisfy your customer, once

and for all, right on the floor.

The Comparophon will save

its cost in a week or two, just

by doing away with running
back and forth to the cus-

tomer's house.

There are five Bristol Loud
Speakers, ranging in price from
$12.50 to $30.00; and every

one will TAKE ITS OWN
MEDICINE along with any

other make in its class. Send
for Bulletin 3024-BS on the

Comparophon and Bulletin
3022-BS on the Loud Speaker
line.

BRISTOL AUDIOPHONELoud Speaker

THE BRISTOL COMPANY Waterbury, Conn.
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Teachers Bring Peabody 2,500 Prospects
The Peabody Piano Co. Expanded Its Territory to Cover the En-
tire State by a Campaign for Prospects With Aid of Teachers

The talking machine business requires more

than mere store selling to bring up the sales

volume to respectable proportions. Leo J.

Driscoll, sales manager of the Peabody Piano

Co., Baltimore, Md., which, in addition to mer-

chandising pianos and musical merchandise,

handles a complete line of talking machines,

realized this fact, and he also realized that with

Summer coming on unless there was some ex-

ceptional sales promotion effort the sales would

suffer the usual slump. So, after considerable

cogitation, Mr. Driscoll conceived and launched

a plan to secure prospects which is not only

far out of the ordinary but which already is

demonstrating its worth as a sales builder.

Expanding the Field of Operations

The important point was to expand the field

of operations, that is, secure a line on live pros-

pects in a far larger territory than the company
then was covering, which included only the city

of Baltimore and the immediate vicinity.

Briefly, the plan of Mr. Driscoll made the in-

fluence of the Peabody Co. reach into every

village and town and hamlet in the entire State.

Even the farmers in the lonely out of the way
places were considered as prospects. But how
to find out who were prospects was the great

problem. How could the wheat be separated

from the chaff? Mr. Driscoll finally decided

that the answer to this problem, in fact the suc-

cess of his big idea, depended upon the schools

of the State. He must work through the

teachers.

Reaching the School Teachers

The first step, of course, was to get the names

of the school teachers throughout the State.

So Mr. Driscoll sent a carefully worded letter

to the State Supervisor of Schools, asking for

the names of the county school supervisors and

where they could be reached. This information

was secured with comparatively little trouble or

delay. The second step in the drive for pros-

pects was to secure from the county school

supervisors the names of the teachers and their

schools throughout the various counties. A
second diplomatically worded letter was sent

out. Here the first difficulty was encountered.

Some of the county supervisors evidently felt

that they should not give this information to a

business house which was undoubtedly pro-

moting some kind of a sales-building drive.

However, fifteen out of the twenty-four county

Leo J. Driscoll, of the Peabody Piano

Co., of Baltimore, describes the manner in

which this clever plan was worked and
tells of the sales results already secured.

There are some valuable suggestions in this

article for dealers who feel that territorial

limitations are curtailing their sales. A
most important point brought out by Mr.
Driscoll is that his company now is pre-

pared to make an extensive drive for busi-

ness during the Summer months. People
dwelling in the outlying rural sections are

seldom solicited by talking machine or

music dealers and consequently in most
cases these districts will be found fertile

territory. In the real country districts, far

from any large city, the farmers seldom
visit any stores other than those in the

small villages nearby in spite of the fact

that most of them now own automobiles.

supervisors sent in the names of the teachers

in their counties as requested.

Securing Data From Teachers
Upon the next step depended the success of

the entire campaign. If the teachers refused

to comply with the request of the Peabody Co.

all the foregoing effort would be lost. Mr.

Driscoll decided to make it worth while for the

teachers to give the information. The letter to

the teachers announced that if the accompany-
ing form were filled out a book of music was
the reward. The book contained standard selec-

tions which the teachers would find useful in

their school work. The form which they were
required to fill in in order to earn the reward
contained the following questions:

Names of pupils without pianos, age and the

distance they live from the school, parents

names, post office address, have they talked of

buying a piano, own farm or rent, if they own
a piano would they exchange for player, do they

own a talking machine, do you think they would
buy?

That the teachers were willing to do some
real work to secure the music book was evi-

denced by the fact that many of them sent in

long lists of names, sometimes numbering be-

tween fifteen to thirty, and every question on
the form was faithfully answered, furnishing the

Peabody Piano Co. a most complete prospect

list and other valuable information which could

be turned to good account as shall be explained

later. The returns were carefully analyzed and
the prospects were separated from those who
evidently could not be considered in this class.

After the weeding out process the Peabody
Piano Co. found that it had a list of about 2,500

really live prospects.

Cashing in on the Prospect List

Although the actual work of going out after

these prospects with the intention of closing

sales has barely commenced, but two months
having elapsed since the drive for business was
started, the returns show how valuable this list

is going to be. Already about twenty-four

talking machines, to say nothing of a large num-
ber of records and other accessories, have been

sold, and deals involving the sale of approxi-

mately fifteen pianos have been closed.

With the list in hand the procedure of the

company, which is bringing such fine results,

is as follows: First, the company writes to the

prospects, that is, the parents of the children

who are listed. These letters outline the need

of music in the lives of the children and the

enjoyment and cultural influence of a talking

machine or piano in the home. Now, here is

the important point. In the letter to the pros-

pect the Peabody Co. states the name of the

child as well as its age, and this piques the

curiosity of the prospects, as is evidenced by

the number of letters received by the Peabody
Co. asking how the firm knew that there was
a child, its name and age. Another thing that

develops in these letters is that the prospect

feels that the Peabody Co. is certainly an enter-

prising concern to take so much trouble to make
a sale. If through these letters the prospect

indicates interest in an instrument a salesman

is immediately put on the job.

Death Blow to Summer Slump
Another important point in connection with

this campaign, according to Mr. Driscoll, is the

fact that there is enough material on hand to

make a profitable drive through the entire Sum-
mer season. "The farmers are the best kind of

prospects for sales in the Summer, and we mean
to go after this potential business," he said.

"Although our experience along this line so far

has been rather limited, the possibilities have

been demonstrated concretely enough to con-

vince me that this Summer will be a busy one.

Why, we have had instances where rural dwel-

lers have been delighted to see the salesman,

have made their purchase and then have in-

sisted on getting out their automobile to drive

the salesman to the home of the next farmer.

We are going after business in towns and vil-

lages throughout the State, where not only are

there no music stores but of which we had

never heard until we purchased a map showing

the smallest hamlets in the State."

The Larchmont Radio Corp., Larchmont, N.

Y., was recently incorporated at Albany with a

capital stock of $3,000. The incorporators, are

A. S. Fogelstrom and A. C. Boyan,

eight popular
Victor artists

In Concert and Entertainment

Personal Appearance of

Eight Popular Favorites on
One Big Program

A live attraction for live dealers and jobbers

Bookings now for season 1924-1925
Sample program and particulars upon request

PHILIP W. SIMON Manager
1674 Broadway New York Cit?

Popular Ensembles including

Campbell & Barr - Sterling Trio - Peer! ess-Qaartet
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%M EVEREADY WktM
Batteries pay the overhead

By summer the Chattanooga Radio Co., Chattanooga,

Tenn., will have enough sets in use to pay its overhead from

sales of Eveready Radio Batteries. So say Earl W. Winger

and Norman A. Thomas, who are the company.

You'll find happy, contented, ever-busy firms such as this

wherever Eveready Radio Batteries are sold. Sales are

especially good where Eveready national advertising is

capitalized by window displays—as is done by Messrs.

Winger and Thomas, who say "our best silent salesman is

our window display."

There's an Eveready Radio Battery for every radio use.

Order Eveready Radio Batteries and window display

material from your jobber.

Manufactured and guaranteed by

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Inc., New York— San Francisco

Atlanta Chicago Dallas Kansas City

Canadian National Carbon Co., Limited. Toronto, Ontario

EVEREADY
Radio Batteries

-they last longer

EVEREADY HOUR EVERY TUESDAY AT 9 P. M.
(Eastern Standard Time)

For real radio enjoyment, tell your customers to tune in the "Ever-
eady Group." Broadcast through stations

WEAF New York WJAR Providence WEAR Cleveland
WEEI Boston WCAE Pittsburgh WWJ Detroit

WFI Philadelphia WGR Buffalo WOC Davenport
WCCO Minneapolis, St. Paul
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Printed Forms Reduce Collection Expense
H. E. Irish Co. Has Worked Out a System of Collecting by Mail
Which Has Proved Its Effectiveness and Is a Model of Economy

No matter how small or large the instalment

business of a dealer may be the problem of

securing the monthly or weekly payments when
due is of paramount importance and this is so

whether the dealer handles his own instalment

paper or is financed by some outside agency.

And it is not only a question of securing the

money when due but of doing so economically.

It is logical that if the cost of getting the

money from a customer to whom has been

sold a talking machine, radio outfit or any of

the other items whicli talking machine dealers

are now selling on this basis is so great that

the profit on the transaction is reduced to the

vanishing point cither there is something radi-

ThePHONOMOTORCO.
WM. F. HITCHCOCK, Proprietor

121 West Avenue Rochester, N. Y.

An Electric Equipment for the

PHONOGRAPH

Fully GUARANTEED
Universal—alternating or direct current.
Complete, with every part and ready to run.

Sample, mounted on motor board, 1 2x12x24
unfinished board, $25.00 C.O.D. Money back
if not satisfactory. Yl cash with C.O.D. order.

The PHONOSTOP
An automatic stop for all talking machines,
100% efficient.

STANDARD FOR EIGHT YEARS

a Guaranteed.

m Sold direct to

JF manufacturers all

K M over the world.

% ^ f Nickel or Gold.

BSKB^WBH flfr Your phonograph
(^^SSj^k is worthy of the

^SK^ffi^^ best stop.

This is the only one.

Your customers appreciate it

We also sell General Phonograph Hardware

Cable Address:

PHONOMOTOR, Rochester, N. Y.

Codes: Bentley's and A.B.C., 5th Edition
Improved.

Richardson, Orr & Co., Sydney, Australian
and New Zealand Representatives.

Trade Prices upon application

The PHONOMOTOR
Trade-Mark Reg. U. S. Pat. Office

cally wrong with the dealer's methods of han-
dling collections, at least in the individual case,

or the sale should never have been made.

H. E. Irish Co. Uses the Mails

Some dealers stick to the old plan of sending

collectors out after the money. In some dis-

tricts under certain conditions this may be sat-

isfactory but in the majority of instances it is

not only unnecessary but too expensive. The
mails can be used more economically and just

as effectively. The main thing is a thoroughly

organized system of granting credits and then
holding the customer to his or her contract.

The H. E. Irish Co., of Santa Cruz, Cal., has

evolved a very simple and at the same time

most effective mail collection system. This
company, at the first indication that a customer
is inclined to become delinquent, sends out what
is termed a "contract payment notice." This
notice really is somewhat in the nature of a

statement, but it emphasizes that the monthly
payment, according to the contract, is a certain

amount, due on a stated day each month. These
notices, one of which is illustrated below, arc

printed and their cost is small.

CONTRACT PAYMENT NOTICE
H. E. IRISH

VICTROLAS PIANOS TYPEWRITERS
Santa Cruz, Cal -....192....

Your monthly payment on contract

due Amt. $

Arrears $

Total $

PLEASE FAVOR WITH PROMPT PAYMENT
OF ABOVE SUM

Thank You,
H. E. IRISH.

Statement Starts the Collection Effort

If the reminder described above fails to

bring the customer to time the H. E. Irish Co.

immediately sends a formal statement of the

debt due and in many instances this has been

found effective in bringing in the money. This

is really the start of serious efforts to make the

customer realize that the payments must be

made when due although the company has dis-

covered that very often it is advantageous to

exercise leniency in the matter of collections.

Brief but Pointed Printed Form Letters

In those cases where the Contract Payment
Notice and the formal statement have not pro-

duced the desired results the first of a series of

printed form letters is sent out. These letters,

six in number, vary in color to correspond with

the bookkeeper's file record of the account. The
first letter, which is noticeably lenient in tone

and general in character, is as follows:
To Our Friends and Patrons:

Among the accounts on our books are many of such

small amount that the mere process of bookkeeping and
sending a statement eats up the meager profit. If neces-

sary to send more than one statement the result is fre-

quently an actual loss. People who promptly pay their

larger bills sometimes neglect the little ones because they

are small, causing an endless stream of follow-up state-

ments.

May we ask you, then, as an especial favor, to remit

this small amount at once, and save us the trouble and
expense of sending another statement? We will appre-

ciate it.

H. E. IRISH CO.

A period of time amply sufficient to permit

the payment to be made is allowed to elapse

before the second of the series is mailed. This,

of course, is the case before each mailing of

the five letters remaining, which are as follows:

No. 2

Second Notice

The statement we sent you last month may have gone

astray. Or maybe you mislaid it and it slipped your mind.

Anyway, we didn't hear from you, and are sending you

this reminder.

We have many accounts on our books, and the problem

of collections gets bigger all the time. Our best friends

remit at once, because they want to save us the expense
and labor of sending out follow-up statements.

May we expect to hear from you during the next few
days? We will appreciate it.

Sincerely yours,

H. E. IRISH CO.
No. 3

Here We Are Again
We hate to annoy you

—

But you know, business is business. This third state-

ment is sent as another reminder that your account with
us has not yet been paid, and that we have not had the

pleasure of a reply to our former notes.

In stamps, labor and stationery it costs us about five

cents every time we write you, and you can save us further
expense by just sending us the money now—while the

matter is fresh in your mind.

Thank you for many courtesies.

H. E. IRISH CO.

No. 4

This Is Our FOURTH Courteous
Request For Settlement

Now really, do you think it's exactly fair? We gladly

and willingly extended you credit, and felt sure you
would pay promptly when we sent you the first bill. Con-
tinual sending of statements is wearing on the patience

—

both yours and ours—besides, WE NEED THE MONEY.
We appreciate your account, and hope to have more of

your business, but we really would like to have this

account settled AT ONCE.
Can we count on you?

H. E. IRISH CO.
P. S.—If there is anything wrong with the account, let

us know. We will be glad to adjust it.

No. 5

If There Is a Reason
Why Don't You Say So?

If you are financially unable to pay—if there is anything
wrong with this account—if you want more time—IF
THERE IS ANY REASONABLE REASON why this

account should go unpaid any longer—we would be glad

to know.

Common courtesy demands a reply to this statement.

Will you let us hear from you at once before we decide

you have no intention of doing the square thing?

You must know that good business requires some kind

of a settlement of all accounts. We must get them off our

books some time, some way. Failing to hear from you
within TWELVE DAYS from this date, we will adopt

such means as we have to enforce collection.

H. E. IRISH CO.

No. 6

Last Call

This is the last statement you will receive FROM US,
This is your notice that the account will be placed with

our collection attorney if we do not hear from you after

allowing a reasonable time to receive your answer.

If the methods used by collection lawyers prove annoy-

ing, don't blame us. It is their business to get the money,

and we have given you every opportunity to settle this

account peaceably.

H. E. IRISH CO.

More than three-quarters of the H. E. Irish

Co.'s business is on the instalment plan and the

efficiency of this collection system is indicated

by the fact that rarely is an actual repossession

necessary.

E. Blout Recovered

Emanuel Blout, talking machine dealer and

founder of the chain of stores bearing his

name, who was stricken ill last Fall, has so far

recovered that he makes regular visits to his

office headquarters. Mr. Blout is planning a

trip to Europe in the Summer.

Monthly Popular Releases

ITALIANSTYLE
Records and Player-Piano Rolls

Distributed by

ITALIAN BOOK CO.
145-147 Mulberry St. New York, N. Y.

CATALOGUES SENT ON REQUEST
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A Radio Investment That's

Permanent

The Highboy with doors closed and
grille detached, to permit dusting
of Superspeaker horn interior.

The time is coming when many
people are going to separate their

purchases of Radio and Furniture.

The leaders want to do so today.

They have welcomed our an'

nouncement of the Superspeaker

Highboy by an actual flood of

approval.

And the others will follow, for

the common sense of such an idea

is plain.

The Highboy can never become
obsolete or out of date. It is

merely a handsome piece of furni'

ture, with built'in reproducer, and

housing the owner's current Set

and equipment.

It will house the Radio of the

future as gracefully as the Radio

of today. And it will always

answer the question "Where shall

we put it" by providing a hand'

some Radio Unit, complete with a

world'famous reproducer, and
amply capable of gracing the most

perfectly appointed drawing room.

Meet the demand for fine Radio

Furniture with this Permanent

Radio Investment. Ask for our

folder, "Decorative Radio.
11

The Superspeaker Highboy, complete with table, in finest

African Mahogany or No. i American Walnut. Set compart'

ment jo^ inches long. Design and mechanical patents pending.

"THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE FOR THE BEST"

Rear view, showing roomy compartments
on either side oi built-in Superspeaker,
housing all batteries, wet or dry.

JEWETT RADIO
5660 TELEGRAPH ROAD

6? PHONOGRAPH CO.
PONTIAC, MICHIGAN

niqhbou
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Profit by CanvassingWith Stocked Trucks
Connecticut Dealers Bring the Merchandise to Their Customers for

Selection and Sales Come Easy—Salesmen Also Act as Collectors

The selling of talking machines, and in fact,

any musical instruments by means of the truck

sales plan, has two outstanding appeals, viewed

from the angle of the customer. It appeals

first to that class of prospect who is for some
reason or other dilatory and inclined to put

things off. While conscious of a desire for a

talking machine in his home and realizing fully

the pleasure which can be secured from the

possession of the instrument this type of pros-

pect does not feel the desire keenly until the

instrument is actually in his home and this once

accomplished, the signing of the contract waits

merely on the formalities of arranging the

terms. The second class of prospect includes

those who live in the rural sections at some
distance from the music store and make but

periodical visits to the shopping centers and

then merely to secure essential merchandise,

and again to those to whom the appeal for

a musical instrument in the home must be en-

gendered. In other words, they must be "sold"

on the desirability of owning a talking machine.

Bringing the goods to the customer has

proved for many dealers the best method of

merchandising with the class with whom they

deal. An interesting illustration of the dealer

who utilizes the truck sales plan with success

is the experience of Amendola Bros., Columbia
dealers of New Haven, Conn. To quote the

words of the proprietors of this establishment,

who state that they "have found this method of

reaching the prospective phonograph ard record

buyer unequalled."

Operate Five Trucks
Amendola Bros, have five Dodge trucks oper-

ating on the road throughout the year and the

entire State of Connecticut is covered by the

salesmen of this house. So great a volume of

sales are effected during the year that the sell-

ing cost of each instrument does not exceed

the coat of selling on the floor of the store.

In most cases one man is found sufficient to

drive the truck and do the selling, but occasion-

ally a truck is sent out manned by two sales-

men.
One of the oft-repeated statements made by

those dealers who oppose truck selling is that

the customers so secured are in a large measure

poor risks and the percentage of repossessions

are considerably higher than those which result

from sales made on the floor of the store. That

this condition is the fault, not of the truck sales

plan, but rather of the salesmen who are oper-

Amendola Bros, have five trucks loaded

with instruments and records scouring the

large territory which they cover for busi-

ness and they get it. Other dealers have
found the same method of outside selling

most productive of results. Plan proves

both economical and best from the stand-

point of selling on the installment plan.

It also permits the dealer to draw business

from a much larger territory than is pos-

sible in cases where salesmen are not pro-

vided with machines and permits the dealer

to canvass the rural districts which are so

rich in potential talking machine and record

business. There is food for thought here.

ating, is evidenced by the statement of Amen-
dola Bros, on this phase of the plan, who say:

"Our experience has been that the sales made
from trucks result in better customers and
risks than those sold on the store floor. Our
terms on truck sales generally depend on the

customer. A salesman is instructed to use his

best judgment and size up customers in making
his terms."

Salesmen-Collectors

The important question of collections on sales

made by this plan has been successfully solved

by this firm, which employs trucks in calling

on the customers, and the salesman who does

the collecting carries with him a complete stock

of the latest records which he demonstrates at

each stop, thus serving the twofold purpose of

giving exceptional high-grade service to the cus-

tomers and at the same time constantly in-

creasing the profits of the house. This sales-

man also periodically inspects the phonographs

in the customers' homes and offers any service

necessary to complete satisfaction on their part.

Amendola Bros, have found that the instru-

ment retailing in the neighborhood of one hun-

dred dollars is in greatest demand by those

prospects residing in the rural sections.

Advertising and Tie-Ups
While truck selling has grown to be the prin-

cipal means employed to secure sales, this firm

is alive to every opportunity of increasing busi-

ness and broadening the field. As the clientele

served is largely of Italian birth or extraction,

advertising space in the Italian newspapers is

used extensively and in conjunction with the ad-

vertisements, circulars are printed and dis-

tributed as throw-aways.

Since another method of increasing business

used by this house is that of effecting a tie-up

with every Italian opera and Italian artist ap-

pearing in New Haven and as the Italian popu-

lation is fundamentally music loving, the identi-

fying of the store with musical events of this

character has gone far in placing it before the

eyes of these people and as a consequence, in-

creasing the sale of records.

Other Dealers Using Truck Sales Plan

Miller's Music Shop, with stores in the lead-

ing cities of Connecticut, also uses the truck

sales plan with success in building up a big vol-

ume of sales. Oscar Feinberg, who recently

took over the management of the Ansonia
branch of the Miller stores, is a firm believer

in this method of merchandising, and in a state-

ment to a representative of The World, com-
ments on his views on the truck sales plan, as

follows:

"I find the straight canvassing the best meth-

od of securing prospects. This is the routine of

having two men work from a truck, each man
taking one side of the street being worked,

offering each prospect called upon free inspec-

tion service on their phonograph. This gives

the canvasser entry to the home of the prospect

and is the best way of securing a line on the

type of instrument in the home. If the type

of phonograph is small, this gives the canvasser

the opportunity of selling a larger instrument at

first call or failing this, the prospect is checked

for a later call.

"When the inspection service is completed,

the canvasser has the opportunity of playing

over some of the latest records. This, almost

invariably, results in sales. The customers'

names are taken so that the latest record sup-

plements can be sent each month.

"From our Ansonia store the territory cov-

ered by canvassers includes Ansonia, Derby,

Shelton, Seymour, Beacon Falls and Union

City."

Cost of Selling No Higher Than in Store

Regarding the important angles of collections

and terms and the type of customers secured

by canvassing as against the customers "sold"

on the floor of the store, Mr. Feinberg states:

"The cost of securing this business figures

about the same as retail floor sales and it has

been my experience that truck sales are better

than the average retail floor sale inasmuch as

they are generally better paying customers. Ar-

ranging the terms depends entirely with the

canvasser although the average down payment

is about ten dollars."

Record Firm Chartered

The Rotary Record Corp., New York, has

been granted a charter of incorporation at Al-

bany to manufacture phonograph records, with

a capital stock of 2,000 shares of common stock,

of no par value. The incorporators J. J. O'Con-

nor, F. W. Baum and K. F. Kip.

Hardened Steel Needles
Mean Longer Life

to Records
THIS is what happens every time a record

is played using a soft, poorly tempered
needle

—

As the needle travels through the record grooves

tiny steel particles are rubbed off. These sharp,

abrasive bits of steel deposit in the grooves and
the next time the record is played they cut into

the side walls, thus causing surface noises and
wearing out the record.

This can't happen when an OKeh or Truetone

Needle is used. Being made of the highest grade

carbon steel they do not wear down quickly and
ruin the record. Sell them and you protect your

record business.

The scleroscope shown
above is the instrument
used for testing the hard-
ness of steel. With it, in-

ferior steels can be quickly
detected and rejected.

and Needles
A Product of the

GENERAL PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION
OTTO HEINEMAN. Pre..

25 West Forty-fifth Street - - NEW YORK, N.
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Sell Leaders to Make
Money

In the long run—and that is all that really counts

—most Radio profits are made from the sale of

LEADERS.
When business is best, the Leaders sell faster

than the rest. In midsummer the Leaders have
sales almost to themselves.

You always net a clean profit from the sale of

Leaders like the Jewett Superspeaker, the Jewett
Vemco, theJewett Micro-Dial, theJewett Parkay
and the Jewett Superspeaker Highboy.

Each is a Leader. Each is in active demand.
Each is the first choice of your customer.

It pays US to BUILD Leaders. It will payYOU
to SELL them—just as it is paying more than

8,ooo Jewett dealers elsewhere.

All by itself, the Jewett line can constitute for

you a paying stock of High Quality Radio
Equipment.

Write today for us to put you in touch with
the right source of supply.

JEWETT RADIO 6? PHONOGRAPH COMPANY
5660 TELEGRAPH ROAD PONTIAC, MICHIGAN

The Jewett Super/ The Jewett Vemco The Superspeaker High- The Jewett Parkay The Jewett Micro
speaker—TheLeader —Makes a Radio boy— Houses Any Set Cabinet — With Dial—Makes Tun'
of All Loud Speak- Loud Speaker out of and Equipment—Super- Parquetry Top—All ing 50 Times as Ac-
ing Equipment. any phonograph. speaker built-in. Standard Panel Sizes, curate.

"THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE FOR THE BEST 11
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Peabody Co. Service Man Creates Sales,

Builds Good Will Through Clever Stunt
Sales of Polish Alone Sufficiently Large to Pay Man's Salary—Card Which He Carries With

Him Basis for the Success of the Plan—Insures Customer Satisfaction

A clever plan to utilize a service man to build

good-will, keep the prospect and customer list

up to date and to line up new prospects for

talking machines, records and radio sets has

been evolved by Leo J. Driscoll, sales manager

of the Peabody Piano Co., of Baltimore. This

concern handles talking machines, and the plan

has been used very successfully among talking

machine customers. It is as follows: The

store's service man has been supplied with cards

bearing a number of questions (illustrated here-

with) the reverse side of which contains the

names and addresses of customers. The service

man visits the home of a customer and an-

nounces that he has come to see if the machine

is operating satisfactorily. He asks the cus-

tomer the questions appearing on the card and

Mr. Edison Man:

—

Never Say

"KANT," say "KENT"
The KENT No. 1

With "S" Sound Box for playing lateral

cut records on the Edison Disc Phono-

graph has outsold all competition.

Bought for their re-

sale and playing value

by thousands of dealers

and jobbers for over

10 years.

Write for catalog of complete line

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

F. C. KENT CO
Irvington, N. J.

checks the answer after the word "yes" or "no"

following each question. While at the home of

the customer the service man makes any neces-

sary minor adjustments, and if there is some-
thing radically wrong with the instrument he

explains the trouble and when, as is often the

case, new parts are needed before repairs can

be made he gives the customer an idea of the

price of the parts and takes the order for same.

The service man is supplied with a polish pre-

pared especially for the Peabody Piano Co. atid

he is required to demonstrate it to each per-

son he calls upon. In this connection, Mr.
Driscoll pointed out that enough sales of the

polish are made to pay the salary of the service

man. It will be noticed that the seventh, eighth

and ninth questions deal with radio. Through
this a good, live radio prospect list has been
built up and a number of sales have already

resulted from follow-up by salesmen.

Often, too, a former customer has taken her

trade elsewhere for some reason. Sometimes it

is a real or imaginary lack of service, etc. The
service man is in a position to find the exact

reason for the lost trade and on the card under
the heading "Remarks and Complaints" he reg-

isters his findings. This permits the company
to remedy the trouble and bring the former
customer back into the fold.

SERVICE REPORT
Does Customer Receive Supplement? Yes

—

Do They Want It Continued? Yes

—

Do They Purchase Records Here? Yes

—

From Whom Do They Purchase
Records? Yes

—

Will They Purchase Here in Future? Yes

—

Do They Want Any Records Now? Yes

—

Do They Have a Radio? Yes

—

Are They Interested in Radio? Yes-
Will They Exchange Present T. M. ? Yes-
Did You Demonstrate Vinola? Yes—

-

Did They Purchase Vinola? Yes

—

REMARKS AND COMPLAINTS

No—
No—
No—

No—
No—
No—
No—
No—
No—
No—
No-

Extravagant Claims Result

in Radio Service Charges

Pacific Coast Dealer Says High Cost of Serv-

icing Radio Is Caused by Unqualified Claims
of Manufacturer and Dealer

Eugene, Ore., April 3.—One of the phases of

radio merchandising which has caused much
discussion among talking machine dealers is the

high cost of servicing these instruments. In

commenting on this, Harry L. Marshall, pro-

prietor of Marshall's Music Store, states that

this is caused by the extravagant statements re-

garding the capabilities of the radio receiver

which are made by some manufacturers, dealers

and salesmen.

"Claims are made of unusual results, without

any qualification," says Mr. Marshall, "and the

customer naturally believes that these unusual

results are to be had regularly and under all

conditions. When he fails to secure the ex-

pected results he believes something is wrong
and calls for service.

"The only way to cut down the cost of service

is to sell radio for just what it is and explain,

before your customer buys, its limitations; be-

cause it does possess limitations in spite of all

statements to the contrary.

"The average man does not like to be de-

ceived, and if he finds that he has been he is

likely to be difficult to satisfy and require a

great deal of service."

The sales force of the Marshall Music Store

sells radio sets upon the ability to get good
reception of Pacific Coast stations. Customers

are told that under good conditions distant sta-

tions may be picked up. It is explained, how-
ever, that the reception of distant stations is

not a guaranteed fact, but is simply thrown

in for good measure. That this method of sell-

ing has its advantages is evidenced by the fact

that the service cost in the Marshall store has
been limited to less than 1 per cent.

Caruso's Widow Brings

Suit Against Government

Seeks to Recover $50,000 Income Tax Paid
Under Protest While Non-resident Alien

Mrs. Dorothy Benjamin Caruso Ingram,
widow of the famous tenor, has filed suit in

the United States District Court to recover
$50,000 paid under protest as an income tax dur-
ing 1918 and 1920 to the Federal Government.
Mrs. Ingram, as administratrix of the late ten-

or's estate, named Frank Bowers, collector of

internal revenue, as a defendant.

According to Assistant United States Attor-
ney Crawford, the widow claims that Caruso
was a subject of Italy and a non-resident alien

in this country. Under this assumption, Caruso
could only be taxed for income which he had
made here.

The collector contends that Caruso was a

resident alien. As such he would be liable to

pay taxes on what he earned in this country

and abroad. The $50,000 taxes were assessed

against the manufacture and sale of phono-
graph records made in Europe.

Columbia Artists Complete
Sixth Year on Broadway

Sam Lanin and His Orchestra, Columbia re-

cording artists, recently completed their sixth

year on Broadway, a record which is unsur-

passed. This aggregation of musicians have
been playing at Roseland and it is their splen-

did rendition of dance selections that is largely

responsible for the popularity of this dance

palace. The Columbia Phonograph Co. re-

cently released "No One" and "I Can't Stop

Babying You," both played by this orchestra.

H. C. Kupfer Retires

Bloomington, Idl., April 8.—H. C. Kupfer, well

known in talking machine circles and for the

past sixteen years manager of the talking ma-
chine department of Mandel & Schwarzman,
recently resigned his position and has retired

from all commercial pursuits. Mr. Kupfer has

been in the retail merchandising field for fifty-

five years and ranks as one of the oldest sub-

scribers to The Talking Machine World, which

he believes is indispensable to any man who de-

sires to attain success in this field.

NICKEL PLATING
GOLD
PLATE

SILVER
PLATE

A capacity for an additional amount
of nickel plating in the plating divi-

sion of our New York City Factory

now enables us to take on a limited

number of new contracts.

We will contract to produce only the

highest quality of plating work

CI

4
CHEMICAL TREATMENT CO., Inc.

26 Broadway - - - New York City
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Heineman Line

MOTOR NO. <i«

Here is a powerful double worm,
direct driven motor with three
vertical springs. This motor is

designed for the highest grade-
phonograph and has a very
strong pulling power.

MOTOR NO. 77

This is a 2-spring motor, run-
ning four 10" records with one
winding. All gears are milled.
The winding is of the spiral type
and guaranteed smooth. More
than one million of these motors
in actual use. The most popular
motor for consoles and uprights.

MOTOR NO. :{7

Having exceptional pulling pow-
er, combined with light weight
and a strong and durable con-
struction, this motor is specially
adapted for high-grade portable
and table machines.

FLYER MOTOR
A high-grade motor, specially
adapted for Portable Machines.
With one winding it plays 2
average 10" records.

MOTORS
That have stood the

test of time.

N the past ten years more than three

million Heineman Motors have

been put to work, making it possible

for three million people to enjoy the music

of the world on their phonographs. For

ten years now, they have been giving con-

stant service. Year in and year out, with-

standing the hardest kind of usage.

It speaks mighty well for any phonograph motor when
it can be truthfully said that in one year less than one-

tenth of 1% of the motors required major repairs.

That is the record established by more than three

million Heineman Motors now in use and we feel

justly proud of it. Here then is abundant proof of

the durability and scientific construction of every

Heineman Motor.

You, as a phonograph dealer, are interested in satisfied

customers. Is there anything that will make your cus-

tomer more quickly dissatisfied with his phonograph

than a noisy, troublesome, forever-breaking motor?

It would pay you to insist that the independent phono-

graphs you sell, be equipped with

HEINEMAN QUALITY MOTORS
A Product of the

General Phonograph Corporation
OTTO HEINEMAN. Pres

25 West 45th Street New York, N. Y.
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Unique Radio Programs of

Atwater Kent Go. Popular

Music of Various Foreign Countries Interesting

Departure From Usual Program—Atwater
Kent Dealers Tying Up Effectively

The weekly radio broadcast programs of the

Atwater Kent Mfg. Co. are proving very popu-

lar to radio listeners throughout the entire

country, as is attested to by the volume of ap-

plause cards and letters being received at the

various stations broadcasting these programs.

These programs have taken definite form and
follow the plan of' devoting each evening to

the broadcasting of the music of one particular

nation. On Thursday, March 19, a Russian pro-

gram was given. On Wednesday, March 25,

the music was Austrian and on Thursday,

April 12, the music of France was presented.

On Wednesday, April 8, which occurred during

holy- week, the whole evening was appropriately

devoted to Rossini's Stabat Mater.

Advance notice of these programs were sent

to Atwater Kent dealers with the following sug-

gestions: "Think of the mighty asset you have

in these programs—capitalize them! Use space

in your newspapers and put windows to work
associating your name with the Atwater Kent
radio artists and their wonderful concerts. Fea-

ture the slogan 'Hear the Atwater Kent radio

artists on your Atwater Kent set." Thou-
sands of Atwater Kent dealers throughout the

country are actively co-operating with these

programs with appreciable results.

Freed-Eisemann Surplus

Sets Sold by Dept. Stores

Last Year's Superseded Models Disposed of

by Leading Department Stores—Dealers and

Jobbers Protected by Contracts

The Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp., Brooklyn,

N. Y., without diverting from its strict mer-

chandising policy of protecting its dealers and
jobbers, is disposing of the Freed-Eisemann
NR-5 receivers by selling them through lead-

ing department stores throughout the country.

Far from interfering with dealers' sales this

policy is helping them, for they benefit from

the enormous advertising which the Freed-Eise-

mann products are receiving in several cities.

The NR-5 sets were held at the factory eleven

months waiting the clearing of the dealers'

shelves of this model. Part of the contract

with the department stores dealt with the dis-

play advertising of the new Freed-Eisemann
models at list price, as sold by radio dealers.

The sale of this surplus stock to the depart-

ment stores was attended by the execution of

a rigorous market-protecting contract stipulat-

ing that the advertising to be done would not

be such that could be construed as damaging to

the manufacturer's reputation and should be of

such a character that it would not injure the

manufacturer's market on his other products.

Mme. Frieda Hempel Scores

in Final New York Recital

Mme. Frieda Hempel, the world-famous so-

prano and Edison artist, gave her final New
York recital of the season in Carnegie Hall on

the evening of March 25. The program as

usual was admirably composed, and consisted

of operatic arias, folk songs of many lands and
a group of songs by such well-known Ameri-
can composers as Troyer, Powell, Eames and
Bibb. It is hardly necessary to say that Mme.
Hempel scored a tremendous success, for there

is always a charm, style and mastery in her in-

terpretation that delights. Her voice and her

art were never more admirably displayed than

at this concert. As usual Coenraad V. Bos
was at the piano and L. P. Fritze was assist-

ing flutist in the grand aria di bravura from
"La Somnambula."

Paul Specht and Orchestra

to Give Radio Concerts

Columbia Recording Orchestra Engaged by
Radio Corp. to Broadcast Each Week—Pro-

grams to Be Sent From Three Cities

Philadelphia, Pa., April 6.—For the first time

in the radio history of this city a Philadelphia

orchestra has been secured to broadcast regular

programs for other than local stations. The
musical aggregation so honored is Paul Specht

and his original Columbia recording orchestra,

which has entered into an arrangement with the

Radio Corp. of America to broadcast every

Thursday night from Mr. Specht's Philadelphia

cafe, the Pandora, where he is playing an ex-

tended engagement. The broadcasts will be

placed on the air from 10:30 to 11:30.

The stations from which the music is being

broadcast are WJZ and WJY in New York;

WRC in Washington, and WGY in Schenec-

tady. Land wires have been placed in the Pan-

35

dora to pick up the music just as it is being

played for the edification of the Pandora's pa-

trons. The land wire will transmit the music to

the broadcasting stations which will put it on
the air simultaneously.

Although the present arrangement only pro-

vides for Mr. Specht to broadcast from the sta-

tions mentioned, on special occasions the Radio
Corp. of America will broadcast the Pandora
music simultaneously from its seven stations

throughout the country. It is a fine tribute to

Mr. Specht that his orchestra has been secured

as the first local band to be used in nation-

wide broadcasting.

R. A. Jaffe Resigns Post

Richard Allan Jaffe, for some years manager
of the phonograph and radio department of the

Prime Furniture Co., Boston, recently resigned

his position and has retired to Atlantic City

for a complete rest. Mr. Jaffe has made no
announcement of his plans for the future.

performance
and Only Performance (bunts

Economical—efficient—simple—safe—and perfect in operation. Guaranteed

!

No more unsightly, expensive, always-dying B batteries! At last the perfect

plate current supply, which gives pure, direct current for any type of receiving

set, right from the 60-cycle 110-volt Alternating Current house line.

FORDEC is no "pinch hitter" for B batteries. We don't say it is "just as

good." FORDEC is better than the best B battery—gives better tone quality,

greater volume, more distance, and makes any good set better — and costs

practically nothing to operate. A nine-tube super can be operated with FOR-
DEC at one-quarter of a cent a day. There is nothing about FORDEC to run

down or wear out. Tubes give long service in FORDEC, for they cannot be
overworked. The design and construction prevent this.

Some of the best radio engineers, manufacturers and distributors have recom-
mended FORDEC after thorough test.

Live dealers see its money-making possibilities. One sale is equal in money to

a year's supply of B batteries—and all the profit comes on one transaction. This
makes it a good item to handle.

Exclusive FORDEC Features:

Perfect reception on either local or distant

stations.

•Entire freedom from hum.

No distortion.

Rectifies both sides of the cycle.

Costs less than J4c per day to operate.

Does not over-work tubes.

Will operate ANY receiving set from 1 to

8 tubes of any type.

Complete control of both detector and ampli-

fier voltages. ,

Detector, 0 to 45.

Amplifier, 0 to 160.

Compact—neat—clean.

No acids.

Quickly and easily connected.

Insist upon your jobber securing a FORDEC
for you at once—show it—cash the public

demand. FORDEC is fully guaranteed, and
works wonderfully under practically every
condition.

Order direct if you prefer—we will supply
you through your own distributor. But don't

lose time—get started.

This price without tubes. If desired, two per-

fectly matched, specially made rectifying tubes

may be had at $3.00 each. These tubes carry

the same guarantee as FORDEC.

Foreign & Domestic Electrical Commodities, Inc.

Eastern Office

629-635 West 23rd Street

New York, N. Y.

Western Office

11502 Madison Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio
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Neither cold type

nor pictorial illustration

can adequately portray the

merits of the Farrand-Godley

Speaker. Why resort to the superla-

tive, the alluring adjective, the extrava-

gant claim, or the artist's brush? For it

is the Ear, rather than the Eye, that

sits in judgment. From the day of its

introduction, the Farrand-Godley Speaker

has spoken for itself in unmistakable

terms of new tonal beauty . . . and in-

variably the listening Ear has saidBUY.

Farrand Manufacturing Co., Inc.,

28 South 6th Street,

Newark, N. J.

SB
LIST

PRICE

$32-50

SPEAKER
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THE MANUFACTURERS OF THE FINEST LOUD SPEAKERS AND PHONOGRAPHS USE

CA DIAP
THEY BRING OUT

The Purest Tones
The Subtle Overtones
The Delicate Shadings

The Absolute Reproduction of the Voice, Instrument and the Ensemble

Diaphragms made of substitute materials do not attain the same results

WHY NOT HAVE THE BEST?
Write for Samples and Prices

WILLIAM BRAND CO., 27 E. 22nd Street New York City
Manufacturers of Mica Diaphragms, Oil Tubing and Insulating Material for the Radio and Electrical Trade

Brunswick Go. Announces 1925 Will Be Big Needle V. Rizzo's Hotel Sylvania
New Record Exchange Plan Year, Says Harry Acton Orch. Makes Okeh Records

Suggests That Dealers Allow Credit on Return

of Old Records of Standard Make Providing

the Customer Buys Four New Brunswicks

The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. has an-

nounced to dealers in Brunswick records a new
plan for increasing record sales through the

exchange of old records on the part of cus-

tomers. Under the plan it is suggested that

dealers accept from customers Victor, Vocalion

and Brunswick records, granting a credit of

seventy-five cents for each four records of

those makes returned provided the customer

applies that credit to the purchase of four new
Brunswick records. The list price of the re-

turned records has no bearing on the maxi-

mum allowance of seventy-five cents for four

recordings.

The Brunswick Co. states that the plan was
tried out successfully by the Aeolian Co. last

year and stimulated record demand materially.

In supporting the dealers in carrying out the

plan the Brunswick Co. agrees to credit the

dealer with the wholesale price of the 75c

records for every four old records returned,

provided an order is given to the wholesale

branch for a number of records corresponding

to those returned.

One of the features of the plan is that it

serves to move out of record cabinets old

records that have lost their interest for the

customer and are seldom used, thus leaving

room for the installation of new records bought

at list prices and with profit from their local

retail dealer.

mis record bag without
String or button BUT
with effective flap latch

C0H0ES
(PRONOUNCED KO-HOSE)

RECORD
CARRY BAG

Cohoes Envelope Co., Inc.
Sales Office

N. Y. and Vicinity

342 MADISON AVE.

Home Office

and Factory

COHOES, N. Y.

Brilliantone Steel Needle Co. Receiving Steady
Increase in Orders for Products of W. H.
Bagshaw Co., Lowell, Mass.

The Brilliantone Steel Needle Co., of New
York City, sales agent of the W. H. Bagshaw
Co., of Lowell, Mass., reports a steady increase

in needle demands. As was announced last

month, all Reflexo products consisting of Gilt

Edge and Reflexo steel needles, which are also

made by the W. H. Bagshaw Co., are now
shipped and billed by the Brilliantone Steel

Needle Co. This allows all Bagshaw products

to be ordered from one source and also makes
possible delivery in one shipment.

Coincident with this change it was announced
the following members of the Brilliantone staff

were the only ones authorized to solicit and
accept orders on behalf of the Brilliantone Steel

Needle Co. The names on the staff mentioned
are: Harry W. Acton, Louis J. Unger, Sydney
S. Risser and Irving P. Unger.

Harry W. Acton, general manager of the

company, reports a steady and increasing vol-

ume of needle orders being received. "The
first three months of the year have proved that

1925 is going to be a big needle year," summed
up Mr. Acton. "Bagshaw quality is better

known than ever before and orders are coming
in thick and fast."

Alton Whitefield Joins the

Galdwell-Lyons Sales Force

Shelbyville, Ky., April 2.—Alton Whitefield,

formerly associated with the Starr Piano Co.,

at Cincinnati, O., as traveling salesman, has re-

signed his position to join the sales force of

'the Caldwell-Lyons Phonograph Co., distrib-

utor of Starr pianos, Starr phonographs and

Gennett records. Mr. Whitefield will cover

Kentucky, parts of Tennessee, Indiana and

Illinois. Mr. Whitefield has been in the music

business for a number of years and his intimate

knowledge of Starr products and experience

with the wholesale trade fit him admirably for

this position.

Van Veen Makes Installation

The Starck Piano Co., 110 West Forty-second

street, New York City, has had its entire base-

ment made into a showroom. The work was in

the hands of Van Veen & Co., Inc., manufac-

turer of talking machine wareroom equipment,

and the contract also included decorations. The

basement showroom consists of three thousand

square feet of space and is provided with exhibi-

tion rooms and all other modern wareroom equip-

ment.

Nightly Broadcasting of This Orchestra Pop-
ular—Okeh Records Also Admired

Philadelphia has developed several orchestras

which have become very popular in the record-

ing and broadcasting fields. One of the newest
and one which gives great promise of being

in the spotlight for a long time to come is

Vincent Rizzo's Hotel Sylvania Orchestra

Vincent Rizzo's Hotel Sylvania Orchestra. The
nightly broadcasting of its concert from the

dining room of the Sylvania Hotel has made
the orchestra popular with everyone within

radio reception distance of the Philadelphia

broadcasting station.

Vincent Rizzo and His Hotel Sylvania Or-

chestra are also popular recording artists on

Okeh records. His latest releases in the Okeh
catalog are "In the Shade of a Sheltering Tree,"

from the current Music Box Revue, and "The

Only Only One." Okeh dealers everywhere re-

port the popularity of these recordings. This

is particularly true in the city of Philadelphia,

where the Everybody's Talking Machine Co.,

distributor of Okeh records, reports the de-

mand has been exceptional.

Vincent Rizzo is a talented musician of con-

siderable ability, and his arrangements are par-

ticularly pleasing and harmonious. The play-

ing of his orchestra- has received the praises oi

many prominent musicians, and among Mr.

Rizzo's prized possessions is a letter from Leo-

pold Stokowski, famous leader of the Phila-

delphia Orchestra, who after dining at the Syl-

vania Hotel wrote to Mr. Rizzo his sincere ap-

preciation of the music he had played.

Davega Has Anniversary

Davega, Inc., whose chain stores, numbering

fourteen, carry talking machines, radio and

sporting goods, celebrated its forty-sixth year

in business last month. The first Davega shop

was opened forty-six years ago by I, and S. B.

Davega, with sporting goods as the featured

merchandise. The officials of Davega, Inc., are

S. B. Davega, president; A. Davega, treasurer,

and Harry S. Davega, vice-president.
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Why Advertise a Registering Piano
in a Phonograph Journal?

For just this reason: we are able to present a product with an
active, profitable market, merchandised on much the same lines

as are talking machines.

Your merchandise, generally speaking, is nationally adver-

tised. So is the Gulbransen.

Your merchandise, generally speaking, is nationally priced.

So is the Gulbransen.

Your merchandise, generally speaking, is at a point where the

service expense is so small as to be practically negligible. The
same is true of the Gulbransen.

Your merchandise opens a way to continued profit from the

original transaction through the sale of records. So does the

Gulbransen.

Your manufacturers, generally speaking, concentrate on few
styles, requiring minimum investment in stock of machines, by
the dealer. So do we, making four models only.

In the phonograph field are some of the

world's greatest "human interest" trade

marks. The Gulbransen also has such a

trade mark — the famous Baby that means
"Easy-to-Play".

These are a few reasons why the Gulbran-

sen "fits in" with the average retail talking

machine business, and why it is now
handled in so many stores of this type.

Many merchants heretofore handling talk-

ing machines exclusively have changed

their policy on account of the Gulbransen

opportunity.

You may find that there are many points

of similarity in your own case—enabling

you to sell Gulbransens at a very slight

increase in overhead.

Why not find out? We'll gladly send

the full details to any dealer in commun-
ities where representation is available.

Just fill in the handy coupon.

GULBRANSEN COMPANY
3236 W. Chicago Ave., Chicago

(Pronounced Gal-BRAN-s*ot

M-O-T-I-O-N
in your window

Here is the type of

up-to-date moving

window display de-

vice that phonograph

merchants are accus-

tomed to. A
moving Baby.

The Gulbran-

sen trade-mark

in action.

r
GULBRANSEN COMPANY

3236 W. Chicago Avenue, Chicago

Gentlemen—Tell us how the Gulbransen "fits in" with a

talking machine business.

Name

Address

City
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RADIO CABINETS

Model 600-R-2
William & Mary Style

American walnut or Eng-
lish brown mahogany,
duo-tone. Rosewood and
walnut inlay.

Model 1100-R-2
Stuan Style

English brown mahogany
or American walnut,
duo-tone.

Model 1200-R-2
Louis XVI Style

Selected American walnut
and Oriental burl. Fluted
silk interior fitting.

RADIO

Prices Slightly Higher

West of Rockies

Wonderful Pooley cabinetwork—the

world's standard for 41 years.

So easy to sell

—

Pooley national ad-

vertising is carrying the Pooley mes-

sage to the millions who want their

radio, batteries and loud speakers

self-contained in a beautiful piece

of furniture.

QUICK SALES - BIG PROFITS

Write Radio Sales Department C

THE POOLEY COMPANY
Indiana Avenue— 16th & 17th Streets

PHILADELPHIA, U. S. A.
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Here is an exclusive Pooley sales

argument.

Each cabinet contains the Built-in
Pooley Floating Amplifying Horn
(patent pending), with the celebrated
Atwater Kent Reproducing Unit
—a combination found only in
Pooley Radio Cabinets. It gives
unusual volume with a clarity and
sweetness of tone surpassing any-
thing radio science has yet developed.

Write Radio Sales Department C

THE POOLEY COMPANY
Indiana Avenue— 16th &. 17th Streets

PHILADELPHIA, U. S. A.
Prices Slightly Higher

West of Rockies
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Now the Natural Voice
T. M. & Radio Cabinet Co.

P. G. Spitz in Important
New Post in St. Louis

A user of die-castings

dependent upon a sin-

gle source of supply for

his die-cast parts, la-

bors under a hazard

which may cost him
thousands of dollars in

delayed deliveries and
lost sales.

No such hazard is in-

curred by the purchaser

of Doehler Die-Cast-

ings, for the three com-
plete Doehler plants are

at his command—for

real service.

It is beyond the bounds
of probability that cir-

cumstances could com-
bine to stop production

from all three of these

Doehler plants, at one
time.

GENERAL OFFICE AND ASSEMBLING DIVISION
BROOKLYN, N.V".

PLANTS AT
POTTSTOWN.PA- BATAVIA.N.VT- TOLEDO. O.

Ferrara Bros. Incorporate the Natural Voice

Talking Machine & Radio Cabinet Co.

—

Founders Well and Favorably Known

Oneida, N. Y., April 6.—The old-established

manufacturing plant of Ferrara Bros, has been

reorganized and incorporated under the name
of the Natural Voice Talking Machine & Radio

Cabinet Co., with Ben Ferrara as president;

Edward L. Haskell, vice-president; W. D.

Parkell, treasurer; R. H. DeWitt, secretary,

and W. W. Wilcox, attorney. These five men
constitute the board of directors.

Mr. Ferrara has been manufacturing high-

class furniture all his life and for a number of

years was with the old Smith & Ellis plant at

Canastota, N. Y. Coming to Oneida nearly

twenty years ago he began the manufacture of

dining room furniture, accompanied by his

brother Ralph, continuing until about twelve

years ago, when the company's name was
changed to the Natural Voice Talking Ma-
chine Co. The company manufactured the

Natural Voice talking machine and attained

marked success with this product.

The Natural Voice Talking Machine Co. is

well known in the Eastern half of the United
States and the steady growth of its business

resulted in the incorporation of the company
and in increase in working capital to take care

of new business. The new company was in-

corporated in November, 1924, and immedi-

ately began the manufacture of radio cabinets

and radio tables in connection with the manu-
facture of talking machines. It is planned to

make many new improvements in the plant

within the next few months. New machinery

has already been installed and additional land

has been purchased which will be utilized for

a new building. Another building will be com-

pletely overhauled and made into a modern
office and showroom with a complete line of

talking machines, radio cabinets and radio

tables on display.

E. L. Haskel, vice-president of the company,
is one of the leading insurance men of Central

New York, having large interests in Oneida,

Utica and Canastota. W. D. Parkell, treasurer,

is a retired business man and will devote con-

siderable of his time to the new corporation.

R. H. DeWitt, secretary of the company, re-

signed the secretaryship of the Oneida Cham-
ber of Commerce to devote his entire time to

the Natural Voice Co. Mr. Wilcox is a lawyer
of considerable prominence, and at the present

time is City Judge of Oneida.

Canvassing for Radio Sales

Brockton, Mass., April 7.—L. R. Porter, talk-

ing machine and radio dealer, featuring Edison
phonographs and records, states that he has

found canvassing the best method of securing

radio prospects. Using an auto, Mr. Porter

covers a territory five miles in each direction

from the store and, by gaining access to the

prospect's home and setting up an instrument

to give a demonstration, finds the actual selling

an easy matter. Direct mail is also used with

success by this live dealer, who has built up
a large business.

Former Manager of J. L. Brandeis & Sons,

Omaha, Made Department Manager of B.

Nugent & Bros. Co., New St. Louis, Mo., Firm

Omaha, Neb., April 4.—P. G. Spitz, until re-

cently manager of the music department of

J. L. Brandeis & Sons, Omaha, has accepted the

position of installing and managing the music
department of the new B. Nugent & Bros. Dry
Goods Co., St. Louis. Mr. Spitz, or "Pete," as

he is. known to his friends, has been actively

P. G. Spitz

engaged in many responsible musical connec-

tions for the past twenty years. His early

training was received with a leading wholesaler

in Philadelphia. Later he came West and affil-

iated with Chase & West, at that time whole-

salers for the Victor Co. From there he went
with the Jones, Black Dry Goods Co. in Water-

loo, la. Then, after a short period with T. S.

Martin, of Sioux City, he became associated

with the Brandeis store in Omaha, where he

has been located for the past three years. Dur-

ing this time he has been connected with a num-
ber of musical organizations in this section of

the country and served for three years as presi-

dent of the Iowa Victor Dealers' Association.

Six New Distributors Ap-
pointed by Jewett Go.

Detroit, Mich., April 7.—The Jewett Radio &
Phonograph Co. recently announced the appoint-

ments of the following distributors: Carolinas

Auto Supply Co., Charlotte, N. C; Southern

Auto Supply Co., Washington, D. C; Radio

Appliances, Inc., Columbia, S. C; Isaac Walker
Hardware Co., Peoria, 111.; Franklin H. Clark,

Sioux City, Iowa, and the Charleston Hardware
Co., Charleston, Va.

Opens Store in Ponce, P. R.

The Luvema Talking Machine Co. has re-

cently opened attractive and well-equipped

quarters in Ponce, Porto Rico. Edison phono-

graphs, records, repair parts, needles, novelties,

radio apparatus and other supplies for the trade

are handled by this establishment.

PHONOGRAPH CASES
RADIO CASES

Reinforced 3-ply Veneer
The Standard Case for Talking

Machines and Radio Sets

MADE BY
Let us figure on your requirements

PLYWOOD CORPORATION, Goldsboro, N. C.

Mills in Va., N. C. and S. C.
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In the April issue of their official house-organ the "Engineering Service

Bulletin" say of the SELECTRON—

r ENGINEERING SERVICE
BULLETIN

FROM time to time we shall bring to the atten-

tion of our dealers various devices which will

aid them in the sale of Freed-Eisemann ap-

paratus. The only interest we have in doing this is

the desire to see our receivers used with the best

possible equipment under the best possible conditions.

The Audak Co., 565 Fifth Avenue, New York City,

has designed an instrument known as the Selectron, to

be used with phonograph and radio. It permits the
loud-speaking phonograph unit to deliver the received
signals directly to the sound chamber of phonographs.
The sound chamber is, of course, a highly developed
and scientifically constructed amplifier, extremely well

suited to radio as well as phonograph reproduction.

It will readily be appreciated that when the phono-
graph unit can deliver the broadcast signals directly to
the sound chamber of the phonograph, that any losses
or distortion which might occur in the tone arm of the
phonograph will be eliminated. The phonograph unit
when attached directly to the sound chamber will form
a loud speaker of scientific construction which will

serve to bring out the full tones of the received music
without distortion of any kind. Furthermore, the in-

convenience of having to take off the phonograph unit
and replace the sound box of the phonograph when it is

desired to use records will also be eliminated, since the
Selectron has an added advantage in that it enables
one to change from radio to phonograph instantly by
the mere turn of a dial. Also the Receiving Set can
be admitted to the living room, as the ordinary ugly
horn will not have to be used.

The advantages of llie Selectron when used in a Vic-
trola equipped with a radio panel are obvious, but it

will be of great service also when used with regular
receiving sets attached to a loud-speaking phonograph
unit, so that the sound chamber of the phonograph
may be utilized.

The Selectron has been carefully tested in our labora-
tories and found to work satisfactorily in every respect.

(ELECTRON is acclaimed by

the talking machine indus-

try as the "missing link."

In this series of advertisements, of

which this is the second, we now
showT endorsement of SELECTRON
by the radio industry.

(In a previous ad we had the pleasure of fea-

turing the endorsement of SELECTRON by
the Stromberg-Carlson Co. Further set manu-
facturer's endorsements will be announced in

subsequent copy.)

OF PARTICULAR INTEREST TO TALKING
MACHINE DEALERS AND JOBBERS

SELECTRON forever
preserves the talking

machine as a musical in-

strument and retains it

in the record market.

A Selectronized talking

machine is perma-
nently protected
against being 'killed

off" as a musical in-

strument.

SELECTRON brings

dead talking machines
back to life and back
into the record market.

4. Each of the many mil-
lions of talking ma-
chine owners is a pros-
pect.

5. SELECTRON does all

of the above without in
any way disturbing the
talking machine in the
least—and without any
so-called "installation."'

Have your jobber tell you all about Selectron

or write direct

AUDAK COMPANY
565 Fifth Avenue New York, N. Y

LIST PRICE

SELECTRON
Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.
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Kennedy Distributor Has
Effective Delivery System

Radio Studio of Buffalo Provides Salesmen
With Fully Equipped Trucks So That Imme-
diate Delivery Is Made on All Orders

minutes after arrangements have been com-

pleted.

Five of these cars are being operated at the

present time by the Radio Studio and as they

are well equipped and artistically decorated

their very appearance has the effect of reflect-

ing the up-to-date policies of the firm.

New Brunswick Plan for

Building Gold Label Demand

Sample Records Will Be Sent to Those Whose
Names Are Furnished to the Company by the

Dealer—Should Develop High-class Trade

Buffalo, N. Y., April 7.—The Radio Studio of

Buffalo, which distributes the Colin B. Kennedy
receivers exclusively in this territory, is build-

ing an enviable reputation by the caliber of

its policy of dealer co-operation. An interest-

Patent Office Transfer

Indicates Great Progress

Dr. De Forest Hails President Coolidge Anent

the Transfer of Patent Office From Depart-

ment of Interior to Department of Commerce

One of the Radio Studio Trucks

ing example of this is shown in the company's
manner of making deliveries. Each salesman

is provided with a Dodge car, fully equipped,

an illustration of which is given herewith. The
salesman Covers his territory in this car, carry-

ing a stock of Kennedy receiving sets. Upon
calling on a dealer and securing an order for

a number of sets delivery is made immediately.

It is needless to state that this service has won
the heartfelt appreciation of the dealers.

In localities where dealer connections have

not been effected the salesman knows in ad-

vance who he would like to sell and has made
in advance the proper inquiries regarding credit,

etc. If upon his initial call he is successful in

landing the dealer, a stock of Colin B. Kennedy
receivers are in the new dealer's store a few

Dr. Lee De Forest, noted inventor in radio,

hailed with enthusiasm the order by President

Coolidge transferring the Patent Office from

the Department of the Interior to the Depart-

ment of Commerce.
"It is the most forward-looking step in the

history of the Patent Office," he said, "espe-

cially in view of the vigorous campaign to re-

move present injustices toward American pat-

entees and manufacturers which Mr. Hoover
has promised.

"The blindness of Congress is responsible for

long delays and other obstacles to modern
progress. It does not seem to understand the

tremendous volume of work the examiners of

the bureau are required to do, or that though

over 50,000 patents and trade-marks are issued

each year, it requires twelve months or more to

get an application through, instead of six weeks

or two months that should be necessary. This

could be accomplished with increased pay and

personnel. The member who introduces a bill

that brings this about will do much to etch his

name in the Hall of Fame."

The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., Chicago,

has provided for its dealers an interesting plan

whereby Brunswick Gold Label records record-

ed by artists of the New Hall of Fame can be

brought directly to the attention of the dealer's

prospects at a minimum of expense.

Under the plan the dealer is asked to turn

over to the company a selected list of record

buyers who might be expected to be interested

in records of the Gold Label type. To each of

the customers on the list there will be sent a

Gold Label record with the compliments of the

Brunswick Co., accompanied by a personal let-

ter stating that the record is sent at the sugges-

tion of the local dealer. The customer is asked

to acknowledge the sample records and these

acknowledgments will be turned over to the

dealer.

The only expense of the dealer beyond that

of preparing the list, which is negligible, is a

charge of fifteen cents for each record sent to

its customers, thereby representing a most eco-

nomical and at the same time impressive

method for getting an actual sample of the Gold

Label Records into the customer's hands.

California Ramblers Ramble

The M. P. Moller Music Store, Hagerstown;

Md., was recently damaged by a fire which

started in an adjoining .building.

The California Ramblers, exclusive Columbia
artists, are aptly named in that within a fort-

night recently they appeared in four different

States. Among other engagements they played

at the Mid-Winter Carnival at Dartmouth, N. H.;

in Pennsylvania at the Ivy Ball at the University

of Pennsylvania; in the District of Columbia

as headliners at the Rialto Theatre, and in New
York at the Alamac Hotel.

The Natural Voice—A Finished Product
Proved by Years of Experience—Not by Guesswork

NATURAL VOICE CABINETS
All "NATURAL VOICE" Cabinets are cor-

rectly designed to conform with the prevail-

ing styles in fine furniture.

NATURAL VOICE MOTORS
"The Heart of the Machine," a test will show
that the "Natural Voice" motor is the most
quiet winding and running motor used, also

guaranteed for two years.

RADIO CABINETS AND TABLES
We have a complete line of both cabinets and
tables or will make them up to your speci-

fications.

MR. DEALER
You are interested in our proposition, it is

a winner, ask for catalogue and prices.

Numbers 800, 909 and 915 can easily be
converted into a Radio Receiving machine.

Natural Voice Talking Machine Co.

221 Wilson St., Oneida, N. Y.
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Don C. Preston Sells Radio Sans Try-Out
West Coast Dealer Tells How He Avoids Costly Demonstrations

in Merchandising Radio—Quality Products as a Sales Builder

Life is a matter of changes, and so it is with

any business. Success in either depends largely

upon the ability of making adjustments to meet

the ever-changing conditions. We of the music

industry now realize, greatly against our will,

that never before have we been confronted with

this great problem as we are to-day, and our

very existence depends largely upon a proper

solution of the readjustment problems.

I am frank to confess that never have I

dreaded any change or addition to my business

as I did that of adding radio to our then com-

plete music stores. This fear I now feel to

have been mostly due to my lack of confidence

and knowledge in this line, and not until . I had

studied out a thorough merchandising plan on

a basis which would make the department a

profitable one did I enter this field.

Quality Products Build Radio Sales

A solid foundation can only be built upon the

continued selling of the right kind of merchan-

dise. A very good rule in any business is to

first be sure that you are handling the best that

the market affords; then put yourself behind

it 100 per cent, and do not change your line

to please every salesman who comes along.

Make yourself the best customer for the best

manufacturer, and if he is the best he will

appreciate your trade and will do his utmost

to show his appreciation and hold your steady

support. At the same time, one must realize

that his particular business comes first, and

that no one is entitled to serve him unless all

interests are mutually profitable. One must

never allow his place of business to become
the dumping ground for inferior merchandise.

How Don C. Preston Sells Radio

Following out this thought, we selected the

lines which we could back up so strongly that

we could sell them right over the counter, so to

speak, and know that we could back them up by

giving real radio satisfaction and retain the

confidence of our trade.

We believe in selling radio right in the store

if possible. One of the greatest mistakes any

dealer can make is to allow the customer to

think that the accepted way of buying radio is

to demonstrate in the home. Make them feel

that the accepted way is to buy in the store,

placing their confidence in your ability to satisfy

them. The moment you suggest home demon-
stration, before exhausting every resource to

sell them in the store, they immediately take it

for granted that home demonstration is the

proper way of selling. The thought then enters

their mind that if you are so willing to do this,

why not try them all and see which they like

the best. Then you know only too well what
happens. They then become keenly critical, and
any time you may spend with them or service

you may render is simply taken as sales effort

and is not as a general rule appreciated. On
the other hand, if you sell them in the store and
receive some of their money, they are going to

appreciate everything you do for them and
accept it as service and not as sales effort.

They will also be more patient with you when
they have a financial investment; the pride of

ownership is bound to exert itself, and, besides,

no one is fool enough to admit right away, at

least, that he has made a mistake in judgment
by buying something that he has not heard.

These very human facts will assist you in mak-

For Playing All

Needle Records

on the Edison
Diamond Disc Height adjustment screw H enables

you to operate the 5-E the same as the
regular Edison Reproducer

nickel ORO-TONE No. 5-E
$6.00 Usual Discounts to Dealers

GOLD OR
OXIDIZED

$7.50
WITHOUT QUESTION OR DOUBT the No. 5-E is the most perfect equipment
made for playing all needle records on the New Edison.

ATTACH IN ONE SECOND—Swing it over and lower on the record with the oper-

ating lever just the same as when using the Edison reproducer and the Edison record.

TONE QUALITY—Deep, rich and powerful. You will be pleased with both the vol-

ume and quality of tone.

AUTOMATIC SELF-ADJUSTING REPRODUCER—Nothing to get out of order.

Compression spring S is compressed by plunger P when pivot screws X are seated,

which insures a perfect flexible adjustment at all times.

Ask Your Edison Jobber or Send for Sample on 30 Days Approval

The Oro-Tone Co.
1000-1010 George Street Chicago, U. S. A.

ing the installation a satisfactory one, as we all

know that the first few days are the hardest,

and if you have the co-operation of the buyer
you are bound to satisfy him.

Avoiding Home Demonstrations
When a customer asks for a home demon-

stration, we tell them that should we demon-
strate, and the set prove satisfactory and they
buy it, would they have confidence in us to take

care of it if something went wrong the day after

they had paid for it—or in the demonstration
and later buying, will they relieve us of all

responsibility if it goes wrong? Of course, they
will not, and they admit that they would still

have confidence in us to take care of them.
Then why not display that confidence now by
making a deposit and trust in us to satisfy them.

Should they still insist upon a demonstra-
tion, we ask them if they are enough sold on
the set and us that they will agree to buy if

the demonstration is satisfactory, and they are

able to meet the required terms. In other

words, it must be clearly understood that they

will buy if everything is satisfactory; other-

wise, we are too busy to give them a demon-
stration, as we are taking all "of our time to

give service to those who are buying outright,

as they are entitled to our service first. By
following this policy you will test the sincerity

of your customers and they are not much of a

. prospect if you cannot get some positive state-

ment from them as to whether they will buy.

Customer Pays for Aerial Construction

When you are unable to close your deal in

the store, and a home demonstration is abso-

lutely essential to the consummation of the sale,

we insist that the customers pay for the aerial

installation, as they will have to have an aerial

no matter from whom they purchase a set.

This light investment tests their sincerity, and
also makes a wedge for an easy close.

We prefer not to leave a set out overnight.

However, we do occasionally vary from this

rule. We also guarantee to make any change
within our lines to suit individuals, as long as

they take their own chance on tubes and bat-

teries, and the units must still be standard at

the time of the exchange. It must also be

within a reasonable length of time.

Sticking to the Truth

Not having any local broadcasting station

which operates in the day time, and the others

being at too great a distance, we are unable

to make even a store demonstration, so we must
talk our goods with a great deal of confidence,

and must be in a position to back up every

statement.

Only the other day a lady came into the store

and was greatly disgusted with a competitor

for stating that his set would get everything

but Mars. With a few straight facts, dealing

with a few of the bad features of radio, as well

as the good, she purchased from us for cash.

How Trade Can Aid in Stabilization

Radio has come to stay, and the sooner we
do our part to stabilize this new addition to

our business, the sooner will other lines become
readjusted to the new conditions.

Above all keep your stocks in all depart-

ments clean, and buy only according to your

immediate sales. If you are conducting a gen-

eral music business, you must be ready to swing

your efforts from one line to the other as

occasion demands. Clean and well-balanced

stocks will allow you to do this.

Trade-ins should be watched very carefully.

No article should be accepted beyond what you

would actually pay in cash for it. If it is un-

salable, do not take it at any price. We trade

for no second-hand radios ourselves. Phono-

graphs and pianos are taken only at cash value.
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Thompson
Radio

-^an instrument worthy
of great music

"OW that the mechanics of radio

transmission have been brought

to a high state of perfection,

programs are getting better and better.

Artists of world-wide repute are bring-

ing their talents to the broadcasting

studio. Completing the cycle of per-

fection is the Thompson receiver, which
delivers these improved programs pre-

cisely as they are put upon the air.

The great operatic arias; the blended

strings, woodwinds and brass of the

symphony orchestra ; restful chamber
music; the foot-agitating rhythm of

America's great dance orchestras; the

natural voice of a great statesman— the

Thompson brings them all to you in

the tones of realism. "Thompson Tone
stands alone," music-lovers say.

Thompson has the background

Behind the Thompson Neutrodyne is

a radio and engineering background
unmatched in the industry— fifteen

years' experience in designing, develop-

ing and manufacturing intricate and
delicate radio apparatus for the armies,

navies and commercial institutions of

the world. Add this to the Neutro-

dyne superiorities in general and you

have a receiving set that stands alone

in the world of music

In the Thompson Radio, range, vol-

ume and selectivity are likewise out-

standing. These superiorities and
Thompson Tone are what induced high-

class music dealers and dealers in high-

class radio and electrical equipment to

seek the Thompson franchise. These
dealers are glad to demonstrate the

Thompson in your home, and to extend,

if you wish, reasonable terms.

Distance with volume
An unique transformer (an exclusive

Thompson engineering feat") permits

the use of six tubes in the Thompson
Neutrodyne—an achievement hereto-

fore confined to the laboratory. Dis-

tant programs that come in faintly (if

at all!) on ordinary receiving sets are

delivered with the volume of nearby

broadcasts on the 6-tube Thompson.

Like the reserve power of the 90-

horse- power automobile, the super-

power of the 6-tube Thompson Neu-
trodyne is there when you need it. The
6-tube Thompson Concert Grand can

be used with 6 tubes, 5 tubes or 4 tubes

by merely moving a simple plug from

OlOCDPSOD

one socket to another. Truly a power
range possible with no other Neutro-

dyne on the market.

Three sets from which to choose

The 6-tube Thompson Concert Grand
sells at $180. This is unquestionably

the finest thing in radio today at any
price. There is also the 5-tube Thomp-
son Parlor Grand Tvhich sells at $145.

Thompson quality throughout, but with
one tube less than the Concert Grand.
Then there is the 5-tube Thompson
Grandette which sells at $125. This
differs from the Parlor Grand chiefly

in size and cabinet work.

Arrange now for demonstration

In the quiet of your home, free from
disturbing influences, hear the Thomp-
son Neutrodyne. The Thompson dealer

will bring a set to your home and
demonstrate it under operating condi-
tions which any set you buy will have
to meet. This will give you the oppor-
tunity to let your ear decide.

Radio programs are getting better
day by day. To hear them at their

best, you need the musical marvel of

radio— the Thompson Neutrodyne.
Arrange for the demonstration now!
R. E. Thomp-

Thc 6-tube Thompson Neutrodyne

RHDIO
Thompson Speaker, $28

To jtet best results from the Thompson or any olhcr

<nod receiver, use the Thompson Speaker. Exlremelv
sensitive. Contain!) oversize magnet and coils, ampli-

fvinft armature, diaphragm in scientific cone shape,

.md inctudev simple thumb-screw volumc-refiubtor.

Uses no battery current. For supremely natural home
radio—the Thompson Speaker!

l ull-page newspaper rotogravure advertisement (greatly reduced). Appeared in New York Times and The Chicago Tribune.
Typical of Thompson national advertising.

"Thompson Tone" backed by
15 years' experience

Fifteen years' experience in the industry

has produced here, not only an excellent

radio, but a marvelously fine musical instru-

ment. That's why the Thompson Neutro-
dyne is always handled by those music
houses who have established reputations for

carrying only the best musical instruments.

And that's why the Thompson is winning
its way pell-mell into the music-loving hearts

of the country.

An extensive campaign of newspaper ad-

vertising is fast establishing the fact of the

goodness of the Thompson Radio. Thomp-
sons sell. They sell because hearing is

believing! There is no question but that the

Thompson Radio is one receiver that sells

upon the sheer merits of a demonstration.

Excellent profits and much musical pres-

tige accompany the Thompson franchise.

A liberal policy of dealer co-operation is

behind the Thompson line—with a company
that has stood foremost in its field for many
years.

Have you seen the Thompson Phono-
graph Panel?

If you are interested in the present of

musical radio, and in the remarkable possi-

bilities it holds for the future, we shall be

glad to refer you to the nearest Thompson
distributor.

R. E. THOMPSON MANUFACTURING CO., 30 Church St., New York City. Factory, Jersey City
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Orchestra of Columbia
Artists Broadcasts Hymns

First Time a Dance Orchestra Has Given a

Radio Program of This Character

For the first time in the history of broadcast-

ing, a dance orchestra broadcast a program of

hymns, this unique program being given dur-

ing Easter week by the California Ramblers,

well-known dance orchestra, recording exclu-

sively for the Columbia library. The program

was given under the direction of Arthur Hand,
leader of the orchestra, and was broadcast over

Station WGBS in New York, controlled by Gim-
bel. Bros.

The program provided a series of hymns ap-

propriate for the occasion, including "The Lord
Is Risen," "The Palms," "Lo the Stone is

Rolled Away," "It Is the Blessed Easter Morn"
and "Holy, Holy, Holy." Special symphonic
arrangements were made by the California

Ramblers, who have achieved considerable pop-

ularity because of the individuality of their

dahce arrangements. At the present time the

orchestra is also considering the symphonic ar-

rangement for broadcasting over WGBS such

well-known hymns as "Abide With Me," "My
Faith Looks Up to Thee," "Lead, Kindly

Light," "Rock of Ages" and "When the Mists

Have Rolled Away."

Edison Tone Test in Seattle

Seattle, Wash., April 6.—An Edison tone test

concert, with Betsy Lane Shepherd, soprano,

and Jacques Glockner, cellist, was recently

given at the Olympic Hotel under the auspices

of the Rice Watters Music Co. and the Edison

Phonograph Co. The event was enthusiastically

received, and dealers report an increased de-

mand for the records made by these artists and

the Edison tone as a whole.

Don M. Weimer recently purchased a half

interest in the Music Shoppe, Wooster, O., from

Devere Kaufman, proprietor.

"Avon" Cabinet Marketed
by L. R. Donehue Co.

Important New Distributors Appointed—In-

creased Demand for Adapto Products

The L. R. Donehue Co., of Perth Amboy,
N. J., manufacturer of Adapto cabinets, has

just issued a new model, which has been given

the name "Avon." The Adapto cabinets have

won their success through the fact that any of

the table model radio receivers can be installed

in their compartments. There is also room for

batteries and other accessories and the cabinets

come complete with an amplifying horn and
speaker unit.

P. A. Ware, sales manager of the company,
announces that its newest distributors are the

Penn Phonograph Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; Col-

lings & Co., Victor distributors, Newark, N. J.,

and Cohen & Hughes, of Baltimore, Washing-
ton and Pittsburgh, who are large factors in

radio distribution in seven States.

The L. R. Donehue Co. has found it neces-

sary to greatly expand its factory and distri-

bution activities in order to meet the demands
for its products, which are constantly increas-

ing. Its factory in New Albany, Ind., is operat-

ing at full capacity. L. R. Donehue, who per-

sonally designs the Adapto models as well as

superintends their construction, has in prepara-

tion, a further addition, a period model, which
will be a high quality cabinet carrying all the

refinements possible in a radio cabinet.

Otto Heineman Off on
Trip to Pacific Coast

President and Founder of General Phonograph
Corp. on Six Weeks' Visit to the Trade

Otto Heineman, president and founder of the

General Phonograph Corp., left New York on

March 22 for a six weeks' trip to the Pacific

Coast. Mr. Heineman's itinerary provides for a

week's stay in Chicago, during which time he

attended the meeting of the Phonograph Man-
ufacturers' Club, held in that city on March 26.

Mr. Heineman is taking this trip in the interests

of all of the branches of the company's activi-

ties and he will undoubtedly receive a royal

welcome from manufacturers, jobbers and deal-

ers throughout the country. The General Pho-

nograph Corp. is making plans for an aggres-

sive sales campaign throughout 1925, and Mr.

Heineman will co-operate with the company's

clientele in making these plans as effective and

productive as possible.

New Blair Radio Set Is

Now Being Distributed

The Blair Radio Laboratories, Twenty-third

street and Sixth avenue, New York City, which

has heretofore confined its manufacturing activ-

ities to export business, now - announces a six-

tube popular-priced Blair receiver for the Amer-
ican market. This is a tuned radio frequency

and resistance coupled audio amplification

product. The product is said to embody the

result of years of experience in both British and

American laboratories. The sets are manufactured

in mahogany and walnut cabinets with bakelite

sloping panels and with three dials of the same

composition. According to the sales depart-

ment of the Blair Co. the receiver goes through

a series of eleven rigid inspections, following

which it is sealed, leaving the factory mechan-

ically and electrically perfect. It is guaranteed

by the manufacturers for the period of one year

and will be replaced or the purchase price re-

funded within reasonable time if the seal re-

mains unbroken.

The Mastercraft Radio Mfg. Co., New York,

was recently incorporated at Albany with a

capital stock of $20,000. The incorporators are

A. Levine, A. Dick and C. W. Halpern.

3

Early releases of the latest and big-

gest hits.

Recordings by the most popular or-

chestras and foremost artists.

A distinctive appearance.

Write for sample records and complete details

DOMINO RECORD CO. :

10 West 20th Street - New York City
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Exclusive Features

Sell the Synchrophase
EASY, quick and certain tuning-in of short as well as

long-wave stations is made possible by the S-L-F
(straight line frequency) Condensers. All stations have
equal spacing on the dials and each station takes the same
number on all three.

These Condensers are but one of several exclusive features
that sell the Synchrophase quickly.

Binocular Coils give the Synchrophase extreme Sensitivity and
Selectivity. All but the desired station can be completely shut out.

The Grebe Volume Control permits of six graduations of sound vol-

ume without the usual distortion which arises when sound is modified
by reducing the filament current.

A demonstration of the Synchrophase in comparison with
all other sets will satisfy you of its perfect performance.

If you wish to build your business on the sound founda-
tion of selling only that which will give complete satis-

faction, you will

Write for full details and prices

A. H. Grebe & Co., Inc.
Van Wyck Blvd., Richmond Hill, N. Y.

Western Branch : 443 South San Pedro St., Los Angeles, Cal.

TRADE MARK
REG.US.PAT.OFF.

All Grebe apparatus is covered
by patents granted and pending.

This Company oivns and operates station WAHQ
Synchrophase

with Battery base
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Officers and Directors Elected at Annual
Meeting of the General Phonograph Corp.

Directorate Remains Same With Exception of W. S. Pilgrim and Raymond Gloetzner, Resigned

—

Report of Otto Heineman, President, Shows Firm Enjoyed Year of Prosperity

At the annual meeting of the stockholders of

the General Phonograph Corp., New York, held

at the company's executive offices a few weeks
ago, the board of directors was re-elected with

Iwo exceptions, W. S. Pilgrim and Raymond

showed that the General Phonograph Corp. had en-

joyed a very satisfactory year. In part, Mr. Heine-

man's report said : "Our company has not been

affected perhaps as much by the so-called radio

competition as other phonograph record man-
ufacturers, as this company has a list of records

catering to certain classes of our population

which have not been and will never, in our

opinion, be taken in by radio. Our company is

issuing a list of records in over twenty-three

languages, in addition to a repertoire of race

records and so-called 'Hill Country' records.

"The phonograph motor business increased in

units by 50 per cent against 1923 and in dollars

and cents by 22 per cent. The needle business

has also shown a very satisfactory result both
in units and dollars and cents.

" The General Phonograph Mfg. Co., of Elyria,

O., shows very satisfactory results for the

twelve months just ended, and during the year

1924 we again succeeded, notwithstanding ad-

verse trade conditions, in decreasing materially

our liabilities."

At the close of the meeting Mr. Heineman
and his associates on the board of directors

were congratulated by the stockholders upon
their activities the preceding year. Both Mr.
Heineman and his associates have worked inde-

fatigably in the interests of the company in the

lace of exceptional business handicaps and un-
precedented trade conditions, and the satisfac-

tory report submitted to the stockholders was
received with approbation.

New Adler-Royal Console

Radio Speaker Announced

Latest Product of the Adler Mfg. Co. Received

With Enthusiasm By the Retail Trade

Otto Heineman
Gloetzner. Mr. Pilgrim has resigned as treas-

urer of the company and Mr. Gloetzner has re-

signed as works superintendent.

At the annual directors' meeting all of the

officers were re-elected with the exception of

Mr. Pilgrim, the executives for the coming year

being as follows: Otto Heineman, president;

A. G. Bean and Allan Fritzsche, vice-presi-

dents; Jacob Schechter, secretary and David

Goldman, assistant treasurer. The directors for

the coming year are W. A. Neracher, chairman
of the board; Otto Heineman, A. G. Bean, Al-

fred Fritzsche, Allan Fritzsche, Jacob Schech-

ter, Don Kelly of Kelly, Drayton & Converse;

Edgar Shaw and Bernard Benson, of Merrill,

Lynch & Co.

The report submitted by Otto Heineman as

president of the company to the stockholders

The accompanying illustration shows the new
Adler-Royal console radio speaker recently

brought out by the Adler Mfg. Co. The new
Adler-Royal product has been received witli

considerable enthusiasm among Adler dealers

and is proving splendid Spring merchandise as

well as holding large promise for profitable

Summer business. As one official of the com-
pany points out: "The announcement to our

dealers of this console speaker, following

closely on the heels of the tremendous number
of radio sets sold this past Winter, is quite sure

to create a sizable demand for it. More and

more people are seeking beauty of appearance

to go hand in hand with their radio sets. This

is particularly true of the person who not only

is satisfied with the performance of his set but

in addition does not wish to make another large

radio investment. For such, the console

speaker makes an ideal installation, holding the

radio set, enclosing the batteries and wires and

enabling the owner to dispense with his sepa-

rate loud speaker."

The Adler-Royal console radio speaker comes

in attractive brown mahogany or richly figured

walnut, with carefully matched veneers and ex-

quisite finish. Its attractive design with deli-

cately turned, yet sturdy legs, gives it a tre-

HARDWARE
for

RADIO and PHONOGRAPH CABINETS
LID SUPPORTS BULLET CATCHES
CATCHES STOP HINGES

CONTINUOUS HINGES INVISIBLE HINGES

NEEDLE CUPS

WEBER-KNAPP CO,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

mendous appeal. Its width, 40^2 inches, and
depth, 18 inches, will accommodate any set no
matter how large, while its height, 30 inches,

and roomy knee space gives the proper posi-

tion for comfort when operating. It has ample
space for batteries, both wet and dry, concealed
within the cabinet and easily accessible for

hook-up, recharging, etc. The horn has been
designed on carefully worked out acoustic prin-

New Adler-Royal Console

ciples and is of wood construction for best

tonal results. The Adler-Royal console speaker

is equipped with a high-grade reproducing unit

that will give splendid volume with clarity and
a generous length of connecting cord and plug.

Zinke Go. Represents Globe
Phone Mfg. Go. in Chicago

Big Middle West Distributing Organization to

Feature Globe Radio Products

An evidence of the stabilization of values in

the radio field is found in the increasing num-
bers of guarantees now being given by vari-

ous manufacturers in this industry. An out-

standing example of this tendency is to be

found in the sales policy of the Globe Phone
Manufacturing Co., Reading, Mass., manufac-
turer of the Globe head set and other radio

products. With each head set produced by
this company is given a five-year guarantee.

The Globe Phone Manufacturing Co. has been

a manufacturer of ear phones and specialist

in delicate hearing aids for many years. Their

experience in this line enables them to pro-

duce a head set upon which they can safely

place their guarantee. The announcement of

this policy attracted considerable attention

and was the subject of an interesting article

in one of the' Boston newspapers.

The Globe Phone Manufacturing Co. recent-

ly closed a deal with the Zinke Co. of Chicago,

a large selling organization, whereby this com-
pany is to act as selling representative for the

entire United States.

Music Week was recently observed in Kent,

Wash., under the auspices of the Women's Im-

provement Club. A special program by high

school students was broadcast by station KFOA.
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Every time you sell a PAL you make $10
and a friend!

Dealer's Price

$ 15:™
/. o. b. New York

DEALERS will tell you that PAL is beyond comparison

in value, tone quality and appearance. That is why

PAL is the Easiest Selling Portable

ORDER A SAMPLE PAL TO-DAY!

PLAZA MUSIC COMPANY
lO WEST 20th STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.
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BRASS
Tone Arm Complete

for

Miniature Outfit

60c
(Not illustrated)

Also Tone Arms and Repro-

ducers for PORTABLES
At Attractive Prices

No. 5

High Class Perfect
Universal

Tone Arms and Sound Boxes and All

Parts for These Products in Raw or

Finished State, also Metal Stampings.

In Small or Large Quantities

GLOBE ART MFG. CO.
"Specialists in Plating and

Finishing"

75-77 Winthrop St. Newark, N. J.

Annual Banquet of Gotham
Talking Machine Ass'n.

Talking Machine and Radio Men, Inc., and

Friends to Gather at Hotel Pennsylvania on

April 15—Great Array of Artists

Just as The World reaches subscribers on

April 15 the members of the Talking Machine

& Radio Men, Inc., their families and friends

are gathering at the Hotel Pennsylvania, New
York, to help make the annual banquet of the

association the best ever. Those who have

been fortunate enough to have participated in

the other revels will realize what a mark will

have to be set to surpass the banquets of for-

mer years; but Sol. Lazarus, chairman of the en-

tertainment committee, is sponsor for the state-

ment that the 1925 gathering will top the list.

In substantiation of this prediction he states

that the advance reservations are the largest in

the history of the association and the list of art-

ists who are scheduled to appear reads like a

copy of "Who's Who" in the entertainment

world. Among them are Eddie Cantor, Ace
Brigode and his ten Virginians, Jane Green,

Wendell Hall, Garber-Davis and Orchestra,

Brox Sisters, Manuel Carvalho, Rosa Ponselle,

Happiness Twins (Jones-Hare), Ben Selvin and

His Orchestra, William Kennedy & I. Kaufman,

Jos. M. Barnett, baritone and announcer for

WOR, Vincent Lopez Orchestra, Paul Specht's

Orchestra, Piron Orchestra, International Nov-
elty Orchestra, Frank Crumit, Van and Schenk,

California Ramblers, Emile Coleman, Club Troc-

adero Orchestra, Radio Franks, Lina Lanza,

Coloratura soprano; Ben Bernie, Marion Har-

ris, Ambassador Orchestra, Brooks John, John
Charles Thomas, Ted Weems and His Orches-

tra, Colin O'More, Lou Gold and His Wigwam
Orchestra, Isham Jones with Brunswick Or-

chestra, Mound City Blue Blowers, Alice Coak-

ley, Frank Campbell, Lawrence McCarthy.

Radio Put to a New Use by
Governor Smith of New York

The part that radio is playing in the life of

the nation was aptly illustrated last month,

when Governor Alfred E. Smith, of New York,

utilized this medium of communication to bring

before the people some important issues in his

contest with the Republican legislature at Al-

bany. As is well known throughout the

country, Governor Smith is in the position of

being the only Democrat of all the State offi-

cials and in addition is confronted by a hostilt

party, in both houses of the legislature. His

two major projects, the reduction of the State

income tax and the issuance of a bond issue

to eliminate railroad grade crossings, were

slated for defeat by the legislature. It was
then that the Governor appealed to the voters

by broadcasting his appeal for support from

station WGY of Schenectady. This' is the first

time that a public official has used radio to

carry his case directly to the people.

Present Brunswick Radiola

to President's Secretary

Washington, D. C, April 8.—After Everett

Saunders, former congressman from Indiana,

had been sworn in as secretary to the presi-

dent, a group of his friends from his home State

presented him with a Brunswick Radiola, model

No. 260. The instrument was purchased from

Foy, Inc., Brunswick dealer.

H. Gurrie Opens Music Store

Louisville, Ky., April 6.—Harry Currie, well

known in music circles in this city, recently

opened a music store at 614 South Fourth

street. A complete line of talking machines

and musical merchandise is carried. Mr. Currie

teaches music in the public schools of the city.

MICA
DIAPHRAGMS

Absolutely Guaranteed Perfect
We get the best India Mica directly.

We supply the largest Phonograph Manu-
facturers.

Ask for our quotations and samples before

placing your order.

American Mica Works
47 West St. New York

Adler Mfg. Go. to Open
St. Louis Factory Branch

Louis Marks Appointed Local Representative

—

Permanent Display of Adler-Royal Products

Lambert Friedl, vice-president and general

sales manager of the Adler Mfg. Co., New York,

manufacturer of Adler-Royal phonographs and
neutrodyne radio products, announced recently

that the company had decided to establish a di-

rect factory branch in St. Louis, with an organ-

Louis Marks

ization which will assume charge of the com-

pany's interests and serve its dealers in that ter-

ritory. Louis Marks, formerly associated with

his father, Morris Marks, as district representa-

tive of the Adler Mfg. Co., in St. Louis, has

been made local representative in charge of

the new factory branch. Mr. Marks is well

known throughout the trade and his appoint-

ment as local representative will be welcomed

by the dealers in St. Louis territory. He is par-

ticularly well qualified through previous expe-

rience and training to co-operate with the deal-

ers to excellent advantage and to assist them

along practical lines in the development of Ad-

ler-Royal business.

Mr. Marks will make his headquarters at the

Benoist Building, corner of Ninth and Pine

streets, St. Louis, where a permanent, complete

display of the Adler-Royal line will be made.

TllOr Speaker Lamp
[Patents Pending 1

offers you a bigger volume of sales than for any othtr typo
loud speaker. It is exquisitely finished—with either parch-
ment or any color silk shade. To demonstrate it is to

sell it. Table lamp models list at $35. Big discounts
offered responsible dealers. Write for full particulars.

THOR Radio Division
OF THE

GOLDEN GATE
BRASS MANUFACTURING CO.

1239-1243 SUTTER STREET
SAN FRANCISCO . ...
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i faHs in
It really "gets" distance.

It has perfect clarity.

It has volume suited to all

purposes.

Its famous Re-Acted Circuit

eliminates distortion.

It is beautiful to look at.

Its price is within reach of

all.

LEAdS IN

POPU^RITY

An indication of

g>tanbarbpne's popu-

larity is its selection

by the famous Bilt-

more and Embassy
Hotels, New York,
for installation in all

guest rooms.

Both these hotels

demand the BEST.

Write us for full information
and literature concerning
both models of Standardyne.

V/ITHOUT ACCESSORIES.
<£ay'.$:- COAST TO COAST

IS NO IDLE BOAST

MANUFACTURED BY

Standard J^adio ^ewpottatiorK
41 ^achsoti 5ti<«ct
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S. H. Mapes Comments on

Prospects for Summer Sales

States That Increased Power of Broadcasting

Stations Has Effect of Constantly Bettering

Radio Reception—Better Talent Being Used

Col. S. H. Mapes, vice-president and general

manager of the Jos. W. Jones Radio Mfg. Co.,

Inc., New York, recently made interesting ob-

servations on the prospective radio situation

during the Summer months. In part he said:

"One of the most cheerful aspects for the

radio manufacturer during the coming Summer
is that radio reception is steadily improving,

day by day, through the great increase of power

from the broadcasting stations. This is an en-

couraging situation. Better still is the plan

of all representative broadcasting stations to

arrange for the best talent in the country to be

heard during that period. What- the public

wants in a set is performance and the manufac-

turers of radio receivers will have no trouble

in selling their products all through the Sum-
mer, thanks to this increase in broadcasting

power.

"Radio in Summer is going to effectively

prove that it has more uses then than in Win-
ter, because receiving sets are becoming integral

parts of touring auto equipment, boy scout

camps, clubs and yachts, etc., so that a little

extra hard canvassing now will bring a big

volume of business and most satisfactory orders

to the manufacturers during the Summer."
In commenting on the need for keeping the

industry on a sane basis, Col. Mapes points out

practices which it might be well for the dealer

and manufacturer to follow. In part, he says:

"An important task for the dealer to consider

is that in order to keep the conditions in radio

on a sane basis the performance, rather than

the actual aspect, of the sets he sells is to be

stressed. The radio buyers now demand fault-

less demonstrations and the most comprehen-
sive information they can obtain, for the day

of guesswork is past.

"Manufacturers must confine their attention

to the increasing costs of distribution, and their

energies to the elimination of wasteful methods
in selling policies in order to protect their

public and keep prices down."

J^pckford
Hardware

OUR 96-page catalog, illus-

trating more than 300
"Rockford Products", is a

dependable guide to the newest
and best in hardware for pianos,

phonographs and radio cabinets.

To many manufacturers this

catalog has suggested ways of
bettering cabinet work and cut-

ting costs; it may do the same
for you. We will gladly send it

without obligation; write today.

Rationalfrock Co.,
Jlockford./IL

Branch Sales Offices:

Chicago, III. Indianapolis, Ind.

Cincinnati, O. Jamestown, N. Y.

Detroit, Mich. Los Angeles, Cal.

Evansville, Ind. Milwaukee, Wis.

Grand Rapids, Mich. Seattle, Wash.
High Point, N. C. Sheboygan, Wis.

St. Louis, Mo.

N. Garfinkel Returns From
Stay at Florida Resort

President of Mutual Phono Parts Co. Returns

From Three Months' Holiday at Miami

—

Company to Distribute Rivoli Speakers

The Mutual Phono Parts Co. has been ap-

pointed a distributor for the entire New York
State on the Rivoli loud speaker. This deal

The Remington Mfg. Corp., Dover, Del., was
recently incorporated to make radio equipment

in that State.

N. Garfinkel, president of the Mutual Phono
Parts Co., New York City, returned recently

from a three months' stay at Miami Beach, Fla.

Mr. Garfinkel, accompanied by Mrs. Garfinkel,

avoided much of the unpleasant weather in New
York and enjoyed the many pleasures of that

famous resort. The accompanying photograph

depicts Mr. Garfinkel with one of his trophies,

a sword or sail fish caught in the waters off

Miami Beach. He returned with a mid-Summer
coat of tan and physically well equipped to

direct what will undoubtedly prove to be one

of the banner years of the Mutual Phono Parts

Co.

This best seller retails at

MODEL S-4000
5 volt Standatd Base, V4 amp.
Detector - amplifier with full,

noise-free distortionless volume

AH models sold with a
10 day written guarantee

OTHER MODELS
RETAIL AT

5 volt—% amp. Standard Base
Model S-200 Detector $3.00
Model S-700 Special Oscillator,

Detector, Amplifiet and Power
Tube fot all Multi-Tube sets .$7.00

3 volt— 1/10 amp. Miniature Base
Model S-600 Det. Ampl $3.00

5 volt—16/100 amp. Standard Base
Model S-1600 Det. Ampl. Osc. . $4.00

3 to 4 volt—
8/100 amp. Miniature Base

Model S-8100 Det. Ampl. Osc. . $4.00

Talk about
popularity!
Schickerling tubes have simply stampeded
the tube market. These are the ONLY tubes

with the 4th element— the triangular plates

that eliminate distortion and tube noises, so

that D.X. stations can be heard more clearly.

Sell Schickerling tubes with your radio sets.

They make a good set better, keep your cus-

tomers "sold", and are decidedly profitable!

Write or wire today for dealers' terms

SCHICKERLING PRODUCTS CORP.
Executive Offices and Factory : 401-407 Mulberrv St., Newark, N. J.

Chicago Sales Office:

Consumers Gas Building, 220 South State Street

Philadelphia Sales Office:

Jefferson Building, 1015 Chestnut Street

Authorized Phonograph Distributor-Dealer

:

RUDOLPH WURL1TZER CO., 120 West 42nd St., New York City

Mail orders filledfrom Newark factory or nearest branch office

SCHICKERLING
RADIO TUBES

With the Stabilizing THanfalar Plates

Mr. Garfinkel and His Catch
was accomplished between N. Garfinkel and L.

C. Samuels of the Vincennes Phonograph Co.,

upon his recent visit. The Mutual Phono Parts

Co. has taken on twice as much manufacturing

space in the building which it occupies.

New Branch in Bellingham

Bellincham, Wash., April 6.—A new local

branch of Sherman, Clay & Co. has been opened
at 310 West Champion street under the man-
agement of I. Bentzar. The store will handle

the same lines of pianos, phonographs and

small goods that are carried in the Seattle

branch. Frank L. Youse, of the latter branch,

was on hand to assist in the opening, which
was. well attended.

Artists to Appear in Sharon

The Eight Popular Victor Artists will give

a concert at the Columbia, Sharon, Pa., on April

20, arranged by the De Forest Music House, of

that city.
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Original Tuxedo Jazz Band Court Upholds Publisher
Making Okeh Records in Radio-Copyright Fight

First Recordings of Recent Addition to Long
List of Exclusive Artists Find Ready Sale

New Orleans, La., April 7.—The Original Tux-
edo Jazz Orchestra was recently booked as an
exclusive Okeh recording organization and its

first records are meeting with a ready sale

throughout this territory. This orchestra is

furnishing the music at the Spanish Fort, an

Original Tuxedo Jazz Band
amusement park on the outskirts of the town
that is quite a favorite with dance devotees.

Boy Scout Organizations

Make Good Radio Prospects

The talking machine dealer will find prospects

for radio receivers in much the same way that

customers were found for the talking machine
and phonograph, that is, by going out and in-

Scouts Listening to Mohawk Radio

teresting not only the individual, but those asso-

ciations and clubs who will find the radio re-

ceiver a real source of profitable enjoyment.

The accompanying illustration, showing some
members of a Boy Scout troop listening to a

Mohawk receiver, gives every evidence that the

money spent is bearing a large per cent of in-

terest in pleasant and instructive amusement.

Dealers would do well to investigate as to

whether or not the scout and cadet organiza-

tions in their vicinity are supplied with radio

equipment.

Leavitt Corp. Chartered

The Leavitt Radio Corp. was recently incor-

porated at Dover, Del., with a capital stock of

$100,000. The incorporators are Benjamin and

Edith F. Leavitt, both of Brooklyn.

COTTON FLOCKS
Air floated, all injurious foreign matter eliminated

for

Record and Radio Manufacturing

THE PECKHAM MFG. CO. "SJZ&ST1

United States Circuit Court of Appeals Holds
Broadcasting of Copyrighted Musical Com-
position Is An Infringement

Cincinnati, O., April 9.—The United States

Circuit Court of Appeals in a decision handed
down to-day reversed the judgment of Judge
Smith Hickenlooper, of the United States Dis-

trict Court, who previously had dismissed the

suit of Jerome H. Remick & Co. against the

American Automobile Accessories Co. The
original action sought to enjoin the defendant

from broadcasting copyrighted popular music.

The Circuit Court of Appeals holds that the

broadcasting by radio of a copyrighted musical

composition is an infringement of the copyright

act.

In remanding the case to the lower court for

further proceedings the decision says in part:

"A performance in our judgment is no less pub-

lic because the listeners are unable to communi-
cate with one another, or are not assembled

within an enclosure or gathered together in

some open stadium or park or other public

place, nor can a performance, in our judgment,

be deemed private because each listener may
be alone in the privacy of his home. Radio

broadcasting is intended to, and, in fact, does

reach a much larger number of the public at the

moment of rendition than any other medium of

performance. The artist is constantly address-

ing a great and widely scattered audience and

is, therefore, participating in a public perform-

ance." The decision has aroused a great deal

of interest.

Urges More Attention

to Trade Associations

Just as this issue of The World goes to

press, a very interesting article has been re-

ceived from Henry A. Otis, president of the

newly formed Phonograph Manufacturers' As-

sociation, and well known in the talking ma-

chine trade. Mr. Otis suggests that the mem-
bers of the phonograph industry give adequate

and deserved attention to the musical, educa-

tional and commercial possibilities of the

phonograph and that they also recognize the

value of trade associations. In his article Mr.

Otis said in part: "May I ask the phonograph

manufacturers if they realize that most of the

raw materials they purchase are from members
of trade associations? Hardwood lumber, ply-

wood veneers, glue, hardware, varnish, etc.,

have associations and if they find it advanta-

geous should not the phonograph industry have

a trade association also? Our Government pub-

lishes a book called 'Trade Associations,' edited

by Secretary Hoover. A copy of this book

should be on file in every factory office. • Our

Government says that companies who are mem-
bers of trade associations ride the waves of

business conditions better than those who are

not members. By production charts surplus

stocks are prevented, which would have to be

sacrificed at a loss to the maker. Modern and

complete cost records prevent sales without

profit. Standardization of materials should

save waste. This is the time of all times when

phonograph manufacturers need a trade asso-

ciation with 100 per cent membership, for

phonographs. The phonograph manufacturers

should wake up and make concentrated action

to bring phonographs before the public. A
trade association at this time would accom-

plish this.

"You have often seen the sign, 'Say It With

Flowers.' This does not refer to the producer,

but creates the demand. If the manufacturers

of phonographs would' pool their advertising

moneys and adopt an international slogan, it

would cost no more and would do much to

bring phonographs back to the position they

should have."

Radio (abinets by 'Donehue

Retail prices
JWaintained

J-J ERE'S proven profit for you. The Adapto
1

1

Radio Cabinet retail price has been main-
tained by our jobbers and dealers against today's
price cutting ! Standardized in price—not a "bar-
grain sale" product—it assures a definite stan-
dardized profit.

Protected patented features, combined with the
very finest workmanship, make the Adapto an
easy seller. Adapto Cabinets accommodate any
radio receiver having a dial panel not larger than
10% in. high and 31% in. wide. Equipped with
compartment for enclosing batteries, battery
charger, and especially designed horn. Made in
mahogany and walnut. Price, .$110. West of
Rocky Mountains, $120.

DISTRIBUTED BY
Capitol Distributing Company, Inc New York City
Stanley & Patterson. Inc New York City
Buffalo Itadiophone Company Buffalo. N. Y.
G. J. Seedman Automotive & Radio Co.. Inc. . .Brooklyn. N. Y.
M. Steinert & Sons Boston. .Mass.
Colllngs & Company Newark. N .1.

E. M. Wilson & Son Newark, N. J.

Perm Phonograph Co.. Inc Philadelphia. Pa.
Cohen & Hughes. Inc Philadelphia. Pa.
Cohen & Hughes, Inc Pittsburgh. Pa.
Cohen & Hughes, Inc Baltimore, Md.
Cohen & Hughes, Inc Washington, D. C.
C. B. Haynes Co.. Inc Richmond. Va.
Earle Rogers Co Wheeling, W. Va.
American Hdwe. & Equipment Co Charlotte, N. C.
Harbison & Gathright, Inc Louisville, Ky.
Electric Power & .Maintenance Co Toledo, Ohio
1. .1. Cooiier Rubber Co Columbus, Ohio
Julius J. Bantlin Co Cincinnati, Ohio
Eastern Auto Supply Co Detroit. Mich.
Tiie Schmelzer Company Kansas City. Mo.
Langsfadt-Meyer Co Appleton. Wis.
Lee-Ivountze TIdwe. Co Omaha, Neb.
W. & E. Radio Service Co Tulsa, Okla.
.T. H. Snodgrass Rudio Co Fort Worth, Tex.
Redfleld Electric Company Ogden. Utah
The F. Ronstadt Company Tucson, Ariz.
Coast Radio Supply Co San Francisco. Cal.
Herbert C. Moss Seattle. Wash.

DKALERS
Write your nearest Distributor or us

direct.
DISTRIBUTORS

Some profitable territory is still open.

L. R. DONEHUE CO., Inc.
306 State St., Perth Amboy, N. J.

THE AVON MODEL ADAPTO—also
with loud speaker unit, concealed
horn, and equipped to enclose every-
thing radio—in mahogany and wal-
nut. Price, $65. West of Rocky
Mountains, $70.
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Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp. Licensed
to Use Important Latour Radio Patents

Alexander Eisemann, Treasurer of Corporation, Declares Firm Has Secured Right to Use Inven-

tions and Waivers of All Claims for Dealer or Jobber Infringement

Alexander Eisemann, treasurer of the Freed-

Eisemann Radio Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y., and

widely known in radio circles throughout the

country, made an important announcement to

the trade recently advising jobbers and deal-

ers that his company had obtained the rights

to the use of the famous Latour patents. This

important license agreement was signed on

March 28, and the Freed-Eisemann executives

have been congratulated upon their foresight

and progressiveness in arranging for a license

covering some of the most important patents

that have ever been developed in the radio in-

dustry.

In his statement Mr. Eisemann said in part:

"The Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp. has obtained

the rights to the use of the important Latour

patents, which incorporate features of con-

struction that are contained in almost every re-

ceiving set. We have not only obtained the

right to the use of these devices, but also waiv-

ers of all claim upon ourselves or any of our

distributors and dealers for any previous in-

fringements.

"There are eighty Latour patents and appli-

cations covering fundamental devices used in

practically every receiver, whether the circuit is

itself patented or not. It will be noted from
the inventor's claims that practically all present-

day receivers use his devices."

In connection with his important statement

to Freed-Eisemann jobbers and dealers Mr.

Eisemann gave a very interesting history of

Dr. Latour and his contributions to the radio

industry. Many of Dr. Latour's patents are

acknowledged by basic radio experts the world
over, and the Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp., in

securing a license for these patents, has prof-

ered an invaluable form of protection and
co-operation to its distributors and dealers.

The Freed-Eisemann line has a wide distribu-

tion and is among the leaders in popularity.

A New Distributor for

Thermiodyne Radio Sets

M. O. Giles, sales manager of the Thermio-

dyne Corp., New York, announced last week

that the Cheney Phonograph Sales Co., Cleve-

land, O., had been appointed a distributor for

Thermiodyne sets. This jobber is well known
throughout Cleveland territory, and has a splen-

did organization for developing Thermiodyne

sales on which an extensive sales promotion

drive will be started.

Hearings on Freight Rate
Raising in Washington

Music and Radio Trades Present Strong Argu-
ments in Opposition to Proposed Increases

McNair Ilgenfritz, U. S.

Artist, to Give Concerts

McNair Ilgenfritz, pianist and composer, who
is one of the outstanding artists making U. S.

Music rolls, recently went to the Riviera after

a lengthy stay in Egypt, where he has been

making an extensive study of Oriental music.

He will make a tour of Italy, France and Aus-

tria, giving programs composed entirely of au-

thentic Oriental music.

Washington, D. C, April 7.—Arguments re-

garding the classification to be given combined
phonograph-radios and radio sets shipped by
freight were heard to-day by Examiner L. J.

Flynn, of the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion, who continued the hearing originally

started at San Francisco, on March 4. The case

arises out of the filing by the carriers of new-

classification schedules, giving a rate of one

and one-half times the first-class rate on radio

sets and phonograph-radios in less than carload

lots and increasing the minimum weight of car-

loads to 20,000 pounds. The former, according

to representatives of the music and radio in-

dustries, will result in an increase of 50 per cent

in the freight charges on these articles, while

the latter, due to the inability to fill a car to

the proposed minimum, would mean an increase

of 20 per cent or more.

The dependable man
usually tempers his
optimism with enough
pessimism to insure
conservatism.

The first session was devoted to the presenta-
tion of the carriers' side of the case, the conten-
tion being that the value per pound of radio
sets, both as such and as part of phonographs,
is very high and that the trade is attempting
to secure an unduly low freight rate on that
basis.

W. H. Lockwood, of Chicago, general traffic

manager of the Brunswick Co., testifying be-
fore Examiner Leo J. Flynn, on the question
of the proposed classification of radio sets, sub-
mitted a number of exhibits, among them a
table showing the volume of less-than-carload
shipments of phonograph-radios by his com-
pany during the period from August 1, 1924,

when quantity shipment began, to December 31.

He also put into the record the petition of the
Music Industries Chamber of Commerce for

suspension of the proposed increased ratings on
talking machines and radio sets combined.

It was asserted it is impossible to load the
minimum of 20,000 pounds in a 36-foot car, as

required by the railroads, and the imposition
of that minimum will result in automatically
increasing the freight rates on carloads.

Alfred L. Smith, general manager of the Mu-
sic Industries Chamber of Commerce, declared
to Examiner Flynn that there appears to be
no relation between manufacturers' list prices

and those for which the bulk of radio goods
are sold by retail dealers and that when the

inflation stage wears off under competition and
decreased buying desire by the public produc-
tion costs of manufacturers must be decreased.

There is no monopoly in the radio manufac-
turing industry, according to Charles H. Por-
ter, of Chicago, executive secretary of the Ra-
dio Manufacturers' Association of the United
States and Canada. The business is highly com-
petitive, he declared, and this will result in

lower prices, probably, next Fall.

Representatives of the music and radio in-

dustries, it was conceded, put up a powerful
argument against the proposed increase in rat-

ing. It is probable that, as a result of their

showing, they will at' any rate be relieved from
the increase in the minimum carload weight, if

not from the increase in less-than-carload rat-

ing. Counsel for the various interests will be

allowed until May 15 to file briefs.

Hill Billies' Okeh Records

The Okeh library has been enriched recently

by several record^ mads by the Hill Billies, an
organization that has attained considerable pop-

Hill Billies

ularity in the South. A banjo, fiddle and guitar

plus the exceptional ability of the pianist gives

the true mountaineer music, and throughout the

South the Hill Billies are welcomed wherever
they appear.

R. S. Peer on Extended Trip

R. S. Peer, director of record production

of the General Phonograph Corp., is on an

extensive trip calling on Okeh-Odeon distrib-

utors in all parts of the country. Among other

activities, he has had the pleasure of being a

judge at an Old-Time Fiddlers' Convention in

Knoxville, Tenn.
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H. E. Campbell Chief

Jewett Radio Engineer

Also Assumes Duties as Director of Broadcast-

ing of New Station Soon to Be Opened by

Company—Has Had Wide Radio Experience

Detroit, Mich., April 7.—There are few more

capable engineers connected with broadcasting

than Howard E. Campbell, chief radio engineer

and director of broadcasting of the Jewett Radio

& Phonograph Co., of this city, who is a man
with a sound theoretical and practical training.

'H. E. Campbell

Beginning in radio in a modest way in 1909 he

has steadily advanced through trials of all sorts,

constantly moving on to the better and bigger

things in the art.

He came to the Jewett organization early

this year, after having made for himself an en-

viable record as chief radio engineer of WWJ
in Detroit. Taking this station early in 1922,

he constantly improved the quality of trans-

mission until it became one of the five standard

broadcasting stations in the country.

In June, 1910, he was detailed as a Naval

radio operator aboard the U. S. S. Nebraska,

which soon brought him to the position of chief

radio operator on the staff of the commander-

in-chief of the Atlantic Fleet. He was later

transferred to the U. S. S. Walke, torpedo de-

stroyer, as the only naval radio electrician aboard

the vessel. Upon his discharge from the Navy

Mr. Campbell became a civil engineer with a

large contracting firm in New York. The call

of radio came back in 1912 and he passed the

examination for a first-grade commercial op-

erator's license, which resulted in one trip to

Jacksonville, Fla., and return aboard the S. S.

Iroquois. After his trip to Florida he was

transferred to the installation force of the Mar-

coni Co. of New York, where he installed, tuned

and tested ship transmitters until early in 1913.

From New York he was sent to St. Johns, New-
foundland, by the Marconi Co., where he had

charge of the sealing vessel installations.

Mr. Campbell returned to the United States

late in 1913 to overhaul two of the big Atlantic

Coast Stations of the Marconi Co., and then

he became chief radio inspector of the Port of

New York for his company. He next became

laboratory and technical assistant of the Mar-

coni Co. at its factory in Aldene, N. J., and in

June, 1914, became assistant engineer-in-charge

of the 300 kilowatt Trans-Atlantic station at New
Brunswick, N. J., and then less than a year later

engineer-in-charge of the station, in which ca-

pacity he conducted many long-distance tests

for the Marconi Co. In 1914 Mr. Campbell

became a full member of the American Insti-

tute of Radio Engineers. A few months later

he became associate engineer of the great Trans-

Pacific station at Bolinas, Cal., and in February,

1917, he became engineer-in-charge of the station

which at that time handled all of the traffic with

Hawaii and Japan.

The day after war was declared agamst Ger-

many the station and all of its personnel were

taken over by the Navy, Mr. Campbell remain-

ing in charge with the rank of Radio Gunner.

When the big San Diego station was-completed

for the Navy he became officer-iri^charge of the

Naval Radio Training School at Marshall, Cal.,

where he remained until- the Armistice was
signed. He was discharged from the Navy in

September, 1919, and returned to his home in

New York, where he immediately went to work
as radio designing engineer for the Western
Electric Co. Principal among his achievements

with this company was his designing of the

first 500-watt radio telegraph and telephone

transmitter from which the present 500-watt

radio telephone transmitter was developed with

some minor modifications.

It was in due consideration of the remark-

able achievements of Mr. Campbell as engineer

with the Western Electric Co. that he became
chief radio engineer of Station WWJ in 1922

and now chief engineer for the Jewett Radio

& Phonograph Co. With a man of Mr. Camp-

bell's experience and training in charge of the

new Jewett broadcasting station, which will go

on the air within a few months, it will undoubt-

edly become a leader in radio broadcasting.

Fine Atwater Kent Publicity

The Atwater Keht Mfg. Co., Philadelphia,

Pa., recently issued an attractive broadside

in colors on Atwater Kent localized advertis-

ing. These attractive pieces of newspaper copy

cover both Atwater Kent receiving sets and

loud speakers in combination ads and sepa-

rately. Each ad is numbered to aid the dealer

in ordering the mats of these ads, which are

furnished by the Atwater Kent Co. The broad-

side also lists the complete line of dealer helps

such as counter signs, literature racks, wall

hangers and billboard posters.

The Radio Stores Corp., New York, which

was recently placed in bankruptcy, filed a sched-

ule of claims showing liabilities of $67,302 and

assets of $11,600.

Why <we call the Rola a
*rc

l{e* Creator

ngsggiy T is one thing to transmit sound as the telegraph
K?yT(£I wire carries the dots and dashes of the code. But it

fe^lti) is another thing to re*create all the subtle expression
1£2&£S of the symphony orchestra—the piping trebles and
the resounding basses—each one as perfect, as full and round
and clear as if you were sitting in the same room.

This is the Rola. Because its reproduction of sound is so
faithful, because its range of reception is so great, we have
called it a "Re*Creator."

But the Rola "Re*Creator" speaks for itself. No argument
in its favor is so convincing as an actual demonstration.
Drop in to your dealer's and ask to hear the Rola. Then
you will know the difference between a "Re*Creator" and a
toud speaker.

Price complete, with 14-inch horn and cord, $36. Phono-
graph unit with adaptor, $22.50.

A product of the Rola Company, 4250 Hollis Street, Oakland,
California.

Marketed nationally through Baker-Smith Company,
Call Building, San Francisco

RE * CREATOR.

What the world kpows about ROLA
This ROLA advertisement appears in the April issue of

Radio News and other similar publications, telling your
customers to come to your shop and hear an actual

demonstration of the ROLA. Are you ready for them?

THE ROLA COMPANY
4250 Hollis Street Oakland, California

Marketed Nationally through the Baker-Smith Company, Call

Building, San Francisco, California.
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The lure of the road, woodland

streams, rippling waters, enchanted

lakes and sea breezes are calling the

vacationist and the Sonora Portable.

$35

New Sonora Portable at a Price-
that will Tremendously Increase Summer Sales

THERE is always a big demand for the Sonora
Portable, even in winter this quality instrument

keeps actively selling because Sonora is more
than a Portable—it is a real phonograph in both

rich, clear tone and volume. A good looking instru-

ment, too—smart lines attractively covered with dur-

able black Fabrikoid.

Sonora Portable

deLuxe

A beautiful instrument
and a smart piece of
luggage with its cover-
ing of genuine, extra
heavy cow hide leather.

Place for 15 records
within the case, and it

weighs only 16 pounds.
1414" long, 14*4" wide,
8/2" high.

Price $65

And now just as the real Portable season is getting

under way comes the announcement that the highest

class talking machine in the world can be had for

$35—a record low price for a quality instrument that

promises the biggest summertime season Sonora deal-

ers have ever enjoyed. Feature the Portable now!
Remember Portable business builds permanent profits

—for each Portable customer is a prospect for rec-

ords, radio or a larger phonograph for his home.

$35

TO I ONSTI^UMliNT ©IF QUM-OW

oner,
€LIA1^ AS A HELL
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Sonora Distributors

The distributor named below who covers the territory in

which you are located will be glad to answer all inquiries

regarding a Sonora agency on receipt of a letter from you

NEW ENGLAND STATES:
The New England Phonograph Dis-

tributing Co.
221 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Mass.

NEW YORK CITY (with the exception of Brooklyn and
Long Island), also Counties of Westchester, Putnam and
Dutchess: all Hudson River towns and cities on the west
bank of the river south of Highland—all territory south

of Poughkeepsie ; Northern New Jersey.

Greater City Phonograph Co., Inc.

234 West 39th Street, New York

NEW YORK STATE, with the exception of towns on
the Hudson River below Poughkeepsie and excepting

Greater New York.

Gibson-Snow Co., Inc., Syracuse, N. Y.

BROOKLYN AND LONG ISLAND:
Long Island Phonograph Co.

68 34th Street, Bush Terminal, Brooklyn, N. Y.

EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA, DELAWARE,
SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY
Pennsylvania Phonograph Distributing

Co.
Room 200, Jefferson Building

1015 Chestnut Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

MARYLAND, VIRGINIA AND DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA:
Baltimore Phonograph Distributing Co.

417 West Franklin Street, Baltimore, Md.

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA & W. VIRGINIA:
Pennsylvania Phonograph Distributing

Co.

405 Wabash Bldg., 410 Liberty Ave., Pittsburgh,

Pa.

ALABAMA, except five northwestern counties, Georgia,

Florida, North and South Carolina and Eastern Tenn.

James K. Polk, Inc.

181 Whitehall St., Atlanta, Ga.

STATES OF OREGON, WASHINGTON, NORTH-
ERN IDAHO, NEVADA, with the exception of

Counties Eureka, Elko, White Pine and Lincoln, and
all California Counties north of Santa Barbara, Ven-
tura, Los Angeles, and San Bernardino.

The Kohler Distributing Co.

63-67 Minna Street, San Francisco, Calif.

OHIO AND KENTUCKY:
The Ohio Musical Sales Co.
1747 Chester Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

INDIANA:
Kiefer-Stewart Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

ILLINOIS, AND RIVER TOWNS IN IOWA:
The Tay Sales Co.
6 North Franklin St., Chicago, III.

WISCONSIN AND MICHIGAN:
Yahr and Lange, Milwaukee, Wis.

N. DAKOTA, S. DAKOTA, MINNESOTA,
MONTANA AND IOWA:
with the exception of the River towns.

Doerr-Andrews and Doerr, Minneapolis

MISSOURI, KANSAS, NEBRASKA, and five coun-

ties in northeast Oklahoma.

C. D. Smith Co., St. Joseph, Mo.

LOUISIANA, MISSISSIPPI, ARKANSAS, pa rt of

Tennessee and part of Alabama.

Reinhardt's, Inc., 104 South Main Street,

Memphis, Tenn.

SOUTHEASTERN Part of TEXAS and Part of
OKLAHOMA:
Southern Drug Company
Houston, Texas

COLORADO, NEW MEXICO, UTAH,
WYOMING:
Southern Idaho and Eastern Nevada:

Moore-Bird and Co.
1720 Wazee Street, Denver, Colo.

ARIZONA AND SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA,
including the Counties of Santa Barbara, Ventura, Los
Angeles, San Bernardino and all counties south, and
Hawaiian Islands.

The Commercial Associates
408 E. Turner Street, Los Angeles, Calif..

SONORA PHONOGRAPH COMPANY, Inc.
Makers of Sonora Phonographs, Radio Adapted Phonographs,

Sonoradios, Sonora Radio Speakers and Reproducers

279 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY
Canadian and Export Distributors

C. A. Richards, Inc., 279 Broadway, New York City
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Sonora Dealer Arranges
for Widespread Publicity

Billy Murray's Music Shop, Sonora Dealer,

Places Phonograph in Broadcasting Station

—

Medium of Excellent Publicity

Arthur J. Selzer and
W. R. Davis in New Posts

Former Made New York Manager of Manhat-
tan Elec. Supply Co.—Latter in Charge of the

St. Louis Branch of the Company

New Kensington, Pa., April 7.—A publicity

stunt that is being put over at a nominal cost,

and is worth, liter-

ally, many thousands

of dollars, was re-

cently arranged by
Billy Murray, of Billy

Murray's Music Shop

of this city. Mr.

Murray learned that

a small broadcasting

station in the adjoin-

ing town of Arnold

was using a phono-

graph of a different

make than the So-

nora which he sells.

He called at the station and made a contract

with the station manager to use the Sonora

phonograph exclusively for a period of three

years. The contract specifies that at the end of

each number broadcast by the Sonora the an-

nouncer is to say "You have just listened to a

number played by a Sonora phonograph loaned

this station through the courtesy of Billy Mur-

ray's Music Shop."

Since this arrangement went into effect thou-

sands of letters have been received at the sta-

tion, commenting on the manner in which the

music is received and nearly every letter states

that until the announcement was made the lis-

teners-in were of the opinion tha-t they were

listening to an unusually good dance orchestra.

The Manhattan Electrical Supply Co., one of

the largest radio distributors in the United

States and manufacturer of several models of

radio loud speakers, announces the appointment

of Arthur J. Selzer as manager of its New York
branch house. Mr. Selzer comes to New York
from Kansas City, where for five years he di-

rected the sales of the B-R Electric Co. Mr.

Selzer has had a varied experience in the

Billy Murray

Takes on Columbia Line

Jacksonville, Fla., April 4.—The Cable Piano

Co. has secured the agency for the Columbia

line of phonographs and records. An attractive

display of the instruments is being made and

a ten-day sales drive on Columbia products in-

troduced the line to the store's customers.

Cards have been sent out by Edward Per-

rine Huyler Allen, general sales manager of

David Grimes, Inc., and Mrs. Allen that they

will be "at home" after Wednesday, April IS,

at 627 Highland avenue, Newark, N. J.

Arthur J. Selzer

electrical and radio fields, his earlier activities

being in construction work. For several years

lie was salesman for the Electric Appliance Co.,

Chicago, 111., and for over four years sales man-
ager of the Adams-Bagnell Electric Co. He
then re-entered the jobbing field as sales man-
ager for the Central Electric Co., Chicago, later

taking up the sales managership of the Kansas
City firm. During 1916-17 he served as Central

division chairman of the Electric Supply Job-
bers' Association.

Another appointment made by the Manhat-
tan Electrical Supply Co. is that of W. R. Davis

as manager of the St. Louis branch house. Mr.
Davis for over five years was general sales man-
ager of the Magnavox Co. Before the war he

Have You A Genola in Your Toy Shop?
It's a great little money maker—a child's phonograph
retailing at $5.00—that plays all flat records up to 10

inch size with the clear reproduction of a large machine.
It is bright and appealing in appearance and makes a

hit with both parents and children.

The Genola stands but iy2 inches high. Then to retail

- at $10.00, there is The Baby Cabinet, standing 17 inches
high and which is a delightful piece of nursery furniture

as well as a splendid little talking machine.

Order Samples Today

THE GENERAL PHONOGRAPH MANUFACTURING CO.
Elyria, Ohio.

MICA
DIAPHRAGMS

Immediate delivery—all sizes

Send for free samples and prices

All Mica Products

INTERNATIONAL MICA CO.
Ba^TsSS PHILADELPHIA, PA. Fila^'phila.

was electrical engineer for the Springfield Gas
& Electric Co., Springfield, III, and during the
war he was junior lieutenant in charge of the

radio experimental laboratories for aircraft at

the Naval Base, Hampton Roads, Va., later

heading the Aircraft Radio Section of the Bu-
reau of Steam Engines in Washington, D. C,
during which time he had charge of equipping

W. R. Davis
the trans-Atlantic seaplanes with radio. Fol-
lowing- the war he became general sales man-
ager of the Magnavox Co.

G. B. Mason Heads Trade
Salvation Army Comm.

C. B. Mason, sales manager of the New York
Talking Machine Co., New York, was recently

appointed chairman of a committee to- cover
the talking machine trade in the annual Home
Service for the Salvation Army in Greater New
York. The Home Service Appeal is the annual
presentation of the Salvation Army's budget
for maintenance requirements. This year the

budget calls for $523,343, to be used in financing

the work of forty-seven institutions through-
out the city.

L.B.Tedesco With Weil Bros.

L. B. Tedesco was recently appointed radio

buyer for the Weil Bros, furniture stores in

New York. Mr. Tedesco is well qualified to

fulfill the duties of his new position as he has

been connected in both sales and service ca-

pacities witli the Herbert-John Corp.

Music House Chartered

The Portable Music Corp., Binghamton, N.

Y., has been granted a charter of incorporation

at Albany, with a capital stock of $500,000. The
incorporators are: L. S. Greenmun, R. C. Pugh
and D. E. Carr.

Radio Firm Incorporates

The William Radio Panel Co. was recently

incorporated at Albany with a 'capital stock of

$10,000. The incorporators are: S. Rose, W.
Siegel and R. Kogel.
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EMPIRE PIVOT BASE TONE ARM

The Big Three of Phonograph Reproduction

i
—Empire Pivot Base Tone Arm—the leader of the entire Empire line—a tone arm

and reproducer that it will pay you to test on your phonographs. This Empire will

enhance the tone quality of the good instrument you are already building.

—Another very popular Empire Tone Arm is the No. 10. It may be that No. 10

would better fit your requirements than any of the various Empire units. Tell us

your Tone Arm needs—a test will tell. And you may test ANY and ALL Empire

Tone Arms without obligation.

—The Combination Radio-Phono Tone Arm and Reproducer comes up to all the Em-
pire high standards. As well as reproducing records it converts any talking machine

into a RADIO LOUD SPEAKER, and a better loud speaker cannot be bought than

already exists in any good phonograph—with the addition of the Empire Radio-Phono Com-

W. J. McNamara
President.

Comparison is Convincing—Test Empire Tone Arms
In Your Own Plant—We Welcome Comparative Tests

EMPIRE NUMBER TEN TONE ARM COMBINATION RADIO-PHONO TONE ARM
Made zvith either pivot base or ball bearing tone arm.
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Normal Sales in the Cincinnati Territory

Create Optimism Throughout the Trade
Upward Trend of Business Is Forerunner of Prosperous Season, Declare Dealers—Wide Inter-

est in Brunswick Contest—Success Marks Recording by Starr Co.—Crosley Personnel Changes

Cincinnati, O., April 7.— Exclusive talking ma-

chine dealers report that business is good and
those who sell talking machines in connection

with other merchandise state that their volume
of sales is satisfactory. Trade conditions seem

to be normal and in keeping with the season of

the year, and the general opinion is that the

business trend is upward and that business will

continue to grow better throughout the Spring.

"For a while," stated one talking machine
dealer, "when everything was booming, we did

not have to make any particular effort to sell

goods, and our only trouble was to get a supply

of goods to sell. Because of that abnormal

condition, which made intensive selling effort

unnecessary, we let the machinery in our sales

departments get rusty and many of us got care-

less with customers. It takes a lot longer to

throw off bad habits than it does to form them,"

he continued, "and most of us are just reac-

quiring the selling care and ability that was
once ours. Now that the trade has struck its

pace again, we will hear less of 'stickers' and

'dead stock.' It is all a matter of salesman-

ship and good management."
Growing Interest in Brunswick Contests

J. E. Henderson, sales manager of the Cin-

cinnati branch of the Brunswick-Balke-Collen-

der Co., reports that the interest in the "Hour
of Music" contests is increasing, as shown by
the fact that a great number of replies are

reaching them every day, most of which are of

a complimentary nature. More "pep" has been

put into recent announcements, with something
of personal interest in regard to the artist:

One evening, as an experiment, seven demon-
strations were made to prospects by salesmen

in different parts of this territory. As a re-

sult of these private concerts in the homes
sales were made to four of the seven, which is

a fine average. The company's March business

in talking machines, combinations and records

is stated to be double that of the same month
of the previous year. The new Arden console,

which has just reached here, is attracting a

great deal of attention.

A Progressive Retailer

One of the most prosperous suburban talk-

Co., 904 East McMillan street, Walnut Hills.

This is located near one of the city's busiest

transfer corners, and the thousands who change

cars here are always attracted by music which

continuously comes through a loud speaker in

front of the store. Thr Victor and Columbia

lines of machines and records are handled. The
company also operates a store down town and
it has another across the river in Newport.

Important Crosley Personnel Changes
Walter B. Fulghum, who for many years was

the head of the order department of the Victor

Talking Machine Co., in - Camden, N. J., has

just been appointed general sales manager of

the Crosley Radio Corp., of Cincinnati. In

addition to having had experience in the manu-
facturing part of the business he has had broad

experience in merchandising. Many dealers

will recall his remarkable successes in boosting

the sale of talking machines and records in dull

Summer months and under adverse circum-

stances. Lewis M. Crosley has been made gen-

eral manager of the corporation, and his

brother, Powel Crosley, Jr., president of the

corporation, has gone to Miami, Fla., for a

short vacation.

W. N. Purnell Is Congratulated

W. N. Purnell, of the local branch of the

Starr Piano Co., who put over a special Gen-

nett record-making display in connection with

the Chubb-Steinberg Orchestra at the grand

opening of the Radio Exposition, held the

week of March 9, has been receiving hearty

congratulations and compliments on the suc-

cess of the innovation, which was so admirably

handled. This was the first opportunity the

radio public had to learn of the principles of

record making, hence the Gennett record which

was made and demonstrated in public scored a

tremendous hit.

Normal Business at Wiedener's

At Wiedener's business has opened up in a

satisfactory way with the coming of Spring,

and sales are about normal, with a good de-

mand for talking machines and combinations of

the better grades and with an increasing de-

mand for records. R. O. Kindt, of this con-

cern, stated that while the demand for radio is

the sales of talking machines and records, and
thus it increases the daily receipts. Manager
Fantle recently spent a few days in Indian-

apolis, where he went to attend to business af-

fairs.

Columbia Distributors Busy
Miss R. Helberg, manager of the local branch

of the Columbia Distributors, reports that the

new discount arrangement has brought in a

great many orders for talking machines and
records. W. F. Pierce has just returned from

a successful sales tour in Kentucky. Among
the out-of-town Columbia dealers who recently

visited the local headquarters were P. J.

Murphy, of Maysville, Ky. ; W. T. Brieze, of

Brookville, Ky., and Mr. Hassmer, of Lawrence-
burg, Ind.

Brunswick Displays Bring Sales

E. M. Abbott, who does a large business in

talking machines and records in connection with

his piano business at Seventh and Elm streets,

was quite busy the latter part of March with

an exhibit in the Radio Show the third week of

the month and an exhibit in the Home Beauti-

ful Exhibition the week following. He stated

that a number of sales of Brunswicks resulted

from the exhibits.

Fiddlin' John Carson Okeh
Records Popular in Trade

One of the most popular artists in the Okeh
catalog is Fiddlin' John Carson, mountaineer

violinist, whose records have met with phenom-

Fiddlin' John Carson
enal success throughout the country. When
Mr. Carson's first Okeh records were released
it was expected that they would be active sel-

lers throughout Southern territory, where this

artist is a prime favorite with all music lovers.

However, to the keen surprise and gratification

of the General Phonograph Corp., the records
by Fiddlin' John Carson not only attained ex-
ceptional popularity in the South but were re-

ceived cordially by the public everywhere. Mr.
Carson has recently added considerably to his

Okeh repertoire and the General Phonograph
Corp. has co-operated with him effectively in

bringing his records to the attention of the pub-
lic. He records for the Okeh library exclu-

sively.

"California Ramblers" Use
Instrument Called "Goofus"

"The California Ramblers," exclusive Colum-
bia recording artists, are probably the only or-

chestra in existence employing a rare instru-

ment known as a "goofus." The technical name
of the instrument is "Couchophone" and few
musicians have been able to master its intrica-

cies. Adrian Rollini, member of the "Califor-

nia Ramblers," is the user of '.'goofus" which
is employed largely in recording work. One of

the "Ramblers' " subsidiary recording orches-

tras, in fact, is known as "The Goofus Five."

lachine stores is that of the A. & N. Music increasing it does not seem to be diminishing

You Aren't

an

QKeL
Dealer

You are

Not the

Lucky
Dealer

Public Interest in what OKsfL
Records are doing grows
constantly.

What new feature will be next?

Already they are—
1. Most famous dance orchestras.

2. The thousands of requests for "Old-Time"
Tunes are met by a special release of "Old-Time"
Tunes.

3. Their Race Records will go down in musical
history as the greatest Blues Records ever made for

the Race.

Wholesale Phonograph Division

STERLING ROLL and RECORD CO.
137 West 4th Street CINCINNATI, OHIO
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Open for Your Clients the Treasure Box
of Broadcasting with Newport Selectivity

Into the Treasure Box of Broadcasting goes daily

the finest and most priceless things that our civil-

ization has accomplished.

Comes a mighty spender who scoops with a lavish

hand out of the inexhaustible reservoir of human
thought all the jewels of art, of science, of in-

dustry and pours them into this Treasure Box.

All the rarest pearls that have taken over ten

thousand years of mental groping to find, are

here. Even the wealth of the world passes through

it every twenty-four hours. All the secrets, all

the beauty, all the mellowness of Time are locked

within it.

Open this Treasure Box for your clients by the

mere twist of a Newport dial. Show them that a

Newport dial will do more than that! It will take

this Treasure Box right into their living room
where they may examine it at their leisure.

I\few7brk City

The Newport Is a Good Receiver

Built in a Piece of Fine Furniture
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Ray Reilly Appointed

Sonora District Manager

F. H. Goodman, Sales Manager, Announces

That Mr. Reilly Will Cover Illinois, Wis-

consin and Michigan in Interests of Sonora

An important change in the merchandising

plan of the Sonora Phonograph Co., Inc., New
York, N. Y., in the Middle West, was made
known by Frank H. Goodman, sales manager,

with the announcement of the appointment of

Ray Reilly, formerly of the Edray Sales Corp.,

as district manager. Mr. Goodman spent sev-

Ray Reilly

eral days in Chicago the latter part of March
and completed arrangements pertinent to the

new distribution plan.

Mr. Reilly has charge of a territory which
comprises Illinois, Wisconsin and Michigan, and
will work in close co-operation with Sonora
jobbers in rendering service to the dealers.

Ray Reilly is one of the most popular execu-

tives in mid-West talking machine circles and is

well known among the dealers in this terri-

tory. He has been identified with the talking

machine industry for a period of fourteen years,

beginning his business career as a house to

house salesman with Columbia phonographs and
records as his wares. He later entered the

retail business, acting for four years as manager
of the phonograph and record department of the

Central Piano Co. At the end of this period
he joined the Chicago brancli of the Columbia
Phonograph Co., Inc., acting as loop represen-

tative for some time, and achieving exceptional

success in this position. In 1924 he resigned
from this company and formed the Edray Sales

Corp.

Royal Music Go. Opened

Denver, Colo., April 6.—The Royal Music & Ra-
dio Co. recently opened its new store, at 1643

California street, with a complete line of Adler-
Royal phonographs and Adler-Royal neutro-
dynes, together with a stock of Columbia and
Vocalion records and a full line of band instru-

ments and radio accessories. Irving Hershey
is president of the concern and the store is

under the management of Milton Leve.

J. G. Wetjen, Inc., Moves
The talking machine store of J. C. Wetjen,

Inc., has moved from 11309 Jamaica avenue to

11414 Jamaica avenue, Richmond Hill, N. Y.
The new store has been completely renovated
and each department is completely equipped
with modern fixtures.

A
Complete List

QKefv
and

OcLoTV
Distribu tor s

WALTER S. GRAY COMPANY
926 Midway Place, Los Angeles, Calif.

WALTER S. GRAY COMPANY
1054 Mission St., San Francisco, Calif.

L. D. HEATER
357 Ankeny St.. Portland, Ore.

TEXAS RADIO SALES COMPANY
2005 Main St., Dallas, Texas

JUNIUS HART PIANO HOUSE, LTD.
123 Carondelet St., New Orleans, La.

CONSOLIDATED TALKING MA-
CHINE COMPANY

1121 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

YAHR & LANGE DRUG COMPANY
207 E. Water St., Milwaukee, Wis.

JAMES K. POLK, INC.
294 Decatur St., Atlanta, Ga.

THE ARTOPHONE CORPORATION
1103 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

THE ARTOPHONE CORPORATION
804 Grand Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

CONSOLIDATED TALKING MA-
CHINE COMPANY

227 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.

CONSOLIDATED TALKING MA-
CHINE COMPANY

2957 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich.

THE RECORD SALES COMPANY
1965 E. 66th St., Cleveland, Ohio

STERLING ROLL AND RECORD
COMPANY

137 W. 4th St., Cincinnati, Ohio

PHONOLA CO., LTD., OF CANADA
Elmira, Ont., Canada

IROQUOIS SALES CORPORATION
210 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.

EVERYBODY'S TALKING MACHINE
COMPANY

810 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

GENERAL PHONOGRAPH CORPO-
RATION OF NEW ENGLAND
126 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

GENERAL PHONOGRAPH CORP.,
(New York Distributing Division)

15 W. 18th St., New York City

JAMES COWAN COMPANY
18 West Broad St.. Richmond. Va.

Unusual Publicity to

Broadcast Radiola Message

Large Canvas Truck Sign for Use of RCA
Distributors—RCA Film Tells the Interesting

Romance of Radio by Land and Sea

The advertising department of the Radio
Corp. of America has prepared recently for the

use of RCA distributors a canvas truck

sign reading 'Another Truck Load of Radiolas."

The size of the sign is three by six feet, and

distributors who are using it are enthusiastic

regarding its value as a publicity stunt.

In an interesting article in a recent issue of

The Town Crier, the newsy house organ is

sued regularly by the Radio Corp. of America,

J. L. Bernard, of the RCA publicity department,

gave interesting facts regarding an RCA movie

film which was completed recently.^

"Another tool has been added to our kit of

sales promotion helps for RCA dealers. Your
store window works for you, the newspaper

helps, sales literature sells 'em and now we've

enlisted the aid of the motion pictures. In a six-

Striking RCA Canvas Truck Signs in Use
reel production the story of radio in its three

principal departments, viz.: marine radio, trans-

oceanic radio and broadcasting, has been filmed

for the first time.

"The great romance of marine radio with its

SOS calls from the deep and tales of stirring

rescues; trans-oceanic communications of busi-

ness, made instantaneously, with nothing be-

tween the sender and receiver but 3,000 miles

of sea;—these are the things that catch the pop-

ular fancy. And when it is pointed out that the

same principles, the same science, that .makes

these things possible makes possible also the

joys of broadcasting you have an interest that

can easily be made to yield Radiola sales.

"With an appeal to novice and confirmed ra-

dio enthusiast, the two films on trans-oceanic

radio and marine radio will make a hit with any

audience.

"The broadcasting film is now in the course

of production and The Town Crier will let you

know when it will be available.

"There is no limit to the usefulness of these

films in the promotion of your business. The

local theatre manager will welcome a radio

night program based on some co-operative

plan. Chambers of Commerce, Rotary and

Kiwanis Club, the schools, churches, Y. M.

C. A.—all have sufficient time on their program

for a showing of interesting industrial films. A
radio picture will meet with instant approval.

Then tie-in with a Radiola demonstration and

window display.

"Another possible use is a private showing at

a suitable meeting place, under the auspices oi

one or more dealers. Mail invitations will bring

an audience—newspaper reading notices or ad-

vertisements will help. An attractive exhibition-

of Radiolas, demonstrations, a fifteen-minute

talk on radio, followed by our radio films will-

enable you to establish contact with new Ra-

diola prospects".
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ProfitWnm'i$ Sates^rftiktes
How a Live Retailer Solved the Problem of People Waiting for Record Demonstrations—Boosts
Record Sales Through Restaurant—Telephone Wins for Wunderlich—Other Profitable Stunts

A talking machine dealer in a busy section of

New York who is handling a neighborhood
trade and is busiest on Saturday evening after

papa has come home with his pay was worried
for a long time because his battery of six

booths was not adequate to take care of those
who desired to try out the records. Frequently
those called upon to wait for demonstration be-

came impatient and walked out. He gave the

matter considerable thought and finally, by
checking up, learned that about 90 per cent of

the customers were interested solely in the cur-

rent releases. He, therefore, set aside the larg-

est of his demonstration rooms, furnished it

with a dozen chairs and a machine and de-

tailed a girl to that room each Saturday eve-
ning, her sole job being to demonstrate con-

tinually and in order the records on the newest
list. Special slips were submitted to customers,

who noted thereon the records they desired as

they were demonstrated. He found that the

waiting line was eliminated and actual sales in-

creased to a substantial degree, for each cus-

tomer who stayed in the room long enough
heard the entire list of new records and \,as

not called upon to name special selections for

demonstration, leaving the rest unheard. An-
other advantage of the plan was that those

customers who sought demonstrations from
the general or standard catalog could be easily

accommodated in the main booths and were
able to make their selections at leisure with-

out feeling that they were taking up valuable

space and must hurry out.

* * *

The talking machine department of the lead-

ing Schenectady, N. Y., music store has a novel

method of increasing its record sales. One of

the leading restaurants in the vicinity of the

store has a talking machine and a large col-

lection of records which are played daily to en-

tertain the patrons. An arrangement has been

made by a representative of the music store

whereby the regular releases are played im-

mediately upon receipt at the restaurant and
the latest selections are heard by a large public

in a very short time. The results have been

most gratifying.

* * *

An unusual method of stimulating record

sales was recently put in effect by the talking

machine department of the Wunderlich Piano
Co., Kansas City, Mo., and is working out most
successfully. Using the regular mailing list of

the store, one of the record saleswomen calls

up a customer on the telephone, speaks tersely

and tactfully of a new record release and asks

for a few minutes of the customer's time so

that the record can be played before the tele-

phone and the music conveyed to the customer
via the wire. Before accepting the plan as a

regular feature of the store's service a thirty-

day trial was given it, and so many records

were sold that it is now a permanent feature

and the entire time of one saleswoman is put

to this purpose. Customers have commented
enthusiastically on the service.

* * *

With the number of releases each month by

the different companies, the record buying pub-

lic is unable to get an adequate idea of the

value of the full monthly catalog before a new
list of records is released and as a conse-

quence a large number of records are relegated

to the shelves to make way for new stock and,

except for an occasional order from a customer,

these records receive no attention from the

dealer. Okeh dealers in the New York territory

are overcoming this condition to a certain ex-

tent by the use of lists prepared each week

by the wholesale department of the General

Phonograph Corp. These lists contain the

names of a dozen or so of a certain type of

newspaper advertisements and direct mail an-

nouncements. The principal store of the Piatt

Music Co., Los Angeles, Cal., carries this plan

a step further. It has a six-foot, artistic bul-

letin board placed in an important place in the

store calling attention to the Victor records of

the music featured at the local theatres of

prominence.

record and are recommended to customers as

being outstanding successes. One week dance

music is featured, the next—the records of the

music from Broadway musical shows, the next

—vocal popular hits. -The use of such lists, and

they can be prepared by any dealer, brings far

more forcibly to the attention of the public the

merit of a record than can be accomplished

in any other way.
* # *

One of the best-known methods of stimu-

lating the sale of records, is the tie-up be-

tween the dealer and the local appearance of

recording artists. There are a number of ways

by which this tie-up can be effected, namely,

through the use of the window display space,

Phonograph Shop Opens

Wichita Falls, Tex.. April 6.—The Phono-

graph Shop, after a change of ownership and

management and having undergone complete

alterations, held its formal opening recently.

A complete line of Brunswick phonographs and

Brunswick Radiolas is carried.

Announcement was recently made of the ap-

pointment of Milt Hagen as news editor for the

California Ramblers, exclusive Columbia re-

cording artists, who are opening their own
roadhouse after being featured for ten weeks

at the Alamac Hotel.

MORE PROFIT FOR VOL' ON CLEAR T RON

REPEAT SALES ASSURED BY
GUARANTEED TUBE PERFORMANCE!

WHY are discerning dealers turning to Cleartron Tubes?
Why do they consider them more dependable—more con-

sistent in quality—a better buy for the customer?

Cleartrons Are Truly Guaranteed!

The rigid guarantee that goes with every Cleartron Tube, based
on the strictest laboratory test, makes Cleartron Tubes sell,

render the fullest performance and sell again. Cleartron Tubes
will make pleased loyal customers.

Cleartron Quality Means Repeat Business !

You can back Cleartron Guaranteed Tubes to the limit. They last longer.

They are more economical in current consumption. They oscillate, detect

or amplify. Cleartrons come in three regulation sizes, shown above.

C-T 199 Standard Base is designed to fit 201A sockets without adapters.

All retail at S3, apiece.

Dealers,

tributor

Tie up with Cleartrons!

Order thru vour dis-make your tube business more profitable,

or jobber, or write us for information.

CLEARTRON
26 West 44th Street

VACUUM TUBE CO.
New York City
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Carrying Charges on Instalment Accounts
Scale of Fixed Carrying Charges on Instalment Sales Adopted by

Music Trades' Association of Northern California—A Vital Move

Al various times there has arisen consider-

able discussion among talking machine dealers

and music merchants generally relative to the

advisability of establishing a fixed carrying

charge on instalment accounts over and above

the cash price in lieu of charging any definite

rate of interest on unpaid balances. It is held

by many that an established carrying charge

saves trouble for both the dealer and the cus-

tomer relieving the former of the burden of

figuring interest, and enabling the latter to as-

certain just what the accommodation of time

payments is going to cost him.

Recently, a committee appointed by the Mu-
sic Trades' Association of Northern California

gave considerable study to the question and

presented a report to the board of directors of

that body which was adopted unanimously, it

being decided that the carrying charge was the

logical method of handling term accounts.

Scale for Carrying Charges

The report suggested that carrying charges

be added where payments are deferred in the

sale of talking machines, radio and band and

orchestra instruments on the following scale:

Five per cent' to be added to the balance of

account after first payment is deducted if the

contract is to run ten months or less.

Six per cent to be added to the balance of

account after first payment is deducted if the

contract is to run eleven or twelve months.

Seven per cent to be added to the balance of

account after first payment is deducted if the

contract is to run thirteen or fourteen months.

Eight per cent to be added to the balance of

account after first payment is deducted if the

contract is to run fifteen months.

Carrying charge is to be canceled if account

is paid up in full within sixty days from date of

sale.

Interest at 8 per cent per annum is to be

charged from the date of maturity of contract

on any balance remaining unpaid a that time.

Example of Sale on Carrying Charge Plan
A customer buys a talking machine on ten

months' time for $150, paying $30.00 down—the

balance remaining is $120. The carrying charge

for ten months contract is 5 per cent or $6.00,

making a total of $126. The salesman makes
out the contract for a total of $156, the down
payment to be $30, and the balance at $12.60

per month for ten months.

Advantages to Dealer of Carrying Charge Plan
It is preferred by the customer for the fol-

lowing reasons: He is already educated to the

carrying charge on account of its almost univer-

sal use in the selling of automobiles, vacuum
cleaners, sewing machines, sets of books, etc.

The music trade is one of the very few still

charging interest. It is simpler and easier for

the customer to understand. There is an exact

even amount to be paid each month; the an-

noying interest charge, which varies each

month is done away with. At the time of sign-

ing the contract, the customer knows exactly

how much he has to pay each and every month
even though he may not receive a statement

(see working example of carrying charge.)

There is a marked saving to the dealer in

clerical expense. No figuring each month of

interest for that month with the resultant argu-

ments and misunderstandings with customers.

It speeds up and makes collections easier;

since the customer always knows exactly what
he is to pay.

It is so arranged as to make it simple and
easy for the salesman to get a good down pay-

ment and good terms. It can be seen at once

by any customer that he saves money by sign-

ing up for ten months instead of fifteen; inas-

much as all charges are based on the balance

after the first payment is made, a large first

payment is greatly to the customer's advantage.

To illustrate: A man buys a talking machine
for $150 on twelve months' time. If he pays

$50 down, his carrying charge, based on the

balance of $100 at 6 per cent, is $6.00. If he

pays $25 down on the contract for the same
period of time, the carrying charge is 6 per cent

on $125 or $7.50. It is easy for the salesman

to point out the saving of $1.50 simply through

a little larger down payment. The same argu-

ment applies to a contract on shorter time—the

cash saving is apparent.

The fact that the carrying charge is cut out

entirely, if all is paid in full in sixty days, will

induce many people to make a special effort

to close the account then, as they can see the

dollars and cents saving in so doing. In the

case referred to above, for instance, where the

customer has paid $50 down, he sees that he

saves $6.00 by paying up the balance in two
months.

It will give the dealer a larger return for

carrying instalment paper than at present; the

return to the dealer is better than 8 per cent

interest. This he should have, as dealers are

now actually carrying their paper- at a loss.

The carrying charge is advised and recom-

mended by all finance companies.

To sum up: The carrying charge is simpler

and less expensive in operation, more pleasing

to the customer, gets the money quicker for

the dealer and is more profitable for him.

A similar carrying charge plan has been used

in Southern California for a number of months

now, and is working out in practice very well

indeed. All these dealers are very well pleased
with it and would not think of going back to

the old clumsy system of interest charges.

If the carrying charge plan is generally ap-

proved by the dealers, the board of directors

of the Music Trades' Association of Northern
California expects to get out a printed card ex-

plaining the carrying charge plan in detail. This
will be in the name of the Music Trades' Asso-
ciation of Northern California. All dealers will

have these cards and can show them to the

customer as an explanation of the plan. Seeing
this card, the customer will realize that this

plan is uniform with the music trades of North-

ern California and in operation with all dealers

Caution on Length of Contracts

Radio should not be sold on longer time than

six months if possible; certainly not more than

eight. A down payment of 33 1-3 per cent

should be secured—if this is not possible cer-

tainly not less than 25 per cent. Radio mer-
chandising is different than any other and it is

necessary for the dealer to get proper down
payment and terms if he expects to sell radio

at a profit.

Talking machines and phonographs should
not be sold on longer time than twelve months
—certainly not more than fifteen months. If

possible secure a down payment of 20 per cent

—certainly never less than 10 per cent.

Band and orchestra instruments should not

be sold on longer time than ten months if pos-

sible—certainly not more than twelve months.
If possible secure a down payment of 25 per

cent—certainly never jess than 15 per cent.

Petrouchka in Victor Album

The Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden,
N. J., recently issued a new album set of four

12-inch records of "Petrouchka," the ballet of

Stravinsky, which was recently presented at the

Metropolitan Opera House. The recordings

were made by Eugene Goossens and the Royal
Albert Hall Orchestra of London.

Mandel Co. Chartered

The Mandel Talking Machine & Radio Co.,

New York, was recently incorporated at Albany
with a capital stock of $5,000. The incorporators

are: J. Frost, D. Rubin and A. Bader.

The Licault Radio Corp., Wilmington, Del.,

was recently incorporated at Dover, with a cap-

ital stock of $500,000.

Wuebben Record Albums
are indestructible

They are manufactured on methods of construc-

tion which are protected by the Patent Laws.
It is impossible for the records to drop out.

Ask for our illustrated prospectuses and price lists

Wuebben Gesellschaft, m. b. H., Kochstrasse 60, Berlin SW. 68
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fNewDressU
Jbr the

Largest-Selling Radio
In theWorld

It is easy to understand why Crosley is the world's

largest-selling radio, when you know that Crosley

is the world's greatest radio value.

Crosley is better radio at lower cost because the

economies of huge production are passed directly

on to the radio buyer.

In Crosley Radio, certainty displaces uncertainty;

simplicity takes the place of complication; effi-

ciency is scientifically developed to the nth degree.

Crosley 51 Special at
$
23.50, for example, is the

world's leader at anything like the price. A hand-

some new cabinet with sloping panel, neatly

enclosing the batteries with the two tubes.

Excellent for loud speaker reception of local sta-

tions, and of distant stations under reasonably

good conditions. Much greater distance consis-

tently reached with the headphones.

Sell Crosley in your own store. It is a fast seller

and an easy seller. Order direct from your Jobber.

Most good Jobbers handle Crosley.

Armstrong regenerative circuit, licensed under U. S. Patent No. 1,113,149

The Crosley Radio Corporation
Poivel Crosley, Jr., President

Cincinnati
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Isham Jones Scoring in

First Gotham Engagement

Famous Orchestra Leader and Brunswick Art-

ist Drawing Crowds at Rue de la Paix—Spe-

cial Brunswick Tie-up Record Publicity

Isham Jones and His Orchestra, which re-

cently opened its first New York engagement

at the Rue de la Paix, New York, is meeting

with phenomenal success and the organization

is being heralded bv dance devotees in New

be as popular in New York a^ it was for five

years in Chicago, where it ranked as the lead-

ing dance organization.

The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. has been

co-operating with Isham Jones to splendid ad-

vantage in the use of publicity featuring his en-

trance into New York night life. Isham Jones

has for a number of years made Brunswick rec-

ords exclusively and his recordings have served

to give him a national reputation among music

lovers. The Brunswick Co. has left nothing un-

done to co-operate with Isham Jones and His

Orchestra since the opening of the Rue de la

York as the sensation of the year. The orches-

tra not only plays for dancing but also plays

the music for a very elaborate revue which is

meeting with tremendous favor. The Rue de

la Paix is attracting capacity audiences nightly

and on week-ends hundreds have been turned

away. It is generally conceded that the success

of this night club is due entirely to Isham Jones'

ability and prestige as an orchestra leader and

composer and it is predicted that within a few

months the orchestra, under his leadership, will

Paix and this co-operation has already produced

tangible results for Brunswick dealers in the

stimulation of the demand for Isham Jones

Brunswick records, which are enjoying wide
popularity.

The Wallington Radio Cabinet Works, "Wel-

lington, N. J., were recently incorporated at

Trenton, with a capital stock of $25,000. The
incorporators are Gustav Baur, Louis Walter,

Edward Bauer and Edward Lofquist.

Uniform Length

Means
Uniform Tone

' I
VHE length of the needle partly deter-

A mines the tone, the shortest needles

produce the loudest tones and vice versa.

When customers buy loud tone needles,

they want them all to be loud tone, which

means that all needles must be of the same length. OKeh and
Truetone Needles are all uniform; every needle measures up to

an exact standard or it is rejected—a lot of extra trouble, but it

assures customer satisfaction.

QKfcJv andjtfaefen^ Needles
A Product of the

GENERAL PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION
OTTO HEINEMAN. Pres.

25 West Forty-fifth Street -

W. H. Bristol Discusses

Loud Speaker Essentials

President of Bristol Co. Gives Interesting Views
on Radio Development—Plan to Add Loud
Speaker Tester to Line

Waterbury, Conn., April 7.—Although a manu-
facturer of Bristol recording instruments

and other precision instru-

ments for thirty-six years,

the Bristol Co. has only

manufactured radio loud

speakers for a comparatively

short period of time. How-
ever, in this short time the

popularity of the Bristol loud

speaker has grown tremen-

dously and the production

has become enormous in

order to fill the demand.

In this connection W. H.

Bristol, president of the com-
pany, stated: "To my mind,

every manufactured article is

a promise—to the dealer

—

and to the customer. It is

a promise that the article

will do what it is claimed to Bristol Speaker

do, and that it is a good value for the money.
"Whether that promise will be kept or not

depends not merely upon the manufacturer's

willingness so much as upon his ability. Firms
almost without number have turned to radio,

but those generally recognized as having an

article of true merit have had the right kind of

schooling'. With our experience in precision in-

struments in the past it was but natural on add-

ing radio loud speakers to make them with the

same accuracy we had been schooled to apply

to reco ders. When loud speakers first came
out volume was what everyone seemed to

demand. This was once true of phonographs
and radio seems to be going through the same
cycles. People are beginning to want some-
thing to listen to rather than merely something

to wonder at. There is just as much demand
for volume as there ever was, but quality of

tone must go with it. While the Bristol loud

speaker will give great volume in tone it has

as its outstanding characteristic its wonderful

sweetness of tone.

"A speaker must do a multifarious job.

Thousands of tonal shadings pass through it.

The tone varies from the many qualities of bass

notes up to the shrill of the piccolo, the upper

register of the woodwind and extremely high

pitched harmonies of the strings. It, therefore,

requires something more than a common phone

unit in the end of a horn to bring this myriad

of musical vibrations out in anything like what

they sound to the direct listener. We believe

we have accomplished this with the Bristol loud

speaker."

There are five Bristol loud speakers at the

present time. Four of these models are of the

horn type, models "S" and "J", Baby and Baby
Grand. Model "C" is a cabinet speaker. This

line is destined to give the dealer the desired

diversity from which he can satisfy every cus-

tomer. Each model has its distinctive appeal

The horn of the cabineted model is of wood and

"full floating." The cabinet itself is entirely of

mahogany, beautifully finished.

It is expected that a new instrument will

shortly be added to the Bristol line to be known
as the "Comparophon," a loud speaker tester.

It is claimed that with this instrument the

dealer can test his loud speakers without radio

dimply by connecting three speakers with the

"Comparophon" and using a phonograph of any

kind of make by putting on a record when
making the test. By means of a switch any

ho-n can be used.

New York, N. Y

The Northland Radio Co. has been incorpo-

rated at Dover, Del., with a capital stock of $.V

000,000. The incorporators are W. R. Frank,

Hans F. Aude, F. Ollen Peters, Minneapolis.
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e 1925 the Biggest
ner Year in History!

This attractive HOHNER display on
your counter will do it

EVERY wide-awake dealer knows the value of a sales

leader. And every Hohner dealer knows that har-

monicas are leading the way to more and better

business.

During the past year over 15,000,000 Hohner Harmonicas
were sold to people of all ages, in all walks of life in every
city, town, and country hamlet. And every sale meant
liberal profits and satisfied customers for Hohner dealers.

Thousands of dealers in every part of the country are now
pushing Hohner Harmonicas. They were quick to recog-

nize a real sales leader and just as quick to cash in on the
big business which is being created by Hohner advertising.

Through leading magazines and newspapers; billboards

and posters; radio, movie and theatrical performances;
professional stars; phonograph records; public school and
municipal contests; the Hohner message of real music and
fun is being broadcast to millions of people in every city,

town and village. And the response is being recorded on
the cash registers of Hohner dealers.

If you want quick sales, liberal profits and satisfied cus-

tomers, put this attractive revolving display on your coun-
ter and tie up with the big national publicity campaign.
This display on your counter, a complete set of window
strips and dealer helps and a generous supply of Free In-

struction Books will put you in line for more and better
business.

We are creating the demand for Hohner Harmonicas—all

we ask you to do is help us supply it. 1924 was a record-
breaker, but everything points to a greater volume of busi-

ness in the coming year. Let's work together to make 1925
the Biggest Hohner Year in History.

If You Want to Tie Your Store to Hohner Advertising

Write

Hohner Hohner
Harmonicas Harmonicas

No. 600

IMPORTANT
to Hohner Dealers

Hohner interest and enthu-
siasm is sweeping the coun-
try. You can easily turn it

into money by putting this

attractive revolving display
on your counter and tying
your store to Hohner adver-
tising. Ask us how you can
get one of these displays and
just what it will mean in

sales and profits.

M. HOHNER, Inc., Dept. 72, 116 East 16th St., New York
Canadian Address: Hough & Kohler, 468 King Street, W., Toronto

Fascination

Inspiration

Education

Entertainment

Musical
Accuracy

mm* m̂ *

Health

Portability

Durability

Convenience

Popularity
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A Mark o
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THE radio merchants who are today building

for themselves a prosperous and lasting

business are the ones who are looking beyond

the product they are handling— to the reputa-

tion, responsibility and experience of the manu-

facturer back of it.

An ever-increasing number are learning by

actual experience that the Atwater Kent name
on the radio they sell has helped them attain a

place of leadership among the radio merchants

in their community.

Atwater This Atwater Kent prestige is

traditional. Twenty years before

the first broadcasting station was

opened, the Atwater Kent name plate on a

precision electrical instrument was accepted as

a mark of quality.

WHAT I S BACK O F
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Atwate
Kent

R A D I

Satisfied

Back of Today, the name Atwater Kent
Atwater on racJi0 fs a definite assurance of

10
satisfaction. Atwater Kent dealers

everywhere will confirm this— they know that

back of this name there is an outstanding

achievement in radio engineering.

If you could visit the Atwater Kent plant,

the largest of its kind in the world, you would

know why there is no better radio made. You
would see that all the machinery is of the latest

design for radio building, that every workman
is a master at his job. The material used, every

bit of it, from the smallest wires to the solid

mahogany from which the cabinets are made,

is the best that money can buy.

You would realize that the reasons

^'usenf
Atwater Kent prestige are

fundamental and built-in ; that un-

der such conditions there can be but one result

— satisfied users; and satisfied users are the

most valuable asset a radio merchant can have.

Descriptive literature on request

Atwater Kent Manufacturing Company
4725 Wissahickon Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

XodelR-15 JL J4pdeLL*20

AodelM ir
28
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Cleveland Retailers

Report Good Business

Continuation of Demand for All Lines—Manu-

facturers Show Desire to Aid Dealers—Make
Local Okeh Record—The Month's News

r

Cleveland, O., April 7.—The January confer-

ence of talking machine dealers held in Colum-

bus under a call from President Grau, of the

Music Merchants' Association of Ohio, to dis-

cuss the over-production of phonograph records

and models, discount adjustments, and other

problems of the retailers' trade, is bearing good

results, according to Rex C. Hyre, secretary of

the Association. Several interesting replies

have been received by him from the leading

talking machine producers of the country, all

offering to do what they can to improve the

conditions complained of. Another matter dis-

cussed at the Columbus conference was radio

and methods used in protecting dealers as to

the matter of discounts. Some interesting com-

munications on this subject have also been re-

ceived by Mr. Hyre.

Pushing Federal Discontinued Models

The Newman-Stearn Co., among the lead-

ing radio dealers who also handle phonographs,

is offering a part of $1,700,000 worth of discon-

tinued Federal radio outfits recently acquired

by a combination of retailers.

Improvement in Trade Practices

The Cleveland Better Business Commission
reports that efforts during the past few months
to "tone up" the standard of musical merchan-

dise advertising in the local newspapers has

brought good results, and talking machine deal-

ers, the Commission's secretary says, are more
careful in the wording of their advertising.

Cleveland Artists Make Okeh Record
Cleveland's importance in the matter of rec-

ord creation again is emphasized by the re-

cent release of an entirely new composition,

likewise Cleveland-made, in "Nora Lee." This

song has had a wide distribution in the sheet

music field and was composed by Joe Smith,

of the 'Martha Lee Club Orchestra. It has

such an appeal that a recording was the natural

outcome. Therefore, T. R. Buel, head of the

Cheney Phonograph Sales Co., which also is

the Okeh record distributor in this territory,

got busy, commissioned Joe Smith and his or-

chestra to go to New York, and the Okeh re-

cording laboratories did the rest. Dealer tie-

CARTER New Loop Aerial
Pat. Applied for. The new Carter Pentagon winding makes possible a loop with no wood

or metal within the electric field thus eliminating losses and giving
greater signal strength. It also permits of smaller construction.

The Carter loop is only 18 inches in diameter. A beautiful loop that
finds a ready sale. It is being, nationally advertised in April and May.

Offices in Principal Cities.

Write for folder.

Order from
your jobber.

2. OS S .-STATE-;ST R EET
C H I "C A G O

f
?l L^LvftU.^S.-Avj

In Canada—CARTER RADIO CO.. Limited—Toronto J
ups and much preliminary work resulted in

large sales of this record. The story "Nora

Lee" will be syndicated throughout the country

and it is understood it is later to appear in

photoplay form.

Victor Dealers in Co-operative Drive

In connection with the drive for new busi-

ness, the local activity in connection with Vic-

tor has been conspicuous. The month's cam-

paign, through March, in Cleveland, and with

which were linked similar district campaigns

throughout the country in the larger cities,

was inaugurated here at the Music Box, con-

trolled by Philip Spitalny, now known as a

Victor artist. The event was staged co-opera-

tively by the Cleveland Talking Machine Co.,

Victor wholesaler and representatives of the

Victor Co. These last included F. C. Erdman,

A. C. Mayer, Louis Morgan, Richard Thomp-
son, R. C. Jennings, Warren Batchelder. Miss

Alice Keith, chief of the educational division,

and Ben F. Allen, promotional and advertis-

ing manager, also spoke. More than 200 deal-

ers and their associates attended.

Euclid Co. to Open Another Branch

Early April was expected to see one of the

most unusual of openings in the way of a new
music establishment. Several big surprises were

being planned by the Euclid Music Co. to intro-

duce the sixth of its chain of music establish-

ments, this being located on the ground floor of

present East Ninth-Huron Road location.

New Brunswick Accounts

More new dealers are added with the open-

ing of Spring by the Brunswick Co. in this ter-

ritory. These include the Witt Music Co.,

Lorain; the McMahon Piano Co., Youngstown,

and the Winter Piano Co., Erie, Pa.

Another Local Okeh Recording

Among late recording efforts that, again by

the Cheney Phonograph Sales Co. co-operating

oo
Regular Discounts

Loud
Tone

$25
The Oro-Tone
Junior No. 250
Height, iy2 inches; Width, \\y2 inches;
Length, 15 inches; Weight, 15 pounds.

Produced for the Merchant who
Desires to Give His Trade Quality

Throughout. ^KSSaS^U^^ Plays
\J^^^ w

f\ll Records
CABINET CONSTRUCTION—Body construction of % inch stock. Dovetailed
corners, Ys inch veneer top and bottom panels. Glued and na led throughout and
covered with a durable waterproof leatherette material.

MOTOR—American manufactured, housed in cast frame to insure perfect alignment
and withstand rough handling, single spring, easy winding, plays two sides of a ten-
inch lateral cut record or more than one side of an Edison record at one winding.

TONE ARM IS NOT REMOVED when lid is closed. Ready to play in 'five seconds.
Convenience itself.

Order Sample on Ten Days Approval.

The Oro-Tone Co.,
PACIFIC MUSIC CO , Distributor

1000-1010 George St.
Chicago, U. S. A.

137 Turk St., San Francisco, Cal.

with the Okeh factor, of additional selections

by the Emerson Gill Orchestra of Cleveland

must be mentioned. Arrangement was made for

the installation of a temporary laboratory here

by T. R. Buel, secretary-treasurer of the Cheney
Co., and Ralph Reed and H. J. Becker, of the

Okeh recording division. The three selections

are ready for release, first in Cleveland, of

course.

Columbia Branch in New Home
New headquarters for the Cleveland branch

of the Columbia Co. have been established in the

Premier Building, in the Euclid-East Eighteenth

District. This makes the second wholesale es-

tablishment to select this location, the other

being the Ohio Musical Sales Co. The change
will be twofold in its merit, in the opinion

of S. S. Larmon, general manager of this branch

—the closer proximity to the retail district, and
the fact that dealers from out of town will find

it easier of access.

Art Gillian Scores

The whispering pianist, Art Gillian, Colum-
bia artist, made a considerable hit in Cleve-

land during his four nights' broadcasting work.

Under the auspices of the Cleveland Columbia
branch, Mr. Gillian made numerous personal

appearances also at dealers' stores, and this

helped to add to his already enviable reputation

here.

Wright Music Co. Organized

Withdrawal of three important individuals in

the music field from the Euclid Music Co.

marks the beginning of another new music

trade enterprise in Cleveland. The Wright
Music Co. has been organized and opens in

the Euclid East 105th District under the direc-

tion of William Murstein, Jack Lapham and

W. R. Wright. A varied line of phonographs

and radio will be handled.

Cuban Columbia Distributor a Visitor

Among recent out-of-town guests in the mu-
sic trade field here has been H. A. Lee, of the

Frank Robins Co., Havana, Cuba, which repre-

sents the Columbia distribution on the Island.

Mr. Lee has been making a trip about this

country, picking up new ideas for his firm.

In Cleveland he was the guest of S. S. Lar-

mon, branch manager of the Columbia Co.

E. W. Bond Joins Brunswick Co.

New member of the Brunswick sales organ-

ization in this territory is E. W. Bond, who has

been appointed to handle the dealers' business

in northern Ohio, including Cleveland, Akron,

Canton, Youngstown and adjacent cities. Mr.

Bond comes from the Carryola Co., of Mil-

waukee, Wis.

Dealers Profiting by Radio

The Euclid Music Co.'s four stores have

scored heavily in radio outfits. The Conn-

Cleveland Co., which in a measure shares Huron
road quarters with the Starr Piano Co., is

doing much to popularize music through its

new radio studio and its school of music re-

cently opened, with faculty members practi-

cally all specialists in the Cleveland Symphony
Orchestra. The Brunswick Radiola has un-

questionably been the big hit in high-priced

radio sets and Brunswick retailers throughout

Greater Cleveland report increasing sales.

Wide Interest in Brunswick Contest

The "Music Memory Contest" of the Bruns-

wick-Balke-Collender Co. is attracting much at-

tention in Cleveland.
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F. E. Bates Shows How Freight Rates
Affect Prices of Phonographs and Radio

Traffic Manager of Sherman, Clay & Co., Memb er of Music Industries Chamber of Commerce
Committee, at Rate Hearings in San Francisco Presents Interesting Report

Frank E. Bates, traffic manager of Sherman,

Clay & Co., San Francisco, Cal., and a member
of the Transportation Committee of the Music

Industries Chamber of Commerce, brought out

a very important point of interest to the music

trade in the recent hearings in San Francisco

on the matter of the suspension of the new in-

creases in rates on radio sets and phonographs

with radio installation.

The hearings were held in San Francisco

because of the protest of the Pacific Radio
Trade Association, the Music Trade Association

of Southern California and other associations in

the various music fields who are co-operating

with the Music Industries Chamber of Com-
merce in securing the rate suspension. At
these hearings it was apparent that representa-

tives of the railroad intended to show what a

little percentage the rate increase would have

on the final cost of radio sets and phono-

graphs. Mr. Bates, however, on cross examina-

tion clearly showed the fallacy of this attitude,

and, in fact, showed that the proposed in-

creases, which amount to 50 per cent in many
cases, are repeated several times before the

product reaches the final consumer.

In reporting to the Chamber on his work as

a representative of the Committee in the San

Francisco hearings Mr. Bates has written:
"The distributors buying direct from the factory must

pay freight charges from the Atlantic Coast to San Fran-

cisco, on which we will say there is an increase of 50c

per set; he, in turn, sells his products to a jobber in

Portland, Ore., on which there is an additional increase

of perhaps 25c per set. The jobber, in turn, sells his

products to a retail dealer at Salem, Ore., on which there

is an additional increase, and although the increase in

freight charges on the transcontinental movement really

represents only an increase of 50c per set, by the time

same is delivered to the ultimate consumer this increase

will not be 50c but more likely $1.50.

"As this particular case has brought to the writer's

mind more forcibly than anything else in the past the

need of some co-operative action in matters affecting trans-

portation costs to the music trades as a whole, it would
seem that the best method of creating some interest or

desire on the part of allied music interests is through a

campaign of education on traffic or transportation matters."

Mr. Bates supported his arguments by ex-

hibits which have been filed with the Inter-

state Commerce Commission. To summarize,

these exhibits show that for a certain period

radio shipments from Cincinnati, O., alone to

Sherman, Clay & Co., carried freight charges of

$1,638.00. Under the proposed freight rates

which the Chamber is opposing the charges

would have been $2,545.50, an increase of

$816.50. This tells only part of the story,

however, for during the same period Sherman,

Clay & Co. re-distributed the same type of prod-

ucts to Portland, Seattle and Spokane, incurring

freight charges of $839.55, which under the pro-

posed rates would have been $1,259.32, an in-

crease of $419.77. In addition the company
shipped to eight different cities within the State

of California, incurring freight charges of

$841.50, as against $1,264.78 which would have

been incurred under the proposed rates, an

increase of $423.28. In other words, while it

looks bad enough that the proposed increased

rates should cost this one company within this

short period taken as an example $816.50 in ad-

ditional freight charges on incoming shipments,

the actual effect of these increased charges

would have been an additional $1,659.55, all of

which, of course, means that amount extra cost

of doing business and increased final retail

price of the product.

Another exhibit introduced showed that the

proposed increases, if they had been in ef-

fect during the year 1924, would have cost the

Fobes Supply Co., Leo J. Meyberg Co., Sher-

man, Clay & Co. and the Pacific States Electric

Co. on sets manufactured by the Radio Corp. of

America alone on reshipments from San Fran-

cisco to Portland, Seattle and Spokane over

$1,000.00. This, it must be remembered, would

be in addition to even larger increases on the

original shipments of these sets from Eastern

points to San Francisco.

As Mr. Bates says, it is very important that

the music dealers of this country realize the

very vital effect to them of the proposed in-

creases in freight rates which the Music In-

dustries Chamber of Commerce and various

associations in the radio field are strenuously

opposing. Associated with Mr. Bates in the

hearing was H. F. Gittings, of the Magnavox
Co. and Munson Rayner Corp., and G. A. Cul-

bert, of the Pacific States Electric Co.

The next hearings were held in Washington
on April 7. The Music Industries Chamber of

Commerce was represented by R. H. Lock-
wood, traffic manager of Brunswick-Balke-Col-

lender Co., and W. F. Varin, of the Sonora
Phonograph Co., who are members of the

Chamber's Transportation Committee, and by
Alfred L. Smith, secretary and general manager.
The case was handled for the Chamber
by J. C. Culquitt, traffic attorney, Washington.

A Live Birmingham Dealer

Birmingham, Ala., April 8.—Loveman, Joseph

& Loeb, a large department store in this city, are

now featuring the Thermiodyne radio set, and
this popular set, which has been advertised ex-

tensively through national media, is meeting
with considerable favor in Birmingham terri-

tory. Window displays showing the various

features of the Thermiodyne and emphasizing
the fact that it has only one master dial con-

trol have contributed materially to the success

of the campaign, and it is expected that the

Thermiodyne set will steadily increase in pop-
ularity throughout the year.
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DISTRIBUTORS

A. C. ERISMAN CO 175 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.
GENERAL PHONOGRAPH CORP 15 West 18th St., New York, N. Y.
EVERYBODY'S TALKING MACHINE CO., INC., 810 Arch St., Phila, Pa.
IROQUOIS SALES CORP 210 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.
JAMES COWAN CO 18 West Broad St., Richmond. Va.
JAMES K. POLK CO., INC 294 Decatur St., Atlanta, Ga.
BELKNAP HARDWARE ft MFG. CO 111 E. Main St., Louisville, Ky.
STERLING ROLL ft RECORD CO 137 West 4th St., Cincinnati, O.
OHIO MUSICAL SALES CO 1747 Chester Ave., Cleveland, O.
C. L. MARSHALL CO 514 Griswold St.. Detroit. Mich.
TARG ft DINNER MUSIC CO 229 West Randolph St.. Chicago, III.

EDWARD G. HOCH CO 27 No. 4th St., Minneapolis, Minn.
MAJESTIC MUSIC SHOP 1G South 7th St., Minneapolis. Minn.
RENIER MUSIC HOUSE 545 Main St., Dubuque, Iowa
MARKS PHONOGRAPH ft RADIO CORP. .2215 Pine St.. St, Louis, Mo.
SCHMELZER CO 2015 Grand St., Kansas City, Mo.
CARL FLORINE 514 Charles Bldg., Denver, Colo.

WALTER S. GRAY ft CO 1054 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

WALTER 8. GRAY ft CO 926 Midway Place. Los Angeles Cal.

WALTER S. GRAY ft CO 2602 Fourth Ave.. Seattle, Wash.

OUTING TALKING MACHINE CO., Inc., Mt. Kisco.N. Y.

Export Department

No. 44 Whitehall Street, New York City, N. Y., U. S. A.

Cable Address "OUTING" New York

Representatives in:

Sydney, New Sooth Wales; Melbourne, Havana, Cuba. Barranqnllla, Colombia.
Brisbane and Perth, Australia; Buenos Aires, Argentine Rep. Genoa, Italy.

Wellington, New Zealand. Santiago de Chile. Dublin, Ireland.
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Ship m an "Allas

Proper Packing Pays
Better protection is given your shipments by Atlas Plywood Packing Cases. There are no
cracks or knot holes in the sturdy, cross-banded panels of plywood to admit dust, dirt or
moisture. When the shook is put together it affords maximum protection against the ele-

ments.

Then, too, there is the strong, scientific construction of these modern containers that with-
stands unusual shocks and strains. This means fewer losses from damage to contents.

When you also consider the further savings in freight charges made possible because of their

lighter weight, there is no reasonable excuse for failing to investigate, at least, the particular
economies Atlas Plywood Packing Cases would effect in your shipping department.

Send us the data so we can give you specific details.

Atlas Plywood Corp.
PARK SQ. BUILDING BOSTON, MASS.

Largest Manufacturers of Box Shook in New England

Kodel Radio Corp. Buys
New Plant in Cincinnati

Operations Formerly Conducted in Five Fac-

tories to Be Centered in New Plant—Move
Follows Recent Merger of Kodel Mfg. Co. and

Automatic Electrical Devices Co.

Following the announcement which appeared

in these columns last month of the merger of

the Kodel Mfg. Co. and the Automatic Electrical

Devices Co., Cincinnati, O., the president of

this consolidation, Clarence E. Ogden, an-

nounces the purchase of the Cincinnati broad-

casting station WMH from the Ainsworth-

Gates Radio Co. A new factory building has

also been purchased by the Kodel Radio Corp.

and the company, which has heretofore operated

in five locations, will in the larger quarters con-

solidate all of its activities under one roof.

Clarence E. Ogden, who to-day heads what
has been termed the second largest radio manu-
facturing company of medium-priced radio sets

in the world, is only thirty-four years old. At
the age of nineteen he organized the Ogden
Mfg. Co., which specialized in battery chargers.

Under the new plans of the company, which is

a. two-million-dollar corporation, the organiza-

tion will in addition to its past activities add

Recordings
for the

Phonograph Trade

NDEPENDENT is

the best equipped and

most efficient record-

ing laboratory in the

country.

ECORDINGS for the

most prominent makes
of records are among
our successes.

aljHSziaET us solve your

|ES|| technical problems.

A phone call or letter

will bring full details.

Also personal recordings

of all kinds.

INDEPENDENT RECORDING LAB.
55 West 16th Street

WATKINS 0525
New York

some higher-priced receivers to its list of prod-

ucts.

Mr. Ogden is of the firm opinion that the radio

industry is still pioneering and that expansion

programs must be carried out in order to re-

tain the interests of radio set users. For this

reason a corps of radio engineers in the Kodel

laboratories are designing new models for the

coming season, and drastic changes in all the

old models have been made. Until the present

time the Kodel Corp. has never manufactured

receivers of the type which they believe would

Clarence E. Ogden
interest the talking machine retailer. However,
among the new products are the Logodyne re-

ceivers, which are handsomely finished both in-

side and out, and priced so that they will be at-

tractive to the talking machine dealer. It was
purposely designed to interest the music trade

and to make possible the sale of the product
on a time payment basis if necessary. Regard-
ing the new broadcasting station Mr. Ogden
said:

"We expect to maintain one of the most in-

teresting programs presented by any station as

soon as we have been able to correctly form
our plans. Although we are taking over the

new station on April 6, we will not officially

open it until Fall, when the new two-million-

dollar Hotel Alms is completed. At that time

our towers will be raised to the top of this

twelve-story building, our new equipment will

be in place and our studios will have been
moved, enlarged and redecorated."

In consolidating the five old factories into the

new factory provisions have been made to use

150,000 square feet of floor space. The Gold

Seal Homcharger and all the other chargers

formerly manufactured by the Automatic Elec-

trical Devices Co. will be manufactured under

the trade name of the Kodel Radio Corp. In

addition, all the new Logodyne models, includ-

ing a new console type, will be manufactured

here. The new plant includes japan ovens, dry

kilns, tramways, power plant, special railroad

switch and many other features, and is located

in the heart of the industrial section of down-
town Cincinnati.

J. F. Bichl, sales manager of the Kodel Radio

Corp., has been elected vice-president of the

new corporation and will continue in charge of

sales. No immediate changes are planned for

the personnel of the organization except the ad-

dition of radio engineers, one of whom is al-

ready on his way from England to enter the

Kodel laboratories.

Radio Industries Corp. Is

Now the Delaware Corp.

Reorganized Radio Manufacturing Company Is

Capitalized at $1,250,000

The Radio Industries Corp., 131 Duane street,

New York City, manufacturer of "Rico" prod-

ucts, including the loud speaker bearing that

name, has been reorganized. It is now known
as the Delaware Corp., and has been capitalized

at $1,250,000.

According to B. Gould, who has been respon-

sible for the development of this concern and
its "Rico" products, the company is now in a

position to greatly extend its laboratory work.

The company recently completed a new five-

tube set known as the "Rico-Dyne," which car-

ries some exclusive features, and plans an ex-

tensive advertising campaign on its products.

It is now arranging for national distribution.

In conjunction with its new five-tube set it in-

tends to feature in coming publicity its cabinet

loud speaker.

No Stromberg-Carlson

Model or Price Changes

Rochester, N. Y., April 7.—The Stromberg-Carl-

son Telephone Mfg. Co., of this city, manufac-

turer of Stromberg-Carlson neutrodyne prod-

ucts, loud speakers, head phones and panels,

sent a very interesting telegram recently to all

authorized Stromberg-Carlson dealers, reading

as follows: "Stromberg-Carlson guarantees

prices will not be reduced and present models

will not be made obsolete. You are thereby

fully protected on your investment in our mer-

chandise. Confirming in detail by letter. Read
all our bulletins carefully. They spell increased

sales for you."

In addition to the signature of the Strom-
berg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co., this telegram,

when forwarded to dealers in Eastern territory,

carried the signature of Gross-Brennan, Inc.,

New York, Stromberg-Carlson sales represent-

ative. Both the company and Gross-Brennan

have been congratulated by the dealers upon
the text of this wire, which is of particular in-

terest to the trade at the present time because

of the tendency to change models and prices.

RADIO
FOR DEPENDABILITY
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Concentrate on Fada

!

IF
YOU are in radio to stay, join now the leader in the in-

dustry and become the leader in your community.

The Fada Neutrodyne was the first radio receiver specifically

designed for broadcast reception.

Fada introduced the first efficient 5-tube Neutrodyne Phono-

graph panel unit.

Fada was also the first to design a Neutrodyne receiver that

could use, with absolute satisfaction, either dry cell or storage

battery type tubes.

Today, with an established distribution from coast to coast,

Fada has developed a merchandise service that is unparalleled

in the industry. This service has but one purpose—to help a

dealer sell.

Fada has won national, recognition through its dominant use

of large space in the most important magazines and news-

papers in all the large cities.

Our merchandising department offers you complete equip-

ment to win locally your share of this great interested audience.

Fada backs you up at every point—helps you find prospects,

interest them, sell them and satisfy them.

Tie up to the Fada driving power that will help put you across

in a big way. Get in touch today with the Fada Distributor.

F. A. D. ANDREA, Inc.
1581 JEROME AVENUE, NEW YORK

Tune in for the Fada Hour of

Music, 10 p. m., Central Standard

Time, every night. Station WTAS
Elgin, 111., wave length 303 meters.

Fada Phonograph Panel

Unit— a five tube Neu-
trodyne receiver, de-

signed for Victor Con-

sole Phonographs.
Adapted for dry cell or

storage battery.
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Twin Cities Dealer Tie-Ups With Musi-
cal Activities Result in Sales Gains

Appearance of World-Famous Record Artists in Local Concerts Taken Advantage of by Live

Retailers—Foster & Waldo to Build New Home—Wholesalers Busy — Month's News

IT ^ I FY'Q GRAPHITE PHONOa J SPRING LUBRICANT
Ilsley's Lubricant makes the Motor make good.
Is prepared in the proper consistency, will not run
out, dry up or become sticky or rancid. Remains in

its original form indefinitely.
Put up in 1, S, 10, 25 and 50-pound cans for dealers.
This lubricant is also put up in 4-ounce cans to

retail at 25 cents each under the trade name of

FITRFK A noiseless talkinglavmtjUfl MACHINE LUBRICANT
Write for special proposition to jobbers

ILSLEY-DOUBLEDAY & CO., 229-231 Front St., NewYork

Minneapolis and Sr. Paul, Minn., April 7.

—

There has been much activity in Twin City mu-
sic circles the past week both from the artistic

and commercial standpoints. The close of the

Hennepin County Music Memory Contest, Sun-

day, March 29, caused a last-minute flurry of

record buying. Two concerts of unusual inter-

est from the trade viewpoint were those of

Mme. Jeritza and Paul Whiteman, world-fam-

ous record artists.

New Home for Foster & Waldo
Foster & Waldo, Minneapolis' oldest music

house, through Robert O. Foster, makes the an-

nouncement of a new building soon to be

erected. It will occupy a site on Nicollet ave-

nue, diagonally opposite the present store. The
increasing business of the company has made
the present quarters altogether inadequate.

While plans have not yet been completed, Mr.

Foster says the building will be the last word
in proper facilities for handling their many
lines of musical equipment. The five-story

building will be built for them and the property

held on a long time lease. It will be known
as the Foster & Waldo Building.

This firm has been doing some attractive ad-

vertising of the Brunswick Radiola and their

March sales on this instrument upset tradition

by being heavier than the Christmas business.

Stone Co. Closing Out
The Stone Piano Co. is closing out the Min-

neapolis branch and is selling a large stock of

pianos, phonographs, radio combinations and

records. The Fargo store of this company is

one of the oldest and largest music houses in

the Dakotas and the volume of business it han-

dles demands the entire attention of the firm.

The Brunswick Co., of Minneapolis, will take

over the entire Vocalion stock of the Stone Co.

Columbia Co. Activities

Mrs. Helen Beggs, manager of the Columbia

Co., is highly pleased with the recent acquisi-

tion by Louis Sterling of the controlling inter-

est in Columbia. Since Columbia has inaugu-

rated the new policy of discounts to dealers there

has been a marked increase in record sales. A
new selling point in the Columbia is the recently

perfected method of grooving which makes it

possible to play more records with the same
needle without injury to tone.

H. J. Wilcks, credit supervisor from the Chi-

cago office of the Columbia Co., was a visitor.

Other trade visitors were Mr. Jordan, of the

Zenith Radio Corp., of Chicago, and William
Brinkerhoff, of the Brinkerhoff Piano Co., who
dropped in to see R. C. Foster last week.

Morton Schaefer in New Post
Morton Schaefer, well known to Northwest-

ern Vocalion dealers, will operate for the

Brunswick Co. Mr. Schaefer was for many
years with Leo Feist and is consequently espe-

cially well informed on the sheet music and
record end of the business. In addition he has

a wide acquaintance among dealers in the

Northwest.

Brunswick Artist Scores

Nick Lucas, popular Brunswick artist, made
many friends among the trade in St. Paul, Du-
luth and Minneapolis on his recent tour here.

Lou H. Miller, for a number of years with the

Brunswick Co., has located in Butte, Mont.,

and will handle the Montana territory for that

company. Lou is well known in Montana, so

that his return is really a home-coming.
"Doc" O'Neill, local Brunswick manager, says

the Northwest is all right and so are the dealers.

Dealers in Artist Tie-up

Paul Whiteman and His Band were given a

royal reception in the Twin Cities through the

efforts of M. Bennett, of the George C. Beck-

with Victor Co. William Rossitter, president

of the local_ Musicians' Union; Fred Birnbach,

president of the Civic Music League; Frank
Novak, Feist representative; William Warvelle
Nelson, leader of the State Theater orchestra,

and representatives of all dance orchestras in

the city greeted the "Jazz Kings."

Representatives from the Cable, Donaldson,

Whitney-MacGregor, Metropolitan, Dyer Bros.,

Howard-Farwell, Peyer Cordoza and Golden

Co. were present at a banquet tendered them.

The Beckwith Co. has had quite a heavy

demand for portables and the record business

continues good.

Lawrence H. Lucker Busy

J. Unger, of Lawrence H. Lucker, Edison

distributor, says the De Forest models are go-

ing well, as are the Ware type L. Record
sales far exceed last year and phonograph sales

are fair. The Lucker Co. had an exhibit at the

Minneapolis Builders' Exchange Building Show
which was held at the Armory, March 30 to

April 4.

Crosley Musicone, Loud
Speaker, on the Market

Crosley Radio Corp. Distributing Important
Addition to Its Products

Cincinnati, O., April 6.—The Crosley Radio

Corp. has just placed on the market a loud

speaker called the Crosley Musicone, which,

Crosley Musicone

judging from comments of Crosley jobbers and
dealers, is going to meet with marked success.

The loud speaker lists at $17.50 and is excep-

tionally attractive in design. A soft shade of

brown was chosen as being the most harmoni-

ous for radio receivers and other pieces of

furniture, and its base is covered with brown
felt to eliminate the possibility of marring

highly polished woods. The Crosley Musicone

has a number of distinctive constructional fea-

tures and is designed to operate with any make
of radio receiver having amplification. No ad-

justment is required and although light in

weight it is rigidly constructed.

In a letter sent out to the trade announcing

the Musicone, Powel Crosley, Jr., president of

the Crosley Radio Corp., stated: "The actuat-

ing movement in the Musicone is entirely new.

It is basically new and different and, of course,

is patented. In appearance it is a thing of

beauty and its reproducing qualities are excep-

tional. Good broadcasting and good receiving

sets are worthless without a perfect instrument

for reproduction and the first time you listen to

a Crosley Musicone you will find an entirely

new conception of radio."

In Bankruptcy

The Superior Instrument Co., New York, has

been placed in bankruptcy with liabilities of

about $8,000 and assets of about $2,000. Wil-

liam Etgen, Jr., has been appointed receiver.

0R0-T0NE
No. 17

Radio

Arm

VALVE CONTROL
g BUTTON

Plays All Records

FITS ALL PHONOGRAPHS because it is the only Radio arm that is adjustable in

length from 8 to 1054 inches.

RADIO OR PHONOGRAPH IN AN INSTANT by shifting the valve control button
B, you have either Radio or Phonograph. Neither phone nor reproducer has to be re-

moved. One does not interfere with the other.

PLAYS ALL RECORDS WITH OR WITHOUT RADIO PHONE ATTACHED—
The Phonograph reproducer and the radio phone are entirely independent due to the
clever valve control.

CORRECT WEIGHT OF REPRODUCER ON THE RECORD—It is the only arm
that automatically gives you the correct weight on the record you turn the reproducer
to play.

The Oro- Tone No. 17 is the Best Looking and Most
Scientific Radio Tone Arm Made.

Send for Sample
on 30 Days
Approval

The Oro-Tone Co.
1000-1010 George St. Chicago, U. S. A.

Ask for Special
Folder
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Pablo Horns, Kennedy Mgr.,

to Visit Foreign Countries

Manager of Export Department of Colin B.

Kennedy Corp. Plans Extensive Tour of

European and South American Countries

Pablo Horns, who was recently appointed ex-

port manager of the Colin B. Kennedy Corp.,

is planning an extensive investigating tour of

Europe, getting first-hand impressions of the

radio situation in European countries. Mr.
Horns, who is located at 44 Whitehall street,

New York, has traveled extensively all over

the world and is admirably equipped for the

position which he has assumed. Following his

tour of European countries, which he expects to

start in June, and which will consume about
three months, he will visit South American
countries for the balance of this year.

While Mr. Horns is visiting Europe and
South America, the affairs of the Colin B. Ken-
nedy Corp., New York, will be in the capable

hands of J. M. Horns, who, in addition to a

wide knowledge of trade conditions in foreign

countries, has had considerable experience with

both the technical and merchandising angles of

radio. At the present time representatives of

the Kennedy organization are traveling

throughout Mexico and Australasia, studying

the radio market in those countries.

Atlas Co. Is Featuring

Portable Repair Parts

Philip Kalmus, head of the Atlas Phono Parts

Co., 107 West Twentieth street, New York City,

states that there have been so many portable

talking machines sold in recent years that the

demand for repair parts for these instruments

during the Summer season is as large as the

business for parts to be used in other type ma-
chines in other seasons. For that reason the

Atlas Phono Parts Co. is making a specialty

of carrying a full line of all parts for all portable

talking machines, including the Pal, Outing,

Carryola, Westphono, Spencerian and others.

Mr. Kalmus stated further that owing to the

popular price of most portables in the early

days there was no effort made to supply regular

repair parts for these instruments. With the

constantly increasing number of portables now
in the hands of consumers, however, a very

healthy parts business has been built.

The Atlas Phono Parts Co., which recently

moved into the Twentieth street address, is

now located in the heart of the wholesale music

area and for that reason is in an advantageous

location. The shipping facilities of the com-
pany also are an aid to its mail-order business,

which has been gaining satisfactorily.

Unusual Display Ties Up
Zenith With Arctic Trip

Reproduction of Donald B. MacMillan and His

Ship in Arctic Center of Attraction in Win-
dow of Burkham & Stamm, Zenith Dealers

Ingenuity and unusual interest which com-
pels eye appeal is shown in the accompanying
illustration of a window display sponsored by

Attention-Compelling Zenith Window

Burkham & Stamm, Zenith dealers in Wheeling,

W. Va. A miniature reproduction of Com-
mander Donald B. MacMillan, his ship, the

Bowdoin, and several of his crew formed the

center of the display. Zenith sets in various

models flanked the center piece.

This enterprising dealer tied up his window
display with the nation-wide interest developed

by Commander MacMillan while on his arctic

exploration, and capitalized in an effective way
upon the fact that the explorer chose Zenith

equipment as a means of keeping in touch with

the civilized world, while his ship was impris-

oned by ice in the frozen North.

The Duo-Tone Radio Corp., Camden, N. J.,

was recently incorporated at Trenton, N. J.,

with a capital stock of $50,000. The incorpo-

rators are: Louis G. Larsen, Jersey City;

Samuel Clare and Isidore Kolker, Newark.
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M. O. Giles Finds Trade
Pushing Thermiodyne Sets

General Sales Manager of Thermiodyne Radio
Corp. Home From Western Trip—Found
Jobbers and Dealers Pushing Products

M. O. Giles, general sales manager of the

Thermiodyne Radio Corp., returned to New
York recently from a Western trip which in-

cluded a visit to Buffalo, Cleveland, Cincinnati,

Chicago and Kansas City. In a chat with The
World Mr. Giles stated that he found general
conditions very satisfactory, with Thermiodyne
dealers making energetic plans to eliminate the

so-called Summer slump. The various Ther-
miodyne jobbers are working in close co-opera-
tion with the dealers everywhere, carrying out
plans and policies sponsored and developed by
Leo Potter, president of the Thermiodyne
Radio Corp. and widely known in merchandis-
ing circles. In Chicago Mr. Giles conferred
with E. A. Fearn, president of the Consolidated
Talking Machine Co., which is distributing

Thermiodyne products from the company's
headquarters in Chicago, Detroit and Minne-
apolis. In Detroit Thermiodyne Week was
scheduled for the week of April 6, and Mr.
Fearn's organization took advantage of the va-
rious suggestions offered by Mr. Giles in con-
nection with this interesting sales plan.

Commend Pet O Fone
Portable Tone Quality

The Pet O Fone Mfg. Co., 557 Broadway,
New York City, manufacturer of the popular-
priced miniature portable talking machine, has
received many letters containing favorable com-
ment from talking machine dealers in all parts
of the country. Primarily the letters lay stress
upon the attractiveness of the instrument from
a novelty standpoint which arouses interest and
creates sales. The fact, however, that this

kodak size portable has good tone quality and
volume gives it the status of a musical instru-
ment and, therefore, has a wider appeal from
both the retailer's and consumer's viewpoint.

Walter Camp Passes Away
Walter Camp, originator of the "Daily

Dozen," recently passed away at the Hotel Bel-
mont, New York City. R. B. Wheelan, presi-

dent of Health Builders, Inc., New York City,

used this well-known system of exercises set

to fitting music in the Health Builder "Daily
Dozen" record sets. Although the originator of

the "Daily Dozen" sets has passed away, these
records will live on forever through the medium
of the talking machine.

Music in Better Homes Show
Memphis, Tenn., April 6.—The Better Homes

Show will be held in this city during the week
of May 11. Talking machines and other musi-
cal instruments will be given a prominent place

as being a necessary adjunct to every "Better

Home." Last year there were ten better homes
exhibited and this year there will be at least

that number.

Fine Jewett Publicity

The Jewett Vemco unit, which is used in the

popular Jewett Superspeaker, is adequately de-

scribed in a new three-color folder just issued

to the trade by the Jewett Radio & Phono-
graph Co., Pontiac, Mich. This unit has at-

tained considerable popularity among music
lovers, and its adaptability for use on phono-
graphs has made it a prime favorite for mer-
chandising in the phonograph industry. The
Vemco loud speaker unit is adjustable to any

type of phonograph and Jewett dealers are

enthusiastic regarding its distinctive features.

No Other Records Have the Variety of

OKtfvReconJs
Biggest Dance and Vocal Hits—They're for Everybody

Greatest of All Race Records—For the Blues Buyers

Rare European Importations—For the Lovers of Master-
pieces

"Old-time" Tunes for the Old Fashioned Folks

An OKeh Dealer's Life
is a busy and happy one

We Sell All Products Manufactured by

GENERAL PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION
New York Distributing Division

15 West 18th Street New York City
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-NOW
you can buy

them from

ONE Source

BRILLIANTONE is now Headquarters for

the "Big Three" in Phonograph Needles

They belong together—these famous Bagshaw-made Needles—
Quality always seeks company. No need any longer to spread your

buying. Greater convenience for you—better opportunity for us to

serve you.

BRILLIANTONE
STEEL NEEDLE COMPANY OF AMERICA, Incorporated

Selling Agents for W. H. Bagshaw Co., Factories, Lowell, Mass.

370 SEVENTH AVENUE, at 31st Street, Suite 1214, NEW YORK
W. H. Bagshaw Co., Export Dept., 44 Whitehall St., New York City. Cable Address: "Brillneedl"

SOLD THROUGH JOBBERS EVERYWHERE

REPRESENTATIVES in SYDNEY, New South Wales; MELBOURNE, BRISBANE, PERTH, Australia; WELLINGTON,
New Zealand; HAVANA, Cuba; BUENOS AIRES, Argentina; SANTIAGO, Chile; BARRANQUILLA, Colombia; GENOA,

Italy; DUBLIN, Ireland.
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Colonial Radio Corp. and the Multiple

Electric Products Co., Inc., Consolidate
New Firm, Headed by A. C. Swensen, to Be Known as the Atlas-Colonial Corp.—Merger Per-

mits of Greater Distribution Facilities and Better Service to Trade

Important news to the radio industry is the

announcement of the consolidation of the Co-

lonial Radio Corp., of Long Island City, N. Y.,

and the Multiple Electric Products Co., Inc.,

Newark, N. J., who have merged their factory

and sales organizations. The new firm will be

known as the Atlas-Colonial Corp.

A. C. Swenson, president of the consolidated

company, made the following statement to a

representative of The World:

"The consolidation was decided upon for two

reasons. First, that the Colonial Radio Corp.

might secure, for the distribution of its high-

grade receivers, a thoroughly established dis-

tributing organization that enjoys the good-

will of the entire radio wholesale and retail

trade, and, second, that the co-ordinated pro-

ducing facilities of the two companies might

be utilized for the expansion of the production

of high-grade radio apparatus.

"The Colonial Radio Corp. will remain a cor-

porate unit, as the manufacturing division of

the combined organization, and the new cor-

poration—the Atlas-Colonial Corp.—will be the

vehicle through which all products now manu-

factured, and which may be added in the future,

will be distributed to the trade.

"In effect this puts behind the Atlas-Colonial

Corp. a sales organization consisting of eight

branch offices, strategically located throughout

the country to render the utmost service to the

fifty-seven large distributors supplying the

wholesale and retail trade. The sound mer-

chandising policy of Atlas, which has received

universal endorsement, will be continued and

maintained by the Atlas-Colonial Corp."

The executive personnel of the Colonial Radio

Corp. is as follows: A. C. Swenson, president;

Dr. Fulton Cutting and Bowden Washington,

vice-presidents; Wm. C. Schmidt, treasurer, and

Justin L. Miner, secretary. W. R. Edrington,

formerly president of Colonial Radio Corp., is

chairman of the board of directors, and the other

members of the board are: A. C. Swenson, Wm.
C. Schmidt, Dr. Fulton Cutting, Justin L. Miner

and Bowden Washington.

A. C. Swenson is also president of the Atlas-

Colonial Corp.; Dr. Fulton Cutting, vice-presi-

dent; Wm. C. Schmidt, treasurer, and Justin L.

Miner and W. H. Shotwell, who is the com-

pany's general sales manager.

The branch offices of the Atlas-Colonial Corp.

are located as follows: In New York, in charge

of F. Weber; Philadelphia, in charge of Gar-

rett F. Horn; Detroit, in charge of H. M.

Browne; Chicago, in charge of F. W. Will; St.

Louis, in charge of Jos. Gerl, and San Fran-

cisco, in charge of H. B. Leach.

The Atlas-Colonial Corp. is now offering the

trade three models of Colonial receivers: The
Colonial Sixteen, a five-tube tuned compensated

radio frequency receiver; the Sixteen-Six, a six-

tube tuned compensated radio frequency re-

ceiver. Both of these receivers are of de luxe

style, with cabinets by Brewster, the famous

automobile body builder. The Colonial Seven-

teen is a five-tube tuned compensated radio fre-

quency receiver, housed in a less pretentious

cabinet.

All of the Colonial models are dry battery

operated. The Atlas loud speaker is well known
to the entire radio trade. It was one of the

first good loud speakers, and notwithstanding

the keen competition in this field, it has more
than maintained its place in the good-will of

the trade.

The Atlas-Colonial Corp. is offering its dis-

tributors a new and forward-looking merchan-
dising service. The experimental laboratory of

the company, one of the best equipped in the

country, stands ready to make exhaustive tests

of all radio apparatus and parts, and render

these distributors reports on the reliability and

marketability of any merchandise that they may
consider adding to their lists. This work will

be under the direction of Dr. Cutting and Mr.

Washington, two of the leading authorities in

the United States.

Werrenrath Featured in

Last Victor Radio Concert

Experimental Series of Seven Programs
Through Station WEAF Brought to a Close

on March 26—To Study Reaction of Public

The last of the experimental series of seven

radio broadcast programs offered by the Vic-

tor Talking Machine Co., through station

WEAF, and groups of stations connected there-

with, ranging from eight to fourteen, was given

on Thursday evening, March 26, the featured

artist being the popular baritone Reinald Wer-
renrath, who sang a number of selections, in-

cluding the Prologue from "Pagliacci," "On the

Road to Mandalay," "Danny Deever," "Goin'

Home," and Herbert's "Gypsy Love Song" as

solos, and with the assistance of the Shannon
Quartet "She Was Bred in Old Kentucky" and
"Can't Yo' Heah Me Callin' Caroline." The
quartet sang two numbers and the Victor con-

cert orchestra, under Josef Pasternack, played

three selections as well as the accompaniments
for Mr. Werrenrath.

At the conclusion of the concert, announce-

ment was made over the radio that the Victor

Co. would wait until they determined the reac-

tion of the public to the first series of concerts

before taking steps to sponsor any further radio

programs.

PET O FONE
MADE IN U. S. A.

A real portable talking machine
TO RETAIL AT $12

Usual Trade Discounts

Distributors
Pet O Fone is bound to be a

big seller this year—the de-

mand is already great. Good
proposition open in your terri-

tory.

The Pet O Fone is a sturdy little talking

machine—no larger than a camera, and

as easy to carry. It has a good motor

that will last ; and its tone is most pleas-

ing. See it and hear it and be convinced.

Dealers
A display of Pet O Fones will

create sales—and demonstra-

tions will increase them. Quick

sales and large profits are

waiting for you. .

Does all a larger phono-
graph will do. Ready for
action in a minute.

Weighs 4!4 lbs. Made in

black, red, green or blue
fabricoid.

PET O FONE MFG. CO., 557 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
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Retailers and Wholesalers in Buffalo

Territory Report Business Improvement
Spring Brings With It Betterment in Phonograph Demand—Special Polish Okeh Records Prove

Popular—Radio Trades Association of Buffalo Formed—Activities of the Month

Buffalo, N. Y., April 8.—A gradual pick-up in

the phonograph trade, which had its beginning

the last week of March, has put dealers and
jobbers here in a more optimistic frame of

mind. The greatest demand at this time is for

the straight phonograph, and not so much for

the radio combination, as was the case for the

past few months.

Satisfactory Brunswick Radio Sales

Brunswick combinations, however, are leading

in volume in the phonograph division of Den-
ton, Cottier & Daniels. Manager Heineke said

that these combinations are moving in greater

volume this month. March was rather dull in

the phonograph and radio department, but the

beginning of April brought more activity, and
the management is quite optimistic as to April

and May business.

A similar condition in trade is reported by
E. Paul Hamilton, manager of Neal, Clark &
Neal's Music Lover's Shop. Here, Mr. Hamil-

ton said, straight console Victors are in better

demand. Indications point to a good Spring

trade.

Gains Reported by C. N. Andrews
"The Lenten season cut our business some-

what," said C. E. Seigesmund, sales manager
for C. N. Andrews. "Dealers throughout the

western New York territory report a slow but

steady movement of instruments, and we expect

to feel results of this improvement in a short

time. Undoubtedly, this Summer season will

compare favorably with the same period of last

year. Records are holding up well, but particu-

larly Red Seals."

Victor dealers who declare that early April

gives indication of an improved Spring trade,

are The Erion Piano Co., Barber & Wilson,

William Hengerer Co., and John Kibler.

Arthur Fleishman, manager of Hengerer's pho-

nograph division, said the late March and early

April showed a volume of business that was
particularly encouraging. Straight Victors

moved quite satisfactorily, and record sales

have surpassed all expectations of the store

during the month just closed.

Fair Radio Business

Radio sales have slowed somewhat, but not to

any great extent. Radio business is said to be

better in Buffalo than in other parts of western

New York. Curtis N. Andrews is doing a good
business in the new A-C Dayton radio set, which

is combined so conveniently with the upright

machine.

Special Okeh Records Score

The four Polish records, made here by the

General Phonograph Co., on March 2, for Okeh
records, are among the best sellers in Buffalo

at present, according to F. D. Clare, of the

Iroquois Sales Corp. Other records made in

Buffalo during the visit of the recording outfit

are among leaders in sales in this district. They
are records of the Yankee Six and the Blue

Ribbon Syncopators. These orchestras will

probably be regular artists for Okeh records,

Mr. Clare said, and their records are expected

to be leaders in this section. Odeon records

are holding up well. Among new accounts on
the books of the Iroquois Sales Corp. in Buf-

falo, are Ehrenfried & Staff, F. Schanther, Wil-

liam street, and Victor Smorch, Tonawanda
street.

Investigating Misleading Advertising

The Victrola Dealers' Association is making
a thorough investigation of advertising of pho-

nograph dealers in Buffalo. It was said at a

meeting of the Association, held in the Hotel

Statler, in March, that a few dealers in Buffalo

were using misleading statements in their ad-

vertising, and that other methods of advertising,

considered unethical by the Association, were

to be investigated. Alex Maisel was named

chairman of a committee appointed to investi-

gate the advertising. The Association agreed

to finance any expense incurred by the investi-

gation. A report of the committee will be

received at the meeting scheduled for April 8.

Radio Dealers Organize

Radio dealers in Jamestown, N. Y., have

formed an association, similar to the Radio

Trades' Association of Buffalo, and will finance

afternoon broadcasting programs from station

WOCL, in Jamestown, on a plan similar to

that of the Buffalo Association.

News Brieflets

A new radio shop in 293 Parkside avenue,

Buffalo, is the Specialty Sales Co.

The Buffalo office of the Cheney Phonograph
Sales Co., with headquarters in Cleveland, was
closed March 13. This territory will be covered

by salesmen working directly out of the Cleve-

land office.

One of the policies which Schwartz & Chak-

rin, Inc., talking machine and radio dealers of

Brooklyn, N. Y., find conducive to sales is that

of a close co-operation with the music depart-

ments of the public schools in the vicinity of

the store. An instance of the manner in which

this store effects this co-operation and builds

name value for itself, to say nothing of the re-

sultant sales, was the occasion of the recent

inauguration ceremonies in Washington. One
week prior to Inauguration Day, Mr. Schwartz
called at Public School No. 99 and offered to

install a radio receiving set in the school audi-

torium so that the pupils and teaching staff of

the school could listen-in to the ceremonies

The offer was accepted by the principal and

the upper classes of the school were among the

many thousands who participated in the ceremo-

nies at Washington, although they were many
miles away and their roles were merely those

C. E. Tincher, manager of the J. N. Adam
Co.'s Music Store, resigned March 20, to be-

come associated with the Wurlitzer store in

Cleveland. His successor here has not been

named.

Roy Robinson, well-known Victor salesman

in this city, has joined the staff of the Robert

Loud Music Co.

Charles Ross, formerly service man in the

phonograph department of the William Hen-
gerer Co., is now on the sales floor, and is

proving himself a very capable salesman.

Joseph Hobson succeeds Mr. Ross in the serv-

ice department.

George and Tom A. Goold, of Goold Bros.,

Inc., have returned to Buffalo after six weeks
in Bermuda.

O. L. Neal, of the Buffalo Talking Machine
Co., spent the last week of March in Syracuse,

checking up on results of the Victor campaign
there.

Miss Josephina Gunther has purchased the

business of the Koskie Music Co., in Dansville.

Samuel C. McClintock, 73 years old, dealer

in Corydon, Pa., died recently. He had been in

the music and furniture business for the past

forty years.

of listeners. Because of the time when the cer-

emonies took place it was necessary to change
the lunch period of the pupils and when they

were informed of this, announcement was also

made that the radio installation was being made
by Schwartz & Chakrin. Again, immediately

upon the assembling of the pupils in the school

auditorium mention of the store was made.
This form of exploitation is certain to re-

dound to the good of the establishment as sim-

ilar work done by the establishment in the past

has resulted in sales. Some months ago the

store wrote to the Board of Education and
stated that it wished to donate records to the

public schools in the neighborhood to assist the

pupils in their music studies. Three schools

were the recipients of this offer, which the

school authorities accepted. Since that time

each of these schools has purchased a machine
and records from Schwartz & Chakrin.

HIS MASTER'S VOICE

It has always been the policy of this house to build "good will" by rendering a service

that is at all times dependable and cooperative.

The number of Victor dealers we are now serving regularly, and who depend upon us

for their supply, is constantly increasing.

There must be a reason for their preference.

This not only applies to local and nearby dealers, but many at more distant points
find our service dependable. Our shipping facilities out of Buffalo are unexcelled.

Try us and be convinced.

CURTIS N. ANDREWS
SERVICE

BUFFALO,N Y.

Victor Distributor

Exclusively Wholesale
Court & Pearl Sts.

BUFFALO, N.Y.

SERVICE

BUFFALO.N Y

Co-operation With School Music Depart-
ments Wins Sales for Brooklyn Retailer

Schwartz & Chakrin Put Radio in Schools for Presidential Inauguration and Gained Wide Pub-
licity—Gifts of Records to Schools to Aid Music Study Bring Phonograph Sales
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Growing Demand for Portable Talking
Machines and Radios in Kansas City

Lure of the Outdoors Already Making Itself Felt in Demand for Small Instruments—Oppor-

tunity for Dealers to Launch Profitable Campaigns—Starr Console Popular—The Month's News

Kansas City, Mo., April 8.'—The demand for

used talking machines is very good at this time,

in fact, so good that the J. W. Jenkins' Sons

Music Co. encourages the trade of old instru-

ments in the sale of new ones. Customers are

asking for Zenith, Federal and Radiola radio

sets for the radio panels of their new machines.

The demand for the combination radio and
Victrola is very good at this season, and indi-

cations are that it will increase as the season

advances. That people are calling for sets

which can be taken on trips, picnics, etc., has

been noticed, as preliminary to the Summer
camping and touring demand, and these sets

are naturally lower priced than the higher class

instruments designed for the home. However,
that the machine designed for the home is not

suitable for camp use, and that the portable

set chosen for tourists or camping is inadequate

for home purposes indicates that the demand
for each will continue, a customer not infre-

quently buying both machines to fill the two
capacities. The Jenkins Co. felt a direct in-

fluence in business from the radio show here

last month, the stimulation in the demand last-

ing to the present time.

A Busy Retail House
The theory that radio has interfered with

talking machine business is not the experience

of Paul's Shop, 1103 Walnut street, for the

month of March has been the busiest month
in the experience of the Shop, business doubling

that of a year ago. Mrs. Myrtle M. Paul, pro-

prietor of the shop, states that the sale of rec-

ords is brisker than it has ever been, radio

broadcasting having helped to popularize rec-

ords. Victor, Columbia, Brunswick, Pathe, Gen-

nett and OKeh records are all handled in this

shop, and the demand in each line is brisk.

The "Ukulele Ike" records are by far the most

popular.

Because of increased business Mrs. Paul an-

nounces that Miss Frances Enoch, formerly with

the Brunswick Shop, will be her assistant after

April 1. Miss Enoch is well known as an au-

thority on talking machines and records in this

territory.

Starr Console Leads at Standke's

The Starr console, selling at $125, has been

the leading talking machine with the Standke

Shop on Main street at Thirteenth, although the

demand for portable phonographs is gradually

becoming greater as the season for out-of-door

pursuits becomes more advanced. The shop,

however, features records under the slogan, "If

it's on a record we have it," a slogan which has

brought good business, according to Mr.

Standke. However, the phase to which the im-

proved business has been attributed mostly is

the location of the store. The best hotels of

the city and the theatres, which are open dur-

ing the Summer months, are within a range of

one-half to one block from the store, as well

as the main thoroughfare to the Union Station,

so that a good deal of the business is transient.

That the popular theatres are open all Sum-
mer will tend to keep business up to the stand-

ard set during the busy theatre season just

past, according to Mr. Standke.

Starr Piano Co. Changes Name
The Starr Piano Co., at 1025 Grand, will be

known as the Starr Shop (Kansas City Piano

Co.), under the management of E. F. Burns

and B. R. Riddle, who have been associated

April 15, 1925

with the Starr Co., this city, for the past ten

years. The new firm will continue to handle

for retail distribution the complete line of Starr

products, grand and upright and player-pianos,

Starr phonographs and Gennett records to which

lines will be added the new feature of radios

and accessories.

New Stromberg-Carlson

Go. Neutrodyne Receiver

This Product Designed to Be Featured With

the New Console Victrolas

Rochester, N. Y., April 6.—The Stromberg-

Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co. of this city has

just placed on the market a No. 3 type neutro-

New Stromberg-Carlson Radio Set

dyne receiver. This is a new product designed

to be featured with the new console Victrolas.

This receiver operates from dry batteries, uses

two dials for control, consists of one stage of

radio frequency, detector and two stages of au-

dio frequency. A switch is provided for con-

nection with either a short or a long antenna.

A battery key connects and disconnects the "A"
battery circuit. The phone jack provides facil-

ities for connecting a head set. Although this

receiver has been on the market for only a short

time it has already proved very popular with

talking machine dealers.

Maison Blanche Launches
Drive on Thermiodyne

New Orleans, La., April 6.—The radio de-

partment of Maison Blanche, well known de-

partment- store of this city, has started an ag-

gressive campaign featuring the Thermiodyne

radio set, made by the Thermiodyne Radio

Corp., New York. This department store has

been using, attractive advertising in the local

newspapers calling attention to the distinctive

features of the Thermiodyne, which is a six-

tube set with one control. J. D. Moore, man-

ager of the music and radio department of the

Maison Blanche store and one of the most

popular talking machine men in the South, is

keenly enthusiastic regarding the qualities of

the Thermiodyne. Mr. Moore has installed a

set in his home and is deriving considerable

pleasure from the excellent results that he has

received. The New Orleans Item-Tribune car-

ried recently a very interesting news article

telling in detail just what the Thermiodyne has

accomplished in the radio industry.

Radio Exports Show Increase

Exports of radio apparatus increased from

approximately $2,900,000 in 1922 to $3,500,000 in

1923 and to over $6,000,000 in 1924.

Radio exports during the first months of this

year have been more than twice those during

the same period last year. Canada is the best

customer, with Mexico second and Brazil third.

Petition in Bankruptcy

A petition in bankruptcy has been filed against

Fishew & Waldman, Inc., music dealers, New
York. Samuel Rose has been appointed re-

ceiver.

QPLAYTIME RECORDSCT
SONGS, GAMES, STORIESjbr){iddies

A WONDERFUL JUVENILE RECORD—
at a price that makes every child a customer.

Dealers' Price

:

$9.00 per 100, assorted lots
10c. each in smaller quantities 15c

Send for sample record and full details

| PLAZA MUSIC CO. 10 West 20th Street NEW YORK
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NOW-Tfie New
ABLER-ROYAL

Console Radio Speaker

LIST PRICE

We still have some de-

sirable territory open

for reliable dealers.

Write today for details

of the Adler -Royal
exclusive franchise

proposition and liberal

discounts.

Here is your assurance of profitable Spring and
Summer business. Every one of your radio cus-

tomers—every owner of a table radio set in your city

is a prospect right now!

Highest Quality of Construction

The Adler-Royal Console Speaker embodies all the

high quality of tone, construction and appearance

that 2.5 years' experience in piano and phonograph
manufacture could build into it.

Equipped with Unit, Cord and Plug

A beautiful furniture piece, equipped with high grade

speaking unit, cord and plug and with ample space

for all batteries. Furnished in mahogany or walnut

to match the set

Order a Sample Today I

Cash in on the demand for this combination of

beauty and utility— send for a sample and details of

our exclusive franchise today.

Qeneral Sales Offices: 881 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY
Factories: LOUISVILLE, KY.
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District Sales Managers Cover Entire

Country in the Interest of Sonora Products
Frank V. Goodman, General Sales Manager of the Sonora Phonograph Co., Inc., Outlines Pol-

icies of the Company Providing for Better Service and Introduces District Managers

The division of the United States into sales

districts and the appointment of sales mana-

gers to take over the direction of sales in those

districts by the Sonora Phonograph Co., Inc.,

in line with its policy of giving dealers the best

possible service, was announced by Frank V.

Goodman, general sales manager of the com-

pany, who in a recent statement introduced the

members -of the new district organization, their

from whom you will continue to purchase your

merchandise as in the past, but is merely an

added service to you. You may expect a per-

sonal call from the district sales manager for

your territory within a short time, and we feel

sure that you will welcome his appearance and

what he will have to say to you regarding the

future."

The new district organization includes H. E.

York, needs no introduction to the trade as he

has spent many years traveling through the

country as a special phonograph sales promo-
tion representative. He is familiar with the

problems of every branch of the business and
is in an excellent position to aid dealers.

J. L. DuBreuil, who was associated with the

Columbia Co. for many years as district mana-
ger in Cleveland, Pittsburgh, New York and

other Eastern cities and later was with the

Brunswick Co., went with the Sonora Co. in

1923 as manager of the Ohio and Kentucky
Sonora territory. He will now assist dealers

in Ohio, Pennsylvania, southern New Jersey

and West Virginia.

John A. Read has been placed in charge of

H. E. Gardiner H. B. Haring

territories, and the purpose of the zone plan.

"It is indeed a pleasure to' again present to

you tangible evidence of the continued upward
trend of improvement which has always domi-

nated Sonora policies and which is instituted

with the future welfare of the Sonora dealer

always prominently in the foreground of con-

sideration," said Mr. Goodman.
"We refer this time to a new zoning of the

United States into definite sales districts, and
the appointing of a corps of district sales mana-
gers to assume the direction of sales in these

districts.

"Under the new plan a very high type of

phonograph executive will be working constant-

ly and diligently in each territory to improve
conditions for the dealers and to make the Son-

ora franchise even more valuable to them than

ever before. Each district sales manager will

be able to develop an even closer contact with

Sonora dealers and to work more intensively

toward the betterment of the dealers' sales.

"This new arrangement has nothing whatso-
ever to do with the regular Sonora distributors

E. D. Coots John A. Read

Gardiner, who has been a traveler nearly eight-

een years and who in 1918 was manager of the

New Haven branch of the Columbia Co., later

going to Philadelphia and Detroit in the same
capacity. In 1924 he became Pacific Coast dis-

trict manager of the Sonora Co., with territory

including Alaska, Washington, Idaho, Nevada,

Oregon, California, Montana, Colorado, New
Mexico, Utah, Wyoming and the Hawaiian

Islands.

In the East H. B.' Haring has been placed in

charge of the territory comprising Metropoli-

tan New York, Long Island, New Jersey, Dela-

ware, Maryland, Virginia and the District of

Columbia. Mr. Haring has been engaged in

the phonograph field since his discharge from

the army following the World War, having for-

merly been connected with the Columbia Co.

He is already well known among Sonora deal-

ers in his territory, having been connected with

the company since March of last year .

E. D. Coots, who has charge of the territory

comprising all of New England and New York
State with the exception of Metropolitan New

A Set with a
Selling Argument

% I TRADE MARK -

\J %e (pneert Grand of I^adio
A Five-tube-Reflex Circuit— Loop Set

A profitable set to sell because of its quality appeal. No aerial

—removes installation troubles and expense. A great new
radio audience awaits it.

Table and console models

Write or phone for demonstration

VICTORY ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., Inc.
DISTRIBUTORS

1207 Bedford Avenae, Brooklyn New York Office: 501 Fifth Ave. at 42nd St.

Murray Hill 3235Decatur 8000

F. E. Roediger A. B. Creal

the Wisconsin, Michigan and Illinois territory.

Mr. Read is a veteran of the phonograph busi-

ness, having entered the field in 1900, when he

became a salesman for a retail store in Brook-
lyn, N. Y. His extensive experience will be at

the disposal of dealers in his territory.

The territory which includes the States of

Indiana, Montana, Missouri, Iowa, Minnesota
and the Dakotas is under the direction of F. E.

Roediger, who has been associated with the

Sonora Co. since his return from the World
War. Prior to his army experience he was for

many years engaged in the phonograph and
music business and is widely experienced.

A. B. Creal, who has a thorough understand-

ing of the South, its problems and sales possi-

bilities and who also has a background of expe-

rience in the phonograph business of many
years, will cover the territories of the James K.

Polk Co., of Atlanta; Reinhardt's, Inc., of Mem-
phis, and the State of Texas.

Gives Distance Fans Credit

for Radio Improvements

William H. Priess, head of the Priess Radio

Corp., 697 Broadway, New York City, and one

of the best-known radio engineers, gives credit

to the fan desirous of getting distance in radio

reception as the incentive which brings forth

higher standards in receiving apparatus. Much
of the development of radio apparatus, he said,

is not so much inspired by the commercial phase

of the business as it is the urge of the radio

engineer to develop something better. The DX
fan symbolizes this appeal, which permeates the

entire industry. He thinks he is merely roam-

ing for distance, but unconsciously he is ex-

pressing the human aspiration to seek some-
thing better a little further along.

Reports on Radio Advance

The annual report of Dr. Arthur A. Hamer-
schlag, president of the Research Corp., states

that the greatest scientific advance during the

year of 1924 was in the field of communication

by radio and radio-photography.

Princo Mfg. Go. Chartered

The Princo Mfg. Co., New York, has been

incorporated at Albany to manufacture radio

apparatus, with a capital stock of $25,000. The
incorporators are F. R. Summer, E. K. and

C. G, Skonberg.
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PRIESS RADIO CORP 697 Broadway, New York City
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Period Effect

in New Sonora

Radio Speaker

Equipped with deLuxe
(j£f"»0

radio- reproducer . . . <PviV/

Equipped with Standard CA
radio reproducer . . . «(P«->V/

J

Place your set on top of it

—Your batteries within it

—And beautify your
home

AND place one in

your window and

bring in the business.

This new console
Speaker has been illus-

trated in a full page
advertisement of a recent

issue of the Saturday

Evening Post. Peo-
ple everywhere are look-

ing for this beautiful

Sonora Speaker that has

concealed 'neath its

graceful, classic lines, the

famous Sonora tone
chamber.

THE INSTRUMENT OF QUALITY

CLEAR AS A BELL

Sonora Phonograph
Company, Inc.

279 Broadway New York City

Makers ot Sonora Phonographs, Sonora

Radio Speakers, Reproducers

and Sonoradios

Export and Canadian Distributor:

C. A. RICHARDS, Inc.

279 Broadway New York City

Fink & Co. Solve the Trade-in Problem
and Gain Sales and Good Will of Patrons

When a Prospect Announced Her Intention of Purchasing a "Talker" Provided Fink & Co. Sold
Her Piano, E. C. Bickford Got Busy and an Idea Was Born Which Eliminates Trade-ins

Fink & Co., of Baltimore, who feature talk-

ing machines and radio sets, seldom have to

bother with taking an old instrument in ex-

change before a new instrument can be sold,

and thereby hangs a tale with a rather pointed

moral. Some months ago a woman entered

the store and stated that she would like to

purchase a talking machine and asked if E. C.

Bickford, manager of this live house, would

take her piano off her hands. Otherwise, she

declared, there would be no deal. She also men-
tioned the fact that she had made the same
proposition to several other dealers and they

had turned her down cold.

Mr. Bickford, however, saw the matter in an-

other light and told the woman that he would
be glad of the opportunity of disposing of her

piano. He inserted want ads in several of the

local newspapers, with the result that the in-

strument was soon sold and Mr. Bickford made
a nice sale of a talking machine. Now when-
ever a customer has an old talking machine or

other instrument which she desires to trade in

before she will purchase a new instrument Fink

& Co. make arrangements to sell the old in-

strument directly from the home of the owner.

First, the lowest price at which the customer

will sell is ascertained. Then ads are run in the

local papers, announcing the bargain, but nam-
ing no price. Also in these ads a specified time

at which the instrument may be examined at

the home of the owner is stated. This does

two things. First, because in most cases the

telephone number is given in the ad prospects

for the bargain call on the telephone before the

time at which the instrument may be seen in

order to determine if possible what the price is.

Fink & Co.'s salesman has already instructed

the owner not under any conditions to name a

price, but to insist that the prospect visit the

house at the time specified and make an offer.

Second, a certain time for demonstration of the

bargain is set so that a salesman from Fink &
Co. may be present to get in the fine work of

selling. Usually the machine is sold in short

order and many times for more than the price

set by the customer. When the latter is the

case the customer is only given the amount of

money which she named as the lowest price at

which she would sell. The balance, whatever
it may be, is retained by Fink & Co., who credit

the customer with the amount and give her

records of her own selection to wipe the credit

off the books. Now, in view of the fact that

Fink & Co. have sold the old instrument on
condition that a new one be purchased from
them, the deal is immediately closed and the

records which the customer receives in this

way are like so much velvet and everybody is

happy. Then, too, the amount received by the

customer for the old machine can be applied as

part of the first payment, Fink & Co. getting

the larger down payment and increasing their

profits by eliminating the necessity of carting

an old machine from a customer's home to the

store, reconditioning it, selling it from the store

and finally delivering it, and last but not least,

if the sale is made on the instalment plan, col-

lecting the money. The moral is obvious and

requires no elucidation.

New A-G Dayton Radio
Model Fills Real Need

Set for Installation in Talking Machines Ap-
peals to Retailers Because It Opens New
Field for Sales on a Profitable Basis

An indication of the demand for a complete

radio installation for phonograph cabinets al-

ready in the home is seen in the ready accept-

ance by the trade of the A-C Dayton XL-5
Phono set. Although this newest addition to

the line of fine receivers manufactured by the

A-C Electrical Mfg. Co., Dayton, O., has only

been on the market for a short period consider-

ably more than a score of the largest talking

machine distributors have already arranged to

carry this product. Numerous reorders have

also been received by the A-C Dayton factory.

In the city of Cleveland, during the first week
of the introduction of this XL-5 Phono set, one

hundred and thirty-two installations were made.

The main appeal seems to be in the fact that

this radio installation completes an instrument

already in the home, is a full five-tube receiver,

which in straight set form had already been

tested and accepted by the trade as one of the

leading receivers. It is available both for up-

right and console model talking machines.

Talking machine dealers who have been puz-

zled with the radio problem have welcomed the

Phono Set as a means of encouraging radio

sales where interest was heretofore dormant.

The possibilities of doing away with trade-ins

also appeal to the dealer.

It is said that during the Summer lull re-

tailers can, with the aid of their mailing list,

make a house-to-house canvass and demonstra-

tion and thereby keep up a normal volume of

sales which would not otherwise be available.

W. H. Priess Outlines

Twofold Radio Appeal

William H. Priess, the well-known radio engi-

neer, and head of the Priess Radio Corp., 697

Broadway, New York City, recently stated that

radio sets have two appeals which now must be

taken into consideration when planning sales

to consumers. The quality of the cabinet work,

its ornamental features and the manner in

which it harmonizes with other furnishings in

the home will naturally appeal to the women
folks. The man, however, is more interested as

to, what is inside of the cabinet rather than

the outside visual charm. Primarily, of course,

the radio receiver is to delight the ear and

not the eye and the charm of the cabinet work

cannot offset any discord that may appear in

the reception. The popular radio set, therefore,

must combine both of these essentials and must

be ready to satisfy the standards of both sexes.

Phonograph Parts and Supplies

MOTORS, TONEARMS, SOUNDBOXES, SPRINGS AND NEEDLES OUR SPECIALTY

Lowest Prices and Best Qualities Always Available for Delivery Anywhere

Send for Bargain List of Repair Parti and Motors

THE VAL'S ACCESSORY HOUSE, Inc.

110 No. Broadway ,
St. Louis, Mo.
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The new Federal nationally endorsed

by Music Merchants

"The fastest selling set we have ever handled"
(Statement made by New York, Chicago and San Francisco music merchants)

"As easy to demonstrate as a phonograph"
(152 phonograph stores made this statement)

Absolutely ideal from a service angle"
(Music stores in rural communities seem to hold this point as of FIRST importance)

U

HERE are statements made most
frequently in letters Federal has

received from music merchants
throughout the land.

"The fastest seller"—because the new
Federal is an absolutely engineered

radio set throughout. Every separate

part is designed, made and guaranteed

by Federal. Each part is matched—for

perfect team-work and for perfect tonal

quality. Its housing—whether console

or table type—is immediately appeal-

ing to purchasers who expect a radio

set to harmonize with the furnishings

of a better-class home.

"Easily demonstrated"—because in the

new Federal you have obvious advan-

tages which are almost dramatic in

their appeal: The enclosed and sus-

pended amplifying unit. The impossi-

bility of reflex vibration—so that the

set may be jarred or roughly handled

during a song or recital without causing

distortion of the voice or music. The

drawer- like arrangement of the set

itself which pulls out on suspension
ball-bearing channels— for changing
tubes or internal adjustment. The per-

manent mahogany top—so appreciated

by women who realize the decorative

limitations of the old style lift-top.

"Ideal for service"— because Federal

has put the delicate amplifying parts

into a dust-proof and fool-proof con-

tainer. And, should there be any
inherent defect in these parts, it is

merely necessary to unhook the unit

from its clamp holds, drop a new unit

in place— and your service work is

over. This reduces a day's labor to a

ten-minute service.

And Federai has not stopped withgiving

you an ideal receiver. It backs itupwith
vigorous advertising and an iron-clad

performance guarantee. Federal is de-

termined to lead. Join Federal if you
want to lead in your community. Write
for further information, prices, etc.

FEDERAL TELEPHONE MANUFACTURING CORP.
BUFFALO, N. Y.

Federal Radio Panels for

phonograph combination

Order

No. 417—Gold finish for Art

Model Consoles . . $125

No. 200 — Nickel finish for

Victor No. 215. Special, $120

FEDERAL makes a com-

plete line of radio panel

sets—for use in radio-phon-

ograph combination. The
Federal No. 4 17 and No. 200

panels are designed for Art

Model Consoles and Victor

No. 215 Special, respectively.

With a proper stock of the

new Federals and these Fed-

eral panels you are equipped

for absolute leadership in the

radio needs of your com-

munity.

Write us for beautiful, il-

lustrated catalog.

Order

No. 135 for all Upright Phon-

ographs and Victor No. 210

Console . . $98.20

peuentt
StandardRADIO P">ducts
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E. H. Wilkinson Explains

Jewett Ideals and Plans

General Manager of Jewett Radio & Phono-
graph Co. Gives Interesting Talk on Develop-

ment of Radio and Ambitions of Jewett Co.

E. H. Wilkinson, general manager of the

Jewett Radio & Phonograph Co., recently ad-

dressed the members of the Rotary Club, of

Pontiac, Mich., on the subject of radio and the

ideals of the Jewett organization, which has just

completed the erection of a factory at Pon-

tiac. In his introduction Mr. Wilkinson sur-

veyed the growth of the radio industry and
delved lightly into what this science has in

store. He reviewed the influence which radio

had not only on the general public, but on

other industries. He assured his listeners that

in the course of a very few years radio would
reach such heights as an entertainment feature

that the relating of them to-day seems fantastic.

Yet these developments are not merely theories,

but are actually developments which are near

perfection. In conclusion Mr. Wilkinson

stated:

"Now, I have just one more thing to say and

that is a word as to the ideals and ambitions of

the company that has brought this new indus-

try to Pontiac.

"You all realize that owing to the abnormal

development of the industry it is inevitable that

some practices would creep into it that are un-

desirable and destructive.

"The insistent demand for more products that

existing factories can legitimately provide has

in some instances resulted in the lowering of

manufacturing standards.

"The craze for volume production has brought

incompetent producers into the field, eager to

share in the golden harvest while the sharing

is good.

"Cut prices are just now having a somewhat
demoralizing effect, the cuts being made pos-

sible either because of cheaply built products

or because of the rapidly changing designs,

making necessary the cleaning up of obsolete

models.

"These things are inevitable. They are merely

the natural consequence of abnormal growth.
"The radio industry is rapidly finding itself."

A few companies, soundly financed and sanely

managed, are building solidly for the future.

"Unmindful of the clamor for volume, they are

rigidly maintaining high standards of engineer-

ing and manufacture and manufacturing prac-

tice and are producing quality products that

can be depended upon to afford satisfactory

service to buyers.

"Foremost among these substantial producers
of radio equipment, we believe that we can con-
fidently place the Jewett Radio & Phonograph
Co.

"From the very outset of its development its

slogan,- 'There Can be No Substitute for the

Best,' has dominated its manufacturing and sell-

ing policies.

"No Jewett product can leave the factory that

is not the best product Jewett knows how to

build. Jewett leadership is being firmly and
permanently established.

"The building of these new factories will very

substantially increase production, but never

under any circumstances, no matter what the

production may be, will Jewett quality be sac-

rificed.

"We have come to Pontiac with the firm de-

termination to build here an industry that will

be not only a permanent honor to the city, but

that will grow in volume and importance until

it has become in very truth a vital part of this

great industrial community."

Gospel Records in Indian

Tongues Make Converts

In South India, where the work of mission-

aries is greatly complicated by the multitude

and diversity of the languages spoken by the

Hindu tribes, the Methodist missionaries, under

the direction of Bishop Francis W. Warne, have

called in the phonograph to their assistance, ac-

cording to reports received by the Board of

Foreign Missions, New York City.

A number of records have been made with

Gospel songs and Gospel stories in the Urgu
and the Telugu tongues. First, some band music

is played to attract a crowd to the evening

outdoor meeting and then the hymns and stories

are played on the phonograph. With this device

even a new missionary who is just beginning

to study the language can effectively give his

message to many crowds. Several district mis-

sionaries from India are also acquiring lantern

slides to gather and keep their crowds for eve-

ning services.

The fact that the church membership in South

India increased by several thousand last year

indicates that there must be some merit in

the new plan. The Methodist Episcopal

churches and chapels enroll 76,000 professed

Christians in this area.

Stimulates Record Sales

Memphis, Tenn., April 7. — Talking machine

dealers in this city and nearby towns bene-

fited through the recent appearance here of

John McCormack, celebrated Irish tenor, and

Jascha Heifetz, violinist. Both of the concerts

were given at the auditorum to capacity houses

and an immediate increase in the demand for

the records of both artists was noted.

Brunswick Radiola for Champ

Rockford, III., April 6.—Upon his return from

New York, where he managed to acquire the

lightweight championship of the world, Sammy
Mandell decided to enjoy the fruits of his vic-

tory and one of the first steps toward this end

was the purchase of a Brunswick Radiola,

model No. 260, from the Haddorff Music House.

The Gilman Radio Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y.,

was recently incorporated at Albany with a

capital stock of $5000. The incorporators are

S. Becher, P. Katz and S. Zinovoy.

Murdock Neutrodyne
without loudspeaker

retails for $92.50

Same set with built-in loud-
speaker complete for $100.00

With adjustable loudspeaker
unit, $110.00

"DEALERS: You can offer this well-known set WITH-
IN OUT the built-in loudspeaker for only $92.50—a sav-
ing of $7.50 on the cost of the set with the loudspeaker
built-in.

This offer is made so that people who already have a
loudspeaker will not have to buy another. Any make of
loudspeaker can be attached to this set.

This Murdock Five Tube Neutrodyne is a set of out-
standing value. It is encased in a handsome mahogany-
finished cabinet with room inside the cabinet for your "B"
batteries. Batteries and tubes are the only accessories
needed.

Every "Murdock" set is backed by our 20 years of suc-
cessful experience in making radio apparatus.

WM. J. MURDOCK COMPANY
Dept. C 3, Washington Ave., Chelsea, Mass.

Branch Offices:

NEW YORK
LOS ANGELES

WASHINGTON
SAN FRANCISCO

CHICAGO
SEATTLE

MURDOCH,
Standard since 1904
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Eagle Sets at Radio Shows
Attract Wide Attention

Wholesalers Active in Broadcasting Merits of

Line Through Exhibits

The Eagle Radio Co., 16 Boyden Place, New-
ark, N. J., manufacturer of the well-known
Eagle neutrodyne receiver, has received some
tributes to the merit of its instruments from
Eagle jobbers during the past season, who in-

variably have shown the Eagle receivers at

local radio shows. These exhibits have all been

through the initiative of the jobber and at his

expense and it has not been necessary for the

Eagle organization to contribute to these events

other than to give the best co-operation. In

most cases an Eagle representative from the

home office makes, wherever possible, visits to

these radio shows in order to take part in the

demonstrations.

Recently two Eagle distributors had exhibits

at the radio show held in Charlotte, N. C. These
were the Keech Eagle Co., of 141 East Fourth

street, that city, and the American Hardware
& Equipment Co., also of Charlotte. In the

American Hardware & Equipment Co. exhibit

a cut-out of an Eagle holding in its claws a

pair of scales was used as a background. This

aptly illustrated the Eagle balance neutrodyne
receiver. Several models of Eagle sets were
placed in conspicious positions and the exhibit,

which occupied considerable space, was one

of the most attractive places of the show. In

the Keech Eagle display at the same show
demonstrations of the Eagle receiver were
given daily. There was also an Eagle set en-

closed in a glass case. This was in contant

operation and the dials being outside of the

glass panel allowed the working of the interior

of the intrument to be viewed, which naturally

attracted further attention.

Work on Atwater Kent
Plant Is Progressing

Work on the newest addition to the plant of

the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.,

is progressing rapidly and it is expected that

all work will be completed and machinery in-

stalled in time for Fall production. This sec-

lion is the remaining part to be completed in

accordance with the architect's original plans

for the Atwater Kent factory. This now is

one of the most modern and efficient radio

manufacturing plants in the country, and at the

same time it will be one of the most beautiful.

The beautifying of this factory is one of the

hobbies of A. Atwater Kent, president of the

company. Work has already commenced on

the landscaping and attractive lawns will be

laid out. It is stated that Mr. Kent has placed

an order for over one thousand rose bushes

for the grounds.

Adds Thermiodyne Line

Louisville, Ky., April 7.—Kaufman-Straus &
Co., of this city, recently made arrangements

to merchandise the Thermiodyne radio set made
by the Thermiodyne Radio Corp., New York
City. This prominent retail establishment is

now featuring the Thermiodyne set in its ad-

vertising as well as in its windows, and the dis-

tinctive features of the set have been utilized to

excellent advantage in arousing the interest of

radio fans in this territory and the company is

capitalizing this interest.

Radio Incorporation

The Liberty Radio Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J.,

has been granted a charter of incorporation at

Trenton, with a capital stock of $125,000 to

make radio supplies. Incorporators are Benja-

min Kivsky, John Slezak and Edward K. Zeit-

lin.

Irish Radio Fan Hears
U. S. Columbia Artist

Irish Dance Tunes Broadcast by Patrick J.

Gaffney, Columbia Artist, Heard in Ireland

Arthur Bergh, manager of the recording stu-

dios of the Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc.,

was advised recently by Patrick J. Gaffney that

this popular Columbia artist had received a

letter from Dublin, Ireland, as the result of a

selection of Irish dance tunes broadcast by him
over the radio a short time ago. Mr. Gaffney

is one of the mainstays of the Columbia Irish

instrumental list, and the letter that he re-

ceived regarding the success of his broadcast-

ing program read as follows: "I write to ex-

press my appreciation of the excellent selection

of Irish dance tunes played by Patrick J. Gaff-

ney, the Irish fiddler, which was broadcast from

your studio to-night at about 1:15 (Western

European time). Previous items I received

were a soprano solo, 'Caro Mio Ben,' and an

orchestral item, the 'Prologue' from 'Pagli-

acci.' I was using a two-valve and crystal set,

both valves working 'Dual' with reaction on
the aerial, and, of course, an outdoor aerial

about eighty feet long and forty feet high. The
night was not a particularly favorable one for

reception, but ordinarily I receive your trans-

missions splendidly and by switching in an ex-

tra resistance capacity couples stage of low fre-

quency amplification, I get very good loud

speaker strength. WBZ comes through here

easily the best of any of the American stations.

Thanking you for many pleasant hours spent

listening to your excellent programs," Signed

—Patrick J. O'Reilly."

To Open Store in Huron, S.D.

Huron, S. D., April 7.—The Costian Music

Store has been incorporated with a capital of

$30,000 to operate a retail music store here.

Made $2,047.50 per Month

on Resas Tone-A-Dyne

That's the average monthly profit made on the

Resas Tone-A-Dyne Receiver by the Wm. T. Bax-

ter Corp., New York. Yet that record isn't un-

usual. Many dealers have done even better.

You'll understand why the Resas Tone-A-Dyne is a big seller if you com-

pare it with receivers selling for up to twice the price. Its handsomely nmsned

solid mahogany cabinet, 26*/2 x 8^ x 9^", with genuine Bakelite panel and dials,

gives it the appearance of a high-priced set.

In performance, also, the Tone-A-Dyne Receiver is unequalled. Stations

always come in at the same point on dial. In two weeks J. F. Davidson, Ruther-

ford N T heard 70 stations, including Montreal, Nebraska and Georgia. Voices

and 'music come in as clear and loud as if the artists were in the same room.

The Tone Modulator permits controlling the volume and tone without fear
^

of losing the station. /
This receiver is fully guaranteed for one year. S
Let us send you a receiver on five days* free trial. If you don t say it is

the most remarkable receiver on the market at anywhere near the price,

return it and the trial won't cost you a cent. Simply mail the coupon. ,

112 Chambers Street,

lire.

New York City

RESAS, Inc.
113 Chamber!

St., New York.
Send one Resas

J1' Tone-A-Dyne setS at $78.00, lesa ree-
' ular dealers' dis-

count, with the under-
standing that It may be

returned in five days and
no charge made If we are

not entirely satisfied with it.

Street

Town. State.
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Regal Record Go. Launches
Drive on Little Tot Records

Special Literature for the Use of Dealers Being

Distributed—Is Designed to Create Contin-

uous Demand for Little Tot Records

Harry Neu, sales manager of the Regal Rec-

ord Co., 12 West Twentieth street, New York
City, manufacturer of Little Tot records and
albums, recently stated that his company plans

to create an all-year-round sale on these special

records for entertaining children. With this

in mind the Regal Co. has issued for dealer's

use consumer literature, display cards, hangers

and some cut-outs which can be used effectively

either on the show cases or in the windows.

Naturally the bulk of sales on this type of mer-

chandise is made during the holiday period.

The catalog, however, is of such size and va-

riety that it undoubtedly will exert an appeal

throughout the year. There are over ninety-

six selections in the Little Tot catalog and

these cover every song, game and story that

appeals to the child mind. There are selections

among these ninety-six numbers that fit many
occasions throughout the year and these fea-

tures brought to the attention of prospective

purchasers should and do create sales. Re-
tailers who have given displays to the Little

Tot records and albums in other than the holi-

day period have found that interest in many of

the selections is easily aroused. The fact that

any sales made in what can be termed the off-

months are additional volume of business should

appeal to every dealer.

Watkin Recreation Hall

Dallas, Tex., April 4.—The Will A. Watkin

Co. recently held the formal opening of a new
recital salon on the first floor of the company's

store at 1207 Elm street. A comparison recital

featuring the Chickering with the Ampico to-

gether with the Brunswick Radiola was the

feature of the opening.

Records by H. Richman
Prove Widely Popular

Writer of Several Song Hits Signs Contract to
Sing for Regal, Domino and Banner Records

Harry Richman, writer of "Will You Re-
member Me," and other p.opular songs, well-

known radio artist, who has recently signed

Harry Richman

to sing for the Regal, Domino and Banner rec-

ords, has a wide following all over the country.

This is demonstrated by the sales volume at-

tained by his new records, including "Will You
Remember Me," a ballad, "No Hot Water," a

novelty song, and other recordings. The ini-

tial orders on these records have been quite

large and many dealers have commented upon
the favor with which they have been received.

This has made necessary a new schedule on the

current recordings of Mr. Richman, as well as

enlarged plans to care for the demands in the

future.

Mr. Richman is now appearing in vaudeville

with his own orchestra. He was recently

booked at the Hippodrome Theatre, New York
City, the largest vaudeville house in the country,

and the reception his musical combination re-

ceived during those appearances induced the

vaudeville organization to book the orchestra

and Mr. Richman over wide territory.

Plaza Go. Enlarges Space
for Portable Production

The Plaza Music Co., 10 West Twentieth
street, New York City, manufacturer of the

Pal portable talking machine, recently enlarged

the factory space given over to the production

of these instruments. This was found neces-

sary due to the fact that the Pal portable sales

have been as large throughout the Winter
months as those of some of the past Summer
seasons.

The enlarged factory space will allow in-

creased production on these instruments and
this, together with the larger working force

and double shifts, will make possible increased

deliveries on the Pals during the Summer
months when sales volume will undoubtedly be

at the peak.

Good Thermiodyne Publicity

Memphis, Tenn., April 6. — B. Lowenstein &
Bro., well-known department store in this city,

is conducting an aggressive sales campaign fea-

turing the Thermiodyne radio set. This cam-
paign includes the use of attractive window dis-

plays as well as good-sized space in the local

newspapers, and the results of the campaign to

date have been very satisfactory. Efforts are

being made to do away with the so-called Sum-
mer slump, and the Thermiodyne campaign is

the first step in these plans.

The Latest Word in Radio Cabinet Equipment

Our latest inter-change-

able tone arm. Can be

used for portables as well

as for upright and console

machines.

We are showing only two
models of our various tone

arms and reproducers. We
will be glad to send com-
plete circular upon request.

EXCEPTIONAL VOLUME COMBINED WITH
NATURALNESS AND CLARITY OF TONE

You'll understand why the MU-
TUAL unit is such a big seller

when you compare it with others
that are selling for double the price.

This outfit has through its own
merits been adopted by the best
manufacturers in the trade.

COMPARE THEN DECIDE!
Real Propositions for Distributors

and Jobbers

Write for samples today

Address our Executive Office at
149-151 Lafayette Street New York City

DISTRIBUTORS
flnduS u

C

nIda.
S0
8
W
A*

Gear
' 1209 Ki " 9 St" West

'
Toronto, Can.

< Targtdinner" m'usIc 77.7.7.7 V i^T^LT^0 MeX
,T,°Arthur Brand & Co iri« vi„»

0,» S£' chlca?o. III.

Ishapleigh Hardware C, 7 .. 77777777774th" St7 and ' W^hUZ Ave. , ^To^. °|JK
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ATISFACTION is built into

the APEX Super 5 Radio
Receiver — not talked into

it by advertising nor promised into it

by salesmen.

Its tone-carrying quality is superb. Its selec-

tivity unparalleled. Its volume beyond compare.
And its distance -getting ability always depend-
able. Experts, engineers, dealers and users are

united in saying that the APEX Super 5 is, by
very far, one of the best and most efficient Radio
Receivers in the United States.

The APEX Super 5 is a highly developed Radio
Frequency Receiver, most advanced in design and
construction. It is housed in a splendidly finished

Walnut Cabinet, APEX Vernier Dial equipped,

complete with Jones Multi-plug Battery Cable. All
fittings highly gold-plated. It sells for ninety-five

dollars, excepting accessories.

Your APEX Radio Dealer Franchise Plan is ready.

It's new. And free. It will be sent promptly on
your application, with our compliments. Will
you write or wire?

Also makers of the nationally famous APEX Vernier Dials,

which sell for, in Royal Brass, $2.00; in Satin Silver Fin-

ish, $2.50 and in De Luxe 24 Karat Gold Plate, $3-50.

APEX ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
1410 W. 59th Street Dept. 417 Chicago, Illinois
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Combination Radio-Phonographs Feature
the Demand in Milwaukee Retail Houses

Salesmen Seem to Be Concentrating Their Efforts on These Larger Units—Dealers Add the Co-

lumbia Line—Brunswick and Cheney Exhibited at Home Show—Trade Activities of Month

Milwaukee, Wis., April 7.—Business in the

talking machine field was rather quiet during

i he month of March, according to local job-

bers and wholesalers. This applied, in most

cases, to both phonographs and radio, although

there seemed to be more demand for radio-

phonograph combinations than other lines.

Popularity of combination models is attributed

in part to the fact that salesmen are more in-

terested in selling the larger units which rep-

resent more money for almost the same effort.

A slight improvement in business was noted

towards the end of the month, and the outlook

for April was said to be more encouraging.

Brunswick Business Fair

"Business has been pretty fair, but it is very

spotty," stated Carl Lovejoy, Brunswick rep-

resentative in this territory. "However, I feel

sure that our sales for the first three months

of this year will show an increase over the same

period last year. This has been due largely

to the cut in prices on Brunswick instruments

which stimulated the demand. Then, dealers

have felt the necessity of cleaning up on radio

combinations during the past month because of

the approach of the hot weather period."

Mr. Lovejoy spent a few days towards the

end of March calling on dealers in the State.

He reported the talking machine and record

business very good with Brunswick dealers

in Sheboygan, Fond du Lac and Manitowoc, Wis.

The new record by Harry Snodgrass has been

outstanding in the record demand since its

release in March, and many dealers throughout

the city are featuring the record by special

posters or displays in their windows. Mr. Love-

joy states that Nick Lucas records continue to

move very well.

New Columbia Accounts

Walter E. Pugh, Columbia representative in

Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and upper Michigan, re-

ports a very satisfactory business during the

past month, when he opened a number of new
accounts in both Wisconsin and upper Michi-

gan territory.

Columbia phonographs and records will be

handled by the George W. Voigt Music Co.,

which has just been opened at 1137 Teutonia

avenue. Mr. Voigt was formerly manager of

the phonograph and record department at the

Wm. A. Kaun Music Co. He is planning to

feature a German mail order record business

at his Teutonia avenue store.

Columbia records will now be handled ex-

clusively at the Espenhain Dry Goods Co.

store, and this department has been moved to

the main floor in the section with the music

roll and sheet music department. It was for-

merly on the fourth floor with pianos and

phonographs.

Mr. Des Foldes, manager of the foreign rec-

ord department of the Columbia Co., was a visi-

tor in Milwaukee during March. He was ac-

companied by Mr. Kament, manager of the for-

eign record department of the Chicago branch.

The two men were looking over the local field.

Charles Baer, manager of the Chicago branch

of the Columbia Co., was also a March visitor

in the city.

Badger President Visits Camden
"The talking machine business has been only

fair during the month of March," said Harry

S. Goldsmith, secretary of the Badger Talking

Machine Co., Victor jobber. G. F. Ruez,

president of the Badger Talking Machine Co.,

spent the last week of March at the Victor fac-

tory in Camden, N. J. Sam W. Goldsmith, vice-

president of the company, has returned from a

three months' vacation in Florida.

First copies of "Calliope Blues," composed by

S. W. Goldsmith and Edwin Tillman, known
for his songs "Lonesome and Blue" and "Tears

of Happiness," were just out shortly before the

end of March, and several Milwaukee orches-

tras have been featuring the number.

Featuring Fine Radio Lines

Radio business for March was fair, according

to David M. Kasson, manager of the Interstate

Sales Co., which is controlled by the Badger
Talking Machine Co. Mr. Kasson announced
that the Interstate Co. had just been appointed

exclusive distributor in Wisconsin for products

of the Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp. In order

to concentrate its efforts on a few important

lines, the company has eliminated all lines except

De Forest, Freed-Eisemann and Operadio.

Joe Gibson, of the Freed-Eisemann Co.,

spent a short time in Milwaukee looking over
the local territory, and he expressed himself

very well satisfied with the prospects for radio.

John Dunham, representative of the De For-
est Co., also commented optimistically on the

outlook when he made a short visit here,

making his headquarters at the Interstate Sales

Co. offices.

Mr. Kasson was elected treasurer and director

of the Wisconsin Radio Trade Association, at

a recent meeting. This organization, which is

composed of radio dealers in Milwaukee and
throughout the State, is very active in bringing

radio before the Wisconsin public, and is in

charge of the annual radio show held at the

Milwaukee auditorium.

Sonoras Lead at Yahr & Lange
Sonoradios, Sonora loud speakers and True

Blue radio tubes have shown the most activity

during the month of March at Yahr & Lange,
wholesalers for Sonora in Wisconsin and Michi-

gan, but business has not been very brisk, ac-

cording to Fred E. Yahr.

A recent visitor at Yahr & Lange was Ray
Reilly, for many years with the Columbia Co.,

who has recently been appointed district sales

manager in Wisconsin, Michigan and Illinois

for the Sonora Co., succeeding J. A. Read. Mr.
Reilly was accompanied on his visit here by
Frank V. Goodman, sales manager of the com-
pany.

Starr Traveler on Busy Trip

Alfred F. Kiefer, traveling representative for

the Starr line in this territory, recently stopped

at his headquarters in Milwaukee after a trip

through northern Michigan. He stated that his

tour of this part of his territory was very suc-

cessful. He assisted with the formal opening

of the A. H. Hardtke music store at Manitowoc,
Wis., which was recently remodeled. The store

handles Starr pianos and phonographs, and
Gennett records, exclusively.

Brunswick and Cheney Exhibits

Brunswick and Cheney phonographs were
displayed at the Home Show, held at the Mil-

waukee Auditorium during the week of March
28 to April 4, by Edmund Gram, Inc. This firm

was the sole exhibitor of musical instruments

at the show, which features everything for the

home from building materials to furnishings.

Adds Radio Department
Flanner-Hafsoos Music House, Inc., is an-

other prominent Milwaukee music store to add
a radio department. The store formerly han-

dled a few sets, but did not feature this depart-

ment. At the present time, a portion of the

talking machine department has been turned

over to radio under the management of F. F.

Flanner. The store features the Radiola super-

heterodyne, but also carries the Grimes, Atwa-
ter Kent, Thermiodyne and Federal lines.

Nearly all the downtown music stores now have

radio departments.

New Columbia Foreign

Record Catalogs Issued

The foreign language department of the Co-

lumbia Phonograph Co., Inc., has recently is-

sued several artistic catalogs, featuring selec-

tions in the various languages which are in-

cluded in the Columbia repertoire. Among
the latest catalogs are handsomely illustrated

publications featuring Hebrew-Jewish records

and the Greek-Turkish records. The first named
catalog has forty pages devoted to the most
popular records in the Hebrew-Jewish languages

with alphabetical lists that enable the dealer

and his customers to use the catalog to splendid

advantage. The Greek-Turkish catalog has

twenty pages of record ^listings with an alpha-

betical index. The foreign language record di-

vision of the Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc.,

is making rapid strides in the development of

record sales throughout the country, and the

Columbia branches are co-operating with the

dealers in every possible way in connection

with this important phase of the business.

More Money
with every sale

you make

Supplement your radio set sales with Pacent
Radio Accessories!
You make more money and you keep your cus-
tomers "sold" on your sets.

Over 45 of the leading set manufacturers are now
using Pacent Radio Essentials so that many of

your own sets are undoubtedly "Pacentized."
Add a Pacent Everytone Headset, Plug, or Jack-
set to assure complete satisfaction.

Advanced manufacturing methods permit us to

offer the utmost in quality, combined with low
retail prices and the maximum profits for you.
You can do no better.

Get in touch with your jobber immediately—or write for complete Pacent catalog.

PACENT ELECTRIC CO., Inc.
91 Seventh Ave., New York City

Chicago
Washington
San Francisco
Philadelphia
Jacksonville
Minneapolis

Canadian Licensees

Pacent
RADIO ESSENTIALS

St. Louis
Boston
Birmingham
Buffalo
Detroit

R. H. White Radio Co., Hamilton, Ont.

£tpi
w

DON'T IMPROVISE - PACENTIZE~
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GilfillanNeutrodyne
The New 4- tube Dry Cell Set

at a popular price

^^^^^

without accessories, but

giving you a genuine

Neutrodyne operating

with Dry Cell Tubes and

Dry Batteries — all en-

closed in the handsome

Walnut Cabinet.

HERE is a low-cost investment in permanent

Radio Equipment. A worthy addition to

the GILFILLAN NEUTRODYNE line.

Built in our factories by Radio Experts, who say

this is a most unusual value for the money.

Operates on Locals without antenna and brings

in 500 to 1000 miles on indoor antenna. Beauti-

ful true tone—no howls or squeals or distortion,

with remarkable ability to select exclusively what

you want. Good for years of delightful enjoyment.

The Music Dealer can now satisfy his cus-

tomers with the splendid Gilfillan Line at a wide

range of prices.

PRICES REDUCED

on our Standard 5-tube

Neutrodyne Sets. The

GN-1, formerly $175 is

NOW $150. The GN-2,

formerly $140 is NOW
$120. These Sets are regu-

lar stock and not discon-

tinued patterns!

Write your jobber or our nearest office for Liberal Discounts.

GILFILLAN BROS. Inc.
KANSAS CITY 1815 W. 16th St., LOS ANGELES, CAL. NEW YORK CITY

2525 W. PENN WAY 225 WEST 57th ST.

Gilfillan radio corporation
«^ //Vt- LICENSED BY _*\t*

i NEutrodynEOol lP"!^?ar 27.1923 and Apr.i™ ,Mfc|
»»'e Other Patents Pending _^fja
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Why Lyon & Healy Stick to Basic Policy
Correct Methods of Merchandising Remain Unchanged, but the

Manner of Their Application May Vary, According to W. P. Roche

Big retail houses, which have large talking

machine departments and large turnover, find

merchandising problems which differ only in

degree from the problems which the smallest

retailer has to meet. The principles of selling

do not change, but the methods of their appli-

cation do vary with the individual circumstances

of every case.

If Walter P. Roche, head of the talking ma-
chine and radio departments of Lyon & Healy,

is to be believed the merchandising problems

which he has to meet on his large scale do, in-

deed, vary greatly with circumstances, but they

are in reality the same old problems as they

have always been.

Fundamentals of Retail Business

"It is a curious fact," said Mr. Roche, "that

all the many changes that have come into the

talking machine business since the advent of

broadcasting have really made no essential dif-

ference in the manner of doing a retail busi-

ness in talking machines and records. The
methods that the house of Lyon & Healy long

ago worked out are still found to be fitting and

appropriate, probably because in the first place

they were founded upon a sound judgment of

the nature of the problem to be solved.

"We find still that there are to-day, as there

have always been, two important considerations

in the mind of the average person who comes
in to look at a talking machine. We find that

people are interested in the appearance and in

the reproduction, almost to equal extent. That
is to say, a machine giving fine reproduction

would be hard to sell if it were badly designed

in point of appearance. On the other hand, a

fine piece of cabinet work will not carry off, on

the average, poor reproduction of music.

Many Publics

"There is always a public in a city like ours

for every first-class well-known make and for

every style of machine popularized in each

make. There is always a certain demand for

machines of the finest types and styles at high

prices, and although this demand is smaller in

comparison, it is steady and constant. On the

other hand, it is equally a fact that each of the

makes we carry, Brunswick, Cheney, Edison

and Victor, seems to have something like its

own public. It is surprising, to take one ex-

ample, how many Edison fans there are. People

come to us constantly who have been persuaded

by other owners of Edisons to listen to Edison
reproduction. Owners of Edison machines, too,

get to desire only Edison records.

"Again, there is a certain group whose mem-
bers swear by the Cheney acoustic system and

rave over the Cheney tone quality. There is a

Brunswick Ultona crowd and a Brunswick rec-

ord following. Then, of course, there is the

following for the Victrola and the Victor rec-

ords. The fact that so many men and women
habitually refer to any machine of any make as

a 'Victrola' illustrates what I mean.

How It Is Done
"We do our best, of course, to please a pros-

pective customer and to ascertain what each

one really wants. In so working, our salesmen

are trained to be very careful to use discretion

and not to play any favorites. We find that

there are certain records that seem to sound

more beautiful on certain machines than on

others, and when we are asked about one cer-

tain machine we simply see to it that music is

used for demonstrating which will show off that

machine to the best advantage. In machine

selling, that is to say, we find that what sells

each make, generally speaking, is what that

make will do. Experience teaches that grad-

ually a make of machine, if it really be meri-

torious and has been put before the public by
adequate advertising during a period of years,

acquires a sort of specific reputation of its own,

and attracts men and women whose mental

type corresponds with the kind of reproduction

of the machine. Each make has its individuality

and each its following.

"On the other hand, of course, sometimes it

is mainly the unusual beauty of a case which

attracts first, so that the reproduction side of

the sale comes in more or less as a second

thought. This very day a man came in to look

at a machine. He had no particular choice

and the salesman was taking him into the sales-

room, which happened to be nearest to them,

when his eye was caught by a beautiful console

cabinet standing against the wall in the main
room. He at once said: 'That is the sort of

cabinet I should like;' and going over to the

machine in question asked to have it demon-
strated. The demonstration appeared to be

satisfactory and the sale was at once made.

The machine, as it happens, was a Brunswick,

in one of the finer and more expensive console

types.

"We have, of course, a call for combined
radio-phonograph sets, and I am watching the

trend of this development with much interest,

but the sales principles in the case are not at

all changed by the intrusion of this new set of

conditions.

Record Sales People Are Trained

"Of course, as you know, we have always

done a large record business at Lyon & Healy's,

and now that we handle three famous lines of

records we find that the methods of selling re-

main the same that they have always been.

We maintain a regular school for our record

saleswomen, one feature of which is that each

girl at regular intervals is put through a course

of study, as one might call it, in the approved

methods of selling records. Each girl gets in-

formation about the new record publications,

is shown what is to be said and done about

each outstanding number, and in general is kept

up to date on all points needed to put her in

command of the situation when she has before

her a record buyer. Constant and positive

newspaper publicity, featuring the monthly pub-

lications of records, has built up for this house

a very large following of customers who come
in with the greatest regularity to try the new
numbers and pick out what they want. With
them and with the casual droppers-in, who also

number a vast crowd in themselves, we have

fine material on which to work, and our record

sales *grow steadily. They have always been

large and each year they become larger.

"We find that it is impossible to get a sales

force too much informed on the subject-matter

of the music they are selling. The popularity

of the better class record is increasing steadily,

and the recent new methods adopted for build-

ing up in the minds of the millions of listeners-

in a memory of the names, personalities and

styles of great recording artists, are helping to

increase vastly the number of those who buy the

best music in record form. We work constantly

upon new ideas for the better education of our

sales force and I may say that one of our most

successful methods is found in putting a pre-

mium on the sale of the highest-class records.

Conditions change, indeed, but the successful

methods of retail selling never change."

Radiolas on R. I. Trains

The Radio. Corp. of America announces that

the Rock Island Railroad has installed the

Radiola super-heterodyne receivers in the

drawing, smoking and dining cars of the

"Golden State Limited" after a test of three

months with this receiver. Passengers en route

to the Coast from Chicago can thus be kept

in touch with all the stations broadcasting, and

on the last trip the train was in constant touch

with the Chicago stations all the way across

the continent. No outside antenna is used, but

the sets are all placed on turntables at the end

of each car. The reception results have proved

to be excellent.

"The Portable with a Guarantee Bond 9 9 $25.00

LIST

SPENCERIAN
Portable PHONOGRAPHS

Correspondence Invited

WESTPHONO, Inc., 46 W. 4th St., ST. PAUL, MINN.
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Sell What the Public Wants
rT"HE Globe Console Phonograph Radio Receiver is the

instrument that fully meets the new demand for more

diversified musical entertainment

—

and that can be sold at

a price within reach of all!

By selling this serviceable combination—your own line of

phonographs, equipped with Globe Radio Panels— you

"cash in" on all the national and local radio advertising

now going on, as well as benefit by the past and present

advertising of the leading phonograph manufacturers.

Globe Radio Receiver Panels are exceptionally low-priced,

ranging from $55 to $90 list, for 4-tube and 5-tube sets,

and units are of the best standard type and construction,

combining all the essentials of radio reception— easy

tuning, true-tone reproduction, long distance reception, and

precise selectivity. Installation is very simple and can be

made in your store. Globe Radio panels are adapted

to any size or style phonograph.

Our dealer arrangement is one that carries a
worth while profit. Let us give you the details.

GLOBE ELECTRIC CO., 18 Keefe Ave., MILWAUKEE, WIS.

GLOBE
4-Tube 1(adio

Hecei-ver

No. ioio 4-tube Radio
Receiver (without acces-

sories) for UV-201-A
tubes.

List Price, #55.00
No. 1020—4-tube Radio
Receiver (without acces-

sories) for UV- 1 99 tubes.

List Price, #60.00

GLOBE
DUODYNE RADIO

5-Tube
H&dio Receiver

No. i no— 5-tube Radio Re-
ceiver (without accessories) for

UV-201-A tubes.

List Price, #80.00

We also manufacture four - and
five-tube radio receivers for upright

phonographs. Details on request.

Qlobe Radio Receivers are manu-
factured in this well-established

plant, which is devoted exclusively

to the production of Qlobe e/ecrri-

cal products.
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Normal Trade Marks Opening of Spring

Throughout the San Francisco Territory
Preliminary Plans of Music Week Made—Charles Mauzy Resigns From Emporium to Take Over
Management of John Bruener Department in Oakland—Tie-Up With Artists Creates Sales

San Francisco, Cal., April 4.—The month of

March in this territory compared very favor-

ably with the same period of 1924. The great-

est activity is with radio receivers, with records

running second. Regarding talking machines

a hopeful sign is the interest lately displayed in

the portable type of instrument and dealers ex-

pect that the month of April will see this in-

terest grow much larger.

Music Week Plans Under Way
Initial arrangements for San Francisco's fifth

annual Music Week were formulated recently.

J. Emmett Hayden, chairman, and Chester W.
Rosekrans, executive director, are tending to

the preliminaries. Music Week has been set

by the City Supervisors to start May 17.

Charles Mauzy in New Post

Charles Mauzy manager of the phonograph
and radio department of the Emporium, has

resigned in order to assume the management
of the music department of the John Bruener

furniture store in Oakland. The resignation

took effect the end of March and on the last

Saturday of the month the employes of the

phonograph and radio departments gave a fare-

well banquet to Mr. Mauzy at the Hotel Whit-

come, at which time he was presented with a

handsome memorandum case.

It is stated that during the four years that

Mr. Mauzy has managed the phonograph and
radio departments of the Emporium he has in-

creased the business fourfold. Miss Jean

Hague, formerly assistant to Mr. Mauzy, will

remain at The Emporium. The Bruener store

is to become an important music establishment,

carrying talking machines, records, radio equip-

ment and pianos. The Bruener stores in Sacra-

mento and Stockton will also carry musical in-

struments, and Mr. Mauzy will eventually have
general supervision of them.

Tie-up With Columbia Artists

Columbia dealers are cashing in on the local

appearances of Ted Lewis and His Orchestra.

The records , of these popular artists are in

great demand and dealers are linking up with

their personal appearances in every way.
Maria Jeritza, Victor artist, sang here recently

and immediately following her concert the in-

creased demand for her recordings was notice-

able. Columbia dealers are looking forward to

the radio programs of Art Gillham, Columbia
artist, who is scheduled to give a number of

broadcasts at California stations during April.

Increased record sales will undoubtedly be the

result.

Music Festival Arouses Interest

The second San Francisco Spring Music Fes-

tival is arousing great interest among music
lovers. At the civic auditorium the San Fran-

cisco Symphony Orchestra, under the leader-

ship of Alfred Hertz, will give concerts on

April 19, 23, 25 and 27.

Reasons for Sherman-Clay Prosperity

In the March issue of Harmony, the house

organ of Sherman, Clay & Co., the leading

editorial gives its reasons for the volume of

business which the house accomplishes. It

reads: "The year 1924 was not so good for

the majority of music houses throughout the

United States—but while we didn't hang up any
records, Sherman, Clay & Co. made a very sat-

isfactory showing. With our organization go-

ing strong, and stocks in good shape and busi-

ness conditions normal—we ought to make 1925

a brilliant year in the history of Sherman, Clay

& Co. .

"We'll admit that we are selling a lot of

radios—we're selling many of the sets (and
high-priced ones, too) to customers who were
highly satisfied with their Steinway, their Duo-
Art, their player, their piano, their Victrola, their

violin or saxophone or who were particularly

pleased with their Victor record or player roll

service, or who always found what they wanted
in our big sheet music stocks. Turn about is

fair play—you radio rooters, see that you sell

such complete satisfaction with your 'over the

air' merchandise to new customers of the

house that they will come back for anything

else in the line of musical instruments that

they may need or want."

New Association Officers

Officers of the recently organized Northern

California Music Dealers' Association are:

President, A. F. Norton; secretary-treasurer,

Daniel Miller. Mr. Norton is manager of the

wholesale small goods department of Sherman,
Clay & Co., and Mr. Miller is president of the

Conn San Francisco Co. and both are well

known in this territory.

W. D. Samuels Now Manager

Waxahachie, Tex., April 6.—W. D. Samuels,

Jr., formerly of the Radford's stores in Tusca-

loosa, Ala., has just been made manager of the

L. H. Walter Music Shop, of this city. Mr.

Samuels is well equipped for his new position,

in having taken a twelve-month training course

in the Thomas A. Edison, Inc., factory at

Orange, N. J., as well as a special course in

piano regulating elsewhere.

Radio Firm Chartered

The Jerome Radio Stores, New York, have

been incorporated at Albany with a capital

stock of $25,000. The incorporators are A. Bin-

swanger, M. Ackerman and B. Slochezsky, of

New York City.

NATHANIELBAXDWIN
RADIO PRODUCTS

—RADIO SPEAKERS
—PHONO SPEAKERS
—S P E A K E R UNITS
—HEAD PHONES

Phone Speaker without base

List $8

When you sell a Baldwin product
you are selling the best there is

in radio equipment.

Baldwin Speakers and units are
now furnished to meet all re-

ceiving conditions.

Write for dealers'
information sheets.

Standard Loud Speaker
List $25

NATHANIEL BALDWIN, Inc.
EASTERN DISTRICT SALES OFFICE

227 Fulton Street New York City, N. Y.

I
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1 Remove rec»

ord rack, and
mount the

sliding shelf which
holds the set prop-

2 Install batteries

beneath shelf
and connect

^vith binding post as

indicated. Speaking
unit is attached at

will to phonograph
horn in a few sec-

onds

3 Put panel in
place in front
of batteries,

and instrument is

ready for use, eith-

er as receiver or
phonograph.

Doors close when
set is not in use.

Thousands of Prospects

in Your Vicinity
THE A-C DAYTON XL-5 Phono-Set is the only five tube radio

receiver designed to conveniently and accessibly fit upright phono-
graph cabinets already in the homes of your customers, or on your

sales floor. It is estimated by competent authority that there are

10,000,000 upright phonograph cabinets in the United States. Hundreds
or thousands of them, right in your vicinity, are your own prospects
for the A-C DAYTON Phono-Set.

Since the Phono-Set was introduced, sev-

eral of the most substantial music jobbers

and dealers have contracted for its dis-

tribution and sale. This list is rapidly

growing, indicating universal acceptance

among the music and phonograph trade.

Here's the reason. The Phono-Set is a

solution for the music and phonograph
dealer's radio problem. It provides for

every demand.

It is a complete, standard five tube re-

ceiver, already famous for its highly se-

lective and remarkably clear reception.

It is not a radio panel. The Phono-Set
is so designed that it will fit upright mod-

els of phonograph cabinets, and most con-
sole models. It combines radio and the
phonograph in one instrument. It appeals
to the prospect who wants to buy a good
receiving set and at the same time keep his

investment light, and who does not want to
sacrifice his present phonograph cabinet.

The Phono-Set completely eliminates the
profitless question of trade-ins for radio

sales. It not only opens a new field of

prospects for you, but makes it an easier

matter to sell them a receiving set. These
prospects are already on your records,

you know where they are. Go to them
with the A-C DAYTON Phono-Set and
get the business.

THE A-C ELECTRICAL MFG. COMPANY
Dayton, Ohio

Makers of Electrical Devices for more than twenty years.

A-C DAYTON
Bolster up your spring and summer
radio sales with this new phonograph
installation. Send today for full in-

formation on theA-C DAYTON XL-5
Phono-Set, prices, discounts and
sales plan. Fill in the coupon
and send it in now

Illustrations show simplicity of installa'

tion. Can be made in less than an hour.

Note a/50 the convenient height for oper-
ation by a comfortable seated person.

0*V<-9 ,cr

3> &
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Excellent Record Demand in Richmond
Makes Up for Lethargy in Other Lines

Talking Machine Business Ahead of Same Period of Last Year—Columbia Furniture Co. Fea-
tures Kimberly Machines in Drive—Colonial Corp. Changes Name to James Cowan Co., Inc.

Richmond, Va., April 9.—While business in

talking machines in this territory is reported

to be not so good as the dealers would like,

it is running ahead of the same period of

last year in most instances. Record business

is reported to be exceptionally good in prac-

tically all sections. "The Wreck of the Southern

Old '97" continues a ready seller, there be-

ing no abatement in its popularity. The "Union
Sweetheart," a new Gennett record, is reported

to be taking well with the trade and gives

promise of proving one of the best sellers

this Spring. Sale of Victor records was re-

cently stimulated in Richmond by the appear-

ance of Waring's Pennsylvanians at the Co-

lonial Theatre.

Features Kimberly in Drive

The Columbia Furniture Co. cleared a stock

of some 125 or more Kimberly machines in

three weeks' sales drive during March. In

connection with the drive an original and clever

record plan provided for record deliv-

ery at weekly intervals. The purpose of this

plan was to keep up the interest of the cus-

tomer in his instrument.

Mr. Schutze announces that his firm is plan-

ning to make improvements to the store at an

estimated cost of $25,000. Plans contemplate

the addition of a mezzanine floor in addition to

other improvements that will add greatly to its

general appearance. Construction work is to

begin April 15 and to be completed in three

months. A new phonograph department will

be fitted out on the street, near the front

entrance. Instead of booths, it will be equipped

with seven Audaks. Several Audaks are now
being utilized by the firm and they have been

found to be eminently satisfactory, according

to Max Schutze, president of the company. The
firm also handles the Victor, and this machine

will be featured in the new department. It is

planned to have the radio department on the

mezzanine floor, where both the De Forest and

Atwater Kent will be featured. Jack O. Her-

bert, a young man who is rated as an author-

ity on radio, will be in charge of this depart-

ment. Kenneth Lord, who has been in charge

of the phonograph line for several years, will

be manager of the large and attractive new
phonograph department.

Addition of the mezzanine floor will give the

store approximately 2,000 feet of additional floor

space.

Martin Music Co. to Move
The Martin Music Co., now located at 119

East Marshall street, has taken a lease on the

adjoining store at 117 East Marshall street,

and will soon move into it. This store will

give it considerably more floor space for dis-

play purposes. The firm features the Okeh
Perfect and Paramount records. Although it

has been doing business for less than two years,

it is already firmly established. It handles sev-

eral lines of machines, the Starr being its leader.

Business in both talking machines and records

duting March ran considerably ahead of that

for the corresponding month of last year, ac-

cording to E. W. Feltner, a member of the firm.

Walter D. Moses & Co., Victor dealers, report

phonograph business as being a little better

than last year at this time, while record busi-

ness is fully twice as good. Higher priced instru-

ments are being sold, the average price being

around $200.

Name Changed to James Cowan Co., Inc.

The name of the Colonial Piano Corp., Co-
lumbia dealer, has been changed to the James
Cowan Co., Inc., This company, headed by
James Cowan, was recently chartered with a

view of superseding the other concern of which
Mr. Cowan was also the head. Mr. Cowan
was recently in a Richmond hospital for a sur-

gical operation, but is now back at his place

of business, fully recovered.

Louis I. Dunn on the Road
Louis I. Dunn, local salesman for The Corley

Co., has been promoted to a road job and is

now traveling tidewater Virginia and eastern

North Carolina. He went out on his first trip

recently and planned to establish several new
accounts on the trip.

Major L. Vivian, veteran salesman for The
Corley Co., has returned from an extended trip

through southwest Virginia and eastern Ten-
nessee, reporting that while business could

hardly be called phenomenal yet it wasi pro-

gressing satisfactorily, according to the ac-

counts on whom he called. The major planned
to be in New York about the middle of April
to see Mrs. Vivian off for a trip to Scotland.

She plans to spend most of her time in Edin-
burgh.

Miss May Straley Married
Miss May Straley, manager of the Victrola

department of Sterchi Bros., Bristol, Va., was
married recently to a well-known and prominent
young business man of that city. She will

continue in her present position. She enjoys
a wide acquaintance among members of the

music trade in that section and is receiving

many congratulations.

H. W. Carner Seriously 111

H. Wallace Carner, Starr distributor at Rich-

mond, continues seriously ill. Mr. Carner has

been confined to his home since some time in

January, and his condition is a source of much
uneasiness.

Per Capita Return of Davis
Music Stores Is $2.50

Live Brunswick Dealer Operating Stores in

Farmington and Flat River, Mo., Has Built

Remarkable Retail Business

When a phonograph dealer does a volume of

business which amounts to $2.50 for every per-

son in the community from which he draws

One of the Davis Stores

trade he has accomplished something in the

way of sales promotion which, to say the least,

is unusual. The Davis Music Stores, of Farm-

ington and Flat River, in which the Brunswick

line is featured, have accomplished this remark-

able sales feat. How? Why, by never permit-

ting an opportunity of developing interest in the

line he handles to slip by. Mr. Davis, who is ac-

tively at the head of the business which bears

his name, is one of the prime movers in every-

thing musical in his community. His store is

not very large, as may be seen by a glance at

the accompanying illustration of the Farming-

ton establishment, and the towns in which his

stores are located, too, are small, but that does

not cause Mr. Davis any particular worry, for

he not only goes after business in the imme-

diate communities where his stores are located

but he reaches out into the surrounding terri-

tory for business, and he gets it.

Many Dealers Now Handling

Caswell Portable Line

John Cassagrande, vice-president of the Cas-

well Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis., manufacturer

of portable phonographs, visited the home of-

fice for a few days about the middle of March.

Mr. Cassagrande has been traveling extensively

throughout the East, visiting jobbers and deal-

ers, and reports that all indications point to a

fine season for portables. A. F. Bingenheimer,

district manager in the Northwest, with head-

quarters at 602 W. Kiernan avenue, Spokane,

Wash., also spent a week at the Milwaukee

office at the same lime. He told The World

representative that the Caswell portable was

growing rapidly in popularity, with the dealers

in his territory and that he had opened a fine

number of new retail accounts during the past

few months.

CUts

1571 BROADWAY
New York
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Announcing
Another

Product-

P^TTERIES
\MULTI - DRY CELL)

THE same high standards of workmanship and per-

formance that have made the name MUSIC MASTER
on Radio Products synonymous with absolute depend*

ability, have gone into every element of MUSIC MASTER
"B" Battery*

Tested — Proved — Superior
MUSIC MASTER "B" Batteries have for months under-
gone every test known to radio science. Over a quarter-

million cells were built and put to the most exhaustive
and competitive tests before this announcement could
be made.

The result— a PROVED better "B" Battery—Vital
Power—Noiseless—Long Life.

MUSIC MASTER "B" Batteries are SUPERIOR in

every way— in shelf life (guaranteed for six months),
in capacity, in usable life and in appearance.

Makers and Distributors of tiigh'Qrade Radio Apparatus

WALTER L. ECKHARDT, President

Tenth and Cherry Streets

Chicago Philadelphia Pittsburgh

Canadian Factory: Kitchener, Ontario

Sold Through Authorized

Distributors Everywhere.

RADIO PRODUCTS
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Indianapolis Retailers Pushing Talking
Machines in Effort to Increase Sales

Steady Sales of Records Result From Dealers' Tie-Ups With Broadcasting Programs of Record
Artists—Used Talking Machines Find a Ready Market—Local Firms Consolidate—The News

Indianapolis, Ind., April 8.—Since the interest

in radio is lagging somewhat with the advent

of Spring, local dealers are turning their at-

tention to the talking machine. Opinions are

that the talking machine has not fared so bad-

ly during the past year. Dealers report that

little difficulty has been experienced in dispos-

ing of used instruments. Records on the other

hand have in almost every instance shown a

steady sale, due, perhaps, to the desire of the

radio fan to purchase the record he has heard

via the radio. Local newspaper advertising

with well arranged window displays have aided

phonograph sales.

Radio Artists Boost Record Sales

Al Bernard and Russel Robinson, the "Dixie

song hits at the weekly meeting of the Broad-

cast Listeners' Association recently in the Sev-

erin Hotel roof garden.

W. J. Baker, manager of the Brunswick Shop,

reports an increase in record sales. "Part of

this increase," states Mr. Baker, "is due to the

activities of the Dixie Stars, who filled an en-

gagement at the Ohio Theatre."

Record Sales Feature of Business

Frank Carlin, of the Carlin Music Co., re-

ports that record sales at this store have kept

up as well as any other department of the

store. "The Columbia and Edison records are

very popular with our trade. With the slowing

up of radio sales we expect further increase in

our record sales," states Mr. Carlin.

department of the Baldwin Piano Co., which
handles the Brunswick line, reports that the
record business at this store is stronger. "Ma-
chine sales are nicely ahead of last March. Wc
find," continues Mr. Herdman, "that by going
out and making a house-to-house canvass, we
are able to dig up a great deal of new busi-
ness. The majority of our sales have been in

new machines."

Miss Minnie Springer, manager of the talk-

ing machine department of the L. S. Ayres de-
partment store, reports that record sales for

the past six months have been stronger than
the same period of last year. Machines are
moving fairly well. This store handles the

Brunswick, Victor, Outing and Carryola port-

ables, and reports a strong demand for this

type of instrument.

Edisons Lead at the Circle Shop
H. E. Whitman, manager of the Circle Talk-

ing Machine Shop, dealer in the Victor and Edi-
son lines, reports that the record sales have
moved well. This store is ideally located on
the Circle and always has enjoyed a strong
record business. The Edison is going well in

the phonograph line.

Used Instruments Move Readily
F. X. Donovan, manager of the talking ma-

chine department of the Pearson Piano Co., an-

nounces that this store is now the State dis-

tributor for the Erla line of radio. "We shall

retail this line in our local store but wholesale
to points outside. Weather conditions are such
that we do not expect any business this Spring
but are merely laying the foundation for next
Fall and Winter."

"Our phonograph department," states Mr.
Donovan, "particularly used instruments, has

gone well. Through newspaper advertising we
have disposed of all our used machines in a

very short time."

Dealers Form Association

The Indianapolis Music Dealers' Association

was formed at a meeting at the Athenaeum re-

cently. W. J. Baker, manager of the Brunswick
Shop, was elected president. Other officers

elected were E. W. Stockdale, of the Pearson
Piano Co., vice-president; Myron D. Taylor, of

the Taylor Carpet Co., treasurer; Harley G.

Hook, of the Starr Piano Co., secretary, and
Edward G. Hereth, Miss Hazel E. Ryan and
Joel B. Ryde, directors.

Local Firms Consolidate

It is with pleasure that Hal P. Shearer,

president of the Indianapolis Music House, an-

nounces the consolidation of the Meskill Music
Store on April 1 with the Indianapolis Music
House.

W. H. Meskill is a well-known phonograph
dealer in Indianapolis, handling the Edison line.

Before entering the dealers' field he was pre-

viously connected with the old Edison Corp. of

Indiana. Mr. Meskill will have full' charge of

the consolidated phonograph department of the

Indianapolis Music House. The Muncie, Ind.,

store, which has been under the supervision of

the Meskill store, will come in under the new
banner. Present plans call for the merging of

the respective sales organizations.

Local Business Visitors

Visitors include, A. H. Bates, vice-president

of the Ohio Talking Machine Co.; Mr. Wilson
and Mr. Hyde of the Chicago Talking Machine
Co., 'and Frederick Pullen, general manager of

the Edison Phonograph Corp. of Chicago.

Russell & Rigg Expand

Altoona, Pa., April 7.—Additional space has

been acquired recently by the music store of

Russell & Rigg, at 1006 Chestnut avenue, which

has been extensively remodeled. In the future

the basement will be utilized for the display

and demonstration of phonographs and radio

sets. Access to the basement has been made
possible by a stairway from the first floor.

Frederick's Music Store, of Kingwood, W.
Va., has taken new quarters in the Brown
Building, and will add to its stock.

Stars," entertained with several of their latest C. P. Herdman, manager of the phonograph

BUILT EXPRESSLY FOR RADIO USE

NOW-you can charge "A

"

and "B Radio Batteries

simultaneously!

At All First-Class
Dealers

Model "A"

For radio "A" batteries. A.C. line,

110-120 volts, 40 to 60 cycle. Battery
—"A", 6 volt 6-8 amperes.

Price 18

Model "A-B"

For Radio "A" and "B" batteries.

A. C. line, 110-120 volts. 40 to 60
cycle, 3 to 4 amperes. Battery "B" to

100 volts, 1/10 ampere.

Price 22

Plug in Ful-Wave Model "A-B"
Charger on any A.C. electric light

socket. Hook it up to both "A" and

"B" storage batteries simultaneously.

It does double duty.

Ful-Wave is factory sealed—backed by
the manufacturer's full guarantee.

Requires no adjustments—no bulb, no

water, acids or maintenance—a wonder
to sell.

Ful-Wave does not overheat—does not

blow lighting fuses. It supplies all the

convenience of keeping batteries fresh,

powerful, of making them last longer,

as well as the convenience of its out-

standing superiority.

If you prefer concentrated double-

quick efficiency on "A" storage bat-

teries alone, try Ful-Wave Model "A."

LIBERTY ELECTRIC CORP.
of New York

342 Madison Avenue

Makes use of
fullA.C.Current
-not half of it.

RADIO BATTERY CHARGER

Eastern Distributors:

H. B. SHONTZ CO., Inc., 161 West 64th St., New York

SILAS E. PEA RSA LL CO
. , 10 East 39th St., New York
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CUNNINGHAM
DETECTOR TUBE

TYPEC-300
PATENTED

RADIO
Since 1915—

Standard for all Sets

Types C-301A : C-299 : C-300 : C-ll : C-12

In the orange

and blue carton

Price $3.00 Each

Your Radio Department
Is Judged by the Performance

of Every Radio Set You Sell

Radio Tubes are the

EARS of RADIO
Faulty detection or distorted amplification can mar the Performance of the

finest set ever made.

You must decide—when you really consider it—that only tuhes

of long-established reputation, of utmost accuracy, of inbuilt

strength, are worthy of your sales support and recommendation.

In selling

RADIO //TUBES
as equipment in every set that leaves your store, you have done much to insure

Customer Satisfaction and

Customer Satisfaction Is The Foundation of Your Business

CHICAGO Home Office: 182 Second Street, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. NEW YORK
Patent Notice: Cunningham Tubes are covered by patents dated—2-18-08—2-18-12—12-30-13

10-23-17—10-23-17—and others issued and pending.
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Improvement in General Industrial Con-
ditions in Akron-Canton Creates Optimism

Although Business Is Slightly Below Normal the Gradual Improvement in Industries Is Taken as

a Favorable Sign—New Lines Added—Weigand to Build—News of the Month

Akron-Canton, O., April 8.—March sales, as

reported by dealers in the Akron-Canton ter-

ritory, ran about on a par with those of 1924 and

;i survey of the leading stores in the two cities

and surrounding smaller towns disclosed that

buying the past six weeks has been very slug-

gish, particularly in the talking machine field.

Industrial conditions in the two cities are re-

ported to be improved, but there seems to be an

apathy in buying, this situation also prevailing

in other lines than musical merchandise. Sheet

music sales, small goods, records, player-piano

rolls and orchestra accessories also have been

in less demand in recent weeks.

Willie Heads Lions Club Committee
George C. Willie, well-known Canton music

dealer, was head of a committee of the Canton

Lions Club, which fostered the appearance in

Canton of the two world fliers, Smiling Jack

Harding and Lowell Thomas.
Lewis Bros, in Temporary Store

The Lewis Bros. Co., East Liverpool Victor

dealer, whose store was recently gutted by

fire with a loss of $75,000, has restocked its

store with Victor merchandise and is now do-

ing a retail business in temporary quarters in

the Flatiron Building, Washington street.

Weigand to Build New Store

Weigand's Music Store at Barberton, one of

the best-known in the Akron district, is to be

replaced soon by a modern two-story business

block, the first floor of which will be used by
Weigand for his retail music business. In the

new store he plans to merchandise musical in-

struments, talking machines and radio, etc., on

a much larger scale than in the past.

Akron Gets Broadcasting Station

WADC is the call letter assigned by the gov-

ernment to Akron's new radio station which

soon is to be opened atop the Hotel Portage,

Akron. Allen T. Simmons is proprietor of the

new station. Akron music dealers are co-oper-

ating with Mr. Simmons in putting it across.

Takes on Brunswick Line

Announcement is made that the store of the

A. L. & R. Piano Co., Bellevue, O., has taken

on the Brunswick line and will also maintain a

complete Brunswick record department.

Dealers Tie Up With Style Exposition

Eleven retail music stores took part in the

Annual Spring Style Exposition, held recently

in Canton, when all downtown shops offered in

display windows the newest in styles in wearing

apparel, and all new models of talking machines

and radio were presented by the dealers. Sev-

eral of the stores offered radio concerts and

one store engaged an orchestra and gave an in-

formal concert.

Strassner-Custer Adds Howard
The Strassner-Custer Music Co. announces it

has taken on for Canton district representation

the Howard neutrodyne, a well-known receiv-

ing set. This make radio will be handled along

with several others, including the Atwater Kent

and the Thompson neutrodyne.

Biese Draws Big in Canton
Although it was his second appearance in less

than six months Paul Biese and His Orchestra

attracted a capacity crowd to Moonlight Ball-

room, Meyers Lake Park, Canton, recently. Sev-

eral of the Victor dealers there tied up with the

artists' appearance.

Poling Books Victor Artists for Akron
Earle Poling, well-known Akron Victor

dealer, announces he has booked the Eight Vic-

tor artists for a concert in the armory here

April 18. Several of the Akron Victor dealers

will tie up with the appearance of the artists in

that city.

New York Album & Card
Go. Adds to Floor Space

The New York Album & Card Co. has taken

possession of another floor in the building it

occupies at 23-25 Lispenard street, New York

City, making three in all. The front part of

the new floor has been attractively fitted out

for the use of general offices, reception and

show room. This has left the floor previously

used for office purposes entirely free for the

manufacture of record albums. The balance of

the new floor will be given over to the assem-

bling of the Nyaccoflex sets and panels. Busi-

ness in both Nyacco albums and Nyaccoflex

sets and panels is progressing nicely, and Max
Willinger, president of the company, is making

energetic plans for the Fall.

Gilman's Store Renovated

Extensive alterations were recently completed

at Gilman's Music House, 1198 Fulton street,

Brooklyn. This establishment, founded many
years ago by William Berdy, was taken over

by the present owners last December. The
renovations covered both the exterior and inte-

rior of the store. The entrance to the store

has been changed, the window display space

rearranged and enlarged and the display space

and record racks and booths changed. With

these alterations completed an intensive drive

for business will be started.

H. E. Marschalk Resigns

Walter L. Eckhardt, president of the Music

Master Corp., Philadelphia, Pa., has announced

that Henry E. Marschalk, who for the past

year occupied the office of assistant to the

president, is no longer connected with the

Music Master Corp.

A Bectaratiott
In the June issue

of this magazine will appear a

StartlingAnnouncement
of the permanent sales policy

under which

FRESHMAN
SasterpieS

Receiving Sets will be sold, serviced
andprotected.

Every live radio merchant should
register his name immediately for con-

siderationwhen territory is allotted.

Write
Phas.Freshman fo.lnc.
^JliufSc IReceivers aad\- Smarts

FRESHMAN BUILDING
240-248 "West40th St.-NEW YORK.NY
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Ofe (§tarr ffiiamo Company
STARR PIANOS for over half a century have represented highest ideals of craftsman-

ship. Each Starr Made Grand, Player-piano and Upright represents a value known the

world over.

STARR PHONOGRAPHS from the smallest table style to the elaborate console model

possess musical worth which is the result of a careful coordination of each part into a

perfect symmetry.

GENNETT RECORDS represent the highest attainment in the art of sound recording.

Their variety, perfect reproduction and real musicianship of the artists have made them
musical gems of rarest charm. Released every week.

THE STARR PIANO COMPANY
Established 1872 Factories: Richmond, Indiana

NEW YORK, CHICAGO, LOS ANGELES. SAN FRANCISCO, PORTLAND, KANSAS CITY, BIRMINGHAM, NASHVILLE, DETROIT,
CINCINNATI, BOSTON, CLEVELAND, INDIANAPOLIS.
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JERCO RADIO TONE ARM
A QUALITY PRODUCT
"JERCO" Tone Arms and Reproducers will

make your phonograph a real musical instru-

ment.

Constructed along scientific lines, it not only

gives true tonal value, but also adds beauty

to your phonograph.

Let us explain to you the features of our

product.

Send us your sample order and judge the product on its merit

Joseph E. Rudell Co., Inc.
144 Chambers Street

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

J. F. Glokey Appointed

to Important New Post

Assumes Position With Diamond State Fibre

Co. at New York Branch

J. F. Clokey, for five years connected with

the Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc., New York,

and for several years sales office manager at the

executive offices, has been appointed assistant

The Diamond State Fibre Co., with factories

in Pennsylvania, Delaware, Illinois, Massachu-
setts, Canada and England, and offices in all

the principal cities, manufactures an extensive

line of fibre products. It is now supplying a

number of important items of material used in

the phonograph and radio industries, with this

phase of its business growing rapidly.

Detroit Dealers Feature

the Jewett "Superspeaker"

"Superspeaker Highboy," Latest Jewett Prod-

uct, Center of Attraction in Window Displays

of Leading Detroit Dealers

Music Master "B" Battery

Introduced to the Trade

Latest Product of Music Master Corp. Is in

Line With Its Policy of Expanding Activities

to Cover the Entire Radio Field

Detroit, Mich., April 6.—The Jewett 'Super-

speaker Highboy," the newest product of the

Jewett Radio & Phonograph Co., was featured

extensively in this city recently by a number

of prominent dealers, among whom were Grin-

nell Bros., Detroit Electric Co., Gardner-White

Music Co., Moon Bros, and the Grosse Poinle

J. F. Clokey

manager of the New York branch of the Dia-

mond State Fibre Co., with headquarters at

423 Broome street. Mr. Clokey is well qualified

for his new work as his previous experience has

given him a wide knowledge of merchandising

problems.

One of the latest products to be placed in the

hands of the retail talking machine dealers who
handle radio is the Music Master "B" battery.

This is in line with the policy of the Music
Master Corp. to eventually cover the entire ra-

dio field in its manufacturing activities and
plans to this end have been going forward ever

since the concern acquired the large new plant

at Betzwood, Pa.

The new battery is of the multi-dry cell type

and is the result of considerable experimental

and research work. The Music Master Corp.,

which has become nationally known through

the .manufacture of the Music Master loud

speaker, head sets, phonograph units and other

radio accessories, is distributing its products

largely through the talking machine trade and
the new battery will be distributed to consumers

by dealers handling the Music Master line. An
extensive campaign in behalf of the new prod-

uct has already been started.

Phonograph Repair Parts

Pal—American—Outing—Carryola

We carry a full line of repair parts for every
motor made. Sixty-eight different types of

main springs

Writ* for a catalog showing our complete
line of parts and supplies

ATLAS PHONO-PARTS CO.
107 WEST 20th ST., NEW YORK

Phone, Chelsea 17IS

Repair parta for Pal, Outing, Carryola, American
and all Portables

Vincennes Marketing Two
New Cabinet Speakers

The Vincennes Phonograph Co., Vincennes,

Ind., manufacturer of Rivoli phonographs,

placed on the market several weeks ago two
new cabinet speakers. The instruments re-

semble a mantel clock in design, and are sev-

enteen inches long, ten and one-half inches deep

and eight and one-half inches high. Both con-

tain the famous Rivoli horn, used in all styles

of the Vincennes phonographs, and are fur-

nished in either mahogany or walnut. A new
radio table was also introduced at the same

time. The table embodies the loud speaker men-
tioned above and contains compartments for a

radio set and batteries. It is also furnished in

mahogany and walnut and is an instrument of

style and dignity.

Grinnell Bros.' Jewett Display

Electric Co. Each one of the dealers featured

an artistic window display wherein the Jewett

Superspeaker Highboy was the center of attrac-

tion. The effectiveness of these windows is

illustrated in the accompanying photograph,

showing the display sponsored by Grinnell

Bros, in their handsome Woodward avenue es-

tablishment.

Coincident with this window display cam-

paign, there appeared in the Detroit newspapers

good-sized advertising signed by the Jewett

Radio & Phonograph Co., and the dealers fea-

turing the product in their windows. One ad-

vertisement was entitled "Transform Your

Radio Into Fine Furniture," and emphasized

the fact that the Jewett Superspeaker Highboy

houses the receiving set, wet or dry batteries

and connecting wires, in addition to the Jewett

Superspeaker, which has gained wide popularity.

ROYALFONE LOUDSPEAKER UNITS
are logical parts of phonograph sales. Your cus-

tomers will welcome the chance to hook up
radio with the talking machine. Write for de-

tails on units and headsets..

ROYAL ELECTRICAL LABORATORIES
NEWARK. NEW JERSEY DEPT. T. W.
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N&K—The ' Something Better" Line

N & K Imported
Loudspeaker

The specially designed
sound chamber filters the

sound. Made of burtex, a

scientific, light-weight ma-
terial, which, unlike wood

or metal, eliminates false

vibrations, the cause of or-

dinary harsh speaker
sounds. 14 inches high.

Retail list $27.50. Shipped
in threes, each speaker in

handsome display carton.

N&K Imported Phonograph
Unit

Attaches instantly, without

screws or other device, to Vic-

trola or standard phonograph
giving the inexpensive equivalent

of a loudspeaker of beautiful

tone. Retail list $7.50. In car-

tons of twelve, each unit in gold-

embossed leatherette box.

R EG. U.S. PAT. Off-

Imported

PHONES
LOUDSPEAKER
PHONOGRAPH UNIT
No 17' Imported Phones—the "something better" in comfort,

finish and beautiful clearness of tone.

N&K Imported Loudspeaker—the "something better" in ap-

pearance, size shape and, again, clearness of tone.

N&K Imported Phonograph Unit—the "something better" in

ease of attachment, sturdiness of construction, and, once more,
clearness of tone.

Can any radio dealer afford not to have "something better" for

that swiftly growing army of radio enthusiasts who are dissatisfied

with huskiness or harshness or blasting loudness in phones and
speaker units? For those who want "something better" than re-

producers designed in the days when radio meant little more than

recording the shrill sputter of a spark?

The N&K line moves and pays excellent profit. If your job-

ber is not yet carrying it, get in touch with us.

TH. GOLDSCHMIDT CORPORATION

N&K Imported Phones
'

4,000 ohms. Large size dia-

phragms and ear caps, bringing

new comfort to the wearer.

Sanitary, genuine leather cover-

ing on head bands. Generous
length of cord. Retail list $8.50.

In display cartons containing ten

individually packed phone sets.

Dept. T 4 15 William Street New York
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"Arden" Console is the

Latest Brunswick Model

Recent Addition to Brunswick Line of Phono-

graphs Brought Out to Meet Steadily Grow-

ing Demand for This Type of Instrument

An addition to its line of phonographs was

recently announced by the Brunswick-Balke-

Collender Co. in the form of a new console

model which is known as the "Arden." The

instrument is furnished in cither Adam brown

mahogany or walnut, and the cabinet is decora-

tive and of unusual beauty.

The "Arden" stands 34]/2 inches high, 35

inches wide and 21*4 inches deep and lists at

"Arden" Brunswick Console

$125. There is space for one twelve-inch and
three ten-inch record albums. The new console

is equipped with a type "E" two-spring motor
and all the hardware and trimmings are nickel-

plated.

Noting the steady and consistent demand for

instruments of this size and price, Brunswick
executives introduced the new model, believing

that the "Arden" will automatically find a place

for itself in the phonograph field and it is ex-

pected that the new console will play the part

of a leader in the Brunswick dealer's sales pro-

gram. In size it is convenient and is extremely

well suited for the small apartment and home
of to-day.

The All-American Radio Alliance, New York,
has been incorporated at Albany with a capital

stock of $20,000. Incorporators are E. J. Lajoie,

J. McCabe and B. W. Carey.

E. P. H. Allen Home From
Honeymoon in Bermuda

General Sales Manager of David Grimes, Inc.,

Makes Some Interesting Observations on

Radio Merchandising on the Island

E. P. H. Allen, general sales manager of

David Grimes, Inc., recently returned from

Bermuda, where he spent a two weeks' honey-

moon. Both Mr. and Mrs. Allen, the former

Miss Olive Robertson, were enthusiastic over

the delightful climate and other interesting fea-

tures of the Island of Bermuda.

In speaking of radio conditions on the Island,

Mr. Allen said: Most of the leading Ameri-

can manufacturers are represented and merchan-

dising has been maintained at a very high level.

The call is for popular-priced instruments, al-

though the higher-priced sets move slowly.

"Broadcasting in daytime is nil; evening re-

ception is exceptionally good and most of the

stations from the East and West Coast of the

United States are audible on the loud speaker.

WJZ, KDKA and Springfield are the most pop-

ular stations, WEAF being seldom heard.

"The radio buyer is convinced that the stor-

age battery instrument is a distance-getter and

does not favor dry battery equipment. The firm

of Thomas J. Wadson & Sons are Victor dis-

tributors and represent David Grimes, Inc., to-

gether with several other lines of radio, and

enjoy the patronage of the entire Island. In

addition to the popularity of this old-established

concern the president, Walter D. Wadson, is

fortunate in having with him Major William

Cookson, who is a graduate of the Landon Uni-

versity, England, where he received the degree

of electrical and radio engineer. He has been

connected with the British Air Service and is

considered an authority on the Island on the

subject of radio. Owing to the careful survey

and intelligent management, as carried on by

the Wadson firm, they claim to have very little

service on any of the radio sets sold by them,

as they insist upon installing every instrument

sold and in giving instructions on how to oper-

ate. This is very fine evidence of what should

be done in the States by many of our radio

dealers."

A most attractive and up-to-date radio depart-

ment has just been installed by the Mathushek
Piano Mfg. Co., Meriden, Conn., in its store

at 31-33 West Main street.

New Orleans Dealers

Use Windows in Drives

Window Displays, Concerts, Etc., Play Part in

Drives on Phonographs and Brunswick Ra-
diolas—Efforts Create Business

New Orleans, La., April 7.—Dealers handling

the Brunswick line of phonographs and Radi-

olas in this city are going after business in an

Maison Blanche Window
effective manner through the medium of win-
dow displays, concerts and other forms of pub-
licity. Among the concerns which have been
exhibiting the Brunswick in unusually attractive

window displays lately is the Maison Blanche
Co. One of the large windows of this con-
cern was recently given over entirely to an im-

Display of D. H. Holmes Co.

pressive display of Brunswick consoles and
Brunswick Radiolas.

The D. H. Holmes Co., which has been boost-
ing sales through extensive activity in various
phases of sales promotion, also has been resort-

ing to window displays in broadcasting the

message of the Brunswick. R. H. Cone, Jr.,

manager of the phonograph department of this

live concern, reports a gratifying volume of

business as the result of these window displays

and extensive newspaper publicity.

The Harry B. Loeb Co., also of this city,

which has been successfully promoting the sales

of the Brunswick line, is attracting the attention

of the public largely through the medium of a

series of concerts on the Brunswick Radiola in

the beautiful recital hall of the company. At-

tendance at these concerts has been large and
considerable interest in these instruments has

been developed as a result of the concerts. This
effective form of promotion is having a bene-
ficial effect on sales.

Paul Specht Opens First

Engagement in Movie House

Paul Specht and his Columbia recording or-

chestra opened a two weeks' engagement March
29 at the Colony Theatre, New York, one of the

newest and most beautiful picture houses on
Broadway. This was the first engagement of

this popular organization at any of the New
York film houses, although it has played at all

of the important vaudeville theatres in the city

and is well-known to music lovers through its

engagement at the Alamac Hotel. During his

two weeks' stay at the Colony, Paul Specht
and His Orchestra received an enthusiastic wel-

come from New York's theatre and dance dev-

otees, and under Mr. Specht's direction a very

successful program was offered. Special scenery

was provided for the act, which ran about

twelve minutes, and it is stated that the B. S.

Moss theatre system paid a record price to se-

cure the Specht orchestra for the Colony The-
atre.

"VPs. 6-n Eagle Chargers
The One Real Bulb Type Charger

Successfully sold by more than ISO of the leading

distributors and 3,500 of the best dealers in

Radio.

Eagle Chargers stay sold—and have sales fea-

tures which make them easy to sell to the intelligent buyer.

Bulb type—with or without B battery winding—so safe they are

built without a fuse—so efficient that engineers everywhere have
seen fit to recommend them without qualification.

There is a big sales opportunity open to the live dealer through the sale of Eagle Chargers
—drop a line and let ns explain.

Foreign & Domestic Electrical Commodities
Incorporated

Eastern Office

629-635 W. 23rd Street

New York, N. Y.

Western Office

11502 Madison Ave.

Cleveland, Ohio

BATTERYChargeR
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LONG DISTANCE
TRADE MARK REG. RADIO

A Challenge to Combat
Where else can you find a radio receiving set which matches
Zenith in the immediate appeal it makes to the prospective cus-

tomer— in beauty of design and excellence of workmanship?
Zenith challenges direct comparisons!

What other set can equal Zenith in respect to quality of tone,

ease of operation, selectivity, consistent long-distance reception?

Zenith challenges direct comparisons!

What other high-power set demands so little servicing on the

part of the dealer? Zenith challenges direct comparisons!

What other receiving set has so definitely placed itself in the

highest quality class, appealing directly to people who demand
the best? Zenith challenges direct comparisons!

What other dealer-proposition can match Zenith's exclusive

territorial franchise, in the opportunity it affords the radio mer-

chant for building a permanent and highly profitable business?

Zenith challenges direct comparisons!

See them all if you like—weigh every proposition. But remem-
ber—profits in radio gravitate to the man who is first to perceive
and first to act. For your protection, write or wire today for

particulars of the Zenith franchise.

^^CoskMore-dutVoesMom

ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION, 332 South Michigan Ave., Chicago
ZENITH—the exclusive choice of MacMillan for his North Polar Expedition

The complete Zenith line ranges in

price from $100 to $475.

With either Zenith 3R or Zenith 4R, sat-
isfactory reception over distances of

2,000 to 3,000 miles is readily accom-
plished, using any ordinary loud
speaker. Models 3R and 4R licensed un-
der Armstrong U. S. Pat. No. 1,113,149.

They are NON-RADIATING.

Zenith 4R
Zenith 3R

- $100
- $175

The new Super-Zenith is a six-tube set

with a new, unique, and really different

patented circuit, controlled exclusively
by the Zenith Radio Corporation. It is

NOT regenerative.

SUPER- ZENITH VII - Six tubes-2
stages tuned frequency amplification —
detector and 3 stages audio frequency
amplification. Installed in a beautifully

finished cabinet of solid mahogany —
44^6 inches long, 16% inches wide, 10%
inches high. Compartments at either

end for dry batteries. Price (ex- rf> <y Af\
elusive of tubes and batteries) vp^'T'V/

SUPER-ZENITH VIII— Same as VII ex-

cept— console type. Price (ex- ZLf\
elusive of tubes and batteries)

SUPER-ZENITH IX— Console model
with additional compartments contain-
ing built-in Zenith loud speaker and gen-
erous storage battery space. Price (ex-

clusive of tubes and bat-

teries)

SUPER-ZENITH X-Contains built-in,

patented, Super-Zenith Duo-Loud Speak-
ers (harmonically synchronized twin
speakers and horns), designed to repro-

duce both high and low pitch tones
otherwise impossible with single-unit
speakers. Price (exclusive of <t» i ^ r
tubes and batteries) ^

All Prices F. O. B. Factory

$355

ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION
Dept. 4-W

332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen: Please send me full particulars
of your dealer proposition.
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Marked Improvement in Machine and
Record Demand in the Pittsburgh Field

Radio Broadcasting by Recording Artists Booms Demand for Records—Sharon Stages First

Radio Show—Wholesalers Report Satisfactory Gains—Sonora Headquarters Moved

Pittsburgh, Pa., April 9.—Talking machine deal-

ers report that the past month showed a marked
improvement in sales of machines and records.

This improvement is ascribed to the fact that

the radio broadcasting by the Brunswick and

Victor Co. attracted more than ordinary atten-

tion in Pittsburgh and vicinity. On the nights

when the Brunswick artists and the Victor art-

ists were "on the air" thousands of persons in

the Pittsburgh district listened in.

This was followed by the sale of a large num-

ber of records of the various artists who were

heard. Many talking machine dealers are con-

vinced now that the radio is a stimulus to the

music business. At first there was a feeling

that the radio would, in a measure, supplant

the talking machine business.

Doing Satisfactory Business

John Henk, of the Columbia Music Co., Edi-

son, Brunswick and Columbia dealer, reports a

very nice volume of business during the past

month. He said: "Our business is moving
along at a very satisfactory rate, sales of the

Edison and Brunswick phonographs have been

good. Our record business is showing a nice

increase pver the same month last year. We
anticipate a very brisk Sprin-g season in foreign

records. Our clients who are patrons of the

foreign record department are a source of keen

satisfaction to us inasmuch as they buy lib-

erally and pay spot cash."

Sharon's First Radio Show a Success

Sharon's first Radio Show, held in the De
Foreest Music House, continued for a week. All

clients and prospects of the company received

a cordial invitation to attend, and experts from

the various companies displaying receivers

were present to inform the onlookers about the

various points of each receiver. Many stand-

ard makes of radio receivers were exhibited, in-

cluding Freed-Eisemann, Brunswick Radiola

combination, Radiola, Sonoradio, De Forest,

Pooley-Atwater Kent combination, Ware neu-

trodyne, Mohawk, as well as a full line of radio

equipped Victrolas, and console model panels

by the above companies to fit the full line of

Victor, Brunswick and Sonora console instru-

ments. Special programs were arranged, with

special ideas such as radio dances; special pro-

grams from the nearby broadcasting stations,

and popularity contests.

Edison Business Gains Steadily

A. A. Buehn, treasurer of the Buehn-Phono-

graph Co., Edison distributor, in reviewing the

business situation said: "Our business in the

Edison line is moving along as well as could

be expected. Sales are improving just as the

business is improving and while there does not

appear to be a large volume of phonographs

such sales as are made are dependable and very

satisfactory to us. It appears to me that we
are now in the midst of a weeding-out process

in which the survival will be the progressive

and enterprising talking machine dealer who,

keenly alive to the wonderful possibilities of

the talking machine trade, will study his local

problems and adjust them so that his business

will prosper."

Satisfactory Columbia Spring Business

At the Columbia Phonograph Co., S. H. Nich-

ols, manager, reported the outlook for Spring

business as very satisfactory, especially in the

Columbia record line. Considerable success is

being made in the Pittsburgh district with the

sale of the "Columbia Fine Art Series of Musi-

cal Masterworks." The progressive Columbia

dealers in circularizing their patrons and in the

course of personal contact are advising the giv-

ing of the Columbia Fine Art Series as gifts

for Easter to relatives and friends. It is be-

coming quite general here to bestow gifts on

Easter similar to that of Christmastime. In

other lines of trade the merchants in their ad-

vertising matter are stressing the idea of the

Eastertime Gift practice.

Features Brunswick Radiola

The C. C. Mellor Co., Victor and Brunswick

dealer, recently had a fine display in its show
windows of Brunswick Radiolas. Sales are re-

ported as satisfactory. In order to give a prac-

tical demonstration of the utility of the Bruns-

wick Radiola the firm advertised very exten-

sively in the Pittsburgh newspapers and at the

bottom of the advertisement was printed a cou-

pon to be sent in to the firm, which, when filled

out, indicated that the signer was interested in

hearing the Brunswick Radiola. On receipt of

the coupon the firm placed the Brunswick Ra-

Exclusively Wholesale Service in the

PITTSBURGH DISTRICT

Colin B. Kennedy Equipment

Atwater Kent Equipment

Pooley Radio Cabinets

French Ray-O-Vac Batteries

Exide Storage Batteries

Gold Seal Homchargers

Music Master Loud Speakers

Weston Radio Plugs

Pennsylvania Radiophones

Brach Antenna Sets

ES E N B E CO
SWARTZ & BUEHN \_J •

909 Penn Avenue Telephone : Atlantic 0539

Catering especially to music dealers

Pittsburgh, Pa.

diola in the home for a demonstration. In

practically every instance where this was done

the instrument was sold.

Sonora Headquarters in New Home
The Pittsburgh offices of the Pennsylvania

Phonograph Distributing Co. are now located

at 405 Wabash Building, having formerly been

located in the Empire Building. The offices

are under the management of John Du Breuil,

general manager of the company, who will

spend a week each month in the new offices

supervising the business and will be assisted by

J. A. Endres. General Manager Du Breuil

makes the Philadelphia headquarters his main
office; warehouse facilities have been established

in the Pittsburgh territory for immediate ship-

ments of the Sonora, Sonoradio and other So-

nora products. The Pennsylvania Co. is now
ready to show the new Console speaker unit

in the table effect. It is the newest addition

to the Sonora machines and radio outfits and
is constructed with the built-in speaker with

batteries concealed in the rear of the table. It

comes in two models, the Standard Unit at $50

and the DeLuxe at $60. There also was intro-

duced to the local trade the new Marlborough
Sonora model in walnut, English, brown and
mahogany of the console type and constructed

along the Queen Anne period furniture style.

Radio Representatives Visit Trade

G. R. Gould, district manager of the Sleeper

Radio Corp. in Pittsburgh territory, was a

recent visitor to the headquarters of the Music

Master Corp., Sleeper distributor in this terri-

tory. Mr. Gould conferred with R. E. Hunt-
ing, manager of the Pittsburgh Music Master

offices, in mapping out plans for the merchan-

dising of the Sleeper Monotrol in Ohio, West
Virginia and Pennsylvania. He also visited

quite a number of the dealers in this section,

and was very glad to find Sleeper products

steadily increasing in popularity.

N. Furnajieff, formerly sales representative

for the Music Master Corp. in northeastern

Pennsylvania, and now associated with the Ra-

diotive Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y., manufacturer

of the Silver Voice loud speaker, was another

caller on the Pittsburgh trade recently.

Fred P. Oliver, one of the most popular mem-
bers of the wholesale talking machine trade in

the East and district manager of the Music

Master Corp. in New York City, was a Pitts-

burgh visitor a fortnight ago, calling at the

offices of the Music Master Corp. in this city.

Mr. Oliver has just returned from a trip to the

Eastern States and stopped off at Pittsburgh

on his way back to New York from Chicago.

Mark Fischel in Europe
Mark Fischel, the well-known talking ma-

chine dealer of Homestead, Pa., is spending

several months in European travel.

Brief but Interesting

The Herge Radio Shop, Elwood City, Pa.,

had a display of the Atwater Kent, Radio Corp.

of America and Zenith radio sets on exhibition

at the Elwood City Automobile Show.
The Esenbe Co., which is distributor for the

Colin B. Kennedy and Atwater Kent radio

lines and Pooley radio cabinets, Music Master

loud speakers and the Jewel and Oro-Tone
portable phonographs, reports a very satisfac-

tory volume of business in the radio distribut-

ing end. Sales of the Kennedy and Atwater
Kent sets are increasing right along, according

to A. C. Schwartz, manager.

The W. F. Frederick Piano Co., Victor dealer,

has a very fine display of Victrolas and Victor

records in one of its large show windows. Sales

have been stimulated because of the Victor

broadcasting, it is stated.

At the offices of the Royal Sales Co., distrib-

utor of the Adler-Royal line of radio and pho-

nographs, it was stated that sales of the Adler-

Royal combination phonograph and neutrodyne

radio are very flattering.

The Eight Popular Victor Artists appeared at

the Strand Theatre. The affair was arranged by
Brown's Music House, 17 North Eighth street,

in Reading recently, and sales of records made
by them were greatly stimulated.
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^hvimmdmi^ Solves Your

SERVICE
PROBLEM
E accept full responsibility for YOUR success in

handling THERMIODYNE!

Factory trained service men, at principal distributing

points, instruct and inform YOUR sales organization and

help them SELL Thermiodyne. They service and main-

tain Thermiodyne sets in the homes of your Thermiodyne
customers. They KEEP Thermiodyne SOLD.

Consider also, another Profit Point to You
Thermiodyne Aladdin Advertising

This intensive Aladdin Campaign in National magazines and
newspapers carries the Aladdin story of Thermiodyne into

nearly every home in your territory where there is a logical

prospect. And we are going to keep at it.

Dealers—Write us or your nearest distributor, listed be-

low, for particulars concerning valuable Dealer Fran-

chise.

Silas E. Pearsall Co., 10 East 39th St., New York.
Cheney Sales Corp., New York, Boston and Philadelphia.

Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Consolidated Talking Machine Co., Chicago, Detroit and
Minneapolis.

Few desirable territories still open for distributors.

Write or wire for particulars.

Thermiodyne Radio Corporation
EXECUTIVE and SALES OFFICES: NEW YORK

Gotham National Bank Building, 1819 Broadway

WORKS and PLANTS: PLATTSBURG, NEW YORK
Canadian Sales Office

Dominion Thermiodyne Radio Corp., Ltd.

427 Phillips Place, Montreal, Quebec

Thermiodyne—
Aladdin of Radio

Simplicity itself to operate. No
logging. No "fishing." Turn Mas-

ter Control to wavelength indicated

in newspaper program and that

station comes in INSTANTLY—
in loud speaker volume—AL-
WAYS at that SAME setting.

Sold on unconditional guarantee.

Rer- u. s. P»t off. Licensed under Tntbe tnd other patentt pending
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[Editor's Note—This is the forty-ninth of a series of
articles by William Braid White devoted to the various
interesting opportunities which prevail in the domain of
education for the retailer of talking machines. The subject

is one of great interest and we commend these articles to

the consideration of all who are devoting attention to the

featuring and developing of the musical possibilities of the
talking machine.]

About Some Masterworks

The Germans have some good names for

things they like and amongst them no name
more apt, when rightly applied, than the name
"Masterwork," which they apply to any sort of

an achievement, in the arts, especially, which
stands out by itself and bears the marks of

authentic mastery. I like its rugged honesty

even more than the smoothness of our word
"masterpiece." Now a "masterwork" in music
is some such work as Beethoven's C Minor
symphony, or Gilbert & Sullivan's Mikado, to

take two achievements just about as far apart

as they could be in respect of aim and style,

but as close together as possible as to perfec-

tion, each in its own genus. Another such a

masterwork is, say, the C major symphony of

Mozart and another one is Johann Strauss'

"Wiener Blut" waltzes. Again there is Wag-
ner's opera, the "Mastersingers of Nuremburg,"
and there is Handel's oratorio "The Messiah."

These are masterworks.

So, too, are at least three of the musical
achievements of that extraordinary man, Johan-
nes Brahms. I should say that the German
Requiem, the first symphony and that little

piece for piano solo which stands forth in

the op. 116 group are masterworks of the

first order, each almost unsurpassable in its

way, each astounding in its perfection. One
is a massive and overwhelmingly impressive
choral work, one a true masterpiece of sym-
phonic form which looms vaster and more as-

tonishing to-day than when it burst upon a

somewhat unready world in 1876, and one a

gem of purest ray serene, an inspiration from
heaven, three or four pages of perfect music
written by a genius who knew the piano prob-
ably better than he knew even the orchestra.

It is of one of these that I want to say a few
words at this time.

The Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc., has been
putting out some wonderful recordings lately

and it has selected to aptly describe them
the name "Masterworks." The masterwork
which I am about to describe is one of these
"Columbia Masterworks," meaning by this that
it has been recorded on a set of Columbia
double-face discs and is on the market in one
of the special "Columbia Masterwork" albums.
It is the First Symphony (in C minor) by
Johannes Brahms, first performed in Vienna in

the year 1876 and for many years strangely re-
garded as dry and unattractive.

The Aspect of Great Minds
Every great mind in the arts or the sciences,

in politics or in literature, in religion or in com-
merce, appears to its contemporary minds under
an aspect strange if not forbidding. It is not
indeed that the common mind does not wish
to understand and to appreciate. It is rather
that great and original thinkers are perforce
compelled to drag the mob after them, at their
heels as it were, and that the process is not
always comfortable to those who are thus
dragged. A great man fights always against
the leveling tendencies of mob thinking; and
only after long effort, sometimes only after his
death, comes to be recognized, reverenced, and
finally canonized. The world of music does not
take quite so long as does the Catholic Church
m the business of raising its great ones to saint-
hood; but it sometimes takes long enough,
goodness knows 1

.

Johannes Brahms, that strange, quiet medita-

tive figure, that man who would not fight the

noisy and brilliant Wagner, who would not

fight anybody, who only asked to be left alone,

lived in Vienna for more than thirty years in

the same quiet house in the same quiet street,

a bachelor in lodgings, attended only by the

reverent and admiring family of his landlady.

Here he read, thought, considered; and when
the moment of inspiration was duly arrived,

sat down to create and set forth to the world
a new masterwork. He was over forty when
his first symphony was produced and already

his name was known all over the world of

music, in every European country and in the

United States too; but he had kept the manu-
script by him for years, cutting, filing and trim-

ming, adding here, subtracting there, and
gradually working it out to perfection. Hard-
ly ever has a first venture in the symphonic
line been awaited with so much impatience;

and hardly any has provoked so much argument
and discussion.

The anti-Wagnerians wanted a center around
which to gather their forces, and they chose
Brahms for that uncomfortable geometrical

position. The Brahmsians called the new sym-
phony the "first since Beethoven's last," which
was hardly complimentary to Schumann,
Schubert and Mendelssohn; they said it was
the Tenth Symphony (obviously thinking of

Beethoven's Nine) and the anti-Brahmsians
promptly retorted that the big theme of the

Finale was "pinched" from the Finale of Bee-
thoven's Ninth. And so on. Brahms did not

care; but the noise and the dust kicked up pre-

vented many thousands from judging a master-
work in the dry light of reason and disci-

plined emotion.

One must pause to say a word of congratu-
lation to a business concern which has the

nerve and the vision to put on the market rec-

ords of this high and splendid rank. Who,
ten years ago, could have dreamed, or at best

could have more than just dreamed, that so

soon things like this would be done; with more
wonders coming every day?

Not Manner but Matter
Brahms was a man who cared more for what

he had to say than for the exterior graces of

the manner in which he said it. Sometimes his

ruggedness shows to his disadvantage before
those who insist upon plenty of varnish and
oil. Yet no man could be more gracious when
he chose, just as none could be more rugged
and even granitic. The first Symphony is

rugged, is granitic and is uncompromising.
Brahms never told his hearers what was in his

mind as he patiently thought out the vast tonal
scheme of his four movements, but one may
judge the thought by the content of the

product. The first movement opens with an
impressive introduction "(trumpets and drums),"
which is evidently intended to prepare the hear-
er's mind for the mood of the Allegro itself,

with its restless stormy theme and its tossing
waves of unquiet thought. Here is a mind su-

premely interested in life but vastly confused
and waiting for enlightenment. Here is no
peace, no calm, but energy, brilliant force and
enormous capacity, all waiting for a sign.

And a sign is given. There emerges in the
second movement a solemn and almost over-
powering mood, a mood of great but intensely
restrained power. It is music vastly solemn,
not music of the cathedral, the incense and the
procession, but of the inner workings of a pro-
found mind, turning over the problem of exist-

ence in its own secret workshop of ideas,

oppressed with the vastness of that problem,
but determined to work it out calmly, deliber-

ately and with a due sen,s.e/ of solemnity.

And then succeeds a charming mood, where
a country tunc plays gracefully and simply in

almost rustic joy and content. Arcadian music
this, no Scherzo but a true Allegretto, less

playful than Beethoven's in his "Kleine (8th)

Symphonie" but instinct with a charm that

hardly seems to correspond well with the

bearded face of its author. Brahms looked
more austere than he was, and all who knew
him knew that no kinder, jollier man ever lived

than he could be, on occasion. Strange, too,

that he who so loved women never married.

The Joyous C Major
A pause again, and then the portentous open-

ing of another great introductory passage. It

is the famous Finale. A sense of restrained

energy, boiling to be released, gives way to a

lovely secret melody breathed on the horn.

Another passage of transition, restless and
seeking for its resolution seemingly in vain:

and then:

The great melody, simple with a simplicity

only equaled by the famous tune of the Finale

in Beethoven's Ninth, which indeed it greatly

though not slavishly resembles. Magnificently

brought out on the lower strings in unison, it

takes command of the situation at once, dom-
inating the whole scene in its joyous strong key
of C major and carries the magnificent Finale

to a triumphant conclusion signalized by a brief

but heavenly and tremendously powerful Chor-
ale sung by the whole orchestra which lifts

the mood to the highest peaks of inspiration

and never lets it drop till the last magnificent

chords of the Coda which follow all too soon
after it.

And in 1876 some of them said that this was
dull music! When Frederick Stock first began
to play this C Minor Symphony of Brahms
regularly the Chicago critics used to complain.

They don't complain now. Nor does the great

Chicago public which twice a week for twenty-

eight weeks in the year jams the twenty-six

hundred seats of Orchestra Hall.

And now we have it to ourselves, on records,

to take home and play when the mood comes,

when and as we want it!

Jewett Folder Features

Superspeaker Highboy

Ponttac, Mich., April 7.—The Jewett Radio &
Phonograph Co., of this city, has just issued

a very handsome folder in two colors, featuring

the Superspeaker Highboy, which is attaining

phenomenal success throughout the country.

Although only introduced recently, this new
Jewett product is being featured to excellent

advantage by dealers' everywhere, and the de-

mand has far exceeded all expectations.

The new folder presents on its front cover a

very attractive design showing the Superspeaker

Highboy in the home, emphasizing the fact

that this instrument harmonizes with almost

any type of furniture. The inside pages of the

folder describe in detail the "Highboy," show-
ing front and rear views and giving specifica-

tions. The Jewett Superspeaker Highboy ac-

commodates any type of receiver, and the re-

ceiving set compartment is built in an original

design which permits it to fit snugly about al-

most any radio receiver up to and including

sets of thirty inches length. The compartment
has three doors, each of which disappears when
open. Built into the Highboy is a Jewett Super-

speaker, and the battery compartments for A
and B batteries are of ample size to accommo-
date these important accessories. The Super-

speaker Highboy is finished in African mahog-
any or genuine American walnut, and consti-

tutes a very handsome piece of furniture.
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Built-in Charge Indicators

Balls float when the battery is

charged, and sink as the battery
becomes discharged.

Philco Rechargeable
"B" Battery

Philco Type DX "B" Battery with de luxe mahogany-
finished case with cover (48 volts). Consumer Price.. J20
Type DXO, without cover (48 volts).

Consumer Price. $16.50
Philco Single Charger for all "B" batteries and UD44
"A" batteries. Noiseless. Consumer Price .$9.75

Philco Double Charger for all "B" batteries and UD8H
"A" batteries. Noiseless. Consumer Price $15
"B" Charging Panel, factory wired and ready for use.
Consumer Price $2.75

Philco "B" Batteries on Charge
To connect the batteries to the receiving

set, throw over switches on Charging Panel
(1) and pull out plug (2) from the built-in
receptacle of the Philco Charger. Philco
"A" Batteries are operated Just as con-
veniently.

Philco Pressed-GIass Case
"A" Batteries

Spray-proof. Stay dry and clean
always. Built-in Charge In-
Jicators.

Type TJD86 for storage battery
tubes. Consumer Price $16

Type TJD44, a "dry-cell replace-
ment" which insures better re-
sults from dry cell tubes. Oc-
cupies less space than three drv
cells and may be installed per-
manently in the radio cabinet.
Consumer Price $8

Philco Mahoganized-Case
"A" Batteries

Two types—RAR and RW—
for 6-volt tubes. Both in beau-
tiful Adam-brown mahogany-
finish cases harmonizing with
your radio cabinet. Consumer
Price $14.50 up

Philco Charge Tester—perma-
nently mounted in filler cap-
avoids fussing with hydrometer.
Jl.00 extra.

echarge in your living room
* without changing a wire!

Philco has made storage batteries not only easy to operate, but also

economical. One Philco Storage Battery will outlast many, many dry cell

batteries.

To Recharge a Philco "B" Battery, just throw the Charging Panel

switches and insert the plug in the built-in receptacle of the Philco NOISELESS
Charger. You don't move the batteries or disconnect a wire. Cost—five to

ten cents. Philco "A" Batteries are just as easy to operate.

Philco "B" Batteries are clean, dry and beautiful. The tightly-sealed

glass cells are assembled in Adam-brown mahogany finish cases harmonizing

with radio cabinets and furniture. Built-in Charge Indicators tell at a glance

how much charge is in the battery at any time.

Equally important—Philco Batteries are DRYNAMIC—shipped to you

CHARGED but absolutely DRY. No charging equipment is needed. Any
dealer, without the slightest knowledge of storage battery operation, can han-

dle them just as easily as Radio Tubes or Victrola Records.

You can buy Philco Radio Batteries from your Jobber or Wholesaler at

standard discounts. Order now—or fill out the coupon below and mail to us.

Philadelphia Storage Battery Company, Philadelphia

MfMAMne ISAIM®
Rl

^ JOBBERS and DEALERS—^.^.^J
the cellar and put them in the living room. Our new Radio
Manual tells how. Fill out coupon below and we will mail you
a copy.

Name

Street City

State Jobber Q Dealer r
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Toledo Retailers Fighting for Business

in an Effort to Overcome Spotty Demand
Broadcasting Programs, Here as in Other Sections of the Country, Prove Aid to Record Sales

—

Lion Store Going Out After Machine Business—J. W. Greene Co. Launches Drive—The News

Toledo, O., April 7.—Talking machine demand

here is spotted. That is to say, now and then

dealers experience a week which shows some
speed, while the week before or the one follow-

ing may be dull. For the past six months radio

has been blamed for the lack of machine sales.

But now with the thinning out of radio interest

due to warmer weather it will be up to phono-

graph merchants to show cause for any further

delay in interesting the 50 per cent of our pop-

ulation who are still good prospects for talking

machines.

Need for Selling Effort

Harold McGraw, advertising manager of the

McGraw-Hill Co., New York publishers, in a

recent talk to the Toledo Advertising Club de-

clared that the. saturation point for talking

machines was far from being reached. That
there are still as many homes without phono-
graphs as have them—in most instances the de-

sire for ownership is strong. The reason some
dealer does not sell them is because he is not

trying hard enough. McGraw-Hill Co. recently

conducted a nation-wide machine investigation.

Another address before the same club which
interested music merchants was the illustrated

talk of Frank E. Butler, radio expert of the

LaSalle & Koch Co., who was first assistant to

De Forest in his early radio experiments.

Broadcasting Aids Record Sales

In the LaSalle Victrola department, Mrs.

Ruth Laidley reported that the Flonzaley String

Quartet records, which were featured in an elab-

orate and artistic window display, sold briskly,

as did the discs of Werrenrath and the Shan-
non Quartet, all of which were stimulated
through broadcasting. Likewise the saxophone
numbers of Rudy Wiedoeft. The Pal portable
is new merchandise added. The department is

one of the F. C. Henderson Co., Boston, chain.

Lion Store Busy
The Lion Store Music Rooms are stressing

Brunswick and Victor machines. The talking

machine force is calling on a greater number of

prospects every day with automobiles. The
division is making elaborate preparations for

the Eight Victor Artists concert at the Rivoli
Theatre on the 17th. The early seat sale indi-

Scott High School auditorium for the last Vic-

tor broadcasting concert. The Thompson neu-

trodyne set was used for receiving. The Ther-

miodyne radio has been taken on lately. Fur-

ther, the section has added three radio demon-

stration booths for the use of salesmen. The
rapid growth of radio has made necessary con-

stant enlargement of facilities here. Shortly a

radio folder and other matter will be mailed to

a list of several hundred prospects. The Fed-

eral, Atwater Kent and Zenith radio receivers

are pleasing many customers. Also the Bruns-

wick Radiola has found a place in many fine

homes.

W. C. Griffith, of the Chicago Talking Ma-
chine Co., and Wm. Lewis, of the Victor Co.,

called on local dealers this week.

J. W. Greene Co. Launches Drive

The J. W. Greene Co. is featuring Bruns-

wicks, Cheneys and Victrolas in a manner in

keeping with the present interest of the buyer,

Manager E. A. Kopf stated. Here buying power

and tendencies are constantly studied, for they

govern advertising expenditures. On April 3

Paul Biese and His Record Orchestra will play

in the store. A large number of invitations

were sent to the house clientele for the event.

Then, preparations are under way for an inten-

sive machine sales campaign. As a forerunner

more than 1,500 supplements, folders and other

advertising pieces were mailed this week to

prospects.

The Ware radio in the Victrola combinations

are in demand. The largest number of radio

sales are, however, of the Thompson, Atwater

Kent, Radiola and Zenith types.

Catering to the Foreign-born

The Columbia Phonograph Co., through, its

Toledo representative, F. W. Gumaer, is placing

a large number of foreign records with the

Polish, German, Italian and Mexican trade. The
Korona Jewelry Co. and J. Piotrowski, Polish

dealers, report an awakening in machine de-

mand since most of their people are again em-

ployed. Also Coleman Julias, of the Rossford

Music Co., stated that machine sales are on the

climb with the glassworkers on the east side

of the river because practically all of them now

to be recorded—words by Mrs. Eddy, sung by
Lucy Van De Mark of the Mother Church, is

receiving the endorsement and the patronage
of the members of the Science churches here.

Retailers throughout the territory are well

pleased with the new dealer discount of 25 per

cent on records, with an exchange privilege of 10

per cent of old records in stock every three

months.

Featuring Large Variety of Radio
The Whitney, Blaine, Wildermuth Co. is

carrying on an aggressive radio sales program.
The Somerset line was taken on recently. Also

Fada, Zenith, Atwater Kent, Federal and Hart-

man are dealt in. The new Federal portable

model is especially popular. Peter Pan portable

is a new item of merchandise.

M. Potee is a new member of the sales staff.

Henry C. Wildermuth recently returned from a

vacation trip to Hot Springs and the South.

David Blaine, president, suffered the loss of his

wife- the past week.

Adds Portable Lines

The Talking Machine Shop, Columbia dealer,

has added the Regal and Spencerian portables

to its line of machines. Prior to St. Patrick's

day a large number of Irish records was sold.

Fred Frame, manager, stated trade is showing
new signs of awakening.

Grinnell Opens Radio Department
Grinnell Bros, recently opened radio demon-

stration rooms in connection with the Victrola

Salon on the third floor. E. Warner is now a

member of the radio staff. Machine demand
here is on the upgrade. The Freed-Eisemann
and the Super-Zenith are winning new friends

regularly here.

Featuring Vocalion Records
The Goosman Piano Co. is featuring Vocalion

Red records in an unusual window display. The
effort was responsible for several new accounts,

Louis Rae, manager of the phonograph depart-

ment, stated.

Plans Portable Sales Campaign
The United Music Store will shortly inau-

gurate a very comprehensive drive on portable

machines. The store was recently rearranged

and redecorated; in the operation additional

space for machines, records and radio was ob-

tained.

Dealers to Exhibit

Upwards of thirty exhibitors will take part

in the Better Homes and Radio Exposition

which will open at the Terminal building the

last of April. Among these are practically all

local music merchants who deal in radio. A
special feature of the show will be a broadcast-

ing station brought here from Chicago by the

Zenith Co.

Fred P. Oliver Visits

Mid-West Headquarters

Fred P. Oliver, New York district manager
of the Music Master Corp., Philadelphia, Pa.,

recently returned from a trip to the Chicago
offices of the company. While there Mr. Oliver

spent some time with Fred Williams, the Chi-

cago manager of the Music Master Corp., and
also visited many other friends in that city.

En route Mr. Oliver stopped off at Toledo,

Cleveland, Detroit, St. Louis, Indianapolis and
Pittsburgh. Mr. Oliver and his staff are now
well settled in the new offices of the company
in the Gotham National Bank Building.

Marconi Bros. Chartered

Marconi Bros., New York, were recently in-

corporated at Albany to manufacture musical

instruments, with a capital stock of $20,000.

The incorporators are V. and C. and M. Caz-

zola.

Fire starting on the second floor of the C. A.

House Music Store building, Cambridge, O.,

caused a loss of stock to the music establish-

ment running into many thousands of dollars.

cates a big house. Then, the store engaged the have jobs. The first Christian Science record

Bel-Canto

—

tte<%i$#eslc7&in# in tfadio/
A Loud Speaker Is A. Musical Instrument ?

No matter what instrument you purchase, violin or piano, the first essential is tone quality—then volume

—

next design. It will pay you to hear a BEL-CANTO.
THE ONLY PATENT CABINET SPEAKER

The BEL-CANTO has exceptional volume and a mellow, brilliant tone.

P" r,lecret
—a Flexible Reed Tone Chamber, an exclusive BEL-CANTO Feature,

w , ?EAL MUSICAL INSTRUMENT—a truly "Beautiful Singer."
Workmanship of the best—solid wood throughout—beautifully finished.

Type B-405
14" BELL FIBER
HORN, ADJUST.
ABLE UNIT

—

$15.00

TYPE B-406—Price Only—$17.50

DEALERS: BEL-CANTO Products mean Big Profits and
satisfied customers. Get in touch with your jobber
at once.

JOBBERS: Out-of-town territory still available for BEL-
CANTO Radio Products. It will pay you to write
us now.

Type B-404
10" BELL FIBER
HORN, ADJUST-
ABLE UNIT—

$10.00

WEST OF ROCKIES B-406 $18.00 B-405 $15.50 B-404 $10.50

BEL- CANTO RADIO AND TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT CO., Incorporated
872 BROADWAY ESTABLISHED 1922 NEW YORK CITY
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With Passing of Lent Dealers and Dis-

tributors Prepare for Promotion Drives
Radio Sales Continue Fairly Good—Broadcasting by Record Artists Has Beneficial Effect on

Record Sales—Starr Exhibit—People's T. M. Co. Moves—Trade Activities of the Month

Philadelphia, Pa., April 9.—As might be ex-

pected at this season of the year the Philadel-

phia trade lingered along in the doldrums of
the Lenten period. In all the stores where radio

has been added a fairly healthy demand is be-

ing enjoyed for all the types of the extensively

advertised sets. Radio, too, has been a helpful

factor in the disposition of records, through the

broadcasting of popular song and instrumental

hits, are being added to the record cabinets as

they are heard by the vast throng of radio

enthusiasts. Combination radio and talking

machines, too, are going well.

Now that the season of Lent is past the dis-

tributors of the Victor are combining their ef-

forts to push the sales of these talking ma-
chines and have planned out an extensive ad-

vertising campaign to get these instruments be-

fore the public. Distributors in the Philadelphia

territory, the newly combined organization, the

Philadelphia Victor Distributors, Inc., H. A.

Weymann & Sons, the Victor Talking Machine
Co. and the various Victor retailers in the city

will, during the month of April, conduct a co-

operative advertising campaign of broad scope

in which the Victor talking machines will be

featured.

A Fine Sales Organization

The new wholesale concern, the Philadelphia

Victory Distributors, Inc., now occupying the

old home of the Louis Buehn Co., at 835 Arch
street, has a well trained sales organiza-

tion. Frank R. Ransley, has been assigned to

the northeast section of Pennsylvania; Thomas
Hower, to western Pennsylvania; George Ta-

tem, to southern New Jersey and part of Penn-

sylvania State, and Karl Sandman, to Philadel-

phia and Camden. The record distribution is

being looked after by Claude Kohl, A. E.

Hughes, Harold Cregar and Raymond Boldt,

all linked with the industry for many years as

representatives of the united firms.

Plans Completed for Starr Exhibit

Exhibition of the Starr phonographs, Starr

loud speaker and Gennett records will be held

at the Hotel Ben Franklin, Ninth and Chestnut

streets, during the week of April 27. The ex-

hibition will be held in Room 1640 and will

be under the direction of the Witlin Musical

Instrument Co., with Ben Witlin, head of the

firm, giving his personal attention to the dis-

play. The exhibit was planned for the purpose

of placing before the trade the various prod-

ucts manufactured by the Starr Piano Co., of

Richmond, Ind. An invitation will be sent to

the dealers to attend the display. There will

be held in conjunction with the exhibit a series

of demonstration concerts. Two new Gennett

records that have just been issued have been

making local hits. They are the songs "Be-

cause They All Love You," by Chubb Stein-

berg Orchestra, and "Show Me the Way," the

latter by Willie Cregar, recently playing at the

Fox Theatre.

New Sonora Products Popular

The new built-in speaker Sonora console

which came out in Philadelphia during the

month and which was introduced by the Penn-

sylvania Phonograph Distribution Co., was well

received by the trade both here and in the

Ohio territory, where Vice-President and Gen-

eral Manager John L. Du Breuil traveled during

the March days. The new built-in speaker ar-

rangement is in table form, with the radio set

flat on the top. It is an artistic piece of fur-

niture made in brown mahogany with the same
grille paneled effect as that used in the con-

struction of the Sonora phonograph. Another

innovation which the Pennsylvania Phonograph
Distribution Co. is featuring is the five-tube

radio receiving set made by the Sonora Co.

The set will be ready for distribution to the

trade by the middle of May. Advance orders

on the new radio have been very gratifying.

They have been introduced during the tour of

the trade this month of General Manager Du
Breuil, Assistant Manager J. A. Enders, of the

Pittsburgh office, who is now covering West
Virginia on a special trip, and L. E. Hilduser,

assistant manager, working out from the Phil-

adelphia headquarters, touring the anthracite

region, where the new instruments made a tre-

mendous hit. Vice-President Du Breuil at-

tended the meeting of the board of directors

of the Sonora Co., held in New York the early

days of April.

People's T. M. Co. in New Home
A new home has been acquired by the Peo-

ple's Talking Machine Co., formerly located at

502 South Fifth street. For the purpose of

taking care of the increasing business in its

Victor, Brunswick and radio departments the

firm was obliged to seek a larger establishment

and secured a long term lease on the entire

building at 513 South street, where it now
is entirely settled in modern surroundings.

Since removal to the new quarters in the four-

story structure the People's Co. has added a

line of musical instruments.

Celebrate Sixtieth Anniversary

On April 6 C. J. Heppe & Son, 1117 Chest-

nut street, celebrated the sixtieth year of its

founding. A special sales drive and musical

entertainments marked the ceremonies com-

memorating the passing of the anniversary. The

Heppe store for many years was one of the

Philadelphia distributors of the Victor, having

within recent weeks consolidated its wholesale

business with the united corporation of distrib-

utors. It still continues to conduct a retail de-

partment. The firm was founded back in 1864

by Christopher J. Heppe, father of the present

head of the company, Florence J. Heppe, who
became associated with his parent back in 1881.

Louis Buehn Co. Pushing Radio

The Louis Buehn Co. is now thoroughly

established in its new quarters at 1025 Arch

street, this city. The business of this company,

which is now in the wholesale radio field, is

progressing in a very satisfactory manner under

the able direction of Charles W. Miller, vice-

president and general manager, and Sales Man-
ager Sheppard.

With the Thompson neutrodyne and Atwater

Kent sets as a basis the company has built up a

line of similarly well-known accessories, such

as batteries, chargers, tubes and loud speakers.

Mr. Miller has made a careful study of condi-

{Contimied on page 108)

GUARANTEE PORTABLE
A Better Machine at a Lower Price

RETAILS FOR $25.00

Trade Mark

Specifications—
1. Case — covered
in grain leather-

oid.

2. Corners
leather.

solid

3. Motor — Stand-

ard Heineraan
Flyer; plays 2 10"

records.

4. Tone Arm —
Standard make,
taper arm with
specially designed
sound box.

Trade Mark

Specifications—
5. Tone Chamber
specially con-

structed for vol-

ume of tone.

6. Machine— will

play 12" records.

7. Needle Cup —
non-spill.

8. Size — Uy2
" x

lli/2
" x 734" deep.

Weighs 15 lbs.

Costs you $10.50

GUARANTEE TALKING MACHINE SUPPLY CO.
109 N. Tenth Street PHILADELPHIA

—— Write for our latest Main Spring Charts n
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tions and has thoroughly analyzed the field. In

a recent statement emanating from his office

lie calls attention to the twenty-six million

homes throughout the country, and that it is

estimated there are only about four million radio

sets now sold, showing the large potential busi-

ness in radio.

Two new salesmen have been added to the

force. They are E. A. Shumau and W. H.

Packer, the latter an old talking machine man
formerly with B. B. Todd and the Music Mas-

ter Corp. C. E. Sheppard, sales manager, spent

the closing days of March at the Thompson
headquarters in New York planning the distri-

bution of this radio equipment in the local terri-

tory. Daniel Egan, of E. S. Applegate & Co.,

one of the large music houses in Trenton, N. J.,

was a visitor to the Buehn headquarters in

early April.

Penn Co. Succeeding in Radio

The Penn Phonograph Co., of this city, which

is devoting all its energies to wholesaling radio

Fada Neutrodyne Receiving Sets

Fada Phonograph Panels

Fada Phono Unit

A-C Dayton Phono Sets

Atwater Kent in Pooley

Cabinets

Marwol 5-Tube Receiver

Freed-Eisemann, 4 and 5 Tube

Phono Panels

Superspeaker Horn

Superspeaker Phono Unit

Music Master Loud Speaker

Manhattan Loud Speaker

Philco Batteries

Willard Batteries

Ray-O-Vac Dry Batteries

RCA Tubes

Timmons "B" Eliminator

Balkite "B" Eliminator

Balkite Charger

R 148 Signal Loop

Distributed by Philadel-
phia's leading Musical

Radio Wholesaler

l PENN PHONOGRAPH CO.
913 Arch St. Philadelphia, Pa.

aa

Our New 1925 Design of
VELVALOID RECORD CLEANER

"Dainty as the flowers of May."

EITHER SOLD OR GIVEN AWAY—Will introduce the dealer to every
member of the family.

The Standard Record Cleaner of the world.

iVi" in Diameter. Patented, 1922.

The new design is printed In gold on black or white Pyralin (French Ivory)
with the dealer's advertisement in neat type.

JOBBERS—We will furnish gratis samples for your travelers. HOW MANY?

PHILADELPHIA BADGE CO.
Manufacturers and Exporters

942 Market Street Philadelphia. U. S. A.

products, is progressing nicely in this field.

Newspaper publicity plus the intensive co-oper-

ative effort of each member of the company's
staff have developed considerable business

among talking machine dealers, and under the

direction of T. W. Barnhill and H. W. Miller,

with their many years of experience in servic-

ing, it is expected that the business of the com-
pany will grow steadily.

Substituting the old lines the Penn Co. is

now featuring Pooley-Atwater Kent, Fada neu-

trodyne, A-C Dayton and Marmol radio lines.

Jack Egan, formerly with the Gewehr Piano

Co., Wilmington, is now on the sales organ-

ization.

New Brunswick Accounts

E. B. Shiddell, district manager of the Bruns-

wick Co., who just has completed a swing around

the northern part of the State, reports that the

sales of the Brunswick Radiola are very favor-

able in that location. Two new accounts have

been added to the Brunswick list during the

month. They are the Philips Music Shop, of

Bethlehem, Pa., and Emery's Music Store,

Columbia, Pa. The Philips Shop, which also

handles the Columbia line, has moved to its

new home on Third street in South Bethlehem,

where the talking machine business has been

augmented by the addition of new lines of mu-
sical merchandise.

J. A. Fischer Surveys Canadian Field

J. A. Fischer, head of the J. A. Fischer Co.,

of this city, manufacturer of Valley Forge main

springs and a complete line of talking machine

repair material, returned recently from a trip

to Canada. The object of Mr. Fischer's trip

was to survey the territory for the appointment

of a jobber for the Fischer line in the

Dominion. Mr. Fischer expects to make an

announcement of an important appointment
within the next thirty days. On the way back
Mr. Fischer stopped off at Putnam, Conn.,

where Truetone needles are made, of which
line his company is distributor.

Irvin R. Epstan, general manager of the com-
pany, reports that business has started in a

decidedly auspicious manner. The various mer-
chandise offered has been well received and
business is reported exceptionally satisfactory.

Plans for distributing channels are being per-

fected through the establishment of jobbers

in strategic points throughout the country,

which is divided into districts and in which ex-

clusive distributing rights are being given.

Gives Antidotes to Poor Business

Samuel Fingrutd, secretary of Everybody's

Talking Machine Co., recently issued an opti-

mistic letter to the talking machine trade. In

his spare moments, which are very rare, he

compiled the current excuses for poor business

month by month. Mr. Fingrutd's letter gives

the antidotes to these excuses and gives many
other helpful suggestions for the promotion of

good business.

Interesting Facts in Philco House Organ
Among the large industrial concerns in this

country producing house organs for the infor-

mation of its dealers is the Philadelphia Stor-

age Battery Co., Philadelphia, Pa., manufac-

turer of Philco batteries. This monthly maga-
zine, issued in the interest of its products, is

attractively prepared, well written and illus-

trated. Its timely news and service articles

have placed it in a position where it is eagerly

looked forward to by Philco dealers each

month. The March, 1925, issue was termed the

Drynamic issue and describes the new Philco

Drynamic starting batteries, which can be

Radio - Adaptable Victrolas

FEDERAL FIVE TUBE
and

FREED-EISEMANN
(neutrodyne)
FIVE TUBE

RADIO PANELS
FOR VICTROLAS

The Victrola specials offer the

one big opportunity of com-

bining supremacy in talking

machines with radio.

We recommend that the dealer

feature these models and we
are prepared to supply dealers

in our territory with both vic-

trolas and suitable panels.

H. A. WEYMANN & SON, Inc.
1108 Chestnut Street PHILADELPHIA

VICTOR WHOLESALERS
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handled on a shelf-goods basis and put into

service without initial charge merely by adding

the electrolyte.

Within a comparatively short period of time

the Philco storage battery has become very fa-

miliar to talking machine dealers throughout

the entire country. This company produces

both "A" and "B" radio batteries—in the "A"
batteries the glass-contained type and in the

"B" batteries familiar glass cells with mahog-
any case have proved very popular with the

talking machine trade. This company has built

up a reputation by the maintenance of its qual-

ity, and ' the volume of reorders received in

the talking machine trade has proved that the

quality of Philco batteries has been well recog-

nized in this industry.

Zenith Given Unique Publicity

An advertising stunt which attracted much at-

tention from Philadelphia residents was engi-

neered by the Central Electric & Lock Co., radio

dealer of this city. This company recently

sent out an attractively decorated truck con-

taining a large replica of the Music Master

horn, connected with a Zenith radio set, which

Effective Zenith Publicity

was sending forth a radio program. The radio

reception created a tremendous amount of in-

terest as it passed up and down the various

thoroughfares. On several occasions it is re-

ported that it was necessary for the police de-

partment to disperse the crowd.

Philadelphia, the home of the Music Master

Corp., has always proved a big market for Mu-

sic Master products and it is expected that the

publicity created by this latest stunt will still

further add to the popularity of Music Master

products here.

Open Radio Department

Luedeke & Wagner, for half a decade en-

gaged in the talking machine business at 5108

Baltimore avenue, is now branching out into

the radio and musical merchandise fields. Here-

tofore the firm confined its sales to the Edison

phonographs and records, but recently added

the Perfect records and the Pathe radio sets.

The new musical merchandise department will

carry a line of ukuleles and banjos, and later a

line of brass goods. This department will be a

feature of the establishment.

Everybody's Aids Dealers

The dealer service department of Everybody's

Talking Machine Co., Philadelphia, Pa., has been

particularly active in the preparation of what

has proved to be genuine dealer sales helps.

These dealer helps cover a wide variety. In

the talking machine repair parts end of the

business a number of particularly striking post-

ers for the window or wall have been prepared.

One of them features "Talking Machine Re-

pairing While You Wait." Another stresses

"Superior Workmanship," and lists at one side

springs, gears, motors, tone arms, sound boxes

and mica for all machines. Dealers report good

results from these posters as a reminder of their

repair work and considerable business has been

created through the display.

Everybody's Talking Machine Co. is also a

distributor of Okeh and Odeon records. In

this department it has distributed an attractive

series of posters, in colors, on the following

types of records: Dance, old folks, foreign and

race. In a-ddition to these posters Everybody's

Talking Machine Co. is also running in a num-

ber of newspapers in the territory which it

covers a series of artistic ads on Odeon records.

An idea of this type publicity may be found in

a recent ad which featured Mendelssohn. Under
the caption of "Music That Lives Forever," a

medallion of Mendelssohn was superimposed

upon an artistic side border and after a fore-

word upon the great composer there were listed

various compositions of Mendelssohn available

on Odeon records.

News Brieflets

Baron's Music Shop, Thirty-first and Berks

streets, is now fitted with a radio depart-

ment featuring the Fada. The firm will this

Fall put into effect its plans for the extension

of the business.

Wedding bells chimed during the month for

Leo Mark, head of the National Talking Ma-
chine Co., 103 North Ninth street, dealer in

talking machine supplies and accessories. On
March 15 the nuptial knot was tied in the home
of the bride, Miss Mildred Brodsky. After a

two weeks' honeymoon in New York the young
couple returned to their home at W'ynnefield, in

the suburbs.

E B Y
BINDING POSTS

Twenty-five

Different

Engraved Tops

NOW
H. H. EBY MFG. CO.

Philadelphia

Morgan Music Go. Damaged
in the Recent Tornado

Murphysboro, 111., Brunswick Dealer, One of

the Victims of Disaster

Eby Binding Posts Patented

Hugh H. Eby, president of the H. H. Eby
Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa., has been granted a

patent, said to fully cover the binding posts

which have been manufactured and sold by this

company for the past five years. In comment-
ing upon the granting of this patent Mr. Eby
stated:

"Our attorneys have advised us that if we
intend to protect our customers and ourselves

against infringing manufacturers the legal

technicalities of the case require an announce-

ment of the issuance of a patent and the fact

that we have prepared to defend our rights.

Of course, we shall hope that it will be unnec-

essary for us to take any legal steps, but we
want to place ourselves in a position to be able

to, if we must. We have gone a step further

and thoroughly marked the base of every post

which leaves our factory with our name and
patent number in order to make identification

easy. We have felt very much gratified by the

many instances which we have seen of the fair-

mindedness of the radio trade as a whole. Most
of the jobbers and manufacturers using our

various posts have recognized the fact that we
were the originators of this particular type and

have assured us that they would continue to

buy from us."

The accompanying illustration shdws the

Brunswick shop of the Morgan Music Co., Mur-
physboro, 111., soon after the tornado which

Morgan Co. in Tornado Belt

devastated large areas in the Middle West,
razed towns and killed many people had hit

this region. Nat M. Binns, who covers the

southern Illinois territory for the Brunswick
Co., operating out of the St. Louis branch, was
in Murphysboro on the day the tornado struck

that city and is responsible for this photograph.

E. H. Hegelman, of Derry, Pa., has recently

opened a new music store in the Ratz and Ger-

ber Building on Main street. He handles pi-

anos, players, small goods and phonographs as

well as maintaining a repair department for the

latter instruments.

THE LOUIS BUEHN CO.
1025 ARCH STREET
PHILADELPHIA

WHOLESALE

RADIO
Thompson Neutrodyne

Atwater Kent

Pooley with Atwater Kent

Burgess Batteries

Ray-O-Vac Batteries

Philco-Diamond Grid Batteries

Music Master Speakers

Accessories

Balkite Chargers

Quality Merchandise

Service Unexcelled

Proven Merchandising Policies

Satisfaction Guaranteed

26 MILLION HOMES IN THE U. S. A.
10 Million Own Phonographs

ONLY 4 MILLION OWN RADIO SETS
(INCLUDING HOME-BUILT SETS)

START GETTING YOUR SHARE
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Farrand-Godley Speakers

High in Popular Favor

Popularity of Cone Type Speaker Causes In-

creased Factory Production — Advertising

Campaign Widened to Include New Cities

speaker on the same basis that was found

so successful and profitable in the mer-

chandising of musical instruments and the build-

ing of nationally known music manufacturing

organizations.

The Farrand Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J.; is now
delivering to the trade in quantities the Far-

rand-Godley speaker. This speaker, known as

the cone type, has, in a few short months, won
wide favor and the manufacturing departments

of the Farrand organization have found it nec-

essary to arrange for the production of these

instruments on a much heavier scale than was
anticipated.

George H. Kiley, general sales manager of

the company, recently returned from a trip to

some of the larger centers in the East and Mid-

dle West, facilitating the movement of Farrand-

Godley speakers. Two members of his sales

organization are away on six-week trips, ar-

ranging tor enlarged distribution. The Farrand

policy calls for a minimum of jobbers through-

out the United States. These franchises will be

arranged for in key cities and only in a few in-

stances, and these the very largest trade centers,

will there be more than one Farrand jobber.

Following the advertising campaign inaugu-

rated some weeks back by the Farrand Co. in

New York and Newark territory, there have been

added to these publicity drives the cities of To-

ledo, Detroit, Atlanta and Boston. Just as soon

as the jobbers in various territory have acquired

sufficient recognized trade outlets the scope of

the advertising campaign will be further in-

creased to care for this territorial expansion.

These jobbers are selected with care and are

given exclusive and semi-exclusive rights to par-

ticular territory selected fox their geographical

importance. Cities are selected rather than job-

bing organizations. All details for the move-
ment of goods from the manufacturer to the

jobber and from the jobber to retailer are cov-

ered thoroughly in the Farrand Co.'s plans. The
facilities for handling the product, the advance
shipments and the supplementary supplies are

in thorough working order before the Farrand
announcement appears in local dailies in partic-

ular territories. In this manner the interest

aroused and the sales created can be satisfied

at once and in no case will there be a surplus

of goods. This, too, makes possible the con-

tinuation of the Farrand policy, which calls for

the merchandising of the Farrand-Godlev

Famous Vatican Choir

Makes Two Odeon Records

Recorded in General Phonograph Corp.'s Lab-

oratories in Berlin—Special Album Enhances

Sales Value of These Records

Giovanni in Laterno; San Pietro in Vaticano;

Santa Maria Maggiore and the Sistine Chapel.

The choir is under the direction of Mgr. Casi-

muri, recognized internationally as one of the

most capable choir conductors in the world.

The Sistine Vatican Choir, which sings reg-

ularly in the Sistine Chapel at the Vatican, re-

cently made a very successful tour in this coun-

try, and it is expected that these unusually in-

teresting Odeon records will meet with a popu-
lar sale everywhere.

A. Thallmayer, manager of the Odeon and for-

eign language record divisions of the General

Phonograph Corp., New York, announced re-

cently that the company's recording laborato-

ries in Berlin had succeeded in making two
twelve-inch double-faced records by the famous

Sistine Vatican Choir, available now in the

Odeon library. In order to enhance the sales

value of these records the General Phonograph

Every Possible Protection

Promised Fada Dealers

R. M. Klein, Sales Manager, Writes Jobbers and
Dealers and Assures Them of Company's
Policy of Protecting Its Retail Dealers

The Sistine Vatican Choir

Corp. is presenting them in a very handsome
album made up in red cloth with heavy gold

imprint, on the inside cover of which is im-

printed the history of the Vatican Choir. The
numbers recorded by this famous choir on

these two records are the following. Exsul-

tate Deo," "Laudate Dominum," "Innocentes"

and 'Ave Maria."

The Sistine Vatican Choir, which is celebrated

the world over, consists of sixty-two male

voices, among which are twenty-eight boys'

voices. They comprise the most capable sing-

ers from the following famous choirs: San

Make Your
Own Records

on the Edison

Diamond Disc

with TheOro-Tone
Combined Record-
ing, Reproducing
and Radio Attach-

ment

No. lOO ORO-TONE 3 in 1 Attachment
Will Record on The Edison

Will Play All Records on The Edison

Will Convert The Edison Into a Radio Loud Speaker

The ORO-TONE Co.
1000 George St. Chicago, U. S. A.

Send for Sample on Approval

LIST PRICE
$8.50

NICKEL FINISH

LIST PRICE
$10.50

GOLD OR OX.

F. A. D. Andrea, Inc., New York, manufac-

turer of Fada neutrodyne radio receiving sets,

recently issued a statement to its jobbers and
dealers through R. M. Klein,

sales manager of the company,
relative to the steps which it has

taken in protecting both its

wholesale and retail branches in

the maintenance of prices.

The statement, sent in the

form of a letter to both jobbers

and dealers, read, in part:

"You have our unqualified as-

surance that there will be no re-

duction in price on Fada mer-

chandise, and, as we have pre-

viously written you, there is a

guarantee on prices until July

25, 1925. It is our firm inten-

tion to continue to limit our

sales exclusively to our author-

ized jobbers and to refrain abso-

lutely from any price conces-
sions to large retail outlets. We believe a

jobber who has invested money in our stock

and has merchandised our products along au-

thorized lines is entitled to proper protection. It

is also our belief that a dealer who has pur-

chased our merchandise from our jobbers is en-

titled to a clear path in its sales to the consumer
and should not be hampered by undue competi-

tion which must result from price reduction to

large retail outlets. To the best of our ability

we will guard against any such retail outlets

offering our merchandise on a basis which will

create unfair competition to our regular dealers.

Our policies are calculated to serve the jobber,

the dealer, and the ultimate consumer, and we
again give you our definite assurance that no
action is contemplated which will jeopardize

this phase of our general merchandising policy."

King Alfonso Makes Record

Announcement .was recently made by the Vic-

tor Co. of the release of record No. 19619, bear-

ing the message of King Alfonso XIII of Spain

to his subjects. On one side of this record is

the king's "Greetings to the Spanish American
Republics," and on the other an "Address to

the Spanish Nation." These messages, deliv-

ered by this popular monarch, should have a

wide appeal. The royalties secured from these

records will be donated to the soldiers of Spain

in accordance with the command of the king.

Celebrates Anniversary

The International Phonograph Co., 103 Essex

street, New York, recently celebrated its twen-

ty-second anniversary in the one location. This

music house is one of the leading dealers in

lower New York and has a clientele that ex-

tends all over Manhattan and the Bronx be-

sides many who were former, residents of New
York but having moved away still come to the

International shop to fill their musical needs.

Fair dealing and aggressive merchandising poli-

cies have brought success to this firm.
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Restricted Wholesale Distribution

Means Exclusive Protected Dealers

JTEADILY and surely across the country, the

Sleeper Radio Corporation is gaining the

powerful following of the phonograph and
music trade by putting into effect in radio

selling the same policies that the phonograph industry

years ago endorsed and demanded as necessary to suc-

cess.

Restricted wholesale distribution, making possible

exclusive protected dealers, is the fundamental of the

Sleeper Sales Policy. 629 phonograph or music dealers

served by seven of the largest and oldest distributing

houses in the phonograph field, are now selling the

Monotrol under the protection of the Sleeper Commu-
nity Dealer Franchise.

They are selling the Monotrol, not because it is "rev-

olutionary," or "marvelous," or "extraordinary," but

because it is a good receiver, different enough from
the great run of three dial sets to be interesting, more
powerful on fewer tubes, simple in tuning and a set of

rare tone quality.

Many dealers have found the Monotrol a year ahead
of competition in its appeal to the artistic sense of the

woman of the home, in its single dial logging of all

stations
—

"the Switchboard of a Nation"—in its six

stages of amplification, three of radio tuned and three

of audio.

Priced at $130, the Monotrol is a clean cut value that

calls for no price cutting or other apology from the

dealer. It is a springtime money-maker, a refreshing

success that looks forward—not backward—to what
people want and will pay for in radio.

If you want something sane, sound and profitable

that will sell at list price when many sets cannot be

given away at any price, write today for the agency
franchise on the Sleeper Monotrol.

Write for free copy of "Putting the Radio Business

on a Sound Basis," now in its third printing.

Licensed under Grimes Inverse Duplex Patents
No. 1.517.057—8 and Hogan Patent No. 1.014.002.

MONOTROL
REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.

SLEEPER RADIO CORP., 434 Washington Ave., Long Island City, N. Y.
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Indications Point to Brisk Movement of

Portables This Summer in St. Louis Field
More Optimistic Spirit in Trade as Spring Brings Trade Betterment—Melville L. Wilkinson

Passes Away—Artist Tie-Up—Winners in Sales Contest—Other Important Activities

St. Louis, Mo., April 7.—The talking machine

business, in common with all branches of music

merchandising, was draggy in March, but April

opened with some improvement, especially in

small machines and records. Among the large

machines combinations of talking machine and

radio are in best demand. The indications are

for a lively movement of portables this Spring,

as opportunities for outdoor use increase. The
radio business continues to increase.

Melville L. Wilkinson Passes Away
Melville L- Wilkinson, president of the

Scruggs, Vandervoort & Barney Co., died re-

cently from heart trouble following an opera-

tion. Frank M. Mayfield, who has been one of

the vice-presidents of the firm, has been elected

to succeed him. The talking machine depart-

ment, under the direction of Manager Hosier,

will continue as before.

E. W. Lee With Artophone Corp.

E. W. Guttenberger, for the past two or three

years manager of the Kansas City branch of

the Artophone Corp., has returned to St. Louis

to rejoin the local Artophone organization. His

successor at Kansas City is E. W. Lee, for-

merly manager of the phonograph department

of the Jones Store there.

Okeh records will be made by the Arcadia

Peacock Orchestra, Charles Creath's "Jazz Ma-
niacs" and others, at the Artophone Corp.'s

place of business for four days, beginning

April 6.

H. S. Schiele, vice-president of the Artophone
Corp., has returned from a week's trip to Mem-
phis and Nashville, Tenn.

Visits Cyclone Belt

L. S. Buchanan and E. E. Fay, president and
vice-president of the Buchanan-Fay Music Co.,

have returned from an automobile trip through

the cyclone belt of Illinois to ascertain the fate

of the Starr talking machines in the hands of

the dealers in towns that were partially de-

stroyed by the big storm last month.

H. L. Mount in New Post
Harry L. Mount, who has been in charge of

the talking machine department of the Union
House Furnishing Co. since it acquired the bus-

iness of the Field-Lippman Piano Co., has taken

a position with the Wurlitzer Co. Lessing Alch
is his successor at the Union department..

Successful Artist Tie-Up
The popular Dixie Stars, Al Bernard and Rus-

sel Robinson, now exclusive Brunswick artists,

appeared at the Seale Music Shop, Hot Springs,

Ark., during their recent engagement there.

Their appearance was so successful that Mr.

Seale not only sold all their records that he had

Dixie Stars at Seale Store

on hand, but secured orders for a considerable

quantity to be delivered later.

Widener, Inc., in New Home
The talking machine shop of Widener, Inc.,

was moved April 1 from 1008 Olive street to

516 Locust street, in the same building with the

Hunleth Music Co. Harry A. Diehl, who has

been with the Chicago Talking Machine Co.

and other concerns, is the new manager, suc-

ceeding H. J. Arbucke, who has gone to Flor-

ida. E. D. Follin, general manager, was here

from Boston at the time of the removal.

W. G. Fuhri a Visitor

W. G. Fuhri, general manager of the Colum-

bia Phonograph Co., New York, was a visitor.

A. F. Odell, an Edison dealer of Quincy, 111.,

was a recent visitor to the Silverstone Music Co.

Exhibit Lines Up Prospects

The Melody Music Shop, exclusive Bruns-

wick dealer, Memphis, Tenn., arranged an ex-

tremely attractive and inviting display of Bruns-

wick Radiolas at the Merchants' Exposition

which was held at the Memphis Auditorium in

that city recently. Saul Bluestein, manager of

the Melody Music Shop, advises that a large

number of very live prospects were lined up.

Doubles Sales Volume
The Baldwin Piano Co., St. Louis, exclusive

Brunswick dealer, reports that the phonograph
business for January and February of this yeai

was exactly double the business for the same
period of 1924. Incidentally their phonograph
business for 1924 was 100 per cent over the

1923 volume.

Columbia Distributors Busy
Manager C. R. Salmon, of the Columbia Dis-

tributors, reports that the portable business has
opened up big and he expects to have a big

portable season. Columbia Distributors are to

job, in addition to the other portables that they

now carry, the Regal and Pal portables.

Art Gillham, the Whispering Pianist, an ex-

clusive Columbia artist, appeared at Nugent's
in their phonograph and radio department re-

cently and sang some of his well-known num-
bers. There was a large crowd and Nugent's
sold a great quantity of Gillham's records,

which he autographed for the customers.

Columbia Distributors have opened quite a

low new accounts in the past thirty days and
report business excellent.

Desmond Des Foldes, a special representative

of the foreign record department of* the Colum-
bia Co., New York City, visited Manager
Salmon on his way to the Pacific Coast.

Effective Window Tie-Up With Opera
It was opera week in St. Louis, with the San

Carlo Opera Company singing repertoire at the

Odeon, and C. O. Thompson, manager of the

talking machine department of the Kieselhorst

Piano Co., thought it called for something spe-

Kieselhorst Tie-Up With Opera
cial, so, with the help of Miss Helen Moore,

of his department, he fixed up the window
shown here, which was such a knockout that it

blocked traffic on Olive street.

New Music Stores Opened
Two new talking machine stores were opened

here recently. The first, a branch of the Kaem-
merer Music Shops, Inc., is located at 6315

Delmar boulevard and will carry a full line of

Brunswick instruments. The other is the Ti-

voli Music Shop and is a branch of the FG
Shop, of 327 De Baliviere avenue.

Winners in Sales Contest

In the contest arranged by the Koerber-Bren-

ner Co., Victor distributor, in co-operation with

the Victor Co., for St: Louis salesmen, extend-

ing over a month, Miss Helen Moore, of the

Kieselhorst Piano Co. talking machine depart-

ment, won three of the prizes, for unit sales,

for album sales and a special one offered by
F. K. Dolbeer, general sales manager of the

Victor Co. C. J. Hunt, of Hellrung & Grimm,
won first prize for machine sales, Mr. Blong,

of the Wurlitzer Co., second, and Harry L.

Mount, of the Union House Furnishing Co.,

third. Miss Guinsberg, of Glazier's, won the

volume prize.

Brief but Interesting

E. A. Kieselhorst, who represents the talking

machine dealers on the directorate of the Bet-

ter Business Bureau, has been taking subscrip-

tions for the ensuing year and reports that they

have been considerably more liberal than in

previous years.

Nick Lucas, Brunswick artist, and billed as

the "Crooning Troubadour," is scheduled to ap-

pear at the New Grand Central Theatre in St.

Louis two weeks, beginning April 11.

Increase Your Record Sales

'Pre

offers the dealer many advantages

1. Most complete list of race records. 3. Wonderful catalog of Rare Record Im-

2. Best list of old-time selections, including
portations.

new releases by Fiddlin' John Carson, 4 - Complete catalog of all foreign languages.

Henry Whitter and Roba Stanley, etc. 5. First with the late dance and song hits.

Write for the catalog of the type of records you are interested in.

TSne Artophone Corporation

1103 Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo.
203 Kansas City Life Building, Kansas City, Mo.

Wholesale distributors FREED-ElSEMANN RADIO RECEIVERS, Honest Quaker line of main
springs and repair parts, complete line of portable, console and upright phonographs, full line of all

phonograph accessories.

OKJLQW- I
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Martin Lindeman, of the United States Music

Co., Chicago, was a recent visitor here.

W. P. Geissler, manager of the Famous &
Barr Co. talking machine department, has re-

turned from Evansville, Ind., where he was

called by the death of his brother-in-law, W. E.

Barnes. He also spent a few days in Chicago

on business recently.

Carryola Portables Are
Popular on West Coast

Walter S. Gray & Co., Pacific Coast Carryola

Distributor, Busy Supplying Growing De-

mand Throughout Territory

Walter S. Gray & Co., San Francisco, Cal.,

distributors on the Pacific Coast for the prod-

ucts of the Carryola Co. of America, Milwau-

of the antenna as a fire hazard. Records show

that many fires have occurred, especially during

the Summer months, as a result of lightning

striking antennas which were not protected by

arresters. Many other fires have occurred

where the antenna was equipped with improp-

erly designed arresters; that is, arresters which

are cheaply made, and not designed to discharge

the induced currents at potentials low enough

to prevent damage to the radio set or to the

building.

One fire in an Eastern city which caused con-

siderable loss was the result of lightning strik-

ing an antenna. The antenna was equipped

with a lightning arrester, but upon laboratory

test it was found that the arrester did not dis-

charge at potentials lower than 1,200 volts.

This, of course, was little better than no pro-

tection. The National Electric Code requires

arresters which will discharge at 400 volts.

The purchaser of radio equipment, and of

lightning arresters for use in connection with

the antenna, can hardly be expected to have at

A Carryola Portable Shipment

kce, Wis., report very satisfactory sales activ-

ity in that territory for the Carryola portable

phonograph. The accompanying photograph

shows one of the first orders from the Coast

distributors, a solid carload of Carryola port-

able phonographs, being loaded at the Mil-

waukee plant. Walter S. Gray owns and oper-

ates branches in Seattle, Washington, and in

Los Angeles.

D. T. Allen, vice-president of the Carryola

firm, told The World representative that it had

been necessary to increase production for March

and again for the month of April, because of

increasing business. Mr. Allen has established

jobbers throughout the country, with no over-

lapping of territory, and the executives of the

firm are looking forward to a busy season.

Analysis of the Radio

Antenna Lightning Hazard

Godfrey Gort, Vice-President and Sales Engi-

neer of the L. S. Brach Mfg. Co., Clarifies

Some Doubtful Points

hand the facilities to test the arrester purchased,

but this does not prevent him from procuring

an arrester which does meet the Code require-

ments and which will adequately protect his

radio set and his house against fire damage

from lightning.

A lightning arrester guards an expensive ra-

dio set and the residence in which it is located,

while the occupants are at home and while they

are away from home, night and day. The cost

of the most dependable arrester is insignificant

when one considers the cost of the property it

protects.

The radio fan is safe when he buys an ar-

rester manufactured by a company which makes

arresters for the telephone and telegraph com-

panies.

The L. S. Brach Manufacturing Co., Newark,

N. J., had sold more than one million lightning

arresters to telephone and telegraph companies

and to railroads before the radio game started.

Since 1921 this company has sold more than a

million arresters to users of radio antennas.

A recent statement of the Bureau of Stand-

ards, Washington, D. C, that there is no need

to fear damage from lightning striking anten-

nas, and that users of radio should not be

alarmed over the situation, was misconstrued by

many newspapers. The Bureau's announcement

was based upon reports from all parts of the

country which indicated that many persons had

gained the idea that a radio antenna presented

a very serious risk and that fire damage from

lightning-struck antennas was rapidly increasing.

However, it was the intention of the Bureau to

convey the fact that antennas properly pro-

tected by "approved" lightning arresters are not

likely to suffer damage during lightning storms.

The National Electric Code, embodying the

rules and requirements of fire insurance compa-

nies with respect to electric wiring, requires that

all outside antennas be protected by an ap-

proved lightning arrester. In the formulation

of these rules two members of the staff of the

Bureau of Standards served as advisers.

We have now had five years' experience with

hundreds of thousands of radio antennas in this

country and the insurance people have in hand

sufficient data to give them a correct knowledge

Radiola III, including
headphones and two
d r y - c c 1 1 Radiotrons
\VD-\\. Complete ex-

cept batteries and an-

tenna. $35

V.

Concentration
Dealers who have been meeting with success and enjoying a large volume
of business in the sales of high-grade standard radio equipment have found
as a rule that this success has been the result of concentrating on one or two
well-known and nationally advertised products.

In the months that are to come, particularly during the Summer season, we
would strongly urge that dealers continue to devote themselves to featuring
those lines which have already established a reputation with the consumer.

E. B. Latham & Co., since entering the radio industry, have had their name
closely associated with the products manufactured by the Radio Corporation
of America, and are proud of the success with which their dealers have met
as a result of their efforts in connection with this line.

E. B. Latham & Co., by virtue of superior service and a

thorough understanding of essential co-operation, deserve
your consideration in selection of a reliable source of

supply in connection with RCA products.

lie
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In No Other Speaker
No other speaker has a reproducing unit which

lends itself so readily to scientific precision in

manufacture. The greater size of the Thorola

unit permits closer adherence to acoustic laws,

just as a concert grand is truer in tone than a

toy piano.

No other speaker duplicates the Thorola Con-

trolled Mica Diaphragm, which first brought

radio the most highly perfected method ofmu-
sical reproduction.

No other speaker has the Separix, which enables

Thorola to separate each note dis-

Thorite, a compound developed only in Thorola

laboratories to overcome the natural resonance

and consequent interference experienced with

horn materials made by Nature. Thorite is

most scientific—and most beautiful.

Then there is the exclusive Thorola Synchro-

nizer. It virtually "tunes" each Thorola with

each particular receiver, putting this loud

speaker in perfect balance in the circuit. No
other way assures perfect harmony.

It takes every one of these great advancements;

it takes all the facilities and

tinctly from every other note, The Thorola 10-day Refund knowledge of America's pioneers

preserving intact all the shad- Warranty is a guarantee to
\n the loud speaker art to give

ings and overtones which make every user that Thorola will Thorola its superiority,

the difference between music and fulfill every claim.
Thedifferenceisdecisive.Thorola

noise^wnichcreatenatnraKo.ce. *f^W

"

^ is ^^A ^ ^
And Thorola has the horn of radio is being heard at its best.

REICHMANN COMPANY, 1725-39 W 74th Street, CHICAGO
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LEONARD P CANTY

Record Sales Hold Up in Middle West
Despite Usual Seasonal Trade Lethargy

Retailers Taking Advantage of Continued Demand for Records by Getting Behind This Department

of the Business—Preparing for Big Portable Summer Sales—Trade News and Activities

Chicago, III., April 9.—With the advent of

warmer weather and the closing of the indoor

season, there is naturally expected at this time

of the year a slowing up in all lines of business

activity. The decreases in volume of sales has

already touched some classes of manufacturer

and dealer in perhaps more drastic form than

was reasonably to be expected, but the talking

machine manufacturer, jobber and dealer has

not experienced as yet any appreciable dwindl-

ing in his sales figures.

Records appear to be the bulwark of defense

in the retail shop, as has been the case during

the past several months, and dealers who are

keen merchandisers are taking advantage of this

opening to push not only records, but to draw

the attention of their customers to talking ma-

chines. Manufacturers are supplying invaluable

aids to the dealer in an attempt to bring new
and old customers to his shop, and are leaving

no stone unturned in their efforts to bring about

an increase in dealer profits. Advertising helps,

educational propaganda for the individual sales-

man, sample records, etc., have all been extend-

ed to the dealer and those who are utilizing

these helps in connection with their customer

and prospect lists are the ones who are reaping

the financial reward.

Manufacturers of portable talking machines
in this territory are completing the sales pro-

grams upon which they have been working
during the past few months, and with jobbing

outlets secured, are already reporting returns

which augur well for the Summer season about

to open. Extensive advertising and careful

choice of jobbing and retail outlets seem to

form a basic part of their policy and the vol-

ume of business which will result should repay

them for their effort and caution.

The demand for talking machines remains

about the same as that for last month. Several

manufacturers have introduced new upright

models which are expected to meet with a good
reception in the trade, and the console models
continue to be numbered among the best sellers.

The popularity of the console phonograph
which allows for the installation of a radio re-

ceiving set is becoming more evident each day
and the number of manufacturers who are turn-

ing to the production of these models is stead-

ily increasing. The radio manufacturer has

found that, in the great majority of cases, the

talking machine dealer is one who is not prone

to cut prices, and is a merchandiser who under-

stands how to sell a handsome piece of furni-

ture. As a consequence, Middle West radio set

manufacturers are turning more and more to

the production of phonograph panels suitable

for insertion in talking machines of practi-

cally every standard make, and thus are plac-

ing a larger portion of their production in the

hands of the talking machine dealer in the

belief that he is the safest and most logical

outlet.

Zenith Sales Conference Well Attended
Distributors from forty-five States were rep-

resented at the sales conference held by the

Zenith Radio Corporation at the Congress
Hotel on Saturday, March 14. The meeting
was called upon very short notice, each dis-

tributor being notified by wire one week be-

fore, and considering the distance traveled by
the majority of those who attended, such a

representation was gratifying to Zenith execu-

tives.

Plans for the Summer and Fall campaign were
discussed in detail and considerable stress was
placed upon the music dealer's attitude toward
radio. Thomas M. Pletcher, vice-president of

the Zenith Radio Corp., who made the princi-

pal address of the evening, pointed out that

the music dealer was rapidly gaining a more
true appreciation of radio and would, in all

probability, handle the largest volume of radio

sales during the next few years.

E. F. McDonald, Jr., president, welcomed the

visiting distributors on behalf of the organiza-

tion and outlined the policies of Zenith for the

coming year. He stated that the recent in-

crease in price of all Zenith sets was tending

(Continued on page 116)

KIMBALL PHONOGRAPHS
Superior Value Satisfied Customers

This pleasing Phono-
graph of the Console
type is a modified
"Queen Anne" Model,
with simple, graceful
lines.

Style S

*D UILD your phonograph business—don't just make a

few sales—look for responsible customers and sell

the Reliable Kimball and you have satisfied customers

and a prestige that is business-building for the future.

Correct Construction—Durability

Perfect TONE Reproduction

Ask about different Styles, Prices, Terms
and open Territory.

W. W. KIMBALL CO.
Established 1857

Kimball Hall 303 So. Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Manufacturers of

Phonographs, Pianos, Player Pianos, Reproducing Pianos
Pipe Organs, Distributors of Columbia Records Style H

New Style Y KIMBALL PHONOGRAPHS PLAY ALL RECORDS
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to stabilize the market for radio and that in the

future the buying public would not expect or

experience a general reduction in radio set

prices during the Spring and Summer months.

Dinner was served at the Illinois Athletic

Club after the meeting and was followed by a

theater party. Mr. McDonald stated that the

Zenith executives were so pleased with the dis-

tributors' response to the conference that they

plan to make it an annual event.

Fearn Opens Many New Connections

E. A. Fearn, president of the Consolidated

Talking Machine Co., is at present on an ex-

tended business trip through the South and

Southwest. He left Chicago on March 23, and

has visited St. Louis, Dallas, New Orleans, At-

lanta and other important trade centers. He is

concentrating upon the distribution of the

Swanson, Jr., portable phonograph, manufac-

tured by his firm, and has opened up several

new jobbing connections, among them being

the Columbia Phonograph Co., St. Louis, with

bianches in Cincinnati and New Orleans, and

the Musical Supply Co., also of St. Louis. He
is expected to return to the Consolidated head-

quarters about the middle of April.

New Lakeside Radio Cabinet Introduced

A new radio cabinet embodying several

unique features has been placed on the market

by the Lakeside Supply Co., 73 West. Van
Buren street. On each of the four legs of the

cabinet are self-leveling spring bumpers which

prevent the cabinet from tipping when placed

upon an uneven surface. A spring coiled with-

in the soft rubber cushion adjusts itself auto-

matically and the radio set owner is not sub-

jected to the annoyance of moving his set

about in order to find a firm, level foundation

upon which to rest it.

The new cabinet is beautifully designed, with

turned posts on the front corners, routed ends

left and right, and is made of one inch kiln dried

walnut, finished in lacquer and wax. Rubber

bumpers and pads on the cover and legs are

furnished to prevent scratching.

A "Protecto-groove," consisting of two ad-

justable pieces of metal, prevents the radio panel

from jarring or slipping from place. They are

so constructed as to permit the use of panels

either one-eighth, three-sixteenths, or one-

fourth inch thick. The cases are nine and one-

quarter inches deep and will accommodate
panels seven inches high.

Monthly Vitanola Specialty Makes Hit

Each month a specialty is offered the trade

by the Vitanola Talking Machine Co., 666 Lake

Shore Drive, this city. The policy was first in-

augurated in March and Robert Illing, sales

manager, states that the instrument featured,

the Vitanola No. 49, has been in great demand.

The offer lasts for the period of one month
only, and on the first of each month a different

product is offered. Advertisements appear in

the trade publications being used by the firm

=3C 3j^==^C=zO

in its advertising campaign, in addition to direct

by mail descriptive matter which is forwarded

to the dealer. During the present month Vita-

nola 510 is selected for the feature model and

is offered to the trade at an attractive price.

This machine is finished in genuine mahogany
and walnut veneer, with five-ply panels, drop

sliding doors and grills in front of the tone

chamber. It is 35 inches high, 40 inches wide,

22 inches deep, has space large enough for six

record albums, and all of the exposed parts are

highly nickel-plated. The instrument is of ap-

pealing beauty and sturdiness and with the well-

known Vitanola mechanical and tonal qualities

is expected to be much in demand in the trade

as a leader in stimulating sales.

Wolf Mfg. Industries' Biggest Year

The largest volume of sales in the history of

the organization was the enjoyable experience

of the Wolf Mfg. Industries of Quincy, 111., dur-

ing the year 1924, according to F. A. Wolf,

treasurer. Moreover, the sales figures for the

first three months of this year are larger than

those of a year ago and orders now on file are

reported as totaling 100 per cent more than a

year ago at this time. Basing their production

plans on the present favorable situation, Wolf
executives expect to keep their plant operating

at top speed during the Summer months. Wolf
"Mastercraft" products include phonographs and

radio combinations, table model talking ma-
chines, portable phonographs and straight radio

cabinets.

A. G. Gulbransen Ends Vacation
A. G. Gulbransen, president of the Gulbran-

sen Co., of this city, returned to his desk re-

cently after a vacation at Palm Beach, Fla. Mr.
Gulbransen enjoyed a good rest while away,
and returns enthused with the outlook for an

even greater volume of Registering piano busi-

ness during 1925 than his company closed in

1924, its record-breaking year.

Complete Extensive Oro-Tone Improvements
Extensive improvements upon the plant of the

Oro-Tone Co., 1000 George street, this city,

were completed about the first of April. The
factory is practically doubled in size, four thou-

sand square feet having been added by the ad-

dition of a basement workshop, which is mod-
ern in every respect, with cement floors and the

latest lighting arrangements.

Four new die-casting machines have been

added to the Oro-Tone equipment and were in-

stalled in the basement, where all the molding
is being done. The first floor will be entirely

devoted to the assembling of tone arms and re-

producers, portable phonographs and radio

parts.

According to Leigh Hunt, treasurer and gen-

(Continucd on page 118)

Scotford Tonearm and Superior Reproducer The Superior Spring Balanced Lid Support
eManufactured under patents of Louis K, Scotford. Plays all makes of records. tijf 0*^0 o4 touch of one finder lifts or closes the lid which stops, balanced, at any point
Famous for tone—without the usual metallic sharpness and without the scratch. Q, -^Jm desired. Does not warp lid. Noiseless in operation. The simplest spring balance
Standard length 8V£ inches center of base to needlepoint—can be made to order xSwf^^ made—and easiest to install. Can be made to fit any type and weight of lid.

longer or shorter. Base opening 2 inches diameter. ^*St*>^ Furnished complete with escutcheon plate and all necessary screws.

Supplied to manufacturers of high-grade phonograph "

,tine quality Nickel and Gold Plate finishes cabinets in the United States and all foreign countries Low quantity Prices quoted on application

Samples sent anywhere for trial

BARNHART BROTHERS & SPINDLER To^^r^8 MONROE & THROOP STS., CHICAGO
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Don't Let
Summer
CatchYou
Unprepared

Get Ready Now for Big Profits
It's going to be a summer of volume sales for

the Carryola Master—and of correspondingly

big profits for Carryola dealers.

The Carryola Master is known wherever

portables arc sold. It has made good—nation-

ally—by its performance. Its beautiful ap-

pearance, its perfect tone—its exclusive fea-

tures and, above all, its super-quality at its

moderate price have made it friends wherever

it has gone.

See and hear the Carryola Master. Compare

it with others. Then you will understand why

it has set a new standard in portables, why

Carryola dealers are leading in sales and

profits.

Hook up with this money-making portable

right away. Write us today for complete in-

formation. Be ready for the big Summer
demand when it comes.

The CARRYOLA COMPANY qf AMERICA
647 Clinton Street

Built Right
The only portable with the well-known

Add-A-Tone Reproducer. Greatly in-

creases volume
;

produces wonderfully
clear tone. Reversible for Edison rec-

ords. Diaphragm is indestructible.

Equipped with the famous Silent

Motor, absolutely dependable. Noiseless
in winding and operation. Guaranteed to

play in excess of two records.

Substantial case, with beautiful Dupont
Fabrikoid covering. Nickel plated, rust-

proof fittings.

Plays all records—any size, any make.
Cover holds 15-30 selections.

15 x 12 x 8 inches. Weighs only. 17

pounds.

nth

Guaranteed
The Carryola Master is

guaranteed. Every one car-

ries a written guarantee that

unless it satisfies completely

and unconditionally, it may be

returned at the end of 10

days, at the expense of the

Carryola Company.

The Carryola Company
will even pay the return ship-

ping expense, - the transaction

not costing the dealer a

single penny.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Sold Right
The Carryola is sold only through

recognized music channels. Carryola
dealers are backed by a firmly-established,

progressive organization, with financial

resources and facilities that insure per-

manency.

The Carryola Company backs its

dealers to the limit. It supplies them
with display material and co-operates

with sound and complete merchandising
plans.

There are big profits this summer if

you start now—get ahead of the demand.
We have jobbers in every section who
can supply you without delay. Write us
today for full information and nearest

jobber's name and address.

[arrudla M
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A Sknofonb Demonstration Means a Sale

37 S. Wabash Ave.

Tonofone dealers find that in most cases a mere

demonstration of a Tonofone needle results in a

sale. Moreover, a large number of dealers have

increased their record sales by using Tonofones

exclusively for demonstrating, as the small flex-

ible point picks up vibrations a stiff point does

not get, thereby giving clear, accurate reproduc-

tion of each note recorded.

Each needle plays from 30 to SO records, and the

necessity of frequent changing is avoided.

THE TONOFONE CO.
Manufacturers

FSB CLEM AOT8ATE BEfWCTHW
I OMWTO&mCH AIM VOLUME

use .

q

Packed in neat display cartons.
12 needles in box 25o
4 needles in box |nc

Dealers profit 100%
Write us or your Jobber for proposition

Chicago, 111.

eral manager, the firm has about doubled the

number of its employes and the addition to the

plant was made necessary by the growth of the

company's business during the past year.

Among the Oro-Tone products which are most

in demand in the trade at the present time is

the Edison attachment No. 110, which Mr. Hunt
states has met with fine returns in all sections

of the country.

"Advance Sales Comments" Scores

Heart-to-heart talks with Brunswick retail

sales people have become an established prac-

tice with the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.

through the direct by mail matter which is be-

ing sent to the men and women throughout

the country who sell Brunswick records. Early

in March the first edition of "Advance Sales

Comments" made its appearance, fully illus-

trated with pictures and interesting stories of

Brunswick artists. This pamphlet was placed

in the hands of the salesman with the idea of

assisting him in making his store the most pop-

ular place to buy records. The enclosed infor-

mation, combined with the salesman's own sell-

ing ideas, is planned to arouse additional inter-

est in records and to make a lasting and favor-

able impression with the customer.

Brunswick executives point out the fact that

the shopper, whether he be looking for gro-

ceries, automobile tires or dress goods, is most

favorably impressed and invariably will pur-

chase from the salesman who evidences the

most interest in the merchandise he is selling.

With this idea in mind, "Advance Sales Com-
ments" will be mailed regularly each month and
it is expected that, if put into actual practice, the

information contained in the bulletin will tend

to place the Brunswick shop in the customer's

mind as his "favorite music store."

A special edition of "Advance Sales Com-
ments" was issued late in March, featuring

Harry M. Snodgrass, "King of the Ivories," and
his now popular recording, "Three o'Clock in

the Morning," "June Brought the Roses," by
Allan McQuhae, and "Midnight Waltz," by Carl

Fenton's Orchestra.

Mohawk Official Home From Trip

Every indication that the Summer radio sea-

son will be successful is the impression of Paul

Fay, national sales promoter for the Mohawk
Electric Corp., who returned to the home offices

of the Mohawk organization recently from an
extended trip through Mississippi Valley States.

In large cities like Minneapolis, Kansas City,

St. Louis and Omaha, Mr. Fay reports interest

in radio keener than ever before. Although
there has been some complaint on the part of

retailers that business dropped off sooner than

in previous years, the outlook for this Summer
is very good. This belief is based on the fact

AJAX
The QucilityTlaceTlecord

Wide-awake Phonograph dealers, all over the country, are becoming more
and more alive to the potential possibilities in the fast-growing Negro
population and the musical demands of this special group. Wherever there
are Negroes, Phonograph dealers can "tap" an amazingly rich market with
very little effort. AJAX is a nationally advertised line, supported by the
finest "blues" talent and excellent dealers' service.

Distributors

The Wholesale Musical Supply Co., Sterchi Bros.,

208 N. 17th St., St. Louis, Mo. 418 Gay St., Knoxville, Tenn.

The George W. Stolte Co.,

301 N. Market St., Dallas, Tex.

Wagner Bros.,

611 S. Rampart St., New Orleans, La.

Ajax Record Sales Co.,

1658 Broadway, New York City.

Ajax Record Company, 108 W. Lake St., Chicago, 111.

that interest in Summertime reception has in-

creased tremendously since 1924. Mr. Fay
found Mohawk dealers enjoying a neat volume of
sales, the single control feature of the Mohawk
having met with instant approval throughout
the territories he visited.

"What impressed me moreMhan anything else
on this trip," Mr. Fay declared, "was the high-
pitched interest of the people in radio displays.
Wherever I went I found the largest throngs
where radio receivers and accessories were ex-
hibited. I am convinced that everyone is in

the mood to buy, and that by next Fall the
radio industry will be in full swing again."
While traveling, Mr. Fay, who is a pianist of

some renown, entertained from a number of
large broadcasting stations, including the new
and beautifully-appointed station WCCO at

Minneapolis. While he is primarily an accom-
panist, Mr. Fay's accomplishments as a soloist

on the piano have already made him popular in

the East as well as the Middle West. He was
formerly accompanist for Brooke Johns, the
celebrated Victor artist, and was with him on
his recent European tour.

Tonofone Co. Leases New Quarters
The offices of the Tonofone Co. will be re-

moved on May first to the fifth floor of the
Champlain Building, 37 South Wabash avenue,
according to an announcement made by Miss
E. E. Powell, secretary of the firm. The Tono-
fone offices have been maintained for the past
seven years at 110 South Wabash avenue, a
location soon to be occupied by the new Pal-
mer' House hotel. The new headquarters, which
are now being prepared, are conveniently lo-

cated and very attractive.

This company has become one of the best-
known manufacturing organizations in the
entire trade and through the years it has suc-
ceeded in consistently adding to its prestige
and in developing the demand for its products,
which are considered as among the leaders in

quality in the needle field.

Gulbransen Direct-by-Mail Campaign
A direct-by-mail campaign is being sponsored

at the present time by the Gulbransen Co., of
this city, and it is one of the most complete
that the music trade has ever known, according
to Gulbransen executives. All details of prepa-
ration in the campaign are being taken care of
by the Gulbransen Co. for the dealer and re-

tailers throughout the country are availing

themselves of the opportunity to tie up with
national advertising being sponsored by the
Gulbransen organization. About the middle of
March the first two letters of the series were
mailed to the dealer. One piece of literature

deals with the "charm of the classics" and "en-
joyment of the popular." The folder is illus-

trated in colors.

Another illustration calls attention to a few
of the homes that possess the Gulbransen and

(Continued on page 120)
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The Jewel Tone
Baby Grand

Phonograph
Reproduces Edison, Victor, Brunswick and all other

records in the most natural way exactly as recorded by

the artist.

Special Features

Size 1 in. deep, \3>y2 in. wide, 8^4 in. high. Case of handsome waterproof leatherette. Equip-
ped with spring top Needle Cup, which holds needles securely. Has Album which holds six Edi-

son Records or twelve lateral cut Records; specially built to fit conveniently inside the cover.

Jewel Tone Attachment Jewel Tone Needle Equip-

for the Victor ment for the New Edison

Showing Jewel Victor Attachment in position

for playing Edison and Path£ Records

Quickly and easily attached to the gooseneck in

place of the regular Victor soundbox.

The Jewel Tone
Mute
A Jewel invention built in

the reproducer, that controls

the volume of sound at its

source and functions in such

a way that the length of

the vibrations are minutely

regulated and the tone re-

duced without interference with clear articula-

tion. Operated by means of a thumb screw in-

stantly adjustable and practically fool proof.

A / 5
Showing Jewel Needle Equipment in position for playing

Victor and all lateral cut Records on the New
Edison Phonograph

A perfectly balanced reproducer which can be

inserted in a few moments in place of the regu-

lar Edison reproducer.

The Jewel Tone Auto-
matic Stop

Strong and substantial in construction. Easily

installed. No parts to attach that damage or

deface the tone arm. The simplest, most effi-

cient, most positive stop ever devised.

THE JEWEL PHONOPARTS CO.
150-160 Whiting St., Chicago, 111.
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THE ALTO
Automatic Stop

For Phonographs.

Nothing needs to be
screwed unto the tone
arm. Simple In con-
struction. It fits under
the turn table. Our
customers say It Is the
most accurate stop they
found yet In spite of its

low cost.

ALTO MFG. CO., ,647 - 5,
c^.°c

,

?So
s,r"*

Canadian Distributor Universal Supply Co.. Toronto, Ont.

shows how this particular piece of literature is

being localized to give the names of people who
have Gulbransens in each town where the cam-

paign is to be used. The second mailing fea-

tures the full registering piano line; the third

mailing piece features "Real music with your

personal touch," and the fifth mailing shows

how a library of the world's music is available

to the Gulbransen home. This direct-by-mail

campaign is typical of Gulbransen large scale

publicity, and the policy of that company in

giving actual selling help to the dealer by bring-

ing Gulbransen products to the attention of the

prospect.

An Effective Radio Display

An interest-arousing and inviting environment

on the inside of the dealer's shop which will

tend to make the customer comfortable and

give him the "at home" feeling is typified in

Attractive Zenith Display

the accompanying photograph showing the

display floor of the Music Trades Radio Corp.,

328 North Michigan avenue, Chicago. This firm,

one of the most prominent and progressive

Zenith distributors in the country, appreciates

the fact that the idea, so often sponsored in

window displays, must be carried to the interior

of the phonograph and radio shop.

The dealer is rapidly coming to the realiza-

tion that the material returns actually created

by the elegant and quiet dignity of an attractive

window display will cash in to even a greater

percentage on those who enter the shop if he

will convert his interior arrangement into the

same fascinating atmosphere. Furniture of

dignity, clever arrangement and the general

tpne of the display floor of the Music Trades

Radio Corp. is undoubtedly one of the reasons

why this Zenith distributor has met with a

steady increase in the volume of business.

L. C. Samuels' Extensive Trip

Leon C. Samuels, vice-president and manager

of sales of the Vincennes Phonograph Co., who
maintains his Chicago office in the American

Furniture Mart, has been traveling quite exten-

sively during the past few weeks in the interests

of his firm. Mr. Samuels spent the month of

March in the East visiting New York, Philadel-

phia, Baltimore, Washington and other trade

centers. In his communications with the Chi-

cago office he reported a fine business in Rivoli

phonographs and large number of initial orders

for the latest Vincennes product, the Rivoli

Radio Amplifier, introduced a few weeks ago.

A. A. Friestedt Visits Hot Springs

Arthur A. Friestedt, president of the U. S.

Music Co., 2934 West Lake street, Chicago, in

company with Mrs. Friestedt, spent several

weeks in March at Hot Springs, Ark., popular

Winter resort. They returned to Chicago about

the first of April.

Henry Hewitt Honored
A dinner and smoker given by the Piano Club

of Chicago on March 30 at the Drake Hotel in

honor of Vice-President Henry Hewitt, of the

M. Schulz Co., marked the beginning of a mem-
bership drive and was the forerunner of com-

ing convention activities.

Mr. Hewitt thanked the members for the

honor bestowed upon him and announced that

the object of the present campaign was to secure

such a membership list as would make the

club the largest and most active in its history.

He also announced the names of a large num-
ber of new members who had joined the club

with the beginning of the drive, including W.
W. Smith, president of the National Association

of Music Merchants and other prominent men
of the trade, both residents and non-residents

of Chicago.

G. R. Brownell, of Lyon & Healy, Inc., chair-

man of the entertainment committee, acted as

toastmaster and introduced the artists and tal-

ent provided by the following committee: Ray
Reilly, Jack Kapp, Benny Duval, E. V. Gallo-

way, Axel Christensen, and Gordon Laughead.

The artists included Duci de Kerekjarto,

prominent violinist and Columbia artist; Miss

Helen Row, pianist; Glenn Drake, tenor; and
local talent; Ralph Parks and his Trocadero or-

chestra furnished music during the fore part of •

the evening. Telegrams were received from a

number of members who were unable to be

present, including A. Hospe, music dealer of

Omaha, Neb., and Geo. P. Bent, of Los Angeles.

New Cheney Phonograph-Radio Model
A new phonograph and radio combination

was announced to the trade several weeks ago
by the Cheney Talking Machine Co. This

most recent addition to the Cheney line is

New Cheney Phonograph-Radio

known as style No. 108, is housed in an attrac-

tive mahogany cabinet and according to C. L.

Noble, of the Cheney firm, the new combina-
tion unit is one of the best that it is possible to

place on the market. The Howard neutrodyne
set bears the Cheney name and was constructed

according to specifications outlined by Cheney
officials. The cabinet is a fine example of the

woodworking art, well worthy of bearing the

Cheney name. The radio set will be connected

directly with the horn of the phonograph, in

which are combined all of the Cheney acoustic

developments which make possible accuracy and
reality in tone reproduction.

Adler-Royal Products Very Popular

Harry D. Schoenwald, Chicago district mana-
ger of the Adler Mfg. Co., New York, is making
fine progress with the Adler-Royal phonographs
and neutrodyne radio products in this territory.

(Continued on page 122)

&v&&f Phonographs
and

Radio-Phonograph Combinations

The illustration shows one of many late models of our line, which has been re-de-

signed, right up to the minute, with especial reference to the Radio-Phonograph

Combination, destined to be the standard household unit. Characterized by

Beauty of Design, Finish and Tonal Quality

These instruments are produced in all the popular finishes and styles, including

Uprights, Consoles and Wall Cabinets, and our facilities enable us to make prompt

deliveries and most attractive trade prices. Catalog and price list mailed on re-

quest.

Excel phonograph manufacturing company
402-414 West Erie Street - Chicago. Illinois
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Broadcaster Highboy Closed. — 50 inches high.

20% inches deep and 34% inches wide. Inside speci-

fications for radio panel, 30 inches by 10 inches.

Gold-plated trimmings. Built-in loud speaker unit.

Radio Cabinet A A.—iO inches high, 35 inches long

and 16% inches deep. Inside specifications for

radio panel, 32 inches by 10% inches. Equipped
with loud speaker amplifying horn. Loud speaker
unit installed upon request only.

/ Lijes Voices

1—Attractiveness
Beautiful, symmetrical, elab-

orate designs.

2—Tone
A scientifically constructed

amplifying chamber renders

an incomparable, clear tone

of volume.

3—Quality
Skillful workmanship.
Finest selected woods and
panels of heavy construction.

Superb finish.

Best Heineman equipment.

4—Price
Value for value we will not

be undersold. Our extremely
low prices open a new ave-

nue of success—for live wire

dealers.

5—Phonograph Radio
When ordered complete as

illustrated combinations are

furnished with the FA-
MOUS FADA 5 tube Neu-
trodyne Phono Panel set,

properly installed in the con-

sole cabinet, insuring the

same wonderful radio per-

formance as is always found
in FADA 5 tube sets.

Write for our new 1925 catalog

and price lists.

The Broadcaster Corporation

2414-2420 W. Cullerton Street

Chicago, Illinois

Established 1913 Incorporated 1923

K P S.—Radio phonograph combination. 37 inches

wide, 23% inches deep and 35% inches high. This
model equipped with FAMOUS FADA 5-tube radio

panel.

Broadcaster Highboy.—An open view. Note arm
rest for tuning in and which may be used as writ-

ing desk.

Radio Cabinet A.—Outside measurements: S6Vi

Inches wide, 16% inches deep and 42 inches high.

Equipped with loud speaker horn.

C S Special.—Radio phonograph combination. 40
inches wide, 23 inches deep and 35% inches high.
This model equipped with FAMOUS FADA 5-tube
radio panel.

E 1.—Radio phonograph combination. 34 inches

wide, 20% inches deep and 34 inches high. This

model equipped with FAMOUS FADA 5-tube radio

panel.
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Many new accounts have been established

throughout Illinois and in Chicago, one of the

most noteworthy being Mandel Brothers, local

department store.

Irving Leon has charge of the State of Illi-

nois, Fred Johnston, formerly with the Chicago

Columbia branch, cares for the trade in Chicago,

and Mr. Schoenwald devotes most of his atten-

tion to local business.

Mr. Schoenwald told The World representa-

tive that the new Adler console speaker table

No. 200, furnished in both mahogany and wal-

nut, has been much in demand since its intro-

duction a few weeks ago.

Sold 83 Gulbransen Registering Pianos

Women are showing progress and accom-

plishment in practically every field of endeavor

which a few years ago was closed to them.

Salesmanship is evidently no exception, for the

Gulbransen Co., of Chicago, points with pride

to a woman dealer who last year gave a fine

illustration of successful effort, namely, Mrs.

Zona Berg, of Zona Berg & Son, Gulbransen

dealers in Superior, Nebr. This particular wom-
an sold eighty-three Gulbransen registering

pianos in 1924 under most trying circumstances,

with adverse crop conditions and local business

at a low ebb. Despite these handicaps and ap-

parently valid reasons for poor business, Mrs.

Berg put forth every ounce of energy and suc-

ceeded in reaching a remarkably high sales

figure.

Otto Heineman Honored in Chicago

Otto Heineman, president of the General Pho-

nograph Corporation, New York City, arrived

in Chicago on March 23 for a four-day visit

with S. A. Ribolla, manager of the Chicago of-

fice. During his stay in this city Mr. Heineman
attended the March 26 meeting of the Phono-

graph Manufacturers' Club, at which time he

was elected member of the Board of Directors

of that organization. He visited the plant of the

Wolf Mfg. Industries in Quincy, 111., and then

departed for St. Louis, where he spent three

days with the Artophone Corporation, Okeh
jobber.

Vitanola Co. Increases Sales Staff

Several additions to the sales staff were made
recently by the executives of the Vitanola Talk-

ing Machine Co., 666 Lake Shore Drive. Frank
Sitz, with headquarters in Gadsden, Alabama,

will cover that State. W. M. Stem, of Green-

ville, Tenn., will visit the trade in North Car-

olina, Virginia and West Virginia, and R. G.

"PR0TECTO-GRO0VE-
AOJUSTABLE V- 3/6"-<V' LAKESIDE

CABINETS
are GOOD Cabinets

Ifyour jobber or dealer
cannot supply you write

direct to

Lakeside Supply Co.

73 W. Van Buren Si.

HarrUoT3840 ChlCagO, III.

Cole, of Boise, Idaho, will travel in Utah and

Idaho.

J. W. Kohn, who for some time has been

representing Vitanola interests in various sec-

tions of the country, is at present on a business

trip through the Southwest, calling upon Vita-

nola accounts and opening new business out-

lets. Mr. Kohn visited Kansas City, Mo., where
he appointed a resident salesman and later

spent some time with the Vitanola distributor

in Dallas, Texas. He will return to the home
office about the first of May.
Thermiodyne Corp.'s Efficient Service Force

The Chicago office of the Thermiodyne Radio
Corp., New York City, which was established

about the first of the year at 332 South Mich-

igan avenue, this city, is rapidly proving a

source of aid and co-operation to Thermiodyne
jobbers and dealers, according to F. R. Shep-

pard, branch manager. A service department of

ten men is maintained in this territory, and it is

their task to check the sets as they are received

at the jobbing house and to see that they oper-

ate creditably.

Mr. Sheppard, who, with Leo Potter, presi-

dent, organized the Thermiodyne Corp. three

years ago, visited Chicago with the first Ther-

miodyne receiving set seen in the Middle West.

He told The World representative that his firm

has experienced a wonderful growth during the

three years of its existence. A policy of careful

expansion is being followed, the ultimate aim

being the manufacture by the firm of each and
every part of the set. Later it is expected that

accessories will be included in this plan.

"Consistent advertising brings results," said

Mr. Sheppard, "and I hold that the season of

Repair Parts
For All and Every Motor

That Was Ever Manufactured

We can supply any part. The largest and most

complete assortment of repair parts—in the

United States—on hand, for old, obsolete and
present-day motors. If your order cannot be
filled from stock, we will make it up special.

Special prices on main springs, governor

springs, micas, repair parts, motors, tone arms,

steel needles, etc., in quantity lots.

Expert repairing on all makes of phonographs
and motors.

SNCORPORATED UNDER THE
LAWS OF ILLINOIS

sue
Standard Talking Machine Co. ^
I'nileJ Talking Machine Co.
Harmony Talking Machine Co.
O'NeUl.Jance Co.
Amino Co.

o t £ • T3-"3"1? "faiatinesiDisc Records,
TalkingMachine Supplies, Etc

TRAD E MARK
'COKSOLA"

c*tit looms*

227-229 W. WASHINGTON ST.. CHICAGO, ILL.
Branches: 295? Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich. 1121 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

the year should make no difference in the plan-

ning of an advertising program. A five months'

lapse during the Summer months is too long a

vacation. However, service must stand back of

the advertising of any firm, as one dissatisfied

customer can nullify twenty-five-hundred-dol-

iars' worth of advertising. That is why Ther-

miodyne has organized such an efficient service

department and has formulated the firm policy

of giving every possible bit of co-operation to

the jobber and dealer."

Arthur D. Geissler in Chicago

Arthur D. Geissler, president of the New
'York and Chicago Talking Machine Companies,

Victor wholesalers, arrived in Chicago on March
23. He plans to spend some time in this city,

looking after Middle Western activities of his

organization, and will return to his New York
office about the first of May.

The Operadio Convertible

A new departure in radio was revealed in the

recent announcement of the "Convertible," by

Operadio Convertible Model

the Operadio Corp. of Chicago. This well-

known manufacturer of portable radios has

combined a distinctive console furniture model

with the six-tube, self-contained portable Oper-

adio. The new "Convertible" is offered in two

styles, the one a Windsor cabinet, and the other

a pedestal model, to be known as the Empire.

Both are finished in diamond-match stump wal-

nut of heavy weight, and though probably the

smallest six-tube furniture models on the mar-

ket to-day, they are of unusual solidity.

The convertible feature is of unusual interest

as in console form the set has every appear-

ance of a permanent installation. The front

door of the set drops down to form a shelf for

the log sheet and the elbows while tuning. The

panel is set in a walnut front easily accessible

for tuning. Back of the set in the rear of the

cabinet is a loop aerial of new design, which in-

corporates the well-known Operadio principle of

plug-in-jack connection and when in the set it is

in connection so that the unidirectional tuning

(Continued on page 124)
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Win (3 r-»o ^Xc3.1 i^i e Is — Tra.de Follows

Again

The New CASWELL

!

THE New Caswell Line of Portable Phonographs is

by common consent the greatest value in the busi-

ness today. One distributor after another concedes
the consummate workmanship, supreme quality and
sheer beauty of lines and materials embodied in this

complete line now being shown.

The photograph above can do only scant justice in giv-

ing you the proper conception of Caswell Quality and
Distinction.

Beginning with the case, made of selected three-ply

non-warping laminated veneers with rounded edges and
corners, the experience of fifty years' fine case-making
is apparent.

Outside covers by Dupont in Fabrikoid in rich blues,

greys, browns, morocco reds and greens and black. In-

side coverings to barmonize.

In mechanical construction all Caswell elements are

features. Consider the famous Heineman Motor; the

Caswell throwback type Universal Tone Arm is designed
exclusively for portable use; the new Caswell "Micro-

tone" reproducer of knife-edge type is designed by one
of America's best-known acoustic engineers. The Cas-

well tone chamber due to its exclusive design and pecu-

liar construction and suspension gives an astonishing

wealth and verity of tone with vibration ebminated.
Specially constructed album, a part of the cover, holds

18 records or 36 selections. Unique with Caswell.

Jobbers—Distribution confined to substantial organiza-

tions who are viewing the Caswell line by appointment
only, as fast as it can be arranged.

Dealers—Until the proper selling arrangement has been
completed for your territory, we will handle dealers'

orders direct. Do not fail to mention your jobber's

name.

List Price Gypsy Model $25.00

$27.00 in Far West and South

0sWeU^fanufacturincj(o.

PORTABLE PHONOGRAPHS ^DISTINCTION
MILWAUKEE'S.

U.S.A.
ST. PAUL AVE.
AT IOT? STREET

Western Sales Office : Oakland Tribune Tower, Oakland, Cal.
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is instantly obtainable. When directional loop

effects are necessary the loop is readily lifted

from its place in the back of the cabinet and
inserted through the lid into the jack on the

top of the set, thus being rotative through 360

degrees. In order to fit the loop into the set

partial folding is necessary and this is per-

formed by pivoting the loop on its axis, the

wires slipping through their anchors at the ends

of the cross bars.

In furniture form the "Operadio Convertible"

is compact and complete in itself. That there

is an increasing demand for portable sets is

proved by the fact that the Operadio Corpora-

tion, building nothing else but this style, has in

two and a half years steadily increased its pro-

duction and distribution. Although Operadio
engineers have now seen fit to introduce the

furniture model, they have not relinquished the

feature of portability, and consequently the

standard 1925 Operadio is located within the

console. When portability is desired the cover

of the console is raised and the set is lifted

out. The standard Operadio wave-bridge or

loop, which is also the cover of the portable,

is then fitted in place and the set is ready to

be carried away by its handle. Present own-
ers of Operadio sets need only purchase the

console in order to have an "Operadio Con-
vertible." The console loop, being a part of the

cabinet equipment, gives them a complete "Con-
vertible" ready for immediate operation when
the set is fitted in place, a convenience and a

good talking point.

New Gulbransen Calendar Admired

The Gulbransen Co., since the first announce-
ment of its 1926 dealer calendars several weeks

ago, has received many requests from dealers.

The one which is already indicating greatest

popularity is the "Gulbransen special," beauti-

fully printed in colors, and in fact a very artistic

calendar. The calendars offered Gulbransen

Three 1926 Gulbransen Calendar

dealers for 1926 are available in two different

styles of three designs, making in all a choice

of six calendars.

New Thorola Low Loss Doughnut Coil

An important development in radio recep-

tion was recently announced by the Reichmann
Co., manufacturer of the Thorola loud speak-

ers in this city, in connection with the introduc-

tion of the new Thorola low loss doughnut

coil. This coil has been subjected to the most
rigid tests by Reichmann engineers and will

not pick up or absorb any signal other than

that brought in through the regular antenna

system.

Its magnetic field is also entirely confined, so

that there is no spray to cause interference and
intercoupling between various parts of the set.

The new coil is of the toroid type, but it is

stated that it differs greatly from all other coils

of this type in

that it shows ex-

tremely low
losses. It was
designed by

Frank Reich-

mann, designer of

the Thorola and
Thorophone loud

speakers, and it

marks the first

step of the

Reichmann Co.

into the general

field of radio

manufacture.

Two types of

the new coil will

be put on the market, one to be used as a coup-

ler and the other as a radio frequency trans-

former. Reichmann executives state that the

new products will improve practically every

kind of circuit and constitute a distinct advance-

ment in radio, adding materially to the enjoy-

ment of radio fans in their sets.

Balkite Battery Charger Popular

Since the dawn of radio, experimenters have

wasted many hours in trying to perfect some
device that could be used to take the place of

a storage battery for use in lighting the fila-

ments of radio tubes.

(Continued on page 126)

Designs

USE RADIO PANELS WITH AN ESTABLISHED REPUTATION

MONARCH ^MO-PHONOGRAPH PANELS
will popularize your Phonograph
Combinations and increase your
sales.

for

4-5-6-Tube Models

all sizes and styles of Console
and Upright Cabinets.

ft m

mum •*/!*» M

MONARCH vM

Monarch Radio-Phono Panels are

suited to all size and style cabinets.

Designed to meet every operating re-

quirement of the discriminating buy-

ers who consider Quality, Refinement

and Performance.

Let us quote you on your Radio

Requirements

MONARCH 5-P-A

Q fflo^i (V) ._. Q_

T Ft

More Monarch Panels are now in actual

use and giving satisfaction than other

styles offered. Certainly there is a good

reason for such Distinction.

The degree of perfection in Mechanical Ex-

cellence, Workmanship and Finish lifts the

"Monarch" far above competitive designs

and inferior products.

MONARCH 4-T-9

MONARCH RADIO CORPORATION, 451 East Ohio Street CHICAGO
———Building and Marketing the Celebrated "MONARCH" Portables, Apparatus and Receivers
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b ;PAt. ...

Sara Martin

Butterbeans

and

Susie

ARTISTS
of

REPUTATION
on

Records
No record stock is complete if it doesn't

feature Famous Okeh Artists

—

The Finest

Dance Orchestras

"Old Time" Tunes
and Hottest Blues

CONSOLIDATED SERVICE
MA Y BE DEPENDED ON

It is the best

227-229 W. Washington St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Branches

:

2957 Gratiot Avenue 1121 Nicollet Avenue

Detroit, Mich. Minneapolis, Minn.

Consolidated
Talking Machine Co.

Vincent Lopez

Jenkins Family

Fiddlin' John Carson
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A Better Fibre Needle Cutter for Lest Money

RETAIL PRICE

The ALTO

Manufactured by

ALTO MFG. CO.
1647-51 Wolfram St. CHICAGO. ILL.

Executives of the Fansteel Products Co., Inc.,

North Chicago, 111., point out that it has been

known for some time that it is possible to

"fleat" an old storage battery across the line

with a Balkite electrolytic charger while the re-

ceiver is in operation. Slight trace of a hum re-

mained, but it is not objectionable for speaker

operation.

The storage battery can be eliminated entirely

in many instances and the Balkite charger used

alone if a six-ohm rheostat is shunted across

the charger terminals. Connect the positive

terminal of the charger to the binding post of

the rheostat that is connected to one end of the

resistance wire, and then continue the wiring

to the positive A battery binding post of the

receiver. Connect the negative terminal of the

charger to the other end of the resistance

wire. Unless a . rheostat with three bind-

ing posts can be secured it will be neces-

sary to solder this connection directly to the

wire. The binding post of the rheostat that is

connected to the. contact arm of the rheostat is

now wired to the negative A on the receiver.

The charger need only be in operation while

the receiver is in use, and no storage battery

will be necessary.

Brunswick Record Reference Guide

"The Famous '47' " is the title of a handy ref-

erence guide for Brunswick dealers, just issued

by the record sales division of the Brunswick-

Balke-Collender Co. An attractive four-page

folder, suitable for envelope enclosure, lists

forty-seven Brunswick records which should be

included in the libraries of all music lovers.

The record sales division of the Brunswick Co.

suggests to dealers that the "Famous '47' " list

be used whenever customers ask for sugges-

tions regarding various types of records, and

every selection listed was carefully chosen for

its sales value.

Tay Sales Co. Now Sonora Distributor

The Tay Sales Co., 6 North Franklin street,

Chicago, has been appointed Sonora distribu-

tor for that city, the greater part of Illi-

THE PERFECT REPRODUCER
Tone loud and pleasing
Handsome material and design

Black—22.50, Shell-25.00

American Electric Company
State and 64th St*. CHICAGO

C. S. Tay

nois and bordering counties

S. Tay, who directs the

of Iowa. C.

sales activities

of the organization which bears his name, has

earned an enviable reputation in Chicago As

one of the most progressive radio distributors

of quality products in that territory. Mr. Tay
is one of the pioneer distributors in the Middle
West and has the distinction of being one of

the first radio advertisers in Chicago.

In addition to Mr. Tay's experience in the

radio field he has an interesting background
of phonograph experience which will be of

invaluable assistance to the Sonora dealers in

his territory. For many years he was with the

Pathe Phonograph Co. as manager of its Chi-

cago office, and before that he served ten years

with the Columbia Phonograph Co.'s Phila-

delphia branch. The Sonora Phonograph Co.

is fortunate in having secured the services of

an organization that is so well experienced in

these two fields. The Tay Sales Co., organ-

ized three years ago, is a distributor of a com-
plete line of standard radio products, and Geo.

W. Marquis, secretary of the company, is well

known in the phonograph industry through his

previous association with the Pathe and Em-
erson organizations where he earned an excel-

lent record of achievement.

Radio Aids Storm Sufferers

The radio more than justified itself as an

agent of help for the past couple of weeks

by its yeoman service in the work of recruit-

ing workers and supplies for the storm sufferers

in southern Illinois, Indiana and Missouri.

Through the radio alone it is estimated that

over $200,000 has been received by local news-

(Continued on page 128)

Fletcher No. 3 Brass-Drawn Tone Arm

Non -Vibrating

One Piece

Hexagon Taper

The best that money and skill can produce is

now ready for the market at a minimum
price. Plays all records and is equipped with

the regular Fletcher Reproducer, which is

scientifically constructed, and which really re-

produces either vocal or instrumental music.

Write for samples and quantity quotations specifying 8}/2
% or 9]/^ length.

Money fcac/f guarantee covers all sample orders.

Reproducer

and Connection
for

NEW EDISON
Plays all Records

Dealers, Send for
Prices and Terms

Fletcher "Straight" and Fletcher "Universal" still made and carried in stock

FLETCHER-WICKES COMPANY
116-122 WEST ILLINOIS STREET, CHICAGO
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TONE ARM CO.
ORIGINATORS OF

Radio TAPERTUBES

Maximum Amplification in Minimum Space

Today our customers have completed THEIR 1925-6 Samples ready for the

trade. We worked together solving their "tonechamber" and "amplifying"
problems.

Let us help you—the price is only BLOOD Equipment which in itself in-

sures a live market for your output, because the DEALER knows his suc-

cess in sales is assured with BLOOD TONE ARM CO. products.

A written inquiry to us places you on record for information regarding the

very latest speaker developments.

Radio Tapertubes and Loud Speaker Unit

222 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.
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papers in an appeal made covering two days.

For the time being broadcasting programs

were practically abandoned, or greatly reduced,

and the entire efforts were devoted to appeals

for the sufferers and their response was cer-

tainly generous. Altogether it was estimated

that more than a million dollars has been col-

lected in Chicago for the storm sufferers.

Vitanola Advertising Praised by "Class"

The trade advertising used by the Vitanola

Talking Machine Co., of this city, was the sub-

ject of a very interesting article that appeared

in a recent issue of "Class," an advertising

magazine read by advertising agencies and ad-

vertising and sales executives throughout the

country. In this article attention was called

to the fact that the Vitanola Talking Machine

Co., in its advertising to the trade, utilized a

combination of three appeals: First, that the

company was an old organization, a pioneer in

the trade, knowing all angles of producing mer-

chandise of a salable nature; second, a quality

appeal, and third, an exceptionally able presen-

tation of the sales value of Vitanola merchan-

dise.

The article told in detail just how these three

appeals had been used to dominate Vitanola

trade copy, and M. C. Schiff, president of the

Vitanola Talking Machine Co. and widely

known throughout the talking machine trade,

was quoted as follows in referring to the re-

sults of the campaign:

"We have been surprised in a number of cases

at the unusual incidents which have proved

that dealers have read and have been impressed

by our advertising. For instance, one dealer in

Pennsylvania wrote to us and said that he had

been reading our copy each month because it

sounded so sincere. Further, he was interested

in just what we were going to say next. How-
ever, he added, when the page appeared in which
we said we were proud of our dealers, he made
up his mind to find out whether we really meant
all we said, so he sent us an order. Another
dealer in an Eastern town also writes us, 'Have

been reading your advertisements. They sound
truthful. If your line is as good and as reason-

ably priced as you say, I think we would like

to sell it,' and he also asked us to ship him one

or two sample instruments.

"One advertisement, which we ran just before

the holiday rush, brought us some exceptionally

good results. In the Fall of the year, just be-

fore the Christmas buying commences, it is

often very hard for dealers to secure all the

merchandise they need on short notice. Realiz-

ing this, we decided during our dull season last

Summer to make up a large number of our

best-selling models and hold them in readiness

for filling rush orders just before Christmas.

In November we ran in the trade papers copy

with this caption, 'We are ready to fill your

hurry-up orders with merchandise that was not

hurried.' Our idea, of course, as explained in

the copy that followed the caption, was to help

out both old and new dealers at a time when
quick shipments on quality, salable merchandise

would mean a great deal to them.

"At the same time we ran the publication ad-

vertisements we sent out a direct mail cam-
paign exactly duplicating them. More than one

dealer wrote in to say that he needed one in-

strument of a certain type very badly, and while

he felt rather sheepish ordering a single ma-
chine on a rush basis, and asking all of this

special attention, nevertheless he had read our

advertising, and if we really could help him out,

he would appreciate it. We secured a volume
of business from new sources, the total of which

was fairly large, and besides were able to send

samples of our merchandise for inspection by
dealers who had previously not been acquainted

with our goods and service.

"In every way the campaign has not only

added to our prestige, as well as we are able

to judge, but the matter-of-fact way we have

spoken of our aims and of business conditions

has made us talked about favorably, and that,

after all, is the ultimate aim of all advertising,

especially when it is directed to dealers."

Enters Wholesale Radio Field

Arthur E. Nealy, for a number of years West-
ern representative for The Music Trade Review,

who resigned recently, has entered the whole-

sale talking machine and radio field. Mr. Nealy

is now general sales manager of the Edray

Sales Corp., with which concern he has secured

a substantial interest, and his company will

wholesale several lines of radio receivers and

accessories, together with portable talking ma-
chines and cabinets. The headquarters of the

Edray Corp. are in the Republic Building, Chi-

cago.

White House Model Gulbransen Used
A White House Model Gulbransen register-

ing piano was used by the Christ Evangelical

Lutheran Church of Oak Park, 111., in the dedi-

cation of its fine new school building on Sun-

day afternoon, March 15. The new school is

located at Harvard and Bast avenues, Oak Park,

and at the opening services more than 1,000

persons were present, crowding the gymnasium

and balcony. The Gulbransen was used as a

registering piano, for hand playing in sacred

numbers and for furnishing accompaniment for

the choir.

Introduce Globe Radio Battery Charger

The Globe Electric Co., Milwaukee, Wis., re

cently placed upon the market the new Globe

radio battery Duo Charger, shown in illustra-

tion on the next page. Globe executives in an-

nouncing this new product to the trade stated

that they believed it to be unique in the field

because of its many features. It connects per-

manently to the radio set, and it is unnecessary

(Continued on [>age 130)

Balkite Battery Charger.

For charging 6 vols stor-

age batteries.

Price #19.50
$20 West of Rockies

$27.50 in Canada

Balkite "B"— replaces
,#B" batteries or dry
cells. Operates from
light socket.

Price #55
$75 in Canada

Balkite Radio Power Units
two of the fastest-moving

and most profitable items in radio

Balkite Radio Power Units

supply constant uniform
voltage to both "A" and "B"
radio circuits and increase

the power and clarity of any

set. The Balkite Charger
charges storage"A" batteries.

Balkite "B" replaces "B" bat-

teries entirely and supplies

plate current from the light

socket.

Both the Balkite Charger and

Balkite"B" are entirely noise-

less. They are based on the

same principle. Both have
demonstrated their entire

success over a long period

of time. Both are free from

service trouble, well adver-

tised and fast-moving. They
make ideal radio accessories

for the music trade.

Order through your jobber

lO

bwerUnits
BALKITE BATTERY CHARGER— BALKITE «B" PLATE CURRENT SUPPLY

Manufactured by FANSTEEL PRODUCTS CO., Inc., North Chicago, Illinois
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ADIO-MASTE
THE VOICE OF THE WORLD
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MOKtl. No. 10—COMBINATION IN WALNDT, MAHOGANY OR Bl'TT WAINET

Mr. Phonograph Dealer:

How many phonograph sales have you lost to radio

during 1924? Don't let these profits go out of your door

during 1925. Radio-Master offers six models of phono-

graphs either completely radio equipped or so adapted that

radio may be added at a later time when desired.

RADIO-MASTER receiving sets are designed for

easy tuning and installation. Coast to coast reception on the

loud speaker with wonderful volume and tone clarity. Prices

on combination—Phonograph or straight radio, very reason-

able. Write for full details and dealers' proposition.
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Close Out

48tt" high
22W1 wlda
22%" deep
Heineman No. 77

Motor. Throw back arm, %" thick—5-nLy Genuine Mahogany and Walnut
venenrs. Hand-carved lega.

E 2

Specifications:
36" wide, 22" deep and 35%" high

of a limited
quantity of

high quality

phonographs.

Price way below cost

of manufacture

Write or wire

BROADCASTER CORP.
2414 W.Callerton St., Chicago, 111.

52" high
24" wide
23%" deep
Heineman No. 77

Motor. Throw baok tone arm. H" thick—5-ply Genuine Mahogany and Walnut
veneers. Hand-carted lege.

to make any disconnection or to change any
wires in charging either the "A" or "B" storage
batteries. It uses the standard type of rectifier

bulb, and is noiseless and fool-proof in opera-

tion. Globe officials expect that the Duo

Globe Battery Charger
Charger will be a big help to the dealer since

it will tend to eliminate service calls caused
by discharged batteries. It will be a convenience
to the user because batteries can be recharged

frequently, over night, with no great trouble

and with slight expense. Globe Duo Dyne re-

ceiving sets in four- and five-tube styles, con-

sole radio outfits, radio tables, loud talkers,

phonograph panels, batteries complete the line.

Krasco Mfg. Co.'s Business Active

The Krasco Manufacturing Co., 469 East

Ohio street, is enjoying at present the largest

volume of foreign business experienced in the

history of the firm, according to executives of

that organization. Krasco motors are being

shipped to points scattered all over the globe,

especially the automatic repeating phonograph

units, for which there is a large foreign demand.

Japan, Java, New Zealand and Australia are

among the countries to which shipments were

recently made.

The Monarch Radio Corp., the radio division

of the Krasco Mfg. Co., in addition to a grati-

fying domestic demand, is finding a consistent

call from other lands for its receiving sets.

The Monarch portable six-tube receiver, and

the Monarch Junior, a portable four-tube set,

are being sold widely in Japan and the Antip-

odes. Both models are self-contained, with

a folding loop aerial, dry batteries, and are

enclosed in an attractive Spanish leather case.

Eight different panels suitable for installa-

tion in console and upright phonographs are

included in the Monarch line. These are being

furnished in large quantities to talking machine

manufacturers who are building their various

models according to specifications which permit

the insertion of a radio panel. Among the most
popular panels is the 4-T-9, a four-tube upright

receiver which uses dry "A" and "B" batteries

and operates on an indoor or outdoor aerial and
ground. The panel is so constructed as to allow

The Receiver of theYear
The year has brought forth one out-

standing radio receiver—the Deres-
nadyne.

The Deresnadyne is remarkable
first of all for its purity of tone and
fidelity of reproduction. And tone is

what counts after an owner has had
a set a while.

The Deresnadyne is remarkable for
its selectivity. In this respect it has no
superior. Local or outside stations— it

brings them in without interference.

It is remarkable for its distance. In one
evening one owner got Calgary, Havana,
Springfield, Mass., and Los Angeles.

Above all the Deresnadyne is remarkable
because it does not sacrifice tone to power
or vice versa. It combines them. It is not a

Neutrodyne. It is not a Heterodyne. It is

new in principle as well as results.

'•>

De Luxe Model

#165
without accessories

"Radio 'Receiving Set

Manufactured by

ANDREWS RADIO COMPANY
327 South La Salle Street - Chicago

space in the phonograph for batteries, and it

may be connected with the tone arm, allowing

the horn to be used as a loud speaker.

Lakeside Co. Is Expanding
The Lakeside Supply Co., 73 W. Van Buren

street, is at present planning to enlarge its

offices by adding about fifty per cent more floor

space. The volume of business enjoyed by the

firm during the past year has been such as to

make necessary the purchase of considerable

new machinery and the display room has been
found too small to adequately house the Lake-
side products. The old offices will be devoted

to manufacturing and assembling, and the new
addition will be maintained as a combination
office and display floor.

Gulbransen Grand Used in Broadcasting

The Broadmoor, one of the most beautiful

apartment hotels in Rogers Park, Chicago, is

now broadcasting programs every Tuesday,

The Broadmoor Hotel

Thursday and Sunday evenings. In all of the

musical concerts the Gulbransen grand piano

is used, and the hotel management announces

that many fine comments on the Gulbransen in-

strument have been received from points as far

distant as Canada and the Eastern coast. The
Broadmoor Hotel station ha? been placed in

Class A with the call number WBBM. Leslie

Allen is the announcer and A. A. Cox has charge

of the radio broadcasting arrangements.

Returns From Extended Trade Trip

S. L. Zax, secretary of the Broadcaster Cor-

poration, 2414 W. Cullerton avenue, this city, has

just returned to his desk after an eight weeks'

visit to the trade throughout the entire State of

California, and .'tops at many points en route.

Mr. Zax is very enthusiastic regarding busi-

ness conditions gene-ally and reports that the

trade as a whole is cheerful and optimistic con-

cerning Summer and Fall activities.

Introduce New Battery Clip

A new battery clip, to be known as the Val-

ley Clip, was recently perfected and placed

upon the market by the Valley Electric Co.

of St. Louis, Mo. The clip was designed so

that battery acid corrosion has no damaging

effects, all parts being electroplated with an

acid-resisting metal which acts b6th as a pro-

tector and an excellent conductor of electricity.
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The Valley clip is made of sheet metal of ex-

treme toughness, designed with ribs and chan-

nel shape to give added strength. An oil-tem-

pered spring between the parts gives an easy

but positive action that forces the sharp teeth

of the jaws through any scale or corrosion on

the battery terminal, making a perfect electrical

contact.

The New Blood Brass Tapertube
The Blood Tone Arm Co, 222 West Madison

street, recently introduced to the manufactur-

ers of phonograph and radio combination in-

struments, cabinet and radio set manufacturers

the new Blood Brass Tapertube, designed to

give maximum amplification in minimum space.

The Tapertube, which is constructed of polished

brass, is used in connection with the Blood
speaker unit for the installation of "built-in"

loud speakers in radio set cabinets or for cab-

inet loud speakers. The cabinet in whicli it

may be housed may be so constructed as to

occupy a very small space, such as seven inches

by seven inches.

Since the new product was placed in the

hands of the manufacturers two months ago it

has met with instantaneous success, according

to Blood executives, and very effective ampli-

fying results have been obtained with the sim-

'

ply constructed tone chambers. It is the in-

tention of the Blood organization to serve as

acoustical experts in solving the problems of

the manufacturer, the latter submitting the

depth of space planned for the cabinet speaker.

The Tapertube may be placed in several differ-

ent positions in the cabinet, with no resulting

impairment of the tonal quality.

Music Memory Contestants Announced
The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. released

a few days ago the list of successful contestants

in the February Music Memory Contest. The
names and addresses of the winners and the

amount of the prize which each received were

broadcast on the evening of March 24 by the

following stations: KDKA, Pittsburgh, Pa.;

WGY, Schenectady, N. Y.; WRC, Washington,

D..C; WBZ, Springfield, Mass.; WJZ, New
York, N. Y.; KYW, Chicago, 111.

Nation-wide interest was exhibited in the con-

test and letters received at the Brunswick head-

quarters from individuals in every walk of life

commended and congratulated Brunswick offi-

cials upon their initiative in sponsoring the

weekly programs. One citizen of Chicago

called at the Brunswick headquarters and voiced

his appreciation personally to R. M. Gillham,

manager of the dealer service department, and

added that a census taken in his particular of-

fice on one Wednesday morning revealed the

fact that nine of the ten persons employed there

had heard the program on the night previous.

The great majority of the contestants iden-

tified the selections and the artists by direct

comparison with Brunswick records upon the

talking machine in their homes. Others visited

the store of the Brunswick dealers and there

obtained information upon the various selec-

tions by playing a number of records and sin-

gling out the one which they believed they had

heard on .the air.

Successful Contestants in February Music Memory Contest

First Award, $1000.—J. E. Moore, 71 Broadway, New
York.

Second Award, $500.—Addison R. Alstaat, 245 Seventh
avenue, New York City.

Third Award, $300.—J. H. Stanfiel, 126 Shady avenue,

Winston Salem, North Carolina.

Fourth Award, $200.—Leonard Spier Saxe. 309 West
Ninety-ninth street. New York City.

Ten Awards, $100 each.—Mrs. J. H. Dixon. 672 St.

Nicholas avenue, New York City; R. M. Whitelaw, 49

Alain street. Orange, N. J.; Mrs. Jacob Brenner, 524 Jersey

avenue, Elizabeth, N. J.; J. A. Brundige, 71 Broadway,

New York City; Alta Taylor, 416 Valley Road, Upper
Montclair, N. J.; Ella Good, 1345 Union street, Brooklyn.

N. Y. ; Mrs. Marie E. Lyon, 30 Baxter Place, Homewood.
Pittsburgh, Pa.; Emma Whiston, 97 Clark street, Brook-

lyn N. Y. ; Miss May Green, Winston Salem, N. C.

Forty Awards, $50 each—R. J. Parsons, 1202 Campbell

avenue, Schenectady, N. Y. ; Anna Richmond, 46 Broad

street, Elizabeth, N. J.; Ehlers English, 530 Forty-fourth,

Des Moines, Iowa; Margaret Isoline Goodson, 51 Sher-

man avenue, Glens Falls, N. Y. ; Franklin Horner, 1309

Monlier street, Wilkinsburg, Pa.; B. C. Magennis, 170

Hamilton avenue, Paterson, N. J.; Ruth H. Reynolds,

171 Twenty-fourth street, Jackson Heights, N. Y. ; Alfred

T. Rubel, 345 Fourth avenue, New York City; Mrs.

Edward B. Lee, Pittsburgh, Pa. ; Charlotte Melva Lesser,

155 East Fifty-fifth street, New York City; Mrs. Helen

Shearman Gue, 80 Thirtieth street, Jackson Heights, N. Y. ;

Miss Hannah Katz, 90 North Eleventh street, Newark,
N. J.; Alfred B. Geer, 2011 Collow avenue, Baltimore,

Md.; Mrs. B. D. Bright, 525 West 146th street, New
York. City; Adele H. Brauneck, 1905 Vyse avenue New
York City; Miss Marguerite S. Ison, 1306 Sheperd street,

N. W, Washington, D. C; Miss Margaret Packwood,

3605 Chestnut avenue, Baltimore, Md. ; Wallace Butter

worth, Providence Road, Wallingford, Pa.; Mrs. Kath-

leen Mason Andereck, 399, St. Johns Place, Brooklyn,

N. Y. ; Mrs. S. Rubel, 512 West 156th street, New York
City; Alice Morrell Mills, Kinderhook, N. Y. ;

Margaret

L. Houston (Mrs. Paul L.) Broad street, Kinderhook, N.Y.

Mrs. C. H. Sebring, 204 N. Broad street, Winston-Salem,

N. C; Mrs. Ernest Moore, Montclair, N. J.; Mrs. Grace L.

Foster, Reynolds, N. C. ; Mrs. David Clay Lilly, Reynolds,

N. C; Miss Evelyn Harris, 3 Maple street, Randolph, Me.;

Rev. Kenneth Close, Plymouth Church, Newark, O. ; Ed-

ward H. Norman, 4215 Reistertown Road, Baltimore, Md.;

Wendell P. Renner, 7248 Ridgeland avenue, Chicago, 111.;

Bertha Schrader, 424 North Front street, Wheeling, W.
Va. ; Mrs. C. S. Browning, 3059 Griest avenue, Cincin-

nati, O.; Mrs. Paul T. Fisher, 438 Rowan street, Fayette-

ville, N. C. ;
Roy Anderson, 100 Castle Shannon Road,

Pittsburgh, Pa.; Elsa Gundling-Iluga, 37 Poplar avenue,

Wheeling, W. Va. ; Mrs. Grace H. O'Donnell, 2 Fort

Hill Terrace, Northampton, Mass.; John D. Boyd, Jr..

126 Columbia Heights, Brooklyn, N. Y. ; Albert J. Cum-
mings, Jr., 250 Highwood avenue, Ridgewood, N. J.; Ed-

ward Koos, 62 Springfield avenue, Newark, N. J.; Theo-

dore Cavanaugh, 40 Commerce street, Railway, N. J.; A.

I. Ingram, Dewey, Pa.

New Gulbransen Catalog

The Gulbransen Co, manufacturer of the Gul-

bransen Registering piano, has just issued a

very handsome catalog that is meeting with the

hearty approval of the company's dealers

throughout the country. The accompanying il-

lustration will give some idea of the attractive-

ness of the cover, although the black and white

reproduction hardly does justice to the multi-

colored cover that adorns the new Gulbransen

catalog.

The opening pages give a brief resume of the

Gulbransen Co, the distinctive qualities of its

products, and the various outstanding features

in the Gulbransen merchandising plan. Each

instrument presented occupies a full page, show-

ing a very handsome reproduction of the Reg-

istering piano, together with a brief descrip-

tion of its outstanding qualities. Facing each

page are brief discussions of various phases of

Gulbransen advertising factory methods, etc,

giving prospective purchasers an adequate idea

of the institution behind the product. The mod-
els listed comprise the White House, listing at

$700; the Country Seat, listing at $615; the Su-

burban, listing at $530 and the Community, list-

ing at $450. All Gulbransen products are na-

tionally priced and the White House electric

reproducing piano is listed at $940; the Country
Seat reproducer at $855 and the Suburban at

$770.

There is also presented in this very handsome
catalog a portrait of A. G. Gulbransen, pres-

Cover Page of Gulbransen Catalog

ident of the Gulbransen Co, who has had fifty

years' experience in the building of musical in-

struments. A bird's-eye view of the mammoth
Culbransen plant gives a concrete idea of the

vast floor space available for manufacturing pur-

poses, as the Gulbransen Co. occupies two six-

slory and two three-story factories with 400,000

>quare feet and a ground area of four and one-

half acres.

Amherst Glee Club Records for Brunswick
The Amherst Glee Club, of Amherst College,

was recently added to the list of musical organ-
izations which made records for the Brunswick-
1 lalke-Collender Co. The pick of college musi-
cal clubs throughout the country were given
tests in the Brunswick laboratories and the Am-
herst youths were singled out as the club re-

(Continued on page 132)

A popular cabinet as shown
above—38 in. wide, 22 in. deep,
35% in. high. Four doors.
Veneer stock, 5-ply striped ma-
hogany. Handsomely finished.
With or without radio unit.

Beauty!
Quality!

and Prices that Make Sales Easy
Striking- attractiveness and thorough quality are
features that have won unusual popularity for
Clemetsen Radio-Phonographs. The dealer can
stock these beautiful consoles with the assurance
of quick sales.

Clemetsen Radio-Phonographs are equipped with
high-grade phonograph instruments, and have a
radio compartment that any set will fit—taking
panels up to 15 1,4"xl6%"x6" deep. Can also be fur-
nished with radio unit if desired. All are grace-
fully designed and richly finished, embodying ex-
cellent workmanship and select materials.

Modern manufacturing facilities enable us to offer
these quality numbers at reasonable prices, so that
they can be retailed at attractive figures with good
profit.

Let Us Send You Our Catalog and Trade Prices on
the Complete Line of Clemetsen

Radio-Phonographs

Anton Clemetsen Co.
4223 W. Lake St., Chicago, 111.

arietnetgim
radio -
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cording most satisfactorily. An especially fine

test was made of "Lord Geoffrey," Amherst,
considered one of the finest college songs ever

written and known and loved by every college

man. John Coolidge, son of the President of

the United States, is a member of the club and
is one of the soloists.

Brunswick Music Memory Contest Ends
The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. made

public on April 13 the names of the selections

broadcast during the month of March in the

Music Memory Contest sponsored by that firm,

together with the names of the corresponding

artists and orchestras. In the near future the

names and addresses of the winning contestants

and the prizes they will receive will be broad-

cast from the stations which place the programs
on the air.

Brunswick officials announced a few days ago
that the Music Memory Contest would be dis-

continued after the program broadcast on the

evening of March 31, and that plans are now
being laid for resumption in the early Fall. Pub-
lic response has been so overwhelming and the

interest shown has been so widespread that the

executives of the firm decided to continue the

Brunswick Hour of Music throughout the Sum-
mer, Brunswick artists and orchestras appearing
regularly before the microphone each Tuesday
evening.

MARCH 3, 1925

Brunswick Concert Orchestra ...Merry Wives of Windsor
Theo. Karle A Dream
Irene Williams From the Land of the Skyblue Water
Gondolier Trio Love's Old Sweet Song
Irene Williams & Theo. Karle Alice, Where Art Thou?
Theo Karle Kashmiri Song
Brunswick Concert Orchestra Peer Gynt Suite

Irene Williams Sweetest Story Ever Told
Theo. Karle The World Is Waiting for the Sunrise

Irene Williams Aloha Oe (Farewell to Thee)
MARCH 10, 1925

Brunswick Concert Orchestra Whispering Flowers
Michael Bohnen Serenade (Schubert)
Michael Bohnen.. Two Grenadiers (Die Beiden Grenadiere)

Max Rosen Souvenir (Drdla)

Elisabeth Rethberg Elegie (Song of Mourning) (Mas-

senet)

Michael Bohnen Prologue (Pagliacci)

Max Rosen Serenade (Drigo)

Elisabeth Rethberg . On Wings of Song
Elisabeth Rethberg Angel's Serenade

Brunswick Concert Orchestra American Patrol

MARCH 17, 1925

Brunswick Concert Orchestra. .Naughty Marietta Inter-

mezzo

Theo. Karle ..My Wild Irish Rose
Elizabeth Lennox Oh Promise Me
John Barclay Where The River Shannon Flows

Brunswick Concert Orchestra. . Believe Me, If All Those

Endearing Young Charms

Theo. Karle.. Then You'll Remember Me (Bohemian Girl)

John Barclay Gypsy Love Song (Fortune Teller)

Elizabeth Lennox Oft In the Stilly Night

Theo. Karle I'll Take You Home Again, Kathleen

Brunswick Concert Orchestra Jolly Coppersmith

MARCH 24, 1925

Brunswick Concert Orchestra William Tell Overture

Karin Branzell Solveig's Song
Allen McQuhae Because

Karin Branzell Largo (Handel)

Brunswick Concert Orchestra Marche Militaire

Allen McQuhae At Dawning
Karen Branzell Habanera (Lover is Like a Wood

Bird) (Carmen)
Allen McQuhae Until

Fredric Fradkin Nola

Fredric Fradkin Kiss Me Again

MARCH 31, 1925

Brunswick Concert Orchestra. .Salut D'Amour (Love's

Greeting)

Mario Chamlee The Old Refrain

Virginia Rea Hymn to the Sun (Coq d'Or)

Criterion Male Quartette Kentucky Babe

Mario Chamlee Annie Laurie

Virginia Rea To a Wild Rose

Criterion Male Quartette Dixie

Virginia Rea Swiss Echo Song (Schweizer Echoleid)

Brunswick Concert Orchestra. . Stars and Stripes Forever.

Mario Chamlee Lolita

Death of J. P. Fearn Regretted

On Tuesday morning, March 24, the many
friends of John P. Fearn, known to his associ-

ates as "Paley" Fearn, were shocked to hear of

his death which occurred at 5122 Berwick ave-

nue, Detroit, and which was very sudden and

unexpected, due to heart trouble. As manager

of the Detroit branch of the Consolidated

Talking Machine Co. for several years Mr.

Fearn had made scores of friends among De-

troit dealers, who found him a ready assistant

in any of the difficulties which beset them. In

friendship and business his whole heart went

into whatever he attempted, working untiringly

at all times and his excess of enthusiasm in

whatever he was engaged was such that it un-

doubtedly helped to contribute to his demise at

the early age of forty-three years.

His firm was distributor for the General

Phonograph Corporation, manufacturer of

Okeh records, and he had in a few years built

up a sale on them that was marveled at by older

sales managers. In the early days he establish-

ed a connection between the Arcadia orchestra

and Okeh records that became stronger as the

years went by and was cemented by a personal
as well as a business friendship.

The late J. P. Fearn was the brother of E. A.
Fearn, president of the Consolidated Talking
Machine Co. of Chicago, and a brother-in-law of

C. W. Copp, proprietor of the C. W. Copp
Music Shop at South Bend, Ind. He was born
in Reno county, Kansas, March 15, 1882. Fol-

lowing the funeral services at Detroit, the in-

terment was in Door Village Cemetery, South
Bend, Indiana. He is survived by his widow
and one sister, in addition to his brother in Chi-

cago.

Piano Club Activities

The Piano Club of Chicago, in carrying out

its program for the advancement and promotion
of music, voted recently to support the Apollo
Club during the coming year. This aid will be
financial and will be supplied from the club's

promotion of music fund. The Apollo Club will

be heard at the convention of the Music Indus-
tries to be held here in June.

The club through its Music Committee also

awarded a cash prize of $37.50 to music stu-

dents in the contest recently held by the Illinois

Federation of Music Clubs: William Boiler,

piano; Catherine Wade, violin; Kathryn Wit-
wer, soprano; Russell Bolternstern, baritone.

Judge John H. Lyle spoke most interestingly

at the March 9 luncheon.

Brunswick Artists Entertained

Langdon Brothers, Brunswick artists, played

several guitar selections at the Monday, March
30, meeting of the Piano Club, including

"Dreamer of Dreams," one of their latest re-

cordings. A number of the artists of "The
Student Prince" also gave some delightful en-

tertainment at this meeting.

Phonograph Manufacturers' Club Com-
pletes Organization at Second Meeting

Henry A. Otis Elected First President—Fourteen Manufacturers Represented—Committee Ap-
pointed to Formulate By-Laws—Interesting Discussions Followed Close of Business Session

Chicago, III., April 3.—Enthusiasm and progress

marked the second meeting of the Phonograph
Manufacturers' Club at the Furniture Club,

The Adventures of

BURGESS
RADIO BATTERIES

They're in the Wireless The World Flyers
Room of the Leviathan Carried Burgess

Underwood & Underwood Photos

Standard Equipment of
United States Submarines

Remarkable are the adventures of Burgess Radio
Batteries. And where there's danger—upon,
above, or below the earth, sky and sea, will be
found Burgess Batteries—laboratory products.

"ASK ANY RADIO ENGINEER"

BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY
Engineers DRY BATTERIES Manufacturers
Flashlight - Radio - Ignition - Telephone

General Sales Office: Harris Trust Bldg., Chicago.
Laboratories and Works: Madison, Wis.

IN CANADA: Niagara Falls and Winnipeg

American Furniture Mart, 666 Lake Shore
Drive, on the evening of March 26. Twenty-
two men, representing fourteen manufacturers,

attended the conclave, which was opened by a

dinner, followed by the business session. Henry
A. Otis, factory superintendent of the Perkins

Phonograph Co., Chicago, who has served as

temporary chairman of the organization since

the initial meeting on February 19, and who, in

large part, is responsible for the movement it-

self, had charge of the meeting. A permanent
organization was formed and the following offi-

cers elected:

Henry A. Otis, president; M. C. Schiff, vice-

president and treasurer, and S. A. Ribolla, secre-

tary. The individuals holding the four offices

named will act as members ex-officio of a board
of directors which will include nine men in all.

E. A. Wolf, Otto Heineman and J. S. Watters
were elected to serve on the directorate, and
the other two members will be elected at the

next meeting. The president was empowered
to appoint a committee to formulate a set of

by-laws to govern the organization, and these

will be submitted and voted upon next month.

It was the consensus of opinion among the

members that the tone arm, motor, and portable

phonograph manufacturers of the country be

considered as eligible for membership in the

club, and those firms which have not already

been approached will be invited to communicate
with the officers named above.

At the next meeting a slogan will be adopted

which will tie up well with the name and pur-

pose of the organization and which will be used

on all club stationery and publicity. Definite

steps will be taken in the direction of pushing
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the "phonograph idea," and concerted action is

expected to result in broadcasting the name of

the organization, its aims and purpose.

At the close of the business session the meet-
ing was thrown open for discussion. Several

members spoke upon various phases of the talk-

ing machine industry, business conditions of the

present time, and the various ways in which
the Phonograph Manufacturers' Club could

serve for the betterment of the industry.

The following firms are charter members of

the Phonograph Manufacturers' Club: Wolf
Mfg. Industries, Quincy, 111.; Wizard Phono-
graph Co., Inc., Chicago, 111.; Perkins Phono-
graph Co., Chicago, 111.; Columbia Cabinet Co.,

Chicago, 111.; Vincennes Phonograph Co., Vin-

cennes, Ind. ; Anton Clementsen Co., Chicago,

111.; National Phonograph Mfg. Co., New York
City; Plymouth Phonograph & Radio Co., Ply-

mouth, Wis.; Eureka Talking Machine Co., Chi-

cago, 111.; Vitanola Talking Machine Co., Chi-

cago, 111.; General Phonograph Corp., New
York, N. Y.; Caswell Mfg. Co., Milwaukee,
Wis.; H. G. Saal Co., Chicago, 111.; Thomas
Mfg. Co., Dayton, O.

Mr. Otis, as president of the club, will con-

tinue to maintain his headquarters at 500 Diver-

sey Parkway. The next meeting is in April.

When thinking of Phonographs or Radio Cabi-

nets—REMEMBER

We manufacture a complete line of Portables,

Table Models, Uprights and Consoles.

We operate two large plants and build nothing

else.

NO ORDER TOO LARGE.

Employ over four hundred people, still working
full time on orders.

If you have any Phonograph or Radio Cabinet

Problems to solve—write, wire or phone us.

The Wolf Manufacturing Industries
(Established 1890)

Builders of "MASTERCRAFT" Phonographs and Radio Cabinets

QUINCY, ILLINOIS

Mohawk Electric Corp. to

Open Branch in New York

Chicago Radio Manufacturers to Establish Di-

rect Branch Office in Gotham Under the

Management of H. G. Cisin

The Mohawk Electric Corp., Chicago, manu-
facturer of the Mohawk radio receiver, will

shortly open a branch office in New York at

1400 Broadway, with H. G. Cisin as manager.

Mr. Cisin has been with the Mohawk organiza-

tion as advertising manager since the company
started and his appointment as New York man-
ager is in the nature of a well-deserved promo-
tion. In addition to the new office in New
York, the Mohawk Corp. maintains district sales

branches in Boston, St. Louis, Los Angeles, San

Francisco, Portland, Denver, Minneapolis, De-

troit and Cedar Rapids.

Manus Music Go. Chartered

The Manus Music Co., New York, has been

chartered at Albany with a capital stock of

$20,000. Incorporators are S. and A. Manus.

Asks Views of Business

on Census Distribution

Secretary of Commerce Hoover Requests Views
of Representatives of Industries on the Ad-
visability of Such a Census

Washington, D. C, April 7.—Representatives

of the various industries will shortly be asked

by Secretary of Commerce Hoover to state

their views regarding the advisability of taking

a census of distribution, recommended at a

meeting held in January under the auspices of

the United States Chamber of Commerce for

the purpose of discussing distribution problems

and costs.

The proposed census would include a survey

of stocks of various commodities held by re-

tailers and jobbers. The result of such an in-

vestigation would be to show the flow of goods

from manufacturer to consumer, and would sup-

plement the census of production which is now
being taken in many commodities by the Cen-

sus Bureau. Secretary Hoover will appoint a

committee to investigate the feasibility of

carrying on an investigation of the type pro-

posed.
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Aeolian Go. Closes Deal
for Twelve-story Building

New Structure to Be Erected at Fifty-fourth

Street and Fifth Avenue, New York City, to

House Company's Business

The Aeolian Co. announced on March 31 that

negotiations had been completed for the re-

moval of the company's headquarters from

Aeolian Hall on Forty-second street to a new
12-story building to be erected at the North-

cast corner of Fifty-fourth street and Fifth ave-

nue and on which the Aeolian Co. has taken a

sixty-three-year lease, the amount involved be-

ing close to $12,000,000.

The new building, which is expected to be

ready for occupancy in the Fall of 1926, will

The present Aeolian Hall was sold in Au-
gust of last year to the Schulte Retail Cigars

Corp., for a figure said to be in the neighbor-

hood of $6,000,000, and after it had been leased

to the F. W. Woolworth Co. for sixty-three

years, was sold by the Schulte interests some
weeks later at a profit of nearly $1,000,000.

The new move of the Aeolian Co. brings it

back again to Fifth avenue after a twelve-year

absence. The business was first established at

841 Broadway, and later moved to Twenty-third

street West of Fifth avenue. Twenty-three

years ago the company occupied a new build-

ing erected for it on Fifth avenue just above

Thirty-fourth street, and twelve years ago

moved to the present location.

Dayton Fan & Motor Go.

Prize Winners Announced

Only Five Out of Half Million Contestants

Give Correct Answers to Cross-word Puzzle

Proposed New Aeolian Building

be twelve stories high, designed in the Francis

I style, and with the necessary setbacks for the

upper stories as provided for by the zoning-

laws. The Aeolian Co. will occupy most of the

125,000 square feet of floor space in the build-

ing, the lower floors of which will be given over
to displays of pianos, phonographs, radio, and
other musical instruments. The entrance will

be on the corner and protected by an iron and
glass marquise, and on both sides of the en-

trance will be great show windows proportion-
ate in size to those in the present Aeolian Hall.

The structure will include an intimate recital

hall comparable in size to the space found in a

luxurious home.

The recent cross-word puzzle contest inau-

gurated by the Dayton Fan & Motor Co., in

advertising its Day-Fan radio receiving sets,

produced over half a million contestants out of

which only five sent in correct answers. The
winners were Roy W. Smith, 28 Gates avenue,

Montclair, N. J.; Howard R. Barton, 54 Frank-

lin street, Englewood, N. J.; Olive Rile, 534

Argyle road, Brooklyn, N. Y.
;
John F. Cameron,

814 Devon street, Arlington, N. J.; and Edward
B. Parker, 31 Hasbrouck place, Rutherford,

N. J. To these five contestants will be sent the

five prize Day-Fan radio sets.

The judges were Geo. L. Patterson, president

of Stanley & Patterson, electrical supply house;

Kenneth Groesbeck, president of Groesbeck,

Hearn & Hindle, Inc., advertising agency; Wm.
F. Hart, director of broadcasting station WHN,
and Clark R. Griffin, director of the advertising

department of the New York Sun, and their

work was made considerably easier by the dif

ficulty of the puzzle itself, and the fact that all

correct solutions were eligible for prizes.

New Jersey seems to be the home of cross-

word puzzle experts, since four of the five win-

ners hail from this State, and Greater New York
is represented only by Miss Olive Rile, of

Brooklyn.

To all contestants has gone a letter of thanks

for their interest in the competition and a cor-

rect copy of the solution of the puzzle, so that

they can let their friends struggle with some ol

the difficulties that confronted them.

A BRILLIANT PAST
A prospective customer asked a friend what he
knew about us. They have "A Brilliant Past,"
exclaimed the friend. Our present success
proudly stands on this record. May we add
your name to our list of satisfied customers?

Always insist on

DE LUXE NEEDLES
(BEST BY EVERY TEST)

Perfect Reproduction of Tone No Scratching Surface Noise

PLAYS 100-200 RECORDS
May We Send You Sample?

Duo-|one Company, Incorporated
Sole Manufacturers of De Luxe Needles

ANSONIA, CONN.
Price 3 for 30 Cents Liberal Trade Discounts

Gulbransen Dealers Gash
in on Effective Publicity

Francis Piano Co. Makes Ford an Advertising
Medium—Brown Music Co. Has Very Effec-

tive Gulbransen Message on Truck

E. A. Francis, of the Francis Piano Co., Gul-

bransen dealer of Galesburg, 111., believes in ad-

vertising consistently. The accompanying illus-

Gulbransen Baby on Francis Co. Ford
tration shows the famous Gulbransen baby cut-

out pasted to the back window of a Ford sedan

owned by Mr. Francis. The Brown Music

Co., of Reading, Pa., also a Gulbransen dealer,

evidently holds the same belief regarding ad-

vertising. The company truck, which resembles

Featuring Brunswick on Truck
a miniature house, carries a Gulbransen ad-

vertisement on the back and was seen in all

parts of Reading for a period of two weeks

during the Auto Show and the Builders' Ex-

hibition staged there recently.

R. W. Porter, Thompson
Executive, Concludes Trip

Robert W. Porter, vice-president and general

sales manager of the R. E. Thompson Mfg. Co.,

has returned to his desk after a three weeks'

visit covering all important points in the United

States and Canadian Middle West. Mr. Porter

feels very much encouraged over the progress

that the Thompson distributors are making in

the face of the present radio situation. The
Thompson policy calls for the rigid adherence

to those merchandising policies which have

worked out successfully with the higher grade

piano and phonograph dealers handling high-

grade radio apparatus as a musical instrument.

He feels that radio merchandising will develop

certain characteristics applying generally to it

with reference to the methods of sales, instal-

lations, servicing, etc., that perhaps other high-

grade musical instruments have not developed.

Henry S. Hall, of South Farms, Conn., has

announced plans for opening a new music store

in the Bank Block here. Alterations are at

present being made on the property to afford

suitable display space for a full stock of musi-

cal instruments and radio.
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Brunswick Go. Reports

Substantial Gain in 1924

Income Increased to $19.97 Per Share Last Year

—Radio an Important Factor

The net income of the Brunswick-Balke-Col-

lender Co. for 1924 was $2,801,000, equivalent,

after preferred dividends, to $19.97 a share on

the $12,375,000 common stock outstanding the

greater part of the year. This compares with

$2,513,000, or $17.63 a share in 1923.

"Realizing that the radio would necessarily

mean a close association in industry with the

phonograph," a letter to stockholders says, "we
last year entered into a very favorable agree-

ment with the Radio Corp. of America to mar-

ket their radio receiving sets' in combination

with the Brunswick phonograph, under the

trade name of 'Brunswick Radiola.'

"The resources and patents, together with the

laboratories of the Radio Corp. of America and

its affiliated institutions that make up the engi-

neering policies of the Radio Corp., greatly

simplify for us the future outlook for improve-

ments and developments in this field. This

friendly relationship between the Radio Corp.

and our company should necessarily react to

the advantage of our stockholders."

Gordon G. Sleeper on
Vacation in Europe

Gordon C. Sleeper, president of the Sleeper

Radio Corp., Long Island City, accompanied

by Mrs. Sleeper, sailed recently on board the

S. S. "De Grasse," of the French Line, for a

six-weeks' business and pleasure trip abroad.

Mr. Sleeper will devote considerable of his

time to the investigation of conditions in

France, England and Germany relative to the

manufacture, patents and recent inventions in

the radio field. H*e has an appointment to at-

tend a conference in Paris with a group of

radio engineers, with whom he has been in

communication for the last several years.

New Edison Organ Record

Among the more important releases of Edi-

son records is a new organ record which has al-

ready attained widespread popularity. The art-

ist is Fred Kinsley, of the New York Hippo-

drome. On one side of the record is the sacred

number, "Abide With Me," and on the other the

equally well-known sacred selection, "Lead,

Kindly Light."

Walter Scanlan, the popular Irish tenor, is

also included in the releases for the current

month. His record features on one side, "Rose

Marie," from the musical comedy of the same
name, and on the other, "All Alone," both of

which bid fair to be very popular.

Folder Features Popular

Hits on Odeon Records

Special and Timely Odeon Record Publicity

Issued by the General Phonograph Corp.

The Odeon division of the General Phono-
graph Corp. issued recently an attractive two-

colored folder, featuring the most popular hit

of the day, "O Katherina," which was recorded

for the Okeh library by Marek Weber and His

Orchestra. This record is meeting with a phe-

nomenal sale and Odeon dealers are featuring

it to advantage. This folder also lists other

popular records by the Marek Weber Orchestra

as well as selections by the Edith Lorand Or-

chestra, the Dajos Bela Orchestra and the

Odeon Symphony Orchestra.

An attractive three-colored hanger, which
1-

during the Easter season, features three Odeon
records in the Italian language from the "Pas-

sion Play." These records are making a par-

ticular appeal to music lovers during the Easter

season and the hanger has served to attract the

attention of passers-by to the dealers' windows.

The regular monthly hanger that will be is-

sued in the future by the Odeon record depart-

ment of the General Phonograph Corp. will

present in multi-colors the flags of the nations

whose records are listed on the hanger. This

innovation was started with the April list and
the dealers are keenly enthusiastic regarding the

sales value of the hanger. The flags show up
to splendid advantage and among the languages

featured on the hanger are the following: Ital-

ian, German, Polish Hungarian, Ukrainian, Rus-
sian, Mexican, Bohemian and Scandinavian.

These records are now handled by many deal-

las found popular favor among Odeon dealers ers with profit.

Big Profits in

UDELL RADIO CABINETS
With built-in

loud speaker unit

and horn.

THIS is just another

example of the rare

beauty of all Udell cab-

inets. No. 733 has space

for receiving set at top

and batteries below.
Handles receiving sets

up to 31 in. wide, 10 in.

high and 12 in. deep.

Removable back. Fin-

ished in brown mahog-
any with two-tone effect.

All Udell cabinets are

priced to make you at-

tractive dealer profits.

Complete illustrated
folder gladly mailed
upon request. Write for

your copy today!

THE UDELL WORKS, Inc.

28th St. at Barnes Ave. Indianapolis, Ind.
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for prompt shipment—
Sonora De Luxe Speaker - - $30
Sonora Portable Phonograph - $35
Order these nationally advertised business producers today — Phone F1TZR0Y 1446

GREATER CITY PHONOGRAPH CO., Inc., 234 W. 39th St., NewYork
SONORA DISTRIBUTORS NEW YORK CITY

Atwater Kent Announces
New Compact Model Radio

Model 20 Compact Has Extra Sales Appeal in

That All Unsightly Wires Are Eliminated and

Is Capable of Being Easily Moved About

Philadelphia, Pa., April 8.—A new Atwater

Kent five-tube set has been announced by the

Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., of this city. After a

careful analyzation of the market the Atwater

Kent Co. has found a certain class of prospec-

tive radio buyers desiring radio equipment that

is not only powerful, lasting and simple in con-

struction, but likewise unobtrusive when in-

stalled in the home.

As a result of this finding and in order to give

Atwater Kent dealers greater sales possibilities

than ever before, the new "Model 20 Compact"

has been presented. It is announced that the

"Model 20 Compact" has the identical selec-

tivity, volume and range of the regular Model
20. Another distinguishing feature of this set

in comparison with the other cabineted sets of

the Atwater Kent line is that the battery cable

is attached in such a way as to eliminate all

unsightly wires.

From the standpoint of the dealer it is

pointed out that it means lower freight rates,

economical packing, occupies less space on the

shelf, in display space or stockroom.

Globe Art Metal Mfg. Go.
Extends Its Activities

The Globe Art Metal Mfg. Co., 67 Winthrop
street, Newark, N. J., which has produced tone

arms and sound boxes for some of the largest

talking machine manufacturers in the country,

and which operates an extensive electro plat-

ing and polishing business, has greatly extended

its manufacturing activities so as to care for in-

creased demands for plating. This firm was es-

tablished in 190-5 and has large facilities for the

turning out of metal parts of every description.

In addition to tone arm parts it is making parts

for radio loud speakers and locks and hardware

for luggage. It is equipped to turn out all

goods made from base or precious metals.

Recently the Globe Co. introduced a specially

designed tone arm to be attached to the tone

chamber of any talking machine. This tone

arm fits any loud speaker unit and thereby,

makes available the amplifying chamber of the

talking machine for loud speaker purposes.

This company makes a specialty of electro

plating and polishing difficult metal productions.

Recently it has taken over an order for polish-

ing metal mesh, to be turned out in colors.

The principals of the Globe Art Metal Mfg.

Co. are active in the direct supervision of all its

production activities. Joseph Landsman, long

known in the talking machine trade as an ex-

pert plater, has direct supervision of plating and
polishing. S. W. Weiss is in charge of all

manufacturing.

Thos A. Edison Returning

Thomas A. Edison, head of Thomas A. Edi-

son, Inc., is expected back at Orange the latter

part of this month. For about two months the

famous inventor has been enjoying a well-de-

served vacation at his Winter home in Fort

Myers, Fla.

Eddy Clark Becomes a

Columbia Record Artist

The Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc., New
York, announced recently the addition to its

recording staff of Eddy Clark, well known in

Eddy Clark

vaudeville circles as an exceptionally proficient

ukulele player. Eddy has appeared on the legit-

imate stage as well as the big-time vaudeville

circuit, and he has been accorded an enthusi-

astic reception wherever he appeared. In addi-

tion to his ukulele playing, this popular artist

imitates the playing of a clarinet to yodeling,

and it is expected that his Columbia records

will meet with considerable favor.

Teletone Announces Panel

for Columbia Console 1-R

E. J. Madden, who recently purchased the

interests of Richard Spira in the Teletone Co.

of America, 449 West Forty-second street, New
York City, announces a newly designed radio

panel for special use with the new Columbia

Harmony console 1-R. This is also available

for Columbia 239-R.

The Teletone Co. of America has been re-

organized and it is arranging for enlarged ac-

tivities. Mr. Madden states that announce-

ment of its sales campaign and policies will be

made in the near future.

ALWAYS PIONEERING
Weston Radio
Plug—a 75c plug
that was the orig-
1 n a 1 automatic
device for chang-
ing instantly from
head-set to loud
speaker. Fits
Standard Jacks.
No tools needed.
Standard equip-
ment on national-
ly advertised loud
speakers.

Weston Table
Voltmeters
—ranges 0-7 point
5 to 0-150 volts.
Price, $13.50. Com-
pact, yet ol re-

markable Weston
accuracy. Hand-
s o m e Bakelite
case, Rugged and
Durable, of the
greatest value in
testing A and B
batteries using in-
significant current
to operate.

RADIO is a new field—in

proof of real performance.

Weston is an old name—in

electrical measuring experi-

ence. Pioneering since the real

beginning of the electrical

measurement art, Weston has

developed several radio "instru-

ments, tested them, proved

them, and found them practi-

cal, popular and of great use-

fulness. Accuracy in Radio

work or pleasure is insured by

their use.

Write for Circular "J"

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
190 Weston Ave., Newark, N. J.

STANbAftb.THE.WAftLIlAYER

Pioneers since188&
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Talking Machine and Radio
Men Elect New Officers

H. T. Leeming, of the Emerson Radio &
Phonograph Co., Delivered Interesting Ad-
dress—Report on Radio Conference

At the meeting of the Radio & Talking Ma-
chine Men, Inc., held at the Cafe Boulevard on

Wednesday, April 8, the chief business at hand

was the election of officers for the coming year.

Irwin Kurtz was, for the fifth time, elected to

the presidency of the association; A. Galuchie

was selected once more to act as treasurer, and

E. G. Brown was re-elected secretary. Sol Laz-

arus, who has done some excellent work for the

association, particularly in the handling of its

entertainments, was elected vice-president. The
divisional vice-presidents for the new year are

as follows: Aeolian, H. Duff; Brunswick,

Chester Abelowitz; Columbia, J. Tylkoff; Okeh,

J. Rose; Sonora, A. Bersin; Victor, N. Gold-

finger, and Radio, L. J. Rooney.

Mr. Kurtz's natural modesty and retiring dis-

position probably prevented him from being

present in person to again receive the honor

at the hands of his associates and as a result

J. H. Mayers, the vice-president, presided.

After introducing John H. Hunt, of White
Plains, one of the first presidents of the asso-

ciation, Curtis N. Andrews, R. F. Bolton and

some other guests, Mr. Mayers presented the

chief speaker of the evening in the person of

H. T. Leeming, of the Emerson Radio &
Phonograph Corp., who took occasion to re-

view the existing radio situation and expressed

the opinion that the trade would be stabilized

and would become a permanent factor. He
stated that the present chaotic condition was

due largely to the misjudging of the market by

certain manufacturers who were consequently

forced to unload surplus stocks, but stated that

this condition would give way to stabilization

in the near future.

Mr. Leeming expressed the opinion that

dealers in radio should devote themselves more
particularly to the sale of higher-priced sets,

which, in consequence of larger profit accruing,

provided a more adequate margin for service

charges. He stated that in very low-priced

outfits this margin was not sufficient to give

the dealer any leeway for profit. In the course

of his talk Mr. Leeming also gave some atten-

tion to the talking machine and record business

and its present status. His company distributes

Federal radio apparatus and accessories as well

as Emerson records.

The March Meeting

At the March meeting of the association, held

on March 25, a report was made on results of

a conference of radio manufacturers' representa-

tives called some days before by the president

of the association. It was stated that there

were several hours of frank discussion of trade

conditions in the course of which Mr. Kurtz

set forth his opinions as to what should and

should not be done by manufacturers in the in-

terests of their dealers.

A questionnaire was sent to each of the radio

manufacturers represented at the conference

asking for opinions on the advisability of an-

nouncing new models at only one certain period

of the year, limiting trade shows to one each

year in each city, and the forming of an asso-

ciation of radio manufacturers to remedy trade

conditions, possibly with a man at its head with

the powers of Landis in baseball, or perhaps

Kurtz in the local association. The results of

the questionnaires will be discussed at another

conference called by the association president

at the Hotel Pennsylvania on April 21.

Manufacturers' representatives at the recent

conference included: H. T. Melhuish, assistant

sales manager of the Radio Corp. of America;

Harry A. Beach, Eastern sales manager of the

phonograph division of the Brunswick-Balke-

Collender Co.; Arthur Freed, secretary, and

Alex. Eisemann, treasurer of the Freed-Eise-

mann Radio Corp.; Robert Harris, Eastern dis-

trict manager of the Adler Mfg. Co.; Gordon
C. Sleeper, president, and H. M. Van Cleef,

district manager of the Sleeper Radio Corp.;

O. W. Hendrickson, of the sales staff of David

W. Grimes, Inc.; S. O. Martin, president of the

Sonora Phonograph Corp.; Louis Gruen, vice-

president of the Federal Radio Corp.; James
Watters and J. C. Dittmers, of the Pathe

Phonograph & Radio Corp.; Herman A. Linde,

of F. A. D. Andrea, Inc.; Charles Lawson and

0. E. Marvel, of the Dayton Fan & Motor
Co.; W. H. Ingersoll, vice-president of the

DeForest Radio Corp.; W. T. Eastwood, adv.

mgr., H. A. Brennan and Benjamin Gross, rep-

resentatives of the Stromberg-Carlson Tel.

Mfg. Co.; E. E. Fink, general manager of the

Ware Radio Corp.; J. Griffith, of the Thompson
Radio Mfg. Corp.; C. C. Lauritsen, chief en-

gineer of the Colin B. Kennedy Corp.; Joseph

W. Jones and Col. S. H. Mapes, of the Joseph

W. Jones Radio Mfg. Co., and W. Gaynot, of

the Zenith Radio Corp.

At the March meeting the speakers included

1. P. Rodman, vice-president of the Garod

Corp., who dwelt briefly on the policies of his

company. He stated that the design of the

receiver manufactured was to suit the public

taste and was so made that the appeal of the

instrument would be readily apparent. The
tone quality of the Garod receiver is its chief

feature.

Commenting on the distributing policies of

the company, he stated that insofar as possible

the Garod products are wholesaled by those dis-

tributors who have established a high reputa-

tion, and who do not carry any competing
lines. He seconded the statement made earlier

at the meeting by H. A. Brennan and Benjamin
Gross, factory representatives for Stromberg-
Carlson Tel. Mfg. Co., that dealers should

really understand radio before attempting to

sell it, and they should lessen the number of

lines carried to three or four and give real

representation to the manufacturers.

A new music concern, called the Musical

Shop, has been opened at 635 Penn street,

Reading, Pa., by Carl and Leon Wittich.

Sell Radio Products of Reliability

Liberal

Profit

No
Risks

Li.t Price $150

Dealeri' Price $90

CABINET ONLY
List Price $90

Dealeri' Price $54

A 5 Tube Outfit in a Knickerbocker
Console Cabinet

THE OUTFIT of the FUTURE NOW
Setting a New Price Standard

FEATURES:

Quality, Built-in Loud Speaker, com-
plete with Jolly Unit of exceptional
tone quality. Center space contains
five-tube Knickerbocker Set. Ample
space at bottom for battery and
charger.

Positively the Finest Quality Wood
and Finish Ever Before Built in a

radio cabinet. Two-tone Diamond
Squares Mahogany or two-tone Butt
Walnut.

Please Note : Demand will far ex-

ceed the supply!

LIMITED JOBBING TERRITORY OPEN Order Sample NOW

KNICKERBOCKER
TALKING MACHINE CO.

831 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

RADIO DIVISION B. R. FORSTER, Special Representative
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Baltimore Trade Is

Enjoying Sales Gains
All Factors of the Trade Are Optimistic Over

the Outlook for Summer—Hub Furniture Co.

Opens Department—News of Month

Baltimore, Md., April 10.—The past month

showed considerable improvement over the

previous month in the talking machine busi-

ness and business generally is reported good,

especially in records. Jobbers here are rather

optimistic over the outlook for business this

Summer and retail dealers feel that the talk-

ing machine is again coming into its own. The
increase in business last month to a large ex-

tent can be attributed to the campaign put on

by the Victor Co. which spurred the other

dealers to new efforts and the town was can-

vassed in a more thorough and systematic man-
ner than for years,

Holds Formal Opening
The Hub Furniture Co., of Washington,

had a formal opening of its talking machine

department last month and special window dis-

plays of both talking machines and records

featured the occasion. The firm has seven lis-

tening rooms all on the first floor near the

front door and they are all handsomely equip-

ped with the latest appliances.

Many New Columbia Accounts

One of the most optimistic men in the busi-

ness here is W. H. Swartz, vice-president of

the Columbia Wholesalers, Inc., distributors of

the Columbia. "Business for the first three

months of the year has been very good," said

Mr. Swartz, "and closely approximates the re-

markable volume of business done the early

part of last year. Dealers in this territory are

enthusiastic over the additional discounts being

alPowed on certain Columbia models, and this

to a large extent accounts for the wonderful

business being done by Columbia dealers. Many
dealers have increased their outside sales force

during the past few months. The 25 per cent

discount on records is also having its effect

on sales and dealers everywhere in this terri-

tory are pushing the sale of records with ex-

cellent results.

"Tn line with the policy of the corporation

in granting franchises to the best and most
high-grade stores, the following firms have

been made Columbia dealers: Hub Furniture

Co., Washington, D. C; National Furniture Co.,

COLUMBIA
"The Best in Music"

The name "Columbia" stands for the best in

music. The list of Columbia New Process

Records includes the recently issued series of

Musical Masterworks (album sets of complete

symphonies, recorded in Europe by famous

orchestras, conducted by men of world-wide

reputation); the popular "hits" of the day;

foreign records in all important languages ; race

records by race stars; "fiddle" records by the

artists who are in demand. The best to be

had in music.

Let Us Serve You !

ColumtiaWhole
L.L.Andrews — Wm.H. Swartz '

ExclusivelyWholesale

205W Camden S t. , Baltimore, Md.

salersjl

r
1C.

Washington, D. C. ;
Holloway Bros., Charlotte,

Va.
;
Levy Furniture Co., Roanoke, Va.; Har-

low, Wilcox & Co., Petersburg, Va. ; Grand
Piano Co., Roanoke, Va. ;

Winfree, Strother Co.,

Lynchburg, Va. ; Weldon Furniture Co.; Wel-
don, N. C. ;

Phillips Furniture Co., Ahoshi, N.

C; Clinchfield Corp., Clinchfield, N. C; Com-
munity Music Parlor, Harrisburg, Va.; and a

number of other smaller houses. All of them
have put in a complete line of Columbias and
records."

Bright Outlook for Brunswick

Chas. F. Shaw, manager of the local branch

of the Brunswick Co., is another man who
holds optimistic views on the outlook for both

the phonograph and the combination phono-

graph-radio. "Business continues to show a

very gratifying increase," he said, "and I can see

no reason why it should not continue to do so

tight along now. Dealers generally are show-
ing more co-operation with the jobber with the

result that there is a more united effort to

FAST SERVICE TO THE SOUTH

From Pennsylvania
to Florida

COLUMBIA WHOLESALERS, Inc., is known
as the Radio Distributor with a real cooperative
dealer service and merchandising plan.

The ONLY DISTRIBUTOR in the South with
an exclusive dealership proposition.

FADA
CROSLEY
MAGNAVOX
(Exclusive Distributors)

Distributors of

PHILCO (Radio and Automotive) THOROLA
BURGESS KING CHARGERS
BRACH APCO
TOWERS SCIENTIFIC

(
E,ciu8ive> CUNNINGHAM

Columbia Wholesalers, Inc.
WHOLESALE ONLY

205 W. Camden St. Baltimore, Md.

reach the buying public than has been the case

before.

''The Baltimore branch feels proud of the

fact that through Bernard J. Foy, of Foy Inc.,

one of our Washington dealers, it has placed a

Brunswick- Radiola No. 260 in the White House.

The machine was the gift of a number of

friends of Everett Sanders, secretary to the

President, in his home town of Terre Haute,

Ind., and was presented to him by Will H.

Hays, former Postmaster General.

H. H. Beach, Eastern sales manager of the

Brunswick Co., spent several days in the Balti-

more territory the first part of the month, vis-

iting a number of places here and in Washing-
ton.

Dealers' Drives Create Sales

Boggs, Rice & Co., of Bristol, Va., recently

conducted an advertising campaign using about

fifteen small papers throughout the section and
report excellent results, having orders for

records from as far as California and Alaska.

The Laurens Music Shop, of this city, has

built up a record mail order business by per-

sonal letter system and has a mailing list of

some 4,000 phonograph owners, all of whom
are circularized with splendid results.

Lester B. Harvey, of Appomattox, Va., in

writing to the Columbia Wholesalers, reports

great success on the $200, $250 and $300 ma-
chines in a "trade-in" canvass of his territory.

Sales of the old-time tune records which

have been all the rage in Virginia and North
Carolina continue unabated, Benefield, Mot-
ley & Co., Columbia dealers in Danville, having

sold nearly 5,000 of these records already.

F. H. Espey Recovered

F. H. Espey, Virginia representative of the

Brunswick Co., who has been confined to the

hospital for the past month with an attack of

pneumonia, is again back on the job and re-

ceiving the congratulations of many friends in

the business on his recovery.

Cohen & Hughes Buy Building

Cohen & Hughes, Inc., have taken title to

their large and commodious building at Cathe-

dral and Eager streets and after extensive im-

provements will move from their present lo-

cation on West Saratoga street. The building

represents an investment of over $100,000 and

about $10,000 will be spent in remodeling the

place for the growing needs of this concern.

The following radio firms have filed articles

of incorporation with the State Tax Commis-
sion: The ,Russell Radio Corp., 1429 Maryland
avenue; capital stock, $100,000; incorporators:
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John A. Lemleux, Arthur Russell and Harry
E. Sterans, Jr.

Jones Radio Mfg. Corp., 419 North Eutaw
street; capital stock $200,000; incorporators:

Winters Jones, H. H. Jones, Jr., Philip Gerlach.

Victor Drive Big Success

The Victor Talking Machine Co.'s selling

campaign in Baltimore last month was a big

success and far exceeded all expectations of

both jobbers and dealers.

"Have You a Victrola?" became almost a

household word and it was extensively used all

over the city both in newspaper and window
display advertising.

"It simply proves that radio has not hurt the

sale of talking machines and business is there

if the dealers will go after it," declared W. C.

Roberts, manager of E. F. Droop & Sons, Vic-

tor jobbers.

The campaign was brought to close with a

dinner given by the Victor Co. to the dealers of

Baltimore at the Southern Hotel on April 2

and at the close of the dinner the distribution

of prizes and dancing followed. Miss Edna
Jenkins, of the Mueller Music Store, carried off

first honors and was crowned "Queen of the

Victor salesmen and saleswomen of Baltimore."

Other prizes were divided among four girls

and three men, as follows: J. Popp, of the

Mueller Music Store, $120; M. Lewis, of Berlin

& Lewis, $70; L. J. Driscoll, of the Peabody
Piano Co., $45; Miss Margaret C. Roszell and
Miss Bessie Weisman, of Hochschild, Kohn &
Co.; Miss Priscilla Jacobi, of the Kranz-Smith,

Sanders Stayman Co. and Miss Helen Robert-

son, of the Talking Machine Shop, each $20.

Speakers were F. K. Dolbeer, sales manager
of the Victor Co., John G. Paine, of the legal

department of the company, and William Tow-
son Davis, of Baltimore, field manager.
Among those at the guest table were C. K.

Garrison, of Philadelphia, and William A. Eisen-

brandt, Alexander S. Eisenbrandt, William Biel,

William C. Roberts and I. Son Cohen, Balti-

more jobbers.

Standardyne Radio Sets

Installed in Hotel Suites

Console Type Standardyne Receivers Chosen by

Biltmore Management to be Installed in

Every Suite—Guests Express Approval

The Standardyne radio receiver, manufac-

tured by the Standard Radio Corp., Worcester,

Mass., has been selected for installation in the

guest rooms of the famous Hotel Biltmore,

New York. Folowing a careful survey of the

available radio sets on the market, during which

time careful tests were made concerning

smoothness, selectivity, ease of operation and

distance reception, the Biltmore management
decided that the Standardyne met their ex-

acting requirements, with the result that nego-

tiations were immediately started for the pur-

pose of installing in every suite in the hotel a

five-tube radio tuned frequency Standardyne

receiver.

The console type was chosen by the Biltmore

for its various suites, comprising a graceful

and distinctive piece of cabinet furniture in

which all of the necessary accessories pertain-

ing to the set are carefully concealed and com-
pactly placed. The use of an outside aerial

has been entirely dispensed with, the entire

wiring consisting of a hidden ground running

from the back of the cabinet to the radiator

and the aerial is supplanted by a 30-foot length

of wire concealed under the carpet.

In view of the lack of outside aerial, loops

or other devices in connection with the Stand-

ardyne receiver in the Biltmore Hotel, it is con-

sidered especially remarkable that many distant

stations have been received by several of the

guests.

The Standardyne is the product of the Stand-

ard Radio Corp., of Worcester, Mass., an or-

ganization sponsored by Ben W. Fink, Eugene
Morse, Walter Rice and other prominent busi-

ness men of the city of Worcester. In a fac-

tory, which now embraces four floors and em-

ploys five hundred people, this company is turn-

ing out more than two thousand Standardyne

receivers each week. One of the most distinct-

ive features of Standardyne is its reacted cir-

cuit, a patented feature of the receiver, which

is said to absolutely prevent distortion and os-

cillation. Aside from this commendable qual-

ity, this receiver is presented to the public in

a cabinet of particularly beautiful design, with

Buster Keaton and His Standardyne

unusually large tuning dials making for ease of

operation.

The installation of this receiver in all of the

suites of the Biltmore Hotel marks a distinctive

innovation in the use to which radio has been
put since its remarkable development during the

past few years and plans are now being formu-
lated by the Standard Radio Corp. looking

toward the installation of Standardyne in

at least one leading hotel in every principal city

in the United States.

The management of the New York Biltmore
has expressed itself as particularly delighted

with the performance of this set and has re-

ceived many complimentary comments from
the guests, who have taken advantage of Stand-
ardyne to while away what otherwise proved
dull periods during the day and night.

"TfowY&rks Loading 'Radio House

THE SYMBOL OF SERVICE

Distributors for:

Alden Mfg. Co.

("Na-ald")

Allen Bradley Electric

Co.

American Transformer

Co.

L. S. Brach
Cornish Wire Co.

Crosley Radio Corp.

Chaslyn Co.

Como Apparatus Co.

Daven Radio
Diamond State Fibre

Dubilier Cond. & Radio
Corp.

Eby Mfg. Co.

General Radio
Jewell Elect. Instrument

Colin B. Kennedy
King Electric

Lopez Low-Loss Tuner
Manhattan Electric Sup-

ply Co.

Mitchell-Rand
R. Mitchell & Co. ("Se-

ar-de")

Mueller Electric

Multiple Electrical

Products
National Carbon (E. R.

Batt)

Pacent Electric

Premier Electric

Radio Corp. of America
Sterling Mfg. Co.

Testrite Inst. Co.

U. S. Tool Co., Inc.

Ward-Leonard
Western Electric Co.

Weston Electrical Inst.

Better Service—More Sales

Increased sales depend to a large extent upon whether

or not jobbers can supply orders on time.

Many sales are lost simply because dealers are unable

to obtain prompt shipment on popular standard lines.

Customers buy when the spirit moves them—it pays

to be prepared—be sure of your jobber service.

Our dealer service—a result of trucks, improved

methods of shipment, and the entire organization, will

prove a great help in any dealer's business.

Our service is at your call. Let us help you sell stand-

ard products.

Wholesale Distributors only

CONTINENTAL RADIO & ELECTRIC CORPN.
Fifteen Warren Street New York, U. S. A.
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A. H. Hardke, Starr and
Gennett Dealer, Reopens

Formal Opening of Renovated Establishment

Meets With Gratifying Sales Results—Carries

Starr Line of Instruments Exclusively

Manitowoc, Wis., April 7.—The music store of

A. H. Hardke, 931 South street, was recently

completely remodeled and enlarged. This en-

terprising dealer carries the Starr line of pho-

nographs and pianos and Gennett records ex-

clusively and has met with such success with

this line in the three years which he has been

carrying it that he is firmly convinced he

has the ideal line. The formal opening of the

renovated store was held the latter part of last

SHELTON ELECTRIC CO.

THE SHELTON
Electric Motor
The "Simplicity" electrifies Victor,
Edison and Columbia phonographs
by simply taking off winding handle
and placing motor against turn-
table. Automatic switch in motor
operated when the turntable is

started or stopped. Operating on
AC or DC current of 110 volts.
Specify type of current when
ordering.

THOMPSON AND MANLE Y STREETS
LONG ISLAND CITV. N. Y.

design, development and perfection of certain

radio devices, which are said will contribute

materially to the further development of radio.

Mr. Lecault, who has been a frequent contribu-

tor to radio publications, was formerly research

engineer with the French Signal Corps Labora-

tories. He has worked on radio telephotog-

raphy, also on transmitting pictures by wire

while assisting Mr. Belin, the French inven-

tor. Mr. Lecault plans to take an early trip

to Europe for the purpose of noting the most
recent developments abroad.

Remodeled A. H. Hardke Store
month and the sales resulting therefrom were
most gratifying. Representative Kiefer, of the

Starr Piano Co., was on hand to assist in lining

up sales at the opening, the attendance at which
was very satisfactory.

J. Abrahams a Grand-dad

Philadelphia, Pa., April 9.—J. Abrahams,

president of the Philadelphia Badge Co., this

city, is receiving the congratulations of his

many friends in the trade upon the recent birth

of a young grandson. Mr. and Mrs. Abrahams
journeyed to Brooklyn to attend the christen-

ing and brought back to Philadelphia many
glowing accounts of the sterling qualities of the

new arrival.

Robert E. Lecault With
the Phenix Radio Corp.

The Phenix Radio Corp., 5 Beekman street,

New York City, manufacturer of the Ultradyne,
announces that Robert E. Lecault, the famous
radio engineer, has been appointed chief en-

gineer. His entire time will be devoted to

J. A. Sherman's Larger Post

John A. Sherman, who, for some time past,

has been manager of the phonograph order and

service department of Thomas A. Edison, Inc.,

has also been made, during the past few weeks,

manager of the record order and service de-

partment, thereby taking over the duties for-

merly fulfilled bv William O'Shaughnessy, who
recently resigned.

VICTOR WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS

The man who is care-

less about making
promises is usually as

careless about fulfill-

ing them.

BLACKMAN andDEPENDABILITY

ONE SUGGESTS THEOTHER

New Brandes Table Talker
to Be Placed on Market

Latest Model of Popular Brandes Table Talker
Embodies a Number of New Features—Is Ad-
justable and Gives Better Reproduction

C. Brandes, Inc., New York, manufacturer
of the Brandes matched tone headsets and
Brandes table talker loud speaker, recently an-

New Brandes Table Talker

nounced the new adjustable Brandes Table

Talker which the company is ready to place

upon the market. The new product departs

in a number of particulars from the old type

of Brandes table talker and embodies a num-
ber of new and improved features. In addition

to the fact that the speaker is adjustable, the

fibre horn is goose neck in shape and gives

much better reproduction than the ordinary

straight neck horn. The adjustment lever is

located at the back of the base in an incon-

spicuous place and yet in a very convenient

position. All adjustments can be made without

changing the position of the speaker. The
horn over all is 18 inches high with a 10-inch

bell. It is finished in a neutral shade of dark

brown and has a felt padded base. No extra

batteries are required for operation and it is

furnished with a 5-foot polarity indicating cord.

"Silent Salesman" Appears

The Federal Telephone Manufacturing Corp.,

Buffalo, N. Y., has just issued a "Silent Sales-

man," comprising an effective large-sized dis-

play sheet, showing the latest types of Federal

sets, as well as some of the Federal parts, which

are popular throughout the industry. The sets

shown include the Federal types 141, 142, 143

and 144, and among the parts illustrated are

loud speakers, battery cabinets, head phones,

transformers, condensers, etc.

AUTOMATIC LID SUPPORT
Finished in Nickel and Gold

Samples on request

Patented Dec. 9, 1919; Oct. .25, 1921;
Nov. 7, 1922. Canada Applied.

The Most Dependable Lid Support on the Market

Star Machine & Novelty Co.^'^X^VT"'
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Industrial Activity in Salt Lake City
Continues to Be Reflected in Business

Trade Leaders Are Looking for a Continuation of Good Business and Plans Are Under Way
to Make the Most of the Opportunity— All Lines Moving in Satisfactory Manner

Salt Lake City, Utah, April 6.—The indus-

trial situation continues excellent. The build-

ing trades are especially active this year; the

banks are in good shape; the metal mining and
smelting industries are nourishing; the livestock

business is prosperous; in fact, every essential

industry is doing well. Unemployment is down
to a minimum. Leaders in the phonograph
business and the music business generally are

looking for the balance of the year to be good
to them.

R. F. Perry, of the local branch of the Bruns-

wick Co., who has just returned from a three

weeks' visit to Idaho, reports business as satis-

factory there. Mr. Perry says the Brunswick
Radiola, selling from $200 up, is the leading

line right now. He was delighted with the way
it was taking with the public, he said. While
away Mr. Perry appointed two new Brunswick
agents, J. W. Hoopes, of Brigham City, and
the Rexall Drug Co., of Soda Springs.

Before these lines reach the printer this cit>

will be crowded with many thousands of vis-

itors from all sections of the Mountain States,

and from as far distant as Canada and Mexico,
on account of the great Mormon Conference.

One important Salt Lake music house has

started a door-to-door campaign. The man-
ager of this firm observed that it is not only the

actual business done by the solicitor, but the

general advertising inevitable with such a cam-
paign that makes door-to-door work profitable.

The Provo Holding Co. has been organized at

Provo with Phil Heilbut as president. The
company has been formed for the purpose of

purchasing certain stock belonging to O. G.

Bates, of the Bates Stores Co. Mr. Heilbut

has been in charge of the company's phono-
graph department.

Salt Lake City's Music Week is-scheduled for

May 3-10.

Phonograph records are to be available soon
reproducing the voice of Quiance, well-known
Utah Indian singer and orchestra leader. Qui-

ance has a fine baritone voice. He is leader of

ihe Ute Bear Dance.

The Jones Phonograph Store at Washington
avenue, Ogden, has a permanent radio depart-

ment now.

The general officers of the Daynes-Beebe Mu-
sic Co. are now on the mezzanine floor, having

been moved from the second floor. This has

necessitated the moving of the radio depart-

ment to space formerly occupied by the pri-

vate offices of President Daynes and Miss

White, his secretary.

The Fisher Music Co. on East Broadway has

installed a radio department.

The Beesley Music Co., damaged on Christ-

mas morning last by a fire that swept half the

block in which is is located, has been com-
pletely remodeled.

A. M. Magoon, Duluth, Minn., has been ap-

pointed manager of the phonograph department

of the Consolidated Music Co., succeeding

Chas. King, who is now with the credit depart-

ment of the company. Mrs. Viola Williams

who had charge of the record department under
Mr. King, is now in California.

A Federal judge, sitting in the local United
States District Court, last week ruled that city

authorities have no right to levy a tax on out-

side salesmen soliciting from door-to-door. The
case arose when the representative of a Cin-

cinnati, O., firm refused to pay a daily fee of

$5 or $30 a month. He was put in jail until re-

leased by order of the Federal Court. The
judge declared only Congress had a right to

regulate interstate commerce. He said the

demanding of a bond for the faithful per-

formance of a contract when required by com-
munities of outside salesmen without regard to

the amount of business done was even worse
than the license tax.

J. Newcomb Blackman Back
From Visit to Southland

J. Newcomb Blackman, president of the

Blackman Talking Machine Co., New York,

Victor wholesaler, returned to his desk recently

after spending several weeks in the South. Mr.

wholesaler and well known in the talking ma-
chine trade.

During the course of the trip on the boat Mr.
Blackman met B. J. Faeth, head of the Victor

department of Winterroth & Co., New York,

and for many years active in retail circles. Mr.
Blackman persuaded Mr. Faeth to pose for a

photograph, which is shown herewith, and inci-

dentally the background for this picture is a

cemetery, although Mr. Blackman points out

that he and Mr. Faeth were forced to use this

scenery by necessity and not by choice. Mr.
Blackman also qualified as a fisherman de luxe

and the accompanying illustration will give

some idea of his powers as a disciple of 5 i r

Izaak Walton.

Evidence of a Good Time
Blackman was accompanied by Mrs. Blackman

on this trip, and after visiting Jacksonville, Fla.,

they spent some time at Port Sewell and Miami.

At Jacksonville they were the guests of French

Nestor, head of the French Nestor Co., Victor

Standard Metal Mfg. Go.
Designs Cabinet Horns

The Standard Metal Mfg. Co., whose factory

and executive offices are at Chestnut, Jefferson

and Malvern streets, Newark, N. J., has been
producing metal horns of all descriptions for

use in sound amplification for the past quarter

of a century. This company is now specializ-

ing in original designs, styles and shapes of

metal horns for cabinet loud speakers, turning

out these products for some of the leading

talking machine and radio manufacturing or-

ganizations.

The horns of the Standard Metal Mfg. Co.

are all made sound proof through a special

coating on the metal and this assures volume
and celar tone. The company's products have

achieved prestige as the result of quality.

Radio Horns
Of Every Description

Cabinet Horns a Specialty

Illustrated are a few of the styles and shapes

for cabinets which we have designed.

25 YEARS' EXPERIENCE designing and

manufacturing sound amplifiers placed on

your work.

All horns sound proof coated for full

volume and clear tone

Tell us your requirements. We will give

special designs and figures—Particulars free.

STANDARD METAL MFG. CO.
Chestnut - Jefferson - Malvern Sts.

NEWARK, N. J.
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P. L. Deutsch Outlines Summer Sales

Possibilities for Brunswick Radiolas

Vice-President and General Manager of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. Tells of Conditions

and Improvements Which Eliminate the Sales Difficulties of Former Years

We arc all vitally interested in facts which

pertain to Brunswick Radiola business during

Ihe late Spring, Summer and early Fall months.

For this reason, the writer lias exercised more

than ordinary care in carefully investigating

the conditions which will surround radio recep-

tion during the Summer. How well will your

Rrunswick Radiolas sell during the warmer

months? What degree of success will dealers

have in demonstrating these instruments in

May, June, July and August? These are prob-

lems which have confronted us and prompted

our investigation.

After consideration of the existing facts we

P. L. Deutsch

have arrived at the opinion that- sales of Bruns-

wick Radiolas during this period will be very

gratifying.

The only possible difficulty that would be en-

countered in selling Brunswick Radiolas during

the warmer months hinges upon their ability

to perform.- This in turn is directly dependent

upon broadcasting conditions. It is a known
fact that radio reception is more difficult during

warm weather than when the atmosphere is

cool, and unless something out of the ordinary

is done during the Summer, satisfactory demon-
strations will not always be possible.

There are, however, three fundamental im-

provements in the broadcasting situation which

will overcome the difficulties presented to

proper demonstrations. The first of these is the

use of increased power by broadcasting sta-

tions. We quote an article which appeared in

the Chicago Herald-Examiner on March 15:

"The United States Government,

as the whole radio world knows,

has taken steps to insure good re-

ception during the coming Sum-

mer. The Department of Com-
merce has permitted the establish-

ment of vastly greater power in

many stations, and this means that

many stations will have sufficient

power to overcome atmospheric re-

sistances and disturbances which

are usually associated with warm
weather radio reception.

"Not only that, but receiving sets

are to-day better than they have

ever been. Uniformly good recep-

tion, local and distant stations, un-

der all weather conditions, is far in

advance of performance two years

ago, or, for that matter, a year ago.

"Therefore, taking all conditions

into consideration, the radio man-
ufacturer and dealer, and the radio

set owner, should be gleeful over

the Summer prospect. Those sta-

tions using power of five kilowatts

should come through Summer at-

mosphere in excellent form; and
there will be manv of them."

The second improvement is the increased

number of stations. The evolution of radio

broadcasting during the past two years has

been marked by the installation and registra-

tion of a great many new stations. To-day, in

Ihe ordinary location, one finds two, three, four

or five broadcasting stations operating in his

immediate vicinity. This factor insures radio

reception to present owners of Brunswick Ra-

diolas, as well as to prospective purchasers.

The third thing to consider is the fact that

chain station relaying has become a regular fea-

ture of broadcasting. This means that distance

is eliminated in a great many instances. You
have a definite illustration of the relay plan in

the broadcasting of the Brunswick Hour of

Music. The artists appeared before the micro-

phone in the Recording Laboratories through

direct connection with WJZ, New York. The
program, however, is "relayed" over a chain of

stations, including WRC, Washington; WGY,
Schenectady; KDKA, Pittsburgh, and KYW,
Chicago. In other words, the relay plan in ef-

fect makes the distant station local, as far as

the radio listener is concerned.

With these facts before us, the oncoming

months can well be agreeably contemplated.

In addition to satisfactory Summer reception

with the Brunswick Radiola, the instrument of-

fers continued attractiveness from the angle of

its effectiveness as a phonograph. There will

be numbers of people who will entertain on

their porches this Summer by the means of the

Brunswick Radiola. Most Brunswick Radiolas

can easily be moved to the porch or the lawn,

or from one room to another, a great con-

venience and a good talking point.

Well-known Music Houses
Job Silver Voice Speakers

Many Talking Machine Distributors Included

in List of Radiotive Corp.'s Wholesalers

The Radiotive Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y., manu-
facturer of Silver Voice loud speakers, has been

meeting with exceptional success in the mer-
chandising of its products throughout the

talking machine trade. Among the prominent

wholesale music jobbers at present distributing

the Silver Voice speaker are the Cheney Sales

Corp.; Musical Instrument Sales Co.; Silas E.

Pearsall Co., of New York City; Cohen &
Hughes, Inc., of Philadelphia, Washington and
Baltimore; M. Steinert & Sons, of Boston;

Collings & Co., of Newark; Cleveland Talking

Machine Co., Cleveland,.©.; Ludwig Hommel &
Co., of Pittsburgh, Pa.

The Silver Voice loud speaker differs radi-

cally from the average unit and has been con-

structed on entirely new principles, according

to Charles W. Neumeister, general sales mana-
ger of the Radiotive Corp., who says:

"Lambert Schmidt, president of the company
and inventor of Silver Voice, is known among
the leaders of the industrial and electrical pro-

fession and recognized as an inventor of prom-

inence. In developing the Silver Voice he has

departed entirely from the telephone pipe unit

which has been so generally used.

"Starting with^the diaphragm we find a de-

parture from the metallic type and instead have

one of silk, treated with a special composition

and scientifically corrugated, with a view to an

even distribution of vibration of all frequencies.

Among the many features of this unit is the

absence of any necessity for adjustment and the

fact that there is no polarity to worry about

when attaching it to a receiving set. Mr.

Schmidt not only confined himself to the per-

fection of the interior of the unit but even

went to the extent of engaging an artist sculp-

tor to design a horn and base that would har-

monize with the most exclusive surroundings.

The inside of the horn is finished in mahogany,

and the outside gray. The base is finished in

silver and black. There is only one model of

the horn, although a separate unit is made to

fit any standard make of talking machine."

The Kameraphone Corp., New York, was re-

cently incorporated at Albany to make radio

apparatus, with a capital stock of 200 shares

of common stock of no par value. The incor-

porators are J. Entel, L. Rothschild, P. Fried.

PROTECT YOUR RECORDS BY USINO

THE ORIGINAL TEN TIME NEEDLE
(EACH HEECLE GU»R»NmO TO PLKTEH RECORDS ON ANY PHONOGRAPH*

tACH NEEDLE CHEM-

ICALLY TREATtDTO

PROLONG THE LIFE

OF YOUR RECORDS

A PACKAGE OF
SO NEEDLES

EQUIVALENT TO
500 ORDINARY
STEEL NEEDLES

EXTRA LOUO MEDIUM

150% PROFIT
on WALL-KANE NEEDLES

The only needle recognized as the original 10-record

needle, established for over ten years, put up in

handsome displays that sell themselves.

WALL-KANE NEEDLE MANUFACTURING CO., inc.

3922 14th Avenue Brooklyn, N. Y.

Special prices on

JAZZ, CONCERT and PETMECKY NEEDLES
The New Display Case Holding 100 Packages Assorted
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New England Retail Trade Is Looking

for Steadily Increasing Sales Growth
Improvement in the Sale of Records Is Especially Noticeable—Plans for Second Annual Music

Week Nearing Completion—Distributing Plan of Steinert-Eastern° Interests—The News

Boston, Mass., April 9.—There is some improve-

ment noticed in the sale of records these past

few weeks, but the demand for machines and

radio has shown little strength. The record

demand is about equally divided, so say dealers

and jobbers, between the work of the great

vocal and instrumental artists, whose reproduc-

ing is of the higher standard, and the dance

numbers and ballads by the popular artists.

The trade looks for an increasing demand as

the Spring comes along.

Music Plans Near Completion

Everything is working out nicely for the

proper observance of Boston's second music

week, from May 3 to 9, to be staged under the

direction of the Boston Civic Music Festival.

Percy Lee Atherton has been made general

chairman and on the committee are Governor

Fuller, Mayor Curley, the Governor's Council

and the City Council, John P. Marshall, of Bos-

ton University, Professor Walter R. Spalding,

of Harvard University, Mrs. William Arms
Fisher, members of the Vincent Club and the

Junior League and prominent business men of

the city. On this year's program are a band

parade and conclave at the Arena by bands

from all over New England; a concert at Sym-

phony Hall, to be participated in by 2,000 chil-

dren, a public banquet at the Boston Chamber
of Commerce, a production of "Aida" at the

Boston Opera House, a choir conclave in which

churches of Greater Boston will have part.

Contributions to defray incidental expenses are

coming in generously, and the City of Boston

has made a good appropriation to purchase in-

struments for the founding of new school or-

chestras, or to enlarge those already existing.

Steinert-Eastman Distribution Plan

The latest chapter in the M. Steinert & Sons-

Eastern Talking Machine Co. arrangement rel-

ative to the wholesaling of the Victor product

is that the Eastern Co., with its efficient ma-

chinery, will hereafter handle the wholesale end

of the business and the Steinert house, while

still being the holding company, will retire al-

together from this end of the business. This

new arrangement is made largely in the inter-

est of economy and efficiency and Henry Shoe-
maker, who has been manager of the Eastern

Co.'s business almost since it was located at

85 Essex street, continues in this post. The
Steinert wholesale Victor account has been

transferred to the Eastern Co. and all stock of

machines and records now at 35 Arch street

were shipped to the Essex street headquarters

within the past week. The Arch street store

will continue as wholesale radio headquarters.

Meanwhile the officers are the same as already

announced a few weeks ago. Both the Steinert

and the Eastern companies have sent out no-

tices to the trade announcing this new arrange-

ment which went into effect the end of March.
The Steinert company will continue to retail

Victor merchandise from its Boylston street

store as heretofore and also is handling radio

outfits.

Now associated with the Eastern Co. in its

new atmosphere is Herman Fleischman, for-

merly of the field staff of the Steinert Co., who
will cover Rhode Island, northern Massachu-
setts and southern New Hampshire. Edward
P. Johnson, who has been with the Eastern Co.,

has had his territory somewhat rearranged, and
will look after western Massachusetts, Hart-

ford and neighboring places, and Springfield.

Another who has gone from the Steinert forces

to the Eastern is Charles Von Euw.
One of the unfortunate features attendant

upon the retirement of M. Steinert & Sons from
the wholesale Victor field is the resignation of

Kenneth E. E. Reed, who for fifteen years has

been identified with this house and in that time

has become widely known. Mr. Reed has been

sales manager for the house for the last eight

years. The trade with which he was so long

pleasantly associated will be glad to know that

he has several business offers under considera-

tion which may eventually place him in a posi-

tion where he can still continue to serve his old

associates in some line.

Improvement in Columbia Business

It is pleasant to record the fact that the Co-

lumbia Co. is getting back a goodly number of

its old accounts and Manager Parks, of the New
England department, is regularly in receipt of

letters and personal calls which are in the na-

ture of overtures for a resumption of relations.

The Columbia Co. has just had some Portu-

guese recordings made and these records are

proving good sellers, especially in the mill cities

such as Fall River, New Bedford, Lowell, etc.

Mr. Parks has just returned from a trip to

points in Maine such as Portland and Lewiston,

and he is greatly pleased with the turn business

has taken.

B. R. Hassler a Visitor

B. R. Hassler, sales manager of the Kennedy
Radio Corp., was a Boston caller a few days

ago, making his headquarters at A. C. Erisman's

Tremont street establishment. While here he

told his friends some vivid stories of the tor-

nado, which it seems came within a few miles

of Salem, Ind., where the Strand machines are

made and which are carried by Mr. Erisman.

Mr. Hassler, on his return, planned to make
stops at Cleveland, Chicago and other places

before reaching St. Louis.

George W. Lyle a Visitor

George W. Lyle, president of the Manufac-
turers Phonograph Co., which makes the Strand,

was a Boston visitor for a few days the latter

part of March. He spent most of his time with

Mr. Erisman.

Boston Radio Exposition in November
The growth and stabilization of the radio in-

dustry is well indicated by the progress of plans

for the fifth annual Boston Radio Exposition, to

be held in the Mechanics Building, during the

week of November 30. Already a great deal of

space has been booked by exhibitors. The exposi-

tion is under the direction of Sheldon Fairbanks.

Henri DuQuesne With Steinert

One of the newcomers to Boston to become
attached to the wholesale radio department of

M. Steinert & Sons is Henri DuQuesne, of

Montreal, Canada. In the latter city he was
the managing director of Radio, Ltd., for two
years. His duties here will comprise the terri-

(Continued on page 144)

Prepare for Vacation Time
In a few weeks the annual vacation season will be-

gin with its demand for portable Victrolas and supplies

of records of lighter music for cottage, bungalow and

camp.

Are your stocks in proper shape to meet this

summer demand?

OLIVER DITSON CO.

BOSTON, MASS.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO.

NEW YORK
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tory of Greater Boston, Newport, Fall River

and New Bedford. He is familiar with the ra-

dio proposition and is sure to make friends fast.

Another who will henceforth devote his atten-

tion to the wholesale radio department with the

Steinert house is Emmet Ryan, who has for

some time devoted his attention to the Victor

line here.

A. W. Chamberlain Makes Change in Boston
A. W. Chamberlain, well known throughout

the New England talking machine trade, has

just been placed in charge of the Boston offices

of Gross-Brennan, Inc., New York, Eastern

sales representatives for the Stromberg-Carlson
neutrodyne radio products. Mr. Chamberlain, who
has opened offices at 950 Little Building, Bos-

ton, is popular in all sections of the New Eng-
land territory, having been identified for four-

teen years with the Eastern Talking Machine
Co., Victor wholesaler, and more recently trav-

eling representative for the M. Steinert & Sons
Co., Victor and radio wholesalers. He is in thor-

ough accord with the Stromberg-Carlson sales'

"PERFECTION"
Reproducers and Attachments

11 Years of Quality

Prices Right

N. E. Distributors of

"GRIMES"
Inverse Duplex Radio Sets

Valley Chargers—Philco Batteries

L. S. Brach Antenna Outfits
Fleron Accessories & Equipment

New England Talking Machine Go,
93 Federal Street, Boston, Mass.

A. W. Chamberlain
policy and will work in close co-operation with

Gross-Brennan, Inc., in developing business in

New England territory.

Enjoy Sleigh Ride

With the weather as mild as it is in and
around Boston one might question the story of

a delightful sleigh ride which a group of talk-

ing machine people enjoyed- a short time ago,

but as this took place in western Massachusetts

where there was plenty of snow on the ground

it is quite within the confines of the truth. The
sieigh party was arranged by the personnel of

the M. Steinert & Sons' Springfield store.

Cheney Sales Continue Good
The early part of March was very good for

the Cheney Sales Corp., so reports Boston Man-
ager G. Dunbar Shewell, Jr., who, it is pleasant

to record, was lately elected a vice-president of

the company at the annual meeting in Philadel-

phia. Two local visitors to Mr. Shewell's office

lately have been M. O. Giles, general sales man-

ager of the Thermiodyne Corp., and Charles E.

W. Neumeister, sales manager of the Radiotone

Corp. Manager Shewell has lately added the

Glee compact phonograph, with a double spring

motor, which is expected to be a good seller.

He has also added a new man to his staff,

M. L. Marks, Jr., who will travel in the terri-
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Ever sell an OJ4lL Record? No! Then

you've never known the Record Dealer's

best friend.

Okeh Records are the magnet that draws

buyers truly to your store.

Prove to yourself all you've heard about the

easy selling of Okeh Records.

You will never know the assurance of busi-

ness success until you learn about our Okeh

Dealers' Service.

Your letter written today will receive the

prompt attention of
—

General Phonograph Corporation
of New England

126 Summer Street Boston, Mass.

tory comprising Worcester, Providence, Lowell,

Lawrence and Haverhill. He will handle the

Thermiodyne and Silver Voice lines.

Some of the concerns which Manager She-

well has lately signed up to carry the Cheney
line are Marcellus Roper, of Worcester; C. F.

Hanson & Co., of Worcester; C. T. Sherer, also

of Worcester; Holmes Music Store, Roslindale;

Lord Music Co., of Farmington, Me.; E. L.

Ladd, of Marlboro, and C. C. Moyer, of Cam-
bridge.

Brunswick Radiola Demonstration

During the two latter weeks of March the

Brunswick held five demonstrations for dealers,

which have tended to familiarize a still larger

circle with the merits of the Brunswick Radiola.

It is planned to go into the demonstrating

bigger than ever next month. Two new radio

technicians, who have been added to the local

Brunswick force, whose business will be cen-

tered altogether in radio, are Robert C. Culligan,

formerly of the General Electric, and Dan Hal-

man. The Boston headquarters of the Bruns-

wick are constantly signing up with new dealers

to carry its line. The sale of Brunswick rec-

ords has been coming along very well.

Good Demand for Sonora Radio

Manager Joe Burke, of the Musical Supply &
Equipment Co., reports having had a good de-

mand for the Sonora loud speaker that the

house carries, and the Sonora console type of

machines with its radio adaptation is constantly

making new friends. He lately made a trip

through Connecticut and western Massachusetts

and found business very perceptibly picking up.

Radio Exports for 1924

That there is a remarkably fertile field for

radio equipment in foreign countries is evi-

denced by figures given out by the Electrical

Equipment Division of the U. S. Bureau of For-

eign and Domestic Commerce, "showing the ex-

ports for the year 1924. Canada was by far the

best customer, importing equipment totaling

$2,413,687. England was second with imports

of $140,479.

The Haliday Radio Service, New York, has

been incorporated at Albany with a capital stock

of 200 shares of preferred stock at $100 per

share and 200 shares of common stock of no

par value. The incorporators are B. Haliday,

E. Vogel and L. C. Haggerty.
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The
Tube of Tomorrow

is here Today

Power-Plus Type

TRUE BLUE TUBES
These new tubes double the sound output

of standard 6-tube super-heterodynes. Be-

cause—they have four times the plate and

grid area and twice the filament length of

any tubes fitting small 3-volt tube sockets.

Operating only on 4 to 6 volts storage

battery, they give double electron emission

and permit higher plate voltages than any

other tubes their size. "With adaptors they

fit any standard sockets.

Standard Type

TRUE BLUE TUBES
The only standard socket tubes, guaranteed

to be interchangeable without altering set

performance. The only tubes built with that

intention. They deliver this result because

made by the most modern machinery in

the most modern tube plant in the world.

And—because designed by tube engineers

who are authorities. All True Blue Tubes

have special blue glass.

Now $o
Only O50

Formerly $6

REVOLUTIONARY methods of distribution and

- anticipation of greatly increased production now

permit you to enjoy the unapproached uniformity, noise-

lessness, crystal tone, long life and luxurious beauty of

True Blue Tubes — at little more than the cost of

ordinary tubes.

Exclusive True Blue Qualities

Guaranteed in Writing

1. Interchangeable uniformity.

2. Noiseless operation without shock absorbers.

3. Two to three times longer filament life.

4. No corrosion losses— silver contacts.

5. No conductive losses— non-conductive color bake-

lite bases.

6. All superiorities guaranteed in writing.

7. All tubes handsomely cased.

Order Direct

From Your True Blue Dealer

Or Write Us
Leading radio dealers everywhere are selling True Blue Tubes.

If you are not near a radio center we will be glad to supply you

direct. Mail us your check or money order giving your dealer's

name. Tubes will be forwarded with 10 day return privilege.

BRIGHTSON LABORATORIES, INC.
16 West 34th Street, New York, N.Y.

BRIGHTSON lPAe

DEALERS:-
The above advertisement has been run in leading

newspapers in territories where we have factory

agents. There are other advertisements appear-

ing in April which tell of the new price and
change in distribution. Get in touch with our

nearest representative for dealer's discounts, and
attractive proposition. His name is in the list

opposite.

e TUBES^
Write

Our Aearest Representative

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE:
Jefferson Bldg., 1015 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

BOSTON REPRESENTATIVE:
Wm. C. Oakes, 832 Park Sq. Bldg., Boston, Mass.

MILWAUKEE REPRESENTATIVE:
Yahr & Lange, 207 E. Water St., Milwaukee, Wis.

DETROIT REPRESENTATIVE:
H. C. Schultz, 2831 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich.

JERSEY CITY REPRESENTATIVE:
Triad Sales Co., Trust Co. of N. J. Bldg., Jersey City, N. J.
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Byron R. Forster Joins

Knickerbocker T. M. Go.

Popular Trade Member Becomes Sales Direc-

tor of Company's Radio Division

Byron R. Forster, one of the most popular

members of the talking machine industry and

well known to distributors and dealers from

coast to coast, has joined the Knickerbocker

Talking Machine Co., Inc., as sales director of

ihe company's radio division. Mr. Forster left

New York April 5 for a six weeks' trip to the

Pacific Coast, upon which he will visit distrib-

utors in all of the important trade centers for

Ihe purpose of introducing Knickerbocker radio

cabinets and the combination five-tube Knicker-

bocker Baby Grand cabinet-radio set. This

product is now being merchandised by a number

of well-known jobbers in the East, and Mr.

Forster has received applications for jobber

franchises from' prominent concerns throughout

the country who are keenly interested in it.

In joining the Knickerbocker Talking Ma-
chine Co., Inc., Mr. Forster is again associated

with the executive organization wherein he at-

tained an outstanding success many years ago.

He first entered the talking machine business

with the Knickerbocker Talking Machine Co.

some ten years ago, winning the respect and es-

teem of the trade because of his exceptional

executive ability and general merchandising

knowledge. He subsequently was one of the

founders of the Brilliantone Steel Needle Co.,

and in the interests of this company visited

jobbers in every important city of the country,

attaining an outstanding success and working

in close co-operation with the trade.

The Knickerbocker Talking Machine Co.,

Inc., is making plans to give the trade max-

imum service in marketing its cabinet and cab-

inet-radio set. The cabinets are made in ma-

hogany or walnut, with a built-in loud speaker

PROVED A MONEY MAKER

THE

PHONOMUTE

MAKES OLD RECORDS SOUND LIKE NEW

MUSIC LOUD OR SOFT INSTANTLY

MAKES NIGHT PLAYING IN APARTMENTS POSSIBLE

M.inufj^luicd In [ Kl -SAI.KK CO. Sl.'Chii

SELLS WITHOUT EFFORT

QUICK PROFITS
for DEALERS

Manufactured by

LEE MANUFACTURING SALES CO.
(INC.)

ST. CLAIR, MICHIGAN

unit, and accommodates five-tube sets. The
combination five-tube Knickerbocker baby
grand cabinet-radio set comprises a splendid

five-tube set, a loud speaker unit and a tone

chamber of spruce for amplification, that is also

included in the cabinets. The company is also

the sole distributor for the Jolley loud speaker.

Thompson Distributor Sees

Unabated Consumer Demand

George C. Beckwith, president of the Geo. C.

Beckwith Co., Minneapolis, Minn., Northwest-

ern distributor of the Thompson neutrodyne

receivers and loud speakers, visited the execu-

tive offices of the R. E. Thompson Mfg. Co.

last week. Mr. Beckwith reports an increas-

ingly active interest in radio among the leading

music stores of the Northwest and of their in-

tention to continue aggressively in their efforts

during the coming Summer. He feels that so

long as broadcasting programs continue there

will be a consumer demand for radio.

W. H. Priess to Contest

Latour Radio Patent Claims

President of Priess Radio Co. Claims Priority

in Important Radio Inventions

Following close on the heels of the announce-

ment that the patent rights of Professor Marius

C. A. Latour, of France, had been sold to an

American radio manufacturer, William H.

Priess, an engineer and inventor, widely known
in the radio world, stated at his home in Mont-

clair, N. J., that the Latour claims to priority

would be bitterly contested, even if they had to

go through as long a battle as the DeForest-

Armstrong litigation over the regenerative pat-

ent.

Mr. Priess claims priority to everything which

Prof. Latour has disclosed in the published ac-

counts of his patents, save only a grounded
shield connection. His inventions were made
in 1917 when he was serving as an expert radio

aide in the United States Navy.

"The fact that Latour's patents were issued

ahead of mine will not affect the result," Mr.

Priess said. "A foreign inventor, under the pat-

ent law in this country, is entitled to his ear-

liest date as that on which he filed his patent

application in this country. We therefore know
the earliest date that Prof. Latour may claim

from his issued patents. My dates are substan-

tially earlier.

"The material covered by him is approxi-

mately the same material covered by myself,

with certain differences. According to pub-

lished accounts, he claims the closed iron core

audio frequency transformer. This type of trans-

former was old in the art before Latour filed in

this country. He also, according to published

interviews, claims 'damping' in his systems, but

his patent applications do not show this. They
show, as a theory, low loss circuits. 'Damping'

is an idea original with myself. The potentio-

meter has been claimed for him in the newspa-

per. The patents do not disclose this. It is,

however, claimed by myself.

"It is worthy of note that in the Argentine

Republic my cases were issued, covering the en-

tire radio frequency amplification field, which

is as much as Prof. Latour claims—and a great

deal more; 152 claims in all."

Mr. Priess has been a leading figure in radio

for many years. He was formerly vice-presi-

dent in charge of engineering of the DeForest

Radio Co. He is now president of the Priess

Radio Co., one of the most prominent radio

manufacturing concerns in this country whose
products are widely distributed.

Ken-Lin Corp. Chartered

The Ken-Lin Radio Corp., Trenton, N. J.,

was recently incorporated at Trenton to man-
ufacture radio supplies, having a capital stock

of $100,000. The incorporators are Abe Abra-

hams and Philip Chamberlin.

VAN VEEN & COMPANY, Inc.

Offer** famous double construction sound proof Colvan hearing rooms at

a radically reduced price. These are of the type constructed for the mechani-

cally perfect model shops of the Columbia Graphophone Company throughout

the United States under the supervision of the acoustic engineers of that Com-
pany.

This is your opportunity to obtain the best in the world at an astonishingly low

price. Write for details and catalogue.

VAN VEEN & COMPANY, Inc.
413-417 East 109th Street, New York City 'Phone Lehigh 5324- 4540
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by
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Comprehensive New Catalog Released by
The Everybody's Talking Machine Co.

Impressive Volume Indicates the Tremendous Growth of Business of This Progressive Manu-
facturing Organization—Seventy-six Pages Devoted to Firm's Comprehensive Line

The Everybody's Talking Machine Co., Phil-

adelphia, manufacturer of Honest Quaker main
springs and a complete line of talking machine

repair materials, has just issued a new catalog

that is one of the most impressive and artistic

publications of its kind that has ever been pro-

duced. The heads of the company have been

devoting their personal time and attention to

the production of this catalog, and from cover

to cover it is representative of the phenomenal
success and accomplishments of this organiza-

tion.

The catalog consists of seventy-six pages and

cover, printed on India colored stock with a

new process using India sepia ink, which gives

the half-tones an exceptionally artistic appear-

ance, bringing out every detail. No expense

was spared in printing the catalog, and it was
turned out by the Franklin Printing Co. in Phil-

adelphia, one of the largest printing concerns in

the East. It is bound in a beautiful shade of

brown leatherette, the cover being printed in

gold ink within a flat panel.

In order to be sure that the catalogs arrive

at their destination in perfect condition, the

Everybody's Talking Machine Co., Inc., has ar-

ranged to pack them in special cartons made ex-

clusively for this purpose. The book itself is

probably the most complete catalog of its kind,

tor it lists some 2,500 items in a way that per-

'mits of maximum convenience for reference and

research purposes. In offering the catalog to

the trade the executives of the company stated

frankly that while they have tried to make the

catalog absolutely complete, they admit that it

i.s impossible to accomplish this purpose 100

per cent, for there are probably many minor

and insignificant repair parts that have escaped

their attention. The company feels sure that it

is rendering the trade a distinct service in com-
piling a catalog that is very near maximum
completeness and which is artistic to an unusual

degree.

Each article, from the minutest part to the

motors themselves, is comprehensively de-

scribed and the lines listed are as complete as

it is possible to make them. Considerable space is

devoted to featuring the Honest Quaker main
springs, and a mica diaphragm chart is also

given. The whole book is one that will not only

be eagerly received but also one that will be

kept for a long time by the talking machine

dealer.

The Everybody's Talking Machine Co., Inc.,

is to be congratulated upon the time, expense

and consideration that it has bestowed upon this

new publication, which is representative of the

strides that the company has attained in eleven

years of activities. One of the pioneers in the

servicing of talking machine repair material, the

organization has steadily increased in prestige

and standing in the ind-ustry it serves, and it is

recognized to-day as one of the foremost fac-

tors in its particular field of endeavor. Samuel
Fingrutd and Philip Grabuski, the executive

heads of the Everybody's Talking Machine Co.,

are responsible for the production of the new
1925 catalog, having devoted a considerable part

of their spare time to supervising and directing

the handling of every detail connected with the

publication of this important book.

R. R. Karch Now Edison

Field Representative

R. R. Karch, who for the last five or six

years has been field representative of Thomas
A. Edison, Inc., was appointed last month, in

addition to his present duties, to the impor-
tant post of field manager of the Edison Phono-
graph Distributing Co. This is the holding

company which controls the Edison jobbing
companies, with headquarters in Kansas City,

Orange, N. J., Chicago, Denver and San Fran-

cisco. Mr. Karch will spend a large part of

his time traveling through the various sections

of the country.

Effective Brilliantone

Steel Needle Publicity

The Brilliantone Steel Needle Co., New York
City, sole selling agents for the W. H. Bag-
shaw Co., of Lowell, Mass., has issued an at-

tractive communication on the subject of im-
print needle envelopes. This letter sets forth

the advantages to be gained by the dealer in

linking up the name and address of his store

with a nationally known needle. It is also an-

nounced that these imprints are now being

placed on envelopes with orders of only 1,000

assorted tones. Attached to the letter is a

circular visualizing the imprinted envelopes and
containing an order blank. <

Explains Record Manufacture

Tacoma, Wash., April 4.—Harry A. James, of

the Brunswick-Balke-CoHender Co., recently

spoke and entertained at a meeting of the Ta-
coma Young Men's Business Club. Mr. James'
appearance was arranged for by the Hopper-
Kelly Co. He explained the process of making
phonograph records. Mr. James is a popular

radio entertainer.

KAMERAPHONE
This Kamera-
phone ia man-

ufactured in

the United
States and

fully protected

by patents.

I n fringements

will be prose-

cuted to the

fullest extent

of the law.

The most compact and prac-

tical talking machine in the

world. As effective as a large

cabinet, yet can be carried

in a hand bag.

Fully Guaranteed Send for S ample

Limited Distributor Territory Open

Dimensions, 4^4x5^ ins.

Weight, V/2 lbs.

Write or Wire to

SPECIALTY TRADING CO.
547 Broadway - - New York

Liberal Jobber and Dealer Discount.

List Price $15.00
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Improvement in the Demand for Talking
Machines Is Felt in the Detroit Field

Betterment in Labor Situation Seen as a Forerunner of Business Gains—Radio Demand Brings

Up Sales Volume—Tie-Ups by Dealers Also Have Favorable Effect on Business

Detroit, Mich., April 7.—Talking machine busi-

ness has shown some improvement locally and

throughout the State but it is still below nor-

mal, comparing figures for the first three months
of this year with the same period of 1924.

Prominent dealers do not know just why con-

ditions should be so unsettled as industrially

Detroit is much better off than most cities. For

the past four weeks the labor situation has

improved and more people are employed but

it may be that people are investing their sav-

ings in real estate, or radio, which naturally

would affect talking machine sales. When we
say that business is off it does not necessarily

follow that the retailer's business is off be-

cause in many stores the additional business

being done this year on radio will bring total

sales to the point where they even exceed last

year for the first three months.

The tremendous advertising campaign by
the Victor Co. and the local dealer co-opera-

tion was brought to a close last week. It stir-

red up a lot of prospects and some of the down-
town dealers put on a special force of canvas-

sers during the campaign, which proved suc-

cessful.

Effective Tie-ups With Radio Programs
Grinnell Bros, and the J. L. Hudson Co.,

both talking machine dealers, invited the pub-

lic to listen-in and enjoy the Victor radio con-

cert given the last week in March. The con-

cert was heard in the recital halls of both

stores and needless to say they were crowded,
the public being quick to respond to the invi-

tation.

Jean Goldkette's Victor Recording Orches-
tra, which plays in the Graystone Ballroom as
well as the Book-Cadillac Hotel, was an attrac-
tion at recital hall of Grinnell Bros, store re-

cently and the following week was heard at

the J. L. Hudson Music Store. Both affairs,

were, of course, free to the public. And it was
good publicity for the records of these artists

as they have been selling quite actively.

Miss M. M. Davis, representing the educa-
tional department of the Victor Co., addressed
the members of the Vortex Club at one of

their March noonday luncheons on "The Deca-
dence of Jazz."

Artonian Co. to Add Brunswick
The Artonian Piano Co., Grand River avenue,

near Bagley, has taken an adjoining store, and
will install a complete line of Brunswick phono-
graphs as well as the combination radio-phono-
graphs, records, etc. This new Brunswick
store will take the place of the Doran Phono-
graph Co., which was a Brunswick dealer, and
which recently quit business.

Brunswick Sales Gain
Manager Quinn, of the Brunswick Shop, says

that total sales for the first three months are
showing a slight gain over last year. "There
is an improvement in business" he said. "True,
it has not been all that we expected in March,
as we looked for business to take a big jump,
but we believe it is going to come soon. We
have the fullest confidence in the stability of

the talking machine business but believe that

the combination phonograph is the musical in-

strument of the future. The trade-ins are no
doubt quite a problem and there is also the
matter of giving service on the combination
phonographs, which is very essential, but they
are not so serious for the downtown store

which gets the volume of such business. We
find collections about normal; people are pay-
ing their bills quite satisfactorily."

Sam Lind Optimistic

Sam Lind, of the S. E. Lind Co., dealing as

Michigan distributor in the Adler-Royal line,

has had good business the first three months
of this year and is about the most optimistic

jobber in this territory. He contends that "Busi-
ness is what you make it. I know dealers doing
better than ever and others not doing as well
but in sizing up who the dealers are I can
readily understand why this is so and why it

lias always been that way."

Thompson Representative

Holds District Meetings

Harold C. Griffith, executive representative of

the R. E. Thompson Mfg. Co., held a successful

dealers' meeting in conjunction with the C. B.

Haynes Co., Inc., of Richmond, Va., exclusive

State distributor for Thompson neutrodyne
receivers and loud speakers. The C. B. Haynes
Co. has for many years successfully distribut-

ed Edison phonographs and has done outstand-

ing work in promoting interest in music, particu-

larly among the schools.

Mr. Griffith also visited the Buehn Phono-
graph Co., Pittsburgh; the Columbia Phono-
graph Co., Ltd., Toronto; Thomas J. Northway
Co., Rochester, and the Conduit Electric Sup-
ply Corp., Syracuse, holding district meetings
with the distributors in each locality.

Fada for Royal Palace

The extremely good results secured by a

Fada receiving set operating close to Station

2LO, London, has resulted in negotiations with

the royal palace of Amsterdam for the installa-

tion of a Fada radio receiver. With Station

2LO broadcasting at three kilowatts the Fada
receiver was able to get almost every station

in the British Isles and on the Continent. The
wave length of the stations received varies from
265 to 530.

That dealer best serves

himself who best serves

his patrons. Selling rep-

utable radio specialties

that make good by ef-

ficient performance
makes reputation for the

dealer who sells them.
Equally meritorious with
Brach Vacuum Light-

ning Arresters are the
specialties here illustrat-

ed—

Brach Shock-Proof Phone
Plugs—Licensed under
No. 1,498,196

Brach Grid Leaks

Brach-Stats

Brach Low-Loss Crystal

Insulators

Brach Complete Aerial

Outfits

Solderall, for all con-
nections

Make A
Window Display

of

Brach Products

This Is the

Lightning

Arrester

Season

L. S. BRACH MFG. CO., NEWARK, N. J.
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Representative Stock and Intelligent

Merchandising Necessary, Says Dealer
The Musical Merchandise Department Can Be Made a Real Profit-Producer if Right Sales Pro-

motion Methods Are Practiced, According to B. A. Rose, Who Has Built Successful Business

With the ever-growing popularity of musical

merchandise and band instruments with the

public, the opportunity afforded talking ma-
chine dealers to develop this department of

their business is a golden one. It is needless

to mention the place which orchestra and band

instruments hold in public favor, because the

vast strides which dance orchestras have made
in the past few years are a matter of common
knowledge. Throughout the entire country and

in many European countries American dance

orchestras are daily performing for the enter-

tainment of millions. Naturally this has its in-

fluence on the youth of the country and the

dealer who is loath or hesitant about encourag-

ing the interest in music with the young folk

of his community is overlooking a source of

constant sales and revenue.

Wide Field for Sales

In addition to this natural growth of public

demand for musical merchandise and band in-

struments, countless civic associations and pub-

lic school boards have interested themselves in

the formation of musical organizations, with

the resultant building of an additional avenue

of sales for the dealer. These factors, in con-

junction with the vast interest which has been

engendered by radio programs on stringed and

fretted instruments and harmonicas and what

not, all help the dealer in making his musical

merchandise department a live source of rev-

enue.

B. A. Rose Gives Selling Hints

It might be interesting in this connection to

quote the words of B. A. Rose, Conn dealer

of Minneapolis, Minn., who in a statement to

The World gives the reasons for his success

in the musical instrument field. Mr. Rose is

one of the leading retailers of musical instru-

ments in the country and his methods of mer-

chandising should carry weight. In part Mr.
Rose says:

"There is no short cut to success in any line

and particularly in the instrument game. The
main reason we are coming into our own, after

many years of struggle, is from the fact that

I have been in one line of business thirty-four

years, and in the same locality all that time.

"In early years I made the band and or-

chestra business a study so that when I went in

the small goods game I not only knew the

theoretical but the practical side. I was one of

the first violin teachers in Minneapolis and had
charge of the University band for twenty-four

years. Have been closely connected with mu-
sic ever since. I have been very fortunate in

selecting the best agencies in all lines and have

had wonderful help in all departments.

"If we receive an inquiry, and after one letter

we do not get the party in the store, we go after

him personally, and the prospect goes in the

waste basket. We either sell him or lose him.

It's the personal contact in our line that brings

the business.

Carry Large Stock

"We carry an immense stock and never cut

down to the minimum just before inventory.

We always try to have what the customers

want. One of the greatest assets in our line

is one little point. We try to follow the Golden
Rule and whenever a proposition is put up to

us do not think first whether it will pay us

in dollars and cents. In other words, it has

always been our practice to furnish the prop-

erty men in all the theatres with anything they

want at all times. If anything happens to any
of the musicians' instruments, they know they

can run into our place and we will gladly help

them out, and many, many times we have taken

new instruments right from stock and loaned

PUNO
The Oldest and

Largest Musical

Merchandise House

in America

Exclusively Wholesale
ESTABLISHED 1634

CBRViYO 6yS0N,lNC.
351-53FovrthAye.NewYorkCity

them until they can get theirs fixed, no matter
whether they are using our make or not. I

think as much of the good will of our profes-

sional people as I do of newspaper publicity."

The pertinent points of Mr. Rose's statement
are few but they are important. He stresses

location, practical knowledge of the products
which he is selling, the merit of the lines car-

ried, the value of personal contact with pros-

pects, and, last but far from least, the good
will of the people with whom he deals.

Bacon Banjo Go. to Own
Buildings It Occupies

Decision to Purchase Recently Made at Meet-
ing of Board of Directors—President Bacon
Broadcasts From Boston Station

Groton, Conn., April 7.—The Bacon Banjo Co.,

Inc., of this city, at a recent meeting of the
board of directors, decided to purchase the land
and buildings which it now "occupies. These
buildings are admirably situated for both manu-
facturing and shipping purposes and the deci-

sion to own the property was made with the

idea in mind of making additional improvements
to take care of the growth of the business.

Fred J. Bacon, president of the company, was
in Boston on March 28, and in a comparatively
short period of time contributed much to the
promotion of interest in the Bacon banjo in that
city. In the afternoon Mr. Bacon, who is ac-

knowledged one of the country's best banjoists,

played at the headquarters of the Oliver Ditson
Co., on Tremont street. In the evening he
broadcast from the Boston Traveler Station,

WGZ, one of the most powerful stations in the

East.

David L. Day, vice-president and general
manager of the company, reports unabated de-

mands for the Bacon line, and he is energet-
ically at work on further sales promotion plans.

Keach & Greene Open a
Baltimore Retail Store

New Establishment Located in Heart of City's

Retail and Wholesale Music District

Baltimore, Md., April 7.—Keach & Greene,

manufacturers of the Velvatone saxophone, who
have long conducted retail musical instrument
warerooms on Market street, Philadelphia, Pa.,

have recently opened a store in Baltimore. This
new store is situated on North Howard street

in the heart of the wholesale and retail music
section of Baltimore. In addition to carrying a

complete line of musical merchandise, this com-
pany will also wholesale from the Baltimore
warerooms a complete line of Conn brass in-

struments.

Progressive M. I. Corp.
Announces Edwards' Ukes

The Cliff Edwards' ukuleles are now ready
for the trade, announcement being recently

made by the Progressive Musical Instrument
Corp., New York. This model ukulele is the

same as the instrument used by Cliff (Ukulele

Ike) Edwards in his recording of Perfect rec-

ords and in the show, "Lady Be Good." Ben
Landay, vice-president of the Progressive Corp.,

commented on the popularity of the hand-
painted ukuleles, stating that this novelty has

become so popular that the painted models are

selling in a proportion of three to one over the

regular models.
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IN THE MUSICAL MERCHANDISE FIELD— (Continued from page 149)

M. HOHNER

There is no quiet season in the sales of Hohner Har-
monicas. Plan now for summer profits.

Ask Your Jobber

114-116 East 16th Street

New York City
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Musical Instrument and
Accessories Mfrs. Elect

Officers for Eastern Manufacturers of Musical

Instrument and Accessories Association Chos-

en—Walter Grover at Head

At the recent meeting of the newly formed

organization of manufacturers of musical instru-

ments and accessories for the Eastern zone the

following officers were elected: Walter Grover,

of A. D. Grover & Son, Inc., president; Walter

Schmidt, of Oscar Schmidt, Inc., vice-president;

J. J. D. Taylor, of the Waverly Musical Products

Co., Inc., secretary, and J. Pitman Grant, of

William L. Lange, treasurer.

Members of the board of directors include

David L. Day, Bacon Banjo Co., Inc.; Maurice

Lifton, Lifton Mfg. Co.; F. H. Martin, C. F.

Martin & Co.; Edward Felsberg, Felsberg Co.,

and Frank Gibson, Gibson Musical String Co.

A committee was appointed to draw up a

constitution and by-laws which will be sub-

mitted and voted on at the next monthly meet-

ing. This consists of G. F. Chapin, Standard

Musical String & Mfg. Co., chairman; J. P.

Grant, Maurice Lifton, H. C. Lomb, Waverly

Musical Products Co., and Epi Stathapoulo,

House of Stathapoulo, Inc.

A number of interesting topics came up for

discussion at the meeting, the chief ones being

the question of the eligibility rules for member-
ship; the question of a name for the Associ-

ation and the question of what the annual dues

should be. Nothing was finally decided, it be-

ing voted to allow the constitutional committee

to decide all these matters.

President Grover gave a full report of the

recent Cleveland meeting of the National As-

sociation, with many interesting sidelights. A
full account of the Cleveland gathering appears

on another page of this section of The World.

The members attending included in addition

to the officers and committee members prev-

iously mentioned: Herbert Martin, C. F. Martin

& Co., Nazareth, Pa.; Geo. Zabriskie, the Frank

Thiess Co.; Frank Thiess, Stumpf & Thiess;

Maurice Brooks, Lifton Mfg. Co.; A. D. Grover,

A. D. Grover & Son, Inc.; Albert Houdlett,

Albert Houdlett & Sons, and L. A. Elkington.

Harmonica Go. Chartered

Koch Harmonica, New York, was recently in-

corporated at Albany to manufacture musical

instruments with a capital stock of $5,000. The
incorporators are P. L. Baerwald, C. W. Sellers

and R. Koch.

"Drumming Up" A Business
No business is self-sustaining—it

requires the earnest effort of push
and pull with a mixture of sound

sense and the sincere endeavor to

render good service to make any

business profitable.

Ludwig Drums and Accessories

lend themselves so admirably to

this combination that they are the

leader in the field and the chosen

favorite of thousands of prosper-

ous dealers.

Write us today for the necessary

information regarding Ludwig
Drums and their profit making
possibilities.

Ludwig & Ludwig
World's Largest Drum Manufacturers

1611 No. Lincoln Street Chicago, 111.

Musical Instrument and
Accessories Mfrs. Meet

National Association of Musical Instrument and
Accessories Manufacturers Hold Two-day
Conference—New Members Admitted

Cleveland, 0., April 6.—At the conference of
the members of the National Association of
Musical Instrument and Accessories Manufac-
turers, held at the Hotel Statler last month, a
membership drive was launched to increase
membership by at least fifteen members before
the June convention.
The subject of collections and credit was thor-

oughly discussed and the following committee
was appointed to study the problem and render
a report at the Chicago meeting: Walter
Grover, of A. D. Grover & Sons, Inc.; J. C.
Lomb, Waverly Musical Products Co.; Morris
Lifton, Lifton Mfg. Co., and G. F. Chapin,
Standard Musical Strings Co.

Alfred L. Smith, general manager of the
Music Industries Chamber of Commerce, was
the principal speaker at the first day's session,
and he explained in detail the benefit of asso-
ciation work and the results which an individual
manufacturer can secure through membership.
The matter of standardization was the chief

topic of interest at the second day's session,
together with" the making of arrangements for
the Association's representation at the conven-
tion of the music industries in Chicago in June.
Committees were appointed to study certain
problems and give their reports at the Chicago
gathering.

In order to become affiliated with the Music
Industries Chamber of Commerce, a system of
dues was adopted. Those firms which have an
annual gross sale of less than $250,000 shall
pay annual dues of $50, and those firms with
more than $250,000 gross will pay $100.
The meeting also discussed plans for the ad-

vancement of music in the home, a program
which will mean greatly increased sales for both
the dealers and manufacturers. All the plans
discussed are expected to be perfected before
the June meeting.

The following new members were admitted:
Bacon Banjo Co., Inc., Groton, Conn.; Jackson-
Guldan Co., Columbus, O.; B. R. Hunt Mfg.
Co., Carmel, Ind.; Barry Drum Co., Philadel-
phia, and Armour & Co., Chicago.
The firms represented at the meeting, in addi-

tion to those named above, included: The Har-
mony Co., Slingerland Mfg. Co., Lyon & Healy,
Ludwig & Ludwig, Inc.; Walter M. Gretsch
Co., and Regal Musical Instrument Co., Chi-
cago; A. D. Grover & Son, Inc.; Lifton Mfg.
Co., Waverly Musical Product's Co., New York;
Standard Musical String Co., Brooklyn; Gibson
Musical String Co., Belleville, N. J., and Na-
tional Musical String Co., New Brunswick, N. J.
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Principles of Successful Small Goods
Retailing Are Set Forth by R. M. White

Secretary of H. N. White Co.. Musical Instrument Manufacturer, in a Pamphlet to Retail Trade,

Outlines Methods of Building Profits and Summarizes Basic Principles of Selling

An extensive drive to increase dealer repre-

sentation for King band instruments is being

made by the H. N. White Co., of Cleveland, O.

In this connection R. M. White, secretary of

the company, has set forth at length, in a state-

ment to music dealers, the reasons why a mu-
sical merchandise department in a music store

is a source of profit not only through the im-

mediate sales, but also because of the ultimate

sales made possible by the friends made by

means of the instrument department. He also

describes in full the advantages of the "King"

exclusive agency policy and the co-operation

which exists between the manufacturer and

dealer.

"One of the chief principles of successful mer-

chandising," states Mr. White, "is the bringing

in of traffic to the store. Every sale, every ad-

vertisement and every effort of any sort is di-

rected toward this end, and this end is best

served by the installation of a band instrument

department. Customers call for small articles,

such for example as a saxophone reed, and the

contact thus made eventually leads to the sale

of expensive instruments."

The second principle put forth by Mr. White

as essential to good merchandising is that of

selling name instead of just the article desired

by the customer. Name value is the chief asset,

and when an article of merchandise is impressed

on the minds of the people through publicity

mediums the work of the dealer is lessened to

a considerable degree—providing he has the ex-

clusive agency for the article and no competi-

tor can undersell him.

Mr. White summarizes these principles as

follows: "A small-goods or band instrument

department as a means to immediate profit and

to secure traffic in the store; the band instru-

ments carried should be of the highest quality,

and so well known that you can sell the name,

thus freeing yourself from competition, and the

dealer should protect his profit by having the

exclusive agency for the instrument sold." He
further states, "The combination of these prin-

ciples is ideal and 'King' band instruments fit

squarely into every one of the requirements,

meeting all the conditions that they impose."

This statement to the dealers in outlining the

policies which have placed the H. N. White Co.

in the enviable position which it occupies con-

tinues in part:

"Over a quarter century of giving honest values, plus

persistent national advertising, has resulted in nation-

wide acceptance of the name 'King' as synonymous
with the ultimate in quality. Sales resistance is mini-

mized by this acceptance. Professional musicians do
not need to be sold on the quality of a 'King.' They
know that it represents the final word in acoustics, tone,

finish and balance.

"We are not content to rest on our oars. Every year
sees bigger and stronger advertising preaching the gos-

pel of 'King* instruments to the boy, the amateur, the

professional and the band-leader. All of this advertis-

ing, plus the already established national reputation,

plus our constant refinement of quality, makes it com-

paratively easy to put your store out of the competitive

class. You can sell 'name' and be sure to cash in on
the buying-desire thus created if you hold the 'King'

agency.

"The first point can be summarized in thi3 way: Early
in our experience we found that the H. N. White Co.

was not a complete entity. True, we could manufacture
quality instruments. And we could advertise them.
Likewise some sales could be made by mail. But with-

out the retail store we were incomplete.

"From this realization came the belief that the dealer

was just as surely a part of our organization as was any
one of our several departments. The dealer is just as

much 'us' as is our advertising or sales division.

"Building our entire policy on this basic thought has

resulted in a particularly close relationship between the

'King' agent and this company. I have already talked

briefly about advertising. This involves the use of na-

tional magazines; music publications, direct mail, etc.

Forceful color pages, plus black and white copy,

bring thousands of inquiries each year. And
many thousands of direct mail-folders, broadsides

and circulars keep eternally at work building orders out

of these inquiries. With over 250,000 names carded in

our files we are in constant communication with buyers

of musical instruments all over the country. Many of

them are in the territory you serve.

"You know the importance of the catalog. Both as a

primary selling force when sent to inquirers and as a

store-aid. Seldom does a dealer carry a complete line

of the instruments we make. The catalog must be used

to sell the missing numbers. Over a year of an ex-

pert's time was spent in producing our current catalog.

Four full-color oil paintings, plus hundreds of black and

white illustrations, visualize not alone the full line of

'King' instruments, tut give in detail the selling points

of each instrument. We have sectional catalogs (illus-

trating all the range of instruments in a single class);

SPECIAL Combination Offer

Make
100%
Profit

This $25
Cabinet FREE
This Beautiful Cabinet
is 22J/2 inches high,

25^4 inches wide, and
12 inches deep; in ma-
hogany piano finish.

Has 12 glass tubes.

Music Strings

You will make 100% by taking advantage of this Special Combination Offer

of the most complete and varied assortment of straight length high-grade gut

and wound strings ever assembled in a case. It is a fine money-making orna-

ment that will bring the better class of musical trade to your store.

Assortment costs you $51.75

Assortment retails at . ... 103.50

Your Profit 100% — You Get This Cabinet FREE
Send Today for Complete Details

ARMOUR aHICOMPANY Si&SSW^ CHICAGO

The Most Prominent Banjoists are

Playing Weymann Instruments

J. J. ERMATINGER
of the Art Kahn Orchestra

Chicago

Write to us

H. A. WEYMANN & SON, Inc.
1108 Chestnut Street Philadelphia, Pa.

folders, booklets, inserts and many other forms of sell-
ing literature. For your window there is a variety of
display material.

"And finally, we put the sum of our intelligence, plus
the intelligence of all our representatives, at your dis-
posal. We are constantly gathering facts, selling ideas
and photographs from every available source. All this,
boiled down into usable form, is yours for the asking.
"The 'King* Agency is placed with only one dealer

in any city or town. It is always exclusive in this
sense—in that when one dealer agrees to take the agency
and his sales show him to be in earnest, no other dealer
will be sold or quoted.

"Another meaning of 'exclusive' has to do with sales
made direct from the factory by mail. Every inquiry or

order received from the vicinity of a 'King' dealer who
carries a stock of instruments on hand will be referred
to him for attention. This is provided for as follows:
Each dealer who carries a stock of instruments is a
Class A Dealer and receives a contract with the agency.
In this contract is contained a map outlining the terri-

tory in which absolute protection is given on all sales

and all inquiries. A copy of this map is made on our
'Master Maps.' Every day the mail is checked against
these maps and orders or inquiries coming from any
class 'A' dealer's territory are referred to him for clos-

ing."

The agencies for King band instruments are

divided into Class "A" and Class "B," depend-
ing on the amount of stock carried and volume
of sales. The amount of discounts given is

based on the class of agency which a dealer

represents.

In commenting on the financing plan recently

completed by the H. N. White Co., Mr. White
says:

"One of the biggest obstacles in the way of a

successful small goods department is the

amount of capital usually required to finance

payment sales. This obstacle is removed com-
pletely by the new plan for 'Financing Pay-
ment Sales of King Band Instruments,' which
we now can offer to every King dealer. You
can sell 'Kings' without tying up a cent of ca.p-

ital and—what is more attractive—dispose of

your leases without sacrificing a cent of profit.

The difference between our published cash and
payment prices covers the cost of financing so

you receive full profit."

King dealers are also protected by a trade-in

plan should their stock of used instruments be-

come too heavy for them to carry to advantage.

Sparta, Wis., Store Opened

F. W. Lloyd, director of the Sparta band, re-

cently opened a music store on West Oak
street, Sparta, Wis. He is planning a vigorous

sales promotion drive in the interest of the line

he is featuring.
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National Interest in the

Harmonica Continues

Concert by Junior Orchestra in Philadelphia

Shows What Can Be Done With This Instru-

ment—Other Activities of Importance

Harmonica interest continues to sweep the

country by storm. This interest is not restricted

to any one locality, but is found everywhere.

Philadelphia was the recent scene of a big event

held in the Metropolitan Opera House of that

city. It was in the form of a concert given

by the Civic Junior Symphony Orchestra, Civic

Junior Band and Boys' Council Harmonica

Band. Al. N. Hoxie, Jr., musical director of the

Boys' Council, before an audience of about

forty-three hundred persons, directed the band

of one hundred players. William J. Haussler,

vice-president and general manager of M. Hoh-

ner, Inc., New York, harmonica manufacturer,

attended the event. Mr. Haussler, who is re-

sponsible for this tremendous interest in the

harmonica, was well pleased with the renditions

of the various numbers. In commenting upon

this affair he stated. "To hear them play the

old folk songs in an exceedingly pleasing and
skillful manner was heartening enough, but to

hear them give such a serious piece of musical

composition as Dvorak's New World Symphony
in a four-part arrangement was nothing short

of amazing. The sight of one hundred boys
playing this large movement seriously and beau-

tifully justifies our faith in the harmonica."

Johnstown, Pa., now has a harmonica orches-

tra of its own, directed by Leo J. Buettner.

This boys' band played its initial concert on

Washington's Birthday and as a result of its

playing has received many subsequent engage-

ments.

In Altoona, Pa., a recent innovation was held

in the form of a harmonica concert which was
open to all the students in the Roosevelt, Jr.,

High School. F. A. Winter & Son, local music

dealers, presented the first prize. The contest

called for the playing of old familiar tunes as

well as some of the tunes of the present day.

The prize winners were each presented with a

Hohner harmonica.

In Washington, D. C, the Hohner harmonica

was heard from radio broadcasting station

WRC, where H. "S. Reiss, popular headliner,

rendered a number of harmonica selections.

Another method by which the Hohner .har-

monica is being effectively presented is through

the syndication by M. Hohner, Inc., of an inter-

esting article on the Rights of Boyhood. This

article appeared in forty of the newspapers in

leading cities throughout the country. Accord-

ingly, musical dealers in these forty cities ben-

efited through increased harmonica sales as

a result of this effort on the part of M. Hohner,

Inc. This editorial was written as an utter-

ance of the editor of the local paper and as a

consequence had considerable value. The im-

port of the editorial was the growing impor-

tance of the harmonica in the development of

youth and to urge the fathers and mothers of

the community to interest boys and girls in the

harmonica.

What is described as the first organized boys'

harmonica band west of the Rockies has re-

cently been formed in Portland, Ore. This or-

ganization, known as Bushman's School Boys'

Harmonica Band, has been rehearsing since last

November and consists of twenty-two boys.

The band has the cordial support of T. J. Gary,

principal of the Bushman School, and has

sprung into instantaneous popularity. From
present indications it would seem that the slo-

gan "Make 1925 a Hohner Year" will be plenti-

fully realized by Hohner dealers.

Saxophone Shop Takes
Omaha Buescher Agency

Well-known Band Instrument Line to Be Han-
dled by That Firm—Already Reports Good
Sales—E. L. Brown, Manager

Omaha, Neb., April 6.—Arrangements have

been completed between the Buescher Band In-

strument Co., band instrument manufacturer,

Elkhart, Ind., whereby the Saxophone Shop, of

this city, will have the local agency for Buescher

saxophones and band instruments.

The local store will soon have a complete

display of Buescher instruments and is already

selling Bueschers even before the instruments

have arrived, so well is the line known to local

musicians. The small goods department of the

Saxophone Shop is in the hands of E. L. Brown,

who is an ardent Buescher fan.

Organizes Music Section

in Milwaukee Boys' Club

Kesselman-O'Driscoll Co. Interests Itself in De-

veloping Musical Talent of Boys in City

Milwaukee, Wis., April 6.—L. M. Kesselman,

of the Kesselman-O'Driscoll Co., talking ma-

chine and musical instrument dealer, is spon-

soring the organization of a music section for

the Milwaukee Boys' Club, to provide instruc-

tion and recreation for those boys of the city

whose financial condition does not enable them

to find similar interests elsewhere. Plans

have been developed for giving lessons in play-

ing the violin, piano, drums and wind instru-

ments and the club will furnish an instrument

to those boys who cannot afford the purchase

price.

Oliver S. Wallace, of the Kesselman-O'Dris-

coll Co., has been placed in charge of organiz-

ing the classes and securing the co-operation of

local teachers. It is planned to organize an or-

chestra when the talent becomes evident with-

proper training.

A Banjo for

Every Customer
\ /EGA Banjos are made in many styles and with a
* wide price range. Accordingly the Vega dealer is

in a position to sell to the amateur teacher or profes-

sional a guaranteed quality instrument. There is always
one of the many styles to suit the prospective customer
in taste and purse.

Vega Banjos are sold direct to the dealer. They
have an unrivalled reputation for quality, tone and
appearance, as such they attain the greatest volume of

sales.

Established Retail Prices

The VEGA Co.
155 W Columbus Ave. Boston, Mass.
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H. N. White Co. Announces
Financing Plan for Dealers

Manufacturer of King Band Instruments Issues

Booklet Explaining Plan to Enable Dealer to

Sell - Instruments on Time Payments

The H. N. White Co., manufacturer of King

band instruments, of Cleveland, O., recently

distributed to its dealers a booklet giving the

full details of a plan which it, in conjunction

with the Bankers-Commercial Security Co.,

Inc., New York, has arranged for financing in-

stalment sales of King band instruments.

Through the use of this plan a band instru-

ment department can be installed by any music

dealer without tying up his capital. The book-

let explains fully how the cost of financing can

be avoided and illustrations are given of in-

stalment sales and the subsequent turning over

of the paper to the finance company, thus pro-

viding the dealer with the cash to meet his

obligations.

It is felt that the use of this plan will ma-
terially increase the sales of instruments by

King dealers, for in the past many dealers were

loath to tie up their cash in long-term paper.

With the privilege now available of selling this

paper to the finance company, the band instru-

ment department is self-financed and by the

addition of a carrying charge on time sales the

dealer can secure the same profit on this class

of trade as he does on a cash sale.

Contests in Moss' Theatres

Increase Harmonica Sales

Moss Circuit of Vaudeville Houses and New
York Graphic Newspaper Combine in Stag-

ing Contest—Music Dealers Benefit

An event that promises to greatly increase

sales of harmonicas in the metropolitan terri-

tory is now being conducted by the New York

Graphic. It is a harmonica contest and in this

case it is limited in its scope to adults. Through

the wide circulation of this illustrated newspa-

per the interest has been widespread. The

Graphic is offering prizes aggregating $1,500 to

the contestants. Tryouts, which are now nearly

completed, are being held at five of the theatres

operated by the Moss circuit. The paper pub-

lished a coupon with which the entrants were

to register announcing at which theatre they

would appear for the trial. Hohner dealers in

New York City are tying up nicely with the in-

terest aroused and are accordingly reaping the

benefit. Many have installed window displays

of Hohner harmonicas and sales have grown

in direct proportion. In addition to the distri-

bution of musical instruments, worth over $1,500,

to the leading contestants every one entering

the contest is assured of receiving a musical

instrument, although at the present writing the

contest editor has not revealed just what this

instrument is to be.

Violins to Be Added to

Line of Vega Company

Catalog of New Line of Instruments Soon to Be

Ready for Trade Distribution

Boston, Mass., April 7.—Announcement ha>

been made by the Vega Co., manufacturer of

musical instruments, of a new line of Vega vio-

lins. The instruments will be in keeping with

t he company's long-standing reputation for

merchandise of high quality. It is expected that

a catalog illustrating and describing the Vega
violins will be ready shortly. A large number
of dealers who are old customers of the Vega
Co. have already requested the catalog describ-

ing the entire line, indicating a very satisfac-

tory interest in these products,

Merchandise Mfrs. Make
Plans for the Convention

Decide Not to Have Any Exhibits of Musical

Merchandise—Plans Made for Elaborate Ban-

quet for Jobbers and Buyers

At a meeting of the Association of Musical

Merchandise Manufacturers of the Chicago

Zone, held recently, plans for the forthcoming

national convention of the music industries

were discussed. H. H. Slingerland, president

of the Slingerland Banjo Co., presided at the

meeting. It was decided not to have any dis-

plays of musical merchandise at the convention,

either collectively or as individuals. Plans were

made for an elaborate banquet to be held at the

Drake Hotel at which the buyers and jobbers

will be the guests of the manufacturers.

F. E. Larson, general manager of Ludwig &
Ludwig, gave a report of the gathering of the

National Association of Musical Instrument and

Accessories Manufacturers, which was held in

Cleveland recently.

Interesting topics under discussion at the

meeting included the standardization of parts,

the matter of foreign competition and the ques-

tion of costs.

Do You Get Your Share of the Profit
in Band Instruments ?

HAND INSTRUMENTS

OR are you buying various lines only on
demand and on a low margin? If you

want a small goods department that pays well
investigate our proposition to dealers. We offer
full dealer protection and satisfactory margin
on the finest line of Brass Instruments in
America, nationally advertised and featured
by extensive direct-mail campaigns. Ample
territory given to dealers who are willing to
sell. Write for our proposition.

THE H. N. WHITE CO.
5215-62 Superior Ave., Cleveland, O.

The line is very well described and illustrated.

The "Blue Blowers," popular recording ar-

tists who have attained the status of having
300,000 record sales are users of the Vega ban-
jos and guitars. This popular organization was
recently heard on the radio before starting on
the European tour on which it is now engaged.

Musicians Supply Co.
to Occupy New Quarters

Old Boston House to Move to Larger Ware-
rooms in 83 Newbury Street, That City

Vega Banjos Featured in

Vaudeville Appearance

Mitchell Brothers Use Late Model Vegaphone
—Company Reports Brisk Export Business

Boston, Mass., April 6.—The Vega banjo was

recently featured in this city at the B. F. Keith

Theatre where Mitchell Brothers, stellar banjo-

ists of vaudeville fame, performed. These art-

ists used the very latest model Vegaphone banjo

and were a decided bright spot on the bill.

While in Boston they visited the Vega factory.

The export department of the Vega Co. has

experienced good business. Orders were re-

cently received from Paris, Holland, New Zea-

land, Honolulu, Japan and England, thus prov-

ing the popularity of the Vega banjo abroad.

The Vega Co. has also just issued to the

trade a new catalog covering saxophones, clari-

nets and all reed instruments and accessories.

This catalog is attractive in appearance, being

printed in two colors with cover design des-

tined to attract notice and encourage reading.

Boston, Mass., April 7.—New quarters have

been selected for the Musicians Supply Co., the

old musical merchandise wholesale house which
has been established for many years at 218 Tre-
mont street, it was announced recently by offi-

cials of the company. The new store will be at 83

Newbury street, where it will be in the heart

of the music district. The move was made im-
perative by the fact that the present building

is coming down and the company will move
into its new quarters on June 1. Before that

time the building will be altered to suit the

needs of the business.

Continental Music Co.
Takes on Leedy Drums

Chicago, III., April 7.—The Continental Music

Co., musical merchandise wholesaler, recently

took on the Leedy line of drums and drummers'
accessories, manufactured by the Leedy Drum
Co., Indianapolis, Ind. George H. Way, sales

manager of the Leedy Co., arranged the deal.

The Continental Co. is well known throughout

the Middle West territory, and plans are under
way to feature the new line in a very aggressive

manner.

Here's
YOUR
Catalog!
'Vl/'ITH this new catalog,

illustrating and quot-
ing retail prices on nearly

3,000 different Musical In-'

struments and accessories,

and with our new Confiden-
tial Trade Price List No. 9,

quoting net wholesale prices

on our entire line,

you are equipped to buy Mu-
sical Merchandise intelli-

gently, successfully,

PROFITABLY!
Every music merchant needs

these two books. Shall we
send yours?

Ask for Catalog No. 25-W

The Fred. Gretsch Mfg. Co.
Musical Instrument Makers Since 1S83

60 Broadway Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Gretsch Mfg. Co. Issues

New Attractive Catalog

Full Line of Musical Merchandise Manufac-

tured, Imported and Distributed by Gretsch

Co. Listed in Illustrated Catalog

The Fred Gretsch Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.,

manufacturer, wholesaler and importer of musi-

cal merchandise, has just issued its newest cat-

alog known as catalog No. 25, or better de-

scribed from the frontispiece as "everything

for band, for orchestra and for the home." In

the 107 pages of the catalog practically every

musical merchandise instrument is listed, de-

scribed and priced. As a further help to the

dealer a classified index is included at the back

of the book whereby ready reference may be

made to the catalog for the article desired. It

is printed on calendered stock and profusely il-

lustrated.

The catalog opens with drums of every de-

scription, including trap drum outfits and con-

tinues with a wide selection of brass, woodwind
and stringed instruments. In every instance a

wide line of accessories for the instruments

listed is given. Under the heading of woodwind
there is featured the Robert line from Paris, of

which the Fred Gretsch Mfg. Co. is sole repre-

sentative in this country. Other equally high

quality lines are featured in each field, and it

may be also mentioned that the lines listed

show a wide variety of brass from extremely

popular to highest quality instruments for the

artist. Space is also given to accordions, auto-

harps, harmonicas and the Gretsch "miniature

music shop" which is a case for the counter

holding a complete stock of musical strings and
musical accessories.

In the talking machine field the Brilliantone,

Cleartone and Violaphone needles are men-
tioned. The entire catalog is attractively bound
in an artistic colored cover appropriately illus-

trated. In the wideness of its variety and care-

fulness of its production it is a catalog that is

destined to prove of decided value to the dealer

in the ordering of his musical merchandise re-

quirements. E. E. Strong, advertising and sales

manager of the Fred Gretsch Co., is responsible

for the compilation of this work and the com-

pleted catalog is a decided tribute to his thor-

oughness, resourcefulness and ability.

Leedy Co. Builds Huge
Glockenspiel for Circus

Leedy Mfg. Co. Delivers Big Instrument to the

Ringling Bros.-Barnum & Bailey Circus for

Use During the Coming Season

Indianapolis, Ind., April 4.—What is said to

be the largest glockenspiel ever built was re-

cently completed by the Leedy Mfg. Co. and

delivered to the Ringling Bros.-Barnum &
Bailey Circus to be used in the shows the com-
ing Summer.
The glockenspiel stands six feet high and

will be mounted on a decorated wagon to be

drawn by horses as a special feature of the

Barnum & Bailey parades. This wagon is to

be so arranged as to accommodate the man
who will play the instrument.

The frame is made of 2J4 inch steel tubing,

gold plated. The largest bar is twelve inches

long and all the bars are 2J4 inches by three-

quarters inch thick, made of tool steel the same
as used in the Leedy orchestra bells. It has a

two octave compass and the entire instrument

weighs over two hundred and fifty pounds.

The two horse tails that are tied to each end
of the lyre are painted bright red. The gold

frame and base and the nickeled bars make a

brilliant contrast. The tone of the bars can

be plainly heard a distance of two city blocks

and this makes a splendid flash for any circus

parade.

According to George H. Way, sales manager
of the Leedy Mfg. Co., the glockenspiel is a

standard instrument in the military bands of

Europe, but they are seldom made over two
feet in height and are carried and played by
one man who carries the instrument inserted

in a leather waist strap similar to that used in

carrying a flag.

Mr. Way reports that the Leedy firm has

been doing a large volume of business through

its dealers all over the country and that pros-

pects are still brighter for the next few months.

He has been busily engaged in the preparation

of- a new catalog which is about ready for

distribution to the trade through the large num-
ber of Leedy dealers.

Carl W. Nelson, of Vega Co.,

Returns From Long Holiday

Boston, Mass., April 6.—Carl W. Nelson, presi-

dent of the Vega Co., manufacturer of the well-

known Vega instruments, recently returned

from an extended vacation in the South. Mr.
Nelson was accompanied by Mrs. Nelson, and
he stated on his return that he had enjoyed a

good rest. During his absence his son, William

W. Nelson, was in complete and successful

charge of the business.

Sherman, Clay & Co.

Gets A. A. Taylor Co.

Tacoma., Wash., April 3.—Arrangements were

recently completed whereby the local branch of

Sherman, Clay & Co. takes over the small goods

and sheet music business of the A. A. Taylor

Co. . This concern has an enviable reputation

. and has been established since 1897. It has had
quarters at the Sherman-Clay store for many
years. C. G. Sargent, who is widely experi-

enced in the musical merchandise field, will

manage the small goods department.

Treasury Department Acts
Against Foreign Makers

Bars Importations of European Manufacturers
Who Refuse to Permit Government Agents
to Inspect Their Books

Washington, D. C, April 3.—Importation of

the products of a number of foreign manufac-
turers is forbidden under orders issued by the

Treasury Department as a result of such man-
ufacturers' refusal to permit representatives of

the department to inspect their books and
papers in an effort to ascertain the true mar-
ket value or classification to be given their

commodities. This action is taken under section

510 of the Tariff Law, which authorizes the

Secretary of the Treasury to place an embargo
upon the importation of commodities of man-
ufacturers who refuse to permit such inspec-

tions.

The Treasury Department has been reluc-

tant to put into effect the provisions of the law

applying to manufacturers who refuse informa-

tion, but opposition on the part of foreign pro-

ducers became so marked that it was felt stern

measures were necessary to meet the situation.

The number of manufacturers whose goods are

barred from the United States has increased

steadily during the past few months. The loss

of this market as a result of such action, it is

believed, will bring recalcitrant foreign man-
ufacturers to the adoption of methods of co-

operation with our Government representatives.

Interesting Question on
Instalment Sales to Minors

Supreme Court Called Upon to Decide on Right

of Minor to Revoke Contract on Attaining

Majority and Bring Suit for Payment

Washington, D. C, April 4.—The right of a

minor who misrepresents his age when making

a purchase on the instalment plan to revoke

his contract on attaining his majority and sue to

recover the money paid is to be passed upon by

the United States Supreme Court, to which the

question has been referred by the District Court

of Appeals. The question is of importance to

every merchant selling goods on conditional

bills of sale.

The Supreme Court is asked to rule upon the

two questions of whether the purchaser, by rea-

son of misrepresentation as to his correct age,

is estopped from maintaining an action to re-

cover the amount paid under a conditional sales

contract,, and if the purchaser is not so

estopped, may the seller claim a set-off for the

amount paid for repairs to a damaged article or

so much thereof as will equal the purchaser's

claim.

The case arises from the purchase of an auto-

mobile on the instalment plan by a twenty-year-

old youth, who represented himself as of age,

who made payments totaling some $400 and

then defaulted in future payments, the company

retaking the car. Upon reaching his majority

the purchaser disaffirmed his contract and de-

manded return of the money paid. The com-

pany refused and in court set up a counter claim

of over $500 for repairs to the car, and the

court ruled in favor of the seller. The pur-

chaser appealed the case.

BACON
BANJOS

Played by Leading Musicians
and Orchestras

Sold by
Representative Music Merchants

BACON BANJO CO., Inc.
GROTON, CONN.
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Important Activities of the Trade Are
Feature of the Month in Los Angeles

Freight Classification Hearing Participated in by the Trade—Sales Drive on Magnavox by the

May Co. Drew Crowds to Store—Henry E. Gardiner a Visitor—News of the Month

Los Angeles, Cal., April 4.—A joint hearing

before the Interstate Commerce Commission
and the California State Railroad Commission
in regard to the freight classification of radio

receiving sets and combination phonograph and

radio instruments took place in San Francisco

on March 4. A hearing had also been set for

March 6 to take place in Los Angeles, but it

was decided that A. G. Farquharson, secretary

of the Radio Associations of Southern Califor-

nia, should intervene at the San Francisco hear-

ing and make a statement in respect to the sit-

uation there, which is practically identical with

that of San Francisco. Attorney Seth Mann, of

the San Francisco Chamber of Commerce, in-

troduced a large amount of important evidence,

which had been collected by the Messrs. Bates,

Culbert and Giddings and Secretary Parker, of

the Pacific Radio Trades Association, which it

is believed will have a strong influence in the

final decision of the Commission after a final

hearing.

Victor Officials in Town
Otto May, of the Victor Talking Machine Co.,

Camden, Ni. J., and R. P. Hamilton, Pacific

Coast representative of the Victor Co., arrived

in Los Angeles the latter part of last month
and expect to spend some weeks in Southern

California in order to obtain special data on

local conditions 1

.

Big Sale of Magnavox Sets

The May Co. staged a phenomenal sales

drive of Magnavox five-tube sets in its music

department in March. These sets were adver-

tised in the Sunday newspapers by means of

double-page spreads and the response by the

public was spontaneous and the 2,000 sets ap-

portioned for the sale were disposed of between

9 a. m. and 12:30 p. m.—three and one-half

hours.

Harry N. Briggs, general manager of the mu-
sic salon of the May Co., has had previous ex-

perience in sales of this kind, as it will be re-

membered that about two years ago he estab-

lished a one-day sales record by selling $107,000

worth of Columbia phonographs. He was,
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therefore, well prepared for this radio sale, pro-

viding himself with seventy-five additional

salesmen, forty-five contract writers, and forty

cashiers. Customers arrived in a rush promptly
at 9 a. m. and for a time it was difficult to cope

with the situation; however, though strenuous

effort, order was restored and, although the

score of waiting customers reminded one of a

war draft, fairly prompt service was accorded
to all customers. Additional sets were tele-

graphed for and orders taken for them so that

the total day's sales reached the large figure of

2,700 sets, or the equivalent of over $265,000 of

business. The result of the sale was considered
an indication that there is ample money avail-

able when the public believes that bargains are

obtainable; this was especially apparent when it

was found that the first payments averaged
39 7/10 per cent of the purchase price in spite

of the fact that the terms advertised were 15

per cent only. The majority of buyers were
men.

Sonora Representative Here
Henry E. Gardiner, Pacific Coast representa-

tive of the Sonora Phonograph Co., spent sev-

eral days in Los Angeles last month and re-

ported that the public are responding well to

the offer of combination Sonora phonograph and
Ware neutrodyne panels.

Allan McLean Added to

Sleeper Engineering Staff

Gordon C. Sleeper, president of the Sleeper
Radio Corp., Long Island City, manufacturer
of the Sleeper Monotrol radio receiving sets, re-

cently announced the appointment of Allan Mc-
Lean as assistant to J. Louis Reynolds, who
was also formerly with the American Telephone
& Telegraph Co. His particular duties with
the Sleeper Radio Corp. will be work on high-

quality audio frequency circuits, vacuum tube

amplifier design, and alternate current net-

works.

Mr. McLean brings to the Sleeper organiza-

tion a wealth of knowledge and experience

gained in the electrical and radio fields. During
the past few years he has been connected with

the American Telephone & Telegraph Co.

Feature Record Carrying
Gases for Summer Season

The Peerless Album Co., New York City,

manufacturer of the well-known Peerless rec-

ord albums, is again featuring its record carry-

ing cases for the Summer season. Each year

for the past several years these popular-priced

record holders have been found particularly

practical for use with portable talking machines.

For this reason many dealers have displayed

the Peerless record carrying cases in conjunc-

tion with the display, demonstration and sale

of their portable instruments.

Starr Reports Good Sales

The phonograph and Gennett record division

of the Starr Piano Co., New York, reports that

March of this year compared most favorably

with the same period of last year and that it was
infinitely better than the preceding month of

February. While records have been selling con-

sistently and the sales volume reached in March
was no surprise, the number of orders for Starr

phonographs exceeded expectations. The ma-
jority of orders for machines came from outly-

ing sections, indicating that dealers who work
these district will profit in sales they otherwise

would not make.

Imposing Edison Display

Attracts in Atlantic City

Exhibit Staged in Connection With the Art and

Industry Exposition

The advertising department of Thomas A.

Edison, Inc., has recently contracted for an

imposing exhibit at Atlantic City in connection

with the Art and Industry exposition, which

will take place in this famous resort for the

balance of the year. In addition to an impres-

sive exhibit on the Million Dollar Pier, the New
Edison phonograph will be featured in a beauti-

ful show window display on the boardwalk,

where it will be observed by millions of pass-

ers-by. A feature of this exhibit will be a con-

tinual program of Edison tone tests, which will

be given by an extended list of Edison artists.

Incorporation papers have been filed by the

Portable Music Corp., of Binghamton, N. Y.,

which will have a capital stock of $500,000.

Mu-Rad
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Combination Radio-Phonograph Sales

Lead the Field in Portland Territory
Many Artists in Local Concerts Have Stimulating Effect on Record Sales—Dealers Tie Up With

Spring Opening—H. N. Quackenbush in New Post—Successful Edison Tone Test

Portland, Ore., April 4.—Business was inclined

to drag considerably during March and machine

sales did not develop as much as was expected

at the beginning of the year. The majority of

sales were combination radio-phonograph ma-
chines. Records have held their own, due some-

what to the great number of concei ts given dur-

ing the past month by celebrated recording art-

ists. A plethora of Victor artists invaded Port-

land during March and all dealers were ben-

efited somewhat through their appearance.

Many Artists in Local Concerts

Among the artists appearing here were Alfred

Cortot, pianist and Victor artist; Ernst Doha-
nayi, pianist and Ampico artist; Royal Dad-

mun, baritone and Victor artist; Mabel Garri-

son, coloratura soprano and Victor artist;

Feodor Chaliapin, baritone and Victor artist;

Mme. Jeritza, Viennese dramatic soprano and

Victor artist; Fritz Kreisler, violinist and Vic-

tor artist, and Roland Hayes, negro tenor.

Stage Spring Opening

The Portland Chamber of Commerce, with

the co-operation of the retail merchants, staged

a Spring opening on a large scale with over

three hundred retail stores joining in the event.

The night of March 13 the curtains were si-

multaneously drawn aside and the streets were

thronged with window shoppers.

Radio Dealers Meet
The Oregon radio dealers held their monthly

meeting at the Portland Elks Club March 27

with a good representative attendance. G. F.

Johnson, of the G. F. Johnson Piano Co., pre-

sided. The dealers agreed to continue to mer-

chandise radio the year round in an aggressive

manner. G. J. Skiff, radio advertising manager
of the Morning Oregonian, was elected secre-

tary of the association.

H. N. Quackenbush in New Post

Harry N. Quackenbush has been made man-
ager of the Bush & Lane Piano store. Mr.

Quackenbush has been with the Bush & Lane

Piano Co. for twelve years and for the past two
was district manager of the southern Washing-
ton district. The Bush & Lane Co. recently

moved to new quarters at 348 Morrison street

and Mr. Quackenbush reports the new location

is proving most satisfactory in every way. The
record department is on the main floor and

Audak tables have been installed. A sheet mu-
sic department has also been installed and occu-

pies space on the main floor. The radio and
phonograph departments are on the mezzanine.

The piano department is on the second floor.

A Vigorous Sales Drive

Sherman, Clay & Co., retail, made an inten-

sive Victrola -drive and launched "Victrola

Week" March 30 to April 4, to help offset the

quiet and dull season that seems to be upon
the buying public. Half-page advertisements in

all the leading dailies were featured in the Sun-

day editions, followed by quarter-page adver-

tisements in the dailies during the week. Cir-

cular letters were sent to all prospects in ad-

vance and an increased force of men was
placed in the field. Attractive window displays

were used in connection with the drive.

C. Neilson in New Post
The radio department of Sherman, Clay &

Co. has been placed in charge of Clifford Neil-

son, formerly manager of the phonograph de-

partment of the Wiley B. Allen Co. Mr. Neil-

son has made arrangements for a series of semi-

monthly radio concerts over the Morning Ore-

gonian station, KGW, presenting talent of the

Sherman, Clay & Co. store, assisted by promi-

nent local artists.

In Spacious New Home
The G. F. Johnson Piano Co. is established

in its new location at 410 Morrison street and
is ideally situated to handle a splendid volume
of business. The store has a spacious window
space, well lighted and conducive to attractive

window displays, which at the present writing

is devoted to an artistic display of Cheney and

Victor phonographs, along with radios of the

Radiola Corp., Atwater Kent, Ware neutrodyne
and Operadio. The phonograph and record and
musical merchandise departments are on the

mezzanine floor.

Wm. Hodecker, manager of the phonograph,
radio and musical merchandise departments of

Meier & Frank Co., returned March 25 from a

five weeks' trip to New York and other Eastern
cities in the interest of his department. A big

stunt to draw the crowds to the sixth floor,

where the music department is situated, was a

children's circus, given Saturday, March 28, to

the children of Portland. Three performances
were staged and the auditorium adjoining the

phonograph department was "jammed to the

guards" with happy children and their mothers.

Successful Edison Tone Test
The Hyatt Music Co., of 386 Morrison street,

which last month so successfully presented Betsy
Lane Shepherd, soprano and Edison artist, as-

sisted by Jacques Glockner, cellist, in an Edison
Tone Test recital at the municipal auditorium,

which was attended by over 3,200 persons, re-

ports excellent returns from the recital, with
many new customers added to their already long
list. Mr. Hyatt has offered a handsome silver

trophy for the salesperson in his store who
makes the fewest errors for three months, be-

ginning April 1.

Wiley B. Allen Activities

B. R. Brassfield, manager of the Wiley B.

Allen Co., also reports business quiet, but says

in spite of this sales show a decided increase

over last year, and that he is looking for im-

provement in the near future. Ocla White, of

Bend, Ore., and J. A. Price, of Centralia, Wash.,
Wiley B. Allen representatives, were Portland
visitors attending the annual Pacific Northwest
Rotary Convention held here March 23, 24 and

25, inclusive. George Botsford, office manager
of Sherman, Clay & Co., also attended the Ro-
tary convention.

F. L. Hutchinson has been placed in charge
of the phonograph department of the Wiley B.

Allen store to fill the vacancy of Clifford Neil-

son, who resigned to take charge of the radio

department of Sherman, Clay & Co.

J. T. Carr, also formerly with the Wiley B.

Allen Co. phonograph department, has joined

the radio department of Sherman, Clay & Co.

Charles Soule, district manager of the Stan-

Piano Co., is covering his southern Oregon dis-

trict and sending in encouraging reports.

Remick Opens Radio Department
The Remick Song & Gift Shop has installed

a radio department, equipping it with sets of

the Radiola Corp. of America, Crosley Radio
Corp. and Gilfillan Bros., Inc.

L. D. Heater Busy
L. D. Heater, jobber for the Strand console,

Thomas and Swanson portables, Okeh and
Odeon records, Walter Camp's Health sets,

Thompson neutrodyne and Honest Quaker
products, reports excellent business. A large

advertising campaign has been launched by Mr,

Heater on the Thompson radio with the result

that many dealers have been signed up. Mr.

Heater has appointed Jerry Cooney to repre-

sent him in the Seattle territory.

H. F. Johnson, of the R. E. Thompson Mfg.

Co., of New York, visited Mr. Heater during

his recent Coast trip.

Louis A. LaVaie, sales manager of the Wolf
Mfg. Industries, of Quincy, 111., was also a re-

cent visitor.

STYLUS BARS

Stylus Bar & Mfg. Co.

Clague Rd.

North Olmsted . . . OHIO
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Important Trade Developments Take Place

in the Toronto Territory During Month
R. H. Murray Elected President of the Canadian Phonograph Manufacturers' Association at An-

nual Meeting—National Music Week Postponed Until Next Year—News of the Month

Toronto, Ont., April 7.—The Columbia Phono-

graph Co., Ltd., announces that after the most

exhaustive tests of the best in radio it has ac-

quired the Canadian distributing rights for the

Thomson neutrodyne radio receivers and loud

speakers and will go after radio business in a

big way through the medium of the Montreal

office and Western distributor, Cassidy's, Ltd.,

of Winnipeg, Man., and Vancouver, B. C, and

the home office in Toronto.

The Phonola Co., of Canada, Ltd., Elmira,

Ont., is finding a steady demand for records

of Gerald Griffin, an artist who is well known

to the talking machine fraternity as an exclusive

Okeh recorder. Odeon records are also dis-

tributed in Canada by this firm.

J. G. Tufts, for a number of years manager

of the phonograph department of the Nord-

heimer Piano & Music Co., Ltd., has joined the

organization of the National Cabinet Co., Ltd.

Burndept of Canada, Ltd., has removed to

more commodious quarters at 130th street,

West, Toronto.

The annual meeting of the Canadian Phono-
graph Manufacturers' Association was held in

Toronto quite recently when the election of of-

ficers for the ensuing year took place, as fol-

lows: President, R. H. Murray, manager of the

Sun Record Co., Toronto, succeeding S. J. Cook,

of the McLagan Phonograph Corp., Ltd., Strat-

ford, Ont., who had so ably filled the position

of president for the past two years; vice-presi-

dent, S. V. Goddard, of R. S. Williams & Sons

Co., Ltd. The executive committee consists of

Messrs. Puckett, Cook and O'Donnell.

At a meeting held the past few days it was
unanimously decided by the Canadian Bureau
for the Advancement of Music that it would

not undertake to sponsor a National Music
Week this year, but instead would in the early

Autumn commence organization work for a 1926

Music Week. It was originally decided to hold

the same on May 3 to 9 but with the short

time at the disposal of this body it was felt

that due prominence could not be given the

movement in so short a space of time.

J. T. Boone Radio Corp., whose Canadian
representative is Windsor Radio, Ltd., Windsor,
Ont., has recently placed on the market a new
variable condenser.

A new loop is being placed on the Canadian
market this month. It is the Carter Interwoven
loop, manufactured by the Carter Radio Co., of

Chicago and Toronto. Along with other Carter

products it will be made in Canada.

Arcade, Ltd., a Hamilton, Ont., department
store, has opened a radio department. The
Alpha Radio Supply Co., Inc., New York City,

has appointed D. H. Williams Co., 302 Ridout
street, South, Lomon, Ont., as Canadian sales

representative.

Arthur Dreher, of Prosh Phono Parts, Inc.,

New York, manufacturer of tone arms, was
among trade visitors here lately.

All Factors of the Trade to Take an

Active Part in Music Week in Montreal
Concerts in Schools of the City and Outlying Districts to Feature Event—Advocates Increase of

Radio Fee to Listeners-in—Trade Leaders at Hearing—Business Continues Good

Montreal, Can., April 8.—With Music Week
rapidly approaching, the program is now being

completed to take care of the numerous activi-

ties which have been planned in connection with

this movement. Arrangements have been made

to hold concerts in the schools and the out-

lying districts of Montreal, and the majority

of the leading artists in the city have already

signified their intention of taking part.

An increase in the radio fee to listeners-in

was advocated to the special copyright commit-

tee of the House of Commons this morning, by

R. H. Coombs, Canadian Radio Trades' Asso-

ciation, Toronto.

"I would suggest that the fee be raised,"

stated Mr. Coombs, "to get more revenue, or

that an appropriation be made by the House
to give the department a sufficient sum of

money to properly control the operation of the

radio in Canada, so that radio can progress

along ordinary lines."

Edgar M. Berliner, the Victor Talking Ma-
chine Co., Montreal, asked for a number of

amendments on behalf of record manufacturers.

Mr. Chevrier, the proposer of the bill, moved
an amendment, in the course of the hearing,

that broadcasting from radio stations "made in-

direct" should not come within the act. Ad-
journment for further consideration of the pro-

posed legislation was made.

A studio entertainment by the Starr-Gennett

Recording Co., was recently broadcast from

Station . CKAC, La Presse. Manager Beaudry

states these concerts are increasing most em-
phatically the popularity of Gennett records not

only locally but in all parts of Canada.

J. W. Shaw Co. finds a ready sale for Colum-
bia Record Classics and reports that these sets

were hardly in the store but a few hours when
they were entirely sold out.

N. E. Brais, sole distributor for Canada for

Activities of the Winnipeg
Dealers Stimulate Business

Many Dealers Now Interested in Radio—Bruns-

wick Records Broadcast by Winnipeg Sta-

tion—D. H. Pollitt a Business Visitor

Winnipeg, Man., April 8.—D. H. Pollitt, sales

manager of De Forest Radio Corp., Ltd., has

recently paid his respects to the Winnipeg
trade in a flying visit.

The Rotary Club has given a four-tube radio

set to the Red Deer, Alta., Municipal Hospital

Station CKY, of Winnipeg, Man., which is

broadcasting Brunswick records on its numer-
ous programs, which is resulting in increased

sales as per reports received from the many
enthusiastic Brunswick dealers in Winnipeg.

Station CFXC, located at New Westminster,

Cliff Edwards's "Ukulele Ike" records reports

a heavy demand for this artist's listings.

The Brunswick Hour of Music and Music
Memory Contest aroused considerable local in-

terest. The International Music Store reports

a steady increase in the call for Brunswick
records and states this movement has helped

sales considerably.

A large number of local phonograph dealers

will this year endeavor to stimulate the sale of

records by suggesting to buyers the suitability

of music in the home as a memento of Mothers'

Day and it is expected by pointing out the value

of a suitable record as a gift presentation it will

at the same time create interest in record buy-

ingi The same idea will be carried out as re-

gards Easter gifts.

B. C, is using Brunswick records supplied by
the Columbia Piano House. As a result, a very

large and steady increase in sales, as well as a

considerable increase in the Brunswick records

contained in the New Hall of Fame has been

noted.

The catalog issued by Woodwards, Ltd., Van-
couver, B. C, contains a double spread devoted

to Brunswick records.

Dean's Music Store, Calgary, Alta., sends out

each month a bulletin pertaining to lines car-

ried in the store. Every alternate month a spe-

cial letter goes out on Brunswick releases.

New Remo Products

Meriden, Conn., April 8.—The Remo Corp., of

this city, has recently produced two new prod-

ucts in the radio field. The Remofone Aerial

is of the indoor type and has a plate upon

which the telephone can be rested. The other

product is the Remo radio tube reactivator.

This instrument is designed to revive old or

weak tubes of the UV 201A or UV 199 types.

It is used with regular 100 volt AC and is fur-

nished with cord and plug.

Griggs Buys Glentzer House

Davenport, Iowa., April 6.—The Griggs Piano

Co. of this city has purchased the stock of talk-

ing machines, pianos, musical merchandise and

sheet music of the Glentzer' Music House in

Fort Dodge, Iowa. Wm. T. Glentzer will con-

tinue in business in Fort Dodge, selling auto-

matic instruments only.

Talking Machine Springs
and Repair Parts

NONE BETTER IN QUALITY NONE LOWER IN PRICE

THE RENE MANUFACTURING CO.
MONTVALE, NEW JERSEY
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LftNINGSWORLMIIJSI
Radio Playing an Important Part in

Reviving Interest of Public in the Waltz
Experience Shows That While Waltz Music Is Slower to Reach the "Hit" Class Once It Attains

the Pinnacle Sales Continue Over a Comparatively Long Period—How Radio Is Helping

In recent years there have been many efforts

of dancing masters' associations, composers,
publishers and some of the older generation to

revive the interest in the waltz. None has
been very successful in this direction with the

exception of the publishers, who from time to

time put over an occasional waltz success. The
big obstacle in the way of the waltz has been
the modern dance orchestras, their leaders, and
the attitude of the fox-trot enthusiasts.

There has not been much demand for waltzes

upon the dance floor, so the orchestras take the

line of least resistance and give to dancers what
they think the public wants—fox-trots and then

more fox-trots. The work of reviving the inter-

est in the waltz with such a clientele has its

hazards—generally sparsely occupied dance
floors.

There is, however, a wide public that enjoys

the waltz. This clientele, however, is not

reached largely through the usual channels.

With the popularity of radio, however, there are

indications that, through broadcasting, a waltz

number can get its melody to many responsive

ears with little resistance, whereas through the

ordinary orchestra channels the same number
must be a superhit to achieve results.

Through the aid of radio quick popularity has

been achieved by Leo Feist's "Midnight Waltz,"

and several other waltz selections have had
some favor through the same medium. With
the Feist success it was fortunate in having a

title that appealed to radio announcers as well

as the orchestras and in the early days of its

introduction several Middle West broadcasting

stations used the timely hour of midnight simul-

taneously to broadcast "Midnight Waltz" with

a special introduction. This, over a short pe-

riod, served to make the introduction doubly

impressive and not only got the melody over

in good style but with an assurance that waltz

enthusiasts would remember the title and, if

they were in the buying mood, purchase the

number.

Another thing that is favorable to a merito-

rious waltz is the fact that once it reaches the

ears of thousands of listeners the competition

for favor is not so keen as that which is met
by the fox-trot. A fox-trot, be it ever so good,

must meet the competition of a dozen other fox-

trot melodies, not during the same week, but

during the same evening and with such stiff

competition that sales of the average number
are necessarily limited and shortlived. In fact,

it is only the unusual number that can survive

such intensive conflict for popularity. These
outstanding numbers, however, generally make
up for the loss in sales of the second best of-

ferings.

A good waltz may take a little longer to

achieve the height of popularity. Once attained,

however, it will bear hearing over a longer pe-

riod than the fox-trot. Another thing that is

in its favor is the fact that when the public

wants a particular waltz none other will do.

They may also favor a fox-trot, but another fox-

trot will serve the purpose on most occasions.

Radio does not do much for the fox-trot be-

cause the competition is too intense. It may,

however, be the means of making some waltz

successes. At least, the competition for waltzes

will not be severe, they will have a wider hear-

ing over a shorter period of time and the mel-

ody, if attractive, should create an eminently

satisfactory volume of sales.

'Nola" as Trombone
Solo in Production

Novel Rendering of Fox Number in "Puzzles

of 1925," by Member of Commanders, Irving

Aaronson's Popular Orchestra

"Midnight Waltz" Wins
Popularity Over Radio

Broadcasting Stations Throughout the Middle

West Featuring the Number Regularly and
Sales Increase as a Result

Irving Aaronson, director of the Command-
ers, the orchestra featured in the Charles B.

Dillingham-Elsie Janis production "Puzzles of

1925," has had a remarkable career in the music

entertainment field. Born twenty-eight years

ago, a product of the Ghetto, New York, he

made slow advances, overcoming some unusual

obstacles, until several years ago he organized

the Versatile Sextet. Previously he was ac-

companist for Nora Bayes, Bessie Clayton and
others.

The Commanders was organized in Pitts-

burgh four months ago and made a tour of the

larger photoplay houses in the Middle West.

On this tour it created a wonderful name for

itself, receiving offers from the Keith vaudeville

interests and finally landing in the Elsie Janis

show. In addition to playing in the musical

production "Puzzles of 1925," it is also featured

at the new Janssen's Hof-Brau on Broadway
and Fifty-third street, New York City.

Much of the success of the Commanders has

been its selection of timely and appropriate

numbers for its program. These are selected

wholly upon their merits and are a tribute to

their popularity. In "Puzzles of 1925" Rex
Stanley does a trombone solo of the Sam Fox
Publishing Co.'s fox-trot, "Nola." This is a

unique rendition and probably could only be con-

ceived and executed with an outstanding novel-

ty, the melody of which is familiar to the audi-

ence and which realizes the difficulties.

"Midnight Waltz," which received so much
publicity through being broadcast by many Mid-

dle West radio stations, including those in Chi-

cago, 111., has jumped into quick popularity.

The broadcasting stations throughout the Mid-

dle West all simultaneously introduced it with

a special announcement at the stroke of mid-

night and this publicity after a series of such

renditions probably made it the most widely

known waltz of many seasons.

"Midnight Waltz" is a work of unusual merit.

It has a waltz melody that wins immediate

favor and its present success goes to prove that

waltz numbers are by no means passe. It

would indicate, however, that the public will

respond to waltz numbers of merit when they

are properly presented. In this instance "Mid-
night Waltz" is being accorded unusual pub-

licity, and this publicity is producing sales, ac-

cording to Leo Feist, Inc., the publisher.

Rollband With Jack Mills

Harry Rollband has joined the publicity staff

of Jack Mills, Inc. He will have full charge

of all advertising and publicity. He has had
long experience in publicity work, having for

a number of years been very active in com-
mercial journalism, at one time representing

some twenty trade publications.

During the Summer months Jack Mills, Inc.,

will feature its ukulele publications.

A most interesting folio has just arrived from
the press of the Oliver Ditson Co., containing

"Ten Negro Spirituals."
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Above Songs Featured By Orchestra And Vaudeville Acts From Coast To Coast

IRVING BERLIN INC., 1607 Broadway, New York

Shapiro, Bernstein & Go.

Issue New Novelty Number

"Who Takes Care of the Caretaker's Daugh-
ter?" Already Recorded on Rolls and Records

and Is Being Featured by Orchestras

Shapiro, Bernstein & Co., Inc., have accepted

for publication a new novelty song with many
humorous catch lines which is being issued un-

der the title "Who Takes Care of the Care-

taker's Daughter (While the Caretaker's Busy
Taking Care?"). The number is already heard

on some of the leading talking machine records

and other mechanical reproductions are sched-

uled to appear shortly. In the meantime, both

the band and orchestra and professional depart-

ments of Shapiro, Bernstein & Co., Inc., are

busy filling the demands for this quick success.

"Who Takes Care of the Caretaker's Daugh-
ter?" again marks the entry of an unknown
writer into the ranks of those who have con-

tributed big song hits. In this instance, Chick

Endor, a cabaret performer, is responsible for

the number. It is often said that an unknown
writer has very little opportunity of placing

his compositions with the large publishing

houses. In this and several other instances such

opinion is disproved.

Shapiro, Bernstein & Co., Inc., have the rec-

ord of contributing big successes for the past
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Chappell - Harms
Ballad Successes

A Brown Bird Singing

In The Garden of Tomorrow

Land of Might-Have-Been

Love's First Kiss

My Thoughts of You

One Little Dream of Love

Smile Through Your Tears

Someday, In Somebody's Eyes

Some Day You Will Miss Me

Song of Songs

Sweetest Call

There's a Song in My Heart

Sweet Navarre

What a Wonderful World

It Would Be

three Summer seasons, all of which were the

products of heretofore unknown writers. The
first of these was the well-known "banana"
song, followed by last season's success, "Last
Night Upon the Back Porch," which was the

product of New York University. So the

Spring and Summer season is again repeating

itself as far as this house is concerned.

Cliff Edwards, known as "Ukulele Ike," well-

known record artist and now appearing in the

musical comedy "Lady Be Good" at the Liberty

Theatre, New York City, originally introduced

"Who Takes Care of the Caretaker's Daugh-
ter." It is now being heard everywhere.

J. Fischer & Bro. to

Occupy New Quarters

Have Taken Complete Floor in 113-119 West
Fortieth Street, Running Through to 114-118

West Forty-first Street

J. Fischer & Bro., the well-known standard

publishers, who for over forty years have
been located at 9 Bible House, New York
City, have just closed arrangements whereby the

new home of the company will be the entire

fifteenth floor in 113-119 West Fortieth street,

through to 114-118 West Forty-first street. The
lease is for a long term of years with aggre-

gate rentals of over a quarter of a million

dollars. Altogether the new quarters will give

this publishing house fifteen thousand square

feet of floor space. The arrangement of the

building not only gives the company two street

entrances, but is designed in a manner that

makes it one of the best-lighted floors in the

city.

J. Fischer & Bro. have for several years out-

grown their old quarters. The business of the

company has shown substantial increases each

year and its catalog, embracing as it does music

publications of all kinds with particular em-
phasis upon church music, is one of the most
important in the industry.

In the present month J. Fischer & Bro. will

celebrate their sixty-first anniversary. The busi-

ness was founded by Joseph Fischer, the son

of J. Christoph Fischer, a teacher and or-

ganist, who came to this country from Ger-

many in 1857. He was the grandfather of the

present directors of the firm, George and Carl.

T. Fischer, both of whom are actively engaged
in the development of the business. George

Fischer is also well known as the president of

the Music Publishers' Association of the United

States.

Theo-Creo, famous Broadway dancing coach,

who has trained such stars as Jessica Brown,

"Kyra," Marie Saxon and scores of others, has

created a new dance called "The Dromedary,"

written around the E. B. Marks song of the

same name. "The Dromedary" is somewhat
similar to the "Camel Walk," but has several

unique steps which distinguish it from the older

dance.

Indian Concert Artist

Praises "Indian Dawn"
Unites With Chas. Wakefield Cadman in Com-
mending Sam Fox Co. Upon Publication of

That Characteristic Number

The Sam Fox Publishing Co., of New York
and Cleveland, O., whose new number, "Indian

Dawn," is being heard in both concert and vaude-

ville, has received a further endorsement on
this unusual composition. In this instance the

commendatory expressions were received from
Princess Tsianina, the Indian concert artist, and
Charles Wakefield Cadman, the eminent com-
poser, who is considered an authority upon In-

dian compositions. Cadman probably has con-

tributed more compositions of this character

to present-day music than any other composer.

Indeed, he is responsible for the preservation of

much of the fast-disappearing Indian music.

The letter to Mr. Fox reads: "Mr. Cadman
and I wish to express our deep interest and
good wishes for the new song—'Indian Dawn'

—

just off your press.

"We think it is the best Indian song pre-

sented for a long time and we think it worthy
of place on any singer's program. I consider it

a pleasure to include it in my repertoire of

songs; it suits my voice perfectly.

"Most sincerely and with all good wishes of

the year."

"Listening" Hailed as

"All Alone's" Successor

Berlin Number From "Music Box Revue"
Proving Big Hit as Result of Special Ex-
ploitation Campaign by House

The Irving Berlin, Inc., number "Listening,"

the fox-trot ballad which originally appeared

in the "Music Box Revue" and which is now
being programmed by many vaudeville perform-

ers, is being widely accepted as a successor to

Berlin's "All Alone". Lyrically it is a ballad

of the same order and musically is has a win-
ning fox-trot rhythm.

The entire trade is taking part in the sales

drive on "Listening," including not only

sheet music jobbers and retailers but talking

machine record and player roll manufacturers,

their distributors and dealers, and the results

have been very good.

Have Their Own Place Now
Milt Hagen, the well-known writer and pub-

licity manager, has been given the title of

"News Editor" by the California Ramblers, the

exclusive Columbia artists, who are opening

their own roadhouse, following ten weeks' ap-

pearance at the Alamac Hotel, New York City.

The new home of the California Remblers will

be known as "California Ramblers' Inn" on the

Pelham Shore Road, Pelham, New York.
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"Love Game Galling" Is

Theme for "The Lady"

Fox Numbers Given Fine Presentation at Still-

man Theatre at First Showing of This Film

The Sam Fox Publishing Co. song, "Love

Came Calling," is being used as the musical

theme with the new motion picture called "The
Lady." At the premiere appearance of this

Outstanding Berlin Songs

The Irving Berlin, Inc., numbers "Show Me
the Way," "Oh, How I Miss You To-night,"

"Yearning" and the big campaign number "Lis-

tening" are the outstanding songs of the Berlin

Spring activities. These, together with some of

the older Berlin selections which are still active,

such as "All Alone" and "Oh, Mabel," .are in-

cluded in practically every order coming in to

the Berlin offices. Besides the above the songs
"Marie, Marie, Marie" and "Can't Your Friend

Get a Friend for Me" are also showing consid-

erable activity.

"If We Should Part" Is

New Sherman-Clay Song

Other Numbers Recently Issued Are "On the

Oregon Trail" and "Oh, Vera"

Sherman,; Clay & Co. have just issued a new
ballad called "If We Should Part," by Victor

Schertzinger, composer of "Marcheta" and
other successes. The number is one of the best

Sam Fox Pub. Go.

Takes Over "Ogo Pogo"

Big Fox-trot Hit of London and Paris to Be

Handled in America by Well-known Cleve-

land and New York Publishing House

"Ogo Pogo," a novelty fox-trot which has

been one of the biggest successes in years in

London and Paris, has been taken over by the

Sam Fox Publishing Co. of New York and

Cleveland, Ohio, for American exploitation.

This has been popular both as a song and in

instrumental form and with slightly changed

lyrics for American consumption it should re-

peat its popularity. From a melody standpoint

it will find immediate favor. It is really a

musical work of merit and its fox-trot rhythm
should win immediate recognition and favor.

The Sam Fox Publishing Co., in taking over

"Ogo Pogo," decided to inaugurate a campaign
in order to give it immediate publicity. This

is assured at once by the first orchestrations

which are being forwarded to the leading or-

chestra leaders throughout the country. This

novel orchestration will appeal particularly to

musicians through its distinctiveness in giving

worth-while playing parts to every member
of the orchestra. "Ogo Pogo" is described as

funny. This of course relates to the lyric of

the piece, which is indeed unique. The music

while not funny is of a similar original charac-

ter and is alluring. The song is by Cumberland
Clark and music by Mark Strong.

Feist Waltzes Popular

Leo Feist, Inc., has four waltz songs which
are having good sales. In fact, during the past

few weeks each of these numbers has shown
a steady increase in popularity, which would
seemingly indicate that the waltz number, which
never dies, is coming back into its own. The
numbers are "Midnight Waltz," the feature in

the Middle West as radioed from a number of

broadcasting stations at the stroke of midnight;

"The Moonlight, A Waltz and You," written

and featured by Harry M. Snodgrass, known
as the "King of the Ivories," record artist, vaude-

villian and international radio favorite; Ted
Lewis' new waltz hit, "While We Danced
Till Dawn," and "Miss You."

Millard E. Coffin Songs

Millard E. Coffin, composer with Jimmy Wal-
ker of "Don't Say You're Sorry," a fox-trot,

which has gained some prominence through

radio publicity, is also one of the executives of

Millard's Music Co., the publisher of the num-
ber. The headquarters of this concern are at

205 West Eighth street, Wilmington, Delaware.

Besides the above Mr. Coffin is the writer of

"Jump Steady Blues," published by the Joe

Morris Music Co., Philadelphia; "Carolina Twi-

light" and "Tarheel Blues," published by Jack

Mills, Inc.

The latest ballad success from the pen of Ar-

thur A. Penn is entitled "When the Sun Goes

Down." M. Witmark & Sons are the publishers.

Dictogrand
The Articulating

True Tone

LOUD SPEAKER

Stillman Theatre Presentation of "Love Came Calling"

photoplay at Loew's Stillman Theatre, Cleve-

land, O., Maurice Spitalny, the well-known
musical director, selected "Love Came Calling"

for this purpose and featured it with an artistic

stage setting arranged by George M. Dumond,
the presentation director. The number was
sung both as a solo and duet, the vocal artists

being Ruth Leigh and Fred S. True.

Herewith is shown this prologue setting to

"The Lady" in which "Love Came Calling" was
sung so advantageously. This is the first of

many similar presentations which are now be-

ing arranged by the Sam Fox Publishing Co.

in co-operation with the photoplay producers

and exhibitors throughout the country.

things Mr. Schertzinger has written and the

Sherman-Clay organization will feature it dur-

ing the coming months.

Richard Powers, manager of the New York
offices of the Sherman-Clay organization, is

also introducing a new song entitled "On the

Oregon Trail." This number is available vo-

cally for both concert artists and vaudeville

singers. As a dance selection it has already

been introduced by George Olsen and His Or-

chestra in "Ziegfeld Follies." Another new
Sherman-Clay release is a novelty called "Oh,

Vera." This should be heard frequently in

vaudeville and is already popular with orches-

tras.
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The Windsor

ANNOUNCING THE

CONVERTIBLE
A Be Luxe Cabinet Housing the Powerful

Operadio Portable

The remarkable success of the 1925

Operadio, a six-tube set of exceptional effi-

ciency, in a compact carrying case, has led

to another new and revolutionary develop-

ment.

Operadio engineers, in conjunction with

leading designers of fine furniture, have
evolved two dignified and beautifully pro-

portioned walnut cabinets to house the port-

able set when used in your home.

These two Period models, graceful of line

and unique in design, provide a worthy in-

terior setting for this most talked of

receiver of the year, with its features

of great power and efficiency and
wonderful tone quality.

Now in this one set there is every

desirable feature of radio. In the

home you may have a cabinet of un-

precedented beauty that uses no out-

side wires or connections, no separate

loud speaker.

Or by removing the set, you have
a complete, self-contained receiver

with loud speaker, six tubes, large battery

supply and all parts enclosed in a smart-look-

ing case, ready for you to carry with you on
trips or vacations.

The Operadio has shown itself in every way
the equal, if not superior, of any big set on
the market.

Range, selectivity, ease of timing, clear,

true, beautiful tone, all of these are here, and
in addition, its amazing convenience—per-

mitting radio to be enjoyed anywhere, in-

doors or out, upstairs or down.

The Operadio Convertible comes in

two models—the Tudor and the Em-
pire. If you are now handling the

standard Operadio set, you will find

that these attractive cabinets will

greatly increase your sales volume.

And if you are not yet an Operadio
Dealer you are overlooking an unusu-
ally profitable opportunity—particu-

larly for the warm weather months
ahead—for the Operadio is the one
set on the market ideally adapted for

summer use.

The 1025 Operadio removed from cab-
inet and ready for use. The cover is

the aerial; the case may be closed
and carried like a piece of hand lug-
gage.

Mail the Coupon

THE OPERADIO CORP.,
8 South Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Please send me complete particulars
about the 1925 Operadio, the Operadio
Convertible and your dealer proposition.

Name .

.

Address

City State
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Igor Stravinsky to Record
Exclusively for Brunswick

Pianist Who Is Also One of the Foremost Rus-

sian Composers Is Termed the Greatest Mu-

sical Revolutionist of Present Time

Igor Stravinsky, world-renowned composer

and pianist, acclaimed as being one of the great-

est musical revolutionists of the present day,

recently signed a contract to record his playing

It was in 1908 that he first attracted popular

attention as a composer when the symphony
orchestras of Europe produced his "Scherzo

Fantastique." Following this, recognition was

accorded him throughout the entire world and

practically all of his compositions were pro-

duced. In 1910, when his "Fire Bird" was given

a successful production in Paris, he was uni-

versally acclaimed as one of the foremost of

Russian composers and each succeeding year

has added to his fame.

Reception Tests of Radio
Corp. Interest Millions

Experiments for the Re-transmission of Foreign

Programs Progressing—Problems Solved

Igor Stravinsky

exclusively for Brunswick records, executives

of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. announce.

Critics term Stravinsky the boldest of the mod-

ernists.

Stravinsky was born at Oranienbaum, near

Petrograd, on June 17, 1882. Despite his musi-

cal proclivities and his pianistic ability, he was

intended for the legal profession and it was not

until his twentieth year that he decided to aban-

don the law for music. This decision was

brought about by a meeting with Rimsky-Kor-

sakoff in 1902. He spent the following four

years under the tutelage of Rimsky, studying

composition and instrumentation.

It is announced by the Radio Corp. of Amer-
ica that the series of concerts from London
successfully broadcast recently to millions of

radio listeners in the United States marks the

inauguration of a series of public experiments

that may bring London, Paris and even Buenos
Aires and the Far East to radio-equipped homes
in America. Remarkable progress, it is de-

clared, has been made in recent weeks toward

the technical solution of the problems involved.

When the technical conditions for the recep-

tion and distribution of foreign radio programs

in the United States have been confirmed by the

present tests, it is declared that the Radio Corp.

probably will undertake a national referendum

of radio listeners to determine the type of radio

program desired here from foreign shores.

Great interest has been expressed abroad in the

American plans and the broadcasting stations

as far off as Australia have indicated a desire

to inaugurate special programs for America as

soon as reception facilities are perfected.

Masterdyne Corp. Chartered

The Masterdyne Radio Corp., New York, has

been incorporated at Albany with a capital

stock of 100 shares of common stock of no

par value. The incorporators are L. Stone and

A. B. Epstein.

EVERY-

THING

FOR

THE

RADIO

DEALER

ZIMMERMAN • BITTER.
C 0>JSTRVCTI • COMPANY

LANDAY BROS'. NEWEST STORE
EQUIPPED BY ZIMMERMAN-BITTER

CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
For the last three years the Zimmer-
man-Bitter Construction Company has

completed the following installations

for Landay Brothers:

1923 Landay Bros., 42nd St. Store

1923 " " Store Broad St.,.

Newark
1924 " " 5th Ave. Store

1924 " " Bronx Store,

Southern Blvd.

1924 " " Yonkers Store
1924 " " Main Offices, 6th

Ave.
1924 " " 6th Ave. & 35th

St. Store
1925 " " Landay Hall, 42nd

St. & 6th Ave.
The fact that Landay Bros, call on us

for the installing of equipment year
after year is conclusive proof of our
ability and quality of workmanship.

lih

Record Racks Display Cases
Hearing Rooms Musical Instrument
SerTioe Counters Cases* Etc.

Prices on request

ZIMMERMAN-BITTER
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
325-27 East 94th Street. New York '

Telephone Lenox 2*60 (=

Clever Ad Sells Outing
Portables in New Zealand

ASK US .

ABOUT

OUR

SHEET

MUSIC

AND

MUSICAL

INSTRU-

MENT

CASES

ill

Leading Retail Organization in New Zealand
Finds Unusual Advertising Effective Portable

Talking Machine Business Builder

Mt. Kisco, N. Y., April 7.—A. J. Cote, president

of the Outing Talking Machine Co., of this

city, manufacturer of the Outing portable

mm BUCKS"
CHOSE

OUTING SlI^s GRAMOPHONE

To withstand
heavu ship-
board duty &
the liqpvrs o$
constant travel

an OUTING
Portablewas
selected bu
the All Blacks.

OBTAINABLE
IN SOLID OAK
OR MAHOGANY.

RITE FOR Dunedln,Wellin§fo»v
Chrisfchurch.Timarij
O&m&ru, Inverc&rdill,
Nelson, Londot-v

New Zealand Dealer's Portable Advertising

phonograph, received recently a copy of a very

interesting newspaper advertisement from New
Zealand. This advertisement, which is repro-

duced herewith, emphasizes the popularity of

Outing portables in this far-distant country and

Beggs, which is one of the leading retail or-

ganizations in New Zealand, reports a con-

stantly increasing demand for the Outing prod-

ucts. The advertisement attracted considerable

attention, because of its timeliness and the ef-

fectiveness of the illustration.

Guarantee T. M. Supply

Go. Pushing Portable Sales

Philadelphia, Pa., April 10.—The Guarantee

Talking Machine Supply Co. is making a concen-

trated drive upon the sales of the Guarantee port-

able. E. Bauer, a talking machine man of many

years' experience, has been appointed sales manager

of this division. Mr. Bauer is carefully mapping

out a campaign and planning distribution chan-

nels. He has already made several out-of-town

trips in the establishment of these channels and

it would seem that the Guarantee portable will

enjoy a large volume of business in the months

ahead. The Guarantee portable is a compact,

well-constructed machine, leatherette covered,

and with good equipment.

Otto Heineman Returns

Otto Heineman, president and founder of the

General Phonograph Corporation, returned to

New York a few days ago after visiting the

trade in Chicago, St. Louis and Cincinnati. Mr.

Heineman had planned to go to the Pacific

Coast on this trip, but important executive mat-

ters required his presence in New York. While

in Chicago he attended the March meeting of

the Phonograph Manufacturers' Association,

where he made a very important address, and

was also elected a member of the Board of

Directors.
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Latest Summary of Exports

and Imports of "Talkers"

Figures on Exports Summarized in January and

February of 1925 Show Increases—Interesting

Data on Exports and Imports

Washington, D. "C, April 8.—In the sum-

ma y of exports and imports of the commerce

of the United States for the months of January

and February, 1925 (the latest period for which

it lias been compiled), which has just been is-

sued, the following are the figures bearing on

talking machines and records for January:

The dutiable imports of talking machines and

parts during January, 1925, amounted in value

to $48,971, as compared with $67,592 worth

which were imported during the same period of

1924. The seven months' total ending January,

1925, showed importations valued at $264,417, as

compared with $403,621 worth of talking ma-

chines and parts during the same period of

1924.

Talking machines to the number of 5,790,

valued at $195,282, were exported in January,

1925, as compared with 4,284 talking machines,

valued at $177,638, sent abroad in the same pe-

riod of 1924. The seven months' total showed

that we exported 44,856 talking machines, valued

at $1,596,550, as against $39,793 talking machines,

valued at $1,546,205 in 1924.

The total exports of records and supplies for

January, 1925, were valued at $99,883, as com-

pared with $93,301 in January, 1924. The seven

months ending January, 1925, show records and

accessories exported valued at $966,342, as com-

pared with $765,137 in 1924.

The countries to which these instruments

were sent during January and their values were

as follows: France, $6,890; United Kingdom,

$13,464; Other Europe, $11,240; Canada, $6,492;

Central America, $7,023; Mexico, $18,848; Cuba,

$12,949; Argentina, $7,900; Chile, $6,334; Peru,

$6,935; Other South America, $40,053; China,

$6,711; Japan, $6,944; Philippine Islands, $488;

Australia, $30,267; New- Zealand, $4,177; other

countries $8,567.

The dutiable imports of talking machines and

parts during February, 1925, amounted in value

to $47,129, as compared with $66,897 worth

which were imported during the same period of

1924. The eight months' total ending February,

1925, showed importations valued at $458,973,

as compared with $495,080 worth of talking ma-

chines and parts during the same period of

1924.

Talking machines to the number of 4,234,

valued at $133,715, were exported in February,

1925, as compared with 5,299 talking machines,

valued at $234,857, sent abroad in the same pe-

riod of 1924. The eight months' total showed

that we exported 49,090 talking machines, val-

ued at $1,730,265, as against 45,092 talking ma-

chines, valued at $1,781,062, in 1924.

The total exports of records and supplies for

February, 1925, were valued at $102,558, as com-

pared with $139,871 in February, 1924. The

eight months ending February, 1925, show rec-

ords and accessories exported valued at $1,068,-

900, as compared with $905,008, in 1924.

The countries to which these instruments

were sent and their values are as follows : France,

$4,882; United Kingdom, $3,997; Other Europe,

$10,214; Canada, $2,890; Central America, $6,711;

Mexico, $11,224; Cuba, $10,310; Argentina, $3,-

318; Chile, $3,388; Peru, $5,659; Other South

America, $28,584; China, $670; Japan, $180; Phil-

ippine Islands, $4,864; Australia, $20,706; New
Zealand, $6,624; other countries,

Wendell Hall Back on Air

Wendell Hall, the popular radio artist, who
made famous "It Ain't Gonna Rain No Mo',"

was again heard on the air from Station WES
on April 6, after an absence of more than two

months, due to the serious illness and death of

his father. Mr. Hall will continue his radio

tours throughout the Spring.

BATTERIES
Batteries with a reputation

Made in two sizes

:

No. 4524

—

iy2 amp. hr., 24 volts.

No. 4548—4^ amp. hr., 48 volts.

Complete information and prices
on request.

Storad Batteries have a reputation for giving

reliable service under severe requirements of

modern receiving sets.

Help your customers solve the important prob-

lem of "B" circuit power by supplying them
with Storad Batteries.

The Cleveland Engineering Laboratories Co.
2114 Superior Viaduct, N. W. Cleveland, Ohio

Jerco Tone Arm Proves Pop-

ular With Phonograph Mfrs.

Jos. E. Rudell Co. Inaugurates Extensive Ad-

vertising and Selling Campaign on New Jer-

co Radio Tone Arms'—Demand Increases

with their line. The factory is at present work-
ing to capacity in order to fill the requirements

of the trade and the company is contemplating

expansion in order to keep production up to

the demand created.

The Joseph E. Rudell Co., Inc., New York,

manufacturer of tone arms and reproducers, re-

cently inaugurated an extensive sales and ad-

vertising campaign with a view to calling the

attention of the industry to the new Jerco

radio tone arm manufactured by the company.

Joseph E. Rudell, head of the company, in

commenting upon the reception with which the

new product had been met throughout the trade,

said:

"It seems that a tapering tone arm, with a

throw back reproducer, made of quality parts,

is in demand and the fact that the tone arm is

adaptable for radio reception has added mate-

rially to its utility. The arm is mounted on

a ball bearing base which allows smooth move-

ment. The radio feature incorporated in the

arm provides for the control of volume and

is another feature which adds to its attractive-

ness."

Several phonograph manufacturers making

combination machines have already placed sub-

stantial orders with the company and are

using the new tone arm as standard equipment

H. S. Johnson Home From
Extensive Western Trip

H. S. Johnson, executive representative of

the R. E. Thompson Mfg. Co., returned from a

three months' trip last week. He visited the

Thompson distributors west of the Mississippi

river, touching all important points from San
Antonio to Vancouver. While visiting at Kan-
sas City Mr. Johnson delivered an important

technical address on the subject of radio before

the sales convention of Richards & Conover.
Mr. Johnson has a unique record in radio, hav-

ing been associated in it for the past fifteen

years. He numbers thousands of radio dealers

among his wide acquaintance.

Buys the Kern Co. Stock

The United Music Co., of Brockton, Mass.,

with branch stores at Plymouth, Rockland and
Webster, Mass., New London, Willimantic and
Stafford Springs, Conn., has purchased the en-

lire stock, including phonographs, radios and
records, of the Kern Music Co., Providence.

Specify "AMERICAN FELT"
— it's the standard

The high quality of American Felt Company's
felts is a definite measurement by which to judge
all felts.

It is the standard of quality. Comparisons only
serve to emphasize its recognized leadership.

Experienced felt men at either of our branches
will be glad to confer with talking machine
manufacturers regarding their felt supply.

AMERICAN FELT COMPANY
213 Congress St., Boston 114 E. 13th Street, New York City

325 So. Market Street, Chicago
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and

Safety
with

ULTRA

No Acids to Spill

No Bulbs to Break

Charges all storage batteries "A" or "B"

—

from 2 to 48 volts. Speedily—5 to 7 am-
peres per hour to a 6-volt battery.

There are no acids to spill in the Ultra

Handy Charger to ruin expensive rugs—no

bulbs to burn out causing annoyance and
inconvenience. The Ultra Handy Charger

will not dirty or harm the home in any
way—there is absolutely no danger of fire.

Requires No Care
No auxiliaries necessary. Simple to use

—

connect the sturdy clips to the battery

—

plug the cord into a light socket and turn

on the current. No care required when in

or out of use. Will not overcharge your
battery. Send for illustrated folder.

4339 Duncan Ave. St. Louis, Mo.

•00

Plan Entertainment for

Coming Chicago Convention

Chicago, III., April 7.—The 1925 Music Trade

Convention Committee held a meeting recently

at the Drake Hotel and among other matters

discussed the entertainment features of the

coming convention. In addition to planning

elaborate features for the noonday luncheons

frolic and other events, it was announced that

a golf tournament would be held on June 12 at

the Olympic Fields Country Club.

Committees to carry on the work of the con-

vention were appointed, comprising prominent
figures in the talking machine and other music
trades.

Music House Chartered

The Ravinson Music Co., of Youngstown, O.,

has been incorporated with a capital stock of

$10,000. The proprietors are Marcel and Julia

Dreyfus.

Music Dealers Urged to

Observe Music Week
Plans Completed for National Observance of

Event During Week From May 3 to 9—How
Retail Dealers can Tie Up

Ernie Golden's Orchestra
Makes Edison Records

First Recordings Already Released by Pop-
ular Hotel Hotel McAlpin Orchestra

Music dealers throughout the country are

urged to co-operate with and assist in every

way the work of the National Music Week
Committee, 45 West Forty-fifth street, New
York, which has completed plans for the ob-

servance of Music Week during the period of

May 3 to 9. Lists of local Music Week chair-

men have been prepared and will be supplied

dealers upon application.

One of the things which a dealer can do to

assist his local committee is the widespread dis-

tribution of the printed matter issued by the

Music Week Committee. This matter is sold

at cost and includes stickers, window display

cards, envelope stuffers and pamphlets on the

purposes of Music Week.

Thomas A. Edison, Inc., lias recently signed
up a new dance orchestra to make Edison rec-

ords. This organization, known as "Ernie
Golden and His Hotel McAlpin Orchestra,"

Freed-Eisemann Radio
Adapted to Use in Auto

Joseph D. R. Freed, radio engineer and presi-

dent of the Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp.,

Brooklyn, N. Y., recently installed a five-tube

radio receiver in the instrument board of his

automobile, with a loud speaker over the wind-

shield and all wires invisible. The tubes are

lighted with a filament switch, operated by the

insertion of a plug, carried on a key ring so

there is no chance the tubes will be kept burn-

ing when the set is not in use.

Mr. Freed has made several trips in all sec-

tions of New York City, testing reception.

Eighty stations were received during the first

three nights,- including Havana, Ottawa, Omaha
and Dallas, all on the loud speaker.

Ernie Golden's Orchestra
has long since established its reputation

through playing regularly at the Hotel McAl-
pin, New York City. The first release made
this month has on one side "Love Me (Just

Like I Love You)," fox-trot, and on the reverse,

"I'll Take Her Back If She Wants to Come
Back," fox-trot.

Awaiting Announcement

Ira Greene, president of the Capitol Distribut-

ing Co., radio distributor, New York, will

shortly make an announcement of a new prod-

uct in which he is interested. Although the

nature of the new product is still unannounced
advance information would give the impression

that it will probably be a very radical advance-

ment in the radio field. It is expected that com-
plete announcement will be made during May.

Arthur A. Trostler Joins

Music Master Corp. Staff

Kansas City, Mo., April 7.—Arthur A. Trostler,

formerly secretary of the Schmelzer Co., sport-

ing goods distributor and one time Victor

wholesaler, has become Kansas City manager
for the Music Master Corp., Philadelphia, man-
ufacturer of Music Master radio products. Mr.

Trostler will look after the distributors in Kan-
sas, Colorado, New Mexico, Texas, Oklahoma,
Arkansas, Tennessee and Missouri and is quite

enthusiastic over his new connection. At the

present time Mr. Trostler is starting on his

first- tour of the territory in order to get first-

hand information about the business situation.

Ivor A. Page, senior member of Levy-Page
Co., Inc., Norfolk, Va., recently sailed on the

"Homeric" for a pleasure trip to Europe. He
intends visiting England (his native land),

France, Germany and Italy. He expects to stay

abroad three or four months.

T HLRADIO
T • k-F
TRADE MARK

STANDARDIZED, PRECISION -MADE RECEIVERS

Adapted to All Makes of

TALKING MACHINE CABINETS

These Receiving Sets meet the insistent demand
of Talking Machine owners.

Model J-80 (illustrated) is a 4-tube, non-oscillat-

ing, tuned radio frequency receiver, completely
enclosed in drawer-shaped cabinet. Fits into the

space occupied by two record shelves. List price,

without accessories $80

Model JW-90 Phonograph Panel Type is a 5-tube
tuned radio frequency receiver which can be fitted

into any console phonograph cabinet. List price,

without accessories $90

All Jos. W. Jones Receivers are built of the cele-

brated Jones Precision Parts, unexcelled for qual-

ity, tone, volume, selectivity and endurance.

JOS. W. JONES RADIO MFG. CO., Inc.
40-46 West 25th Street New York City
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SPRINGS
VICTOR

I%"x.022xl7'. bent each end No. 6543 $.57
I%"x.022xl8' 6" marine ends No. 3014 .58
I%"x.022xl7' bent arbor No. 5362 .57
I%"x.022xl3' bent arbor No. 5423 .50
l%"x.022x9' bent arbor No. 5427 .42
l!4"x.022x9'. bent each end No. 6642 .42
l"x.020xl3' 6" marine ends No. 2141 .32
l"x.020xl5' marine ends No. 3335 .35
l"x. 020x15' bent arbor No. 5394 .38
l"x.020xl5\ bent at each end No. 6546 .43

COLUMBIA
l"x.028xl6' crimp arbor, new style.No. 20009 .67
l"x.028xl0' Universal No. 2951 .34
l"x.028xll' Universal No. 2951 .36
l"x.030xll' hook ends 45
l"xll' for motor No. 1 No. 1219 .35

HEINEMAN
l"x.025xl2' motors, Nos. 33 & 77 35
1 3/16"x.026xl9', also Pathe 75
1 3/16"x.026x17' No. 4 .59

MEI98ELBACH
%"xl0' motors, Nos. 9 & 10 29
l"x9' motors, Nos. 11 & 12 31
l"xl6' motors, Nos. 16, 17 & 19 49
2"x.022x16', rectangular hole, 18kl0 1.20

8AAI,-8IIiVBBTONE
l"x.027xl0', rectangular hole No. 144 .42
l"x.027xl3', rectangular hole No. 145 .48
l"x.027x16', rectangular hole No. 146 .58

BRUNSWICK
l"x.025xl2', rect'gular hole, regular.No. 201 .43
l"x.025xl8\ rect'gular hole, regular.No. 401 .58

KRASBERG
l"xl2' motor 2A 1 Pear-shaped and .45

l"xl6' motor 3 ft 4 V rectangular holes .55
l"xl8' new style J on outer end .60

EDISON
l%"x. 028x25' regular size disc motors 1.25
l"x.032xll\ Standard 55
1 5/16", Home 70
1 5/16"xl8' type A 150, old style disc 1.28
1" Amberola 30-50-75 56
1 1/16", B 80 1.15

SUNDRIES
l"x.025x9', pear-shaped Stewart 34
l"x.025xl6', Sonora, Style 30 52
25/32"x.026xl0', P.S. Swiss Motors & Pathe .36
l ,/i"x.025xl7' round hole, Mandel 75
J4*x.022x9\ pear-shaped small motors 26
l"x.025xl6', pear-shaped hole or rect 50
%"x.023xl0', marine ends, Hein. Col., etc.. .29
%"x.025x10', marine ends, Hein. Col., etc.. .27
%"x.020x9\ marine ends 21
%"x.020x9', marine ends 18
Victor Gov. springs. No. 1729 per 100 .95
Victor Gov. balls, n/style. No. 3302... each .07
Victor-Columbia Gov.sp.,screw washers, 100 .72
Columbia Gov. springs. No. 3510. . .per 100 .95
Columbia Gov. ball, lead, flat and spring. . .08
Columbia Gov. ball, new style & spring... .08
Turntable felts, wool, green. 10", 15c; 12" .18

Terms, 2% cash with order.

TALKING MACHINE SUPPLY C0..PARK RIDGE, N.J.

Console Adapto Cabinets

Growing in Public Favor

Convenient Space Provision for Radio Impor-

tant Factor in Creating Popularity

The L. R. Donehue Co., Perth Amboy, N. J.,

manufacturer of Adapto radio cabinets, carry-

ing some exclusive features, and which are avail-

iiimiiiiiim^

Console Adapto Cabinet

able for practically every table model of radio

receiving set, has found much popularity for its

console model in which, besides the set, there is

space for storage battery, charger, distilled wa-
ter and hydrometer. It carries a double pole,

double throw switch and allows battery charg-

ing without disturbing any wires. The loud

speaker horn and unit are enclosed in the cover

and the tone is emitted through the grill work.

The cabinet is wired for all connections and the

battery compartments are air tight.

L. R. Donehue, head of the company bearing

WANTED—Sales organization and jobber

handling a line of portables wants connection

with record, needle and radio manufacturer to

serve as exclusive selling agent in South. Ad-
dress Associated Manufacturers Co., 513 Conti

St., New Orleans, La.

POSITION WANTED—Have had fourteen

years' selling experience and also acted as as-

sistant to the buyer in one of New York's

largest phonograph and radio departments. I

am fully competent to take charge of store or

department and can manage both inside and
outside forces. Address G. B., care Talking
Machine World, 383 Madison Ave., New York
City.

WANTED—Salesman, calling on furniture,

music and department stores; to carry a com-
plete line of high-grade radio and phonograph
cabinets on commission basis. Furnish refer-

ences and Qualifications. Address Anton
Clemetsen Co.," 4223 W. Lake St., Chicago, 111.

POSITION WANTED—Repairman, 12 years' experience

on all makes of spring and electric phonograph motors,

wishes to connect with large concern as outside service

man. Can furnish good references. Also good knowl-
edge of radio. Address "Box 1497," care The Talking
Machine World, 3S3 Madison Ave., New York City.

POSITION WANTED by an experienced salesman,

representing reliable firm in .either the phonograph, radio

or piano roll trade, in Connecticut or Massachusetts. Salary

and commission basis. Address "Box 1499," care The
Talking Machine World, 3S3 Madison Ave., New York
City.

FOR SALE
Portable high-grade spring motor recording ma-

chine, weight about 65 lbs. ; designed to record

7", 10" and 12" records. Write for particulars to

"Box 1500," care The Talking Machine World,

383 Madison Ave., New York City.

his name, is the designer of all of the Adapto

cabinets. In speaking of his firm's products he

said: "Our cabinets are of mahogany or wal-

nut and blend harmoniously with the tones of

the cabinet work in the receiving sets as well

as the atmosphere of the home. The success

of these cabinets, besides their attractiveness, is

due to their conveniences. In these modern
times simplicity is looked for by the majority

of purchasers. With the Adapto cabinet all ac-

cessories are enclosed within the woodwork and

are easily accessible. The use of the acces-

sories, however, is made available without ex-

posing the interipr. This is done by means of

the permanent wiring and switch connections.

Growing Carryola Demand

D. M. Allen, vice-president and general man-
ager of the Carryola Co. of America, Milwau-

kee, Wis., manufacturer of the Carryola Master

portable, was a recent visitor to New York, call-

ing upon jobbers and dealers in the Eastern ter-

ritory. In a chat with The World Mr. Allen

stated that his company's sales figures for the

first three months of the year had been excel-

lent, reaching totals which were far ahead of

all expectations. In fact, the sales for the month
of March were the best in the history of the

company and, judging from all indications, Car-

ryola business during the next few months will

be very satisfactory. Mr. Allen and his organi-

zation have established jobbers in practically

all of the leading trade centers, and these dis-

tributors are placing the Carryola line with suc-

cessful and progressive talking machine mer-

chants throughout the country.

New Store in Louisa, Ky.

Louisa, Ky., April 7.—Milton Rose has re-

cently opened a new music store in the Bruns-

wick Hotel Building. The concern will oper-

ate as the Rose Music Shop.

FOR SALE

Will build recording machine, portable
type, spring motor, shaving machine, port-
able type, electric motor. Machines of this

model and build have been working sev-
eral years and give perfect results. For
details and price write "High-Grade, Box
1501," care The Talking Machine World,
383 Madison Ave., New York City.

FOR SALE
Complete stock including tools, dies and quantity

of parts for eight different types of well-known

phonograph motors and tone arms. Address "Box
1498," care The Talking Machine World. 383 Madi-

son .Ave., New York City.

BOXES FOR PORTABLES
Large luggage company of high financial standing,

operating their own woodworking plant, and having
excellent facilities for producing high grade leather-

oid covered boxes at considerable saving, is now
booking orders for portable phonograph boxes.
Ouick delivery in any quantity. For particulars,

address M. M. Mark, Sales Agent, 721 Walnut St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

CARVED LEGS
Eight designs in gum, oak and ma-
hogany. Prices reduced. Send for cir-

cular. Klise Mfg. Co., Grand Rapids,

Mich.

W. L. King Is Gathering

Important Radio Data

Executive Representative of R. E. Thompson
Mfg. Co. Working With H. H. Silliman Co..

New England Distributor

William L. King, executive representative of

the R. E. Thompson Mfg. Co., has been busily

engaged in New England working with the

H. H. Silliman Co., distributor of Thompson
neutrodyne receivers and Thompson loud speak-

ers. Mr. King is endeavoring to work out the

per capita consumption of radio with the idea

of supplying important data on which to base

manufacturing schedules. The radio industry

suffers annually either through over- or under-

production due to the inability to gauge con-

sumer requirements for the coming season. Mr.

King, by making a close survey of dealers' re-

quirements, stocks, attitudes, etc., is building up

very valuable information in order to forecast

the trend this Fall.

Ohio Music Co. Chartered

Lima, O., April 7.—The Ohio Music Co.,

of this city, has recently been granted a charter

of incorporation with a capital stock of $500.

The incorporators include the following: Ger-

ald H. and Helen Maus, G. D. and Bertha John-

son and O. Sherer.

Organizing Jazz Bands

The California Ramblers, well-known New
York dance orchestra and exclusive Columbia

artists, composed largely of university men, is

organizing a number of jazz bands and is scour-

ing the neighboring colleges and prep schools

for talent. This organization is not only pop-

ular among New York's night club devotees,

but is also a prime favorite in college circles,

where they play for fraternity dances and other

society functions.

WORLD'S CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Any member of the trade may forward to this office a "Situation" advertisement

intended for this Department to occupy a space of four lines, agate measure, and it will

be inserted free. Replies will also be forwarded without cost. Additional space will
be at the rate of 25c. per line. If bold faced type is desired the cost of same will be
25c. per line. Rates for all other classes of advertising on application.
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Varied Important Trade Activities]Re-

sult in a Continuation of Good Business
Trend of Business Indicates That Difference in Demand Between Winter Rush and Summer

Portable Demand Is Less Marked—Death of J. E. Hough—Broadcasting Aids Record Sales

London, England, April 3.—As has been the

case for the last two years, gramophone sales

during the month of March have indicated a

decided continuity of trade over and above the

so-called season. This, of course, does not

mean that manufacturers have found no diminu-

tion in the demand from month to month, but

that the difference between the Winter rush

time and the Summer portable season is less

marked than formerly. It further goes to prove

that the increasing propaganda of the big re-

cording companies and music societies gener-

ally, as well as the tremendous fillip given to

sales by the regular broadcasting of "popular"

music, is having a decided effect—for the better

—on the continued demand for the gramophone

record. The apprehensions of those timid peo-

ple who, in the early days of broadcasting,

thought they saw the end of the gramophone

record have been entirely put to rest. In fact,

to-day it is the manufacturer and retailer who
the more closely link up with the wireless pro-

.gram, in advertising of shop-window displays,

who do the larger business. The vocal dance,

which is now the more clamorously demanded

from the publishers, to-day is sponsored by the

broadcasting artist, not the music-hall artist.

No Necessity for Safeguarding

At a recent meeting of the Committee of the

Association, of Gramophone and Musical Instru-

ment Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers the

principal item for discussion was the necessity

or otherwise of application being made for a

measure of protection under the Government's
"Safeguarding of Industries" Bill. Some dif-

ference of opinion exists, the Association rep-

resenting, as it does, sections of the music in-

dustries other than the gramophone trade. Be-

low I give extracts from the report issued by
the president, H. J. Cullum, and from which it

will be seen that, for the moment, the gram-
ophone industry feels no need for a protective

tariff, but is ready to put forward a claim im-

mediately conditions alter. Voting cards were
sent out to the members of the Association on

this question, about 60 per cent being returned,

and on analysis showed that roughly two-thirds

were in favor of application being made. It

also revealed a sharply defined difference of

opinion in the gramophone section, and a pre-

dominating desire for safeguarding amongst the

essentially British small goods and instrument

manufacturing sections. After discussion, the

Committee realized the impossibility of unan-

imous action. Mr. Cullum says, "the varied in-

terests involved represented by the out-and-out

manufacturer, the merchant who in part man-
ufactures and imports, the importer and dis-

tributor, and, lastly, the manufacturer of com-
ponent parts or accessories, which are or are

not affected by foreign competition—conflict too

greatly for effective action at present, having

regard to the conditions laid down by the Gov-
enment.

"So far as the Committee was able to ascer-

tain, the present position of the industry as a

whole indicates satisfactory business, practi-

cally no unemployment, and as regards a con-

siderable portion of our industry (despite de-

preciated foreign currencies), the products com-
ing into England are of such poor quality, or

the continued rising of skilled labor and raw

material priced abroad and difficulties of deliv-

ery have resulted in foreign competition at pres-

ent not being in any way disastrous.

"It has been decided, therefore, that at pres-

ent our industry, in common with all its other

branches, has not a case for presentation, but

most of us do not view the future without

considerable apprehension, and the position to-

day may not by any means be the same six

months ahead, and any alterations in the value

and quality of imports may have a rapidly ad-

verse effect on our present trading conditions."

Passing of J. E. Hough
The gramophone trade in this country has,

in the last month, suffered a great shock in the

sudden death of James Edward Hough, for

many years known as "The Father of the Gram-
ophone Trade." While taking a walk on the

evening of February 24 he fell in the street and

dislocated his shoulder. Complications super-

vened and on the following Sunday (March 1)

(Continued on page 170)

DOB
RIPPA SENSATIONAL

is the only word to apply when talking of the success of the Pixie Grippa all over

the world. You can't get away from facts. Our Mail week by week adds fresh orders

and repeats from every quarter of the Globe. Our Testimonial Dossier is wonderful

reading. It all means that Pixie Grippas get right ahead of all other small Portable

Talking Machines on sheer merit for really powerful Tone Quality. Downright Fool-

proof design and unbeatable workmanship. It's a big Gramophone in a small box.

Not an "assembled" contraption. Every part our own exclusive manufacture.

World's patent and registrations pending. Plays all 12 inch records.

Made to suit every known Market.

SHIPPING PRICES:

(Minimum order 4 machines. Packed free our Factory.) Available where
territory not already closed. Canada and Australia excepted.

In fine Leatherette Case, Weatherproof $8.00 gold

" Solid Oak Case. Weatherproof 8.75
"

" English Cowhide Case, Weatherproof 10.50
"

" " Teak Case, Insect proof 11.25
"

" " Andaman Padouk Case, Insect proof 12.75

Sole Licensees and Manufacturers

PEROPHONE, Ltd., 76-78 City Road
Cables Perowood LONDON, ENGLAND Bentleys Code

Weight, 6>/2 lbs.

Measurement, WVs x 4% x IVz
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Special Announcement to U. K. and Colonial Buyers

T

HOMOCHORD
RECORDS
REFLECT

VALUES

True tone is the outcome of perfect recording

—

Perfect recording is reflected in the sure test of

the piano—Homochord piano recordings repre-

sent an amazing degree of fidelity hitherto

thought impossible of achievement. All pre-

conceived notions have been knocked on the

head and we can truthfully aver that the difficult

tones of the piano have at last been musically

photographed on Homochord Records. This

standard of tone perfection is the result of a new

system of recording adopted in our laboratories

which goes to insure a definite 100 per cent de-

gree of fidelity in all HOMOCHORD
RECORDS.

BRINC
TRUE MUSIC

to the

HOME
Colonial and Foreign Traders Should

Write for a Special Sales Proposition

Regular monthly issues go to swell
our big and up-to-date catalogue

10-in.

lZ-in.

Double-tided
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lie passed away unexpectedly. It was some

thirty-five years ago that Mr. Hough became

intimately associated with the "talking machine"

trade, as it was known here in the early days,

subsequently he became head of the world-re-

nowned firm of Edison Bell (Messrs. J. E.

Hough, Ltd.). He was one of the first to fore-

see the commercial possibilities in Edison's new

and original phonograph and established him-

self in this city as the London Phonograph Co.

Many of the phonographs at this date coming

into England were directly imported from

America, and Edison, with the Bells, whose

policy it was to lease and not sell outright ma-

chines and records, established a British com-

pany in order to circumvent the sales of such

machines. This company was known as the

Edison Bell Phonograph Corp., Ltd., from whom

J. E. Hough, together with other alleged

offenders who were supposed to be contraven-

ing the rights of this company, was served

with writs. This led to prolonged litigation, in

the course of which Mr. Hough crossed the At-

lantic, interviewed the inventor, succeeding in

inducing Edison to give evidence before a Brit-

ish Commission sitting in New York. Results

proved favorable not only to Mr. Hough but to

the whole of the British trade. Subsequently,

Mr. Hough became managing director of the

Edison Bell Phonograph Corp., uniting with it

his own business, then known as Edisonia, Ltd.,

but in 1909 a new company was formed and

which purchased the good-will, plant, machin-

ery, matrices, and other properties of the Edi-

son Bell Consolidated Phonograph Co., Ltd.

The new company was known as T. E. Hough,

Ltd., and occupied the Edisonia works at Glen-

gall Road, Peckham. Since then millions of

Velvet Face and Winner records, as well as an

enormous number of machines, have emanated

from the Peckham factory, while in the last two

or three years a very large business in wireless

appliances has also been developed.

The funeral took place on Saturday, March

7, when an impressive service was attended by

many hundreds of people, the music trades and

profession being widely represented. Famous
artists comprised the choir, and nine motor

coaches were required to carry the floral trib-

utes, among which was one representing a

huge cabinet gramophone, complete with record.

Mr. Hough's death occurred after a long and
arduous life (he was seventy-six), and his pass-

ing is deeply mourned throughout the whole

industry.

Increase in German Record Prices

According to a German trade paper report,

German record firms, owing to increases in the

cost of shellac and in the rates of wage, have

raised their prices of records as follows: (1)

25 centimeters diameter, trade price from 2.15

gold marks to 2.45 gold marks; the retail sale

prices to be 3.75 gold marks, as against 3.30

gold marks, and (II) 30 centimeters diameter

to 3.65 gold marks from 3.25 gold marks to the

trade; retail prices to be 5.50 gold marks in-

stead of the former 5 gold marks.

In this connection it is interesting to note

that the Federation of British Music Industries,

acting in co-operation with the proprietors and
publishers of "The Phono Record," have re-

cently been engaged in an inquiry as to the

possibilities of opening a market in Germany
for gramophone records of British production.

This is due to the disagreement in Germany
between manufacturers and dealers over the

new retail prices of records.

It appears that application has been or is to

be made to the German Government with a

view to the removal of the prohibitive tariff

(30 gold marks per 100 kilos), which now oper-

ates to the virtual exclusion of records of Brit-

ish manufacture, a tariff originally put on for

the protection of German manufacturers and

designed without appreciation of the circum-

stances that similar goods of German manu-
facture are admitted to this country duty free.

The Federation, through its affiliated body, the

Association of Gramophone and Musical Instru-

ment Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers, has

supplied the German Government with authori-

tative information as to the rates of wages paid

in British factories where records are produced,

together with fees paid to artists for their re-

cording services. The Federation states that it

will obviously be unwise to build sanguine hopes

upon the possibilities of the market. It is well

known, of course, that trading difficulties in

Germany are pretty acute, owing to financial

considerations, but manufacturers will doubtless

know how to protect their own interests. Re-

cent transactions have been successfully nego-

tiated on the basis of documents against cash

in London.

What Is a Dealer?

The Gramophone Manufacturers' Association

was recently requested by the Gram r "

Dealers' Association for a ruling and definition

of "A Retail Gramophone Dealer." In the

opinion of the Association's Committee, "Any
person who at a recognized place of business,

being a shop and not a private house, carries a

reasonable stock of gramophones (not less than

three) and gramophone records, for sale, is a

properly constituted retail gramophone dealer."

The Duophone Syndicate

Reverting to last month's report when I

stated that an adjournment of a fortnight was

granted by Justice Romer in the Companies
Winding-up Court, in the matter of a petition

for a compulsory winding-up of the Duophone
Syndicate, Ltd., this matter was again men-
tioned to Justice Romer on February 24,

when it was announced that the parties had

come to terms and that it had been arranged

that the petition should be dismissed.

A new bill introduced into the House of Com-
mons by Sir Martin Conway has for its main
object the prevention of gramophone recording

companies and others from making records of

items transmitted over the wireless. The pro-

visions of the bill—known as "The Dramatic

ADVANCE Announcement
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and Musical Performance Bill"—are as follows:
1. If any person knowingly:
(a) Makes any record, directly or indirectly, from or

by means of the performance of any dramatic or musical
work without the consent in writing of the performers; or

(b) Sells or lets for hire, or by way of trade exposes
or offers for sale or hire any record made in contraven-
tion of this Act; or

(c) Distributes for the purposes of trade, or to such an
extent as to affect prejudicially the performers, any record
made in the contravention of this Act; or

(d) Uses for the purpose of a public performance any
record made in contravention of this Act, and shall be
liable, on summary conviction, to a fine not exceeding forty
shillings for each record in respect of which an offense is

proved, but not exceeding fifty pounds in respect of any
one transaction; Provided, that it shall be a defense to
any proceedings in respect of an alleged offense under the
foregoing paragraph (a) if defendant proves that the rec-

ord in respect of which the offense is alleged was not made
for purposes of trade.

2. If any person knowingly makes, or has in his pos-
session, any plate or similar contrivance for the purpose
of making records in contravention of this Act, he shall

be guilty of an offense under this Act, and shall be liable

on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds
for each plate or similar contrivance in respect of which
an offense is proved.
A third provision permits the Court, whether there has

been a conviction or not, to order all plates or records
to be destroyed.

The new bill has received its first reading.

Gramophone Association's Successful Dinner

The sixth annual dinner of the Association of

Gramophone and Musical Instrument Manu-
facturers and Wholesale Dealers was held on

March 24 at the Restaurant Frascati, this city.

The gathering was the largest and most suc-

cessful held this year in the gramophone in-

dustry, over one hundred and eighty being pres-

ent. After the toast of "The King," enthusiasti-

cally honored, Sir George Croydon-Marks, man-
aging director of the Columbia Graphophone
Co., very wittily proposed "The Association

and its President," and described the industry

as one that makes for joy and happiness, and

the members as public benefactors. The toast

was most enthusiastically honored, especially

after Sir George's adroit coupling of the phrase

"Long Life to Mr. Cullum" (the president).

The response from Mr. Cullum was equally

witty. He referred to what is rapidly becoming

to be known as the sister trade, i. e., broadcast-

ing. Echoing his recent "message" in relation

to the necessity for safeguarding, he empha-

sized that it may yet be imperative to take ad-

vantage of the Government Bill. The remain-

ing toast was "The Visitors," proposed by
Frank Samuels, of Barnett Samuels & Sons, and

replied to by Fred B. Allen, the president of

the Federation of British Music Industries.

The small number and brevity of the speeches

permitted of an excellent musical program,

which was organized by Arthur H. Brooks, of

the Columbia Graphophone Co. The artists

were all favorite record "stars" and included

Miss Carrie Howin, Hubert Eisdell, Edgar
Coyle, Riccardo, Stracciari, Mayer Gordon, Ru-

pert Hazell, etc., etc.

Sonora Phonographs Are
Featured in Holland

Sonora products are receiving splendid repre-

sentation in Holland, and C. Kettner, Holland

representative for the Sonora Phonograph Co.,

Amsterdam Headquarters of C. Kettner

Inc., maintains very attractive headquarters in

Amsterdam. The firm has branches in three

other Holland cities as attractive and impres-

sive as the home office shown in the accom-
panying illustration. C. Kettner has built up a

very substantial business and the popularity of

the Sonora among Continental dealers is mak-
ing excellent progress.

Patent Office Transferred

to Department of Commerce

Washington, D. C, April 6.—President Cool-

idge issued an executive order transferring the

United States Patent Office from the jurisdic-

tion of the Department of the

Interior to the Department of

Commerce, thereby placing it

under the control of Secretary

Hoover.

The action taken marked the

first shifting of a Government
agency intact, in accordance

with the departmental reorgan-

ization plan which has been rec-

ommended by both Cabinet of-

ficers involved as well as by the

Congressional Committee on

Reorganization.

The Department of Com-
merce organization act vests the

President with authority to

transfer certain bureaus whose
work is related to commerce to

that department, and it was un-

der such authority that the ex-

ecutive order was issued.

In announcing the change

Secretary Hoover declared that

he intended to undertake a vig-

orous campaign for the remov-

al of present injustices toward

American patentees and Amer-
ican manufacturers.

The Department of Commerce organization

act vests the President with authority to trans-

fer certain bureaus whose work is related to

commerce to that department, and it was under

such authority that the executive order was
issued.

"At the present time," said Mr. Hoover, "an

American patentee is required in many foreign

countries to continuously manufacture in that

country under his patent or lose his patent

rights. We make no such requirements in the

United States. The consequence is that our in-

ventors and manufacturers, in order to protect

their inventions, have been driven to the estab-

lishment of a large number of factories abroad,

whereas foreign patentees have been able to

use their patents in the United States to ac-

tually prevent manufacture here.

"A list of many large manufacturers estab-

lished by American capital abroad in order to

protect their patents could be enumerated,

whereas there has been no establishment of

manufacturers in this country for this reason.

In fact, a foreign patentee, by registering his

patent in the United States, can hold it for sev-

enteen years and prevent manufacture of the

article in the United States.

"This is but one of the discriminations now
in progress. There is to be an international

convention for the protection of industrial prop-

erty at The Hague on October 8, 1925, at which
the American Government is to be represented

and where proposals will be made for the

equitable and equal treatment of patentees in all

countries. If this convention should fail to se-

cure primary justice for American patentees, we
shall ask for a complete revision of the patent

laws of the United States which will bring this

about.

"Four years ago the Patent Office was fifteen

months behind in its work, that is, it was fif-

teen months after the receipt of an application

before that application could be considered. Un-
der support given by Congress, and the fine

administration of Secretary Work and Commis-
sioner Robinson, this period has been reduced

to seven months.

The Stanrad Corp., New York, was recently

incorporated at Albany to make radio appara-

tus with a capital stock of $10,000. The incor-

porators are S. and J. M. Goldberg.
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LATEST PATENTS

RELATING
Washington, D. C, April 8.—Method of Mak-

ing Sound Records. Victor H. Emerson, New
York, assignor to the Emerson Phonograph
Co., same place. Patent No. 1,522,949.

This invention relates to phonograph records

and more particularly to methods for record-

ing whereby a plurality of records may be made
in the space heretofore occupied by a single

record.

Various attempts have heretofore been made
to increase the linear recording space available

on a given size of sound record disk so as to

utilize more effectively the existing space, all of

which attempts gave unsatisfactory results.

The linear recording space at most could only
be slightly increased by the methods of these
attempts, and the increased utilization of ex-
isting space was only accomplished by means
of complicated and expensive recording and
reproducing machines, and the records so pro-
duced could not be played upon existing ma-
chines in common use. An object of the in-

vention is to provide a sound record, the record-
ing capacity of which, for any given size, is

very greatly increased, which can be econom-
ically produced in quantities by the usual
method of stamping the blanks with master
record dies, and which can be played upon ex-
isting reproducing or talking machines in com-
mon use. A further object is to provide a
novel recording method by which such records
can be produced.

Figure 1 is a schematic illustration of one
form of apparatus by means of which the
method may be practiced. Fig. 2 is a sche-
matic illustration of a modified form of appa-
ratus. Fig. 3 is a plan of a portion of a rec-
ord produced by the practice of the invention,
and Fig. 4 is a sectional elevation taken
along one ol the record grooves in order to
illustrate the vertical undulation therein.

Means for Recording Sound. Bernard Fran-
cis Roehrig, Los Angeles, Cal. Patent No. 1,-

522,547.

This invention relates to a novel method of
and means for recording sound. The primary
object of the invention is to provide means,

in the nature of an attachment, adapted to be

used in conjunction with the standard phono-
graphs already in the homes of the country and
by means of which any owner of such a phono-
graph may make a record having substantially

the excellence of the standard records and that

at a very small cost.

The objects are attained by means of the

device illustrated in the accompanying draw-
ing in which

—

Figure 1, is a side elevation of the device

as it appears when applied to an ordinary

phonograph, with parts broken away for con-

venience of illustration. Fig. 2 is a plan view
of a record disk, with recording head, horn
coupling and a portion of the horn in operative

position. Fig. 3 is a view in vertical longi-

tudinal section of the recording head and dia-

phragm, together with a fragmental elevation

of the horn coupling, showing the riding bar

support depending therefrom. The line of sec-

tion is denoted in Fig. 2, by line X, X. Fig. 4

is an enlarged view of the adjustable clamping

member shown in Fig. 1 at a, portions being

broken away for the purpose of illustrating its

construction. Fig. 5 is a view in section of the

vertical adjustment mechanism of the horn sup-

port, and a fragmental section of the lower side

of the horn. Fig. 6 is an enlarged fragmental

section of the diaphragm, together with a lon-

gitudinal section of the stylus holder attached

thereto, the recording stylus being shown in

elevation; the view being taken on the line X, X
of Fig. 2.

Amplifying Horn. Wilhelm Pierce, Allen-

town, Pa. Patent No. 1,525,320.

This invention relates to graphophones and

particularly to the means employed for amplify-

ing the sound, the object of the invention being

to produce a simple and efficient amplifying

horn adapted to be located within a cabinet

beneath the reproducing mechanism, and em-

bodying an elongated, enclosed, tortuous pas-

sageway for the sound of gradually expanding

area, the side walls of which are so arranged

as to obviate all echo and to insure a mellowed
enlargement of the tones.

In the drawings, Fig. 1 is a perspective of

the amplifying horn removed from the cabinet

and looking from above. Fig. 2 is a cross sec-

tional view. Fig. 3 is a vertical sectional view
taken through the center of the horn from
front to rear, On the line 3—3, Fig. 2.

Continuous Record Interchanging Phono-
graph. David F. Eshelman, Waynesboro, Pa.

Patent No. 1,525,283.

This invention relates to an improved phono-
graph particularly designed for use in dance

halls or the like, and seeks, among other ob-

jects, to provide a phonograph which will auto-

matically, operate to successively play a number
of records.

The invention has as a further object, to pro-

vide a phonograph which will play both sides of

each record and wherein the reversal of the

records may be automatically accomplished.

Another object of the invention is to pro-

vide a phonograph embodying an endless record

carrier and wherein means will be provided

for automatically starting and stopping the car-

rier for shifting the records into position over

the turntable successively.

And a still further object of the invention, in

this connection, is to provide a phonograph em-
bodying a vertically shiftable turntable and

wherein means will be provided for automat-
ically elevating the turntable to engage each

record successively coincident with the. stopping

of the carrier to accomplish the playing of the

record while, after the record has been played,

the turntable will be automatically lowered.

Figure 1 is a vertical sectional view through
the improved phonograph. Fig. 2 is an enlarged

sectional view on the line 2—2 of Fig. 1, look-

ing in the direction of the arrows. Fig. 3 is

an enlarged detail sectional view of the driv-

ing clutch employed. Fig. 4 is an enlarged sec-

tional view of the turntable clutch. Fig. 5 is

a detail elevation of the control lever for the

driving clutch and turntable clutch. Fig. 6 is

a detail sectional view showing the drive shaft

for the record carrier. Fig. 7 is a fragmentary

plan view showing the mounting of the record
supporting shafts of the record carrier, and
Fig. 8 is a detail sectional view through the tone

arm showing the trip for the control lever and
the spring for returning the arm to its original

position after a record has been played. Fig.

9 is a perspective view illustrating a portion of
the trip mechanism.

Electrical Automatic Repeating Mechanism
for Automatic Phonographs. Malcolm L. Ord,
St. Louis, Mo. Patent No. 1,525,510.

The object of the invention is to provide
novel electrical means for automatically clos-

ing an electric circuit whereby to throw into
operative engagement a suitable mechanical
device adapted to stop the reproducer and move
same to position for repeating a record or be-
ginning a new record, adapted for use with
any and all types of disk phonograph records,

irrespective of the diameter, size, thickness or
length of tone grooves in such records, and
especially to provide a mechanism adapted for

use as an improvement on the automatic phono-

graph disclosed in pending application Serial

No. 401,105, filed August 4, 1920.

Figure 1 is a top plan view of the invention;

Fig. 2 is a horizontal longitudinal section of

same, partly in elevation, the section line being

taken substantially on the line 2—2 of Fig 3, but

with a portion of the smaller end of the tele-

scopic tube 14 broken away and a part of mem-
bers 18 and 19 also shown in section; Fig. 3

is a vertical longitudinal section on line 3—

3

of Fig. 1; Fig. 4 is an end elevation of the

mechanism; Fig. 5 is a transverse section on

line 5—5 of Fig 2; and Fig. 6 is a complete

diagrammatic view of the circuits employed in

the repeating mechanism and the rest of the

automatic phonograph as well.

The Chatham Radio Corp., Chatham, N. J.,

was recently incorporated at Trenton, N. J.,

with a capital stock of $10,000 to manufacture

supplies. The incorporators are George R.

Martin, Joseph Devine, W. Stockton Higgins.
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Polly

273-D That

323-D Silver

10

10

in

Columbia Phonograph Go.

DANCE MUSIC
311-D We're Back Together Again—Fox-trot,

Ted Lewis and His Band 10

Ah-Ha!—Fox-trot (Incidental Singing by Ted
Lewis) Ted Lewis and His Band 10

310-D Lucky Kentucky—Fox-trot (Announced by the

"Solemn Old Judge" of W. L. S.),
Art Kahn and His Orcli. 10

Some of These Days—Fox-trot,
Art Kahn and His Orch. 10

317-D Titina (from "Puzzles of 1925")—Fox-trot,
(Incidental Singing by Franklyn Baur),

The Knickerbockers 10

Me Neenyah—Fox-trot ....The Knickerbockers 10

324-D That's My Girl—Fox-trot,
Loe Reisman and His Orch. 10

At the End of the Road—Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin and His Roseland Orch. 10

331-D The Midnight Waltz,
The Cavaliers (Waltz Artists) 10

June Brought the Roses—Waltz,
The Cavaliers (Waltz Artists) 10

319-D Yearning (Just For You)—Fox-trot,
Harry Reser's Syncopators 10

When You Do What You Do—Fox-trot,
Harry Reser's Syncopators 10

279-D Tell Her in the Springtime (from "Music Box
Revue 1925")—Fox-trot,

Sam Lanin and His Roseland Orch.
Fascinating Rhythm (from "Lady, Be Good!")
—Fox-trot,

Sam Lanin and His Roseland Orch.
313-D Keep Smiling at Trouble (From "Big Boy")—

Fox-trot The Columbians
Tokio Blues (from "Music Box Revue, 1925")
—Fox-trot The Columbians

325-D Hungaria—Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin and His Roseland Orch.

Egyptian Echoes—Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin and His Roseland Orch.

321-D I Don't Want to Get Married—Fox-trot (Inci-

dental Singing by Billy Jones),
The Clover Gardens Orch.

China Girl—Fox-trot,
The Clover Gardens Orch.

329-D Let It Rain, Let It Pour—Fox-trot,
The Columbians

In a Little Love Boat—Fox-trot. The Columbians
316-D The Georgia Stomp,

Charles Fulcher and His Orch.
Home Sweet Home Blues—Fox-trot,

Charles Fulcher and His Orch.

POPULA-R SONGS
312-D Will You Remember Me?—Tenor Solo,

Lewis James
Away From You—Tenor Solo, .... Lewis James

326-D Hot Tamale Molly,
The Whispering Pianist (Art Gillham)

Can't Your Friend Get a Friend for Me?
The Whispering Pianist (Art Gillham)

332-D Oh, Katharina!—Tenor Solo Billy Jones
Sweet Onion Time—Tenor and Baritone Duet,

Billy Jones-Ernest Hare
320-D Somebody Like You—Comedienne,

Vaughn De Leath
of Hollywood—Comedienne,

Vaughn De Leath
Something in Your Eyes—Tenor Solo,

Charles Hart
West of the Great Divide—Tenor Solo,

Charles Hart
Sands of Waikiki—Tenor-Baritone Duet,

Lewis James-Elliott Shaw
By the Mississippi—Tenor-Baritone Duet,

Lewis James-Elliott Shaw
322-D Glad Eyes—Tenor Solo Vernon Dalhart

Just Some Roses—Tenor Solo. .. .Charles Hart
318-D Do Doo Do—Vocal Ben Smith

Christofo Columbo—Vocal Ben Smith
314-D The Klucker Blues—Baritone Solo. Ed. McConnell

Tote Your Load—Baritone-Soprano Duet,
Ed. and Grace

NOVELTIES
330-D Sandy's Holiday—Scottish Comedian .. Will' Fyffc

The Engineer—Scottish Comedian ... Will Fyffc
315-D Traveling Man's Blues—French Harp Duet,

Sandlin Brothers
Mocking Bird, French Harp Duet,

Sandlin Brothers
MARCHES

50012-D American Guard Columbia Band
The Trumpeters of the Legion .Columbia Band

Hi

McConnell 10

CONCERT SELECTIONS
33053-D Where Are You To-night? (Conrad-Sherman-

Caesar-Christy)—Tenor Solo, with Orch Ac-
comp Charles Hackett

One Little Dream of Love (Gordon-Simpson)
Tenor Solo, with Orch. Accomp.

Charles Hackett
20034-D Since First I Met Thee (Rubinstein)—Mezzo-

Soprano Solo, with Orch. Accomp.,
Barbara Maurel

The Virgin's Slumber Song (Reger)—Mezzo-
Soprano Solo, with Orch. Accomp.,

Barbara Maurel
20033-D Charity (MacDermid)—Baritone Solo, with

Orch. Accomp Oscar Seagle
Sacrament (MacDermid)—Baritone Solo, with

Orch. Accomp Oscar Seagle
65034-D Rosamunde: Overture (Schubert,

N. Y. Symphony Orch., W. Damrosch, Cond.
Symphony No. 2, in D' Major (Brahms) 3rd
Movement—Allegretto,
N.' Y. Symphony Orch., W. Damrosch, Cond.

68089-D Sapphic Ode (Brahms)—Violoncello Solo

—

Walter Golde at the Piano Pablo Casals
Autumn Song, Op. 37, No. 10 (Tschaikow-

sky) Violoncello Solo—Walter Golde at the

Piano' Pablo Casals

2828

10

10

12

12

Brunswick Records
15096 Madama Butterfly—Ancora un passo (Entrance

of Butterfly) (Act I) (Puccini)—Soprano,
with Orch.; in Italian Edith Mason

Faust—Air des bijoux (Jewel Song) (Act III)

(Gounod)—Soprano, with Orch.; in French,
Edith Mason

10 15097 Dinorah—Sei vendicata assai ('Tis My Remorse)
(Meyerbeer)—Baritone, with Orch.; in Italian,

Michael Bohnen
Robert Le Diable (Invocation) (Act III) (Meyer-

beer)—Baritone, with Orch. ; in French,
Michael Bohnen

15098 Polonaise Militaire in A Major (Chopin)—Piano-
forte Solo Josef Hofmann

Melody in F (Rubinstein)—Pianoforte Solo,

Josef Hofmann
30110 Hosanna (Granier)—Tenor, with Orch,

Mario Cliamlee
Open the Gates of the Temple (Knapp)—Tenor,

with Orch Mario Chamlee
10167 At Dawning (Eberhart-Cadman)—Baritone, with

Orch John Charles Thomas
In the Gloaming (Orred-Harrison)—Baritone,

with Orch John Charles Thomas
10166 Au Printemps (To Spring) (Gounod)—Soprano.

with Orch.; in French Elizabeth Rethberg
Nur Wer Die Sehnsucht Kennt (Ye Who Have
Yearned Alone) (Tschaikowsky)

—
'Cello Ob-

bligato by William Willeke; Soprano, with
Orch.; in German Elizabeth Rethberg

5005S Dernier Sommeil de La Vierge (The Virgin's
Last Sleep) (Messenet)—Symphony Orch.,
Henri Verbrugghen, Conductor.

Minneapolis Symphony Orch.
Coppelia Ballet (Prelude and Mazurka) (Delihes)

—Symphony Orch., Henri Verbrugghen, Con-
ductor Minneapolis Symphony Orch.

I Cannot Sing the Old Songs (Claribel)—Con-
tralto, with Orch Elizabeth Lennox

Juanita (Norton)—Contralto and Tenor, with
Orch Elizabeth Lennox-Frank Munn

Scotch Melodies "Blue Bells of Scotland." "Ye
Banks and Braes of Bonny Doon," "Will Ye
No Come Back Again," "Auld Lang Syne"

—

Vibraphone Solo, with Orch Joseph Green
Irish Melodies "Let Erin Remember the Days of

Old," "Has Sorrow Thy Young Days
Shaded?" "Believe Me If All Those Endear-
ing Young Charms," "The Harp That Once
Thro' Tara's Halls"—Vibraphone Solo, with
Orch Joseph Green

I Can't Realize (De Sylva-Donaldson)—Fox-
trot, for Dancing Isham Jones Orch.

Lady of the Nile (Gus Kahn-Isham Jones)—
Fox-trot, for Dancing Isham Jones Orch.

Tessie (Johns Perkins)—Fox-trot, for Dancing.
Ray Miller and Hjs Orch.

Will You Remember Me? (Davis-Santly-Rich-
man)—Fox-trot, for Dancing.

Ray Miller and His Orch.
Florida (Greer-Green)—Fox-trot, for Dancing,

Bernie Krueger's Orch.
Lady of My Cigarette (Fernandez-Kendrick)—

Fox-trot, for Dancing Bernie Krueger's Orch.
When I Think of You (Rose)—Fox-trot, for
Dancing Gene Rodemich's Orch.

Everybody Loves My Baby (Williams-Palmer)

—

Fox-trot, for Dancing Gene Rodemich's Orch.

2839

2840

2833

2830

2S42

2843

2*3 2

2836

2834

2847

2848

2822

2835

Hungaria (Arr. by Frank Black)—Fox-trot, for
Dancing Rhythmodic Orch.

Egyptian Echoes (Arr. by Frank Black)—Fox-
trot, for Dancing Rhythmodic Orch.

Way Down Home (Donaldson)—Fox-trot, for
Dancing Oriole Orch.

Off and Gone (Gillespie-Kahn)—Fox-trot, for
Dancing Oriole Orch.

No One ( Yellen-Ager)—Comedienne, with Piano
Accomp. by Phil Ohman, and Orch.,

Marion Harris
When You and I Were Seventeen (Kahn-Rosoff)—Comedienne, with Piano Accomp. by Phil
Ohman, and Orch Marion Harris

When I Think of You (Rose)—Voice and
Guitar Nick Lucas

The Only, Only One (Green-Monaco-Warren),
Voice and Guitar Nick Lucas

Take Me Back to Your Heart (Rose-Meyer)

—

Tenor with Orch Frank Bessinger
When My Sugar Walks Down the Street (Aus-
tin-McHugh-Mills)—Vocal Duet with Orch,

The Radio Franks—Wright and Bessinger
Please Be Good to My Old Girl (Dixon-Rose-
Henderson) — Fox-trot, for Dancing; Vocal
Chorus by Billy Jones-Ernest Hare; Piano
Passages by Phil Ohman-Victor Arden,
_, ,

Carl Fenton's Orch.
I Don t Want to Get Married (Boland-Bren-
nan-Jerome)—Fox-trot, for Dancing; Vocal
Chorus by Billy Jones-Ernest Hare; Piano
Passages by Phil Ohman-Victor Arden,

,,. , _ Carl Fenton's Orch.
Were Back Together Again (Claire-Monaco)—

Fox-trox, for Dancing.. Ray Miller and His Orch.
I II Take Her Back If She Wants to Come
Back (Leslie-Monaco)—Fox-trot, for Dancing
with Vocal Chorus Ray Miller and His Orch.

In Shadowland (Lewis-Young-Brooks-Ahlert)

—

Waltz, for Dancing Castlewood Marimba Band
Hawaiian Ripples (Olcott-Preston)—Waltz, for
Dancing Castlewood Marimba BandMy Gal Don't Love Me Any More (Russell-
Friend)—Vocal Duet with Orch.,

The Radio Franks—Wright and Bessinger
Lullaby of Long Ago (Herscher-Burke)—Vocal

Duet with Orch,
The Radio Franks—Wright and Bessinger

Oh, Katharina! (Gilbert-Fall)—Fox-trot, for
Dancing Carl Fenton's Orch.

Titina (Bertal-Maubon-Daniderff)—Fox-trot, for
Dancing Carl Fenton's Orch.

Victor Talking Machine Go.
LIST FOR MARCH 27

VOCAL RECORDS
At . the Theatre Marie Cahill 10
Neighbors Marie Cahill 10
Gypsy Love Song Ralph Crane 10
Forgotten R5 iph Crane 10
The Crucifixion—Could Ye Not Watch with Me?
_, _ .„ .

Trinity Quartet 12
The Crucifixion—The Appeal of the Crucified,

_ T
Trinity Choir

New River Train Kelly Harrell
Rovin' Gambler Kelly Harrell
Honest and Truly Henry Burr
Dear One Henry Burr
I'll See You in My Dreams Lewis James
Because Thev All Love You Franklyn Baur

INSTRUMENTAL RECORDS
The Toreador and the Andalusian Maid (Rubin-

stein) Victor Symphony Orch.
Feramors—Wedding Procession (Rubinstein),

Victor Symphony Orch.
Kiss Me Again Rudy Wiedoeft
Valse Mazanetta Rudy Wiedoeft
The Flatterer (La Lisonjera) (Chaminade),

Hans Barth
Scarf Dance (Pas des Echarpes) (Chaminade),

Hans Barth
Old Pal Jesse Crawford
Dreams Never Come True Jesse Crawford
Jesus Christ Is Risen Today Mark Andrews
When I Survey the Wondrous Cross,

Mark Andrews
(1) Lightly Row (Old Folk Song); (2) A
Shepherd's Song (Old French Christmas
Carol); (3) Musette (Bach); (4) Soldier's
March (Schumann) Hazel G. Kinscella

(1) Minuet in G (Bach); (2) Happy Farmer
(Schumann) Hazel G. Kinscella

(1) Boating Song; (2) Evening Bells; (3) Little
Dutch Dance Hazel G. Kinscella

(1) Shadow Waltz; (2) Fairy Tale; (3) The
(Continued on page 174)

45482

19566

35752

19596

19597

1959S

19524

19559

19564

19572

19587

19576

19577
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MIDNIGHT |
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^MooriAAWaltZaJl&u
Written and featured lay

HARRY M. SNODGRASS *King of the Nories'

@t-)15 LEO FEIST INC.,

a Ted Lewis' New Waltz Hit

WHILE WE DANCED
TILL DAWN *

Jolly Fiddler; (4) Circus Parade March; (5)
The Music Box Hazel G. Kinscella

19578 (1) Serenade (Lanciani); (2) Air From the
Harmonious Blacksmith (Handel); (3) Tin-
kling Bells (Behr); (4) Spinning Song (Ell-

menreich) Hazel G. Kinscella
Sonatina in C (1. Allegro; 2. Andante Cantabile

;

3. Vivace) Hazel G. Kinscella

DANCE RECORDS
19589 When It's Love-Time in Hawaii—Waltz,

Green Brothers' Marimba Orch.
Down Hawaii Way—Waltz,

Green Brothers' Marimba Orch.
19594 Sob Sister Sadie—Fox-trot,

The Original Memphis Five
Throw Down Blues—Fox-trot,

The Original Memphis Five

RED SEAL RECORDS
6497 Rondo (Mozart-Kreisler) Renee Chemet

Sonata in E-Major—Adagio tnd Allegro (Han-
del) Renee Chemet

6495 Rigoletto—Caro Nome (Dearest Name) (Verdi),
In Italian Toti dal Monte

Barbiere—Una Voce poco fa (Barber of Seville

—A Little Voice I Hear) Toti dal Monte
1073 Amapola (Poppy) (Lacalle)—In Spanish,

Miguel Fleta
Bimba, non t'avvicinar (Little Girl, Do Not
Come Near) (Cortesi-Bettinelli)—In Italian,

Miguel Fleta
1069 Svmphony No. 5, in C-Minor—First Movement,

Part 1 and Part 2,

Willem Mengelberg and
New York Philharmonic Orch.

6496 La Gioconda—Suicidio! (Suicide Remains!)
(Ponchielli) Rosa Ponselle

L'Africana—In grembo a me (Lulled in My
Arms) (Meyerbeer) Rosa Ponselle

1071 Ave Maria (Hail, Mary!) (Vittoria)—In Latin,
Sistine Chapel Choir

0 Salutaris Hostia (Oh Saving Victim) (Perosi)—In Latin Sistine Chapel Choir
1072 Sun and Moon (Dick-Penn),

Reinald Werrenrath
Drumadoon (Renshaw-Sanderson),

Reinald Werrenrath
FEATURE RECORDS

8013 Trovatore—Ai nostri monti (Home to Our
Mountains) (Verdi)—In Italian . Caruso Homer

Trovatore—Mai reggendo (At My Mercy Lay
the Foe) (Verdi)—In Italian ... Caruso-Homer

35289 Blue Danube Waltz (Johann Strauss),
Sousa's Band

Southern Roses Waltz (Johann Strauss),
Pryor's Band

LIST FOR APRIL 3

19568 One Stolen Kiss—Fox-trot,
International Novelty Orch.

Heart Broken Strain—Fox-trot,
The Benson Orch. of Chicago

19573 Why Couldn't It Be Poor Little Me?—Fox-trot,
George Olsen and His Music

Wait Till You See Me with My Baby—Fox-trot,
Ralph Williams and His Rainbo Orch.

19599 The Only Only One for Me Gene Austin
1 Never Knew How Much I Loved You,

Gene Austin
FEATURE RECORDS

6234 Polonaise Militaire (Chopin, Op. 40, No. 1)—
Piano Paderewski

Waltz in C-Sharp Minor (Chopin, Op. 64, No.
2)—Piano Paderewski

35573 Favorite College Songs Victor Male Chorus
Songs of Good Fellowship . .Victor Male Chorus

LIST FOR APRIL 10

19605 My Kid Belle Baker
Please Be Good to My Old Girl,

Shannon Quartet
19609 Those Panama Mamas Belle Baker

The Blues Have Got Me Jane Green
19C03 At the End of the Road—Fox-trot,

Waring's Pennsylvanians
Born and Bred in Old Kentucky (From "Big
Boy")—Fox- trot Waring's Pennsylvanians

19610 When My Sugar Walks Down the Street—Fox-
trot Waring's Pennsylvanians

Everybody Loves My Baby—Fox-trot,
George Olsen and His Music

FEATURE RECORDS
1013 Maria, Maria! (Eduardo Di Capua)—Neapolitan,

Rosa Ponselle
Carme (G. B. De Curtis)—Italian,

Rosa Ponselle
19014 Liebesfreud (Love's Joy) (Old Vienna Waltz)

(Kreisler)—Xylophone ........ George Green
Fair Rosmarin (Fritz Kreisler)—Xylophone.

George Hamilton Green

LIST FOR APRIL 17
19612 Midnight Waltz International Novelty Orch.

In Sbadowland—Waltz The Troubadours
19600 It's the Blues—Fox-trot,

Jean Goldkette and His Orch.
Some of These Days—Fox-trot,

Coon-Sanders Original Night Hawk Orch.
19602 At the End of the Road Tom Waring

Blue Eyed Sally Tom Waring

FEATURE RECORDS
708 Forsaken (Koschat-Winternitz)—Violin Solo.

Fritz Kreisler 10
Dream of Youth (Reve de Jeunesse) (Winter-

nitz) Fritz Kreisler 10
19142 By the Watermelon Vine (Thos. S. Allen).

Shannon Quartet 10
Louisiana Lou (Leslie Stuart) . Shannon Quartet 10

Edison Disc Records

51506

51500

51489

S0S25

82339

51504

514S4

51501

51503

51508

51511

51512

51513

51510

ALREADY RELEASED
SPECIALS

All Alone (Irving Berlin) Walter Scanlan
Rose-Marie (From "Rose Marie") (Harbach-
Hammerstein, 2d-Friml) Walter Scanlan

How Do You Do (Fleming-Harrison-DeVoll),
Billy Jones-Ernest Hare—The Happiness Boys

Cross-Words (Between Sweetie and Me) (Steele-
Schafer) Billy Jones

Eightsome Reel Intr. : "Speed the Plough,"
"Fairy Dance," "The De'il Amang the Tailors"
and "The Soldier's Joy" .... Scottish Military Band

Foursome Reel Intro.: "Cameron's Got His
Wife Again" and "Rachael Rae,"

Scottish Military Band
The Love Song (You Will Forget), (From
"The Love Song") (Smith-Kunneke),

Herbert Soman's Salon Orch.
Kalua Moon—Hawaiian Intermezzo (Burns-Shep-

pard) Herbert Soman's Salon Orch.
Balmoniather-Nocturne (Himan)—Piano Solo,

Franz Falkenburg
La Mariposa (The Butterfly) Valse Brillante

(Helen Frances Lowe Op. 10)—Piano Solo,
Franz Falkenburg

9405 Guardami—Valzer cantabile Claudia Muzio
9970 Se tu m'ami (If Thou Lov'st Me),

Claudia Muzio
—Aida—Selection No. 1 (G. Verdi),

Creatore and His Band
Aida—Selection No. 2 (G. Verdi),

Creatore and His Band
Somebody Cares (Rodeheaver-Stafford),

Homer Rodeheaver
The End of the Road (Roth).

Homer Rodeheaver and Chorus
Blessed Angel, Bend to Hear Us (Bailey)—

Violin, Violoncello, Flute and Harp,
Venetian Instrumental Quartet

True Love (Gustav Lange)—Violin, Violoncello,

Flute and Harp,
Venetian Instrumental Quartet

Cord and Tassel Dance (Engelmann), . . Reed Orch.
Grandmother's Dance (Langer, Op. 20),

Peerless Orch.
FLASHES

What a Smile Can Do (Walsh-Paganucci)—Fox-
trot and Song—Fox-trot played by Billy

Wynne's Greenwich Village Inn Orch.,
Song by Charles Hart

Alabamy Bound (De Sylva-Green-Henderson)

—

Fox-trot and Song—Fox-trot played by Billy

Wvnne's Greenwich Village Inn Orch.,
Song by Ernest Hare

No Wonder (That I Love You) (Davis-Burke)
Fox-trot Fry's Million Dollar Pier Orch.

The Only, Only One (For Me) (Green-Monaco-
Warren)—Fox-trot,

Billy Wynne's Greenwich Village Inn Orch.
Honest and Truly (Rose)—Waltz, with Song
by Charles Hart The Merry Sparklers

I Want You Back Old Pal (Wood-Arnheim)

—

Fox-trot with Song by Arthur Hall,
The Merry Sparklers

Will You Remember Me? (Davis-Santly-Rich-
man)—Fox-trot with Song by George Wilton
Ballard Polla's Clover Gardens Orch.

Old Pals (Kahn-Van Alstyne)—Fox-trot, with
Song by Ernest Hare The Merry Sparklers

Waltz Me Lightly—Hold Me Tightly (Holden-
West)—Waltz Polla's Clover Gardens Orch.

When You Do What You Do (Parish-Johnsen)
—Fox-trot, with Song by Vernon Dalhart,

Jack Stillman's Orch.

Tokio Blues (From "Music Box Revue, 1925")

Berlin)—Fox-trot,
Ace Brigode and His 14 Virginians

I'll See You in My Dreams (Kahn-Jones)—Fox-
trot Ace Brigode and His 14 Virginians

Love Me (Just Like I Love You) (Spier-

Schloss)—Fox-trot,
Ernie Golden and His Hotel McAIpin Orch.

I'll Take Her Back If She Wants to Come Back
(Leslie-Monaco)—Fox-trot.

Ernie Golden and His Hotel McAIpin Orch.

Little Devil (Johnson-Fredericks-Bibo-Lyman)

—

Fox-trot Broadway Dance Orch.

Lady of the Nile (Kahn-Jones)—Fox-trot,
Broadway Dance Orch.

Twilight (The Stars and You) (Nacio Herb
Brown)—Fox-trot. . .Dave Harman and His Orch.

Sob Sister Sadie (The Vamp Cry-Baby) (Bigelow-

Bates)—Fox-trot, with Singing by Dave Har-
man Himself Dave Harmon and His Orch.

51518

51502

51481

S2340

64001

r-4002

65012

65013

C5014

59012

59013

6004 5

I Like Pie—I Like Cake—But—I Like You Best
of All (Little-Sizemore-Shay)—Fox-trot,

Sam Lanin and His Orch.
A Sun-Kist Cottage (In California) (Hirsch-Kil-

feather-Gress-Olsen)—Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin and His Orch.

GENERAL GROUP
Turkey in the Straw—Breakdown,
Gene Austin-Geo. Reneau—The Blue Ridge Duo

Susie
_
Ann (Austin-Bergere)—Singing, Har-

monica and Guitar,
Gene Austin-Geo. Reneau—The Blue Ridge Duo

Una notte in Gomdola (Night in a Gondola)
(F. Lucanese)—Accordion, Clarinet and Gui-
tar The Three Vagrants

Tarantella Siciliana (F. Lucanese)—Accordion,
Clarinet and Guitar The Three Vagrants

Why I Love Lou (Lena and Edouard Hessel-
berg) Thomas Chalmers

La Paloma (The Dove) (Yradier-H. Millard),
Thomas Chalmers

ITALIAN
Sei Bella Sei Splendida (You Are Beautiful,
You Are Lovely) (C. Chiericoni),

Fernando Guaneri
'O Marenariello (The Young Fisherman) (G.

Ottaviano) Fernando Guaneri
I' M' arricordo e Napule (Vision of Naples)

(Esposito-Gioe) Fernando Guaneri
Napule e Maria (Naples and Mary) (L. Bovio-

G. Lama) Fernando Guaneri

BOHEMIAN
Jsou, jsou no potoce (z Berounka)—Fishing
Song Frantisek Pangrac

Zatoukej, Vetrieku (z Budejovicka)—Blow, East-
ern Wind Frantisek Pangrac

Teca voda (Libicka) Flowing Waters,
Frantisek Pangrac

Andulko safarova (Bechynska) Annie, the Care-
taker's Daughter Frantisek Pangrac

Vesnicko Ma (za Sumavy) My Native Village,
Frantisek Pangrac

Uz mou milou do kostela vedou (Wedding
Song) Frantisek Pangrac

SWEDISH
Kristiania Valsen (Christiana Waltz) (H. Hal-

vorsen)—Dragspel—Accordion Hugo Tohnson
Finska Valsen (Finnish Waltz) (David Hell-
strom)—Dragspel—Accordion Hugo Tohnson

Hemlandstoner—Hambo (Homeland Tunes—Ma-
zurka) "Fjallnas Polska" "Dalpolska" Drag-
spel—Accordion Hugo Tohnson

Lockaren Vals (The Call) (C. Mathison) Drag-
spel—Accordion Hugo Johnson

Fiskarvals fran Bohuslan (The Fishermen's
Waltz) (D. Hellstrom) Dragspel—Accordion,

Hugo Tohnson
Kostervalsen (Koster Island Waltz) (D. Hell-

strom) Dragspel—Accordion Hugo Johnson
GERMAN

Carl Fittig. Op. 123
Der Kuku (The Cuckoo) Manhattan Quartet
Wenn die Schwalben Heimwarts zieh'n (When

the Swallows Homeward Fly) (Franz Abt),
Manhattan Quartet

SPANISH
La Chancla (The Old Shoe) (Reyes),

Victor J. Rosales
Lagunera Mexicana (Mexican Song of the La-

goon) (Saenz-Padilla) Victor J. Rosales

Okeh Records

40328 The Prisoner's Song—Baritone Solo, with Violin
and Guitar Tobe Little

Chain Gang Song—Baritone Solo, with Guitar
and Harmonica Tobe Little

40329 Clarinet Marmalade Blues—Fox-trot,
Jimmie Joys' St. Anthony Hotel Orch.

Common Street Blues—Fox-trot,
Scranton Sirens Orch.

40331 Jesus Is Coming Back Again—Sacred, Vocal,
Accomp. by Guitar and Mandolin,

Jenkins Family
Will There Be Any Stars in My Crown?

—

Sacred, Vocal, Accomp. by Guitar and Mando-
lin Jenkins Family

S205 Morning Dove Blues—Contralto Solo, with
Piano Accomp. by Hersal Thomas and Cornet
by Joe Oliver Sippie Wallace

Every Dog Has His Day—Contralto Solo, with
Piano Accomp. by Hersal Thomas and Cornet
by Joe Oliver Sippie Wallace

40315 That's My Girl—Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
by "Pinkey" Hunter,

Emerson Gill and His Orch.

You Should Have Told Me (You Were Only
Fooling) (Henry Winston-Ralph Williams)—
Fox-trot Emerson Gill and His Orch.

40321 Cake Walking Babies from Home—Fox-trot,

with Vocal Chorus by Eva Taylor,
Clarence Williams' Blue Five

10
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Banjo Rag—Banjo Solo, with Piano Accomp.
by Chester Myers Chauncey C. Lee 10

40324 Marie, Marie, Marie—Fox-trot,
The Red-Hotters 10

Let It Rain, Let It Pour (I'll Be in Virginia in

the Morning)—Fox-trot The Red-Hotters 10
40325 I'll Take Her Back If She Wants to Come Back—Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by Billy Jones,

Tickle Toe Ten 10
Yearning (Just for You)—Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Ernest Hare Tickle Toe Ten 10

40326 Cheatin' On Me—Fox-trot. .The Melody Sheiks 10
Sob Sister Sadie—Fox-trot. .The Melody Sheiks 10

40314 You Better Keep the Home Fires Burning
('Cause Your Mamma's Getting Cold)—Fox-

trot, with Vocal Chorus by Blanche Vincent,
The Goofus Five 10

Hot Tamale Molly—Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
by Earl Rickard The Goofus Five 10

40316 It's All the Same to Me—Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Earl Rickard. ... Okeh Syncopators 10

Birmingham Papa (Your Memphis Mamma's
Comin' to Town)—Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Earl Rickard. . .Okeh Syncopators 10

40317 Nobody Knows What a Red-Head Mamma Can
Do—Novelty Duet, with Ukulele Accomp. by
Fred Hall (The Human Jazz Band),

Cogert-Motto 10

My Best Girl—Novelty Duet, with Ukulele Ac-
comp. by Fred Hall (The Human Jazz Band),

Cogert-Motto 10

40319 One of God's Days—Baritone-Tenor Duet, Ac-
comp. by Justin Ring Trio,

Frank McC'ravy-James McCravy 10

We'll Understand It Better Bye and Bye—
Baritone-Tenor Duet, Accomp. by Justin

Ring Trio Frank McCravy-James McCravy 10

40320 Black-Eyed Susan (Henry Whitter-John Rector-
James Sutphin)—-Singing, with Guitar, Banjo

and Fiddle. Whitter's Virginia Breakdowners 10

'Round-Town Girl (Henry Whitter-John Rector-

James Sutphin)—Singing, with Guitar, Banjo
and Fiddle. .Whitter's Virginia Breakdowners 10

40308 That's a Plenty—Fox-trot (Playing at La Vida),
Anthony Parenti's Famous Melody Boys 10

Cabaret Echoes—Fox-trot (Playing at La Vida),
Anthony Parenti's Famous Melody Boys 10

40309 The Melody That Made You Mine—Waltz,
Vincent Lopez and His
Hotel Pennsylvania Orch. 10

When You and I Were Seventeen—Waltz,
Vincent Lopez and His

Hotel Pennsylvania Orch. 10

40310 Step It—Fox-trot,
Sigler's Birmingham Merrymakers 10

I Love Her—Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by

N. Sol Bearman,
Sigler's Birmingham Merrymakers 10

40311 Cocoanut Dance—Band,
Royal Scotch Highlanders' Band 10

The Virginia Skedaddle—Band,
Royal Scotch Highlanders' Band 10

40313 No Wonder (That I Love You)—Fox-trot,
Emerson Gill and His Orch. 10

My Name Will Always Be Chickie—Foxtrot,

Singing Chorus by "Pinkey" Hunter,
Emerson Gill and His Orch. 10

Edison Blue Amberol Records
4957 What a Smile Can Do—Fox-trot, with Song by

Charles Haft,
Billy Wynne's Greenwich Village Inn Orch.

4961 You Will Never Miss Your Mother Until She Is

Gone—Singing, Harmonica and Guitar,

Gene Austin-Geo. Reneau—The Blue Ridge Duo
4962 Dancing on the House Top— Banjo Solo.

_

Fred Van Eps
4963 How Do You Do,

Billy Jones-Ernest Hare—The Happiness Boys
4964 Blue-Eyed Sally—Fox-trot,

Billy Wynne's Greenwich Village Inn Orch.

4965 Oh, Katharina!—Fox-trot with Song bv Arthur
Hall Breen Bros. Novelty Band

4967 You're Just a Flower From an Old Bouquet

—

Male Voices Arthur Hall-John Ryan
4968 Life's Railway to Heaven—Singing, Harmonica

and Guitar,
.

Gene Austin-Geo. Reneau—The Blue Ridge Duo

Gennett Records
VOCAL RECORDS

5657 O Katharina! (Gilbert-Fall)—Baritone Solo,

with Orch. Accomp Arthur Fields

Let It Rain, Let It Pour (Friend-Donaldson)—
Baritone Solo, with Orch. Accomp. .Arthur Fields

5658 The Mystery of Night (Denni-Denni)—Bari-
tone Solo, with Orch. Accomp.. .Edward Toomey

To Miss a Kiss (England-Smith)—Baritone

Solo, with Orch Accomp Edward Toomey
5669 Honest and Truly (Rose)—Tenor Solo, with

Guitar and Piano Accomp.,
Arthur Hall-Harry Reser-Thomas Griselle

I Don't Care What You Used to Be (Dubin-
McHugh)—Tenor Solo, with Guitar and
Piano Accomp.,

Arthur Hall-Harry Reser-Thomas Griselle

5684 Bridge the Road to Heaven with a Smile,
Homer Rodeheaver with Orch.

The Lily of the Valley,
Homer Rodeheaver with Orch.

5682 Take Me Back to Your Heart—Tenor, with
Orch. Accomp Wilson Harper

Rose Dreams—Tenor, with Violin Accomp.,
Wilson Harper

5675 A Boy's Best Friend Is His Mother (Miller-
Skelly)—-Tenor Solo, with Violin and Guitar
Accomp Vernon Dalhart

In the Baggage Coach Ahead (Davis)—Tenor
Solo, with Violin and Guitar Accomp.,

Vernon Dalhart
5666 When They Ask You What Your Name Is

(Castting-Godfrey)—Irish Tenor, with Piano
Accomp Shaun O'Farrell-Jimmie O'Brien

Kate Muldoon (Stewart)—Irish Tenor, with
Piano Accomp. .. Shaun O'Farrell-Jimmie O'Brien

5656 Molly in the Woods—Voice with Violin, and
Piano Accomp Frank Quinn-Ed Geoghan

Old Skib—Voice with Violin, with Piano Ac-
comp Frank Quinn-Ed Geoghan

INSTRUMENTAL
5661 A Waltz in the Moonlight and You (Parish-

Solman)—Waltz Gennett Instrumental Trio
When the Shadows Fall (Dolin)—Waltz,

Lillian Robbins and Gennett Instrumental Trio
5683 That Tumbled Down Shack in Athlone and the

Wearing o' the Green—Banjo Solo. Eddie Peabody
Carry Me Back to Old Virgmny—Banjo Solo,

Eddie Peabody

fctThe Roll of Honor

Are you sacrificing your player

sales by your desire for long

roll profits?

Don't you realize that players

are bought for the sole purpose

of playing rolls, that rolls are

the life-blood of the player in-

dustry and the means to greater

player profits?

Your player sales can
only be as great as you
make your roll trade/'

UNITED STATES MUSIC COMPANY,
2934-2938 West Lake Street, Chicago 122 Fifth Avenue, New York

Sell U. S. Rolls— Y^'ll Sell More Players!
5667 Doran's Ass—Piano Accomp. by Ed. Geoghan,

Frank Quinn, Violin.
St. Patrick's Day—Piano Accomp. by Ed.
Geoghan, Frank Quinn, Violin.

SACRED
5664 The Shining Shore (Root)—Baritone Solo, with

Orch Homer Rodeheaver
The King at the Door (Leech)—Duet, with
Orch Homer-J. N. Rodeheaver

NEGRO SPIRITUAL
5672 Some O' These Days—Contralto and Baritone,

with Orch Mrs. Asher-Homer Rodeheaver
I Heard De Angels Singin'—With Orch.,

Homer Rodeheaver
5662 I Will Be Da (Good-Ferguson Gray-Washing-

ton) Washington's Kentucky Quartette
Throw 'Way Dem Old Shoes (Washington),

Washington's Kentucky Quartette

FOR DANCING
5663 Because They All Love You (Malie-Little)

—

Fox-trot—(Under Direction of Art Hicks),
Chubb-Steinberg Orch.

Show Me the Way (Davis-Lewis-Ross)—Fox-
trot Willie Creager's Orch.

5637 Dear One (Fisher Richardson-Burke)—Fox-trot
Bailey's Lucky Seven

Won't You Come Back to My Arms? (Rose-
Henderson)—Fox-trot Bailey's Lucky Seven

5668 Bygones (Kerr-Abrabamson-Warner) — Vocal
Chorus, with Orch.,

Arthur Hall and Willie Creager's Orch.
Indian Love Call (From "Rose-Marie") (Friml)—Fox-trot Willie Creager's Orch.

5670 I Ain't Got Nobody to Love (Coslow-Silver)—Fox-trot Nathan Glantz and His Orch.
O Katharina! (Gilbert-Fall)—Fox-trot,

Nathan Glantz and His Orch.
5671 Will You Remember Me? (Davis-Santly-Rich-

man)—Fox-trot. ... Nathan Glantz and His Orch.
That's My Girl (Kerr-Kiernan)—Fox-trot,

Nathan Glantz and His Orch.
5673 At the End of the Road (Hanley)—Fox-trot,

Marion McKay and His Orch.
Swanee Butterfly (Rose-Donaldson)—Fox-trot,

Marion McKay and His Orch.
5676 Yearning—Fox-trot Bailey's Lucky Seven

When I Think of You—Fox-trot,
Bailey's Lucky Seven

5677 No Wonder—Fox-trot Bailey's Lucky Seven
Cheatin' On Me—Fox-trot Harry Reser's Orch.

5681 Moonlight and Roses—Fox-trot,
Jehe Bailey's Orch.

All Aboard for Heaven—Fox-trot,
Jene Bailey's Orch.

5685

1-5636

S-S652

1-5659

S-5653

S-5655

1-5678

Midnight Waltz—Waltz.. The Marigold Serenaders
Maybe You're Lonely—Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Jack Tilson,

Marion McKay and His Orch.

FOREIGN— (Italian)

La Sportiva (V. De Crescenzo)—Mazurka

—

Clarinet Solo and Orch. Accomp.,
S. Cognata and Iasilli's Orch.

Vivacita (P. Derio)—Polka, with Clarinet Solo
and Orch. Accomp. .S. Cognata and Isilli's Orch.

(Spanish)
Diego Montes ( Paso- Doble) ... Los Toreres Musicos
Tu Dulce Recuerdo (Paco Alvarado)—Soledad,

Velez y su orquesta
Otello (F. Amodio)—Scenetta Napoletana,

F. Amodio and Co.
E Guaie E L' Emigrante (F. Amodio)—Scen-

etta Napoletana F. Amodio and Co.
Marquesita (Fado) . . . Tomas Pardusco y su orquesta
El Partido Liberal—Marcha Orquesta Gennett
La Rancherita (Danzon)— ...Los Toreros Musicos
Chicle Qiic (Danzon)— Los Toreros Musicos
Sospiri E Baci—Mazurka. . .1 Suonatori Ambulante
Garibaldi—Polka Brillante. . .1 Suonatori Ambulante

Vocalion Records

21013 Memory's Garden (Denni)—Tenor with Orch.,
Colin O'More

Eyes of Love (Gartin)—Tenor with Orch.,
Colin O'More

14979 O Katharina! (Gilbert-Fall)—Fox-trot, for Danc-
ing Ben Bernie and His Hotel Roosevelt Orch.

Titina (Bertal-Maubon-Daniderff )—Fox-trot, for
Dancing. Ben Bernie and His Hotel Roosevelt Orch.

14980 You and I (Thompson-Archer)—Fox-trot, for
Dancing. Ben Bernie and His Hotel Roosevelt Orch.

No One (Yellen-Ager)—Fox-trot, for Dancing,
Ben Beinie and His Hotel Roosevelt Orch.

14981 Will You Remember Me (Davis-Santly-Rich-
man)—-Fox-trot, for Dancing,

Ben Selvin and His Orch.
Swanee Butterfly (Donaldson-Rose)—Fox-trot,

for Dancing...' Ben Selvin and His Orch.
14982 Peter Pan (King-Henderson)—Fox-trot, for

Dancing Ben Selvin and His Orch.
Does My Sweetie Do—And How? (Holden-Bel-

ledna-Pinkard)—Fox-trot, for Dancing,
Ben Selvin and His Orch.

H983 We're Back Together Again (Monaco-Clare)

—

Fox-trot, for Dancing,

(Continued on page 176)
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If It Wasn't
For Ybu

let ItRam I WQULDNT

Ietfttouf
/// Be In Vir&ma
^ In The MorningA

A Dude Fox Trot Son^
With a Great Melody

BE. CRYING

NOW"

1MSO
ashamed;

A Great Son;4

A Neu) Ballad h
the Writers
Should ICryOterftu'

Dandy Fox Trot

you Can't Go Wrong WtM Any FEIST' Song

IBadSomei
OneOse
[Before I

HadYou
/And fllHade Someone

After You're Gone)

Fox Trot Son^

Austin Wylie's Golden Pheasant Orch.
Look at Those Eyes (Baker-Silvers)—Fox-trot,

for Dancing,
Austin Wylie's Golden Pheasant Orcli.

14984 My Blushing Rose (Fisher)—Fox-trot, for Danc-
ing The Ambassadors

Can't Your Friend Get a Friend for Me? (Ruby-
Handman)—Fox-trot, for Dancing,

The Ambassadors
14985 Everybody Loves My Baby (Palmer-Williams)—

Fox-trot, for Dancing The Tennessee Tooters
Jacksonville Gal (Rose)—Fox-trot, for Dancing,

The Tennessee Tooters
14986 When You and I Were Seventeen (Kahn-Ros-

off)—Waltz, for Dancing,
Miami Marimba Band

While Hawaiian Stars Are Gleaming (Hampton)—'Fox-trot, for Dancing. ... Miami Marimba Band
14987 Silver Sands of Waikiki (Smoley-Russo)—Ha-

waiian Players Ferera-Franchini
Wonder Why I Love You (Yates-Bray)—Ha-

waiian Players Ferera-Franchini
14988 Lollypop (Reser)—Fox-trot, for Dancing, Harry

Reser, director Tuxedo Orch.
Florida (Greer-Green)—Fox-trot, for Dancing,
Harry Reser, director Tuxedo Orch.

14977 Panama (Tyers)—Fox-trot, for Dancing,
McKenzie's Candy Kids

When My Sugar Walks Down the Street
(Austin-McHugh-Mills)—Fox-trot, for Dancing,

McKenzie's Candy Kids
14989 Swanee Butterfly (Donaldson-Rose)—Tenor, with

Orch Irving Kaufman
Everybody Loves My Baby (Palmer-Williams)

Tenor, with Orch Irving Kaufman
14990 My Home (Dubin-Coslow-Mills)—Tenor, with

Orch Irving Kaufman
Just a Little Kiss from You (Ringle)—Tenor,

with Orch Irving Kaufman
14976 Let It Rain, Let It Pour (Friend-Donaldson)—

Vocal Duet, with Guitar Earl-Bell
Dum-Dum-Dummy (Brown-Rose-Henderson) —

Vocal Duet, with Guitar Earl-Bell
14991 The Prisoner's Song (Massey)—Voice, Guitar,

Mouth Harp (The Blind Musician of the
Smoky Mountains) George Reneau

The Lightning Express (A Story in Song)—

-

Voice, Guitar and Mouth Harp (The Blind
Musician of the Smoky Mountains) . George Reneau

14992 When I Think of You (Rose)—Fox-trot, for
Dancing The Ambassadors

Lady of My Cigarette (Fernandez-Kendrick)

—

Fox-trot, for Dancing The Ambassadors
14993 Wait 'Till the Morning After (Egan-Whiting)—Fox-trot, for Dancing, Vocal Chorus by

Irving Kaufman,
Austin Wylie's Golden Pheasant Orch.

Moonlight and Roses (Black-Moret-Lemore)—
Fox-trot, for Dancing, Vocal Chorus by
Irving Kaufman,

Austin Wylie's Golden Pheasant Orch.
14995 Nobody Knows the Way I Feel 'Dis Mornin'

(Delaney)—Comedienne, with Clarinet, Trom-
bone and Piano Rosa Henderson

Penitentiary Bound Blues (Jones)—Comedienne,
with Clarinet, Trombone and Piano,

Rosa Henderson
JEWISH

13024 Der Frehlicher Rumener (Lebedeff)—Tenor,
with Orch.; in Yiddish Aaron Lebedeff

Der Frehlicher Yom Tov Pesach (Lebedeff)
Tenor, with Orch.; in Yiddish Aaron Lebedeff

Domino Records
DANCE RECORDS

3470 When You and I Were Seventeen—Waltz,
Newport Society Orch.

Marguerita—Waltz Hollywood Dance Orch.
3471 I Like Pie, I Like Cake—Fox-trot,

Alamac Hotel Orch.
My Gal Don't Love Me Anymore—Fox-trot,

Alamac Hotel Orch.
3472 Nora Lee—Fox-trot Nathan Glantz's Orch.

My Sweetie and Me—Fox-trot,
Nathan Glantz's Orch.

3473 Let It Rain, Let It Pour—Fox-trot,
Bar Harbor Society Orch.

Whose Little Girl Are You with Tonight?

—

Fox-trot Hollywood Dance Orch
3474 I Ain't Got Nobody to Love—Fox-trot,

Alamac Hotel Orch.
West Texas Blues—Fox-trot .... Booker's Jazz Band

3475 Yearning, Just for You—Fox-trot,
Hollywood Dance Orch.

Swanee Butterfly—Fox-trot,
Fletcher Henderson's Orch.

3476 Bygones—Waltz Continental Dance Orch.
The Melody That Made You Mine—Waltz,

Newport Society Orch.
3477 When My Sugar Walks Down the Street—Fox-

trot Roseland Dance Orch.
Cheatin' On Me—Fox-trot. Bar Harbor Society Orch.

3478

3479

3-1 SO

348:

3484

9799

9801

9802

9803

9804

9805

9806

9807

9808

9809

9810

9812

9813

9814

My Name Will Always Be Chickie—Fox-trot,
Majestic Dance Orch.

Don't Bother Me—Fox-trot. .. Majestic Dance Orch.
Rose-Marie (From "Rose-Marie")—F"ox-trot,

Golden Gate Orch.
Indian Love Call (From "Rose-Marie")—Fox-

trot Bar Harbor Society Orch.
No Hot Water ('Way Up in The Bronx)—Solo,
Accomp. by His Gang Harry Richman

Old Man's Whiskers—Solo, Accomp. by His
Gang Harry Richman

VOCAL RECORDS
0 Katharina—Comedy Solo, Orch. Accomp.,

Billy Jones
It's the Same All Over the World—Baritone

Solo, Orch. Accomp Ernest Hare
Peter Pan, I Love You—Tenor Solo, Orch Ac-
comp Sidney Mitchel

1 Was Good Enough When You Needed Me

—

Tenor Solo, Orch. Accomp Arthur Hall
I'll See You in My Dreams—Tenor Solo, Orch.
Accomp Sidney Mitchel

Oh, Mabel—Baritone Solo, Ukulele Accomp.,
Bert Lewis

Oh How I Miss You Tonight—Tenor Solo,
Orch. Accomp Sidney Mitchel

Kentucky Eyes—Baritone Solo, Orch. Accomp.,
Arthur Fields

RACE RECORDS
Ghost Walkin' Blues—Comedienne, Orch. Ac-
comp Jessie Miles

Can't Be Trusted Blues—Comedienne, Orch.
Accomp Josie Miles

Freakish Blues—Clarinet Solo, Banjo, Piano Ac-
comp Slim Perkins

Louisville Blues—Clarinet Solo, Banjo, Ptano
Accomp Slim Perkins

Regal Records
DANCE RECORDS

Let It Rain, Let It Pour—Fox-trot,
Moulin Rouge Orch.

All the Way From Tennessee—Fox-trot,
Missouri Jazz Band

I Like Pie, I Like Cake—Fox-trot,
Golden Gate Orch.

My Gal Don't Love Me Anymore—Fox-trot,
Golden Gate Orch.

When You and I Were Seventeen—Waltz,
Bar Harbor Society Orch.

The Melody That Made You Mine—Waltz,
Bar Harbor Society Orch.

I Ain't Got Nobody to Love—Fox-trot.
Golden Gate Orch.

When My Sugar Walks Down the Street—Fox-
trot Lanin's Dance Orch.

Nora Lee—Fox-trot Nathan Glantz's Orch.
Don't Bother Me—Fox-trot. .. .Nathan Glantz's Orch.
Swanee Butterfly—Fox-trot,

Fletcher Henderson's Orch.
Cheatin' On Me—Fox-trot Moulin Rouge Orch.
My Name Will Always Be Chickee—Fox-trot,

Hollywood Dance Orch.
My Sweetie and Me—Fox-trot,

Hollywood Dance Orch.
Bygones—Waltz Hollywood Dance Orch.
Lovely Lady—Waltz Bar Harbor Society Orch.
Yearning, Just For You—Fox-trot,

Imperial Dance Orch.
In the Purple Twilight—Fox-trot,

Clug Wigwam Orch.
Rose-Marie (From "Rose-Marie")—Fox-trot,

Golden Gate Orch.
Indian Love Call (From "Rose-Marie")—Fox-

trot Bar Harbor Society Orch.
No Hot Water ('Way Up in The Bronx)—

Solo, Accomp. by His Gang Harry Richman
Old Man's Whiskers—Solo, Accomp. by His
Gang ...Harry Richman

VOCAL RECORDS
Oh, Katharina—Comedy Solo, with Orch. Ac-
comp Billy Jones

It's the Same All Over the World—Baritone
Solo, with Orch. Accomp Ernest Hare

Peter Pan, I Love You—Tenor Solo with Orch.
Accomp Sidney Mitchell

When It's Moonlight on the Meadow—Baritone
Solo, with Guitar Accomp Arthur Fields

Oh, Mabel—Baritone Solo, with Ukulele Ac-
comp Bert Lewis

I Can't Stop Babying You—Baritone Solo, with
Ukulele Accomp Bert Lewis

I'll See You in My Dreams—Tenor Solo, with
Orch. Accomp Sidney Mitchell

Oh, How I Miss You To-night—Tenor Solo,

with Orch. Accomp Sidney Mitchell

RACE RECORDS
Louisville Blues—Clarinet Solo with Banjo and
Piano Accomp Slim Perkins

Freakish Blues—Clarinet Solo, with Banio and
Piano Accomp Slim Perkins

Can't Be Trusted Blues—Comedienne, with

Orch. Accomp Josie Miles
Ghost Walkin' Blues—Comedienne, with Orch.
Accomp Josie Miles

Banner Records

1503

1502

1500

1504

1508

1507

1506

1505

1510

1512

1513

1515

1516

DANCE RECORDS
Let It Rain, Let It Pour—Fox-trot,

Moulin Rouge Orch.
All the Way From Tennessee—Fox-trot,

Missouri Jazz Band
I Like Pie, I Like Cake—Fox-trot,

Golden Gate Orch.
My Gal Don't Love Me Anymore—Fox-trot,

Golden Gate Orch.
When You and I Were Seventeen—Waltz,

Bar Harbor Society Orch.
The Melody That Made You Mine—Waltz,

Bar Harbor Society Orch.
I Ain't Got Nobody to Love—Fox-trot,

Golden Gate Orch.
When My Sugar Walks Down the Street—Fox-

trot Lanin's Dance Orch.
Nora Lee—Fox-trot Nathan Glantz's Orch.
Don't Bother Me—Fox-trot. . .Nathan Glantz's Orch.
Swanee Butterfly—Fox-trot,

Fletcher Henderson's Orch.
Cheatin' On Me—Fox-trot Moulin Rouge Orch.
My Name Will Always Be Chickie—Fox-trot,

Hollywood Dance Orch.
My Sweetie and Me—Fox-trot,

Hollywood Dance Orch.
Bygones—Waltz Hollywood Dance Orch.
Lovely Lady—Waltz Bar Harbor Society Orch.
Yearning, Just for You—Fox-trot,

Imperial Dance Orch.
In the Purple Twilight—Fox-trot,

Club Wigwam Orch.
Rose-Marie (From "Rose-Marie")—Fox-trot,

Golden Gate Orch.
Indian Love Call (From "Rose-Marie")—Fox-

trot •. Bar Harbor Society Orch.
No Hot Water ('Way Up in The Bronx)—Solo,
Accomp. by His Gang Harry Richman

Old Man's Whiskers—Solo, Accomp. by His
Gang Harry Richman

VOCAL RECORDS
0 Katharina—Comedy Solo, Orch. Accomp.,

Billy Jones
It's the Same All Over the World—Baritone

Solo, Orch. Accomp Ernest Hare
Peter Pan, I Love You—Tenor Solo, Orch.
Accomp Sidney Mitchel

When It's Moonlight on the Meadow—Baritone
Solo, Guitar Accomp Arthur Fields

Oh Mabel—Baritone Solo, Ukulele Accomp.,
Bert Lewis

1 Can't Stop Babying You—Baritone Solo, Uku-
lele Accomp Bert Lewis

I'll See You in My Dreams—Tenor Solo, Orch.
Accomp Sidney Mitchel

Oh How I Miss You Tonight—Tenor Solo, Orch.
Accomp Sidney Mitchel

RACE RECORDS
Louisville Blues—Clarinet Solo, .Banjo, Piano
Accomp Slim Perkins

Freakish Blues—Clarinet Solo, Banjo, Piano
Accomp Slim Perkins

Can't Be Trusted Blues—Comedienne, Orch. Ac-
comp Josie Miles

Ghost Walkin' Blues—Comedienne, Orch. Ac-
comp Josie Miles

Ajax Records

17117 Jake's Weary Blues—Trombone Jazz. .Jake Frazier
Growin' Old Blues—Clarinet Tazz Bob Fuller

17118 Hot Jelly Blues—Clarinet Jazz Theador West
Back Biters' Blues—Clarinet Jazz Theador West

17116 Everything My Sweetie Does (Pleases Me),
Rose Henderson and Kansas Citv Four

It Takes a Two-Time Papa (To Make a One-
Time Mamma Mad),

Rose Henderson and the Choo Choo Tazzers
17089 Sore Bunion Blues,

Susie Smith and the Choo Choo Tazzers
Put Me in the Alley Blues,

Susie Smith and the Choo Choo Tazzers

The Powerful
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170S2 Conjure Man Blues,
Helen Cross and the Choo Choo Jazzers

He Used to Be Mine (But You Can Have Him
Now) ..Hazel Meyers and the Chon Choo Jazzers

17090 And Just a Cabaret Nightingale,
Josie Miles and the Choo Choo Jazzers

Last Journey Blues.
Helen Cross and the Choo Choo Tazzers

1/094 Just One Word of Consolation,
Josephine Jones and the Choo Choo Jazzers

I Wonder What's Become of Sally,
Josephine Jones and the Choo Choo Jazzers

17093 Black Hearse Blues,
Susie Smith and the Choo Choo Jazzers

Scandal Blues,
Susie Smith and the Choo Choo Jazzers

17075 Graveyard Bound Blues,
Susie Smith and the Choo Choo Jazzers

Bullet Wound Blues,
Susie Smith and the Choo Choo Jazzers

17088 Cross Word Puzzle Blues—Clarinet Jazz Special,
Bob Fuller

Sweet'n Pretty Mama Blues—Clarinet Tazz Spe-
cial Bob Fuller

1/081 Meat Man Pete.
Susie Smith and the Choo Choo Jazzers

12th Street Blues,
Rosa Henderson and the Choo Choo Jazzers

Funny Feelin' Blues—Clarinet Solo Bob Fuller
Spread Yo' Stuff—Clarinet Solo Bob Fuller
You Ain't Nothin' to Me,

Susie Smith-Billy Higgins and Choo Choo Jazzers
How Can I Miss You,

Susie Smith-Billy Higgins and Choo Choo Jazzers
17111,5 Down in the Mouth Blues—Dance,

Texas Blues Destroyers
Lenox Avenue Shuffle—Dance,

Texas Blues Destroyers
It Ain't Gonna Rain No Mo'—With Banjo Ac-
comp Josie Miles

De Clouds Are Gwine to Roll Away—With
Banjo Accomp Josie Miles

17091

17095

17092

Emerson Records

10852

10853

10854

10855

10856

10857

10859

1073 1

02005

10340

10655

10291

10638

13273

13261

LATEST DANCE HITS
The Midnight Waltz—Waltz,

Bar Harbor Society Orch.
Swanee Butterfly—Fox-trot,

California Melodie Syncopators
I've Found My Sweetheart Sally—Waltz,

Bar Harbor Society Orch.
Florida—Fox-trot ...Marlborough Symphonic Orch.
Don't Bring Lulu—Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
by Arthur Hall Bar Harbor Society Orch.

Meddlin' with the Blues—Jazz Fox-trot,
Charlie Johnson's Paradise Orch.

That's All There Is, There Ain't No More—
Fox-trot Joseph Samuels' Music Masters

My Name Will Always Be Chickie—Fox-trot,
California Melodie Syncopators

Cross Words Between Sweetie and Me—Fox-
trot, with Vocal Chorus by Arthur Hall,

Joseph Samuels' Music Masters
Don't Forget, You'll Regret—Jazz Fox-trot,

Charlie Johnson's Paradise Orch.
Lady of My Cigarette—Fox-trot,

Joseph Samuels' Music Masters
Little Peach (From "Louis 14th")—Fox-trot,

Joseph Samuels' Music Masters
If You See That Gal of Mine, Send Her Home—Tenor Solo, with Orch. Accomp.,

George W. Ballard
I'll See You in My Dreams—-Tenor Solo, with

Orch. Accomp Sydney Mitchell
O Katharina!—Comedy Song, with Orch. Ac-
comp Billy Jones

Who'll Take Care of the Caretaker's Daughter?—Comedy Song, with Orch. Accomp. .. Billy Jones
STANDARD AND NOVELTY RELEASES
The Palms—Baritone Solo, with Orch Accomp.

Royal. Dadmun
The Holy City—Baritone Solo, with Orch. Ac-
comp Royal Dadmun

Souvenir—Violin Solo Milan Lusk
Traumerei—Violin Solo Milan Lusk
Vesti La Giubba—Tenor; in Italian Max Block
E Lucevan Le Stelle—Tenor; in Italian.. Max Block
Bells of St. Mary's—Tenor Solo, with Orch.
Accomp Walter Scanlan

When I Looked in Your Wonderful Eyes

—

Tenor Solo, with Orch. Accomp. . .Walter Scanlan
Uncle Josh's Birthday—Monolog Billy Golden
The Mocking Bird—Monolog Billy Golden
One-Two-Three-Four—Waltz, Hawaiian Guitars,

Ferera-Franchini
Maui Aloha—One-step, Hawaiian Guitars,

Ferera-Franchini
JEWISH RECORDS

Tzigainer Lied (From "Tzigainer Maidel")
William Schwartz

Oh! Mamma William Schwartz
Mein Tzigainer Maidele (From "Tzigainer
Maidel") William Schwartz

Heim, Sise Heim William Shwartz

U. S. Music Go.
WORD ROLLS

Title Composer Played by
Away From You—Waltz Harold Wansborough
Florida—Fox-trot Lee Sims
I Can't Realize (You Love Me)—Fox-trot Jack Pierce
Lonesome—Fox-trot Jack Pierce
Lovely Lady—Waltz
'The Midnight Waltz Harold Wansborough
Monterey—Fox-trot Cal Welch
Moonlight and Roses—Fox-trot Robert Billings

No One—Fox-trot Lee Sims
Nuthin's Gonna Stop Me Now—Fox-trot Jack Pierce
Oh, Katharina!—One-step Lee Sims
On the Air—Radio Fox-trot Jack Pierce
We're Back Together Again—Fox-trot Horace O. Prell
West of the Great Divide—-Waltz. .. .Harold Wansborough
Yearning (Just for You)—Fox-trot Lee Sims

Visits the East in the

Interest of Ray-O-Vac

Carl D. Boyd, sales manager of the radio

division of the French Battery & Carbon Co.,

Madison, Wis., and Chicago, 111., was a New-

York visitor recently, spending several weeks

in the Eastern trade centers. Mr. Boyd visited

practically all of the prominent radio manufac-

turers in this territory, as well as the jobbers

1B1

CONSTRUCTIVE ARTICLES IN THIS
ISSUE OF THE WORLD

|
Ready Reference for Salesmen, Dealers and Department Heads

Concentration Promotes Lion Store

Sales

Brunswick Co. Launches Sales Con-
test of National Scope

How E. C. Bickford Trains His
Salesmen

Going After Business and Getting It

Carrying Charges Make for Better

Te

Obligations of a Manufacturer to His
Dealer

The Solution of the Service Problem

Summer Sales Volume via Radio
Route

"Digging"
Success

Made Failure $20,000

4

6

8-12

10

10

10

1 1

14

16

19

22

F. E. Bates Shows How Freight
Rates Affect Prices of Phono-
graphs and Radio

The District Sales Managers Who
Cover the Country in the Interest

of Sonora Products

Fink & Co. Solve the Trade-in
Problem and Gain Sales and
Good Will of Patrons ........

E. H. Wilkinson Explains Jewett
Ideals and Plans

67

78

80

82

88

04

Strikingly Effective Publicity Meth-
ods of Chubb-Steinberg Co. Win
Patronage

Radio Problems Solved by Fitz-

gerald Co

Landau's Tap All Veins of Business

Mine 26-27

Teachers Bring Peabody 2,500
Prospects

Printed Forms Reduce Collection

Expense

Profit by Canvassing With Stocked
Trucks

Peabody Co. Service Man Creates

Sales and Builds Good Will

Through Clever Stunt

Atwater Kent's Unique Radio Pro-

grams

Brunswick Co. Announces New Rec-
ord Exchange Plan

Don C. Preston Sells Radio Sans
Try-out

Profit Winning Sales Wrinkles ....

Carrying Charges on Instalment Ac-
counts

30

32

34

35

38

44

59

60

Why Lyon & Healy Stick to Basic
Policy

Featuring the Musical Possibilities

of the Talking Machine

With Passing of Lent Quaker City
Dealers and Distributors Prepare
for Promotion Drives 109

Record Sales Held Up in Middle
West Despite Usual Seasonal
Trade Lethargy 115-133

Phonograph Manufacturers' Associa-
tion Completes Organization and
Elects Officers . 1 32

New England Retail Trade Is Look-
ing After Steadily Increasing
Sales Growth 143-144

Representative Stock and Intelligent

Merchandising Necessary, Says B.
A. Rose

] 49

In the Musical Merchandise Field 149-154

Radio Playing an Important Part in

Reviving Public Interest in the
Waltz J59

Gleanings From the World of Mu-
sic 159-162

P. L. Deutsch Outlines Summer
Brunswick Radiola Sales Possi-
bilities

Latest Patents Relating to Talking
Machines and Records

142

172

Advance Lists of Talking Machine
Records for May 1 73-1 77

CORRESPONDENCE FROM LEADING CITIES

Cincinnati, 56—Cleveland, 66—Minneapolis and St. Paul, 70—Buffalo, 75—Kansas

City, 76—Milwaukee, 86 San Francisco, 90—Richmond, 92 Minneapolis, 94
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158—News From The World's European Office, 168-171.

who are distributors of Ray-O-Vac batteries.

He states that almost without exception radio

manufacturers are making plans for a very ac-

tive Fall trade, and the French Battery & Car-

bon Co. is now working out a plan of co-opera-

tion with its jobbers and dealers that will prove

of considerable interest to the general trade.

Southern
Victor. Wholesalers

TEST IT.
OUR VICTOR

Record Service
has a reputation for efficiency.

Suppose you try it.

E. F. DROOP & SONS CO.
1300 G. STREET. WASHINGTON. D. C.

204-6-8-10 CLAY STREET. BALTIMORE. MD.
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^he CMENElf
The Master Phonograph

The most perfect music-reproducing instrument

1

Designed to receive radio

$145
(East of the Rockies)

The Cheney Factories Achieve the Impossible
A Cheney in every sense of the word— that retails at $135. All of the famous

Cheney acoustic system, a cabinet wor-
thy of a place with the other cabinets
in the linel

Here is a real leader— individual in
its selling points, so superior in its tone
quality that the difference is easily dem-
onstrated, and so modestly priced that
it comes within the price range of every
one who wants a phonograph.

The Carlyle is distinctively a Queen

Anne model, 34^2 inches long, 20J4
inches deep, 33% inches high. It is

made in Biltmore mahogany beautifully
finished, and is completely equipped with
automatic stop, automatic needle adjuster,

two reproducers for playing all records,
and shelves for three record albums.
Metal parts are nickeled.

The Carlyle rounds out The Cheney
line— provides a wonderful value at

every price level and offers range of
selection for every buyer.

The Cheney offers any merchant increased business, increased profits, and greater
sales opportunities. It makes sales which otherwise would be lost. It appeals to
discriminating buyers. It commands a high average sale price— and requires
practically no service.

Ask us for details about the line. The Cheney is the big profit-maker
in many phonograph stores. Write for full information

CHENEY TALKING MACHINE COMPANY CHICAGO
Made complete in our own factories at Grand Rapids, Mich.
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**just let him sell himself!
NSTEAD of giving the customer a regular "sales

talk'
1

when he inquires about the New Edison

just let him sell himself!

Send a New Edison to his home for side'byside comparison
with any other phonograph—let the evidence of his own
ears prove its overwhelming superiority.

You know how easily the New Edison sells—and this

plan makes sales still easier. Try it!

THOMAS A. EDISON, INC.
ORANGE. N- .T.

T&u don't rieecl st

fortune to become

an Edison Dealer-

ask nearest Edison

Jobbers of the New Edison, Edison Records, the Edison Diamond

Amberola and Blue Amberol Records

CALIFORNIA
San Francisco—Edison Phonographs.

Ltd.

COLORADO
Denver—Edison Phonograph Distribut-

ing Co.

GEORGIA
Atlanta—Phonographs, Inc.

ILLINOIS
Chicago

—

'& SUon Phonograph Dis-

MASSACHU8ETTS
Boston—Pardee-Ellenberger Co.

Iver Johnson Sporting Goods Co.
(Amberola only).

MICHIGAN
Detroit—Phonograph Co. of Detroit.

MINNESOTA
Minneapolis—Laurence H. Lucker.

MISSOURI
Kansas City—Edison Phonograph Dis-

tributing Co.

St. Louis—Silverstone Music Co.

MONTANA
Helena—Montana Phonograph Co.

NEW JERSEY
Orange—Edison Phonograph Distribut-

ing Co.

NEW YORK
Albany—American Phonograph Co.

New York City—J. F. Blactanan &
Son (Amberola only).

Syracuse—W. D. Andrews Co. (Am-
berola only).

OHIO
Cleveland—The Phonograph Co.

PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia—Girard Phonograph Co.
Pittsburgh—Buehn Phonograph Co.
Williamsport—W. A. Myers.

RHODE ISLAND
Providence—J. A. Foster Co. (Am-

berola only).

TEXAS
Dallas—Texas-Oklahoma Phonograph

Co.

UTAH
Ogden—Proudfit Sporting Goods Co.

VIRGINIA
Richmond—The C. B. Haynes Co., Inc.

CANADA
St. John—W. H. Thome & Co., Ltd.

Toronto—R. S. Williams & Sons Co.,
Ltd.

Vancouver—Kent Piano Co., Ltd.

Winnipeg—R. S. Williams & Sons Co.,
Ltd.
Babson Bros. (Amberola only).
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Brunswick Phonographs

Brunswick Records

Brunswick Radiolas

H'he Sign ofMusical "Prestige

Jcnnm4wick
PHONOGRAPHS • RECORDS • RADIOLAS

THE BRUNSWICK BALKE-COLLENDER CO.
ManufacturcrM—-Ettablithed 1845

General Offices: CHICAGO Branches In All Principal Cities

New Tork Office: 799 Seventh Avenue

THE BRUN8WICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO. OP CANADA, Ltd.

Main Offices: 358 Bay Street, Toronto
Branches at Montreal, Winnipeg, Calfary, Vancouver

Entered as second-class matter May 2, 1905, at the post office at New York, N. Y., under the act of Congress of March 3, 1879.
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THE INSTRUMENT OF QUALITY

CLEAR AS A BELL

ntroduces

ARadio Receiving Set

$

and a Radio Merchandising

Policy that insures Permanent Profits

THOUSANDS of dealers have been urging the Sonora Com-
pany to bring out a radio receiving set. Why? Because the

name Sonora is an insignia of quality, enjoys public confidence

—

which insures easy selling—ALWAYS. And also because the

Sonora sound dealer policy is a guarantee of permanent profitable

business. When a dealer handles the Sonora product he knows ex-

actly what his profit will be—and it is a substantial one too.

The Sonora Radio Receiving Set now ready for distribution is

the result of three years' intensive study and experiment under the

guidance of a leading radio engineer. All the best features of radio

science have finally been combined by Sonora craftsmen in a set with
the following advantages:

(1) Reliable, sturdy and not freakish; (2) selective to the high
degree required by the present multiplicity of stations and their
higher powers; (3) possessed of the best possible tone quality; (4)
capable of receiving long distance programs; (5) easy of manipula-
tion; (6) simple in internal appearance; (7) beautiful in external

appearance; (8) of low battery and tube maintenance cost.

Five storage battery tubes are employed. The circuit used is a

refinement of the time-tried radio frequency circuits. There are

two stages of tuned radio frequency. Superb tone quality is achieved
-—with volume to spare.

Wire your distributor

for a Sonora receiving

set, hook it up to a

Sonora Speaker and you

will listen to the most

eloquent sales talk you

have ever heard. Usual

Sonora liberal dealer

discount.

90

"Licensed wider U. S. Covermncnto'tvned Schoemilch and Von Bronk basic patents on tuned radio
frequency amplification."

SONORA
279 Broadway

PHONOGRAPH COMPANY, INC.
New York City
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Ghas. L. Hibbard Perfects

New Recording Process

Important Announcement Made by Otto Heine-
man, President of the General Phonograph
Corp., Regarding Valuable and Successful

Contribution of Its Recording Engineer

Otto Heineman, president and founder of

the General Phonograph Corp., New York, an-

nounced recently that Charles L. Hibbard, re-

C L. Hibbard at Work in Okeh Laboratory

cording engineer of the company and a pioneer

in the industry, had perfected a new recording

process that had been successful beyond the

highest anticipation of the Okeh executives. Mr.

Hibbard has been working on this process for

many years and after thorough and extensive

tests finally held demonstrations for Mr. Heine-

man and the directors of the General Phono-

graph Corp. that carried out each and every

promise he had made as to the importance of

the new process.

Commenting upon this very important devel-

opment in the recording of Okeh records, Mr.

Heineman said: "We are not quite ready to

tell anyone about the details of this new process,

which we must keep secret for the time being.

Mr. Hibbard told me some time ago that he

was developing an entirely new recording

method that in his opinion would revolutionize

present recording methods and give Okeh rec-

ords exceptional tone quality. A little later he

produced it, but we waited until the new inven-

tion had been thoroughly tested before we gave

our jobbers and dealers the slightest intimation

as to Mr. Hibbard's epoch-making developments

in this field." Mr. Heineman inferred that Mr.

Hibbard would have important statements to

make in the near future in connection with his

new recording process, and when asked if the

new invention was electrical, replied that Mr.

Hibbard's invention employed an entirely new
method, with the suggestion that the new pro-

cess is not electrical.

H. Donaldson Leopold's

Important New Position

Becomes Advertising Manager of the Phono-
graph Division of the Brunswick-Balke-Col-

lender Co. With Headquarters in Chicago

—

Succeeds Howard Schendorf, Resigned

A. J. Kendrick, general sales manager of the

phonograph division of the Brunswick-Balke-

Collender Co., announced recently the appoint-

ment of H. Donaldson Leopold as advertising

manager of the company, with headquarters at

the executive offices in Chicago. Mr. Leopold

succeeds Howard Schendorf, who resigned from

the Brunswick staff to enter a new and impor-

tant phase of advertising work for which he is

exceptionally well qualified.

The appointment of Mr. Leopold as Bruns-

wick advertising manager is a well-deserved

tribute to his merchandising and publicity train-

ing. For the past three- years Mr. Leopold has

been a member of the Brunswick organization,

winning rapid promotion. When he first joined

the Brunswick staff he was assistant to Harry

A. Beach, Eastern sales manager of the phono-

graph division of the Brunswick Co., later being

appointed manager of the Brunswick dealer

service department at the executive offices in

Chicago and more recently being appointed

sales promotion manager. In all of these im-

portant posts he won the esteem and friendship

of the entire Brunswick organization and by

working in close co-operation with Brunswick

dealers throughout the country, Mr. Leopold

has acquired an intimate familiarity with the

retailers' sales and merchandising problems.

H. D. Leopold

As advertising manager of the Brunswick or-

ganization Mr. Leopold will be responsible for

one of the most important publicity campaigns

that has ever been sponsored in the phonograph

and radio industries. The Brunswick advertis-

ing appropriation has steadily increased in size

and in volume, keeping pace with the phenome-

nal success of the Brunswick institution as a

whole. The 1925 campaign is exceptionally im-

pressive, representing a program that will give

maximum service and co-operation to the

Brunswick dealer organization everywhere.

E. W. Guttenberger With
Columbia Co., New York

W. C. Fuhri Announces His Appointment as

Special Field Representative of Company

—

To Make Headquarters in New York City

W. C. Fuhri, vice-president and general sales

manager of the Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc.,

New York, announced recently the appointment

of E. W. Guttenberger as a special field rep-

resentative of the company. He will make his

headquarters at the executive offices in New
York and work in close co-operation with the

Columbia branches, jobbers and dealers.

Mr. Guttenberger is ideally qualified for his

new work, as he has been identified with the

talking machine industry for over twenty years.

His first connection was with the St. Louis

branch of the Columbia Co. in 1904 where he

was associated with Mr. Fuhri, and in later

years he was identified with W. H. Reynalds,

E. W. Guttenberger

Victor distributor at Mobile, Ala., and with

the Artophone Corp. at St. Louis, Mo. His

training and experience will enable him to give

practical assistance to Columbia dealers.

Max Strauss, of Lindstrom
Organization, in New York

Max Strauss, managing director of the Carl

Lindstrom organization in Germany, and one

of the foremost factors in the phonograph in-

dustry abroad, arrived on the steamer "Deutsch-

land," May 4 for a short visit to this country.

Mr. Strauss will spend practically all of his

time in conference with Otto Heineman, presi-

dent and founder of the General Phonograph
Corp., who is one of his close, personal friends.

The General Phonograph Corp. represents the

Lindstrom interests in this country, and the

tremendous success achieved by Mr. Heineman
and his associates in connection with these

products has been a source of keen gratification

to Mr. Strauss and his directorate.

Joseph A. Flanagan, well known in the talk-

ing machine trade in the metropolitan section, is

now manager of the store of the New England

Music Co., Waterbury, Conn.

See second last

The Royal Line Sales Corp., Boston, Mass.,

recently took possession of its new quarters in

the Pope Building, 221 Columbus avenue. The
company distributes the Adler-Royal line of

phonographs and radio.

page for Index of Articles of Interest in this issue of The World

Becomes Distributor of

Radio Corp. Products

The New York Talking Machine Co., Victor

wholesaler, is now also a distributor of the

products of the Radio Corporation of America,

including Radiolas and all other radio products

made by this prominent company. In addition

to distributing this line, the New York Talking

Machine Co. is, of course, wholesaling the new
Victor loud speaker and is also a jobber of

Fada neutrodyne panels, made by F. A. D.

Andrea, Inc.
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Open Road" SellingWins forEdison Shop
If Public Will Not Come to the Store to Buy, Go to the Public

With Your Wares, Is Successful Policy of Albany, N. Y., Dealer

"If Ihe public does not come to the store

to buy, visit the homes of your prospects and

sell, is the business maxim which L. E. Cauchat,

assistant manager of the Edison Diamond Disc

Shop, Albany, N. Y., is finding profitable. This

is in direct opposition to the views of many
dealers, who feel that if store sales prove un-

profitable and business is hard to get it is bet-

ter to sit back and wait for the demand to im-

prove than to go out into the field and force

sales. The latter type of dealer works on the

theory that it costs so much to make a sale

on the outside that the effort is not worth while.

The Cost of Selling and Overhead

Undoubtedly it costs considerably more to

make a sale on the outside than it does to close

a deal in the store, However, if people are not

visiting the store and no sales are being made

the overhead goes on just the same. Rent,

light, salaries, etc., are fixed expenses and there

is no way in which the dealer can reduce these

expenses by inactivity. On the other hand,

while it is admitted that the cost of selling on

the outside is far greater than in the store,

and undoubtedly this method of selling does

not permit as great a margin of profit, the

fact remains that it is better to spend some

money in an effort to move merchandise and

make even a small profit than to sit back in

the store and sell enough to pay the rent.

Canvassing-Selling Pays

Mr. Cauchat, as has been mentioned, believes

in going after business and he is doing it with

considerable success. The firm operates two

Ford trucks of the type illustrated herewith,

and Mr. Cauchat and his men utilize every op-

portunity of canvassing the outskirts of the

B8 a =
—

city, as well as working the country districts

nearby and other smaller hamlets in a con-

sistent search for business. And they are suc-

ceeding in making sales when other dealers

are finding business dull. Instruments are

loaded on these trucks and whenever possible

a phonograph is left in a home for an overnight

One of the Edison Shop Trucks
demonstration. If the salesman succeeds in

leaving an instrument in the home of a pros-

pect experience proves that the chances of it

staying there permanently are excellent.

Another little stunt, which is bringing in

steady profits to the Edison Shop is extra

record business secured by the canvassing route.

The firm has four men out selling records and
approximately $250 per month is realized in

this way. In fact the patrons of the Edison
Shop have, to a certain extent, been educated

in this manner of buying and many of them
look forward to seeing the Edison record rep-

resentative with the latest recordings. Of
course, the men do not spend all of their time

in trying to sell records on the outside. This

is spare-time selling and the returns from it

are like so much velvet. This plan has other

features to recommend it, not the least im-

portant of which is that the store thus keeps

in constant touch with many of its customers

and it is a power for cementing friendship.

Also, if there are any complaints the record

salesmen find it out and any misunderstandings

and trouble can be remedied without loss of

time. Often, the record salesman will be sent

to the home of a phonograph owner who bad

not visited the store for several months. In

this way the record buying habit is developed.

The Edison Shop, in addition to its regular

newspaper advertising and canvassing, makes it

a point to bring the latest records to the at-

tention of its patrons through special publicity.

This publicity, which is in the form of a post

card on which are'listed some of the most popu-

lar recordings, is supplementary to the regular

record bulletins which are sent out weekly.

Seasons Make No Difference

No matter whether it be Summer or Winter,

the Edison Shop goes out after business and

finds it profitable. The point is that now with

Summer coming on undoubtedly the inactivity

of dealers will result in the usual cry of "no

business to be had." There are plenty of signs

that some dealers are already feeling this way.

One dealer came out bluntly with the state-

ment that he is going to stop all merchandising

effort this Summer "until things pick up." That

the next few months are going to cost this

dealer a considerable sum in overhead and lost

business is undoubtedly true and it is equally

true that if this dealer makes a serious attempt

to go after business he will have a far more

satisfactory year from the standpoint of profits.

E3EE

-

NOW IS THE TIME FOR
Portable Radio Phonograph Combination

R. P. 1

WE
MAKE IT

YOU
PREPARE

FOR BIG

DEMAND
LESS USUAL DISCOUNTS

Radio Panels
for

Console Phonographs
R. P. 3

3 -tube reflex loudspeaker

volume, distance selectivity

panel: 10x14

R. P. 5

5 -tube tuned radio fre-

quency receiver. Two
sizes: 14'/2xl7 3/16 or

15 3/16x16%

Dealers, write your jobber for details, or address List $45.00 List $65.00

New York Album & Card Co., Inc.
23-25 Lispenard Street, New York

° : a —— : a c a a =
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How Brunswick Dealers make
Real Profit on their investment

(Y/ on every dollar in stock—

/O in a nationally advertised,

long- established line!

AN EXAMPLE:
Mr. Brunswick Dealer receives

an instrument from Brunswick:

LIST PRICE $200

That's what he gets for it

Here's what he pays for it:

i2O0-4o%-

$120-10% tio8

Pio6
(Brunswick Trade Discount of 40% less 10% less 2%)

Hence this $200 Merchandise Cosr

the Brunswick Dealer $106.

His PROFIT on it is

That's 88% Profit

:

70/o

Uo6\ #9422 profit

investment

On a $106 Investment in Brunswick Products he makes
88%— $94.00. That's real profit on the investment

The Brunswick Factory Protected Franchise

provides real profit to the Dealer. Is it any

wonder that the Brunswick Dealer is prosper'

ous . . building his own business steadily?

The Brunswick is a profitable franchise.

^he Sign qfSMusical "Prestige

PHONOGRAPHS RADIOLAS

© B. B. C. Co. 1925

THE BRUNSWICK -BALKE -COLLENDER CO.
Manufacturers — Established 1845

General Offices: CHICAGO Branches in all Principal Cities NewYork Office: 799 Seventh Ave.

THE BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO. OF CANADA. Ltd.

Main Offices: 358 Bay St., Toronto Branches at Montreal, Winnipeg, Calgarv, Vancouver
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FAVORITE
GUARANTEED PRODUCTS

At Lowest Prices

FAVORITE HIGHEST QUALITY
MAIN SPRINGS

405 114 in. x .022 x 17 ft. pear-shaped holes on
both ends for Victor motor $0.60

420 1 in. x .025 x 12 ft. pear-shaped holes on
both ends for Heineman Nos. 33-77 0.40

427 1 in. x .028 r 10 ft. pear-shaped holes for Co-
lumbia two. three and four spring 0.38

437 % in. x .025 x 10 ft. pear-shaped holes for Co-
lumbia and Heineman No. 3G 0.28

440 1 in. x .028 x 10 ft. button holes for latest

style Columbia 0.65

Write for Full List of Items and Special Prices

FAVORITE COLUMBIA PARTS

12333 Bevel pinion, regular stylo $0.75

3834 Spring barrel winding gear, new style 0.75

1177S Driving shaft complete 0.50

Write for Full List of Items and Special Prices

FAVORITE PARTS FOR VICTOR

5013 Turntable gear, straight cut. small teeth $0.35

5014 Turntable gear, large teeth, straight cut 0.35

5010 Governor springs for Victor Per 100 1.00

5021 Rubber back for exhibition box 0.35

Write for Full List of Items and Special Prices

NEW FAVORITE SUPREME ADAPTER
ATTACHMENT FOR EDISON

Nickel-plated Adapter $4.35-

Gold-plated Adapter 5.00

Oxidized-plated Adapter 5.00

No. 1 "Supreme" Sound Box, nickel-plated, loud
and clear 2*00

No. I "Supreme" Sound Box, gold-plated, loud and
clear 3.00

No. I "Supreme" Sound Box, oxidized 3.00

Supreme Sound Box for Columbia Tone Arm (nickel

only) 2-00

Special Prices to Quantity Buyers

NEW FAVORITE EX CELTONE ADAPTER
For Edison to Play Lateral Cut Records

Good Quality, Best Outfit for the Price

Nickel-plated, complete $2.50

Sound Box, separate, nickel-plated 1. 10

FAVORITE RUBY MICA DIAPHRAGMS
1 23/32 in. Victor Ex. Box, 1st grade $0.15

IVs in. new Victor No. 2, very best 0.18

1 31/32 in., for Sonora 0.20
2 1/1G in., for Meisselbach box 0.22

2% in. for Pathe new style 0.35

2 3/16 in., for Columbia No. 6 or Mutual box 0.25

2 9/16 in., for Pathe or Brunswick..* 0.45

5034 Motor bottom gear for Triton motor 0.20

SILENT MOTOR No. H. H.

Special Only, $7.50

Large double-spring silent motor, all complete with 12 in.

turntable. Plays five 10-in. records with one winding.

COLUMBIA MOTORS

Special, All Complete, with 12-in. Turntable

2 Spring $7.50

3 Spring 9.50

4 Spring 11.50

SUPREME SOUND BOXES

Improve the Tone of Your Machine—Very Loud and

Clear—Nickeled and Gold-plated

Nickel Plated $2.00

Gold Plated .- 3.00

For Columbia tone arm. nickel only 2.00

TONE ARMS
No. S & B With sound box $1.50
No. P Nickel-plated without sound box 2.75
No. P Gold-plated' without sound box 4.50
No. M Meisselbach tone arm and sound box 4.75
No. . M Meisselbach gold-plated sound box 7.50
No. L Made of brass tubing, nickel- plated 2.50
No. L Made of brass tubing, gold-plated 4.50

Columbia Tone Arm, nickel-plated, old or
new style 2.50

Write for Complete Price List of Repair Parts, Needles,
Attachments and Hardware

FAVORITE MFG. CO.
105 EAST I2TH STREET

Tel.: Stuyvesant 1666

NEW YORK

Brunswick Go. Re-elects

Directors and Officers

Annual Report, Showing Strong Financial Posi-

tion of the Company, Received With En-
thusiasm—The Figures in Detail

Chicago, III., May 7.—The annual meeting of

the stockholders and directors of the Bruns-

wick-Balke-Collender Co. was held in this city

the week of April 13, and at the stockholders'

meeting all of the directors who held office in

1924 were re-elected and the directors re-elected

all of the present officers. The annual report

submitted to the stockholders was given in de-

tail in last month's issue of The World, and
this report indicated that the company had
earned a net income in 1924 of $2,801,723.08 and

after providing for the payment on the pre-

ferred dividend stock showed a net profit equal

to $4.95 per share on the 500,000 shares of the

no par value stock outstanding. This excellent

report was received with enthusiastic approval

by the stockholders, particularly as it showed
an increase of $210,366.37 over the net income
transferred to the surplus account for the year

ending December 31, 1923.

The officers of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender

Co. for the coming year are as follows: Presi-

dent, B. E. Bensinger; vice-presidents, B. H.

Brunswick, H. F. Davenport, J. C. Schank and
P. L. Deutsch; treasurer, R. F. Bensinger, and
secretary, Thomas McHale. The directors for

the ensuing year are as follows: B. E. Ben-
singer, B. H. Brunswick, H. F. Davenport, J.

C. Schank, P. L. Deutsch, R. F. Bensinger, A.

J. Kendrick, J. O. Miller, John M. Hancock,

Robert C. Schaffner and Arthur Sachs.

Two New Models of Rivoli

Radio-Amplifier Announced

Vincennes Phonograph Co. Places New Models
on Market— Enthusiastically Received by
Trade—Products Are of Original Design

Vincennes, Ind., May 6.—The Vincennes

Phonograph Co., of this city, manufacturer of

Rivoli phonographs, has just placed on the

market two models of the Rivoli radio-ampli-

fier which are meeting with a very enthusiastic

reception from the trade. This amplifier is de-

signed as a cabinet speaker and its all-wood

construction has made possible exceptional tone

quality. The outstanding feature of the Rivoli

radio loud speaker is the half round bell ampli-

fier which permits of very attractive cabinet de-

signs that have made a most favorable impres-

sion on Rivoli dealers. The company was grant-

ed patents on April 18 covering both models

of the speaker, and J. S. Watters, president of

the Vincennes Phonograph Co., is keenly en-

thusiastic regarding the reception accorded the

new Rivoli product.

Zenith Radio Corp. Elects

S. I. Marks Treasurer

At a meeting of the board of directors of the

Zenith Radio Corporation on April 16, 1925, S.

I. Marks was elected treasurer of the company.
Mr. Marks has been connected with the Zenith

organization since its early formation, acting

in the capacity of executive in charge of manu-
facturing operations and assistant treasurer, so

his promotion does not come as a surprise to

his many friends.

Mr. Marks will continue in charge of all

manufacturing operations in addition to his new
duties. His offices will be in the new Straus

Building, the entire twenty-third floor of which
is now occupied by the Zenith organization.

The Wisconsin Music Co., Mayville, Wis.,

was recently incorporated with a capital stock

of $25,000. The incorporators are Herman Roll-

funk, Henry Gutreuter and May Rollfunk.

Radio (abinets by Donehue

Retail Pi'ices
^Maintained

X-J ERE'S proven profit for you. The Adapto
A A Radio Cabinet retail price ^ has been main-
tained by our jobbers and dealers against today's
price cutting ! Standardized in price—not a "bar-
gain sale" product—it assures a definite stand-
ardized profit.

Protected patented features, combined with the
very finest workmanship, make the Adapto an
easy seller. Adapto Cabinets accommodate any
radio receiver having a dial panel not larger than
10% in. high and 31% in. wide. Equipped with
compartment for enclosing batteries, battery
charger, and especially designed horn. Made in
mahogany and walnut. Price, $110. West of
Rocky Mountains, $120.

DISTRIBUTED BY
Capitol Distributing Company, Inc New York City
Stanley & Patterson, Inc New York City
8uffalo Radiophone Company Buffalo, N. Y.
G. J. Seedman Automotive & Radio Co., Inc.. Brooklyn. N. Y.
M. Steinert & Sons Boston, Mats.
Collings & Company Newark, N. J.
E. M. Wilson & Son Newark. N. J.
Penn Phonograph Co., Inc Philadelphia, Pa.
Cohen &. Hughes, Inc Philadelphia, Pa.
Cohen &. Hughes. Inc Pittsburgh, Pa.
Cohen & Hughes. Inc Baltimore, Md.
Cohen & Hughes. Inc Washington, D. C.
C. B. Haynes Co., Inc Richmond, Va.
Earle Rogers Co Wheeling, W. Va.
American Hdwe. &. Equipment Co Charlotte, N. C.
Harbison & Gathright, Inc ...Louisville, Ky.
Electric Power & Maintenance Co Toledo, Ohio
I. J. Cooper Rubber Co Columbus, Ohio
Julius J. Bantlin Co Cincinnati, Ohio
Eastern Auto Supply Co Detroit, Mich.
The Schmelzer Company Kansas City, Mo.
Langstadt-Meyer Co Appleton, Wis.
Lee-Kountze Hdwe. Co Omaha, Neb.
W. &. E. Radio Service Co Tulsa, Okla
J. H. Snodgrass Radio Co Fort Worth, Tex.
Redfleld Electric Company Ogden, Utah
The F. Ronstadt Company Tucson' Ariz
Coast Radio Supply Co San Francisco. Cal.'
Herbert C. Moss Seattle. Wish.

DEALERS
Write your nearest Distributor or us

direct.
DISTRIBUTORS

Some profitable territory is still open.

L. R. DONEHUE CO., Inc.
306 State St., Perth Amboy, N. J.

THE AVON MODEL ADAPTO—also
witli loud speaker unit, concealed
horn, and eauipped to enclose every-
thing radio—in mahogany and wal-
nut. Price. $65. West of Rocky
Mountains. $70.
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Brunswick New Business

Shatters 1924 Results

First quarter for 1925 shows
104% gain in new business

—

302% gain in new dealers

continued Brunswick activity

in gaining wider distribution

in unrepresented territories

This map shows how these gains in

new sales volume were divided—East,

Central and Coast— average gains for

January, February, and March 1925

(compared with same period in 1924).

Average monthly gain in sales volume of new business

for the entire country during the first quarter: 104%

Average monthly gain for first

quarter for the entire country

in new dealers (mainly in un-

represented territory): 302%

FIRST QUARTER Average monthly Gains in.

Jtjw 'Brunswick Franchises

WESTERN SECTION CENTRAL SECTION EASTERN SECTION

186 % 486°/0/ 235 %
QaitL QaitL, ' / QairL,

Highest single

months gain.

/Highest

/ Single

/months gain.

Highest single

month's gain/^

/ 762%

kUCH figures as these need no
' explanation. They account for

Brunswick's remarkable activity and
progress— for the Brunswick Dealer's

continued prosperity.

"Ask the Brunswick Dealer
© B. B.C.C0. 1925

)9

^he Sign ofCMusical 'Prestige

PHONOGRAPHS * RECORDS « RADIOLAS

THE BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO. Manufacturers - Established 1845
General Offices: CHICAGO Branches in aU PrincirJal Cities ""New York Office: 799-Severirh Avenue

THE BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO. OF CANADA, Ltd.

Main Offices: 358 Bay Street Toronto _ „
'~

- Branches. at'Montreal, Winnipeg. Calgary VaTicou'ver
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Record Profits in Turnover, Says Parsons
Schenectady Music Store Carries Small Stock and Makes Big Profit

by Twelve-Time Turnover—Self-Service Proves Sales Stimulator

"We had a one and one-half times record

stock turnover last year," declared a music

dealer to the writer with very evident pride.

This dealer carried a stock which he called com-
plete. Indeed, his shelves held about 15,000

records.

"I have turned my record stock slightly more
than twelve times in the last year," stated an-

other dealer, C. H. Parsons, proprietor of the

Schenectady Music Store, Schenectady, N. Y.

In the first instance the dealer has a very

large sum invested in his record stock. He
pointed out that by turnover he meant he had

sold one and one-half times the number of

records he had in stock. "Of course," said this

merchant, "we have many records which have

been on our shelves for years and may be con-

sidered dead stock, although at rare intervals

we get a call for one of these numbers."

The Schenectady Music Store has a far

smaller amount of money invested in records,

in fact, the stock numbers less than a thousand

discs, but less than one per cent of this is in

the dead-stock class and each year regularly

the entire stock is turned over from twelve to

fourteen times.

Who Is Making Profits From Records?

One does not need to be an accountant to

figure out which of these dealers is actually

making the record department pay. In one case

the dealer is endeavoring to keep all of the

records listed in the catalog in stock. In the

second instance, the dealer is striving to meet

the needs of his patrons. He keeps in stock

only those records which he knows from closely

watching the trend of demand will move
quickly. If a record is called for which he

does not happen to have in stock he gets it

quickly and does not lose the sale.

There is something practical in the methods

of the Schenectady Music House for dealers

in small towns, who must watch turnover

closely in order to come out on the right side

of the ledger and who have not the means to

order largely. Jn fact, the dealer in a small

town or the small neighborhood dealer finds it

inadvisable to keep the large stocks on hand

which the dealer in the heart of the city, who
caters to a large transient trade, finds necessary.

In the small town store the main problem is

one of getting the most work out of the capital

invested.

Self-service Record Selling

The Schenectady Music Store has" evolved a

clever system of self-service in connection with

its record department which the small town
dealers, especially, will find worth adapting.

Six years ago when Mr. Parsons started in

business for himself he had the usual wall racks

for records and carried a much larger stock

than he does now. At the end of the first year

he found that his record stock was 35 per cent

The first year during which Mr. Parsons

operated a record department his sales were

small, and to add to his trouble this dealer

found that about 35 per cent of his records

were dead stock. Accordingly, he reorgan-

ized his methods, with the result that his

department, considering the investment, is

without question one of the most profitable

in the entire State. Self service, a plan

which should commend itself especially to

small-town dealers and those doing a neigh-

borhood business, proved a boon. Through
it two things were accomplished: First,

waiting for attention was entirely elimi-

nated, and, second, it was found that the

sales of records to individual customers

were considerably increased. In addition

daily inventory and re-ordering were greatly

simplified, adding to general efficiency.

dead, so he did some serious thinking. It was

either a case of improving his methods or

getting out of the record game, because of

limited capital. His analysis of the situation

resulted in several changes of a most radical

nature. In the first place he decided that his

stock of records was too large for the potential

business in his neighborhood. Accordingly

the stock was pruned down to only those num-
bers which were really selling. This included,

besides the usual popular numbers and a few

ever-popular classics, foreign records. In fact,

the record stock was cut about in half.

His second move, and one which had an im-

mediate effect on sales, was to place his records

out where the customers could select what

numbers they wanted without any help. One
trouble had been that on Saturdays and other

rush periods customers would be compelled to

wait for service; about 40 per cent of his cus-

tomers had to wait before getting attention,

Mf. Parsons figured. Many of them walked

out of the store and as a consequence sales

were being lost continually. This self-service

plan remedied the situation and Mr. Parsons
also soon discovered that when these people
looked over the records they saw titles which
appealed to them, and sales to individuals not
only were larger, but where under former con-
ditions many patrons left the store without
buying now this rarely happens.

Making it Easy to Buy
Mr. Parsons' plan is simplicity itself. He had

a shelf about eighteen inches wide built along
the service counter. The shelf is narrow
enough so that purchases wrapped at the serv-

ice counter can be handed to the customer
and at the same time it is wide enough to hold

the record stock. On this shelf the records are

grouped according to the type of music. There
is one section devoted to dance music and popu-
lar selections. Another section contains the

classics which are most in demand. There is

a section devoted to foreign numbers, etc. Of
course each record is in an envelope. In order

to make it easy for the prospective customer
to read the titles, Mr. Parsons has cut a num-
ber of cardboard strips which fit into the en-

velope containing each record and extend from
the top of the envelope about four inches. On
this strip is printed plainly the name of the

selection on the record. When a customer
selects a record the envelope containing this

strip on which is the title of the number re-

mains in its position in the record stock. If

the record is purchased it is placed in another

envelope. Each morning Mr. Parsons or his

assistant goes over the record stock and when
an envelope is found empty the strip is re-

moved. The removed strips, of course, give

Mr. Parsons a line on what records have been

sold and what to reorder.

Professor L. A. Hazeltine

Granted Radio Patent

A new patent covering certain applications

of the neutrodyne system of radio reception in-

vented by Professor Louis A. Hazeltine has

been granted by the United States Patent of-

fice. The patent is the third allowed Professor

L. A. Hazeltine and is dated April 14, 1925, be-

ing assigned to the Hazeltine Corp. The new
patent contains seventeen claims.

Owen G. Clark recently purchased the inter-

est of his partner O. L. Van Houne in the

Clark Music Store, Neonta, N. Y.

For the Profitable Sale of Records

—

The Audak System
The modern method of demonstrating and selling records

Without the Use of Booths

Dealers place as many as six Audak units in space formerly occu-

pied by one booth. There are Audak models to suit

each particular need. Write for full

information.

The Audak unit illustrated supplied complete, ready for use upon removal from crate

AUDAK CO. - 565 Fifth Avenue - NEW YORK, N. Y.
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HPHERE'S a lot of this business in

every locality. Why let it go un-

sold? These people will want *a port-

able—can't find space for a cabinet

machine—can't carry it around—and

don't want to spend so much. A Swan-

son Jr. will more than satisfy and will

leave a substantial fund for buying

records.

* People who "didn't be-

lieve a portable was good

enough" change their minds

when you demonstrate the

strength and tone-quality

of the Swanson Jr.

Swanson Jr.^25.00

PORTABLE (In Far West $27.50)

Distributors of the Swanson Jr. Portable

ATLANTA. James K. Polk, Inc., 181 Whitehall St.

BUFFALO. . .Wm. A. Carroll, 803 Bramson Bldg.

CHICAGO: Lyon & Healy, Wabash Ave. and

Jackson Blvd.

Cheney Talking Machine Co., 24 N.

Wabash Ave.

Consolidated Talking Machine Co.,

227-229 W. Washington St.

CINCINNATI Columbia Distributors, Inc.,

224 W. 4th St.

CLEVELAND. .Record Sales Co., 1965 E. 66th St.

DETROIT Consolidated Talking Machine Co.,

295 7 Gratiot Ave.

KANSAS CITY. Artophone Corp., 804 Grand Ave.

MINNEAPOLIS. .Consolidated Talking Machine Co.,

1121 Nicollet Ave.

NEW ORLEANS Junius Hart Piano House,
123 Carondelet St.

Columbia Distributors, Inc.,

5 1 7 Canal St.

NEW YORK CITY. . . .General Phonograph Corp.,
15 W. 18th St.

PORTLAND, ORE L. D. Heater,
357 Ankeny St.

RICHMOND, VA Richmond Hardware Co.,

101 S. 14th St.

SAN FRANCISCO L. D. Heater Co..

420 Ninth Ave.

ST. LOUIS Columbia Distributors, Inc..

1327 Pine St.

Wholesale Musical Supply Co.,

208 N. 17th St.

Consolidated Talking' Machine Co.
227-229 West Washington St. Chicago, Illinois
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The Wisdom of Concentrated Selling Effort

TALKING machine business is admittedly not good, and the

dealer whose sales totals have fallen far behind those of previ-

ous years has any number of reasons to offer, ranging from general

business dullness to a waning interest in the machines and records

themselves. It is significant that the condition as it exists is national

rather than local in its scope, which gives some color to the plea of

a general dropping off in business in all lines which is expected to

remedy itself by the early Fall, if not before.

In view of the existing situation, however, it is significant that

a surprising number of dealers in talking machines and records are

finding business keeping up to normal, and an investigation of their

affairs shows that in almost every case these dealers are devoting

just as much earnest attention to talking machine and record selling

as they did two, three or five years ago.

This is not to be taken as indicating that the dealers doing

business are those who handle talking machines alone, for in the

majority of cases such is not the case, but it does mean that in the

establishment where other lines are handled, each of the products

must stand upon its own feet, with a distinct section of the sales

staff responsible for results. No sales organization can be expected

to divide its interest between a half dozen different lines and show
satisfactory efficiency in any one of them.

Let the talking machine salesman sell talking machines and

records alone, depending for his income upon results, and it will

be found that he is inclined to work hard and generally do well.

But allow him also to sell general musical merchandise or radio,

and he is naturally going to give his attention to the lines that sell

with the least resistance, and give only passing attention to those

that require a substantial amount of selling effort.

The small dealer will argue that he is not in a position to main-

tain a sales force sufficiently large to provide a crew of salesmen

for each of his lines or departments, but if he will detail the men
and women already on his payroll to certain specified selling tasks,

giving them full responsibility for the results, he will find that the

concentration will bring in profits worthy of the effort.

This method is not to be accepted as a panacea for all trade

ills and cannot always be expected to keep sales up to normal in

sections and under circumstances that are distinctly unfavorable,

but it can be relied upon to get much better results than where the

salesman is expected to be a jack of all trades and naturally master

of none.

Association Marks Progressive Trade Step

THERE has long been recognized in the talking machine trade

the need for an effective organization of manufacturers to deal

with the problems that arise, both those of general character and

those peculiar to the industry, with a view to benefiting all the vari-

ous concerns—thus aiding rather than checking clean competition.

Various attempts to the end of forming such an association have
been made, but with indifferent success until a group of progressive

trade members meeting recently in Chicago organized the Phono-

graph Manufacturers' Association.

That the desirability of such a body was appreciated has been

evidenced by the interest shown in its activities since the calling

of the first meeting. And there is every prospect of the new organ-

ization accomplishing much of a constructive nature for the benefit

of the industry, not only within the confines of the trade itself,

but in bringing to the public at large a proper conception of what
the talking machine and its accompanying records, represent as a

medium for education and entertainment.

Practically every industry of any consequence has its Associa-

tion which, if it accomplishes nothing else, serves to develop a bet-

ter feeling among the personnel of the industry, eliminating many
of the evils that develop naturally where the individual feels that

he is doing business in competition with strangers and has little in

common with them to act as a check on his activities.

Elsewhere in The World this month appears the report of the

third meeting of the new Association, together with a list of those

concerns represented, which list, in itself, represents a fairly im-

pressive directory of active talking machine concerns.

It is admittedly time for action by manufacturers of talking

machines, records and parts, for it is only by combining ideas and

efforts that it is possible to put over the sort of efficient propaganda

that will keep the talking machine to the fore in the face of develop-

ments that are constantly making themselves apparent in the enter-

tainment field. It is to be hoped for the new Association that it

will continue to prove a live and popular factor in trade circles, for

it has an important mission to accomplish.

Distribution Policies Should Protect the Dealer

DURING the past few months the radio trade has been going

through what may perhaps be described as a' period of re-

adjustment which, in many respects, has proved distinctly painful

to legitimate and established dealers who have seen lines of radio

products in which they made substantial cash investments unloaded

by big department and chain stores at prices often less than the

dealer has been compelled to pay at wholesale.

Retailers have naturally been inclined to inquire what it was

all about, what they might expect of the future, and how they might

guard themselves against these overnight fluctuations that have fre-

quently occasioned heavy loss. The answer seems to lie with those

manufacturers who are able to adopt and abide by merchandising

policies that will protect the dealer in the handling of receivers as

a permanent factor of his business. Certainly the confidence of the

retail trade needs bolstering up to a material degree.

In more than one trade manufacturers have made the mistake

of misjudging the character of the demand. They have seen back

orders pile up on their books during busy seasons, and have made

the mistake of assuming that they would be called upon themselves

to meet all this tremendous demand, forgetting that other manu-

facturers in the same line were faced with a similar situation. The

passing of the holiday season, a period of general slack business

and the approach of Summer, all contributed to making the prob-

lem of the manufacturer a serious one.

After the housecleaning that has been going on, the in-

dustry will find itself and reach that point of stabilization so

much to be desired. It is certain, however, that manufactur-

ers who intend to make progress in the talking machine trade

or in any other channel of distribution will have to establish a mer-

chandising policy that will afford to the dealer some tangible back-

ing in his sales and local advertising campaigns.
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It is reported that at least two or three manufacturers are

prepared to go before the dealers in the near future with a price

guarantee, offering to protect the dealer against any loss through

reduction in wholesale prices or the possible unloading of surplus

merchandise on a bargain basis.

The mistakes that have been made in the past may be ascribed

to the very newness of the industry, few precedents being offered

upon which manufacturers could gauge the market and its fluctua-

tions, but there will be no excuses for a repetition of those

mistakes during another season, and the future of radio merchan-
dising depends in no small measure upon the steps that are taken

to restore confidence. That is the most important factor.

Importance of Rapid and Frequent Turnover

THE success of any retail business lies not so much in the net

profit realized upon each individual sale as upon the cumulative

profits realized through the year as a result of rapid and frequent

turnover, as witness the tremendous success of the ten-cent stores.

The dealer with limited capital must keep his money in constant

circulation or suffer severely from the business trouble known as

"frozen" capital, represented by money tied up in slow-moving
stock, or in instalment accounts that have a year or more to run.

We frequently find talking machine dealers, as well as mer-

chants in other lines who make a practice of selling on terms, thor-

oughly solvent and with a big surplus so far as their book accounts

go, but with insufficient actual cash to keep business running

smoothly and make provisions for necessary or desirable expan-

sion. The reason is that their money, though perfectly good, is

tied up in stock and particularly in instalment accounts to a degree

that is embarrassing.

It is when this condition arises that the retailer has recourse

to those agencies that either discount his paper to the end that he

realizes the bulk of it in cash at once for legitimate business pur-

poses, or make other provisions for turning his frozen capital into

liquid form.

There are some retailers who hesitate to use their paper as a

business asset, being content to keep it in the safe on the assumption

that it is bearing 6 per cent interest, and therefore represents a good
investment. On that same theory the dealer might better invest his

entire capital in sound 6 per cent bonds and realize the same in-

come without the expenditure of energy required to run a business.

Perhaps the cost of discounting paper may cause the dealer to

hesitate, but if he is a good business man he will realize that by
freeing his capital and being able to turn it over two or three times

in the course of the year he will make several times the amount of

the discount charge. Even when he uses the money realized for

discounting bills, and this is the soundest procedure he can follow,

he is realizing some 36 per cent a year on his investment, figuring

on a 2 per cent, 10-day schedule, and even where it is a case of 2

per cent 30 days, or 60 days net he is realizing a discount of 24

per cent per annum, an amount substantially larger than the 6 or 7

per cent he is getting on the paper in his safe.

The financing of business, particularly in times when trade is

not active, is not only a matter of securing adequate capital but of

keeping that capital working. The proper handling of instalment

paper to the end that it takes the form of available cash is a more
or less modern development that is rapidly becoming recognized as

standard business practice.

Recommendations That Should Bring Results

IN drafting and adopting a schedule of recommendations relat-

ing to the retailing of radio apparatus on a sound and profitable

basis, with a view to promoting the much-desired stabilization

of the industry, the Executive Committee of The Radio and Talk-

ing Machine Men, Inc., has accomplished something which should

be of great value to the trade at large. In suggesting that dealers

handle a limited number of different sets and select those recog-

nized as standard, that they give intelligent attention to the matter

of satisfactory service to their customers, that they train their sales

force properly, that prices be quoted preferably upon "stripped" sets,

the committee gives some good advice, and its suggestions to the

manufacturers in the matter of protecting dealers on price changes

are particularly pertinent. On the whole, the move is one that holds

much promise.

Dollar for Dollar — Sure-Fire Profits!

ON PHONOGRAPHS, RADIO CABINETS, RADIO-PHONO-
GRAPH COMBINATIONS

"MASTERCRAFT" QUALITY PRODUCTS—in the latest

"DUO-TONE" creations and designs are available—at just

this opportune moment.

Progressive merchants everywhere will be interested in our

up-to-the-minute proposal—that "Talks Turkey."

NO ORDER TOO LARGE

If your jobber cannot supply you— WRITE, WIRE OR
PHONE US.

Our trial sample delivery—no obligation—no expense to you
—is a straightforward proposition, whereby we show you
that "MASTERCRAFT" products yield SURE-FIRE PROFIT
—DOLLAR FOR DOLLAR.

The Wolf Manufacturing Industries
(Established 1890)

"MASTERCRAFT" Phonographs, Radio Combinations, Radio Cabinets

QUINCY, ILLINOIS
New York Offices: 17 West 42nd Street
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Real Need for Radio Jobbers' Association
P. A. Ware, Sales Manager, L. R. Donehue Co., Inc., Tells How
Radio "Jobber Gyps" Can Be Eliminated and Business Stabilized

One of the questions that should be decided

by the radio trade before existing conditions

can be overcome is "What is a jobber?"

In view of some recent transactions in the

trade between manufacturers and dealers the

derisive observer might be inclined to change
the question to "Why is a jobber?" but, never-

theless, the first question hardly calls for levity,

since it is one that closely concerns the entire

future of the industry.

Until the dealer himself decides to consider

the matter as to whom he should buy from the

whole trade and the dealer, particularly, will

be subject to raids from business buccaneers

and business adventurers who invade every new
and promising industry.

The dealer who will traffic with any man
who has something for sale at a "cheap" price

should be the chief factor in deciding just who
shall be a jobber in this important industry,

but he cannot help to solve the question until

the reputable manufacturer recognizes it as an

issue, and an important one.

At the desk where I have been sitting during

the last so-called "season" in an industry that

should know no seasons, there has been placed

daily a pile of mail that indicates the willing-

ness on the part of the trade to "try anything

once" as an experiment in buying and selling.

The "jobber" who carries his office in his

hat; the dealer who has learned that all he

needs to qualify him as a wholesaler with some
manufacturers is the word "jobber" added to

his stationery; the "manufacturers' agent" with

the "two way" letter system, and the "phantom
chain store" buyer are in evidence with every

visit of the mail carrier.

The "two way" letter man is worth a word of

explanation. He circularizes manufacturers,
stating that he is an advisory buyer for a group
of dealers, and he circularizes dealers stating

that he can buy from manufacturers for them,
to good advantage. This "two way" man is a

pilot bird for carrion vultures of business who
are ready to pay cash for "lots" of merchandise
to which there might be any semblance of a

clear title.

Now let us sum up the offenders1 against good
business: They are the dealer who poses as a

"jobber," the "jobber" who carries no stocks,

and the "phantom chain store" buyer whose
every order is a "trial purchase" and who so

gets small lots at the best discounts. They prey

on the manufacturer, and then in turn prey
on the dealer by cutting his market from under
him. But the champion preyer of them all is the

"catalog jobber." He is a very downy being, a

lily of the fields, he "toils not, neither does he

spin."

The catalog jobber circularizes manufacturers,

asking for illustrative cuts of their product.

Sometimes he even "sells" them a page in his

catalog. Then he "catalogs" the cuts by num-
ber and flattering description, but never men-
tions the name of the manufacturer. He does

a mail order business on a money first basis,

and when the trusting buyer sends stamps or

negotiable paper he gets the article nearest

like the picture over the number he so trust-

ingly ordered by. Also the "catalog jobber" is

not worrying over the question under discus-

sion here: He sells anyone who has the price,

be he dealer or ash collector.

If ever an industry needed an organized

method of deciding "Who is a jobber?" the
radio trade is that industry. Perhaps after all

the answer lies with the jobber himself.

An organized distributors' association, limit-

ing its membership to firms which carry an in-

vestment in stocks of recognized merchandise,
could do much both with the dealer and the

manufacturer. Such an organization would be
in a position to ask the manufacturer "Whom
do you sell?" and to ask the dealer "Where do
you buy?"

There are "gyps" and "gyps." They are man-
ufacturing, jobbing and dealing, and the crime
of it all is that nearly all of us have some deal-

ings with men who might "gyp."

I like the attitude of the music dealer who
was complimented for saving a man from
drowning. "Oh, it wasn't much," he said, "I

could swim and he couldn't, I saw him out

beyond the ropes floating on his face, I turned

him over, made sure he wasn't a 'gyp' and then

towed him ashore."

Increase Insurance Rates

The National Bureau of Casualty and Surety

Underwriters recently announced an advance
in the price of burglar insurance rates cover-

ing risks on radio equipment. The advance ap-

plies all over the country and the increase is

most marked, advancing from $17.50 to $50 per

thousand, for each $1000, effective June 1, an

advance of 185 per cent. Radio shops, through

this increase, are now in the same class with

fur establishments, in which class the losses by

theft have always been heavv.

ART PEERLESS COMBINATION ALBUMS
The new Peerless Combination Album holds 8 ten-inch and 4 twelve-inch

records. Thus making possible the placing in one album the two-sized

records of an individual artist, group or orchestra, etc., etc.

Attractively Bound—Stamped in Gold—At a Popular Price

* * *

Portable Machine Album
A new specially designed album, holding ten records, is just the record

holder for the portable talking machine. The records are placed in

specially constructed pockets—allowing the extraction of records without
moving album.

s* s« s*

A Necessity For the Portable
Every portable talking machine owner is a prospect for

PEERLESS RECORD CARRYING CASE
It is the traveling companion to all portables—even the finest instruments.

Exclusive metropolitan distributors for the new beautiful and educational

"PICTORIAL RECORDS" for children.

PEERLESS ALBUM COMPANY
PHIL. RAVIS, President

636-638 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
WALTER S. GRAY CO., Pacific Coast Representative

San Francisco and Los Angeles

L. W. HOUGH, 146 Mass. Avenue
Boston, Mass.
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<Hone4t
Qua&er

A miniature reproduction of the new
Everybody's India stock catalog, the

greatest of its kind ever issued in the

talking machine industry. It is

printed throughout in sepia ink, and
illustrates and describes all the many
talking machine parts and accessories

that we sell.

Should one need a "dictionary" of
parts and accessories, he need go
no further than this neiv catalog, for
everything in a phonograph is de-

scribed in detail.

Handsomely bound and equipped
ivith hanger strap. Sent in special

cardboard mailing carton, postage
prepaid. Mail in your business card
now for a copy.

* Trade Mark Registered United States
Patent Office and Canada.

PERSONNEL
O business is greater than its executives

and its staff. The founder of this busi-

ness was a great believer in securing

the right men and permitting full exercise of

their powers.

Consequently, Everybody's organization

operates with smoothness and flexibility, rein-

forced with the indomitable spirit of serving

the customer—"one for all" and "all for one,"

the latter being the customer.

Running through Everybody's staff is that

spirit which is found only in championship
baseball teams. Every one from executives to

errand boys vie with each other to perform his

work with dispatch and accuracy.

We must predict the demand months in

advance for thousands of different parts and
accessories, which requires constant super-

vision, and it is only at rare intervals that we
are unable to fill the most diversified order

complete to the minutest diaphragm screw.

Everybody's success as the largest institu-

tion of its kind on earth is due in a great mea-
sure to its cohesively functioning organization,

which has been responsible for the good will

and satisfaction of our customers, whom we
regard as our friends.

Makers of Honest Quaker Main Springs

A Complete Line of Talking Machine Repair Materials
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Sale Conditions Cut Loeser Radio Service
Excessive Cost of Servicing Radio Sets After Sale Practically Elim-

inated Through the Use of Forms Outlining Service Given by Firm

The question of service to purchasers of

radio receiving sets is recognized as the chief

pro'blem that lies between the talking machine
dealer handling radio and an adequate net

proft for his work. At least it is the chief

problem that lies within his power to adjust

satisfactorily, although there are other disturb-

ing factors that depend for proper handling

upon the merchandising policy of the manu-
facturer.

Dealers have tried in various ways to cut

this servicing cost, which many of them admit
ranges from $10 to $15 per instrument, and
sometimes even higher. There are those who
have established a fixed rate for installation and
service over a given period, although they have

found that the establishment of such a rate

sometimes makes it difficult to compete with

retailers who make no such charge.

Breaking the Rule to Save the Sale

Others have tried the plan of providing free

installation, insuring the proper working of the

set in the home and then charging for all serv-

ice rendered after that time. Still other

methods have been adopted, but the majority

of them have had one outstanding fault or

weakness, namely, that when the receiver was
sold on instalments with a substantial balance

still payable the dealer had been inclined to

break a rule to save a sale.

A Practical Service Check
Few dealers have succeeded in evolving an

absolutely airtight plan of service that is both

fair to the customer and to the house, but the

radio department of Frederick Loeser & Co.,

Brooklyn, which is operated as a section of

the music department of that store under the

general management of C. A. Hammond, has

adopted a system that is working out particu-

larly well and has apparently reduced the free

service cost per instrument considerably.

Under this plan there can be no misunder-

standing on the part of the customer as to just

what service is to be given free with the in-

strument, and the purchaser cannot hold the

house to some overgenerous statement by a

salesman because of the fact that before the

machine is delivered the purchaser is called

upon to sign a form setting forth the condi-

tions of sale. On this form it is stated that

the outfit will be installed and tested; that

the seller will not be responsible for the life

of tubes or 'batteries, which are at best un-

certain; that the company will be responsible

for defects that develop in the set itself within

a period of three months, provided the receiver

has not been tampered with, and it is specifi-

cally stated that the reception of distant sta-

tions is not guaranteed on any receiver regard-

less of make or price.

It will thus be seen that the free service

is confined to the installation of the set and to

the adjustment of complaints that grow out

of defective parts, which under present condi-

tions of manufacture are naturally in the mi-

nority. Where a service man is called upon

to replace batteries or other accessories a flat

charge of $1.50 per hour is made.

It is significant that the signing of the Condi-

tions of Sale form by the customer has been

found to stop almost automatically extra and
unreasonable demands for service, although

complaints and all the necessary adjustments

and yet proves satisfactory to the purchaser.

The service department is a unit in itself and
is in charge of James Clark, a radio expert of

international experience. Mr. Clark holds radio

degrees of various sorts from seventeen Gov-
ernments, and among other things had much
to do with the building of a line of radio sta-

I

1

Conditions of Sale

In order to avoid misunderstanding salesmen" are required to call attention of radio
purchasers to the following conditions under which radio receivers

and radio equipment are sold and guaranteed

:

i
301

1.—Frederick Loeser & Company will set up the
receiver; erect aerial if necessary; hooking same
up to whatever facilities are already available
and test set at time of installation as to quality
of reception.

2.—Equipment such as tubes and dry batteries

furnished with any radio receiver we sell is of
standard make and of tested quality. Owing to

the fact that the life of the very best of such
equipment is uncertain and also because we have
no means of determining the amount or kind of
usage such equipment receives in the hands of a
purchaser, we do not guarantee the life of either
vacuum tubes or dry batteries. When our service
department is called upon for a man to replace
batteries or other accessories in the home of a
customer, a cash charge of $1.50 per hour is made
for his services.

3.—A storage battery should be recharged every
week or two depending upon the amount of cur-
rent drained from it. A new battery may need
a charge after three or four days of use. Pur-
chasers may charge storage batteries in their own

homes or send them to charging stations for such
service.

4.—We hold ourselves responsible for any defects
in the set itself for a period of three months,
provided the mechanism has not been tampered
with, and if any set is found defective by our
service man within that period, we agree to re-

pair the set satisfactorily, or, at our option replace
it with another of the same make. Where such
an exchange is made, tubes and batteries are
not included in the exchange.

5.—We do not guarantee the reception of distant
stations on any radio receiver we sell, regardless
ofmake or price. The securing of distant stations

depends upon elements entirely beyond our con-
trol; such as weather conditions, location of the
radio, plus skill and patience on the part of the
operator.

6.—Purchasers are urged carefully to read the
booklet supplied with each receiver entitled
"Radio Station Directory and Trouble Finder;"
much information of great value is contained
therein.

Loeser Condition of Sale Form Which the Customer Is Asked to Sign

are taken care of with courtesy and despatch.

Through the courtesy of Mr. Hammond the

Loeser Condition of Sale form is reproduced

herewith for the guidance of those dealers who
see the logic of the idea. Basically it is sound,

although it may be found advisable to change

or amend the wording to suit local conditions.

The point is that by attaching his signature

to the form the customer acknowledges his

liability for service after installation, and this

in itself forestalls 99 per cent of the arguments.

In the Loeser department there are two dis-

tinct offices to take care of the customers' re-

quirements. One, in charge of a competent

young lady, is given over to adjustments, and

here are handled all the complaints of pur-

chasers who are not satisfied with the sets

they selected or with the .accessories. This

does not mean that the department is quick to

compromise to satisfy a customer, but by care-

ful handling most of the complaints are adjusted

in a manner that comes clearly within the rules

tions across China and with work of a much
similar sort in India. During the war he served

in the Signal Corps of the British Army. Mr.

Clark is assisted by A. E. Bevan, also a radio

expert of wide experience.

Mr. Hammond states that the advantage of

having these experts on the staff is obvious, for

they pass, upon the type of equipment purchased

for resale, can advise the customer authori-

tatively regarding the best outfit for his particu-

lar needs, and meet the real radio fan on his

own ground in the discussion of technicalities.

In the service department office there is located

a young lady who receives telephone and per-

sonal order for calls by the service men and
keeps the records of the department in order.

It might be said, too, that the Loeser de-

partment offers free installation only on stand-_

ard equipment sold in the regular way and at

regular prices. When, as sometimes happens,

there is offered a special sale of receivers at

reduced prices, charge is made for installation.

STARR PIANOS STARR PHONOGRAPHS
GENNETT RECORDS

^Represent the Hiqhest cJttainment in oMusical OVbrth
We STARR PIANO COMPANY

Established 1872 Richmond. Indiana
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Circus Days

Build your bank
balance with well

balanced radio

merchandise.

P. S. There are no white Elephants

in this lot.

Ask any Pearsall dealer,

he'll tell you.

"Desire to serve—plus ability."

10 East 39th St'H

Wholesale

jjim*
New York City ^^^^^^

'-^^^^Exclusively I
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Neighborhood Dealer Must Make Friends
C. B. Clemons, Who Has Achieved Success in a "Neighborhood
Store," Says Secret of Prosperity Lies in Cultivating Friendship

C. U. Clemons, of Chicago, is a neighborhood
dealer who may be described as one who has
his store away from the business center of town,
out in one of the residential districts or suburbs
of the big city.

C. B. Clemons is a super-neighborhood dealer.

That does not at all mean that he is a dealer

in a super neighborhood. It simply means that

he is a super-dealer in a very ordinary neigh-

borhood.

Let's get a bit of background before we go
on with the story.

An Old-Time House
Old-timers in Chicago will tell you that the

Clemons & Crane piano was a very good
piano years ago. So it was, and the man who
made it was the father of C. B. Clemons. "C.

B." himself helped his father for years to make
those pianos, good pianos made in a small way
by good piano makers. For three decades and
more the Clemons family had a retail store, first

father and then sons, out in the Union Park
district, on the West Side of Chicago, about a

couple of miles west of the Loop. There, on

Madison street, in what was at the time still a

good residence neighborhood, and long before

the modern phonograph industry was even

thought of, Clemons sold pianos. Everybody
knew the Clemons store, and everybody patron-

ized it, for it was a neighborhood store, and

the neighbors could drop in during the evening,

swap fishing stories, smoke, and talk to their

hearts' content; and bring the wife and family

along, too.

Six years ago the shift of population, always

soing on in a big city, had made the Union
Park district no longer desirable. So the

Clemons' business was moved out into the Gar-

field Park district, to 4620 West Madison street,

some six miles from the Loop and in the middle

of the neighborhood which had been chosen by
so many of the old Union Parkers for their new
homes when they had flitted still earlier. Here

the C. B. Clemons Co. has been making a name
for itself as a repository of novel merchandis-

ing ideas, of steady and increasing prosperity

and of mounting importance upon the books of

C. B. Clemons' name- is well known among
Chicago phonograph men simply because the

man himself is so interesting a personality and
his methods so novel as well as successful.

'We Are Neighborhood Dealers"

"We are neighborhood dealers," declared Mr.

Clemons, "and our ways of doing business are

not the way of storekeepers who do business in

the center of the city. We cultivate neighbor-

The problems of the neighborhood dealer

are basically different from those of the

downtown merchant. The latter is bound
to get a certain amount of transient busi-

ness, but the neighborhood dealer depends
entirely upon the good-will of the people

residing in the vicinity of his store. For
this reason he must know intimately not

only his customers but also those people

who might be classified as prospects. His
whole success depends upon how effective

his efforts are to establish himself on a
friendly basis with his neighbors. C. B.

Clemons, of Chicago, gives some inside dope
on his methods of doing this and inci-

dentally building up a neighborhood trade.

hood intimacies and make it our business really

to know our customers, actual or potential, not

only by sight but intimately. It is my boast

that I know men and women around the Gar-

field Park district literally by the hundreds, and
that I am their personal friend. That makes a

sort of background for our business methods;
the fact, namely, that we know our customers,

that we keep in touch with them and that a very

large number of families around here have

bought from us, first pianos, then phonographs,

and then a s.teady supply of records. The same
is also true of radio.

"We do not advertise in the downtown papers,

because to do that would be to diffuse our

efforts too much. But we use the neighborhood

paper. There is one paper in this district that

we find that it is read by practically every-
body around here. In it we tell our story, and
that in a manner which would be absurd, in fact
impossible, if we were using downtown papers.
We can talk intimately to our neighbors and
friends, and we can say things to them that we
could not say to the general public with any
effect.

"Intimate Talks With Our Friends"
"Then, too, we send our letters to a list of

prospects which is always becoming larger.
Many of our prospects come to us through ex-
isting customers. To such a prospect we may
send a letter like this one, which we have used
recently with much success:

Dear Mr. : Some one who bought a Brunswick
phonograph gave us your name.

If this person had not been all right, we should not
have asked him about his friends.

If You were not all right, he would not have told us
about you.

If We were not all right, he would have refused to

give us any name at all.

We have put you on our mailing list.

The occasional messages we send may cause you to
ask people about us.

We hope you will learn that we are clean business
people, that we have been at work thirty years selling
good musical things, and that any competing concern
must go some to give the service we give.

If you DON'T learn this about us, throw our corre-
spondence away. Our thirty years of work have been
wasted.

"You note the intimately friendly tone of the
whole letter. Well, we find that in this neigh-
borhood work, such a tone catches on, brings
people to visit us and establishes relations that

always, or nearly always, end in sales.

"To show you what I mean still further, here
is another specimen of our intimate talks with
our neighbors and friends. It is taken from one
of our regular periodic letters. It went out, like

all the others, on our regular letter head and
was decorated with a drawing of a solemn gen-
tleman (with a twinkle in his eye) wearing a

long beard and a crown.
SOLOMON STUFF.

Here we are, away out on Madison street, where, in

Summer, dogs sleep on the sidewalk and baby carriages

circulate among 'em.

Here we are, away out on Madison street, and we're

sending Brunswick phonographs all over Cook County.
We sell 'em in Evanston and Irving Park, in Engle-

wood and Hyde Park, in Elmhurst and Oak Park, in

every old Place and every old Park.

Why is this? How can we do it?

That's just what we don't like to tell.

You see, when we were kids they picked a verse from
the Proverbs of King Solomon and taught it to us:

"LET ANOTHER MAN PRAISE THEE, AND NOT
THINE OWN MOUTH."

Thai Solomon Stuff was good. We can't forget it.

But in his proverb the most excellent king practically

invites our customers to tell you all about us. Ask them.

"By methods like these, using both the news-
paper of our neighborhood and our own letters,

we have built up a community good-will which
is bringing in to us all the time new business in

pianos, phonographs and radio. Of course you
will understand that we give due credit to the

merit of the Brunswick Phonographs and
Radiolas that we sell. On the other hand, this

sort of approach, unusually intimate and friendly

as it is, would be worse than useless if we had

not built up for ourselves, both in Union Park and

out here, a reputation for being on the square, for

making good on our promises and for a busi-

ness career of forty years, during which we
have never been known to go back on our word.

"In other words, it all comes finally down to

the question of one's own character and repu-

tation. The, best schemes in the world are

worth nothing if the man who attempts to put

them in operation is tricky, dishonest or shifty.

"We are selling phonographs right along

and plenty of records. So, too, we are selling

pianos, and radio also. The phonograph busi-

ness is established and standardized by now
and there will always be a place for it."

the Brunswick house. has a circulation of something like 12.000 an

FULL LINE of HARDWARE
For Radios and Phonographs

H. A. GUDEN CO., Inc.
227 CANAL STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.
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CASH IN
On the Big Outdoors

Outdoor days are upon us again

—days of camps and summer
cottages, of hikes and motor tours,

of fishing and canoeing—expedi-

tions where the portable phono-
graph adds just the finishing touch

of enjoyment.

Here's your chance to cash in

with the Carryola Master — the

quality instrument at the moderate
price—the portable with the per-

fect lone — substantial yet easily

carried.

Make a customer out of every

holiday maker. They want port-

ables and with the Carryola Master
you can offer them the very thing

they are looking for. Everywhere
it's a favorite. Sells itself on ap-

pearance and stays sold on Per-

formance.

Built Right-Sold Right
The only portable with the Add-

A-Tone Reproducer, giving a clear,

beautiful tone equal to that of a

cabinet machine.

Equipped with the famous Silent

Motor, absolutely noiseless in wind-
ing and operation.

Substantially built veneer case,

with Dupont Fabrikoid covering

and nickeled fittings. Plays any
record—any size, any make.

Every One Guaranteed
With every Carryola Master

goes a written guarantee that unless

it completely and unconditionally

satisfies, it may be re-shipped at the

end of ten days and all charges can-

celled. We will even pay the re-

turn shipping expense.

There is big money waiting now
and every month in the year for

Carryola dealers. Get in on it

now. Write to your jobber today
for complete information.

*7A
CARRYOLA COMPANY OF AMERICA

647 Clinton St., Milwaukee, Wis.

[ARRHOLA MASTER
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W. G. Pilgrim Dined by
His Former Associates

Former Official of General Phonograph Corp.

Given Tribute of Esteem on Resignation to

Accept Important Position in Germany

of his many activities. At the luncheon on

Saturday the employes of the General Phono-
graph Corp. presented Mr. Pilgrim with a

handsome gold watch and chain suitably in-

W. G. Pilgrim, for the past nine years asso-

ciated with the General Phonograph Corp., New
York, and in recent years treasurer and assist-

ant general manager of the company, was the

guest of honor at a luncheon tendered him by

the executive staff of the organization on Satur-

day, May 2. Mr. Pilgrim resigned as a member
of the General Phonograph Corp.'s staff a few

weeks ago in order to accept an exceptionally

attractive offer from prominent business and

financial interests in Germany. He will sail for

Germany very shortly and -while he keenly re-

gretted the severance of his association with the

General Phonograph Corp., the offer that he re-

ceived from Germany was so attractive that it

could not be refused.

During his nine years' association with the

General Phonograph Corp., Mr. Pilgrim not

only won the esteem and affection of the entire

organization but also gained the respect and

good will of every member of the phonograph

industry who had the pleasure of meeting him

at the company's executive offices. A keen

student of finance and merchandising, he was

a tower of strength to Otto Heineman, presi-

dent and founder of the company, working in

close co-operation with Mr. Heineman in all

W. G. Pilgrim

scribed, and the high esteem in which he is

held by the company's executive staff was
manifested in a tangible, concrete way. The
luncheon was attended by all of the executives',

directors and department heads of the General
Phonograph Corp.

Texas-Oklahoma Go. Tops Consolidated Recording

List of Edison Jobbers Laboratory Reorganized

Southwestern Wholesaler During Past Year

Led All Edison Jobbers in Total Sales and

Purchases—Strive to Better Mark Made

Dallas, Tex., May 6.—The Texas-Oklahoma

Phonograph Co., Edison distributor, after eight

years of striving to head the list of Edison

jobbers through an intensive campaign during

the past year, has achieved the enviable dis-

tinction of being the leading Edison distributor

in the United States. The recent report of the

Edison Co., on the comparative standing of

its jobbers, showed the Texas-Oklahoma organ-

ization first in total purchases and sales and
first in inventory turnover, although seventh in

territorial population.

In order that 1925 will show an even greater

volume of sales, A. H. Curry, president of the

company, is planning a Summer sales drive.

Opens Forty-seventh Store

The forty-seventh of the chain of Rudolph
Wurlitzer Co. stores was recently opened at 111

North Main street, Fond du Lac, Wis. A. J.

Hook is manager of the new establishment.

The Consolidated Recording Laboratory re-

cently moved into its new home at 10 West
Thirty-third street, New York City. In its new
quarters it has one of the most elaborate and
best-equipped recording rooms in the country,

arranged to serve commercial organizations and
to make personal recordings.

Arthur Cushman, who was formerly associat-

ed with the company, has sold his interest, and
the company has reorganized with Albert L.

Bodine as president, Jack Lawrence, treasurer,

and Charles C. Hasin, vice-president and secre-

tary. Mr. Bodine was formerly with the Victor

Co., being a member of its recording staff for

over eleven years. Jack Lawrence is well

known in recording circles as an expert tech-

nician, and Charles C. Hasin for many years

was an executive of the Emerson Phonograph
Co., and later the Emerson Recording Labora-

tory.

For an hour each day, from twelve to one

noon, during the week of April 27, the program
broadcast from station WFBL, Syracuse, was
under the auspices of the Auburn Music Co.,

Auburn, N. Y.

F. A. D. Andrea Organizes
Canadian Subsidiary Plant

To Handle Manufacture and Distribution of

Fada Products in Canada From Toronto

—

Branches in Chicago and West Coast

F. A. D. Andrea, Inc., New York, manufac-
turer of Fada neutrodyne radio receiving sets

and equipment, has recently announced the or-

ganization of a Canadian subsidiary for the

manufacture and distribution of its products
in Canada. The headquarters of the new com-
pany, which will be known as Fada Radio, Ltd.,

of Canada, will be located in Toronto. Plans for

its organization were recently completed by F.

A. D. Andrea, president, and R. M. Klein, gen-

eral manager of the company. The Fada com-
pany has increased its distribution facilities by
the addition of a plant and sales office in Chi-

cago and three warehouses and a sales office

on the Pacific Coast.

Reifsnyder Music House
Holds Formal Opening

New Branch of Company in Reading Opened
With Fitting Ceremonies—Brunswick Fea-

tured—Brunswick Artists Entertained Visitors

Reading, Pa., May 7.—The Reifsnyder Music

House recently held the formal opening of its

establishment in this city. The headquarters

of this house are in Lebanon, Pa., where Perry

Reifsnyder has been a successful music dealer

for the past six years. The new establishment

occupies a three-story building of its own with

a depth of 227 feet located in the heart of the

business section at 119 North Sixth street. Mr.

Reifsnyder recently purchased this building for

$65,000.

The Brunswick and Brunswick Radiola are

featured by Reifsynder's and during the open-

ing ceremonies Carl Fenton and His Orches-

tra, exclusive Brunswick artists, played for the

entertainment of the visitors. Souvenirs were
distributed to all visitors on opening day.

Telemotive in New Quarters

The Telemotive Radio Corp., distributor for

Apex receivers, Amplion loud speakers and

other radio merchandise, recently moved to

larger quarters in the building in which it is

situated at 552 Seventh avenue, New York.

Edward M. Lang, president of the company,

reports that the Apco "B" battery eliminators

are selling exceedingly well.

William J. Ganttler recently purchased

the stock of the A. P. Mills Music Shop, Kau-
kauna, Wis., and will operate it with an art

department addition. The establishment will

be known as the Ganttler Music & Art Shop.

National Record Albums
are

Good Albums

NEW PORTABLE ALBUM

Nationally known because they

give real satisfaction.

They require less selling effort.

Made to contain all makes of

disc records including Edison.

Write for our list of 1925
styles and prices

NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO., 239 S. American St, PHILADELPHIA, PA. THE PERFECT PLAN
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Columbia

WE know exact-
ly what our

policy is, and why.

It concerns and fa-

vors every phono-
graph dealer.

When the Columbia
representative
calls, listen.

Chairman of the Board
Columbia Phonograph Company

COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH COMPANY, 1819 Broadway, New York
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Record
No. 50013D

ADESTE FI DELES (Traditional)

JOHN PEEL (Andrews)

12 Inch $1.25

The most remarkable recording ever accom-

plished—4,850 singing voices on one record

—

The Associated Glee Clubs of America at the

Metropolitan Opera House (850 voices) with an

audience of 4,000 joining in the final hymn.

COULD not bring

myself to realize that

it was a phonograph
record. I hardly believe

it yet."

It is not only the mag-
nificent volume of thou-

sands of voices in one
great auditorium, but
their unapproached
definition and their

amazing perspective.

COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH COMPANY
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Record
No. 34SD

DISCOVERY (Grieg)

A PLAINSMAN'S SONG (Bliss)

10 Inch 75 cents

Also recorded by Columbia from the Associated

Glee Clubs concert. These records are entirely

different from anything you have ever heard

before.

'THIS one
^record
alone will re-

vive ten thou-

sand sleeping

phonographs
in ten thou-

sand homes.

COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH COMPANY
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COLUMBIA
j?June Brought the RosesM
J CAVALIERS $
^.Columbia Record N?331 D^

'Ukulele Baby
i«w EDDY CLARK""—

Columbia Record N°338 D

Zf/TO YOt7 WZLrX/ EN<TOYf
335-D Lady Of The Nile V"*?"* Leo Reisman™Jffls Orchestra

328-D You Made Me Lonesome Mr Whispering Pianist (Art Gillham)

334-D Mother And Home 5*"<"-s<>'« Vernon Dalhart
33053" Where Are You Tonight? >«»-s<*> CharlesHackett
331-D Mid-night Waltz >««» She Cavaliers *ut*~tebu

338-D Ukulele Baby Eddy Clark ' ™> vk»><>'<> B»by >

^ Columbia
Records

and a new window- deal, also

T^EN piece 8-color eye
stoppers for June for a

dollar, delivered, make a

stepper-in out of the pas-

ser-by. Easy record money
that you may as well bank.
COLUMBIA PHONOGRAM! COMPANY INll Broad* ay, New York

r

MODEL 550
$200

MODEL 560
$250

MODEL 530
$150

MODEL 140
$50

MODEL 440
$150

MODEL 340
$120

MODEL 420
$100

MODEL 240
$75
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ProfitWrau'n^ SatesWrinkles
Instruction at Time of Purchase of Radio Set Cuts Service Cost—Watkins Bros. Unusual Needle

Display—Clever Record Tie-Up With Radio Programs—Other Business-Building Stunts

Ihe question of rendering service to radio
customers is one which has been given consid-
eration by all dealers. To many dealers the
problem of service has assumed great propor-
tions, for many customers call for service, not
once, but many times, and often on such occa-
sions the calls are unnecessary and a few sec-
onds' explanation solved what difficulty present-
ed itself. Hugh Ernst, manager of the talking
machine department of the John Wanamaker
store, New York, has to a great extent solved
the question of service by insisting that his serv-
ice men render real instruction to purchasers
of radio sets. Upon the installation of the radio
receiver in the customer's home, the service

man spends as much time as necessary to thor-
oughly instruct the customer in the operation
of the set. The time occupied in instruction

of this sort is more than offset by the fact that

of the thousands who have purchased their

radio receivers from the Wanamaker establish-

ment comparatively few have found it neces-

sary to ask for any further service after the

initial instruction.

KS % V£

A most novel and ingenious window display

arrangement in the show windows of Watkins
Bros., Inc., Bristol, Conn., resulted in attracting

much attention and greatly increased business.

The Tungs-tone needle was featured in the dis-

play, but the increased business was not con-

fined to this merchandise but extended also to

records and even instruments. A little stage

with a revolving record as the floor was made,
upon which needles danced, many of them
dressed up in tiny costumes, others with no

covering at all. Magnets concealed over and

under the record caused the animation, the

magnets being galvanized by a make-and-break
electric switch. Electric lights about the stage

flashed as the needles danced.

& % %
By effecting a tie-up with the radio concerts

of talking machine artists the Humes Music
Co., Columbus, Ga., has greatly increased both

its record and radio business. In the case of

the concerts recently broadcast by the Victor

Co. mimeographed copies of the program were
sent to the mailing list, together with an in-

vitation to hear the concert at the store, which
is fitted up as a concert hall. The catalog num-
bers of the different record selections are dis-

tributed with the copy of the program. The
resultant business has been most gratifying to

the dealer and has more than offset the effort

and money expended on this form of exploita-

tion.

% Jg V£

Despite the efforts made by the record manu-
facturing companies and the successful expe-

riences told of in The World regarding the ben-

efits of pushing foreign language records to the

limit, many talking machine dealers fail to gain

the profit which should be theirs from this busi-

ness. An example of the manner in which this

class of business can be turned into real profits

is that of John Wolinski, of Seymour, Conn.

Mr. Wolinski is first and foremost a barber, but

aside from business he is a music lover. Hav-
ing a large circle of acquaintances among the

Polish people in his town, he saw the chance

that was open for a live wire to develop the

sale of Polish records among his friends and,

in fact, the entire Polish settlement. He ap-

19

plied to the General Phonograph Corp. for the
agency for Okeh records, and upon investigat-
ing his business it was loath to grant his appli-

cation and insisted upon his paying cash for
each shipment of records. He was perfectly
willing to do this and in a short time developed
into a real live Okeh dealer, taking a place in

his shop for his talking machine activities, sepa-
rated by a partition from the tonsorial estab-

lishment, and although the space devoted was
only about eight by four feet, now carries a
large stock of Polish records, in addition to

several machines. The incident of this one
dealer is mentioned simply to show what a

fertile field awaits dealers who will cultivate

the foreign field. If a man totally unacquainted
with the retailing of talking machines and rec-

ords can make a success in off moments of sell-

ing this merchandise, how much better is the

opportunity for the experienced talking ma-
chine dealer.

« «

The keeping of a file showing the records

purchased by customers of the store has en-

abled Miss R. M. Quackenbush, manager of

the talking machine department of Boardman
& Gray, Albany, N. Y., to form a very close

contact between the store and its clientele.

Immediately upon the purchase of records, the

customer's name and address are entered upon
a file card together with a list of the numbers
of the records purchased. This card is then

inserted in its proper place in a box file which
is kept in the rear of the record department.

Naturally, when the customer again enters the

store, reference is made to the file card and at

a glance the salesman becomes acquainted with

the musical tastes of the customer and he can

immediately bring to his or her attention the

recent record releases which have an appeal

similar to those which the customer has pur-

chased in the past. The benefit of such a sys-

tem can be readily seen and in addition to the

time saved, each customer feels a personal

service is being rendered.

* * * LATHAM * * *

Radiola Super-Heterodyne, with Ra-

diola Loudspeaker and 6 Radiolrons

l/F-199; entirely complete except bat-

teries, $256.
The Value of

REPUTATION
A good reputation does not just happen, it must be earned.

It is not by chance that the radio products manufactured by
Radio Corporation, Atwater Kent and Freed Eisemann and dis-

tributed through E. B. Latham & Co. enjoy the approval of both

the public and dealers. This popularity is deserved because the

manufacturer gives the best possible value for the money ex-

pended.

The products are merchandised along sound lines and definite

policies are carried out to protect their reputation.

E. B. Latham & Co. has earned its reputation because for the

last four years it has served the dealers satisfactorily and given

every possible aid towards making their business a success.

If you have not experienced the service and cooperation that

have earned us our reputation, we should be glad to hear from
you.

Atwater Kent Model 20 De Luxe

E. B. Latham & Co., 550 Pearl St., New York, N. Y.

* * * NEW YORK * x m
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How Hammann-Levin Build Radio Profits
$70,000 Gross Business in Five Months Is Achievement of Balti-

more Dealer Who Has Effected Unusual Merchandising Policies

Sell your house and your line of radio con-

stantly if you would get your share of radio

business in the face of keen competition. This

is the principle on which the Hammann-Levin

Co., Inc., large talking machine dealer of Balti-

more, Md., operates in seeking radio business,

and that the firm's methods of sales promotion

are successful is proved by the fact that in five

months a gross business in radio of about $70,-

000 has been done. Contributing policies have

been to handle only what is considered the best

and standard radio sets and to eliminate store

demonstrations entirely.

Wrong Policy Killed Business

In February, 1924, the Hammann-Levin Co.

entered the radio field by opening a department

in its large store on North Howard street, ac-

cording to C. J. Levin, president of the com-

pany. The department proved unprofitable, due

to wrong methods of selling, and consequently

it was discontinued after a fair trial. In Sep'

tember the company again opened a radio de-

partment after a thorough study of the best

methods of merchandising radio, with the sales

results mentioned above. A most important

factor of the new policy is a continuous cam-

paign of publicity. This includes, in addition

to extensive newspaper advertising designed to

reach every class of buyer from the person to

whom price is a prime consideration to the

prospect who seeks the best regardless of price,

a consistent direct mail campaign, which is

most comprehensive and effective.

Direct Mail That Sells Radio

In connection with sales promotion by direct

mail, the Hammann-Levin Co. launched its ac-

tivities with an experiment to see whether this

method of interesting prospects was worth

while. Three letters were sent to a selected list

of 500 of the best customers on the mailing list

of the house. These were, all customers who
had made purchases of other musical instru-

ments on a cash or nearly cash basis. The first

letter read as follows:

Dear Friend:
.

You have accorded us, before this time, the privilege

of serving you in your quest for music and entertain-

ment.
Now again, we are at your service—this time to place

at your disposal the very finest in radio.

Under the guidance of Mr. Fred Requa, a distin-

guished radio engineer, our Radio Department is offering

the most carefully assembled assortment of sets and ac-

cessories it is possible to assemble.

And we are setting what we believe is a new stand- .

ard for helpful, pleasure-insuring SERVICE in selling

Radio—counsel in selection of sets, in their use and on
any phase of Radio where what we know can be of any
aid.

Moreover, we are making a specialty of home demonstra-
tion. Without any charge, any set you wish will be demon-
strated free of charge right at your home. You need merely
tell us that you would like this done.
Come in and acquaint yourself with this ideal Radio

Service. Our whole department is at your call—and you

will find we have a wonderful set for you, whether your
price is $15 or $450!

Let us be of service to you!
Cordially yours,

Hammann-Levin Co., Inc.

The second letter (reproduced below), was
sent out a short time later:

Dear Friend:
Again—we are going to talk radio!
A pleasurable experience is in store lor you, when-

ever you can conveniently visit our splendidly equipped
Rauio Department.
Vou will find that our assortment of sets and ac-

cessories is the most complete and the most reliable that

you could ever imagine!
You will find tnat we have provided ideally for every-

body whom Radio interests—from $15 sets to the $450
level.

And whether your purchase be a part or a set, you are
assured the same conscientious service, the same caretul
attention.
-Mr. Requa, who has this department under his care, is

widely known as a real radio autliority. You can bank
on Ins judgment on anything that has to do with radio—and his judgment is always at the service of friends of
the riammann-i^evin Store.
Let us show you what's what in this field. Or better

still, let us demonstrate any set you say right in your own
home, witnout any charge!

It will be a pleasure to serve you in any respect.
Give us the opportunity.

Cordially yours,
Hammann-Levin Co., Inc.

The third and last letter of the series made a

direct attempt to get the customer to take some
action. A return post card made answering
easy and many availed themselves of the privi-

lege of securing a demonstration. This letter

follows:

Dear Friend:
Now is the moment for radio! With the elections near

at hand, the baseball season at its height, and a multitude
of music marvels on the air every day, radio entertain-
ment is more interesting and enjoyable than it has ever
been!
When we wrote our customers a short time ago an-

nouncing the opening of our wondenul, new, complete
radio department, the response was immediate. If you
are not numbered among those who are now enjoying
radio entertainment provided by us, it must mean that
you do not fully realize the ease and convenience of
buying your set here. A nominal deposit places any
set in your home—and the balance is arranged for on
terms to suit your convenience.
The assortment of radio sets and accessories which

comprise our stock are the most highly perfected of their
kind; every great set and accessory is represented! Mr.
Fred Requa, the well-known radio expert, heads our de-
partment and he and his capable staff of assistants will
be glad to give you advice on any radio matter.

Also, remember, we will demonstrate any set in which.*
you are interested within one hour after you have made
your request. Count on us for one delightful evening
of radio entertainment, free of charge; see our marvelous
assortment of sets and forward your request on the enclosed
card.

Very cordially yours,

Hammann-Levin Co., Inc.

This direct mail effort proved so successful

that the company immediately decided that a

continuation of the campaign was imperative.

Instead of working only on 500 selected cus-

tomers the company included its entire mailing

list, numbering close to 10,000, in the drive.

Two post cards were sent out to this mailing-

list, containing reproductions of the first two of

the three letter series, and the results again

justified the expenditure of time and money.
In addition a constant stream of other direct

mail matter was being received by the patrons

and prospects of the Hammann-Levin Co. and
the cumulative effect of this advertising soon
made itself felt in sales. One of the best bits of
publicity sent out by the firm was a card six by
eight inches. This was in reality a large post
card. On the face of this card, in condensed
form, were the offerings of the company which
had appeared in the local newspapers. This
mailing resulted in direct sales of several thou-
sand dollars worth of radio. Another unusual
bit of mail matter consisted of a booklet writ-
ten by C. Levin, entitled "The One Best Way
to Solve the Radio Problem." The text of the
booklet, which is too long to reproduce here,

explained the importance, from the purchaser's
standpoint, of selecting a standard radio set

and avoiding doubtful merchandise.

Some Radio Sales Hints
Mr. Levin, who has made a close study of

radio merchandising, commenting on the suc-
cess of his methods of doing business, made
some pointed ' remarks which are worthy of

repetition. "Most people have some particular

set in mind when they visit the store," he said.

"It is simply a matter of selling them what they
want if you are handling the line. If you do not
handle what they are after, of course, the pros-
pect is harder to sell and your talk must-be con-
vincing.

"I have come to the conclusion that the best

type of man to operate the radio department is

one who has the selling instinct. I have found
that those who are too much interested in the

mechanical side of radio do not make the best

salesmen. By handling standard sets the dealer

partially solves the service problem. We also

find it entirely feasible to charge for antenna
installation. We make a charge of $10 for in-

stalling an aerial on a flat roof and $15 for mak-
ing the installation on a gable roof. We believe

in giving service. If the mail order houses who
never even see a customer can afford to give

the high grade of service they do and still make
a profit we should be able to do the same.

"We make a flat carrying charge of 10 per

cent of the value of the set on all instalment

sales. This is necessary, because the dealer

who sells on time without charging the cus-

tomer for the privilege is losing money.

"We are careful to whom we sell on the in-

stalment plan. We always secure two names
on the contract, the husband and wife. Thus,

we have a better chance of getting our money
when due. The value of exercising care in sell-

ing is evidenced by the fact that in spite of our

large radio business we have, to date, found it

necessary to repossess only three times. This

record speaks for itself."

Wuebben Record Albums
are indestructible

They are manufactured on methods of construc-

tion which are protected by the Patent Laws.
It is impossible for the records to drop out.

Ask for our illustrated prospectuses and price lists

Wuebben Gesellschaft, m. b. H., Kochstrasse 60, Berlin SW. 68
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Wrapped in mocolene and packed in separate cartons indicating

uses. This double protection against rust and dust was originated

by the VALLEY FORGE organization.

OUR chart lists the largest line of Main springs in existence. Send for it.

J.A.FISCHER CO.
VUanufaclurers

730 MARKET ST. PHI LA., PA.
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Interesting Talks Mark Third Meeting of

Phonograph Manufacturers' Association
Over Forty Leading Members of Industry Present at Chicago Meeting—Aims of Association in

Connection With National Publicity Outlined—To Adopt Slogan—Will Meet Monthly

The third meeting of the recently formed
Phonograph Manufacturers' Association was
held Monday, April 20, at the Furniture Club in

the American Furniture Mart, Chicago, and was
attended by more than forty members of the

trade. This meeting signified in a concrete way
the phenomenal progress that is being achieved

by organizers of this Association in bringing

together the various factors of the phonograph
industry, and judging from the activities at the

business sessions the Association is going to be

a pronounced success. As usual, the meeting

was opened with a dinner, followed by the

transaction of important business matters per-

taining to the industry as a whole and to the

activities of this Association in particular.

As stated in the April issue of The World the

Phonograph Manufacturers' Association will in-

clude among its members manufacturers of

phonographs, including portables, as well as

manufacturers of motors, tone arms, sound box-

es, incidental parts and records. With such a

complete membership it is expected that the

Association will be in a position to function

efficiently and effectively for the constructive

development of the industry.

The April meeting was noteworthy for the

spirit of enthusiasm and co-operative good will

that was apparent on all hands. Every manu-
facturer in attendance appreciated the fact that

the Association had been formed to attain defi-

nite results and it was recognized that these

results could be accomplished solely through

the hearty support of every branch of the indus-

try and the co-ordination of every factor in the

trade. The constructive suggestions offered at

the April meeting emphasized the care and con-

sideration that the members of the trade are

giving to the problems of the industry and it

was significant that a spirit of sincere optimism

was manifested throughout the meeting.

Some Interesting Addresses

Henry A. Otis, president of the Association,

officiated as chairman and contributed a number
of valuable suggestions that indicated the ef-

forts which he is making in behalf of the or-

ganization. He informed those present that

consistent progress was being made in the af-

fairs of the Association and that it rested with

the members to co-operate with the officers and
directors in making their plans practicable and
successful.

M. C. Schiff, vice-president and treasurer of

the Association, made a very interesting ad-

dress, outlining in a general way the aims of

the Association toward providing the industry

with a national publicity campaign that would
drive home to the public everywhere the edu-

cational and entertainment value of the phono-
graph. He suggested that a committee be ap-

pointed to develop in a practical way the sug-

gestions which he had outlined and this com-
mittee will probably be named at the next meet-
ing of the organization.

Lee Robinson, business manager of The Talk-

ing Machine World, New York City, made a

brief address, pointing out the advantages and
benefits to be derived from an association in the

phonograph industry and pledging the support

and co-operation of The World in connection

with the organization's activities.

To Adopt a Slogan

Franklin B. Ward, president of the Radio
Master Corp. of America, Bay City, Mich., and
widely known in the lumber and plywood in-

dustries, made a very effective and interesting

address, during which he discussed the ways
and means which had been adopted by other as-

sociations toward bettering the conditions in

the industries which they were serving. Mr.

Ward stated he firmly believed that equally

good results would eventually be obtained

through the Phonograph Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation, provided it functioned along practical

and productive lines.

It was suggested by the officers that the adop-

tion of a slogan emphasizing the importance

and value of the phonograph would be an im-

portant step in the propaganda work of the As-

sociation from a publicity angle and various

suggestions for these slogans were offered by
members and guests in attendance at the meet-

ing. The slogans will be discussed in further

detail at the May meeting when one of them

will undoubtedly be adopted as the official slo-

gan of the Association.

The committee on by-laws, headed by S. A.
Ribolla, stated that it had completed its work
in this connection and a typewritten copy of the
proposed by-laws was given to every member
of the industry in attendance. It was suggested
that these by-laws be given careful considera-
tion from every angle, so that when the May
meeting was called to order, they could be
adopted with any revisions considered advisable
by the members of the Association.

It was also decided that the Association could
function more efficiently if the number of vice-

presidents were increased to five, so that each
branch of the industry would be represented ort
the executive board. The vice-president of each'

branch would act as chairman of the particular
division of the industry he represented, so that
the various factors of the Association would be
able to work out their problems carefully and
completely, thereby contributing to the value
of the Association as a whole.

Monthly Meetings Planned
It is proposed to hold monthly meetings of

the Association on the third Tuesday of each
month and on this schedule the next meeting
will take place May 19. It is expected that the
May gathering will be even more successful
than the April meeting, particularly in view of
the fact that the by-laws of the organization
will be presented at this meeting and also be-
cause of the very rapid progress the organiza-
tion has made since it has been in existence.

Among Those Present
The various companies represented at the

April meeting were: Vitanola Talking Machine
Co., Chicago, Messrs. Schiff and Illing; Perkins
Phonograph Co., Chicago, Messrs. Otis and
Schuettler; General Phonograph Corp. of Illi-

nois, Chicago, S. A. Ribolla; Wolf Mfg. Indus-
tries, Quincy, 111., F. A. Wolf; Vincennes Pho-
nograph Co., Vincennes, Ind., J. S. Watters;
Radio Master Corp. of America, Bay City,

Mich., Franklin B. Ward; Excel Phonograph
Co., Messrs. Nordlund, Peterson and Sweet;
Broadcaster Corp. Chicago, S. M. Meltzer, A.
M. Meltzer and S. L. Zax; Caswell Mfg. Co.,

Milwaukee, Wis., L. B. Casagrande, J. G. Casa-
grande and J. F. Massopurt; Jewel Phonoparts
Co., Chicago, Messrs. Schroeder, Davidson, Da-
vis and Tures; Carryola Co. of America, Mil-
waukee, Wis., Donald Allen and L. T. Goble;
Oro-Tone Co., Chicago, Leigh Hunt; United
Mfg. & Distributing Co., Chicago, Frank F.

Paul; Blood Tone Arm Co., Chicago, Edward
Roetsch; Anton Clemetsen Co., Chicago, Anton
Clemetsen; Barnhart Bros. & Spindler, Chicago,
Charles Sherman; Mutual Phonoparts Mfg. Co.,

New York City, A. P. Frangipane and Max Targ,
of Targ & Dinner, Chicago; William Brand, Wil-
liam Brand Co., New York City; Gorham Bros.,

Mt. Pleasant, Mich., Messrs. Preston and Palmer;
Plymouth Phonograph Co., Plymouth, Wis., Mr.
Maclntyre; H. G. Saal Co., Chicago, Messrs.
Neufeld and Decker; E. Toman & Co., Chicago,
M. Toman; Eureka Talking Machine Co., Chi-

cago, Messrs. Swidscher and Kaplan; Wizard
Phonograph Co., Chicago, Messrs. Cummings
and Fricke; and The Talking Machine World,
Lee Robinson and Leonard P. Canty.

Applications for membership were received

from the Empire Phono-Parts Co., Cleveland,

O., and the Eureka Radio & Phono-Parts Co.,

New York City.

Otto Heineman, president of the General
Phonograph Corp., New York, and a member
of the Association's directorate, had planned
to be present at the meeting but was detained

in New York at the last moment. He for-

warded an interesting letter to Mr. Otis, ex-

pressing his faith in the future of the organiza-

tion, and pledging his company's support.

Arthur C. Hand, leader of the California

Ramblers, exclusive Columbia recording artists,

although an exceedingly wealthy young man as

a result of a recent inheritance, works with

his band just as any other hard-working
musician. Every night finds young Hand at the

California Ramblers Inn with his orchestra.

HARDWARE
for

RADIO and PHONOGRAPH CABINETS
LID SUPPORTS BULLET CATCHES
CATCHES STOP HINGES

CONTINUOUS HINGES INVISIBLE HINGES

NEEDLE CUPS

WEBER-KNAPP CO.
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.
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Leadership
— in quality

in performance
and in SALES

Rodiola
Super-Heterodyne

famous lor performance! Because it needs

no antenna— no connections of any kind, it

is the set for summer homes, motor boats,

all outdoor places. Don't miss a single sales

opportunity

!

PRODUCED ONLY BY RCA

How the

Radio Corporation

of America
is Meeting the

Responsibility of

Leadership

It has made America
the radio center of the

world,through the high I

power radio telegraph

circuits that link our §

country, by direct radio
|

communication, with
seven countries of Eu-
rope, with Asia and

[j

with South America.
I

It has developed radio

ship sets, and a ship-

to-shore radio service

that makes the high seas 3

safer, and aids all ma- \\

rine commerce.

It has the technical re-
p

sources of laboratories

for research that not
only carry on unceasing 1

experiment for the per-

fecting of Radiolas and
Radiotrons, but study

the problems of high

power commercial
transmission, and con-

duct research intoevery

phase of radio, in every

field in which it can
|

serve the nation. It is

one such study that has

resulted in the trans-

mission of pictures by
radio.

With its associates, the
jj

Radio Corporation of
|

America maintains ten

powerful broadcasting

stations, whose pro-

grams serve the whole
nation: WJZ.WJY, WGY,
WBZ, WRC, KDKA,
KOA. KFKX, KGO, KYW
— from New York to

California!

By its extensive re-

search in the develop-

ment of Radiotrons, the

standard vacuum tubes

of radio, it has made
contributions of inesti-

mable value to radio

progress.

It has developed Radi-

ola Super -Heterodyne
and other Radiolas, for

the improvement of the

quality of home recep-

tion and the lowering

of its cost.

RADIO CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
Sales Offices:

233 Broadway, New York

10 So. La Salle St., Chicago, III

28 Geary Street

San Francisco, Cal.
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"Frozen Capital" Stunts Business Growth
Discount Companies Open the Way to Expansion for the Dealer

of Limited Capital Who Cannot Afford to Carry His Own Paper

The practice of discounting instalment paper

covering sales of talking machines is not ex-

actly a new one although it is becoming more
common as financing methods improve and

the business situation necessitates the mainte-

nance of capital in liquid condition. Not all

dealers find it necessary to discount their paper

except in amounts that will be accepted by the

average run of banks, but there are others who
can ill afford to keep paper in their safes till

it matures without running the risk of business

embarrassment.

It is a recognized fact that business is con-

ducted largely on a credit basis and the dis-

counting of instalment paper simply means that

the dealer is utilizing the equity which he has

in customers' notes and contracts* for the carry-

ing on of his business instead of allowing it to

lie dormant until maturity. There are some re-

tailers, of course, who are fortunate enough to

have ample capital resources and enough avail-

able cash to permit them to carry the paper

right through, considering the interest or carry-

ing charge, as a fair return.

Times Have Changed
We find certain old timers in the business

who hesitate to deal with discount companies

on principle, regardless of how great the need,

in the belief that modern concerns of this type

are on a par with some of those which existed

some years* ago and whose methods savored

enough of Shylock to scare away the merchant

who needed money but did not need it bad

enough to pawn his business to get it. In fact,

for a time the merchant who went to certain

types of discount companies was on a par with

the individual who sneaked into the pawn shop

with his watch to get rent money. It was the

last resort and the action must be carried on

under cover.

For that matter it has not been so many years

since the purchaser of an article on instalments

was regarded with a certain amount of con-

tempt by the neighbors, who felt that it was
an indication of poor financial standing. To-

day, on the other hand, due in no small measure

to the work of music merchants, the buying of

merchandise out of present and future earnings

instead of savings, has become generally recog-

nized as a legitimate method of which there can

be no criticism.

Logical Outcome of Instalment Selling

With the instalment method of selling thus

recognized, it is but natural that some sound,

economical plan be devised for relieving mer-

chants of the necessity of carrying the paper

over extended intervals. We thus find the de-

velopment of discount companies on a legiti-

mate business-like basis, competing for trade

and quoting discount rates which, under usual

circumstances, may be considered quite reason-

able for the service rendered. Several of these

companies have made a direct and extensive

study of the music trade and base their rates

and service upon the situation as it exists in

connection with the sale of talking machines,

radios and pianos. These same companies
finance the paper of automobile, vacuum
cleaner, and furniture dealers and other lines of

business where term sales are employed.

Stretching Limited Capital

A dealer who enters the field with a limited

amount of capital generally needs every dollar

of that capital to keep going, for some years at

least. When business is active and the turn-

over is rapid he can generally realize enough
from his cash sales and incoming instalment

payments to meet his business overhead, but

quite often this amount is not sufficient to pro-

vide for the necessary expansion of business or

to provide for the discounting of bills and the

advantages that accrue from that method. With
business good, the talking machine dealer is in

a much better position to keep the bulk of his

leases in this state and finance the business

from current sales than dealers in other lines,

for the reason that the bulk of record selling

is on a cash basis and this represents, or should
represent, a major portion of the business.

However, there come lean times when this

cash record business does not measure up to

expectations and when to move machines it is

necessary to make terms a little more lenient

than ordinary. Under such conditions it is quite

generally necessary for the dealer to take his

paper or, as it has been called, "frozen capital,"

from the safe, and realize a certain amount of

cash on it either through the banker who can
sometimes be persuaded to be considerate if the

paper is of a short time variety, or otherwise

through a discount company.
Especially where the dealer handles radio re-

ceivers and other articles that do not encourage
a constant recurrence of sales to the same cus-

tomer, as in the case of records, is it neces-

sary to realize to some extent at least upon the

cash capital involved in instalment paper and it

is in such cases that discounting becomes a

legitimate part of the business* activities and not

simply a last resort. Money thus realized

should be devoted to legitimate business ex-

penses, particularly the financing of stock ac-

counts and moves tending toward expansion.

If the dealer finds it necessary under ordinary

circumstances to cash in on his paper for the

purpose of meeting operation and sales ex-

penses, he might well give the condition of his

business serious consideration, for it is an un-

healthy situation that, if allowed to continue,

will mean the bankruptcy court.

An Example of Frozen Capital

There is a story told of a dealer in New
England who, starting with a capital of $5,000

found himself at the end of his third year with

a substantial store, a good stock, some $18,000

worth of instalment paper in his safe, but no
cash and' little bank credit. In short, after three

years he had simply accumulated a mass of

frozen capital that was literally choking his

business to death.

It is true that at the end of three years he

was theoretically $13,000 above his original capi-

tal to the good, in instalment paper plus a

store and stock, but to realize upon his work
there were only two methods open to him, the

first, to close out his business and retrieve his

capital as the accounts paid out, or to discount

his paper, meet the discount charge, and have

available sufficient cash to carry on the business

as it should be carried on. As> he was situated

at the time every machine sale meant a further

aggravation of the condition by adding to the

amount of paper and requiring that much more
cash, or its equivalent, for stock replacement.

The discounting of paper means simply that

the bulk of the dealer's capital is made avail-

able for actual business purposes and is freed

from dormant instalment accounts. The pre-

mium that is paid for this* discounting, which

is being steadily reduced by leading companies,

may, or should be, easily and profitably offset

by additional income realized through the turn-

ing over of the capital thus released. The prac-

tice of discounting paper is also calculated to

make the dealer watch his cash payments and

terms more closely, for the discount companies

have definite regulations as to the character of

paper accepted. It also makes him a better col-

lector for the discount company demands its

money regularly, and with that pressure the

dealer is going to push customers for the money.

It pays best to sell

the best
Magnavox sets have everything a good set should
have. At their prices they offer a value which
insures prompt sales.

SIMPLICITY— Single dial control—no need of "radio
tuning."

DISTANCE—A five tube tuned radio frequency set

—tremendous reserve for "station hopping."

SELECTIVITY— The power and simplicity of this set

make for the keenest sensitivity and high selectivity.

VALUE—At list prices of $90 and $110 Magnavox sets

offer a value hitherto unapproached in the field of radio.

TRF5

For Satisfied Customers Who Repeat—Sell

Magnavox
TRF50

THE MAGNAVOX CO., 350 West 31st Street, N. Y.
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In previous advertisements we had the pleasure of featuring the endorsement of

SELECTRON by such leading concerns as Stromber^-Carlson —Freed-Eisemann, etc.

We now have the pleasure of presenting the endorsement of

SELECTRON
Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

b y R. E. THOMPSON MFG. CO.
the well-known pioneer manufacturer of radio apparatus

(Other Leading Radio Set Manufacturers will be announced in subsequent copy)

$19.52
LIST PRICE

SELECTRON (CC)
COMPLETE, ready

to plug in any radio

receiver.

$12.52
LIST PRICE

SELECTRON (BB)
for use with any
speaking unit.

What the Selectron Does
1 At the mere turn of the SELECTRON dial—the
* talking machine becomes either a radio loud

speaker or talking machine—at will.

O With SELECTRON, the talking machine tone
™* chamber gives greater volume and finer quality

than any so-called loud-speaking horn or box, regardless

of price—because

SELECTRON makes use of the highly devel-

oped tone chamber of the talking machine and
absolutely avoids the use of the tone arm and
sound box for radio reproduction—leaving

these parts free to perform their intended func-

tion, i.e., to reproduce talking machine records.

O With SELECTRON the radio set and talking ma-
chine are absolutely independent of each other—yet, both make use of the same highly developed tone

chamber.

/\ SELECTRON makes unnecessary the use of make-
*^ shifts and becomes an integral part of both the

radio set and the talking machine—imparting perma-
nency to the radio set.

C SELECTRON brings "dead" talking machines
*^ back to life and back into the record market.

£Z Each of the millions of talking machine owners^ is a prospect.

^ SELECTRON brings real profit in its sale.

Q SELECTRON is the only instrument which prop-^ erly and permanently links any radio set with the

highly developed tone chamber of the talking machine

—

at its full efficiency.

Q SELECTRON stimulates the sale of radio sets, as
*^ it eliminates the need for a loud speaker, which,

after all, is half of any radio receiving set.

1 II SELECTRON eliminates the talking machine
^ ^ "trade-in" problem by the sale and linking of

radio sets with the talking machine as a loud speaker.

| I SELECTRON stimulates the sale of new talking

machines—upright or console—as every prospect
for a loud speaker becomes a prospect for the finest of

all loud speakers—the amplifying tone chamber of the

talking machine.

1 O SELECTRON does all of the above without in
*• ™ any way disturbing the talking machine in the

least—and without any so-called "installation."

Have your jobber tell you all about Selectron or write direct to

AUDAK CO., 565 Fifth Ave., NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Zenith Export Department
in Charge of A. G. Linsig

Export Department of Zenith Radio Corpora-

tion With a Well-trained Personnel Opened
at 1269 Broadway, New York City

The Zenith Radio Corp., of Chicago, has long

felt that its growing export business should be

reorganized upon a basis which will give its

foreign trade quicker and better service than

has heretofore been possible. Realizing that

New York is in reality the dominant exporting

center of the United States, it has been decided

to place the newly organized export department

in the Eastern offices of the Zenith Radio Corp.

located at 1269 Broadway.

A well-trained personnel will be placed in

charge, headed by A. G. Linsig, a well-known

exporting executive who has lately resigned a

similar position with the Victor Talking Ma-
chine Co., for the purpose of taking charge of

the Zenith Radio Corp.'s export business. Mr.

Linsig has had extensive experience and brings

to the Zenith Radio Corp. established ability

which will mean much in extending Zenith ex-

port business.

When Mr. Linsig was interviewed upon his

return from the factory, where he has spent

some weeks in familiarizing himself with Zen-

ith products, he stated that he was fully con-

vinced of the close association of the radio and
talking machine industries. Allied from the

point of view of home entertainers, he pointed

out that each product really satisfied entirely

different requirements, and did not conflict basic-

ally. He declared that a true realization of these

fundamental differences by the trade would do

away with a great deal of harmful indecision

and lead both dealer and manufacturer in both

industries to a still closer and more harmoni-

ous co-operation. Mr. Linsig felt that the pub-

lic had realized the different nature of per-

formance between the radio and the phono-

graph. The music dealer should keep this con-

sideration well in mind, and his combined radio

and phonograph business will become increas-

ingly successful and profitable.

Regarding the possibilities of radio abroad,

he pointed out that broadcasting everywhere

was improving with giant strides. He referred

to the superiority of the American radio sets

and Zenith sets in particular, as against any

sets marketed by European competitors. Out-

standing reference was made of Zenith's selec-

tivity; remarkably clear and powerful amplifica-

tion; ease of operation; quality of tone; and

especially long-distance receiving capacity, as

proved in Commander MacMillan's successful

North Pole experience with Zenith apparatus.

These facts, Mr. Linsig feels, are of great im-

portance for all foreign markets. Long dis-

tance is the need of the burgher in the Veldt

of South Africa, of the wealthy haciendado on

his estate on the plains bf the Argentine or

Brazil, the miner in the Cordillera, the tea or

A. G. Linsig

coffee planter in the interior of Ceylon or Java,
and the sheep ranger in Australia. Long dis-

tance is equally the greatest radio need for

most of these countries where broadcasting sta-

tions are centered in two or perhaps three

towns to cover a whole country, sometimes
larger in territorial extent than our own U. S.

A., as in the case of Brazil.

Long distance will be the ideal connection of

all these provincial small towns and country
estates with the daily social and economical life

of the metropolis. Radio carries to the owner
of a receiving set the daily heart beat of the

country's ever-moving social life and metropol-

itan entertainment. Not to be forgotten is

radio's great value as the rapid carrier of im-

portant news, political and economical speeches,

weather and financial reports, etc.

The press, the moving pictures and improved
means of travel have knitted the nations of the

world together, but to radio is reserved the

Pay Us a Visit at

The World's Largest Building"

HEN you are at the Music Trades Convention in Chicago
drop over any time and let us extend you the hospitality

of The World's Largest Building, where our general offices

and display rooms are located. You will be interested

in seeing this exposition palace, with its Millions of Dollars

worth of Fine Furnishings displayed in its acres of space.

From the Drake Hotel, a short walk south along the Lake Shore
Drive, brings you direct to Building Entrance at 666 Lake Shore
Drive. Then come up to our display rooms, Suite 829. We will be

glad to see you and you may be interested in seeing an especially

large and comprehensive assemblage of phonographs, radios and com-
binations. But please remember, you will be our guest and will not
be asked to buy anything.

supreme achievement of letting people hear

each other orally and at will, over thousands

of miles of land and sea. Radio has thus be-

come the greatest factor for good understand-

ing between nations, also for world peace,

friendship and progress.

Columbia Graphophone Go.
Stock Issue Oversubscribed

$1,500,000 Stock Issue Floated by Columbia Co.

in England to Finance Taking Over of Ameri-
can Columbia Interest Quickly Purchased

The recent purchase of the controlling stock

of the Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc., by Louis
Sterling and his associates, has caused con-
siderable favorable comment not only in the

trade but in financial circles as well.

Mr. Sterling's broad knowledge of the phono-
graph industry in Europe and the United States

has given rise to a feeling of confidence that

has been expressed in many ways. The most
recent expression of such confidence was given

in a very tangible manner by the investing

public of Great Britain, when the Columbia
Graphophone Co., Ltd., of London, floated a

new issue of stock to increase its capital. The
issue was oversubscribed ten times.

The New York Morning World of April 21st

carried the following article which describes the

various phases connected with this issue:

"The Columbia Graphophone Co., Ltd., of

London, is a company with a capital of 400,000

common shares of ten shillings ($2.50) each,

total £200,000 ($1,000,000).

"In order to pay for the interest acquired by
the Columbia Graphophone Co., Ltd., in the

Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc., New York, the

former company increased its capital and ad-

vertised an issue on the morning of April 20

of 300,000 £1 ($5.00) 7 per cent, preferred

shares, total £300,000 ($1,500,000).

"Louis Sterling, chairman of the board of

Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc., reports the re-

ceipt of the following cable: 'Within five

minutes of the opening of the lists actual sub-

scriptions received for £2,000,000. ($10,000,-

000). Estimated the total subscriptions will

reach £3,000,000 ($15,000,000)."'

Frederick Piano Go.
Celebrates Anniversary

Uniontown, Pa., May 7.—The W. F. Frederick

Piano Co., in celebrating its forty-fourth an-

niversary recently, launched a campaign to put

"Music of Some Kind in Every Home." Using
this slogan as a keynote, special offers were

made to the people of those towns which are

served by the Frederick organization and which

include Uniontown, Cumberland, Pittsburgh,

McKeesport, Greensburg, Connellsville, Graf-

ton, Morgantown, Johnstown and Brownsville.

Established in 1881, this establishment has

forged ahead to an enviable position among the

leaders in the music retail merchandising field

of the country.

Permits News Broadcasting

The members of the Associated Press, at its

recent meeting in New York, voted, by a big

majority, to authorize the Board of Directors to

make possible the broadcasting of A. P. news

of "transcendent importance." The news broad-

casting must be properly credited to the A. P.

and safeguarded in other respects. By-laws of

the organization hitherto prohibited the broad-

casting of news.

Edison Shop Re-opens

The Edison Shop, Fort Worth, Tex., re-

cently opened after extensive alterations were

made. W. W. Dyer is manager of the establish-

ment.
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ISTEN to the music coming from phonographs

—

perhaps in a palatial dwelling of a leader of society,

perhaps at a gay gathering of pleasure-loving youth,

or at a camping site, far from civilization, where

wanderlust has led, or in fact, any place where phonographs

are capable of bringing musical entertainment—listen, and

undoubtedly you'll hear music born of Heineman Motors.

Heineman Motor-equipped phonographs are everywhere!

Over three millions have been sold. More than three millions

of music lovers are enabled to enjoy, without interruption, the

music of their liking simply because down underneath each

record turn-table a Heineman Motor is on duty—ever ready

to give that steadfast, easy and noiseless operation that is made
possible by its superior design and durable construction.

And when appreciation for this faithful service is being given,

is it really directed to the motor? In nine cases out of ten, no.

All the owner knows, and cares about, is that his machine is

functioning perfectly at all times. It is ready every time he

is. He realizes that he has made an excellent purchase, and

to "Mr. John Jones", the dealer from whom he bought the

phonograph, goes his full measure of goodwill and apprecia-

tion.

Step into "Mr. John Jones'" shoes. Have friendly thoroughly

satisfied customers. Insist that the independent phono-

graphs that you sell be equipped, as other phonographs

everywhere are equipped, with

HEINEMAN QUALITY MOTORS
A Product of the

General Phonograph Corporation
OTTO HEINEMAN. President

25 West 45th Street, New York, N. Y
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Sonora Bell Inaugurates

Ad. Criticism Service

Space in Each Issue Will Be Given Over to

Ads Written by Dealers With Comments by
F. W. Schnirring, Advertising Manager

In the current issue of the Sonora Bell, the

publication issued monthly by the Sonora Pho-
nograph Co., Inc., New York, for the benefit

cf Sonora dealers, F. W. Schnirring, advertising

manager, is inaugurating a service to assist deal-

ers in bettering their advertising copy. A page

or two in each issue of the Sonora Bell, start-

ing) with the May issue, will be given over to

reproductions of dealer ads and Mr. Schnirring

will comment on each and every ad. In his

message to dealers concerning this service Mr.

Schnirring says:

"In the future issues of the Bell there will be

a page or two devoted to the reproduction of

advertisements that were written personally by
Sonora dealers. You are invited to send in a

number of your best advertisements each month
and they will be reproduced and criticized in

the Bell. I assure you that in the criticisms I

will give in the Bell I shall not hand out any
soft soap. If your advertising is rotten I'll tell

it to you in no uncertain language—and I'll also

tell you why I think it is not so good. By re-

producing the various Sonora dealer ads each

month in the Bell, it will be an exchange of

ideas as well as an effort to increase the produc-

tiveness of dealers' advertising."

Columbia Masterworks
Receive Critic's Praise

Musical Authorities Enthusiastic in Their Com-
ments on These Recordings

The manner in which the trade and record-

buying public have received the Columbia Musi-

cal Masterwork Series of Symphonies and
Chamber Music has been extremely gratifying

to the officials of the Columbia Phonograph Co.,

but what is more significant from a musical

standpoint has been the manner in which musi-

cal authorities throughout the country have

commented upon the influence these records

have in bettering the musical tastes of the peo-

ple. The critics in the daily newspapers have

devoted columns to reviews of the recordings

and the comment has invariably been that of

high praise. A recent review in the music col-

umns of the San Francisco Bulletin read in

part:

"In the movement to improve phonograph
records of orchestral works pronounced strides

have been made recently. Some of the leading

phonograph companies have concentrated upon

this endeavor with the result that surprisingly

excellent records have made their appearance,

to be warmly welcomed by all lovers of good

music.

"This move has been more readily appreciated

by the fact that the world has been combed to

secure the best, with the result that not only the

best of this country but that of Europe has

been secured for home enjoyment. Foremost

in bringing to the home the finest in orchestral

music has been the Columbia Phonograph Co.,

Inc."

Then follows a complete, comprehensive de-

scription of the Masterwork Series.

Topeka Music Co. Gives

Up Topeka Branch Store

The stock of the Topeka Music Co. at

Topeka, Kan., has been moved to the Emahizer-

Spielman Co. store at 519 Kansas avenue, and

the complete line of Brunswick and Edison

phonographs will be handled from the main

store hereafter. The employes of the Topeka

store have been added to the staff of the main

establishment.

Important Additions to

Okeh Record Literature

"Blue Book of the Blues," Containing Complete
List of Blue Records, and Catalog of "Old-

Time Tunes" Are Now Being Distributed

The General Phonograph Corp., New York,

is increasing the amount of its publicity for

dealer distribution. One of the recent issues

was the "Blue Book of the Blues," the first

complete catalog of "blue" records issued in

some time. The catalog is very attractively

gotten up and many favorable comments on

its appearance and contents have been received

from dealers. The catalog features the Okeh
race records and a page is given over to a short

resume of each artist's career, together with a

listing of the records made by that particular

artist.

To satisfy the demand for "old-time tunes,"

special literature dealing with this type of music

has been prepared. A catalog listing "old-time

tunes" was recently distributed to the trade,

and supplements will be issued every alternate

month, adding to the listings and making the

catalog complete and up-to-date. Dealers are

making good use of these catalogs.

Victor Exhibition Salons

in New York Are Closed

End of Lease and Demolition of Building Force

Move—No Announcement Regarding New
Exhibition Rooms in New York

The exhibition salons conducted by the Vic-

tor Talking Machine Co. for the past year on

Fifth avenue, New York, opposite the Public

Library, were closed on April 1, at the expira-

tion of the lease on the premises. It is under-

stood that the building will be torn down with

others to make room for a large modern struc-

ture. The Victor Co. has made no announce-

ment regarding any plans for reopening exhibi-

tion rooms in New York.

BRISTOL^i^^iLoud Speaker

Model C, $30.00

THE BRISTOL COMPANY, WATLRBURY, CONN.
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Hurdle the Summer SlumpWith Portables
There Are Real Profits in Selling Vacationists on the Idea of

Taking Along a Portable—Don't Forget Auto Owners—Start Now
What are the chances for bringing up the

sales volume during the Summer? That is the

most vital
question be-

fore the
dealers at

this season.

T h e period

between
May and the

end of Aug-
ust is usual-

ly looked
upon as a

time when
ittle may be

expected i n

the way of

sales; in

fact, so strong is this state of mind among a

certain type of business men that practically

no effort is made to move machines and rec-

ords. It is true that the trade faces an en-

tirely different sales problem than that with

which it is confronted at any other time of the

year and it is equally true that the thoughts

of owners of instruments and prospects alike

are turned to amusements other than music. It

is vacation time and the public seeks pleasure.

It is the season for fun out-of-doors.

The Problem of the Dealer

The main concern of the dealer is how he can

break through these thoughts of outside pleas-

ures and make the "going away" public realize

the need for music on the vacation, week-end
trip or picnic. Certainly the large talking ma-
chines are a little out of the picture with this

portion of the public at this season, although, of

course, the bulk of the population remains at

home, with the exception of the usual two-

weeks vacation period. Clearly, the answer lies

in the portable talking machine and radio out-

fits, and dealers, consequently, will find that

sales promotion campaigns in the interest of

these compact little instruments will be most
productive now. In the vicinity of every large

city and many small towns there are pleasure

resorts of some kind. Then, too, there are the

people who own automobiles. Every auto

owner is a logical prospect for a portable. The
dealer has a powerful sales argument to use in

selling portable instruments. In the first place,

the portable is an excellent musical instrument.

It is indispensable in the Summer cottage or

Make 'em Dance to Portable Music

camp. It furnishes the music for dancing and

singing. It adds pleasure to the picnic, auto or

boat trip. The great trouble seems to be that

dealers have been selling the higher priced

units and they do not seem to realize that there

is a real profit in portable sales.

Besides, portable sales can be

made when the larger instruments

do not move so well. And this

also means an increase in record

sales.

Selling Portables for Cash
In selling instruments to tran-

sients at the Summer resorts great

care must be exercised by the

dealer in granting credit. In fact,

there is a good chance in many
cases of closing the deal on a cash

basis, for after all the aver-

age portable machine is comparatively inex-

pensive. Another factor in favor of cash sales

This best seller retails at

MODEL S-4000
5 volt Standard Base, Vi amp.
Detector -amplifier with full,

noise-free distortionless volume

All models sold with a
10 day written guarantee

OTHER MODELS
RETAIL AT

5 volt—^ amp. Standard Base
Model S-200 Detector $3.00
Model S-700 Special Oscillator,
Detector, Amplifierand Power
Tube for all Multi-Tube sets . $7.00

3 volt— 1/10 amp. 'Miniature Base
Model S-600 Det. Ampl $3.00

5 volt—16/100 amp. Standard Base
Model S-1600 Det. Ampl. Osc. . $4.00

3 to 4 volt—
8/100 amp. Miniauire Base

Model S-8100 Det. Ampl. Osc. . $4.00

Talk about
popularity!
Schickerling tubes have simply stampeded
the tube market. These are the ONLY tubes

with the 4th element—the triangular plates

that eliminate distortion and tube noises, so

that D.X. stations can be heard more clearly.

Sell Schickerling tubes with your radio sets.

They make a good set better, keep your cus-

tomers "sold", and are decidedly profitable!

Write or wire today for dealers' terms

SCHICKERLING PRODUCTS CORP.
Executive Offices and Factory: 401-407 Mulberrv St., Newark, N. J.

Chicago Sales Office:

Consumers Gas Building, 220 South State Street

Philadelphia Sales Office:

Jefferson Building, 1015 Chestnut Street

Authorized Phonograph Distributor'Uealer

:

RUDOLPH WURLITZER CO., 120 West 42nd St., New York City

Mail orders filledfrom Newark factory or nearest branch office

SCHICKERLING
RADIO TUBES

With the Stabilizing THandutdr Plates

is that when on vacation prospects usually are in

an expansive mood and can more easily be in-

duced to pay cash. When a sale hinges on
terms and down payment the references of the

purchaser should be investigated before the ma-
chine and records are delivered. A dealer in

the northern part of New York State last year
placed a number of portable machines in Sum-
mer cottages, accepting a small down payment.
In several instances when the next payment
failed to come in when due, he journeyed to the
stopping place of his customer only to find that
both customer and machine were gone for parts
unknown. In every case where an instalment
sale is made it is wise to secure the home ad-
dress of the customer and verify it. In this

way only can the dealer follow up in his col-

lection efforts.

Window Displays
During the Summer, especially, the portable

talking machine or radio set is the dealer's best
bet and because of this it seems strange that so
few retailers recognize the advantage of mak-
ing a consistent effort to sell. Rarely does one
see a window display devoted exclusively to
portables. Yet it is right at home that the
dealer has his greatest sales opportunity. Va-
cations in most cases are anticipated and
planned for long in advance. What better form
of sales promotion is at the command of the

There Is a Sales Idea in This for Dealers

dealer than to bring home to these people who
are looking forward to their annual outings the
possibilities of adding immeasurably to the suc-
cess of the vacation by taking along a portable.
These instruments and their purpose during the
Summer offer endless opportunities for unusual
and strikingly effective window displays. One
thing is certain, the portable will not sell itself.

It must be brought to the attention of pros-
pects, and window displays will do this.

Selling Old Customers Portables

Every dealer has a list of the customers to

whom he has sold a talking machine and rec-

ords. These customers are the best kind of

prospects for portable instruments and the

dealer has the advantage of being known
to them. In other words, they know
him and his store and they have shown
their confidence in his merchandise and
his store by their patronage. The dealer is or

should be on a friendly basis with his cus-

tomers. In bringing the portable talking ma-
chine to the attention of customers a salesman

making personal contact is, of course, most ef-

fective. However, this is not always possible.

The telephone and, last but not least, direct-by-

mail will also bring home the bacon.

Now Is the Time to Get Busy
At the end of this month the vacation season

really starts and consequently now is the time

to start the campaign. Waiting until the sea-

son is half over means that many potential sales

will have been lost. Already there are signs of

the usual Summer lethargy insofar as talking

machine sales are concerned and it is time a

strong effort were made to sell.
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EVEHEADY
HOUR EVERY
TUESDAY AT

8 P. M.
(E. S. T.)

For real radio en-

joyment, tell your
customers to tune
in the "Eveready
Group." Broadcast
through

WEAF New York
WJAR Providence
WEEI Boston
WFI Philadelphia
WGR Buffalo
WCAE Pittsburgh
WEAR Cleveland
WSA1 Cincinnati
WWJ Detroit

WCCO
j

Minneapolis
St. Paul

woe Davenport

"Practically every customer

specifies Eveready"
When customers come into your store at

the rate of 250 a week and ask for a certain

article by name, so that all you have to do

is wrap it up and punch the cash register,

you know that you've made a mighty

profitable connection with that particular

line.

Melvin M. Burtis, manager of the radio

department of the Alexander Grant's Sons

store in Syracuse, N. Y., says: "The Ever-

eady line has been one of the most, if not

the most, profitable of any single item in

the radio department. . . . With your

continuous national advertising we can

safely say that sales resistance has been

very limited. Practically every customer

specifies Eveready."

Eveready high quality batteries, Ever-

eady national advertising and multi-station

broadcasting, Eveready window display

material and Eveready trade service make
Eveready Radio Batteries the quickest

selling, most profitable of radio lines.

Order from your jobber.

Manufactured and guaranteed by

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Inc.
New York San Francisco

Atlanta Chicago Dallas Kansas City

Canadian National Carbon Co., Limited, Toronto, Ontario.

EVEREADY
Radio Batteries

- they last longer
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Increasing the Safety Factor onTime Sales
L. A. Murray Advocates a Flat Carrying Charge on All Instal-

ment Sales, the Selection of Customers and a "Finding Charge"

In an enterprise such as the talking machine
business, where the bulk of sales are made on

the instalment plan, the cost of selling is of the

utmost importance in determining the profit of

the dealer. In instalment selling the cost in-

creases in ratio to trfe length of contract and
the success of the merchant in securing money
when due, as well as keeping the customer sold

on his purchase and preventing loss of goods

before they have been paid for. All of these

considerations have an important bearing on

profits, so much so in fact that many dealers

arc making in actual profits no more than the

money the.y have invested in business would
earn were it placed out at legal interest.

ThePHONOMOTORCO.
WM. F. HITCHCOCK, Proprietor

121 West Avenue Rochester, N. Y.

An Electric Equipment for the

PHONOGRAPH

Fully GUARANTEED
Universal—alternating or direct current.
Complete, with every part and ready to run.

Sample, mounted on motor board, I2xl2x%
unfinished board, $25.00 C.O.D. Money back
if not satisfactory. Yl cash with C.O.D. order.

The PHONOSTOP
An automatic stop for all talking machines,
100% efficient.

STANDARD FOR EIGHT YEARS

Guaranteed.

Sold direct to

manufacturers all

over the world.

Nickel or Gold.

Your phonograph
is worthy of the
best stop.

This is the only one.

Your customers appreciate it

We also sell General Phonograph Hardware

Cable Address:

PHONOMOTOR, Rochester, N. Y.

Codes: Bentley's and A.B.C., 5th Edition
Improved.

Richardson, Orr & Co., Sydney, Australian
and New Zealand Representatives.

Trade Prices upon application

The PHONOMOTOR
Trade-Mark Reg. U. S. Pat. Office

At the end of a year a dealer who has done

an excellent business on the instalment plan

looks with satisfaction at the annual statement

showing his profits. But in view of the fact

that these profits are really on paper and the

bulk of the money is outstanding in instalment

accounts the actual profits of the dealer when
each transaction of the year has finally been

concluded may be far less. What happens?

John, Jones and Smith may meet all of their

obligations. But there is Brown, who skipped

out owing the last month's instalment. Brown
failed to leave his new address and none of the

neighbors know where he has moved to. Brown
has the machine on which he has paid only two
or three instalments and the dealer in the

majority of cases is compelled to take his loss.

The paper profits begin to go glimmering.

Then there is John Doe, who is inclined to fall

behind in his payments. There is then an extra

cost of collecting the money each time this

individual falls behind and many times reposses-

sion of the instrument is necessary. Also many
dealers sell on the instalment plan without

charging interest. They seem to lose sight of

the fact that they are lending the customer the

use of their capital for a period between eight

and eighteen months without cost. That also

means an unnecessary loss.

Overcoming Credit Evils

How to overcome these credit evils is the

problem before the dealer. There is no better

way to show how this can be done than to out-

line the methods of dealers who have been

successful in accomplishing this very thing.

There is the L. A. Murray Co., one of the most
successful music concerns in the State of Iowa,

which operates a fine establishment in Daven-
port. L. A. Murray, head of this concern,

states that 95 per cent of the company's talking

machine business is on the instalment plan,

90 per cent of the radio sets are sold on de

ferred payments and about 60 per cent of

musical merchandise is sold on time.

Charging Interest

Many patrons object to paying interest,

points out Mr. Murray, but this is overcome by
explaining to prospective purchasers that the

instrument is being sold at the cash price, the

only difference being in the interest charge.

However, Mr. Murray believes that the interest

charge is not the most efficient method of mak-

ing the customer pay for the privilege of pur-

chasing on the instalment plan. He states:

"Buyers will always object to paying interest

and the trade will suffer the loss of much good

will until this policy is discarded and instead

a. definite carrying charge is made on all in-

stalment sales. As it is we try to overcome

their objections by thoroughly explaining at

the time of the sale that we are selling them

on the cash price and are making only a small

interest charge. Also, by adding interest every

month to their balances and showing it on the

first statement. It is rather difficult a year after

the sale to convince the customer that we did

not say 'there would be no interest charge,'

but very easy to remind them of this if there

are any 'kicks' in thirty days or less. Therefore,

our method of showing interest charge on the

statement each month.

A Move in the Right Direction

"I am pleased to note that the Pacific Coast

dealers have started the ball rolling in the

right direction by proposing a flat carrying

charge rather than a simple bank interest

charge for carrying these accounts. The music

industry stands alone to-day, I believe, as the

one industry which does not differentiate be-

tween cash and time sales except in the matter

of a small interest charge. We may kid our-

selves for a long time and finally come to the
conclusion that we cannot carry time payment
deals at the same rate of interest which our
banker charges us. But while we are fooling

ourselves we are losing money.
Selling to Responsible Prospects

"The dealer who does not exercise care in

placing instruments on the instalment plan is

running a big risk of loss. We are wasting our
time, dissipating our energy and spoiling our
merchandise by delivering it to those whom we
know cannot pay for it. We are very fortunate
here in having an efficient 'credit men's ex-

change.' When we do make a sale to a cus-

tomer who may be classed as 'doubtful' we
watch the account very closely and never per-
mit the payments to lapse. If the second pay-
ment is made on time we find that the chances
of trouble later are very small. It is because
we exercise care in selecting prospects that we
have very few repossessions. Also we keep the

customer sold until he has a substantial sum
invested and after that he is usually more con-

cerned than we are. When it becomes neces-

sary to repossess we exert pressure until the

customer usually tells us to 'come and get the

machine.' Even after we repossess the instru-

ment we keep it in storage for a certain length

of time to give the customer a chance to meet
back payments if he so desires and very often

the customer makes good.

A $3.00 "Finding Charge"
"There is one evil in credits which is often

overlooked and that is the problem of following

up the people who are always moving and we
as a result are always looking for them. Some
day this problem will probably be solved by a

large and efficient national retail credit system.

Much along this line is being accomplished now
and every retail music merchant should inter-

est himself in supporting this movement. We
find it a help to make a finding charge of not

less than $3.00 on the accounts of those who
move their instrument without our consent. We
make this known to our customers at the time

of the sale and they usually are careful to let

us know if they contemplate moving."

Files Petition in Bankruptcy

The Lyric Music Shop, Port Chester, N. Y.,

was recently placed in bankruptcy with liabili-

ties of approximately $3000.

This record bag without
String or button BUT
with effective flap latch

is a

C0H0ES
(PRONOUNCED ko-hose)

RECORD
CARRY BAG

Cohoes Envelope Co., Inc.

Sales Office

N. Y. and Vicinity

342 MADISON AVE.

Home Office

and Factory

COHOES, N. Y.
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/or Outdoors—PAL is Supreme
For camp—at the beach—for picnics—and for all-around purposes, PAL'S
sturdy construction makes it the ideal portable for outdoor use. This im-

portant feature, together with PAL'S pleasing tone quality, and attractive

appearance has earned for PAL the recognition as being the easiest sell-

ing portable.

Dealers' Price

$1500
If you are not handling PAL now, order a sample so

that you can learn how good a PAL really is. Display
and demonstrate PALS and see how quickly they sell.

Remember, every time you sell a PAL you make
$10.00 and a friend.

S PLAZA MUSIC COMPANY, 10 west 20* street, NEW YORK
]
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Interesting Analysis of Problems of

Talking Machine Trade in South America
Edward J. Bruen, Who Has Been Visiting in South America and Who Has Studied Condi-

tions There in Connection With Talking Machine Merchandising, Describes Sales Methods

Buenos Aires, April 2.—The greatest problem

presented to the talking machine trade in South

America is the bringing of the product to the

attention of the buying public. The Victor and
Columbia export departments do a great vol-

ume of newspaper and poster advertising

among our Southern neighbors, but these edu-

cational methods are not as productive of busi-

ness as the same efforts would bring forth in

the United States.

The truth seems to be, and the experience of

many business men in various lines bears it

out, that the Latin-American is not given to

the reading of advertising columns—that he re-

ceives his impressions rather from the gossip

of neighbors than from the most expensive ef-

forts to attract his attention. This is true of

the two most important Latin nationalities in

South America—the Spanish and the Portuguese.

Direct Appeals Result in Sales

In Venezuela and Argentina the talking ma-
chine dealers make direct, personal appeals for

trade through following the open road and
carrying machines along. Like the sewing-ma-

chine vender of recent memory they go to every

home, play for the pleasure of the family if

they obtain a hearing and, in this way, estab-

lish trade relations. The siesta hours in the

early afternoons are the most favorable for the

dealer's agent and he makes the most of them.

Among the Spanish-Americans the making of a

friendly relationship and the sale of a machine
is most important, its influence reaching out to

extensive family connections—sometimes estab-

lishing an endless chain of selling.

Expensive Instruments Best Sellers

Dealers' sales are largely due to the sowing

of such seed along the roadsides throughout

the South American territory, advertising play-

ing only a minor part in the opinion of the im-

portant agencies. The natural conclusion to

be reached from such a method of selling is

that the cheaper and smaller machines are

mostly in demand. The contrary is the fact,

however, as the cheapest adobe hut, once its

owner is sold to the idea, is adorned more
frequently with an expensive console than with

the cheaper makes.

There is a mistaken impression in the United

States about the ability of the poorer people in

South America to pay for anything. Whatever
influences are responsible for such ideas are

wrong in fact. Talking machine dealers whom
your correspondent interviewed in Rio de Jan-

eiro, Montevideo, Caracas, Soledad, La Paz and

It is interesting to note in connection

with this article on the talking machine

trade in South American countries that

United States exports of talking machines

to South America for the eight months
ending February, 1925, amounted in value

to $754,264. The respective countries to

which these shipments were made were as

follows: Central America, $69,463; Mex-
ico, $115,912;Cuba, $73,385; Argentina, $99,-

246; Chile, $71,563; Peru, $68,290; Other
South America $256,486. During the same
eight months' period talking machine rec-

ords to the value of $1,068,900 were shipped

to all foreign countries. An idea of the

shipments of records to South American
countries may be estimated from the fact

that for the month of February, 1925, alone,

they amounted in value to $63,071.

Santos were unanimous in the statement that

collections are the least of their troubles.

Fifty Per Cent Cash Sales

It seems that the South American is a hard
man to sell, but that once sold he wants to

transact the business of completing his owner-
ship as soon as possible. Fifty per cent of the

sales in Caracas and Soledad, according to deal-

ers, are made for cash. The number of returns

of machines was' also said to be negligible in

the Venezuelan territory. Where cash is not

paid the general collection system is by notes

maturing in thirty, sixty and ninety days. The
weekly instalment plan would never work satis-

factorily, as payment along all lines of work-

is made mostly by the month and not by the

week.

A bill was introduced into the Brazilian

parliament last Winter providing for a weekly

pay day in all industries. It was bitterly op-

posed by the coffee, mining and herding inter-

ests and was tabled indefinitely. Whether it

will be brought out again at the coming ses-

sion is a question. If it should be passed it

will, undoubtedly, in the opinion of talking ma-
chine men, have an effect on all business pay-
ments, and Julio Sabillo, of the Victor agency
in Rio de Janeiro, who is familiar with the

weekly instalment business because of several

years' experience in the United States, voiced
the opinion that the change to the weekly wage
system will mean a change to the instalment
payment plan to the detriment of the business,

because the collection costs must be increased.

Sign Notes on Time Sales

"The existing system of signing notes matur-
ing in thirty, sixty and ninety days," Senor Sa-

billo said, "has a good psychological effect on
purchaser. The fact that the name of a bank
is on the paper as the place of payment in-

creases its importance vastly, and the banks
charge the dealers nothing for this service. In-

deed, sometimes the talking machine buyer's

note works to the bank's advantage, acting as

an introduction to a permanent savings ac-

count."

Buenos Aires has a weekly pay system and is

known as one of the most "Americanized" cities

south of the Gulf. It has strong labor ties with
the United States and is unquestionably the

most modern of all South American cities.

Paradoxical as it may seem, all the talking

machine dealers in this city are complaining of

business, of the collection situation and of the

number of machines they are compelled to

take back. One of the leading talking machine
dealers here explained this condition by stat-

ing that it is simply a reaction from the peak
business of two years ago and that it took
Buenos Aires about a year longer to get the re-

action than cities in the United States.

The Radio Situation

In the larger cities of South America the

dealers and jobbers are beginning to feel the

radio complex, and are wondering what its ul-

timate effect will be. They are satisfied that

the reaction in their country will be much
slower than in the United States, and furnish

many reasons for this outlook. In the first

place they point out that the Latin-American
youth and boy is not given to things mechan-
ical; that the fleeting character of the radio

performance does not appeal to the South

American who likes his music, when he likes

it at all, repeated ad libitum; that the talking-

machine furnishes him with his favorite music

at his own discretion and within the walls of

his own hacienda or hut.

Most Popular Type of Records

In the record business the situation through-

out the Argentine, Brazil, Venezuela and

Bolivia is satisfactory with a growing demand
in the Victor and the Columbia lines for syn-

copation. The most popular records are, of

course, those of the great opera stars who sing

in Spanish or Portuguese. Some of the Italian

records are very popular, especially in the larger

cities, where many Italians are engaging in

business, coming from their native country

through the United States.

Strevell-Paterson Go. to

Represent Sonora in Utah

Salt Lake City, Utah, May 5.—The Strevell-

Paterson Co., leading hardware distributor of

this city, formerly distributor of the Sonora

phonograph, has again taken on the distribution

of the radio and phonograph products of the

Sonora Phonograph Co. The company will rep-

resent Sonora in Utah and southern Idaho and

will be an important asset by reason of the

high regard in which it is regarded by the en-

tire trade of the Rocky Mountain section.

The Crown Music Co., Pasadena, Cal., has

opened a branch store at Glendora, in which

a full line of musical instruments and radio

equipment is carried.

PET O FONE
MADE IN U. S, A.

A real portable talking machine

TO RETAIL AT $12
Usual Trade Discounts

DISTRIBUTORS

Pet O Fone is bound to

be a big seller this year
—the demand is already
great. Good proposition
open in your territory.

The Pet O Fone is a sturdy little

talking machine—no larger than a
camera, and as easy to carry. It

has a good motor that will last

;

and its tone is most pleasing. See
it and hear it and be convinced.

DEALERS
A display of Pet O Fones
will create sales— and
demonstrations will in-

crease them. Quick sales
and large profits are wait-
ing for you.

Does all a larger phono-
graph will do. Ready for
action in a minute.

Weighs 4*A lbs. Made in
black, red, green or blue
fabricoid.

PET O FONE MFG. CO., 557 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
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Superspeaker
T3ADIO circuits are being coiv

stantly improved. Radio art

moves steadily forward.

But the laws of acoustics are not

new. Telephony and the musical

instrument art have long since

made them final and definite.

The Jewett Superspeaker is merely

the foremost musical instrument,

applied to Radio reproduction.

There is nothing electrical about
it—nothing but its performance.

And there are no mysterious new
principles that threaten to affect

its leadership.

In The Superspeaker you sell,

therefore,Permanent Radio Equip-
ment—as modern tomorrow as it

is today.

That same idea of Permanence is

back of every Jewett Product.

Good Permanent-value Merchan-
dise, built to Quality standards!

Sell it with confidence.

Run through the list of Jewett Products

given below, and see how superbly they

meet these essentials of Permanence and
Quality. Then as\ us for full details.

JEWETT RADIO & PHONOGRAPH COMPANY
5660 TELEGRAPH ROAD PONTIAC, MICHIGAN

Factories: Allegan, Mich. — Detroit, Mich. — Pontiac, Mich.

Canadian Sales Offices: Walkerville, Ontario

Export Sales Offices: 116 Broad Street, New York City

The Jewett Micro-Dial— Makes
tuning 50 times as accurate. Fits
any set. Needs only a screwdrivei
to install. Price $3.50.

The Jetvett Vemco Unit—Makes
a loud speaker out of your phon-
ograph. The Reproducer used in
the Suoerspeaker. Price $12.00.

The Jewett Superspeaker—
All that the name implies.
Recommended by experts
everywhere Price $30.00.

The Jewett Parkay Cabinet—With
parquetry top. Puts the amateur on a

par with the most exclusive cabinet
worker. All sizes, prices to correspond.

The Jewett Superspeaker Highboy—
Houses Radio set and all batteries. Su-
perspeaker built in. Takes Radio into

the realm of fine furniture. Price $130.00

Jewett Quality Products
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Chorus of 5,000 Sings for

Columbia Special Record

Concert of Associated Glee Clubs at Metropoli-

tan Opera House and Audience Sing Adeste

Fideles—Recorded by Columbia Co.

Through the use of new scientific devices the

Columbia Phonograph Co., New York, was re-

cently able to record five thousand voices on a

.single record. The record is "Adeste Fideles,"

coupled with "John Peel," and is an extra spe-

cial release to the trade. The recording was
made at a recent concert of the Associated Glee

Clubs at the Metropolitan Opera House, New
York. A male chorus of 850 voices gave the

concert and the Columbia organization installed

recording apparatus and was successful in se-

curing several very good records of the selec-

tions sung.

The audience at this concert was for the

most part members of glee clubs throughout the

East and when the last number was sung it

Mr. Edison Man:

—

Never Say

"KANT," say "KENT"
The KENT No. 1

With "S" Sound Box for playing lateral

cut records on the Edison Disc Phono-
graph has outsold all competition.

Write for catalog of complete line

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

F. C. KENT CO.
Irvington, N. J.

was asked to join in the singing o( "Adeste

Fideles." As the Metropolitan Opera House
seats about four thousand and as they readily

joined the chorus of 850 in the singing of this

beautiful hymn, the effect of this massing of so

many voices was beautiful and unusual. The
recording engineers of the Columbia Co. were
extremely fortunate in securing a perfect re-

cording of this selection and it is now available

to music lovers throughout the country.

Trade Changes and News of

New Haven, Conn., Dealers

Loomis Temple of Music Adds Brunswick Line

—Growing Business Compels Securing Larger

Quarters for Live Dealers—Other Activities

New Haven, Conn., May 4.—The Loomis
Temple of Music, Chapel Street, this city, has

just added Brunswick phonographs and Bruns-

wick radiolas to its already large line of Vic-

trolas, Cheney phonographs and pianos. The
Brunswick line was announced through ex-

clusive windows and large space in the New
Haven newspapers.

The Delione Music Shop has moved to new
quarters at 106 Temple street, where a variety

of musical instruments is being featured.

Amendola Bros., 164 Wooster street, reports

the sale of a number of Ricca pianos over the

Easter holiday. Anthony Amendola reports a

resumption of Columbia phonograph sales and
has renewed activities with this line both on the

retail floor sales and through truck sales plan.

These live wire merchants have outgrown
their present quarters and contemplate secur-

ing larger and more spacious display rooms in

the immediate vicinity in the course of the next

few months.

H. I. Rumanoff, of the Automatic Music

Shop, has started a drive for phonograph busi-

ness and has completed arrangements for an

advertising plan through newspapers and fliers

coupled up with truck canvassing in securing

sales in New Haven and the outlying districts

on Victrolas and Columbia phonographs.

Louis Miller, of Miller's Music Shop, 144-146

Congress avenue, has leased another store at

this address to take care of the ever-increasing

business. Mr. Miller had a local contractor

add six hearing rooms, a new complete record

department and other fixtures to add to the

beautifying of the interior of the store. Mr.
Miller reports an increase in his business

through the improved store and states that the

larger space was necessary to take care of his

increasing business.

Dean David Smith, 219 Elm street, reports a

very big demand for portable phonographs to

the Yale students. Record business has kept

up very nicely and there is a very big demand
for Columbia and Brunswick records.

Mr. Lundine has been made, manager of the

Widener Victrola department at the Edward
Malley department store. He comes from the

Widener store of Worcester. Since taking over

the department at Malley's Mr. Lundine has

made several improvements in the department
to facilitate easier purchasing by prospective

customers.

Brodrib & Blair, 183 Orange street, are re-

modeling their present location to take care of

increasing business. This is a branch of the

Brodrib & Blair store of Bristol, and Water-
bury. In all stores they are featuring Edisons,

Brunswicks, Sonoras and pianos.

C. Brandes, Inc., Takes
Over Large New Plant

Factory of Radio Manufacturer Moved From
New York City to New Quarters in Newark,
N. J.—Executive Offices Also Moved

C. Brandes, Inc., has just made an important

announcement regarding the removal of its New
York factory to a new plant in Newark, N. J.

The executive offices of the company are now
located at the factories at 200 Mt. Pleasant ave-

nue, Newark, N. J.

It is interesting to note that constant growth
of the business has made it necessary for

the firm to expand production facilities five

times in the past two years, and that these ex-

pansions have resulted in an increase of 150

per cent to 200 per cent in manufacturing floor

space.

The move of factory and executive offices

centralizes all of the Brandes manufacturing fa-

cilities, making it possible, they state, to econ-

omize in the progressive assembly methods
which will be used to further improve the qual-

ity of their products. At the present time the

office of the vice-president, M. C. Rypinski, and
the sales and advertising department will be

located at 237 Lafayette street, New York City.

The company has just announced an im-

proved table talker having a goose-neck horn

and an adjustment lever conveniently located at

the back of the base. The firm is well known
for the line of radio head sets and loud speakers

which it makes.

Many Dealers Granted the

Sonora Franchise in April

During the month of April the agency for

Sonora phonographs was secured by numerous
dealers throughout the country. Among the

representative houses who will now sell Sono-

ras are Lyon & Healy, Chicago, 111.; Chalmers
Music Co., Miami, Fla. ; Homestead Drug Co.,

West Baden, Ind. ; Dunham's Music House,

Asheville, N. C; Sluder Furniture Co., Canton,

N. C. ; Jugoslavia Jewelry & Phonograph Co.,

Inc., Milwaukee, Wis; H. E. Copple, Monroe,
N. C.; Davis Music House, Lakeland, Fla.;

Bessemer Furn. Co., Bessemer City, N. C;
Rockaway Talking Machine Co., Brooklyn, N.

Y.; Bell & Harris Furn. Co., Concord, N. C,

and Borden's Music Store, Barberton, Ohio.

Radio Corp. Earns Gross
of $15,229,923 for Quarter

The Radio Corp. of America, in its report

just issued for the quarter ended March 31,

showed gross income from sales, communication

and other income of $15,229,923. The com-

pany showed for 1924 a gross of $54,848,131, so

that quarterly earnings of $15,229,923 as re-

ported would mean, if maintained for the three

subsequent quarters of the year, a gross bus-

iness of close to $61,000,000.

The directors declared the regular dividend

of 1^4 per cent on the preferred stock, pay-

able July 1 to stock of record June 1.

The Harkan Co., New York, was recently in-

corporated at Albany, to make radio equipment,

with a capital stock of $10,000. The incorpo-

rators are M. J. Levie, V. Gray and J. Kahn.

MAKE 1925 A QUALITY YEAR
Only high grade raw materials produce high grade records.

For the best grades of uniformly cut

COTTON FLOCKS FOR PHONOGRAPH RECORDS
Write toCLAREMONT WASTE MFG. CO., CLAREMONT, M. H. j
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The Greatest

Achievement in

Radio History is Here!
This Receiver Works from Either A. C. or

D. G. Current. (No Extra Attachments)

Needs NO BATTERIES Whatsoever

Six Tubes

Indoor Aerial

or

Loop Reception

Two Dial

Control

Life of Tubes

Prolonged

Fool Proof in

Every Respect

Consumes 1/10

Cent of Current

per Hour
of Operation

PATENTS PENDING

Look For This Trade Mark For Your Protection

No Rectifying

Tubes or Extra

Attachments

Exclusive

Territorial

Rights

for Jobbers

and

Retailers

Our Franchise

Means
Full Protection

A Wide Range
of Models

also

Phonograph
Panels

A Big Proposition—Write or Wire Today for Full Details

MANUFACTURED BY

ARGUS RADIO CORPORATION
25 WEST 18th STREET NEW YORK CITY
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MICA
DIAPHRAGMS

Absolutely Guaranteed Perfect
We get the best India Mica directly.

We supply the largest Phonograph Manu-
facturers.

Ask for our quotations and samples before

placing your order.

American Mica Works
47 West St. New York

Brunswick Salon of Fifth

Avenue Has Formal Opening

Brightson, Mr. and Mrs. James Brooks, A.

Dalrymple and Otto Goldschmidt.

Scope of the R. G. A.
Finance Plan Extended

Extension, to Present Plan Arranged by the

Radio Corp. of America Permits All R. C. A.

Dealers to Take Advantage of It

The time-payment plan which the Radio
Corp. of America offers to its dealers has been

extended so that those who could not afford the

opportunity of taking advantage of it, due to

the fact that their businesses are comparatively

small and their financial statements have not

been favorably considered by the financing com-
panies, can now do so. In a statement explain-

ing the details of the new plan, the Radio Corp.

of America says:

"This extension to the present plan is known
as 'direct collection' and should make the bene-

fits of this plan available to all Radiola dealers

as the limitation of the capital invested in their

business is not a controlling factor.

"Dealers in Radiolas now have the option of

either:

—

(1) Collecting the instalments on time-payment con-

tracts and realizing the benefits which accrue from cus-

tomers coming into their store to make regular payments,

with the provision that this plan will only be offered to

those dealers whose credit and financial condition meets

the requirements of the financing companies; or

(2) Having the instalments collected from their cus-

tomers direct by the Financing Companies.

"In order to make clear the operation of our

Radiola time-payment plan with the extension

of direct collection, let us assume the sale of a

Radiola having a list price of $100.00. When an

understanding has been reached between the

dealer and his customer with regard to the sale

the customer will pay to the dealer in cash 25

per cent of the li^t price, which in this case is

$25, plus 1 per cent of the list price for each

month that the customer desires for paying the

balance. The amount of 1 per cent per month
is for interest and all charges. Thus, if the cus-

tomer decides to pay the balance in four months
(being the minimum time for which such

financing is accepted), he will pay in cash $25,

plus 4 per cent of the list price for interest

and all charges or a total of $29.

"At the time of making his contract, the cus-

tomer will sign a form supplied by the financing

company, which is a contract between the cus-

tomer and the dealer for the payment of the re-

maining $75 in equal monthly instalments.

When the customer has paid the down payment

and charges and signed the contract the dealer

may then deliver the Radiola to the customer,

retain the cash which he has received and for-

ward the contract to the financing company.

He will immediately receive from the finance

company a check for 90 per cent of the unpaid

balance, less the financing charges. Thus, the

dealer receives over 97 per cent of the list price

at once.

"With the 'direct collection' method, the cus-

tomer pays his monthly instalments direct to

the finance company, thus obviating the neces-

sity for the dealer to record and forward the

monthly payments to the finance company."

The. Radiola time-payment plan is being

financed by two very large national financing

companies. Dealers who are not now using the

Radio time-payment plan should write immedi-

ately to one of the financing companies (name

can be secured from Radio Corp. of America)

or to the nearest affiliated company for blank

application forms.

Elaborate Warerooms Opened With Appro-

priate Ceremonies—Noted Brunswick Artists

Broadcast From Store—Trade Represented

The formal opening of the Brunswick Salon

of Fifth avenue, New York, was held on Sat-

urday, April 25, with appropriate ceremonies.

The artistic surroundings and luxurious fittings

of this establishment were further enhanced lit-

erally by bowers of flowers, bearing greetings

of good will and success from prominent mem-
bers of the trade. More than a thousand peo-

ple visited the new establishment at 668 Fifth

avenue on opening day, many of them being

members of the trade who wished to extend in

person their good wishes to Chester I. Abelo-

witz on his new venture.

The feature of the opening was the broad-

casting through station WJZ of a program of

exceptional merit, including Isham Jones and His

Famous Dance Orchestra; the Radio Franks;

Frank Munn and the Brunswick Concert Or-

chestra, all Brunswick recording artists. The
concert was given during the hour between

four-thirty and five-thirty. This was the first

appearance of the Isham Jones aggregation be-

fore the microphone. Listeners-in were re-

quested to write to the Brunswick Salon and

comment on the program and within the next

few days hundreds of responses were received

and literature dealing with the instruments car-

ried was immediately sent. As there will be

broadcasting one night each week from the es-

tablishment, an exceptional opportunity of

reaching the buying public is afforded.

The complete Brunswick line of phonographs

and Brunswick Radiolas is carried and in the

radio department the Radio Corp. of America
line of Radiolas and the Atwater Kent line of

receivers are being featured. A complete li-

brary of Brunswick records is in stock and

Audak equipment has been installed to demon-

strate the records. Mrs. Edmund J. Brewster,

who for years was in charge of the phonograph

warerooms at this address, has been appointed

manager by Mr. Abelowitz. She will be assist-

ed by Harold Mann, formerly of the Sohmer
Piano Co.

Among the prominent members of the talk-

ing machine and radio trades present at the

opening ceremonies were: W. A. Brophy, Wal-

ter Rogers, H. Emerson Yorke, Louis Buckner,

Harry Beach, Maurice Landay, George E.

Henry Whitter, Okeh Artist,

Real Hill Country Type

Big City Holds No Lure for Singer From Hills

of Virginia—On Visits Trip From Station to

Hotel to Laboratories Is Enough

Henry Whitter, exclusive Okeh artist, was a

recent visitor to New York, where he was en-

gaged in making several new records of "Hill"

country music.

Mr. Whitter is a

real specimen of

the Hill country,

coming from Ga-

lax, Va., and on

his first few trips

to New York
could not be in-

duced to stay

over night, com-
ing in to the city

in the morning,

making what re-

cordings were
necessary and

Henry Whitter leaving before

midnight arrived. Although he has overcome

this shyness to some .extent, he is still averse

to what might be called "seeing the town." He
insists that his trips from the railway station to

the hotel and thence to the recording laborato-

ries are sights enough for him. On his present

visits to this city he divides his time between

the laboratories and the room of his hotel prac-

ticing.

Mr. Whitter sings the old-time tunes of the

Kill country, many of them of his own compo-

>..
; on. He plays his own accompaniment on the

guitar with incidental music on the harmonica.

He is renov tied as a musician for dancing in

the Hill country, playing continuously through-

out the night on many occasions. His Okeh
records have a big following throughout the

country and he receives many inquiries at his

home in Galax for copies of the numbers which

he sings on the records.

Lemor Radio, Bradley Park, N. J., was re-

cently incorporated at Trenton, N. J., with a

capital stock of $10,000. The incorporators are

Harold M. Lewis, Melvin S. Moore and Paul R.

Gordon.

We Welcome You to Chicago and

"The World's Largest Building"
— where our office and display rooms are located

You will find many things to interest you about this World's
Greatest exposition palace which is probably the most ad-

vanced idea in a wholesale display exposition that the com-
mercial world has ever known. With its magnificent entrance,

beautiful corridors and dis-

play rooms, unique club

rooms and restaurants atop
the building, we feel sure

your time will be well spent
in inspecting it.

A short walk south from The Drake
brings you to the door, 666 Lake
Shore Drive. Then come up to our
display, Suite 829. You will see an
exceptional showing of phono-
graphs, radio and combinations, but
please remember you will be our
guest and will not be asked to buy

American Furniture Mart anything.

VITANOLA TALKING MACHINE CO.. CHICAGO
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The Dawn
of a

New Era in

Radio

Reception

In cities, towns, and
hamlets—North, East,

South, West— thou-

sands of listeners-in are

enjoying radio as never

before. Verily, the

Farrand-Godley
Speaker marks the

dawn of a new era in

radio reception.

The Farrand-Godley Speaker

not only sets a new standard

for clarity, faithfulness and

tonal quality. It "brings in"

tonal effects beyond the scope

of other speakers— reaching

down to the utmost depths of

the mellow lower scale; soar-

ing up to the liquid clearness

of the highest "C"—without

a hint of metallics.

One wonders not that listen-

ing ears say Buy whenever the

Farrand - Godley Speaker is

demonstrated. One wonders

not that dealers everywhere

are "coming back for more."

LIST PRICE

$32 .50

FARRAND MFG. CO.
Incorporated

28 South Sixth Street

Newark, N. J.
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Radio Horns
Of Every Description

Cabinet Horns a Specialty

Illustrated are a few of the styles and shapes

for cabinets which we have designed.

25 YEARS' EXPERIENCE designing and

manufacturing sound amplifiers placed on

your work.

All horns sound proof coated for full

volume and clear tone

Tell us your requirements. We will give

special designs and figures—Particulars free.

STANDARD METAL MFG. CO.
Chestnut - Jefferson - Malvern Sts.

NEWARK, N. J.

Harry D. Schoenwald
With Thermiodyne Corp.

Well-Known and Popular Sales Executive of

the Middle West Made Manager of the Chi-

cago Headquarters of Radio Manufacturer

It was announced by Leo Potter, president of

the Thermiodyne Radio Corp., at 1819 Broad-

way, that Harry D. Schoenwald, one of the best

for over ten years. He was formerly asso-

ciated with the Columbia Phonograph Co. and
later capably filled the position of -sales man-
ager for the Consolidated Talking Machine Co.

In these important capacities, Mr. Schoenwald
impressed dealers in the Chicago territory with
his sincerity and his personality, and earned
their good will and esteem through the untir-

ing co-operation and assistance he gave them in

their ever-present merchandising problems.

Mr. Schoenwald is president of the Piano

Club of Chicago and a number of other organi-

zations. He is recognized throughout the talk-

ing machine world as one of the foremost fig-

ures in the Chicago district.

Inasmuch as the tremendous popularity of the

Thermiodyne TF6 receiver has resulted in

enormous demands upon the organization of

the Thermiodyne Radio Corp., the matter of

adequate sales service, wholesale and to dealers,

has become an important problem. In this con-

nection there is assurance that Mr. Schoenwald
will adequately look out for the besti interests

of the Chicago wholesale and retail trade.

New York Victor Dealers
Inspect New Loud Speaker

Blackman Talking Machine Co. Arranged for

Demonstration of Loud Speaker and New
Victrola at Recent Association Meeting

Harry D. Schoenwald

known sales executives in the Middle West, has

been placed in charge of the Thermiodyne
Radio Corp. branch offices, 2047 McCormick
Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Mr. Schoenwald, a very capable and popular

young man, has many friends among the deal-

ers in the Chicago territory, where he has been
identified with the musical products industries

Phonograph Repair Parts
Pal—American—Outing—Carryola

We carry a full line of repair parts for every
motor made. Sixty-eight different types of
main springs

Writ* for a catalog showing our complete
line of part* and supplie*

ATLAS PHONO-PARTS CO.
107 WEST 20th ST., NEW YORK

Phone, Chelsea 1 715

Repair parts for Pal, Outing, Carryola, American
and all Portables

Uses Delivery Gars as

Radio Publicity Medium
Shawnee. Okla., May 5.—The A-B Radio Co.,

Inc., of this city, is a retailer ever on the look-

out to take advantage of every possible means
of publicity, not only in its warerooms at 210

North Broadway, but it is now also making
good use of its delivery cars as well.

This enterprising concern is an Atwater Kent
retailer. Accordingly, the sides of the trucks

used are painted with the advertisement of the

Atwater Kent set, announcing that the A-B
Radio Co., Inc., is "Radio headquarters for At-

water Kent receiving sets." There is also paint-

ed a large reproduction of a radio set. This

store has found delivery trucks a good invest-

ment. With them distant points of the city can

be easily reached. In reality it takes the store

to the rural districts. It broadens the territory

from which the dealer can draw trade and for

this reason, of course, adds to the effectiveness

of sales campaigns.

At the April meeting of the Metropolitan Vic-

tor Dealers' Association of New York, held at

the Cafe Boulevard on April 22, there was dem-
onstrated to the dealers for the first time the

new Victor Lumiere loud speaker for radios, as

well as the new Victrola No. 1-1, the latest

addition to the Victor line, a small table model
listed at $15.

Particular interest was displayed in the Victor

Loud Speaker, for it was heralded as repre-

senting the first move of the Victor Co. in the

field of radio. It embodies a number of original

principles, is finished in mahogany and has the

general appearance of a mantel clock with a

parchment diaphragm for its face.

The Victor loud speaker was demonstrated by
Wm. H. Bishop, and the new Victrola by W.
R. Grew, both members of the staff of the

Blackman Talking Machine Co.

Waterbury, Conn., Retailers

Improve Establishments

Waterbury, Conn., May 6.—The New England
Music Shop, 77 Grand street, has completed re-

modeling both the interior and exterior of its

store and now has ample room to display pianos

on the main floor. Mr. Kay, the owner of this

live music shop, has added musical instruments,

sheet music and also a complete radio section.

The New England Music Co. recently opened
a branch store in Southington, Conn., where it

will carry a complete line of Columbia phono-
graphs and Columbia records, pianos, musical

instruments, sheet music and radio.

Julius Koss, 184 South Main street, has

moved into his new building at the same ad-

dress this week. Mr. Koss is carrying Colum-
bia phonographs, New Process Columbia rec-

'

ords, musical instruments, etc.

E. T. Barron Go. Chartered Music in the Air

The E. T. Barron Co., Superior, Wis., has

been incorporated to manufacture musical in-

struments with a capital stock of $50,000. The
incorporators are E. T. Barron, Carolyn H. Bar-

ron and Paul F. Lewis.

Two specially constructed Victrolas, fire-

proofed and with the metal parts all made of

aluminum, were recently presented to the crews

of the Navy airships, the Los Angeles and the

Shenandoah.
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A "Life-Saver"

Every month this year has shown an increase over the

preceding month, in the business done by Gulbransen
dealers.

This cannot continue indefinitely, of course, but there

is a general opinion that summer profits will be unusually

good for the music dealers who concentrate on the Gul-

bransen.

We have long contended that the Gulbransen is the

bread-and-butter proposition for music dealers—the

money-maker of the retail piano business. Now it is be-

ginning to look as if the Gulbransen is the money-maker
not only of the retail piano business, but of the entire

music business.

While other departments of the music store have fallen

badly behind, have failed to show profit, have necessitated

the dealer digging into his earnings on account of ser-

vice and maintenance expense and "dead" stock, and while

his other lines have shown unhealthy seasonal fluctua-

tions, the Gulbransen has gone steadily along chalking up
sales and profit.

In many a store, the Gulbransen is the "life - saver"
right now. This is not a boast — not an exaggeration. A
frank talk with half a dozen Gulbransen dealers will prove

it to anyone who may doubt.

The Gulbransen would have a

healthy influence on your busi-

ness, not only as a stimulant now
when it may be particularly

needed, but permanently. May
we tell you more about the situa-

tion as it exists today?
i

I

GULBRANSEN COMPANY, 3232 W. Chicago Ave., Chicago

GULBRANSEN COMPANY
3236 W. Chicago Avenue, Chicago.

Gentlemen—Tell us how the Gulbransen "fits in"

with a talking machine business.

Name

Address

City
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New Sonora Portable Will

The distributor named below who covers the territory in

which you are located will be glad to answer all inquiries

regarding a Sonora agency on receipt of a letter from you

New England States:

The New England Phonograph Distribut-

ing Co.

221 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Mass.

New York City (with the exception of Brooklyn and
Long Island), also Counties of Westchester, Putnam
and Dutchess ; all Hudson River towns and cities on
the west bank of the river south of Highland—all

territory south of Poughkeepsie ; Northern New
Jersey.

Greater City Phonograph Co., Inc.

234 West 39th Street, New York-

New York State, with the exception of towns on the

Hudson River below Poughkeepsie and excepting

Greater New York.

Gibson-Snow Co., Inc., Syracuse, N. Y.

Brooklyn and Long Island:

Long Island Phonograph Co.

68 34th Street, Bush Terminal, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Eastern Pennsylvania, Delaware, Southern
New Jersey:

Pennsylvania Phonograph Distributing
Co.

Room 200, Jefferson Building

1015 Chestnut Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

Maryland, Virginia and District of Columbia:

Baltimore Phonograph Distributing Co.

417 West Franklin Street, Baltimore, Md.

Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia:

Pennsylvania Phonograph Distributing
Co.

405 Wabash Bldg., 410 Liberty Ave., Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

Alabama, except five northwestern counties, Georgia,
Florida, North and South Carolina and Eastern
Tennessee.

James K. Polk, Inc.

181 Whitehall St., Atlanta, Ga.

States of Oregon, Washington, Northern Idaho,
Nevada, with the exception of Counties Eureka,
Elko, White Pine and Lincoln, and all California
Counties north of Santa Barbara, Ventura, Los
Angeles, and San Bernardino.

The Kohler Distributing Co.
63-67 Minna Street, San Francisco, Calif.

Ohio and Kentucky:

The Ohio Musical Sales Co.

1747 Chester Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

Indiana :
,

Kieeer-Stewart Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

Illinois, and River Towns in Iowa:

The Tay Sales Co.

6 North Franklin St., Chicago, 111.

Wisconsin and Michigan:

Yahr and Lange, Milwaukee, Wis.

North Dakota, South Dakota, Minnesota, Montana
and Iowa, with the exception of the River towns.

Doerr-Andrews and Doerr, Minneapolis

Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, and five counties in

northeast Oklahoma.

C. D. Smith Co., St. Joseph, Mo.

Louisiana, Mississippi, Arkansas, part of Tennessee
and part of Alabama.

Reinhardt's, Inc., 104 South Main Street,

Memphis, Tenn.

Southeastern Part of Texas and Part of Oklahoma:

Southern Drug Company
Houston, Texas

Colorado, New Mexico, Wyoming, and Eastern
Nevada.

Moore-Bird and Co.

1720 Wazee Street, Denver, Colo.

Utah and Southern Idaho:

Strevell-Paterson Hdw. Co.

Salt Lake City, Utah.

Arizona and Southern California,

including the Counties of Santa Barbara, Ventura,
Los Angeles, San Bernardino and all counties south,

and Hawaiian Islands.

The Commercial Associates
475 Colyton Street, Los Angeles, Calif.

SONORA PHONOGRAPH COMPANY, Inc.
Makers of Sonora Phonographs, Radio Adapted Phonographs

Sonoradios, Sonora Radio Speakers and Reproducers

279 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY
Canadian and Export Distributors

C. A. Richards, Inc., 279 Broadway, New York City
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Stimulate Summer Sales

usee and ^Happiness with you Everywhere&

"yOUR best girl and you in a

* canoe, idly drifting on a

woodland stream, and to the

accompaniment of rippling wa-
ters and whispering trees, you
softly play an Indian love song

/— a romance more beautiful

than words can express!

While sailing 'neath the fluttering

canvas, happy voices break into song
harmonizing with the sweet melodies

of a famous string quartet. Or on a

mid-summer night 'neath starlit skies,

what is more enchanting than to dance
to an exhilarating fox trot?

You can take music, happiness and
joy with you everywhere with the

Sonora Portable for it is only 1 6 lbs.

light and carries right within its case

thirty selections. And it will play them
with surprising volume, mellowness
and bell-like clarity, for it has within
it (he famous Sonora all wood tone

chamber.

Good looking, smart classic lines

attractively covered with black Fabri-

koid and embellished with distinc-

tive metal fittings. Compact— 14 y2
inches long, 14 y2 inches wide. %y2
inches high—strong and durable.

$35.
Standard Portable

THE INSTRUMENT OP QU&UTV

CLEAR A3 A BELL

ortahle business -Permanent {Profits

C\ /* OW is the time to prepare for the biggest summer time

mj \/ business you havie ever enjoyed. You can offer the

world's highest class talking machine for $35—

a

record low price for a quality portable. For those who want a more
distinctive instrument there is the Sonora deLuxe Portable which
is covered with genuine cow hide leather. Display them in your

window prominently.

Ingenious merchants may effect a cool, refreshing atmosphere in

their windows by building a miniature camp scene in a quiet wood-

land setting, or a colorful beach view. And be sure to send for

this new booklet—envelope size, convenient to send out with your

direct mail.

Remember Portable business builds permanent profits, for each

portable purchaser is a prospect for radio, records, or a

larger machine.

This is the new
Portable Phonograph
Folder. Make sure
your distributor gives
you a supply.
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JERCO THE (IT) IN TONE ARMS
A QUALITY PRODUCT
"JERCO" Tone Arms and Reproducers will

make your phonograph a real musical instru-

ment.

Constructed along scientific lines, it not only

gives true tonal value, but also adds beauty

to your phonograph.

Let us explain to you the features of our

product.

Send us your sample order and judge the product on its merit

Joseph E. Rudell Co., Inc.
144 Chambers Street

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

New Okeh Recording Or-

chestra Plays at Hippodrome

Joe Smith's Martha Lee Orchestra Visits Hip-

podrome as Spectators and Through Courtesy

of Vincent Lopez Renders Several Selections

"Mighty few vacationists will be without their

radio this Summer. I expect the Summer
broadcast programs to attract as large

audiences as they do in Winter. In other

words, radio is now and henceforth a year-

round pursuit."

During the recent appearance of Vincent Lo-

pez and His Orchestra at the New York Hip-

podrome, at which engagement they played

mostly the numbers which they had recorded

for Okeh records, a visiting orchestra, Joe

Smith's Martha Lee Orchestra, took the oppor-

tunity of visiting the Hippodrome and hearing

the Lopez aggregation. This orchestra was in

town but for a few days, visiting here to record

two numbers, "Johanna" and "Nora Lee" for

Okeh records. Through the courtesy of Mr.

Lopez these artists were invited on the stage of

the Hippodrome and they played these two se-.

lections for the large audience, receiving enthu-

siastic applause.

Tells Reasons for Radio
Popularity in Summer

E. H. Jewett, President of Jewett Radio &
Phonograph Co., Gives Some Logical Rea-

sons Why Radio Is Year-round Business

Ansonia, Conn., Firm
Erecting New Building

Ansonia, Conn., May 5.—The Ansonia Fur-

niture Co. has moved to temporary quarters

while a new building is being erected on Main
street. When the new building is completed

Mr. Terry, the owner, states that a modern mu-
sic department will occupy a prominent place on

the main floor. The Ansonia Furniture Co. has

had a music department in its store for the

past ten years handling Columbia and Victor

products.

M. Steinert & Son have opened a branch

store on Main street, where a complete line

of pianos is on display.

Oscar Feinberg, manager of Miller's Music
Shop, 240 Main street, has added musical instru-

ments and sheet music through local demand.

Mr. Feinberg reports very good sales on pianos

and phonographs over the Easter season, this

business being developed through canvassing.

Collection of Records to

Be Installed in Library

Library of Congress at Washington to Have
Collection of Permanently Recorded Master-
pieces for Benefit of Public

The attractions of Summer radio have grown
to a point where they enlist almost as many
devotees as does radio during the Winter
months, according to Edward H. Jewett, pres-

ident of the Jewett Radio & Phonograph Co.

"The seasonal development of radio to a de-

gree where seasons are being obliterated and it

is becoming a year-round avocation parallels in

a sense the development of the automobile,

though each approached its full year's use from

opposite seasons.

"Time was when open cars were all the rage

and most autoists stored their cars during the

Winter. Thanks to mechanical and engineering

skill, the closed car was made available to every-

one. Nowadays one hardly hears of any autoist

who stores his car unused during the Winter.

"Radio has developed similarly. From a

purely Winter instrument it has been brought

to a development, thanks to the fine engineering

talent in the radio industry, where it affords the

radio enthusiast a full year's pleasure and
utility.

"Modern portable sets are as easily taken

along on a Summer journey as the ordinary

suitcase. The Summer camper may pick the

wildest, loneliest spot for his vacation and yet

be in touch with the world via his radio.

California Ramblers to

Broadcast Their Programs

To all intents and purposes the "California

Ramblers," famous Columbia recording artists,

will have their own radio station when WGBS
completes its direct wire to the California

Ramblers' Inn at Pelham. Arthur Hand will

direct his band in specially prepared programs
which will be broadcast several hours each

week. Although operating through WGBS, the

Ramblers will practically operate their own
radio station from the Inn.

Announcement was recently made that a com-
prehensive library of talking machine records

will be installed in the Library of Congress at

Washington. It will include a large propor-

tion of the recorded music made by artists dur-

ing the past twenty-five years. The library is

now being made up by the Victor Talking Ma-
chine Co. and will probably be housed in a

special room, together with an instrument for

playing the records. Files of dates cross-

referenced to the already large collection of

music and musical history will also be made.

The addition of such a library is significant

in view of the recent gift of $50,000 to the

Library of Congress for the purpose of supply-

ing chamber music concerts. This endowment
together with the talking machine record

library will greatly expand the function of

the music division of the Congressional Library.

The library will contain records made by
artists now dead, those of Patti, Tamagno,
Caruso having been especially asked for. The
collection will contain many thousands, cover-

ing different languages and the folk music of

different countries. This library is somewhat
similar to the collections in Paris and London,

although in these countries the records of dead

artists are guarded and, in some cases, packed

away in vaults not to be opened for fifty to a

hundred years, and then only for comparison

with the artists of that day.

The installation of this collection is interest-

ing because of the University of London

Library's adding talking machine records and

piano rolls to the material circulated to enable

students to become acquainted with modern

music in .
the easiest way.

PHONOGRAPH CASES
RADIO CASES

Reinforced 3-ply Veneer
The Standard Case for Talking

Machines and Radio Sets

MADE BY
Let us figure on your requirements

PLYWOOD CORPORATION, Goldsboro, N. C.

Mills in Va., N. C. and S. C.
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Distribution Policy Built

Big Farrand Radio Sales

Thorough Manner of Marketing Its Radio
Products Instrumental in Building Large
Sales Volume for Farrand Mfg. Co.

The Farrand Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J., man-
ufacturer of the Farrand-Godley speaker and
other radio products, has been marketing its

goods in a manner that has created favorable

comment from both dealers and distributors.

The distributors and dealers are selected by the

organization under a sales policy that assures

exclusive and semi-exclusive territory. As
these Farrand units display sufficient activity to

justify a sales campaign backed up by local ad-

vertising the Farrand Co. advertising depart-

ment immediately arranges an intensive con-

sumer campaign. In this manner several large

territories are already being covered in behalf

of Farrand products, particularly the Farrand-

Godley speaker, and such territory is steadily

being added to in a consistent enlargement of

the Farrand Mfg. Co.'s distribution.

Introducing its cone-shaped speaker in a field

where the competition was so keen that it bor-

dered upon the destructive, the Farrand Mfg.

Co., through the sales policies and standards set

by George H. Kiley, sales manager of the com-
pany, has marketed the Farrand-Godley speaker

at a standard price, and in a manner that has

won the approval of all talking machine dealers

and others who are desirous of seeing the elimi-

nation of bad business practices.

In speaking of these sales plans, in a recent

chat with a representative of The World, Mr.

Kiley said: "The movement that we inaugu-

rated with the inception of the Farrand Mfg.

Co: of selective distribution and protection in

retail outlets has not only won the confidence

of the trade in general and our distributors and

dealers in particular, but has demonstrated to

other manufacturers the feasibility of following

like distribution methods. It is such a plan, or

a similar one, that will bring order out of chaos

which is so prevalent in many of the channels

of distribution. It is such a far-seeing plan that

not only makes for permanency of the manu-
facturers' product, but assures distribution of

character and health for the retailer."

The Farrand Mfg. Co. will shortly announce

the names of its distributors in every part of

the country. Previously it had built up dis-

tributing organizations in New York and

Newark territory, shortly followed by Toledo,

Detroit, Atlanta and Boston. In each instance

when the jobbers in these territories had ac-

quired sufficient trade outlets the Farrand Co.

inaugurated consumer publicity drives in local

publications. With the more national character

of the distribution now under way the Farrand
publicity will not only cover the local territories

but will be more national in scope as well.

Prior to these enlarged activities all the terri-

tory selected will have had proper facilities for

handling the product, including the advance
shipments and the supplementary supplies, and
care will be taken that all sales created can be

supplied without having in any instance a heavy
surplus of goods.

The Farrand Mfg. Co. has found it necessary

to greatly increase its manufacturing facilities

for producing Farrand-Godley speakers and
with enlarged distribution and with the further-

ance of its local and national consumer adver-

tising a consistent increase in the demand for

its product seemingly is assured.

A. L. Sapinoff Transferred

A. L. Sapinoff was recently appointed man-
ager of the Second avenue, New York, store of

Saul Birns. This establishment is the largest

in the Saul Birns chain of metropolitan music
stores. Mr. Sapinoff has been identified with

the Birns organization for a number of years

and has had wide experience in the retailing of

musical instruments. All of the Birns stores

are enjoying a good business.

G. T. McKelvy Addresses
Brunswick Sales Staff

Field Representative of Brunswick Co. Gives
Special Demonstration of Brunswick Radiola

—To Hold Similar Meetings in Other Cities

A special sales meeting of the sales staff of

the New York branch of the Brunswick-Balke-
Collender Co. was held during the past month,
at which C. T. McKelvy, special field represent-

ative of the company, gave a demonstration of

the Brunswick Radiola. The conference lasted

from nine in the morning until ten at night,

with intermissions for luncheon and dinner. Mr.
McKelvy gave the salesmen high lights on the

instrument which they, in turn, can pass on to

their dealers. The conference was successful

from every angle and the salesmen left the

meeting much impressed and inspired by the

sales talk which had been given them. Mr. Mc-
Kelvy spent several days at the New York
office. He will hold similiar conferences with

the sales forces in the other Eastern branches

of the Brunswick organization.

Keeping Up Interest in

Atwater Kent Programs

Philadelphia, Pa., May 8.—The Atwater Kent

Mfg. Co. continues to make it possible for dealers

to cash in on the interest aroused through the

Atwater Kent broadcast programs. This co-

operation consists in an announcement of pro-

grams mailed to dealers well in advance of the

usual Thursday evening concerts. This enables

the Atwater Kent dealers to get the most pub-

licity value possible out of these broadcast pro-

grams. From present indications it would seem

that these fine programs will continue to be

broadcast well into the Summer months, thus

materially helping to keep alive the interest in

radio. The dealers are realizing on this ex-

cellent publicity.

THE NATURAL VOICE TONE
Only One Phonograph Produces It—

"THE NATURAL VOICE"
No matter how complete your line is this marvelous machine will bring you new business

THE MOTOR—Noiselessly perfect—fully warranted for two years.

CABINETS— Chaste and classic in

design and popular models. 909—9 1 5

are adaptable for Radio installation.

RADIO CABINETS and TABLES—
We carry a complete line. We also

manufacture to your own specifications.

Write us today for our proposition and
catalogues. Your territory may be

open.

"THE NATURAL VOICE PHONOGRAPH
WITH THE NATURAL VOICE TONE."

Natural Voice Talking Machine Co.

ONEIDA, NEW YORK
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Pearson Co., Indianapolis,

Becomes Zenith Dealer

One of the Oldest and Best Known Music

Houses in the Country Now Featuring This

Fine Radio Line in Middle West

The Pearson Piano Co., of Indianapolis, Ind.,

one of the oldest and best known retail music

houses in the country, has recently completed

arrangements whereby it becomes a Zenith

dealer. The Pearson Co. is one of the outstand-

ing music houses of the Middle West and has

branch stores in Muncie, Kokomo, Columbus,

Anderson and Shelbyville, Ind.

Mr. Pearson stated when he made his deci-

sion to feature Zenith that "Piano dealers are

accustomed to selling high-priced, quality mer-

chandise, backed by a responsible manufacturer

who will protect the dealer. Price must be

maintained, territorial protection must be given,

and quality consistent. The most logical outlet

For high class radio receivers is through the

music dealer, and when other manufacturers

come to realize this fact the present unrest in

the radio industry will cease. We sell Stein-

way, Aeolian, Vose, Kurtzmann and Krakauer

pianos because the manufacturers make a qual-

ity piano and back it up with a policy which

protects the dealer. Zenith offers a music man's

policy backed by a receiving set which meets

expectations."

Supreme Court to Pass

on Rights of Canvassers

Action Brought to Determine Right of Munic-

ipalities to Levy Tax on and Require Bond

From Canvassers Who Collect Money

Washington, D. C, May. 1.—The right of a

city to impose a license tax upon and require a

bond from solicitors engaged in house-to-house

canvassing in the course of which partial pay
ments are collected at the time of taking orders

was argued before the United States Supreme

Court on April 27. The case was brought be-

fore the court by the Real Silk Hosiery Mills

in opposition to such an ordinance imposed by

the city of Portland, Ore., but the issue involved

affects also manufacturers of musical instru-

ments, and dealers in all cities where such or-

dinances exist who may adopt* this method of

selling. House-to-house canvasses have recent-

ly been undertaken in connection with the sale

of talking machines by dealers in many cities.

In the case before the court it was brought

out that solicitors for the hosiery company are

required to secure a partial payment on each

order, being permitted to keep the money so

collected as payment for their services, the re-

mainder being collected upon delivery of the

goods. Ordinances similar to that of Portland

are in effect in other cities in Oregon, Wash-
ington, California, Minnesota, Iowa, Arizona,

North Dakota, Montana and Louisiana, and

counsel for the company declared that not only

would the payment of the license fee and the

posting of a

bond in each

be burdensome
upon business

and materially

reduce profits,

but there is

a tendency to

the spread of

such ordinances

which would

eventually re-

sult in their

adoption in

other cities.

It was claim-

ed that the

ordinance is an

attempt to reg-

ulate interstate commerce, that the license

fee is excessive, and that there is a discrimina-

tion against solicitors who take a payment in

advance in favor of solicitors, drummers and
others who do not.

Counsel for the city of Portland denied that

there was any discrimination and contended

that the adoption of the ordinance was necessi-

tated by the great number of unscrupulous door-

to-door salesmen who had victimized citizens

and that its purpose was prevention of fraud.

Buffalo Firm Features

Sonora in Fine Setting

Adams, Meldrum & Anderson Show Complete
Sonora Line in Artistic Surroundings—Win-
dow Displays Draw Attention to Line

A fine line of merchandise should be dis-

played in suitable surroundings, at least that is

the thought in back of the care exercised by
Mrs. Springer, manager of the phonograph de-

partment of Adams, Meldrum & Anderson, one
of the leading establishments in Buffalo, N. Y.,

Attractive Warerooms of Adams

i displaying

Mrs. Emma Green Dead

Mrs. Emma Green, mother of the late Thomas
F. Green, who for many years was president

of the Silas E. Pearsall Co., New York, died

on Monday, April 27, at her residence, 57 West
Fifty-eighth street, New York. Mrs. Green was

seventy-five years of age and had suffered from

ill health since the death of her son in March
of last year.

Meldrum & Anderson

the recently added Sonora line

in the handsomely appointed department. The
Sonora window displays of this progressive re-

tail, house are also planned with care—one of

the reasons why these exhibits attract wide at-

tention and are proying a powerful publicity

factor.

Adams, Meldrum & Anderson have built up

a substantial Sonora clientele by utilizing every

means to bring its line before the public.

Phonographs lend themselves readily to dis-

plays of an artistic and eye-arresting character

and this concern has proved, to its own satis-

faction at least, that carefully planned interior

display is of the utmost importance in impress-

ing upon the public the beauty of phonographs.

oo
Regular Discounts$25

The Oro-Tone
Junior No. 250

Height, iy2 inches; Width, ll 1^ inches;
Length, 15 inches; Weight, 15 pounds.

Produced for the Merchant who
Desires to Give His Trade Quality

Throughout.

Loud
Tone

stock.

Plays
All Records

DovetailedCABINET CONSTRUCTION—Body construction of
corners, % inch veneer top and bottom panels. Glued and nailed throughout and
covered with a durable waterproof leatherette material.

MOTOR—American manufactured, housed in cast frame to insure perfect alignment
and withstand rough handling, single spring, easy winding, plays two sides of a ten-
inch lateral cut record or more than one side of an Edison record at one winding.

TONE ARM IS NOT REMOVED when lid is closed. Ready to play in five seconds.
Convenience itself.

Order Sample on Ten Days Approval

The Oro-Tone Co.,
PACIFIC MUSIC CO , Distributor

137 Turk St., San Francisco, Cal.

1000-1010 George St.
Chicago, U. S. A.

L. H. Junod & Go. Are
Prepared for Big Demand

L. H. Junod & Co., New York, sales repre-

sentatives in the United States for Herman

Thorens, Ste. Croix, Switzerland, manufacturer

of phonograph motors, tone arms and sound

boxes, recently announced, through Louis H.

Junod, president of the company, that the

Thorens institution had equipped and was

operating an additional factory in order to meet

demands from the phonograph industry both

here and abroad.

"We are in a position, by virtue of the recent

expansion of Herman Thorens, for the first time

to carry a stock of motors in this country and

meet the requirements of the industry in the

United States for Thorens products from stock.

Production has been increased to a point where

orders will be filled promptly for even the small

motor, which has ever been in great demand by

manufacturers of portable talking machines.

"The portable motors manufactured by

Thorens possess the unique feature of having

a casing made of pressed steel instead of cast

iron. This is a much lighter material than iron

and, consequently, is desirable for use by man-

ufacturers of portables."

Announces New Product

The William Schollhorn Co., maker of the

well-known Bernard pliers, has devised an in-

genious new plier which will doubtlessly be

found useful in talking machine and radio man-

ufacturing and repair work. This new inven-

tion is the work of W. A. Bernard, from whom
this brand of pliers takes its name.
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FIGURES TALK!
Why does the
American public

accord such over-

whelming approval

to one receiver?

FREED-E1SEMANN RADIO CORPORATION
Manhattan Bridge Plaza * - Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Radio Industry's Growth
Strikingly Illustrated

E. E. Bucher, Sales Manager of the Radio
Corp. of America, Makes Interesting Com-
parisons to Show Growth of Industry

An interesting article by E. E. Bucher, man-
ager of the sales department of the Radio
Corp. of America, making some striking com-
parisons illustrative of the tremendous growth
of the radio industry in the past four years, ap-

peared recently in The Town Crier, the house

E. E. Bucher at His Desk
organ of the Radio Corp. of America. The
article is reproduced below because it shows
the large potential radio business which awaits

development by live retailers:

"Few of us stop to consider the miraculous

growth of this infant industry of ours. From a

scientific novelty of five years ago, radio has

become the necessity of to-day. The home is

no longer complete without a radio receiving

set. As I look back to the Spring of 1920

—

six months before the first attempt to broad-

cast voice and music for entertainment pur-

poses—the kaleidoscopic happenings of the suc-

ceeding years in the radio industry often seem
more like the recitation of a dream than a re-

view of actualities.

"Starting with KDKA, the Westinghouse
Electric & Mfg. Co.'s station at East Pitts-

burgh, Pa., which on November 2, 1920, sent out

I he first broadcast program, we have to-day

almost six hundred broadcasting stations in the

United States.

"From sales of nearly $2,000,000 in 1920, it is

estimated the American public spent over $350,-

000,000 for radio in 1924.

"Statistics give us these amazing compari-

sons: Radio in four short years has grown
from comparatively nothing to a business which
is larger than the combined sporting goods and
camera industries; twice the size of the carpet

and rug industries; and is now 75 per cent as

large as the combined musical instrument

trades.

"In 1924 the American public spent 33 cents

for radio to every dollar for furniture; 25 cents

for every dollar spent for boots and shoes; and
20 cents for every dollar paid for automobiles.

And yet there are to-day twenty million homes
in the United States without radios!

"It is conservatively estimated that radio sets

are to be found in only four million homes to-

day. In other words, the radio dealer has as

a potential market approximately 83 per cent

of the homes in the United States. This in-

dustry of ours has grown with almost alarming
rapidity, but we have only begun.

"Dealing with the present, the better pro-

grams, and the greatly increased power of many
broadcast stations will make radio an all-day

and all-season necessity. Many stations are al-

ready operating with several times the power
used a year ago and others are preparing to

take this step in the near future. As the power
of the sending station increases, the receiving

set picks up a stronger signal. Static and simi-

lar electrical disturbances will fade into the

background and radio become a business with-

out the handicaps experienced in the past."

Columbia Go. Prepares
Dealer Window Display

Window Trim Prepared by Advertising Dept.
for June Is Extremely Attractive and Sea-
sonal—Dealer Can Secure Same at Small Cost

The Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc., New
York, has prepared for the benefit of its deal-

ers a beautiful window display for June. The
centerpiece of this display is in three sections,

multi-colored and distinctly appropriate to the

season, the height of Spring and the coming of

Summer. The delights of the phonograph dur-

ing these seasons are attractively pictured. In-

cluded with the display are four cards, each fea-

turing a separate record and three window
streamers, one listing several records under the

caption "Hits You Will Enjoy," another fea-

turing the first Columbia recording of Eddie
Clark, "Ukulele Baby," and the third featuring

"June Brought the Roses." The display is ex-

tremely attractive and, appropriate as it is to the

month of June, will prove a distinct asset to

any dealer's display space. The new display

service which the Columbia Co. is offering its

trade can be secured at a nominal price.

Believes Quality Product
Should Have Fine Setting

Cincinnati Retailer Beautifies His Store to Be
in Keeping With Fine Radio Line

Cincinnati, O. May 5.—Under the caption of

"A Store that Radiates Quality" the warerooms
of the Barriger Radio Sales Co., Atwater Kent
dealer of this city, are described and illustrated

in a recent bulletin emanating from the head-

quarters of the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., of

Philadelphia, Pa. Although the Barriger Co.

has been established in its new quarters but a

comparatively short period of time it is report-

ed that it has been a successful enterprise from
the start. Atwater Kent radio is handled ex-

clusively and eight salesmen are employed.

This company is a firm believer in the sales

value of good windows and attractive interior

arrangements, and in the sales salons no deco-

rative detail has been overlooked and none over-

done. The rich deep-green carpet, the artistic

and colorful draperies and the attractive and

appropriate pictures all combine to create - an

atmosphere that radiates quality and inspires

confidence. That artistically arranged ware-

rooms pay and are one of the first essentials

in attracting businesses proved by the steadily

increasing number of sales that this company
is making.

J. A. Fischer Go. Issues

Price List of Its Line

Philadelphia, Pa., May 8.—The J. A. Fischer

Co., of this city, manufacturer of talking ma-

chine repair parts, has issued its first chart and

price list on Valley Forge main springs, which

it makes. The frontispiece is devoted to an

artistic presentation of the "Valley Forge"

trade-mark, which is rapidly taking its place in

talking machine circles. The chart, prepared

with exceptional care, tabulates a widely varied

selection of main springs and is said to be one

of the most complete published. For facility

in ordering, each type of spring is numbered,

after which follows a general description, accu-

rate measurements and the talking machine it

is intended for. The table also shows prices in

assorted lots of 6, 12, 25, 50 and 100. Included

on the back page of the spring chart is the Val-

ley Forge mica diaphragm chart, which is also

comprehensive in scope. This company has

adopted as its slogan "From a Needle to a Mo-
tor."

The
.
Dodge Music Co., Anacortis, Wash., re-

A-C DAYTON

PREFERRED —
by those who know your needs

Jobbers to the music trade know the needs of music
dealers. It means something, then, when the leading
Victor, Cheney, Columbia and Edison jobbers of the
country choose the A-C DAYTON XL-5 as the most
practical solution of your radio problems.

The PHONO- SET,—The A-C DAYTON XL-5, five
tube Receiver, adapted for installation in any upright
phonograph cabinet and most console models,— sells
on performance, satisfies and stays sold.

For complete details, prices and discounts,
send in the coupon today,

THE A-C ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.
DAYTON, OHIO

Makers of electrical devices for more than twenty years

A-C ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.
Dayton, Ohio

Please send me full information, prices and
discounts on the A-C Dayton Phono Set.

Signed

Address

ThePhono Set,
batteries and
all, is complete-
ly contained
within a stand-
ard phono-
graph cabinet.

Phono Set dials
are at the most
c o n ve ni e nt
height and
angle for opera-
tion by a seated
person.
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Ship in an "Atlas

and Save Money
Atlas Plywood Packing Cases only weigh about one-half as much as the ordinary wooden
box and yet they are much stronger. Think of the saving in freight charges this lighter

weight permits. Figure out your present tare and estimate the difference Atlas Cases
would make in freight alone.

The greater protection given your shipments by Atlas Cases, due to their greater
strength, means further economies. Lighter weight also means greater ease and effi-

ciency in handling.

If you have not already done so, decide to modernize your shipping department and
let us show you how it may be done. Our recommendations are conscientious. We
are not interested in single orders. For years we have had the same names on our
books as regular, satisfied customers. Write us today.

Atlas Plywood Corp.
PARK SQ. BUILDING BOSTON, MASS.

Largest Manufacturers of Box Shook in New England

How the Atwater Kent Go.

Studies Its Sales Field

Efficiency and Service Are Keynote of Sales Or-

ganization Headed by V. W. Collamore

Sales analysis has proved itself one of the

most important factors in the conduct of mod-
ern business*. Haphazard guesswork no longer'

finds a place in the plan of a well-defined or-

ganization. That this is so is indicated by the

many large concerns which are constantly study-

ing this field. A case in point is the Atwater
Kent Mfg. Co., of Philadelphia. Vernon W.
Collamore, general sales manager, in whose
hands is placed the great responsibility of the

sale and distribution of Atwater Kent radio

sets, loud speakers and phonograph units, has

surrounded himself with carefully picked sales-

men, all of whom are unreservedly giving their

best in the exploitation of Atwater Kent prod-

ucts.

As a part of the sales analyzation work there

is hung upon the walls of the sales department

what probably constitutes one of the largest

maps of the United States in existence. Upon
this map can be noted every move of every

Atwater Kent representative as well as visual-

izing at a glance the headquarters of the vari-

Recordings
for the

Phonograph Trade

NDEPENDENT is

the best equipped and
most efficient record-

ing laboratory in the

country.

ECORDINGS for the

most prominent makes
of records are among
our successes.

ET us solve your
technical problems.

A phone call or letter

will bring full details.

personal recordings

of all kinds.

Also

INDEPENDENT RECORDING LAB.
55 West 16th Street

WATKINS 0525
New York

ous Atwater Kent wholesale distributors. In

addition to the large map a series of smaller

maps divide the country more minutely for

sales work. This, backed up by a system of

records, enables the sales department to feel

the business pulse of all localities and co-oper-

ate in a thorough manner with dealers and dis-

tributors in all sections of the country.

Fada Canadian Plant

to Open in Montreal

Arrangements Just Closed by F. A. D. Andrea
and R. M. Klein—An Important Move

F. A. D. Andrea, president, and R. M. Klein,

general manager, of F. A. D. Andrea, Inc., have

just returned from Toronto, where they com-
pleted arrangements for the opening of a Cana-
dian plant.

Mr. Andrea, in commenting on the new proj-

ect, says, "The ever-increasing demand for Fada
radio equipment in Canada, coupled with our

desire to render the same standard service in

Canada that we have been able to give in the

United States, is responsible for the opening
of this new plant. The new project will be

known as Fada Radio, Ltd., of Canada, and
will manufacture complete receivers and phono-
graph panel units at a fair price for the Cana-
dian market.

"This move toward better service follows the

recent opening of a plant and branch office in

Chicago and three warehouses and a branch
office on the Pacific Slope."

Important Activities

in Bridgeport Trade

Bridgeport, Conn., May 6.—The E. K. Music
Shop, 933 East Main street, has just added the

Victor line and also a high-grade line of pianos.

Mr. Krolakoski reports that it was necessary to

add these lines to his present lines of Columbia
phonographs and Columbia records and musical
instruments through local demand.
The West End Music Shop has opened a new

music store on State street, where it is handling-

phonographs, musical instruments, sheet music
and pianos.

The Clifford Jewelry & Music Co., 60 South
Main street, South Norwalk, has opened a music
department featuring the Columbia phono-
graphs and Columbia records together with

musical instruments, sheet music and pianos.

The Fox Piano Co. has moved into its new
store in South Norwalk, under the manage-
ment of Mr. Craig. Pianos and Edison phono-
graphs are being featured.

The Beal & McCarthy Music Co., Brockton,

Mass., is holding a special sale prior to its re-

moval to new quarters.

Everybody's Go. Catalog

Receives Wide Praise

Manufacturer of Honest Quaker Main Springs

and Other Repair Materials Deluged With
Letters of Commendation From the Trade

of Everybody's Talking

...
,

Philad
'

of Honest Quaker main spri

The headquarters or nveryDoay s laiKing

Machine Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa., maker
-ngs, has been prac-

Quaker
MAIN SPRINGS AND
REPAIR MATERIALS

CATALOG IV

Cover Page of Everybody's Catalog

tically deluged with letters of commendation

on the latest issue of Everybody's catalog of

talking machine repair parts.

This catalog, with its seventy-six pages of

useful data, constitutes probably the most au-

thoritative and attractive compilation of talk-

ing machine parts ever prepared. Accompany-
ing the catalog in its mailing was a letter signed

by Samuel Fingrutd, treasurer of the company,

appreciating the business and friendship of the

past and expressing the hope that the recipient

would derive as much value from the catalog-

as Everybody's Talking Machine Co., Inc., had

in presenting it. It is also announced in the

letter that the new prices appearing in the

catalog take effect immediately.

In addition to the large numbers mailed to

those on the books of the company, many re-

quests are being received for this catalog.

The Broadcast Electrical & Radio Supply Co.,

Newark, N. J., was recently incorporated at

Trenton, with a capital stock of $125,000. The
incorporators are Max Schechter, Anne Schech-

ter, William Lachs and Gussie Lachs.
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inherent

How the Binocular Coils

Balance Each Other
A typical arrangement of Binocular
Coils, as used in the Synchrophase
receiver, is shown in the sketch.

"A" and "B" are similar coils con
nected in series or parallel in such o
manner that their electromagnetic
fields are opposing each other.

When a source of electromagnetic
field is radiated from an exterior
source, such as coil"C,"we can assume
that an E.M.F. of + 2 units value is

induced in coil "A" and an E.M.F. of—2 units is induced in coil "B". There-
fore, "A" and "B" being connected in
the proper manner, the + 2 units and
the— 2 units will counterbalance each
other and the resulting E.M.F. across
the terminals of thewhole inductance
will be zero.

Selectivity

THIS is one of the strongest selling points of

the Synchrophase because it means so much
to your customers. Each tuned stage of this set

is maintained even when it is operated near a

powerful station. The Binocular Coils set up a

tuning barrier that prevents any but the desired

station coming through.

Binocular Coils, S-L-F Condensers and other ex-

clusive features of fundamental importance to the

set's performance not only sell the Synchrophase
quickly, but keep it sold and the customer happy.

Write for full details and prices

A. H. Grebe & Co., Inc.

Van Wyck Blvd., Richmond Hill, N. Y.
Western Branch: 443 So. San Pedro Street, Los Angeles, Cal.

This Company oivns and
operates station WAHQ

That which
has inherent

worth never
loses its value.

All Grebe ap-
paratus is

covered by
patents gran-
ted and pend-
ing. ^Sfe^ ^^fc^

'h

Also supplied with

base for batteries.
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Tribute From a Dealer
in a Far-Distant Land

A
Complete List

OKJL
and

OcLoTV
Distribu tor s

WALTER S. GRAY COMPANY
926 Midway Place, Los Angeles, Calif.

WALTER S. GRAY COMPANY
1054 Mission St., San Francisco, Calif.

L. D. HEATER
357 Ankeny St., Portland, Ore.

TEXAS RADIO SALES COMPANY
2005 Main St., Dallas, Texas

JUNIUS HART PIANO HOUSE, LTD.
123 Carondelet St., New Orleans, La.

CONSOLIDATED TALKING MA-
CHINE COMPANY

1121 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

YAHR & LANGE DRUG COMPANY
207 E. Water St., Milwaukee, Wis.

JAMES K. POLK, INC.
294 Decatur St., Atlanta, Ga.

THE ARTOPHONE CORPORATION
1103 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

THE ARTOPHONE CORPORATION
804 Grand Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

CONSOLIDATED TALKING MA-
CHINE COMPANY

227 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.

CONSOLIDATED TALKING MA-
CHINE COMPANY

2957 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich.

THE RECORD SALES COMPANY
1965 E. 66th St., Cleveland, Ohio

STERLING ROLL AND RECORD
COMPANY

137 W. 4th St., Cincinnati, Ohio

PHONOLA CO., LTD., OF CANADA
Elmira, Ont., Canada

IROQUOIS SALES CORPORATION
210 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.

EVERYBODY'S TALKING MACHINE
COMPANY

810 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

GENERAL PHONOGRAPH CORPO-
RATION OF NEW ENGLAND
126 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

GENERAL PHONOGRAPH CORP.,
(New York Distributing Division)

15 W. 18th St., New York City

JAMES COWAN COMPANY
18 West Broad St., Richmond, Va.

Talking Machine World Readers Are Located
in All Parts of the Globe—South African Mer-
chant Finds The World of Great Value

One of the most pleasing evidences of the

way in which The Talking Machine World is

appreciated by the trade throughout the world
is not only in its increasing circulation in the

United States but particularly in foreign coun-

tries. Its position abroad i's evidenced by the

great number of inquiries and orders which are

being received by advertisers in The World.
Letters are also reaching the desk of the edi-

torial department from dealers and salesmen in

all parts of the world, testifying to the value de-

rived from the impressive number of practical

merchandising articles which are appearing in

each issue. In this connection the following let-

ter, just received from Woodroffes, Ltd., 366

West street, Durban, Natal, South Africa, an

old-time subscriber of The World, reads:

"As a dealer in a far off land, we wish to ex-

press our appreciation of The Talking Machine
World. It has proved of very great value with

its helpful articles to dealers, and we are tak-

ing full advantage of its pages."

This letter expresses the spirit of hundreds of

others, and while The World is not given to

bombast we must confess that it is a pleasure to

serve a constituency that is so appreciative of

the efforts which are being made to make the

dealer a more valuable factor in the community
and also enable him to conduct business in a

profitable manner.

Declare Regular Dividend
on Freshman Go. Stock

At a meeting of the board of directors of the

Chas. Freshman Co
,

Inc., New York, held re-

cently, the regular quarterly dividend of fifty

cents per share was declared payable May 25

to stock of record May 5, 1925. Following the

directors' meeting, Charles Freshman, president

of the company, made the following comment:
"The company has had a highly successful

season. The outlook for increased sales is

particularly bright because of the perfection of

new models which we will shortly bring out

on the market and which, in our opinion, will

have a greater market than our present models

of receivers. These new models include battery

eliminators and console type receivers which

will be sold to the public at very popular

prices."

Many Pfanstiehl Agencies

Granted in Past Month

The International Clearing House of New
York, Inc., New York, Eastern distributor of

Pfanstiehl radio receivers, has opened over half

a hundred new accounts throughout the terri-

tory which it serves within the past few weeks.

The fact that the International Clearing House
is exclusive distributor for New England ter-

ritory and New York, New Jersey and part of

Pennsylvania assures dealers who are granted

the Pfanstiehl franchise protection against un-

fair competition, as the company is granting

agencies to only reputable dealers, and these

dealers have the Pfanstiehl franchise exclusive-

ly in those territories which they serve. Among
the agencies granted were those to Denton,

Cottier & Daniels, of Buffalo, New York, and
Rohin, Inc., New York City.

F. T. Douglas Opens Shop

Altoona, Pa., May 6.—Fred Tait Douglas, local

radio entertainer, has taken possession of the

store at 1401 Eleventh avenue, in the Capitol

Theatre building, this city, and has opened a

talking machine establishment.

II < I FV'Q GRAPHITE PHONO1LuJlj lj _ J SPRING LUBRICANT
Ilsley's Lubricant makes the Motor make good.
Ia prepared in the proper consistency, will not run
out, dry up or become sticky or rancid. Remains in

its original form indefinitely.
Put up in 1, 5, 10, 25 and 50-pound cans for dealers.
This lubricant is also put up in 4-ounce cans to

retail at 25 cents each under the trade name of

FITRFKA noiseless talkingum%£jHfl MACHINE LUBRICANT
Write for special proposition to jobbers

ILSLEY-DOUBLEDAY & CO., 229-231 Front St., NewYork

"Comparaphone" Announced
as Loud Speaker Tested

New Device Introduced by the Bristol Co. Fills

Real Trade Need

"Nothing on the air" has many times been an
obstacle in the way of demonstration of a loud
speaker on the part of a dealer and also in test-

ing the comparative merits of various loud
speakers. The "Comparaphone," a new product

Comparaphone at Wanamaker Store
of the Bristol Co., Waterbury, Conn., has been
evolved to meet this condition. Accordingly,
many departments and retail radio shops have
installed this new instrument in their depart-

ments. The accompanying illustration shows
the radio department of the John Wanamaker
New York Store. This department, one of the

finest in the country, is equipped with the

Bristol Comparaphone, which may be seen in

the center of the picture. The Comparaphone
reproduces a phonograph record electrically

through any loud speaker. A group of loud
speakers may be attached to the control box
and with the aid of a six-volt battery and by
means of a selector switch, the music from the

talking machine is put through the different

loud speakers and in this way a fine demonstra-
tion and comparison is given the customer, re-

gardless of radio programs.

Hazeltine Corp. Stops

Infringement of Patents

The Times Square Auto Supply Co. has been

adjudged in contempt of court by Judge Marcus
B. Campbell in the U. S. District Court of

Brooklyn for violating an injunction restraining

them from manufacturing or selling apparatus

infringing the inventions of Professor Louis A.

Hazeltine which cover the neutrodyne system

of radio reception. In the decree Judge Camp-
bell ordered the defendant to pay to plaintiffs

its counsel fees and the cost of all expenses

incurred in connection with the investigations

and presentation of the case.

The Famous BEL-CANTO
LOUD SPEAKERS

Have proved themselves superior in Ma-
terial, Workmanship and Performance

—

Priced at half their value.

Horn Types $10.00 and $15.00
Cabinets at $17.50

West of the Rockies—$10.50—'$15.50—$18.00

Bel-Canto Radio & Telephone
Equipment Co., Inc.

872 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY
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The Great Blue Book of Blues

Sr 49

RACE
RECORDS

The "Blue Book of Blues"

W
OKeh.

HO first thought of getting out Race Records
for the Race? OKEH, that's right!

Genuine Race Artists make genuine Blues for

That's why OKeh is biggest and best: first and all the

time.

It's a cheerful day, folks, for everybody. The Great Blue
Book of Blues is off the press. We have been very busy
collecting the very best Blues and, knowing these Blues are

so mighty fine, it is certain you will want to sell every single

one of them.

You will find the titled pages bear the meanest kind of
Blues horn ever loosed—the simplest kind of a note rises

and swells like the passing shriek of an angry gale. All the

greatest songs Blues has ever given are ready; songs of love
and joys and griefs; good mammas and good papas, mean
mammas and mean papas

;
haunting memories and stirring

desires ; the delicate passions of humanity—all have been
made real and articulate by our exclusive OKeh Artists.

They are artists who have been basking in the applause of a

listening nation. They are the greatest Race Artists in

the country. There is also a complete alphabetical index.

The big time for Race Records is HERE ! The time has
arrived for you to check stock and order immediately. A
sale in hand is worth two sales on order. A customer wants
his Blues when the desire moves him to ask for it ; not next
week when you expect your diminished stock to be replen-

ished. This Blues Catalog contains the greatest variety of
Blues music on the market, and for a group of famous
artists ours can't be beat. Be sure to give the "Great Blue
Book of Blues" good display and wide distribution when
you receive your allotment.

The Pride of The Race

Butterbeans
and

Susie

(Exclusively

There's nuthin' dreary lookin' 'bout this pair, folks. When
Butterbeans takes that han'some way he has and turns out

lookin' lak a dressin' up fool, and then starts a rollin' that

mean baritone of his—that's the time he has a way with

wimmin.

And the girl Susie—well, there's nuthin' grander than the

stuff she does with so few vocal chords. This is the team that

knows how to get them goin'.

Sara
Martin

(Exclusively QKt^)

When it comes to Sara, we're tellin' you there's none finer or

grander at warblin' mean and hot the low-down ravagin'

Blues. Sara has proven herself no shelf lizard.

Sippie Wallace
(Exclusively OKs!^

"S" in the eyes of OKeh Blues

lovers stands for the super-

moanin', snappy singin', spark-

ling handsome SIPPIE, Chi-

cago's high-brown darling. Sip-

pie is sobbin' mamma to a host

of the hottest Blues that ever

burned a musical pen.

General Phonograph Corp.
OTTO HEINEM AN, Pres.

25 West 45th Street New York City
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Landay Hall, Tenth Store

of Chain, Formally Opened

New Landay Bros., Inc., Establishment Has
Appropriate Ceremonies on Opening Day.

Many Recording Artists Broadcast

Landay Hall, Forty-second street and Sixth

avenue, the tenth link in the chain of Landay

Bros, music stores, was formally opened to the

public on Saturday, May 2. Not only did the

The New Landay Building

thousand or more visitors to the store partici-

pate in the opening ceremonies, but countless

listeners-in on the radio heard the superb pro-

grams which were broadcast from Landay Hall

through Station WJZ from four until five-thir-

ty o'clock Saturday afternoon, and from eight-

thirty to nine o'clock Saturday evening. The

following artists helped make the occasion a

memorable one through their broadcasting at

the afternoon concert: Brooks John, Gene Aus-

tin, Jack Shilkrct and His Pejham Heath Or-

chestra, May Singh Breen and Peter de Rose,

and Dan Gregory and His Crystal Talace Or-

chestra. At the evening festivities the fea-

tured artists were Sigmund Romberg, famous

musical comedy composer; Edward B. Lock-

wood, W. Ralph, and the Romberg String En-

semble.

Landay Hall is a fitting tribute to the quar-

ter century of steady progress covered by the

firm of Landay Bros-, since its organization.

Founded in 1900 by Max and James B. Landay,

the partnership, through sound merchandising

principles, has prospered and steadily expanded
until at the present day, Landay Bros, occu-

py a position second to none in the metropoli-

tan district as retailers of musical instruments.

Of the ten Landay Bros, stores now in exist-

ence, five are situated in New York, the others

serving the public in Newark, N. J.; Yonkers
and Mount Vernon, N. Y.; Bridgeport and
New Haven, Conn. The new establishment is

advantageously situated with entrances^ on both

Forty-second street and Sixth avenue. Two
floors and a mezzanine balcony are given over

to display and demonstration rooms, compris-

ing approximately 10,000 square feet. On the

main floor are situated the record, piano roll

and sheet music departments, together with

elaborately-fitted demonstration rooms. The
musical merchandise and band instrument de-

partment occupies the balcony and on the sec-

ond floor, the talking machine, radio and piano

salons are situated.

The store is under the management of Arthur
Hill, who acts in a similar capacity for the Lan-
day establishment at 23 West Forty-second

street. In commenting on the new store, Max
I anday, president of the company, said: "The
opening of Landay Hall is the beginning of a

great program of expansion and development,

which within a short time will see Landay Bros,

a national institution with branches in all prin-

cipal cities in the country."

Hundreds of messages of good will and con-
gratulations were received Saturday from lead-

ing members of the music trades throughout the

country and among the many visitors to the

establishment on Saturday were leading figures

in the Eastern music tradi -

Columbia Artists Score

in Retail Store Concert

Concert in the Store of the Haverty Furniture

Co., Columbia, S. C, by Warner's Seven Aces,

Is Outstanding Success

Warner's Seven Aces, a popular dance or-

chestra from Atlanta, Ga., who re-signed recent-

ly as exclusive Columbia artists, made a visit a

few weeks ago to the Haverty Furniture Co.,

Columbia, S. C, Columbia dealer, for the pur-

pose of giving a popular music concert at that

store. The concert was a huge success, every

available inch of space in the establishment

being occupied by music lovers from the city

of Columbia, and nearby points.

This dance organization of collegians is

steadily increasing in popularity throughout the

South and requests for concerts similar to the

Haverty engagement are being received from

Columbia dealers in all of the important centers.

Of course, it is impossible for Warner's Seven

Aces to fill all of these engagements without

seriously interfering with their regular activ-

ities. The new Columbia record by this organ-

ization, "The Blues Have Got Me," released a

few days ago, is meeting with a ready sale

everywhere.

Music Store Changes Name
The Rialto Music Shop, Newark, N. J., has

had its name changed to the Frisoli Victrola

Shop, following the securing of the agency

for Victrolas and Victor records. The estab-

lishment will continue to handle the Columbia

line of phonographs and records.

The Desimone Radio Corp., New York, has

been granted a charter of incorporation at Al-

bany, with a capital stock of $100,000. The in-

corporators are M. G. Desimone and C. H.

Liebman.

RIVOLI
RADIO-AMPLIFIER

List Price . . $2

5

00
Model Number One

No need of description here! An amateur can tell at a glance that here is the "Real Thing."

Suffice it to say that the ALL-WOOD construction of the RIVOLI RADIO-AMPLIFIER, has

made possible the same sort of wonderful tone for which the RIVOLI PHONOGRAPH has long

been famous.

Appearance Appeal—The most artistic CABINET SPEAKER on the market.

Tone Appeal- The sweetest-toned CABINET SPEAKER YET CREATED.

PRICE APPEAL- $25.00.

For distributors' proposition inquire of

Vincennes Phonograph Company
VINCENNES INDIANA

or

LEON C. SAMUELS
Vice-president and Manager of Sales,

666 Lake Shore Drive Chicago, 111. Model Number Two
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Many Favorable Factors in the Richmond
Territory Presage Good Summer Business

Retail Dealers Organize Richmond Radio Broadcasting Corp. to Stimulate Sales—Combination

Phonograph-Radio Cabinets Prove Brisk Seller s—Portables Coming Into Favor—The News

Richmond, Va., May 8.—Richmond radio mer-

chants, including a number of local music deal-

ers, have organized the Richmond Radio Broad-

casting Corp., through which a broadcasting

station is to be established here for the pur-

pose of stimulating interest in radio in the day-

time. It is planned for the station to function

throughout the day. This will enable dealers

handling radio to give demonstrations in their

places of business during business hours by

hooking up with the broadcasting station, and
it is expected that it will prove a great stimulus

in increasing sales of radio apparatus and equip-

ment. As A. J. Crafts, of the A. J. Crafts Piano

Co., who is president of the corporation, points

out, it will also enable citizens of this section

with radios in their homes or places of business

to enjoy them during the hours of the day.

The housewife, in particular, may be regaled

with music and other things of interest while

engaged in her household duties. Mr. Crafts

was honored with the presidency of the organ-

ization because he was one of the leading spirits

in promoting it. Other officers are: S. W.
Owens, vice-president; J. A. Steere, secretary,

and O. S. Harding, treasurer. The corporation

is authorized to have maximum capital of $5,000,

and it is understood that all needed capital has

been already subscribed. The broadcasting sta-

tion will be in direct charge of Mr. Steere and

his business associate, R. N. Eubank, both of

whom are trained and expert operators. They
are members of the firm of Steere-Eubank Co.,

radio dealers. It is planned to establish the

station on West Broad street.

Growing Demand for Combination Cabinets

Local phonograph dealers report increased

demand for combination radio and phonograph

cabinets. In some instances, these models are

bought with a view of installing radio later as

it may suit the convenience of the purchaser.

In others, radio sets are purchased already in-

stalled along with the talking machine. Gold-

berg Bros., jobbers of the Kimberley machine,

say that dealers handling this line report that

the combination model retailing at $59.50 with-

out radio installed is having quite a run with

the trade. The firm announces the appointment

of two new local Kimberley dealers here. These

are the Globe Furniture Co. and Hopkins Furni-

ture Co. The S. P. Dowdy Furniture Co. is

exclusive dealer in this city for the Pathe.

Corley Co. Activities

Fred R. Kessnich, wholesale manager of the

Corley Co., handling the Victor line, made a

business trip to the western section of Virginia

the latter part of April and reports finding con-

ditions satisfactory. O. E. Spott is now in

charge of the shipping department of that firm,

succeeding Louis I. Dunn, who recently went
on the road for the house.

Destroyed by Fire

The plant of the Montague Mfg. Co., this city,

which specialized in the manufacture of fancy

wood work, was burned a week or so ago. In-

cluded in the stock destroyed were about 1,000

phonograph cabinets.

Bright Outlook for Portables

As a general rule, business in the regular

phonograph line is not so active at this season

as the dealers would like, being not quite up to

the level of last year. The outlook, however,

for portables is believed to be especially bright,

and a substantial business in them during the

approaching Summer season is anticipated. The
Lee Ferguson Piano Co., Victor dealer, recently

featured portables in a special window display.

Other dealers are also featuring the line in an-

ticipation of active business as the vacation sea-

son opens up.

Good Record Demand Continues

Practically none of the dealers have any com-
plaint to make of their record business, which

is reported to be running considerably ahead

of this period last year.

E. W. Feltner, of the Martin Music Co., which

recently moved into new quarters at 117 East

Marshall street, fitted out with four booths and
attractively finished throughout in French gray,

says that Cliff Edwards records continue the

leaders in his line of Perfect records.

Favorable Trade Factors

Thanks to recent rains prevailing throughout

Virginia and the Carolinas, the crop outlook in

this territory is reported to be particularly

bright. This presages better business for the

Fall season. Business has been slow for some
time in West Virginia, but with mines in that

State showing renewed activity in recent weeks

it is believed that there will soon be an ap-

preciable improvement in conditions throughout

the State.

Music Heralds Lorain
Dealer's Spring Drive

A. B. Sauer, Prominent Ohio Dealer, Draws
Crowds to Store by Interesting Program

—

Manufacturers' Representatives Present

A. B. Sauer, Lorain, O., Columbia and Edison

dealer, recently conducted a Spring phonograph

and record opening. The store, with its festive

A. B. Sauer's Store Concert

setting, is shown in the accompanying photo-

graph. Mr. Sauer is at the extreme right of the

picture. Next to him is Roy Titsworth, Edison

representative. F. W. Gumaer, Columbia rep-

resentative, is standing directly behind the

piano, where he is announcing the selections

played and relating the record story of each.

The Rainbow Girls' broadcasting orchestra fur-

nished music for the occasion. All day crowds
thronged the store.

California Ramblers Are
Feature at Own Restaurant

The California Ramblers, exclusive Columbia
recording artists, are probably the only dance
orchestra in America employing themselves, so

to speak. As owners of the California Ram-
lers Inn, located on Pelham' Shore Road, Pel-

ham, N. Y., they are their own employers be-

cause they are the featured attraction at this well-

known road restaurant, which is considered one
of the most exclusive near New York, enjoy-

ing a clientele of young collegians and the

first families of this part of the State.

Secures Long Lease

The Central Talking Machine Corp., Jersey
City, N. J., recently leased the three-story brick-

building at 371 Central avenue for ten years
at a net rental of $60,000 and carrying charges.

The Hamilton Radio Co., New York, has been
incorporated at Dover, Del., to make accessories,

with a capital stock of $500,000.

Big Profits in

UDELL RADIO CABINETS
With built-in

loud speaker unit

and horn.

^I^HIS is just another
J- example of the rare

beauty of all Udell cab-

inets. No. 733 has space

for receiving set at top

and batteries below.
Handles receiving sets

up to 31 in. wide, 10 in.

high and 12 in. deep.

Removable back. Fin-

ished in brown mahog-
any with two-tone effect.

All Udell cabinets are

priced to make you at-

tractive dealer profits.

Complete illustrated
folder gladly mailed
upon request. Write for

your copy today!

THE UDELL WORKS, Inc.

28th St. at Barnes Ave. Indianapolis, Ind.
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Quality Radio
Products

BACKED BY

AHuge Advertising Campaign

THE splendid profits and assured stability of
a legitimate radio department, added to your
phonograph and musical instrument business,

are yours if you secure the franchise for Music
Master Radio Products in your district because:

Music Master Radio Products cover the whole range
of radio from Parts to Receiving Sets — and

—persistent, intensive and intelligent adver-
tising— not mere "blah-blah"— will send
customers to merchants who hold the
Music Master Franchise,

The cream of radio trade goes to the merchant
whose offerings represent sound value backed by
CONSISTENT, PERSISTENT, SALES PRODUCING
National Advertising.

Music Master as a name stands for the PERFECT
and UNIFORM RELIABILITY of ALL radio products
bearing that name.

Music Master Radio Products sell on demonstra-
tion and STAY SOLD through their long-lived
Performance.

Sold by Authorized Distributors and
Dealers Everywhere

Music Master Merchants are in position to satisfy

the demand for practically all items of radio equip-
ment with Music Master Radio Products as
displayed and described in the following pages.

fllhisic ©aster Corporation
Makers and Distributors of High-Grade Radio Apparatus

WALTER L. ECKHARDT, President

Tenth and Cherry Streets

Chicago PHILADELPHIA Pittsburgh

Canadian Factory: Kitchener, Ontario

RADIO PRODUCTS
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Music Master Receivers

TYPE 350
Five tubes. May be operated
either by using batteries or
special Music Master Battery
Eliminator on house lighting
circuit. No antenna or ground
required. French Spinet Desk
cabinet of solid mahogany in

brown mahogany art satin
finish. Built-in Music Master
Reproducer.

Complete with bat- $ *2 C f\
teries, tubes, etc. . . JJv

WITH the advent of Music
Master Radio Receivers

an era of greater business op-

portunities is offered the radio,

phonograph and musical in*

strument dealer*

These masterpieces of radio reception

are offered in a complete range of
models from the neat cabinet type at

$60 to the decorative Louis XVI
design at $350.

In design, construction, finish and per-

formance each set is supreme in its

class.

Modern approved methods of manu-
facture make each model comparable
to the highest types of art-craft furni-

ture while scientific designing and
technical skill assure the fullest possi-

bilities of New-Era Radio Reception.

TYPE 215
Same as Type 175 with
table base. Base equipped
with drawer and battery
compartment. Finished in
same style as cabinet of
Type 175.

Price complete

Table Base only, $40

TYPE
Entirely new cir-

cuit. Five tubes.
Great selectivity,
extraordinary
ume and w|
ful tonal
Solid mahd
cabinet, beaut
o r n a m e i

brown mari
art satin fi
Built-
MasterReprod

Price

RADIO PRODUCTS
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asterpieces of Reception

TYPE 175

Six-tube special Music Master
circuit. Very selective, long
distance and splendid tone
quality. (Built-in Music Master
Reproducer.) Solid mahogany
cabinet in brown mahogany
art satin finish.

Price ^175

#} % .

TYPE 100

ive-tube new Music
aster circuit, involv-

ing special adaptation
to radio frequency.
Very selective, good
volume. Exceptional
tone and distance. Sol-
id mahogany cabinet
in brown mahogany
art satin finish.

Price H00

TYPE 60
Five tubes. Two stages of radio
frequency, detector and two
stages audio frequency. Selec-
tive,good volume and distance.
Brown mahogany art finish
cabinet.

Price ^60

THE constantly applied,

sound merchandising
|§L principles that, now as al-

ways, are back of ALL Music
Master Radio Products, offer an
inducement of real guaranteed
character*

Phonograph and musical instrument
dealers holding the Music Master
Franchise in their respective localities

will sell Music Master Radio Receivers
for the SATISFACTION they give and
the PROFITS they bring.

You can build reputation with Music
Master Receivers and MAKE STEADY
PROFITS while building it.

You can stress the superlative merits of
Music Master Receivers with a degree

of confidence and conviction hereto-

fore unknown in radio merchandising
—for EVERY Music Master Receiver is

UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED.

RADIO PRODUCTS
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[Editor's Note—This is the fiftieth of a series of articles

by William Braid White devoted to the various interest-

ing opportunities which prevail in the domain of educa-
tion for the retailer of talking machines. The subjecl
is one of great Interest and we commend these articles to

the consideration of all who are devoting attention to the
featuring and developing of the musical possibilities of the
talking machine.]

Record's Musical Mission

No one who has given any thought to the

more recent developments in the field of talk-

ing machine recording can fail to see that an
entirely new method of merchandising is being
opened up and that retail merchants are ac-

quiring new and powerful weapons to aid them
in the fight for sales. One of these powerful
weapons is to be found in the new records of

complete musical works which are being pub-
lished, and in the opportunities thus afforded

to do demonstrating upon a scale of merit

and musical value such as hitherto has been
quite out of the reach of the talking machine
trade.

I suppose that nothing can be more surpris-

ing to the casual observer from the outside

than the vast distance which apparently sepa-

rates the talking machine from that large and
steadily growing public which supports music
and which of course includes within its ranks

the members of the American musical profes-

sion. Music teachers are said to be generally

most conservative, not to say stodgy, in their

attitude towards novelties of any kind, and
musicians of all kinds seem to come within the

same range of complaint. Nothing is more
astonishing than the blank ignorance which
characterizes so many members of the musical
profession in their attitude towards the talk-

ing machine. Not one in ten seems yet

to have sensed what has been accomplished in

the way of both recording and reproduction
during the past ten years; and it is only just

to say that rnusic-lovers, amateurs of music, as

distinguished from professional musicians, are

almost as badly in need of a new view' and a

new understanding.

An Unimpressionable Element
Retail merchants have never been able to

make much impression upon these classes of

the community. Partly this has been because
of the very personal attitude towards art taken

by most musicians and of the resulting snob-

bishness which is almost inevitably a part of

that attitude. Musicians are not interested in

new things because their art is very personal,

is very largely, and often wholly, an exhibition

of painfully acquired technical dexterity.

Wrapped up in the long continued and painful

studies which the desire for musical proficiency

makes necessary, musicians have acquired an

unreasoning prejudice against whatever can be
called "mechanical" in musical reproduction.

Compelled though they always are, when
brought straight up against the marvels of re-

production, to admit that the talking machine
disc is not a maker of "mechanical" music, even
in the sense in which that adjective may be ap-

plied to the reproducing piano, they have never-
theless never quite believed in its artistic status,

and have always been inclined to look askance
at the claims made for it. How often does one
see a fine talking machine and an adequate col-

lection of records in the home of a professional

musician ?

The Amateurs, Too
Now this is also true, though not to quite the

same extent, of the general body of music-
lovers, of those thousands and tens of thou-
sands who throughout the land support music,

who form the membership of the women's
music clubs, who make it possible for musical
artists to traverse the country on nation-wide
lours at a profit, and who cultivate music in

their homes to a greater or a lesser extent.

These women—for they are predominantly

women—commonly neither understand nor ap-

preciate the possibilities of the talking ma-
chine. Their failure so to do lies very largely

at the door of the trade itselt, which in the

past has not provided them with rounded-out

and satisfactory catalogs of music and. more-

over, has not made any systematic attempt,

through steady salesmanship applied in each

community, to attract and capture their interest.

Now a new age is upon us and, asi we look

round us for new fields in which to operate, we
find that we have been provided with new
weapons wherewith to capture these interests.

The new records are wonderful. Complete or-

chestral works, complete string quartets, com-
plete piano and violin concertos, complete

operas even are available already, and more are

being added every day to the lists. The record

makers are committed fully to giving the world
all of the finest music for the talking machine.

Now it is up to the retail merchant to take

advantage of these facts. He can now go to

the musicians and the music-lovers, with argu-

ments which they cannot overlook. He can

show them serious contributions to their musi-

cal culture, and especially in the smaller com-
munities he can demonstrate to them that they

cannot become connoisseurs save at the cost

of having a talking machine and a stock of the

latest in fine records. If this statement last

made sounds a bit far-fetched, let the sneercr

just stop to think for a moment. For already

there exists a library of records which covers a

wealth of music of the highest types, played

by the finest artists, recorded with marvelous

fidelity, not one-half of which the average music

teacher or music lover living in a small Ameri-

can community is likely to be able to hear

otherwise, save at the cost of leaving home for

at least one whole musical season to be spent

in New York, Philadelphia, Chicago or one of

the other few great American cities which have

a strongly developed musical life.

Backing Up Our Claims

But to make statements of that sort really

effective the merchant must be able to back

them up with demonstration. Now it happens
that I personally prefer not to tell men to do
things merely because these things seem to my
thought to be good, unless I can have some
direct knowledge that they are both good and
practicable. Demonstration of records on a

large scale, public demonstration in fact, has

always been a hobby with me, and I have made
many experiments in it, experiments which have

proved to me, beyond any doubt in my own
mind, that there is a public for fine records, a

public hardly as yet considered by the general-

ity of merchants, a public which is ripe and
ready for fine records, which only has to be

told about them and whose prejudices may be

broken down by the simple expedient of bring-

ing the actual recorded music to reproduction

before their ears.

How To Do It

But to break down prejudice is not so easy.

It is not enough simply to announce that one

has this or that music on sale. In cases like

these one must work more subtly. Imagine a

merchant hiring a local musician to take charge

of a phonographic performance of a symphony
program, at the store, admission by invitation

only, and the persons invited being the mem-
bers of, say, the local music club of women!
Think what could be done! A whole program
consisting of a complete symphony, a complete
piano or violin concerto, a group of songs with

orchestra and a big concert selection from, for

instance, "Rheingold" could be included, mak-
ing up a whole concert, and a genuine con-

cert, such as one could only parallel in a great

city. Or again, it might be a complete opera,

or an historical concert devoted to ancient or

classic or modern music. The possibilities are

endless.

The sales possibilities arc equally endless.

To hear such records is for those who love

such music to want those records. Nothing is

more completely certain than that!

Of course, work of that sort must be done
well, if at all. Some one must explain, give

the cues, as it were, tell what is going on.

Work of this sort does sell fine records, and no
other work is equally effective.

to the

New England Trade

Inc.

210 Lincoln Street
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L. E. Gillingham Is Now Vincent Lopez and His

Assistant General Manager Orchestra Sail for England

mvm
TbmWmM& LartfMt FMducarof

DIE CASTIli^I

Unceasing research, ex-

periment, test, develop-

ment—daily contact
with hundreds of indus-

tries using die-castings

—an experience of 18

years—a staff of engi-

neers, metallurgists and

die-cutters unequalled

in the industry— these

are the factors which

determine and maintain

Doehler Quality.

And back of all this are

the three Doehler plants,

separate and distinct

but under one manage-

ment and policy—which

make Doehler service

as unvarying as Doehler

Quality.

GENERAL. OFFICE AND ASSEMBLING DIVISION
BROOKLYN, N Y.
PLANTS AT

POTTSTOWN.PA: B ATAVIfl.N.Y- TOLEDO.O.

Of the Nipponophone Co. in Japan—Other

Americans Join This Large Organization

—

Plant Now Running Smoothly

The many friends in the trade of L. E. Gil-

lingham, widely known as one of the foremost

recording experts in the industry, will undoubt-

edly learn with interest that he is making very

satisfactory progress in the Nipponophone Co.,

Ltd., with head offices in Tokyo, Japan, where

he has been associated for a number of years.

Mr. Gillingham narrowly escaped death in the

Japanese earthquake, and after returning to

America for a short rest rejoined the Nippono-

phone organization in Japan.

In a letter received recently at the offices of

The World, Mr. Gillingham stated that he had

recently been appointed assistant general man-

ager of the company, and R. R. Layte, who
joined the organization about a year ago, had

been made chief engineer. The Nipponophone

Co. is making rapid progress and is in a most

advantageous position because of the fact that

it has secured long-time contracts with the ma-

jority of leading artists.

The company is turning out a quality product

in both phonographs and records, which may
be attributed, in a considerable measure, to the

influence of the foreign experts in charge of

the manufacturing. About four months ago

Wallace Ougheltree, formerly connected with

the Victor Co., and a recognized record expert,

joined the Nipponophone forces and John Hud-
son, formerly associated with the Columbia Co.

for many years, also joined the organization re-

cently in charge of its machine activities.

Although the company suffered a great loss

in the earthquake of 1923 and its buildings were
practically all destroyed, it was running in full

force in four months' time. Fortunately, there

was no fire at the plant and ninety per cent of

the machinery was intact. Mr. Gillingham in-

vites the correspondence of his many friends in

this country who are desirous of becoming ac-

quainted with conditions in the phonograph in-

dustry in Japan.

Big Radio Sales Field

in the Rural Districts

Small Town Dealers and Those Who Have
Access to Country Districts Can Cash in on
Radio by Soliciting Among Farmers

It is estimated that during the past year the

number of radio sets on farms and in rural dis-

tricts has increased from 145,000 to 370,000.

This is indicative of the growing appreciation

of radio among rural dwellers. The farmer

finds radio especially valuable not only as an

entertainment medium but because through it

he can get the latest market reports and other

information of value to him in his work.

The farm radio market has barely been

scratched and the retailer with the foresight

and energy to develop sales among the rural

population surrounding the city or town in

which he is located will find the effort very

much worth while. The farmer is usually an

excellent risk from the credit standpoint, and

because of his real need for radio selling should

not be difficult. The large mail order houses

realize this and they are placing thousands of

radio sets in farm homes, securing business

which the talking machine dealer could get with

comparatively little trouble. The dealer is in

an excellent position to render service, and this

with the advantage of making personal contact

with prospects should eliminate any trouble in

overcoming the competition of the mail order

houses. At any rate here is an opportunity of

keeping up radio sales during the Summer. The
farmer will buy if he is sold on his vital need

for radio

Famous Okeh Artists to Tour England—Guest

of Honor at Farewell Party Prior to Sailing

—Well-known to Record Fans Abroad

Vincent Lopez and his Hotel Pennsylvania

Orchestra, famous dance organization and ex-

clusive Okeh artists, sailed on the "Leviathan"

May 2 for a very important engagement of

four weeks' duration, during which they will

Vincent Lopez
appear at the Capitol Theatre in London and
at the Kit Kat, one of the leading London night

clubs. Before sailing, Mr. Lopez was the guest

of honor at an informal farewell party tendered

him by the directors, executives and depart-

ment heads of the General Phonograph Corp.

The success of Lopez records in the Okeh
library has been one of the outstanding features

of the phonograph industry in recent years, and
Mr. Lopez has evinced the keenest interest in

the production and marketing of his records.

Lopez records abroad are marketed under the

"Parlephone" label, and it is expected that his

tour in England will result in a tremendous de-

mand for these records.

Nelson Go. Takes Brunswick

Billings, Mont., May 6.—Announcement was

recently made that the Nelson Music Co. had

purchased the stock of talking machines and

records, together with the Brunswick Radiola?

on hand, of the Hammond Furniture Co., which

is liquidating its business. By this purchase

the Nelson Music Co. is* adding the Brunswick

line to its stock, having hitherto only carried

the Victor line.

Gets Edison Agency

The Soda Shop,' of Largo, Fla., of which

Gene Howard is proprietor, recently secured

the agency for the New Edison phonograph.

A complete stock of instruments and records

is on display and an advertising campaign is

being waged.

Monthly Popular Releases

ITALIANSTYLE
Records and Player-Piano Rolls
REPRODUCING SELECTED ITALIAN POPULAR

SONGS, OPERATIC and DANCES
Distributed by

ITALIAN BOOK CO.
145-147 Mulberry St. New York, N. Y.

CATALOGUES SENT ON REQUEST
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erShall the legitimate deal
or the mA

dominate the radio industry

9
IHE developments of the

past five weeks haveT,
shown conclusively there is no

"standard of price" in radio today

—

and, mark you, without standard of

price, there is slight hope of perma-

nent profit for anybody.

"What is one man's meat is another

man's poison!"

The motley collection of "What-

not-humdingers" which spread over

the market like a cloud of seventeen-

year locusts are rightly entitled to the

famine they have brought on them-

selves; but our avowed enemies, the

"gyp>" tne in-and-outer, the radio

panhandler, are having the time of

their lives.

For them, it's meat—red meat

—

each one trying to go the other one
better, only to discover that smashing
prices is like sin—the lower you go,

the rottener it gets.

The legitimate music and radio

dealer who has a business to main-

tain, a reputation to protect, an over-

head to watch and a minimum
sales-volume to secure, know;;

that volume founded on price-

appeal is poison to his business.

The spring of 1925, we believe, will

go down in radio history as sharply

dividing existing radio dealers into

two classes:

1. The legitimate dealer who is inter-

ested in maintaining a permanent

radio business.

2. The "gyp" who walks in the wake

of distressed manufacturers.

The policy of the R. E. Thompson
Manufacturing Company is to work
with only such dealers as can con-

tribute to the stability and perma-

nence of the radio industry.

On request, we will forward the

name of our nearest distributor to

desirable dealers who appreciate a

manufacturer's policy as against low-

priced "distress" merchandise indis-

criminately distributed. R.E.Thomp-
son Manufacturing Co., 30 Church

Street, New York City.

cnompsoD
The 6-tube Thompson Neutrodyne

Concert Grand, $180

The cabinetmaker's skill is revealed in the

design and grace of every Thompson Radio. A
thing of beauty that intrigues the interest of the

most esthetic.

RHDIO
Thompson Speaker, $28

To get best results from the Thompson or

any other good receiver, use the Thompson
Speaker. Extremely sensitive. Contains over-

size magnet and coils, amplifying armature,

diaphragm in scientific cone shape, and in-

cludes simple thumb-screw volume-regulator.
Uses no battery current. For supremely
natural home radio— the Thompson Speaker I

LICENSED BY

.UTRODf.

,

5.5c* 27.l«3 AND «p„7, «

,yJ° OTHER PATENTS PENDING
R E THOMRSON MFG..CO-30 CHURCH ST,N.Y.C
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Basis of Future Talking Machine Selling
Recent Developments in Recording Give Dealers Opportunity to

Meet Unusual Competitive Conditions by New Sales Arguments

The future of the talking machine business

is in the hands of the retail merchant; but the

talking machine record in turn will in the future

be the determining and controlling clement of

the merchant's business. These two truths are

at the basis of all sane and sound thought about

the talking machine industry, about talking

machine salesmanship and about the probabili-

ties for expansion and prosperity in this indus-

try.

Sooner or later this truth had to push itself

forward to the front of every question in the

whole industry; for ever since there was a

talking machine, the record has been the de-

termining factor in its progress. The talking

machine is the body but the record is its brain;

and if a brain must function through a body,

certainly a body without a brain is useless.

And when one thus speaks of "the record" in

the singular, one means of course records in

general, one means all the records, the idea of

record in its collective sense, and by no means
any one single disc.

It ought perhaps to be unnecessary to say

anything so obvious as this about the sense in

which the word record was used and it would
be quite unnecessary if the practice of the

trade, whatever their theory has been, did not

so steadily lead one to suppose that a talking

machine sale was well and satisfactorily made
when one record had been added to the pur-

chase. In a word, if the trade had always

realized that not one record, but many records,

sold with every talking machine and bought
steadily by all owners of talking machines, form
the only sound basis for trade prosperity, it

would not be necessary to lay so much stress

upon obvious truths.

Obvious Not Always Acceptable

Obvious indeed these truths are but the ob-

viousness of a truth is no guarantee that it will

be generally accepted by those whom it princi-

pally concerns.

To-day salesmanship in . the talking machine
trade has to solve the not very simple problem
of expanding to its proper ^dimensions a pub-
lic demand which has of late been diverted bv

formidable competition of many sorts. The

talking machine no longer reigns without com-

petition in a realm itself unique. It no longer

finds itself sole provider of the universal re-

production of music. Consequently there is no

longer the certainty that the public demand
will account for a satisfactory output of ma-
chines and records. It is no longer possible to

sit by and wait for the public to come in and

buy. To-day, there are half a dozen interesting,

fascinating and plausible attractions competing

with the talking machine for the spending

money of the people. Some of these attrac-

tions obtrude themselves directly upon the

talking machine's own region; all of them are

fascinating and formidable.

"New Stuff"

Consequently, then, talking machines to-day

have to be sold. But when we have said this

we have said something which we can contra-

dict with equal truth and without the least hesi-

tation as to our meaning. For we can say at

once that it is not the talking machine at all

which we must heretofore sell. The sales of

talking machines have been large in the past

-because there was no effective substitute for

them. To-day there are substitutes, not of equal

merit, not even indeed within a hundred miles

of it in general adaptability. These substitutes

attract attention because they are new. To
talk merely "talking machine" as against these

is to talk what may succinctly be called "old

stuff." Talking "old stuff" is not effective in

dealing with competition which is made up of

very "new stuff."

. New stuff must be countered by other "new
stuff" and fortunately in the present case the

"new stuff" is to hand, and requires on our

part no effort save the very slight one of

stretching out the hand to grasp it.

What is this "new stuff?" It is of course the

present exalted, wonderful and fascinating con-

dition of the recording department of the talk-

ing machine business.

The New Record
Always the talking machine record has fur-

nished the reason for the possession of a talk-

ing machine. Always the record has been the

controlling feature in that sense; but only to-

day is it seen to be true that the profit-making

possibilities of the selling are in future to be

bound up with increased sales of records. Rec-

ord selling is to-day the great, the new, the

hitherto-unexplored country which is open to all

and which promises the greatest results for

the exercise of even slight amounts of intelli-

gent effort. That, in brief, is the "new stuff,"

the use of which may be guaranteed to cure

any slow-sale evils of which the trade is com-

plaining or is ever likely to have to complain.

There was a time when the condition of the

record catalog of any first-class house was not

a condition to cause the merchant any particular

joy. The listing of records, the choice of things

to be recorded, and the manner of recording,

were all subordinated to the personality of the

recording artists. This of course could not but

be so in the early days, for it was mainly the

acceptance of the talking machine by great ar-

tists which brought about its acceptance by the

masses of people. There has now however
come a time when the mere lure of a name is

not enough and when scrappy selections of

this or that worn-out song, scene or fragment

of a complete musical work no longer please.

The people are learning more about music and

beginning not only to know what they want

but to ask for it. Therefore we now find that

instead of little bits of things, "whole works are

being done. That is why we find that great

orchestral works are being done complete, by
great orchestras, in two, three or four disc sets.

That is why to-day one can get a whole opera

in an album, complete from overture to final

curtain. In a word, the talking machine is en-

tering a new era. It used to be an interesting

toy, then later it became an interesting and

saleable example of the possibilities of the

future, a prototype of the home music equip-

ment of the future, when every family shall

have its opera, its symphony orchestras and its

solo artists in complete repertoire, all contained

in one machine and one cabinet of marvelous,

almost unimaginably perfect records. And lo!

it is already coming to pass.

The Music-Means of the Age
To-day, be it understood,, the talking machine

business is in a retail position such as never

before it could have enjoyed. To-day there is

a new record age upon us. To-day every owner
of a talking machine is fair game for new sales

of records. To-day every suggestion of the pur-

chase of a talking machine may be winged with

words of compelling power, for to-day the claim

to give all music, whenever wanted, and how-

ever wanted, is within a short distance of com-

plete fulfilment. The talking machine is no

longer a toy. It is the one and the only actu-

ally indispensable music-means of the age.

With the certain co-operation of the great

manufacturing houses, now so fully committed

to the policy of providing absolutely the whole

literature of music for the talking machine own-

er's use and behalf, it is no exaggeration to say

of the talking machine merchant that his busi-

ness is entering upon a wholly new and wholly

wonderful phase, with possibilities of expansion

which only a few years ago could hardly have

been imagined. Perhaps some will find them-

selves unable to see these possibilities so clear-

ly, yet this blindness can only be temporary at

the best.

The new wine of the talking machine business

is the new age of recording which is now upon

us and this new wine has the inestimable ad-

vantage of filling old bottles without doing

them the slightest harm and in fact with the

certainty of doing them very much good.

YOURNAME
Means something inyour town

Genera! Phonograph Corp.
-OTTO HEINEMAN. Pres.

25 West 45th St., New York, N. Y.

The most valuable sort of advertising is

the kind that "gets into the home."

Your name, imprinted on every one of

your needle envelopes, is valuable adver-

tising to you, for it goes into the homes
of prospective record buyers.

When it is linked to a nationally known
product, such as Okeh Needles, and appears

under the caption "packed expressly for"

the tie-up is doubly strong.

Your Okeh distributor is prepared to

furnish Okeh Needle envelopes with your
name printed in large, bold type, right on
the front.

Write at once for complete information.

OKJL Needles
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Model 1400-R-I

Console, 31 Vz inches
high, 34 inches wide
and 15% inchesdeep.

Of English brown
mahogany, with
Built-in Pooley Float-
ing Amplifying Horn
and Atwater Kent
Reproducing Unit.

Price without
ft

i-j H
Receiving Set { J

e N

s Just What They Want
TDEAUTIFULLY designed—Pooley high standard of quality throughout. A completely
LJ equipped radio console, with ample battery space especially ventilated, arm rest slide,
radio log, drop sliding door for the horn grille and the unique, super-efficient

Built-in Pooley Floating Amplifying Horn (patent pending)
With the Celebrated Attvater Kent Reproducing Unit

a combination found only in Pooley Radio cabinets. It gives unusual volume with a
clarity and sweetness of tone surpassing anything radio science has yet developed.

Compare and Prove It Beyond Question

The Pooley Radio Console will accommodate Atwater Kent Receiving Sets Models 20, 20
DeLuxe, 19, 10 and 9. Size of top, for placing the radio is 28'/2 in. wide by 10V2 in. deep.

All Owners of ATWATER KENT Receiving Sets
Are Sales Prospects

Show them this outfit ... it means immediate business. We can make deliveries NOW.

THE POOLEY COMPANY
Indiana Ave., 16th— 17th StS. Radio Sales Department c PHILADELPHIA USA

ie uiirMiiiuusmiimiDsiMmiii© Qfflnnnmra i I nK^?
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Intensive Campaigns Bring Up the

Sales Volume in the Pittsburgh District

Outstanding Event of Month Was Big Victor Sales Campaign—Miss Hildegarde Wehrle in New
Post—Drive on Sonora Portables—Death of L. J. Schoenberger- Other Activities of the Month

Pittsburgh, Pa., May 7.—0,ne of the outstanding

events in talking machine circles in Pittsburgh

in connection with the Victor Sales Drive was
the banquet held at the Fort Pitt Hotel on

Thursday evening April 23, when more than

250 persons were present from Pittsburgh and

vicinity. The Standard Talking Machine Co.

and W. F. Frederick Piano Co. co-operated in

making the affair a rousing success.

The guests were seated at small tables

grouped according to the firms and stores rep-

resented. E. B. Heyser and George Rewbridge

headed the W. F. Frederick Piano Co. delega-

tion. At the C. C. Mellor Co. table was seated

W. C. Dierks, H. H. Fleer, Anthony L. Herrle,

Miss M. Ferrall, E. Kantner, Mrs. M. L. Gard-

ner, who was formerly in charge of the educa-

tional department of the C. C. Mellor Co., and

C. C. Latus.

J. C. Roush, Wallace Russell, Thomas T.

Evans and Mr. McCormick, of the Standard

Co., were much in evidence greeting the guests

and seeing that everybody had a good time.

E'uring the dinner an orchestra furnished mu-
sic and a number of songs were sung. Follow-

ing the dinner there were brief addresses by
Miss Streeter, Mr. Morgan, Mr. Mayer and Mr.

Egner, when the details of the campaign were

announced by Mr. Egner.

After the speaking there was dancing, which

lasted until midnight. Among the firms repre-

sented at the banquet were Boggs & Buhl, S.

Hamilton Co., Joseph Home Co., Kaufmann &
Baer Co., Kaufmann's department store, Spear

& Co., and the Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.

The campaign started on Friday, February

24, and continues until midnight May 29.

Following the appearance of the Eight Pop-

ular Victor Artists in Unioritown, Pa., on April

23, the Morning Herald of that city paid a trib-

ute editorially to the merits of these artists

collectively and, individually. W. F. Frederick

Co. was thanked for bringing these artists to the

city.

Miss Hildegarde Wehrle, for a number of

years connected with the talking machine de-

partment of the S. Hamilton Co. at the main
store, 815 Liberty avenue, relinquished her po-

sition there recently and is now associated with

the Columbia Music Co., the Edison, Brunswick
and Columbia dealer. Miss Wehrle is widely

known to the trade and enjoys the reputation of

being one of the best-informed persons in the

retail talking machine business.

, The Pittsburgh Post, on April 26, ran a

lengthy article describing the Music Master

Corporation and the activities of Walter L. Eck-

hardt, the president. In the article a photo-

graph of Mr. Eckhardt was used.

The Pennsylvania Phonograph Distributing

Co., Sonora distributor, with offices in the Wa-
bash Building, in this city, is making a special

drive on the new Sonora portable, which sells

at $35, and the Sonora Portable De Luxe,

which is priced at $65. With the coming of the

Spring and Summer months there is always a

big demand for portables and the local Sonora
dealers are making appropriate window displays

of the two types of Sonora Portables.

Sales of the Brunswick phonographs and
Brunswick Radiolas are reported as very satis-

factory by the local Brunswick offices. Much
interest is being taken by music lovers in the

weekly programs that are broadcast by the

Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. and the fact that

one of the major prizes in the last Brunswick
Memory Contest was awarded to a Pittsburgher

has stirred up much local interest in the Bruns-

wick products.

The Buehn Phonograph Co., Edison distribu-

tor, reports a good demand for the Edison lines.

A. A. Buehn, treasurer of the company, stated

that the outlook was very satisfactory for a

neat volume of business. Reports from the

Buehn Co. travelers indicate that local Edison

dealers are much pleased with the inquiries that

are being made by prospective purchasers of

Edison phonographs.

The Esenbe Co., distributor of the Atwater
Kent equipment, Colin B. Kennedy equipment,

Pooley radio cabinets, Music Master loud

speakers and Pennsylvania radio phones, are

gratified over the general trend of business.

The wedding of Mrs. Catherine Norris Leech,

of Greenville, Pa., and Chauncey R. Parsons,

manager of the talking machine department of

the Rosenbaum Co., was solemnized in Christ

Methodist Episcopal Church on Thursday eve-

ning, April 30. Edward Kuntz presided at the
organ. The bride is soprano at Christ Church,
while Mr. Parsons is tenor at Shadyside Pres-
byterian Church.

Death of L. J. Schoenberger
Louis J. Schoenberger, secretary of the Lech-

ner & Schoenberger Co., piano dealers and Edi-
son, Victor and Brunswick dealers, died at his

home here on May 3 after a brief illness. Mr.
Schoenberger was fifty years of age and is sur-

vived by his widow, two sons and four daugh-
ters, one brother, Homer, and his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Jacob Schoenberger. The father is

president of the firm. Interment was made on
May 6. Mr. Schoenberger was widely known
to the trade and had been a member of the

firm since its formation over thirty years ago.

Radio Instruction Book
Is in Its Sixth Edition

French Battery & Carbon Co.'s Publication,

"Ray-O-Vac Radio Trouble Finder and Broad-
casting Station Directory," Popular

The French Battery & Carbon Co., Madison,

Wis., manufacturer of Ray-O-Vac dry cell bat-

teries, has just issued a sixth edition of its pop-

ular publication "Ray-O-Vac Radio Trouble

Finder and Broadcasting Station Directory."

This booklet is being distributed generally by

Ray-O-Vac jobbers and dealers and in addition

a return postal card is being included in each

"B" battery carton. When the postal card is

returned to the company by the consumer, one

of the booklets is immediately forwarded.

The success of this 1 interesting publication is

due primarily to its practical value, for in-

cluded in its contents are important paragraphs

relative to information for the beginner, types

of radio receiving sets, loud speakers, radio bat-

teries, battery chart, how to test Ray-O-Vac
batteries, vacuum tubes, tuning units, locating

and eliminating trouble, simple repairs', a direc-

tory of broadcasting stations and illustrations

of the various Ray-O-Vac dry cell batteries, in-

cluding the B, A and C batteries. The fact that

the publication is in its sixth edition is a tangi-

ble indication of its value to the trade.

Issue Attractive Series

of Gennett Folders

Special Record Catalog and Musical Instrument

Folders Also Issued by Starr Piano Co.

The Starr Piano Co., Richmond, Ind., manu-
facturer of Starr phonographs and Gennett rec-

ords, issued recently a very attractive series of

folders, featuring Gennett records in the Ital-

ian, Spanish and German languages. A special

catalog listing Gennett records designed espe-

cially for the Latin-American trade, together

with a photograph of Starr phonographs, is be-

ing used to excellent advantage in the develop-

ment of this important export business. The
catalog is attractively illustrated and gives the

music lover an adequate idea of the vast re-

sources of the Starr organization.

Another interesting folder issued under the

direction of R. C. Ball, advertising manager of

the company, is devoted .to Starr musical instru-

ments for educational purposes. Featured in

this folder are the Star style XXVII phono-

graph, designed exclusively for class use; the

Starr style l/z phonograph, the Starr pianos

style D upright and the Princess Grand. The
Starr XXVII phonograph has met with excep-

tional success everywhere and is ideally adapted

for class use, for it may be pushed about the

room by the touch of the hand and is extremely

light in weight. It is equipped with a movable
shelf for records and Silver Grain Spruce horn.

The K. G. Walter Radio Corp., New York,

was recently incorporated at Albany, with a

capital stock of $5,000. The incorporators are

S. Kay, D. M. Caterer and R. Greenburg.

Exclusively Wholesale Service in the

PITTSBURGH DISTRICT

Colin B. Kennedy Equipment

Atwater Kent Equipment

Pooley Radio Cabinets

French Ray-O-Vac Batteries

Exide Storage Batteries

Gold Seal Homchargers

Music Master Loud Speakers

Weston Radio Plugs

Pennsylvania Radiophones

Brach Antenna Sets

ESENBE GO
SWARTZ & BUEHN \J

m

909 Penn Avenue Telephone: Atlantic 0539 Pittsburgh, Pa.
Catering especially to music dealers
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READY 22 YEARS
WHEN RADIO CAME

There is one radio set that rode into the in-

dustry on half a million automobiles. That

set is the Atwater Kent.

A quarter of a century ago we built our first

Ignition System for automobiles and motor

boats. That business grew and grew. Its growth

expressed the confidence ofleading motor manu-

facturers and of owners that we were truly try-

ing to produce "the spark that couldn't fail."

And when radio came, it called for the same

sort of manufacturing machinery, performing

the same operations and run by the same ex-

perienced hands.

Perhaps the fact that we were ready, coupled

with an earnest desire for precision and care,

explains the confidence with which the Radio

Industry regards Atwater Kent Receiving Sets

and Radio Speakers.

ATWATER KENT MFG. CO.

'Philadelphia

!! k
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Salt Lake Dealers
Enjoy Good Business

Outlook Better Than at This Time a Year Ago •

and Entire Trade Is Optimistic Over Sum-
mer Prospects—News and Activities of Month

r C A R X E R "ONE-WAY" Plug ^
This is the plug that has become the standard by

which all others are judged. The "just as good as"
or "just the same" are not genuine Carter and will

not give Carter results to your customers.

Salt Lake City, Utah, May 5.—The talking

machine business is normal for.the season. Man-
ager Spratt, of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender

Co., said he regarded the outlook for business

as much better than it was a year ago at this

time. Mr. Spratt said R. F. Perry, the com-

pany's traveling representative, had just re-

turned from a month's tour of the Idaho ter^

ritory and reported things as looking up in

that section, whereas Idaho has been considered

in the recent past as one of the States that

were almost crippled by the crop failures. It

was stated by Mr. Spratt that the Brunswick

Radiolas are moving at a very satisfactory rate.

He said he is well pleased with the way this

instrument is going. The record department is

holding its own, the demand for popular music

being strong. The John Elliot Clark Co., Vic-

tor distributor and dealer, reports conditions to

be very much as the Brunswick people described

them. "Things look pretty good to us for the

immediate future," it was stated.

Some of the dealers of Salt Lake City report

the talking machine business as rather quiet,

especially those who have been doing so well

with radio merchandise. However, at one store

it was stated that the phonograph business was
"Picking up again." No one complains about

the record business.

Mrs. Arzella Fullmer, in charge of the record

department of the Glen Bros.-Roberts Piano

Co., has resigned on account of ill health.

During the recent general conference of the

Church of Jesus of Latter-day Saints, or Mor-

mon, held in this city and attended by many
thousands of people from the Mountain States

and elsewhere, the Consolidated Music Co. had

as a special window attraction a large collection

of the favorite Mormon hymns recorded by the

Victor Co.

This conference, which was held since our

last letter was written, brought larger crowds

to the city than ever before and more money,

too, judging by the reports of business men in

many lines. The music stores generally did

well, especially those located near the great

tabernacle, because they caught the crowds as

HISw50c
Order from your jobber.

For Headset or

Loudspeaker

In Canada—Carter Radio Co., Limited, Toronto.

Offices in Principal Cities.

v..

soon as they turned down South Main street

on shopping bent. •

Phil Heilbut, manager of the phonograph de-

partment of the Bates Stores Co., Provo, is

quoted in a recent "Sparks From Live Wires"

department of the Evening Herald of that city.

Mr. Heilbut commented on the successful mu-
nicipal Spring clean-up conducted in the city.

A phonograph-radio store has been opened

by Lee & Roberts at 1062 E. Twenty-first street,

Salt Lake City, or in what is known as the Su-

gar House suburb. "Watch us grow" is the

slogan. The Columbia phonograph will be car-

ried. A young lady named Miss Glenona Duck-

worth will be department manager. Something

new, to these parts, at least, will be given in

the way of service, and will consist of free de-

livery of records. Also, in the matter of radio

equipment, persons interested in radio will be

called for in an automobile and taken to the

studio unless they prefer to have a free demon-
stration at their own home.
The Glen Bros.-Roberts Piano Co. has an-

nounced that it will accept Brunswick, Victor

or Aeolian records in exchange for new Bruns-

wick records, plus an adjustment in cash.

Concert by Eight Popular
Artists Stimulates Sales

Steubenville, O., May 7.—The Eight Popular

Victor Artists recently gave a concert at the

Grand Theatre here to a capacity audience. The
occasion was under the auspices of the Robin-

son Music Co. and it profited by the unusual

demand for the records of these artists.

Louis Mandelstam, formerly associated with

the Lewis Co., recently opened "The Music

Shop" at 116 N. Phillips Ave., Sioux Falls, S. D.

Have You A Genola in Your Toy Shop?
It's a great little money maker—a child's phonograph
retailing at $5.00—that plays all flat records up to 10

inch size with the clear reproduction of a large machine.
It is bright and appealing in appearance and makes a

hit with both parents and children.

The Genola stands but l x/2 inches high. Then to retail

at $10.00, there is The Baby Cabinet, standing 17 inches

high and which is a delightful piece of nursery furniture

as well as a splendid little talking machine.

Order Samples Today

THE GENERAL PHONOGRAPH MANUFACTURING CO.
Elypla, Ohio.

Urges Promotion of Radio
During the Summer Months

L. E. Latham, Sales Manager of E. B. Latham
& Co., Makes An Interesting Analysis of

Summer Radio Sales Possibilities

E. B. Latham & Co., New York, distributors

for the Radio Corp. of America, Atwater Kent
and other well-known radio manufacturers, have
recently been conducting an educational cam-
paign among their dealers with the view of

stimulating radio sales to the consumer during

the Summer season.

"A radio receiving set or product which sold

well during the Winter months and on which

the consumer received full value for the money
expended is just as good to-day as it was dur-

ing the Winter," pointed out L. E. Latham, sales

manager of the company, in discussing Summer
sales opportunities. "Practically all owners of

radios are using them constantly at this time

and will continue to do so during the Summer
months. With the great improvement in broad-

casting very satisfactory results will be ob-

tained all through the Summer, from all in-

dications. It is reasonable to assume that if the

owners of radio sets continue to use them there

is no reason why prospective buyers cannot be

sold and obtain just as much enjoyment from
their sets as those who bought them earlier in

the year. A good radio receiving set does not

deteriorate during the warm months and is

every bit as good a value for the money as it

was in January or December. If a dealer allows

himself to become convinced that there can be

no radio sales made during the Summer months
he is beaten before he even starts, with the re-

sultant lack of sales. On the other hand, deal-

ers will find that by redoubling their efforts

there is a great deal of desirable business to be

obtained. We have concrete examples during

last Summer of large quantities of radio receiv-

ing sets being moved during the Summer sea-

son by large retail outlets. This was accom-
plished, of course, by methods which the ordi-

nary music dealer cannot pursue, such as exten-

sive advertising, etc. However, the dealer who
will put additional impetus behind these big

line sales efforts will find that he is securing

just that business which might be going to

other sources through the Summer season. It

is our firm belief that by pursuing aggressive

merchandising methods and concentrated sales

efforts every dealer handling reputable radio

products will enjoy a good volume of business

during the next few months."

Okeh Completes Recordings
in Atlanta and St. Louis

The recording unit of the General Phono-
graph Corp., under the direction of Charles
Hibbard, recording engineer, recently concluded
a week of recording in Atlanta, where new
records by Fiddlin' John Carson, the Jenkins
family and other popular Atlanta artists were
made. Mr. Hibbard was assisted by Pete
Decker, also a recording engineer and the party

also included George Jeffers-, sales representa-

tive. A number of new releases by St. Louis
Okeh artists were made the week prior to the

Atlanta trip.
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Speed With Which Stock Issue Was Taken
Shows Strength of Columbia in England

Louis Sterling, Who Heads Columbia Interests in the United States as Well as in England, in

Announcement to The World States That Improved Merchandising Plans Are Under Way

Louis Sterling, chairman of the Board of the

Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc., and managing
director of the Columbia Graphophone Co., Ltd.,

London, England, is being congratulated upon

the phenomenal success of the stock offering

made by the latter company recently. The
London company has a capital of 400,000 com-

mon shares valued at $2.50 each, or $1,000,000,

and it announced its plans to increase its capi-

tal by an issue of 300,000 seven per cent pre-

madc in London, although it has no relation

whatsoever to our interests in America. It in-

dicates, however, a confidence in our policies

that is very gratifying, and which is based pri-

marily on the fact that the Columbia com-
pany's profits in London last year were $750,-

000 on an ordinary capitalization of $1,000,000.

The London public has recognized in our ac-

tivities a sincere effort to establish the phono-

graph industry firmly and soundly.

"As mentioned in my first announcement to

The Talking Machine World a few months ago,

it is our plan to conduct the American Co-

lumbia interests on the same lines that we have

used in London. We are going to make a good
product, build up and maintain a feeling of

good will and confidence with our trade and
with the public.

"We have already received significant and

concrete signs of the future prosperity awaiting

Columbia activities in this country, provided

we do not deviate from the plans I have set

forth above. We believe and recognize the fact

that we are selling music and we intend to con-

centrate on the music business.

"The wonderful success that we achieved

abroad with our symphony works in album col-

lections is an interesting indication of the pub-

lic's attitude towards quality recordings if

properly merchandised. When we first issued

these symphony sets we considered ourselves

fortunate to secure orders for 500 sets. How-
ever, we developed merchandising plans that

eventually brought these orders up to 5,000 sets

for new recordings as they were released.

"Within the near future we expect to develop

new features in our merchandising plans for

the Columbia interests in this country that will

be of keen interest to the trade. We are firmly

convinced that the phonograph business in this

country has exceptional possibilities for the

future, and we are welcoming suggestions from
our dealers towards maintaining and develop-

ing our business on a foundation of strength

and stability."

Opens New Music Section

Maquoketa, Ia., May 4.—A new music depart-

ment has been established in the Lee Dry
Goods Co.'s store, handling pianos, phono-
graphs and musical accessories. The store has

Attractive Window Display

Feature of Brunswick Salon

Louis Sterling

ferred shares valued at $5.00 per share, or $1,-

500,000. Within five minutes of the opening of

the lists actual subscriptions for the new offer-

ing were received totaling $10,000,000 and it

is estimated that the total subscriptions will

easily reach or even exceed $15,000,000.

This wonderful reception on the part of in-

vestors in the United Kingdom to this stock

offering is a distinct tribute to the accomplish-

ments and success of the Columbia Grapho-

phone Co., Ltd., of London, England, and a

personal tribute to Louis Sterling, who has

been the dominating factor in the activities of

this organization. Mr. Sterling sailed for Lon-

don recently on the S. S. "Mauretania" and

will be there up to July 1, after which date he

will devote his entire time the balance of the

year to the activities of the American company.

Commenting upon the reception accorded the

English stock offering Mr. Sterling said: "We
are, of course, delighted with the enthusiastic

response to the preferred stock offering that we

Window Display of New Brunswick Salon

been recently remodeled to provide suitable

quarters for the musical department, and a

formal opening will be held in the near future.

The Schmidt Orchestra, of Davenport, will be

provided by the Schmidt Music Co. of that

city for that occasion, when, it is expected, there

will be a large attendance.

One of the most attractive phonograph and
radio warerooms in the Metropolitan district is

the recently opened

Brunswick Salon of

Fifth avenue near the

corner of Fifty-third

street, New York City.

Situated in the heart

of one of the most
exclusive sections of

New York, this es-

tablishment, featuring

the Brunswick phono-

graphs and Bruns-

wick Radiolas, fits

perfectly into its sur-

roundings. The ac-

companying illustra-

tion gives an idea of

the attractive display

which greets the eyes

of Fifth avenue strol-

lers. The interior of

the establishment is

equally attractive,

being furnished and

fitted with fixtures

which harmonize with the period models of

Brunswick phonographs which are on display

and the prospective buyer sees the phonograph

or Brunswick Radiola combination unit, in sur-

roundings which give an adequate idea of the

manner in which the instrument will look in

the home.

John F. Davidson, Rutherford, N. J., writes: "Following is a list of

70 stations I heard in two weeks on my Resas Tone-A-Dyne Receiver

between 8:00 and 11:00 P. M. All of these stations were received while

New York stations were broadcasting yet there was no interference."

Included in this are stations in Montreal, Ottawa, Nebraska and

Georgia.

Some record ! Yet no better than any one should be able to do under

similar conditions.

In performance the Resas Tone-A-Dyne 5-tube Receiver is unequalled

even by sets selling for twice the price.

In appearance, too, the Resas compares favorably with high-priced

sets. It has a handsomely finished solid Mahogany cabinet. 26;<2"x8^2"x

9^2," with genuine bakelite panel and dials. Tone Modulator permits

controlling volume and tone. Is fully guaranteed.

Dealers everywhere report the Resas one of their biggest sellers.

Write for booklet and special low prices.

5, lire.

112 Chambers Street New York City
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*You Can!t Oo Wrong With Any 'FEIST' Song'

Important Trade Activities Boost Sales

Volume of Los Angeles Retail Dealers
Dealers and Members of Their Sales Organizations Entertained at Sherman, Clay & Co. Banquet

as Preliminary to Launching Sales Drive—Convention Plans—Portable Radio Show

Los Angeles, Cal., May 4.—About one hundred

and thirty dealers, sales managers and salesmen

were entertained at a banquet last month by the

Victor Co. and Sherman, Clay & Co., Victor

distributors, the manufacturer and jobber acting

thus as joint hosts. The occasion was the

launching of the great sales campaign of Vic-

trolas throughout Los Angeles.

Otto May, of the Victor Co., occupied the

chair and Philip T. Clay, president of Sherman,

Clay & Co., traveled to Los Angeles especially

to attend the meeting.

Philip T. Clay Draws Analogy

Philip T. Clay, president of Sherman, Clay &
Co., said that the attitude of some dealers re-

minded him in many ways of the Children of

Israel and the Golden Calf, who, after a life-

time devotion to the God of their fathers, were
suddenly attracted to a new form of religion and
bowed down and worshiped the Golden Calf;'

dealers and salesmen, after years of training and
experience in the sale of talking machines—an

enviable and remarkable attainment—had sud-

denly switched over to that which fhev regard-

ed as the line of least resistance, and put forth

all their energies toward the sale of radio,

neglecting talking machine sales almost entirely.

He believes that the talking machine and rec-

ords are just as necessary in the home with or

without a radio as are books and a library.

Music Trades Convention Plans

The Western Music Trades Convention will

take place at the Biltmore Hotel, Los Angeles,

June 23, 24, 25 and 26. The committees of at-

tendance, program, finance, publicity and others

are busily engaged in arranging plans for a suc-

cesful second annual convention which will at

least equal that which was held in San Fran-

cisco last year. Subjects for debate and dis-

cussion are being carefully "selected and radio

promises to occupy a considerable period of the

sessions.

E. R. Potter, chairman of the exhibitors' com-
mittee, has sent out the following letter to

manufacturers and others who may desire to ex-

hibit samples during the Convention:
Gentlemen—The Western Music Trades will hold their

Second Annual Convention in Los Angeles, June 23, 24,

25 and 26, at the liiltmore Hotel.

9NES
T RAD E MAR K

STANDARDIZED, PRECISION-MADE RECEIVERS

Adapted to All Makes of

TALKING MACHINE CABINETS

These Receiving Sets meet the insistent demand
of Talking Machine owners.

Model J-80 (illustrated) is a 4-tube, non-oscillat-
ing, tuned radio frequency receiver, completely
enclosed in drawer-shaped cabinet. Fits into the
space occupied by two record shelves. List price,
without accessories $80

Model JW-90 Phonograph Panel Type is a 5-tube
tuned radio frequency receiver which can be fitted
into any console phonograph cabinet. List price,
without accessories $90

All Jos. W. Jones Receivers are built of the cele-

brated Jones Precision Parts, unexcelled for qual-
ity, tone, volume, selectivity and endurance.

JOS. W. JONES RADIO MFG. CO., Inc.
40.46 West 25th Street New Yort clty

Last year's convention held in San Francisco owed its

success to the splendid attendance at the business sessions

and this was due to the exhibitors' co-operation by keep-
ing their rooms closed until these meetings adjourned.
We are asking you, therefore, to follow a similar pro-
cedure this year. The hours for meetings aie 9:30 till

12 noon and from 2 till 3:30 p. m., affording ample oppor-
tunity for visiting the exhibits thereafter.

Also exhibitors are requested to refrain from arrang-
ing for any form of entertainment during the hours of
business meetings of the convention.

The business meetings and banquet will be held on
the first floor of the liiltmore Hotel, the third floor being
reserved for the accommodations of those who may desire
to stop at the Biltmore. The exhibits will be on the
second floor, which is specially adapted for this purpose.
The size of these rooms vary a little, but approximately
all are 15'x26'. The prices are $6, $7 and $8 per day.
Many • of these rooms are connecting so that two or
three may be engaged; each has a private shower bath,
also a disappearing bed which does not occupy any of the
room space during the daytime.

From the present indications a large attendance is

promised and we hope that you are interested and will
make reservations with the Biltmore Hotel, Los Angeles,
direct. However, as chairman, of the exhibitors' com-
mittee, it will lie a pleasure to co-operate with you in
any possible manner by your addressing the writer at
711 So. St. Andrews place, Los Angeles, Cal. Yours
very tru 'y- E. R. Botter.

Portable Radio Show in Los Angeles
The second annual Portable Radio Show was

held at the Paul G. Hoffman Co.'s salesrooms
April 20 to 25 inclusive. The Paul G. Hoffman
Co. is the great Studebaker dealer and distribu-
tor of Los Angeles and Southern California
and arranged for a similar show last year which
was attended by 20,000 people. The gate this
year amounted to 29,300 and the results- ob-
tained are declared to have been most satisfac-
tory.. Although the booths were put in and
supported by the jobbers, they arranged with
their dealers so that the latter made the actual
sales. Among the exhibitors were: Listenwalter
& Gough, Sherman, Clay & Co., Munson, Ray-
ner Corp., Fitzgerald Music Co. The following
lines were shown: Ereed-Eisemann, Crosley,
Colin B. Kennedy, Crosley radio, Zenith, Fada]
Thompson neutrodyne, Federal, Mohawk',
Lathe, Marwol, Radiolas, . Gilfillan, DeForest!
Atwater Kent, Whitestone & Kodel, Operadio!

Brunswick Artists Score
When one of the world's greatest dance or-

chestras plays in the world's largest arcade
building in one of the world's greatest cities it

is a positive certainty that the affair will turn
out a huge success. That is exactly what hap-
pened with Herb Wiedoeft and His Brunswick
Recording Orchestra appeared in the spacious
promenade of the famous Los Angeles Arcade
Building. An enormous noonday crowd filled
tins shopping lane to overflowing and cheered
at first hand the music which thrills hundreds
of dancers at the Cinderella Roof, Los Angeles.

Miss Anna M. Osterhout was married to
Theodore Edison, son of Thomas A. Edison, on
April 25 in the Appleton Chapel at Harvard.
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Edison plan to make
their home in Orange, where the former is

actively associated with the Thomas A. Edison,
Inc., industries.
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Capitalizing Experience
It is an old and true saving that "Experience is the best teacher." The

budding salesman, the college graduate, and the promising young lawyer or

doctor, do not at first admit this. Later on, whether they have made a failure

or a success, they find out that experience is the best teacher. However, training

and preparedness, plus experience, make- an ideal combination as a foundation

for permanent success.

Those pioneers among talking machine men who have seen the industry

grow from nothing to a success only dimmed by the usual business depression

cycles, realize that there have been times when inventive ingenuity had to be

called upon to stimulate or revive the demand. The introduction of radio

created an interest and demand unprecedented during the present generation,

.not excepting the automobile or the movies. Consequently, it took the experi-

ence, obtainable only through the passing of time, to properly analyze the effect

of radio upon the talking machine business.

The experience of manufacturers of talking machines and radio, together

with that of distributors, dealers and the buying public, has, I believe, now
reached a point where they can capitalize it.

We have been experiencing the "survival of the fittest"—and the survivors

will be of the more dependable type—those probably who have been in the

business for many years, and to whom therefore a temporary depression or a

curtailment of sales and profits was merely an incident in their success' as

measured over a period of years.

So, Mr. Victor Dealer, I suggest that you apply your experience, and in

choosing your product bear in mind the manufacturer, the distributor, and

the reputation that has been made. Large sales do not always show net profits,

and business success is usually not a hundred-yard dash but more of a mara-

thon. The responsibilities of a reputation often make impossible hasty deci-

sions or actions, but when the "zero hour" has arrived great things are ex-

pected, and usually result.

1 believe Victor Supremacv is about to re-assert itself,

and the Victor dealer who maintains or establishes close

relation^ with a dependable Victor distributor will be pre-

pared to share to the fullest the greater things just ahead.

T. NEWCOMB BLACKMAN.
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Oregon Music Trades Association Is

Reorganized at Portland Dinner-Meeting
G. F. Johnson Elected President—Dealers Vote on Return to 5 Per Cent Carrying Charge on

Instalment Sales—Atwater Kent Distributor Stages Music Memory Contest—The News

Portland, Ore., May 5.—After almost a year

of inactivity the Oregon Music Trades Associ-

ation reorganized April 30 at a dinner held at

the Portland Chamber of Commerce. Seventy-

six dealers, salesmen and saleswomen attended,

and greeted with enthusiasm the effort made to

put the Oregon Association on a firm founda-

tion. E, P. Kelly, of Hopper-Kelly Music Co.,

of Seattle, and first vice-president of the West-

ern Trades Association, and Charles Corbin,

manager of Bush & Lane Piano Co., of Seattle,

were invited by the local dealers to come to

Portland and help in the reorganization plans.

New officers were elected as follows: G. F.

Charges
A°r B

Storage Batteries

ULTRA

Charges all storage batteries "A"
or "B." No complicated adjust-

ments. The Ultra Handy Charg-
er will charge batteries from 2

to 48 volts.

Charges Quickly
The Ultra Handy Charger is

speedy. It will charge 5 to 7

amperes per hour to a 6-volt

Battery. "B" batteries at recom-
mended rate.

Simple to Operate
Easy to use—connect the sturdy

clips to the battery—plug the

cord into a light socket and turn

on the current. No care required

when in or out of use.

Fireproof
The Ultra Handy Charger is

absolutely fireproof. Even if al-

lowed to run for several days
there is no danger of fire or
over-charging the batteries.

Write for illustrated folder.

iNintMi Ilictwc Col

4339 Duncan Ave., St. Louis, Mo-

9

Johnson, of the G. F. Johnson Piano Co., presi-

dent; H. N. Quackenbush, manager of Bush &
Lane Piano Co., first vice-president; Frank

Lucas, of Seiberling, Lucas Music Co., second

vice-president; J. J. Collins, of Collins & Er-

win Piano Co., treasurer, and Elmer Hunt, man-

ager Sherman, Clay & Co., wholesale, secretary.

A board of trustees was elected as follows:

B. R. Brassfield, manager Wiley B. Allen Co.;

Julius Meier, of the Meier & Frank Co.; E. B.

Hyatt, of the Hyatt Music Co., and L. D.

Heater, of the L. D. Heater Co.

The by-laws of the Washington Association

were adopted unanimously. Another drastic

measure voted on was a return to a 5 per

cent carrying charge on phonographs and radio

to go into effect May 15.

Unique Music Memory Contest

Portland did not officially celebrate National

Music Week this year or hold a music memory
contest in its public schools, but the Sunset

Electric Co., local Atwater Kent distributor, is

featuring a unique music memory contest over

The Oregonian, KGW, radio broadcasting sta-

tion. A series of three concerts is being pre-

sented one week apart, the first April 23. Julius

Walter, KGW pianist, plays from memory ap-

proximately 200 popular and semi-popular airs

and has picked forty-five of these to be played.

He will play fifteen pieces in each program,

which, instead of being announced by title, are

played in numerical order. Listeners-in will

identify the numbers as played, and at the ter-

mination of the contest will send in the titles.

To the listener having the most correct list will

be awarded a model 10 Atwater Kent five-tube

receiver, complete with loud speaker, tubes arid

batteries; second prize will be a model 9 At-

water Kent four-tube receiving set; third prize,

a model M Atwater Kent de luxe loud speaker;

fourth prize, a model L loud speaker; fifth prize,

a model R loud speaker; sixth prize, a set of

five Cunningham tubes to fit the set of the lis-

tener. These have been donated by the local

Atwater Kent dealers, among them Hyatt Music

Co., McCormick Music Co. and the G. F. John-

son Piano Co. Special printed contest forms

containing instructions have been distributed

from these stores and a great deal of interest

is being shown in the event.

Doing Excellent Business

H. J. Ebert, manager of the talking machine
department of Sherman, Clay & Co., reports ex-

cellent business for April with the report of his

department having sold twice as many instru-

ments in April than in March. Mr. Ebert says

the sale of portable machines started very early

this Spring and he predicts a larger sale of

these little vacation machines than ever before.

Columbia Portables Popular

Randall Bargelt, district manager of the Co-

lumbia Phonograph Co., reports the portable as

meeting with hearty approval of the local deal-

ers, who are pushing the sales as never before.

Exhibits at Home Beautiful Week
The annual Home Beautiful Week was held

the week of April 19 at the Municipal Audito-

rium, under the auspices of the Portland Realty

Board. The G. F. Johnson Piano Co. had an

attractive display featuring the Chickering Am-
pice, the Marshall & Wendell Ampico and the

Cheney phonograph. Sherman, Clay & Co. dis-

played the RCA line, and the Grand Electric Co.

featured an attractive Atwater Kent display.

Art Gillham, Columbia Artist, Scores

Art Gillham, "The Whispering Pianist," ex-

clusive Columbia artist, appeared in Portland
May 1 to 4, under the auspices of the Columbia
Phonograph Co. and under the local supervision

of Randall Bargelt, district manager of the Co-

lumbia Co. Mr. Gillham was presented in con-

cert at the larger stores handling Columbia rec-

ords, among them the Meier & Frank Co., Hyatt
Music Co. and the McCormick Music Co. Mr.
Gillham played to great throngs and auto-

graphed scores of records for customers.

Annual Banquet of Radio Ass'n.

The Radio Trades Association of Oregon held

its first annual banquet April 25 at the Hotel
Multnomah with 400 radio manufacturers, job-

bers and dealers and their families and friends

present. The event was labeled "A Night in

Radioland" and the entertainment consisted of a

varied program of musical features, talks and
novelty features, all of which were sent out into

the air for the entertainment of radio fans lis-

tening in to The Oregonian KGW.
Record Artists in Local Concerts

Many noted artists appeared in concert during

the month of April, all singing and playing be-

fore capacity audiences. Georges Euesco, vio-

linist and Columbia artist; Rosa Ponselle, cele-

brated prima-donna and Columbia artist; the

London String Quartet, also Columbia artists,

also appeared locally.

Here and There in the Trade
Leita Hayes, for eight years in charge of the

record department of the G. F. Johnson Piano

Co., is now manager of the record department

of the Seattle branch of the Bush & Lane Piano

Co. Kathrvn McCarthy is her successor.

Gusteloid Loud Speaker Line

The marked development of radio sets along

artistic lines has led the Custeloid Co., of Ozone
Park, N. Y., to present to the talking machine
trade its line of loud speakers. The Custeloid

line is distinctive in design and consists of three

models, one in the form of a flower vase and
two in small cabinet form which might be

likened to an enlarged jewel case. The cabinet

models are produced in Colonial model at a

popular price and the cabinet model deLuxe at

a slightly higher price.

These models are made of Custeloid and an-

other material, both carefully developed for. this

specific purpose, and which composition seems

to materially add to the tone of the speaker.

• The initial presentation of this line at the

Spring radio show in New York City caused

considerable comment and developed an open-

ing market for it. The company under the

general managership of J. Lefkowitz has found

the reception of the line has proved so en-

thusiastic that he is placing behind it an ener-

getic campaign for the months to come and is

making intensive plans for its sales distribution.

The Thermiodyne Unico Co., New York, was
recently incorporated at Albany with a capital

stock of $5,000. The incorporators are H. S.

Oudmore, J. Hogan and F. G. Jaraban.

STYLUS BARS

Stylus Bar & Mfg. Co.

Clague Rd.

North Olmsted . . . OHIO

TllOr Spea^er Lamp
[Patents Pending]

offers you a bigger volume of sales than for any other type
loud speaker. It is exquisitely finished—with either parch-
ment or any color silk shade. To demonstrate It Is to

sell it. Table lamp models list at $35. Big discounts
offered responsible dealers. Write for full particulars.

THOR Radio Division
OF THE

GOLDEN GATE
BRASSMANUFACTURING CO.

1239-1243 SUTTER STREET
SAN FRANCISCO
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Outlook for Busy Season Creates Better

Feeling Among San Francisco Dealers
Record Sales Continue Excellent—Portables Coming Into Favor With Approach of Summer-

Starr Piano Co. Moves—Association Elects Officers—Convention Plans Mature

San Francisco, Cal., May 4.—The general feel-

ing toward business among members of the mu-
' sic industry and trade is one of real optimism

and dealers are preparing for a busy year. The
rainfall has been heavy as compared with a far

less than normal rainfall last year in the south-

ern part of the State, where agriculture is prac-

tically the sole source of revenue, betokening

better business conditions.

Record Sales Consistently Good
Radio sales still lead in comparison with other

departments, although the record end of the

business has brought nothing but satisfaction to

dealers during the past few months. The visit

of the United States Navy fleet to San Fran-

cisco brought a surprising demand for records

and all dealers participated in supplying the

sailor boys with the means of musical enjoy-

ment when afloat. Robert Bird, of the Victor

wholesale department of Sherman, Clay & Co.,

in commenting on the sale of records, stated

recently that it is surprising the manner in

which record sales stay consistent, although ma-

chine sales have remained rather quiet.

Portables Coming Into Favor

The approach of Summer and the vacation

season is noticeable in the increased demand for

portables. This type of instrument, although a

consistent all-year seller, always reaches its

highest point during the Summer season and the

climb toward the apex starts during April.

Starr Piano Co. to New Quarters

The local office of the Starr Piano Co. is soon

to be moved from the Furniture Exchange to

680 Howard street. For years past the com-

pany has had an office, display space and ware-

rooms on floor 2 of the San Francisco Furniture

Exchange, at New Montgomery and Howard
streets. The move will afford more space for

the activities of the branch. J. W. Steinkamp

is the local representative of the Starr Piano

Co. He is a very active traveler of this section

of the State for his company.

Music Firm Represented in Chamber

Fred R. Sherman, vice-president of Sherman,

Clay & Co., has been nominated a director of

the San Francisco Chamber of Commerce,

which is a very large and influential organiza-

tion, with many ramifications, all laboring for

the building up of business in this city. Shirley

Walker, of Sherman, Clay & Co., has just been

made second vice-president of the Retail Mer-

chants' Association of San Francisco.

Trade Association Elects Officers

The very successful annual meeting of the

Music Trades Association of Northern Cali-

fornia was held at the Stewart Hotel, April 21.

About twenty members of the trade were pres-

ent. The reports for the past year presented

by the various officers were very satisfactory.

The following officers and directors were

elected for the coming year: President, Shirley

Walker, of Sherman, Clay & Co. (the retiring

president of the Association who was re-elect-

ed); first vice-president, George Q. Chase, presi-

dent of Kohler & Chase; second vice-president,

J. Raymond Smith, of the J. Raymond Smith

Co.; treasurer, Lawrence S. Lindsey, of the

Wiley B. Allen Co.; directors, elected in addi-

tion to the foregoing officers, were: James J.

Black, treasurer of the Wiley B. Allen Co.;

B. P. Sibley, president, Western Piano Corp.,

and H. C. Hanson, of the H. C. Hanson Music

House.
Purchases Broadcasting Station

Paul Verdier, president of the City of Paris,

recently purchased the KFRC broadcasting sta-

tion in the Whitcomb Hotel here. During the

week that the station has been in the hands of

the City of Paris a good deal of talent has

been used in broadcasting. W. S. Storms, man-

ager of the radio and phonograph departments,

is leaving shortly for a trip to the East. He said

to-day that they hope to be able to give concerts

by artists, in person, who have recorded for the

phonograph records carried in the store. These

are Victor, Vocalion and Columbia.

Convention Plans Completed

The second annual Western Music Trades

Convention, which is to be held June 23 to 26 at

the Hotel Biltmore, Los Angeles, gives every in-

dication of being an even more successful event

than the initial gathering of last year. Invita-

tions have been dispatched to the trade embody-
ing copies of the convention program. Discus-

sions will be held on Association matters, gen-

eral business subjects and special sessions will

be devoted to pianos, talking machines and ra-

dio. Each subject will be assigned to one or

two dealers well known in the trade and partic-

ularly fitted to discuss it. There will be dis-

plays of talking machines, radio receivers and
other musical instruments. The usual enter-

tainment features have been arranged for.

Drissel Martin Manager of Emporium
Drissel Martin was recently appointed man-

ager of the phonograph and radio departments

of the Emporium, succeeding Charles Mauzy,
who has taken charge of the music department
of the John Breuner establishment.

Remodeling Department
The talking machine department of Nathan

Dohrmann is undergoing extensive remodeling,

with six new demonstration rooms being added.

R. L. Rayner Visits Gotham

R. L. Rayner, vice-president of the Munson-
Rayner Corp., Pacific Coast distributors for

Vocalion Red records, Cheney phonographs
and Colin B. Kennedy radio receivers, was a

recent welcome visitor to New York.

ASSURES CRYSTAL-PURE TONE

The 199
Radio Tube That
Needs No Adapters!

Here is a super-tube—a rigidly

guaranteed tube— that fits

201A sockets. Your cus-

tomers can convert their sets

into semi-portables by using

these tubes and dry cells in-

stead of storage batteries.

Splendid for Summer time!

In Three Types

Cleartron tubes come in three

regulation sizes: C-T 201 A,

C-T 199 SMALL BASE
with regular 199 base and

C-T 199 STANDARD
BASE. All retail at $3.00

apiece.

to be aided by

newspaper ad-

Dealers are

strong local

vertising. Unusually liberal

discounts. Jobbers only.

Iron-Clad
Guarantee

All Cleartron Tubes are guar-

anteed to deliver positively per-

fect service and we authorize

our distributors to make re-

placement of any Cleartron

Tube which proves unsatisfac-

tory to the user. The only re-

quirement is that the tube must

not have been burned out.

CLEARTRON
26 West 44th Street

VACUUM TUBE CO.
New York, N. Y.

GUARANTEED R A D.IO TU BE S
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Improvement of General Business in the

Cincinnati Field Reflected in Sales

Trade Making Plans for Summer Campaigns— Dealers and Jobbers Optimistic—Okeh Record

Recorded Locally Enjoys Unabated Popularity—Lyric Co. Launches Portable Drive

Cincinnati, 0., May 8.—Sellers of talking ma-

chines and records report material increases in

sales during the past month. General business

conditions have improved so much in the past

few weeks that there is a feeling that normal

conditions will be here when Summer arrives.

Enterprising dealers in talking machines are

even at this early date making preparations to

ward oft" the usual Summer sluggishness of

trade. One outlet for their merchandise is af-

forded by campers and another is afforded by

those who will go on automobile tours. Prac-

tically all of these are prospects for portable

talking machines and a supply of records, and

a good portion of them can be induced to take

along a portable radio outfit in addition. One
method of getting names of these prospects is

to make arrangements with sporting goods

stores to furnish them, and these are sent a

personal letter and suitable advertising matter.

Business Forging Ahead, Says C. H. North

It was stated by C. H. North, secretary of

the Ohio Talking Machine Co., wholesaler, at

427 West Fourth street, that business is re-

turning consistently and evenly, as it gradu-

ally returns to other lines of merchandising and

industry. "After all," he said, "the conserv-

atism that came after the collapse of the post-

war boom was beneficial to the whole country,

even though it was a hardship for a while."

One of the recent visitors to this establishment

was Henry Hughes, a talking machine dealer,

of Prestonburg, Ky.
New Okeh Record Going Big

"The new Okeh record, 'Because They All

Love You,', which was made by the Chubb-
Steinberg Orchestra at the recent Radio Show
in Music Hall, continues to be a great seller,"

stated Howard L. Chubb, of the Chubb-Stein-

berg Music Shop, an exclusive talking machine
store at 17 East Sixth street.

Launches Portable Campaign
Walter Timmerman, manager of the Lyric

Piano Co., stated that now they are pushing

the portable instruments in the talking machine
and radio line, and in this effort they are meet-

ing with no small success. "The fine Spring

weather we have been having right along," he

stated, "has made the people think of camping

and automobile tours, and a great many are

making preparations for Summer outings. The
tendency to 'take a vacation in the great out-

doors' is increasing, and for this reason the

demand for portable outfits is growing." Mr.

Timmerman is a great believer in the power
of suggestion, and to this end he makes good
use of his show windows. His idea is to beau-

tify the window display as much as possible,

but at the same time to get the goods before

the public in a way that will carry out the law

of suggestion to the fullest extent.

Advocates Complete Stock

A business that is somewhat unique and out

of the ordinary in character is Link's Record
Shop, located at 1709-11 Vine street, and owned
by George H. and Clifford B. Link. As the

name implies, records are the specialty of this

handsome store, which, although in an uptown
location, does a large business, carrying a -stock

of about 25,000 records, comprising the entire

Victor line, including the domestic, English and
German. The full record line includes Edison,

Victor, Columbia, Okeh and Odeon. "The
secret of our success," stated Clifford Link, "is

that we have what the people ask for. This

brings people back to us. One gets the habit

of going to a certain place for a certain- thing,

you know, but if a customer finds the line in-

complete a few times he will .finally go else-

where, and his patronage will be lost."

Good Brunswick Demand Continues

"Business continues to be splendid with us,"

said Charles Henlein, of the local branch of

the Brunswick Co. "Some of our combination

models were in such an unexpected demand for

a while that our supply was not equal to it, but

we soon increased our output of these, so no-

body will be disappointed from now on."

The Brunswick Music Memory Contest has

closed, he explained, the only winner in Cin-

cinnati being Mrs. C. S. Browning, a well-

known pianist and accompanist, who received

a $50 prize. "Our Hour of Music will be con-

tinued," stated Mr. Henlein, "and it will be

broadcast every Tuesday for some time to

come. Music by the artists of our 'New Hall

Of Fame' will be broadcast from New York,

Schenectady, Washington, Pittsburgh and

Chicago from 9 to 10 p. m., Eastern time. It is

probable that the Music Memory Contest will

be resumed in the Fall, and in this event an-
nouncement will be made in due time."

Pleased With Columbia Business
"We are greatly pleased with the result

shown By our check-up of our past month's
business," said Miss R. Helberg, manager of

the Columbia Distributors, at 122 West Fourth
street. "Recently we had a pleasant visit from
W. C. Fuhri, vice-president, who came here
from New York. Other visitors were H. E.

Hughes, of Prestonburg, Ky., and P. J. Murphy,
of Maysville, Ky. W. F. Pierce, one of our
sales representatives, has just returned from
West Virginia, where he found conditions much
improved."

Grebe Radio Station Is

Heard in Distant Lands

WAHG, of Richmond Hill, was one of the

nine high-powered stations which recently

broadcast special programs in the early hours of

the morning in the hope of reaching Australia.

This station is operated by A. H. Grebe & Co.,

of Richmond Hill, N. Y., manufacturers of the

well-known Grebe Synchrophase receiving sets.

Since its broadcasting, cablegrams have been re-

ceived from Australia and France saying that

this station had been heard in both places. The
cablegram from Australia stated that a locomo-
tive bell, the Nassau Club Orchestra and sing-

ing by Walter J. Neff, which had been broadcast
from WAHG, had been heard in Melbourne and
that station WAHG would receive a silver tro-

phy for its accomplishment. Lloyd Jacquet,

American representative at the International

Amateur Rad'.o Convention, now in Paris, cabled
that the WAHG entertainment had been heard
there. These messages from Australia and
Paris showed that WAHG had covered a span
of 15,000 miles. A feature of the programs that

is proving very popular with radio fans is a se-

ries of discussions on the cost, construction and
operation of radio sets by the chief engineer of

the Grebe factory.

Heintzman to Merchandise
Super-Zenith in Canada

The Zenith Radio Corp. Chicago, 111., an-

nounced recently that the Heintzman Co., with
headquarters in Toronto, Can., had arranged to

merchandise the Super-Zenith line. This firm

is widely known in music circles throughout
Canada, having been identified with the industry

since 1850. In addition to its home offices in

Toronto it operates branch stores in Windsor,
St. Catherine, Chatham, Niagara Falls, Hamilton,

London, Brantford, Peterborough, Regina, Sas-

katoon, Calgary, Edmonton and Fort William.

This is a very desirable connection for Zenith

products, and the Heintzman Co. is planning

an aggressive sales campaign in behalf of these

well-known radio sets which, it believes, will

have a material effect on sales.

Human Jazz Band, Okeh
Artists, Give Concerts

The team of Gogert and Motto, exclusive

Okeh recording artists, are winning much fame
both with vaudeville and record audiences. Billed

as the Human Jazz Band, they, without the aid

of musical instruments of any kind with the

exception of being accompanied by Fred Hall

on the ukulele or piano, give all the effects of

a real jazz band. Their recent recording, "O
Katherina," has proved a big seller, and as they

co-operate with Okeh dealers in the cities in

which they are appearing at vaudeville houses

their records are in great demand. During the

past month, while playing in Newark and Jersey

City, N. J., they gave noonday concerts at the

leading Okeh stores and the lunch hour crowds
invested heavily in their records.

Your Success Lies in the Choice
of Records You Sell

Think it over and you will see why it is easy for anyone to be a

happy record dealer if he sells

OKtJvRecoixls
The latest popular tunes are made by nationally famous orchestras.

The greatest Race artists in the country make our Blues Records.
Real Hill-Country folk bring their own old-time tunes tq us to

be recorded.

Don't you think an OKEH RECORD Agency would be a mighty
good thing? If so—why not write us?

Wholesale Phonograph Division

STERLING ROLL and RECORD CO.
137 West 4th Street CINCINNATI, OHIO
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e vultures
are busy

Y telephone, telegraph and mail the price vul-

tures are haunting us.

"Well move all your obsolete and surplus stock if

you make us the right price."

Our reply is always the same: "Absolutely nothing

to offer. We have no obsolete or surplus stock and

even if we did, we'd throw it in the river before

we'd throw it on the market."
* * * *

Fada isn't interested in flash-in-the-pan methods. It

is in business to stay. Its policy is to protect the

distributor, the dealer, the purchaser and its own
reputation. It is building a solid, stable business

—

the backbone of a solid, stable industry.

The tidal wave of dumping and bargain sales is un-

covering those makes on the market which the public

won't buy on merit. In spite of the terrific cut-price

competition, however, Fada sales in New York City

for March showed an increase over February.

Fada is a standard product. Its performance is rec-

ognized by discriminating buyers, who willingly pay

the full price.

Tie up toFada. Build for yourselfa profitable growing

business based on sound merchandising principles

and the confidence of the public in your product.

F. A. D. ANDREA, Inc.
1581 JEROME AVENUE

NEW YORK
Chicago: 326 West Madison Street San Francisco: 5 Third Street
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Many Important Activities Feature the

Month Throughout Cleveland Territory

Fixed Carrying Charge on Instalment Sales to Be Decided on at the Annual Convention of Ohio

Dealers—W. E. Ennis in Important New Post—New Companies Formed—Other News

Cleveland, O., May 7.—Talking machine, radio

and band instrument dealers wHo are members

of the Music Merchants' Association of Ohio

will probably be called upon during their annual

convention in Cincinnati, September 15-16, to

decide whether or not they are in favor of

adopting the plan of making carrying charges

on instalment sales. The matter came up at the

mid-Winter Council meeting of the Association

in Columbus, March 30, and was discussed, the

consensus of opinion being that the plan might

be satisfactory for sales in radio, talking ma-

chines and band instruments.

A Linguist Salesman

Talking machine records usually sell them-

selves, but George, Milovanovich sells records.

Not only in the English language .but in sixteen

other languages. He is the salesman in the for-

eign language record section of the May Co.,

Cleveland's largest department store. George

has been in Cleveland about six months, yet his

English is good. He is a Serbian.

With his ability to speak so many languages

he is able to handle the growing number of cus-

tomers who buy talking machine records of the

May Co., whose regular music section is on an

upper floor, in charge of Dan E. Baumbaugh.

The question of admitting radio dealers to

the State Association was discussed and it was
decided that merchants handling radio only are

not to be invited to join or admitted to the

State Association. This action, however, is not.

to apply to dealers handling radio along with

other musical merchandise.

. The matter of accepting an offer of the Bruns-

wick Co. to meet a committee of the Associa-

tion to discuss record and talking machine con-

ditions and the retail trade situation was de-

ferred until a subsequent meeting of the Council.

Unusual Sales Drive

L. Meier Sons, for twenty-seven years in the

music business on the West Side, and now ope-

rating three retail stores, have a slogan, "A
Victrola in Every Home." The firm is co-ope-

rating in a drive by the Pearl Street Savings &
Trust Co. and offers a $5.00 bank account in

the financial institution to every boy or girl

taking a Victrola purchaser to any of the three

music stores. No collections are required and

children may bring their parents.

W. E. Ennis in New Post

William E. Ennis is now district manager of

the Wurlitzer Co. and has supervision of six

of the firm's stores in Buffalo, Syracuse, Roch-

ester and other New York points. He w'as

succeeded by Dan J. Nolan as manager of the

Cleveland store a few weeks ago.

To Organize Trade Golf Association

Henry Dreher, president of the Dreher Piano

Co., Cleveland, has been appointed a commit-

tee of one to frame by-laws and plans for or-

ganizing the Ohio Music Trade Golf Asso-

ciation which is to hold annual tournaments

during the yearly gatherings of the Music Mer-

chants' Association of Ohio. He will report at

the September 15-16 convention. A postal sur-

vey of members to decide upon six subjects for

discussion at the convention is being made by

Rex C. Hyre, State secretary. Among the sub-

jects to be discussed are: Overhead compared

to volume, the carrying charge, "bait" adver-

tising, radio discounts, future of the talking

machine, trade-ins, advantages of handling

smaller musical instruments in music stores,

business systems and prospects, shop, connec-

tion, etc., how to create and secure trained

piano and musical merchandise salesmen,

financing, tuning and service, mutual insurance.

President Grau announced E. C. McMahon,
of Youngstown; Omer E. Westerfield, of

Greenville; and Dan E. Baumbaugh, of this city

as a committee to investigate and report on the

radio manufacturers who are inclined to pro-

vide proper discounts for music stores.

Cyclone Damages C. A. House Stock
The cyclone which swept across eastern Ohio

and caused $500,000 damage in Wheeling, W.
Va., April 19, damaged heavily the musical in-

strument stock of the C. A. House Co.

New Companies Formed
The Battery & Radio Co., Dayton, O., has

been formed with an authorized capital of $3,-

000 by Roy A. and Janet Wiley Horn, David
E. and Marie M. Johnson.

The Calendar Radio Co., of Cleveland, with

an authorized capital of $50,000 has been formed

I^pckford
Hardware

Branch Sales Offices:

Chicago, 111. Graiid Rapids.Mich. Milwaukee, Wis.
Cincinnati, O. High Point, N. C. Seattle, Wash.
Detroit, Mich. Indianapolis, Ind. Sheboygan, Wis.
Evansville, Ind. Jamestown, N. Y. St. Louis, Mo.

Los Angeles, Cal.

Hinges, locks, butts, lid sup-
ports, catches, screws, knobs,
fall supports, stop hinges—
you can fill your every hard-
ware need from the complete
Rockford Line of Hardware
for pianos, phonographs and
radio cabinets. Our special 96-
page catalog illustrates and de-
scribes more than 300 items;
it will give you valuable ideas
for bettering cabinet work and
lowering costs. Write for it

today.

Rationalhock Co.,
Iiockford.llI

.

MICA
DIAPHRAGMS

Immediate delivery—all sizes

Send for free samples and prices

All Mica Products

INTERNATIONAL MICA CO.
Baring 535 PHILADELPHIA, PA. Filasie, Phila.

by M. Staab, N. Gotschalk, S. Graham, Rees
H. Davis and C. M. Vrooman.
The Radio Equipment Co., of Cleveland, has

been incorporated with $10,000 capital by Bur-
ros Barston, Wilbur T. Smith, M. B. Tilby, E.

L. Heasley, and William F. Hecker.
Giant Organ for Crosley Station

Cleveland radio dealers are informed from
Cincinnati that the first great organ especially

for broadcasting is nearing completion in the

studio of the Crosley station, WLW, at Cincin-
nati. The cost will be about $30,000. The organ
incorporates an orchestra unit and every con-

ceivable effect can be obtained. Some of the

world's best organists are to participate in re-

citals from WLW on the new instrument.

Wright Music Co. Opened
The Wright Musiic Co., which recently opened

its store at East 102 street and Euclid avenue,
is the last word in music merchandising. The
president of the company is A. Wright, a

Cleveland business man. His son, Laurence P.

Wright, is vice-president, and William Mur-
stein, former manager of the stores of the
Euclid Music Co., is manager, while the sales

force has largely been drawn by him from the

concern which he formerly managed. These
include A. B. Lapham, E. J. Conners, M. P.

Cantillion, and Florence Hesse.

The stock carried includes Brunswick Ra-
diolas, records and talking machines, R. C. A.,

Atwater Kent, Stromberg-Carlson, Sleeper,

Monotrol, and Ware radio outfits, sheet music,
drums, Weymann and Vega banjos.

Circularizing Foreign Res-
idents Increases Business

Ress Music Store With Mailing List of 5000,

Divided Into Forty-five Languages, enjoys
Large Foreign Record Business

By exerting sales effort in building up a

clientele of the foreign residents of its city and
by constantly reminding this clientele of the

new recordings issued in the native language
of its custonz^rs, the Ress Music Store, of

Youngstown, O., has built up an extremely

profitable foreign record department. The
mailing list of this establishment comprises 5,-

000 names, which are divided into forty-five dif-

ferent classes, denoting the nationality or type

of record which appeals to each yeparate person

listed.

As soon as the record listings are received

from the record manufacturers, this live re-

tailer sends the catalogs to its customers and
Mr. Ress attributes this method of serving his

customers with an increase in business of over

35 per cent.

Okeh Artist Stimulates Sales

Gerald Griffin, Okeh artist, recently appeared

at Proctor's Theatre, Newark, N. J., and his

appearance materially increased the demand for

his recordings. The Goerke Co., and George
Schorr, Okeh dealers, effected a tie-up with the

artist and profited greatly thereby.

Radio Jobbers, New York, were recently in-

corporated at Albany, with a capital stock of

$50,000. The incorporators are S. Kavesh, C. L.

Amensdorff and D. Fredman.
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N & K Imported
Phonograph Unit

slips into place instantly on
Victrola or other standard
phonograph, exactly as the

sound box does. No screws
or other attachment device
necessary. Diaphragm thor-
oughly protected. Has the

famous clear, mellow, nat-

ural N & R tone. Retail

list $7.50. In cartons of
twelve, each unit in gold
embossed leatherette box.

A Market That's Ready and Waiting
T HE percentage of radio set owners who

also own phonographs is a great big one.

The percentage of such owners who object

to radio loudspeakers on the grounds either

of appearance, space consumption or price, is

also, very high.

Right in these big groups
lies an important market—

a

market which the N & K Im-
ported Phonograph fits to a T.

Because of the exquisitely

clear, mellow quality of N &
K tone;

And because of the ease

with which it attaches to

standard phonographs.
Built especially to co-ordi-

nate with the amplifying prop-

erties of the Victrola and other standard phono-

graphs, the N & K Imported Phonograph Unit

offers phonograph owners an exact equivalent

of a loudspeaker of the very highest tone qual-

ity, without requiring the space that most loud-

speakers occupy.
Every dealer who handles

this N & K product and who
lets his trade KNOW that he

handles it will attest to the

truth of the above statement.

If your jobber is not yet sup-

plied get in touch with us, for

NOW is one of the best times

of the year to feature this

money maker.

C^T ^CG. u S.PAT. OFF _ _

imported

PHONOGRAPH
N & K IMPORTED

PHONES
4000 ohms. Clear, nat-
ural tone. Comfortable
to wear. Exclude out-
side noises. Sanitary
leather - covered head
bands. Generous length
of cord. In cartons of
ten, each pair of phones
individually packed. Re-
tail list $8.50.

N & K IMPORTED
LOUDSPEAKER

Revolutionary in princi-
ple

v
appearance, space

saving and in clear, nat-
ural tone quality. Choice
of artistic finishes. Each
speaker in display car-
ton, packed in shipping
cartons of three. Retail
list $27.50.

UNIT
Clear, Rich, Mellow

Tone

TH. GOLDSCHMIDT CORPORATION
Dept. T5, 15 William St., New York
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Twin Cities Dealers Optimistic as the

Portable Instruments Come to the Fore
Summer Demand for Small Instruments Starts Earlier Than Usual—Construction Started on New

Foster & Waldo Building—Attending Des Moines Radio Conference—Many Trade Visitors

Minneapolis and St. Paul, Minn., May 7.—

With one or two exceptions music dealers of

I lie Twin Cities report a moderate volume of

business for April. Sales of portables arc

briskly under way.

Foster & Waldo Start New Building

The new Foster & Waldo Building has been

started and has been blocked off from the street.

This is the only important piece of construction

work on Minneapolis's principal business artery

—Nicollet avenue. R. O. Foster states that the

company will add to its present lines a com-

plete stock of "small goods." Mr. Foster also

says that the sales force will probably be dou-

bled in the Fall. This firm has for forty-two

years been one of the important piano houses

of the Northwest, and for fifteen years an im-

portant factor in the talking machine business.

Attending Radio Conference

W. L. Sprague, of the Sprague-Warren Co.,

which handles the Adler-Royal products, is in

Des Moines attending the "Farm Market for

Radio" conference called by the E. T. Mere-

dith Publications co-operating with the U. S.

Department of Commerce and Agriculture. Mr.

Meredith, it will be recalled, was Secretary of

Agriculture.

Ralph H. Meade, of the advertising depart-

ment of the New York office, with Allan Strauss,

of the Adler radio department, is also at the

conference. Mr. Meade will return to Minne-

apolis with Mr. Sprague to look over the terri-

tory.

W. F. Warren is making a trip through the

Northwest in the interest of the Adler-Royal

line of phonographs and radio.

New Victor Products Introduced

Victor dealers are enthusiastic over the new

portable that the George C. Beckwith Co. is

sending out. It has a new carrying feature that

was designed by Fred Strom, of the local firm.

This added improvement enables the owner to

carry six records, the reproducer and the wind-

ing key in the lower part of the machine.

The new Victor radio loud speaker, which has

been tried out at WCCO broadcasting station,

is attracting the attention of the trade.

Wendell Hall, Victor artist and composer of

that insidious and prophetic ballad, "It Ain't

Gonna' Rain No Mo,' " was in the Twin Cities

the week of April 13 to 20. He broadcast his

old and new songs over WCCO and between

times visited Victor dealers in the Twin Cities.

Finds Conditions Satisfactory

J. E. Date, manager of the phonograph and

radio department of the Minneapolis Drug Co.,

Sonora and Zenith distributor, has been on a

trip through the Dakotas and Northwest. Mr. •

Date found business conditions satisfactory.

There is a brisk demand for the new Sonora

portable.

Sewall D. Andrews, who is president ©Sf the

National Association of Wholesale Drug Deal-

ers, is at the convention in St. Louis.

Many Trade Visitors

There have been quite a number of out-of-

town music dealers who have dropped in at

Sonora headquarters.

H. L. Miles, of the Miles Music Co., Duluth,

Minn.; William Hardt, from the Hardt Music

Co., of Winona; W. J. Hall, of the music firm of

that name in Brainerd, and H. A. Mackoff, of

Dickinson, N. D., were all in town the past

week. They report a brisk demand for radio

and radio accessories and much enthusiasm

among the dealers for the new Sonora loud

speaker console.

Phil. J. Meyer, of the Hoskins-Meyer Co.,

was in the Twin Cities on a trip from Bis-

marck, N. D. Mrs. Meyer has gone on to

Washington as a delegate to the National Con-

vention of the D. A. R.

Fred C. Harms, president of the Harms Mu-
sic Co., of Aberdeen, S. D., arrived in Minne-

apolis to open his Summer home at Lake Min-

netonka.

J. E. Date has also moved to Minnetonka for

the Summer.
Columbia Activities

Helen D. Beggs tells a pleasant story of a

splendid business in April last that passed the

March sales. The new Columbia portable is

going well with the trade.

Carl Johnson, of the Johnson Supply Co., Vir-

ginia, Minn., was in Minneapolis last week.

O. A. Trienen came from Hancock last week

and spent a few days in St. Paul and Minne-

apolis.

Columbia dealers report good sales of the new
record "Adeste Fideles," which is a wonderful
reproduction of 5,000 voices made by the Asso-
ciated Glee Clubs of America. In addition to the

voices on the stage, all the female voices in the

audience are recorded.

Good Brunswick Demand Continues
The Brunswick Co. reports collections good,

a steady gain in radio sales and out-of-town
dealers' stocks fairly light.

The Nelson Music House, of Billings, Mont.,

has bought the Hammond Furniture Co.'s stock

and will carry on the Brunswick business. Mr.
Nelson has for a number of years been a well-

known Victor deale-.

Fair Demand for Edison

J. Unger, manager of the Lawrence-Lucker
Co., Edison distributor, says the phonograph
business is very fair, especially in the rural dis-

tricts. The company has five men on the road
and there is a gratifying demand for the Jewel
and Oro-Tone portables.

The company had an Edison display at the

Northwest Jewelers' Convention which began
April 28. Many of the jewelers in the smaller

towns handle phonographs and radio lines.

E. T. Barron Incorporates

E. T. Barron, of the firm of that name, has
incorporated his Superior store and placed it

under the management of Paul Lewis. Mr.

Barron has purchased a home in Minneapolis

and after May 1 will handle his varied interests

from here. He is best known for his slot-ma-

chine lines.

G. Zeller Resigns

G. Zeller, for some time in the music depart-

ment of the Golden Rule, of St. Paul, has left

the store. His place has been taken by Mr.

Smith, of the book department.

Part Played by Store

Equipment in Radio Sales

That the phonograph dealer has become an

established factor in the radio manufacturer's

plan of sales and distribution is the opinion of

A. Bitter, of the Zimmerman-Bitter Construc-

tion Co., New York, installers of equipment in

music stores.

"One of the outstanding reasons for the selec-

tion of the phonograph dealer as a retail outlet

for radio is the fact that the interior of his

store is so equipped as to make it not only

attractive to the eye of the consumer but also

to facilitate satisfactory demonstrations of

radio receiving sets, loud speakers and other

radio products," he declared. "It has been our

experience that the phonograph dealer who,
previous to taking on radio, had his store mod-
ernly equipped for the sale of phonographs and
musical instruments needed little or no change

in the interior of his store in order to make
radio sales. The hearing rooms used for the

demonstration of phonographs and records fit

ideally the same purpose in the demonstration

of radio receiving sets and loud speakers. The
display cases used for musical instruments,

small goods and so forth can be utilized equally

as well for the display of radio parts, acces-

sories and other equipment. The average phono-

graph dealer has always had a large space

devoted to window displays and is accustomed

to draw considerable trade from the attractive

displays which he places in this space and it

naturally follows that it is just as easy for him

to arrange eye-arresting radio displays."

W. Brand on Extensive Trip

William Brand, of the William Brand Co.,

New York, manufacturer of mica diaphragms,

is on an extensive trip throughout the country

in the interest of his line. He will return to

New York about the middle of the month.

A petition in bankruptcy was recently filed

against the Electrical Supply and Radio Corp.,

New York, with liabilities of approximately

$2,500.

Does Your Income Need a Prop?

Successful record dealers say, "If you want
to boast of record sales achievements it

can be done by selling

ONLY OKtkRconfc"

We say, " If you want dependable service

you should become an Okeh dealer under
the cooperation of

GENERAL PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION"
New York Distributing Division

15 West 18th Street New York City
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What theTrirdijn gefcf where its

hotter than Jummer/

i
yt*

Crosley Trirdyn—on the Sahara Desert at mid-
day—brings in Radio-Paris on the loud-speaker!

Not only at mid-day, but in February—in Northern Africa
and far hotter than any American summer.

The picture above, a post card snap shot sent from Tunis
to Mr. Crosley, by D. F. Keith of Toronto, Ontario, tells

this story on the other side:—
Tunis, North Africa, March 3, 1925

Dear Mr. Crosley:

Fishing here is rotten but radio is fine. On the Sa-

hara, using three tubes on the Trirdyn circuit, reception
from Paris came through on the loud-speaker. Along
the south coast of the Mediterranean, using this set,

six or eight high power European stations came in

with good volume by day-light and all of them after

dark. Can usually get a few American after 1 a.m. Can
you fish with us this year?

Cordially,

(Signed) D. F. Keith

Further details on the margins of the picture:

—

Sahara Desert, 250 miles south of Algiers, February, 1925. Re-
ceiving noon-day concert from "Radio - Paris", Paris, using aerial

and counterpoise.

Dealers who are interested in summer sales will

order Crosleys at once from their jobbers.

On the Trirdyn is the beautiful new Crosley Musicone,

radio's most startling development. The Musicone's

abilities and its beauty are so superior that we expect it

to replace halfa million loud-speakers this year. $ 1 7.50.

The Crosley Radio Corporation
526 Sassafras St., Cincinnati

Powel Crosley, Jr., President

RADIO
Better~Costs Less
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Indianapolis Business Below Par—Remedy
in Talking Machine Drives, Say Dealers

Growing Feeling in the Trade That Dealers Must Not Neglect Their Talking Machine Business if

Normal Sales Volumes Are to Be Enjoyed—Portable Season Starts Early—The News

Indianapolis, Ind., May 8.—Dealers in this ter-

ritory report that the talking machine sales

both in machines and records are not up to

standard. The situation as it appears to E. G.

Wilson, manager of the local Widener's store,

reflects the attitude of the dealer toward the

talking machine. "Dealers are neglecting the

talking machine end of their business. Now,
when the talking machine and record sales fall

off, the dealers cry." The remedy, thinks Mr.

Wilson, lies in the fact that the dealer must

again go out as in the past and sell the phono-

graph on its musical value to the home.

This condition is brought out in a like man-
ner by W. J. Baker, manager of the Brunswick

shop. The remedy that this store has brought

forward has been more phonograph publicity

through advertising and window displays.

B. F. Friedman, manager of the talking ma-
chine department of the Charles Mayer store,

which handles the Sonora line, reports that in-

struments sold in this department have been of

the higher priced de luxe machines.

"It is interesting," states Mr. Friedman, "that

the portable sales have started earlier than in

previous years." The new Sonora portable is

proving very popular in this territory.

F. X. Donovan, for the past three years man-
ager of the talking machine and small instru-

ment departments of the Pearson Piano Co.,

has resigned and gone to California to enter a

new line of business. It will be remembered
that Mr. Donovan instituted the small instru-

ment department at the Pearson store less than

a year ago, and largely through his efforts this

department has proved a paying one.

At the present time no successor has been
named to succeed Mr. Donovan.

Nick Lucas, Brunswick artist, scored in an

engagement at the Circle Theatre the week of

April 26. The local Brunswick Shop tied up

with a window display featuring his records.

Miss Priscilla Dean, motion picture star, ap-

pearing at a local theatre the last week, talked

over the local broadcasting station WFBM, and
in the course of her talk she incidentally did a

little advertising for the Brunswick Radiola by
announcing that she owned one and how much
pleasure it gave her.

James E. Bingham, ex-attorney general of

Indiana, was the principal speaker at a banquet
of the Pennsylvania Street Association at the

Indianapolis Athletic Club, April 12. Mr.

Bingham spoke on "A Bigger Indianapolis."

Jud R. McCarthy, president of the Association,

presided at the meeting.

The Pennsylvania Street Merchants' Associa-

tion was started four weeks ago with three

members and now has a membership of eighty

merchants who are conducting businesses on
downtown Pennsylvania street. It has become
an aggressive association, putting on a "Trade
on Pennsylvania Street" campaign, and has al-

ready obtained results, it was said.

In this area, which comprises the Pennsyl-
vania Street Merchants' Association, are the

Baldwin Piano Co., Widener's handling the Vic-

tor and Columbia; the Brunswick Shop, the

Pearson Piano Co. and the Indianapolis Music
House.

Harry Robinson, Novelty
Singer, New Okeh Artist

The General Phonograph Corp., which re-

cently announced the first release of records by
Harry Robinson,

new Okeh artist,

believes that this

young man is go-

ing to be a real

"find." He sings

novelty songs, ac-

companying him-

self on the ukulele.

Mr. Robinson
comes from
Brooklyn, N. Y.,

where he had a

reputation as a

boy soprano. Naturally his soprano voice

disappeared some years ago. He next appeared

in the public eye as a prize fighter.

Following this experience, Mr. Robinson be-

came known in local cabarets as a banjo player,

and his first appearance in recording laborato-

ries was as a feature player in a novelty or-

chestra. He had been singing vocal choruses
for the orchestra and had developed a fondness
for the ukulele. Under the careful guidance of

Justin Ring, musical director for Okeh records^

he developed his present style, which gives

every indication of proving immensely popular
with Okeh record buyers. Favorable comments
on his first release have been received from
practically all Okeh distributors and so certain

are the officials of the Okeh organization that

this young man will find public favor that he is

being featured by a special hanger.

Radio Firm Chartered

Swan-Haverstick, Trenton, N. J., has been
granted a charter of incorporation at Trenton,
with a capital stock of 1,000 shares of no par
value. The concern will manufacture radio sup-

plies. The incorporators are Charles E. Swan,
Daniel F. Haverstick and Harlan H. Cope.

"NewYbrks Leading "Radio House

THE SYMBOL OF SERVICE We can supply you promptly
Distributors for:

Alden Mfg. Co.

("Na-ald")
Allen Bradley Electric

Co.

American Transformer
Co.

L. S. Brach
Cornish Wire Co.

Crosley Radio Corp.
Chaslyn Co.

Como Apparatus Co.

Daven Radio
Diamond State Fibre
Dubilier Cond. & Radio

Corp.

Eby Mfg. Co.

General Radio
Jewell Elect. Instrument
Colin B. Kennedy
King Electric

Lopez Low-Loss Tuner
Manhattan Electric Sup-

ply Co.

Mitchell-Rand
R. Mitchell & Co. ("Se-

ar-de")

Mueller Electric

Multiple Electrical

Products

National Carbon (E. R.
Batt)

Pacent Electric

Premier Electric

Radio Corp. of America
Sterling Mfg. Co.

Testrite Inst. Co.

U. S. Tool Co., Inc.

Ward-Leonard
Western Electric Co.

Weston Electrical Inst.

Whether or not you are prepared to make a sale depends largely

upon what kind of service your jobber or distributor offers.

As wholesale distributors for the Radio Corporation of America
and other manufacturers of standard radio equipment we are able

to offer a very comprehensive line of products—and prompt ship-

ment. Our trucks, shipping department, and entire office routine

are based on a policy which we intend to maintain and still further

develop

—

Service far the Dealer.

Such service as this will help increase sales and put your business

on a firm foundation. You can depend on our service and line of

equipment to make every customer satisfied and a repeated buyer.

Write for further information about our Dealer Service.

Wholesale Distributors only

CONTINENTAL RADIO & ELECTRIC CORPN.
Fifteen Warren Street New York, U. S. A.

2105-Q
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Important Developments Feature the

Month in the Kansas City Territory
Knabe Studios Now in Unusual and Artistic New

Trade Members—W. J. Herlihy in New

Kansas City, Mo., May 8.—The Knabe Studios,

situated at 1209 Walnut street, moved to the

Country Club Plaza May first and now occupy

a studio fully equipped for demonstrations of

the Knabe products and musicales to be given

monthly by both local and visiting artists, the

studio being an innovation in the piano in-

dustry and first to be attempted in Kansas City.

R. K. Paynter recently visited Kansas City, and

being interested in the development of a busi-

ness center in the Country Club district con-

ceived of the plan of combining a salesroom

with a studio for the furthering of musical in-

terests in the community. Plans are being for-

mulated for the erection of a studio building for

use of the Knabe Co. The storerooms leased

are at 4634 Mill Creek parkway. The new studio

will continue to handle the Knabe products,

player piano rolls and talking machines and
records, Gulbransen and other pianos.

The entrance to the store is directly off the

green of Country Club Plaza with a vista of

landscape gardening, poplar trees and flowering

shrubbery, while the intersection of seven main

arteries to the city from the suburban resi-

dential districts concentrate at this point. The
fact that 80 per cent of the customers of the

Knabe Studio live in or about this Country

Club Plaza was the instrumental factor in lo-

cating the studio here. It is the plan of

W. G. Frederick, manager for several years of

the Kansas City Knabe house, to hold a for-

mal opening in the new studio about the middle

of May.
Plans for a new radio department at the

Knabe Studio are under way, although at this

time no final decisions have been made.

Attended Radio Conference

M. M. Blackman, of the Blackman Sales Co.,

attended the Radio Conference at Des Moines,

la., the latter part of April. Mr. Blackman
made the trip with the anticipation of seeing

the Adlcr Mfg. Co. representatives; for the

Blackman Sales Co. handles the Adler lines of

pianos, players, phonographs and radio sets, as

well as the combined talking machine and

radio. After the conference, Mr. Blackman

made a business trip through the northern part

of the State.

W. J. Herlihy With Schmelzer Co.

William J. Herlihy, formerly with the Radio

Corp. of America for over five years, has been

appointed head of the radio department of the

Schmelzer Co. Mr. Herlihy expects to increase

the radio department of the house both in re-

tail and wholesale points of view, and having

traveled the Iowa, Kansas, Missouri and Ne-

braska territories with the R. C. A. he is equip-

ped to introduce Schmelzer products in these

States. The store is pushing portable phono-

graphs and radio sets for camp and tourist uses.

E. W. Guttenberger in New Post

E. W. Guttenberger, formerly of the Kansas

City branch of the Artophone Co., has recently

joined the Columbia Phonograph organization

in New York City and will spend several

months in the Kansas City territory devoting

his interests to the distribution of the Columbia

Master Work Series.

Brunswick Records in Big Demand
With the Brunswick Co. records have been

a big feature of the season. The first record

issued of Snodgrass, of Jefferson City broad-

casting station, met with a tremendous success,

although the selections were not new, so that

with the issuing of a second and up-to-date

record it is believed that sales will exceed the

enormous first demand. The second Snodgrass

record will be "Dusting the Keys" and "Blue

Evening Blues." The fact that Mr. Snodgrass

appeared on the Orpheum program the week of

April 20 gave a big boost to sales of his records.

The demand for Brunswick phonographs is

Home—Radio Conference Attended by Local

Post—A. G. Bolts With Columbia Co.

very good at this time, as is also the demand
for the Brunswick Radiola.

Portable Season Gets Early Start

Among wholesalers portable phonographs
promise to be the big selling items this Sum-
mer. Several new designs are on the market,

the prominent feature of which is durability of

construction. That portable machines are sell-

ing at this early season is encouraging to both

wholesale and retail dealers.

The Brunswick Co. has put a new portable on

the market in which Brunswick tone and quality

are features. A removable box to hold records

is an improvement in the construction, while the

replacement of leather corners' rather than metal

is a factor in the improvement of the instru-

ment.

The Columbia Phonograph Co. is about ready

to put its new portable phonograph on the mar-
ket. The new model is equipped with a drawer

for the accommodation of twelve records, an

automatic pin cup cover and larger and more
durable construction.

A. G. Bolts With Columbia Co.

The Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc., an-

nounces that A. G. Bolts has been assistant

manager to P. S. Kantner, of the Kansas City

branch, since April 15. Mr. Bolts succeeds

George Dyer, who resigned from the Kansas
City office because of illness. Mr. Bolts was
formerly associated with Mr. Kantner in an-

other Kansas City house, and for the past

twelve years has been associated with the Cap-

per publications in Topeka, Kansas, in the ad-

vertising and accounting departments.

Extensive Artist Tie-Up

A Columbia recording artist, Ted Lewis, ap-

peared on the Orpheum circuit in Kansas City

the week of April 20, which fact was used to

advertise extensively Columbia products, par-

ticularly records, in this territory. Extensive

advertising in the local newspapers and the Or-

pheum program, as well as the giving away of

ten records daily to the theatre patrons, was

influential in bringing Columbia products be-

fore the public and trade to the dealers.

The recod of "Adcste Fideles," recording

over 5,000 voices of the Associated Glee Clubs

of the World in the Metropolitan Opera House

DAY'S PHONOGRAPH REPAIR CO.

Any Motor ™°c£}RIGHT
1015 E. 12th St. Kansas City, Mo.

in New York, is receiving approbation of deal-

ers who have heard it.

W. B. Ockenden a Benedict
William B. Ockenden, formerly with the San

Francisco branch office of the Columbia Co.,

and with the Kansas City office since Novem-
ber, recently announced his marriage to Miss
Helen Markinson of Tulsa, Okla.

Brunswick Activities

The Brunswick Co. reports that the Rora-
baugh Brown Dry Goods Co., at Oklahoma
City, has purchased and is remodeling the build-

ing formerly occupied by the Frederickson &
Kroh Music Co. to house its phonograph de-

partment. The latter concern has moved to a

new location in a section that is rapidly growing
into a business center.

Clyde D. Maxwell, formerly of Chillicothe

Music Co., has purchased the Huckins Music
House at Trenton, Mo. The business under Mr
Maxwell is known as the Trenton Music Co.,

carrying the Brunswick phonographs, Radiolas

and records. The Gulbransen pianos will also

be handled.

A Brunswick phonograph was presented to

the winner of a music memory contest con-

ducted in the Wichita, Kanasas, public schools,

the presentation being made through the J. O.

Adams Music Co., of which Merle K. Bennett

is manager.

Increased Outing Demand

The coming of the Summer season is notice-

able not only with the change of weather but

also with the increased demand for Outing
portables at the distributing division of the

General Phonograph Corp., New York. This

company distributes the Outing portable ex-

clusively in the metropolitan section, and Nor-
man B. Smith, manager of the distributing di-

vision, reports that a noticeable upward trend

in Outing demand was felt during April.

The Eight Popular Victor Artists gave a

concert at the Maryland Theatre, Cumberland,

Mi, on May 1. The event was under the aus-

pices of the Frederick Music Co., Baltimore.

Make Your
Own Records

on the Edison

Diamond Disc

with The Oro-Tone
Combined Record-

ing, Reproducing
and Radio Attach-

ment

No. lOO ORO-TONE 3 in 1 Attachment
Will Record on The Edison

Will Play All Records on The Edison

Will Convert The Edison Into a Radio Loud Speaker

L,S*VC
R
A
CE The ORO-TONE Co.

JhO.SU 1000 George St. Chicago, U. S. A.
NICKEL FINISH

Sena for Sample on Approval

LIST PRICE
$10.50

GOLD OR OX.
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Toledo Dealers Launch Spring Sales

Campaigns and Plan for Summer Drives
Radio Exposition Aroused Wide Interest Among All Factors of the Trade—Lion Store Enlarges

Sales Organization—Columbia Co.'s Territory Expanded—News of the Month

Toledo, 0., May 8.—There are two events which

are conaiming the time and the attention of musi-

cal merchandise and radio dealers here. The first

is the Radio Exposition at the Terminal Audi-

torium, the other is the Victor Co.'s intensive

sales drive. The former has more than thirty

radio exhibitors, including national manufacturers

and local jobbers and retailers. The exhibition

which closed May 3, was a distinct success. One

of its features was a glass broadcasting studio

which permitted more than 2,000 persons to view

the broadcasting at one time. The station was

equipped and operated by the Zenith Radio Corp.,

Chicago. Further, the large yellow Zenith radio

truck for receiving and broadcasting, with its

station display signs WJZ, paraded the streets

lor several days and aroused much interest in the

show. With the outfit were Messrs. Stucke,

Pierce and Mathews, radio experts. Engineers

from the Chicago plant were in charge of com-

pany activities. Many other well-known makers

of radio had representatives at the show—practi-

cally every standard set made was displayed and

much interest was shown by the public.

To Stage Intensive Drive

In order to properly direct its local sales

campaign the Victor Co. has opened an office

at 760 Spitzer Building under the management
of Lloyd Egner. With him are Arthur Deas,

Wm. Lewis, Robt. Hopkins, Lawrence Richard-

son, Wallace Early and Miss Madeline Davies.

Stores co-operating in the drive include Grin-

nell Bros., J. W. Greene Co., Lion Store Music

Rooms, United Music Store, Cable Piano Co.,

Peoples Outfitting Co., and Whitney-Blaine-

Wildermuth Co. A dinner dance on Thursday
evening preceding the opening of the campaign,

at which about 100 persons were present, was
an event.

Service People Aid in Selling

The J. W. Greene Co. is attaining unusual

results by enlisting the co-operation of its serv-

ice people in selling, E. A. Kopf, manager of the

talking machine and radio departments, stated.

Cash rewards are producing the desired enthu-

siasm. To start the drive, President W. W.
Smith called a meeting of the service force and
asked for one machine prospect or one record

approval order a week from the group. Within
24 hours three approval orders and two machine
prospects were turned in.

The success of the plan illustrates forcefully

the advisability of enlisting everyone in the

business, from the porter to the president, in

getting new business. So many workers are too

close to their proposition to realize how many
sales are overlooked daily by not taking the

entire force into the selling scheme. The house

deals in Cheney, Brunswick and Victor ma-

chines. Phonographs and records are sent on

approval, 75 per cent of which stay out per-

manently. The store is co-operating in a big

way with the Victor intensive drive. Several

additional canvassers are augmenting the regu-

lar force. Miss Ella Linmer and Miss Ena
Eichman are new members of the record force.

The Greene Co. is exhibiting the Zenith, At-

water Kent, Thompson and Radiola in straight

sets and combinations at the Radio Show. Ed-

gar A. Kopf is a member of the committee on

arangements for the show.

Lion Store Adds to Sales Staff

The Lion Store Music Rooms, dealer in

Brunswicks and Victrolas, has increased its

outside canvassing and sales force for a sales

drive. Fourteen thousand inserts went out with

the statements the first of the month. The
annual May sales of the store are drawing a

crowd of customers to the house and a fair

proportion of these visitors are taking advan-

tage of the extra machine offerings.

Doyle Wyre, formerly connected with the

department, has opened a radio shop in Cin-

cinnati. Atwater Kent sets will be featured.

Robt. Kaine and W. C. Griffith, of the Chi-

cago Talking Machine Co.; Howard Shartel, of

the Cleveland Talking Machine Co., and R.

Martin of Grinnell Bros., Detroit, were recent

visitors to the store; they also attended the

Victor banquet. Through the courtesy of

Manager Reeves, of the store, the Eight Victor

Artists appeared at the luncheon of the Cham-
ber of Commerce and entertained the members
the day of the local concert. Further, the

Radio exhibit of the house at the Show is in

charge of H. Lochmiller. Zenith, Thompson,
Thermiodyne, Kennedy and Carnival outfits are

among the sets in the department booth.

Goosman Co. Spring Drive Under Way
The Goosman Piano Co. is conducting a very

successful Spring sales drive on Columbia
phonographs and other musical merchandise at

the Montpelier and Bryan, O., branches of the

store. Patrick Carroll is in charge of the sales.

C. E. Colber, sales manager, is endeavoring to

organize local dealers into a 5:30 o'clock Satur-

day closing club.

"Baseball" Window
The United Music Co. is employing a base-

ball window tie-up with records with good suc-

cess. An artistic sign showing a batter landing

on the ball stated: "Always new Brunswick and

Victor hits." Portable machine sales are open-

ing with a bang, Harry Wasserman, proprietor,

stated. Kameraphone, Swanson, Pal, Gypsy,
Aristocrat, Victor and Brunswick models are

dealt in. The fine Spring weather has given

portable interest a good start here.

The Talking Machine Shop, Columbia dealer,

according to Fred Frame, manager, is getting

excellent results from the foreign lists. The
clientele of the store buys many German, Po-
lish, Italian and Spanish discs. Playtime juve-

nile records are new merchandise added.

Featuring Radio
Grinnell Bros, are featuring Zenith and

Freed-Eisemann radio sets in the section opened
in the Victor Salon on the third floor of the

large store.

Columbia Territory Enlarged
F. W. Gumaer, Columbia representative for

the Toledo district, recently received a promo-
tion, whereby his territory was enlarged to in-

clude Columbus, Springfield and central

Ohio. S. S. Larmon, manager Columbia Phono-
graph Co., Cleveland, accompanied Mr. Gumaer
over the new section lately. New Columbia
accounts opened within the recent past include

A. L. & R. Piano Co., Bellevue, O. ; Stentz

Piano Co., Norwalk, O.; A. Zinder Music Co.,

Lima, O.
;

Ohly's Drug Store, Oberlin, O.;

Stern Furniture Co., Jackson, Mich.; and the

Campbell Furniture Co., Piqua, O. John Shaw,
Columbia dealer, Toledo, has opened a branch
store in the W. Toledo Market. He reports

business very satisfactory.

The Columbia records which went on sale

May 1 seem to mark the beginning of a new
era in recording. The Columbia disc, "Adeste
Fideles," a recording of more than 4,800 voices,

made in the Metropolitan Opera House, is. the

record hit of the month.

Mrs. Ruth Leidley Resigns

At the LaSalle & Koch Co., operated by F.

C. Henderson Co., Boston, Mrs. Ruth Leidley,

manager, has resigned. She will return to

Cleveland, where she will engage in another

line of business. The department is plugging

Pal, Brunswick and Victor portables.

Allan W. Fritzsche on Six

Weeks' Trip to West Coast

Allan W. Fritzsche, vice-president of the

General Phonograph Corp., left New York
Sunday, May 3, for a six weeks' trip to the

Pacific Coast. Mr. Fritzsche will call on Okeh
jobbers on this trip, and also visit all of the

company's clients in behalf of their general

activities. According to his present plans Mr.

Fritzsche will reach Chicago the early part of

June to attend the music conventions in that

city, and without a doubt his trip will be of

considerable interest and value to the General

Phonograph Corp.'s organization.

Radio Firm Chartered

The Hamilton Radio Corp., New York, was

recently incorporated at Albany, with a capital

stock of $8,000. The incorporators are J. Bur-

feindt, C. M. Kukelhorn and C. E. Jones.

"The Portable with a Guarantee Bond 9 '

SPENCERIAN
Portable PHONOGRAPHS

$25.00

LIST

Correspondence Invited

WESTPHONO, Inc., 46 W. 4th St., ST. PAUL, MINN.
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una For The Future With
The ADLER-ROYAL Franchise

ADLER-ROYAL Table Type Neutrodyne

Model 2oi-A. Used ivith ivet "A" bat-

teries; "B" batteries concealed in cabinet.

Five tubes {either zoi-A or pi-A). Cabi-

nets either mahogany or walnut.

ADLER-ROYAL Table Type Neutrodyne

Model iqg. The first five-tube Neutrodyne

built expressly for operation on dry batteries

with i<)<) type tubes. All batteries concealed in

cabinet. Can be had in walnut or mahogany.

ADLER-ROYAL
Cabriole — Model
jo. Combination
Royal Phonograph

and ADLER-
ROYAL Neutro-

dyne. Cabinets in

either walnut or

mahogany

.

ADLER-ROYAL
Radio Speaker.

Mahogany or duo-

tone walnut.

DO you know that you can obtain a franchise to handle the

ADLER-ROYAL line, which protects you from unscrupulous

competition? _ The Adler Manufacturing Company was the first

to offer a radio franchise. We are the leaders in helping to place

the dealer in radio on a sound, substantial basis.

Do you know that the liberal and unusual ADLER-ROYAL
discounts enable you to sell and service for lasting customer
satisfaction and still make a good profit? The Adler Manufac-
turing Company was the first to recognize the crying need of the

dealer in radio for better discounts and the first to offer them to

him. Dealers handling ADLER-ROYAL merchandise obtain their

full share of profit.

ere ndise —
ADLER-ROYAL'S wholesome, equitable dealer policies are back
of a line of Neutrodyne Radio Receivers, Phonograph-Radio Com-
binations, Phonographs and Radio Speakers which have proved
their high quality and excellence of performance and on which
you can build a lasting, substantial business.

We offer the ADLER-ROYAL franchise to the better type

of dealer who sincerely desires to build for the future . We
invite correspondence from you regarding the details of

our proposition.

Build for the future witK ADLER-ROYAL

ADLER MANUFACTURING CO., Inc.

881 Broadway, New York
Factories: Louisville, Ky.

District Representatives

ROYAL LINE SALES CORP.,
liS Tremont St., Room 104,

Boscon, Mass.

ADLER MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
881 Broadway,
New York.

ADLER MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
1015 Chestnut Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

WILLIAM A. CARROLL,
802. Bramson Building,

Buffalo, N. Y.

ADLER MANUFACTURING COMPANY-,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

JAMES M. ERVIN,
4900 Euclid Avenue,

Cleveland, Ohio.

H. N. BUCKLEY,
Grand Hotel,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

S. E. LIND,
1765 West Fort Street,

Detroit, Mich.

H. N. BUCKLEY,
134 No. Pennsylvania St.,

Indianapolis, Ind.

ADLER MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
400 So. State St.,

Chicago, 111.

SPRAGUE & WARREN,
39 So. 8th Street,

Minneapolis, Minn.

ADLER MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
408 Benoist Bldg., Cor. 9th & Pine Streets,

St. Louis, Mo.

BLACKMAN SALES COMPANY,
17 E. 14th Street,

Kansas City, Mo.

RADIO EQUIPMENT CO. OF TEXAS,

1319 Young Street,

Dallis, Texas.

ROYAL SALES CO.,

313 California Bldg.,

Denver, Colo.

Pat

Off

1
fooUb^ Licensed by .^c
"""few Radlo MalMf»cW«*

S ' i
'a
to

5 g

s.
Olhoi Patents Pending ™«%

ADLER-ROYAL
Phonograph and Radio
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Akron-Canton Dealers Handling Machines
and Other Lines Enjoy Best Business

Business Fair Throughout the Territory—Demand for Talking Machines Increasing, Report Deal-

ers—Artists Appearing Locally Aid Record Sales—Trade News and Activities of the Month

Akron-Canton, O., May 8.—Dealers in talk-

ing machines exclusively report business the

past month only fair, but those who sell talk-

ing machines in connection with other mer-

chandise state their volume of sales have been

satisfactory. There has been a noticeably in-

creased demand of late for the straight phono-

graph, according to retailers.

W. E. Pyle Reports Business Normal

At the talking machine department of the

Wiliam R. Zollinger Co. business has opened

up satisfactorily for Spring, according to W.
E. Pyle, manager of the department. There has

been a good demand for talking machines and

combinations to date and there has also been

a better call for records.

Weigand Starts New Store

Work has been started on the construction

of a new music and radio store by Frank Wei-
gand, well-known Barberton music dealer. The
building is of brick two stories in height.

A large portion of floor space will be given

over to the display of talking machines and

records. It is expected the new store will be

ready by early Fall.

Bennie Krueger at Akron
Bennie Krueger, well-known Brunswick artist,

inaugurated the Summer season at East Market

Gardens, Akron, playing there two nights to

capacity business. Local Brunswick dealers

tied up with the personal appearance of the

well-known band leader, and the Brunswick Co.,

used much display space in the newspapers in-

forming the public of his newest dance records.

E. W. Bond Now Covering Northern Ohio
E. W. Bond has been appointed to handle

the Brunswick dealers' business in Akron and
Canton as well as in a number of other north-

ern Ohio cities. Mr. Bond comes to the Can-

ton district from the Carryola Co., of Mil-

waukee, Wis.

Earle Poling Gets Publicity

A well-written feature story with Earle Pol-

ling, Akron Victor dealer, as the subject ap-

peared in a recent issue of the Akron Times-
Press. A two column head was used and al-

most a column of space devoted to telling how
Mr. Poling has won fame for Akron and him-

self in the music world. It carried with it an

excellent photo of Mr. Poling. He has been

responsible for the fostering of concerts in

Akron for the past five years and during this

time has brought to the "Rubber City" the

world's most famous concert artists.

Snodgrass Record Hit

The new Harry Snodgrass "King of the

Ivories" record, now available at Brunswick

dealers, has made a big hit in Canton and Akron.

The Brunswick Music Shop, Canton, reports it

has been one of the best sellers since coming
out and there is no indication of a let-up in

popularity.

Grant Co. Store Opens in Canton
Sheet music, records and radio accessories

are music lines featured in the new store of

the W. T. Grant Co., recently opened in Can-
ton. This store, one of the largest of Canton

department stores, is giving much space to

popular-priced sheet music and records.

W. E. Strassner Retires

W. E. Strassner, instructor of voice and one
of the organizers of the Strassner-Custer Music
House, Canton, has retired from active manage-
ment of this store, it has been announced.

The firm will now be known as the W. S.

Custer Music Co.

Ray Miller at Canton

Ray Miller and his famous Brunswick record

orchestra played a two-night engagement at

Moonlight Ballroom, Meyers Lake Park, Can-
ton, bringing out the largest crowds of the

Spring season. Canton Brunswick dealers

gave the band some nice advance publicity in

their windows. Record sales following the

band's appearance were more than doubled.

McKelvey Adds Brunswick Line

The McKelvey store, Youngstown, has taken

on the complete Brunswick line of phonographs
and records. This store has given over large

floor space to display and sales of Brunswick
machines and in recent weeks has presented

some appealing window displays.

How Adler Mfg. Go.'s Model
Plant Aids Production

N. P. Bloom, Secretary of Company, Tells of

Advantage of Modern Facilities in Keeping
Down Labor Turnover and Overhead

Evidence that the music trades are keeping

even pace with the world's progress and de-

velopment is

contained in

a very inter-

esting letter

recently re-

ceived from

an insurance

agency b y
N. P. Bloom,

secretary of

the Adler
Mfg. Co. In

it the insur-

ance agency,

which under-

writes fire insurance

"Our inspector has just finished going through your
plant and we are glad indeed to inform you that he has

found it in very excellent condition, both as to fire haz-

ards and working conditions. He reports the plant to be

clean, all machinery properly safeguarded, so as to protect

as nearly as possible the men working there from injury;

also that you are laying special stress on lighting, heat-

ing and ventilating.

In other words, you can be justly proud of your

splendid factory, which our many years of constant in-

spection of like manufacturing plants convinces us is one

of the finest and best managed of any in the South."

Model Factory of the Adler Mfg. Co.

for this concern, lays

special stress on the excellent condition -of the

plant, its splendid lighting, heating and ventilat-

ing facilities and general efficiency and excel-

lence. The letter follows:

Pay Us a Visit at

The World's Largest Building"

HEN you are at the Music Trades Convention in Chicago
drop over any time and let us extend you the hospitality

of The World's Largest Building, where our general offices

and display rooms are located. You will be interested

in seeing this exposition palace, with its Millions of Dollars

worth of Fine Furnishings displayed in its acres of space.

From the Drake Hotel, a short walk south along the Lake Shore
Drive, brings you direct to Building Entrance at 666 Lake Shore
Drive. Then come up to our display rooms, Suite 829. We will be

glad to see you and you may be interested in seeing an. especially

large and comprehensive assemblage of phonographs, radios and com-
binations. But please remember, you will be our guest and will not

be asked to buy anything.

In commenting on the letter, Mr. Bloom
made the statement that the results of main-

taining a model plant such as that of the Adler

Mfg. Co., redound to the advantage of the

concern in a number of interesting ways. For
one thing, it has resulted in the building and
maintaining of a factory personnel consisting

of the finest artisans who are glad to work
under these excellent conditions, and who have

stayed with the company with only minor
changes year after year. Nearly all Adler em-

ployes are old in the service of the company.

Besides materially reducing the cost and gen-

eral disruption of high labor turnover, this has

tended towards the constant maintenance of a

high standard of product year in and year out.

It is interesting and a source of keen satisfac-

tion, Mr. Bloom says, to observe the personal

pride each man takes in his work, and the very

tangible atmosphere of loyalty and interest in

the company's welfare, which is so in evidence,

even to the casual visitor to the plant.

Atwater Kent Radio Set

Entertains Hotel Guests

Winterhaven, Fla., May 7.—The Roseart Hotel

of this Southern resort city has provided addi-

tional pleasure and entertainment for its guests

through the installation of radio reception in

every room. An Atwater Kent five-tube set has

been installed in the lobby and by means of

a multiple plug attachment the program being

received is carried to every room of the hotel

where a head set is hung for that purpose.

This novelty has proved very popular with the

guests of the hotel and it has created consider-

able comment in the local press.
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Tone—More Important Than
Any Other Two Features

Empire Tone Arms Produce Better Tones and
Help Make More Sales

**4^*>0 produce the best Phonograph in

its class, is the aim of every talk-

ing machine builder, and in these

days of keen competition and unique

selling methods every forward-looking

manufacturer is on the alert to build and

sell only such instruments as will do him

credit and show him a profit.

Item for item and feature for feature

there is no talking point or selling argu-

ment that can in any way equal "Tone

Quality." It is the final argument, the

one point upon which a sale is made or

lost. Tone is more important than any

other two or three features.

We've been telling you each month that

Empire Tone Arms and Reproducers

would enhance the tone quality of YOUR
instruments, that there was a style and

type EMPIRE for every Phonograph

requirement — and that the complete

EMPIRE line was decidedly moderate

in price. What we want you to do is to

prove these things to your own satisfac-

tion, in your own plant. Tell us your

requirements, we welcome comparative

tests.

W. J. McNamara
President.

Makers Also of the Superb

EMPIRE 5 TUBE RECEIVING SET
"KING of RADIO"
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Period Effect

in New Sonora

Radio Speaker

Equipped with deLuxe (flJ/^O
radio reproducer . . . '(i

'-'"

Place your set on top of it

— Your batteries within it

—And beautify your
home

'T'HIS new console
JL speaker will make an

irresistible appeal to the

music lovers who take

pride in their home, for

beneath its graceful,

classic lines is concealed

the famous Sonora wood
tone chamber, and the

storage batteries, the B
batteries and the charger

may be installed within

—and all unsightly wiring

is cleverly hidden too.

THE INSTRUMENT OF QUALITY

CLEAR AS A BELL

Sonora Phonograph
Company, Inc.

279 Broadway New York City

Makers ot Sonora Phonographs, Sonora

Radio Speakers, Reproducers

and Sonoradios

Export and Canadian Distributor:

C. A. RICHARDS, Inc.

279 Broadway New York City

Brunswick Music Memory
Contest Prizes Awarded

Chicago Salesman Wins the Big Cash Award
in the Second Radio Music Memory Contest

of the Brunswick Co.—Other Winners

Chicago, III., May 6.—Awards for the second

music memory contest of the Brunswick Co. were

recently announced, the first prize of $1,U00

being awarded to Robert Lanyon, insurance

salesman of this city. The conditions of the

contest were for participants to listen-in over

the radio to the five concerts broadcast by

Brunswick artists dining the month of March
and identify the artists and the selections which
they sang. An additional requirement was the

writing of a brief essay on the vo.ee of Mario
Chamlee, Brunswick artist and Metropolitan

opera star.

Robert Lanyon graduated from the Chicago
University in s Liberal Arts last June. He
worked his way through college and for some
tune acted as usher at the Auditorium, thus

gaining the foundation of a knowledge of good
music. The second prize of $500 was given J.

A. Daniels, of Butler, Ind. ; third prize of $300

was gained by Mrs. Iva Hamilton Butler, of

Des Moines, Iowa, and the fourth prize of

$200 was awarded to Elmina Rupert, a thirteen-

year-old school girl of Pittsburgh, Pa.

There were ten $100 prizes, awarded as fol-

lows :

Herman S. Dreyer, Brooklyn; Albert Adams Lund,
Elmhurst, L. I; -Herbert L. Rothwell, New York; Mrs.

.
V. M. Smith, Brooklyn; Charles D. MacDonald, New York;
James Woodside, New York City; Marvin L. Frederick,
scnenectady ; Annie VVollmer, Agawam, Mass.; Marjorie
H. Smith, Bennington, Vt., and Mrs. A. L. Lorraine, Rich-
mond, Va.

Forty fifty-dollar prizes were distributed as

follows

:

Irving Banks, Brooklyn; Delavan D. Rhodes, Jr., Cohoes;
Leo Arthur Klein, Brooklyn; Edward J. Matthew, Brooklyn;
Adelaide R. Caplin, Brooklyn; Emma Uhlenhoft", Euge-
mere; Harry J. McGreedy, Cohoes; Norman W. Kempt,
Long Island City; Eleanor Graefenecker, New York; Max
Liebman, New York; Mrs. Leslie Austen, Jackson
Heights; Freda Somerset, New York; Miss M. E. Dixon,
New York; Willis G. Barnes, New York; P. H. Ackert,
New York; Miss Hilda Zelner, New York; Mrs. H. B.
Ensor, New York; G. H. Murray, New York; Miss Miriam
Harzstein, New York; James E. Carty, New York,
and Rina Faccini, of Schenectady, N. Y.; Mrs. George H.
Murray, Saddle River; Barbara Kempf, Newark; Mrs.
John Apalo, Bernardsville ; Mrs. A. Silberg, Westfield; Mrs.
William Haselmayer, Newark; Mrs. Joseph Schumacher,
Little Falls; Mrs. Norman W. Kempf, Newark, all of New
Jersey. Mrs. K. M. Blaney, Pittsburgh; Mrs. Henrietta
Baier, Pittsburgh; John Conway, Pittsburgh; Reynold
Beegel, Etna; Miss Letitia Dunseath, Pittsburgh, all of
Pennsylvania. Donald G. Freed, Ironton, Ohio. August
Duga, Wheeling, W. Va. Mrs. H. Willis Davis, Kokomo,
lnd. Miss Helen Stark, 500 Polk Boulevard, Des Moines,
la. Mrs. F. C. Siviter, Greensboro, N. C. James Ken-
nedy Foster, Winston-Salem, N. C. J. C. Hughes, Birming-
ham, Ala. Edgar A. Simpson, Savannah, Ga.

Announces Recording of

Beethoven's Fifth Symphony

The most recent addition to the Music Arts

Library of Victor records is the Beethoven
Fifth Symphony album, containing four double-

faced, twelve-inch records. The recordings

were made by Sir Landon Ronald and the

Royal Albert Hall Orchestra of London. The
album is uniform with those previously issued

and the music is explained with annotations in

a simple, interesting style, which adds to the

salability of records.

The Retail Stores Corp., New York, has been

incorporated at Albany, with a capital stock of

$50,000. Incorporators are H. M. and H. Stein

and M. Cohen.

New Zenith Radio Station,

WJAZ, Has Many Features

Programs to Be Transmitted From Hand-
somely Appointed Studio Through Distant
Station—"Movie Audience" Aids Artists

Distinctive developments in lighting effects

will play an important and unusual part in

WJAZ studio broadcasting from the new loca-

tion in the Straus Building, Chicago. In 1923-4

the Zenith Radio Corp. owned and operated
Station WJAZ at the Edgewater Beach Hotel,

Chicago. This station was known to the entire

radio world and when Zenith sold the station

hundreds of thousands of letters were received

appealing to WJAZ to come back on the air.

Although the station was sold, the call letters

were retained and the radio listening public

will soon hear the familiar WJAZ going out

over the radio waves. These old listeners and
a host of new friends will again be able to hear

the high-class, pleasing programs previously as-

sociated with Zenith WJAZ broadcasting.

It is stated that the new studio will mark an

epoch in the construction of radio broadcasting

apparatus. Th-e entire twenty-third floor in the

beautiful new Straus Building will be utilized

by the studio, reception room and executive of-

fices of the Zenittj Corp. The studio architec-

tural furnishings will be in Spanish style with

Louis XIV period's./furniture. Oriental rugs,

heavy drapes and .rich tapestries will further en-

hance the .effect. Acoustical experts have ar-

ranged interiors' s& that the delicate pitch of

the violin and the deep resonant tones of the

bass viol will all be harmoniously perfect in

their transmission.

Dr. M. Luckiesh, director of the Lighting Re-

search Laboratory, has been secured to plan

and direct the indirect illumination for this

studio.

Artists broadcasting from this new super stu-

dio will not experience that strangeness associ-

ated with the knowledge that they are enter-

taining vast audiences, to them invisible. An
entirely novel and new microphonic speaker

will be part of the modern equipment installed.

This speaker will be so designed that by the use

of motion picture photography an audience is

thrown on the screen of the microspeakaphone

and is constantly before the artist performing.

Grand opera stars have enthused over the ar-

rangement and have voiced their whole-hearted

approval. In connection with the studio will

be a reception room for artists awaiting their

time for broadcasting. Soft-cushioned rugs and

sound-proof walls prevent sounds from reaching

the microphone and the interior decorations

provide a restful atmosphere for guests. All

broadcasting will be by remote control from

the studio in the Straus Building, through the

station located thirty miles from Chicago.

WJAZ will be on the air within the next few

weeks.

Philpitt Opens New Store

Miami, Fla., May 5.—The formal opening of

the new store of the S. Ernest Philpitt & Son

Music Co. was held recently in the building,

just completed at Lincoln Road and Jefferson

avenue, which is located on the Beach. The

interior of the store is artistically arranged.

Phonograph Parts and Supplies

MOTORS, TONEARMS, SOUNDBOXES, SPRINGS AND NEEDLES OUR SPECIALTY

Lowest Prices and Best Qualities Always Available for Delivery Anywhere

Send for Bargain List of Repair Parts and Motors

THE VAL'S ACCESSORY HOUSE, Inc.

110 No. Broadway St. Louis, Mo.
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Station H~0~M~E broadcasting

stand by
IT'S station H-O-M-E and they are

asking for the name of the music

merchant selling the new Federal in

their neighborhood.

Thousands of letters have been re-

ceived at Federal offices— thousands

of letters written by people who want

to buy the netv Federal.

Tune in on this business. Write

us notv— for new illustrated Federal

catalog and prices. Ask us to show
you the new Federal in its table type

and beautiful console models.

Let us show you the dramatic dem-
onstration features of this astonish-

ing radio set. Ask about the enclosed

amplifying unit that saves service. Ask
about the Federal iron-clad perform-

ance guarantee that protects you and
your customers.

Write for the NEW Federal catalog NOW.

FEDERAL TELEPHONE MFG. CORP.
Buffalo, N. Y.

federal
Standard D10 products
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Plans for MacMillan Trip
to Arctic Are Perfected

U. J. Herrmann, Member of the Board of Direc-

tors of the Zenith Radio Corp., and Eugene
F. McDonald, President, to Go On Expedition

As announced recently in The Talking Ma-
chine World, Eugene F. McDonald, Jr., presi-

dent of the Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, will

be in charge of radio activities on the forth-

U. J. Herrmann, E. F. McDonald, Jr., Donald MacMillan

coming North Pole expedition sponsored by

Commander MacMillan, famous Arctic explor-

er. The expedition will leave Wiscasset, Me.,

about June 20, and in all probability will stay

in the North until the latter part of October.

It was also stated recently that U. J. Herrmann,

a member of the board of directors of the

Zenith Radio Corp. and the active head of the

Radio World's Fair in New York and the

annual Chicago Radio Show, will be a mem-
ber4 of the party on this trip.

The accompanying illustration presents Com-
mander Donald B. MacMillan, E. F. McDonald,
Jr., and Mr. Herrmann. They are all members
of the U. S. N. R. F. and the U. S. Navy de-

partment is co-operating actively with Com-
mander MacMillan in his endeavors to make
this trip epoch-making in the annals of Arctic

exploration. Naval air-

craft will be utilized in

connection with the

trip and reports from
Washington, D. C,
state that the planes will

proceed north from
Maine, skirting the

Labrador coast to the

Davis Strait, which
they will fly across to

the Greenland shore.

The party also plans to

visit Cape Columbia,

the "jumping off" place

of Commander Peary,

and to obtain there

copies of the vitally important records which
he left there.

A dispatch from Washington says that plans
are being made by the Bureau of Aeronautics
of the Navy Department, to dispatch the dirigi-

ble Los Angeles or her sister ship, Shenandoah,

from Lakehurst to Etah, Alaska, should an
emergency call be raised by the men while map-
ping the unknown region between Alaska and
the North Pole.

NEXT MONTH
in this magazine

will appear a startling announcement
of the

Vzrmanmt Sales 'Policy
under which the

cNcw and Improved

Freshman
UaSTERPIEob

line of radio frequency
receiving sets will he

Sold.SzrViced ^Protected
Since our original declaration a month ago,we

have been swamped with letters from live mer-
chants demanding consideration when territory

is allotted.

If you haven't already registered your
name, do so immediately to insure com-
plete, first-hand information.

CfeaJ» Freshman (b.lnc

9,n fRESHMAN BUILDING
Z4C-24&^est40th St.-NEW YORK.NY

CHICAGO OFFICE, 327 SOUTH LA SALLE ST.

Columbia Sales Improve
in Connecticut Territory

F. C. Collins, sales representative for the Co-
lumbia Phonograph Co., Inc., in Connecticut,
in a chat recently with the Talking Machine
World, reported a very substantial increase in

sales during the month of April, due to im-
proved industrial conditions in that section and
a more optimistic outlook on the part of the
music merchants. All the live music merchants
in Connecticut are inaugurating sales drives
through newspaper advertising and truck sales

work with the idea of securing sales in the city

districts and the outlying country sections of

the State. The outlook for the balance of the

year 1925 looks very bright indeed for a big
volume of business for those dealers that are
alive to the thought behind extensive advertis-

ing, convassing and truck sales work.
Lund & Co., of Seymour, Conn., is now hand-

ling the Victor in conjunction with the Edison
line.

Winslow's Music Shop, Church street, Nauga-
tuck, Conn., is closing its store and will confine

its activities entirely to the new store recently

opened in Milford, Conn, where Columbias, Vic-

tors and pianos are featured, together with other

musical instruments and sheet music.

B. Kolakoski, 200 Bridge street, Union City,

Conn., has joined the Columbia family and
will feature now new Columbia Phonographs
and New Process records.

New Crosley Sales Plan
Protects Its Dealers

Cincinnati, O., May 4.—The Crosley Radio

Corp., announced recently to its dealers and

jobbers that its new selling plan would consist

of the appointment of authorized dealers every-

where, and it is believed that the distribution

of Crosley radio merchandise by authorized

retailers will result in increased business for

the dealer and later will undoubtedly provide

more profitable outlets for the jobber and manu-
facturer.

Crosley salesmen and distributor representa-

tives are signing up dealers as quickly as pos-

sible and forwarding the appointments to the

Crosley executive offices, who are responsible

for the issuance of franchises. The executives

of the company are working in close co-opera-

tion with every factor in the selling organiza-

tion, and sales suggestions from the dealers

are receiving immediate consideration.

Ralph S. Peer Visits

Important Points South

Ralph S. Peer, director of Okeh record sales

for the General Phonograph Corp., New York,

returned to his desk a few days ago after a

very interesting Southern trip. Accompanied

by P. C. Brockman, sales manager of James K.

Polk, Atlanta, Okeh jobber, Mr. Peer visited

Okeh dealers throughout the State of Florida.

Both he and Mr. Brockman were highly grati-

fied to find that Okeh records had achieved con-

siderable popularity throughout this State, and

they offered important sales suggestions to

Okeh dealers that will undoubtedly be reflected

in the retailers' activities during the next few

months.

Victor Artists Give Concert

Washington, Pa., May 5.—The Eight Popu-

lar Victor Artists gave a concert at the State

Theatre on April 30 under the auspices of the

G. W. P. Jones Music Co. These artists ap-

peared before a capacity audience and greatly

stimulated the sale of their recordings.
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Milwaukee Dealers Looking Forward to

Good Portable Business This Summer
Demand for These Small Instruments Increasing Steadily—Annual Milwaukee Music Ana'ysis

Gives Some Interesting Facts—Radio Jobbers Organize—Records Continue in Good Demand

Milwaukee, Wis., May 7.—Demand for talking

machines was not particularly brisk during the

month of April, according to local jobbers and

wholesalers. Portables are just beginning to

figure in wholesale business and interest al-

ready evidenced in these smaller machines is

considered very encouraging locally. The rec-

ord business holds up very well and the appear-

ance of recording orchestras and various artists

of note has helped to stimulate the demand in

this line.

Milwaukee Music Analysis

Some interesting figures regarding phono-

graph sales during the past five years were con-

tained in the Consumer Analysis prepared by

the Milwaukee Journal. The survey was made
at the end of 1924, and figures were compared

with similar figures in 1920. The number of

phonograph owners showed an increase of 26

per cent in the past five years, bringing the fig-

ure up to 68 per cent of the total number of

families in the city. The year 1920 marked the

greatest sale of upright models, while since that

time there has' been a steady increase in de-

mand for consoles, while uprights have de-

creased in popularity. Total sales of phono-

graphs reached their highest point during 192.3,

but the total dropped in 1924.

Although the number of radio owners in-

creased by 100 per cent during the year 1924,

the total number of radio owners in this city is

only 16.74 per cent of the total number of Mil-

waukee families. The survey showed a marked

increase in the number of commercial set own-

ers in comparison to those who own home-

made sets. Three tube sets are owned by the

greatest number, while five tube models rank

second. To the question of what kind of pro-

grams the majority liked to receive, the answer

was in preference of quality music rather than

jazz.

Brunswick Sales Make Good Showing

"Business has been very hard to get, but my
figures for the year are ahead of last year up to

the end of April," stated Carl Lovejoy, Bruns-

wick representative in Milwaukee and this ter-

ritory. "Dealers in Sheboygan and Fond du

Lac are showing a great increase in business

this year. In Milwaukee many of them are

complaining, but some of them are finding the

business if they go after it hard enough."

Brunswick record business has been going

along very well, although there have been no

outstanding hits but rather a demand scattered

over a wide range of numbers. Interest is hold-

ing up in Harry Snodgrass recordings, and this

demand should be stimulated by a return en-

gagement of this pianist at the Palace Theatre.

A new Brunswick account has been opened in

the city in the past month. Rinscl-Tcsch, Inc.,

a music store on the South Side.

Disposes of Sonora Obsolete Models

Business at Yahr & Lange for the month of

April will run into satisfactory figures due to

the drive on all straight phonograph models '

by Yahr & Lange, wholesalers for Sonora in

Wisconsin and Michigan, who have been otter-

ing these discontinued models to their dealers

throughout these two States. Hereafter, Valu-

ed Lange will concentrate on the Sonora line

of combination instruments as well as those

adapted to use with radio.

Ray Reilly, new district sales manager of

Sonora Co., was in Milwaukee for a short time

to assist with some of the sales.

Introduces New Models

The Badger Talking Machine Co., Victor

jobbers in this territory, have been showing

the two models recently put out by the Victor

Co. Interest has been shown in the table

model, according to Harry Goldsmith, secre-

tary of the Badger Co., who states further that

dealers are already beginning to show interest

in portable phonographs, and he expects this

business to be very good.

Radio Jobbers Form Organization

Twelve radio distributors of the State at-

tended a meeting called by David M. Kasson,

vice-president of the Interstate Sales Co., which

handles De Forest, Freed-Eisemann and Oper-

ario sets, for the purpose of forming an un-

official organization which is to be entirely in-

formal and will be used as a means of discus-

sing various merchandising problems which

arise in the radio field. From the standpoint

of distributors they will consider such questions

as advertising, credits, merchandise exchange

and other problems. Mr. Kasson was selected

to act as unofficial chairman as the organiza-

tion will have no other officers. The firms rep-

resented at the meeting were Julius Andrea &
Sons Co., Yahr & Laiige, Lemke Electric Co.,

G-Q Electric Co., Badger Radio Co., Shadbolt

& Boyd, Taylor Electric Co., Madison; Radio

Specialty Co., American Radio & Equipment
Co., Alexander Kailing Co., and the Interstate

Sales Co.

A. J. Seyfert, formerly of the Seyfert Radio

Corp., has joined the. force of the Interstate

Sales Co. and will act as its representative in

Fox River Valley and northern Michigan terri-

tory.

Satisfactory Carryola Demand
"Business conditions as far as our companj

is concerned are very good," stated D. F. Allen,

vice-president of the Carryola Co. of America.

"Our production is up to and beyond normal

at the present time." Mr. Allen mentioned par-

ticularly the Carryola Master which the com-

pany is getting out in several colors this Spring

to add variety to the line. He states that deal-

ers arc taking considerable interest in the new
model. In fact, the Carryola line is going over

big everywhere.

Brief But Interesting

Radio will be one of the prominent features

of the new store which is being opened in Ken-
osha, Wis., under the name of the Zabel-Mar-

tin Drug & Radio Co. R. O. Martin, formerly

head of a radio distributing and service agency,

is in charge of the radio end of the business.

In order to cope with its growing business,

the French Battery Co. of Madison, Wis., has

announced plans for floating a $750,000 bond
issue which has been underwritten by Paine,

Webber Co.

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co. has opened a

new store in Fond du Lac, Wis., handling all

lines of musical instruments. A. J. Hook, for-

merly with the Milwaukee store, has been ap-

pointed manager.

Bollinger Co.'s Attractive

Gulbransen Window Display

Fort Smith Company Illustrates Its Faith in

the Value of Artistic Windows

Fort Smith, Ark., May 5.—The R. C. Bollinger

Music Co., of this city, is an enthusiastic be-

liever in the value of effective window dis-

plays and recently the company prepared a very

attractive window using as a basis the display

material furnished by the Gulbransen Co., of

Chicago. The accompanying description will

give some idea of the originality of the window.

In the display there is presented the plaster

baby, the card-board baby cut out, the minia-

ture baby, the window flasher, the monthly

raised letter window card, four instruction rolls,

opened up, and three special window cards pre-

pared by the Bollinger window decorators.

W. A. Willson Resigns

W. A. Willson, for many years manager of the

educational department of the Columbia Phono-

graph Co., Inc., resigned this position May 1,

and will take the entire Summer for rest and

recreation. Mr. Willson is planning an exten-

sive automobile tour in his "faithful Franklin"

to Pikes Peak, Grand Canyon, California, Ore-

gon, Washington, Yellowstone Park, Denver,

Chicago and Niagara Falls, after which time he

will announce his future plans.

Fire Damages Eclipse Stock

The basement of the building owned and oc-

cupied by the Eclipse Talking Machine Co.,

[nc, 168 Main street, Paterson, N. J., was re-

cently gutted by fire. The Eclipse Co. pur-

chased the building about two years ago and

has since remodeled it.

RADIO CABINETS

In our 46 years of Building Furniture

Let Us Build YourRadio Cabinets
Aside from our regular line of cabinets, we are building them
by the thousands for large users of cabinets. With substan-

tial orders, we build special, exclusive designs.

BURT BROS., Inc.
2000 S. 9th St. Philadelphia, Pa.
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"Bruno

Means

Security"

Distributors of Victrolas and
Victor Records — the world's

greatest musical combination.

Distributors of Eagle
Balanced Neutrodyne Receivers
—highly efficient, dependable

and guaranteed.

C. BRUNO & SON, Inc.

351-353 Fourth Avenue New York, N. Y.
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Wide Appeal of Radio an Aid to Dealers
in Putting Over Strong Selling Talks

Oscar O. Krause, Vice-President, Secretary and General Manager of the Eagle Radio Co., Em-
phasizes That the Variety of Broadcasting Programs Holds Something of Interest for All

Oscar O. Krause, vice-president, secretary

and general manager of the Eagle Radio Co.,

Newark, N. J., manufacturer of Eagle neutro-

dyne receivers, has some very decided views on
the functions of radio besides the ability to

render musical programs. These are really

more than views, in most instances, they are

facts, and as such are of interest to every seller

of radio goods because they relate to the avail-

Oscar O. Krause
ability of receiving instruments for many pur-

poses. In the aggregate they are a series of

facts that should be part of every retailer's sales

arguments.

For instance, Mr. Krause believes that the

old-fashioned home life is fast returning, due
to the fact that radio wins over the competition
of many outside forces for the leisure hours
of Americans. An impressive instance of this

is related by him of a friend with seven chil-

dren who for over twenty years, until he had
a radio set, did not have the pleasure of having
his entire family at home for an evening.

"There are enough features in radio to make

it possible to sell receivers in every season,"

says Mr. Krause. "Passing by the well-recog-

nized functions of a receiver to bring in stock

reports, prices, music, baseball and other amuse-

ments, the possibility of listening to history in

the making is not to be slighted—the inaugura-

tion, the voice of our President several times a

year, and the reporting at first hand the details

of momentous gatherings. When an airship

broke loose the news was broadcast; when an

earthquake shook a mountain listeners thou-

sands of miles away were informed before the

last quiver had died; when the President's loved

son was ill the whole nation listened anxiously

for reports of the boy's progress, and when a

tornado swept the cities of the South radio

listeners were apprised of it within a few

moments, the furtherance of these news fea-

tures is assured by the vote of the directors

oi tne Associated Press at the last annual

gar.ne.ing in New York, who decided to lift the

uan on important news. The smallest church

community with its tiny meeting house strug-

gling under a mortgage with an underpaid

and overworked pastor handicapped by limited

assistance and opportunities can bring to these

impoverished soms through radio the voice of

men like Dr. S. Parkes Cadman, Raymond Fos-

d civ, Or. Jefferson and Dr. Steinmetz. The
voices of cardinals and bishops are available

to the smallest community.

"There is really something of special interest

available through radio for every taste: This

is apart from the well-recognized functions of

radio as are known by the man on the street.

During the war the need for physical training

of our growing youth was impressively demon-

strated. Over a year ago station WOR started

a physical training course and other stations

have added this excellent feature. Now the

Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. has a well-

paid director who puts one through the paces

in a morning drill broadcast from the Met-

ropolitan Tower.

"Nations will soon be called together in in-

ternational conferences participated in by every

civilized country. Held in a common language

the actual conferences will be available for

We Welcome You to Chicago and

"The World's Largest Building"
—where our office] and display rooms are located

You will find many things to interest you about this World's
Greatest exposition palace which is probably the most ad-

vanced idea in a wholesale display exposition that the com-
mercial world has ever known. With its magnificent entrance,

beautiful corridors and dis-

play rooms, unique club

rooms and restaurants atop
the building, we feel sure

your time will be well spent
in inspecting it.

A short walk south from The Drake
brings you to the door, 666 Lake
Shore Drive. Then come up to our
display, Suite 829. You will see an
exceptional showing of phono-
graphs, radio and combinations, but
please remember you will be our
guest and will not be asked to buy
anything.

MACHINE CO., CHICAGO
American Furniture Mart

VITANOLA TALKING

COMING!
AnC^NNOUNCEMENT

of vital importance to

every radio retailer
from the

PRIESS RADIO CORP.
693 Broadway, N. Y.
The Radio Manufacturer

That protects your
interests and your
profits.

WATCH FOR IT!

every receiving set. Thus it will be impossible
for any overambitious head or stupid and self-

ish government to set another world war in

motion. With these and many other features to

present to prospective purchasers there is no
reason why a normal business cannot be se-

cured by the average dealer during the Summer
months," said Mr. Krause. Continuing, he said:

"Of course Summer business will not be as
active as that of the height of the Fall season,
but properly presented radio will create many,
many sales in any season. The trade should
discount at once the absurd notion of the fel-

low who is waiting until radio attains greater
perfection before making his purchase. There
are too many things now coming in on pro-
grams for him to miss and they come in with
good quality on present-day receivers. The
first automobile was far from perfect, but we
bought them and they gave us a thrill, when
the awkward things would go. To-day those
obsolete specimens look ungainly and stupid.

In 1925, however, one gets into a car with bal-

loon tires, presses a button and it starts, but
even at that the 1926 model is by no means a

finished article and the 1930 car may make the

present-day model look old-fashioned."

Mr. Krause and Franklin B. Kellogg, presi-

dent of the company, have watched their

product attain a prominent place in the list of

radio receivers. They entered the field early

as it is known to-day, and have built their or-

ganization and their distribution on a standard

one-price policy. What is more, every Eagle
is sold with a guarantee and these things with
the merit of the Eagle neutrodyne set as the

basic asset assure a future for the company.

Witzmann-Stuber, Inc.,

Moves to Central Store

Memphis, Tenn., May 7.—Witzmann-Stuber,

Inc., is moving to a new and more central loca-

tion in the new Peabody Hotel. The new store

will have a frontage on Union avenue of fifty-

four feet, about the same amount in the hotel

lobby and still another street frontage on Third

street. Brunswick phonographs and records and
Brunswick Radiolas are featured by this estab-

lishment.

Plans to Open Music Store

New Holland, Pa., May 8.—J. F. Werner is

remodeling his property on East Main street,

prior to the opening of a complete music store.

The entire lower floor of the building will be

turned into a showroom and two large display

windows are being installed.

Opens Twelfth Radio Store

The Liberty Radio Chain Stores, Inc., has

opened in the Hotel Biltmore building, New
York City, its twelfth store.
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GilfillanNeutrodyne
The New 4- tube Dry Cell Set

at a popular price

^^^^^

without accessories, but

giving you a genuine

Neutrodyne operating

with Dry Cell Tubes and

Dry Batteries — all en-

closed in the handsome

Walnut Cabinet.

HERE is a low-cost investment in permanent

Radio Equipment. A worthy addition to

the GILFILLAN NEUTRODYNE line.

Built in our factories by Radio Experts, who say

this is a most unusual value for the money.

Operates on Locals without antenna and brings

in 500 to 1000 miles on indoor antenna. Beauti-

ful true tone—no howls or squeals or distortion,

with remarkable ability to select exclusively what

you want. Good for years of delightful enjoyment.

The Music Dealer can now satisfy his cus-

tomers with the splendid Gilfillan Line at a wide

range of prices.

PRICES REDUCED

on our Standard 5-tube

Neutrodyne Sets. The

GN-1, formerly $175 is

NOW $150. The GN-2,

formerly $140 is NOW
$120. These Sets are regu-

lar stock and not discon-

tinued patterns

!

Write your jobber or our nearest office for Liberal Discounts.

GILFILLAN BROS. Inc.
KANSAS CITY 1815 W. 16th St., LOS ANGELES, CAL. NEW YORK CITY

2525 W. PENN WAY 225 WEST 57th ST.

.GILFILLAN RADIO CORPORATION
Itirto LICENSED BY „t\t»c

NEUtrodyHF
~S! war 27. 192J and Apr.)" W%
.neWJ. ftp*x Other RaNnta Pending
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Discusses Construction and Acoustical

Features of the Brunswick Radiola
Dr. Alfred M. Goldsmith, Chief Broadcaster Engineer of the Radio Corp. of America, Is the Au-

thor of an Interesting Article Entitled "Radio Engineering and Phonograph Engineering"

One of the very interesting articles in High-

lights of Radio Broadcasting, a publication

written in its entirety by Dr. Alfred M. Gold-

smith, chief broadcaster engineer of the Radio

Corporation of America and widely known in

radio circles throughout the world, is entitled

"Radio Engineering and Phonograph Engineer-

ing." This article, which is devoted to a most

important discussion of the constructional and

acoustical features of the Brunswick Radiola,

reads as follows:

Engineering forever widens its scope, and
new fields which are at first developed by a

Brunswick Radiola

hit-or-miss method gradually become the sub-

ject of orderly and rapid development by skilled

engineers. No devices more fully illustrate this

evolution from chance trials to systematic tech-

nical improvement than those two related in-

struments: the radio receiver and the phono-
graph. The nature of the music originally put

out by phonographs, and later by the first radio

loud speakers, "designed" by a wild guess, is

too notorious to require comment. When it

is contrasted with the superb effects whieh can
be obtained to-day under suitable conditions,

the debt owed to engineering becomes evident

and the possibilities of the future are seen to

be even more attractive.

Up to the present the acoustic problems in

the production of desired sounds have been
very similar for the radio receiver and the

phonograph. Each uses a small vibrating sheet

or diaphragm to produce the sounds. In the

case of the phonograph, the diaphragm is gen-

erally a circular piece of mica mounted in the

reproducing head of the phonograph and vi-

brated by mechanical connection to the needle
resting on the record. In the case of the radio

loud speaker, an iron diaphragm (or one of

other suitable material) is vibrated electro-

magnetically through the agency of currents

which are produced by the radio receiver and
its amplifier. The defects of such diaphragm

systems may be very serious unless every fea-

ture of the dimensions, mounting and control

of the diaphragm is thoroughly understood and

accurately worked out. The sound produced by

the diaphragm in each case passes through and

is modified by a horn, and here again is ample

opportunity for bad or good design and ob-

jectionable or desirable results. The material

of the horn, its size, shape and mode of at-

tachment are all of importance, and require

careful study and experimentation to get the

best results. The radio receiver has the best

of the problem, in one way, because one can,

after all, increase the amount of available power
for vibrating the diaphragm as much as may be

desired by radiotron tube amplifiers, whereas

the power obtainable from a needle riding in

the groove of the phonograph record is strictly

limited. Each field has found its own accept-

able solutions, and satisfactory results are now
being obtained.

The output of a phonograph and that of a

radio receiver are not so much alike nor so

competitive as is sometimes believed to be the

case. A phonograph record is of course a

reasonably permanent article. Even if the

record is worn out, it can be replaced by the

purchase of a duplicate. It represents the re-

sult of a considerable number of rehearsals of

the artist, and may fairly be assumed to be the

best recording possible of the particular selec-

tion. The broadcast performance is, generally

speaking, final—that is, if it is not quite what

the broadcaster desired, it can nevertheless not

be recalled or modified. And, as a general rule,

it is heard once, and is not available for in-

definite repetition. A phonograph record can

also give the auditor music or speech from

persons who are unavailable at the time, either

through absence or death. The broadcaster

must confine himself to personalities and per-

formances of the present unless he too uses

records for his "raw material" for broadcasting.

Unless one has a great number of broadcast-

ing station programs at his choice, the phono-

graph will be more likely to furnish exactly

the type of music which is wanted at the very

moment it is desired, always assuming that the

user is financially very solvent and willing to

purchase the assortment of records required

for his desired range of entertainment.

The capabilities of the radio receiver are

unique in a number of respects. An important

speech is to be delivered on a given evening.

It can reach a million homes by radio, with all

the timeliness and personal interest which at-

taches to it. It can carry to the radio audience

the words of the greatest statesmen or leaders

in other fields of activity at the instant they

are spoken, and with all the delicate individual

touches which make such speeches so inter-

esting. This is not possible of achievement in

the form of a permanent record, the psychology

of the response to the record being quite differ-

ent from that of the reaction to the actual

broadcast speech. Broadcasting can carry the

best concert being given in a group of citie =

even at considerable distance from each other.

SHELTON ELECTRIC CO.,

THE SHELTON
Electric Motor
The "Simplicity" electrifies Victor,

Edison and Columbia phonographs
by simply taking off winding handle
and placing motor against turn-

table. Automatic switch in motor
operated when the turntable is

started or stopped. Operating on
AC or DC current of 110 volts.

Specify type of current when
ordering.

THOMPSON AND MANLEY STREETS
LONG ISLAND CITY. N. Y.

to all residents of the great area surrounding
these cities, and at the very instant that the
concert takes place. It can give performances
lasting for many hours, where the trouble and
expense of gathering approximately the equiva-
lent entertainment in phonograph records would
be prohibitive even if, indeed, it were not fre-

quently impossible to assemble the desired pro^

gram in the form of records. The continuity

of the performance of a play or an opera is

not disturbed in radio broadcasting, and it is

an admirable means of bringing the most recent
artists and aspirants before the entire public

and probably before their efforts have been in

part stabilized in record form. The recent

rapid development of the radio drama and of

political broadcasting indicates other fields

which will in all likelihood remain exclusive to

radio. The romance of radio is replaceable in

no other way. Through the miles of darkness,
carried by no visible force, come the concerts

and speeches which entertain and instruct the

radio listeners. There is and must always be
a thrill in the knowledge that an annihilator of

space has been placed at the disposal of man-
kind. Men have always felt the cramping
limitations of their own slow capabilities of

travel. The task of carrying oneself to a distant

city is sufficiently trying to make its elimination

by radio a permanent and stable human asset.

It is therefore logical to expect that radio

and the phonograph will be, to some extent,

mutually supplementary. Each will supply its

Panel for Brunswick Radiola

quota of enjoyment in its own way and utilize

its own capabilities to the full. The combina-
tion of the two fields of endeavor is, in fact,

rapidly proceeding in certain technical direc-

tions. The first of the accompanying photo-

graphs shows a radio receiver specially designed

for inclusion in the cabinet of a certain console

phonograph. The most noticeable and unusual

feature of this receiver is its careful adaptation

to phonograph requirements, and in particular

its careful panel arrangement.

The appearance of the combined phonograph
and Radiola receiver is shown in the second
accompanying photograph. The possibilities

of such an instrument are indeed striking. One
listens to one's favorite broadcasting station

concert and then, deciding to hear some par-

ticular favorite dance or song, one has only

to play the desired record on the same instru-

ment and to hear the music coming from the

same horn. The scope of each instrument is

therefore widened by the combination. It

seems likely that the development of the radio

field will again show, as has repeatedly been .

the case, that new scientific inventions do not

necessarily supersede existing agencies but that

they supplement them and broaden their useful-

ness.

J. F. Hilliard Made Manager

Hollywood, Cal., May 4.—J. Fred Hilliard was

recently selected as manager of the local branch

of the Piatt Music Co. Mr. Hilliard has been

identified with the Piatt organization for three

years and has had a wide experience in the re-

tailing of musical instruments. He is well-

known to the Coast trade.

The Paper Radio Corp., Jamaica, L. I., N. Y.,

has been incorporated at Albany with a capital

stock of $5,000. The incorporators are W. F.

Pape, C. D- Heckman and W. B. Philipbar.
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Radio's Squarest
Tube Selling Policy

New $
Price

Formerly $6.00

WITHOUT previous pledge, Mr. George E. Brightson
has granted a merchandise rebate to all True Blue
Dealers affected by the recent price reduction from

$6.00 to $3.50. Jobbers and their excessive discounts and
credits compelling a $6.00 price have been eliminated.

60-Day Written Guarantee

Every individual True Blue Tube can be replaced within 60

days, if due to mechanical defect it does not operate perfectly.

10-Day Return Privilege

Unless users are satisfied with True Blue Tubes they need not
keep them. We refund purchase price if tubes are returned
within ten days, without demanding proof of defects.

Order a Demonstration Set

Power Plus True Blue Tubes give 6 volt results from 3 volt

sockets, helping you cash in on summer demand for super-

heterodyne and other 3 volt loop sets. Storage battery re-

quired.

Terms cash— Write or telephone our

nearest office for details and discounts

BRIGHTSON LABORATORIES
16 West 34th St., New York

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE
50 N. Eleventh St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

BOSTON REPRESENTATIVE:
Wm. C. Oakes, 832 Park Sq. Bldg.,

Boston, Mass.

DETROIT REPRESENTATIVE:
H. C. Schultz, 2831 Gratiot Ave.,

Detroit, Mich.

Standard Socket Type, 6 v., .25

amp. Small Socket Power Plus Type.
Storage Battery Tube, 4-6 v., .2 amp.,
at 4 v. Two to three times longer
filament life.

SAFETY CASED
Standard Socket Type Tubes are packed
one, three and five in a safety case. •

Power Plus Type Tubes one, three, six
and eight in a safety case.

Brightson
True Blue Tubes
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Unaccountable Depression Felt by the

Trade Throughout St. Louis District

Fact That There Is No Logical Reason Why Depression Should Exist Is the Cause for Feeling

That Improvement Is Due—Stanwood Miller Gets Control of Smith-Reis Co.—Important News

St. Louis, Mo., May 8—Early May talking ma-

chine business was not materially better than

April business, and April business was con-

siderably short of satisfactory, but the most en-

couraging thing about the situation is that there

is no cause for it. Being without cause, busi-

ness logicians point out that it cannot continue

that way. In other words, the conditions are

right for good business. Bad business, there-

fore, is an anachronism, and again, therefore,

it must pass away. Whether or not the logic

is sound, it is a fact that nobody can' account

for the depression. The favorite indoor pas-

time along Olive street is trying to account for

it. And, as suggested above, the very failure

to account for it gives encouragement. Music

week was observed by most of the St. Louis

music dealers. There were special window dis-

plays and special offerings of machines and

records. It had a stimulating effect upon all

branches of the business.

Smith-Reis Co. Changes Hands

The Smith-Reis Piano Co., 1005 Olive street,

which was one of the first St. Louis piano firms

to take up talking machines, has passed to the

control of Stanwood Miller, of the Continental

Piano Co., Boston. The change is an out-

growth of the consolidation of the Smith, Barnts

& Strohber Piano Co., of Chicago, of which the

St. Louis store was a branch, and the Henry

F. Miller & Sons Piano Co., of which Mr. Miller

was the head, to form the Continental Co.

After that transaction the interest acquired by

the Continental Co. in the St. Louis store was

traded to Mr. Miller for his factory stock. The

latter will be president and treasurer of the

St. Louis house. Val Reis, who was general

manager of the house' under the old control,

retains his interest.

Mrs. Dorothy Howard in New Post

Mrs. Dorothy Howard, formerly with the

Aeolian Co. of St. Louis, has taken charge of

the record department of the new talking ma-

chine store in Nugent's. Her assistant is Miss

Marie Schnurr.

C. J. Hunt on Vacation

C. J. Hunt, manager of the Victor department

of Hellrung & Grimm, has been spending sev-

eral weeks' vacation at his home in Minneapolis.

This is Mr. Hunt's first visit to his home since

coming to St. Louis.

Celebrates Diamond Jubilee

The talking machine department of the

Scruggs, Vandervoort & Barney Co., under the

direction of Manager Hosier, joined in the cele-

bration of the firm's diamond Jubilee during

the past month, by making special offerings in

talking machines, which were conspicuously dis-

played on the piano floor as well as in the

talking machine department. One striking ex-

hibit was a specially designed Victrola placed

in contrast with the Chickering piano to the

accompaniment of which Jenny Lind sang in St.

Louis in 1851. The exhibit was named "The

old and new in music."

Music Box Out of Business

The Music Box, 415 North Seventh street,

was closed April 30 because the building occu-

pied by it is to be torn down. The closing

was preceded by a clearance sale of talking-

machines and records.

Columbia Portables Lead the Demand
General Manager C. R. Salmon, of the Co-

lumbia Distributors, reports that business in the

three branches operated by that company is

exceptionally good. The movement of portables

is said to be especially heavy, dealers having

placed good orders in anticipation of a lively

demand as soon as the weather warms up.

A. J. Guttenberger, of the Columbia Phono-

graph Co.'s general sales department, visited

St. Louis recently.

Frederick H. Brandt, formerly connected with

the Artophone Corp., has been engaged by the

Columbia Distributors to cover parts of Ten-

nessee, Arkansas and northern Mississippi,

where he is well known to the trade and has

many friends.

Ted Lewis, Columbia jazz artist, appeared

at the Orpheum Theater the first two weeks

in May, and the sale of his records was greatly

increased.

L. C. Schooler on the Road
L. C. Schooler, of the Silverstone Music Co.,

has been traveling in northern Missouri. The

wife of M. Goldberg, vice-president of the

Silverstone Music Co., has recovered from an

illness.

Classes for Salesmen

C. C. Hicks, Victor traveling representative,

held the first of a series of classes for Victor

dealers and salespeople in the offices of

Koerber-Brenner recently. The subject of the

first meeting was "The Ideal Sales Presenta-

tion." The interest was such that Mr. Hicks

plans to continue these classes from time to

time.

Tie-Up With Music Memory Contest

Quincy, 111., has just completed its first Music

Memory Contest, and the tie-up reported by

dealers was excellent. The Scovill Co., under

the direction of Miss Erma Trapp, threw open

its hearing rooms at all times to pupils and
general public to hear the contest numbers.

The last day found certain booths set apart

for them constantly filled, and both adults and
children taking turns at listening. The con-

testants were divided into two groups, the first

of children from the fifth to the ninth grades

and the second of high schools, Notre Dame
Academy and general adult public. Three hun-

dred and fifty people took part in the final con-

tests. There were sixty-nine prizes distributed.

Another Music Memory Contest which

brought good results to dealers was that at

Evansville, a part of the Indiana State-wide

contest. While this is nof new to Evansville, a

contest of this kind having been a part of their

public school music course for years, it was
particularly successful. Miss Daisy Leffell, who
heads the talking machine department of the

Harding & Miller Music Co. of that city, re-

ports the sale of almost 800 records of the

contest list, an increase of 250 over last year.

Artophone Corp. in New Home
Need of increased office and sales floor space

has necessitated removal of the Artophone

Corp. from the third to the fourth floor of the

Thiebes Piano Co. building, 1104 Olive street.

The space formerly occupied on the third floor

is now devoted to radio display. The fourth

floor is utilized for the offices and the phono-

graph display.

Charles R. Lee, formerly manager of the talk-

ing machine department of the Jones Store at

Kansas City, Mo., has been appointed manager
of the Kansas City store of the Artophone

Corp. succeeding E. W. Guttenberger, who has

been transferred to the St. Louis organization.

Cliff Rogers, formerly for several years in busi-

ness for himself at Springfield, Mo., has taken

a position with the Artophone Corp. to travel

through Missouri and Arkansas. His headquar-

ters will be at Springfield.

"Monterey" on U. S. Music Rolls

"Monterey," music by Thomas Phillips, for-

merly of the Lehman Piano Co., and words by

Carl Zerse, has appeared on a U. S. Music Roll

and is being published in song form by the

Elite Music Publishing Co., St. Louis.

Adler Mfg. Co. Branch Shows Complete Line

Louis Marks, who recently opened the St.

Louis branch of the Adler Mfg. Co. in the

Benoist Building, Ninth and Pine streets, has a

complete stock of the Adler-Royal phonographs

and neutrodyne radio products, and has met
with substantial encouragement from the deal-

ers he will serve in St. Louis territory.

New Music Stores Opened
Two new talking machine stores were opened

here recently, the first, a branch of the Kaem-
merer Music Shops, Inc., is located at 6315

Delmar boulevard and will carry a full line of

Brunswick instruments. The other is the Tivoli

Music Shop and is a branch of the FG Shop,

of 327 De Baliviere avenue.

Radio Incorporations

The Hyde-Shotwell Phonograph & Radio

Corp., Nashville, Tenn., was recently incorpora-

ted with a capital stock of $50,000. The incor-

porators are E. E. Hyde, J. A. Shotwell, H.

Scott, T. W. Shotwell and Alfred T. Levine.

HERE IT IS!
The last word in Phonographs. The Minnelli Tone Arm,
a new invention that revolutionizes the entire industry.

The Minnelli Tone Arm can be placed on any kind of machine,
either small or large. The Minnelli Tone Arm can also be placed
on a table, writing desk, or any place that you wish, for it has a

motor to turn the records. After placing the Minnelli Tone Arm
you can obtain the best and the softest tone you have ever heard.
Better information can be obtained by writing. We are interested

in both dealers and manufacturers.

Complete samples will be sent to any part of the United States for $10.00.

MINNELLI PHONOGRAPH CO., Inc. Pittston, Pa.
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The Truth About Portable Radio
A Timely Message to the Radio

Retail Trade
For the past three years, The Operadio

Corporation has centered all its efforts

on the development and production of
one style of set—the self-contained, or
so-called portable type. Today this or-
ganization is by far the largest producer
of six-tube portable radio receivers in
the world.
The remarkable growth in business

which the company has enjoyed in this
comparatively brief time is due entirely
to the fundamental merits of the product
and to the unceasing efforts of Operadio
engineers to improve this unique set.

During the course of this progress,
other portable sets have, of course, ap-
peared. Each Spring witnesses many such
announcements. But no set of this type
has ever challenged or even approached
the popularity of the Operadio.
This is because the public realizes that

as specialists, Operadio engineers have
had an advantage over manufacturers of
big lines of sets, who naturally can de-
vote but a portion of their time and
attention to designing a really successful
portable—wherein extreme compactness
must be secured without sacrifice of
efficiency.

When "Light Weight" is

Underweight
The 1925 Operadio has won an enviable

reputation in comparison even with
large, costly stationary receivers for splen-
did performance. Its tone quality, razor-
sharp selectivity, volume, easy tuning
and uncanny ability for long-distance
reaches have attracted wide comment
and enthusiastic praise.
But right now when rumors are afloat

of sets of extremely light weight and
great power, it is significant to note that
Operadio engineers are building a 1925
set which, though slightly smaller, weighs
eighteen pounds more than their thirty-
three pound model of a year ago.

Ample Battery Supply and
Good Loud Speaker

The added weight of the 1925 Operadio
is due to increased battery supply, which
gives more economical operation, and
adds to the serviceability of the set.

The public has learned that to replace
batteries every week or two, is far less

desirable than to carry a few pounds
more weight. Moreover, they have found
that with small batteries, the set operates
at maximum efficiency only a short time,
as the voltage begins to diminish almost
immediately.
The Operadio has four of the largest

"B" batteries built, providing more than
400 hours' service, and the "A" batteries
deliver a minimum of 150 hours' service.

This is unquestionably one of the biggest
reasons why the set has given such uni-
versal satisfaction, and has proved so
phenomenal a success.

It has taken three years to learn how to
put so big a battery supply into so small
a space, and at the same time improve
every other quality. And it is the firm
conviction of the Operadio Corporation,
based on three years' experience, that no
portable receiver can be a complete and
lasting success with a smaller battery
supply.
The marvelous clarity and fidelity of

tone for which the Operadio is noted is

the result of the most exhaustive research
in loud-speaker development. Tests last-

ing over periods of months were made,
and innumerable units were designed
before one that was up to the high speci-
fications of the engineers was accepted.
What makes the 1925 Operadio such a

remarkable achievement, however, is that
while offering portability, it also provides
every other advantage found in radio. It

meets every requirement, whether at
home, touring or on vacation.
Now on the threshold of the biggest

selling summer in radio history, investi-

gate portable radio thoroughly. It will

pay you to consider more than the weight
of the set, the size of the case or thenum-
ber of tubes. Look into experience; look
to the proven results that such experi-

ence has produced. Then, we feel sure you
will do as thousands are doing profitably
—turn to the Operadio, the pioneer port-
able set of the radio industry. Write for

further facts and details of the Operadio
proposition to dealers.

THE OPERADIO CORPORATION
8 SOUTH DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Reg. U. S. Pat. Office

$189 Complete (Rockies)
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Intensive Campaigns of Buffalo Dealers

Effective in Overcoming Lagging Sales

When Record Sales Commenced to Slow Up Dealers Inaugurated Drives Which Were Instrumen-

tal in Overcoming Lethargy—Brisk Radio Sales Continue—Local House Suffers Heavy Fire Loss

Buffalo, N. Y., May 7.—When record sales be-

gan to lag early in April, dealers and jobbers

inaugurated campaigns which stimulated sales

to an appreciable degree, later in the month,

consequently carrying on a volume of record

business that almost equals that of the earlier

months of the year.

Buffalo recordings on Okeh records have

reached the peak of expectations here. Dance

records of the Yankee Six have been placed on

special accounts and lead to first-class new bus-

iness for the Iriquois Sales Corp. The new
Buffalo Polish records, made by three Buffalo

Polish artists, broke a record in this district for

volume of one-day sales, after they had been re-

leased. Jos. Dombrowski, Okeh dealer and art-

ist, put on a campaign on Saturday preceding

Easter, selling more than 500 records of local

artists during the day. Three musicians, who
took part in making the Polish records, played

in Mr. Dombrowski's store window, proving one

of the best attractions the dealer could have

conceived. Records made by the Blue Ribbon

Syncopators, local colored orchestra, have also

broken the sales records in this district for

race recordings. The artists appeared behind

the counters of dealers in the colored district

and handed out their records as fast as the

money could be received, during that day.

Outing Portable machines are selling in good

volume, according to Mr. Clare, of the Iroquois

Sales Corp.

The new Victor models, No. 1-1 retailing for

$15 and No. 1-2, listed at $18, are two of the

most popular models, particularly in the Buffalo

district, according to C. E. Siegesmund, sales

manager for Curtis N. Andrews. "The Flapper

Wife" is decidedly the best selling record from
the catalog at this time, Mr. Siegesmund de-

clares.

Samples of the Victor-Lumiere loud speaker,

on display in showrooms of the Buffalo Talk-

ing Machine Co. and Curtis N. Andrews, are

creating much enthusiasm among dealers, who
have called to see the instrument and hear it

demonstrated.

Radio is selling in better volume than had

been anticipated for this time of year. The Iro-

quois Sales Corp opened several WorkRite ac-

counts since the first of April, one of which is

with the Kenyon Brothers, Syracuse. While

Curtis N. Andrews did not expect to do such a

great volume of A. C. Dayton radio business

when he took these sets over for distribution

early in March, his list of accounts for these

sets, numbering twenty-five, is said to be good

for this time of year. The sets applicable to up-

right phonographs are selling especially well.

Brunswick records made by Snodgrass, the

famous "convict pianist," are leading every-

thing else in the Brunswick catalog, in sales

here, according to C. W. Markham, new district

manager, with headquarters in Buffalo. Other

record sales have slowed down somewhat. Or-

ders for the Brunswick Radiola are coming to

the Buffalo office in pleasing volume. The
model No. 60, retailing at $400, is one of the

best sellers in the Buffalo territory.

William Carroll, manager of the local office of

the Adler-Royal Products, is busy breaking

into virgin territory in this section and is re-

porting some real live accounts in western New
York. Buffalo dealers handling the Royal, par-

ticularly the J. N. Adam Co., and the Adam,
Meldrum & Anderson Co., report a good turn-

over in these machines.

The latter company has moved its music de-

partment from the mezzanine floor of its annex
to the fourth floor of the new building. The
department now occupies double the amount of

floor space formerly used and is particularly

attractive through a well-planned decorative

scheme. Two elevators give direct access to the

department. Another valuable feature is that

the phonograph and piano departments are sep-

arated, each having been given an allotted space

in equal attractive positions. Detailed arrange-

ments for the department were made by its

manager, Mrs. Loretta Spring, who was given

complete co-operation of the executives of the

store.

The Robert Loud Music Co. suffered heavy

loss when the store in 569 Main street was de-

stroyed by fire on April 19. A large stock of

pianos and phonographs on the second and

third floors was completely wiped out. Instru-

ments on the first floor of the warerooms were
made valueless through smoke and water. The

H,S M*STER)3 VOICE

It has always been the policy of this house to build "good will" by rendering a service
that is at all times dependable and cooperative.

The number of Victor dealers we are now serving regularly, and who depend upon us
for their supply, is constantly increasing.

There must be a reason for their preference.

This not only applies to local and nearby dealers, but many at more distant points
find our service dependable. Our shipping facilities out of Buffalo are unexcelled.

Try us and be convinced.

C U RT I S ANDREWS
SERVICE

BUFFALO,N Y

Victor Distributor

Exclusively Wholesale
Court & Pearl Sts.

BUFFALO, N.Y.

SERVICE

BUFFALO,N Y

fire originated in the
. furniture store of the

F. G. Goellner Co. in Washington street, which

was also completely destroyed. It carried a

large stock of Cheney phonographs. The loss

was partly covered by insurance. Loud's have

opened temporary quarters in 667 Main street

and business is uninterrupted.

Goold Bros., Inc., has sold part interest

in its Niagara Falls store to C. E. Campbell,

who for many years has been the store's man-
ager. Tom Goold, member of the firm, said

that the Niagara Falls store was one of the few

retail music stores in this section to make a

good profit last Summer and much of this was
due to the capable management of Mr. Camp-
bell. The store name has been changed to the

C. E. Campbell Music Co. Goold Bros., how-
ever, retain a financial interest in the stock

of the store.

C. N. Andrews, Victor jobber, has returned

to his desk after several weeks' illness, con-

tracted after his return from Miami, Fla.

Roy G. Robinson is a new member of the

sales staff of the Buffalo Talking Machine Co.

Thermiodyne Radio Is

Featured in Canada

The C. W. Lindsay Co., Montreal, Que., De-
votes Unusual Window Display to Radio

—

Intensive Sales Promotion Is Resultful

The C. W. Lindsay Co., Montreal, Que., one of

the leading retail music houses in the Domnion
of Canada, has been attaining very pleasing suc-

cess with the Thermiodyne TF-6 receiving set.

This company operates seven retail stores in

Canada, employing twenty-five salesmen, and

C. W. Lindsay's Thermiodyne Display

through the use of intensive, energetic sales

methods, has built up a very large following

among radio enthusiasts for the Thermiodyne
product. The accompanying illustration shows

one of the many attractive windows that the

Lindsay organization has featured in behalf of

the Thermiodyne receiving set.

Burt Bros., Inc., Enter

Radio Cabinet Mfg. Field

Philadelphia, Pa., May 7.—Burt Bros. Inc.,

of this city, well known as manufacturers of

high grade furniture, are now featuring in an

energetic manner their line of radio cabinets.

In the production of this line Burt Bros, have

employed cumulative knowledge of forty-five

years of furniture production. The line is varied

in scope and presents a wide range of finishes

and designs. Perhaps the more popular model

of the line is number 2400, which is made in

solid American walnut, with antique finish, gold

leaf and hand* painted carving. This number is

of the wall cabinet style. Other wall cabinet

models are to be found in 1100, 2300, 2200, 700

and 1000. Models 1200 and 1400 are of the radio

table type.

Each model of the line provides ample room
for the radio set and with the ingenious use

of removal panels all openings around the set

are filled in, giving a finished appearance. A
loud speaker compartment is provided for the

horn and adequate space is also provided for

batteries in all models.

The executive staff of the company is as fol-

lows: C. H. Burt, president; H. C. Burt, son

of the president, vice-president and general

manager, and F. M. Livezey, secretary.
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Qualiiy
Radio
Product)

ATISFACTION is built into

the APEX Super 5 Radio
Receiver — not talked into

it by advertising nor promised into it

by salesmen.

Its tone-carrying quality is superb. Its selec-

tivity unparalleled. Its volume beyond compare.
And its distance -getting ability always depend-
able. Experts, engineers, dealers and users are

united in saying that the APEX Super 5 is, by
very far, one of the best and most efficient Radio
Receivers in the United States.

The APEX Super 5 is a highly developed Radio
Frequency Receiver, most advanced in design and
construction. It is housed in a splendidly finished

Walnut Cabinet, APEX Vernier Dial equipped,

complete with Jones Multi-plug Battery Cable. All

fittings highly gold-plated. It sells for ninety-five

dollars, excepting accessories.

Your APEX Radio Dealer Franchise Plan is ready.

It's new. And free. It will be sent promptly on
your application, with our compliments. Will
you write or wire?

Also makers of the nationally famous APEX Vernier Dials,

which sell for, in Royal Brass, $2.00; in Satin Silver Fin-

ish, $2.50 and in De Luxe 24 Karat Gold Plate, $3.50.

APEX ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
1410 W. 59th Street Dept. 517 Chicago, Illinois

Awm
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Retail Trade in

Baltimore Brisk

Columbia Wholesalers, Inc., Enjoying a Busy

Season—Braiterman-Fedder Co. Enters the

Wholesale Field—Other News of the Month

Baltimore, Mn., May 9.
—

"April phonograph

business was extremely satisfactory, being ahead

of last month and almost equal to April, 1924,"

said William H. Swartz, vice-president of the

Columbia Wholesalers, Inc., when asked about

business conditions here.

Columbia Wholesalers Are Optimistic

"Actual dollars and cents volume of business

was about 25 per cent ahead of April, 1924,

which is all the more remarkable in view of the

reductions in price of machines and- the addi-

tional discounts allowed dealers. The biggest

proportion of this increase has come through

the regular Columbia dealers, who are pushing

sales because of the exceptional profit on both

machines and records, and not from new deal-

ers. The 100 per cent profit and 10 per cent

returns plan, coupled with the exceptional sales

demand for Columbia records, are chiefly re-

sponsible for this showing.

"Material increase in advertising by our com-

pany and dealers in Baltimore and Washington

has done much to stimulate business. We have

been using more space in the local papers every

week than ever before, and one of the dealers

in Washington advertised more extensively dur-

ing April than during the month of December.

"This has also been true of dealers in the

smaller towns in our territory. One firm, the

Boggs-Rice Co., of Bristol, Va., ran twenty-five

three-column ten-inch ads during a twenty-

three-day period and reports excellent results,

business for the month averaging $2 for each

person in the town. This shows conclusively

what I have always maintained," concluded Mr.

Swartz, "and that is that the phonograph busi-

ness to-day is just as good as it ever was and

that business is there if the dealers will only

go after it."

Other Cheerful Reports

This appears to be the consensus of opinion

of the trade, according to a canvass of both

jobbers and retailers here.

"Business has been fairly good the past

month, considering the big month of March

when we had our selling campaign on," said

W. C. Roberts, manager of E. F. Droop & Sons

COLUMBIA
"The Best in Music'

The name "Columbia" stands for the best in

music. The list of Columbia New Process

Records includes the recently issued series of

Musical Masterworks (album sets of complete

symphonies, recorded in Europe by famous

orchestras, conducted by men of world-wide

reputation); the popular "hits" of the day;

foreign records in all important languages; race

records by race stars; "fiddle" records by the

artists who are in demand. The best to be

had in music.

Let Us Serve You I

ColumbiaWliole
L.L.Andrews — Wm.H. Swartz

ExclusivelyWholesale

205W Camden St., Baltimore, Md.

salersj]IC.

Co., Inc., Victor jobbers. "While business in

Victrolas did not by any means come near

equaling the previous month it was very satis-

factory and record sales showed a very ma-
terial increase. Dealers are now buying records

in larger quantities than for several years and

are anxiously waiting for the reported return

plan to be put into effect. This is going to

have the effect of greatly stimulating the record

business, and I look for a still greater increase

in record sales as soon as the plan becomes
operative."

"The Brunswick keeps moving right along,

and we have no cause for complaint about busi-

ness," declared Charles F. Shaw, manager of

the local branch of the Brunswick. "Our busi-

ness continues to show a very gratifying in-

crease over the corresponding period of 1924,

and 1 look for this condition to continue. We
have just taken over the distribution of the

Vocalion records in Washington from the O. J.

FAST SERVICE TO THE SOUTH

From Pennsylvania
to Florida

COLUMBIA WHOLESALERS, Inc., is known
as the Radio Distributor with a real cooperative

dealer service and merchandising plan.

The ONLY DISTRIBUTOR in the South with
an exclusive dealership proposition.

FADA
CROSLEY
MAGNAVOX
(Exclusive Distributors)

Distributors of

and Automotive) THOROLA
KING CHARGERS

PHILCO
BURGESS
BRACH APCO
TOWERS SCIENTIFIC (Excwive) CUNNINGHAM

Columbia Wholesalers, Inc.
WHOLESALE ONLY

205 W. Camden St. Baltimore, Md.

DeMoll Co. and will supply the trade in con-

nection with our own records.

Braiterman-Fedder Co. New Distributor

A new distributing organization in the talk-

ing machine field has just been formed in this

city, which will be known as the Braiterman-

Fedder Co. Attractive headquarters have been

opened at 1110 Laurens street and will special-

ize in talking machine repair parts and phono-
graph accessories. The company has been ap-

pointed distributor of Valley Forge main
springs, Valley Forge mica diaphragms and
phonograph repair parts. This line is made by
the J. A. Fischer Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

William Braiterman, founder and one of the

executives of the firm, has taken complete

charge of sales. Mr. Braiterman has had many
years' experience in the field as a traveling rep-

resentative and has looked forward for many
years to the time when he could execute his

own merchandising plans and make use of the

many ideas which his selling experience had
taught him.

Mr. Braiterman has associated with him Wil-

liam Fedder, who, although engaged in another

field in the past, has marked executive ability

and has followed the talking machine field

closely.

Dealers Add New Lines

More and more dealers are lining up right

with Brunswick, the latest being B. Marks, of

Roanoke Rapids, Va.; Charles L. Whitman,
Mount Airy, N. C; W. S. Raich & Son, Elkin,

N. C, and Reins Bros., of North Wilkesboro,

N. C.

We have just received three new upright

model's of the Brunswick-Radiola, No. 217, 212

and 210, and they are making quite a hit with

the trade in this territory.

New Columbia agencies opened by the Co-

lumbia Wholesalers, Inc., during the past month
include Martin Music Co., Rocky Mount, N. C;
Philips Furniture Co., Richmond, Va.; Piedmont
Phonograph Co., Victory, N. C; Enfield Furni-

ture Co., Enfield, N. C. ; Reidsville Furniture

Co., Reidsville, N. C. ; Freeland Music Co.,

Greensboro, N. C, and the Walker-Thomas
Furniture Co., Washington, D. C.

The convention of the music teachers held

here the first of- this month has greatly stim-

ulated the sales of educational records. During

the convention many of the records were played

and discussed. W. H. Swartz, of the Columbia

Wholesalers, attended one of the meetings and

(Continued on page 96)
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"Tubes Make or Mar the

Performance of Your Broadcast Receiver"
Quoted from our full-page advertisement directed to nine million Americans—readers of the May 2

issue of the Saturday Evening Post—this sentence is of paramount importance to the music radio
dealer.

Tone character and rigid fidelity of reproduction are inbuilt qualities of the Cunningham
Radio Tube which the music merchandiser can best appreciate because of his training
and experience. He realizes that Radio sets are first and foremost musical instruments
—not electrical devices.

He knows that safety and profit go hand in hand when he recommends and sells

Since 1915—Standard for all Sets

Types C-301A, C-299, C-300, C-ll, C-12

In the Orange and Blue Carton

Price $3.00 Each

Branch : CHICAGO Home Office: 182 Second Street, SAN FRANCISCO Branch : NEW YORK
PATENT NOTICE—Cunningham Tubes are covered by patents dated 2-18-18, 12-30-13, 10-23-17, 10-23-17,

and others issued and pending.
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Baltimore Trade Activities
(Continued from page 94)

made an address in which he told what the

Columbia Co. was doing in the way of educat-

ing the public in music.

Dealers here report large sales during the

month of the complete recordings of Dvorak's

New World's Symphony which was played at

the Lyric and voted one of the most popular

by Baltimore music lovers.

Good Radio Business

"The radio business has been fairly good the

past month considering the number of cut-price

sales that have been held for some time back,"

said L. L. Andrews, president of the Columbia

Wholesalers, distributors of the Fada and

Crosley sets. Mr. Andrews expressed satis-

faction over the fact that his company had been

appointed exclusive distributor for the Fada in

Maryland, Delaware, Virginia and the District

of Columbia, which was formerly covered by

five jobbers.

Mr. Andrews said he believed the policy of

the company in limiting the number of dealers

in each town or city was a very good one and

one which was bound to work to the benefit of

both the jobber and dealer.

News Brieflets

After complete tabulation of the business for

the month the Mueller Music Shops, one of whose
sales force, Miss Edna Jenkins, carried off first

prize, announces that they sold 126 machines

and $6,100 worth of records during the cam-

paign in March.

Robert Bensinger, treasurer of the Bruns-

wick-Balke-Collender Co., was a visitor to the

local branch this month.

Because of irreconcilable differences which

have arisen between S. Marshall Harrell and

W. Hamilton Gemmill, partners, J. Harry Schad

has been appointed receiver in the circuit court

for the G. & H. Radio Co.

The National Radio Corp. has been incor-

porated with a capital stock of $100,000. The
company is authorized to manufacture and sell

radio parts and accessories. J. M. Mann, J.

M. Mills and G. D. Adler are the incorporators.

Winslow Music Shop, Church street, Nauga-
tuck, Conn., is closing its store and will confine

its activities entirely to the new store recently

opened in Milford, Conn., where Columbias,

Victors, and pianos are featured.

Announcing!

#AiTERMlfil WMPANY
PHONOGRAPH-PRODUCTS-DISTRIBUTORSF

have been appointed

distributors of

Valley Forge Main Springs

Valley Forge Repair Parts

Valley Forge Mica

Inquiries from Southern Houses for our
latest price lists are especially solicited

since we are in a position to best serve
you from this point.

1110 Laurens Street

BALTIMORE, MD.

Preliminary Programs for National
Convention Are Announced From Chicago

June 9, 10 and 11 Set Aside for Business Sessions of Divisional Member Associations of Music
Industries Chamber of Commerce—More Than 100 Expected to Exhibit

Chicago, III., May 10.—The program for

the Annual National Music Industries Con-

vention, scheduled to be held at the Drake Hotel

during the week of June 8, is now being whip-

ped into shape, and already many of the de-

tails have been handled.

The program as it now stands sets aside

three days, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,

for the business sessions of the several associ-

ations affiliated with the Music Industries Cham-
ber of Commerce and for the general meetings

of the latter body. The opening day, Monday,
will be given over to registration and to getting

exhibits in place and other incidental matters

in shape.

Of particular interest this year will be the

exhibit held at the Drake under official sanc-

tion and already there are prospects of over

100 manufacturers exhibiting. Visiting dealers

will therefore have an opportunity of viewing

the latest period model pianos, the new cases

in two-tone finishes, reproducing and playing

mechanisms, musical merchandise, phonographs
and radio. In short, it is expected to be in a

large sense a selling convention.

While an important business program has

been planned arrangements have also been

made to offer the visitors to this year's gather-

ing something unusual in the way of entertain-

ment. In addition to the official entertain-

ments, such as the noonday luncheons and the

Merchants' banquet, which will have all of the

features of former years, there will be a special

entertainment for the lady visitors at the large

store of Marshall Field & Co., Tuesday, June 9,

with a program of sports, and a golf tourna-

ment on Friday, June 12.

The Frolic

The third annual Piano Club Frolic will be

the climax of a week's business and fellowship.

This party will be given on Thursday, June

11, for the convention guests by the Piano Club

of Chicago under the personal direction of Gor-

don Laughead, secretary, and his committee.

Orchestras and artists from the leading

phonograph companies will entertain, with sing-

ers from current musical shows. Decorations

and lighting effects will be by Edward Moore
of the Chicago Civic Opera Association.

The main dining room and avenue of palms

of the Drake Hotel for this party will be trans-

formed into a double theatre with two stages

and two dance floors. The stages and dance
floors are operated very much as a large the-

atre. The orchestra and artists will all work
on a schedule which is synchronized with the

lights, stages, scenery and properties.

"Make America Musical"

The slogan of this convention is "Make
America Musical" and all the advertising will

carry the emblem for which this slogan stands,

and will feature the idea of a drive to inspire

the entire nation with a further love and ap-

preciation of the product of our industry: Music.

The tentative day-by-day program for the

convention as at present laid out is as follows:

Sunday, June 7.—Meeting of special train

from New York and Pacific Coast by Recep-
tion Committee and escorting of visitors to

their respective hotels.

Monday, June 8.—Registration of members of

all associations who are in turn members of the

Music Industries Chamber of Commerce. Ex-
hibits open all day, except between hours of 2

and 4 P. M. Official luncheon at noon under
direction of Music Industries Chamber of Com-
merce. Richard W. Lawrence presiding. Eve-

ning, private entertainments and exhibits.

Tuesday, June 9.—Ladies entertained at the

store of Marshall Field & Co. by special con-

cert, style revue and luncheon. Business meet-

ing 10 A. M. to noon, and 2 P. M. to 4 P. M.
during which hours exhibits will be closed.

Official luncheon at noon. Private theatre

parties and dinners in the evening.

Wednesday, June 10.—Business meetings 10

A. M. to noon, and 2 P. M. to 4 P. M. Official

luncheon at noon. Banquet of National As-
sociation of Music Merchants in the evening
with W. W. Smith, president, presiding. Prin-

cipal speaker to be announced later.

Thursday, June 11.—Business meeting 10 A.

M. to noon, and 2 P. M. to 4 P. M. Official

luncheon at noon. Meeting and dinner of Na-
tional Piano Travelers' Association at 7 P. M.
Eleven P. M., third annual Piano Club frolic.

Friday, June 12.—Exhibits open all day.

Convention Golf Tournament under personal
direction of Kenneth W. Curtis at Olympia
Fields Golf Club, for forty elaborate prizes.

Mu-Rad
Triplex

3 Tube—Dry Cell

Receiver

$75
A DVANTAGES that ordinarily

t~\ cost twice the price of the Mu-
Rad Triplex Receiver. That's value—
value that speeds turnover, increases

profits, and builds good-will.

Four-tube efficiency with only 3

tubes. Sweeps the continent. Can be

logged
;
highly selective. Most con-

veniently portable; all batteries con-

tained inside the handsome mahogany
cabinet.

Plenty of "cheap" sets but the Mu-
Rad Triplex Receiver is the quality

product of a quality manufacturer,
selling at a popular price.

Other dealers have had to repeatedly

reorder their stock of this receiver to

keep up with demand. You're miss-

ing some valuable business.

Write for details of the Mu-Rad
Dealer Policy NOW

f^U-R/ID LflBOR/ITORIES.lNC.

813 Fifth /Ive. /IsburyP/irk. New Jersey
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(§tarr ^Pifsno Company
STARR PIANOS for over half a century have represented highest ideals of craftsman-

ship. Each Starr Made Grand, Player-piano and Upright represents a value known the

world over.

STARR PHONOGRAPHS from the smallest table style to the elaborate console model

possess musical worth which is the result of a careful coordination of each part into a

perfect symmetry.

GENNETT RECORDS represent the highest attainment in the art of sound recording.

Their variety, perfect reproduction and real musicianship of the artists have made them

musical gems of rarest charm. Released every week.

THE STARR PIANO COMPANY
Established 1872 Factories: Richmond, Indiana

NEW YORK. CHICAGO, LOS ANGELES. SAN FRANCISCO. PORTLAND, KANSAS CITY, BIRMINGHAM. NASHVILLE, DETROIT,

CINCINNATI, BOSTON. CLEVELAND. INDIANAPOLIS.
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BRASS
Tone Arm Complete

for

Miniature Outfit

60c
(Not illustrated)

Also Tone Arms and Repro-

ducers for PORTABLES
At Attractive Prices

Tone Arms and Sound Boxes and All

Parts for These Products in Raw or

Finished State, also Metal Stampings.

In Small or Large Quantities

GLOBE ART MFG. CO.
"Specialists in Plating and

Finishing"

75-77 Winthrop St. Newark, N. J.

Many Music Features at

Gotham Ass'n Frolic

Annual Banquet and Ball of Talking Machine
and Radio Men, Inc., Attended by Trade
Leaders of the Metropolitan District

The 1925 banquet and ball of the Talking Ma-
chine and Radio Men, Inc., although not as

well attended as usual,' due to the fact that the

event was held on a religious holiday, drew
a representative crowd of talking machine and
radio men from New York, New Jersey and
Connecticut to the grand ballroom of the Hotel

Pennsylvania on the fifteenth of last month.

As usual the feature of the evening was the

appearance of many famous recording artists,

who entertained until the wee sma' hours.

Leading orchestras, who have achieved national

fame through their record making, furnished

the music for dancing.

those present included representatives of

various manufacturers, wholesalers and of

course the retail trade of the Metropolitan dis-

trict. The Brunswick Co. was represented both

on the stage, where several of its artists played

an important part in making the evening a suc-

cess from the entertainment standpoint, and at

the banquet. H. Emerson Yorke and H. A.

Beach, sales manager of the Eastern phono-
gvaph d.vision of the company, were present.

Other manufacturers present were the Emerson
Radio & Phonograph Co., represented by Presi-

dent Benjamin Abrams and his brother, Max,
Harry T. Leeming, vice-president and general

sales manager, accompanied by Mrs. Leeming.

The Grimes Radio and Cameo Record Corp.,

E. P. H. Allen, general sales manager; Mrs.

Allen and Miss Henrietta Mastin. The Freed-

Eisemann Radio Corp. was especially well rep-

resented by Joseph D. R. Freed, president; Alex
Eisemann, treasurer; Arthur and Leo Freed, N.

D. Patti, Frederick Mclntyre, Edgar K. James,

Edward Freed, James Gibson, P. V. D. Stern

and Eric H. Palmer, head of the publicity divi-

sion of the company. Frank Walker, of the

recording department of the Columbia Phono-
graph Co., Inc., who secured the service of

several of the Columbia artists who entertained;

James P. Duffy, Columbia advertising manager;

F. W. Schnirring, recently appointed advertis-

ing manager of the Sonora Phonograph Co.;

Eugene A. Widmann, president of the Pathe

Radio & Phonograph Corp.; this firm also be-

ing responsible for the appearance of several

of its leading artists.

Among the wholesale representatives present

were Charles B. Mason, sales manager of the

New York Talking Machine Co., accompanied

by Lester E. Francis and Ernest Fontan. In-

cluded in this group was Albert M. Blackman,

son of J. Newcomb Blackman, of the Blackman
Talking Machine Co.; Mrs. Lydia M. Green,

president of the Silas E. Pearsall Co.; Lloyd

L. Spencer, general manager of the company;

S. B. Schoonmaker, Eugene Latham, Elmer
Howells and the Misses Slinger and Hubner
were present. Others were Phil Silverman,

William Wielage and Miss Barrett, of C. Bruno

& Son, Inc.; Paul W. Carlson and Joseph May,
of the wholesale talking machine department of

Charles H. Ditson & Co.; Walter I. Bxunner

and S. W. Lucas, who take care of Adler- Roy-
al distribution; Maurice Landay, president, and

Arthur Morris, secretary, of the Greater City

Phonograph Co.; Edward Biel, secretary and

sales manager of the Progressive Musical In-

strument Corp.; Louis Unger, sales manager
of the Reflexo-Brilliantone needle business,

and his fiancee; P. Paul Graef, metropolitan

sales representative of the Radio Distributing

Corp.; Herbert Weil, Sr., Joe Kerr and Her-

bert Weil, Jr., of the Herbert-John Corp.; Ben-

jamin Gross and H. A. Brennan, of the Gross-

Brennan Corp.; P. A. Ware, of the L. R. Don-
ohue Co.; Bernard D. Colen, president, and

Murray Gruhn, secretary, of the Musical

Products Distributing Co.; H. A. Linde and

Mrs. Linde, of the Triangle Radio Supply Co.;

A. E. Wildermuth, president of the firm bear-

ing his name, and Mrs. Wildermuth; Mortie
Salzmann and O. P. Graffen, Wholesale Radio
Equipment Co., and others well known to the

trade.

Of course the music publishers were inter-

ested and Irving Mills and Jimmy McHugh, of

Jack Mills, Inc., had the pleasure of hearing

several of their numbers played by the record

artists who entertained. Ed. Bloeden, of the

E. B. Marks Music Co., was another publisher

who graced the "frolic."

G. R. Gould Appointed
Sleeper District Manager

To Cover Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland

and Virginia in Interest of Sleeper Monotrol

Radio Sets—Is Well Known to Trade

The Sleeper Radio Corp., Long Island City,

manufacturer of Sleeper Monotrol receiving

sets, recently announced, through Gordon G.

Sleeper, president of the company, the appoint-

ment of. G. R. Gould as district manager for

the company in Pennsylvania, Delaware, Mary-

land and Virginia. Mr. Gould was formerly

with the Music Master Corp. and has been en-

gaged in the radio industry from the pioneer

days. He has recently completed a trip through

the territory, getting acquainted with the trade.

He will maintain headquarters in Philadelphia,

Pa.

The new type 54 Sleeper Monotrol is selling

in a more constant volume since the first of the

year than ever before and a large volume of

this increase was contributed by the talking ma-

chine dealers in the Pennsylvania territory.

Dealers are enthusiastic about the performance

of the set and also the protective dealers policy

of the Sleeper Radio Corp., according to Mr.

Gould.

Now Gennett Artist

Artists who recently contracted to record for

Gennett records include the Ritz Male Quar-

tet, vaudeville headliners, who will make old-

time tune records, and Razaf, the Melody Man,

who will record novelty songs, accompanying

himself on the ukulele. Publicity helps will be

prepared for dealers' use.

BUILT EXPRESSLY FOR RADIO USE

Handle a Battery
Charger Built for

Radio Use!
Ful-Wave— the charger designed for

radio use—waterless, acidless. Sell it

for its convenience—no maintenance; for

its economy—more efficient than any
other charger.

Model "A-B" charges "A" and "B" stor-

age batteries simultaneously. Model
"A" charges "A" storage batteries al-

most twice as fast as other chargers.

Both are backed by the manufacturer's
full guarantee.

LIBERTY ELECTRIC CORPORATION
of New York

342 Madison Avenue

Eastern Dhiribulors

11. B. SHONTZ CO., Inc.

161 West 64th Street N. Y. City

SILAS E. PEARSALL CO.
10 East 39th Street N. Y. City
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INTER-OCEAN
Radio Corporation

Pro d u cts

Operola
Loud Speaker

with
12" Horn of

Plenty

Here's a Money Maker
"It Speaks for Itself"

This speaker eliminates metallic

tones and distortion. Black or Ma-
hogany Crystal finish. Silver-

plated base with disc adjustment.

Special adjustable unit, mounted
on non-vibrant base. A popular,

fast selling number that assures a

good profit.

List Price . . . $20.00

Units That Sell

!

Inter-Ocean Type "A" and type

"B" Units are the greatest value
in radio today. Specially designed

diaphragm. Die cast cases. Dis-

tortionless. Send today for sam-
ples of these profitable, fast-selling

units.

Type "A" List Price $3.50

Type "B" List Price $5.00

A Fast Selling

Profitable Line
Inter-Ocean Radio Products are

fast profitable sellers. Their high
quality brings satisfied customers

and friends. This means bigger

business, quicker turnover and more
profits. Every Inter-Ocean Prod-

uct is guaranteed. Stock Inter-

Ocean Products. Display them.

They'll mean money in your

pocket.

E

Operola Cabinet

Feature This

Operola Big!
"It Speaks for Itself"

More than a Speaker—a musical
instrument. Unusual mellow tone,

quality and clarity. Beautiful
Golden Brown fiberoid leather

cabinet, embossed in yellow Gold.
Special high grade adjustable unit

mounted on Bakehte base. When
the best in loud speakers is desired,

first show the Operola cabinet to

your customers.

List Price $18.00

Operola
Loud

Speaker
With 14"
Goose
Neck

Another Big Seller!

"It Speaks for Itself"

The 14-inch goose neck horn as-

sures beautiful tone and exception-

al volume. Highly polished silver

plated base, enclosing highest qual-

ity special disc adjustable unit.

Mounted on non-vibrant base.

Grained oak or mahogany finished

inside, black crystal outside.

List Price $20.00

Reverso
Plug

No More Changing
Wires

Polarity instantly reversed. Sim-
ply press button like an electric light

switch and know in a second if the

polarity of head set or speaker is

correct.

List Price $ .75

[DEALERS AND JOBBERS—Write or wire today for an unusual sales]

proposition with special discounts and sales promotion literature]

INTER-OCEAN RADIO CORPORATION
FACTORY NO. 2:

26-28 Prospect Street

Newark, N. J.

FACTORY NO. 1:

Mfrs. of Radio Horns and Loud Speakers

205-215 Tenth Street Jersey City, N.

FACTORY NO. 3:

243 Mercer Street

Jersey City, N. J.
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Art Gillham Given Big

Reception by Coast Trade

"Whispering Pianist," Columbia Artist, Makes
Trip From Los Angeles to Frisco in Taxi-

plane—Addresses Columbia Dealers

San Francisco, Cal., May 5.—Art Gillham,

known as the "Whispering Pianist," exclusive

Columbia artist, received a most enthusiastic

reception upon his arrival in this city recently

to fill engagements in the local radio broad-

casting stations. After leaving Los Angeles, Mr.

Gillham covered Bakersfield, Fresno and Stock-

ton. He was met in the latter city by A. J.

Greeting the "Whispering Pianist"

Schrade, of the Columbia organization, and

after calling on the Stockton dealers it was nec-

essary to make a hurried trip to San Francisco

to fill a radio engagement. Arrangements were

made to make the journey by taxiplane and

Mr. Gillham, together with Mr. Schrade were

the first passengers to use this unique form of

service.- The flight was made in forty-eight

minutes and Mr. Gillham was given an elaborate

send-off by the mayor of the city, Chamber of

Commerce officials and other dignitaries.

While in San Francisco, Mr. Gillham ap-

peared at stations KGO, KOP and KFRC. An-

interesting meeting for Columbia dealers was
held during his visit to San Francisco and Mr.

Gillham gave a splendid talk regarding Colum-
bia recordings and other phases of the music
industry. Newspaper copy was used in the local

papers and numerous window displays featured

his appearance in this city.

New Gennett Recordings

The Gennett record division of the Starr Pi-

ano Co. recently released a new and modern-
ized version of "Casey Jones" and "There'll Be
a Hot Time in the Old Town To-night." These
two old popular numbers are played in fox-trot

time by Straun's Pullman Porters, and they are

expected to be very popular.

Music Master Corp. to

Hold a Radio Congress

Plans Completed for Third Annual Event to Be

Held at Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, Philadel-

phia—New Policies to Be Announced

The success of the various radio congresses

held in Philadelphia in the past, under the aus-

pices of the Music Master Corp., of that city,

has made them become an important feature

in the radio field. The third annual radio con-

gress to be held by this progressive company
will open at the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, Phila-

delphia, on May 28. The forthcoming congress

takes on a very important aspect, for at this

affair Walter L. Eckhardt, president of the Mu-
sic Master Corp., will announce the future sales

and service policies of his corporation. It is

generally agreed by those who are on the "in-

side" that the establishment and support of its

policies will do much to improve radio sales.

Reservations have already been made to ac-

commodate 200 jobbers and 1,000 retailers, who
will represent the radio interests of nearly every

State in the Union. Because of the extreme im-

portance of the session attendance this year

will outnumber that of either of the two previ-

ous congresses.

At this congress the Music Master Corp. will

show and demonstrate its new products, which

will take their places in the market this Fall.

Perhaps the most attractive feature will be the

showing and demonstration of the new Music

Master receiving sets. It is understood that the

range is from inexpensive instruments on up to

cabinet types with built-in speakers. It is

known that the corporation has long been ex-

perimenting to secure absolute synchronization

between the receiver and the reproducer.

The corporation will demonstrate its new
"A" storage battery, and further demonstration

of the Music Master Multi-Cell "B" batteries

will also be made.

The future merchandising and sales policies

for the whole industry will command much of

the time and thought of the session. Leaders

in the industry will be the principal speakers

on these topics. The matter of service will be

an especially important topic and the announce-

ment of the corporation's service policy will

show the guests the length to which the cor-

poration is ready to go to assure satisfaction

to every purchaser of a Music Master product.

New Brunswick Department

Youngstown, O., May 7.—The McKelvey de-

partment store has completed the installation

of a complete line of Brunswick phonographs
and Radiolas in an attractively equipped new
department.

New Jewett Console Unit
Superspeaker on Market

Recent Model Superspeaker Contains Many Re-
finements, Notably a Cadmium Plated Interior

and Special Grill Design

Detroit, Mich., May 7.—The Jewett Radio &
Phonograph Co. recently placed on the market
the Jewett Superspeaker console unit of Vemco
design, containing many refinements over pre-

vious models. The notable improvements are

the cadmium plated interior, which eliminates

all sweating, and a new method used in the

New Jewett Console Superspeaker

winding of the two-pole pieces, eliminating all

wire stretch and consequent breaking down of

the enameled insulation.

The horn in this unit is made of identical ma-
terials and by the same process as the regular

Jewett Superspeaker horn, with the exception

of the final finish coat which, being enclosed,

is not necessary. The horn floats within the

cabinet, being thoroughly padded on three sides

with piano felt, there being a resonance cham-
ber below the horn, naturally adding to the

tonal qualities.

The grill is not made of wood but of a pat-

ented secret process. It is removable by turn-

ing the two thumb buttons on the bottom and

may be bent and twisted without damage.

Other improvements are the inlaid top and the

adjustment knob, which is handled the same as

in the Superspeaker model.

Adds Battery Eliminator

Ford Radio & Mica Corp., with executive

offices at 38 East Eighth street, New York City,

announces the addition of a battery eliminator

to its line of Super Tram and F. M. C. audio

frequency transformers for the coming radio

season. The Ford Co., which is well known
in the industry for its mica products, has sold

its factory building at 14 Christopher street,

New York City, and will make an announce-

ment shortly of its new factory quarters, which

will contain much larger floor space, made nec-

essary by the constantly growing business of

the firm.

Plays All
Records

Exact Size of The New
No. 50 ORO-TONE
Arm and Reproducer

Price $1.50 In Quantities

Send for Sample on Approval

THE ORO-TONE COMPANY 1000-1010 George St., Chicago, U. S. A
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important n&vsf

the BIG /#
IN PHONOGRAPH NEEDLEsWg

COMBINED/
Quality plus Quality plus Quality! That summarizxs

the recent consolidation of these three famous
Bagshaw-made Phonograph Needles.

Concentrate your buying on Gilt Edge, Reflexo Blues

and Brilliantone Needles—always the three biggest sell-

ers in the field. It will mean increased sales and satisfied

customers, not to mention the added convenience of

prompt delivery on "hurry-up" fill-in orders.

BRILLIANTONE
STEEL NEEDLE COMPANY OF AMERICA, Incorporated

Selling Agents for W. H. Bagshaw Co., Factories, Lowell, Mass.

370 SEVENTH AVENUE, at 31st Street, Suite 1214, NEW YORK
IV. H. Bagshaw Co., Export Dept., 44 Whitehall St., New York City. Cable Address: "Brillneedl"

SOLD THROUGH JOBBERS EVERYWHERE

NEEDLES

15?
Made in U.S.A. -

Self-selling Display
Stands and Display Car-
tons—attractive, conven-
ient—are but one of
scores of sales-aids fur-
nished by Brilliantone.

FULL
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Improvement in Industrial Situation in

Detroit Has a Marked Effect on Business

Continued Improvement a Source of Satisfaction to Dealers—People's Outfitting Co. to Expand

Department—Weil & Co. Constructing New Store—Other Trade Activities of the Month

Detroit, Mich., May 9.—Talking machine busi-

ness has not been booming the past thirty days,

yet as compared to last year it has more than

held its own. True, the first three months did

not fare so well, but we can say with authority

that since the first of April the improvement

has been a decided one. The fact that the labor

situation has improved and that the dealers

themselves have made a more concerted effort

to create sale is responsible for "better busi-

ness" conditions. The special campaign con-

ducted some time ago by the Victor Co. proved

a boon to not only the Victor dealers but to all

retailers regardless of the line they handle.

Good Edison Business

The Edison Shop on Woodward avenue has

had very good April business, according to

Peter Sweeney, manager there. He states that

Edison phonographs and records have been sell-

ing very actively and that the radio sales have

jumped ahead of all expectations.

Adds to Lines

The Artonian Piano Co., at Grand River and

Bagley avenues, recently added the Victor and

Brunswick lines, having taken an entire store

adjoining its piano store to handle this new-

department. The new store has been attrac-

tively fitted up with booths and is already en-

joying good business. This store, in reality,

takes over the franchise for both Victor and

Brunswick lines formerly handled by the Henry
S. Doran Co., on Washington boulevard, which

discontinued business.

People's Outfitting Co. to Expand
The addition to the People's Outfitting Co.,

on Michigan avenue, at Shelby street, will mean
an enlarged talking machine and piano depart-

ment, according to Manager Reddaway, of these

departments. "We certainly need the room, as

these departments are very crowded," he de-

clared. Mr. Reddaway is one of the few man-
agers who report an increased business for the

first four months of this year.

Local Orchestras Record Artists

Detroit now has at least four or five orches-

tras who record regularly for the national talk-

ing machine companies. We refer to the Jean

Goldkette Orchestra, the Finzel Orchestra and

others. This week the Emerson Gill Orchestra,

which records for Okeh records, is playing an

engagement at the Capitol Theatre, prior to

opening the season at one of the Summer road-

houses. This orchestra has been playing all

Winter in Cleveland.

Doing Well With Adler-Royal

S. E. Lind, of the S. E. Lind Co., jobber -

for

the Adler-Royal line of phonographs and com-

bination radio phonographs, reports that he has

enjoyed a satisfactory business since the first

of the year. "We are opening new accounts

right along and our old accounts are constantly

re-ordering," he declared. "This indicates that

not only are the dealers satisfied but that the

line is going in this territory."

Mitchell Co. in New Home
The Mitchell Co., which handles a big line of

Big Gall for Audak Record
Demonstrating Product

A. Hospe & Co., of Omaha, Pays Tribute to

the Merits of This Equipment

The Audak Co., 565 Fifth avenue, New York
City, manufacturer of the Audak record dem-

onstrating product, states that the demand for

its equipment has greatly increased during re-

cent months. This is, no doubt, due to the

rearrangement of many stores in order to care

for enlarged departments devoted to radio,

which often necessitates the curtailment of

space previously given to records.

Dealers find that the Audak record demon-
strating tables allow for the care of many cus-

tomers in a minimum of space. To-day with

space so valuable in retail establishments this

method of conservation is welcome. The at-

tractiveness of these Audak units has served

in many cases to renew interest in records and

increase sales.

A. Hospe & Co., the well-known talking ma-
chine dealers of Omaha, Neb., recently installed

a series of Audak units with exceptional results.

In a letter to the Audak Co., William Zitz-

man, vice-president of the Hospe firm, said:

phonographs and records, has just moved into

its new and enlarged store at 3000 Gratiot ave-

nue, directly across the street from its former
location. This is the only neighborhood store

that carries on a consistent newspaper advertis-

ing campaign in the dailies, using large space

with every insertion.

Good Brunswick Demand Continues
Manager Quinn, of the Brunswick Shop, on

East Grand River, reports a big change for the

better since the first of April. Of course, the

high-priced combination phonograph is what
sells best at this store and at times Mr. Quinn
is unable to carry enough in stock. This store

has also been enjoying a very good record busi-

ness. In fact, the sale of records is very con-

sistent and does not vary a great deal from
month to month, unless there is some particular

hit.

Weil & Co. Building New Store

Weil & Co., who handle the Brunswick line

in their downtown store, are building a new
store on the West Grand boulevard, and will

handle the Brunswick line at the new location

as well.

"We were able to cut down our overhead, less

rent, less help and be'tter service to our cus-

tomers." These are facts that must be given

consideration in what is to-day a highly com-
petitive field.

Kameraphone De Luxe Is

Introduced to the Trade

The Specialty Trading Co., New York, manu-
facturer of Kameraphone portable talking ma-
chines, has recently placed on the market a new
model which will be merchandised under the

trade name of the Kameraphone De Luxe.
"The Kameraphone De Luxe will embody

several new features, the most notable being
that it has a real phonograph tone arm and
sound box. The method of reproduction is

by means of using the lid of the machine as

an amplifier. This feature has been patented

by the Specialty Trading Co., in the United
States, and we will vigorously prosecute all in-

fringements on this patent," declared Emil
Bornstein, president of the company. "In addi-

tion to the sound box and tone arm, the ma-
chine has a solid plush-covered turn-table. The
new Kameraphone is very simple to assemble

in preparation for playing, each component
part has a definite place provided for it so that

it may be instantly prepared to play or as-

sembled and closed for carrying. It is about

the same size as an ordinary camera and is

very light in weight," said Mr. Bornstein, in

discussing the new product.

A number of jobbers have been appointed in

the phonograph trade and an excellent volume
of business is being anticipated, in addition to

the orders already on hand for the new model.

Second Radio World's

Fair Plans Maturing

The Second Radio World's Fair is making
very rapid progress, and the management has

already arranged with the welfare bureaus of

eleven well-known industrial institutions in New
York territory to purchase large blocks of

tickets which they will in turn retail to their

employes at slightly below box office prices.

Orders for 26,000 of these admission cards have

already been distributed. Three unique fea-

tures have been arranged for the Second Radio
World's Fair, whereby one night will be desig-

nated as a "Radio Factory Employe's Night,"

the second a "Radio Salesman's Night" and the

third an "Amateur Radio Club Night." The
258th Field Artillery Armory, at Kingsbridge

road and Jerome avenue, is going to house the

Second Radio World's Fair, and James F. Kerr,

manager of the exhibition, states that the space

reservations to date assure the success of the

enterprise.

WESTON
never enters a field with its electrical measuring instruments unless

it can contribute to the economy or the accuracy of the work being
done in that field.

Radio dealers are benefiting today by selling to their trade
Weston Table Voltmeters and Weston Radio Plugs.

The Weston Radio Table Voltmeter—invaluable for improv-
ing reception, prolonging tube life and for removing guess-work
from set operation. Pin jacks and a pair of cables accompany
each instrument. The pin jacks serve to connect the filament circuits

to the panel so that the voltmeter may be plugged in at will.

Weston Radio Plug—for instan-

taneous and positive switch from
headset to loud speaker.

Dealers can get immediate results

with a supply of "Weston Radio In-

struments" on their counters. Write
for your supply of this famous book-
let today.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CORP.
190 Weston Avenue Newark, N. J.
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—Aladdin of Radio

Wants to

Meet
YOU

at the

Music Convention
June 7-10, 1925

HOTEL DRAKE-CHICAGO

s

Make it a point to see Thermiodyne!
Compare it—for distance, selectivity,

clarity, ease of operation, and quiet

performance— with any other set on
the market. No other Receiver

—

regardless of price— equals it.

Thermiodyne Policy

METERS .?

S5*\ %

ELL through Music Distributors.

Advertise extensively, both nation-

ally and locally.

Maintain prices firmly at all times

and under all conditions.

Co-operate, through trained ex-

perts, in teaching dealers how to sell

Thermiodyne and to give service.

Supply advertising literature to Dis-

tributors and Dealers, liberally and
without charge.

Back every Thermiodyne with an
absolute guarantee to perform as ad-

vertised.

Make it possible for every Distribu-

tor and every Dealer to reap real and
continuous profit by selling a Receiver

of genuine merit to a public that re-

fuses to be humbugged.

There may be distributor's territory still open that you can obtain.
Now is the time to get it

!

THERMIODYNE RADIO CORPORATION - 1819 Broadway, NEW YORK CITY

[Ther-MY-odyne]
Licensed under Trube and other patents pending
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Reasons Back of Music
Master Corp.'s Growth

Walter L. Eckhardt, President of Company,
Largely Responsible for Development of the

Enterprise Which Is a Leader in the Field

In the man behind the product is often found

the basic cause of the success of an organiza-

tion. In the case of the Music Master Corp.,

Philadelphia, it is no secret that the untiring

efforts of Walter L. Eckhardt, its president, has

Walter L. Eckhardt
been the determining factor that has brought
the Music Master Corp. to its present high

position and it may also be said that the results

of his efforts have not alone been confined to

his own corporation but have benefited the en-

tire radio industry as well.

Mr. Eckhardt is well known to the talking

machine industry. Twenty-five years ago he

saw the latent possibilities of the talking ma-
chine as a contribution to American culture,

education and refinement and for many years

he contributed his tremendous physical and
mental energies to raising the talking machine to

the position of dignity which he visualized for

it. After many years of conspicuous work with

the Columbia Phonograph Co. Mr. Eckhardt

joined the Pathe organization and opened the

Pathe Shop in Philadelphia, which did a million-

dollar business in 1917. He later managed the

general sales for Pathe and it is said that within

a period of three years had raised the figure of

sales from $1,200,000 to $10,000,000. Upon the

development of radio Mr. Eckhardt saw the

same elements which had impressed themselves

upon him concerning the talking machine,

and in 1922 formed the General Radio Corp.,

which was later superseded by the Music Mas-

ter Corp., and the remarkable growth and ex-

pansion of this latter company is a matter of

common knowledge throughout the length and

breadth of the talking machine industry.

One of the most important contributing fac-

tors to Mr. Eckhardt's merchandising success

has been his peculiarly fine sense of the respon-

sibility which devolves upon a seller of mer-

chandise and an equally fine appreciation of

the type of merchants who should be allowed to

offer certain merchandise to the public. He
has already formulated and proved the sound-

ness of the merchandising quality which will be

back of all Music Master products.

Mr. Eckhardt's plans for the coming season

are more extensive than ever before and at the

forthcoming congress of his distributors and

dealers he will outline the 'merchandising plans

of the company for the coming year.

Special Window Display

Material for Pal Portable

The Plaza Music Co., 10 West Twentieth

street, New York City, is forwarding to the

trade some special window display material for

use in making exclusive window showings of

the Pal portable. This material is in seven

colors showing the availability, by illustration,

of the portable machine in the home and for

outdoor events. This layout is of good size

and allows for the insertion of an actual ma-

chine in one of its panels. In addition, the

advertising department of the company has

issued a two-color broadside which is appropri-

ate as a window hanger or can be placed in

a conspicuous position in the interior of the

store. The above sales helps together with

consumer circulars should create many sales

for Pal portables.

Artistic Publicity Tells

the Gulbransen Story

"The Finishing Touch" Is Title of Handsome
Brochure Featuring Gulbransen Registering

Grand and Straight Grand

"The Finishing Touch" is the title of a very

handsome brochure issued recently by the Gul-

bransen Co. of Chicago, featuring the Gulbran-

sen registering grand and straight grand. The
publication is noteworthy for the use of two

e finishing touci

Cover of Gulbransen Brochure

handsome large-sized illustrations showing in

detail the attractive design of these instruments

and emphasizing their artistic -beauty. The text

consists of a few important paragraphs telling

how world famous pianists have made music
rolls for the Gulbransen registering grand and
emphasizing the fact that the owner of one of

these instruments has at his disposal all the

beautiful things in the world of music. The
Gulbransen registering grand is playable by roll

and pedals or by hand and may be played also

as a straight grand piano. The same instru-

ment, so far as size and proportions are con-
cerned, is available as a straight grand piano
without the registering feature and for hand
playing only.

Children's Playtime

Records Grow in Favor

The Playtime records for children distributed

by the Plaza Music Co., 10 West Twentieth
street, New York City, now comprise a cata-

log of close to a hundred selections, covering

practically every idea that appeals to the child

mind, including songs, games and stories. The
sales department of the Plaza Music Co. states

that the demand for these popular priced chil-

dren's records continues active. Undoubtedly,

the featuring of these records throughout all

seasons makes possible sales in any month, due

to the particular titles available and appropriate

for practically every occasion.

In order to continue the dealer and consumer

interest in these Playtime records and set them

apart from seasonable goods, the Plaza Co.

has issued some window display material and

advertising cut-outs for counter display. These

should help considerably in keeping Playtime

records before prospective purchasers.

Holds Formal Opening

Royal Oak, Mich., May 6.—A special musical

program has been given by the Royal Oak
Music House on the occasion of the dedication

of its new quarters at 307 South' Center street.

Several radio artists from station WCX ren-

dered selections and a large crowd of patrons

was entertained.

Now—
You can sell QKtfv Needles

in packages imprinted with

Your Name!
THIS new Okeh service has a two-fold

value. First, it is real advertising for

you.

Your name imprinted in bold type on the

needle envelope gets into the home and regis-

ters your name on the mind of the purchaser.

Secondly, by selling these superior needles
you are giving greater customer satisfaction
and consequently protecting your record sales.

Write at once for prices and complete in-

formation,

OKeL Needles
A Product of the

GENERAL PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION
25 West 45th St. otto heineman, p r«.. New York, N. Y.
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LONG DISTANCE
TRADE MARK REG. RADIO

While MacMillan Charts the Arctic

Zenith Broadcasts to the World!
Between Alaska and the North Pole stretches

an unexplored area one million square miles in

extent—the last remaining "blind spot" on the face

of the globe.

Over this vast area will fly, this summer, two
great planes of the amphibian type, piloted by U.S.

Navy air pilots and equipped with the most highly

perfected scientific apparatus obtainable by the

United States Government. This entire expe-
dition, which has rightly been described as the

greatest expedition of modern times, is under the

direction of Commander Donald B. MacMillan.

The purpose of the expedition is

the study and photographic chart-

ing of this unknown area— and—
new tests in radio transmission and
reception of unparalleled importance.

The section to be explored has never

been heard from by radio. Commu-
nication will of necessity be day-
light communication, for in this

area the days are six months long.

On an expedition representing so great

a risk, both in capital and human life,

only the best in radio equipment can

possibly command a place. Once

more, therefore, MacMillan chooses ZENITH ex-

clusively, both for his ships and for the two great

planes flying across uncharted seas of ice.

Thus, while the world awaits reports from this

greatest expedition of modern times, it is worth
remembering that the only way these reports can
possibly be transmitted is by Zenith radio.

Never in all your life, it is safe to say, will your cus-
tomers require of a radio set such outstanding per-

formance as MacMillan requires of ZENITH in the

Arctic. But can you imagine a more powerful selling

point than the fact that Zenith receiving sets can
deliver such performance, any time
they're called upon to do so?

The tremendous publicity which
Zenith has received and is destined

to receive as a result of its pioneer
work in the Arctic will mean a great
deal to merchants who are fortunate
enough to possess an exclusive Zenith
franchise. Write or wire today re-

garding Zenith opportunities in your
territory.

ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION
310 S.Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

Costs More—But Does More
THE complete Zenith lineranges

in price from $100 to $475.

With either Zenith 3R or Zenith
4R, satisfactory reception over dis-

tances of 2,000 to 3,000 miles is

readily accomplished, using any
ordinary load speaker. Models
3R and 4R licensed under Arm-
strong U. S. Patent No. 1,113.149.

They are NON-RADIATING.

Zenith 4R - $100
Zenith 3R - $175

The new Super-Zenith is a six-tube

set with a new, unique, and really

different patented circuit, con-
trolled exclusively by the Zenith
Radio Corporation. It is NOT
regenerative.

SUPER-ZENITH VII—Six tubes-2 stages tuned
frequency amplification—detector and 3 stages audio

frequency amplification. Installed in a beautifully

finished cabinet of solid mahogany —44^8 inches long,

16% inches wide, 10% inches high. Compartments at

either end for dry batteries. Price
(exclusive of tubes and batteries) ^ftT""

reproduce both high and low pitch tones otherwise
impossible with single-unit speakers. *J CS
Price (exclusive of tubes and batteries) Jp^fr / «3

All Prices F. O. B. Factory

r

SUPER-ZENITH VIII—Same as VII except-con-
so le type. Price (exclusive of tubes and ^ <f~yd f\
batteries) oU
SUPER-ZENITH IX—Console model with addi-

tional compartments containing built-in Zenith loud
speaker and generous storage battery space.
Price (exclusive of tubes and batter- feogg
ies) 5pOO&
SUPER-ZENITH X—Contains built-in, patented,
Super-Zenith Duo-Loud Speakers (harmonically
synchronized twin speakers and horns), designed to

Zenith Radio Corporation
Dept. 5W

310 S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois

Gentlemen

:

Please send me particulars of your dealer
proposition.

Name

Address

MUSIC MEN: See our exclusive display and meet our representatives, who are all old music men, at the

Piano Convention, Drake Hotel, Chicago, June 7th to June 1 2th
Following are a few of the music houses actively behind Zenith

:

Wiley B. Allen J. W. Green Co. Marshall Field Co.
Bissell Weisert
Bradford Piano Co.

Cable Piano Company-
Cleveland Talking Machine Co.

Grinnell Brothers
Heintzman Company
A. Hospe
O. K. Houck Piano Co.

Otto Grau Piano Co. J. W. Jenkins' Sons Music Co.
Knight Campbell Music Co.

Silas E. Pearsall Co.
Pearson Piano Co.

Southern California Music Co.

Talking Machine Co.

Wade Twichell Co.

ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION, 310 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago
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Discussion of Trend of the Broadcasting

Art and Who Is to Pay for the Programs
Fear of Obsolescence of Present Radio Sets Because of Change in Wave Length and Cessation

of Broadcasting Groundless, Says Charles Henry, Radio Engineer of Sonora Phonograph Co.

"The music trades are vitally concerned in

radio broadcasting, particularly since they are

marketing radio and are keenly interested in

the future trends of the art. There has been

much speculation recently on the future of this

now all-important factor in the American every-

day life," says Charles Henry, radio engineer of

the Sonora Phonograph Co., Inc.

"Two questions have become subjects of daily

conversation—who is going to pay for broad-

casting—what are broadcasters going to do

about wave lengths?

"Our investigations into these subjects indi-

cate clearly that no one need fear the ob-

solescence of present radio sets, because of a

change in wave length or because of a cessa-

tion of broadcasting.

"The United States Department of Commerce
is not willing to grant further licenses for

broadcast stations in Greater New York. They
are besieged with demands from radio corpora-

tions, department stores, newspapers and public

service companies for licenses for more broad-

casting stations. Far from being unwilling to

finance further broadcasting, more people are

desiring to broadcast than can be accommo-
dated.

"It is important that one large communica-
tion company wishes to establish ten huge

broadcasting stations, placed at intervals across

the continent. But it now appears that it will

be necessary for a large future broadcast

operator to purchase or lease the rights of

broadcast stations already established. The
same situation is 'true in practically every met-

ropolitan area in the United States. The De-

partment of Commerce recognizes that there

are already too many broadcast stations for the

present wave length band.

"On the other hand, broadcasters are in-

vesting huge sums of capital in the expansion

and perfection of their equipment and particu-

larly in the increase of power' which involves

a much heavier expenditure than the radio

public appreciates. In the past, the average

so-called high power station was rated at ^
kilowatt. Superpower stations are now under

way which have ratings of between 10 and 20 .

kilowatts.

"The fact of the matter is that a Department
of Commerce license has become an asset.

Unfortunately, there is a portion of the broad-

cast band which is very little used, namely,

that part of the band between 225 and 270

meters. In this area there are seventeen

Sonora Speaker of New York Broadcasting Studio of WOR
broadcast channels, but it seems that nearly

every one prizes wave lengths above 300

meters. Perhaps one reason for this is that so

many broadcast stations are located on the top
of high city buildings which tend to absorb the

output of stations which operate below, say,

400 meters. Radio waves, in passing over the

buildings of a large city, seem to be dimin-

ished in amplitude to a greater extent as the

wave length becomes shorter.

"Speaking of radio channels, there are in

reality only forty main channels in the Amer-
ican broadcast allocation, which, as is well

known, takes in only the wave lengths be-

tween 225 and 550 meters. Of course this

band contains forty more channels which are

not considered so desirable and which are

separated from other stations by the least

minimum of margin. Since the wave lengths

between 225 and 270 meters have not proven
popular, it is to be said that there are only

forty-six channels in active use by
important stations.

"Any one readily appreciates the

problem of the Department of

Commerce in finding space for

some 500 broadcasters; at the

same time attention must be paid

to the rapidly growing Canadian

and Mexican activities. Many
eminent minds have been seeking

for another band of wave lengths

to turn over to broadcasting, but

the radio atmosphere is so crowd-

ed to-day with communication of

all sorts that the only remaining

possibilities are in wave lengths

below 225 meters.

"Even in this area there is a

great deal of new-born activity.

Commercial trans-oceanic radio

telegraph service companies have
been employing channels between
6,000 and 16,000 meters, and it has

long been recognized that this

wave length area has been over-

crowded and that it has been only

possible to make consistent use

of it through the use of very spe-

cialized equipment for the purpose
of eliminating interference.

"Fortunately, as the lower wave
lengths are explored for broadcast-,
ing and radio telegraphy, new
radio channels are opened up.

It is hoped that whatever low wave length

CUo

1571 BROADWAY
New York

band might be selected the daylight com-
munication would be almost as favorable as

that at night time. Present experiments seem
to indicate that this might be possible. The
daylight range of transmission seems to be as

great as that during the hours of the darkness.
This would be a great advantage, and from the
radio dealers' standpoint it should excite no
worry, since whatever is done will call for en-
tirely new sets and will not cause his present
stock to become obsolete. It will simply in-

crease his sales, since it will be possible to sell

a second set to people who already possess
equipment capable of receiving the present

band, since there is no indication that the pres-

ent band will ever be removed."

L. G. LeVoie Opens Branch

Pittsburgh, Pa., May 9.—Lawrence C. LeVoie
on May 1 became general manager of the

Franklin Electric Co., of Philadelphia, Pa., and
is now opening a branch of the organization in

this city in which he is financially interested.

The lines handled will include the Day-Fan,

exclusive in Pittsburgh; the Jewett super-

speakers; Crosley musicone speakers; Dicto-

grand speakers; Supertron tubes; Eveready
batteries; chargers, etc.

New Quarters in Salina

Salina, Kan., May 7.—A new location for the

piano department of the Chappell Music Co.'s

store here has been chosen recently and will be

over the Wiegner Shop. J. F. Chappell, of the

company, stated that it is planned to operate

the phonograph and radio department separate

from the piano division in the future.
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Many Brunswick Franchises

Granted Eastern Dealers

New York Division of Brunswick Co., Under
Direction of H. A. Beach, Grants Many New
Agencies to Leading Talking Machine Houses

Since the first of the year the sales staff of

the New York division of the Brunswick Co.,

under the direction of H. A. Beach, Eastern

sales manager of the phonograph division of

the company, has been engaged in an intensive

campaign to secure representation for the

Brunswick instruments: with the leading phono-

graph dealers throughout the Eastern States.

That success has rewarded their efforts is evi-

denced by the following list of new accounts

which have already been granted the Bruns-

wick franchise this year: Fifth Avenue Salon,

New York City; Foster Piano Co., Troy, N. Y.

;

Harry W. Perlman, New York City; The Chal-

mers Co., Newark, N. J.; St. Lawrence County

Utilities, Inc., Gouverneur, N. Y.; Sol. Sokler,

Carteret, N. J.; Morris Music Shop, New York
City; McCoy's, Inc., Waterbury and Hartford,

Conn.; Sherman Music Shop, New York City;

Peoples Music House, Easton, Pa.; Riggins,

Gaskill & Hunt, Bridgeton, N. J.; Miller Piano

Co., West Chester, Pa.; Phillips Music Store,

South Bethlehem, Pa.; A. N. Plates, Atlantic

City, N. J.; Ramsdell & Son, Philadelphia, Pa.;

Reifsnyder's Music Store, Reading, Pa.; Miller

Piano Co., Coatesville, Pa.; J. R. Wilson Co.,

Philadelphia; C. J. Heppe & Son, with two
stores in Philadelphia; Emery's Music House,
Columbia, Pa.; B. B. Todd, Philadelphia; J. H.
Lanterman, East Stroudsburg, Pa.; Bennett

Piano Co., Wilkesbarre, Pa.; D. Tattersdill,

Camden, N. J.; American Music Sales Co., Inc.,

Waynesboro, Pa.; Foy, Inc., Washington, D. C;
Radio Sales Studio, Washington, D. C. ; Fuller

Music House, New Bern, N. C; Central Caro-

lina Furniture Co., Sanford, N. C; Kingston
Electric Co., Kingston, N. C. ;

Ready Under-
takers, North Wilkesboro, N. C; W. S. Reich

& Sons, Inc., Elkin, N. C; and Charles L. Whit-
man, Mount Airy, N. C.

Hazeltine Corp. Issues

an Important Statement

The stockholders of the Hazeltine Corp. re-

ceived recently a very interesting statement
from R. T. Pierson, president of the company,
immediately after a meeting of the board of

directors. The Hazeltine Corp. is the exclu-

sive owner of all patents and trademark rights

of the neutrodyne system of radio reception.

Mr. Pierson's statement, in part, said: "In view
of the acquisition of your company of 80 per

cent of the stock of the recently formed Latour
Corp., for the sum of $275,000, which was paid

in cash out of your earnings, and certain

guarantees, totaling $50,000, it was voted at a

meeting of the board of directors of your com-

pany held April 29, 1925, that we omit the
_

dividend for the present quarter.

"The Latour Corp. owns, subject to four

non-exclusive licenses, the entire right, title and
interest in and to the inventions, pending ap-

plications for United States Letters Patent and
issued United States Letters Patent, together

with all Cuban rights to the inventions, applica-

tions and patents of Professor Marius C. A.

Latour, the famous French scientist and in-

ventor. Your directors are unanimous in the

opinion that the Latour inventions will have a

far-reaching effect in the radio industry, and
that the purchase thereof will ultimately prove

to be a profitable acquisition.

"The directors were further influenced in

omitting the dividend by that fact that the in-

dustry is passing through a process of stabil-

ization. This is the natural sequence of an

unprecedented and rapid development. It is not

surprising and need not shake confidence in

the future, but rightly viewed spells for a larger

industry on a better and sounder basis."

Will Sell With a Ten-
Day Return Privilege

Brightson Laboratories, Inc., whose executive

offices are in the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, 16

West Thirty-fourth street, New York City,

which recently radically reduced its five and
six dollar "True Blue" tubes, and changed its

sales policy, makes the further announcement
that all of its products will now be sold with

a ten-day return privilege and a sixty-day

written guarantee against mechanical defects.

In both its trade and consumer announcements
the Brightson Laboratories features this new
sales policy. The Brightson organization re-

cently discontinued its plan of distributing

"True Blue" tubes through jobbers. It will

continue to have representatives in some of

the largest trade centers, but through the elim-

ination of jobbers it is now possible to market
its product at the lower prices.

A. Atwater Kent Honored
A. Atwater Kent, president of the Atwater

Kent Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa., is an executive

of exceptional ability, as is visualized in the

great Atwater Kent organization which has had
such tremendous growth and success under his

able direction. Many honors have been fittingly

paid him. One of the latest is a march dedi-

cated to A. Atwater Kent and written by Carl

Bonawitz, organist of the Germantown Theatre

of this city, and broadcast by him a half-dozen

times or more with gratifying success. It is

stated that Mr. Bonawitz is a friend of Mr.

Kent and has frequently visited the big Atwater

Kent plant, the operation of which, he states,

furnished him inspiration for the march.

R. M. Rath and J. Meyers have purchased the

Dodge City Music Co., Dodge City, Kans.

COTTON FLOCKS
Air floated, all injurious foreign matter eliminated

for

Record and Radio Manufacturing

THE PECKHAM MFG. CO.
23
N
8
e
^jh s.™..

Stromberg-Carlson Report
Shows Financial Strength

Company's Assets Total $4,441,822.87 and Sur-
plus, December 31, 1924, Was $1,611,332.35

Rochester, N. Y., May 7.—The Stromberg-
Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co., of this city, manu-
facturer of neutrodyne receivers, loud speak-
ers, telephone apparatus and other products,

submitted to its stockholders recently a very
excellent report showing the bajance sheet for
the year ending December 31, 1924. The com-
pany's assets total $4,441,822.87 and the surplus
on December 31, 1924 was $1,611,332.35. This
company is recognized throughout the country
as one of the foremost factors in the manu-
facture of electrical products, and as a neu-
trodyne licensee it has won a leading position

in the ranks of radio manufacture. The prod-
ucts made by the company are used the world
over, and the same successful methods that

have been utilized for many years in the manu-
facture and marketing of its other products

have been followed in its radio activities. In

1925 the Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg.
Co. has a very ambitious and interesting manu-
facturing and sales program that assures the

continued success of its radio division as well

as the success of dealers handling its products.

New Peerless Album
Style Just Announced

The Peerless Album Co., 638 Broadway, New
York City, manufacturer of record albums,

record carrying cases and other talking ma-
chine products, has just announced a new popu-

lar-priced album designed exclusively for port-

able talking machines. This album, made at

a popular price, fits perfectly the portable lids.

The record pockets have end openings which
allow the extraction of selected records with-

out removing the album from its resting place.

The album holds ten records and should prove

of interest to retailers as well as manufacturers

inasmuch as it is available for installation in

portables that have been sold during the past

several years.

Wells Go. Branch Moves

Longmont, Col., May 7—The Charles E. Wells

Music Co., of Denver and this city, which has

been located in the Kirkpatrick Building, has

moved to the Ledger Building.

PROTECT YOUR RECORDS BY USING

THE ORIGINAL TEN TIME NEEDLE
(EACH NEEDLE GUARANTEED TO PLUY TEN RECOR0S ON ANY PHONOGRAPH)

tACM NEEOLECHEN-
ICAUY TREATtDTO

PROLONGTHE LIFE

OF YOUR RECORDS

A PACKAGE OF
SO NEEDLES

EQUIVALENT TO
500 ORDINARY
STEEL NEEDLES

150% PROFIT
on WALL-KANE NEEDLES

The only needle recognized as the original 10-record

needle, established for over ten years, put up in

handsome displays that sell themselves.

WALL-KANE NEEDLE MANUFACTURING CO., inc.

3922 14th Avenue Brooklyn, N. Y.

Special prices on

JAZZ, CONCERT and PETMECKY NEEDLES
The New Display Case Holding 100 Packages Assorted
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ROYALFONE LOUDSPEAKER UNITS
are logical parts of phonograph sales. Tour cus-
tomers will welcome the chance to hook up
radio with the talking machine. Write for de-
tails on units and headsets.

ROYAL ELECTRICAL LABORATORIES
NEWARK. NEW JERSEY DEPT. T. W.

New Canadian Distributor

for the Outing Portable

R. S. Williams & Sons of Toronto to Represent

Well-known Portable Talking Machine in

Canada—Export Trade Is Growing

The Outing Talking Machine Co., Mt. Kisco,

N. Y., manufacturer of the Outing portable

talking machines, has recently announced
through A. J. Cote, president of the company,
the appointment of R. S. Williams & Sons,

Toronto, Canada, with branches in Montreal

and Winnipeg, as distributor for the Outing

products in the Dominion of Canada.

R. S. Wiliams & Sons are well known
throughout the territory as distributors of

phonographs and anticipate doing a substantial

volume of business in the Outing portables

throughout the Dominion of Canada.

"The Outing portables, both junior and senior

models, have always been in great demand for

export to foreign countries, particularly during

the last several months, and we have made sub-

stantial shipments to New Zealand, Australia,

Africa, South America, and other foreign coun-

tries. We attribute this to the fact that until

recent years there has been very little phono-

graph business carried on in these countries

and as most of them have a population which

is very musically inclined it would necessarily

follow that once the talking machine was intro-

duced it would win instant popularity. The
Outing portable ideally meets the requirements

of any country or climate and the fact that

it may be used either as a table machine or

out-of-doors as a portable has gone far towards

establishing it as a best seller in these markets.

We are busily engaged in the manufacture of

both the junior and senior models in order to

take care of the demands for Outing abroad

as well as in the United States," said Mr. Cote,

in discussing the export business done by his

company.

Feature Starr Phonographs

Knoxville, Tenn., May 6.—An intensive salt s

campaign featuring the Starr phonographs and

Starr combination unit phonographs and radio

sets was recently waged by the Henry G.

Trent Furniture Co. for one week. During

I his period a widespread advertising campaign

was indulged in and the various models of Starr

instruments were featured in displays. Othcr

Starr dealers in the principal cities of eastern

Tennessee co-operated with the Trent organiza-

tion in making this week a brilliant Starr suc-

cess.

Health Builders, Inc., Move

Health Builders, Inc., makers of the Health

Builder record sets of Walter Camp's Daily

Dozen set to music, and its associated company,

The Radiolamp Co., manufacturer of the Ra-

dialamp library lamp loud speaker, have moved
their headquarters to 254 West Thirty-fourth

street. New York City.

AUTOMATIC LID SUPPORT
Finished in Nickel and Gold

Samples on request

Patented Dec. 9. 1919: Oct. 25. 1921;
Not. 7, 1922. Canada Applied.

The Most Dependable Lid Support on the Market

Star Machine & Novelty Co./
,,
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Gyrus L. Adler Discusses

Radio, Present and Future

President of Adler Mfg. Co., Just Before Em-
barking for England, Makes Some Pertinent

Remarks Regarding Situation

When the "Leviathan" of the United States

Lines sailed Saturday, May 2, on her voyage

to Southampton, England, she carried as a

passenger one of the leading members of

phonograph and radio manufacturing circles,

Cyrus L. Adler, president of the Adler Mfg.

Co., Inc., of New York and Louisville. Mr.

Adler is on his way to London to join Mrs

Cyrus L. Adler

Adler, who has been abroad for several weeks,

in a lour of England and the Continent. In

a chat with The World at the New York
offices of the Adler Co. shortly before em-

barking, Mr. Adler made many interesting ob-

servations regarding the present conditions of

the industry and the future outlook.

"It behooves all of USi to take a perspective

view of the present situation," Mr. Adler re-

marked, "and gaze into the future, carefully and

seriously. Present conditions in the radio busi-

ness particularly are the most logical that

could be expected when one considers the many
errors of commission and omission which have

been made on the part of nearly everyone in

the industry.

"It is high time that the manufacturer, dis-

tributor and dealer get together. A good old-

fashioned set-to around a big stove with a

cracker box handy, where the whole problem

could be thrashed out and some suggestions

made for mutual betterment would be the best

thing that could possibly happen. But of

course that is impossible. Failing in that, then

it looks to me as though the responsibility for

taking the initiative is placed definitely upon

the shoulders of the manufacturer. He is the

original source of both product and policy.

From him must come the first action toward

the bettering of conditions.

"Most modern manufacturers worth talking

about realize that their interests are closely

bound with those of the dealers who form the

final link in their merchandising chain to the

consumer. It is impossible to overlook that

fact, and the manufacturer who deliberately

does so is riding for a fall, make no mistake.

No manufacturer can hope for anything ap-

proaching lasting success unless he shapes his

policies in such a manner that the dealer, as

well as himself, will profit thereby. Mere
quality of product is not enough. Indeed, the

product is merely the beginning. Any ex-

perienced manufacturer with a good plant and

personnel can build more or less salable mer-
chandise.

"In addition, and of fundamental importance,

there must be a merchandising plan which em-
bodies protection to the dealer, close co-oper-

ation and service to him, careful, thoughtful

consideration of his needs and requirements,

and the advancement of liberal, living discounts

which will enable the dealer to earn a fair and
just return on his investment and labor.

"The Adler Mfg. Co. feels that it has hit

upon the answer to the problem. That answer
is embodied in our merchandising policy which
protects the dealer by giving him a franchise

and insures his profits by allowing him better

discounts."

Ressler in New Quarters

Pomona, Cal., May 6.—The Ressler Music

Co., formerly located at 365 West Second street,

has taken new, modern quarters in the Invest-

ment Building. The piano wareroom and re-

cital hall have been adequately decorated for

the display of such pianos as the Baldwin, El-

lington, Hamilton and Gulbransen. In addition,

up-to-the-minute sheet music and phonograph
departments have been created, the latter featur-

ing the Brunswick Radiola as the leader of its

line.

For Playing All

Needle Records

on the Edison
Diamond Disc Height adjustment screw H enables

you to operate the 5-E the same as the
y regular Edison Reproducer

GOLD OR
OXIDIZEDnickel ORO-TONE No. 5-E

$6.00 Usual Discounts to Dealers $7.50
WITHOUT QUESTION OR DOUBT the No. 5-E is the most perfect equipment
made for playing all needle records on the New Edison.

ATTACH IN ONE SECOND—Swing it over and lower on the record with the oper-
ating lever just the same as when using the Edison reproducer and the Edison record.

TONE QUALITY—Deep, rich and powerful. You will be pleased with both the vol-

ume and quality of tone.

AUTOMATIC SELF-ADJUSTING REPRODUCER—Nothing to get out of order.
Compression spring S is compressed by plunger P when pivot screws X are seated,
which insures a perfect flexible adjustment at all times.

Ask Your Edison Jobber or Send for Sample on 30 Days Approval

The Oro-Tone Co.
1000-1010 George Street Chicago, U. S. A.
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Sales hi the Middle West Maintain Even
Pace Despite Unfavorable Conditions

Inclement Weather Instrumental in Holding Back Portable Business Although Increased De-
mand Is Noted—Record Business Remains the Same as in Previous Months

Chicago, III., May 10.—Business in retail talk-

ing machine circles in the Chicago territory dur-

ing the month of April and the first ten days

of May seemed to maintain about the same pace

as was experienced during March. Firm exec-

utives in almost every line of business are com-
plaining of a slump in the volume of sales, and

the causes named in each case are many and

varied. Talking machines, records, radio sets

and combination instruments are not classed as

absolute necessities of life, hence a falling off

in certain instances of the amount of business

transacted at this time of year is not to be

viewed either with surprise or as a calamity.

Cold and inclement weather for the past sev-

eral weeks has slightly retarded the sale of

portable phonographs, which started so auspi-

ciously about three weks ago. Dealers are de-

voting considerable window space to attractive

displays of portable machines and, judging

from the number of sales made during the very

few warm days which the Middle West has ex-

perienced, they should capitalize upon the out-

door season to the fullest extent this Summer.
A number of dealers report a nice volume of

sales already despite the fact that a delayed

Summer is hindering their progress, and are en-

thusiastic over the prospect of a profitable

Summer on the small machines. Portable pho-

nographs are approaching a high degree of per-

fection, for the manufacturers have improved
their models both in appearance and mechan-
ical detail.

Jobbers and dealers in almost every case state

that the record business is holding true to the

mark set in previous months, or only slightly

behind the first quarter, and this condition is no
doubt the result of consistent dealer advertis-

ing and tie-ups with late hits and records. The
demand seems to be slightly greater for records

of the lighter type, dance selections, musical

comedy and light opera hits, although record-

ings of the higher type have their steady

monthly following and are consistently gaining

in sales volume.

Consoles selling for a low price and the com-
bination talking machine and radio set continue

to be the most popular instruments, according

to the sales figures of the majority of jobbers

and retailers. Direct refutation of the oft heard
remark that the talking machine industry is in

the midst of a disastrous slump is found in the

statement of several local talking machine man-
ufacturers, who, during the past four months,
have built up a volume of sales which far out-

shadows that of the corresponding months last

year. The factories of these concerns are em-
ploying their full quota of men, and are in-

creasing, rather than decreasing, production.

The month of April was marked by several

important events in local manufacturing cir-

cles, among them being an important merger
of large talking machine motor and radio inter-

ests with other firms allied financially, and the
return to the field of one of the leading manu-
facturers of motors and radio sets and panels.

Such happenings in the trade help to instill con-
fidence in the future of the talking machine
business. Another important movement is

noted in the progress made by the Phonograph
Manufacturers' Association, which is adding
constantly to its ranks and bids fair to become
a factor of some consequence.

Krasco-Monarch-Foster Consolidation
Of unusual interest to the talking machine

trade was the announcement made about the
first of May of the consolidation of the Krasco
Mfg. Co. and its radio division, the Monarch
Kadio Corp., 451 East Ohio street, Chicago,
with the Foster Machine Co. and the Foster,
Johnson, Reamer Co., of Elkhart, Ind. In addi-
tion, the stock of Monarch Tractors, Inc., of
Watertown, Wis., becomes one of the properties
of the new corporation. With the exception of
Monarch Tractors, Inc., all of the firms men-
tioned will be located in Elkhart, Ind.

The new corporation will be known as the
Monarch Industries, Inc., but under the new ar-

rangement each firm will continue to maintain
its own name and separate entity. On May 1

the machinery and equipment of both the
Krasco and Monarch plants were moved to the
new home in Elkhart, where, in a plant which
covers four and one-half acres and is ideally
equipped with manufacturing facilities, Krasco
phonograph motors and Monarch receiving sets
and panels will be made in the future. For
some time past the Foster Machine Co. has

been making castings for the Krasco Manufac-
turing Co. and under the new arrangement it is

expected that the majority of the parts used in

Monarch radio sets and panels will be manu-
factured in the Elkhart plant.

There will be no change in the management
of either the Krasco Manufacturing Co. or the

Monarch Radio Corp. Merwin Ashley, presi-

dent of the Krasco Mfg. Co. and the Monarch
Radio Corp., and Thos. H. Devereaux, sales

manager for both firms, will continue to hold

their respective positions. According to Mr.
Ashley, a Chicago office will be maintained but

its location has not yet been decided.

W. J. Byrnes Assumes Important Post
W. J. Byrnes, of the advertising department

of Lyon & Healy, wholesale department, who
was recently appointed advertising manager,
has been a member of the Lyon & Healy or-

ganization for the past six years, serving as

assistant to B. J. Jefferson, former advertising

manager, who retired a short time ago.

Vitanola Co. Extends Invitation to Conventions
The Vitanola Talking Machine Co., 666 Lake

Shore Drive, has issued an invitation to all mu-
sic dealers planning to attend the convention of

the music trades at the Drake Hotel the week of

June 8, to visit the Vitanola offices in the Amer-
ican Furniture Mart. This building, which is

the largest of its kind, devoted exclusively to

the display of house furnishings, is a short walk
from the convention headquarters. It contains

one and one-half million feet of floor space and
houses seven hundred and fifty exhibits. In the

Vitanola offices is a large and complete display

of phonographs, radios and combination instru-

ments and visiting dealers are cordially invited

to make the acquaintance of Vitanola execu-

tives and see the display.

E. C. Morris Now With Lakeside Co.
E. C. Morris, formerly Western representa-

tive of the Efficiency Electric Corp., of New
York City, manufacturer of electric talking ma-
chine motors, is now connected with the Lake-
side Supply Co., 73 West Van Buren street, Chi-

cago. Mr. Morris will act as sales representa-

tive, calling upon the trade in Chicago and vi-

cinity.

Death of Louis Valiquet

The talking machine trade was shocked to

learn of the death of Louis P. Valiquet on
March 19, at his home, 5102 Kenwood avenue,
this city, after an illness of over two years.

He was an inventor and manufacturer of note,

and was well known and popular throughout
the trade, being known as the talking machine

(Continued on page 112)

Kimball Style X Tudor
One of many beautiful models

Phonographs and Pianos

THE prestige and reliability of the Kimball assure
satisfaction.

Not the lowest in price but the BEST at the PRICE.

Ask about agency franchise, territory and terms.

W. W. KIMBALL CO. Established 1857 306 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago

Makers of Kimball Phonographs, Pianos, Reproducing Pianos, Players, Pipe Organs, Music Rolls.
Distributors Columbia Records and Welte-Mignon (Licensee) Reproducing Rolls.
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motor man. He was one of the pioneers of the

industry, inventing the Zonophone talking ma-
chine, which was made by the Universal Talk-

ing Machine Co., of New York. This organiza-

tion was taken over by the Victor Co. several

years ago. The deceased is survived by his

widow and two daughters, Miss Octavia and

Mrs. Drake Shafer.

New Location of Starr Co. Offices

The retail and wholesale offices of the Starr

Piano Co. Sales Corp., the Chicago branch of

the Starr Piano Co., Richmond, Ind., moved
several weeks ago from 423 South Wabash ave-

nue to its new home at 234 South Wabash ave-

nue. The Davidson Talking Machine Shop, lo-

cated at this address, will represent the Starr

Co. in a retail capacity. The second floor will

be devoted to the talking machine and radio

department while the retail piano department

will be located on the third floor of the new
headquarters building.

Introduce New "Friction Slide" Hinge

A new "friction slide" hinge for use on talk-

ing machine and radio cabinets was introduced

by the Lakeside Supply Co. several days ago,

which is intended to prevent the cover from

falling and injuring the filament in radio tubes.

While the cover is being raised its weight falls,

as it does in any ordinary support, but just be-

fore the full length of the support is reached,

a series of metal bumpers are thrown into po-

sition. The thickness of the slide is increased,

thus creating friction that will not allow the

top to fall.

Earl Rickard, Okeh Artist, Scores

Earl Rickard, widely known in vaudeville and
musical comedy circles and an exclusive Okeh
artist, is attaining exceptional success as the

feature performer at the Moulin Rouge, a pop-
ular cabaret in the Chicago loop. Mr. Rickard
is appearing at the Moulin Rouge for twenty
weeks and it is a well-deserved tribute to his

ability and popularity that the cabaret has been
drawing capacity audiences since his first ap-

pearance eight weeks ago. Earl Rickard's Okeh

Earl Rickard

records are proving active sellers in the Chicago

market and the dealers in this territory are

keenly enthusiastic as to the sales possibilities

of future recordings by this well-known singer.

Kimball Co. Report Sales Increase

The first quarter of the year 1925 has been

very encouraging for the W. W. Kimball Co.,

manufacturers of Kimball phonographs, for ac-

cording to J. V. Sill, assistant secretary of the

company, the first three months of the present

year have exceeded the corresponding months
of 1924 in volume of phonograph sales. The
trend of business took no downward slide in

April, for that particular months'' figure was
considerably larger than a year ago. The W.
W. Kimball Co. has been sponsoring a progres-

sive sales campaign during the past few months
and dealer tie-ups with national advertising by

the use of local newspaper space, together with

direct business' solicitation, have been directly

responsible for the increase in business.

F. S. Spofford Again at Helm
F. S. Spofford, Sonora and Cheney dealer, lo-

cated on the seventh floor of the Republic Build-

ing, returned April 24 from a four months' va-

cation. Mr. Spofford was quite seriously injured

in an automobile accident last December and he

has spent a large portion of his time recuper-

ating at his Winter home at Sarasota, Fla. His

many friends in the trade will be glad to learn

that he has returned to his desk in Chicago,

feeling fit and in the best of health.

Neutrowound Co. Introduces New Model
The Neutrowound Radio Manufacturing Co.,

1721 Prairie avenue, this city, recently intro-

duced to the trade the 1926 model six-tube set.

The new model Neutrowound is said to be the

first receiving set ever made with an all metal

case. The "shielding principle" has been devel-

oped and perfected by Neutrowound engi-

neers so that the all metal case not only serves

as a protection for the vital parts of the receiv-

ing set but acts as an electro-magnetic shield

against outside interference.

The Neutrowound is a six-tube set, shipped

completely sealed, and weighing twenty-three

pounds. The Neutrowound Radio Mfg. Co. is

a division of the Advanced Automobile Acces-

sories Corp. of Chicago.

Important Blood Announcement Coming

An announcement which will keenly interest

the talking machine trade will soon be made by

the Blood Tone Arm Co., 222 West Madison

street, according to E. Roetsch, president of

(Continued on page 114)

Balkite Battery Charger.
For charging 6 vols stor-

age batteries.

Price #19.50
$20 West of Rockies

$27.50 in Canada

Balkite "B"

—

replaces
B" batteries or dry

cells. Operates from
light socket.

Price #55
$75 in Canada

Balkite Radio Power Units
two of the fastest-moving

and most profitable items in radio

Balkite Radio Power Units
supply constant uniform
voltage to both "A" and "B"
radio circuits and increase

the power and clarity of any
set. The Balkite Charger
charges storage"A" batteries.

Balkite "B" replaces "B" bat-

teries entirely and supplies

plate current from the light

socket.

Both the Balkite Charger and

Balkite"B" are entirely noise-

less. They are based on the

same principle. Both have
demonstrated their entire

success over a long period

of time. Both are free from
service trouble, well adver-

tised and fast-moving. They
make ideal radio accessories

for the music trade.

Order through your jobber

F*nSteeL "I

BalkitenbwerUnits
BALKITE BATTERY CHARGER.— BALKITE "B" PLATE CURRENT SUPPLY

Manufactured by FANSTEEL PRODUCTS CO., Inc., North Chicago, Illinois
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Wln-Or^o Valuie Is -— Trade Follows

cindnojtf

the QsrtellJIristocrat

N OW, the quality-built, pure-toned Caswell can he had
in a de luxe model—the Aristocrat.

The outside covering is the highest grade of Dupont
Fabrikoid handsomely embossed, then hand rubbed with color,

bringing a delightful and unique duotone effect of soft color

tones shot with old ivory. The panels are embossed in a

simple though beautiful design. May be had in Blue, Gray
and Old Ivory.

Altogether an example of inspired craftsmanship, the Caswell
Aristocrat will hold a place of honor among the other fine

furnishings of the finest homes, either as a table decoration
or as a piece of swagger luggage.

In mechanical construction all Caswell elements are features.

Consider the famous Heineman Motor; the Caswell throwback
type Universal Tone Arm is designed exclusively for portable

use; the New Caswell "Microtone" reproducer of knife-edge
type is designed by one of America's best known acoustic
engineers. The Caswell tone chamber, due to its exclusive
design and peculiar construction and suspension, gives an
astonishing wealth and verity of tone with vibration elim-
inated. Specially constructed album, a part of the cover, holds
18 records or 36 selections. Unique with Caswell.

This new model makes the Caswell line, more than ever, the
greatest value line of portable phonographs for the distributor.
The Caswell line supreme in quality and workmanship is truly
the leader in distinctive beauty as well.

Successful distributors whose experience with the Caswell
Gypsy has convinced them of Caswell value are finding that

the Aristocrat is opening up a profitable, virgin market. The
Caswell full line is now being shown by appointment only.

Write for details.

List Price Aristocrat Model $30

$32.50 in Far West and South

(asWeVJftanufacturincj (o.

PORTABLE PHONOGRAPHS ^DISTINCTION
MILWAUKEE,WIS.

U.S.A.
ST. PAUL AVE.
AT IO^ 1

? STREET

Western Sales Office: Oakland Tribune Tower, Oakland, Cal.
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THE ALTO
Automatic Stop

For Phonograph*.

Nothing needs to be
screwed unto the tone
arm. Simple In con-
struction. It fits under
the turn table. Our
customers say It Is the
most accurate stop they
found yet In spite of Us
low cost.

ALTO MFG. CO., ,M7 - si
ch
w,S stree*

Canadian Distributor Universal Supply Co.. Toronto. Ont.

has greatly increased and these enlarged de-

mands necessitated the factory representation

in nearby localities.

United Mfg. & Distributing Co. Reorganized

An event of unusualjmportance to the phono-

graph industry was the announcement made
about the middle of April of the reorganization

of the United Mfg. & Distributing Co., 9705

Cottage Grove avenue, manufacturers of United

enclosed phonograph motors and Unidyne and

Super-Unidyne radio receivers. The new com-

pany is amply financed and promises to be in

that firm. Plans are now being laid which will

provide for increased manufacturing facilities

and the Blood organization within a short time

will be in a position to render the trade even

more valuable service than in the past. Mr.

Rietsch also announced that several new Blood

products would soon be on the market.

Tonofone Co. in New Quarters

The Tonofone Co., manufacturer of Tonofone

needles, formerly located at 110 South Wabash
avenue, is now settled in its new quarters on

the fifth floor of the Champlain Building, 37

South Wabash avenue. The new offices', which

are very attractive and modern in appointment,

include two stockrooms, one on the fifth and

a second on the thirteenth floor.

Sol Strauss Now a Benedict

Sol Strauss, one of the proprietors of the

Strauss Bros. Music Shop, Columbia dealer at

8908 Commercial avenue, South Chicago, re-

cently renounced his standing as a bachelor and

joined the happy ranks of the benedicts. This

popular retailer is one of the most enterprising

phonograph men in the city and the announce-

ment of his marriage brought him letters of

congratulations from his friends throughout the

trade.

Eagle Radio Co. Opens Branch in Chicago

The Eagle Radio Co., 16 Boyden Place, New-
ark, N. J., has opened a branch sales and service

department at 2447 South Michigan avenue,

this city, for the purpose of furthering the

interests of its Eagle neutrodyne receivers in

the mid-West. This new factory branch will

be under the personal direction of D. A. Betts,

assisted by Harry Melroy in the service depart-

ment. Mr. Melroy has been a member of the

technical staff of the Eagle Radio Co. for over

a year and is thoroughly trained in the con-

struction and maintenance of Eagle receivers.

The Eagle representation by dealers in Middle

Western territory during the past few months

faith in the future of the phonograph industry,

and under the new organization this effort will

be carried on with greater zeal than in the

past.

The management is vested in strong, able

hands, with H. L. Mills, general manager, at

the helm, backed by many years' experience in

the industry. He has made a host of friends in

the trade and is known and recognized as an

able executive and an aggressive leader. Frank

F. Paul, who has had charge of the sales de-

partment of the firm for several years, will con-

tinue to maintain that position. He is also a

man of wide experience in sales work, is pos^

sessed of a winning personality, and enjoys a

large following in the trade.

The United plant includes 60,000 square feet

of manufacturing space, all on one floor, and

the property covers an area of eight acres. The
machinery, which is modern in every respect,

representing an investment of considerably over

a half million dollars, is so arranged as to se-

H. L. Mills

better shape to serve its many customers than

ever before.

The announcement should come as good news
to the trade because of the fact that in recent

years the United Co. has been one of the most
prominent in the phonograph industry. Before

internal troubles last Fall made necessary the

appointment of a receiver, this concern was
maintaining a production schedule of one thou-

sand phonograph motors a day. In addition the

firm was one of the pioneers in the radio in-

dustry and was a large producer of receiving

sets, panels and parts. The United motor,

which is of unique construction, being entirely

enclosed and self-lubricated, has been in recent

years in great favor in the trade. Early in

their work of marketing motors United execu-

tives launched a campaign to secure consumer
acceptance for their motor, and how well they

succeeded in accomplishing this task the above

statement of their production schedule clearly

indicates. The officials of the organization have

Frank E. Paul

cure maximum capacity. There has been no
lull in the manufacture of motors, and with the

new arrangement described above all signs au-

gur well for the success of the organization.

An Artistic Consolidated Window
An attractive window greeted pedestrians who

passed the offices of the Consolidated Talking

Machine Co., 229 W. Washington boulevard,

during the latter part of April. The display

was divided into two sections, an outdoor scene

(Continued on page 116)

&ve&/fPhonographs
^^^^^^ and

Radio-Phonograph Combinations

The illustration shows one of many late models of our line, which has been re-de-

signed, right up to the minute, with especial reference to the Radio-Phonograph

Combination, destined to be the standard household unit. Characterized by

Beauty of Design, Finish and Tonal Quality

These instruments are produced in all the popular finishes and styles, including

Uprights, Consoles and Wall Cabinets, and our facilities enable us to make prompt

deliveries and most attractive trade prices. Catalog and price list mailed on re-

quest.

Excel phonograph manufacturing company
402-4M West Erie Street - - - - - Chicago, Illinois
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The Jewel Tone
Baby Grand

Phonograph
Reproduces Edison, Victor, Brunswick and all other

records in the most natural way exactly as recorded by

the artist.

Special Features

Size \7% in. deep, 13^4 in. wide, 8^4 in. high. Case of handsome waterproof leatherette. Equip-
ped with spring top Needle Cup, which holds needles securely. Has Album which holds six Edi-

son Records or twelve lateral cut Records; specially built to fit conveniently inside the cover.

Jewel Tone Attachment Jewel Tone Needle Equip-

for the Victor ment for the New Edison

Showing Jewel Victor Attachment in position

for playing Edison and Pathe Records

Quickly and easily attached to the gooseneck in

place of the regular Victor soundbox.

The Jewel Tone
Mute
A Jewel invention built in

the reproducer, that controls

the volume of sound at its

source and functions in such

a way that the length of

the vibrations are minutely

regulated and the tone re-

duced without interference with clear articula-

tion. Operated by means of a thumb screw in-

stantly adjustable and practically fool proof.

A/ B c

Showing Jewel Needle Equipment in position for playing
Victor and all lateral cut Records on the New

Edison Phonograph

A perfectly balanced reproducer which can be

inserted in a few moments in place of the regu-

lar Edison reproducer.

The Jewel Tone Auto-
matic Stop

Strong and substantial in construction. Easily

installed. No parts to attach that damage or

deface the tone arm. The simplest, most effi-

cient, most positive stop ever devised.

THE JEWEL PHONOPARTS CO.
150-160 Whiting St., Chicago, 111.
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A Better Fibre Needle C«tter for Lew Money

RETAIL PRICE *l-°2_

The ALTO

Manufactured by

ALTO MFG. CO.
1647-51 Wolfram St. CHICAGO. ILL.

on the left and an interior on the right. The

first named represented a woodland scene, with

flowers and trees in the background. A camp-

er's tent was pitched with a brightly burning

campfire in front of it. An Operadio portable

receiving set rested upon a tree stump, while

nearby was a Swanson, Jr., portable phonograph.

The DeLuxe Operadio receiving set, shown

in both Tudor and Empire models in walnut

cabinets, formed the center of the interior dis-

play. On the left were shown pictures of oper-

atic, moving picture, musical comedy and ath-

letic stars, each enjoying music from their Oper-

adio sets. The set itself, surrounded by every

part used in its construction, completed the dis-

play.

Ajax Co. Establishes Jobbers in South

The Ajax Record Co., of this city, recently

launched a campaign to secure State jobbers for

its popular race records and a few days ago

added the names of the "Arto" Musical Sales

Co., Baltimore, distributor for the State of

Maryland and Sterchie Bros., Knoxville, Tenn.,

jobbers for that State.

Death of E. G. Sabelli Regretted

News of the death of E. G. Sabelli, export

manager of the United Mfg. & Distributing Co.,

on April 23, came as a shock to his many
friends in the trade. Mr. Sabelli suffered an at-

tack of heart trouble, was ill for a very few days,

and died suddenly at St. Luke's Hospital, Chi-

cago. He was born in Italy forty-nine years

ago, received a fine education in Italian schools

and rose to the position of captain in the army
of his native land. About two years ago he

accepted the position of export manager of the

United Mfg. & Distributing Co. and lived up

to his reputation of being one of the best ex-

port men in the United States. According to

executives of that firm, Mr. Sabelli succeeded in

building up the foreign business to a surprising

figure. He was a man of wide experience and
acquaintance, had circled the globe many times,

was a fluent linguist, and had the faculty of

winning and holding friends. His loss will be

keenly felt by his business associates and his

vast circle of friends.

Establishes New Jobbing Connections
E. A. Fearn, president of the Consolidated

Talking Machine Co., spent several days during

the latter part of April at the Detroit Consoli-

dated branch. Since the death of John P. Fearn,

Detroit manager, several weeks ago, no appoint-

ment has been made, but the activities of the

firm are being carried on by the other execu-

tives.

Mr. Fearn returned from a Southern trip sev-

eral weeks ago during the course of which he

established several new jobbing connections for

the popular Swanson, Jr., portable phonograph.
The new jobbers are reporting a fine reception

in the trade for the Consolidated product and
have been placing large repeat orders.

Okeh Race Records Featured

The General Phonograph Corp. has attracted

much attention to its race records through the

intensive advertising campaign which it is wag-
ing in the Chicago Defender, the publication

devoted exclusively to the news and interests

of the colored population of this city. Full-

page advertisements, featuring the different

colored artists, appear once a month, in addi-

tion to the space used in the regular issues.

THE PERFECT REPRODUCER
Tone loud and pleasing
Handsome material and design

Black—22.50, Shell—25.00

American Electric Company
State and 64th Sts. CHICAGO

The sales messages contained in these adver-
tisements are exceptionally high-type dialect,

especially prepared to appeal to the colored
race. Artists recently featured were "Butter-

beans and Susie" and Sippie Wallace.

Espenhains Featuring Columbia Line
Among the recent important deals closed by

W. E. Pugh, of the sales staff of the local Co-
lumbia branch, was the appointment of Espen-

Espenhains Fine Columbia Window

hains, well-known department store in Mil-

waukee, Wis., as a Columbia dealer. The ac-

companying illustration shows how this success-

ful establishment is featuring Columbia records

(Continued on page 118)

Fletcher No. 3 Brass-Drawn Tone Arm

Non -Vibrating

One Piece

Hexagon Taper

The best that money and skill can produce is

now ready for the market at a minimum
price. Plays all records and is equipped with

the regular Fletcher Reproducer, which is

scientifically constructed, and which really re-

produces either vocal or instrumental music.

Write for samples and quantity quotations specifying 8]^ or 9]/^ length.

Money back guarantee covers all sample orders.

Reproducer

and Connection
for

NEW EDISON
Plays all Records

Dealers, Send for
Prices and Terms

Fletcher "Straight" and Fletcher "Universal" still made and carried in stock

FLETCHER-WICKES COMPANY
116-122 WEST ILLINOIS STREET, CHICAGO
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DISTRIBUTOR
Versus

DEALER
IRCUMSTANTIAL evidence
has proven the high character of

the service rendered to dealers

when promptness was a necessary feature

for the sale of a release and that Okeh
Records are the most easily sold.

It is therefore announced because of this

reputation that the best distributor to do

business with is

Consolidated Talking Machine Co.

If you are not familiar with the varied programs of music re-

leased monthly on Okeh Records write us for samples of Okeh
literature and for information regarding an Okeh Record
Agency. Okeh music consists of

THE GREATEST DANCE and
VOCAL HITS

RARE IMPORTATIONS of
CLASSICAL MUSIC

227-229 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.

Branches:

2957 Gratiot Avenue, Detroit, Mich. 1121 Nicollet Avenue, Minneapolis, Minn.

NATIONALLY FAMOUS
RACE ARTISTS

OLD TIME TUNES
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LAKESIDE TYPE M SPEAKER

LAKESIDE FRICTION SLIDE

For radio and phonograph cabinets,

prevents accidental dropping of

covers. Write for samples and pi ices.

Lakeside Supply Co.
73 West Van Buren St. Chicago, HI.

and this window not only attracted attention,

but produced sales. Espenhains is paying par-

ticular attention to the development of Colum-

bia record business and its efforts to date have

been very successful.

Introduce Echophone Portable Receiver

The Echophone Radio Corp. of this city has

just placed on the market a new Echophone
portable receiver. This set weighs twenty-eight

pounds fully equipped and measures 9"xl2^"x-
18". One of the distinctive features of the set

is the standard 60-foot aerial, which winds on a

reel built into the case, and which is ready for

use with a few turns of the wrist. For carry-

ing purposes the handle quickly winds back into

place and out of sight. The set has a built-in

loud speaker that has won considerable approval

and the case is finished in Du Pont leather. It

is available with a three-tube receiving unit and

is very simple to operate, having only two dials

to turn. Dry batteries are used, which fit com-
pactly into the case.

New Tone Arm and Sound Box Outfit

Leigh Hunt, secretary and general manager

of the Oro-Tone Co. of this city, announced re-

cently that this company has just placed on the

New Oro-Tone Tone Arm
market a new tone arm and sound box outfit

designated as No. 50. This tone arm was de-

signed to meet the demand of the trade for a

dependable low-priced outfit. It is particularly

suitable for use on portables and is meeting

with great favor among the Oro-Tone clientele.

P. L. Deutsch Visiting Pacific Coast

P. L. Deutsch, vice-president of the Bruns-

wick-Balke-Collender Co. of Chicago, is now on

the Pacific Coast enjoying a well-deserved rest.

He left Chicago April 23 and will probably re-

main on the Coast until the early part of June.

He is accompanied on the trip by Mrs. Deutsch
and their two children and undoubtedly this va-

cation will do him a world of good, for he has

been working day and night since the early part

of the year.

Max Richsteig Now Factory Head
The Excel Phonograph Mfg. Co., of this city,

announced recently the appointment of Max
Richsteig as head of its factory organization.

Mr. Richsteig is well known throughout the mu-
sic trade in the Middle West, for he was iden-

tified with the piano industry for many years

and is generally recognized as one of the fore-

most factory men in the piano trade. He is

doing splendid work for the Excel organization

and under his direction the factory is working
with maximum efficiency and turning out a

product that is meeting with the hearty approval

of its dealers throughout the country.

Publicity for Caswell Portable

In the April issue of the Du Pont Magazine,

the organ of E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.,

Inc., considerable space was devoted to illus-

trations and a description of the "Aristocrat"

model, portable phonograph which is manufac-

tured by the Caswell Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

The article, appearing under the caption, "An
Eye-Pleasing Portable Phonograph," treated

mainly with the attractive external appearance

of the instrument, and particularly with the

Fabrikoid covering, its design, embossing and
color treatment.

The Fabrikoid covering on the "Aristocrat"

is unusually artistic. The top lid of the case

has a special panel motif embossed upon it and

the substance enclosed in the panel is of a

contrasting grain. To add to the beauty of the

embossing a gray-blue color has been washed
into the grain of the Fabrikoid, and has been

so treated that the added color appears only in

the valleys of the grain, while all of the tops

of the grain and of the embossed figures are of

a smooth contrasting black.

The entire inside of the portable case is lined

with gray Fabrikoid as is also the record album
which is a separate box permanently installed

in the cover of the machine. The effect

of this method of covering the "Aristocrat"

portable is that it presents an extremely attrac-

tive appearance in addition to its value as a

musical instrument.

J. W. White Now Manager at Hartman Co.

J. W. White, formerly connected with Gimbel
Bros, department store, Milwaukee, Wis., and
well known throughout the trade, is now man-
ager of the phonograph and radio department

of the Hartman Furniture & Carpet Co., Chi-

cago, one of the largest concerns of its kind in

the country. He will also act as buyer for the

phonograph and radio departments of the en-

tire Hartman chain of stores.

The Hartman Furniture & Carpet Co. has

just erected a new store at the corner of Adams
street and Wabash avenue, the formal opening

taking place on May 2. The phonograph and
radio department is admirably located on the

mezzanine floor, in well-arranged space, over-

looking the main floor. The demonstration

booths are so situated as to allow the patrons

quiet and freedom from distraction.

Miss Bess B. Jackson holds the position of

assistant manager and has charge of the rec-

ord department. Miss Jackson was formerly

connected with John Elliott Clark, Victor

wholesalers in Salt Lake City, Utah.

A complete line of Brunswick and Victor talk-

ing machines and records will be handled by the

department in addition to the radio products of

the Radio Corp. of America, R. E. Thompson
Mfg. Co., Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp., At-

water Kent Mfg. Co., and the Howard Mfg. Co.

Extensive Mohawk Billboard Campaign
The Mohawk Electric Corp, manufacturer of

the famous Mohawk "One dial to tune" radio

receiving sets, located in this city, recently con-

tracted for an extensive billboard campaign to

begin early this Fall, according to an announce-

ment made recently by Gustave Frankel, presi-

dent of the company. The Chas. W. Wrigley

Co., one of the leading outdoor advertising

firms of Chicago, has obtained the account and

is now planning the campaign. Through this

medium the Mohawk one-dial five-tube re-

ceiver will be displayed on the principal thor-

oughfares of Chicago as well as in a number
of other large cities.

"Billboard advertising," said Mr. Frankel in

speaking of the coming campaign,*"is most ef-

fective when backed by liberal newspaper and

trade paper advertising. It serves as a constant

reminder to the public and aids materially in

institutionalizing a product."

Axel Nordlund Off to Europe

Axel Nordlund, president of the Excel Phono-
graph Co., 400 West Erie street, left this city on

Sunday, April 19, for an extended European
trip, accompanied by Mrs. Nordlund. Stops

were made at Philadelphia and other Eastern

points and the couple sailed from New York on

April 25, landing at Gothenberg, Sweden. Mr.

Nordlund has been absent from the land of his

birth for thirty years and plans to spend about

three months with relatives and 'friends and in

visiting the scenes of his boyhood days.

On April 18 a farewell dinner was tendered

(Continued on page 120)

INCORPORATED UNDER THE
LA WS OF ILLINOIS

Repair Parts
For All and Every Motor

That Was Ever Manufactured

We can supply any part. The largest and most

complete assortment of repair parts—in the

United States—on hand, for old, obsolete and

present-day motors. If your order cannot be

filled from stock, we will make it up special.

Special prices on main springs, governor

springs, micas, repair parts, motors, tone arms,

steel needles, etc., in quantity lots.

Expert repairing on all makes of phonographs
and motors.

SUCCESSORS^f^
Standard Talking Maehlnt Co.
Vnitmd Talkina Machinm Co.
Harmony Talkina Machina Co.

O'NelU-Jamao Co.

A**ltno Co.

TalkingMachine Supplies, Etc

227-229 W. WASHINGTON ST.
Branches: a 937 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich.

CHICAGO, ILL.
1121 Nicollet

TRADE MARK
'CONSOLA*

Ave, Minncni»oli**, Minn.
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Uroadcaster Highboy Closed. — 50 Inches high.

20% inches deep and 34% inches wide. Inside speci-

fications for radio panel, 30 inches by 10 inches.

Gold-plated trimmings. Built-in loud speaker unit.

Radio Cabinet A A.—49 inches high, 35 inches long

and 16% inches deep. Inside specifications for

radio panel, 32 inches by 10% inches. Equipped
with loud speaker amplifying horn. Loud speaker
unit installed upon request only.

1—Attractiveness
Beautiful, symmetrical, elab-

orate designs.

2—Tone
A scientifically constructed

amplifying chamber renders

an incomparable, clear tone

of volume.

3—Quality
Skillful workmanship.
Finest selected woods and
panels of heavy construction.

Superb finish.

Best Heineman equipment.

4—Price
Value for value we will not

be undersold. Our extremely
low prices open a new ave-

nue of success—for live wire
dealers.

5—Phonograph Radio
When ordered complete as

illustrated combinations are

furnished with the FA-
MOUS FADA 5 tube Neu-
trodyne Phono Panel set,

properly installed in the con-

sole cabinet, insuring the

same wonderful radio per-

formance as is always found
in FADA 5 tube sets.

Write for our new 1925 catalog

and price lists.

The Broadcaster Corporation

2414-2420 W. Cullerton Street

Chicago, Illinois

Established 1913 Incorporated 1923

Broadcaster Highboy.—An open view. Note arm
rest for tuning in and which may be used as writ-

ing desk.

Radio Cabinet A.—Outside measurements: 36 '4

Inches wide, 16% inches deep and 42 inches high.

Equipped with loud speaker horn.

K P 2.—Radio phonograph combination. 37 inches

wide, 23% inches deep and 35% inches high. This

model equipped with FAMOUS FADA 5-tube radio

panel.

C 3 Special.—Radio phonograph combination. 40
inches wide. 23 inches deep and 35% inches high.
This model equipped with FAMOUS FADA 5-tube
radio panel.

E 1.—Radio phonograph combination. 34 inches

wide, 20% inches deep and 34 inches high. This

model equipped with FAMOUS FADA 5-tube radio
panel.
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to Mr. and Mrs. Nordlund at the Excel plant by

the executives and employes of the firm.

Harry L. Weedon a Visitor

Harry L. Weedon, president of the Harry L.

Weedon Co., of Denver, Colo., spent two days

about the middle of April at the offices of the

Caswell Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee, Wis.,

with L. B. Casagrande, president of that firm.

Mr. Weedon's organization acts as Inter-Moun-

tain distributor for the Caswell portable phono-

graphs.

Jay L. Kraus, Vice-President of Harmony Co.

Jay L. Kraus recently succeeded J. R. Stew-

art as vice-president and treasurer of the Har-

mony Co., manufacturer of musical instru-

ments. William J. T. Schultz remains as pres-

ident of the company and L. M. Vining as sec-

retary. It was announced that there were no

changes either in the policies or personnel of

the company with the appointment of the new
official.

Piano Club Hears Noted Singers and Speakers

The Piano Club of Chicago at its Monday
noonday luncheons is steadfastly maintaining the

reputation it has earned for fine entertainment

J. Kapp
and good fellowship. Preparations for the com-
ing music trades convention are being pushed

to completion and individual members, as well

as the club as a whole, are taking a leading

part in an endeavor to make the conclave an

event never to be forgotten by the delegates

and visitors.

At the April 13 meeting, members of the club

were entertained by Earl Rickard, Okeh record

artist, who is now appearing at the Moulin

Rouge, one of the leading loop cafes, where he

is meeting with tremendous success. He was
assisted by Jack Edwards, also appearing at the

Moulin Rouge. Johnny Black, the writer of

"Dardanella," and Joe Lewis, appearing at the

Trocadero, North Side supper club, completed

the bill.

The program of April 20, arranged by J. V.

Sill and Ben Duval, of the W. W. Kimball Co.,

included a stirring address by Hal S. Ray, di-

ector of Personnel and Public Relations of the

Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Co.

Mr. Ray chose as* his subject, "Friendship" and

exhorted his listeners to forget political, reli-

gious and social differences in both their bus-

iness and social life. His address ranks as one

of the best ever delivered before the Piano Club.

Henry A. Otis, president of the Phonograph

Manufacturers' Association, was a guest of honor

at this meeting and outlined the work of the

new organization briefly to the club members.

Jack Kapp, manager of the record depart-

ment of the Chicago office of the Columbia Pho-

nograph Co., Inc., had charge of the program

given on Monday, April 27, and presented an

unusual galaxy of musical talent. Ford &
Glenn, radio stars, who broadcast from Station

WLS, Chicago, and who are Columbia artists,

sang "Lullaby Time" and other sections made
famous on the air and on Columbia records.

Serge Borowsky, also a Columbia artist of

note, sang two selections: "Song of the Volga

Boatman" and "On the Road to Mandalay."

Other entertainers were Billy Cripps, of the J.

H. Remick Co., Joseph Santley, Rubey Cowan,

radio star, who is at present making a country-

wide tour of broadcasting stations, Jack Irving

and Art Linick, radio star. Irving Mills, pub-

lisher of the song hit, "My Kid," and H. Davis,

managing director of the D. Davis Co., Ltd.,

Brunswick distributors of Sydney, Australia,

were guests of honor at this meeting.

The Piano Club membership drive, under the

leadership of Henry Hewitt, vice-president, is

resulting in the signing of many new members,
among them a number of men prominent in lo-

cal talking machine trade circles.

W. Braid White to Preside

William Braid White, associate editor of The
Talking Machine World has been appointed to

preside over the annual Spring meeting of the

forest products (wood-using industries) division

of the American Society of Mechanical Engi-

neers to be held on May 19, at the Hotel

Pfister, Milwaukee, Wis. At this meeting there

will be present a number of representatives of

manufacturers' associations in the wood-using

industries as well as officials of the Forestry

service of the Government and of the Depart-

ment of Commerce. The piano industry will be

represented and an invitation has been sent to

representative officers in the phonograph indus-

try, inviting them to send technical men to at-

tend the session.

The principal subjects to be taken up during

this important session are:

1. The uses of substitutes for expensive

grades of wood.

2. The new policy of the Government toward

conservation of our forest resources, as set

forth in the recently passed Clark-McNally act.

3. Practical means for the elimination of

waste in lumber using factories.

4. Standardized methods of grading hardwood
lumber.

Since the formation of a division of the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers to

deal with the wood-making industries, which
took place only three years ago, the importance
of these industries from an engineering stand-

point has been continually increasing and to-

day it is universally recognized that the wood-
working profession has essential and even vital

interests in all that pertains to the commercial
use of wood. Results of the highest importance
and advantage to manufacturers of phono-
graphs, pianos, and musical instruments gen-

erally have already occurred through the opera-

tion of this division and there is every reason

to believe that the meeting on May 19 will be

one of the most important and valuable that

has yet been held.

Enjoys Her Aristocrat Portable Phonograph
"Sell them on the phonograph while they're

young," seems to be the motto of Harry L.

Enjoying the Caswell Portable

Weedon, president of the Harry L. Weedon Co.,

Denver, Colo., for here we see his baby daugh-

ter, Mary Patricia, aged ten months, seated on

the veranda of the Weedon home enjoying the

music of her Caswell Aristocrat portable phono-

graph. Mary Patricia has not definitely decid-

ed whether she prefers operatic selections or

enticing fox-trots, but in any event, she seems

well pleased with the performance and tone of

her Aristocrat. Mr. Weedon is Inter-Mountain

distributor for the Caswell Manufacturing Co.

of Milwaukee, Wis., manufacturer of Caswell

portable phonographs.

Lyon & Healy's New Golf Association

Thirty-six members of the Lyon & Healy or-

ganization were guests of M. A. Healy and C.

Flealy at a dinner on April 30, at the Chicago

Athletic Club. The event marked the beginning

of the firm's new golf association, formed with

{Continued on page 122)

Scotford Tonearm and Superior Reproducer The Superior Spring Balanced Lid Support
cManufactured under patents of Louis K. Scotford. Plays all makes of records. & o4 touch of one fin&er lifts or closes the lid which stops, balanced, at any point
Famous for tone—without the usual metallic sharpness and without the scratch. desired. Does not warp lid. Noiseless in operation. The simplest spring balance
Standard length BVz inches center of base to needlepoint—can be made to order x&S*t^^ made—and easiest to install. Can be made to fit any type and weight of lid.

longer or shorter. Base opening 2 inches diameter. ^hxm*^ Furnished complete with escutcheon plate and all necessary screws.

_, _ - Supplied to manufacturers of hi£h-£rade phonograph
,

tine quality Nickel and Gold Plate finishes cabinets in the United States and all foreign countries Low quantity Prices quoted on application

Samples sent anywhere for trial

BARNHART BROTHERS & SPINDLER ToSSSf MONROE & THROOP STS., CHICAGO
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RADIO-MASTER
Combination Radio-Phonographs and Radio Cabinets

ALL
RADIO
MASTER
RADIO

CABINETS
USE

NOTHING
BUT
WARD

QUALITY
VENEER

MODEL No. 21

5

Combination Phonograph, with k,i<ln>

compartment—butt walnut doors. Gold-

plated phonograph equipment.

BLOOD
TAPERED

SPEAKER-TUBES
AND UNITS

USED IN ALL
MODELS

MODEL No. 14

Mahogany Radio Console
;
panel, size 7x

26. Complete with horn and loud speaker

unit.

MODEL No. 15

Console Radio Cabinet ; will accommo-

date any panel size up to 8x24. Com-
plete, with built-in loud speaker and fa-

mous Blood Master-tone Unit. Space for

"A" and "B" Batteries. Doors of beau-

tiful butt walnut, two-toned and gold

striped.

MODEL No. 40

Radio Speaker Table, furnished in ma-

hogany or walnut; size of top, 15x37;

built-in horn and speaker unit.

Prices and Liberal Dealers' Proposition

on Request

RADIO-MASTER CORP.
OF AMERICA

F. B. WARD, President BAY CITY, MICH.

I
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t he intention of fostering better acquaintance

and good fellowship among the. executives and

employes. Those who qualify in the elimina-

tion rounds will go to the Healy estate at

Lake Geneva, Wis., for the finals on May 21.

File Suit Over Name
The Wasmuth-Goodrich Co., Peru, Ind., filed

suit recently in the United States District Court

against the Emerson Radio & Phonograph Co.,

of New York, involving the trademark patent

rights in connection with the name "Emerson."

The petition asks for an injunction restraining

the defendant from using the name "Emerson"

in connection with phonographs or a combina-

tion phonograph and radio instrument known as

the "Radiograph."

R. H. Meade a Business Visitor

R. H. Meade, advertising manager of the

Adler Mfg. Co., Inc., of New York City, manu-
facturer of Adler-Royal phonographs and neu-

trodyne radio products, spent the first week in

May with Allan Strauss, factory district mana-
ger, at the local Adler offices, 400 South State

street. They devoted most q{ their time in

going over the territory together, visiting the

Adler-Royal dealers and making a first-hand

survey of mid-West business conditions.

C. F. Summy Co. Chartered

The Clayton F. Summy Co., of this city, was

recently incorporated to manufacture and deal

in musical instruments and to publish and deal

in sheet music, with a capital stock of $75,000.

The incorporators are Clayton F. Summy, M.

M. Hyland and F. Bruce Johnstone.

Attractive Gulbransen Exhibit

The Gulbransen Co., of this city, manufactur-

er of Gulbransen Registering pianos, main-

tained a very attractive exhibit at the Woman's
World's Fair, held recently in this city. The
Gulbransen exhibit itself was given an atmos-

phere in keeping with the spirit of the Fail -

,

for its outstanding feature was the display of

a panel picturing "What One Woman Accom-

plished." This panel showed Mrs. Zonah Borg,

of Superior, Nebr., who in 1924 sold eighty-

three Gulbransens in spite of various handicaps,

such as poor business conditions, terrible roads

sored by the Cable Piano Co., of Chicago.

Fifty dollars in gold, divided into prizes of

twenty-five, fifteen and ten dollars each, was
offered for the best compositions written by a

Attractive Gulbransen Exhibit

and a limited market. The Gulbransen booth

was one of the most attractive in the entire

building, and the co-operating dealers were
Glick's Music Shop, the Reichardt Piano Co.

and the Riviera Music Shop, all of Chicago.

Braid White to Be Music Week Judge
William Braid White, associate editor of The

Talking Machine World, was chosen as one of

the judges of the Music Week Contest, spon-

at the Woman's World's Fair

Chicago boy or girl on the theme "What Music
Means to Chicago." The winning contestants

broadcast the prize compositions over radio

soon after the decision was made.
Serving with Mr. White were Miss Olga

Menn, president of the Junior Friends of Art,

and William B. Owen, principal of the Normal
Schools. Chicago Music Week was sponsored

by the Chicago Federation of Women's Organi-

TAPERED
SPEAKERTUBES

Ask any reputable radio

engineer and he will tell

you that in order to secure

positively best results in

loud speaker construction

a metal neck or throat at-

tached to the unit is most

necessary

—

We have made it possible

for you to build a success-

ful radio speaker with our

own original TAPERED
SPEAKER TUBES.

Maximum Amplification in Minimum Space

TONE ARM CO.
222 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.
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zations, with the aid of local newspapers, the

trade press, Chicago Piano Club and other or-

ganizations. Among those who participated

prominently was Harry D. Schoenwald, Chicago

branch manager of the Thermiodyne Corp., and
president of the Piano Club.

Freshman Opens Chicago Quarters

The Charles Freshman Co., Inc., of New
York, manufacturer of the Freshman Master-

piece line of radio receiving sets, has just

opened a direct factory office and warehouse
at 327 South La Salle street, Chicago.

The new office will operate under the direct

supervision of S. Freshman, vice-president of

the company.
All sales in Central and Far-Western States

will be handled from Chicago in the future. The
trade in this territory will materially benefit by
the fact that shipment of all sets will be made
from the Chicago warehouse; a stock, suffi-

ciently large to meet any emergency, will be

carried at all times.

Hudson-Ross Co. Moves
Hudson-Iloss, Inc., wholesale radio distrib-

utor, formerly located at 123 West Madison
street, is now in new quarters at 116 South
Wells street. The firm was established three

years ago, and according to Robert Himmel,
president, has made such rapid strides that in

order to continue giving maximum service to

dealers it was decided to acquire more commo-
dious space. The firm has extended an invita-

tion to mid-West dealers to visit the new ad-

dress and note the strides which are being

made in the merchandising of radio equipment.

N. A. Fegen Off to Pacific Coast

N. A. Fegen, sales manager and secretary of

the Zenith Radio Corporation, left Chicago
about the first of May for a tour of the Pacific

Coast. He plans to spend several weeks in

California, Oregon and Washington, studying

business conditions affecting the radio indus-

try.

Mr. Fegen, in taking this trip, is carrying out

the Zenith policy of keeping in personal con-

tact with the field, and bringing about a closer

co-operation between the manufacturer, dealer

and distributor. He intends to obtain an in-

sight into trade conditions, dealer's and dis-

tributor's problems and gather sales slants not

obtainable in any other way. The material

which he will gather will be placed at the dis-

posal of other dealers and jobbers and used

to advantage in the formation of sales plans

and ideas.

A. E. Nelson in Charge
A. E. Nelson, formerly of Moline, 111., as-

sumed the management of the Stone Music

Store, 6747 Stony Island avenue, a few weeks
ago, succeeding Thomas B. Stone. The shop is

located in one of the best business sections of

I he city, in the center of a rapidly developing

neighborhood. A complete line of Victor talk-

ing machines, records, pianos, sheet music and

musical merchandise is carried, and, in addition,

several lines of radio will soon be selected.

Eric Palmer, of Freed-Eise-

mann, to Test Reception

The Brooklyn Chamber of Commerce on its

"Trade and Good Will Trip Through the

Golden West" will never, throughout its 10,000-

mile journey, be out of touch with the happen-

ings of the day, as an elaborate radio installa-

tion with additional loud speakers for each car

is being put into the special train. Eric Pal-

mer, of the Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp., will

leave with the delegation on May 17, and he

expects to listen in from tops of mountains and

depths of valleys, from caverns and in forests,

from trains and from automobiles, so as to

test Summer radio reception from every pos-

sible vantage point. The Freed-Eisemann Co.

has installed a powerful receiving set in the

assembly car of the train for the entertainment

of the travelers.

Brunswick Representatives Trained to

Aid and Instruct Dealers in Selling
Company Has Developed a Plan Covering Every Phase of Selling Brunswick Products, and
Travelers Have Been Instructed to Spend Their Time in Helping Dealers Promote Sales

Chicago, III., May 7.—All representatives of the

Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. have recently

received instructions to spend practically all

their time with dealers, to assist in- placing

active selling plans in actual operation. Before

instructing its men to do this sort of intensive

work, the company developed a complete plan

covering every phase of retail selling. For

months several of its representatives experi-

mented with various methods of demonstration,

and as a consequence a very excellent and pro-

ductive system was evolved. So that every

Brunswick dealer may have an opportunity to

benefit from this plan upon an equal basis,

special portfolios with full instructions have

been placed in the hands of each representa-

tive of the Brunswick Co. This portfolio

presents a quick practical sales drive, consist-

ing of four definite and necessary steps. It is

a complete effort, and step for step can be made
to develop public interest, individual consumer

interest, etc., to the point of closing retail

sales transactions.

The Brunswick sales division believes that

the first and most important move is the proper

sort of demonstration, because at this point the

prospective purchaser finally is asked for a

decision. "The Demonstration," contained in an

illustrated book, is one that has been thorough-

ly tested and found to be most effective. The
Urunswick salesman will not only discuss tliis

method very fully with the dealer, but at the

same time will conduct an actual demonstration

before him and his sales organization.

Recognizing that some dealers have not as

yet built their prospect lists to the degree where

they would like to have them, the second step

in the presentation is a tested direct-by-mail

campaign. This unit, too, is most complete, and

the representative not only places before the

dealers a very excellent direct-by-mail series,

but explains a definite method by which the

scries can be productively used.

The third item in this complete retail sales

campaign is entitled "Follow-Up By Canvass."

In this part of the plan the Brunswick repre-

sentative is not only equipped to assist the

dealer in mustering his canvassing forces, but

also to be of real assistance to him in planning

the schedule and follow-up which is most em-
inently suited to his individual needs. Full

recognition is of course given to the fact that

dealers in some locations must necessarily have

to handle this matter differently from those

situated at other points. The canvassing plan

outlined can be operated at a real profit, and

facts and figures will be placed before the deal-

er which will demonstrate that this particular

method can actually be used more economically

than that of just having outside solicitors oper-

ate upon a broad and indefinite basis.

The fourth step presents newspaper adver-

tisements that are available to all Brunswick
dealers, without charge. This advertising can

be used to create public interest in the dealer's

store; and the Brunswick representative will

effectively illustrate just how the beginning of

this public interest, by advertising, and the con-

sequent abolition of sales resistance, is definitely

linked with the problems of the canvasser, and

of the representative of the retail store, who
actually puts on the tested demonstration. This

part of the plan is definitely linked up with the

national advertising effort of the Brunswick
Co. with the Saturday Evening Post, Pictorial

Review, Ladies' Home Journal, etc.

The fact is shown that newspaper advertising

breaks the sales ground. It brings the pros-

pect nearer to the closing point, and thus the

sales follow-up, including the important direct-

by-mail campaign and canvasser solicitation,

carries the sale on up to the point where the'

demonstration will actually clinch it.

This complete practical sales drive is proving

of vital interest to Brunswick dealers, for it

contains no theory and is based entirely upon
thoroughly tested methods. The story is un-

folded in its logical way, and the entire plan

demonstrated for the approval of interested

dealers.

The Radio Development Corp., Wilmington,

Del., was recently incorporated at Dover, with

a capital stock of $3,000,000.

A popular cabinet as shown
above—38 in. wide, 22 in. deep,

35V4 in. high. Four doors.
Veneer stock, 5-ply striped ma-
hogany. Handsomely finished.

With or without radio unit.

Greater Sales

Through Greater Values

Secure a larger share of the public demand for the
Combination Radio and Phonograph by offering un-
usual values. Clemetsen Radio-Phonographs will

attract the buyers of your locality. Their rich

beauty and outstanding quality will draw the in-

terest of your trade and make sales easy.

Clemetsen Radio-Phonographs are equipped with
high grade phonograph instruments, and have a
radio compartment that any set will fit—taking
panels up to 15 1

/4"xl6%"x-G" deep. Can also be fur-

nished with radio unit if desired. All are grace-
fully designed and richly finished, embodying excel-

lent workmanship and select materials.

Our aim is to give the trade something better at
a reasonable price, and the popularity of Clemetsen
Radio-Phonographs has proved our success. Ask us
for the facts.

Let Us Send You Our Catalog and Trade Prices on

the Complete Line of Clemetsen
Radio-Phonographs

Anton Clemetsen Co.

4223 W. Lake St., Chicago, III.

RADIO -

gag
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FROM OUR CHICAGO HEADQUARTERS— (Continued from page 123)

Svnvfona, Performance Brings Repeat Sales

37 S. Wabash Ave.

Tonofone needles have built a reputation for

themselves during the past ten years by bringing

satisfied customers back to the Tonofone dealer's

store. Accurate tonal reproduction and elimin-

ation of surface noises are the qualities sought in

needle purchases and the Tonofone embodies

both.

TONOFONE NEEDLES ARE SOLD BY
OVER 8,000 DEALERS AND 30 WHOLE-

SALE DISTRIBUTORS

THE TONOFONE GO.
Manufacturers

fm GUAR ACCURATE REPRODUCTION

IN ORHSUUl TOW, PITCH ANO VOUME
use r

jj
vkrnofcmit, 1

ol<mofcme.

Packed in neat display cartons.
12 needles in box 25o
4 needles in box |qc

Dealers profit 100%
Write us or your Jobber for proposition

Chicago, 111.

Discusses Business-Getting

Methods of Australians

H. Davis, Brunswick Distributor, in Australia

and New Zealand, Makes Interesting Com-
ments on Business During Chicago Visit

Chicago, III., May 9.—H. Davis, known to his

friends in the trade as "Bert" Davis, managing-

director of D. Davis & Co., Ltd., Queen Victoria

Buildings, Sydney, New South Wales, Austra-

lia, spent several days at the offices of the

Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. during the lat-

ter part of April. Mr. Davis' organization rep-

resents and acts as distributor for Brunswick
phonographs, Brunswick Radiolas and records

en the continent of Australia and in New Zea-

land. In addition, arrangements have just been

completed which will extend the territory to

include India, South Africa, Dutch East Indies

and the British Straits Settlement. Singapore,

the leading port of the Settlement, is a British

naval base and at the present time millions of

dollars are being expended by the government
in enlarging the base and increasing its facili-

ties. This project should greatly increase the

white population and bring abo'ut a stimulation

of trade in that section.

During the course of an interview with The
World representative, Mr. Davis stated that the

Australians are ardent lovers of music. Popu-
lar hits and dance selections seem to be in

greatest favor in the Antipodes at the present

time, but the fact that music of the better

type holds a place of high esteem in the minds
of the people of that land is shown by what
might be termed national sorrow at the de-

parture of Henry Verbrugghen, conductor of

the New South Wales Conservatorium Orches-

tra. Mr. Verbrugghen had risen to be by far the

most popular conductor in Australia and con-

certs by his orchestra brought forth overflow

crowds. He is now conducting the Minneapolis

Symphony Orchestra, and while his loss is

keenly felt by Australian music lovers, they feel

recompensed in some measure by being able

to hear selections by the last named organiza-

tion upon Brunswick records.

D. Davis & Co. received a Brunswick record

pressing plant in July, 1924, and immediately

began operating on a twenty-two-hour-a-day

schedule. On March first of this year Mr.

Davis states that his firm was one quarter of

a million records behind on orders, so over-

whelming is the demand in his country. He
arranged for the shipment of another pressing

plant while in Chicago, and with this additional

equipment the output will be greatly increased.

D. Davis & Co., Ltd., is one of the oldest

music houses in Australia, having been founded
by D. Davis, father of the present managing
director, forty years ago. The founder is now
retired from active business, and acts only in

an advisory capacity. The firm is one of the

largest of its kind on the continent, maintains

several branches, and covers its territory in a

very complete manner. It so happens that the

largest city in" each of the states is also the

capital, and in Adelaide, Perth, Melbourne, Vic-

toria, Brisbane, Hobart, and Wellington, New
Zealand, leading wholesalers have been com-
missioned to distribute for the Davis firm. Each
of the distributors has an efficient sales organi-

zation which covers its individual territory com-
pletely and effectively.

The Australian dealer operates much along
the same lines as does the talking machine re-

tailer in the United States,, according to Mr.
Davis. He advertises in the local newspapers,

uses direct mail matter in an effective way, and
in the majority of cases employs direct solici-

tation. He tries to make his store as attrac-
tive as possible, and is a thoroughly up-to-date
merchant.

Mr. Davis sailed from Sydney on' March 12,

visited Honolulu for a week and landed in San
Francisco on April 7. He spent several days
there and in Los Angeles, arriving in Chicago
on April 21. While in this city he spent con-
siderable time with executives of the Bruns-
wick and at the plant in Muskegon, Mich. He
plans to spend some time in New York and
then sail for Europe, visiting London, Holland,
Germany, Switzerland and France, returning to
the United States in the late Summer. He will
sail for Australia from Vancouver, B. C, on
Sept. 23.

Brunswick for Dwyer Go.

New Orleans, La., May 2.—The Dwyer Piano
Co., 131 Carondelet street, has stocked a com-
plete line of Brunswick Radiolas and phono-
graphs. This is the Dwyer concern's initial

participation in the radio field. Display ad-
vertising was carried in the New Orleans Sun-
day papers April 26, informing the public of the
advent of the line, the response indicating the
Brunswick goods are being received enthusiasti-

cally by the public.

Heads Retail Bureau

C. G. Campbell, head of the Knight-Campbell
Music Co., Denver, Colo., was recently elected
president of the Retail Merchants' Bureau. This
institution represents the leading retail estab-
lishments of Denver.

Close Out

48tt" high
2214" wide
22%" deep
Helneman No. 77

Motor. Throw back &rm. %" thick
—5-ply Genuine Mahoganr mil Walnut
veneers. Hand-carved legs.

E 2

(Specifications

:

wide, 22" deep and 35H" high

of a limited
quantity of

high quality
phonographs.

Price way below cost

of manufacture

Write wire

BROADCASTER CORP.
2414W.CulIerton St., Chicago, III.

23V deep
Helneman No. 77

Motor. Throw back tone arm. %" tblek—5-ply Genuine Mahogany and Walnut
veneers. Hand-carved legi.
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UTAH
Made In Salt Lake City

SUPER REFLEX SPEAKER

Tone Quality—Volume
A New Exclusive Idea in Loud Speakers

—Improved Reception at a Price That
Means Big Quick Sales and Profits.

Quick— Stimulate

First in Your Town to

HERE it is—a neat, compact and
trim speaker—that gets dis-

tance, gives beautiful tone

—

volume—and you can offer it at a

price that will amaze your customers.

Only Utah offers it.

The Utah Super Reflex Speaker is

built on a new principle. Utah Radio
engineers have perfected it. It attracts

immediate attention. Every radio fan

is interested in seeing just how it

works. It is a real radio loud speaker

—not an adapted phonograph horn.

It perfectly meets all of the peculiari-

ties of radio reception.

You have never seen or heard a

speaker at equal price that will equal

Utah Super Reflex reception. Its tone

is sweet and clear. We cannot over-

emphasize the perfect reception of the

Utah Super Reflex Speaker. After
hearing it you might easily expect it

to sell for much more than it is

priced. You can easily sell a large

number on excellence of reception

alone. Its popular price is an extra

and added inducement.

You know the instantaneous response

of the public to a radio innovation.

The Perfecting Principle

Utah engineers have carried loud speaker effi-

ciency one step further. By three added deflec-

tions of sound they have produced a tone quality

unequalled. The Utah Super Reflex stands just S]/2

inches high and measures 6 inches across at the

hase. By principles of deflection it provides

in small compact space a tone chamber the equal

of a long horn loud speaker. It is an exclusive

Utah idea.

Sales Now— Be the

Offer This Innovation

This is one of the most notable im-

provements in the development of

loud speakers. It has already won
approval from coast to coast. Lis-

teners everywhere have been amazed
at the finer reception of the Utah
Super Reflex Speaker.

The famous Utah guarantee stands

in back of your recommendation.
Every Utah must sell and stay sold

on merit. Read the guarantee.

We invite comparison of any Utah
with any other speaker. The Utah
line is built to help you build business

and make money. With the Utah line

you can meet every customer's re-

quirements. Write today for the Utah
proposition. We will show you how
to make real money selling loud speak-
ers. It's a live wire line for a live

wire dealer.

Retail Price

Utah Standard Loud Speaker
There's a reason for the popularity of this

old reliable. Sold from coast to coast on
the -strength of our

usual guarantee. Real

merit keeps it sold

—

makes those who hear

it want one. Won-
derful tone depth.

Profits are big.

There's real money
for you in the Utah

agency. A good-will

builder for your en-

tire line.

Utah Radio Products Co. m. t. l w. 1427 Michigan Ave., CHICAGO
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John Graham Appointed

to Important Position

Made Manager of Radio Division at New York

Headquarters of the Stewart-Warner Speed-

ometer Corp.—Well Known to the Trade

John Graham, well known in the metropolitan

radio and phonograph trade, has been appointed

manager of the radio division at the New York-

headquarters of the Stewart-Warner Speed-

ometer Corp., 37 West Sixty-fifth street. This

company is one of the leaders in American in-

dustry and its entrance into the radio industry

has been received with enthusiastic approval by

all factors of the trade.

Mr. Graham for the past three years was

identified with the Federal Telephone Mfg.

Corp., and while associated with this organiza-

tion visited jobbers and dealers throughout the

Eastern territory. He is recognized as one of

the most popular and efficient sales executives

in the Eastern trade and Stewart-Warner radio

sets will receive aggressive representation in

New York under his protection.

A. H. Grebe Go. Plans

Another New Building

A. H. Grebe Co., Richmond Hill, N. Y., man-

ufacturer of the Grebe Synchrophase receiving

set, and owner of radio broadcasting station

WAHG, plans to shortly erect a new building

adjoining the present one, which will approxi-

mately double the floor space and in actuality

more than double the production. The build-

ing plans call for the same modern fireproof

construction that is to be found in the present

building, which itself is only a few years

old. The A. H. Grebe Co. is one of the pioneers

in the radio field, and its history has been one

of continuous and remarkable growth. A com-

paratively few years ago the entire production

facilities were in a small frame factory building.

The popularity of the Grebe Synchrophase

set has created an exceptional demand, a de-

mand so strong that it well warrants the erec-

tion of the new building at this time to cover

the future' growth of the business.

Upon Alfred H. Grebe, president of the com-

pany, and Douglas Rigney, treasurer and gen-

eral manager, has rested the management of

the affairs of the organization from its begin-

ning, and no small credit is due them for the

remarkable success which it has enjoyed.

Greater City Go. Launches
Sales and Publicity Drive

An intensive sales and advertising campaign

has recently been launched by the Greater City

Phonograph Co., Sonora distributor for New
York City, New Jersey and the lower Hudson
Valley. The campaign is based upon the new
line of radio receiving sets which will be manu-
factured by the Sonora Phonograph Co.

"The dealers throughout the territory are par-

ticularly pleased with the fact that the Sonora
Co. is manufacturing radio sets in addition to

its loud speakers and radio-phonograph com-
binations. Sonora dealers realize that in the

new Sonora radio receiving sets they will have

a product which will give them the same pro-

tection as far as clean-cut merchandising pol-

icies are concerned, as all Sonora products

have given since the beginning.

The Sonora Phonograph Co. has always stood

firmly behind its products and has been particu-

larly careful to protect dealers. This same
policy, of course, will be carried out with the

new radio sets so that dealers may feel assured

of absolute protection," said Maurice Landay,

president of the Greater City Phonograph Co.,

in discussing the new Sonora product.

E. M. Henderson & Son, Cedar Rapids, la.,

have opened a music store on Third avenue.

Latest Summary of Exports

and Imports of "Talkers"

Figures on Exports of Records Summarized in

March, 1925, Show Increases—Other Data

Washington, D. C, May 7.—In the summary
of exports and imports of the commerce of the

United States for the month of March, 1925

(the latest period for which it has been com-
piled), the following are the figures bearing on

talking machines and records:

The dutiable imports of talking machines and
parts during March, 1925, amounted in value

to $39,893, as compared with $32,298 worth
which were imported during the same period

of 1924. The nine months' total ending March,

1925, showed importations valued at $336,809, as

compared with $470,734 worth of talking ma-
chines and parts in the same period of 1924.

Talking machines to the number of 5,134,

valued at $164,593, were exported in March,

1925, as compared with 5,893 talking machines

valued at $218,706, sent abroad in the same pe-

riod of 1924. The nine months' total showed
that we exported 54,224 talking machines,

valued at $1,894,858, as against 50,985 talking

machines, valued at $1,999,768, in 1924.

The total exports of records and supplies for

March, 1925, were valued at $161,123, as com-

pared with $145,662 in March, 1924. The nine

months ending March, 1925, show records and

accessories exported valued at $1,230,023, as

compared with $1,050,670 in 1924.

The countries to which these instruments

were sent during March and their values were

as follows: France, $815; United Kingdom,

$3,719; Other Europe, $9,207; Canada, $3,662;

Central America, $9,829; Mexico, $27,801; Cuba,

$12,663; Argentina, $10,459; Chile, $1,425; Peru,

$6,809; Other South America, $25,762; China,

$2,305; Japan, $1,755; Philippine Islands, $5,909;

Australia, $17,494; New Zealand, $3,430; Other

Countries, $21,549.

Start The Portable Season Right

SELL THE IMPROVED KAMERAPHONE—(De Luxe)
Made in U. S. A.

Special Features of Kameraphone De Luxe

4%" wide by 6" long. Weight 5 lbs.

1.

3.

Newly patented sound chamber em-
ploying cover as amplifier.

Real throwback tone arm and regu-

lar mica diaphragm sound box.

Plush covered solid turn table—plays
any size record.

Easy to assemble, with ample space
for each component part when
closed.

Every machine carries a full guaran-
tee against all defective parts.

Has the tonal quality and volume
equal to any cabinet phonograph.

JOBBERS: A few choice territories still

open.

DEALERS: Communicate with your job-

ber to fill your order, or

Write or Wire Sample Order to

Special Warning to the Trade

The new improved Kameraphone De Luxe
features a patented sound chamber contained

in the lid of the instrument. Patent No. 1533949,
granted April 14, 1925, covers thoroughly this

feature. Imitations and infringements of the

Kameraphone Portable will be prosecuted to

the fullest extent of the law. Dealers and job-

bers are warned against selling instruments that

infringe on this patent.

KAMERAPHONE CORP. OF AMERICA
Formerly SPECIALTY TRADING CO.

547 Broadway New York, IN. Y.
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Intensive Sales Drives Stimulate the Retail

Trade Throughout the Philadelphia Field
Talking Machines Especially Benefit From Vigorous Campaigns—Special Window Displays and

Newspaper Advertising Help—J. A. Fischer Appoints Distributor—News of the Month

Philadelphia, Pa., May 9—Sales of talking ma-
chines during the past month were considerably

stimulated by the concentrated sales energy
that was placed behind them by the manufac-
turers. While the main efforts of the trade

were centered around the Victor there also was
much attention given by other concerns to sales

promotion. Records, of course, naturally would
be more active as a result of the concentrated

sales efforts placed back of the machines and
so the trade enjoyed a betterment all along the

line.

The radio sales were not as large as they

have been during the Winter months. Many
of the trade houses have been complaining that

they have been hard hit by the dumping of

large numbers of radios on the market in 'the

department stores. The bright side of the

radio division is the tendency of the public to

patronize the music dealers rather than the

cut-rate radio stores where all sorts of radio

appliances have been offered at concessions that

have made deep inroads into values. Many of

these cut-rate shops have been growing like

mushrooms all over the city but with the per-

feetion of the many types of radio sets that

have recently made their appearance on the

market the tendency has been to keep pur-

chases confined to the music stores rather than

outside channels.

Big Sales Promotion Drive

Of course the outstanding development in the

trade during the month of April was the sales

campaign on the Victrola which began with a

banquet at the Ben Franklin Hotel, April 8,

when 300 trade associates joined at the dinner

table to discuss the plans for the drive. The
following day their stores and headquar-

ters were the scene of the active and practical

fulfillment of the campaign. There were nu-

merous diversions interspersed with the cam-
paign talks given by the experts of the Victor

forces who conducted the campaign in co-opera-

tion with the dealers and the local distributors,

H. A. Weymann & Son, Inc., and the Phila-

delphia Victor Distributors, Inc. Those who
were listed among the speakers were R. A.

Hartley, Jr., of the Victor Co., chairman of the

campaign committee, who briefly outlined the

purpose of the campaign; F. K. Dolbeer, gen-

eral sales manager of the Victor Co., who told

of the constructive influence of the campaign
as it was caried out in other cities and its in-

fluence as a trade stimulant for new business,

and John Gregg Payne, also of the Victor Co.

Those who represented the distributors were
Louis Buehn, president of the Philadelphia Vic-

tor Distributors, Inc., and firm associates,

Harry Ellis, and Frank Reineck and President

H. A. Weymann and his son Herbert Weymann,
and Manager Charles Bahl, of the wholesale

department of H. A. Weymann & Son, Inc.

Fifty-two Victor dealers were assembled at the

banquet table in the Crystal Ball Room of the

Ben Franklin for the occasion. In following

out the plans of the campaign the representa-

tives of the Victor Co. co-operated with the

sales organizations of the dealers by directing

the sales and follow up work in the homes
after the Victrolas had been installed therein

for demonstration purposes. The drive con-

tinued until May 9.

"Children's Party" Aids Sales

In conjunction with the campaign the Estey

Co. gave a Children's Party, for 100, which was

arranged under the direction of Miss Beatrice

Eckhardt, of the educational department of the

Victor Co., and Mrs, Therese Quimby, head of

the talking machine department of the Estey

Co. Ice cream and cake were served the chil-

dren, followed by dancing and games accom-

panied by record music of youthful interpreta-

tions. The children presented Miss Eckhardt

and Mrs. Quimby with bouquets of flowers.

Another firm which tied up in the drive with

splendid results in profits was: that of the J. R.

Wilson Co. in its five stores.

Miners Like Guarantee Portable

In the coal regions of Pennsylvania there

has been distributed a large number of Guar-

antee portable machines made by the Guaran-

tee Talking Machine Supply Co., manufacturers

and dealers in springs ami other accessories for

the trade. The distribution of the portables in

the coal regions was facilitated by the visit of

General Sales Manager E. Bauer, who had just

returned from these parts enroute to a trip

through the Southern territory, including

Washington, D. C, and Baltimore, where he will

feature the sales of the Guarantee portable for

the Summer requirements.

Demonstration Through the Window
M. Grass & Son held window demonstrations

all during the month when on Fridays and Sat-

urdays weekly an employe stood in the dis-

play window and practically showed the usage

of the radio in the Victor combinations.

Adds to Lines Handled
Mortons, Inc., is now confined to a single

business with headquarters at 5610 Germantown
avenue. In addition to talking machines a full

line of musical merchandise is carried.

New Adler Royal Console Arrives

Initial shipments of the new consple tabic

model Royal phonograph with the built-in

speaker and place for batteries were made in

the Philadelphia^ branch territory coming under

the local headquarters of the Adler Mfg. Co. with

offices in the Jefferson Building during the

past month. The local territory covers eastern

Pennsylvania and southern New Jersey and the

shipments were generously distributed over the

field, among the trade. Since opening up the

Philadelphia branch with W. A. Hanst in

charge, the Royal phonographs have been gain-

ing headway in this section.

Appoints Distributor for Valley Forge Line

J. A. Fischer, president of the J. A. Fischer

Co., of this city, manufacturer of Valley Forge

main springs and mica diaphragms, and a full

line of talking machine repair materials, has

announced the appointment of the Braiterman-

Fedder Co., of Baltimore, Md., as a distributor

of its line.

The Braiterman-Fedder Co. is a well-equipped

organization which has adopted as it slogan

"Desire to serve plus ability" and has already

taken up the wholesaling of the Valley Forge

line with much enthusiasm. The announcement

of this new distributor is in line with President

Fischer's plan for the establishment of repre-

sentative distributing channels in the important

trade centers of the country.

Firm Changes Hands
Control of the South Ninth Street Talking

Machine Co., 938 South Ninth street, during

the month passed into the hands of Joseph

Coroley, who took over the interests of his

former associate, Anthony Gallo. The firm

deals in the Columbia, Victor and Okeh prod-

ucts and string instruments.

Stages Starr Exhibit

Exhibition of the Starr phonographs and the

Gennett records and other musical instruments

manufactured by the Starr Piano Co., was held

in the final week of April at the Ben Franklin

Hotel. The exhibition was under the direction

of the Witlin Musical Instrument Co., of which

Ben Witlin isi president, local Starr distribu-

tor. During the week concerts, with the Starr

phonographs and Gennett records and Starr

pianos and accompanied by vocal and instru-

(Continued on page 128)

Trade Mark

GUARANTEE PORTABLE

RETAILS FOR $25.00

"LOOK below the motor
board." Be sure you get a

guaranteed American motor;
then your comebacks will

bring new customers, and not

exchange machines. We guar-

antee our portables uncondi-

tionally.

SPECIFICATIONS :

1. Textene Leather Case.
2. Standard Heineman Motor.
3. Plays Two 10" Records.
4. Standard Taper Tone Arm.
5. Specially Loud Reproducer.
6. Device for Carrying Records.
7. Machine Will Play 12" Records.
8. Patented "Non-Spill" Needle Cup.
9. Size 14y2" x 11V<>" x
10. Weighs UMi lbs.

GUARANTEE TALKING
109 N. Tenth Street

—Wv-u^ for our latest

Costs you $10.50

MACHINE SUPPLY CO.

PHILADELPHIA

Main Spring Charts—
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THE TRADE IN PHILADELPHIA AND LOCALITY— ( Continued from page 127)

mental were given for the purpose of demon-

strating the good qualities of the tone and ren-

ditions on these instruments. Dealers were in-

vited to attend the demonstrations and to view

the newest "School" phonograph which has

been added to the line. This new school type

is adapted for educational purposes. Other

Starr instruments included in the exhibit, which

was freely patronized by the dealers and edu-

cators in musical institutions, were the loud

speakers and radio combination phonographs.

This display was productive of orders from

Supervisors of Music who attended the show
and from the trade generally for the Starr and

Gennett instruments and records.

Increases Line of Products

The Cheney Sales Corp., with offices in the

Jefferson Building, during the month introduced

its newest acquisition, the Paramount radio

loop or aerial. This product is made of Bake-

lite. It is in wheel form with several spokes

radiating from the central hub and has a coil

Fada Neutrodyne Receiving Sets

Fada Phonograph Panels

Fada Phono Unit

A-C Dayton Phono Sets

Atwater Kent in Pooley

Cabinets

Marwol 5-Tube Receiver

Freed-Eisemann, 5 Tube

Phono Panels

Superspeaker Horn

Jewett Vemco Phono Unit

Music Master Loud Speaker

Philco Batteries

Willard Batteries

Eveready Dry Batteries

RCA Tubes

Timmons "B" Eliminator

Balkite "B" Eliminator

Balkite Charger

R 148 Signal Loop

Distributed by Philadel- 1
phia's leading Musical I

Radio Wholesaler J

PENN PHONOGRAPH CO.

913 Arch St. Philadelphia, Pa.

of 85 feet of wire wound round the spokes. It

can be used with any radio set. This with the

other recent product of the Cheney, the Recep-

trad radio, a rnultiflex radio type which does

away with the use of A and B batteries, gives

the company attractive and profitable factors in

the way of radio devices.

Lupinnacci & Gallo Open Store

A new dealer was added to the talking ma-
chine trade during mid-April when the store

of Lupinnacci & Gallo opened its doors for

business at 763-765 South Eighth street as re-

tailers of the Victor and Columbia lines. The
members of the firm are Anthony Lupinnacci

and Anthony Gallo.

Big Okeh and Odeon Record Sales

Greatly increased sales of the Okeh and the

Odeon records have been effected through the

recent offer of the General Phonograph Co.,

which permits the cutting out of 400 numbers
that are returnable at the rate of one of the old

numbers for any other which the company
manufactures. That this offer has been pro-

ductive of greatly expanded demand for the

records is verified by the business which the

record division of Everybody's Talking Ma-
chine Co., 810 Arch street, distributor of the

Okeh and Odeon, is enjoying under the man-
agement of Sigmund Lehrman. Since annex-

ing the records to their stock the owners of

the Everybody's Co., Samuel Fingrudt and
Philip E. Grabuski, have materially increased

the number of dealers. Among dealers who were
added in late April are Strawbridge & Clothier,

People's Talking Machine Co., F. Rosen, the

Dumbosky Music Store and F. Royer Smith,

of Philadelphia and the H. E. Minkler Store, 36

Maple avenue, Trenton, N. J.

Home From Successful Trade Trip

Irvin R. Epstan, sales manager of the J. A.

Fischer Co., of this city, manufacturer of the

Valley Forge main spring, has just concluded a

successful business trip in the interests of this

organization. He secured numerous important

contracts and in addition has established a num-
ber of jobbers, announcements of which will be

made in the near future. Mr. Epstan was
greatly encouraged by the reception accorded

the new organization by the many friends of J.

A. Fischer. Edwin H. Mobley, head of the

service department, is glad to announce the ad-

dition to his family of a little girl named Ed-
win a.

Ernest R. Mobley, also associated in the serv-

ice department, has just returned from an ex-

tended trip in the interest of his health.

Fine Pooley Publicity

The Pooley Co., of this city, has issued an

attractive broadside in colors on Pooley radio

cabinets with Atwater Kent radio. The mes-
sage is based upon the national advertising

campaign conducted by the Pooley Co. and
is headed "Build Your Business on a Firm
Foundation." The entire Pooley line is depicted

by means of half-tone illustrations and there

are also shown many specimens of the pub-

licity which is carrying the Pooley message far

and wide in national publications. The front

covers of the group of magazines used visual-

ize the extent of this publicity. Various

Pooley-Atwater Kent distributors are sending

these broadsides out to the dealers with their

imprint.

Fine Guarantee Portable Publicity

The Guarantee Talking Machine Supply Co.,

manufacturer of talking machine parts and sup-

plies and also manufacturer of the Guarantee

portable, has issued an attractive circular on the

latter product. This leatherette-covered por-

table is well equipped and has been produced at

a price that has given it a strong position in

the popular price market. The circular illus-

trates the Guarantee portable and gives its vari-

ous specifications. Space is also left for the

dealer's imprint.

It is reported that the demands for this por-

table have necessitated an increased schedule of

production extending well into the future.

New Brunswick Dealers

New dealers who have been added to the list

of the Quaker City branch of the Brunswick

Co. are the D. Tattersdale Co., Camden; J. H.

Lansterman, E. Stroudsburg, Pa.; Bennett

Piano Co., Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; Prince Furniture

Co., Hazleton, Pa.; and the B. B. Todd Co.,

Philadelphia. Manager E. B. Shiddell attend-

ed the opening of the new store of Reifsnyder,

Inc., of Reading, during the month, when the

firm took possession of its new home at 951

Penn street in a formal opening and entertain-

ment program consisting of concert and recep-

tion to a large crowd of patrons. A complete

Brunswick department was installed and the

Carl Fenton Orchestra, Brunswick artists, ac-

companied the musical numbers on the program.

The trade is preparing to tie up with the local

appearance on May 4 of Nick Lucas, Brunswick

guitar and vocal artist.

Jos. W. Jones
J 80

Upright Victrola Receiver

Four-tube, non-oscillating, tuned

radio frequency receiver. De-

signed for dry cell tubes, type

199, affording maximum volume,

sensitivity and clearest tone.

Adaptable to all upright victrolas.

Can be installed into the space oc-

cupied by three record shelves.

Drawer shaped cabinet. Receiver

self contained. Housing A, B and

C batteries. Two tuning controls.

List $80.00.

Write us.

H. A. Weymann & Son, Inc.

1108 Chestnut Street PHILADELPHIA

VICTOR WHOLESALERS
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3'A" in Diameter.

RADIOLOG RECORD CLEANER
Log your stations and clean your record*

An attractive, useful, almost indispensable advertising acces-
sory for Combination Sets.

Either Given Away or Sold—Will help to break down Sales
resistance for the dealer.

Stations and dial readings—recorded in either pencil or ink.

Dealer's adv. in centre of top. Record cleaning surface on
back.
JOBBERS: Your retailers will be interested in this business
stimulator.

Write at once for sample and details

PHILADELPHIA BADGE CO.
^* Manufacturers of the Famous Velvaloid Record Cleaner

942 Market Street Philadelphia, U. S. A.

Pooley Go. Introduces a

New Radio Table to Trade

New Product Designed for Use With Atwater

Kent Cabinet Models

The newest product of the Pooley Co. and

one which gives great promise of becoming

the most popular number of the Pooley line, is

the new Pooley radio table, particularly de-

signed for use with the cabineted models of

the Atwater Kent line. It is equipped with a

battery compartment and a built-in loud speak-

er of marked merit. It also has a sliding shelf

which contains at one side the Pooley log for

listing dial settings. In addition to its general

utility it constitutes a handsome piece of furni-

ture, matching well with the set which is placed

upon it and it is well built and attractively

finished with a two-tone effect.

An idea of the growth of the Pooley Co.

and the volume of business it is doing is to be

gleaned from the report that present business

is 100 per cent over the same period of last

year. Big business is being planned for the

coming Fall season. In anticipation of this

big business a new building is being erected

adjoining the present Pooley building, which

will provide extra mill capacity, storage and

garage. These added facilities will allow greatly

increased production. The name of the com-

pany has been changed from the Pooley Furni-

ture Co., Inc., to The Pooley Co. While the

department for Pooley radio cabinets and

Pooley radio phonographs constitutes the big-

gest. end of the business, the manufacture of

I'ooley bedroom furniture will be continued as

heretofore.

Additional attractive literature continues to

be issued by the Pooley Co. for the use of its

distributors. Another broadside was recently

presented entitled "Come with Pooley into the

Living Room." The distinctive design presented

in the previous broadside was maintained, with

a change in the message presented.

B. R. Stauffer, treasurer and general manager,

states that the Pooley Co. will be prepared

for the Fall season with a line well destined

to build big business for the Pooley retailer.

The Music Master Corp.

Augments Radio Products

This Development in Line With Policy of Com-
pany to Make Everything in Radio

Coincident with the annual radio congress of

Music Master retailers and distributors, the

Music Master Corp., of Philadelphia, Pa., has

made public announcement of the expansion of

the Music Master line. Back of this augmented

line will be placed an advertising campaign

greater than ever before in the history of the

organization.

The Music Master loud speaker, with which

the Music Master Corp. originally entered the

radio field, is well known from coast to coast,

and the quality of this horn has given a high

standing to the name Music Master. This same

quality is preserved in all the new Music Mas-

ter products which are announced and all of

which bear the Music Master name. The Mu-

sic Master radio reproducer is now presented in

the familiar horn type, also the cabinet model,

and two other styles which are newly intro-

duced—a metal cabinet with mahogany finish,

and a pedestal model of solid mahogany.
The recent announcement of the Music Mas-

ter B battery in 45 volts upright and horizontal

is followed by the announcement of the B bat-

tery in 22J/2 volts, C battery in A l/i volts, and

dry cell A battery in 1^2 volts. At this time

announcement is also made of the new Music

Master storage A battery.

Perhaps of greatest importance is the an-

nouncement of Music Master receiving sets.

These are presented in a wide range of styles

and prices from a decidedly popular-priced set

to the set enclosed in cabinets representing the

highest types of artcraft furniture construction.

In the radio parts field there are presented

Music Master condensers, potentiometers,

rheostats, transformers, dials, phone plugs,

porcelain sockets, loop antenna, head sets and

phonograph attachments.

Upon the acquisition of the manufacturing

plant of the company at Betzwood, Pa., it was

hinted that before long the Music Master Corp.

would make everything in radio. From its re-

cent announcement it would seem that this is

rapidly coming to pass.

The Carrisi Music & Furniture Co., Detroit,

Mich., has been incorporated with a capital

slock of $30,000.

Edison Dealer in Java
Finds Canvassing Pays

Rural Districts Covered and Instruments Left

on Approval—Truck Specially Constructed

for These Campaigns

Larsen, De Brey & Co., Edison dealers in

Batavia, Java, in the Dutch East Indies, are at-

taining considerable success in selling Edison
phonographs, not only to the residents in Ba-

tavia but also through an intensive canvassing

campaign to those people who live in the coun-

try and outlying towns.

So implicit is the faith of this concern in the

appeal of the Edison that it leaves the instru-

ments in the homes of prospects on approval,

feeling that a few evenings' enjoyment with the

Putting Edisons Out on Approval
Edison will result in a sale, and experience

proves the wisdom of this plan. The accom-
panying photograph ' shows a specially con-

structed truck for taking the Edison to the

homes in rural districts.

L. Latham on Fishing Trip

Leslie Latham, general sales manager of E.

B. Latham & Co., radio distributors, is spend-
ing several weeks in Maine luring the wary
trout. On the last trip Mr. Latham caught an
exceptionally large brook trout that now re-

poses on a mounting in the Latham home. He
hopes to duplicate or even better this catch on
his present trip.

EVERY-

THING

FOR

THE

RADIO

DEALER

ZIMMERMAN • BITTERCONSTRVCTION- company

LANDAY BROS'. NEWEST STORE
EQUIPPED BY ZIMMERMAN-BITTER

CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
For the last three years the Zimmer-
man-Bitter Construction Company has
completed the following installations

for Landay Brothers:

1923 Landay Bros., 42nd St. Store
1923 " Store Broad St.,

Newark
1924 " 5th Ave. Store
1924 " Bronx Store,

Southern Blvd.

1924 " Yonkers Store
1924 " Main Offices, 6th

Ave.
1924 6th Ave. & 35th

St. Store
1925 Landay Hall, 42nd

St. & 6th Ave.
The fact that Landay Bros, call on us
for the installing of equipment year
after year is conclusive proof of our
ability and quality of workmanship.

2
Record Racks Display Cases
Hearing Rooms Musical Instrument
Sarrioe Counters Cases* Etc.

Prices on request

ZIMMERMAN-BITTER
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
325-27 Ea»t 94th Straat. Naw York

Telephone Lenox 2160 /=

ASK US

ABOUT

OUR

SHEET

MUSIC

AND

MUSICAL

INSTRU-

MENT

CASES
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New Jewett Sales Policy

Gives Exclusive Franchises

Jewett Radio & Phono. Co. Will Lessen Num-
ber of Jobbers and Dealers by Granting Ex-
clusive Territories—Five-tube Set Announced

T. F. W. Meyer, general sales manager of the

Jewett Radio & Phonograph Co., Pontiac,

Mich., manufacturer of the Jewett Superspeaker,

Highboy and other radio products, was a visitor

to New York last week and while here an-

nounced the advent of the Jewett five-tube radio

set. In connection with this important an-

nouncement Mr. Meyer also set forth in detail

the new Jewett sales policy, which will un-

doubtedly prove of keen interest to the radio

industry as a whole. A statement by Mr.

Meyer regarding this new distribution plan was
as follows:

"With the advent of the Jewett set, which

becomes part of our line this Summer, the

Jewett products enter a new era of distribution.

Its basis will be one of protection to the dis-

tributor. To effect this a highly restrictive

policy will be put into effect. The number of

our distributors will be greatly reduced; like-

wise the number of dealers.

"Those to whom will be issued a franchise

to merchandise Jewett products will be the for-

tunate possessors of an iron-clad contract, guar-

anteeing them a specific territory in which to

do business unhampered by competition with

any other Jewett distributor.

"They will be protected absolutely against

any price-cutting or any other practice which

will tend to lessen the value of their franchise.

They will be supported by the soundest mer-

chandising practice and a sound and consistent

advertising and publicity policy in addition to

A-l grade of product.

"This policy is certain to reap rich rewards

for the distributors and dealers to whom the

franchise is awarded. Naturally the Jewett Co.

must pick as its representatives distributors and

dealers whose standing is such as to make the

most of this plan. It goes without saying that

our whole idea is to eliminate what the radio

trade commonly refers to as the 'gyp.' The
distributors and dealers we want to enfranchise

are those whose financial .standing, whose past

trade practice and whose future prospects make
certain that they will handle the Jewett line

with the care and energy that is necessary to

insure a profit right down the line from man-
ufacturer to distributor to the dealer—and

finally to insure satisfied customers.

"How close we are gojng to hew to the line

we have laid out is quickly apparent when we
say that in such big metropolitan centers as

New York and Chicago there will be only one

distributor to serve the trade.

"It will be the duly of this distributor to allot

the franchises to the dealers, but the Jewett Co.

reserves the right to pass on each such franchise

before it is accepted.

"Just as each distributor in his respective ter-

ritory is protected against competition, so will

each dealer be protected against competition in

the trade zone he serves.

"This policy of merchandising Jewett radio

apparatus is a forerunner of what ultimately will

become standard radio merchandising practice.

It follows the trade policy of selling auto-

mobiles, a policy that has proved immensely

satisfactory in that field and will certainly prove

to be so in the radio field. It will eliminate

unfair practice, at least so far as Jewett prod-

ucts are concerned, and will protect twelve

months in the year every radio merchant who
holds a Jewett franchise.

"Our line this Autumn will include the Jewett

five-tube set, in two models; the Jewett Super-

speaker, both in the familiar $30 model and in

the new $40 console model; the Jewett Highboy,

an extraordinary piece of fine furniture con-

taining the Superspeaker and selling at $130;

the Vemco Unit, the Micro Dial and the Parkay

cabinet."

OUR LATEST ADDITION

!

Non-Adjustable Units!

Attention—
Horn, radio cabinet and ra-

dio combination phonograph
manufacturers. Our new
non-adjustable unit, the Peer
of them all, is ready for de-

liveries now.

Supplied both ADJUST-
ABLE and NON-ADJUST-
ABLE in any finishes re-

quired. UNFINISHED
ALSO.

You'll understand why our
units are such big sellers

when you compare them
with others selling for dou-
ble the price.

JOBBERS, write today for details of the

MUTUAL exclusive proposition.

Address our Executive Office at

149-151 Lafayette Street New York City

W9
('Canadian Acme Screw & Gear, Ltd 1209 King St.. West. Toronto. Can

n,«™,m.™>ls :
Industries _Unidas. S. A Balderas 110. Mexico City, MexicoDISTRIBUTORS < Targ & Dinner Music Co 229 W. Randolph St.. Chicago. III.

,
Arthur Brand & Co. ISI8 Vine St.. Cincinnati. Ohio

^Shapleigh Hardware Co 4th St. and Washington Ave.. St. Louis. Mo

Sonora Go. Announces
a Radio Receiving Set

Important Announcement in This Connection
Made by Frank V. Goodman, General Sales

Manager—Trade Enthusiastic

Frank V. Goodman, general sales manager of

the Sonora Phonograph Co., Inc., announced
this month the Sonora radio receiving set. The
advent of this set has been awaited with keen
interest by dealers everywhere and the first an-

nouncement has met with the enthusiastic ap-

proval of the entire Sonora selling organiza-

tion.

The same Sonora channels of distribution

that have applied to Sonora phonographs, radio

New Sonora Radio Receiving Set
and phonograph combinations, loud speakers
and console speakers, will be followed in the
distribution of the new Sonora radio receiving
set. The Sonora Co. has always adhered close-
ly to a policy of close co-operation with its

dealers and distributors and new channels of
dealer distribution will be carefully selected and
protected.

The Sonora radio receiving set will be na-
tionally advertised at $90, and the accompany-
ing illustration will give some idea of the at-

tractiveness of the design. It is a five-tube

set, and it is stated that the drain upon the

"B" batteries has been reduced to a degree
which assures a great saving in maintenance.
The circuit used is a refinement of the time-
tried radio frequency circuits, and there are two
stages of tuned radio frequency. The construc-
tion also eliminates the use of either the grid

leak or the grid condenser. Three tuning dials

are utilized to provide for maximum facility in

this important direction, and two filament ad-
justments allow volume control and economical
battery operating posts.

The cabinet itself is typical of the artistic

and attractive designs that characterize the

Sonora products as a whole. It is of rich brown
mahogany, beautifully finished with edges
artistically carved in an unusual effect. Lus-
trous black dials give an effective contrast with

the brown mahogany tone of the panel.

Summing up briefly the Sonora radio sets'

various features, Mr. Goodman's announcement
stated as follows: "(1) Reliable, sturdy, and
not freakish; (2) selective to the high degree

required by the present multiplicity of stations

and their higher powers; (3) possessed of the

best possible tone quality; (4) capable of re-

ceiving long-distance programs; (5) easy of

manipulation; (6) simple in internal appearance;

(7) beautiful in external appearance; (8) of low
battery and tube maintenance cost."

J. D. R. Freed Anticipates

Better Summer Reception

In a recent statement to dealers Joseph D.

R. Freed, of the Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp.,

Brooklyn, N. Y., exploded the theory held by

many that radio reception cannot be made
pleasurable during the Summer months. He
states that during April, while static was
marked, receivers in New York were able to

get stations as far away as Texas and Califor-

nia on the loud speaker. In part Mr. Freed

states: "We know that with increased power

and improved transmission, with selective re-

ceivers, aided by good tuning on the part of the

listener, in July and August we will be hear-

ing these stations with regularity.
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The Zimmerman-Bitter Go.

Equips New Landay Hall

Artistic Creation .Wins Praise of Critical

Visitors and General Public

The Zimmerman-Bitter Construction Co.,

New York, designer, manufacturer and install-

er of equipment in music stores, has recently

completed the installation of the handsome new
Landay store known as Landay Hall at Forty-

second street and Sixth avenue, New York, the

formal opening of which is referred to else-

where in this issue. •

The installation consists of the first floor,

which is equipped as a display room for pianos,

View of Interior of Landay Hall

phonographs and radios, and houses the record

department, with counters, rack and eleven

demonstration booths. The mezzanine floor is

equipped with a sheet music department com-

posed of racks and five demonstration rooms.

This floor also contains display cases for small

goods, band instruments and musical mer-

chandise. The second floor is given over to

piano, phonograph and radio salons and demon-
stration booths. The decorative scheme is

most artistic.

"This latest installation at Landay Hall

makes the eighth installation done by us for the

l.anday Co. since we started business in 1923,"

remarked Mr. A. Bitter, "and we are greatly

pleased with the confidence shown in us by

this company in awarding the contract for their

latest and most important installation."

Among other installations recently completed

by the company is the complete remodeling of

the Lerch Music Shop at Port Jefferson, N. Y.

;

Freidman's Music Shop, Springfield avenue,

Newark, N. J., which has recently been

equipped with record demonstration booths,

sheet music and musical instrument depart-

ments, piano rooms and radio display counters.

Third National Music Week
Celebrated Week of May 3

The third annual National Music Week was
celebrated throughout the United States dur-

ing the week of May 3. The practice of setting

aside one week of the year for the observance

of music has grown tremendously since its in-

ception and this year's observance far surpassed

former efforts. In the larger cities municipal

associations, federations and clubs, theatres and

music dealers and manufacturers co-operated

in making the week one in which music was in

the thoughts of all. Posters were displayed in

public places throughout New York, carrying

the message of music and asking that the

passersby give a thought to music. Special pro-

grams were played at the leading motion pic-

ture theatres and free concerts were given in

the auditoriums of the larger music houses.

One of the crowning features of Music Week
in New York was the finals of the harmonica

contest, held in the Mall at Central Park on

Saturday, where the winners of the preliminary

contests met in the competition to decide the

harmonica champion player of the metropolis.

Similar contests were held in other cities and
free symphony concerts were held in many
centers. Music dealers were alive to the op-

portunity afforded them for effecting tie-ups

Edison Denver Distributor

Has First Anniversary

Edison Phonograph Distributing Co. Completes
First Year as Jobber—In This Period In-

creases Number of Dealers Eleven Per Cent

Denver, Colo., May 6.—William R. MacDonald
of the Edison Phonograph Distributing Co.,

Edison distributor for this territory, in com-
menting on business for the past year, the

period for which this concern has distributed

Edison products, states that "the first year is

the hardest." The past twelve months have

seen, however, this progressive company in-

crease the number of its dealers by eleven per

cent, not including dealers located in additional

territory recently allotted it.

Mainly responsible for the success which the

company is encountering is the' dealers' sample

system of "Try before you buy," which has been

installed extensively and which has resulted in

Other methods include a weekly sales letter

entitled "Edison Sales Talks," inaugurated in

connection with plans for a general canvassing

campaign throughout the entire territory. A
tone test featuring Signor Friscoe also had the

effect of increasing sales. The distributing con-

cern handles direct mail circularizing to cus-

tomers and prospects for more than a third

of the dealers it serves.

Remo Corp. Is Marketing
Junior Radio Tube Reviver

Meriden, Conn., May 7.—The Remo Corp., of

this city, has just placed another new product

on the market which is to be known as the

Junior Type Remo radio tube reviver. This

device revives one standard tube of the 201A
type or 199, or by the use of an adapter two
tubes of the 199 type.

L. Groener has purchased the Platteville

i considerable increase of new release sales. Music Shop, of Platteville, Wis.

1

Onehandle handles it'

9

plasterofmovable Music

"

YEARS HAVE PROVED
OUTING PORTABLES

ARE THE BEST

SENIOR, $37.50
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JUNIOR, $25.00
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DISTRIBUTORS

A. C. ER1SMAN CO 175 Tremont St., Boston. Mass.
GENERAL PHONOGRAPH CORP 15 West 18th St., New York, N. T.

EVERYBODY'S TALKING MACHINE CO., INC., 810 Arch St., Phila, Pa.

IROQUOIS SALES CORP 210 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.

JAMES COWAN CO 18 West Broad St., Richmond, Va.

JAMES K. POLK CO., INC 294 Decatur St., Atlanta, Ga.

BELKNAP HARDWARE & MFG. CO 111 E. Main St., Louisville, Ky.
STERLING ROLL & RECORD CO 137 West 4th St., Cincinnati, O.

OHIO MUSICAL SALES CO 1747 Chester Ave., Cleveland. O.

C. L. MARSHALL CO 514 Griswold St., Detroit, Mich.

TARG & DINNER MUSIC CO 229 West Randolph St., Chicago, 111.

EDWARD G. HOCH CO 27 No. 4th St., Minneapolis, Minn.

MAJESTIC MUSIC SHOP 16 South 7th St., Minneapolis, Minn.

RENIER MUSIC HOUSE 545 Main St., Dubuque, Iowa
MARKS PHONOGRAPH & RADIO CORP.. 2215 Pine St., St. Louis, Mo.
SCHMELZER CO 2015 Grand St., Kansas City, Mo.
CARL FLORINE 514 Charles Bldg., Denver, Colo.

WALTER S. GRAY & CO 1054 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

WALTER S. GRAY & CO 926 Midway Place, Los Angeles Cal.

WALTER S. GRAY & CO 2602 Fourth Ave., Seattle, Wash.

OUTING TALKING MACHINE CO., Inc., Mt. Kisco, N Y.

Export Department

No. 44 Whitehall Street, New York City, N. Y., U. S. A.

Cable Address "OUTING" New York

Representative* in:

Sydney, New South Wales; Melbourne, Havana, Cuba. Barranqnllla, Colombia.

.Brisbane and Perth, Australia; Buenos Aires, Argentine Rep. Genoa, Italy.

Wellington, New Zealand. Santiago de Chile. Dublin, Ireland.
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Montreal Radio Trades Association Is

Formed to Wage War on Trade Evils

Protest Against Proposed Amendment of Copyright Act to Be Forwarded to the Prime Min-

ister C. W. Lindsay, Ltd., Decides to Pay Bonus After Very Successful Year—The News

Montreal, Can., May 7.—Surplus radio stocks

in the hands of some manufacturers still have

a bad effect through being dumped on the mar-

ket at auction prices. Buyers who purchased

from the same manufacturers in good faith are

forced to meet retail prices below their costs,

and no improvement is expected until the pub-

lic takes up the cut price items now available.

In order to cope with the situation, dealers

are showing more interest in products of manu-

facturers who have more stable prices, and who

apparently refuse to add to the disturbed con-

dition of affairs by slashing prices. Standard

parts and sets of several leading manufacturers

have not been as seriously affected as those

made by firms who have been attracted to the

radio field, and who went ahead on production

programs far ahead of the ability of the market

to absorb their output. Hope for improvement

is displayed by a section of the trade, and a

slightly more optimistic tone is in evidence.

The public appears to show some doubt about

quality of low priced articles even when marked

with the manufacturer's name. Batteries and

tubes are in good demand and appear to have

become established as a staple line because of

the number of radio sets in use. In order to

combat the various evils in the local trade as

well as trying to remedy the situation the Mon-

treal Radio Trades' Association has been

formed, the basis of organization being to se-

cure closer business relations between its mem-
bers and to protect the public and the mem-
bers from impositions, to secure legislation for

the best interests of the trade and correct mer-

chandising methods of the radio trade in Mon-

treal.

Protest against the proposed amendment to

the Copyright Act which would prevent copy-

right music being broadcast by radio will be

forwarded to the Right Hon. W. I. Mackenzie

King, Prime Minister, by the Electrical Club of

Montreal. Unanimous decision to do this was

made at a recent weekly luncheon of the club

in the Queen's Hotel.

Second reading has already been given to the

amendment, and it has now been referred back

to committees, said F. W. Johnson, advertising

manager of the Northern Electric Company,

who addressed the club on the subject of "Radio

^Broadcasting." "If the amendment is passed ra-

dio broadcasting in Canada will be killed," Mr.

Johnson told the club.

The annual meeting of C. W. Lindsay, Ltd.,

took place recently when reports were pre-

sented for the fiscal year ending February 28,

1925, which showed a very satisfactory year, the

volume of business being substantial and the

profits exceptionally good. It was made evi-

dent by the report on collections that transac-

tions had been of a high character. In view

of the showing, the president, C. W. Lindsay,

announced that the directors by way of appre-

ciation of the efforts of the staff, arranged

to pay a full bonus of 10 per cent of their re-

spective salaries to all their employes in Mon-
treal and certain other branches who have been

in the continuous service of the company since

March 1, 1924. The bonus was paid to the

employes in cash on May 1. The regular

dividend of 7 per cent on preferred shares and 8

per cent on the common shares was declared,

and the old board of directors re-elected. This

firm controls the jobbing rights of the Sonora
phonograph in certain territories.

H. M. Connolly & Co., of Montreal, are offer-

ing 10,000 preferred shares of the Dynergy Ra-
dio Co., Ltd., at $10 per share, carrying a bonus
of 50 per cent of common stock. The Dynergy
Radio Co., Ltd., has been incorporated under a

Dominion charter to acquire the Canadian man-
ufacturing rights of the Lavenburg Corp., of

the United States, inventors of the Dynergy
radio receiving set, and the Dynergy power
unit, which enables any and all other makes of

radio now on the market to operate without

batteries; and to carry on the manufacture and
distribution throughout Canada of these two
separate products.

Clever Stunts and Tie-Ups of Toronto
Retailers Create Interest in Their Lines

Sonora Phonograph Replaces Orchestra in Theatre Tie-Up—Brunswick Radiola Popularity Con-
tinues

—"Canadian" Portable Makes Debut—Radio Window Makes 'Em Stop and Look

Toronto, Ontv May 7.—A clever stunt was re-

cently staged by Manager Leonard Bishop, of

the Regent Theatre, Ottawa, in co-operation

with the C. W. Lindsay, Ltd., branch of that

city during the presentation of the clown trag-

edy, "He Who Gets Slapped." In place of the

usual orchestra overture a phonographic selec-

tion of appropriate nature was played. Lind-

say's loaned a Sonora phonograph for the

week with a Victor record from Pagliacci, this

being "Vesti la Giubba" as sung . by Enrico

Caruso. A special loud needle was used in the

machine. The phonograph was not displayed,

the house being darkened while the selection

was being played, so that the audience did not

know how the selection was being presented.

The machine was placed in the centre of the

orchestra pit and actual accompaniment was
played on the pipe organ, the organ and the

phonograph being synchronized as to key, vol-

ume of tone, etc.

The Ouellette Brunswick Shop, Windsor, Ont,

has removed to new and more commodious
premises, located at 20 London street, where it

now has at the disposal of its increasing num-
ber of customers one of the finest and most

complete music stores in the Dominion. Mr.

Ouellette claims the largest and most healthy

record business in Windsor, and points with

pride to the exclusive selection of Brunswick

artists as one of the main reasons for this

growth.

Wm. F. Hitchcock, head of the Phonomotor

Co., Rochester, announces that he was advised

recently by the Hydro-Electric Power Commis-
sion of Ontario, that the Phonomotor had been

approved by the Commission's laboratories .and

Talking Machine Springs

and Repair Parts
NONE BETTER IN QUALITY NONE LOWER IN PRICE

THE RENE MANUFACTURING CO.
MONTVALE, NEW JERSEY

distribution permitted in Canada. Mr. Hitch-

cock is naturally highly elated with the recogni-

tion accorded his electric motor.

V. B. Hodges, sales manager of the Bruns-

wick phonograph division, states that the music

trades of Canada are now undoubtedly realizing

the tremendous possibilities of the Radiola line,

and are aware that the Brunswick policy of

protecting dealers is thoroughly appreciated.

He. states they are well satisfied with the ef-

forts^ put behind the Brunswick Radiola by the

music trades, and is of the opinion now that

the combination model has been properly intro-

duced to the music trades and the public, the re-

turns will be even greater.

C. R. Fraser Co., Ltd., Canadian representa-

tive of F. A. D. Andrea, Inc., has distributed to

its jobbers and dealers a beautiful and very

effective window display featuring FADA neu-

trodyne receivers.

A new Canadian-made portable phonograph,

to be known as the "Canadian" and to retail at

$30 has just been placed on the market by W.
H. Banfield & Sons, Ltd., Toronto.

Purser Bull & Co., Ltd., radio distributors,

have removed to the Radio Building, 445-447

King street, West, where they have more space

available for their ever-growing clientele.

At the recent annual meeting of the Burndept

of Canada, Ltd., S. B. Trainer was re-elected

president, and H. B. McKenzie was elected to

the office of general manager.

Robertson Pingle & Tilley, Ltd., Ottawa, in

order to direct and attract attention to their

radio sets, recently placed in their show win-

dow a handsome receiving outfit in which were

placed electric light bulbs of small size which

were attached to the electric service, these lights

were allowed to burn all day and night and

gave the idea to the general public that the

radio tubes were being used up. More than one

passerby stopped and notified this firm that

they were ruining their batteries by leaving the

set on all night.

The Harry Whitehouse Music Co. has opened

in the Masonic Block, Port Arthur, Ont., carry-

ing phonographs 1

,
records, etc.

The R. S. Williams & Sons Co., Ltd., have

secured the Canadian distributing sales rights

for the Outing portable talking machine, which

is so well known on the American side through

its up-to-date slogan: "One ha'ndle handles it."

They expect to place a large number of these

machines throughout the Dominion.
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THANK YOU MR. ADVERTISER FOR LETTING
US KNOW OF THIS INTERESTING ft

RESULT OF YOUR ADVERTISING

NfTR

G*<-VVAy

0rk City w°na
Le*r Mr r,

' Vinson;

Budapest, January

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS SALES CO.,

675 Eighth Avenue,

MUSlC/iT r? truly.

Gentlemen:

2d, 1925

NEW YORK CITY.

Having read your advertisement in The Talk-
ing Machine World, number of November 15th, we would like
you to send us samples of your painted show-cards re-
spectively to give us information about the M. I. S. ser-
vice.

We are therefore awaiting your samples as
well as a description of the service and hoping to enter
into profitable business relations with you, we are,

Yours faithfully,

ROZSAVOLGYI &

The "Big Book with the

Orange Cover" has main-

tained a paid circulation

and a world-wide influ-

ence for over 20 years.

I maJ<ors ej

I sellers of

[macfymes

Published by EDWARD LYMAN BILL, INC.

383 Madison Avenue, New York
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Radio Corp. of America
Announces Two Portables

New Radiola Portable Super-Heterodynes Have
Many Interesting Features—Expected to

Meet Summer Need for Small Radio Set

The Radio Corp. of America has just an-

nounced two new Radiola portable super-heter-

odynes which are also being announced to the

general public in the Saturday Evening Post

Portable Radiola No. 26

of May 16. The .accompanying illustration will

give some idea of the attractiveness of these

two new sets, and Radiola jobbers and dealers

have predicted that the new instruments will

meet with a tremendous sale this Summer.
The Radiola portable super-heterodyne model

24 is a leather suitcase model, dress-case size,

covered with cobra grain leather. The circuit

is the RCA standard six-tube super-heterodyne

catacomb, dry battery operated. The tuning

controls are identical with the vernier operated

controls for the present type of Radiola super-

heterodyne and Radiola Super-VIII, the usual

paper dials being provided for marking in the

tuning points of broadcast stations. The loop

is a demountable rotating type, carried on the

inside cover of the suitcase when the set is

carried from point to point. When the set is

in operation the loop is removed from the inside

cover and inserted in socket at top of suitcase.

The model 24 employs six of the standard UV-
199 tubes and the loud speaker has a specially

designed horn, providing unusual tone quality.

Dry battery operation is used throughout and

a four-point connector plug with cables permits

the use of external batteries of the larger size.

The Radiola 24, when fully equipped, includ-

ing batteries, weighs approximately forty

pounds, and measures 2\y%" x 16" x 7%". The
new instrument, complete with six Radiotrons

but without batteries, lists at $195.

. The Radiola 26 portable super-heterodyne is

enclosed in a grained walnut cabinet, 14)4" x
13" x 9$4". It also has a home battery box
finished to match a portable set proper. The
circuit and tuning controls are of the general

type employed with the Radiola 24, and other

.super-heterodynes. The loop is specially de-

signed so tFiat it may be removed from the

front door frame and attached to the rear of

the cabinet, thus permitting the set to be oper-

ated while it is being carried. The Radiola 26

employs six of the standard LTV-199 tubes and

has a specially designed horn, "snake" type.

The portable set proper has the necessary space

for three standard size "A" dry batteries, four

intermediate size "B" batteries and the tubular

type of grid batteries.

The home battery box provides space for the

Portable Radiola No. 24

six "A" cells of standard size, standard type

"B" batteries used in the present type of Ra-

diola super-heterodyne and the standard A z
/2

volt grid bias battery. A plug connector in

the rear of the portable set permits the set to

be operated either from the shorter life bat-
teries in the cabinet proper or the longer life

batteries in the home battery box, and also con-
tains an antenna tuning* element with binding
posts for connections to an aerial or ground
wire. With the addition of either an indoor
or outdoor aerial, Radiola 26 provides loud
speaker operation over very great distances.

The Radiola 26, complete with batteries for

portable use, but without the home battery and
box, weighs approximately forty pounds. The
list price of the new instrument, complete with
the home battery box containing the antenna
couple and six UV-199 Radiotrons, is $225.

Unusual Numbers in

Edison Record Release

The new releases of Edison records for the
current month include a record by the dis-

tinguished artist, Anna Case. On one side is

"The Indian Love Call" from "Rose Marie,"
and on the other, "Indian Dawn," by Zamecnik.
There is also another organ record which is

a recording of ("Most of All") "I Want Your
Love." On the reverse side is "I Found a

Way to Love You," sung by the well-known
tenor, James Dougherty.
The vaudeville headliner, Ben Smith, also is

included in the new releases in a number en-
titled "I Am Looking for a Union Sweetheart."
On the other side Bill Jones, the popular tenor,
sings "I'll Make the Pies Like Mother Made."
Among the important orchestra releases is a

record by Mel Craig's Orchestra, well known
in vaudeville, who on one side play "By the
Waters of Minnetonka," and on the other, "In
the Garden of To-morrow."

Distinguishing Features
in Utah Loud Speaker

Chicago, III., May 7.—The engineering depart-

ment of the Utah Radio Products Co., in this

city, has just announced an interesting develop-
ment in loud speakers, representing a new prin-

ciple of sound deflection. In a speaker that

stands only 8 l/2 inches high and six inches
across at its base, the Utah engineers have com-
pressed a tone chamber that they state is equal
to the chamber found in the usual long horn
type of speaker. This is accomplished by three
deflections of sound, each deflection amplifying
the sound volume.

The Utah Super Reflex Speaker, as the in-

strument is called, incorporates the advanced
Utah unit which has already attained wide pop-
ularity. This unit is self-adjusting to all radio
receivers and eliminates all need of diaphragm
adjustments. No springs are used and it is of

Utah non-metallic construction. The speaker
is finished in a beautiful dull mahogany brown
and fits into a very small space. Production
facilities at the Utah plant will enable the com-
pany to co-operate with its dealers to excellent

advantage.

Combine Proves Sales Aid

The combination of the selling organizations
of the W. H. Bagshaw Co., of Lowell, Mass.,

Brilliantone Steel Needle Co. and the Reflexo
Products, Inc., of New York City, into one
organization has proved a big factor in sales

promotion. Other contributing factors to the

notable sales increase made by this company
have been the new counter cards of the Reflexo

Co. and the imprinting of the dealers' names
on Brilliantone envelopes.

A. J. Walsh Honored

Arthur J. Walsh, Musical Director of Thomas
A. Edison, Inc., was elected this month to be

president of The Rotary Club of the Oranges.

Mr. Walsh has been active as a member of

this organization for the past six months.

The Sonora Radio Set and Merchan-
dising Policy Mean Permanent Profits

Dealers who have had the Sonora franchise in the past

have always enjoyed prosperity. As one of the largest

distrihutors of radio instruments we realize the need of

the Sonora policy in the radio field today. We believe

that with the entrance of Sonora in the radio field we can

look forward to a stabilization of prices and a successful

season.

GREATER, CITY
PHONOGRAPH COMPANY INC

234 WEST 39 th STKEET NEW YORK NY

Metropolitan Distributors lor FREED-EISEMANN
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Peter Pan
The Smallest Phonograph

Put up in a noat compact kodaj* box, same size as No-
2-A

:
Brownlc Camera, open same up and you have a

machine that, will plar any aize record, producing a
Iflt'd and ..clear tone. Just the thing to take on picnics;
iA»'\ for Vacation time. Guaranteed ii

every way. Hex. $1G.00 value $8.48

Attention

Dealers and Jobbers
In the upper left-hand corner of this page is a reproduction of an advertise-

ment that appeared in the Kansas City Star on April 5th. We want to call your
attention to three things in this add.

Firsf-The Retail Price—$8.48

Second—The Picture—it is Not a Peter Pan

Third—The Words—"Peter Pan" in Large Type
As to the first two we have nothing to say as we make no pretense of com-

peting with the cheaper types of machines.

BUT AS TO THE USE OF THE WORDS

"PETER PAN"
in connection with such machines we must protest and take exception.

'The name PETER PAN when used in connection with any musical instrument includ-

ing the RADIO has been filed with the U. S. Patent Office by the PETER PAN
GRAMOPHONE CO. and we shall prosecute its use by any other concern. This ad. is run

in response to protests from DEALERS who, having seen if, believed the price of the

GENUINE PETER PAN was being cut.

The PETER PAN GRAMOPHONE sells at one price EVERYWHERE and we are do-

ing our utmost in having this price maintained—mainly by supplying a machine that is

worth the money.

Take a good look at the pictures of the REAL PETER PAN GRAMOPHONE and

don't confuse with any other make.

Collapssble ToneA
flor.

Black

Imitation

Leather

$20

De Luxe

Brown Leather

or Imitation

Crocodile Leather

$25

Turntable
under Record

Regulator

One Price Everywhere F. O. B. New York

Dealers Discount 40' < From List Price

PETER PAN GRAMOPHONE GO.
342 Madison Ave., New. York

.
C
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Rumors Galore About Victor

Go. Plans and Purposes

Despite Fact That Annual Meeting Revealed

Only Regular Business Session and Inter-

esting Address by President Johnson

There were great expectations in the trade

recently regarding some specific announcement

as to the plans of the Victor Co. to be made
in connection with the President's report at the

annual meeting of the stockholders of the com-

pany on April 24. Those who expected some-

thing definite, however, as to the plans of the

company in the radio field or otherwise were

doomed to disappointment, for in his statement

Mr. Johnson simply reviewed general condi-

tions and stated that the company was develop-

ing deliberate plans towards meeting those

conditions, and the situation as it was expected

to develop in the future, so that the prestige of

the Victor Co. would be maintained.

There were those, including some trade paper

editors, who deduced certain conclusions from

President Johnson's statement, with the result

that rumors regarding Victor Co. activities

which have been abroad in great numbers dur-

ing the past months received a new lease of life

and were augmented by other statements made
by "friends of a friend who had a friend who
knew somebody who had the low-down." The
result has been that the Victor Co. has in rumor

at least become affiliated with about half the

leading radio concerns of the country, has come
under the control of at least one of these, has

taken over many patent rights and licenses and

has otherwise been active.

To all of these statements and rumors the

company directors remain deaf and announce

that no statement will be made until such time

as it has some basis of sound and immediate

fact.

Just how far President Johnson went to

satisfy the craving of trade members and out-

siders for some direct hint as to Victor Co.

activities may be gleaned from his annual re-

port to his stockholders which is reproduced,

herewith:
"The year 1924 was unusual in the experience of the

company. In all prior years it had been impossible to

satisfy the demands of the trade at the Christmas season.

Consequently, with the additional facilities provided by
recent plant enlargements, an increased manufacturing

schedule, considered adequate for the anticipated de-

mands for the year, was put into effect. The sales for

the first ten months were about on a par with the pre-

vious year (one of the largest in the history of the

company), thus indicating that the program was well

advised. However, an exhaustive canvass in October

gave indications of a decrease in the holiday trade, owing

to the great demand for radio receiving sets and the

general business depression. Schedules were reduced,

but it was impossible to check the output before a con-

siderable surplus of instruments, which under normal

conditions would have been absorbed in November and

December, had accumulated, resulting in the increase in

Inventory as compared with the previous year.

"It is noted that the volume of the export business

showed a substantial increase over that of the previous

year.

"A controlling interest in the capital stock of the

Berliner Gramophone Company, Ltd., of Montreal, Can-

ada, was purchased during the year, thus forging another

link in the chain for international distribution of Victor

products. The name of the company has been changed

to 'Victor Talking Machine Company of Canada, Ltd.'

"Plans carefully and deliberately developed toward

meeting the conditions confronting the industry are

rapidly Hearing maturity and are anticipated to main-

tain your Company in its position in the van of the

entertainment field."

The New Priess "Straight

Eight" for May Announced

Former Models Withdrawn From Market With-
out Loss or Disturbance to Trade of Dis-

tributors or Dealers

The Priess Radio Corp., 697 Broadway, New
York City, manufacturer of the Priess radio re-

ceivers, of which William H. Priess is the head,

has announced a new product to be known as

the Priess "Straight Eight." Prior to making
the above announcement the Priess Radio Corp.

withdrew from the market, without loss to its

distributors or dealers, its former models P.R.3

and P.R.5. In extending this full protection to

its distributors and retailers the announcement
from the Priess organization to its trade out-

lets said: "Let us point out to you that under
our distributors' sales agreement giving you ter-

ritorial protection you are also protected

against change in prices and change in models.

Please immediately advise us of the number of

sets you have in stock and the number of sets

that your dealers have which are not proving

entirely satisfactory, have these sets packed in

their original cartons and return them to us for

full credit."

Coincident with the announcement of the new
Priess model, the Priess organization stated

that all goods withdrawn from the market
would be destroyed and that none would be

sold at reduced prices.

The new Priess "Straight Eight" will enclose

within its cabinet every needed accessory, mak-
ing it self-contained. This will include dry

batteries, loop operation, five stages of audio

frequency, tube detector and two stages of

audio frequency. The sales and territorial pol-

icy of the Priess organization will be con-

tinued. While the new sets will carry some
radical improvements they will be identical in

external appearance with the previous models
of the company, with the addition of a volt

meter on the front of panel to show the filament

potential and controlling knob of the rotate

loop.

It will be the Priess policy to bring out im-

proved sets from time to time. These, how-
ever, will not be seasonal additions. Any im-

provements will be added as progress is made
and the designs of the sets, cabinet work, etc.,

will never be radically changed. Thus neither

the trade nor the consumer will be approached
with radically new products or with revolution-

ary sales features.

Columbia Cleveland Branch
Installed in New Quarters

New Headquarters Located in More Central

Section—Wm. Taylor Son & Co. Celebrate

Their Fifty-fifth Anniversary

Cleveland, O.,
' May 8.—The Columbia Co.'s

branch here is now installed in its new quarters,

which include salesrooms and warehousing-

facilities on the sixth floor of the Premier Press
building, 1821 East Eighteenth street. The head-

quarters were moved from 1812 East Thirtieth

street. The new quarters are more centrally

located in the downtown section and closer to

"Music Row," where more than a score of

talking machine and other musical instrument

dealers and distributors are quartered. The
branch is under the management of S. S. Lar-
mon and the territory covered goes as far north
as Detroit and south to Springfield, O., taking

in the eastern section of northern Ohio.

Most of the Cleveland talking machine deal-

ers are looking forward to a good demand for

portable machines this Summer. The Wolfe
Music Co. sold many of them last year and
inquiries are being received from people who
contemplate automobile tours and camping
expeditions to Summer resorts.

William Taylor Son & Co., who are cele-

brating their fifty-fifth anniversary, scored a good
run on Columbia machines and records all dur-

ing the last week of April. The talking ma-
chine section was busier than during any previ-

ous anniversary sale. Taylor's also featured

the Sonora "Marquette" model in their anni-

versary sale successfully.

R. E. Taylor, district manager for the Starr

Piano Co., reports that orders for the last half

of April were very satisfactory. This firm has

been doing considerable newspaper advertising

this Spring.

Death of Miss Elsie Buehn
Philadelphia, Pa., May 9.—After many months

illness Miss Elsie Buehn, daughter of Mr. and

Mrs. Louis Buehn, passed away on Wednesday
evening of last week. Her father, Louis Buehn,

president of the Philadelphia Victor Distribu-

tors, Inc., is one of the most prominent mem-
bers of the talking machine industry. His host

of friends throughout the talking machine trade

learned with sorrow of his bereavement and

extend to him their sincere sympathies in the

loss which he has suffered.

Miss Buehn was the oldest of the children

and is survived by, in addition to her parents,

a sister, Adeline, and brother, Louis Buehn, Jr.

Ira Greene, well known in radio circles and

who recently placed on the market the new
Power radio receiving set, is receiving the con-

gratulations of his many friends in the trade

upon the birth of a son, Roger Horace Greene,

who was born on Monday, May 4.

Dealers Know Newport Is Balanced Properly
The Newport Receiver is so built that the four qualities of radio reception, Tonal Quality, Selectivity, Range, and Volume, are properly balanced.
No undue emphasis is placed on any characteristics. Tonal Quality, for example, is not sacrificed to Volume.
Each of these four prime characteristics has been given painstaking and highly technical study. Each has been developed to a point of excellence in
the Newport. But each quality has been assigned its relative value and has been designed to function with each other quality. That is why more

and more dealers are daily demonstrating enough volume from distant stations

for dancing. The Newport "tunes-out" locals at will. Tonal Quality? New-
port Dealers call attention to it.

The Newport emphasizes no particular reception factor. It is the remarkable
teaming of all four of them that makes Newport a good receiver.

^dio ISfewporil^adio Cc

250 West 54thStreet

UewYork City

The Newport Is a Good Receiver Built in a Piece of Fine Furnitur
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Declaration of Principles in Radio
Merchandising Adopted by Association

Executive Committee of Talking Machine and Radio Men, Inc., New York, Adopts Schedule of

Suggestions on Sound Merchandising of Radio for Guidance of Both Retailers and Manufacturers

At a meeting of the Executive Committee of

The Talking Machine and Radio Men, Inc.,

held on May 8, the most dominating business

transacted was the adoption of a comprehensive

schedule of recommendations on the matter of

handling radio apparatus designed to aid the

retailer in selling radio on a profitable basis

and to help the manufacturer in so adjusting

his affairs as to assist in the stabilization of

the industry.

The schedule, which contains a number of

interesting and pertinent suggestions, both for

the dealer and the manufacturer, is in a sense

the outgrowth of two meetings of radio man-

ufacturers and their representatives with the

members of the Executive Committee of the

Association during the past couple of months,

wherein an effort was made to reach some gen-

eral understanding of merchandising policies

that would prove advantageous both to the

maker'and seller of radio.

It was largely through the efforts of Irwin

Kurtz, president of the Association, that that

body has made such earnest efforts to improve

distributing methods in the radio field, and al-

though some of the results may not be appar-

ent on the surface there is no question but that

the work of the dealers' body has been effective

to a marked degree.

The schedule of recommendations as adopted

by the Executive Committee and submitted for

ratification to the membership at large at the

monthly meeting on May 13 read in full as

follows

:

A Few Lines Rather Than Many
1. Success in business comes from concentration. It is

therefore that we recommend that the general handling

of sets by dealers should be discontinued. A dealer should

handle the products of no more than three manufacturers;

and these products should cover the field in price, style

and hook-up; thus, by confining themselves to four prod

nets, the proper presentation, and sales push can be put

behind the products of the manufacturer. Proper repre-

sentation given to manufacturers will encourage them in

their future development. In selling the four products we

earnestly urge that the dealers employ every precaution

to select manufacturers who use proper merchandising

methods and whose past can commend itself to the dealer,

to the end that the industry can as rapidly as possible be

put on a real business basis and be taken out of its gold-

mine rush days.

We believe that a real dealer's franchise proposition,

hacked by an earnest endeavor by the manufacturer to

make the franchise a valuable one, may be the solution

of the difficulties of the trade. At this time, however, we

made no recommendation that there be a general issuance

uf franchises.

Handle Receivers of Reputation
2. For the dealer's own protection, he should handle

only such sets as are standard, nationally advertised and

Steer clear absolutely from any stenciled merchandise.

Such merchandise becomes practically valueless as soon as

the height of the season is passed and his profits then are_

tied up in immovable inventory on which great losses are

taken. Very frequently the dealer makes a handsome

profit during the season and gives it all back in the way

of losses on inventory at the end of the season, having

gotten nothing more than a mere living out of his hard

work. Standard merchandise purchased at a living dis-

count and backed by a manufacturer of reliable standing,

financially and otherwise, is profit insurance.

The Question of Service

3. We recommend that all dealers be prepared to give

proper service upon sets sold, and that the service portion

of their business be stressed in advertising and window

displays; so that the public will have an assurance that

after a set is installed in their home the dealer service

will stand back of the set, and see to it that it continues

to function properly. The proper service given to a con-

sumer will develop the dealer's good will and bring him

an endless amount of repeat business, thereby assisting in

I he reduction of his percentage overhead and the increase

in his net profit. An investment made now in service work

and a service department will reap a big return. In lieu

of a home service department, arrangements can be made

with certain well-known service organizations now being

used by some of the leading retailers.

4. We recommend that an immediate effort be made to

train yourselves and your clerks so that intelligent service

and advice shall be given not only to purchasers in regard

to the operation and maintenance of their sets, but also

to all prospective purchasers.

5. We recommend that all sets that are advertised for

sale or displayed in store windows or in stores, be adver-

tised and marked under their "stripped" price only and
never equipped; unless the set is one of those in which
the parts are made by the manufacturers of the set, in

which event the set shall be marketed under its complete

price, fully equipped. When advertising complete sets, all

accessories should be named.

Pertinent Suggestions to Manufacturers
6. We earnestly recommend to the manufacturers of

the country that there be only one discount price offered

to dealers, regardless of the quantity purchased, and that

the price offered should enable a dealer to make a fair

profit; also that at no time should the manufacturer offer

further discounts for quantity purchases, thus putting all

dealers on an equally fair basis.

7. We desire to call to the attention of the manufac-
turers of the country the fact that more jobbers do not

necessarily mean more business; that there should be fewer

and belter jobbers. That they should earnestly endeavor

to see to it that those receiving jobbers' discounts are real

jobbers and not the purchasing agents for chain stores,

department stores, etc.

8. We earnestly recommend to all manufacturers that

if they change their models or their prices they notify

their jobbers and dealers in writing at least ninety days in

advance of the change and at termination of said ninety

days that a satisfactory adjustment be made.

Copies of the schedule will be sent to all the

associations in the music trade throughout the

country, as well as to a number outside the

field, with the suggestion that they ratify it

either in whole or in part, suggest additions,

and endeavor to make the move for better radio

merchandising a national factor.

New Radio Freight Rates

Suspended Until Sept. 14

Interstate Commerce Commission Orders Sus-

pension of Increased Fates Until That Date

to Await Results of Pending Cases

Washington, D. C, May 11.—The Interstate

Commerce Commission has ordered the suspen-

sion until September 14 of a proposed classi-

fication of radio sets under which railroad

freight rates would be substantially increased.

The new classification was to have become
effective May 17.

The Commission now has before it a similar

case, in which a proposed classification of radio

sets was suspended until next week in order that

an investigation might be made. Hearings were

held on this case last month, and attorneys for

the various parties interested were given until

May 15 in which to file briefs.

Brandes Gotham Office Moved

C. Brandes, Inc., manufacturer of Brandes

table talkers and head sets, has moved its New
York office to the Woolworth building. The
office is under the direction of M. C. Rypinski,

vice-president in charge of sales. The growth

of Brandes popularity in England is also no-

table. Two and a half years ago, W. A. Bart-

lett sailed for England as a sales representative

and so great has been the demand for the prod-

ucts that a subsidiary company, Brandes, Ltd.,

has been formed with a large manufacturing

plant in Slough, Bucks, England and office head-

quarters at London.

DictO^rSUld New Music Store Opens

TRADE MARK
PATENT APPLIED FOR

that is different from any
other on the market.

Talking machine dealers

will find the Puratoan a

loud speaker that they can
sell readily for two rea-

sons.

First, for its remarkable
fidelity in tone reproduc-
tion. It is made of Cus-
teloid, a new material

eliminating all vibrations

and harsh metallic rasping
sounds. It is acoustically

perfect.

Secondly, it is an instru-

ment of art—a musical in-

strument that will grace
the wareroom of the deal-

er or the finest home in

which it may be placed.

There are three models,
two cabinet models and a

vase model.

With the Puratoan you
can defy competition. Be
the first in your neighbor-
hood to sell it.

Our guarantee of your mon-

ey back protects you

The Articulating

True Tone

LOUD SPEAKER

A new music store has been opened in the

Baker Building on Limestone street, Gaffney,

S. C, by Gaffney, Willis & Smith, handling a

general stock of music goods.
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Thomas A. Edison, Home From South,

Gives Views on Vital Trade Questions
Famous Inventor Expresses Confidence That the Phonograph Is Certain to Increase in Popu-

larity—Regards Instalment Selling Essential to Trade Prosperity—Discusses Rubber Growing

Thomas A. Edison, the world-famous inven-

tor, returned from his Winter vacation in Fort

Meyers, Fla., on April 20 and again assumed
active charge of the company bearing his name,

of which he is president. When seen by a rep-

resentative of The World, Mr. Edison seemed

to have benefited greatly by his sojourn South,

being in the best of health as well as in the

best of spirits.

In chatting with The World, he said that the

Edison company during the past six months
has conducted a very extensive and detailed

survey in the phonograph industry and that,

as a result of the data which has been secured,

he is thoroughly confident of the future of the

phonograph.

Now that radio has passed through its initial

boom, Mr. Edison feels that the phonograph

is certain to become increasingly popular as

a type of musical instrument which can be

depended on at all times to deliver an essential-

ly satisfactory musical result and an opportu-

nity to listen to exactly what one desires at

any given time. Mr. Edison has, therefore, the

greatest faith in the future public demand for

high-grade phonographs backed by service.

When queried about the recent vigorous

propaganda being conducted by savings banks

to discourage instalment selling, Mr. Edison

stated that in his judgment there is no likeli-

hood of there being any great curtailment of

instalment selling in the musical instrument

field or, for that matter, to a great extent in

other fields. He regards the instalment method
of selling as the one means by which the great

mass of working people and others of moderate

income can acquire those things which they

desire. He takes the well-grounded position

that if the majority of the American people

must wait to acquire the full purchase price be-

fore they procure what they desire their hopes

will never be realized. Hence, he concludes

that, not only will instalment selling continue

on an extensive scale, despite any propaganda

to the contrary, but that this form of selling

has blessed many people with the only means
of securing phonographs and other things

which they earnestly desire to own.

When asked about Florida, Mr. Edison con-

firmed the prevalent reports regarding realty

speculation and profits. He looks for a con-

tinuation of prosperous conditions in Florida

for some years to come, because of the remark-

able climate of Florida during the Winter peri-

od and the fact that it offers health advantages

for older people during that season which are

being appreciated by a larger and larger group
of Americans each year. He said that the rub-

ber-growing project, which is now being con-

ducted by himself and Henry Ford in the State

of Florida, is being carried on on quite an exten-

sive scale and, now that many of the first diffi-

culties have been overcome through actual ex-

perience, there is considerable likelihood of de-

veloping a successful rubber-growing industry

in this country, although it is still too soon to

make definite commitments.

Thermiodyne Radio Corp.
Closes Important Contract

Leo Potter, president of the Thermiodyne
Radio Corp., New York, announced this week
the signing of a five-year contract with the

United Cigar Stores Co., whereby the Thermio-
dyne radio receiver will be extensively adver-

tised and recommended by all of the 2,800

United stores and agents throughout the United
States. With the closing of this contract the

Thermiodyne Radio Corp. has at its disposal

one of the most comprehensive distributing or-

ganizations in the country.

The national campaign featuring Thermio-
dyne sets opened in New York a few days ago
and simultaneously with the appearance of ad-

vertising in the leading New York newspapers,
other forms of advertising are appearing in all

of the 500 United stores in greater New York.
The instrument itself is being displayed in over
eighty of these stores, while actual demonstra-
tion of the Thermiodyne in all of the branches
in which the United Cigar Stores Co. maintains

its principal radio departments is adding materi-

ally to the success of the campaign.

The Thermiodyne set has made very rapid

progress during the past year, necessitating the

material expansion of its factory facilities at

Murdock Neutrodyne
without loudspeaker retails for $92.50

Same set with built-in loud-

speaker complete for $100.00

With adjustable loudspeaker
unit, $110.00

T")EALERS: You can offer this well-known set WITH-
OUT the built-in loudspeaker for only $92.50—a sav-

ing of $7.50 on the cost of the set with the loudspeaker
built-in.

This offer is made so that people who already have a
loudspeaker will not have to buy another. Any make of
loudspeaker can be attached to this set.

This Murdock Five Tube Neutrodyne is a set of out-
standing value. It is encased in a handsome mahogany-
finished cabinet with room inside the cabinet for your "B"
batteries!. Batteries and tubes are the only accessories
needed.

Every "Murdock" set is backed by our 20 years of suc-
cessful experience in making radio apparatus.

WM. J. MURDOCK COMPANY
Dept. C 3, Washington Ave., Chelsea, Mass.

Branch Offices:

NEW YORK WASHINGTON CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE

MURDOCK
Standard since i9o4

Pittsburgh, N. Y. The company has never in-

troduced a cut in price since the instrument was
placed on the market, and it is expected that

the deal with the United Cigar Stores Co. will

give the product exceptional popularity. Mr.
Potter states that the contract was closed after

consulting with several of the leading Thermio-
dyne jobbers and retailers, who advised him
that they would welcome the new idea of dis-

tribution because the prestige, advertising and
sales efforts of the United Cigar Stores Co.

plus the activities of the Thermiodyne Corp.
would give the Thermiodyne set tremendous
publicity.

New House Organ Issued

by the Adler Mfg. Co.

The "Adler-Royal" is the name of the new
house organ just issued by the Adler Mfg. Co.,

of New York and Louisville, manufacturer of

Adler-Royal neutrodyne and phonograph prod-
ucts. While Adler-Royal is officially designated
as the name, a contest is now current whereby
a new name will be chosen for this very at-

tractive house organ. All Adler-Royal dealers

and their employes are eligible to compete and
the prizes include an Adler-Royal neutrodyne,

a number 200 console radio speaker, and a num-
ber 100 speaker.

Ralph H. Meade, advertising and sales promo-
tion manager of the Adler Mfg. Co., is respon-

sible for the new house organ, and if the first

number is any indication of future editions, this

publication is going to be of real value. The
opening article, written by Lambert Friedl,

vice-president and general sales manager of the

company, is entitled "What the Adler-Royal
Franchise Holds For You," and a double-page
spread presents the officials of the Adler Manu-
facturing Co., including the entire executive

personnel and factory heads. Dealers are in-

vited to contribute to the new house organ,

which is going to be issued monthly, and which,

it is planned, will contain much that is helpful

in a merchandising way.

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT,
CIRCULATION, ETC., REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF
CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24, 1912.

Of THE TALKING MACHINE WORLD, published
MONTHLY, at NEW YORK, N. Y., for April 1, 1925.

State of New York, County of New York, ss.

Before me, a Notary Public, in and for the State and
county aforesaid, personally appeared J. B. Spillane, who,
having been duly sworn according to the law, deposes and
says that he is the Editor of The Talking Machine World,
and that the following is, to the best of his knowledge and
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Improvement in New England Business

Creates Better Feeling in the Trade
Music Week Largely Responsible for Stimulation of Sales—Columbia Dealers Looking Forward to

Good Business—Brunswick Dealers' Gathering a Great Success—Other Trade Activities

Boston, Mass., May 8.—Business has shown a

little improvement these past two weeks, and

the houses that are carrying radio have been

the first to feel the effects of the improved con-

ditions. Of course a spurt is due to Music

Week—the second music week is under way and

the programs have begun very well. All the

music headquarters are stressing these seven

days, and making as much as possible of them.

Demonstrations are going on all around and

many of the houses have arranged to have their

programs broadcast. Thus, while many per-

sons will hear all kinds of. concerts, vocal and

instrumental, a vast army of others are receiv-

ing their programs via the air. Judging by the

way the week has begun it looks as if the sec-

ond Music Week was going to be a profound

success.

Columbia Trade Optimistic

William S. Parks, manager of the New Eng-

land department of the Columbia Co., was down
in Maine a week or so ago and he reports that

he found conditions improving, and with every-

one looking for pretty good business the next

few weeks. Mr. Parks also was in New York a

few days ago, his trip over being primarily to

procure a stock of French and Portuguese re-

cordings, which he says is an end of the bus-

iness that has been neglected. The trade, which

caters to the Portuguese, and who are largely

in mill centers, are most enthusiastic over the

prospects of getting something that can be sold

readily, and several large orders already have

been placed. Mr. Parks has just had here at his

guest Arthur Burgh, the supervisor of the re-

cording laboratories, who was in town for a

few days.

Great Gathering of Brunswick Dealers

The tremendous success of the gathering of

Brunswick retailers held recently in this city

under the direction of Harry L. Spencer, branch

manager of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.,

is best evidenced by the telegram that Mr. Spen-

cer forwarded to A. J. Kendrick, general sales

manager of the phonograph division of the

Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. This telegram

read as follows: "140 New England dealers met
at Boston office to-night; wonderful success;

most enthusiastic meeting ever held. Watch
Boston go from now on."

This gathering of 140 music merchants was
accomplished within forty-eight hours by tele-

gram and personal communication and the re-

sponse was almost spontaneous. A buffet lunch-

eon was served at 6 o'clock and the meeting was
opened by Mr. Spencer, who introduced Wm.
R. Piper, special representative of the Bruns-
wick sales division in Chicago. Mr. Piper made
an exceptionally forceful and interesting address

that gave the dealers present an intimate idea

of the sales and musical importance of the

Brunswick Radiola product.

Commenting upon this very successful meet-
ing, Mr. Spencer said: "It was indeed gratify-

ing to secure such a large gathering in view of

economic conditions as they exist at the pres-

ent time. It showed us that the average music
merchant in the New England States will be
able to see the light of day without any delay

and intelligently understand the selling and mer-
chandising of the Brunswick line as well as

its possibilities."

In connection with this very interesting

Brunswick meeting, the Boston Herald-Trav-
eller carried in its Sunday edition a complete
account of Mr. Piper's address, using photo-
graphs of both Mr. Spencer and Mr. Piper.

The dealers throughout the New England States

are keenly enthusiastic as to the practical re-

sults secured at the meeting, and Mr. Spencer
has been congratulated upon the program pre-

sented to the retailers under his direction.

Featuring the Operadio
The A. C. Erisman Co., of this city, is now

focussing attention on the Operadio, for which
it is finding large sales. Advertised as the

"original self-contained radio set," it is being
heralded locally as the "truly wireless radio.'

Mr. Erisman has a mass of good literature on

this set and the trade is being well-informed

as to its merits. Dealers, therefore, are look-

ing into the proposition carefully and many of

them have decided to carry it in stock.

Fire in Walter Gillis' Store

Walter Gillis, the Boylston street talking ma-
chine merchant, suffered a slight fire a few days

ago and he is now advertising a fire sale. Wal-
ter was sitting at his desk when he saw a vol-

ume of smoke roll up from the basement and

upon investigation found a brisk blaze in a

closet. He grabbed a fire pail and dowsed the

blaze with water. While his stock of Victor

and Brunswick lines suffered no actual damage
from fire there was a smoke damage.

Piatt Spencer Injured

Piatt Spencer, of the sales force of the Bruns-

wick Co., is going around these days with his

right hand bandaged and his friends are full of

words of compassion and sympathy. Piatt was
fooling not long ago with one of his friends

and in attempting to jokingly deliver a broad-

side he broke several of his fingers, thus neces-

sitating medical attention. However, Piatt

keeps right on the road, going hither and

thither, and by persistence and personality sell-

ing the Brunswick line.

The East Boston Music Store in Meridian

street has lately taken on a line of the Bruns-

wick goods and already has found a good de-

mand for them.

The Brunswick headquarters in Kingston
street are resplendent in a big and striking sign

in green and gold, which runs vertically on the

front of the building. No one can possibly miss

the sign, which is an unusual one.

Widener's Made Music Master Distributor

Widener's Inc., has been appointed New Eng-
land distributor for the products of the Music
Master Corp., of Philadelphia, Pa. This firm,

under the able direction of James G. Widener,
president, is a well-organized distributing or-

ganization and is well and favorably known
among talking machine retailers throughout the

entire New England territory. The nationally

known Music Master products at the present

time include the Music Master loud speaker, in

both horn and cabinet type, Music Master pho-
nograph unit and head set, Music Master radio

{Continued on page 140)

Prepare for Vacation Time
In a few weeks the annual vacation season will be-

gin with its demand for portable Victrolas and supplies

of records of lighter music for cottage, bungalow and

camp.

Are your stocks in proper shape to meet this

summer demand?

OLIVER DITSON CO.

BOSTON, MASS.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO.

NEW YORK
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"PERFECTION"
Reproducers and Attachments

11 Years of Quality

Prices Right

N. E. Distributors of

"GRIMES"
Inverse Duplex Radio Sets

Valley Chargers—Philco Batteries

L. S. Brach Antenna Outfits
Fleron Accessories & Equipment

New England Talking Machine Co,
93 Federal Street, Boston, Mass.
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Trade News From Boston
{Continued from page 139)

parts, and the latest addition to the line, the

Music Master "B" battery of the dry cell type.

It is further expected that in a comparatively

short period of time the Music Mas.ter line will

embrace everything in radio. The tie-up with

this nationally known product and efficient New
England distributing organization is, therefore,

destined to prove particularly valuable to the

New England radio retailer.

Cheney Sales Corp. Busy
According to Manager G. Dunbar Shewell, Jr.,

the Cheney Sales Corp. has been meeting with

good fortune as to business these past few

weeks, all the specialties that the house carries

having found many purchasers throughout the

trade. Mr. Shewell spent several days over in

New York and Philadelphia recently.

Achieving Success in New Post

Since taking hold of his new job Archie

Chamberlain has been meeting with encourag-

ing success with the Stromberg-Carlson line.

His offices at 950 Little Building are centrally

located. He refutes the theory that Summer is

an unfavorable season for radio and he is, ac-

cordingly, looking for a good business from

now on through the warm months.

Henderson Closes Branch

Henderson, who has operated an additional

store at 2 l/i Park Square for a couple of years,

where a full line of talking machines and rec-

ords has been carried, closed this place the first

of the month, and has consolidated with his

other store at 22 Boylston street.

Unique Music Week Tie-Up
As a feature of Music Week observances the

C. C. Harvey Co. on Boylston street enter-

tained the passing throng each noon that week
with a concert by the Clarion Trumpeters, who
played from the balcony over the first story.

It proved a very entertaining feature.

Good Sonora Business

Manager Joe Burke, of the Musical Supply &
Equipment Co., reports having closed a very

good April with the May prospects quite en-

couraging, and he hastens to add that the talk-

ing machine business, that is, Sonoras, is notice-

ably picking up all through the field. Mr.

P.urke is eagerly looking forward to the receipt

of the first of the new Sonora radio receivers

which the company is about to put on the mar-
ket and which are sure to make a hit with all

radio enthusiasts. Tom Burke, Joe's brother,

has just got back from a trip to Vermont and
western Massachusetts where he found things

pretty good. Joe is planning to run over to

ISlew York in a few days to confer with the

factory people relative to the Summer plans for

forwarding goods, as the firm expects to enjoy

brisk business the next few months.

Radio Trades Assn. Formed

Memphis, Tenn., May 4.—-The radio wholesalers

and dealers of this city recently met to form
the Radio Trades Assn. of Memphis, to the end

of safeguarding the interests of the public from

unscrupulous dealers, to protect the legitimate

dealers and to promote interest in radio. All of

the leading music dealers and radio merchants

participated in the meeting and the following

officers were elected: R. S. Dimmock, president;

B. F. Wiley, vice-president; and L. D. Semmes,
secretary and treasurer.

"Stromberg-Carlson Week"
Celebrated by Retailers

Special Window Displays and Extensive Ad-
vertising Marked the Event

The week of April 20 was celebrated through-

out the radio trade as "Stromberg-Carlson
Week" and dealers handling Stromberg-Carl-

son neutrodyne sets and loud speakers prepared

special window displays that proved of keen

interest to the buying public. The Stromberg-

Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co. is co-operating

with its dealers in every possible way and the

week of April 20 was utilized to splendid ad-

vantage by the retail merchants who featured

the product exclusively.

Gross-Brennan, Inc., 342 Madison avenue,

New York City, Stromberg-Carlson represent-

atives in this important territory, were particu-

larly active in making Stromberg-Carlson week
a success in the metropolitan district. The
executives of this company and the members
of their staff worked in close co-operation with

the dealers, preparing window displays and

other timely publicity material that helped "jput

over the week" in great shape. Many of the

dealers used newspaper advertising to tie- up

with the Stromberg-Carlson publicity in seven,

of the leading metropolitan newspapers, and

the windows in this district were particularly

impressive.

Walter Haenschen a Benedict

Walter Haenschen, one of the chiefs of the

Brunswick recording laboratories, surprised his

friends recently by deserting the ranks of

bachelors and "committing" matrimony. Mr.

Haenschen was married to Miss Rose Anna
Genevieve Hussey, and they are now away on

a honeymoon trip to California. It is under-

stood that this trip will also be utilized by Mr.

Haenschen in the interests of Brunswick re-

cordings, and it is expected that when he ar-

rives on the Coast ho will arrange for new
recordings by Abe Lyman and other orchestras

recording exclusively for the Brunswick .library.

A petition in bankruptcy has been filed|

against the Rainstone Corp., New York, tnanuf

facturer of Ramstone radio receiving sets'

Liabilities were listed at about $40,000 and

assets at about $20,000.

OUR PROSPERITY CAN BE
YOUR PROSPERITY

Of(cfvRecords
show no partiality—they cater to the taste of a buying and selecting

nation.

Our carefully planned features of classified music are keeping other deal-

ers on a straight road to PROSPERITY.

The signs of this success are : Okeh popular records, Rare Importations,
Race Records and Old-time Tune Records.

A request for information regarding an Okeh Record Agency will place
us at your immediate service.

General Phonograph Corporation
of New England

126 Summer Street Boston, Mass.
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Argus Corp. Announces
Power Six-Tube Radio Set

Ira Greene and Dr. Marcel Wallace Form New
Radio Manufacturing Organization—Already

Marketing Power Radio Products

Ira Greene, prominent figure in the radio

industry who, it was announced last month,

was busily engaged in the preparation of a new
radio set which would be of much interest to

this field, has now made formal presentation to

the trade of this product.

Mr. Greene has become actively identified

with the Argus Radio Corp., with headquarters

at 25 West Eighteenth street, New York City,

and is now ready to place on the market the

Power six-tube set. This set uses neither "A,"

"B" nor "C" batteries but takes the current

directly from the electric light socket of the

house, whether AC or DC current is used and

without any extra attachments or the use of

rectifying tubes. A wide range of artistic cabi-

Announcing

Piano Playing

Mechanisms

The Only Authoritative and
Standard

Technical and Practical

TREATISE
on the

PLAYER-PIANO
and

REPRODUCING PIANO

Their Construction, Design

and Repair

by

WILLIAM BRAID WHITE
Technical Editor of the Music Trade
Review, Associate of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, and
Author of "Theory and Practice of

Pianoforte Building," "Modern Piano

Tuning," etc.

WILL BE OFF THE PRESS
THIS MONTH

Price $3.00

Published by

EDWARD LYMAN BILL, Inc.

383 Madison Ave., New York

Edward Lyman Bill, Inc.,

383 Madison Avenue, New York.

Enclosed find $3.00—check—money
order—cash—for which you will please
send me "Piano Playing Mechanisms".
Postage prepaid.

Name

Address City

net models has been prepared. In addition

this set is being produced in phonograph panel

form for those who wish to make a combina-

tion instrument out of their talking machine.

The set is of two-dial control and may be ef-

fectively used with indoor aerial or loop.

Mr. Greene and Dr. Marcel Wallace, the in-

ventor, have been at work on this set for a

long period of time but held off the actual an-

nouncement until every part of it had been

developed to the high standard which had been

originally set. Mr. Greene needs no introduc-

tion to the trade. His many years of successful

radio merchandising have fitted him for his

duties with the new company. Dr. Marcel Wal-
lace, Mr. Greene's associate, is a chemical and

electrical engineer of many years' experience.

Mr. Greene and Dr. Wallace will actively co-

operate in the conduct of the affairs of the new
company and their present extensive plans

would seem to insure its rapid development.
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Col. S. H. Mapes Home
From Middle West Trip

Col. S. H. Mapes, vice-president and general

sales manager of the Jos. W. Jones Radio Mfg.

Co., recently returned from a two weeks' trip

to Chicago. During his stay Col. Mapes spent

considerable time with jobbers and dealers in

the city and reports having closed several very

satisfactory deals in behalf of his company.

In commenting on the rapid growth of the

radio industry and the results that have fol-

lowed it, Col. Mapes said, "At the present time

the dealers have no traditions to hold to and

they must formulate a definite policy as to

how best to merchandise and sell radio at a

profit. The dealer will have to determine a

number of important facts in order to have a

policy that will stand up to the test which it

must necessarily meet. He will have to decide

what type of set is most suited to the require-

ments of his clients and just how many differ-

ent lines he will carry.

Trade-Mark Violation

The Greater Atlantic & Pacific Radio Co.,

New York, was recently charged by Magistrate

Simpson, sitting in the Commercial Frauds

Court, with a violation of the law prohibiting

the illegal use of trade-marks. The company

was accused of advertising neutrodyne radio

sets, without right to do so.

The Radio Silver Corp., New York, has been

incorporated at Albany with a capital stock of

$5,000 to deal- in radio merchandise. The in-

corporators are H. Klein, E. S. Blackstone and

T. J. Keane.

WORLD'S CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Any member of the trade may forward to this office a "Situation" advertisement

intended for this Department to occupy a space of four lines, agate measure, and it will

be inserted free. Replies will also be forwarded without cost. Additional space will

be at the rate of 25c. per line. If bold faced type is desired the cost of same will be

25c. per line. Rates for all other classes of advertising on application.

WANTED—Nationally known manufacturer

of radio cabinets, phonographs and phono-

graph-radio combinations has opening for sales-

men. Commission basis. Party must know

trade. Active accounts in territory will be

turned over. Apply "Box 1502," care of The

Talking Machine World, 383 Madison Ave.,

New York City.

WANTED—Prominent phonograph manu-

facturer in Middle West requires services of a

high-grade sales and advertising executive.

Must have had experience in phonograph mer-

chandising and know the business. Send full

details regarding experience, qualifications,

salary, etc. Address "Box 1507," The Talking

Machine World, 383 Madison Ave., New York

City.

FOR RENT
Piano department, heart of Trenton. N. J. 20x50
ft. in well-established music house. Heat, light and
use of window included. Will lease. You must be
reliable. This is a wonderful opportunity for a real
piano dealer. Address E. F., 42 E. State St., Tren-
ton, N. J.

ARE YOUR INVOICES CORRECT?
Just out, Commercial Discount Book, printed in
large type, showing extensions of any amount from
one cent to $1,000, arranged consecutively, and then
in multiples of $100 to $10,000, carrying discounts
of 25%, 30%, 33 1/3%, 35%. 40% and 40—10%.
Eliminates 85% invoice checking. Saves money.
Purchase price refunded if not entirely pleased.
Price, $1.50. Hyatt Music Co., Ponland, Oregon.

FOR SALE
Only music store in city of 10.000 population in

best city in radius of 80 miles. Stock about $6,000.

Lines carried are Victrolas, Cheney. Can handle
any other line. No competition. Owner wants to

leave to develop certain property in California.

Good prospects for radio, stock about $5,800. A
gold mine tor right man. Address "Box 1506." care

of The Talking Machine World, 383 Madison Ave.,
New York City.

ATTENTION!
Manufacturers, phonograph, radio and cabinet.
Have perfected and protected an amplifying sound
chamber, which has made it possible to produce 10
different models of phonographs, six model phono-
graphs combined with radio. Portables. Portable
phonograph with radio. Cabinet radio loud talkers.

The acoustic producing qualities is proving one of
the wonders of the phonographic world. Ready for
manufacturing on a cash or royalty basis. Address
"Box 1505," care of The Talking Machine World,
383 Madison Ave., New York City.

WILL BUY FOR CASH
Any quantity of phonographs, records or

radio. Describe fully and quote lowest cash

price in first letter. All transactions confi-

dential. J. K. Morgan, Box 406, 20 E. Jack-

son Blvd., Chicago, 111.

WANTED
Phonographs and records, best

prices for quantity and job lots,

dress

1736 Burnham Building,

Chicago, 111.

cash

Ad-

POSITION WANTED—Radio and phonograph salesman
formerly with large manufacturer wants position; New
York, Ohio and Pennsylvania territory. Address "Box
1503," care of The Talking Machine World, 383 Madison
Ave., New York City.

POSITION WANTED—Bookkeeper-typist, seven years'

experience in phonograph line. Firm giving up New York
office. Complete charge. Trial balance control accounts,
executive ability. Address "Box 1504," care of The Talk-
ing Machine World, 383 Madison Ave., New York City.
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Tone Reproduction Is Important Point
to Emphasize in the Radio Sales Talk

Robert W. Porter, Vice-President and General Sales Manager of the R. E. Thompson Mfg. Co.,

Urges the Need of Selling Radio on Its Merit as a Reproducer of Tone

In speaking of the mistake made by radio

manufacturers in the early days of the trade

in merchandising the radio receiver as a scien-

tific electrical machine rather than a reproducer

of music, Robert W. Porter, vice-president and

general sales manager of the R. E. Thompson
Mfg. Co., New York, touches on the better-

ment which became apparent in the radio trade

when the music stores took over, to a large

extent, the merchandising of radio receivers.

In part, Mr. Porter said: "Until the music

trade came to its rescue, the marketing of radio

receiving sets was conducted in a manner which

greatly limited its sales field. Receiving sets

were presented to the public as scientific elec-

trical machines instead of as musical instru-

ments. Indeed, there was no alternative, be-

cause the quality of reproduction obtainable

with the early sets was hopelessly inadequate

to interest any true music lover in the idea of

possessing one.

"The technical trend which the radio industry

has taken is evidenced by the large sales of

parts and the large amount of space in news-

papers and magazines devoted to the construc-

tion of receiving sets. At first, radio was con-

sidered as a technical hobby, appealing particu-

larly to those who enjoyed experimenting with

electrical apparatus. Naturally, most of the

business was done through radio and electrical

stores.

"What a deliberate limitation to the sales

field has this scientific appeal been! The
search for 'new circuits' and greater range of

reception has completly subordinated the study

of the all-important subject of g'ood tone re-

production, so that a large percentage of music

lovers were discouraged from investment in

radio receivers. Salesmen still talk of dynes

and supers while their bewildered customers

wait to hear good music. The radio public, as

a consequence of this policy, has been recruited

largely from those to whom such qualities as

long range, selectivity and sensitiveness have

predominated over faithful reproduction and

the high quality of available programs. Sum-
mer radio, to those having such a limited in-

terest in the art, is necessarily unattractive.

This is one of the principal reasons for the

limited Summer sales in the past."

The Thompson organization, with fifteen

years of experience in the manufacture of re-

ceiving sets, hesitated before placing a receiver

on the market. It realized that something
more than sensitiveness and selectivity was nec-

essary, and in the words of Mr. Porter, "ap-

preciated that there existed a tremendous
market for radio among music lovers and con-

centrated on the task of developing radio ap-

paratus which would not only be sensitive and
selective but would also faithfully reproduce
tone."

In explaining the sales and advertising poli-

cies of his organization, Mr. Porter continues:

"The R. E. Thompson Mfg. Co. worked out

a sales policy which would insure that these

outstanding qualities of Thompson receivers

would be brought to the public's attention by

salesmen who could properly appreciate them
and who would present its products, not as

electrical instruments, but as musical instru-

ments. Hence the distribution of Thompson
receivers' is largely in the hands of the music
trades, fitted by precedent and experience in

selling music, and in the hands of leading radio

and electrical dealers who appreciate the im-

portance and salability of good tone quality.

This policy has vindicated itself in a remark-

ably short period by a rapidly and persistingly

increasing volume of sales.

"Enthusiasm for long-distance reception and

the need for extraordinary selectivity may some

day become a thing of the past, due to changing

conditions, such as super-power broadcasting

and nationwide linking of radio stations by tele-

phone lines. But reputation for quality of re-

production will inevitably remain a permanent

asset to the products which attain an enviable

standing in this respect.

"A tendency which has focused attention up-

on the appeal of good tonal quality has been

the marked improvement in the grade of pro-

grams now available to the radio listener:

This still further fortifies the position of the
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Manufacturers of Sets have access here

to a line of more than a hundred parts.

One source of supply; one standard of

engineering correctness. 35 years' ex-

perience in electrical manufacturing
behind our present developments in

Loud Speaker Units They arc

Transformers — Audio and Radio ail stand-

Rheostats and H. R. Leaks ardised,

Condensers^Variable and Fixed interchange-

Potentiometers and Switches able, radio-

Sockets—Bakelite and Porcelain electrically

Headsets, Plugs, Jacks, etc. balanced.

Your needs for parts in any quantity will be
backed by ample facilities for prompt deliv-

eries. Safeguarded by stability of policy,
and ability to finance any sized contract.
What may we quote you on?

Hart*-" Hegeman
HABTFORD^S^ CON N. U.S.A.

Radio

Material
Dealers see stable profits in j
this complete, standardized
line. It's the one way out
of a duplicated, disjointed 1
stock. With a smaller in-

vestment it means better
service to set owners in

parts that work perfectly

together. Substantial qual-
ity every basis for growth
and stability in your parts-

' business. Catalogue?
Promptly.

RADIO DIVISION OF THE

Hart & Hegeman I

Mfg. Co.
HARTFORD. CONN.

music dealer as the logical outlet for quality-

radio products for everything that typifies good
music is bought and sold over his counters. His

clientele is accustomed to good music. There-

fore his clientele responds to demonstrations of

radio receivers and loud speakers which exhibit

the ability to deliver good music.

"Those radio and electrical stores which pre-

sent radio products as technical instruments

will remain a distributing factor only so long

as radio is predominantly a technical business.

This short-sighted point of view must give way
to a more liberal interpretation of the sales

appeal of a radio receiver. There is ample evi-

dence in sales records of the rapid swing of

radio sales toward the complete receiver, ac-

companied by marked falling off of parts sales.

The technical clientele has either been sold or

is rapidly losing interest in home construction

of radio receivers. The day is already here

that the complete receiver, made with scien-

tific accuracy and beauty of finish and possess-

ing quality of tonal reproduction, coupled with

the ability to meet existing broadcasting condi-

tions, is available at a price which removes the

principal incentive for home construction. The

result is an increasing proportion of total sales

for complete radio receivers with a waning pro-

portion in parts and components."

Fighting Misleading Peter

Pan Portable Advertising

The attention of the executives of the Peter

Pan Gramophone Co., Ltd., of New York, man-

ufacturer of the Peter Pan portable phono-

graph,, was called recently to an advertisement

that appeared in the Kansas City newspapers,

wherein the advertiser showed an illustration

claiming to be a Peter Pan phonograph, but

which was false and misleading. The cut that

was illustrated shows the Peter Pan instrument,

and the use of the name was unwarranted. The

price listed was far below the standard retail

prices of Peter Pan instruments, and the com-

pany has taken steps to protect its interests

in Kansas City.

During the past few months Peter Pan pho-

nographs have been attaining exceptional suc-

cess in all of the leading trade centers through-

out the country. Jobbers have been appointed

to market the instrument and in turn they have

established dealers who are exploiting the work

to splendid advantage. The executives of the

company are doing everything possible to co-

operate with their clientele.

Registration of Trade-

Marks Should Be Watched

Washington, D. C, May. II.—Trademarks reg-

istered in 1905 under the act of February of that

year will expire during the current year and

must be renewed if continued protection is

desired, since the law provides that registra-

tions continue in force only for a period of

twenty years. The first trademarks to be regis-

tered are now maturing and a large number will

hereafter expire each year, and it will be neces-

sary for owners to watch closely the dates of

their registrations.

The law provides not only for expiration of

trademarks issued in this country, after twenty

years, but also for their expiration in the United

States, in cases where trademarks were pre-

viously registered in a foreign country, on the

date when protection ceases in the foreign

country. Registrations may be renewed for

periods of twenty years, and applications for

renewal may be made at any time within six

months prior to their expiration. If application

for renewal is not filed before the expiration

of the period, a new application for registra-

tion must be filed.

Failure to renew registrations of trademarks

leaves the owner without any protection other

than that which can be secured under the com-

mon law, in cases of infringement.
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Eastern Manufacturers of

String Instruments Meet

Name of New Organization to Be "Musical

Merchandise Manufacturers Association

—

Eastern District"—Committees Named

A meeting of the Eastern manufacturers of

string instruments and accessories was held re-

cently at the Hofbrauhaus, New York. Walter

Grover was in the chair and spoke most opti-

mistically concerning the future of the Associa-

tion. The principal business of the meeting was

The name of the Association was accepted as

"Musical Merchandise Manufacturers Associa-

tion—Eastern District." The purposes of the

Association shall be the improvement of the

products and methods of manufacture, better-

ment of business relations among the members
of the trade and the fostering of all movements
to increase public interest for music in the

home and in schools.

The following committees were named by
President Grover: Membership—G. F. Chapin,

Walter Schmidt, E. E. Felsberg, J. P. Grant

and D. L. Day. Entertainment and Meetings

—

H. C. Lomb, A. Houdlett and E. Stathapoulo;

the adoption of the constitution and by-laws. Standardization—J. G. Sparkes, M. Lifton, F.

^PaymentSaks

LEASE

tfcMusfc Shop

Co.

Instalment Sales I

BanKers

Band Instruments

HAVEN'T you sometimes said "We
don't handle band instruments"

when some customer inquired about a

saxophone, etc., just because of the diffi-

culties in selling on time payments?

With the new plan for financing pay-

ment sales which we can now offer to

"King" dealers, this obstacle is removed.

You can have a small-goods band instru-

ment department without tying up any

capital; and what is most attractive, dis-

pose of your leases without sacrificing a

cent of profit. The difference between
our published cash and payment prices

will cover the cost of financing so you
receive the full list price.

This financing plan is clearly explained

in a folder now ready for distribution.

There is no red tape or complicated ac-

counting connected with it, and the plan

is available to every dealer selling "King"
Instruments. If this plan will be of serv-

ice to you we'll gladly send one of the

folders upon receipt of your request.

If you are interested in this plan and in

the exclusive agency for "King" Instru-

ments clip out and mail the coupon below.

THE H. N. WHITE CO.
5215-63 Superior Ave. Cleveland, Ohio

Manw/acturers of

"KING" BAND INSTRUMENTS

SEND COUPON
FOR BOOKLETS .'

THE H. N.WHITE CO., 5215-63 Superior Ave.. Cleveland.O.

Gentlemen : Kindly send the booklets checked :

O Plan of Financing Payment Sales.

Q Exclusive Agency for King Instruments.

We (do) (do not) handle band instruments.

Name _

State-

Gibson; Publicity—H. C. Lomb, Frank Gibson,
Walter Schmidt; Convention—M. Lifton, L. A.

Elkington, F. Theiss, C. F. Martin, J. P. Grant;
and Misrepresentation in Advertising—E. E.

Felsberg, F. Theiss, S. Drenecki.

Hohner Dealers Gashing in

on Philadelphia Contest

Harmonica Contest in Quaker City Aroused
Unusual Interest—William J. Haussler Pres-
ent—Retailers Benefit Through Publicity

Philadelphia, Pa., May 6.—Hohner dealers in

this city have reported an unprecedented de-

mand for Hohner harmonicas during the past
month. Events leading up to the great harmon-
ica contest held in this city on April 30 created

extraordinary interest throughout the entire

city. The interest manifested by the mayor
and his staff gave the contest an official stand-
ing and the daily press of Philadelphia through
illustrations and stories developed tremendous
interest during the time preceding the event.

On the night of April 30 William J. Haussler,
general manager of M. Hohner, Inc., with a

party visited the Quaker City and attended the

event. The great wave of harmonica popular-
ity that has spread over the country is clue in

no small way to the untiring work of Mr.
Haussler. He returned enthusiastic over the

quality of the playing and it seems likely that

the interest aroused by this event will be felt

by music dealers for a long time to come.

Vega Banjo Gets Some
Fine Publicity in London

Boston, Mass., May 6.—The Vega banjo, made
-by the Vega Co., Inc., this city, has received

considerable publicity in London through the

playing of Joseph Brannelly, Vega artist. Mr.
Brannelly is a pupil of Bert Fandel, head of

the banjo department of the Vega Co., and left

this country for England several years ago to

play with the Hotel Savoy Orchestra, London.
He took his Vega banjo with him and has been
using this make ever since, building an enviable

name and reputation for himself. He has re-

corded a number of records for His Master's

Voice Co., Vocation records and the Columbia
'Graphophone Co.

In this country among the many ways in

which the Vegaphone is being featured is

through Eddie Peabody, feature artist of radio

broadcasting station WTAM, operated by the

Willard Storage Battery Co. Mr. Peabody is

a Vega enthusiast and uses a Vegaphone banjo
in his broadcasting work. He has further fea-

tured the Vega banjo on applause cards which
contain his photograph and that of the Vega-
phone he uses.

Duet Named After the

Bacon Silver Bell Banjo

Groton, Conn., Alay 8.—The Bacon Silver Bell

banjo, made by the Bacon Banjo Co., of this

city, has been honored through having a recent

musical composition named after it. May
Singhi Breen, ukulele and banjo artist, well

known to vaudeville and radio fans, has long-

been a user of Bacon banjos and recently pur-

chased another B. & D. Silver Bell banjo in

gold and silver. Her accompanist, Peter de-

Rose, was so enthusiastic over the tone of the

banjo that he composed a banjo and piano duet

which has been named "Silver Bell Tricks."
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IN THE MUSICAL MERCHANDISE FIELD— (Continued from page 143)

HOHNER,
W THE WORLD'SBESJ^SA

Hohner Publicity is keeping up Hohner Profits for

Hohner Dealers.

Ask Your Jobber

M. HOHNER H4-116 East 16th Street

HOHNER. PRODUCTS AWARDED FIRST PRIZE AT THE PANAMA
PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION SAN FRANCISCO 191ST

Weymann Banjo Featured

in Broadcast Programs
David Berend Uses Weymann Orchestra Banjo

in Radio Work—Fans Indicate Interest

The Weymann orchestra banjo was recently

featured on the air, through radio broadcast-

courtesy of the New York Band Instrument

Co., distributor of Weymann products and

other musical merchandise.

The program was broadcast on Tuesday,

April 21, from 8:25 to 8:55. The banjo artist

of the evening was David Berend, who is a

Weymann enthusiast and uses a Weymann Key-

stone State tenor banjo. He was formerly con-

nected with Vincent Lopez's Hotel Pennsyl-

vania orchestra, and is now director of the

Berend School of Music, New York. Mr. Ber-

end obliged with a number of banjo solos on

the Weymann instrument. Applause cards re-

ceived indicate that the concert proved popular

with radio listeners and that both the artist

and Weymann banjo will be heard again on the

radio before long.

David Berend

ing stations WJZ, New York, WGY, Schenec-

tady, and WRC, Washington, through the

Ohio Band Contest May 21

Akron, O., May 6.—An all-Ohio band contest

will be held in this city from May 21 to May 23.

Approximately twenty-five entries have been re-

ceived as against eight last year. Ten of those

entering the contest are high school bands, four

being junior and grammar school organizations.

A State school band association has been

formed in Ohio, with J. W. Wainwright as pres-

ident. This body is doing much to promote

band organizations in the schools.

"Drumming Up" A Business
No business is self-sustaining—it

requires the earnest effort of push
and pull with a mixture of sound
sense and the sincere endeavor to

render good service to make any
business profitable.

Ludwig Drums and Accessories

lend themselves so admirably to

this combination that they are the

leader in the field and the chosen
favorite of thousands of prosper-

ous dealers.

Write us today for the necessary
information regarding Ludwig
Drums and their profit making
possibilities.

Ludwig & Ludwig
World's Largest Drum Manufacturers

1611 No Lincoln Street Chicago, 111.

George W. Marsh Visits

Plant of Leedy Mfg. Go.

Drummer of Paul Whiteman Orchestra, Who
Uses Leedy Products Exclusively, Inspects

New Model Floating Head Drum

Indianapolis, Ind., May 5.—One of the strong-

est boosters for Leedy drums', made by the

Leedy Mfg. Co., is George W. Marsh, drummer

George W. Marsh at Leedy Plant

with the Paul Whiteman orchestra, who is

shown in the accompanying photograph, in-

specting the new Leedy Professional (floating

head) drum. The drums and drummer's ac-

cessories used by Mr. Marsh in his professional

capacity are all supplied by the Leedy Co. The
new professional model Leedy drum has re-

ceived much favorable comment from drum-

mers throughout the country.

It so happened that Mr. Marsh visited the

Leedy factory on the exact day that the com-

pany produced its first model of the new Leedy

"Professional" drum, which will be announced

to the trade shortly in the new Leedy catalog

now on the press. It is stated that the floating

head, which is the paramount feature of this

new drum, has never been used heretofore in

the manufacture of an orchestra or band snare

drum.

Fred J. Bacon Scores

at Schenectady Concert

Schenectady, N. Y., May 8.—Fred J. Bacon,

president of the Bacon Banjo Co., Groton,

Conn., was soloist at a recent concert held in

this city. Mr. Bacon, in addition to being the

chief executive of the firm, is one of the fore-

most banjo soloists in the country. This con-

cert was given by Stephen St. John, who is a

distributor of the Bacon line in this section of

the country. The concert was held in a large

auditorium and was well attended. Mr. St. John

is a live wire in the musical merchandise field

and has a number of large orchestras under his

direction.
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Annual New York City Harmonica Contest
Arouses Enthusiasm and Draws Crowds

Thousands of Young Musicians Take Part in Preliminary Contests in the Mall in Central

Park to Determine City Champion—Interest Benefits Retailers of Harmonicas

For the past three weeks thousands of aspir-

ing young musicians, exponents of the harmon-

ica as a musical instrument, have met in con-

tests, striving to be chosen to compete in the

finals of the annual New York City harmonica

contest. This year's contest, which is the third

annual event, will be held Saturday, May 16, at

fhe Hohner Delegation in the Harmonica Contest

the Mall in;|||et.v;d Park and llx brM juvenile

mouth orgaHjHft'yef of. the city will be selected.

The annual contest is held under the auspices

of the New -)fork Department of Parks. It has

grown to vast .'proportions since it was started

three years ago out of the movement sponsored

by the New York World and M. Hohner, Inc.

The tournament is open to all New York chil-

dren who have not reached their sixteenth year.

Eighteen of the city's playgrounds are repre-

sented in the contest. Preliminary contests

were held at each of the playgrounds and. at

each concert three of the contestants were

chosen to compete in the finals. The first elim-

ination contest took place at the Hamilton Fish

playgrounds on the East Side and more than

five hundred contestants were present when the

bus provided by William J. Haussler, general

manager of M. Hohner, Inc., arrived at the

playground. Mr. Haussler has been very active

in promoting this event and more than 95

per cent of the harmonicas used were Hohners.

The complete list of

prizes is not yet avail-

able but the music

stores are expected to

donate prizes, as

usual, and the win-

ning youngsters
should be well re-

warded for their ef-

forts. It is probable

that the winner will

be booked for a vau-

deville circuit as" in

former years. An in-

teresting sidelight of

the manner in which

the harmonica has

taken its place in the

life of the people of

the city is shown in

the editorial comment
which the New York

World made on the

opening day of the

contest. The editorial read in part as follows:

"It is gratifying to learn that 5,000 boys have

entered the elimination contest for the har-

monica championship of New York City. The
harmonica, more properly called the mouth-

organ, is one of the noblest inventions of man.

It is capable of nuance, of shading, of contrapun-

tal subtleties utterly impossible, say, to the

piano. It is, in addition, a fine developer of

strong lips, tongue and lungs.

"But haven't the promoters of the contest

overlooked one important feature? At the end,

when the champion has been proclaimed, there

should be a grand gala concert, to be given in

the open air, and at which all 5,000 contestants

SPECIAL Combination Offer

Make
100%
Profit

This $25
Cabinet FREE
This Beautiful Cabinet
is 22i/2 inches high,

2534 inches wide, and
12 inches deep; in ma-
hogany piano finish.

Has 12 glass tubes.

•/frmours Music Strings
You will make 100% by taking advantage of this Special Combination Offer

of the most complete and varied assortment of straight length high-grade gut

and wound strings ever assembled in a case. It is a fine money-making orna-

ment that will bring the better class of musical trade to your store.

Assortment costs you $51.75

Assortment retails at 103.50

Your Profit 100% — You Get This Cabinet FREE
Send Today for Complete Details

ARMOUR and COMPANY Write Section W. 3 p-IIlT A PA
Music String Dept. LlllCrtuU

9058

The Most Prominent Banjoists are

Playing Weymann Instruments

J. J. FRMATINGER
of the Art Kahn Orchestra

Chicago

Write to us

H. A. WEYMANN & SON, Inc.
1108 Chestnut Street Philadelphia, Pa.

should be performers. Hot dogs and pink lem-

onade should be distributed free. The program
should consist of six numbers, each number to

last twenty minutes. Services of a conductor
should be dispensed with except to indicate the

beginning and end of each piece. For the first

five numbers all of the performers, although

playing in unison, should choose their own mu-
sic. Thus, in addition to achieving harmony
and counterpoint, they would also achieve dis-

sonance and cacophony, which would be in line

with the modern trend."

Increasing Demand Noted
for Armour Music Strings

Armour & Co., manufacturers of music
strings, report a large demand for their prod-

uct because of the increasing popularity of

stringed instruments and the additional busi-

ness that these instruments enjoy, especially

the ukulele line, during the Summer.
According to H. O. Gable, manager of the

music string department, surveys and data

gathered recently would tend to show that there

are about seven and one-half million ukulele

owners alone throughout the country. These
instruments are in great demand for Summer
outings, beach parties, etc., and naturally

demand a replacement of strings from time to

time whether they are used or not.

Dealers Making Good Use
of New Gretsch Catalog

The new catalog announced by the Fred
Gretsch Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y., last month
has had a hearty and enthusiastic reception in

the trade. A special edition of this catalog

has also been prepared with space for the deal-

er^" imprint. As only the retail prices are men-
tioned dealers are making good use of this

catalog to good effect as sales literature.

Scouts Select King Bugle

Cleveland, O., May 6.—R. M. White, secretary

of the H. N. White Co., of this city, manufactur-

er of "King" band instruments, announced this

week that his company had secured the contract

for the Boy Scout Official Professional Bugle.

The company is preparing a campaign to help

dealers make the most of this opportunity.
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Sales Policy of Ludwig &
Ludwig Praised in Article

Growth of the Business of This Prominent
Manufacturer Described in Interesting Article

in Recent Issue of Printers' Ink

In the April 23 issue of Printers' Ink, the

authoritative advertising publication, an inter-

esting description is given of the growth and
expansion of Ludwig & Ludwig, makers of

drums and drummers' accessories, with head-

quarters in Chicago. Under the caption "This

Plan Kept Sales Growing in a Thin Market,"

sub-titled "Ludwig & Ludwig Add Thickness

as Well as Breadth to Their Market," the

article explained in detail and at length the pol-

icies of the company which supplies the pro-

fessional market with its instruments and takes

care as well of the musical desires of the school

children, with the object not only of effecting

immediate sales, but also to cultivate the future

buyers of drums, banjos and kindred lines.

In an interesting vein the writer tells how
William F. Ludwig originally started to manu-
facture drums. While playing as drummer in

a Chicago orchestra, he found it impossible,

with the equipment at hand, to satisfy the de-

mands of the conductor for quick drum beats.

He set about devising a foot pedal which was
successful and at the request of other drummers
he manufactured several of them and took out

a patent on his device. From this humble be-

ginning grew the firm of Ludwig & Ludwig,
which now has 6,000 retail dealers and sells an-

nually a million dollars' worth of drums and
banjos.

The Larkin Music House, of Albany and

Binghamton, is organizing a band at Central

P-ridge, New York. A meeting of those inter-

ested was held recently and plans are going for-

ward rapidly.

Large Increase in Imports
of German Harmonicas

During the Year 1924 3,488 Tons of Mouth Or-
gans Imported Into This Country From Ger-
many—Substantial Increase Over 1923

Washington, D. C, May 6.—The popularity of

the harmonica in this country is evidenced in a

report on the German music industry recently

received at the Department of Commerce. These
figures showed that enough harmonicas are ex-
ported from Germany to the United States to
supply each American child with one. As this

is the only branch of the music industry main-
taining a high volume of sales in the United
States, the average value of German musical in-

struments imported into the United States is

very low. Exports of mouth organs, however,
increased from 2,448 tons in 1923 to 3,488 tons
in 1924.

Uses Weymann Banjo in

Washington, D. C, Concert

Washington, D. C, May 7.—At the recent

Georgia State Club reception held at the Wash-
ington Club, George McCauley, tenor banjoist,

George McCauley

was one of the featured performers. Mr. Mc-
Cauley gave a very interesting musical pro-

gram, using the Weymann tenor banjo and the

Weymann mandolute. During several of his

selections Mr. McCauley was accompanied by
the Ampico in the Knabe piano. The artist

appeared through the courtesy of the Homer L.

Kitt Co., Weymann representative in the Dis-

trict of Columbia.

King Band Instruments for

Santa Fe Troubadours

Cleveland, O., May 7.—L. L. Fox, of the H, N.

White Co., manufacturer of King band instru-

ments in this city, reports the sale of a full set

of King instruments to the Santa Fe Trouba-
dours, Topeka, Kan. The sale was made
through Fox & Cochran, Kansas dealers in

Topeka. The Troubadours are well known
throughout the Middle West, and the Santa

Fe Railroad is sponsoring this very popular

organization. Mr. Fox states that the sale was
made after keen competition and the H. N.

White Co. is very well pleased to enroll the

Santa Fe Troubadours as King users.

The Hohner on Broadway

Borrah Minnevitch, well-known harmonica

soloist who uses Hohner instruments, has add-

ed greatly to his reputation through his per-

formance in "Puzzles of 1925." The artist and
the Hohner have both come in for their meed
of praise because of the manner in which metro-

politan audiences have received the playing of

Mr. Minnevitch.

A
Drum Department

IN YOUR STORE
MEANS

REPEAT BUSINESS
"THE SATISFIED DRUMMER
ALWAYS COMES BACK"

The "POPULAR" outfit at

$40.00 retail is only one of

seven wonderful sellers at

prices from $25 to $100.

helps the
dealer with,— newspaper

a d s—m a t s and electros

—

cuts of all items—broad-

sides for mail and counter

use—display cards—cata-

logs, etc.

WRITE TO US.

^edi/ Mfg. Co.
INDIANAPOLIS

INDIANA
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Whiteman Orchestra Is

Royally Entertained

Visit of World-Famous Orchestra to Buescher

Band Instrument Plant Occasion for Day of

Festivities—Town Decorated for Occasion

Fretted Instrument Concert

Given at Aeolian Hall

Associated Musical Instrument Dealers of New
York Sponsor the Event to Stimulate Inter-

est in This Type of Instrument

Leedy Reliance Drums
Featured in Ad Campaign

New Moderate-Priced Line of Bass Drums Of-

fered to Meet the Rapidly Increasing Demand
for This Type of Instrument

Elkhart, Ind., May 7.—The recent visit of Paul

Whiteman and His Orchestra to this city to

play at the new Lerner Theatre was a gala oc-

casion. The "king of jazz" and his party were
welcomed by cheering townsfolk in streets dec-

One of the first steps taken to stimulate in-

terest in fretted instruments was the concert

given at Aeolian Hall, New York, the early

part of this month by The Serenaders. This

organization is a group of fretted instrument

players who have

banded together for

the purpose of fur-

thering interest in

this type instrument.

The concert was
sponsored by the

Associated Musical

Instrument Dealers

of New York.

"An Evening With

T h e Serenaders"

was the title of the

concert, under the

direction of William

E. Foster, nationally

famous mandocel-
F. A. Buescher Welcomes Paul Whiteman

]; st Incidentally, it

is the fifteenth anniversary of the founding of

The Serenaders. The following artists appeared

on the program: Shirley Spaulding, banjoist;

William Foden, guitarist; Alice V. Conklin,

mandolinist; Samuel Siegel, mandolinist; Wil-

liam E. Foster, mandocellist
;
Gedney and Ma-

gee, banjo duetists; Detborn, Howard and
Smith, Kamikil Hawaiian trio, and a banjo en-

semble under the direction of W. D. Kenneth.

Indianapolis, Ind., May 7.—Special advertising

material featuring the Leedy Reliance lines of

bass drums is being distributed by the Leedy
Mfg. Co., manufacturer of drums and drum-
mers' accessories. This line is being placed on
the market to meet the demand for a moderate-
priced instrument. The drums have laminated

reinforced shell, rock maple flesh and counter

hoops, pressed steel rods and good quality

heads.

These models supersede the Special and Reso-

tone bass drums shown in the Leedy catalog,

which have been discontinued. Leedy is also

featuring a new drummers' trap, known as the

Egyptian Fangingle, and a new double rattle

for drummers.

orated for the occasion, and hospitality was the

keynote of the day. The visiting musicians

were greeted at the station by F. A. Buescher

and a representative detachment from the

Buescher Band Instrument Co. plant, including

Otis E. Beers, assistant manager; E. O. Wil-

liams, superintendent; Robert L. Shepherd, ad-

vertising manager; E. I). Dennis, of the adver-

tising department; E. L. Best; A. J. Sranlon;

F.d. Beardsley; R. H. Tainter; A. < >. Steimer;

W. W. Wagner and W. G. Govanus.

The first of the scries of events in honor of

the visitors was a motor trip to the Christiana

Country Club for a luncheon given by Mr.

Buescher. The Buescher Orchestra, with Al-

bert Steimer leading, supplied the music. The
afternoon was spent at the Buescher plant and

a banquet was given at the Elkhart Hotel prior

to the evening's concert. Following the con-

cert the Buescher boys gave Mr. Whiteman and

his men and their wives a dance at a popular

roadhouse. This ended a day that was enjoyed

to the utmost by all who were fortunate enough
to have participated.

Haussler Addresses Teachers

William J. Haussler, vice-president and gen-

eral manager of M. Hohner, Inc., New York,

manufacturer and importer of Hohner harmon-

icas and accordions, recently addressed the

graduating class of Teachers' College of Co-

lumbia University. Mr. Haussler gave an inter-

esting talk on the value of the harmonica as a

force for developing musical appreciation, and

the means it offers for self-expression musically.

Landau Co-operates With
Music Memory Contest

Hazleton, Pa., May 7.—To stimulate the inter-

est in music appreciation among the pupils of

the Hazle township high school, Landau's

Music & Jewelry Store is donating a silver lov-

ing cup to be awarded to the winner of the

music memory contest which is being held this

week. The contest consists of some fifty selec-

tions being played on a talking machine, the

records to be played being those of the best

artists and composers. The pupil having the

most or all of the
. selections correct will be

awarded the cup. Landau's offers to co-operate

with any school desiring to stage a music mem-
ory contest to the extent of loaning talking ma-
chines and records and will also donate prizes.

New Vega Literature

Two circulars describing in detail the Vega
line of trumpets and wind instruments were re-

cently issued to the trade by the Vega Co.,

manufacturer of Vega banjos and other instru-

ments. The literature contains a number of in-

dorsements of Vega instruments by artists.

Request Reduction of

Freight Rates on Drums

Alfred L. Smith, general manager of the

Music Industries Chamber of Commerce, re-

cently appeared before the Official Classification

Committee in New York, with reference to the

request for a reduction of freight rates on

drums. After a preliminary discussion was in-

dulged in the committee postponed the hearing

until the next docket in July, at which time the

Chamber will have collected and tabulated tin

'statistics necessary to support its claim that the

rates should be reduced.

L. L. Fox a Gotham Visitor

L. L. Fox, of the H. N. White Co., Cleveland,

O., manufacturer of King band instruments, was
a recent visitor to New York, calling on his

friends in the trade and also visiting the offices

of the Bankers Commercial Security Co., which

is co-operating with the H. N. White Co. in

the new finance plan recently introduced to

King dealers. Dealers who have tried the new
plan are very enthusiastic regarding its fea-

tures, and Mr. Fox states that the company is

receiving applications for the service from King

dealers throughout the country, who have been

quick to recognize its merit.

The Oldest and

Largest Musical

Merchandise House

in America

Exclusively Wholesale
ESTABLISHED 1834

C.BR\7NO§-S0N,Inc.
351-53FourthAye.NewYorkCity
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The "Eye of the Store" as a Means of

Stimulating Musical Merchandise Sales
Unusual Window Display of the Adams Music Co., Fort Worth, Tex., Shows the Type of Ex-

hibit of Musical Merchandise Which Is Bound to Attract the Interest of the Public

ample of an attractive window dressing with
the full line of the musical merchandise and
band instruments being featured. Yet, despite
the fact that there are fully two dozen different

With the public interest in musical mer-
chandise and band instruments at a high pitch,

as it has been for the past several years, and,
continuing to increase because of the steadily

growing popularity

of dance orchestras

and the theatrical ap-

pearances of such ag-

gregations, it is evi-

dent that the music

dealer who carries a

line of musical mer-

chandise and band in-

struments has an ex-

ceptional opportunity

of cashing in on this

public interest. There

are unrivaled exploi-

tation possibilities in

pushing this mer-

chandise, chiefly tie-

ups with the local ap-

pearances during
concert tours of such

world-famed orches-

tras as Whiteman,
Lopez and Specht,

in addition to others, Striking Display of Adams Music Co
almost equally well known, as well as the activities

of local organizations with whom the dealer should

always work in close co-operation.

The chief factor in such a tie-up is the

proper display of the merchandise in the win-

dows of the music establishment. Too often a

dealer is prone to overlook the value of his

display space, forgetting that the message con-

tained in the store's windows is that which is

most often seen by the public, and as the face

is that part of a person by which he is judged
so the windows are the face of a store, and a

prospective customer is attracted or repelled

by the appearance of this all-important factor.

The accompanying illustration is a good ex-

mstruments in the display, the cluttered effect

which is so often seen in displays of this sort

has been avoided by the judicious use of drapes
and by arranging the instruments in arc forma-
tion at the rear of the display space. The
center of the display is given over to printed

messages and the front has photographs of

famous orchestras who use the instruments

which are featured in the display. This exhibit

occupied the windows of the Adams Music Co.,

of Fort Worth, Tex., during the period of the

Southwestern Exposition and Stock Show, held

there recently. The display attracted a great

deal of attention and resulted in much favorable

comment.

C. Bruno & Son Announce
New Tenor Banjo to Trade

Banjo Outfit to Be Known as the "Glee Club"
Recently Placed on the Market by New York
Wholesaler and Importer

A new tenor banjo outfit, known as the "Glee
Club," was recently placed on the market by
C. Bruno & Son, Inc., wholesalers of musical
merchandise, New York. The instrument has
an eleven-inch head with mahogany finish rim
and resonator, attractively inlaid with choice
woods, twenty brackets, hooks and nuts and im-
itation ivory patent pegs. The resonator is de-
tachable, fastening with one bolt through the

dowel stick. The case, which is included in

I lie outfit, is of triple veneer, Keratol covered
and flannel-lined, with nickeled clasps and locks.

C. Bruno & Son have been enjoying a very
satisfactory business.

A Sales Source

Aiding

Vegaphone Sales

LEADING artists have selected the

Vegaphone Banjo as the finest in-

strument obtainable. Their choice has
dominating influence which, combined
with their enthusiastic praise, forms a

decided sales aid.

Typical of the many artists who use
the Vegaphone are: Eddie Peabody,
radio banjoist; the Mitchell Brothers,
exclusive Victor artists; Joseph Bran-
nelly, recording in London for Victor,
Vocalion and Columbia. Also Vic Car-
penter, Otis Mitchell and Brent Hayes,
premier vaudeville artists.

Established Retail Prices

TheVEGACo.
155 W. Columbus Ave.

BOSTON, MASS.

Band Instruments for

Newly Organized School

Hazleton, Pa., May 6.—Landau's Music &
Jewelry Store recently equipped the newly or-

ganized Nesquehoning School Band with over

one hundred Conn band instruments. The or-

ganization of the band was due largely to the

efforts of Prof. Clarence Toole, supervising

principal of the Nesquehoning public schools,

who, knowing that Landau's specializes in the

organization of bands, turned over to the store

the matter of organizing the school band. The
instruments were purchased individually by
each member of the band, which includes

boys from seven to eighteen years of age and
ten girls who desire to learn to play musical

instruments.

Plan Complete Display of

Leedy Line at Convention

Indianapolis, Ind., May 6.—The Leedy Mfg.

Co., of this city, manufacturer of drums and
drum products, will be well represented at the

music trade conventions in Chicago next month.
A. W. Kuerst, secretary and treasurer of the

company, and Charles Seibert, assistant sales

manager, will make their headquarters at the

Drake Hotel during convention week with a

very comprehensive display, including many
new instruments. George H. Way, sales mana-
ger of the company, together with Mr. Seibert,

will attend the Shriners' Convention at Los
Angeles, the week of June 2, and Mr. Seibert

will jump from Los Angeles to Chicago in time

for the opening of the music convention.

Hohner Harmonica Has Part

in Broadway Modern Drama

The Hohner harmonica is now playing a fea-

tured part in two Broadway productions, Bor-

rah Minnevitch, harmonica soloist, being a fea-

tured artist in "Puzzles of 1925," and Gareth

Hughes, the lead in "The Dunce Boy," show-
ing at Daly's Theatre, plays the Hohner con-

tinually throughout the performance. The
character portrayed by Mr. Hughes is that of a

boy, undeveloped mentally but who has a sense

of poetry and music. The latter trait he ex-

presses through his playing on the harmonica.

The Dallas Band House, of Dallas, Tex., re-

cently opened a branch store at San Antonio

which will be known as the San Antonio

branch of the Dallas Band House.

BACON
BANJOS

Played by Leading Musicians
and Orchestras

Sold by
Representative Music Merchants

BACON BANJO CO., Inc.
GROTON, CONN.
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LEMK
Sheet Music Dealers' and Music Publishers'

Associations Meet in New York in June
National Association of Sheet Music Dealers and Music Publishers' Association of the United

States to Discuss Matters Vital to the Trade at Their Annual Conventions

The twelfth annual convention of the Na-
tional Association of Sheet Music Dealers will

be held at the McAlpin Hotel, New York City,

on June 8 to 10 inclusive. On June 9 the

thirty-first annual gathering of the Music Pub-
lishers Association of the United States will

be held at the Belmont Hotel, New York City.

Both of the coming gatherings are consid-

ered among the most important in the history

to these associations. During the past year,

on the recommendation of the Federal Trade
Commission, all standard music publications,

including copyrighted, reprints, classical and
teaching pieces, have been published with a

marked net selling price. With one or two

minor exceptions the entire industry has fol-

lowed the recommendation concurred in by its

associations at the previous annual gatherings.

Through the constructive work carried on by
both these publishers' and dealers' bodies the

retailing of sheet music has become a more
profitable business to many sheet music estab-

lishments and to a large number of music stores

which carry sheet music as an adjunct. To-day
both sheet music and books, with the excep-

tion of popular numbers, carry a standard price,

and such goods are marketed in all parts of

the country at the same retail figure.

At the coming gathering of the National As-
sociation of Sheet Music Dealers a number of

important questions for the advancement of the

retail sheet music business will be acted upon.

New ideas covering business methods are to be

presented and plans to further the cause of

music and commercial activities relating there-

to are to be analyzed and acted upon and where
feasible will be given the association's support.

The value of sheet music departments as an
adjunct to the general music store will be

given consideration. Methods for making such
business highly profitable and encouraging more
thought and attention to sheet music depart-

ments as a legitimate business will be outlined.

E. Grant Ege, head of the sheet music de-

partment of J. W. Jenkins' Sons Music Co.,

Kansas City, Mo., is president of the dealers'

Association. Active members include such im-

portant organizations as Sherman, Clay & Co.,

Grinnell Bros., Lyon & Healy, S. Ernest Phil-

pitt, Whaley Royce & Co., Nordheimer Music
Co., W. J. Dyer & Bro. and others of equal

prominence in the retail field.

Leo Feist, Inc., Announces That Week
of May 18 Wi ll Be "O Katharina" Week

New York Publishing House Planning National Exploitation Week for Popular Number—Full

Co-operation Offered to Dealers With Sales Aids and Other Publicity

The week of May 18 has been designated as

"O Katharina Week" and a campaign giving

further publicity to this already well-advertised

song and instrumental success has been inaugu-

rated by the publishers, Leo Feist, Inc. Every
department of the Feist organization and its

various branches from coast to coast, as well as

its many representatives throughout the coun-

try, are taking part in the preparation for this

week's sales drive and will be actively engaged

in further promoting this event during the peri-

od selected.

The band and orchestra department of the

company has arranged for thousands of music

organizations to give particular emphasis to the

rendition of "O Katharina," starting on May 18.

This particular activity will cover practically

every dance floor in the country, the leading

hotels, photoplay houses and other popular

places of entertainment.

In vaudeville houses, not only will the or-

chestra make it a feature, intermission or exit

number, but a long list of vaudeville stars will

render "O Katharina" in vocal form. This will

include some of the greatest voices now ap-

pearing on the vaudeville stage, and the well-

known Eddie Cantor, now on tour with "Kid

Boots," one of the best musical offerings in

several reasons, which played over two years

on Broadway, in New York City, will use it.

Special advertising material, including hang-

ers, title pages and circular matter, has been is-

sued by Leo Feist, Inc., and will be forwarded
gratis on request to those taking part in the

sales campaign. The various talking machine
record companies and player-roll organizations,

their distributors and dealers will also join in

this publicity and sales drive, with the result

that practically every music store in the country

will in some manner feature "O Katharina."

The Feist organization has had a very heavy

sale on this song. It came to this country

following unusual popularity in every country

in Europe. It was originally introduced here

in the show "Chauve Souris," and later it was
added to "Kid Boots." It has won much prom-

inence in other directions.

This special week music drive following a

short interval of national music week should do

much to further the interests of not only "O
Katharina," but of much other merchandise on

sheet music counters as well as other depart-

ments of music stores.

It is a well-known fact that the primary need

of the music industry at all times is to bring

people into the music stores. Once prospective

purchasers visit an establishment, it is not only

possible to sell them those goods which origin-

ally attracted them but other merchandise as

well. Any idea, campaign or special sales drive

that will attract customers should receive the

utmost encouragement from retailers interested

in the promotion of their business in all lines.

Despite the healthy activity of the Feist cata-

log during the Spring period, the selection of

one of its outstanding successes, "O Kathar-

ina," for national sales purposes is to be viewed

as one of the most healthy moves made by the

industry in some time, as it will add to sales

quotas of dealers' business in a quiet Spring.

sm, ImInLoveWithYoii
If yy Vm in love wiua K3-tood- y but uou, With ev- ry -lining yoa do. I 3iev-er, never Knew an - tj-iood- i) who

The Bw Son&And Dance Hit From
"MERCENARY MARY
L. Lawrence Weberfe New Musical Comedy

Cyrlcs and Music iy

William B Friedlander a„d Con Conrad

Other Songs From The Same Bi^ Show Hit
IJUST YOU AND I AND THE BABY"-*MERCENARY MARY* - ^BEAUTIFUL BABY

'You Cant Go Wrong With Araj FEIST Song'
©1915 LEO FEIST Inc.
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New Berlin Novelty
Song, "Suite Sixteen"

Together With "The Whole World Is Dream-
ing of Love" in Firm's Active Catalog

Irving Berlin, Inc. has issued a new novelty

called "Suite Sixteen." The number is being in-

troduced in vaudeville and is also heard by

prominent orchestras. This, together with "The

Whole World Is Dreaming of Love," has been

placed in the active catalog of the company and

will be featured by the band and orchestra, pro-

fessional and other departments of the com-

pany. The songs "When You and I Were
Seventeen," "Yearning," "Ukulele Lady," and

Irving Berlin's "Listening" and "All Alone"

continue to lead the Berlin catalog in point

of sales.

Marks Music Co. Buys
European Song Success

The Edward B. Marks Music Co. has pur-

chased from the Edition Brull, the well-known

German publishing house with headquarters in

Berlin and branch offices in Paris and New
York, the European success "Wenn Du Meine

Tante Siehst," or "Si Tu Vois Ma Tante," as it

is known in France.
MWMWiWMixiixiixintiatllHRlntiixiiwPa

Chappell - Harms
Ballad Successes

A Brown Bird Singing

In The Garden of Tomorrow

Land of Might-Have-Been

Love's First Kiss

My Thoughts of You

One Little Dream of Love

Smile Through Your Tears

Someday, In Somebody's Eyes

Some Day You Will Miss Me

Song of Songs

Sweetest Call

There's a Song in My Heart

Sweet Navarre

What a Wonderful World

It Would Be

This song has been one of the biggest suc-

cesses ever emanating from Europe. Its suc-

cess was the means of its publishers opening

up a Parisian branch and its sales have reached

very heavy totals. As the song will appear in

a production which is to have its premiere early

in the Fall, it is understood that no attempt

will be made at this time to issue the American
version. Undoubtedly, however, the foreign

editions will be available through the American

publishers to meet the demand which has been

created through returning tourists.

The song is copyrighted in all countries and

its sales possibilities are of such calibre that

many of the leading popular American publish-

ers were interested in the possible purchase of

the American rights. The music is by Rudolph

Nelson and the words are by Rudolph Schan-

zeru and Ernst Welisch. The Edward B.-

Marks Music Co. has already received heavy

orders on this number and present demands

will undoubtedly continue for the foreign edi-

tions until the early Fall when the production,

of which the song is a part, and the American

version of the number are both produced simul-

taneously.

"Honey, I'm in Love" Hit

of "Mercenary Mary" Show
"Mercenary Mary," the new musical comedy

which recently opened at the Longacre Theatre,

New York City, has one number that is already

acknowledged as a hit in both song and dance

form. It is entitled "Honey, I'm In Love."

Here is a love song with a new syncopated

style that will set it apart from all past offer-

ings of this character. There are two other

songs that will be equally popular in the weeks

to come. The first of these is "You and I and

the Baby," a bewitching little melody carrying

a lyric that has universal appeal. The other

song is called "Beautiful Baby." Another num-
ber that does not stand so well as a song but

can be described as an absolute knockout in

dance is called "Charleston Mad." Leo Feist,

Inc., are the publishers of the music.

Irving Berlin Number Is

Very Popular in Florida

Miami, Fua., May 2.—The biggest record sale

of the season was obtained by the dealers in this

territory on Florida's new song "When the Moon
Shines in Coral Gables," published by Irving Ber-

lin, Inc. The Victor Talking Machine Co.'s special

record on this number attained widespread popu-

larity. Millions of visitors are carrying back to

their homes in the. North and West the melody

of this love song. Jan Garber's orchestra, which

was one of the features of Coral Gables during

the season, has won further prominence not

only through the popular rendition of "When
the Moon Shines in Coral Gables" but from
other fox-trot numbers as well. Dealers tied up

with the drive on the number.

Informal Organization of

the Copyright Interests

Sub-Committees Being Appointed to Endeavor
to Reach Agreement on Proposed Statute

A conference was called recently by Con-

gressman Sol Bloom to adjust difference of

opinion among the elements interested in the

proposed new copyright bill, to the end that

the Committee on Patents may have a bill in

which there will be substantial agreement.

Frederick W. Hume, secretary of the Na-
tional Publishers' Association, was elected

president of an informal organization of rep-

resentatives of the various lines of industry

interested. The idea is to have separate con-

ferences on each controversial subject attend-

ed by representatives of those interested. Mr.

Hume will then be notified of the success or

failure in adjusting their differences, and a final

consolidated report will be sent to the Commit-
tee on Patents.

The mechanical companies belonging to the

Music Industries Chamber of Commerce were
represented at an open discussion of the Per-

kins Copyright Bill at the New York Bar As-

sociation, April 22, by General Manager Alfred

L. Smith, of the Chamber; George Beattys,

attorney for the Aeolian Co.; John G. Paine, of

the legal department, Victor Talking Machine

Co.; Arthur Garmaize, copyright attorney of the

Columbia Phonograph Co.; Henry Lanahan,

general counsel of Thos. A. Edison, Inc., and

David Goldman, Treasurer, General Phono-
graph Corp.
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Big National Newspaper Campaign

Running in 800 North American Cities

On the Song and Story

THE FLAPPER WIFE
The story will run in serial form

sixty-eight days.

The song is of hit calibre, music by
Carl Rupp, words by Beatrice

Burton, author of the story.

The song will be broadcast every-
where.

Eight hundred newspapers will run
thematics and illustrations.

Photoplay houses will play the song
and use song slides.

Vaudeville performers will join in

the local tie-ups, with newspaper
reports of their singing "The
Flapper Wife."

It is a local campaign.

It is a national campaign.

Free title pages, streamers and other
material.

Make it a sales feature. Give it a

window display.

Do your share in tieing up with this

the biggest publicity and sales

drive ever accorded an individual

song.

Order the Sheet Music, the Records and Player Rolls

We Are Exploiting the Song Nationally, You Can Exploit It Locally

and "Cash in" With Big Returns

Sam Fox Publishing Co., Cleveland, 0., U. S. A.
New York Address: 158-160 West 45th St., New York City
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Sam Fox Publishing Co. Begins Big

National Campaign on "The Flapper Wife"
Story on Which Number is Based Now Appearing in Newspapers in 800 Cities in the United

States and Canada—One of the Finest Tie-Ups Ever Placed at Dealers' Disposal

What is undoubtedly the most widespread

and intensive co-operative campaign on a

single song has just been inaugurated by the

Nea Service, Inc., an association of hundreds of

newspapers in North American cities, and the

Sam Fox Publishing Co. of New York and

Cleveland, O.

In some eight hundred cities in the United

States and Canada Nea Service is running a

sensational serial story known as "The Flapper

Wife." The Sam Fox Publishing Co., in con-

junction and co-operation with this service, has

issued a song of the same name, the music of

which is by Carl Rupp, a well-known writer of

many popular successes. The words are by
Beatrice Burton, who is also the author of this

story, "The Flapper Wife." Apart from this tie-

up of international scope, the song undoubtedly

would be a huge success as both the words
written by the author from the same inspira-

tion which produced the story and the music by
this well-known orchestra leader and composer
are of a popular standing that assures success.

The title, too, is quite timely and undoubtedly

would produce material responses and obtain

public favor without this hook-up, which will

give it more prominence, more publicity and
send its sales totals to greater heights.

In 800 Newspapers
The story, "The Flapper Wife," which will

appear in these 800 newspapers, will not only

run in serial form and be illustrated profusely,

but its message and the interest it arouses will

be supplemented substantially by written con-

tributions by world-famous artists, theatrical

stars, judges, civic bodies and women's organ-

izations throughout the country. These written

contributions, analyzing the message that is

contained in the story "The Flapper Wife," will

help build up the clientele interested in the story

itself and the song which will be featured in

its company. These 800 newspapers throughout
the United States and Canada will in every way
co-operate with the publisher in giving publicity

to the song. In many cases illustrated stories

on the song alone, supplementing the serial

novel, will be given featured space, and much
comment will be aroused on the song in con-

junction with the story.

While this publicity on the song and story is

international in scope, the activity on both these
offerings will be localized through the hook-up
with the newspapers and the music stores. All

of the talking machine record manufacturers,
the player-roll producers, their jobbers and
dealers, as well as the sheet music distributors

and the sheet music trade in general, have al-

ready prepared or are preparing to hook up
with "The Flapper Wife." For the purpose of

adding to the interest and assuring sales of

"The Flapper Wife" while the interest is at its

greatest height, all of these factors in the music

trade will issue special trade letters, literature,

window hangers, streamers, and, in the case of

the music publishers, will have available title

pages, cut-outs and other publicity material.

Nothing will be left undone to make this sales

drive with these unusual connections a tremen-

dous success.

Dealers' Aids

Nothing before has ever been attempted with

so many and so valuable connections. Repro-

ductions of the title page will appear in two-

column spaces in most of the papers throughout

the country. The orchestras in every city will

feature the number and local singers will join

in the campaign. Illustrated slides and some
containing the chorus will be available for the

motion picture houses. The broadcasting sta-

tions everywhere will also take part in this ex-

ceptionally original and intensive campaign.

It is up to the music trade everywhere to do

its share in taking part in this enterprising

business campaign. It not only assures sales of

the song records and rolls, but, what is more, it

will bring people into the store at a season

when business houses will welcome this addi-

tional clientele. This one feature of arousing

the interest of the general public in music and
enticing customers into the store should re-

dound to the benefit of not only the sheet mu-
sic and record and roll departments, but, prop-

erly taken advantage of, should result in the sale

of musical instruments of all kinds, assuring re-

tailers of increased sales totals from what is,

after all, a minimum effort. As a matter of fact,

the campaign is daily gathering momentum and,

all these allied publicity channels being used,

it will produce sales and the dealer's part is

the small effort of hooking up with the cam-
paign.

In some territory it may be wise for the

dealer to see that the photoplay houses in his

city have the song slides and that the orchestras

which can do the campaign the most good have
the free orchestrations that are available.

Dealers' Co-operation

In some cases the leading dealers, and this ap-

plies to the piano merchants as well as those ex-

clusively sheet music houses, should get in touch
with the paper running the story and see that it

co-operates with the music dealer and the trade

co-operates with the paper. It is just as important

that a piano house add its efforts to the cam-
paign, as it is for the sheet music, 'talking ma-
chine record and player-roll dealers because,

after all, it is propaganda for the cause of mu-
sic and many sales of a musical instrument

should be created through this international

publicity.

Special Drive on Record of the Number
The Victor Talking Machine Co. is making a

special drive on its record of "The Flapper

Wife" made by the International Novelty Or-

chestra with a vocal refrain by Gene Austin.

It has suggested to its dealers that they get in

touch with the newspapers and show the ut-

most co-operation in the drive. Victor dealers

are being induced to make special window
showings of this record and will join with the

theatres, photoplay houses, dance halls, as well

as radio stations, in adding to the sum total of

publicity.

In many cases Victor dealers will give a prize

to the sales person selling the largest number
of "The Flapper Wife" records. In conjunc-

tion with this it may be pointed out that the

Sam Fox Publishing Co. has available for all

retail stores caps and sashes carrying out the

flapper idea, which will add to the atmosphere

on the campaign. These can either be obtained

direct or through the talking machine or sheet

music distributors.

Success Assured

No detail has been' overlooked in arranging

this sales drive. Its success is assured and it

only remains to see who will get the most out

of it. There are profits for all and no detail

should be overlooked in adding to them. It is

more than a campaign—it is a furor, which, at

its greatest height, will border upon a mania.

New Issues Announced
by the House of Feist

Among Them Are Two New Songs by Al
Piantadosi—Seven Numbers Are Included in

Feist Introductory Offer

In the new issue list of Leo Feist, Inc., are

seven songs. These appear in the Feist introduc-

tory offer which expires May 31. They are "Let

Me Linger Longer in Your Arms," a song by the

writers of "June Night" and said to be of the

same standard; "Rose of the Evening," a story

ballad with a waltz melody, with music by Al

Piantadosi and lyrics by N. T. Granlund, of

radio fame; "Pal of My Cradle Days," another

Piantadosi number described as a ballad mother
song; "Madeline," a new fox-trot song of which
Paul Whiteman is the co-author; "Off and

Gone," a dance tune by Art Kahn, with lyric

by Haven Gillespie; "Jing-A-Ling-A-Ling," an-

other "Doodle Doo Doo," by Ralph Williams

and Ernie Erdman, and a new gang song with

comedy lyrics and many special choruses called

"My Gal Don't Love Me Any More."

Both "Rose of the Evening" and "Pal of My
Cradle Days" mark the re-entry of Al Pianta-

dosi in the writing field. He will be remem-
bered for "Curse of an Aching Heart" and
"That's How I Need You," two numbers which
achieved considerable popularity.
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Continuation of Good,Business of the

Past Few Months Creates Trade Optimism
Off-Season of Previous Years Conspicuous by Its Absence—Concentrating on Portable Instru-

ments—No Music Section at Wembley Exhibition—Dealers' Association Meeting—Other News

London, E. C, May 3.—A survey of the gram-

ophone trade field shows the sales activity

mentioned in my last two letters fully main-

tained, which, in contrast with the "off-season"

slumps which obtained at this: time in previous

years, is very encouraging. Concentration, as

in previous years, is being mainly given to port-

able machine sales, but cabinet and period

model sales have been far from disheartening.

There seems little doubt that one of the con-

tributing causes to general gramophone activity

is the increased taste for popular music oc-

casioned by broadcasting. The advent of the

cheap wireless receiving set has appeared to

stimulate the demand for reproduced music, and

particularly that provided by the gramophone

record, which permits the reproduction when

and where the individual likes. So far from

broadcasting having an adverse effect on gram-

ophone and record sales, it appears to have an

increasing stimulus. The gramophone and rec-

ord companies are one and all making strenu-

ous efforts to reap the fullest advantage of this

arid other factors for the maintenance of sales,

and it is not at all unlikely that Spring and

Summer sales this year will almost equal last

Autumn and Winter bulk sales.

The British Empire Exhibition

The Federation of British Music Industries

announces that, in view of the fact that the

support on offer was not adequate to a thor-

oughly representative display, they will not or-

ganize a Music Section at Wembley this year.

At the time of writing only the names of the

following firms have been announced as taking

space. Representing the Pianoforte industry:

the Harper Pianoforte Co., Ltd., and Triump-
hanto, Ltd. The talking machine industry will

be represented by Perophone, Ltd., which had

such a tremendous success last year with their

"Pixie Grippa" and "Grippa" portables; the

"Peter Pan" Gramophone Co., Ltd., and the

Gramophone Co. (His Master's Voice).

Individual firms last year had a considerable

success, but opinion in the trade this year in-

clines to the view that the success of last year

is not likely generally to be repeated.

Other music trade firms participating are:

Besson & Co. and Boosey & Co., band instru-

ment manufacturers; and two Canadian piano-

forte manufacturers; the Williams Piano Co.,

Ltd., of Oshawa, and the Sherlock-Manning

Piano & Organ Co., of London, Ontario.

The Gramophone Co., whose exhibit last year

was adjudged the best in the Music Section,

intends to make an even larger and finer dis-

play this year.

As is usual with exhibitions, a number of

entrants at the last minute is anticipated. I

hope to be in a position to give full details in

my next report.

Window Display Competitions

There isi no question of doubt as to the value

of effective window display, and the encour-

agement given by the leading companies here

is wholehearted and continuous. "His Master's

Voice" Co. was to the fore in this form of

publicity, and such was the success of former

displays that it is now announcing the ninth

of its series of Window Display Competi-

tions. A special subject, namely, the "Gilbert &
Sullivan Operas," is being featured, and prizes

awarded as follows: First, £25; second, £20;
third £15; fourth, £10; fifth, £5. In addition

there will be a number of consolation prizes

of £1 each.

Meeting of Dealers' Association

Co-operation between the Gramophone Deal-

ers' Association and the Manufacturers' Asso-
ciation here has always been cordial, and the

Dealers' Association, at their monthly meeting
on the 7th of April, adopted the sugges-

tion of the Manufacturers' Association that a

joint conference be held every three months
between delegates of the two associations, at

which matters of mutual interest are to form
the agenda. A special sub-committee was
formed to represent the dealers at these con-

ferences.

The manufacturers have intimated to the As-
sociation their intention of strongly urging

members to adopt the proposition of the Deal-

ers' Association in reference to controlling sup-

(Continued on page 154)

IXIE
RIPPA SENSATIONAL

is the only word to apply when talking of the success of the Pixie Grippa all over

the world. You can't get away from facts. Our Mail week by week adds fresh orders

and repeats from every quarter of the Globe. Our Testimonial Dossier is wonderful

• reading. It all means that Pixie Grippas get right ahead of all other small Portable

Talking Machines on sheer merit for really powerful Tone Quality. Downright Fool-

proof design and unbeatable workmanship. It's a big Gramophone in a small box.

Not an "assembled" contraption. Every part our own exclusive manufacture.

World's patent and registrations pending. Plays all 12 inch records.

Made to suit every known Market.

SHIPPING PRICES:

(Minimum order 4 machines. Packed free our Factory.) Available where

territory not already closed. Canada and Australia excepted.

In fine Leatherette Case, Weatherproof $8.00 gold

" " Solid Oak Case. Weatherproof 8.75
"

" " English Cowhide Case, Weatherproof 10.50
"

" " Teak Case, Insect proof 11-25

" " Andaman Padouk Case, Insect proof 12.75

Sole Licensees and Manufacturers

PEROPHONE, Ltd., 76-78 City Road
Cables Perowood LONDON, ENGLAND Bentleys Code Measurement, lOYx x 4% x TVs
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plies by factors. The proposition read "Manu-

facturers should make it a condition of supply

to factors, that they, the factors, shall not sup-

ply any gramophones, records or accessories

to any person who is not a recognized gramo-

phone dealer, and no order shall be executed

unless ordered on the official form or letter

heading, and signed by the dealer."

A slight modification was made to the order

form used in connection with the supply of

gramophones and accessories to schools and

educational authorities. The form to be signed

by the purchasing authority will now read:

"I/we undertake that the said instrument shall

be used for educational purposes only, within

the school or schools under our control, in

which the general curriculum includes music

and for dancing."

This has also been approved by the Associ-

ation of Gramophone Manufacturers.

The subjects for discussion at the Gramo-

phone Dealers' meeting at the British Music

Industries Convention at Llandudno on May
20, were also discussed, the following subjects

being decided upon: (1.) "Hire Purchase."

(2.) "Unsaleable and Surplus Records." (3.)

"Factoring." (4.) "The Audak." (5.) "Wireless."

The Association continues to increase in mem-
bership, thirty new members having been added.

The Music Trades Convention

At Llandudno, on May 19, delegates will fore-

gather to take part in what looks like the big-

gest music convention ever held in this country.

Over two hundred have already signified their

intention of being present, and the number is

being added to daily. The business program

makes interesting reading. Among subjects

decided upon for discussion are "Broadcasting,

Its Value and How to Use It," by J. C. W.
Reith, managing director of the British Broad-

casting Co.; "The Advantages of Price Main-

tenance," by Louis Sterling of the Columbia

Co.; "Professional Commission" and "Hire Pur-

chase Terms," by the President of the Feder-

ation, F. B. Allen. Great interest is being

evinced in the visit of members of the Ameri-

can Music Trades. Max J. de Rochemont, vicer

president of your National Piano Manufactur-

ers' Association, is down to talk on "The

American Music Trades," supported by Mark
1'. Campbell, treasurer of the Music Industries

Chamber of Commerce and Edmund Gram, past

president of the National Association of Music

Merchants. Mr. Gram is down on the program

to address the annual general meeting of the

English Music Trades' Association, which will

be held during the Convention. Sectional meet-

ings of the various associations affiliated with

the Federation will be held for dealing with

individual problems and, of course, the agenda

provides for full discussion on all trade subjects.

The social side of the convention has re-

ceived liberal treatment—a banquet, fancy dress

balls, motor coach trips, golf, bowls, tennis,

billiards and other tournaments. A musical com-

petition and a high-class concert arranged by

Louis Sterling are also arranged.

Columbia Co.'s Plan of Hire-Purchase

The Columbia Graphophone Co. has recently

issued a plan for Hire-Purchase finance, particu-

lars are under-noted:

The Columbia Graphophone Co., Ltd.

—

Reposed terms of financial assistance to help their au-

thorized dealers to sell Columbia instruments on the Hire-
Purchase (or Deferred Payments) System:

1. The company reserves the right at all times to ex-

ercise its own discretion as to the amount to which it will

accept bills from any one of its dealers in connection
with this scheme.

2. The company will not accept bills from any dealer
unless the dealer agrees to conduct the Hire-Purchase
Scheme on the lines laid down by Columbia in the following
pages.

3. The company does not desire to know the name
and address of any retail purchaser of a Columbia instru-

ment on Hire-Purchase terms. The identity of customers
is, therefore, not disclosed.

4. The authorized dealer will sign an undertaking that

where he gives a bill or bills in payment of a Columbia
instrument, such bills are actually for Columbia Grafonolas
sold on the Hire-Purchase terms as prescribed by Columbia
and not in payment either for instruments sold for cash
or for instruments in the dealer's stock.

The following is the suggested basis for the

retail sale of Columbia instruments on Hire-

Purchase terms by authorized dealers:

(a) A minimum of 5 per cent (1/- in the i ) must be
added to the list cash price of the instrument. Thus, a £10'

Grafonola will he £10. 10s.; a £20 Grafonola will be £21.

(b) The purchaser must pay as cash deposit a mini-
mum of 10 per cent of the full instalment price when sign-
ing the Hire-Purchase form.

(c) The purchaser must agree to pay the balance due
on the instrument in equal monthly instalments' not ex-
ceeding twelve.
The terms of payment by the dealer to the Columbia Co.

provide that at the end of each month the dealer will

advise the company which of the instruments purchased dur-
ing that month have been sold on the Hire-Purchase system
in accordance with the company's regulations.

On these instruments the company will not

allow cash discount, but will add 2Yi per cent

to the amount of the invoice and accept pay-

ment in two bills for equal amounts, one

due at three months from first of month fol-

lowing purchase, and the other due at six

months from first of month following purchase.

Thus,: where the instrument is £15/15/- list

price, 5 per cent is added for H. P. terms,

equaling £16/10/9. Purchaser pays minimum
10 per cent down, £1/13/1, leaving balance in

12 equal monthly payments of £1/4/10.

Change in Directorate of Edison Bell

The lamented death of James E. Hough, an-

nounced in my report last month, compels a

slight alteration in the personnel of the director-

ate of the House of Edison Bell (J. E. Hough,
Ltd.). Mr. Hough had been in failing health

for a period of two years or thereabouts, and

a large share of the arduous duties which he

had hitherto performed fell upon the shoulders

of the remaining directors, Messrs. Geo. Burley,

Tom Hough, H. Hesford, and Dr. Maynard
Owen, but particularly upon the secretary, Mr.

W. F. Robbins. The latter gentleman was re-

cently elected to the directorate, and Geo. Bur-

ley was voted into the chair. Otherwise, the

general management remains the same.

The New Columbia Shares

The prospects issued by the Columbia Grapho-
phone Co., Ltd., on April 20 when offering at

par 300,000 7 per cent cumulative preference

shares of £1 each stated that the object of

the issue was to repay loans from the com-
pany's bankers contracted for the purpose of

Announcing

The RES
PORTABLE GRAMOPHONE

Fitted with the Famous "Paillard" Swiss Worm-Gear Motors

LIST PRICES
Oak or Leatherette (any color) Single Spring Motor $25.00

Oak or Leatherette (any color) Double Spring Motor 27.50

Covered Real English Cowhide (handstitched) Single Sp. Motor 30.00

Covered Real English Cowhide (handstitched) Double Sp. Motor 32.50

Far West $2.50 Extra. Packed in cases (24) or assorted.

THE OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT IN PORTABLE GRAMOPHONES

DEALERS ARE INVITED TO MAKE EARLY APPLICATION FOR THEIR RESPECTIVE
TERRITORIES AND THEIR PRICES F. O. B. NEW YORK

THE PORTABLE GRAMOPHONE COMPANY, Ltd.
Manufacturers and Merchants

Albion Works, Albion Street KINGS CROSS, LONDON, N. I., (ENGLAND)
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FROM OUR EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS— (Continued from page 154)

The

VULCAN
MAINSPRING
The Vulcan Mainspring has a world-wide repu-

tation for reliability. Every Vulcan is thoroughly

tested before dispatch, and dealers may have full

confidence in offering them as the finest Main-
springs it is possible to produce.

The Vulcan Mainspring made our reputation.

Let it make yours!

J. STEAD & CO., Ltd., Manor Works, SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND
acquiring an important interest in the Colum-

bia Phonograph Co., Inc., of New York, the

successor of the original American company, and

to restore the cash resources of the company
temporarily applied in such purchase.

The lists closed just after 10 A. M. on the

opening day (th.e 20th of April), the issue

having been heavily over-subscribed.

The statement acompanying the announce-

ment gives the approximate profits, based on

the figures to the 28th of February, as con-

siderably in excess of £100,000. Profits for

the year ended March 31, 1924, were £76,367.

Settlement of "Patent" Action

Just over a year ago the Disque Cabinet Co.,

Ltd., brought an action against Messrs. King-

fisher, Ltd., for an alleged infringement of the

Disque patent of record filing cabinets. This

action, I understand, has now been settled out

of court, the defendants having given an under-

taking not to make or sell any of the ar-

ticles complained of. The Disque Cabinet Co.,

Ltd., has also acquired the whole of the King-
fisher stock of cabinets and fitments for exist-

ing pedestal gramophones.
Death of Dr. E. Euting

Just as I close this report for mailing comes
the news that Dr. Ernest Euting, proprietor and
editor of the German Music Trade paper,

"Deutsche Instrumentenbau-Zeitung" is dead.

U. S. Music Rolls Featured in Clever Window
The question that often arises in making win-

dow displays is "Will the display pay?" It

is doubtful if Stout's Music House, of Kirks-

ccnts received for the merchandise it sold that

was displayed in the window.

The big thought is this—isn't it possible that

from a jews harp to a reproducing piano, and
as a consequence there is no doubt but that

the display did pay.

The music dealer's window is one of the very

best advertising mediums he has and whether
he displays cleverly a ten-cent seller or a grand

piano, if he can attract favorable attention to

his wares through his window he has accom-
plished his purpose.

Activities in Winnipeg
Retail Trade Circles

Winnipeg, Man., May 8.—The New Edison

Shop has removed from its old quarters in the

Sterling Bank Building to Portage avenue, close

to Carlton street, in the heart of the retail dis-

trict.

Roy Finch, of the phonograph department of

Wray's Music Store, has left to fill a lucrative

position at Portland, Ore.

Thieves recently burglarized the store of

Fletcher Bros., Ltd., Vancouver, B. C, and stole

two radio sets. Drawers were pulled out, ap-

parently in search of valuables, but no attempt

was made to open the safe.

John Ambrose, expert phonograph repair man
in the Brunswick department, of Farquhar 9c

Shaw, Winnipeg, recently put one over on his

friends when he stole away quietly and got mar-

ried.

To Broadcast Requested
Selection From England

At the request of Eric Palmer, of the Freed-

Eisemann Radio Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y., W. F.

De Mornys, director of music in the Hotel

Savoy, London, has agreed to play "A Perfect

Day." when his orchestra plays for broadcast-

ing to America through 2 LO. Mr. De Mornys
writes Mr. Palmer, saying, "I agree with you

that it is nearing a perfect day when we can

commune with each other via the ether."

Stout's Music House, Kirksville, Mo., Makes Its Windows Real Salesmen

ville, Mo., sold enough copies of the roll, Peter a great many people were attracted to Mr.

Pan, to make the display illustrated herewith Stout's window by this very good display who
nay, perhaps in terms of actual dollars and might have been interested in buying anything

Radio Incorporation

The Pacent Radio Corp., New York, was re-

cently incorporated at Dover, Del., with a

capital stock of $1,000,000.
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LATEST PATENTS

RELATING
Washington, D. C, May 8.—Horn for Phono-

graphs. Joseph Gawlik, Milwaukee, Wis. Pat-

ent No. 1,525,987.

This invention relates to phonograph horns.

Objects of this invention are to provide a

phonograph horn in which a natural rendition

of the original tone qualities is approximated in

which the harsh, offensive sounds, such as that

due to scratching or scraping, are not repro-

duced in the same volume as the sonorous musi-

cal sounds recorded, and in which means are

provided whereby the amplification of the sound

is attained in such a manner that the full res-

onant characteristics are secured.

An embodiment of the invention is shown in

the accompanying drawing in which—
Figure 1 is a longitudinal, sectional view of

the horn, such view corresponding to a section

on the line 1—1 of Fig. 2. Fig. 2 is an end view
of the horn with a portion broken away. Fig.

3 is an enlarged fragmentary plan view of a
portion of the inner wall of the horn.

Method of and Apparatus for Producing
Sound. Hugh C. Lord, Erie, Pa. Patent No.
1,526,357.

In carrying out this invention in the preferred
form records are produced by impressing upon
the record a sound groove having two distinct

but synchronous series much in the way that

multiple strings for the -same notes accomplish

this purpose in pianos and also as to such tones

as may be responded to more particularly by
one type of groove than the other of sound
waves, one of the zig-zag type and the other of

the hill and dale type. In producing this rec-

ord sound receiving diaphragms are used, each

transmitting its vibration to a single cutting

tool and each diaphragm operating upon the

tool independently of the other diaphragm. In

this way the sound groove is perfectly formed
so as to reproduce vibrations in two dia-

phragms, one from the side motions of a repro-

ducing needle and the other from the vertical

motions of such a reproducing needle. In this

way the side walls of the groove may be utilized

for producing vibrations and at the same time

the bottom of the groove is utilized for produc-

ing synchronous vibrations in a second dia-

phragm. The result of this combination of vi-

brations and their translation into sound is to

amplify the sound produced by a single needle

and utilize all the working surface of the groove
for this purpose. Not only this but in this

manner slight errors that may occur in one of

the sound producing series of waves may be

corrected to a slight extent through the other

series.

With a record so produced it is obvious that

it can be utilized for reproducing sound with

LOUD SPEAKER'

HERALD ELECTRIC CO., Inc.

machines adapted to reproduce the records of

the hill and dale type and also will be capable

of reproducing sound with records operating on

the zig-zag type. Further, the apparatus for

reproducing sound illustrated in this invention

is, without any change in the position of the

disk, capable of reproducing sound from either

type of record. Where the zig-zag record is

used the zig-zag waves are translated into vibra-

tions of the diaphragm corresponding to these

waves alone. On the other hand if the needle

is operating on the hill and dale record motion

is transmitted to the diaphragm corresponding

to the vertical motion only. In this way a uni-

versal record is produced and a universal sound-

producing apparatus provided.

Fig. 1 shows a side elevation of a sound box,

partly in section. Fig. 2 a side elevation of the

same. Fig. 3 a plan view from the bottom of

the same. Fig. 4 a top view of the same. Fig.

5 a section of a record with a cutting tool in

place thereon forming a groove therein. Fig. 6

a plan view of a record showing an enlarged

view of a record groove. Fig. 7 a section of the

same record' showing the groove at correspond-

ing points with the groove shown in Fig. 6.

Figs. 8, 9, 10 and 11 diagrams of a sound pro-

ducing instrumentality and a record producing

instrumentality. Fig. 12 a front view of a

sound box differing from that shown in Figs. 1

to 4 inclusive. Fig. 13 a side elevation of the

same. Fig. 14 a central vertical section through

the sound box.

Combined Radio and Phonograph Amplifier

and Tone Control Therefor. Alfred H. Haag,

Baltimore, Md. Patent No. 1,521,366.

This invention consists of a novel construc-

tion of a combined radio and phonograph am-

plifier, wherein the radio and phonograph ele-

ments are collocated at conveniently accessible

heights, and a common amplifier is provided

having a novel modulating device, which is

frictionally retained in its desired extreme or

intermediate positions, so as effectively to con-

trol both the radio and phonograph reproduc-

tions.

It further consists of a novel construction of

a rear casting or amplifier element having op-

29 East End Avenue New York 12

positely directed branches, whose upper and
lower flanges contact with the motor board and
radio support, so as to form an effective brace

therefor.

It further consists of a novel construction of

valvular element or tone modulator common to

the radio and phonograph elements, and a novel

means of pivotally mounting the same in the

amplifier casting.

It further consists of novel means for arrest-

ing its movement at its extreme positions, and
of novel frictionally retained locking device for

actuating the tone modulator and retaining it in

the desired position.

Figure 1 represents a perspective view of a

cabinet employed in carrying out the invention.

Fig. 2 represents a vertical section on line 2—2,

Fig. 1. Fig. 3 represents a vertical section on

line 3—3, Fig. 1. Fig. 4 represents on an en-

larged scale a horizontal section on line 4—4, -

Fig. 6. Fig. 5 represents a front view of Fig. 4,

showing the grill and the manner of guiding

the tone modulator adjusting device. Fig. 6

represents a section on line 6—6, Fig. 4, showing

the manner of hinging and actuating the tone

modulator. Fig. 7 represents a vertical sec-

tional view of a modification. Figs. 8 to 12 rep-

resent details.
,

Phonograph. Luis de Florez, Pomfret, Conn.
Patent No. 1,521,281.

This invention relates to phonographs and
has particular reference to improved turntables

used thereon, and is a division of copending ap-

plication Ser. No. 609,604, filed Dec. 29, 1922, for

phonographs.

The primary object of this invention is to

provide a portable phonograph having a turn-

table so constructed as to permit easy access to

the interior of said phonograph, for the pur-

pose of repair, oiling or the like.

Fig. 1 shows a side elevation partly in section

of a phonograph embodying the invention; and
Fig. 2 is a fragmentary top plan view of a

phonograph embodying the invention.

Phonograph Horn Neck. Ambrose O.

Bartholomew, Allentown, Pa. Patent No. 1,-

527,505.

This invention relates to phonographs and
has special reference to a horn connection for

devices of this description. In the construction

of phonographs one important object to be at-

tained is the prevention of sound waves by
vibration in parts of the casing of the machine

which tend to destroy the purity of the tone and

timbre sought to be reproduced. Experience

has shown that one of the most frequent causes

of bad reproduction lies in the connection be-

tween the tone arm and the amplifying horn in

phonographs since at this point there is not only

a considerable looseness which tends to pro-

duce improper vibrations but the metallic char-

acter of this portion of the device itself sets

up certain vibrations in the material of the con-

nection which produce injurious results.

One important object of the present invention

is the provision of a novel character of connec-

tion between the tone arm and the amplifying

horn, which connection will practically form a

portion of the amplifying horn itself and which

will prevent all improper vibrations of the con-

nection itself as well as to dampen or absorb

any vibrations produced by looseness in the

connections between the connector end of the

tone arm and amplifying horn, respectively.

Figure 1 is a vertical median section through

a phonograph showing the connection con-

structed in accordance with this invention.

Fig. 2 is a section on the line 2—2 of Fig. 1.

Fig. 3 is a detail perspective view of the con-

nection removed from the casing.

Three bandits, known to the police as "The

Hotel Gang," recently robbed the apartment

of Signor Frisco, the famous xylophonist, who
is an exclusive Edison artist. The desperados

secured considerable cash and jewelry, after

forcing entrance at the point of guns.

The Powerful

Mod* v. The CAROD CORP.
II* Pacific Ct- Kcwmrk, N. i.
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RECORD BULLETINS/^ June, 1925

Columbia Phonograph Go.
DANCE MUSIC

335-D Lady of the Nile—Fox-trot,
Leo Reisman and His Orch.

Rose of the Moonlight—Fox-trot,
Leo Reisman and His Orch.

340-D Dromedary—Fox-trot California Ramblers
Just a Little Drink—Fox-trot,

California Ramblers
355-D All Aboard for Heaven Fox-trot,

The Knickerbockers
The Original Charleston—Fox-trot (Charles-

ton) The Knickerbockers
358-D Tea for Two (from "No, No Nanette")—

Fox-trot The Knickerbockers
Hong Kong Dream Girl—Fox-trot,

The Knickerbockers
336-D Who Told You?—Fox-trot (Announced by the

"Solemn Old Judge" of W. L. S.),
Art Kahn and His Orch.

The Blues Have Got Me—Fox-trot,
Warner's 7 Aces

346-D Don't Bring Lulu—Fox-trot (Incidental sing-
ing by Billy Jones) The Little Ramblers

Cross-Words (Between My Sweetie and Me)—Fox-trot (Incidental Singing by Billy
Jones) The Little Ramblers

333-D Florida—Fox-trot,
Howard Lanin and His Benj. Franklin Orch.

Gigolette—Fox-trot,
Howard Lanin and His Benj. Franklin Orch.

354-D Joanna—Fox-trot (Incidental Singing by
Ernest Hare) The Columbians

Indian Dawn—Fox-trot The Columbians
341-D What a Smile Can Do—Fox-trot,

Ace Brigode and His 14 Virginians
When I Think of You—Fox-trot,

Ace Brigode and His 14 Virginians
344-D Moonlight and Roses—Fox-trot,

Manhattan Dancemakers
Golden Memories—Waltz,

Manhattan Dancemakers
327-D Jimtown Blues—Fox-trot. .Lanin's Red Heads

King Porter—Stomp Lanin's Red Heads
349-D She's My Sheba, I'm Her Sheik—Fox-trot,

St. Louis Rhythm Kings
Papa, De-Da-Da—Slow Drag,

St. Louis Rhythm Kings
My Sweetheart Sally—Waltz,

The Cavaliers (Waltz Artists)
Miss You Tonight—-Waltz,

The Cavaliers (Waltz Artists)
Only a Weaver of Dreams—Waltz (Inci-

dental Singing by Lewis James),
The Mandoliers

The Melody That Made You Mine—Waltz,
The Mandoliers

347-D Just a Little Kiss From You—Waltz,
The Xylo-Rimba Orch.

Love Song (from "The Love Song")—Waltz,
The Xylo-Rimba Orch.

POPULAR SONGS
352-D Ev'rything Is Hotsy Totsy Now—Comedians,

Van and Schenck
What Do We Get From Boston?—Comedians,

Van and Schenck
33S-D Ukulele Baby—Vocal.

Eddy Clark "The Ukulele Baby"
We're Gonna Have Weather (Weather Or
Not)—Vocal,

Eddy Clark "The Ukulele Baby"
328-D You May Be Lonesome,

The Whispering Pianist (Art Gillham)
I Had Someone Else Before I Had You,

The Whispering Pianist (Art Gillham)
343-D Second Hand Love,

The Whispering Pianist (Art Gillham)
Hesitation Blues,

The Whispering Pianist (Art Gillham)
353-D Yearning (Just for You),

The Girl Baritone, Kitty O'Connor
If I Ever Cry You'll Never Know,

The Girl Baritone, Kitty O'Connor
357-D Homeland (from "Louie the 14th")—Male

Quartet Shannon Four
That Little Old Sweetheart of Mine—Tenor

Solo Lewis James
337-D Continually—Vocal Harry Frankel

Who Darkened That Hole—Vocal,
Harry Frankel

334-D Mother and Home—Tenor Solo,
Vernon Dalhart

The Chain Gang Song—Tenor Solo,
Vernon Dalhart

351-D The Runaway Train—Tenor Solo,
Vernon Dalhart

Dear, Oh Dear—Tenor Solo. .Vernon Dalhart

10

10

359-D I've Found

Oh, How I

345-D

NOVELTIES
339-D The "St. Louis Blues"—Steel Guitar Novelty,

Frank Fererra
In the Heart of Hawaii—Steel Guitar Novelty,

Frank Fererra
350-D Green Grows the Rushes Oh—Violin,

Patrick Gaffney
Jerry Daly's Hornpipe—Violin,

Patrick Gaffney
342-D Bells (Glorious Bells)—Descriptive Novelty.

.

Happy Moments—Descriptive Novelty
SPECIAL RECORDS BY THE ASSOCIATED GLEE

CLUBS OF AMERICA
5001 3-D Adeste Fideles (Traditional—Associated Glee

Clubs of America (850 Male Voices). Aug-
mented by the audience of 4,000 Voices at
Metropolitan Opera House, New York

John Peel (Andrews)—Associated Glee Clubs
of America (850 Male Voices) 12

348-D Discovery (Grieg)—Associated Glee Clubs of
America (850 Male Voices) 10

A Plainsman's Song (Bliss)—Associated Glee
Clubs of America (850 Male Voices) 12

12

Brunswick Records

10172

15092

2864

2862

2854

2855

2857

JS vS

2827

2866

Manella Mia! (Neapolitan Song) (Russo-Va-
lente)—Tenor, with Orch.; in Italian,

Giacomo Lauri-Volpi
Cielo Turchino! (Blue Sky) (Capaldo-Ciociano)—Tenor with Orch.; In Italian

Giacomo Lauri-Volpi
The Old Road (Darow-Scott)—Baritone with
Orch Friederich Schorr

Forgotten (Wulschner-Cowles)—Baritone, with
Orch Friederich Schorr

Geschichten aus dem Wienerwald (Tales from
the Vienna Woods) (Strauss)—Soprano, with
Orch.; in German Maria Ivogun

Lo, Here the Gentle Lark (Shakespeare-Bishop)—Soprano, with Orch Maria Ivogun
Songs My Mother Taught Me (Dvorak)—Violin-

'Cello-Piano Elshuco Trio
Perfect Day (Jacobs-Bond)—Violin-'Cello-Piano,

Elshuco Trio
Valse Triste (Op. 44) (Sibelius)—Symphony

Orch., Nikolai Sokoloff, Cond Cleveland Orch.
Hungarian Dance No. 5 (G Minor) (Brahms)—
Symphony Orch., Nikolai Sokoloff, Cond.,

Cleveland Orch.
Song of Songs (Moya)—Tenor with Orch.,

Frank Munn
In the Garden of Tomorrow (Graff, Tr.-Deppen)—Baritone, with Orch John Barclay
I Had Someone Else Before I Had You (Harris-

Darcy)—Vocal Duet with Piano by Phil Oil-
man The Radio Franks, Wright and Bessinger

On the Oregon Trail (Sedgewick-Cohen)—Vocal
Duet with Piano by Phil Ohman,

The Radio Franks, Wright and Bessinger
Swanee Butterfly (Rose-Donaldson)—Fox trot.

For Dancing Isham Jones Orch.
River Boat Shuffle ( Voynow-Carmichael-Mills)

Fox-trot; For Dancing Isham Jones Orch.
Let It Rain, Let It Pour (Friend-Donaldson)—

Fox-trot; For Dancing.. Ray Miller and His Orch.
Red Hot Henry Brown (Rose)—Fox-trot; For
Dancing .Ray Miller and His Orch.

Lucky Kentucky (Rosc-Dixon-Henderson)—Fox-
trot; For Dancing Oriole Orch.

Flag That Train (Richniond-McPhail-Rothschild)
—Fox-trot; For Dancing Oriole Orch.

Wreck on the Southern Old 97 (Whitter)—Fox-
trot; For Dancing. Vocal Chorus by Billy
Jones and Ernest Hare Carl Fenton's Orch.

The Old Gray Mare (Panella)—Fox-trot; For
Dancing. Vocal Chorus by Billy Jones and
Ernest Hare Carl Fenton's Orch.

I'll See You in My Dreams (Gus Kahn-Isham
Jones)—Popular Concert; Under Direction of
Walter Haenschen Brunswick Hour Orch.

When You and I were Seventeen (Kahn-Ro-
soff)—Popular Concert; Under Direction of
Walter Haenschen Brunswick Hour Orch.

Yearning (Davis-Burke)—Fox-trot; For Danc-
ing Bennie Krueger's Orch.

Don't Bring Lulu (Rose-Brown-Henderson)

—

Fox-trot; For Dancing. Vocal Chorus by Billy
Jones Bennie Krueger's Orch.

I've Named My Pillow After You (Rose-Lucas-
Waldron)—Voice and Guitar Nick Lucas

If I Can't Have You (Lucas)—Voice and
Guitar Nick Lucas

Moonlight and Roses (Black-Moret)—Fox-trot;
For Dancing. Vocal Duet by Wright and
Bessinger Ray Miller and His Orch.

Just a Little Drink (Gay)—Fox-trot; For Danc-
ing. Vocal Duet with Wright and Bessinger,

Ray Miller and His Orch.
2849 Gettin' Told (Lange-McKenzie)—Fox-trot; For

Dancing Mound City Blue Blowers
Play Me Slow (Hagen-O'Flynn)—Fox-trot; For
Dancing Mound City Blue Blowers

2850 Three O'Clock in the Morning (Terriss-Robledo)
Piano Solo; J. M. Witten Announcing,

Harry Snodgrass (King of the Ivories)
The Moonlight, A Waltz and You (Snodgrass-

Koehler-Hird)—Piano Solo,
Harry Snodgrass (King of the Ivories)

2853 Midnight Waltz (Kahn-Donaldson)—For Danc-
ing. Vocal Chorus by Frank Munn,

Carl Fenton's Orch.
Memories of a Rose (Preston-Olcott-Parker)—

Waltz; For Dancing Carl Fenton's Orch.
2851 June Brought the Roses (Stanley-Openshaw)—

Tenor with Orch Allen McQuhae
West of the Great Divide (Whiting-Ball)—Ten-

or with Orch Allen McQuhae

Victor Talking Machine Go.

LIST FOR APRIL 24
19604 A Mama Like You and a Papa Like Me,

Jane Green
Somebody Like You Jane Green

19616 Yearning (Just for You)—Fox trot, with Vocal
Refrain Roger Wolfe Kahn

and His Hotel Biltmore Orch.
Hot-Hot-Hottentot—Fox-trot,

Roger Wolfe Kahn
and His Hotel Biltmore Orch.

19617 I Like Pie. I Like Cake, But I Like You Best
of All—Fox-trot. . .Edwin J. McEnelly's Orch.

Desert Isle—Fox-trot. Edwin J. McEnelly's Orch.
FEATURE RECORDS

942 Tosca—E lucevan le stelle (The Stars Were
Shining) (Puccini)—In Italian,

Beniamino Gigli

0 dolci mani (Oh, Gentle Hands) (Puccini)—In
Italian Beniamino Gigli

19167 Souvenir (Drdla-Wiedoeft)—Saxophone,
Rudy Wiedoeft

Saxarella (Wiedoeft)—Saxophone. Rudy Wiedoeft

LIST FOR MAY 1

VOCAL RECORDS
19959 Daddy Helen Clark

Lullaby Helen Clark
19613 Tell Her in the Springtime Grace Moore

Listening Grace Moore
19619 Saludo a las Republicas Americanas (Greetings

to the Spanish-American Republics),
H. M. Alfonso XIII

Alocucion al Pueblo Espanol (Address to the
Spanish Nation) H. M. Alfonso XIII

19621 Hark, Hark My Soul Trinity Choir
Prayer of Thanksgiving Trinity Choir

19623 Oh, How I Miss You Tonight Lewis James
1 Don't Care What You Used to Be,

Lewis James
19625 Yearning (Just for You) Gene Austin

No Wonder (That I Love You).... Gene Austin
19627 In the Baggage Coach Ahead. . .Vernon Dalhart

I Will Ne'er Forget My Mother and My Home,
Vernon Dalhart

19628 O Katharina! (From "Chauve-Souris"),
Billy Murray

Don't Bring Lulu Billy Murray
INSTRUMENTAL RECORD

19614 La Paloma (The Dove) (Yradier),
Victor Salon Orch.

Serenade (Toselli) Victor Salon Orch.
DANCE RECORDS

19579 On the Way to Monterey—Fox-trot,
Henry Halstead and His Orch.

Moonlight and Roses—Fox-trot,
Henry Halstead and His Orch.

19606 Humorestless—Shimmy Fox-trot,
Zez Confrey and His Orch.

Charleston Chuckles—Shimmy Fox-trot,
Zez Confrey and His Orch.

19624 My Kid—Fox-trot. .International Novelty Orch.
Let It Rain—Fox-trot,

International Novelty Orch.
19630 Let It Rain, Let It Pour—Fox-trot,

Meyer Davis' Le Paradis Band
All Aboard for Heaven—Fox-trot,

Meyer Davis' Le Paradis Band
RED SEAL RECORDS

6498 Parsifal—Prelude, Part 1 (Wagner),
Alfred Hertz and

San Francisco Symphony Orch.
Parsifal—Prelude, Part 2 (Wagner),

(Continued on page 158)

10

10

12
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ADVANCE RECORD BULLETINS FOR JUNE— (Continued from page 157)

Ulhen the One
You Love,
Loves You*
^£ Neu) Waltz ballad

So Successfully Sw$ by.

Vaudevilles Leadfog Artists

BECAUSE
OF TOU
o4 Sentimental Baitad
With A Wonderful
Fox Trot Rhythm/

tp-j'c by Walter fflrsch

Music te] Ted Fiorito

1074

1075

19i.OS

55057

19631

19632

19633

19634

600

45201

19637

19611

19022

17523

Alfred Hertz and
San Francisco Symphony Orch.

Parsifal—Prelude, Part 3 (Wagner)
Alfred Hertz and

San Francisco Symphony Orch.
Parsifal—Good Friday Spell, Part 1 (Wagner),

Alfred Hertz and
San Francisco Symphony Orch.

Parsifal—Good Friday Spell, Part 2 (Wagner),
Alfred Hertz and

San Francisco Symphony Orch.
Parsifal—Good Friday Spell, Part 3 (Wagner),

Alfred Hertz and
.San Francisco Symphony Orch.

Battle Hymn of the Republic (Howe),
Louise Homer

America the Beautiful (Bates-Ward),
Louise Homer

Allerseelen (All Souls' Day) (R. Strauss)—In
German Maria Jeritza

Liebestreu (Faithful Love) (Brahms)—In Ger-
man Maria Jeritza

Dance Orientale (Rimsky-Korsakovv),
Fritz Kreisler

Molly on the Shore (Grainger-Kreisler),
Fritz Kreisler

Dear Old Girl (Buck-Morse),
Reinald Werrenrath

She Was Bred iri Old Kentucky (Braisted-Car-
ter) Reinald Werrenrath

EDUCATIONAL RECORDS
1. Soldiers' March (Schumann); 2. March (Hol-
laender) Victor Orch.

1. March (From "Nutcracker Suite") (Tschai-
kowsky) ; 2. March (From "Alceste") (Gluck),

Victor Orch.
1. Gnomes; 2. Dwarfs (Nocturne) (Reinhold),

Victor Orch.
1. Fairies (Scherzo) (Schubert); 2. Clowns
(From "Midsummer Night's Dream") (Men-
delssohn) Victor Orch.

FEATURE RECORDS
Two Grenadiers (Heine-Schumann),

Feodor Chaliapin
Midnight Review (Jukovsky-Glinka),

Feodor Chaliapin
Gunga Din (Kipling)—Recitation .Taylor Holmes
Boots (Kipling)—Recitation Taylor Holmes

LIST FOR MAY 8
VOCAL RECORDS

Who The Brox Sisters
Tokio Blues The Brox Sisters
Florida—Fox-trot. .. International Novelty Orch.
Me Neenyah (My Little One)—Fox-trot,

International Novelty Orch.
Those Panama Mamas—Fox-trot,

George Olsen and His Music
Oh That Sweet in Suite 16—Fox-trot,

Charles Dornberger and His Orch.
The Love Song You Will Forget—Waltz,

The Troubadours
Take Me Back to Your Heart—Waltz,

Dan Gregory's Orch.

FEATURE RECORDS
Traumerei (Reverie) (Robert Schumann)—Vio-

lin Solo Mischa Elman
Serenade (Drigo)—Violin Solo ... Mischa Elman
The Japanese Sandman (R. B. Egan-R. A. Whit-

ing) Olive Kline
Old Fashioned Garden (From "Hitchy-Koo"),

Olive Kline
LIST OF MAY 15
VOCAL RECORDS

Way Down Home... Gene Austin-Carson Robison
The Time Will Come Vernon Dalhart
If It Wasn't for You I Wouldn't' Be Crying
Now—Fox-trot Glen Oswald's Serenaders

I Ain't Got Nobody to Love—Fox-trot,
Glen Oswald's Serenaders

Big Bad Bill—Fox-trot,
Don Clark and His La Monica Ballroom Orch.

Cheatin' On Me—Fox-trot,
Don Clark and His La Monica Ballroom Orch.

The Flapper Wife—Fox-trot,
International Novelty Orch.

Who Takes Care of the Caretaker's Daughter?
Fox-trot .'.Whitey Kaufman's

Original Pennsylvania Serenaders

FEATURE RECORDS
Kiss Me Again (From "Mile. Modiste") (Blos-

som-Herbert) ..Mabel Garrison
When You're Away (From "The Only Girl")

(Blossom-Herbert) Mabel Garrison
Evening Chimes (Heins)—Violin, Flute, Harp,

with Bells Neapolitan Trio
Woodland Echoes (Wyman) .... Neapolitan Trio

Edison Disc Records
ALREADY RELEASED

SPECIALS
Abide With Me (Wm. H. Monk)—Organ,
Frederick Kinsley on the >Iidmer-Losh Pipe Organ

Lead Kindly Light (John B. Dykes)—Organ,
Frederick Kinsley on the Midmer-Losh Pipe Organ

51516 Nuthin's Gonna Stop Me Now (Willy White-
Bernard Grossman-Rubey Cowan) ..... Billy Jones

You Better Keep the Home Fires Burning
('Cause Your Mamma's Getting Cold) (Edgar
Leslie-Charles Kinney) Ernest Hare

51514 A Rag Time Episode (Paul Eno)—Banjo Solo,
Fred Van Eps

The Smiler (Percy Wenrich)—Banjo Solo,
Fred Van Eps

51525 You Gave All Your Kisses to Somebody Else
(So Why Bring Your Tears to Me?) (Mitchell
Parish-Lou Herscher) James Doherty

The Heart of a Girl (Gus Kahn-H. Leopold Spit-

alny) James Doherty
51517 (Most of All) I Want Your Love (Harold

Horne-H. G. Tandler) James Doherty
I Found a Way to Love You (But I Can't Find

a Way to Forget) (Don Morgan-Charley
Straight) James Doherty

80822 The Heaven of Your Love (Walter Milbank-
Gordon Johnstone),

I Look Into Your Garden (Charles Wilmott-
Haydn Wood) Ernest Davis

51526 I'm Looking for a Union Sweetheart (Tom Ken-
nedy-Ben Smith) Ben Smith and His Uke

1 11 Make the Pies Like Mother Made (If You'll
Make the Dough Like Dad) (Billy Curtis-
Harry Von Tilzer).. Billy Jones

51524 My Honolulu Dream Girl (Sam A. Perry),
Waikiki Hawaiian Orch.

In the Heart of Hawaii (Mitchell Parish-Eugene
Herbert). Waikiki Hawaiian Orch.

51529 I'll Tell the Sunshine (Dorothy Forster Edward
Lockton) Walter Scanlan

Away from You (Benny Davis-Milton Ager),
Walter Scanlan

51535 As a Porcupine Pines for Its Pork (That's How
I Pine for You) (Art Walsh-A. Paganucci),

Billy Jones-Ernest Hare—The Happiness Boys
Titina (From "Puzzles of 1925") (Bertal Mau-

bon-E. Ronn-Leo Daniderff) Billy Jones
82337 Indian Love Call (From "Rose-Marie") (Otto

Harbach-Oscar Hammerstein, 2nd-Rudolph
Friml) Anna Case

Indian Dawn (Charles O. Rpos-J. S. Zamecnik),
Anna Case

80826 Whistling Bill and the Lark (Ring-Hager),
Whistling Sibyl Sanderson F'agan

The Bird and the Frog (Ring-Hager),
Whistling Sibyl Sanderson Fagan

82336 Air des Bijoux (Jewel Song) (From "Faust")
(Gounod) Alice Verlet

Ah,, fors' e lui (From "Traviata") Alice Verlet

FLASHES
51519 Titina (From. /'Puzzles of 1925") (Bertal-Mau-

bon-E. Ronn-Leo Daniderff)—Fox-trot,
Billy Wynne's Greenwich Village Inn Orch.

Yearning (Just for You) Benny Davis-Joe
Burke)—Fox-trot,

Billy Wynne's Greenwich Village Inn Orch.
51520 Oh! Those Eyes (Bert Kalmar-Harry Ruby-M.

K. Jerome)—Fox-trot, with Song by Vernon
Dalhart , Kaplan's Melodists

Let Me Linger Longer in Your Arms (Cliff

Friend-Abel Baer)—Fox-trot, with Song by
Arthur Hall and John Ryan ... Kaplan's Melodists

51521 You're So Near (And Yet So Far) (Larry
Spier-Larry Shloss)—Fox-trot, with Song by
Arthur Hall Nathan Glantz and His Orch.

Florida (Abel Green-Jesse Greer)—Fox-trot, with
Song by Arthur Hall Jack Stillman's Orch.

51528 By the Waters of Minnetonka (Thurlow Lieur-
ance)—Fox-trot Mel Craig's Orch.

In the Garden of Tomorrow (Geo. Graffe, Jr.-

Jessie L. Deppen)—Fox-trot ... Mel Craig's. Orch.
51531 Wliistle (When You're Blue) (Jerry Sullivan-

Harry Geise)—Fox-trot, with Song by Vernon
Dalhart Jack Stillman's Orch.

Ain't My Baby Grand? (Lew Brown-Robert
King-Ray Henderson)—Fox-trot, with Song by
Billy Jones Nathan Glantz and His Orch.

51532 If You Knew Susie (Like I Know Susie) (B.
G. De Sylva)—Fox trot Frank Silver's Orch.

Gigolette (Franz Lehar)—Fox-trot.
Henri Gendron and His Strand Roof Orch.

51534 What Do We Get from Boston? (Willie Raskin-
Frank Silver)—Fox-trot, "with Vocal Chorus
by Lawrence S. Murphy,

Frank Silver's Dance Orch.
No One (Jack Yellen-Milton Ager)—Fox-trot,

with Vocal "Chorus by Bud Kennedy,
Henri Gendron and His Strand Roof Orch.

51533 Fooling (Ray Klages-Jack Meskill-Al Sherman),
Fox-trot Ace Brigode and His 14 Virginians

When I Think of You (Harry Owens-Vincent
Rose)—Fox-trot,

Ace Brigode and His 14 Virginians
51537 Toddle Along (From "Ziegfeld's Follies of

1924-5") (Gene Buck-Werner Janssen)—Fox-
trot Jack Stillman's Orch.

Let It Rain (From "Sky High") (James Kendis-
Hal Dyson)—Fox-trot, with Song by George
Wilton Ballard Jack Stillman's Orch.

51538 Little Peach (From "Louie the 14th") (Arthur

Wimperis-Sigmund Romberg)— Fox- trot,

Jack Stillman's Orch.
On the Oregon Trail (Edw. Sedgewick-Henry

R. Colin)—Fox-trot Golden Gate Orch.
GENERAL GROUP

51515 Lonesome Road Blues (Gene Austin-Irving
Mills) (The Blue Ridge Duo)

Gene Austin-George Reneau
Blue Ridge Blues (Carson),
(The Blue Ridge Duo) Gene Austin-George Reneau

80828 Hungarian Love Song—-Violin Solo, Arr. by
Helen Ware Helen Ware

Moto perpetuo (Niccolo Paganini, Op. 11)—
Volin Solo Mischa

GERMAN
57019 Tief im Bohmerwald (Harvey Hindermyer)

Bedenklichkeiten (Arthur Hall)
SPANISH

60046 Flores Negras (Black Flowers) (Passillo) (Victor

J. Rosales)
La manana esta de fiesta (The Morning of

the Holiday) (Jaime Torres Bodet-Belisar'o
de J. Garcia) Consuelo Escobar de Castro

Edison Blue Amberol Records
4969

4970
4971
4972
4973

4974

4975

4976

I'll See You in My Dreams—Fox-trot,
Ace Brigode and his 14 Virginians

On the Village Green—Banjo Solo... Fred Van Eps
I'm Gonna Tramp! Tramp! Tramp! ... .Ernest Hare
The End of the Road. Homer Rodeheaver and Chorus
Little Brown Jug—Singing, Harmonica and

Guitar,
(The Blue Ridge Duo) Gene Austin-George Reneau

Will You Remember Me?—Fox-trot and Song,
Polla's Clover Gardens Orch.

Song by George Wilton Ballard
Lonesome Road Blues—Singing, Harmonica and

Guitar,
(The Blue Ridge Duo) Gene Austin-George Reneau

Blue Ridge Blues—Singing, Harmonica and
Guitar,"

(The Blue. Ridge Duo) Gene Austin-George Reneau

Okeh Records
DANCE RECORDS

40348 Jimtown Blues—Fox-trot The Yankee Six 10

No One—Fox-trot The Yankee Six 10

40349 Blues in A Minor—Fox-trot,
Blue Ribbon Syncopators of Buffalo 10

My Gal, My Pal—Fox-trot,
Blue Ribbon Syncopators of Buffalo 10

40351 Joanna—Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by Van
Price Joe Smith's Martha Lee Club Orch. 10

The Midnight Waltz—Waltz, with Vocal Chorus
by Van Price,

Joe Smith's Martha Lee Club Orch. 10

40357 Ah-Ha!—Fox-trot The Red-Hotters 10

If You Knew Susie (Like I Know Susie)—Fox-
trot The Melody Sheiks 10

40358 Moonlight and Roses—Fox-trot,
The Melody Sheiks 10

Isn't She the Sweetest Thing?—Fox-trot,
The Melody Sheiks 10

40355 Toddle Along (from "Ziegfeld Follies of 1924-
1925")—Fox-trot, Vincent Lopez and His

Hotel Pennsylvania Orch. 10

Little Peach (from the Musical Comedy "Louie
the 14th")—Fox-trot, Vincent Lopez and His

Hotel Pennsylvania Orch. 10

40356 That Soothing Melody—Waltz, with Whistling
Obbligato by Sibyl Sanderson Fagan,

Vincent Rizzo and His Hotel Sylvania Orch. 10

Gigolette—Fox-trot, with Whistling Obbligato by
Sibyl Sanderson Fagan,
Vincent Rizzo and His Hotel Sylvania Orch. 10

VOCAL RECORDS
40353 Cheatin' on Me—Tenor with Ukulele,

Harry Robinson 10

I'll Buy the Ring and Change Your Name to

Mine—Tenor with Ukulele. . .Harry Robinson 10

403 54 Who Takes Care of the Caretaker's Daughter
(While the Caretaker's Busy Taking Care)—
Tenor with Orch Billy Jones 10

Don't Bring Lulu—Tenor-Baritone Duet with
Orch.,

Happiness Boys (Billy Jones-Ernest Hare) 10

SACRED VOCAL AND "OLD-TIME" TUNE RECORDS
403 59 Shout and Shine for Jesus—Guitar and Mando-

lin Accomp The Jenkins Family 10

Jesus Is Calling—Guitar and Mandolin Accomp.,
The Jenkins Family 10

40352 The Long Tongued Woman—Singing with Guitar

and Hara Accomp Henry Whitter 10

The Dollar and the Devil— Singing with Guitar
and Harp Accomp Henry Whitter 10

40362 Flower From My Angel Mother's Grave—Sing-

ing with Guitar Accomp Charles Nabell 10

Write a Letter to My Mother—Singing with

Guitar Accomp Charles Nabell 10

RACE RECORDS
8204 Just a ' Cotton Picker's Blues—Tenor-Baritone
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Duet with Ukulele Accomp.,
Clarence Williams-Clarence Todd

Temptation Blues—Baritone with Ukulele Ac-
comp Clarence Williams

8206 Walkin' Talkin' Blues—Contralto with Piano Ac-
comp. by Clarence Williams. . . Sippie Wallace

Devil Dance Blues—Contralto with Piano Ac-
comp. by Hersal Thomas—Cornet by Joe
Oliver Sippie Wallace

8207 Weaver's Blues—Guitar Solo . . Sylvester Weaver
Mixing Them Up in "C"—Guitar Solo,

Sylvester Weaver
40360 What Is the Use—Fox-trot The Red-Hotters

I Found a Way to Love You (But I Can't Find
a Way to Forget)—Fox-trot. The Red-Hotters

40361 Oh, Lady Be Good! (from the Musical Comedy
"Lady Be Good")—Fox-trot. The Red-Hotters

You and I (from the Musical Farce "My Girl")
—Waltz,
Vincent Rizzo and His Hotel Sylvania Orch.

40322—Nora Lee—Fox-trot,
Joe Smith's Martha Lee Club Orch.

Don't Bother Me—Fox-trot,
Joe Smith's Martha Lee Orch.

40364 Flag That Train "(To Alabam')—Fox-trot,
Vick Myers' Atlanta Melody Artists

Mamie—Fox- trot,

Vick Myers' Atlanta Melody Artists

40365 Sweet Georgia Brown—Fox-trot,
Jack Linx and His

Birmingham Society Serenaders
When I Think of You—Fox-trot,

Jack Linx and His
Birmingham Society Serenaders

40371 The Promised Land—Tenor-Baritone Duet, Ac-
comp. by Justin Ring Trio,

Frank McCravy-James McCravy
Drifting—Tenor-Baritone Duet, Accomp. by

Justin Ring Trio,
Frank McCravy-James McCravy

40372 If It Wasn't for You I Wouldn't Be Crying
Now—Fox-trot with Singing Chorus,

Arcadia Peacock Orch. of St. Louis
Waitin' for the Moon—Fox-trot,

Arcadia Peacock Orch. of St. Louis
40370 Why Do I Love You? (from the Musical Com-

edy "Tell Me More")—Fox-trot,
Vincent Lopez and His

Hotel Pennsylvania Orch.
Sing-Loo—Fox-trot, Vincent Lopez and His

Hotel Pennsylvania Orch.
8210 Every Man That Wears Bell-Bottom Britches

Ain't No Mpnkey Man—Fox-trot, Singing
Chorus by Floyd Campbell,

Chas. Creath's Jazz-O-Maniacs
King Porter Stomp—Fox-trot,

Chas. Creath's Jazz-O-Maniacs
8211 I'm Gonna Be a Lovin' Old Soul—Contralto.

Accomp. by Sara Martin's Jug Band,
Sara Martin

I Ain't Got No Man—Contralto, Accomp. by
Sara Martin's Jug Band Sara Martin

40363 The Death of Floyd Collins—Fiddling and Sing-

ing Fiddlin' John Carson
Charming Betsy—Fiddling and Singing,

Fiddlin' John Carson
40366 God Will Take Care of You—Sacred, Baritone-

Contralto Duet with Organ Accomp. by Mrs.
R. M. Forster,

Mr. and Mrs. J. Douglas Swagerty
Redeeming Love—Sacred, Baritone-Contralto

Duet, with Piano Accomp. by Mrs. R. M.
Forster. . .Mr. and Mrs. J. Douglas Swagerty

40373 Forty Below—Comic Dialogue Miller-Lyles

The Three Halves—-Comic Dialogue . Miller-Lyles

Gennett Lateral Records

5685

5688

5689

5696-

5699

5705

3002

3005

5698

5694

5693

5697

5695

DANCE RECORDS
The Midnight Waltz Dawson's Specialty Orch.
Home, Sweet Home—Waltz,

Dawson's Specialty Orch.
Tell Me Dreamy Eyes—Fox-trot— Banjo Solo,

Eddie Peabody
Indian Dawn; Minnetonka—Fox-trot— Banjo

Solo Eddie Peabody
Cuddles and Kisses—Fox-trot,

The Merigold Serenaders
Danger—Shimmy—One-step.

The Merigold Serenaders
Indian Nights—Fox-trot,

Nathan Glantz and His Orch.
If I Ever Cry—Fox-trot,

Nathan Glantz and His Orch.
Silver Sands of Waikiki—Waltz—Hawaiian •

Guitars W. B. Patterson- XI. L. Romano
In the Heart of Hawaii—Waltz—Hawaiian

Guitars W. B. Patterson-M. L. Romano
When You Do What You Do—Fox-trot,

Harry Reser's Orch.
Titina—Fox-trot Harry Reser's Orch.
Freakish Blues—Bucket Stomp (Clarinet Solo,
Bob Fuller) Rocky Mountain Trio

Charleston Clarinet Blues—Clarinet Solo, Bob
Fuller Rocky Mountain Trio

Casey Jones—Fox-trot, Vocal Chorus by "Chick"
Straun Straun's Pullman Porters

A Hot Time in the Old Town Tonight—Fox-
trot Straun's Pullman Porters

Don't Bring Lulu—Fox-trot, Vocal Chorus by
Arthur Hall Nathan Glantz and His Orch.

Chickie—Fox-trot, Vocal Chorus by Arthur Hall,
Nathan Glantz and His Orch.

STANDARD VOCAL
Love's Old Sweet Song—Tenor, with Orch. Acc.

Wilson Harper
Little Grey Home in the West—Tenor, with

Piano and Violin Acc Wilson Harper
POPULAR VOCAL

I'll See You in My Dreams—Tenor, with Guitar
and Piano Accomp.,

Jack Kaufman-Harry Reser-Thos. Griselle

Y'earning—Tenor, with Guitar and Piano Accomp.
Jack Kaufman-Harry Reser-Thos. Griselle

Banana Oil—Orch. Accomp Maureen Englin
Can't Your Friend Get a Friend for Me?

—

Orch. Accomp Maureen Englin
IRISH

Reels of "Mullinvate" (With Lilting)—Irish

Reels, with Piccolo and Mandolin Banjo,
McKenna-XI. F. Gaffney

Foggy Dew—Violin and Piccolo,
McKenna-M. F. Gaffney

All That I Want Is in Ireland—Tenor, with
Piano Accomp. by Parnell McKelvery,

Emmet O'Toole
Bold Robert Emmet—Tenor, with Piano Ac-
comp. by Parnell McKelvery Emmet O'Toole
NOVELTY BALLAD AND COMIC

Don't Forget, You'll Regret, Day By Day

—

Novelty Ballad Razaf (The Melody Man)
He Rambled (Till the Butcher Killed Him
Dead)—Comic Song. .. .Razaf (The Melody XIan)

The Roll of Honor
If you can't sell players by ad-

vertising "Ask the people who
own them"—it's because "The
people who own them" are not

buying rolls.

You can't sell more players if

your roll department is not

administered to maintain in-

terest in the players that have

been sold.

"Your player sales can
only be as great as you
make your roll trade."

UNITED STATES MUSIC COMPANY,
122 Fifth Avenue, New York

Sell U. S. Rolls— Yfgll Sell More Players!
RACE RECORD

3004 I Can't Feel Frisky Without My Liquor—Negro
Blues, with Voice and Piano, Violin and Clari-
net Accomp Hociel Thomas

Morning Dove Blues—Negro Blues, with Voice
and Piano, Saxophone, Clarinet and Violin
Accomp Marie Grinter

FOREIGN—SPANISH
$-5665 El Reinado Del— Fox-trot Los Toreros Musicos

La Reina Mestiza Los Toreros Musicos
S-5660 Quien Anda Tarde en la Noche'.—Fox-trot,

Orquesta Mariani
Sombras—Tango Orquesta Mariani

ITALIAN
1-5687 La Ballerina—Valzer Saltanto,

I Suonatori Ambulante
La Sentinella— Polka I Suonatori Ambulante

Vocalion Records
60069 Just A-Wearyin' For You (Stanton-Jacobs-Bond)

Soprano with Orch May Peterson
I Love You Truly (Jacobs-Bond)—Soprano with
Orch May Peterson

60070 Fedpra—Amor ti vieta di non amar (My Love
Compels Thy Love) (Giordano)—Tenor with
Orch.: in Italian Armaiul Tokatyan

Cavalleria Rusticana—Siciliana (Thy Lips Like
Crimson Berries) (Mascagm)—Tenor with
Orch. ; in Italian Armand Tokatyan

15016 Little Grey Home in the West (Lohr)—Violin
Solo Marie Dawson Morrell

Somewhere a Voice Is Calling (Newton-Tate)

—

Violin Solo Marie Dawson Morrell
15017 Varsity March (Moore)—-Military Band,

Lieut. F. W. Sutherland and His 7th Regt. Band
Handicap March (Rosey)—Military Band,

Lieut. F. W. Sutherland and His 7th Regt. Band
15000 Oh, Katharina! (Gilbert-Fall)—Tenor with Orch.,

Irving Kaufman
The Only, Only One (Green-Monaco-Warren)

—

Tenor with Orch Irving Kaufman
15010 I Didn't Care 'Til I Lost You (Cowan)—Tenor

with Orch Irving Kaufman
Ukulele Lady (Kahn- Whiting) — Tenor with
Orch Irving Kaufman

14997 Rock All Our Babies to Sleep (Southern Song)
Voice, Guitar and Mouth Harp,
George Reneau (The Blind Musician of the

Smoky Mountains)
Little Rosewood Casket (Southern Song)—

Voice, Guitar and Mouth Harp,
George Reneau (The Blind Musician of the

Smoky Mountains)

15013 In the Heart of Hawaii (Parish-Herbert)—Ha-
waiian Players Ferera and Palaluhi

Just Lontsome ( Wilmac-Pennis-Magine)—Ha-
waiian Players Ferera and Palaluhi

15014 When I Think of You (Owens-Rose)—Vocal
Duet with Guitar Ear! and Bell

On the Oregon Trail (Sedgewick-Cohen)—Vocal
Duet with Guitar Earl and Bell

15018 I Had Someone Else Before I Had You (Harris-
Darcy-Stanley)—Fox-trot; For Dancing,

Ben Bernie and His Hotel Roosevelt Orch.
Happy Melody (Caesar-Anderson-Charig-Bernie)

Fox-trot; For Dancing,
Ben Bernie and His Hotel Roosevelt Orch.

15002 Yearning (Davis-Burke)—Fox-trot; For.Dancing,
Ben Bernie and His Hotel Roosevelt Orch.

Sweet Georgia Brown (Bernie-Casey-Pinkard)—
Fox-trot; For Dancing,

Ben Bernie and His Hotel Roosevelt Orch.
15003 Don't Bring Lulu (Rose-Brown-Henderson)—

Fox-trot ; For Dancing,
Ben Selvin and His Orch.

Let It Rain, Let It Pour (Friend-Donaldson)—
Fox-trot; For Dancing.. Ben Selvin and His Orch.

15004 Those Panama Mamas ( Johnson-Bibo)—Fox-
trot; For Dancing The Tennessee Tooters

Red Hot Henry Brown (Rose)—Fox-trot; For
Dancing The Tennessee Tooters

15006 Midnight Waltz (Kahn-Donaldson)—For Danc-
ing Miami Marimba Band

Memories of a Rose (Preston-Olcott-Parker)—
Waltz; For Dancing Miami Marimba Band

15007 I Love You California (Silverwood-Franken-
stein)—Fox-trot; For Dancing; With Vocal
Chorus Tuxedo Orch., Harry Reser, Director

Just a Little Drink (Gay)—Fox-trot; For Danc-
ing; With Vocal Chorus,

Tuxedo Orch., Harry Reser, Director
15005 Sonar— Vals (Dreaming) (Belisario de J.

Garcia)—For Dancing The Castilians

Los Gavilanes (The Sparrowhawks) (Jacinto
Guerrero)—Fox-trot; For Dancing,

The Castilians

COLORED RECORDS
15009 Charleston Clarinet Blues (Fuller-Hooper)—

Charleston Fox-trot ; For Dancing—Banjo-
Piano-Clarinet Three Jolly Miners

Freakish Blues (Fuller-Hooper)—Fox-trot; For
Dancing—Banjo- Piano-Clarinet,

Three Jolly Miners
15011 12th Street Blues (Heagney)—Comedienne, With

Piano, Cornet and Banjo Rosa Henderson
Low Down Daddy Blues (Brown)—Comedienne,
With Piano and Clarinet Rosa Henderson

{Continued on page 160)
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Jf It Wasn't
For You

let ItRaw |WM«NT
letItFour! tt<$JWGI
/// Be In Virgiwi

Morning

IMSO
ashamed;

A Neu) Ballad h
the Writers c/"*Vi

Should iCryOifer^

IHadSome !

OneElse
IBeforel
HadYotf

{(And tilBade Someone
After You're Gone)

Fox Trot Soyi^J

You Can't Go Wrong With Any FEIST' Song

15015 If I Can't Come In, Please Don't Let Nobody
Come Out (Harrington)—Comedienne and Co-
median, with Piano,

Cora Green and Ham Tree Harrington
You're Talking to the Wrong Man Now (Smith-

Durante)—Comedian, with Piano,
Ham Tree Harrington

TEWLSH
13025 A Frehlichs zu der Chasene (From "The Three

Brides") (Gilrod-Sandler)—Tenor and Chor-
us, with Orch.; in Yiddish,

Aaron Lebedeff and Chorus
Take Your Time (Gilrod-Lebedeff)—Tenor, with

Orch.; in Yiddish Aaron Lebedeff

Domino Records

34S7

3488

3489

3490

3491

3492

3493

3494

3495

3496-

3497

3498

3499

3500

3501

3505

3502

3503

3504

Isn't She the Sweetest Thing?—Fox-trot,
Roseland Dance Orch.

Cross Words Between Sweetie and Me—Fox-trot,
Six Black Dominos

Don't Bring Lulu—Fox-trot. . .Moulin Rouge Orch.
Florida—Fox-trot Imperial Dance Orch.
I Had Someone Else Before I Had You—Fox-

trot Lou Gold's Orch.
Pretending Dear—Fox-trot. . .Newport Society Orch.
The Midnight Waltz—Waltz. Newport Society Orch.
I Found My Sweetheart Sally—Waltz,

Newport Society Orch.
When I Think of You—Fox-trot,

Roseland Dance Orch.
Caressing—Fox-trot Majestic Dance Orch.
All Aboard for Heaven—Fox-trot,

Roseland Dance Orch.
It's the Same All Over the World—Fox-trot,

Hollywood Dance Orch.
Oh How I Miss You Tonight—Waltz,

Majestic Dance Orch.
Let Me Call You Sweetheart—Waltz,

Majestic Dance Orch.
Joanna—Fox-trot Imperial Dance Orch.
Oh Those Eyes—Fox-trot Roseland Dance Orch.
At the End of the Road—Fox-trot,

Moulin Rouge Orch.
Sweet Dreams—Fox-trot.... Hollywood Dance Orch.

VOCAL
—Titina—Tenor Solo, Orch. Accomp Billy Jones
There's One Born Every Minute—Comedy Solo,

Novelty Accomp Bob White
New York Ain't New York Anymore—Tenor

Solo, Orch. Accomp Sidney Mitchell

My Yankee Doodle Home—Baritone Solo, Orch.
Accomp Ernest Hare

The King Isn't King Anymore—Comedy Solo,
Novelty Accomp Billy Jones

Christofo Colombo—Comedy Solo, Novelty Ac-
comp Bob White

Alabamy Bound—Baritone Solo, Orch. Accomp.,
Ernest Hare

Let Me Call You Sweetheart—Tenor Solo,
Orch. Accomp Hugh Donovan

When My Sugar Walks Down the Street—Come-
dienne, Ukulele Accomp Gloria Geer

Who Takes Care of the Caretaker's Daughter,
Comedy Solo, Orch. Accomp Billy Jones

Wreck of the '97—Solo, Novelty Accomp,
Bob White

The Chain Gang Song—Solo, Novelty Accomp.,
Bob White

Yearning, Just for You—Tenor Solo, Orch. Ac-
comp Sidney Mitchell

Give Me a Chance to Be Happy—Tenor Solo,
Orch. Accomp Allen Craig

VOCAL
At the End of the Road—Violin Solo, Piano
Accomp Rudolph Polk

Old Folks at Home—Violin Solo, Piano Ac-
comp Rudolph Polk

RACE RECORDS
Charleston Clarinet Blues—Clarinet Solo, Nov-

elty Accomp Slim Perkins
Spread Yo' Stuff—Clarinet Solo, Novelty Ac-
comp Slim Perkins

Everything My Sweetie Does— Comedienne,
Novelty Accomp .Flora Dale

Low Down Daddy Blues—Comedienne, Novelty
Accomp Josie Miles

Regal Records

9815 At the End of the Road—Fox-trot,
Bar Harbor Society Orch.

Pretending Dear—Fox-trot. Bar Harbor Society Orch.
9816 Don't Bring Lulu—Fox-trot. . Newport Society Orch.

Isn't She the Sweetest Thing?—Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.

9817 Midnight Waltz, Bar Harbor Society Orch.
Let Me Call You Sweetheart—Waltz,

Continental Dance Orch.

9818 Joanna—Fox-trot Missouri Jazz Band
Oh, Those Eyes—Fox-trot. . Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.

9819 When I Think of You—Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.

Cross Words Between Sweetie and Me—Fox-
trot Hollywood Dance Orch.

9820 All Aboard for Heaven—Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.

Florida—Fox-trot Hollywood Dance Orch.
9821 I Had Someone Else Before I Had You—Fox-

trot Lou Gold's Orch.
By the Light of the Stars—Fox-trot,

Ernie Golden's McAlpin Orch.
9822 Oh, How I Miss You Tonight—Waltz,

Nathan Glantz's Dance Orch.
I Found My Sweetheart Sally—Waltz,

Bar Harbor Society Orch.
9823 Mamie—Fox-trot Henri Gendron's Orch.

Lady of the Nile—Fox-trot, .. .Imperial Dance Orch.

VOCAL
9824 Titina—Tenor Solo, with Orch. Accomp.,

Billy Jones
Who Takes Care of the Caretaker's Daughter

—

Comedy Solo, with Orch. Accomp Billy Jones
9825 Alabamy Bound—Baritone Solo, with Orch. Ac-

comp Ernest Hare
My Yankee Doodle Home—Baritone Solo, with

Orch. Accomp Ernest Hare
9826 Christofo Colombo—Comedy Solo, with Novelty

Accomp Vernon Dalhart
There's One Born Every Minute—Comedy Solo,

Novelty Accomp Vernon Dalhart
9827 When My Sugar Walks Down the Street

—

Comedienne, Ukulele Accomp Gloria Geer
The King Isn't King Anymore—Comedy Solo,

Orch. Accomp Billy Jones
9828 New York Ain't New York Anymore—Tenor

Solo, with Orch. Accomp Sidney Mitchell
Let Me Call You Sweetheart—Tenor Solo, with

Orch. Accomp Billy Burton
9829 Wreck of the '97—Solo, with Novelty Accomp.,

Vernon Dalhart
The Chain Gang Song—Solo, with Novelty Ac-
comp Vernon Dalhart

9833 Yearning, Just For You—Tenor Solo, with Orch.
Accomp Sidney Mitchell

Listening—Tenor Solo, with Orch. Accomp.,
Sidney Mitchell

VIOLIN
9830 At the End of the Road—Violin Solo, with

Piano Accomp Rudolph Polk
Old Folks at Home—Violin Solo, with Piano
Accomp Rudolph Polk

RACE RECORDS
9831 Everything My Sweetie Does—Comedienne, with

Novelty Accomp Flora Dale
Low Down Daddy Blues—Comedienne, Novelty
Accomp Josie Miles

9832 Charleston Clarinet Blues—Clarinet Solo, with
Novelty Accomp Slim Perkins

Spread Yo' Stuff—Clarinet Solo, with Novelty
Accomp Slim Perkins

Ajax Records
17124 Memphis Blues Monette Moore

All Alone Monette Moore
17126 Get It Fixed Ethel Ridley

Low Down Daddy Blues ...Ethel Ridley
17127 Texas Special Blues Susie Smith

At the Cake Walk Steppers' Ball Josie Miles
17125 Levee Blues Billy Higgins

I'm Tired of Beggin'. . Billy Higgins-Alberta Perkins
17128 Get It Fixed—Dance Kansas City Four

Dark Gal Blues—Bucket Stomp. . .Kansas City Four
17129 Nobody Knows How I Feel Dis Mornin'

—

Clarinet Jazz Theadore West
Blues, Just Blues Theadore West

Banner Records
DANCE RECORDS

1517 All Aboard for Heaven—Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.

Florida—Fox-trot Hollywood Dance Orch.
1518 Joanna—Fox-trot Missouri Jazz Band

Oh Those Eyes—Fox-trot. .Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
1519 At the End of the Road—Fox-trot,

Bar Harbor Society Orch.
Pretending Dear—Fox-trot. Bar Harbor Society Orch.

1520 Oh How I Miss You Tonight—Waltz,
Nathan Glantz's Dance Orch.

I Found My Sweetheart, Sally—Waltz,
Bar Harbor Society Orch.

1521 Don't Bring Lulu—Fox-trot. .Newport Society Orch.
Isn't She the Sweetest Thing—Fox-trot,

Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
1522 I Had Someone Else Before I Had You—Fox-

trot Lou Gold's Orch.
By the Light of the Stars—Fox-trot,

Ernie Golden's McAlpin Orch.

1523

1524

1525

1526

1527

1528

1529

1530

1531

1532

1533

1534

1535

Mamie—Fox-trot Henri Gendron's Orch.
Lady of the Nile—Fox-trot. ... Imperial Dance Orch.
When I Think of You—Fox-trot,

Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
Cross Words Between Sweetie and Me—Fox-trot,

Hollywood Dance Orch.
The Midnight Waltz—Waltz,

Bar Harbor Society Orch.
Let Me Call You Sweetheart—Waltz,

Continental Dance Orch.
VOCAL RECORDS

Titina—Tenor Solo, with Orch. Accomp. Billy Jones
Who Takes Care of the Caretaker's Daughter?
Comedy Solo, with Orch. Accomp Billy Jones

Alabamy Bound—Baritone Solo, with Orch. Ac-
comp Ernest Hare

My Yankee Doodle—Baritone Solo, with Orch.
Accomp Ernest Hare

New York Ain't New York Anymore—Tenor
Solo, Orch. Accomp Sidney Mitchell

Let Me Call You Sweetheart—Tenor Solo, with
Orch. Accomp Billy Burton

Christofo Colombo—Comedy Solo, with Novelty
Accomp Vernon Dalhart

There's One Born Every Minute—Comedy Solo,
with Novelty Accomp Vernon Dalhart

When My Sugar Walks Down the Street—Come-
dienne, with Ukulele Accomp Gloria Geer

The King Isn't King Anymore—Comedy Solo,
with Orch. Accomp Billy Jones

Wreck of the '97—Solo, with Novelty Accomp.,
Vernon Dalhart

The Chain Gang Song—Solo, with Novelty Ac-
comp Vernon Dalhart

VIOLIN
At the End of the Road—Violin Solo, with Piano
Accomp Rudolph Polk

Old Folks at Home—Violin Solo, with Piano
Accomp Rudolph Polk

RACE RECORDS
Charleston Clarinet Blues—Clarinet Solo, Nov-

elty Accomp Slim Perkins
Spread Yo' Stuff—Clarinet Solo, with Novelty
Accomp Slim Perkins

Everything My Sweetie Does—Comedienne, Nov-
elty Accomp Flora Dale

Low Down Daddy Blues—Comedienne, Novelty
Accomp Josie Miles

Yearning (Just for You)—Tenor Solo, with
Orch. Accomp Sidney Mitchell

Listening—Tenor Solo, with Orch Accomp.,
Sidney Mitchell

U. S. Music Go.

AUTO-ART
(These Rolls for Standardized Reproducing Tracker Bar)

INSTRUMENTAL ROLLS—MUSIC ONLY
Title Composer Played by

Golden Buttercups—Idyll McNair Ilgenfritz

Les Sylphes—Impromptu Valse McNair Ilgenfritz

Liebesfreud McNair Ilgenfritz

Love Song (From "Chant d' Amour") (Paderewski),
Walter Fifielski

Moon Magic (Billings) Earl Billings

LIBRARY EDITION—WORD ROLLS
A Dream—Song Robert Billings

Because—Song Robert Billings

The Heart Bowed Down—Song Roger Le Mar
The Kaddish of My Ancestry—English Lyrics,

Robert Billings

Lonesome, That's All Roger Le Mar
Love, Here Is My Heart—Song Robert Billings

Macushla—Song Robert Billings

O Lovely Night (From "Summertime")—Song,
Robert Billings

O Moon Upon the Water—Song Robert Billings

Sorter Miss You—Song Robert Billings

LIBRARY EDITION—MUSIC ONLY
Carnations—Novelette Cora Mel Hatton
Love Song (From "Chant d' Amour") (Paderewski),

Walter Fifielski

Madame Butterfly (Favorite Strains) (Puccini),
Robert Billings

Menuet—A 1' Antique (J. Paderewski) Ivan Petrikoff

Moon Magic (Billings) Earl Billings

Souvenir McNair Ilgenfritz

Valse Supreme (McNair Ilgenfritz) McNair Ilgenfritz

FOREIGN WORD ROLLS
POLISH

Kunegunda i Kuba—Polka Ed Krotochwil
Walanty, od ucha—Mazur Ed Krotochwil

SWEDISH
Skepp Som Motas Dalquist-Winter

FOREIGN ROLLS—MUSIC ONLY
GERMAN

Aus Der Jagenzeit—Polka
Das Boese Weib—Polka, Arr. by H. Hopp
Mit Schwung—Polka
Verliebte Augen—Polka, Arr. by H. Hopp
Wein und Tanze—Polka
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ITALIAN
II Bacio di Gioventi—Polka
Mia Felicita—Polka

LITHUANIAN
Oi Mergele—Polka, Arr. by Miega

MEXICAN AND SPANISH
Ba-Ta-Clan—Tango Rene Demaret
Miroir D Amour—Valse Ba-ta-clan Rene Demaret
Nueves Aires Andaluces Guillermo Gomez

POLISH
"Dworzan"—Oberek John J. Handzlik
Milosne Oczy—Polka
Nasze Obertasy—Polka
Sorena—Polka John J. Handzlik
Zosia—Polka

SLOVENIAN
Jasne Solnce Gre—Polka
Zemski Raj—Polka
Zvoni Pesen Krasna—Polka

REGULAR ROLLS—MUSIC ONLY
Commandary—March Robert Billings
On the Feld of Honor—March E. Meinardas

FOREIGN WORD ROLLS
BOHEMIAN

Panna Anicka a Jeji Zlata Rybicka A. J. Turek
V Cimickem Hajecku—Pisnicka Simos-Orovan
Zlate Paprsky—Valcik

GERMAN
Heruber und Hinuber—Polka, with Lyrics. . Heinrich Hopp
Im Prater Bluh'n Wieder die Baume (Weinerlied)
Valentin—Polka, Arr. by H. Hopp
VViegenlied "SchlaP Ein" Robert Billings

HEBREW
Der Kaddish Fun Mein Shtam—As Sung by Cantor

Rosenblatt Marks-Cherniavsky
Shmendrik Is a Kniaker

MEXICAN AND SPANISH
El Carro del Sol Thous Serrano
El Trianero Ricardo Garcia de Arellano
Fox-Firpo—Fox-trot Lauro D. Uranga
La Chancla Tomas Ponce Reyes
Malditos Celos—Fox-trot E. V. y Robles
Manana de Niebla Valverde-C. Maria Tubau
No Se Por Que Alberto de La Pena Gil

WORD ROLLS
The Midnight Waltz Harold Wansborough
Monterey—Fox-trot Cal Welch
Moonlight and Roses—Fox-trot Robert Billings
No One—Fox-trot Lee Sims
Nuthin's Gonna Stop Me Now—Fox-trot Jack Pierce
Oh, How I Miss You Tonight—Waltz
Oh, Katharina!—One-step Lee Sims
On the Air—Radio Fox-trot Jack Pierce
The Vale of Golden Dreams—Waltz
Valiant Volunteers March
We're Back Together Again—Fox-trot Horace Prell
West of the Great Divide—Waltz. .. .Harold Wansborough
When I Think of You—Fox-trot Lee Sims
Who Takes Care of the Caretaker's Daughter—Fox-

trot Cal Welch
Yearning (Just for You)—Fox-trot Lee Sims
Alice of the Pines—Waltz
Away From You—Waltz Harold Wansborough
"Charleston"—Fox-trot Robt. Shoemaker
Don't Bother Me—Fox-trot
Four Flushin' Papa (What Kind of a Man Is Your)

—

Blues
Florida—Fox-trot Lee Sims
Golden Memories (Of Hawaii)—Waltz
I Can't Realize (You Love Me)—Fox-trot Jack Pierce
If I Ever Cry (You'll Never Know)—Fox-trot. .Cal Welch
Lady of the Nile—Fox-trot Lee Sims
Let It Rain (From "Sky High")—Fox-trot Lee Sims
Little Peach (From "Louie, the 14th")—Fox-trot. Cal Welch
Lonesome—Fox-trot Jack Pierce
Lovely Lady—Waltz

Dates of Association

Meetings Are Announced

Supply, Band Instrument and Musical Merchan-
dise Associations Fix the Schedules for Their

Respective Meetings

Preliminary announcements regarding the

meeting dates of various associations affiliated

with the Music Industries Chamber of Com-
merce, during the convention period in Chicago,

in the week of May 8, have just been made.

The schedules of three of the associations fol-

low:

The Musical Supply Association will hold

its annual meeting and election of officers on

Tuesday morning, June 9, in Room D of the

Drake Hotel, Chicago, and an intensive pro-

gram has been mapped out with the idea of

cleaning up all the business of the meeting in

one session.

The Band Instrument Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation will hold its annual meeting and elec-

tion of officers in Room C of the Drake Hotel,

Chicago, Monday afternoon, June 8, at 2:30.

The present schedule calls for the cleaning up
of the association business in one session.

The' National Association of Musical Instru-

ment and Accessories Manufacturers will hold

its first session at the Drake Hotel, Chicago,

on Tuesday afternoon, June 9, this to be fol-

lowed by sessions on morning and afternoon of

the following day. This will be the first annual

meeting of the organization, which was formed
in Cleveland in March of this year.

Entertains Prisoners

CONSTRUCTIVE ARTICLES IN THIS
ISSUE OF THE WORLD

Ready Reference for Salesmen, Dealers and Department Heads I
E

"Open Road" Selling Wins for Edi-
son Shop 4

Record Profits Center in Turnover,
Says C. H. Parsons 8

The Wisdom of Concentrated Sell-

ing Effort 10
New Association Marks Progressive

Trade Step 10
Distribution Policies Should Protect

the Dealer 10
Importance of Rapid and Frequent

Turnover 11

Recommendations That Should
Bring Results 11

Real Need for Radio Jobbers' Asso-
ciation 12

Conditions of Sales Cut Loeser
Service 14

Neighborhood Retailer Must Make
Friends 16

Profit Winning Sales Records 19

How Hammann-Levin Builds Radio
Profits 20

Interesting Addresses Mark Third
Meeting of Phonograph Manu-
facturers' Association 22

"Frozen Capital" Stunts Business

Growth 24
Hurdle the Summer Slump With

Portables 28
Increasing Safety Factor in Time

Sales 30
Interesting Analysis of Talking Ma-

chine Trade in South America. . . 32
Scope of R. C. A. Finance Plan

Extended 35
Brunswick Salon of Fifth Avenue

Has Formal Opening 35
Collection of Records to Be Installed

in Library of Congress 42
E. H. Jewett Gives Reasons for Ra-

dio Popularity in Summer ...... 42
Supreme Court to Pass on Rights of

L-anvassers . 44
Radio Industries' Growth Strikingly

Illustrated 46
Formal Opening of Landay Hall an

Event of Importance 51

Featuring the Musical Possibilities of

the Talking Machine 59
Big Sales Field for Musical Instru-

ments and Radio in the Rural Dis-

tricts 60
The Basis of Future Talking Machine

Selling 62
L. E. Latham Makes Interesting

Analysis of Radio Sales Possibil-

ities 66

Brunswick Music Memory Contest
Prizes Awarded

New Zenith Radio Station WJAZ
Has Many Friends

Plans for MacMillan Trip to the
Arctic Are Perfected

Oscar O. Krause Says That the Vari-
ety of Broadcasting Programs
Holds Something of Interest for
All

The Constructive and Acoustical
Features of the Brunswick Radi-
ola Discussed

Formal Programs for National Con-
vention Are Announced From
Chicago

Music Master Corp. Holds Its Third
Radio Congress May 28

Charles Henry Discusses Trend of
Broadcasting Art and Who Is to

Pay for Programs
Sales in the Middle West Maintain

Even Pace Despite Unfavorable
Conditions 110-

Brunswick Representatives Trained
to Aid and Instruct Dealers in

Selling

Latest Figures on Exports and Im-
ports of Talking Machines and
Records

Intensive Drives Stimulate the Retail

Trade Throughout Philadelphia
Field 127-

Jewett Co.'s New Sales Policy Will
Give Exclusive Franchises

Montreal Radio Trades Association
Formed to Wage War on Trade
Evils

Improvement in New England Busi-

ness Creates Better Feeling in

the /Trade 139-

News Happenings in the Musical
Merchandise Field 143-

Sheet Music Dealers' and Publishers'

Associations Meet in New York in

June
Gleanings From the World of

Music 149-

Declaration of Principles in Radio
Merchandising Adopted by New
York Association

News From Our London Head-
quarters 153-

Latest Patents Relating to Talking
Machines and Records

Advance Lists of Talking Machine
Records for June 15 7-

80

80

82

86

96

100

106

125

123

126

129

130

132

140

148

149

152

137

155

156

161

CORRESPONDENCE FROM LEADING CITIES

Cincinnati, 48—Richmond, 52—Pittsburgh, 64—Salt Lake City, 66—San Francsico,

Cleveland, 70—Minneapolis and St. Paul, 72—Indianapolis, 74—Kansas City,67
75—Toledo, 76—Akron-Canton, 78—Milwaukee, 83—St. Louis, 90—Buffalo, 92—Baltimore, 94-96 Detroit, 102—Chicago, 110-125—Philadelphia, 127-129

—

Dominion of Canada, 132—Boston, 139-140—Los Angeles, 66b—Portland, 66d

—

News From The World's European Office, 1 53-1 55.

visited the Eastern Penitentiary of this city.

Mr. Rizzo made life pleasant for the many in-

mates of this institution by playing a number
of selections and reported that these prisoners

formed one of the most enthusiastic audiences

before whom he had ever played.

Southern
Victor.Wholesalers

Philadelphia, Pa., May 9.—Vincent Rizzo and

His Hotel Sylvania Orchestra, prominent Okeh
record and radio broadcasting artists, recently

RICHMOND VIRCINI/V

TEST IT.
OUR VICTOR

Record Service
has a reputation for efficiency.

Suppose you try it

E. F. DROOP & SONS CO.
1300 G. STREET, WASHINGTON. D. C.

204-6-8-10 CLAY STREET, BALTIMORE. MD.
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THE CAROLEAN
American Black Walnut contrasts

with rich black ebony applique.
Doors of Beryl Walnut with Marque-
trie panels of boxwood ebony and
fiddleback walnut. 34}4 in. high,
43 3£ in. wide, 24 in. deep. Electric.
Double resonators. Q?/CfkA
Alburns. 3>OUU

o/ie Cheney
The Master Phonograph

The most perfect music-reproducing instrument

When buyers of phonographs
are discriminating

Merchants who are selling The Cheney are discovering

in the present highly competitive market that The Cheney

possesses outstanding selling advantages.

Its superior tone quality is acknowledged. A wide range

of beautiful cabinets meets any price requirement. Its sell-

ing points can be duplicated by no other phonograph.

As a result, The Cheney makes sales which otherwise

would be lost, it commands a high average sale price, brings

increased business and increased profits. Ask us for de-

tails and prices on The Cheney line.

CHENEY TALKING MACHINE COMPANY - CHICAGO
Made complete in our own factories at Grand Rapids, Michigan

in Biltmore Mahogany. Gold-
plated metal parts. Six
record albums .... $300

Early English Model—Style
120. American Walnut stained
to an English finish. Exposed
metal parts plated in Roman
gold. Six record OCfl... $ijU

The Salisbury— Style H8.
After the work of Sheraton and
Shearer. In Mahogany and
Walnut. Exposed metal parts
gold plated.

Albums .... $200

The Buckingham made in both
mahogany and walnut. Length, >•/...

inches; depth, 19j£ inches; height,
42 inches. Equipped with two
resonators. Plays all records. With
electric motor, $365. C
Spring motor «P»J-LO

The Melbourne, made in dull-
rubbed Biltrnore mahogany. Length,
43 inches: depth, 21 inches;
height, 46 J-i inches. Equipped with
two resonators, electric motor, two
reproducers. Record al-

bums O
These Prices Apply East of the Rockies Only



Here's the easiest way to sell

|ET the customer do it for herself! Give her the

opportunity, in her own home, of hearing the

New Edison in side'byside comparison with any

other phonograph.

This test conclusively establishes New Edison superiority

—and almost invariably clinches the sale.

Are you using it?

THOMAS A. EDISON, INC.
ORANGE. N. J.

*\ou don't heed a
fortune to become

an EdisonDealer-

ask nearest Edison

Jobber

Jobbers of the New Edison, Edison Records the Edison Diamond

Amberola and Blue Amberol Records

CALIFORNIA
g&n Francisco—Edison Phonographs,

Ltd.

COLORADO
Denver—Edison Phonograph Distribut-

ing Co.

GEORGIA
Atlanta—Phonographs, Inc.

ILLINOIS
Chicago—E d 1 a o n Phonograph Dis-

tributing Co>.

LOUISIANA
Hsw Orleans—Diamond Music Co.,

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston—Pardee-EUenberger Co.

Iver " Johnson Sporting Goods Co.
(Amberola only).

MICHIGAN
Detroit—Phonograph Co. of Detroit.

MINNESOTA
Minneapolis—Laurence H. Lucker.

MISSOURI
Kansas City—Edison Phonograph Dis-

tributing Co.

St. Louis—Silverstone Music Co.

MONTANA
Helena—Montana Phonograph Co.

NEW JERSEY
Orange—Edison Phonograph Distribut-

ing Co.

NEW YORK
Albany—American Phonograph Co.

New York City—J. F. Blackman &
Son (Amberola only).

Syracuse—W. D. Andrews Co. (Am-
berola only).

OHIO
Cleveland—The Phonograph Co.

PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia—Girard Phonograph Co.

Pittsburgh—Buehn Phonograph Co.

Williamsport—W. A. Myers.

RHODE ISLAND
Providence—J. A. Foster Co. (Am-

berola only)

.

TEXAS
Dallas—Texas-Oklahoma Phonograph

Co.

UTAH
Ogden—Proudflt Sporting Goods Co.

VIRGINIA
Richmond—The C. B. Haynes Co., In«.

CANADA
St. John—W. H. Thorne & Co., Ltd.

Toronto—R, S. Williams & Sons Co.,
Ltd.

Vancouver—Kent Piano Co., Ltd.

Winnipeg—R. S. Williams & Sons Co.,
Ltd.
Babson Bros. (Amberola only).
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Brunswick Phonographs

Brunswick Records

Brunswick Radiolas

^he Sign ofSMusical Trestigi

PHONOGRAPHS RECORDS RADIOLAS

THE BRUNSWICK BALKE-COLLENDER CO.
Manufacturers—Established 1845

General Offices : CHICAGO Branches In All Principal Cities

New York Office: 799 Seventh Avenue

THE BRrJfSWICK-BAlHE-COLLENDER CO. OF CANADA, Ltd.

Main Offices: 358 Bay Street, Toronto
Branches at Montreal, Winnipeg, Calgary, Vancouver
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STHE INSTRUMENT OF QUALITY

onor
CLEAR AS A BELL

will present

New Ideas in

Radios : Phonographs : Speakers

THE CHATHAM—A new phonograph
designed to meet the new demand. It.

is radio-adapted, of course—$125.

THE SONORA RADIO RECEIVING
SET—A beautiful musical instrument
that is as famous for its tone quality

as the Sonora Phonograph—$90.

THE SONORA CONSOLE SPEAKER—Combines beauty of tone with

beauty of design—equipped with mica-

diaphragm and balanced with arma-

ture reproducing unit—$50.

that will secure Sonora dealers new

business on a
S(
secured profit

9
' basis.

The fall season will find the Sonora dealer in an
ideal position. There will be a selection of radio

receiving sets that will not only have a selling ad-

vantage of excelling in tone quality, but will reveal

the newest ideas in radio cabinet artistry—cabinet,

period design and highboy models that reflect

the craftsmanship of the master cabinet makers
who create the Sonora de Luxe phonograph
cabinets which are world famed for their beauty.

New and artistic designs in phonographs too that

will unquestionably stimulate new business. In

thorough accord with the new demand—radio-

adapted, of course.

With the presentation of the Sonora Radio Receiv-

ing Set, the phonograph brings its richest legacy

to radios—the Sonora merchandising policy—the

policy which always secures the dealer a substantial

profit—a policy that will establish a definite value

for radio as it has for the phonograph.

THE SONORA DE LUXE
SPEAKER—Famous for its

mellow resonance because it

has the identical tone chamber
of the Sonora Phonograph—$30,

SONORA
279 Broadway

PHONOGRAPH COMPANY, INC.
New York City
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New Important Post

for Edward B. Lyons

Becomes Sales Manager of the Cheney Phono-
graph Sales Co. and the Record Sales Co.

—

One of the Best Equipped Men in the Trade

Cleveland, O., June 5.—Thomas R. Buel, presi-

dent of the Cheney Phonograph Sales Co. and

the Record Sales Co., 1965 East Sixty-sixth

street, in this city, two of the best known whole-

sale organizations in the State, announced this

week the appointment of Edward B. Lyons, as

sales manager of both companies. Mr. Lyons

Edward B. Lyons
needs no introduction to the dealers throughout

this territory, as for many years he was gen-

eral manager of the Eclipse Musical Co., Vic-

tor jobber, winning the esteem and friendship

of the retailers in all of the trade centers in

this section of the country. He is thoroughly

familiar with the retailer's problems, and will

be a valuable asset to the Cheney Phonograph
Sales Co. and the Record Sales Co.

The complete line of Cheney phonographs
has been distributed for a number of years in

this territory by the Cheney Phonograph Sales

Co., and this well-known product is being

marketed by representative dealers throughout

the State. The Record Sales Co. is a distribu-

tor of Okeh and Odeon records, manufactured
by the General Phonograph Corp., as well as

Sleeper A-C Dayton and Thermiodyne radio

receiving sets and accessories.

Reynalds Music House
Gets Zenith Radio Line

Mobile, Ala., June 6.—The Reynalds Music

House, of this city, one of the leading Victor

dealers in the South, has been appointed a

Zenith representative by the Zenith Radio

Corp., of Chicago. This popular and successful

radio receiving set will receive aggressive rep-

resentation by this well-known dealer, which
has a very large following in Mobile territory,

and which is splendidly organized to develop

a demand for such a high-class product as the

Zenith set.

Jewett Distributing Go.

Formed in New York

Charles W. Noyes Heads New Organization to

Have Exclusive Jewett Distributing Rights in

Metropolitan Field—To Carry Complete Line

With the advent of the new merchandising

policy announced recently by the Jewett Radio

& Phonograph Co., Pontiac, Mich., a new or-

ganization has been formed, known as the Jew-
ett Distributing Co. of New York, Inc., compris-

ing as its executives Charles W. Noyes, presi-

dent and treasurer; Harry Cashmore, vice-presi-

dent and Clinton F. Ostrander, as secretary.

This new organization will be ready to start

actual business July 1, acting as sole distributor

of Jewett radio sets, Superspeakers and other

Jewett radio products in the following territory:

five boroughs of New York, Brooklyn, Long
Island, Fairfield County, Conn.; Westchester,

north in New York State to include Newburgh
on both sides of the Hudson River, west in

New Jersey, including Phillipsburg and then

south, excluding Trenton. This territory will

be served from two warehouses, one in New-
ark, N. J., and one in New York City, where

a complete line of Jewett quality products will

be carried.

Starting about June 15, the offices of the Jew-
ett Distributing Co., Inc., will be located at 16-22

Hudson street, New York City. The executives

of the company are planning to leave nothing

undone to co-operate with Jewett dealers in

carrying out the aims and ideals of the new
Jewett sales and merchandising policy.

F. T. Williams Now Music
Master Sales Manager

Was Formerly Manager of the Chicago Office

of the Company—Experienced Merchandiser

and Well Known to the Retail Trade

Philadelphia, Pa., June 2.—The Music Master

Corp., of this city, manufacturer of the well-

known Music Master radio reproducer and now
also manufacturer of everything in radio, has

announced the appointment of Fred T. Williams

as sales manager of the organization.

Mr. Williams has been manager of the Chi-

cago office of the company for some time. He
is thoroughly familiar with every phase of the

merchandising plans of the Music Master Corp.

The recent remarkable expansion of the Mu-
sic Master Corp. in size, manufacturing facilities

and scope of product, has created the need of

an executive of marked ability to direct its sales

in merchandising. Mr. Williams' qualifications

and experience particularly fit him for the im-

portant post which he now assumes. The effi-

cient manner in which he has worked with

Walter L. Eckhardt, president of the company,
in the past presages close co-operation between

president and sales manager in the future, work-

ing toward the steady advancement of the busi-

ness of the firm with which they are identified.

The A. G. Reynolds & Son Music Store,

Fargo, N. D., formerly located at 403 N. P.

avenue, has moved to larger quarters at 407

N. P. avenue. The Cheney line of phonographs

is featured.

See second last

Washington, D. G., House
Distributing Atwater Kent

Washington, D. C, June 8.—The Southern

Automobile Supply Co., 1519-21 "L" street, N.

W., has been appointed distributor for Atwater
Kent receiving sets and radio speakers in the

territory in which it operates. This company
is a well established distributing organization

and has taken on the Atwater Kent line with

much enthusiasm. William E. O'Connor is

president and treasurer of the company.

page for Index of Articles of Interest in this issue

Kenneth Reed to Cover New
England for Pathex, Inc.

Widely Known Executive of New England to

Cover That Territory in Interest of Pathe
Motion Picture Camera and Projector

The many friends in the trade of Kenneth
Reed, one of the most popular members of the

New England wholesale trade, will be interested

to learn that Mr. Reed is now associated with
Pathex, Inc., as New England representative.

This company manufactures the Pathe motion
picture camera and projector, and its active head
is Henry C. Brown, for many years one of the

Kenneth Reed
foremost Victor executives and a sales execu-

tive of exceptional ability.

As New England representative for Pathex,

Mr. Reed will have unlimited opportunities to

work in close co-operation with his many dealer

friends in the trade, for the Pathe motion pic-

ture camera and projector will be marketed ex-

tensively through talking machine dealers. For
many years Mr. Reed was Victor wholesale

manager for the M. Steinert & Sons Co., Bos-

ton, Mass., and in this important post won the

esteem and friendship of the dealers through-

out New England. He is well qualified to at-

tain an outstanding success in his association

with Pathex, Inc., and the results of his work
to date have been very gratifying.

Music Master Corp. Takes
Over Ware Radio Production

Important Announcement to This Effect Made
by President Eckhardt of Music Master Corp.

Walter L. Eckhardt, president of the Music

Master Corp., Philadelphia, Pa., made a very

important announcement this week to the effect

that his company had taken over the entire pro-

duction of the Ware Radio Corp., New York,

one of the country's leading neutrodyne manu-

facturers. Mr. Eckhardt stated that 'arrange-

ments had been concluded whereby the Music

Master Corp. takes the complete output of

Ware neutrodynes, including a special Super

Seven, which Mr. Eckhardt states will startle

the radio world. The Ware sets will hereafter

be known as the Music Master-Ware products.

An involuntary petition in bankruptcy was re-

cently filed against the J. F. Brandies Corp.,

.Newark, N. J., manufacturer of radio head sets,

Herbert W. Royal has been appointed by the

court to act as receiver. The assets and liabil-

ities have not been announced.

of The World
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Small City Dealer Harvests Rural Trade
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Dealer Finds That Rural Sections Are Rich

in Sales Possibilities and Cashes in by Advertising and Canvassing

In the city of Poughkeepsie, N. Y., the half-

way point between New York City and the State

Capitol, Albany, there is an enterprising talk-

ing machine dealer who has achieved success in

the face of some pre'tty stiff competition by util-

izing business methods which have made him

known within a radius of many miles of his

store, and while his establishment is by no

means the largest in that city or neighboring

communities he gets more than his share of the

business. The name of this dealer is D. Fried-

man and his methods are an excellent illustra-

tion of how the dealer in the small town sur-

rounded by rural districts can make the most of

his opportunities.

Rural Trade Worth Going After

A large share of Mr. Friedman's business is

with farmers and during the three years since

he opened his store he has steadily increased his

rural clientele. "There are two ways of reach-

ing the farmer," points out Mr. Friedman. "One

way is by canvassing and the other is through

advertising. We do both, although we have

found advertising the most economical way of

securing business. In most small towns in

which a dealer is located or perhaps in a nearby

town there is a weekly newspaper and this is the

medium we have found to be most effective.

Poughkeepsie is a fairly large city and of course

we advertise in the local daily papers. How-
ever, about twenty-five miles north is the vil-

lage of Rhinebeck, which boasts a weekly pa-

per with an excellent circulation among the ru-

ral dwellers. We run an ad in this every week

and we find it well worth while."

Many dealers fear to do business with farmers

during poor crop years and at other times while

* * =s=

the crops are growing. They work on the the-

ory that prior to the harvest the farmer needs

all of his money to keep going and if the crop

is not up to expectations or he does not get a

high price for his produce he is broke and in

debt. What is lost sight of is the fact that the

Are you located in a small

town? If you are, you will

be interested in this story of

how a live dealer surmounted

obstacles which may be similar

to those you contend with.

Perhaps you too have a "har-

vest" waiting to be garnered.

farmer is a property owner and all farmers are

not in debt. The average farmer usually has

some money in the bank and if he so desires he

can undertake to purchase a talking machine,

records or radio set.

Mr. Friedman, in his extensive business with

farmers, finds them the best credit risk. "The
farmer does not depend upon a job in a factory

for a weekly salary and he is never thrown out

of work," said this dealer, in pointing out why
the rural dweller is a good credit risk. "It is

true that sometimes the farmer is pinched for

money and he finds it- hard to meet his obliga-

tions. But this condition is temporary and while

il may slow up the payments for a time the

money is sure to be paid. In my three years'

business dealings with these people I have never

had to repossess a machine and in rare in-

stances has a payment been allowed to lapse

even temporarily."

Mail Order Competition

Regarding mail order competition, Mr. Fried-

man points out that almost all rural dwellers

receive mail order catalogs, but the competition

which these concerns created, say, ten years ago,

is gone. When the automobile replaced the

horse on the farm as a means of traveling to

town the mail order houses suffered. The
farmer, like other normal people, likes to in-

spect what he intends to buy before closing the

deal and naturally when he desires a talking

machine or other expensive product, he wants

to see it and hear how it reproduces before com-

ing to a decision.

The small town dealer must carry some cheap

line to compete with the cheap instruments of-

fered by the mail order houses. This is so not

because he will sell many of these instruments

in comparison to the more expensive standard-

make machines, but simply so that he has some

merchandise that compares favorably with that

offered in the mail-order catalogs. If he is able

to offer the farmer something along this line

the result is that when that individual is in the

market he will visit the store. What happens

after that is up to the salesman. Of course, the

object should be to sell the prospect the stand-

ard-make instrument. This should not be hard

(Continued on page 12)

NOW IS THE TIME FOR
Portable Radio Phonograph Combination

R. P. 1

WE
MAKE IT

YOU
PREPARE

FOR BIG

DEMAND

All orders up
to July 1 st

will be re-

ceived at this

price. After

that date the

list price will

be $65.00.

LESS USUAL DISCOUNTS

Radio Panels
for

Console Phonographs

Dealers, write your jobber for details, or address

R. P. 3

3 -tube reflex loudspeaker

volume, distance selectivity

panel: 1 0x1 4

List $45.00

R. P. 5

5 -tube tuned radio fre-

quency receiver. Two
sizes: 14'/2xl7 3/16 or

.15 3/16x16%
List $65.00

New York Album & Card Co., Inc.
23-25 Lispenard Street, New York
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Keeping Abreast of the

Times, Musically

BRUNSWICK RADIOLA NO. 460

"The new musical instrument"

Phonograph and Radio in One

No outside wires

No exposed horn

No acid batteries

Complete in itself

^_^» The Sign ofSMusical "Prestige

Jortmswick
PHONOGRAPHS « RECORDS RADIOLAS

THE BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO. Manufacturers-Established 1845
General Offices: CHICAGO Branches in all Principal Cities New York Office: 799 Seventh Avenue

THE BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO. OF CANADA, Ltd.

Main Offices: 358 Bay Street, Toronto Branches at Montreal, Winnipeg, Calgary, Vancouver

© B. B.C.Co. 1925
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Radio (abinets by Donehue

fytail Prices
^Maintained

HERE'S proven profit for you. The Adapto
Radio Cabinet retail price has been main-

tained bv our jobbers and dealers against today's
price cutting! Standardized in price—not a "bar-
gain sale" product—it assures a definite stand-
ardized profit.

Protected patented features, combined with the
very finest workmanship, make the Adapto an
easy seller. Adapto Cabinets accommodate any
radio receiver having a dial panel not larger than
10y2 in. high and 31% in. wide. Equipped with
compartment for enclosing batteries, battery
charger, and especially designed horn. Made in

mahogany and walnut. Price, $110. West of

Rocky Mountains, $120.

DISTRIBUTED BY
Capitol Distributing Company, Inc New York City

Stanley &. Patterson, Inc New York City

Buffalo Radiophone Company Buffalo, N. Y.

G. J. Seedman Automotive & Rad.o Co., Inc.. Brooklyn, N. Y.

M. Steinert & Sons Boston, Mass.
Codings & Company Newark, N. J.

E. M. Wilson &. Son Newark, N. J.

Penn Phonograph Co., Inc Philadelphia, Pa.

Cohen & Hughes, Inc Philadelphia, Pa.

Cohen & Hughes, Inc Pittsburgh, Pa.
Cohen &. Hughes, Inc Baltimore, Md.
Cohen &. Hughes, Inc Washington, D. C.

C. B. Haynes Co., Inc Richmond, Va.
Earle Rogers Co Wheeling, W. Va.
American Hdwe. & Equipment Co Charlotte, N. C.

Harbison &. Gathright, Inc Louisville, Ky.
Electric Power & Maintenance Co Toledo, Ohio
I. J. Cooper Rubber Co Columbus, Ohio
Julius J. Bantlin Co Cincinnati, Ohio
Eastern Auto Supply Co Detroit, Mich.
The Schmelzer Company. Kansas City, Mo.
Langstadt- Meyer Co Appleton, Wis.
Lee-Kountze Hdwe. Co Omaha, Neb.
W. & E. Radio Service Co Tulsa, Okla.
J. H. Snodgrass Radio Co Fort Worth, Tex.
Redfield Electric Company Ogden, Utah
The F. Ronstadt Company Tucson. Ariz.
Coast Radio Supply Co San Francisco, Cal.
Herbert C. Moss Seattle, Wash.

DEALERS
Write your nearest Distributor or us

direct.
DISTRIBUTORS

Some profitable territory is still open.

L. R. DONEHUE CO., Inc.
306 State St., Perth Amboy, N. J.

THE AVON MODEL ADAPTO—also
with loud speaker unit, concealed
horn, and equipped to enclose every-
thing radio—in mahogany and wal-
nut. Price. S65. West of Rocky
Mountains. $70.

Columbia President Makes First Official

Statement of Company's Aims and Ideals

H. C. Cox, Recently Elected President, Gives an Interesting Outline of the Future Merchandising

Policies and Plans of the Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of

the Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc., was held

May 25 at the company's executive offices, 1819

Broadway, New York, and the following were

elected members of the board of directors:

George R. Baker, Mortimer N. Buckner, George

L. Burr, Henry C. Cox, William C. Dickerman,

William C. Fuhri, Fred W. Shibley, Louis Sterl-

ing, H. Mercer Walker and Horatio L. Whit-

ridge. The organization meeting of the board

was held on Wednesday, May 27, at which time

the following officers were elected: Chairman of

the board, Louis Sterling; president, H. C. Cox;

vice-president, W. C. Fuhri; secretary and treas-

urer, F. J: Ames; assistant secretary and assist-

ant treasurer, T. Allan Laurie. None of these

officers needs any introduction to the talking

machine trade for they have all been identified

with the Columbia organization for many years,

and in fact, Mr. Sterling and Mr. Fuhri have

been associated with the phonograph industry

for a quarter of a century. Mr. Cox has won
recognition as an executive of exceptional capa-

bility and efficiency, and he is attaining marked
success as the head of the Columbia organiza-

tion. In a chat with The World Mr. Cox gave

a most interesting resume of the ideals and aims

of the Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc., stating

as follows:

"This is 192S and I am speaking abou f the

new Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc., now con-

trolled by phonograph capital and phonograph

men. Many persons have informed me that the

phonograph trade is waiting with interest for

a statement from me concerning the future

policies and plans of the Columbia Phonograph
Co., Inc. I have been reluctant to give out

such a statement, as certain of our plans have

not yet matured to a point where an announce-

ment can be made. However, there is not any

hesitation or indecision in the policies of this

company, and I am pleased, therefore, to make
our views known.

"The new Columbia Co. stands for a fair deal

for everyone—jobbers, dealers, and the buying

public. Our prices will always be competitive

and will be placed as low as is consistent with

the highest quality. Our prices to dealers will

be the same for all—no favorites. We will

market Columbia products through the phono-

graph trade. There will be no cut price sales

to 'gyp' specialists. If Columbia can at any time

make a price concession on any product,

the benefit will be given to regular Columbia

dealers. I mean 'a fair deal for everyone,' and

there is nothing equivocal intended.

"We intend to produce and market products

of only the highest quality. Our entire organ-

ization has been lined up with that thought.

We believe we have employed the best men in

the world for quality production and the sale

of quality products. From time to time dealers

will have an opportunity to see and examine and

sell new Columbia products as developed, and

will . have an opportunity to judge for them-

selve's. I'm sure that every move and every

decision will be tested by this question
—'Does

this improve Columbia quality?' Listen to a

Columbia record now and compare it to one

issued last year. Try this month by month.

We feel quite sure on this point.

"Columbia will always be in the van of new
developments. We intend that every develop-

ment of value to the phonograph and record

will be obtainable or exceeded in Columbia prod-

ucts. Here, too, our organization of phono-

graph men of long experience will not be found

wanting. We have started: Witness the Master-

works sets of complete symphony orchestra-

tions and beautiful chamber music; witness the

Glee Club records. Our slogan is 'Columbia for

Good Music*

"Our advertising and distribution policy will

be extensive, whole-hearted, consistent and con-

tinuous. We hope to develop dealer-helps that

do help; and that will be sought after and
productively used by the trade. We are cer-

tain that there is a large public demand for

Columbia phonographs and records. If dealers

will utilize the advertising and pulling value of

store windows, and the effective sales material

furnished to them, they will not only cash in

H. C. Cox, President, Columbia Co., Inc.

on the existing demand, but will create a new
and increasing demand.

"We do not intend to go into radio. It is

true we have announced the Columbia loud

speaker phonograph attachment. That is a de-

vice to be used in utilizing the phonograph tone

chanvber as a radio loud speaker. It is high-

grade and priced low. Further developments

may come along later, but for the present we
are convinced of the wisdom of confining all

of our efforts to our real business.

"Now that I have talked several minutes on

various topics, I find that I could have covered

the whole ground • by simply stating that we
have every confidence in the future of the pho-

nograph industry and, therefore, in the success

of Columbia. We are in the game to stay. We
have invested our time, money and brains in

this great enterprise and we intend to make
good in every sense of the word. That covers

the whole ground because, of course, to do that

we must play a fair game, must have a product

of outstanding merit at a reasonable price, must
keep up to date and must consistently promote

the sale of our goods in a way that will be

helpful to the trade and attractive to the public.

"In return I ask from the phonograph trade

in 1925 an open mind and a fair show for Co-

lumbia. Our good friends, the trade journals,

will contain our announcements from time to

time. The Columbia salesmen will carry the

message to dealers from Coast to Coast. They
will always have something of interest to say

to everyone in the phonograph industry; to

everyone who loves this game and makes a life

work of good music, and who believes, as we
do, that there is profit and happiness in the

phonograph business."

A new music store, the Thiery Music Co., re-

cently opened at 872 Third street, Milwaukee,

Wis., with a full line of musical instruments,

including phonographs and radio. The com-

pany has also taken over the business of the

Thiery Piano and Phonograph Co., and the

business of the J. B. Thiery Co.
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THE BRUNSWICK- BALKE - COLLENDER CO.
623-633 SO WABASH AVENUE

CHICAGO .

EXECUTIVE
OFFICES

TO ALL BRUNSWICK DEALERS:

The announcement by the Radio Corporation of America of
their having consummated arrangements to sell to the
Victor Talking Machine Company, Radiolas for use in the
manufacture of combination instruments, is regarded by
this Company as having a most constructive influence on
the Radio and Phonograph industries.

The Victor Company is to be congratulated in the wisdom
displayed in selecting the Radiola, manufactured by the
Radio Corporation, which is, unquestionably, the best
radio receiving set manufactured, and, by so doing, fol-
lowing the procedure adopted by this company one year
ago, and, the Radio Corporation is also to be complimen-
ted upon its having successfully completed negotiations
with the Victor Co.

This arrangement will in nowise affeot the agreement be-
tween the Radio Corporation of America and The Brunswick-
Balke-Collender Co., who will be supplied by the Radio
Corporation with the same receiving sets as those con-
tracted for by the Victor Co.

Very truly yours,

THE BRUNSWICK BALKE COLLENDER CO.

BEB EM
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Selling Radio Service Pays Germain's Rent
Application of Common-Sense Merchandising Principles in Giving

and Selling Radio Service Makes Department a Profit-Producer

Is the cost of servicing radio sets which you

have sold and the overhead of the service de-

partment eating into your radio profits? Many
dealers claim that the cost of giving service to

their radio customers is making serious inroads

on profits from the sale of sets and some of

t hem feel that the situation is hopeless. The
fact remains, however, that there is a solution

to the problem and that solution lies in placing

the service department on a real merchandising

basis—in other words, service can be sold at a

price which permits of a profit. At the present

time, probably due to the keen competition

among retailers of radio sets, dealers are going

far out of their way to extend service—costly

service, which kills profits.

Makes Service Income Pay Rent

Concrete evidence that the service department

can be made not only to pay for itself, but re-

turn the dealer a substantial profit, exists in

Germain's Radio Shoppe, Inc., which operates a

store in East Orange, N. J., and another in

Montclair, N. J. S. G. Holbrook, who has

charge of the Montclair store and who is a

member of the firm, states that the service de-

partment of this concern is not only paying for

itself but is going far toward paying the rent of

the entire establishment. "The answer to profits

in the service department lies in placing it on a

purely merchandising basis. Service should be

sold and not given away," he pointed out.

"When we sell a radio set we do not give serv-

ice over a period of time, say from one to three

months, as most dealers do. We explain to the

customer that we will make three service calls

without charging for same and we also take good
care to make the fact clear in the customer's

mind that we will not replace parts which have

been broken or make repairs necessitated by
mishandling of the set by the customer. We
inspect the set and if we find any trouble due

to a fault in the set we make good without

charge. On the other hand, work and parts

necessitated by carelessness we make a charge

for. After the three calls have been made as

per agreement, we make a charge of $1.25 per

hour when we are compelled to send one of our

men out on a job. It is impossible to make a

flat rate for the reason that some jobs take

longer than others; the men are compelled to

waste time traveling, etc. If, for example, a

man visits a home ten minutes' traveling time

from the store and spends a half hour at work
we charge less than where the man is compelled

to spend an hour in traveling to and from the

store and spend the same time in actually work-

ing. This is the only fair way to base charges

because it is the only way in which the dealer

can protect his interests and prevent loss.

Soliciting Service Business

"There is a real opportunity for keeping the

service men profitably busy by actually trying

Many talking machine dealers who handle

radio complain that the cost of servicing

sets which they have sold practically elimi-

nates profits. Dealers have experimented

along various lines and some of them have

succeeded in cutting the cost of service

considerably. Probably one of the prin-

cipal faults in connection with service is

that dealers have been inclined to go too

far in order to close sales, at least that is

the opinion of S. G. Holbrook, of Germain's

Radio Shoppe, Inc., who tells in the ac-

companying article how he has succeeded

not only in operating this branch of the

business in such a manner as to eliminate

loss but he actually makes the service de-

partment show a profit. The secret, accord-

ing to Mr. Holbrook, is to use intelligent

merchandising methods in the operation of

the service department.

to sell service to patrons. We keep a card in-

dex of all our customers, whether they pur-

chased a radio set from us or whether we were

called out to do some work , on a set which had

been purchased elsewhere. We solicit for busi-

ness for the service department in the same
businesslike way in which we go out after sales.

Here is how it works out: Through experiment-

ing I discovered a simple method of eliminating

the blast which is common. where a certain type

of loud speaker is used. I knew, by looking

through my file just what customers were the

possessors of this type of speaker. I selected

three names and sent them a note telling them
what I could do about the blast. Two of these

people called me up immediately upon receipt

of this note and asked that a man be sent out

to make the necessary changes. The result was
an extra income of $6.00, which we never would
have had had we not gone out after the busi-

ness. Another example: A customer com-
plained that his receiving set was not giving

him the results he expected. I went over per-

sonally and found that this could be remedied

by installing a new aerial. I sold him on the

need for this and the work was done at a charge

which gave us a satisfactory profit. Another
man's property was so situated that if an aerial

was installed in accordance with the facilities

at hand his reception would be mediocre. We
sold him on the idea of erecting a steel mast on
his garage. It cost him twenty dollars. We
sold the mast, did the work and made a nice

profit. That is what I mean by merchandising
service. It can and must be done if the dealer

expects to make the service department a profit

producer instead of a profit eater."

Service Men as Salesmen
There is another angle to this service ques-

tion which may be made a power for profits, or

at least go a long way to pay for the operation

of the service department. That is by encour-

aging the service men to be observant when
out on calls, noting what accessories the custo-

mer is in need of. A report along these lines

will open the way for sales effort. Then, too,

the service man, if he is of the right type, will

often find opportunities to make sales of acces-

sories. This can be encouraged by the payment
of commissions on sales. There is no doubt

that by paying more attention to the purely

business phase of the service department the

dealer can largely eliminate losses which are

killing profits on radio set sales.

Grosley Distributors to

Hold Convention in June

Auditorium of Crosley Radio Corp. in Cincin-

nati to Be Scene of Important Gathering

The third annual convention of distributors of

Crosley radio sets and Musicones will be held

in the auditorium of the Crosley Radio Corp.

in Cincinnati, Tuesday and Wednesday, July 7

and 8. These conventions are always held after

Independence Day because at that time the ra-

dio season opens and the sales curve com-
mences to climb.

Merchandising plans, including the new
"Crosley Sales and Service Stations" idea, will

be presented in detail. A new standard for

values in radio apparatus will be established.

Distributors will have an opportunity to see the

increased facilities of the three plants which
makes it possible to manufacture 6,000 radio

sets a day.

For the Profitable Sale of Records

—

The Audak System
The modern method of demonstrating and selling records

Without the Use of Booths

Dealers place as many as six Audak units in space formerly occu-

pied by one booth. There are Audak models to suit

each particular need. Write for full

information.

The Audak unit illustrated supplied complete, ready for use upon removal from crate

AUDAK CO. - 565 Fifth Avenue - NEW YORK, N. Y.
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The Portable Season
Creates Sales for the

PEERLESS RECORD CARRYING CASE

Get Your Share

Every portable sale should include

a Peerless Record Carrying Case.

Each carrying case also induces the

sale of more records. Encourage

record sales with Peerless Record

Carrying Cases.

ART PEERLESS COMBINATION ALBUMS
The new Peerless Combination Album holds 8 ten-inch and 4 twelve-inch

records. Thus making possible the placing in one album the two-sized

records of an individual artist, group or orchestra, etc., etc.

Attractively Bound—Stamped in Gold—At a Popular Price

y y v

PEERLESS PRODUCTS MEAN PROFITS

Here's Another One

Portable Machine Album
A new specially designed album, holding ten records, is just the record

holder for the portable talking machine. The records are placed in

specially constructed pockets—allowing the extraction of records without

moving album.

V * 5*

Exclusive metropolitan distributors for the new beautiful and educational

"PICTORIAL RECORDS" for children.

PEERLESS ALBUM COMPANY
PHIL. RAVIS, President

636-638 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
WALTER S. GRAY CO., Pacific Coast Representative L. W HOUGH, 146 Mass. Avenue

San Francisco and Los Angeles Boston, Mass.
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The National Music Trades Convention in Chicago

ALTHOUGH the talking machine interests were not in any

sense strongly represented at the National Music Trades Con-

vention held in Chicago last week, there were a number of discus-

sions of a general nature during the course of the meetings of direct

interest to all retailers in the music field, including talking machine

merchants. These subjects covered matters of a fundamental na-

ture and included among other things the consideration of the ques-

tion of substituting a flat carrying charge on instalment sales for

the practice of charging interest on deferred balances.

So far as the talking machine trade is concerned, this proced-

ure has developed far beyond the experimental stage, and on the

Pacific Coast the Southern California Music Dealers' Association

has already adopted and put into force a well-balanced schedule,

providing for carrying charges on talking machines and radio out-

fits, varying according to the terms of the sale. This schedule has

been in effect for some time, and dealers report that it is operating

very successfully.

The main point is that a simple, normal interest charge upon

instalment accounts does not properly recompense the merchant

for the time and trouble of handling such accounts or provide a

proper return on the amount of capital tied up in paper. Busi-

ness success depends chiefly upon turnover, and with a large per

cent of his capital tied up in instalment accounts the retailer is

frequently hard put to realize sufficient cash to take care of his

business demands. Adopting the carrying charge idea, he does not

in any sense offset his loss in stagnant capital, but he at least rea-

lizes something more than savings bank interest.

There are some retailers who admit frankly that they hesitate

about adopting the carrying charge, because of competition. They
are of the opinion that the dealer who continues to charge flat in-

terest on unpaid balances will have the best of the argument when
approaching customers and thereby capture the bulk of the busi-

ness. Perhaps in some cases this may be so, but the dealer will

find upon investigation that though there are still some talking ma-
chine houses which do not charge interest at all the great ma-
jority who do demand a fair interest on balances continue to do
business and prosper. So much for the carrying charge discussion.

A number of other matters of general trade interest were

handled at the same meeting, prominent among them being the cam-
paign instituted by the Better Business Bureau of the Associated

Advertising Clubs of the World against the users of "bait" adver-

tising at the instigation of the Music Industries Chamber of Com-
merce. Talking machine and radio dealers suffer quite as much
from this type of advertising as do dealers in other branches of

the trade, for the offering of supposedly standard goods at prices

ostensibly below the market serves to give to the public a generally

false idea of values and tends to disturb the entire industry.

Numerous other matters of general importance and interest

were handled during the convention period, and although the re-

sults cannot be expected to be revolutionary, they should tend to

accomplish much for the betterment of the trade as a whole.

This year the Chamber of Commerce officials again sanctioned

the official exhibits at convention headquarters, with the result that

the score or more concerns engaged directly or indirectly in the

talking machine or radio business were among the hundred or more
firms which had displays at the Drake. These exhibits themselves

served to attract to the convention many who came to the conven-

tion for the purpose of seeing the new offerings.

Lesson From Big Demand for Portable Phonographs

A PARTICULARLY interesting and important phase of the

present business situation in the talking machine trade is the

strong demand for portable machines of various types reported

from all sections of the country. These sales campaigns on port-

able models have been a feature of the Spring trade for a number
of years, and the results have been distinctly satisfactory. Yet this

year, when business in many cases has been declared to be off color,

a strong drive by manufacturers of portable outfits, with the co-

operation of the dealers, has piled up a volume of business that

promises to break records before the season is over.

This big business in portable machines offers an impressive les-

son to those who are inclined to complain about conditions and
ease up on sales efforts because they feel that the effort is wasted.

The manufacturers of portables have gone after business consist-

ently and persistently. They have kept the portable before the pub-

lic in a manner that has proved convincing and brought results, and

the success of their efforts leads to the belief that similar energy

put behind all lines of machines would bring at least a proportionate

volume of business. These portable sales have already this season

mounted well into the thousands with various individual concerns,

and the total has long ago entered the realm of six figures.

Nor is the demand for the portable to be regarded as some-

thing apart from the regular line of business, for it actually proves

a stimulant to the trade as a whole. In the first place, every port-

able sold results automatically in the sale of a library of records to

go with it, this library being large or small, according to the ability

of the dealer or his salesman to interest the prospect to the maxi-

mum.
Then again it opens the way for the sale of a cabinet type of

machine of some sort for the home, for the portable is a great

medium for introducing the true worth of talking machine music.

Perhaps, even the same little portable may bring about the sale of

a combination talking machine and radio outfit. This all depends

upon the manner in which the dealer views the situation and its

possibilities.

In every respect the portable talking machine is a live factor

in the industry to-day. It is bringing an immediate string of Sum-
mer business for the dealer, and at the same time providing him

with genuine opportunities for the future sales effort.

// Pays to Study the Field in Which You Operate

ONE of the most successful methods that a retailer can adopt

as a means for preventing the accumulation of dead or slow-

moving stock is to make an intensive study of the character of the

field in which he operates or plans to operate, for in this cosmopoli-

tan nation of ours there is a tremendous variety of demand evident

in different sections of the country.

In the handling of foreign records, for instance, the failure to

study the local field may mean a heavy loss, for it is good sense to

assume that where the. bulk of the population in the dealer's territory
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are from Scandinavian countries, for instance, they will be inclined

to purchase records of their own music rather than those of the

music of the Latin race. Likewise, there are certain sections where
the modern native-born element prevail, wherein the popular records

will represent the bulk of the trade, while in other sections under
similar conditions the call will be for the lighter classics.

The selection of stock that is most likely to appeal to the

neighborhood buyer is not in any sense a new doctrine, for we find

in other lines of business concerns that operate from two to a half

dozen stores in a given territory, each carrying the type of stock

calculated to appeal to a definite element of the community.

The same rule applies to the selection of machine stock, and

although the dealer may be inclined to carry a full assortment of

styles he is showing good business judgment if he concentrates on

those models which, in style and price, are likely to appeal most
strongly to those with whom he expects to do business.

At the present time we find talking machine dealers with some
hundreds, and in certain cases some thousands, dollars' worth of

machines on their floors on which carrying charges have already

wiped out any potential profit, and yet these same dealers find

difficulty in getting sufficient supplies of those types of machines

upon which they enjoy the bulk of their turnover. Studying the

market and stocking according to the demands of that market

means higher turnover, wherein the profit lies, and at the same
time cuts down dead stock.

The same rule applies to the handling of radio receivers or

any other article which the talking machine dealer feels he can

handle profitably in addition to his basic lines. It is not a question

of what the factory finds to be selling best, or what a dealer in

another section is moving rapidly, but rather what the dealer can

handle and sell to advantage in his own territory. What will sell

on Lake Shore Drive, Commonwealth avenue or Fifth avenue is

very likely to represent dead stock in the Stockyard District, South

Boston, or the Lower East Side, and in actual business the lines are

drawn even more sharply.

How Giving Musical Service to the Community Pays

ANY retailer of musical instruments who questions the practical

^ results of developing a public music service and the holding

of musical festivals at regular intervals might well get in touch with

Wm. F. Lamb, of Lamb's Music House, Pottstown, Pa., who only

recently held his ninth annual music festival, supplying artists of a

caliber to interest a great mass of the local public and attracting

crowds who have come to associate the name Lamb with good

musical entertainment.

In a city with a present population of less than 15,000, Mr.

Lamb has built up a distinctly profitable music business, which he

attributes largely to his willingness to go outside of regular trade

channels to arouse interest in music and the instruments that pro-

duce music. At his last music festival, for instance, in addition

to his own orchestra, a permanent organization which is heard fre-

quently in Pottstown and vicinity and represents a constant adver-

tisement for the business, there was presented the Eveready group

of artists whose names and voices are familiar to practically all

owners of talking machines and radio receivers. The concert filled

the local high school auditorium, which has a seating capacity of

over 1,000.

Tn giving musical service to the community, whether the in-

direct object is commercial profit or not, Mr. Lamb has followed

the Biblical lesson of casting bread upon the waters, and the returns

have been manifold. The same experience has been enjoyed by
other dealers in musical instruments who have sponsored series of

concerts, such as Philpitt, of Florida, or arranged special music
week celebrations as does DeForest of Sharon, Pa. The talking

machine dealer is particularly fortunate in that by presenting or

arranging for the appearance of noted record artists he has not

only a tremendous field to draw from, but he is developing a direct

hookup with the products he is selling. To the seller of pianos, or

band and orchestra instruments, such concerts depend for their

value on the indirect results from the interest in music aroused. To
the talking machine dealer they mean direct sales of records in

stock.

Lamb's annual music festival affords a concrete example of

how this work may be carried on successfully, but there are many
other retailers also accomplishing satisfying results along similar

lines. Good merchandising does not consist of simply handing the

goods over the counter, but depends largely upon creating an interest

in and developing a market for those goods.

An Announcement of Great Trade Importance

THE announcement made recently by the Victor Talking Machine
Co. of the consummation of arrangements with the Radio Cor-

poration of America whereby the Radiola Super-Heterodyne will be

installed in Victrolas beginning in the Fall is of general interest

to the trade, for it puts a definite quietus upon the many rumors
that have been floating about relative to Victor Co. plans. The
big thing, of course, is that the announcement affords the Victor

wholesaler and the several thousand Victor dealers throughout the

country an opportunity to plan for the future both in their talking

machine and radio activities with a definiteness of purpose and with

the element of uncertainty removed.

From the radio angle the selection of the Radiola Super-Hetero-

dyne as the basis for the new combination product gives the assur-

ance that the dealers will not have to deal with an unknown factor

in radio and this should have a distinct effect in stabilizing the

trade and making for its permanency. That the announcement was
considered of general public importance was evident by the atten-

tion given to it in the newspapers of the country.

Optimistic Over the Business Outlook

DESPITE the unusual spell of hot weather which ushered in the

first month of Summer, it is evident that business men have been

developing and perfecting plans for an early and successful Fall

trade. These are the merchants who comprehend that business

to-day can only be procured by strenuous work, careful prepara-

tion, and a proper study of their territory, and they have evidently

determined that they are going to get a very handsome proportion

of the amount of money which the American purchasing public

will spend for musical instruments of all kinds the coming Fall.

Van Veen Wareroom Equipment
EXPERIENCE

This is an age of specialization. In planning your wareroom equipment and improvements
it will pay you to use the services of an experienced house.

Many years of specialization in the equipping of talking machine warerooms has enabled

us' to render exceptional service in the planning and equipping of your warerooms and,

therefore, through specialization to offer this equipment at an attractive price.

Write for details and catalog.

VAN VEEN & COMPANY, Inc.

413-417 East 109th Street, New York City 'Phone Lehigh 5324-4540
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Stimulating Record Sales by Advertising
E. E. Forbes & Sons Make Special Drives on Single Records and

Find That It Pays—Ad Results in 200 Record Sales in Four Days

The talking machine trade has been educated

to the need for advertising to move its machine

stock, but records, to a large extent, have been

overlooked in this respect. The reason for this

apparently is that there is a general feeling

in the trade that the profit on the sale of a

record is so small that the high cost of adver-

tising makes it impossible to utilize this form of

stimulating interest in the product. True, most
dealers send out the supplements supplied by

the record manufacturers to their customers,

but in the majority of instances this is as far as

the sales promotion effort goes.

Successful Drive on Single Record
That it does pay, and that in a big way, to

spend some money in advertising and other

publicity to promote record sales is illustrated

in a concrete way by the E. E. Forbes & Sons

Piano Co., of Birmingham, Ala., which has in-

augurated the plan of making special drives on

single recordings of some particular merit

which is likely to make them widely popular.

Recently Harry Snodgrass's Brunswick record

of "Three O'Clock in the Morning," and "The
Moonlight, a Waltz, and You," was selected for

a special drive. A special ad on this record was
run in the Birmingham Age Herald. The ad

was comparatively small, six inches, two col-

umns, but the results were surprising. A notice-

able stimulation in the demand for this record

was immediately felt, one order being received

from the town of Cullman an hour after the

paper reached there.

Getting Free Publicity

Clever advantage of the telegraphed order was
taken, resulting in some really extensive pub-

licity on this record. Briefly, the Forbes Piano

Co. wrote immediately to the newspaper, en-

closing the telegram to show the pulling power
of its advertising. As was expected the news-

paper made good use of the telegram by using

it with the original Forbes ad in a whole page

ad to show the power of Birmingham Age
Herald publicity. Of course, the Forbes

Piano Co. profited by this as it further adver-

tised the Snodgrass record. Six days later this

page ad was again used, making two complete

pages of free advertising for the Forbes Piano
Co. within a period of one week.

Now, the interesting part of this incident is

the fact that during the first four days two
hundred of the featured record were sold. And

CV22 i6

CULLMAN ALA 9 601A

PORBSS PIANO CO

BIRMINGHAM ALA

SHIP NEIT TRAIN ONE SHODORASS RECORD NUMBER

2850 AS ADVERTISED IN TODAT ' S AOE-HERALD

PLEASE RUSH

Part of Forbes' Free Publicity

this in addition to the many records which were

sold to customers who visited the store to get

the Snodgrass record. This incident shows

more effectively than any amount of arguing

the need for advertising in moving record stock.

The Form Letter as a Record Sales Aid

There is another method of bringing records

to the attention of the store's customers and

that is through the medium of direct mail. In

this connection E. E. Forbes & Sons also have

been very successful. This concern does not

stop merely with sending out the record sup-

plements, according to E. E. Forbes, who says:

"We find one of the quickest ways to get record

business is by using a form letter mentioning

^O-mtS*|l^[l^ll«(l«0^»(IWI*i{l

A Window Display that actually SELLS !

furnished free to PAL dealers

The appeal of this attractive display beautifully executed in seven colors*

| is so irresistible that it will bring many prospects into your store—not only

I for Pal, but also for your regular lines of records, and other merchandise.

\SEE PAL 'AD' on PAGES 36-37

only one or two records. This is in the nature

of a personal letter, signed by the manager of

the talking machine department. We find that

if more than two records are listed the letter

finds its way into the waste basket. In these

letters we describe the outstanding features of

the record, impressing upon the customer that

the artists who have recorded it have done bet-

ter than could have been done by any one else."

Herewith is a reproduction of the letter sent

out in connection with the drive on the Harry
Snodgrass record:

EXTRA SPECIAL
FROM

RADIO STATION WOS, JEFFERSON CITY, MO.
Record No. 2850, by Harry M. Snodgrass

2850 Three o'Clock in the Morning—Piano Solo,

Harry Snodgrass
The Moonlight, a Waltz and You—Piano Solo,

Harry Snodgrass

"The King of Ivories," as Snodgrass is known
to millions of radio fans, plays "Three o'Clock

in the Morning" and "The Moonlight, a
Waltz and You" as his first record. We feel

that there is nothing we can say that will in-

crease the popularity of this artist.

ANOTHER TIMELY NUMBER
12260 Midnight Strutters

Scooklum Blues
This is Jimmy Bryant's latest Dance Record.

Don't fail to ask for this record—it is great.

Other good records are listed on enclosed supplement

MAY WE SERVE YOU?
E. E. Forbes & Sons Piano Co.,

1922 Third Ave., North.

Small City Dealer

Harvests Rural Trade

(Continued from page 4)

to do because the prospect will be able to see

the difference a few dollars make.

"There is another thing in which the mail

order houses fall down and that is service.

Service is a much-abused word, but the fact re-

mains that the dealer located in the community
is in a position to extend service, which is im-

possible for the mail order concern. Advertise

this fact and bring it home to the people who
are likely to be in the market for a talking ma-
chine and the local dealer always will be given

the preference.

The main thing -for the small town dealer to

do is to keep his products and his store in the

minds of the people in his territory. This means
advertising, not spasmodic publicity, but a con-

sistent campaign. In the rural districts most

of the more substantial farmers have telephones

and they are listed in the phone book. Here is

a ready-made prospect list for circularization.

A two-cent stamp is a small price to pay to

bring some new product to a possible prospect.

Also, it is a small price to pay to bring to the

attention of the people the latest records.

The writer recently has had occasion to meet

and talk with many dealers in small communi-

ties and was surprised to discover that in few

cases did those dealers he came in contact with

think enough of the potential record business of

the farmer talking machine owner to send him

the record supplements regularly. That this is

a short-sighted policy no intelligent merchant

will deny. After a machine has been sold the

only chance the dealer has to continue his busi-

ness relations with the customer is through the

sale of records. And then, too, every record sale

means a profit, a small profit to be sure, but,

nevertheless, worth considering. Some dealers

have as many as two thousand customers on

their books. Think what it would mean if each

of these purchased a single -record a week.

Whether you have on your books the names of

one hundred customers or two thousand don't

overlook the profits of the small sales.
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Quo&er

A miniature reproduction of the neiv

Everybody's India stock catalog, the

greatest of its kind ever issued in the

talking machine industry. It is

printed throughout in sepia ink, and
illustrates and describes all the many
talking machine parts and accessories

that we sell.

Should one need a "dictionary" of
parts and accessories, he need go
no further than this new catalog, for
everything in a phonograph is de-

scribed in detail.

Handsomely bound and equipped
with hanger strap. Sent in special

cardboard mailing carton, postage
prepaid. Mail in your business card
now for a copy.

* Trade Mark Registered United States
Patent Office and Canada.

PRICE
SMALL phonograph part when you
want it is priceless. Thousands of dif-

ferent kinds of talking machines have

been made and distributed around

North America, in which were built all sorts of

odd parts, and for many of these Everybody's

is the only source on earth.

Who made these millions of phonographs; how they

are made and the wearing qualities of each is in our private

information file. Applying the law of averages to this

mechanical information we can anticipate and prepare for

a certain demand for each part. This is the "secret" of

how we are generally able to fill for you (by return mail)

a mixed order comprising many heterogeneous parts.

We charge no premium just because a part cannot be

obtained elsewhere. That this policy is pleasing to the

trade can be visualized by glancing through our card

system containing thousands of customers who originally

started with an order for one part and now frequently

purchase accessories and supplies totaling hundreds of

dollars a month.

So you see that Everybody's Service thinks of price

first for the customer, and last for itself. In bulk pur-

chases we know our prices are the lowest, and in small lots,

our customers frequently express amazement at our

trifling charges.

Makers of Honest Quaker Main Springs

A Complete Line of Talking Machine Repair Materials
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Forcing PaymeritsWithout GoodWill Loss
Danger of Making Enemies by Forcing Collections Is a Serious

Problem—How the Hoskins Music Store Solved the Difficulty

The aim of every far-sighted business man is

to build good will. His success in doing this is

an important factor in continued prosperity.

Loss of good will means lost business and pres-

tige and a consequent decrease in profits. The
talking machine dealer, of course, does the bulk

of his business on the instalment plan and con-

sequently it is in the matter of collections that

the greatest danger of losing good will lies.

The problem is how can the dealer force col-

lections and at the same time retain the friend-

ship of his patrons and make them boosters for

his store? This is especially important to the

dealer located in a neighborhood section or to

the merchant in the small town, who depends

almost entirely upon the good will of his neigh-

bors for his business. This type of dealer has

no transient trade to aid in bringing up the sales

volume. It is through repeat sales and the

friendship of his neighbors that he succeeds.

Two Ways of Handling Collections

There are two ways, broadly speaking, of

handling the collection problem. One is for the

dealer to be lenient in the case of delinquency

and the other is to force payment or repossess

regardless of consequences. The first method
is dangerous because the dealer may never get

his money or he may hold off on repossessing

until too late. In the second case the dealer

stands to lose the good will of those slow-

paying customers with whom he has used harsh

measures. The sale of a talking machine, radio

set or other instrument on the instalment plan

should be the start of a friendly relationship

between the store and the customer which will

mean future sales of records, accessories, etc.

If it is necessary to repossess, obviously there

is no chance of future sales to that particular

individual and, further, the friends of the per-

son from whom the instrument has been repos-

sessed are likely to hear about it—and they,

too, are very likely to go elsewhere for any-

thing in the music line they may need.

How W. C Hoskins Has Solved the Problem
In common with many other talking machine

dealers, W. C. Hoskins has faced this problem,

and he has solved the difficulty in a manner
which makes it unnecessary for him to worry
about financing. Briefly, the services of a

finance company are utilized and during the

period of time this service has been used the

results have been eminently satisfactory.

The Hoskins Music Store is located in Chey-

enne, Wyo., and deals in talking machines, rec-

ords, radio and pianos. The firm does a large

business and is known as one of the most suc-

cessful music houses in that section. Approxi-
mately 98 per cent of the entire sales of talk-

ing machines, radio and other musical merchan-
dise are made on the instalment plan.

"We finance all sales through a finance com-
pany," states Mr. Hoskins, in outlining his

methods of operating the credit end of the

business. "This is made clear to each customer
before the contract is signed and the customer
is impressed with the fact that the finance

It is very important that you return this notice with
your remittance, otherwise there may be a delay in credit-

ing your account with the amount paid. We receive a

good many remittances daily. Some of them come without
this notice which causes delay in crediting the proper
accounts. This results in needless annoyance to the pur-
chaser.
Payments are due at our office, and therefore should

be sent by bank draft, P. O. money order or personal
check, in sufficient time to reach our office on or before
maturity date.

Blank Finance Company

The "Notice of Payment Coming Due," which was mailed
to you 10 days before the payment was due, brought no
response and the account is now delinquent.
Surmising that this is merely due to an oversight, or

that the notice did not reach the proper person for action,
we are sending this notice with the request that you give
the matter the attention it deserves, as your credit standing
is worth far more to you than the amount involved.
We will expect your check, money order or bank draft

by return mail so "Please give it your attention to-day."
Thank you.

Yours very truly,

Blank Finance Company

We have as yet received nothing in reply to our
"Notice of Payment Coming Due" which was mailed you
about 10 days before the due date. The account is now
delinquent.
We trust this has been merely due to an oversight

on your part and now that it has been called to your
attention we are expecting your check, bank draft or money
order by return mail.

"Please give it your atention to-day." Thank you.
Yours very truly,

Blank Finance Company.

You seem to be inclined to let your payment get too
far behind. At least we have received no reply to our
two previous notices. We regret that the plan under
which we operate cannot, of necessity, permit of more
leniency, nevertheless,
To be straightforward about the matter, this is the

way we look at it:

Remember that we have hundreds of these accounts to
look out for and if a purchaser does not respond to our
notices we are able to judge each account by the remittance
column only.
You will readily realize that the nature and volume of

our business does not allow us to spend much time in
"nagging" over delinquent payments. We pay out money
and otherwise shape our actions on the supposition that
tliese payments will be met as they mature. While it

might appear to be profitable for us to compel you to lose
the money you have paid on your time-purchase-obligation
we had much rather not be forced to do so—we are aiding
to sell commodities, not buy them.

It is distasteful for us to have to refer to the terms of
the mortgage-contract but nevertheless you will find same
quoted in part, for your guidance, on the slip enclosed
herewith. Therefore, to be frank with you, this is our
final notice. While we hope you realize that we would
much rather retain your good will, please understand that
unless we hear from you on or before
we shall be compelled to consider you in default under
the terms of your mortgage and shall proceed to protect
our rights thereunder without further notification to you.

Blank Finance Company.

We have to date received no response from our delin-
quent-payment notices (copies of which have been sent
you), addressed to the purchaser named on the face of
this notice.

If you do not wish us to have our attorneys take this

matter up with the mortgagor in this instance kindly let

us have a check in the amount shown on the face hereof
by , or, if you do not see fit to carry this

payment for the mortgagor, you may act as our agents
and replevin the ( ), so advising us when this has been
done,—keeping up the payments to us until the ( ) is

resold and paying the balance in full on such date, in
which event we would refund the unearned brokerage and
interest, if any.

Otherwise, on the above date, if you have not exercised
either of the above options, our only alternative will be
to place the account in the hands of our attorneys with
instructions to collect from the purchaser both the delin-
quent ( ) payment of $ and the cur-
rent ( ) payment of $ or, failing in

this, to replevin the ( ) not later than 5 days after the
current payment is due, disposing of same at sheriff's
sale (or if to better our interests, in any other way),
applying the proceeds to the note and costs of collection,
and collecting from yourselves, as endorsers, the differ-

ence, if any, hence

—

Let us hear from you regarding the above on or before
the date first above mentioned.

Yours very truly,

Blank Finance Company.

company takes no excuses as a dealer will for

lapse in payments. This method of financing

is especially good for the little dealer who does

his own selling, collecting and bookkeeping,

and is to be recommended for two reasons.

"First: The dealer can talk very strongly

to a delinquent and explain that a court action

may result and the delinquent's financial repu-

tation be smirched and lay the blame on the

finance company's methods, and thus avoid

gaining the ill will of the customer. We have

found it good business to hide behind the fin-

ance company in cases of this character. They
back us up and the customer expects such ac-

t-ion from the finance company. The form let-

ters reproduced herewith are sent out by the

finance company with which we do business

and indicate the methods used.

"Second: The finance company acts as a sort

of special collection department for the small

dealer. It continually keeps before the dealer's

mind that the customers' payments are due, and
the dealer is compelled to keep the payments
coming in on time or else he gets in bad repute

with the finance company. Small dealers find it

difficult to departmentize their work and in

many cases their accounts collectible lag, but

with the finance company back of and prodding

the dealer very few accounts lapse."

Sliding Interest Charge
The Hoskins Music Store charges interest on

all instalment sales. This interest is based on

the length of the contract and on the schedule

of the finance company with which this firm

does business. Other companies have different

arrangements. The length of contract on which
the interest charge is based runs from four to

twelve months. On a four-months' contract in-

terest at the rate of 4 per cent is charged and

for each month over this period up to twelve

months one-half per cent is added to the inter-

est charge so that a twelve-months' contract

calls for payment of interest at the rate of 8

per cent. Of course, the legal rate of interest

varies in different States but a carrying charge

can be substituted for interest, thus eliminating

any legal difficulties.

Securing Credit Data and Repossessions

"We always secure a financial report from our

local credit rating exchange of which we are

members," points out Mr. Hoskins. "This in-

formation in the main is very accurate and thus

avoiding bad accounts is a simple matter. Last

year's business showed a loss of only $35 on

collections, a very small sum when the extent

of our sales is considered.

"Occasionally some of our customers are

compelled to leave the city on account of work-

ing conditions and when this occurs we permit

them to leave their unpaid-for goods and ship

them to the customer's new place of residence

when they have been paid for in full. If a

responsible party attempts to jump his contract,

we immediately start legal action and generally

are successful in having provision of the con-

tract carried out."

STARR PIANOS STARR PHONOGRAPHS
GENNETT RECORDS

^Represent the Hiqkest oAttainmtnt in cMusical OVbrth

*STARR PIANO COMPANY
Established 1872 Richmond. Indiana
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Character in

Radio Equipment
A clean-cut store will add to its good

name by selling Radio of unquestioned

merit and definite prices.

Stromberg-Carlson Radio Apparatus

has back of it the experience of over 30

years building voice transmission and voice

reception apparatus. Prices are established

on the basis of manufacturing only the

very highest quality instruments—and will

not be reduced.

Stromberg-Carlson Radio Apparatus is sold direct from fac-

tory to dealer. Write for prices and plan of dealer service.

Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co.

1060 University Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

No. 1 type Receiver, 5"tube, table model.

Finished in Adam-Brown Mahogany.

^ <^ ©|^

t

No. 2 type Receiver, 5"tube, console model

with built-in loud speaker. Finished in

either Mahogany or American Walnut.

UTROfi

Stromberg-Carlson
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Moving"Slow Sellers"byWindow Displays
What a Chain Store Manager Discovered About Showing Hard-to-

Sell Merchandise in Windows—Profiting by Seasonable Displays

"The best use to which a window can be put

is to display the merchandise which the dealer

is endeavoring to push," said the manager of a

large chain of retail talking machine stores, in

a discussion on window displays. "To illustrate

my point I will tell you of an incident at one

of our stores a short time ago. It is my custom
to make the rounds of the various stores at

least twice each week. One evening, during a

visit to one of the stores, I wandered down to

the basement in which are placed instruments

• taken in exchange. I examined these machines,

there were at least fifteen of them, and found

them in excellent condition. I asked the store

manager how long they had been in the base-

ment and he told me that some of them had

been there at least a year. I had one of the

men bring up the best looking of the lot and
polish it up. In half an hour I had that instru-

ment in the center of the window with a large

placard announcing a 'bargain' price for a used

machine. Two hours later a woman entered

the store, and to make a long story short, she

bought the used instrument. Do you get the

point? We not only sold a machine which
would still be on our hands had it not been for

the display, but through the sale we created a

record customer.

Reversing the Usual Process

"The usual thing for talking machine dealers

to do is to put a new console or two in the

window, and hope that some one will see it, be

attracted by its beauty and come in to buy it,"

declared this executive. "That is very well as

far as it goes. Displaying this merchandise does

help to sell it. Of that there is not the slightest

doubt, but what of the goods in which the

dealer has his money tied up and which are re-

maining on his floor and shelves? Certainly,

the very fact that this merchandise is not mov-
ing indicates that some special effort must be
made to dispose of it. The answer lies in bring-

ing it to the attention of the public, either

through advertising or the window display. Both
are effective in attracting the attention of peo-
ple who either would not or cannot afford to

pay the price for the new and expensive. Cer-

tain types of people are always on the lookout

for bargains. These are the persons who pur-

chase a used talking machine or piano. If the

dealer takes in a machine in trade or finds it

necessary to make a repossession he must re-

sell it in order to make a profit. In other words,

as long as a used instrument remains on the

floor the dealer has not completed the sale

which resulted in the trade-in.

"I reverse the usual process of window dis-

The window display is a tireless salesman

and deserves as much care in its preparation

as an advertisement. Sometimes it pays to

reverse the usual process and instead of

featuring the bright new models which are

easy to sell show the merchandise which it

seems impossible to dispose of. Every deal-

er has machines which he has taken in trade

and which represent tied-up capital. Show
them to the public in your windows oc-

casionally and see what happens. Then,

too, there are many occasions when special

windows will be real sales producers.

Just now the Summer window will be found

eminently satisfactory from the standpoint

of creating interest and developing sales.

play by occasionally offering these bargains.

Polish one of these machines and it looks

mighty good to the bargain hunter. Of course,

I do not claim that it would be advisable for the

dealer to devote his windows entirely to this

purpose. On the contrary, it is by occasionally

offering a bargain' that the best results are ob-

tained. Then, too, no legitimate talking machine
dealer desires to build up a reputation as a cheap

merchant. The idea is to maintain prestige as

a dealer in high-grade merchandise and at the

same time move the slow-selling stock. The
window display will be found efficacious."

The Seasonable Window
That the window is a powerful force for

building sales cannot be denied. However, it is

worthy of note that in the talking machine bus-

iness comparatively little attempt is made to

realize to the full on this form of publicity.

One of the most neglected forms of display

is the seasonable window. Right now, for ex-

ample, the Fourth of July is but a few weeks
off. There will be all kinds of patriotic celebra-

tions and outings. What part is music, especially

talking machine music, going to play in all this?

Are you, as a dealer, going to make the most
of the opportunity? If so, now is the time to

get busy. It pays to make an unusual effort a

few weeks prior to a holiday. Here, again, the

window display will be found most effective in

stimulating sales, especially sales of records of

patriotic airs.

Another seasonable window at the present

time is the Summer window. Feature portable

talking machines and radios and see what hap-

pens. Friedman, a live dealer of Poughkeepsie,
sold five portable talking machines in one morn-
ing. The first customer came into the store be-

cause he saw a fine selection of portables dis-

played in the window. Later in the morning
this customer brought two friends, who also

purchased portables. Every one of these cus-

tomers paid cash. That's nice business; the kind

of business that is too good to overlook. Im-
agine, five cash sales in a single day! The
Summer window can be made a real sales

builder.

Other Merchandise Should Be Displayed
All of the above applies to records as well as

to talking machines and those dealers who
handle small musical instruments should not

overlook this branch of the business in window
displays. Change the windows frequently and
give the whole line a chance. Borrow some of

the items from the various stores so that the

setting for the display will be real enough to

intensify the appeal. For example, if a camp-
ing scene is decided upon, any sporting goods
dealer will be glad to loan a tent and other

camping outfit for the display, provided the

dealer will put a card in the window telling

from whom these items were secured. So get

busy and make your windows profit producers;

cash in on the "eye of the store."

The Reason for Failure

"We cannot do justice to all of the causes that

occasion commercial failures without giving

some prominence to the lack of an objective.

So many people undertake business as an occu-

pation and not as a vocation. They merely
hope that buying goods at one price and selling

them at a little higher price will give sufficient

profit to cover expenses and something more.

There may be no reckoning at all with the

many emergencies that cross the bows of a

business enterprise and may wreck it unless

there is a good steersman at the wheel," accord-

ing to J. H. Tregoe, executive manager Na-
tional Association of Credit Men.

"I have never discovered a successful person

in any enterprise who did not work consistently

and courageously toward a well-defined objec-

tive.

"Our objective may be the pot of gold at the

foot of the rainbow, but should we have pur-

sued the objective with persistence we will

have at least learned the value of consistency.

There are so many aimless wanderers in the

world that when we meet a person with a

highly developed objective a stimulation is felt,

and we are confident that here is some one who
will make a mark in the world.

At a recent merchant show held in Port

Richmond, N. Y., the Stephens Shop had an

interesting exhibit of talking machines and
radio sets.

FULL LINE of HARDWARE
For Radios and Phonographs

H. A. GUDEN CO., Inc.
227 CANAL STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.
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eadsets are really
lij^e speedometers

The clutch on a Brandes
Headset makes it possible to

raise or lower the ear pieces

—and to fasten them easily.

It keeps the headset perma-
nently adjusted.

An automobile isn't considered complete with-

out a speedometer. When a man wants to

know what his car can really do, he needs one.

When the radio fan, wants to find out just

what distance his set can get—on goes the

headset.

You can sell a Brandes Headset with every

radio receiver. It is as important a part of

the set's equipment as the speedometer is of

the motor car's.

Form the profitable habit of selling a Brandes
Headset with every radio set.

Brandes
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Pearsall Go. Distributes

Caswell and Outing Lines

Prominent New York House to Distribute

Portable Phonographs Made by Caswell Mfg.

Co. and Outing Talking Machine Co.

Lloyd L. Spencer, general manager of the

Silas E. Pearsall Co., New York, one of the

leading wholesalers in the East, announced re-

cently that the company had made arrange-

ments whereby it would distribute the products

of the Caswell Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee,

Wis., and the Outing Talking Machine Co. of

Mount Kisco, N. Y. Both of these companies

are recognized leaders in the production of

portable phonographs, and the Pearsall organ-

ization is keenly enthusiastic regarding the sales

possibilities of these instruments. Caswell and.

Outing portables need no introduction to the

dealers served by the Pearsall Co., for the in-

struments have won recognition because of their

excellent tone quality and attractive appearance.

The Silas E. Pearsall Co. has for several

months been distributing a number of promi-

nent lines in the radio industry with the Zenith

receiving set as its leader. The company has

attained phenomenal success as a distributor of

radio products and the Pearsall organization is

working in close co-operation with the dealers

it is serving.

It was suggested to the executives of the

Silas E. Pearsall Co. by many of its dealers

that the company considers the desirability of

adding portable phonographs to its line in view

of the tremendous popularity of portables this

year and because of the excellent service the

Pearsall organization is giving its dealers.

These retailers pointed out the fact that por-

tables were becoming an all-year-round sales

factor and that the success of the Silas E.

Pearsall Co., as a distributor of radio products,

coupled with the exceptional experience of its

sales staff in the talking machine industry, well

warranted the addition of portable phonographs.

Mrs. Lydia M. Green, president of the company,

together with Mr. Spencer, gave this suggestion

careful consideration and finally decided to dis-

tribute the Caswell and Outing portables in

recognition of the popularity of these instru-

ments among the dealers.

Chas. Freshman & Go. to

Use Utah Loud Speakers

M. E. Schechter to Cover the East for Utah

Radio Products Co.—Chas. Freshman & Co.

to Use Utah Loud Speaker Units

Milton E. Schechter, head of the Artcraft In-

dustries, 1672 Broadway, N. Y., has been ap-

pointed Eastern representative of the Utah

Radio Products Co., of Chicago, manufacturer

of Utah loud speakers and loud speaker units.

Mr. Schechter is well known to the talking ma-

chine trade throughout the East, where he was

identified with the industry for many years, and

he has already closed a number of important

contracts with prominent radio manufacturers

who will use Utah units in their product the

coming year.

In a chat with The World Mr. Schechter

stated that arrangements had been concluded

with Charles Freshman & Co., New York,

manufacturers of Freshman radio sets, whereby

Utah loud speaker units would be used exclu-

sively by this manufacturer in his 1925 sets.

This is one of the most important deals of the

year, for the Freshman sets are going to be the

subject of an exceptionally aggressive sales and

publicity campaign this coming season. The
order involves a very large production of Utah

units, and negotiations were closed by Henry
Forster, president of the Utah Radio Products

Co., working in conjunction with Mr. Schechter.

Mr. Schechter is also producing excellent re-

sults in developing a profitable and active de-

mand for the new Utah Super-Reflex Speaker,

which was introduced to the trade a short while

ago, and which is meeting with exceptional suc-

cess. Mr. Forster was a visitor to New York
recently, spending several weeks calling on the

trade, and laying the foundation for an impor-

tant sales campaign.

Pathex, Inc., Perfecting

Its Merchandising Plans

Trade Manifesting Enthusiasm in Pathe Mo-
tion Picture Camera and Projector

Henry C. Brown, of Pathex, inc., 35 West
Forty-fifth street, New York, stated this week
that his company is making very rapid strides

in perfecting the extensive merchandising and

publicity plans which will be the foundation of

its campaign this year. Pathex, Inc., is manu-
facturing the Pathe motion picture camera and

projector, Mr. Brown, who for many years

was- one of the foremost Victor executives, has

in his complete charge all plans pertaining to

the marketing of this product. Dealers from

all parts of the country have visited the head-

quarters of Pathex, Inc., during the past few

weeks and their enthusiasm regarding the sales

possibilities of this product has been reflected

in the receipt of dealer applications covering

practically every important trade center.

In a chat with The World, Mr. Brown stated

that the opening announcements .in behalf of

the Pathe motion picture camera and projector,

would appear through the medium of full pages

in the New York newspapers about June 20.

These pages will carry a convincing sales mes-

sage to the New York public, setting forth

effectively the distinctive features of this mo-
tion picture camera and projector, emphasizing

its simplicity of operation and its very nominal

cost. Mr. Brown has personally sponsored this

copy, which will undoubtedly receive an en-

thusiastic welcome from the New York trade.

Elected to Directorate of

Sonora Phono. Go., Inc.

Warren J. Keyes and Frank V. Goodman
Honored by the Company—Both Have a

Wide Knowledge of the Trade

At a meeting of the stockholders of the So-

nora Phonograph Co., Inc., New York, held

recently, Warren J. Keyes, treasurer of the corn-

Frank V. Goodman
pany, and Frank V. Goodman, sales manager,

were elected to the board of directors. This

will be welcome news to Sonora dealers

throughout the country, as both of these execu-

tives are well known to the Sonora merchandis-

ing organization and have won considerable

popularity because of their capability and effi-

ciency.

Frank V. Goodman, sales manager, is one of

the foremost sales executives in the country,

numbering among his friends jobbers and deal-

ers throughout the trade. He has worked to

splendid advantage with Sonora dealers and

jobbers in solving their merchandising prob-

lems, and the results of his efforts are reflected

in the fact that the Sonora organization to-day

is on an exceptionally sound and profitable

basis. Mr. Keyes has been identified with the

Sonora company for many years, and his inti-

mate knowledge of all the matters pertaining to

finance and general administration of the treas-

ury department have gained for him the respect

and esteem of the entire Sonora staff.

The Moon Radio Corp., Long Island City, N.

Y., recently filed a petition in bankruptcy, with

liabilities of $29,457 and assets of $30,333.

National Record Albums
are

Good Albums

NEW PORTABLE ALBUM

Nationally known because they

give real satisfaction.

They require less selling effort.

Made to contain all makes of

disc records including Edison.

Write for our list of 1925
stylet and prices

NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO., 239 S. American St, PHILADELPHIA, PA. THE PERFECT PLAN
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EVERY Columbia repre-

sentative has something
constructive and specific to

say to every dealer with
whom he makes an appoint-

ment. This is 1925.
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Your own customers

have never heard
their own phonographs.

Record
No. 500 13D

ADESTE FI DELES (Traditional)

JOHN PEEL (Andrews)

12 Inch $1.25

This one record alone tells the story. The most

remarkable recording ever accomplished—nearly

5,000 voices on one record. Two magnificent selec-

tions by the Associated Glee Clubs of America at

the Metropolitan Opera House (850 voices) with

an audience of 4,000 joining in one of them. Here
is unapproached definition and amazing perspective

for the first time in phonograph history. Let your

customers hear it.

COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH COMPANY. 1819 Broadway, New York
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Every sleeping phonograph

you bring to life means
record selling.

This one record alone is already bring-

ing to life and back into use thousands

of sleeping phonographs.

This one record alone will for the first

time make record buyers out of thou-

sands whose phonographs were origi-

nally bought solely for the amusement

of the young people.

Let them hear it.

COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH COMPANY. 1819 Broadway, New York
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COLUMBIA
Columbia's policy

in two words:

SQUARE
DEAL

COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH COMPANY
1819 Broadway New York

MODEL 580

$350
MODEL 550

$200

s
MODEL 440

$150
MODEL 340

$120

MODEL 530
$150

MODEL 420

si oo
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ProfitWmm$ SafesWrinkles
Plan of Checking on References Given by Prospects Who Purchase on Instalment Plan—Hints

on Window Changing—E. E. Forbes & Sons Make Customers Secure Prospects

In selling talking machines on an instalment
basis the question of checking upon the cus-
tomer's references before credit is granted is an
important one. Dealers have different methods
of approaching the persons given as references
to ascertain the standing of the prospect as a
credit risk, using letters soliciting information
which will be treated as confidential, or using
the telephone or a personal representative to se-
cure the necessary information. No matter
what medium is used, time and trouble are taken,
with dubious results as far as securing correct
information is concerned. Human nature is

such that nine times out of ten the person asked
for information is loath to state that the cus-
tomer is a bad risk. Usually the answers re-

ceived speak in the highest terms of the person
seeking credit. Another factor to be taken into
consideration is that many people hesitate to ex-
press themselves in any way on a matter of this

sort, feeling that by so doing they obligate
themselves in case of default. The Interna-
tional Phonograph Corp., New York, has a sys-
tem of checking up on references that has
worked admirably and has served its purpose
without the references knowing that they are
being used as a check-up on a friend's state-

ments. Serving a clientele that is for the
greater part in moderate and humble circum-
stances, the question of their friend's ideas as
to their ability to pay is not as important as to

whether the statements made as to addresses and
friends' or relatives' addresses are correct. With
this end in view, a prospect seeking to purchase a

talking machine on time is asked to give the
names and addresses of four or five relatives or

friends. Other information, such as the schools

the children attend, associations the prospect

belongs to and the name of his employer is also

secured. The letters sent to the persons given

as references, however, make no mention of the

matter of the proposed sale. They simply state

that the name has been secured by the store

and if the party is interested in a musical instru-

ment of any sort, or records or sheet music, a

visit to the store will assure them of its ability

and readiness to supply this need. The return

address of the store is, of course, in the corner

of the envelope, and a reasonable time having

elapsed without the return of the letter, it is

assumed that the prospect is acting in good faith

and everything else being correct the transac-

tion is carried through. If the letter is returned

the chances are that the customer has given a

fictitious name as reference and is not to be

trusted. The advantages of such a system can

readily be seen. It provides the necessary

check-up, supplies the store with new names to

be added to the mailing list as prospective cus-

tomers and obviates the necessity of asking a

customer's friends as to his liability.

*
A metropolitan dealer, who has made a de-

cided success of conducting exclusive record

stores, recently commented to a representative

of The World on the necessity of changing the

arrangement of the store's windows every sec-

ond day or so. "It is surprising," says this

dealer, "the difference which the mere chang-

ing of a record or placard from one side of the

display to the other makes in the general ap-

pearance of the window. It is not necessary to

put in elaborate window dressings every day or

two, but the arrangement of the different in-

struments and records should be changed about,

for the passerby notes the change and stops to

see what is new. This changing about applies

also to the listings of records on the windows
of the store. Even though new lists are placed

on the windows, if they are put in the same
place they do not attract the eye of the person

who passes by each day as much as though
each new listing were placed in totally different

parts of the window. These are small details,

it is true, but it is by paying attention to these

small items that I have been able to secure ex-

cellent results in building record sales volume."

A novel and surprisingly successful method
of securing the names of new prospects was re-

cently put into effect by Harry Charles, man-
ager of the talking machine department of the

E. E. Forbes & Sons Piano Co., Birmingham,
Ala. To one thousand persons was sent a self-

addressed postal card, requesting them to write

the name of any person whom they thought
would be interested in the purchase of a talk-

ing machine or a piano. It was explained that

if they sent the name of any prospect who was
not listed on the store's prospect list, and this

party was sold within three months, five dollars

would be given to the person supplying the

name. E. E. Forbes, head of the concern, in

commenting on the results of this campaign,
states: "Out of the list of 1,000 names, approx-
imately 100 good prospects were secured and
twenty-five of them were sold either a talking

machine or a piano. One lady sent in her own
name and the very next day called at the store

and purchased a player-piano."

O. G. McRae in New Post

Orin C. McRae has resigned as head of the

talking machine department of Scovills at

Quincy, 111., to accept the managership of the

music department of Davidsons at Waterloo, la.

'WewYbrks Leading 'Radio House

THE SYMBOL OF SERVICE

Radiola Super-Heterodyne

Your sales call for portable Radiolas
Customers at this time of the year look to dealers for

the best means of portable entertainment. It's per-

formance that counts—and because the portable
Radiolas perform anywhere—anytime, you can rest

assured that a stock of Radiolas will bring many sales.

The Semi-portable and portable Radiola Super Hetero-
dyne Receivers, famous for their receiving and tone

qualities, offer perhaps greatest summer sales possi-

bilities. The Semi-portable Super Heterodyne for

summer camps, motor boats, resorts, etc., while the

portable Radiola 26 answers the demand of tourists,

hiking parties, over night campers, etc., make a most
comprehensive line for every dealer to carry.

Continental Radio and Electric Corporation as

R. C. A. distributors will gladly take orders and our
dealer service will help you keep summer business at

top notch. Write today for descriptive literature and
dealer prices. ,,,,

, , ^ ,r vv nolesale Unly

CONTINENTAL RADIO & ELECTRIC CORPN.
Fifteen Warren Street New York, U. S. A

2108-Q
*
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Radio Selling Era Replaces Order Taking
Lazy Man's Methods Will Not Sell Radio, Says Pierre Boucheron,

Manager of Advertising and Publicity, Radio Corp. of America

I have just returned from a business trip

covering twenty-six trading centers, stretching

from Atlanta to Boston and from New York to

Chicago. I spoke to a great number of dis-

tributors and retailers who complained that

radio sales were falling off, that the radio season

was about ended, that they would cease sales

effort until the Fall, that saturation had almost

been reached;—fallacious, and spineless excuses.

Merchandising "Joy Ride" Is Over

The truth of the matter is that the average

radio retailer has simply been riding upon a

great wave of popular demand. He has made
very little selling effort; it has not been neces-

sary up to now. People have flocked to the

stores, literally begging to be allowed to spend

their money for a radio set—any kind of radio

set so long as it would "bring entertainment

out of the air" to them. True, some retailers

have advertised, have dressed their windows,

have sent out circulars, have even canvassed;

but it all has been more or less spasmodic.

When they advertised once and did not see a

more than usual rush of customers the next

day, they have declared advertising ineffective

and have promptly abandoned it.

For the past three years radio has seen a

seller's market. The seller has had it all his

way. In short it has been one grand merchan-

dising joy-ride, and now that the retailer notices

a slackening demand he is willing to ascribe it

to any number of convenient, "lazy man's"

reasons.

Some Thought-Provoking Facts

Here are the facts, however. It is estimated

by industrial experts that to-day there are in

round numbers about 4,000,000 receivers in use

throughout the United States. This means that

about the same number of families are now en-

joying the benefits of radio. Since there are

about 24,000,000 families, it is certainly reason-

able to expect that at least another 6,000,000

sets can be sold without a great deal of sales

effort. This leaves us 14,000,000 families who
may not be such good prospects, either because

they have no money or because they are not

within easy reception range of a good broad-

casting station. These millions are prospects,

nevertheless, as I shall point out.

Three Classes of Prospects

While on the subject of prospects it may be

well to place them in three classes; first line,

second line and third line prospects.

The first line prospects for a radio set are the

well-to-do, the progressive middle class, the

average family which has the necessary money
but so far has, for some reason or other, not

felt the urge to own a radio set. After all the

sales publicity given to radio it is hard to real-

ize that many such desirable prospects exist,

but the fact remains that there are hundreds of

thousands of them. In this great class are

those whose life is so filled up, socially and

otherwise, that radio has not seemed of com-

pelling interest. There are those who are "sold"

on radio but who, up to now, have not decided

upon the particular kind of set to buy. This

Interesting facts presented in the accom-

panying article indicate that a rich field for

sales awaits development by retailers who
really sell radio. The day of the order

taker is past and now salesmanship is the

crying need in merchandising radio. Mr.

Boucheron points out that talk of satu-

ration is ridiculous and he backs up this

reasoning by an analysis of sales possibil-

ities which should prove illuminating and

encouraging to the retail trade. He outlines

the various types of prospects, three in

number, and gives other data which show
clearly the present-day conditions in the

radio retail field and that the reasoning

which causes dealers to relax their efforts

is fallacious and an alibi for inaction.

type of prospect is probably the easiest to sell;

the thing for the retailer to do is to find out

who and where they are and begin circularizing

or calling upon them—canvassing. Generally,

the first line prospect is one who has the money,

vaguely wants a radio set, is in the market for

a $100 to $500 set and will buy if properly ap-

proached.

The second line prospects are those who
already have some sort of radio set which may
be anything from a simple crystal set to a 3-tube

home-made affair giving more or less satisfac-

tory service. Owners of single tube sets now
want amplifying units for loud speaker results.

They need, of necessity, three tube receivers for

adequate loudspeaker operation. The tinkerer

who formerly made his own is now satisfied

that he will never become a second Marconi or

Armstrong; he is through with tinkering and

now wants all that broadcasting service offers

him and his family. In short, he is in the

market for a reliable, factory-built receiver in-

corporated in a good-looking piece of furniture.

The second line prospect is -of course not as

good a prospect as the first group but he is

nevertheless a very fair target for the retailer.

This man must be handled intelligently, as he

thinks he now knows all about radio. In this

class also we may consider the countless num-

ber of newlyweds who start housekeeping each

year. It is these second line prospects who
prove the fallacy of saturation. With the great

universal appeal of radio, it is safe to assume

that there will always be a popular demand for

receivers, that radio is not going to stand still,

that refinements will come from time to time in

the way of better reproduction, economy of

operation and simplicity. This is a progressive

age and even though an individual has bought

the latest loop receiver of to-day, he is likely to

be in the market for the receiver of two years

hence, even though it embody nothing different

from the present type except a new cabinet.

The utter fallacy of saturation was brought

home to me recently in a special investigation

we made to determine what cycle other indus-

tries went through after the first great rush of

popular demand had subsided.

First, of course, there was readjustment. The
get-rich-quick artists and the patent infringers

were shortly eliminated by economic pressure,

leaving the well-financed, well-managed, sound

organizations to carry on.

Thus to-day, I am told, more bicycles, sewing

machines, pianos and other rather prosaic prod-

ucts are sold than in the first bloom of their

appearance on the market. The difference lies

in the fact that these items are an accepted

every-day need or requirement, and no special

romance or imagination is required to visualize

ownership or to thrill the novelty seeker. They,

therefore, enjoy no natural publicity, the papers

have no front page yarns about them, no one

talks about them in smokers, clubs or drawing

rooms.

The third line prospects constitute by far the

great majority. They for the most part are the

wage earners, the lower strata of the middle

class, the poor people who have little money for

luxuries or entertainment. Price here is an im-

portant factor. It is not every member of this

class who has $100 or more to lay out for a

radio set—at least to-day. But it is well for the

far-sighted merchant to watch this class very

closely for the following reasons:

First, they are by far the majority; there are

more of these prospects than in class one and

two combined, and because of their numbers

they are much easier to reach through news-

papers and other advertising media.

Second, while they may not have the money
to-day, they will have it in time. Quantity pro-

duction is bringing list prices down within pur-

(Continued on page 22)

Wuebben Record Albums
are indestructible

They are manufactured on methods of construc-

tion which are protected by the Patent Laws.
It is impossible for the records to drop out.

Ask for our illustrated prospectuses and price lists

Wuebben Gesellschaft, m. b. EL, Kochstrasse 60, Berlin SW. 68
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Why We Want You To
Try "Valley Forge"
Main Springs

"VALLEY FORGE" main springs, whether they

be one-half inch or two inches in width, are made
with the same exactness, precaution and painstak-

ing care.

Here are some of the facts:

—made only of the finest virgin ore from the greatest

depths, (no surface ore used.)

—no scrap steel or remelted old iron is used by the

makers of "VALLEY FORGE."

—frequent analysis while in process, insures maximum
carbon content, thus preventing poor material being

finished under the "VALLEY FORGE" trade mark.

—correctly tempered, insuring greatest pulling power.

—thoroughly sprayed with "Lubrill" to prevent rust,

corrosion and other conditions that springs are subject

to, and

—wrapped in "Mocolene"—created by us—which will

always keep the spring in perfect condition until used and

-boxed under the "VALLEY FORGE" trade mark.

J. A. FISCHER COMPANY

"FROM A NEEDLE TO A MOTOR"

730 MARKET STREET
PHILADELPHIA, U. S. A.
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Radio Selling Era Supersedes Order Taking A. Atwater Kent Enjoys Trip

(Continued from page 20) in Airship "Los Angeles"

chasing power of this class and the time pay-

ment plan will do the rest.

Exploding Saturation Theory

By far the greatest eye-opener to the radio

dealer, however, should be the recent experience

of a certain well-known phonograph company.

Consider well the phonograph industry. It is

supposed to be suffering greatly from the in-

roads made by radio into the nation's weekly

pay envelope. But here is what was done in a

test territory:

A canvass was made of 25,000 homes in St.

Louis and its suburbs. One out of every six

homes visited allowed a phonograph or a set of

records to be placed on trial. Four out of

five stayed sold! Rather disproves the satur-

ation theory doesn't it? If this astonishing

result can show the great market still open for

phonograph products, consider what would
happen if a live radio distributor launched a

similar campaign for his dealers!

Think it over, Mr. Distributor and Mr. Re-

Edison Phonograph and
Radio in Better Home

Stapleton Music Co. Ties Up Effectively With
Better Homes Week in San Antonio.

)

San Antonio, Tex., June 5.—Taking advantage -

of unusual opportunities of bringing merchan-

dise before an interested portion of the public

is without question the most effective manner
by which the talking machine and radio dealer

can promote interest in his lines. At least this

is the belief of the Stapleton Music Co., which

tied up with the Better Homes Week held here

recently. In the model home, which was opened

during this week, in a conspicuous part of the

living-room, there was placed an Edison phono-

graph and an Atwater Kent radio receiving set.

tailer. In simple mathematics, this is what that

phonograph drive shows: 16^3 per cent of the

25,000 cold prospects accepted the free trial

offer, and four-fifths of that 16 2A per cent

bought the merchandise demonstrated. In other

words 11^2 per cent of the 25,000 were actually

sold.

Need for Vigorous Sales Effort

Phonographs have been sold to the number of

12,000,000; radio sets 4,000,000. Radio therefore

should yield, mathematically, three times as

many sales as phonographs. But dealers will

find a greater total than that, due to the greater

present popularity and word of mouth publicity

radio is enjoying. In the face of this, Mr. Dis-

tributor and Mr. Retailer you can't blame a

sales slump on "saturation." You can't ignore

canvassing and wholesale demonstration. The
first tidal wave of popularity is spent. It's now
plainly up to you to sell—to canvass. And the

pleasant part of the task will be to see how
much you can help yourselves!

Both occupied a place in the model home
through the efforts of Mr. Stapleton, enterpris-

ing head of the business bearing his name.

Mr. Stapleton has some decided views on the

merit of his products and their necessity in the

modern home. "Radio's place to-day is in the

living-room of the home," he declared, "and its

appearance" must fit its surroundings. The day

of the radio set which detracts from the ap-

pearance of a room instead of fitting in har-

moniously with its surroundings is gone. As
far as phonographs are concerned the Edison

is a distinct contribution to the better homes
of to-day. Any home is the better for the pos-

session of both a phonograph and a radio set."

The R. L. Jones Music House, Sandpoint,

Ida., recently moved to larger quarters in the

Rowlands Building.

Has Novel Experience With Other Prominent

Philadelphians as Guests of Government Of-

ficials on Naval Airship

On the recent trip of the naval airship "Los
Angeles" flying a mile above the ground over

the States of New Jersey, Pennsylvania and
Delaware, twenty-six prominent men of the city

of Philadelphia were in the cabin. The new
broadcasting station with which the "Los An-

geles" is equipped was in charge of the famous

announcer of Station WEAF, Graham Mac-
Namee, and the messages broadcast from the

airship were widely received.

Among the prominent men taking this trip

v/as A. Atwater Kent, president of the Atwater

Kent Mfg. Co. of Philadelphia. Although a

manufacturer of thousands upon thousands of

radio sets Mr. Kent had never before appeared

before the microphone until his trip on the "Los
Angeles." Before going to Lakehurst to embark
upon the trip Mr. Kent had installed a radio set

and loud speaker in his automobile. Later Mrs.

Kent sitting in the automobile had the unusual

experience of hearing her husband's voice sud-

denly out of the sky. A signal honor was paid

Mr. Kent when Captain Steel, of the "Los
Angeles," offered him the post of local pilot

to direct 'the ship over his own factory. This

factory, which covers eleven acres of ground,

became discernible when the ship was four

miles north of Trenton. In commenting on the

radio aspect of the trip in the airship, Mr. Kent
said:

"It struck me as interesting that though radio

enthusiasts on the ground try to have their an-

tennas as high as possible the "Los Angeles"

tries to have its antenna as low as possible. We
had a single wire 300 feet long, trailing from

the ship. At the lower end is a 'lead fish' which

always points in the direction the ship is going

and which weights the antenna."

* * * LATHAM * * *

Radiola 24 Portable Super-Heterodyne

Price complete with six Radio-
irons, but less batteries. . $195.00

SUMMER SALES
E. B. Latham & Co. are once more
privileged to offer to their dealers

two new and timely products bear-

ing the famous Radiola trade mark.
The Summer season is at hand and
there will be an increasing demand
for portable radio receiving sets.

The two new portable super-hetero-

dynes manufactured by the Radio
Corporation of America will allow
dealers to meet the demands of

customers for portable sets. Back
of these products stands the service

for which E. B. Latham & Co. have
become so well and favorably
known throughout the industry.

WRITE OR TELEPHONE TO US
AND YOUR REQUIREMENTS
WILL BE FILLED.

r

Radiola 26 Portable Super-Heterodyne

Price complete with Home Battery Box containing

antenna coupler, 6 UV-199 Radiotrons, but less;

batteries $225.00

E. B. Lathan\ & Co., 550 Pearl St., New York, N. Y.

NEW YORK « m 4
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Three BIG BOOSTS
for Summer Sales

® RCA Leadership

—which means public confidence, readier buying. This

leadership is recognized not only in the quality of Radiolas

and Radiotrons, but in the many contributions of RCA
to radio progress

—

including hroadcasting.

A Summer Campaign
that started on May 16th with a series of six Satur-

day Evening Post pages in five weeks. The campaign,

in magazines of many types—and in newspapers all

over the country—will sell Radiolas for the dealer

straight through the summer.

The New Portable Radiola

Super-Heterodyne in two models. These sets make ready

prospects of the men who own motorboats, automobiles,

summer homes and camps. They will open new markets

—bring in new profits.

Radiola 26,
complete ex-

cept batteries:

List $225

Radiola 24,
complete ex
cept batteries:

List $195

Radio Corporation of America
233 Broadway. New York 10 So. La Salle St., Chicago, 111.

28 Geary St., San Francisco, Cal.

Radio
:re6. u.s. pat. off:

PRODUCED ONLY BY RCA
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Pushing the Records That Fit Your Trade
You Can't Sell Italian Records to a Norwegian, So Why Try

—

Analyze Your Customers' Desires and Give 'em What They Want

The factors which enter into the building of a

successful record department are many and va-

ried and while some seem of trivial import, yet

lor a talking machine dealer to secure from

this branch of his business the full return which

it should give, careful attention must be given

lo even the most minute detail. The location

of a store is perhaps one of the most important

factors to be taken into consideration in plan-

ning the record exploitation work. An estab-

lishment situated in a neighborhood where the

residents are all of native stock and not of for-

eign birth or extraction would be spending

money foolishly in making foreign records its

outstanding feature. And the same holds true

lor the dealer who, situated in a cosmopolitan

section, merely pushes the regular popular re-

leases without making a direct appeal to the

foreign population.

Knowledge Necessary to Sell Records

Another important item, one unfortunately

that is overlooked by many dealers, is the capa-

bilities and knowledge of the record sales staff.

By far too many dealers regard the record stock

as being merchandise which can be sold by any

who has a bare knowledge of the catalog and

can get from the rack any number which a cus-

tomer requests. The record sales man or

woman requires as much, if not more, training

than the salesman on the floor who is selling

machines or pianos. A knowledge of music

and musical compositions is, of course, highly

desirable but is not essential. The record sales-

man should, however, know his catalog in such

a way that when a customer shows a preference

for a type of record, he is able to sug-

gest records with a similar appeal. This type

of salesmanship is, unfortunately, all too rare.

One need not dwell on the other requirements

of increasing record sales, such as advertising,

window displays and the cons'tant use of the

mails in sending out supplements, notices of

special releases, etc. These are obvious and are

practiced by most dealers. The two first men-

tioned, however, are often neglected and the

quoting of an interesting example of how one

dealer has built up his record business by tak-

ing full advantage of his location and using only

This is really the story of how the New
York Band Instrument Co. built up a large

record business by handling foreign lan-

guage records in a cosmopolitan district.

But the principle in back of featuring these

records is of the utmost importance as it

illustrates clearly the need and value of

dealers' analyzing the musical tastes of their

clientele and then catering to them by fea-

turing the kind of music they like. The im-

portance of knowing the catalog is also

strongly emphasized.

musically educated salespeople, might best illus-

trate their benefits.

Reasons for Big Sales Gains

The talking machine department of the New
York Band Instrument Co., New York, under
the management of W. H. Tyler, has within

the past four or five years, increased its business

about 500 per cent. Up to the present month
of this year, the increase over the similar pe-

riod of 1924 is approximately 100 per cent. These
figures are surprising. Mr. Tyler explained the

success of the store, partly as follows:

"Situated here on Fourteenth street, in the

midst of several foreign colonies with thou-

sands of transients passing each day, we have
an opportunity of securing a large foreign trade.

As you can see we carry a full list of the for-

eign record supplements and our stock includes

records in practically every foreign tongue for

which records have been made. All record

customers' names and addresses are taken when
they enter the store and placed on our mailing

list and a copy of the supplement is sent them
regularly. We find that the foreign-born cus-

tomers are among the very best types of buy-

ers. On instalment accounts, we have less trou-

ble with them than with any other class of cus-

tomers, and when treated decently and made
friends with they show themselves intelligent

music lovers and the most human of any type

of customer. Their purchases in the record line

aside from the music of their native land are

mainly of the better class of music.

Store Door Playing an Aid
"We also find that playing the talking ma-

chine at the entrance of the store, in this sec-

tion at least, results in stimulating the sale of

a record and brings many new customers into

the store. An instance of that is the record

which is now being played (referring to a rec-

ord from the Victor Russian catalog). Since No-
vember by playing that record on and off we
have sold 15,000 of the number and it has been
responsible for selling many other records of a

similar appeal. We advertise extensively in all

the foreign language newspapers of the city and
these efforts, combined with the usual recom-
mendations of pleased customers to their friends

have resulted in our record trade being of such
volume that it compares favorably, in our opin-

ion, with any other talking machine establish-

ment in the country."

How Knowledge of Music Pays
Aside from foreign records, the largest pro-

portion of the record sales of this establishment

is of real high-class music, such as the Master-

works Series of concerts and symphonies and
the album sets which have been placed on the

market by the record manufacturers within the

past year. Taking into consideration the loca-

tion of this store this is surprising, but easily

explained by the fact that Mr. Tyler and his

sales staff are all musicians and with a wide
knowledge of musical compositions and history.

A customer can enter into intelligent conversa-

tion regarding the music value of certain records

with the sales force and get intelligent direc-

tions and suggestions as to the building of a

music library. Expressing a liking for one

type of selection, the sales person attending

will suggest others of a similar appeal and
with this brand of service it is not surprising

that record customers from all sections of the

city make the New York Band Instrument Co.

their record headquarters.

It is by following these policies that this

store at the present time does a record busi-

ness on Saturdays running into $300 or $400

a day and on Saturdays and Christmas eve in

December hovers about the $1000 mark. It is

not to be supposed because of the foregoing

that this establishment is an exclusive record

shop. Quite the contrary, the same high class

policies are followed in the merchandising of

talking machines, and in the well appointed

warerooms a complete line of instruments with

a wide price range is displayed. Mr. Tyler,

in commenting upon the talking machine situ-

ation, states that he is well satisfied with the

trend of affairs and looks to the future to see

the volume of sales of the department show
an even greater increase.

The Community Radio & Battery Shops,

Brooklyn, N. Y., were recently incorporated

at Albany by V. R. and L. F. Jones and E. F.

Rigney.

why that mark stands for

Value and Quality
We know that our success rests on the success of our
distributors and dealers—
That our merchandise must be satisfactory to them

and to their customers always—
That is why we have continually kept your customers

inmind in the manufacture ofall Magnavox products—
That is why we have devoted our entire effort to

the production of merchandise of utmost value and
quality

—

With this result-

Today the public recognizes that the Magnavox mark
means value and quality

—

For this reason, Magnavox products are easy to sell

and the Magnavox franchise, therefore, is an unusually
valuable one.

THE MAGNAVOX COMPANY
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA
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J. A. Flanagan Now With
New England Music Go.

To Supervise Sales Work of Prominent Water-

bury, Conn., Retail Firm—Has Had Wide
Experience and Is Well Known to the Trade

Joseph A. Flanagan, who is well known in

metropolitan New York retail trade circles, re-

cently became associated with the New Eng-

land Music Co., of Waterbury, Conn. Mr.

J. A. Flanagan

Flanagan started his career in the music busi-

ness in 1915 in the capacity of salesman with

Abraham & Straus, Inc., large Brooklyn depart-

ment store. Two years later he resigned to

go with Landay Bros., who operate a chain of

retail establishments in Greater New York.

Then came a two-year period with the Black-

man Talking Machine Co., one of the leading

metropolitan machine distributors, as field

sales representative. Following this experi-

ence Mr. Flanagan accepted the position of

manager of the J. J. Cavanaugh Music Shop,

of Brooklyn, a year later becoming manager of

the large talking machine department of Fred-

erick Loeser & Co. From Loeser's Mr. Flana-

gan returned to Abraham & Straus as buyer and

general manager of the entire music department.

Following a brief period with the Pioneer Piano

Co., Brooklyn, he accepted his present post as

manager of the New England Music Co., which

is not only one of the oldest music stores in

this section but it is also one of the most suc-

cessful. In addition to the complete line of

Columbia phonographs and records the New
England Music Co. handles radio, musical mer-

chandise and a fine line of pianos.

Clever Stunt Saves Wear
and Tear on Turntables

Cardboard Cut to the Size of the Talking

Machine Turntable Keeps Off Dust and Pre-

vents Fading and Other Defects

In the talking machine department of Bloom-

in gdale Bros, a clever stunt is in use to save

wear and tear on talking machine turntables.

Very often where instruments are displayed and

the lids are left open the felt cover of the turn-

table is exposed to dust and dirt. In addition

customers who enter the store very often

handle the turntables, leaving stains and finger

marks on the felt and detracting from the sala-

bility of the machine. Another danger to the

felt, especially where a machine is displayed in

the window or other place where it is exposed

to the sun, is through fading. All of these

dangers have been eliminated at Bloomingdale

Bros, talking machine department by cutting

cardboard to the shape and size of the turn-

tables, punching a hole in the center and placing

it over the felt.

Harry Hayden in New Post

Harry Hayden, who has been in charge of

the Ohio and Indiana territory for "Popular
Science Monthly" for the past two years, has

resigned to accept the position of business man-
ager of The Crosley Radio Corp.'s super-power

broadcasting station WLW in Cincinnati.

Northwest Ass'n Meets

Eugene, Ore., June 5.—A meeting of the North-

west Radio Dealers' Association was held here

recently, at which Prof. H. G. Tanner, electrical

and radio specialist, University of Oregon, and
Prof. E. Means, of the high school were guests.

G. A. Ensenberger & Sons
Erecting $250,000 Home

Handsome Six-Story Structure to House Busi-

ness of Bloomington, 111., Concern—Large
Music Department to Be Feature

Bloomington, III., June 8.—G. A. Ensenberger

& Sons, one of the leading furniture dealers in

this part of the country, have completed plans

for the construction of a new six-story home

How New Ensenberger Home Will Appear

on North Center street, this city, which will

cost in the neighborhood of $250,000. A fea-

ture of the completed structure will be the

music department, under the management of

Otto F. Mueller, and the fine line of instru-

ments handled, including the Edison and Victor

lines of machines and records, Gulbransen and

other nationally known lines of pianos, will have

a most attractive setting.

The building will be a model of its kind, no

expense being spared to make it up to the min-

ute in appearance and appointments. As may
be seen from the accompanying illustration the

structure is extremely handsome. A unique

feature will be the use of the entire first floor

as the entrance to the building, really an un-

usually large arcade. Along each side of the

arcade, extending from the front of the store

to the back, will be large display windows. Be-

tween these two windows will be space twenty-

four feet in width extending the length of the

building. This open space will be broken by

two glass-enclosed "islands," each ten by four-

teen feet in size, providing further display facili-

ties, and giving the company unexcelled oppor-

tunities for bringing its merchandise to the at-

tention of the public.

This firm has been in business many years,

in fact since 1879. Gustave A. Ensenberger,

whose foresight and energy quickly brought

success, founded the business in 1886 in the

building which has been torn down to make
room for the new structure.

E. R. Johnson Makes Gift

of 10,000 Books to Schools

Eldridge R. Johnson, president of the Victor

Talking Machine Co., has ordered from the pub-

lishers 10,000 copies of Solicitor General James
M. Beck's book, "The Constitution of the

United States," which he plans to distribute to

the schools and libraries of the State of New
Jersey, particularly in small towns and sparsely

populated rural districts where the book is not

likely to be found.

f^ockford
Hardware

FROM the complete Rockford
Line of Hardware you can get
what you want when you

want it. More than 300 hardware
itemsforpianos,phonographs and
radio cabinets are illustrated and
described in our special 96-page
catalog. Advantageous service is

assured by the strategic locations
of our large factory and conven-
ient branch offices. You cannot
know the best in cabinet hard-
ware unless you know the Rock-
ford Line. Write for catalog today.

JSfationaltqck (Jo.,

Rock/ord,//!.
Branch Sales Offices:

Chicago, 111. Indianapolis, Ind.
Cincinnati, O. Jamestown, N. Y.
Detroit, Mich. Los Angeles, Cal.
Evansville, Ind. Milwaukee, Wis.
Grand Rapids, Mich. Seattle, Wash.
High Point, N. C Sheboygan, Wis.

St. Louis, Mo.
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TurningNew Patrons Into RegularBuyers
Customers Who Visit Store Regularly for Their Musical Needs

Are the Foundation on Which the Retailer's Prosperity Rests

During the course of a year there may be

many stay-away customers, the talking machine

dealer naturally often being piqued. The store

operates decidedly at a big advantage when it

does much advertising of different kinds, brings

out attractive window-trims, places due value

on expert salesmanship, and similar factors, yet

there is an appreciable loss when customers do

not return. And does the talking machine

dealer really know just why certain customers

do not come back, while others delight in re-

turning? Here we have an interrogation beg-

ging much contemplation which may steer some

establishments onto the road to greater pros-

perity.

"Encouraging the new customer to come back

—that is an important object. Therefore it is

expedient at the very outset to keep a line on

the new patrons. Providing a suitable record

book, one that is to be used regularly, in which

are to be entered the names and addresses of

new customers, together with other desirable

information leading to contact, solves a big

problem.

Keeping in Touch With the Customers

There comes in George Darlington. You want

to keep in close touch with him. Very well, the

attending salesman aims to procure his name

and address. Should curiosity or objections be

manifested, it can be explained: "Well, it is our

desire to let you know about new records that

we receive, in which we are sure you'll be par-

ticularly interested. Certain records that you

particularly like we'll gladly remind you about,

if you want us to."

As a matter of course the customer is flat-

tered. He lets down the bars and obviously

he is not likely to lose sight of this particular

talking machine store. Remember, it is not

alone the purpose to send new customers the

monthly lists and other interesting sales litera-

ture; some customers will appreciate it when
special records are brought to their attention

by means of personal letters, postal cards, or,

perhaps, by phone. This is a little extra serv-

ice, which may be construed by some as only

so much "trouble," but it is the kind of trouble

that assures greater dividends. For there are

customers who fancy popular pieces, others want

all new classical records; one particularly wants

all jazz records and another seeks all standard

song records. Naturally if the way is made
easier for the new customer the work will pave

the way to many additional sales in return

—

sales that else might never materialize. The
record book is the liaison between the new cus-

tomer and those extra sales.

Securing Data and Using It Intelligently

Salesmen should try to acquire all possible

data regarding the different customers that in

any way hint of utilization in bringing about

more and better transactions. Such conse-

quential matters as whether a certain customer

takes exception to loud talk, may be entered,

together with his name, address, as well as

other worthwhile bits of information.

The work suggested will of course complement

the other sales efforts of the store. To receive

a personal letter is better than simply a month-

ly catalog right along. It is this added personal

touch that commands the interest and attention

of the more discriminating prospects and brings

about better and larger record sales.

There is a particularly good feature embraced

in the intelligent use of a record book. At times

when sales lag and some of the salesmen may
be idle, the golden minutes can be put to use

looking it over. We may find, for instance,

that Robert Gimpert has not been in the store

for nearly six months! That will never do!

Now, without a record book, you'd have lost

sight of this customer altogether. But now you

can get hold of him. You may have his phone

number. Here's one opportunity. Then you

can write him a little postal, or a personal let-

ter, somewhat along the following lines:

Dear Mr. Gimpert—It is, indeed, surprising to us that

we have not heard from you for such a long time. It is

almost six months since you gave us the pleasure of selling

you a line of talking machine records. We are wonder-

ing why you have not returned.

We are ever ready to welcome you again, Mr. Gimpert.

Just now we have a generous stock of new albums of

classical pieces, which we are sure you will want to con-

sider. Why not come down some time—make it next

week at the latest!—and let us play a few numbers for

you? Bear in mind, you will not be urged to buy; however,

the music will do that! We are sure you'll like some of

these new classical offerings. They are remarkable re-

cordings.

We are expecting you and will consider it an honor

to play such pieces as you may desire. If you cannot

come, let us hear from you, at any rate. Thank you!

In the preceding we have an appeal that will

find receptivity. It is a courteous offer, one that

many former customers will avail themselves

of. If the customer does not come he will prob-

ably get in touch with you, a point which this

letter also objectifies. Of course, if the first

letter fails, there are the future possibilities.

Letters can be so couched as to carry the most
personal touch in each case. Find out what a

record book can do for your store in the way
of building sales!

BRISTOL^^Loud Speaker

Represented by Branches

in

NINE
PRINCIPAL
CITIES

BOSTON
Old South Bldg.

NEW YORK
114 Liberty St.

PHILADELPHIA
Widener Bldg.

PITTSBURGH
Frick Bldg.

BIRMINGHAM
Age-Herald Bldg.

DETROIT
Book Bldg.

CHICAGO
Monadnock Block

ST. LOUIS
Boatman's Bank Bldg.

SAN FRANCISCO
Rialto Bldg.

Send for Bulletin 3022-BS

showing the Bristol line. Baby
$12.50

Model C, $30.00

THE BRISTOL COMPANY, WATERBURY, CONN.
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Use Radio Means of Record Publicity
Ludden & Bates Find Radio a Help in Promoting Record Sales

—

Sunday Broadcasting Programs Bring a 10 Per Cent Sales Gain

What is the effect of the popularity of radio

on phonograph sales? This is a much discussed

question at the present time. Many dealers

have expressed the belief that radio has hurt

the talking machine and record business. Other

dealers, however, who have tied up their talk-

ing machines and sales activities with radio

have profited thereby. In refutation of the ar-

guments that radio is harmful to the talking

machine business are the experiences of many
dealers. For example, most of the selections

broadcast are obtainable on records. Dealers

who have staged tie-ups with this fact in mind

have profited in increased sales, and where deal-

ers have continued intensive sales promotion

efforts in the interest of talking machines in-

stead of ignoring this end of the business in

favor of radio there has been little cause for

complaint.

In this connection the following experience

of the Ludden & Bates' Music House, of At-

lanta, Ga., described in the Public Ledger is

interesting:

"Installing a radio broadcasting station in their

store gave the Ludden & Bates' Music House, of

this city, the opportunity to demonstrate their

phonographs and introduce their new records in

several thousand homes in and around Atlanta

every Sunday evening. The playing of the new
records is made the feature of the Sunday eve-

ning programs, given between the hours of 6

and 7 o'clock, and this program has become
the most popular of the week.

10 Per Cent Record Sales Gain

"An increase in sales on records of 10 per

cent is credited directly to these Sunday eve-

ning concerts. Beginning Monday morning,

large numbers of persons came into the store

and called for the records that were played on

the program of the previous Sunday evening.

Many of these records have not been advertised

in any way previous to their presentation at the

Sunday concert, indicating that the broadcast-

ing of the records not only attracts attention,

but induces music lovers to buy the records

they have heard over the radio.

"The broadcasting of the new records has

also increased the sale of phonographs, but to

what extent cannot be estimated. Many per-

sons who come into the store for the first time

often to ask about phonographs, mention that

their attention was drawn to the store through

hearing their radio concerts. It is distinctly

apparent that these concerts are increasing the

popularity of phonographs within range of the

broadcasting station. They induce owners to

buy more records and use their machines more,

and cause many to want phonographs in their

homes.

"At the other concerts, which are given every

Tuesday and Saturday evening at 9 to 10

o'clock, vocal and instrumental numbers are

featured. Musical instruments of all kinds are

used in making up the program, which adds to

The experiences of this live Atlanta, Ga.,

dealer are intensely interesting, because

they present concretely how the talking

machine dealer can stage an effective and

profitable tie-up with radio. Ludden &
Bates have succeeded not only in stimulat-

ing interest in records by weekly radio pro-

grams but the result has been sales of talk-

ing machines and radio sets. Radio is now
an integral part of the every-day life of a

large portion of the public and Ludden &
Bates have taken advantage of this fact by
using it as a medium for bringing their rec-

ords before radio fans. That this effort has

been successful in creating sales is brought

out in the accompanying article.

its attractiveness and variety, and at the same
time suggests to any one who might be inter-

ested in buying such instruments that they can

be found at Ludden & Bates'. Advertising is

not permitted at this broadcasting station, but

the name of the store is mentioned conspicu-

ously each evening as having prepared the pro-

gram being presented, and the fact that it is

a music house associates it in the minds of the

hearers with the musical instruments that are

heard.

"A noticeable increase in the sale of musical

instruments is credited to advertising obtained

through the broadcasting station, but, as with

phonographs, it is impossible as yet to make
any estimate as to the amount of new business

the station is bringing in. Many new customers

mention the fact while in the store that their

interest was drawn to this store by hearing the

name mentioned repeatedly in connection with

the programs heard.

"The broadcasting from the store naturally

proves a big aid in selling radio receivers, into

which line this store has gone quite extensively

this season. Most of their sales are made to

their old customers, who want radio entertain-

ment to supplement the music provided by the

instruments they own.

"The salesmen close many radio sales by men-
tioning the fact that an outfit in the home will

enable the owner to hear all the new phono-
graph records each Sunday evening. In such

cases the sale of the radio is usually followed

by the sale of many records that would not

otherwise have been bought as a direct result

of the placing of the radio receiver in the home.
"Variety is the spice of life and we endeavor

to give our listeners their share of it," says S.

M. Frenkel, in charge of programs, in explain-

ing his policy in providing radio entertainment.

"Every effort is made to provide programs that

will appeal to the tastes of as many as possible

of those persons who own radio receivers and

who will compose the audience when the pro-

grams appeal to their interest."

Music Predominates on Programs
Vocal and instrumental music naturally pre-

dominates on these programs. Mr. Frenkel

and others in the store are in touch with the

musical people of the city and are in position

to give their radio audience the best musical

talent the city affords.

"Of all our programs, that given on Sun-

day afternoon and featuring the new phono-

graph records is the most popular," Frenkel

stated. "The Sunday afternoon programs are

given chiefly for local reception, but the mes-
sages we get show that they are enjoyed in

other cities and in other States within our

range as much as in Atlanta. At these concerts

we are swamped with request calls. While the

programs are being broadcast our telephone is

ringing almost constantly, and it takes most
of the time of one person to answer these calls.

This hour of music on Sunday evening con-

trasts with the general run of Sunday programs
and makes a big hit."

Cost of Operation

This is believed to be the first music house in

the South and one of the first in the United

States to install and operate a radio broadcast-

ing station in its own building. The outfit cost

about $2500 and the operating costs average $25

a month, covering depreciation on tubes, cur-

rent required and other operating expenses. An
electrical jobber provided the outfit and takes

care of the operating costs, while the store pro-

vides the studio and programs.

The decision of Federal Judge Knox dismiss-

ing the "wired wireless" infringement suit

brought by Major General George O. Squire

against the American Tel. & Tel. Co., has been

upheld by the United States Circuit Court of

Appeals.

John F. Davidson, Rutherford, N. J., writes: "Following is a list of

70 stations I heard in two weeks on my Resas Tone-A-Dyne Receiver
between 8:00 and 11:00 P. M. All of these stations were received while
New York stations were broadcasting yet there was no interference."

Included in this are stations in Montreal, Ottawa, Nebraska and
Georgia.

Some record ! Yet no better than any one should be able to do under
similar conditions.

In performance the Resas Tone-A-Dyne 5-tube Receiver is unequalled
even by sets selling for twice the price.

In appearance, too, the Resas compares favorably with high-priced
sets. It has a handsomely finished solid Mahogany cabinet, 26^"x8j4"x
9^4," with genuine bakelite panel and dials. Tone Modulator permits
controlling volume and tone. Is fully guaranteed.

Dealers everywhere report the Resas one of their biggest sellers.

Write for booklet and special low prices.

, Inc.
112 Chambers Street New York City
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Automotive Electricians

eVEREADy
COLUMBIA
DryBatteries

they last tortyer

"Eveready Radio Batteries are the

best moving products in my shop"
"All you have to do to sell Eveready

Radio Batteries is to display them. They

bring people into my shop—and the best

part of it is, once a customer always a

customer."

In these words Mr. A. H. Smith, of

Waukegan, 111., sums up his success with

Eveready Radio Batteries, which strik-

ingly parallels the experience of radio

and battery retailers throughout the

country. Dealers everywhere who

employ the simple sales

policy of displaying Ever-

eady Radio Batteries are

meeting with better than

good sales results.

Eveready Radio Battery

national advertising creates

EVEREADY HOUR
EVERY TUESDAY AT 8 P. M

Eastern Standard Time

For real radio enjoyment, tell your cus

tomers to tune in the "Eveready Group.'

Broadcast through

—

consumer acceptance for Eveready "B"

Batteries, making it easy for you to com-

plete the sale. And the high quality built

into every Eveready Battery insures sat-

isfying performance
—

"they last longer"

— batteries and customers too!

Wherever there is radio there is a

demand for Eveready Batteries. Order

them from your jobber, stock them,

display them, sell them. Get the attrac-

tive Eveready window display material.

It's free to you for the

asking. Order from your

jobber.

WEAF New York
WJAR Providence

Boston
Philadelphia
Buffalo

WEE1
WFI
WGR
WCAE Pittsbureh

WEAR Cleveland

WSAI Cincinnati

Detroit
Minneapolis
St. Paul
Davenport

WWJ
wcco
woe

Manufactured and guaranteed by

NATIONAL CARBON CO., Inc.

New York San Francisco

Atlanta Chicago Dallas KansasCity

Canadian National Carbon Co., Limited
Toronto. Ontario

EVEREADY
Radio Batteries

-they last longer
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Promoting Efficiency in Delivery Service
How a Number of Dealers Have Solved Their Delivery Problems

and the Effect of Intelligently Handled Deliveries on Business

One of the most helpful, least expensive and

least difficult ways of promoting the efficiency

of the delivery service of a talking machine

store is to start perfecting the system of han-

dling deliveries in the store itself—right at the

point where the outgoing package or musical

instrument is taken from stock, according to

a view expressed by Jesse Rosenstein, president

of the National Piano Co., one of Baltimore's

most modern and most uniquely appointed mu-
sic establishments. In short, Mr. Rosenstein's

idea is to begin at the beginning.

"Too often," he said, "everybody in the store

who has anything to do with deliveries is dis-

posed to throw the entire burden of showing
speed and efficiency upon the shoulders of the

men in charge of delivery trucks. No thought

is given to the fact that from the moment the

order is given in the store that a purchase is

to be delivered by a certain time every employe

who has to handle the package becomes a part

of the store's delivery system. They can help

to get it to the customer in the quickest pos-

sible time if they are alive to their duty, or they

can delay its delivery materially. The manager
who sees to it that they are alive will get the

best delivery results and have the greatest num-
ber of pleased customers.

"A further means of increasing the efficiency

of delivery service which we have adopted,"

continued Mr. Rosenstein, "is to so arrange a

part of the interior of the store building that

when a purchase is started from one of the

showrooms or the stock room it gets to the

shipping room door, where the truck awaits it,

by the least devious route and without dis-

turbing or interfering with work or business in

the various departments.

"After studying this problem—we realized its

important bearing on our delivery system—the

idea appealed to us so strongly that we went to

considerable expense to lease the entire rear

half of the adjoining building and did exten-

sive remodeling in both buildings solely for the

purpose of facilitating the very first operations

of starting a delivery on its way to a customer.

We have found it an economy in both expense

and time in handling deliveries, to say nothing

of the trouble and annoyances that have been

banished. It will pay any music concern to

study this problem of interior arrangement with

reference to any desired improvement of deliv-

ery service. It saves much lost motion. The
same arrangement serves to facilitate the receipt

and distribution of incoming freight.

"In a way we also use our deliveries as a

means of increasing business, or at least culti-

vating our customers and keeping their good

will. With each delivery we send a 'complaint

Often delays and trouble incident to the

delivery of merchandise cause loss of good
will or at least a straining of the friendly

relations between the customer and the

store. For this reason it is very important

that deliveries be handled intelligently and
that no friction develop with the customer

at this end of the store's service. The store

management is responsible for the- proper

working of the delivery system, according

to the several dealers who describe their

methods in this article, and passing the buck

to the truckmen invites trouble. These
dealers also tell how they promote good
will through delivery service and give other

valuable data regarding their experiences.

card' which we request the customers to return

to us if after trial of the purchase they find any

fault that needs correcting. Thus we make
them feel that we do not consider that mere
delivery on our part concludes our sense of obli-

gation to them. It pays in creating a reputation

that makes our customers bring us other cus-

tomers."

Keeping to a Definite Schedule

Samuel Fink, head of Fink & Co., large North

Howard street dealers in general music mer-

chandise, is a believer in maintaining strict com-
pliance with a well-planned schedule for deliv-

eries as the surest means of attaining efficiency

in delivery service.

"We operate with two light trucks," said Mr.
Fink, "but if we are hard pressed with deliv-

eries we contract for more. Under ordinary

conditions we maintain two morning and one
afternoon deliveries, the latter mainly for rush

orders. We find it best to own our trucks.

The drivers being in our employ, we think, in-

sures more loyal service. Even though this

method might mean a little more yearly ex-

pense we are convinced that the cost is repaid

in increased business. and more satisfied cus-

tomers. The way we use deliveries to increase

business is to send out advertising in each pack-

age, require truck drivers to verify addresses and
then place the customer on our regular mailing

list."

Sending a Salesman With the Goods
The Talking Machine Shop, of which Andrew

J. Oldewurtel is proprietor, finds two light

trucks and a touring car, owned by the estab-

lishment, gives the most satisfactory and eco-

nomical service.

"Although we have two branches to look
after besides the main store, we live up to our
reputation for prompt delivery with our equip-

ment," said Mr. Oldewurtel. "It requires sys-

tem and a strict adherence to delivery sched-

ules, but if you train your organization care-

fully along this line you can get away with
most of the difficulties that arise. We use the

touring car for carrying light packages and for

occasions when it is helpful in a sale to send a

salesman along to give instruction to the pur-

chaser or to complete the transaction.

"In many cases this idea of sending a sales-

man with a delivery has brought us new busi-

ness. It is a propitious time for him to pick

up information that gives us additional 'pros-

pects,' that might never otherwise be secured."

Private Delivery Service Best

A firm advocate of a music store maintaining

its own trucks is W. L. Roberts, manager of

the Kranz-Smith Piano Co., large Charles street

establishment dealing in talking machines, radio,

musical merchandise, as well as pianos.

"I am satisfied that we get more efficient and
loyal service out of the drivers of our two light

motor trucks than we could expect from drivers

for a contractor whom we might employ," said

Mr. Roberts. "I believe we are well repaid for

any extra expense we incur for maintenance of

our own trucks, and I don't think the difference

in the expense is great enough to outweigh the

other considerations.

"A rule which we require our drivers to ob-

serve as part of our delivery system, and it is

one that makes for greater efficiency, is that a

driver must report by telephone to the main
office from time to time after he starts on a

route. This enables us to reply intelligently

and sincerely to any call or complaint by a

customer about a delayed delivery. We know
the route and we have the driver's report as to

where he made his last delivery and at what
time. Therefore we can give the complaining

customer some assurance that will save great

inconvenience .in case plans had been made to

leave home at a certain hour."

Advertising Matter in All Packages
L. Klein, manager of the main store of A.

Burdwise and its four branches, all of which
deal in general musical merchandise, is confi-

dent that he gets more efficient service by using

two trucks owned by the house.

"We have tried other methods," said Mr.

Klein, "but after all you can exercise control

of drivers in your own employ with better re-

sults. Besides, it saves much trouble, and some-
times delay, which occurs when you have to call

up your contractor to get certain service at a

particular time."

RADIO CABINETS

In our 46 years of Building Furniture

Let Us Build YourRadio Cabinets
Aside from our regular line of cabinets, we are building them
by the thousands for large users of cabinets. With substan-
tial orders, we build special, exclusive designs.

BURT BROS., Inc.
2000 S. 9th St. Philadelphia, Pa.
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Gulbransen Trade-Mark

"£asy to T'lay"

IsYourTurnover As Good?
Parks Music House Co., Hannibal, Mo.,
turned their Gulbransen stock 19 times in

1924. Nineteen times basedon cost ofgoods;

23 times based on number of instruments!

By way of comparison with what are gen-

erally supposed to be much faster-moving

lines, the average turnover of department

stores is 3 1-20 times; of 5-and -10c stores,

8 3-10 times.

The Parks record was made without spe-

cial inducements, without special sales, at

Gulbransen National Prices. The Parks

organization have found, as have so many
others, that maximum results are obtained

by selling the Gulbransen. They have
found that other merchandise cannot be

sold alongside of and in comparison with

the Gulbransen.

They sell the Registering Piano idea, not

the "player-piano." They sell personal"touch"

on the keys, through the medium of the

Registering Piano. They are not in compe-

tition with "player-pianos" quoted at "bait"

prices.Nor with "player-pianos" with which
a lamp, cabinet, scarf and a dozen-and-one

things are thrown in "without extra charge."

They sell, in the Gulbransen, a clean-cut,

honest article, made, advertised and sold

according to progressive ideas. The Gulbran-
sen actually is responsible for a large number
of dealers remaining in the piano business,

because it is different, honest, progressive

and handled all the way through in a busi-

nesslike way. The progressive way has
proved to be the most profitable way for

music merchants.

Gulbranseii Company
CHICAGO
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Times Appliance Go. Holds
First RCA Dealers' Meeting

First of a Series of Meetings by Prominent

New York RCA Distributor Was Marked by
Instructive Talks on Service Problems

The Times Appliance Co., New York City

RCA distributor, was host to its dealers at a

dinner and business session, the first of a series

of such meetings, held at the Cafe Boulevard,

on Monday evening, May 18. A bountiful re-

past was served at 6.30, during the course of

which "Ukulele Bailey," a ukulele artist of no

small ability, entertained. E. B. Ingraham,

president of the company, occupied the seat of

honor as toastmaster of the affair, but due to a

temporary restraint upon his speech, because

of a recent operation, he relied upon C. T. Mow-
bray, of the Times Appliance organization, to

read his speech of welcome. This speech

sounded the keynote of the meeting, which was

the servicing of radio, and in it the prediction

ThePHONOMOTORCO.
WM. F. HITCHCOCK, Proprietor

121 West Avenue Rochester, N. Y.

An Electric Equipment for the

PHONOGRAPH

Fully GUARANTEED
Universal—alternating or direct current.
Complete, with every part and ready to run.

Sample, mounted on motor board, 12x12x^4
unfinished board, $25.00 C.O.D. Money back
if not satisfactory. Yi cash with C.O.D. order.

The PHONOSTOP
An automatic stop for all talking machines,
100% efficient.

STANDARD FOR EIGHT YEARS

Guaranteed.

Sold direct to

manufacturers all

over the world.

Nickel or Gold.

Your phonograph
is worthy of the
best stop.

This is the only one.

Your customers appreciate it

We also sell General Phonograph Hardware

Cable Address:

PHONOMOTOR, Rochester, N. Y.

Codes: Bentley's and A.B.C., 5th Edition
Improved.

Richardson, Orr & Co., Sydney, Australian
and New Zealand Representatives.

Trade Prices upon application

The PHONOMOTOR
Trade-Mark Reg. U. S. Pat. Office

was made that as time went on service would
play an ever-increasing part in the merchan-

dising of radio sets.

Following Mr. Ingraham's address, E. C. An-
derson, of the Radio Corp. of America, was
introduced as the contact man between the cor-

poration and its dealers and distributors. Mr.

Anderson also spoke on the subject of servicing

and emphasized the fact that merchandise was
not actually sold until satisfaction was given.

Mr. Anderson introduced H. G. Beebee, head
of the national service department of the Radio

Corp. of America, who gave an interesting talk

on "Servicing the super-heterodyne." This talk

was illustrated by stereopticon slides and he in-

terestingly took up in turn each problem which
possibly might confront the RCA dealer in the

merchandising of the super-heterodyne.

Following Mr. Beebee's address a general dis-

cussion took place in which those present di-

rected questions upon the subject to Mr. Bee-

bee. During the course of the evening there

was also outlined to the dealers a new and
more liberal finance plan.

There was on display the new number 24

Radiola portable super-heterodyne, the Radiola

No. 3A in portable form with built-in loud

speaker and reel aerial, and Radiola super-het-

erodyne in a period console cabinet.

Close to two hundred were present, and the

gathering was a decided success both from the

get-together spirit which was engendered and
the great amount of valuable information ob-

tained as a result of the addresses and discus-

sion.

Record Display in Booths

Boost Individual Sales

Records in Special Display Racks in Booths in

New York Wanamaker Talking Machine De-
partment Make Demonstration Easy

The power of suggestion in selling has often

been emphasized but it will bear repetition at

the present time because now as never before

it is necessary for talking machine dealers to

bring all of their forces to bear to create and
stimulate sales. There are many applications of

"selling by suggestion." There is, for example,

the application of this principle by word of

mouth when the salesman is serving a patron

and there is another application which strikes

home just as forcibly and is equally as produc-

tive in sales, although in this case the principle

is applied in the abstract. An excellent exam-
ple of what might be termed "silent suggestive

selling" is applied in the talking machine de-

partment of the New York John Wannamaker
store. In the record booths on a small table

are record display racks and in these from six

to twelve records have been placed. A cus-

tomer listening to the demonstration of a record
cannot help but notice these racks. Curiosity

does the rest. The customer glances at the

titles of the records and very often there is

some title which appeals. The result is, of

course, that the customer places the record on
a machine and if she likes it another sale is

made. Most people who visit a talking machine
store spend the bulk of their time in the booths.

This gives the dealer a splendid opportunity
for bringing records and other small accesso-

ries to the attention of patrons by displaying

them where they are likely to suggest the need
for them on the part of the customer.

To Broadcast Record Music
From Store Radio Station

The regular Friday evening radio programs
broadcast from the Miami, Fla., store of S.

Ernest Philpitt will include the latest record-

ings, according to a recent statement by C. R.

Putnam, manager of the Tampa branch. S.

Ernest Philpitt has branch stores in seven
Florida cities and is one of the large retail

music concerns in the South.

George A. Eckweiler Now
Sales Mgr. of Jewett Go.

New Executive Has Had Wide Experience as

Operator and Aided in Extensive Experiments
With Jewett Superspeaker

The Jewett Radio & Phonograph Co., Pon-
tiac, Mich., manufacturer of Superspeakers,

Jewett radio sets and other products, announced
recently the appointment of George A. Eck-

George A. Eckweiler
weiler as sales manager of the company's
manufacturers' equipment division. Mr. Eck-
weiler has had a wide experience in the radio

industry, having been a radio operator some
twelve years ago. In 1924 he was associated
with Capt. Jack Irwin of the Wellman Expedi-
tion and S. S. "Republic" fame; this adventure
being known throughout the country as the
radio broadcast "Covered Wagon" traveling

laboratory. It was equipped with suitable re-

ceiving apparatus and several Superspeakers for

making various tests and to determine the effi-

ciency of different circuits under varying local con-

ditions. Experiments were carried out in cities,

deserts, mountain tops and even in the depths
of mines, and through this unusual research
work Mr. Eckweiler gained a host of friends

in the radio industry throughout the country.

A petition in bankruptcy was recently filed

by the Boulevard Radio Shop, New York, list-

ing liabilities of $2,575 and assets of $1,448.

_/F^\_ _____

100%
ofthe firms who tryout

COHOES
(pronounced ko-mose)

RECORD

become Regular User
£><§€@ms@ the flap lata
and Carry feafure are

EFFECTIVE

Cohoes Envelope Co., Inc.
Sales Office

N. Y. and Vicinity

342 MADISON AVE.

Home Office

and Factory

COHOES, N. Y.
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Protection
For You

Sales of Jewett Quality Products will henceforth be
made on a basis of Exclusive Territory.

There will be but one Jewett Distributor in each
Distributing Territory.

There will be but one Jewett Dealer in each Dealer
Territory.

Each Distributor—and each Dealer—will thus be
protected against unfair competition behind a
definite territorial rampart.

Each Distributor—and each Dealer—will be further
confirmed in his exclusive rights by direct contract
with this Company.
Merchants of Radio who appreciate the protection
implied by a Jewett Franchise are invited to write
us immediately.

There will be a wider and
an even more attractive
Jewett Line for you to sell.

JEWETT RADIO 6? PHONOGRAPH COMPANY
5660 TELEGRAPH ROAD PONTIAC, MICHIGAN

Factories: Allegan, Michigan — Pontiac, Michigan

Canadian Factory: Export Sales Office:

Jewett Radio Phonographs, Ltd., Walkerville, Ont. 116 Broad Street, New York City, N. Y.

The Jewett Micro-Dial—Makes
tuning 50 times as accurate. Fits

any set. Needs only a screwdriver
to install. Price $3.50.

The Jewett Parkay Cabinet— The Jewett Superspeaker
With parquetry top. Puts the ama- —All thatthenameimplies.
teurona par with the most exclusive Recommended by experts
cabinet worker. All sizes, prices to everywhere. Price $30.00.

correspond. West ol the Rockies $32.50.

The Jewett Superspeaker Console

—

A handsome cabinet with Superspeaker
performance. Enough said. Price
$40.00. West of the Rockies, $42.50.

TheJewettVemcoUnit—Makes The Jewett Superspeaker Highboy
a loud speaker out of your phon- —Houses Radio set and all batteries,
ograph. The Reproducer used in Superspeaker built in. Takes Radio
the Superspeaker. Price $12.00. into the realm of fine furniture. Price
West of the Rockies, $12.50. $130.00. West of the Rockies, $140.

Jewett Quality Products
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Do You Look Upon Radio

Customers as Salesmen?

H. H. Roemer, Sales Promotion Manager, Zenith

Radio Corp., Says "Service Is an Asset" That

Can Make Salesmen of Customers

"The dealer who looks upon his buyers as

'customers' has fallen several blocks behind

in the radio procession," says H. H. Roemer,

sales promotion manager of the Zenith Radio

Corp. "Every customer you make is a sales-

man. A salesman of the most enthusiastic and

productive type—and he does not add a dime to

your payroll.

"The more satisfied you make a customer the

more loyal he becomes as your salesman. The

dealer who overlooks the real good-will repre-

sented in these indirect salesmen by not render-

ing them service when needed automatically

cuts down his greatest sales force.

"Service is an asset—an opportunity. A wise

dealer will welcome service—in fact, were I a

Mr. Edison Man:

—

Never Say

"KANT," say "KENT"
The KENT No. 1

With "S" Sound Box for playing lateral

cut records on the Edison Disc Phono-
graph has outsold all competition.

Write for catalog of complete line

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

F. C. KENT CO.
Irvtngton, N. J.

dealer, I would 'snoop' around to Jocate a

chance to 'service' a customer. Outside of golf,

no game affords the opening for getting 'close

to your man' as an evening spent in his home

—

with your heads together learning the set. He
will share his best cigars with you—call you

by your first name and go out of his way to

boost your game.

"The dealer who fails to cultivate a custom-

er's intimate acquaintance possible while serv-

icing a set is shutting off his most productive

avenue to 'sales'—he is running his business

up a blind alley.

"And now allow me to again repeat that old

familiar psalm of mine. Technical radio sales

talk sounds to the average prospective buyer

much the same as the Englishman who wanted
to say—'A rolling stone gathers no moss,' but

said instead
—

'A revolving specimen of the pha-

lazon age collects no crystagamous.' You may
excite envy and you may astonish your cus-

tomer with your scientific scope—but is his or-

der on your books when you have finished?

Radio technology is all Greek to him. It

throws such a scare into him that he fears his

inability to cope with such a highly technical

instrument.

"Stay in front of the panel. Sell confidence.

Sell simplicity of operation. Sell results. Sell

him out of fear and assure him of your cheerful

willingness to assist him in producing results—

and then follow it up with actual performance.

Get into his home—talk plain terms—his lan-

guage, and make of him a willing boosting

salesman."

G. Monroe Smith Member
of Fada Sales Organization

F. A. D. Andrea, Inc., New York City, manu-
facturer of Fada neutrodyne radio receiving

sets, recently announced through R. M. Klein,

sales manager of the company, the appointment

of C. Monroe Smith as a member of the sales

organization. Mr. Smith was formerly con-

nected with the Domestic Electric Co., New
York, and brings with him a wealth of sales

and merchandising experience. He was for six

years in the sales department of Manning, Max-
well & Moore, Inc., manufacturers of tools and
brass goods for use in passenger cars and
trucks. He subsequently joined the Chilton

Co., Philadelphia publisher, and occupied the

position of Eastern manager of that company's
publications and business manager of the Com-
mercial Car Journal. Mr. Smith was graduated

from the Wharton School of Finance and Com-
merce, of the University of Pennsylvania, in

1906.

W. S. Custer Opens Its

Attractive New Home
Canton, O., June 7.—The W. S. Custer Music

House heralded the formal opening of its fine

new store at 1818 Ninth street, S. W., recently

by some extensive advertising. The new store

is one of the finest in the city, and in addition

to a fine line of pianos there is a large phono-
graph and radio department. The Sonora pho-

nographs and Atwater Kent, Thompson and

Garod radio lines are featured. Band instru-

ments and sheet music also are handled. The
firm operates another store at 229 Cleveland,

N. W., and has built an excellent business by

progressive methods.

June 15, 1925

Ernest Davis Makes His
First Edison Recording

Latest Addition to the Ranks of Edison Artists

Is a Tenor of Note and Is Well Known Both
in This Country and Abroad

A new Edison artist made his debut with
the record releases for the month of May. He
is none other than Ernest Davis, whose first

Ernest Davis

Edison recording is entitled "I Look Into Your
Garde.n."

Mr. Davis is a well-known tenor who has had
numerous engagements in the recital, festival,

oratorio and opera fields. He made his debut

in 1915 with the Society of American Singers

in Chicago, and his concert, opera, festival and
oratorio appearances have been numerous both

in this country and abroad. His recent operatic

performances in Italy and his concert perform-

ances at the famous Queen's Hall Symphony
Concerts in London had particular significance

since they brought forth in these countries an

American singer whose entire training and en-

tire artistic career was achieved in America.

Mr. Davis hails from the Middle West, his

home State being Kansas.

Dixie Stars, Columbia
Artists, Extremely Popular

Recording, Vaudeville and Broadcasting Stars

Win Praise of Record Buyers

The sales department of the Columbia

Phonograph Co., Inc., New York, N. Y., has

received many letters from Columbia dealers

throughout the country referring enthusiastical-

ly to the records made by the popular Dixie

Stars, Al. Bernard and Russell Robinson. These

two artists are not only well known to owners

of phonographs, but have attained wide success

through their vaudeville appearances and their

broadcasting. They have an original and

unique delivery which enables them to give dis-

tinctiveness to popular hits of the day, and Co-

lumbia dealers report a steadily increasing

demand for their records.

The Radio Pastime Corp., Dover, Del., was

recently incorporated at Dover with a capital

stock of $500,000.

CONSTANTLY INCREASING SALES
are testifying to the superior quality of our

COTTON FLOCKS FOR PHONOGRAPH RECORDS
STEP INTO LINE WITH THE BUYERS OF "QUAEITY"

CLAREMONT WASTE MFG.! CO., Claremont, Si. H.
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The Famous
Heineman Line

MOTOR NO. ««

Here is a powerful double worm,
direct driven motor with three
vertical springs. This motor is

designed for the highest grade
phonograph and has a very
strong pulling power.

MOTOK NO. 77

This is a 2-spring motor, run-
ning four 10" records with one
winding. All gears are milled.
The winding is of the spiral type
and guaranteed smooth. More
than one million of these motors
in actual use. The most popular-
motor for consoles and uprights.

MOTOR NO. 37

Having exceptional pulling pow-
er, combined with light weight
and a strong and durable con-
struction, this motor is specially
adapted for high-grade portable
and table machines.

F1VEK MOTOR
A high-grade motor, specially
adapted for Portable Machines.
With one winding it plays two
average 10" records.

Leadership
from the very start!

EN years ago, the phonograph industry was

flourishing—but with the business controlled

by only the few companies who had been

the leaders ever since the invention of the

phonograph.

Then the famous Berliner patent expired—and with it

crumbled the barrier which had excluded others from

the phonograph manufacturing field.

It was a big task to induce piano and furniture manu-

facturers to make phonograph cabinets and install in-

dependently made phonograph motors. But, by dint

of consistent work and continual proof of the superiority

of our motors, our pioneer work was successful. Hun-
dreds of piano and furniture manufacturers began to

make phonographs, equipped with Heineman Motors,

and the now great independent phonograph industry

was founded.

Thus, from the very start, Heineman Motors of Quality

took the lead in this independent industry—and have

held that leadership ever since. Witness today the con-

fidence that manufacturers and dealers have in Heine-

man Motors— the implicit confidence that has been re-

sponsible for over three millions of these sturdy sources

of motive power being sold, for the now uncompro-

mising insistence of dealers that the phonographs they

sell be equipped with Heineman Motors.

Witness this confidence and you see the culmination

of ten years' persistence in holding to a standard-

steadfast, easy and noiseless operation; superior design

and durable construction; highest quality materials—

the standard that has given, from the very start, the

leadership of the independent phonograph industry to

NEMAN QUALITY MOTORS
A Product of the

General Phonograph Corporation
OTTO HEINEMAN. Pres.

25 West 45th Street New York, N. Y.
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MICA
DIAPHRAGMS

Absolutely Guaranteed Perfect
We get the best India Mica directly.

We supply the largest Phonograph Manu-
facturers.

A.sk for our quotations and samples before

placing your order.

American Mica Works
47 West St. New York

Now the "Orchestra Works
of the Great Masters"

New Quarters of Mitchell Kitty O'Connor, Girl Bari-

Phonograph Corp. Opened tone, New Columbia Star

Latest Addition to the Odeon Library Issued

by the General Phonograph Corp. Is Beet-

hoven's Immortal Fifth Symphony

The General Phonograph Corporation, New
York, has just announced to its Odeon distribu-

tors and dealers a new addition to its library

consisting of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony, in

an album set comprising four twelve inch rec-

Album Container of Odeon Record Series

ords. The recording of this most popular of

Beethoven's symphonies was made without the

slightest abbreviation by the German Opera

House Orchestra, under the direction of Dr.

Weissmann. The group of records is presented

in a de luxe album of light blue cloth with

heavy gold stamped front cover. The inside of

the front cover shows Beethoven's picture with

the four movements of the symphony inter-

preted clearly so that everyone can get a full

understanding of the music.

A number of orchestra works will be present-

ed in a similar way in the near future, and this

series of album sets will be known hereafter

as "Odeon Library-Orchestra Works of the

Great Masters." All the future albums will be

presented in similar color schemes with attrac-

tive front cover designs.

In a chat with The World, A. Thallmayer,

manager of the Odeon division of the General

Phonograph Corp., stated that special care was

taken to make the interpretation of the various

works as they appear on the inside front cover

of the album easily understandable and at the

same time interesting. It is planned to not

only describe the music in a general way but

to interpret the spirit of the composers, thereby

familiarizing the public with a true understand-

ing of the world's greatest music.

Victor Foreign Selections

The Victor foreign record releases for June

include selections in the following languages:

German, Hebrew and Yiddish, Italian, Danish,

Greek, Norwegian, Polish, Slovak, Swedish,

Welsh, Russian, Mexican including Spanish

selections recorded for Mexico.

Great Gathering Give "Send-off" to Proprietors

—New Building Admirably Equipped
Popular Vaudeville Headliner Signs Contract

to Record for Columbia Co.

Detroit, Mich., June 1.—A recent event of im-

portance in local retail talking machine circles

was the removal of the Mitchell Phonograph
Corp. to its new three-story building. The
opening was one of the most attractive ever

held in that section of the country and visitors

from all parts of the city attended. The build-

ing, located at 3000 Gratiot avenue, directly

across the street from the firm's former head-

quarters, is of brick and stone construction, and

p.esents a fine appearance with its unusually

large and well arranged window space. The
interior of the store gives the impression of

spaciousness, with the entire second floor, or

balcony, display being visible from the ground

floor. The general offices, record and roll de-

partments, record booths and display space for

phonographs and pianos are located on the

first floor. The second floor is devoted entirely

to talking machines while the third contains the

stock rooms and the radio manufacturing de-

partment. The Mitchell Phonograph Corp.

handles its own make of phonographs, a line

of radio sets of its own manufacture, the com-

plete line of products of the Zenith Radio Cor-

poration, and the Cable-Nelson pianos.

After the crowds had departed, a real house

warming took place in the form of a two hour

entertainment followed by dancing to music

furnished by the A. Klein recording orchestra,

formerly of New York City. A very enjoyable

program was given by Kloer and Hitchcock,

entertainers, and Jerry Gamble, ukulele artist,

of Ringling Brothers.

Prominent among the guests were Franklin

B. Ward, president; Herman Granse, sales man-
ager, and H. S. Hyde, vice-president, of the

Radiomaster Corporation, Bay City, Mich., and

their wives; Gene Whelan, of the W. W. Kim-
ball Co., Chicago, and Edward Roetsch, presi-

dent of the Blood Tone Arm Co., Chicago.

One of the most recent additions to the Co-

lumbia recording library is Miss Kitty O'Con-
nor, a native of Kansas, and widely known in

the Middle West through her appearance as a

headliner on the Orpheum Circuit. Miss O'Con-
nor's voice is a round, robust baritone, and its

Kitty O'Connor
range and power are so exceptional that it has

attracted the attention of several famous bari-

tones, including Oscar Seagle, who coached

Miss O'Connor for a time in her stage work.

Miss O'Connor has signed an exclusive con-

tract with the Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc.,

and her records will be featured to excellent

advantage in the Columbia publicity sales cam-

paign this year. Her first releases are "Yearn-

ing," and "If You Never Cry, You'll Never

Know."

Swiss Like Gennett Records

The Gennett records made by The Starr

Piano Co., Richmond, Ind., are being handled in

Zurich, Switzerland, by E. A. Berther as dis-

tributor. These records are steadily increasing

in popularity abroad.

Death of Henry Schwartz

Henry Schwartz, proprietor of a music store

at Morristown, N. J., died recently at the age

of 73. In addition to retailing musical instru-

ments Mr. Schwartz was an accomplished mu-
sician, having graduated from the Warsaw Con-

servatory of Music.

HARDWARE
for

RADIO and PHONOGRAPH CABINETS
LID SUPPORTS BULLET CATCHES
CATCHES STOP HINGES

CONTINUOUS HINGES INVISIBLE HINGES

NEEDLE CUPS .

WEBER-KNAPP CO
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.
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TURN YOUR SLOW
MONTHS Into PROFIT
Now—with your regular lines slowing up, you can still turn the sum-

mer months into PROFIT months by featuring PAL and Regal

Portable Phonographs.

Just think of the tremendous list of real prospects there is in your

own neighborhood for a quality portable phonograph! Why—most

everyone includes one in their vacation equipment, or takes one on

outings or auto-trips. The business is there, it's up to you to reach

out and get the profits.

A complete display and newspaper advertising service that actually

SELLS PAL is furnished free to all dealers. The new large PAL win-

dow display, beautifully executed in seven brilliant colors, will bring

many customers into your store, not only for PAL, but for your

regular lines of records, and other merchandise.

ORDER A SAMPLE PAL and REGAL TODAY.

The POPULAR^PRICEB
PORTABLE

REGAL, our new popular priced

portable, is a machine especially de-

signed for those who do not care to

spend more than $15.00 for a portable.

REGAL is a phonograph of excep-

tional value, good to look at, and
good to hear. You will be able to

sell a great many on account of its

fine tone quality and low price.

15*00 Retail
Dealer's Price
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by Selling these two i

•uperior Quality Portables
j
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j Dealer's Price
PAL is the utmost in portable value! Its superior tone

quality and appearance appeal immediately to all classes.

This, together with its low retail price, has earned for PAL,
among the trade, the recognition of being the easiest selling

portable phonograph.

i
tommh<>*mm»-<>-mm>o-mm*(>ma»-n-mm'i)-mmro-mmfi>-mmri)-mmfu-mm*o-mm*o-m 5

PLAZA MUSIC COMPANY, 10 west 20th street, NEW YORK
j
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Horns
Of Every Description

Cabinet Horns a Specialty

Illustrated are a few of the styles and shapes

for cabinets which we have designed.

25 YEARS' EXPERIENCE designing and

manufacturing sound amplifiers placed on

your work.

All horns sound proof coated for full

volume and clear tone

Tell us your requirements. We will give

special designs and figures—Particulars free.

STANDARD METAL MFG. CO.
Chestnut - Jefferson - Malvern Sts.

NEWARK, N. J.

Noted Columbia Artist to

Tour Orient in the Fall

World-famous Pianist, Mischa Levitzki, Colum-

bia Artist, to Tour Extensively Throughout
Orient—Scored in Concerts Here

as by the most prominent music critics in the

leading cities. He is generally recognized as

one of the greatest pianists of the present day,

and particular interest has been centered in his

recent Columbia recording of the "Air From
Orfeo" and "Waltz in E Minor."

The Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc., an-

nounced recently that Mischa Levitzki, exclu-

sive Columbia artist and world-famous pianist,

had completed plans for a tour of the Orient in

the Fall, opening at Singapore on August 27

Mischa Levitzki

and appearing at Batavia, Java, a few days later.

Mr. Levitzki plans to give about twelve concerts

in Java and from there is scheduled to invade

British India for the purpose of giving twenty
concerts. From that point this eminent artist

will proceed to China, Japan and possibly the

Philippines; his complete tour comprising be-

tween fifty and sixty concerts.

The concerts given by Mischa Levitzki the

past season "in this country were received en-

thusiastically by the music-loving public as well

Edison Name Misuse
Is Proved by Inquiry

Fair Trade League Queries Dealers all Over
Country on Question

Representative dealers in electrical and radio

supplies, musical instruments and fountain pens,

including department stores, retail jewelers and

druggists in almost every State of the Union,

whose opinions were sought by the American

Fair Trade League, are unanimous in declaring

that the name "Edison" attached to any of these

products suggests only Thomas A. Edison, the

electrical wizard.

Their replies were collected and tabulated by

the Fair Trade League to ascertain the extent

to which the commercial enterprises in which

Thomas A. Edison is interested are being injured

by the unauthorized use of the Edison name.

In announcing the results of this investiga-

tion, Edmond A. Whittier, secretary-treasurer

of the league, points out that the unauthorized

use of the names of nationally known manufac-

turers, to describe certain similar types of mer-

chandise manufactured and sold by competitors

is a growing practice which deserves the atten-

tion of the Federal Trade Commission and local

authorities responsible for the enforcement of

laws governing commerce and advertising.

Colin B. Kennedy Corp.

Moves Executive Offices

Monthly Popular Releases

ITALIANSTYLE
Records and Player-Piano Rolls
REPRODUCING SELECTED ITALIAN POPULAR

SONGS. OPERATIC and DANCES
Distributed by

ITALIAN BOOK CO.
145-147 Mulberry St. New York, N. Y.

CATALOGUES SENT ON REQUEST

St. Louis, Mo., May 6.—The Colin B. Kennedy

Corp., of this city, one of the country's foremost

radio set manufacturers, moved its entire exec-

utive offices a few weeks ago to new quarters

at 2017-23 Locust street. This move concen-

trates the executive offices and the manufactur-

ing plant of the Kennedy Corp. in one of the

most modern and best equipped radio plants in

the Middle West, occupying a seven-story build-

ing in the heart of the St. Louis business dis-

trict. The company's new home provides for

maximum efficiency in manufacturing facilities,

and also gives the various departments an op-

portunity to co-ordinate with each other to

splendid advantage.

Utilizing the Movies
to Boost Portable Sales

Movie Slides Featuring Sonora Portables Are
Found Effective Publicity by Dealers—Prac-

tical Sales Appeal Reaches Public

The advertising department of the Sonora
Phonograph Co., Inc., is finding increased ac-

tivity among Sonora dealers in the use of movie
slides. The accompanying illustration shows a

Sonora Movie Slide

timely slide prepared by this department to fea-

ture the Sonora portable. This slide combines
attractiveness with a practical sales appeal, and
Sonora dealers are using it to advantage to

stimulate the demand for portables.

Crosley Station Features
Series of Musical Concerts

Cincinnati, O.. June 5.—A new feature, was
introduced recently from the Crosley WLW
superpower station, when the Hotel Gibson Or-
chestra, of this city, under the direction of

Robert Visconti, began a series of dinner-hour

concerts, to be held on Mondays, Wednesdays
and Thursdays, from 7 to 8 o'clock Eastern

standard time. Solos, trios and other combina-
tions will be formed from the group of mu-
sicians in this ensemble orchestra, and Mr. Vis-

conti will be heard in violin interludes when
not conducting the orchestra. A special ampli-

fying apparatus was installed on the mezzanine

floor of the Hotel Gibson where the orchestra

is located, and telephone lines were connected

with the WLW station at Harrison, O., from

which points the concerts are being broad-

cast.
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i
IN the time it takes for you to sell one cabinet

machine (even a cheap one) it is very likely

that jour people walk in and out of your store

who would buy a good portable.

Auto Tourists

Summer cottagers

Campers
Social clubs

Complete the deal with the

Dwellers in crowded apart-

ments

Business girls who room
out

S Complete the deal with the if .

wanson Jr.^25 .00

PORTABLE
List

(In Far West $27.50)

Has the strength and tone quality of cabinet machines. A value
that amazes!
Weight, lZy2 lbs. Case measures 12% by 11 by 6Y2 ". Most
compact portable phonograph on the market.

Distributors of the Swanson Jr. Portable

ATLANTA. James K. Polk, Inc., 181 Whitehall St.

BUFFALO. . .Wm. A. Carroll, 803 Bramson Bldg.

CHICAGO: Lyon & Healy, Wabash Ave. and
Jackson Blvd.

Cheney Talking Machine Co., 24 N.

Wabash Ave.

Consolidated Talking Machine Co.,

227-229 W. Washington St.

CINCINNATI Columbia Distributors, Inc.,

224 W. 4th St.

CLEVELAND. .Record Sales Co., 1965 E. 66th St.

DETROIT Consolidated Talking Machine Co.,

295 7 Gratiot Ave.

KANSAS CITY. Artophone Corp., 804 Grand Ave.

MINNEAPOLIS. .Consolidated Talking Machine Co.,

1121 Nicollet Ave.

NEW ORLEANS Junius Hart Piano House,
123 Carondelet St.

Columbia Distributors, Inc.,

5 1 7 Canal St.

NEW YORK CITY. . . General Phonograph Corp.,
15 W. 18th St.

PORTLAND, ORE L. D. Heater.
35 7 Ankeny St.

RICHMOND, VA Richmond Hardware Co.,

101 S. 1 4th St.

SAN FRANCISCO L. D. Heater Co.,

420 Ninth Ave.,

ST. LOUIS Columbia Distributors, Inc.,

1327 Pine St.

Wholesale Musical Supply Co.,

208 N. 1 7th St.

Consolidated Talking Machine Co.
227-229 West Washington St. Chicago, Illinois
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Max Straus Discusses European Trade
Conditions and American Business Growth

Managing Director of Carl Lindstrom Organization, Germany, Manufacturer of Odeon Records,

Was Guest of Otto Heineman, President of General Phonograph Corp. During Visit Here

Otto Heineman, president and founder of the

General Phonograph Corp., was the host for

several weeks during May to Max Straus, man-

aging director of the Carl Lindstrom organiza-

tion in Germany, the foremost European man-

ufacturer of records and phonographs. The

General Phonograph Corp. represents the Lind-

strom interests in this country, and has been

remarkably successful in the introduction of

Odeon records to music lovers in America.

Max Straus is one of the foremost author-

ities on the manufacturing and marketing of

phonographs and records, and in a chat with

The World he commented as follows regarding

his visit to America and conditions abroad:

"On this trip I have been greatly impressed

with the tremendous strides that have been

made in practically every phase of American

business life since my last visit here four years

ago. It seems that on all sides I find increased

efficiency and material advances in manufactur-

ing and merchandising, and my only regret is

the fact that I have been able to spend but three

weeks in this country. Wherever I have visited

during my stay here I have been received with

the utmost courtesy and consideration and I am
deeply grateful to my many friends in the

American phonograph industry who have wel-

comed me so cordially both in a business and

personal way.

"While it ' is true that apparently the phono-

graph industry in America is somewhat below

normal at the present time, there is every rea-

son to believe that it will revive rapidly and

steadily in the very near future. There is no

other form of entertainment, radio included, that

can possibly take the place of the phonograph,

lor this instrument, coupled with good records,

offers a distinctive and absolutely individual

form of musical education and entertainment.

"I was very gratified to find a tremendous de-

mand for foreign language records and I have

no hesitancy in predicting that the sale of this

type of record will show substantial increases

year in and year out. The people from foreign

lands who now make their home in America will

always appreciate and buy records characteristic

of their native lands, and this is especially true

when we realize that European travel is in-

creasing by leaps and bounds, permitting music

lovers from foreign shores to keep in touch

with the songs of their native tongues.

"At the present time our organization is re-

cording in every country in Europe, and through

our exceptional facilities we are in a position

to furnish the General Phonograph Corp. with

all of the latest records in foreign languages.

We are increasing our vast repertoire month
after month, and it is interesting to note that

among the leading American hits at the present

lime arc such selections as 'O Katherina' and

'Titina,' which were introduced originally as

recordings in the foreign language repertoires.

We are delighted with the success achieved by

the General Phonograph Corp. with its Odeon
record division, and it is a success that is based

on a thorough knowledge of marketing condi-

tions in this country.

"As is generally known to the American pub-

lic, business conditions in Europe are compar-

atively difficult because of after-war conditions,

but our company has reached its pre-war turn-

over in quantity production with, of course, a

very substantial increase in the moneys received

for this production. More than 50 per cent of

our record production consists of the better type

of music, such as symphonies and standard se-

lections, and in fact, our turnover on twelve-inch

records is equally as big as our turnover on ten-

inch records, if not slightly larger. We have es-

tablished all of the factories which we main-

tained previous to the war in the different Euro-

pean countries, and we expect to increase our

If QT FV'<! GRAPHITE PHONOJ 1 J SPRING LUBRICANT
Ilsley'a Lubricant makes the Motor make good.
Is prepared in the proper consistency, will not run
out, dry up or become sticky or rancid. Remains in

its original form indefinitely.
Put up in 1, 5, 10, 25 and 50-pound cans for dealers.
This lubricant is also put up in 4-ounce cans to

retail at 25 cents each under the trade name of

FITRFK A noiseless talkingijmiijiin machine lubricant
Write for special proposition to jobbers

ILSLEY-DOUBLEDAY & CO., 229-231 Front St., NewYork

turnover in 1925 materially as compared with

1924. The business closed for the first quarter

of this year was well ahead of 1924, both in

quantity production and moneys received, so

that we are very optimistic regarding the out-

look as a whole. The demand for phonographs
in Europe has centered, to a considerable ex-

tent, on low-priced products, but even in this

direction there seems to be considerable im-

provement recently with an increasing demand
for higher priced instruments."

While in America, Mr. Straus visited the im-

mense Elyria factories of the General Phono-
graph Corp., as well as the company's plants in

Putnam, Conn., and Newark, N. J., and accom-
panied by Otto Heineman, he called on mem-
bers of the trade in several of the leading cities.

Arriving here on May 4 on the "Deutschland"

Mr. Straus was busy every minute of his stay,

returning home on the "Leviathan" May 23.

F. W. Burgh Is Jewett

West Coast Representative

Fred W. Burgh, who has been identified with

the radio industry for many years, has been

Co., Pontiac, Mich. Mr. Burgh might be called

one of the pioneers in the radio field, for he

started in the business when radio broadcasting

was first introduced. He is keenly enthusiastic

regarding the sales possibilities for Jewett prod-

ucts, and will co-operate efficiently with Jewett
dealers in connection with their Summer and
Fall campaigns.

Badger Music Go. Buys
Kremer Brunswick Stock

Fond du Lac, Wis., June 5.—The Brunswick
stock of Kremer Bros., retailers of this city,

was recently purchased by the Badger Music
Co., making the latter concern the exclusive

representative for that line here. The deal in-

volved the purchase of Brunswick phonographs,

records and Radiolas. In addition the firm han-

dles the Victor line.

The Badger Music Co. is one of the most
prosperous retail talking machine concerns in

this vicinity, and during the past few years it

has enjoyed a steady growth. The band and
small instruments department has made excep-

tional advances in sales volume in the several

stores operated by this firm.

F. W. Burgh
appointed Western Coast District sales repre-

sentative for the Jewett Radio & Phonograph

The Batteryless Radio Corp., New York, has

been incorporated at Albany with a capital

stock of 200 shares of common stock of no par

value. The incorporators are E. Mulcahy and
R. R. Raymond.

HERE IT IS!
The last word in Phonographs. The Minnelli Tone Arm,
a new invention that revolutionizes the entire industry.

The Minnelli Tone Arm can be placed on any kind of machine,
either small or large. The Minnelli Tone Arm can also be placed
on a table, writing desk, or any place that you wish, for it has a

motor to turn the records. After placing the Minnelli Tone Arm
you can obtain the best and the softest tone you have ever heard.
Better information can be obtained by writing. We are interested

in both dealers and manufacturers, or will entertain a proposition for

the purchase of this invention outright.

Complete samples will be sent to any part of the United States for $10.00.

MINNELLI PHONOGRAPH CO., Inc. Pittston, Pa.
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RECEIVERS forGOODbusiness

Get on the Rioiit Side
ofthe Ledger

mm
Copy of Eagle-Life sent on request. A helpful, interesting and

amusing monthly. Get on the mailing list.

EAGLE RADIO CO.
22 Boyden PI , Newark, N. J.
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Right Kind of Merchandising and Price

Stability Important in Radio Progress
A. H. Zimmerman, President of the Republic Radio Corp., Zenith Distributor for the State of

Michigan, Explains How Careful Distribution Is the Key to Better Radio Business

The oft repeated statement
—"The recollec-

tion of quality remains long after price is for-

gotten," can scarcely be applied to radio mer-

chandising just now, for in its present chaotic

condition and its wild offering of good radio

merchandise for a song, the public is not allow-

ed to forget price for a moment.
Mr. Brown has just purchased, at advertised

list prices, a very satisfactory radio installation,

after long and tedious all-night demonstrations

and much service on the part of some reputable

radio merchant. Then, one fine morning, Mr.

Brown opens his newspaper to find spread

across two whole pages an advertisement by a

local department store offering the public the

results of a very fine buy in the same product

at a ridiculously low price. The manufacturer

had needed the money, and decided to change

models to the extent of brown dials instead of

black ones, or else had just become plain panicky.

Quality and value were forgotten and price was
recalled to Mr. Brown as a very bitter pill.

There has been already so much of this thing

that the radio industry appears ludicrous even

to the layman. The automobile industry did

not suffer the same tribulations in passing

through the swaddling-clothes period and it is

our earnest hope that the radio industry may
soon see the elimination of these transgressors

of ordinary good business ethics. If the in-

telligent radio dealership of the country is not

now ready to eliminate them, then this dealer-

ship is either short on memory or long on

patience.

Confidence in the unfailing support of the

Zenith Radio Corp. has made the handling of

the price situation in the State of Michigan not

a very difficult task for us. We have only to

carefully select our dealers after classifying the

prospects at hand as follows:

—

1. Those who sell over the counter on price

appeal.

2. Those who sell merchandise and service,

foregoing the price appeal.

3. Those who sell on "Use your credit" ap-

peal.

each class again divided between two types of

dealers :

—

4. The dealer who chooses his lines well,

not dividing his affiliations over too many lines

and who appreciates good policy and co-oper-

ates in maintaining the same.

5. The dealer who buys on whims and sells

in the same manner, being imbued with the

"turn-over" mania and who dumps, by means
of sales, any merchandise which has been on

hand a certain length of time.

In selecting dealers we never accept a first

order by telephone or mail until we have made
a sales call on the party for the purpose of de-

termining if he has the proper facilities for

handling our lines. We ascertain what he is

now handling and in what manner.
If the dealer appears to qualify in Class 5,

no matter what his buying capacity or credit

standing may be, we do not entertain dealer

negotiations with him. The same applies to

Class 1. If the prospective dealer operates in

a buying group for the purpose of circumvent-

ing established channels of distribution or is

under obligation to other dealers in that group
for the exchange of merchandise, we consider

him dangerous as regards the general policy

of the manufacturer and we will not enter into

a dealer's arrangement with him. The other

classes are, as a general rule, all right.

We judge the location of the prospect as re-

lates to dealers already established in the same
lines, making an effort to keep dealers out of

too close competitive contact, which has a

tendency to arouse jealousies and to encourage
selling on price alone.

We wish to warn the distributor who con-

templates following a like procedure thai it will

not be all clear sailing. The previous training

of dealers makes it very difficult for them to

understand such a strict policy, but when you
do find such dealers they will prove valuable

to you and safe to place your lines with. Ex-
press your policy and insist that your dealers

concur in it and where you find one who will

not, just pass him by.

Sterling Mfg. Go. Places

Tube Tester on Market

Device, Nominally Priced,. Should Prove Pop-
ular With Owners of Radio Sets—Wide Ad-
vertising Campaign Put Behind Product

Cleveland, O., June 5.—The Sterling Manu-
facturing Co., of this city, manufacturer of

radio apparatus, has just placed on the market

New Sterling Tube Tester

a new vacuum tube tester which is meeting with

considerable favor among radio owners, dealers

and radio service stations. This is one of the

first tube testers to be offered to the public in

compact form, and the company placed a

nominal list price on the instrument in order

to give it wide distribution throughout the

country. Radio set owners appreciate keenly

the necessity of keeping vacuum tubes up to

their full efficiency in order to secure good radio

reception, and this new Sterling product gives

every indication of being one of the leaders in

the company's line.

The company is using extensive publicity in

behalf of its new product, featuring its list price

of $8.50, and calling attention to- the fact that

on the bottom of each tester is a comparative

chart, giving definite instructions how to op-

erate and telling the user when tubes are good,

fair or poor. Among the company's other prod-

ucts are battery chargers, loud speakers, trans-

formers, volt-meters, etc.

Plan to Enlarge Piatt Store

Hollywood, Cal., June 4.—The Piatt Music Co.

is contemplating making extensive renovations

in its establishment at 6614 Hollywood boule-

vard. Mr. Hilliard, manager, states that the

plans call for deepening the store room by forty

or fifty feet. The entire front of the building

will be changed so that it will have one large'

window, with provision made for considerable

depth for elaborate window displays. The busi-

ness at the local store has steadily increased,

making enlargement necessary.

On European Vacation

Anna Braunberg, of Brooklyn, N. Y., who
acts as accountant and auditor for many of the

talking machine dealers in Brooklyn, sailed on
the S. S. Leviathan the latter part of last month,

for an extended vacation in Europe.

JERCO RADIO TONE ARM
The Best To Be Had

IT WILL HELP YOU SELL YOUR PHONOGRAPHS

Because of JrS
BEAUTY IN APPEARANCE
TONE QUALITY AND VOLUME
NATURAL REPRODUCTION

NOT THE CHEAPEST - BUT THE BEST
Reproducers for Portables Our Specialty

JOSEPH E. RUDELL CO., Inc.
144 Chambers Street New York, N. Y.
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Lorand's Odeon Recordings Two New Distributors for Stewart-Warner Corp. Has
Reflect Her Great Ability Caswell Portable in East Full Radio Line on Market

Recordings Made by Famous Conductor and
Her Orchestra Proving Popular—Is One of

Best Known Orchestra Leaders in Germany

Silas E. Pearsall Co. in New York and A. C.

Erisman Co. in Boston Signed Up by J. G.

Casagrande During Recent Trip

Receivers, Reproducers, Tubes, Batteries and
Other Equipment Comprise Complete Line
Manufactured by Weil-Known Manufacturer

Edith Lorand, popular Odeon artist, is gen-

erally recognized as one of the famous orches-

tra leaders of Germany. The Odeon records cf

the orchestra which she conducts reflect her

own exceptional technique and finish. In every city

that the orchestra plays it attracts capacity audi-

Edith Lorand and Her Orchestra
ences. Among Odeon records made by Miss Lor-
and which have met with a very active sale in this

country and which arc merchandised by the

General Phonograph Corporation, are selections

from the operas "Beggar Prince," "Gasparone"
and the "Polish National Dance." The accom-
panying illustration shows Edith Lorand and
her orchestra making records for the Odeon
library.

Reeps Radio Corp., New York, was recently

incorporated at Albany, N. Y., with a capital

stock of $25,000. The incorporators are M. A.

Hillebrand, F. V. Hanson and G. Levitt.

John G. Casagrande, vice-president of the

Caswell Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee, Wis.,

manufacturer of Caswell portable phonographs,

was a recent visitor to New York, completing

a very successful Eastern trip. While here, Mr.

Casagrande closed arrangements with the Silas

E. Pearsall Co., New York, whereby this well-

known and very successful jobbing organization

will distribute Caswell portables. The Pearsall

staff comprises some of the best known whole-

sale travelers in the East, and they are all en-

thusiastic regarding the sales possibilities of the

Caswell product. Many dealers in the metro-

politan territory have already placed good sized

orders for this instrument, and the company
is preparing an intensive sales campaign
throughout the territory it serves.

Mr. Casagrande also announced the appoint-

ment of the Arthur C. Erisman Co., Boston,

Mass., as a distributor for Caswell portables.

Mr. Erisman, a pioneer in the talking machine

industry, is generally recognized as one of

the leading wholesalers in New England. He
is making a special drive in behalf of the Cas-

well portable, and the results to date arc very

gratifying.

In a chat with The World, Mr. Casagrande

stated that his company's sales for March, April

and May were far ahead of all expectations with

the factory working to capacity to keep pace

with the requirements of the Caswell jobbers.

He will have several other important announce-

ments to make in the near future regarding

additions to the Caswell jobbing representation.

The Stewart-Warner Speedometer Corp.,

Chicago, one of the country's foremost indus-

trial concerns and widely known in the auto-
motive field, has placed on the market a com-
plete ensemble of matched radio units, consist-

Stewart-Warner Model 305

ing of the line of Stewart-Warner radio instru-

ments, the Stewart-Warner reproducer built

especially to harmonize with these instruments;
Stewart-Warner radio tubes, batteries, aerial

and ground equipment.

The Stewart-Warner instrument shown in the

accompanying illustration is known as model
305, a five-tube set in which is incorporated the

U. S. Navy circuit. There are three tuning
controls, mounted on a sloping front panel, and
the cabinet is finished in dark walnut. In this

instrument the special navy tuned radio fre-

quency circuit has been developed to a high
stage of perfection, and the set is especially

suited for operation by radio owners who have
no technical knowledge or training.

W. L. Shaffer, formerly connected with the

Interstate Music Co., Parsons, Kan., has joined

the staff of Barrier Bros.' Music Store.

Charles Mehr's Music Store, Birmingham,
Ala., has moved to larger and better located

quarters at 404 North Twentieth street. A
complete stock of talking machines, records and
other musical instruments is carried

THE NATURAL VOICE TONE
Only One Phonograph Produces It—

"THE NATURAL VOICE"
No matter how complete your line is this marvelous machine will bring jou new business.

THE MOTOR—Noiselessly perfect—fully warranted for two years

CABINETS—Chaste and classic in design and popular mcdele.

909—915 c.re adaptable for Radio

insta Hat ion.

RADIO CABINETS and TABLES—
We carry a complete line. We also do

contract work. Submit your specifi-

cations. Estimates furnished. Material,

construction and finish guaranteed.

Write us today for our proposition and

catalogues. Your territory may be open.

"THE NATURAL VOICE PHONOGRAPH
WITH THE NATURAL VOICE TONE."

Natural Voice Talking Machine Co.

ONEIDA, NEW YORK
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Ship in an "Atlas"

You Owe This Protection to Your
Product and Your Customers

If your product is worth making, it is worth delivering in perfect condition.

Atlas Plywood Packing Cases give the utmost protection to contents. Dust, dirt and
moisture are kept out. Scientific construction makes them far stronger than the ordi-
nary wooden box. There is no possibility of injury to contents from nails as they
are driven through the plywood and clinched on the cleat.

Your product will reach its destination in perfect condition. Atlas Cases will save dam-
ages and freight charges.

Ask for complete details of our product and our service.

Atlas Plywood Corp.
PARK SQ. BUILDING BOSTON, MASS.

Largest Manufacturers of Box Shook in New England

Columbia Window Display Polymet Mfg. Go. Hosts
Featured by Newspaper to Trade at New Plant

San Francisco Bulletin Installs Display Show-
ing Growth of the Talking Machine and Fea-

turing the Columbia Instruments

Growth of Business Necessitated Move to

Larger and Improved Quarters

San Francisco, Cal., June 4.—The San Fran-

cisco Bulletin, one of the leading newspapers
on the Pacific Coast, installed a Columbia win-

dow display during National Music Week that

Columbia Window Arranged by San Francisco Bulletin

not only attracted unusual attention from
passersby but also caused considerable com-
ment in the trade. The display featured the

three stages in the growth of the talking ma-
chine, starting with the first cylinder model in

1897 and carrying through to the latest 1925

Columbia phonograph. The newspaper also

mentioned the window display in its news col-

umns daily, calling attention to some of the

distinctive features of the "New Columbia"
phonograph, including the automatic start and
stop and other individual characteristics. This un-

usual publicity focused the attention of the pub-

lic on the Columbia.

The Polymet Mfg. Co., manufacturer of the
well-known Polyplug and other widely used
radio parts, recently entertained a large gather-
ing of prominent members of the radio industry
at a formal opening and house warming in its

new plant at 599-601

Broadway, New York.

Nat Greene, Otto Pasch-

kes and Phil Lauter, of

the Polymet Co., acted

as hosts. Following a

luncheon those present

were shown through

the new offices and mod-
ern production plant of

the company. Otto
Paschkes, president of

the company, said:

"Our removal to new
and larger quarters was
made necessary by the

steady and rapid growth
in demand for our prod-

ucts throughout the in-

dustry. In addition to

the Polyplug, for which
our company is so well

known throughout the

trade, we also manufac-

ture the Poly E. Z. Stat

(Rheostat) which is now used by over thirty

large manufacturers of radio sets; other of our

products are the E. Z. Fone Plug, the Polymet
Potentiometer, Grid Leak, and Mica Condenser.

We feel that in the acquisition of our new fac-

tory we have taken a large stride forward in

the right direction, and with this increased

space we are prepared to meet the requirements

of the industry for our products."

The new Polymet plant occupies twenty-four

thousand square feet of floor space and runs

through from Broadway to Mercer street; there

is also a wing which extends north as far as

Spring street. The lighting facilities are fur-

r CARTER
PORTABLE JACK "ONE-WAY" PLUG

For use in extending loud speaker or head set
to porch, lawn, etc. A big

summer seller. An
7tfC» accessory that

every music store

can sell readily.

In Canada—Carter Radio Co., Limited, Toronto.

Adopted as standard equipment by leading-

speaker manufacturers. A
small accessory with a vol-

ume sale that helps CA«
reduce overhead. w"v»

.J

nished by a solid row of windows on each side

of the building, and as the plant occupies space

on the top floor of a ten-story building at the

above address light is obtained from both sides

of the factory without interference.

Introduce Columbia Phono-
graph Attachment Unit

Enables the User to Utilize the Tone Chamber
of the Phonograph as Radio Loud Speaker

The Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc., has

just placed on the market the Columbia phono-

graph attachment unit which enables the user

to utilize the tone chamber of his phonograph
as a radio loud speaker. The new unit is avail-

able with two different style adaptors, one suit-

able for Columbia phonographs and one suitable

for other makes of machines. The attachment

can be used on any machine by using a short

piece of rubber tubing.

One of the outstanding features of the new
unit is a self-enclosed diaphragm assembly, pro-

tected top and bottom, so that it is not neces-

sary to dissemble the unit in order to adjust it.

A knurled cap on one side of the product is

stamped with the directions "soft" and "loud"

showing the direction in which the cap may be

turned for varied reception. When this cap is

adjusted it remains in position and cannot be

thrown out by any vibration. The attachment

is sold equipped with ten feet of cord at a list

price of $5.00. The Columbia organization re-

ports a very favorable reception by the trade

for the new unit and although the company has

no intention of going into the manufacture of

radio sets or parts, it is felt that this attachment

is a valuable addition to the Columbia line of

products.

Popularity of Murdock
Receiving Sets Continues

Chelsea, Mass., June 4.—D. R. Murdock, treas-

urer of the Wm. J. Murdock Co., of this city,

manufacturer of Murdock neutrodyne receiving

sets, reports business continuing on a satisfac-

tory basis, and stated in a recent interview with

The World that there would be a probable an-

nouncement in July of the policies of the com-
pany for the coming Fall season and of a new
model to be added to the line. Mr. Murdock
also gave assurance that at the present time

there were no contemplated radical changes in

the line.

Frank Naporski, specialty salesman for the

wholesale division of the General Phonograph
Corp., New York, has left to spend the Sum-
mer at the Veery's Nest, Big Moose, N. Y., the

Summer camp which he conducts in the heart of

the Adirondack Mountains during the Summer
months.
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NOW-The New
ABLER-ROYAL

Consol

LIST PRICE

We still have some de-

sirable territory open

for reliable dealers.

Write today for details

of the Adler -Royal
exclusive franchise

proposition and liberal

discounts.

Here is your assurance of profitable Spring and

Summer business. Every one of your radio cus-

tomers—every owner of a table radio set in your city

is a prospect right now

!

Highest Quality of Construction

The Adler-Royal Console Speaker embodies all the

high quality of tone, construction and appearance

that 2.5 years' experience in piano and phonograph
manufacture could build into it.

Equipped with Unit, Cord and Plug

A beautiful furniture piece, equipped with high grade

speaking unit, cord and plug and with ample space

for all batteries. Furnished in mahogany or walnut
to match the set

Order a Sample Today I

Cash in on the demand for this combination of

beauty and utility— send for a sample and details of

our exclusive franchise today.

Qeneral Sales Offices: 881 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY
Factories: LOUISVILLE, KY.
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. THE INSTRUMENT OF QUALITY

%onora\
CLEAR AS A BELL ty^^-SP
presents

A Radio Receiving Set and Speaker
that achieve beauty in tone as well
as in furniture artistn^

Sill
Radio Receiving Set
oA straights tube circuit

giving a higher degree of
selectivity and tone aualitj^j^

Console Speaker
'batteries and Charger may t^CjO
be concealed within it
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THE INSTRUMENT OF QUALITY

0ttOt
CLEAR AS A BELL

The distributor for your territory (listed below) will

be glad to show you the latest Sonora achievements

New England States:

The New England Phonograph Distribut-
ing Co.

221 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Mass.

New York City (with the exception of Brooklyn and
Long Island), also Counties of Westchester, Putnam
and Dutchess; all Hudson River towns and cities on
the west bank of the river south of Highland—all ter-

ritory south of Poughkeepsie ; Northern New Jersey.

Greater City Phonograph Co., Inc.

234 West 39th Street, New York-

New York State, with the exception of towns on the
Hudson River below Poughkeepsie and excepting
Greater New York.

Gibson-Snow Co., Inc., Syracuse, N. Y.

Brooklyn and Long Island:

Long Island Phonograph Co.

68 34th Street, Bush Terminal, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Eastern Pennsylvania, Delaware,
Southern New Jersey:

Pennsylvania Phonograph Distributing Co.

Room 200, Jefferson Building

1015 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Maryland, Virginia and District of Columbia;

Baltimore Phonograph Distributing Co.

417 West Franklin Street, Baltimore, Md.

Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia:

Pennsylvania Phonograph Distributing Co.

405 Wabash Building, 410 Liberty Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Alabama, except five northwestern counties, Georgia,
Florida, North and South Carolina and Eastern Ten-
nessee.

James K. Polk, Inc.

181 Whitehall Street, Atlanta, Ga.

Northern California, Oregon, Washington, North-
ern Idaho, Nevada, with the exception of Counties
Eureka, Elko, White Pine and Lincoln, and all Cali-

fornia Counties north of Santa Barbara, Ventura, Los.

Angeles, and San Bernardino.

The Kohler Distributing Co.

63-67 Minna Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Ohio and Kentucky:

The Ohio Musical Sales Co.

1747 Chester Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

Indiana and Southeast Illinois, bounded by counties

of Douglas, Edgar, Coles, Cumberland, Effingham,

Clay, Wayne, Hamilton and White.

Kiefer-Stewart Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

Illinois, and River Towns in Iowa:

The Tay Sales Co.

6 North Franklin St., Chicago, 111.

Wisconsin and Michigan:

Yahr & Lange, Milwaukee, Wis.

North Dakota, South Dakota, Minnesota, Montana
and Iowa, with the exception of the river towns.

Doerr, Andrews & Doerr, Minneapolis

Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska and. five counties in

northeast Oklahoma.

C. D. Smith Co., St. Joseph, Mo.

Louisiana, Mississippi, Arkansas, part of Tennessee
and part of Alabama.

REINHARDT'S, Inc., 104 South Main Street

Memphis, Tenn.

Southeastern Part of Texas and Part of Oklahoma:

Southern Drug Company
Houston, Texas

Colorado, New Mexico, Wyoming and Eastern
Nevada.

Moore-Bird & Co.

1720 Wazee Street, Denver, Colo.

Utah and Southern Idaho:

Strevell-Paterson Hdwe. Co.

Salt Lake City, Utah

Arizona and Southern California, including the Coun-
ties of Santa Barbara, Ventura, Los Angeles, San Ber-
.nardino and all counties south, and Hawaiian Islands,

The Commercial Associates

475 Colyton Street, Los Angeles, Cal.

SONORA PHONOGRAPH COMPANY, Inc.
Makers of Sonora Phonographs, Radio Recehing Sets, Radio
Adapted Phonographs, Radio Speakers and Reproducers

279 Broadway New York City

Canadian and Export Distributors;

C. A. Richards, Inc., 279 Broadway, New York
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Phonograph Manufacturers' National

Ass'n. Elects Officers and Adopts By-Laws
M. C. Schiff Elected President of Association for Ensuing Year—Additional Directors Elected,

Official Slogan Adopted and Important Matters Discussed at Chicago Meeting

Chicago, lu... June 2.—The fourth monthly

meeting of the Phonograph Manufacturers'

National Association was held on the eve-

ning of May 19, at the Furniture Club, Ameri-

can Furniture Mart, 666 Lake Shore Drive, and

was attended by more than thirty members of

the trade. The gathering, as has been typical

in the case of each preceding meeting, clearly

signified the interest which each member is ex-

hibiting and the progress which is being made

by the Association in knitting closer together

Ihe various factors of the talking machine in-

dustry. The meeting opened in the usual way

with a dinner, followed by a business session

in which matters of interest to the industry, and

particularly to the Association, were given care-

ful consideration.

Henry A. Otis, president of the Association,

presided as chairman, and informed those pres-

ent of the progress which is being made by the

Association, and of the interest evinced by firms

which have not as yet become members.

By-Laws Adopted by Unanimous Vote

By a unanimous vote, the members adopted

the by-laws prepared by the committee headed

by S. A. Ribolla, and which were presented to

the members assembled at the April meeting.

They were read, section by section, and adopted

with a few minor changes. The most important

change was the definite establishment of the

name by which the organization will hereafter

be known, namely "Phonograph Manufacturers'

National Association."

Three Additional Directors Elected

A motion was made, and passed unanimously,

electing three additional directors, thus increas-

ing the number on the board to nine. They
are Franklin B. Ward, Radiomaster Corpora-

lion, Bay City, Mich. ; L. B. Casagrande, Cas-

well Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis., and F. D. Mc-
Intyre, Plymouth Radio & Phonograph Co.,

Plymouth, Wis.

Conover Discusses Co-operative Advertising

Harvey Conover, of the General Outdoor Ad-
vertising Co., the principal speaker of the eve-

ning, delivered a very interesting address, in

which he dwelt upon the fundamentals which

underlie all advertising, laying special stress up-

on the problem which is before the Association,

namely co-operative advertising. Mr. Conover,

recognized as an authority in his particular field,

told the members assembled that in advertising

such as they were considering undertaking they

must decide upon a fundamental thought, and

New Association Officers

President, M. C. Schiff.

Vice-President, Otto Heineman.

Vice-President, Franklin B. Ward.

Vice-President, F. A. Wolf.

Treasurer, S. A. Ribolla.

Secretary, Henry A. Otis.

cling to it throughout the campaign. "Co-op-

erative advertising," he said, "is founded upon
the axiom 'the greatest good for the greatest

number,' and each member will benefit in ex-

actly the same proportion as he puts forth a

helping effort. The fundamental thought in any

case should be a slogan, used as a base, for it

has been found that the public is impressed and
swayed by one thing if it is repeated often

enough."

Official Slogan Adopted
As a fitting climax to his address, Mr. Con-

over presented to the Association the slogan

"When and What You Want," which he had

devised and copyrighted for the use of the or-

ganization. The slogan was enthusiastically

adopted, and the speaker given a round of

hearty applause.

A. C. Perry, sales manager in the Northwest
territory for the General Outdoor Advertising

Co., followed Mr. Conover, and outlined to his

listeners the difficulties which must be met and

overcome, and stated that he had found, through
past experience, that an indirect suggestion,

such as is contained in the slogan given above,

furnished the best possible basic thought for

the contemplated campaign.

Conventioners Address Members
The president and secretary were authorized

to call a special meeting of the Association

during the Music .Trades Convention, held at

the Drake Hotel, during the week of June 8,

after investigating the most desirable date for

this purpose. According to plans laid, no busi-

ness will be taken up, but the evening will be

devoted to addresses by prominent figures in

the talking machine and music industries who
will be present at the convention. This special

meeting will take the place of the regular

monthly meeting held on the third Tuesday of

each month.

Otto Heineman's Suggestions

A letter from Otto Heineman, president of

the General Phonograph Corp., and vice-presi-

dent of the Association, who was unable to be

present, was read to the members assembled,

and in his communication he urged each manu-
facturer to raise the standard of quality in his

product and to shun the practice of placing

upon the market machines of inferior quality.

He suggested the adoption of an emblem which
would appear upon each talking machine pro-

duced by an Association member, providing it

measured up to the standard set.

The following were elected honorary mem-
bers of the Association: Harvey Conover, of the

General Outdoor Advertising Co.; Lee Robin-

son, business manager of The Talking Machine
World, New York, and representatives of two
other trade papers.

New Officers Elected

After the conclusion of the Association meet-

ing, there was held a meeting of the board of

directors, the following being present: M. C.

Schiff, Henry A. Otis, S. A. Ribolla, L. B. Casa-

grande, and F. D. Mclntyre. At the request of

Henry A. Otis the following resignations were

tendered and duly accepted: Henry A. Otis, as

president; M. C. Schiff, as vice-president and

treasurer, and S. A. Ribolla, as secretary. The
following officers were then elected to hold

office until the next annual election, to be held

on the third Tuesday of March, 1926, or until

their successors shall be duly elected and quali-

fied; M. C. Schiff, president; Otto Heineman,
vice-president; Franklin B. Ward, vice-presi-

dent; F. A. Wolf, vice-president; S. A. Ribolla,

treasurer, and Henry A. Otis, secretary. The
resignations of the three officers who have so

skillfully guided the destinies of the Association

since its inception were entirely voluntary, and

were made in the belief that such change would
work for the further benefit of the organization.

In the afternoon preceding the meeting there

was held a directors' luncheon and meeting,

with Henry A. Otis, M. C. Schiff, and S. A.

Ribolla in attendance. At three o'clock a speci-

al meeting was held, attended by all of the

cabinet manufacturers, and at this gathering the

standardization of sizes of materials, construc-

tion and costs were discussed.

Official Slogan in Various Sizes

Cuts of various sizes have been made from
the slogan presented to the Association, and

"When and What you Want," upon a back-

ground composed of three phonograph records,

will appear upon the letterheads and all pub-

licity of the Association and its members. The
slogan is also being made in larger sizes, suit-

able for hanging on the walls of members' of-

fices.

Those in Attendance

Those present, and the firms which they rep-

resented, follow:

M. C. Schiff and Robert Illing, Vitanola Talk-

ing Machine Co., Chicago; S. A. Ribolla General

Phonograph Corp. of Illinois, Chicago; F. A.

Wolf, Wolf Mfg. Industries, Quincy, 111.; L. B.

Casagrande, Caswell Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.;

Roy Nordland, J. A. Lund and Sol. Sweet, Ex-
(Continued on page 50)

PET O FONE
MADE IN U. S. A.

A real portable talking machine

DISTRIBUTORS

Pet O Fone is bound to

be a big seller this year
—the demand is already
great. Good proposition

open in your territory.

TO RETAIL AT $12
Usual Trade Discounts

The Pet O Fone is a sturdy little

talking machine—ho larger than a
camera, and as easy to carry. It

has a good motor that will last;

and its tone is most pleasing. See
it and hear it and be convinced.

Does all a larger phono-
graph will do. Ready for
action in a minute.

DEALERS
A display of Pet O Fones
will create sales — and
demonstrations will in-
crease them. Quick sales
and large profits are wait-
ing for you.

Weighs 4)4 lbs. Made in
black, red, green or blue
fabricoid.

PET O FONE MFG. CO., 557 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
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Qrebe

Volume
Control

Controlling Audio Amplification
in a New Way

THE marked advance in radio reception given by the

Synchrophase is due to its many exclusive features.

One of these is the Volume Control which makes possible six

graduations of sound volume at will in any intensity desired

and without altering its character. This is accomplished gradually

and not by the abrupt and distorting stage-to-stage method

common to most receivers.

It is such advanced fundamental features as this that make the

Grebe Synchrophase sell so quickly and stay sold.

Write for full information

A. H. Grebe & Co., Inc., Van Wyck Blvd., Richmond Hill, N. Y.
Western Branch: 443 So. San Pedro Street, Los Angeles, Cal.

This company owns
and operates station

WAHQ
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and

Odanv
Distributors
WALTER S. GRAY COMPANY

926 Midway Place, Los Angeles, Calif.

WALTER S. GRAY COMPANY
1054 Mission St., San Francisco, Calif.

L. D. HEATER
357 Ankeny St., Portland, Ore.

TEXAS RADIO SALES COMPANY
2005 Main St., Dallas, Texas

JUNIUS HART PIANO HOUSE, LTD.
123 Carondelet St., New Orleans, La.

CONSOLIDATED TALKING MA-
CHINE COMPANY

1121 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

YAHR & LANGE DRUG COMPANY
207 E. Water St., Milwaukee, Wis.

JAMES K. POLK, INC.
294 Decatur St., Atlanta, Ga.

THE ARTOPHONE CORPORATION
1103 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

THE ARTOPHONE CORPORATION
804 Grand Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

CONSOLIDATED TALKING MA-
CHINE COMPANY

227 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.

CONSOLIDATED TALKING MA-
CHINE COMPANY

2957 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich.

THE RECORD SALES COMPANY
1965 E. 66th St., Cleveland, Ohio

STERLING ROLL AND RECORD
COMPANY

137 W. 4th St., Cincinnati, Ohio

PHONOLA CO., LTD., OF CANADA
Elmira, Ont., Canada

IROQUOIS SALES CORPORATION
210 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.

EVERYBODY'S TALKING MACHINE
COMPANY

810 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

GENERAL PHONOGRAPH CORPO-
RATION OF NEW ENGLAND
126 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

GENERAL PHONOGRAPH CORP.,
(New York Distributing Division)

15 W. 18th St., New York City

JAMES COWAN COMPANY
18 West Broad St., Richmond. Va.

Figures on Production

of Phonographs in Canada

Dominion Bureau of Statistics Presents De-

tailed Report of Musical Instrument Industry

in Canada for the Year 1923

Ottawa, Canada, June 1.—The Dominion

Bureau of Statistics has just presented its re-

port covering the musical instrument industry of

Canada during the calendar year of 1923. This

includes firms engaged in the manufacture of

musical instruments, materials for same, as well

as phonographs and gramophones. Sixty-four

establishments reported—forty-five in Ontario,

fifteen in Quebec and four in other provinces.

The total capital investment is placed at $13,-

514,530. The value of the products amounts to

$10,155,705, divided as follows: $7,541,642 in

Ontario; $2,437,523 in Quebec; $176,540 in other

provinces. This" compares with $9,919,371 for

1922, thus showing an increase for 1923 of

$236,334.

The principal increase in valuation over the

two-year period was in upright and grand

player pianos, piano actions, electric pianos,

piano hammers, pipe organs, reed organs, player-

piano actions and gramophones and phono-

graphs.

The exact figures on the production of gramo-
phones and phonographs for the whole of

Canada are placed at 30,590 instruments valued

at $1,676,624. These were divided among the

provinces as follows: Ontario, 29,142 instru-

ments valued at $1,596,377; Quebec, 1,200 in-

struments valued at $67,062; other provinces,

248 instruments, valued at $13,185. During 1923

gramophone and phonograph records to the

number of 3,690,655 were produced in the whole

of Canada, their value being $1,348,547. The
production by provinces follows: Ontario, 690,-

358 records, valued at $226,484; Quebec, 3,000,-

297 records, valued at $1,122,063.

New Columbia Spanish

Record Supplement

The Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc., has just

issued supplement No. Seven to its Spanish

catalog. The booklet is a very interesting one

and features such well-known Columbia artists

as Elvira De Hidalgo, Jose Moriche, Elena

Ehlers, Roberto Cantillano, Juan Pulido, Mischa

Levitzki, Eddy Brown, Toscha Seidel, Maria
Barrientos, Hipolito Lazaro, Florence Macbeth,

and Ulysses Lappas. The cover design is

multi-colored and in keeping with the spirit of

the Spanish music featured in the new supple-

ment.

Phonograph Manufacturers
Complete Their Association

(Continued from page 48)

eel Phonograph Co., Chicago; Harry Koplin,

Joseph Koplin and J. Seidscher, Eureka Talk-

ing Machine Co., Chicago; Henry A. Otis of

Phonograph Mfrs. Natl. Assn., Chicago; M.
Toman, E. Toman & Co., Chicago; W. J. Mc-
Namara, Empire Phono Parts Co., Cleveland,

O.; Edw. Roetsch, Blood Tone Arm Co., Chi-

cago; Oscar Kloer, Blood Tone Arm Co., Chi :

cago; F. X. Shettler and V. C. Clemenson,

Perkins Phonograph Co., Chicago; F. D. Mc-
Intyre, Plymouth Radio & Phonograph Co.,

Plymouth, Wis.; George Simpson, Prosh Phono
Parts, Inc., New York; Anton Cummings and

G. C. Fricke, Wizard Phonograph Co., Chicago;

E. Lyon of Ogden Phonograph Mfg. Co.,

Chicago; Max Targ, Mutual Phono Parts Mfg.

Co., New York; L. Halperin, National Phono-
graph Co., New York; Leigh Hunt, Oro-Tone
Co., Chicago; A. Clementson, A. Clementson
Co., Chicago; Harvey Conover and A. C. Perry,

Out-Door Adv. Co., Chicago; L. P. Canty of

Talking Machine World, Chicago.

MICA
DIAPHRAGMS

Immediate delivery—all sizes

Send for free samples and prices

All Mica Products

INTERNATIONAL MICA CO.
Baring 535 PHILADELPHIA, PA. Filasie. Phila.

Quality, Not Quantity,

Is Good Salesmanship

J. H. Tregoe, Executive Manager of the Na-
tional Association of Credit Men, Discusses

the Fundamentals of Good Salesmanship

"Quantity, unfortunately, is the popular stand-

ard of good salesmanship," says J. H. Tregoe,

executive manager National Association of

Credit Men. "What happens to the buyer sel-

dom enters the subject. It is merely the sales

end that figures in the popular standard. This

exceedingly strong tendency to quantity has

placed an undue emphasis on production rather

than consumption and is one of the main rea-

sons why these two elements of trade are now
out of joint. •

,

"The fundamental element in salesmanship

should be co-operation. The sales and buying

ends of the transaction must be compared, and
if they do not bear the proper relation, if either

end tips the scale of influence, then co-opera-

tion does not control the value of the trans-

action and can be questioned.

"As with commodities, so with ideas. Wheth-
er or not they will prove a real benefit to those

who are approached to buy them, is as potent

a question in the transaction as the value de-

rived by him who sells them. In credit work,

the manager who essays to sell his ideas no

matter how it might affect others in interest,

or ultimately, the one at the other end of the

line, may applaud himself if he carries the mat-

ter through. In the end, however, he will have

to stand a reaction.

"In this field co-operation must be the domi-

nant note in all sales transactions, that is, where

the credit manager wants to sell an idea to a

buyer or to a debtor. The practice of attempt-

ing by the quantity or the force theory to get

his, no matter what happens to the others or

to the fellow at the other end of the line, is

not good salesmanship. Yet, this practice has

been indulged to the extent that good credits

have been more or less affected by it.

"Quality, not quantity, must be the standard

of good salesmanship. If in a sale, whether of

a commodity, an idea or a plan, we have not

performed a real service and done nothing more

than benefit ourselves, it is a poor transaction,

and in the final run of things will carry an ex-

pensive reaction."

The Chestwood Radio Corp., Buffalo, N. Y.,

has been granted a charter of incorporation at

Albany with a capital stock of $25,000. The in-

corporators are J. B. Newberry, J. C. Sturm and

F. F. Ferguson.

LilOr Speaker Lamp
[Patents Pending]

offers you a bigger volume of sales ttuui for »ny other type

loud speaker. It is exquisitely finished—with either parch-

ment or any color silk shade. To demonstrate It is to

sell it. Table lamp models list at $35. Big discounts

offered responsible dealers. Write for full particulars.

THOR Radio Division
OF THE

GOLDEN GATE
BRASSMANUFACTURING CO.

1239-1243 SUTTER STREET
SAN FRANCISCO
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Folks are running wild after 'em!

ALWAYS ON

Records
General Phonograph Corp.

OTTO HEINEMAN, Pres.

25 West 45th Street New York City
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Magnavox Adopts Important New Plan in

the National Merchandising of Its Line
Change in Sales Plan Conceived by F. B. Travers, General Sales Manager, Provides for Division

of Country Into Distributing Zones—To Continue Selection of Dealers—Other Features

At a recent meeting of the board of directors

of the Magnavox Co., a complete new sales

plan applying to the entire United States as

submitted by F. B. Travers, general sales man-
ager, was approved and adopted. Under Mr.
Travers' plan, the entire United States has been
divided into a maximum of twenty distributing

zones, each with a definitely outlined territory,

covered by a written agreement with the dis-

tributor who is appointed to operate therein.

These zones, while following State lines as

closely as practicable, have been arranged not

by States but by the radio facilities within them.

The location of the broadcasting stations, the

degree of reception possible, and other condi-

tions having to do exclusively with radio have
determined the physical limitations of each of

the zones.

A slightly revised method of handling author-

ized dealers was adopted by the board of the

Magnavox Co. and the observance of the

authorized dealer policy as it was originally

outlined will be enforced more closely and with

greater thought than before. In the main, the

number of outlets has been cut down and the

reduced number of distributors will be given

all the co-operation that the Magnavox Co.

can give in the way of sales helps, details of

operation, statistical information and other

methods of sound sales promotion. Every dis-

tributor who has to date signed the contract

has commented most favorably upon it.

In addition to the points outlined above, Mr.

Travers mentioned a series of "Distributor-

Factory Executive Conferences" which will be

held twice yearly, at which time policies, mer-
chandise, territories, etc., will be discussed be-

tween the various executive members of the

Magnavox organization and the distributors so

that the entire marketing of Magnavox products

becomes a co-operative plan in which the dis-

tributor plays as great a part almost as the com-
pany itself. An interesting point in regard to

this new policy is shown by the fact that prior

to its adoption the Magnavox Co. had approx-

imately 115 competitive distributors and in

changing over to the zone system this num-
ber has been reduced to twenty, of which fifteen

zones have already been contracted for.

It will be readily recognized that under this

Hermann Thorens
Ste. Croix, Switzerland

Manufacturer of Europe's Most

Celebrated Swiss Phonograph

Motors

We are in a position

to deliver to American

phonograph manufac-

turers motors for use

in upright and console

model phonographs.

L.H.JUNOD&CO.
104 Fifth Ave. New York

Sole Agents for the U. S. A.

J

new system whereby distributors become an
integral part of the Magnavox organization

the necessity for a New York sales office has

been practically eliminated. Mr. Travers and
Mr. Pringle, heretofore associated with the

New York office, have moved their headquarters

to the main Magnavox plant at Oakland, Cali-

fornia. Leon Golder becomes Eastern district

manager with headquarters in Chicago, where
the Magnavox Co. has installed a large service

organization and showrooms which are at dis-

tributors' service at all times.

In order that this change might be made as

easily and with as little disturbance as possible,

June 1 was selected for the change on which
the new arrangement was put into effect.

The development of this new plan will be

watched with interest by the trade at large as

it marks an important change in the attitude

of the radio manufacturer toward his distribut-

ing organization, and one which is a decided

step forward in placing radio distribution and
merchandising on a sound footing.

Jean Goldkette to Be
Musical Director of WJR

Well-known Musician Receives Appointment as

Director of Jewett Radio & Phonograph Co.'s

New Station Which Will Open July 1

The Jewett Radio & Phonograph Co.'s broad-

casting station at Detroit, known as WJR,
will take its place among the leaders in the

broadcasting field July 1, when it will come on
the air with its inaugural program. It will be

the latest type Western Electric 5,000-watt

transmitter, the largest station in Michigan and
within a radius of 200 miles from Detroit.

The studio staff is now rounding into shape

and E. H. Jewett, president of the company,
announced recently the selection of Jean Gold-

kette as musical director. For some years he

has been a leader in Detroit music circles, in-

cluding among his musical directorships the

Detroit Athletic Club, the Book-Cadillac

Hotel and the Detroit College of Music. Mr.
Goldkette is a graduate of the Russian Con-
servatory of Music at Moscow, though a native

of France. His musical activities have centered

in Detroit for the last eight years, and he or-

ganized and directed the first Victor recording

orchestra in Detroit.

Another appointment to the WJR studio staff

is W. A. Dahlberg, who is one of the program
announcers. He is a member of this year's

graduating class at the University of Michigan,

winning many honors and was one of the honor
debaters at Ann Arbor.

Okeh Artist Broadcasts

The recent Okeh record release, "Mamie"
and "Miss You," both sung by Harry Robinson,
novelty singer, who accompanies himself on the

ukulele, is going exceptionally well. The writer

of one of the songs is connected with Bam-
berger's, Newark, and the number is being fea-

tured at that establishment. As part of the

exploitation program, Mr. Robinson recently

broadcast the numbers from station WOR,
the station connected with the Bamberger store.

The Better Homes Show at Memphis, Tenn.,

under the auspices of the National Better

Homes Movement, was a distinct success, at-

tracting large crowds, and the dealers who ef-

fected a tie-up with the event report increased

buying activity. Many fine models of talking

machines and radio sets were shown in the

model home.

die-emu

Within the scope of

Doehler Service comes
a sense of the respon-
sibility — on the part
of Doehler engineers
and metallurgists—for
making the design of

the die-cast part cor-

rect for the purpose
intended, before the
first stroke of work is

done on the die.

Here are the accumu-
lated skill and experi-
ence of 18 years of

die-casting i— lessons
learned in the making
of millions of die-cast-

ings for every con-
ceivable purpose —
available to the manu-
facturer who would
secure purchased
parts best suited to

his needs, at a price

which Doehler Quali-
ty and Service justify.

OENCRAL OFFICE AND ASSEMBLING DIVISION
BROOKLYN, N.Y.
PLANTS AT

POTTSTOWN.PA.- B ATAVIA.N.V - TOLEDO,0.
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Atwater Kent
radio

to-*,

Let's push

the

selling season

ahead!

Among many new trails blazed in Radio by .

Atwater Kent, the following are outstanding:

1» Backed by twenty-two years' experience in

making electrical instruments, Atwater

Kent was the first radio manufacturer able

to provide men and machines for large

scale quality production.

2« TheAtwater Kent Open Receiving Set was

the first set so distinctive in design and

workmanship that it immediately estab-

lished an enviable reputation for quality.

Open Set sales still thrive.

3» Atwater Kent was the first: radio manufac-

turer to use billboards nationally.The name

is branded deep on the public mind.

And nOW for the first time in the his-

tory of the industry a radio manufacturer

will drive his advertising Straight through

the summer.That manufacturer is Atwater

Kent.

5V

Model 20 Compact Model 12 Model 10

Model 19 Model 20 Model 24
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Atwater Kent
radio

jA.ND this summer advertising campaign
belongs to every Atwater Kent dealer.

Ifyou will slay with Radio this summer,
Radio will slay with you.

MagazineS-7,000,000 American

homes will be reached this summer— not

once, but again and again—with Atwater

Kent selling messages in ten of the great

national and class magazines.

Billboards Atwater Kent bill-

boards will blanket America and Canada.

The art of famous artists will work for

you— reminding, persuading, selling!

Dealer Helps -New booklets

for your counters, direct mail material,

newwindow trims, and cut-outs - display

material of all kinds is available to iden-

tify you with Atwater Kent advertising.

Broadcasting -Every Thursday

night from 9 to 10 (Eastern Daylight

Time) the Atwater Kent Radio Artists

will broadcast their now famous pro-

grams from the following eleven high-

power stations:

WEAF
WJAR
WEEI
WFI
WCAE

. New York

. Providence

. Boston

. Philadelphia

. Pittsburgh

wcco

WGR
WEAR
WWJ
WSAI
woe

. Minneapolis - St

. Buffalo

. Cleveland

. Detroit

. Cincinnati

. Davenport

Paul

Atwater Kent is doing its part—generat-

ing the power. -Do your part—throw the

switch. Let's push the selling season ahead!

Write for further detailed information

ATWATER KENT MFG. CO. • PHILADELPHIA, PA.

A. Atwater Kent. President

Model
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"POOl.FY
RADIC CABINETS

nvith,

ter Kent ,

radio ml

C~The

CABINETS of such superb design, work-

manship and finish that they leave

the prospective owner nothing to desire

but possession. A unique combination of

Pooley craftsmanship and Atwater Kent

Radio.

For you who would like to avoid the vor-

tex of competition by being above it, do

not Pooley Cabinets with Atwater Kent

Radio suggest the means ? Examine them
—compare them—study your market. There is

great business ahead. Are you lined up for it?

These new Pooley models are ready for imme-

diate shipment. We are emphatically told and

we believe that an extraordinary volume of busi-

ness awaits this line. Business has started on

them even this early—and briskly.

The nation-wide advertising of Atwater Kent

Radio and of Pooley Radio Cabinets with At-

water Kent Radio give dealers who handle the

Pooley line a support unparalleled.

The Women's side of it

Women are marching into the radio question.

They are intensely interested in the appearance

of their homes. They want radio in cabinets

that go with or add to their furniture. You've

found that out already—and women's sentiment

on this point is growing fast.

Pooley Cabinets meet that sentiment— in the

home, in your window, in your store. Pooley

Radio Cabinets mean business.

Pooley Cabinets are sold
through carefully selected

dealers ineach district. Orders
should be placed nou> to in-

sure delivery. See your job-

her or write for information
direct to Radio Sales Dept. A.
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Radio Cabinets

A few points

ALL WOOD fully seasoned. Panels laminated

l\. in 5 plies, cross-grained, to prevent warp-

ing, cracking and shrinking. Finished in beauti-

ful and rare burl woods.

All cabinet tops stationary— nothing to lift up

—no bric-a-brac to remove. (Put this idea up

to any woman.)

Pooley finish is permanent, not easily marred,

easy for the housewife to preserve.

All designs are authentic
;
developed and exe-

cuted by masters of good taste and skill.

Construction — seen or unseen — of Pooley in-

variable standard. These cabinets will never

disappoint their owners or you.

All Pooley Cabinets have ample room for "A"
and "B" batteries and battery charger. Battery

compartment is ventilated.

Cabinets equipped with the latest Atwater Kent
5-tube receiving sets. Panel model sets installed

in Pooley sliding device for immediate access

to tubes.

Receiving sets and reproducing units completely

wired— ready to attach to antenna and ground,

with special cableforeasein connecting batteries.

The Built'in Pooley Floating Horn
Each cabinet contains the built-in Pooley Float-

ing Horn (patent pending) with the celebrated

Atwater Kent Reproducing Unit— a combina-

tion which produces a volume, clarity, and truth

of tone surpassing anything radio science has

yet developed.

THE POOLEY COMPANY
Radio Sales Department A

1604 Indiana Avenue Philadelphia, U.S.A.

POOLEY*i
RADIO CABINETS

|
nvitk 1

Atwater KentJ
i radio €

IrterfiTi
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G~7he New Pooley

Model
1500-R-3

Exclusive Pooley
Features

EQUIPMENT: —latest model Atwater

Kent 5 -tube receiving set— the

Model 20 Compact; built-in Pooley

Floating Horn with Atwater Kent Re-

producing Unit; Pooley Phonograph

installed in horn—nickel plated sound

box; new improved Pooley tone arm
playing any standard record; turntable

brake; speed regulator; needle rest;

needle tray.

Top of cabinet stationary—grille opens

to operate phonograph, can be closed

while record is playing.

Radio set installed in sliding panel

affording ready access to tubes.

Ample space for both "A" and "B"
batteries and battery charger, with

special shelf compartment for record

albums.

Design:—Chinese Chippendale in

American Walnut or English Brown
Mahogany, duo-tone, of selected burl

woods.

Overall dimensions:— 50" high, 30"

wide, 18" deep.
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Radio -Phonograph

.t fills the eye with beauty, the ear with entertain-

ment. It offers every resource of radio and phono-

graph in a cabinet that adds charm to any home.

The last word in modern musical instruments—in

appearance and performance.

Count on Pooley for what's new and good

THE Pooley Radio-Phonograph itself shows it. The many
exclusive Pooley advantages embodied in the new model

prove it.

Here they are. They all count heavily in day-by-day satisfaction.

—Phonograph built in the horn— a Pooley invention, patent applied

for. A unique convenience because it

—

—Docs away with lifting the top. Grilles slide back to allow putting

on records.

—Set is installed in special Pooley sliding panel, giving immediate

access to tubes.

— Built-in Pooley Floating Horn, with the celebrated Atwater Kent
Reproducing Unit—developing a tone quality superior to anything pro-

duced heretofore in radio and phonograph science. Like fine violins,

Pooley horns are made of imported spruce of flawless grain and fault-

less quality.

—The shift from radio to phonograph is by simple movement.of a lever.

All this is combined in a Pooley Cabinet—an artistic creation in the

Chinese Chippendale style produced by Pooley master craftsmen. It is

the latest and greatest achievement of 25 years of making high grade
cabinet phonographs and of 42 years of building furniture of quality.

Pooley quality is a fact—not just a talking point.

This new model is ready for immediate shipment. It's the most remark-

able proposition put on the market since radio or the phonograph
first appeared.

The new Pooley Radio- Phonograph will be sold through a compara-
tively few, carefully selected dealers in each district. Orders should be

placed now to insure delivery. See your jobber or write for informa-

tion direct.

THE POOLEY COMPANY
Radio-Phonograph Sales Department A

1604 Indiana Ave. ^^^^^ Philadelphia, U.S.A.

- POOLEY -

radio-phonograph

Atwater Kent \

\ RADIO If

wmm

IE1CJC JCV
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Edison Pioneers Present New Jersey With
Tablet Commemorating Edison's Inventions

Bronze Tablet Erected at Menlo Park, Where Thomas A. Edison Conceived Many of His Inven-

tions and Carried on His Early Experiments—Impressive Ceremony Marked Event

The Edison Pioneers, men who worked by the

side of Thomas A. Edison in the early days of

his career, presented on May 16, to the State

of New Jersey, a bronze tablet commemorating

the achievements and inventions of Mr. Edison.

The tablet has been erected at Menlo Park,

N. J., the place where he conceived many of

his inventions and carried on the experiments

which resulted in his many gifts to mankind.

Gov. Silzer, of New Jersey; President Hibben,

of Princeton University; the mayors of several

New York and New Jersey cities, and the ex-

ecutives of some of the largest companies in

the electrical industry, together with nearly all

of Mr. Edison's early associates, participated

in the dedication ceremonies.

The tablet is set in a huge granite boulder

with a base of concrete, containing bricks from

the foundation of the first Edison home in

Menlo Park, and is on the Lincoln Highway,

close to the original workshops and labora-

tories. It bears the following inscription:

"On this site—1876-1882—Thomas Alva Edi-

son began his work of service for the world

to illumine the path of progress and lighten

labor for mankind. This tablet is placed by the

Edison Pioneers to attest the gratitude of the

industries he did so much to create."

Charles L. Clarke, president of the Edison

Pioneers, made the address of welcome, and in

his talk he spoke of the men who had worked

for many years with Mr. Edison and shared

in his triumphs.

John W. Lieb, vice-president of the New
York Edison Co. and first electrician of the

original power generating plant built by Mr.

Edison in New York, made the dedication ad-

dress. Gov. George S. Silzer accepted on be-

half of the State and in his address of accept-

ance said in part

:

"This is historic ground, for it marks a step

in the progress of the world.

"Here, in enduring bronze, is recorded for

all time the fact that on this spot Thomas Alva

Edison, by his genius, his industry and his abil-

ity, made some of the greatest discoveries the

world has ever known, and thus made this a

better world and a happier place in which to

live.

"It is especially gratifying that this should

take place in the lifetime of him whom we

honor to-day, and that the inspiration should

have come from those who here labored with

Thomas A. Edison and Memorial Tablet

him and who shared with him the thrill of dis-

covery and achievement."

Following this address, the tablet was un-

veiled by Mrs. Thomas A. Edison. Other ad-

dresses were made by Dr. J. G. Hibben, Edwin

W. Rice, Jr., honorary chairman of the board,

General Electric Co., and Samuel Insull, presi-

dent of the Commonwealth Edison Co. of Chi-

cago. About six hundred friends and associates

of Mr. Edison attended the dedication cere-

monies. Beautiful souvenir programs of the

event, containing an autographed photograph of

Mr. Edison and a photograph of the memorial

tablet with a sketched-in background of the

original laboratory, were distributed to all those

in attendance. Also enclosed in the program

was the following tribute, penned in honor of

the occasion by Richard Rogers Bowker:
MENLO PARK

1875-1925

On this site, half a century since, the searching brain,

the patient hand, began their work to find and wield the

latent powers Nature still held in store. Today, a million

men, at rise of sun march to the workshops of the world,

their tread a paean to the Chief, whose wizardry made live

the whirring wheels, the vibrant wires, and woke new powers

of service for the world.

Jewett Go. to Introduce

Five-tube Radio Set

Edward H. Jewett, president of the Jewett

Radio & Phonograph Co., Pontiac, Mich., an-

nounced personally recently that the company
would introduce a five-tube radio set in its line

of products this coming Fall. The Jewett or-

ganization has been a prominent factor the past

year in the production of various types of radio

apparatus, featuring principally its loud speaker

known as the Superspeaker.

In referring to his announcement, Mr. Jewett

stated: "It was not the original intention of

our company to manufacture a receiving set, but

we have gone into this new field with the inten-

tion of manufacturing a receiver that will match

up with our Superspeaker in every way. We
have been working eighteen months to bring

our results up to the standard we set out to

reach, and the set is fully equal in performance

to the difficult tests we designed for it."

The Jewett radio set will be made in two mod-
els, portable and fixed, and likewise the Super-

speaker will also appear in two types, namely,

the old familiar style and a new box type. Other

Jewett radio products this Fall will include the

Highboy, a fine piece of cabinet work contain-

ing the loud speaker, the Vemco unit for pho-

nograph attachment, the Micro-Dial and the

Parkay cabinets for radio fans who build their

own sets.

Music Critic Praises

the Columbia Masterworks

Among the outstanding tributes paid to the

Musical Masterworks Series of Columbia Pho-

nograph Co. records have been those written

by leading music critics throughout the country.

The latest of these reviewers to consider the

Columbia Masterworks is Edwin J. Stringhand,

of the Denver Post, who in discussing new
books on music, digressed to comment on the

educational value of the records, saying in part:

"These records present the complete opuses

and are played with precious few cuts and are

faithful reflections of the playing of the leading

European organizations. It is not saying too

much when this series is pronounced the most
monumental accomplishment in the history of

phonograph recording. The series should prove

of value to the student and teacher of music

who desire to learn the scores offered. It is

suggested that one secure the miniature scores

of the recorded works and that the study pro-

ceed through both the eye and the ear."

"Pinafore" Issued in Album

The Victor Talking Machine Co. recently re-

leased the comic opera, "Pinafore," in album

form. The album includes eight double-faced

twelve-inch records, recorded by the D'Oyly

Carte Opera Company. A booklet giving the

words of each number in the opera is included

with the set. A synopsis of the opera also

appears on the inside front cover of the album.

The L. R. Donehue Corp., Hackensack, N. J.,

was recently incorporated at Dover, Del., with

a capital stock of $200,000 to manufacture radio

apparatus,

Yes, there is a Difference

in Talking Machine Felts

HOW shall a talking machine manufacturer, who seeks the utmost
quality in turntable felts, make the right choice?
"Felt is felt," you say. Not so! Turntable felt of different makes

may look alike, but there is a wide variance in quality.
It is easy to skimp in the quality of wool. And it is easier still to

skimp in the feltingi process. The life and strength of the wool will be lost
if the work be handled by any but the most skilled experts.

How, then, shall you know. This is the safe and sure way:

Try "AMERICAN"— it's the standard
Durability is inbred in American Felt Company's felts. In quality of

raw material and quality of workmanship they are unequalled. And to
insure longer service, all our felts are now protected against ravages of
moths. This is done during the process of manufacture—not after.

The constantly growing preference of talking machine manufacturers
for these good felts is the best proof of their worth!

Write our nearest office for quotations. Experienced felt men there
are ready and eager to serve you.

AMERICAN FELT COMPANY
213 Congress St., Boston 114 E. 13th Street, New York City

325 So. Market Street, Chicago
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Bel-Canto Speakers

Gooseneck Fibre Cabinet Speaker, pat- Original Adjust-
Horn, adjustable, ented reed tone able Fibre Horn,

$15.00 chamber. $17.50 $10.00

Volume and mellow, brilliant tone quality—truly "beautiful
singers." Best workmanship—solid wood—beautifully finished.
All adjustable. Of dealers or direct. West of Rockies 50c addi-
tional. JOBBERS—Write us today' about out-of-town territory.

Bel-Canto Radio and Telephone Equipment Co. Inc.
872 BROADWAY. NEW YORK

Revised List Prices on
Single-Face Red Seals

Victor Co. Has Announced Plan for Clearing

Dealers' Shelves of Slow-Moving Single-

Faced Red Seal Records—Price Reductions

In order to assist dealers in moving off their

shelves stocks of single-faced Red Seal records

which have remained since the exchange some
time ago when the double-face Red Seal records

were put in use, the Victor Co. has announced a

general list price reduction on the single-face

Red Seal selections. Under the new schedule

10-inch Red Seal records, formerly listed at

$1.25, may be sold at 65 cents; records listed at

$2 will be sold at $1.10; records listed at $3.50

will be sold at $1.60, etc.

In taking care of dealers in the downward
revision of prices the Victor Co. has arranged

a plan whereby the dealer is credited with

$37.50 for every hundred dollars' worth of

single-face Red Seal records at present in stock

at list prices prevailing in July, 1923. This

credit is to be applied to Victrola purchases of

the dealers.

It is believed that the plan will serve to clear

the shelves of slow-moving stock and free the

trade of a burden that has prevailed since the

last Red Seal exchange. The plan was adopted

with the idea that it would be much more suc-

cessful than another straight exchange which
would be simply a record replacement proposi-

tion and call for the destruction of old records

valued at many thousands of dollars.

Crosley Corp. Enlarges

Cabinet-making Plant

Work Completed on New Building Providing

for Increased Cabinet-making Facilities

Work has been completed upon the new build-

ing and enlarged facilities of the cabinet-mak-

ing department of the Crosley Radio Corp. in

Plant 3, Cincinnati. This is to take care of the

increased schedule in production of radio re-

ceiving sets, including the Trirdyn and one, two
and three-tube regenerative receivers.

New machinery and wood-working appliances

have been installed so as to make it possible

to manufacture 6,000 radio sets a day by the

time Fall comes. Last year 375 men were em-
ployed there, but with the doubling of the size

of the plant many more workers will be re-

quired.

Mahogany to be used in Crosley cabinets is

on its way from Africa, South America and
other places and will arrive within the next few

months.

New Popular Gennett Record

The recent Gennett record release, "Dingle

Puck Goat," coupled with "My Love Is on the

Ocean," is selling exceptionally well and bids

fair to equal the sales volume achieved by
"Green Grows the Rushes," the recording of

the Gennett Irish catalog which has proved a

phenomenal seller. "Dingle Puck Goat" is

played by the McNamara Trio, piccolo, violin

and piano.

Announce Price Boost on
Nyaccoflex Radio Sets

Will Become Effective on July First—New Style

Being Introduced

Formal Opening of New
United Music Go. Branch

Fine Line of Talking Machines, Radio and
Pianos Featured in Rockland, Mass., Store

The New York Album & Card Co., New York
City, manufacturer of Nyacco record albums

and the Nyaccoflex line of radio sets and panels,

has announced a price increase effective July

first on the Nyaccoflex R. P. 1, which is a port-_

able combination radio phonograph. This is a

two-tube set which through its reflex circuit is

claimed to be equivalent to sets of other cir-

cuits employing more tubes. The list price will

be raised from $55 to $65. It is announced that

this increase was made in order to allow the

trade a larger discount. Max Willinger, presi-

dent of the company, states, however, that all

orders received up to July first for this number
will be received at the old price of $55.

A new number added to the Nyaccoflex line

has been announced which will be known as the

Nyaccoflex R. P. 2. This set is also a portable

although naturally of a smaller size than the

portable combination. Both "A" and "B" bat-

teries and a loud speaker are self contained

and through the compactness of this set, its

ease of operation and general efficiency it will

undoubtedly generate a big demand.

Rockland, Mass., June 8.—The United Music

Co., of this city, is now located in the new Big-

elow Building. The opening days were Friday

and Saturday, May 22 and 23. Mr. Goodwin,
manager, is very pleased with the new location,

which affords a better opportunity for giving

service than before. The store is very well

lighted. The north side of the store contains

record racks. In the rear are four sound-proof

record booths. Among the pianos featured by
the United Music Co. is the Gulbransen. The
phonograph line includes the Victor, Brunswick
and Sonora and the Stromberg Carlson and At-

water Kent radio' lines are handled. A new
feature is a battery charging rectifier installed

in the basement of the store, which charges bat-

teries in eight hours. The United Music Co. op-

erates stores in Brockton, Rockland, Plymouth
and Webster, Mass., New London, Willimantic

and Stafford Springs, Conn.

George W. Martin Dead

George W. Martin, sales representative of the

American Talking Machine Co., Brooklyn, N.

Y., died suddenly from an attack of acute in-

digestion on Thursday, May 28. Mr. Martin

had beenjn the talking machine trade for many
years and of recent years covered the New
England States, Pennsylvania and upper New
York for the American organization. Funeral

services were held at Derby, Conn., on Sunday,

May 31.

H. B. Ray a Daddy

"Okeh" in every way is the son of H. B. Ray,

who first saw the light of day a month or so

ago. The proud father is a salesman for the

wholesale division of the General Phonograph
Corp., New York. Richard Norton Ray is the

name of the new arrival who will in two decades

or so be extolling the virtues of Okeh and
Odeon.

Operating on a Day and
Night Working Shift

Claremont, N. H., June 5.—The Claremont

Waste Mfg. Co., of this city, manufac-
turer of cotton flocks, has been operating on a

day and night shift since last October, and
according to S. Steinfield, president of the com-
pany, it is expected that this schedule will con-

tinue indefinitely, because of the growing de-

mand for its cotton flocks by the record, radio

and other industries which the company serves.

Mr. Steinfield states further that his company
is finding a steadily increasing demand for the

better grade of flocks used in record manufac-
ture and apparently the demand for records

compares very favorably with the demand in

previous years. The Claremont Waste Mfg. Co.

is preparing for an active Fall trade and is in-

creasing its service facilities accordingly.

Sonora Sales Growing

The Gibson-Snow Co., Syracuse, representa-

tive of the Sonora Phonograph Co., Inc., for

central New York, reports an ever-increasing

demand for the Sonora portable.

<yhe polish

is important

too/
There are still a lot of dealers who are under

the impression that the polish of a phonograph
needle is an unimportant detail. They think,

undoubtedly, that the shiny surface is there

merely to make the needle look nice! Not at all!

To give perfect reproduction, eliminate sur-

face noises, and, by fitting the record grooves
exactly, have minimum wear on the record, the
point of a needle must be absolutely perfect.
Perfect points are impossible if extreme care

is not taken in the polishing process. Too much
polishing in one place and not enough in an-
other will result in the point being lop-sided,
curved, or even flattened. The disastrous ef-

feet of such a needle on the record grooves can
easily be imagined—and proved.
Examine a package of Okeh and Truetone

Needles and you will find every playing point
highly polished—and every point absolutely per-
fect!

There is record sales insurance in

Products of the

GENERAL PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION
OTTO HEINEMAN, President

25 West 45th Street New York, N. Y.
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Licensed under U. S. Navy Patents

THE FIRST COMPLETE RADIO ENSEMBLE
Just what you have been waiting for—Just what you would expect Stewart'Warner to produce—A complete group

of perfectly matched radio units that gives unheard'of performance!

STEWART-WARNER Radio— the ensemble radio— is

now ready!

The good news has been hard to keep! Extreme secrecy has

guarded every move and discovery of Stewart-Warner engi'

neers, who have for more than two years been engaged in the

solution of a tremendous problem— the perfection of radio! Yet
for months the radio world has been atremble with the rumor
that "something revolutionary in radio is about to be announced''

So the announcement of Stewart-Warner Radio is not a sur-

prise because everybody has been expecting it. You know you,

yourself, have been waiting for a concern like Stewart-Warner
to take the uncertainties, disappointments and troubles out of

radio and give you only real results.

Stewart-Warner Radio has done this for you, and we offer as

our contribution to radio progress the complete group of per-

fectly matched Stewart-Warner Radio units.

The term "Stewart-Warner Radio" signifies this complete

group, or ensemble, which includes:

1. The complete line of Stewart-Warner Instruments in which
is incorporated, for the first time, the great, fivctube U. S.

Navy circuit;

2. The Stewart-Warner Reproducer which we have built to

give perfect harmony with Stewart'Warner Instruments;

3. Stewart'Warner Radio Tubes, which are so skillfully dc
signed that they perform with ease the most difficult of all

tube functions—that of radio frequency amplification;

4. Batteries, aerial and ground equipment complete the ensemble.

Stewart-Warner Radio Instruments, Models and Prices to fit every need. Stewart-Warner Reproducer, $25.00. Stewart-Warner Radio Tubes, each, $3.00.

Batteries, Aerial and Ground Equipment for this ensemble can be secured from authorized Stewart-Warner Radio Dealers.

Exclusive Stewart-Warner Wholesale Radio Distributors

ARIZONA
Phoenix, 245 47 W Adams St.

CALIFORNIA
Fresno, 1412 Broadway
Los Angeles, 1366 S. Figueroa St.

Oakland, 326 23rd St.

Sacramento, 1516 J St.

San Diego.8i 1 Front at F St.

San Francisco, 1450 Van Ness Ave.

COLORADO
Denver, 1153 Bannock St.

CONNECTICUT
Hartford, 45-47 Wells St.

DIST. OF COLUMBIA
Washington, 1117 14th St., N.W.

FLORIDA
Jacksonville, 007 Main St

GEORGIA
Atlanta, 399 Peachtree St.

ILLINOIS
Chicago, 1826 52 Diversey Pkwy.

[Executive Offices]

Chicago, 1312 Michigan Ave.
[Branch Office]

5657 Broadway
[Branch Office]

INDIANA
lndianapolis,5ioCapitol St.

IOWA
Des Moines, 16001602 Locust St.

KENTUCKY
Louisville, 953 S. Third St.

LOUISIANA
New Orleans, 1 322 St. CharlesAve.

MARYLAND
Baltimore, 11 17 Cathedral St.

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston, 1111 Commonwealth Ave.
Springfield, 761 Main St.

MICHIGAN
Detroit, 7321 Woodward Ave.

[Branch Office]

Grand Rapids,7i 0-7 1 2 Monroe Ave.

MINNESOTA
Minneapolis, 1116-18 Second Ave.,S.

St. Paul, 231 W. Sixth St.

MISSOURI
Kansas City, 1827 Grand Ave.
St. Louis. 3206 Locust St.

NEBRASKA
Omaha, 2043 45 Farnam St.

NEW JERSEY
Newark, 332-336 Plane St.

NEW YORK
Albany, 338 Central Ave.
Brooklyn, 1060 Bedford Ave.

Buffalo, 1224 Main St.

New York, 37-43 W. 65th St.

[Branch Office]

Rochester, 3 Charlotte St.

Syracuse, 516 E. Genesee St.

Utica, 257 Elizabeth St.

OHIO
Cincinnati, 224 E. Seventh St.

Cleveland, 2309 Chester Ave.
Columbus, 300 E. Long St.

Toledo, 609 61 1 Huron St.

OREGON
Portland, 495 Burnside at Four-

teenth St.

PENNSYLVANIA
Harnsburg, 1133 Mulberry St.

Philadelphia, 1419N Broad St.

Pittsburgh, Baum Blvd. and
Millvale Ave.

Scranton, 123 Franklin Ave.

RHODE ISLAND
Providence, no Broadway

TENNESSEE
Memphis, 241 Monroe Ave.

Nashville, 425 Commerce St.

TEXAS
Dallas, 2122-24 Jackson St.

El Paso, 709 Texas St.

Houston, 171 1 Main St.

San Antonio, N. Alamo at Fifth St.

UTAH
Salt Lake City, 69W. 4th South St.

VIRGINIA
Richmond, 161 5 W. Broad St

WISCONSIN
Milwaukee, 582-584 Jefferson St.

WASHINGTON
Seattle, 151 5 Broadway
Spokane, First and Jefferson Sts.

Tacoma, 735-737 Broadway
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Why Stewart-Warner Radio Dealers
Cannot Fail to be Successful!

The Stewart-Warner Radio Dealer's Franchise Offers

100 per cent Sales Protection to Dealers Who Can

Qualify—Apply by Coupon Below

STEWART-WARNER is in the radio business to stay, and to give service. We
are building a nation-wide organisation of exclusive Stewart'Warner Radio

Dealers. We are furnishing our dealers with a complete line of the finest radio

equipment that it is possible to produce—everything that their customers will re'

quire. We are providing absolute sales protection and fair trade practices for all

Stewart-Warner Radio Dealers by a sound, sensible distribution policy, never be-

fore offered. We are, through our representatives in the field, personally assisting

every dealer in his business, insuring him of success.

Stewart-Warner is distributing its Radio Products to

dealers through its own, long established organisation

of Exclusive Stewart'Warner Wholesale Distributors.

For years Stewart'Warner has zoned the country

into 55 distributing territories, with fixed boundaries,

based on buying centers, freight rates, transportation

routes, wholesaling habits and newspaper influence.

One of these exclusive Stewart'Warner Wholesale

Radio Distributors is established in each territory

with an exclusive franchise.

These Distributors positively will not wholesale Stew
art'Warner Radio Products to any one except dealers

holding Stewart'Warner Radio Franchises. Stewart'

Warner stands alone in offering, and in its ability to

give dealers this 100 per cent sales protection against

sales by distributors straight to consumers. Our Radio

Dealers will be given the same opportunity to conduct

a successful business as are Stewart'Warner Acces'

sory Dealers. We pledge it—and our word is backed

by years of sound business dealings with thousands of

successful dealers.

Furthermore, every Stewart'Warner Wholesale Radio

Distnbutor maintains a corps of factory-trained radio

experts— both sales and technical— whose explicit

duties are to make a 100 per cent success of every

Stewart-Warner Radio Dealer. Our Radio Dealer

Franchise carries with it this expert aid—this service

that insures a profitable business for every retailer of

Stewart-Warner Radio.

The Stewart-Warner Radio Dealer Franchise is a valu-

able contract for which every dealer should strive. There

are certain qualification requirements. We want deal-

ers who will make a real business of radio. We want
only men of foresight who can look ahead and see the

radio industry after the weeding-out process is over.

Fill out the application blank below and mail it to us.

Our representative will call with some information

very interesting to you.

SPEEDOMETER CORPORATION
Builders of Magnetic and Electrical

Equipment for 20 Years

CHICAGO, U.S.A.

(C) 1925. Stewan-Wamer Speedometer Cor'n

Application for Stewart'Warner Radio Dealer Franchise
(CONFIDENTIAL)

As an aid to us in considering your qualifications and in giv-

ing us a record.will you please answer the following questions?

What is your present business?

How long have you been in this business?

Do you now handle radio? Yes fj No fj

If so, what kinds?

Radio Division
Stewart-Warner Speedometer
Corporation
1824 Diversey Pkwy., Chicago, 111

If you only

want a copy of
Booklet just check here

Gentlemen:— I want to be considered in connection with a Stewart-Warner
Radio Dealership and to discuss the details with your representative.

How many sets did you sell in the last 12 months?

What was the amount of this annual business? $

What was your total business in all lines for

the last 12 months? .... $

State any other qualifications on a separate sheet and attach.

Date

Name_

Address.

City . State.
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Will the Present Methods of Wholesale

Distribution Survive in the Radio Field?

M. C. Rypinski, Vice-President, C. Brandes, Inc., Expresses the Belief That the Jobber Will Sur-

vive in Radio Provided His Responsibilities Are Intelligently Carried Out

The recent announcement of several of the

nationally known radio manufacturers of a

direct-to-the-dealer distribution policy must

make every forward-looking manufacturer and

distributor consider carefully where the future

is leading them in this matter of radio distribu-

tion.

Distribution is being considered broadly by

the Department of Commerce and by several

of the manufacturers' and jobbers' associations.

What will come out of these studies cannot

yet be foretold, but it must be obvious to any

thinking person that the present high cost of

distribution must either be reduced or a more

satisfactory justification of them be forth-

coming.

As an illustration of how the cost of dis-

tribution has increased in radio during the past

several years without additional service being

rendered by the jobber, in fact with probably a

decreasing service so far as the individual manu-

facturer is concerned, it may be of interest to

note that devices of a character which the manu-

facturer sold to the jobber in, say, 1922 at 60

per cent of the price to the user are now in the

case of certain manufacturers sold to the jobber

at approximately 40 per cent of the price to the

user.

It is very difficult for the casual observer to

understand why the distribution of a product

should involve a burden 50 per cent greater

than its manufacture. It would seem that, if

anything, the manufacturer has to assume a

greater risk than the distributor, and therefore

his proportion of the return should be greater

than that accorded to the distribution end of

the business.

As this article concerns itself primarily with

the radio jobber and his survival, the writer

proposes to confine his further comments to

the jobbing phase of such distribution. Per-

haps we can best approach this by setting down
those functions which the jobber is supposed

to perform.

First—He is expected by the manufacturer

to actively promote the sale of the particular

manufacturer's products among his dealers.

Second—To carry the dealer accounts and
undertake the credit risk.

Third—To carry an adequate stock of the

merchandise, ordering from the manufacturer

in relatively large quantities, and make practi-

cally all shipments to the dealers from such

stock.

Fourth—To exert his best efforts in forward-

ing the sales policy of the manufacturer and

to keep the distribution of the product on a

M. C. Rypinski at Work

plane satisfactory to the manufacturer. By
this is meant that he is to use his most effect-

ive moral suasion to avoid price demoralization,

and he is to select dealers with due regard to

the ideals and policies of the manufacturer.

Normally no radio manufacturer would be

disposed to contemplate any change from the

jobber-dealer distribution set-up were the jobber

to function with even a reasonable degree of

acceptability along the lines above laid down.

With the rapid growth of the radio industry,

however, and the exceedingly great amount of

competition in manufacture and in distribution,

a number of conditions have arisen which have

prevented the jobber from functioning satis-

factorily along these lines.

Space will not permit of our going into the

reasons for the chaotic conditions which exist

and these are not pertinent to the discussion,

for what we are most interested in here is the

Make Your
Own Records

on the Edison

Diamond Disc

with The Oro-Tone
Combined Record-

ing, Reproducing
and Radio Attach-

ment

No. lOO ORO-TONE 3 in 1 Attachment
Will Record on The Edison

Will Play All Records on The Edison

Will Convert The Edison Into a Radio Loud Speaker

The ORO-TONE Co.
1000 George St. Chicago, U. S. A.

Send for Sample on Approval

LIST PRICE
$8.50

NICKEL FINISH

LIST PRICE
$10.50

GOLD OR OX.

improvement of the situation and the preserva-

tion of the jobber-dealer distribution set-up.

Can the jobber in radio, if he is so inclined,

carry out all of the responsibilities above out-

lined in a satisfactory manner?
I think he can, provided he will confine his

efforts to a minimum number of representative

lines which are not essentially competitive, and
will similarly limit the number of his dealer

accounts.

This requires as a corollary that the manu-
facturer should on his part make this practic-

able by limiting the number of his jobbers in

a given territory to those who also do not es-

sentially compete.

The jobber who continues to handle a mul-
tiplicity of competing lines cannot perforce do
justice to any one of them and a number of

the forward-looking jobbers are recognizing

this difficulty and are correcting it by radically

limiting the lines which they will handle.

A number of the forward-looking manufac-
turers realizing this also are taking steps to

reduce the number of their jobbers and to work
out some sort of a franchise dealer plan.

If, therefore, an honest effort is made in the

future by the jobber to properly serve a limited

number of representative manufacturers, backed
up as he will be by those manufacturers, then,

in the writer's humble opinion, the radio jobber

may look forward to a long and useful life.

Special Gennett Records
to Retail at Fifty Gents

First Release of New Series Comprises Popular
Song and Dance Selections With a Few
Standard Numbers

Richmond, Ind., June 6.—The Gennett Record

Division of the Starr Piano Co. released to

the trade on June 1 a list of fifty popular song
and dance hits, with a few of the favorite

standard selections interspersed, to retail at fifty

cents. There has been a considerable demand
for a cheaper record and the company expects

to do a considerable business with this new
series. Dealers' advertising material, including

folders and window streamers, will be issued on

this series the same as on the higher priced

stock.

The new popular price series of Gennett rec-

ords were displayed at the convention in Chi-

cago last week and the trade had excellent op-

portunity to examine and hear them.

New Portable Phonograph
Introduced to the Trade

The Berg Auto Trunk & Specialty Co., Long
Island City, N. Y., which for many years has

manufactured high-class luggage and which

more recently has made the fine cabinets for

some of the largest radio manufacturers, now
announces a new portable phonograph with

some exclusive features.

The product is marketed at a popular price

under the trade name Berg Artone phonograph.

This instrument is extremely attractive. The
case is of the highest quality hand tooled

weather-proof leather finish. The Artone

phonograph is produced in two models, one with

square and one with rounded corners. It is

produced in three colors, walnut brown, mahog-
any or gray, to suit the tastes of various con-

sumers. The inside construction is equally

presentable and attractive. It carries a record

pocket holding eighteen standard size records.

It has a specially patented clarifying amplifier

giving added length to the tone column and

lending itself to increased tone and volume.

The personnel of the Berg Auto Trunk &
Specialty Co. has a wide acquaintance in the

music trade and arrangements have already

been made for some distribution on. the product.

A campaign has been inaugurated giving this

new quality product unusual publicity and a

sales drive to the trade and introduction to con-

sumers is under way.
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DEHORN
eliminates metallic toneV

INTER-OCEAN
CABINET OPEROLA

''It Speaks For Iteelj"

A beautiful golden brown fabrikoid

leather cabinet embossed in yellow gold.

Exceptionally mellow tone, unusual vol-

ume and clarity. Special best grade ad-

justable unit mounted in Bakelite non-vi-

brant case with fibre "WOODEHORN" .

Show this cabinet Operola first to your

most particular customers.

List Price $18.00

There is an OPEROLA or "WOODE-
HORN" to suit every taste and every

pocket. Sixteen different models that

embody greatest dollar for dollar value

in the loud speaker field today. They

may be had with adjustable and non-ad-

justable units and horns with straight

neck, goose neck or the Inter-Ocean

"Horn of Plenty." All types are varia-

tions of the famous, patented Inter-

Ocean fibre horn.

We are sole patentees and hold basic

patents on this widely used and justly

popular type of horn,—as well as on

Inter-Ocean Units.

DEALERS AND JOBBERS
Write or wire today for our complete catalog

and our unusual sales proposition with dis-

counts and special sales-promotion literature

INTER-OCEAN Radio Products bring the trade

that you want. Their high quality and low price

make satisfied customers, repeat business and rapid

turnover—which means bigger profits for you.

Successful merchants throughout the country are

handling the Inter-Ocean line because:—

J
Priced to sell fast and make a good
profit for you.

Guarani
friends.

£ Guaranteed high quality means more

O Dealer helps and advertising make sell-
• ing easier.

4 Immediate delivery — No long waiting
• for stock.

HERE ARE A FEW OF INTER-OCEAN
RAPID SELLING PRODUCTS

Type "A" Loud Speaker Unit

A remarkable unit for full volume,
accurate reproduction and mellow
tone. At this price a real sales build-
ing feature for you.

List Price $3.00

Type "B" Loud Speaker Unit

The greatest unit on the market today.

Bakelite top and specially designed diaphragm
assure perfect reproduction at all tone fre-

quencies. This unit answers the demand for

the 100% phonograph attachment.

List Price $5.00

The New Reverso Plug
No more changing wires to change
the polarity of headset or loud speaker.

Just press button like an electric light

switch and know instantly if the po-
larity is correct. There is a tremen-
dous demand for this plug.

List Price $.50

INTER-OCEAN
RADIO CORPORATION

FACTORY NO. 1:

Mfrs. of Radio Horns and Loud Speakers

205-215 Tenth Street

FACTORY NO. 2:

26-28 Prospect Street

Newark, N. J.

Jersey City, N. J.

FACTORY NO. 3:

243 Mercer Street

Jersey City, N. J.
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All Lines Moving Satisfactorily in the

Cincinnati Territory, Report Dealers

Continued Good Demand for Talking Machines and Records Seen as Forerunner of Busy Summer
Aggressive Tactics of Dealers Responsible for Sales Boosts—News and Activities

Cincinnati, ()., June S.—According to reports

of dealers, there was a good demand for talk-

ing machines and records through (lie month

of May, and it is thought that trade will be

equally good in June. The better grades of

merchandise have been selling more freely than

the cheap, but all kinds have been moving well.

Radio combinations continue to be in fair de-

mand throughout this territory.

Going After Camp Trade

Howard Chubb, of the Chubb-Steinberg Mu-
sic Shop, reports that radio is moving well at

this store, where the Ware Model T is being

featured. He has stimulated the firm's record

business by adding the "Perfect" record, sell-

ing at thirty-nine cents. "This price seems to

appeal to buyers just now," he explained, "be-

cause camp time is coming on and nearly all

campers buy the cheaper records, as they dp

not want to subject the expensive makes to

camp life." Mr. Chubb will join the Cincinnati

delegation to the national convention of the mu-
sic trade, which will be held in Chicago in June.

An Attractive Window Display

One of the most attractive window displays

in the city is that of the Brunswick Shop, at

532 Walnut street, of which Louis H. Ahaus
is the owner. The display is called "Moonlight

and Roses," and it is designed to attract atten-

tion to the record of that name. There is a

floor of soft green grass, a lattice covered with

roses in bloom, and beams from a full moon
coming from above. There is a rustic seat,

and of course there is a Brunswick phonograph
ami records. Air. Ahaus states that his business

has been quite brisk during the past month,

with June starting out well. "But we do not

get business by waiting for it to come to us,"

he explained. "We go out and get it," he said,

"making a house-to-house canvass and 'pulling

the door bells' in the good, old-fashioned way."

Baldwin Shop Busy
At the Baldwin Shop it was reported that

talking machines and records are both selling

well. The May sales, it was said, were greater

than those of the same month of last year, and

June is expected to be still better. While it is

harder to get business than it used to be, it was

pointed out, it is always possible to make sales

if one works hard enough and goes about it

in the right way.

Advertising Brings Sales Increase

Widener's has been running in the daily news-

papers an advertisement that has a rather ar-

resting line. "No Static—Have a Concert

Whenever You Want It!" says a big-type head-

ing. According to Manager Morris Fantle, the

concern's business continues to show an in-

crease.

Going After Business and Getting It

"Business would be quiet if we would let it,"

stated Edw. M. Cooper, dealer in talking ma-

chines and records, who has an unusually at-

tractive store at 810 Madison avenue, Coving-

ton. "We do not give business a chance to get

quiet," he explained, "and we keep it active by

keeping our goods before the public, first in

one way and then in another. We find it harder

to make sales than it was in 'boom' times, but

by 'keeping everlastingly at it' we succeed in

keeping our volume at a normal point."

Encouraging Cash Sales

At the store of the W. R. Graul Co., it was

stated by Miss Streng, who is in charge of the

talking machine and record section, that while

business has been somewhat uneven, with in-

creases of sales one week and drops the next,

the average sales show an increase. "Talking

machines have been in good demand the past

two weeks," she stated, "and the demand for

records has been correspondingly good, and this

indicates that business is becoming less 'spotty'

ami more stable. In nearly every case where

one of the more expensive machines has been

sold the customer has not asked for time, but

has paid cash."

Steady Gains in Brunswick Sales

J. E. Henderson, local manager for the Bruns-

wick-Balke-Collender Co., maker of Brunswick

phonographs and records, stated that the

sales in May of this year were considerably

greater than the sales of the same month of

the previous year. A recent guest at the com-

pany's local headquarters was W. C. Hutchings,

assistant general sales manager, from the Chi-

cago office. C. T. McKelvey, special representa-

To provide music which will cater to every

buyer's whim is the purpose behind each new

release of OKzL^ Records-

The Service of

STERLING ROLL and RECORD CO.
Functions immediately

upon receipt of your order.

The OKzL Dealer Never
Knows Regrets

For details write direct to

STERLING ROLL and RECORD CO.
137 West 4th Street CINCINNATI, OHIO

tive from the Chicago office, was here the latter

part of May, doing work among the dealers.

He has been assigned to the New York and
Boston branches for the next three months, and

will visit the dealers in those cities. Among
the out-of-town Brunswick dealers who have

recently visited the local headquarters were W.
S. Carter, of Ashland, Ky.

;
James White, of

Ironton, O., and R. M. Thornberry, of Owcns-
boro, Ky.

Unique Columbia Record Interests

According to Miss R. Helberg, manager of

the local branch of the Columbia Distributors,

much attention has been attracted by the new
record which was made by the Associated Glee

Clubs of America. On it, she explained, 4,8Sfl

voices are recorded, this having been done in

the Metropolitan Opera House, New York, and
it is the first which was not made in a special

recording room. The record reproduces

"Adeste Fideles," and because of its unusual

nature it is in great demand.
Gennett Fifty-cent Record Announced

The Starr Piano Co. has put out a new Gen-
nett fifty-cent record, it has been announced
here, this being in addition to the seventy-five

cent -line. Clarence Gennett was a recent visi-

tor at the Cincinnati branch of the Starr Piano

Co. A Gennett record that has just been made
is a ballad in "the old Kentucky style of mu-
sic," which is still in existence in the mountains

of that State. It tells about the Sand Cave

tragedy, where Floyd Collins was entombed in

a cave and died of starvation.

James Frew, of the Ohio Musical Sales Co.,

Cleveland, was a recent guest of the Chubb-
Steinberg Co., of this city.

Ed. Young in New Post

Ed. Young, who has been connected with the

Otto Grau Piano Co. for some time, has been

placed in charge of its talking machine and

record department.

Gomparaphone, Speaker
Tester, Proves Popular

Waterrury, Conn., June 6.—The Compara-
phone, the Bristol loud speaker testing ap-

paratus recently introduced to the trade by the

Bristol Co., of this city, has met with much
success. This instrument, it will be remem-
bered, was designed to enable the radio dealer

to demonstrate various types of horns for the

prospective customer and to demonstrate un-

der approximately the same conditions as when
used on a radio receiver, and it is used in con-

junction with phonographs. The Bristol Co.

has issued a technical description of the ap-

paratus, describing minutely its construction

and operation. It is operated by four to five

No. 6 dry cell batteries or a 6-volt storage

battery, and an on and off switch is provided

that the current may be shut off when the ap-

paratus is not in use. It is pointed out that the

Comparaphone could also be used as an enter-

taining device, i. e., loud speaking talking ma-
chine, and it will be found that two horns of

any standard make can be operated in parallel

from this apparatus, giving a very pleasing ef-

fect.

Washington, D. C, Radio
Men to Hold Exposition

Washington, D. C, June 8.—The Radio Mer-
chants' Ass'n of this city has practically com-

pleted plans for the second annual radio ex-

position, which will be held during the period

of October 5 to 11. In addition to the showing
of new models by manufacturers many new
and interesting features have been arranged for

the entertainment and instruction of those at-

tending the exposition.

The Maurice Radio Corp., New York, was re-

cently incorporated at Albany with a capital

stock of $5000. The incorporators are J. H.

and G. Avazian and G. C. Dahlbender.
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Stabilizing Radio
A leading Thompson
distributor the other day,

in discussing radio as an

industry, stated:

"Supply and Demand—
the old, simple, exacting,

but nevertheless mighty fac-

tors in the fate of famous fortunes— can

not operate in the radio industry until

two conditions become established:

"1. That distributors and dealers

learn to gauge their requirements far

enough in advance of consumer demand
to allow time for suitable manufacture.

"2. That manufacturers schedule

their production and shipments in ac-

cordance with distributor and dealer

requirements.

"This means that an order, once

placed, must be considered an order;

cancellations, on the other hand, have

a way of taking care of themselves, for

the big sales, the '$2,000,000' sales,

etc., etc., only represent merchandis-

ing bonfires fed by cancelled orders."

The R. E. Thompson Manufac-
turing Company takes this oppor-

tunity to express its gratitude to its

entire distributor and dealer or-

ganization for the level-headed

manner in which they carried on
during the recent radio racket.

Due to their unflinching deter-

mination to keep the line

clean, the Thompson
Company today occu-

pies a unique position

in the radio industry.

It may not be out of

place to say that around

the first of the year the Thompson
Company accepted all requests for

cancellations without argument,

quibble or delay.

The majority of Thompson dis-

tributors did not cancel
;
they kept

on taking merchandise
;
they kept

on selling, for they are the kind of

people who stand back of their

orders. To them, an order isn't a

scrap of paper to be cast aside

lightly because the wind blows

otherwise— it means something to

be honored and carried out ! That
is the Thompson dealer spirit.

Write for distributor's name and

booklet outlining the fifteen years'

experience of the Thompson or-

ganization in designing, develop-

ing and manufacturing intricate

and delicate radio apparatus for

the armies, navies and commercial

institutions of the world. Tt will

interest you.

R. E. Thompson Mfg. Co., 30 Church Street, New York

cnocDPSon
The 6-tube Thompson Neutrodyne

Concert Grand, $180
The cabinetmaker's skill is revealed in the
design and grace of every Thompson Radio.
A thing of beauty that intrigues the interest

of the most esthetic.

RHDIO
Thompson Speaker, $28

To get best results from the Thompson or
any other good receiver, use the Thompson
Speaker. Extremely sensitive. Contains over-
size magnet and coils, amplifying armature,
diaphragm in scientific cone shape, and in-

cludes simple thumb-screw volume-regulator.
Uses no battery current. For supremely
natural home radio— the Thompson Speaker!

LICENSED BY

iUTRODf
IkBCH 27.I«J
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J. E. Rudell Go. Adds
Materially to Floor Space

Prominent Manufacturer Announces Production

of Tone Arm for Use in Portable Talking

Machines—Demand Caused Expansion

The Joseph E. Rudell Co., Inc., manufacturer

of tone arms, sound boxes and reproducers,

recently added considerable space to its plant

which will be devoted to the manufacture of

J. E. Rudell

the company's products, at 144 Chambers street,

New York City.

In discussing its recent expansion, Joseph E.

Rudell, president of the company, said: "Since

starting production on the Jerco radio tone arm
there has been a constantly increasing demand
throughout the trade for this product, and in

order to satisfy the requirements of the indus-

try it has been necessary to enlarge our fac-

tory.

"With the added factory space we have been

enabled to start production on a new tone arm
designed for use in portable talking machines.

The tone arm is solid brass and employs a

sound box of regulation size and mica dia-

phragm. We have felt for a long time that

there was a distinct demand among phonograph

manufacturers for a low-priced tone arm to be

used in portable talking machines. It was with

this in view that we designed our present por-

table tone arm."

California Ramblers, Co-
lumbia Artists, Broadcast

The recording laboratories of the Columbia

Phonograph C°-, Inc., New York, N. Y., an-

nounced recently that the exclusive Columbia

recording organization, the California Ramblers,

which maintains its own inn on Pelham Park-

way, had signed a contract to broadcast through

WGBS, the Gimbel Brothers station in New
York. This well-known orchestra will be "on

the air" every Thursday night from 7:30 to

8:30 and every Saturday night from 10:30 to

11:30. Columbia dealers in the metropolitan

district are planning to use this broadcasting

to advantage as a stimulant for record sales.

The California Ramblers have also signed con-

tracts to appear at a number of college events

this season, and their services are in active

demand among society's dance lovers.

Ayer Music Co. Broadcast

Long Beach, Cal., June 5.—The opening of the

salesrooms of the Ayer Music Co., 530 Pine

avenue, this city, was celebrated by a special

program broadcast from Station KHJ. This

new establishment is a reorganization of the

Krieger-Ayer Music Co., located for four years

at 236 East Third street. The new home of

the company was completely remodeled and re-

decorated and a mezzanine floor, covering a

third of the building, has been added. A com-
plete line of talking machines and records, radio

and pianos is carried.

Canelli's Music Shop Opens

Wallingford, Conn., June 8.—The formal open-

ing of Canelli's Music Shop, 73 Quinnipiac

street, was held on Friday, May 22. A full line

of talking machines, pianos and musical mer-

chandise is carried, together with records, sheet

music and musical accessories. Appropriate

souvenirs were distributed to those attending

the opening ceremonies. Max M. Miller is man-

ager of the new store.

June 15, 1925

Colin B. Kennedy Co. Puts
New Model Set on Market

Royal Sixteen, Upright Cabinet Model in Two-
tone Finish, Introduced to Trade—Has Built-

in Reproducer and Chamber for Batteries

St. Louis, Mo., June 5—The Royal Sixteen is

the latest addition to the products of the Colin

B. Kennedy Co., of this city, consisting of a new
furniture type receiving set. The upright

New Kennedy Royal Sixteen Model

cabinet was developed by well-known furni-

ture designers, and has been executed in a style

which harmonizes with any interior decorative

effect. It is furnished in two-toned mahogany
and walnut, equipped with a built-in reproduc-

ing unit and tone chamber, with a compart-
ment for "A" and "B" batteries and a battery

charger. Space is also provided at the top for

phones, "log" charts and similar equipment.

This new Kennedy receiver employs two
stages of tuned radio frequency, a non-regenera-

tive detector tube and two stages of audio am-
plification. Only two control dials are required,

one for each hand, and the tuning is extremely

simple. A unique feature is the graduated selec-

tivity control which requires setting only once

to suit local conditions, after which it may be

left alone. The panel is placed at a convenient

height, with the tubes visible and instantly ac-

cessible. Where an outside aerial is not prac-

ticable, the set operates well on an indoor

aerial or on a loop, a special jack being pro-

vided for plugging in the loop. Like all other

Kennedy models this receiver is non-radiating.

Keech Eagle Radio Co.

Opens New Showroom

Cincinnati, O., June 8.—The Keech Eagle

Radio Co. has arranged a showroom in the

Fosdick Building, 141 East Fourth street, this

city. This company specializes in Eagle radio

products and will especially feature the Eagle

neutrodyne model "B" and Eaglet instrument.

This firm is one of the most successful among
local radio retailers. It is headed by G. Ken-

nedy Keech and John Gates, Jr., treasurer of

the company, both of whom are experienced

merchandisers.

The Telephone Corp. of America, New York,

was recently incorporated at Dover, Del., to

make radio horns, with a capital stock of $10,-

500,000.

Have You A Genola in Your Toy Shop?
It's a great little money maker-—a child's phonograph
retailing at $5.00—that plays all flat records up to 10

inch size with the clear reproduction of a large machine.
It is bright and appealing in appearance and makes a

hit with both parents and children.

The Genola stands but iy2 inches high. Then to retail

at $10.00, there is The Baby Cabinet, standing 17 inches

high and which is a delightful piece of nursery furniture

as well as a splendid little talking machine.

Order Samples Today

THE GENERAL PHONOGRAPH MANUFACTURING CO.
Elyrla, Ohio.
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Convention of National Music Industries
Over a Thousand Members of the Music Trade Gather in Chi-

cago at the Annual Conventions of the Various National Organi-

zations Affiliated With Music Industries Chamber of Commerce

Chicago, III., June 11.—The Drake Hotel here

has been the scene this week of the National

Music Industries Convention covering four full

days and embracing the annual sessions of the

Musical Industries Chamber of Commerce, with

which a number of phonograph and radio con-

cerns are affiliated, as well as the annual meet-
ings of the various member associations mak-
ing up the Chamber and including the National

Association of Music Merchants, the National

Piano Manufacturers' Association, Band Instru-

ment Manufacturers' Association, National Mu-
sical Merchandise Association, National Asso-

ciation of Musical Merchandise and Accessories

Manufacturers, Musical Supply Association, Or-

gan Builders' Association and other organiza-

tions.

The convention attracted well over a thou-

sand members of the industry from all sec-

tions of the country, including a large number
of talking machine and radio men who attended

some of the business sessions and, in a number
of cases, had exhibits of their products at the

Drake or elsewhere in Chicago for the benefit

of the visiting dealers.

Piano Club Luncheon Opens Convention
The convention opened officially on Monday

with a luncheon under the auspices of the

Piano Club of Chicago and with Harry Schoen-

wald, a well-known talking machine man pre-

siding in his capacity as president of the club.

The visitors were welcomed officially to Chicago

by Mayor Dever and then President Richard

VV. Lawrence, of the Chamber of Commerce,
as the principal speaker, outlined in an excel-

lent address what the Chamber and its various

bureaus have accomplished and are accomplish-

ing for the benefit of the industry as a whole.

Mr. Lawrence explained that the Chamber
was working in the interests of the trade 365

days in the year and at a cost of only $100,000

to the entire industry in all its branches, and

yet there are members of the trade who are so

engrossed in their own affairs that they take

no part in the work but are perfectly willing

to let George do it. He made a strong appeal .for

greater unity in the trade that there might be

built up a perfect and harmonious machine,

that, through organization, could accomplish

successfully things which the individual trade

member would not dare to attempt. The func-

tion of the Chamber, he said, was something

beyond the mere spending of money, and cited

the great progress that had been made by that

body during the three years that he has held

the presidency.

The speaker called attention to the tremen-

dous development of radio which, he said, had

absorbed four hundred million dollars of the

public's money with little, if any, profit to any-

one and with much of the money actually

wasted through lack of organization. Had the

radio interests taken advantage of the merchan-

dising information, based on actual experience,

available in the Chamber, he said, they would have

learned of the dangers that lie in pyramiding

orders as realized in the piano trade in 1920

The effectiveness of the Chamber in offering

organized protection to the industry was em-

phasized particularly in the recent case in Wash-
ington, where the Internal Revenue Department

made a drastic ruling on the matter of tax re-

turns on instalment accounts. With expert

knowledge available, declared Mr. Lawrence,

the Chamber could go to Washington with a

fair chance of success against the Govern-

ment experts, whereas the individual would have

little or no chance unless at a great sacrifice of

time and money.

The Chamber president emphasized the work
being done by the National Bureau for the

Advancement of Music, a part of the Chamber,
and stated that at the present time the Bureau
was operating through 7,000 outside organiza-

tions, all working to promote musical interest

and appreciation throughout the country and
spending twenty-five times the amount of

money actually appropriated by the trade for

the Bureau itself. He also stated that the

New York Music Week Committee, organized

through the Bureau, had a budget for the cur-

rent year of $100,000, as much as was spent

by the entire Chamber for the year, and all col-

lected outside of the trade. In closing Presi-

dent Lawrence declared that if the music mer-

chants expected to enjoy a satisfactory business

total for the year, they would have to work
hard for it and that they should not condemn
general conditions, the Chamber or other fac-

tors until they felt that they themselves had

done everything they should have done to build

trade.

Reports of Chamber Activities

The activities of the various Chamber offi-

cers and Bureau heads were outlined in vari-

ous reports presented before the different as-

sociations in their meetings during the week.

The work of the Chamber in the tax and

copyright matters, the great progress made by
the National Bureau for the Advancement of

Music and the doings of the Better Business

Bureau and the Trade Service Bureau were all

set forth at length. The finance committee rec-

ommended a budget for the coming year of

$124 500, $20,000 to come from the phonograph

trade as compared with $9,500 this year.

The entertainment feature at the opening

luncheon was the entire male chorus from "The

Student Prince," who sang all the chorus num-

bers from that popular operetta.

National Piano Mfrs.'

Association Session

The National Piano Manufacturers' Associa-

tion held its annual convention at the Drake on

Tuesday and considered a number of matters

of importance to that division of the trade. A
report was rendered stating that due to the

adoption of a resolution at the January meet-

ing of the Executive Committee of the Associa-

tion, making the purchase and use of stamps

on all pianos for the support of the Music In-

dustries Chamber of Commerce a requisite for

membership in the Association, several resigna-

tions from the body resulted. To offset this,

however, several new members were an-

nounced. A particularly strong report was pre-

sented by the Traffic Committee relative to

more favorable freight rates and classifications

of pianos.

Mark P. Campbell, president of the Bram-

bach Piano Co., New York, who attended the

convention of the Federation of British Music

Industries, told of his experiences there and

praised highly the efficient manner in which the

British manufacturers and dealers ran their ses-

sions and the whole convention generally.

Max J. de Rochemont Elected President

The outstanding feature of the afternoon ses-

sion of the Manufacturers' Association was an

address by W. E. Guylee, of The Cable Co.,

who pointed out the solidity of the piano busi-

ness and the surety of its future in view of mu-

sical educational work and the fact that most

music is written for or in connection with the

piano. The Association's credit bureau was re-

ported as functioning efficiently, having com-
piled information regarding 6,472 new dealers,

and was in receipt of over 14,000 requests for

information of a credit nature during the fiscal

\ear which has just come to a close.

The following officers were elected for the

coming year: President, Max J. dc Rochemont,
New York; vice-presidents, W. E. Guylee, Chi-

cago, and C. D. Bond, York, Pa.; secretary,

Harry Schaaf, and treasurer, Charles Jacob,

New York.

Interesting Talks at

Music Merchants' Meeting

The twenty-fourth annual convention of the

National Association of Music Merchants

opened on Tuesday morning with the injunc-

tion from W. W. Smith, Toledo, the president,

that it would be a selling convention, with

every effort made to aid the merchant in sell-

ing more instruments and adopting better meth-

ods for merchandising his products. There was

a substantial number of talking machine men
present at the meetings and about the lobbies

of the hotel. The first address of the meeting

was by Prof. Osborne McConathy, of North-

western University, Evanston, 111., director of

department of Public School and Community
Music, on the subject "The Relationship Be-

tween Public School Music and the Music Mer-

chant." This interesting . address could be

summed up in the concluding paragraph of the

speaker's remarks, in which he said:

"The public schools are nowadays looking

upon music as a real educational subject; the

school music teacher is awakening an interest

in all forms of musical expression among the

children; this interest must inevitably carry

over into the homes and the community. The
music merchant can be of the finest service to

the community by insisting upon the best and

most modern public school music and by sup-

porting in every possible way the work of the

music teacher. The broader and more liberal

the attitude of the music merchant in these re-

spects, the surer will be his personal return."

The address by Prof. McConathy followed the

usual reports of the various officers of the

Association.

William Braid White, associate editor of The
Talking Machine World, read an interesting

paper on "What Is the Matter With the Serv-

ice End of the Piano Business?" which evoked

much discussion, particularly on the question

of charging for service on instruments sold. A
most interesting talk was then given by Homer
Buckley, chairman of the legislative commis-

sion of the National Advertising Commission,

on the subject "Better Business," in which he

criticized freely certain misleading advertising

in the music trade. C. A. Wessell in his remarks

advocated that the piano, player-piano, talking

machine and radio be classified and advertised

to the public under the general head of home
entertainment.

Tuesday Afternoon Session

The afternoon session opened with a talk

by Alex McDonald, of New York, on the topic

"Make America Musical," the convention slo-

gan, of which he was the originator. He was
followed by James J. Black, of the Wiley B.

Allen Co., San Francisco, who spoke on the

subject of instituting a carrying charge on in-

stalment sales in place of regular interest

charges and explained in detail how the Cali-

fornia Association members were following this

(Continued on fage tbb)
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practice with success in connection with the

sale of talking machines. This address was lis-

tened to with great attention by the members

and was regarded as one of the outstanding

features of the day's sessions. C. A. Grinnell,

of Grinnell Bros., Detroit, read a paper on the

handling of instruments taken in trade, and he

was followed by Col. F. B. T. Hollenberg, of

Little Rock, Ark., who urged that the Asso-

ciation establish a freight traffic bureau in an

effort to get better rates and classifications on

musical instruments, particularly pianos. This

suggestion provoked much discussion from the

assembled members and was fully endorsed.

This ended the business for the first day's

convention of the Merchants' Association.

Wednesday Morning Session

The session this morning was given over to

a discussion of radio with detailed considera-

tion of stocking and servicing problems. It

was led by Howard A. Lewis, who analyzed

the radio market from many angles. He made

the point that while radio sales for 1924 were

estimated to be $350,000,000, and that this year's

business promised to exceed that figure, one

thing was lacking—profits.

A general discussion followed, being partici-

pated in by a number of music merchants in

which particular emphasis was .
given to the

question of an adequate profit, it being agreed

among the dealers that a margin of 35 per cent

was not sufficient. A strong sentiment mani-

fested by the meeting was in favor of restrict-

ing representation and granting definite terri-

torial franchises.

Wednesday Afternoon Session

The afternoon session opened with Vice-

President William C. Hamilton's report on

State and Regional Associations, read by Rob-

ert N. Watkin in the former's absence. At

the conclusion of this a resolution was adopted

to the effect that the Association should assist

in creating retail bodies of this type. It was
resolved that the Music Industries Chamber

of Commerce should establish a bureau for pro-

motional association work with the president

of the National Association of Music Merchants

as chairman, and that to furnish the sums neces-

sary to carry out this work, 25 per cent of the

amount received from the sale of merchants'

stamps should be paid over to the treasurer of

the Chamber.
Decide on Exhibits at Next Convention

It was also resolved by the Association that

the manufacturers have exhibits at next year's

convention, with the Association to control as

to the opening and closing of these displays.

By another resolution it was decided to present

the emblem of the office of the president of the

Association to the daughter of the late George

R. Hughes.
Next Convention in New York

Another resolution decided that the next con-

vention would be held at the Commodore Hotel,

New York, at a date to be set by the executive

committee.

A set of resolutions was adopted by unani-

mous vote suggesting co-operation with the

Music Industries Chamber of Commerce in con-

nection with the next convention in deciding

hotel, arrangements, etc.

Election of Officers

The report of the nominating committee was
adopted unanimously and new officers for the

coming year are: President, Henry E. Weisert,

Chicago; first vice-president, Edward H. Uhl.

Los Angeles; second vice-president, Charles

Yahrling, Youngstown, O.; secretary, Parham
Werlein, New Orleans, La.; treasurer, Carl A.

Droop, Washington, D. C. The new executive

board will consist of William C. Hamilton,
Pittsburgh; Alex McDonald, New York; How-
ard Beasley, Texarkana, Ark., and John W.
Booth, Los Angeles.

.The Association's directors upon the board
of directors of the Music Industries Chamber
of Commerce are Robert N. Watkin, Dallas,

Tex.; E. Paul Hamilton, Buffalo, N. Y., and M.

V. DeForeest, Sharon, Pa., a past-president of

the Association.

Helping to "Make America Musical"

Activities of the Music Industries Chamber

of Commerce pertaining to the interests of the

merchants were described by C. M. Tremaine,

Director of the Bureau for the Advancement

of Music. He stated that it was his work to

help "Make America Musical" and gave statis-

tics covering four of the specific activities of

the Bureau, including Music Week, Music Mem-
ory Contests, newspaper publicity, and school

and band contests, declaring these results had

been possible only through the co-operation of

the outside forces through which the Bureau

operates. His report created a great deal of

favorable comment.
The report read by C. L. Dennis, manager of

the Trade Service Bureau and of the Better

Business Bureau of the Music Industries Cham-
ber of Commerce likewise created a discussion

in which a number of delegates spoke highly of

the service which these Bureaus offer.

Robert N. Watkin introduced a resolution

approving the action of the merchants' vote by

mail on the condemnation of bait advertising.

After the usual votes of thanks to the Piano

Club of Chicago for its entertainment, the ar-

rangements committee, the Drake Hotel, the

trade press, and the retiring officers, the conven-

tion of the music merchants adjourned.

The Wednesday Luncheon
The Wednesday Luncheon, which was official-

ly known as Southern Day, was another great

success from an entertainment angle. Parham
Werlein, of New Orleans, presiding as toast-

master, spoke on the New Orleans co-operative

advertising campaign conducted last Summer
by dealers in that city, and which was described

in detail in The World. Popular announcers

of the various Chicago stations did their stuff

before the microphones, some singing, and

others talking. The Russian Royal Art Revue
from Moscow, a capable mixed group of sing-

ers, offered an excellent program, and another

artist who appeared was Joey Raieff, a boy
pianist. Alex McDonald, the man who was re-

sponsible for the convention slogan, was also

introduced. The entire program was broadcast

from Station WGN, with Brunswick Radiolas

picking it up in the lobbies of the hotel.

Annual Banquet of the

Music Merchants' Ass'n

Past Presidents Honored as Were Other Mem-
bers of Association in Recognition of Work

—

Enjoyable Entertainment Provided

Chicago, III., June 11.—The annual banquet of

the National Association of Music Merchants

was held at the Hotel Drake on Wednesday
evening with a crowd which filled the main din-

ing room and flowed over to the avenue of

palms. A sentimental feature of the gathering

was the presentation of the past president's

medal to the daughter of the late George R.

Hughes, San Francisco. The presentation was
made by Col. F. B. T. Hollenberg, of Little

Rock, Ark., and acceptance for Miss Hughes
was made by Frank Anrys, San Francisco, Cal.

Mr. Hollenberg also presented a handsome
silver loving cup to W. C. Hamilton, Pittsburgh,

for his excellent work as vice-president of the

Association. Mr. Hamilton was not present

at the convention because of ill-health. A past

president's medal was also given W. W. Smith,

retiring president. P. E. Conroy, St. Louis,

next presented Matt J. Kennedy, retiring sec-

retary, with a silver cocktail shaker and tray,

with- a set of silver mounted glasses.

The diners were entertained by a program
rendered by well-known artists, including Milan
Lush, violinist; George Liebling, pianist, and
Cyreria Van Gordon, soprano. W. W. Smith
presided as toastmaster and " introduced the

Hon. Henry R. Rathbone, Congressman at

large of Illinois, who in his talk added another

motto to the convention by saying "Make
America the Most Musical Nation of the

World."

Major T. Anthony Mills, well-known humor-
ist, next gave a brief talk on "Fiddles and For-

tunes," recalling memories of Antonio Stradi-

varius, the master maker of the master in-

strument of the world, the violin.

Following the dinner, the guests adjourned
to the ballroom where they danced to the de-

lightful rhythm of Art Kahn and His Record-
ing Orchestra, Columbia artists.

Advertising Awards Made
at Chicago Convention

Otto Grau Piano Co. the Winner in the Class

A and the Aeolian Co. in Class AA—Talking

Machine Men Among Judges

At the conventions in Chicago the Committee
on Awards for the 1925 retail advertising exhibit

announced the following selections of what they

considered the best music trade advertising in

the several classes for the past year. The win-

ner in Class A, comprising independent music

dealers, was the Otto Grau Piano Co., Cin-

cinnati, who won the award last year through
the good work of the company's advertising

manager, Joseph A. Jacober. The Meiklejohn

Co., Providence, R. I., was awarded second

prize and other prizes in the order named were
given to Barker Bros., Los Angeles; Tusting
Piano Co., Asbury Park, N. J.; C. J. Heppe &
Son, Philadelphia; Bissell-Weisert Piano Co.,

Chicago; N. Stetson & Co., Philadelphia; Dreh-
er Piano Co., Cleveland; G. A. Barlow Sons
Co., Trenton, N. J.; C. C. Mellor Co., Pitts-

burgh; and the Piatt Music Co., Los Angeles.

In Class AA, made up of group stores and
factory warerooms, the award was won by the

Aeolian Co., New York, with Sherman, Clay &
Co., San Francisco, second in the list of eleven

prize winners. Several talking machine men
were included among the judges they being F.

J. Heppe, of C. J. Heppe & Son; A. L. Walsh,

of Thos. A. Edison, Inc.; A. J. Kendrick, of the

Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.; H. H. Roemer,
of the Zenith Radio Corp., and C. E. Byrne of

Steger & Sons Piano Mfg. Co.

These prizes were awarded at the Tuesday
luncheon, which was officially known as Pacific

Coast Day, with George Q. Chase, of Kohler

& Chase, San Francisco, presiding.

Session of the Musical
Merchandise Association

President W. J. Haussler Opened Meeting With
Annual Report—Resolve to Appropriate

Funds for Promotion of School Orchestras

Chicago, III., June 10.—The annual meeting of

the National Musical Merchandise Association

was held today at the Hotel Drake, with Presi-

dent W. J. Haussler presiding. The meeting

opened with the presentation of his annual re-

port, which appears in full on page 143 of this

issue, stressing the need for greater co-opera-

tion on the part of Association members.

An important policy was adopted when the

Association passed a resolution to appropriate

$3,000 for the promotion of school orchestras

in public schools throughout the country, and

it is understood that this is but a part of the

expense involved in exploiting this field for the

sale of musical merchandise and small goods.

A further resolution was passed, suggesting to

the Association of Musical Instrument and Ac-

cessories Manufacturers that it appropriate a

similar sum for the same purpose. The money
is to be placed at the disposal of C. M. Tre-

maine, director of the National Bureau for the

Advancement of Music.

The by-laws were amended whereby the for-
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mer arrangement, under which a member of the

local body automatically became a member of

the national body without payment of dues was
rescinded, and as a result members now join-

ing the National body will be on a basis of fifty

dollars annual dues.

The annual election resulted as follows:

President, W. J. Haussler; vice-president, F. C.

Howard; treasurer, Fred Gretsch, and secre-

tary, Alfred L. Smith. The executive commit-

tee was re-elected, consisting of W. J. Haussler,

Samuel Buegeleisen and Fred Gretsch.

Interesting Features of Banquet

The banquet of the Musical Merchandise

Manufacturers, Chicago Zone, was held at the

Drake Hotel, on Wednesday evening, with

close to 300 manufacturers, jobbers and large

dealers from the United States, Canada and

foreign countries in attendance as guests of

the local Association. President H. H. Slinger-

kmd, of the Chicago zone, presided. The prin-

cipal address was made by W. Otto Miessner,

past president of the National Supervisors con-

ference on the topic, "Creating a Demand for

Music Through Education." Entertainment

was provided by artists well known in the rec-

ord and radio field and by William F. Ludwig,

president of Ludwig & Ludwig, who gave a

drum demonstration and by an orchestra of

the Musical Merchandise Manufacturers' Assn.,

Eastern division.

The guests at the speakers' table included:

W. J. Haussler, president of the Musical Mer-
chandise Assn.; J. R. Stewart, president of the

National Assn. of Musical Instrument and Ac-

cessories Mfrs.; George M. Bundy, president

of the New York Dealers' Assn.; H. L. Wal-
lace, president of the Chicago Retail Musical

Merchandise Manufacturers' Assn.; -. Alfred L.

Smith, general manager, Music Industries

Chamber of Commerce, and C. D. Greenleaf,

president of the Band Instrument Manufactur-

ers' Assn.

Musical Instrument and
Accessories Mfrs.' Session

Standardization of Sizes and Names of Instru-

ments Chief Topic—Officers Re-elected

Chicago, III., June 10.—The annual convention

of the National Association of Musical Instru-

ment and Accessories Manufacturers was held

at the Drake Hotel yesterday and to-day with

President J. R. Stewart presiding. At the open-

ing session Mr. Stewart reported comprehen-

sively upon the activities of the first year of

this latest association in the musical merchan-

dise field, dwelling on the value of co-operating

with school musical activities and the need for

standardization.

F. E.. Larson, secretary, reported' that the As-

sociation had shown an- increase in membership
during the past year.

The chief topics of discussion were the

standardization of sizes and names of instru-

ments and of parts manufatcured by the mem-
bers of the Association, and the chief decision

was to adopt standard names for all parts of

banjos. The annual election resulted in the

re-election of all the officers as follows: J- R.

Stewart, president; Walter H. Gotsch-, vice-

president; F. E. Larsen, secretary and treasur-

er. The Board of Directors consists of the

following: the three executive officers and Carl

Nelson, William L. Lange, H- C. Lomb, Wal-
ter Schmidt, Edward E. Felsberg, G. F. Chapin,

Morris Lifton and H. Weymann.

Convention of Nat'l Band
Instrument Manufacturers

Allowances, Need of LocaJ Associations, Code
of Ethics Discussed—Officers Re-elected

Chicago, III., June 8.—The annual convention

of the National Band Instrument Manufacturers

was held at the Drake Hotel to-day and was
devoted largely to a discussion of comprehen-
sive plans for trade betterment and for a wider

exploitation of the products of this industry.

President Carl D. Greenleaf, who presided,

summarized the activities of the Association in

a comprehensive and admirably prepared report,

touching on the Association's scale of allow-

ances, the need of local Associations, and
urging dealers to follow the code of ethics.

Secretary Alfred L. Smith then made his report.

The Association decided to continue its sup-

port of contests for school bands throughout
the country under the auspices of the Bureau
for the Advancement of Music.

A budget of $18,000 was adopted for the year

1925-1926, of which $7,500 constitutes the As-
sociation's contribution to the support of the

Music Industries Chamber of Commerce in

carrying on its work.

The annual election resulted as follows: Carl

D. Greenleaf, president; Karl B. Shinkman,
vice-president, and Frank Holton, secretary and
treasurer. The meeting of the Association then

formally adjourned.

Some of the Exhibits at the Convention
Which Created a Great Deal of Interest

Conspicuous among the many exhibits at

the convention were displays of leading talking

machine, radio, musical merchandise and ac-

cessories manufacturers. They included:

BRUNSVVICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO.
The entire line of Brunswick Radiolas, including

models 30, 35, 50, 60, 160, 260, 360 and 460, was
displayed in large space on the mezzanine floor. Of
special interest to the trade was the new Oxford
Brunswick Radiola, shown for the first time, finished

in polychrome walnut, period design and equipped
with the Radiola super-heterodyne set. The new
Brunswick portable phonograph, introduced a few
weeks ago, was another important feature of the

display. A complete line of Brunswick console

upright and table phonograph models, and up-

right Brunswick Radiolas. completed the display.

W. C. Hutchings, assistant general sales manager,
had charge, and was assisted by William R. Piper

and C. T. McKelvy, special representatives. P. L.

Deutsch, vice-president; A. J. Kendrick, general

sales manager, and Harry B. Bibb, manager of the

local branch, also spent considerable time in the

display rooms.
ADLElt MFG. CO.

The new Adler-Royal highboy radio combination

models and straight consoles of the wall type

formed the center of attraction in the Adler display

rooms. Among the new models shown for the first

time were style H wall type radio console, highboy

combination model F, and radio set and table No.

199. Adler-Royal combination models, in the con-

sole types 15 and 30, completed the exhibit, Lambert
Friedl, vice-president and general sales manager,

was in attendance, assisted by Allan Strauss, Chi-

cago branch manager.

W. W. KIMBALL/ CO.
The complete line of Kimball phonographs in both

upright and console styles was exhibited in the

Kimball display room. The models which attracted

most attention were upright model G, and the con-

soles in styles S, T and Y. The firm also exhibited

its line of pianos and reproducing pianos. R. M.
Brown, general sales manager, was in charge, as-

sisted by Lester Suffens. William Day and John

Tebbin.
C. G. CONN, LTD.

The feature of the display sponsored by C. G.

Conn. Ltd.. was the golden anniversary bass horn

which has traveled from coast to coast. The com-

plete line of Conn band instruments was shown,

the entire display being in gold with two exceptions.

J. F. Boyer, secretary, and C. .1. Fairchild, agency

manager, were in charge,

ZENITH RADIO CORP.
The complete line of Super-Zenith radio receiving

sets was one of the most attractive exhibits at the

convention, with a new art model to retail in the

neighborhood of $2,000 as a feature. Among the

other instruments on display were Super-Zeniths
designated as models 9, 8 and 7. Edward J. Jordan
and Roy S. Dunn were in charge of the exhibit,

and during the week visitors included Eugene F.

Mai-Donald, president. Thomas M. Fletcher, S. I.

Marks, H. H. Roemer and N. I. Fegen.

CONSOLIDATED TALKING MACHINE CO.
This very successful wholesaler showed an inter-

esting display of many of the products he is dis-

tributing in the music trade. The features of the

exhibit consisted of Okeh and Odeon records and
Heineman motors made by the General Phonograph
Corp.. New York. Various models of the popular

Swanson portables; Operadio radio receiving sets:

Colonial radio receiving sets; Atlas loud speakers:

Burgess batteries: Balkite chargers; Hohner and
Koch harmonicas and other products. E. A. Fearn.

head of the company was in charge of the exhibit.

SONORA PHONOGRAPH CO., INC.
The new Sonora radio receiving set was the fea-

ture of the Sono.a display, and attracted general

praise from visitors at the convention. Other So-

nora products shown were the Sonora radio model
242 combination phonograph and radio, the Sonora
loud speaker and a complete line of period models,

standard consoles and portables. C. S. Tay, of the

Tay Sales Co.. Sonora jobber in Chicago, and Ray-
mond Reilly, Sonora representative in this territory,

were in charge of the exhibit.

FRED GRETSCH MFG. CO.
The full line of musical merchandise manufactured

and handled by the Fred Gretsch Mfg. Co., Including

drums, banjos, ukuleles, and banjo ukuleles, was on

display in this exhibit. Special features were the

Robert clarinets and Lacroix clarinets, of French
manufacture.

THERMIODYNE RADIO CO.

The feature of the Thermiodyne display was the

popular Thermiodyne T F 6 receiving set in a very

artistic console cabinet with a built-in loud speaker.

This well-known six-tube one dial control set was
also shown in the standard mahogany and walnut
cabinets, with console tables to match ; these tables

including a built-in loud speaker. The T F 5 Ther-

miodyne five-tube set was also on display. Leo Potter

president, and M. O. Giles, sales manager, were In

charge of the exhibit,

BACON BANJO CO.

The (nil. line of Bacon banjos, including the very

pbpular Silver Bell professional banjos, as well as
the Bacon student banjos, were exhibited by the
Chicago Musical Instrument Co. The display at-
tracted considerable attention from the visiting

dealers.

GULBRANSEN CO.
The artistic Gulbransen Registering grand and

the straight grand were the centers of attraction
in this company's display. The famous Gulbransen
Baby was very much in evidence, and other instru-

ments in the exhibit consisted of the following
models of Gulbransen Registering uprights; White-
house, Country Seat, Suburban and Community.
H. A. Stewart, sales manager, and Walter A. Kiehn,
advertising manager of the company, assisted by
the members of the sales staff, were in charge of
the exhibit.

ILLINOIS MUSICAL SUPPLY CO.
The Carryola portable phonograph, manufactured

by the Carryola Co. of America. Milwaukee, Wis.,

was the center of attraction in this display; being
shown in three models, the Carryola Master, Carry-
ola Junior and the Carryola Ace, a new model re-

cently introduced. Burgess batteries and Kodel
portable radios completed the exhibit.

THE STARR PIANO CO.
The full line of Starr phonographs, Gennett rec-

ords, Starr pianos and player-pianos comprised the

display of the Starr Piano Co. Harry Gennett, presi-

dent, was in charge of the display and was assisted

by A. L. Jewett, of Boston, special representative;

Ray Strahan, Iowa and Nebraska representative; W.
C. Klump, New York representative, and A. M.
Sweetland, of South Bend, Ind.

EXCEL PHONOGRAPH MFG. CO.
Excel phonographs featuring models 70. 10, 7, 21

and 17 were attractively displayed and were the

subject of considerable interest. The instruments

comprised straight console phonographs, radio and
phonograph combinations, and a highboy finished in

walnut and mahogany, and adaptable for any size

of panel. J. A. Lund was in charge of the exhibit,

assisted by J. N. Stewart and H. I. Searles.

H. N. WHITE CO.

A giant Sousaphone formed the center of the H.

N. White display and was flanked by a complete

line of King band instruments. The instruments,

which drew particular attention, were the Saxcello,

a popular soprano saxophone, King trumpets, and

a line of saxophones finished with pearl inlay. H.

N. White, president, and R. M. White, secretary, had

charge of the exhibit. They were assisted by L. L.

Fox and L. B. Dolan, of the sales department.

BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT CO.

The complete line of Buescher band instruments

was attractively displayed and many out-of-town

dealers took' advantage of the invitation issued by

F. A, Buescher, president of the company, to be his,

(Continued on page 66d)
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guests during- convention week. A very interesting

moving picture was presented at this display, show-
ing interior scenes at the Buescher factory. Mr.
Buescher was assisted by R. L. Sheppard, advertis-

ing manager, and John Steimer.

BI'SH & EANE PIANO CO.
The new Duo-Vox combination radio and phono-

irmph console was the feature of this display.

There was also presented a handsome radio high-

boy cabinet with a built-in loud speaker, and with

neutrodyne radio equipment, designed in walnut and

mahogany. Among the executives and members of

the sales staff represented were : Walter Lane, W. P.

Cleavey, C. L. Beach, W. D. Montgomery and Les-
lie King.

LEEDY MFG. CO.
An elaborate display of Leedy drums gave visiting

dealers an excellent opportunity to look over this

line at their convenience. A feature of the exhibit

was the first presentation of the handsome new
Leedy catalog, which won considerable praise from
visitors. A. W. Kuerst, secretary and treasurer of

the company, and Charles Seibert, assistant sales

manager, were in charge of the exhibit.

UNITED STATES MUSIC CO.
U. S, music rolls, with the Auto-Art reproducing

rolls as a feature, were displayed in a very attrac-
tive setting, and were demonstrated throughout
the week. George L. Ames, vice-president, George
H. Bliss, vice-president, Eastern division, and the
members of the sales force were in charge of the
exhibit. Arthur A. Priestedt, president of the com-
pany, was a frequent visitor to the display.

Some Convention Sidelights Picked Up at the "Drake

With all due respect to the fact that the con-

ventions at the Drake were primarily held as

gatherings of the various piano associations, the

hotel lobby of the Drake resembled conventions

of the old days of the phonograph industries.

From all parts of the country talking machine

manufacturers, jobbers and dealers journeyed to

Chicago to share in the activities of the annual

meetings. There was hardly a State in the

Union which was not represented by a contin-

gent of talking machine men, and they were

among the leaders in the various social activi-

ties. The radio industry made its debut, so far

as Chicago conventions are concerned, and the

radio trade was represented by well-known and

prominent executives who were keenly interest^

ed in the constructive ideas that were offered

and adopted during the course of the week.

While it is generally understood that poker is

the national American indoor sport, with bridge

a close second, a coterie of New Yorkers who
journeyed to the convention on the second sec-

tion of the Century on Sunday decided that red

dog was the one and only sport which merited

their consideration. This group of enthusiasts

participated in this venerable game for a period

of sixteen hours, and only desisted when the

Englewood station appeared in the distance.

William J. Haussler, of Hohner harmonica

fame, was in charge of the tally sheets, and

displayed exceptional ability as a financial wiz-

ard. At one time the players owed the bank

enough money to wreck the Bank of England,

but under Mr. Haussler's capable guidance

something less than one dollar changed hands

at the close of the game. Among the red dog
experts were Otto Heineman, president of the

General Phonograph Co.; Maximilian Weil, of

Selectron and Audak prominence, and Charley

Sonfield. of C. Bruno & Son, Inc.

*
Some one suggested during the course of the

week that the shingle on the Drake Hotel be

removed, with the Hotel Traymore as a substi-

tute. This idea was occasioned by the fact that

in the lobbies of the Drake there were enough
Victor and ex-Victor men around to make a

good sized quorum for one of the old-time pop-

ular Victor conventions at Atlantic City. Dur-
ing a stroll through the lobbies we ran into the

following Victorites: Leslie Wiswell, O. L. Neal,

of Buffalo; Herb Brennan, now in the radio

business; Curtis N. Andrews, Buffalo, N. Y.

;

"Bill" Haddon, Cincinnati, O. ;
Harry Weyman,

Philadelphia, Pa. ; Ed. Lyons, Charley Bennett,

Minneapolis, Minn.; Howard J. Shartle, Cleve-

land, O.; Harry Goldsmith, Milwaukee, Wis.;

Lloyd Spencer, "Bill" Haussler, "Dan" Creed,

"Jimmy" Davin, Parham Werlein, Philadelphia,

Pa.; W. C. Dierks, Pittsburgh, Pa., and others.

* *
The Commercial Investment Trust Co., Inc.,

of New York, had as their guests at the Drake
on June 9, representatives of the Gulbransen
Co., who attended the Convention. E. G.

Vogel, vice-president of the company, A. G.

Gulbransen, president of the Gulbransen Co.,

and Sales Manager Stewart arid Credit Man-
ager Peterson of the same company, as well

as A. J. Olsen of the Commercial Co., were
the principal speakers. The talks revolved
around the plan by which Gulbransen lease

paper is financed and in general were confined

to topics that covered this important subject.

H. A. Stewart and Walter Kiehn, of the Gul-

bransen Co., were awarded special medals as

representatives of the highest type of American
fathers. They took such excellent care of the

Gulbransen baby that it never cried or whim-
pered during the course of the entire conven-

tion, but on the contrary gave a hearty smile of

welcome to every visitor to the Gulbransen
headquarters.

The exhibit of the Consolidated Talking Ma-
chine Co. was one of the outstanding social

spots for all of the dealers and jobbers. "Miss
Consolidated" was on hand at all times to

welcome the visitors, and she proved to be a

guiding star for many dealers who visited the

fifth floor of the Drake fo.r various and sundry
purposes, but managed to land in the Consoli-

dated exhibit. E. A. Fearn gave everyone a

hearty handshake and a cordial welcome, as-

sisted by a colored gentleman who was a re-

minder of bygone days. Mr. Fearn erected

a miniature broadcasting station, which he des-

ignated as station OKEH, and every visitor was
startled to find himself prominently broadcast
by the medium of an Operadio set. Otto Heine-
man, Okeh president, made a humorous address

over his own station, and finally entered the

radio business in the guise of an owner of a

radio broadcasting station, sponsored by Mr.
Fearn.

The phonograph men have the happy faculty

of singling each other out of the crowd and
gathering together, reminiscing of the early

days of the talking machine and record indus-

try. In one corner there was quite a gather-

ing of Chicago phonograph men, including our
old friends in the Broadcaster Corp., Messrs.
Meltzer and Zax, "Bob" Illing, of Vitanola
fame; Paul Baerwald, an old-time Chicagoan,
now reformed and in the harmonica business;

Leigh Hunt, of the Oro-Tone; F. A. Wolf, of

Quincy, and many others.

*
One of the most popular New York visitors

was Mrs. Lydia M. Green, head of the Silas

E. Pearsall Co., and widow of the late "Tom"
Green, one of the leading figures of the talking

machine trade. Mrs. Green made the trip on
the Convention Special which left New York
on Saturday, and during convention week she
was entertained royally by the Zenith organiza-
tion, as well as by her many friends in the
piano, phonograph and radio industries.

W. C. Fuhri, Columbia vice-president and
general sales manager, had very little use for

his right hand at the end of the week, for

wherever he wandered he was met with the

friendly salutation "Hello, Bill." As one of the

veterans of the phonograph industry, Mr. Fuhri
was given an enthusiastic welcome by dealers,

jobbers and manufacturers.

* *
Coming over on the second section of the

Century on Sunday there was an interesting

threesome in one of the compartments, com-
prising E. P. H. Allen, of David Grimes, Inc.;

Herbert A. Brennan, of Stromberg-Carlson, and

Lloyd Spencer, of the Silas E. Pearsall Co., well-

known radio jobber. They discussed ways and
means in connection with the distribution of

radio products, and as the Stromberg-Carlson
and Grimes sets are both marketed direct to

the dealers, Mr. Spencer certainly had his hands
full. However, he acquitted himself admirably
and certainly gave an excellent presentation in

behalf of the jobber.

$>

The weather was ideal throughout the week,
and when the special convention train reached the

La Salle street station on Sunday afternoon the

weary travelers gave a sigh of relief. Chicago
had apparently forgotten about the terrific hu-

midity which was an important part of the

journey Westward, and in its place the Lake
breezes were a delightful substitution. Traffic

in Chicago, however, lived up to all of its pre-

vious reputation, and a half-mile detour in the

vicinity of the Drake gave the taxi riders an

unexpected thrill before they arrived at their

destination.

*
P. L. Deutsch, Brunswick vice-president, re-

cently returned from California, was kept busy
throughout the week welcoming Brunswick
dealers from all parts of the country. He was
ably assisted by A. J. Kendrick, another one of

the recognized veterans of the phonograph in-

dustry with a legion of friends throughout the

trade. The Brunswick exhibit was noteworthy
for an artistic individuality which was enhanced
by a collection of very handsome oil paintings

recently completed by a well-known German
artist.

>

There was plenty of music on the Century
Sunday, for Ed. Manning, of the Berg Auto
Trunk & Specialty Co., brought along with him
his new Artone portable phonograph, with a

collection of records which enlivened the jour-

ney considerably. Talking about portables, they
were very much in evidence at the convention,

and it was predicted on all sides that 1925 would
be the greatest portable year in the history

of the industry.

Lambert Friedl, vice-president and general

sales manager of the Adler-Royal family, held

forth in a very comfortable setting, presiding

with a lavish and hospitable hand. Mr. Friedl

was as cool as the proverbial cucumber, being

clad in a light gray suit that was the envy
<">{ all the convention visitors.

*
Frank Florentine, the genial host at the Con-

gress Hotel, entertained many of his "regulars"

during the week of the convention, and as usu-

al, gave them exceptional service. Col. Mapes,

of the Joseph W. Jones Radio Mfg. Co., for-

sook his old quarters at the Blackstone to oc-

cupy a good size suite at the Congress.

<*

At the Sonora headquarters, Ray Reilly, one

of the most genial hosts in the phonograph in-

dustry, provided his visitors with something
wonderfully effective, which he stated was im-

ported from Detroit. It certainly served its pur-

pose and the Sonora headquarters were crowd-

ed day in and day out with enthusiastic con-

vention visitors.

(Continued on page 66e)
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SELECTRON—cc

The Answer
to a problem the music industry is facing:

Radio or record—nothing to change!

YOU can sell a new combination radio-

phonograph instrument to the man
who hasnt. got either radio or phono-

graph already. But if he has either of

these he won't buy a new combination

without trading in something.

You—as a merchant—don't want to lose

a sale, but you can't afford to take in old

machines.

THE LINK THAT MAKES A REAL
COMBINATION

To the man who owns both a phonograph

and radio (or who has either one and is

buying the other) you can sell a proper

link between the two, to make them the

combination he wants. But what is the

proper link? You know that an ordinary

loud speaker unit on the tone arm once in-

stalled is seldom, if ever, taken off to play

records. That kind of makeshift link has

ended record-playing and record-buying.

The man who has installed it has convert-

ed his phonograph into a loud speaker.

But here is a link-up—Selectron—which

supplies instantly radio or record, at the

iiu-re turn of a dial. Selectron gives both

radio and phonograph the full use of the

highly-developed phonograph tone-cham-

ber—yet they remain two separate distinct

instruments, both instantly available.

An ideal combination, achieved through

Selectron at the cost of only $19.50.

People who have Selectron buy records.

Selectron helps you to sell radio sets, too.

Every talking machine owner already has

in it the finest of all tone amplifiers. All

he needs is a receiving set and Selectron.

SELECTRON IS NOT EXPENSIVE
Selectron assures you a generous profit.

Selectron—cc, complete ready to plug in

any receiving set, retails at $19.50.

Selectron—bb, for use with any speaking

unit of the customers' choice, sells for

$12.50.

Ask us—or ask your jobber—more about

Selectron. It will help you do a bigger

radio business—and a bigger phonograph

business, too

!

This shows how easy it

is to get either radio or
record—as you please

—

with Selectron. Nothing
to change.

c\ekctronJ REG-.US.PAT.OFF.

AUDAK COMPANY 565 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
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ON EXHIBIT AT THE CONVENTION

Operates from any Electric Socket
—or from an "A " Radio Battery

T^ODAY— this powerful, silent, slow speed Consol-
A motor is the electrically driven link between phono-

graph and radio in cabinet combinations. Easily in-

stalled in any phonograph cabinet. It requires no
lubrication. It fulfills the two most important func-

tions in getting true record reproduction: constancy of

revolution per minute and constancy per revolution.

In two types: BATTERY TYPE for six volt current

to operate from "A" radio batteries. Its current con-

sumption is only 14 ampere! SOCKET TYPE for

110 volt current—universal motor—absolutely constant

speed irrespective of line current fluctuation. Entirely

free from all electrical noise.

LIBERTY ELECTRIC CORP. of New York
342 MADISON AVENUE NEW YORK CITY
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Charges "A" and "B" Radio Batteries

Simultaneously!

PLUG in Ful-Wave Model "A-B" Charger on any
A. C. 110-120 Volt—40—50 or 60 cycle line socket.

Hook it up to both "A" and "B" storage batteries

simultaneously. It does double duty. Six (6) volts of

"A" and up to 96 volts of "B" at same time!

Ful-Wave is factory sealed—backed by the manufacturer's full guarantee.

Requires no adjustments—no "service" water, acids or maintenance.

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY—QUIET AND STURDY

Ful-Wave does not overheat—cannot blow the lighting fuse. It supplies all

the convenience of keeping batteries fresh, powerful and of making them last

longer at a few pennies per charge. Lists at $22.

If you prefer concentrated double-quick efficiency on your "A" storage battery

alone, use Ful-Wave Model "A." Lists at $18.

LIBERTY ELECTRIC CORP. of New York
342 MADISON AVENUE NEW YORK CITY
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VICTOR POINTS THE WAY
To a New Era of Prosperity

For VICTOR DEALERS
The VICTOR Company, in recent announcements, assured the trade of their

intention to maintain VICTOR SUPREMACY in the talking machine and

record field. They have also forecast an incomparable position in the talking

machine and radio field, through the combination of Victrola and Victor Radio

with Victor broadcasting on a more comprehensive scale than ever by Victor

artists.

VICTOR Dealers, I believe, should now realize the responsibility resting

upon them of cooperating tO' the fullest with the Victor Company in initiating,

and energetically conducting, effective sales campaigns. It means—back on the

job—-back to work, everybody.

The Victor Company has always paved the way for new and improved

Victor products by disposing of existing merchandise through regular Victor

Dealers. By exchanges or rebates, the Victor Company has contributed millions

of dollars to aid Victor Dealers at such times. Victor Distributors and Dealers

will be serving their own best interests, as well as be showing appreciation of the

Victor Sales Policy, by making extraordinary efforts to sell the present type of

Victrolas and single-faced Red Seal records.

So let's go—Mr. Victor Dealer—forget the little extra expenditure for

advertising or canvassing. Remember it will be to YOUR interest to turn your

stock and that remaining in the hands of Victor distributors and the factory, etc.,

into cash—the cash that will be needed for new and improved Victrola products

which the Victor Company have assured you "will give a new incentive to the

merchandising of Victor products." It is up to YOU to pave the way for this

new merchandise.

Let us show the Victor Company that their sales policy

is appreciated ; that Victor Dealers are the best salesmen

—

are capable and willing to meet the situation ; and that

Victor leadership and Victor loyalty can always be relied

upon to maintain VICTOR SUPREMACY.

J. NEWCOMB BLACKMAN.
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CONVENTION OF THE NATIONAL MUSIC INDUSTRIES— (Continued from page 66d)

Final Meeting of the Music Industries

Chamber of Commerce Closes Convention
E. R. Jacobson Elected President—Directors Also Elected—1926 Convention to Be Held in the

Hotel Commodore, New York, the First Week in June—Important Report and Discussion

Chicago, III., June 11.—The final meeting of the

Music Industries Chamber of Commerce was
held to-day with directors and delegates from

member organizations present. It was announc-

ed that the various constituent organizations

had all adopted the suggested budget for the

Chamber's expenses during the year. An im-

portant feature of the meeting was the report

of the committee appointed by the Chamber to

decide upon a standard pitch for all musical

instruments. In a lengthy report, presented by

Charles Deutschman, president of the Tuners'

Association, and in part prepared and amplified

by William Braid White, technical editor of

The Music Trade Review, a standard pitch of

four-forty at sixty-eight degrees Fahrenheit

was recommended. The report was discussed

at length and adopted and the committee was

instructed to continue its important and effect-

ive work.

The four following delegates at large were re-

elected: Herman Irion, Steinway & Sons, New
York; Walter Clark, Victor Talking Machine

Co., Camden, N. J. ;
George Miller, Lester

Piano Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; and Col. F. B. T.

Hollenberg, Little Rock, Ark. The other di-

rectors are made up of the presidents of mem-

"Eastern Day" Concluded
the Series of Luncheons

Chicago, III., June 11.—The concluding noon-

day luncheon was held to-day with C. Alfred

Wagner, as honorary chairman, it being East-

ern day. One of the features was the installa-

tion of E. R. Jacobson as president of the Mu-
sic Industries Chamber of Commerce, with C.

A. Grinnell, of Grinnell Bros., Detroit, Mich.,

officiating. Col. F. B. T. Hollenberg presented

Richard W. Lawrence, the retiring president,

with a rich silver tea service, paying him high

complimment for his excellent work while in

office. An excellent entertainment program

was given by the orchestra and stars of "Artists

and Models" and by a charming eight-year-old

violinist, Guila Bustabo, who played several

difficult selections. Throughout the entire

series of luncheons the entertainment has been

of the highest caliber and much credit must

be given the committee in charge for their

efficient management, making the luncheons a

feature of the convention.

Annual Convention of the

Music Publishers of U. S.

Held at Belmont Hotel on June 9—Constitution

Revised—The New Officers

The thirty-first annual convention of the Mu-
sic Publishers' Association of the United States

was held on Tuesday, June 9, at the Belmont

Hotel, New York. The most important action

taken was the revision of the constitution and

the by-laws, greatly extending the functions

of the Association and giving additional power

to the officers. George Fischer, president of the

association, made the opening address and re-

viewed the work of the body for the past year.

Harold Flammer, treasurer, and M. E. Tomp-
kins, acting secretary, also made the usual re-

ports. The following were elected officers for

the coming year: Walter Fischer, president; Y

Deaiic Preston, vice-president ; Harold Flam-

mer, treasurer, and M. E. Tompkins, secretary.

The annual banquet was held at the Hotel

Belmont and many members of the dealers'

association were present as guests.

ber associations in addition to the following:

from the National Piano Manufacturers' Asso-
ciation: Max J. deRochemont, A. G. Gulbransen,

C. Alfred Wagner and E. R. Jacobson ; from
the National Music Merchants' Association:

Henry E. Weisert, E. P. Hamilton, M. V. De-
Foreest and R. N. Watkin; from the Supply-

Association: Arthur L. Wessell, Edward John-
son and Joseph Reed.

At a meeting of the board of directors of the

Music Industries Chamber of Commerce, the

following officers were elected: president, E. R.

Jacobson of the Straube Piano Co.,. Hammond,
Ind.; first vice-president, E. H. Droop, Wash-
ington, D. C. ; second vice-president, C. D
Greenleaf, Conn Co., Elkhart, Ind.; treasurer,

Hermann Irion, Steinway & Sons, New York,

and secretary and general manager, Alfred L.

Smith.

It was decided to hold the next convention

at the Hotel Commodore, New York, during the

first week of June, 1926. During the course of

the meeting, Col. F. B. T. Hollenberg explained

the plan of the Merchants Association for hav-

ing the Chamber carry on promotional work on

behalf of the members of the merchants' or-

ganization.

Twelfth Annual Convention
of Sheet Music Dealers

Important Matters Discussed by Members of

the Association—New Officers Elected

The twelfth annual convention of the Nation-

al Association of Sheet Music Dealers was held

at the Hotel McAlpin, New York, June 8 to 10,

and was one of the best attended gatherings ever

held. E. Grant Ege, president of the associa-

tion, opened the Monday session with an ad-

dress in which he reviewed the work of the

body for the past year, stating that its accom-
plishments have helped not only the dealers

but also the publishers and the general public.

Thomas Donlon, secretary and treasurer, made
his report showing the Association's finances in

good shape with, however, a pressing need for

increased dues to allow the organization to ex-

tend its services and functions. During the

three-day sessions, papers bearing on outstand-

ing features of the trade were read and a dis-

cussion was held on each, resulting in the inter-

change of new ideas.

The following officers were unanimously re-

elected: E. Grant Ege, president; Paul A.

Schmitt, vice-president, and Thomas Donlon,

secretary-treasurer.

Annual Outing of Publishers

The annual outing given by the New York
music publishers to visiting dealers was held

on Wednesday, June 10. Seven large buses

carried the party over the Long Island roads

to Smallwood's Glenwood Lodge, L. I. A fea-

ture of the day was a ball game between the

dealers and publishers. The Meyer Davis Dance
Troupe supplied the music for dancing.

Henry E. Gardiner, district manager for Son-

ora on the Pacific Coast, states that there is

increasing interest in the Sonora line among
dealers in this territory. Among the dealers

who have recently added the Sonora are Fred

K. Howe, Santa Cruz, Cal. ; Larons Music

Store, Hollister, Cal. and Hunkins Music Shop,

Chico, Calif. These dealers are planning to get

behind Sonora with intensive drives.

Special Meeting of Phono.
Manufacturers' Association

Interesting and Instructive Addresses Feature
Event—Voice Confidence in Talking Machine
Business—Convention Visitors Welcomed

Chicago, III., June 11.—A special meeting of

the National Phonograph Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation was held this evening at the Furniture

Club in the American Furniture Mart, in order

to welcome trade visitors to the national conven-

tion of the music industries. M. C. Schiff, vice-

president and treasurer, presided, although Presi-

dent Henry A. Otis was present and took an

active part in welcoming visitors, who numbered
a score or more. Mr. Schiff in the opening ad-

dress voiced confidence in the talking machine

business which, he declared, he is backing with

cash investments.

Otto Heineman, president of the General

Phonograph Corp., New York, gave a snappy, op-

timistic talk, saying that business was far from
dead and that orders for motors this May were
80 per cent higher than in 1924, showing the

healthy trend of the trade. He also made a strong

appeal for the interchange of credit information

between the members as a real and necessary serv-

ice. Mr. Heineman also exhibited several sketches

suggesting arrangements of the Association

slogan, "When and What You Want."
Edward Kratsch, editor of the Wood Working

Industries, Milwaukee, gave an interesting talk

upon the efficient and economical purchases and
uses of wood, recommending more attention be
given to the use of dimension stock. M. J. Egle-

ston, of the General Outdoor Advertising Co.,

gave an excellent address on the value of slo-

gans in trade.

Lee Robinson, business manager of The Talking

Machine World, spoke on the benefits possible

through organization and urged that earnest effort

be devoted to building up membership to effective

proportions. After several other talks, the mem-
bers and visitors enjoyed the entertainment pro-

vided in their honor.

Gulbransen Co. Entertains

Its Dealers at Breakfast

Chicago, III., June 11.—The Gulbransen Co.

staged a successful breakfast at the Drake
Hotel this morning which was attended by 150

Gulbransen dealers, many of whom were accom-
panied by their wives. A. G. Gulbransen, presi-

dent of the company, welcomed the guests, and
Frederick W. Carberry, of the Carberry Parker

Co., Milwaukee, was the song leader. General

Sales manager Hugh A. Stewart, after paying
high tribute to the Gulbransen ideals as out-

lined by the head of the house, maintained by
his organization and endorsed by all dealers,

introduced various speakers, who included Gene
Redewill, of Redewill Music Co., Phoenix, Ariz.;

Lester E. Cox, Martin Bros. Piano Co., Spring-

field, Mo.; C. J. Levin, Hammann-Levin Co.;

Baltimore, Md. ; A. D. Lamotte, Theartle Mu-
sic Co., San Diego, Cal. and John Martin, Mar-
tin Music Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

Plan New Home

Plans are being drawn for one of the finest

music stores in the country, according to an

announcement made recently by J. F. Hale, with

Kohler & Chase, San Francisco, Cal. Mr. Hale,

who bears the title "Assistant to the President,"

said that Kohler & Chase has purchased a lot

with frontage of fifty feet, on O'Farrell street,

immediately east of the Orpheum. This is about

a block and a half from the present Kohler &
Chase building. The lease on the newly purchased

property does not take effect until the first of the

year. It is expected that building operations will

commence soon after that date.
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53 radio distributors

and 2500 franchise dealers will

profit by this outstanding opportunity

Town and Country—Portable
6-Tube

De Luxe Console finished

in quartered French
Walnut

De Luxe Cabinet finished in quartered French Walnut

Read the 5 great advantages it offers. ( 1 ) A new and revolutionary type

of receiver that outdistances all competitors; (2) Stability of line made
certain by merger of two great manufacturing organizations; (3) Con-
sumer price lower than that of other quality receivers because 95% of parts,

including cabinets, are made in our own factories, hence only one profit

and one selling cost; (4) Revolutionary sales plan gives complete protec-

tion in territory and price; (5) Immense advertising campaign — maga-
zine and newspaper—embodies unique plan that furnishes dealer with

leads. Write today.

Erla *Balloon* Cir-

cloid r. f. frequency
transformer.

THIS is the first announcement

of one of the greatest propo-

sitions ever offered radio deal-

ers and distributors. Only a brief

outline can be given here. Please

write or wire at once for full de-

tails. Letters will be considered in

the order received. Note carefully

the 5 points that will increase your

profits by thousands of dollars the

first year.

( 1 ) NEW TYPE RECEIVER
Science has made a remarkable discovery—a new sys-

tem of radio frequency amplification based upon a new
and revolutionary type of coil, the Erla *Balloon ¥

Circloid. It offers 4 . great improvements over present

day receivers.

( 1 ) Greater distance. Circloids have no measurable ex-

ternal field to affect adjacent coils or wiring circuits.

This makes possible higher amplification in each

stage with increased sensitivity and greater range.

(2) More Volume. Higher r. f. amplification enables

Circloids to bring in distant stations scarcely audi-

ble in ordinary sets, with volume enough on the

loud speaker to fill an auditorium.

(3) Increased selectivity. Circloids have absolutely no

pick-up qualities of their own. Only signals flow-

ing in the antenna circuit are built up.

(4) Finer tone quality. The self-enclosed field positively

prevents stray feed-backs between coils. Hence no

blurring or distortion. Tones are crystal clear.

There are many other advantages which the Circloid

principle affords which will be explained in answer to

your letter.

(2)

Two Immense Organizations
Back the Erla Line

• New factory built kit

Anyone can wire in only a few
minutes by new method. ,

An operating merger in-

volving several million dol-

lars of invested capital and

plant facilities with a total

capacity of 500,000 re-

ceivers per annum has

been concluded between

the Electrical Research
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Laboratories (Erla) of Chicago and the Caswell-Runyan
Company of Huntington, Ind. The first is one of

America's largest manufacturers of radio parts and re-

ceivers. The second is the world's largest manufacturer
of radio cabinets and cedar chests.

The combined effort of these institutions will be de-

voted to the manufacture of Erla products. This guar-

antees the stability and permanence of Erla and offers

dealers protection they can receive from few radio

manufacturers today.

At the same time you are constantly kept in touch with
new radio developments. A corps of Erla engineers is

constantly developing new discoveries and new im-
provements. These are available

only to authorized Erla dealers.

line of complete and knock down receivers, also a com-
plete line of nationally known parts.

Every dealer will receive invaluable sales training under

factory supervision in building his business to bigger,

more profitable dimensions. We do everything possible

to make every Erla dealer highly successful. It means
more business for us, greater profits for you.

(5)

Unusually Low Selling Price

(3) Now Made Possible

The powerful union of receiver and
cabinet manufacturing interests that

now is Erla establishes a new basis

of values and performance in re-

ceivers of the better grade. Ninety-

five per cent of the elements in Erla

completed receivers, including cabi-

nets, will be manufactured entirely

within our own plants, with only one
profit and one selling expense. This

makes possible an extremely moder-
ate retail price to the consumer yet

enables us to allow distributor and
dealer an adequate profit margin.

Actual photographs of models and
confidential price list will be sent as

Caswell-Runyan Company.

soon as we have your reply. You
will be amazed at the low prices.

Each Franchise Worth

(4) Thousands of Dollars

The Erla franchise gives both dealer

and distributor complete protection.

It includes absolute freedom from
price cutting and other destructive

practices. Only authorized Erla rep-

resentatives are able to secure and
sell Erla products.

Each representative is offered a full

* Trade-mark Registered.

Great Advertising Campaign
With Unique Selling Feature

Erla dealers are backed by a gigantic advertising

campaign reaching over 25,000,000 people. Both
national magazines and newspapers will be used. This

campaign completely blankets every
town, city and farming territory.

53 DISTRIBUTORS

Our 53 distributors will be located

in the following cities. Dealers will

be appointed in these cities and sur-

rounding territories.

Albany

Atlanta

Baltimore

Birmingham

Buffalo

Charlotte

Chicago

Cincinnati

Cleveland

Columbus

Dallas

Denver

Des Moines

Detroit

Fargo

Fort Wayne
Grand Rapids

Harrisburg

Houston

Indianapolis

Jacksonville

Kansas City

Little Rock
Los Angeles

Louisville

Memphis

Milwaukee

Minneapolis

Nashville

Newark
New England

New Orleans

New York City

Oklahoma City

Omaha
Peoria

Philadelphia

Pittsburgh

Portland

Richmond
Rochester

Salt Lake City

San Antonio

San Francisco

Scranton

Seattle

Shreveport

Sioux Falls

Spokane

St. Louis

Toledo

Wichita

Canada—Vancouver, Winnipeg,
Toronto

mm

A new selling idea is presented in

this advertising that actually brings

dealers the names of prospective

Home of Erla.

buyers. Thousands of such names
will be turned over to dealers in all

parts of the country. The plan it-

self will result in an amazingly large

percentage of sales. Our own men
will show you how to get the most
from it. The dealers who have seen

it say that it is the greatest selling

idea they have ever known.

Write or Wire TODAY
Send in your name immediately so

that you may be first in line for a

franchise in your territory. Natu-
rally we wish to deal only with the

highest type of organizations in each
community so we ask you to fill in

the coupon below. No obligation

whatsoever. Simply fill in so that

you may get complete information

by return mail.

Electrical Research Laboratories

2531 Cottage Grove Avenue
Chicago, U. S. A.

ELECTRICAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES,
2531 Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago, U. S. A.

Send me immediately full particulars of the Erla proposition. No obligation.

Name Present business

Address ^° vou handle radio?

City State
What kind?

Pate
References

.(fill in) . , . . : . . . , . . . : ..t,;-: ..... . .

Attach any other" informatiornyou- wish to give on-separate sheet of paper
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We wish to announce to our friends in the phonograph

industry the final completion and acceptance of our new
motor for portables. This motor has been on test for

nearly two years, and we now offer it to the trade as

a worthy bearer of the United trade mark "QUALITY
PRODUCTS."

We do not claim that it is a radical departure from ac-

cepted standards, but rather admit that it is a grouping

of the best time-tried ideas in a motor which combines

more good points than have heretofore been consolidated

in one mechanism for this purpose.

Our faith in this motor is so great that we have provided

an elaborate and costly set of special tools, dies, jigs and
fixtures which makes possible its production in large

quantities with a degree of accuracy and precision not

heretofore offered in this type of motor. Quantity pro-

duction is, however, an essential, and to obtain it we
offer this motor at a price which will interest you if you
are a builder of portable phonographs.

UNITED MANUFACTURING
AND DISTRIBUTING CO.

9705 Cottage Grove Avenue, Chicago, 111.
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Portable Phonographs and Radio Sets Are G
-
E

- °^den Elected a

Proving Big Factors in Sales in Kansas City
Conditions Basically Sound Is Opinion of Dealers—Portable Sales Bring Up Business Volume

—

Musical Program Features Opening of Knabe Studios—Sonora Featured at Radio Show

President of Kodel Radio Corp. Now a Member
of the Board of the Carpax Co., Manchester,

Eng., and a Leading Radio Concern

Kansas City, Mo., June 6.—Among all dealers

the same opinions are expressed in regard to

business for the last few weeks. The situation

is similar to the same period of a year ago,

nothing unusual has developed, people are buy-

ing, the sales averages are equivalent to last

year's, and the outlook is bright.

Portables Proving Big Sales Factor

From every quarter comes the same news that

the portable phonograph and portable radio are

the big factors of the season. Tourists are buy-

radio put out by the RCA, which resembles

a suitcase, weighs but forty pounds, can be car-

ried into the prospect's office, and his interest

in radio aroused in this essential to a perfect

vacation.

Sonora Radio Products in Show Exhibit

The C. D. Smith Drug Co., of this city, Sonora

jobber, presented a very attractive exhibit at

the Kansas City Radio Show, featuring the

Sonora radio speaker and the Sonoradio com-

bination phonograph and radio. The exhibit at-

Clarence E. Ogden, president of the Kodel

Radio Corp., Cincinnati, formerly the Auto-

matic Electrical Devices Co. and the old Kodel

Mfg. Co., Cincinnati, O., which recently amal-

gamated and organized a $2,000,000 corporation,

has been elected a director in the Carpax Co.,

Ltd., 312 Deansgate, Manchester, England, one

of the largest foreign radio concerns.

M. Brough, secretary of the Carpax Co.,

notified Mr. Ogden of his election, saying:

"Because of your wide engineering and radio

experience and familiarity with American mar-

keting methods, the stockholders of Carpax,

Ltd., chose you as one of the directors."

The Carpax Co. has branches throughout the

European countries and northern Africa. It is

probable that this company will manufacture

certain of the new line of KRC products which

have been developed in the Kodel Laboratories.

Mr. Ogden, who has been going to England

once or twice each year as a radio and engi-

neering consultant for the Carpax Co., will go

to England some time this Summer or early

Fall to meet with directors of the foreign com-

pany. •
."

Sonora Exhibit of C. D. Sm
ing them; vacation parties of young people are

demanding them for picnics, and from every

point of view they are considered "the thing"

for this season.

Records are selling steadily, although there is

little deviation from the demand in April and

May, 1924. Although there is some feeling on

the part of dealers that business should be a

great deal better, as a whole they are agreed

that conditions are sound and that the future

looks good. Because of the crops and the oil

output in this territory money is plentiful and

dealers feel that it will be spent more readily

than it has in preceding years, especially as the

Fall draws near.

Formal Opening of Knabe Studios

Radio was spoken of as the important fea-

ture in musical education of to-day at the formal

opening of the new Knabe Studios at the Coun-

try Club Plaza on the .evening of May 25. A
musical program was offered by the Studios for

the opening. The ground floor salesroom of

the Studios was arranged as a small concert

hall, the seating capacity of which is over a

hundred, and the rear room is so arranged that

fifty more chairs can be placed therein to ac-

commodate a larger crowd. The audience con-

sisted of customers and patrons of the Knabe
Studios, 80 per cent of whom live in the district

of which the Country Club Plaza is the center.

The entire program was broadcast from station

WDAF.
Wrong Way to Sell Radio

The radio department of the Wunderlich

Piano Co. is enthusiastic for the super-power

try-out to take place in June. The department

has been strongly in favor of discounting static,

believing that this is a feature in radio develop-

ment that can be eliminated, and that the less

said about it the better.

RCA Portable Aid to Sales

The new RCA portable radio is a popular

product at Wunderlich's. It has proved par-

ticularly valuable for demonstration of radios

in general. The department handles the Bruns-

wick Radiola, and since these instruments are

large and come in beautiful polished cases, it is

scarcely practical to carry them from place to

place at vacation time. However, the portable

ith Drug Co. at Radio Show
tracted considerable attention and Sonora deal-

lers in this territory report closing a number
of sales to radio enthusiasts who visited the

show and who were keenly impressed with the

exhibit.

Opens Store in Daytona, Fla.

Charles Lessing, talking machine dealer, for-

merly of Paterson, N. J., has opened a talking

machine store at Daytona Beach, Fla., at which

he will feature Okeh and Odeon records and
Outing portables. Mr. Lessing has had con-

siderable experience in talking machine mer-

chandising and plans an aggressive sales drive.

Grosley Corp. to Garry on

Broadcasting Experiments

Cincinnati, O., June 5.—The Crosley Radio

Corp.'s super-power station, WLW, is now listed

by the Department of Commerce as an experi-

mental station in addition to its regular broad-

cast license, which permits the use of five-kilo-

watt transmission. The call letters are 8-XAL
and will be heard from time to ^time as the oc-

casion requires. This new license permits the

Crosley station to conduct experiments for the

development of the science of radio communi-
cation or the apparatus pertaining thereto. This

will permit experiments with wave-lengths be-

tween 200 and 1,000 meters and during the hours

before 11.30 in the morning and after 12 mid-

night, local standard time. Experiments will

also be conducted under another license for use

in transmission of short-wave work, and it is

expected that valuable information will be se-

cured in this way.

oo
Regular Discounts

Loud
Tone

$25
The Oro-Tone
Junior No. 250

Height, iyz inches; Width, 11^4 inches;
Length, 15 inches; Weight, 15 pounds.

Produced for the Merchant who
Desires to Give His Trade Quality

Throughout.
m̂

^fc>
Plays

\J^^^ w All Records

CABINET CONSTRUCTION—Body construction of % inch stock. Dovetailed
corners, inch veneer top and bottom panels. Glued and nailed throughout and
covered with a durable waterproof leatherette material.

MOTOR—American manufactured, housed in cast frame to insure perfect alignment
and withstand rough handling, single spring, easy winding, plays two sides of a ten-
inch lateral cut record or more than one side of an Edison record at one winding.

TONE ARM IS NOT REMOVED when lid is closed. Ready to play in five seconds.
Convenience itself.

Order Sample on Ten Days Approval.

The Oro-Tone Co.,
PACIFIC MUSIC CO, Distributor

137 Turk St., San Francisco, Cal.

1000-1010 George St.
Chicago, U. S. A.
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A New Standard
Sales Prove That Where

The Caswell Gypsy—
—the Selling Sensation of the 7 rade

BY building into its Gypsy Model beauty, tone and quality construction,
Caswell has set a new standard of true value in portable phonographs.
And by strict adherence to a sales policy which recognizes only legiti-

mate channels and practices, Caswell has given to jobbers and dealers a
sales proposition which is the sensation of the trade.

Sales reports—and orders—from many of the largest and most progressive
wholesale and retail outlets of the country prove this—prove that where
value is—trade follows.

To you who are daily face to face with the chaotic conditions in the industry,

which have been brought about by manufacturers, jobbers and dealers who
are attempting to "kill the goose that lays the golden egg," the Caswell story

has much that will interest you.

To recognized and financially responsible jobbers who are interested in a

mutually profitable and permanent arrangement, the Caswell line will be

shown by appointment.

And dealers, located in territories in which we have not yet made satisfactory

jobbing connections, may order direct, providing they give us their jobber's

name and reasons for doing business with that jobber.

List Price Gypsy Model $25.00—$27.00 in Far West and South

(asWeWJftanufacturincj (o.
PORTABLE PHONOGRAPHS ^DISTINCTION

MILWAUKEE,WIS.
U.S.A.

Western Sales Office:

Oakland Tribune Tower,

Oakland, Cal.

ST. PAUL AVE.
AT IOT? STREET
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ofTrue Value/
Value Is--Trade Follows

The Caswell Aristocrat

the De Luxe Model of the Caswell Line

T0 Caswell tone and quality lias been added a fuller degree of beauty,

now fully exemplified in the Caswell Aristocrat—the de luxe model
of the Caswell line.

The beauty in contour, finish and materials heretofore always a definite

feature of Caswell Portable Phonographs is now further augmented by a

covering of embossed, duotone Dupont Fabrikoid in a wide range of delicate

and yet practical tints.

This added beauty which so strikingly lifts the Aristocrat above the field

enables it to play a dual role. It is fit to grace the finest home, yet this

beautiful finish is so practical that it does not lessen the value of the

Aristocrat as a portable instrument.

Mechanically the Aristocrat is quite in keeping with the entire Caswell line.

It has the famous Heineman Motor which is known wherever phonographs
are known; the Caswell throwback type Universal Tone Arm can be reversed

to play Edison records, and the new "Caswell Microtone" reproducer, a tone

chamber designed by one of the country's most famous acoustic engineers.

This amplifying tone chamber is a revelation in its wealth and depth ol

melodious tone. The Aristocrat carries eighteen records of thirty-six selec-

tions in specially constructed album which is permanently a part of the

cover. Records cannot bounce or break.

Successful distributors whose experience with the Caswell Gypsy has con-

vinced them of Caswell value are finding that the Aristocrat is opening up
a profitable, virgin market.

List Price Aristocrat Model $30.00—$32.50 in Far West and South

(asWeVJftanufacturincj (o.

PORTABLE PHONOGRAPHS ^DISTINCTION
MILWAUKEE,WIS.

U.S.A.

Western Sales Office:

Oakland Tribune Tower,

Oakland, Cal.

ST. PAUL AVE.
AT IOT? STREET
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Atwater Kent Radio Distributors Hold
Successful Convention in Philadelphia

Approximately Two Hundred Delegates From Various Parts of the Country Travel to Quaker

City to Participate—Instructive Addresses and Discussions Mark the Event—Merchandising

Plans Discussed—Important Price Revisions Announced—Visitors Inspect Plant

Philadelphia, Pa., June 5.—Although the open-

ing date for the radio distributors' convention

of the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co. was set for Tues-

day, May 26, from as early as the previous

Sunday distributors began to arrive at the head-

quarters established at the Bellevue-Stratford

Hotel, this city. By the time the convention

was formally opened on Tuesday with a lunch-

eon in the South Gardens, some two hundred

delegates were registered and this number was

given the various members. In turn the players

made a number of references to Atwater Kent

products, and following the last act many of

them returned with the Atwater Kent guests to

enjoy supper and dancing in the Rose Garden.

Interesting Talks Mark Wednesday Session

On Wednesday morning the convention was

called to order at 9.45 with an address of wel-

come by A. Atwater Kent, president of the

Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., which was followed by

in convention an auto trip was planned for the

ladies.

Wednesday evening was known as "Pooley
Night," during which all the Atwater Kent dis-

tributors were the guests of the Pooley Co. for

the evening's entertainment which opened with
a dinner in the South Gardens. A theatre party

was held at the Broad Street Theatre where
Olga Petrova appeared in "The Hurricane."

The theatre party was followed by a supper
dance and vaudeville entertainment of particular

merit in the South Gardens and Oak Rooms of

the Hotel.

Important Announcement at Thursday's Session
The Thursday morning and afternoon sessions

were devoted to a thorough discussion of the

future merchandising plans and all other sub-

jects which were of interest to the Atwater

Partial Group of Distributors Attending Atwater Kent Convention Assembled Outside

considerably added to as time went on. A
complete program was arranged for the entire

four days of the convention with much fore-

thought shown in its arrangement. As usual

with Atwater Kent affairs, everything available

for the entertainment, comfort and convenience

of the guests was provided for and from start

to finish every event proceeded without any
occurrence to mar the plans. Following the

opening luncheon the guests were taken in taxi-

cabs to the mammoth Atwater Kent factory in

the Germantown section of Philadelphia, where
for several hours under capable guidance the

visitors were conducted through the entire

plant. From the Atwater Kent factory all jour-

neyed to the Pooley Co. plant at Seventeenth

and Indiana avenues, where the manufacturing

process of this well-known organization was
also witnessed. A return was made in time for

dinner which was served in the South Gardens
and which in turn was followed by a theatre,

party at the Garrick Theatre, where the musical

play, "No, No, Nanette," was enjoyed. The
Atwater Kent guests occupied almost the entire

floor of the house and added greatly to the en-

joyment of the play by the hearty applause

an address upon the subject of "Advertising As
a Junior Salesman," by Alex F. Osborne, vice-

president of Barton, Durstine & Osborne, adver-

tising agency of New York City, who are in

charge of the advertising of the Atwater Kent
Mfg. Co. Following Mr. Osborne's talk, John

C. Sterling, of the same organization, gave an

equally interesting address on "Reaching the

Public."

After luncheon Roy S. Durstine, secretary

and treasurer of Barton, Durstine & Osborne,

outlined the Atwater Kent advertising plans for

1925, which were intensely interesting to the dis-

tributors present because they showed the tre-

mendous power which is to be placed behind

them in the distribution and merchandising of

Atwater Kent products. The next speaker,

Bruce Barton, president of Barton, Durstine &
Osborne, spoke on "Public Opinion."

During the course of these sessions many in-

teresting facts disclosed by the survey of the

radio field, conducted by Barton, Durstine &
Osborne, were shown which will undoubtedly

prove a valuable aid in the conduct of business

during the coming year. While the* business

affairs were being taken up by the distributors

Main Entrance of Company's Plant

Kent distributors. It was during these sessions

that an important announcement of the revision

of prices on the entire Atwater Kent line was
announced. The model No. 20 cabineted re-

ceiving set which has proved to be one of the

most popular numbers of the line had its list

price changed from $100 to $80. The model
No. 20 Compact, as its name implies, is prac-

tically a duplicate of model No. 20 but decidedly

smaller in size. The list price of this set has

also been changed from $100 to $80. Model
No. 24, which was originally known as the

model DeLuxe, has had its list price changed
from $120 to $100. Model No. 19, a four-tube

cabineted set, is changed from $85 to $60 list

price. In the open sets model No. 10, a five-

tube set, is now listed at $80 instead of $85 and
model No. 12, a six-tube set, at $100 instead of

$105.

In the radio speaker line model M retains the

same list price of $28 and model H, a new
number of the line, was introduced at $22. Mod-
els "L" and "R" are changed from $20 to $17

and $15 to $12 respectively.

The Atwater Kent phonograph attachment

(Continued on page 72)

"The Portable with a Guarantee Bond'
9

SPENCERIAN
Portable PHONOGRAPHS

Correspondence Invited

^SE^PHQNQ.Jm^MM 4th St., ST. PAUL, MINN.

$25.00

LIST
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RECORDS
The fastest selling, popular priced record in

America. Dealers everywhere enthusiastic.

Rapid turn-over. Steady profit. And above

all—highest quality record at any price.

Highest Quality

!

No Higher Quality

Highest Quality!
No Higher Quality

Highest Quality!
No Higher Quality

Highest Quality

!

No Higher Quality

Perfect Records are the equal of any regardless

of price. First out with latest hits, popular
stars, and quality, quality, quality!

Write for Full Information

Send coupon now for full information about Perfect Records and find out

how you, too, can "cash in" by offering your customers the highest quality

phonograph record on the market—at a price that is amazingly low. Write

us today.

PERFECT RECORD CO.
34 Grand Ave., Brooklyn

PERFECT RECORD CO.,

Brooklyn, New York

Please send me full information about your highest

quality popular priced Perfect Records.

Name

Address
P.R.T.M.W.
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Atwater Kent Distributors Hold Convention in Philadelphia—(Continued from page 70)

is now listed at $8, a reduction in price of $2.

During the morning an auto trip for the ladies

with luncheon at the Fountain House in Doyles-

town, Pa., was planned.

The evening session was opened with a recep-

tion tendered to the Atwater Kent radio artists

whose weekly broadcasting is enjoyed by prac-

tically every owner of a radio set throughout

the country. The reception was followed by a

dinner and at 9.00 o'clock the broadcasting of

the regular weekly program of the Atwater

Distributors from Minnesota, Dakotas, Nebraska, Iowa
-

:

Messrs. Davis, Zimmerman, Nol, MacGowan, Stevens,

Rhinehard Bowman, Pratt, Campbell and Crawford

Kent radio artists was made in the presence of

the guests instead of the studio of station

WEAF as usual. Graham McNamee, famous

announcer of this station, was present and con-

ducted the broadcasting from the Atwater Kent

convention through the following stations:

WEAF, New York; WJAR, Providence;

WEEI, Boston; WGR, Buffalo; WWJ, Detroit;

WCCO, Minneapolis and St. Paul; WSAI, Cin-

cinnati; WFI, Philadelphia; WCAE, Pittsburgh;

WEAR, Cleveland, and WOC, Davenport, la.

Following the broadcasting the floor was

cleared for dancing and a general good time

was had.

General Business Sessions Close Meeting

On Friday both morning and afternoon gen-

eral business sessions were held at the Atwater

Kent factory with luncheon served to the ladies

at the Bellevue-Stratford and to men at the fac-

Some New York City Distributors: Messrs. D'Elia, Bauer,

Prestelle, Edwards, .Oppenheim, Wildermuth, Latham,

Heman and Delp.

tory itself. At the close of the business session

Nat Elin, of the New Jersey Radio Co., Inc.,

Atwater Kent distributor, located in Newark,

N. J., offered the following resolution which

thoroughly visualizes the sentiment felt by the

distributors attending, as it was unanimously

accepted:

"Our stay in Philadelphia has been imbued
with a marvelous spirit. We, the distributors

of Atwater Kent radio, have enjoyed a remark-

able program, and it is a privilege to know that

we are an integral part of such an institution.

"The definite manner in which Mr. Kent has

reviewed the different models and answered in

a most analytical way a volley of questions from
all parts of the land has surely manifested our

leadership in the industry.

"The thoroughness with which the advertising

program has been presented, the completeness

of its details, covering all possible avenues of

distribution, has made a marked impression

upon us, and this program is sure to augment

our efforts in a most remarkable degree.

"The sterling qualities of the sales depart-

ment, headed by Mr. Collamore, are deeply ap-

preciated. This department has always been

most sympathetic, and its guidance has been an

inspiring influence.

"Therefore, be it resolved that we, the dis-

tributors of Atwater Kent radio, do hereby ac-

cept from this convention all the standards and

ideals that have been so effectively expressed

and also manifested in our conduct.

"That we go back to our homes with a high

resolve that the inspiring sessions now coming

to a close shall enable us to 'carry the message

to Garcia' with renewed vigor and confidence

and to carry on our work with an abundance of

continued good will and helpfulness."

During the period of the convention the At-

AUTOMATIC LIDISUPPORT
Finished in Nickel and Gold

">/ ,
- Samples on request

Patented Deo. 9. 1919: Oct. 25. 1921;
Not. 7. 1922. Canada Applied.

The Most Dependable Lid Support on the Market

Star Machine & Novelty Co.^ZtZTVT'

Crawford Battery Co., Vancouver, B. C, Can.; C W.
Clare and J. Stiefvater, Stiefvater Electric Co., Utica,

N. Y.; C. B. Corbin, Toledo Ignition Co., Toledo, O.; J.

B. and L. D. Chisholm, Battery & Electric Co., Greenville,

S. C; C. O. Campbell, Northwestern Auto Supply Co.,

Billings, Mont.; O. R. Crowell, Crowell Bros., Ltd., Hali-

fax, N. S., Can.; Chas. A. D'Elia, D'Elia Electric Co.,

Bridgeport, Conn.

Adolph Wagner, H. T. Electric Co., Indianapolis, Ind.;
W. A. White and Matthew Jones, Orr Iron Co., Evansville,
Ind.; S. K. Wallace and R. A. Burns, Norman Baughman
Co., Tampa, Fla.; G. A. Zanone and W. W. Gambil),
Radio Sales Co., Memphis, Tenn.; E. F. Pooley, B. R.
Stauffer, M. J. Polkoff, S. Fletcher and A. A. Fair, Pooley
Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; Albert Buehn, H. N. Schwartz,
Frank W. Barnard and John K. Nichol, Buehn Phonograph
Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.; Louis Buehn, Chas. Muller and Mr.
Shepherd, Louis Buehn Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; Bruce Bar-
ton, Roy S. Durstine, Alex F. Osborne, J. Sterling, S.

Cande, T. Cronin and others, Barton, Durstine & Osborne,
New York City; Mr. Elliott, Interstate Electric Co.,
Shreveport, La.; C. W. Edmond and J. E. Delp, E. J.
Edmond Co., New York; M. L. Elliott, Elliott Motor Co.,
Suffolk, Va.; P. C. Ford, H. A. McRae & Co., Troy, N. Y.

;

F. W. Fowler, Burr-Fowler Co., Inc., Syracuse, N. Y.

;

W. D. V. Hopkins, Hopkins Auto Equipment Co., Atlanta,
Ga.; F. J. Friday, Friday Battery & Electric Co., Ottumwa,
la.; A. F. Fellis, Goodin Motor Service Co., Wichita,
Kan.; F. A. Getty, W. A. Bauer Co., Norristown, Pa.;
Robert Green, Magnet Machine Co, Baltimore, Md.; C. S.

Glover and F. S. Garrett, Garrett, Miller & Co., Wilming-
ton, Del.; B. D. Greenhouse, Sampson Electric Co., Chi-
cago, 111.; Earl R. Goodin, Goodin Motor Service Co.,
Wichita, Kan.; L. R. Howe, Howe & Co., Boston, Mass.;

J. Harry Hearnen, J. H. Hearnen Co., Trenton, N. J.;
Geo. Hull and Gordon Parks, Magneto Machine Co., Balti-

Some of the New York State Delegation: Messrs. Smiley,

Fowler, Stiefvater, Adams, Burr, Roth, Elliott, Stiefvater

and Randall

water Kent Mfg. Co. displayed its entire line of

receiving sets, loud speakers, phonograph at-

tachments, battery cables and battery contain-

ers in the South Gardens.

New Catalog Distributed

The new Atwater Kent catalog was also

ready for distribution. The frontispiece contains

a photograph of A. Atwater Kent, president

and founder of the company. Following a mes-

sage from Mr. Kent space is devoted to the sub-

jects of manufacture, design, maintenance, op-

eration, logging the dials, volume selectivity and

distance. These various subjects are attractively

illustrated and four different views of the inter-

ior of the Atwater Kent factory are given.

The center spread contains a panorama of the

exterior of the "factory behind the product"

and an insert shows the imposing entrance to

the plant. Then follows a complete illustrated

description of the line and a photograph of

well-known Atwater Kent artists.

No small credit is due the Atwater Kent
staff for the perfect manner in which every-

thing was accomplished during the course of the

convention. A. Atwater Kent, president, and

V. W. Collamore, general manager, were on

hand at all times, together with their staff.

On Friday evening the distributors and their

wives went to Atlantic City, where they were
guests of Mr. Kent at the Hotel Traymore and
on yachting trips over the Memorial Day week-
end.

Those Present at Convention
Among those present were:
N. C. Adams and Mr. Elliott, Elliott Engineering Co.,

Binghamton, N. Y. ; A. Van Antwerpen and L. R. Day,
Radio Specialty Co., Milwaukee, Wis.; B. E. Bachan and
Edw. Breel, H. A. McRae & Co., Troy, N. Y.; H. C.

Burr, Burr Fowler Co., Inc., Syracuse, N. Y. ; Louis

Buehn, Louis Buehn, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.; W. E. Bauer,

W. A. Bauer Co., Norristown, Pa.; P. S. Berryman, Penn
Electric Engineering Co, Scranton, Pa.; Geo. L. Brown,

Johnstown Auto Co., Johnstown, Pa.; W. W. Bennett,

Columbus Ignition Co., Columbus, O.; R. H. Bechtel,

Cleveland Ignition Co., Cleveland, O.; David W. Burke,

Radio Distributing Co., Detroit, Mich.; S. V. Burnside,

Reed Radio & Electric Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.; Mr. Barriger,

Barriger Radio Sales Co., Cincinanti, O.; R. A. Burns

and S. K. Wallace, G. Norman Baughman Co., Tampa,
Fla.; F. M. Bultman and Robert B. McCreight, Auto
Electric Co., Columbia, S. C. ; Harger Blish, Harger

Blish Co., Des Moines, la.; Norman S. Brown and Melvin

B. Hall, Brown & Hall Supply Co., St. Louis, Mo.; John

Bishop and J. Ernest Millen, John Millen & Son, Ltd.,

Montreal, Can.; J. A. Bennett and Leighton Elliott, Ben-

nett & Elliott, Ltd., Toronto, Can.; I. H. Bowman, Bow-

man Bros., Ltd., Reirina. Sask., Can.; A. C. G. Crawford.

Distributors from Philadelphia: Messrs. Scharbonnier,
Malloy, Hull, Greene, Meany, Shepherd, Miller and Parks

more, Md.; Bert Henley, Cincinnati Ignition Co., Cincin-
nati, O.; W. W. Huffman and D. B. Williams, Williams
Hardware Co., Clarksburg, W. Va.; Frank Hagenlocker
and H. N. lies, Briggs United Electric Service Co., Erie,
Pa.; Edw. Henley, Birmingham Electric Battery Co., Bir-
mingham, Ala.; E. R. Hardy, Electrical Equipment Co.,
Phoenix, Ariz.; Ernest Ingold, Ernest Ingold, Inc., San
Francisco, Cal.; Mathew Jones and W. A. White, Auto
Electric & Radio Equipment, Fort Wayne, Ind.; E. A.
Jackson, Asheville Battery Co., Asheville, N. C; Mr. Keyes,
Keyes Supply Co., Ottawa, Ont, Can.; W. W. Luce, Elec.
Equipment Co., Miami, Fla.

L. B. McCreary, Western Radio Co., Inc., Kansas City,
Mo.; C. N. Maurer and Mr. Burnside, Radio Distributing
Co., Detroit, Mich.; B. W. Martin, H. M. Price Hard-
ware Co., Mobile, Ala.; J. Ernest Millen and John Bishop,
John Millen & Son, Ltd., Montreal, Que., Can.; H. L.
Matthews, Canadian Fairbanks Morse Co., Montreal, Que.,
Can.; J. John Nikell and A. D. Wall, Gas Engine &
Electric Co., Charleston, S. C; H. C. Noll, Noll Electric
Co., Lincoln, Neb.; Jno. A. Nelson, Radio Sales & Supply
Co., Denver, Col.; Nat Elin, Benj. Oppenheim, W. E.
O'Connor and J. J. Mclnerney, N. J. Radio Co., Newark,
N. J.; Mr. Perkinson, Tower-Binford Electric & Mfg.,
Richmond, Va.

; Gordon Prentice, Sunset Electric Co.,
Seattle, Wash.; F. E. Roth, Roth & Zillig, Inc., Buffalo!
N. Y.; Lee M. Ross, C. M. McClung & Co., Knoxville,
Tenn.; A. C. Reinhard, Reinhard Bros. Co., Minneapolis,
Minn.; A. C. Scott and Leo W. Reed, Reed Radio &
Electric Co., Uniontown, Pa.; P. Sampson, Sampson Elec-
tric Co., Chicago, III.; S. W. Stiles, Morley-Murphy-How
Co., Green Bay, Wis.; W.G.Steele and Edw. Henley, Bir-
mingham Electric Battery Co., Birmingham, Ala.; Percival
Stern, Interstate Electric Co., New Orleans, La.; C. H.
Spears and E. A. Jackson, Asheville Battery Co., Ashe-
ville, N. C; C. W. Spencer, Mr. Sutton and A. Kingsland,

J. B. Ivey & Co., Charlotte, N. C. ; C. T. Stevens, Rein-
hard Bros. Co., Minneapolis, Minn.; R. E Steuber, 555,
Inc., Little Rock, Ark.; Guy Smith, Harrison M. Smith
and Thos. Wren, Harrison Smith Co., Dallas, Tex.; Chas.
Taylor and W. W. True, True & Blanchard, Newport, Vt.;
G. J. Timmerman, Midwest Auto Supply Co., Dubuque,
la.; Ray R. Thomas, Elec. Equipment Co., Los Angeles,
Cal.; L. D. Williams and H. A. Lines, New Haven Electric

Co., New Haven, Conn.; Trob. B. Wildermuth, Fromer
Co., Harrisburg, Pa.; E. A. Wildermuth, E. A. Wilder-
muth, Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y.; T. Walker, Fayetteville Stor-

age Battery Co., Fayetteville, N. C; D. B. Williams, Wil-
liams Hardware Co., Clarksburg, W. Va.; L. G. Ganster,

F. Edwards, Leighton Elliott, L. Bennett, Miss E. Fricks,

W. W. Gambill, Jr., Harry A. Hosmer, H. H. Hays, L. B.

McCreary, H. H. lies, C. H. Spears, Miss C. Kurz, Robt.

C. McCreight, F. M. Cultman, Mrs. H. S. Cooper, Ed
Creel, Mr. Cary, A. J. Reid, R. G. Semrad, C A. Mauer,
Walter A. Cohen, J. G. Crawford, Mrs. H. L. Cooper, R.
S. Davis, Thos. A. Dillon, P. M. Price, Leo W. Reed,
S. N. Roche. R. E. Smiley, C. J. Schaefer, Robt. Green.
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its here/

THE LINCOLN DUPLEX

BACKED by a STRONG SALES POLICY
Exclusive Dealers—Neighborhood

Protection!

The music trade of the nation has been standing by to see

this astounding development of the famous Grimes system.

New refinements in construction, unequalled advantages in

selectivity, tone quality, simplicity of operation, and distance,

coupled with minimum upkeep. These instruments are

manufactured in their full entirety in our own extensive

plant located at Jersey City, New Jersey, under the direct

supervision of David Grimes and his competent staff of

engineers. They represent a splendor in the artistry of radio

and cabinets.

These are a mere few of the surprises in store for Grimes

dealers. Back of this good news is the additional announce-

ment of strong local dealer cooperation in advertising bill-

hoards like the above display in all the large cities and by-

ways, supplemented by local newspaper advertising, maga-

zines and dealer helps. It is bound to bring inquiring cus-

tomers straight to the store of every dealer in the country.

All dealers who want to align themselves with strong posi-

tive protection should take advantage of this new and

broader opportunity. Before deciding on a line of receivers,

learn the latest from

—

DAVID GRIMES, Inc., 1571 Broadway

New York City
p

THE 4 DL EMPIRE MODEL
A 4-Tube Super-Inverse Duplex

Does the Work of 6 Tubes C 1 0C
Self-contained Batteries %JjA^tJ

Operates on U. V. 199 or 201A
Tubes

A 3-Tube Receiver

Self-contained Batteries

U. V. 199 Tubes $50

INCORPORATED

INVERSE DUPLEX SYSTEM
InsuresoNatuml^ne Quality
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Sales of Portables and Good Record
Demand Feature Trade in Indianapolis

Although There Is a Slackness in Demand for Some Lines Dealers Who Are Actively Push-

ing Their Instruments Find Little Cause for Complaint—Taylor Co. Moves—Other News

Indianapolis, Ind., June 8.—There appears an

evident lethargy in the local talking machine

field as reported by dealers. Record sales, how-

ever, have held up fairly well the past month.

Brisk Portable Sales

The call for portables is beginning to reach

the dealer. Amusement and recreation centers

along White River, and accessibility of Indian-

apolis to Lake resorts have brought the port-

able into popularity. Hence every talking ma-

chine dealer now carries a comprehensive line

of portable machines. The Brunswick portable

and Carryola are among the leaders.

A. Gresham Back at Work
Arthur Gresham, formerly salesman in the

talking machine department of the Baldwin

Piano Co., has returned to this concern after a

year's absence, necessitated by illness.

Good Record Sales at Ayres'

Miss Minnie Springer, manager of the talking

machine department of the L. S. Ayres De-

partment Store, which handles the Brunswick

and Victor lines, reports record sales on a par

with their last year's record. "Portable demand

has not as yet reached its peak," states Miss

Springer, "due to the unusually cold May
weather."

Pearson Co. Pushing Erla Radio

Much activity is being shown in the whole-

sale radio department of the Pearson Piano

Co. L. T. Glidden, formerly of the Capitol

Radio Co., is manager of this department, and

in outlining plans of the company said, . "The
present territory served by the Pearson Co.

comprises a total of sixty counties, fifteen of

which are in eastern Illinois, with the remainder

in central Indiana. Under the present plan

each county is apportioned the number of

sets that are to be sold there. Apportionment

is based upon the buying power of each county

and extends from 2,300 allotted in Marion Coun-

ty in which Indianapolis is located, down to the

smaller counties where only thirty are placed.

Each Erla dealer is required to make at least

two demonstrations each week. In this man-

ner interest will be upheld during the Summer,

and by Fall each dealer will have quite a num-

ber of prospects which he can close. The
Indianapolis store will handle all merchandise

and will direct sales campaigns from time to

time in the territory. In conjunction with the

radio the Pearson Co. will have a radio storage

battery which it will distribute. We are

very enthusiastic over the radio outlook and

are giving a great deal of our present time to

perfecting our organization."

Taylor Co. in New Home
The Taylor Carpet Co., which handles talk-

ing machines and records, recently moved from

its Washington street store into a newly con-

structed five-story home at 110 South Meridian

street. The talking machine department is on

the mezzanine floor just at the left at the top

of the stairs. Miss Mary Harrington, who had

charge of this department at the former store,

will continue in that capacity. "Business gen-

erally," states Miss Harrington, "has been very

good the past month."

Association to Hold Street Fair

The Pennsylvania Street Dealers' Association,

which comprises all business houses in two
blocks on Pennsylvania street north of Wash-
ington street, is arranging to conduct a Street

Fair the week of June 9 to 16. Present plans

call for elaborate decorations, comprising street

streamers and store-front decorations. Special

music will be featured. Prizes will be awarded
for the best windows. Unusual interest is being

manifested by local music dealers, five of whom
are in these two blocks, and such publicity will

be of vast benefit to them. The music dealers

in this section are the Baldwin Piano Co.,

Weidner's, The Brunswick Shop, Pearson Piano

Co. and Indianapolis Music House
Trade Visitors

Recent visitors here include H. D. Stokes,

of the Edison Corp. of Chicago; Messrs. White
and C. W. Hyde, of the Chicago Talking Ma-
chine Co., and J. Davis, of the Sterling Roll &
Record Co., Cincinnati.

Installs Music Department

Maquoketa, Ia., June 6.—The Lee Dry Goods

Co. recently held the formal opening of its

music department. A portion of the second

floor of the store has been rearranged and re-

decorated to provide a fitting home for the

music stock and the large crowd which attended

the opening commented favorably on the artistic

arrangements. The Schmidt Music Co.'s con-

cert artists, of Davenport, provided the enter-

tainment for the occasion. Frank Keeney is

manager of the new department, which carries

a complete stock of instruments. Mr. Keeney,

who is an experienced merchandiser, is planning

a vigorous sales promotion campaign in the

interest of the several lines handled.

File Bankruptcy Schedules

Boston, Mass., June 1.—The American Radio

& Research Corporation has filed bankruptcy

schedules in the United States Court here,

which show liabilities of $532,697, against as-

sets of $74,311; secured claims amount to $23,-

731. The largest unsecured creditors are Lee

M. Friedman and W. A. McCombs, trustees, of

30 State street, Boston, who hold fifty-seven

notes for money lent, totaling with interest

$342,607.

EMPIRE UNIVERSAL TONE ARMS AND REPRODUCERS
Excel In Every Important Feature

It is an acknowledged fact that the

tone arm and reproducer are the

most vitally important parts of a

phonograph.

With no other equipment can you
bring out the clearness and sweet-

ness of tone that EMPIRE will

accomplish. And it is tone quality

and excellence of reproduction that

make one phonograph better than

another, and make it sell in greater

volume.

Empire Radio Phono Tone Arm

We invite a personal test.

There is nothing more con-

vincing. Order a sample

arm and test it out. It will

win you on merit only. Our
prices are low and the qual-

ity second to none.

Write or wire us for sam-
ples and quotations and
give us an outline of your
requirements.

EMPIRE PHONO PARTS COMPANY 2261 East 14th St., Cleveland, 0.
Established in 1914 W. J. McNAMARA, President
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VEGA BANJOS
Announcing the New

"Soloist" Model Vegaphone

HERE is a new model banjo designed to

offer the player the finest tonal qualities

with a beautiful artistic appearance. The new
"Soloist" model embodies all the exclusive

patented Vegaphone construction features

and has the same characteristic brilliant,

powerful tone as the other models.

This unrivalled model will prove an excel-

lent sales source, as it combines superior tone

with the flashing golden appearance that is so

desired by the professional player of today.

The "Soloist" Model
The "Soloist" model has a shaded golden brown

maple neck. Finished with a beautiful high lustre

waterproof lacquer of extraordinary durability, it

withstands continuous wear and acid of the players

hand. The peg head is fancy in design, richly in-

laid with mother of pearl and hand engraved. The
genuine ebony fingerboard has inlaid pearl posi-

tion marks, hand engraved.

The notched head hoop and wires on the rim
are quadruple gold plated. The brackets and
patented flanges are finished by our gold lacquer

process, duplicating a burnished gold appearance,

and will not tarnish. The bracket band and top

are highly nickel finished contrasting to the gold
finished parts.

The five-ply curly maple resonator is shaded
golden brown, with a high lustre lacquer finish

giving greater beauty and longer wear.

Equipped with gold plated internal gear pegs,

tension tailpiece, and Vega arm rest..

Write for complete information regarding
Vega dealer proposition.

The VEGA Co.

155 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.

Retail $200.00
List $250.00

Complete with case

A complete line of Vega Banjos in

many styles retail from $34.00 up.
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Orth's Window Display Sells Eighty-

Seven Portable Phonographs in a Week
Concrete Evidence of the Value of the Right Kind of Display at the Right Time—This Display

Brought 80 Per Cent Cash Sales and Also Resulted in the Sale of About 525 Records

What is the value of a window display? Espe-

cially a display which strikes a timely note as

did a portable window of the Orth Music Co.,

of Milwaukee, Wis., in which were featured the

Carryola Master portables. The window illus-

trated herewith was continued for a period of

one week, and the results in sales were aston-

ishing. Direct sales of eighty-seven Carryola

portables, SO per cent of which were for cash

were made; additional results were sales of two

console model phonographs to customers who
first made inquiries regarding portables; sales

of an average of six records to each purchaser

of a portable or a total of about 525 records.

To state that merchandise must be shown to

be sold is trite, it is true, but nevertheless it is

sound. The results of the window display of

the Orth Music Co. demonstrate this point

forcibly. Although the portable is now con-

sidered a year-round seller by progressive deal-

ers, the fact remains that the Summer is the

most propitious time to get in back of portables

with strong campaigns. Certainly the dealer

who hides his portables in the stockroom or on

shelves has mighty little chance of selling them.

These compact instruments and the various uses

to which they can be put to make the camp-

ing trip, picnic and vacation more pleasurable

must be brought to the attention of the public.

Therein lies the secret of sales.

The Orth Music Store follows this principle

and does an immense business in Carryola port-

Orth's Carryola Window Display

ables. During the last year this live house has

disposed of more than 500 of these instruments,

and at the rate of sales so far this year the

annual volume bids fair to be in the neighbor-

hood of 1,000 portables. An important point,

too, is the fact that the bulk of this business

will be for cash, an important item when the

terms of some dealers and length of contract

on usual sales are considered. Then also there

is the sale of records. Every portable sale

means another record customer, and usually

people who buy portables for cash make good

record buyers. They want dance music and

other light numbers on records, the type of

music which soon goes stale. They are in the

market for the latest song and dance Kits, and

the dealer who sells them the portable can gel

their record business if he goes about the mat-

ter intelligently.

D. T. Allen, vice-president of the Carryola

Co. of America, commenting upon the excellent

results secured by the Orth Music Co.'s window
display, pointed out that "The dealer really

needs portables this Summer and needs them
badly. If the music dealers will wake up to

the large possibilities of portable phonographs

they will find an item which in dollars and

cents will closely approach the volume they

formerly enjoyed in console and cabinet types.

The main trouble seems to be that the average

dealer looks upon the portable as purely an

outing proposition and includes one or two in

his stock instead of giving real effort and push

to a proposition which deserves it. Practically

all dealers are now handling portables, and the

ones who are 'pushing' them by window dis-

plays, counter displays, advertising and solicit-

ing are really building and making their port-

able' business worth while from the standpoint

of profits."

Thos. A. Edison Honors
the Patriot Thos. Paine

Better Radio Windows
Prove Sales Producers

Turns First Spadeful of Earth on Decoration

Day at Site for Famous Patriot's Memorial
Building in New Rochelle, N. Y.

Advance in Arrangement of Windows Typified

by Display of Lyon & Healy, in Which
Thompson Radio Sets Were Featured

grand, the parlor grand and grandette are shown
in an artistic setting with the dignified and

pointed caption "A thoroughly tested and satis-

factory set." Such a display breeds the con-

fidence of the dealer in the manufacturer, and

Thomas A. Edison turned the first spadeful

of earth Decoration Day, May 30, on the spot

on Nassau avenue, New Rochelle, where a me-

morial building is to be erected in honor of

Thomas Paine, whose pamphlet, "Common
Sense," was the inspiration for the Declaration

of Independence. Paine lived in New Rochelle

during the Revolution and his former home still

stands on Nassau avenue as a museum. May
30 marked the 150th anniversary of publication

of his powerful pamphlet. Thomas Edison is

vice-president of the Thomas Paine Association.

More than 500 persons witnessed the ceremony.

New Castle Go. Opens

A new music store, known as the New Castle

Music Co., has been opened on South Mill

street, New Castle, Pa., by Prof. A. M. Setter.

Miss Edna Setter is manager of the establish-

ment.

The evolution in the methods of making radio

sales is impressively demonstrated by the dis-

tinct advance in the arrangement of window-

displays on such products. Many months back

radio goods were thrown into a window with

price markings, and this method was sufficient

to move the goods. With the improvement in

cabinet designs and the advance in the quality

of receiving instruments the pioneer method of

displaying radio goods is passe as far as the

better shops are concerned. To-day the outside

appearance, the fine cabinet work, the appeal to

the eye, and the general quality of radio re-

ceiving sets are made the feature in the show
window displays.

An example of a quality setting to show off

radio merchandise was recently given in a win-

dow of Lyon & Healy, the well-known music

house of Chicago, a reproduction of which ap-

pears herewith. Here the three types of the

R." E. Thompson Mfg. Co. sets, the concert

Lyon & Healy's Artistic Display

the idea is conservatively and quickly registered

with the prospect. The function of all windows
is of course to attract attention to the merchan-
dise, create interest and lead to sales, and this

is a fine example of this type display.

Plays All
Records

THE ORO-TONE COMPANY 1000-1010 George St., Chicago, U. S. A.
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Radio's Supreme Musical Instrument

of Reproduction and Reception

!

ked by Liberal High-Pres-

sure National Advertising

MUSIC MASTER Reproducer, the fastest

selling item in radio merchandising
and the outstanding leader of radio

amplifying devices, now sponsors a complete
line of Music Master Radio Products—each one
worthy of its name and every one uncondi-

tionally guaranteed.

Music Master Radio Products cover the

whole range of radio requirements—from
Parts to Sets

—

Advertised aggressively and extensively in

national publications that influence the

entire radio public, present and prospective.

Splendid profits and lasting stability are assured to a

legitimate radio department, added to your phonograph
and musical instrument business, if based on the fran-

chise for Music Master Radio Products in your trading

district.

Music Master stands for the PERFECT and UNIFORM
RELIABILITY of ALL radio products bearing that name
—and both name and products are backed by a persistent

intensive and intelligent advertising campaign that will

send you interested inquirers and customers already
"sold" on Music Master Radio Products.

Makers and Distributors of High-Grade Radio Apparatus

WALTER L. ECKHARDT, President

128-130 No. 10th Street

PHILADELPHIA
Chicago New York Pittsburgh Montreal, Can.

Canadian Factory: Kitchener, Ontario

PRODUCTS
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TYPE 350

Five Tubes. Built-in Music
Master Reproducer. Operated
either by batteries or special
Music Master Battery Elim-
inator on house lighting circuit.
No antenna or ground required.
French Spinet Desk cabinet of
solid mahogany in brown ma-
hogany art satin finish.

Complete with batteries, $4.00
tubes, etc TUU

WITH the advent of Mu-
sic Master Receivers

the famous Music Master
Reproducer— demonstrates
its full powers of recreation.

With Music Master Reproducers as a

part of every Music Master Receiver

—whether built-in or as an accessory

—you have that which has not hereto-

fore been obtainable—absolute fidelity

to the original delivery.

Music Master Receiver—any type, any
model — is truly Radio's Supreme
Musical Instrument.

RADIO

TYPE 250
Entirely new circuit. Five
Tubes. Equipped with Music
Master Reproducer in specially
designed art enelosnre sur-
mounting cabinet Great selec-
tivity, extraordinary volume
and wonderful tone quality.
Solid mahogany cabinet, beauti-
fully ornamented, brown mahog-
any art satin finish.

$3()()

i

TYPE 215

Six-Tube Special iMusic
Master Circuit. Built-in
Music Master Reproducer.
Very selective, long range
and splendid tone quality.
Solid mahogany cabinet in
brown mahogany art' satin
finish. Base equipped with
drawer and battery com-
partment, finished in same
style as cabinet.

j,
Table

Base only, $40.
Price complete |r<SJ.O

PRODUCTS
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Supreme in Reception

|0. £q %
TYPE 100

ve-Tube new Music
Master circuit, in-
volving special adap-
tation to radio
frequency. Very
selective, good vol-
ume and distance.
Solid Mahogany cab-
inet in brown ma-
hogany art satin
finish.

Price *100

TYPE 175

Six-Tube Special Music
Master circuit. With built-
in Music Master Reproducer.
Very selective, long dis-
tance, splendid tone quality.
Solid mahogany cabinet in
brown mahogany art satin
finish.

Pric *175

^b compi

TYPE 60

Five Tubes. Two stages of
radio frequency, detector
and two stages audio fre-
quency. Selective, good vol-
ume and distance. Brown
mahogany art finish cabinet.

Price *60

USIG MASTER Re-

ceivers are offered in a

complete range of models from
the neat cabinet type at $60 to the

decorative Louis XVI design at $400.

In design, construction, finish and per-

formance each set is a true Music
Master and each set is supreme in its

class.

You can stress superior merit in sell-

ing Music Master Receivers just as

you have stressed it in selling Music
Master Reproducer, with confidence

and conviction — for every Music
Master Radio Product is GUAR-
ANTEED UNCONDITIONALLY.

YOU can build reputation with

Music Master Receivers just as you

have built with other Music Master

Radio Products — and MAKE
STEADY PROFITS as well.
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TYPE 6-110
Storage "A". 6
volts. 110 am-
pere hours.

Price *23.50

TYPE 6-90
Storage "A". 6
Volts. 90 ampere
hours.

pi=. *19.50

BATTERIES
-Capacity—Long Life

MUSIC MASTER Batteries offer still

another opportunity to progressive

phonograph, musical instrument and
radio merchants for INCREASED business and
GREATER profits.

Built to be the best batteries for every radio

purpose—they are the best. Music Master's

trade-mark was not permitted to go on them
until every possible test had proved that utmost
quality of material, workmanship and operating

life had been put in them.

Music Master "B" Multi-Dry Cell Batteries are

the most economical source of plate current

obtainable at ANY price. They insure clarity

and give longer service.

Shelf life is guaranteed for six months
The Bag Type cell construction of the Music
Master Dry Cell "A" Battery provides a uniform
source of filament energy over a greatly ex-

tended period of maximum activity.

Music Master "A" Storage Battery is NOT a con-

verted automobile battery. It is built especially

for radio

—

and for nothing else.

With one-third more grid support and conduc-
tivity and with improved plate construction,

Music Master "A" Storage Battery will last

longer than any other battery. Its FULL
capacity is maintained, without recharging, for

much longer periods.

RADIO PRODUCTS
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Satisfactory Movement of Stock Marks
Business of the Month in Milwaukee

Portables and Records Lead the Demand, Although Sales of Larger Instruments Are Fair for

This Season—Ted Lewis, Columbia Artist, Receives Royal Welcome—Trade Activities

Milwaukee, Wis., June 6.—The talking machine
business in this territory during the month of

May was fair, with little change from April in

the demand for straight phonographs or com-
bination phonograph and radio models. In port-

ables the demand has been picking up consider-

ably, and wholesalers and jobbers are looking

for a very good business in this line during the

Summer months. Dealers in Milwaukee and
throughout the State are taking more interest

in the opportunities presented by portables, and
sales are on the increase as a result. Records
are moving very well, showing an increase over

last year in the majority of cases. Several pop-

ular hits have been released in the past month,
and a satisfactory demand for these numbers is

reported.

Harry Goldsmith, secretary of the Badger
Talking Machine Co., Victor jobber, declares

"records have been moving l/ith alacrity."

There ha< also been a heavy demand for Red
Seal recoids.

Interest in Victor Radio

Milwaukee dealers have expressed their ap-

proval of the step taken by the Victor Co. in

entering the radio field. They believe that it

will have a favorable effect on the radio busi-

ness in addition to its effect on the talking ma-
chine trade.

"Having the Victor and the Brunswick com-
panies in the radio business will be a wonderful

thing for radio," declared J. J. Healy, manager
of the music department of the Boston store,

which handles Victor, Brunswick and Cheney
phonographs. "It will help lo stabilize the radio

industry. Brunswick threw its strength in tlii>

direction, and the Victor Co.'s going in will

help." This is the general opinion of other deal-

ers in this territory.

Ted Lewis, Columbia Artist, Widely Acclaimed

Ted Lewis and His Band, exclusive Columbia

record artists, continued to take the country by
storm as they neared the end of their twenty

weeks' tour of the United States on the Orphe-

um Circuit. In Milwaukee, Wis., where they

Cadets' Band Leading Ted Lewis

appeared at the Palace-Orpheum Theatre, the

week of May 11, they were accorded a tremen-

dous welcome. On Tuesday, May 12, a parade

was held in honor of Lewis, who appeared in

his familiar regalia of battered old high hat and
opera cape, and was warmly welcomed by Al-

derman Cornelius Corcoran, president of the

Milwaukee Common Council, and a delegation

of leading music dealers of the city.

Headed by the cadets' band of St. John's

Military Academy, of Delafield, Wis., the parade

swung through the downtown streets, while im-

mense crowds gathered. In line behind the

band were thirty floats, decorated by music
dealers, and then a line of gaily beribboned cars,

bearing the members of the "Order of the High
Hat," in everyday life representatives of the

various music houses.

Walter Pugh, Columbia representative, who
makes his headquarters in Milwaukee, took a

leading part in the planning and execution of

the event and co-operated in an effective way
with Columbia dealers in making the visit of

Lewis a stimulant for record sales.

Milwaukee dealers who took part in the

parade were: Edmund Gram Music House,
Kaun Music Co., Carl Euler, Lisbon Music
Shop, Luebtow Music Co., Frank Preuss, West

Side Music House,

Branta-Rechlicz Fur-

niture Co., Noll Piano

Co., West Allis Sax-

ophone Shop, Espen-
hain's, Huras Music

Co., Lincoln Music
Shop, George W.
Voigt Music Co.,

Thiedeman Music Co.,

Waldheim & Co.,

Gether Piano Co.

A Live Dealer

The Yahr & Lange
Drug Co., of this city,

Sonora Jobber, deliv-
ered sixty Sonoras recently to the Hartman
Furniture Co., and this enterprising dealer sold
thirty-eight of them in one day. A strong sales

promotion drive was immediately started, and
the results achieved by the Hartman phono-
graph department indicate conclusively that
there exists at the present time an active de-
mand for phonographs if aggressive sales meth-
ods are utilized.

Brunswick Line Moving Well
"Business is better," stated Carl Lovejoy,

Brunswick representative in this territory.

(Continued on page 82)

Parade

MERCHANDISE OF QUALITY
Insures Satisfied Customers

Why leave your selection of Loud Speakers to

chance? Your choice should be

GLORIA
the Loud Speaker designed and perfected by
engineers skilled in acoustics and sound amplify-

ing devices.

When next ordering remember the superior

qualities of

Rivoli Radio Amplifier

Honest Quaker Repair Parts
and Springs

—

each is designed to serve a definite purpose most
efficiently.

Take a Tip from Past Sales

The Outing Portables
are best. Senior and Junior in green leatherette
are the summer time specials.

OKs^ Records
make profitable sales. Latest dance hits, rare
importations, loudest of Blues, Old Time Tunes
that sky rocket sales. That's Okeh.

Okeh Service: Our stock is always 99 to 100
per cent perfect and complete.

GENERAL PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION
15-17 West 18th Street

New York Distributing Division

New York City
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BRASS
Tone Arm Complete

for

Miniature Outfit

60c
(Not illustrated)

Also Tone Arms and Repro-

ducers for PORTABLES
At Attractive Prices

No. 5

High Class Perfect
Universal

Tone Arms and Sound Boxes and All

Parts for These Products in Raw or

Finished State, also Metal Stampings.

In Small or Large Quantities

GLOBE ART MFG. CO.
"Specialists in Plating and

Finishing"

75-77 Winthrop St. Newark, N. J.

Milwaukee Trade Activities
{Continued from page 81)

"Maybe it is not so noticeable because of Sum-

mer coming on, but conditions are better gen-

erally." Mr. Lovejoy stated that the demand

for straight phonographs and Radiola combina-

tions remained about the same, but there has

been an improvement in the demand for port-

ables. He states that portables are showing

more activity than they did a year ago, due to

the fact that dealers are taking more interest

in them and are pushing them. Brunswick rec-

ords have also been moving very well.

Mr. Lovejoy was in Fond du Lac, Wis., May
21, for the funeral of E. R. Sweeney, who cov-

ered southern Wisconsin and northern Illinois

territory for Brunswick during the past year.

Mr. Sweeney died very suddenly while in

Illinois.

Successful Sonora Sales Drives

"Sonoras have been moving very well," re-

ported Fred E. Yahr, of Yahr & Lange, whole-

salers for Sonora in Wisconsin and Michigan.

"Since the reductions were offered April 17, we
have sold a great many instruments, and spe-

cial sales held by various dealers have gone

over very well. Practically all of the less ex-

pensive models have been disposed of, and we
are now working on our De Luxe and period

models." Sonora portables are also very active,

according to Mr. Yahr, and orders are already

coming in for the new Sonora receiving set.

The first sample of this set has been received

at Yahr & Lange, where it is arousing con-

siderable interest.

G. K. Purdy, who has been connected with

the sales department of the Waltham Piano Co.

for the past five years, is now manager of the

music department of Yahr & Lange, succeeding

E. Gessert.

Ray Reilly, district sales manager for Sonora

in Wisconsin, Michigan and Illinois, has made
several visits to Milwaukee recently.

Fair Columbia Business

"Machine business during May was only fair,"

said Walter E. Pugh, Columbia representative

in Wisconsin, upper Michigan and part of

Illinois. "Portable business was very good,

however. Record sales were above normal, and

sales of foreign records, which is a sizable part

of the Columbia record business, continue to

be very good."

Radio and the Farmers
Radio is of benefit to the farmer in other

ways than providing him with weather reports,

market information and other information con-

nected with farming, according to B. B. Jones,

of the Wisconsin department of markets, Madi-

son, Wis. He states that radio is helping to

keep young men and women on the farm as

they are able to get the entertainment which

they seek in the city. Mr. Jones stated that 10

per cent of Wisconsin farmers own radio sets,

and that one-fifth of those who are not owners

have announced their intention of purchasing a

set in the near future. Wisconsin maintains its

own station at Stevens Point, Wis., WLBL, for

broadcasting agricultural information of special

interest to this State.

L. A. McDowell, S. M. Rood and Edgar
Rundell have signed incorporation papers for

the Distone Radio Co., of Racine, Wis.

The Meyer-Seeger Music Store at New Lon-
don, Wis., has been discontinued, and the stock

has been moved to the store operated by the

firm in Appleton, Wis.

Plans Sales Conference

Mr. Goldsmith is making plans for a Victor

sales conference for all dealers in this territory,

to be held for two days in September. Accord-

ing to his present plans, factory representatives

will meet with all dealers in the territory of the

Badger Talking Machine Co.

Eagle Radio Production

Continues at Top Speed

Character of the Merchandise and Distribution

Methods Responsible for Continued Demand

The Eagle Radio Co., 16 Boyden place,

Newark, N. J., manufacturer of the well-known

Eagle neutrodyne set, has continued its pro-

Kagle JMeutrodyne Shipment Starts West
duction at practically full capacity during what
has been considered an inactive period. Albert

Ayers, sales manager of the company, states

that the main reason for the continued demand
for Eagle receivers has been the cooperation of

both distributors and dealers. This interest on
the part of the trade outlets has been assured

through the high character of the merchandise,

methods of distribution and the standardized

retail prices and discounts.

Herewith is shown a carload shipment of

Eagle neutrodynes consigned to Schwabacher-
Frey, of San Francisco, Cal., the shipment

leaving the Eagle factory early in May. This

Pacific Coast outlet is only one of many Eagle

distributors who have found a constant demand
for Eagle instruments.

Graf Bros. Open Store

Olean, N. Y., June 9.—A new music store was
recently opened at 126 West State street by
the Graf brothers, who formerly operated a

store at Punxsutawney, Pa. Both George and
Joseph Graf are accomplished musicians and
have had many years experience in the retailing

of musical instruments. They manage an or-

chestra which is now touring the country. A
complete line of instruments is carried.

Th( stands for highest

quality in tone reproduction.

A portable is no better than its sound
box. Protect your customers. Specify

ADD-ArTOME for your portable.

UNIQUE REPRODUCTION CO., Inc.

32 UNION SQUARE, N. Y.
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Third Annual Congress of Music Master
Corp. in Quaker City a Marked Success

Important Announcement Relative to New Distributor and Dealer Agreement, Interesting Ad-
dresses and Display of Entire Music Master Line Feature the Event—Meeting Opened

by Walter L. Eckhardt, President of Company—Banquet and Entertainment ,

The much-looked-forward-to radio congress

under the auspices of the Music Master Corp.,

Philadelphia, Pa., was held on Thursday, May
28, at the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel. The plans

for this gathering were extensive and it is inter-

esting to note that the affair surpassed all ex-

pectations in its magnitude, its enthusiasm and

in the general interest displayed by Music Mas-

ter distributors and dealers.

Walter L. Eckhardt Opened the Meeting

The morning session, held in the Green Room

At the same time Mr. Eckhardt announced

that H. N. McMenimen, who has been closely

associated with Mr. Eckhardt for many years,

would become field sales manager.

New Distributor and Dealer Agreement
Mr. Eckhardt also announced an important

development in the merchandising plans of the

organization. These plans dealt specifically

with the distribution of Music Master merchan-

dise. There was then introduced the new Mu-
sic Master distributor and registered dealer

the agreement. The next point covers terri-

torial allotment and the distributor agrees not

to appoint another Music Master dealer within

an agreed area from the place of business and

refer to the dealer all retail '•orders and inquiries

within a specified distance.

Furthermore, the distributor agrees not to sell

Music Master radio products to any person,

firm or corporation except upon the execution

of the dealer franchise agreement, and also

agrees, unless also engaged in retail business,

not to retail Music Master products at any

price.

The dealer agrees to maintain a' store or place

of business suitable for the quality of the line

carried and also to keep an adequate stock on

hand and to push the sale of this stock to the

best of his ability. He also agrees to maintain

an adequate and efficient service department

Banquet Tendered by the Musi

of the hotel, was for jubbcrs Only. Promptly

at the appointed hour Walter I.. Eckhardt, pres-

ident of the company, opened the meeting with

a cordial address of welcome to the distributors.

Mr. Eckhardt then sounded the keynote of the

convention in his remarks, touched interest-

ingly on the past of the Music Master Corp. and

outlined the great 'plans of this corporation for

the future.

At this point Mr. Eckhardt made an an-

nouncement of particular interest, in the ap-

pointment of Fred T. Williams, formerly in

charge of the Chicago office of the corporation,

to the important post of general sales manager.

c Master Corp. to Its Distributors and Dealers at the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel

agreement which each distributor and dealer

will be asked to sign as the basis of his Music

Master franchise. The agreement contains

many points of strong protection to both the

distributor and dealer and makes the Music

Master franchise particularly valuable.

Provisions of New Franchise

Among the many points specified is that the

distributor agrees to sell Music Master radio

products to the dealer at the. trade discounts

authorized and recommended from time to time

by the Music Master Corp. and that no other

dealer will be sold any of said products at a

greater discount than to the dealer named in

covering installation, repairs, replacements and
intelligent advice and assistance to owners. He
agrees not to supply Music Master merchandise
for the purpose of resale by others. It is agreed
that the advertising of Music Alaster products
shall be conducted and maintained at all times
in a manner in accordance with the good repu-

tation of the line. There are several other
points covering financial arrangements.
This agreement covers, the term of 1925-1926

and is deemed to expire by lapse of time on the

30th day of June, 1926, but, of course, may be
renewed by mutual consent. Accompanying the

{Continued on page 86)

PROTECT YOUR RECORDS BY USINO

THE ORIGINAL TEN TIME NEEDLE
(tACHKlEOLE GU»R»NTEE0T0Pl«YTEM BECOBOS ON ANY PHONOGRAPH)

tACH NEEDLE CHEM-

ICALLY TREATXOTO

PROLONG THE LIFE

OF YOUR RECORDS

A PACKAGE OF
SO NEEDLES

EQUIVALENT TO
500 ORDINARY
STEEL NEEDLES

EXTRA LOUO MEOIU

150% PROFIT
on WALL-KANE NEEDLES

The only needle recognized as the original 10-record

needle, established for over ten years, put up in

handsome displays that sell themselves.

WALL-KANE NEEDLE MANUFACTURING CO., i„c .

3922 14th Avenue Brooklyn, N. Y.

Special prices on

JAZZ, CONCERT and PETMECKY NEEDLES
The New Display Case Holding 100 Packages Assorted
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TheyMX
Indoors—Outdoors—A Double Market!
THERE'S NO LIMIT TO SUMMER BUSINESS

Summer's the time when a live dealer can turn

his portable phonograph business from that of

an accessory into a first-class selling proposition

almost without limit.

There's a lull in radio; there's a lull in cabinets;

but the Carryola Master is filling this hot
weather gap for the dealers who are awake to

its possibilities.

There's a double market, too—indoors and out-

doors. Homes, apartments, clubs, the all-year-

round customers, plus the Summer vacationists

—all prospective buyers.

And—a big point—every purchaser means a new
customer for records, needles, etc., a new name
on the dealer's books.

THE PORTABLE THAT GETS THE
BUSINESS

The Carryola Master is just the portable to

capture that market. Attractive, substantial, yet

light and easy to carry; perfect in tone and per-

formance, it is its own best salesman. And

it sells at the right price, a price that puts it

within the reach of everyone.

It is the only portable with the well-known
Add-A-Tone Reproducer, greatly increasing

volume and giving a wonderfully clear tone.

It is equipped with the famous Silent Motor,
absolutely noiseless and guaranteed to play in

excess of two records.

And it plays any make or size of record.

EVERY ONE GUARANTEED
Finally, every Carryola Master is guaranteed, in
writing, to satisfy absolutely and uncondition-
ally—or, it may be returned within 10 days
and every charge, even the return shipping ex-

pense, will be refunded.

Dress your window with our attractive window
cards and streamers—furnished free on request
—and watch Carryola sales climb. You'll be
amazed. The Carryola will make it the biggest
Summer you've ever experienced with portables.

But—get on to it now, right away. Don't let

the opportunity slip by. Write your jobber
today.

e
THE CARRYOLA COMPANY

OF AMERICA
647 Clinton St. Milwaukee, Wis.

ARR LA
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Third Radio Congress of Music Master Corp. a Success—(Continued from page 83)

signing of the dealer agreement by the Music

Master Corp. is a special distributors' report

and when finally accepted by the parent concern

there is issued to the dealer a registered deal-

ers' certificate.

That this agreement will be popular with the

Music Master distributors and dealers is proved

by the large number of agreements signed dur-

ing the day and the fact that although the

congress was in no manner a commercial af-

fair over $15,000,000 worth of orders for the

coming season were placed in the hands of the

Music Master Corp. during the day.

Interesting Addresses

Following Mr. Eckhardt's address, J. H.

Cross, president of the J. H. Cross Advertising

Agency, addressed the Music Master distribu-

tors upon the subject of publicity and quotas.

Mr. Cross had with him a wealth of facts and

figures that were well destined to be of much

value to those present and displayed a number

of charts visualizing these figures. C. T. Mil-

ler, vice-president of the agency, also spoke.

At the close of the morning session all ad-

journed to the Clover Room where an elaborate

luncheon was served and a general get-to_gether

feeling was engendered.

The afternoon session was for dealers and

jobbers and was held in the large ballroom of

the hotel. President Eckhardt again delivered

an address of welcome, this time to the dealers,

which was followed by an interesting talk on

"Merchandising," by William Nelson Taft, edi-

tor of the Retail Ledger. Marc Max, well

known throughout the talking machine indus-

try as musical merchandise manager of Gimbel

Bros., then spoke on "Merchandising Your Own
Organization," which was followed by a talk on

"Retailing" and "Radio in the Home."
Music Master Line Demonstrated

A particularly interesting part of the program

then took place in the discussion and demon-

stration of the new Music Master line. The

following members of the Music Master Corp.

each took up in turn the particular subject upon

which he was an authority, as follows: N. D.

Sturges, of the battery division—Batteries; E.

B. Myers, research engineer of the tube divi-

sion—Tubes; W. E. Steinback, set division

—

Model 60; Arno Zillger, chief engineer, Models

100, 250 and 350; Robert Monpere, set division

—

Model i'75.

1

'

. -

President Eckhardt then outlined to the deal-

ers the Music Master policy along the same

lines as previously announced to the distributors

in the morning and H. N. McMenimen, of the

dealer contract department, then addressed an

inspiring and helpful message to Music Master

dealers. An intensive Music Master advertis-

ing campaign was thoroughly outlined to the

dealers and distributors by both John H. Cross,

president, and C. T. Miller, vice-president of the

J. H. Cross Advertising Agency, agents for the

Music Master Corp. A startling announcement

was made that Music Master publicity for the

coming year would pass the million dollar mark.

Entire Line Displayed

On all sides of the ballroom was displayed

the new Music Master line which constituted

its initial display. The new Music Master sets

from the popular price model type 60 through

to the magnificent type 350 were to be seen, ex-

amined and demonstrated. There are six mod-
els in the line, type Nos. 60, 100, 175, 215, 250

and 350. The complete line of Music Master

radio reproducers was placed in an attractive

setting. The first appearance of the Music

Master tubes in their- attractive containers cre-

ated considerable interest, as did the full line of

Music Master batteries. Music Master parts, in-

cluding condensers, head sets, rheostats, poten-

tiometers, porcelain sockets, phonograph attach-

ments, phone plugs, loop antennas, transformers

and dials were also to be seen.

Banquet and Entertainment

The evening was the occasion of the annual

banquet in the grand ballroom of the Bellevue-

Stratford. The affair was handled in an efficient

manner from start to finish. It was entirely

formal in its aspect and was attended by up-

wards of 500 guests. Following the serving of

an elaborate menu and the opening overture by
the Music Master Orchestra, under the direc-

tion of Albert Myers, President Eckhardt again

arose and welcomed his guests, reviewing the

affairs of the day which had already both times

proved that the third radio congress of the

Music Master Corp. even surpassed the remark-

able accomplishments of earlier efforts. Then
followed a well-selected program which lasted

well past midnight and which was broadcast

in its entirety from station WIP operated by
Gimbel Bros., Philadelphia. An exceptional

number of prominent speakers were present and
addressed the Music Master guests. Among
them were R. Arthur Bittong, analyst;

M. C. Brush, president, American International

Co., and vice-president Music Master Corp.;

Dr. C. Francis Jenkins, scientist, Jenkins Labor-

atories, Washington, D. C.; Hon. John M. Pat-

terson, Swagar Sherley, chairman, Appropria-

tions Committee of the U. S. and Director of

Finance of Railroads during the World War;
William T. Smith, vice-president, William A.

Harriman & Co.; H. C. Spillman, Maj.-Gen.

Geo. O. Squier, U. S. A., retired; Hon. William

Fletcher Stites, and E. Cattell, well-known after-

dinner speaker. Interspersed between the

speeches was a musical program of exceptional

merit. Ernest Hare and Billy Jones, the "Hap-
piness Boys," were present and Henry Burr,

none of whom need any introduction to the

talking machine trade. Andrew Stanton, bari-

tone, and others also entertained.

Walter L. Eckhardt again proved his remark-

able ability as a host and in giving credit for

the success of the affair a very large propor-

tion is due M. J. Eckhardt, son of the president

of the company, and on whose shoulders rested

the planning and carrying out of the day's pro-

gram. Every member of the staff of the Music
Master organization was present and doing his

specific task toward helping every guest to

make the congress a helpful affair.

Those Present at Banquet

The banquet seating list included the follojv-

ing names:.

Sidney Aaronberg, Edw. W. Abbott, H. Abra-

hamson, Ned Affrine, D. D. Akers, Geo. P. Al-

len, Harvey B. Allen, H. E. Allmang, Walter

A. Almy, Cyrus N. Anderson, Laurence Apple-

ton, A. L. Arenberg, M. E. Arnold, Harry A.

Arthur, J, Arthurs, Bert L. Atwater, R. E. Ba-

chan, O. A. Bachus, Herbert J. Baily, Melville

G. Baker, J. Ballen, Frank Banter, T. L. Barker,

T. W. Barnhill, Benjamin Barron, M. C. Bafct-

lett, Theo. Bass, C. Beecroft, Wm. J. Bender,

Jr., Arthur Berrodin, Frank X. Berrodin, C. 'B.

Griscom Bettle, Edward J. Biel, Wm. Biel, Al-

bert M. Blackman, H. Blish, Jr., Arthur Block,

Wm. Boardman, R. H. Bohler, Wm. S. Boice,

D. A. Bolard, D.D.S., H. Bonfig, Edw. A. Boon,

Samuel G. Bowen, E. S. Bowman, W. C. Boyer,

L. I. Bridegam, W. E. Bridegam, Albert C.

Brown, Champ. C. Brown, Fred'k A. Brown,
Henry C. Brown, C. F. Bryston, M. C. Brush,

R. H. Caldwell, E. D. Cameron, F. Capps.'E. B.

Carp, Irvin G. Caspar, Jr., J. Cass, Phillip Cass,

J. Harker Chadwick, E. P. Chalfont, F, B.

Chambers, Dr. John P. Chapman, David D.

Chrisman, W. K. Clifford, Dr. Cohen, I. Son
Cohen; H. Coleman, Eugene B. Connolly, John
Cepahs Conway, S. J. Cooper, Mr. Coulston, J.

H. Cross, J. Curtin, Geo. Danjunas, Earl G.

Dare, A. Davega, Edw. A. Davies, Geo. B.

Davis, Homer C. Davis, G. Diamond, Frank K.

Dolbeer, J. R. Donnelly, F. Dorian, H, C. Doyle,

William Dubilier, Carroll D. Easley, Mr. Ebert,

H. H. Eby, M. J. Eckhardt, W. L. Eckhardt,

Jr., W. C. Edsall, M. Eisenberg, F. R. Elliott,

John Empfield, Mr. Enderwood, John W. Eng-
lish, E. Ensley, Nat Epstein, A. C. Erisman,

Hugh C. Ernst, Richard P. H. Ertelt, Frank G.

Evans, Geo. L. Evans, Chas. Fay, W. Feaster,

Jos. Feldman, Nate Feldstern, Anthony G.

Felix, Roger H. Felton, Herbert Fink, I. Finkel-

man, Jacob Finkelman, Edw. W. Fishburn, Geo.

L. Fisher, Wm. S. Fithian, Jos. G. Fitzsimmons,

B. R. Forster, Harry Fox, G. W. Foxhill, Thos.

R. Frazer, Jesse Froelich, Gilbert .
L. Fuller,

Rutherford ' Fullerton^ W- W. GambiT' Jr., Chas.

K. Garrison, Ralph G Gibson, M. 0'.
;
Giles, J.

W. Gillies, Richard .Gimbel, B. Ginsbur'g, Mar-

tin A. Goetz, William. Goetz, John Goldberg,

Jack Goldenberg, M.--E.' Galdensky, David Gold-

man, Henry Goldman,
J.

Goldstein, Chas. Gom-
precht, G. R. Gould'; E. G. Griffith, W. E.

Grimm, Harry C. Grove, J. Ralph Gru.be, J. W.
Guibord, R. H. Guibord, Dr. Benj. Gunner,

Herman Guoth, Ben Gushner, Fred Hager, H.

R. Hall, Myers F. Hall, C. W. Hammond, B.

M.- Hamp, Holm Hanson, Ernest Hare, Thomas
(Continued on page 88)

For Playing All

Needle Records

on the Edison
Diamond Disc Height adjustment screw H enables

you to operate the 5-E the same as the
regular Edison Reproducer

NICKEL
$6.00

ORO-TONE No. 5-E
Usual Discounts to Dealers

GOLD OR
OXIDIZED

$7.50
WITHOUT QUESTION OR DOUBT the No. 5-E is the most perfect equipment
made for playing all needle records on the New Edison.

ATTACH IN ONE SECOND—Swing it over and lower on the record with the oper*
ating lever just the same as when using the Edison reproducer and the Edison record.

TONE QUALITY—Deep, rich and powerful. You will be pleased w.ith both the .vol-
ume and quality of tone. "

= .

*
.;" ' .V < "7\ :

.*''
- -

AUTOMATIC SELF-ADJUSTING REPRODUCER—Nothing to get out of order.
Compression spring S is compressed by plunger P when pivot screws X are seated,
which insures a perfect flexible adjustment at all limes.-,

Ask Your Edison Jobber or Send for Sample on 30 Days Approval

The Oro-Tone Co.
1O00-1O10 George Street Chicago, U. S. A.
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oiieni iviotor v^uaii ty
Read this Remarkable Letter from the

LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF PORTABLES

-the CARRYOLA
ORTON L. PRIME, President D. T. ALLEN, Vice-President H. G. WILD, Secretary a Treasurer*

THE PRIME MANUFACTURING CO.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

GENERAL OFFICES: 653 CLINTON ST.

FOUNDRY AND WORKS: CLINTON AND MITCHELL STS. May
2 7th
19 2 5

Silent Motor Corporation
325 Dean Street
Brooklyn New York

Attention: Mr. F. A. Slocura

Gentlemen:

We are enclosing our order No. 7407-B covering our require-
ments for portable motors for our production period beginning
June 1st.

In placing this order it has just come to my notice that
our original order was given you about a year ago this time,
qti fi "V?* ti t" t" o * t

1 n Itp t""hi <~i oppo^i on t rt t
- n qyiIt ttoit "Pot* unnv

excellent service and co-operation in every way.

You will note that in the large quantities of motors we have
received the rejections have been practically negligible, and
if your service and merchandise is as satisfactory during the

coming year as it has been in the past you can be assured we
will require a greatly increased number of these motors.

Inasmuch as our enclosed order calls for a considerably
increased schedule of delivery we ask that you 'advise us by
return mail- if there is any reason why you cannot meet these
delivery specifications.

Yours very truly,

TE3 Hi HIE MANUFACTURING COMPANY

PJH D. T. Allen
HNC Vice-President.

THE SILENT MOTOR CORPORATION
321-323-325 DEAN STREET BROOKLYN, NEW YORK
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Annual Music Master Radio Congress a Marked Success
(Continued from page 86)

J. Hare, W. H. Harries, E. R. Harriman, J. H.

Hartman, Harry L. Hawkins, Norman T.

Hayes, Mr. Heidelberg, Otto Heineman, Geo.

Hemmerle, A. L. Hendricks, Louis Herbach,

Walter G. Herbert, J. B. Hersker, Thos. Hew-
ins, H. B. Heyburn, J. C. Heyman, Roy Hey-

man, A. C. Higgins, Robert Himmel, Mr. Hip-

pie, Harry B. Hirsh, W. Holland, C. J. Hop-

kins, Chas. W. Hopkins, S. F. Hopkins, Jr.,

Gustav Horwitz, A. U. Howard, E. V. Hughes,

Russell Hunting, R. E. Hunting, M. A. Hutch-

inson, G. W. Huver, Maurice Imber, Mr. Irvin,

Herman Isaac, Harry Frank Ives, Raymond
Jenkins, Chalmers C. Johnson, A. H. Johnston,

Claude L. Johnston, Billy Jones, Clayton Jones.

Mr. Kanter, E. R. Keene, Geo. W. Kellmer, N.

B. Kelly, Geo. L. Kessler, Paul B. Klugh, Wm.
A. Koch, Harry Kohler, E. J. Lafferty, A. W.
Landay, Maurice Landay, Max Landay, J. Lau-

fer, Geo. N. Leiper, Nate Leipsiger, A. Levy,

Wm. Mayard Levy, T. H. Lewis, L. Lichten-

stein, Mayer Lichtenstein, C. F. Limroth, Her-

man Lindc, Walter Linton, Chas. Lipshutz, E.

J. Loonan, C. C. Lord, J. A. Loughran, W. W.
Luce, Bert Lybrand, Arthur H. Lynch, J. S.

MacDonald, W. F. MacDonald, M. B. McCul-

lough, J. E. McCusker, L. R. McDowell, J. W.
McGary, H. D. McGavock, Wm. L. McHugh,
T. F. Mclntyre, H. N. McMenimen, Mr. Macom-
ber, E. R. Mahlman, Clifford Malliet, M. L. Mar-

golin, I. S. Margolis, Van N. Marker, Edward
Marne, L. L. Martel, Ralph D. Martino, Jules

Mastbaum, M. Malcomb Mason, Major Mau-

borgne, H. Maurer, Mark Max, Gustav Mayer,

John H. Mensel, Edw. L. Meyers, Edward Mid-

dleton, C. T. Miller, Earl Miller, Walter P.

Miller, Newton B. Misell, D. P. Mitchell, Robert

Monpere, Harry Montague, C. W. Moore, L. P.

Morsbach, A. Muncey, B. J. Munchweiler, J. F.

Murphy, Chas. F. Murray, Tom Murray, B. F.

Myers, B. M. Myers, R. J. Myers, H. E. Neal,

Henry M. Neeley, Wayne M. Nelson, I. C. New-
bury, Edmund Normile, T. O'Gara, Fred P.

Oliver, W. Oppenheimer, Roland C. Ottinger,

W. L. Owens, A. F. Parkhurst, A. J. Parsons,

Sam Passon, M. Peck, W. R. Perkinson, N.

Peterson, W. F. Peterson, S. J. Phillips, W. G.

Pierce, C. D. Pilkington, A. Polis, M. Polis,

H. A. Pope, Leo Potter, Mr. Pratt, Albert Rap-

fogel, Jas. Reed, Bernard Reichman, E. H.

Reif, Harry B. Reinhart, L. J. Reynolds, Jack

Roberts, Lawrence Root, Raymond Rosen,

Lessing I. Rosenwald, L. M. Ross, Mr. Roswell,

R. Ruch, Isadore Rudolf, G. W. Ryan, Wm. A.

Sachs, Earl S. Saeger, Wm. L. Sayre, Herman
Schaffer, L. G. Scherlis, Louis A. Schneyer,

Harold M. Schwab, H. Schwalbe, Paul

Schwartzkopf, G. D. Shewell, Jr., G. D. Shewell,

Sr., R. Shields, S. Charles Simon, J. S. Simpson,

Jas. W. Simpson, Max -M. Sladkin, Sigmund M.

Sladkin, Gordon C. Sleeper, E. W. Smith, Frank

Smith, Herman A. Smith, H. O. Smith, Ray-

burn C. Smith, Ray M. Smith, Geo. B. Smithe-

man, Harry S. Somers, Louis Sorkin, G. F.

Spangler, Mr. Spector, Lloyd L. Spencer, H. C.

Spillman, M. G. Spiro, P. Spiro, Benj. Stambler,

Andrew Stanton, W. I. Stauffer, F. Steinmetz,

F. E. Stern, Albert Sternberger, Fletcher Stites,

Wm. Stokinger, Harry J. Stone, N. D. Sturges,

Mr. Sussman, William Nelson Taft, John H.

Tegler, Carney Tesmajian, Theodore Tevelson,

Mr. Thomsen, M. H. Tickell, H. C. Tily, 2d,

J. S. Timmons, Samuel S. Torrisi, Wm. P.

Tracy, J. Treegoob, Ernest T. Trigg, David M.

Trilling, A. A. Trostler, Mr. Trube, Ed. F.

Turner, Earl W. Twitchell, S. J. Twitchell,

George Tyler, Nelson Vandergrift, Chas. M.

VanNote, Conrad Valguernara, Mr. Vogt, Sid-

ney Vorzmer,
#
Mr. Wagner, Jr., C. M. Ware,

Bowden Washington, Mr. Watson, C. D.

Weeks, John B. Weeks, R. L. Weldy, Joe Wer-
ler, M. B. West, Leslie C. Weswell, Herbert W.
Weyman, A. C. Weymann, Roy A. Whipple, E.

S. White, James G. Widener, Mr. Wiggins,

E. Leon Williams, Fred Williams, H. D. Wil-

liams and Co.; J. A. Williams, H. B. Wilson,

J. R. Wilson, Robert A. Wilson, S. L. Wingate,

Fred Winthrop, Morris Winthrop, W. B. Win-
stock, J. Wirtshafter, P. Wirtshafter, Lee L.

Wissler, Clarence Wolf, Edwin Wolf, Morris

Wolf, H. Woods, Harold Wrape, G. F. Wurtle,

Maurice L. Wurzel, Alfred L. Young, Herbert

Young, Cal. Zamoiski, Joe Zamoiski, F. W.
Zercher, A. Zillger, Franz Zirnkilton, Jr.

George Hamilton Green, well-known xylo-

phonist and Columbia artist, recently made a

Columbia record of "A Little Love, a Little

Kiss" and "At Dawning," playing the Vibra-

phone, a new instrument that has a haunting,

plaintive tone that makes the record one of un-

usual appeal.

Broadway Stars Now Ex-

clusive Columbia Artists

Willie Howard of "Sky High" and Alexander
Gray of "Tell Me More" Sing Song Hits of

These Productions for Columbia

In line with its policy of recording the latest

song hits of the leading Broadway musical shows,

the Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc., recently se-

cured the exclusive recording services of two
of the brightest stars in current successful mu-
sical comedy productions, William Howard, star

of "Sky High," and Alexander Gray, featured

Wm. Howard
artist of "Tell Me More." Willie Howard, who
for many years was known from coast to coast

as a member of the comedy team of Eugene
and Willie Howard, is this season featured

alone in "Sky High." His first recordings, "Let
It Rain" and "Barber of Seville," released June
10, are the hits of the play, which is drawing
capacity crowds to the Winter Garden nightly.

Alexander Gray, baritone, while not as well

known as Mr. Howard, has attracted consider-

able attention this season by his fine work in

"Tell Me More." It was quite by accident that

this artist came into the musical field. While
singing at an informal concert aboard ship, re-

turning from Europe, Mr. Gray's voice attracted

the attention of Louise Homer, who interested

herself in its possibilities and influenced him to

develop his talent. Mr. Gray's first record bears

the hits of the show, "Three Times a Day" and
"Tell Me More."

Wrapping Protection for

Valley Forge Springs

The new idea in wrapping Valley Forge main
springs, instigated by the J. A. Fischer Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa., has proved popular with the

trade. Valley Forge Springs are now wrapped
in "Mocolene," a protective wrapping.

The J. A. Fischer Co. reports not only Valley

Forge main springs but its entire line of talk-

ing machine repair material is moving nicely,

and that a number of new distributors selected

in strategic points have been appointed.

Irvin R. Epstan, of the J. A. Fischer Co., re-

cently returned from a business trip. This was
one of Mr. Epstan's initial trips in the territory

in the interest of the new line.

New Gennett Record Stars

The Harrington Sisters, musical comedy
favorites, who recently appeared on Broadway,
have made their first talking machine record

for the Gennett record catalog, singing in true

harmony style "Learning" and "I've Named My
Pillow After You." This record will be re-

leased to the trade shortly.

Do Not Overlook
These

Special f

Features m

The New UNIVERSAL Portable
WILL PLAY 10 OR 12 INCH RECORDS WITH COVER CLOSED.

NO TONE-ARM TO REMOVE.
Here's a FIFTY dollar value that will Pep your profits on portables
this season. Strong Karatol leather covered case. Motor board, top and
bottom, 3-ply veneer covered. Locked corners with heavy leather pro-
tectors. Trimmings all heavily nickel plated. Record album for 12
records. Non-spill needle cup. Finest and most durable double-spring
motor, easy winding, plays 3 records without rewinding. Universal tonearm plays all makes of records. Sizel2xl5x7H inches—weight 14 pounds.
All in all, the NEW UNIVERSAL is the best portable on the market.

Send for Bulletin of Musical Merchandise

Price

$iroo
15
F. O. B.
New York

UNIVERSAL NOVELTY DISTRIBUTORS
1658 Broadway New York City
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The Portable Radio is Now
Your Summer Business Medium

The Federal Portable Receiving Set No. 102
is a four-tube set specially designed to meet the Summer demand for a radio set combin-
ing the perfect receptive powers of the standard Federal Receiver and the convenience and
simplicity of the portable.

Our purchase of the entire supply of the nationally advertised sets of the Federal Tele-
phone Manufacturing Corporation makes this offer possible.

Now
only

The TYPE 102 SPECIAL RECEIVER is extremely compact
and may be easily transported. All necessary dry cells for "A"
and "B" battery may be enclosed in the cabinet and, when com-
pletely equipped with the tubes, head set and batteries, for trans-

portation, it weighs but thirty-five pounds.

The head set and plug are carried on the back of a removable
cover which protects the instrument panel when the set is not
in use. J ,

With the front cover and sturdy leather carrying handle re-

Retail Price

$50
Including Federal Double Headphones

and Plug

moved, it is as much a suitable part of the music room as of
the hunting lodge; as suited to the city home as to the summer
cottage at the seashore or in the country. The cabinet is

beautifully finished in mahogany, presenting a most pleasing
appearance.

DIMENSIONS
CABINET—Height, 103/$ inches; width, 13]4 inches; depth 10%

inches

PANEL—Height, 83^ inches; width, inches.
Transportation weight, 35 lbs.

Sell

the

Federal

Guarantee

^merson^Radio and^Phonograph Corporation

307-309 Sixth Avenue New York, N. Y.
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Victor Co. Announces Plans for Radiola

Installation in Victor Talking Machines
Important Arrangements Announced at Meeting of Radio Corp. of America and Victor Co.

Officials Provide for the Radiola Super-Heterodyne in Combination With the Victrola

The talking machine trade throughout the

country lias already been made aware through

daily newspaper stories of the announcement

of the Victor Talking Machine Co. on May 19,

to the effect that that company had contracted

with the Radio Corp. of America to install Ra-

diola super-heterodyne radio receiving units in

Victrola machines, promising shipments of the

new combination in the Fall.

The importance of the announcement was
evidenced by the interest shown by the news-

papers who regarded the completion of the new
arrangement as a matter of general public in-

terest. There had been for months a flood of

rumors concerning what the Victor Co. was
going to do and not going to do in the matter

of entering the radio field, it being hinted that

when announcement was forthcoming it would

be of revolutionary character. The fact that

the Victor Co. finally decided to install the

RCA equipment, embodying such improvements

as are promised in that direction affords recog-

nition of the standing of the Radio Corpora-

tion's products in the radio field and at the

same time gives to the Victor dealers through-

out the country something definite on which to

base their merchandising plans for the future.

Executives Met at Dinner

The formal announcement of the new ar-

rangements between the Victor Co. and the

Radio Corporation was made at a dinner to the

press at the Hotel Pennsylvania on May 19,

attended by many notables in the radio field as

well as a number of Victor Co. officials.

E. R. F. Johnson, vice-president of the Victor

Co., and son of Eldridge R. Johnson, president,

presided at the dinner and the guests included

David Sarnoff, vice-president and general mana-
ger of the Radio Corp.; William Brown, vice-

president; E. E. Bucher, general sales mana-
ger, and a number of other officials of the same
company; E. T. Edwards, manager of the radio

department, and Adam Stein, Jr., production

manager of the radio department of the General

Electric Co., and General Guy Tripp, chairman

of the Board of the Westinghouse Electric &
Engineering Co., together with E. H. Herr,

president; H. P. Davis, vice-president, and E. B.

MaUory, manager of the radio department.

Among the Victor Co. officials present were

W. J. Staats, treasurer; A. W. Atkinson, di-

rector of power building, etc.; E. E. Shumaker,

general purchasing agent; C. G. Child and W.
W. Clark, directors; Frank K. Dolbeer, sales

manager; Ernest John, advertising manager;

E. J. Dingley, assistant sales manager; and J.

G. Paine, counsel for the company, who after

a brief introduction by Mr. Johnson made the

official announcement.

Paine Speaks for Victor Co.

Mr. Paine said that by special arrangement

and in collaboration with the Radio Corp. of

America, the Victor Talking Machine Co., this

Fall, will market Victrola instruments combined

with the newest and most highly developed

super-heterodyne receiving set which can be

manufactured under the Radio Corp.'s patents.

"There are two services which the talking

machine performs which radio does not," Mr.

Paine continued. "Similarly there are services

which radio performs and the talking machine

does not. To take an obvious example, when
one hears a remarkably fine performance

through the phonograph he may repeat it as

often as he pleases—the same artist, the same
song, the same quality. One may hear the most
excellent perforjnances on the radio but he may
never hear the same program again by the same
artist under the same conditions. That is the

part played by the talking machine.

"On the other hand a great speech, sermon
or football game have their highest interest at

the moment of their giving. That is the part

radio plays."

Mr. Paine said that the Victor Co. plans to

take a part in actual broadcasting. "It is not

our intention to withhold great voices or great

artists from the air," he said, "but this phase

of the situation is not without difficulties. A
first requisite is that artists will be willing to

co-operate and co-operate at such compensation

as may be commercially practicable."

David Sarnoff's Statement for RCA
David Sarnoff, vice-president and general

manager of the Radio Corp. of America, in

speaking for his company, welcomed the Victor

Co. into the radio field and declared that there

were two leading talking machine companies
with their banners "now unfurled in the radio

field." He said:

"The Radio Corp. of America welcomes into

the radio industry another great factor of pub-
lic service.

"While it is quite natural that we should be

gratified that the Victor Talking Machine Co.

has adopted the Radiola super-heterodyne for

its combination talking-machine radio sets, the

considerable extension of service to the public,

which this contract assures is the phase of the

matter that gives me the most satisfaction.

"Under this contract the Victor Talking Ma-
chine Co. will combine its notable achievements
in the talking machine field with the Radiola
sets developed by the Radio Corp. of America
into a combination instrument for which a de-

mand has already been created throughout the

music trade.

"The entire public has respect for the ex-

perience- and ability of the Victor Co. in the

field of acoustics, and for its accomplishments
in serving its customers.

"We are pleased with the association which
ad'ds another great channel through which radio

will flow to the home. It will help stabilize the

talking machine business and adjust it to the

changes wrought by radio. It will lengthen the

strides of radio itself. It will enable the public

to select either the combination talking-machine

and radio, from the music trades, or standard

radio receiving sets now sold through the elec-

trical channel of trade.

"That the Victor Talking Machine Co. plans

to contribute as far as possible to the broad-

casting service of the country is another factor

of public congratulation.

"With the banners of two of the leading talk-

ing machine companies now unfurled in the ra-

dio field, with the great facilities at their com-
mand, with their established contacts with the

American home, through many thousands of

local dealers, and with the service that these

companies are rendering and can render to

broadcasting through their association with the

great artists of the day, the solution of many
of the problems in a new art and a new industry

is brought measurably nearer."

General Guy Tripp, chairman of the board

of the Westinghouse Co., also made a brief

address along general lines during the course

of the evening.

No Change in Brunswick Status

Mr. Sarnoff stated to The World that the new
contract with the Victor Co. would in no sense

affect the arrangement entered into between the

Radio Corporation and the Brunswick-Balke-

Collender Co. a year or so ago, and that the

Brunswick phonographs would continue to be

equipped as heretofore with Radiola Super-

Heterodyne receivers.

B. E. Bensinger's Statement

Following the Victor announcement, Presi-

dent B. E. Bensinger, of the Brunswick-Balke-

Collender Co., made the following statement in

a letter to the company's dealers:

"The announcement by the Radio Corp. of

America of their having consummated arrange-

ments to sell to the Victor Talking Machine

Co. Radiolas for use in the manufacture of com-

bination instruments, is regarded by this com-

pany as having a most constructive influence on

the radio and phonograph industries.

"The Victor Co. is to be congratulated in the

wisdom displayed in selecting the Radiola,

manufactured by the Radio Corp., which is

unquestionably the best radio receiving set

manufactured, and, by so doing, following the

procedure adopted by this company one year

ago, and the Radio Corp. is also to be com-
plimented upon its having successfully com-

pleted negotiations with the Victor Co.

"This arrangement will in no wise affect the

agreement between the Radio Corp. of America
and the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., which

will be supplied by the Radio Corp. with the

same receiving sets as those contracted for by
the Victor Co."

This best seller retails at

MODEL S-4000
5 volt Standard Base, Yi amp.
Detector-amplifier with full,

noise-free distortionless volume

Ail models sold <wiih a
10 day ivritten guarantee

OTHER MODELS
RETAIL AT

5 volt—% amp. Standard Base
Model S-200 Detector $3.00
Model S-700 Special Oscillator,
Detector, Amplifier and Power
Tube for all Multi-Tube sets .$7.00
3 volt— 1/10 amp. Miniature Base
Model S-600 Det. Ampl $3.00

5 volt—16/100 amp. Standard Base
Model S-1600 Det. Ampl. Osc . $4.00

3 to 4 volt—
8/100 amp. Miniature Base

Model S-8100 Det. Ampl. Osc. . $4.00

Talk about
popularity!
Schickerling tubes have simply stampeded
the tube market. These are the ONLY tubes

with the 4th element—the triangular plates

that eliminate distortion and tube noises, so

that D.X. stations can be heard more clearly.

Sell Schickerling tubes with your radio sets.

They make a good set better, keep your cus-

tomers "sold", and are decidedly profitable!

Write or wire today for dealers' terms

SCHICKERLING PRODUCTS CORP.
Executive Offices and Factory: 401-407 Mulberry St., Newark, N. J.

Chicago Sales Office:

Consumers Gas Building, 220 South State Street

Philadelphia Sales Office:

Jefferson Building, 1015 Chestnut Street

Authorized Phonograph Distributor-Dealer

:

RUDOLPH WURLJTZER CO., 1 20 West 42nd St., New York City

Mail orders filledfrom Newark factory or nearest branch office

SCHICKERLING
RADIO TUBES

With the Stabilizing THanffulorPlates
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Speaking of

CONVENTIONS-
Here's the greatest "Get-Together" of all.

Brilliantone, Gilt Edge, Reflexo—the BIG THREE in

Phonograph Needles—combined, consolidated—mean-

ing easier buying for you, better opportunity to serve

you.

You'll find us always "in session" here at Phono-

graph Needle Headquarters—ready to fill your needs

with these famous Bagshaw-made products — the

finest Phonograph Needles made. Feature them and

your sales will never "adjourn."

BRILLIANTONE
STEEL NEEDLE COMPANY OF AMERICA, Incorporated

Selling Agents for W. H. Bagshaw Co., Factories, Lowell, Mass.

370 SEVENTH AVENUE, at 31st Street, Suite 1214, NEW YORK
W. H. Bagshaw Co., Export Dept., 44 Whitehall St., New York City. Cable Address: "Brillneedl"

SOLD THROUGH JOBBERS EVERYWHERE

a?

WRITE, us or your
Jobber for samples and
information if interested

in one or all three of our

products.
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Pooley-Atwater Kent Line Exhibited

at Atwater Kent Distributors' Conclave
Pooley Co. Well Represented at Philadelphia Convention—Visitors Shown Through Large Plant

of the Company—"Pooley Night" Made Enjoyable Affair for Visiting Delegates

Philadelphia, Pa., June 1.—The radio sales

department of the Pooley Co. of this city, manu-

facturer of radio cabinets equipped with At-

water Kent radio sets, was well represented

upon the occasion of the Atwater Kent Con-

vention of Distributors held at the Bellevue-

Stratford Hotel on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thurs-

day and Friday, May 26, 27, 28 and 29. A large

proportion of these distributors are Pooley dis-

tributors as well.

On Tuesday afternoon the guests were taken

to the large Pooley factory, where a tour of

inspection of the manufacturing facilities was

made. The remarkable woodworking equip-

ment of this plant, plus the high quality of

cabinet construction and finishing, excited much

admiration.

The Pooley exhibit of its new Fall models

at the Bellevue-Stratford attracted great inter-

est among those present, as it constituted their

initial showing. Pooley cabinets have been well

and favorably known throughout the entire

radio industry from its very beginning. The

new models, therefore, which the Pooley Co.

was offering for this Fall have been eagerly

looked forward to by the trade. The Pooley

table Model 1400 R-l, upon which may be set

the cabineted models of the Atwater Kent line,

has been on the market for only about a month,

and was, therefore, new to many. Three new
models of the Pooley radio cabinets were intro-

duced. The 1320 R-2 is of the Stuart style and

is finished in American walnut or English

brown mahogany with special Oriental burl

rosewood and walnut inlays. This is equipped

with a five-tube Atwater Kent receiving set,

Model 20, and has ample battery compartments

and a built-in loud speaker above the set. Model

1600 R-2 is somewhat smaller in height and

has built-in loud speaker at the side of the set

rather than above it. The receiving set used in

this model is an Atwater Kent Model 20 com-

pact, also a five tube set. The same battery

space is provided and it has a Duo-tone finish.

Models 1110 R-2 and 1120 R-2 are of the Stuart

style, the first is equipped with a five-tube open

Atwater Kent set, and the second Model 20

which is cabineted. All paneled Atwater Kent

receiving sets used in Pooley cabinets are

placed on a special Pooley sliding panel, giving

immediate access to tubes.

These new radio Pooley cabinets are valuable

additions to the line and widen its scope to in-

clude practically everything desired in radio

cabinets.

Of particular interest was the initial showing
of the new Pooley radio-phonograph known as

New Pooley Radio-Phonograph 1500 R-3

model 1500 R-3 and which is shown herewith.

The cabinet is Chinese Chippendale in duo-tone

effect in American walnut "Or English brown
mahogany. It is radio-equipped with the new
Atwater Kent five-tube Model 20 compact re-

ceiving set, built-in Pooley floating horn with

Atwater Kent reproducing unit. The phono-

graph equipment is Pooley, which needs no in-

IIIIIIBI

A good needle breaks—
a bad one bends/

Here's an interesting little experiment for you
to try. It will quickly show up the quality of
the needles you are selling.

Take a phonograph needle, hold it tightly in

the jaws of a pair of pliers and steadily press
the point down hard on a piece of metal. If,

when the pressure is sufficient, the needle hends
at the point and sags, in the middle, you. will

know that the needle is made of inferior, soft,

low-carbon-content steel. If, under the same
pressure, the needle suddenly snaps in two and
shows an uneven or jagged; break, you will

know that it is an Okeh or Truetone Needle,
for that sudden, irregular break is the indica-
tion of the highest grade carbon steel used
only in the manufacture of these famous needles—used exclusively because, in conjunction with
other Okeh and Truetone manufacturing details,

it insures perfect reproduction, elimination of
surface noises and minimum wear on the record.

If the needles you are selling bend or sag
under this pressure test, and you - care any-
thing about complete customer satisfaction, place
your order now for

GKtJv ,,u, Tuujjmt^ IJudlth
Products of the

GENERAL PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION
OTTO HEINEMAN, President

New York, N. Y.25 West 45th Street

troduction to the talking machine trade. It is

installed within the horn itself. The 1500 R-3

is well destined to enable Pooley dealers to

satisfactorily meet the demand for combination

radio phonographs.

The exhibit attracted much attention and was
the center of interested groups at all times.

"Pooley Night" was celebrated on Wednes-
day, May 27, at which time the delegates were
the guests of the Pooley Co. for an evening's

entertainment.

The affair opened with a dinner served in the

South Gardens of the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel,

after which all adjourned to the Broad Street

Theatre to enjoy Olga Pctrova's performance
of "The Hurricane." The theatre party was a

distinct success. However, the evening was still

young, and upon returning to the hotel the

guests found another bountiful repast awaiting

them at a supper and dance in the South Gar-

dens and Oak Rooms. Paper hats, balloons and
noise-making devices served to add a carnival

effect. About one o'clock in the morning a

vaudeville performance was put on that would
have done credit to many of the big-time houses
in the circuit. The enjoyment of the entertain-

ment by the guests throughout the entire eve-

ning was great and was visibly or rather orally

manifested by the many cheers for Pooley which
were heard.

President E. F. Pooley and B. R. Stauffer,

treasurer and general manager of the Pooley
Co., deserve no small credit for the great suc-

cess of the affair. Both Mr. Pooley and Mr.
Stauffer and their staff . from Pooley headquar-
ters were on hand at all times to greet theii

many guests and to look after their comfort and
entertainment. As a result Pooley night, the

Pooley exhibit, the Pooley factory and Pooley
hospitality will long be remembered by those
present. .

Atlas-Colonial Corp.
Appoints New Distributor

The Atlas-Colonial Corp., Long Island City,

N. Y., has appointed the Republic Radio Corp.,
Detroit, Mich., as a distributor for its products
throughout the State of Michigan. The Re-
public Co. is one of the most active distributors

in the State. It is a house of the highest rep-

utation, and the Atlas-Colonial organization is

enthusiastic over this new connection. This as-

sures intensive representation for the Atlas
radio reproducers and Colonial receiving sets

in the territory covered by the Republic organ-
ization.

Observe Davega Anniversary

The forty-sixth anniversary of the house of

Davega, Inc., New York City, was celebrated

on Sunday, May 24, with an outing to Bear

Mountain aboard a chartered boat of the Hud-
son River Day line. Approximately one hun-

dred members of the firm and employes of the

store gathered to celebrate the occasion and

although the weather was too inclement to per-

mit of the athletic contests which had been

planned to take place, an enjoyable day was

spent by those who participated.

M. Englin New Gennett Artist

The Starr Piano Co. recently contracted for

the exclusive recording services of Maureen

Englin as a Gennett record star. Miss Englin's

first records were released recently and include

the following selections: "If You Hadn't Gone

Away," "Oh, Heinrich," "We're Back Together

Again" and "Banana Oil."

In Bankruptcy

The Fishew & Waldman Music Stores, Inc.,

New York, which were recently placed in bank-

ruptcy, filed a schedule of assets, giving them as

$40,252, consisting of accounts, stock and fix-

tures, as against liabilities of $25,766.
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C-$Ot-A

TUBES
Vital In Every Radio Business-

Vital In Every Radio Set-
Is The Radio Tube.

IF you want to turn customer-demand into customer-satisfaction, be sure you sell

the tubes that for ten years have given such remarkable service to an ever-increas-

ing radio public.

Since 1915— Standard for All Sets

Types C301A, C299, C300, Gil, C12

In the Orange and Blue Carton

CH1CAGO NEW YORK
Home Office: 182 Second Street, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

Patent Notice: Cunningham Tubes are covered by patents dated—2-18-12—12-30-13—10-23-17

—

10-23-17—and others issued and pending.
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SSSMALKINS MACHIN
[Editor's Note.—This is tlie fifty-first of a series of

articles by William Braid White devoted to the various
interesting opportunities which prevail in the domain of
education for the retailer of talking machines. The subject
is one of great interest and we commend these articles to

the consideration of all who are devoting attention to the
featuring and developing of the musical possibilities of the
talking machine.]

How the Dealer May Help

Some time ago one of the best-known of New
York's weeklies, the famous Outlook, began
the publication of a review, once each month,

of new talking machine records and player-

piano music-rolls. Shortly after the series

opened, a letter to the editor was written by a

man who inhabits a small town in Massachu-

setts. This gentleman said, in substance, that

he was very much pleased to note the new de-

parture and hoped that it would be kept up.

He then went on to voice a polite criticism of

the record manufacturers. He said that he was
one of those "hayseeds" (his own words) who
live far away from symphony concerts or from
opera and who are convinced that even fair

phonographic reproduction far surpasses any-

thing which radio has yet given the world (I

quote from memory, but it was almost exactly

in these words), and who consequently are a

bit impatient with the record makers for doling

out their good music in snippets and fragments.

He cited a number of instances of partial re-

cordings of large works and wanted to know
why, if it is worth while to publish half of a

thing, it should not be worth while to publish

all of it. And he felt convinced that if the

record men would lead the way, thousands like

him would buy!

What the Family Thought
Now, all this pleased me very much, and I

watched the Outlook's progress very closely in

this matter. A few weeks later it was my pleas-

ure to read a most fascinating article written by
Lawrence F. Abbott, contributing editor to the

paper and son of its founder, in which he was
speaking of the experiences of the younger
members of his family with some of the new
complete recordings of big works, especially as

made by the Columbia Phonograph Co. in its

Masterworks Series. He went on to speak of

how the young folks had thought it pretty tough

stuff at first, but how they had come around

until now, indeed, they were actually getting a

kick out of the recording of Stravinsky's or-

chestral poem, the Fire Bird (Victor), which

had bored them to death at first. He then went
on to debate the question whether he should

bring home to the family the Columbia record-

ing of the first Brahms symphony or the same
company's new edition of its Cesar Franck sym-
phony. The young folks wanted to know more
about Brahms and the older ones more about

Cesar Franck. A good friend then came along

and suggested getting both, saying that it would
not be an expense but an investment.

Encouraging the Editor

All this was so pleasing that I sat down and
wrote to the editor of the magazine in these

words which are reproduced herewith. The para-

graphs relating to the attitude of professional

musicians towards records were prompted by a

statement in one of the Outlook articles to the

effect that a certain eminent professional mu-
sician objected to recorded music on the ground

that it kept people away from concerts. Here

is what I said:

'As one of the steadily growing class of music

lovers who get most of their musical sustenance

from the phonograph and player-piano I find it

difficult to express adequately my delight in

such discussions as this.

"For Mr. Abbott's own information I should

like to tell him that if he has not already de-

cided which of the two sets of Columbia records

he really intends to buy—the Brahms Sym-
phony or the Franck Symphony—he had better

do as I did and give the Columbia people the

price of both, for he will find the two of them
so eminently worth while that he will never re-

gret the investment.

"Perhaps it might interest some of your read-

ers also to know that Brahms' Second Sym-
phony in D has been produced complete by

the English branch of the Victor Talking Ma-
chine Co., and doubtless will be brought out on

this side of the water on Victor records very

soon.

"The various talking machine and record

manufacturers are taking upon themselves a

very considerable responsibility in bringing out

at very great expense and trouble these and

other large works of artistic music, and natu-

rally they will be very much disappointed if it

finally turns out that the attitude of the intelli-

gent buying public in this country is not en-

thusiastic enough to give them adequate sup-

port by buying the records. It is therefore ex-

tremely necessary for all of us who, like Mr.

Abbott, and I am sure also many of your read-

ers, intensely desire to have more and more of

the finest music done for the phonograph,

should raise our voices with all the power we
have in praise of this high-minded policy and
should not only buy as much of this music as

we can but tell all of our friends about it. For

this reason I hope that the reviews of phono-

graph records and player-piano rolls which ap-

pear from time to time in The Outlook will be

continued.

"You are doing a great work for culture in

America, and incidentally are assisting iri the

propagation of a very high-minded commercial

policy on the part of the Victor and Columbia
companies.

"As for Mr. Abbott's professional musical

friend who does not like records and rolls be-

cause he thinks they destroy interest in fine per-

formances he is hopelessly wrong. Professional

musicians often are distinguished for this ex-

traordinary narrowness of conception, which is

quite akin to the attitude of mind which a cen-

tury ago induced the machine-breaking riots in

England. The attitude, in other words, of sup-

posing that the multiplication of the means for

hearing music will rob the orthodox musical

performers of their audiences. Of course, the

PHONOGRAPH CASES
RADIO CASES

Reinforced 3-ply Veneer
The Standard Case for Talking

Machines and Radio Sets

MADE BY
Let us figure on your requirements

PLYWOOD CORPORATION, Goldsboro, N. C.

Mills in Va., N. C. and S. C.

truth of the matter is that the more the public

knows about good music, no matter how it gets

it, the more the public will be interested in

musical art, which is simply another way of

saying that if musicians want to have paying

audiences at their recitals they must educate the

public to the point of understanding and ap-

preciating the sort of music they are playing.

"Anybody who knows anything about it

knows perfectly well that the net result of fine

recordings by makers of phonograph records

and reproducing piano music rolls has been to

increase rather than diminish public interest in

concerts. It is only necessary to contrast the

public of twenty years ago with the public of

to-day to realize how true this is. Pray go on

with the good work and believe me that there

are many besides myself who think just as I

do about it."

Why This Is Reproduced Here
Now the object of all this is to put before

merchants some facts which they are rather in-

clined generally to ignore, even if they have ever

heard of their existence. The actual existence

of a class of music lovers willing and anxious

to get the best that there is in phonograph mu-
sic, and not at all interested in the shadow of

this or that fad, when they can have the solid

substance, has always been known to those mer-

chants who have actually run across these peo-

ple. But for every one who takes the trouble

to nose out his own stuff, to search for the

music he wants and to insist on getting it,

there are a thousand who will respond only if

and when everything is put before them. In

most lines of business it would be considered

great stuff if it were known that there existed

anywhere a genuine market waiting to be de-

veloped. It seems queer that in our business,

the importance of a market is never considered

until that market has developed itself and has

begun to make vigorous signs of invitation.

Every talking machine store can be the mecca

of the music lovers of a city, of a county or

even of wider territory, if its proprietor will

back up the manufacturers, will take a personal

interest in the stock on his record shelves, and

will make a personal effort to sell every man,

woman and child who has the least streak of

musical culture or of love for music. Musical

possibilities, indeed! It is a case of musical

powers, vast, incredibly wonderful powers, wait-

ing to be profitably exploited.

File Petition in Bankruptcy

A petition in bankruptcy was recently filed

against Archie and Phoebe Smith, trading as

Smith's Brunswick Shop, Jamaica, N. Y. Lia-

bilities were listed at approximately $1,000.

William G. Gautier has been appointed receiver.

The Hinden Music & Sport Shop, New York,

was recently incorporated at Albany, with a

capital stock of $10,000. The incorporators are

I. Hinden, S. Forman and R. Goodman.

STYLUS BARS

Stylus Bar & Mfg. Co.

Clague Rd.

North Olmsted . . OHIO
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A Popular HOHNER Display

That Sells Harmonicas!

Order This Display Cabinet Today

The No. 400 Holmer Collapsible Display
Cabinet pictured above contains:

22 Harmonicas. . . .retail at 50c

6 Harmonicas. . . .retail at 60c

10 Harmonicas. . . .retail at 75c

Total retail value $22.10

Your Investment— $14.75 for Cabinet

and Harmonica Assortment
Your Gain—Over 50% Cash Profit and

a Handsome Display Cabinet

MORE than 300,000 merchants in every part of

the country know the value and importance
of featuring Hohner Harmonicas in their win-

dows or on their counters.

These progressive dealers are the leaders in their fields,

representing such important lines as drugs, hardware,
sporting goods, toys and novelties, stationery, musical
instruments and general merchandise. Yet regardless
of the particular kind of merchandise they are selling,

they have found that it pays to feature Hohner
Harmonicas as a popular leader.

Hohner advertising and publicity in national maga-
zines, newspapers, billboards, motion pictures, radio,

school books and municipal contests are creating a

tremendous demand for harmonicas among people of

all ages in every village, town and city. Yet Hohner
co-operation doesn't end there—it goes straight into

the dealers' stores in the form of attractive counter
cards, displays, window trims, instruction books and
other dealer sales boosters.

The attractive collapsible display cabinet shown above
is proving a popular sales booster among dealers

everywhere. It comprises three trays of best seasoned
wood, so ingeniously arranged and constructed as to

permit the opening and closing of the cabinet in a
few seconds. The cabinet is elaborately finished in

rich mahogany, finely polished and lettered in gold.

When open, it presents an attractive display of the

entire contents of 38 assorted harmonicas. When
closed it resembles a handsome jewel case, occupies
less than a square foot of space, and will enhance the
appearance of your counter. But more important, it

will sell harmonicas and net you a steady revenue of

profit.

It will pay you to put this Hohner Display Cabinet on
your counter and tie your store to Hohner advertising.

Write us today!

M. HOHNER, Inc., Dept. 72, 114 East 16th St., New York
Canadian Address: Hough & Kohler, 468 King Street, W., Toronto

Fascination

Inspiration

Education

Entertainment

Accuracy

Health

Portability

Durability

Convenience

Popularity
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Opening of Parks and Summer Resorts in

Buffalo Stimulates Sales of Portables
Sales of Small Machines Have Favorable Effect on Movement of Records—Wholesalers Report

Satisfactory Business—New Adler-Royal Agencies—Plans for Dealers' Picnic Being Made

Buffalo, N. Y., June 9.—Opening of the Sum-
mer resorts in this territory, as well as parks

in the city, has had a good bearing on the

portable talking machine and record trade.

Portables are said to be moving at a satisfac-

tory rate, and records are in much greater de-

mand than at this period in 1924. May com-
pared favorably with April, in the volume of

phonograph business.

Jobbers Report Good Business

Curtis N. Andrews, Victor jobber, said that

the volume of business during the month just

closed was better by a small margin than

April, while it forged greatly ahead of May in

1924. There is little indication of a spirited

Summer trade, however, unless it is in por-

tables. These instruments are in good demand.

The Buffalo Talking Machine Co. also reports

a fairly good portable business, and the new
single-face Red Seal record campaign has stim-

ulated Victor record business in general. Deal-

ers who had records in stock, disposed of them
with little advertising except window displays.

The two Victor jobbers are, however, bending

every effort to secure co-operation of dealers

throughout the territory to carry large cam-

paigns on these records.

Outing Portable in Demand
The Iroquois Sales Corp. also reports an

unsurpassed demand for portables, the Outing-

portable, distributed by this house, moving at

a rate that is surprising. Dance numbers on

Okeh records also are moving briskly.

Dealers Add Adler-Royal

William Carroll, manager of the local offices

of the Adler Mfg. Co., has booked a number

of new western New York accounts for com-

bination instruments to be shipped this Sum-
mer. Dealers in this territory are apparently

slow in ordering for Summer trade, but, accord-

ing to Mr. Carroll, are quite enthusiastic about

a good early Fall trade.

Plan Dealers' Picnic

F. C. Erdman, Victor representative in this

district, was guest of the Victrola Dealers' As-

sociation at its luncheon in the Statler Hotel

last month. The annual picnic was planned

and Floyd F. Barber, of Barber & Wilson, Ken-

ing committee. The picnic will be held June
24, in the Buffalo Automobile Club. A base-

ball game, athletic events and other contests

will keep the picnickers occupied during the aft-

ernoon. Dancing will precede the dinner in the

clubhouse. Carl Berlin, Victor dealer in Ab-
bott road, was voted into the Association mem-
bership.

E. W. Edwards & Son to Build

E. W. Edwards & Son, Main street depart-

ment store, with a large phonograph depart-

ment, where the Victor and Brunswick prod-
uct are featured, has purchased the block bound-
ed by Franklin, Mohawk, Genesee and Pearl

streets, and on it will erect a large steel struc-

ture, work to start this year, according to the

store management. It will be connected with the

Main steet store by means of a subway. The
phonograph department, under the management
of Max Morgott, will be enlarged, and moved
to the Main street division.

Gets Pfanstiehl Agency
The C. E. Campbell Music Salon, Niagara

Falls, was recently granted the agency for the

Pfanstiehl radio receivers. This establishment
will have the exclusive agency in Niagara Falls

and Mr. Campbell is optimistic over the pros-

pects for the new line. C. E. Campbell, the

head of this establishment, was for years man-
ager of Goold Bros., Niagara Falls branch, and
upon this firm's decision to confine its activities

to Buffalo proper purchased the stock of its

store. The Campbell store is located on Third
street.

Brief, but Interesting

Mr. Bruehl, for many years with Neal, Clark

& Neal, has returned to the store and is in

charge of records.

Fire recently caused several thousand dol-

lars loss to Evans & Eiss, Hertle avenue music
dealers, featuring the Brunswick.

Barber & Wilson, Inc., Kenmore dealers, have

moved to larger quarters in Delaware avenue,

Kenmore. The new store gives the company
double the space formerly occupied.

C. E. Siegesmund, sales manager of Curtis

N. Andrews, and B. E. Neal, of the Buffalo

Talking Machine Co., served on the county jury

Bob Barker, formerly manager of the radio
department of Neal, Clark & Neal, is now in

the auditing department of the Robertson-
Cateract Co.

The Western New York Radio Service, Inc.,

has received a charter to manufacture radio
apparatus. Stockholders are: Wm. C. Kruse, A.

J. Graham and Budrow Howe, of Buffalo.

R. A. Curran has purchased the interests of
his partner G. B. Wooster in the Curran-Woos-
ter Music Co., Sharon, Pa.

R. H. Woodford Is General
Manager of Radio Sales

Appointed by Stewart-Warner Speedometer Co.
to This Important Post—Widely Known and
Esteemed Throughout the Trade

Chicago, III., June 6.—The Stewart-Warner
Speedometer Corp., 1828 Diversey Parkway, of

this city, announced recently the appointment

R. H. Woodford
of R. H. Woodford as general manager of

radio sales. Mr. Woodford needs no introduc-

tion to the talking machine trade for he has
been identified with the industry for many years
and is thoroughly familiar with the sales and
merchandising problems confronting the deal-

ers in the profitable marketing of radio prod-
ucts.

For a number of years Mr. Woodford occu-
pied important executive and sales positions

with the Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc., New
York, Philadelphia, and Cincinnati. While
identified with the Columbia organization he
became exceptionally well qualified in close

co-operation with the dealers, and this experi-

ence will undoubtedly be a most valuable asset

in his present association with the Stewart-
Warner Speedometer Corp. Prior to his Co-
lumbia activities, Mr. Woodford was associated

with the American Piano Co., doing important
sales work that brought him considerable prom-
inence in the piano industry. He is therefore

ideally adapted for his new work, and both he
and the Stewart-Warner organization are to be
congratulated upon his appointment.

C. E. Hall, formerly with the Brunswick-
Balke-Collender Co., with headquarters in Pitts-

burgh, Pa., has assumed charge of the radio

sales of the Stewart-Warner products service

station at Minneapolis. Arthur Keeble, for-

merly connected with the sales organization of

the Wahl Pencil Co., in New York, is in charge
of the St. Louis station.

Death of Prof. Gasimir Falk

Prof. Casimir Falk, who for some forty years

conducted a music store in Asheville, N. C,
died recently of heart trouble. Prof. Falk wa9
a well-known musician and educator.

more dealers, was named chairman of the out- during the week of June 1.

H,S MASJSj§, VOICE

It has always been the policy of this house to build "good will" by rendering a service
that is at all times dependable and cooperative.

The number of Victor dealers we are now serving regularly, and who depend upon us
for their supply, is constantly increasing.

There must be a reason for' their preference.

This not only applies to local and nearby dealers, but many at more distant points
find our service dependable. Our shipping facilities out of Buffalo are unexcelled.

Try us and be convinced.

CURTIS N. ANDREWS
SERVICE

BUFFALO,N Y!

Victor Distributor

Exclusively Wholesale
Court & Pearl Sts.

BUFFALO, N.Y.

SERVICE

BUFFALO.N Y!
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Your Two
Biggest

Factors

in

Radio Selling

The Six Main Factors

in Radio Selling

$0.50
each

Formerly $6

STATISTICS gathered from every
section of the country show that
twenty-six out of every hundred
radio owners have chosen their re-

ceiver because of the quality of demonstra-
tion given them by the dealer. And—that
twenty-two out of every hundred purchases
resulted from faith in the dealer.

True Blue Demonstrations

Sell Sets, Create Confidence
Matched when you receive them, needing

no shifting, True Blue Tubes assure the
best average set demonstration from every
type of receiver you stock. There are more
demonstration sets of tubes in a single pur-
chase of Brightson Tubes than in several
purchases of ordinary tubes.

Brightson Equipped Sets

Build Dealer Good Will

When you install receivers with Bright-

son True Blue Tubes as equipment, your
home installation duplicates your store

demonstration. Your customers don't come
running back for costly service or to swap
tubes because of tube trouble. Brightson

True Blue Tubes are interchangeably uni-

form, noiseless without shock absorbers
and crystal clear in tone. Both Power Plus
type for 3-volt sockets and Standard type
for 6-volt sockets are storage battery tubes.

All Brightson True Blue Tubes
Are Sold on Approval

Our 10-day return privilege and 60-day
guarantee against defects mean that the
dealer is relieved of all responsibility for

True Blue Tube performance. Further-
more—our direct cash sales policy gives

you one tube you can sell as profitably

as batteries or any other accessories. Radio
tubes should not be merely a costly accom-
modation to customers before and after pur-

chase.

Order Some True Blue Tubes
for Demonstration To-day

Write on your business stationery to the

representative nearest you or to us for the

set of tubes you need to sell your best sets.

You will be billed less your proper discount

at $3.50 each for either Standard or Power
Plus True Blue Tubes.

BRIGHTSON
Write-

Our Nearest Representative

Wm. C. Oakes, 832 Park Square Bldg., Boston,

Mass.
R. G. Newland, 50 North 11th Street, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

Yahr & Lange, 207 East Water St., Mil-

waukee, Wis.
A. G. Schultz, 2831 Gratiot Ave., Detroit,

Mich.
,

Triad Sales Co., Trust Co., of N. J. Bldg.,

Jersey City, N. J.

BRIGHTSON LABORATORIES, Inc.

16 West 34th Street, New York, N. Y.

JBltte TUBES
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May Festival of Music Has Proved a Big

Prestige Builder for Lamb's Music House
Experience of Live Pottstown, Pa., Dealer Demonstrates the Advantages Derived by Actively

Sponsoring and Participating in Local Musical Events—How the Dealer Can Profit by Tie-Ups

There is no method by which a talking ma-
chine dealer can gain more prestige and good-

will in his community than by becoming a fac-

tor of that community and by assuming the

leadership, insofar as possible, in the musical

activities of the district or section in which he

is located. There are throughout the country

any number of dealers who have followed this

policy with beneficial results. In the smaller

cities and towns they can act as booking agents

for concerts, selling the tickets and making all

necessary arrangements, and in the larger cen-

ters they assist to the best of their ability by
making their store a music headquarters and

having at all times a supply of tickets for forth-

coming musical events. The natural result of

such activity is that the dealer and the name of

Mu-Rad
Triplex

his establishment become associated with the

thought of music and people when in need of

musical instruments of any kind naturally go to

such a dealer. An interesting example of the

manner in which a dealer can engage in such

prestige-building activities is that of Lamb's
Music House, Pottstown, Pa.

William F. Lamb, proprietor of the establish-

ment, has for the past nine years arranged a

music festival given under the auspices of his

store. It is given as a prelude to the National

Music Week, and has been so successful that it

ranks as one of the musical season's outstand-

ing events for the residents of Pottstown. The
festival this year was given on May 1 at the

local high school auditorium to an audience of

about twelve hundred people, and the entertain-

ment was furnished by Lamb's Concert Or-

chestra and the Eveready group of talking ma-
chine and radio artists. The program was a

long and varied one, and it was received en-

thusiastically by the large audience.

It is by exploitation work such as this that

Mr. Lamb lives up to the slogan which adorns

the top of each of his letterheads—the slogan

of the Rotarians, namely, "Service Above Self

—

He Profits Most Who Serves Best." It also

does justice to the title which has been given

his establishment as the "Community's Music

Service." And there can be little doubt but that

in the long run the benefits which accrue to

Lamb's Music House more than offset the ex-

pense and trouble which the May Festival of

Music costs it.

3 Tube Dry Cell Correct Wrong Impression

Receiver About True Blue Tubes

$75
Brightson Laboratories, Inc., Inaugurate Cam-

paign to Encourage Summer Radio Sales

ADVANTAGES that ordinarily

cost twice the price of the Mu-
Rad Triplex Receiver. That's value—
value that speeds turnover, increases

profits, and builds good-will.

Four-tube efficiency with only 3

tubes. Sweeps the continent. Can be

logged; highly selective. Most con-

veniently portable; all batteries con-

tained inside the handsome mahogany
cabinet.

Plenty of "cheap" sets but the Mu-
Rad Triplex Receiver is the quality

product of a quality manufacturer,
selling at a popular price.

Other dealers have had to repeatedly
reorder their stock of this receiver to

keep up with demand. You're miss-
ing some valuable business.

Write for details of the Mu-Rad
Dealer Policy NOW

MlI-R/ID L/IBOR/rrORIES.lNC.

813 Fifth /Ive /Isbury Park. New Jersey

Brightson'Laboratories, Inc., manufacturer of

the True Blue and Power Plus True Blue tubes,

has sent out notice to the trade calling attention

to the fact that many enthusiasts are led to

believe that the small base Brightson tubes are

dry cell types. This belief is erroneous as they

are storage battery tubes operating at .2 am-
peres which, while lower than the regulation

storage battery tube, does not fit it for eco-

nomical operation on dry cells.

Many dealers, it is said, when selling these

tubes, even though they are familiar with them,

do not correct this impression. Inquiry should

be made as to whether the purchaser is familiar

with this fact or not, and while four dry cells

in series will furnish sufficient current to operate

them a short time, the expense of furnishing

new dry cells will be higher than if a dealer

had originally sold a storage battery.

The sales organization of Brightson Labora-

tories, Inc., has inaugurated a campaign for the

purpose of encouraging Summer sales of receiv-

ing sets, as well as Brightson True Blue tubes.

Summer reception of radio receivers is en-

hanced by perfectly matched tubes. The
Brightson sales force is encouraging the demon-
stration of sets with True Blue tubes, and also

suggesting that they be a part of the eventual

sale. This sales method is backed by the guar-

antee against defect by Brightson Laboratories,

Inc., which covers both retailer and consumer.

New Store in Leon, la.

A new music store was recently opened on

the corner of Ninth and Main streets, Leon,

la., by A. L. Rhoades. Talking machines,

pianos, musical merchandise, sheet music and

musical accessories are carried.

Bethlehem Go. Moves Its

Offices to Newark, N. J.

Move Made Pending Complete Consolidation
of Company With Splitdorf Elec. Co.

Pending the complete consolidation of the

old Bethlehem Spark Plug Co., Inc., and the

Splitdorf Electrical Co., the executive offices of

both companies will be moved to Newark, N. J.,

and operate from the offices of the Splitdorf

Electrical Co. The Bethlehem plant of the affi-

liated companies will continue in operation from
a production standpoint, with increased orders

on account of the merger of the two companies.

When the final legal aijd technical terms of the

merger are completed, the affiliated companies
will operate under the name of the Splitdorf-

Bethlehem Electrical Co.

William N. Davidson, with the executive de-

partment of the company, now makes Newark
his headquarters. Mr. Davidson reports that

the immediate necessity of a more economical

and efficient handling of sales and production

expense caw be accomplished by operating from
Newark. The Bethlehem Co. has a field sales

force and the Splitdorf Co. has the same thing op-

erating through branches located throughout the

country. More economical and better service

can be rendered the trade by merging the two
distributing forces of the affiliated companies.

"Black Billy Sunday's"

Columbia Records Score

Two Columbia recordings, which are attain-

ing unexpected sales volume, are those made by

Calvin P. Dixon, the "Black Billy Sunday,"

whose evangelistic meetings throughout the

South have reached a popularity with the col-

ored people of that region that stands com-
parison with the vogue which the original Billy

Sunday enjoyed some years ago. The Colum-

bia recordings are faithful reproductions of four

of the colored evangelist's favorite preachments,

and while intended primarily for the colored

race, they have sold to all types of people.

The Packard Radio Service Corp., New York
City, was recently incorporated at Albany with

a capital stock of $6000. The incorporators

are S. M. Lazarus and T. S. D'Vorkin.

Recordings
for the

Phonograph Trade

NDEPENDENT is

the best equipped and

most efficient record-

ing laboratory in the

country.

Also

ECORDINGS for the

most prominent makes
of records are among
our successes.

ET us solve your

technical problems.

A phone call or letter

will bring full details.

personal recordings

of all kinds.

INDEPENDENT RECORDING LAB.
55 West 16th Street

WATKINS 0526

New York
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Ralph Williams
at home with his

JipexSuper

5

That this highly efficient

Tuned Radio Frequency
Receiver is by far the most
advanced in both design and con-
struction and that it fully meets the most
critical expectations, is emphatically
emphasized by the fact that it is unqual-
ifiedly endorsed by musical celebrities

whose highly trained sense of discern-

ment makes them infallible authorities

on the subject of Radio receptivity.

Dealers and jobbers of
musical instruments who are

interested in increasing trade
through the sale of a receiving set

with an established reputation of unsur-

passed excellence, should write immedi-
ately for our very liberal and attractive

sales proposition.

BROADCASTING

RALPH WILLIAMS
RA1NB0 GARDEn'oRCHESTRA

CHICAGO
February 13-1925

toex Electric Mfg.

f4?0 West 59th Street,

0 h i o a g . ^ A> 0 .
Johnson.

Dear Sirs: . ve recently

The first i»Pr
T
« ™J U Set.

and the appearance oi y ^ ^

the evening concert, D^ "
a on y0ur Receiver mx

United States and also Cana ^ ^
very easily, anu a"»

stations. -before, the appear-

of the foremost Ra^\afeBt Victor *ec°rd
+^C ° e °

d with such

fine and perfect tone quail
buliding of this

way you' may desire.

Hiding you much success, CfiS?

Faithfully yours,

APEX ELECTRIC
1410 WEST 59TH STREET

MANUFACTURING
Dept. '617

COMPANY
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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Period Effect

in New Sonora

Radio Speaker

Place your set on top of it

—Your batteries within it

—And beautify your
home

T^HIS hew console
A speaker will make an

irresistible appeal to the

music lovers who take

pride in their home, for

beneath its graceful,

classic lines is concealed

the famous Sonora wood
tone chamber, and the

storage batteries, the B
batteries and the charger

may be installed within

—and all unsightly wiring

is cleverly hidden too.

THE INSTRUMENT OF QUALITY

onot
CLEAR AS A BELL

Sonora Phonograph
Company, Inc.

279 Broadway New York City

Makers ot Sonora Phonographs, Sonora

Radio Speakers, Reproducers

and Sonoradios

Export and Canadian Distributor:

C. A. RICHARDS, Inc.

279 Broadway New York City

Twin Cities Trade Plans Extensive Tie-

Ups With the Norse-American Centennial
More Than 100,000 People of Norwegian Descent Are Expected to Visit Minneapolis and St. Paul

During Celebration and Dealers Expect to Cash in—Other News of the Month

Minneapolis and St. Paul, Minn., June 8.

—

Attention of the Northwest at present is con-

centrated on the Norse-American Centennial,

and all lines of business are prepared to capital-

ize its trade possibilities. The presence here of

President and Mrs. Coolidge gives to the cele-

bration a national and international significance.

Over 100,000 people of Norwegian descent are

expected in the Twin Cities.

Brunswick Co. Plans Tie-up

The Brunswick Co. has already made exten-

sive plans for featuring two of its stars. Car-

ston VVoll, tenor, will be at the Orpheum the

week of the Centennial, and the local Bruns-

wick office is preparing signs in the Norwegian

language advertising records by this Norwegian
singer. The records of Karin Branzell will also

be so featured. Special lists of Norske Bruns-

wick records have been sent to the dealers. An-

other recording favorite of this company, who
will play at the Orpheum during the Centennial,

is Harry Snodgrass.

Business Is Steady, Says "Doc" O'Neill

"Doc" O'Neill, manager of the local office,

when interviewed as to business had this to say:

"Brunswick business is steady, somewhat better

than last year. Collections this year show sus-

tained improvement in Northwestern territory.

Nothing spectacular is expected in return, but

the outlook is excellent.

Radio Representatives Visit Trade
Walter B. Fulghum, sales manager of the

Crosley Radio Co., Cincinnati, is in the Twin
Cities visiting the jobbers. Mr. Fulghum was
formerly distribution manager of the Victor

Co. and is very well known among dealers here.

Roy Dunn, of Zenith Radio Corp., of Chicago,

visited local Minneapolis and St. Paul music

men recently.

William Nolan, Western representative of the

Thompson Neutrodyne Co., has also been going

over the local field.

Sewall D. Andrews Visits Canada
Sewall D. Andrews, of the Minneapolis Drug

Co., Sonora distributor, has been on an exten-

sive business trip to Montreal and other Ca-

nadian centers. There has been a big increase

in Sonora sales since the price cut, and the

models to be discontinued are moving fast.

E. Illetts, of International Falls, and J.

Wiese, of Morristown, Minn., were recent vis-

itors to Sonora headquarters.

Columbia Artist Aids Dealers*

Art Gillham, Columbia's "Whispering Pian-

ist," was another artist visiting here, broadcast-

ing over WCCO. This was Gillham's first local

appearance as an exclusive Columbia star. He
made a very favorable impression on Twin City

dealers, and was kept busy autographing rec-

ords. Gillham made personal appearances at

several St. Paul and Minneapolis stores, includ-

ing the Majestic Music Shop, the Cammack
Piano Co. and the Emporium.

Welcome Ted Lewis
At the termination of his Milwaukee engage-

ment Ted Lewis departed for this city

where his band appeared at the Hennepin Or-
pheum Theatre during the week of May 18.

Jack Kapp, manager of the record department
of the Chicago branch of the Columbia Phono-
graph Co., arranged the parade which was held

on Tuesday, May 19, in Mr. Lewis's honor. The
star was met by T. E. Jensen, president of the

city council, before the procession started, and
was given the proverbial key to the city. The
parade was headed by the Working Boys' Band,

playing "Columbia, the Gem of the Ocean," and
it was estimated that 10,000 people gathered

along the line of march to obtain a glimpse of

the jazz king. Plenty of newspaper notice was
devoted to the event, and Twin City Columbia
dealers, in large-space advertisements, tied up

in an advantageous manner with Ted Lewis's

local appearance.

Lawrence Gunyo, Columbia representative in

the Minneapolis territory, aided Mr. Kapp and
the Columbia dealers in staging the spectacle

and at the end of the week there was found to

be a very gratifying increase in the number of

record sales. Mr. Lewis will end his tour at

the Palace Theatre, Chicago, on June 24.

Big Cheney Portable Demand
Orders for the Cheney portables are in ex-

cess of the supply, says the local office. E. G.

Hoch, who had been visiting the trade in the

Dakotas, returned in time to attend the Chicago

convention.

Wide Interest in Victor Radio
The big thing among Victor dealers just now

is the long awaited radio affiliation. Victor men
have been expressing their satisfaction by mail

and in person, and all expect great things from
the Victor-super-heterodyne combination.

Satisfactory Adler Royal Business

The Sprague-Warren Co., Northwest distrib-

utor of Adler-Royal lines, reports very gratify-

ing success with the Carry-a-Phone portable at

$35. The company has opened several new ac-

counts. Mr. Warren has been on the road

through southern Minnesota and Wisconsin,

and reports satisfactory demand for the entire

line.

Enjoys Busiest May
R. O. Foster, of the Foster & Waldo Co.,

makes a brief but remarkable statement—that

the company has enjoyed the biggest May busi-

ness in its forty-three years of selling. This is

.an unusual thing to hear at this time when, as

one merchant says, it is between "grass and
harvest" and all lines of business are experienc-

ing a lull.

Summer Selling Suggestion

for Progressive Dealers

The Peerless Album Co. 638 Broadway, New
York City, manufacturer of record albums,

carrying cases and other timely accessories for

the talking machine store, is making a special

feature during the Summer months of the Peer-

less portable carrying case. This record carry-

ing case carries a wide assortment of records

and is featured in many retail stores throughout

the country where the portables during this

season are given attention. It has been found

where properly presented that a Peerless port-

able record carrying case can invariably be sold

with every portable talking machine. Thus
with a minimum of sales effort an additional

profit accrues to the dealer and at the same

time record sales are encouraged. This latter

is a feature that should not be overlooked as

any product that will increase record sales de-

serves attention.

New Pathe Radio Models
to Be Marketed in Fall

E. A. Widmann, president of the Pathe

Phonograph & Radio' Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y.,

has announced a new line of radio sets for the

coming Fall season. A radical development in

these models will be their equipment with Mc-

Cullogh A-C tubes. These tubes are a new
development in the radio field as they take their

current from the electric light socket, thus elim-

inating the "A" battery. It is expected that this

distinguishing feature of the new Pathe models

will prove highly popular among both distribu-

tors and dealers and that it will be a factor in

creating a decided demand for these sets upon

the part of the buying public.
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Two dials ~~ and ONLY
two control its easy

positive operation

^this is byfar the moit sensitive and
selective radio Ihave ever handled

"

Quoted from letters of[Federal retailers

/RITE us now for all

details. Ask us to show you

why Federal sells quickly

to even the hesitant buyer.

Ask us to prove why Federal

stays sold and costs you less

service than any other radio

set. Write to us today.

THOUSANDS of Federal owners—from every part

of the land—endorse the above statement.

Don't take our word for it. Sell a new Federal

and watch your business develop. Sell a dozen new
Federals and notice the different place you take

in your community. The Federal Sales Franchise

means leadership.

And more I The Federal Sales Franchise is rapidly

becoming an exclusive privilege. Only the most
reputable merchants are designated Federal

retailers. Within a few months the lists will be

closed. It's a case of deciding now whether you
want to lead with Federal or follow with the crowd.

FEDERAL TELEPHONE MANUFACTURING CORP.
BUFFALO, N. Y.

When in New York
visit the Federal Studio,

1710 Times Building

aFederal
StandardRADIO Products

1
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Artophone Corp. and Wholesale Musical

Supply Co., of St^ Louis, Consolidate

Outstanding Event of Trade Recently Is Merger of Two Leading Wholesale Firms Under the

Name of Artophone Corp.—Fire Destroys Brunswick Shop—Artists Aid Record Sales

St. Louis, Mo., June 8.—One way to help min-

imize competition. That is what the Artophone

Corp., 1103 Olive street, and the Wholesale Mu-

sical Supply Co., Seventeenth and Pine streets,

have done, by getting together. They have con-

solidated under the name of the Artophone

Corp. The consolidated firm will operate on

the fourth floor of the building at 1103 Olive

street, to which the Artophone offices were re-

cently moved from the third floor. The Whole-

sale Musical Supply Co., in business for the

past three years, has been handling portables,

Paramount records and Kameraphones. These

lines will be taken over by the new firm. The

lines heretofore carried by the Artophone Corp.,

Artophone machines, Okeh records, Carryola

Gypsy portables, Honest Quaker repair parts

and supplies and accessories will be continued

and others will be added. Ray and C. W. Lay-

er, who conducted the Wholesale Musical Sup-

ply Co., join the Artophone organization as

vice-president and treasurer respectively. Ed-

win S. Schiele continues as president, Herbert

Schiele as vice-president, there being two, and

Jesse Kramer as secretary. The capital stock

is increased from $100,00 to $155,000.

Herbert Schiele and Ray Layer, of the Arto-

phone Corp., attended the Chicago convention.

Brunswick Shop Destroyed by Fire

The Brunswick Shop, East St. Louis, owned

and operated by the Zerweck Jewelry Co., was

completely destroyed by fire on the night of

May 27 last. The fire of unknown origin oc-

curred about 12.30 a. m., and three hours of

hard effort on the part of the fire depart-

ment was required before gaining control of the

situation. It so happens that this dealer's store

just very recently underwent a complete re-

modeling, including the installation of new fix-

tures, and entire new interior decorations.

Within twenty-four hours nevertheless this

very enterprising dealer opened up a temporary

location in close vicinity of the establishment

which was destroyed, and is doing an excellent

Brunswick business.

Good Columbia Sales

C. R. Salmon, general manager of the Co-

lumbia Distributors, reports a good movement

of portables and records, particularly of No.

50013, a song by the Associated Glee Clubs of

the World, 850 voices, with a chorus of 4800

voices.

F. H. Brandt, traveler for the Columbia Dis-

tributors, has been visiting dealers in the Mem-
phis, Tenn., section. R. H. Pierce, of the Cin-

cinnati office of the Columbia Distributors, was

here late in May.

Opens Third Branch

Kaemmerer Music Shop, Inc., on May 1

opened up a third Brunswick Shop in Univer-

sity City, Mo., a suburb of St. Louis. Almost

3,000 square feet of floor space is covered with

most modern type of fixtures, finished in silver

gray oak. Upon entering the establishment, one

is greeted by a Corinthian column display, and

between each pair of columns a different style

of Brunswick Radiola is displayed under vari-

colored spot-lights. Patronage on the opening

day indicated that this third Kaemmerer Shop

is going to be most successful.

Artist's Appearance Aids Record Sales

Harry M. Snodgrass, "King of the Ivories,"

an exclusive Brunswick artist, who through ra-

dio stepped rapidly into public prominence, re-

cently played a "return engagement at the Or-

pheum Theatre, to capacity houses. Brunswick

dealers profited by his appearance, which pro-

duced a goodly demand for his records.

Two weeks' appearance of the Waring's

Pennsylvanians at Loew's State Theatre in St.

Louis caused a big jump in the sale of their

records. The feature number of the Pennsyl-

vanians' program was the fox-trot song "Col-

legiate" which brought forth such a demand for

it on Victor records that a special release of

the record for St. Louis was made.

The Smith-Reis Piano Co., which has been

having some very striking window trims

recently, had a window filled with orchestra in-

struments over a floor of rich velvet. A very

large and outstanding sign carried the Waring

message to the public.

The Keller Sisters and Lynch, exclusive

Brunswick artists, appeared recently at the New
Grand Central Theatre. During the same week
this theatre also presented Nick Lucas, the

"Crooning Troubadour," whose records in a

short time have become extremely popular.

The theatre management reports the artists as

having been warmly received by the audiences

and the Brunswick dealers reported a most

satisfactory demand for their records.

Ray Miller, and his fifteen-piece Brunswick

recording orchestra made their initial bow to

the St. Louis music-loving public at the New
Grand Central Theatre, and at the close of

their first three days of the week's engagement,

Messrs. Skouras Bros, reported that this Bruns-

wick attraction has broken all previous attend-

ance records at their theatre.

To Open Branch

Witzman & Stuber, Inc., long established \mu-

sic dealers of Memphis, Tenn., opened on

June 1 a second music shop, which is lo-

cated in the residential section of that excellent

city. This shop is being opened to better serve

their patrons with Brunswick phonographs,

Radiolas and records.

News Brieflets

Miss Margaret Hibbler, of the record depart-

ment of the Smith Reis Piano Co., has resigned

to resume her work in Colorado for the Sum-
mer season. She is succeeded by Miss Dorothy
Betjen recently of Scruggs.

L. M. Schlude, retail manager of the Silver-

stone Music Co., motored to Indianapolis, ac-

companied by his wife and son, for the automo-
bile races.

E. A. Kieselhorst, president of the Kiesel-

horst Piano Co., has returned from Cleveland,

O., where he underwent an operation.

W. J. Beard, proprietor of Beard's Temple of

Music, Arkansas, has assumed the Brunswick
franchise and will now present Brunswick
products to his patrons.

R. W. Porter Denounces
the "Gyp" Radio Dealer

Robert W. Porter, General Sales Manager of

R. E. Thompson Mfg. Co. Outlines Policy

The R. E. Thompson Mfg. Co. has attacked

the "gyp" dealer in striking fashion. The
Thompson Co. has consistently held to the

policy of not permitting the Thompson line to

be "gypped" and has insisted that the jobbers
everywhere maintain the high standards set by
the manufacturer.

Recent events have brought to Robert W.
Porter, general sales manager of R. E. Thomp-
son Co., the conviction that the dividing line

between the "gyp" and the legitimate radio

dealer is going to become absolute before the

dawn of the approaching season.

In this connection the Thompson announce-
ment that sums up the situation and goes after

the "gyp" barehanded is as follows:
"Shall the Legitimate Dealer or the "Gyp" Dominate

the Radio Industry?
"The developments of the past five weeks have shown

conclusively there is no 'standard of price' in radio to-

day—and, mark you, without standard of price, there
is slight hope of permanent profit for anybody.
"'What is one man's meat is another man's poison!'

"The motley collection of 'What-not-humdingers' whict
spread over the market like a cloud of seventeen-year
locusts are rightly entitled to the famine they have
brought on themselves; but our avowed enemies, the

'gyp.' the in-and-outer, the radio panhandler, are having
the time of their lives.

"For them, it's meat—red meat—each one trying to go

the other one better, only to discover that smashing
prices is like sin—the lower you go, the rottener it gets.

"The legitimate music and- radio dealer who has a

business to maintain, a reputation to protect, an over-

head to watch and a minimum sales volume to secure,

knows that volume founded on price-appeal is poison

to his business.

"The Spring of 1925, we believe, will go down in radio

history as sharply dividing existing radio dealers into
two classes; namely, the legitimate dealer who is inter-

ested in maintaining a permanent business and the 'gyp.'

"The policy of the R. E. Thompson Mfg. Co. is to

work with only such dealers as can contribute to the

stability and permanence of the radio industry."

The Philbon Radio Corp.,- New York, was
recently incorporated at Albany with a capital

stock of $10,000. The incorporators are I. and

L. Wolins and R. Martin.

Invest in the Radio Pleasure

of your Customers
THE dealer who makes reliable radio per-

formance possible on whatever type or
model of set his customer possesses finds that
Weston performance pays.

Three Radio products made by Weston are be-
ing pushed by Radio dealers everywhere.
The Weston Radio Plug gives instantaneous
and accurate change from headset to loud-
speaker—the Weston Model 301 Filament
Voltmeter, for panel mounting, or the Weston
489 Table Voltmeter, for portability, enables
operation at greatest efficiency and prolongs
tube life.

Dealers find Weston instruments profit build-
ers. Write for booklet "Weston Radio Instru-
ments," giving technical data.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CORP
190 WESTON AVE.

,

NEWARK, N. J.

STANDARD THEWORLD OVER

WESTON
Pioneers since 1888
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COLUMBIA
phono-ATTACHMENT-radio

The perfected means of utilizing

the phonograph tone arm and tone chamber as a

Radio Loud-Speaker

Attachment complete. Note the cap,

knurled for easy adjustment
Another view of Attachment, shoiving

markings for adjustment

"C" Adaptor
for Columbia
Sound-box

Readily adjustable for tone
and volume by turning the
knurled cap.

Write for descriptive circular.
'V" Adaptor
for Victor
Sound-box

COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH COMPANY, 1819 Broadway, NEW YORK
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Top Speed Operation of Akron-Canton
Industries Presages a Better Business

Dealer Finds That Business Is to Be Secured If Gone After—A B. Smith Co. Moving Into Large
New Quarters—Retail Music Merchants Tie Up With Trade Extension Week

Akron-Canton, O., June 5.—Talking machines

as well as records have been moving slow-

ly in recent weeks. In fact, as one dealer, C.

M. Alford, puts it: "We find that there is

business only when you force the issue." That

dealers arc not neglecting the talking machine

end of the business, with radio predominating

in many sections, was learned following a sur-

vey of the stores in the two cities. Akron mu-
sic stores report industrial plants operating at

top speed, which is a reliable indication that a

good Fall trade is in prospect.

Al Waltamath, piano salesman formerly with

the Alford-Fryar Piano Co., is now located with

Charges Quickly

All Storage Batteries

"A" or "B"

ULTRA

Will charge a battery in

one-half the time neces-

sary for a 2 or 3 ampere
charger. The Ultra
Handy Charger will

charge 5 to 7 amperes
per hour to a 6 volt bat-

tery.

Safe and Fireproof
The Ultra Handy Charger is

perfectly safe to use around the

home with little children. There
is no danger of fire even if the

charger is allowed to run for

several days. The taper charge
prevents over-charging the bat-

tery.

Simple to Operate
Easy to use—connect the sturdy
clips to the battery—plug the

cord into a light socket and turn
on the current. No care re-

quired when in or out of use.

Order from your Jobber

or write us for literature.

4339 Duncan Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

a music house in Memphis, Tenn., according to

word received recently by his former employer.

Moore Acquires Victor Account

The Moore Furniture Co., East Liverpool,

one of the oldest retail firms in the upper Ohio

Valley, has acquired the business of the Lewis

Brothers Co., prominent furniture and talking

machine house in the pottery city. The Moore
Co. plans to give extensive floor space to the

sale and display of talking machines and rec-

ords, according to John Moore, head of the firm.

A. B. Smith Company in New Quarters

The A. B. Smith Piano Co. in Akron is re-

ducing its stock preparatory to moving to its

newly acquired five story building in East Mill

street. In the new location, which will be oc-

cupied in July, more space will be given to the

merchandising of talking machines.

Participate in Trade Extension Week
One of the biggest retail promotions held in

recent years was the Trade Extension Week of

Massillon retail merchants, observed last week.

Well known music houses participating in the

week sales event, stressed musical merchandise,

including Van Horn Music Co. and C. J. Dun-

can, Victor dealers.

Custer Puts in Sonora Department

In the new music home, recently established

by the W. S. Custer Music Co., Canton, the

Sonora line of phonographs has been installed.

An attractive talking machine department has

been arranged in keeping with the other ap-

pointments of the new music home. The Son-
ora line will also be merchandised at the com-
pany's retail store in Cleveland avenue, N. W.

Spitalny Band in Akron
Philip Spitalny and His Orchestra, Victor

artists, played their first road engagement at

Akron, East Market Gardens, the week of June
1. Heralding the event was a page advertise-

ment in the newspapers, in which the George
S. Dales Co. and the Windsor Poling Music
Co. had space. Both stores used special win-
dow displays.

W. E. Pyle Reports Business Slow
W. E. Pyle, manager of the talking machine

department of the William R. Zollinger Co.,

reports that the portable machine demand has
started and that this class of business should
help make up for the loss of the big machines.

Lerch Marriage is Announced
Of interest to talking machine dealers in

eastern Ohio is the recent marriage of Miss
Anna Schollenberger, for many years in charge
of the talking machine and record department
of the D. W. Lerch Co., Canton, to Herbert
P. Lerch, of this company.

K. R. McMahon Goes to California

Kenneth R. McMahon, for many years identi-

fied with the McMahon Piano Co., Youngstown,
has severed his conection with that company,
and has left with his family for Los Angeles,

.
Cal., where he will reside permanently.

Smith Fosters Krueger Band
Don Smith of the Smith & Phill ips Music

Co., East Liverpool, tied up with a three-day

engagement of the Bennie Krueger orchestra,

which was presented at Rock Springs Park
dance pavilion three nights commencing June
1. His handsome window display helped to

sell many Brunswick records.

Freshman Go. to Grant
Exclusive Franchises

New Sales Policy Will Give Dealer Full Pro-

tection—Two Console Model Receivers Added
to Line for Coming Season

ceiving set with a built-in loud speaker, and
the other the console which allows a compart-
ment for the concealing of batteries and ac-

cessories.

"The company will carry on an extensive ad-

vertising campaign both nationally and in local

papers for the benefit of its dealers. The local

newspaper advertising will be run over the

The Charles Freshman Co., Inc., of New
York, manufacturer of the Freshman Master-

piece receiving sets, recently announced its sales

policy for the coming season.

David Goldshall, vice-president, in charge of

sales and advertising, in discussing the policies

and products of his organization, states:

"The company has decided to distribute direct

to the dealer and has worked out a plan which

is calculated to be of benefit to both the manu-

facturer and dealers. It consists of appointing

authorized Freshman dealers who will be care-

fully selected and granted an exclusive franchise

in their territory. In towns of 25,000 and un-

der, one representative dealer will be appointed

to handle a line, and in larger cities additional

dealers will be granted franchises in propor-

tion to the population and trading area. A
staff of salesmen is at present engaged in sign-

ing up dealers on the new contract. The dealer

will receive full protection in his territory and

all business will be credited to him. This vir-

tually makes an authorized dealer a direct fac-

tory representative of the company.

"At the same time the Freshman Co.

announced its new line of radio receiving sets

for the coming season. During the last year

it met with exceptional success in the merchan-

dising of the Freshman Masterpiece which was
the only model manufactured under the Fresh-

man name. However, with the realization that

the trend in radio buying is leaning strongly

towards furniture effects, the company has

placed on the market for this season a com-
plete line of radio receiving sets ranging from

a five-tube radio frequency set to retail at a

moderate price up to a solid mahogany console

type receiving set. The console model will be

merchandised under the trade name of the

Franklin-Console and is composed of two sep-

arate and distinct units, one of which is a re-

The Franklin Console

name of the dealer or dealers in that particular

territory. Display circulars, counter cards and
other sales help to be used by dealers through-

out the country will be furnished."

N. H. Edwards in New Post

Norman H. Edwards, formerly with the

Arnold-Edwards Piano Co., has joined the

forces of the French Nestor Co., Victor dis-

tributor, Tampa, Fla., and will travel through-

out the State in the interests of this firm.

A petition in bankruptcy was recently filed

against Proctor's Phonograph and Furniture

Co., Inc., Yonkers, N. Y., with liabilities of

approximately $40,000 and assets of $5,000.
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f A portable—yes; bul above

all a fine phonograph!

MODEL R E
(round edge— no

PHONOGRAPH

Designed primarily for

home use—yet portable
The tone qualities and all-

around performance of the

Artone are the equal of any

phonograph on the market, re-

gardless of price.

List $

Price

Attractively dressed in genuine

"DUPOffTs^ in shades of Walnut
s£^lP^ Brown, Mahogany or

Grey and embossed in repro-

ductions of beautiful hand
tooled leather.

Sold only to

a ut ho r iz ed
dealers. Write

for details.

Easily light
enough to
carry every-
where and
anywhere— weather-
proof cover
protects
against the
elements.

30
including

weathert-proof

cover

—and worth it!

PHONOGRAPH
BERG AUTO TRUNK AND SPECIALTY CO. Inc.

Fine Case Makers for 20 years

Long Island City, New York Showroom: 353 Fifth Ave., N. Y.
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Clearness
of Tone
SELLS!

THERE'S an increasing de-

mand among set owners,

especially set builders, for

phones and phonograph units

which reproduce clearly. The
question is no longer of how
much noise a set can produce,

but how clear and natural it can

sound.

Here's where N & K prod-

ucts are money makers for the

dealer—especially the dealer with

a discriminating class of trade.

Built by Europe's foremost

makers of scientific sound de-

vices, N & K Imported Phones

and N & K Imported Loud-

speakers are money makers for

the dealers who aim to sell real

quality at prices that are not ex-

orbitant. If your jobber is not

yet carrying N & K products

get in touch with us.

TH. GOLDSCHMIDT CORP.,
Dept. TM6

15 William St., New York

PHONES
and

PHONOGRAPH
UNIT

N & K IMPORTED
PHONES

4000 ohms. Famous
for their clear, sweet,
natural tone. Large
diaphragms. Hand-
somely made. Head
bands leather covered—sanitary. Six-foot
cord. In display car-
tons of ten, each set
individually packed.
Retail list $8.50.

N & K IMPORTED
PHONOGRAPH

UNIT
Instantly attached to

Victrola or other
standard phonographs
without screws, pro-
ducing the equivalent
of the most expensive
loudspeaker. Clear,
rich tone. Packed in

gold embossed leather-
ette boxes, in display
cartons of twelve.
Retail list $7.50.

Perfect Record Dealers

Feature Window Display

Attractive Displays Big Factor in Steady De-

mand for Records of Perfect Artists—Cliff

Edwards and Lee Morse Records Score

New Kodel Radio Models
Are to Be Marketed Soon

Kodel Radio Corp. Now in Modern Six-story

Factory in Industrial District of Cincinnati

The Perfect Record Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.,

manufacturer of the Perfect record, reports con-

tinued great popularity of Perfect records, the

demand for which is

still taxing the pro-

duction facilities of

the factory. Perfect

record dealers every-

where are putting

whole-hearted effort

behind the sales of

these records and are-

featuring them in

forceful and attractive

ways.

Many of the deal-

ers have forwarded

to the headquarters

o f the company
photographs of win-

dow displays of Per-

fect records. Many
of these windows fea-

ture prominent Per-

fect record artists,

such as Cliff Edwards
(Ukulele Ike) and

Lee Morse. While

the entire list is mov- Perfect Record

ing well there has been an exceptional demand
in every section of the country for the record-

ings of these two artists. The great majority of

the dealers who devote their windows to Perfect

record displays has made use of the material

furnished by the advertising and dealer service

department of the Perfect Record Co.

Perhaps one of the most artistic windows is

that of the Universal Music Shop situated in

the Germantown section of Philadelphia. This

enterprising concern is a strong believer in in-

tensive merchandising effort and has had con-

siderable success in selling Perfect records.

Therefore, when this window material was made
available by the Perfect Record Co., the Uni-

versal Music Shop eagerly made use of the aid

offered with the attendant result as shown in

the accompanying photograph.

Announcement is shortly to be made by the

Kodel Radio Corp., Cincinnati, O., of some new
and elaborate models of receiving sets. The
Kodel Corp., which recently consolidated with

Window Display of Universal Music Shop

the Automatic Electrical Devices Co., manufac-

turer of the Gold Seal Homcharger and vibrat-

ing rectifiers, is now housed in its new factory.

This is one of the largest and most modern
factory buildings devoted exclusively to radio.

It is six stories high and covers approximately

an entire city block in the heart of the down-
town industrial district of Cincinnati.

It is equipped with dry kilns, japan ovens,

machine shops, laboratories, testing rooms, and
with excellent railroad and other shipping facili-

ties reaching its plant. A branch of station

WKRC, the new high-powered radio broad-

casting station owned by the Kodel Co., is also

housed in the factory. The main broadcasting

station will continue to be a feature of the Hotel

Alms, Cincinnati.

Clarence E. Ogden, president of the Kodel

Pet O Fone Production

Has Greatly Increased

Pet O Fone Mfg. Co., 557 Broadway, New
York City, manufacturer of the kodak size

portable, has greatly increased its production

during the past few weeks due to the heavy
demands for its product since the warmer
weather has arrived. Herbert Rubin, general

sales manager of the company, states that un-

doubtedly later in the season there will be a

shortage of Pet O Fone machines. This is

due, he says, not only to the fact that this port-

able functions similarly to the larger type of

machines but also to its appeal as a novelty

product.

Elly Ney on European Tour

Elly Ney, world-famous pianist and exclusive

Brunswick artist who is touring the Continent,

has had greater successes this season than on

any former occasion, and she has appeared as

soloist in a larger number of European cities

than has any other pianist this season. She

recently played at the seventy-fifth anniversary

of the opening of the Conservatory of Cologne

and following that appeared as the only guest

artist at the thousandth anniversary of the

founding of Bonn, her native city. Elly Ney
has many American engagements for the com-
ing season.

New Kodel Factory

Radio Corp., recently stated that the plans for

the enlargement and general expansion of his

factory and the arrangement for enlarged ac-

tivities for selling Kodel products have as their

object a plan to care for what is destined to

be a bigger and better radio market in the

future.

New Gennett Razaf Records

Razaf, the melody man, whose novelty rec-

ords are being featured in the new Gennett

fifty-cent series, has made the following record-

ings which promise to rank high among the

list of Summer sellers, "Collegiate," "On Rainy

Days," "Some Day" and "Yes, Sir, That's My
Baby." Orders already received for these rec-

ords indicate their popularity.
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THE response to our "The Vultures Are Busy" letter has been whole-

hearted. Letters and telegrams—from people who really count

—

have poured in, endorsing our stand. Requests for copies for further

distribution have already made necessary two reprints.

What better assurance is there that far-seeing dealers and distributors

are lined up with those who are trying to stabilize the industry and

against those who rush, panic-stricken, into dumping and bargain sales?

Here are a few of the messages, selected at random from the hundreds

received. Read them! Then, tie-up to Fada and build your business

soundly in association with a sound manufacturer.

Jacob Bros. Co., New York
'

' In these days of tremendous sacrifice sales

and various other marketing methods involving

terrific price cuts, it is certainly refreshing to

know that there is at least one manufacturer in

the radio field who is willing to stand by his

merchandise and to protect the dealer and the

market in general."

Electric Corporation, Los Angeles
"

. . . a fitting climax to a campaign of con-

fidence in Fada inaugurated in our territory

some time ago as an antidote for the ruthless

'let' s get our money quick! program of liquida-

tion sales.'

Harbison Meg. Co., Kansas City

"... the best dealers in our territory have

been urging us to help put over a policy of this

kind. The Fada people being one of the first to

come out with such a high grade policy, we feel

sure they will be repaid."

Noyes Bros. & Cutler, Inc., St. Paul

"We congratulate you upon the manner in

which you are handling this situation and as-

sureyou that we believe thoroughly inyour mer-

chandising policy
."

Alexander M. Kailing Co., Milwaukee

"After reading this {letter) carefully and
knowingyour policy in the past, I wish to say

that it is a pleasure to know that there is a
manufacturing concern in the radio business

who has the courage to stand up to such a high-

minded policy."

L. C. Warner, Seattle

"Fada wonderful policy has our hearty en-

dorsement and turning down the vultures only

strengthens your policies, showing unlimited

courage."

Alexander & Lavenson Electrical
Supply Co., San Francisco

"We heartily endorse stand taken by you.

. . . Permitting nationally advertised mer-

chandise to be slaughtered in quantities de-

moralizes the sale of that particular brand but

out here has strengthened the sale of Fada in

every instance."

Beckley-Ralston Co., Chicago

"We are all very enthusiastic about the new
Fada policy. We are being asked by dealers

what is required of them to get a Fada franchise,

as they all seem anxious to get started with this

new proposition."

The Gibson Company, Indianapolis

"... Such sound policies as your company

stands for, are what is going to make the radio

business a substantial business that will at-

tract to it the proper kind of merchants.

North American RadioCorp.,New York

"We feel that your policy is such that it

should be shouted from the housetops, and we

can not too strongly commendyou foryour atti-

tude."

Triangle Radio Supply Co., Inc., N. Y.

"... We are firmly convinced that these (op-

portunist) manufacturers had no idea that they

could remain in radio permanently because of

the inferior quality of their product, and this

fact is being evidenced daily by the dumping
and bargain sales which are so prominent.

F . A. D. ANDREA, Inc.
1581 JEROME AVENUE, NEW YORK

Chicago: 326 West Madison Street San Francisco: 5 Third Street
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New York Radio Jobbers' Association

Working for Industry's Stabilization

Benjamin Gross, of Gross-Brennan, Inc., Describes the Objects of Metropolitan Association

Relative to Promoting the Stability of the Wholesale and Retail Branches of the Radio Business

New York, May 26, 1925.

Dear Mr. Editor:

Having just glanced through P. A. Ware's

article on page 12 of the May issue of The
Talking Machine World, entitled "Real Need
for Radio Jobbers' Association," I would like

to call attention to the fact that in the metro-

politan district at least there is a real Jobbers'

Association in the fullest sense of the word.

This organization, known as the Radio Job-

bers' Group of the Electrical Board of Trade,

is composed of the leading jobbers in this terri-

tory, covering New York, Brooklyn and New
Jersey, and before many days go by we will

have in it also all the leading music' jobbers.

A number are already in it. This organization

contains all legitimate jobbers who handle radio

equipment, whether they are exclusively radio

or electrical, music, automotive, or any other

industry.

This organization was formed about a year

ago after several preliminary meetings, and its

work subscribed to with an unusual co-operative

spirit. You might be pleased to read some
quotations from the Constitution and By-Laws.

The "Objects" are outlined as follows:

"Its objects are to promote the welfare of its members
and to distribute among them the fullest information ob-

tainable in regard to all matters affecting the radio jobbing

business; to aid in bringing about more friendly relations

between the radio jobbers and others engaged in the radio

business; to assist in standardizing and marketing high-

grade radio merchandise and in reducing fire hazard; to

improve the quality of radio goods manufactured and
marketed by American manufacturers and the service ren-

dered by the various branches of the radio industry."

Another very important point that Mr. Ware
speaks of is the qualifications of membership
in a Radio Jobbers' Association. You might

be interested in reading the following, quoted

from qualifications:

"Any individual, firm or corporation in New York metro-

politan territory, whose principal business is in the . radio

jobbing business, may become a member. For the purpose

of determining whether an individual, firm, or corporation

is engaged in the radio jobbing business, the following

definition shall be used: A radio jobber shall be any indi-

vidual, firm or corporation carrying a general stock of

radio supplies, having men on the road, doing an annual

business in the sale of radio supplies of not less than

$250,000.

"The term 'general stock' means a full line of radio sup-

plies of the net value of at least $25,000.

"Having men on the road refers to salesmen covering

States located in the vicinity at least of the concern they

represent."

Another very important matter is the question

of how is the work of the Association backed

up by the individual members. Co-operation in

an association depends very much on the at-

tendance. You might, therefore, be interested

in the following novel scheme that is used in

getting attendance, and on time at that, and

you would be surprised to learn how effective

this sporting method is:

"For attendance and answering roll call, from the time

the Chairman's gavel falls at the beginning of a session

until such member's name is called at the end of the ses-

sion, there shall be paid $5.00.

"For this purpose $60.00 shall be deposited by each

member annually with the secretary payable with the quar-

terly dues. All funds not remitted as aforementioned

shall be used for such general benefits to members as a

group as may be recommended by the Association from

time to time."

From time to time at the regular monthly meet-

ings many very important resolutions are adopt-

ed. These resolutions cover many phases of

handling dealers' accounts, shipments, service,

etc., that naturally arise in a jobbers' organiza-

tion. Here is where the legitimate dealer and

those who want to make a profit out of radio

can do their share in assisting stabilization of

the industry. If they properly respect the vari-

ous resolutions that are passed that every mem-
ber of the Association honestly tries to live up

to, and not on the other hand try to get the

jobber to break down and violate the very reso-

lutions that he subscribes to, the dealer will go

a long way in protecting his own standing in

the trade and his profits.

Yours very truly,

Benj. Gross,

Gross-Brennan, Inc.

Important Promotions in

RCA Sales Organization

New Appointments Made to Meet the Require-

ments of Company's Expanding Business

—

Quinton Adams Tendered Dinner

E. E. Bucher, general sales manager of the

Radio Corp. of America, New York City, an-

nounced recently several important promotions

and appointments in the RCA sales organiza-

tion. In his announcement to the trade Mr.

Bucher stated that these promotions and as-

signments, which became effective on May 15,

were made in order to meet the requirements

of the company's expanding business, and in

particular to establish facilities for further co-

operation with RCA distributors and dealers.

H. T. Melhuish, one of the most capable and
popular members of the RCA sales organiza-

tion, is now assistant sales manager in charge

of sales administration, with headquarters at the

executive offices in New York. Meade Brunet,

well known to the RCA distributors and dealers

in New York and Chicago, is now assistant

manager of sales in charge of merchandising,

with headquarters at the New York offices.

Quinton Adams is now assistant sales -manager

in charge of field supervision with headquar-

ters at the New York office.

Murdock Neutrodyne
without loudspeaker retails for $92.50

Same sot with built-in loud-
speaker complete for $100.00

With adjustable loudspeaker
unit, $110.00

A set to sell to those who
already have a loudspeaker

This Murdock Five Tube Neutrodyne is a set of out-

standing value. It is encased in a handsome mahogany-
finished cabinet with room inside the cabinet for your "B"
batteries^ Batteries and tubes are the only accessories

needed.

Every "Murdock" set is backed by our 20 years of suc-

cessful experience in making radio apparatus.

WM. J. MURDOCK COMPANY
Dept. C 6, Washington Ave., Chelsea, Mass.

Branch Offices:

NEW YORK WASHINGTON CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE

-V- - MURDOCK
Standard since i9o4

E. A. Nicholas has been appointed district

sales manager of the New York district office;

M. S. Tinsley is assistant district sales manager

of the New York district office. P. G. Parker

has been appointed district sales manager of

the Chicago district office, and A. R. Beyer is

now assistant sales manager of the Chicago

district office. J. M. Sawyer remains in the

capacity of assistant sales manager in charge of

production and service.

On -Monday evening, May 25, at the Hotel

Astor, the Eastern district sales department

tendered a testimonial dinner to Quinton

Adams, former Eastern district sales manager,

to celebrate his advancement to the position of

assistant sales manager. M. S. Tinsley, assist-

ant Eastern district sales manager, acted as

toastmaster, and short addresses were made by

Mr. Adams, Mr. Nicholas, Mr. Wanselow, Mr.

Mills, and Mr. Guider. About twenty-six mem-
bers of the RCA staff in New York were pres-

ent and a handsome brief case, with gold trim-

mings, was presented to Mr. Adams, as a mark
of esteem.

Record Artist Enjoying

Sonora Loud Speaker

Well-known Orchestra Leader, Record and Ra-

dio Artist Is an Enthusiastic Radio Fan and

the Radio Is One of His Hobbies

Music lovers and dance enthusiasts need no

introduction to Ben Bernie, one of the foremost

orchestra leaders in this country and for many

Ben Bernie Listening In

years a headliner on the Keith and Orpheum
vaudeville circuits. His records have met with

a ready sale everywhere, and in the accompany-
ing illustration Mr. Bernie is apparently enjoy-

ing to the utmost the Sonora loud speaker,

which he is using in conjunction with his radio

set. Ben Bernie has also won enthusiastic ap-

proval from radio set .owners' throughout the

country through his broadcasting during the

past year.
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STARR PIANOS for over half a century have represented highest ideals of craftsman-

ship. Each Starr Made Grand, Player-piano and Upright represents a value known the

world over.

STARR PHONOGRAPHS from the smallest table style to the elaborate console model
possess musical worth which is the result of a careful coordination of each part into a

perfect symmetry.

GENNETT RECORDS represent the highest attainment in the art of sound recording.

Their variety, perfect reproduction and real musicianship of the artists have made them
musical gems of rarest charm. Released every week.

THE STARR PIANO COMPANY
Established 1872 Factories: Richmond, Indiana

NEW YORK, CHICAGO. LOS ANGELES, SAN FRANCISCO. PORTLAND, KANSAS CITY, BIRMINGHAM, NASHVILLE, DETROIT,
CINCINNATI, BOSTON. CLEVELAND, INDIANAPOLIS.
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Medium Priced Consoles and Portables

Lead the Demand in Richmond Territory

Radio Programs Stimulating the Demand for Records, Say Retailers—Dabney & Bugg Expand—
H. Wallace Carner, Starr Wholesaler, Passes Away—Columbia Furniture Co. Remodeling

Richmond, Va., June 8.—Talking machine busi-

ness as a whole is reported to be holding up

well at this season, most of the dealers report-

ing business to be a little ahead of the same

period of last year. A fair amount of moderate

priced consoles are in demand, it is said, and

the movement of portables is reported to be

satisfactory.

The Columbia Furniture Co. is featuring the

Regal portable and says it is selling quite a

number of them. This firm uses three Audaks

for record demonstration and is planning to* in-

stall three additional machines of this type in

the Fall. The store is now being remodeled.

The phonograph department will be retained on

the ground floor, but the radio department will

be located on the mezzanine floor which is

yet to be constructed.

That the radio is stimulating demand for rec-

ords is the opinion of dealers who study the

trend of events. It is believed that it will prove

a still further stimulus as time goes on.

Dabney & Bugg, Richmond's youngest furni-

ture dealers, who handle both radio and phono-

graphs, have found it necessary to expand their

store at 10 East Broad street and have leased

the second and third floors of the building next

to them. They now have five floors altogether.

The firm handles the Kimball phonograph.

The Corley Co. announces the appointment

of Powell Bros. Furniture Co., of Boykins, as a

Victor dealer.

Fred R. Kessnich, wholesale manager of the

Corley Co., and G. W. Greener, treasurer, are

planning to make an extended tour of Canada

this Summer, taking in Montreal, Quebec and

other points of interest.

A. C. Cavedo, manager of the Corley store

at Durham, N. C, was a visitor to Richmond,

early this month. He reports a good increase

in business in his territory.

The Frix Piano & Radio Co., of Danville, Va.,

is remodeling its store, increasing the floor

space and installing new fixtures.

H. Wallace Carner, Starr jobber in Richmond
for the past four years, died at his home here

May 26, aged 53. His death was due to heart

trouble and followed an illness of several

months. Before coming to Richmond he was

manager of a retail store for the Starr Co. in

Fredericksburg. His territory as jobber for the

company included Virginia, West Virginia and
the Carolinas. Besides a widow, he is survived

by his mother, five daughters, three sisters and

two brothers. Mr. Carner was a native of Spot-

sylvania County, Va. During his illness, his

business was carried on by Miss Eleanor Far-

ish, a member of his office staff. She is still in

charge pending a settlement of his affairs and
appointment of his successor.

Victor dealers in this territory are co-operat-

ing with the company in the effort to dispose

of all single-faced Red Seal records in stock,

practically all of them conducting intensive

drives through advertising and otherwise to

achieve this end.

The retail department of the Corley Co. is

trying out a miniature talking machine as a

sales-aid novelty, having installed one of the

devices on a shelf near the front entrance.

Electrically operated and with wiring concealed,

it discourses music like a regular phonograph
and at the same time makes the store visitor

wonder just where the sounds come from.

Sets Rumors at Rest
About Thermiodyne Go.

Leo Potter, president of the Thermiodyne
Radio Corp., New York, and well-known
throughout the radio industry, in an interesting

chat with The World recently commented as

follows regarding certain rumors which have
been current in the industry: "During the past

few months my attention has been called several

times to rumors in the trade, particularly among
talking machine dealers and jobbers as to the

affiliation of the Thermiodyne Radio Corp. with

other concerns in this industry. In fact, several

dealers have asked me if my company is owned
or controlled by other interests, and it seems
to me this is an opportune time to set these

rumors at rest.

"The Thermiodyne Radio Corp. has no con-

nection whatsoever with any concern in the ra-

dio industry, and the sole control of the com-
pany is in my hands. There is no concern or

t f

Built for Beauty as well as Duty"

GILFILLAN BROS., Inc.
LOS ANGELES

KANSAS CITY LONG ISLAND CITY

individual in the radio industry who has any
substantial interest in the Thermiodyne Radio
Corp., no less a controlling interest, and rumors
to the contrary are absolutely unfounded.

"It is true that I have connections with vari-

ous other corporations both in an executive and
advisory way, including one or two concerns in

the radio industry, but these interests are purely

personal and have no relation whatsoever to the

activities of the Thermiodyne Radio Corp."

A Talented Member of

the Radio Industry

Miss Edith Craine, Widely Known in Dramatic,

Musical and Literary Circles, Responsible for

Excellent Eagle Radio Publicity

Contrary to the general belief, probably based
upon the writing style, the publicity director of

the Eagle Radio Corp., is a woman. The E. J.

Miss Edith Craine

Craine that has become so familiar to the read-

ers of "Eagle-Life," the company's house organ,
is in reality Edith J. Craine. Besides being the

editor of "Eagle-Life" Miss Craine is respon-
sible for the general publicity, the dealer hook-
ups and other constructive material coming
from the Eagle Co.'s advertising department.
Miss Craine has a wide acquaintance among

the dramatic and music profession and through
these relationships Eagle Balance neutrodynes
are being used by many Broadway stars, includ-

ing Madame Frances Peralta, member of the

Metropolitan Opera Co. Such legitimate pub-
licity has wide advertising value and has done
its share, together with the merits of the prod-

uct, to make the Eagle set so well known.
Advertising stunts are generally left to the

youth of the profession but the modern business

woman knows no limitations. This was again

demonstrated by the aeroplane flight recently

made by Miss Craine with Pilot Al Caperton
and Eddie Squires, the globe-trotting announ-
cer, from Curtis Field on May 26. During the

trip slips were dropped from the plane which
entitled the finders to rebates on Eagle receiv-

ers. Also twenty-five blue cards were dropped
from the machine which gave the finders a

model "B" Eagle receiver, valued at $175, upon
presentation at the factory.

Miss Craine has done much editorial work,

particularly relating to children's publica-

tions. During the war while connected with

the Red Cross she wrote several plays, for

Hampton Co. Chapter. Rand McNally will

shortly bring out two of her books for children,

"Littlebits" and "At Uncle Dick's."

Charles Mehr, talking machine dealer of Bir-

mingham, Ala., recently opened a branch store

at 404 North Twentieth street, with a complete

stock of instruments and records.
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T^adio deZaxe At aTopularTVice
Unique in Appearance—Extraordinary in Result

plate glass cabinet,

No better low loss

A six tube set, encased in a heavy dust-proof polished

through which every operation of the instrument is visible

material is manufactured than plate glass.

Here it is employed to add the final touch of efficiency and beauty to a set with
out a parallel.

Technically the circuit is a new development in Radio Reception.

A six tube set as follows: Two stages of Tuned Radio Frequency
employing three Toroidal Coils, a detector, and three stages of

audio, comprised of an audio transformer in combination with

Lavite resistance coupling.
*115

Dealers and distributors of the better type are

invited to write for special territorial offer.

Sherman Radio Manufacturing Corp.
112 Trinity Place New York, N. Y.

1
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Sales in All Lines, Especially Records,

Hold Up Well in Pittsburgh Territory
Talking Machine Sales Volumes Piling Up in Satisfactory Manner—S. Hamilton Co. Has Opened

Two New Branches—"Music in the Home" Campaign Launched by W. F. Frederick Piano Co,

Pittsburgh, Pa., June 8.—Jobbers and dealers

report that the record business is bolding up

exceptionally well. The demand seems to be

slightly greater for records of the lighter type,

dance selections, musical comedy and light

opera hits. In some of the stores special ef-

forts have been made to increase the sales of

recordings of the higher type and this has re-

sulted in some very good business. This has

been especially true at Kaufmann's, the Rosen-

baum Co., Boggs & Buhl and the Joseph Home
Co., where special pains have been taken by

the salespersons to interest patrons in the higher

type of records.

Consoles, selling at a moderate price, and the

combination talking machine and radio set are

reported the best sellers at this time. In Pitts-

burgh proper, the machine and record business

has shown up well. In one of the downtown
stores in one afternoon eight talking machines

were sold. In another department store the

sales for one week show that twenty-six talking

machines had been sold and still another firm

reported sixteen machines sold in five days.

This is an indication that the phonograph busi-

ness is still holding its own and that there is

always a demand for machines and records if

the right type of salesmanship and advertising

is utilized.

Many Music Week Concerts

Music Week, observed the early part of last

month, was celebrated throughout the Pitts-

burgh district with a series of excellent pro-

grams in public schools, churches, women's
clubs and other semi-public organizations.

Hamilton Co. Opens New Stores

The S. Hamilton Co. has opened two new
stores, one in Braddock and one in Charleroi.

At both of the stores the Brunswick, Victrola

and the Royal phonographs are handled. E. A.

Muller is manager of the Charleroi store, while

Miss M. Beebout is in charge of the talking ma-
chine section of the Braddock store. This gives

the Hamilton Co. a total' of six stores. The
others are located as follows: main store, 815-

17 Liberty avenue, East Liberty store, Wilkins-

burg and Ambridge. W. C. Hamilton, presi-

dent of the company, left for Cape Cod, where

he will spend the next six weeks. Burt Hen-

guvvell, sales manager of the company, is plan-

ning to spend his vacation in and around Savan-

nah, Cia.

Victor Campaign Ends With Banquet

The grand finale of the Victor sales drive

took the form of a banquet at the Morrowfield

Hotel on Monday, June 1. The campaign

started on April 24 and closed midnight, May
29. During the campaign thirty-seven dealers

of Pittsburgh and vicinity participated with the

co-operation of the Victor jobbers. About one

hundred and fifty dealers and salesmen and

women attended the banquet at which F. K.

Dolbcer and J. G. Paine, of the Victor Co., were

the guests of honor. Both Mr. Dolbeer and

Mr. Paine made interesting addresses. Follow-

ing the banquet which was enlivened by musical

features, prizes were awarded to the salesmen

and women who headed their respective classes

for volume of sales during the period of the

contest.

K nggold Band Anniversary Observed

The seventy-second anniversary of the found-

ing of the Ringgold Band of Reading, Pa., will

be observed on June 28 at an outing at Yellow

House, near Reading. For the anniversary

event the celebrated Allentown (Pa.) band un-

der the direction of Martin Klingler will fur-

nish music.

Prof. J. H. Wilson Dead
Prof. John H. Wilson, aged sixty-two years,

a widely known teacher of instrumental music,

died at his home here after a brief illness. He
was a native of Philadelphia and located in

Pittsburgh when a youth. He was a member
of the Pittsburgh Musical Society, the Elks, the

Masonic fraternity and the Methodist Episcopal

church. His widow and four children survive

the deceased.

W. F. Frederick Piano Co. Campaign
The second "Music in the Home" campaign

of the W. F. Frederick Piano Co. was launched

here recently. Officials of the company stated

that "the first Music in the Home campaign

was such a sweeping success that it was decided

to make these wonderful affairs annual events,

and we are in a position to make this second

Exclusively Wholesale Service in the

PITTSBURGH DISTRICT

Atwater Kent Equipment

Pooley Radio Cabinets

Colin B. Kennedy Equipment

French Ray-O-Vac Batteries

Exide Storage Batteries

Gold Seal Homchargers

Music Master Loud Speakers

Weston Radio Plugs

Pennsylvania Radiophones

Brach Antenna Sets

Our Slogan
Service—None Better

ESENBE CO
SWARTZ & BUEHN

909 Penn Avenue Telephone: Atlantic 0539

Catering especially to music dealers

Pittsburgh, Pa.

one so much greater than the first that no lover

of music within a day's ride of our Pittsburgh

store can afford to deny herself or himself the

pleasure of seeing, hearing and enjoying the

latest improvements which have been made in

the world's finest productions."

A. A. Buehn Reports Conditions Improved
Trade conditions for the Summer season are

reported as much improved according to A. A.

Buehn, treasurer of the Buehn Phonograph Co.

He states that there has been a rather satisfac-

tory volume of sales being made by the vari-

ous Edison dealers that his firm supplies. Many
of these dealers are securing business as the

result of aggressive drives.

Stewart-Warner Reproducer
Wins Praise for Its Tone

Made to Harmonize With Company's Line of

Receivers—Special Processed Fibre With Soft

Core Eliminates Vibration

The Stewart-Warner reproducer, built by

the Stewart-Warner Speedometer Corp., maker
of radio products,

has won consider-

able praise from

members of the

trade and music

lovers, because of

its splendid tone

quality. The horn

is made from fibre

by special process

and is vulcanized

on its outer sur-

face. The core of

the horn is allowed

to remain soft,

which, it is stated,

prevents the horn

from vibrating at

any note. The
S. & W. Reproducer

gtewart _ Warnef
reproducer is finished in a dark walnut leather-

like surface, and stands on a metal base which
is deep green with gold bronze high lighting.

This reproducer harmonizes perfectly with the

walnut cabinet work of Stewart-Warner radio

instrument's.

Parker Music Go. Has
New Store in Dallas

Well-known Houston Music Firm Opens Large
New Branch Store, Fourth in Its Chain

Dallas, Tex., June 6.—One of the newest addi-

tions to the retail trade of Dallas is the Parker
Music Co., which has just opened a store at

1821 Main street. The establishment is a

branch, the headquarters being in Houston and
other branches in Galveston and Waco. It is

reported that the combined branches will carry

the largest stock of band and orchestra instru-

ments in the South.

The Parker organization is the state agent
for Holton band instruments made by Frank
Holton & Co.', Elkhorn, Wis., and has estab-

lished a big trade in them among the musicians

of this section. This is the line of band instru-

ments that the Parker stores all handle ex-

clusively. The local management is in the

hands of C. C. Snell, formerly director of the

Gainesville Boys' Band.

Pathe Adds to Distribution

The Pathe Phonograph & Radio Corp.,

Brooklyn, N. Y., has been appointed distributor

out of New York and Chicago for the Mc-
Cullogh A-C tube. The introduction of this

new tube has created a sensation as it is said

to represent one of the newest developments

in the radio field. The McCiillogh A-C tube

takes its current from the electric light battery,

thus eliminating the "A" battery.
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j^eWonderofRadio /

Crosley owns and operates station WLW,
Cincinnati, the first remotely controlled

super-power broadcasting station.

2-Tube Crosley 51

Same as wonderful
Crosley 50 with addi-
tional tube amplifier.

Local and nearby
stations on loud-speaker always and distance
up to 1 500 miles under average conditions.
Much greater range with head phones.

Special Sloping Front 2-Tube Crosley 51

Same as Model 51, with cabinet holding all

dry A and B batteries. $23.50

2-Tube Crosley 51 Portable

The Crosley 51 in a black leatherette case.

One tuBe

with nickel trimmings.
$23.50

Crosley Musicone

A marvelous new de-

velopment of loud-
speaking principles.
Diffusion of sound
creates perfect repro-

duction of all tones.

$17.50

Space for batteries.

30
3-Tube Crosley 52

A larger set for those

who want greater re-

ception range on the

loud-speaker. Oper-
ates on three tubes,

using wet or dry bat-

teries. Consistent loud-speaker range 1500

miles or more.

Special Sloping Front 3-Tube Crosley 52

Cabinet contains dry A and B batteries.

Same efficient detection and reception as

regular 52. $35

3-Tube Crosley 52 Portable

Same as other 52 models, but in a black
leatherette case. Easily carried. All bat-

teries inside. $35

Prices quoted above do not include accessories.
Add 10 per cent West of Rocky Mountains.

Crosley, the world's largest manufacturer of radio receiving sets, offers

radio's wonder— the Crosley Model 50, one-tube genuine Armstrong
regenerative receiver at $14.50. With tube, phones, batteries, antenna

wire complete, less than $25.

This momentous announcement means that every home in America can at

last have the enjoyment and the entertainment of high class radio

—

the

thrill oflong distance reception as well as local—on a basis of real economy.

It means a further tremendous
stride toward achievement of the

Crosley aim and ambition to

build radio for the millions.

Already, with hundreds of thou-

sands of Crosley receiving sets

placed in American homes last

year alone, Crosley is sweeping

on toward that great goal.

For all time, Crosley has taken

the high cost out of quality radio

by quantity production, the sur-

est road to lower costs in a manu-
facturing plant.

But Crosley has gone even far-

ther, by providing simplicity,

certainty, reliability—reception

as perfect and sure as it can be

made in the present state of

radio science.

This Crosley 50 is the latest re-

finement and perfection of the

set which brought MacMillan's

North Pole messages in to Leon-

ard Weeks, at Minot, N. D.,

when all others failed though

they cost ten times as much.

This is the set which gets the

stations from coast to coast;

which gives you more for your

money by far, because it is the

genuine Armstrong circuit, built

by Crosley.

R.F OET.

This little diagram shows three

tubes using the ordinary radio

frequency and detector circuit.

Signals pass straight through the

three tubes without extraordi-

nary increase in their strength.

The tube value therefore is 3.

3+
DET.

But Crosley 's Armstrong regen-

erative, with one tube, passes

the signals several times through

the single tube, each time in-

creasing their strength and giving

you much more than the three-

tube ordinary circuit, or a tube

value of 3+ .

That is why the Crosley one-

tube set is so much more satis-

factory and efficient.

Already, with this perfected

Crosley 50, Andie Edmondson,
at Stella, Mo., heard 2BD, Aber-

deen, Scotland; Paul J. Hall, at

Osceola, Neb., heard 2LO, Lon-

don, England; Eugene Barn-
house, at Broolcfield, Mo., hears

Winnipeg and Montreal, Can.,

and Springfield, Mass.: James
Gordon, at Fremont, Neb., hears

them from coast to coast, from
Canada to Texas, even picking

up 10-watt KFNG at Coldwater,

Miss., and 100-watt WFBL, at

Syracuse, N. Y.; Mrs. J. E. Mar-
tin, at East Palestine, Ohio, hears

KGO, Oakland, Calif; O. W.
Bryant, at Sunset, Tex., gets

Hollywood, Calif., 1425 miles;

Crosley Station WLW, Cin-
cinnati, 1094 miles; Pittsburgh

Pa., 1361 miles.

These are only a few examples
out of many. Can money buy
you greater distance or wider

range?

Your jobber will gladly demon-
strate the Crosley line and tell

you how you can cash in on
bigger profits with these fast-

selling Crosley sets. Get in touch

with him today.

Crosley manufactures receiving sets which
are licensed under Armstrong U. S.
PatentNo. 1 , 1 13 , 149 and pricedfrom
$14.50 to $65, without accessories.

The Crosley Radio Corporation

Powel Crosley, Jr., President

626 Sassafras Street. Cincinnati
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This slogan will

create the demand;

any "Vitanola" will

close the sale.

"When and What you Want" is the slogan

adopted by the Phonograph Manufacturers Na-

tional Ass'n to use in stimulating the demand
for phonographs. We believe it will do it. We
know there is no better way to get "When and
What you Want"—nor to sell the public on this

idea—than to play it on a Vitanola, "The Phono-
graph of Marvelous Tone."

VITANOLA TALKING MACHINE CO.
829 AMERICAN FURNITURE MARKET

666 LAKE SHORE DRIVE CHICAGO
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Summer in Middle West Finds Portables

Selling in a Most Satisfactory Manner
Sudden Change to Mid-Summer Weather Responsible for Large Demand for Portable Instruments

of All Kinds—Record and Radio Situation Good for This Time of Year—Trade News of Month

Chicago, III., June 10.—The change two weeks

ago from inclement weather to mid-Summer tem-

perature brought an encouraging spurt in one
phase of the talking machine business, namely,

in the sale of portable phonographs. While the

vacation period is really ten days or two weeks
distant, dealers in this section report that there

has been a consistent demand for the small

machines. Window displays in practically

every talking machine shop are devoted almost
exclusively to portables and the dealer finds that

lie is being repaid for his advertising efforts.

The demand for records has, in general, been
spotty, although the total sales figures for May
and the first ten days in June will doubtless

compare favorably with those of preceding

months. The visits of several of the leading

orchestras to this and other cities in the Middle
West have caused an increase in demand for

selections made by those particular organiza-

tions, and for dance records generally.

The retail sales figures for straight phono-
graphs and radio combination models still con-
tinue to indicate a fair business. Manufactur-
ers during the past two weeks, however, have
received many encouraging forecasts as to Fall

business prospects from their dealers, and, fur-

thermore, the retailers are in most cases sub-

stantiating their statements with orders slated

for Fall delivery. All in all, it would appear
that the Middle West bids fair to recover from
the present slight business depression in the

early Fall.

Manufacturers, jobbers and dealers are

shaping their sales plans accordingly, mapping
out advertising campaigns to start earlier than
in past years and grooming their sales or-

ganizations for effective work in the early Fall

months.

The radio industry, which has been under-

going a process of readjustment during the

past six months, is rapidly approaching a plane

of stabilization, due to the efforts of those or-

ganizations and executives who are bending
their every effort to make the radio business

steady, safe and profitable. New models, show-
ing a greater degree of refinement in cabinet

design, are being placed upon the market, ad-

vertising, and sales programs are being

launched, and the present situation seems to

prophesy an early and encouraging Fall and
Winter business season.

Vincennes Co. Introduces Radeluxe
The Vincennes Phonograph Co., of Vincen-

nes, Ind., announced to the trade a few days

ago a new cabinet which is designated as the

Rivoli Radeluxe. The new Vincennes product,

which is a combined phonograph and radio

cabinet of the highboy type, is constructed to

accommodate any of the standard radio receiv-

ing sets. It is 2>2 l/2 inches wide, and the height

of the radio compartment is 10^4 inches.

The main feature of the cabinet is the pat-

ented horn, which allows the operator to switch

from the radio to the phonograph by lowering

a lever, which works in the grill covering the

horn.

The phonograph is above the receiving set,

and on both sides of the phonograph are com-
partments for record albums, hence the oper-

ation of either phonograph or radio set can be

accomplished very easily, and the shift from one

to the other can be made without the operator

rising from his seat.

The unit is of distinctive design, finished in

two-tone brown mahogany, with hand inlay

work on the doors. The woodwork is of heavy

five-ply construction throughout. Battery com-
partments in the rear of the cabinet accommo-
date both "A" and "B" batteries.

In addition to the new Rivoli Radeluxe, the

Vincennes Phonograph Co. is placing on the

market two radio cabinets at a very popular

price.

Attractive Vitanola Billboards

Attractive posters, suitable for billboard use,

were placed in the hands of dealers a few weeks
ago by the Vitanola Talking Machine Co., this

city. The body of the poster is in yellow,

trimmed with a red border, and the illustration

of the phonograph appears in its natural walnut

tone. The copy is designed to attract dance

lovers, as it shows several young couples danc-

ing, and carries the slogan "Dancing parties

anytime, wherever there is a Vitanola."

Ample space is allowed at the bottom of the

poster for the dealer's imprint. A sample was
submitted to each dealer, and he was given the

privilege of ordering more at less than actual

cost. The dealer is required to pay for only a

small portion of the billboard rental cost, the

majority being paid for by the Vitanola Talk-

ing Machine Co.

M. C. Schiff Visits Boston and New York
M. C. Schiff, president of the Vitanola Talk-

ing Machine Co., 666 Lake Shore Drive, Chi-

cago, spent the first week of June in Boston
and New York. During his Eastern trip Mr.

Schiff closed several important deals which, he

slates, give every indication that the talking

machine industry is still one of considerable

consequence, and that business in the phono-

graph field is far from being at a low ebb. Mr.

Schiff, as is announced elsewhere in this issue,

was elected president of the Phonograph Manu-
facturers' National Association at the May 19

meeting of that organization.

Install Permanent Okeh Record Laboratory

A permanent recording laboratory was in-

stalled by the Consolidated Talking Machine

Co., on the fourth floor of its headquarters at

229 W. Washington boulevard, Chicago, during

the third week in May. C. L. Hibbard, record-

ing engineer from the Okeh laboratories, New
York City, spent several days in Chicago in-

stalling the equipment and making the first re-

cordings. Peter Decker, assistant to Mr. Hib-

bard, also spent a week in the new laboratory

and then departed for Kansas City where he

made a public recording of the Royal Syncopa-

tors dance orchestra in the Royal Theatre.

In the past, it has been necessary to trans-

port from New York and install here a con-

siderable amount of equipment in order to make
Okeh records. The new laboratory will do

away with this unnecessary labor and will effect

a great saving in time.

According to an announcement made by E. A
Fearn, president of the Consolidated Talking

Machine Co., a number of foreign language fa-

vorites were recorded during the first week.

Among them were selections by Vaclov Al-

brecht, tenor, Mme. Mary Burger and Brousek's

orchestra. The Louisville Jug Band, a unique

organization of colored artists, also recorded

several numbers.

Ted Lewis Band on Final Lap

Ted Lewis, and his band, Columbia record

artists, are in Chicago at the present time, com-

pleting the last lap of their twenty weeks' tour

of the United States. Lewis' engagement start-

ed at the Palace Theatre, the leading variety

house of this city, on May 25, and will end on

{Continued on page 116)

Kimball Style X Tudor
One uf many beautiful models

Phonographs and Pianos
The fact that Kimball Phonographs carry a name prestige is worthy every dealer's

careful consideration. More than fifty years in building right merchandise means that

the name Kimball stands for quality and durability and therefore ready selling.

There is ample variety in Console and Upright Phonographs.

—The Best at the Price

Ask about agency franchise, territory and terms.

W. W. KIMBALL CO. Established 1857 306 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago

Makers of Kimball Pbonographs, Pianos, Reproducing Pianos, Players, Pipe Organs, Music Rolls.

Distributors Columbia Records and Welte-Mignon (Licensee) Reproducing Rolls.
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LAKESIDE TYPE M SPEAKER

Furnished complete, or units and
horn separate. Write for prices.

LAKESIDE FRICTION SLIDE

For radio and phonograph cabinets,

prevents accidental dropping of

covers. Write for samples and pi ices.

Lakeside Supply Co.
73 West Van Buren St. Chicago, 111.

June 24, establishing a record at that theatre

for a continuous run.

His act is billed as the feature, and it has

been drawing packed houses at all performances.

No two Lewis programs are alike, and he has

keen featuring especially those numbers which
lie has recorded for the Columbia Phonograph
Co., Inc. Columbia dealers tied up with the

appearance of the Lewis band by the use of

window displays throughout his stay in Chicago,

and during the second week of June obtained

particular attention from the record buying pub-

lic through newspaper advertising. According to

all reports, Ted Lewis' visit to Chicago has been

a big factor in increasing the sale of records

made by this popular jazz artist and his band.

Cheney Co. Takes Over Cleveland Territory

On June 1, the Cheney Talking Machine Co.,

of Chicago, took over the territory which has

been covered since 1918 by the Cheney Phono-
graph & Sales Co., jobbers, 1965 E. Sixty-sixth

street, Cleveland, O. The former Ohio distribu-

tors served Cheney dealers in Ohio, West Vir-

ginia, western Pennsylvania and western New
York State. The territory will be cared for by

C. B. Hammond, Cheney sales representative,

who may be addressed through the Cheney
Talking Machine Co., 24 N. Wabash avenue,

Chicago, or at the Park Lane Villa, Cleveland,

Ohio. His phone number is Cedar 80.

The Zenith Radiogram Makes Its Debut
The Zenith Radiogram, a monthly dealer

publication sponsored by the Zenith Radio Cor-

poration, of Chicago, made its appearance about

the middle of May. The new Zenith house or-

gan is attractive, filled with live interesting

articles, and was accorded a warm welcome by

Zenith dealers, who have already found it to be

another helpful link in the chain of Zenith deal-

er co-operation.

The front cover is attractively finished in two

colors, and the reader finds there the purpose

of the Radiogram, stated as follows: "It is

the purpose of this monthly dealer medium to

assist through the exchange of ideas in the bet-

terment of retail merchandising as will build for

the substantial and permanent establishment

through a lasting dependable confidence through

the Zenith organization—from factory to dis-

tributor, dealer and to the consumer—the ulti-

mate judge of all merchandise."

Pictures of the new Zenith offices and plant,

a story on the coming Arctic exploration party

headed by Commander Donald B. MacMillan,

and Commander E. F. McDonald, Jr., president

of the Zenith Radio Corp., further helps to

make the publication of interest to the reader.

A double-page spread contains the pictures of

Zenith executives, engineers and field represen-

tatives, in connection with an article which

portrays the growth of the firm and the part

which the officials have played in its progress.

The remainder of the paper is devoted to pic-

tures and stories of enterprising Zenith dealers,

their advertising methods, sales schemes, win-

dow displays, and to merchandising articles

written for the benefit of the dealer by S. I.

Marks, treasurer; N. A. Fegen, secretary, and

H. H. Roemer, director of sales promotion.

Beginning with the June issue, the Zenith

Radiogram will devote four pages to Zenith

dealer and consumer experiences, advertising

helps, window trims and interior displays. The
forms, in the future, will close the twentieth day

of each month, and dealers are asked to send

copy and photographs of interesting and edu-

cational material.

Artistic Operadio Portable Windows
One of the most individual and effective win-

dow displays arranged to secure Summer busi-

ness was recently on view in the show windows

Operadio Window of Consolidated Co.

of the Consolidated Talking Machine Co.,

wholesale distributor of the Operadio portable

radio receiving sets. Two large windows were
given over to the display of the Operadio port-

able and as can be seen from the accompany-
ing photographs the surroundings in which the

instrument is set are distinctly appropriate to

the season.

One window dealt with the simplicity of oper-

ation of the instrument, together with charts

showing the parts from which the set is con-

structed. Photographs of celebrities who have

used the Operadio and recommend it were also

shown. The slogan "Radio reception—Wher-
ever you want it—Whenever you want it" was
also featured. The second window, showing
the Operadio in a camp scene, was most realistic

and enabled the passerby to visualize the in-

strument's appeal as a valuable part of a vaca-

tion trip.

The display attracted a great deal of attention

and the amount of "drop-in" business and the

Another Consolidated Operadio Window
number of inquiries which resulted more than

justified the time and trouble gone to in arrang-

ing the window.

S. I. Marks Attends Convention in Hot Springs

S. I. Marks, treasurer of the Zenith Radio

Corp., Chicago, represented his firm at the Elec-

trical Jobbers' Association convention held at

Hot Springs, Va., the first week of June. He
remained there for the week of June 8 to attend

the Associated Manufacturers of Electrical Sup-

plies convention.

Morton Downey With Brunswick

Morton Downey, one of the most promising

young tenors of the present day recently signed

a contract to make records exclusively for the

Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. He has been

a radio star for some time and is at present ap-

pearing in vaudeville. Mr. Downey recently

made his first record "The Melody That Made
You Mine," and Brunswick dealers report it

to be one of their best sellers.

Some Interesting Figures

A recently completed nationwide survey

shows that there are approximately 4,000,000

radio receiving sets in use in the United States

at the present time. In connection with this

investigation there appeared the interesting

news that one or more Erla parts were used

in over 1,000,000 of these sets, according to an

announcement made by Electrical Research

Laboratories, of Chicago. This firm, which was
(Continued on page 118)

Repair Parts
For All and Every Motor

That Was Ever Manufactured L_

We can supply any part. The largest and most

complete assortment of repair parts—in the

United States—on hand, for old, obsolete and

present-day motors. If your order cannot be

filled from stock, we will make it up special.

Special prices on main springs, governor

springs, micas, repair parts, motors, tone arms,

steel needles, etc., in quantity lots.

Expert repairing on all makes of phonographs
and motors.

SUCCESSORs^fuw
Standard Talking Machine Co.
Vniied Talking Machine Co.
Harmony Talking Machine Co.

O'Neill. Jane, Co.

Ajgtlno Co.

Tfllbino Machine Supplies, Etc

227-229 W. WASHINGTON ST.. CHICAGO, ILL.

TRADE MARK
COKSOLA"

Branches s 2957 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich. 1121 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.
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The Jewel Reproducers and Tone Arms

SPECIFICATIONS NO. 2.

Write For Our New Quantity Prices

Jewel Tone Attachment Jewel Tone Needle Equip-

for the Victor ment for the New Edison

Showing Jewel Victor Attachment in position

for playing Edison and Pathi Records

Quickly and easily attached to the gooseneck in

place of the regular Victor soundbox.

The Jewel Tone
Mute
A Jewel invention built in

the reproducer, that controls

the volume of sound at its

source and functions in such

a way that the length of

the vibrations are minutely

regulated and the tone re-

duced without interference with clear articula-

tion. Operated by means of a thumb screw in-

stantly adjustable and practically fool proof.

A/ B C
Showing Jewel Needle Equipment in position for playing

Victor and all lateral cut Records on the New
Edison Phonograph

A perfectly balanced reproducer which can be

inserted in a few moments in place of the regu-

lar Edison reproducer.

The Jewel Tone Auto-
matic Stop

•

: iiir~iniii mi

Strong and substantial in construction. Easily

installed. No parts to attach that damage or

deface the tone arm. The simplest, most effi-

cient, most positive stop ever devised.

THE JEWEL PHONOPARTS CO.
150-160 Whiting St., Chicago, 111.
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one of -the earliest to enter the field of radio

manufacture, makes millions of parts for home
radio builders, as well as for some of the lattg-

*est radio set manufacturers in -the -country.

Returns From Extended Trip

•Douglas De Mare, general manager of the

Mohawk Electric Corp., manufacturer of the

•Mohawk one-dial radio receiving set, who has

been on an extended six weeks' trip throughout

the West, returned to his office a few days ago.

He visited the principal cities in the Western

part of the country, and spent considerable time

in California. In the entire West, according to

Mr. De Mare, Summer radio reception is gain-

ing in popularity, and all signs point to a suc-

cessful season from a sales angle. The Western

trip was taken in the interests of a national sales

campaign which the Mohawk Electric Corp. will

launch this Fall.

New Loop Aerial Introduced

A new loop aerial, in which are incorporated

a number of ingenious structural improvements

and low loss refinements, was recently placed

upon the market by the Electrical Research

Laboratories, of this city. In the new Erla

loop the jack and plug found in the cast bases

of most loops are entirely eliminated. The op-

timum spacing has been worked out scientifi-

cally and the use of proper size flexible, strand-

ed wire does away with the losses caused by

high resistance to radio frequency currents.

The new loop has a heavily nickeled piano-

type hinge which holds the loop erect, and can

be folded to a very small, compact bundle in a

single operation. A perfected swivel base per-

mits free rotation of the loop. According to

advices received from the manufacturer, numer-

ous tests have been conducted which have

proved that the new Erla loop increases the

range of any receiver operating with a loop

aerial.

Vincennes Co. Line at Furniture Mart
The Vincennes Phonograph Co. of Vincennes,

Ind., will again display its full line of radio

cabinets and phonographs at the Furniture Mar-

ket, to be held June 22 to July 15, at the Ameri-

can Furniture Mart, 666 Lake Shore Drive,

Chicago. The Vincennes display will be in

spaces B-19 and B-26, Manufacturers' Division,

on the second floor and will be under the su-

pervision of Leon C. Samuels, vice-president of

the firm.

McNair Ilgenfritz Has More Successes

Arthur A. Friestedt, president of the United

States Music Co., of this city, manufacturer of

U. S. player-rolls, received recently a very in-

teresting letter from McNair Ilgenfritz, who
has been touring Europe several months. Mr.

l.genfritz's musical talents are recognized not

only in llii^ country but in all of the leading

Luropean -centers, and he will resume his

duties with the United States Music Co. about

August 1, devoting his entire time to the re-

cording and editing of the company's Auto-Art

and library edition rolls. In his letter to Mr.

Friestedt, Mr. Ilgenfritz said in part: "Just a

line to say how glad I am that you advised me
to go to Budapest, for it is indeed a beautiful

city. I am the guest of Ambassador Brentano,

who sponsored a very brilliant musicale for me,

which was quite a success. I am returning to

Vienna shortly, then Munich, Switzerland,

Paris, perhaps Dresden and Berlin, London

—

then home. I have taken passage on the

'America,' sailing July 8, and will be in Chicago

on August 1, ready to do the September bul-

letin."

Carl Knittel Convalescent

Carl Knittel, of the Wolf Mfg. Industries,

Quincy, 111., who has spent the past four months
in El Paso, Texas, returned to Chicago the lat-

ter part of May. He is at present convalescing

in the Evanston General Hospital.

Marshall Field-Cheney Art Radio Phonograph
A new development in the manufacture of

phonographs is embodied in the Chinese Chip-

pendale lacquer cabinet reproduced herewith,

made by Marshall Field & Co., of Chicago, in

the doors, both inside and out, and in the

decorative brasswork which was also designed

and made in :the Field workroom. All of the

hardware is 14-karat gold-pla'ted, and is of such

1

k
it

!

.

j

>3

Marshall Field-Cheney Art Model
conjunction with the Cheney Talking Machine
Co. This artistic piece of furniture was ordered

by a wealthy Chicago business man, and was
designed and constructed in the Field studios by
the artists and craftsmen of that firm. TKe
Chinese influence on the English style of the

period of 1735 is manifested in the scenes on

Showing Same Model With Doors Open

delicate design that the tracery had to be made
under a microscope. The base and legs are

covered with gold leaf, applied in the manner
used centuries ago by the English and French.

The cabinet contains a Cheney'phonograph of

the double resonator type, with especially

matched horns. The radio set was made ac-

cording to specifications by the Western Elec-

tric Co., and is a six-tube heterodyne, such as

is sold only to broadcasting stations. The
aerial for the radio is contained in the central

swivel panel of the companion screen, which
needs merely to be turned to get the directional

effect secured by this type of antenna. The
screen at the bottom of the center panel con-

ceals the loud speaker, which is connected with

a power amplifier equipped with four tubes.

Following the dictates of the Queen Anne
period of 1710, the panels of the screen are

covered with paintings, in this case of a marine

character. From the original design to the

paintings on the panel the whole screen was
produced in the Field studios.

Four additional compartments in the cabinet

provide room for player-piano rolls and the

base of the table opens, disclosing space for

eight record albums.

The contract for the manufacture of the com-
bination phonograph and screen called for a

price of $4,000.00, which is undoubtedly one of

{Continued on page 120)

&vc&f Phonographs
and

Radio-Phonograph Combinations

The illustration shows one of many late models of our line, which has been re-de-

signed, right up to the minute, with especial reference to the Radio-Phonograph

Combination, destined to be the standard household unit. Characterized by

Beauty of Design, Finish and Tonal Quality

These instruments are produced in all the popular finishes and styles, including

Uprights, Consoles and Wall Cabinets, and our facilities enable us to make prompt

deliveries and most attractive trade prices. Catalog and price list mailed on rer

quest.

Excel phonograph manufacturing company
402-4M West Erie Street Chicago, Illinois
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Records
Make Maximum Sales

FACTS!
Okeh Records are always quite free from

mechanical distortions. Theirs is a

superior clarity and tone volume. The
extensive variety of features they offer is

unexcelled. They challenge comparison.

These are the records people everywhere

are buying.

Rare, exquisitely played classical selections are

heard on Okeh-Odeon Records.

Orchestras of national popularity play Okeh Dance
Music.

Country-wide search has secured for Okeh the best

of singers.

Nowhere can be found Old Time Tunes as truly

characterized as they are on Okeh Records.
The greatest Race Artists are exclusively Okeh.

Vincent Lopez

Henry Whitter

James McCravy—Frank McCravy Butterbeans and Susie

Cogert and Motto
(The Human Jazz Band)

Our Service Never Stops
Don't think about being an OKeh Dealer. We can't make you
an CMjl Dealer if you only think about it. Writing is the

action which produces an OKeh Dealer result. Write now to

Consolidated Talking Machine Co.
227-229 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.

Branches:

2957 Gratiot Avenue, Detroit, Mich. 1121 Nicollet Avenue, Minneapolis, Minn.
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A Better Fibre Needle Catter for Lets Money

RETAIL PRICE $l-°2_

The ALTO

Manufactured by

ALTO MFG. CO.
1647 51 Wolfram St. CHICAGO, ILL.

the highest amounts ever paid for an individual

phonograph. The masterpiece intensely inter-

ested all who were privileged to see it before

its delivery, and one of the daily newspapers,

on May 12, devoted considerable space in its

art section to a reproduction and description

of the cabinet and screen.

Window Display Service Pointers

The direct-mail material devoted to window

display service which is sent from the offices

of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. each

month to Brunswick dealers appeared in very

attractive form in April. The literature was in

the nature of a folder, the front page being

a reproduction of a Western Union Telegram,

which carried the message "Invest In This Will

Declare Big Dividends." Upon opening the first

leaf of the folder, the eye was caught with the

statement, in large bold type, that 50,000,000

records were sold in 1924, and the dealer found

himself being questioned as to how many he

sold. The inside pages carried, in several

bright colors, reproductions of window display

cards, advertising the latest Brunswick releases

of popular selections and dance music. The
posters feature only those current records

which have the greatest sales strength, and the

art designs are unique and varied, bound to

arrest and hold the attention of the passerby.

The service is placed in the dealer's hands early

in the month, at the same time that the featured

records are released. The Brunswick dealer's

attention is also called to the fact that a win-

dow display, artfully designed, will not only

arrest attention, but will bring the customer

to the record counter, and direct attention to

the phonographs on display.

Herbert O. Crippen Brings Suit

Praecipe and declaration were filed on May
12 in the Circuit Court of Cook County, Illinois,

on behalf of Herbert O. Crippen, of the sales

department of Steger & Sons Piano Mfg. Co.,

Chicago, against the McKinley Phonograph

Co., a corporation, the Wade-Twitchell Co., also

a corporation, both of Chicago, and Paul B.

Armstrong, of Chicago, defendants. Crippen

charges the defendants with infringement of

letters patent granted to him by the United

States Government covering a loud speaker de-

vice constructed to contain a sound amplifying

tone chamber within an outer casing or horn,

for attachment to talking machines, and charg-

ing injury to rights secured to the plaintiff by

letters patent and conspiracy between the de-

fendants. The article complained against is

being marketed and sold by the defendants

under the name of the "Armstrong Loud
Speaker." Damages are sought against the de-

fendants in the sum of $100,000.

Death of Raymond J. Healy

Raymond J. Healy, president and founder of

the Raymond Music Corp., 300 North Michigan

avenue, and one of the principal, stockholders of

Lyon & Healy, died suddenly on the afternoon

of Tuesday, May 26, in the offices of his phy-

sician, Dr. F. D. John, Marshall Field Annex
Building. Mr. Healy had been suffering from

heart trouble for some time and was awaiting

treatment when he was stricken.

Mr. Healy formed the Raymond Music Corp.

in 1912, and established headquarters on Wabash
avenue, between Adams street and Jackson

boulevard, near the Lyon & Healy store. About

THE PERFECT REPRODUCER
Tone loud and pleasing
Handsome material and deaign

Black—22.50. Shell—25.00

American Electric Company
State and 64th Sts. CHICAGO

one year ago the offices and salesrooms were
removed to the present address.

The deceased was a son of P. J. Heal},

founder of Lyon & Healy, and for some time

was associated in an active way with that firm.

He was fifty-two years old. Mr. Healy is sur-

vived by his widow and child and five brothers,

Marquette A. Healy, president of Lyon & Healy,

Columbus; vice-president and general manager,

Vincent; manager of the personnel department,

Augustus, now living in North Carolina, a

stockholder, and James, also a stockholder.

Funeral services were held on Thursday
morning, May 28, at the Church of Our Lady
of Mount Carmel, Chicago, with private burial

at Calvary cemetery.

C. L. Davidson With Steger Retail Store

C. L. Davidson, formerly of Davidson's Talk-

ing Machine Shop, 234 S. Wabash avenue, re-

cently accepted the position of manager of the

phonograph and radio department of the Steger

& Sons Piano Mfg Co.'s retail store at 238 S.

Wabash avenue. At the present time no lines

have been decided upon, but it is expected that

several well-known talking machines will be

stocked in addition to the products of leading

radio manufacturers. The phonograph and ra-

dio department will be located in the basement

floor, in space which will have ample facilities

for display.

Winners in Brunswick Sales Contest

On June 1, the winners in the first lap of the

sales contest being sponsored by the Brunswick-

Balke-Collender Co., between Brunswick retail

(Continued on page 122)

Announcing!

NEW RADIO LOUD SPEAKER UNIT
BY

FLETGHER-WICKES COMPANY
In this new Radio Product are embodied the

same tone qualities and fine workmanship

found in every article bearing the Fletcher -

Wickes trade-mark.

Write for Samples and Terms
SAMPLES READY JULY 10TH

FLETCHER-WICKES COMPANY
116-122 West Illinois Street -:- CHICAGO
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RADIO MASTER CORPORATION
of America

F. B. WARD, President BAY CITY, MICH.

Four models that are now
stimulating the music
business for the dealer.

Model IS

Price $40

Butt Walnut or Diamond Mahogany,
equipped with horn and loud speaker

unit. Can be had with our own
radio panel or is so arranged to house
practically any other radio panel.

Model 12

Price $85

Butt Walnut—will house any hori-

zontal radio panel.

Any
of

our

models

can

be

had

with

our

own
radio

panels

8?

Our
panels

work

Model 1 +

Price $30

American Walnut or striped Ma-
hogany.

Model 26

Price $40

American Walnut or striped Ma-
hogany—will house any horizontal

radio panel.

SB Mm
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sales people, were announced. The contest,

which opened on April 13, and will close on

July 6, has been found to be a stimulator of

sales, for the retail Brunswick dealer, his sales-

men and salesladies, have become intensely in-

terested in the race, and, as a result, a spirit of

friendly rivalry has sprung up which has boost-

ed sales totals considerably. Eighty-four

awards for successful competitive selling have

been offered, totaling more than $3,000.00, in-

cluding four free trips to the Brunswick factory

at Muskegon, Mich.

Cities and towns have been classed according

to population, so as to place each competitor on

an equal basis, and the salesman in the large

city has no more advantage than his fellow

contestant in the smaller town. The prizes

total the same for each division, and an award
of $25.00 is made each week during the contest

to the high point scorer in each of the four-

population classifications. Each month two
prizes, the first amounting to fifty dollars, and

the second, twenty-five dollars, are given to the

high point getter for the month. All points

scored by the competing salesmen will be total-

ed finally to determine the winners of the grand

awards of $150.00, $75.00 and $50.00. The high

scorer may have the option of a trip to the

Muskegon factory, all expenses paid, or he may
choose either merchandise or a cash award. In

fact, in every instance, winners may choose be-

tween prizes. No salesman is awarded more
than one weekly prize, nor more than one

monthly prize, but he may receive a weekly,

a monthly and a grand prize. In case of a tie,

each tying salesman is granted the full award.

Each instrument in the Brunswick line, be it

a phonograph or a Brunswick Radiola, entitles

the salesman to a certain number of points,

varying with the model. Because of the en-

thusiasm which the retail sales people have
shown, the race each week has been exceeding-
ly close, and as a result, contestants for the
monthly awards have been rather evenly match-
ed. The contest has produced great results
from the standpoints of many Brunswick deal-
ers, as it has been found that competition be-
tween salesmen, whether they are retail sales-
men, manufacturers' representatives, or any
other group, tends to stimulate action and to
make selling a process of real pleasure.
The names of the winners in each population

classification, week by week, follow:
First Week—W. O. Mason, Mason Furniture Co., Hunts-

ville, Ala.; W. R. Coats, Wichita Music Co., Wichita
Falls, Texas; A. C. Lang, Lang Bros., South Bend, Ind.;
M. H. Glick, Robt. E. White Music Co., Cleveland
Ohio.

Second Week—D. Knapp, H. M. Williamson Co., 438
San Bernto street, Hollister, Cal.; E. G. Burrier, 57 N.
Fifth street, Zanesville, Ohio; Manuel Sanchez, Turner
Music Co., 608 Franklin street, Tampa, Fla.; R. P. Wil-
liams, P. & R. Sales Co., The Fair, State, Adams and
Dearborn streets, Chicago, 111.

Third Week—R. D. Terry, McDowell & Castator Music
Co., P. O. Box 1085, Ponca City, Okla.; R. W. Durrett,
Kerr Music Co., 27 S. Central avenue, Phoenix, Ariz.;
J. B. Cannon, The J. H. Troup Music House, 38 West
King -street, Lancaster, Pa.p Harry-' Nimcowitz, Morris
Music Shop, 130 E. Fordham Road, New York City.
Fourth Week—Harry J. Young, Young's Music Store,

McAllen, Texas; Ray E. Schafer, Santa Monica Bruns-
wick Shop, 411 Santa Monica boulevard, Santa Monica,
Cal.; Harold H. Davis, W. J. Davis Music House, 317
Court street, Saginaw, Michigan; Harry Charles, E. E.
Forbes & Sons Piano Co., Birmingham, Ala.
Fifth Week—W. Weale, Haines City Music Store,

Haines City, Fla.; Sid Harrell, R. L. Reese & Son, Cor-
sicana, Texas; H. Pueschel, Brunswick Shop, Inc., 283^5
Maple street, Holyoke, Mass.; H. C. Vincent, Lyon &
Healy, Inc., Wabash & Jackson, Chicago, 111.

Sixth Week—Arthur Goldberg, Majestic Music Shop,
Minneapolis, Minn.; LeRoy R. Albright, The Regal Co.,
Harrisburg, Pa.; Grant Pauley, Kroh Music Co., Musko-
gee, Okla.; J. S. McFaddyen, McFaddyen Music Co.,
Fayetteville, N. C.

The names of the winners of the first month's
awards, together with the amount of each award,
follow:
In cities of 10,000 or under:—
First prize, $50.00, W. O. Mason, Mason Furn. Co.,

Huntsville, Ala.

Second prize, $25.00, G. H. Rushford, Dolin & Rush-
ford, 302 Second avenue, Hinton, West Va.
In cities with a population of 10,000 to 50,000:—
First prize, $50.00, Ray E. Schafer, Santa Monica

Brunswick Music Shop, 411 Santa Monica boulevard,
Santa Monica, Cal.

Second prize, $25.00, W. R. Coats, Wichita Music Co.,

822 Second avenue, Wichita Falls, Texas.
In cities with a population of 50,000 to 100,000:—

First prize, $50.00, A. L. Lang, Lang Bros., 439 So.

Michigan avenue, South Bend, Ind.

Second prize, $25.00, Manuel Sanchez, Turner Music
Co., 608 Franklin street, Tampa, Fla.

In cities over 100,000:—

First prize, $50.00, M. H. Glick, R. L. White Music Co.,

45 The Arcade, Cleveland, Ohio.

Second prize, $25.00, C. R. Bowen, Fitzgerald Music
Co., 727 So. Hill street, Los Angeles, Cal.

Organize Under Name of the Sterling Co.

The Sterling Devices Mfg. Co., 412 Orleans

street, this city, manufacturer of Sterling tone

arms and phonograph attachments, recently organ-

ized under the name of the Sterling Co., and re-

moved its plant and offices to Grand Haven,
Mich., about the first of May. Officials of the

firm, in announcing the change, stated that the

continued demand for Sterling tone arms and
phonograph attachments, and the fact that the

firm had started production of a non-electric

vacuum cleaner made additional space neces-

sary. The new site is large enough to take care

of future development, and with the additional

space and installation of modern equipment,

the firm will be in a position to give most
prompt service to the talking machine trade.

The Sterling Co. has taken over the affairs

of the Sterling Devices Mfg. Co., and there has

been no interruption in the general business.

Frederick Keller is continuing in the capacity of

president and general manager, and Daniel S:

Gillespie, who has been a well-known figure in

the talking machine trade for some years, is

vice-president and treasurer. Hugh E. Lillie,

an attorney of considerable repute in western

Michigan, is secretary and counsel. The de-

signing and engineering work will continue in

the hands of Julius Keller, Sr., who, in addi-

CD.

Balkite Battery Charger.
For charging 6 vols stor-

age batteries.

Price #19.50
$20 West of Rockies

$27.50 in Canada

Balkite "B"— replaces
B" batteries or dry

cells. Operates from
light socket.

Price #55
$75 in Canada

Balkite Radio Power Units
two of the fastest-moving

and most profitable items in radio

Balkite Radio Power Units
supply constant uniform
voltage to both "A"and"B"
radio circuits and increase

the power and clarity of any
set. The Balkite Charger
charges storage"A" batteries.

Balkite "B" replaces "B" bat-

teries entirely and supplies

plate current from the light

socket.

Both the Balkite Charger and

Balkite"B" are entirely noise-

less. They are based on the

same principle. Both have
demonstrated their entire

success over a long period

of time. Both are free from
service trouble, well adver-

tised and fast-moving. They
make ideal radio accessories

for the music trade.

Order through your jobber

BalkiteptbwerUnits
BALKITE BATTERY CHARGER— BALKITE UW PLATE CURRENT SUPPLY

Manufactured by FANSTEEL PRODUCTS CO., Inc., North Chicago, Illinois
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A Convincing Endorsement by 8,000 Dealers

37 S. Wabash Ave.

On a bank check, one endorsement by a reputable

person is usually sufficient. With modest pride we
offer 8,000 endorsements by dealers of "TONO-
FONE"—8,000 dealers selling this needle and
giving their customers satisfaction with every sale.

Why the Public buys Tonolone:

It brings out all tones clearly and distinctly without sur-

face noise or scratch; will not injure the finest record;
plays 30 to 50 records without changing, saving fuss and
bother. Pleases 99 out of 100 average buyers. YET
YOUR PROFIT IS 100 PER CENT.

THE TONOFONE GO.
Manufacturers

Needles Are
Packed in Colored
Display Cartons
100 pkgs. to carton

Dealers profit 100%
Write us or your jobber for
proposition.

Chicago, 111.

tion to his work in connection with tone arms,

was one of the pioneers in the pneumatic tool

and vacuum cleaner industries.

Mohawk With Schmoller & Mueller Co.

The Schmoller & Mueller Piano Co., of

Omaha, Nebr., one of the leading music houses

in that section of the Middle West, recently

completed arrangements with the Mohawk Elec-

tric Co., of Chicago, to carry the Mohawk line

of one-dial five-tube radio receiving sets, ac-

cording to an announcement made by the latter

firm. The Omaha house will represent the

manufacturers of the Mohawk in that district as

distributors.

Evidence of their optimistic outlook for the

Summer is furnished in their initial order,

which, Mohawk officials declare, was exceeding-

ly large. Besides a substantial number of V A
Models, the popular standard table type, the

Schmoller house has also purchased quite a few

console and consolette models, as well as sev-

eral of the new Mohaw*k phonograph panels.

According to the executives of this music house,

radio in the Middle West and particularly the

Mississippi Valley States, is gaining in pop-

ularity day by day, and they predict a big vol-

ume of business in this line. Interest in Sum-

mer reception has increased tremendously since

last season, and bids fair to continue through-

out the warm months, and in the rural districts

radio has become almost indispensable as a

pastime.

"The Oriole" Makes Its Appearance

The Oriole Orchestra, Brunswick record

artists, directed by Dan Russo and Ted Fiorito,

which has become almost a permanent institu-

tion in the Marine dining room of the Edge-

water Beach Hotel, Chicago, recently published

the first number of "The Oriole," an eight-page

pamphlet containing interesting news of the

world of music publishers, orchestras and mu-

sicians. Several articles refer to Brunswick rec-

ords made by this popular orchestra, and there

are also other news items dealing with popu-

lar song hits, the travels of several of the

country's leading dance orchestras, and happen-

ings in the world of radio broadcasting.

Gulbransen

Posters for

Dealers

While the

direct ad-
vert i s -

ing plan of

the Gul-
bransen
Co., well-

k n o w n

manu-
factur-
er of Gul-

b r a n se n

regis-
tering

the firm has taken advantage of that principle.

Poster No. 10 on the next page features the

Gulbransen registering piano in a moonlit set-

ting, and the handling of the subject is bound to

increase further the prestige of the product from
an artistic standpoint. At the same time it

Easy to Play

( fULBRANSEN-v>«. ~i>e&isterin& Piano
pianos is

e n g a g - One of the Large and
ing the attention of dealers from one end of the

country to the other, other types of advertising

are not being neglected by this prominent Chi-

cago house. Herewith are reproduced the two
latest examples of 24 sheet posters being used in

the Gulbransen campaign throughout the United
States.

The one with the baby, known as poster num-
ber nine, is one of the most striking in use at

the present time. The mammoth infant, which
is in itself nine and one-half feet long, engages
thousands of passersby daily with its friendly

smile, and indelibly stamps the Gulbransen
trade-mark upon their minds. It is an accepted

fact that exaggeration and enlargement aid us

in remembering, and in this particular poster

No. 9
Striking New Gulbransen Posters

serves as a pictorial introduction for the reg-

istering grand, tying up with the national ad-

vertising of the same product in the Saturday
Evening Post and other publications.

On both of the posters liberal imprint space
is allowed for the dealer's name, in keeping
with the Gulbransen policy of making each one
of its posters a dealer poster, and this detail

has not been overlooked in the preparation of

any of the designs.

W. C. Hutchings Visits Eastern Points
W. C. Hutchings, assistant general sales man-

ager of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co..

spent several days around the first of June in

New York City and other eastern points. He
(Continued on page 124)

Close Out

«8K" high
22%" wide
22%" deep
fielneman No. 77

Motor. Throw back arm, %" thick
—5-ply Genuine Mahogany and Walnut
teneers. Hand-caned leu.

SG" wide, 22" deep and 35V2 " high

of a limited
quantity of

high quality

phonographs.

Price way below cost

of manufacture

Write or wire

BROADCASTER CORP.
2414 W.CuIIerton St., Chicago. 111. J^o* "back "tone arm, thick

' 99 —5-pIy Genuine Mahogany and Walnut
veneers. Hand-carved legi.

23%" deep
Heineman No. 77
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spent considerable time with Harry A. Beach,

sales manager of the Brunswick Eastern divi-

and broadcast a program in the interest of the

scientific investigation then being undertaken.

C 4l^theGulbransen REQISTERINQ QRAND

No. io
Another of the Eye-Arresting Gulbransen Posters

sion, covering Baltimore, Philadelphia, Boston,

and New York City branches. The territory

survey was taken in the interest of the Bruns-

wick Fall sales campaigns for which plans are

now being formulated.

Brunswick Artists Score

Paul Ash and His Orchestra, Brunswick rec-

ord artists, are now appearing in the Chicago

theatres owned by the firm of Balaban & Katz,

with whom they have a one-year contract. Com-

ing from Hie Granada theatre, San Francisco,

where they have appeared for the past two

years, Ash and "his gang" captured the hearts

of Chicagoans at their first appearance in Mc-

Vicker's Theatre, and consequently their stay

at that showhouse has been extended to one

of several weeks.

WJAZ Portable Station Arouses Interest

WJAZ, the portable radio broadcasting sta-

tion owned and operated by the Zenith Radio

Corp., Chicago, is attracting considerable in-

terest throughout the State of Ohio, where it

is now on tour. WJAZ moves under its own
power from town to town, where talent is gath-

ered for the program broadcasting. The pres-

ent tour is being made in the interests of better

Summer radio reception conditions, under the

auspices of the Cleveland Talking Machine Co.,

Cleveland; The American Light Co., Zanesville,

and the Northwestern Radio & Instrument Co.,

of Lima.

Local Chamber of Commerce clubs, Rotary

clubs and various civic organizations arrange

talent and programs, as well as news stories,

sporting events and weather reports to be

broadcast upon the arrival of the station. In-

terest in radio has been greatly stimulated in

this way and Zenith dealers report a large in-

crease in the demand for radio sets.

WJAZ is the portable station which helped

to secure many valuable scientific facts during

the time of the eclipse of the sun, when it trav-

eled, during' zero weather, to Escanaba, Mich.,

It will be the official station used to keep in

touch with the Donald B. MacMillan Arctic

exploration leaving in June to explore the un-

known' area lying between Point Barrow,

Alaska, and the north pole, and messages

will be received from and sent to the expedition

at regular intervals.

Reifsnyder's Fine Music Roll Department

At the opening of the new Reifsnyder store

in Reading, Pa., an interesting feature was the

music roll department which is one of the most

comprehensive and up-to-date departments of

its kind in the East. Perry Reifsnyder, owner

shows the music roll department in Mr. Reif-

snyder's new store with a large exclusive stock

of United States rolls. A similar stock of rolls

is carried at the Reifsnyder store in Lebanon.

P. L. Deutsch Back From Coast

P. L. Deutsch, vice-president and general

manager of the phonograph division of the

Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., arrived in Chi-

cago on June 4, with Mrs. Deutsch and their

two children, after a six weeks' trip to the

Pacific coast.

Rowerdink's Clever Zenith Billboard

The merchandising of radio products in a

stable fashion along the same progressive lines

as other products of popular demand is evidenc-

ing itself more forcefully from day to day. Ag-
gressive dealers and distributors of radio prod-

ucts throughout the country, realizing the value

of meeting other lines billboarded, are contract-

ing for space at strategic points, such as street

intersections where traffic is heaviest, and at

other points where the passerby's attention will

be caught and held.

A billboard, like a display window, is worth
only the amount of value which the advertiser

puts into it. The one shown herewith, which

carries the message of W. H. Rowerdink & Son,

of Rochester, N. Y., distributors in western

New York for the products of the Zenith Radio

Corp., Chicago, conveys far more than the aver-

age appeal in billboard advertising. In every

good piece of copy there should be an attract-

ing influence which tends to lead the eyes and

mind through various channels to the ultimate

Reifsnyder's Attractive Roll Department

of this establishment, is one of the dealers who end, namely, the sale of the product. In this

realize the importance of operating a music roll particular billboard design the setting sun

department as a means of creating a desire for catches the eye immediately, and then the read-

player-pianos. The accompanying illustration er's attention is brought to the dog. This

Scotford Tonearm and Superior Reproducer
cManufactured under patents of Louis K. Scotford. Plays all makes of records.
Famous for tone—without the usual metallic sharpness and without the scratch.
Standard length Wi inches center of base to needlepoint—can be made to order

longer or shorter. Base openinfe 2 inches diameter.

Supplied to manufacturers of hifeh-ferade phonograph
cabinets in the United States and all foreign countries

Samples sent anywhere for trial

The Superior Spring Balanced Lid Support

Fine quality Nickel and Gold Plate finishes

cA touch of one finder lifts or closes the lid which stops, balanced, at any point

desired. Does not warp lid. Noiseless in operation. The simplest spring balance

made—and easiest to install. Can be made to fit any type and weight of lid.

Furnished complete with escutcheon plate and all necessary screws.

Low quantity Prices quoted on application

BARNHART BROTHERS & SPINDLER ToS^oSS?5 MONROE & THROOP Sts., CHICAGO
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paves the way to the picture of Commander
MacMillan and his Arctic expedition, interesting

to every red-blooded American. The solitude

of the Arctic is understood, and no greater

means of proving radio value1 exists than an

Op1

ROWERDINK'S
SO NORTH ST.

iiiimiiiM iiii..i.iiiinniiiniii

How Rowerdink's Features the Zenith

illustration of this kind. Lastly, and perhaps

most important of all, is the tie-up between

"Zenith Radio" and Rowderdink's.

Important Brunswick Catalog

The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., on May
20, mailed to its dealers a catalog bearing the

caption "Brunswick Phonograph Accessories

and Dealer Helps." The booklet, which con-

tains thirty pages of illustrative and descriptive

matter, lists all sorts of accessories suitable for

sale and use in a talking machine shop, includ-

ing needles, albums, delivery bags, spring

lubricant, electric motors, record brushes, dis-

play cabinets and racks. Among the dealer

helps which are included are pictures of Bruns-

wick record artists, record easels, window dis-

play services, wall hangers, and advertising

novelties. In that section of the catalog devot-

ed to the foreword, attention is called to the

fact that a successful talking machine dealer

will find it necessary to carry an adequate stock

of small goods in order to successfully conduct

his business. It is further pointed out that they

not only provide an easy means of profit but

allow the dealer to render an important serv-

ice to his customers.

Gulbransens Used in Broadcasting

Two Gulbransen grand pianos, manufactured

by the Gulbransen Co., of Chicago, are used in

the programs broadcasted every Sunday from

the National Radio Chapel Studio in this city,

operated by WHT, the world's most powerful

sending station. This station has obtained from

the United States Government the right to

broadcast Sunday programs on an extra power

basis so that the services may be heard by mis-

sionaries all over the globe. In Ecuador, re-

To Cabinet Manufacturers
The only accessory necessary for you to build your own successful WOOD
AMPLIFIER in a radio box or cabinet Loud Speaker, is one of the original

BLOOD TAPERED SPEAKERTUBES

Any reputable Radio Engineer
will approve, as imperative to

good RADIO AMPLIFICA-
TION, the tapered metal

SPEAKERTUBE connection,

which when complete with either

THE MASTERTONE or

BLOOD SPEAKER UNITS
needs only to be fastened on a

wood tone chamber.

Our experimental department is

at your service for any informa-
tion or other assistance upon re-

quest.

TONE ARM CO.
222 West Madison Street

CHICAGO, ILL.

ceiving stations have already been installed on

mountain tops to insure reception. This step

was necessary because of the difficulty of broad-

casting from the United Slates to points beyond
the equator.

The National Radio Chapel is located at 825

Barry avenue, and the all-day programs placed

upon the air every Sunday include sermons, a

children's hour, fellowship hour, missionaries'

hour, and splendid two-piano numbers, of both

a religious and classical character.

Art Kahn Supplies Music for Conventioners

Visiting music merchants and manufacturers

were given a real musical treat at the Music
Trades Convention at the Drake Hotel on the

evening of June 10, when they danced to music
furnished by Art Kahn's Senate Theatre Or-

chestra, exclusive Columbia artists. Mr. Kahn
is one of the foremost and most popular or-

chestra leaders in the country, and his band has

found a place for itself in the hearts of music

If.

Further Adventures of

BURGESS
BATTERIES

Turn These Adventures
Into Sales

Place yourself in your customer's shoes—if

you were a user of Burgess 'A,' 'B' and *C
Batteries and learned that these experienced
buyers use Burgess, you would feel that your
choice of batteries was unquestionably verified.

Tell your trade. They will be greatly in-

terested, and their interest means permanent
profit.

BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY
Engineers DRY BATTERIES Manufacturers

Flashlight - Radio - Ignition - Telephone
General Sales Office: Harris Trust Bldg., Chicago
Laboratories and Works: Madison, Wisconsin

In Canada: Plants, Niagara Falls and Winnipeg

The Shenan-
doah is Equip-
ped with Bur-
fiess Batteries

MacMillan Carried Burgess to the Arctic

From U. & U. Photos

Art Kahn and His Orchestra

lovers on Columbia records and through radio

broadcasting.

World Article Excites Dealers' Interest

In a special letter to all Brunswick dealers

on May 29, the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.

called to the attention of its dealers the article

which appeared in the May 15 issue of The Talk-

ing Machine World under the caption "Discusses

Construction and Acoustical Features of the

Brunswick Radiola." The article, written by

Dr. Alfred M. Goldsmith, chief broadcaster

engineer of the Radio Corporation of America,

widely known in radio circles, deals with the

construction and operation of the Brunswick

Radiola and points out the fact that the phono-

graph and radio set are mutually supplementary,

and that each has enhanced the value of the

other by the combination of both in one in-

strument.

Gulbransen Publicity in Saturday Evening Post

Happiness in the home and entertainment for

the entire family was the keynote struck in the

national advertising of the Gulbransen Co.,

manufacturer of Gulbransen. registering pianos,

during the month of May. This very effec-

tive advertising appeared in the Saturday Eve-

ning Post' of May 15, and in other consumer

publications. The advertisement carries an un-

usually strong appeal to every member of the

family, as it shows how the Gulbransen brings

musical treats to both parents and their children.

New Features of Brunswick Portable

The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., recently

announced to the trade its portable phonograph,

{Continued on page 128)
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Utah Super Flex

$14.00

Made In Salt Lake City

THE
COMPLETE
UTAH LINE

FOR 1925

Utah Supreme
$25.00

Remember—when
you buy from Utah
you are dealing

with a manufac-
turer, not an as-

sembler!

Utah Standard

$25.00

Utah Phono Speaker

With Stand, $10.00
Without Stand, 9.50

Utah Radio Products Co. Dept.™ w 1427 Michigan Ave., Chicago
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Sold TO Authorized
Freshman dealers only*

I
^^Mimm $30.50
Model 5-F-z ~&

5£? Massive cabinet with
sloping panel. 'S^

it it *«.

ip MOdel 5-F-4 {§s
s

{Uj^ Genuine solid mahog-
any. Sloping pane"

Model 5-F-5 ^
Built in loud speaker.

The IOZ5-1926 Line of

cNcw and Improved

EaSTEEPIEcb
Five-Tube Tuned Radio
Frequency Receiving Sets

For sale by a selected group of dealers throughout the United

States;—one exclusive dealer only in a specified territory.

No More Cut-Throat Competition

No More Losses on Installment Sales

THE GREATEST VALUES
EVER OFFERED

are made possible by our improved manufacturing facilities and our

policy of selling direct to Authorized Dealers.

A complete line of the world's most beautiful radio receiving sets,

ranging from the improved 5 tube tuned radio frequency receiver,

listing at $39.50, up to the handsome Franklin Console, of vigorous

lines and fine proportions, at $115-00.

The Freshman Masterpiece line will be supported by a tremendous

advertising program, which includes local advertising in every com-

munity, over the name of the Authorized Freshman Dealer, as well

as the leading radio, general and farm publications.

Write, telegraph or call at either of our

offices for complete data and infom.ation,

Phas. freshman (b.lnc,

FRESHMAN BUILDING
240-24$ West 40th St.-NEW Y0RK.N.Y

Chicago Office: 327 So. LaSalle St.

Genuine mahogany, every-
thing self contained. The most
beautiful radio on the market.

Master "B" Eliminator
Works from light socket—cuts
out "B" Batteries.
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FROM OUR CHICAGO HEADQUARTERS— (Continued from page 125)

which has several new features. The instru-

ment has a new type reproducer and tone arm
and a larger tone chamber, equipped with mod-

ulating doors which control the volume. Cor-

ners are reinforced with leather to lend strength

and prevent the scratching of polished surfaces,

and increased capacity permits the carrying of

twenty-five ten-inch records. The New Bruns-

wick portable phonograph, now ready for de-

livery, is ten inches high, fifteen and one-half

inches wide, and thirteen and one-half inches

deep.

Brunswick Recordings on One-cent Postal

The monthly mailing cards which are furnish-

ed to dealers by the Brunswick-Balke-Collender

Co., are now printed upon one-cent stamped

post card stock, a step which was taken to

eliminate any increased cost on the part of the

dealer because of the new postal regulations

which specify "two-cent stamps on private mail-

ing cards."

The newest recordings are listed on these

cards, which are usually printed in two colors,

and carry an illustration showing one of the

leading artists. Space is allowed at the bottom

of the card for the dealer's name and address.

According to Brunswick executives, these cards

arc producing excellent results and additional

record sales for the many Brunswick dealers

who are alive to their opportunities.

Stewart-Warner Go. to

Launch Extensive Drive

Ambitious Plans Include the Manufacture of a

Complete Radio Ensemble — Distributors

Cover all Parts of the Country

The rapid progress of the radio industry is

reflected in the elaborate plans which have been

completed by the Stewart-Warner Speedometer

Corp., Chicago, 111., to manufacture a complete

radio ensemble. The company has planned a

very important and far-reaching manufacture

and sales campaign that is one of the most am-

bitious undertakings ever sponsored in the radio

industry.

The Stewart-Warner Speedometer Corp. has

been known for over twenty years as one of the

world's leading manufacturers. Over ten mil-

lion automobiles in all parts of the world now
use Stewart-Warner automobile accessories, the

two most familiar of which are the Stewart-

Warner speedometer and the Stewart-Warner

vacuum tank.

The corporation's products are being dis-

tributed solely through the long-established, ex-

clusive Stewart-Warner distributors, located in

fifty-five zones throughout the country. Each

of these distributors maintains a staff of ex-

perts, which includes a radio sales manager

trained at the factory to assist the dealer in

solving sales problems. Closely associated with

the radio sales manager and working with the

dealers in each territory is an expert Stewart-

Warner radio mechanic also carefully trained

at the factory and thoroughly familiar with

every technical detail of every Stewart-Warner

radio product. He will advise and guide the

Stewart-Warner radio dealer in the technical

side of the radio business.

In each of the fifty-five zones Stewart-Warner
maintains this team of experts, with an adequate

corps of assistants. This unusual staff of over

two hundred skilled men is an entirely new idea

in the sale, service and distribution of radio

products, and it has been predicted by authori-

ties that these experts will do much to solve

the problems which in past years have made

business unprofitable for the average radio

dealer.

The Stewart-Warner radio ensemble includes

matched radio units, all made by Stewart-War-
ner, which have been designed and perfected to

co-ordinate perfectly, producing unusually fine

results. There is a model to meet every need,

equipped with reproducer, radio tubes, batteries,

aerial and ground equipment, bearing the Stew-

art-Warner trade-mark.

Each of the line of Stewart-Warner radio in-

struments is licensed under U. S. Navy patents.

The famous Navy circuit is used in every model.

This circuit has been perfected to a remarkable

degree in Stewart-Warner radio instruments.

Furthermore, due to highly advanced manufac-

turing processes, each of these instruments is

ruggedly constructed and mechanically strong.

The purchaser has a wide range of choice,

from a small instrument, very moderately

priced, a standard model (both used with the

Stewart-Warner reproducer), a console table

with built-in Stewart-Warner reproducer, for

use with the two popular-priced models, and
two console model instruments with built-in

Stewart-Warner reproducer and space for all

necessary accessories.

Much of the experimental work leading up to

the development of the Stewart-Warner repro-

ducer was done by testing on a specially-con-

structed machine that sends through the repro-

ducer a series of tones and overtones that

woujd immediately show any faulty rendition

over the entire range of music. These mechani-

cal tests were followed up by tests in which

the human ear was the determining factor.

The base is made of cast metal—beautifully

designed and decorated in deep green, with

bronze-gold high lighting. The horn itself is

made, by a very special process, of vulcanized

fibre. The outside is vulcanized hard, which

makes it durable, while the inside is allowed

to remain softer, which eliminates any possi-

bility of vibration, with consequent tone distor-

tion.

After a great deal of experimenting and test-

ing with the vacuum tribes now on the market,

Stewart-Warner decided to design and build a

tube especially for perfect operation in Stewart-

Warner instruments. A large vacuum tube fac-

tory was purchased, which has now been re-

equipped with a great deal of specially con-
structed machinery which, it is stated, is not

found in any other factory.

Jewett Co. Announces New
Merchandising Policy

To Take Effect With Introduction of New Ra-
dio Set—Dealers to Get Exclusive Territorial

Rights and Direct Co-operation

In connection with the introduction of the new
Jewett radio receiving set, the Jewett Radio &
Phonograph Co., Pontiac, Mich., manufacturer of

Jewett sets, Superspeakers and other radio

products, has announced a new merchandising
policy. This new policy will give the dealer

exclusive territorial rights under a very favor-

able dealer contract. It will enable the manu-
facturer to work in close co-operation with his

merchandising outlets and permit the Jewett
executive organization to co-operate directly

through the dealer.

Dealers will be selected with great care as

to their credit standing, rating in the trade and
in their localities, and in return for their sup-

port, a prompt serviceable plan of delivery will

be carried out so that they will always have a

ready source of supply at hand to meet the re-

quirements of their trade.

This same fundamental idea of territorial- re-

striction and careful selection of merchandising

outlets will apply to the establishment of Jew-
ett jobbers as well as dealers. The distributors

will be given a specified territory in which they

will have exclusive rights, and the selection of

jobbers is now receiving the careful attention

of the Jewett sales organization, under the

direction of T. F. W. Meyer, general sales man-
ager of the company.

The advertising program sponsored by this

company will be far greater in scope than ever

before, and in conjunction with its national

campaign, local mediums will be used so that

the dealer may participate for his own immedi-

ate use or in conjunction with the distributor if

he so desires. These methods with the far-

reaching and important plans of co-operation

evolved by the Jewett organization as a whole,

will undoubtedly provide for a banner Jewett

year in 1925.

Pathe Yiddish Record Release

The /Pathe Phonograph & Radio Corp.,

Brooklyn, N. Y., recently released for the Jew-
ish trade, a record coupling Yiddish versions

of "Oh! Katharina" and "Mamma Loves

Papa," sung by the Jewish Happiness Boys,

Morris Goldstein and Joseph Feldman, accom-

panied by Max Terr and His Grand Street

Boys.

When thinking of Phonographs or Radio Cabinets—REMEMBER
We manufacture a complete line of Portables, Table Models, Up-
rights and Consoles. *

We operate two large plants and build nothing else.

NO ORDER TOO LARGE~

If you have any Phonograph or Radio Cabinet Problems to solve—
write, wire or phone us.

The Wolf Manufacturing Industries
(Established 1890)

Builders of "MASTERCRAFT" Phonographs and Radio Cabinets
QU1NCY, ILLINOIS
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Broadcaster Highboy Closed. — 50 inches high.

20% inches deep and 34% inches wide. Inside speci-

fications for radio panel, 30 inches by 10 Inches.

Gold-plated trimmings. Built-in loud speaker unit.

Radio Cabinet AA.—49 inches high, 35 inches long

and IGVi inches deep. Inside specifications for

radio panel, 32 inches by 10% inches. Equipped
with loud speaker amplifying horn. Loud speaker

unit installed upon request only.

/ Life's Voices

1—Attractiveness
Beautiful, symmetrical, elab-

orate designs.

2—Tone
A scientifically constructed

amplifying chamber renders

an incomparable, clear tone

of volume.

3—Quality
Skillful workmanship.
Finest selected woods and
panels of heavy construction.

Superb finish.

Best Heineman equipment.

4—Price
Value for value we will not

be undersold. Our extremely
low prices open a new ave-

nue of success—for live wire
dealers.

5—Phonograph Radio
When ordered complete as

illustrated combinations are

furnished with the FA-
MOUS FADA 5 tube Neu-
trodyne Phono Panel set,

properly installed in the con-

sole cabinet, insuring the

same wonderful radio per-

formance as is always found
in FADA 5 tube sets.

Write for our new 1925 catalog

and price lists.

The Broadcaster Corporation
2414-2420 W. Cullerton Street

Chicago, Illinois

Established 1913 Incorporated 1923

It P 2.—Radio phonograph combination. 37 inches

wide, 23% inches deep and 35% inches high. This

model equipped with FAMOUS FADA 5-tube radio

panel.

Broadcaster Highboy.—An open view. Note arm
rest for tuning in and which may be used as writ-

ing desk.

Radio Cabinet A.—Outside measurements: 3014

inches wide, 16% inches deep and 42 inches high.

Equipped with loud speaker horn.

C S Special.—Radio phonograph combination. 40
inches wide, 23 inches deep and 35% inches high.
This model equipped with FAMOUS FADA 5-tube
radio panel.

E 1.—Radio phonograph combination. 34 inches

wide, 20% inches deep and 34 inches high. This

model equipped with FAMOUS FADA 5-tube radio
panel.
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listen the One
You Lovey

Loves You

--]

MTV

cj£ Neu) Waltz Ballad

So Successfully Sw$ hi}..

Vaudeville's Leading Artists

Vyittevi by Pkul VWlewAM

Clffi Friend z~ Abel Baer

BECAUSE
OF TOU*
u4 Sentimental Ballad
With A Wonderful
Fox Trot Rhgthmf

J. N. Blackman Makes
an Interesting Address

At Recent Meeting of Metropolitan Victor

Dealers Association Held at Cafe Boulevard,

New York—Other Speakers Heard

A very interesting meeting of the Metropoli-

tan Victor Dealers' Association, comprising

Victor dealers in New York and vicinity, was

held on May 20 at the Cafe Boulevard, New
York. A spirit of co-operation and good will

was the predominating feature of the meeting

and among those who made addresses were

representatives of four Victor wholesalers, in-

cluding Jerome T. Harris, secretary of C.

Bruno & Son, Inc.; Chas. B. Mason, sales man-

ager of the New York Talking Machine Co.;

Paul Carlson, Chas. H. Ditson & Co., and J.

Newcomb Blackman, president of the Black-

man Talking Machine Co. Other speakers in-

cluded B. F. Bibighaus and C. B. Gilbert of the

traveling .department of the Victor Talking

Machine Co.

All of the Victor wholesalers who addressed

the meeting conveyed a message of optimism

and confidence to the dealers which was based

upon important Victor developments the past

few weeks as well as a general improvement in

business conditions. Mr. Blackman's talk was

particularly interesting, and in the course of

his address he said:

"Now that the Victor Co. is offering a Vic-

trola combined with a Super-Heterodyne, what
greater selling opportunity can a man ask? If

Victor dealers here will go after the business

in an aggressive manner, as in some other sec-

tions of the country, there would be few com-
plaints of bad business."

Discussing the Red Seal single-faced record

adjustment plan, announced by the Victor Com-
pany recently, Mr. Blackman said, "It is un-

economic for the Victor Co. to take back your
stock of single-faced records, in the same way
that it would be uneconomic for it to take back
an entire stock of merchandise should you not

be in a position to carry it. It is unfair to

expect this of the company. The Victor factory,

with the reduction in price of single-faced Red
Seal records, offers to you the greatest value

in the history of the industry. To think that

you can sell records by McCormack, Caruso,
and a host of other universally famed artists

for as little as sixty-five cents! The revision

in prices affords you an excellent opportunity
to turn merchandise into cash and at the same
time to show your loyalty and willingness to

co-operate with the Victor Co.

RADIO
FOR DEPENDABILITY

"Dealers who are alive to the situation will

advertise in their local papers, will display these

records in their windows, talk about them to

their customers when they come in for other

merchandise and not stop at merely disposing

of the records they already have in stock but

will re-order from their distributors.

"The spirit of co-operation and confidence

animating the Victor Co. should alone be suffi-

cient to fill dealers with enthusiasm at the op-

portunities now presented to them. Show your

willingness to co-operate with the company and
the company will reward you with many new
plans which can then be successfully introduced

and which will help you materially.

"If the Victor dealer does not approve of a

manufacturer or wholesaler dumping surplus

stocks in the market, disregarding the dealer

and his stock in hand, then it is up to the deal-

er to show sales ability and capacity by loyally

supporting a sales policy like the Victor. I am
sure Victor dealers can be depended upon to do
so."

The Caswell Aristocrat

Portable Is Introduced

Plaza Music Go. Issues

Broadside on Pal Portable

In a campaign on its Pal portable talking ma-
chine the Plaza Music Co., New York City, has

just forwarded to the trade a broadside which
carries many suggestions for encouraging the

sale of portables. In conjunction with this

message to the trade at the height of its Sum-
mer campaign on the Pal, the Plaza Music Co.

chose the June issue of The Talking Machine
World to reproduce this message almost simul-

taneously.

The World advertisement, showing both the

Pal and the Regal portables on a blue back-
ground, is almost identical in style and char-

acter with the broadside forwarded from the

Plaza sales department. This hook-up with
The World on its Summer campaign is the re-

sult of experiences of past seasons in which
sales drives of similar calibre produced substan-
tial returns.

Freshman "B" Battery

Eliminator on Market

The Charles Freshman Co., Inc., New York
and Chicago, manufacturer of radio receiving

sets and equipment, has recently placed on the

market a device to be known as the. Master
"B" Eliminator, to be used in place of the "B"
batteries for radio reception. The product may
be connected direct to any 110 to 120 volt, 60
cycle A.C. house lighting line. The Eliminator
will be distributed to authorized Freshman
dealers in the same manner in which the new
models of the company are being merchandised.

Many Notable Constructive Features Embodied
in the DeLuxe Portable Phonograph—Cas-

well Portables Selling in Large Numbers

The Caswell Manufacturing Co., of Milwau-

kee, Wis., has announced to the trade its line

of de luxe portable phonographs, to be known
as the Caswell Aristocrat. These machines are

covered with four to five-ounce genuine pigskin

and black shark leathers in several soft tone

colors. Every edge is hand sewed and finished,

and the panels are embossed in a simple but

individual design.

An inside valance, which makes the portable

dustproof, is said by the manufacturer to be a

unique feature, as it is used only in the Caswell

product. The inside coverings are also of gen-

uine leather, finished in harmonizing tones.

All Caswell elements are featured in the me-

chanical construction of the Aristocrat portable,

the motor being the De Luxe Heineman model,

with a large nickel-plated speed indicator. The
tone arm is of the throw-back type, designed

exclusively for portable use, and the "Micro-

tone" reproducer, of the knife-edge type, was
perfected by one of the foremost acoustic engi-

neers in this country. The especially con-

structed album, which forms a part of the cover,

holds eighteen records.

Apparently no effort has been spared on the

part of the manufacturer to make the Caswell

Aristocrat a fine piece of furniture, as well as

an instrument of fine tone quality. According to

the Caswell executives, the Aristocrat models

are selling in large numbers, and have met with

a warm response in the talking machine trade.

Distributors have been carefully chosen from the

outset, and a very definite sales policy has been

carried into effect which offers the music dealer

ample protection. Every machine manufactured

in the Caswell plant bears the label of that

firm and all products are distributed through the

recognized music channels.

Ritter Music Go. Opened

The Ritter Music Co., of Atlanta, Ga., was
recently opened at 54 Auburn avenue by H.

Steinichen, Jr., and W. Ritter, who have been

engaged in the musical instrument business

with local concerns for a number of years. The
new company will handle a complete line of

band and orchestra instruments and accessor-

ies and the Ritter Co. is planning to go after

business in a vigorous manner.

The Vittas Co., Chicago, 111., was recently
incorporated with a capital of $3,000,000 to

manufacture and deal in musical instruments.

COTTON FLOCKS
Air floated, all injurious foreign matter eliminated

for

Record and Radio Manufacturing

THE PECKHAM MFG. CO. ftSsftjfrr
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Victrola
Marking the triumphant union of the

Victor Talking Machine Company
and

Radio Corporation of America
—as the world's two greatest institutions

for the popular dissemination of

MUSIC
CURRENT EVENTS
RELIGION
EDUCATION
POLITICS
SPORT

C. BRUNO & SON, Inc.

INVITE THE NATIONAL TRADE TO
FULL APPRECIATION OF THIS EPOCH-

MAKING EVENT, UNEXAMPLED IN

THE 91 YEARS OF MUSIC TRADE
HISTORY THAT WE HAVE WITNESSED.

C. BRUNO & SON, Inc.

351-353 Fourth Avenue New York

Victor Wholesalers to the Dealer Only
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JOHN H.WILSON,Manager

324WASHINGTON ST.,BOSTON, MASS.BOSTON ENGLAND
Spurt in Business Throughout the New

England Territory Creates Optimism
Encouraging Business Brings About Better Feeling in the Trade and the Outlook for Satisfac-

tory Summer Sales Volume Is Bright—Columbia Executives Visit Local Headquarters

Boston, Mass., June 8.—Business in talking ma-

chines, records and radio has shown a bit of a

spurt these past few weeks. The new merchan-

dise adjustment put into operation by the Vic-

tor Co. which affects the single face Red Seal

records is having a marked effect on business

and has given new courage to dealers who. find

it works out most advantageously.

Big Sonora Business

Manager Joe Burke, of the Musical Supply

& Equipment Co., makes a most encouraging

report for the Sonora business when he states

that the month of May showed surprising re-

sults and that even up to the twentieth the

business thus far this year has equaled the total

for the twelve months of 1924. It is pointed

out, however, that this good business was

largely stimulated by special sales drives on

certain models of machines which the buying

public were quick to take advantage of.

Mr. Burke told The World representative that

he had just received the first model of the new
Sonora radio receiver and the indications are

that there will be a good market for this model.

With the introduction of this model the Sonora

becomes more intimately identified with the

radio business than ever before.

Joe Burke lately returned from an encourag-

ing visit among the Sonora dealers in Connecti-

cut on which trip he was accompanied by Dick

Keyes, the local salesman in that- field. More

recently Mr. Burke paid a visit to New York,

where he had a pleasant visit with the Sonora's

executive family.

Columbia Executives in Town
Another Boston caller, making his head-

quarters with Manager Parks, has been Arthur

Bergh, superintendent of the recording labor-

atories who has been studying the needs of the

field with regard to the kind of recordings that

are most in demand and how to increase sales

on popular numbers.

Edwin F. Sause, manager of the export and

foreign record department of the Columbia Co.,

spent several days here calling on the trade and
he promises to provide a new line of records

that will make a quick appeal to the foreign-

born people and to be able to supply these in

large volume. As a result of his visit here three

Portuguese numbers and a dozen or more
French ones are now on the way and it is be-

lieved these will meet with a quick sale.

C. S. Spencer in Auto Accident
Caleb S. Spencer, father of Harry Spencer,

Boston representative of the Brunswick Co.,

and himself formerly head of Kraft, Bates &
Spencer, Inc., lately met with a serious accident

which also involved Mrs. Spencer, the maid and
chauffeur. The party were on their way home
from Nantasket, where Mr. and Mrs. Spencer
had been to arrange about their Summer cot-

tage. The car was in North Weymouth on the

way to Quincy when all of a sudden in some
most unaccountable manner the car collided

with another machine. Mr. Spencer received

several bad lacerations, Mrs. Spencer received

a lacerated scalp, the maid got a fractured knee
and the chauffeur was cut by flying glass. They
were all taken to the Quincy hospital but

eventually were taken to their home. Both ma-
chines were badly damaged.

E. D. Coots a Visitor

Visiting Boston for several weeks has been

District Sales Manager E. D. Coots, of the

Sonora, who has been traveling about the New
England territory calling on dealers. Another
local visitor making the offices of the Musical

Supply Co. his headquarters has been Charles

O. Henry, the radio engineer, who has been

making residential tests and getting everybody
happy and satisfied.

Visits Maine in Interest of Columbia
William S. Parks, New England manager of

the Columbia Co., lately took a trip into Maine
to look over the field visiting in particular

Augusta and Waterville, and a few other places.

Mr. Parks has just had with him here in Bos-

ton, Daniel DeFoldes, salesman of the interna-

tional record department of the Columbia Co.

who has been getting a first-hand knowledge
as to the local requirements of the business by
calling on dealers in this territory.

Encouraging Trend in Brunswick Sales

J. D. Keim, a radio technician, has just joined

the Brunswick staff at 80 Kingston street, where
he is working in conjunction with Harry Spen-

cer, the local representative of the Brunswick.

Piatt Spencer, of the Brunswick traveling

staff, has just returned from a western Massa-
chusetts trip, taking in Adams and Pittsfield

He found a better feeling than in some time.

Two new concerns to take on the Brunswick
line are William L. Nutting, of Nashua, N. H.,.

and Parenteau's Music Store at Biddeford, Me.

H. Shoemaker a Rotarian

Herbert Shoemaker, manager of the Eastern

Talking Machine Co., Victor distributor, has

just been elected a member of the Rotary Club,

representing the wholesale talking machine in-

dustry. Mr. Shoemaker is happy in having just

acquired a fine estate at North Scituate, known
as the Robertson property. The estate is quite

a large one, with a fine substantial old home-
stead on which he plans to lay out considerable

money for extensive improvements, making it

his year-round home.

Unique Gennett Record
Public interest in the trial of Olympia Macri

for murder in New Haven has been most in-

tense for some weeks, but in no place has the

interest approximated the fever heat into which

this trial has thrown the Italian colonies

throughout Connecticut. The Starr Piano Co.

has taken advantage of this interest by issuing

a Gennett record "A Vendetta e Macri" bearing

on the case, coupled with an appropriate Italian

number. A. Annunziata, Gennett dealer in

New Haven, gave an exceptionally large initial

order for the records and other Connecticut

dealers have also ordered in quantity lots.

Attended Radio Congress
Arthur C. Erisman, of the A. C. Erisman Co.,

was in Philadelphia the latter part of the month
attending the Music Master Congress. Mr.

Erisman lately held a special sale of Strand

machines which brought a number of customers

to his well-known Tremont street warerooms.

A welcome Boston caller the other day was
Chester W. Gaylord, the announcer for the

Prepare for Vacation Time
In a few weeks the annual vacation season will be-

gin with its demand for portable Victrolas and supplies

of records of lighter music for cottage, bungalow and

camp.

Are your stocks in proper shape to meet this

summer demand?

OLIVER DITSON CO.

BOSTON, MASS.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO.

NEW YORK
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"PERFECTION"
Reproducers and Attachments

11 Years of Quality

Prices Right

N. E. Distributors of

"GRIMES"
Inverse Duplex Radio Sets

Valley Chargers—Philco Batteries

L. S. Brach Antenna Outfits
Fleron Accessories & Equipment

New England Talking Machine Go.
93 Federal Street, Boston, Mass.

New England Trade News
(Continued from page 132)

broadcasting station WDBH at the C. T.

Sherer Co.'s department store in Worcester.

O. W. Ray Buys Large
Farm Near Stamford, Conn.

Plans to Improve 120-Acre Property as a Per-

manent Summer Home—Place Includes Min-
iature Game Preserve of 70 Acres

O. W. Ray, general manager of the wholesale

radio department of the Aeolian Co., has enter-

ed the ranks of the gentlemen farmers through

his purchase of a farm of 120 acres located near

Stamford, Conn., where with his family he will

make his Summer home. The property in-

cludes a commodious remodeled farmhouse and
a number of other buildings, and Mr. Ray is

spending considerable money in having addi-

tional conveniences installed. The farm is lo-

cated on the banks of a river, and includes

some 70 acres of woodland well stocked with

small game.

Maximilian Weil Addresses
Local Dealers' Association

Well-known Phonograph-Radio Engineer and
Manufacturer Demonstrates the Selectron

—

Other Features of April Meeting

At the April meeting of The Talking Machine
and Radio Men, Inc., held at the Cafe Boulevard

on April 13, when there was adopted the Code
of Principles covering radio merchandising as

drafted by the Executive Committee of the As-
sociation and published in full in The World
last month, the principal speaker was Maxi-
milian Weil, head of the Audak Co., New York,

and prominent phonograph and radio engineer

and manufacturer.

Mr. Weil dwelt at some length on various

phases of phonograph and radio merchandising

and the developments that have occurred within

the past few years. He emphasized particularly

the need of sound intelligent salesmanship

rather than the ability to take orders after the

customer had automatically reached a decision.

He paid particular attention to the status of

the talking machine dealer as a distributor of

radio apparatus and merchandising problems.

Following his general talk, Mr. Weil demon-
strated his latest product, the Selectron, using

a Stromberg-Carlson radio receiving panel in-

stalled in a Victrola for the purpose. He ex-

plained how the installation of the Selectron

made it possible to enjoy the music of the radio

or the talking machine at will through the

simple turning of a switch. He also displayed

the newest Selectron, which comes all ready

equipped with a special loud speaker unit.

Another speaker of the meeting was R. E.

Hicks, of the Greeting Card Association, who
explained . how that association through the

medium of a co-operative advertising campaign
and the production of dealer helps, had in-

creased the volume of business in greeting cards

from $10,000,000 in 1918 to something like $55,-

000,000 in 1924.

During the course of the meeting Irwin

Kurtz, who on that day began his fifth year

as president of the association, was presented

with a substantial check by the members in ap-

preciation of his invaluable services to the asso-

ciation and trade.

Ethel Waters, Columbia
Artist, Is Vaudeville Star

Ethel Waters, one of the newest of Columbia
recording artists, whose first recordings of "Sweet

Georgia Brown" and "No One Can Love Me,"
were released recently, is steadily winning new
laurels in the form of tribute and praise from
the newspapers' reviewers throughout the coun-

try. Miss Waters is appearing in the leading

vaudeville theatres and in the reviews of these

shows invariably it is her act that is given the

highest praise. In several instances when re-

viewers attributed a certain percentage value to

an act Miss Waters was given ninety or more
per cent out of a possible hundred, taking pref-'

erence over many world-famed artists. Her
records bear out the justice of these critics'

claims, for the clearness of enunciation and

inimitable style of delivery are just as apparent

on the Columbia records as when one hears the

artist in person.

Whiteman Featured in Show

During the weeks that Paul Whiteman and
His Concert Orchestra appeared at the Hippo-
drome Theatre, New York, the A. H. Mayers
talking machine store, at 1989 Broadway, fea-

tured an attractive window display of Whiteman
records. A large reproduction of a painting of

Paul Whiteman was the center of the display

and to the side was a list of the latest White-
man recordings. A photograph of the orches-

tra was also prominently shown. The use of

a red velvet drape for a background added to

the attractiveness of the display, which caught

the attention of the public.

Push Kameraphone
Portable Phonographs

The Enterprise Sales Co., Charlotte, N. C,
staged an intensive and successful sales drive

on the "Kameraphone" phonograph. Special

demonstrations of the instrument were given

which attracted much attention and resulted in

many sales.

Plan Now
To Increase Record Sales!

With the establishing of yourself as an

Dealer and the placing of your first

large order of -Odeon Records there

will be made the first big step toward big-

ger business. Let us send you details of

how profitable it is being an Okeh Dealer.

General Phonograph Corp.

of New England
126 Sammer St. Boston, Mass.

Distributors for

GENERAL PHONOGRAPH CORP.
OF NEW ENGLAND,

126 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

Please send me details regarding

an Agency for Okeh Records.

Name

Address Records
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Radio Manufacturers' Ass'n

to Meet at Atlantic City

President Frost Gives Dates as July 10 and 11

—Important Matters to Be Discussed

Major Herbert H. Frost, president of the Ra-

dio Manufacturers' Association, announced re-

cently that the first annual convention of the

Association would take place in Atlantic City,

on July 10 and 11, and that more than 100 of

the leading manufacturers of radio apparatus

had already signified their intention of attend-

ing the convention. One of the most important

matters to come before the convention will be

the expansion of the Association along lines

which will provide for Eastern and Western

division with offices and working organizations

in both cities.

Although only organized about a year ago the

Radio Manufacturers' Association has attained

exceptional success as an organization and has

worked in close co-operation with the mem-

bers of the trade. The present officers of the

Association are Major Herbert H. Frost, presi-

dent; Frank Reichman, vice-president; A. J.

Carter, secretary-treasurer, and A. A. Howard,

E. N. Rauland, J. MacWilliam Stone and P. C.

Lenz, Jr., as directors.

The Association announced recently that it

had approved of only three national trade ex-

positions for the radio industry for 1925; these

three shows being the Second Annual Radio

World's Fair in the 258th Field Artillery Ar-

mory, New-York, September 14 to 19; the Fourth

Annual Chicago Radio Show in the Coliseum,

Chicago, November 17 to 22, and the Third An-

nual Pacific Radio Exposition in the Civic Au-

ditorium, San Francisco, August 22 to 28. The

New York and Chicago shows will be conducted

by the Radio Manufacturers' Association and

U. J. Herrmann and James F. Kerr, and

the San Francisco show by the Pacific Radio

Trades Association. Trade shows in other

"key" cities will be encouraged by the manu-

facturers, according to an announcement by the

Association but they will exhibit directly in

only the three shows. Expositions conducted

in the "key" cities by local radio trades organi-

zations will be given preference over all others.

Fire in the warerooms of the Winograd Mu-

sic Store, New Bedford, Mass., recently caused

damage to the extent of $2,500.

Downward Revision of

Vocalion Record Prices

The Seventy-five Cent Records Are Now Listed

at Fifty Cents and the More Expensive Num-
bers at Seventy-five Cents

Edward R. Strauss, general sales manager of

the Vocalion record division of the Brunswick-

Balke-Collender Co., New York, announced re-

cently a revision in the price list of Vocalion

records, whereby the price of all seventy-five

cent records was reduced to fifty cents, effective

immediately. Vocalion records formerly listing

at $1.00 and $2.00 were reduced to a list price

of seventy-five cents. The very popular Colin

O'More Vocalion records are included in the

new fifty-cent repertoire, and it is expected

that there will be a tremendous demand for the

entire Vocalion library and particularly for the

records made by this famous tenor.

The Musical Products Distributing Co., New
York City, wholesaler of Vocalion records,

sent out a very attractive broadside to its trade,

announcing the important price revision. This

enterprising jobber also furnished its dealers

with an effective window streamer, and as a

result of its activities, the sale of Vocalion rec-

ords in the metropolitan district has shown a

very substantial increase the past few weeks.

Some Unusually Fine

Standardyne Dealer Aids

Worcester, Mass., June 8.—The Standard Radio

Corp., of this city, manufacturer of Stand-

ardyne radio receivers, has recently added to

the many advertising aids prepared by them for

Standardyne dealers a series of window display

cards. These cards are three in number, litho-

graphed in six colors, each card presenting a

distinctly different type of appeal.

The smallest of the cards is a window cut-

out displaying prominently the popular "Standy"

figure which is the trade mark of Standard ra-

dio products and advertises the five-tube Stand-

ardyne. The second card is a cut-out showing
the famous "World at Your Finger Tips" slo-

gan of the Standard Radio Corp. The third

card is the largest display of all and presents

both the small model Standardyne and the con-

sole model recently installed at the Hotel Bilt-

more.

Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp.

Clears Decks for Future

Recalls Older Models From Stocks of Dealers

and Distributors in Preparation for Marketing

of Its Improved Line of Receivers

By a most comprehensive and at the same
time effective step the Freed-Eisemann Radio

Corp. has cleared its dealers' shelves of its older

models and has set the stage for a big drive in

its newer models, which will be started at an

early date. Distributors and dealers in every

State were notified in a long telegram of the

program decided upon to recall not only the

comparatively few remaining NR 5s, the 1923

model, but also the NR 6s, the 1924 model,

coupled with a special arrangement with refer-

ence to the very popular NR 20, which is a

beautiful cabinet set and which will continue to

be listed at $175 in the company's line for the

Fall.

Response to this telegraphic request was in-

stantaneous. The proposal was accepted as a

fair and equitable process and within twenty-

four hours the plan was in operation. In fact,

the corporation received many congratulatory

telegrams.

In authorizing dealers to return the NR 5s

and NR 6s for credit the Freed-Eisemann Ra-
dio Corp. made known the fact that they ex-

pect to bring out new models of this general

type. It is stated that these new models being

placed on the market might embarrass dealers

who will have stocks of the corporation's

$150 receivers and before announcing the

new line the corporation has accepted back for

credit through its distributors all of these two
models in its distributors' and dealers' hands un-

der a plan the details of which the distributors

have announced. The closing date for the re-

turn was May 2.

While the 1923 models have already been sold

in this country it was stated that a large pro-

portion of the 1924 models, which the dealers

had in stock and which were returned for credit,

were sold in bulk under a large export contract

and the balance is now in negotiation for ship-

ment to South America. In addition to the new
model NR 20, it is understood that several new
types of receivers will be marketed by the com-
pany next season.

Brunswick Hour of

Music in Argentina

Pratt & Cia, Buenos Aires, Caught Brunswick's

Broadcast With Brunswick Radiola

A letter has just been received by the Bruns-

wick-Balke-Collender Co., Chicago, from Pratt

& Cia, Buenos Aires, Argentina, stating that on
Tuesday evening, May 5, they tuned in on the

Brunswick Hour of Music with a Brunswick-
Radiola and received the entire concert per-

fectly. The program was broadcast through

Station WJZ, New York, in conjunction with

several other Northern stations, and included

selections by the Brunswick Concert Orchestra,

the Elshuco Trio, Elizabeth Lennox, contralto,

and other exclusive Brunswick artists.

An interesting sidelight on the Brunswick
Hour has been furnished by numerous letters

from distant points, telling the company of the

excellence of these programs and of the enjoy-

ment they have furnished in sections which are

geographically isolated from the musical centers

of the country. Brunswick executives state that

the Brunswick Hour of Music has had a marked
effect in making the dealers' record sales prob-

lems easier, by familiarizing the radio-listeners

with the magnitude of the Brunswick record

catalog.

Willie Creager's Orchestra/ one of the lead-

ing Gennett dance recording organizations, has

made popular fox-trot records of "Elegie,"

"Evening Star" and "The Flatterer." These
records will be available to the trade soon.

The Phono Set, bat-

teries and all, is com-

pletely contained with-

in a standard phono-

graph cabinet.

Phono Set dials are at

the most convenient

height and angle for

operation by a seated

person.

DAYTON
m>

PREFERRED

—

by those who know your needs
Jobbers to the music trade know
the needs of music dealers. It

means something, then, when
the leading Victor, Cheney,
Columbia and Edison jobbers

of the country choose the A-C
DAYTON XL-5 as the most
practical solution of your radio

problems.

The PHONO-SET—The AC
DAYTON XL-5, five-tube Re-

ceiver, adapted for installation

in any upright phonograph cabi-

net and most console models,

—

sells on performance, ^ ^
satisfies and stays sold^ S

~ ' A.C ELEC-^ TRICAL MFG.
THE A-C ELECTRICAL MFG. CO. y. ' CO. Dayton. Ohio

DAYTON OHIO ^ .
P'«»«« tend me full

,7 /
KJtl

, , ' Information, prices and
Makers of electrical devices jor more than twenty years S discounts on the A-C Day-/ ton Phono Set.

Signed

For complete details, prices and discounts; - ^ Address

send in the coupon today. P. T.'M. W.-5
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Thiis is ar!

DISTRIBUTORS and dealers who are now selling

Thermiodyne face the summer with tremendous
possibilities for making real money.

With Thermiodyne there are NO seasons. Summer or

winter, night or day, Thermiodyne gives results

—

better results than any other receiver you have ever

seen or heard of. A year of comparative demonstra-

tions have proved it.

People are buying Thermiodyne
Because nothing like Thermiodyne has ever been seen or heard
before.

Because the famous Master Control makes instantaneous appeal.

It is a revelation to hear dozens of stations glide in and out,

each in its proper place, as fast as the knob is turned.

Because Thermiodyne uses—instead of a neutralized circuit

—

an entirely new principle in radio that eliminates squealing,

bowling, or distortion, and converts metallic harshness into

pure-toned melody.

Because in addition to these revolutionizing features there is a

selectivity, distance-getting ability, clarity, tone quality, and
smoothness of performance that make Thermiodyne's su-

periority incontestable.

Because one careful competitive demonstration is convincing

—

Thermiodyne's performance cannot be equalled by any other
receiver at any price.

Dealers are selling Thermiodyne
Because we maintain a sound merchandising policy—we assign

exclusive territory to both jobber and dealer.

Because we make a cash advertising appropriation for local

newspaper advertising to each and every exclusive Thermiodyne
dealer.

3. Because we back every Thermiodyne witb
a written guarantee and stand behind
every guarantee without alibis or excuses.

4. Because we help you develop sales volume;
establish a sound partial payment plan;

and assist you in your advertising in a

dozen different ways.

Get your share
of the Profits

Dealers everywhere are wiring and writing for

exclusive territory. Get in touch with us at

once, and let us notify your distributor that

you are interested. Make your application to-

day.

THERMIODYNE RADIO CORPORATION, 1819 Broadway, NEW YORK CITY
Canadian Sales Office: Dominion Thermiodyne Radio Corporation, Ltd., 427 Phillips Place, Montreal, Quebec

Reg. U. S. P
Licensed under Trube and other patents pending
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PnlADELPHIA
and
IPCALIT7

Sudden Demand for Talking Machines and
Records Injects New Life in Retail Trade

Rural Districts and Cities and Towns Adjacent
Girard Phonograph Co. Occupies Spacious

to Philadelphia Responsible for the Demand

—

New Home—Wilson Co. New Pathe Jobber

Philadelphia. Pa., Tune 9.—Encouragement
and renewed interest dominated the Quaker
City trade catering to the distribution of talk-

ing machines and records during the month as

a result of the sudden demand which sprung
up for the straight phonograph machines and
specified recordings in instrumental and vocal

selections on their disk accompaniments. While
this awakened interest in the straight talking

machines extended to many of the well-known

and nationally advertised makes their sales did

not broaden into the general market but were
confined to the rural district and larger up-

State cities and towns centered in the agricul-

tural districts.

The growing interest in the trade during the

past year in the radio division of the industry

was exemplified in the attendance at the annual

conventions of the Music Master, Atwater Kent

and Pooley companies where the largest gath-

ering of trade associates in the history of these

events congregated. From all sections of the

territory in which these radio devices are dis-

tributed there came large numbers of retailers,

distributors and allied interests to participate in

the educational, business and social program

arranged for the conventions.

In so far as the record market is concerned

there was a freer demand for numerous record-

ings in folk songs, religious hymns and instru-

mental selections popular in the rural and agri-

cultural districts, small towns and cities adja-

cent to these communities. The larger city

trade, however, was chiefly confined to jazz and

popular music.

Brisk Okeh Record Sales Continue

Among the local distributors who have been

enjoying an extremely good seasonal demand
for these records was the Philadelphia whole-

saler of the Okeh, the firm of Everybody's Talk-

ing Machine Co., Inc., 810 Arch street, where the

record department is under the management of

S. D. Lehrman, who has been most active in

promoting distribution in this field. Fiddlin'

John Carson recordings, the Death of Floyd

Collins and Welsh and Lithuanian hymns, folk

songs and race selections have been moving in

the largest volume since the firm took over the

distribution of the Okeh some months ago. In

the coal regions surrounding Scranton, Virginia

and West Virginia bituminous sections have

been buyers of these specialties in Welsh and

Lithuanian in heavy quantities. The larger cen-

ters in the territory for which the local dis-

tributor is the wholesaler are the largest pur-

chasers of race selections. The Okeh colored

artists, Clarence Williams, Eva Taylor and their

collaborators in making race recordings, were tied

up with the formal opening of the new Ridge

avenue store of the Lang Piano Co. in the re-

cently constructed building at 2146 Ridge ave-

nue, which, on June 1, was thrown open to the

public. Here will be handled the Victor, Bruns-

wick, Columbia, Vocalion, Pathe, Okeh, Para-

mount and Perfect records, as well as Victor,

Brunswick and Columbia machines.

J. A. Fischer Introduces New Product

There is to be introduced to the trade this

month the newest of accessories to the line of

the J. A. Fischer Co., 730 Market street. This

newest of talking machine devices is the Tone
Arm No. 30, an unbreakable arm made in brass

and having exceptionally good tone qualities,

which is constructed so that it will be avail-

able for attachment to any standard make of

talking machine. It is of the throw-back type

of arm construction. The new packing of the

Valley Forge main spring which the firm intro-

Trade Mark

GUARANTEE PORTABLE

RETAILS FOR $25.00

"LOOK below the motor
board." Be sure you get a

guaranteed American motor;
then your comebacks will

bring new customers, and not

exchange machines. We guar-

antee our portables uncondi-
tionally.

SPECIFICATIONS :

1. Textene Leather Case.
2. Standard Heineman Motor.
3. Plays Two 10" Records.
4. Standard Taper Tone Arm.
5. Specially Loud Reproducer.
6. Device for Carrying Records.
7. Machine Will Play 12" Records.
8. Patented "Non-Spill" Needle Cup.
9. Size UVz" x UVz" x 7%".
10. Weighs 14% lbs.

Costs you $10.50

GUARANTEE TALKING MACHINE SUPPLY CO.
109 N. Tenth Street PHILADELPHIA

in Write for our latest Main Spring CharUMSSSS^S

duced is among the recent innovations that have

been receiving the trade approval. It is the

most successful form of preventing rust and cor-

rosion through packing in Mocolene, which has

been adopted by the company. The local head-

quarters were visited by the Baltimore distrib-

utor of the firm, William Braiterman, of the

Braiterman-Fedder Co., 1110 Laurens street,

Baltimore. This company is the Maryland dis-

tributor for the Valley Forge main springs and

replacement materials manufactured by the

Fischer Co.

Girard Co. in New Home
A new home has been acquired by the Girard

Phonograph Co. on the fifth floor of the build-

ing at the northwest corner of Broad and Wal-
lace streets for the purpose of providing the

trade with a centrally located distribution center

for Edison phonographs and records and the

Magnavox and De Forest radios, for which the

Girard Co. is distributor in eastern Pennsyl-

vania and southern New Jersey. The new
quarters, in addition to providing ready access

to the center of the city, provides modern and

comfortable surroundings for the dealers, who
are invited by Arthur W. Rhinow, of the com-

pany, to make these their stopping quarters

while in the city. Modern display and demon-

stration rooms have been installed here for

trade associates and visitors and here also are

assembled the executive and sales offices of the

company. Among the newest plans of the firm

to promote and help its dealers throughout the

Summer months has been that adopted this

month of the retention of the entire sales organ-

ization in the field in the Summer months. Here-

tofore there has prevailed the custom of taking

the men off the road in the Summer months.

The departure of the Girard Co. from this

former system is for the purpose of conducting

special missionary work on the radio and

Edison phonographs.

Introduces New Sonora Radio-Phonograph

The Pennsylvania Phonograph Distributing

Co., with local offices in the Jefferson Building,

during the month distributed its newest addi-

tion, the Sonora radio set, a five-tube tuned

radio frequency set which is attracting consid-

erable attention in trade circles.

To Attend Sonora Distributors' Meeting

Vice-president John L. Breuil, of the com-

pany, who is also general manager, attended

the meeting of the directors of the Sonora Co.

held in New York in early June. There will

be a meeting of the distributors of the Sonora

products held in the metropolis on June 9, at

which all the Eastern district representatives

are expected to be present in the Broadway
offices of the company. Among those who are

planning to attend are Vice-president Breuil;

Assistant Philadelphia Sales Manager L. E. Hil-

duser, and the Pittsburgh assistant sales man-
ager, J. E. Enders. This special meeting was

called for the purpose of informing the trade

associates of the important matters pertaining

to merchandise changes and the introduction of

the new Fall products. There has been an

unusually active month at the local head-

quarters, due to the fact that offerings of dis-

continued models were made at special prices.

These discontinued models were in straight

phonographs and are being disposed of to make
way for the new types of the future which will

be entirely constructed for radio adaptation.

Trilling & Montague Radio Talks Appears

Trilling & Montague, of Philadelphia, Pa.,

distributors of radio sets and accessories, have

entered the field with a house organ of their

own which is known as Trilling & Montague Ra-

dio Talks. Volume No. 1 appeared last month and

consists of eight pages of helpful articles and in-

formation. In addition to a number of articles
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on the subject of radio merchandising there is

a presentation of the lines carried, together with

detailed information. Under the heading of

"Helps for the Retailer" there is a section de-

voted to "Music Store News" which should

prove interesting and beneficial to the talking

machine retailer carrying radio.

Diegel Bros. Are Building

With the advent of June days there was
started the new home that will be devoted to

the combined furniture and talking machine
store of the Diegel Bros. Co. at 2908 North
Fifth street. On the site of the old property

the firm will construct a modern two-story

structure. The furniture store now is located

just across the street from the music store and

it will be consolidated under a single roof with

the present music house as soon as the building

is completed.

Increasing Interest in Radio During Summer
In order to hold and increase interest in radio

during the Summer months the Atwater Kent

Fada Neutrodyne Receiving Sets

Fada Phonograph Panels

Fada Phono Unit

A-C Dayton Phono Sets

Atwater Kent in Pooley

Cabinets

Marwol 5-Tube Receiver

Freed-Eisemann, 5 Tube

Phono Panels

Superspeaker Horn

Jewett Vemco Phono Unit

Music Master Loud Speaker

Philco Batteries

Willard Batteries

Eveready Dry Batteries

RCA Tubes

Timmons "B" Eliminator

Balkite "B" Eliminator

Balkite Charger

R 148 Signal Loop

Distributed byJPhiladel- 1
phia's leading Musical I

Radio Wholesaler

PENN PHONOGRAPH CO.

913 Arch St. Philadelphia, Pa.

Mfg. Co., of this city, is giving particular at-

tention to the preparation of its weekly Thurs-

day night broadcasting program through Sta-

tion WEAF, New York, and a wide range of

other stations. The familiar high class staff of

Atwater Kent radio artists has been retained

and the programs are filled with well diversi-

fied selections that are destined to keep most
receiving sets tuned in on the Atwater Kent pro-

gram during its entire course.

Co-operating With Dealers

The sales promotion department of H. A.

Weymann & Son, Inc., Victor distributors of

this city, is co-operating in an energetic manner
with Weymann Victor dealers in the recent

price reduction of single-faced Red Seal records.

H. W. Weymann, general manager of the or-

ganization, reports that the dealers whom his

company serves have had remarkable sales of

these records, various dealers reporting upward
to three hundred single-faced Red Seal records

sold in one day.

The sales promotion department has address-1

ed an inspiring letter to its dealers on the fea-

turing of these records and has offered to act

as a sort of clearing house for these records,

offering to take from its dealers' surplus stocks

of these records which they might have in ex-

change for other Red Seal records which the

Weymann organization might have in stock.

Another letter from the sales promotion de-

partment treats of the new album set in the

series of the Music Art Library of Victor rec-

ords which is the complete recording of the

Gilbert and Sullivan comic opera "Pinafore."

Wilson Co. New Pathe Distributor

J. Ralph Wilson, who conducts a string of

Victrola stores in this city, has just taken on

the distribution of the Pathex moving picture

machines, manufactured by the Pathex Co., the

headquarters of which are in the Pathe Build-

ing, Forty-fifth street, New York.

Drive to Stimulate Business

Several letters to the trade were sent out

during the month in conjunction with the drive

of the Victor Co. on its single-faced Red Seal

records by the Philadelphia Victor Distributors,

Inc., 835 Arch street, for the purpose of stim-

ulating sales among the retailers. Beginning

May 18 there were issued a series of circular

letters informing dealers how they could tie up

profitably by sales campaigns, advertising and

by special drives and store exploitation of the

Red Seal specialties. Claude Price, of Price

Bros., Minersville, Pa., and Hyman Landau,

who conducts stores in Hazleton, Pittston and
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., were among the visitors to

the company during the month.
Silver Loving Cup for Vincent Rizzo

Vincent Rizzo, orchestra leader at the Sylva-

nia Hotel, in this city, was presented recently

with a silver loving cup by Joseph P. Rea, Jr.,

president of the Alpha Phi fraternity. A contest

o 1

Vincent Rizzo's Hotel Sylvania Orchestra

was staged at the fraternity's annual mask ball,

which was not based entirely upon musical art

but which stressed the practical use of the or-

chestra for dance purposes. Many of the lead-

ing dance organizations in Philadelphia were
present at the contest, and professional dancers

among the judges selected Mr. Rizzo's orches-

tra unanimously for the first prize. Vincent

Rizzo and his orchestra are Okeh artists and

their records have met with a very active sale

throughout the country.

Big Brunswick Demand
In the agricultural regions of the local terri-

tory of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., with

Philadelphia branch at 40 North Sixth street,

there is a large demand for the straight talking

machines. Manager E. B. Shiddell, of the com-
pany, who has been making the rounds of the

State, is exceedingly pleased with the dealers'

reports of the sudden demand for these instru-

ments. This demand has been augmented by

special advertising campaigns and drives on the

dealers' part, which Manager Shiddell has been

urging in order to help the retailers in dispos-

ing of their stocks. The local branch is tying up

with Ray Miller and His Orchestra, which ap-

peared at the Stanley Theatre during the first

week of June and featured for the dealers all

the records made by these artists. Similar tie-

up was made with the two weeks' engagement
{Continued on page 138)

Jos, W. Jones
J 80

Upright Victrola Receiver

Four-tube, non-oscillating, tuned

radio frequency receiver. De-

signed for dry cell tubes, type

199, affording maximum volume,

sensitivity and clearest tone.

Adaptable to all upright victrolas.

Can be installed into the space oc-

cupied by three record shelves.

Drawer shaped cabinet. Receiver

self contained. Housing A, B and

C batteries. Two tuning controls.

List $80.00.

Write us.

H. A. Weymann & Son, Inc.

1108 Chestnut Street PHILADELPHIA

VICTOR WHOLESALERS
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V/i" in Diameter.

RADIOLOG RECORD CLEANER
Log your stations and clean your records

An attractive, useful, almost indispensable advertising acces-
sory for Combination Sets.

Either Given Away or Sold—Will help to break down Sales
resistance for the dealer.

Stations and dial readings—recorded in either pencil or ink.
Dealer's adv. in centre of top. Record cleaning surface on
back.

JOBBERS: Your retailers will be interested in this business
stimulator.

Write at once for sample and details

PHILADELPHIA BADGE CO.
Manufacturers of the Famout Velvaloid Record Cleaner

942 Market Street Philadelphia, U. S. A.

of Nick Lucas, who gave the patrons of the

Fox Theatre a treat in his guitar and vocal

combinations during the month and who was

entertained at the Kiwanis Club through the

courtesy of Royer Smith, head of the talking

machine firm bearing his name at Tenth and

Walnut streets, and appeared in many radio

programs while in the city.

Planning Radio Exposition

A radio exposition of national scope which

will present the latest in radio equipment will

be held at the Arena at Forty-sixth and Market

streets here, October 3 to 10, inclusive.

It is being sponsored by the Philadelphia Pub-

lic Ledger and will be managed by G. B. Boden-

hoff, of Cleveland, who successfully conducted

similar expositions in Buffalo and Cincinnati.

This exposition probably will be one of the

most widely advertised events of the year in the

radio world. Manager Bodenhoff this month

has taken billboards along the highways be-

tween New York and Philadelphia; Philadel-

phia and Washington; Philadelphia and Atlantic

City and Philadelphia and Harrisburg, covering

completely the territory in the Philadelphia

trading area, reaching both public and dealers.

Thirty days before the show these boards will

be greatly increased.

Manager Bodenhoff is working this Summer

on an elaborate program for the week of the

show and on decoration plans.

Association Enjoys Outing

Business cares which are not a few these days

were entirely forgotten in the open air day of

mirth and jollity with the Victor Dealers' As-

sociation as host and the Victor distributors

and Victor management as guests in the Mohi-

can Club House and on its grounds on the

New Jersey Shore of the Delaware just above

Philadelphia on June 30.

Arrived at the grounds little time was lost

in getting into sports clothes and thereafter

-until the welcome to a shad dinner there was

a ceaseless and varied program of open air

stunts reaching a climax in the battle on the

diamond between teams representing the Deal-

ers and the Distributors, the former triumphing

in the score of 18 to 5.

The address given by Assistant Sales

Manager E. J. Dingley was enthusing and in-

spirational. President Homer Davis in brief

and happy words extended welcome to the As-

sociation's guests.

Attractive "Valley Forge"

Literature for Trade

The J. A. Fischer Co., Philadelphia, Pa., dis-

tributor of Valley Forge main springs and a com-

plete line of talking machine parts, is continu-

ing to send to the trade attractive literature on

the products which it handles. The latest piece

emanating from Fischer headquarters is entitled

"Why We Want You to Try Valley Forge

Alain Springs," which is followed by an interest-

ing tabulation of the qualities of these springs.

On the two inside pages appears the Valley

Forge main springs chart which was announced

some time ago and which shows at a glance the

various numbers and sizes contained in the line.

The back page is devoted to motors and there

are also included several special offerings.

How the Robelen Piano Go.

Produces "Selling" Windows
Wilmington, Del., Retailer Features One Line

in Window and Shows Value of Concentrated
Display Effort in Stimulating Sales

tached to each battery, reading: "I am Guar-

anteed for Four Months."

By this individualization of the guarantee to

each battery, its salesmaking value is fully cap-

italized, whereas, if this guarantee had been fea-

tured only as shown by the sign on the giant

dummy battery in the background, much of the

sales value of the guarantee would have been
lost.

Another particularly pleasing phase of this

window display is its concentration upon one

line. It is a window of Music Master batteries

and Music Master speakers. This is in striking

contrast to the average radio window, which
looks like a radio museum, and which, by the

way, is a form of window display long since

discarded by retailers who appreciate the atten-

tion value of concentrated effort.

Gulbransen Pianos for

Famous Whitehall Club

An excellent example of good use of the show
window in radio merchandising is found in the

recent window trim of the Robelen Piano Co.,

Robelen's Unusual Window Display of Music Master Batteries

of Wilmington, Del. The whole window is

built around the new multi-cell "B" batteries of

the Music Master Corp of Philadelphia, and the

four months' guarantee which these batteries

carry is further emphasized by the cards at-

Palm Beach, Fla., June 1.—The Whitehall

Club, of this city, is now equipped with a Gul-

bransen grand and a Gulbransen upright piano,

according to word forwarded the firm's head-

quarters in Chicago,

by Harwdod & Wil-

son, Gulbransen
dealers i n West
Palm Beach, who
made the sale.

The Whitehall
Club, which has a

host of well-known

capitalists on its

membership roll,

was originally built

for the Palm Beach
•home of Henry F.

Flagler, builder of

the Florida East

Coast Railway and

hotel system. At the

time of his death it

passed through his

heirs and was then

sold to the club. Ac-

cording to advices

forwarded by Har-

wood & Wilson, the two Gulbransen instru-

ments were selected by the best musicians con-

nected with the Society of Art in competition

with several other high-priced and nationally-

known instruments. .

THE LOUIS BUEHN CO.
1025 ARCH STREET
PHILADELPHIA

WHOLESALE

RADIO
Atwater Kent

Thompson Neutrodyne

Pooley - Atwater Kent

Burgess Batteries

Ray-O-Vac Batteries

Philco-Diamond Grid Batteries

Balkite Chargers

Music Master

Tubes
Accessories

25 Years Jobbing
Experience

Quality Merchandise

Service Unexcelled

Proven Merchandising Policies

Satisfaction Guaranteed

26 MILLION HOMES IN THE TJ. S. A.
10 Million Own Phonographs

ONLY 4 MILLION OWN RADIO SETS
(INCLUDING HOME-BUILT SETS)

START GETTING YOUR SHARE
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LONG DISTANCETRADE MARK REG. RADIO
Protection for the Dealer
that means—PROTECTION!

Costs More
But Does More

The radio dealer who operates under a Zenith fran-

chise is protected:

(1) His territory is exclusive. A dozen dealers within
a stone's throw may sell the same competing brand.
He alone can sell Zenith.

(2) When he buys Zenith receiving sets for resale,

he is free from the fear of unexpected price-cuts. He
is backed by a manufacturer who understands the
value of price-stability.

(3) When he advertises Zenith, he builds sales which
no one but he can cash. He is not boosting the business
of the man across the street or around the corner.

Leaving Boston June 17th, Zenith receiving and trans-

mitting sets will accompany MacMillan to the Arctic

—

on the greatest scientific expedition of modern history.

During coming months, Zenith will participate in radio

tests of tremendous interest, will enjoy world-wide public

ity. Thousands of Zenith dealers will cash in big on
this publicity.

Will you sell Zenith receiving sets this coming season—
or— will you wish that you had the right to sell them?

Write or wire for particulars of the Zenith franchise,

Zenith Radio Corporation
310 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 111.

The complete Zenith line ranges in price from
$100 to $475.

With either Zenith 3R or Zenith 4R, satisfactory
reception over distances of 2,000 to 3,000 miles
is readily accomplished, using any ordinary
loud speaker. Models 3R and 4R licensed
under Armstrong U. S. Pat. No. 1,113,149.
They are NON-RADIATING.

Zenith 4R
Zenith 3R

$100
$175

The new Super-Zenith is a six-tube set with a
new, unique, and really different patented cir-

cuit, controlled exclusively by the Zenith Radio
Corporation. It is NOT regenerative.

SUPER-ZENITH VII—Six tubes— 2 stages tuned fre-

quency amplification— detector and 3 stages audio
frequency amplification. Installed in a beautifully fin-

ished cabinet of solid mahogany—44% inches long, 16?4
inches wide, 10 5

s inches high. Compartments at either

end for dry batteries. Price (exclusive of tubes d> *% a(\
and batteries) .

q>Z,^\J

SUPER-ZENITH VIII—Same as VII except—console
type- Price (exclusive of tubes and batter- <t> /-

ies) $lOV
SUPER-ZENITH IX—Console model with additional

compartments containing built-in Zenith loud speaker
and generous storage battery space. Price (ex- <t 'I C C
elusive of tubes and batteries) tyJjDD

SUPER ZENITH X— Contains built-in, patented,
Super-Zenith Duo-Loud Speakers (harmonically syn-
chronized twin speakers and horns), designed to re-

produce both high and low pitch tones otherwise im-
possible with single-unit speakers. Price <b a '"f £
(exclusive of tubes and batteries) ipT* / J

All Prices F. O. B. Factory.

ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION
Dept. 6-W

310 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen : Please send me full particulars of your
dealer proposition.

Name _

Address
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Fair Business En-
joyed in Baltimore

Satisfactory Sales of Talking Machines and

Radio Sets—Exceptional Record Business

Reported—Trade Activities of the Month

Baltimore, Md., June 10.—Business is reported

as being generally fair and slightly ahead of

the corresponding month last year, both in talk-

ing machines and radios, while the record busi-

ness was exceptionally good, running anywhere

from 30 to 50 per cent better than in April, 1924.

Eagerly Await Victor-Radiola

Victor dealers and jobbers are elated over

the announcement that the Victor Co. is going

into the radio business and predict a big sale

of the product in this territory, notwithstanding

the fact that so many radio machines are al-

ready in the field.

"We have already booked a number of orders

for the superheterodyne sets which are built to

be installed in the special Victrolas," said W. C.

Roberts, manager of E. F. Droop & Sons, Inc.,

one of the three Victor jobbers here. "While

the talking machine business has not been as

good the past month as I would like to see it,

business has been fair and the record business

exceeded that of any single month since the

early part of last year. Business generally,

however, is very satisfactory and we have no

complaint to make."

Satisfactory Brunswick Sales

"The volume of business so far this year is

very satisfactory, being about 30 per cent above

that of the first four months of 1924," said

Charles F. Shaw, manager of the local branch

of the Brunswick Co. "Business throughout

the territory has shown a steady increase and

I see no reason why this should not continue.

The record business has also shown a very

gratifying increase, which I attribute in no

small degree to radio. There is no doubt in my
mind that the radio instead of hurting the talk-

ing business will eventually prove a benefit and

this is being demonstrated right now in the de-

mand for records."

The Gas & Electric Co., which recently en-

tered the radio business, has announced that

it will erect a powerful radio broadcasting sta-

tion here.

Becomes a Pal Portable Distributor

The Columbia Wholesalers, Inc. have been

appointed distributors of the "Pal" portable

Columbia
"A Profitable Line"

Columbia New Process Records, recording the

popular hits of the day, the symphonies of the

Great Masters of Music, "blues" songs by

popular race artists, "fiddle" tunes that are in

demand, and sacred music, offer you an oppor-

tunity to add money to the profit side of your

ledger.

Columbia phonographs, with their many exclu-

sive features, present a line of machines that

is complete and suitable for the tastes of any of

your customers.

Let Us Serve You !

ColumtiaWliolejsalersj!1C.

L.L.Andrews — Wm.H. Swartz

ExclusivelyWholesale

205W Camden St., Baltimore, Md.

talking machine and report a big demand for

this popular machine in this territory. Owing
to the vast waterfront around the city and the

number of Summer camps dealers have a big

opportunity with this machine, according to W.
H. Swartz, vice-president of the company, and

are not slow in taking advantage of the oppor-

tunity presented by the "Pal."

Mr. Swartz also reports a very good demand
for the Columbia movie slides featuring Colum-
bia consoles S20, 530 and 550 and upright mod-
els 430 and 460, as well as New Process rec-

ords. More and more dealers are taking to this

form of advertising, especially in the movie

houses in the residential sections of the city,

and increased sales in all cases show the value

of this way of reaching the buying public.

News Brieflets

Hecht & Co., Baltimore and Pine streets, have

been featuring a sale of the Kameraphone pho-

nograph with very good results during the past

month.

FAST SERVICE TO THE SOUTH

From Pennsylvania
to Florida

COLUMBIA WHOLESALERS, Inc., is known
as the Radio Distributor with a real cooperative

dealer service and merchandising plan.

The ONLY DISTRIBUTOR in the South with
an exclusive dealership proposition.

FADA
GROSLEY
MAGNAVOX
(Exclusive Distributors)

Distributors of

PHILCO (Radio and Automotive) THOROLA
BURGESS KING CHARGERS
BRACH APCO
TOWERS SCIENTIFIC (Exdusi^ CUNNINGHAM

Columbia Wholesalers, Inc.
WHOLESALE ONLY

205 W. Camden St. Baltimore, Md.

E. C. Bickford, who came here to take charge

of the talking machines business of Fink & Co.,

231 North Howard street, several months ago,

has resigned and returned to New York.

Miss Emma Grole, for the past thirteen years

in charge of the record department of Cohen &
Hughes, Inc., has severed her connections with

the firm. She is taking a short rest before

making any plans for the future.

J. Calvin Carney and Samuel J. Aaron have

been appointed receivers for the Capital Radio

Cabinet Co., 901 South Fourth street, by Judge
Stanton in city court.

Cohen & Hughes in New Quarters

Cohen & Hughes, Inc., Victor and radio dis-

tributor of this city, has taken possession of

its new building in this city. The new head-

quarters are elaborately furnished and provide

facilities for the conduct of the business which

are well destined to augment the already high

quality of Cohen & Hughes service. The large

windows on the ground floor provide excellent

display facilities and although no goods are

sold at retail these window displays will have

an excellent effect upon the promotion of the

prestige of the lines carried by retail dealers.

The location at Cathedral and Eager streets is

close to the Union Station and will greatly

facilitate out-of-town deliveries.

Movie Slides Advertise

Fada Neutrodyne Sets

F. A. D. Andrea, Inc., New York City, manu-
facturer of Fada neutrodyne radio receiving

sets, recently added to its already large list of

dealer sales helps the Slide-Vertising as an

aid to the company dealers in making sales.

The company furnishes slides colored with ma-

hogany bright red, green, blue and orange

blended to give unusual effects and imprinted

with the dealer's name. These slides are em-

ployed during the course of the performances,

in the dealer's local motion picture house.

Thus, the dealer is> enabled to reach practically

the entire population in his locality.

Parker Go. Opens Branch

Dallas, Tex., June 6.—One of the most recent

additions to the music trade of this city is the

Parker Music Co., which recently opened a

store at 1821 Main street. This is a branch of

the .main store situated in Houston with other

branches at Galveston and Waco.
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How Clever Selling, Tie-Ups and Lessons
Build Small Goods Business for Loeser's

Thirty Thousand Dollar Annual Business Result by Aggressive and Intelligent Merchandising
Methods—How Summer Sales Volume on Musical Merchandise Is Achieved

While talking machine dealers are resigning haps the exception of the period immediately
themselves with more or less philosophic pa- preceding the Christmas holidays, when the

tience to the seasonal slackness that is apparent natural demand for this type of instrument is

this time of the year, the dealer with foresight as strong as during the Summer months. Ad-
is redoubling his sales efforts in pushing vertising, window displays and every other

stringed instruments and other small goods. method of bringing musical merchandise to the

There is no time during the year, with per- attention of the public should be indulged in,

j£Planfiftnanemg
]PaymentSaks

Gif¥X
Sand Instruments

H
FRO*

I Bank*"''

0*

AVEN'T you sometimes said "We
don't handle band instruments"

when some customer inquired about a

saxophone, etc., just because of the diffi-

culties in selling on time payments?

"With the new plan for financing pay-

ment sales which we can now offer to

"King" dealers, this obstacle is removed.

You can have a small-goods band instru-

ment department without tying up any

capital; and what is most attractive, dis-

pose of your leases without sacrificing a

cent of profit. The difference between
our published cash and payment prices

will cover the cost of financing so you
receive the full list price.

This financing plan is clearly explained

in a folder now ready for distribution.

There is no red tape or complicated ac-

counting connected with it, and the plan

is available to every dealer selling "King"
Instruments. If this plan will be of serv-

ice to you we'll gladly send one of the

folders upon receipt of your request.

If you are interested in this plan and in

the exclusive agency for "King" Instru-

ments clip out and mail thecoupon below.

THE H. N. WHITE CO.
5206-64 Superior Ave. Cleveland, Ohio

'Manufacturers of

"KING" BAND INSTRUMENTS

Co
1

SEND COUPON
FOR BOOKLETS .'

THE H. N.WHITE CO.. 520S-G4 Superior Ave.. Cleveland,O.

Gentlemen : Kindly send the booklets checked :

Plan of Financing Payment Sales.

Exclusive Agency for King Instruments.

We (do) (do not) handle band instruments.

Na

State_

to stress the desirability and appeal of these

instruments and ripen the latent desire for them
into actual sales.

The small goods department of Frederick
Loeser & Co., Brooklyn, N. Y., under the man-
agement of William A. Rider, has been especi-

ally successful in the retailing of these instru-

ments, doing a business of some $30,000 annu-
ally on a strictly cash basis. There are a num-

William A. Rider

ber of factors responsible for the success which

this department has achieved, the main ones

being advertising of the better order, attractive

window displays, effective tie-ups with radio

concerts at which artists on the steel guitar or

ukulele are featured. Another feature that adds

immeasurably to the selling ability of Mr.

Rider and his staff is that they are accomplished

artists on stringed instruments and on Satur-

days and other days, when the adjoining de-

partments of the store have large crowds, im-

promptu concerts are given which result in

many sales.

During the Summer months a series of free

lessons on instruments purchased are offered.

An example of the manner in which this offer

is made is shown in the following excerpt from

a recent advertisement.
"Listen In" To night on Station WAHG.

A concert by an expert player of the Hawaiian steel

stringed guitar will be broadcast at about 10.15 p. m.

One of the artists to play to-night is to give guitar in.

struction in Loeser's beginning at once.

Hawaiian Guitar of Koa Wood and a series of lessons

for

The new teaching method to be employed will be a

revelation to many. Anyone with an ordinary ear for

music will play this mellow instrument in actually

shorter time than would be required to play with equal

efficiency on the ukulele, and the ukulele is considered

one of the most simple instruments to learn! In three

lessons, by the new method, many will play reasonably

well."

Through Mr. Rider's ability to give excellent

solos on the ukulele and play selections from

the operas without any vocal work, thus demon-
strating the ability of the instrument as a real

musical instrument and not merely as an ac-

companiment for the voice, he has been able

to sell many of the higher priced models, rang-

ing from thirty-five to fifty dollars. He gives

a demonstration to an interested customer and

explains that in the better models the fretting

is accurate and real fingering is possible.

During a recent sales campaign, backed with

consistent newspaper advertising and Mr.

Rider's appearances at broadcasting stations

both as soloist and as one of the members of

the American Hawaiian Trio, with the result-

ant tie-up with the store, approximately one
hundred ukuleles were sold in a day.
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Hohner Harmonicas

M. HOHNER 114-116

HOHNER. PRODUCTS AWARDED FIRST PRIZE AT THE PANAMA
PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION SAN FRANCISCO 19/S"

New H. N. White Plan of

Financing Pleases Dealers

Handling of Instalment Paper by Finance Co.

Is Proving a Great Success

Cleveland, O., June 8.—The new plan for

financing instalment sales of King instruments,

recently put into operation by the H. N. White

Co., manufacturer of the King line of saxo-

phones and band instruments, is meeting with

great success, according to officials of the com-

pany.

By this plan a commercial banking house,

through arrangements made by the H. N. White

Co.; takes over the paper of the dealer's cus-

tomer, supplying the dealer with cash. In this

manner the dealer with limited capital is able

to go after business without having the worry

of carrying a lot of long-term paper.

"Dealers often lose sales through not being

able to finance the sale of a high-priced in-

strument to a customer," explained R. M. White,

secretary of the firm, to a representative of The
World. "Often a dealer will tell a customer

he does not handle band instruments just be-

cause of the difficulties involved in selling on

the time basis.

"With the plan we are now offering our deal-

ers this obstacle is removed and sales are grow-

ing. Dealers can have small goods departments

without tying up too much capital and are dis-

posing of their leases without sacrificing a cent

of profit. We make the plan attractive to our

dealers by cutting away all red tape and they

seem to appreciate it."

A Fine Hohner Window

Boston, Mass., June 8.—Much attention was at-

tracted to the windows of the Oliver Ditson

store on Tremont street, recently, by the at-

tractive Hohner window display. The complete

line of all sizes and shapes was shown. The
window also contained the cut-outs furnished

dealers by M. Hohner, Inc., showing the peo-

ples of all nations playing the Hohner, garbed

in their native dress.

Fred Bacon at Landay Hall

Fred Bacon, famous banjoist and head of the

Bacon Banjo Co., Inc., Groton, Conn., recently

gave a concert at Landay Hall, New York. A
large and enthusiastic audience gave hearty ap-

plause to Mr. Bacon's playing. Landay Bros,

are agents for the Bacon and B. & D. Silver

Bell lines of banjos made by the Bacon Co.

Who 1$ Making The Dealer Profit in Drums?

Dealer

You are primarily interested in profits. Not a "paper"

profit nor profits that you think you may get but actual

dollars that swell the cash box totals.

If you want such profits to be yours. If you want the

continued patronage of the professional player. If you
want the new business of the drum performer in the

home, the school and the playground, then we ask you to

investigate the profit performance of the Ludwig line.

Send for full details and prices now.

LUDWIG & LUDWIG
World's Foremost and Largest Makers of Drums and

Drum Accessories

1611 NO. LINCOLN STREET CHICAGO, ILL.

Brooke Johns Finishes

National Concert Tour

Banjo Artist Features Vega Instrument in Con-
certs and Broadcasting

Brooke Johns, popular banjo artist and Vega
enthusiast, returned to New York several weeks
ago after a country-wide tour. Upon his return

Brooke Johns
he broadcast his playing from a local station

to his numerous friends throughout the country.

It is interesting to note that in this broadcast-

ing Mr. Johns used his Vega banjo, which was
autographed by President Coolidge and the

Prince of Wales. This is one of Brooke Johns'

prized possessions and is only used on special

occasions.

The Vega Co., Inc., Boston, Mass., manufac-

turer of the Vega banjo, reports banjo demands

continuing strongly and expects that this good

business will continue during the Summer
months.

Cleveland Music Week
Closed by Demonstration

Cleveland, O., June 8.—-National Music Week
in this city closed with a huge instrumental

demonstration by school pupils who play in

orchestras and bands. The concert was held

in the Public Hall. An elementary orchestra

of 635 pieces was directed by Miss Helen Han-

nen. A junior high school band of 180 boys

was directed by Eugene J. Weigel and there

was a drum and bugle corps of 150 boys. Rus-

sell V. Morgan, director of music in the Cleve-

land public schools, and J. Leon Ruddick con-

ducted the senior high school band. There are

now 2,300 boys and girls playing in school

bands and orchestras. The local interest in

this form of music has boosted retail sales.
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W. J. Haussler Analyzes Trade Changes
in Annual Report of the National Ass'n

More Earnest Spirit of Co-operation Needed, Says William J. Haussler, Retiring President of the

National Musical Merchandise Association at Music Trades Convention in Chicago

[We take pleasure in presenting herewith the annual

report of William J. Haussler, of C. Bruno & Son, Inc.,

New York, president of the National Musical Merchan-

dise Association, which was presented at the annual

convention of that body held in Chicago on June 10, a

report of the meeting appearing elsewhere. Mr. Hauss-

ler's paper is particularly interesting in view of the

strong appeal for closer co-operation in the musical

merchandise trade.

—

Editor.]

Seven years have passed since the inception

of this Association. Two years ago this June,

William J. Haussler

it was my privilege and pleasure to appear be-

fore you, rendering at the time an account of

my stewardship and that now again becomes

my bounden duty.

Marked changes have come about since our

last meeting. They have altered materially the

situation in the music industry and as a result

of this condition, the future course will be try-

ing, if not hazardous, for certain manufacturers,

jobbers and retailers.

Responsibility for this may be attributed prin-

cipally to radio, and yet this is not said in any

sense as a criticism of that marvelous invention

—a utility of prime importance—but merely to

qualify my remarks. Radio is an industry that

should be quickly associated with the music

business, and in my mind, the sooner this is

brought about, the quicker it will be assimilated,

and to the benefit of all. As radio is known
and handled to-day, it cannot be considered a

constructive force in the business world. This

statement will not meet with favor in every

quarter, but a faithful and honest analysis will

confirm my conviction.

What I may say to you in the course of this

report, I want you to consider as being present-

ed in a spirit only of constructive and helpful

criticism, and any seemingly unkind remark that

I may direct is not intended in any sense to

find fault, but purely with a purpose emanating

from a strong desire to see the music industry

more closely bound together for the betterment

of all.

Ours is an association that is outstandingly

different from any other. Our membership is

limited and widely scattered, which makes it

very difficult, if not impossible, to meet more

than once a year. And I regret being compelled

to say that when the annual occasion does

present itself, some of our members are con-

spicuous by their absence, although they have

no reluctance in sharing the benefits that ac-

crue through the work of the Association.

Some of our members are absent for good and
sufficient reasons and my remarks, therefore,

are not directed toward them.

What we need more to-day than ever before

is combined and concentrated effort, for, as we
have properly learned in the national slogan,

"In unity there is strength." Frankly, we need

a more earnest spirit of co-operation if we are

to progress to any perceptible degree or if we
are to elevate our organization to that plane

emciency where it rightfully belongs. Two
years ago, 1 had the occasion to remark that

the prime essentials which influence the success

of any organization such as ours are: First

—

a large and representative membership; and

Second—active participation of the members in

the activities of the organization. Properly met.

these factors would rapidly bring us to the fore-

front as one of the leading units affiliated with

the Music Industries Chamber of Commerce.
The ideal, however, cannot be attained without

constant striving, without unceasing and untir-

ing labor on the part of not only one or two

of your officers, but the membership as a whole.

It would seem at times that we do not appre-

ciate the benefits and the value of the Chamber
and the truly great service that it renders to

those who are willing to avail themselves of its

advantages. If this Association is to carry on,

if it is to function as a dignified and important

body, it must receive the whole-hearted support

and co-operatiton of every member. If after

our meeting here in Chicago this year we are

to go back to our respective places of business

and forget our duties as members until the call

for the next annual meeting is sounded, I will

be inclined to believe that the situation is quite

hopeless. Let me say, and I do so in all sincer-

ity, that unless we give some impetus, a "kick,"

so to speak in street parlance, the handwriting

will soon appear on the wall.

Because some firms in the musical merchan-

dise field are members of other associations is

to my mind not sufficient reason to hold aloof

from our own, the National Musical Merchan-

dise Association. Their merchandise business

is sufficiently large enough to justify their sup-

port of the national association, and by so doing

the benefits which would accrue to them would

far outweigh the temporary investment in the

way of membership fee.

Every day is the dawn of a new era in the

music field. Musical appreciation is spreading

to every nook and corner of this country so

that there can be no question as to the future

of the music business. Everywhere we go in

this broad land of ours, we find young and old

developing their interest in music. Thus, the

opportunity is here for all connected with the

music industries and trades to give their un-

divided support to the program of educating

America to a still higher degree of musical ap-

preciation.

Band and orchestra development in this coun-

try is being carried on on a most comprehensive

scale. In industry, as well as in commerce, we
find a decided leaning toward music in the form

of organization of orchestras, bands, glee, choral

and stringed instrument clubs.

Our participation in this work, however, has

been little in comparison, and that brings me to

the point of presenting for your earnest con-

sideration the plan of organizing musical units

in public schools. This plan, while not being

new, is a good one and the members of the

National Association because of their knowl-

edge and experience of small goods are perhaps

better situated to handle this work.

I wish to take this opportunity of expressing

my thanks to the officers and department ex-

ecutives of the Music Industries Chamber of

Commerce for their numerous courtesies during

the past year, and further to express a word
of appreciation to the music trade press for the

co-operation given to us as an Association and

individually. Their aid has been most valuable

and I would be negligent were I to omit an

expression of thanks.

Fellow Members, I have briefly sketched some
of the salient thoughts that have been in my
mind and I do hope that each and every mem-
ber of this Association will weigh them care-

fully and see the wisdom of putting new life and

vigor into our work.

I cannot be too forceful and emphatic in say-

ing that the future rests with ourselves.

FUND
The Oldest and

Largest Musical

Merchandise House

in America

Exclusively Wholesale
ESTABLISHED 163*

C.Brizno §• SONJnc.
351-53FovrthAveJewYorkCity
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Guild of Banjoists, Mandolinists and
Guitarists Holds Meeting in Toledo

Twenty-fourth Annual Convention of This Organization Meets at the Hotel Waldorf in That City

With Program Covering Four Days—Manufacturers Well Represented at Gathering

Toledo, O., June 5.—The American Guild

of Banjoists, Mandolinists and Guitarists

opened its twenty-fourth annual convention at

the Hotel Waldorf late in May with a program
to cover four days and members were in attend-

ance from every section of the country. W.
J. Derr, Toledo, was convention manager. The
first day of the meeting the hotel was as busy

as a beehive, with members trying new instru-

ments and rehearsing for the concerts which

were a big part of the convention.

On Monday the business sessions opened on

the mezzanine floor of the Waldorf. President

Walter J. Holt, of Washington, D. C., called the

convention to order and an address of welcome

by Hon. Bernard F. Brough, mayor of Toledo,

to which President Holt responded, was the

opening gun. Then came the reading of the

minutes of the last meeting. Following which

the secretary-treasurer, Miss S. Franklin Har-

vey, submitted her report for the year. A fea-

ture of this was the announcement that the Guild

has enjoyed a substantial increase in membership

in all departments—trade, life, associate and pro-

fessional—the increase amounting to about 50

per cent. This fine showing was made possible

by advertising in co-operation with dealer mem-
bers. A historical sketch of the Guild was pub-

lished during the year, giving a picture of the

early days of the body. A new Guild directory

was also issued.

Then the matter of issuing an official Guild

organ independent of any outside affiliation was
discussed. It was decided to appoint a commit-
tee to consider the question and report at a

later meeting. George Krick, of Philadelphia,

was made chairman.

The president appointed the nominating Com-
mittee, naming George Krick chairman and W.
D. Mover his aid. The chairman then appoint-

ed Claude Rowden, William Edward Foster

and Mrs. A. C. Lorenz as other members.
The afternoon session, which had scheduled

a historical review of the fretted instrument

as an educational factor, was dispensed with in

order to hold a rehearsal for the artists' recital

on Monday evening and the grand festival con-

cert on Tuesday. After the rehearsals G. F.

Chapin, of the Standard Musical String Mfg.
Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y., addressed the conven-
tion on the process of making strings, going
into elaborate details.

The keynote of the gathering was better un-

derstanding and co-operation between the trade

and the teachers. There is at present a feel-

ing that one is a competitor of the other, which
does not work to the best advantages of the

association.

Dealers Hook Up With Convention
Local dealers advertised the convention

and the instruments used by the artists. Grin-

nell Bros, used special display ads, welcoming
the visitors. They also offered their music
hall for rehearsals and opened a box office

for the sale of tickets for the festival concert.

A. R. Cummings, manager of the small goods
department of the store, was especially active in

promoting the success of the convention.

The list of exhibitors included the Bacon
Banjo Co., Groton, Conn. Fred J. Bacon per-

sonally was in charge of this exhibit,' which
drew much interest. The tenor banjo was a
feature, as was the $400 B. & D. Silver Bell and
other models. Chas. Rothermel, Chicago ban-
joist, assisted in this display room. Bacon's All-

Star Silver Bell Banjo Orchestra, the average
age of whose members is 55 years, was one of

the outstanding features of the gathering. Its

members are F. J. Bacon, Groton, Conn.; F. S.

Morrow, Harrisburg, Pa.; A. R. Cummings, To-
ledo; Wm. C. Stahl, Milwaukee; B. J. Clark,

Minneapolis; George A. Peate, Montreal; Fred C.

Meyer, Philadelphia; Walter J. Holt, Washing-
ton; W. J. Smith, New York; W. J. Derr, To-
ledo, and Arling Schaeffer. Chicago.

The display of Gibson, Inc., Kalamazoo,
Mich., was in charge of Frank B. Campbell, sales

and advertising manager.
Ludwig & Ludwig, Chicago, had an exhibit

under the supervision of F.- D. Weatherington,
of the sales department. Drums and banjos

were the principal items on display.

On Monday evening there was held at the

Waldorf Hotel an artists' recital for registered

members only which really represented a test

between the old and the new, the artist and the

comer, in which Fred J. Bacon was shown to

great advantage. Other numbers were by W.
J. Derr's Mandolin Orchestra, Toledo; The Gib-

son Trio, Haug, McQuillen & Landas, a banjo

Sextette, with Claude Rowden as conductor, and
solos by Loretta Tabaka, Chicago, Mandola
Solo; Hazel Ruth Templeton, Sioux City, la.,

harp solo; Julius Bellson, St. Paul, tenor banjo

solo, and Charles Rothermel, Chicago, ukulele

solo.

At the business session on Tuesday the fol-

lowing officers were elected: President, Walter

J. Holt, Washington, D. C. ; vice-president, Wil-

liam B. Griffith, Atlanta, Ga.
;

secretary-treas-

urer, Miss S. Franklin Harvey, Washington, D.

C, and field secretary, James H. Johnstone,

Kalamazoo, Mich., all of whom were re-elected.

The new board of directors consists of Wil-

liam Edward Foster, New York; Mrs. Roy El-

wood Scott, San Diego, Cal. ; W. W. Moyer,
Harrisburg, Pa.; Albert Bellson, St. Paul, Minn.;

Carl L. Ostrander, Seattle, Wash., and Paul

Jacqueline, Haverhill, Mass.

The movement to have the Guild publish

an official organ was discussed at considerable

length and it was finally decided to limit the

publication to a quarterly bulletin.

Arling Schaeffer, Chicago, was appointed chair-

man of the committee to draft a bill for the

licensing of music teachers to be presented to

the Legislature and the Guild will endeavor

to secure the co-operation of all legitimate mu-
sic teachers in the movement.
The afternoon session was abandoned to per-

mit of rehearsals for the grand festival con-

cert at the Auditorium on Tuesday evening.

Wednesday was given over to the consider-

ation of resolutions and routine business.

EVERY
DEALER

will want a copy of the

NEW 2&<ty CATALOG "N"
(Out June 1st)

Ninety-six pages

Two hundred and fifty photographs
Thirty new instruments

All about the NewZ&fty Professional Floating
Head Snare Drum

Send a postal for yours to-day—Mailed free

Mfg. Co. INS°vLIS
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New Weymann Catalog Is

Devoted Entirely to Banjos

Extensive Line of Banjos Illustrated and De-

scribed—Photos of Many Artists Using Wey-
mann Instruments a Feature

H. A. Weymann & Son, Inc., Philadelphia,

Pa., manufacturer of Weymann orchestra

banjos and Keystone State musical instruments,

has issued a fifty-four-page catalog entirely de-

voted to Weymann banjos. H. W. Weymann,
general manager of the company, in referring

to this new catalog, known as No. 56, stated that

this specialization on banjos alone was made

for the convenience of those specifically inter-

ested in banjos. Much care has been given to

the preparation of the catalog, which constitutes

a particularly attractive piece of sales literature.

It thoroughly illustrates and describes every

number in the widely diversified Weymann line.

Included in this catalog are descriptions of

three styles of Weymann tenor banjos. In the

Weymann orchestra tenor banjo six styles are

shown from a popular priced model to the De-

luxe model which retails at $350. Then follow

the Weymann piccolo-banjo, ukulele-banjo,

mandolin-banjo in several styles, guitar-banjo,

orchestra mandolin-banjo and orchestra guitar-

banjo. There is also described the construction

of the banjos, including the Weymann patented

tone amplifying rim, Weymann detachable tone

resonator, which is also patented, as are the

Weymann "four-to-one" pegs and combination

neck brace and adjuster.

Instead of the testimonial letters included as

part of a catalog the Weymann catalog contains

a number of pages of photographs of prominent

banjoists with their Weymann banjos.

The only letter reproduced is particularly in-

teresting, having been sent by J. C. Bequette,

lieutenant of the Supply Corps, of the U. S. N.

The banjoist on the U.S.S. Trenton, upon which

Lieut. Bequette is stationed, used a Weymann
banjo, and the letter states in part: "Perhaps

the most interesting thing to you is the fact

that the ship went into the Persian Gulf while

on our shakedown cruise, with the temperature

between decks where the banjo was stored was

at least 125 degrees. No one on the ship eve'

experienced such heat. Our guitars, which had

been bought in Naples, all fell to pieces. The

pianos were nearly ruined. The Weymann
banjo, which was exposed just as much as the

other instruments, did not suffer any ill effects

in any way and is as good now as the day

it was bought. I cannot speak too highly of

your product."

Bacon Banjo Artists

Feature Silver Bell News

The latest issue of Silver Bell News, produced

by the Bacon Banjo Co., of Groton, Conn., has

been placed in the mails. Although a high

precedent has been set in former numbers, the

current issue has seemed to surpass previous

numbers in general attractiveness. The issue is

well illustrated by half-tone engravings of

prominent Bacon banjo artists, as well as promi-

nent orchestras. Among the soloists are such

well-known players as "Montana," Frank Di

Prima, May Singhi Breen, Edwin Sheldon,

Minear Brothers, Frank C. Bradbury, Eugene

Lucartorto, George Buttkus, Laura Mason

Crisp, Charles E. Links, R. J. Amenta, Lome H.

Hitchins, Charles R. Shibley, Guiseppe Pettine,

Frank S. Morrow, Russell Manuel, Bob Marvin,

John G. Amendt, McGrath Bros., T. D. Brock-

meyer, Stephen St. John, John Martell and Mil-

ton Protheroe.

In the orchestral field there are shown illus-

trations of Phil Romano and His Orchestra,

Heber Brothers Society Orchestra, Toledo

Banjo Orchestra, the Melody Girls and Merry

Garden Orchestra.

Associated Music Dealers
of Chicago Plan Meeting

Musical Merchandise Men Will Hold Special

Session on June 18 Following the General
Music Trade Conventions

Chicago, III., June 8.—It is announced that

the Associated Music Dealers of Chicago, a lo-

cal organization consisting of members of the

retail and wholesale musical merchandise trade,

will hold a special meeting on June 18.

A program will be outlined at that time to

take up and work on various problems affect-

ing the retail and wholesale business.

A number of the wholesale members of the

association are exhibiting at the Drake Hotel
during the Convention, including Chicago Mu-
sical Instrument Co.; Cole & Dunas, Conti-

nental Music Co.; Illinois Supply Co., and S.

Simon.

Unusually Interesting

Issue of Ludwig Drummer
May Number of Ludwig & Ludwig House
Organ Shows Extensive Line of Drums and

Accessories and Contains Instructive Data

The May issue of the Ludwig Drummer, the

house organ of Ludwig & Ludwig, manufac-

turers of drums and drummers' supplies of all

kinds, contained some unusually interesting fea-

tures, not the least of which were the illustra-

tions and descriptions of the extensive line

which has placed this concern with the leaders

in the musical merchandise and band instrument

industry. Another feature of the house organ

was a page devoted to photos of the many lead-

ing artists using Ludwig drums in their work.

"The Drum—Its History in the United States

and the Trip of a Rudimental Drummer" is the

title of an instructive article by S. A. Moeller,

which appears in this issue.

JUST A SAMPLE
SHOWING RESULTS OF

"Silver Bell" Banjo Sales

GONSENTINO'S BANJO BAND, Lawrence, Mass.
JOSEPH CONSENTINO -Director

Above Players all have Silver-plated "SILVER BELL" BANJOS

Mr. Consentino, who conducts a School of Music, writes an interesting

letter

:

"Enclosed find check for $177.22 in payment of last invoice. Sold the

Silver Bell Mandolin-banjo the day after my concert. The Bacon Ensemble
especially was more than applauded. I took special care in the training

of this and together with the appearance of such beautiful instruments, the

Band was in every way a splendid success. Send one gross each B & D
Super Tenor-banjo strings. Please rush and would like another No. 2 Silver

Bell Tenor-banjo."

Send for New—SILVER BELL NEWS—Just Out
24 Pages—Illustrated—Portraits of Leading Artists and Orchestras

Bacon Banjo Co., Inc. Groton, Conn.
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Patent Granted to W. F.

Ludwig on New Banjo

New Method of Banjo Construction Provides

for Several Important Improvements in the

Instrument

Werlein's to Wholesale
Musical Merchandise

Well-known New Orleans Concern Embarks in

New Field—Adolph J. LaCoste Buyer

•Chicago, III., June 5.—A patent was recently

granted to William F. Ludwig, of Ludwig &
Ludwig, Inc., for a new type of banjo construc-

tion. The patent is No. 1,539,815, dated May
26, 1925. The patent has been assigned to Lud-

wig & Ludwig, Inc. Mr. Ludwig's invention re-

lates to that type of banjo in which the skin

head is stretched over to concentric rings in

order to provide primary and secondary resonat-

ing chambers in the body of the banjo and the

improvement has for its object:

To provide a structural formation and com-

bination of parts whereby a free and unimpeded
outflow of sound through and from the annular

chamber formed by the pair of concentric rings

of the banjo body is attained in a simple and

effective manner and by means of which the

component parts of the banjo body are inter-

connected in a ready and substantial manner
and a substantial bearing or abutment is pro-

vided for the tensioning screw bolts of the head

or skin of the instrument.

New Orleans, La., June 5.—Philip Werlein

Ltd., prominent music house, has embarked in

the wholesale field in small musical goods. The
Werlein concern has been identified with the

wholesaling of pianos and talking machines for

some time, but has only recently made the deci-

sion to add string, brass, woodwind, and per-

cussion instruments and parts and equipment to

the line their salesmen touring Louisiana and

other Southern States will offer the retail trade.

Bruno & Son Report Big

Gains in Banjo Sales

The arrival of the Summer season has had the

effect of greatly increasing the demand for ban-

jos, according to officials of C. Bruno & Son,

Inc., New York. This company reports a brisk

movement throughout its entire banjo depart-

ment, particularly in the Glee Club and Magic

Wonder lines, which are being given special

attention by the sales force.

Leedy Drums Featured
in Contest at Theatre

Birmingham, Ala., June 5.—Leedy drums were

featured in a campaign engaged in by the Saxo-

phone & Sheet Music House recently. This

establishment is the local agent for the Leedy
Mfg. Co. and Vic Wahn, proprietor of the store,

arranged a contest at the Lyric Theatre. Drums
were displayed in the lobby and after each per-

formance boys were invited to engage in com-
petitive drumming. The prize, a Leedy trap

drum outfit, was won by Alfred Romeo, Jr.,

whose father was so pleased that he immediate-

ly purchased a higher priced outfit.

Silver Bell News Features

Bacon Banjo Testimonials

Groton, Conn., June 8.—The current issue of

the Silver Bell News, the organ of the Bacon
Banjo Co., Inc., features the photographs and
testimonials of famous banjoists who play and

recommend Bacon instruments. Included in

the gallery of celebrities are "Montana," the

cowboy banjoist playing vaudeville; Frank di

Prima, with Ray Miller's Orchestra; May Singhi

Breen, of radio fame; Arthur Tipaldi, with Phil

Romao's Orchestra and many others.

George Lehmann was recently incorporated

at Albany to make musical instruments with a

capital stock of 250 shares of preferred stock

at $100 per share and 250 shares of common
stock at $10 per share. The incorporators are

C. Nordlie, A. B. Kellogg and W. H. O'Brien.

H. A. Weymann & Son, Inc.

Gives Rebate to Dealers

Philadelphia, Pa., June 3.—H. A. Weymann &
Son, Inc., manufacturer of Weymann orchestra

banjos and Keystone State line of musical in-

struments, has announced a rebate of 10 per

SPECIAL Combination Offer

Make
100%
Profit

This $25
Cabinet FREE
This Beautiful Cabinet
is 22*/2 inches high,
2534 inches wide, and
12 inches deep; in ma-
hogany piano finish.

Has 12 glass tubes.

a? Music Strings
You will make 100% by taking advantage of this Special Combination Offer
of the most complete and varied assortment of straight length high-grade gut
and wound strings ever assembled in a case. It is a fine money-making orna-
ment that will bring the better class of musical trade to your store.

Assortment costs you $51.75

Assortment retails at 103.50

Your Profit 100% — You Get This Cabinet FREE
Send Today for Complete Details

ARMOUR and COMPANY Write Section W. 6 PUir » CA
Music String Dept. LlllLrtuU

The Most Prominent Banjoists are

Playing Weymann Instruments

J. J. FRMATINGER
of the Art Kahn Orchestra

Chicago

Write to us

H. A. WEYMANN & SON, Inc.
1 108 Chestnut Street Philadelphia, Pa.

cent on the net amount to dealers whose pur-

chases amount to $3000. or more net during the

twelve months period beginning with date of

first shipment and on and after this date. It is

believed that this will not only serve to stimu-

late increased interest in the sales of Weymann
musical instruments but will also suitably re-

ward those dealers who have expended much
effort in featuring Weymann merchandise.

Buegeleisen & Jacobson's

New Catalog Supplement

Buegeleisen & Jacobson, 5-7-9 Union Square,

New York City, importers and wholesalers of

musical merchandise, have recently distributed a

supplement catalog listing violins, accordions,

harmonicas, bows, trimmings, strings and many
other lines offered at substantial reductions.

Important price changes affecting merchan-

dise in the firm's catalog No. 132 is also append-

ed to this supplement catalog. Buegeleisen &
Jacobson have sent catalogs to their entire mail-

ing list and are also 'mailing them out in re-

sponse to the numerous requests received from
dealers, thus giving them a wide distribution.

New King Instrument Agency

Minneapolis, Minn., June 6.—The Musical In-

strument Supply Co. recently secured the

franchise for King band instruments for this

city and vicinity. President Linquist expresses

himself as being highly pleased at having se-

cured the agency and has placed an order for

a complete line. The Musical Instrument Sup-

ply Co., is the headquarters for professional and

amateur musicians and the large stock carried

is sufficient to fulfill all requirements. The
service department is headed by Mr. Dodge,

who has had many years' experience in the re-

tailing of band instruments.

W. F. Ludwig Ends Trip

Chicago, III., June 8.—William F. Ludwig,

president of Ludwig & Ludwig, Inc., manufac-

turers of drums, drummers' supplies and Lud-

wig banjos, returned yesterday from a combined
business and pleasure trip throughout the West
Coast, accompanied by his family. Mr. Ludwig
made a survey of conditions in the territories

he visited, in addition to spending a pleasant

vacation with his family.
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Conference of Eastern

Sonora Distributors Held

Officials of Company Meet With Wholesalers

and Discuss Policies and Inspect New Models

A conference of the officials of the Sonora
Phonograph Co., Inc., and the Eastern distribu-

tors of the company was held at the Hotel

Pennsylvania on Tuesday, June 9, at which
plans for the coming six months were discussed,

and the Sonora line of merchandise for the Fall

season was displayed and inspected. The new
models to be featured in the Fall are two high-

boys, available to be adapted for radio or as

combination units, equipped with the Sonora
panel. All models of the Sonora are now radio

adaptable.

The meeting, which lasted throughout the

entire day, opened with an address of welcome
by S. O. Martin, president of the company, in

which he outlined conditions in the trade as

they exist to-day, made forecasts concerning the

coming season and briefly explained the policies

of the company. Mr. Martin's outline made clear

that the company's position as well as the indus-

try's position as a whole was sounder than for

several years, and the Sonora Co. anticipated a

varied and increased business in the Fall. He
was followed by Joseph Wolff, vice-president in

charge of production, who dwelt on the radio

manufacturing end of the business, its problems

and the company's plans for overcoming them.

Inspection of the full line of Sonora products

which were on display followed Mr. Wolff's

instructive talk.

The afternoon session opened with a discus-

sion of the advertising policies of the Sonora

Co. for the Fall, presided over by F. W.
Schnirring, director of advertising for the sales

department. An interesting talk on advertising

was also given by Stewart Nimms, vice-presi-

dent of the J. Walter Thompson advertising

agency. F. W. Goodman, general sales mana-

ger, then outlined the sales and jobber policies

of the company in a brief talk, which ended the

business of the day. Dinner was served on the

roof garden of the Hotel Pennsylvania and the

party then was entertained at the Ziegfeld

Follies.

The wholesalers represented at the meeting

were: the New England Phonograph Distribut-

ing Co., Boston; Pennsylvania Phonograph

Distributing Co., Philadelphia, and Pittsburgh,

Pa.; Greater City Phonograph Co., Inc., New
York; Long Island Phonograph Co., Brooklyn,

N. Y.; Ohio Musical Sales Co., Cleveland, O.,

and the Gibson-Snow Co., Syracuse, N. Y. This

conference is to be followed by a similar meet-

ing of Middle Western distributors at the Hotel

Drake, Chicago, 111., on June 18.

Prevent Use of Edison Name
As a result of the suit of Thomas A. Edison,

Thomas A. Edison, Inc., and Edison Storage

Battery Co. against Edison Radio Corp. and

Edison Tire & Rubber Co. there was issued by

consent on May 18 by the District Court of the

United States, Northern District of Illinois,

Eastern Division, a perpetual injunction against

Edison Radio Corp. and Edison Tire & Rubber

Co. enjoining them from using in their corporate

name or business style, or otherwise in their

business or in connection with their products

the word "Edison" or any like word or name.

Retires as Wholesaler

Mobile, Ala., June 8.—W. H. Reynalds, Victor

distributor and dealer for more than twenty

years, retired from the wholesale field on June

1, and will devote all his efforts to the retailing

of talking machines, operating his stores at

Mobile, and Pensacola, Fla. Mr. Reynalds is

most optimistic over the future of the talking

machine and feels that the best days for the

dealer are still to come.

New Zenith Distributors

Appointed in Brazil

Herman Stoltz & Co. to Distribute Line in

Brazil With Headquarters in Rio de Janeiro

The foreign representative of the Zenith Ra-

dio Corp., Chicago, cabled the firm's headquar-

ters on May 26, to the effect that he had closed

a contract with Herman Stoltz & Co., of Rio

de Janeiro, to act as exclusive distributors for

Zenith Radio Corp. products in Brazil. The firm

is one of the largest distributors in South

America and is amply equipped to give service

and prominence to the Zenith line in its terri-

tory.

According to radio sales authorities, the situa-

tion in South America, as far as radio is con-

cerned, might be aptly compared to the situation

which existed in North America but two years

ago. The North accepted radio at the outset,

but in the South products moved in a much

broadcasting stations, South Americans are giv-

en the benefit of talent from the United States,

and as a result radio is coming into its own
on that continent. There are no restrictions to

hinder radio sales, such as a tax for broadcast-

ing, as is the case in Europe.

New Edison Recordings

by Miss Anna Case

Anna Case, the distinguished Edison artist,

has recently recorded the old favorites, "The
Mocking Bird" (Winner) and "Good-Bye"
(Tosti). These two will appear on the same
Edison record, which has just been released

this month.

Otto Heineman, president of the General

Phonograph Corp., New York, who this week
attended the convention in Chicago, expects to

sail for Europe, aboard the "Mauretania" on

July 15 on a six weeks' combined business and

slower fashion. Now, with the new super-power pleasure trip.

1
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RENIER MUSIC HOUSE 545 Main St., Dubuque, Iowa
MARKS PHONOGRAPH & RADIO CORP. .2215 Pine St., St. Louis, Mo.
SCHMELZER CO 2015 Grand St., Kansas City, Mo.
CARL FLORINE 514 Charles Bldg., Denver, Colo.

OUTING TALKING MACHINE CO., Inc., ML Kisco, N. Y.

Export Department

No. 44 Whitehall Street, New York City, N. Y., U. S. A.

Cable Address "OUTING" New York

Canadian Distributors: R. S. WILLIAMS & SONS CO., LTD., Toronto, Winnipeg:, Montreal.

Representatives in:

Sydney. New South Wales; Melbourne. Havana, Cuba. Barranqullla, Colombia.

Brisbane and Perth, Australia; Buenos Aires, Argentine Rep. Genoa, Italy.

Wellington, New Zealand. Santiago de Chile. Dublin, Ireland.
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New David Grimes, Inc.,

Sales Policy Announced

Move Made Following National Survey of the

Radio Industry by E. P. H. Allen, General

Sales Manager—Extensive Publicity Planned

Following a national survey, E. P. H. Allen,

general sales manager of David Grimes, Inc.,

manufacturer of Grimes radio products, an-

nounced a new selling policy for the season of

1925. The plans of the company call for a

widespread national advertising campaign to in-

the new

The Grimes Message on Billboards

elude painted signs, billboards, mileposts, news-

papers and other media. In conjunction with

its new selling campaign, which will be directed

to the consumer, with dealer outlets, the

Grimes organization has eliminated all jobbers.

In the future the Grimes distribution will be

made from centrally located warehouses in the

key cities of the country. The sales will be

under the direct control of zone managers who
will deal with the retail merchant. In this

manner the tremendous advertising campaign

inaugurated by David Grimes, Inc., will be as-

sured of representative outlets which will be

able to care for the needs of communities based

upon sales created through direct advertising.

Restricted territory will be allotted to Grimes

neighborhood dealers in the larger cities and

the dealer outlets will be limited in the smaller

towns. There are additional guarantees of pro-

tection.

David Grimes, Inc., is one of the first of the

larger organizations to take such a decided step

in its manner of distribution. It is proposed

in dealing direct with the retailer that the

movement of goods will forestall a heavy sur-

plus of its sets in any territory which would be

a detriment to the trade. Under its program

representative dealers will be assured of stand-

ard priced merchandise. None will find it nec-

essary to tie up cap-

ital other than for

current needs. A
healthy movement,
however, of Grimes

products should be

assured through the

advertising program.

David Grimes, Inc.,

billboard advertising

will be of national

extent. The main

automobile highways

will be placarded

with mile-post boards,

reminding consumers

RADIO
SENSATION

of the Grimes instruments. An extensive news-

paper and magazine advertising drive will be

made and all this will be supplemented with

dealer advertising display signs, consumer liter-

ature and much direct sales promotion work.

The new line of Grimes' instruments will

range in price from $50 to $300 in both table

and console models. The cabinet designs are

exclusive and all are period models. All parts

entering into the electrical equipment are manu-

factured in the large Grimes factories in Jersey

City, N. J.

The Grimes instruments have been assured

of a display at all of the big radio shows for

the coming season. Last week an exhibit of

The Last Word in Cabinet Equipment

No. 4

Radio Tone Arm
No. 4

Reproducer

No. 6 Radio Tone Arm
No. 4 Reproducer

Our Radio arms have through their own merits been adopted by some

of the largest manufacturers in the trade.

Our No. 4 reproducer illustrated on tone arms is scientifically constructed

and REALLY REPRODUCES either vocal or instrumental music.

JOBBERS, write today for details of the

MUTUAL exclusive proposition.

Address our Executive Office at

149-151 Lafayette Street New York City

*

^TG.C9RR
('Canadian Acme Screw & Gear, Ltd 1209 King St., West. Toronto, Can.
j Industries Unidas. S. A Balderas 110. Mexico City, Mexico

DISTRIBUTORS < Targ & Dinner Music Co 229 W. Randolph St., Chicago, III.

Arthur Brand & Co 1618 Vine St., Cincinnati, Ohio
Ishapleigh Hardware Co 4th St. and Washington Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

Grimes instruments was shown at the Lake
Shore Drive Hotel, Chicago, 111., during the

convention of the National Association of Mu-
sic Merchants.

Fred A. Siemon Now With
the Radio-Master Corp.

Fred A. Siemon, for many years with the

Chicago branch of the Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.,

has been appointed representative in the Chi-

cago territory for the Radio-Master Corp., of

Bay City, Mich. Mr. Siemon will handle the

very comprehensive line of radio cabinets, radio-

phonograph combinations and phonographs
which the big Michigan factory is now placing

upon the market.

A permanent display room has been opened
at 222 West Madison street, Chicago. There
will also be displays of the Radio-Master line

at the Furniture Mart, June 22 to July 18.

W. F. Stidham, Sleeper

Representative in Gotham

William F. Stidham, West Coast representa-

tive of the Sleeper Radio Corp., recently spent

a few days in New York, visiting the home
office officials and receiving information and in-

struction on the new models contemplated and
the Sleeper sales- plan for the coming season.

Mr. Stidham is at present maintaining a

branch office of the Sleeper Corp. in Los An-
geles, with local warehousing facilities and di-

rect service to the company's authorized dealers.

He reports a steadily growing demand on the

West Coast for the product of the Sleeper

Corp. and expects a greatly increased market
during the coming season, when he is planning

to extend the scope of his activities from south-

ern California all the way to Washington.

Dealers Tie-up With
"Farrand-Godley Week"

The North American Radio Co., 1845 Broad-
way, New York City, one of the active jobbers

in the metropolitan area, recently inaugurated

a Farrand-Godley Week in which its retail out-

lets throughout the greater city made a special

sales drive on the Farrand-Godley speaker.

Demonstrations of the product were given in

the stores. The Farrand-Godley speaker was
given special window displays and this activity

was supplemented by special ads in the leading

papers placed by the North American Radio
Co. and some of its most active dealers.

David F. Goldman, head of the North Ameri-
can Radio Corp., was the first of all the Far-

rand-Godley distributors to conceive the idea of

a week's sales drive on this product and the

Farrand Mfg. Co. expects this idea later in the

year to be carried out elsewhere.

Fada Radio, Ltd., of

Canada, Is Organized

The Fada Radio, Ltd., Toronto, Canada,

formed to manufacture a complete line of Fada
neutrodyne radio receivers as announced in last

month's World, is licensed under the Canadian

Hazeltine patents in conjunction with F. A. D.

Andrea, Inc., New York. The officers of the com-

pany are Frank A. D. Andrea, president and treas-

urer; Concette Andrea, vice-president; R. M.
Klein, secretary; C. R. Fraser, manager, and

T. M. Rozelle, superintendent.

Allen Sisson With Edison

A new Edison artist who makes his debut

with the releases for the current month is

Allen Sisson, the champion fiddler of Tennessee.

His first record features "Farewell Ducktown,"

reel, and "Rymer's Favorite," reel.
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A REAL PORTABLE
for SUMMER SALES

Th

Peter Pan
GRAMOPHONE

PATENTED IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES. U. S. PATENTS PENDING.

LIST PRICES

*25 DE LUXE
Leather Models $20 Black Imitation

Leather Model

SMALL IN SIZE—SMALL IN COST
Dimensions 6"x4 }4

"

x6 ?i "• Weight 5 Pounds.

PETER PAN is equipped with single-

spring Swiss motor of highest type.

PETER PAN will play any disc record,

and reproduces with faithful detail.

PETER PAN is a real musical instrument
thoroughly adjusted and guaranteed.

PETER PAN has a wonderfully mellow
tone quality and pleasing volume.

PETER PAN IS A QUALITY PRODUCT BUILT TO COMMAND REPEAT ORDERS

Let us send you a sample PETER PAN for your inspection. We will bill you at list

price, less 40%, subject to return if not satisfactory. We are sure you will be pleased.

SEND YOUR ORDER NOW

PETER PAN GRAMOPHONE CO.
342 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK
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Latest Summary of Exports

and Imports of "Talkers"

Figures on Exports of Records Summarized in

April, 1925, Show Increases—Other Data

Washington, D. C, June 8.—In the summary

of exports and imports of the commerce of the

United States for the month of April, 1925

(the latest period for which it has been com-

piled), the following are the figures bearing on

talking machines and records.

The dutiable imports of talking machines and

parts during April, 1925, amounted in value

to $40,027, as compared "with $29,924 worth

which were imported during the same period

of 1924. The ten months' total ending April,

1925, showed importations valued at $376,836, as

compared with $500,658 worth of talking ma-

chines and parts in the same period of 1924.

Talking machines to the number of 6,717,

valued at $189,476, were exported in April,

1925, as compared with 6,398 talking machines

valued at $281,542, sent abroad in the same pe-

riod of 1924. The ten months' total showed

that we exported 60,941 talking machines,

valued at $2,084,334, as against 57,383 talking

machines, valued at $2,281,310, in 1924.

The total exports of records and supplies for

April, 1925, were valued at $176,255, as com-

pared with $186,858 in April, 1924. The ten

months ending April, 1925, show records and

accessories exported valued at $1,406,278, as

compared with $1,237,528 in 1924.

The countries to which these instruments

were sent during April' and their values were

as follows: France, $3,485", United Kingdom,

$870; other Europe, $8,364; Canada, $5,324;

Central America, $14,293; Mexico, $5,598;

Cuba, $27,467; Argentina, $3,922; Chile, $1,756;

Peru, $5,191; other South America, $40,930;

China, $2,185; Japan, $4,773; Philippine Islands,

$7,161; Australia, $25,965; New Zealand, $22,484;

other countries, $9,708.

Mrs. L. M. Green Files

Suit for Million Dollars

Claims Damages From the Victor Co. for

Breaking Alleged Agreement to Continue

Pearsall Co. as a Jobber

Mrs. Lydia M. Green, widow of Thomas F.

Green, has filed suit against the Victor Talking

Machine Co., in the United States District

Court, Eastern district of New York, for $1,000,-

000, comprising $500,000 as compensatory dam-
ages and $500,000 as exemplary damages. Mrs.

Green, who at present owns the stock of the

Silas E. Pearsall Co., is filing this suit as an

individual and as executrix of the last will and

testament of Thomas F. Green. The bill of

complaint enumerates details as to payments

made to acquire thirty-three and one-third per

cent of the capital stock of the Silas E. Pear-

sall Co. from a certain party; the complaint

alleged further that as a consideration for

these payments the Pearsall Co. would be con-

tinued as a part of the Victor jobbing organiza-

tion. The complaint further states that the Pear-

sall Co. lived up to its agreement but that the

Victor Co., by reason of its decision to cut off

the supplies of merchandise furnished the

Pearsall Co., last December, caused the dam-

ages mentioned. The complaint states that there

was no fair reason for cutting off the Silas E.

Pearsall Co. as a wholesaler of Victor products;

and that through its act of cutting off the Pear-

sall Co. as a jobber, the Victor Co. had failed

to live up to its agreement.

When questioned regarding the suit the Vic-

tor Co. said: "The Victor Co. has no comment

to make except that it denies all liability alleged

by the complainant."

Edison Records by
Rev. S. Parkes Gadman

Among the new releases of Edison records

are two original types of religious selections.

On one side is a Scripture lesson with hymn

—

St. Mark 10:46 to 50 (Geo. F. Root) "Why Do
You Wait?"—Rev. S. Parkes Cadman, D.D., and

Metropolitan Quartet. On the other side is a

Scripture lesson with hymn—Revelation 21:21

to 26—Hymn "The Gate Ajar for Me" (Mrs.

Lydia Baxter and S. J. Vail) Rev. S. Parkes

Cadman, D.D., and Metropolitan Quartet.

New Apco Battery Gharger

Providence, R. I., June 8.—The Apco Mfg. Co.,

of this city, maker of Apco battery chargers

and other radio products, has announced a new
"B" battery charger at a very popular price. It

is described as a combination electric light bulb

and vibrator type charging a 24, 48 or 96-volt

battery at from 1/10 to J4 of an ampere. It is

also claimed that the operating cost of this

charger is hardly measurable.

Radio Manufacturers
Gather at Hot Springs, Va.

Further Stabilization of Industry Seen—No Sen-
sational Changes in Radio Are Expected—
Standardization to Be a Help

Hot Springs, Va., June 8.—Leaders of the

radio industry, representing the most prominent
manufacturing interests of the country, gathered
to-day at the fourth annual convention of the

radio section of the Associated Manufacturers
of Electrical Supplies at the Homestead Hotel
here. 1 It was the consensus of opinion that de-

velopments in 1925 will greatly further stabil-

ization of radio, both as an art and an industry.

A survey of the plans contemplated by radio

manufacturers throughout the United States

would indicate that, while continued refine-

ments in many aspects of the art are to be ex-

pected, fundamental developments had reached

the stage where the art was no longer subject

to the expectation of sensational changes.

A statement issued by E. B. Mallory, of the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Com-
pany, as chairman of the radio section of the

Associated Manufacturers of Electrical Supplies,

declared that among other subjects for discus-

sion at the present meeting will be the stand-

ardization of batteries so' that the equipment

may be interchangeable in all makes of standard

radio sets.

Another great forward step in the manufac-

turing industry, it is expected, will follow the

probable establishment of a universal vacuum
tube base, following the precedent set by the

electrical industry in the "Edison base," now
used universally in lighting throughout the

country.

Pal Window Display Gut-

Out Popular With Dealers

The Plaza Music Co., New York City, manu-
facturer of the Pal portable, has in recent weeks
found an enthusiastic demand for its new multi-

The Plaza Delivery Truck

colored window display cut-out. The dealers

in the metropolitan area during the recent warm
spell found portable displays one method of

creating sales despite the hot weather. The
Plaza delivery truck spent two whole days in

making deliveries of this new display material

to dealers in New York and New Jersey. This

newest truck has since been making special de-

livery trips filling orders for Pal portables many
of which undoubtedly were the result of the

sales creating window arrangements.

Finds Growing Demand
for Valley Forge Line

Baltimore, Md., June 8.—The Braiterman-Fed-

der Co. has recently completed extensive altera-

tions to its building in this city. William Brai-

terman has completed a trip through the terri-

tory in the interest of Valley Forge main

springs and the line of talking machine repair

parts made by the J. A. Fischer Co., Philadel-

phia, Pa., of which the Braiterjnan-Fedder Co.

is distributor. General Manager Fedder reports

a steady growth of business and a steady in-

crease in the number of accounts on the books.

One Year!
It is a little less than a year since

the Newport was presented to the

American Public through respon-

sible distributors and dealers.

Back of this presentation was the

firm resolve that come what

may, the Newport was to be a

quality product. The Newport

was to embody tried and proven

engineering principles ; it was to

be constructed of the best mate-

rials ; it was to be subjected to

every laboratory and factory test

;

and it was to be housed in cabi-

nets that would harmonize with

the appointments of the finest

homes. The Newport was to be

sold on statements of fact.

There could not and would not

be any compromise.

The instantaneous response on the

part of dealers and jobbers and

the acceptance on the part of the

public of Newport has embedded

more deeply than ever in our

minds, the original concepts on

which Newport was incepted.

WewYork City

The Newport is a Good Receiver,

Built in a Piece ofFine Furniture.
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Los Angeles Dealers Find Summer No
Insurmountable Obstacle to Business

Second Annual Convention of the Western Music Trades Association Promises to Be Outstand-

ing Success—Don Humphrey Opens Branch—Radio Show Space Selling Rapidly—The News

Los Angeles, Cal., June 4.—The announcement

and issuance of phonograph records recorded

under improved methods has created great in-

terest in the local record departments and in-

spired the salespeople with renewed zest. A
somewhat peculiar condition exists in this con-

nection, however, because it would seem im-

politic to advertise these new recordings as a

new and improved process to the general pub-

lic, for fear of antiquating the large stocks of

old recordings. A way will doubtless be found

to advertise these fine new recordings in a man-
ner beneficial to the whole trade.

Interest Centers on Western Convention
The majority of the dealers, wholesalers and

others directly interested in various branches

of the music trade are looking forward to the

second annual convention of the Western Music
Trades Association which will be held at the

Biltmore Hotel, this city, June 23 to 26. From
indications at the time of this writing this con-

vention promises to be an outstanding success.

Certainly, an unusually comprehensive and con-

structive program has been planned and there

is no doubt that visitors will take away with

them much that will be of value in the everyday
conduct of business.

Victor Dealers Approve Plan

A special meeting of the Victor dealers of

Los Angeles was held at the offices of the Mu-
sic Trades Association of Southern California

at which G. P. Ellis, Los Angeles manager of

Sherman, Clay & Co., and Otto May, of the Vic-

tor Talking Machine Co., were also present.

Approval of the reduction sale plan of single-

faced Red Seal records with Victrola credit

was voiced.

Don Humphrey Acquires Branch
Don Humphrey, who has for a number of

years held the band and orchestra instrument

and sheet music department concession of the

Long Beach branch of the Fitzgerald Music

Co., has recently acquired the piano, phono-

graph and radio departments. Mr. Humphrey
states that his unfamiliarity with these new de-

partments misled him into believing that the

sale of phonographs was to a large extent passe

and he accordingly reduced his stock of Bruns-

wicks to the minimum. He was pleasantly dis-

appointed, however, and, as a consequence, has

been obliged to order and re-order Brunswick

phonograph models of all types in quantities in

order to fill the orders of his customers. He
declared, however, that the manager of his

Brunswick department, Mr. Wyatt, is a strong

phonograph enthusiast and is probably greatly

to "blame" for this condition—-he believes the

present and future of phonograph sales depend

on the enthusiasm and faith of the salesman.

Margaret Young Enthuses Audiences

Margaret Young's appearances at the Orphe-

um Theatre night after night brought forth in-

tense enthusiasm and applause. The Los An-

geles branch of the Brunswick Co., and Howard
L. Brown, invited about seventy retail Bruns-

wick salespeople to attend one of the perform-

ances of this Brunswick artist and on the night

of their attendance a special Brunswick Radiola

was presented to Miss Young.

Columbia Branch Active

W. E. Henry, energetic manager of the Co-

lumbia Phonograph Co., Inc., for both Los An-

geles and San Francisco, is specially active

these days supervising his large territory.

Much interest is being evidenced among Co-

lumbia dealers at the announcement of Colum-

bia's initial step into the radio field with a loud

speaker.

Sales Campaign Ends With Banquet

The Victrola sales campaign which was car-

ried out with the aid of canvassers during the

latter part of April and during the month of

May, was concluded on the 25th, a banquet and

dance being given on the occasion by the Vic-

tor Co. and Sherman, Clay & Co., at the Biltmore

Hotel. Otto May, of the Victor, presided and
shared with G. P. Ellis, Los Angeles manager
of Sherman, Clay & Co., the announcement of

presentations of the various prizes for high

sales of machines and records. The rest of the

evening was given over to an enjoyable dance

to music by members of Art Hickman's Or-
chestra. The winners were: Sophie Angus, of

the Piatt Music Co., for the largest volume of

record sales ; Rosamund Drake, of Barker Bros.,

for highest unit of record sales; Ruth Caris, of

the Piatt Music Co., second highest unit of rec-

ord sales; Dorothy Rock, of Barker Bros., sec-

ond highest volume of record sales; Virginia

Orton, Piatt Music Co., sale of Bubble Books;
Sophie Angus, Piatt Music Co., Tungsten nee-

dles: R. Johnson, Piatt Music Co., highest

department record sales; Rosa L. Horn, Barker
Bros., second highest department record sales;

Fred Kahn, Piatt Music Co., highest Victrola

sales; other salesmen who won prizes were:

Paul I. Lowrie, George Nicholson, L. E. Stock-

weather, A. G. Cook, Joe Spain, A. B. Wayne,
Betty Lagher, D. J. Short, B. E. Gossett, Wal-
ter E. Lyons, W. T. Jenkins, Louis Loos, Philip

Barrere, Theodore Larson, Lloyd Robinson,

Donald Johnson, Irving Westphal, H. H. Fish,

William Ray, B. McLaughlin, Henry Riggs, C.

D. Davenport, D. Doughty, Harry Bode, LeRoy
Miller, Wilbur Spray, Frank Morino, C. E.

Wallace, Mary Hurwitz, Fred Hilliard, C. C.

Stephenson, Alberta Gates, Rose Abelring, D.

M. Dehuse, L. G. Shatney, A. J. Carlson, A. W.
Wayne, R. W. Colwell, C. E. Sheur, T. P. Mil-

ler, E. Dugdale, M. Lightner, F. Salmacia, Ed.
L. Hones, Geo. Nicholson, R. J. Thornfall, H.
Lingard, and B. S. Pittinger.

Radio Show Space Sells Rapidly
Exhibition space at the Third National Radio

Exposition, which will take place at the Am-
bassador Auditorium, Sept. 5 to 12, inclusive,

is going at a rapid pace. Reservations for space

at this show were made during the last De-
cember show by a number of exhibitors then

and several of them have increased the amount
of space for September by 75 to 100 per cent.

Makes Important Statement

Philadelphia, Pa., June 8.—Walter L. Eck-

hardt, president of the Music Master Corp., of

this city, issued the following statement this

week to a representative of The World: "In

order to set at rest various rumors that may
have arisen in the trade during the past few
months, I wish to state that the Music Master
Corp. is not financially interested in the Ther-
miodyne Radio "Corp., except as a buyer of the

specially developed set which Thermiodyne will

manufacture under the direction of the Music
Master Corp., and for Music Master exclu-

sively."

New Columbia Hits

Two new Columbia records, to be released

within the next few weeks, which should head
the list of popular recordings, are "Yes, Sir,

That's'My Baby," sung by Blossom Seeley, with

two-piano accompaniment, and "Take 'Em to

the Door Blues," sung by the pennant-winning

battery of songland, Van and Schenck. Both
of these selections are among the leaders of

popular song hits, and as rendered by these

famous Columbia artists they bear all the ear-

marks of being "best sellers."

W. G. Fuhri on Business Trip

William C. Fuhri, vice-president and general

sales manager of the Columbia Phonograph Co.,

Inc., New York, left recently on a three-weeks'

visit to the trade throughout the Middle West
and South. Among the cities he will visit are

St. Louis, Cincinnati and New Orleans.

CALIFORNIA DEALERS
We Are

EXCLUSIVE HMfSk DISTRIBUTORS

Record

IN YOUR TERRITORY

All

Cliff Edwards & Lee Morse

Numbers Carried in Stock

Also

Latest Dance, Popular Vocal,

Hawaiian, Sacred, Operatic

and Standard Records
Cliff (Ukulele Ike) Edwards

Immediate Deliveries

West Coast Phonograph & Record Company
923 W. 6th St. 137 Turk St

Los Angeles, Cal. San Francisco, Cal.
Phone: Main 2910 Phone: Prospect 3789

Write or phone for further details
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Improvement Noted
in the Detroit Field COMING

THE SUMMER
Priess Straight 8
The set that will carry with it the assurance of

sales and profit protection

PRIESS RADIO CORP.
BROADWAY AT 4th ST. NEW YORK, N. Y.

Betterment in Industrial Conditions Reflected

in Sales Gains in All Lines of Business

—

Trade Activities and News of Month

Detroit, Mich., June 8.—The general improve-

ment in local industrial conditions has had a

splendid effect on talking machine business,

dealers reporting that during May business was

very good and that collections also had im-

proved. More men than ever are being em-

ployed in Detroit at the present time and it

looks as if this healthy condition will prevail

for some time to come.

The extreme warm spell which hit Detroit

and vicinity the last week in May stimulated

the sale of portable talking machines, and deal-

ers have had to re-order to supply the demand.

It caused people to hie to their Summer places

and to take out their canoes and boats. With
more people than ever planning to go camping

this Slimmer, the portable should be a factor

in talking machines with the retailers. Several

stores have gone in for specializing on the

portable and last year did a very large busi-

ness on this type of instrument.

Quite a number of our music dealers are leav-

ing the end of the week to attend the music

convention being held this week in Chicago.

Among some of them are C. A. Grinnell, S. E.

Clark, A. H. Howes, all of Grinnell Bros.

The trade will regret to learn of the death

of Henry S. Doran, for many years one of

Detroit's prominent talking machine dealers,

who died at his residence, 1726 Virginia Park,

after a six weeks' illness. He operated the

Doran Phonograph Co. on Michigan avenue for

many years and later on Washington boulevard,

retiring about six months ago. He leaves a

widow and two children.

Manager Quinn, of the Brunswick Shop,

Detroit, reports that business has taken a big

jump the past four weeks and the way sales are

being made convinces him that the year will

show a big increase over 1924, despite the bad
start. The biggest demand at this shop is for

the combination machine.

We understand that Paul McCullough, Michi-

gan representative of the Brunswick Co., is

shortly to be married to one of Detroit's prom-
inent young business ladies, Miss Edna Mc-
Mahon.
Sam Lind, of the S. E. Lind Co., says his

sales for the past thirty days have been excel-

lent on the Royal line which he distributes ex-

clusively in Michigan. He has added a num-
ber of new dealers throughout the State and
has taken some splendid orders on the full line.

The opening of the outdoor dance halls on

East Jefferson avenue is bringing to Detroit

some of the famous dance orchestras of the

country, and this is stimulating the sale of their

records. For instance, at Ramona Park, there

is a stand where records are sold. Ray Miller

is due at Granada Park soon for an indefinite

engagement and the stand there expects to do a

whirlwind business during this engagement.

The Artonian Piano Co., which recently

added a talking machine department, handling

both Victor and Brunswick lines, is more than

Portable Business

Leads in Cleveland
Many Live Dealers Have Launched Portable

Sales Campaigns With Excellent Results

—

Other Lines Also Moving Satisfactorily

Cleveland, O., June 6.—Talking machine deal-

ers in this vicinity report that conditions are

satisfactory considering that this month marks
the beginning of the Summer season. Portables

have been showing great activity and many of

the larger stores are engaged in vigorous drives

after this type of business, featuring attractive

window displays, etc. Record sales are also

showing a steady increase.

During the past month several recording artists

have appeared at the local theatres and this

has had the effect of stimulating the sale of

records. Van and Schenk and William A. Ken-

nedy, exclusive Columbia artists; Maureen Eng-

lin, new Gennett artist, and Benny Krueger and

His Orchestra, Brunswick artists, are among
the latest artists whose appearances have help-

ed dealers.

The recent announcement by the Starr Piano

Co. that a new series of Gennett records, to

sell for fifty cents, has been placed on the

market, has met with much favorable comment
from dealers.

The new $5,000,000 public library which was

recently opened has a "silent room" for a piano

and other musical instruments. The music sec-

tion of this library contains 500 volumes for ref-

erence use, 2000 books about music, 3000 bound

volumes of scores and 2300 pieces of sheet

music.

The Dreher Piano Co. recently sold one mu-
sic-lover a single order for $950 worth of Victor

pleased with the results so far. In order to

handle these lines, it took a store adjoining

its piano store, and already it finds itself

cramped for space.

Okeh records are selling in Detroit better than

ever, according to the statement of dealers, as

well as the wholesale office here.

records of the operas. The customer asked for

all the Victor opera records ever made. This

sale can be traced to the May season of opera

at the Public Hall by the Metropolitan Opera

Company of New York.

The St. Clair avenue store of the Euclid Mu-
sic Co. is featuring the Sonora talking machine

prominently in its window displays. This store,

the outlying one of the four operated by the

company, has a fast growing business, supply-

ing the people at Euclid Beach and Collinwood,

suburbs of the city.

The assets of the H. B. Bruck & Sons Co.

will be sold at auction on June 9, announces

Harry H. Rose, receiver. The assets amount

to about $65,000 against liabilities of $125,000.

Many of Cleveland's talking machine dealers

are co-operating with Akron dealers in making

plans for celebrating the city's centennial in

July. An industrial exhibit in the armory will

include talking machines, radio equipment and

other musical instruments.

One of the biggest drives on radio ever held

in this city was that of the May Co., which fea-

tured $600,000 of Freed-Eisemann merchandise

in a sale, during the last two weeks of May.

The Linger Radio Corp., this city, was re-

cently incorporated with a capital stock of

$5000. The incorporators are M. E. Ganger,

R. B. Mandelbaum, M. A. Miller and E. M. and

J. A. Klein.

The regular meeting of the Cleveland Music

Trades Association was postponed until June

16 because of the National convention in Chi-

cago. Among the dealers from this city who

plan to attend the convention are Rex Hyre,

Henry Dreher, Dan E. Baumbaugh, M. O. Mat-

lin, Otto C. Muehlhauser, Harlan Hart, Herman

Wolfe, M. E. Smith, George M. Ott and H. H.

Valentine.

TERRITORY NOW BEING ALLOTTED PROTECTION TO DEALERS

"EVERYBODY'S"
FOR EVERYBODY

EVERYBODY'S OPPORTUNITY
EVERYBODY SELLS
EVERYBODY BUYS
EVERYBODY HAS
EVERYBODY'S RECORD

Evened, BRISTOL & BARBER CO., Inc.
Write Everybody s, Inc.,

Today 3 East 14th Street Distributors New York, N. Y. Bridgeport, Conn.
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ROYALFONE LOUDSPEAKER UNITS
are logical parts of phonograph sales. Your cus-
tomers will welcome the chance to hook up
radio with the talking machine. Write for de-
tails on units and headsets.

ROYAL ELECTRICAL LABORATORIES
NEWARK. NEW JERSEY DEPT. T. W.

Adler-Royal Phonograph
Chosen for S. S. Leviathan

How Audak Equipment
Boosts Sales of Records

Dealer Experiments With Store Lay-out and
Finally Discovers What He Considers Best

Arrangement From Sales Standpoint

The value of Audak equipment to stimulate

record sales, especially with dealers who have

limited floor space, is generally accepted. To
secure the full benefit of this equipment, how-
ever, its location in the store must be given

careful attention. A metropolitan dealer who
sells records exclusively has in his several stores

been experimenting with his layout and has

finally hit upon what is, in his opinion, the ideal

layout for the Audak sets. Running length-

wise along the store the Audak stands are

placed about eight inches from the wall. This

space is then utilized for record racks, so that

the customers using the Audak demonstrators

can select at random whatever records they

wish to hear. It also has the value of keeping

names of new releases before their eyes while

they are listening to the selection they arc

playing. Immediately above the record racks

he has placed posters bearing the names of

selections which he feels have a steady appeal.

These are standard and classical selections with

a universal appeal, but which must be put be-

fore the eyes of customers constantly to im-

press them with their desirability. The conse-

quence of this arrangement is that customers

calling at the store to secure whatever record

they have in mind cannot help but see recent

releases, with the result that in a great ma-
jority of cases they hear the records and in-

crease their purchases. An interesting result

of this dealer's experience with this arrange-

ment is that before using it the sales of the store

were over 90 per cent popular records. Upon
deciding to change the Audak layout, he filled

the record racks behind the sets with standard

and classical records, and the posters placed

over the racks listed only these same types of

records. In a few months' time the sales at this

store averaged about 60 per cent classical and

the balance popular, indicating in no uncertain

terms the value of the new arrangement.

Adds to Distribution

Bristol & Barber, Inc., New York City, talk-

ing machine distributor, has been appointed

exclusive distributor East of the Mississippi

River for Everybody's record made by Every-

body's Record Co. of Bridgeport, Conn. This

latter company is in no way connected with any

other firm in the field and is only engaged in

the production of records. It is reported that

a large number of retail accounts have already

taken on the new record with satisfactory re-

sults.

The Kelley Music Co., which has had quarters

on West Eighth street, Chattanooga, Tenn.,

for the past two years, is in its new home at

622 Market street.

J. M. Mayers, of the International Phono.

Co., New York, who recently returned from

Florida, is sailing this month for Europe.

Southern
Victor.Wholesalers

Handsome Instrument Graces Office of James
G. Summitt, Purser of Flagship of United
States Lines and Largest Ship Afloat

Talking Machine and
Radio Men, Inc., Meet

George E. Brightson and J. L. Bradford, of

Brightson Labs., Inc., Deliver Talks—E. A.

Widman Discusses Records and Radio

The Adler Mfg. Co. reports the installation of

an Adler-Royal phonograph in the office of

James G. Summitt, purser of the S. S. Levia-

than, flagship of the United States Lines and
largest ship afloat. Officials of the Adler Co.,

in stating that the "World's Perfect Liner" has

installed the Adler-Royal phonograph, point

with pride to the fact that Mr. Summitt, who
is himself a talented musician, should choose
the Adler-Royal for his private office.

It is said that Purser Summitt's office is the

Mecca during voyages of the hundreds of mu-
sicians who are constantly making the crossing

between the United States and European ports

on this famous ship. The walls of Purser

Summitt's office are lined with interesting me-
mentos of these gatherings in the form of auto-

graphed photographs of famous artists.

Blood Tone Arm Co., of

Chicago, in New Home
Entire Clerical and Production Department

Moved to Bay City, Mich.

Blood Tone Arm Co., manufacturer of tone

arms and other phonograph and radio equip-

ment, has moved its entire clerical and pro-

duction departments to Bay City, Mich., and all

bills for merchandise, statements, and any com-
munications whatsoever should be mailed to

the company at that address.

The regular monthly meeting of the Talking

Machine and Radio Men, Inc., was held on

June 10 at the Cafe Boulevard, New York. The
principal speaker of the day was George E.

Brightson, president of the Brightson Labora-

tories, Inc., New York, manufacturer of the

Brightson True Blue tubes, who spoke of mer-
chandising policies and assured the dealers of

the utmost in co-operation and protection in

their handling of the True Blue product. He
was followed by J. L. Bradford, chief engineer

of the Brightson organization, who spoke on

the chief selling points of the True Blue tubes,

principally their uniformity and tonal qualities,

eliminating microphonic noises.

E. A. Widman, president of the Pathe Phono-
graph & Radio Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y., also

spoke, giving a survey of the record situation

and making forecasts of the probable develop-

ment of radio receivers and warned dealers to

understand fully the products which they

handle. The assembled members were enter-

tained by members of the Irving Berlin, Inc.

The date for the annual outing of the associa-

tion was announced as September 2 but the

place has not as yet been decided upon. There
will be no July meeting of the association, the

next gathering to be held on August 15, at

which meeting the Argus Radio Corp., New
York, will demonstrate and explain the Power
Electric radio set.

The Knickerbocker Talking Machine Co.,

New York City, reports big business with the

new certified Hy-life radio battery.

Warren C. Whitney of the Dalrymple Whit-

ney Corp., New York, Ware distributor, has

severed his connections with the firm because

of ill-health and will reside in Denver. He
disposed of his interests to J. R. Mischler.

Big Profits in

UDELL RADIO CABINETS
With built-in

loud speaker unit

and horn.

'TPHIS is just another
A example of the rare

beauty of all Udell cab-

inets. No. 733 has space

for receiving set at top

and batteries below.
Handles receiving sets

up to 31 in. wide, 10 in.

high and 12 in. deep.

Removable back. Fin-

ished in brown mahog-
any with two-tone effect.

All Udell cabinets are

priced to make you at-

tractive dealer profits.

Complete illustrated
folder gladly mailed
upon request. Write for

your copy today!

THE UDELL WORKS, Inc.

28th St. at Barnes Ave. Indianapolis, Ind.
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DOMINO Of(ANAPA
Important Trade Activities Feature

the Month in the Toronto Territory
Brunswick Executives and Salesmen Present at Special Demonstration of Records—A. W. Brown,

Manager of C. W. Lindsay, Ltd., Passes Away—Other Activities of the Month

Toronto, Ont., June 9.—The death is announced

of A. W. Brown, manager of the C. W. Lindsay,

Ltd., Ottawa branch. His length of service

with the house of Lindsay was in excess of

twenty years.

S. C. Thornton, music and radio dealer of

Dundas, Out., paid a visit to Chicago recently

and while there contributed a number of cornet

solos to a program broadcast from the Drake

Hotel. Mr. Thornton is vice-president of the

Canadian Radio Trades Association.

Recent trade visitors to important Canadian

centers were Messrs. Roy S. Dunn and Rey-

nolds, of the Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago. Mr.

Dunn is a Canadian by birth.

At a recent meeting of the executives and

salesmen of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.,

To'ronto, the staff was favored with a demon-

stration by Mr. McKelvey, of the Brunswick

Chicago staff, whose special work at present is

demonstrations to the trade and the various

branches of the company to show the superior-

ity of Brunswick records in various ways.

There is now in the hands of the Canadian

trade the new catalog of Columbia New Process

records. It is a 200-page book of all-Canadian

production.

At a recent meeting of the Canadian Radio

Trades Association, Toronto, R. H. Coombs,
general manager of the Canadian National Car-

bon Co., was unanimously elected to the chair-

manship of the manufacturers' division.

A new Canadian phonograph record patent is

recorded in the name of the Brunswick-Balke-

Collender Co., of Canada, Ltd. It is thus par-

tially described: "As an article of manufacture,

a phonograph record having a centering aper-

ture, one portion of the surface of which is

adapted to engage the spindle of a record table,

and another portion of the surface of which

flares outwardly to join the spindle engaging

surface with a plane surface of the record, the

flaring surface being adapted to make only blunt

edges where it joins the spindle engaging sur-

face and the plane surface of the record."

Pollock-Welker, Ltd., a recently formed com-
pany with an Ontario charter, has purchased

the factory, plant and business of the General

Phonograph Corp., Ltd., at Kitchener, Ont., and
will continue specializing in the manufacture of

Helycon phonograph motors, tone-arms and re-

producers, which are so favorably known to the

trade in Canada and on the other side of the

line. The principals of the newly organized

corporation have been active in the business of

phonograph manufacture for many years. Ar-
thur B. Pollock is one of the pioneers of the

industry. Alexander H. Welker has been asso-

ciated with Mr. Pollock in motor development

and production and when the General Phono-
graph Corp., Ltd., purchased the business of

the Pollock Mfg. Co., Ltd., a few years ago. Mr.

Welker continued the factory superintendency

while Mr. Pollock was general manager. In

order to create an outlet for one of their models

ot the Helycon motor, Pollock-Welker, Ltd.,

are introducing a portable phonograph.

Conservative estimates place the total of 1925

radio business 50 per cent in excess of that done

last year. In a preliminary radio report issued

by the Canadian Daily Newspaper Association

here it was stated that music dealers to the ex-

tent of 80 per cent are handling radio and sup-

plies. Estimates given for the whole of the

Dominion show that there are eighty-three

wholesalers and jobbers, fifty manufacturers,
989 exclusive radio dealers or those whose radio

sales constitute their main business, and 5,004

retail radio dealers. In view of these figures a

50 per cent increase in Canadian sales for 1925

would give Canada a sales quota of $40,500,000.

After about two months of conflict over the

new amendment to the Ottawa Copyright Act
the Special Committee has arrived at what is

practically a compromise on the measure.
The effect of the modified clause regarding

radio entertainments is that where the show is

purely amateur there shall be no royalty for

songs or music but the consent of the author is

necessary. Where the performance is for profit,

payment may be exacted. The courts, if any
case arises, will have to distinguish between
these classes and fix the remuneration.

An amendment to protect the Canadian man-
ufacturer of gramophone records from paying
double royalties on records made by Canadians,

but exported, was also adopted by the Special

Committee of the House of Commons consid-

ering amendments to the Copyright Act.

Montreal Trade Interested in Radio
—Stabilization of the Industry Needed

Special Drive on Sonora Phonographs by C. W. Lindsay a Huge Success—Uses Live Female
Model in Window, Which Attracts Wide Attention—Other News and Activities of the Trade

Montreal, Can., June 8.—Efforts to stabilize the

radio trade and bring about conditions that

would permit dealers to look into the future

with more confidence are required. Price cut-

ting continues to some extent, but manufacturers

and distributors are trying to get their customers

into line so as to stop the annoyances caused by

competing dealers offering the same articles at dif-

ferent prices. Standard sets are being sold in

fair volume and supplies and parts are in good
demand for this particular season of the year.

The effect of price cutting by manufacturers

with surplus stocks of parts has badly demoral-

ized dealers who bought generously when ap-

proached for the first time; these dealers resent

being placed in a position that causes them to

lose money by being placed in competition with

dealers who held off buying until the manufac-
turers cut down, in some cases to such an ex-

tent that retail prices are lower than original

dealers' costs.

C. W. Lindsay, Ltd., distributor of the Sonora
phonographs, recently disposed of a large num-
ber of these machines in a special drive.

Hartney's, Ltd., who are noted the breadth

and depth of Canada for their original feature

windows exploiting records, recently gave over

the same to a display of the title "Rock A Bye
Baby Days" in which a stunning live female

model was utilized in rocking baby to sleep.

W. J. Storey, advertising and display man-
ager of C. W. Lindsay, Ltd., states that locally

there seems to be no definite rule as to what

constitutes the correct means of pricing a radio

set, and cites an example whereby in two local

stores two similar sets were displayed in show
windows. One at $345, the other at $245. Now
the general public were not aware that the dif-

ference in prices was the cost of the so-called

accessories, but quite naturally put it down to

a difference in profit. He now raises the ques-

tion, are there such things as accessories to a

radio set? He claims not. He therefore con-

tends that all radio sets should be priced com
plete and ready for operation. If a dealer should

price a set stripped then let him state openly

that it is priced less batteries, tubes, ear phones,

aerial equipment, etc.

Frank Ramsperger, of the International Music
Store, the live-wire Brunswick dealer, declares

that his Summer business in Brunswick records

will be greater in volume than ever. The port-

able phonograph is becoming more and more
popular.

The Point St. Charles Music Store, 301 Cen-

tre street, .has added a phonograph department.

Columbia phonographs and records will be spe-

cialized in.

Layton Bros., Ltd., are handling a large quan-

tity of Brunswick phonographs and records

these days and are leaving no stone unturned

to dig up new business.

Talking Machine Springs
and Repair Parts

NONE BETTER IN QUALITY NONE LOWER IN PRICE

THE RENE MANUFACTURING CO.
MONTVALE, NEW JERSEY

Trade Activities of the

Month in Winnipeg Field

Winnipeg, Man., June 8.—Fred J. Lockyer, for-

merly of the J. J. H. McLean Co.'s Winnipeg
staff, has been appointed manager of the pho-

nograph and radio department of Heintzman &
Co.'s Moose Jaw, Sask., branch.

Brunswick dealers in Winnipeg report big

sales of "Three o'Clock in the Morning," and
"Moonlight, a Waltz and You," played by Harry
Snodgrass. Florence Easton, Brunswick artist,

scored with both critics and public in her reci-

tal given in Winnipeg lately and her Brunswick
recordings were in big demand.

Calgary, Alta., is to have a -new industry. A
Dominion charter has been granted to W. W.
Grant, Ltd., with a capital of $300,000. The
company is planning to manufacture radio sets.
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Plans Fully Developed to

Stabilize Radio Industry

Dayton Fan & Motor Co. Introduces Exclusive
Territory-Distributor and Dealer-Franchise
Plan—Vice-President Graham's Talk

The Dayton Fan & Motor Co. Dayton, O.,

manufacturer of Day-Fan receiving sets and
other products, has adopted an exclusive terri-

tory-distributor and dealer-franchise plan. Its

distributors will be selected lists of outlets in

the key cities of the country, the dealer outlets

being selected by the jobbers. The Day-Fan
list prices which will be announced this month
together with discounts will be guaranteed for

a full year.

D. A. Graham, vice-president of the company,
in commenting upon its business policy cover-
ing sales and distribution, recently said: "There
are properly four stages in the development of

the radio industry. The first might be called

the stage of mystery when anything that was
claimed to bring music out of the air could be
sold without logical argument or price compari-
son. The next stage was the radical swing of

the pendulum to the general belief that there

must be a radio expert in every -store. This
condition proved impractical from a business

standpoint and the public, meanwhile informed,

began to boil down the many conflicting state-

ments in claims to the simple yard stick of

'what does it look like,' 'what will it do' and
'what does it cost.' We are now in this stage

and rapidly reaching the last stage which is

sound business organization and policy for the

perpetuation of the highly profitable industry.

"It takes little investigation to see the con-

ditions which this history has most naturally

brought about. As the competition increased

and the supply became more nearly equal to

the demand, competition along good business

lines became too strong for some and resulted

in cut prices and upset conditions generally.

The unstable organizations must be and will be
eliminated by the natural workings of econom-
ical law, and the problem we are most inter-

ested in is how soon this elimination can be
made and the process hastened.

"We believe the restricted territory policy is

a long step in the right direction. Ordinarily
it is not economically sound to meet artificial

conditions with restrictions and it is quite prob-
able that this remedy will not be permanent
after conditions have adjusted themselves. The
fact remains, however, that there are two or
three thousand manufacturers and the country
cannot support this enormous capacity—nor will

it be possible within a reasonable time so to

educate and organize such an enormous number
of manufacturers that their policies may all be
consistent and in the interest of the trade and
public. The number, therefore, must be reduced
and restriction will accomplish this process
quickly and surely—for any individual commun-
ity can only support a certain number of job-
bers and dealers and each of these can only
economically sell a few lines."

H. Freed Sails to Visit

European Radio Stations

Harry Freed, father of Joseph R. Freed, presi-

dent and chief engineer of the Freed-Eisemann
Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y., manufacturer of the

Freed-Eisemann neutrodyne radio receiving

sets, recently sailed for Europe. He will visit

the chief centers of broadcasting throughout
the continent as well as Great Britain and
Scandinavia.

The Freed-Eisemann company reports having
done an excellent volume of export business

on the NR 6 models. The fact is attributed to

the increasing interest in broadcasting in

foreign countries, the demand having been

created for American receivers because of their

satisfactory performances and all around effi-

ciency.

FACTORY REPRESENTATION WANTED
Les. Robinson of Robinson Bros., Sydney,
Australia, will arrive in New York about
June 26th, and will be open to secure fac-
tory representation for phonograph prod-
ucts as well as player pianos and accesso-
ries in both industries. Trade reports
available from R. G. Dun or United
States Trade Department at Washington.
Also Standard Bank of South Africa. N.
Y. Address: Les. Robinson, care Kelly
Tire Co., Export Division, 250 West 57th
St., New York City.

Everybody's T. M. Go. Don't
Make Everybody's Records

S. Fingrutd, treasurer of Everybody's Talk-

ing Machine Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa., maker
of Honest Quaker main springs and the Every-

body's line of talking machine repair material,

has issued a statement to the effect that Every-
body's Talking Machine Co., Inc., is not en-

gaged in the manufacture of talking machine
records. This statement was brought about by
the recent placing upon the market of a new
line of records under the label "Everybody's,"

which is in no way connected with Everybody's
Talking Machine Co., Inc., of Philadelphia.

Pushing Red Seal Records

C. Bruno & Son, Inc., Victor distributor,

New York City, reports that the many dealers

it serves have had remarkable success with the

sales of single-faced Red Seal records which

were recently reduced in price. Much interest

has also been manifested not only in the early

advent of the Victor loud speaker, but also in

the announcement of the new Victor radio com-
bination which will be placed on the market at

an early date.

RIVOLI
Space B-19-26, Manufacturers' Division,

American Furniture Mart, Chicago, Illinois

Complete Display of Rivoli Phonographs and Radio Cabinets

Particular attention is invited to RIVOLI RADE-
LUXE, the Final Analysis of Phonograph and
Radio combined into one Article of Furniture

VINCENNES PHONOGRAPH COMPANY
VINCENNES : : INDIANA

Represented by
LEON C. SAMUELS,

666 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, 111.

M. A. CARPELL ALFRED H. HAAG,
Suite 210, 110 W. 40th St., 31 DeLong Building,

New York, N. Y. Philadelphia, Pa.
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Sales in All Lines in Toledo Are Good
in Spite of the Warm Weather Prevailing

Opening of Summer Resorts Has a Stimulating Effect on Sales, Especially of Portable Instru-

ments—Get-Together Meeting of Brunswick Dealers a Success—Other Trade Activities

Toledo, O., June 8.—Talking machine, record

and radio demand, considering the very warm
weather prevailing in this locality, is stepping

along. Beach and lake cottages are again being

occupied, hence portables, together with new
records, are purchased freely by persons sum-

mering away from the city. In this connection

certain stores find it profitable to cater to this

trade by establishing branches or supply sta-

tions in one of the prominent stores at the

various resorts nearby. Moreover, the June

bride, with her new home to make ready, is a

decidedly worthwhile prospect.

The reduction in Red Seal single-face record

prices brought about an avalanche of publicity

and a resultant demand which has nearly

cleaned out the available local supply.

Recently a get-together gathering of Bruns-

wick dealers was held in the J. W. Greene Co.

rooms. The reason for the meeting was to ac-

quaint retailers with the sales arguments and

propaganda which will sell more Brunswick

Radiola combinations. Mr. McKelvey, from

headquarters, delivered a talk on the new musi-

cal instrument. "It is neither a radio nor a

phonograph, but a musical device which is in a

class by itself," he said. A. G. Burr, of- the

Chicago Brunswick office, and Mr. McCullough,

Detroit district representative, were present.

Among the out-of-town dealers were Compton
Bros., Findlay, O., and Crane-Halleck Co., Bow-
ling Green, O. Wm. Broer, representing the

B. H. Broer Co., jeweler, who conducts two

South Side stores, stated after the meeting that

his company is about to enlarge its Brunswick

department in order to devote more space and

time to the advancement of radio combinations.

A dinner dance at the Toledo Woman's Club

marked the close of the five weeks' "Have You
a Victrola?" drive here. John G. Payne, of the

Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J.,

addressed the assemblage of dealers.

The Greene Co. looks upon its windows as

reflecting the character of the enterprise, hence

expert service is employed to obtain the finest

results. Recent trims which attracted wide at-

tention were Flanders Field-Memorial Day win-

dow, June bride display, and at present, a great

portable push is in progress with window, dis-

playing Victor, Brunswick, Gypsy, Pal and Aris-

tocrat models. Cheney models are also figuring

in deals regularly.

The United Music Store, according to Harry
L. Wasserman, proprietor, during" the past

weeks has closed five times as much talking

machine business as during the month of May
last year. He expects to tie up with athletic

events as^ the Summer advances by offering

prizes which will acquaint persons throughout

the city with the store. Brunswick and Victor

products are dealt in by the house.

At the LaSalle & Koch Co. record shop,

Miss Elinore Brown was named manager, suc-

ceeding Ruth Laidley, who is to be a June bride.

Victor, Brunswick, Pal, Spencerian and Gypsy
portables will be exploited aggressively during

the weeks ahead.

At the Whitney-Blaine-Wildermuth Co. How-
ard Potee is now in charge of the talking ma-
chine department.

The Union Music Co., according to Geo. Ter-

ry, manager, has taken on the Regal and Out-

ing portables. A campaign directed at the out-

of-doors lover will be launched shortly for the

purpose of interesting him in the small machine.

Vincent DePrisco, whose clientele numbers a

large following of Poles, Bulgarians, Germans
and Italians, has recently taken on the Pal port-

able.

The J. Piotrowski stores, which feature the

Columbia line, according to Jos. Piotrowski

are experiencing renewed buying of machines

and records.

The Phonograph Supply Co., T. W. Reade,

proprietor, is gradually converting its business

from retailing phonographs to wholesaling of

parts, springs, motors and general accessories

for the phonograph.

C. L. Yockey, Newark, O., Columbia dealer,

is enjoying a better-than-usual record and ma-
chine volume. This was made possible by em-
ploying women to sell records in the home and
to bring the joy of owning a machine into the

residence of many who have long desired a

phonograph.

The Klopfer Music Co., Bucyrus, O., has

taken on the Columbia in addition to the Vic-

trola which it has heretofore handled exclu-

sively. The Sladen Furniture Co., Monroe,
Mich.; Bauch Co., Oak Harbor, O.

;
general

store Victor retailers; N. E. Jones Piano Co.,

Mansfield, O., general music store, are other

new Columbia accounts opened by F. W.
Gumaer, in charge of the Toledo territory.

New Columbia Supplement

Beginning with the July issue the record sup-

plements of the Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc.,

will appear in an entirely new dress. A better

stock of paper is being used and the new sup-

plement is twice as 'wide as the former ones.

The new releases, instead of being merely

listed, will have explanatory footnotes of the

selection, the composer and the artists. Photo-

graphs of the various Columbia artists also ap-

pear throughout the supplement and, all in all,

the supplement is a big improvement.

Electrical Research Labs.

Merge With Cabinet Firm

Well-known Manufacturer of Radio Products

Increases Facilities Through Merger With
Caswell-Runyan Co., of Huntington, Ind.

Chicago, III., June 8.—An operating merger in-

volving several million dollars of invested capi-

tal and plant facilities with a capacity of 500,000

receivers per annum has just been concluded

between the Electrical Research Laboratories

(Erla) of Chicago, one of America's largest

manufacturers of radio parts and receiving in-

struments, and the Caswell-Runyan Co., of

Huntington, Ind., large manufacturer of radio

cabinets and cedar chests.

The combined effort of these institutions will

be devoted to the manufacture of a new and

revolutionary type of receiver developed by the

Electrical Research Laboratories, soon to be an-

nounced as the Erla Circloid Five.

"There is no reason," states George A. Pear-

son, president of the Electrical Research Labor-

atories, "why the finest radio receiver, housed

in the most luxurious console, should not be

marketed at a price that will gain for it ready

admittance to the average man's home.

"The important cabinet manufacturing inter-

ests now allied with ourselves will easily make
this possible, resulting in a stimulation and

growth of radio I believe.

"Ninety-five per cent of the constituent parts

of our completed receivers, including the cab-

inets, will be manufactured entirely within our

own plants as the result of our merger."

Because of the magnitude of the manufactur-

ing and sales program involving the Erla group

of interests, distribution will be arranged

through exclusive distributors in principal cities,

who, in turn, will appoint franchise dealers.

New Edison Artist

in the Walsh Family

A very clever announcement was recently

mailed by Mr. and Mrs. Arthur J. Walsh con-

veying the news of the arrival of a new head to

the family in the person of a baby daughter who

has been named Barbara Walsh. Mr. Walsh has

for many years been associated with Thomas A.

Edison, Inc., as music director and also as ad-

vertising manager.

The Argus Radio Corp., New York City,

manufacturer of the Power electric radio, has

placed its new models on the market. This

set is operated entirely without batteries and

the models include consoles, table models and

panels. Ira Greene, head of the organization,

reports that the Power set has met with much

favor and is being carried by many of the larger

stores in the country who are finding it popu-

lar with the public.

START THE PORTABLE SEASON RIGHT
De Luxe

\

Made in U. S. A. JSELL THE IMPROVED KAMERAPHONE (
Special Features of Kameraphone De Luxe

1. Newly patented sound chamber employ-
ing cover as amplifier.

2. Real throwback tone arm and regular
mica diaphragm sound box.

3. Plush covered solid turn table plays
any size record.

4. Easy to assemble, with ample space for
each component part when closed.

5. Every machine carries a full guarantee
against all defective parts.

6. Has the tonal quality and volume equal
to any cabinet phonograph.

Special Warning to the Trade

The new improved Kameraphone De Luxe
features a patented sound chamber contained

in the lid of the instrument. Patent No.
1533949, granted April 14, 1925, covers

thoroughly this feature. Imitations and in-

fringements of the Kameraphone Portable

will be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the

law. Dealers and jobbers are warned against

selling instruments that infringe on this

patent.

JOBBERS: A few choice territories still open.
DEALERS: Communicate with your jobber

to fill your order, or

Write or Wire Sample Order to

KAMERAPHONE CORP. OF AMERICA
547 Broadway Formerly SPECIALTY TRADING CO. New York, IM. Y.
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UNMSfclOUHIISI
Special Weekly Campaigns on Outstanding
Numbers Are Big Summer Sales Stimulators

Drives in Behalf of "O Katharina" and the "Flapper Wife" Show How Much Can Be Accom-
plished in These Brief Campaigns to Stimulate Sales of Sheet Music, Records and Rolls

The successful week's campaign conducted by
Leo Feist, Inc., on "O Katharina," and the

continuous campaign by the Sam Fox Publish-

ing Co. on the "Flapper Wife," are indications

of what can be done in a season that is none

too active. Right now with the Summer
months upon us, measures that will bring pro-

spective purchasers into the music stores should

be welcome.

There are, of course, just as many meritorious

numbers in the current catalogs during the

Summer as can be found in the busier seasons

of the year. How best to get the most out of

the sales of such successes is a problem.

It would appear that a series of weekly cam-

paigns on the best offerings throughout the

whole Summer period would not only do much
to sell records, but would add to the volume of

sales on much other merchandise.

Songs that are worthy of this unusual atten-

tion are not hard to find. For instance, addi-

tional sales could easily be obtained on such

Feist numbers as "Honey I'm in Love," and
"Midnight Waltz." The Berlin song "Yearn-

ing"; the Edward B. Marks "Sleeping Beauty's

Wedding"; and Shapiro, Bernstein & Co., Inc.,

"If You Knew Susie."

Special emphasis can be placed upon novelty

songs during the Summer months with the as-

surance that there can be obtained a healthy

response. Dance selections also, when properly

featured, are readily sold. In fact, any outstand-

ing dance number of the month will produce

additional sales if an active drive is launched.

To get the most out of a series of weekly

campaigns as outlined above, the co-operation

of the entire trade is necessary. Starting with

the publishers and the sheet music dealers a

campaign in which the record manufacturer, his

distributors and dealers, as well as the various

player-roll interests, can, by supplementary ef-

forts, make these sales drives not only national

in scope but profit-producing campaigns.

Publishers hesitate to inaugurate special weekly

drives on songs during the Summer season.

One of the main reasons for this is that it is

often too much to hope for the allied interests'

co-operation. No publisher cares to spend

money on a campaign that would only be 50

per cent successful. He hesitates to link his

name or his songs with a sales drive that might

be considered of only fair calibre.

"Midnight Waltz" Shown in

Dreibelbis Window Display

Butte, Mont, Music Merchant Finds Regular

Window Displays One of Best Sales Methods

The Dreibelbis Song Shop, Butte, Mont., has

long been one of the outstanding music stores

of the Far West which have produced interest-

ing window displays. These displays have not

only attracted local attention but in some in-

stances have called forth comment from music

men in other parts of the country. The fact

that they are a continuous feature of the es-.

tablishment demonstrates that this method of

publicity is profitable. That the profits are

not ordinary is also shown by the fact that in

many instances the displays themselves are

comparatively expensive. Whether of simple

or elaborate design they require thought and

attention but over a long period they undoubt-

edly have been worth while.

The latest of these displays of the Dreibelbis

Song Shop is an entire window given over to

the Leo Feist, Inc., success "Midnight Waltz,"

one of the best sellers of the present season.

The accompanying reproduction of this window,

which attracted wide attention and created

many sales, will give an impression of its elab-

orateness, r

H. A. Doyer, who together with Louis Drei-

belbis, the proprietor, is responsible for the at-

tractive displays in this song shop, in describing

the "Midnight Waltz" window says: "The win-

dow was dark, dimmed upper lights, background
of dark blue crepe paper, sign dark blue, spar-

kling stars scattered about, border and face of

clock pale blue. The letters and twelve o'clock

were cut out and yellow tissue paper pasted on

back. We used 200 watt lamps with two
Hash plugs giving intermittent light. The two
candles are of cardboard and are lit at all times.

"We sold 175 Brunswick records of 'Midnight

Waltz' in three days and about 200 copies of

Dempsey is the vocalist, accompanied by Charles

l.avell at the organ and Derville and the Rialto

Melody Men. Illustrated song slides are also

used. This is a successful, profitable and en-

terprising manner of creating sales for both

sheet music and records."

The Dreibelbis Song Shop carries Brunswick
and Columbia machines and records, Buescher
band instruments, Vega string instruments and
Ludwig drums.

facords !

'

R4
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Buys the Catalog of

Luckhardt & Belder

Featuring Midnight Waltz
the music. 'Katharina' will be our next number
and will be featured in a like manner.

"All of the numbers that have these weekly
features through the Dreibelbis Song Shop are

used in conjunction with vocal and organ reci-

tals at the Rialto Theatre in Butte. Marvin

One of the most important changes that

have taken place in the standard publish-

ing field in years was recently consummated
through the purchase by Harold Flammer, Inc.,

of the catalog, good will and entire business of

the long established internationally-known firm

of Luckhardt & Belder.

Harold Flammer, Inc., recently moved into

its new home in the new Steinway Hall, 113

West Fifty-seventh street, New York, and the

Luckhardt & Belder business is being consoli-

dated and will be moved to the Flammer in-

stitution.

The Luckhardt & Belder catalog contains

close to four thousand titles. It includes many
valuable copyrights and will be a distinct ad-

dition to the vocal and piano catalog of Har-
old Flammer, Inc. It will consolidate two im-

portant octavo catalogs containing anthems,

choruses, school music and other compositions.

If It Wasn't
For Ybu
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With a Great Melody
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A Great Song
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Leo Feist, Inc., Checks Infringement

on Its Well-known Success, "O Katharina"
St. Paul, Minn., Firm Makes Offer of Special Edition of Number to Trade at Price of 15 Cents

Per Copy—Plates Confiscated Before Infringing Copies Were Printed

Dealers throughout the country and Leo

Feist, Inc., the publishers of "O Katharina,
1 '

were somewhat surprised recently to receive a

letter from the McClure Music Co., of St. Paul,

Minn., offering to the trade the Feist sensa-

tional success, "O Katharina," in a special edi-

tion at fifteen cents per copy.

The Feist offices immediately commenced an

investigation and its attorneys took the fastest

train, vy est" in order to commence criminal prose-

cution. Arriving in Chicago it was found that

a well-known music printer, who should have

known better, had been inveigled into the plan

(he says innocently) to print the Feist publica-

tion. After a conference with the United States

district attorney at Chicago the printing plates

were confiscated before any such infringing

copies of "O Katharina" had been printed.

The original manuscript of the arrangement and

the printed proof have been delivered to and

are now. in possession of the Federal authorities

who have under advisement criminal prosecu-

tion.

Leo Feist, Inc., has issued a friendly warning

Chappell -Harms
Ballad Successes

A Brown Bird Singing

In The Garden of Tomorrow

Land of Might-Have-Been

Love's First Kiss

My Thoughts of You

One Little Bream of Love

Smile Through Your Tears

Someday, In Somebody's Eyes

Some Bay You Will Miss Me

Song of Songs

Sweetest Call

There's a Song in My Heart

Sweet Navarre

What a Wonderful World

It Would Be

in which it is pointed out that they are the own-
ers of the exclusive rights for "O Katharina" in

North America and will spare no expense in

prosecuting anyone who infringes, or aids and
abets such infringement either by printing, sell-

ing or offering for sale spurious copies either

vocal or instrumental.

The sales of "The Flapper Wife" song have

shown heavy increases each week and, with

the more intensive sales drive now accorded

the number through "The Flapper Wife Week"
campaign, increased sales totals should result.

Following this week's campaign, "The Flap-

per Wife" sales should continue for many weeks,

for the story which accompanies the song's

exploitation will run altogether in sixty-two

daily issues of the papers using it. Some of

these papers are already running the story,

others have booked it for early release so the

interest will continue for some time to come.

Ager, Yellen & Bornstein

to Occupy New Quarters

Firm Has Signed Lease for Entire Floor in New
Building at Seventh Avenue and Forty-ninth

Street—To Be Moved by October 1

Ager, Yellen & Bornstein, Inc., who in the

short space of a few years' time jumped into

prominence as popular publishers, have just

signed a five-year lease for the entire. third floor

of the new business structure now being com-

pleted at the corner of Seventh avenue and

Forty-ninth street, New York City. Ben Born-

stein, president and general manager of the

company, made the announcement early this

Week that the firm would enter its new home on

October 1 of this year or sooner.

Ager, Yellen & Bornstein, Inc., started their

big success with "Lovin' Sam" and later pro-

duced several other successes. During the past

season it gave the trade "I Wonder What's

Become of Sally," one of the biggest ballads

of the year, which is said to have passed the

million point in copy sales. In a talk with a

representative of The World Mr. Bornstein

said: "Perhaps one of the reasons we have been

successful is the fact that we publish few songs.

I believe our catalog is smaller than any other

house in the industry. A few songs but real

ones has been our motto."

The Ager, Yellen & Bornstein, Inc., catalog

for the Summer months is being billed as "hot

weather proof." Among the numbers are

"Cheatin' On Me," and the successor to "I

Wonder What's Become of Sally" called "I've

Found My Sweetheart Sally" and another new
number called "Away From You." The com-

pany has also just released three new songs,

"Row Row Rosie," described as a clever comedy
song, "Smile All the While" and "Are You
Sorry?" a fox-trot ballad.

"Moonlight and Roses"
Meeting With Success

Number Published by Villa Moret, Inc., Sung
and Recorded by John McCormack—Big
Campaign Behind It

The success of "Moonlight and Roses," pub-
lished by Villa Moret, Inc., Pantages Building,

San Francisco, Cal., marks another addition to

the Pacific Coast organizations which have de-

veloped nation-wide song successes. John
McCormack is the latest artist to sing and
record "Moonlight and Roses." It is appearing

on the programs of many other artists and,

with the campaign now being carried on by
Villa Moret, the publisher, in professional cir-

cles, further publicity is assured this success.

Villa Moret, Inc., is headed by Charles N.

Daniels, president; Ben Black, vice-president;

Paul L. Corbell, secretary and treasurer, and
Bob Watts, sales manager. All of these are

well-known music men. Daniels has been suc-

cessfully composing for close to a score of

years.

New Fox Go. Ballad

Popular in Concert

"Little Bluebird of My Heart," by Twohig and
Grey, Being Sung by Many Artists

The Sam Fox Publishing Co., of Cleveland,

O., recently released a new song called "Little

Bluebird of My Heart," the words of which are

by Daniel S. Twohig and the music by Frank
H. Grey. That the number is unusual is demon-
strated by the fact that already sixty concert

artists are using it in their programs.' These
include practically all of the outstanding singers

of the country, such as Merle Alcock, Frances

Alda, Paul Althouse, Elsie Baker, Barbara

Maurel, Allen McQuhae, Marguerite Namara,

May Peterson, Carmela and Rosa Ponselle,

Anna Fitziu, Jeanne Gordon, and others.

The Sam Fox Publishing Co. has inaugurated

a Summer campaign on this new charming

lullaby ballad. From present indications it

should prove an active June offering. It has

been given an attractive title page which will

lend itself readily to window and show-counter

displays. As the singers who are using "Little

Bluebird of My Heart" are most enthusiastic,

the new offering should continue in the same

programs throughout the Fall period.

The Graf Music Shoppe," .126 West State

street, Olean, N. Y., of which Joseph and

George Graf are proprietors, has been opened

for business with a full line of music goods.
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"Listening" Featured by
Toronto Music Dealers

Irving Berlin Campaign on Number Wins Co-

operation of Sheet Music Dealers in Canadian

City and Big Increase in Sales Results

ly by a pianist. Substantial sales of "Listen-

ing" were the result. The window display, a

reproduction of which is herewith shown, used

as the center of the attraction a receiving set

upon which stood a loud speaker, the interior

of the horn appropriately carrying the caption

"Listening."

New Music Publisher

Toronto, Canada, June 8.—The dealers in this

territory have taken an active part in the cur-

rent campaign on Irving Berlin's "Listening,"

one of the original successes in this season's
>

Charles Brull Returns

From American Visit

Will Exploit Three Numbers From Edward B.

Marks Music Co. Catalog in Germany

Charles Brull, the well-known German pub-

lisher and head of Edition Karl Brull, has re-

turned to Europe following a several weeks'

visit to this country. He took back with him

contract to exploit three numbers from the Ed-

ward B. Marks Music Co. catalog, namely,

"Montmartre Rose," "Just A Little Kiss From
You," and "Sob Sister Sadie." Mr. Brull in-

tends to widely exploit these numbers in the

European centers. The same German publish-

ing house will also feature May Singhi Breen's

"Comic Ukulele Book" and "Kiddy Ukes" as

well as the Ross Gorman saxophone numbers,

"Skaters," fox-trot, and "Wagneriana."

Ted Fiorito, the well-known orchestra direc-

tor and composer of "No, No, Nora," "When
Lights Are Low," "Charley, My Boy," "Eliza,"

"Oh Mabel" and others, together with Victor

Young, the director of symphony orchestras

and concert master and arranger for the Bala-

ban & Katz Orchestras, associated with Car-

roll Martin, musician of note and well-known

composer, and Dan Russo, co-director of the

Oriole Orchestra, have organized the Oriole

Music Publishers Co. The new firm has opened

offices at 6312 Broadway, Chicago, 111. In the

same building Russo and Fiorito operate an or-

chestral exchange and it also houses the new
radio station in which Russo and Fiorito and

Nelson Brothers Bond & Mortgage Co. have

substantial interests.

Featuring "Listening"

"Music Box Revue." Musgrave's Music Shop,

of which George Musgrave is manager, gave a

full window display to this number during the

store's special sales drive. Besides the window
feature the number was given a conspicuous

space on the counters and was played frequent-

"Row, Row, Rosie"

Ager, Yellen & Bornstein, Inc., are to make

a Summer campaign on their new song by Al

Bryan and George Meyer, entitled "Row, Row,

Rosie." This is a comedy song which has been

given a try-out in vaudeville with excellent

results.

"Sleeping Beauty's Wedding"

The Edward B. Marks Music Co. is finding a

demand for its standard popular selection,

"Sleeping Beauty's Wedding," from practically

every large city in the country and many
smaller trade centers. This number, together

with "Sob Sister Sadie," "Montmartre Rose"

and "There'll Be Some Changes Made," will

be featured in a Summer campaign by this pub-

lishing house.

Jack Mills, Inc., has opened a new depart-

ment for the purpose of publishing and exploit-

ing English and American ballads and standard

songs particularly available for the concert

field.
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Special Offer
FOR A SHORT TIME ONLY

ON GENUINE

COLUMBIA
PRODUCTS

40 Columbia Main Springs. $10.00
(1" x 0.'.'8 x 10")

6 Columbia Tone Arms. . .$10.00

6 Columbia No. 6 Repro-
ducers $10.00

1 Columbia 2-Spring Motor. . $7.50
Complete with l'i" Turntable

1 Columbia 3-Spring Motor. . $9.50
Complete with 12" Turntable

1 Columbia 4-Spring Motor.$11.50
Complete with 12" Turntable

LOWEST PUICES ON QUALITY

MAIN SPRINGS
Each Spring: Packed in Individual Box

Price each
i. x .022 x 17 ft., pear-shape

"

0.(>0

No.
405 1 %

holes on both ends for Victor motor
406 IV, in. x .022 x 12 ft., pear-shaped

holes on both ends, for Victor mo-
to 0.50

407 1% in. x .022 x 17 ft., bent arbor and
pear-shaped hole outside for Victor
motor 0.60

408 lVi in. x .022 x 12 ft., bent arbor and
pear-shaped hole outside for Victor
motor 0.50

409 1% in. x .022 x 17 ft., bent arbor and
bent end outside for Victor motor. . 0.60

410 1% in. x .022 x 12 ft, bent arbor and
bent end outside for Victor motor. . 0.50

411 1% in. x .022 x 9 ft., bent arbor and
bent end outside for Victor motor 0.45

412 1 3/16 in. x .025 x 19 ft., pear-shaped
holes for Heineman No. 44 and
Pathe motor O.fiO

413 1 in. x .020 x 15 ft., both ends bent
for latest style Victor motor 0.50

420 1 in. x .025 x 12 ft., pear-shaped
holes on both ends for Heineman
Nos. 33-77 0.40

421 1 in. x .020 x 13V, ft., oval holes on
both ends for Victor Nos. 4-6-8 0.40

422 1 in. x .020 x 13V, ft., bent arbor, for
Victor motor Nos. 4-fi-S 0.40

423 1 in. x .025 X 16 ft., oblong- hole for
Meisselbach motor Nos. 16-17-19... 0.60

424 1 in. x .025 x 16 ft., oblong- hole for
Krasco. Sonora, Silvertone, Saal
motors 0.60

425 1 in. .025 x 16 ft., pear-shaped and
oblong- holes outside for Krasco, So-
nora and Aeolian o.fiO

426 1 in. x .025 x 11 ft., near-shaped holes
for Columbia single-spring motor. . 0.35

427 1 in. x .028 x 10 ft., pear-shaped
holes fo 1 ' Columbia, two. three and
four-spring 0.38

428 1 in. x .025 x 18 ft., pear-shsmed and
oblong hole for Brunswick and
silent one-spring motor 0.65

429 1 in. x .022 x 9 ft., oblong hole out-
side for Meisselbach No. 12 motor. 0.35

430 1 in. x .025 x 12 ft., ob'ong hol° out-
side for Sonora. Saal and Bruns-
wick 0.40

435 % in. x .023 x 10 ft., near-shaped
hole for Pathe and Blick motors... 0.30

436 % in. x .023 x 10 ft., oblong hole out-
side for Meisselbach Nos. 9-10.... 0.30

' % in. x .025 x 10 ft., pesr-shaoed
hole for Columbia and Heineman.
No. 36 0.28

438 % in. x .025 x 8 ft., for Madison and
German motors and Pal machine. 0.25

439 % in. X .022 x 8 ft., for Imported
motor 0.22

) 1 in. x .028 x 16 ft., button holes for
latest style Columbia 0.65

1 2 in. x .022 x 16 ft., for. Meisselbach
motor No. 18 1.25

> 2 in. x .025 x 16 ft., for Edison mo-
tor, old style 1.25

! 1% in. x .028 x 21 ft., for Edison disc
motor, latest style 1.25

444 % in . x 022 x 11 ft., for Edison motor 0.22
445 % in. x .022 x 8 ft., for Swiss motor. 0.22

446 % in. x .028 x 11 ft., for Western
motor 0.30

J 1 1/16 in. x .030 x 21 ft., for Edison. . 0.90

Write for Complete Price List ot Repair Parts. Needles,
Attachments and Hardware

FAVORITE MFG. CO.
05 EAST I2TH STREET

Tel.: Stuyvesant 1666

NEW YORK

WORLD'S CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Any memher of the trade may forward to this office a "Situation" advertisement

intended for this Department to occupy a space of four lines, agate measure, and it will
be inserted free. Replies will also be forwarded without cost. Additional space will
be at the rate of 25c. per line. If bold faced type is desired the cost of same will be
25c. per line. Rates for all other classes of advertising on application.

WANTED
Direct Sales Organizations

To sell complete 5-tube Tuned Radio
Frequency Set on Free Home Demonstra-
tion Plan.

Reasonable Price and Deferred Pay-
ment Plan assure Volume Business.

Exclusive representatives are established

on a permanent and profitable basis.

No investment required of responsible
producers.

This is an opportunity to represent one
of the large manufacturers of complete
radio sets whose ample financial and fac-

tory facilities assure a permanent busi-

ness relationship.

For details address "Executive Offices,"

300 Madison Avenue., New York City.

Attention H. C. Cooley.

WANTED—Phonograph or radio salesmen to
establish agencies for large radio manufacturer
(see above ad). Our liberal merchandising plan
makes money quickly for you and your dealers.

A real opportunity to make a permanent connec-
tion. Write fully and in confidence to H. C.
Cooley, 300 Madison Avenue, New York City.

POSITION WANTED—Young lady with un-

usual experience in publicity and advertising

departments. Familiar with buying of printing,

advertising layouts, type selections, etc. Special

qualifications covering radio and phonograph
products. Address "Box 1513," care of The
Talking Machine World, 383 Madison Ave., New
York City.

POSITION WANTED Experienced sales

representative, thoroughly familiar with Victor

business and identified for many years with

music, pianos and phonograph activities, is open
for a sales executive position. Also understands

radio merchandising and can furnish first-class

references. Previous experience also includes

advertising and publicity work. Address "Box
1512," care of The Talking Machine World, 383

Madison Ave., New York City.

DISTRIBUTORS WANTED — In every

State in the U. S. A. Exclusive rights. On the

Sunlight "B" and "C" guaranteed radio bat-

teries. Write for information care of "Box
1516," care The Talking Machine World. 383

Madison Ave., New York.

POSITION WANTED by man with 18 years' experi-

ence; familiar with pianos, phonographs, records, radio
and musical instruments; has wide acquaintance throughout
Central and Southern States and desires connection with
manufacturer seeking distribution in that territory. Can
furnish exceptional references and services; will be avail-

able on short notice. Address "Box 1509," care The
Talking Machine World, 383 Madison Ave., New York
City.

POSITION WANTED—Man, five years' experience
merchandising, advertising and selling phonographs and
radio sets, seeks connection with large department store,

manufacturer or distributor; metropolitan district pre-

ferred. Address "Box 1510," care The Talking Machine
World, 383 Madison Ave., New York City.

POSITION WANTED—Victrola repairman, 20 years'
practical experience and a first-class toucher-up . work on
cabinets. Can give very best of references. Address
"Box 1514," care of The Talking Machine World, 383
Madison Ave., New York City.

POSITION WANTED—Phonograph mechanic with high-
class experience on all makes motor to repair; can do
good wood finish work. Polisher, with best of references,

wishes a good position. Address "Box 1515," care of
The Talking Machine World, 383 Madison Ave., New York
City.

FOR SALE
Entire stock of Victor records and machines
at wholesale prices ; no second-hand stoUt to

offer ; inducive offer to immediate purchaser.
Address "Box 1508." care The Talking Ma-
chine World, 383 Madison Ave., New York,
N. Y.

WRITER
trained in

ADVERTISING and MUSIC
Past experience in selling phono-
graphs, pianos, records and piano
rolls ; and six years' copy and lay-
out work with large New York
advertising agencies. He knows
music and can write about it. He
knows good advertising and can
produce it. He wants to work for
a manufacturer, distributor or
publisher in the musical field. Ad-
dress D. Lindsay, care of Hanff-
Metzger, Inc., 95 Madison Ave.,
New York City.

FOR SALE
Music store in large city, Middle West; carry Bruns-
wick, Columbia and Edison, also radio. Good
prospect for man with capital to invest. ' Inventory
less than $5,000. Owner selling account of health.
Address "Box 1511," care The Talking Machine
World, 383 Madison Ave., New York City

8000 MAINSPRINGS BELOW COST
Highest grade, guaranteed stock ; two popu-
lar sizes ; fit Brunswick, Saal, United,
Krasco. and many other motors. Terms
Cash.
I"xl8' in lots of 100 , 41c each
l"xl3' in lots of 100 35c each

WILLIARD N. MUTZBAR
709 Wells St., Milwaukee, Wis.

FOR SALE
Long established talking machine, radio and music

business, located at Paterson, N. J. Showing won-
derful profits. Sacrifice to immediate buyer as

owner resides in Florida. Address "Opportunity,"
The Talking Machine World, 383 Madison Ave.,
New York City.

Driggers Music Store Opened

Driggers Music Store has been opened in

Bainbridge, Ga., with a fine line of talking ma-
chines, records and general musical merchan-
dise. The establishment is the only one of

its kind in town. The store is very attrac-

tive, having been fitted with the most modern
fixtures.

SPRINGS
VICTOR

1% "x. 022x17', bent each end No. 6543 $.57
l%"x.022xl8' 0" marine ends No. 3014 .57
lVt"x.022xl7' bent arbor No. 5362 .56
lV'x. 022x13' bent arbor No. 5423 .48
l»4"x.022x9' bent arbor No. 5427 .38

1Vx.022x9\ bent each end No. 6542 .38
l"x. 020x13' 6" marine ends No. 2141 .35
l"x.020xl5' marine ends No. 3335 .38
l"x. 020x15' bent arbor No. 5394 .39
l"x. 020x15', bent at each end No. 6546 .39

COLUMBIA
l"x. 028x16' crimp arbor, new style. No. 20009 .61
l"x.028xl0' Universal No. 2951 .32
l"x.028xll' Universal No. 2951 .36
l"x. 030x11' hook ends 40
l"xll' for motor No. 1 No. 1219 .34

HEINEMAN
l"x. 025x12' motors, Nos. 33 & 77 35
1 3/16"x.026xl9'. also Pathe 70
I 3/16"x. 026x17' No. 4 .60

SAAX-SILVERTONE
l"x. 027x10', rectangular hole No. 144 .39
l"x. 027x13', rectangular hole No. 145 .45
l"x. 027x16'. rectangular hole No. 146 .53

Terms, 2% cash with order.

TALKING MACHINE SUPPLY CO., PARK RIDGE.N J

Complete catalogue on request
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Announcement of Reimposition of McKenna
Duties Causes Agitation in Trade Circles

All Factors of the Music Trade Represented at the British Music Industries Convention—Impor-

tant Paper on Price Maintenance Read by Louis Sterling—Exhibits at Wembley—The News

London, England, June 3.—Business was for

a time considerably unsettled- in the gramo-

phone field, consequent upon Mr. Churchill's

proposals in the Budget for the reimposition of

the so-called McKenna Duties as and from July

1. Nine months previously, the Labor Chan-

cellor, Mr. Snowden, had seen fit to abolish the

duties, and in the intervening period, the gram-

ophone industry was able, by an efficiency of

organization and methods of production, to

withstand the undoubted blow that such an abo-

lition occasioned. Then comes the announce-

ment that two months ahead those duties are to

be reimposed, giving in . that time the foreign

exporter of musical instruments full opportunity

to flood the country with his goods, and prob-

ably negative the effect of the duties for many
months, if not a year, when it is quite on the

cards that political necessity would dictate once

again their abolition. Considerable agitation in

trade circles, affected by the reimposition, how-

ever, called forth a statement from the Chan-

cellor that imports affecting those trades were

being closely watched in the intervening period

and, if necessary, the duties would be made re-

troactive to the date of the Budget announce-

ment. It is not expected that the reimposition

of the tax will permit of any increase in the

price of British-made goods. The possible pe-

riod during which the duties will operate will

afford manufacturers opportunity to consolidate

the position gained since their first imposition,

so that, should the duties again be removed,
manufacturers will have less than nothing to

fear from foreign competition. In a pronounce-
ment to the music industries, Col. Tatton, or-

ganizing director to the Federation of British

Music Industries, says: "In my judgment, the

reimposition of the tax should make no differ-

ence whatever to the price of British-made

goods. There is nothing whatever in the nature

of a price ring among British musical instru-

ment manufacturers. The output capacity of

the British factories is far beyond the possible

consumption of the market. There is, therefore,

unrestricted competition of a very acute order,

which should be sufficient to keep prices at the

lowest economic point. The imposition of duty

on imported luxury articles should not affect

that competition one iota."

British Music Industries Convention

The convention; held this year at the Welsh
seaside resort of Llandudno, was attended by
about 300 representatives of retail and jobbing

trade and manufacturers in all lines of the mu-
sic business. In addition, there were represent-

atives of the American, Canadian and Austra-
lian industries, all of whom took an active part

in discussions. Meetings of the Gramophone
Dealers' and Gramophone Manufacturers' As-
sociations were held. At the dealers' meeting,
E. D. Pollard read an interesting paper on "Hire
Purchase," and after discussion the meeting re-

solved that in their opinion it is necessary for

a minimum of 10 per cent to be added to the

net cash price of gramophones sold on hire pur-

chase terms, and that the period of such pur-

cha ses should be restricted to twelve months.
At the Manufacturers' Association's meeting,
matters of purely domestic interest to members
were discussed. With reference to the situation

created by the reimposition of the McKenna
Duties as affecting imported machines and parts

now in stock, a resolution was passed strongly

deprecating any form of preferential trading

after July 1, the date of the reimposition.

Louis Sterling on Price Maintenance
One of the most important papers read at the

Convention was by Louis Sterling, of the Co-
lumbia Graphophone Co., who convincingly

pointed out "The Advantages of Price Mainte-
nance," from the points of view of the manufac-
turer, the dealer and the public. Points from
Mr. Sterling's paper are as follows:

"Different classes of trade and different kinds

of merchandise naturally have different dis-

counts to dealers, to cover the retailer's ex-

penses and profits. Thus while 15 per cent may
be a very satisfactory rate of discount on a

high-priced motor car, 33^ per cent, taking a

(Continued on page 162)

TP
MPPA SENSATIONAL

is the only word to apply when talking of the success of the Pixie Grippa all over

the world. You can't get away from facts. Our Mail week by week adds fresh orders

and repeats from every quarter of the Globe. Our Testimonial Dossier is wonderful

reading. It all means that Pixie Grippas get right ahead of all other small Portable

Talking Machines on sheer merit for really powerful Tone Quality. Downright Fool-

proof design and unbeatable workmanship. It's a big Gramophone in a small box.

Not an "assembled" contraption. Every part our own exclusive manufacture.

World's patent and registrations pending. Plays all 12 inch records.

Made to suit every known Market.

SHIPPING PRICES:

(Minimum order 4 machines. Packed free our Factory.) Available where
territory not already closed. Canada and Australia excepted.

In fine Leatherette Case, Weatherproof $8.00 gold

" " Solid Oak Case. Weatherproof 8.75
"

" " English Cowhide Case, Weatherproof 10.50
"

" " Teak Case, Insect proof 11.25
"

" " Andaman Padouk Case, Insect proof 12.75
"

Sole Licensees and Manufacturers

PEROPHONE, Ltd., 76-78 City Road
Gables Perowood LONDON, ENGLAND Bentleys Gode

Weight, 6V2 lbs.

Measurement, WVz x 4% i JVi
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fair comparison of dealers' expenses, is not by

any means too high for the music industry."

"Without price maintenance there could be

no fixed standard of quality guaranteed. Every

cut in price would, sooner or later, find its re-

flection in cuts in quality to permit production

at those cut prices. And such methods would

shatter the fabric of permanence in any indus-

try."

Comparison With United States Industry

Mr. Sterling, in support of the last paragraph,

referred to the gramophone industry of the

United States, and said, "Some years ago, under

an old anti-trust law, a decision was given in

the courts compelling the cancellation of all

price maintenance contracts. The moment that

happened various department stores started a

cutting campaign and commenced to sell well-

known brands of gramophones at anywhere

from 10 per cent to 25 per cent below list

prices. . . . The result was that where for-

merly perhaps 90 per cent of the sales were

well-known brands and the American public

was getting an article with the guarantee of the

manufacturer behind it for value, to-day the

contrary is the case in most stores. Ninety per

cent of gramophones sold are of unknown

brands, or what are known as stencil gramo-

phones, the reason being that the store cannot

afford to sell instruments at 10 per cent or more

below the regular list price, and accordingly

they gradually introduce various other lines of

gramophones, perhaps of good appearance, but

of bad quality, as they are made to be sold at a

cheap price, and to-day 90 per cent of the sales

in most department stores consist of unknown
and unworthy gramophones. On these the de-

partment stores make a bigger percentage of

profit than they originally made on the estab-

lished brands. The American public is suffer-

ing because it is buying an article of which it

does not know the value, and it is paying a

price higher than the real value, because the

distributor has to make an extra profit on these

machines to compensate for losing money on

the branded goods. Therefore, as a result of

the lack of price maintenance in the United

States, the manufacturer is suffering, the dealer

is not making a reasonable profit, and the public

is being sold articles of inferior quality at

higher prices than their value."

Mr. Sterling went on to give figures showing

that a similar state of affairs existed in the

American radio industry and stated that the

number of gramophone and radio manufactur-

ers, wholesalers and dealers of both lines in the

United States who are going out of business,

is phenomenal. In conclusion, he said that, in

England, which has a strong price maintenance

policy, the music industry is going ahead, and,

in the United States, where it is illegal to have

a price maintenance policy, the music industry

is in a state of disruption, and that there are

very few manufacturers or dealers in the United

States who are to-day operating at a profit.

The Columbia Co.'s Balance Sheet

The balance sheet and profit and loss account

of the Columbia Co. for the year ended March
31 was issued recently and is to be presented

to the ordinary shareholders at the annual gen-

eral meeting a few days after I mail this report.

The position of the company, as shown by the

balance sheet, is stronger than that of last year,

exceedingly healthy though it was, the share

capital being far, exceeded by the liquid assets,

either in cash or its equivalent. All the costs

of the matrices, patents, trade-marks, copyright,

good-will, etc., have been written down to £1
sterling.

The profit for the year, subject to taxation,

amounted to £126,619, which, with the balance

brought forward from last year's accounts of

£18,056, makes a total sum of £144,675 avail-

able for consideration. From this is to be de-

ducted £15,000, the interim dividend of 7^4 per

cent already paid, less tax, leaving a balance of

£129,676, which the directors recommend
should be appropriated as follows:

A reserve for taxation and contingencies of

£10,000; a final dividend of 12J/2 per cent (pay-

able less tax), a bonus of 20 per cent (payable

less tax), making a total of 40 per cent for the

year, £65,000; and an addition of £7,500 to the

Staff Pension Fund, leaving a balance to be car-

ried forward to the next account of £47,176.

Since the closing of the financial year on

March 31, and therefore coming into the sphere

of 1925-1926 operations, the company, as I have

previously reported, offered at par 300,000 of 7

per cent cumulative preference shares of

£1. The issue was heavily over-subscribed,

£3,000,000 being offered. The shares are now
at a premium of 3s. 9d.

It is now proposed to issue 100,000 ordinary

shares pro rata to ordinary shareholders at

30s. per share, which is about 14s. under the

present-day price.

The object of the issue is to repay loans from

the company's bankers, obtained for the purpose

of acquiring the large interest in the American

business, negotiated by Louis Sterling on his

recent trip to New York.

Gramophone Exhibits at Wembley
It is too early as yet to speak of business at

this year's British Empire Exhibition. Three

firms only, of the gramophone industry, have

taken space. All three exhibited last year and

on the strength of business done then, found

sufficient reason for again participating, so that

it is certainly surprising that an industry, nor-

mally so keenly competitive, should have neg-

lected such an opportunity. The firms exhibit-

ing are Gerophone, Ltd., the manufacturer of

the famous Pixie Grippa portables; Peter Pan
Gramophone Co., Ltd., which is showing, in ad-

dition to its already well-known range of instru-

ments, a new 1925 model. This is slightly larger

than its previous models, measuring TV? inches

(Continued on page 164)

THE OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT IN PORTABLE GRAMOPHONES

The
"RESONA"

Registered Trade Mark

PORTABLE GRAMOPHONE
Fitted with SWISS Worm Gear Motors, supplied in

Solid Oak, Real English Cowhide, and Washable Art
Leather Cloth.

LIST PRICES
Oak or Leatherette (any color) Single Spring Motor $25.00

Oak or Leatherette (any color) Double Spring Motor 27.50

Covered Real English Cowhide (handstitched) Single Sp. Motor 30.00

Covered Real English Cowhide (handstitched) Double Sp. Motor 32.50

Far West $2.50 Extra. Packed in cases (24) or assorted.

Dealers are urged to order a sample case comprising each type made.

'RESONA" PORTABLES SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES -THEY SELL ON SIGHT.

THE PORTABLE GRAMOPHONE COMPANY, Ltd.
Manufacturers and Merchants

Albion Works, Albion Street KINGS CROSS, LONDON, N. I., (ENGLAND)
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Special Announcement to U. K. and Colonial Buyers

T

HOMOCHORD
RECORDS
REFLECT

0^>
VALUES

True tone is the outcome of perfect recording

—

Perfect recording is reflected in the sure test of

the piano—Homochord piano recordings repre-

sent an amazing degree of fidelity hitherto

thought impossible of achievement. All pre-

conceived notions have been knocked on the

head and we can truthfully aver that the difficult

tones of the piano have at last been musically

photographed on Homochord Records. This

standard of tone perfection is the result of a new

system of recording adopted in our laboratories

which goes to insure a definite 100 per cent de-

gree of fidelity in all HOMOCHORD
RECORDS.

BRINC
TRUE MUSIC

to the

HOME
Colonial and Foreign Traders Should

Write for a Special Sales Proposition

Regular monthly issues go to swell
our big and up-to-date catalogue

10-in.

12-in.

Poable-iided

THE BRITISH HOMOPHONE CO.
Limited

1,9 City Road London, E. C, England

Chosen Solely for Reproduction

Perfect Pianoforte Renderi n&s //

Real Concert Hall Effects'/

Perfect Syncopation
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"The

VULCAN
MAINSPRING
The Vulcan Mainspring has a world-wide repu-

tation for reliability. Every Vulcan is thoroughly

tested before dispatch, and dealers may have full

confidence in offering them as the finest Main-
springs it is possible to produce.

The Vulcan Mainspring made our reputation.

Let it make yours!

J. STEAD & CO., Ltd., Manor Works, SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND

Note Grease-
Proof Paper

by 7j/> inches by 4 '/a inches, but weighs only

Syi pounds. It carries a swan-neck tone-arm,

which is attached to a scoop-shaped amplifier,

giving a tone equal to that of a gramophone of

much larger dimensions. The Gramophone Co.

(His Master's Voice) has an even more com-

prehensive exhibit than that of last year, and

again is easily the best exhibit in the whole of

the music section.

Brief Paragraphs of Interest

Keith Prowse & Co., Ltd., the music publish-

ers and musical instrument wholesalers, and sole

agents in this country for the Sonora phono-

graphs, recently offered 43,000 odd £1 shares to

the public at par. I understand that the whole

of the shares were applied for and that the

issue was entirely successful.

Recent gramophone share quotations are as

follows: Gramophone Co.'s £1 shares stand

at 34-35s.; Vocalion 10s.

quoted shortly after issue

stand somewhere around

shares are to-day standing

Smith & Co. (Gramophones), Ltd., manufac-

turers of the well-known "Itonia" models, have

recently taken additional premises at City road,

shares which were

at a discount, now
12s.; Columbia 10s.

at 44s.

to cope with the continued increasing demand
for these instruments. Their new portable

model is the smallest portable carrying records

and it is attracting trade attention.

The Columbia Co.'s record pressings of the

Palace Theatre "hits" from "No, No, Nanette,"

viz., "Tea for Two," and "I Want To Be Hap-
py," totaled over 100,000 in a few weeks.

J. D. Cumner, a well-known recording expert,

has recently patented a process for manufactur-

ing records practically unbreakable yet benda-

ble, the material in texture and thickness being

similar to the ordinary men's linen collars.

Oregon Music Trades Association Re-
organized at Second Meeting in Portland

Committees Appointed and Other Important Routine Business Transacted—Many Answers
Received in Atwater Kent Music Memory Contest—Other News and Activities of the Month

Portland, Ore., June 4.—The Oregon Music

Trades Association has been reorganized and

held its second general meeting at the Elks

Building, May 21. After partaking of a sumptu-
ous dinner, G. F. Johnson of the G. F. Johnson
Piano Co. and president of the Association

called the business meeting to order. The presi-

dent then announced the following committees:

Membership, Frank M. Case, manager of Sher-

man, Clay & Co., chairman; Chas. Soule, district

manager of the Starr Piano Co.; E. B. Hyatt,

of the Hyatt Music Co.; Harry Quackenbush,
manager of the Bush & Lane Piano Co., and
Herbert G. Reed, president of the Reed, French
Piano Co. Finance: J. J. Collins, of Collins &
Erwin Piano Co., chairman; L. D. Heater, of

the L. D. Heater Co., and B. R. Brassfield, man-
ager of Wiley B. Allen & Co. Entertainment:

Warren A. Erwin, of Collins & Erwin Piano'

Co., chairman; Frank Lucas, of Seiberling &
Lucas Music Co., and W. A. McDougall, of the

McDougall-Conn Music Co.

The association then adopted unanimously
two recommendations of the executive commit-
tee. First that a minimum charge of $10.00 be

made for the erection of an antennae and sec-

ond that when a radio sale was made a coupon
be given the purchasers entitling them to three

free service calls after the sale. This to cor-

rect an abuse of the privilege by many prospective

buyers. The addition of the 5 per cent carrying

charge on radio, phonographs and musical mer-
chandise was discussed and adopted to go into ef-

fect June 1, and the executive secretary instructed

to send a copy of the rule to all the dealers

in Oregon. It was also decided to hold a State-

wide meeting during the Portland Rose Festival

June 15 to 20 w hen many of the up-State dealers

would be in the city attending the Festival. Ii

was also announced that the Association would
hold a joint music and radio show early this

Fall in connection with the Radio Association.

Persons from all parts of Oregon, Washing-

ton, Idaho and California, numbering 300, sent

in answers to the Atwater Kent Music Memory
Contest, broadcast through radio station KGW,
The Morning Oregonian, sponsored by the Sun-

set Electric Co., the Atwater Kent distributor

for Portland. A series of three concerts was
broadcast, one week apart, at which time fifteen

p:ano numbers -were played. First prize, a com-
plete Atwater Kent five-tube set was awarded
Arnold Leduc, whose list contained thirty-seven

correct titles out of the forty-five selections

b oadcast. A four-tube set was given for sec-

ond prize, an Atwater Kent de luxe loud speaker

for third, loud speakers for fourth and fifth

prizes, and an Atwater Kent phonograph radio

attachment for sixth prize. Music houses co-

operating with the Sunset Electric Co. were the

McCormick Music Co., the Hyatt Music Co.

and the G. F. Johnson Piano Co.

The Victrola and radio departments of Sher-

man, Clay & Co. have been consolidated and

both placed under the management of Criff

Neilson.

A new Sherman, Clay & Co. store has been
established at Roseburg, Ore., . with Oakly
White placed in charge.

Charles Soule, district manager of the Stan-

Piano Co., is making an extensive trip in his

territory, covering all of Oregon, Washington
and Idaho. In making the swing of his circuit

Mr. Soule sends in numerous reports to his

local office, with piano business being excep-

tionally brisk and Starr phonographs and Gen
nett records showing a steady gain. Mr. Soule

expects to return in time to straighten out his

local business before leaving for Los Angeles,

where he will attend the Western Music Trades

convention.

Freda Hempel, famed coloratura soprano and

exclusive Edison artist, presented a "Jenny
Lihd" costume concert at the municipal audi-

torium, May 14.

The Ross-Woodman Furniture Co. of Astoria,

Ore., has been appointed Columbia representa-

tive, according to a report of Randall Barglett,

district manager of the Columbiv. Phonograph
Co. Mr. Barglett states that the trade is re-

ceiving the new Columbia radio attachments

for phonographs with enthusiasm. Business is

extremely brisk in phonographs and records.

Carl Jones has been placed in charge of the

piano department of the Hyatt Music Co. and

the phonograph and radio departments placed

under William Bartlett.

William D. Fenton, Jr., general manager of

the Seiberling, Lucas Music Co., is receiving

the sympathy of his friends on the death of his

father, William D. Fenton.

Fourth Edition of "Opera
at Home" Is Issued

From the Gramophone Co., Ltd., London,

Eng., The Talking Machine World is in receipt

of the fourth edition of "Opera at Home," in

which the stories of one hundred and fifty-six

operas are briefed for the information of music

lovers, together with short biographies of the

composers and the index numbers of "His Mas-

ter's Voice" records as they are sung in the

operas. An interesting preface by Sir Hugh
Allen, president of the Royal College of Music,

appears and the book is profusely illustrated

with photographs of the leading operatic artists.

E. G. Browne Moves

E. G. Browne, who has operated Browne's

Music Shop in Hackensack, N. J., for the past

two years, is moving to a more central location

at 142 Main street, that city. The Browne Shop

is known as "Hackensack's Music Center." The
new home will be one of the most attractive

retail shops in the city and will handle a line

of high-grade pianos, Victor -talking machines,

quality radio products and a complete line of

sheet music.

Fire recently destroyed the entire stock of

phonographs, records and radios at the Music

Shop, Princeton, N. J. The amount of the

loss is placed at $20,000.
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LATEST PATENTS

RELATING
Washington, D. C, June 8.—Clarifying Vi-

brator. Frederic E. Mathey and Louis A.

Mathey, Indianapolis, Ind. Patent No. 1,527,207.

This invention relates to an improvement for

clarifying and amplifying sound, and the ob-

jects of the invention are to effect an increased

distinctness in the sound issuing from a direct-

ing and amplifying means as the horn used in a

phonograph or a radio amplifying device, to

effect a natural reproduction of the original

sound in that the original inflection, enunciation

and tone are reproduced without distortion, and
to amplify the sound.

We find that when an orchestra or band se-

lection is reproduced through a horn of a pho-

nograph or a radio device containing the inven-

tion the usual composite rendition is so altered

that the tone of the individual instruments of

the orchestra or band are plainly distinguish-

able. An appreciable increase in the volume of

the sound issuing is also noted.

Fig. 1 is a side elevation of the clarifying

vibrator; Fig. 2, a side elevation of the vibrator

rotated clockwise through an angle of forty-five

degrees from the position shown in Fig. 1; Fig.

3, a sectional view through a reproducing horn

showing the method of employing the vibrator;

Fig. 4, a section taken on the line 4—4 of Fig.

1; and Fig. 5, a section taken on the line 5—

5

of Fig. 2.

Phonograph Record. Arthur Rurdette Smith,

South Brownsville, Pa. Patent No. 1,530,142.

This invention relates to records for repro-

ducing machines such as phonographs and the

like, and relates more particularly to records of

the disk type.

An object of this invention is to produce

novel means whereby the trade-mark and iden-

lifying indicia and titles of records of the disk'

type may be exhibited without necessitating the

removal of the records from a cabinet or stor-

age; and furthermore, an object of the invention

is to produce a record of the character indicated

having greater capacity or record surface than

those now commonly used.

It is a further object of this invention to pro-

vide novel means whereby records now in com-
mon use may be provided with indicia by which
their indentity or character may be observed

without the necessity of removing the records

from a cabinet or storage; and the invention

further contemplates the provision of novel

means by which the labels or tag-like tickets

may be attached to the said records.

Figure 1 illustrates a plan view of an improved

record embodying the invention. Fig. 2 illu-

strates a plan view of a fragment of an ordinary

record, showing a device embodying the inven-

tion applied thereto. Fig. 3 illustrates an end

view of the tag holding clip. Fig. 4 illustrates

a sectional view on the line 4—4 of Fig. 3. Fig.

5 illustrates a plan view of the blank from

which the clip is formed, and Fig. 6 illustrates

a plan view of a record of modified construc-

tion.

Portable Phonograph. Solomon Sachs, New-

York. Patent No. 1,533,949.

This invention relates to phonographs and

in particular to a type of cabinet or box for

containing the same.

A particular object of the invention is to pro-

vide a small box which when closed will give

HERALD ELECTRIC CO., Inc
29 East End Avenue New York

the appearance of the small box camera, and

which, when open, may be used after the ordi-

nary manner of a phonograph.

A further object of the invention is to provide

a sound amplifying compartment in the cover

of the box to one end of which may be adapted

the tone arm, the sound box being so arranged

that the sound will be thrown after the manner

of the regular cabinet phonographs.

A further object is to so construct a phono-

graph cabinet or box of this nature, that all of

the parts going to make up the phonograph may

be contained therein in such a position that

the box may be closed and locked and carried

about from place to place.

Fig. 1 is a view in perspective of a phono-

graph constructed in accordance with the in-

ventor's ideas. Fig. 2 is a section on the line

2—2 of Fig. 1, and Fig. 3 is a section on the

line 3—3 of Fig. 1.

Sound Reproducing Diaphragm. James H.

Sutlive, Kansas City, Mo., assignor of one-

fourth to C. W. Redpath, same place. Patent

No. 1,523,670.

This invention relates to sound reproducing

diaphragms and it is particularly designed for

use in connection with a mechanically operated

sound reproducing machine in which the dia-

phragm is operated by a vibratory arm to repro-

duce sound.

The inventor has provided a diaphragm which,

while of stiff material, is so constructed that it

is flexible enough to permit bodily movement of

the major portion of the diaphragm so that a

relatively large amount of air is displaced ai d

so that the movement of the diaphragm is prac-

tically a full body movement as distinct from

the fractional diaphragm movement common
with diaphragms now in use. "In actual prac-

tice," says the inventor, "when a comparison is

made between the diaphragm forming the sub-

ject matter of this invention and known makes

of diaphragms, the tones resulting from the use

of my diaphragm are broader and rounder, not

necessarily louder, but with a fuller tone qual-

ity, which I attribute in no small measure to

the fact that the diaphragm has a greater body

movement more in the nature of a piston move-
ment than is possible with known types of dia-

phragms."

The diaphragm forming the subject matter

of this invention is shown as consisting of a

very flat cone having a straight end or base and.

an inclined or cone face; there being circum-

ferential grooves on opposite faces of the cone,

the grooves on one face being offset with re-

spect to those on the other so that the central

solid portion of the diaphragm can have a free

body movement as distinct from a tilting or

pivot movement common to present-day dia-

phragms.

The patentee states that the present inven-

tion is a continuation of a former application

filed by him on Tune 17, 1920, Serial No. 389,639,

in which was described a diaphragm which was
In effect cone-shaped, but it did not contain the

grooves.

Fig. 1 is a sectional view through a sound
box of a sound reproducing machine to which
the invention is applied. Fig. 2 is a face view
cf the diaphragm, and Fig. 3 is a cross sectional

view on the line 3—3 of Fig. 2, the diaphragm
being greatly magnified.

Reproducer. Charley Renter and Oscar
Schilling, Warsaw, 111. Patent No. 1,535,496.

This invention relates to phonograph repro-

ducers, the primary object of the invention be-

ing to provide a reproducer which will not be
affected by jars or vibrations of the machine to

which the reproducer is applied, to the end that

the record being played will send off regular

and unbroken sound waves.

Further objects of the invention are to pro-

vide means for insuring the proper tension of

the stylus in the sound grooves of the record

and to provide means for securing the stylus in

a perpendicular position, when irregularities are

encountered in the record tablet.

Referring to the drawing: Fig. 1 is a bottom

plan view of a reproducer constructed in ac-

cordance with the present invention. Fig. 2 is

a vertical sectional view through the reprodu-

cer. Fig. 3 is an elevational view of the repro-

ducer, a portion of the upper section being

broken away.

The Powerful

•<' <~ The GAROD CORP.
Ito Pacific St. Newark. N. j.
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#™ifRECORD BULLETINS/*? July, 1925

Victor Talking Machine Go.
LIST FOR MAY 22

19640 Titina Billy Murray 10
I Don't Want to Get Married,

Billy Murray-Ed. Smalle 10
19641 Whoa! Nellie!—Shimmy Fox-trot,

Paul Whiteman and His Orch. 10
Pozzo—Fox-trot. .Paul Whiteman and His Orch. 10

19642 No One—Fox-trot Jack Shilkret's Orch. 10
Isn't She the Sweetest Thing—Fox-trot,

Jack Shilkret's Orch. 10
FEATURE RECORDS

815 Valse in D Flat Major ("Minute Waltz")
(Chopin) Rachmaninoff 10

Waltz and Elfin Dance (Grieg)—Piano,
Rachmaninoff 10

18705 When You're Gone I Won't Forget,
Peerless Quartet 10

There's a Vacant Chair at Home, Sweet Home,
Charles Harrison 10

LIST FOR MAY 29
VOCAL RECORDS

15491 Forsaken (Koschat) De Reszke Singers 10
On Wings of Song (Mendelssohn),

De Reszke Singers 10
19650 Homeland Victor Male Chorus 10

Winter Song Victor Male Chorus 10
19651 Peter Pan Henry Burr 10

West of the Great Divide Henry Burr 10
35753 A Miniature Concert—Part 1 1. Opening Chorus.

2. Piano Solo—Frank Banta. 3. "Love's Old
Sweet Song"—Sterling Trio. 4. Monologue

—

Monroe Silver. 5. "When You and I Were
Young, Maggie"—Henry Burr. 6. "Casey
Jones"—Billy Murray and Chorus,

The Eight Popular Victor Artists 12
A Miniature Concert—Part 2. 1. Introduction.

2. "Sweet Genevieve"—Campbell and Burr. 3.

"Saxophobia"—Rudy Wiedoeft. 4. "Gypsy
Love Song"—Frank Croxton. 5. "Carry Me
Back to Old Virginny"—Peerless Quartet. 6.
"Massa's in de Cold, Cold Ground"—Chorus,

The Eight Popular Victor Artists 12
35756 Gems from "Rose-Marie",

Victor Light Opera Company 12
Gems from "No, No Nanette,"

Victor Light Opera Company 12

INSTRUMENTAL RECORDS
55255 Artist's Life Waltz (Strauss),

Rudolph Ganz and St. Louis Symphony Orch. 12
Pomp and Circumstance March (Elgar),

Rudolph Ganz and St. Louis Symphony Orch. 12
19537 Justin-Tyme Roy Bargy 10

Jim Jams Roy Bargy 10
19620 My Wild Irish Rose Jesse Crawford 10.

When You and I Were Young, Maggie,
Jesse Crawford 10

19635 With Trumpet and Drum (Weldon),
Pryor's Band 10

Pershing Patrol (Phillis) Pryor's Band 10

DANCE RECORDS
19636 Swanee Butterfly—Fox-trot,

Waring's Pennsylvanians 10
Little Peach;—Fox-trot. .Waring's Pennsylvanians 10

19652 When I Think of You—Fox-trot,
Howard Lanin and His

Benjamin Franklin Hotel Orch. 10
Lady of the Nile—Fox-trot,

Howard Lanin and His
Benjamin Franklin Hotel Orch. 10

19591 Hello, Hilo—Fox-trot Alika Hawaiian Trio 10
Hot Tamale Molly—Fox-trot,

Alika Hawaiian Trio 10

RED SEAL RECORDS
First Victor Record by Pablo Casals

6501 Goyescas—Intermezzo (Granados) . .Pablo Casals 12
Adagio (Bach) Pablo Casals 12

6502 Litany (Schubert-Cortot) Alfred Cortot 12
Impromptu (in F Sharp Major) (Chopin),

Alfred Cortot 12
1079 A la Valse (Victor Herbert)—Violin,

Mischa Elman in
To Slumber-Land (Kopylow-Hartmann)—Violin,

Mischa Elman
1084 Sentinella (The Sentinel) (Bracco-De Curtis),

Neapolitan Beniamino Gigli
Sto Pe'nzanno's Maria (I Am Thinking of Mary)

(G. B.-Ernesto De Curtis), Neapolitan,
Beniamino Gigli

8067 Lucia—Verranno a te sull' aura (Borne on the
Sighing Breeze) (Donizetti)—Italian,

Amelita Galli-Gurci-Tito Schipa
La Sonnambula—Son geloso del zefiro (I am

Jealous of Each Wandering Zephyr) (Bellini)—Italian Amelita Galli-Gurci-Tito Schipa

in

1087 Dear One (Fisher-Richardson-Burke),
Edward Johnson 10

I'll See You in My Dreams (Kahn-Jones),
Edward Johnson 10

1086 When You and I Were Seventeen (Kahn-Rosoff),
John McCormack 10

June Brought the Roses (Stanley-Openshaw),
John McCormack 10

FEATURE RECORDS
6015 Dreams of Long Ago (Carroll-Caruso),

Enrico Caruso 12
Love Me or Not (Secchi) Enrico Caruso 12

55079 Bohemian Girl—The Heart Bow'd Down (Balfe),
Reinald Werrenrath 10

Faust—Even the Bravest Heart (Gounod),
Reinald Werrenrath 10

LIST FOR JUNE 5
19654 Swanee Butterfly Georgie Price 10

Isn't She the Sweetest Thing Georgie Price 10
19648 Collegiate—Shimmy Fox-trot, Vocal Refrain,

Waring's Pennsylvanians 10
Look at Those Eyes—Fox-trot, Vocal Refrain
by Tom Waring Waring's Pennsylvanians 10

19655 Does My Sweetie Do—and How—Fox-trot,
Waring's Pennsylvanians 10

Bye and Bye—Fox-trot,
Meyer Davis' Le Paradise Band

FEATURE RECORDS
631 Chanson Indoue (A Song of India) (Rimsky-

Korsakow)—In French Galli-Curci
Coq d'Or—Hymne au Soleil (Hymn to the Sun)

(Rimsky-Korsakow)—In French,
Galli-Curci

17380 Whistler and His Dog (with descriptive effects)
(Pryor) Pryor's Band

Warbler's Serenade (whistling chorus) (Perry),
Pryor's Band

LIST FOR JUNE 12
19662 You're Just a Flower From an Old Bouquet—Fox-trot. Charles Dornberger and His Orch.

Bye Bye Blues—Fox-trot,
Fred Hamm and His Orch.

19661 Don't Bring Lulu—Fox-trot,
Jan Garber and His Orch.

Waitin' for the Moon—Fox-trot,
Jan Garber and His Orch. .

19656 Everything Is Hotsy Totsy Now Gene Austin 10
Yes Sir, That's My Baby Gene Austin 10

FEATURE RECORDS
671 Turkish March (from "Ruins of Athens") (Bee-

thoven)—Violin Jascha Heifetz
Chorus of Dervishes (from "Ruins of Athens")

(Beethoven)—Violin Jascha Heifetz
45369 Will Rogers Nominates Henry Ford for Presi-

dent Will Rogers
Will Rogers Tells Traffic Chiefs How to Direct

Traffic Will Rogers
LIST OF JUNE 19

45493 Dreams (La Mont-Van Alstyne),
Lambert Murphy

One Little Dream of Love (Simpson-Gordon),
Lambert Murphy

19670 Polonaise (Noskowski) Polish National Orch.
The Postilion—Mazurka (Namyslowski),

Polish National Orch.
19666 Ah-Ha!—Fox-trot,

Paul Whiteman and His Orch.
Just a Little Drink—Fox-trot,

Paul Whiteman and His Orch.
19671 Honey, I'm in Love With You (from "Mercen-

ary Mary")—Fox-trot,
Paul Whiteman and His Orch. 10

Charleston—Fox-trot,
Paul Whiteman and His Orch. 10

19672 Stomp Off, Let's Go!—Shimmy Fox-trot,
Fred Hamm and His Orch. 10

Flag That Train—Shimmy Fox-trot,
Fred Hamm and His Orch. 10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10
10

10

10

10

Columbia Phono. Co., Inc.

VOCAL AND DANCE SELECTIONS
From Current Musical Productions

50014-D Selections from "Rose-Marie,"
Robert Hood Bowers and His Concert Orch.

Waltz Medley from "The Student Prince,"
Robert Hood Bowers and His Concert Orch.

50015-D Vocal Gems from "No, No, Nanette,"
Columbia Light Opera Company

Vocal Gems from "The Love Song,"
Columbia Light Opera Company

367-D Honey, I'm in Love With You (from "Mer-
cenary Mary")—Fox-trot. . .The Columbians

Aloma (from "Aloma of the South Seas")—
Fox-trot The Columbians

362-D Kickin' the Clouds Away (from "Tell Me
More")—Fox-trot, Under Direction of W.

12

10

C. Polla Clover Gardens Orch. 10
Why Do I Love You So? (from "Tell Me
More")—Fox-trot, Under Direction of W.
C. Polla Clover Gardens Orch. 10

370-D Let It Rain (from "Sky High")—Comedian,
Willie Howard 10

The Barber of Seville (from "Sky High")—
Comedian Willie Howard 10

369-D Rose-Mane (from "Rose-Marie")—Tenor Solo,
Charles Hart 10

Serenade (from "The Student Prince")

—

Tenor Solo Charles Hart 10
368-D Tell Me More! (from "Tell Me More")—

Tenor Solo Alexander Gray 10
Three Times a Day (from "Tell Me More")—Tenor Solo Alexander Gray 10

DANCE RECORDS
371-D Seminola—Fox-trot. . .Reisman and His Orch. 10

Oriental Moon—Fox-trot,
Leo Reisman and His Orch. 10

366-D By the Light of the Stars—Fox-trot,
Harry Reser's Syncopators 10

Sing Loo—Fox-trot. Harry Reser's Syncopators 10
360-D Waitin' for the Moon—Fox-trot,

Sam Lanin and His Roseland Orch. 10
Suite 16—Fox-trot,

Sam Lanin and His Roseland Orch. 10
372-D Little Peach (from "Louie the 14th")—Fox-

trot Markel and His Orch. 10
Beside a Silv'ry Stream—Fox-trot,

• Markel and His Orch. 10
376-D Flag That Train (To Alabam')—Fox-trot,

Lanin's Red Heads 10
I Wouldn't Be Where I Am If You Hadn't
Gone Away—Fox-trot. .. Lanin's Red Heads 10

374-D Original Two Time Man—Fox-trot,
The Cotton Club Orch. 10

Riverboat Shuffle—Fox-trot.
The Cotton Club Orch. 10

382-D Carolina Sweetheart—Waltz,
The Xylo-Rimba Orch. 10

Dark Hawaiian Eyes—Fox-trot,
The Xylo-Rimba Orch. 10

VOCAL MUSIC
364-D If You Knew Susie (Like I Know Susie)—

Comedian Eddie Cantor 10
Nuthin's Gonna Stop Me Now—Tenor Solo,

Billy Jones 10
375-D The Midnight Waltz—Tenor Solo,

Lewis James 10
Pal of My Cradle Days—Tenor Solo,

Lewis James 10
361-D Ukulele Lady—Comedienne,

Vaughn De Leath 10
Banana Oil—Comedienne. .Vaughn De Leath 10

377-D Who Takes Care of the Caretaker's Daughter—Vocal Chester Gaylord 10
There's One Born Every Minute—Vocal,

Chester Gaylord 10
365-D Oh, How I Miss You Tonight—Tenor Solo,

Lewis James 10
Today—Tenor Solo Charles Hart 10

363-D Take Me Back to Your Heart—Baritone and
Tenor Duet Hall-Ryan 10

(Most of All) I Want Your Love—Baritone
and Tenor Duet Hall-Ryan 10

378-D As a Porcupine Pities for Its Pork—Tenor
and Baritone Duet,

Billy Jones-Ernest Hare
Now George—Vocal Harry Frankel

379-D Sweet Georgia Brown,
Ethel Waters and Her Ebony Four

No One Can Love Me (Like the Way You
Do) Ethel Waters and Her Ebony Four 10

Novelties
373-D Waters of Waikiki—Steel Guitar Novelty,

Frank Ferera
Isle of Oahu—Steel Guitar Novelty,

Frank Ferera
381-D A Little Love, a Little Kiss—Vibra-Phone,

George Hamilton Green
At Dawning—Vibra-Phone,

George Hamilton Green

10
10

10

10

10

10

10

Brunswick Records

10188 My Desire (Eberhart-Cadman)—Tenor with
Orch Mario Chamlee

Mother! O My Mother! (Miller-Ball)—Tenor
with Orch. Mario Chamlee

10189 Elegy (Elegie) (Coursen-Massenet)—Soprano
with Piano and Violin, Violin Obbligato by
Fredric Fradkin Elizabeth Rethberg

Angel's Serenade (Millard-Braga)—Soprano with
Orch., Violin Obbligato by Fredric Fradkin,

Elizabeth Rethberg
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ADVANCE RECORD BULLETINS FOR JULY— (Continued from page 166)
2871 Yearning (Davis-Burke)—Tenor with Orcfa.,

Allen McQuhae
Oh, How I Miss You Tonight (Davis-Burke-

Fisher)—Tenor with Orch Allen McQuhae
2886 When I'm Gone You'll Soon Forget (Keith)—

Male Quartet with Orch Fireside Quartet
When You're Gone I Won't Forget (Reid-De

Rose)—Male Quartet with Orch.,
Fireside Quartet

2869 Tell Mother I'll Be There (Fillmore)—Male
Quartet with Organ Criterion Quartet

In the Sweet Bye and Bye (Bennett-Webster)—
Male Quartet with Organ and Piano,

Criterion Quartet
2887 The Melody That Made You Mine (Friend-

Polla)—Tenor with Piano; Piano by Dan
Lieberfeld Morton Downey

When the One You Love Loves You (Friend-
Whiteman-Baer)—Tenor with Piano; Piano by
Dan Lieberfeld Morton Downey

2870 Lord Geoffrey Amherst (Hamilton),
Amherst Glee Club

College Medley (Arr. by Reser),
Amherst Mandolin Club

2882 Florida (Greer-Green)—Vocal Duet with Piano;
Piano by Phil Ohman,

(The Radio Franks) Wright-Bessinger
If It Wasn't for You ( Fields-Rose-Berg-Wie-

doeft)—Vocal Duet with Piano; Piano by Phil
Ohman (The Radio Franks) Wright-Bessinger

2852 Dusting the Keys (Killalea-Claypoole)—Piano
Solo Harry Snodgrass (King of the Ivories)

Blue Evening Blues (Rose-Kahn-Burton)—Piano
Solo Harry Snodgrass (King of the Ivories)

2877 Pango Pango Maid (Bibo-Phillips)—Fox-trot, for
Dancing Isham Jones Orch.

Poplar Street Blues (Short-Mont)—Fox-trot, for
Dancing Isham Jones Orch.

2879 Down and Out Blues (Farrell-Sizemore)—Fox-
trot, Trombone Passages by Miff Mole, for
Dancing The Cotton Pickers

Those Panama Mamas (Johnson-Bibo)—Fox-trot,
Trombone Passages by Miff Mole, for Dancing,

The Cotton Pickers
2881 Tea for Two (from "No, No, Nanette") (Caesar-

Youmans)—Popular Concert, Under Direction
of Walter Haenschen Brunswick Hour Orch.

Listening (from "Music Box Revue") (Irving
Berlin)—Popular Concert, Under Direction of
Walter Haenschen Brunswick Hour Orch.

2874 Oh, How I Miss You To-night (Davis-Burke-
Fisher)—Fox-trot, Vocal Chorus by Mark
Fisher; for Dancing Oriole Orch.

Ah Hal (Clare-Monaco)—Fox-trot, Vocal Chorus
by Mark Fisher; for Dancing Oriole Orch.

2860 Deep in My Heart, Dear (from "Student Prince
in Heidelberg") (Donnelly-Romberg)—Violin
Solo with Orch Fredric Fradkin

The Magic of Moonlight and Love (Adapted
from Melodies of Tschaikowsky by Hajos)

—

Violin Solo with Orch Fredric Fradkin
2867 You're So Near and Yet So Far (Spier-Shloss)—Fox-trot, for Dancing. . .Gene Rodemich's Orch.

I Had Someone Else Before I Had You (Harris-
Darcy)—Fox-trot, for Dancing,

Gene Rodemich's Orch.
2868 We're Gonna Have Weather (Whether or Not)

(Hall)—Male Quartet with Orch.. Campus Quartet
I Like Pie, I Like Cake, But I Like You Best

of All (Little-Sizemore-Shay)—Male Quartet
with Orch Campus Ouartet

2861 Ukulele Lady (Kahn-Whiting)—Comedienne
with Orch Margaret Young

Take 'Em to the Door (Rose-Davis-Henderson)
Comedienne with Orch., Piano Passages by
Phil Ohman Margaret Young

2863 Oh Katharina! (Gilbert-Fall)—Tenor with Orch.,
Billy Tones

What Do You Say, Boys (Cal De Voll)—Tenor
and Baritone with Orch.,

Billy Tones-Ernest Hare
2883 Fourth of July—Voice, Fiddle and Banjo,

Bill Chitwood-Bud Landress
Johnny, Get Your Gun—Voice, Fiddle and Banjo,

Bill Chitwood-Bud Landress
2884 Furniture Man—Voice, Fiddle and Banjo,

Bill Chitwood-Bud Landless
Pa, Ma and Me—Voice, Fiddle and Banjo,

Bill Chitwood-Bud Landress
2872 Twilight, the Stars and You (Brown)—Fox-trot,

for Dancing Bennie Krueger's Orch.
Oh Vera! (Brown)—Fox-trot, Vocal Chorus by

Billy Jones; for Dancing. . Bennie Krueger's Orch.

80830 Some Day He'll Make It Plain (Leech-Geibel>,
Metropolitan Quartet

The Eastern Gate (Martin) .. .Metropolitan Quartet
FLASHES

51540 Moonlight and Roses (Bring Mem'ries of You)
Black-Moret) — Fox-trot and Song — Fox-trot
played by Polla's Clover Gardens Orch.,

Helen Clark- Joseph Phillips
When You and I Were Seventeen (Kahn-Ro-

soff)—Waltz and Song—Waltz played by Pol-
la's Clover Gardens Orch Charles Hart

51543 Swanee Butterfly—Fox-trot (Rose-Donaldson),
Broadway Dance Orch.

Oriental Moon (Frawley-Flanders)—Fox-trot,
Broadway Dance Orch.

51539 Egyptian Echos (A Rhythmodic Classic) Adapt-
ed by Frank Black from Luigini's "Egyptian
Ballet"—Fox-trot The Aristocrats

Hungaria (A Rhythmodic Classic) Adapted by
Frank Black from Liszt's "Second Hungarian
Rhapsody"—Fox-trot The Aristocrats

51542 Charleston (Mack-Johnson)—Fox-trot,
Golden Gate Orch.

Mamie (Smith Shilkret)—Fox-trot,
Frank Silver's Dance Orch.

51549 When My Sugar Walks Down the Street (All
the Little Birdies Go Tweet-Tweet-Tweet)

—

Fox-trot ,

Billy Wynne's Greenwich Village Inn Orch.
Lenore—Fox-trot,

Billy Wynne's Greenwich Village Orch.
51553 The Midnight Waltz (Kahn-Donaldson),

Jack Stdlman's Orch.
The Vale of Golden Dreams (Davis-Arras-Dol-
goff)—Waltz Jack Stillman's Orch.

51551 The Flapper Wife (Burton-Rupp)—Fox-trot,
with Vocal Chorus by Arthur Hall,

Golden Gate Orch.
Ev'rything Is Hotsy Totsy Now (McHugh-Mills)—Fox-trot with Vocal Chorus by Vernon Dal-

hart Golden Gate Orch.
51554 Tell Me More! (from "Tell Me More") (De

Sylva-Ira and Geo. Gershwin)—Fox-trot,
Polla's Clover Gardens Orch.

The Time Will Come (Robison)—Fox-trot,
Polla's Clover Gardens Orch.

GENERAL GROUP
51530 Lauterbach and Hi-le Hi-lo (with Yodles),

George P. Watson
Love's a Magic Spell, and Snyder, Doe9 Your
Mother Know You're Out (with Yodles),

George P. Watson
51536 My Irish Song of Songs—"Once Upon a Time"

(Sullivan-Dubin) Will Oakland
Only a Pansy Blossom (Howard-Rexford),

Will Oakland

Edison Blue Amberol Records
4977

4978

4999
5000
5001

5002

5004

5005

Turkey in the Straw—Breakdown,
The Blue Ridge Duo—Gene Austin-George Reneau

Susie Ann,
The Blue Ridge Duo—Gene Austin-George Reneau

Titina (from "Puzzles of 1925") Billy Jones
In the Heart of Hawaii Waikiki Hawaiian Orch.
I'll Make the Pies Like Mother Made (If You'll
Make the Dough Like Dad) Billy 'Jones

Yearning (Just for You)—Fox-trot,
Billy Wynne's Greenwich Village Inn Orch.

Florida—Fox-trot and Song—Fox-trot played by
Jack Stillman's Orch Arthur Hall

By the Waters of Minnetonka—Fox-trot
Mel Craig's Orch.

Okeh Records

Edison Disc Records

51523

51522

80829

51552

51546

80819

51555

51541

82341

51560

S1545

ALREADY RELEASED
SPECIALS

Miserere—II Trovatore (Giuseppe Verdi)—Banjo,
Eddie Peabody

Poet and Peasant Overture (F. V. Suppe)

—

Banjo Eddie Peabody
Farewell Ducktown—Reel

(Champion Fiddler of Tennessee) Allen Sisson
Rymer's Favorite—Reel,

(Champion Fiddler of Tennessee) Allen Sisson
Pale Moon (An Indian Love Song) (Frederic
Knight Logan) Herbert Soman's Salon Orch.

June Brought the Roses (John Openshaw),
Herbert Soman's Salon Orch.

Who Takes Care of the Caretaker's Daughter
(While the Caretaker's Busy Taking Care),
(Chick Endor) ...Bud Birmingham and His Uke

We're Gonna Have Weather (Whether or Not)
(Wendell Hall).... Bud Birmingham, and His Uke

Oh, How I Miss You Tonight (Benny Davis-
Joe Burke-Mark Fisher) James Doherty

If You See That Gal of Mine (Send Her Home)
(Sam M. Lewis-Joe Young-Fred E. Ahlert),

Charles Harrison
Stradella Overture—Part 1 (Flotow),

American Concert Orch.
Stradella Overture—Part 2 (Flotow),

American Concert Orch.
Ukulele Lady (Gus Kahn-Richard A. Whiting),

Arthur Hall-John Ryan
Don't Bring Lulu (Billy Rose-Lew Brown-Ray
Henderson),
Billy Jones-Ernest Hare (The Happiness Boys)

The Time Will Come (Carson J. Robinson),
Vernon Dalhart & Co.

Doin' the Best I Can (M. T. Slaughter),
Vernon Dalhart & Co.

The Mocking Bird (Septimus Winner) ... .Anna Case
Good-bye (G. J. Whyte-Melville & F. Paola

Tosti) Anna Case
West of the Great Divide (Whiting-Ball),

Walter Scanlan
A Kiss From You (Mitchell-Maffay),

Charles Harrison
Where Is My Rose of Waikiki (Egan-Whiting),

Waikiki Hawaiian Orch.
Pearl of Hawaii (Parish-Herbert),

Waikiki Hawaiian Orch.

DANCE RECORDS
40327 She's Crying for Me Blues—Fox-trot,

Original New Orleans Rhythm Kings
Golden Leaf Strut—Fox-trot,

Original New Orleans Rhythm Kings
40368 Mighty Lak' a Rose—Waltz,

Sandor Jozsi and His Orch.
Blue Bird—Waltz. .. Sandor Jozsi and His Orch.

40369 Birmingham Bound—Fox-trot,
Emerson Gill and His Orch.

Let Me Linger Longer in Your Arms—Fox-trot,
The Melody Sheiks

40378 Bobbed Haired Bobbie (Bobbie Be Mine)—Fox-
trot, Vocal Chorus by Chic Harvey,

Arcadian Serenaders
San Sue Strut—Fox-trot ... Arcadian Serenaders

VOCAL RECORD
40367 Miss You—Tenor with Ukulele Accomp.,

Harry Robinson
Mamie—Tenor with Ukulele Accomp.,

Harry Robinson
OLD-TIME TUNE RECORDS

7009 Utah Carl—Singing with Guitar Accomp,
Charles Nabell

Follow the Golden Rule—Singing with Guitar
Accomp Charles Nabell

40374 Fox Chase in Georgia—Singing with Banjo Ac-
comp Land Norris

You Ought to Be Arrested and Put in Jail

—

Singing with Banjo Accomp Land Norris
40391 Lost John—Harmonica Solo Henry Whitter

Peek-a-Boo—Harmonica Solo. .. .Henry Whitter
40376 Old Joe Clark—Orch., Vocal Chorus by Al. Hop-

kins The Hill Billies
Whoa! Mule—Orch., Vocal Chorus by Al. Hop-

kins The Hill Billies

SACRED RECORD
40377 There Shall Be Showers of Blessing—Guitar and

Mandolin Accomp The Jenkins Family
That Lonesome Valley—Guitar and Mandolin
Accomp The Jenkins Family

RACE RECORDS
8209 Sue, I Don't Want You No More—Contralto-

Baritone Duet, Piano Accomp. by Eddie Hey-
wood Butterbeans and Susie

I've Had Those Lonesome Journey Blues All
Day—Contralto-Baritone Duet, Piano Accomp.
by Eddie Heywood. . .Butterbeans and Susie

Baby, I Can't Use You No More—Contralto, Ac-
comp. by Clarence Williams' Blue Five,

Sippie Wallace
Trouble Everywhere I Roam—Contralto, Ac-

comp. by Clarence Williams' Blue Five,
Sippie Wallace

Gennett Records

10

10

8212

3008 Isn't She the Sweetest Thing?—Fox-trot,

... ... , . , „ The Rainbow Serenaders
Waitin' for the Moon—Fox-trot,

,„.„ „, , „ , TT
Nathan Glantz and His Orch.

3058 Mandy Make Up You Mind—Fox-trot,

c.^ . , . „ .
Chubb-Steinberg Orch.

bteppin m Society —Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
TT

°y Art Hicks Chubb-Steinberg Orch.
3059 Honey, I'm in Love With You—Fox-trot with

Vocal Chorus by Frank Cornwall,

c . „ . _. _ Perley Breed's Orch.
sweet Georgia Brown—Fox-trot,

mtr. , t t.
Original Indiana Five

3060 Everything Is Hotsy Totsy Now—Fox-trot,

c . , _ Original Indiana Five

£eminola—Fox-trot Original Indiana Five
3061 Craving—Fox-trot The Southerners
.„,,

S^ite 16—Fox-trot The Southerners
3063 Maybe You re Lonely—Fox-trot, with Vocal

Chorus by Jack Tilson,
Marion McKay and His Orch.My Sweetie and Me—Fox-trot,

The Virginia Entertainers
POPULAR VOCAL

3052 Who Takes Care of the Caretaker's Daughter
(While the Caretaker's Busy Taking Care),

„. m Razaf (The Melody Man)
Yes, Sir, That's My Baby,

t„ , ,
Razaf (The Melody Man)

3053 Ukulele Lady—Orch. Accomp Tremaine Bros.
I Had Someone Else Before I Had You,
-™ . „ Tremaine Bros.

3064 That s Banana Oil—Orch. Accomp.,
_ , , Maureen Englin
Can t Your Friend Get a Friend For Me?—Orch.
Accomp Maureen Englin

STANDARD VOCAL
3051 Mother and Home—Tenor, with Violin and

Guitar Accomp Vernon Dalhart
The Runaway Train—Tenor, with Violin, Guitar
and Harmonica Accomp Vernon Dalhart

COMIC SONGS
3003 I Wrote This Song Myself—Ukulele Accomp.,

Paul Earle
Your Whiskers Keep on Growing—Ukulele Ac-
comp pau i Earle

VOCAL QUARTET OF OLD TIME TUNES
5713 Songs for the Home (Part I): Everybody Works

But Father; Old Mill Stream; Sweet Adeline;
Paradise Alley; Maggie Murphy's Home,

The Ritz Quartet
Songs for the Home (Part II): I Want a Girl;

In the Gold Old Summer Time; Sidewalks of
New York; Daisy; Sweet Rosie O'Grady;
On a Sunday Afternoon The Ritz Quartet

OLD-TIME MOUNTAIN TUNES
5715 The Old Hen Cackled and the Rooster Crowed—Reel, with Banjo, Guitar and Fiddle Ac-

comp Homer Davenport and Young Bros.
Down in Tennessee Blues—Fox-trot—Banjo Solo,

Homer Davenport
5719 Hy Patillion—One-step, with Banjo, Guitar and

Fiddle Accomp.,
Homer Davenport and Young Bros.

The Fox Chase—Reel, with Banjo, Guitar and
Fiddle Accomp.,

Homer Davenport and Young Bros.
3062 Sand Cave—Accomp. by Jolly Four Orch.,

George Ake
Little Old Log Cabin in the Lane—Guitar and

Banjo Accomp David Miller

IRISH
5700 The Peeler and the Goat—Schottische; Accor-

dion, with Lilting Frank Fitzpatrick
The Leitrim Jig—Jig; Accordion,

Frank Fitzpatrick
5701 The Lass From Mulligan— (Irish Reel)—Flute

Solo, with Lilting; Piano Accomp. by Paddy
Muldoon. . John Griffin (The Fifth Ave. Bus Man)

Castlebar Boys (Irish Reels)—Flute Solo,
With Lilting; Piano Accomp. by Paddy
Muldoon. .John Griffin (The Fifth Ave. Bus Man)

5702 Ancient Irish Classics (The Coulin—The Irish
Exile—Lament For Ireland) McNamara Trio

Irish Waltz Medley (The Boys of the West

—

The Snowy-Breasted Pearl)—Waltz,
McNamara Trio

5703 Corned Beef and Cabbage—Piano Accomp.,
Fitzpatrick Bros.

McFadden's Goat—Piano Accomp.,
Fitzpatrick Bros.

5704 Irish Jig (The Dingle Puck Goat)—(Tig,

McNamara Trio
Irish Reel Medley (My Love Is on the Ocean)—(Bonnie Kate)—Reels McNamara Trio

5712 Bold Jack Donahue—Tenor, with Piano Accomp.
by Parnell McKelvery Emmet O'Toole

The Jackets Green—Tenor, with Piano Accomp.,
by Parnell McKelvery Emmet O'Toole

COLORED VOCAL
3006 Worried Down With the Blues—Orch. Accomp.,

Hociel Thomas
I Must Have It Hociel Thomas

Vocalion Records

FOR DANCING
5710 Susie—Fox-trot Bailey's Lucky Seven

Flag That Train—Fox-trot Bailey's Lucky Seven
3007 Twilight—Fox-trot Nathan Glantz and His Orch.

Beside a' Silv'ry Stream—Fox-trot, Vocal Chorus
by Arthur Hall The Club Macon Orch.

21014 My Wild Irish Rose (Olcott)—Tenor and Male
Trio, with Orch. Accomp.,

Colin O'More and Male Trio
Macushla (Rowe-MacMurrough)—Tenor with

Orch. Accomp Colin O'More
15023 Oh, How I Miss You To-night (Davis-Burke-

Fisher)—Tenor with Orch. Accomp.,
Irving Kaufman

Yearning (Davis-Burke)—Tenor, with Orch.
Accomp Irving Kaufman

15024 I Had Someone Else Before I Had You (Harris-
Darcy-Stanley)—Tenor, with Orch. Accomp.,

Irving Kaufman
Red Hot Henry Brown (Rose)—Tenor, with

Orch. Accomp Irving Kaufman
15025 Just a Bundle of Sunshine (Drew-Herbert)

—

Vocal Duet, with Guitar Accomp.,
Earl and Bell

Ev'rything Is Hotsy Totsy Now (McHugh-Mills)
Vocal Duet, with Guitar Accomp Earl and Bell

15026 Murder in the First Degree (Smith)—Comedian
with Piano Accomp Ham Tree Harrington

Last Go Round (Easton)—Comedian, with Piano
Accomp Ham Tree Harrington

14998 Wild Bill Jones (Southern Song)—Voice and
Guitar,

George Reneau (Blind Musician of Smoky Mts.)
The Letter Edged in Black (Southern Song)

—

Voice and Guitar,
George Reneau (Blind Musician of Smoky Mts.)

15022 Jimtown Blues (Rose-Davis)—Fox-trot, for
Dancing ..The Tennessee Tooters

Kansas City Stomps (Morton)—Fox-trot for
Dancing The Tennessee Tooters

(Continued on page 168)

/
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ADVANCE RECORD BULLETINS FOR JULY— (Continued from page 167)

LET ME
LINGER
LONGER IN
YOURARMS
A fascinating PoxTrot

Joy Cliff Friend
and Abel Baer
Writers of „

X\JUNE NIGHT'

*You Cant Go Wrong With Any XFEIST' Song 4

15027 All Aboard for Heaven (Rose-Meyer)—Fox-trot
for Dancing,

Ben Bernie and His Hotel Roosevelt Orch.
Cheatin' On Me (Yellen-Pollack) — Fox-trot

for Dancing,
Ben Bernie and His Hotel Roosevelt Orcli.

15028 Pango Pango Maid (Bibo-Phillips)—Fox-trot
for Dancing,

Ben Bernie and His Hotel Roosevelt Orch.
By the Light of the Stars (Sizemore-Little-Shay)

Fox-trot for Dancing,
Ben Bernie and His Hotel Roosevelt Orch.

15029 In a Little Love Boat (Breau-Tobias)—Fox-trot
for Dancing Ben Selvin and His Orch.

Suite 16 (Meyers-Kassel-Schoebel) —- Fox-trot
for Dancing Ben Selvin and His Orch.

15030 When You Do What You Do (Parish-Johnsen)—Fox-trot, for Dancing,
Fletcher Henderson and His Orch.

Memphis Bound (Banta-De Rose)—Fox-trot for
Dancing Fletcher Henderson and His Orch.

15020 Twilight, the Stars and You (Brown)—Fox-trot,
for Dancing, with Vocal Chorus by Irving
Kaufman,
The Ambassadors—Under direc. of L. Katzman

Oh, Vera! (Brown)—Fox-trot for Dancing, with
Vocal Chorus by Irving Kaufman,
The Ambassadors—Under direc. of L. Katzman

15021 Amor, Amor (Love, Love) (de la Revista "Ra-
Ta-Plan")—Fox-trot, for Dancing,

The Castilians
La Guardia Blanca (The White Guard) (de la

Revista "Ra-Ta-Plan")—March-Fox-trot,
The Castilians

Pathe Phono & Radio Corp.
SPECIAL RELEASES JUNE 15

025141 If You Knew Susie, Like I Know Susie

—

Ukelele and Voice. . .Cliff Edwards (Ukelele Ike)
Just Like a Baby—Ukelele and Voice,

Cliff Edwards (Ukelele Ike)
025145 Ukelele Lady—Voice and Orch.,

Lee Morse and Her Blue Grass Boys
Blue Waltz—Voice and Orch.,

Lee Morse and Her Blue Grass Boys
DANCE RECORDS

036242 Stepping in Society—Fox-trot, Vocal Chorus
by Frank Sterling The Virginia Creepers

June Days—Fox-trot Piedmont Dance Orch.
036244 Seminola—Fox-trot The Virginia Creepers

Yvette—Fox-trot Piedmont Dance Orch.
036247 Sweet Georgia Brown—Fox-trot. .. .The Texas Ten

Rose of the Moonlight—Fox-trot,
The Virginia Creepers

036251 Charleston—Fox-trot, Charleston Rhythm,
The Texas Ten

What a Smile Can Do^-Fox-trot. . .The Texas Ten
036252 Cross Words Between My Sweetie and Me

—

Fox-trot Southampton Society Orch.
Ah Ha!—Fox-trot Southampton Society Orch.

036253 Everything Is Hotsy Totsy Now—Fox-trot,
Southampton Society Orch.

Oh That Sweet in Suite 16—Fox-trot,
Southampton Society Orch.

POPULAR VOCAL RECORDS
032126 Pal of My Cradle Days—Tenor. . .Charles Warren

West of the Great Divide—Baritone. Frank Sterling
032127 Midnight Waltz—Tenor Jimmy Flynn

I Wouldn't Be Crying Now—Tenor. . .Jimmy Flynn
036256 It's Time to Keep Away From You—Fox-

trot ..Boyd Senter
Slippery Elm—Fox-trot Boyd Senter

REGULAR SUPPLEMENT
0251-12 I've Found My Sweetheart Sally—Ukelele and

Voice Cliff Edwards (Ukelele Ike)
When Georgia Smiles—Ukelele and Voice,

Cliff Edwards (Ukelele Ike)
025146 Yes Sir, That's My Baby,

Lee Morse and Her Blue Grass Boys
An Old Fashioned Romance,

Lee Morse and Her Blue Grass Boys
DANCE RECORDS

036243 Sing Loo—Fox-trot, Vocal Chorus by Charles
Warren Lenox Dance Orch.

In a Little Love Boat—Fox-trot,
Majestic Dance Orch.

036245 I'm Always Thinking of Someone—Fox-trot,
Carolina Club Orch.

Hurry Back Old Sweetheart of Mine—Fox-trot,
Carolina Club Orch.

036246 I Think You're Wonderful—Fox-trot, Vocal
Chorus by Billy Jones.... The Virginia Creepers

Who—Fox-trot Majestic Dance Orch.
036248 Aida (Medley)—Fox-trot Rhythm,

_

Casino Dance Orch.
Tannhauser (Medley)—Fox-trot Rhythm,

Casino Dance Orch.
036249 On the Oregon Trail—Fox-trot. Lenox Dance Orch.

You're So Near (And Yet So Far)—Fox-trot.
Majestic Dance Orch.

036250 Sweetheart of Sigma Chi—Waltz,
Carolina Club Orch.

Old Favorites—Part 1—Waltz,
Piedmont Dance Orch.

POPULAR VOCAL RECORDS
032125 Oh, How I Miss You Tonight—Tenor,

Charles Warren
Some Day We'll Meet Again—Baritone,

Frank Sterling
INSTRUMENTAL RECORDS

036254 Strumming Uke Blues—Ukelele Solo.. Frank Ferera
Ukelele Dreams—Ukelele Solo Frank Ferera

036255 In Shadowland Petite Symphony
Pal of My Cradle Days Petite Symphony

NOVELTY RECORD
021146 Casey at the Dentist—Novelty,

(Original Michael Casey) Russell Hunting
Casey Courting His Girl—Novelty,

(Original Michael Casey) Russell Hunting
JEWISH SELECTIONS

03701 Keiner Weist Nit Weimes Morgen Sis,

Joe •Feldman, Acc. by I. J. Hochman's Orch.
Dem Menshens Freind Is a Dollar,

Joe Feldman, Acc. by I. J. Hochman's Orch.
03702 "A Chosid Be im Rebin ' (Fin Studenten Liebe),

Annie Lubin, Acc. by I. J. Hochman's Orch.
"Die Liebe" (Fin Studenten Liebe),

Annie Lubin, Acc. by I. J. Hochman's Orch.
03703 Libe Is a Paradis,

Michal Michalesko, Acc. by I. J. Hochman's Orch.
"Motke,"
Michal Michalesko, Acc. by I. J. Hochman's Orch.

03706 Oh, Katharina, Morris Goldstein, Acc. by
Max Terr and His Grand Street Boys

Mamma Loves Papa, Papa Loves Mamma,
Joe Feldman, Acc. by

Max Terr and His Grand Street Boys

Domino Records
DANCE RECORDS

3506 If You Knew Susie—Fox-trot. .Moulin Rouge Orch.
You'll Be Ma and I'll Be Pa—Fox-trot,

Imperial Dance Orch.
3507 Everything Is Hotsy Totsy Now—Fox-trot,

Chateur Laurier Dance Orch.
Ah, Ha!—Fox-trot Missouri Jazz Band

3508 Smile All the While—Fox-trot,
Roseland Dance Orch.

Wondering—Fox-trot Imperial Dance Orch.
3 509 If You Hadn't Gone Away—Fox-trot,

Chateau Laurier Dance Orch.
Some of These Days—Fox-trot,

New Orleans Jazz Band
3510 Sweet Georgia Brown—Charleston Fox-trot,

Six Black Diamonds
Charleston—Charleston Fox-trot,

Six Black Diamonds
3511 June Brought the Roses—Waltz,

Hollywood Marimba Band
In the Ballroom—Waltz. .Hollywood Marimba Band

3512 Sleeping Beauty's Wedding—rox-trot,
Roseland Dance Orch.

The Flapper Wife—Fox-trot. .Imperial Dance Orch.
3513 Ukulele Lady—Fox-trot Moulin Rouge Orch.

Craving—Fox-trot. ... Chateau Laurier Dance Orch.
3514 Yes, Sir; That's My Baby—Fox-trot,

Chateau Laurier Dance Orch.
F'lag That Train—Fox-trot. ... Roseland Dance Orch.

3521 In Shadowland—Waltz Hollywood Dance Orch.
Where Are You, Girl of My Dreams—Waltz,

Hollywood Dance Orch.

VOCAL RECORDS
3515 Pal of My Cradle Days—Tenor Solo with Orch.

Accomp Sidney Mitchell
Just for Awhile—Male Duet, with Orch Accomp.,

Hall-Ryan
3516 Ukulele Lady—Male Duet, with Orch. Accomp.,

Hall-Ryan
I've Found My Sweetheart Sally—Baritone Solo,

with Orch Accomp Arthur Fields

3517 Don't Bring Lulu—Baritone Solo, with Orch.
Accomp Arthur Fields

I Wanna Go Home—Baritone Solo, with Orch.
Accomp Arthur Fields

3518 June Brought the Roses—Tenor Solo, with Orch.
Accomp .Billy Burton

Where Are You, Girl of My Dreams—Baritone
Solo, with Orch. Accomp Arthur Fields

3519 In the Baggage Coach Ahead—Solo, with
Guitar and Violin Accomp Vernon Dalhart

A Boy's Best Friend Is His Mother—Solo, with
Guitar and Violin Accomp Vernon Dalhart

RACE RECORDS
3520 That Old-time Religion (Spiritual),

Dixie Mixed Quartet
The Lord's Gonna Move This Wicked Race

(Spiritual) Dixie Mixed Quartet

Perfect Record Go.
SPECIAL RELEASES

1 1 575 If You Knew Susie, Like I Know Susie—Ukelele
and Voice Cliff Edwards (Ukelele Ike)

Just Like a Baby—Ukelele and Voice,
Cliff Edwards (Ukelele Ike)

11579 Ukelele Lady—Voice and Orch.,
Lee Morse and Her Blue Grass Boys

Blue Waltz—Voice and Orch.,
Lee Morse and Her Blue Grass Boys

DANCE RECORDS
• 14423 Stepping in Society—Fox-trot, Vocal Chorus by

Frank Sterling Lou Gold and His Orch.
June Days—Fox-trot Casino Dance Orch.

14425 Seminola—Fox-trot Lou Gold and His Orch.
Yvette—Fox-trot Casino Dance Orch.

14428 Sweet Georgia Brown—Fox-trot. .The Blues Chasers
Rose of the Moonlight—Fox-trot,

Lou Gold and His Orch.
14432 Charleston—Fox-trot, Charleston Rhythm,

The Blues Chasers
What a Smile Can do—Fox-trot. . .The Blues Chasers

14433 Cross Words Between My Sweetie and Me

—

Fox-trot Southampton Society Orch
Ah Ha!—Fox-trot Southampton Society Orch.

14434 Everything Is Hotsy Totsy Now—Fox-trot,
Southampton Society Orch.

Oh That Sweet in Suite 16—Fox-trot,
Southampton Society Orch.

POPULAR VOCAL RECORDS
12205 Pal of My Cradle Days—Tenor Charles Warren

West of the Great Divide—Baritone .. Frank Sterling
12206 Midnight Waltz—Tenor Jimmy Flynn

I Wouldn't Be Crying Now—Tenor. .. .Jimmy Flynn
14437 It's Time to Keep Away From You—Fox-trot,

Boyd Senter
Slippery Elm—Fox-trot Boyd Senter

REGULAR SUPPLEMENT
11576 I've Found My Sweetheart Sally—Ukelele and

Voice Cliff Edwards (Ukelele Ike)
When Georgia Smiles—Ukelele and Voice,

Cliff Edwards (Ukelele Ike)
11580 Yes Sir, That's My Baby,

Lee Morse and Her Blue Grass Boys
An Old Fashioned Romance,

Lee Morse and Her Blue Grass Boys
DANCE RECORDS

14424 Sing Loo—Fox-trot, Vocal Chorus by Charles
Warren Speciale and His Orch.

In a Little Love Boat—Fox-trot,
Nathan Glantz and His Orch.

14426 I'm Always Thinking of Someone—Fox-trot,
Carolina Club Orch.

Hurry Back Old Sweetheart of Mine—Fox-trot,
Carolina Club Orch.

14427 I Think You're Wonderful—Fox-trot, Vocal
Chorus by Billy Jones,

Lou Gold and His Orch
Who—Fox trot Nathan Glantz and His Orch.

14429 Aida (Medley)—Fox-trot Rhythm,
The Better Music Dance Orch.

Tannhauser (Medley)—Fox-trot Rhythm,
The Better Music Dance Orch.

14430 On the Oregon Trail—Fox-trot,
Mike Speciale and His Orch.

You're So Near (And Yet So Far)—Fox-trot,
Nathan Glantz and His Orch.

14431 Sweetheart of Sigma Chi—Waltz. Carolina Club Orch.
Old Favorites—Part 1—Waltz. . Casino Dance Orch.

POPULAR VOCAL RECORDS
12204 Oh, How I Miss You Tonight—Tenor,

Charles Warren
Some Day We'll Meet Again—Baritone,

Frank Sterling
INSTRUMENTAL RECORDS

14435 Strumming Uke Blues—Ukelele Solo... Frank Ferera
Ukelele Dreams—Ukelele Solo Frank Ferera

14436 In Shadowland Petite Symphony
Pal of My Cradle Days Petite Symphony

NOVELTY RECORDS
11219 Casey' at the Dentist—Novelty,

(Original Michael Casey) Russell Hunting
Casey Courting His Girl—Novelty,

(Original Michael Casey) Russell Hunting

Cameo Records
DANCE RECORDS

720 In Shadowland—Waltz,
Arthur Lange and His Orch.

If You Only Knew—Waltz,
Paul Van Loan and His Orch.

Ace Brigode and His Fourteen Virginians
725 My Sugar—Fox-trot.

Ace Brigode and His Fourteen Virginians
Cheatin' On Me—Fox-trot Varsity Eight

726 Let Me Linger Longer in Your Arms—Fox-trot,
with Vocal Refrain. . .Bob Haring and His Orch.

Wondering—Fox-trot,
Ace Brigode and His Fourteen Virginians

727 Cross Words Between Sweetie and Me—Fox-trot,
Mike Special and His Orch.

Isn't She the Sweetest Thing—Fox-trot,
Broadway Broadcasters

728 Sleeping Beauty's Wedding—Characteristic Fox-
trot Bob Haring and His Orch.

Seminola—Fox-trot Bob Haring and His Orch.
730 Lady of the Nile—Fox-trot Varsity Eight
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Sweet Georgia Brown—Fox-trot, Charleston,
Varsity Eight

731 Waitin' for the Moon—Fox-trot,
Bob Haring and His Orch.

Sing Loo—Fox-trot Bob Haring and His Orch.
732 Ah, Ha!—Fox-trot Varsity Eight

If It Wasn't for You I Wouldn't Be Crying
Now—Fox-trot Lou Gold ond His Orch.

733 Hawaiian Love Nest—Waltz, with Vibraphone,
Hollywood Dance Orch.

Weaver of Dreams—Waltz,
Paul Van Loan and His Orch.

VOCAL RECORDS
73-1 Ukulele Lady—Tenor, with Uke,

Ukulele Bailey (Webb Hahn)
Cheatin' On Me—Tenor, with Uke,

Ukulele Bailey (Webb Hahn)
729 Let It Rain, Let It Pour (I'll Be in Virginia

in the Morning)—Quartet with Uke,
The Blue Dandies

Mamie—Quartet, Orch. Accomp.,
Strand Male Quartet

722 My Gal Don't Love Me Any More—Duet, with
Uke Accomp Salt and Pepper

Ev'rything Is Hotsy Totsy Now—Duet, with Uke
Accomp Salt and Pepper

723 Hot Tamale Molly—Vocal Blues,
Lucille Hegamin and the Dixie Daisies

Something's Wrong (How Can You Ask Me
to Smile)—Vooal Trio, with Piano Accomp.,
Adler, Weil and Herman,

The California Sun-Kist Syncopators
STANDARD RECORDS

721 Moana Luca Hula—Hawaiian Duet,
Ferera-Paaluhi

Malanai and Kamakani—Hawaiian Duet,
Ferera-Paaluhi

538 What a Friend We Have in Jesus—Baritone
Solo Douglas Stanbury

I Need Thee Every Hour—Tenor Solo,
William Robyn

Banner Records

1538

1540

1537

1543

1536

1544

1539

1541

1545

DANCE RECORDS
Smile All the While—Fox-trot,

Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
Craving—Fox-trot Lou Gold's Dance Orch.
Charleston—Charleston Fox-trot,

Six Black Diamonds
Sweet Georgia Brown—Charleston Fox-trot,

Six Black Diamonds
June Brought the Roses—Waltz,

Continental Dance Orch.
In the Ballroom—Waltz. .. .Continental Dance Orch.
Yes, Sir; That's My Baby—Fox-trot,

Lou Gold's Dance Orch.
Waiting for the Moon—Fox-trot,

Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
If You Knew Susie—Fox-trot. . Moulin Rouge Orch.
Ah, Ha!—Fox-trot Hollywood Dance Orch.
Everything Is Hotsy Totsy Now—Fox-trot,

Lou Gold's Dance Orch.
Some of These Days—Fox-trot,

New Orleans Jazz Band
Ukulele Lady—Fox-trot Moulin Rouge Orch.
Wondering—Fox-trot Hollywood Dance Orch.
I Think You're Wonderful—Fox-trot,

Lou Gold's Dance Orch.
Flag That Train—Fox-trot. Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
Sleeping Beauty's Wedding—Fox-trot,

Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
The Flapper Wife—Fox-trot,

Missouri Jazz Band
VOCAL RECORDS

Pal of My Cradle Days—Tenor Solo with Orch.
Accomp Sidney Mitchell
Wanted a Pal by the Name of Mary—Tenor
Solo with Orch. Accomp Arthur Hall

Ukulele Lady—Male Duet with Orch Accomp.,
Billy Burton

I've Found My Sweetheart Sally—Baritone
Solo with Orch. Accomp Hall-Ryan

June Brought the Roses—Tenor Solo with Orch.
Accomp Billy Burton

Just for Awhile—Male Duet with Orch. Accomp.,
Hall-Ryan

Don't Bring Lulu—Baritone Solo with Orch.
Accomp Arthur Fields

I Wanna Go Home—Baritone Solo with Orch,
Accomp Arthur Fields

In the Baggage Coach Ahead 1—Solo, with Guitar
and Violin Accomp Vernon Dalhart

A Boy's Best Friend Is His Mother—Solo, with

Guitar and Violin Accomp Vernon Dalhart

RACE RECORDS
My Lord's Gonna Move This Wicked Race

(Spiritual) Dixie Mixeil Quartette

That Old-time Religion (Spiritual),
Dixie Mixed Quartette

9834

9835

9S36

9837

9838

9839

9840

9841

9842

9849

9843

9844

Regal Records
DANCE RECORDS

Smile All the While—Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.

Craving—Fox-trot Lou Gold's Dance Orch.
Charleston—Charleston Fox-trot,

Six Black Diamonds
Sweet Georgia Brown—Charleston Fox-trot,

Six Black Diamonds
June Brought the Roses—Waltz,

Continental Dance Orch.
In the Ballroom—Waltz. . .Continental Dance Orch.
Yes, Sir; That's My Baby—Fox-trot,

Lou Gold's Dance Orch.
Waiting for the Moon—Fox-trot,

Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
If You Knew Susie—Fox-trot. . Moulin Rouge Orch.
Ah, Ha!—Fox-trot Hollywood Dance Orch.
Everything Is Hotsy Totsy Now—Fox-trot,

Lou Gold's Dance Orch.
Some of These Days—Fox-trot,

New Orleans Jazz Band
Ukulele Lady—Fox-trot Moulin Rouge Orch.

Wondering—Fox-trot Hollywood Dance Orch.

I Think You're Wonderful—Fox-trot,
Lou Gold's Dance Orch.

Flag That Train—Fox-trot. Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
Sleeping Beauty's Wedding—Fox-trot,

Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.

The Flapper Wife—Fox-trot Missouri Jazz Band
In Shadowland—Waltz Hollywood Dance Orch.
What a Kiss Can Do—Waltz,

Hollywood Dance Orch.
VOCAL RECORDS

Don't Bring Lulu—Baritone Solo, with Orch.
Accomp Arthur Fields

I Wanna Go Home—Baritone Solo, with Orch.
Accomp '. Arthur Fields

Pal of My Cradle Days—Tenor Solo, with Orch.
Accomp Sidney Mitchell

Wanted a Pal by the Name of Mary—Tenor
Solo, with Orch. Accomp Arthur Hall

Ukulele Lady—Male Duet, with Orch. Accomp.,
Billy Burton
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Week 76
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diola Installation in Victor Talking
Machines 90

Featuring the Musical Possibilities of

the Talking Machine 94

Summer in Middle West Finds Port-
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Manner 1 15-127

Stewart-Warner Announces Impor-
tant Business Plans 128

Jewett Co. Announces New Merchan-
dising Policy 128

Spurt in Business Throughout the

New England Territory Creates
Optimism 132-133

Sudden Demand for Talking Ma-
chines and Records Injects New
Life in Retail Trade of Philadel-

phia 136-138

How Clever Selling, Tie-ups and Les-

sons Build Small Goods Business 1 4 1

W. J. Haussler Makes Important Re-
port at the Convention in Chicago . 1 43

News Happenings in Musical Mer-
chandise Field 141-146

Gleanings From the World of

Music 157-159

News From Our London Headquar-
ters 161-164

Latest Patents Relating to Talking
Machines and Records 165
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CORRESPONDENCE FROM LEADING CITIES

Cincinnati, 64 Kansas City, 67 Indianapolis, 74 Milwaukee, 81-82 Buffalo, 96—Minneapolis
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I've Found My Sweetheart Sally—Baritone Solo,

with Orch. Accomp Hall-Ryan

9846 Tune Brought the Roses—Tenor Solo, with

Orch. Accomp Billy Burton

Just for Awhile—Male Duet, with Orch Ac-

comp ...Hall-Ryan

9847 In the Baggage Coach Ahead—Solo, with

Guitar and Violin Accomp Vernon Dalhart

A Boy's Best Friend Is His Mother—Solo, with

Guitar and Violin Accomp Vernon Dalhart

RACE RECORDS
9848 My Lord's Gonna Move This Wicked Race

(Spiritual) Dixie Mixed Quartette

That Old-time Religion (Spiritual),
Dixie Mixed Quartette

The broadcasting activities of the Southern

California Mu»ic Co., Los Angeles, are result-

ing in increased prestige and an increase in

sales of all types of instruments.

TEST IT.
OUR VICTOR

Record Service
has a reputation for efficiency.

Suppose you try it.

E. F. DROOP & SONS CO.
1300 G. STREET. WASHINGTON. D. C.

204-6-8-10 CLAY STREET. BALTIMORE. MD.
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THE CAROLEAN

American Black Walnut contrasts
with rich black ebony applique.
Doors of Beryl Walnut with Marque-
trie panels of boxwood ebony and
fiddleback walnut. 34J^ in. high,
43H in. wide, 24 in. deep. Electric.
Double resonators. CAi'UI
Albums «J)OUU

Cheney
The Master Phonograph

The most perfect music-reproducing instrument

When buyers of phonographs
are discriminating

Merchants who are selling The Cheney are discovering

in the present highly competitive market that The Cheney

possesses outstanding selling advantages.

Its superior tone quality is acknowledged. A wide range

of beautiful cabinets meets any price requirement. Its sell-

ing points can be duplicated by no other phonograph.

As a result. The Cheney makes sales which otherwise

would be lost, it commands a high average sale price, brings

increased business and increased profits. Ask us for de-

tails and prices on The Cheney line.

CHENEY TALKING MACHINE COMPANY - CHICAGO
Made complete in our own factories at Grand Rapids, Michigan

The Abbotsford—Style 117.
A Queen Anne period design
in Biltmore Mahogany. Gold-
plated metal parts. Six ff^AA
record albums .... «J)OUU

IMMff

Early English Model—Style
120. American Walnut stained
to an English finish. Exposed
metal parts plated in Roman
gold. Six record <COCO
albums «p<i*v?U

Hi

r

The Salisbury — Style 118

After the work of Sheraton and
Shearer. In Mahogany and
Walnut. Exposed metal parts
gold plated. fflftrt
Albums «J>~UU

Tktst Prictt Apply East of the Rockies Only

The Buckingham made tn both
mahogany and walnut. Length, 39%
inches; depth, 19% inches; height,
42 inches. Equipped with two
resonators. Plays all records. With
electric motor, $365. fl» •? | C
Spring motor «J>01.0

The Melbourne, made in dull
rubbed Biltmore mahogany. Length,
43 inches; depth, 21 inches;
height, 46 54 inches. Equipped with
two resonators, electric motor, two
reproducers. Record al- ffC7C
bums «po/ O



You don't need a
fortune to become
an EdisonDealer—

nearest Edison

Jobber

Jobbers of the New Edison, Edison Records, the Edison Diamond

Amberola and Blue Amberol Records

CALIFORNIA
in Francisco—Edison Phonographs,

Ltd.

COLORADO
Denver—Edison Phonograph Distribut-

ing Co.

GEORGIA
Atlanta—PhonogTaphs, Inc.

ILLINOIS
Chicago—E d 1 s o n Phonograph Dis-

tributing Co.

LOUISIANA
New Orleans—Diamond NMusic Co.

Inc.

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston—Pardee-Ellenberger Co.

Iver Johnson Sporting Goods Co.
(Amberola only).

MICHIGAN
Detroit—Phonograph Co. of Detroit.

MINNESOTA
Minneapolis—Laurence H. Lucker.

MISSOURI
Kansas City—Edison Phonograph Dis-

tributing Co.

St. Louis—Silverstone Music Co.

MONTANA
Helena—Montana Phonograph Co.

NEW JERSET
Orange—Edison Phonograph Distribut-

ing Co.

NEW YORK
Albany—American Phonograph Co.
New York City—J. F. Blackman &

Son (Amberola only).

Syracuse—W. D. Andrews Co. (Am-
berola only).

OHIO
Cleveland—The Phonograph Co.

PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia—Girard Phonograph Co.
Pittsburgh—Buehn Phonograph Co.
Williamsport—W. A. Myers.

RHODE ISLAND
Providence—J. A. Foster Co. (Am-

berola only)..

TEXAS
Dallas—Texas-Oklahoma Phonograph

Co.

UTAH
Ogden—Proudflt Sporting Goods Co.

VIRGINIA
Richmond—The C. B. Haynes Co., Inc.

CANADA
St. John—W. H. Thorne Sc. Co., Ltd.

Toronto—R. S. "Williams & Sons Co.,
Ltd.

Vancouver—Kent Piano Co., Ltd.

Winnipeg—R. S. Williams & Sons Co..
Ltd.

Babson Bros. (Amberola only).
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